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FOTJRTII SESSION, FOUiRTII PARLIAMENT-

11OUSE OF COMMONS,
THusDAY, 9th February, 1882.

TE PARLIAMENT, which had been prorogued from time
to time, was now commanded to assemble on the 9th day of
February, 1882, for the despatch of business.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at fiftoon minutes before
Three o'clock.

PRAYERS,

A Message was delivered by René Edouard Kimber,
Esquire, Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:

" Mr. SPE AKER,--

"His Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate attend-
ance of this Honorable Bouse in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly the House went up to the Senate Chamber.

And the House being returned,

CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that he had received
from the Hon. Mr. Justice Bélanger, one of the Judges
selected for the trial of Election Petitions, pursuant to The
Dominion Controverted Elections Act, 1874, a Judgment
relating to the Election for the Electoral District of Argen-
teuil, declaring the election of the respondent, Hon J. J. C.
Abbott, null and void.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that, in conformity
with the Act 37 Victoria, Cap. 10, Sec. 36, he had issued
his warrant to the Clork of the Crown in Chancery to
make out a new writ of election for the said Electoral
District.

Mr. SPEAKER furthor informed the Houso that he had
received from the Hon. Mr. Justice Angers, one of the
Judges selected for the trial of Election Petitions, pursuant
to The Dominion Controverted Elections Act, 1874, a Certi-
ficate and Judgment in the matter of the Election for the
Electoral District of Bellechasse, sustaining G. Amyot, Esq.'
in his seat.

VACANCIES.

Mr. SPEAKER also informed the House that ho had
received the following notifications of vacancies which had
occurred in the representation:-

Of TEoxAs McKAT, Esquire, Member for the Electoral District of
Colchester, by resignation.

Of the Hon. JAMES McDONALD, Member for the Electoral District of
Pictou, by acceptance of the Office of Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia.

Of the Hon. JAMss CocRustuN, Member for the Electoral District of
the West Riding of the Countv of Northumberland, by resignation.

Of THoxAs ROBERT McIINEs, Esquire, Member for t he Electoral
District of New Westminster, by being summoned to the Senate; and

Of WILLIAX CARRUTaRus LITTL, Esquire, Member for the Electoral
District of the South Riding of the County of Simcoe, by decease.

Mr. SPEAKER also informed the House that he had
issued his several warrants to the Çlerk of the Crown in
Chancery, to make ont new writs of election for the said
Electoral Districts respectively.

NEW MEMBERS.

Mr. SPEAKER also informed the House that the Clerk
had received from the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, cer-
tificates of the election and return of the following Mem-
bers:-

Of JAMES REID, Esquire, for the Electoral District of Cariboo.
Of DARnI COUTER, Esquire, for the Electoral District of the Eaut

Riding of the County of Northumberland.
Of DÀIvD IRVINE, Esquire for the Electoral District of Carleton, N.B.
Of SIXON XAVIER CIMON, Esquire, for the Electoral District of Charle-

voix.
Of GUILLAUXE AMYOT, Esquire, for the Electoral District of Bellechasse.
Of the Hon. A. W. McLILAN, for the Electoral District of Colchester.
Of Joas MoDOtGALD, Esquire, for the Electoral District of Picton.
Of the Hon. J. J. C. ABBOTT, for the Electoral District of Argenteuil,

-and
Of GEORGE GUILLET, Esquire, for the Electoral District of the West

Riding of the County of Northumberland.

MEMBERS INTRODUCED.

The following Members having previously taken the Oath
according to law, and subscribed the roll containing the
same, took their seats in the House:-

Hon. A. W. MoLELAN, Member foi the Electoral District of the County
of Colchester, N.S., introduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir
Charles Tupper.

GEORGE UILLT, Member for the Electoral District of the County of
West Northumberland, introduced by Sir Leonard Tilley and Mr. White
(Cardwell).

SImoN XAvia CIMoN, Member for the Electoral District of the County
of Charlevoix, introduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Hector
Lan es Rix, Member for the Electoral District of Cariboo, B.C., in-
troduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Charles Tupper.

G. AMYOT, Member for the Electoral District of Bellechasse, intro-
duced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Hector Langevin.

JoaN >icDOUGALD, Member for the Electoral District of Picton, N.8,
introduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Charles Tupper.

DARIUs CROUTER, Member for the Electoral District of East Northum-
berland, introduced by Mr. Blake and Mr. Paterson (Brant).

ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS OF OFFICE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD introduced a Bill (No. 1)
respecting the Administration of Oaths of Office.

Bill read the first time.

SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the honor to inform this House
that when the House attended His Excellency the Governor-
General this day in the Sonate Chamber, His Excellency
was pleased to make a Speech to both Houses of Parlia-
ment, and, to prevent mistakes, I have obtained a copy of
the Speech, which is as follows

Honorable Gentlemen o the Senate :

Gentlemen Of the House of Commones:

The hope I expressed at the close of the last Session, that on the

re-assembling of Parliament we should be able to congratulate ourselves
on a season of peace and prosperity has been fully realized.

Canada has been favored with a year of great prosperity.

Her farmers have enjoyed a plentiful harvest and remunerative prices.

Her manufacturing and other industries have been and continue to be
developed under favorable auspices.
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Her trade and commerce have been steadily increasing, and peace and
order prevail within her borders.

For these varions blessings we cannot be sufficiently thankful to the
Giver of all good things.

The Chief Magistrate of the United States has been cut off by the
hand of an assassin, and it is fitting that the sorrow of our people for a

loss which was not that cf our friends and neighbors alone, should be
here adveried to as another instance of the sympathy which unites in
brotherhood the British Empire and the American Republic.

During the recess I had the pleasure of visiting the Province of Mani-
toba, and of traversing the extensive prairies of the North-West, and
from personal examination can sincerely congratulate Canada on the
possession of so magnificent and fertile a region, to be inhabited, I trust,
in the course of years, by millions of thriving and contented subjects of
ler Majesty.

The immigrants have not confined themselves to Manitoba or its
vicinity, but are scattered over the country westward to the base of the
Rocky Mountains, and from theinternational boundary to the banks of the
Northern Saskatchewan. It is, therefore, thought that the time has
come for the division of the Territories into four or more Provisional
Districts with an appropriate nomenclature. This subject will be
submitted for your consideration.

During my journey I was met by numerous Indian tribes, all expressing
confidence in the continuance of the traditional policy of kindness and
justice which has hitherto governed the relations between the Government
and the Aborigines.

I regret, however, to say that the necessity of supplementing the food
supply to the Indians still exists, and is likely to continue for some
years.

Every exertion has been made to settle the Indian Bands on Reserves,
and to induce them to betake themselves to the raising of cattle and
cultivating the soil.

These efforts have met with a fair measure of success, but we can
only expect by a long continuance of patient firmness to induce these
children of the Prairie and the Forest to abandon their nomadie habits,
become self-supporting, and ultimately add to the industrial wealth of
the country.

The influx of a white population has greatly increased the danger of a
collision between the settler and Red man, and in my opinion renders
an augmentation of the Mounted Police a matter of urgency. Your
sanction to this increase will be sought.

The second report of the Commission appointed to investigate the
existing system of the Civil Service will be laid before you, and a
measure on the subject submitted for your consideration.

The decennial Census having been taken last year, the duty of recon-
sidering and readjusting the representation in the House of Commons is
imposed upon you. A measure for the purpose will be laid before you.

Several other messures of importance will be submitted to you.
Among them will be Bills for the winding up of Insolvent
Banks, Insurance Companies and Trading Corporations ; for
the consolidation and ameadment of the Lawi respecting the
Dominion Lands; for the amendment of the Acta relating to
the Supreme Court of Canada, and Bills relating to the tenure of office
of the Jndges of County Courts, and to Fugitive Offenders within the
Empire; and your attention will be calledtothe present anomalous posi.
tion of the Vice-Admiralty jurisdiction.

The work of construction on that portion of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway between Prince Arthur's Landing and Winnipeg is Leing
pressed to completion, and it is confidently expected that in July next,
railway communication will be established between those places. The
section between Rat Portage and Winnipeg, one hundred and thirty-

Mr. SPEAnI .

five miles in length, has been completed and transferred under the terms
of the contract, to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, by whom it
is now operated. Considerable progress has been made on the Eastern
Section, commencing at Callander Station, and the vigorous prosecution
of the work on that portion of the line during the present year provided
for.

In British Columbia the work upon the section between Savona's
Ferry and Emory's Bar is being carried on with every prospect of its
completion within the time specified in the contract, and the line from
the latter place to Port Moody, which has been carefully located during
the past season, is now being placed under contract with a view to its
completion at the same date as the section from Savona's Ferry to
Emory's Bar.

Upon the sections to be constructed by the Railway Company, the
work has been most energetically carried forward. During the past sum-
mer the road has been graded for the distance of two hiundred and eighteen
miles, and of this one hundred and sixty-one miles are open for traffic.

The Company have, in addition, graded eighty-nine miles of branch
lines.

I am pleased to be able to state that the traffli on the Intercolonial
Railway has largely increased, and that this line was during the last
fiscal year, for the first time in its history, worked without loss to the
country.

The works on the Welland Canal were so far advanced that the
waters of Lake Erie were introduced for its supply in June last, and in
September the new portion of the Canal between Allanburg and Port
Dalhousie was opened for traffic.

You will be pleased to know that a monthly line of steamers, which
has been subsidized under the authority of Parliament, is now plying
between the Dominion and Brazil with good hopes of a mutually profit-
able trade.

The Report of a Royal Commission issued to inquire into the question
of factory .labor, and into the best means of promoting the comfort and
well-being of the workingman and his family, without undue interfer-
ence with the development of our manufacturing industries, will be laid
before you, and I invite your earnest consideration of this report.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons :

The Accounts of the last year will be laid before you. It will be
satisfactory to you to find that the Expenditure has been less and the
Revenue considerably more than the Estimates of last year, leaving a
surplus of over four millions of dollars. A portion of this sum has been
used in the reduction of the public debt by the redemption of matured
debentures bearing six per cent. interest, and the remainder applied to
the payment of public works chargeable to capital account. The
necessity of issuing the Debenture Loan authorized by Parliament for
those purposes has therefore been obviated.

The Estimates of the ensuing year will also be submitted, and will, I
trust, be found to have been framed with due regard to economy and
the efficiency of the public service.

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate :

Gentlemen of the House of Commona:

I now invite your attention to the several subjects mentioned and to
the general business which will come before you, with full confidence
in your ability and patriotic desire to forward the best interesti of the
country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the Speech of
His Excellency the Governor General be taken into consid-
eration to-morrow.

Motion agreed to.
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SELEDT STANDING COMMITTEES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:

" That Select Standing Committees of the House for the present Ses-
sion be appointed for the following purposes :-1. On Privileges and
Elections. 2. On Expiring Laws. 3. On Railways, Canals and Tele-
graph lines. 4. On Miscellaneous Private eills. 5. On Standing
Orders. 6. On Printing. 7. On Public Accounts. 8. On Banking and

Commerce. 9. On Immigration and Colonization; whicbhsaid Com-
mittees shall severally be empowered to examine and enquire into all
sucb matters and things as may be referred to them by the House, and
to report from time to time their observations and opinions thereon; with
power to send for persons, papers and recoris."

Motion agreed to.

REPORT.

Mr. SPEAKER laid boforo the Ibouse the Report of the
Librarian on the state of the Library of Parliament.

ADJOURNMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjourunment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:15 o'clock p.m.) the flouse
adjourned.

HlOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRInAT, 10th February, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

MEMBERS INTRODUCED.

The following Members, having previously taken the Oath
according to law, and subscribed the roll containing the
same, took their seats in the Hlouse, viz.:-

DAVID IRVINE, Meinber tor the Electoral District of Carleton, N.B.,
introduced by Mr. Blake and Mr. Burpee (Sunbury).

Hon. J. J. C. ABBOTT, Miember for the Electoral District of Argenteuil,
introduced by Sir John A Macdonald ard Mr. Pope (Compton).

ADDRESS IN ANS WER TO HIIS EXCELLENCY'S
SPEECH.

The House proccedd to the consideration of His
Excellency's Speech at the opening of the Session.

Mr. BERGERON. Mr. Speaker, I feel that, in rising to
move the Address in answer to the Speech from the Throne,
I am not altogether in the same position as those mem-
bers who have procoded me in former days in the fulfilment
of this honorable duty. It is the custom to require that
these speeches be made by recently elected members, who
never fail to claim all possible indulgence from their col-
leagues who do not kno.v then. Mr. Speaker, I do not wish
to Bay that I am not in need of the saine indulgence, for no
one understands botter than I do at the present time my
unfitness to worthily accomplish the duty that bas devolved
upon me. On the other hand, Mr. Speaker, I must say that
I am glad to find rnyseolf once more in the midet of old
friends, whom I have learnt to esteem from the time that I
took myseat amidst them. I claim their friendship and trust
that they will not be too exacting, should I fail in being as elo-
quent as one should be who is entrusted to move the Addroes.
I would have feared,Mr.Speaker, to assume the responsibility
which now woighs on me, had I not remembered the electors
whom I have the honor of representing, and who have the
right to expect from me all that may bc expected of a re-
presentative wbo wishes to fulfil bis duties conscientiously.
The honor attached to the position which I occupy is fully

theire, for I will never forget that it was they who elected
me when I was still but a very young man, entrusting me
with their most precious interests, and that, in spite of
those who pretended that years enough had not passed
over my head to allow of my serving my country
in Parliament. When I was asked to move this
Address, Mr. Speaker, a thought occurred to me,
and a similar one must have arisen in your mind,
as well as in the minds of hon. members who are
listening to me, to wit: that the policy of the Government
must be a good one when the Government can entrust it to
such weak bands as mine, and that its measures must be
excellent for it to ask lips possessing so little eloquence as
mine to move its adoption by this honorable House. For
assuredly, Mr. Speaker, if -we look back for a few years, and
if we draw a comparison between the present and the then
condition of the country, we find that the Government
which rules to-day has well deserved of the country. As
stated in the Speech dolivered by His Excellency, the
country is enjoying peace and prosperity; our farmers
have been blessed with abundant crops, which they have
sold at good prices; and manufactories, which had been
closed, have re-opened and are in full working order, whilst
new ventures are being made every day. Thousands of
workingmen, who were starving four years ago, are now
earning,a good living for themselves and their families.
Capitalists no longer tar to put their money into all kinds
of commercial operations, confident as they are in the
policy of the day and in the future which encourages them.
As Ris Excellency bas so aptly said, we cannot sufficiently
thank Providence for all itsgifts, nor must we forgetto thankit
for having granted us so good a Government to preside over

I the destinies of our country; for, Mr. Speaker, whereas the
Canadian nation secus to enjoy an era of unprecedented
prosperity, and that happiness hovers over us, we have
regretfully to note the fact that the neighboring Republic,
albeit enjoying much prosperity,has witnessed during the past
year an abominable crime against republican institutions. A
man who presided over the destinies of the United States, and
who had been elected to that position by the free vote of a
nation, was foully murdered by another, who has just been
deservedly convicted by a jury of his countrymen, and who
will, in a few months, expiate his crime by hanging.
Americans have not been the only ones to deplore Guiteau's
act, but protests have been heard from all parts of the world,
and sympathy bas been expressed from every quarter.
His Excellency, who takes a great interest in the destinies
of thisicountry, bas, during recess, visited our great North-
West. His report thereon is most encouraging, and proves the
wisdom of the policy of the men who have governed Canada
since Confederation. *The Canadian people, Mr. Speaker, are
not ignorant of the sacrifices which have been made, for
several years past, in order to open those immense northern
regions, which, as said by His Excelleney, are so splendid
in their fertility. The distinguished men who said that the
future of our country was there, are about to sec their pre-
dictions realized far boyond what they had expected. Those
immense tracts of ]and, which could drain all Europe's
population, are now known to the whole world. Our North-
West is making rapid progress, under the able and energetie
direction of those who are now at the bead of public
affairs. Towns and villages are springing up whore but a
few years ago stood the bare prairie; and the
territories are being filled up so rapidly that, as
mentioned in the Speech from the Throne, it would
become necessary to divide them and designate them by
names which wili botter express their situation. This, Mr.
Speaker, resulted naturally from the National Policy inaugu-
rated by the Government; and I remember wben the discus-
sion on the Tariff took place, that eminent members of this
flouse predicted that the North-West would be the necessary
and natural outlet for the industrial products of the older

1882.
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Provinces. Civilization bas driven back the Indian tribes, the last two years. Tbe Government bas also been true to
and the whites are filling the places of their dusky brethren ; it promises to the members of the Province ofQuobec
but the Indians seem to understand the course of events, anent the Supreme Court. We justly complain that to us
and expressed to His Excellency, during lis trip, their con- tbe Supreme Court is not such as we were justified in
fidence in the Canadian Government. We might, perhaps, expecting it would bo. There are, ns you are well aware,
enquire why we must still feed these savages in a country Mr. Speaker, but two judges sitting in that court who are
which enjoys the reputation of being so rich. We must not perfectly familiar with Our civil laws, and when one unfor-
overlook the fact, Mr. Speaker, that these sons of the woods, tunate litigant from the Province ot Quebec, after having
who scarcely know of any other means of subsistence but gone through ail the courts of the Province, cores before the
the chase, will have some difficulty in adopting our mode of Supreme Court, li sometimes loses bis case when heelias in
life, and we can trace their instincts through what has taken bis favon a greater number ofjudges thonoughly acquainted
place during the few pastyears. Whenthe buffalo had almost with our civil laws thar are sittin- in the Supreme Court.
disappeared, they commenced to cultivate the soil on a small I feel certain that the Goverument, mindful of its promise,
scale, like the white people; but last year, having learnt will amend the Acts having reference to that court, in such
that the buffalo had made bis appearance on our side of the a manner as to rodress cxisting grievances. Itisimpossible,
line, they immediately gave up their crops and fields to Mr. Speaker, to notice the rupid progress made in the North-
return to their favorite pastime. This explains the para- West witlout speaking of the great iron road, which more
graph in the Speech from the Throne, wherein it is than any other cause bas contributed to its development.
said that food will have to be provided for them for Who is there who docs not remember f ho auxious times
some years to come. The Indians, not having harvest- through whicli the country las passcd iu connoction with
ed their crops, and the yield of the chase having been the Canadian Pacifie Railvay? And whcn, last winter, a
insufficient, it is necessary now, and will be for some measure was brought before this buse to place the
time in the future, to provide food for them. The construction of that road iu the bands of a Company,
Government bas done everything in its power to teach people undcrstood thon, and wo bave the proof theneof
these savages to cultivate the soil, so that they might support to-da , that wo were night iu statin- it would be a
themselves ; but there is not a member of this House, nor is gain te the country, and that it was taking a heavy load off
there any one in the country, who is ignorant of the fact that the shoulders of the Goverument. The sincority of the
it will take long years to civilize the 30,000 savages who Syndicate bas been demonstrated during the past year by
still inhabit our northern posses-ions. It bas also become the immense amount of work donc on the lino; and we eau
necessary to propose an increase in the number of the announce in this liuse, to-day, in presonce of the represen-
Mounted Police. An explanation is necessary, Mr. Speaker, tatives of the people, and to the country which gathens our
as to the reason which has prompted the Government to words through the coluiuns of the press, that by next July we
incur this increase of expenditure. The whites residing in shah have a direct lino of railroad betwcen Quebec and
the North-West, who have brought with them the horses Sarnia or Collingwood on Lake Superior; travelling thence.
and cattle required for agriculture, have, at times, seen the by steamer, te Thunder Bay, and from thene, by rail, to
savages, when pressed by hunger, hunt their domesticWinnipeg, with the usual rapidity of transit. The Syndi-
animals for the sake of food, in lieu of the buffalo and other este bas graded 161 miles wcst of Winnipeg during the
wild animals which they were in the habit of hunting. year; and it is proposed te build 500 miles more next season.
Under these circumstances, the whites have Fometimes taken Lt should be remembered that work is alSo being doue from
the law into their own bands, and the result might be a Callander Station, on the east end of the lue; net only las
general uprising of the Indians; It is in order to avoid sucb the Syndicate fulfillcd its contract, but it is endeavring to
conflicts that the Government has seen fit to propose an in- construot tle road as rapidly as possible in advance of it;
crease of the little army of the North-West. I notice with it is its intenost, as well as that ofthe country, te sccomplish
pleasure, Mr. Speaker, and I am certain that the whole this. Lu 1881, ie., for the yoar just run out, they have
country will be glad to learn, that a measure will be sub- grsded snd bult 218 miles of road on the main lino, and 89
mitted to the consideration of this House for the reorganiza- miles on the branches, which are new in a condition te
tion of the Civil Service. I do not know what the measure receive rails. No eeould suppose that se much could be
will be, but I feel certain that the Government is actuated accomplished in such a difficuit country. In British Col-
by the best intentions in presenting it. I will not say that umbla, in spite of numerous difficulties, the Govenment
patronage is a great advantage for Ministers or Members feels certain that the wonk will be completed within the pre-
of Parliament, nor, on the other hand, would I ask that allscribed time ettn years. Moreoven, te sssist colenization
patronage should be taken from the bands of those whoand encourage immigration te these fan-off lands, the
were responsible to the people, to place it in entirely irre- Government las assumed the responsibility net only of pro.
sponsible bands; but I believe that a system compelling ceeding with the construction of the 127 miles which it ad
candidates for the Civil Service to pass an examination, eutered inte the obligations of constructiug between Savona's
wbich would prove them reliable employés, would be a Ferry and Emory Bar, but had decided te coustruet aise the
great advantage and would meet with the approval of the 89 miles of road from the latter place te Port Moody,
public. The Census taken last year shows a considerable on the sheres cf the Pacifie, which wonk it la
increase of the population during the past decade. It is un- net compelled te carry out at prosent. Basing
necessary to say that this incroase means wealth for the their opinion ou past operations, the Syndicato state
country, for that would be a truism. We are, moreover, in that the whole Pacifie road wiIl be coustructed iu five on six
bopes of seeing our population increased still more in the next years instead of lu tho ton yoars which bad been expected
decade, owing to the fostering care of the National Policy. te elapse, sud lu this short space of ime we wili be able te
The need had begun to be felt of a measure concerning the stant from the Atlantic Ocean and cross ou British soitt
liquidation of insolvent banking, insurance and commercial the Pacifie shore. If, Mn. Speaker, eue wishos to bave an
companies. The Government has met this demand in the idea of the immense anount of work carried eut on that
Speech addressed to us yesterday, and I feel sure that, during lino,oelas but te rerember that 218 miles wene cou-
the present Session, measures of a nature to satisfy the com- atructed previeus te 1878, snd that since thon 653 miles-
mercial community will be passed. There will be a have been built, or an incroae of 435 miles. Lt will net be
codification and amendment of certain laws relating to the a difficuit thing for the people te believe in the ultimate suc-
Dominion Lands, necessitated by the extensive operations cess of the Pacifie lailway, when they bave before tlim
which have taken place in lands in the North-West during that of the Intereolonial Railway. It is net se long age that

Mr,. BERGEozaN.
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speakers declared, both in this House and from the hustings, chosen by Providence, and truly we are not quite 5,000,000
that this road would never pay the cost of the axle-grease it of people, but we inhabit a country capable of receiving
would use. During a certain time it cost the country a half hundreds of millions. Our public works are of such magni-
a million of dollars to keep it in working order; but to.day, tude as to astonish foreigners. We live in peace, we speak
Mr. Speaker, there bas ceased to be a deficit, and the Inter- nearly all the languages in the world, we adore the same
colonial Railway is more than paying its running expenses. God in many different modes, and we are going onwards,
We could not wish anything better; as a matter of fact, the feeling both proud and secure in our future. The National
road does not cost the country anything to keep it in work- Policy, which bas had the approval of three-fourths of the
ing order, whilst it renders a great service by the extent of Canadian people at the General Election of 1878, which bas
its traffic through the fertile lands which it crosses. Its been endorsed by an overwhelming majority of this House,
construction is certainly an honor to the Canadian Govern- as well as in nearly all the isolated elections which have
ment. The following statement will show the increase of taken place, bas not only given w->rk and bread to our
freight on the Intercolonial Railway:- workingmen, enabled our farmers to sell their produce,

given energy to our internal and external commerce, but it
AMOUNT OF FREIGHT CARRIED. will also have the effect of bringing back in our midst our

In 1878-79...............................................51),861 tons. compatriots who have eft for a foreig land during the
"l1880-81......................725,577 "imes of depression and crisis, to earn that daily bread

Surplus....................214,716 whicb their country could not give them; a large number
are in exile, but they love their countrýy and always speak of

This is an inercase of 42 per cent., which is equi- itwithlove. They wiil return; for one day, the Mmighty
valent to a surplus of 21,472 car loads transported dur- movcd by our fears and satisfied witb seeing us taking stops
ing 1880-81 over the number transported in 1878-79. to secure that result, will know how to bring back sons
The monthly service between Canada and Brazil is to their mothers, and citizens to their country. UJder the
another consequence of our National Policy. This, Mr. circumstances, Mr. Speaker, I have mucl pleasure in mov-
Speaker, must bo gratifying to those who have elected ing the foilowing Addrcss i reply to the Speech from the
members supporting this policy in the House, and it is un- Throne:-
necessary to ask electors their opinion on this point, as they 1.'[bat an humble Address he presented Io Hia Excellency the
have plainly signified it in almost all the isolated elections Governor General, to tbank Dis Exel]ency for bis gracious Speech at
which have taken place since that policy had been in vogue; the opening cf the present Session, andfurther toassure Bis Excellency,
and we may even foreseo and predict that if that policy is -that we feel with Ris Excellency that the hope le expressed at the
continued, Canada will in time have commercial relations c]ose of the lst Session, 'hat on the re-assembling of Parliament wewithevey cunt-y ii he orld Th liyalComflsionshould be able to cougratulate ourselves on a season of peace and pros-
with every country in te world. The Royal Commission erityas been fuly realized:
appointed to enquire into the treatment of operatives in 2. Tbat Canada bàs been favured with a year ofgreat prosperity:
manufactories, and to discover the best means to insure 3. lhat lier taruers bave enjayed a plentiful barvest and remunera-
comfort to the workingman and his family, bas made ils tive prices
report, and I see that the Government will submit to the 4. That ber xanufàcturing and otber industries have been and con-
louse certain measures which, while not interfering with tinue to be developed under favorable auspices:

manufacturing interests, will in a special manner protect 5. That lier trade and commerce have been steadily increasing, and
young girls and children working in factories. This subject peace and order prevail within ber borders:
is not a new one, Mr. Speaker. I remember that the hon. 6 And that for these varions blessings we cannot be suf5ciently
member for Cornwall bas already proposed such a measure. tlankful to the Giver of ail good thinga.
I feel certain that this measure will meet with the approval 1. That the Chief Magistrate of the United States laving been cut off
of the House, for manufacturing interests are not to ho byehehand of an assassin, we feel that it is fittiug that the sorrow of

enouagdattb xpns f hepblc cit, rattbtour people for a lose which was flot that of our friends and neigliborsecouraged at the expense of the publi health, or at t alone, should be adverted to y Ris Ecellen as another instance of
of young people. One should not compel children to work the sympathy which unites in brotherhood the"BritisLl!mpire and the
in factories for such long hours as to preclude their acquir-1American R--public.
ing the instruction they will need hereafter. In the United S. That we learu with great satisfaction that during the reces lis
States there is a law preventing children under fourteen1Excellency lad the pleasure ofvisiting the Province of Manitoba, and
years of age from working in factories. I do not know if of traversing the extensive prairies of the North-West, and ia able, from
the same provision wil be adopted re, but at any examnation, sncerely t congratulate Canada on te posses

the ameproisio wil h adptedbor, bt atanyl'ae 1sion of se magnificent and fertile a region, to be inhabited, we trust, in
have no doubt that the Government bas mastered the sub- the course of years, by millions of thriving and contented subjects of
ject and that the mensure which it is to bring down will Her Majedty.
meet the necessities of the case. The country will be 9- That we recognize tbe fact that the immigrants bave fot confiaed

to lara tht te er ofdefcit baspascdandthemselves to Manitoba or its vicinity, but are scattered over the coun-pleased to arn that the era of deficits as passed, andtry westward t the base cf the Rocky Muntains, and from the interna-
that last year's revenue bas considerably surpassed tional boundary to the banks of tbe aoribern Saskatchewan; thatwe
the expenditure last year by over $4,000,000. Withagree witli is Excellency in thinking that the time las core for the
a portion of this sum the Minister of Finance baspa division of the Territorieute four or more Provisional Districts witidau

deboturs whch ere ue nd o wbch. o wro pid ppropriate nomenclature, and that tliis subject, when submitted te usdebentures which were due and on which, we were paying by His Excellency, ili receive our attentive consideratieu.
six per cent. mnterest; and with the other part he has paid51K t~rcent inereî; ad wlb bc oherpar ho as aid 10. That we are pleased te learn from His Excellency that during bis
the cost of certain public works which would have had t journey Le was met by numerous Indian tribes, ail expressing confidence
have been paid out of the capital fund, or which is almost in the continuance of the traditional policy of kindness and justice
the same thing, the Government bas not been obliged to hich las hitherto governed the relations between the Gevernmentandas atboize todo O Prlimen ,,,S Excel_ the Aborigines, while we sbare Ris Excellencys regret that the neces-borrow, as authorized to do so by Parliament. sty suppementin the fod supply of the Indians stil exists and is
lency hopes that these various subjects will be discussed likely te continue foi some years.
with that degree of patriotism which ho bas the right to il. That we are happy te know that cvery exertion las been made te
expect from this House. I am too young, Mr. Speaker, tosettîs the Indian Bands on Reserves, and te induce tlem to betake
speak of the past with a personal knowledge of the facts, tlemselves te the raising of cattie and cultivating the soil, and that

but~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~' mob1 fti oswb -x e htIi these efforts have met witli a fair measure of success; but we are awarebutthat we a only expect by a long continuance of patient firmnemtetehin-
country was previous to Confederation, and who-have since duce these children of the Prairie and the Forest te abandon their ne-
that time seen it advance with giant strides towards pros- madie habits, and become self-supporting, and ltimaely add te the
perity, must be preud to see the immense progress we bave industrial weath of the country, and that the influx of a white popula-tio s odgreatlysincreaed the danger of collision betweenthesetter
mado. A. distinguished man baissaid that we twore a people and Red man; that we observe that His Excellency is of opinion that
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an augmentation of the Mounted Police bas been rendered a matter of Mr. GUILLET. Mr. Speaker, I crave the indulgence and
urgency, and that our attention shall be given to the sanction of such sympathy of theHouse, as a young member uite inox-increase as lis Excellency may think it necessary to seek. . .s. a . e

12. That we learn with satisfaction that the second Report of the perienced in parliamentary affairs, in discharging the
Commission appointed to investigate the existing system of the Civil important duty of seconding the Resolution it reply to His
Service will be laid before us; and that any measure on the subject sub- Excellency's Speech from the Throne. Before proceeding
nitted to us shall receive our willing consideration. to the consideration of the Resolution so ably moved by the

13. That we are aware that the decennial Census having been taken hon. nember for Beauharnois, I desire, to express my sense
lost year, the duty of reconsidering and readjusting the representation of h eneral pe
in the House of Gommons is imposed upon us, and we will carefullyot e pleasuro and satisfaction that lis Excellency
consider any measure for the purpose which may be laid before us. bas safely encountered the perils and discomfort of t winter

14. That we learn with much interest that several other measures of voyage across the Atlantic, and resumed the most exalted
importance will be submitted to us, and that among them will be Bills functions of the government of the Dominion which ho has
for the windir g-up of Insolvent Banks, Insurance Companies and Trad- heretofore discharged with such distinguished ability andin g Corporations, for the consolidation and amendment of the Laws
respecting the Dominior Lands, for the amendment of the Acts relating success. It is a matter of deep regret to the House and
to the Supreme Court of Canada, and Bills relating to the tenure of country that the impaired health of lier Royal llighness
office of the Judges of Couty Courts, and to Fugitive Offenders within the Princess Louise still detains her from the social
the Empire; and that our attention will be ealled to the present anom-
alous position of the Vice-Admiralty jurisdiction ; and that all these circles of our governrmental life which she bas so
measures, when submitted, shall receive our best attention. brilliantly adorned. That she may soon recover her wonted

15. That we receive with much satisfaction the information which is health is the earnest aspiration of every patriotic heart.
Excellency bas afforded us respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, I arm sure I may say, Mr. Speaker, that we unitedly rejoice
and are glad to kuow,- with His Excellency that the hopes expressed at the close

16. That the work of construction on that portion of the said railway of last Session have been so fully realized, and join with himbetween Prince Arthur's Landing and Winnipeg s being pressed to
completion, and that it is confidently expected that in July next rail- in acknowledging our obhigations of gratitude to the
way communication will he established between those places; that the Almighty for vouchsafing to this great Dominion the
section between Rat Portage and Winnipeg, one hundred and thirty- manifo
five miles in length, bas been completed and transferred under the termsldmercies and which have so abundantly
of the contract to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, by whom it crowned the past yèear. e lhas, indleed, "given us all things
is now operated; that considerable progress bas been -made on the richly to enjoy." lis kind Providence has smiled upon the
Eastern Section, commencing at (allander Station, and that the vigor- labors of the husbandman. le bas filled their barns withpus prosecution of the work on that portion of the lino during the plenty ind their hearts with gladness, and bas blessed with
present yaar bas been provided for : lnyqdterbat ihgdesndaslse wh

17. That in British Columbia the work upon the section between prosperity and increase all the varied industries and
Savona's Ferry and Emory's Bar is being carried on, with every pros- interests of our cou ntry. We have peace in all ourborders,
pect of ils completion withmr the time specified in the contract, and and order, harmony a.d contentment among all classes of
that the line from the latter place to Port Moody, which bas been care- our citizens. We have been spared the visitation of pest
fully located durng the past seaoa, is now being placed under contract
with a view to its completion at the same date as the section from and plague, Ithe pestilence that walkethin darkness and the
Savona's.Ferry to Emory's Bïr. destruction that wasteth at noon-day." We, indeed, cannot

18 That upon the sections to be constructed by the Railway Com- be sufficiently thankful to the bountiful Giver of all good.
pany, the work bas been most energetically carried forward. That I am sure the flouse and country will sincerely reiterate
during the past summer the road bas been graded for the distance oft.
two hundred and eighteen miles, and that of this, one bundred and theappropriate expressions of sympatby with the peoplo
sixty-one miles are completed and open for traffic. of the United States in the assassination of President

19. And that the Company'have, in addition, graded eighty-uine G L 1ield. His was a character cornspicuous for its Christian
miles of brauch lines. virtues and exalted patriotism. The extended tour made

20. That we share the pleasure expressed by His Excellency in being by His Excellency tbrough the North-West, attendel by
able to state that the traffic on the Intercolonial Railway bas largely much privation, fatigue and danger, bas added to the many
increased, and that this line was during the last fiscal year, for the first .d.
time in ils history, worked without loss to the country- oblgations we are under to His Excellency, for the warm

21. That we are glad to learn that the works on the Welland Canal personal interest ho exhibits in our Canadian institutions and
were so far advanced that the waters of Lake Erie were introduced for enterprises, and for the constancy and devotion ho maifests
its supply in June last, and that in September the new portion of the within and boyond bis large and elevated sphere of duty in
Canal between Allanburg and Port Dalhousie was opened for traffic. premoting the welfare of our country and advocating her

22. That we are pleased to know that a monthly line of steamers interests and claims. His visit to the North-West bas been
which bas reen subsidized under the authority of Parliament, i now the means of publishin far and wide its reat resources
plying between the Dominion and Brazil with good hopes of a mutually
profitable trade. and superior advantages for settlement. He has proved, if

23 That we shall read with great interest the Report of a Royal I may take the liberty of using the term, an immigration
Commission issued to inquire into the question of factory labor, and agent of inestimable value. There is one feature of this
into the best means of promoting the comfurt and well bing of the subject which, to many like myself, is of a more sympathetic
workingman and his family, without undue interference with the de- and amiable nature: that is the effort ut forth b lis
velopment of our manufacturing industries, which His Excellency is apy
pleased to say will be laid before us, and shall give it our most earnest Excellency, when at home, to induce marriageable young
consideration. women to emigrate to Canada. On behalf of those of our

24. That we thank Bis Excellency for the assurance that the Accounts countrymen who are deprived of domestie comfort and
of the last year will be laid before us: That it will be satisfactory to us ha iness owin to the scarcit of that element in ourto find that the Expenditure bas been le s and the Revenue considerably
more than the Estimates of last year, leavine a surplus of over four mil- population, I return grateful thanks. Doubtless, in the near
lions of dollars: and that we thank His Excellency for informing us future, in many happy homes the children will rise up and call
that a portion of this sum has been used in the reduction of the public him blessed. Rleferring to the subject of immigration, it isdebt by the redemption of matured debentures bearing six per cent.
interest, and the remainder applied to the paymeut for publie works worthy of notice that there is now no outcry from the
chuargeable to capital account; and that the necessity of issuing the people against immigration efforts and expenditure. For
Debenture Loan authorized by Parliament for those purposes bas there- two or three years previous to the adoption of the Nationalfore been obviated. Policy many amongst the people felt aggrieved

25. That we shall respectfully consider the Estimates for the ensuing that the revenues of the coantry should be appro-
year which will also be submitted, and which will, we trust, be found
to bave been framed with due regard to economy and the efficiency of priated to add to the number of those who were
the public service. seeking in vain for employment, and intensifying

26. That His Excellency may rest assured that we shall give our best the difficulties and privations of those partially employed,.
attention to the several subjects mentioned by him, and to the general The formation of the Territories into four provisionalbusiness which will come before us, and that we thank Hie Excellency
for the expression of bis full confidence in our patriotic desire and our districts will greatly facilitate the arrangements for the
ability to forward the best interests of the country. settlement of the North-West, promote the good government

Mr. BERGEoN.
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of the scattered settlements, afford precision and despateh to as it bas been to the House. The rapid prosecution of the
postal communication, and lay the foundation of four new work on all sections, the astonishing vigor and enterprise
provinces, a new constellation in our Dominion firmament. displayed, and the undoubted liberality of the Syndicate in
It is an assurance of the utmost importance, which lis its ]and arrangements, have challenged the admiration of
Exeollency's intercourse with the Indian tribes of the the couitry and also of observant minds among our neigh.
North-West enables him to express, that they maintain an bors. On this subject the New York Times says:
undiminished confidence in the kindness, justice and good "The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have had the wisdom to
faith which has always characterized British policy and see that their royal road to success lies in the cultivation of their
British administration of Indian affairs. That they are land rather than in any attempt to dispose of their land grant at a high
suffering from an inadequate supply of food is a matter of price, and they are consequentlyselling arable land, worth, according

to experts, from $5 to $10 per acre, as wheat lands, at $2.50 per acre,
deep regret, and I am sure, Mr. Speaker, that the House with a rebate of one-half the purchase money for all land brought into
will cheerfully support the Government in ony measures of cultivation and settled upon within four years. This judicious policy
relief, already undertaken or to be submitted for the con- is already bearing fruit by attracting from Ontario and from some of

relodosr.,our Western States, as well as from Europe, a class of farmers, the
sideration of Parhiament. They cannot produce of whose labor will afford an ample transit business for the
for the experience of the United States proves that it is far great Canadian line."
cheaper, apart from all humane considerations, to feed The important announcement which tbey have recently
them, than adopt the only alternative and fight them, in
consequence of depredations they would be driven in their in five years, is in a fair prospect of realization.
extremity to commit on the settler. The ose and country low marvellous the change, Mr. Speaker, in the position
may well rejoice to learn that the present Admmnistration and views of the country in relation to the Pacific Railway
have met with a fair measuro of success mn their policy of since it was first mooted as one of the terms upon which
domesticating and civilizing the Indian by teaching him all British Columbia was admitted to the Confederation. What
the useful arts cf social life. The effort bemg made to a transformation bas come over the prospects of the railway
teach the Indians to cultivate the soil, and thus provide and the great North-West. I recall the effect of the discus-
their own food and become self dependent-at the same time sion. It createl grave apprehensions in my own mind.
that they are taught aThe Governmengt was denounced by the Opposition in the
connected with agriculture-will have the effect of not only strongest teris for undertaking to build the railway, and
relieving the exchequer, but will in the end, it is to be hoped, especially for substituting a railway for a stage coach road.
increase our productive classes and thus add to the wealth fr shrt a wa fr asag th reat
of the State. Moreover, the fact of occupation binmg given osibilities, the great latent resources of the North-West
to these numerous tribes in the cultivation of the soil and pibind the great future before this grand Pacifie Railway I
in pastoral pursuits will check their migratory habits and hav te eat fetra bfor the grand P a e agayn

warikeintints ar tnd o akethMn pacfl :m have culled a few extracts from tIc speeches made againstwarlike instincts, ard tend to make sthm peaceful and the railway when the British Columbia teris were under
useful citizens, and render them morec susceptible to the discussion-
christianizing influences of the missionary. The country
will thus be relieved of possible enemies, and the settier "It wouldinvolve the country ine in. mn
afforded security and peace, and the great duty accomplished think of it."m
of improving the condition of these simple hearted and "A commercial absurdity."
justice-loving red men of the forest and the great interests "It would involve the country in a vast expenditure from which it

could derive no possible benefit."
of settlement promoted. This policy is a new departure by " With mercury descending sometimes in winter to 50 degrees below
the right hon. the Minibter of the Interior from that zero it was impossible a railway could have a paying winter traffic."
pursued in the older Provinces, where the Indians have "There being no population far west, capitalists had no inducements
been allowed to pursue their own inclinations and to assume to enter upon the work."

a position dependent upon the Government rather than on In spite of these efforts to dismay the Government they
their own exertions. The following statisties show the had the courage of their convictions-they had the faith
progress made at the Farming Agencies anerg the and prescience of statesmnon in this great project,
Indians:- and the result is that to day it is almost within

No. of Acres under crop, 1s880....... ...... . . ...... our grasp. It is to be completed in five years.
^ " l t rp1881............t3,491 is gratifying to observe that the great work of the
" cutg "..........4,716 enlargement of the W elland Canal is so far advanced towards

Haut r"... ..... ,.... .......... 2,873 Tons completion as te be available for trafic. It is a matter of
ats o " ....................... g.....,471 Bush. reat advantage to our commercial interests and carrying

Barley " ".......................... 8,898 " trade to enjoy so largely improved facilities for transporting
Potatoes " " .................. 18,631 " the increasing volume of the cereal and other products of
Turnips " ". ........ 19,775 " the Western States and our own rapidly-developing North

There bas been erected 600 dwellings of tarious kinds, West, which may now be conveyed in vessels of several
besides barns, stables, root bouses, &c., &c. The rapidly j1times greater capacity than could pass through the old
extending settlements have rendered necessary the strength- canal. This will cheapen transport, and give much greater
ening of the force of Mounted Police. That it las been volume, it is confidently believed, to our export trade.
promptly done gives us additional proot of the prudence It is a most gratifyinçg and important announcement
and vigilance of the Government. This force has ren- that the (overnment have succeeded in establishing,
dered valuable service generally in promoting law and order under authority of Parliament, a monthly lino cf steamers
in the out-posts of our advance into the new territories, and with Brazil, and it is te be hoped a hke success will follow
especially in the suppression of the liquor traffic. Prior to the negotiations now pending with France and Spain, thus
the establishment of this force there was no observance of opening large additional foreign markets for our produce
the law prohibiting the introduction of intoxicants and manufactures. The House will, I am sure, peruse
iuto the Territories. IHad this continued, the resuit must with great interest the report of the Royal Commission
have been the utter demoralization of many of the Indian issued to enquire into the best means of promoting the
tribes, and doubtless a costly Indian war. The several refer- i comfort and well-being of our working classes and their
ences in the Speech from the Throne to therapid and exten- families. Doubtless important legislation will grow out of
sive progrees made in the construction of the Pacific Railway, these investigations and good work accomplished in the
will prove a most gratifying announcement to the country, direction of ameliorating and improving the conditions of
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all, especially the more youthful workers. The important has increased the circulation of money, infused new
subjects of ventilation, of precautionary measures against life into every branch of trade, and increased the purchasing
tIre spread of infectious diseases, the establishment of fire power of all classes. Thus the consumption of dutiable
escapcs in large establishments, and the regulation of the goods has increased and the revenues of the country largely
hours of labor among minors, will, it is to be hoped, be augmented. If I may be allowed to indulge in a
considered in the proposed legislation. The second report retrospectivo glance and look back to the Session of 1878,
of the Civil Service Commission will be looked for with when the rigbt hon. gentleman the leader of the Govern.
interest. The proposed legislation will, I trust, promote ment--then the leader of the Oppòsition-proposed to
the increased efficiency of the Civil Service of the country Parliament those famous resolutions which heralded the
by adopting correct standards of qualification and providing National Policy, and consider the state of the country at
for deserved promotion. Bythe expression correct standards that time, the wide-spread depression, the distressed
of qualification I would not be misunderstood. A liberal industries, the increased and increasing number of
education is not the only consideration, a due regard should bankruptcies, the scarcity of labor, the dearness of money,
be had to all moral qualities,to energy, activity, adaptability the timidity of capital, the alarming state of our finances,
of temperament, and also to physical strength and vigor. with large and yearly increasing deficits accruing, the
I will not refer at length to the splendid evidence of the prospect was indeed gloomy and discouragiug. The Govern-
prosperity of the country in the magnificent surplus of over ment of that day were appealed to upon every patriotic
84,000,000 of the last financial year, now for the grouind to change their fiscal policy. They were offered the
first time officially announced in His Excellency's Address, aid and support of the Opposition in carrying out that
and the further announcement that this handsome sum lias policy. They refused. They were joined to their Free
been applied to the extent of $1,250,000, to the reduction of Trade idols, and the country was appealed to, and the people,
the public debt, and the balance to the prevention of the by a vast majority, "let them alone." They rejected the
increase of the public debt, by being applied to payment for policy, and the people rejected them. Mr. Speaker, the
publie works chargeable to capital account. The effect of eventful day of the inauguration of the National Policy
this handsome exhibit must be to still further improve our marked the commencement of a new epoch in our economic
financial credit, already so high in the money market of affairs. It gave a new inspiration of life and progress to
England that our securities stand second only to British our country. At once there was restored confidence, and
consols. The Government have reason to take a just soon the tide was turne]. Our industries revived, our fail-
pride in the abundant evidences they are able to pro- ing credit became re-established, the days of deficits
duce in proof of the success of their policy. The facts are were ended, and the days of surpluses restored on
innumerable and striking. I need only, for my purpose, a grander scale than ever. All the good antici-
refer to the development and flourishing condition of the pated of the new policy has been realized; all the evils
industries in my own riding. There are parallel cases of predicted of it have proved but phantoms in the minds of
progress and development in every section of the country, its opponents, and I can confidently assert that, from the
but in West Northumberland we find abundant testi- time of its adoption until the present moment, there has not
mony to the wisdom of the policy which the Govern- been manifested on the part; of the propounders of this
ment, with the approval of the people, has adopted, policy, or of the supporters of this policy, any weakening or
I find that since the introduction ofthe National Policy the holding back. They have been, and are, a unit for its main-
proprietor of the Cobourg Car Works has increased his tenance in its integrity. Every assault upon it bas been
car shops, in buildings and machinery, to the extent of driven back, and it stands stronger to-day in the confidence
$45,000; that he has increased the number of his employes by and respect of the people of the Dominion than ever before.
224; that the wages he pays has run up from $7,960 in Is it not time, Mr. Speaker, that this conflict should cease ?
1878 to $89,950 in 1881; and that the average advance in Defeated on so many fields where they have offered battle,
wages bas been twenty per cent. I find also that to the why should its opponents persist in the useless slaughter?
business new branches have been added, including the build- Why prolong the fruitless struggle? Why continue to oppose
ing of mail, express and baggage cars, and that the manu- so obstinately the will of the people? The Opposition
facture of railway ear-springs is to be commenced in about threw down the gauntlet of Free Trade in the campaign of
a month. The output of these works in 1878 was $17,300, 1878. For long months before and during the contost they
while in 1881it ran up to $620,000. Take, then, the Cobourg appealed to the people against it, through the press and
Woollen Mills. Large additions are being made to them with from the platform, with tbe prestige and patronage of power
a view to doubling their productions. The hands have already and position in the Dominion to help them. They appealed
been increased from eighty-eight in 1878 to 110 in 1881, and to the deliberate and enlightened judgment of a free people.
the wages paid have increased from $1,250 in September, The verdict was given in unmistakable terms, yet again
1878 to $2,092 in December. 18S1, while the production bas and again have they appealed to the people as constituency
gone up from $93,244 in the former year, to $125,080 in the after constituency bas been opened, and in almost every
latter. Besides this there is a new mill, the Norval iMill, case the people have reiterated their approval of, and
whieh bas been started during the last twelvemonth. confidence in, this Wise and beneficent policy. Would
It employs thirty hands, and the wages average $700 it not, Mr. Speaker, well bocome those who boast
per month. The Cobourg Mat and Matting Works, so loudly of their respect for the voice of the
whichwereclosed during the depression, have been re-opened people, thoso who profess to believe in and obey
under the National Policy, and are doing a good business. the authority and will of the people when expressed
At Grafton, the mill of Mr. Greenwood was nearly at a in a constitutional way, would it not well become
standstill during 1878, but in 1881 it received more orders our Reform friends who oppose this policy to cease to
than its proprietor could conveniently fill. Its output in object to and obstruct the manifest will of the people. I
1878was $5,000, and, in 1681,812,000, and the men employed appeal respectfully to those gentlemen in Opposition to
in it received higher wages than previously. The large abandon the hopeless strife. It will give them elevation of
increase in the industrial population of the country bas character and purpose in the estimation of the country, and
greatly benefitted the home market for agricultural will win them more friends than they can possibly win by
products of all kinds, and the consequent competition among the unpatriotic course they are now pursuing. In making
buyers has contributed another element of improvement of this appeal I but ro-echo the sentiments of many Independent
demand and price. The employment of so large an amount ,Reformers, and of the more liberal and independent journals
of additional capital in producing goods formerly imported 1 of the Reform party. I can well understand that hon.

Mr. GUILLET.
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gentlemen find themselves in a very embarrassing position in like the present, when many of the topies which are alluded
relation te a policy or a platform. Their political following to in the Speech, and many other topics-which have been
ie made up of such heterogenous materials. The views and attracting the attention of the public during recess, and
deelarations of their policy have been so dissimilar and must attract the attention of Parliament-require, for a
antagonistic. The hon. leader of Her Majesty's loyal profitable discussion, the production of the public documents

position in his public utterances has evidently been and other returns which we hope shortly to find on the
f gabout for a policy. Like the young lady whom Table. To antieipate these discussions now would be worse

Bliffes declared played the piano with a great deal of than useless. I do not intend, therefore, to pursue the course
feeling,-after the keys, he has played on the country which las, to some extent, been pursued by one of the hon.
with a great deal of feeling,-after a policy. What does gentlemen who bas just spoken. I may be allowed to
the hon. gentleman propose-of what does the Opposition express my congratulations to the hon. gentlemen who have
platform consist? They have no fixed policy for the moved and seeonded the Address for the manner in which
Dominion. Theirs is a policy of contradictions, a policy of they have discharged that portion of their public duty. My
sectionalism and provincialism. Their appeal is to sections hon. friend from Beauharnois (Mr. Bergeron) said lie was a
and elsses in strangely inconsistent language. The part and young man. He las tha-t advantage, but possesses with it
every part in turn is to the Opposition greater than the the rare advantage of being an old politician, for he as been
whole. They build little narrow platforms in each Province some years with us here, and we have reason to know bis
and among different classes. Among Free Traders they public services did not begin with bis election to Parliament.
take up the parable of Adam Smith, and to Protectionists I do not think, therefore, my hon. friend was fairly entitled
they talk of protection to vested interests. They tell the to claim-and I am equally bound to say my hon. friend did
farmers his wool is insufficiently protected, and in the next not stand in any need of claiming-the indulgence of the
breath ridicule agricultural protection and declare it cannot House when he stood up to express bis views and senti-
affeet prices or improve the home market. They appeal to ments on the present occasion. With reference to the hon.
the mechanic and laborer, the carter and cab-driver, with meinber for West Northumberland, he will excuse me if I
the ery that they are taxed by this policy on thoir flour, decline, on this occasion, to enter into a controversy with
baeon, corn and oats. In the Maritime Provinces they him, either as to the accuracy of bis historical retrospect or
demounce the duty on breadstuffs. In Ontario they assail the position of the Government on the questions of the day.
the duty on coal. These specimen planks are surely not The proper time will arise at a later period, aud the
the material out of which to build a platform calculated hon. gentleman will, perhaps, find reasons-if lie be, as
te sestain the cause of union, to broaden the views and I suppose he is, open to conviction-to change his
sympathies of the people, and elevate their hopes and opinions on some of those subjects before the Session
aspirations. Surely, if they are unequal to the work closes. We rejoice as heartily as any person eau, o0i
of constructing such a platform upon whieh the that measure of improvement and prosperity which the
Nova Seotian, the New Brunswicker, the Prince Edward condition of the country exhibits, and we rejoice also upon
Islander, the chivalrous French Canadian, the citizens of the improved view as to the sources of that prosperity
Ontario, of Manitoba, and of British Columbia can unite and which is apparent on the part of bon. gentlemen opposite.
werk together with a common impulse of patriotism, then On former days we have heard Ministers declare that that
they cannot hope to be entrusted with the weighty task of prosperity was, in some small measure, due to the condition
upbuilding this wide extended Dominion Io the grand pro- of agricultural products, and for that they were good
portions of its vast capabilities-of its glorious promise. I enough to allow some small measure of praise and thanks
need searcely ask, Mr. Speaker, what is the manifest duty of and blessing to Providence; but for the rest, which, they
the Government towards this policy, which is now the said, was a great deal more than that, they claimed the
policy, the property in fact of the people, rather than the blessings for themselves. I remember that the hon. Minister
Government. And I am confident the people will not of Finance disclaimed, a little while ago, the arrogation by
readily or easily yield or abandon this possession. The the Government of the merit for all that had occurred, and
duty of the Government is clear, and they are faithfully and said the proof of this was that they had not long since
honestly performing it. What would bc the effect in the instituted a day of thanksgiving to Providence for its
country could the Government be so infatuated as to break 1 blessings. That, Sir, is about the proportion: one day ta
faith with the people and abandon this policy? Would God and the other 364 to the Ministry. But this time I
net such a whirlwind of indignation arise as would compel am glad to sec that the improved prosperity in its various
the representatives of the people, elected to support the aspects is attributed to the Giver of ail good, by which, I
Government, to abandon it to its fate ? And the bon. the presume, we are not to understand the Finance Minister.
leader of the Opposition would not be slow to denounce the Now I believe that the Trade and Navigation lReturns
folly and perfidy of the Government, and to trim his sail to will indicate very clearly the propriety of attributing
to the popular beeze. Mr. Speaker, it affords me great these blessings to Providence, and will establish, as
pleasure to second the Resolution beforo the House, and, in will also other circumstances, the fact that it is to those
doing so, reiterate the sentiments in the closing paragraph, changed conditions to which we have repeatedly referred,
that Ris Excellency may rest assured that we isiall give that the substance and essence of the improvel condition
our best attention to the several subjects mentionod by him, of this country, in common with several other communities,
and to the general business which will come before us, and is to ho traced. The Speech, as was natural, contains a
that we thank Ris Excellency for the expression of his full somewhat extended reference to the North-West, and we
confidence in our patriotic desire and our ability to forward learn that two things are essential with reference to the
the best interests of the country. Before resuming my seat, Indian population, which, under various synonyms, is
I desire, Mr. Speaker, to thank the House for its patient rcferred to in the course of these paragraphs. We warned
attention and kind indulgence shown to my remarks. the Administration a couple of years ago, when they an-

Mr. BLAKE. It is not my intention to interpose for nounced that, owing to the expected total failure of the
more than a very brief space between the business of the food supply, it lad become necessary to expend a very large
House and the passage of this Address. It bas become our sum to prevent the starvation of the Indians; although such
praetice, unless under very exceptionable circumstances, to expenditure might be necessary,the course being pursued was
close the debate on the Address at the earliest possible one which would almost inevitably lead to the reappearance
moment, and, I think, a practice conducive to the public inter- of that item in our Estimates for many years to come. It
est snd the despatch of business ; especially on an occasion did reappear the next year, but again it was stated tlo be an
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exceptionable occurrence; but two years' experience on the
part of those interesting children of the prairie and forest,
of whom the bon. gentleman bas spoken in such winning
terms, having convinced them that if they do not hunt they
will find beef and bread supplied to them by the Govern-
ment, the Government have become convinced by these two
years' experience that they must now lay down as
part of their policy the supplying for many years to
come, or until they teach them farming, of food to Ihe
Indians. The hon. gentleman bas aLso announced that
we shall have, besides feeding and keeping them eom-
fortable, to control them more extensively than before.
That we will require to watch them: we will require to
watch them by nearly doubling the Mounted Police Force,
as well as to keep them happy and contented by supplying
them with food. These are no doubt considerations and
policies which may well be questioned by circumstances
and facts which hon. gentlemen may bring forward later.
But it is certainly a grave circumstance in connection with
the development of the North-West, that at the same in-
stant we should be called upon to feed the aboriginal popu-
lation of that country. I am told there is very great danger
of collisions requiring severe repressive measures, and the
establishment, to a large extent, of a force to guard the set-
tlers in that country. Now the Speech, while it does con-
tain extended reference, as I have said, to the North-West,
is also conspicuous for certain omissions in that direction.
Last Session there was brought to this House, in its dying
hours, when it was impossible to discuss measures effoctually
-when there were but a very few members present-a
measure altering the condition of Manitoba, increasing its
boundaries and area. We contended it would have been.
fit and proper to bring down a complote scheme at that
time; we held it was obvious that as the readjustment
of the boundaries of Manitoba, to the extent
proposed, meant financial changes as well, and that it
would be proper to bring down proposals which, by
mutual arrangement between the Government of Mani-
toba and the Government of the Dominion, had been
deemed fit for submission to the Legislature, which should
settle the question. It seems to me sufficiently obvious that
in increasing the boundaries of Manitoba in the present
manner, we are leaving open the other important question,
which I hope it is now intended to submit to this Legisla-
ture. Can it be that an arrangement has not yet been
made ? Can it be that the question is still open ? Can it
be that the policy of the Government, as to the altered
financial arrangements with Manitoba is not yet, even at!
this day, determined? Else, why should we find no mention
of that in the Speech ? We find the glowing picture pro-
sented two years ago, as to the expected immigration from
older lands, not now referred to. I had hoped very ear-
nestly that the condition of things, and the views of the!
Administration on this subject, would have justified a very
strong expression of opinion in the Speech from the
Throne. The subject has been under the consid-
eration of the Government for some years. it
has been brought before us, in this manner, more than
once. As I have said, two years ago, a very distinct stato-
ment was made; but to-day, with the exception of an
allusion to the subject of immigration, in that paragraph
which speaks of the extent of country in which immigrants
have settled, we find no reference to the past or future.
Now, there bas been a very considerable influx of people to
the North-West; but so far as the information available to
the publie goes, it seems clear that the immigration, so far,
bas been due in its largest proportions to the older Pro-
vinces of the Dominion, and that, as yet, we have received
but a very slight portion of those fruits which we
hoped to reap from the extraordinary immigrition
from the older countries. I do not regret, for my
part, to ee the people of the older Provinces goi

Mr. BLàE1.

West. I rejoice that our citizons, ffom any part
of this Dominion, should find it possible to improve their
condition, and probably to improve the condition of this
whole country, by removing from one part to the other.
But I do say it is a serions question for those older
Provinces that this emigration should proceed in the
measure in which it has been proceeding, without a supply
from other countries coming in, to some extent to remedy
the deficiency in population which must so result. The
consequences in Ontario, if the present state of things con-
tinue-if there be not a very considerable immigration in
that Province from the older countries-must be, in my
opinion, very serions to the owners of land in its rural
districts. There is a very large emigration from that Pro-
vince, and there is not, so far as I can see, an adequate
immigration from older lands to counterbalance that
decrease. Therefore it is that we, as residents of the older
Provinces, as well as people interested in the fortunes
of the North-West, have experienced what seems
a feeling of disappointment at the results thus far;
and the fLet that the circumstances do not seem to
warrant any statement on that subject in the Speech
from the Throno is sufficiently significant. The proposat
to divide the North-West into four districts may
be a very proper one. I trust that, taking the varions
circumstances with reference to the extreme difficulty of
saying what the centres of population will be-where
most rapidly the country will be settled-the arrangements
will be of such a character as may not require very much
disturbance, in the case of changes due to the creation of
more railways in that country, and to circumstances of
which we are not now cognizant. The present expectations
as to the centres of population may be falsified. Whilo it
may be tolerably easy to point to certain places in that
country, which from their position and relation to lines of
travel, frontiers, territories and rivers, will necessarily be
centres of population, I hold it to be very difficult to make
arrangements of a permanent character at this time. I am
a little surprised, however, at one paragraph in the Speech.
The Speech tells us, first of ail, of the great attention that
is required to ho paid to tho Indian population. The ques-
tion of the Indian population is a burning one. It thon
tells us that the white population requires more protec-
tion ; but unless I was deceived, I thought I saw
quite lately the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West in
the vicinity of this building. So ho seems a very long way
from bis white and red subjects, though ho knows they
require so much attention. There is another omission in
the Speech, which I also greatly regretted to find-that is,
that we are not promised a measure for the adoption of a
simple, easy, less expensive mode of transferring real pro-
perty, such as was brought forward in the time of the late
Government, and to which I have once or twice directed the
attention of the Minister of the Interior. I say that if our
expectations as to the rapid settlement of that country are in
any measure realized, as we hope they will be, we can do
no greater practical benefit for the future of that country
than now, while as yet the lands are ungranted-while there
is no complication of titles-than to adopt a system which, so
far as our present notions are concerned, may seem to us
almost revolutionary, but which might make the title to
lands and the security in reference to title, and the possi-
bility of transferring interests, greater than they are in the
older Provinces by the present system, and which will con-
fer on those who will settlo in the North-West, benefits
which, if you summed them up, would bo almost
incalculable. This is the time to makA such a change, the
time at which it can be done without the disturbance of any-
existing system. I repeat my views on this subject to the
hon. the Alinister of the Interior, because I feel that at no
time can this scheme be accomplisbed su easily and with
such good results as at present. The Speech refers very
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properly to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and it appears
as if a policy had been adopted of concluding the con-
struction of that railway, within a very much shorter period
than that proposed to Parliament last Session. It is true
the Speech itself does not contain a direct statement to that
effect ; but it does indicate as much, since it is declared
that the section to Port Moody which, by the contract, was
to be completed before 1891, will be completed at the same
date as the section from Savona's Ferry to Emory's Bar-
that is within four years of the present time. And the pub.
lished statements and utterances which have taken place upon
this subject lead to the other conclusion, to which indeed one
or other of the hon. members who moved the paragraph now
under consideration bas also alluded. Well, Sir, that and
other circumstances which have occurred are, so far from
being, as hon. gentlemen would appear to argue, in contradic-
tion of the views as stated last Session, the strongest verifica.
tion of those views. Last Session we declared it to ho our
opinion that the proposed arrangement was one disadvan-
tageous to the country, in this: that it imposed a burden infi-
nitely greater than the necessities of the case demanded. The
answer to that argument made was this: It is true that, as
far as actual construction goes, if that were all, your posi-
tion, although we do not agree with your figures, is correct;
but there is another element to be taken into account,
namely, the element of the expense of running the railway;
that is an enormous expense for which we had to make
payment, and it is included in this contract sum. Our argu-
ment waithat the railway ought to be pushed from Thunder
Bay to Winnipeg and through the prairie section, and that
the time occupied, if a season or more, in doing that, will
be time not lost with respect to the construction of the ends
-time not lost, but gained with respect to the cost of the
work, because more information will be obtained and more
population will get in-and that the facilities will be
infinitely greater, and that we will bo better judges
with respect to the scheme without any loss of time
accruing. What was the fact ? That the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company propose, and have arranged
with the Government, as I presume from the Gov.
ernment having made this contract in British Columbia, to
hasten the completion of the ends of the line. And what
does it prove ? It proves this: that they cannot believe
there will bea loss in the running expenses of the railway;
that they believe that to anticipate the completion of the rail-
way by five years will not be to involve a loss in running ex-
penses, and if that be the conclusiop which we are now to
reach, is it not established that the investigations, the
considerations, the fresh light thrown on this enterprise in
the period of one short year, have shown us that the sum,
whatever that indefinite sum may be, which was added to
this contract price to pay the loss in running expenses,
ought not to have been added. So with respect to the
eastern link. The hon. gentleman bas let out some of the
secrets of the negotiations-secrets which were concealed
from Parliament when Parliament was called upon to decide
this question-for not long since ho told us, at ail events he
told bis friends and the public bave heard it, that it is true
that members of the Syndicate, during the negotiations and
up to the completion of the contract, were greatly opposed
to any plan for the construction of the railway north of
Lake Superior as invoiving a heavy burden. Well, we ail
know that they did not succeed in carrying ont theirdesire;
that the Government insisted on that portion of the railway
being included in the contract; that we paid because itwas
ineluded, and that what the Syndicate thought was such an
onerous proposal, a proposai which they would agree to
only on boing proportionately compensated for the task
they were asked to undertake; and therefore a very
large portion of tho very many millions of money and
millions of acres is attributable to the representations
made that this was a very onerous part of the bargain-is

3 now proved, according to information obtained by hon.
- gentlemen, to be a most valuable portion of the road; that
1 the Syndicate will not part with it, and that what appeared

to be a bad bargain proved to be a good one. That is the
consequence, once again, of not adopting the policy we sug.

1 gested of proceeding with those portions which were noces-
sary for the immediate development of the country, and
completing the road from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, and

. looking around us a little more before we made what was

. believed to be a disadvantageous bargain, but which now
turns out, on the statement of the hon. gentleman himself
and of the Company and the Government, to be so much
better even than bis own followers supposed last Session.
Of course, this change of policy is one which is of special
interest, as it involves us in increased burdens. I quite

. agree that if it be true that the development of the country
at each end is going to be promoted, it is another question,
and it may be a fair reason for incurring that extra expen-
diture; but it is reasonable to point out that this is a serious
change in policy whereby the expenditure which was to be
spread over ten years, as far as the Government is con-
cerned, is now to be concentrated in four or five years,
involving an additional expenditure for the next four years
of something over $8,000,000. Of course, even the hon.
gentleman will not assert that the interest on the money so
rapidly expended, and to such an amount, will be met out of
the lands-it is to be met ont of the taxation of the country ;
and that which we said on various occasions last Session
with respect to the Canadian Pacifie Railway is fulfilled by
the declarations in the Speech, because not merely must that
large sum, to meet the interest, be paid out of the public
revenue, but it appears by the statement in the Speech that
a very large portion of the great sum taken from the people
of the country last year in taxes hbas been actually applied
to the construction of the Pacifie Railway, and it bas been
built to that extent out of the public taxes. We alleged
that the power which was given to the Company is inordi-
nate, and that also bas been verified, although perhaps not
to the extent which it will be eventually. 1 do not enter
into an analysis of the freight rates, but they are very, very
high. I do not know on what terms the Government have
sanctioned those rates, but they are such as, althongh per-
haps bearable where produce happons to have high values
and there is a large quantity to the acre-and we must not
forget that the imports of the country are, to a large extent,
paid out of capital-still, although bearable under those cir-
cumstances and of a less serious character, when once the
settler bas become a settler, the question simply is, what
are my annual charges, and what are the annual returns of
my farm. We find the policy of the Administration bas
been in the direction of giving what was asked. We find
local railway charters disallowed ; we find in this part of the
country the indefinite powers given in that bargain availed
of; we find local railways absorbed ; and it is possible that
those who viewed with considerable equanimity the conse-
quences of great power being extended to a company to use
in a land many many miles away and to be exercised over
other persons, will now feel a little more alive to the dan-
gerous consequences and the burdens which result from such
powers when they find them exercised at their own doors
with results whih press upon their own shoulders.
We said that Sault Ste. Marie was the objective point to be
reached at that time, but that was repudiated. It was said
that the right thing to do was to push for the north shore
at once, to keep at a distance from Sault Ste. Marie; nay,
more, we were told that it was a treasonable and upatri otic
thing to discuss connection with Sault Ste. Marie, and that
those who proposed that plan-though, indeed, there was
numbered among those who advocated it one short year
before the Minister of Railways bimself-were men who
were leagued in a hostile league to the interests of this
country. But we find that the Syndicate propose to go
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very near the Sault on the main line and all the way to the
Sault by a branch, and it is now regarded as a very good
thing, as an excellent thing, as a sort of betterment if
possible of the Government policy, that a route should be
adopted which enables them to go near to the Sault on the
main line and altogether to the Sault at an early day. We
said that the provisions as to the exemptions, the lack of
restrictions in the conditions with roference to the lands,
were likely to result in regulations not in the interests
of the public, and I need not do more than point to
the various series of land regulations issued by the
railwa.y for proof- of that statement. It is true, and
I rejoice to see it, that they have been modified lately in
important respects; but in their objectionable form they
are still quite within the competence of the Company. We
cannot well flnd fault with the Company, for we gave them
power to make them, and we knew that it would be to their
interests to make them-the responsibility is on the Ad-
ministration ; nor do I believe that they would have been
such as they are to-day, and still less, such as they were
some time ago, if it had not been that power was given to
the Company to hold their lands free from taxation, and
had not absolute power been given them without restriction
as to the mode of disposing of them. We said that the
valuation of lands which the Government made for the pur-
poses of the contract was a valuation contradicted by their
own views of the year before, and a valuation not according
to our reasonable anticipations of that time. This is proved
from public documents and by the regulations issued by
the Government itself as to its own lands, where
lands at a greater distance from the railway than
the railway lands and less advantageously situated
are offered for sale at prices far in excess of
those at which it was proposed to value the choice neigh-
boring lands for the purposes of the con tract last Session. I
believe it is extraordinary the extent to which already
events have gone in the direction of verifying those views
which, as to some of the points, may require many years for
their full development. I observe that we are offered for
our consideration some subjects with which we are not
wholly unfamiliar. Once again, there is a promise of a Bill
for the reforming of the Çivil Service, and my hon. friend, the
member for Eeauharnois (Mr. Bergeron) in effeet, if not in
terms, informs us that he wants it to be an inofficacious Bill,
that he wants to preserve the patronage, but that he wants
to secure it only for capable persons, and so on. I think he
will find it extremely difficult to combine these two objects,
and, if he succeeds, I would recommend him at the earliest
possible moment to send in a draft of his measure to the
Administration, who, 1 am sure, will receive it with that
consideration due to so devoted a follower, and may receive
from it new light on this important subject. But,
seo far as I cen judge of the laws of modern
days on this subject, and from the statements of the first
report of this Commission itself, they differ rather from the
view of the bon. gentleman, and I believe that the exercise
of that political patronage is at the root of many of the most
serious evils which certainly beset our existing Civil Service
system. I find aliso reference to a Bill for the winding up of
incorporated insurance companies, banks and trading cor-
porations. That also is an old dish. When the Insolvent
Act was repealed the Government assented to the view that
its repeal should be conditional on such a measure, and it
was promised that such a measure should be introducod.
It was found impossible, i suppose, te redeem that pledge
during that Session; the next Session it was promised but
not brought down; but, as the Ihird time is the charm, we
may now expect to have the Bill brought down. We are
also promised a measure relating to fugitive offenders
within the Empire. Such a mensure may be necessary, but
I do say that there is a cognate subject of much greater
importance-I mean the present condition of the law with

Mr. BLAKE.

reference to the extradition of fugitive criminals from foreign
countries. I say that the condition of our law is a disgrace,that
the proceedings going on from time to time prove it, and tbat
we should take very earnest and strenuous measures to secure
the improvement of those arrangements between ourselves
and other countries, and notably the United States, which are
now existing, and to secure the substitution of some other
and better convention for the antiquated Ashburton Treaty,or
if that were found to be impossible,to make provision forlegis-
lative extradition. I think that we should largely increase the
range of crimes which ought to be the subject of extradition,
and that we should secure the provision of this House of a
few years ago before the coming into force of a better,
simpler, more harmonious and plain mode of administering
the law. The question was carefully discussed in a case
which arose the other day, but I do not know whether it
will be possible to get over the difficulty in that case under
the Ashburton Treaty. In that case a proposal was made
to extradite a man who is acknow-ledged to be a criminal-
and what is the difficulty in the way? It is very sure that the
person in question is a criminal, for he is not only an accused
person, but one who was sentenced, convicted, committed to
prison, and who afterwards broke gaol. The difMculty
is that under the Ashburton Treaty ho ought to be
sent across the linos for trial, but because ho las been tried,
sentenced, and was undergoing sentence when he escaped,
you cannot get him back again. I see by the newspapers
that a fresh charge is to be made against this individual for
some other crime for which ho bas not had the good fortune
to be tried, and I hope that tho proceedings thus taken will
result in his being extradited. But is it not disgraceful
that it should be even a question of doubt whether such an
individual should bo free to remain on our shores ? The
Speech refers, although in terms perhaps less strong than
some former references when steps were proposed to be
taken on the subject, to fresih outlets for our trade and com-
merce, and to the starting of a lino between this country
and Brazil. I rejoice to learn from the hon. gentlemen who
have spoken that they take a deep interest in the extension
of our trade and commerce, and are desirous of forwarding
them in every way. So are we all. We may believe that
the methods pursued by the present Administration and
supported by these hon. gentlemen may not be well calcula-
ted to enable this country to compote in the markets of the
world, or that the projects which they bring forward
are such as would enable us to exchange profitably,
and we are all quite anxious that that should happen. And
I say here, what I said years ago, that if we are going to
make real progress in that direction, it must be that we
ought to have our own agents, and that we ought to have
further power to make those conventional arrangements
with foreign countries; anduntilwe-recognizing the fact
that our situation is peculiar, that it is our own situation,
that our own people understand our own business and our
own situation better-undertake to discharge that duty
ourselves and on our own account, but little progress wiIl
be made by the hon. gentlemen in the accomplishing of
arrangements which, if the conditions of this country
were different, would result in a profitable outlet for
our manufactures, and a profitable exchange for our natural
products. The executive administration, Mr. Speaker, is
becoming a greater element in the public transactions 0,f
the year, and ought to receive more and more the caref*l
attention of Parliament. More and more, year by year, are
important matters, which formerly would have been sup-
posed to be within the exclusive jurisdiction of Parliament,
anded over to the control of the Executive, and our action

is that of the criticism of the past, instead of the potential
action of deciding what the course shall be. Take the land
regulations, for example. Those who think most of the
North-West must fel most warmly as to the magnitude of
that topic. It is admitted that the prosperity and progress
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of the North-West have for their base the fertile lands of
that territory, and therofore the policy which is to be pur-
sued with reference to the development of that country is
largely a ]and policy. As to certain classes of these lands,
it has been agroed that the regulations shall be subject to
the disapproval of Parliament on being laid on the Table;
but as to the bulk, the Government have taken absolute
and uncontrolled power to make regulations, and we
flnd series after series of regulations issuing, with almost
the rapidity, though hardly with the symmetry, of the views
presented by the kaleidoscope. The short motto we have
ado pted, year by year, for the North-West, bas been "the
land for the settler, the price for the public; " and after
objecting as we did, though unsuccessfully, to the sale of land
on other than conditions of settlement; after arguing again
that if you should sell otherwise than on conditions of sottie-
ment, you should sel! for cash only; after propounding resolu-
tions in these directions for two Sessions in vain, we have
found that the Government have conceded in part. We have
found that what was proposed bas been applied to the indivi.
dual, and if he is to buy other than on conditions of settlement
ho is to pay cash. But what is good for the individual
speculator is good for the party speculator, and the party
speculator under one class of regulations, at any rate, is stili
to be permitted to purchase on credit. I very much
dread that the effect of the last regulations in some
important particulars will be to depart still more seriously
from that motto, to introduce a system of large speculative
holdings, and a system of middlemen, who will receive from
the colonist a larger sum than the public gets, and thus to
retard settlement for a long time and produce ultimate loss.
to the settler. We have to consider the regulations with regard!
to arable lands, to grazing lands, to wood lands, to coal and
minerai lands and to town sites. Al these are subjects of vas-
test importance, and subjects which one can do no more than
make reference to at this time or until the regulations are
before us, when tbey can be discussed profitably in detail.
Amongst the subjects not alluded to in the Speech, is the
exorcise in the discretion of the Government, of the power
of disallowance; and we see by the public papers that other
instances are now pending before the Council or the
Minister, in which it is seriously contemplated to pursue the
same policy. I think it would be profitable for this Parlia-
mont, during the present Session, to engage in a discussion
of that subject. It is of the last consequence that
we should decide on the principles-applicable, of course,
to ail the Provinces-for they have ail an identical and
common interest in the matter-on which disallowance
should be exercised-and decide, not in a limited sense, buti
in an enlarged sense, in a sense that, if it be necessary for
the Govern ment to take such action, will not make confeder-
ation a delusion and a suare, and result in bringing about
that federal union which was once, and I presume is stili,
the dream of the hon. the First Minister. We have other
subjects. We have had the Minister of Finance issuing a
little circular-no, two-no, three little circulars, each of
them corrective of the others, and circulars which I under-
take to say Parliament considered it to be far beyond bis
power to issue, when ho was authorized te issue any circulars
at all-circulars, for instance, containing demands for
statements regarding the private affairs of banks. He has
done something else, too. We were told last year that it
was utterly impossible, without lowering the dignity of
Parliament, without insulting the representatives of the
people, to inform them until the Iouse sbould meet, until
the Speech should be assented to, until the document
itself should be laid on yonder Table, what the
details were of a gigantie contract on which they were
to be asked to pass within a few days of the time they were
informed of it. But, how far is it in accordance with the
respect due to the representatives of the people that public
meetings of the electors should be informed months before

the meeting of Parliament, what the policy of the Adminis-
tration was to be in an important particular-that they
should bc told distinctly and plainly that the taxes on tea
and coffee should be removed, and that we should hear
nothing at all about it now in the Speech? It is truc, I
bave heard the hon. gentleman frequently, when ho was
asked, in advance, what he was going to do about taxes,
say: "I cannot tell you that until my Budget is brought
down, It would never do to lot a word out." But ho has
cbanged his views, and the change is so radical, so revolu-
tionary, that while he is quite decided that we are not to
krow anything about it before ho makes bis Budget Speech,
ho is decided that all the rest of the world shall know all
about it long before. The most extraordinary thing is, that
the hon. gentleman, in this particular, appears to have been
animated by benevolent intentions toward the trade, and
that the trade seems not to approciate bis benevolent inten-
tions. I am glad to observe that ho is quite disposed, in dis-
cussion with the trade, to change again somewhat if that
will suit. I observe, although hbe las not told Parlia-
ment about it, by a letter addressed to a gentleman in
Montreal and publisbed in the newspapers, that ho now
states that if it will do them any good to prolong
the disturbance ho will postpone the removal of the
duties for two months more. When thoy are com-
plaining that trade is paralysed, that difficulties are in-
creased by a long postponement, and when they desire to
be out of their pain, the hon. gentleman asks them to wait
two months longer and keep things in the pleasant condition
they are for that space of time. I suppose it is because ho
has not finishel that correspondence that we have no
announcement on tbat subject in the Speech. We will have
no doubt an announcement on that subject, and the hon.
gentlemen who have been rejoicing, and who are rejoicing
to-day, in the surplus, and who are glorifying the Adminis-
tration for having produced it, will immediately afterwards
glorify the Administration for having taken off the taxes.
First of all they cail upon us to bless them because they
imposed the taxes, thon they call upon us to bless them be-

1 cause the taxes produced fruits, and presently we are to be
called upon to bless them because they take the taxes off
again. i recollect the story of a person who was found one
sultry summer day walking up a steep bill with a fence rail
on bis shoulder. Ho was met by a friend, who said :
" What are you carrying that heavy rail up the hili for when
there are plenty of rails on the top ?" He answered: "lIt
is rather burdensome to carry it up, but then bow well I
shall feel when I lay it down on the top of the hill." Such
is the view of the Minister. He put on the taxes; it was
all r ght and a great blessing. He takes them off; it is all
right and a greater blessing still. That surplus is no doubt
very large, and the change in the tariff, which has been
communicated by the Minister in the sense of a roduction
of taxation, is what we suggested to him last S2ssion. We
said that the surplus ought not to be so large and
that the taxes should be light. We were told that
it was premature, that two or three years would be time
enough to talk of reducing the taxes; and we are glad te
know that in this case it takes but a few months, and that
one Session after he made the proposal it is to be realized.
That surplus bas produced, as I have said, an increase of
taxes, it bas not been produced by an abnormal consump.
tion of imported goods. The consumption has not been in
the gross, at any rate, much in excess, if at all in excess, of
that which, judging from the past of this country, we mighlt
have expected; but it is produced from a moderate impor-
tation, because that moderate importation is taxed at a rate
extremely oppressive in the gross, and still more oppressive
if you consider the incidents of that taxation. The legisla-
tion of last Session included the power to appoint judges
for the Province of Quebec. While in some other subjects
hon. gentlemen opposite have been active; while we have
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seen then everywhere except bore; while they have been Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can cordially join my
through the country fron end to end, I suppose it was not hon.friend in manythings ho lias Faid during his interesting
to be expected that they should have found time to carry speech to-day. In the first place, I join with him in offering
out that portion of legislation. I was told when I made my sincere congratulations to the Mover and Seconder of
the suggestion that other arrangements might be carried the Resolutions, for the able manner in which they have
out which would give a more efficient judiciary to the pressed those Resolutions on the attention ofthis House. I
Province of Quebec, without expense or an addition to the can also congratulate my bon. friend opposite on the kindly
number of judges, that the matter was pressing, that it was and pleasant tone in which ho bas addressed himself so early
urgent, that it ought to be passed that Session because the in the Session to the discussion of matters of legislation and
business of the litigants of the Province of Qnebec demanded administration to which ho has alluded. I tbank him espe-
the appointment of an additional judge. The law passed, cially, and most sincerely, for bis very kind allusion to my-
it came into force, and the judge is not named. How is sel. Probably wo are to remain looking at each other; I
that? What is the difficulty? Was it impossible? Was cannot bopo-although I would like it-to be ranged on the
it found afterwards the judge was not needed ? Was there same side as the hon. gentleman, but we will look at each
an embarras de richesse as to the nomince? IIow does it other as ploasnrtly as we can. My hon. friend is pleased
happen that that which was so necessary, that no time was with tho Address on the whole, and with the improved
afforded for the consideration of some other plan, bas turned tone as regards the extraordinary prosperity in Canada.
out not to be at all necessary ? So again with respect to He said that formerly wo attributed everything to ourselves,
another institution-the Penitentiary of St. Vincent de but now we are so far improved in our manners, our morals,
Paul-where we lhad a report that it was necessary to and our sentiments, that we give some thanks to the Greater
supersede the warden, and that it was necessary to reorgan- Power. The hon. gentleman said we had given one day to
ize the establishment. We heard rumors that we were to God and 364 to ourselves. My hon. friend seems to grudge
suffer the loss of a respected member of this House-the that one day, and I really do think, from the tone-tho
hon. member for L'Assomption (Mr. IHurteau). We heard rather light tone-of my hon. friend that he was not very
that ho was about to prefer the presidency over a number of thankful on that same day. There is no doubt we have
convicted criminals to association with the respectable indi- great reason to be thankful for several ycars of prosperity,
viduals who compose this Chamber. But we are happy to and it is one of the happinesses of myself and my friends
know that ho i: still with us, and we would like to know who surround me that we have had Providence smile upon
the reason why. us; and all that we can attribute to ourselves is this: that

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. IIe cannot part fromyou. under a favoring Providence we have attempted to the
SrJ Abest of our humble capacity to develop the interests of the

iMr. BLAKE. IL is said that lie found a little condition country, and remove the stagnation under which it suffered ;
attached to bis elevation to that exalted office, namely, and we are proud to know, from the statement of my hon.
that satisfactory arrangements should b made for the friend himself, that our exertions have not been altogether
county. The county was not capable of being satis- unsuccessful. My hon. friend laid down the truc principle, I
factorily arranged for, owing to an embarras de richesse think, of discussions of this kind on the opening of a Session
Of Conservative candidates. My hon. friend, who smiles in Parliament. Motions in amendment and long discussions
at me opposite, went down there, and when it was are obsolete, except in very exceptional cases where the
found impossible to reconcile these differences, my continuance of the confidence of Parliament in the Adminis-
hon. friend from L'Assomption announced that ho tration of the day is to be questioned. Thon, of course, the
would retain that mandat which he had been prepared to sooner that is brought to a decision, the botter ; but, with
abandon, and my ion. friend from Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) that exception, it is a well understood rule now that the
congratulated him on the patriotic spirit which induced sooner we get to work the better, and that this preliminary
him, under such circumstances, and in view of these difficul- discussion is merely a sort of undress rehearsal.
tics, to remain a member of this House and not become a Mr. MACKENZIE. I am glad you bave changcd yoir
warden of the penitentiary. And so it was that after many mmd.
months of discussion the institution remained unprovided
for, and it is but lately that an arrangement for the warden- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, I sometimes do
ship of that institution has been made; thus it being made clange my mmd. I arnnt a Bourbon. I loaru somefiing,
palpable that political considerations, that the political and I forget somefing; and apropes cf that, the hon. gen-
view of patronage which my ion. friend frem Beauharnois tleman congratulates us, on several occasions, on some im-
(Mr. Bergeron) is very anxious should be maintained, provements in laud regulatiens and etier matters,-tiat we
have interfered considerably with the efficient admin- bave really faken a leaf eut cf bis book, and the bock cf fie
istration of the public service in an important particular. Opposition. We are net toc proud te loaru even from my
1, of course, agree, and very heartily, in the views ion. fricnd. Net being Reformera, we find cccasienally
which have been expressed in the Speech with something te reform; and as with us who are nef Reformera,
reference to the calamity whih befel the Republic of the fie geed cf fie country and not self gratulatien ei- pride in
United States of America. We must all do that, and agree our own opinion, is fie ciief guiding principle. We do
not merely in the spirit, but also in the language in whichoccasionally, net very often, find tbat we can impreve on
that allusion is made. It is a painful commentary upon an even our own original idoas. WelI, ry hon. friend stated
advanced civilization that such an ovent should have been fie principle cerrectly, but entered ratier fully, and I tiink
possible, and that in the history of thatgreat country, with- wifi some contradiction in spirit, into doctrines whidi ho bad
in so brief a period, the lives of two of the freely elected laid down, and toc fnlly, in fie absence cf papers and mns
governors of that country, should have terminated in suchof verifying statemeuts, into fie various subjects wiich the
a tragic way. I will add no more than this, that we heartily intereats cf fie counfry demandsliould be discussed coolly.
rejoice to know that the illness which unfortunately afflicted I do nef, iowever, object te fiat or complain cf if. Tho
my hon. friend opposite (Sir John A. Macdonald) has ter- ion. gentleman spcaks in a very proper and patriotie
minated so favorably, and that ho meets us again restored tone cf Lis pleasure at fie progress in fhorW
to bis usual health; and that although we may hope that We are prend cf fiat prcg-ess. We ougit ail, as Cana-
he shall change bis position in this House at an early dians, to ho prend cf if, and this Governmont las cor-
period, we hope he will continue to grace this House for many tainly some cause for congratulations f rough having
years with that ability which ho las heretofore displayed. been, in more dogreo, tho means by which fiat country lias
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been, and is now being, developed. We also belie.ved, not-
withstanding my hon. friend was an unbeliever at one time,
in the future of that country. We always believed in the
value of the land, and I was ridiculed-and by none more
than my hon. friend-at the valuations that I ventured to
place on some of the lands.

Mr. BLAKE. The calculations, not the valuations. You
were only four millions out.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, I did not thon give
full justice to the power of my hon. friends opposite to keep
back the development of the country. I did not believe that
their candid, conscientious statements as to the future of the
country would have such an injurious effect on its progress
as they proved to have had. Still, we bave overcome even
the influence of their opinion and their authority as to the
worthlessness of the land for present purposes, and as to the
prospectof an early immigration into that country. We
have got over that now, and the country is rapidly
being settled. It is quite true, the hon. gentleman says,
that a large European immigration bas not yet
set in. There is a very wholesome transfer of the
population from the older Provinces to the North-
West. I coincide with my bon. friend that that
is not to be regretted. The people of this country have a
right to go to where they think their interests can be most
promoted; and every man who, by going to the North.
West either from Quebec, Ontario or the Maritime Pro-
vinces, increases his comfort, wealth and means, adds
thereby to the wealth of the whole Dominion. Not only
that, but I believe that in Ontario, especially in the most
fertile portions, there was going to be too great a subdivi-
sion of the farming property. What is the consequence ?
The man who had his farm in Ontario or Quebec does not
throw it away, nor docs he abandon his home. No; he
solls to his richer noighbor, who wisbes to remain in the
older Province, at a reasonable price. The farmer
who buys is the capitalist, and in view of a
change in the oider Provinces of the products
of farms, the larger those farms become in
the hands of the capitalist, the botter. So that I do not
think it is to be regretted. On the contrary, I believe it is
to the interest of the old and new portions of the Province
that a portion of the population should be moved from one
section to another, if, by that transfer, the parties so moved
gain in comfort or in wealth. The hon. gentleman spoke of the
increased Indian expenditure. le said ho had warned the
Government some two years ago against the commencement
of the expenditure which is now going on. It is very easy to
give a warning, but I will venture to say that if my hon.!
friend had been in the Administration at the time those votes
were asked for, he would have felt himself bound to make
the same demand, and would have expected to receive the
same response from Parliament. It was by no fault, either
of the Government or the Opposition, that the buffalo, the
food supply of the Indian, are disappearing. They are
being diminish&d by the progress of civilization and
by the senseless slaughter that goes on in those
regions; and further, the Indians in our country have been
almost deprived of that source of food supply by the action
of the American Government in keeping back, so far as a
cordon of troops can do so, the herds of buffalo from cross-
ing the lino -towards the north. It was an absolute noces-
sity to any Government to take care that those people
should not be allowed to starve, as they were literally
deprived of their chief sources of food supply. lu some
districts the Indians could fish, and were no burden to
the Dominion Treasury, but in the places whore the animals
and game are rapidly disappearing with the advance of
settlers, and the buffalo are disappearing altogether,
there was but one thing to do, either to feed the Indian
or let him die. That being the alternative, of course Parlia.

ment, as one man, and without objection, except perhaps
the warning my bon. friend mentions, voted the necessary
supplies, the Government have tried their best to induce the
Indians to settle on the lands, and betake themselves to the
raising ofcattle and the cultivation of the soil. I believe,
on the whole, the exporiment bas been success-
ful, and, strange to say, the greatest success
bas been attaine: with the wildest tribes.
'The Blackfeet Indians seemed irreclaimable, but they bave
betaken themselves with extraordinary readiness to their
reserves, and we have good hopes that near the Rocky
Mountains, extending to the North Saskatchewan and Peace
River, the Blackfeet, the Bloods, and other tribes, will ere
long be self-supporting. With the other Indians we have not,
on the whole, succeeded so well. While the Indians have got
this year an unexpected supply of food from the partial
return of the buffalo, I bolieve, on the whole, it is to be
regretted, because they have been told that the buffalo had
disappeared, and that they must become farmers or cattle
raisers, on which belief they had betaken themselves to
those enterprises. But when they learned that the buffalo
hal returned, they remarked that all the white men's
prophecies as to the final disappearance of the buffalo
had been falsified, and in very many instances they had left
their reserves and fallen back into their old habits. We
must, in the language of the Speech, submit to that conse-
quence of our acquisition of the country. Of course, the
hon. gentleman is quite right in his remarks upon the
supply of food to the aborigines. No one felt, more than
myself, that the consequence of giving such food as was
absolutely requisite to save them from starvation was an
inducement, to a certain extent, to abstain from working.
The Indian will not work if hoecan get enough to eat with-
out working, and no doubt one of the consequences of
our assisting them bas been a supply of more food than
was absolutely requisite to koep them from starving. But
on the whole, as far as I can gather, the distribution bas
been as economical and judicious as possible under the cir-
cumstances of the case. I haçe no doubt that bon.
gentlemen opposite will feel that oe of the obligations
thrown upon us all, as a civilized people, is to take care that
these poor aborigines, who are deprived by the progress of
civilization of their own country, of their hunting
grounds and usual supply of food, are furnished with
the necessaries of life for a certain poriod. It is true the
Government have thought it necossary to increase the
Mounted Police Force, but not to repress the Indians, as my
bon. friend has suggested. The force, I believe, at this
moment numbers but 300 mon. It was thus establisbed, in
the first place, by the Government of 1873, their policy
in this respect being followed by the Government of
bon. gentlemen opposite when in office. This force would
have beon quite sufficient to keep the Indians under proper
restraint if no white men had gone into the country. The
necessity for an increase is not the keeping of the Indians
quiet, but the prevention of collisions between them and the
white men. You can quite understand that if an Indian is
starving, and sees a white man's cattle grazing, ho will not
starve-he will shoot the white man's ox for food, and it
was not unlikely that the white man's ox will shoot down
the Indian.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Will the hon. gentle-
man explain ttie process by which the white man's ox is to
shoot the Indian ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I was going on to say,
had I not been rather uncivilly interrupted, that our object
is to prevent white men and Indians coming into collision.
There are large herds of cattle coming into our North-West
Territory from the Southern States-brought in by bords-
men and drivers from Texas, and the region between that
State and the International boundary; and we know from
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the history of the transactions between the white man and wonderful, their resources are remarkable, and we shall
the Indian in the United States that in the western coun- have the road across the continent in half the time we
try the white man would be apt to shoot the Indiaii on anticipated. Some of my hon. friends opposite endeavored
sight, as he would a prairie dog. And such white men are i to raise a good-natured laugh at my having expected only
coming into our Western Territory. They are accustomed to look down upon the completed railway. I think, Mr.
to continual collisions with the Indians, and the great Speaker, unless slain by the too vigorous assaults of the
danger is that by any act of appropriation of a white man's leader of the Opposition, I nay hope, even at my age, to
property, the white man may be excited to protect it by live long enough to travel across the Dominion, proceeding
taking an Indian's life, and the killing of one Indian might from Ottawa direct to the shores of the Pacifie, without
cause an Indian war, slaughter, and we do not know what suffcring any very great inconvenience or fatigue. The
other consequences. One thing is certain, that this would hon, gentleman (Mr. Blake) bas spoken somewhat, and I
prevent or postpone for many years the immigration we think, without sufficient examination into the state of the
hope shortly to draw into that country; and therefore it is case, about excessive freight rates. Now, Mr. Speaker, 1
that we ask the House to increase the Police Force to 500 think the rates, so far as I can learn, are not excessive.
men. Under the present Act, in case of immediate They are considerably less than those charged by the
urgency or danger the Government have the power to Government, when the ràilway was a Government railway,
do so; but as there is no such urgency, in my opinion, without any objection being taken by the people interested;
as to warrant that course, allusion is made to the and the Government was so particular in guarding the
subject in the Speech in the terms noticed. Although interests through which this road was to pass, that they
the force is to be incroased if Parliament sanction it, i have taken care that both passenger and freight rates shall
I am happy to tell the House that the cost per man be subject from time to time to thorough revision by the
of the Police is very much diminished-in fact, to a very Government. It is quite obvious that a shorter road,
remarkable degrce. To increase the number, therefore, does running fifty, sixty or 100 miles, is not so profitable as one
not involve a corresponding increase in the expense. extending 200, 300, 500 or 1,000 miles, and there must
My hon. friend from West Durham says that notwith- be a proper and due proportion between the service
standing all the dangers that are apprehended in the provided by such railway and the rate of reruneration;
North-West, ho sees the Lieutenant-Governor and Superin- and the Syndicate have bcen warned, and know
tendent of Indian Affairs at this Capital. He is here this that the Government will not hesitate from time
winter as le was here last winter, and if I hold the position to time to deal with the reconstruction of rates as the road
next winter which I do now, I shall certainly send for him extends from east to west, and as the comparative profits and
to have the advantage of bis assistance and advice, and expenses of running the road alter with every mile of rail-
explain to us of what goes on under bis eyes in the Territory. way that is constructed and brought into operation. My
] am happy to say that that gentleman has the confidence of bon. friend the leader of the Opposition has spoken about
myself as the head of the department with which he is the land regulations, and said there have been several
most connected. I believe he is the right man in the right changes. There have been, and I really expect, and I am
place-a very sensible, prudent man, cool, cautious and not ashamed to say so, that further experience may cause
determined, while at the same time a man of kindly i the Governmont from time to time to alter those regula-
manners. Ie has got on very well, and bas acquired the tions. If we find any regulation is an obstruction to seule-
confidence and respect of the Indians with whom ho las had ment, we will alter it; if we find the price of land is too
to deal. My hon. friend bas spoken of the measures mon- low, we will increase it; if it is too high, we will diminish
tioned in the Speech, observing there are some remarkable it; all those things must be matters which can only be
omissions. I do not suppose hehas had the same experience dealt with as in the progress of the country the necessity of
in this respect. Report says ho las had some very late change or amendment is sbown to exist. There is one
experience in framing Speeches from the Throne, but I have thing clear, however, that by no chance can the individual
no doubt that on no occasion would ho make a Speech from settler be prevented from getting bis land if le chooses to
the Throne, a mere catalogue or schedule of the measures of go there, without the intervention of the middleman,
the Government which brings it down. We allude to whether a rich capitalist or colonization association. The
subjeets of general interest, as is always done on such homestead principle is going to bo reserved and preserved
occasions. We have, however, noticed at some length the most carefully, and when you remember that all those colo-
position of the Indians in the North-West, and also the nization societies can only, under the present regulations,
subjeet of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ; but I must say, I secure lands to the north of the Pacifie Railway, twenty-four
have never admired my bon. friend's astuteness more, than miles fron the railway belt, and twolve miles on each side of
in bis attempt to find fault with the Syndicate for finishing anysubsidiary road that may run through the country in any
tr.e road in tive years instead of ton. The hon. gentleman direction, the Iouse will see that those companios cannot in
wts loud in bis denunciations, at one time, of the folly of any way interfore with the early settlement of the country.
building the road to the north of Lake Superior, urging that Of course, the rush will be to got as near railways as possi-
it ought to have been indefinitely postponed, and postponed ble, and we preserve to the settler the right to establish
in fact till the Greek Kalends, so far as regards construction himself within one inch of the railway if ho ges there
through British Columbia. lis idea was that we should first and makes his entry on the even-numbored lots, what-
not have a Pacifie or trans.continental railroad at all; ever its value may be. We have carefully guarded the
but if wo should have one it was to be run from right of the immigrant, and even under the most sanguine
the head of Lake Superior, leaving the Canadian system view as to the rush of population into that country during
of railroads for ever and over, amen. The remainder the next few years, there will not ho any lack of good land
of the road was only to be finished in 1890. After in the vicinity of railways; and before colonization and other
seven years, we at last made an arrangement by which the societies-which I am happy to say have been established in
road was to be finished in 1891, just one year more. very large numbers and are offering large sums of money for
I think it is much to the credit of the Government that, in tracts of land-can commence to bring in immigrants, each
choosing parties to build the road, they selected men who immigrant must have made up bis mind that it is botter he
formed themselves into a company, and who, with some should pay those colonization companies for the land ho
degreae of doubt, with great hesitation, entered into a requires rather than ho should take the land for nothing in
contract to finish the railway in ton years, and now found the vicinity of the railway. While we have thus proteoted
they would finish it in five years. Their energies are 1 the actual settler for yeare and years, if the present policy
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be continued by the present or any suceeding Government, political events have, as we all know, prevented the
from the chance of being imposed upon, we have not for- progress of the treaty with the Mother Country, so
gotten the promise made by the Goverument that they successfiul have been our attempts to have control of our
would make the land in that country recoup to the Dominion own treaty-making, that Her Mrajesty's Government have
the $25,000,000 that we have promised the Syndicate, and agreed that if no commercial treaty shall be made between
what the Dominion has already spent, or is spending, on the France and England, our representative may negotiate
Pacifie Railway. There is no reason in the world, as I with France and make an arrangement on our behalf,
have urged again and again, why the people of the older so that Canada will be enabled to deal directly with
Provinces should put their hands in their pockets and settle other nations in matters affecting our trade and com-
that country and improve it and build railways at their merce. i shall not now allude to the question of dis-
expense. That country, which is going to reap the advan- allowance. That is a serious question, involving ques-
tage of those railways, should provide the cost of the tions of constitutional law, questions between the Dominion
improvements, and the North-West, I am happy to say, is so Government and Parliament and the Provincial Govern-
ric and will be so sought after, that what was a reasonable ments and Legislatures, and matters which, as the hon.
proposition at the beginning is now a certainty, namely, gentleman knows, must be carefully handled and fully
that it will be able to sell sufficient land that, while preserv- and dispassionately discussed. I hope that these questions.
ing the homesteading right, it would be able to repay to those will be approached by both sides of the flouse with an
who have contributed to the taxes necessary in connection ardent desire to prevent constitutional difficulties or undue
with building the road, the money with interest added. friction between the Provincial and Dominion Legislatures,
My hon. friend speaks about the Civil Service Act, and he or undue exercise of power by any of these bodies. My
indulges in a little good-natured badinage about politi- bon. friend is surprised at the breach of Parliamentary
cal patronage, and says ho does not know whether the practice by the Minister of Finance in announcing to the
Government would pay sufficient attention to the represen- public generally, in these dernocratic days, that there would
tations of my hon. friend, the rember for Beauharnois. All be a reduction of the tea and coffee duties. My. hon. friend,
I can say is this: that we will pay at least as much atten- I think, has carried out the old parliamentary practice, and
tion to the representations of my hon. friend from Beauhar- bas observed that respect which a Minister of Finance
nois as hon. gentlemen opposite did to those of the member ought to pay Parliament in making his announce-
for West Elgin. The hon. gentleman refers to the proposed ments. If 1 remember aright, the hon. gentleman
legislation regarding fugitive offenders and the law under took occasion last Session to say that if there were
the Ashburton Treaty. I quite agrce with the hon. gentle- no negotiations going on for a Reciprocity Treaty with
man that it would be well that that law should be extendel the United States, and if the state of the public
-that the treaty should be extended, and that the number chest would allow it, he would introduce a measure for the
of offences under the treaty should be increased. I think reduction or abolition of the duties on tea and coffee.
now that there is such a similarity between the criminal There can be no mistake that lie made such an announcement,
law in the United States and Canada that every felony, and and wlen li made the statemont at the hustings or on the
some of the crimes which are not technically ealled felonies, platform li was merely conveying to the public what lie
might well be subjects for surrender. If we can send back had previously, with due respect, conveyed to Parliamentat
to Quebec a man who commits a crime in that Province, and its last Session. My hon. friend, the leader of the Opposition,
escapes to Ontario because we have faith in their tribunals, is ruther mixed in lis recollection about the tea and coffee
we should have the saie faith in tle American tribunals duties. I think eh stated that we hadincreased those
and return tleir offenders across our borders, cavingo every duties.
confidence that they will have as fhir a trial as in our own Mr. BLAKE. No, nt.
country. I know that my hon. fricnd, and the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. he said that we imposed
Adiministration with which ho was connected, ut- tîm The on .gentleman must know that tliey were an
tempted to deal with this subjet. It is one which is not old source of revenue that they were increased by the
altogether, or in any considerabe dorbe, within our power;
it is Only by action with the Mother Country and ou Finance Minister in the Goverment of the lon. meber for
tlie o other ountry that we eau hope that a . rea hLambton(M

Administratconnwithwhidhthetwaseconneceedhem-

made extending the terms of the Ashburton Treaty. The Mr. BLAKE. There were no tea and coffee duties whcn
case which the hon, gentleman mentions, going on in To- my bon. friend was in office.
ronto, is certainly a strong instance of the imperfections of Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And lieimposed them,
the treaty. Such a case arose when I was Minister of and now, under the favor of Providence and with the assist-
Justice, and, there being nO H¯abeas CorpsItrethJustceand thre C oiaba pus, I tried the ancýe of hon. gentlemen opposite, we propose to tuke them
matter as on the original information, and the party off'was found guilty and returned to the gaol from
which he feloniously, escaped. The hon. gentleman, quite agree with the graceful and sympathtie terms in
in referring to the trade which bas been opened which my hon. friond spoke of the assassination of the
with Brazil, says that he would like to see all such President of the United States. It tlrilled the heart of
commercial developments under the control of our own every man in Canada with horror to heur thut, so causelessly,

agens. f m meoryunde th cotro 5s infully, so wickedly, and so ferociously-from a mereagents. If my memory serves me right, when we desire for notoriety, or from some latent feeling of vindie-
did appoint a quasi-diplomatie agent, one who was as nearly tiveness which we cannot fthom-so valuable and blame-an ambassador as our colonial connection would permit, the îess and so worthy a life slould have been shortened just ashon. gentleman indulged in a good deal of the sarcasm, it promiscd to enter upon a new cureer of usefuineas. I
which lie can use 80 powerfully and so successfully some-S n conclusion, that I trust my lon. friend op-
ti mes, upon the appoi ntmrent, of Sir Alexander Galt. I may
say that in consequence of such arrangements made in posite and mysef will conduct our discussions-the frailty

say hatlu onsquece f sch rragemntsmud inof lhuman kind intervening and interposing-in the same
England, ier Majesty's Government have agreed that in kindîy spirit whidi I hope las actuated both of us in our
commercial treaties with any nations whatever, in which remarks to-day.
we may be interested, he shall he present as an assessor,
and shall be put in immediate communication with those On paragraph 26,
through whom the negotiations are going on. He bas Mr. BLAKE. I wisl to say, in answer to the allusion
1?aeI 80 reco'gnized both in Maýdrid uandParis, nd thougl of the hon. gentleman to another spe , tht e newen
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more of the contents of that speech than the hon. gentleman
himself.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, I certainly knew
nothing of it.

Resolutions agreed to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
" That the said Resolutions bereferredtoaSelectCommitee, composed

of Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Sir Hector Langevin, Mr.
Bergeron, Mr. Guillet and the inover, to prepare and report a draft of
an Addressin anuswer tothe Speech to fHs Excellency the Governor
General to the Houses of Parliament, in conformity with the said Reso.
lutions 1"

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, from the Committee,

reported the draft of an Address, which was read the first
and the second time and ordered to be engrossed, and to be
presented to His Excellency by such Members of this fHouse
as are Members of the Privy Çouncil.

REPORTS.

The following Reports were laid on the Table :-
Report of the Minister of Publie Works for the fiscal

year 1880-81.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)
Report of the State of the Militia of the Dominion for

the fiscal year 18b0-81.-(Mr. Caron.)
Public Accounts of Canada for the fiscal year 1880-81;

also Report of the Auditor-General on Appropriation Ac-
counts for the fiscal year 18d0-81; also, Statement of pay-
ments charged to unforeseen expenses by Order in Council
fron lst July, 1881, to date.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Tables of the Trade and Navigation of the Dominion for
the fiscal year 1880-81; also, Report, Returne, and Statistics
of the Inland Revenues of the Dominion for the fiscal year
1880-81; also, Eighth Report on Weights and Measures;
also, Report on Adulteration of Food.-(Mr. Bowell.)

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am glad to see that
the hon. gentlemen have followed the excellent example
set by the late Administration, and I trust that the excellent
example of bis colleagues will not be lost on the Minister
of the Interior, and that he will bring down his report a
little before the last days of the Session.

Mr. ANGLIN. Having firet read it.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Having first read it.

SUPPLY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved:
"That this Housewill, onTuesdaynext, resolveitself intoa ommittee

to consider of a Supply to be granted to Her Majesty."

Motion agreed to.

WAYS AND IMEANS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved:
"That this House will, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into a Com-

mittee to consider of the Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be
granted to Her Majesty."

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned at 6 p.m.

Mr. BLAKE.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 1th February, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

REPORTS.

Mr. SPEAKER presonted a statement of the receipts and
disbursements of the House of Commons.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER presented the Annual Report
of the Department of Railways and Canais.

CONTRACT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER also presented the contract en-
tered into for the construction of the aqueduet on the Wel-
land Canal, stating that the contract was subject to the
disapproval of the House.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 2) for constituting a Court of Railway Com-
missioners for Canada and to amend the Consolidated Rail-
way Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.

Mr. BOWELL moved that a Select Commitce, comprising
Messrs. Béchard, Charlton, Colby, Desjardins, McDonald
(Cape Breton), Ross (Middlesex), Scriver, Stephenson and
White (Cardwell), be appointed to supervise the Official Re.
port of the Debates during the present Session.

Motion agreed to.

MURRAY CANAL.

Mr. WHITE (East Hastings) enquired, Whether the sur-
vey of the Murray Canal bas been completed, and if so,
has the route been definitely defined, and whether it is the
intention of the Govornment to proceod with its construc-
tion and when ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, in answer to the
hon. member, that the final location is now being doter-
mined by the Chief Engineer, when contracta will be im-
mediately asked for and the work vigorously prosecuted.

PROMISSORY NOTES AND BILLS OF EXIHANGE.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex) enquired, Whether it is the in.
tention of the Government to introduce an Act during the

resent Session to repeal the "Act to impose duties on
romissory Notes and Bills of Exchange?"
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The intention of the Govern.

ment with respect to this subjet can only be properly stated
when the Budget is brought down.

SALE AND MANUFACTURE 0F CANADIAN
TOBACCO.

Mr. VALLÉE enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to alter the law respecting the sale and
manufacture of Canadian tobacco, in such a manner as to
allow farmers to seli their tobacco in the leaf, and so as to
enable manufacturers of foreign tobacco to manufacture at
the same time Canadian tobacco, both kinds in the same
establishment? Whether it ie the intention of the Govern-
ment to reduce the duty of fourteen cents per pound on
tobacco manufactured from Canada leaf ?
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I must answer the hon. mem
ber's question in the same terms as 1 answered the enquiry
of the hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patterson).

ESTATES OF INSOLVENT DEBTORS.

Mr. HOUDE, for Mr. GAULT, enquired, Is it the intention
of the Government to introduce a Bill this Session to
provide for the equal division of the estates of insolvent
debtors?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not the intention of
the Government to introduce such a Bill.

IMPORTATIONS INTO BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. DECOSMOS enquired, What is the total value of
merchandise imported into British Columbia from the other
Provinces of the Dominion, during the fiscal year ending
30th June, 1881? 2. What is the total amount imported
by sea from Montreal, or other eastern ports, into British
Columbia, during the last fiscal year? 3. What amount
was imported in the same period into that Province by
overland route via San Francisco ? 4. Hlow much of the
merchandise so imported was domestic, and how much
foreign ?

Mr. BOWELL. There are no returns in the Department
affording such information, but I have telegraphed to the
Collectors to ascertain whether they can supply it.

CONTRACTS ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

Mr. DECOSMOS onquired, What was the total value of the
work performed up to December 31st last, by Onderdonk &
Company, contractors, on the Emory-Savona contracts of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, as estimated by Government
engineers? 2. What is the total amount that had been
paid thereon to the contractor up to that date? 3. How
much of these railway contracts was then completed ? 4.
How many tons of rails were there then at Emorv, including
what may have been used in construction? 5. How many
tons of rails are now on the way to Emory, and how many
tons for Port Moody?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg leave to say, in answer
to the hon. gentleman, that the total value of work done,
as estimated by the engineers, on the contract referred to,is 81,804,824; that the amount of money paid is $1,624,300 ;
that no part of the work is entirely completed, but that
rails are laid for about twelve miles, and the work is in
progress all along the line. The number of tons of rails at
Emory, including those laid on the track, is 5,077. There
are now on the way to Emory's Bar 1,490 tons; there are
no rails on the way to Port Moody.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

Mr. HOUDE enquired, Whether the report of the Civil
Service Commission is signed by all the members of that
Commission; and if not, whether the report of the minority
will be presented to the House with that of the majority ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The report is not unani-
mous. The minority report will be brought down.

PARLIAMENTARY PRINTING.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex) moved for a return showing the
amount paid for printing, by order of the Government, to,any person or persons other than the contractor for parlia-
mentary printing, the persons or firms to which such money
was paid, and the nature of work done or the name of the
document printed. He said : I wish to say, in connection
with this resolution, that I made a motion somewhat similar

- last Session, to which no answer has yet been made. I
would like an answer to this motion at as early a date as
possible. I find, on looking over the list of last Session, that
to as many as seventy-seven motions for returns adopted by
this louse, no answers were given. I trust this will not be
one of the unfortunate motions to be cast into the waste
basket.

Motion agreed to.

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that a Special
Committee of seven Members be appointed to prepare
and report, with all convenient speed, lists of Members
to compose the Select Standing Conimittees ordered by the
rHouse on Thursdpy the 9th instant, and that Sir John A.
Macdonald, Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Sir
Hector Langevin, Messrs. Blake, Mackenzie and Laurier do
compose the said Committee.

Motion agreed to.

MINISTERIAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mr. BLAKE. I desire to say that I propose, to-morrow,
to ask the hon, gentleman to make the usual explanations as
to Ministerial changes. I think, if twenty-four hours were
sufficient to make all the changes, twenty-four hours ought
to be sufficient to make the explanations.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severally agree-d
to:-

Papers and correspondence, not heretofore laid before this
House, in connection with the Northern and Western
Boundary of Ontario.-(Mr. Plumb.)

Return of all Provincial Acts passed by the Local Legis-
latures of the several Provinces of the Dominion and dis-
allowed by the Government of the Dominion, since 1st
July, 1867, with the reasons for such disallowance set forth
in full; also, of all Provincial Acts which, though not dis-
allowed, have been amended in conformity with the request
of the Dominion Government, with the reasons for such
amendments set forth in full; also, of all Provincial Acts
which although not disallowed have been declared ultra vires
by Her Majesty's Privy Council or by any court of
competent jurisdiction.-(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

Copy of all regulations and departmental orders
respecting the arrears due to the Government on the sale
of land in Manitoba, Keewatin, and the North-West
Territories, and the prompt payment of such arrears,
according to the terms of sale, and of all instructions
to, and correspondence witb, the Crown Land Agents
respecting the same.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Return of all correspondence with the Government by
any party or parties or companies respecting the grazing
or pasture lands in the North-West Territories, all appli-
cations made for such lands, all correspondence and applica-
tions respecting the claims of squatters or parties claiming
rights of any kind in and to such lands; all grants, leases or
other rights given to any one thereof, the terms and con-
ditions thereof, showing to whom and when such grants,
leases or other rights were so granted or given.--(Mr.
Cameron, Huron.)

Return showing the number of licenses to cut timber on
the Government lands in Manitoba, Keewatin, and the
North-West Territories granted by the Government, or
applied for, from the acquisition of the country until the 1st
day of February, 1882, the name of the licensee, the date
of the license, the limit or quantity of land granted, the
terms on which granted, including the annual rent, the
stumpage reserve, time which license was to continue, the
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number of licenses, if any, annulled, amount in arrear on Copies of ail Orders in Council since the lst of 3anuâry,
such licenses, and all Orders in Council and regulations 1878, relating to squatters on lands in the North-WètL
and rules or departmental orders respecting the same.- Territories.-(Mr.IRoss, Middlesex.)
(Mr. Cameron, Huron.) Return showing the nunber and location of Government

Return showing the quantity and location of coal, mineraland agencies opened in Manitoba and the North-West
and timber lands in Manitoba and the North-West Terri- Territories, the number ot officers empioyed, and the
tories, sold, leased, licensed, or otherwise disposed of, since amount paid for salaries in each year since the opening of
the acquisition of the country up to the lst day of February, the first office to date.-(Mr. Ross, Middlesex.)
1882, to whom, when, and the terms and conditions on
which so sold, leased, licensed or otherwise disposed of,
together with ail Orders in Council and departmental
orders and regulations in relation thereto.-(Mr. Cameron,
Huron.)

Return of the receipts and expenditure in detail, charge-
able to the Consolidated Fund, from the lst day of July, toOIIJSE 0F COMMONS,
the lst day of February in the fiscal years, terminating on OTTAWA, l4th February, 1882.
the 30th day of June, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879,
1880, 1881, and 1882, respectively.-(Sir Richard J. Cart- ThcSPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
wright.)

RReture in the form used in the statements, usually tpub-ueoRAYERS.
lished in the Gazette, of the exports and importaofrompathe
ist day of July to the Tt day of Januery, in carh of the COMMITTEES APPOINTED.
years, 1877, 1878, 1879, 18,-0, 1881 and 1882, respectively. Sir JOllŽ%f A. MACDONALD reported lists of Members
-(Sir Richard J. Cartwright.) to comoeteSlc tnigCmite ftaHu

iReturn in the form. used in the stâtements usually pub- fr0omps the SeletSdn Committee s pine o f th3 f aidlouse,
lished in the Gazette, of the Exporta and Importa from the mthSecaiomteeponedopraesadlt.
ais July to le Jannary, in each of the years 187a, 187t9, Ordered, That the said Report b conceurred in.

1880, 1881 and 1882, respectivety, showing the countries Ordered, That a Message be sent to the Senate requesting
whence, and to which the same were respectively exported that their Honorawie l unite with this fouse in the forma-
and imported.-(Sir Richard J. Cartwright.) a ion of a Joint CoR ittee of both fhouses on the subject of

Statement showing the amount of money on depositon the Printing of Parliament; and that the members of the
the laI day of February, 1882, whether in Canada or e tse- Select Standing Commite on Printing will act as members
where, together withthe names of the banks whrein the of the Faîd Joint Committee on Printing.
said moneys are deposited, with he amount in each bank,
respectively;- also rates of interest, if any, allowed on the TUlE DTITY ON CANADIAN TOBACCO.
said deposits in each case, also the amount on deposit at
interest.-(Sir Richard J. Cartwright.) Mr. AMYOT in moving for a statement respecting the

Return of the cost of the Savings Bank branches of the amount in detail, by counties, of the revenue produced by the
Finance and Post Office Departments respectively; also the duty on Canadian tobacco; alsothe detailed amout ofthe um
total cot of maintaining d 8 e several saving baks (under il has cost to collect esis duty, and the amount derived from
the control of the Govesnment) througho t Canada, includ- the fines imposed for the violation of the law on Canadian
ing ail commissions or allowances of ail kinds. -(Sir Richard tobacco, the whole fro, laI January to 3lst December,
J. Cartwright.) 1881, said: Mr. Speaker, it is not niy intention to,

Copies of ail correspondence between the Governiment of make an exhaustive speech on the question upon whiehI
Canada and Messrs. Glyn & Baring, in reference to any. wish to throw some light. When the information which I
alteration in the arrangements for the payment of interest reqiro shah be before the fouse, it will, I think, be an
on the public debî, or of any portion of the prinicipal ofîthe easy bask for me 10 pr-ove that there is really no protection
same, together with tatement of the arrangement now in for Canadian tobacco, or in other words, that the culivation
force for the payment of interest on the publicodebt.h(Sirofîhat plant does not participate in the advantages generally
Richard J. Cartwright.) derived by the Tarif. It is admitted by those who know

Report on the condition and management of the Manitoba something about tobacco that there a between Canadian and
Idian Agency, under J. A. N. Provenchecr, the Indian American tobcco a difference between thir intrinsie value
Superintendent of the Manitoba District, made by the of a least 7 cents a pound. Tgking this as a standpoint,
Government Commission of Enquiry, composed of the late Mr. Speaker, and admitting that there la a diflerence in the
W. H. Rose, Barrister, and Ebenezer M Coli, Indian Agency intrinsie value, and then comparing the differtialduty
Inspector, and the evidence upon which the samenwas of 14 cents on Canadian tobacco with that of 20
made; also a voucher dated 25th June, 1875, for e18r cents on foreign manufactured tobacco, it will a once be
signed by one Tremblay; a vocher dayed 25th June, 1875, found that there is a diffrence of 1 cent of protection in
for $1,290, signed by oone Tremblay, n a voucher dated favor of forign tobacco. If, in the next place, one calculates
26th December, 1875, for $600, tsigned by oe Tremblay. in detail the cot of foreign obacco and of Canadian
-(Mr. Charltonw) manfactured tobacc, iltwi.l be necesarily ahown that

Copy in fuit of the answer of lion. Edinund Burk Wood, this lack of protection represents much more than 1 cent.
Chief Justice of the Province of Manitoba, o the petition I have obtained from large manufacturera figures thatprove
of enr J. Clark, Q.C., of Winnipeg, and others, pr that in order o give growers any kind f protection on
sented to the nlouse of Commons, 4th Ma dch, L-81, said Canadian obacco as compared wih American manufactured
answer being reputed to contain fourteen chapters.-(Mr. tobaco, it will be requisite to make a change in the actual
Charlton.) duty and reduce from 14 dw 6 cents the duty levied on ilwas

Return showing (aa the amount of money paid for adver- present; hus, if one calculates the cot proper of0,obaccothe
tising in the various newspapera of Canada; (b) a lis of the cot of ils cardtage5t town, the amount 17 be pid to the
newpaper sontaining su e advertisements; (c) the amtoun manufacturer, and if one adds thereto he profit ofthe mau-
26td by eaeh Department respecively, since laTreturn.- facturer and of the retailer, one wiyl.find that one geta
5Mr. -Rosa, Middlesex.) very good American tobacco aI 37î cents a poubd. his
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based on the following estimated calculation: the present
value of American tobacco reckoned at 6 cents a pound,
carriage from the United States and Customs' dues, 61 cents
a pound; packing, 2 -cents a pound; manufacturing and
manipulating, 2 cents a pound; wholesale manufacturer's
profit, 2 cents a pound ; retailer's profit, 5 cents a pound,
and Government duty, 20 cents a pound. Now, with regard
to Cànadian tobacco, if one adds together 14 cents Govern-
ment duty, 2 cents for carriage, 2 cents for manufacturing,
cutting and manipulating, 2 cents for packing, 2½ cents for
the manufacturer's profit, 5 cents for that of the retailer,
one gets 34j cents a pound. What romains thon as profit
for the grower ? About 3 cents a pound. lence it will be
seen, Mr. Speaker, thvt there is actually no protection for
Canadian tobacco. Now, if I am to believe the reports for
1880, ail these duties which are levied on Canadian tobacco
by mieans of stamps, licenses, &c., have broight the Gov-
ernment about $7,600 for the past year. It is evident that
the Government cannot, under such circumstances, derive
any profit from the duty on Canadian tobacco, for $7,600 do
not represent an amount sufficient to cover the expenses
incurred in collecting this duty. You are aware, Mr.
Speaker, as well as I am myself, that it necessitates a whole
host of officiais to collect this duty, the establishing of
offices, the engraving of stamps and other expenses as a
natural sequence. Thus it is that the Government does not
derive any revenue from this tax, but that it meets
on the contrary with a deficit. Who, thon, Mr.
Speaker, is interested in such a system? Is it the
grower ? I have just shown, 1 think, that ho
does not get any protection, and whilst receivir.g no
protection he finds himself constantly face to face with dif.
ficulties; ho is, for instance, compelled to shape the tobacco,
an operation for which there is no reason, and which causes
considerable loss of time to the grower. Ere a pound of
tobacco can leave his promises, he must have license, with-
ont which ho cannot dispose of his tobacco. The law ro-
mains a dead letter, for no one takes out a license or sub-
mits to ail the formalities. According to the present law
the grower must roll his tobacco before it leaves his
premises; then go to town, to reach which ho has some-
times to travel a long distance, in order to procure the
stamps; ho thon has to return, and if he bas not a
sufficiency of stamps the whole of his tobacco is immedi-
ately confiscated. The following case occurred lately:-A
grower came to Quebec and purchased stamps for 350
pounds of tobacco; on returning to Lévis ho stamped his
tobacco, but it had so happened that his tobacco had dried,
and that each pound did nâot represont what it did pue-
viously; thus ho had a certain number of rolls of tobacco
which were not stamped; ho declined to sell these; never-
theless a revenue officer impolled by a. motive which it
might not be opportune to mention in this House, went to
the grower's house, seized all his tobacco, as well as his
horse and cart, and removed the whole; whilst the grower,
'who had honestly endeavored to fulfil the obligations of'
the law, was compelled to pay a considerable sum to recover
his horse and cart, besides losing ail his tobacco. On other
oceasions revenue officers and their subordinates, animated
with a zeal hard to explain, have of a sudden entered re-
spectable houses, where there might or not be
people in bad health, broken open chests and cup-
boards, made confiscations or threatened to do so,
and then left with that air of triumph which bas
the effect of causing the law to be laughed at, when enforced
in such style. ie present law is, therefore, not only
unjust, but unreasonable, and imposes on growers formali.
ties that have no cause to exist; a remedy is required, and
I have no doubt that the Govern ment will find one. I know
that it is favorably inclined towards making ail classes enjoy
the advantages of that protection which has done the coun-
try se mach good, and which bas so powerfully contributed

towards recalling prosperity ; and I feel certain that when
all this is proved to the Government, itwill be the first-if the
statement which I ask confirms my statements-to bring to
this Rouse a measu ethat will do justice to the growers,-by
granting them the protection that they ask fot,-which will
remove the obstacles which impede this culture, by which the
revenue of the Government will ho considerably increased.
It will be objected that if Canadian tobacco is grown on so
large a scale, that the importation of foreign tobacco will
thereby be diminished. Not so, Mr. Speaker, for three-fourths
of the population who actually buy foreign tobacco, will
continue to smoke it, as they have acquired a taste for it.
There was a time when Canadian ,tobacco was not taxed;
just as large a quantity of foreign tobacco was consumed
nevertbeless, and it will be the same in the future. With
regard to the revenue collected by means of a duty on
Canadian tobacco, it will increase considerably, and
for this reason: the duty of 14 cents levied, actually
is so excessive, that no one pays it, and that every
one defrauds the revenue. Now, were the duty fixed
at 6 cents, or at a reasonable figure, every one would
pay it, and the revenue would be considerably increased.
Let us encourage and protect this culture and thus both
increase the revenue and meet the unanimous wishos of the
people That is my reason, Mr. Speaker, for presenting
the foregoing motion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, the motion of
the hon. member cannot meet with any difficulty, and the
statement which he asks for will be brought before the
House. I seize the opportunity of congratulating the hon.
member upon his maiden speech before this House. I feel
convinced that ho will b a valuable acquisition to members
following and tak-ing part in the debates; and Iam certain,
from the practical manner with which ho bas handled his
subject, that ho will be of assistance to us upon other
questions than that of Canadian tobacco. Mr. Speaker, the
hon. member will excuse me, if I do not agree with him
upon his argument concerning the duty on tobacco and the
seizures that have occurred. The question will assuredly
receive the attention of the Government, if it has not
already done so; and if the Government is able to do any-
thing in the matter, I am certain that the hon. member will
have the pleasure of hearing the hon. Minister of Finance
refer to the subject, wben his Budget is brought down.

Motion agreed to.

MI NISIpERIAL EXPLANATIONS.

Sir JOHN A. MAC LONALD. Before the House adjourns,
I desire to make the customary explanations respecting the
changes in the Government. The only change in the per-
sonnel bas been by the elevation of the late Minister of
Justice, Mr. McDonald, to the Chief Justiceship of Nova
Scotia, and the appointment of Mr. McLelan as a Minister
in his place. The Department of Justice becoming vacant by
the elevation of Mr. McDonald, Sir Alexander Campbell was
transferred from the Post Office Department.and appointed
in his stead. The Secretary of State, Mr. O'Connor, was
transferred to the Post Office Department, and the President
of the Council, Mr. Mousseau, was appointed Secretary of
State,. Mr. McLelan, the new Minister, taking the position
of President of the Council.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend's explanation partakes
rather of the character of a statement. He bas stited
to us certain facts which the Official Gazette, and
the other sources of public information, have ren-
dered us familiar with some time since; but ho bas not
given us any information which the House would have been
glad to know. I had the good fortune last Session to be
able to agree very cordially with the hon. gentleman in one
of the transfers ho then announced, and it is my misfortune
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net to be able to agree with one portion of his presont an- under the auspices of the latter bis present position, and we
nouncement. Last Session he announced that the Post rejoice to know that they are now publicly, as well as pri.
Office Department had been transferred from the present vately, associated, no doubt, in the earnest effort, in their
incumbent to Sir Alexander Campbell, and I stated that I responsible positions, to verify by still further proofs, to
believed that change to be in the public interest. The hon. give still further testimony to the truth of that
gentleman bas re-transferred the former incumbont to the estimate. I wish them no worse fortune than that
Post Office Department, and I am, of course, unable to say they may succeed, than that they may, to adopt
that I think the publie interests have been served by that the phrase of the hon. gentleman, be loaded down
change, because it is ihe reverse of what I approved of last with the share of the offerings that fall to the priest, and
Session. With respect to the Minister of Justice, we are that they may be able early and once for ail to convince the
gradually being shorn of our prerogatives here. Last publie that these eulogies are true and are applicable, not
Session the First Minister announced that he had trans- merely to their author, but also to their object. My hon.
ferred one of the great revenue departments to the Upper friend, in referring to the Ministerial changes, did notallude
Ilouse. The Department of Inland Revenue ceased to be an te another subject to which we must all refer with regret,
appanage of the Chamber of the people, and was transferred but which is of sufficient public interest that I should ask
to the Senate. Up to this Session, at any rate, we have an explanation regarding it. We are led to believe that the
been accustomed to regard the Ministry of Justice as belong- hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries is unfortunately
ing to us. As Attorney-General and Minister of Justice, the seriously ili. I wish te know if it is expected that he will
gentleman filling that position has important daties to resume his seat this Session, and whether it is intended bis
discharge of a quasi-judicial nature with reference to the office should continue in its present condition for any con-
legislation of this Chamber; and we know that judicial siderable length of time ?
questions will be discussed which will require his presence Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is quite true myhere, and the people cannot be satisfied with any answer was rather in the form of a statement, because Iother result. I recgret, therefore, that the disposition really did not think it required much explanation. In thebas stili further beîî shown to transfer to the other first place, the fact of the late Minister of Justice being
Chamber, Departments which have hitherto been regarded appointed Chief Justicetand withdrawing from the Govern-
as part of this Chamber. I regret it, moreover, because ment necessitated his place being filled, and it was filledI do not think it can be said that we were altogether accordingly by Sir Alexander Campbell. The bon. gentle-lacking bere in gentlemen able to fill that office. The man objects very much to the Minister of Justice being inhon. gentleman opposite did, I beliere, try his prentice the Upper Hlouse. I think if any one ought te be there ithand at the discharge of those functions, during the absence ought to be the Minister of Justice. In fact, the office of theof the Minister of Justice, and exercised those functions by Mhlinister of Justice is analogous tat that of the Chancellor ofdisallowing the Streams Bill,in which I apprehend he sent England in the louse of Lords-where ail matters ofhimself up Salt River. But there are other gentlemen in legislation are revised. The Department of Justice is not athis Chamber, who, I think, hold thernselves competent toe
fill the position of M cister of Justice, and the regret that tpending deprtment in anygreat degree, as the salariescf

theoffcebasben tanferedto heUpper lieuse, 18 inten-th different Justices are appointed by statute. By the
the office has been transferred te the Upper Hoeositen- re-appointment of the present Postmaster General, we bring
sified by tbe regret we feel that it s net filled by one of these back te this House, for the efficiency of which my bon.gentlemen. With reference to the other change-that by friend is so anxious, the office which is a large payingwhich the President of the Council has been introduced into Department. My hon. friend alluded to the fact that thethisChamber-Iamsurewe must tender him our felicitations. present Secretary of State acted for the Attorney-GeneralHe is, indeed, a fortunate man, a fortunate politician. I in the matter of the Streams Bill. That was simplyremember, about eleven years ago, when he left this Chamber because the late Minister of Justice did net happen to be inin order ho assume an office of responsibility and emolu- bis place at the time he had prepared his report and didnient, which it was deemed inconsistent with the weaker I1net sign it, but he is responsible for it, and readily assumedand frailer nature of the members of this House to fill, but the responsibility. As to the remarks respecting tbe hon.which,when wrapt in senatorial robe3, he might well hold President of the Council, I am very glad to see that thewithout feeling that it interfered with his position or legis- lion. gentleman pays so much attention to his opinions, andlative functions. He now comes back to bold a still higher is so much impressed with his judgment and ability. Ioffice with greateriresponsibilities. He returns to us in good can only say lie will exhibit the same eloquence, power,company. Fortunate in the association as well as in ail the efficiency and ability in his present office. With respect toother particulars of his career, h comes, yitroduced by, in the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries, I regret to statethe closest intimacy with, championed by, his friend and that, since his healthi broke down very painfully last sum-provincial chief, the Minister of Railways. Well do I mer, he has not materially improved. His physical healthrecollect that it was from the fervent eloquence of my friend, las incrhased, but his nervouds debility has not been re-the President of the Council, garnished with episodes from moved. We hope it will; and we think it but fair anHoly Writ, that I learned my first estimate of the political opportunity should be given for the recuperative powers ofcharacter of the hon. Mimister of Railways, and I am bound ature to exorcise their effect. In the meantime the publieto say that ail subsequent experience upon that score has service loses nothing,as the President cf he Council
convinced me with an ever-mcreasng and deepening con- performs the duties of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries;viction of the sagacity of comprehension, the accuracy of duties which his acquaintance with our maine interests
view, wbich my hon. friend the President of the renders him well able te fulfil.
Council bad as te the publie character of the
hon. Minister of Railways when ho gave to us ail Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We all agree cordially
that estimate which still romains on record, and witbhthe last remarks of the Minister of the Interior. We
long will remain on record. It is but fitting that, aftèr this trust that the rest he is about to obtain may restore the
length of time, the eulogist and the subject of the panegyrc, Minister of Marine and Fisebries to his duties. As to the
should appear, as they ought te appear, together. It is but j point made by the hon. Minister of the Interior, that the
fitting that these close and friendly associations, naturally Department of Justice is best administered in
resulting from the warm and zealous efforts of the hon. the Upper louse, it bas certainly the merit of
President of the Council, to place in his true light the hon.. novelty on this side of the Atlantic. I am not
Minister of Railways, should be rewarded by his attaining! aware that we are about to make our Minister of
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Justice a judge who is to sit in court and decide on matters
generally, although I am informed that is being actually
done to some extent in the present instance. I think this
is a fitting opportunity to call the attention of the House,
and notably that of my hon. friend tbe President of the
Council, to certain extraordinary statements which have
appeared in the publie journals, purporting to be faithful
copies or extracts of speeches and declarations made by
him on a former occasion in another place. I should judge
from the remarks of the hon. Minister of the Interior that
he eau hardly be aware of the extraordinary nature of those
statements and of what they implied. According to the
reports of journals of extremely wide circulation, language
of very forcible character bas been used by the President of
the Council with regard to the hon. Minister of Railways.
After a resume of the history of the Pictou Railway, with
which most of us are more or less familiar, and after giving
an account of the proceedings of the Minister of Railways
in reference thereto, he goes on to say:

" But the picture, dark as it is, bas something blacker stili. I see
there, standing in the background, the Provincial Secretary of Nova Scotia
privately handing over to this same engineer a contract for the whole
work. 1 see him shrond it in darkness and bury it for months in the
grave of secrecy. And now the Provincial Secretary comes forward
and tells us it was so hidden to serve the public interest; to enable
Bandford Fleming, after he had taken the contract, to make better
terme with the old contractors; to grind a few more dollars out of them.
Public interest, indeed 1 Mr. Sandford Fleming's interests alone. Sir,
I know not what term to apply to such conduct in a Governmernt. I
know not what to call it-I shall not venture an opinion; but in private
life it is called extorting money under false pretences, and our laws
make it indictable knavery."

He continued in the following language -

" They have heard of men riding in public conveyances with a loose
mantle about them and a pair of false bands folded in front to lull
suspicion, while the real bands were finding their way into their fel-
low-travellers' pockets, and they now think that when the hon. gentle-
man put on the mande of Herbert Huntington and the old Reformers,
the bande he put to the plough were not real-that the real bands were
hidden, that they might the better get deep to the arm-pits in the public
chest, and they wait, they long for the opportunity to sweep him from
his position. Therofore, Sir, there was no necessity to bring this case
here to excite public opinion. But, Mr. Speaker, if having brought it
here for investigation in the discharge of a public duty, what if the
people should, on an examination of it, decide that the public intereste
have been bartered away and betrayed-that the man whom they once
believed in as the apostle of retrenchment bas become the great high
priest of jobbery and corruption? Who then shall restrain limite to
the r just indignation as they take him, loaded down though he may be
with the share of the offerings that fall to the priest, and impale him
upon the home of the altar at which he ministers."

I cordially join.with my hon. friend beside me in congratu-
lating ourselves on having restored to our seats a man so
cloquent, with such a wealth of imagery, as that possessed
by the hon. President of the Council. Those statements have
been widely circulated ; they are very grave. It is very
important, in the interest of the public, that we should know
the actual facts. A Minister of'the Dominion of Canada
ought to be like Cesar's wife, beyond reproach and suspicion ;
and I am froo to admit that, in my candid judgment, some
of the present Ministers are beyond suspicion. Now, if thisquotation I have made, and which purports to form part
of the Official Report of the Debates of Nova Scotia, be false,
then there is no more to be said, except that the newspapers
which have published and circulated these things are, in my
opinion, worthy of and liable to the most condign punish-
ment. But if these statements be true, that is to say, if the
President of the Council did really make assertions imply-
ing so much, nvolving se much, alleging su much against
the Minister of Railways, as the statements which I haveread, most clearly divers questions of interest wouldarise. Supposing the President of the Council was
correct in describing the Minister of Railways at that time,and in that place, as he did, then I would like to knowwhether that Minister bas since repented and become good,and fit to be the associate of the President of the Council ?
Or, take the other alternative: supposing that the Presi-

dont of the Council was wrong-that he improperly asserted
those things of the hon. the Minister of Railways -then we
would like to know, because those charges were
publicly made and ought to be as publicly retracted,
whether ho has likowise repented and become good ? It is
very interesting to know how the matter stands at present :.
who is the penitent sinner. One of these hon. gentlemen
must be. We know that in old times, in Nova Scotia,
public men were sometimes involved in rather curious
procoedings. Nova Scotia bas produced very able men,
but those able men have not been always quite so con-
sistent as people could desire. Not quite, I repeat. I do
not say that Nova Scotia is the only Province in which
such things have occurred. I have known a notable case
of a very prominent politician in Canada, who did, upon a
time, denounce another prominent politician as a man
steeped to the lips in corruption, and take him to bis bosom
later, after all. I well recollect that, and I am free to say
I do not know that any particular ha-m resulted therefrom,
at least in the direction apprehended. I have publicly
stated before, and publicly repeat now, that I do not
think that any moral injury accrued to the right hon.
gentleman in respect to what ho did thon. I do not think it
would be possible for any amount of corruption in another to
do any harm to that hon. gentleman. But I have a special
reason for alluding to that matter, which is this: very
hard things have been ofien said of the Minister oflRailways
by eminent countrymen of his own. This is not the first
time we have heard that men of high position in Nova
Scotia have uttered and endorsed statements almost identical,
though porbaps not so strongly worded, as those I have
just read, made by the President of the Council. I
think I have hoard, and think there are on record in
our Hansard, passages nearly as explicit, from the
speeches of the present Lieutenant-Governor of Nova
Scotia. Now, those things uttered by men of such reputa-
tion and of such bigh position, necessarily produce an
unfavorable effect against the Minister of Railways in the
public mind. That hon. gentleman occupies a prominent
position in the «House, and it is often said that when the right
bon. gentleman proceeds to supervise the Canadian Pacific
Railway, an event which we hope is a long time off, the
hon. the Minister of Railways is the only man fit to fill bis
shoes and tread in bis footsteps. Being a personage of
such importance and so distinguished, it is most desirable
that the earliest opportunity should be taken to enable
the President of the Council, if ho is wrong, to show
us how ho is mistaken; or, if the bon. the Minister of
Railways was guilty of al[ theso things attributed to
him, to allow him to make a public profession of peni-
tence thereon. I would be most loth to do that hon.
Minister any injustice. I may say with perfect truth that
my most earnest wish and most fervent desire for him is
that he should get justice, and that right speedily. To
borrow an expression from a speech of the hon.
Minister of the Interior: "That is what I wish for,
that is what L hope for, that is what I pray for." But on
the present occasion I wish to give the President of the
Council an opportunity of answering categorically two or
three questions on this important point. I think that it is
due to himself, due to the flouse, due to the position of
the Minister of Railways. I desire to know whether
these statements, purporting to be speeches of his, extracted
frora the Official Debates of Nova Scotia, are true and cor-
rectly reported, or substantially so, and if so, then I want
to know if ho still believes that ho correctly described the
Minister of Railway's conduct at the time and place I have
referred to; and whether the President of the Council, if he
correctly described him thon, is quite satisfied that that
hon. Minister has since abjured his evil ways and practices.
But if, on the other band, the President of the Council was
mistaken and misinformed, then, Sir, I think it is due to the
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hon. gentleman, whom lhe designated as a great high priest rent asunder among hon. gentlemen on the other side. We
of corruption, and by various other hard names, that the hear that there is some little trouble, that their little do-
President of the Council should come forward and declare to mestie matters are not conducted with perfect satisfaction.
us that it was all a mistake, that this all happened in the Well, all we can do is, entering into this matter with the
unregenerate days wben he violently opposed Confedera- same peaceful spirit as manifested in the elegant language
tion, and refused to recognize the hon. Minister of Railways of the hon. member for West Durham, to hope that they
as the incarnation of all that is great and good. may get these matters healed, that they may be able" to

Mr. BOULTBEE. I am sure it must be gratifying to frame a policy such as will satisfy themselves, if not the

this HouseTand am sure it will be gratifying to the people country, and that at least they may be able to agree decently
toif osd, to Io a te ho. gentlemen of the ppo and harmoniously togother. It 1s an advantage to theof Canada, to know ehatsahepyon. gentlemen of the Oppo. country. We are so strong on this side of the House, theaition), especiallythe hon. gentleman from Westurha r (r. Government is supported by a party so massively strong inBlake), and the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard the country, t bat et-en if there were littie dissensions among
J. Cartwright), take such a lively interest in the weifaroe , tht meen iferene Bittoe entemng
of the country. They have not much to do, it is true, now us,itwould not ma e any diffrence. Bat those gentlemen
with the conduct of its business, but they are able to criti- cannot afford to have any dissensions; there is not enough
cize it as conducted by others. It is satisfactory to know of them; if they were to divide up they are so few that
that so much good feeling exists. The hon. member for there would be two on one side and one on the other. The
Wet Duhm is eeig anxista the ho mebe fo thing becomes unsafe. I submit that perbaps in these mat-West Durham is especially anxioua that there should ho no tors it is as well that we do net, in tbis debate, do anything
lack of harmony, no lack of a feeling of true community ter tsa del th we dosness befhs dba, do anyhn

amogstth menbes f te Gvenmetta hysol more than deal with the business before us, and not try toamongat the members of the G;ovrnmont-lhat they should rake up issues of five and twcnty years ago, for the purpose
all be in accord, and all agreeing well together. He seons e up thue one ad t trs ao for sve u ns

to out hehe tatcanbesobcasehraksupsm of showing that one speaker used strong and abusive lan-to doubt whether that can ho se, because ho rakes uij seme guago towards another.
old story of a quarter of a century ago, when strong men,
fighting hard fights, said hard things, as mon always do. Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. The House, I think, will be
But men are especially apt to say sometimes more than a little surprised at the tone which the bon. leader of the
they exactly mean, and it is not a very good thing for Opposition and his former colleague, who sits beside him,
society generally to bring up those things, because if we have adopted on the present occasion. Itis usual, I believe,
were to rake them up we would find that very awkward on occasions of this kind not to exchange exactly the kind
things might occur. Much later than a quarter ofa century of courtesy that these hon. gentlemen have felt it their duty
ago, even the hon. member for Centre Huron found it neces- to use on the present occasion ; but, Sir, I ar not at all
sary to give a very different statement of what he thought surprised that, placed in the very embarrassing position in
to be true. He went to England to borrow money, and he which those hon. gentlemen are, smarting under the continued
conducted our affairs there in such a shape that he thought defeat whieh they have met with, they should now go out
his credit was not very good, and ho had to present, of their way to rake up the old quarrels of Nova Scotia, so
as ho said, the silver side of the shield. When long ago as 1866. I am glad those hon gentlemen, goaded
ho came back here he presented the other side; as they have been by the party lash of the paper that
but, of course ho was only acting the part of a sustairis them, have not ventured to assail my position in
statesman, hie was only trying to get money for Canada, he thiq House with anything more recent than the events of that
was only cajoling the unfortunate people of Egypt-or Eng- 1iod. Since I have occupied the high position of Minister
land-to some purpose, and it was not out of the way. I of Railways and Canals, it has been my duty lo make
might alsocall that hon gentleman's attention to something contracta involving an expenditure of something like
still later, and something that I do not think can be fairly $130,000,000. The country bas been told from year to
urged against him except as an arm of party warfare. I year that when Parliament met I should be called to account.
only cite it as an example. Not long since we have heard Those bon. gentlemen have been goaded by the party lash
his organ, the powerful newspaper we all respect and ad- of the Globe newspaper to assail me in my position in
mire, the Globe, pointing at him as a sort of heaven-born this House, and yet, down to the present hour, there is not
financier, a man by whom the financial destinies of the a man among them who bas dared, in his place in Parlia-
country might safel.y be conducted, a man who would take ment, to do so. I defy any hon. gentleman opposite
care of our affaira. If ho turns back to the fyles ot that to challenge the integrity of my conduct, and I invoke
paper twenty-tive years since, ho will find himself designated a comparison of my conduct with that of my prede-
as a mixer and muddler of figures-a man who was utterly cessor who now sits on that side of the House. When
unable to carry on any business whatever. Now, which of those hon. gentlemen are ready to bring .forward anything
these things are true? Is the hon. member for Centre Huron that interests the Parliament of Canada, and which comes
a heaven-born financier, or is ho a miserable mixer and within the purview of this Parliament, they will find
muddler of figures, unable to carry on a Division Court me non nunquam paratus. I am ready to meet them on
clerkship? The Globe said ho was the one thing, and every issue, and with evidence to confront any charges they
it says ho is the other. The people of Canada, carried may maae, and I challenge the closest scrutiny of my public
away by the great influence of that paper, believed acta here or elsewhere. It is true, Sir, that in the old party
the Globe; they thought that he was simply a mixer struggles of Nova Seotia, where very intense and strong
and muddler of figures. Now, I cite things only to feelings existed between parties, strong and embittered
show that we should be careful not to attribute to men language was sometimes used between political rivals. But
an evil disposition in the conduct of national affaira, be- these hon. gentlemen ougbt not to forget that when I came
cause at one time or another they have been in antagonism, into public life in 1855, nearly twenty-seven years ago, it
and there is no reason now to attribute to the President of is a matter of history, that I stood confronted by the old
the Council or to the Minister of Railways any ill-feeling at Liberal party, the old Reform party of that Province, num-
all. To the credit of the Minister of Railways I can say bering at least a dozen able, prominent and influential
that all the men from his own Province who opposed him leaders in its ranks; and it is my proud boast to-day that,
ion g years since are now here working in cordial harmony fierce as had been the battles, contests and encounters between
with him. Snob is poor human nature. We have another myself and them, every man of them who bas since
example here before us. The air is full of rumors that even died-and many of them are gone-died my personal friend
now there is strife and disunion, and that parties are being and my warm political supporter, And every man of those

Sir RICnAD J. CARTWIUCRT.
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old Liberal leaders of the great Reform party of Nova moment ventured to impute to me anything dishonorable

Scotia who lives to-day is my warm personal friend and my as a man in any sense of the word. That hon. gentleman

strong political supporter. And more, Sir, in the year knows right well that the very fact of the association of

1855, one of the most intelligent and independent counties these hon. gentlemen from Nova Scotia with myself, gives
to be found in the wide domain of Canada-the county where to the world, in the clearest and most distinct terms,
I was born and where I am best known-elected me as its evidence that they believe me worthy of their confidence as

representative, and down to this hour, during nearly twenty- well as the confidence of the public. But, Sir, from whom

seven years, that county bas given me its invariable and come these charges of inconsistency ? Who are the men,
unqualified support, while these bon. gentlemen have been who, in this period of the nineteenth century, venture on

dismissed, contemptuously dismissed, from the seats which the floor of this House to talk of inconsistency because
they held. They have been weighed in the balance and public men who have been in strong and bitter party
found wanting. They have gone about like Japhet in antagonism are found combiuing together in the publie
search of bis father, looking for other constituencies to be interest? Do these charges come from gentlemen in a

bribed into electing them, while I have had the disting- position to throw the first stone ? Da they forget that the
uished honor of having, in the county where I was born and man held up to public execration by themselves and their
best known, the unqualified, independent support of the elec- press, who was denounced from one end of the country to
tors for nearly twenty-seven years. These hon. gentlemen the other, was received by them with open arms and all his
talked about the Pictou Railway, and they talked for six offences forgotten the moment he was roady to become their
weeks about the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract, in vain ; associate? Do not they know that if ever any body of mon
but no, not in vain, for it had the effect of their being unable took liberties with public consistency, they are the men who
even to hold their own supporters together in this House or have done so whenever theirinterestsrequired it? Thoyare
out of it. The reason they talk of the Pictou Railway men who, having failed to obtain the confidence of the
is that they suppose they are best able to assail me on people of this country, never scrupled to combine with any
matters with which this House may not be very familiar. person, no matter how violently they had traduced or
But they should not forget that on this floor one of assaulted him. They must take cither one horn of the
their own colleagues, an able man, Mr. Jones, of Halifax, dilemma or the other; either they are ready to associate
fought that question out to the bitter end with me-dis- with any man however black his record, or they convict
cussed it in all its bearings in their presence here-and themselves of having, for personal or party purposes,
with what result ? With the result that when we went back denounced any gentleman who happened for the time to be
to Nova Scotia, when the battle was ended, it was found that opposed to them. But, Sir, I am not surprised that, smart-
Mr. Jones was dismissed by his constituency, the large metro- ing with defeat as they are, having tried their power in
'politan constituency of Halifax. while I came back associated the House and found it nil, and having gone outside peram-
with fifteen supporters from Nova Scotia instead of five, bulating the country to the north, to the south, to the east
which was all I had when the battle began. They should and to the west, they cone back, not to deal with the public
not forget that in the countv of Pictou, where there was interests of the country or to do the business before the
some feeling in relation to this matter at one time, I went jHouse, but to vent the bitter spleen from which they suffer
down last summer at the solicitation of my friends there, in consequence of their defeats. I congratulate the hon.
and led our forces to the attack, and, after I had been gentleman who bas openel this attack to-day on the courage
confronted by al that could be said or done where the which he shows at this late hour. I am glad that,
matter was best known, the independent electors of that having in vain, from the hour that the louse took
great constituency of Pictou elected, as their representative recess last year, when the bon. gentleman undertook
in this House, a gentleman who had been unknown before to challenge the confidence of the country in the Gov-
in political life, in opposition to the popular and talented Mr. ernment-having from that hour to this been unable
Carmichael who was long its representative. I give these to bring that hon. gentleman to bay, unable te get
facts as evidence that these gentlemen have failed in iNova him to screw bis courage up to the sticking point, so
Scotia, utterly and completely, to excite any antagonism to as to enable him to meet me in fair and open public
mysolf, or to prejudice the proud, the triumphant, the dis- discussion on a public platform, to deal with thcse questions
tinguished position I occupy as a representative of that -1 say I congratulate him that he bas managed to screw up
Province: and they will bo regarded as unworthy the posi- his courage se as, eut of the fyles of bis party organ, te
tion they occupy if they venture to go back to the events of confront me vith an event which occurred in Nova Scotia
1866 in order to attack me. I defy them to challenge my in 1866. I congratulate the hon. gentleman on bis great
conduct as a public Minister and a public man in relation courage; but, Sir, I can tell him that no man so degraded
to the events known in this House and in this country. himself in order to gain power as ho did in Ontario. I
Now, Sir, I may say, in reference to my friend Mr. tell him that ho must stand convicted before the people of
McLelan, it was a source of just pride to me to find my old this couîntry-and it is known everywhere that no man over
and bitter opponent for many years, Joseph bowe, on my so degraded himself in order to obtain power as that hon.
side. It is a source of pride and satisfaction for me to gentleman degraded himself in buying out one of the Min-
know that having taken a straightforward course from the isters of a Government to which ho was opposed. So
commencement, old opponents who had opposed me with long as that hon. gentleman lives ho will have to meet the
great zeal on the Reform side in Nova Scotia could sit words: "Speak now." I say that ho would give anything
down in the Cabinet of the country with me when the time in bis possession to wipe out the recollection of those
came for the public interests to require it. The course words, which convicted him as a public man of for-
pursued by the pseudo-Reformers of Canada, the insineerity getting, not merely what was due from one public man
they exhibited, drove both Mr. McLelan and Mr. Howo from to another, but what was due from one gentleman to
their ranks, and it is equally a source of great satisfaction another, when he went to one of the members of the
to me to know that we have been able to meet on common Ministry to which ho was opposed, and made a cor-
ground, and discharge those duties imposed upon us in rupt arrangement which was afterwards rewarded by one of
relation to the public interests of the country. Mr. Archi- the highest judicial positions in this country-an arrange-
bald has been referred to; but long after the circumstances ment, I say, for the most coi-rupt and dishonorable purpose
to which allusion is made the hon. gentleman who referred by which one man could obtain the services of another.
to him knew that he (Mr. Archibald) had himself stated ln conclusion I tell the hon. gentleman that here now, on
over bis own signature, that ho had never for a single this question, or any other connected with the public affairs
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of tis country, cither in my own Povice, whernycounil hs atn humble pie and handed in bis
condiiet as a Minister and as a man ha§ beep exdorsed as f fi'subrnasson' to th
public men in this House ever had theior íè id iefdÔi a 4 tiïm bas boasted here and often, and if ho lins
or elsewhere, I am ready to meetlm; nd I ohe m ivn up the views whibli at one time entertained
whenever he is ready for the issue, to meet m ID fair -An e 'av'ý the riglt to ask what were the circunstances
open discussion, and he will find me pregeàd for t4e rom at. whicb'led te the change. Hon, gentlemen opposite have

Mr. ILTNINGTN. Ithik itwilloccu to he id tlýat we were not in favor of reform, and it will be aMr. HUN;TINGTONT. I think it will occur to the House, 0Vclmtyi oidw aels hi ofdne u
Sir, that the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken fasa h
travelled a little out of the record. He seemedátfrstto
suppos that something unusual ad been done in cain know is is hon.inister failways

suposetha soetingiflca.in the "man the lion. President of the Couineil painted him, did
attetm ion to the utterances of the distinguished gentleman ho enter into a corrupt bargain, did ho commit a great
who has lately been imported :nto this ilouse as a Minister. crime; and if not, be commits a great crime in not with-
Now, Sir, I do not think it is strange, but natural, that we draiýing those accusations, since he bas found the virtue of
should ask. when we heardj that Mr. MeLelan had been the Mirister cfiRailways whom li at one tinte denouncod
nominated President of the Council, who he was. I do notaf
think that it is strange that hon. gentlemen with enquiring
minds shouli say first of al], where does he come from ? Mr. McLELAN. I amnsorewhat surriscd, Mr. Speaker,
And they found he came from Nova Scotia. They remem- at the attention whieh hon. gentlcmen opposite have bestowed
ber that not many years ago be came to this Flouse full of on me this afternoon, as 1 did not expeet 80 rnuch cf their
that bitterness which the hon. Minister had boasted that h attention, espeeially upon those old matters whih occurred
had since extracted from him. They remember that the 50manyyearsagoluNovaScotia. During'Lle past summer
hon. gentleman, when he came here, protested, in the name of I lad the bonor cf appearing before the electors cf Col-
Nova Scotia. wbich sent him as one of its representatives, clesterandcf meeting opposition there. I xpeetedthat
against the cause which the bon. Minister of Railways in the heat cf tle contest everything connected witb Nova
had pursued and to the view that in bartering and Scotia and Nova Scotian polities might possibly be intro-
selling the rights of Nova Scotia ho was promoting its duced; they were introduced, and Ibis very ques-
interests; and it was natural that the lon. member for tien, this very speech whieh the lon. mcmber for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) should enquire, Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) bas quoted
is this Minister the same Mr. McLelan? Then a little later here to-day was brougbt before the electors wbo
on they saw him change his views. Why, they did not understood the whole position of the case, and they
know; you cannot see motives, you cannot impute motives; passed upon that question and upon ail other questions which
but they saw him cross the floor not exactly cross the floor were thon raised, and sent me bere as chcîr representative
of this Flouse, but assume a position which made it possible in this fouse by an overwbelming majority. The lon.
at the same time that ho handed over his convictions to the leader cf the Opposition bas bld the bouse that 1 am a
Minister of Railways to accept an office from the Minister lucky politician. I regret that I cannot roturn the compli-
of Railways. Naturally my hon. friend, the member for nent, for if ever there vas au unlueky politician it is sureiy
Centre Huron, asks, is this the same Mr. McLelan who wasthelon. gentleman who leads the present Opposition. It
appointed Commissioner of the Intercolonial Railway iu is true that ho is at the head cfa paty whieh is growing
such striking connection with his change of views on the small by degees and beautifully less, if I do net mistake
great Nova Scotia question? It is a matter of history.ublic feeling; but the foundations of every position whi
Everybody would like to know who is this new Minister,bas taken as leader of that party ave been swept away,
and what lieolias done. Wel,1 deolot think Ct is very and ho las shown himself te oe an unlucky leader and
strange that enquiry should be made respeting thats politician right througn. But, Mr. Speaker, hon sys I an
hon, gentleman who distinguished hlnsetf in public life lucky, because, after twentydflvo years cf public life in
in Nova Scotia by bringing charges against tlie Minister tis country, 1 have been a few montis a member ftie
of Railways, in connectien witb whom lie came into the Cabinet.Let me say tbis: that after spending a quarter cf
bFlouse, gress and base charges, whic the Minister himself a century e npublic lifea entered the Cabinet, nt by
will admit, if true, te ho, widely calculated to, destro9y intrigue on my own part, not by intrigue on the part fty
public confidence in him. The Minister cf Railways boast- cf my personal friends, but I entered it icnorably. Iwas
fatly tbld the bouse that hie i8 a great man and ocu- învited th enter it , and the people Cf ry county sustained
pies a hig position; lie taunted the Opposition on their me. Mr. Speaker, if rpert hb truc, there are mon occupy-
minority in the bouse, lie speke ndeedcf everytbing except ing the positions of leaders cf parties, wbo did not reach
this particular matter. My lion. friends did net attack the tse positions wtiout the intrigue cf their friends.
hon. Minister of Railways, if the lion. Minister of ailwaysThe hon. member for Centre Huron as read portions cf
Was an innocent tant they attack the circumstance that tiat speech, and las put to me certain questions. As the
is colleague to-day ha.d neyer purged himself from the hon. Ministerf Railways has stated, party linos in Nova

accusation whicb, if an honorable man, and hestili believed Sctia previons t Confderation weeo drawn very clearly.
that accusation true, would bave made it impossible for bim Party contests were very severe, and public mon in that
to join the Administration. Sir, I think we must come back contest did ase veryoxtreme language in their references
te the original position, notwitbstandlng the rbetoric and ttenacioer. The question o tho Picto Railway came
vehemence of thelion, gentleman. We denet want expia- upon us suddenly in 1866, and it was surrounded by
nations respecting the Ilpeak now" business. The duty cf circumstances that excited the fiercest opposition, and
thie Opposition is te enquire wbether the new Kinister is aroused al the old party feeling that was seointense in thatProvince. Referencetas boen mad at the languageueth rM eaand eir iereeinstbeethecon-thon presentLieutenant-Governcrhcf Nea Scotia, n u.ehbef

wlietlier lieCliasehanuronbisirieichardore.lCertwrsght) ba uteda

fidencecf the bouse aud uses bis influence and eloqueince,udeclared over is own signature that ho did net impute any
as ho doubtloss will dot impress on hon. mem bers his personal motives cf wrong on the part cf the hon. Minister
views, tliey iad a right to ask whether lie had hangredbiswere eilways. Whatever I may have said on that ceca'

in thisHouse y an oerwhelmng majrity. he hon

i'rof sin I say neOw, namoly, that wln that contract was
Railways was a public plunderer aul the completiand wen the waole histeryecf the railway
Province ho represented. If the Pre!it'of the hnas made known toe the peoplesf Nova Siotia,n

Sir CuàiRsitts Tupptioi
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man will pretend to say that. wbôvér tf*fy havé bêtîe
fitted, the hon. Minister of Raitiays niever 1p69oictà1
benefitted by that contract. Therefore, aIl the irnsîûiñ
tions that have been made against him by the hon. geiitte
man opposite are unworthy of repetition on tihe 'fIcd
of this House. Tho hon. membér for Centre Hardi
has insinuated that I have changed nry poitidn ià
the parties, and he says that, not only in Nova Sôotia
but in other Provinces, there have been changés in
the party feelings of public men. I suppose the
hon. gentleman is a very good authority on thai
matter. But the hon. member for Shefford (Mr. Hùntiign
ton) has referred more pointedly to me as havihig chdiiged
my party on the floor of this House and in the country. He
has spoken of me as baving sat on the opposite side of the
fHouse and holding certain views, and a short time aftèr-
wards coming to support the party who now rule this coun-
try. Let me say to the hon. gentleman and to this House,that
when I was firdt elected to this House in 1867, I was not sënt
to support any particular party. I was elected on a cerfÉin
pledge I gave to the electors of the county of Colchdster.
At that time the question of Confederation was before the
people of Nova Scotia. The Confederation Act had béebi
passed, and at the very first meeting held in my county,
after I was nominated, I said to the people: " The Confedera-
tion Act is an accomplished fact, and we have to Acept that
Act; but I believe the terms of Confederation are unjust to
the Province of Nova Scotia, and if I am elected as your
representative, I will seek to nodify and improve the térnis
with that Province." I was elected upon that pledge, the
only pledge I have ever made upon the hustings, and with
the help of others I succeeded in securing a modification of
the financial terms of Confederation, and my pledge to the
people of Colchester was redeemed. I then supported the
party and the men who I believed were working in the
best interests of the Province of Nova Scotia and the
Dominion at large ; and, Sir, I never had occa-
sion to regret that. The hon. leader of the Op-
position says that I am a lucky politician ; but I do not
see any great amount of luck in being called to the Cabinet
after twenty-five years of public life. But I was surprised
to find the hon. gentleman opposite bringing against me the
charge that sixteen years ago I had delivered a certain
speech in the Legisiature of Nova Scotia, and that I had
ventured to come on the floor of this Parliament without
making the declaration that I was thon wrong. I have
already stated that when the whole history of the railway
was revealed, it showed that no personal benefit accrued to
the bon. the Minister of Railways from the construction of
that work; and now, believing that the course pursued by
the hon. the Minister of Railways is that best suited to
serve the interests of Nova Scotia and the Dominion at
large, I am proud to give him my support. It is true that
men differ in opinion and sentiments, and very often use
strong expressions in debate; but it is no discredit to a man]
after having used those strong expressions, if he can laythem aside, and join with another in promoting the general
interests of the country. I would rather stand in thatposition of having forgiven even my enemy than in thé
position of having betrayed my friend.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I am a little surprised at the courseof my hon. friends on this side of the House. They seem tobe astonished that they should be attacked by hon. gentlemen
opposite. Why, Sir, how can they be surprised at that ? Ido not want to go back sixteen or twenty years, but I want
to call attention to the course pursued by hon, gentlemen
opposite during the last Parliament and during this Parlia-meut. Can my hon. friends here be surprised at suchungenerous treatment, when the hon. the the leader of the
Opposition, at the time he supported the hon. nember forLambton,would go out ofthe House instead of nupporting and

- stfitdin bigh2i? Noed Any one be surprised who saw the
y còYfr66 thé ertf. *6rtinIn then pursued, tripping up from
- dày to daty ôý16ù. Frilénd from Lambton, making every

-ûdve tb beitttte htiû -nd Ôust him from the position he
r ocpi'féd udtil rally he succeeded. Can my hon. friends
i ho airPrised thWa ttit tfie hon leader of the Opposition
a sbôixld go bwék tor twity years to rake up something that

w kéinô* nothibg abolt. I do not believe that this discus-
i sioñ, brougiht oih by ilie two hon, gentlemen opposite, is

likNIy 1t b of iy 'géat advantage to this country. I do
t not 96' whit advautàge s to be gained by bringing up old
- dd iétiee, alxid d élaring that two hon. gentlemen who
I aet4d o diféreit sidds at one time have since come together.

All thùAe Who formodrly opposed the hon. Minister of Rail-
way in Nova Sotfba, have since then given him their
sugport. What béttor proof could we have of the confidence
of the people of that Province in that hon. gentleman, than
the faet that every strong man there has rallied to his
support. I ca understand that this flouse should feel
indigxiant, bëcatée the character of every member, the
character of thé louse, eis involved, and that the hon.
géntlenien who have been attacked should rise indignantly
to repudiate thé aspersions cast upon them; but the course
pursued is only on a par with that followed by hon. gontle-
mon oËppsite In the past.

Mr. ANGLIN. Some remarks made by the hon. Minis-
ter of Railways renders it necessary that I should take part
in this debate, although such was not my intention. Before
coming to that matter, let me congratulate the lon. Minis-
ter of Railways upon the fact that the introduction of this
topic by the leader of the Opposition has contributed in so
great a degree to complete the triumph of which ho boasts.
He triumphed in the fact that he had brought Mr. Howe to
his side by some means or other. He boasted of the fact
that he had brought the hon. President of the Council by
some means or other; but ho was not able to boast that he
had induced the hon. President of the Council to withdraw,
in as public a manner as that in which ho had uttered them,
a single one of the charges made by him against the hon.
Minister of Railways. Nor was it until the hon. member
for Shefford (Mr. Huntington) bad repeated the demand
made by the hon. leader of the Opposition, that the Hon.
President of the Council was forced to say the little ho did.
For sixteen long years, according to his own account, ho
bas allowed that grave circumstantial charge of corruption
of the grossest character to stand unretracted, unapologized
for, and unqualified. To-day it romains unretracted, but it
is somewhat qualified. The hon. Minister of Railways,
perhaps, not expecting that his new found colleague would
have been willing to go quite so far in the way of
self-humiliation, tried to divert attention from the real
nature of the statement of the hon. leader ot the Opposi-
tion by the skilful dodge of carrying the war into Africa,
and making charges in return, incriminating the hon.
leader of the Opposition. We are all accustomed to that;
we found it previously tried by the hon. member for East
York (Mr. Boultbee), who is always ready to come to
the protection of the Government when he finds it in a
very difficult position, by either distracting the attention of
the fHouse from the real question at issue or forcing the
debate to a close. We are accustomed to hear the hon.
Minister of Railways, when a charge is made against him,
declare that since such charge was first made ho had gone
back to the people of Nova Scotia, and had been trium-
phantly. sustained by them, and that, because he had been
successful at an election, the charge, no matter how strong
the evidence or respectable the person who made it, must
be considered as thenceforth and for ever disproved. That
is not. logiò or good sense. .We know that elections do not
aIw7ays tqrn on those graie Pereonal charges. We know
they are véry oft.n deternine by influences which blind a
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large portion of the electorate to the real question at issue, working in harmony without any loss of character or repu-
and to the character of the man they are induced to support. tation impossible. But when grave circumstances arise, and
When the hon. gentleman spoke of the election for the county charges such as are contained in those extracts are made by
of Pictou, he indulged in his usual course of making bis case a public man in the Legislative Assembly of one of our Pro-
much stronger than the facts justified. I had the honor of vinces-when those charges remain uncontradicted up to
taking some small part in the elections for the county of the present--it is no wonder that hon. gentlemen on this
Pictou. Although the hon. Minister of Railways would side, as well as the people throughout the country, should
like the louse to believe that the leader of the Opposition be astonished at the extraordinary spectacle now presented,
was afraid to meet him on the public platform, I cannot a spectacle so humiliating to the bon. President of the
recollect that I had any very serious apprehensions when I Council-naniely, bis being introduced to this Chamber and
had the honor of meeting the hon. gentleman. My impres- 1 walking arm in arm with a man whom he had denounced as
sion is that if I had a little more of the fair play he imagined the high priest of corruption. The hon. Minister of Railways
he gave me, I would have made a more favorable impression. would have the flouse believe-he repeats here what he said
I understood theb hon. gentleman to say that at that election elsewhere-that during the last year the Liberal party bas
this question of the Pictou Railway was brought forward as been losing ground in this country-or as the President of
one of the elements of the contest. I had the honor of being the Council says, that it has been growing beautifully leps
present at the public meeting addressed by the hon. by degrees. We rather feel, on this side of the House, that
gentleman on nomination day, and subsequently at the it has been growing larger by degrees. If there has been
meeting held in the Town Hall of New Glasgow. any gain to any side, it has been to ours. The bon. gentle-
At the nomination a slight allusion was made by one men opposite have not, within the three years and a-half
gentleman, Mr. Carmichael, to this matter of the Pictou which they have held power, ventured to open a single con-
Railway-a slight passing allusion. le spcke only a few stituency that at any time within the last dozen years bas
minutes, ard he was the only speaker who even glanced at been regarded as absolutely Liberul. They bave, however,
that question. That ,uestion was not brought into the issue opened constituencies which, even in the days of the Pacifie
in that election at all. We were there to discuss the great scandal revelations and excitement, when a storm of popular
question of the National Policy, and also to ask the meeting indignation against the Conservatives swept over the country
to pronounce on the policy of the Government with refer- and hu rled them from power, they were able to carry against
ence to the Canadian Pacific Railway contract. Those us. Re-elections in such constituencies they are proud of
were the questions we met to discuss, and to which the to-day. What will they say of the election in the county of
bon. Minister of Railwaj s qddressed himself. Ie said a few Carleton, in New Brunswick, where a gentleman almost
words in Lis indignant, or assumed indignant, style, in unknown to a large number of the electors, came forward
reply to Mr. Carmichael's remarks on the Canadian and boldly, manfully challenged the policy of the Govern-
Pac:fic iRailway question. But there was no discussion of ment, and asked to be elected as one who would vote
that question on that occasion; and let me say that when the against it as unworthy of the confidence of the people?
bon. President of the Council states that the whole history of Whait will they say of the election in East Northumberland,
ibat Pictou Railway transaction Las been made known to an old Tory constituency not opened by them, but by the
the public, be asserts something I have never heard before, dispensation of Providence, to their torror and disgust --
and which I amr not in a position entirely to accept at bis
hands. Perhaps Le knows all the secret history of that Mr. PLUMB. Cite a few more.
very remarkable transaction, and perhaps I know some- Mr. ANGLIN. I wish we Lad a few dozen more con-
thirg of it. I am not sure I do; but I have heard a good stituencies open. We were never in sueh trim for the fight
deal with regard to that railroad which I believe, and I as at present. We are ready for the fray any day. Public
am almost compelled to believe very much more, though I opinion is now fully with us, an enlightened, liberal and
do not know whether to believe it or not, in regard to what indignant public opinion. The hon. Minister of Railways
bas transpired since that railway was first put under con- would have us understantd that in Pictou the most extra-
tract. The President of the Council now says that wben ordinary influences were all combined in favor of Mr.
the history of this railway becomes known, no man in Carmichael, the popular and able gentleman who formerly
the country can honestly believe that the Minister of Rail- represented that ccunty. What are the facts ? All the in-
ways made any personal profit out of that transaction. 1 fluences calculated to influence the public unduly wore on the
think the bon. President of the Council failed in his duty, other side. The hon. Minister of Railways stumped the
because, having proceeded so far Le did not lay before the county. I was delighted to find when down there that he
louse the facts that led him, and him alone, to that conclu- had been going round the county several days addressing

sion. It would be but just to that colleague so much publie meetings-that, notwithstanding the severe illness
assailed. In fact, the hon. gentleman never did do justice from which he Lad previously been suffering, he was
to the hon. Minister of Railways on this subject. If this in full health and spirits, very anxious as to the result,
is bis conviction he should Lave taken the first opportunity and very much troubled, but as full of fight as usual,
to state to the public at large that he had changed his convic- and for this I give him credit. In the county appeared
tions; and also why he had changed them. I am sure the the Premier of Nova Scotia himself, a representative of
louse would now indulge the hon. President of the Council the county, ccntending on the same side with the Attorney-

and allow him to make any statement of facts that led General of Nova Scotia, who represents the neighboring
to that extraordinary change of conviction. He must have county, and is a man deservedly popular. Mr. J. Rigby,
been a sincere believer in that deplorable state of things partner of the late reprosentative, Mr. MoDonald, who him-
described when Le uttered the remarks quoted by the on. self did business in the county a great many years, also held
gentleman opposite to him (-ir Richard J. Cartwright). It public meetings in many places, and the Minister had
would not do te say now-a-days that these were mere political swarms of other assistants. And this is a county in which
differences-that party lines were very tightly drawn in Nova a Government railway runs, and in which a very large
Scotia in those days-tbat party excitement ran high, and number of people expect the Dominion Government will
men said very hard things of each other. That we ail under- build a branch railway for them if no one else will. All
stand, and we can quite understand that men may say very these influences were at work for the Conservatives. In
bard things of each other which, afterwards, circumstances this county there are several coal mines, as well as various
having changed, and the public interest requiring that they other interests, which look for the support of the Dominion
Mhould come together would not render their uniting and Administration. I say all these parties and interesta were
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enlisted in behalf of the success of the Government candi-
date. In point of fact, we not only sustained a desperate
attack, but we fought gallantly, and came out of the
fight under circumstances that gave us good hope of
carrying the county at the next election. Let me add,
that it is asserted, and I believe with truth, that some
one or other used money largely in addition to all the other
influences that were used on the Tory side in that canvass.
The hon. President of the Council boasts of is majority in
Colchester. He seems to think that he should be held ex-
cuased-indeed, I may say justified-for anything ho had
ever done, whether it was essentially right and proper or
not, because ho succeeded, by some means, in obtaining a
large maijority in the county of Colchester. Report said ho
was doubtful at first about the result; it said that if the
people had gone to the polls on nomination day lie would have
been defeated by a large majority. Report says that extra-
ordinary means were used, between nomination and election
day, to induce that county to declare in favor of the Tory
candidate and the Tory Administration. This may be
calumnious. I myself believe that if there were any good
grounds for such stories as these the matter ought to have
been taken into the courts.which should have been invited
to pronounce on the conduct of that hon. gentleman or lis
friends, whoever they were, who were charged with these
malpractices. The reports and rumors in that direction
were strong, so strong and so generally believed, that
the moral effect of the victory throughout the Maritime
Provinces is very small indeed. That, in brief, was the'
way matters stood in the county of Picion. 'Ihe hon. Min-
ister of Railways is a host in himself. My impression is,
that if lie had not gone into the county, Mr. Carmichaeli
would have been elected. However, the majority was not1
a very lirge one, and it will be found that when an oppor-
tunity comes, the people of Pictou will do themselves the!
honor and credit cf reversing their decision upon that occa-
sion. But, Sir, if thesc matters are to be discussed at all,
lot me add this much: that instead of meeting charges byl
more recrimination, instead of taking the course adopted by1
the hon. member for East York (Mr-. Boultbee), the lion.1
Minister of Agriculture and the hon. Minister of Railways,
of fiercely making charges aganst hon. gentlemen on this!
side, it would look better before the country for them to
meet the charges in that cool and calm manner with which1
such charges are met by men conscions of innocence.
The course taken by hon. gentlemen on the other side all
through this debate is, I think, calculated very much to
create the impression throughout the country that the
charges made some years ago by the hon. President of the
Council, against the hon. Minister of Railways and Canals,:
had some foundation in fact, and that they have not, at all
events, been thoronghly disproved or satisfactorily explained
away.

Mr. BOWELL. The House, and particularly that portion!
of the members who have had the honor of occupying seats
here for a number of years, must have been not a littie
surprised at the tone of the hon. gentleman who has justi
taken his seat, Who, forsooth, has been selected by his party.
to hurl charges at members on this side of the louse, and to
road them a lecture on the necessity of retracting some-i
thing they may have said, or articles they may bave written,
against those with whom they nay have been in conflict at
some former period. Certainly, that gentleman is not thei
one who should have risen in bis place to read a lecture to
any man, either lu the Huse or out of it. I have a distincti
recollection of the language used in a certain newspaper which iho (Mr. Anglin) coitrolled, against gentlemen who werei
then opposed to him, whom ho denounced as the vilest and1
most cortupt of men, and yet he was willing to accept from1
these same gentlemen and their colleagues, the seat that1
you, Mr. Speaker, now occupy. le las never to this day,(
either directly or indirectly, rotracted one word of what hoE

then uttered against those gentlemen and the vast majority
who sat in the flouse at the time. Not only that, but ho
denounced, in the same manner, the hon. gentleman now
sitting on his left &Mr Burpee), as being only fitted for a
place in his own Province, where they teach people the
trades. That is the language ho used towards the hon.
gentleman who is now his left hand supporter, yet he did
not hesitate to accept the position which, as I will show
presently, he used to his own personal benefit and the
benefit of the party with which lie is connected.

An hon. MEMBER. Feathered his bed.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes; the Government gave him notonly

a feather bed to rest upon, but supplied him with the means
to keep himself comfortable in future. Yet the same gen-
tleman rises in the louse and-reads us a political lecture.
fancy a Speaker, the first Commoner in the land, occupying
the most exalted position in the House, accepting it at the
hands of those whom he had denounced as being fit only for
the penitentiary, and thon continue to occupy that seat in
direct violation of the Independence of Parliament-in
direct violation of every principle that should guide
even a private member, sitting there and accepting con-
tracts from day to day, from month to month, from
year to year, in order to aggrandise himself. And this
is the man who rises to administer a lecture to the
members of this House, as if ho had been selected by the
leader of the Opnosition to teach us parliamentary pro-
pricty. I think if ever we had a spectacle of cool political
audacity we have had it exhibited to-day. The man who
was only saved from being turned out of the House by the
delay of the report of a Committee, which, if previously
presented, would not only have expelled him from the
Spcaker's chair, but would have disqualified him from
sitting in this House a single day, rises here to read us a
lecture on propriety. This gentleman called attention to
the language used by the hon. member for Colchester in
18 c", at a time when they were fighting the great battles of
their Province, and has endeavored to hold him up to exe.
cration because ho thon differed from the hon. the Minister
of Railways, and now agrees with him upon political
questions. Has ho forgotten, bas this flouse or the
country forgotten, that the very man whom they de.
nounced as being so corrupt that his very acts smelled to
heaven, was, nevertheless, tak-en to their besom and made a
colleague a short time after ? Did we ever hear one
word of retraction from the hon. gentleman who then
administered the affairs of this country ? Did we ever hear
of an apology by their thon colleague, towards them, for
his former acts? Nor did we ever have anything to show
that they believed ho was not as guilty and as corrupt as
ho was at the time that they denouneed him. Not only did
they take him to their bosom, not only did they take him
to the Council Chanber and consult with him, but they
made him the Governor of a great Province. Yet they are
now horrified because the lon. member for Colchester
differed from the hon. the Minister of Railways some fifteen
years ago. It seems to be the policy of gentlemen
opposite to hurl charges at the members, individually and
collectively, of the Administration. The hon. member for
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), says that because the Minister
of Railways has not disproved these charges that have been
made against him, ergo they must be accepted as
true. Over and over again have those charges been
repeated by the hon. gentlemen opposite and their
newspapers since ho sat in this House, and as often
as the charges have been made, has the hon. gentleman re-
torted by challenging an investigation into any act of his
life, parliamentary or otherwise, and n>t one of them to-day
has dared to formulate a charge against his honor, persona[
or political. Does it follow, because these charges are con-
stantly made, that they must be true ? The logic of the
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gentleman is lame and impotent upon this point. No man (Mr. Anglin) was there, and it is no longer a mystery
in the House knows better than he, that it does not follow, to me that the majority against that hon. gentle-
because a charge against another, whether it be directly or man's candidate was between 200 and 300, It was the
indirectly, that therefore it is true. He may talk of tbe same in Colchester. They sent the best politician and
"remarkable " circumstances connected with the Pictou the cleverest man they had in Nova Scotia to contest that
Railway; he may say that all the circumstances connected county with my hon. friend the President of the Council -I
with it were of a "remarkable character," but that proves refer to Mr. Jones. Those who know him and have heard
nothing against the party against whom ho hurls the him in this House are aware that he is a man of talent and
insinuation. The hon. member is equally at fault when he of great research, and that he referred to all the old disputes
refers to Ontario constituencies. He says that no constitu- that arose in 187475.76, during whieh time the President
ency has been opened that has not been "fron time imme. of the Couneil was an Anti ; yet, after explanations given to
morlai" a Conservative constituency. It is quite evident the electors by the President of the Couneil, as to the
that the hon, gentleman knows as little upon this subject cause of his taking the position he had taken, after a
as he dos of other matters upon which he has addressed thorough investigation.into the policy of this Government,
the House. East Northumberland was represented in this that gentleman's presence, like the presence of the hon.
House-and he, as Speaker ut the time, should know it- member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), in the adjoiniùg
by a gentleman who bas since been called away, for a constituency, resulted in the election of our candidate by
large portion of the time since Confederation; but pre- between 400 and 500majority. Ishallnotrefer particularly
vious to that time, by the late Mr. Biggar, and formerly it to all those questions which have arisen in the present
was represented by Mr. Ross, brother to the Hon. John discussion, but I do not think that either the House
Ross. It is one of those constituencies which bas been or the country believes that it lies in the mouth of the
vibrating from one side to the other, and its elections have leader of the Opposition, or more particularly of the
been governed and controlled more by personal likes and dis- hon. gentleman who sits by his. aide, to read us lectures
likes than probably any other conideration. If the bon. upon either constituency or party fidelity. I rememberthe
gentleman knew anything of the recent election in that time when the bon. gentleman was as ardent an admirer of
riding, be would know that it was the prejudices of the certain gentlemen on this side of the House as any one in
party with which he has allied himself that defeated Mr. the country. Ihave a distinct recollection, and, perhaps, a
Kennedy; bis defeat was more on account of his religion little more knowledge than some others, of the reasons
than his politics. Yet we find him who prides himself on which led that hon. gentleman to desert his former leader.
belonging to and championing that particular party in this I know, also, that when he saw an opportunity of getting
country, standing up in this fHouse and glorifyoing the re- place and position by deserting his friends, he did not besi-
sult of that elect.on. With regard to West Northumberland, tate to desert them. I know that the prosent leader of the
does not tbe hon. gentleman know that for five years since Opposition was always a restive bird; he could scarcely ever
Confederation it was represented by Mr. Kerr, and does not be content, and certainly not content to follow any one; ho
he know that it wasrepresented by a member of the Liberal must always be, to use a familiar expression, "cock of the
party before Confederation, and that it is one of those close roost." In the Local Legislature he never was content until
constituencies which one party or the other has an equal hehad dispossessed Mr. MeKellar, who was the leader of the
chance of carrying. It was opened on the recent oxcasion, Reform party. True, Mr. MeKellar, like another deposed
not with any fear of the result, and the people expressed leader, feul into the traces, and worked under him for a short
their confidence in the policy of the Goverument, that time. Afterwards ho was amply provided for for
being the only question which was agitated during that the remainder of bis life, and I certainly arn
contest; still the hon. gentleman tells us that no constitu- not disposed to find fault with bis fortunes.
ency has been opened which has not been fron time imme- Well, the same course was pursued in this House, and it has
morialwhat he pleases to tern a "Tory constituency." been well exposed by the Minister of Railways. Appoint-
Surely he will not venture to say that Carleton, in his own ment to office, and the giving to a certain person a constitu-
Province, bas been a Tory constituency. We all know ency after ho had betrayed his leader, were acts which
that the former representatives of Carleton previous to 1878, bistory will declare to have been the blackest in the bon.
were members of the Liberal Parliament of New Brunswick, gentleman's (Mr. Blake) political history. He did very little
and that it had been iii the hands of the Liberal party for a better when ho came to this House. On various occasions
long time. Tru3 the late representative was elected as an when bis conscience would net permit bis vote te sustain
Independent, but having become, like many others in that bis leader, ho found it convenient, with tbree or four
Province as well as in Ontario, so thoroughly disgusted other members, te exhibit bis coat tal, one hou. member
with the policy and the whole conduct of bis party, passing eut cf Ibis door, another at that,"and two ethers
and particularly with the Speaker of the late Parlia- ut a third deer. The bon. gentleman bas explaiued
ment, that le could not ju-tify bis support of them te tho outside world, at Cobourg I thiuk, Ilat wlen li
either to bis conscience or to bis constituents. They have found bis conscience would net permit him te record a vote
snatched it for a moment. They have gained their point in favor et'bis party and te sustain bis leader, ho thought it
in that respect, and they are welcome to all the comfort bis duty te teuve tle fouse. That was a frequent
they can extract fromi hat fact. Nor has Pictou always been occurrence during the last five or ten years. I have seen
represented by a Conservative. It was represented in this bu doing h when a Miiister on questions affectiug myseif.
bouse by Mr. Carmichael, a friend of the late Government. The bon, gentleman shakos bis head. When the Geveru.
True, it was opened, and a gentleman brought from the ment, et'which he was a membor, were atîacked for giving
Sonate to contest it, and that, too, at a time when we a contract teIlha frieud Moore," he said that as liewas
dared not open any constituency in the Maritime personaily concerned in the malter lie ould net record bis
Provinces; and ho carried it by a larger majority. I had vote on il, and liewalked eut et the Chamber. No doubt
supposed that the result of that election was achieved bis censcientieus judgment wguld net allow hlm by any
principally on account of the presence of the Minister of possibiiity te record a vote respecting a malter on whieb ho
Railways in the constituency, who went there to assist his himself had been attacked, however untrue the charge
friends and te prove te the people that the policy of the miglt be. Well, Sir, he followed iu Ibis lino. The
Government was the truc policy for Canada-the one whichMinister who then led the Goverument was not, 1 think, et
every patriot should advocate in the interest of his country; bis liking; and if oulside report speaka truly-of course, I
but I have now learned that the hon, member for Gloucester speak under correction-ho kept tat bon. gentleman in a
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constant state of turmoil. There was searcely a day when I have been painted, it would not make the hon. Min.
he was not throwing difficulties and obstacles in ister of Railways any whiter; it has nothing to do with
bis way. He was in the Cabinet, and out of the the question raised by these quotations. That hon. gentie-
Cabinet; but one thing is certain, he was always the man stated, with respect to myself and my hon. friend beside
power behind the Throne, and he was not content me (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), that we, having been de-
until he. attained the position ho now held as leader of the feated, looked, as Japhet in scarch of his father, for some
Opposition. The country will join me in the wish that ho constituencies which might be bribed to elect us. That
may long occupy that position. Mr. Speaker this de- statement, so far as I am concerned-I was not in the
bate has been sprung upon the House, I think, alto- county at the time, but I believe I can speak for my hon.
gether unnecessarily. !However, I can safely throw out friend-is absolutely without foundation in fact. It is
this challenge: that whenever the time arrives for a con- well known that prior to the General Election of 1878 I had
parison to be made either as to the administrative ability the honor of receiving nominations in the county of South
Of the Ministers whom the Opposition have attacked, or Bruce and in the county of West Durham; that, owing to
as to their personal integrity, we will be quite prepared, ill-health, I declined both those nominations, and intended
individually and collectively, to meet any charge those hon. to retire altogether from public life. I was ordered to
gentlemen may think proper to make; and I would advise desist from any active exertion whatever. At a subsequent
them, when they have charges to make, to make them boldly period my friends in the county of West Durham were very
on the floor of the House. Let charges be properly made and i anxious that I should allow myself to be nominated, and it
investigated, and we have no fear of the result. Let them was represented to me that I would be elected, although
act towards the hon. Minister of Railways precisely as I I was obligod, as I was ordered to do, to leave the country.
did to the late Speaker. When I had a charge to make I thought of accepting that nomination. Communicating it
1 made it boldly, I placed it upon the Journals of the House, to some of my friends in the South Riding of Bruce, they
it was referred to a Committee, and the result is well known. 1 said it would be discouraging to the party there if I declined
Let bon. gentlemen opposite adopt the same course, and their nomination and accepted another. Upon that I finally
until they are prepared to do that, it will be more in accord- and irrevocably declined the nomination for the West
ance with parliamentary proprieties for, them at least, to 1Riding of Durham, and presumed myself entirely out of the
hold their tongues upon questions affecting the personal contest. At a subsequent period, many gentlemen of
honor and integrityeofothers. The hon. member for Centre weight and influence in the South Riding of Bruce called
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) bas particular delight upon me, and requested me so earnestly to allow mny name
in stirring up this kind of debate. The hon. gentleman did to be used, although I could give them no assistance, that I
me the honor on one occasion to visit my constituency; yielded to their request so far, although I was obliged,
ho made an elaborate speech with tho mercury 8° or 10° according to my announcement, to leave; and Iwas defeated
below zero, and it so completely froze the hearts of the peo- in South Bruce urnder cireumstances and by means that i
ple and so convinced them. ho was wrong, that I secured a need not now allude to. I declined to receive a constituency.
large majority in the only Radical township then in my I did not open the West Ridiig of Durham; on the contrary,
riding, a majority which is increasing every year; a'nd if had I been consulted when the West Riding of Durham was
he with his friend from Gloucester, and Mr. Jones, of Hali- opened, I would have declared to my frionds that I woul:
fax, would visit the riding at the next election, probably the not accept the vacancy ; but the vacancy having been made
majority would be a great deal larger than it bas ever been without my knowledge, and my being asked to accept it, I
in the past. In the meantime, I again advise hon. gentle- felt myself bound to accept it, which I did, and I was elected
men opposite, if they have any charges to make, to make by acclamation. These are the circumstances on which the
them in the proper manner, and we shall be quite prepared hon. gentleman based his accusation that being rejected by
on any occasion to meet them. We only desire that when South Bruce, I went about seeking a constituency that I
they fulminate charges they should be placed before the might bribe to elect me. The second statement he made
House in a manner so that they can be reached. was ene which I was not surçrised at. He declared that I

Mr. BLAKE. In view of the language used, and the was afraid of him. I have been sitting opposite the hon.
compliments paid to me in the several speeches made by gentleman in this House during fourteen years. Dur-
Lon. gentlemen opposite, perhaps the louse will indulge ing the larger part of that time ho bas had the
me a few words on questions personal to myself which sympathy of a majority of this audience. I do not
have been raised. I do not presume to engage in know any audience equally critical in this country. I do
the general debate, and reply to other statements not know any audience which one might be more afraid to
and arguments which have been urged and which must face, in view of meeting superior powers. I am not going
be replied to, if they be replied to, by other speakers. to contrast our powers. I will only state that I have not felt
The statement which I made' I must confess did not that impulse of fear which the hon. gentleman attributes to
appear to me to warrant such an exhibition of feeling as bas me; that whenever I have found it necessary, I have dealt
animated hon. gentlemen opposite. The reference to the with the hon. gentleman's policy and measures as I thought
recorded views of one colleague as to another colleague, is a truth and the interests of the publie demanded, and I intend
reference which bas always appeared to me perfectly justi- to continue to do so until the end. The bon. gentleman
fiable, perfectly reasonable and perfectly proper, as fur- shall not move me either by threats, accusations of fear, ornishing fit occasion for explanation or correction. That in any other way, into feelings of indignation. Many long
was ail that was done. If there was an accusation it was years have elapsed since the bon. gentleman lost the powernot our accusation-it was the accusation of his colloague, of.awakening in me the feelings either of surprise or ofthe President Of the Council. The gist and weight, perhaps indignation. The hon. gentleman says that I was guilty of
the gravity, cf that accusation ,a i Znoqare
which it came; ho was woudedlu in the quarter from a corrupt bargain in connection with a change of adminis-
fricdha it was ounded in the side by his personal tration that took place in a Local Logislature. We havefriend, and it was thought fctto call the attention of the heard a good deal to-day of the impropriety of draggingHouse to those statements coming fromthat quarter, with before this fHouse occurrences that took place in Local Legis.a view to obtaining an explanation. I make these latures; it was a shocking thing, an unparliamentary andobservations,. because I think I am entitled to undignified thing, and a· waste of time to discuss what
make them from the personal aspect which this happened in Nova Scotia. But I have found, from year todebate, as i elating to myself, has subseq uently assumed. year and from Session to Session, no more appetizing morsel

have te say this: that we T as black as rolled under the tongues of those hon. gentlemen than what
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occurred or what did not occur in the Legisiature of Ontario. was written under the circumstances to which I have referred.
Well, Sir, time and again have these circumstances been dis- The hon. President of the Council bas said that he as won
cussed and the facts been stated, but time and again have bis seat, and that baving won bis seat lieis ussoilzied from
they been repeated. The President of the Council has ail charges. I know of none Ihat have been made against
appealed to one election, when ho says be was elected not- bim except that ho knows bis colleague. But certainly
withstanding the accusations lie made against the Minister those who, like me, bave had cast so wantonly at tbem the
of Railways. Well, I am not sure that it was not a point aspersion that they vere looking about for constituencies
in bis favor that lie made thom. However, the hon. gentle- which they might bribe to thii
man appeals to that election as a proof that he did right- occasion, retort ou the lon. gentlemen the enquiry whatthe
I do not know vhether in making or in rotracting the Gloucester election cost. The lon. Minister of Agriculture
accusations. If I wished to use a s'milar argument, also intervened, and declared that my conduct had been sucl
I might refer to half-a-dozen elections in whicb, as to cast discredit on myseif and party. li and tbe hon.
whether as a member of a Government or a party, Minister of Customs alike made great complaint of my
I have been successful; but I do not choose to appeal havingin some two or three cases, I forget the exact num-
to them. I will simply shy, as I did ou a former ber, ot, voted, and in some two or thrhe other cases voted
occasion, whon the hon. Minister of Railways made a witho ha gentlemen opposite. I sppoe that in the differ-
similar accusatiou, that the statement lc makes is utterly eut circumstauces in kwhich these abstentious or irrgular
without fouiidatiou in fact; and I wvill add, as I did thon, votes took place, whea I voted with the hon, gentlemen or
that if there be, if you can inform me of any more strong did not vote against them they tiought they wocre right in
and cogent forn of deial consistent with parliamentary the propositions they advanced and which they thon sup-
usage, I wish tob e undcrstood as having used that form. pored. If it was m t misfortune ither to disagrecuwith
As there are bore, however, some hon, gentlemen who were them or to doubt, surely it is hot a thing for either grave
flot present the last time this subject was discussed, and or serions commentary. Surely I could not be hovery
who nay lot be aware of the circumstances under which wro g in their viCw whon i wads so close to them. But I
the letter, or rather the note, the bon. gentleman bas will say now what I have said, on former occasions. whnm
referred to was writtn, I will state briefl-though not at had the vonor of occuping the position of leader of tbe
ail with the hopenthat that slander wili cease to ae party, long ugo to my followers, what have repeatcd to
circulated because of my statement-how far, by a per- my followers since, that I have neyer ask-ed or nover will
version of the facts and the dates, the bon, gentleman ask from any man who does me the honor to follow me,
deceives bimsolf by lis refereuce to that note. The facts any closer or stricter allegiance than I arn willi1ng myseif
aire briefiy these: On a cer-tain day-J cannot ýat this to give to another man.C I ar n ot willing ', i n auy case
moment recolleot the precise day of tho wcek-the Tren watover, to ask a follower to vote contrary to the

ndure of the Local AdministrationsOntiaro liad declared in conviction of bis duty, and arnnot willing myshf on any
the Local Legislature bis rsignation of bis office, Ho had occasion, to vote contrary to my convictions of my dity.
declared that ie had osined because lie was conviced byThe on. Minister of Agriculture used varot earsh words
repeated votes whicr oad been uiven in theirousetha the about me. Ho said Iendeavored to tp up my hon. friend

overnmenthad osththe confidence oft.e country,and thats from Lambton, to belitte him, to undermine hn, to in-
it wasf ot consistent wit l the principles of constitutionaltIae aroaiostchim-that did dirty things. The bon.
a wovernment that tey should longer protract the struggle, pa r of Customs said I was wot content until Iliad
or attempt to retain office. The Governmont wever, d id obtained the position whihav nowv occupy. I moet those
protrant the struggle, and the debate continued. It was statements with the San e absolute and unqualified denial.

eiver on the following day or the day after, shorty afaer I absolve any person, whoever ho may b, or wliatever
the iouse opened after dinner, that the Treasurer came to station ho may occupy, from amny suppoed or implied obli-
me-wto was at that time the defacto leader of the rouse, gation of conadence or silence. I ca l upon any person, who
saving contro of its deliberations of Oaving a majority at can estabih any suc imputation, to come forward and Say

my back-and said to me: Mr. Bluke, I have been attacked what le knows. Those who surround me bore know that I
for my action in announeing i y resignation, and I tend did not crave or desire, that I do not tonday covet, the position
to speak before this debate closes. Do you tirik it which. I an occupying. They know that I did Aeot intrigue
will close to-night If you do not, I would rather for it; that it bas never been the object of my aspirations at
Got speak until to-morrow." I said to Mr. Woodu:ntr Myy,1; and that if I now fil it, it is because they dehirem tshould
opinion is that the debate will not close to-naglt.' continue to do so. I amditLtheir service willingTy as one.of
At a later period-an hour or two later-I perceived temselves; but I have always said to them, as say to you
sign oft e debate collaping; and aving made that state- in this huse, psatIan very unwillingly, indeed, ut their
ment t e sr.Wood, and he sitting in is seat, r waying service in the place I no bold. The bon. Minister of Cus-
apparently on bis elief that the debate would hold over tii toms is noet content with referrine to the circumstances
the next day, I scribbld on a shat of paper the words: which have attended i y occupying bis place, but said that I
You bad botter speak now," and sent it across the floore, anderrined the position ofmyoron. friend Mr. MeKellar also.

the fo asen Mr. Wood, who, aving red these words, tore Why I was responsible for bis aving herd that position,
up the paper nd cast it aside. Some adheeinteof on. having mysef proposed the appointme t of Mr. MeKeltar as
gentlemen oppositeand it lbas always been credited to a leaderofthe Opposition in the Ontario legisature. I procured
prominent adherent-pickod it up and usrd it. bis appointment f om my fiends, a d wen tbe change

An hon. MEMBER. Out of a spittoon. was made it was Mr. MoiKelltar imsetlf wo called bis friends
togetliei in my absence, witlout my knowtedge, and asked

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, I believe it was- eut of a spittoon. of them tliat substitution which ho afterwards communi-
That is the state of the case. It is clear and simple, and caied to me and requested me as a favor te accept, and we
effectually disposes of the accusation them;on.sgentleman have always been on the most cordial, intimate and friodly

is made against mec; and yet I have ne doubt that it thrms ever since. What did, I did not merely wit bis con-
will continue to be repeated, with the false staternents sent, but at bis rquest and instance. I have answred, as fur-
as te the dates and times, and the notion that Iltad oas I coutdgater tmithe personal charges made againstme.
"rranged withter. Wood to make hie resignation speech, I trust have not interminged with those answers muc

when His resignation speech had boen made either one or acrimony or acerbity. bl trutb. I have been inurd t those
two days before that paper was written t adbt, od when it charges. They bave ben se ofton repeatod tt the pain

Mr. BL.XZ.
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which, I confess, I used to feel when they were formerly
hurled at me, unjust as they were, bas become somewhat
dulled by the repetition of the operation. But as we are
here in what is a new Parliament for many, and as for
some years those -charges have not been made bore, I hope
the House will net think it ont of place that J should have
so far trespassed on its indulgence, and I did so because 1
considered it due to myself and to the respectability of the
Chamber of which I have the honor to be a member.

Mr. McCALLJM. I happened to have sat in the -House at
the time the occurrence of which the hon. member for West
Durham bas entered into so elaborate an explanation, took
place, and last Session I referred to the course ho took.
The hon. member now admits that ho did send the letter
across the flouse, whereas, last year, ho repudiated the
charge as an exploded siander. I have no desire to slander
anybody. I never did so. But I say that thero are any
number of hon. members in this House, to-day, who will
corroborate my statement, when I say that the first intima-
tion we had of Mr. Wood being made to resign his seat,
was when the letter "speak now " was sent to him. If
there was any arrangement with Mr. Wood through bis
being dissatisfied with bis position in the Government, it
must have been at a private interview between him and
the bon. member for West Durham. That hon. gentle-
man tried, on a former occasion, to get clear by saying:
" Was I not tried by a Committce ?" Yes, ho appointed his
own judges, framed the charges against himself, and drew
up bis own resolutions. H1e wanted to deny this afterwards;
and he now puts on an air of injured innocence when he is
twitted about bis coat tails vanishing through the corridors.
I have seen him disappear myself. The House never knew
in what position he actually stood. It was a case of now
you see it, now you don't.

is; that contemporaneous with bis change in favor of Con-
federation, and getting Nova Scotia to accept it, was his
appointment to a most lucrative office. I found ho had not
that strong sense of public propriety which should compel
any member of this House to decline an appointment and
refuse to go to the other House, when ho could no longer
sit in the flouse of Commons, which members acting proper-
ly have always donc. The Minister of Railways declared
to-night, with great pride, that ho had successively humbled
all the leaders of the Reform party in Nova Scotia; from
being bis strong and successful opponents, ho had made them
ultimately bis followers and even his warm personal friends.
Well, I assert that the friendship ho acquircd when ho in-
diced the late Mr. Howe, who was sent to England on a
mission by the Nova Scotia Liberal or Anti-Confedorate
party, whither he was followed by the Minister of Railways
-I imagine if it be true that he made proposals which in-
duced Mr. lowe to desert bis friends in Nova Scotia, to
become an associate with the hon. gentlemen opposite, and
ultimately reach the Lieutenant-Governorship by that
means; if that be an exhibition of the friendship thus won
by the Minister of Railways, long may i b spared friend-
ships obtained and exhibited in such a manner. And so
with the others: the friendship of the President of the
Council was purchased by bis appointment to an office in
connection with the Intercolonial Railway. Instead of the
hon. gentleman boasting that ho had acquired and secured
the friendship of bis opponents, ho ought to have stated
frankly, what, I am sure, ho is quite prepared to do with bis
usual boldness, that ho succeeded in the course of a few
years in dabauching the whole of the public mon of bis
native Province. But the hon. gentleman did not succeed,
when winning over the enemy, in holding all lis own
friends. If I recollect aright, Mr. A. Jones was one of bis
followers, and as ho succeeded from time to time in gaining

Mr. MACKENZIE. The rem.arks of the bon. gcntleman over some of bis Liberal opponents by the means I have
who bas just spoken are snob as I couid net ullow te pass mentioned, ho at the same time sometimes lost the support
unchallenged, having been at the time closely associated of bis own friends. The hon. gentleman boasts of having
with the hon. member for West Dai ham. It was perfectly succeeded in carrying a majority for Nova Scotia in the
well known to every one in Toi onto at the time, from Mr. present flouse. We ail remember the time when, as regards
Wood's statements, and from the records of the meetings of that Province, ho stood here alone, one meinber against
the Committee appointed to investigate the charges made eighteen. Does ho mention that or boast of it ? Does ho
by the Hon. M. C. Cameron, that ha declined to follow up boast of obtaining fairly bis last victory at the poils, which
those charges in the Committee unless he obtained his own I hope ho bas so obtained ?
manner of doing it. The communication of the circum- Sir CHARLES TTJPPER. Will the hon. gentleman
stances made by the hon. member for West Durham are allow me to correct him ? He knows that having come
absolutely and indisputably correct. Now, a word with here, as ho says, one member against eighteen, I went backregard to the subject before the flouse. I was a little sur- to the General Election of 1872, and returned to Ottawaprisedto hear the hon. Presidertof the Council announce that with a very large majority. But it was not the first time,he came bore in 1867, not te oppose the Minister of Rail- and the majority lost in 1874 was regained in 1878.ways, but to endeavor to get botter Confederation terms for
bis Province. I had the honor, if it be an honor, of having Mr. MACKENZIE. I believe the bon. gentleman is
been frequently consulted by the hon. gentleman during the right; he had a small majority in 1872.
first year of bis membership in this place, and 1 formed a very Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. A large majority of tho
erroneous opinion indeed, from the advice asked of me and members eected in 1872; ail except one man, were sent ohre
the counsels that I was obhiged to give him, if ho came boreI toe support the Govenmient of which I was a member.
with any such humane and proper intention. His intention,s
so far as I could gather it from bis conduct hre, and that of Mr. MACKENZIE. That was not the opinion of the
other members from the saine Province, was that of intense, electors. Those members the hon. gentleman claims may
bitter hostility to the member for Cumberland (Sir Charles have supported him, for his bewitching manner and skill in
Tupper), and to the policy which he successfully carried out winning such aid makes it difficult to know where such
in the scheme of Confederation. I never felt any hesitation help comes from sometimes, though I admit ho gained great
in saying publicly, lu the House and elsewhere, that at that success in his native Province at the last elections. But
time I had the strongest sympathy with the majority of the at the same time ho cannot object to our calling up
people in Nova Scotia, under the circumstances in which those reminiscences of the past when ho boasts of
they were dragged into Confederation; and it is the weak having taken such associates into bis bosom. All know the
spot in the conduct of those who effected that change that humiliating spectacle presented by the late Mr. Howe, who
the vote had been carri ed in. the Nova Scotia House, with the had declared at one time that sooner than touch the
sanction and by meausofthe proceedings ofthe hon.member hand of the hon. gentleman-one of the most prominent
for Cumberland. But I found, after a very short time, that men of Nova Scotia at the time-he would cheerfully grasp
there was a limit to the public virtue of the President of the the hand of a dead Fenian; and yet the hon. gentleman
Council. I found ho was amenable to reason, as the saying was so cruel as to ask Mr. lowe to introduce that party to

1882. 33
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this fHouse. The whole circumstance was recalled to my i were not at all surprised when we heard the hon. Treasurer
mind the other day when I found the Prosident of the Council stand inb is place, and say that he thought the time had now
also introduced by the Minister of Railways after the huinili- arrived when they ought to resign their seats iu Parliament
ation to which he had subjected him at a former time. I because they did not enjoy the confidence of the House. No
have no desire to say more, or to detain the House from other person gave the Government a stronger support than
topics, but I will take occasion to refer to this subject here- myself, and no person was more astonished than I was when
after. I have now simply to say this: in a parliamentary the Treasurer arose and declared that e felt the time had
sense and as a Member of Parliament, that I am surprised that now arrived when the Government sbould yield their places
the hon. gentleman opposite (the President of the Couneil) in the louse, and the first information that we had was
sbould rise to bis feet to support his present colleague, if he when this missive was sent across the House.
entertains the same opinion of his public conduct in a Mr. BLAKE. I do not impute any designed misinterpre-particular transaction, which it is shown by bis speech he tation of fats to the hon. gentleman, but he is entirely inentertained some years ago. It would be a humiliating error. I did not say that Mr. Wood had spoken twice,thing if such a question was not by the publie asked and because he did not speak twice. I said that one or two daysanswered. It would be a reflection upon the publie moral-iafter his resignation and after the final vote upon which theity of the country, and it becamc a nccessity with the rMiis resigned, Mr ood the tmal vote me, " was
leader of the Opposition to refer to that matter to-day. Then the debate about to close ?od Impeat-and it is ime ossiblPresident of the Council has said he bas left that matter thate can be mistaken about it, because it was I w o sentaside. le does not say that he retracts what lie said some that note and not the hon. gentleman-I repeat it was ither
years ago, but that he puts the subject aside to forget it as the one or two days after, the very last day of that crisis, thatcrcumstances demands. If that be all he hasto say justifi-Mr. Wood asked me how long the debate would last, and Ication of himself for bis attack upon lis present colleague, gave him an answer ; and seeing that my expectations werethen le is not justified isittig where le sits now, nor was not verified, I sent a nessage to warn him that it was thethe hon. gentleman so attacked, nor are hon. gentlemen las

oppoitejusifid i allwin lim t ocupy hatpostio. it eiîortunity that ho would have of matding the state-opposite justified in allowmng him to occupy that position. ment lie intended to make. Mr. Wood did not speak again,
Mr. RYKERT. I simply desire to correct a statement of but lie came to me afterwards and said: "I was obliged to

the member for Lambton. I happened to be a supporter of you for sending me that word, but I had had a conversa-
the Government of the late Sandfield Macdonald in the Parlia- tion with Mr. Sandfield Macdonald and he asked me not to
ment of Ontario, and to be sitting beside the present Chief speak again, and I agreed." "All right," I said, "all that
Justice Wood, of Manitoba, when lie made his celebrated I wished to do wras to keep myself straight with you,
speech, and I unhesitatingly assert that the member for because you had asked me when the debate would close."
West Durham has stated what is entirely contrary to the I had told him i1 thought it would not close that night.
facts in asserting what we have heard about the speech Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman said distinctly thatmade at a late hour of the night. the Hon. Mr. Wood had previously spoken.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman misunderstands me. m.. T>TA TY 1T (N t i r

Mr. RYKERT. The House was satisfied that the debate
was to be prolonged.

Mr. BLAKE. No, no
Mr. RYKERT. The hon. gentleman was afraid.
Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. RYKERT. Thinking that the debate was about to

be adjourned he thought it important to send that missive
across the House.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. RYKERT. I am certain, for I was a member of that

House and sat alongside of Mr. Wood, then Treasurer of the
Province, and the first information that I had, and the hon.
members of the flouse had, was his having spoken immedi-
ately after he received that missive.

Mr. BLAKE. No, no.

r. . erain iy, ana J say so IJw.

Mr. PLUMIB. The hon. gentleman stated that the
decision of the Treasurer was perfectly well known, that it
was publicly known.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly.
Mr. PLUMB. And in pursuance of that he sent that

message, and there is the gravamnen of the whole charge.

WELLAND CANAL TENDERS.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I wish to ask my hon. friend, the
hon. the Minister of Railways, if he will send down a copy
of the advertisement asking for tenders on the Welland
Canal, and copies of the tenders received. We have here a
contract, and we are asked to sanction this contract without
knowing any of the surrounding circumstances, and we
cannot possibly give any deliberate judgment on that until

r-A Il,.% ýf Lai- If' hdx" i %

Mr. RYKERT. And he never upon the floor of Parlia- we UUvC uLInIUUme ouiIVI umoUts. .LiL're arc no

ment declared his opinion that they were acting uncon- Oriers in Council concerning this contract, there must be
stitutionally in holding their seats in Parliament. I an advertisement for tenders, and we must have copies
unhesitatingly assert, as a strong supporter of that Govern- of the tenders sent in. I wish to ask the bon gente-
ment, that the first information we had of the disagreement man if he will bring these down without my making a
in the Government was when le spoke after receiving that motion ?
missive, and he never spoke but once on that occasion. The Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think it would be better fbr
hon. gentleman knows right well that he spoke immediately the bon. gentleman to make a motion. I am quite prepared
after his sending the missive across the louse, and the whole to lay all the papers conneeted with the tenders on the
of b is colleagues were astonished at his sitting in the Treasury Table of the House. The hon. gentleman is quite aware
Benches and making that speech. We all felt, as supporters theie were no adver'tisements; ho is pertectly wel aware of
of the Government, that if he desired to turn tail upon his that, and that that is the reason this contract is made
colleagues he ought to have taken his seat on the other side subject to th disallowance of Parliament. lie knows we
of tbe House and then spoken. The facts were that from the cannot bring down an advertisement that does not exist;
intimate acquaintance of the hon. member for West Durham but if he will put a motion on the paper for these papers:
with the late Treasurer of the Province, and from the fact it might give me an opportunity of explaining the circum.
that he came with him a few days before in a stage coach, stances, I think, entirely to the satislaction of the hon-
we all suspected that there was something wrong, and we member. At ail events, every paper connectod with thetenm

Mr. MAcKzNziE.
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der will ho brought down and the fullest information given

te the louse, and the House will be in a position to judge
whether the contract should be ratifiod.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken
whon ho says I knew there was no advertisement ; I did

not know it.
Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. Why did the hon. gentleman

suppose this eontract was made subject to the approval of

the Hlouse if there was an advertisement?

Mr. MACKENZIE. I could not tell that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If there was au advertise.
ment he is perfectly well aware it did not require to be made
subject to the approval of the House.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am quite aware of that, nor is
there ny law now requiring it Io be subject to the approval
of the House, even without an advertisoment. The Privy
Council has power to give a contract, but it is not in
accordance with the Public Works Act. Although there
was no advertisement I was not aware of the fact. I heard
the rumor when I came into the louse, but in order that
I might verify my information I determinedl to make this
request of the hon. gentleman.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am quite willing to lay every
paper connected with the matter upon the Table without a
motion, but if the hon. gentleman will mako his motion it
will give me an opportunity of explaining to thei louse all
the circumstances.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Very well. I now give notice that
to-morrow I will make the motion.

The House adjourned at 6.15 o'clock.

BOUSE OF COM\fONS,
WEDNESDAY, 15th Februaiv 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills wer introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 3) to incorporate the SL. Lawrence Marine
Insurance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 4) to amend the Act ircorporating the Sun
Mutual Insurance Company of Montreal.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 7) for the better prevention of fraud in relation
to contracts involving the expenditure of public moneys.-
(Mr. Casgrain.)y

RAILWAY PASSENGERj TICKETS.

company shall be bound to redeem it for the unused por-
tion. I am satisiied that on the second reading of the
Bill I shall be enabled togive the House reasons sufficient
to induce them to pans it fito law.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope the hon. gentleman will not die
before he gets the Bill passed.

Bill read the frt time.

STADACONA 1NSURANCE COMPANY.

Mr. CASGRAIN introduced a Bill (No. 6) to amend
and extend the Act to empower the Stadacona Fire and Life
Insurance Company to relinquish their Charter, and to
provide for the winding up of their affairs.

Mr. VALLÉE. Mr. Speaker, would the hon. member
give the House some explanation with regard to this bill ?

Mr. CASGRAIN. The object of the bill is to wind up the
affairs of this Company as soon as possible, which unfortu-
nately cannot be done owing to certain claims pending in
the courts, and especially owing to certain other claims which
are not before the courts, which claims the Company is de-
sirous of settling within a specified time, so as to be able to
wind up its business and declare a final dividend.

Bill read the first time.

DUTIES COLLECTEDI ENBRjTISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. DeCOSMOS enquired, 1. What is the total amount
of Customs, Excise and Stamps respectively, collected in
British Columbia during the fiscal year ending 30th June,
1881 ? 2. What is the total amount of revenue collected
from other sources, during the fiscal year ending 30th June,
1881? 3. Whatis the total amount of revenue collected from
all sources in British Columbia during the last frscal year ?

Mr. BOWELL. The total collections on account of
import duties in British Columbia for the past year, 180-81,
reached $599,477.72. From other sources: entrance and
clearance fees, $i20 ; bonded warehouse fees. $400; examin-
ing fees, $60.90; petroleum inspection, $848; mariner's
fund revenue, $2,249.75; steamboat inspection revenue,
$606.49; seizure's revenue, $620; copyright revenue,
$2.49; total, $604,535.35. The following figures show
the amount of Excise and Stamps, respectively, col-
lected in British Columbia during the fiscal year ending
30th June, 1881: from Excise, $46,355.78; Bill Stamps,
$1,187.50; total, $47,543.28. The total amount of revenue
collected from other sources, during the fiscal year ending
30th June, 1881, by the Department of Inland Revenue:
inspection of weights and measures $59.35 ; rent of camp
reserve with buildings and wharf, New Westminster,
$395; total, $454.35. Receipts from British Columbia,
other than Customs and Excise: Post Office Department,
$15,464.85; telegraphs, $8,931.24; steamboat inspection,
$606.49; casual, $1,434.81 ; fines and forfeitures, $51;
miscellaneous, $150.45; total, $26,639.84.

MKr. KIRKPATRICK, in introdueing Bill (No. 5)
respecting the sale of Railway Passenger Tickets, said: POPULATION OF BRITISfI COLJMBIA BY LAST
The object of this Bill is to enable railway companies CENSUS.
to appoint agents in different towns or places where
they have any agencies for the sale of railway passenger Mr. DECOSMOS enquired, 1. What is the appreximate
tickets, and authorizes the hon. the Minister of Rail- population ef British Columbia, as determied by the Census
ways te do the same thing. It alse provides ftat no of 1881? 2. What is the approximate num ber of the popu-
person, except those se authorized, saal se railway pas- lation, as far as ascertained, in each Commons electoral
senger tickets. It provides, further, the penalties which district. 3. What is the approximate number cf Whites,
shall be imposed on any person who shall sell those tickets Chinese and Indians respectively, distinguishing the num-
without authority; also, that the railway companies shall ber of aduit males and females under each head.
be bound to redeem all the tickets issued by them which Mr. POPE (Compton). The statement I will give is not
are-unused in whole or part; that is to say, that if any an approximate but the real number. The total population
pereon in a railway company issues a ticket, and the person by the last Coensa was 49,459. In New Westminster, L5,417;who buys it only travels on it a part of the journey, the Cariboo, 7,550; Yale, 9,200; Victoria, 7,301; Vancouver,
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9,991. Chinese, 4,350; Indians, 25,701; others, 19,408.
Males, 29,503; females, 19,956. The relative numbers of
adults cannot be now given, as the compilation of ages is
not yet complete; but is unusually large.

RAILWAY FERRY AT QUEBEC.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether the Government have,
according to the promise made on the 14th March, 1881,
invited tenders for a railway ferry between the terminus
of the Intercolonial Railway in South Quebec, and a point
nearest the Occidental Railway on the Quebec side, so that
the carriages may be transported from one side ofthe river
to the other ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg to say that correspon-
dence is now going on between this Government and the
Government of the Province of Quebec with a view to
establishing a ferry for the transfer of railway carriages
from one side of the river to the other, at Point Lévis, and
that se soon as that correspondence is in a position to be
laid before the House, Parliament will be asked to make an
a inr iation for that iin-A

down ? What was the total number of persons settled in
Manitoba and the North-West during 1881? lHow many
from the other Provinces of Canada ? Bow many from the
United States? And how many from other countries?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. Minister of the
Interior desired me to say, in bis absence, if this question
was asked, that bis report would be brought down very
shortly.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I think the information respect-
ing the Census will be available to-morrow. With respect
to the number of persons settled in Manitoba and the
North-West, I cannot say positively that every person
included in the figures I am about to give, is actually
settled there, but the total number of emigrants who have
gone there and who are supposed to be settled there, is
28,611. The proportion from Ontario and the other Pro-
vinces is 21,514; those from the United States, 2,758; from
other countries, mostly from England and Scotland, 4,339.

THE TRENT VALLEY CANAL.

appouprizu ur apurpose. ~Ul.tJ~Jý.Mr. CAMUEJON (Victoria) enquired, Whether the location

IMPROVEMENT OF THE ST. LAWRENCE. survey of the Trent Valley Canal bas been cempleted, and
if not, what progress bas been made with it, and when it

Mr. LANTIER enquired, WhetherÀit is the intention ofIwill be comleted, and wbether any report bas been made
the Government to proceed, during next season, to the im- by the engineer in charge of the survey since the former
provement of the River St. Lawrence from Prescott to the report was made by 34. Stark, C.E., contirming or differing
Lachine Canal, on the basis of the Welland and Lachine from the last mentioned report as te the probable cost and
Canals; and in connection with that, whether the reports practic-.bility of the work, and whether it is the intention
of explorations on the projected Cedars Cana9l have been of the Government to recomrend to Parliament the con-
examined by sve Engineer-in-Chiefe and a decision areived struction of the work?

if noawha proress as benrmae wit itand wen i

at; nd i not forwhatreasnsSir CHARLES TUPPER. 1 bec louve to say that an
Sir CHAIRLES TUPPEIR. I beg leave to say, in reply appropriation havind been mad eor the purpose, na

te theton, gentleman, that it is nht the intention of the e einr wa c det ho m esurvey
Government te ask Paliament to previde for the deepening of theo Trent Valey navigation wit a view to arrive at the
ofthe St. Lawrence Canais during the presentyar; and tbat cost and the feasibility of tbe constuction of that work.
as there is ne immediate urgency, pnd the Chief Engineera Owing [o tbe very extended nature of the country to o
has been greatiy pressed with other duties, be bas not been gone over, and the arduous duty connected with it, the
able finally to report on the quesfion as to the route the engineer bas verbally reported to me that ho bs not been
canal will tnke at that partieular point. able to complete the survey during the present scason. h

is ex pected, howcvor, to make a progress r-eport, and on the
TH E MONTREAL POST OFFICE. reeceipt of that report the questionpwil urpeoconsidered

Mr. HOU genquired, Whether the attention of the Gev- whether that work shal oe apoceeded with in part or in

ernment as been directed t e the recent complaints in oa heT
portionof tte CMontreal Press, regrding the manner in Mr. POPE (Complion). With reference to tbe question
which the work was carried on in the Montrea Post Office asked a moment go by the hon. member for West rurham
bycertain employes accused of nehigence orincopetene? (r. Blake), I woud lkeo t add, what I am sure will he
Whether it is the intention of the Goverment te enquiro tinsfactory te him and the eouse, that the places of those
whether there is any foundation for these accusations? wo have gone from the od Provincess teManitoba and the

y .whrth ha% t kha all be pmredt led wyihmigpartior in

Mr. O'CONNOR. The attention of the Government was othi cotei
calied a short time ago to those irregularities and com- thiacouA. I
plaints, and th some other complaints beides, respecting the Mr. PPE hopen). I arefre
internai management of the Post Office at Montreal. A aM. ANGLIN. Will the hon. Minister add how many
Commission waps appuinted to enquire into the grounds of; have lt the countrl or the nited StatIs.
thoee complaints, and aise into the general management ofa r O hi anou t thea ae gene
the tet Office; and they are now at wok, and ave betionr? w OE.onefro te ol vs o Manitoavane

ince Monday last.v w tothatcountry, but know there bas been a large immi-
gration inta this country facin ctheoh united States, and I

POSTAGE ON NEWSPAPERS. presume about the same number ave geneeut. I tbink
simething like fom 15000 teo 17,000 have entered god as

Mr. TROW enquired, Whetber it is the intention of the coming into this country, who are net included in that st
Government during this Session to abolish the postage on at all, and I preLsume others have gone out.
newspapers in the counties of publication?

Sir L. TILLEY. The Government have that subject
under consideration.

SETTLERS IN THE NORT-WEST.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, When the report of the Minister
of the Interior will be brought down ? When the available,
information as to the result of the Census will be brought

Mir. Ponz (Compton).

GEORGIAN BAY BRANCH, CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

Mr. COCKBURN, in moving for copies of all correspond-
ence since 22nd December, 1880, with Smith, Ripley & Co.,
and others, upon the subject of the Georgian Bay Branch of
the Pacifie Railway contract, said: I have made several
similar motions to the present on former occasions, but I
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have so far been unable to ascertain what the country has
lost by the cancellation of the eontract for the Georgian
Bay Branch. It is worthy of remark that the wisdom of
the policy of the late Goverument, adopted in 1874, of'
establishing. a port on the Georgian Bay, preparatory to the
construction of the main line north of Lake Superior, is
now being demonstrated by the policy of the Syndicate and
the present Government; for, if rumor be correct, they have
adopted a similar policy by establishing a Georgian Bay port
at Algoma Mills, west of French River. I think they
might as well have continued the Georgian Bay Branch to
French River, wbich would have served the same purpose
that is now being contemplated, and at the same time have
saved the loss which took place on the contract. Considerable
money has been expended on actual work on the road, and
a great many people have suffered disappointment and
actual loss by moving into the territory south of Lake Nip-
issing after the road commenced only to find their hopes
blasted by the cancellation of the contract after the change
of Government..-It seems to be a settled fact that the party
now in power arc determined not to have the railway built
south of Lake Nipissing on any condition whatever.

Motion agreed to.

discuss other questions, my secretary accompanied me, and
his expenses are added. Information is now in the Depart-
ment which wiIl enable me to furnish, in a few d ays, what
the hon. gertleman asks for in the Address.

Motion agreed to.

PASPEIAC HARBOUR.

Mr. BEAUCHESNE moved for copies of the report of
the engineer who made the survey of the harbour of
Paspébiac in 18é4 and 1875.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think, Mr. Speaker,
that any such report exists in any department; if a report
has been made, it is one concerning the Intercolonial Rail-
way. The motion may, however, pass. I shall make en-
quiries as to whether such a report exists, and if so, it shall
be presented to the louse.

Motion agreed to.

LAND GRANT BONDS OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for all correspondence, reports,
and Orders in Council in relation to the acceptance of the
land criant bonds of the Canadian Pacific Railwav Cann

OFFICIAL ViSITS TO ENGLAND. LiuU-4lAUImqlLI uil tiwyUmalby the Govern ment for any publie purpose, and a state-
Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in mov ing for a return shewing i ment of the action the'eon, said: I eau tie attention of the

the expenses in detail incurred by the several members of Minister of Finance te the fact that it is stated in a prospec-
the Govern ment, and any other person or persons in the ser- tus of the Company that those land grant bonds had been
vice of the Government, or paid by the Government, sent te o'dered te be accepted ln respect of certain other public
England or elsewhere, on behalf of the Government, or in purposes than recurity for tbe construction of the railway
the bservice of bGcaGoveroment, from ticfalntylFpbruary.ui r
1880mt date, said: I draw the attention of the Menister of , Motion aedo te.
Finance teebic observations wrioc 1 made bin other day on
bis subject. On the 23rd of February, 1880, I moved a o PACIFC RaIlWAY CONTRACt RIGHTS.

similar motion teathisc and on the cth of Marche
1881, the hon. gentleman submitted tic returu. Suî'ely the JMi'. BLÀKE-, inu movingr for copies of ail correspondence
hon. gentleman bas employes enougb inbis Departrnent te on the subjet of any railay or projcted railway claimed
enable hmeo prepare such a retur ina shorter period than by the Cadian Pacifi Railway Company te be in deroga-
thirteen moths, and ia simply a farce for Parliaent te otin of their contraot rghts, sad: If teî'dinary sources f
Frder suc returns if selong a time is reotuired teyexecute infoimation are correct, tere is more hn one railway in
his orders. On thed6th of December, 1880, I made a respect te whiA h thero oPgAItF Ct o an answer to this
similar motion, anddI find that bbe retur was only brought motion.
down te-day-some fourteen months alter bhe motion was Motion agi ccd te.
made. On bbc rame principie I suppose 1 may indulgre the
hope thagtthebcrctus'u now -i,-ked for wiIl be lorthcomn111g 1  EXTRADITION.
some time in 183 or 1884. Moieove retur the Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all correspondence
hon. gentleman has brougt down is net in accord- net aready beught down, as to extradition, and as clithe
ance ith the Order of i thsi oumepwliyhawas for last Canadian Extradition Act, and as te o r address of
re accounts in detail and net in a lump sum. i both lieuses of ce Canadian Parliament on ti subject,

For instance, on one occasion, Sir Leonard Tilley's expenses said: c tsi'e wtca the attention of the Govenment and
t Engiland, weIe some $800, and on another occasion some the iousevery briefly te the present position f this ques-
d2400. One would liko to bave some information on Ibis dis- tion with aview teobtain. an early aswer th15 address.
crpancy . e think it is now bw years ago since proposed an addres

SirhLEONARD TILLEuY.r may say that bhat retur te Imperial Gevernmeut requsting tir attention
las been made in the sae form o as al such returns fe the Mr.i joint addrEss unanimously passed by both flouses of
hast ben years. I amrnont aware that any detailed statement Ibis Parliament, se long ago as 1877, asking for certain ex-
has ever been made by any hon. mnembei of a Gverdment eautive action wgh dwnas necessary in order that our Extra
ase th number of meats e had, and as te his otel and dition Act of 1877, whiaiso Apassed unanimously, rigbt
varioustier expnses. I know some delay ok place last bcomefficacius withinthiscountry. aethatjoint addhe ess
year, because part of the payments aatlilad beensmade n oaiesponsie as becu broughtdown te Pariarnment, and my
were for expenesomncurred by agents ln England, and they motion lased at b c request of the lion. ticFirst Minister,
did nOt appear until tbc accoun s for ti year had corne in. -who info med me that e was on te point, aisheo expectd, of
Tie discrpancy lt the two Iums mentioned by tIcthon. bcin i able to make satisfao siy arrangements; and ilwas
gentleman is chefly wing tE. bc fact hat a portion of the Inet rnewcdlasl ovmsion, owing teeire circumstances wion
h2,400 was incurred on lie first visit l 1878, but did net phe-occupid the attentionoful p se l tis extrmely
appear s.n bbc accounts uantilth anex year, if ley memory unforunate- do net blame the Governmet ai fal, because
serves me. I adnvery glad tic hon. gentleman bas Govean wcutave net any maerials for judging of their action-
attention othe is matter, becaus e expenses of ace two that theroe shouli have been ne action as yet taken in
visits Wilacompare VerY favorably wit some others, I reference thastec b t of Parliament which was d
think. On bbcusecond visit, whevIiwtn 1te Engand lo passed, as it would bave removed vry many cf the
negotiate a loan, and in company with my colleagues to evils and difficulties which now exist in the working
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ofthe present extradition convention between this country
and the United States. I know of grievous injustice and
wrong having occured owing to the complicated character
of the existing provisions. I know of a case in which the
interest of justice bas been thwarted owing to the mis-
carriages due to tho complicated character of the old
provisions. After some thousands of dollars had been
expended the proceedings were abortive, and though it was
quite clear that the man ought to have been, in any sense
but a technical sense, sent over the water, the demand for
extradition was refused. The persons who made this
demand were disgusted at their large expenditure, and gave
the matter up. Other instances also occurred. It is a
matter of very grave consequence that we should learn, at
this late date, what prevented our Extradition Act from
being put into operation. This is but one part of this
motion. I hope this correspondence will be brought
down earlv, in order that I may be put in a position,
while yet private members have an opportunity
of engaging the attention of the Hlouse, to make some
further motion on this subject. The other point to which
I refer is of equally, perhaps of greater, importance. I
refer to the necessity of taking active measures for the
enlargements of the range of extradition offences. That
subject was discussed during my visit to England upon this
topic-both the enlargement of the range and the more
liberal application of the international law to this question.
The difficulty that existed nt that time, and which resulted
in the temporary suspension of the Ashburton Treaty, was
due to the controversy between Lord Derby and Mr. Fish
as to the course that each country was entitled to take on
the subject of extradition. That difficulty was ultimately
resolved by the retirement of the Imperial Government
from the position it had assumed ; and the Royal
Commission, composed of numerous eminent persons
on both sides of politics, presented a report entirely
abandoning the old exclusive and illiberal doctrines on this
subject, and propounding doctrines more satisfactory to
modern notions and the exigencies of the present state of
the case. This report renders it impossible that the cases
which were formerly suggested of the right of asylum, &c.,
and which had really no sound foundation, and the difficul-
ties suggested as to the range of offences, which have
equally, to the present day, no solid foundation, should form
any obstacle. I maintain it is a special interest and duty
not merely to procure an effleacious mode of working exist-
ing arrangements, but to press for further treaty arrange-
ments extending the range of existing offences. lf that fail,
we should do what was su'gestcd long ago to this IIouse, on
the occasion of the visit to which I have reierred, and what has
actually taken place in the early history ofthe old Province of
Upper Canada and several other dependencies of the Crown,
ve should proced legislatively, in order that, if we are
unable to obtain from other countries the rascals that fly
from us to them, we may be able to relieve ourselves of the
rascals who fly from other countries to us.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. With reference to the first
remark of the lon leader of the Opposition, the correspon-
dence, of course, that has taken place-I do not know that
any bas taken place-will be laid on the Table. Judging
from the remark made by the hon. leader of the Govern-
ment, on Friday last, he is in accord with the bon. leader of
the Opposition as to the propriety of extending our treaty
arrangements, and there will be very little difference of
opinion on both sides of the lHouse vhen that subject is
dealt with.

Motion agrecd to.

MILITARY DEFENCE OF CANADA.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for the correspondence between
the Imperial and Canadian Governments, or any member or

Mr. BLAKE.

officers therco , relating to the defence of Canada, said:
It has been stated that, prior to the occurrence to which I
am about to refer, a correspondence took place of con-
siderable interest and importance with relation to the
military defence of Canada, which has never been brought
down, and that views of great interest to the people ot Canada
were commnnicated to its Government. I think it is about
time we should be aware of what those views are. Later
on, a memorandum in which the First Minister, and the
Minister of Finance, and the Minister of Railways joined, as
expository of their view that the diplomatie office of a
representative of Canada, should be opened at the Court of
St. James, declarod that at this moment certain subjects
were under consideration, including the military defence of
Canada generally, and of British Columbia more especially.
That was some time in the year 1879. It is obvious, there-
fore, that the subject of the military defence of Canada,
generally, and of British Columbia more especially, has been
under consideration, at any rate, from the time I refer to,
1879; and, if my information is correct, it has been under
consideration for a period considerably anterior. I think it
would be of interest for us to know wbat the nature of the
discussion has been, what the information is, and what are
the statements to be made with regard to this very import-
ant subject.

Mr. CARON. This correspondence is of a most volumin-
ous character, extending over a period oftime previous to
Confederation, and it will require some time to bring down
all the papers. Of course, the whole of the correspondence,
with the exception of what is private and confidontial, will
be submitted to the louse.

Mr. BLAKE. I am afraid that the hon. gentleman's
statement means that no portions of that correspondence
will be brought down, except such as will be of little or no
interest.

Mr. CAROX. When it comes down the hon. gentleman
can judgoe for himself.

Motion agreed to.

COMIERCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA
AND OTIIER COUNTRIES.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all correspondence
and reports relating to the improvement of the commercial
relations between Canada and any other country, including
the correspondence on the subject of the communication of
the Frernch Consul at Quebec to a member of the Govern-
ment, said : It will be recollected that we have already
had a certain amount of correspondence from the Hligh
Commissioner, whch was brought down, I think, last
Session, stating the results of his negotiations so far. I
presume there has been some continuance of the correspond-
ence on that subject, and that we have at any rate some
letters to show for tbat appointment. Besides that, I have
already alluded particularly to the subject of a correspond-
ence which is of some public interest, and which was
noticed in the papers of the country, and also in English
newspapers, and which bas occasioned a little dis-
cassion in the British louse of Commons. It seems
a report got abroad that a gentleman who at
that time was, or who a short'time previously had been,
French Consul at Quebec, addressed a communication to
the Minister of Public Works, or in some way intimated to
him that the French Government was cordially disposed to
us in this connection, and that the Minister of Public Works
was disloyal enough to receive that communication, and
actually to impart ut to somebody or other, I do not know
whom. It seems itis gave rise to some political excitement
in the English House of Commons, and that the British
Govern ment was interrogated on the subject; that ·they
communicated with the Canadian First Minister; that ho
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agreed that a glaring impropriety had occurred, and com-
municated his views to the Governmont in England to the
effect that nothing of the kind should be repeated, and that
a correspondence was addressed to the Government of
France in order to ascertain how this dreadful thing had
happened. I believe that ultimately the danger of a rupture
of the cordial relations between France and England was
averted by the assurance that the offending Consul had
ceased to be an officer of the French Government, and that
by means of that correspondence our Government has
escaped from a responsibility it would, in the event of such
a dire catastrophe, have had to assume. I desire all such
information as the Government may possess on such an
important subject, as well as that available on the perhaps
more important question of what progress has been made
in the improvement of our commercial relations with other
countries.

Motion agrecd to.

DEFAULTS IN TIIE LONDON POST OFFICE.

Mr. BLAKE movel for-
(1.) Copies of the evidence taken and the report male by Post Office

Inspector Dewe, about 1880, on the defaults and irregularities in the
London Post Office, and of any departmental action thereon, of the
Reports and Order in Council as to the superannuation of the late post-
master, and the appointment of the present postmaster.

(2.) Copies of the evidence, correspondence, reports and Orders in
Council or departmental action on which Scott Phipps, a clerk in the
London office, was dismissed about 1875, and of all papers relating to
subsequent re-appointment to office; copies of correspondence and
statements as to the loss or disappearance of registered and other letters
in the offie within the last twelve months; anmd as to the action of the
Divisional Inspector in suspending Phipps, and the evidence taken and
the report made by him thereon ; of all correspondence relating to that
suspension ; of the departmental direction to Inspector Dewe, the
evidence taken and report made hy him thereon; of the departmental
direction to Posi Office Inspector Sweetnam, the evidence taken and the
report made by him thereon; of the departmental action and Order in
Council dealing with Phipps, made after the reports; of all correspond-
ence relating to that action, of the Order in Council thereafter made
suspending Phipps; of the departmental or other action on which
Inspector Dewe entered on a fresh investigation ; of the evidence taken
and report made by him thereon; of all correspondence relating thereto ;
and to the subsequent action of Inspector Sweetnam; and to the final
action under which Phipps was reinstated and copy of such action.

(3.) Statement of the office held by the assistant postmaster at Lon-
don prior to bis promotion; of the date of bis appointment as Assistant;
of the time during which he bas been a member of the City Council; and
copies ofany reports or correspondence relating to him.

(4.) Copies of any papers or reports relating to the late Deputy
Inspector Cox shortly before bis superannuation, and of the correspond-
ence and departmental and executive action touching bis superannua-
tion.

(5.) Copies of any papers, correspondence or reports as to the
condition of the London office.

ie said: If it is understood, as I believe it is understood,
from observations of the Minister of Public Works, that
this motion will be granted and the papers brought down
early, it wilI be convenient I should not give the House my
reasons for the motion; and I will, on that understanding,
propose the motion without any observations.

Mr. O'CONNOR. Alt of the papers that are not secret
and confidential will be brought down. The papers are
quite voluminous, and nay be brought down in a week, or
perhaps sooner.

Motion agreed to.

CIRCULARS TO DOMINION BANKS.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT, in moving for copies

of all circulars issued froin the Department of Finance to any
banks of the Dominion since 1st January, 1881, said: This
is very like the request already made by my hon. friend in bis
motion ; but, as the motion is not made in the same shape,
I would ask the hon. Minister of Finance if any circulars
other than those referred to by the hon. member for West
Durham(Mr. Blake) have t en issued since the Ist of Jan-
uary, 1881 ?

Sir
Sir

draw

LEONARD TILLEY. None.
RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Then I will with-

that motion by leave of the House.

INDIANS OF LÀKES HURON AND SUPERIOR.

Mr. DAWSON moved for a return of all correspondence
which bas taken place within the past two years between
the Governmie t of the Dominion and the Government of
Ontario, in reference to the arrears due to the Indians of
Lakes Huron and Superior, under the Robinson Treaty, to-
gether with any petitions recently presented by the Indians
on the samo subject.

Mr. MILLS. I would like to ask from the Government
befire this motion is carried-I am sorry the First Minister
is not in his place--whether this correspondence is still pro-
ceeded with. I would like to know whether demands are
still made upon the Province of Ontario for the amounts
that th- Indians were to receive under this treaty when the
territory which was ben negotiated for by the Government
of Canada was lying within the limits of Manitoba. It
would scem to be a very extraordinary proceeding if it
should turn out to be correct, that the Government of the
Dominion is making a demand on the Government of On-
tario for the moneys which the Indians are entitled to under
that treaty, at the same time denying any right on the part
of the Government of Ontario to the lands that were thon
ceded.

Motion agreed to.

ACTS OF PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES.

Mr. BLAKE, in movÀing for copies of all correspondence,
petitions, reports, and Orders in Council relating to Acts
of Provincial Legislatures or roserved Bills of Provincial
Legislatures not already asked for by address or order of
this flouse, said: As my bon. friend from Centre Huron
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright) has pointed out, the motion
which was made and assented to by the fHouse the other
day was simply a motion for the return of Acts which have
been disaIlowcd. It does not give any of the correspond-
ence or Orders in Council, and bo on. This is the general
motion which we have been in the habit of making every
Session, and it is wide enough to deal with every case
which bas not been ordered or brought down.

Motion agreed to.

TRUST AND LAIND IMPROVEMENT FUND.

Mr. HESSON, in moving for copies of all correspondence
between this Government and the Governments of Ontario
and Quebec relating to the unsettled Trust and Land Im-
provement Fund account, said: I desire once again to
draw the attention of the House and the Government to this
matter, this being, I believe, the fourth Session in which
I have been called upon on behalf of my constituents to
refer to this unsettled account. After four years I have to
say that mv progress has not been very much, though I
believe some progress has been made. The Finance Min-
ister it appears, during the past few years, has made sone
efforts towards the settlement of this account, and these
efforts have resulted in bringing down in the Estimates by
the Treasurer of the Province of Ontario a sum of something
like $125,000 for distribution to the various municipalities in-
terested in this account. That sum is not anything like equal
to the amount credited to the fund, and I see no reason why
the account should stand longer in its present position. I
have had interviews with the Minister of Finance and his
deputy on this question, and they state that they are willing
and ready to settle this account at any time they can get tho
two Provinces, interested with the Dominion in the matter, to
come to a settloment. I shall b glad il some meaas au be
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devised by which to bring about the closing of this account
once for all. It is a great injustice to the townships-and
they are chiefly townships which are interested-that this
account should be standing open so long, with the probability
that when they come to close it the Governments may not
see proper to allow them the interest which has accrued
during these many years. I notice, from a discussion in
the other House, that they have not included any sum for
interest, and I wish it to be distinctly understood that wher-
ever the blame for this state of things belongs, whether to
the Dominion Government. or the Governments of Ontario or
Quebec, the blame should be placed on the proper shoulders.
If the fund is in the possession of this Governnent, I should
think it is desirable that it should be placed to the credit of
Ontario, to be distributed to the municipalities entitled to it.
I trust something will be immediately donc to have the
account closed.

Mr. BLAKEE. I wish fo say that I heartiy agreo with
the views expressed by the hon. gentleman, not merely as
to this specific item, which is, of course, of itself a great
grievance, but also as to the importance of closing these
accounts which have remnained ursettled for the fifteen years
which have now elapsed since Confederation commenced. I
suppose it bas been the pressure of other business on the
part of all the Governments interested hvich may have led
to this result, but I do not think it is a creditable or reason-,
able thing that there should have been so long a delay in
arriving at a settlement. I trust a very earnest effort willi
be made by the three Governments concerned to close the
whole account, so that the accounts of the two principal
Provinces of the Dominion may not remain in the unsettled,
incomplete and confused condition they are now in, in conse'
quence of the account not being closed.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I entirely agree with the last
speaker, that the time bas arrived when these questions
between the two Provinces and the Dominion Government,
should be disposed of. So far as the Dominion Government
are concerned, it has been our anxious desire to have them
closed. Immediately after the prorogation, in March last,
communications were had with the two Governments, and
I thouglht that in the summer we had reached a point whereo,
there was a probability of arriving at a conclusion ; but the
general elections, which shurtly afterwards took place in
Quebec, resulted in a furtber postponemernt of a settlement.
The moment the House rises we wili renew our efforts to
bring about a settlement, because many of the accounts,
such as those referred to by the hon. gentlemen, are in a
condition most unsatisfactory to the parties interested.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severally agreed
to :-

Copies of the Act passed by the Quebec Legislature in the
Session of 188 t, respecting mines; of all petitions praying
for the disallowance of said Act; of the report of the Min-
ister of Justice upon the said petitions, and of all Orders in
Council, papers and documents relating to the said petitions
for disallowance.-(Mr. Laurier.)

Copies of the Act passed by the Quebec Legislature at its
last Session, respecting Laval University; of all petitions
asking for the disallowance of the said Act ; of the reply of
the University of Laval, and of all other papers relating to
the request for disallowance.-(Mr. Laurier.)

Correspondence between the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, or any person connected therewith, and the
Government, or any member thereof, respecting all claims
made by said Company for stone, timber, gravel or other
material used for the construction of staid road, and all
claims made on the Government therofor by said Company,

Mr. llssoN.

and all departmental or other orders respecting the same,
specifying the extent and location of the land over or
on which such claims have been made.-(Mr. Cameron,
Huron.)

Returns showing the quantity ofland sold by the Govern-
ment of Canada in Manitoba and the North-West Territories
in each year, from the acquisition of the .North-West up to
the first day of February, 1882; the price at which the lands
were sold ; to whom sold, and when; the amount received
on account of said sales up to the date aforesaid; the
amount in arrear for principal and interest.-(Mr. Cameron,
Huron.)

Copies of all correspondence, petitions, papers, reports,
and Orders in Council relating to an Act of the Legislature
of the Province of Ontario, intituled: An Act for protect-
ing the public interests in rivers, streams and creeks, dis-
allowed by His Excellency in Council, and a copy of the
said Act.- (Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Copies of all correspondlence, petitions, papers, reports,
and Orders in Council relating to an Act intituled: An
Act to incorporate the Winnipeg South Eastern Railway
Company, disallowcd by His Excellency in Council, and a
copy of the said Act.-(Mr. Cameron, iHuron.)

Copies of the report of the engineer who made the survey
of the barbor of Port Daniel in 1881.-(Mr. Beauchesne.)

Copies of the reports of . F. Perley, Esq., and C. F.
Roy, Esq., respecting the channel in the Traverse of the
River Restigouche.-(iMr. Beauchesne.)

Copies of all maps of any part of Canada, issued by any
Department of the Government since the first day of Janu-
ary, 1881; and for copy of a map of part of Manitoba or the
North-West Territories, prepared, and of which some copies
were issued and afterwards in part recalled.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all tariffs of rates for freight or passengers on
the Intercolonial Railway, and the Prince Edward Island
Railway, and a statement of all special rates granted on any
part of either railway.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all correspondence with the Canadian Pacifie
RZailway Company on the subject of the route of any part of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, including any branch thereof,
and all reports and Orders in Council relating thereto; for a
statement of the route so far as settled ; for a statement of the
expenditure by the Government on the line by them con-
structed to the westward of Winnipeg; and of the arrange-
ments between the G-overnment and the Company as to such
expenditure, and a statement of the length of constructed
line abandoned by the Company.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all correspondence relating to the rates for pas-
sengers and freight on any railway operated by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, and of any tariffs of such
rates proposed and approved, and of all reports and Orders
in Council affecting tie same; and of any special rates made
on any such railway.-(Mr. Blake.)

Correspondence, reports, and Orders in Council in relation
to any grants of land to, or to the selection or reservation of
any lands for, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and
a statement in detail of the lands granted, selected, or re-
served therefor.-(Mr. Blake.)

Correspondence, reports, and Orders in Council in relation
to any paymants of money to the Canadian'Pacific Railway
Company, and a statement in dotail of all such payments,
with full particulars thereof.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of al[ correspondence, reports, and Orders in
Council relat ing to the allowances proposed to be paid to
Canadian manufacturers of certain goods required by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; of all applications for
such allowances, and correspondence in connection there-
with; for a statement of the calculations on which the pro-
posed allowances were based; and an estimate in dotait of
the probable sums payable out of the Treasury in respect of
each class of goods, assuming them to be made in Canada to
the extent of the Company's requirements and of the ad
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valorem percentage of allowance on each such class.-(Mr. amount realized in cash from sucb sales at the time such
Blake.) sales were made, the amount since realized in cash from

Copies of all correspondence relating to the construction such sales, and the amount stili remaining unpaid upon such
of a railway on Vancouver Island.-(Mr. Blake.) sales; the numbor of purchasers of sucl lands in each year,

Copies of three circulars asking for information recently and a list of the purchasers of 640 acres and upwards in
directed under instructions of the Minister of Finance to each year, giving names of purchasers and amount purchased
several of the banks, with the names of the banks to which by caoh.-(Mr. Charlton.)
they were directed.-(Mr. Blake.)

Return showing the number of acres taken up in
Manitoba, Keewatin and the North-West Territory under
the Homestead Act, by homestead settlers, in the year 1881,
and the toaal number of such homestead settlers and the
number of townships in whieh they are loeated; also the
number o? acres taken up in Manitoba, sKeewatin and aOUSE OF COMMONS,
the North-West Territories, in each year prior to 1881, TIURsDaYi6th February, 1882.
together with the total numsber o? such settlers in aach year,
and the number of townships in which they arclocatad.- Th SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'lork.
(Mr. Charlton.) bye.

Rturn showing the number of acres entered as pre-
emptions in Manitoba, KKewatin, and the North-West REPORT.
Territory during the year 1881, and the total number of
such pre-emptions, the number of townships in which sch M. O'CONNOR presented the Annual Report of the
pre-emptions are located, and the amount of money paid, or Postmastcr GencraI.
yet to be paid, upon such pre-emptions; also the number o?
acres entered as pre-emptions in Manitoba, Keewatin and LIhBRAeRY COMMITTEE.
the North-West Territory in each year prior to 1881, the SirECTOR LANGEVIN, in the absence ofSir
total number of such preemptions, the number o? townships JOHN A. MACDONALD, moved thata Select Standing Com-
in which such pre-emptions are located, and the amount o ittee, composed o? Messrs. Anglin, Blake, Brnaken,
money paid, or to be pad, on such pre-emptions.- Mr. Cameron (Huofon),Sir Richard J. Cartwright, Colby,
Charlton.) Daly, Fortin, Honde, Laurier, Macdonnell (Inverness),

Copies of al petitions, papers and corrbspodnce having dLIBRARYTT
o the ord Terraity oraning eaprio to 1 thappointed to assist M.Speaker in the direction of the
otalGanumbrfsuchreemonthexnmesrafwgoing Librar of Parliament, so far as the interests ofthi i fouse

West on Mondays for points between Belleville and Toronto. ireocrid n oata ebr faJitCnmt
(Mr. tephenson.) are co mposed of as Anglin, ake, Bree

Copis o ai coresondnceon te sbjet o th reis-of botli fouses on the Li brary. Hie said:- The only Changesmone opaei ore to te and conte sui p cr phor.mar- in the Committeeo? last year are the followibg: Mr. LaRue
oi s oft alltiions apersan Scr rdnCag was replaced by Mr. McCarthy, and Mr. Masson, who will

wreten howin the tyoa gant of mon commod be unable to attend this. Session, will be repaced by Mr.

on ternTruownk Reoaila om exrestri going Libayo alaet s a steitret fti os

on account of Dominion Lands during the calendar year concE. I act s me oafrint mmitte
1881.-(Sir Richard J. Cartwrigbt.)MrofBoh uEs o th Lirry. H edholcanes

Statement of the total amount on deposit with banks in exChange be proposes to the ouse, in substituting Mr.
Canada upon the last days o? each month i the fiscal yCar- McCarthy for Mr. LaRue. That aiters the composition of
18 8 -81.)-(Sir Richard J. Cartwright.) the Committee in two respects. I should have supposed

Returan showing the total number o? acre3 of public lands the hou. gentleman would have left the Committee repre-
surveyed n Manitoba, Keewatin, and the North-Wst senting the Provinces respctively in the same proportion
Territory during the year 1881, and the cost per acre o? such as last Session.
survey; also, showing the number of acres suvyed by Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The composition of the
contract, the numberaof acres survoyed by salaried tm-h Committee I think sould meet the views o? the hon.
ployes of the Government, and the total fiost, and cost per gentleman.
acre under each metbod.-(Mr. Charlton.) i BLAK The changes affect the poltical and also

Return showing the number o? acres of public lands sur-the honcial c o ld o? the Committee r
veyed in Manitoba, Keewatin, and the North-West Territo- the Provinc esrspectiely iteep
ries in each yearprior to the year 1881, and the total cost, and Si HECTO R LANGEVIN. M. LaRue so replaced by
cost per acre in each ycar of scb survey.-(byr. Charlton.) Mr. Amyot, which uld meo not think changes the complexionof

Ail regulations issued from time to time by the Depart- the Committec much, and the sane r.mark wîll apply to
ment o? the Interior respecting the sale and management the successor ofr. Mousseau, who s unortunately ln ill-
o? publieye ands in Manitoba, Keewatin and the North-West health.Trithink the lion, gentleman wl sec thattbe present
Territory, and ail regulations respecting the management Committee is fairly composed.
and sale of mineral, coal and timber lands in Manitoba, Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the changes are ail right; but if
Keewatin, and the North-West Territory, issued by the the Committee is fairly composed now, it must have beenDepartment of the Interior up to date of return.-(Mr. unfairly constructed last Session, and unfair as against the
Charlton.) hon. gentleman, who never was accused of being unfair to

Return showing the number of acres of public lands sold himsoelf
in Manitoba, Keewatin and the North-West Territory dur- S EANGEV I thk tb Committee was
ing the year 1881, the amount realized in cash from such!| Sir HECTOR AuNEaViN. i think henCommtte
Sales, the amount yet to be paid upon account of such sales ulfair as regards usast Session, and Ihave no doubt that the
the number of purchasers of such lands and a list of the pur- hon. gentleman opposite will be happy to correct that
chasers of?640 acres and upwards, giving names of purchasers un? on the present occasion.
and amount purchased by each; also showing the number Mr. LANDRY. I have not the same complaint to make
of acres of public lands sold in Manitoba, Keewatin and to the hon. Minister with regard to the composition of the
the North-West Territory in each year prior to 1881, the Committee, at least witb regard to its political complexion,
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but I must ask why Mr. LaRue's place is taken, represent-
ing as ho did somewhat the French Canadian element, by a
member of a different nationality ?

Mr. BLAKE. The Committee is not altogether the
same; there is another chânge; Mr. Masson is suceeeded
by Mr. Moussean.

Mr. LANDRY. I thought the Committee was the same
as last year and that the only change consisted in substitut-
ing Mr. McCarthy for Mr. LaRue.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Mousseau takes Mr.
Masson's place.

Mr. LANDRY. There is nothing to affect us in that
Éhnnr blt-if hn f h k ka.rao x£ n0a-AT41nI

which becomes a contribution to the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of the country. It seems to me that when we have a
surplus of $6,000,000 or $8,000,000 the country can afford to
pay the expenses of the general elections. In the place of
that provision the amendment proposes to substitute the
provision of the local Quebec Act, which, in my opinion, is
much preferable. By the provision ofthe Quebec Act, each
candidate makes a deposit of $200. This is returned to him if
ho is elected, or if he succeeds in obtaining one-third of the
votes polled. lu fact, it is a provision which insures good
faith in candidature, and in a measure will prevent candi-
dates from being proposed from a mere desire for notoriety,
or even from a more unworthy object. The provision of
this amendment does away with the contribution to the

cIange, out n e oter case we loosI 'JUb) NNC e a fmembeUr, UULUi -

that in ail that concerns French literature, we are not in Consolidated Revenue Fund, and provides for the same de-
such strength that we can afford not to at least hold our posit as provided by the Quebec Act.
own. Bill read the first time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, if the hon.
member will examine the composition of the Committee, he REGSTERED LETTERS.
will perceive that if Mr. McCarthy takes Mr. LaRue's Mr. FARROW enquired, Is it the intention of the Gov-
place, that nevertheless the Committee's composition is ernment this Session to provide greater security in sending
excellent as the names of Messrs. Fortin, Boude, Mousseau moneys by registered letter by charging extra for registra-
and Tassé are on it, and lie may feel assured that the literary tion purposes according to amounts sent, and the Govern-
and historical interests of our Province will be in safe keep- I ment to be responsible in case the money is lost ?
ing in the hands of these gentlemen, even if we do not take M
it into consideration the French propensities of several Mr. O'CONNOR. The question has not yet been consid-
other members of the Committee; it would have been ered by the Government.
impossible to do better under the circumstances, and if theM
hon. member will look at the composition of the Committee MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.
from an Upper Canadian point of view, ho will find that Mr. POPE (Compton) presented a Message from lis
under the circumstances it was but f'air that Mr. LaRue Excellency the Governor-Gencrali;
should ho succeeded by the hon,ýoiter-. Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:-

M -i a d
.ot on agreea t-).

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 8) respecting the Commercial Travellers' Asso-
ciation of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 10) to provide that persons charged with misde-
meanors shall be competent as witnesses.-(Mr. Çameron,
Huron.)

Bill (No. 11) to amend the Criminal Law, and to extend
the provisions of the Act respecting offences against the
person.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier) introduced ~a Bill
(No. 9) concerning marriage with a deceased wife's sister.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman be kind enough
to tell us whether this measure is the same as that which
passed the Commons last Session ?

Mr. GIROUARD. Not altogether the same. That por-
tion of the Bill passed last Session which referred to the
widow of the brother has been eliminated; that is about all
the difference. The Bill reads in this way: "All laws pro-
hibiting marriage between a man and the sister of his
deceased wife are hereby repealed." The Bill will not affect
in any manner existing vested rights.

Bill read the first time.

ELECTIONS OF MEMBERS TO THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

Mr. IVES, in introducing Bill (No. 12) further to j
amend "The Dominion Elections Act, 1874," said:
The object of the Bill is to amend a section of the
Act, which provides that all candidates for election to:
the House of Commons shall deposit the sum of $50, 1

Mr. LANDRY.

LORNE,
The Governor General transmits, for the information of the House of

Common,-Copy of the Numerical Census of the Dominion of Canada,
taken under the Act 42 Victoria, Chapter 21.

GOVERNMENT HousE,
OTTAWA, 16th February, 1882.

DRAWBACKS ON SHEET IRON.

Mr. BLAZE, in moving for copies of all correspondence
with the Customs Department on the subject of drawbacks
on duty paid on sheet iron for nail making to the extent of
the export of the nails made from such iron, said: I do not
know what may be the extent of this correspondence, but
there has been placed in my hands a copy of a letter written
to the Customas Department, under date of July, 1881,
enquiring, on behalf of a person engaged in this trade,
whether the firm could get back the duty paid on sheet iron
for nail making to the extent of the nails exported; and a copy
of another letter, dated 8th September, 1881, referring to
the former letter, and conveying the intimation that no
answer had yet been received to that communication. I
believe that no answer has yet been received to either of
those two letters. There may have been some correspond-
ence with other merchants on the subject, or, on the other
hand, with those engaged in manufacturing sheet iron for
nail making, such as the Londonderry Works for example.
I wish to get all the correspondence whether with manu-
facturers or merchants; and I should have been glad to have
had some explanation from the Minister of Customs of how
it happened that a letter upon a subject so interesting to
the trade of Canada shoald have remained unanswered from
July last until to-day.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am unable to give an
answer to the hon. gentleman, because the hon. the Minister
of Customs is not present; but I am sure, when ho is in his
place, ho will be able to give a satisfactory reason for the
letter in question remaining so long unanswered.

Motion agreed to.
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CUSTOMS REVENUES ON HUDSON'S BAY.

Mr. BANNERMIAN moved for a return showing the
amount received for duties at the ports of Moose, York and
Churchill, during the years 1876 to 1881, inclusive; aiso the
amount paid to Customs officers at the several ports. He
said: I wish to call the attention of the Government
thoroughly to this matter, as I have been inform.ed that
there is something going on in that country against the
interests of Canada, and the sooner it is remedied the better.
During the last eight or ten years a large and increasing
trado has been done in Hudsou's Bay. By a return to the
American Government, we flnd that in 1880 between
$600,000 and $700,000 worth of furs, whalebone and
oil was exported from Hudson's Bay into the United
States in foreign vessels. These vessels trade there
with the inative population without restraint, and with-
out contributing to the revenues of this country, whereas
the 1udson's Bay Company, which is now a Canadian
company, bas to make returns and pay Customs duties the
same as any other mercantile firm in the country. Further-
more, these foreigners have taken possession of a most
important point, in fact, the key to the northern portion of
Hludson's Bay, and that is the Marble Island. They have
built large storehousesthere, and are doing a larger business
on the shores of the bay than the ludson's Bay Company.
A further evidence of the grievance that the Hudson's Bay
Company have against the Government of Canada for not
protecting their interests there, is this: that when the
United States Government bought the Territory of Alaska
from the Russian Government, the Hludson's Bay Company
had six or seven posts in that territory. They were given
twenty-four hours notice to leave the country; they were al-
lowed nothing for their improvements, and they had not time
to take away their provisions or goods, and had to leave them
there. and they became the property ofthe companies whom
the Amcrican Government allowed to trade there. I, there-
fore, think it the duty of the Governnent to protect any
parties of Canadians who are trading in that country, and
not allow American traders to enjoy greater privileges than
our own people. I would suggest to the right hon. leader of
the Government the advisability of combining the geological
surveys of that country with the collections of Customs
duties, and of sending a revenue cutter to see that justice is
done. If this suggestion is carried out, I have no doubt it
will be found to work successfully. I find that $1,800 is
paid annually in commissions on the collection of revenue
in the North-West, and I should like to know what percent-
age of commission is paid to those who are acting as Cus-
toms officers in that district. I think there are only two
or three who are so paid, while something like $15,000 or
$20,000 are collected annually there from the Hudson's Bay
Company. I am satisfied that if the Government appointed
a Custotns officer, and used the proper appliances, the reve-
nues of that country would be doubled, and the Govern ment
would be repaid for the extra expense ineurred. But I
maintain that the Government has a right to protect the
mnterests of the traders in that country, whether at a loss
or not, and the only way to do that is to send a revenue
cutter there, which, I think, would put an end to the
matter.

Motion agreed to.

MONEY ORDERS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Mr. FARROW, in moving for a return showing the
amount of moneys sent from Canada by post office money
order to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
the United States, and to all other countries during the
past year 1881, also the cost of the same, said: Last
year I moved for a similar return, and whether the
leturE ever came down or not I cannot tell-all I

can say is, that I never saw it. I consider this a
very important matter, as both those who send money
and those to whom it is sent are interested in it. When
this return comes down it will probably be seen that a vast
amount of money is sent in this way from this country to
the United Kingdom, and in moving for this order I know
I am acting according to the wishes of the vast majority of
the hard workingmen of Canada. I have not a word to say
against the money order system as in operation- between this
country and the UJnited States. Most of the arrangements
are good, while, at the same tine, they are practical, con-
venient and cheap. But what I have to complain of is this :
that while we charge only a small percentage on money
going to the United States, evon to extrerne points, such as
San Francisco on the west and New Orleans on the soutb, it
is entirely different when you come to send rmoney by post
office order to the United Kingdom. I am very glad to know
that when the Government came into power and enacted the
National Policy, if they discriminated in favor of one
country over another, it was in favor of Great Britain.
The Government bad an eye to that, and all their prognosti-
eations as to the results have been fulfilled. Our trade with
the United States has been, in a great measure, dropping
off, while our trade with the Old Country has been
increasing. We want the Government to consider
this postal question in this light: that whatever may
bo the cost of sending money to the United States, it
shall be sent as cheaply to the United Kingdom. I believe
this is the wisli of the House and of the country, and I do
not sece why it should not be carried out. I hope the
Government will take this matter into their serious
consideration, and that we will shortly see regulations
adopted in that direction. There are two reasons why the
charges should be made similar. The Old Country is not.a
foreign country. We all pride ourselves that we belong to
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. Webelong
to the fatherland ; the majority of us are either English,
Irish or Scotch, and we are proud of our connection with
Great Britain. The United States, on the other hand, is a
foreign country, and the money we send there goes into
their coffers. The money we send to the Old Country is
generally the savings of those who have come out here, and
it is sent for the assistance of fathers, mothers, sisters or
dependent relatives, to whom a few pounds sent fron
Canada is of great benefit. But the greater part of the
money sent is for emigration purposes. Many a father
comes out to this country alone, because he is only able to
pay for himself. He works with determination for a year
or two, and when he has acquired a few hundred dollars ho
sends for his wifeand children. Under these circumstances,
I trust the Government will seriously consider the matter,
and at once apply a remedy.

Mr. HESSON. I desire to endorse the sentiments expressed
by the hon. member for North Huron. It will be the
opinion of the House, and of the constituencies which
we represent, that this question is one of very great
importance, and that it is not sufficient that the papers
be brouglit down as a matter of form, but that the
opinions of the hon. members should be obtained on
the subject. It is true, as has been represented by the
hon. member for North Huron, that a discrimination is
made against the United Kingdom. When we are endeavor-
ing to induce immigration from foreign countries, particu-
larly from Germany, whose delegates we have invited to
visit the Dominion, it is desirable that every facility should
be given to strangers visiting our country, with a view to
settling here, to assist their relatives in joining them by
sending small sums of money to the Old Country; and it is
rather unfair that they should boecharged a heavier rate f)L
obtaining such an exchange than if they were dealing with
the people of the United States. The complaint made by
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my hon. friend is a just one, and it will be endorsed by the caused by the existing regulations. Now that it is an
great majority of the House, and I trust there will be nothing established fact that no cattle disease exists in the western
to prevent the Postmaster General in devising some scheme States, the Government certainly should at least make
whereby the rate may be reduced. It cannot be a matter of efforts to have the restrictions withdrawn in favor of
vital importance to the revenue, as we have a very large thoroughbred stock, with a view to subsequently extending
surplus; indeed, I fancy there is no strong reason to the concession to all live stock under proper quarantine
prevent an arrangement being entered into with the people regulations.
of Great Britain and Germany, in order to place the scale of Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry that the hon.
charges on a more reasonable basis than at present. Minister of Agriculture is not in bis place, but the hon.

Mr. O'CONNOR. There is no objection to the motion gentleman (Mr. Patterson) may rest ussured that the
passing, but I may as well remark that the matter was Government bas already taken measures, with the object of
brought before the Postal Convention, and the result obtaining the improvement ho wishes; and we hope the
of that convention was, that negotiations have been pend- efforts we are making may be successfui.
ing for some time past between the Post Office Department Motion agreed to.
here and Great Britain on the very subject which has been
brought before the House. MOTIONS FOR

Motion agreed to.

ADMISSION OF LIVE STOCK INTO CANADA. The following motions for returns were severally agreed

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for copies of ai Return showing the number of seizures made at each
correspondence between the Government of Canada and the port of entry in the Dominion during the fiscal year end-
Imperial Government, relative to the admission of live stock ing 30th June, 1881; the amount of fines exacted at each
into the Dominion for breeding or other purposes, said: port during said year; and the manner in which said fines
The liouse is aware that for some years the Imperial Gov- were disposed of, giving the names of the officers receiving
ernment have prohibited the importation of live stock from any portion thereof, and the amount received by each of
the United States into Great Britain, and has only permitted such officers from said fines.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
importation from Canada upon the understanding that the Report of the engineer appointed by the Government to
Dominion Government shall strictly enforce a similar ascertain the possibility and utility of the construction
prohibition of the importation of live stock from the of a wharf at Point aux Trembles, in the county of Portneuf,
United States into the Dominion. About twoyears ago the together with the plans and all other papers and correspond-
stringency of this restriction was moderated by theImperial ence relating thereto.- (Mr. Vallée.)
Government consenting to the transportation of live Reports and papers in connection with the dismissal of
stock through Canada, on the Southern and Great Western A. S. McEdwards, the Postrmaster at Neustadt.-(Mr.
Railways, from the Detroit to the Niagara River, Jackson.)
connecting at each point with the American system of rail- Return showing: 1. The number of applications for
ways, the stock in question having been first subjected to a land for colonization under plan number one of land regula-
rigid examination by a duly qualified veterinary surgeon tions, issued by the Department of the Interior, 23rd Decem-
appointed by the Dominion Government. It has been found, ber, 1881, up to date of return, and copies thereof; the
upon official investigation on the part of the United States number of applications granted or agreed to, the names and
Government, that the cattle disease is confined to the residences of the grantees, with the total number of acres
southern and eastern States of the Union, and that the granted or agreed to be granted, the location of each grant,
western States have been entirely frce from disease. In and the number of acres in the same ;- the total amount of
view of these circumstances the Dominion Government. money received and to be paid on such grants, and the num-
would ho more than justified in representing the facts to the ber ot townships in which such grants are located ; the
Imperial Government, in urging still further concessions number of applications refused, and the names of applicants
with a view to the importation of live stock from the West, and number of acres and location of grants applied for; the
subject, if necessary, to quarantine regulations and inspec. number of applications in suspense, wiîth names of applicants,
tion. Much irconvenience bas been felt by the owners of number of acres and location of grants applied for, and all
thoroughbred stock in particular, in consequence of the correspondence relating to all such applications.-(Mr.
existing restrictions. According to newspaper report some Charlton.)
negotiations, with a view to what we suggest, have Also, a tabulated statement of the result of the foregoing
been in progress. A story is told, though I do not return siowing the name of each applicant, the date of his
vouch for its veracity, of a gentleman living in Petite application, the number of acres applied for by him, the
Côte, on the Detroit River, who had a valuable herd of location of grant applied for, the disposition of the applica.
Jersey thoroughbreds, and who was anxious to import from tion, the moneys paid, and the moneys payable in respect
the neighboring State of Michigan a Jersey bull recently thereof, with the dates of payment. 2. Th number of ap.
imported into that State from England. Finding it im- plications for land for colonization under plan number two
possible to induce the Minister of Agriculture to waive the of land regulations, issued by the Department of the Interior,
regulations, even after careful inspection, and being deter- 23rd December, 1881, up to the date of return, and copies
mined to have his Jersey bull at all costs, ho sent the thereof ; the number of applications granted or agreed to,
animal round from Detroit, by the Lake Shore Railway, the names and residences of the grantees, with the total
through the States of Michigan, Ohio, New York and number of acres granted or agreed to be granted; the loca-
Massachusetts, then shipped him from Boston to Halifax, tion of each grant and the number of acres in the saine;
from which city ho sent him West by the Intercolonial the total amount of money received and to be paid on such
and Grand Trunk Railroads. But, unfortunately, the man grants, and the number of townships in which such grants
in charge, instead of trans-shipping at Toronto by the are located; the number of applications refused, and names
Great Western Railway to Windsor, continued on the Grand of applicants, number of acres and location of grants ap-
Trunk and crossed the river. during the night, from Sarnia plied for; the number of applications in suspense, with
to Port Buron, finding himself in the morning in Detroit, names of applicants, niumber of acres and location of grants
the place from which ho started. The story is good enough applied for, and all correspondence relating to all such
to be true, and, at any rate, it illustrates the inconvenience applications.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Mr. 1ESoNo.
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Also, a tabulated statement of the result of the foregoing
return, showing the name of each applicant, date of the
application, the number of acres applied for by him, the
location thereof, the disposition of the application, the
moneys paid, and the moneys payable iu respect thereof,
with the dates of payment.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Return showing: 1. The number of applications for
land made prior to the 25th May, 1881, and copies thereof ;
the names and residences of applicants to whom grants for
colonization have been made up to 25th May, 1881, the
number of acres and location of grants made to each ; the
total number of acres thus granted, the sums paid and the
sums to be paid on such grants, and all correspondence on
the subject of such applications. 2. The number of applica-
tions for land for colonization made under the land regula-
tions issued by the Department of the Interior, 25th May,
1881, and copies thereof; the names and residences of
applicants to whom grants for colonization have been made
or whose applications have been agreed to; the number of
acres and location of grant made to each, the total number
of acres thus granted, the sums paid and the sums to be
paid on such grants, and the number of townships in which
such grants are located, together with all correspondence
on the subject of such applications.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Also, a tabulated statement of the result of each of the
foýregoing returns, showing the name of each applicant, date
of bis application, the number of acres applied for by him,
the location thereof, the disposition of the application, the
moneys paid and the moneys payable in respect thereof, and
the dates of paynent.--(Mr. Charlton.)

Return showing the total number of applications for leases
of pasturage lands, and the total number of acres thus
applied for ; the number of applications andof acres covered
by huch applications utider each of the regulations issued
from time to time respecting the public lands by the De-
partment ofthe Interior; the total numberof leases granted
or agreed to, and the total number of acres covered by such
leases; the number of leases granted or agreed to, and the
total number of acres of land covered by such leases under
each of the regulations issued from time to time respecting
the publie lands by the Department of the Interior; the
name and residence of each and every applicant for a lease
of pasturage land; the name and rcsideiice of each lessee of,
pasturage land under each of the regulations respecting the
public lands issued from time to time by the Department of
the Interior, together with the number of acres leased or
agreed to be leased to each, and the amount of rental paid
and payable by each.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Also, copies of all applications and ail correspondence
connected therewith up to date of return, and a tabulated
statement setting forth the information asked for in the
above rctturn.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Correspondence bctween the Government and any of the
County Court Judges of the Province of Ontario, or any
other person, respecting the appointment of such Judges, or
any other person as Surrogate Judges of the Maritime Court
of the said Province with the salary, allowance or fees
attached to such appointment; the number and name of the
persons so appointed, and the date thereof, and all depart.
mental orders or Orders in Council in relation to such ap.
pointments and salary, allowance or fees.-(Mr. Cameron
Huron.)

Returns showing the number of vessels (steam and sail)
that entered and departed and reported and cleared from th
harbor of refuge at Rond Eau, separately, as reported to the
Government by the Harbor Master and Collector of Rond
Eau Harbor, respectively.-(Mr. Stephenson.)

Copies of Reports of H. F. Perley, Esq., Chief Engi
neer, Department of Public Works, respecting Kingsvill
ILarbor.-(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

louse adjourned at 4.40 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 17th February, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. DREW moved that the time for receiving petitions for
Private Bills be extended to Wednesday, the 1st of March.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 13) to authorize and provide for the winding
up of the Dominion Fire and Marine Insurance Company.-
(Mr. Kilvert).

Bill (No. 11) respecting the Canada Southern Railway
Company, and the Erie and Niagara Railway Company.-
(Mr. Arkell).

THE ESTIMATES.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. I will state to the House that
I hope, on Tuesday next, to lay the Estimates on the Table
of the House, and to make the statement on Friday.

REVENUE CUTTER ON UIIIDSON'S BAY.

Mir BANNERMAN enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government to send a revenue cutter or other vessel
to ludson's B.y next sunmer, for the proper collection of
the revenue?

Mr. BOWELL. The matter is under the consideration
of the Governinent.

GOVEbRNME.NT COMMISSIONER AT PARIS.

Mr. VALLÉE enquired, Whether the Government have
appointed, or intend to appoint, an agent or Commissioner
to represent the commercial interests of Canada at Paris,
France?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Government have under-
stood that the Government of Quebec purpose appointing a
representative or delegate to reside at Paris in the interests
of that Government. Should such an appointment be made,
it is just possible that the Government of the Dominion
might make the services of that gentleman available in the
encouragementeofeimmigration and the promotion of the
commercial interests of Canada.

TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION WITH SABLE
ISLAND.

Mr. DALY enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to provide for telegraphic communication with

- Cape Sable Island by means of a sub-marine cable, in accord-
ance with the prayer of a petition of the Hon. N. W. White,
and others, of the county of Shelburne, Nova Scotia.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter is still under
e the consideration of the Government, but it is likely that we

will be able to submit a vote to Parliament in the direction
suggested.

EXTEINSION OF THE PARLIAMENTARY FRAN-
CHISE.

Mr. COSTIGAN enquired, Is it the intention of the Goveru-
ment, during the present Session, to 0o amend the general
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election law, that the right to vote for members of the
House of Commons may be extended to a larger proportion
of the people than now enjoy it, and be uniform throughout
the Dominion ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That subject is under the
consideration of the Government in connection with a
measure we'will be obliged to bring down, in accordance
with the British North America Act, after the Census taken
last year.

SALARIES OF RURAL POSTMASTERS.

Mr. WHELER enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government, during the present year, to increase the
salaries of postmasters outside of towns and cities, in accord-
ance with the increased revenue of the Department?

Mr. O'CONNOR. By far the greater number of post-
masters outside the towns and cities are paid by a percent-
age on the amount which they collect, and, of course, as that
amount increases from the increase of business, their salaries
will be augmented in proportion.

CANADIAN TOBACCO.

Mr. VANASSE enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to cause to be prepared some elementary
treatises on the growing and preparation of Tobacco, and to
have them distributed gratuitously throughout the country.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Department of the
Interior will consider the matter.

REPORT OF THE FACTORY COM[MISSION.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT enquired, When the
report of the Factory Commission, promised in the Speech
from the Throne, will be brought down ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It bas been put in type for
the use of hon. members, and I hope to submit it next
Monday or Tuesday.

EMIGRANTS TO CANADA.

Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement of the number of
emigrants booked and sent to Canada by the agents
of each of the stearnship lines, and of the number
booked and sent by the agents of the Ontario Government,
or any other Provincial Government, during the last fiscal
year.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I may say to my bon. friend
that itwill beimpossible for me to get the number booked by
each of the steamship lines, though I can give him the numbor
in the aggregate. As the hon, gentleman probably knows,
that no agents of the Ontario Government, or any other Gov-
ernment, book these emigrants, they are only booked by the
licensed agents of the steamship lines. The total number
remaining in Canada of those so booked can be ascertained.

Mr. BLAKE. That will answer my purpose.
Motion agreed to.

GOODS IMPORTED FOR CONSUMPTION.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John)) moved for a summary state-
ment, similar to No. 2 in theTrade and Navigation Returns,
of the goods imported for consumption dutiable and free in
the D minion of Canada, the amount of duty collected, and
the rates of duty leviel there>n, during the six montlis end-
ing the 31st of December,l 8l. Als.o a similar statement
to No. 5 in the Trade and Navigation Returns, of the gaods,
the produce and manufacture of Canada, exported from the
Dominion of Canada, for the six months ending 31st Decem-
ber, 1881.

Mr. COSTIGAN.

Mr. BOWELL. I have no objection to the motion, except
the time and labor involved in preparing it, as I have
explained to the hon. gentleman. If these returns are to
be asked for every Session, in addition to those which have
already been asked for by the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), they simply a'mount to a
duplication of the Trade and Navigation Returns for every
six months in the year, less those tables required for the
registration of shipping. I shall see that as much as possi-
ble of the information sought for is brought down, and at
as early a day as possible.

Mr. BURPEE. I think I should be able to reduce
considerably the labor involved by keeping out some of the
particulars asked for.

Motion agreed to.

THE PROPOSED MANITOBA AND HUDSON'S BAY
RAILWAY.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT, in moving for copies of
all correspondence between the Governiment of Canada and
any other parties, in reference to the proposed railway from
Manitoba to Hudson's Bay, said : I am aware that a
number of gentlemen of some prominence in Canada, have
had the construction of this railway under serious considera-
tion. There are supposed to be very serious difficulties in
the way of navigating Hudson's Bay. In the first place,
the grain transported by that route would not be the grain
of the current season, but of the season preceding; and, in
the next place, vessels of different construction from
those ordinarily employed would probably be required
for a navigation which must be encumbered by a
considerable quantity of ice. But my main reason
for calling the attention of the Government to the
matter, is this: I am inclined to think this subject
has been brought to the notice of some shipowners in Eng-
land, and I would suggest to the Government the expediency
of urging the English Government to cause some of their
squadron to be employed next year in ascertaining what
length of time navigation remains open. If, as is as-
serted by some, that navigation is practicable for four
months in the year, or thereabouts, this matter may be of
considerable moment to the inhabitants of Manitobau; but if,
on the other hand, it is practicable for only two months or
six weeks, as some supposed-to-be-authorities assert, then it
appears to me it would be an idle waste of money to con-
struct this railway. As the matter is one of interest to
English shipowners as well as to the people of Canada, I
would suggest to the Government the desirability of having
a thorough exploration in the way I suggest.

Motion agreed to.

SHIPPING DISASTERS ON INLAND WATERS.

Sir RICIARD J. CARTWRIGHT, in moving for copies
of all correspondence between the Government of Canada
and any other parties, in reference to loss of vessels on
our inland waters, in consequence of over-loading or
shifting of cargoes, said: There have been, as the House
is aware, some serious disasters on our inland waters,
resulting in the total loss of the crews in some cases,
and under circumstances which have led the public to
believe that very gross carelessness was eiercised in the
loading ofthose vessels. This is a matter to which atten-
tion has been direeted in England and elsewhere by Mr.
Plimsoll and other persons who take an interest in these
matters, and I would call the attention of the acting Min-
ister of Uarine to the desirability of seeing whether some
regulations cannot be adopted, to secure greater safety to
life and property on our inland waters. Unfortunately, in
cases in which vessels are heavily insured, there is too
much reason to believe that the owners are very careless as
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to the mode in which their vessels are laden, and, as we
know, great loss of life not unfrequently results therefrom.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for returns were severally agreed
to:-

Return of all Customs seizures made at Moose, York,
Churchill, and all other ports in Hudson's Bay, during the
laat seven fiscal years.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

Statement showing the amount of duties collected on
Canadian tobacco, whether manufactured, twist, or in the
leaf; the amount of stamps issued forduties on Canadian
tobacco from 1879 up to this date; the amount paid for the
preparation and distribution of such stamps; the amounts
paid by way of commission for thesale of such stamps, by
districts; the number of persons employed in the distribu-
tion of licenses for the cultivation of Canadian tobacco, and
in collecting the duties thereon.; the salaries of such persons,
or the commission received by them; all or any expenses of
such persons defrayed ont of the public chest.-(Mr.Vanasse.)

Copy of the complaints against Thomas Gordon, agent
for the Indians on the Thames River, in the county of
Middlesex, a copy of the Commission issued to investigate
said complaints, and the report of the Commissioner,
together witb all the evidence received by said Commissioner,
and all correspondence, Orders in Council, or other papers
relating thereto; also a statement showing the expenses of
said investigation to date.-(Mr. Ross, Middlesex.)

Return of all Canadian grown tobacco, manufactured or
unmanufactured, seized by officers of the Department of
Inlarid Revenue, within the Province of Quebec, dîuring the
years 1875, 1876, 1877 and 1878, specifying 1st, the date of
seizure; 2nd, the names of the parties from whom seized;
3rd, the Inland Revenue Division in which it was seized.-
(Mr. Gigault.)

House adjourned at 3.50 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 20th February, 1832.

'lhe SPEARiER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaYE.Rs.

REPORT.

Mr. McLELAN presented the annual report of
partment of Marine and Fisheries.

the De-

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were introduced and read the first
first time :-

Bill (No. 15) to incorporate the- Winnipeg and Springfield
Bridge Company.-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (No. 16) to incorporate the Ilanitoba Bank.-tMr.
Scott.)

Bill (No. 17) to grant certain powers to the American
Telegraph and Cable Company.- (Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 18) to incorporate thle Ottawa and Arnprior
Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Domville.)

Bill (No. 19) to incorporate"the St. John's Bridge Com-
pany.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 20) respecting: the '?ortage, Westbourne and
North-Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 21) to incorporate the Thunder Bay and Min-
nesota Railway Company.-(Mt. BauItbee,)

Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the Lake Superior and
James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 23) respecting the Exchange Bank of Nova
Scotia.-(Mr. Killam.)

Bill (No. 24) to amend the Act respecting pawnbrokers.
-(Mr. Orton.)

PUNISHIMENT OF ADULTERY AND SEDUCTION.

Mr. CHARLTON in introducing Bill (No. 25) to amend
the Criminal Law, and to extend the provision of the Act
respecting offences against the person, by providing for the
punishment of adultery, seduction, &c., said: This Bill
provides for the punishment of adultery and seduction
under promise of marriage. I propose, if the House assents
to the second reading of this Bill, to ask its reference to a
Select Committee. When the Bill is printed, its provisions
will, I trust, bear a fuller discussion.

Bill read the first time.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 3) to incorporate the St. Lawrence Marine

Insurance Company.-(Mr. Gault.)
Bill (No. 4) respecting the Sun Mutual Life Insurance

Company of Montreal.-(Mr. Gault.)
Bill (No. 8) respecting the Commercial Travellers'

Association of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)
Bill (No. 13) to authorize and provide for the winding

up of the Dominion Fire and Marine Insurance Company.-
(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 14) respecting the Canada Southern Railway
Company and the Erie and Niagara Railway Company.-
(Mr. Arkell.)

STADACONA INSURANCE COMPANY.

Mr. CASGRAIN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
6) to amend and extend the Act to empower the Stada-
cona Fire and Life Insurance Company to relinquish
their charter, and to provide for the winding up of their
affairs.

Mr. VALLÉE. I wish, Mr. Speaker, to call the attention
of the mover of this bill to the fact that this louse has not
the right to legalize a similar measure ; it would be inter.
fering with the civil law of Lower Canada to establish a
limitation other than that determined by our Civil Code.
The object of the measure is to compel the creditors of the
Stadacona Insurance Company to file within a year the
claims they have against the company, and to bring such
claims before the courts within the same period, should they
be contested, failing which they are to be barred by limita-
tion. Now the civil law of Lower Canada gives every credi-
tor, in the case of commercial transactions, the power of
claiming bis due, within a period of five years; in other
words it fixes at five years the time of limitation. The
measure now proposed requests this flouse to authorize the
Stadaeona Insurance Company to plead limitation at the
expiration of a year. I maintain that this is an interfer-
ence with our civil laws, and submit, Mr. Speaker, that the
bill should be declared out of order from a constitutional
point of view.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I am of opinion that this flouse has
undoubtedly the right of legislating on the matter now
before it. Moreover, I believe that the Government bas to-
day foreshadowed a measure similar to the one I now bring
before the House. At all events, the question just raised is
liable to be dismissed, not only in the House, but also before
the Special Committee, which is to consider the measure, and
I think that it has always been the custom to refer these
bisla to the committee, as this one should be, in order that
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the question be there discussed and explained. I have not
had the advantage of seeing the measure which the Gov-
ernment intends submitting to the House, but I feel sure
that the same difficulty wnich would arise from the passing
of the measure now before the House to wind up the affairs
of the Stadacona Insurance Company, will make itself felt,
and that the House will see itself compelled to adopt a final
mode of solution,-whatever local law there may be on the
subject-towards winding up promptly and finally within a
determined and reasonable delay the affairs of these various
companies. Under the circumstances, Mr. Speaker, I think
that this bill should, like others, come before the usual com-
mittee, and there be discussed on its constitutional and
intrinsie worth.

Mr. SPEAKER. If I understand the point of order raised,
it is that the Bill is unconstitutional. That is a point of
law which is never decided by the Chair, but is for the
Committee to which the Bill is referred to consider and
report upon.

STEAMERS ON BAY CHALEURS.

Mr. BEAUCHESNE enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government to subsidize a line of steamers to per-
form the service on the Bay Chaleurs, between Gaspé and
Campbelltown, in connection with the Intercolonial Railway ?

both English and French. I tbink, if the old form as used
in England were adopted here, it would shock the car of my
hon. friend, because the Clerk of Parliament says: "La reyne
le ' veult.'"

WOODSTOCK, N.B., POST OFFICE.

Mr. IRVINE enquired, Whether the Governiment have
procured a site for Woodstock, N. B., Post Office? If so,
when, from whom, and at what cost, and whether it is the
intention of the Government to proceed with its construc-
tion, and when ?

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. The site bas been
procured for the Woodstock Post Office from3 Mr. David
Monroe, at a cost of $2,000. We are now negotiating for
an additional piece of land, and when that has been
obtained, it is the intention of the Government to proceed
with the construction of the building.

THE MAIL SERVICE.

Mr. FARROW enquired, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment this Session to make provision to utilize the mail
service in the interests of the public, so as to include the
carrying of small parcels which are now sent by express at
great expense ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Parliament will be asked to Mr. O'CONNOR. The subject is under the consideration
provide an appropriation for that service. 1 of the Government at the present time.

PACIFIC RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, When will the report and evidence
taken by the Commission in connection with the Canadian
Pacific Railway be laid before the House ? Is the evidence
now complete in print in the possession of the Government
ready for distribution?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The report has not yet
been received, but I understand it will be presented to the
Government in a few days. The evidence is in the hands
of the printer, and, together with the report, will be laid
before the louse in a few days.

FORM OF THE ROYAL ASSENT.

Mr. LANDRY cnquired, Whether the Government has
taken cognizance of a Speech delivered by Ilis Excellency
the Governor General of Canada, at Quebec, on the 24th
day of June, 1880, in which the noble speaker thus
expresses himself:

" The very usages in the Parliament of Britain survive f rom the days
when they were planted there by our Norman ancestors. I do not know
that it has been observed before in Canada, but it bas often occurred
tome that in the British Parliament we still use the old words used by your
fathers for the sanction of the Sovereign given to Bills of La reyne la
veult, or la reyne remercie ses bons sujets, accepte leur bénévAlence, et ainsi
le veult, forms which I should like to see used in Ottawa, as marking
our common origin, instead of the practice that prevails of translating
into modern French and English."

Whether it is, in consequence, the intention of the Govern-
ment to yield to the wishes of the Governor General of
Canada, and to adopt for this Parliament, whenever the
occasion arises for sanctioning Bills, expressions which the
Mother Country has retained, and which an ancient custom
puis into the mouth of our Gracious Lady the Sovereign of
the British Empire ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The form of giving the
Royal Assent to Bills, as now adopted, bas been used in
Canada ever since it bas possessed representative i nstitu-
tions. The language cannot be used exactly as it is used in
England, for two reasons. In the first place, the Constitu-
tional Act provides the mode in which the Royal Assent
shall be given, and it also provides that it shall be given in

Mr. C8saÂnm.

THE SUPREME COURT.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, when is it the intention of the
Government to bring down the measure relation to the
Supreme Court as promised in the speech from the Throne ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government has the
intention of introducing a bill relating to the Supreme
Court shortly, at a date early enough to allow the House
and the hon. member to consider it, and I hope the bon.
member will be able to give our measure the support of his
vote.

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS IN THE PROVINCE
OF QUEBEC.

Mr. IVES, in moving for copies of all representations
made during the last twelve months by either of the sec-
tions of the Bar of the Province of Quebec, or members
thereof, with referenco to judicial appointments in that
Province, said: The members of the Quebec Bar who
reside in Montreal, or rather, perhaps, I should say, some
of the members of that Bar, have taken a good deal of
pains during the last few months to convince the people of
the Dominion that pretty much all the legal business in the
Province of Quebec is transacted in that city, and that by
far the greater part of the legal ability and legal
acumen of the Province is concentrated, and that
the Judges of the Superior Court resident in Montreal
are by far the most overworked men in Canada. Now, Mr.
Speaker, 1, as a member of the Bar in a rural district, do
not desire, and will not.attempt, to derogate an iota from
the nfagnificence of those pretensions; but I think it is
only right, as I was not present during the discussion last
Session in this louse, and only just to the learned Judge
who presides in the district of St. Francis,. where I practice,
to say that the whole of the legal business in the Province of
Quebec is not done in Montreal, and that the Judges in
Montreal, about whom we have heard so much, are n'ot the
most hard-worked Judges in the Province of Quebec. If
we were to take the very statistics which were published
by Mr. Pagnuelo, and which w ere quoted in the House
during the debate last Session, and were to refer to the
year 1879, we would find that those statistics, instead of
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proving that the Judges in the district of Montreal did Quebec Bar, represented very strongly to the Govern-
more work than any other Judges in the Piovince of ment that the appointment belonged to them, on account of
Quebec, show that the Judge of the district of St. Francis the preponderance of the French Caradian population in
did more work, although be receives $1,000 less pay, than Quebec. But the most extraordinary representalion of all is
any one of the Judges in Montreal. If hon. members will nota matter of surmise, but a matter of record. It is to
take the return for 1879 they will find that in Montreal be found in tho Legal News of December last, in the shape
800 contested cases were decided in the Superior Court. of a report by the Montreal Bar, and reads as follows :--
Thero werc during that year at least seven Judges to do
the work in Montreal. There was always one Judge from " The nomination of a seventh Judige, to the Supe.rior Court ofSo . dMontreal, and the changes suggested with a view of shortening thethe country districts assisting the Montreal Judges; there enquetes, and putting an end to long delibérés, woiuld render scarcely
were generally two and very often three. In fact, a Very7 necessary, in the future, any assistance being given by les juges
arge part of Circuit Court work was donc by outside étrangers. Wheu it will be necessary to have recourse to these Judges,we hope that the hon. Chief Justice will consult the Judges of MontrealJudges. If hon. members will take as a safe estimate and our batonnier, with the view of avoiding an invitation being given

seven Judges and divide the number of cases decided in to these Judges who have not the confidence of the Bar of this district,
that year by that number, they will find there was an aver- particularly thos'4 whose presenc3 at Montreal has given rise to very

h e general complaint. .n case this representation should not beregarded,
age of 123 cases to each Judge ; while i the district of St. it will be the duty of our batonnier to convoke, without delay, a new
Francis, 169 contested cases in the Superior Court were de- meeting of this Bar."
cided by the single .Judge, which gives forty-six cases over N
the average for cach Judge in the district of Montreal. In that w, you wi observe that the last paragraph contains a
year 2,358 Circuit Court eases were decided in the district very formidable threat, one which allows the fullest play to
of Montreal, whieh was an average of 322 cases for each he imagination cf those who are terried by it. f these
Judge, while in the district of St. Francis nearly as large gentlemen of the Montreal Bar ad plamnly set forth whatthey intcded1to doaftcr anther meetngscfntheB:sr ha.a nunber, namely, 281 were decided by the singie Judge. bhen called-whether thoy inteded thdclre a rebellion, or
But this was only a return for the district circuit, not for whether they intended to attempt tecapture the Custoni
the six county circuits which are attended by the resident HIeherSthe ended to ttempt to ttheaCust
Judge in that district. Besides this work done by the Judge House, or St. Helen's Island, or te proceed to Ottawa with
in thedistrict of St. Francis, it should not be forgotten that a view of sezing the Capitul-some measures might have
iheostecinabuiesithtdsrc;ththhod been taken to protect thse public interests against them.
lie ssocs the criminal business en that district; that he holds But they simply say, that if the Chief Justice will not con-

two essonscf he our cfQuen'sBenh; hatho isesuit theru. with reference te each of the country Judgesattends to six circuits, three terms each, in every ycar, and
tat a distance from sixteen te forty whom he asks to go to Montreal to assist in the performancethose ci;rcuits arc situated -tad c efomsto of1t f tic duties cf thse 3ontrcal Julges, they xiii eaH a melet-miles from his place of residence; that he has, besidesdoino-f

all the work in his district, to preside at proof sti n f the Bar. Youeau imagine the terror this threatstruck
the last six days in every month at the chef lieu. I think nto tic hearts of tihe stranger Judges who had been iu the
ah justified in saying that he dees more work than any oe habit of coming to Mcntreal to assist the Montreal
cf those Juiges in Montreal, about whom we heard se muci Judges in the performance of their duties. You can
last Session. But tis agitation in Montreal by the mcm- fancy what embarrassment it must have caused Chief
bers of the Montreal Bar, naturally affected the Justice Meredith and the Montreal Judges, lest by
Attorney-General of Quebec, who is a memb3r of the Mon- some accident they might not always be fortunate
treat Bar,which cu!minated in a Bill passed ut the iast Session ough to select a Judge who would be agreeable to these
of the Quebec Legislature, providing for the appointment gentlemen, and we must suppose it caused the Government
of an additional Judge to reside in the district of Montreal; some uneasiness, particularly when that threat was empha-

athis Parliament a salary was sized by the placing at that time of infernal machines in
aid ft ti hlast Session owfthis as doe n otw- and around the Court House at Montreal. I do not supposeprcvided for~ that Judge. Now, this was done liotwiti. an y pi-cof wa otcmic hti wsheomte fstanding the fact that one of the Montreal Judges, Judgo aas forthcoming that it was the committee of
Torrance, during the discussion in the Quebec Legislature which Mr. Pagnulo was secrtary tt placed these fer
published an open letter over his own name ite nal machines around the Court House, but the fact of theirpubisled.anope leterovr hs on nmeinithe Law1
Journal of Montreal, to the effect that the Judges of Mon- being there at that time was very mysterious, and looked
treal did not consider it advisable or necessary that an ad- very suspicious. I desire to add that it is reported more
ditional Judge should be appointed; and we must conclude recently that after the lamented death of Judge Laframboise
that the Local Administration have come to the same conclu- a deputation from the city of Quebec waited on the Govern-
sion, since they allowed nearly a year to elapse before issui ment, and urged that the appointment of a successor be-
the proclamation which brought the Act into force, and the Quebec division cf the Bar, fer the reason
Dominion Government have not yet made the appointment forsooth that Gaspé is nearer to Quebec than it is to Mon-
But the motion refers more particutarly te representations treal. While the district of St. Francis is the third dis-
made daring the last twelve montbs with reference to this and trict u importance in thec Province f Quebec, it has not a
other appointments. I do not know that such representations teprepsentative on the Bench at al; and we must conclude
we are reported to have been made, have actually been made, the distonct be fa the arein. ee of ter a
but I think it is desirable that some declaration should be that district qualified for the position. We do not ask for a
made by the Government, some return should be brought representative because we are nearer to the vacancy than
down, so as to set at rest the question whether such repre- some other district. We believe that the Government
sentat ions have been made or not. It was reported in the public should not consider political exigencies, questions of nation-
press, shortly after the adjournmont of Parliament, that a ality, questions of residence or proximity, in the appoint-
delegation supposed to represent the Montreal Bar, or ment of Judges in the Province of Quebec. We believe
rather the English portion o? the Montreal Bar, came te that the sole and only consideration in the selection of mon
Ottawa and urged upon the Government the appointment forîhe performance o? tic duties cf tiat high and respensi-
of an English-speaking lawyer as the seventh Judge, on the ble office should be fitness. We trust the Government will
ground that Montreal was the commercial metropolis, and not be terrified by the threat contained mnthis report, that
that their Firench Canadian confreres, though very able unless the wishes of these gentlemen in Montreal are
lawyers in other respects, were inifrior to the acceded to, another meeting ofthe Montreal Bar will be con-
English section as commercial lawyers. It is aiso voked.
reported that the French Canadian members of the Motion agreed to.
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APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex) moved for a return showing the
naies of all persons appointed to office, either in inside or
outside service, since the 23rd day of February, 1880, the
offices to which such persons were appointed, and the salary
attached thereto.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. There is no objection to
this if the words "and the reason of such appointments"
are inserted.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

R ECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE CHARGEABLE TO
CONSOLIDATED FUND.

Mr. ANGLIN, in the absence of Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT, moved for a return in detail of the receipts and
expenditure chargeable to Consolidated Fund, from 30th
July, 1881, up to 10th February, 1882.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This motion, and the next,
seem to be the same thing, with the exception that this is
from the 30th July and the next from the 1st July.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am sorry that I am not prepared to
explain what the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) intended by putting these two
motions in the way he has done. The objection made by
the hon. leader of the Government seeins to be well
founded, so far as I can see.

Mr. BLAKE. It is possible the intention was to obtain,
first, the statement for the longer period, as that would be
almost immediately obtained; then the second one for the
subsequent period, from the 10th to the 20th of February,
for which there migbt be sone greater difficulty in obtain-
ing. If the whole could be rapidly obtained, perhaps it
might be better to combine them, and take it from the first
date down to the 20th February.

Mr. ANGLIN. Perhaps it would be better that the two
motions be combined, and that afterwards the hon. member
for Centre Huron should have the right to point out to the
Minister of Finance why he put these motions separately.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.
Mr. ANGLIN. Then perhaps it would be better to have

the second motion passed first.
Mr. MILLS. I remember a discussion took place across

the louse between the Minister of Finance and the hon.
member for Centre Huron in reference to the motion, and
I think the hon. Minister stated that the second motion
was already in his possession. It is the ordinary ten days
motion.

The second motion, covering the time from the Ist July,
1881, to 20th February, 1882, was agreed to.

TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION FROM
SABLE ISLAND.

CAPE

lines, or by the semaphores patented by Mr. Gisborne. I
have looked over the expenditure under this head, and I
find it is carried on very cheaply indeed. I believe that
service is under the control of one of the ablest of
men in that departnent of science on this continent.
I am glad to bave the assistance of my hon. friend
from Halifax. I trust that in the enquiry he made
the other day he was actuated by a desire solely to
advance the interests of the people of the Maritime Pro-
vinces, and I hope the Governnent will be careful to bring
down ail the petitions addressed to the Minister. I also
trust that the hon. member for Halifax was not actuated by
a desire to advance the political interests of bis friends to
whom he refers in the question he has asked. I think, how-
ever, he will find that the petitions addressed to the Depart-
ment by that gentleman are very meagre indeed. When
this plan was proposed by the hon. member for Gaspé (Mr.
Fortin), I directed his attention to this matter, and Cape
Sable light station was one of the stations fixed upon some
years ago to be at an early date connected with the telegraph
system of the Maritime Provinces. I hope I will bave some
opportunity of reciprocating the assistance which the hon.
member for Halifax desired to render me in this service.

Mr. DALY. I have great pleasure in supporting this
motion, and I do so in view of the fact that the production
of these papers will show that the subject bas not been lost
sight of either by the people of the county of Shelburne or
by the citizens of Halifax, which city I bave the bonor
to represenL in this louse. The matter is not one of merely
local importance to the county of Shelburne, but it is one
relating to the interests of the whole Province of Nova
Scotia; and I may go further, and state that it relates to
the navigation of the high seas, and a telegraph communica-
tion once established between the Island of Cape Sable and
the main land, will be a very gieat service in the future.
We trust that no more unfortunate shipwrecks,
such as have taken place upon that coast, will ever
occur again. But should they oceur on that coast
the establishment of a line of telegraphic communica-
tion, such as now asked for, will be of great service.
It will be found, I think, on tbe production of the papers
referred to, that this scheme has been taken up by tbe hon.
member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin), and has been pressed by
him upon the attention of the Government. Petitions have
emanated also from the local representative of the county
of Shelburne, and these petitions bave been endorsed by
such names as S. Cunard & Co., Lloyd's agents in Halifax,
and by the representatives of almost all the marine insur-
ance companies in the county of Halifax. It-is, therefore,
Sir, with no such view as has been so kindly attributed to
me by the mover of the motion, but simply with a view of
advancing the public interests, that I asked the question I
proposed the ôther day, and it is aliso for the purpose of
showing that due credit should be given to the hon. gentle-
men who have moved in this matter, and to whom the
credit will redound if the desired result be attained.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) in moving for copies of all Sir CHAR LES TUPPER, As I had the bonor, when
correspondence with the department of Public Works, or Ministerof Publie Works, to submit the pohcy which is
petitions addressed to the Minister, asking the Government now under consideration for the first time to the fHouse, I
to provide for telegraphic communication between Cape may be permitted, perhaps, to say a single word in refer-
Sable Island and the mainland in the county of Shelburne, ence to this question. I would not have done so were it
said: This is a matter of considerable importance to not that the hon. member for Shelburne (Mr. Robertson)
the people of my county. The hon. Minister of Public seems so very unwilling that any person should join him, or
Works the other day, in replying to the hon. member for , cooperate with him, or propose without his cooperation,
Halifax (Mr. Daly) stated: "that it was possible that thisi anything which may indirectly benefit the county he re-
service would be provided for in the Estimates for this sents. After the allusion which has been made to the
year." I believe the expenditure made by the Department of; Hon. Mr. White, the representative of the county of Shel-
Public Works in connection with this service in the Mari- burne in the Local Legislature, and a member of the Gov-
time Provinces is one of the greatest bons ever conferred ernment of Nova Scotia, i is right that I should say that
upon our fishing industries. I only hope it will go on until when 1 was in Halifax that gentleman waited upon me, and
every light station is connected with existing telegraphic urged, in the strongest possible manner, the great import-

Mr. Ivus.
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ance of carrying out this extension of the telegraph system
to the Island of Cape Sable. On my return I laid 1 he views
ho expressed before my colleague, the Minister of Public
Works, and subsequently transmitted a communicatior from
that gentleman, urging, in the strongest possible manner,
that the work should be carried out. I think that, under
these circumstances, the hon. member for Shelburne should
not go out of his way to belittle the services of a gentleman
who has done so much to advance the interests of his
county.

Mr. KILLAM. I would like to enquire if it is the inten-
tion of the Government to carry out this project. I might
say that, apart from the use which this line will be in cases
of sbipwreck and for the purpose of transnitting weather
reports, it will not likely be so great an expense to the
Government as many of the cables will b, because the pop-
ulation on Sable Island should now be sufficient to support
a telegraph company itself and I fancy that, apart from the
expense of laying a cable and putting a telegraph line
across the island, the other expenses-that is the annual
expenses-will be very light.

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no objection to
bringing down this correspondence. I might say, in answer
to the last speaker that it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to extend the line.

Motion agreed to.

CASES IN THE MARITIME COURT.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved for a return showing
the number of cases disposed of by the Judge and several
Surrogate Judges of the Maritime Court since the creation
of the said court, until the first day of February, 1832;
showing the place where each of said cases was disposed
of, the name of the plaintiff and defendant in each case, and
of the vessel or property seized, the amount of each claim,
the amount awarded and the final disposition of each case,
whether by appeal or otherwise, the amount of costs taxed
to the successful party, the amount of Marshall's fees, the
amount received by each officer of the court in each case,
the appraised value of the vessel or property seized, the
amount sold for. lie said : I believe a return of a similar
character to the one asked for was brought down on the
8th of May, 1879, ineluding a statement of the cases dis-
posed of by the Maritime Court up to the 1st, of May, 1879,
but that report was a very imperfect one. It did not
embrace the information which I seek to obtain by this
motion. I wibh to obtain fuller information on several
points, and more especially in reference to the costs incurred
in the disposal of cases in the Maritime Court, and the
delays that usually take place in the investigation
and trial of cases before that court. I recollect when this
subject was before Parliament somne years ago, the propriety
of a Bill of this kind was pressed upon Parliament in the
interest of sailors. It was supposed that sailors corning
before this court would have a speedy means of collecting
their wages. It was said that without some such measure
the sailor was, to a large extent, at the mercy of.tbe vossel
owner when ho was discharged at a port from which he did
not ship, or discharged before the period cf his engagement
expired. He had to pursue his remedy by suit, although
subsequently, I believe, an Act was passed empowering him
to go before two magistrates, but this measure was
found very imperfect in its operation. It was sup-1
posed when the present Act was passed that the sailorg
would have a speedy and inexpensive remedy in cases
of small claims against vessel owners-; but I am afraid
that that object has not been fully realized; and that
our anticipations respecting the working of the Act
bave been disappointed. The present law does not
give a safe and expeditious mode of disposing of these cases;

and I know, as a matter of fact, that it affords an exceedingly
expensive mode of proceeding, and that it is a very com-
plicated piece of machinery. We have, first, the Statute
itself, which is not a very long one though one of a
considerable number of clauses; and, in addition,we have the
rules of the court, 278 in number, all of which have the force
of statutory provisions. In addition to all that, we have to
issue the writ in the ordinary way, which is, of course, quite
correct; thon we have a statement of claims, then a defence,
and then come the pleadings and replications and the
demurrers and all the other machinery which is necessary
for the purpose of putting this law in successful
operation. It does appear to me that in cases where small
collections have to be made, there should be a more
expeditious and cheaper way of settling these disputes.
Then, Sir, as to the question of costs, I am quite satisfied
that if the Minister of Justice will examine the return which
will be brought down in reply to this motion, he will be
startled at the amount of costs incurred in the prosecution
of cases under this law. I know of one case in which the
amount in dispute was some $300 or $400, while
the costs amounted to over $1,000. In another case, the
amount in dispute was the small sum of $150, and
the costs taxed to the successful party were $352,
besides the costs the defendant would have to pay.
I know of another case in which the amount involvel was
$110, and the costs on both sides were in the neighborhood
of $1,000. These are facts which, I think, the return will
establish beyond controversy, and, if so, I think it will b
the duty of the Minister of Justice to remedy so great a
wrong, and to provide a cheaper and more expeditions mode
of dealing with cases of this kind. I observe that the Gov-
ernment promise some legislation with reference to Vice-
Admiralty jurisdiction. I do not know how far they
propose dealing with the question cf the Maritime Court, but
I earnestly press upon the hon.the First Minister the necessity
of some legislation in the direction of making the machinery
of the court less complicated, and the expenses less than
they are now. I know of no reason why cases involving
$100, or thereabouts, should not be disposed of in the same
summary way as are cases in the Division Courts of the
Province of Ontario, and at an expense not exceeding $10
or $20, including disbursements. Under the law as it stands,
the Surrogate Judge has absolute and unrestricted power of
allowingjust what costs and fees he sees fit. I know of a
case in which the amount involved did not exceed $110, and
in which counsel fees were allowed by the Judge to the
extent of $110. I say that it is an outrage and a scandal on
the administration of justice, which, I trust, the Government
will remedy without delay. I move for this return with
the view of getting some information on the subject, and I
wish, with the consent of the hon. the First Minister, to
amend the motion by adding to it the words: " when the
case was first instituted, and when finally disposed of."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have ne objection to
this motion. The Act has not been long in existence, and
there cannot be many cases, I fancy, such as the hon.
gentleman mentions. I have not heard of any complaints,
and no complaints that I am aware of have been laid before
the Govornment of the working of the Act or the proceed-
ings under the Act. But I am quite willing that the hon.
gentleman should have the return.

Mr. BLAKE. I feair there is only too much foundation
for what my hon. friond has stated. Some time ago similar
complaints were made, and I believe some remedy was
applied in some of the smaller cases. The Act was framed
with the view of giving the greatest measure of flexibility in
the proceedings, so that the lessons of experience might not
be lost; and with that view it was thought proper to submit
the mode of procedure and the rules made by the Judge to the
Governor in Council. What has happened is, therefore, not
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attributable to the Act, but to the mode in which the pro-
visions of the Act have been worked. I am not now object-
ing to the original rules or the original tariff, neither of
which I have seen; but I think it is very natural that they
should have been framed in a manner which subsequent I
experience might prove was imperfect. But I think it is
very much to be regrettcd that snall claims, such as those
of which my hon. friend bas spoken, should continue to be
tried, as I know they have been tried, by a procedure quite
too cumbrous and expensive for the claim. I agree alto-
getherin his view, that for those claimswhich do not exceed,
at any rate, $100, we ought to have the very cheapest and
simplest form possible, something analagous to our Divi-
sion Court form; and beyond that there ought to be a very
low scale of costs, if not a fixed scale. These are cases
which have always.been deerned the subject of expeditious
decision, in consequence of the needs and circumstances sur-
rounding sailors, who cannot wait long at one port without
danger of losing their season's voyage. It is, therefore, I
think of the last consequence that an enquiry should be
made, not into the Aet, but into the rules and regulations
and the tariff adopted under the Act, which may have gone
very far to interfere with its operation, which but for them
would be a great blessing, and which, in cases involving
larger sums, has been found of great advantage.

Motion agreed to.

DORCHESTER PENITENTIARY.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving that t if- expedient to dis-
continue the arrangements for keeping female conviets at
Dorchester Penitentiary, and to provide for their transfer to
Kinigston, as is done in the case of lie Quebec female con-
viets, said: When the estimates for borchester Penitentiary
were before the louse, on the occasion of the inauguration
of that institution, I ventured to point out that it was an
impolitic and expensive thing to provide for a female prison
there. It was obvious, from the experience we had already
had of the number of female relative to male convicts, that
there would not be enough prisoners to render it fitting to
have a separate staff. In the case of the St. Vincent de Paul
Penitentiary it was resolved not to have any female branch,
but to send the female prisoners to Kingston ; and unless
extraordinary circumstances arose, there would still be a
fewer number among the population of 800,000 people who
inhabit the Maritime Provinces than there are among the
population of Quebec, which is about half as large again.
HfLowever, the Government decided that they were restricted
by the plan which they had chalked out, and that they would
organize the institution with the necessary apparatus for
keeping female convicts there. I observe by the returns in
the report of the Penitentiaries from the office of the Min-
ister of Justice, that the matron and deputy-matron had
nothing ut all to do for some months after they got there;
that then there were transferred two female convicts and
one short-term prisoner-how they came to be transferred
from Halifax to Dorchester I do not know-that two were
discharged, and one convict was brought from St. John on
the 14th January, leaving, on the 30th June, two convicts
for the matron and deputy-matron to look after. In the
larger institution ofKingston, receiving,as I have said,female
convicts from the two Provinces of Ontario and Quebecwith a
population by the Census of over three millions and a quar-
ter, or about four times the population of the Maritime
Provinces, the number of female convicts on the lst July,
1880, was twenty-one; on the 30th June last it was but
twenty-four, making an average of about twenty-two. For
that branch of the institution there is a matron, deputy-
matron, and assistant matron, who certainly would form a
quite sufficieet staff to take care also of the two convicts
who now receive the sole benefit of the matron and deputy-
matron at St. John. The extra expenditure occasioned by

Mr. BLAK.

the transfer from St. John to Kingston would be merely the
railway travel of the necessary guard attending the prison-
C', and that expense, as far as Quebec, would be nil, as they
would pass over a Government railway, and therefore we
would have only to deal with the railway fare from Quebec to
Kingston. Against that amount is to be set the fact that
$500, salary of matron, and $300, salary of deputy-matron,
are sums paid regularly at Dorchester, besides which, if 1
am rightly informed, those officials have free house, light,
and fuel; and besides that, there is, of course, a certain
portion of the penitentiary which, though now set
apart for female convicts, is wanted for male convicts.
I think, therefore, that all considerations of economy in-
dicate that this change ought to be made; the salaries alone
are $800, and the extra payments, allowance and use of
apartments may fairly be placed at $700 or $800 more,
making an extra cost to the country of about $1,500 for
keeping two convicts in one place rather than in another.
I believe, further, that there will be a better opportunity for
the exercise of proper discipline and greater variety of
employment, and of reformatory and penitentiary in-
fluences, where there are some twenty or twenty-five
persons under a more organized system, than is possible to
obtain in an institution where there are but two convicts.
It is for these reasons I move the resolution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a good deal in
what the hon. gentlemen has said on this subject, but the
Govoinment is not prepared at this moment to accept this
resolution. IParliament has provided a penitentiary systen
for the Maritime -Provinces, and the subject was discussed
before and oft, that there should be a female prison as well
as a male prison there. The House is aware that before
the Penitentiaries wer e united there was a matron for the
New Brunswick institution and another for the Nova Scotia
institution, and that, for purposes of economy, the two
prisons were united, making the Penitentiary of Dorchester
the convict prison for tLe two Provinces. The parties are
now appointed ard hold office, and proper notice must be
given them before they could be dismissed. I take it that
the hon. gentleman having brought the matter before the
House and expressed his views on it, has no intention of
pressing it. The Government will take the matter into con-
sideration; they are not, however, prepared, under the cir-
cumstances, to accede to his motion at present, and I hope
he will not press it.

Mr. BLAKE. I am afraid I could not carry it.
Motion negatived on a division.

GRINDING IN BOND.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all correspondence,
Orders in Council and regulations, on the subject of grind-
ing in bond; a statement of all bonds given under the
regulations with dates and names; a statement of the action
thereon, and of the present condition of things in respect
of each such bond; a statement in detail of the duties paid
under or other satisfaction of each sucb bond, with the dates
of payment or satisfaction; copies of all correspondence with,
and demands made by Government on each person who bas
given such bonds; copies of instructions given to inspectors
or other departmental oficers, to investigate matters con-
nected with grinding in bond, and of correspondence with,
and reports from them; a list of the cases so far as ascer-
tained in which wheat belonging to others has been im-
properly exported in the name of a grinder in bond to evatie
the duty, and in which wheat bas been sold by a grinder in
bond a trie under market rates, on condition that it should
be improperly credited in the export to the seller in order
to evade the duty, and all correspond ence and Governmental
action thereon. lie said: As far as I can understand the position
of the question, it is this: it was disputed across the House
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whether the regulations which were made by the Government expiration of the bond. The duty of Customs officers
for grinding in bond restricted, as I understand the Govern- is, at certain periods, to investigate these bonds, and
ment alleged it was their.intention they sbould restrict, the see whether the miller bas the wbeat in the miii ut
grinder in bond to export the identical wheat he had the time of their expiration. If le has not, liemust
imported, after being manufactured into flour. I think I account for it by producing certificates that au exportation
recollect a discussion in which the hon. the Minister of of its product in four has taken place, or pay the duty on
Customs alleged that in the view of the Government suchit. h is true that the Department have had their officers
was the meaning and intent of the former regulations; but looking into tbis matter. The hon. gentleman, no doubt,
not long after, if I rightly understand the question, there knows thatthere are Inspectors of bonds onal goodsandmy
was a change made in the regulations to make more attention baving been drawn to this matter, I made it the
definitive, as I suppose, that portion, and make it clearer special duty of the different officers to investigate it. I wiU
than it was under the old regulations, that it was the specific be quite prepared to bring down the statements asked for
product of the imported wheat, the export of which was to by the hon. gentleman; but I question very mucliwhether
satisfy the condition of the bond. My attention bas been the statement made in that letter, and the inforence drawn
called to the practical operation, as far as the public can from it by the leader of the Opposition, wilI prove to be
ascertain it, and as far as the course of trade has permitted correct. I assure the fouse that the insinuations
it to be made known, of those regulations of' late days. I made in that letter, that certain privileges were given
have received letters from persons interested in the trade to millers supporting the Goverment, have no foundation in
wbicli indicate a stats of things I think deserving some fact, I might ue a stronger word, but wil1refrain from doing
explanation. [The on. gentleman here read extractsfrom a so. I might also add that in this particular, to whicheso mucs
private letter intimating tb at Canadian wheat was bhipped attention bas been drawn by the Opposition press, I have
by some parties to cover wheat imported in bond, thus been very careful that nro concession should be made to any
ecaping payment of the duties.] The circumstances, 1 one classof people more than another. I challenge any hon.
contend, amply warrant my making this motion. member to point ont a single instance, either in the

Mr. BOWELL. There lk no objection to bringing down administration of this particular part of my duty, or of any

a ttention whiavng beean to thi mattromeit te

sucli information as we have lnthe Department, but I otherb quit adnthebr asdown iten s ttem e imorr
would suggest to the hon, leader of the Opposition that he o her anthe. ntleanu ; tli a strtion v herymc Cetor
leave out those words So far as ascertaied," because theya a er the rndn
imply what is not a fact. The motion asks for a list of hbeat in bond, the imposition of fines or seizures, or any
cases, "s o far as ascertained," of the wbeat belonging to other matter affecting the collection of revenue, every man,
others which lias been improperly exported. I beg to wliatever may be bis political complexion, lias been treated
inform the hou, gentleman and the louse that nothing of alrke. The only irregularity that Ithave heard of

madoetin hat ttrthat cta prileges wereiven,

the knd bas been ascertained. If ho will substitute t oe illetisuppoth the Goveetmae o foundation,
words "if any" for the words objected to, 1 have nof aco iin the western setion of the country. Thi
objection to the passing of the motion. slig t irreguarity-because I think it was noting

more-occurred on the Welland Canal ; but from
Mr. BLAKE. Cortainly. Sabstitute those words. the hig standing and reputation of the gentlemen

ir. BOWELL. I may, for the hon. gentleman's infor- I canot believe, for a moment, that tey aad the
cation, say he is not quite correct in lis view of the smigteot intention of defraudinglthe revenue. The moment
position taken by the Governme t last Session, when this the officer called their attention to it they at once paid over
question was under discussion. At that time tme Order in al that was rcmaining unpaid.
woungcil which had been firt passed roegulating the grind- Mr. PATERSON (Brant) While no one would Le dis-
ing of wleat in bond and the sbipmert of four containedpaentpso far as rega etherhe grning of
tie words: nor the equivalent of suciowh-at." The fousralt wheoed, the Ismup postt ieeton o ierad benis,tolanes
will recollect that when the Tarif tas under discussionnd to othel matrtihneg ete colad ofaredeinumietveaen
a duty imposed on wbeat and four, it was argued that everthe be his coltil complei n ben this
tho shipmet of flour to an equivalent of wieat matter to the attention if the Government. It must strike

whici might be imported, would aisweribte purposes the on. the Minister oftCstoms that, so long as we have
then contemplated. But after experienc, the Govern- su an anomay in th e Tari f as we have witlireference to
mbecnto de ping oferomakth ty ti heweat and four dutie2, the question will arise, whethier

nit is well grounded or not. It is certaily an anomalous
iutended to be, a protective duty, tLe actuak product of the state of the tariff b have a duty imposed on raw materialimported wleat in four should be sipped instead of an of 15 cents a bushel, and a duty of ouly 50 cents a barrel on
equivalent. That is the point to wbýcb the letter that the flour, xvhen it requires only 41. bushels of wlieat to make

Mr.BO L. gna ima, rfors.th ef. enctmansifor, ano elee frammet ha hy2a h

maion, gentlan hes rnd, qier. corereincew o e a barrel of four, tbus discriminating against the manufac-
eau understand, and any merchant lit easily understand, turer and ce miller to the extent o i1 per cent. on every

tin wa udser pcuin b a time i barrel of four ho makes. When people ind strog baker's
allowed for the release of those bonds; and in the case ofgrnd ur.pAteO (rat) Wle no onerwould edis-
a bond for grinding purposes, a longer period is allowed fouse pu ioe toh betie tat lothergre thaen inesaes
than r :the case f orciinary merchandise,because ordinary thmich thbe toernpet hd satoe re mile l
inerhandiseol bond pays the duty as soon as it is takon o t itionfisecetainey warates.

out for consumption. The mi lor te wareouse into Mr. BOWELL. They would be if the faet existed that no
wih the what is put, must, of n ecessity, Le declared duty had been paid upon weat or four.
a bonding warebouse, d l order that the grain may be otion greed to.
ground and made up into four, and sufficient erne

elunt be ailowed L omiller to do that. Then, t the COueNTY COURT JUDGES.
expiration 0f the bond, the iiter's duty is to account
oi the wheat which as been placed insbisa oilf, Mr. BLAKE, u moving for copies of al correspondence

bY PaYing the duty,or producing certificates of exportation of and Orders in Council with relation to the tenure of office
the produet of that wheat. If the four bas beon put upon the of the County Court Judges l any of he Provinces; of al
hn.rketas indicated lu the letter whic eee bon. gentleman Local Statu tory Provisions bearing onage subjemt; of any
las ju t read, it must have been placed on th market Commissions of Enquiry issued with regard to any County
between the timé the whet was put into the miinand the Court Judge, and the instructions fcompanying tbe same,
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and a statement of the action thereon,; copy of any judg-
ment of any Court upon any appli.ation for prohibition in
connection therewith, be said: I observe, in the Speech from
the Throne, that we are promised lgislationi on this subject,
and think the hon. gentleman will agree with me that it is
expedient we should be put in position of the facts related
in this motion.

Motion agreed to.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IN MANITOBA.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for correspondence with refer-
ence to any Commission issued by the Local Government of
Manitoba affecting the mode of administering justice in that
Province, copy of such Commission and of the proceedings
thereunder, said: This motion is based upon information
which has reached me by the ordinary sources of inform-
ation, the public prints, with reference to a Commission and
proceedings that have recently taken place in Manitoba,
and which, I think, at any rate, are of very serions import
to this louse and the country at large. No doubt the ad-
ministration of justice and the constitution, maintenance,
and organization of the courts are vested with the Local
Legislatures, andi no doubt, therefore, there are cases in
which Local Governments and Local Legislatures may well
inform themselves as to the way in which legislation on
this subject is making, with a view to the ameniment of
the laws which may need to be made; but, if the public
prints are correct, to proceed in the way they bave been
doing in this case, seems to me highly objectionable. I do
not, of course, know the exact tenure of the Commission
which issued lately, but the papers show that under
it an enquiry was entered into as to the mode
in wbiei a particular Judge was exercising his functions
opparently with the object of ascertainirig whether he was
discharging his duties rightly or wrongly, and whether he
was guilty of improper behavior in the exercise of his
functions. That was a Judge of the Supreme Court of
Manitoba. Now, while I have never regarded as otherwise
than anomalous the provision in the Constitutionai Act upon
the subject ofjudgeships, I think it is equally clear that so
long as a Judge of the Superior Court is appointed under our
Constitution, and holds his office on a tenure of good behavior,
removable only upon an Addrcss from the Sonate and the
Commons, I iold it to be of the highest consequernce that,
while we should keep this great inquisition open to ail
subjeets of Her Majesty, for ail well grounded complaints,
and take care that they are duly enquired into, we should
not permit Judges who hold their position by that
tenure to be exposed to other inquisitions, which cannot
possibly be effective in removing them from their office,
and which must bave a tendency to degrade, and to impair
the dignity of the office itself It seems to me that the
Commissions which Local Governments issue under cover
of their powers, as to the administration of justice, ought to
be Commissions directed to the question of how their laws
work, but not to the question of how Judges appointed by
this central authority, and responsible to the Ilouses of
Parliament, are discharging their functions. It is with a
view to this subject being brought under the consideration
of the House and the Government, that I make this motion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope my bon. friend
will not be attacked for that attack on state rights involved
in his motion. lowever, I quite agree with the bon. gen-
tleman in the distinction that h bas drawn. The Judges of
the Superior Court, appointed by the Crown on the advice
of the Ministry here, can only be removed by a Joint Address
of the Senate and House of Commons, and any Commission
issued in any Province-any colorable Commission, really
for the sake of attacking a Judge and affecting his position
-is altogether an improper proceeding and a direct violation

Mr. BLaÂK.

of the terms of the Constitutional Act. The administration
of justice rests with the Local Government; and if they,
with a bona fide intention of ascertaining the working of the
law, or any particular branch of it, either in the principle
of the law, or in the practice of it, issue a Commission, it
nay be that the result of that Commission and the report
may indirectly affect the position, character, and standing
of a Judge. That cannot be helped-that frequently must
occur; and any enquiries, to be effectual, may involve the
necessity of impugning the conduct of a Judge in the par-
ticular subject referred to the Commission. But it is clear
that a petition to issue with the object of attacking a Judge
is altogether improper, unconstitutional and illegal, and
the central authority here ought to take notice of it.
I think, however, my hon. friend was quite right in making
his motion. I arm not able to say if there has been any cor-
respondence in the inatter, but I think it most probable
that any report made by the Commission he speaks of, bas
been communicated to the Department of Justice. Ail the
papers connected with the matter will be brought down.

Motion agreed to.

REPORTS ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE moved, that it is desirable that a report
should be presented to this House, within ten days from the
opening of each Session, giving full information on all sub-
jects affecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway u) to the latest
date, and particularly ail details as to : 1. The selection of
the route. 2. The progress of the work. 3. The selection
or reservation of land. 4. The payment of moneys. 5. The
laying out of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The
rates of toll for passengers and freight. 8. The particulars
required by the Corsolidated Railway Act and amendmnents
thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like
particulars up to the latest practicable date before the pre-
sentation of the return. 10. Copies of all Orders in Council
and of ail correspondence between the Government and the
Railway Company, or any member or officer of either,
relating to the affairs of the Company. le said : It
seems to me, Sir, it will commend itself to both
sides of the House as reasonable that there should
be presented to us in consecutive, distinct and intel.
ligible narrative, from full particulars of the trans-
aictions with the Conpany and ail thle events which bave
occurred up to the tinie of'the Session in each year. We
have already passed,with the assent of the Administration, a
large number of motions calling for information on this sub-
ject, and some more are yet to come. This information will
come down at various intervals during the Session, and
perhaps, in some instances, full information cannot be
obtained owing to oversights which sometimes occur in
Departnents. Further information will be required, but
it will be difficulr from the conjuncture of them to obtain,
even at a late period of the Session, an intelligible view of
the whole situation, as itb as been changed byevents which
have happened during the recess. Nor in the public
documents which are subsequently printed, will it, according
to our custom, be possible to get it, because these returns are
printed in the order in which they pass the House, and we
will have to search over various numbers of Sessional Papers
in order to collect together in proper shape a history of the
whoie. Some of these transactions may also bear upon
others, and it is in that view desirable that they should all
appear. Beyond that it is not possible for those, not pos-
sessed of theconfidential information which the Governme.t
as the negotiating party on one side have, to anticipate or
even to elicit in all cases ail that has taken place. There are
one or two cases to which I might allude as indicating, per-
haps, in the report which bas just now been given to us, the
necessity for this motion. Take, for example, the report of
Mr. Schreiber, dated the 1st of November, 1881, in which
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he tells us that " Engineers have been employed in locating
a branch line from the main line of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to Sault St. Marie, a distance of about 200 miles,
sixty miles of which is now under construction." Now, if
we are to believe the statement made under the signature
of the Company's Secretary in the public prints, that is not
at present an accurate statement of the situation. So far
as the Company has been informed, that which was to have
been a branch is now in large part a main line; and if the
sixty miles inder construction be the sixty miles close to
the shore-being part of the main line-the branch
is to be but sixty miles long. I rnight refer to other parts of
the report in which the meagreness of the information-if
I may be allowed the expression-and some other charac-
teristics of it, seem to render it necessary that we should
have a fuller statement. We are dealing in this respect
with a gigantie contract-an enormous concern which, in
its financial aspect, and in all the other aspects which
belong to it, is of an entirely exceptional character, and, it
seems to me that it deserves that exceptional treatment
which I take the liberty of suggesting for it. I do not
bring forward this motion with the view of reflecting, even
by implication, on the Government for not having taken
tie course which I venture to indicate, but I submit to the
House and to the Administration that it is a reasonable
course to be taken; that it would conduce to the public
advantage and to our intelligible discussion of all the mat-
ters connected with the Pacifie Railway; that for the next
live years, during which such rapid progress is to be made
in that concern, during which such important points are to
be settled, as, for example, those with reference to the
selection of the lands, those with reference to the selection
(f the route, those with reference to tolls-which are con.
stantly coming up during the rojcess-I say I submit, as the
neeessary corollary from tlie enormous administrative and
executive power which we have granted to the Government
of the day, that we should have exceptional facilities for a
full report, and for that intelligible discussion which I am
sure we all desire.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no objection to the
passage of this motion. 1 would suggest, however, to the
hon. gentleman to insert twenty days instead of ten days.
This would give an opportunity of making the return more
complete and probably more satisfactory to Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. My bon. friend beside me (Mr. Macken-
zie) suggests that we should split the difference, and make
it fifteen days, as it is in other cases.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Very well. I would say,
while on my feet, that the hon. gentleman is quite mistaken
when he speaks of the inaccuracy of Mr. Schreiber's report.
Mr. Schreiber's report is strictly accurate.

Ilr. BLAKE. The on. gentleman quite misunderstood
me. I did not state that Mr. Schreiber's report is inac-
curate. It is dated the ist of November, and quite possibly
represents the condition of affairs to that date ; but the in-
formation he gives may not represent the present condition
of affairs exactly.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is mis-
taken. It does represent the present condition of affairs,
because no such change has taken place as that to whie'
the ion. gentleman refers.

Motion agreed to.

PIER AT ANNAPOLIS.

Mr. KILLAM, in moving for copies of all correspondence
relating to the construction of the Acadia Steamsbip Com-
Pafny's pier, at Annapolis, and of any estimates or reports
of the cost of that work, said : I make this motion with
the object of assisting the company, and partly by request.

I understood that a promise was made last year to the hon.
member for Annapolis that the sum of $15,000 would be
given for the construction of a wharf at that place. If so,
the Government should be in possession of plans of the
work, and I suppose the construction bas to some extent
been under the direction of their engineer. At all events, I
have seen the work, and it is probably a justifiable expendi-
ture, and will be of great use to that port and the trado of
the country. The question, of course, arises wbich of such
work are private and local matters, and which of public im-
portance, and it is necessary for us, when discussing these
matters in Committee of Supply, to have every information
possible before us concerning them; and if the hon. Minis-
ter will be kind enough to furnish the information asked
for in this motion, it will enable us to discuss the question
more intelligently.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not understand exactly
whether the on. gentleman means to imply that this is a
work of a local nature which should not be helped by this
Government.

Mr. KILLAM. I said that when subjects of that kind
came up in Committee of Supply, some information was
necessary to enable us to find out whether a work for which
money was voted was of local or Dominion character.
This work, I think, may be properly entitled to receive aid
from the Dominion, as many other cases of this kind, and I
thought the Government, before promising the money,
must have taken some stops to ascertain that fact.

Motion agreed to.

MARRIAGES IN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copy of opinion or judgment
of Mr. Justice Jette, in a recent case affecting the validity
of a marriage in the Province of Quebec, in which certain
questions were referred to an ecclesiastical authority, said:
As we have a Bill before us in the name of the hon. member
for Jacques Cartier, on which this question came under dis-
cussion the last time that Bill was before the House, 1 think
it is important that we should have this judicial decision.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the Gov-
ernment or the House bas the power to order the Judge to
furnish a copy of his judgment.

Mr. BLAKE. We have constantly asked for public docu-
ments which are difficult to obtain. This document either
has been, or will be, made public by publication in the news-
papers, and all we want is an authenticated copy of it.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY BRANCiH LANDS.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of any maps and plans of
branch lines of railway, deposited by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company in the Department of Railways, with the
date of each sncb deposit; copies of any prospectus, state-
ment or advertisement issued by the Company in connection
with the sale of their land grant bonds, and of the form of
bond and of the mortgage securing the same; copies of any
regulations or conditions from time to time made by the
Company as to the sales of their lands, and of the forms of
contract from time to time in use in respect of such ales;
copies of any correspondence, and information as to the
construction, maintenance and working, or acquisition,tby
purchase, lease or otherwise, of any lines of telegraph 'or
telephone by the Company; copies of all papersaffecting the
amalgamation with the Company, or the purchase, lease, or
other acquisition by the Company or any other railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The motion asks for two
classes of documents, some of which are in the possession of
the Government, others are not, Ail we can do is to bring
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down the documents in our possession and endeavor to
obtain such further information as we do not possess. 1

Motion agreed to.

RAILWAY WORK BETWEEN SAVONA'S
AND PORT MOODY.

FERRY1

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of advertisements,
specifications, conditions, tenders, correspondence, Orders
in Council, and all other papers relative to the letting of the
railway work between Savona's Ferry and Port Moody,
British Columbia, said: I am not aware whether a formal
contract has yet been signed in connection with this work ;
I, therefore, have included it, though it may not be necessary,
because I presume it will be laid on the Table of the House.
I have asked for those thingb which it is proper to ask for,
oven in advance of the execution of the contract, and which
I hope, therefore, will be brought down at an early day.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would ask the bon. gentle-
man if he does not mean Emory's Bar and Port Moody,
because all other correspondence relating to the contract
has been brought down.

Mr. BLAKE. Emory's Bar, of course.
iotion agreed to.

VOLUNTEERZ DISCIPLINE.

Mr. MACKENZIE moved for copies of all reports from
General Luard, and froni any other officer or court of
enquiry, relative to matters connected with the command
or discipline observed in the 27th Battalion of Volunteer
Militia; and also of any departmental order made in rela-
tion to the same. and copies of all complaints or representa-
tion from any officer of the said battalion, or other corres-
pondence.

Mr. CARON. I must state that it is quite unusual that
any papers having reference to matters of discipline should
be brought down and laid on the Table. However, under
the circumstances, I have no objection that these be brought
down, and they will be brought down as soon as possible.

Mr. MACKENZIE. As the hon. gentleman has con-
sented to bring down the papers, I shall not at present
make the remarks I iritended to offer. The matter i1 soe
serious as to require the attention of the House, and no!
mere usage of any sort will prevent us discussing intelli-
gently the condition of the volunteer force.

Metion agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL ROLLING STOCK.

Mr. ANGLIN moved for a return showing wbat number
of locomotives, passenger, freight, and coal cars, and other t
rotling stock were purchased or contracted for or buint at1
the Government workshops during the year ending Decem-1
ber 31st, 1881, distinguishing those that were purchased,t
those that were obtained under contract, and those that
were built in the Government workshops, and showing
how, in each case, the locomotives, cars and other stock pur-j
chased were purchased, whether by tender or by private ar- i
rangement with the Department of Railways and Canals, orv
through an agent; if by tender, whether tenders were d
invited by public advertisement or by circular; if by circu- 1
lar, to what parties or firms such circulars were addressed,
and where the persons to whom they were addressed reside
or do business; if through an agent or agents, the name or
names of such agent or agents, and the amount of coin mis-
sion paid in each case; whether any locomotives or other
rolling stock, purchased elsewhere than in Canada, paid Cus t
toms duties; the class,diameter, size and power of each loco-
motive purchased, and the price paid for each, the arnount t
of Çustoms duties paid on each,and all the charges adding toi o

Sir CaR.au Tuppia.
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the cost; how tenders for any locomotives, cars, or other
rolling stock contracted for were invited in each case, if by
circular, the names and descriptions of the persons or firms
to whom they were addressed, and a copy of the circular;
the prices paid for any locomotives, cars, or other rolling
stock obtained under such contract, or to be paid for such
locomotives or other rolling stock as had not been delivered
on Decem ber 31st, 1881; whether if, in any case, such loco-
motives or other rolling stock were built or are to be built
out of Canada, the contractors paid or are to pay duties of
customs on such rolling stock, and all other charges up to
the time of delivery on any road in Canada belonging to
the Government; the size, power and character of each
locomotive delivered or to be delivered under any contract;
the names, descriptions and place of business of all persons
or firms from whom locomotives or other rolling stock were
purchased, or with whom contracts for locomotives or other
rolling stock were made, and the names of places or estab-
lishments in which the rolling stock purchased or contracted
for were built or are to be built. He said: I do not know
that we have any right to object that the works of the
Province of Que bec have been used for a purpose of this
kind; but we cannot forget that the Dominion Government
has very large works at Moncton, which, I believe, are not
fully occupied, and if an arrangement of that kind were
made, an opportunity of that kind should be afforded to
mechanies and contractors throughout the Dominion to
build those cars at Moncton if they chose to do so, obtaining
the same facilities in the Dominion Government workshops
there that are said to have been afforded in the workshops
of the Province of Quebec. With respect to all these
matters the reports are entirely silent. Going through the
Publie Accounts carefully I could not find there anything
that would afford the information to which I think this
House and the country are fully entitled upon all theso
points. I do not at all insinuate that there is any intention
to suppress any information, but there is certainly incorrect
information in these reports which it would be well to have
corrected.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will say, in answer to the
hon. gentleman, that no time shall be lost in bringing
down ail the information that is sought for in this paper;
but as he bas chosen to make a few remarks in introducing
tis resolution, I arn glad toe cable to relieve bis m nd at once
upon two or three important points. In the first place, no
rolling stock bas been obtained by private arrangement with
the Department; no rolling stock has been purchased except
by Orders in Council, stating all the facts relating to it.
Secondly, no agent has been employed, and, consequently,
no commissions have been paid to any person. In the third
place, I may say that no rolling stock bas been obtained out
of Canada that could be obtained in it. I think it is right
that I should state that no time will be lost in giving the
hon. gentleman the information. I am glad he concluded
his remarks by saying that he did not wish to insinuate
that there wa.s any desire to suppress information, because
I ihink ho will find the report is quite as full in relation to
all these matters as has been custornary under previous
Administrations. It is quite impossible, in a report of this
kind, to answer every possible anticipation, and to deal
with it in the voluminous manner wo otherwise would in
dealing with a subjet presented to the consideration of this
Ilouse.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
The following motions for returns were severally agreed

o:-
Return showing the number of claims referred to the

Official Arbitrators from the 30th June, 1880, to the lst day
f February, 1882, the name of each claimant, the nature of
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the clain, when referred, when decided, the amount claim-
ed, the amount recommended to be paid or the amount
awarded, the final disposition of each case, if appealed, the
final result, showing which, if any, of the claims formed the
subject of an action or petition of right, the amount of costs
paid the claimant in each case, the amount of costs paid on
account of professional services rendered on behalf of the
Government in each case, and to whom and when such
costs were paid.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Statement (1) of number of persons entering Manitoba
and the North-West Territories, during the calendar year
1881. (2) Of the number entering Manitoba and the North-
West Territories from each Province of the Dominion
separately, and from cach other country separately. (3)
Of the number estimated as having settled in Manitoba and
the North-West Territories, from each Province and
country, during the year 1881. (4) Copies of the data and
calculations on which the foregoing stateinents are based.
(5) Copy of instructions issued, or requests made, by any
Department of the Government, with a view to the ascer-
tainment of information on the foregoing subjects. (6)
Copy of correspondence thereon, including any returns
made by railway companies or others. (7) Statement of all
information in the possession of the Governmont throwing
light upon the subject.-(Mr. Blake.)

Return showing the number, nature and cause of the
several seizures made at the different ports of entry of the
Dominion, from the 30th day of June, 1881, to the lst day
of January, 1882, and the amount of fines exacted in each
case disposed of.-(Mr. Killam.)

Return showing the Customs receipts for the last six
months of 1879, 1880 and 1881, respectively.-(Mr. Ross,
Middlesex.)

Copies of all reports made by Frank Shanly, on claims
made by contractors or others on the Intercolonial, with a
statement showing the nature of the claim and the amount
claimed in each case; also a statement showing what action,
if any, has been taken by the Department of Railways and
Canals or by the Privy Council on any of such claims or
reports.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Copies of all correspondence and Orders in Council
between the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, or any
director or officer thereof, relating to the Company or its
affairs.-(Mr. Blake.)

Return giving a summary statement for the six months,
ending December 3lst, 1881, of the quantity and value of
the exports for each Province, as well as for ihe Dominion,
of the produce of the mine, of the fisheries, of the forest, of
animals and their produce, of agricultural products, and of
manufactures, specifying in each case what is the produce
of Canada, and what is not the produce of Canada, and a
recapitulation of the same. Also, a summary statement of the
quantity and value of the total imports of the same list of
articles during the same period A summary statement of
the imports entered for consumption of the same list of
articles and quantity, value, and duty, during the same
period, and a recapitulation of the same.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Statement showing the number of registered letters which
were lost during the year 1881, also stating the amount of
money, the names of the postmasters where such letters
were mailed, and the names of the postmasters where such
letters were addressed to; also giving all the information
obtaimed at the investigation held on the said subjecL-(Mr.
Coughlin.)

Statement in detail of the sums nIready expended in con-
nection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Commission, and
an estimate in detail of the probable further expenditure;
cOpy of all correspondence, contracts or arrangements as to
the printing of evidence or report; statement of the name
and residence of the person with whom the contract was made,
and the price ; statement of the name and residence of the
person by whom the work was actually done.-(Mr. Blake.)

8

Copies of all reports of engineers and correspondence re-
specting the lowering of the present level of the water in
Lake Manitoba.-(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

Copies of all Orders in Council, reports,correspondence and
documents relating to therelieving of Messrs. lunter, Murray
& Co., from their contract in connection with the Welland
Cana], with a detailed statement of accounts as between them
and the Government in respect to the contract and the settle-
ment thereof; and copies of valuation of the material on hand,
and a statement of the price at which the same was taken
over by the Government on the settlement with Messrs.
Hunter, Murray & Co. Also, copies of advertisements for
tenders for the works on Section 27 of the Welland Canal,
or for copies of circulars issued to any parties asking for
tenders for such work, with the names of all parties to
whom such circulars or letters were sent; also, for copies of
Orders in Council relating to the issuance of such circulars
or letters, and the awarding of said contract; also, copies of
all tenders and ofall corespondence with tho Department re-
lating to the same.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

House adjourned at 6 p.m.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUEsDAT, 21st February, 1882.

The SPiAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

ADJOURNMENT FOR ASII WEDNESDAY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved:
That when this House adjourns this day, it do stard adjourned util

Thuraday neit.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills werc severally introduced and rend
the first time:-

Bill (No. 26) to incorporate the Saskatchewain and Peace
River Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 27) further to amend the Act incorporating the
Mutual Life Association of Canada, and to change the name
thereof to "The Life Association of Canada."-(Mr.
Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 28) to amend the charter of the Chartered Bank
of London and North America, and to change the name
thereof to "The Chartered Bank of London and Winnipeg."
-(Mr. Haggart.)

Bill (No. 29) to incorporate the North-Western Ban k.-
(Mr: Rochester.)

Bill (No. 30) to empower the Ottawa Agricultural
Insurance Company to wind up their affairs, and to relinquish
their charter, and to provide for the dissolution of the
said Company.-(Mr. Rochester.)

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Clements Steamship
Company, limited.-(Mr. Wade.)

Bill (No. 32) to incorporate the Quebec Timber
Company, limited.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 33) to incorporate the Mutual Benefit Associa-
tion of Sherbrooke.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 34) to amend and consolidate the Act of incor-
poration of the British North America Insurance Company,
and all other Acta affecting the same.-(Mr. McLennan.)

Bill (No. 35) for amending the Acta relating to the " Trust
and Loan Company of Canada," and for enlarging the
powers of the said Conpany.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
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PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. DREW moved that the time for presenting petitions
for Private Bille, be extendod to Wednesday, the 15th day
of March next.

Motion agreed to.

MILLS AND FACTORIES COMMISSION.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY presented to the House the
Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into the
working of Mills and Factories of the Dominion, and the
labor employed therein.

THE ESTIMATES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY delivered a Mesago fron ius
Excellency the Governor General;

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:-
Loaxx,

The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, Estimates
osums required for the Dominion, for the year ending 3Oth Jure, 1883;
and in accordance with the provisions of '"The British North America
Act, 1867," he recommends these Estimates to the flouse of Commons.
GOVZRMrNT Houser,

OTTAwA, 21st February, 1882.

Ordered that the said Message and Estiinates be referred
to the Committee of Supply.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Sir LEONARD TILLEY stated that the Supplementary
Estimates for the current year would be submitted on
Thursday next.

THE CESSUS.

Mr. POPE (Compton) presented to the House the Report
of the Minister of Agriculture, in relation to the Census
Taking, also Manual, containing "The Census Act," and
the instructions to officers employed in the taking of the
Second Census of Canada, 1881.

SUPPLY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It bas been the custom, though
not required by the rules of Parliament, to take a vote
before we go into Committee of Ways and Means, and as
we have followed this practice since 1874, I dosiro to move
one vote, the second resolution.

The House resolved itself into Committee o Supply.

(In the Committee.)

2. Governor General's Secretary's ofice. .................... $11,2Ù0

Resolution ordered to be reported.
Hous resumed.

year I made a motion similar to this. I move this year in
the same direction, because the evil I complained of at that
time bas not been remedied, and the evil reaults, in a measure,
flowing from the want of that remedy being applied has
gone on and has been increased and intensified. The Com-
missioner of Customs, in making his reports to theMinister,
says:

" That he has the honor to lay before him returns which will
be found, on examination, to present many features of a highly
encouraging nature to ail parties interested in the commercial pros-
perity of the Dominion.

" The first item worthy of special notice is the increase of the export
trade. The highest fignre reached in this department of commercesince
1868, was in 1873, when the total exports were valued at $89,789,922,
but in the last year, 1881, the amount of the same, as shownlin these
returns, is $98,290,823, being an increase over 1873 of $8,590,90l; and
over1880 of $10,379,365. This increase is wholly in the trade with Great
Britain, and is principally composed of Canadian produce and manufac-
tures."1

I have looked, Mr. Speaker, into this statement in the light of
the figures furnished by the Minister himself and I have been
totally unable to verify the statement there made, either in
regard to the increase being wholly in the trade with Great
Britain, or in regard to the other fact stated that the increase
is principally composed of the produce and manufactures of
this country. Now, Sir, with respect to the first item, which
dces not concern my question so much, but to which it is
well to allude, because it shows hon. members that we may
not receive with implicit confidence the deductions made
by the Commissioner, that is if my figures are correct.
I find, with respect to the total increase in the export trade
having taken place wholly with Great Britain, these facts :
I find we exported to the United States of the products of
the fisheries this year, $2,241,585; that last year, 1880, we
only exported to the United States $1,738,t70, or in other
words an increase of $502,715. The products of the forest we
exported to the United States, in 1881, to the value of
88,349,844; in 1880, only $6,352,418, or on increase of
81,817,426. In agricultural products we exported to the
United States, in 1881,810,631,374 worth; in 1880,$8,086,795,
or $2,541,579 more in 1881 than in 1880. In manufactured
goods we exported to the United States, in 1881, 81,310,557,
and in 1880, 01,283,342, or $27,215 more in 1881 than in
1880. Putting these four items together, we find that our
export trade with the United States increased in 1881 over
1880, $4,891,935. Yet the Commissioner tells us and the
the hon. Minister of Customs, by receiving that report and
dedicating it to Ris Excellency, has told us and the coun-
try that the total increase of ten million dollars odd of our
exports in 1881 over those of 1880 has taken place wholly
in our trade with Great Britain. We contest the accuracy
of that statement by another table which the hon. gentle.
man bas given us. In 1881, the total exporte of the pro-
ducts of Canada-and that is what really concerna us; we
are not concerned in what is merely passing through-

Mr. McCALLUM. Yes, we are.
DRAWBACKS ON GOODS MANUFA.CTURED FOR Mr. PATERSON. If you take it on that basis yon wilI

EXPORT. find that the statement of the hon. Minister is equally not
Mr. PATERSON (South Brant) moved for a return of all borne out by the facts. But I did not work up that table,

claims presented for drawbacks on goods manufactured for because it is not pertinent to the question. What we are
export since January 22nd, 1881, showing the names of all interested in is what we produce. Taking that table, we
applicants, their place of business, the artieles on which the find that, in 1881, the total exporte of the products of Canada
drawback was claimed and the amount of each claim, dis- to Great Britain were $42,637,219, and, in 1880,
tinguishing between the claims which have been allowed $35,208,031 ; an increase in 1881 over 1880 of
and those which have been disallowed and those under con- $7,479,188. Yet the hon. Minister says the whole ten
sideration and not yet decided, and giving the reason for million dollars odd of increase in products exported is due to
such dis-allowance; also copies of all regulations made by our trade with Great Britain. In 1881, the total ex-
the Department with reference to such claims. He said: ports of the products of Canada to the United States
In introducing this motion, I think it weil to bring before were 831,015,109; in 1880, 826,762,705, or an increase
the House certain facts :which are to be earned from i of 84,252,404 in 1881 over 1880 ; still the hon.
the Trade Returns which have been placed in our Minister tells us, through the Commissioners' report,
hands by the hon. the Minister of Customs. It will 1 that this increase, in 1881 over 1880, of $10,739,365,
be in the recollection of the louse, I dare say, that last lies wholly in our trade with Great Britain. Not that it i

Ma, PATEsoN (Brant.)
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a matter of much consequence whether the increase is due
to our trade with one country more than with another. I
would find no great plensure in contemplating the fact, if if,
were a fact, that the increase of our export trade las been
wholly with Great Britain. Canadians care very little
where their money comes from, providing it cornes; and
instead of having to rejoice that the increase in our export
trade is altogether with Great Britain, I rejoice more to tind
that it has not only increased with Great Britain, but with
the «United States and some other countries as well. I
merely allude to the fact, because these statements furnished
to His Excellency should not be received without being"en-
quired into, and a true estimate formed of them. What con-
cerns me more, and is more pertinent to my motion, is the
fallacions statement found in the latter clause of this section,
in which the hon. Minister of Customs tells us that this
increase of ten million dollars odd is composed principally
of Canadian produce and manufactures. Now, that is'put
in such a way as to be wholly misleading. I would, indeed,
that that were the case. But the question arises, how is it
that a etatement of this kind should be made when the facts
do not bear it ont. I will generously suppose that the
bon. Minister of Customs, in the multiplicity of his duties,
had not time, personally, to examine the statement.
That would bu a charitable construction on.my part. But
I have to tell the House that while the gratifying fact
remains, that the Exports of our agricultural products, pro-
ducts of the forest, our animals nnd other products largely
exceeded in 1881 the exportation of 1880, though the lat-
ter also exceeded the exportation of the previous year, we
are, when we look at the exports of our manufactures,
gazing, instead of upon a bright picture, upon as gloomy a
picture as it is possible for us to conceive. If the hon.
gentlemen opposite flnd any consolation in the fact, shown
by the Trade and Navigation Returns, that our export trade
of manufactured goods is dying out surely and quickly,
then let them have all the consolation they can derive from
it. In the year 1878, and years previons to that, a most
gratifying state of things existed as far as our export trade
was concerned, and qualifiedly, as far as our home trade in
our own manufactures was concerned. Through thei
liberal measures taken by the late Government, in aiding1
and assisting the manufacturers of this country, and in ex-1
hibiting at the great gatherings in Phdladelphia, Melbourne,
and Paris, the products of our manufacturing industries,
thus calling the attention of the world to the stage of pro-1
gress we had reached in ibis respect, by this means a large1
export trade in manufactured goods was brought into exist-
ence in this country, and we have no reason todoubt that if the
wise and piudent policy then adopted continned to prevail,
the increase in the export of our manufactured goods mighti
have gone on to the present time. What are the facts? 11
mnight point out to you the fact that, with reference to the(
products of the forest, there bas been a very gratifyingi
nerease. Comparing, first, 1880 with 1879, we find that,(

through our products of the forest, we brought back intoi
tbis country, in gold, 83,593,048 more than in the year 1879.'
We find that, in exchange for animales and other products,c
we brought back $3,486,973 in 1880 over 1879 ; of agricul-t
tural products, 62,664,864. Thus, in these three items, the1
production of which the Tarif imposed by hon. gentlemen2
Opposite was not able to change or lessen, because, fortu-1
nately, heaven's rain and heaven's light are given free:
to Man, and are beyond their power to hinJer or hamper.i
we had an increase of wealth in this country, in the yearc
1880 over the year 1879, of 89,744,885. Now compare thea
past year, 1881, with the year 1879, and what do we find in'these three items ? We find in the products et the forest,1
811,698,553 more money brought into this country ini thej
year 1881, from that item, than there was in 1879. Of<

m"mals and their produets, we find brought into thisa
c04ntry, in 1881, 47,239,615 more thn in 1879.1

In agricultural products, we find brought back in gold to
this country, 61,638,863 more gold in 1881 than in 1879; or,
in these thrce items, we find an increase of the wealth of
this country of$20,577,031 in the year 1881 over 1879; or,
put these figures together, and we find that in the last two
years there has been an increase in the wealth of this coen-
try, from these three items alone, of $30,321,916. Sir, we
can readily understand that Ministers, when they gazed
upon the Trade Returns-when they took in the fact that
during the past two years we have had 810,000,000 ef
gold more brought into this country from sources with
which they had no power to interfere in the slightest
degree-we can understand how it is that the Minister of
Finance, at one tim3 disposed to share the credit with
Providence, was good enough this year, in the light of
thesc figures, to attribute the prosperity of the country to
that source from which really comes the blessing of a
merciful Providence. They have, however, interfered
with the blessings of Providence in a measure, because
if they had left our manufactured products alone, as they
were forced to do from sheer inability, except in a slight
degreo in the articles before mentioned, we might have
had the gratifying result declared to this House of an
incrcase of gold brought back to this country as a result of
increased shipments of exports of our manufactured goods.
But, Sir, what tale do the books tell with reference to that
matter ? J have the figures hore, and I find that in
the year 1878, the last year of the Mackenzie Government,
we exporte:l, after supplying our home wants, $4,127,705 of
manufactured goods. In that year, and in the year before
that, owing to the encouragement received by those manu-
facturers, that legitimate'encouragement which those manu-
facturers will always receive and must receive from the
effeets of a revenue Tarif, we were able to bring back of
foreign gold into this country, as a result of the sale and
manufacture of those articles, $4,127,705. Thirty different
countries of the globe had Canadian manufactured goode in
their midst in the year 1878. But what is the tale now?
What was the tale told last year ? An increase of those
sales? No, Sir, but a decrease in the year 1880 from 1878
of $885,088. Come down to the year 1881 and compare
that year with the year 1878. Is there any revival ? Sir,
the agricultural industiy has revived, we have botter crops.
Our lumbering industry bas revived, larger sales and better
prices. Animals and their produets have brought higher
prices. There is increased wealth from that source.
But how about manufactured goods exported in the
year 1881? Why, Sir, while we exported in 1878,
84,127,705, this year the exportation has decreased to
$3,075,095, or a decrease this year of $1,052,610, an
increase in exports, during the past two years, of over
830,000,000 in agricultural products, &c., &c., but a
decrease in the export of manufactured goods of
nearly $2,000,000, or 50 per cent. reduction on the total
exports. I have taken the trouble to classify them some-
what. These figures are fraught with interest. I am one of
those who believe in the manufacturing industries of this
country ; I like to see them developing. I am one of
those who want to see our manufactures, not restricted to the
home market alone; but, unhampered by these duties that
are tying the hands of manufacturers, placed in such a
position as a revenue Tariff will place them in, by enabling
us to give cheaper goods at home, while they can compete
with foreign nations abroad. I find we have some fifty-
eight articles of manufactured goods that we exiport, and,
as I said a moment ago, we have had a decrese in those
fifty-eight articles, from the year 1878, of $1,ß2,6lo. I
have classified them in order to enable un to see whiob
partieular manufacturing industries are being injured by
the Tarif now in force, for I hold, as I will endeavor to sheer
at a later stage of my remarks, that the Tarif is grty
to blame for the deplorable faot, t1t I whee
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just related to you. I find that in thirty-six out of the
fitty-eight articles we export, there is a decrease of
$1,736,412. You will sec in this list of thirty-six articles are
composed some of the largest of our industries, in a manu-
facturing point of view. Take agricultural implements, a
very large and expanding industry of this country, and
one which you would naturally suppose would be able to
supply our home market. But why is it unable to compete
as successfully in 1881 as it was in 1878 with foreign
countries, except it be that it bas been handicapped in
some way by the operations of the Tariff ? In 1878, we
exported of agricultural implements, $86,001 ; in 1881,
only $31,269, or a decrease in that item of $54,7j2-63 per
cent. of a decrease of the export of agricultural implements.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.

Mr. PATERSON. The hon. member for Niagara says
hear, hear, but a cat could mew with just as much effeet
as that. We are now talking upon a subject that interests
intelligent men, talking to those who profess to take care
of the manufacturing industries of this country. Take the
item of biscuits, a decrease of 45 per cent. in that; candles,
a decrease of 95 per cent.; carriages, a very large industry,
a decrease of 20 per cent.; clothing, a decrease of 60 per
cent.; confectionery, a decrease of 40 per cent,

Mr. WHITE (East Hastings). Oh; you are a manufacturer
of that.

Mr. PATERSON. Yes, I manufacture confectionery,
and I wish I had some now to send you and the hon. mem-
ber for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) to put into your mouths. In
the item of cordage, ropes and twine, there is a decrease of
43 per cent; in the export of cottons we have a decrease
of 35 per cent; in drugs and medicines of 98 per cent.; in
manufactures of fur, 48 per cent.; in grindstones, 17 per
cent.; ground gypsum, 40 per cent.; bats and caps, 80 per
cent.; manufactures of india rubber, 60 per cent.; pig iron,
98 per cent.; other iron and hardware, 18 per cent.; leather,
sole and upper, 26 per cent.; boots and shoes, 57 per cent.;
other leather, 73 per cent.; wine, 44 per cent.; ale, beer
and eider, 35 per cent.; other spirits, perhaps owing to the
increase of home consumption-the hon. Minister of Customs
will tell us-the decrease is $132,674, or 98 per cent. ;
in machinery, one of our most important manufactures,
48 per cent.; musical instruments, an increase in pianos
and organs, but in other musicial· instruments, a decrease
of 93 per cent. ; oil cake, 43 per cent. ; sails, 14 per
cent. ; sewing machines, one of our largest industries,
one that was thriving before the preseni Tariff affected it
injuriouly, as shown by the Trade Returns,shows a decrease
in exports of 39 per cent. ; in ships sold to other countries,
-a matter in which our Maritime Province friends will be
interested-there was a decrease of 71 per cent. on the
amount for the year 1878 ; in soap there was a decrease
of 50 per cent. In tobacco stems and cuttings there was
a decrease of 43 per cent. ; in vinegar there was a decrease
of 20 per cent.; in doors, sashes and blinds a decrease
of 39 per cent.; in woollen goods-another great industry
of this country-a decrease of 36 per cent.; or, in the ex-
ports of those thirty-six articles, there was a total decrease
of $1,736.412, or an average decrease of over 54 per cent.
The picture is not a bright one, but I will endeavor to give
hon. gentlemen opposite the comfort of what little brightness
there is in it. In twenty-two articles of manufactured
goods the export has increased. The export of books
has increased 88,408; the export of hemlock bark extraet
.has increased $2,228; glass and glass-ware, $252; iron stoves
and castings, $5,572; scrvp iron, $153,374; jewellery
and plated ware, $83; junk and oakum, $17,649;
harness and saddlery, $1,341; whiskey, $1,557; wine
in wood, $599; organs, $9,778; pianos, 8705; oil (not
elsewhere specified), 87,604; rag@, 834,433; starch, $32,497;

Mr. PATERSON (Brant).

steel manufactures, $111,038; wrought stone, $648; cigars
and cigarettes, $5,625; household furniture, $20,497; other
wood, $99,131 ; other articles, $168,792 ; or a total of
$6s3,802 as the increased export on those twenty-two
articles in the year 1881 over the year 1878. But I think
the House will allow me to deduct from that amount the
increase in scrap irou, which is not a branch of manu-
facture, and doos not give employnent to a single man
in this country, the product being simply the refuse of the
machine shop. The export of rags should also be deducted,
as I do not think hon. gentlemen will hold that the pro-
duction of rags is an occupation which requires skilled labor,
or that there are any manufacturers in this country who are
specially engaged in producing rags. Therefore, I will
deduct these two items which, together, amount to $ 187,817,
and the total increase would then be $495,985. But, Sir,
leave both the rags and the scrap iron in the list, swell the
amount of increvses ail you can, give hon. gentlemen
opposite all the brightness there is in the picture, and yet
the decreases exceed the total increases by $1,052,610 more
tnan they did in 1878. Ihave another table which, I think,
should teach the Ministry a lesson which they do not seem
to have learned fi-cm their own Trade and Navigation
Returns of last year. In this table I have compared the
decreases in the exports of certain lines of manufactured
goods in 1881 with those of 1880, for the purpose of
showing that the decreases are going on; that it bas not
been arrested, but is daily becoming worse under the present
system. Take the case of agricultural implements, and you
have a decrease this year over last of $27,859. In biscuits,
the decrease was $3,403; in candles, $3,738; cordage, ropes,
&c., 62,053; in drugs and medicines there has been a
decrease ; in furs, bats and caps, grindstones and India
rubber goods, while in pig iron we have a decreased
export of $71,844 ; in cotton there has been a decrease,
in 1881, as compared with 1880, of $2,630; in iron and
hardware, $7,875; in boots and shoes the decrease, which
was enormous inL 180, has become much larger in 1881,
being $63,420 over what it was in that year ; in other
leather goods the decrease was $3,371 more in 1881 than
it was in 1880 ; in machinery the decrease was $6,992; in
musical instruments there was a decrease, while in sewing
machines the decrease was $36,093 more than it was in
1880, whilo the decrease in the latter year was an alarm-
ingly large one compared with 1878. The decrease in ships
sold to other countries was very large in 18b0, but it has
been swollen during the past year by the sum of $116,309.
There were decreases in soap; in tobacco stems and cut-
tings; in doors, sashes and blinds, while in woollens the
decrease in 1881 as compared with 1880 was $11,006,
and the total decrease on these twenty-four articles
in 1881 over 1880 amounted to $3k8,957. And yet,
Sir, bon. gentlemen opposite cheer ironically as they
hear the figures read which tell us that the proud
boast we have made in the put with reference to our
manufactures is a vain one under the management of hon.
gentlemen opposite, and that in a short time we will be
obliged to confess that we are not able to meet the
manufacturers of other countries, in other foreign markets.
And this is not because our manufacturers are possessed of
loss energy or less brains than those of other countries;
it is not because they are lacking in any of the essentials of
a successful business career, but because they are handicapped
and hindered under the operations of the Tariff which was
brought in force by hon. gentlemen opposite, who, while
pretending to be the special champions of that class, are
yet ready to cheer when the figures are read from their «wn
Trade and Navigation Returns showing that the business
of these men is being destroyed. I wish to notice another
point. Last year, in making a similar motion to this, I had
occasion to give some figures, which, though not quite so
startling in their nature as those 1 have given to-day, wero
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yet in the same direction. The hon. the. Minister of Cus-
toms replied to me, and I now desiro to call attention to bis
reply, beeause, if ho deigns to answer me to day, he will
have to make a different answer. His answer on that occa-
sion was as follows:-

" It ia not my intention to enter upon a discussion of the subject with
wbich the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) bas dealt during the
last hour and a-half. I think that probably the best answer to all bis
arguments with reference to the exports of the country will be found in
a short paragraph on page 6 of the Trade and Navigation Return, in
which the Commissioner points out the important fact that, for the first
time in the hisLory of this country since Confederation, the exporta have
exceeded the imports by $1,421,711, and that they exeeed also the value
of the goods entered fur consumption by $16,129,1(9."

The hon. gentleman answored my argument, which was
analagous to the one I use to-day, by quoting what was
found in the preface to the Commissioner's report, stating
that there was an increase of exports over imports.
But what answer will the bon. Minister of Customs give me
to-day, when this same Commissioner of Customs tells us
that, instead of there being an increase of exports over
imports, there is absolutely a decrease of over $7,000,000 ?
When I reminded him of the fact that I spoke of manufac-
tured goods, ho said that I made out a very good case for the
Government, because I showed that the home market was
now secured for the manufacturer. That statement was also
made by the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), who,
at a later stage of the debate, replied to my arguments-
and made as good a case for the Goveî-rnent, I am bound
to say, as it was possible to make-but who failed, only
because the facts and figures would not bear him out, and
not from any want of ability. If ho failed last year, what will
his position bo tbis year ? Let us take some of the largest
manufactures. There bas been a great decrease in the
expert of pig iron, for instance. We have had a decreased
expert of 71,814tons. No doubtthe hon. member for Niagara
will say that we have the home market; but what do the
imports reveal? Why, that, in 1S78, we only imported
$488,824 worth, while, in 1881, we imported of foreign pig-
iron, displacing our own, according to the hon. member's
argument, 715,997 tons. Certainly, then, it cannot be
contended that the Tariff has shut out foreign iron, or that
it bas given us the home market, according to the extent
the exports have decreased. Thon, in cottons there bas
been a decreaso in the exports and an increase in the
imports. In 1878, $7,104,517 worth of foreign
cottons came into the country, while last year
$10,244,465 worth came in. In boots and shoes
we find that there bas been a decrease in
the exports of $134,618 worth. But have we the home
market in consequence? In 1878. we imported 8243,578
worth of boots and shoes, whilo last year we imported
$105,592 worth. Therefore, I contend that the Tariff does
net give our manufacturers a home market which they bad
not before; while it is so arranged that raw material is
taxed, so that the marulacturer cannot produce goods as
cheaply as ho could formerly, ho is, therefere, forced to
charge us more for our goods, while at the same time he
does net increase his borne market. In machinery we ex-
ported $37,281 less in 1881 than in 1878, while weimported,
in the latter ycar, $327,623 worth, against $1,047,549 worth
in the former. Therefore, the decrease of the machinery
exports cannot be accounted for by the fct that we have
the home market. In sewing machines there is a decrease
in the exports of 18s1, of $107,806 worth, while the imports
were $193,337 worth, against $lul,404 worth in 1878.
What could show the Ministers more clearly than these
facts that the Tariff is so arranged that it is a positive
mijury te the manufacturing industiies of this country?
In woollens the decrease in the exports bas been $12,216,
while the imports wero $8,742,024, in 1881, against
$8,535,453 in 1878. I might give other figures to
show that the decroase in our experts cannot be accounted

for by our having the home market; but what I have
quoted will, I think, prove indisputably that the reason
our exports of manufactured goods are becoming daily
and beautifully less is, that our manufacturera are unable,
because of the burdens that have been heaped upon them by
this Tariff, to produce goods as eheaply as they formerly pro-
duced them, or to compete as successfullyin foreign markets.
I have made these remarks in order to lead up to the point I
bring before the hon. Minister of Finance, and that is, that-
as was pointed ont when this Tariff was introduced-it is a
Tariff for which he is not entirely responsible, but with re-
gard to which the manufacturers were consulted and the
duties on different articles increased and increased until we
have the Tariff that is the admiration of hon. gentlemen
opposite. The Tariff trying to suit these various con-
flicting interests, and not for the public good, it is no
wonder that the effect bas been so disastrous as I have
pointed out. I am not making that statement without
having cognizance of the facts. Last year the hon. Minister
of Finance asked us to vote some $400 to a gentleman in-
tere.sted in sugar refining, to pay his expenses te Ottawa
and back. For what purpose did he come bore? To help
to frame the Tariff; and the hon. Minister of Finance, who
had given him a Tariff to make him wealthy at the expense
of the people of this country, was not ashamed to ask the
louse to vote his expenses, and a compliant majority did
vote compliance. Therefore, we ought not to blame the
Finance Minister for this Tariff, because he was not
altos ether responsible. When I pointed out the inevi-
table result of imposing heavy duties on raw materials,
that it would destroy the export trade, we were told:
"No we have a remedy in the system oftdrawbacks which
wo shahl put into force;" that is, that they would, by a
system of drawbacks, return to manufacturers the amount
of duty that had been paid on the raw materials entering
into manufactured goods that had been exported to foreign
countries. When 1 moved for that return last year it came
down, and what did I find ? I found that twenty-one
months had elapsed from the inauguration of the National
Policy, so-called, to the period of my return, and that the
total amount of drawback paid was $15,397.10; but there
were 213 claims, amounting to $12,998.84, that were for
lobster cans, which did not appear in the manufactured
goods of the country, and thcrefre must come out of the
total of $15,379. Deducting that, I found that the total
amount paid by way of drawback to manufacturera, on
exported goods, was simply $2,380.26 during that period of
twenty-one months. Even of that sum $634 was allowed as
drawback on corn, used in making starch ; $275 on oats, used
in making meal; $550 on oil cake, made from linseed ; $49
in wire, used in making fences; $34 on tin, used in canning
meats, and $836 on flour, manufactured into pilot bread.
So the House will see there was not, during those twenty-
one months, a single cent of drawback paid te any of the
great leading manufacturing industries of this country.
Whether the remarks I made last Session have led the Minis-
ter of Customs to be a little more liberal in this respect I
cannot say; no doubt the hon. gentleman will inform the
House with his usual candor. If my remarks had that
effect, I am glad; but the hon. gentleman has net gone far
enough, as is evidenced by the fact of the continued decrease
in our exports of manufactured gools. Why, even admit
that you give a drawback on the raw material entering into
manufactured goods to the amount of the duty paid, that
does not place the Canadian manufacturer in a position to
compete with his rivals. Why, take the manufacturer ofsteam
boilers and engines. He uses a large quantity of brass in
his manufactures; there is a duty of 30 per cent. te protect
the brass manufacturer in Canada. That manufacturer does
exactly what every other manufacturer does: ho takes ad-
vantage of the Tariff, and places 30 per cent, or 29 per cent.
on his goods, just sufficient to keep out foreign goods.
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So a manufacturer, making steam engines and boilers for Opposition, when ho took a sad farewell of his constituents
export, if ho brought in bis brass goods from the United in Lambton, we were led to suppose that perhaps there
States, would have remitted to him the duty he paid on might be some modification of the terms in which these
them in the shape of drawback, but having to pay an equal 'hon. gentlemen have, from the beginning to the end,
ainount to the Canadian manufacturer, he is not allowed a attacked, denounced and villified the policy of the Govern-
cent of drawback in reSpect to that. So the Iouse will sec ment. We can sec, however, that the recess has stimulated
how the manufacturer reaps a disadvantage ; and the result my hon. friend, who bas brought forward this resolution, to
is, that this system of drawbacks bas failed to relieve the something more than his wonted energy, in the stentorian
dificulty that Ministers themselves saw must necessarily attacks which, from time to time, ho is accustomed to make
overtake the export trade of manufactured goods. I know on the industries of this country. What is the scope of the
no other way by which Ministers can learn a lesson of wis- hon. gentleman's argument ? It is, so far as I am able to
dom than by studying the facts presented to them, which catch it, and I have endeavorod te follow it very patiently,
should cause them to depart from their system of hampering that because some items-and the hon. gentleman has very
the industries of ibis country. Return to a sounder and carefully made up his statements, since figures can be made to
newer Tariff, let the industries stand on their own morits, prove anything-of export have decreased within the last two
giving no advantage other than such as will come to them years, that the National Policy is a failure, and is injuring
in a legitimate way through the revenue Tariff, which, when our manufacturing interests. Well, I always supposed that
in force, afforded to manutacturers in many cases better pro- we depended very much on our home trade, and that, though
teetion than they enjoy at the prescrit time-at all events, there might be a decrease in the exportation of some of our
affording them all the advantage they have any right to products, as the hon. gentleman says there is, the fact re-
ask that the people of this country should concede to them. mains undisputed that the people are sufficientlyprosperous
As illustrating the operation of the Tariff, let me give hon. net only to buy our own products, but aiso the imported
gentlemen opposite an instance or two. I took the trouble products of other countries. We never pretended that we
to ascertain some facts from a large manufacturer in my were going to build a Chinese wall about Canada, as hon.
own town, and I tell hon. gentlemen opposite that there is gentlemen opposite have so often asserted. We never pre-
not a manufacturer of any size or importance there who is tended that we intended to lake the course pursued by our
not my warm personal and political friend. I have to tell neighbors on the other side of the border, ofL'hutting out by
them that, such being the case, as a matter of course they our Tariff the manufactures of other nations, as hon. gen-
are the open and avowed opponents of the present tlemen opposite have se often said, and notably the hon. gen-
oecupants of the Treasury Benches, and therefore alL the tleman who has just spoken, and who is master of a certain
manufacturers cannot be iheir friends, ant ali events ihey kind of specious argument. I give him credit for it. He is
are not found in my town. Why should they ? With the so notably a master of it that he has been utilized largely
exception of the sugar refining and one or two other indus, by bis leader in the campaigns of this summer, which have
tries, what have the manufacturers to tbank the present not been very fortunate. But I say we never intended to
Tariff for? Nothing certainly as regards the manufacturers shut out by our Tariff the manufactures of other countries.
in my own town. I have here the prepared statements of Mr. ANGLIN. Hear, hear.
one of the largest firme, which shows that it paid last year
by way of enhanced cost through the operation of this r. PLUME. The hon, gentleman bays hear, hear.
Tarif over and above what duty they would have had \Ve never intended to do so. We have said we intended to
to pay under the Mackenzie Tariff on their raw material, afford a reasonable protection to our own industries, which
the sum of $6,096.04. That shows the extra cost they hon. gentlemen opposite refused to do. It is somewhat
were compelled to pay on articles entering into their pro. strange that in this argument we shouid be forcel to meet
dacts for one year over and above the amount which they the fact again, and the hon, gentleman is forced to meet it,
would have to pay had the old Tariff been in force, and that that exports come to us from the country which bas an
is a firm doing a large export trade. It is a firm whicb almost prohibitory Tariff. Now, the hon. gentleman may
before the present Government came into power, was doing take one born of the dilemma or the other. Either the
an export trade with the uttermost ends of the earth-with prohibitive Tariff of the United States does not prevent their
Chili, Russia, and other countries; but their foreign trade is exportig goods te us, or their Tariff des prevent their
being slowly but surely crushed out under the operation sending them. If it does not, if they do send us goods, it
of this Tariff-a result which is being brought about, whether is an evidenceo that they are not handicapped by it. It is a
through the inability of the Minister of Customs, I do not fact, which every one knows, that one of the most sedulously
ay, but I think it is. I bave similar statements from other protected countries in Europe sends to England large ex-

firms by word of mouth, though not prepared. One says ports of iron manufactures, not small articles, but girders,
the Tariff takes 85,000 a year extra out of us; another says and things of that kind, wbich they sellun the very heart
the amount reaches $3,000. And what is the result of it ? of the iron district, underselling the traders in a Frec Trade
If the country were benefitted, if at homo we were country. TIe hon. gentleman must take one side of the
getting cheaper goods, we might view with some com- argument or the other. The hon. gentleman is, I believe,
placency the destruction of our export trade. But as the hon. gent'emen opposite generally are, greatly
we have importe as great as ever, enhanced in price by distressed that ho bas no longer the argument that
the amount of duty, showing that we are paying enhanced the depression of trade in the country is so great as to
priees on the same class cf goods as are made ut home, force us to seek markets whorever we can find them, by
while, at the same timfe, there is a decreased expert. I sa sacrificing our manufactured goods. Within the last year
these figures should challenge the attention of the hon. or two they have been compelled to abandon the cry of
Ministers, and urge them, if possible, to devise some way by famine and depression. Now, they are opening a discussion
which this state of things may be remedied. in this House upon an entirely different basis. The hon.

gentleman says that in his town, the manufacturers have
Mr. PLUMB. I am very glad to say that one of the suffered. 1 have heard a very different story. My atten-

ai-liest utteranees from a prominent hon. member of the tion bas been called to an article which appeared lately in
Opposition, who undoubtedly speaks with authority, shows the London Free Press, written from his place, and on
that the undying hostility of bis party to the fiscal policy whieh I might b able to lay my hands if necessary, slating
udopted by this House continues as vigorous as ever. After that scarcely any town in Canada bas more greatly bene-
* àme ewbat erude Ütterances of the late hon. leader of tbefitted by the Tariff than Brantford, that manufactorres are

Mr. PArsTaoN (Brxnt),
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springing up rapidly there. I presume the hon. gentleman, of the Government, in the strongest charge ho could bring
with his usual candor, will acknowledge that such is the against the existing Tariff, when lie was using every possi-
case. ble argument against it, stated-and we may always make

Mr. PATERSON. I will; but I desire to explain. a little allowance for the exaggerations used in the heat of
debate-he stated that our Tariff was an avevage inepase

Mr. PLUMB. I have the floor. of 5 par cent. over l7 par cent. Cottons may be inoreased
Mr. PATERSON. I desire to correct the hon. gentle- on the average by 74 par cent.; if' so, that cannot increase

man on one point. I did not say the manufacturers were the price to 30 par cent., unless by some hocus pocus the
suffering. What the hon. gentleman says is true. I said manufacturers have been enabled, through the misrepre-
they were suffering as far as their export trade is concerned. sentations of the hon. gentleman opposite, and through the
That is what my latter argument is based on. misrepresentations of the press which echo thoir views, to

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman said they wero handi- receive a higher price and to be sustained in it. The hon.
capped. gentleman speaks of the decrease in the exports of pig iron.

captheir There was no pig iron manufacturd lin this country until
Mr. PATERSON. Isaid they were handicapped intheir within a very short time.

export trade. Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman said they were handi- rin Londonderry and Three

capped and suffering, not only in their export trade, but
that our ruinous Tariff had paralysed our industries. Mr. PLUMB. That at Three Rivers is a new in4ustry

Mr. PATERSON. I did not use those words at all. of about three years date, but aven then that industry was
paralyzed, and they were not able to do any large business

Mr. MACKENZIE. lie never said so. until they were protected by the present Tariff. It is a good
Mr. PLUMB. Thon the hon. gentlemen did not mean sign that these works are prosperous. We are using their

what he said. iron. There is a prohibitory Tariff in the United States, and
Mr. PATERSON. Oh, yes, I did. it is not at ail likely, and the hon. gentlemen cannot egpect,
Mr. PLUMB. It is not my fault if the hon. gentleman that we will axport pig iron te Eugland. I thinlk the

did not mean what he said. whole of bis argument is based upon a succession ofsiugilarfallacies, which are intended, not iso much for the oar of
Mr. PATERSON. You were making too much noise to this fouse as for lis supporters outside. The hon. gentle-

hear what I said. man knows that the instant propositions of that kind are
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman said that he wanted made in this fouse they will be met and hoeknews that

to see our manufacturing interests developed.hgqres will
ha very easily exposed. I have not the figures present,

Mr. PATERSON. Yes. I did fot intend to answer hlm on that point, but I
Mr. PLUMB. le said that under the favorable pro- observe that, iu erder te increase the list of articles

teetion of the late Government, manufactures were flourish- which have lallen off in exportation, li las made use of
ing and prosperous. The hon. gentleman contrasted the some valy paltry items where the whole trade i8 scarcaly
condition of things up to 1878 with their condition now, anything, or amounts te but a few thousaud dollars. On tËe
and the whole gist of bis argument was, that we were more article of drugs I beliave the whole export is but $79. Wie
prosperous under that condition of things trian we are now. exports ef dmugs and madicines, so far as I eau seo, tht are
The hon. gentleman cannot escape. That was the whole not of our ewn manufacture, amontste$365. Butade-
drift of his argument. I appeal to the flouse and the com- tailed answer to the lion, gentleman eau only be made by
mon sense of the cou ntry to say whether the hon. gentleman referance to the books themselves. I say, again, that it ù; a
is correct. The lion. gentleman must be very badly driven littie extraordinary that the hon, gentleman argues that the
into a corner when ho opons a discussion with such a1affect of this Tarif is to decrease our expert trada, when the
statement. The credulity of his party must be exceedingly very articles which are coming into us are sent te us from
great when they permit the hon. gentleman to make such a country which is se largoly protective. A great mgny of
statements without proof. I can only say I am perfectly these articles from thelUited States are largeiy protected.
astonished that, with the evidence before him everywhera, The on. gentleman spaaks of a great increase in Our ex-
he should now seek to escape from the fact that the country ports. le says that li doas net care where that increaso
is prosperous in all directions, and endeavor to prove that arises. WallthatisofapiecewitIevarythingthatissaid
the present Tarif has paralyzed trade. I am astonished by hon, gentlemen on the other aide. Ha dees not caro
that, with the' evidence before him, the evidence of his own whetler the produce that is;raised iu this country la taken
senses everywhere, ha now seeks to escape from the fact jute the United States, and a duty averaging 30, 40 or 50
that the country is prosperous in all directions, and ha per cent. pald upon it. le does net care wlithar that is
endeavors to prove that the Tariff, as imposed by the hon. owing te the exigencies of our trade and the balance of our
gentlemen on the Treasury Benches, las paralyzed and in- trade, as it was during the Administration which thgt hon.
jured trade. The hon. gentleman throughout bis whole gentleman supported for five yaars, and whiehlhais endeavor-
argument uses another specious plea which is very common ing te get back iute power. He does net care whether the
to hon. gentlemen on the opposite side. He speaks of the fariner is compelled to go thereor wlither ha bas the Inglih
Tariff as if the Ion. gentlemen on the Treasury Benches bad market opeued te him, or wbetbar li buys under a tarif
imposed the whole of it. He says that there is a Tariff of 30 at ail. The hon. gentleman's arguments are ail of the same
per cent. or 35 per cent. upon brass manufacturers, in character ail ha desires te do is te maka a pointfaginat
speaking of steam machinery; he says that the Tarif hias the present Govarument, and I believa in that li las ig-
increased the price just so much, but who is responsible for nally failed. But I say again, and I wish te cali tie atten-
at least half of that, and perhaps more ? I remember par- tien of the fouse te tte fact, that we see, from the coupe
fectly an hon. gentleman who did me the honor pursued hy the bon. gentlemen, that their pelicy is oneOof
to visit my constituency to haranguae the bucolic elemeut undying ostiîity te the manufacturing luteretB, ope of
who came there, and whom lie thought would listen to his undying hostility te the NationlPolieyWo will bld tho lm
arguments-I had no opportunity to reply at the time ha gentleman te bis uttarancas, bacause we bolieve tbAt the
attempted to tel them that the Tariff on cotton had raised.utteranees are made lu consequence of authO PriDe over 30 per cent. My bon. friand the lite leader 1 the on. gentlemen of the Opposition, and tqrao eet,
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stands in the position of quasi-leader of bis party in this manufactured goods, or that the lumbermen had not in-
House. creased their production of lumber, he might then have said,

Mr. ORTON. Mr. Speaker-- with justice, that the effect of the National Policy was
injurious to those interests. But I think he will find, before

Mr. MACKENZIE. It seems incredible that such a this House dissolves, that overwhelming evidence will be
speech as that made by my hon. friend from South Brant forthcoming to show that in every class of manufactures
(Mr. Paterson) should pass unanswered by a single Minis- the amount produced bas been enormously increased, and
ter. There has been no answer made by the hon. member that iiot only bas there been an increased exportation of
for Niagara (Mr. Plumb). I think the hon. gentlemen many of these articles, such as lumber and farm produce,
behind them should make way for some of the Ministers. but that there bas also been a very large increase in the

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). They are not ready yet. home consumption, owing to the increased prosperity of the
Mr. BOWELL. We are certainly under a great compli- people. The hon. gentleman referred to the manufacturera

ment to the hon. gentleman. I dare say the members of in his own town, and ho admitted warmly that he did
the Cabinet will take their own opportunity to speak. not intend to insinuate that they were not prospering;

but when ho attempted to show that the effect of the
Mr. MACKENZIE. They are afraid to do it to day. National Policy had been to destroy manufacturing in-
Mr. ORTON. I can hardly agree with the hon. member dustries, it would have been in order for him to show

for Lambton in looking upon the speech of the bon. mem- that the manufacturers of Brantford had suffered in con-
ber for South Brant as one of such great importance, and sequence of its adoption. But the hon. gentleman says they
especially of such importance to bis side of the House. I have not suffered, and why? Becauso they cannot supply
think no member ever rose in this House who so well suc- the demand for manufactured goods in their own country,
ceeded in advocating the cause of bis opponents instead and as soon as they can do so they will appeal to the
of that of bis own side of the House, and think his whole Government for a drawback, so as to enable them to com-
argument goes to prove the success of the hon. member to pete with foreign countries, and increase the export of
the people of Canada. In the first place, he attempted to manufactured goods. I wish to say one thing in reference
show that our export trade in manufactures had decreased. to the agricultural interests, and I will put it in the shape
Do we not well know that one of the main objects of the of a challenge to hon. gentlemen opposite, and it is that
National Policy was to give to the Canadian manufacturer this side of the House will bo able to show, not only that
the Canada markets ? Is it surprising to him to find that the they have given to the Canadian farmer an increased home
effeet ofthe National Policy bas been to do exactly what it was market, but that they have incroased bis prices as compared
intended to do, and the manufacturers find itutterly impossible with those in Liverpool. They will be able to show that
for them to-day to supply the demand in the home market the various articles used by the farmer in everyday life-
for the varions manufactures of this country, and the couse- the articles of common consumption, such as cottons and
quence is that they are not obliged to seek foreign markets many other classes of manufactured goods-are to-day sold
for their manufactures. Furthermore, the facts show that cheaper to the farming, mechanical, and laboring classes,
the people of this country have increased their consuming than ever before. These facts will be forthcoming in due
power. They are not in that deplorable state in which they time, and then I think even the hon. member for South
were previous to the inauguration of this policy. They do Brant (Mr. Paterson) will-if ho honestly confesses his
not now suffer from the hardships and trials they then suf- opinion, as I helieve ho desires to do-acknowledge that
fered from. Our laboring men find employment in every the National Policy after all bas been a blessing to the
city, town and village in the country, and the consequence people of Canada.
is, they are enabled to buy more largely of manufactured Mr. HESSON. As the hon. member for South Brant bas
goods. Our manufacturers are employed beyond the ca- chosen to color the figures ho las used, for the purpose of
pacity of their machinery or their buildings, supplying the conveying the impression that the country is in a worse
home demand, and the consequence is that manufacturers state now than before the introduction of the present Tariff,
buy from one another, as hon. gentlemen are well aware, I have taken the trouble to compile a few figures which, I
one class helping thereby to increase the prospei ity ofthink, I may submit to the judgment of the House, to show
the other, the result being that they have benefitted that the hon. member is far astray when ho imagines he
largely by the operations of the National Policy. can pull the wool over the eyes of hon. members, or of
It bas been distinctly shown by my hon. friend that such is people outside, by applying his statistics in a way that
the case, for in attempting to show that the increased will not stand the light. I will take·the export of farrn
export of farm products was a point against the National produets for three years, during the previous Administration
Policy, ho gave a proof positive that the effect of that policy of the present head of the Government, viz : the years
had been to some extent to stimulate the production of farm 1871-72-73, and show that they were very much less than
products. The Trade and Navigation Returns show that the they were in the three last years of the Administration of
effect of the National Policy bas been te give to the farmers the hon. member for Lambton ; and as the times were
of this country an increased market of no less than adverse during those three years, the argument ho has used
$8,000,000 annually ; and if they have also increased their with regard to the significance of the export trade will fall
exports, it only shows that a greater stimulus to production to the ground. In 1871, the exports of farm products
bas been given to our farmers. It is true that Providence were $9,858,146: in 1872, they were 813,378,562;
has done a great deal, but we find that not only the agricul- and in 1873, $14,395,310, a total export trade,
tural, but the lumbering industry and every other industry during thoso three years, of $37,632,048. I will
bas been stimulated, and why ? Because the people of this now take the figures for the three last years of the Admin-
country are all prospering. Building operations are going istration of the hon. member for Lambton, and show that
on in all parts of the country; they are using lumber ex- the difference was largely in favor of that Government,
tensively, and the result is that the home market for lum- though the bad times accompanied its administration of
ber alone has increased enormously. If the hon. gentleman affairs. The exports of products of the farm, in 1876, were
desired to give an honest and candid statement to this House $21,139,605; in 1877, 814,689,876; in 1878, $18,008,754; or
with regard te the National Policy he would be prepared to a total, in the three years, of $53,834,235. In other words,
show by statisties whether our manufacturers had increased there was a difforence of $16,202,187 in favor of the late
their productions or not; and if he could have shown that, Administration, and yet I appeal to the House to say if its
the manufacturera had not increased their production of! record was one to which even hon. gentlemen opposite

Mr. PLU»M.
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can look back with pride and satisfaction, and say that
under it the country prospered. But we have to look fur-
ther than that: we bave to look to the prosent prosperity
of Canada; to the home industries which have been estab-
lished; to the home markets which have been created; to the
home consumption of all our manufactured products, and I
appeal to bon. gentlemen opposite to say, if thcy can,
that the country is in a worso state now than it
was under the Administration of their own party.
Hon. gentlemen talk of the exports of the forest as helping
to produce the mercantile prosperity which at present
exists. I have figures to show that the exports of the forest,
in 1877, amounted to $23,010,349, and, in 1878, to $19,511,574,
making a total of exports of the forest, in the last two years
of the Mackenzie Administration, of $42,521,824. I presume
that hon. gentlemen on the other side of the House will try
to make the country believe that there has been an increase
in the exports, and that therefore we have excellent times.
In 1879, the exports amounted to $13,261,459, and, in 1880, to
$16,854,507, a total of $30,115,966; showing a difference in
ftvor of the exports of the forest, during the Mackenzie
Administration, of no less than $12,405,858, or a total excess
of the exports of the forest and farm, in favor of that Admin-
istration during the years I have mentioned, of $28,608,045.
Now, I ask hon. members of this House if the threo last
vears of the late Administration were prosperous years,
which can be remembered with anything like pleasure, or
if those who had to live by the sweat of their brows had
full recompense for their Iabor. The hon. member for
Brant tried to lead this House to believe that the inanufac-
turing industries of this country were suffering. W hat are
the facts ? I appeal to the hon. gentleman to candidly state
whether they are not prospering in his own city beyond
anything he ever anticipated. He must admit that there is
scarcely an industry there that is not busily employed,
almost to double the extent it was in former years, and that
new industries have been created. He speaks of cottons
having been brought into this country. I could not go to
the cotton factory in his own town and give an order in the
hope of having it filled in less than three months. And yet
the hon. member would make it appear that the industries
of this country are in distress. Isay it shows a want offair
play to quote figures in the attempt to show that times are
bad, that the policy of this Government is a mistake, and
that we ought to go back to the policy of thei r predecessors.
When we compare the records, I think hon. gentlemen
Opposite should hide their heads in shame that they were
unable to legislate in the interest of the industries of the
country, and that they now try to show that the country is
suffering, because it is ruled by hon. gentlemen on this sido
of the House.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I desire to make only a few
remarks in order to correct some words that have been put
into my mouth. It is a matter of regret that when I
endeavored to make my statement as fair as I could, the hon.
member for Niagara should have made that a charge against
me. The hon. member, instead of finding fault, should give
me credit, because I made it a point to give every item of
manufacture, no matter how it told, so that no man could
say that I had made a garbled statement; and to mage that
a charge against me shows a lack of fairness on the part of
the hon, gentleman. Another statement put in my mouth
i, that the manufacturers of this country are not in a pros-
perous condition. I made no such statement. Iwas speak-
ing wholly of our exp-rt trade, and I said that, so far as the
ability of our manufacturers to do an export trade was con-
cerned, they were handicapped by this Tariff. Hon. gentle-
men call on me to testify as to whether the manufacturers
of Canada are doing well or not. I beleve that perhaps
never were the manufacturers of Canada enjoying more
prosperity than they are to-day. I believe that at
no period have the manufacturers of Brantford done bet-
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ter than they are doing to-day. But if that is true
of them, it is true of all other classes in the community.
If the National Policy was intended to do anything, it
was intended to kilt off tho importer, and yet the testi-
mony of importers is that they were never doing as well
as they are doing now. The same may be said of the
farmers, the lurbermen, and all other classes of the com-
munity. But the great point to consider is this: When
we are ail doing well, is that fact due to the Tariff ?
I say that it is not a result of the Tariff, but in spite
of it; that so far as the Tariff is concerned, it is an injury and
not a benefit; in other words, prosperous as our merchants
and manufacturers are, they would be more prosperous if
the Tariff was to-day as it was before. The $30,00J,000
of extra gold brought into this country during the
last two years is the result of our exports of agricultural
products, animals and their produce, and lumber. But did
the National Policy cause heaven's rain to fall, or the sun
to shine on our fields, giving us higher prices for our goods;
or did the National Policy cause the rain to fall on the fields
of England, Seotland or Ireland, blighting their harvests,
and opening a market for what we had to sell ?
Did the National Policy raise the price of wheat in
Liverpool, or the price of lumber in Albany, or in
the markets of Great Britain ? Clearly not. Therefore,
that $30,000,000 of extra gold that came into this country
came in, in spite of the Tariff, and not as a result of it, and
enabled the people of this country to buy more freely the
goods they needed than before, and our manufacturers are
thus sharing in the general prosperity. When hon. gentle-
men opposite point to the manufacturers of my town as
doing better than before, they must give them credit for
common sense; and the manufacturers of my town resent
the theory that they exist by the grace of the Finance
Minister of this country. They contend that they are
thriving because they are putting money and energy
into their business, and not because of this Tariff, which
every one of these gentlemen wish to bave changed.
The manufacturers in Brantford are doing well, the
manufacturers in Canada are doing well, all classes in
Canada are doing well, and they are doing well in spite of
the Tariff, and as a result of the extra gold brought into
the country from the causes I have mentioned, over which
hon. gentlemen opposite have no control whatever. I trust
I have now made myself, at all events, sufficiently plain that
hon. gentlemen opposite can comprehend the position I
take on this question.

Mr. BOWELL. It is not my intention to follow the
hon. gentleman through the whole of his speech, nor the
details of the figures which he has preserited to the House;
but I desire to call attention to one or two facts in connec-
tion with his speech which may possibly explain why the
exports of the articles to which he referred have not been
so great as in former years. The hon. member for Lamb-
ton (Mir. Mackenzie) was very anxious that some member
of the Cabinet should refer to the speech of the hou. mem-
ber for South Brant, on account of the logic, I suppose, he
thought contained in the remarks he had offered. If hon.
gentlemen opposite would settle among themselves what
their policy is, or is to be, it would be very much better not
only for the country but for themselves. We have the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright),
who has declared that every manufacturer who has
been protected is a highway robber, or language to that
effect. The hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
has harked back sinco his speech made in Dundee, when ho
announced himself such an ardent Free Trader.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I made no change whatever.
Mr. BOWELL. He has told the people of this country,

in a late speech, that he is going to iop off the pro-
tective branches by degrees. lie has no idea of slaugh-
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tering with one blow all the mnanufacturing interests,
but he will take them piecemeal; and I hope, when
the time cornes, if it ever should come, they may die
in pence. It nay be that there has been a decrease in
the export of the articles referred [ to by the bon.
member for South Brant. It is quite true that there bas
been a decrease in the export trade of confectionery; but
the bon. gentleman should remember that, during the time
his friemds were in power, the people and children bad very
little money with which to indulge in lollipops ; and the
bon. gentleman bas good reason to know, as that is the (
particular industry in which he himself is engaged,
that if that business is now much more prosperous
than it was in past years, it is because he bas found a
market within the boundaries of our own Dominion for
the consumption of the articles be manufactures, while
in 1878 be was obliged to send them out of the country
in order to find a market. The bon. gentleman is
aware and no one knows botter, because he bas given much
attention to the question of the export and import trade,
that interprovincial trade, whic hbas grown up within the last
few years, and particularly within the let ton or twelve years,
is double that which existed a few years ago. Let me give
the bon. gentleman a few figures. I think they will show
that whereas the exports, accepting the figures he bas
given, have fallen off on some thirty or forty articles, that
interprovincial trade bas increased and quadruplcd the
total sum. Take, for instance, the returns from Nova Scotia.
In 1865-66 the imports into that Province, from foreign
countries, were $14,000,000. If the hon. gentleman wi1l
consult the Trade and Navigation Returns, he will find that
the imports from foreign countries into that Province have
decreased $6,000,000 to $7,000,000. Who have supplied
those $7,000,000 worth of goods, cxcept the manufacturers
of the Maritime Provinces, Ontario and Quebec, and the
farms and dairies of this country? The same facts exist
in regard to the trade of New Brunswick. If hon. mem-
bers will refer to the imports from foreign countries, they
will find thatjbefore Confederation, they reached $10,000,000
or $12,000,00 in that Province, and that during last year
they amounted to little more than half that sum.

Mr. ANGLIN. Yes.
Mr. BO WELL. The hon. gentleman knows that the

people of New Brunswick consume as much to-day as they
did before Confederation, that the Province is just as
prosperous, and if that be the case, either the goods must
be manufactured within the Province, or they were received
trom Ontario or other Provinces of the Dominion, which
have entered largely into the production of articles for-
merly imported from foreign countries. Take the wide
domain that lies to the west of us. In 1878, the interpro-
vincial trade, covering articles sent by Canada to the North-
West, amounted to about one million and a quarter. The
exports, if I may so term them,-that is, the products of
Canada-have increased from that suin to nearly six mil-
lions, for the year ending 30th June last, and during
the last six months-I have not the figures by me,
but I am speaking within bounds when I say that
the trade of old Canada with Manitoba and the North-
West Territories bas increased to a very much larger
extent than during the last year. Who have supplied the
Maritime Provinces with goods? and who have supplied
the great North-West with the agricultural implements,
which the hon. member for South Brant complains have
not been exported, and which do not appear in the
trade returns, but the manufacturers of Ontario and
Quebec ? The fact that there is not an agiricultural indus-
try in this country recently established,'or that was for-
merly in operation, which is not working to its utmost
capacity, and this afforded the best possible evidence that
they found a market for their products. If these were not
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sent abroad they were consumed bere; if they did not go
to the Maritime Provinces they were sent to the North-
West. What did a Free Trader and former supporter of
the hon. gentleman opposite tell me the other day in
Toronto, and he is a gentleman living in my own county?
He said, after travelling through the North-West last
summer, and spending six weeks or two months there, he
came to the conclusion, whatever his theoretical opinions
might be, that a protective policy was the correct policy for
this country. I said to him: "What bas led you to that
conclusion? " He replied: I have come to that conclusion
because, while travelling ene or two montbs in the North-West
and going 300 or 400 miles west of Winnipeg, I found almost
every article on the farm, such as agricultural implements,
ploughs and wagons, bore the mark of some Ontario manu-
facturer," while before this Tariff was inaugurated and
extra duties imposed, nearly all those articles, nineteen-
twentieths I am sure, were imported from Racine,
Wisconsin, Ohio and Illinois. If the facts prove that
the manufacturers are fully employed, that they can scarcely
supply the markets in tbe old Provinces, and that they find
the market within the bounds of the Dominion, such is not
evidence of a decrease in the industries of this country.
Neither is it an evidence that the industries of this country
are hampered or handicapped by the Tariff. If that be
established, my bon. friend's logic and argument falls
to the ground, and until he can controvert the
figures I have given him-I will have an oppor-
tunity, no doubt, before the House rises, to give tho
exact figures-he must admit the correctness of
my statements with regard to the increase of trade.
How is it possible that all the articles to which be bas re-
ferred can possibly be manufactured to the extent to which
they are in this country, and yet there be-I will not say
a stagnation in trade, because the hon. gentleman repu-
diates that-but a handicaping of the manufacturing indus-
tries of the c)untry. If they are handicapped by the
Tariff to such an extent that it ruins them, I ask how it is
that men of intelligence, men who do not exist by Act of
Parliament, but who use their own brains, energy and enter-
prise to make their fortunes, should go on extending their
workshops and manufacturing more to-day than at any
previous period.

An hon. MEMBER. Why do they not ask for a change?

Mr. BOWELL. They do ask for a change, but in the diree-
tion of a higher Tariff. They want an increased duty, for
instance, on iron. We find that none of them, not even the
personal friends of my hon. friend opposite, ask to have
the duties taken off. Referring to his own town, the hon.
gentleman says the manufacturers there are his personal and
political friends. I am not at all surpsised that they should
be his personal friends. I question whether any one who
knows the bon. gentleman would not be his personal
friend ; but I am safe in saying that there is not an hon.
gentleman on the other side who can compare with him in
specious argumentation. No one can better tell just
half what should be told, in dealing with facts,
than my hon. friend. A paper has been handed to me con-
taining reference to his town, in which it is stated that, in
the year 1881 alone, the machinery purchased and the new
buildings erected represented not less a sum than $250,000.
The promoters of these enterprises must be mon lacking
that quantity of braim and intellect to which the bon. gen-
tleman referred, if they expend $250,000 in the city
of Brantford-a city containing 9,000 inhabitantý-for
the purpose of being handicapped and ruined. In addition
to these expenditures, in Brantford, a company bas estab-
lished a new industry, the manufacture of farming and
dairy utensils, with a capital of about $50,000. The bon.
gentleman knows that an English gentleman who had
been carrying on business for a great number of years iu
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Yorkshire, bas, owing to the operations of this Tariff,
taken his whole plant and located himself in the hon.
gentleman's city. From what I can learn, ho is doing re-
markably well. The fact that hbe has invested some hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars in one enterprise there alone,
and is now inducing others to invest their money in the
manufacture of an article not yet produced in this country,
is the best evidence that the handicapping of which the
hon. gentleman speaks, bas not had a very serious effect
on our manufacturing industries.

Mr. PATERSON. Deal with the export trade.
Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman's whole argument

was based on the fact that in certain articles our export
trade bad decreased to the amount of $1,300,000. I pointed
out immediately afterwards that our inter-provincial trade
had;increased since Confederation, in the Maritime Provinces
alone, by some $14,000,000 or $15,000,000. I say that is
dealing with the export trade.

Mr. PATERSON. No.
Mr. BOWELL. It may be that I am not able to make

my hon. friend comprehend.
Mr. PATERSON. That is explained by other causes.

It is due to the $d0,000,000 import of gold arising from the
export producing power of the people.

Mr. BOWELL. I quite admit that if they had no money
they could not buy.

Mr. PATERSON. Where did they get their money?
Mr. BOWELL. Unless the people had the money to buy

they would not buy. If they have got money, it is owing
to the general prosperity of the country, induced to a very
great extent by the establishment of large manufacturing
industries. The hon. gentleman says that the money came
into the country. I admit that, and contend that it is one
of the results of the protective Tariff. If we did not manu-
facture to the extent we now do, all the products of the farm
would be sent to foreign countries, and instead of the money
being brought back to be expended bore, we would bring
back the products of foreign markets for our consumption.
If we Pend to Europe 100,000 bushels of grain, and bring
back in exchange gold, say, to the amount of $200,000, you
have that much to expend here and purchase our own
manufactures: wbereas, if we imported foreign manufactures
instead, so much money would be taken out of circulation
here. Just so long as we keep exporting to foreign coun-
tries and bring back gold, and manufacture here the goods
we require to consume, just so long will the country be
prosperous. I know that does not meet the views of the
chief Free Tradler, but I have more faith in one ounce of
practice than in all the theory that Free Traders can
produce.

Mr. MACKENZIE. And the results ?
Mr. BOWELL. And in the results. The hon. gentleman

particularly referred to the question of pig iron. He says
that, under the late Tariff, the export of pig iron was greater
than at present. Those who know anything of the manu-
facture of pig iron know that the Londonderry works are
the only enes that have had any existence in this country
,or some time.

Mr. MACK ENZiE. Oh, no. There is Three Rivers.
Mr. BOWELL. For some time, I said, the Three Rivers

wrks have been engaged in one particular manufacture.
It is aiso known that at the time the bon. gentleman went
eut cf power, those works, and the whole country, were, ifImay say so, almost in bankruptcy. It may be true that theexport of pig iron was greater then than now, and there maybe two reasons for that. If there was none manufactured
in this country for export, as there was not in 1878, then't follows that the export trade must have consisted of1

English and Scotch pig iron which was brought into this
country, warehoused, and thon exported to a foreign
country. That is where my hon. friend gcts his export
trade for 1878.

Mr. PATERSON. My figures are all for Canadian
products.

Mr. BOWELL. That could net be, because there was
none of any consequence manufactured in the country in
1877 and 1878. The prosent state of the Londonderry
works is this: That instead of manufacturing pig iron for
export they are manufacturing pig iron into billets and
booms, and from that into bar iron. Though their
whole establishment has been running night and
day during the last year they are unable to supply
the demands made upon thera in this country, and
if they have not exported the produets of the two
furnaces which are now in full blast, instead of the one they
formerly had, it is because they are consuming the product
of these mines and the product of these blast furnaees in the
country rather than sending it out; that is the only answer
that can be given, and to my mind it is a conclusive one.
I intended to a;k the hon. gentleman, before ho made
his last speech, what industries had been handicapped
to snch an extent that they had been crushed out of
existence, under the operation of the prosent Tariff; but he
bas told us that he never knew manufactures so flourishing
in thehistory of this country as they are to-day ; and if
they are flourishing, they must have a market of some
description for that which they produce in their different
branches of industry. If it be not in the expert trade thon
it is, a1s I have pointed out, in the interprovincial trade
which has grown up te such a large extent and is constant-
ly increasing. I know it has been the policy of the hon.
leader of the Opposition- ho is not present, but my argu-
ment is none the less pertinent-I know it bas been the
policy in the speeches which have been delivered by the
hon. gentleman, particularly in the Maritime Provinces
during the past year, that they should not trade with
Ontario nor with Quebec, that the natural outlet for their
products and the natural market for them is in the United
States. The present leader of the Opposition stated, in a
speech he made at Summerside, I think it was, that the
United States was their legitimate market, and that they
should net be compelled te trade with the other Provinces.

Mr. ANGLIN. Hear, hear.
Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman says "hear, hear." I

could admire bis countryman, Mr. Parnell, when ho tried
to enforce upon bis own people the necessity of wearing
only products they manufactured themselves However much
I disagree with him and bis politics generally, I say I
could admire Mr. Parnell when ho said to the Irish people:
" Wear that which you produce in your own country,"
because if they wore that which they manufactured them-
selves, it must be the product of their own labor, and the
manufactures of their own country. But there is no
comparison between a man who will advocate a policy of
that kind and the man who will say to bis own people : "Go
to a foreign country and spend your monoy and ruin the
manufactures of the other Provinces." I repeat that, while
I could admire the policy of the one, because it would give
labor to his own countrymen, I look, and I believe this
country will look, with strong disapprobation, to use no
stronger language, upon the leader of a party who advise a
portion of the people of this great Dominion to go to the
United States and purchase goods with their money rather
than deal with the manufacturers of their own country.

Mr. ANGLIN. He never said anything of the kind; I
was prosent.

Mr. BOWELL, I donot know that that is evidence of the
fact, judging from the past, althongh, of course, in a parlia-
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mentary sense, I am bound to aceept the statement of the
hon. gentleman. I am only speaking from reports of
speeches I read as having been delivered by the lion. gen-
tleman. If lie has been misreported, then, of course, 1 am
wrong; but I eut the speech out at the time, and have it in
My possession.

Mr. ANGLIN. Read it.

Mr. BOWELL. I thought it very extraordinary that a
statement of this character should have been made in a
country like this, where we are endeavoring to build up
amongst ourselves a trade which will enrich the whole
country.

Mr. PLUMB. He is reported in a half a-dozen papers to
have said it.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman says lie was there,
and that it was not said. What was the principal argument
used by those gentlemen whom I may term the fathers of
Confederation ? lt was that an interprovincial trade would
grow up, and that articles which some Piovinces could not
produce would be produced by the other Provinces, being
all members of the same family though living in different sec-
tions of the Dominion. Hence it struck me as very pecu-
liar that the leader of a great party, and who is supposed
to be at least in favor of the great principle of Confedera-
tion, should have given utterence to such language as this.
I am not at all surprised that my hon. friend from Glou-
cester repudiates this sentiment, because we all know lie
was an uncompromising opponent of Confederation. I do
not find fault with him for conscientiously believing that it
would not be to the interest of that section of the Dominion
in which ho lived, and it was his duty, as a patriotic man to
oppose it. But language of that kind coming from mon
who profess to be admirers of the principle of Confedora-
tion, men who took part in the debate, and declared that
it was desirable that an interprovincial trade should be
built up, and then to denounce those sections of the
country in which the article is produced which they wish
to consume-language of that kind, I say, is not that of a
patriot. Any gentleman, any ho. member of this eHouse,
who las travelled through the Maritime Provinces and
particularly in Prince Edward Island, must have found that
the articles most largely in use there, particularly agricul-
tural implements to which the lon. member for South Brant
has referred, are nearly all bought from different sections of
this Dominion, instead of being imported from the United
States as formerly; but, what is still more gratifying, is the
fact that, though beîng subjected to the heavy cost of
transportation to the East, and to Manitoba and the North-
West, these articles are sold, to-day, cheaper in these
different sections of the Dominion than they were five or six
years ago, when they were all purchased in the United
States. The return for which my hon. friend bas moved
will be brought down. He tells us that the system of pay- J
ing drawbacks-I think I may use the expression drawback I
to the drawback-has been intensified; that is, that the policy
bas been such as to prevent the possibility of these gentlemen
obtaining their drawbacks. All I ean tell the hon. gentleman
is, that since our late discussion the principle bas been
extended to a certain extent, that in every single instance
wheie manufacturers have presented their claims in such a
manner that it was pc sible for the Accountant to arrive at
a correct decision as to the amount of drawbacks they should
receive,there bas been no delay whatever in paying it to them.
I think lie will find that, when the return comes down, it
will show that there was a much larger amount paid in the
way of drawback than there was in previous years; and I
have no doubt that, as the manufacturers continue to pros-
per, and when they shall have succeeded in more than
supplying the home market, the export trade will continue
to increase. And as it continues to increase, just s0 in pro-
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portion will the Government pay back as lai-ge an amount
of drawback as the law will permit. But, unless nanufac-
turers will place their claims in such a manner as will
enable the Department, under the law, to deal with them, they
have no right to complain of any delay which may tako
place. I make this explanation, because I know that in
some cases manufacturers complain that their claims have
not been attended to as rapidly as they should have been.
Such claims, of course, come to the Department, and when
complaints have come to me, and I have made enquiry, I
have found in every instance that the claims have been made
in such a way that it was impossible to deal with them
until they were amended, and when this has been
done no delay took place. I can only hope, as one
of the best possible evidences of the prosperity of our coun-
try, that our manufactures will increase to such an extent
that it will not be necessary for us to go out of the country
for any of the articles we may require that can be manu-
factured here. As an illustration, I know that my hon.
friend before me, the Minister of Railways (Sir Charles
Tupper) finds that the demand for rolling stock to supply
the [ntercolonial Railway and other Government railways,
has been so great that it has been utterly impossible for the
engine manufacturers and car manufacturers of this coun-
try to contract for and deliver the articles required within
anything like a reasonable time, or within such a time that
he would have been justified in waiting to receive them. This
has been the case in the car and engine shops, not only of
Ontario, butin the Maritime Provinces; they have been driven
to this extent, not to supply a foreign demand, but for the homo
market; so that the Minister of' Railways, as well as many
railway companie-, have been obliged to inport rolling
stock in order to keep pace with the increased traffic in
various sections of the country. Let us hope that this state
of things may continue, and when the time comes for going
into this matter more minutely, I think I will be able to
show the hon. gentleman that, even in the articles to
which he has referred, the manufacture has not decreased
but has rather increased, and that the market has been in
our own country instead of a foreign country. No article
I know of furnishes a better illustration of that fact than
that of furs. The demand for furs froin Montreal, and
other places in the older Provinces, in the North-West as
well as the usual demand in other parts of Canada, has been
so great that the manufacturers have scarcely been able to
supply it, and hence they had none to export to foreign
countries; but if those markets were not open te them for
the sale of furs, as well as other articles, they would have to
export them in order to find sale for that which they pro-
duce.

Mr. CHARLTON moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 15) to incorporate the Winnipeg and Springfield

Bridge Comnpany.-(Mr. Scott.)
Bill (No. 16) to incorporate the Manitoba Bank.-(Mr.

Scott.)
Bill (No. 17) to grant certain powers to "The American

Telegraph and Cable Company."-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
Bill (No. 18) to incorporate the Ottawa and Arnprior

Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Domville.)
Bill (No. 19) to incorporate the St. Johns Bridge Corn'

pany.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
Bill (No. 20) respecting the Portage, Westbourne and

North-Western Railway Conpany.-(M'Ir. Boultbee.)
Bill (No. 21) to incorporate the Thunder Bay and Min-

nesota Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
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Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the Lake Superior and

James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
Bill (No. 23) respecting the Exchange Bank of Yarmouth,

Nova Scotia.-(Mr. Killam.)

MOTION FOR A RETURN.

The following motion was agreed to:-
Full description of the locality comprised in each Census

sub-district from a to f, inclusive of Census district No. 192
" The Territories," with map delineating the boundaries of
each sub-district.-(Mr. Blake.)

Hiouse adjourned at 6 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TiiURSDAY, 23rd February, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY presented a Message from His
Excel!ency the Governor General

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:-
LonN.

The Governor GeneraI transmits to the House of Commons Supple-
mentary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for
the year ending 30th June, 1882; and, in accordance with the provisions
of " The British North America Act, 1867." he recommends these Esti-
mates to the flouse of Commons,

GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
OTTAWA, 23rd February, 1882.

Ordered that the Message and SupplementarylEstimates
be referred to the Committee of Supply.

THE CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN in introducing Bill (No. 36)
respecting the Civil Service of Canada, said: Mr. Speaker, the
Bill is intended to apply to the insideand outside services. The
Civil Service, by this Bill, will be divided, as it is now, into
two divisions: there will be the first or inside departmental
division, and the second or outside departniental division.
The inside division will comprise the offieers at head-
quarters, the outside division will comprise the officers
and servants outside the Capital. The Bill provides for the
appointment of a Board of Examiners, who shall bo
authorized to examine all candidates for admission to
the Service, and to give certificates of qualification to
such persons as are found qualified, according to the regu-
lations then in force. The meetings of the Board shall
bo held at such times, and the proceedirgs thereof shall be
governed by such rules, as may be decided by the Governor
in Council. It is intended to fix the salaries of the exam-
mers, when so employed, at $10 a day, and their travelling
expenses; and if persons, as provided by the next clause,
are employed as assistants for the examinations, they shall
be paid $5 per day. The Board of Examiners shall sit at
certain periods in the cities of Ealifax, St. John, Charlotte-
town, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, London, Winni peg,
and Victoria, and such other places as may be determined
by Order in Couneil. The Bill provides that all appoint-
ments shall be during pleasure, and no porson except a
Deputy-Head shall be appointed without a previous exami-
nation, in accordance with the provisions of the Bill.
The Deputy-Head shall be appointed by the Governor
in COuneil during pleasure, but may be removed for

cause, and if so removed the cause shall be com-
municated to both Hiouses of Parliament at the next
Session, within the first fifteen days. The salaries
of the Deputies, by this Bill, are intended to have a
minimum of $3,200, and a maximum of $4,000. The
duties of the Deputy-HIeads of the Departments are provi.Ied
for by the Bill. In the absence of a Deputy-H<ad the chief
clerk may be named by the lead of the Department to fill
bis office. The Bill provides for four classes of clerks: chief
clerks, first class, second class and third class clerks. Under
the law as it stands now, there are five classes besides pro-
bationary clerks, namely:. chief clerks, senior second class,
junior second class, third class and probationary clerks or
fourth class clerks. We thought it would be better to have,
besides chief clerks, only three classes: first, second and
third. Chief clerks shall only be appointed, -according to
this Bill, by Order in Council, passed on the report
of the Deputy-Head of the Department, concurred in
by the lead of the Department, and after
the salaries have been voted by Parliament. More
than that, the party so appointed must have a certi-
ficate from the Deputy-Head of the Department, that ho
possesses the necessary qualifications. Hon. gentlemen
will see that a great deal more power is given in this Bill
to the Deputy-Heads than is given by the law as it stands.
The salary of a chief clerk will be the minimum, $1,800,
and maximum, $2,400, as at prosent. A first-class clerkship
shall only be created by an Order in Council, based on a
report of the Deputy-Head, and concurred in by the Head
of the Department, setting forth the reason for creating the
office, and provided the salary has been already voted by
Parliament. The salary will be $1,200 minimum, per
annum, 1,800 maximum, which are the present rates. The
second class clerkships wil lbe appointed underasimilar Order
in Council, and with similar certificates. The salary will not
be changed from what it is under the present law, $1,100
minimum and $1,400 maximum. The minimum salary-of
third class clerks will be $400, and the aunual increase of $50
per year, up to a maximum of $1,000. We have combined in
the third class the two classes that existed before, namely,
the third class and a junior second class. No increase of
salary will be given to any officer unless on a report by the
Deputy-Head, concurred in by the Head of the Department.
There is the right of suspension of the increase, and when
restored the arrears are not to be paid to the clerk. The
manner of paying it would be from the beginning of next
quarter. The number of officers and servants of a
Department shall be determined by an Order in Council as
well as the appointments; and ail vacancies, however
occurring, shall be filled in the manner provided hereafter
in this Bill. No person shall be appointed to the Civil
Service until ho has passed an examination before a Board of
Examiners. The examination will be according to the
class to which the applicant aspires, and must ho preceded
by a preliminary examination to ascertain whether the
candidate possesses such knowledge of orthography and
elementary arithmetic, and whether his handwriting is such
as to justify bis admission to the qualifying examination.

hen that preliminary examination is passed ho must ho
submitted to an examination for the class to which ho
aspires. No person will be admitted to ho a candidate
until ho bas satisfied the Board that at the time appointed
for such examination ho will have attained the full age of
eighteen years, and that he is free from any physical defect
or dihsese which would be likely to interfere with the proper
discharge of his duties; also that bis character is sueh as to
qualify him for the Service. These examinations are open
to ail. but if the applicanit wishes to ho examined in Englisih
or in French, or in both lanages, the e-xaninersw.li have
to grant his request. Then the Bill provides the machinery
for giving notice in the papers, &c. When the examinations
have taken place the examiners will send a list of the suc-
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cessful candidates to the Secretary of State, provision being
made for the publication of the list in the Official Gazette.
The examination, of which I spoke just now, will apply to
the messergers, pa kers and sorters in the first division,
also to the third cl-is lerkships and similar officers and
employes in the inside and outside services. I need not
go through the whole list. The mode of appointmeut will
be this :

30. Wben it becomes neceszary to make any new appointment to any of
the classes to which is herein provided that first appointments shall
only be after qualifying examination, such necessity shalh be reported to
the Head of iLe Department by his Deputy, and upon such report being
approved by the Head cf ihe repartment, and after the salary to be
paid shall bave been voted by Parliament, the Ilead of the DePartment
shall select and submit to the Governor in Council for probation from
the listz of qulified candidates, made by the Board as aforesaid, a
person fitted for the vacant place.

That person will be appointed after ho lis passed this
examination, and even then ho is to be under probation for
six months, and if during these six months the Head of the
DJepartment is not satisfied with him, ho may b sent back'
and another appointmneu will take place in the manner in
which the first was made. There is a provision also in the
Bill by which an officer who has been so appointed, even
after the six months but previons to the end of the year,
should ho be reported by the Deputy-head of the Department
a- unfit for the service to which he was appointed, wiil b
replaced by another in t he manner provided by the Bill.
If an officer is required in the Department for work
requiring special qualifications, then the Bill provides
for lis appointment in the following way. For
example, for an architect, or an assistant engineer, or
an officer of that kind, the requi-ite qualiffieations for wlich
are not possessed by aiy person then in the service of that'
Departmenrit, the Gover nor in Council may select and appoint
suh person- as shall be deenmed best îied to fil the vacancy,
Tlhen about promotions in the Department:

33. Promotion in either division of the Civil Service sha,1 he
by examination, under regulations made by the Governor in Council.

(2) Such examination shall be open to any person employed in the
Department in wbich he vacancy tobe filled by promotion exists (unless
the Governor in Council shall otherwise order) in either division of the
Service who holds a position below that to which the promotion is to
be made, and-

<i) Shal be in sucb subjects as, after consultation with the chief
efficers of the Departnent in which the promotion is to be made, May
be decided upon by the Board as best adapted to test the fitness of the
candidates for the vacant office.

The Bill provides that once in a year there shall be an esti-
mate made by the different Deputy-Heads cf the Depart-
merits of the probable requirements, or number of vacancies
to take place in their respective Departments during the
year. 0f course that will be, to a certain extent, approxi-
mate; but the experience of the past few years will certainly
show them what is likely to be the probable number to be
provided for during the year.

34. (2) To the number so estimated shall be added such further
number as the Deputy-Head may deem necessary to compensate for any
failure of bealth, death, or other contingency; and a similar estimate
shall be made, at the same time or times, of the number of vacancies
likely to occur in the second division, to which promotions can be
made. The numbers so estimated shall be those with reference to which
the examinations for promotion shall be held.

Notice will be given in the Official Gazette of the vacancies

Then there will be a probation for those as well as for the
others, of six months, and if the probationer is rejected before
the end of the six months, then another may be appointed
in the same way and from the same list. During the time
of probation, the office held by the probationer previously
may be filled by another officer of the Department, under
the same conditions.

. 40. So soon as conveniently may be after the passing of this Act, the
Governor in Council shall determine the number of officers, chief
clerks, messengers and other servants that are required for the working
of the several Departments in each division of the Civil Service, but
the amount of the salaries of the whole number shall in no case exceed
that provided for by vote of Parliament fer that purpose.

The object of this is, that if we wish to have this new
law we must put in force as soon as possible, and for that
purpose the Governor in Council will have to determine the
number of officers that experience may have taught us is
likely to be required for the proper performance of the
duties of the Department, and will take the officers already
there and use their services for that purpose ; thon if the
number is larger, or if an officer holds a higher grade now
in the Service than the grade to which ho would be allotted
were he to go into the Department for the first time, thon
he would be considered a supernumerary officer of his grade
in that Departmient, thus he w ill be engaged in the Depart-
ment with the functions, perhaps, of an officer of a lower
grade tilt ho is appointed permanently to the office, or has
left the Service, or been removed. When a Deputy is
required in a Department, he will have to be selected as
ordinary clerks, from the list of those who will be declared,
by the Board of Examiners, to have the qualifications of
their class. The pay will be that which is now fixed
third class clerks, not to exceed the minimum salary of a
clerk of that class in proportion to the time ho occupies the
office, that is to say, the salary being, say, $400 per annum
as a mininum if ho is employed only two months it will be
a sixth part of that.

42. (2) The temporary andsupernumerary clerksso employed shall be
paid only out of money voted by Parliament for payment of the contin-
gencies of the Department and division of the Service in which such
clerks are employed, or out of money voted by Parliament for the con-
struction of the works upon which they are employed.

The hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) having
been a Cabinet Minister, will remember that, when persons
were required for the examinations of harbors or rivers, or
special works of that kind, these persons were chosen from
among those experienced in the business, and were paid out
of the allowance voted for the work. Then the 43rd clause
provides for private secretaries. That makes no change.
Private secretaries may receive $000 per annum as such,
and may be members of the Civil Service as now. But no
private secretary shal be paid $600 unless the amount has
been previously voted by Parliament. The 44th clause pro-
vides for three weeks' absence of officers during the year.
It is customary to give officers working during the year
three weeks leave of absence when they have performed
their duties well, and it is to be given. by the Head of the
Department, or Deputy-Head, as the case may bo. In case
of illness or any other cause, the Govornor in Council may
grant to any officer or servant of the Departinent leave of
absence not to exceed one year.

likely to occur in the Departments, and the candidates may Mr. MILLS. Je it intended that a private secretary shah
come forward and pass their examinations at the placesa
fixed by the notice in the Gazette. The Board will be osubje on exapinan bofore h oarybeap ied,
bound to make a list of those who are competing for pro-ior thoinise,.apit apivateoc r m
motion, and send it to the bon. the Secretary ofState.

36. Wben any vaeancy occurs in one of the higber classes, in either
division, the Head of the Department shall select from the lists made, asmntod privato secro-
herein directed, for promotion thereto the person whom, having due tary; but a Minister mny, hy Order in ouncd, obtain theap.
reference to arny special duties incident to the office, to the qualifica.ion po>ntmont of private secretary without his being subjocted
and fitness shown hy the candidates respeetively during their examina-
tion, and to the record of their previous conduct in the Service, he Mayan
conider best fitted for the office. a privatesecretary should have the entire oonfWence of the

SirS E LETORLrNGEVITi.
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Minister, and the latter selects him for that purpose, being staff except to the extent involved hi the re-organization of
first nssured of bis qualifications in other respects ; and, the Departments. By clause 50 it is provided:
therefore, that a private secretary, unless he may be a mem. That nothing in this Act shill diminish in ihis way the rights and
ber of the Civil Service, is not subjected to the examination. powers of the Governor Gencral in Council to dismiss any officer or
The 45th clause provides that the Head of a Department, servant.
or, in his absence, the Deputy-Head of a Department, The 51st clause is an amendment of the Superannuation
shall have power to suspend from the performance Act. I shall read it, as I have no doubt that hon. gentle-of bis duties any officer or servant who shall bec men will prefer my doing so in order that they may know
guilty of misconduct or negligence in the per- exactly what its provisions are :formance of bis duties, and to recall such suspension and
allow the suspended officer to return to bis duties, but no The superannuation of any civil servant shall be preceded by an en-
officer shall receive pay for the time he may have been s- qu by thetTreasury Board.

(a) 1y Whether the person it is proposed to superannuate is eligiblepended. We think it better to put such a provision in the within the meaning of-the Superannuation Act;
law, because, at present, if an officer is suspended for a time (b) Whether his superannuation will result in benefit to the Service,
influences are brought to bear upon Ministers with a view and is therefore in the public interest; or,

(c) Whether it bas become necessary in consequence of bis mentalof having the suspension revoked, as hon. gentlemen no or physical infirmity.
doubt found when they occupied our places. We all know 2. And no civil servant shall be superannuated unless the Treasury
that pressure is brought to bear for the purpose of having Board reports thatheiseligiblewithin the meaningof theSuperannuationfuh saarypai9 Act, and that sncb superaunuatien will be ini the public interest.bis full salary paid to an officer who may have been sus- 3. No person hereafter appointed shall betdeemed to have served in
pended for three or four, days or a week, as the case may the Civil service of Canada for the purposes of the duperannuation Act,
be; and under the present law such requests are very diffil- unless such person has been appointed in conformitywith the provisions
cuit to refuse, whilst if such a provision is put in the Bill it of this Act.
will protect the Head of the Department as well as members We have here a guarantee that no mistake shall be made with
of the House and others who may be kind enough to make regard to the superannuation of any officer, because previous
such applications to Ministers. Another provision of this to the report to Council, and previous to the action of
clause is, that in case of neglect of duty or misconduct by a Council, the Treasury Board will have to investigate the
civil servant, the Head of his Department may impose position of the officer, and see not only whether he should
a fine not in any case to exceed one day's pay, and be superannuated, but whether he as attained the age, and
to deduct such fine from his salary. Hon. gentlemen may is otherwise in a position to have the benefit of the Act.
say that one day's pay is a snall fine. In certain cases, in Mr. MILLS. Is there any power to add to the time ?fact, 1 behieve in any case, an officer, whether he ob a chief
clerk, or in the first, second or third class, will regard a tine Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; the law in that respect
of one dollar as almost as severe a punishment as if it were romains as it is. The 5 and clause provides that the
twenty or one hundred dollars, for, no matter how smalt the Secretary o' State shall lay before Parliament, within
fine may be, it is equally a reflection on bis conduct, and fifteen days after the opening of the Session, a report of the
will give him as much pain as if it were a larger amount. proceedings of the Board of Examiners; also, within the
All cases of suspension or fine by the Deput-y-Head of the same period, a return of the names and salaries of all persons
Department will, of course, be reported by him to the Head appointed to, or promoted in, the Civil Service
of the Department. The 46th clause provides that no extra during the previous year. The Minister of Finance
salary or additional remuneration, of any kind whatsoever, shall also lay before Parliament a return of
shall be paid to any Deputy-Head, officer or servant in the the superannuations made in the Civil Service during the
Civil Service, unless such sum shall have been placed inIthe year, in accordance with the Act. The next two clauses are
Estimates submitted to and voted by Parliament, and the the repealing clauses, and by the last it is provided that the
name of the person stated. When the duties of any superior Act may be cited as the Canada Civil Service Act, 1882.
officer or clerk are continuously performed by an The second schedule of the Bill gives the divisions in
officer or clerk of an inferior grade during a period of figures, but the salaries will have to be filled in afterwards,
more than three months, the latter may, on the recommen- and I suppose I will have to introduce resolutions to that
dation of the Deputy-Head, concurred in by the Head of effect. Having made these explanations, I move for leave
the Department, receive, in addition to his ordinary to introduce this Bill.
pay, the difference between such pay and the pay of the Mr. CASEY. I am very glad to find that this important
superior officer, whose duties he las performed. When the matter bas at last reached the stage of being embodied in aabsence of the superior officer is not on account of illness, Government Bill. But I am sorry that, so far as I couldas, for example, if he were called away by important busi- gather from the expressions of the hon. Minister, this Billiess to the United States, or England, the sum paid to the does not embody the great radical principle in the method
inferior officer who takes his place shall be deducted from of appointing civil servants wbich we expected it would,
bis salary. The 47th clause provides for the retention of namely, that of competitive examinations. Do I understandthe attendance book. As hon. gentlemen probably know, the hon. gentleman aright ?this is not a particularly popular volume in the Civil Ser- g.G
vice; but, nevertheless, I am sure that the large majority of Sir HIECTOR LANGEIN. Yes; it is a modified
the officiais who perform their duties punctually and well examination.
will not object to it, as it is a guarantee, to themselves and Mr. CASEY. So far as one can judge, it contains some
every one else, of their attendance in their offices, and the admirable provisions for securing greater efficiency and
proper fulfilnent of their duties. We, therefore, think that botter discipline in the Service. But there is one thing
it should not be abolished. By the 49th clause it is pro- which I tbink should have been donc, even before the intro-
vided: :duction of this Bill. Certain information bas been gathered,

That nothing contained in this Act shall prejudicially affect the and I believe very effectively, by the Civil Service Commis-
salary or emoluments of any officer in the Service at the time of the sion, for the express purpose ot enabling us te discuss this
coming into force of this Act, so long as he shall be continued in office, question thoroughly, which information, I believe, bas beennorce all it affect any salary or emoluments granted by any Act now in prepared for more than a year, but has not been distributed

yet to the members. I hope the hon. Minister will sec
Of course we look to provide for the civil servants now .that the evidence taken at that Commission is laid before us
enjoyinug office, and we do not wish to disturb the present before this Bill comes up for a second reading.
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Sir HILCTOR LANGEVI[N. I think the hon. gentleman
will find that most of these documents have been laid before
the House. The first report was laid before the lHouse, at
all events.

Mr. CASEY. But not the evidence.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman may

rest assured that the necessary time will be given to Parlia-
ment to examine the Bill, and to read the reports that have
been made on the subject. before I move the second reading.

1. The period of ninety days, during which the said bank may
resume payment without forfeiture of its charter, is hereby extended for
ninety days after the passing of this Act, and if within that period the
said bank resumes and continues payment in specie or Dominion notes,
its charter shall continue in force as if no such suspension of payment
as aforesaid by the bank had occurred.

2. If the sa~id period of ninety days should have expired before the
pissing of this Act, the effect of the preceding section and provision
shall be retroactive, and the charter of the bank shall, on the condition
therein mentioned, be, and be held to have been, revived and continued,
as if this Act had been passed before the expiration of the said ninety
d.,;t s.'

I I move, therefore, for leave to bring in this Bill, and thatBill introduced and read the first time. all rules and orders with respect to private Bills be dis-
-MARITIME COUIRT 0F ONTARIO.pensed with for that purpose.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I assume that the Min-
Mr. CAMERON (Huron) introduced Bill (No. 37) to istry have satisfied themselves that the facts are all correctly

amend the Act to establish a Court of Maritime Jurisdiction- stated, and that being the case-speaking for myself, and, I
in the Province of Ontario. think I may venture to say, speaking for my friends on this

side-no objection will be taken to what the hon. gentlemanBll read the first time. proposes. Of course he is aware-better, perhaps, than any
other gentleman here-that this suspension is in danger ofBANK 0F PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND). becoming a precedent which may be put into effect on

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I rise for the purpose of
asking leave to introduce a Bill (No. 38) for the relief of the
Bank of Prince Edward Island, which I can only do by the
unanimous consent of the House. It is a private Bill, for
which there is no petition, and yet 1 am sure the House will,
without opposition, allow me to introduce it. It is a Bill for
the relief of the Bank of Prince Edward Island. It is known
that that bank was obliged to suspend some little time ago.
By its charter, which was granted by the Island Legislature,
and is similar to our law, a suspension of ninety days
operates for a suspension of the charter. The ninety days will
expire on the 28th of this month. The bank has, I am
happy to say, been able to make satisfactory arrangements
with all its depositors, and I believe the directors are on
the eve of making arrangements for the successful prosecu-
tion of their business, but not within the ninety days. A
gentleman who is well known to a great many members
of this House, Mr. Lewis Davies, formerly a member of this
Parliament, is now in England, as the agent of this bank,
for the purpose of making arrangements to enable them to
go on with their business, and telegraphs that he is satisfied
that he will be able to make those arrangements, but not
within the statutory time. Of course, even if this Bill is
passed by this bouse in one day, it will be too late, in con-
sequence of the adjournment of' the Senate, as the 28th will
have arrived before the Bill can become law. There is,
however, a clause in the Bill which provides that it shall
have a retroactive effect; and if the Bill is not law at the
expiration of the ninety days, it provides that there shall be
an extension for ninety days longer. In that respect it is
similar to the Act passed by the Canadian Parliament for
the relief of the Royal Canadian Bank, in which a special
clause was inserted granting an additional ninetydays after
the passing of the Act. I shall read the Bill, which contains
only three clauses:

Whereas, the bank incorporated by the name of 'The President,
Directors and Company of the Bank of Prince Edward Island,' by
Statute of the Legislature of Prince Edward Island, passed in the
eighteenth year of Her Majesty's reign, was compelled by unforseen
losses and difficulties, to suspend payment on the 28th day cf
November, 1881, and under the provisions of said Act, if such suspen-
sion continues for ninety days from that last mentioned, the charter
of the bank will be forfeited except only for the purpose of winding up
its affairs and business, unless legislative provision be made for its
relief; and whereas, it appears that since the said suspension, efforts
have been made, and negotiations entered inte in England and else-
wbere, for the purpose of enabling the bank to resume payment, and it
has been satisfactorily shown that there is every reason to believe that
such efforts and negotiations will be successful, and that the bank will
be able within the period hereinafter mentioned, to resume payment;
and whereas, in the interest of the public and more especially of the
people of the said Province, it is expedient that the relief prayed for by
the raid bank be granted: Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate and House of Comimons of Canada,
enacts as follows:-

Mr. CAszr.

occasions when there is not so munch to recommend it as in
the present instance. Stijl, I have no doubt that the course

I the hon. gentleman proposes is the best in the interest of
the shareholders, the depositors and the creditors of the
bank; and, so far as I am individually concerned, I will be
glad to support the Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. Minister of
Finance is satisfied that the statements made in the pre-
amble of the Bill are correct. There is, in fact, a Govern-
ment deposit there, and the Government are ready to abide
the resuit with the moral certainty of being paid in full.

Bill introduced and read the first, second and third times,
and passed.

DISTRIBUTION OF SEATS.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT enquired, When is it

intended to introduce the Bill for the distribution of' seats
announced in the Speech ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Bill will be intro-
duced very shortly, and early enough to give hon. members
a full opportunity of perusing all its clauses, considering
and discussing them.

THE CENSUS.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT enquired, Whether

the information laid on the Table on the subject of the
Census is all that is available, or that is to be submitted
to the House this Session ? If not, what further informa-
tion is it intended to submit, and how soon?

Mr. POPE (Compton). Since the question was placed on
the paper, other information has been brought down.
Further information will be supplied, but when, it is impos-
si ble at present to say.

MONTREAL POST OFFICE.
Mr. COURSOL enquired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government to cause a clock to be placed in the central
tower of the Post Office at Montreal; and if so, when the
said clock is to be placed in position ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the intention of the
Government toe cause a clock to be placed in the central
tower of the Post Office at Montreal; orders have been
given to that effect, and the said clock is shortly to be placed
in position.

AGED EMPLOYÉS IN THE MILITIA OFFICES.
Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Govern ment to place on half-pay, or grant a pension to
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those employes in the militia offices discharged by reason of
age or infirmity?

Mr. CARON. In reply to the hon. member, I have the
honor to inform him that the existing law does not allow
the Government te place on half-pay, or grant a pension to
those employes in the militia offices discharged by reason of
age or infirmity.

MILITARY COLLEGE AT KINGSTON.

Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to abolish the Military College at Kingston?

Mr. CARON. In reply to the hon. member, I have the
honor to informi him that it is not the intention of the Gov-
ernment to abolish the Military College at Kingston.

MIL TARY SCHOOLS FOR THE INFANTRY
SERVICE.

Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to open, in the principal cities of the Dominion,
Military Schools for the infantry service (similar to those
in operation about 1863, the success of which was so com-
plete), in order that the infantry battalions may complete
their complement of officers and non-commissioned officers,
who will first have been enabled to acquire suitable in-
struction in the military art, and so prevent the active
militia from becoming rapidly ineffective ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. I object to the question, because it
contains statements which are controverted.

Mr. SPEAKER. The first part is not objectionable, but
the last part must be withdrawn.

Mr. AMYOT. I have no objection to withdraw the latter
part, as it does not meet with general approval, although I
thought the fact stated was admitted.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is the question, as amended?

Mr. SPEAKER. It is: Whether it is the intention of
the Government to open, in the principal cities of the
Dominion, military schools for the infantry service?

Mr. CARON. I beg to state that it is not the intention
of the Government at present to open schools, in the dif-
ferent cities of the Dominion, for the infantry service.

THE CORVETTE CHARYBDIS.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) enquired, (1) Whether it is the
intention of the Government to utilize the steam corvette
Charybdis as a training ship, as was originally proposed;
and if so, when ? If not, why not ? (2) What has been
the entire outlay by Canada in connection with the
Charybdis ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I beg leave to say to the
hon. member that the best mode of utilizing the steam cor.
vette Charybdis engages the serious attention of the Govern-
ment. As to the total outlay by Canada in connection with
the Charybdis, if the bon.gentleman will move for a return,
I will bring it down; or, on this question, I will bring down
a return.

THE CLAIM OF JOSEPH CHARLES LISLOIS.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether the Government have
taken into consideration, in accordance with the promise
by them made, on the 16th March, 18-l, the question ofpaying te Mr. Joseph Charles Lislois, 1lhe amount of the
lOsses sustained by him in the destruction by fire of one ofhis buildings, caused by one of the locomotives of the Gov-ernment on the Intercolonial Railway ? What decision
have the Government come to; and if it be adverse, what
legal and qquitable reasons can prevent a Government from

10

repairing a wrong which the report of the official arbitrator
shews to have been really done by them to a private in-
dividual ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. I object to this question on the same
grounds as in the previous case.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question must be, What decision
have the Government arrived at in regard to the claimant in
question ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In reply to the hon. gentle-
man, I desire to say that the Government have considered
the question and have decided that they cannot entertain
this claim.

THE TELEGRAPH SYSTEM OF THE DOMINION.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Whether the Government have
taken into consideration the propriety of assuming the tele-
graph system of the Dominion and running it in connection
with the Post Office Department, the telegraph system
to-day being under the control of foreigners.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The question is open to the same
objection. We do not know that the telegraph system is
under the control of foreigners.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In answer to the hon.
gentleman, I may say that the Government has not taken
this matter into consideration.

HAGGAS' WATER ELEVATORS.

Mr. WHELER enquired, Whether the new system of
supplying water to locomotives as adopted on the Govern-
nient Railways in Prince Edw*ard Island and the Canadian
Pacifie, known as the " lHaggas' Water Elevators," is
giving as good satisfaction as was claimed for it at the
time it was adopted on the above railways.

Sir CHAiLES T UPPJER. I desire to say, in answer to
the hon. gentleman that the adoption of the Haggas' Water
Elevator system on the Prince Edward Island Railway bas
given the most entire satisfaction, and has proved to be
quite equal to what it was represented. So far as the
Canadian Pacifie Railway is concerned, the portion of the
road on which that system has been adopted, is as yet in the
hands of the contractors, and I have no knowledge further
than that it is perfectly satisfactory.

MUNICIPAL AND LOCAL TAXES.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) enquired, Whether the Govern-
ment intend, during the present Session of Parliament, to
bring in a Bill making Dominion officials liable to pay
municipal and local taxes upon their incomes, as is the case
with other ratepayers ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government do not
intend to propose such a measure.

GOODS FOR THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr. KILLAM enquired, Whether any individuals or firms
are permitted to import, free of duty, any goods for the
use of the Intercolonial Railway; and if so, what are their
names?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have to say, in reply to
the hon. gentleman, that no individuals or firms are per-
mitted to import goods for the Intercolonial Railway ree
of duty.

MAILS FROM STRATFORD TO CHESLEY.

Mr. GILLI ES enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to have the mails carried from Stratford to
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Chesley this season, by the Port Stanley and Lake Huron portion restored. It is only a sentiment, but sentiment
Railroad ; and if so, when ? must be respected. The second clause is inserted in order

Mr. O'CONNOR. It is not, at present, the intention of to protect vested rights with which we have no desire what-
the Government to send the mails by that railway. ever to interfere.

Motion agreed to on the following division
MAiRRIAGE WITHI A DECEASED WLFE'S SISTER.

YiÂs:
Mr. GIROUARD, in moving the second reading of BillMessieurs

(No. 9) concerning marriage with a deceased wife's sister,
said : After having seen, as we have to-day, a petition from A]1ison, Fitzsimmns, Merner,
about three hundred ladies of Montreal, for the repeal of A1Zl9nt Foetin, Mthot
the prohibition of marriage with a deceased wife's sister, we ArkellFulton$ Moussean,
cannot postpone the second reading of this Bill. It is per- Bain, Gault, Mttart,
fectly clear that the passing of this Bill bas become a neces-Banne'rman,BanraGillies, Paterson (Brant),
sity, not only in the interest of the female, but also in the Barnard, Gilimor, Piekard,
interest of the male sex. This necessity is so manifest that Beaty, Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Pinsonneault,
I do not intend to repeat, to-day, the arguments which were Beauchesne, Girouard (Kent), Platt,

Béchard, Grandbois, Reid,
made when this Bill was brought forward for the first time Benoit, Guillet Richey,
in 1880; the discussion then lasted four sittings. Every Bergeron, Gunu, Rinfret,
possible argument for and against the Bill was thon Bergin, Guthrie, Robertson (Hamilton),

advanced, and I would be abusing the indulgence of this Boilu,Haart, Robester,
Hlouse were I to deal with the subject-matter at any length. Bourassa, Hesson, Rogers,
This House will recollect that on its second reading, this Bowell, Holton Ross (Dundas),

Brown, Hloude, Ross (Middlesex),
Bill was passed by 120 to 19, and on its third reading by a Bunster, Huntington, Rouleau,
majority of 75. Finally, when the Bill was brought before Burnham, Hurteau, Routhier,
the Sonate, it occupied several sittings of that body, and Burpee (St. John), Irvine, Royal,
there the Bill, after having been thoroughly considered, was BCuareron(S ury), Jao Ryan (Maret),

not rejected, but its consideration postponed for another year. CarlingKilvert, Rykert,
We have given the members of the Senate, not only one, but Cartwright, Ring, Rymal,
two years to consider it and arrive at a conclusion as to the sKranz, Sriver,tw, erst cnidritad riv t onlsinast teCasgrain, Landry, Stlaw,
tendency of public opinion regarding it, and what is the Cimon (Chicoutimi), Lantier, Skinner,
result ? Do we find that public opinion is against the Bill? Cockburn, Laurier, Sproule,
On the contrary, it is more in favor of the Bill than ever. Colga, Ln Suran,
So much so, that ladies have thought it necessary to adopt Coupai, Macdonald (Sir John), Tassé,
a very unusual proceeding on their part, and ask Parlia. Coursol, Macdonell (Lanark), Tellier,
ment to adopt this measure. Since the Session of 1880 it router, Mackenzie, Trow,

bf th bEhadl aCurrier, Macmillan, Tupper,
bas been constantly before the public. There is hardly a Cuthbert, McaIlum, Vallée,
newspaper in the country which lias not contained not Daoust, McCarthy, Wade,
only numerous correspondence, but also leading articles; DeCosmos, McDougald Wallace (Norfolk),
and it is a most agreeable fact that not a single newspaper Doull,McGall, Walerk
can be quoted against the provisions of this Bill. I do not Drew, McLennan, White (Cardwell),
intend to examine the question from any religious aspect. Dugas, MeRory, White (Hastings),

Dumonti Malouin, Wiser,To-day, as two years ago, theologians are divided and will Elliott,'
always be divided, but, I believe, that a large Ferguson, Massue,
majority of the people of the Dominion are in
favor of the measure, and that is the reason why I
have the honor to ask the House to pass the second Messieurs
reading. I may add that this Bill bas passed the British Bourbeau, Jones, Onimet,
louse of Commons ten or twelve times, and has been Brooks, Kîrkpatrick, Patterson (Essex),

defeated in the House of Lords but by a majority of four- Bunting, LangevinPlumb,
I believe in 1877. A similar Bill has become law in all the Charlton, McDonald (C.,Br.to), Pop mt
British Colonies except Canada. It has become law in Daly, MacDonaell(Inverness),Stephensone
South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales, Dawson, McCuaig, Thoms,

Queensland and Western Australia. Since last Session it Deanin MereQuade, Van,

has passed the Legislature of New Zealand, and has also Fiset, O'Connor, White (Renfrcw),
become law at the Cape of Good Hope. Undoubtedly those Geoffrion, Olivier, Williams.-34.
colonies but foMlow the natural law. I have changed a little Hackette
tlie wording of the Bill. The first section provides that ahi Bill read the second time.
haws prohibiting marriage with a deceased wife's sister are
liereby repealed. The first Bill provided that liereafter it DYRAWBACKS ON GOODS MANUFACTU.RED FOR
shall be lawfui for a mari to marry lis deceaised wife's IEXPORT.
t3ister. I make this change to meet the views of the hon. Ruersmdteajrn ebeonheppsd
member for Maskinongé and others of bis friends who;moiooue rumeatesanjounh dBantefonthetpr oe
moved an ameudment to that effeet. I do not see, real 1y, amotlin ofr. Ptefr odSo r awak nt) for anuretur o
that it makes mucli difference whetlier the prrÀ 1 in be ahiraimporse n afrydwacs8n8 godmnuf&tr.
repeahed or the marriage be made lawfuh ; but I make IlieoreprsncJnur2nd18,&.
change to meet the hon. member's views, and secure as many Mr. CHARLTON. In view of the fact that the. Budget
votes as I can. That position in the old Bihl which related Speech wilh be delivered short)y, and that matters pertain-
to the widow's brother lias also been heft out, to meet the ing lo the trade policy of the Goverriment wilh then be
vicws of anothor portion of this Ilouse, wlio, to the number fuhly dliscussed, 1 shail not enter to-night into a lengtliy dis-
of thirty, supported au amendment to that effect. Ais far as cussion of the question under consideration. I shahl confine
I am personally concerned, I would be ghad to sce that myseif to meeting a few of the views presented bhy the lion.

Mr. GILLIES.
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gentlemen who bave spoken upon this question from the
opposite side of the Chamber. My hon. friend from South
Brant, in the course of his excellent speech, pointed
out te the House, in a very forcible manner, the
fact that, under the operation of the present Tariff,
the export trade of the Dominion in manufactures is
steadily decreasing. That, Sir, is a circumstance attending
the operation of all protective Tariffs. The effect of high
protective duties, when they are levied upon raw materials,
is necessarily to diminish the ability of manufacturers
to compete in neutral markets with the manufacturers in
any country who are not subjected to the payment of duties
upon their raw material. For that reason we find that in
all protected countries the export trade in manufactures is
insignificant. We might point out a good many instances
to illustrate this view of the case. I shall confine myself
on this occasion to one or two only, and I might cite, and
will cite, the instance of the United States. The United
States, after having been under the operation of a high
protective system for twenty-one years have succeeded in
developing, to a limited degree only, exports and manufac-
tures, and I find that for the year 1880 the report of
manufactures from the United States, including petro-
leum, a very large item, and an article in which, from the
circumstances, they have a moncpoly, and including also
manufactured lumber, reached only the sum of $104,0U0,@00
in round nunbers. That country, in 1860, after a long
period of a revenue Tariff, reached, in the exports of
manufactured cottons, $10,930,000. In the year 1880,
after twenty years of protection, the export of cotton
manufactures from the United States, was $9,880,000, con-
siderably more than $1,000,000 less than it had been twenty
years previous ; and at no time during the twenty years of
the operation of protection in the United States, have the
exports of cotton manufactures equalled those in 1860, at the
close of the revenue Tariff period. I find that that country
in 1880, after twenty years of protection, exported
$346,000 of woollen goods. Their exports of woollen goods
amounted to two-thirds of 1 cent per head of the pop-
ulation, and their exports of cotton goods to less than 20
cents per head. Their total exports of all manufactures,
including petroleum and lumber, amounted to a trifle over
$2 per head. Now, Sir, the country, whilst under the op-
cration of this Tariff. taxed itself to an enormous extent.
The best Economists in the United States tell us that the
domestic productions of the country are enhanced in value
to two-thirds the amount of the duty upon the imported
article. The average range of duties in the United States
is about 36 per cent. If this assumption is true, then the
domestic productions of the United States, amounting to
some 3,000,000,000 of dollars, are made $720,000,000 dearer
to the purchasers of that country than they would be under
a different system. This, then, amounts to a tax upon
every man, woman and child in the United States, in the
enhanced cost of domestic goods, of $18 per head; in other
words, in order to secure a position by which they are
enabled to export $2 worth per head of manufactures, they
pay taxes 0f $18 per head upon the domestic productions
Of the country in addition to the tax they pay the Customs
revenue. Well, Sir, the industries of that country that have
been promoted and fostered for twenty years, are still reluc-
tant to dispense with that protection which they claimed as
infant industries twenty years ago, they are still infant indus-
tries, and they will ever remain infant industries under the
operation of a protective system such as prevails in that
country. Certain circumstances lead careful observers to
the belief that one thing only prevents the United States
from taking its postion as the great manufacturing country
Of the world, and that thing is, its absurd fiscal policy.
To-day, one of the great American manufacturing concerns,
the Singer Sewing Machine Company, are erecting
works, covering forty acres of ground, that are to employ

4,000 operatives and are to produce 3,000,000 sewing
machines a year near Glasgow, they have transferred
this business to Scotland, because, under the American
tariff laws, they cannot prosecute it in the United States
and supply the export demand. But for protection
they could carry on the business in the United States, and
make their three millions of machines annually, and at
the same time supply the home market, as at present. This
one fact illustrates the position I take-the position that
is taken by Economists everywhere-that the Tariff system of
the United States alone stands in the way of thatgreat country
assuming a position as the foremost manufacturing nation of
the world, in place of the position it now holds of exportiug,
the beggarly amount of $2 per head of manufactures. While
the export of manufactures has fallen off in Canada, as it
has fallen off in the United States as compared with a
revenue Tariff for the period ending in 1880, the Trade and
Navigation Returns indicate that our manufacturers have not
secured the control even of our own market. It seems that
in the year 1881 we imported something over $10,000,000
worth of cotton goods. It seems that in that same year we
imported $8,750,000 worth of woollen goods. Itseems that
in that same year we imported $12,800,000 worth of iron
and steel, and their manufactures. It seems that in almost
all lines imports are increasing, notwithstanding the adop-
tion of a policy that was to exclude these products from
our markets, and give to our manufacturers the control of
the Canadian market. Now, Sir, in view of the fact that
the imports of goods are increasing in Canada,
in view of the 'fact that the exports of manufactures are
diminishing in Canada, I would like to ask, at this stage of
my remarks, what was the character of our last Tarif?
Was that Tariff, wbich was supplanted by the present one,
a Tariff that operated to the injury of the manufacturing
interests of this country ? Was it a Tariff under which our
manufacturing industries could not be developed? I hold
that, on the contrary, it was a Tariff under which the
manufacturing industries of Canada had been developed,
were developing, and would have gone on developing. I
believe that, with the revival of times, with tbe increase of
prosperity, that came from causes entirely beyond our con-
trol; that had that Tariff remained in operation up to the
present time, our exhibit as a manufacturing people would
have been more favorable indeed than it is under the Tariff
now in operation. 1 laid before this House, in 1876, a
statement, showing that, notwithstanding the depression
that existed in Canada at that time, our manufacturers
were in a better position, in a stronger position, were
making larger sums on their investments, than were
the manufacturers of New England or any other
portion of the United States. That statement proved
conclusively that, notwithstanding the depression, our
manufacturers were in a fairly good position, in a com-
paratively better position, than the manufacturers of almost
any other country. The depression was due, not to the
Tariff, but to causes quite outside the Tariff. The depression
would have passed away as readily, I believe more readily,
without a change of Tariff than with the change of Tariff
made by the present Administration. Then, Sir, with
reference to the amount of our manufactures, the Census of
1871 shows that we produced in that year $211,000,000
worth of manufactured goods in this country. This is an
increase which grew up under a moderate revenue

iTariff. I believe that when the Tariff changed, our
production of goods was not less than $250,000,000 per
annum, and perhaps amounted to 8275,000,000. I find, on
looking over the field and examining into the various
branches of manufactures, that most of our successful manu-
facturers began with little capital. In the case of one firm
-and I take the liberty of mentioning their name, because
they appeared before the Depression Committee in 1876-in
the case of the Messrs. Gurney it was acknowledged in 1876
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that they were worth $750,000. They commenced
business, twenty years before, without a dollar and
yet they managed to accumulate from their business
an average of $37,000 a year besides their living. The
Tariff, which allows such an accumulation of wealth in
twenty years, the establishment of a great business founded
on nothing but the intelligence and energy of the men who
founded it, was certainly one which might fairly be claimed
as calculated to foster the industries of the country. I find,
in looking over the country, and by correspondence with
manufacturers, that the great majority of manufacturers in
Ontario were men who commenced on very small means;
that the great majority were highly successful, and that
the majority of them were highly satisfied with the
fiscal policy which prevailed before the change of the Tariff
three years ago. I find that a great many of these manu-
facturers to-day are dissatisfied with the present Tariff, and
pronounce it worse than the one which preceded it.

flon. MEMBERS. No, no.

from their pockets, while yielding all the revenue necessary,
would be infinitely better for the manufacturing interests.
And the very fact, Mr. Speaker, that a drawback is allowed
in some cases upon the exported manufactured article is
itself a proof that the present Tariff is burdensome to
the manufacturer. If it was not so, why the drawback-
why the rebate ? It is an admission, Sir, that the
articles necessary to the manufacturer in the progress
of his busines-his raw materials-are taxed by the
Government; it means that the cost of the article he
produces is enhanced to that extent, and when he
attempts to export it and meets his competitors in a
neutral market, who are not subject to the same duties,
it is necessary, in order to place him on a footing of
equality, for the Government to repay to him the sum ex-
tracted from him in the shape of duty on the raw material.
It is true that our manufacturers are prosperous at the
present time; it is true that their prosperity is almost as
great as it would have been at the present time, under the
old Tariff with the revival which has taken place, but I do

Mr. CHARLTON. Yes. I will show, in the course of L.ot believe that the great mass of the manufacturers are as
my remarks, that this is true, and that if the duty had been prosperous as they would have been under the Tariff which
raised in 1876-as I am free to say it should have been- was supplanted by the present one. I have some letters
to 20 per cent., it would have been amply satisfactory to from leading manufacturers which explain their views as
the manufacturers of this country, and, with free raw to the operations of the present Tariff. I have one from a
material, would have placed them in, and left them in, a large establishment in my own county, engaged in the
better position than they have since occupied. I believe manufacture of reapers and mowers, in which they explain
that if the duty bad been raised 2J per cent. my the enhanced cost of each machine in consequence of the
hon. friend the Minister of Railways (Sir Charles increased duties imposed by the Tariff. It is as follows:-
Tupper), was all ready and prepared to condemn DEAR SiR,- Yours of yesterday received asking for details of extra
that increased duty. I think it is a matter of public duties over those of 1878 in our manufactures. Below we give them to
notoriety that the hon. gentleman made a very sudden you, and they are under rather than over the mark. In the construction
and skilful change of base when the Finance Minister of of our reaper, we use 500 lbs. cast iron, 50 cents; 5 lbs. malleables,
that day disappointed the hon. gentleman's expectations by additional duties, 24 cents; 32 lbs. spring steel, 13 cents; 16 lbs.

Pmachinery steel, 10 cents; and say $1 worth of bolts, 25 cen1t ;7 b.
announcing that the duties would not be raised 2½ per cent. wrought iron, 19 cents; 1 lb. nuts, 1 cent; paints and oils, 4 cents;
It is claimed that the Reform party are hostile to the varnish, 5 cents; coal, 3 cents; wire, 1 cent; knives, 20 cents; total
manufacturers. Great pains are taken to impress the $1.75."
manufacturers with the belief that the policy of the party This last sum represents the extra cost to that Company
represented on this of the Chamber is one hostile to the on one reaper as compared with the costof material under the
manufacturing interests of the country. Sir, that is an preceding Tariff. They say that this is within the mark,
allegation that I emphatically deny. The Reforim party is so that we may take the amount at $2 on each machine, or
not hostile to the manufacturing interests of the country; an aggregate cost upon their business of about $2,000, which
it is not hostile to any great interest of this country. It they cannot get froin their customers, because they have to
simply demands that there shall be equitable taxation, that soli their machines as low as formerly.
due regard shall be paid to the interest of ail classes; that Mr. WRITE (Hastings). How is it that the manufac-no one interest shall be unjustly promoted to the detriment turers are selling the iaehiue:i from lu te 15 per cent.
of other interests. The Reform party is willing to adopt a cheaper than they were und the old Tarif?
policy which has been conducive to the prosperity of the
manufacturers in the past; which will be conducive to Mr. CIIARLTON. This manufacturer tells us that he is
their prosperity in the future; which will be more con- not making as much on his machines as he did before.
ducive to their permanent and substantial prosperity than Mr. W HITE (Hastings). Then the manufacturers are
the one which is now in operation. I may say that I think i not public robbers,
we shall be able to quiet the troubled mind of my hon. Mr. CIARLTON. 1e tells us that they are selling
friend the Minister of Customs (Mr. Bowell), as to what our machines at as low a price as they did formerly, whle
policy is. In the course of his remarks on this question he uade t Ta rice the did forere whe
was very anxious that we should know what we meant_ under the Tariff they T hem more, and therefore the
to define our position. We shallh be able to define our Tariffinjures them. The question is not whether they are
position. We shall unquestionably define our position selling machines for more or less, but whether tbey are
during the course of this Session, so that he will compre- mak g as much under the Tariff as they were before it was
hend it. He will find it not hostile to any great interest adopted. Then we are told that they have control of the
in this country. He will find it calculated to promote all Canadian market. They had it before. This letter is from
the great industries of this country, the manufacturers the firm of Green Brothers, of Waterford, Ontario. I have
among the rest. And, Sir, we declaim most emphatically another fromNoxon Brothers, of- Ingersoll, one of the
the allegation which bas been made that we are the enemies largest firms i Ontario, which I will take the liberty cf
of that or any other interests in this country. I hold that readg INGRSOLL,2nd February, 1882.
with a Tariff imposing duties for revenue purposes of 20 per
cent., a Tariff permitting the admission of the raw material "DEAR SIR,-I have your letter of the 27th ult. As nearly as we can
free cf daty, would make the position of every manufacturer estimate, the cost of our goods has been increased from eleven to twelve

.ree .dutper cent. by the present Tariff. The cost of labor bas notincreased; we
of this country, with possibly the exception of the manu- art not employing the same proportion of skilled mechanics as under
facturers of sugar and cotton, better than it is to-day. I the old Tariff ; we have taken boys and ordinary laboring men and
hold, Sir, that such a Tariff whitepressing less heavily trained them to do our special kind of work only, and in this way dis-

e re placed a large number of skilled tradesmen. The men and boys weupon the masses of the people, or extracting les money train in this way neyer become meohanies in our works, and if put toMr. CEARLTOir.
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other employment than the one single thing they have been trained to problem of what bas produced the revival, which I may
do, they could perform only the most menial labor. In this way, they allude to shortly. I find that the net export of cereals and
making use of a greater number of labor Baving machines, we have to
some extent counteracted the effectof theTarif onthe cost of producing their productions-flour and meal-from Canada from 1874
our goods. Our annual product of goods could be manufactured under to 1878 inclusive, amounted to $48,767,000, and that the net
the old Tarif from $12,000 to $15,000 less than under the present export of the same articles in 1879, 1880 and 1881, amoun ted
Tarif." fo aoto $44,97 0 t e; the former being in five years, and the
I have a letter also from a firm in the town of my hon- latter in three years. The annual average for the first
friend the member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson)-the period is $9,753,000, and for the second period $814,990,000 ;
firm of A. Harris, Son, & Co., in which the writer states the average annual excess in the second period over the first
that the Tariff is a damage to them of from $5,000 to $7,000 being $5,239,000. The excess for the three years since this
a year in the extra costs of materials. 1 have a letter to the Goveriment carne into power, amounts, therefore, to
same effect from the firm of Patterson Brothers, of Patter- $15,718,000. For the period extending from 1874 to 1878
son, Ontario, which, like all the others, states that the inclusive, the export of butter and cheese, the produce of
Tariff bas increased the price of their raw material and Canada, was $31,860,960; for the three years, 1-79,
diminished their profits without reducing the price of their 1880 and 1h81, it was $21,927,109; so that the annual aver-
goods. If the position taken by these men is true, then the age from 1874 to 187b was $6,372,193, and for he period
Tarif has not operated to their benefit as manufacturers; between 1879 and 1881 was $7,30c,036, being an excess for
and I hold that it will be found that, with the exception of the latter period over the former of S36,843. I find, Sir,
the sugar refiner, the cotton manufacturer and the woollen that in animals and their produce, the produce of
manufacturer, every manufacturing interest in the Domin- Canada for the period from 18 4 to 1878 inclusive, the ex-
ion of Canada is placed in a worse position by this Tariff ports were of the value of $69,137,804 ; for the three years
than it occupied under the revenue Tariff which preceded it. 1878, 1879 and 1881, they amounted to $53,068,398, showing
We were told by the hon. Minister of Customs that our an annual average for the first period. of $13, 127,560, and for
manufacturers want higher duties. Well, it is certainly not the second period, of $17,698,466, being an annual excess
the manufacturers I have alluded to who want higher duties for the latter period, of $3,861,906. I find, Sir, that the
on raw materials. He failed to tell us who wanted bigher exports of agricultural produets, the produce of Canada for
duties. Is it the Redpaths, who, under the operation of the the period from 1874 to 1878 inclusive, were of the value of
present Tariff are making hundreds of thousands of dollars a $90,686,295, and for the period from 1879 to 18-1 inclusive,
year, and who are able to associate with the Rothschilds they were S63,,9 1,119, being an annual average for the first
and the Vanderbilts ? Is it the Valleyfield Cotton Com- period of $18,137,259, and for the second period of
pany, who have declared a dividend of 50 per cent. on their $2j1,083,706, being an annual excess for the latter period of
capital ? Is it those manufacturers who are running full6 2,916,117. I the hou. member for North
time and are making enormous profits under the operations Per'th (Mr. Hesson), in his remarks upon this question, the
of ibis Tariff? I have heard of no others who want other day, to make a comnparison between the last three
bigher duties. We were also told by that hon. gentleman years of the period covering the administration of tbe hon.
1 at our manufacturers are busy, because the purchasing member for Lambton and the three following years. I do
power of the people is increased. I would like to ask him not kuow whether I misunderstood him or not. He repre-
what would be the condition of affairs if we had a depres' sented the eKports of agricultural produce for 1876, 1877 and
sion, if we had a failure of the harvest, if we had a year 1878 to amount to $53,44,000, and that the exports for the
such as that of 1876, when we failed by over two millions following three years were some $16,000,000 less. If I am
of dollars in raising our own bread, if we had a period of incorrect I arp open to correction.
depression all over the world, affecting the price of the pro-
ducts we sent to foreign countries, would he then be able to Mr. HESSON. My remarks are before the House n the
congratulate himself on the fact that the manufacturers Debates. I said that, foi 1871,1872 and 1873, the last years
were driven to fill orders, that the demand for goods was of the admiistration of Sir John A. nacdonald, the exports
great, and that the people were able to buy freely ? No, of farms products, the produce of Canada, amounted to forty
Sir. Then the condition of things would be as they were odd millions, as against $53,000,000 during the last few
during the administration of my hon. friend from Lambton; years of the administration of the Mackuzie Government
then rigid economy would have to be practised by the people the difference was some $13,000,000. My object was to show
who were in trouble; and then the manufacturers would that, although there was a larger export under the admin-
have to complain of diminished demand for their goods. istration of Mr. Mackenzie, times were not better in conse.
The circumstances existing now are entirely different from quence of that fact.
those which existed during the three or four years previous Mr. CHARLTON. I misunderstood the hon. gentleman,
to their advent to office. They flatter themselves that this as I thought a comparison had been made for a period
is due to their policy. It is nothing of the kind. Have subsequent to, and not before, the administration of Mr. Mac-
the good harvests been caused by the policy of the Govern- kenzie. Hlowever, it will show this: that if the exports for
ment ? Did the policy of the Government cause the de- 1871-72-73 feul $16,000,000 short of those of 1876-77-78,
pression here, or the depression that existed in the United that causes were operating at that time that produced the
States ? Were the causes that produced that depression, Lard tines that followed. Short harvests and diminished
that aggravated it, that continued it for five years, exports in due time produced their fruits. I find that for
causes within the reach of this Parliament, or the three years 1876-77-78, as bas been correctly stated by
of any power in the Dominion of Canada? I hold the bon. member for North Perth, the exports were
that they were not. And to what is the revival due? $53,i634,000, or $10,000,000 less than the exports for the
Do hon. gentlemen opposite claim credit for the revival ? years 1878-79-80. With regard to fisheries, the produce of
Do they say that the National Policy bas given us better Canada, I find the exports tr the five years, from 1874 to
harvests, that it has reached across the ocean and produced 1878, were $26,671,849, while for the three years 187980-81
bad harvests in England, yielding . us higher prices for our they were $20,876,242, giving an annual average for the
productions ? Is it the National Policy which bas reached first period of $5,337, 17V9, and for the second period
across the border, and, in its potent influence, produced a $6,79z,080, being an annual excess of $1,454,901. I further
revival of business there, which has re-acted on us. The find on summing up those excesses of export that the
assertion is absurd-the National Policy bas produced none average annual excess for the latter period was made up
of these resuits, Weil, Sir, there are certain facte on this as follows: Net export of cereals, flour and meal, $5,239,425;
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animal]sand theirproducts, the produce of Canada, $3,861,906; of bushels to Canada, and, under the operation of Free
fisheries, the product of Canada, $1,454,901; being a total of Trade, the Canadian market was better than the American
$10,556,2d2 per annum, or $31,668,695 for the three years. maiket. Is this the case to-day ? Are oats to-day worth
Add to this the fact that in addition of that increase of 11 cents more and wheat 14 cents more in Toronto
thirty-one millions odd during the three years I have than in Chicago ? They are not. Since our present policy
named our lumber trade with the United States greatly bas been fairly in operation, there has not been a day when
revived, revived to such an extent that our manufacturers grain was not worth more in the American than in the
last year were receiving for their lumber a higher price in Canadian market. I see a smile spreading over the
gold than they received during the inflated period of the countenance of my hon. friend for Niagara. If the hon.
Civil War, in currency was worth only 40 cents on gentleman would follow-
the dollar; when you add all these facts together you are Mr. PLUMB. Because we do not get protection.
able to account for the i mprovement in the times quite clearly
and quite satisfactorily, without any reference whatever to Mr. CHARLTON. Wheat is worth more in Toledo,
the National Policy, or to any other fiscal policy of this or Detroit, Oswego and Buffalo than in Toronto. There is not
or any other Government. My hon. friend from Centre a single grain on the listhat is not higher in the American
Wellington (Mr. Orton), in the course of his remarks, in- market than in the corresponding Canadian market. Such
formed the House that the National Policy had stimulated was not the case in 1878, yet we are told that the operation
the export of food. We were told, when the policy was of the present duties is beneficial to the farmer. It is an
introduced, that it would create a home market for our insult to the farmer to try and palm off such nonsense upon
food; we heard nothing about tbe policy stimulating the him, which he does not believe.
export of food. We did hear that manufactures would Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved the adjournment of the
spring up on all hands, that our consuming population debate.
would be largely increased, that a home market would be Motion agreed to; and (at 6 o'clock, p.m.,) the Housefurnished for the agricultural products of the Dominion, adjourned.
that we would be no longer under the necessity of export-
ing food; yet hon. gentlemen to-day tell us that a diametri-
cally opposite result has occurred, namely the stimulation
of the export trade in the food products of Canada.
How is it about this home market? Under what conditions HOUSE OF COMMONS,
can a home market be created in a country? Was it rea-
sonable to suppose that when promises were made that the FRInAY, 24th February, 1882.
National Policy would result in the creation of a home The SPEAKER tok the Chair at Three o'clock.market for the agricultural surplus of Canada. England has T
a home market ; and why ? Because of every $100 worth PRAYERS.
of textile products manufactured 65 per cent. were exported.
She is not prepared to band over the co-1trol of ber own BILLS INTRODUCED.
market, but she supplies ber own wants under the opera- The following Bills were severally introduced and read
tion of Free Trade, and exports more than one-half of her the first time:-
manufactures. In consequence of being the workshop of Bill (No. 39) to incorporate the Rainy River Improvementthe world, she has a home market, and, besides, a market for Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)
the surplus productions of other countries. But it is useless Bi(No. 40) respecting theDundee Land and Investment
to suppose that Canada can secure a home market surplus Company, limited.-(Mr. Gault.)
by supplying its own wants. A country situated ns Canada Cm n (. 41) to incorporate the Tecumset.)Insurance
is, with great agricultural resources, can never afiord a home Company of Canada.-(Mr. cLenan.)
market for its own products by simply attempting to manu- CBi (No. 42) to incorporate the Richelieu Bridge Com-
facture for its own wants. The United States have been paiy.-(Mr. Baker.)
endeavoring to secure this home market for twenty ycars, Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Sault Ste Marie Bridge
and with what result. After endeavoring for twenty years Company.-(Mr. Wiliams.)
to foster their manufacturing industries to such an extent as Bi (No. 44) to amend the Actincorporating the Napier-
to create a consuming population that would consume all ville Juntion ailway and Quarry Company.- (Mr. Cour-
their fool, they exported, in the year 1880, food enough for soll)
25,000,000 people, and Canada exported enough for 1,000,000 s B (No. 45) to reduce the capital stock of the Ontaro
The bon. member for Centre Wellington also informed us Bank and to change the nominal value thereog and for
that the agricultural interests had been benefitted by this other purposes.-Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
policy. In what way? By the creation of this home Bh puro.- Mr. irpatrice.)
market which was to absorb all our productions? By the Bill (No. 46) to incorporate the Edison Electric Light
duty upon grain which was to raise the price of grain that Company of Canada.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
much higher ? Will any* hon. gentleman in this House THE BUDGET.inform me that the operation of the National Policy, in so
far as grain duties are concerned, bas conferred any benefit Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Speaker, in moving that
on the farmer? I would like to hear some individual make you leave the Chair, and that the House resolve itself into
that assertion. I say no, it has not. In 1878, and a num- Committee of Ways and Means, I desire to make the usual
ber of years preceding, Canada was presumably a better financial statement. I may be permitted, Sir, to say that
market for grain than the United States, and a great out- at no period in the history of Canada bas a Government met
cry was raised bore against the importation of American Parliament with the financial condition of the country in the
grain. In 1878, oats were worth 10 cents and wheat 14 position it is to-day; at no period in the history of Cagada
cents more in Toronto than in Chicago. It was clear bas its credit stood so high as it stands to-day; at no period
thon that,under the operation of Free Trade, we had a better in the history of Canada, possibly, was the country, gener-
market for grain than the United States; and at the same ally speaking, as prosperous as or more prosperous than it
time the United States had, for seveateen years, been living is to-day; and I propose, Sir, in the statements that I am
under a protective duty on grain. Although they about to submit to the House, to establish that that pros-
had a rotective Tarif they were shipping millions perity is in a great measure dependent upon the policy of

M. C TON,
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the Government adopted by Parliament. I know, Sir, that, announce Vo the fouse. But what I stated was the fact. it
in the estimation·of some of my friends opposite, I have shows that the producing power of the Tarif, as far as
undertaken a herculeah task. revenue is concerned, was such as Vo give us, if we had the

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear. $700,O ollected in the year previous for goods eon8u:nedSome hon.ID the following year, and $500,000 or $600,000 of Excise
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hon. gentlemen opposite say calculated in the year previous in anticipation of tbe

hear, hear. In view of the predictions of hon. gentlemen change of Tarif on goods consuned in the year following,
opposite in 1879, with reference to this policy-when there would not have been a deficît o? more than $200,000,
I am now able to submit, after an experience of less than showing how accurately and how fully the estimates o? the
three years, its results-I trust that I will be able to con- Government were borne out. But, to-day, we stand bere fot
vince them even, that this policy bas had much to do with with any doubt as to its revenue-producing power, but with
bringing about the present state of affairs in this country. evidence of the lasV year before us, with the Publie Acconts
I regret, Sir, that I was not in the House either on and statements on the Table of the House showing
Tuesday or yesterday afternoon (circumstances preventing not only no defleit of even $2n0,000, but, instead of an
my being present) to hear the speeches delivered by estimated surplus of ê2,00,000, there is a surplus of
the hon. members for South Brant and Norfolk. I$4»2,743 in the Treasury, as the resuit of its operations.
recollect, last year, that the hon. member for South Mr. Speaker, the hon. leader of the Opposition, in discussing
Brant led up, as on the present occasion, a discus- the Address in answer Vo the Speech from the Throne (I
sion of the policy of the Government, and the effect regret he is fot present, and we ail regret the circumstances
of the T.triaf, in advance of the statement of the Budget which render his absence necessary), said, that he could not
Speech, and s called the bon. gentleman's attention, on that understand why it wa that the Govern nt ad asked the
occasion, to the fact that 1V was noV usual Vo pursue sncb a people o bear the addiioal burden o? the surplus, unless it
course, the hon member told me we had been so long was after the manner of the ean who was found carrying a
in bringing down the iBudget, six weeks having elapsed, theavy rail up a b ri, and, when asked wby e was doing it,
could wait no longer; yet, on the present occasion, though noVsaidA was for the pleasurevho would enjoy in laying it
a fortnigbt had elapsed since the opening o? Parliament, the down. Now, Sir, in this connection permit me to draw a
hon. member was again Vo the fsont anticipating, as on a contrast botween the efe t that was produced by the
former occasion, the discussion that usually takes pace after increase of$3,000,o0 taxation imposed by my predecessor, in
the fnancial statement. Sir, beo vas followed yester- 1874, and the proposition in 1879. In 1874, my hon. pre-
day~ ibhehon. member for Norfolk on the fis- decessor asked Parliament o give bi, intaddition
üal policy of the fiovernmenb. Ieould noV4help 1 ,3o what h could colle t from the then existing Tarif,
thinking that the hon. member for Centi e Huron $3,00,000 for the purpose of carryington the public
mav, b)y-aindl-he-whten the tiînc arr-ives so îrnth e ormpletin r the PScific hilway, and other engage-
hoped ôr by hion. gentlemen opposite, wen tfio p-esenrt inents whih the (esop vcrnnent was bond to cari-y out.
Opposition shail change places with us-find some rivals for What was Vhe rsabst ncIsLhs revenue? tha the year
the position o edformerly occupied; but the hon. members following a response was givn in the shape of anincrease
for South Brant and Norfolk-provided they adopt our o? something likca$2,000,000 paid into the Treasury; but,
I)olicy which, as I have stated on previons occasions, is the from 1815 down Vo 1879, the average amount receivodonly cour-se for them Vo pursue in order to get on this side ?rom the Tariff thon existing was but $ 12,500 000 per year.of the ouse-will have the advantage ofthe hon. mem ber for Iad there been no change in the Tarif in 1879, the receiptsCentre Huron, because they can point to the emphatie, from Customs would have been but a litte ovr $12,000,000.
infpressive and admirable speeches theoy dlivered some Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. No.
three or four years ago in favor o? anprotective policy.
Sir, the positiono? the coverni ent, when they introduccd S LEONARD TILLEY. WeterI will noV simpIy saytwhe t is called the Natonal Policy, was a difil eut one, yes, but eir-i-viV asI 1 ruceed. Sir, what cau8ed this?bucause they had a difficuit question to deal with. There It was cansd wby the genGral depression in the country.was necessarily a great deal ospoculation with respect Vo You may impose aburden upon a man, but unless you givethe effect o? the adoption o? thaw policy even in the miuds hias food and sustenance ho will htm unable o carry that bur-
o? some o? its friends and advocates. Theî-e was a question den. The bon, gentleman opposite (Sir IRichard J. Cart-in their minds, as welî as in the minds o? hon. gentlemen wright) imposed bardns on the people, but gave them noopposite, whetbor, if it provod Vo be a protsctive policy, food t supply them wth strength o carry theni. Whatw would obtain sufficient revenued; if, on the contrary, was the condition o? our people at that time? With thit provedVo be a revenue Tariff, whether it would givo the prices oail the manufactures and prod ts of the Unitedprotection Vo the industries o? the country which was de- itates at that t0e exceedingly low, owing Vo the conditionnanded by the poople. as ovidencod by1'the eleetions o4o that country thon, the Tari f tha ho submitted was food1878; and necossarily we, who had givon careful consi- and encouragement for th t foreigner, but both wer deniedderation o this matter, had to speculate Vo a certain extent Vo our own peoplo. When our people asked the hon. gn-with respect to its effet. B et, Sir, in 1880, the opinions teman for bread, ho gave hem a stone; and th resulit wasthat we bad entertained hi 1879 were being confirmed by that, ail over this country, factories were ither closed or
the experence of the nine months. In 1881, they werestil working at hal time.
8tronger, because evidnce had accutulat d Vo show that our Mr. MACKENZIEr. No; you must prove that too.

position Was the correct one; and, to-day, we stand in an
'Inprognable position with respect Vo the resuits o? the Tariff, Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. Well, I eau prove that alsoyboth for protection and revenue purposes. I recollet very because Isaw some othe pclosd mysoef, a d hon. gute-well last Session, when I made my financial statement, ihat men opposite asked me within avyear after why we hadit showeod an apparent deficit of $ t1,500,000, and when Irno re-opned then. Men wee without employmentoxplained that, under the operation of the Tarif, it would knocking at the door o? Parliament, knocking at the doorshave Provided just about sufficient to meet the eces- of the D partment o? Publi ee orks, asking for ,employ-sary exposndture had we novein the year previons received a ment, and none could b got. Iecould not hmexpected,large revenue on articles onsumed in the yearollowing, boiT. under those cicumstances, that men could rspond o thegenteir npposite aughed at that idea, delaring that the requirements of the on. gentleman's Tarifwo; for if they adplea woud noV avail, and that the overnment had a deficit Vo noV the moans they could no d buy either the product o?
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Canada or the imnorts fiom other countries. The result was
that, instead of obtaining an increase to the revenue, the
revenue fel to what it was in 1874 before the increases were
made, and the people refused to bear the burden that was
imposed upon them. How was it in 1879 ? We asked
parliament to give us such changes in the Tariff as would
not only protect the indutries of the country, but give us
an increased revenue. Was there a response ? I stated
at the outset that the response was ample provid-
ed the money had been paid in for the year 1879
tbat belonged to that year. And in the year that followe 1,
what was the response ? They gave us a surplus
of four million dollars and upwards, because we found
employment for the people; because, by obtaining for them
employment and higher wages, they were able to buy more
than formerly. Men who owned bank stock hai greater
value in it than in 1878-79; men who had tenements
unoccupied in 1878-79, had tenants for their houses, and the
additional revenue thus received on all hands enabled them
to buy more thani in previous vears. Men who were for-
merly working at half time and on low wages received
higher wages and were working over-time. Farmers who
had low pices and found sales difficuit received high prices
and prompt cash sales. The result was that, while

circumstances to which I refer. Sir, it is customary, I find,
with our friends opposite, when addressing either their own
constituents or other constituencies in different parts of the
Dominion of Canada, to refer to the present state of things
as alone the result of large exports during the last two or
three years, and if I am rightly informed, the hon. member
for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) stated that the present con-
dition of affairs in Canada was not the result of the National
Policy, but it was the result of large exports and a large
receipt of gold coming into the country. Well, Sir, I flnd
that that hon. gentleman and other hon. members, when
they are speaking of the condition of the country, or when
they are speaking of the position of the late Govern-
ment and of the present Government with refer-
ence to their expenditure, are very apt to select
one particular period against another period; one
particular year, for instance, during the administration of
the hon. gentleman opposite against a particular year of
the present Administration. So, in the case to which I am
now referring, the hon. member refers to the exports during
the past year, 1881, and he says that the present condition
of the country is to be attributed to that large export.
Would it not be well, Mr. Speaker, for hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, when they are making a comparison between the con-

we estimated the capaeity of our people to con- dition of the country under the two Governments, and
tribute, during the year, $17,000,000 for Customs to the embracing different periods, that they should select the
Treasury, they paid in, voluntarily-because it was to whole period ; for instance, that they should select the five
a great extent voluntarily-8$L8,50,000. I say volun- years during which our hon. friends were in power and the
tarily, because, of the increases of last year over the two or three years during which the present Government
previous year, 8778,000 was paid in luxuries, such as have been in power, rather than select one particular year.
wines, spirits, silks and satins and articles of that kind. [t might not be cnvenient for the hon. member te do so;
Thait indicates veiy cleariv that the peopie had the but 1 have had made up a statement to show that the
means, nd vi the nsc iheyv co7ntribted m e pre ent state of ithe country cannot be the result of
in that way than beJore. lu the iiner description of iargely-increased exports of Lhe products of Canada.
woollen goods, for instance, which are not manufactured in Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Hear, hear.
Canada, they contributed $400,000 more to the Treasury
than last year. In the article of cottons, which pay 20 per Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I will read them, and then
cent., they contributed $300,000 more than in the year I will challenge the hon. member to show that they are not
before. All this shows an increased purchasing power on the correct. In 1874, the exports of Canadian products, ineluding
part of the people. We under-estimated their improved con- Canadian manufactures, were $73,926,748; in 1875, they
dition when we estimated that they would only contribute were $67,490,893; in 1876, $69,861,849; in 1877, $65,864,-
$17,000.000: tbey contributed $18,500,0f00. One important 880; in 1878, $65,740,134; or an average for the five years
feature in t liiconnectin s, that though we expended of $68,576,901. In 1879, they were $60,089,578; in 1880,
for Public Work-. 150,000 during th atyea8, and 70,096,191 ;in 1881, $80,921,379; makingan average,for the
redeemed abcut 2.t0.000 exi-ting liabilities, bearing 6 per three years, of $70,369,049, an increase per annum of
cent., the surplus of over $4 000,00y , with the amourit of $1,792,148. Now, Sir, the present state of affairs is not
deposits in the savings banks -f the Dominion, $4,ï50,000, dependent upon the exports alone of the products of
enabled us to meet these payments chargeable to capital, and Canada-considering the average population during that
still our interest aceount was less by $90,000 than the year perîod, and the average population during the past three
before. But I qualify that in this way: we paid $90,000 years-he will find that the then state of the country as
less interest than the year previous ; but. if we take the compared with the present, or the present condition of the
statement of the interest that was due for the year, and country as compared with its condition then, is not due
count it as ail paid-though it was not all paid within entirely, as he claims it is te that cause or to causes quite
the year-there would be still $25,000 less interest than outside the National Policy. I call his attention to
in the year previous, notwithstandirg the increase of the that, because it is of importance .to show that during
expenditure on debt account. Now, it has been the five years that our friends opposite were in power,
sid that this surplus was an unnecessary burden on the the value of the exports, being products c.f Canada,
people, that it ought not to have been imposed; but gentle- was but $1,700.000 a year less, with a smaller popula-
men who hold that view, and say that it is unwise to have tion, tban ia was durmiig the three years the present
a surplus of three or four million dollars, have, at the same Administration have been in power. Moreover, hon. gen-
time, stated that the United States are paying off their debt tlemen very often take up the expenditure of 1877-78,
at the rate of 8100,000,000 per year and commend by the late Government, and they compare it with the
them for so doing; and assert bhat, unless we loolk carefully expenditure of last year, and then point to it as an evidence
after our affairs, we will bc subjected to burdens which, of the extravagance of this extravagant Government. Sir,
in view of the fact that their debt will speedily be I am prepared to show, from the data I have betore me, that,
wiped out, and they will have Fttie or no taxation, if the hon. gentlemen opposite had collected from Customs,
will place us at a great disadvantage with them. Excise and Stamp Duty, money enough te pay their expendi-
Well, Sir. I cannot quite see, if it is desirable, in the opinion ture, and if the present Administration had collected
of those gentlemen, that there should he a surplus in the simply money enough to pay theirs, that upon the average
Un ed States for bhe purpose of paying off their debt, that population of the five years they were in power, and the
it is objectionable on the part of the Dominion of Canada three years we have been in office, the figures sLow that 23
te have a surplus, especially when it is collected under the 1 cents per head less would have been collected from the people

Sir LEONARD TILLLEY.
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of Canada, during the last three years, than during the five
years that my friends opposite were in power. I have the
figures here, and I will give you the data on which they are
jnade up. There were collected from Customs, Excise and
Stamps,in 1874-75,$20,664,878.96; in 1875-76, $18,614,415.02;
in 1876-77, $l7,697,924.84; in 1877-78, $17,841,938.19; in
1878-79, $18,476,613.35; making a total of $93,295,770.34.
The deficits during the five years were $5,491,269.51. If the
deficits had been collected and added to the sums above,
it would have amounted to $98,787,039.85. The average
for the five years was $19,757,407.97. The average popula-
tion for this period being 4,050,674, the per capita
tax during that period was $4.88 per head. These are the
figures and these are the resuits. There were collected, from
Customs, Excise and Stamps, in 1879-80, $18,479,576. 44;
for 1880 81, $23,942,138.95. making a total of 842,421,715.-
39. Deducting the surplus for the two years, $2,589,515.36,
leaves $39,832,200.03. The average for the two years of
taxation was $19,916,100.01, being, on a population of
4,282,360, $4 65 per head during the last tvo years, as
against $4.88 during the other period. Now, Sir, it may be1
sail but you collected more. We admit it; we collected
$2,900,000 in the two years more than was required for the
expenditure. That was the surplus for the two years,
and having been used in the reduction of the debt,
diminished our taxation for all time to come. If
any hon. gentleman on the opposite side should object to
this it should not be the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills), because, in a speech he made in the West not long
since, ho justified the collection from the people during the
hard times of less than was required, and he said it was a
proper thing to collect less because ,when the times became
better, they would collect more to make it up, and
that is exactly what we have been doing It is a very com-
mon thing to state-I have heard it stated in my own pres-
ence by a gentleman whom I am happy to see pre-
sent, that the expenditure of the country has enorm-
ously increased within the last two or three years.
I have shown that the taxation has not increased,
because we require 23 cents per head less than before.
But, of course, the expenditure has increased. How
could it be otherwise? If we compare the average
expenditure of 1874-79 and 1880-81, with the average
expenditure for the five years previous-we find that
our average annual expenditure-is $1,229,372 in excess
of the average annual expenditure of our predecessors. I
admit that fact; there is no denying it. It is a matter of
record, and I do not wish to deny it. But what becomes
necessary to do now is, to show how this increased annual
expenditure of $1,229,372 was incurred, to compare the
expenditure of the previous years with that of the last two
years, and show that the present Government has been more
economical than its predecessors by at least $1,000,000 per
year. Now, what do we find ? We find that, from the 1st
July, 1874, to the lst July, 1879, the expenditure was
$119 ,679,284, or an average of $23,935,856 per annum. From
the lst July, 1879, to the lst July, 1881, the expenditure was
$50,356,866, or an average annual expenditure of $25,178,-
443, the difference in their favor being, as I have already
stated, $l,239,373. And for what purposes were these
expenditures made ? In the first place, we find, that in
1879-80 and 1880-81, we worked an average of 401 miles of
railway more than hon. gentlemen opposite worked when
they were in office. These 401 miles of railway involved
an expenditure of $802,000 in excess of the expenditure for
the like service performed by our predecessors.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Where were these 401 miles of
railway ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have the figures from a
return furnished me by the Department of Railways show-
ing that 401 miles were worked during 1881, over and above
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the average worked by hon. gentlemen opposite. These
figures are furnished in a returu from the Department
giving the different roads, and I am satisfied it is reliable.
I will give the figures in detail if hon. gentlemen want
them. The average amount of interest paid on the
debt during 1879-80 and 1880-81, was $7,648,006, against
an average interest paid by our predecessors in 1874-75
of $6,806,507, making an increase in the average pay-
ment of interest during the two years to which I
refer, since the present Government came into power,
of $87,499. The increase in the sinking fund during
the same period, over the average paid by hon. gentlemen
opposite, was $353,4-v7. This was a practical reduction of
debt by that amount. Then take the average increase of
expenditure for Indians, and for the management of lands in
the North-West, as compared with the expenditure for
these services from 1874 to 187:, and we find that we have
added, on account of these items, the sum of $235,042.
Take next the exceptional appropriations made by Parlia-
ment last year, averaging $58,500, for the relief of the suf-
ferers by fires in Hull and Quebec, and the relief of our
Irish fellow-countrymen, and the increased expenditure for
the Census over their average, amounting to $56,079, and we
have the following result-an increased expenditure
altogether of $2,382,617, which hon. gentlemen opposite
were not called upon to make, against an average increase
of 61,229,372, or a difference of $1,153,245 in favor of the
present Administration. If I add to that the $190,000
expended in the establishment of post offices in the North-
West and British Columbia, and in the Post Office service
generally, for which we have added nothing to the taxation
of the people-because the difference between receipts and
expenditure in the Post Office is less during the last two
years -it would amount to $1,343,000. We have, then,
an answer to the question which has been asked by
the leader of the Opposition, how it was that in a speech
I made in August, 1878, I stated that I believed that
$22,500,000 would have been sufficient to pay the expen-
ditures of the country during the five years the hon.
gentlemen opposite were in power? If you deduct the
amount 1 have mentioned from their average expenditure
during the five years of their Administration-of $23,900,000
-we have just about $22,500,000. In other words,
deducting those expenditures, it will be seen that I was
justified in making the statement to which the hon.
gentleman alluded, because it is on that basis that we
are carrying on the business of the country to-day. It is
just as well that the whole truth should be known in
reference to this matter, and while we, on both sides of the
House, may be addressing public meetings, in different parts
of the country, we may not often have the opportunity
of meeting each other face to face as we do here in
Parliament. It gave me great satisfaction to have my
hon. friend opposite on the platform with me in West
Northumberland, and I felt it an advantage-con-
sidering the position we occupy with reference
to the financial position and the expenditure of the country-
to have my opponent within reach, where he could make
his statement, and I mine, and then leave the country, or
those who were present, to decide who was right and who
was wrong. It is desirable that we should meet our con-
stituents and the people generally on all suitable oceasions,
but it is not always convenient for both parties to be
present at the same time. Sometimes there is not sufficient
time in an afternoon, and I admit that sometimes it is
difficult to arrange that both sides should be heard on the
same evening; and again, previous engagements may
prevent; but, at the same time, it would be more satis-
factory to the people who listen to those statements if
they could hear, on the same occasion, the statements maie
by both parties-the one in opposition to the Govern-
ment and the other in its defence. But here, we have
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the satisfaction of knowing that the hon. gentlemen op-
posite-gentlemen who are thoroughly posted in every
weak point in the armour of the Government, who are
ready to insert a lance if the opportunity occurs-are
present to hear our statements, and that we can each
present our claims in the presence of the other. It
will be for the public to decide, after these discussions
are over, who are most worthy of their confidence. I
know, Sir, that it has been said, and said truly, so far as
the figures are concerned, that the expenditure of 1878 was
something like $23,500,000, while the expenditure of 1881
was $25,500,000-public attention has been called to this
fact-and therefore it is that I now point to statements
taken from the Public Accounts, of the receipts fom Cus-
toms and Excise during the periods I have named, to the
facts as they appear upon record, to show that not only
have the present Administration taxed the people for the
necessary expenses of the country less than our predeces-
sors did, but that we have absolutely spent, for the services
performed by them, more than a million dollars per annum
less than they did. It may be of some importance, as I
have already referred to the expenditures for postal service,
to call the attention of the House to the details. From
1875 to 1879, the expenditure for this service averaged
$1,709,375, and the receipts for the same period averaged
$1, 149,423, leaving an annual deficit of $559,952. From
1879 to 1881 the expenditure averaged $1,847,505, and
the receipts $1,302,303, leaving an annual deficit of
$545,202. That shows an average increased expenditure
of $138,130 a year, with increased accommodation to the
North-West, British Columbia, and various parts of the out-
lying portions of the Dominion, as well as increased
postal facilities to the central and more populous
portions, and an average increased revenue of $ 152,880, or
a reduction of the deficit to the extent of $14,750 a year.
Now, Sir, it may be well to call the attention of the House
to one or two other facts, to show why it is that we have
been able to keep the taxation of the people lower than it
was during the time our friends opposite were in power. In
connection with this, I desire to call the attention of the
House to returns with reference to the working of the
railways. From July, 1874, to July, 1879' the working
expenses per mile of the Intercolonial Railway-and I have
this return from Mr. Tims, the accountant-were, on the
average, $2,659, and from July, 1879, to July, 1881, $1,987,
or a difference of $671 per mile. The average receipts per
mile for the five years, from the 1st July, 1874, to the 1st
July, 1879, were $1,760, and for the two years, from the 1
lst July, 1879, to the Tht July, 1881, $1,930, or an in-
crease in the income of $170 per mile, and a reduction in
the expenditure of $671 per mile. The average mileage
expenditure of the Prince Edward Island Railway, from
July, 1875, to July, 1879, was $1,129, and from July, 1879,
to July, 1881, $926, being a decrease in the working
expenses of 8203 per mile. The average receipts per
mile for the four years, from July, 1875, to July, 1879, were
$649, and for the two years, from July, 1879, to July 1881,
8617, being a decrease in the mileage receiptsof $32, against
a decrease in the expenditure of $203 per mile. That I give,i
Sir, as one of the items of reduction in our expenditurei
which left us such a margin that it enabled us to ineur(
increased expenditure, and at the same time to diminish the1
taxation. There has been another statement put forward cal-1
clated very mach to discourage and dishearten the peoplei

of Canada, and at the same time to injure the Government;1
that is, that the debt of the Dominion of Canada is increas-i
ing in a greater ratio than its wealth andits population, andi
that, looking ta the future, there is not a bright outlook fori
us financially when the Pacifie Railway is completed, andi
all existing engagements fully carried out. Now, Sir, I
think it is important, in the interests of the country, thati
the people should quite understand there is no foundation2

Sir LEoNARD TILLET.

for the alarm thus attempted to be created. I say, Mr.
Speaker, that looking at the debt as it is to-day, looking
at the position of the debt three years ago, looking
at the liabilities of Canada when this Union was
formed, and looking at the liabilities that are ahead of
us in connection with the completion of the Pacifie Railway,
I have risen from the investigation of this matter with the
conviction strongly fixed in my mind that there is no reason
whatever for alarm. But that there is the greatest
ground for hope and encouragement. It is a fact known to
many members of this House that when the four Provinces
which originally composed this Union came together in Con-
federation, the then existing debt of Canada averaged $29 per
head, based upon the Census returns of 1861. $25 a head
was at that time assumed by the Dominion of Canada, with
the exception of New Brunswick, which, under special cir-
cumstances, received consideration to the extent of $2.50
more. We know perfectly well that that did not pay all the
debt of Ontario and Quebec. It left a debt equal to $4 a head,
which was subsequently, in 1873, assumed by the Dominion.
Therefore, there existed at that time a debt, taking the
population of 1861, of $29 a head for every man, woman and
child in the Provinces which in 1867 constituted Canada.
Then there was the obligation, which became part and par-
cel of the Constitution-an obligation which has since been
fulfilled-to construct the Intercolonial Railway; and the
construction of that railway added $6 a head to the debt,
over and above the $29 that existed at the time of the
Union, making the debt practically $35 a head. In 1878-
79 the net debt of the Dominion of Canada was but $31 per
head of the population. At the present moment it is some-
thing like $35 per head of the population. Let us see what
it will be in 1879, the not debt, as shown by the Accounts,
was $147,481,070; in 1881 it was $155,395,680. Then our
engagements from the 1st July last, for the completion of
the Pacific Railway, including the $25,000,000 to be paid to
the Syndicate, the $13,500,000 to be expended by the Gov-
ernment in the completion of the sections now under con-
tract, canal expenditure; say $6,001,00), and other expendi-
ture chargeable to capital, say $3,500,000, will make the
total $203,397,680. But between this and 1890 the amount
that is to be paid into the sinking fund, and which forms
part of our annual charges upon the consolidated revenue,
will average $1,500,000 a year for the next nine years. That
will give, for the reduction of the debt, $13,500,000. Then
the surplus for the nine years-

An bon.'MEMBER. Oh!

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. An hon. member says Oh!1
but when we have $4,500,000 assured for this year,
when there is no doubt, after the reduction that
we propose to make, that there will be a surplus
of $3,000,000 for the next year, it is not, I think,
asking too much for the hon. gentleman to accept as reason-
able a surplus of $1,000,000 a year, for the remaining seven
years of the nine, commencing on the 1st July last, that
would make $14,500,000 and would, with the sinking fund,
reduce the net debt to $175,897,680. But if we esti-
mate the increase of popùlation at but 18 per cent.
only during the ton years the increase of the last
decade, the result will be that; taking the popu-
lation at that period and the debt as stated, the
net debt then will be 834.27 per head. If we have
any extraordinary increase of our population (which
I think it is but right to expect we will, but which I have
not estimated for here) it will be ample to meet, at any rate,
any extraordinary expenditure that may be made ciarge-
able to the debt which we arenotanticipating at the present
moment. But, more than that, if the 150,000,000 acres
of arable land that will be the property of the Govern-
ment after handing over to the Syndicate 25,000,000 of acres,
and which is now established as fit for settlement, yiolds
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but $1 an acre for half of it (the other half being $29,000, OWinlg to increased expenditure in the maintenance
offered as a free gift to settlers), it will meet the whole' ofcanais, in keeping tlim up and having them in efficient
expenditure of the Government on the Pacific Railway, order and condition.
and in the North-West, down to 1890. If that be the case, Mr. MACKENZIE Can the lion, gentleman give the
then our debt, which certainly is not alarming, provided
we realize from these lands the sum that I have stated,cy
would only be about $100,000,000, instead of $175,000,000, Sir LEONARD T[LLEY. On Public Works for incoine
or less than twenty dollars per head. Under these circum- is chargel $98,366;-for maintenance and repairs, $29,000;
stances, Sir, I think there is no great cause for alarm as far Mounted Police, $90,000. This was also referred te by the
as the taxation of the people is concerned, growing out ef hon. leader of the Government in the speech h made iu
the increase of the debt. Then there is another mode of auswer te the hon. the leader of the Opposition. It is for
dealing with this question, and that is the interest we have the proposed increase of the force; $90,000 is to be
to pay. We paid per head of the population: cxpended during the prsent year, because a portion of the

in 1867-68.......... ............................................ $129 force will b furnised with their outfit and sent th re
In 18746...........................1 . c3diatly. The expenditure this year i, threfore,
In 1878-79.... .... .. ............ ....... ...... 1 56Lu 178-9...................157~ larger in proportion for the time they will be on duty than
In 1881..............................1.57at forDn year. The engagements falling due for the

In 1890, estimating the net debt at $175,897,680, and the year 1881-82, not chargeable to Consolidated Revenue, may
population based on an increase of 18 per cent. for the ten be stated as-follows: Redemption of the Debt, $2,758,880;
years-taking into account the fact that the whole debt of Railways and Canais, $9,500,000, Surveys of Lands in the
the Dominion of Canada will thon bear but 4 per cent., instead North-West, $400,000, making altogether $12,658,880.
of the interest we are paying now-taking that into account, We purpose meeting this in the following way: Surplus
and placing the interest on the debt at $7,000,000 per annum for the year, $4,460,000 ; doposits in Government
the interest per head of the population at that Savings Banks, lu excess of payments, $4,500,000;
time would be at most $1.37 against $1.57j at the present in banks, to the credit of the leceiver General at
day, and this estimate does not take into account the eau, $5,300,000, out of which we ean take the remaining
probable reduction of debt by the sales of lands. This, $4,000,000. This makes $12,960,000, without borrowing
Sir, I think, is an encouraging feature in connection with the one dollar on Bonds or Debontures. Before I take up
future taxation of the people of Canada. We now come the expenditure of the next year, it will be con-
to the estimated expenditure for the current year. I submit venient for me to give some idea of the proposed changes
for the consideration of the House, an amcnded estimate lu the Tarif during this Session. I think it best te do
of the receipts of the current year: se befoe I enter upon the estimated roceipts and expen-

Customs ................. ......... $20,500,000 jdituresofnextyear. The following are the proposed changes
Excise .................. ............. . ................ 5,600,000 in th Tarif. Th resolutions ar diffently worde, but
Post Office ...... .......... ........... 1,400,000 have placcd them in this feri se that hon. mombers may
Public Works, Canals and Railways ......... 2,460,000 understand exactly the efeet of the resolutions. It is
Interest on Investments ................... ...... . 750,000
Miscellaneous ................... r.... ............... 900,000
Bill Stamps'............................................ 100,000 cally, anatomical preparatiens; thoy were free previeusly to

0 1879, new they are restored te, the free list; bees, brass iniTotal......... .................................... $31,710,000 sheets ; Britannia metals in pigs and bars, celluleid in
and an expenditure of $27,250,000, showing a surplus of shoots Celluloid, is an imitation ivory usod by cabinet
$4,460,000 for the current year. J laid upon the makers and organ builders. It now pays 20 per cent.
Table of the House, yesterday, a supplementary estimate China day. Chloralum as a disinfectant is a most valuable
for the present year, involving an increased expenditure, article and used extensively by ricl and poor, it has
chargeable to consolidated revenue, of something like been thought dosîrable te place it on the frec list.
$ 1,00,000. That is composed of the following items: Coffee, green (except by Act 42 Victoria, chapter 1à), free;
Indians, $327,189, (I need scarcely enter upon any explana- fowls for improvinz stock; iron, saud or globules and dry
tion with reference to the circumstances under which this putty for pelishing granite. Quinine. This has beon done
additional expenditure was made necessary for the current in deference te the wishes of our hon. friends opposite.
year. It was referred to by the right hon. the leader of the Quicksilver;-spolter lu biocks and pigs tea, (except as
Government in the remarks that ho made on the Address provided in Act 42 Victoria, chapter 15). (Perhaps,
in reply to the speech of the hon. leader of the Opposition.) Mr. Speaker, it would be as welI, while 1 amnon
The next item is working expenses of railways, $312,000. the tea question, te say a word or two with reference te somo
That is not an increased tax upon the people. It is criticism. that has been passed upon the course the Govern-
an increased expenditure rendered necessary, I am happy ment took la anneunciug in advance that Parliament would
to say, by the increased business of the rail- be asked te remove this dt. It will be reaembered by
ways ; and I am also happy to be able to state that the lIeuse, that, when last Session the hon, leaderthey are yielding a revenue equivalent to the increased of the Opposition presented resolutions for their con-
expenditure, and, therefore, though it adds to the nominal sideratien, propesing a reduction cf taxation, I rose
sum of the expenditure of theyear, it adds nothing whatever in my place and ou bebaîf of the Goverument,
to the taxation of the year. Thon we come to the immigration stated the roasons why, at that time, we did not
expenses, $28,000. This is an item that was formerly borne feol ourselves in a position te ask Parliament te reduce
by the Government of Ontario, under an arrangement taxation. We stated that it was uncertain, what offect
made with that Government, that thoy would bear this pelicy would have, altheugh it had shown that it was a
two.thirds of the expenses of immigrants settling in revenue-producing Tarif up te that period. Still, thewas
that Province and coming by way of Quebec. They decline seme uncertainty as te the eflects it would have when the
now to continue that arrangement, and we have to ask the now industries being established were in full operation.

ouse for $28,000, to pay the expenses thus incurred. What was more important, I aise stated that there had beenThe increased expendituro for the Post Office, is something petitions sent te Congress from Massachusets, froriMaine,like $75,000, but, as I explained before, it gives an increased and freai New York, asking them te appoint a Commission
revenue. Public Works, income and maintenance and!te confer with a Commission te appointed by the Iapci.ilrepairs, show an ucrease ofo in one, $98,336, and the other, Goveranment, te consider the question f reciprocity, thit
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under these circumstances, it was not desirable to remove
any duties then collected, as by such an arrangement we
would lose $1,000,000 revenue, at least, on natural products.
If no arrangements were made with the United States by
which this revenue would be interfered with, I stated that
on the re-assembling of Parliament I would ask the repre-
sentatives of the people to remove two items of taxation,
namely, the duties on tea and coffee. In 1872, without any
notice to the public, with a duty on tea 50 per cent. higher
than at present, and when tea dealers were found with large
stocks on hand duy-paid applications were made to the
Government to refund it, which, under the circumstances,
the Government then consented to do. At the present
time, it would be exceedingly difficult to adopt that prin-
ciple, particularly as we have a differential duty on tea
coming from the United States. It would have been ex-
ceedingly difficult to decide as to its value, and whether it
was American importation or not. The Government,
therefore, decided, unless there were stronger reasons than
we could then see, we would not take the course we did in
1872. And to diminish the difficulty what did we do?
When visiting the Maritime Provinces in July, with other
members of the Government as well, I declared dis-
tinctly what we stated in Parliament, that we intended,
among other things, to ask Parliament to take the
duty off tea and coffee. And we made this statement
so that every dealer in the country would be on the
alert. We did not want the revenue; we did not wish any
man to lose by a reduction in the Tariff on these articles;
and we did not wish to be subjected to theembarrassment that
occurred in 1872; so we repeated what we said in Parliament,
thusputting every man on his guard. Proceeding with the
changes in the Tariff, we also propose to place on the free
list tin in blocks, pigs, bars and sheets. That means a
reduction of $100,000 of revenue at least. It is truc, on the
tins used for the fisheries and exported, the parties now
obtain a drawback, but that is attended with considerable
difficulty. There is a growing industry in this country
-the canning industry-this covers canned fish, fruits and
vegetables, the removal of this duty will be a releif to the
agricultural and fishing industries. Woods-African teak,
blackheart ebony, lignum vite, red cedar and satinwood-
we propose, also, to place on the free list. This will meet
the case of some industries in the country which use them
and have to pay duty on them. The following duties are
changed: Bookbinders' tools and implements, from 15 per
cent. to 10 per cent. Common and colorless window glass,
now 20 per cent., we propose to raise to 30 per cent. The
late Finance Minister will be glad to hear this proposition,
because one of the glass factories is located in a section of
the country in which he is interested.

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT. No; no.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Scrap iron, now paying $2

per ton we propose to reduce to $1. The question of the
iron duties has been pressed upon the Government.
The iron industry is an important one no doubt;
but at this moment we are not prepared to submit any
further proposition regarding it, and I can only say, in addi-
tion, with reference to it, that the subject is for the present
under consideration. We, therefore, make no change exceptj
that I have named. The further proposals we makei
arej-Lead manufactures, from 25, to 30 per cent.; sand
paper, from 20, to 25 per cent.; ships hulls, when containingj
machinery, to remain 10 per cent.; but the machinery1
in the hulls to be 25 per cent. This is because we1
found that under the old arrangement there was reallyi
an inducement to people to go to the United States andJ
build a vessel and put in her machinery there, for they1
could be both brought in at 10 per cent., while machinery1
brought in separately was subject to a duty of 25 per cent.i
To spirits and strong waters mixed, now paying $1.90, 20

Sir LzoNARD TILLEY.

per cent. is to be added. I think this was an omission in
the past, because we find, from observation, that the fluid
extracts imported into the country only pay 12½ per cent.,
while those who manufacture them in the country have to
pay 81.90 for alcohol used in their manufactory and
have no protection whatever. On bags containing salt
we propose a duty of 25 per cent. At present bags,
in which fine salt is imported, pay no duty whatever; but
the manufacturer of fine salt in the Dominion of Canada, if
he purchases the cotton bag, bas to pay the duty upon it,
whatever it may be. Clock springs, now 35 per cent., are
to be reduced to 10 per cent. Cotton seed, now 20 per
cent. is to be 10 cents per bushel. Fireworks are to be
at 25 per cent. Wrought iron tubing, one and three-
quarter inch and upwards, is to be reduced from 25
per cent. to 15 per cent. Mustard cake is to be 20 per
cent. Paraffin wax or stearine will be placed at 3 cents
per pound instead of at an ad valorem duty. It has been
difficult to arrive at a fair and just valuation, and it is
because ofthat that this change is proposed. Rice, unhulled
or paddy, is to be placed at 17J per cent. This is for the
purpose of fostering-and it is likely to do it, because there
are a number of steamers now chartered-a direct trade be-
tween the Dominion of Canada and the East Indies. Besides,
there is being erected in Montreal mills where we will obtain
a better article at a lower price. The Customs officials
have found great difficulty in fixing the value of
different kinds of fruit trees imported. To overcome these
difficulties we propose specific duties in lieu of ad valorem
duties as follows: On apple trees, 21- cents; pear, 4 cents;
plum, 5 cents; cherry, 4 cents ; quince, 2½ cents; grape
vines, 4 cents. Silk plush or netting for gloves to be
15 per cent ; harness and leather dressing will be placed
under the head of blacking at 25 per cent; belts and
trusses will come under the head of braces and suspenders.
Kentucky jeans are to pay cotton duty. This is because
efforts have been made to enter articles of cotton under
the bead of Kentucky jeans. Knitted cotton cloth
we propose shall pay 10 per cent.; black and bleached
cotton, three and six cords only, 12J per cent.
Tarpaulins coated with oil paint or tar, and cotton
bi.gs, made up by the use of the needle, to pay 30
per cent. A question has arisen in the Department as
to what duty shall be imposed upon furs when in certain
conditions of dressing. We now purpose to add the words
" wholly or partially dressed " after the word furs, to meet
that difficulty. Bolsters and pillows have been entered at
a lower rate of duty than mattresses. We propose now
that the duty on bolsters and pillows shall be the same as
upon mattresses. Glass (pressed or moulded) tableware is
to be added to the 30 per cent. list. Under theb head
of paints, the duty on orange mineral, dry, which is much
the same article as dry white lead, is to be reduced
to 5 per cent. We also propose to add to the list of
varnishes, lacquers, Japan and collodium. These changes
involve a reduction in taxation, under head of Customs,
of $1,000,060. Now, Mr. Speaker, I may say here a few
words with reference to the proposed changes affecting the
receipts from Excise. It will be remembered that a change
was made with reference to the mode of dealing with home-
grown tobacco. It required that all parties raising tobacco
should have authority from a Government official to do so,
but we now propose to remove that restriction, and that
all parties shall have the opportunity, and as openly and as
freely without license, to raise tobacco, as they have to raise
potatoes as far as Government restrictions are concerned. It
is proposed, however, to leave the amount which is collected
for twist the same as it now is, and to license parties in dif-
ferent parts of the country, without the payment of any fee,
to buy from the producers of tobacco anywhere and every-
where, whatever surplus they may have for sale, and such
parties will sell to the individuals who have the licenses to
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manufacture. We propose that for the next two years, year 1882, we are likcly to have 400,oOO spindies in
instead of 14 cents, as now levied, per pound, 8 cents per operation, the probabilities are that we wilt not oblain
pound shall be levied on all tobacco which is grown in the from cotton goods the same amount of revenue which we

ominion of Canada, and for the two years following, 10 bave received fiom this source during the past year. The
cents per pound. This change will probably affect the experience of the last th'ee years bas shown that
revenue, although we cannot pronounce exactly on this where vitality is given to any ono of these manufacturing
point-$50,000 the first year; after that the reduction will industries, we find that the employes, and those who are con-
probably range from $50,000 to $75,000 a year. Thon nected with them, ad the parties who import macbinery,
there is another question which lias been brought under the pay large sums into the revenue-the revenue from
consideration of the Government, by the commercial mon machinery alone during the past year amounted to $120,000
and bankers of Canada. I refer to the legislation requiring -and these restoretothe Treasury mucb of that which is lost
stamps on notes and bills of exchange. In the preparation in duties on articles manufactured; but stili, as these
of this Tariff no special consideration was given to those industries increase and multiply, the imports of some oftbese
who are engaged in business except in the way of increased articles must necessarily decrease. StilI, we may fairly
business, and the prompt payment of accounts. We propose con aider that, under the operation of these proposed changes,
to relieve this class of the community of this duty, which and under the operation of the increase in the manufacturing
has given a revenue of $200,000 a year. And further, industries of the country, we may bave available
the Government bave decided to ask Parliament, in the $1,750,000 bas during the next ycar than we wilt have
Supplementary Estimates, for $150,000 to be distributed in during the present year. Now, Sir, I desire to core to the
the shape of a bounty to the fishermen of the Dominion of estimate witb these changes in view of the expenditure
Canada in lieu of the interest on the Fishery Award. This and the estimated revenue of next year. h is cstimated
subject, Sir, has been a difficult one, because pressure has that the Customswill yield next year, instead of $20,500,000,
been brought to bear by some of the local governments which was the estimate for this year, the sum of
for the payment of the amount of the Fishery Award to $19,500,000; from Excise, $5,500,000; from the Post Oee,
them; but a vote-and a very large vote-of Parliament $1,50000; Iailways and CanaIs, $2,500,000; Interest
declared that this should not be doue. In consideration, on Investments, $700,000; and Miscellaneous, $900,000,
however, of the competition and interference of the making a total of $30,600,000. The expenditure, accord-
Americans with our own fishermen, it has been considered ing to the Estimates which are now laid on the Table
desirable to give a tonnage bounty to every vessel engaged of the buse, will be $27,300,000, or somewhere iu
in the fisheries, and also a cer tain sum to every boat which that neighborhood. The vote that will be asked, in the
is employed in the fisheries and which is licensed for that Supplementary Estimates, as bounty to the fishermen, will
purpose. And while this wilil encourage the fishermen of be $150,000, and there will probably be furtber Supplemen-
the Dominion and extend our fishing operations-an tary Estimates amounting also to $150,000, making the
important industry, the exports of which amount to groas Estimates, $27,600,000 for next year. The items in
over $6,000,000 a year-it is expected that it which the expenditure is increascd are those wbicb are placed
will increase the building of a certain class of vessels in the in the Supplcmcntary Estimates for the present year, the
Dominion of Canada, such as are to be found in Massachusetts, Indians, the postal service, railways, and various other ser-
and constructed especially for this branch of business. Our vices, and this wiIl leave a surplus of $3,000,000. I have not
people go there now, as they have gone every year since the taken into account the probable receipt of a very much
passage of the Washington Treaty, as well as before that larger sum from the proceeds of lands to be sold in the North-
treaty was in existence, and to ports elsewhere in the West, likely to be received during the present year. The
United States to make arrangements with the owners of estimate of receipts, from ah sources, under the head of mis-
the vessels and clippers which are adapted for their cellaneous lat year, was something like $800,000. They
purposes, to man and sail them on shares-as we have are estimated tus year at $900,000, and I have con-
no vessels such as they require-consequently, the step tinued that estimate for the ncxt ycar, but there ia every
which we propose to take will not only encourage and indication, and it is quite within the range, not of possibility,
benefit our fishermen in the prosecution of their occu- but of probability, that if the Goverument feel that thoy
pation, but it will also give a new impetus to the can reserve a sufficient amount of land in the districts of
construction of the class of vessels which are required the country that will be required for actual settiemeut, the
for this special work. Now, Sir, the result is that the pro. Goverument may be able to sdi for cash, without interfer-
positions which I have just submitted, will entail a loss to ing with the principie of actual settiemeut, a large quantity
the revenue from Customs and Excise to the amount of land, and a very large revenue will be received from it. I
of $1,300,000 a year, while there will be an extra expendi- have placed, however, in this estimate, nothing more than
ture of 8150,000 for the purpose which I have named. the ordinary aum expeeted to le received during the
This will, of course, reduce the available means at the current year. It wii bc seen that we will have to provide
disposal of the Government to the extent of $1,500,000 per a very large sum for expenditure under the lead of Capital
annum, and it may do more. Still that may be the limit, Account. For instance, the Minister of Raiiways lis asked
though other circumstances may reduce the revenue. for $8,200,000, as subsidy to the Pacifie Raiiway Syndicate
We are now having erected three sugar refneries during the next year. That la baaed upon their own state-
for the manufacture of beet root sugar. This is a ment of the work they expect to perform. I rather think
business which, Bo far, has been limited, but still we that au outaide estimate, but, at ail eveuts, whatever
must not shut our eyes to the fact that the day is not money may be required to pay to the Syndicate under the
far distant-and, perhaps, it will occur in the next twelve terma of the agreement will be received by the Government
months-when the revenue which is now received from from the sales of the land-grant bonds, and therefore we wll
imported cane sugar will be diminished, owing to the not require to go outaide for any ban for the purpose of
vigorous prosecution of this industry. That this will meeting whatever that expenditure may be. What
occasion a loss of revenue; but, at the same timo is more, the hon. Minister ofiRailways and the hon.
an impetus will be given to a manufacturing industry, Minister of Public Works daim that they will expend, on
which will be of especial advantage to the agricultural the Pacific Raiiway now under contract, la the completion
interest, if it proves a success. When we bear in mind the of the sections between the head of Lake Superior and
fact that we have at present but 180,000 spindles'engaged inthe manufacture of cottony and that, before the close of the anri8t , nwthe arlit Comkel a saeto,0 sndte s Can

oaion, the pobbiclitis hare tawewll not000b0ain
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and,in addition, we will restore-have toredeem-$7,340,000. that it was calcul
I should not say have to redeem, we will redeem-we are Ot the D.minion of(
bound to redeem-$5,900,000 of it bearing 5 per cent. was ono that was il
interest, but we have given notice to the holders of those than that of Grea
$5,(000 of 5 per cent. securities that we wiIl redecm ther liparent land woul
in September next-and $2,340,000 of 6 per cent. debentures Dominion of Can
fall due in England ; making altogether $16,340,000, that ouc credit. Sir, tin
we will have to provide for outside of the sums to be paid this. I have in n
to the Syndicate, and for which we have now on deposit on selected the year1
interest in the bank $5,000,000. We have an estimated are nearer, in tha
surplus for the next year of $3,000,000; an estimated other year I could
savings bank deposit of $4,000,000 ; we have an find that the gr
estimate of $1,000,000 increase in circulation of Dominion were $96,30,483
notes, leaving but $3,500,000 to be raised either by the ex- breadstuffs expo
change of 4 per cent., bonds for the fives to that amount, or included in the
the issuing, in Canada, of a loan at 4 per cent. for the a balance of $c
$3,500,000, We were able to provide for $8,150,000 last year, Britain in thatj
$12,000,000 thisyear, and $16,000,000 for next year without of the whole impo
floating a loan outside of the Dominion of Canada, or or 51 per cent.;o
any loan indeed, except the amount received from the earn- per cent. In 1881
ings of the people of Canada. It is a striking fact, to $43,583,808, or 48
wbich I wishjust here to call the attention of the House, cent. in 1876-77;i
that the amount that is now being paid into the savings per cent., against
banks of the Dominion of Canada every month is nearly countries, $11,3 23
$400,000 over and above the sums withdrawn, and has been $91,611,604, again
so for the la>t three years. It is an important fact that I show an increase o
am able to state here, that in the three years and four a decrease of impo
months ending on the lst February, there were deposited and an increase
in the savings banks and in the Post Office savings banks $5,904,916. Now,
of Canada, notwithstanding that the Governmcnt did agrees with the
not want all this money, and had indeed made regulations of Parliament,
by which the amount to be received in the savings relative increase
bainks should be reduced from $10,000 to $3,1000, that during the two
no interest should be paid for the month in which the money | States. It was
was deposited or wiIhdrawn, so as really to discourage that such would1
deposits-that notwithstanding that, the amount ofdeposits that the Govern
in the three years and four months in these institutions has by means of the T
increased over and above the sums withdrawn $10,000,000 we had previous
and upwards, and in the banks of the country they have States. It was no
increased duriig the same period $26,000,000 and upwards, bors that this Tari
making an increase in deposits of the earnings Of the people gratified when we1
of this country in the banks of the Dominion and the give additional em
savings banks in that time of $36,000,000 and upwards. fere less with the
And this, while we are investing in manufactories and than with those of
other industries of the country large sums of money, iesuit, and ve thui
while we are sending our money to Manitoba and pressed, that the
the North-West and investing it there, while the peo- trade with Great
ple of Canada have invested in the last three months States.Sir, there
$3,000,000) in the bonds of the Canadian Pacific Railway, that under the op
still, notwithstanding this increased demand, we find that upon breadstuffs, t
deposits bave increased in that period to over States and Europe
$36,000,000. No better evidence could be given of the prosper- Weil, I was able
ity of the country than tbis, and I say, and I hope to prove evidence te show ti
it before I get through, that this is largely due, as I stated at
the outset, to the policy, theNational Policy, which was adopt-A
ed in 1871-. Now, Sir, I know that, in dealing with figures, Sir LEONARD
the subject is a rather dry one, and I have not, figures fer tbrec yE
perhaps, made myself as clear as I would desire; but, Mr. MACKENZ
having stated briefly the expenditure for the last year,
and income, the expenditure and estimated incme SirLEONARD
for the current year, and the prol able income and expendi- Navigation Jietura
ture for the next year-I desire to say a few words with refer- 1 that it was net the
ence to the predictions that were made on the opposite side son. In 1876-77, c
of the House when this policy was introduced. I think, amount cf foreig
if my memory serves me, that all of them have 6,565,154 busheis;
failed, and utterly failed. Now, Sir, I pioceed to submit bushels; in 187r
testimony in justification of my statement. I know it is a 1879-80, 11,808,01
strong statement. It is going a great length to say that bushels, or fer the t
they have all failel. They certainly have failed to a very cf 7,954,71ilbushel
great extent, and I may say, and I repeat, that practically by the Tarif ceuld
they have all failed. What were the statements that were after the duty wasi
made when this policy was introduced ? One of them was, 11,975,000 busheis.

Sir LSoNAtD TiLLEY.

ated to interfere with the trade between
Canada and Great Britain, that the policy
n the interests of the United States rather
t Britain, and therefore the feeling in the
d be one of great dissatisfaction with the
ada, and the result would be damaging to
me solves many questions, and it has solved
ny hand a comparative statement-I have
1877, because the imports for consumption
t year, to that of 1881, than that of any
find under the old Tariff-from which I

oss imports for consumption in 1876-77
Deduct from that the United States

orted, to the value of $4,562,000,
imports for consumption, that leaves

91,737,740. The imports from Great
year were $39,572,239, or 43 per cent.
rts; from the United States, $46,746,736,
and from other countries, $5,418,765, or 6
1, the imports from Great Britain were,
3j per cent. of the whole, against 43 per
fr-om the United States, $36,704,112, or 40

51 per cent. in 1816-77 ; and from other
,684, or 1l per cent.; making a total of
ist $91,737,740, in 1876-77. These figures
f inports from Great Britain of$4,011,569,
rts fron the United States of $10,042,024,
of imporis fron other countries of
Sir, that establihcs most clearly and

evidence submitted at the last Session
that there bas been a very large
in the imports fiom Great Britain
years

stated
be the

over those from the United
by the Government in 1879
case, because the manufactories

ment expected to establish in Canada
Pariff, were those the products of which
ly largely imported from the United
t with any ill-feeling toward our neigh-
if was established; but we were naturally
found that the policy we had introduced, to
ployment to our own people, would inter-
industries and interests of Great Britain
the United States. Such has been the
have the answer to the fear that was ex-

Tariff in its operation would affect our
Britain more than that with the United

was another statement made; it was,
eration of a Tariff that imposed a duty
the forwarding trade between the United
vid the St. Lawrence would be diminished.
last Session to bring most conclusive

hat it had not produced that effect.

'IE. What about last season ?
TILLEY. I am going to give you the
ears, and I will also speak of last season.
ZIE. Give us last season.
TILLEY. I quote from the Trade and
s for the last five years, and I will show
Tariff tbat caused the reduction last sea-

converting flour into bushels of grain, the
n grain exported from Canada was
in 1877-78, the exports were 8,521,599

79, they were 8,777,380 bushels; in
9 bushels; and in 1880-81 , 12,143,720
hroe years, from 1876 to 1879, an average
s, before the difficulties said to be raised

have existed, while in the two years
im posed upon breadstuffs the average was

Now,nmy hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie)
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asks what about last season. After the opening of naviga- be found that, if any section bas to complain, it is not the
tion-or after July-there was a falling off, but what was the smaller Provinces, and 'on behalf of whom the sympa-
cause of it ? There was a decreased export from the United thies of this House were invoked ; for the practical effect
States ports during that period. At New York there was a bas been a comparative reduction rather than an increase
falling off of 22 per cent., Baltimore about 24 per of their taxation under the operation of this Tariff. Thon,
cent., Philadelphia 40 per cent., and Boston, which was the Sir, we were told that this Tariff would be oppressive to a
lowest, I think, something like 16 per cent. More than certain section of the Dominion of Canada by the imposition
that there was what seldom occurs. There was a ring which of a duty on coal, while it would do no good whatever to
had been in existence for two years by which the grain Nova Scotia or other portions of the Dominion whore there
trade of Chicago was controlled, and which kept up prices, are large coal deposits. When I was asked by an hon.
and this ring stipulated with the railway companies, such gentleman opposite in 1879 what increase of the consumption
was the competition among the roads, for largely reduced or what demand the Government expected to croate for
rates, which had the effect of sending the trade by Nova Scotia coal by the operation of the Tariff, I stated
way of New York rather than by the St. Lawrence. that probably within a short time the consumption of Nova
It was to these exceptional circumstances, espocially the Scotia coal in the Dominion of Canada would increase to the
reduction of the exports of United States grain, that the faill- extent of 400,000 tons.
ing off of nearly 32 per cent., as compared with the previous Mr. ANGLIN. And displace American coal to that
year, was due. It was not due to the fact that the extent
produce of the United States had to be passed t
through iin bond and shipped in bond at the different Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes, I did; to a verv large
ports of the Dominion. I give the'se figures to show extent" I said; or, if it will please the hon.gen'Leman more,
that the fear, expressed by our friends opposite that I will say to that extent. I did not suppose, Mr. Speaker,
the St. Lawrence trade would be diminished by the change sanguine as I was, with reference to the effect of this Tariff,
in tho fiscal policy, has not been realized. Now. Sir, te that in three years, by the increased industries and by the
next objection raised by hon. gentlemen opposite was, in I increased demand for steam power, it would make a demand
their own language, that the Tariff would dismember the which would require over 400,000 tons to meet it; but we
Union. How was it to dismember the Union ? Because, find that these industries have been growing up all over
as they alleged, that the imposition of the new Tariff would the country to such an extent that it has required more
increase the taxation of certain of the smaller Provinces, than 400,000 tons from the Nova Scotia miners, and
and that they would be kinocking at the doors of the has also cau-ed a largely increasod amount to be imported
Dominion, demanding to be relieved of the burdens imposed from the United Staes as well.
upoi them by the operations of tiat Tariff, or permission Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman state where
to w'ithdraw from the Union. Lot us place together for that coal was diLtributed in the other Provinîces ?
purposes of comparison the two Provinces of Quebec and Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot now say where, butOntario-for a large portion of the goods consumod in1o b
Ontario are entered at the Port of Montreal-and place I know some of it reaebed Cobourg.
together the Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, Mr. MACKENZIE. How much?
because New Brunswick receives from the western portion Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. I know that, because I saw
of Nova Scotia a large part of ber natural products, while the it going into a factory there. It was 800 tons I think they
merchants of St. John supply largely the merchants of the told me they had purchased from Nova Scotia, and I heard
western part of Nova Scotia, therevenue being collected in that some Nova Scotia coal was furnished to a factory in
New Brunswick, and paid by the consumer in Nova Scotia. Kingston, and it was declared to be the cheapest coal for
if you take these two Provinces together and the Provinces steam purposes; and at Guelph, also, 1 am told there was
of Ontario and Quebec together, what do we find ? That some consumed. But theàre is this on record: that in 1877,under the Tariff of the hon. gentlemen opposite, there was 757,000 tous of coal was raised in the mines cf Nova Scotia
coilected 14 cents per head for Customs in Nova Scotia in 1878, î70,603 tons; in 1879, 788,27L tons; in 18S0,
and New Brunswick, during those five years, more than 1,032,710 tons; and in 1881, 1,116,248 tons; and to be added
were collected fron the people of Ontario and Quebee. to that, there was in British Columbia, 214,243 tons, against
Now take up the last Trade Returns, and see what is the 14,54- tons in 1878, or a total of 916,145 tons in -1878,operation of the new Tariff, as far as the people of thoseProvnce ar coceredandyenwii fid te dffeenc inagainst a production in 1881 of 1,333,391 tons, being an in.Provinees are concerned, and you will find the difference in crease of 417,246 tons per annum.
the last two years is that, instead of being 14½ cents in
excess, it is largely below the amount that bas been paid Mir. MACKENZIE. WiIl the hon. gentleman now state
by Ontario and Quebec. The hon. gentleman opposite (Mr. the amount of export in each of those years ?
Anglin) claps his hands, and I am very glad ho is pleased Sir LEONARD TILLEY. To the United States it was
with such resuits. We must take into consideration that in just about the same.
1879-80 the population of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick Mr. MACKENZIE. To ail quarters?
paid into the Treasury a considerable sum of money in the
shape of duty on the sugar they consumed and retined in Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is just about the same,
Montreal, but, during the present year, that bas been leaving the consumption in the Dominion of Canada,
reversed, and the tables will show, from this time for- increased by that proportion, i00,000 tons.
ward, that the refiners of Nova Scotia and th>ise of New Mr. BUNSTER. Mr. Speaker, might I-Brunswick, will pay to the Customs officials of those two
Provinces a large sum of money for goods consumed in On- Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
tario and Quebec, and, therefore, making every allowance Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
for the duties that would have been paid by the people of Mr. BUNSTER. I have a rght te put the inance
tho Lower Provinces upon the articles that are purchased Minister rigBt. Were it net for the absence cf the Island
from Ontario and Quebec, it will be found that this Tariff,
instead of having an injurious effect upon Nova Scotia and Railway we would have had over a million tons of an
New Brunswick it bas had a beneficial effect in reducing
the comparative taxation, and it has had a still more bene-.I Sir L EONARD TILLEY. It only shows what is in
ficial effect on the Province of.Prince Edward Island. It will store for us thon, There was another very grave -objection
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brought to this policy, and that was, that when we imposed
an additional duty up on sugar refined in any country that
granted a bounty-that is when we providel that on the
imp)ortation of sugar from any country that granted a
bounty, the ad va'orem duty should be levied on
the dutv-paid value of such sugar, and when we in-
creased the duty on raw sugar 5 per cent., and the duty
on refined sugar 10 per cent. hon. gentlemen opposite said
this was an outrageoius proceeding, that the loss to the
Dominion of Canada might boe counted at least by a million
of dollars-8900,000 to $1,000,000-and it would be better,
said our friends of the Opposition, to take all the men that
wouId be employed in these refineries, proposed to be put into
operation, and board them at a hotel and pay their bill, than
to introduce this policy. Now, what are the facts that have
developed during these last few years ? Last year, I think,
certainly the year before, the ex-Finance Minister inti-
mated that we would lose $900,003 of revenue; and the
leader of the Opposition stated, here and at a public din-
ner in Toronto that, under the operation of this policy, we
lost duringthe years 1879-0 $60,000 of revenue, and that
the people of Canada paid $6 )0,000 in increased price for
the sugar which they consumed, so that the sugar monopoly,
as he termed it, cost the people of the Dominion of Canada
$1,2 00,0 00 a year. I stateld in my place in the House last
Session in answer to that hon. gentleman, when hc said a
loss of $600,000 revenue had taken place, that
the returns laid on the Table perhaps justified the
hon. gentleman in maiking the statement, because they
showed that, in the year 1880, there had been $600,000
less of revenue collected from sugar than in 1879; but I
pointed out that the revenue collected in 1879 was $300,000
more than it would have been, if they bad not imported in
January, February and Marchbefore the Tariff was changed,
$1S000.b00 worth of sugar more than they usually
imported in these three months ; so that there would
not have been an apparent loss of $600,000 if the
$300,000 had been credited to that year; and, further,
that from the returns laid on the Table of the revenue
collected for the first six months of that fiscal
year, it was clear that the revenue to b reccived during that
year would be equal to, if not above, that collected in any
previous year. What has been the resuIt? The figures that
I am now quoting can be found in the Trade and Navigation
Returns,and they show this: that during the last year we paid
into the Treasury for duties on sugar, $154,910 more than the
average for the five years previous, and under the Tariff of
the bon. gentlemen opposite, justifying the statement I
made, and showing that, as far as the present Tariff is con-
cerned, there is no loss, or comparatively no loss, of revenue,
because if weadd $800,000 to the value of the sugar imported,
and that $800,000 is represented by freight from the West
Indies, the labor in the refineries, coal consumed, interest on
capital and other expenditures, and you add 43 per cent.
duty collected in the year 1876-77 on the sugar imported,
with the sums named added, then it would only give $40,000
more than we collected last year. There is the fact that
$154,000 more were received during the last year than the
average of the five years previous; so much with regard to
the anticipated loss of revenue. A few words with respect
to the coast of sagar to the consumer. When I made the
financial statement last year I had obtained, from
reliable sources, a return showing the comparative
prices in New York and Montreal, when we had two
refineries in operation. I stated that, as far as the
prices of granulated sugar were concerned, it appeared that
those paid by the consumers in the Dominion were 25 cents
per 100 Ibs. more than they would have been if the sugars
had been imported under the Tariff of 1877-78; but I might
have added, as I propose to add 0now, that that calculation
did not take into account the profits of importers, the middle-
men, between the New York refinera and the men who bought

Sir Lzosa2D TILLEY.

and sold the sugar here. Still I admit that as regards granu-
lated sugar, omitting the profits of the middlemen, there
was the difference of 25 cents per 100 lbs. The yellow
refined sugars being much less than it could have been
imported for under the Tariff of 1877. I have now a
carefully prepared return showing the values during two
periods in each month in New York and Montreal, deduct-
ing the drawback and adding 30 cents per cwt. as the expense
of importation ; this calculation does not include 50 cents per
cwt. profit on transactions between the New York refiner
and the Canadian consumers ; giving the consumers the
benefit of that also, there was still 7 cents less charged to the
pcople of Canada on that line of sugars than if it had been
imported from New York, under the old Tariff; adding the
profits of the middlemen, the saving was 57 cents per 100
1 bs.; and, with respect to other refined sugars the difference
was much greater. As far as the revenue is concerned, there
bas been no loss, and $800,000 were probably expended in
Canada in refining sugars, in freights, and in cost of coal.
What have we in return ? I explained this very
fully last year, and showed what the effect of estab-
lishing refineries had been. There are now employed 1,000
bands in the cane sugar refineries, or 1,100, including those
directly connected with the beet-root sugar industry. Those
men, most of whom have families, require food, clothing, tene-
ments, and everything that the merchants, manufacturers,
and farmers supply ; those men are employed in this
country at remunerative wages, whereas they would have
removed to another country if it had not been for the policy
that rebuilt those industries and placed them in motion.
Then we have 400,000 tons of coal raised from the mines of
Nova Scotia, giving employment to, perhaps, 1,000
men-60,000 tons of the 400,000 tons increaso in the
production of the Nova Scotia mines being used in
the refining of sugar. Thus employment was given to the
miners, a market was afforded to the coal owners, business
was provided for vessels and railways, 60,000 tons of vessels
being employed in conveying raw sugar from the West
Indies to different ports of the Dominion, something like 90
per cent. of the whole coming direct to Canada, instead of 6
per cent. as in 1878. Employment was also given to coopers,
and, in one section of tle country I visited, the timber
on the land had increased in value because of the demand
for the particular wood used for sugar casks. Everywhere,
in the extension of trade, increased machinery was required
and in operation, and additional employment was given to
the people. Hon. gentlemen opposite are aware that one
of the refineries bas not, so far, been a financial success; if it
had not been for that the Moncton refinery would have been
quoted as paying enormous profits. It wili, however, give
the ex-Finance Minister the opportunity of repeating that
all those establishments will become failuros when, by their
increase, competition becomes keen, and loss would accrue
to those engaged in tbem. If our policy stood alone on this
question of sugar refining, which is announced as a huge
monopoly, I hold that the facts I have given afford an
answer to the statement and the fears expressed with
respect to this matter. Now, Sir, it was alleged that this
Tariff would fail either as a revenue-producing Tariff, or as
a protective Tariff. What evidence have we that hon. gen-
tlemen opposite were mistaken on that point? There are
various ways of ascertaining the increase of industries as the
effect of the Tariff. The one which I will now present is to
show how the quantity of raw material consumed by manu-
facturers las increased since the adoption of this Tariff.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.
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AFTER RECESS.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read a second time
Bill (No. 26) to incorporate the Saskatchewan and Peace

River Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)
Bill (No. 27) further to amend the Act incorporating the

Mutual Life Association of Canada, and to change the name
thereof to the "Life Association of Canada."-(Mr.
Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 28) to amend the charter of the Chartered Bank
of London and North America, and to change the name
thereof to " The Chartered Bank of London and Winnipeg."
-(Mr. Haggart.)

Bill (No. 29) to incorporate the North-Western Bank.-
(Mr. Rochester.)

Bill (No. 30) to empower the Ottawa Agricultural Insur-
ance Company to wind up their affairs, and to relinquish
their charter, and to provide for the dissolution of the said
Company.-(Mr. Rochester.)

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Clements Steamship
Company, limited.-(Mr. Wade.)

Bill (No. 32) to incorporate the Quebec Timber Com-
pany; limited.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 33) to incorporate "The Mutual Benefit Associa-
tion of Sherbrooke.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 34) to amend and consolidate the Act of incor-
poration of the British America Assurance Company, and
all other Acts affecting the same.-(Mr. McLennan.)

Bill (No. 35) for amending the Acts relating to "The
Trust and Loan Company of Canada," and for enlarging the

general statement first, and then with one or two different
localities, showing the influence that has been produced
there by the operation of this Tariff. I have statements
with reference to wages, but I will take the number of
persons employed first. Upon a very partial investiga-
tion, because it only extended over a portion of the
Dominion, we ascertained that there have been ninety-five
new factories established down to October last, since March,
1879, employing 7,025 hands. The cotton factories that
are now in course of construction, and will probably be
completed within twelve months, will employ 3,000 hands
in addition to those I have already mentioned. 440 odd
factories visited and that were in operation in 1878, less the
ninety-five that I have named as being established since
1878, show an increase of employes varying from 5 to 30
per cent. and with an average of 17 per cent. in these
350 odd factories. That 17 per cent. on the number of
employes, as far as we can gather from the Census of
1871, and making an allowance for reduction in the number
employed between 1871 and 1878, would give 17,850,
making 24,875 as the increase of employes since 1878. I
will take, as an illustration of the effect of the Tariff, one
of the cities of the Dominion to show what its operations
have been-I refer to the city of Hamilton, that ambitious
city, represented by my hon. friend on the right (Mr.
Robertson). This is a statement made up by the immi-
gration agent of that city, and, if my memory serves me,
this is the gentleman who sent a return to a member of a
Local Government with reference to the employment of
men in the industries of that city, but it was not embodied
in the statement made in the report of that official.

An hon. MEMBER. It was irrelevant.

powers of the said Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.) Sir LEONKRD TILLEY. It may be, but it strikes me
iwould be of some irnpnritance by way of inaking

THE BUDGET. public the facts contained in this paper and te show there

Mr. MACKENZIE. Before the ho entlemanproceeds, emp ent for immigrants in that locaity. Now we
Mr MCKNZB.Beor te on gntemn roeesflnd that, in 1881, the value of buildings occupied iu that

I would like to ask him whether the $150,000, proposed to city as factories, up to that date, was $1,074,108. Ihavethe
be taken as bounties for fishermen, is merely a grant for answers from the diffèrent parties communicated with tbat
this year, or whether it is proposed to ask a similar grant have been furnished to the Minister of Acrriculture by the
every year. emigration agent th3re. In 1878, the value of the

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. t is net proposedte provide buildings occupied as factories in the city of isamilton,
for it by Act of Parfiament, but te ask an appropriation year waso 705,200, an increase ocf 368b900, or a rate of 51
by veýir. When the Botse took recess, I was calling the atten- per cent. The value of plant, in 1881, was $1,1t4,750;

i of ho ninembers to solue uts to pruvetihat ti fewrs in 18y, $53S,00, showing a difference ot $636,650, or
entrtairned by some hon. gent lemien cf' the Opposition, thati anincreaset f 113 per cent. The value of goods
this policywould net increase thc number of industries in the manufacturedn o 1881-and Miwish the Brouse tehgive
contry or give dditional employient te manufactories. particular attention te this-the value of gotds man-
I will take up, first, the increased imports of the following ufactured in that city aone, in 1881, was 7,478,-
raw materials sed i man ufactures, namey: raw cotton, 700; in 1878, it was $3,o57,000, making an incrase
bides and woel. Theose three articles, especially cotton,-cf $3,621,700, or 94 per cent. The number f hands
because there is noue produced in the country, give employed in 1881, was 9,054, and n 1878, as it
a very fair idea of the increased value of the manuufactures. is gven here, 3,703, showing an increase of 4,351,
The raw cottns imported in 1877-78, amounted to 7,243,413 or 117 per cent. as botween 1878 and 1881. The
pouids; in 1880-81, 16,018,721 peunds, or an increase of average rate cf wages per head in 1881, was $1.17, in
more than double in the three years. ides imported n 1878, $1.01j, or an increase cf 9j percent., or 10J cents
1877-78, amounted in valute t$1,207,300; in 1880-81, per ead. The number cf workshops and factories, o1881,
te $2,184,884, or nearly double. Wol imported , g1877-78, was sev9nty-eight;,04,1878, it was fifty-seven, an increase
was 6,230,084 peouds;inr 1880-81, 8,040,287 pounds. cf 37 per cent., 3,1878, thirty-three workshaps were n-
Wl exported in 187778, amunted te 2,445,893 pouadsm; ning ful time, and twety-four short time. la 1881, work-
in 1880-81, 1,404,123 pounds, giviog an increasecf imports sbeps running short time, ene; ful time, fifty.six; over
cf 1,810,000 pouuds, and a decrease cf experts, which shows time, tweuty-oue; making seventy-eigbt in ail. Thlis is my
that thee was a coesumption, in 1880-8 if Canadian wool, statement with referenceteseue particular town. A hon.
over that cf 1878, cf 1,011,770 pounds, thus making an in- member on the Opposition Benches, an bon. memaber from
crease on tbe consumption cf wool, between the two periods, my own Province, speaking cf the effet f the Tarif, the
cf 2,851,973 pounds. The increased value cf cotton, leather Session before last, said there was hee twingit was expeeted
and woolen manufactures for the year 1881, as ompared this Tari f would de, and that was to increase the wages,
with 1878, therefore exceeds $5,500,000 on these three but it had ntin scrased th m. have a statement here,
articles a e. Now, let us see what faets we have been able from 460 factories, te show the rate cf wages as
te gather with reference teo the new factories established, compared with 1878. The wages inc135raf the factories
and the number of persons employed. I will deal with the i out of 460 visited remained the same as in 1878, but were
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nearly all working on full time, while formerly many and white cottons and brown sheetings, but I have here a
were on short time. Fifty of the new factories started at statement showingthat brown sheeting and bleached shirt-
each wages and no change was deemed necessary. In 277 ings manufactured in the Dominion were sold at from 5 to
factories the wages have been increased from 5 to 35 per 7½ per cent. over the net cost price of the same articles in
cent. The rate of wages generally throughout the ttie United States, or 10 per cent. less than the price at
Dominion, we ail know, has b3en considerably increased ; which they would sell under the Tariff of 1b77-78. That is
that settles, I think, the question of wages. to say, that with reference to this particular description of

Mr. PATERSON (South Brant). How do they compare cotton goods manufactured in the Dominion of Canada,
with wages in the United States ? they are sold to-day at a lower price than they were sold

under the old Tariff. I have here a statement from
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I know, Mr. Speaker, that Mr. Parks, of the city of St. John, with reference

we have been obliged to send to the United States to Ob- to ba i knitting cotton, manufactured and sold by him at
tain men for our factories, and to pay more in sOme 39u cents per pound, delivered in Montreal, Toronto. Lon-
cases than they have to pay there. don or Hamilton, whule the net price of the same article in

Mr. PATERSON. Do you have a tax on the labor the United States, is 40 cents per pound. I have
coming in? in my possession the letters written to, and the an-

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No ; we have no tax on the swers written by, men engaged in this manufacture
comig i. W i hem he hatthein Massachusetts, and they state their Iowest net prices.labor coming in. We give them the encouragement that theTherefore the consumer of this description of cotton ood

hon. member complimenited his leader upon giving some9hon.gîvng sme as theru ý er cent. less than they had them in 1878.
years ago when they increased the duty on cigars, when 17c-7t
that hon. gentleman rose in his place and complimented the1Witheernedt tton yarn), No. 7 to No.
then Finance Minister with increasing the duty on cigars,thon Fnance iniste cents per pound, the raw cotton being 10 cents per
he said it had brought thousands into the country and . The same articles are manufacturcd by Parks,
it was just the policy to pursue. That is the kind of pro- and they were sold, in 1882, for 2215W cents, the raw
tection we are extending, and we hope he will give us his cotton being 12 cents per pound. There was an increase of
support. price in this case of 1A cents per pound on the manufactured

Mr. PATERSON. The quotation is not correct, that article, against an increase of 2 cents per pound on the raw
is ail the trouble. maerial. Carpet warps sold in the United States, in 1878,

Sir LEONAID TILLEY. Then 1 stand corrected. 1 at22Acentt per pound, while the same article is sold by
have read it somewhere, and 1 have not seon it can- Parks, in 1882) at 24-6-cents per pond, the ncrease beng

o cents per pound, against an increase in thenprece of the
raw materias of 2 cents, showing that the price was not

Mir. PATERSON. It was a figure of speech. re-ally in excess of what it cost in 1878. Bearn warps, No.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Hansard lias just been 10were 28 cents per pounad in the Uniied States, whie

put into my hand, and i have no doubt it passed through n Ncw Brunswick, in 1882, they wer eir oan increase of
the bands of the hion, gentleman belore it appeared in the 2e cents against an increase of 2 cents per pound on the
fiansard. raw cotton. Beam warps, in January, 1882, in the United

Mr~. PATERSON. This was a figure of speech, I said. States were 30- cents per pound net, while the prico in
New Brunswick as 314 cents per pound net, or less than

Sir LEONARD TLLEY. But lot us see, M1. Speaker, 2 iper cent above the U ited States prices. These figures
who made this speech. I find that it was made byMr. show that, so far as this particular class of'otton t
Patorson, and I arn quite sure it was not my hon. friend goods is conceraed, they are sold to the consumer
bohind me (Mr. Patterson, Essex). Ie says: f at a less price sthan in 1878, ando 2ay of th articles are

"The other year the Finance Mister, in revising the Tarif, gave ýsoid at the American prices, or a fraction under or
mrne encouragement to our industry which it neyer had before. The a fraction over them. o may add that it was not

reuit wa that a thousand men who were engaged in that indmuary ,' to be exil Cathret the s incs would be as low for the first
Germany were literally transported by tht change in the Tariff to erotwashywl bwencmtio ssalsedCanada andmetOA work here. The cn3t of the arricle ctd I ya 2 wos pep , when csmeticl isslsdb
creaedoe iota, and Canada got ail the benefit. The middle men Take, for exaple, the year before last, when we had but
sxiffeired a diminution of profits; but for them nobody seems to care two sugar refineries-those in Montreal-and look at the
much, the produer and consumer receiving ail the sympaty." resut which bas followed upon the est ablisment of three

Now, thon, I tell my ron. friend- others in the Maritime Povinges. A year ago I had to

Mr. PATERSON. I do not repudiate that yet. radmit, on the face of the paper submitted to me, that 25

said figuratively at that time that those aen were not cents per undred more was paid for su gar than under the
the a o elTari f of 1878. This did not include the charges by the

rn. PmAddle men. Now wo can state mp atically tbatthe price

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. B now come, Mr. Speaker, to is less to the consumer than if it had been imported
another statement that bas been made by hon. gentlemen under the Tari f of 1878. And I firmly believe that
opposite; but bofore I do so, in order to mako my answer the competition in cost on cotton manufactures in twelve
more complote than it would otherwise be, desire monts, wen we shail have 400,000 spindes instead of
t refer for a short time t the cost of the manufactures 180,000 which we have now, will produce suc a resut that
ofthe Dominion of Canada to the conumer compared withe thre will be litte diffyence in the prices bore of any
what they were in 1878. And I trust I may be able to use as description of such goods and the prics in the United
atrong language, or language very sirilar te that employed States. Whatouremanufacturerssay is: that we can manu-
by my hon. friend fro houeth Bran t, that the resuilt of the in- facture as cheaply bore as in the United States, but we
crease in the Tari f had not been th increase the cost of the want the market. We are preparing for the arpest com-
article te othe consumer. I take up, in the first place, cott n petition, and we do not ar our friends on the othor side of
goods, becausel know that in the d aritime Provinces aisthe lino if w have th home market, and the competition
»Il m in the west, but especially the Maritime Provinces, among ourselves will keep the prices down toe the con-
gr.at stress was laid on the incroased cost of cotten goods sumer." This is au important subject. The leader of the
as well as the increased cost of woollen goods, especiatly of Opposition referred te it, and incorder to make the
the warser classes. Istatedlait Session the prices of grey dpeople in the Maritime Provinces se the tffet pi

Sir LEONARD TILL.
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this Tariff as he sees it, said that if a
farmer visited one of the dry goods stores, and bought
a dress for his wife, he would have to send ont of
the nine or twelve yards ho would buy three or four yards
up to Ottawa. One farmer who was present said: "that is not
true, because I take what 1 buy home to my wife; I send
none to Ottawa." However, ho was speakirg figuratively,
like my hon. friend from Bran t. Many gentlemen and sDme
ladies who were presont at his meetings, said that the main
point made by him against the Tariff was with reference to
woollen goods. He said that the poor man would be com-
pelled to pay 40 per cent. duty and upwards, and the rich
man but 25 or 27 per cent. I have taken some pains to write
to different parties who could furnish me with reliable infor-
mation with reference to the price of woollen goods; and a
gentleman sent to me, at the request of a friend, a
letter, of which he authorizod me to make any use
I thought proper. I stated to the gentleman, to whom
I wrote among others, that I wished reliable data
-data that could uot be shaken by any statements of fact
thut could be produced in the _leuse-because wo wanted
nothing but the facts, and if the manufacturers were getting
large profits, it was just as wel! that we should know it, and
deal with the tacts as we found them. This letter I received
from Cantlie, Ewan & Co., of Montreal, who, I believe, have
been for years engaged in selling woollen goods. It has
reference te the price and value of certain descriptions of
woollen goods made in Canada, cornpared with the prices
of the same goods previous to the change in the Tariff.,
lt is as follows :_

"1st. Etoffes, tweeds and fabrics made from Canada wools and used
chiefly by farmers, laborers, shantymen and mechanics in country dis-
tricts, are as low in price now as at any time during ten years previous
to 1878. This refer3 to regular sales. No doubt during the very severe
depression special lines may have been sold at a concession to force
sales, but the average price of sneh goo !w, for 1880, 1881 and 1882, is
lower than the average of ten yei- -p;evious to 1878.

"2nd. Medium and fine wool fabries maie exclusive'If from iruportod
wools and used byfarmers, mechanices lucitieslud towns, rd bo the
large mass of the population, were, in 1880 and 1881, and are now sell-
ing for 1882, at lower prices than at any previous time since these goods
wore made in Canada.

"The goods now made in Canada from fine and medium wools haveimproved very much in character as to fabric, color and finish, and
ought on this account to bring more money instead of less.

"3rd. Flannels are now as lowin price as at any time during the past
fourteen years, except for a short time during 1877 and 1878, wheu, under
the pressure of bard times, a break in price took place ny the largest
manufacturer of such goods attempting to run out the other smaller
makers. This failed, and the price has since been steady. No advance
has taken place, although wool supplies and wages all have advanced
very considerably.

"4th. Blankets are as low in priee now as they were any time during
ton years previous to 1878. During 1880 they wero lower in price th'an
at an' former time lu Canada. Our Canadian woolsowereithen voly low
in price, about 21 cents per lb.; since then wool suitable for blaukets
has averaged not less than 29 cents to 30 cents, and blankets haveadvanced in consequence. For last year and this present year prices
are as low.as any year since 1869. Being compelled by forcing compe-
tition to give up making blankets for 1875, 1878, 1877, 1878, have ne
record of prices for these four years.f"

Mr. Speaker, that speaks strongly with reference to the
price and value of the goods made in the Dominion of Canada
largely from wool grown in Canada, and consumed by the
masses of the people of Canada; and, as I stated in the early
fart Of my speech, while the masses of the people have been

uying their woollen goods at prices as low as they were
be'ore the change of the Tariff, it will be found by refer-

ence te the Trade Returns that we received $411,000 more
from the finer descriptions of woollen goods, worn by theWealthier people, than we did the year previous, and auaverage of from 7j to 9 per cent. duty mole than we did in1878, from the consumers of the finer goods, showingclearly that, instead of tho rich man geLui.Eg bic clothiug
zheaper and the poor man payimg more as a i ule, the poor
man gets bis celotbing as cheap or cheaper than ho didbefore, while the rich man has paid from 7 to 10 per cent.
additional dutP y.

Mr. MILLS. Then Canada never was a sacrifice market.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes it was; that was the

trouble. I asked one of the manufacturers: "How is it that>
although wages are higher prices are lower ?" He said
to me: "The fact is we used to have to spend a large
sum in employing runners to go throughout the
country to make sales. We lost a large amount of interest on
the stocks we bad in hand and could not sell in spite of this
increased expense; but now we have doubled our production,
have orders ahead, our expenses of management have
not increased, and we can sell at smaller profits than we
could before, and yet in consequence of the increased pro-
duction we have larger profits at the end of the year."
Thus we see that, while we are building up these industries,
the people are getting cheaper goods, and the manufacturers
are making more money than they were before. Now, Sir,
as I have dealt with the cotton and woollen goods worn by
the masses of the people, I thought I would like to know
how the case was with reference to the hats and caps made
out of coarse woollen goods, feits, and other materiais; and
I addressed a letter to a gentleman in Montreal largely en-
gaged in the manufacture of these articles-a gentleman
who 18, I believe, known to many hon. members of this
lHouse-Mr. E. K. Green. He, among others, sent me a
reply, and which he said I might make whatever use I
pleased tand as he speaks very strongly and decidedlywith
respect'te the effeet of this policy on prices, I givehLi as
an authority on the subject. I know he is a somewhat
prominent man in the city of Montreal.

Mr. MACKENZIE. A prominent Protectionist.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes; and he was, I believe,

a supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite at one time.
Mr. MACKENZIE. He is yet.
Sir LEONAI'D T ÎLLEY. Then, Sir, Ipresentthe testi-

mony of a gentleman who sympathisès with hon. gentlemen
on the opposite side of the House, and who, under these cir-
cumstances, would not, except for the National Policy,
maintain this Government in power.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The bon. gentleman is not fair. I
said ho is a decided Protectionist.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Exactly so. Thon he could
not have any political object in writing a letter like
this. 1 said : "I believe you are engaged in the manufacture
of hats and caps, and that class of material," the relative
cost of which, to the consumer, I had not, up to that time,
received any information about. I was under the impres-
sion that some caps, made from the coarse woollen goods,
cost a little more, and I was anxious to get information on
the subject, so I1wrote to him.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is the duty on hats and caps?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Twenty-five per cent. is

reply was as follows:-
"HAMILTON, February 3rd, 1882.

"I have gone over and carefully compared the prices of the various
lines of caps and felt hats manufactured by us in 1878 and 1881, and I
find, as the result of my investigation, that the average selling price of
our goods during the past year bas been lower than in 1878, for the same
class of goods. This is the case, not only in those lines of gooda on
which the advance of duty has been slight, but also applies to those
coarse, heavy woollens, on which the duty has been considerably in-
creased. These results have been attained by an increased protection
of this class of goode, in consequence of the present Tar and by a
natural law of manufactures, whereby a larger quantity of a given
article can be produced and sold to the consumer at a less price than a
smaller quantity of the same article. In other words, owing to the
enlarged market afforded by protection, and the keenness of hom com-
petition, we are able to supply the country generally with coarse
woollen caps and felt hats at lower prices under the present Tarif than
in 1878, before it went into operation.

"As an importer, manufacturer, general merchant, of twenty-five
years' experience, extending at present fromaOspe Breton to &itiab
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Columbia, I can safely say that the country as a whole, in its solid
material prosperity and sound financial condition, has never been
(during the period mentioned) as truly prosperous as at present. I
believe this statement will be confirmed by every leading banker and
merchant throughout the Dominion You are at liberty to use this
letter in any way you may think best."

We have taken the felt bats and woollen caps, the woollen
clothing and the cotton underclothing, and, for the mass
of the people, it does not appear to have cost them a great
deal more for these articles-it cost them somewhat less;
but, at any rate, we say they have cost them no more than
under the Tariff of 1878. Let us see, what other articles
have been affected by the Tariff. We increased the duty con-
siderablyon waggons and carriages. Ihave several statements
all pretty much in the same direction-but I have one in
particular in which is given the prices of waggons and
carriages. Waggons which sold in 1871 for $64, sold,
in 1878, for $62, and, in 1881, for $68. Carriages which sold
in 1871 for $110 cash; in 1878, for $105 cash; and in
1881, for $100 cash. A carriage that sold in 1871 for $120,
sold in 1878 for $100, and in 1881 for $100. A covered
buggy, first class (giving the description of it), which sold,
in 1871 for $170, sold in 1878 for $160, and in 1881 for
$150; so that the increase of duty on carriages has
not had the effect of increasing the price to the
purchaser. Ploughs are selling at 15 per cent. less
than in 1878. All agricultural implements are selling
from 5 to 20 per cent. less than they sold in 1878. Organs
are selling at 15 per cent, less than they were sold
for in 1878, and the business bas increased nearly four-fold.
Sewing machines are reduced in price $10 each, and the
business bas trebled or more. Boots and shoes, and leather
manufactures, first-class custem work, bas increased in
price about 15 per cent., equivalent to the wages of the men
employed in that particular work; but factory goods are
sold at from 10 to 25 per cent. less than in 1878, although
the price of labor bas increased. Lamp glasses sell at less
than in the United States in 1878. In hardware goods there
has been an increase in price for a portion, but not groater
than the increased cost of labor and of raw material, but a
large portion are sold lower than in 1878. The best class
of furniture is selling at a somewhat higher price than before
-that is, the very best description of furniture-
but the furiture that is used by the masses of the
people, manufactured at the large establishments of the
Dominion of Canada, is sold as low, and loiver in most
cases, than it was in 1878. The price of iron castings in
1882 is 9 per cent. higher than in 1878; in 1879 the prices
were at the lowest, pig iron being cheaper than at any
period since. The increase in the price of iron castings is
about 15 per cent., or equivalent to the increased cost
of the pig iron and the labor-principally of the
labor. Cut nails are 5 per cent. lower, and finish.
ing nails are 9 per cent. lower than in 1878 ;
pressed spikes, are 12 per cent. lower than in 1878, and
railway spikes, $2 per ton lower than in 1878. Horse shoes
are 8 per cent. higher than they were in 1878, because when
the machine made horse-shoes were first introduced, in
order to induce those who required them to abandon the
manufacture of shoes, the prices were put down, and î
consequently they were lowered in 1878, and are now
selling at 8 per cent. higher than in that year; but for
nails there bas not been an increase in price, though
we have increased the duty upon them. Let me say
that, as far as these particular manufactures are concerned,
it does not appear that the consumer bas been called upon
to pay anything more, as a rule, but in some cases less
than before, and consequently the Tariff, to the masses of
the people, with reference to these manufactures, has not
been oppressive. An bon. gentleman opposite, the member
from the County of St John's, the late Minister of Customs
(Mr. Burpee) took a different view of this subject. His view
was endorsed by the late Finance Minister. lie evidently

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

entertained the opinion that this was a protective policy,
and that it would increase largely the consumption of home
manufactures at a higher price and yield less revenue. That
hon. gentleman stated-and the late Finance Minister
said that no answer had been given to it-that, under
the operation of this Tariff, we would tax the people
$7,000,@00 more than before, and they would pay
but $2,000,000 of that into the Treasury. Now, there
has been $6,000,000 paid into the Treasury over and
above what was collected in 1877, and if we increased
the manufactures last year by $15,000,000, the average
duty that would be imposed if imports would be 20 per
cent., and if the increased cost to the consumer for that
$15,000,000 worth of goods, manufactured in the country,
was equivalent to the duty, then the hon. gentleman
might claim that the people paid $3,000,000 for these
goods that did not reach the Treasury ; but I have shown,
that, instead of paying the increased duty that was imposed,
they have these goods as cheap as they were before the
change and we have the $6,000,000 in the Treasury, and
the people have paid no more for the goods manu-
factured under the protective policy. There are a great
many statements made about the taxation of the work-
ing man, and especially upon the farmer. Now let
us look at that view of the case for a moment. There
is a good deal of sympathy manifested for the farmer.
1, on a former occasion, made the remarks in answer to some
statements made by an hon. gentleman that the farmer
was heavily taxed under this Tariff, that from the pecu-
liar position of the farmer, he would not in proportion to bis
means contribute as much as certain other classes. It
was afterwards stated that i had said they would
not pay their share, or would not pay enough into the
Treasury. I simply said that under the Tariff, owing to his
peculiar position, he would not contribute as much as some
other classes of persons who were not producers, and who
consumed largely of imported goods. Now, let us for a few
moments consider the condition of the farmer in the light
of the facts I have just presented-and when I am referring to
the farmer, I desife to include the mechanic and the
laborer. I am referring to the masses of the people of
Canada. Let us see now under the change in the Tariff
that has been in operation since 1879, with the reductions
proposed to-day, how the farmer, mechanic and laborer
stands. His tea will cost him 5 to 6 cents a pound less
than it did in 1878. The duty is removed off his coffee. The
sugar, considering the middle man and his profits, is at least
50 cents per bundred pounds lower than before. His molasses
is 10 pe- cent. less than he paid in 1878. With reference
to rice he will be able to obtain it, under the new arrange-
ment, a little less than before. Soap has increased about
12½ per cent. in price, the - increase, however, is due
to the raw material from which it is manufactured,
and this raw material pays no duty. With reference to
spices the duty remains unchanged. With reference to
woollen goods used by the masses they are as chealp or
cheaper than before. With reference to woollen yarns they
are as cheap or cheaper than before. Hats and caps are
also as cheap as they were before. Custom made boots and
shoes are 15 per cent. more, the others less. Agricultural
implements are from 5 to 20 per cent. less than in 1878.
Sewing machines are $10 less than before; carriages
less than before; lamp shades and glass ware are less
than before; organs are less than before; nuts and bolts,
which I did not refer to previously, are less than before;
furniture of common qualities is as low, if not less than
before; nails and spikes less ; horse shoes a little
higher; stoves and castings a little higher; hardware,
taking it all round, a little higher; tools and files less than
in 1878. The reduction in cost will average from 5 to 10
per cent. as near as can be gath red on the articles
named. Now, Sir, that being the case, let us consider the
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position of the farmer especially. I quite admit if it
could be shown that this Tariff had no advantages
for the farmer, that it was oppressive, that he paid more
taxes than formerly and received nothing in return, then
he might be induced to accept the invitation of hon. gentle-
men opposite to oppose this policy whenever it is put
upon its trial. But the leading articles which he is con-
suming are no bigher than before, and in many cases they
are less. We will now enquire what other benofit he
bas in addition to the lower prices. Iri my judgment
the farmer is as greatly interested in this Tariff as any other
class of men in the Dominion. in the first place he has the
home market. An hon. member opposite referred to
the home market last Session, stating that it was of
very little importance. Visit any section of the Dominion
you please, put yourself in communication with the farmers,
especially in the neighborhood of towns where manufac-
turing industries have been established and are increasing,
and ask them if they are deriving no advantage. Why, Sir,
under the operations of this Tariff, the vegetables, the
fruit, the poultry, the lamb and veal, and other meats, the
butter, the cheese, for almost everything they offer for sale,
they obtain higher prices on account of the home
market thanî is obtained in localities where they have to sell
to the middle man and ship to another market. In con-
versations with the farmers, I found that, in 1878
they frequently came to market with their fruit and vege-
tables, and would stand there all day; and, not being able to
get a price which would bc an objeet to them, would drive
home and wait for another opportunity, frequently being
compelled to return and take what was offered. "llow is it
now " I said. They replied :" There is no diflicullty now.
We sell everything we bring in for cash, and . at
good prices." Why ? Because the country is in an active and
flourishing state. Manufactories have increased, the
nurnber of the employed has increased, and their wages also
have increased. They have plenty of money with which to
buy country produce-I speak particularly of perishable
goods which cannot bu sent to a distant market.
Some 25,000 more people are employed than in 1878 in these
manufactories, and if they represent four for each family,
you have 100,'00 people to be fed, the heads of whose fami-
lies were without employment, or were only partially
employed, or not in the country in 1878. What the effect of
this is to the farmer can be clearly understood. But it is
said the duty on oats is no protection to the farmer, the
duty on corn is very little benefit to the farmer.
What is the fact ? . Do they not obtain better prices
for their corn than they did before with a..duty of 7½
cents per bushel ? They certainly do. There is no question
about that. Do they not obtain better prices for their rye ?
admit that that is regulated to a very large extent by the price
in Germany and elsewhere. the markets to which it is gene-
rally shipped from the Dominion; but the distillers ofCanada
now buy their rye from the farmers ofCanada, which they use
as a substitute for corn. That gives an increased market,
and to a certain extent affects the price. With roference to
the price of oats, we have evidence beyond controversy, in
my judgnent, that it has been increased to the consumer
3 cents per bushel. But it is said the European
market regulates the price here. It does not matter
an iota what duty you put upon it. Does it not ? The
leader of the Opposition said in Nova Scotia-and I do him
the justice to say he made the same statement in Toronto
previous to the West Toronto election-that the duty on
coal increased the price of coal to the consumer in Ontario,i
and that the duty on breadstuffs-increased the price of
breadstuffs to the consumer in the Maritime Provinces.
The operation of this state of things, he said, would create1

d feeinC beteen the people of Ontario and the
people of the Maritime Provinces, because the latter had
to pay additional for the breadstuffs of Ontario consned1

in the Maritime Provinces, and the former additional
on thie coal consumed in Ontario. On the subject
of coal, I know there has been a great deal said; but my
enquiries have led me to the conclusion that, while we
receive a very considerable sum from coal imported from
the United States and consumed in Ontario, one-half of that
sum is paid by the coal producers in the United States.
That is my conviction, and we have evidence of it. It is
only very recently, in conversation with a gentleman who
purchased in the United States 2000 tons of coal for
consumption in Canada, that a portion of the coal duty was
paid by the coal producers of the Western Stales. But,as I said on a former oca-sion, if the people of the United
States were to say to us to-iay, or anv day, that they would
go back to the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, by which the
natural products of the two countries would be exchanged
free, we would be prepared to agree to that arrangement.
But it would be the greatest mistake that any Government
could make at this time, while negotiations may be opened
at no distant day, while notice may be given by Canada of
the abrogation of the Washington Treaty, within twelve
months, and when there is a desire in the United States,
on thelpart of a portion of her people, to open negotiations
for the free exchange of natural products, it would not only
be a mistake-it would be madness, to yield one iota of the
vantage ground we now possess. If we were to yield it
now we would do that which we would regret for all time
to come. Therefore, we are not prcpared to offer any
proposition for the reduction of the duties now levied oa
these articles. Sir, the prices have been quoted in Chicago
and compared with the prices of wheat in Toronto, and the
c melusion has been drawn that the Tariff has no offect on the
price of wheat in Toronto. But. Sir, an exceptional state of
things has existed in the Unted States for two years. This
year especially the holders of wheat have felt that the short
crop in the United States and the short crop in Europe
would necessarily bring up the price above what it was
when the harvest was completed in America. They
have been holding for a time wheat at 6
cents per bushel higher than the price brought
for that description of article in the Li% erpool
market, adding the ordinary freight and ordinary
expenses in taking it to the market. What have they
been able to do from the fact of holding the grain ?
They have driven the railroad companies and the
shipowners t- the point that, in order to enable them
to get the price they were asking for it in Chicago,
they have reduced the freight by railways, and the
charges of transportation and the freights on shipping
by which it has been sent forward, and thus made just
a fair return considering the price which was paid for it in
Chicago. And what was thedifference a week ago. I will
give an illustration, simply to show that this Tariff, while
it does not, of course, increase the price of grain 15 cents a
bushel, it does, as I estimated last Session, increase the price
on an average of 10 cents a barrel on flour consumed in the
Dominion of Canada; and, if the leader of the Opposition
was present, I would thank him for the compliment which
he paid me at one of his meetings when he undertook to
show to the people of the Maritime Provinces that they paid
more for their flour, and, in order to clinch the matter, he
quoted my statement in Parliament to prove that the
price was increased to the consumer 10 cents a barrel.
Ten days ago wheat was sold in the Toronto
market 3 cents higher per bushel than it was sold for in
the Chicago market, and it could not have brought
these 3 cents per bushel in excess nad it not been for the
Tariff; and I will tell you why. The cost of transmission of
that particular class of wheat from Chicago to Liverpool,
vid New York, was precisely to a cent what it cost to con-
vey the same description of wheat from Toronto vid the
Grand Trunk Railway and the Allan steamers to Liverpool ;
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therefore, if it depended simply on the English market,
that wheat would have had to go down 3 cents in price per
bushel, in order to compete with the wheat sent from
Chicago. But it brought 3 cents more, because, as we know
-after the harvest is in, and a large portion of it
has been shipped to England-the quantity of Cana-
dian grain in the country being dininished, Canadian
millers have to pay an increa-ed price for the wheat
which they require, and this increase naturally goes into
the pockets of our fai mers, who reap the benefit.
The miller, therefore, has either to go to the United
States market and pay the duty, or ho has to pay the price
which the farmer demands for his grain bere ; conse-
quently our farmers, ten days ago received 3 cents
more per bushel for their wheat than they would have
obtained had our market been open and exposed
to the danger of being broken down by shipments
from the other side, which, without the duty, would
have been thrown in here, and thus brought into com-
petition with the produce of our own agriculturists.
The returns on the Table of the House show that in the
years 1879-80 and 1880-81, there were 10,00,000 bushels
more of Canadian grain consumed in Canada, than was the
case during the two years previous. We had, therefore. a
market for the products of Canada to the extent of 5,000,000
bushels of grain per annum, which we did not before possess,
and it is thus we derive the benefit. Our exports of the
products of Canada have been somewhat increased, and
a home market for 5,000,000 more bushels of grain has
been provided for our farmers who have obtained botter
prices ihan they would have received, had their market been
open to free compeoition with th f:Irmrs of the Western
States; and in this mfaner, the Tarifi has conferreda decided
benefit upon our agriculturists. I have the evidÀenice here
which will show the exact extent of the reduction in imports
of breadstuffs. In 1877, we consumed in Canada, 5,2.0,890
more bushels of Unitied States wheat than we did in 1881,
and in 1878 we consilmed 2,161,867 bushels more than we
did in 1881. In 1877, we consumed 599,737 more bushels
of American oats than we did in the year 1881
and in 1878, we consumed 1,999,155 more bushels
of United States oats than we did in the year 1881,
showing that in 1881 we hid d ao market for 7,302,090
bushels more of home grown grain than the average for the
years 877 and 1878. That is sufficient, I think, to estab-
lish pretty clearly that the home market for the farmers of
Canada, with an increased price in certain teasons, gives
them what they would not possess if that home market
was open to the Americans to send in their produce fre as
they have done down to 1878 or 1879. Considering the
fact that the farmer, as well as the laborer, the artisan and
the masses ot the people, pay no more for the goods they
consume than they did in 1878 ; considering that ho has
the home market free frorn competition to a very great
extent, for such products as I have named as well as vegeta-
bes, fruit and other articles that may be considered perish-
able, and securing higher prices than ho did before; I think
it will be difficuit to convince him that, under the present
policy, ho is not benefitted, and to induee him, under any
circumstances, to oppose a policy that has so increased the
value of his produce. Having dealt with these points I
desire to deal with another objection, and that is that
the ill-feeling that would be created in England friom
the adoption of this policy would affect our credit
there. I answered that last Se-sion, and in this way: that
in 1878 the se urities of New South Wales, which were
the highest elonial securities in the English market, sold
from 4 to 5 pier cent. above Canadian ; that while Canadian
4 per cent. securities had increased from about 89 or 90 to
104, that tho other colonial securities had not increased in
like proportion; that then Canadian securities were 1 per
cent. above those of New South Wales, and therefore

Sir LEONARD TILLEY.

their increased value was not solely attributable to the
abondance of money and the lower rate of interest. I am
in a position to state to-day, that our securities are 2 percent.
above those of New South Wales, showing a i elative increase
over last year, and standing, as they stood then, at the very
top of every colonial security that is offered in the English
market, and next to Consols. In this connection, I may re-
mind honorable members that I laid on the Table of the
House, a few days ago, the particulars of an arrangement
made with our agents for the transaction of our businets for
ton years. Messrs. Baring and Glyn, Mills & Co. have acted as
the agents of Canada for many years; and down to 1873 and
1874 the arrangements made by old Canada and the Pro-
vinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick were, that they
were to receive 1 per cent. for the negotiation of loans, 1 per
cent. on their redemption, and 1 per cent. for the payment
of interest on the coupons. Since thon an arrangement was
made by which the percentage on the coupons was reduced
to i per cent. on bonds issued after 1873. It was in
contemplation, when our High Commissioner was appointed
to London, to make arrangements by which that agency
should become a financial agency as well, and I stated to the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright),
who put some questions to me last Session and the Session
before, that this matter was delayed, owing to a difficulty
that had arisen with the agents, as they claimed that out-
standing bonds having been issued, payable at the offices of
Messrs. Baring and Glyn, Mills & Co. they had the right, as
long as they were in a position to do so, to redeem them and
receive the commission. As it was likely to lead to a
controversy which neither party desired to bring about,
the rcsult was t1hat a proposition was made to Sir Alexander
Gait by our agents, that, for the future, commoncing on the
Ist of January last-and that proposai was accepted-
the commission for paying all coupons would be uniform,
namely, J per cent. That saves $15,000 yearly in
commissions to agents. Then we have $35,000,000 that may
be redeemed in 188à. We have arranged in this contract, and
-instead of their receiving 1 per cent. on the redemption of
these securities-they have agreed to exchange 4 per cent., or
possibly securities bearing a lower rate of interest, with the
holders of the 5 per cent. securities, who may desire to do so
-that is, redeein thom by an issue of new debentures for
J per cent., which, if we paid 1 per cent. for the redemp-
tion, and even J per cent. for the negotiation of the
new loan, would save 1 per cent. on $35,000,000, making
a saving of $350,000 on that transaction. Now, Sir,
I think I have pretty thoroughly answered the objections
made in 1e78 to this policy, and answered them by
facts gathered from the Public Accounits, facts gathered
from the l'rade Returns, facts gathered as I accept them
from reliable men, but of course subject to correc-
tion, and if they are not correct we wish to have them
corrected. We want to have the facts with reference to this
matter and then we shall know precisely where we stand
but we present them bere believing them to be correct, and
consequently proving that oar cae is strong, and that the
fears entertained by hon. gentlemen opposite were
groundless. Lot us look again for à few moments before I
close, at the operations of this Tariff. low bas it affected
the different interests of this country ? Take, for instance,
the owners of bank stocks, it las not injured them. The
stock owned in Ontario and Quebec to-day, at the quoted
prices of sales made witbin a week, is $20,000,000 above
what the quotod sales in 1879 would produce. fias it hurt
the manufacturers? It bas not, because while they say
they are selling goods les than thqy did before, business
has largely increased. They are working full time,
making prompt sales, and their increased produc-
tions, at even a lower price, have given them botter
profits than before. Have the men employed by the
manufacturers suffered ? They have not, because we
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find that in the cases where they have not had an increase for us to show any great direct benefit given to them, but I
of wages they have had constant employment instead throw out this idea. 11 is now well under'4ood that
of short time as before. In many cases they have not after throe years operation of this Tariff, that houses that
only constant employment but they work overtime, and were unoccupied before bave no longer "to let" on them;
their position is better than it was before. How is it with that there is an increased demand in ail parts of the
the laborer to-day? He has plenty of employment in every Doinion for lumber for home consumption, as compared
part of the Dominion. with 1878, for new buildings, and every thousand or

An hon. MEMBER No, no. million feet eold for use in our home markets decreases by~A~n just so much the amount that would otherwise be exported,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Plenty of employment. I and it la well known by those who live in the Maritime

say that, and I am surprised that any hon. gentleman would Provinces how ruch the prices in American and English
say f0. markets depend upon e stocks pnedupon those markets.

An hon. MEMBER. No. The lumber we manufaetured in 1878 and could noV consume
Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY No? Well, Sir, his position here, was thrown, in addition to the ordinary shpments,

la infinitely improved, ut ail events, as eomapared with what upon the English and American markets, reducing its value
it was before the adoption of the present Tarif. We do not there. Providing an increased dmand at home is the

the(t compelled Vo ask Parliament tomesure of relief afforded Vo the lumber trao ltetow is it
no thecovstrucionmnnwith the min in- industry as there been nothing doneiuthorteo tilon ofPublicorkis t, i orr, to m for that? Has nothing been done for the coal industry, by

ive work Vto thepodmerant. Thelowies it, Sr witincresing its output 400,000 tons last year, and it would
enells us to t he mehat. Theewoulea m e mrilliohave been increased stili more but for the accident at the
telisre us tht bistrade879bas en doublpeden.la ear Albion mine ? There are two smelting furnaces where
eomurd it that of 1879, athoba ad50prcnt. aier there was one before-and there is a proposition now, and

justnsohmuchfthe8amountathatwould otherwisepbepexported

that there bave been fewer bankruptcies, fcwer loases capital paid in, for smelting works in Montreal. There are
than he bas known before. ]Flow i it, Sir, with thes aip- before the Glovlrnment btow propositions that may resultin
owner ? The shipowners are at this moment probably the establish ment of other iron industries ; but tuke the facts

g the changesthatbave takePn place in the asrvhey are, hey show that the policy is doing somethingfor
feingstriesandofk this industry. I have already explained the effe t of the Tarifir nd e TrLE N WeWrstnVe unt hn tin heruponthe farming interest; I have sbown tat ty farmernasosherfin le. Tproe al evenustsaeom aecwinth wh a home market and igeric to American produce
shipping interests of Canada thut cannot well lie reachcd .-
by legialation. One h3 the faut thut the iron tships WOthei- being largely shut out, whîle thic articles le consumes are
oid wsore are radpt king the plent Tiff. the ode not higer than ghey were before. Look at the railway

odwol fidthre rnmel tnt comelofkhParliae-n toeaorelief afftodto the lumerato trae Howi i

vessels of the new, buit by our own ship-builders. twiththeImin asindustrttHasoteretien oi done
W give a drawbaek t t is more tbn sufficient would tend t diminish ti amben nt of thcir taffld. If w
tf make up fbr the additional duty imposed mo the corla ke at arefut a00u ton the infacaei gouds
matea s used in the construction of ships, and Igive as carried over the raiiways,we would fnd tit the revenue from
comednce wi thsfachato 18, ne b0 er cnt. ore Alsesourcesave largely increased. Comparing what they

thn that ceof 18thi at ht sha d poe urompt pametsthe arie was onte beor i 7-7,andthreisa roostonnowandy

eighteen or twenty who sent in their caims fordrawbacks capit d m oe sea-portsig w , md wntea Ther care
asked more than the 75 cents allowed. The drwback fror the Gaporaeto y padar dson the manrsulcts
gives the builder more than lhe pays in additiona duty aso the arinshow fcti theapohy snding thethi rora
and, in many cases, gives a return equal to the whoe duty t i y lind th t the ri
lhe pays. proprietors have a large interest in this new policy. Every

shiping nteestsof Cnad tha canot ell erecheianhme Ae nd higher prices oing tiomiant prucev

Mr. KILLAM. But the Government fixed an arbitrary
drawback.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Of course we did.
Mr. KILLAM: If the amount was arbitrarily fixed,

what was the use of any man asking more?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am speaking of the appli-

cations made before the adoption of the specifie rate. Applica-
tions that were made to the Minister of Customs when it
was announced to the shipowners that the extra duties they'
paid upon materials entering into the construction of ships,
would be returned to them. But one of them made a claim.
above the 75 cents per ton subsequently fixed upon, and many
Of them claimed not more than half that sum. And, Sir,
we now come forward with a new proposition-bounties on
a certain class of vessels. The construction will give employ-
ment to our people in building suitable vessels for the
fishermen. We are doing everything we can do to protect
tiat interest, though, I admit, it is not possible to grant
Vie same aid as to some other industries. How is it with
the lumber interest. It is said the Government have done
Iothing for that. To a certain extent I admit it. We mayhave increased the cost of the oats and of blankets, if th
lumberman buys those shoddy articles upan which a dutyOf 45 per cent. is paid. If we except those two articles, itwill be difficult for the lumberman to show that he
pays any increased taxation that does not go into theTreasury as his abare of the 82,500,000 necessary touae up deûoits of past years. It would, I admit, be difoult

in ieres iL ou utry sw ee I , my JIi ju gmnn , largey

and materially benefitted. This policy, supplemented with
our legislItion securing the rapid construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, has combined to plaeo us in the
enviable position we now occupy-the best position of
any people on the face of the earth. Let us look at
it for a moment. Iere we are, with large expenditures
ahead, it is true, but with a rich, fertile and illinita'ile
domain which will pay off largely the indebtedness that
will be incurred in its development-nay more, the portion
of it which was required for the maintenance of our police
and Indians, and for the preservation of peace in that
country, will all be reimbursed out of the proceeds of these
lands; and if it were not for the consideration, a high
consideration, I admit, a consideration that can not be over-
looked by this Parliament, without injury to the country-
that it is desirable to give to the people of the old world and
the inhabitants of our own Dominion, free homes in that great
North-West, we could realize in a few years, if they were put
up at public auction, the money that would pay back, not only
the expenditure up to the present time, but down to the
completion of the railway. But it will come in the future ;
our public debt will be decreased, our annual interest will
be reduced, and we shall occupy the proud position of
being able to offer to the industrions and honest men, who
cannot find work in the old world, a home here, with free
lands, a country girdled with railways, and a canal system
the best in the world, with institutions that will protect
their lives, their properties and their rights, and that will
afford a refuge for the oppressed uen if there be a4y ln any
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part of the old world. We will open our arms to them all,
and bid them welcome, and make the Dominion of Canada,
as I said in my closing remarks in a former speech, what
Providence bas designed it to b, one of the greatest,
richest countries in the world, one we may be proud to
belong to, especially by every man who haï advocated and
supported the policy that has in three years raised
us to our present enviable position, a policy that will not be
repealed, a policy that will be sustained cither by gen-
tlemen opposite, or by those on this side, for the will of
the people will demand its permanency. Under these
circumstances, we feel a pride and a satisfaction in meet-
ing Parliament and presenting our case, and we are pre-
pared to vindicate our position here and elsewhere, and we
know that, at the close of this Session, when the arguments
on both sides have been heard, and we have met our
opponents face to face-as we are now stronger in the
country than we were in 1878-we will be still stronger
at the close of the Session than we are now, and that
when the time comes to ask the people for the endor-
sation of our policy they will sustain us and send us
back here to perfect and continue the policy we have
inaugurated.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker: It is my
pleasing duty, on the present occasion, to compliment the
hon. the Minister of Finance on one important improve-
ment on bis previous practice. Until now, Sir, we have
not, although he cannot say we have not urged and
spurred him on, we have never been able to induce that
hon. gentlemen to bring down bis Budget to Parliament in
a reasonable time after the opening of the Legislature, and
much valuable time has therebv been lost, wasted, I may
say, to very little purpose. Now, Sir, aithough the hon.
gentleman has been very slow, and very long in following
the good example set under the Administration of my hon.
fri-nd, sijl even in this the eleventh, or it may be the
twelfth, hour of this Parliament, we rejoice to hail cver so
slight an improvement in this matter. I only wish I could
push my congratulations further, and that the same im-
provement, which has been manifested in the expedition
with which he has brought down bis estimates, had been
displayed in their preparation. I would that, besides
copying us in the speed with which they were produced,
he had also copied us in the economy with which they were
franed ; I would that he had pro Inced a poliry that might.
in some small degree, justiiy the vaunts with whiuh he has
just concluded bis exposition of that policy. It is not always
particularly easy to follow that bon. gentleman. What be-
tween the subtlety of the hon. gentleman's logic and the
complexity of the hon. gentleman's grammar, what be-
tween the curious convolutions of bis arguments and the
curious convolutions of his sentences now and then,
if I should make a mistake and sometirnes not clearly
understand what he means, I must say I am not entirely to
blame, and although he may not have any very great con-
sideration for us on this side of the House-we do not
expect it, and do not generally receive it-he ought, I think,
to have some little consideration for those willing and faithful
followers who are so ready to accept every statement that
hon. gentleman may be pleased to make, either this year, or
the year before, or the year before that. The bon.gentleman
has given us, to-night, a new series of kaleidoscopic views of
the beauties of the National Policy. If any of bis followers
happen to be afflicted with a senise of logic or good mernories,
tbey must be somewhat puzzled to reconcile the position
occupied by that bon. gentleman to-night, with the position
which that bon. gentleman has taken on many previous
occasions. Sir, I think it would be well that the hon.
gentleman should decide finally, what bis followers are to
believe on some of these important questions. Are we to
understand, as we understood from that bon. gentleman not
very long titne ago, that it is a great misfortune for the

Sir Laoxàa TILLte.

people of this couantry if the balance of trade be against
then; or are we to understand that it is a good thing, if
the balance of trade be in their favor under certain
circumstances; or are we to understand, as I rather think
ho would have us understand, that it is a good
thing to have the balance of trade in our favor if
we happen to have a deficit, but a very bad thing
indeed to have it in our favor, when having it in our
favor would prevent ns having a surplus. Now,
on the present occasion, tbe hon. gentleman, although on
other occasions he was very loud in discussing this matter
of the balance of trade has said nothing about the important
fact that the balance of trade is very seriously against the
Dominion of Canada for the past year. le was pleased to
tell us that be had an excess of several millions of dollars
over the sum he expected to raise, but he left it somewhat
dubious whether an excess of soveral millions of dollars is
to be held as a proof of the wonderful aceuracy of his
estimates, or as a proof that Le succeeded in his leap
in the dark. He has left it a mystery to us whether
the real virttue, the real blessing the National Policy has
bestowed upon us, is, as he told us three years ago, to
reduce imports in every way, or whether the real end and
purpose of bis National Policy is to stimulate imports and
thereby create a surplus? Are we to understand, after
perusing these figures, after looking through our Publie
Accounts, that the lion. gentleman holds it to be the best
proof possible of prudent statesmanship, that he has suc-
ceeded in doubling the taxes> and in doubling the expen-
diture of the people of Canada within some thirteon years?
Are we to understand the hon. gentleman still continues of
the mind that it is desirable for us to take it out of the
Ame-ican6, as Le put it a few years ago; and are we to look
upon this remarkable increase which the last year's Trade
Returns show of the imports from fthe United States, as a proof
of the successofftbis policy of taking it outofthe Americans?
Hie tells s that everything, or almost everything, is cheaper
now, that we have more taxes imposed upon almost every.
thing. Is he prepared to follow that to the logical result
and put on more taxes, so that we may ultimately get these
things for nothing. The hon. gentleman was loud in
explaining t the House that a certain number offthousands
of hands, as to which I will say something presently, have
been added to our population by his policy; but the hon.
gentleman said nothing, for reasons which will presently
alippuai, about the exodus, wiich his friends at any rate choose
to assert took place under the Administration of my hon.
friend, or perhaps he has got new light upon that subject?
Has Le discovered that this prodigious exodus bas resulted,
according to the Census, in the remearkable circumstance
that the great Province of Quebec, by the Census, grew
twice as fast, while my hon. friend presided over the destinies
of the country, as in the decade before? The hon. gentleman
alluded most gingerly to the fact that a very short while
ago, a veryfew years ago, he, an old Minister of Finance, had
formally and solemnly stated his conviction that $2..,500,000
were ample to carry on the affairs of the Government of
Canada. That was his statement before the last election.
Now I find, in the year just closed, lie spent $25,500,000, or
$26,000,000 if we include the sum spent on Dominion
lands. I find he asks for about $27,000,000 for the service
for the presentyear, and we ail heard hii tell us ho expected
to require $27,750,000, without including Supplementary
Estimates and without counting $450,000 for Dominion
Lands, for the year 1882-83. It appears to me that the hon.
gentleman will do well, at another time, to take some opportu-
nity to explain the trifling contradictions which appear to be
involved in the several statements made by him; and when
the hon. gentleman glories in the surplus he has got and calls
upon us to admire him because, owing to circumstances
over which lie had no control, we have a surplus of $4,000,-
000, or thereabouts, to-day, I, in turn, ask how thatwas got?
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of that $1,100,000 are derived from those two most odious
and oppressive taxes, which were never imposed in
any civilized country before-under similar circumstances
at least-the taxes on breadstuffs and on fuel. And if
we added the expenditure on Dominion Lands, we
would find that-deducting these two taxes wbich ought
never to be imposed, and which could only be defended
by the most extreme fiscal necessities, and adding a
sum which for the purposes of comparison at least should
be added-the bon. gentleman's surplus of $1,000,00
would shrink to $2,500,000. I can understand, and I am
quite prepared to admit, that there are circumstances under
which a surplus is just cause for congratulation. We have
knrwn in the past some such circumstances. I remember
very well, under the Administration of hon. gentlemen
opposite, when, without adding one penny to the burdens of
the people of this country, from its natural growth and
increase, a surplus relatively quite as large as this of which
the bon. gentleman boasts, was obtained by Sir Francis
Ilincks. I admit that that was a fair and just ground for
congratulation. Hlad this surplus been so obtained I would
admit that it was a fair and just ground for congratulation ;
but what does the reality show ? The reality shows
the most oppressive system of taxation. The facts are these:
The statements made by myself and my hon. friend, which
the hon. gentleman bas no doubt inadvertently misquoted,
have been verified to the letter. Those statements were
these: I told the bon. Minister that if he aimed to
obtain revenue, he would find his Tariff was a total failure
so long as the exports of the country continued low, and so
long as there was no general improvement; but that the
moment our exports increased, the moment that the general
i mprovement, which 1 foresaw would shortly arrive, came,
that moment the Tariff which he chose to abrogate would,
without any further burdening the people, have produced
fully as large a surplus as the bon. gentleman bas
boasted of to.day-at al events fully as large a surplus
if you deduet those obnoxious duties on coal and bread-
stuifs. What did my hon. friend beside me state ? The
hon. member pointed out what bas since proved to be cor-
rect, that whereas the hon. gentleman stated that all he
needed was $2,000,000, he had so grossly overloaded the taxa-
tion, and had gone so far beyond what was actually required,
that this Tariff would produce $7,000,000 instead of
$2,000,000 the moment ourtrade improved. The fa cts were
that the $7,000,000 which my hon. friend stated would
be produced, and more, were taken ont of the pockets
of the people when only $2,000,000 were required. Now, I
will tell the hon. gentleman what were the conditions, in
my judgment, at all events, under which the National Policy
mnight fairly claim to be credited with this surplus and im-
provement. Let those hon. gentlemen show, if they can,
that those increased exports, on which the whole increased
imports depend, are due to the National Policy. Let them
show that the increased imports are due to the National1
Policy, and then I, for my part, will freely and fully admit
that the National Policy has had something to-do with the
increase of this surplus. But, Mr. Speaker, if we find that
fets utterly and entirely contradict that absurd assertion,
that the exports have increased from causes over which
those hon. gentlemen could exercise no more control than
over the procession of the equinoxes; if we find they are due
absolutely and wholly to the increase in the lumber trade,
exports of animals and their products, and of agricultural
produce,--then I say those hon. gentlemen stand condemned
as imposters who have laid claim to an improvementwhich their policy was not able to prevent, but
whieh it certainly did nothing to create or stimulate.
that are the broad facts of the case ? They are these:that in 1879 we exported, exclusive of bullion and estimated
short returns, $60,000,000 worth of products; that in 1880
We exported $70,000,000, and in 1831, very nearly
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$81,000,000. Now, Sir, how was that made up ? Why, in
two years, from 1879 to 1881, our exports of the forests
rose from $13,250,000 to $25,000,000-$12,000,000 of that
$20,000,000 were due to the increased exports of lumber-
and in the case of animals and their products, the ex-
ports rose from $14,000,000 to $21,333,000. There, Sir,
you have the whole increase. Does the hon. member
expect we would believe, will he even venture to assert
here that his policy bas contributed to the increase of the
exports of lumber or of animalm and their products from the
Dominion ? If he does, I wish that he or some of his
friends would condescend to show us how. I shall
show him and this House, and I think the country, that
what his policy has done in that direction has been to
retard and injure the growth of those two great industries,
that the hon. gentleman is not entitled to an iota of credit
for the increase of exports which have taken place, and out
of which the imports have been paid. How does the hon.
gentleman propose to deal with these facts -facts contained
in the Trade and Navigation Returns, and as well known
to him as to hon. members on this side of the House.
But probably, Sir, the hon. gentleman, as he has dealt with
other difficulties, will not deal with them at all. The hon.
gentleman is, however, blessed with colleagues a little more
logical than himself, and I will give to the House an extract
from a speech made by one of his colleagues, in which an
explanation is offered tendin 'g to show that the National
Policy, the policy of taxing everything that the producers
of these articles use, did contribute to increase our exports
of lumber and our exports of agricultural and animal pro-
ducts. On a certain occasion the lion. Minister of Public
Works was banquetted in the good city of Hamilton, and
after dinner the hon. gentleman was good enough to explain
how it was that the National Policy had contributed to the
increase of these exports. "The fact is," said be, "that as
soon as that great policy was proclaimed, so great was the
immediate revival of confidence in the people, that they
at once set to work to plough more land, to grow more
crops, and to raise more cattle." Well, the hon. gentleman,
in order to establish his friends' case, found it necessary
to assert this. But if the hon. gentlemen had been with me,
a few weeks later, when I read that wonderful exposition
of the effects of the National Policy to a couple of thousand
of the best agriculturists in Western Canada, and heard the
shonts of uncontrollable laughter which greeted it, he would
have understood that, although logical, it was not likely to
be effective, at any rate, with the hard-headed farmers of
Western Canada. When I asked those 2,000 farmers, num-
bering among them as good agriculturists as can be found
in the Dominion, and among whom were a great many sup-
porters of the hon. Minister of the Interior, whether there
was one among them who had been induced by the im-
mediate revival of confidence to set to work and plough
more land, grow more crops and raise more cattle, not one
could be found to stand up and say he had grown a bushel
more of grain or a pound more of beef. The actual fact is
in direct contradiction to this ingenious theory. Immediate-
ly on the introduction ofthat policy,as every one acquainted
with Western Canada knows, there was a large and lament-
able exodus of many of the best farmers of the western
region, not, I am sorry to say, to our own North-West,
but to Dakota, Minnesota and other portions of the United
States.

Mr. PLUMB. And to Texas and Kansas.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If the policy had any
effect at all it was not to increase the number of acres under
plough or the amount of crops and cattle raised, but sensibly
and materially to diminish them. I said, and I repeat, that
the hon. gentleman's Tariff, as a revenue Tariff, was an utter
failure, as low as our exports continued small. Take the
Revenue Returns for 1879 and those for 1880, and you will
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find deficits ranging from two to one and a-half million Finance eaid on this subjeet three years ago. I quote fron
dollars; and not until these exports increased to the figure his own Budget Speech of 1879. He said:
which I named was there the slighest sign of expansion or IlThere are other difficulties. The volume of importe has not much
the slighest appearance of the surplus of which the hon. diminished. Regarding the matter as I do, 1 think it is to be regretted
gentleman boasts. It is clear, I think, clear to demonstra- that the volume of imports has fot been materialiy reduced."
tion, that had we had to-day the Tariff which existed in This wae at a time when the volume of imports was
1878, we would have had ample revenue without adding one $80>000>000
iota to the burdens of tho people. I invite.the attention of ,I look upon large imports ever since the Dominion was organized,
the House to this simple fact. In 1875, our total exports showing a large balance of trade against 113 as one of the causes of the
amounted to $67,500,000; in 1881, to $81,000,000. Now, troubles with which we have to contend, one of the difficulties that it je

il j knon b il ractcal on hat he vlum o ur duty to remedy. Imports have béen decreasing to a certain extent,it is knwn to all practical men that the volume of are stilveryarge, showing distintly and clearly, in myjudgent,
our imports, and consequently our revenue, is noces- that they ought stili be fnrther diminished. It appears to me that we
sarily regulated by the volume of our exporte should turn aur attention to the best means of relucing the volume of
for the preceding year or two. Therefore, it is clear our imports from ail parts of the world'
that if, in 1881, we exported, as we did export, $14,- That le hie poliey as expounded in 1879, when our
000,000 worth more than in 1875, our revenue, under my importe amounted 10 nearly $80,000,000; but we find
Tariff, would have proportionately increased. What was blin now, that our imports, exclusive of bullion, amount b
the revenue in 1875 ? 'The revenue from Customs amounted $9M88>000> the hon. gentleman has not a word ' eay about
to $15,361,000. Now, if you make proportional allow- the duty of the Government b remedy thie state of thinge
anee for the very large increase of exports which took if possible, about il being apparent b hlm that wought
place between 1881 and 1875, you will see that I am stating to turn our attention to the beet means of redueing the
the literal fact when I say that, so far as it is possible to volume of our importe from ah parts ofthe worU. It may
calculate in a matter of that kind, there is not the slightest be news, or it may not bo news, 10 the hon. gentleman b
or remotest doubt that, with such an export as we had in know thaI in the Mother Country, to which be was just
1881, that Tariff would have produced at least $18,000,000, inviting us to direct oui attention in connection with some
and that without at all burdening the people. But the hon. other matters, during the last twenty-five years, the
gentleman was good enougl 1 allude, althougli in a balance of tade againet Englanof was someting lie
gingerley fashion, as 1 said, to the fact that our importe at two tbousand millions of pounds sterling, or tont
present were slighîly in excose of our exporte. I da"e say thousand millions of dollars. Tha ho witl find, if
the lfiodse will recolleit that in a public document, hechooses R look up the Englili Trade nd Navi-
emanating fromt a brother colleague, great credit was gation Returne. It might intere t himalso know
taken and great stress laid upon the fact that, that in spite of that, the English importe of bullion
alîhough. there wae a deficit, yet for the firsî lime were about $500,000,000 more durig the ame period than
la the hisîory of the Dominion, the export-la 1ý380 the English exporte of bullion. Now, 1 ar n l no respect
-bad exceeded olr importe. Wel, I arn not going concerned about Iis same disastrous balance of brade, but I
to delay the flouse by ontering into a disquisition on do submit, Sir, that unlese there has been a total reversai of
the moits of the balance of trade theory. I arn, I confese, the laws which, according ainthe hon, gentleman, oug the
myself of the opinion, whichdoos not appear teht shared govern our conduti these matters, then dIsuppose that Itis
by hon. gentlemen opposite, that if we are lucky $0,000,000 againpt us je a most depiorable fact, and the
onough to exehanget60,000,0h0 or $a0,t00,000 worth of hon. gentleman ought, as he said ho would, to turn hiebest
goods for $80,000,000 or $90,000,000 worth, we are largely attention 1o remedy ths terrible fow of importe vfrom afl
the gainere by the transaction. That le a theery, however, parte of the world. Sir, the won. gentleman bas one ground
whicb men like Smith and Mille, Pool and Gladitone, -and only one-for conesting these statement. If the hon.
Cobden, Bright and Fawcett, are silîl deluded enough 9, gentleman be prepared t show that heand hit olleagues
te ententain, but it je not the tbeory of the hon. Minister were reay the authors of the good crops whichhavo hin-
of Finance. That hon. gentleman entertains quite a creased our exporte, and, which le also an important factor
different idea. Firet of ail, lot me correct one errar in the case, that tbey have contrivod thi there should be
ino which lhe has falten. The hon, gentleman hos chosen bad cropu elsewhere, and o add to the prices which WO
to include in the xelative amount of experts and importe, receive for our goods, then I would say that the bon. gen-
'what are called short returne in inIand ports. Now, I do tbeman had made out a case for hies National Poicy, but not
ot think le is quite rig inu including those, for two ti l than, unles hothe prepared to declar that

reason.ntgtho great expansion of business on the Unitd

Sia LEONARD TILLEY. I did not inc de them. States, to which an extremely large proportion
of hiesutplus revenue j due, was caused by his having

SirRIHARD J. CARTWIUT. Those short returne taxed considerably more every article which the American
are but a mere matter of gness-work. had tesend.rs. When we speak of the injury inficted by

Mr. BOWELL. fias net that been pracîiced for the past Ibis over taxation, I would caîl the attention of the flouse
thn yearse? and the hon, gentleman te this wel-known fac; whenever

you attempt to raise a revenue by beavy indirect taxation
S RICHARD J. CARTWR IGT. I arn quite aware of you mut of necesity add very largely t the burden of the

that, and in raking my statements I have usually calied people, over and above the amount whieh goee ilte
attention b the fact thatlbDoe a more mater of surmise, but Treasury. That, there is no posibility of avoiding, nor
thared l special reason why ur is ebould nt o counted ingwili ail the caiculations wbich the hon. gentleman bas given
just row. As every man who tivesin the frontier knows, in the slighteet degree affect a faet so well proven as that.
there exists now what did neot exiet before, an enormeussNow, Sir, ille not a peint which necessgriiy mililates
importation ofsmugglodgood do Iis country quite as againt the National Poliy per se. 11e coaceivqbie,
mui as any short returns from inland ports i the United it may be argued, that s great are the other ad-
Staes. Taking what are known and proved t oave been vantages of' that poliey that i is worth our while
exported, and what we know we impored, eaving oeut te submit te a taxation f thirty or forty, or ifty
short returns on tbeeue hand and smuggled goodt on the millions in order te joy i ; but there ean be no
other, yen wili find that the balance of tradele juetw$10,000,- excuse for coucealing the selfevident fact that whenever
000 against us. Let us read what the hon. Minieter cf you raise a revenue by indirect taxation, yas e hampes

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.
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commerce in a thousand ways, you so interfere with profit- and the hon. gentleman cannot see this, he cannot under-
able production, that you add most enormously to the cost stand it, ho merely denies the fact, and I venture to say that
to the taxpayer; and that when you put $4,000000 if in the course of his peregrinations through the country
into the Treasury, even under an ordinary revenue ho will call on my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Mackenzie),
Tariff, when the rate of taxation is not high, you when he happons to be in Sarnia, and if he will go across
certainly take at least $5,000,000 out of the pocket the river to Port Huron, my lion. friend will be able to show
of the taxpayer. When you do it under a Tariff like this, him, in the course of half an hour's walk, a variety of shops
it is almost impossible to estimate the total amount, but it in which ho will be able to procure sundry of those articles at
is certainly vastly in excess of twenty-five per cent. True, the prices I have named and much cheaper than he could
there is the converse to that. After you have raised your purchase the same articles on this side of the border. Or if
taxes to a certain point you may thon without fear go on he will accompany my hon. friend from South Grenville
anl add as much as you please. But, except in very few (Mr. Wiser), or my hon. friend from Kingston (Mr. Gunn),
cases, that has not been done by us, and my position is either cf these gentlemen will bo able te show hlm a pro-
briefly this: although it is true the hon. gentleman has se- cisely similar state of things. 1 would like te ask that lion.
cured $4,000,000 of a surplus in the Treasury, it is none gentleman whether it ever occurred te him why it is that
the less true that under his Tarif he has done that at an People smuggle goods across the une. What extreme and
enormous cost to this country-a cost, I believe, of not less absurd folly it would ho for a man te rau the risk of the
than eight or nine million dollars; and I will tell him, for penalties provided against smuggling, if li could obtain
one thing, and will show him presently, that in one article geeds as cheaply in Canada as lie could in the United States.
alone, that of sugar, lie has taken $4,000,00J out of the I teli hlm this, and I make my statement on the authority
pockets of the people, and put $2,500,000 into the Treasury. of eue of the largest imperters of dry goeds in the
Now, I will take two special points touched upon by that]Dominion, that there are merdants in the United
hon. gentleman. First of ail, I propose to refer to a ques- States who are prepared te deliver geods in Canada
tion of great interest to the masses of this community, and te nny of the hon. gentleman's supporters who want te earu
that is the greatly increased cost of living. Now, Sir, the an houcst penny under the Tarif, at the rate of some 10
lion. gentleman and his friends are apt to deal with this per cent. ligher than the invoice prices lu the United States,
question by general assertions, not giving details, as, in- but they do net calculate te pay the 35 or 40 per cent. duty
deed, ho dealt with it to-night. They do not appear tole when the lion. gentlemen's Tarif levies upon them. As I
able to see that these arguments are self-contradictory, said befoze ail these things are mysteries te my hon. friend
self-condemnatory. If these men are able to produce these apparently, but when the hon, gentleman ceres te deal
things as cheaply as they could elsewhere, what need have with the duty on ceai, thon ail the hon. gentleman's wantod
we, or what need have they, for a protective a Tariff? Why, astuteness returus. 1e is prepared te explain thnt; ho 18
Sir, the case is clear. It is because, and only because, prepared te do more, te illustrate lis explanation, and a
certain Canadian manufacturers, as a rule, cannot produce inost remarkable illustration it is. Net long ago 1 snw a
as cheaply as those of other countries-that they require quotation fror an eloquent speech of lis, la which dealing
to shut out, by a Tariff wall, the products of with tus question cf coal, li gave an explanation net differ-
other countries. Probably the hon. gentleman does ing very mach frorn that with which ho favored us a littie
not bear the complaints of the poor. He does not tire ago. Wlat the hou, gentleman says lu Vhe matter cf
hear the complaints of men with small fixed in- this duty of ceai, is, I had my difficulties once, but now
comes. The hon. gentleman has been of late consorting everything is plain. Sometimes the consumer pays the
with men who are making their thousands and tens ofduty, and sometimes the producer. The lon, gentleman
thousands in the operation of this Tariff, who have wvnt on te illustrate lis position by teliing the story cf
the greatest possible desire, and, I fear, the greatest the student, who wns asked whetler the sun went round the
possible inclination, to prevent that hon. gentleman from earth, or the earth went round the sun, and who cem-
appreciating fully the mischief he las done, and in conceal- promised the matter by decinring thnt sometimei the earth
ing from him the facts which lie ought to know, and some went round the suninnd sometimes the sun went round the
of which, at least, I hope to bring to his attention to- carth. It is much te ho regretted tînt We have net the
night. The hon. gentleman cannot see how he has increased advantnge of securing the services of that student nmengst
the cost of living ; the hon. gentleman does not know, us. I arncouvinced that, under the guidance cf the hon.
apparently, that on every yard of coarse tweed the poor gentleman, ho could ho trnined inte a most admirable
man uses, his Tariff compels him to pay 25 or 30, or 40 per Protectiouist Finance Minister. There is the right raw
cent.--not more perhaps than in 1878, which has very material, the accommodating nature, the reluctance te push
little to do with the matter-but 25 or 30, or 40 per cent. more things te extrerns whidh se eminently characterize that
than that same article could be obtained for elsewhere, if it lon, gentleman. I am prepared te endorse hlm mysoîf te
was not for his Tariff. The hon. gentleman cannot under- somo extent. I am prepared te admit thnt the consumer
stand how ho bas added to the cost of living, when on every pays the duty just as often as the earth goos round the sun,
yard of coarse cotton, the man who consumes it is obliged and tit the producer pays the duty just as often as the Sun
to pay one-third more, at the fair market price, than if gees round the enrth.
there were no tax and no Tariff to pay. He cannot under- colleagues will differ on these questions now andstand how the man'who purchases a pair of coarse blankets thon, and I have ebserved tînt the hon. gentleman's
finds the cost of living increased when ho is compelled te colleagues, lu dealing with this question cf the dutypay 60 per cent. more than the article would cost could he on ceai, have net always taken the view that ho
purchase it in bond without the dutypaid. He cannot under- takes. We are aware tint, net long age, un election teckstand how the cost of living is increased, when, on every place in the Province cf Nova Scotia in which tho Ministergallon of coal Oil the poorest man consumes, lie las to pay of Railways took a very active part, and this wns
from 15 to 20 cents more than it could be obtained for, but iow lie explained the duty on ceai te a iistening
fer his Tariff, and but for the absurd and mischievous regula-,audience at Picton:IlThe policy of the Liberais." said thetiOns which, lu the interest of a monoply, lie las imposed on its bon. gentleman, "18 to take the duty off ceal and saddie ouInspection. He cannot understand how it comes to pass that the
barreotliving h nascreased, though e knows that on everynw pid into the revenue f the e and a haf millionsb9 of sugar. weighing 300 pounds the public have to pay cf Ontariens. Aud ho went on, the day after, te say tiat89aore thani they would pay1, if there were ne taxes ut ither ofotleof Ontari e abpad400,000cf taxes on ceai prf
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which taxes Nova Scotia is relieved, and Mr. Carmichacl,"
said the hon. gentleman, " is anxious that Nova Scotia shall
be saddled with it," and that is a statesman-like utterance
calculated to remove entirely all those fears of disunion and
sectionalism whieh the bon. 'M inister of Finance so justly
deplored should be excited among our population ; and I
think, if I an not mistaken, the Minister of Railways went
on to point out to bis Nova Scotia audience that Ontario
interests were greatly at a discount in this matter of coal.
He said, and said truly, that you can get coal at the pit's
mouth for 50 or 60 cents a ton, while they have to pay $4.50
or $5 a ton, and we have given you people of Nova Scotia
an additional protection of 50 or 60 cents in addition
to the natural production at $4.50, to enable you to
deal with these million and a half of cumberers of
the earth of the Province of Ontario. Other gentlemen
who are deserving of the notice of this House,
have a still different story to tell with respect to
this coal duty. Here is what the President of the largest
railway at present existing in Canada, bas to say :-" Ma-
terials of alil kinds," says Sir Henry Tyler, "are dearer
than they were ever before, and in particular the price of
coal bas increased to the extent of the duty imposed. He
could hardly conceive of anything more injurious in a
nation like Canada than to place a duty on coal." That
was the opinion of the President of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way,-slightly different from the opinion of the Minister
of Finance; and as bis company pays some $5,0t0 or
$60,000 f that impost he may be supposed to know some-
thing, at all events, of what he was talking about. I would
like to know whether those shivering wietches, who have
to experience extremity of our coli winter weather when
the thermometer is 20 degrees below zero. have anvhing to
say with regard to the benevolence which adds 50 or 60
cents to the price of each ton of coal they purchase. I can-
not better conclude my remarks on the subject than by
giving to the House a resolution which was introduced by
a very distinguished and notable colleague of the hon. gen-
tleman, a man who looms large in the public eye, no less a
person than the present Speaker of the Senate, on this
question. Some few years ago, the Hon. Mr. Macpherson
moved in the Senate:

" That in the opinion of this House, by subjecting the duty of Customs
as proposed in the bill-breadstuffs of any kind, or rice, coal and coke,
salt or any of the natural produets enumerated in Schedule C of the
present Tariff, and which at present are admitted into Canada free of
duty-a principle would be introduced that would be partial in its
operation between the Provinces constituting the Dominion, that would
distribute the burden of taxation unequally and vexatiously amongst
the people, that would injuriously disturb trade and tend to engender
sentiments of sectionalism and disunion in the minds of the people of
Canada."

Well, Sir, we on this side of the House may be pardoned
if w P.ntp U t .L LUn&Li d btA1LLI tAJ D hi hl) f1li I th-u .

man's Tariff. Now, Si", I have here two cases-one of a
man earning about $300 a year, equal to about $1 per
diem, and another of an artisan who receives about $400 a
year, equal to about $1.50 per diem. Lot us see how these
men are taxed. I find that, in the latter instance, they are
obliged to expend some $40 or $50 in the purchase
of six tons of coal; I find that they are
obliged to purchase about six barrels of flour, about 15,
pounds of sugar, and to expend for clothing about $62 for a
family of six; and they will consume some fourteen
gallons of coal oil in the course of a year. Now, let us see
how, on an income of $400 a year, these taxes will foot up.
There is a specific tax on flour equal to $3, and a specific
tax on coal equal to $3. On the coal oil they use, they
are obliged to pay at least $2.50 more than, save for the
operation of the tax, they could obtain that article for else-
where, while on their clothing, which is necessarily the
largest taxable item, taking the average of the hon. gentle-
man's Tariff, it is impossible that they should pay less than
$21 a year. Their sugar costs them at least $5 in taxes,
and if we put on the average allowance for excisable articles,
we find that-without taking into account the vast variety
of articles of food, bedding, tools, books, and other minor
articles which every workingman uses-on an income of
$400 a year, the absolute known Dominion taxes amount to
not less than $43.50, not taking into account municipal
taxes, which must average at least $10 a year more. In the
same way, in the case of a family of five, living on an income
of $300 a year, I find, allowing for excise taxes, that
the taxation is not less than $37 a year, not counting muni-
cipal taxes. It may be, Sir, to the hon. Minister of Finance
a matter of pértect insignificance that a man who receives
an income of $300 a year should be taxed by the Dominion
to the extent of $37, and that the man who bas an income
of $400 a year should be taxed to the extent of $43 for
Dominion purposes ; but I doubt extremely whether these
men thenselves are not beginning to wake up to the fact
that they are taxed most oppressively and unjustly under
the Tariff introduced by these hon. gentlemen. Sir, one
of these men, a man of some education, wrote to a
friend whom I employed to collect these facts-and 1 will
give the bon. Minister of Finance a view of his tariff from
the consumer's, and not the manufacturer's point of view.
This is what this poor man has to write, and let the hon.
gentleman ponder it well:

"1 am certain of this-that under the revenue Tariff I was sickly.
I had a good deal of broken days off work, but I was enabled to save
from $30 to $40 a year. I have enjoyed good health during the last
three or four years, and have been seidom a day off work."

Am I to think that the hon.-gentleman imputes it to the
National Policy, that this man enjoyed good health during
the past three or four years.

ilwue e erLan soe o sO1t OV as Io wne c1 oU tntree-thie
President of the Senate, the hon. Minister of Finance, or "Ibave had to curtail my expenaes cousiderably te ieet the daims
the hon. Minister of Railways-bas exactly got at the true upon me every Saturday, and as to saviug anything, it is impossible."
inwardness of the same duty on coal. The hon. Minister Si, that is the exact fa2t. The hon, gentleman did net
of Finance finds it impossible to see how this Tariff can besd dees net intend it, I daro say; but the effect cf such
unfair to the mass of the population. Well, Sir, the hon. taxation as 1 have dopicted on such incomes as those 1 have
gentleman, I observe, when he wants to ascertain how a referred te has been mest undoubtedly te interfere, first cf
duty is going to affect the consumer, how it is going toail with the cemfort cf the wcrking classes, and thon with
affect the great mass of the people, wisely goes to the manu- their power te botter their condition. There e ho
facturer of the article which is to be protected. He finds douht that this heuvy taxation deprivos these classes te k
out what the producer thinks; but what the consumer great oxtent cf the power cf making a home for themselves,
thinks or feels appears, and perhaps is, to him a matter of that it greatly impoies the education of thoir cbildren, that
comparative indifference. Now, Sir, I have pursued, I am it depnives them cftho power ofobtaiuing luxurieswhich tbey
bound to say, a different plan. When I want to ascertain are entitled te as mucl as the hon, gentleman or an3,bedy
how a system of taxes affects the poorer portion of the com- cIse, and that it distinctly lowers the standard cf comfert.
munity, I endeavor to ascertain from those of them who Although I do net mean te say that the Tarif is wholly
keep accurate accounts of their domestic expenditure, what responsible-because I beliove the price of provisions,
sums they spend on the varions articles which are taxed, which forms the largest portion cf a Iaboring maî'H
and in that way, I think, we can find out with some degree expenditure, bas gene up-yet thoreau ho ne doubt that
of precision what is the true incidence of the hon. gentle. there has een a marked and sensible degradation in te

Sir RICHARD J. CARTwRIixEan.
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standard of comfort enjoyed by these men. Now, Sir, there these gentlemen who promised farmers better terms-who
are important questions underlying this whole subject, to promised them better prices-that the onus lies on
wbich the hon. gentleman would do well to attend. There is them to show bow it is that the promises were:so complutely
evidence in such statements as I have made-and that evi- and totaily reversed, and after three years' experience
dence comes to us from every quarter of the country-which of the National Policy prices of cereals are absolutely
goes to show that the hon. gentleman bas donc two things lower in our own markets than in the markets of the United
likely to be attended in the future with great mischief, for States. Now, the hon. gentleman has one advantage, when ho
this country. He bas sensibly lowered the standard of talks of the wav in whicb taxes affect farmers. Yery few
comfort among the working people, and he bas to a very farmers-very few people i any class of life keep accurate
large extent, by artificial legislation, interfered with the due accounts of their expenditure. i find it a matter of great
distribution of property, without adding one farthing to the difficulty to obtain any reliable statements from my farrn-
national wealth collectively. Sir, the hon. gentleman ing friends as to the amount that they purchase of dutiable
knows, or the hon. gentleman ought to know, that all over articles, and as to the way the Tariff affects them. N ever-
the world at this moment thoughtful men, men of theless I have succeeded in finding one or two, and with
the highest station, of the highest intellectual attainments, the permission of the fouse I will eau their attention te
are most desirous to see how, if it be possible by law, great the way in wbich the present taxation affects our farmers
fortunes may be prevented from being artificially created, wben carrying on operations on anything like a considerable
and the proper distribution of great fortunes may be scale. 1 bave here a statement in detail from an extremely
ensured, and he might, if he chose, learn from respectable farmer of my own acquaintance, baving a
the straits to which our friends in the Mother Country are family of nine, in whiche states that ho bas expended ln
reduced, the risk of artificially creating great fortunes by the last ycar for clothing, dry-goods, miliiaery of ail kinds,
operation of law. Now, Sir, I have no objection whatever to about $180 for hardware> $58 for a variety of agricul-
any man acumulating as large a fortune as he can by any tural implements, $180; barness, $40; fortea and sugar, $53;
honest and legitimate means. I do not mean to say that I and for miscellaneous dutiabie goods about $60, making
regard it as the highest aim and object of life; and I may in ail about $571. I do not mean te say that this man
say this, that if that be regarded as the highest end and is an ordinary example; ho is a farmer of more than
object of life we would not be engaged in politics, for my ex- ordinary intelligence and of more than ordinary incme;
perience in politics is this, that although many men have but I say this, tbat it is qnitc clear, applying the Tariff te
entered office rich and left it poor, no honest and honor- the varions classes cf articles I have enumerated, tbat this
able man ever entered office poor and left it rich. But, Sir, man is coatributing far more than bis fair proportion of
be that as is may, my objection to bis whole policy lies that duties to the revenue. I should estimate the taxes which
here, that what he bas been doing is,-as I said, to take many man bas te pay, at certainly net less than $150 a year, and
millions from the great mass cf the people and te divide it 1arm quite well aware that there are a great many farmers,
among a very small and favored few. I do not mear te say' at any rate, in that part cfthe world where he resides, wo
that there is net somothing, in a political sense, te be said for are oblired te pay quite as much, and some even
the peiicy. The men among whom yen are distribnting the a larger sum te our revenue. Sir, when listen to the bon.
millions are likely tebelp yen at lection Simes. Ttey may gent otmans enumeration cf bis gifts by the Tarif te thhe
control votes, very likeiy, and very ofton they do, and ne farmor, and wben I romember what the cost 18,
doubt, Sir, as in old times, the public may be debauched by tbat these farmers had te pay, my mxf d reverts t fa
the frec use cf part cf the money which has been previously certain story of a famous American, which the hon. gentle-
taken from them. But I do net regard that as statesmanship. I man may perhaps have beard f. I wil take tbe liberty
de net regard that as an honest policy. Nor do I believe, Sir, cf calling bis attention te the anecdote in question.
watever the hon. Minister may say, that that is a tolicy Once upon a ime, so Mir. Barnum relates, o tfound bimself
whicli is likely te o attended with any great ultimate in desperate straits-he ad n cmney, ne credit, bis
advantage te the country. Now, the hon, gentleman was character even was under a eloud-some petty rifficmlty
extremely anxieus te bave us show what ground we bad for-about a cotract believe, I do net know what; ne any rate,
Our atiegation tbat ho was unjust te the farmiers cfCanada.Ir. Barnum was merally and oinancially nearly dea beat.
Sir, I might remind him cf tbe promises made, if net by Well, S ofne ges on te narrate how, in this heured' x-
him, at any rate by bis foilowers and friends, that these tremest need, a brilliant inspiration, a flash of lenius
farmers should mest nndonbtedly obtain botter prices than struck across bim, and lie determined t start a lottery on
those paid lu the United States. The hon, gentleman an fetirellynewo principle is lottery wast haive n
himsel must know that that is net the case, bicause ho blanks, ail wore te be prizes-a l classes, farmers, mechanuls,
devoted a long and labored argument te show why it was merchants, imprters and manufacturers, ail were te havetbat to-day prices are lower lu Toronto than they are la prizes in Mr. Barnum's lottery- and ho aisengoos on te relate
Chicago. Well Sir, I think the farmers cf Canada will with grat gust thow a very long tim elapsed bfore therequaire some botter expianation than tbe bon, gentleman mon wh ou btained prizes l this lottery discovered that thebas given te satisfy them thiat tbete can be any just cause prizes on the average were worth about one-tenth f' the cost
for the conditionf things w ich Ifind recorded at present cf the lottery ticket. Wel, Sir, I do net knaw wreteer the
as existing between these plans. Ordinarily speaking, bon. gentleman or bis chef baseve heard the stry; if they
tir, l the days wen my ,ien. friend was Premier, tbe e did net copy Mi. Barnum unthis paticular it woud eenly
was a voly aterial diffornc in favor cf Toronto one cf the numerous instances with whi Iistory is studded,
against the Chicago markets. I take the dates of the lth which show us how great minds, when tey find them-
Septmber, 1878, and 1 find there, Sir, that it Toronto wheat selves lufsimilar difficulties, are apt t resert te similar
stood biger than a oChicago from 10 cents te 13 cents, that expedients lorder to getruticf them. The hon. gentle-
the markt stood bugor for ats about 8 cents, and for Iye man, to.day, infermed us that le was about te make a new
il cents. I turate the dte ocf January, 1882, and I find departure in politicalteconomy l this country at least.iothat the 13 cents advance have srunk up te 4 cents. is gOing te ogive, se ho tos us, a b hunety f onsiderablef
Thatcats are psitivey 3 cents lower lny geaonto than in amount t sthofish-rmenf the Marinme Provinces. iNow,
Chicago, and fi d that rye is 10 centsowemand bailoy Sir, knewing how greivously oppresive bis Tarif iuas been ty
is 2e acentsiower. Now, Sir, I would n dt say-I never tbat most deserving class of the cmmunity, knowing how
have said, that thene hon. gntleman's paeiny was stlly mucrelthy have suffred under it, knowing how utterly
roseqnsibloe er that, butido ay that the onUS lemon impossible it is for him te help thoem do nvt know, tr,
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that I should feel disposed to criticise him so much for
relieving tben to some extent, although it is a very curious
argument in favor iof a policy to take money out of one
pocket and put it into another and call that granting relief
to the people. But, Sir, I submit that, if he b- right in
redressing the injustice whieh he has laid upon the fisher-
men by bis Tariff, there are other classes in this corn-
munity who have a right to the same justice at bis
hands. If the fishermen are to have bounties, other
classes of the community have a right to bounties too. The
lumberman bas a right to be indemnified for the increased
cost to which this Tariff has put him. Why should one man
receive a privilege more than another ? Why should the
maker of cotton cloth, the maker of woollen cloth bo
allowed to receive from one-third to one-half more than the
fair market value of bis article when he comes into
competition with otber goods made in other markets; and
why should my agricultural friend not be allowed to
receive one-third to one-half. or whatever the proportion
may be, more than the absolute market value of every
bushel of grain and every pound of beef, cheese and butter,
that ho may bring to market. I should like to know what
reason the hon. gentleman can advance why he should not
give bounties to that and the other class I have enumerated.
Does he dare to say that the farmers are less deserving ?
Does he not know that on our farmers, more than on any
other class, the whole prosperity of this Dominion depends,
that above all other classes, except possibly the one class of
fishermen, farmers have to dread and have to contend with
foreign competitors, and how does he propose to help them
in their fight with foreign competitors ? He bas weighted
them down in every possible manner. He bas added to the
price of every article that they require to use. le has
increased the cost of production of the articles they sell, an.d
has done nothing whatever to advantage them in any shape or
way. Sir, I say that whatever the lion. gentleman may
think, be will find that farmers know as well as I do-I
was going to say as well as he does-that the price of ail the
great staples which they produce bas been, is, and will be,
for many years to come, ruled by the price in the English
and European markets, and that their real competitor is
the American producer in fighting against whom this Tariff
puts them at the highest disadvantage. Thon, Sir, I proceed
to ask,followingthe line of the hon. gentleman's argument,
what has Le done for the lumberman ? To whom uoes lie
owe the surplus f whicl he boa-s? The luiber iniutry
bas increased its exports $12.000,000. I Lhas enabled us to
buy $12,000,000 more of imports. Upon the-e imports be
has raised those four millions. To whom does he owe more
than be does to the lumbermen? lere, again, I prefer to go
to the fountain head. I have tried to find out for myself
what the opinion of the lumbermen of Canada may happen
to be as to the merits of the hon. gentleman's Tariff, and I
received, but one week ago, a letter froma the head of a
leading lumbering firm which I shall take the liberty of'
reading to this House. This gentleman says

"I know that our timber costs us from $1 to $1.50 per thousand more
than it did four years ago. The larger portion of this may be attributable
to increase cf duties, yet some, unquestionably is due to the increased
demand for labor, owing to the return of activity in the lumber business
cf the United States. During the past summer wages were about $2 per
month higher. owing partly to increased expenditire of the men upon
themselves and their families, owing to the ext a price of clothing, &c.
The expenditure in the woods has been considerably higher, partly
owing to the same cause, partly owing to the advance in the price o
standing timbers. That the present Tariff presses very beavily upon the
lumber trade, is a fact beyond dispute, while the profits derived from it
areon an average ofyears,much below a fair return on the capital invested.
Everything the lumberman uses in his business, iron, steel, saws,
woollens, cctton, pork, flour, cats, corn and lots of other things, are
subject to an almost prohibited tax, although in many cases, you cannot
obtain in Canada, articles of the quality you want. For instance, I sent
the othe r day, an order for a few bundred dollars' worth of saws, on
which I shall have to pay 36 per cent. duty, in order to build up one or
two factories in Canada who cannot make the quality of saws I
require."

Sir RioARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

Siri, I deem it unnecessary to add one word to that state-
ment. It is made by a man of many years' experienco
in the trade, thoroughly familiar with its working, and to my
certain knowledge, eminently capable of calculating what
the Tariff actually does cost the lumber trade; and I ask
again what will the hon. gentleman do to protect and en-
courage the lumberman, to wbom, more than to any other
class, he owes the surplus of which ho and his friends
boast so loudly. Then, Sir, what has the hon. gentleman
done for the workingman. His vaunts are loud enough;
but, lot me ask, has the hon. gentleman taken any steps to
protect the workingman? Has ho tried to secure therm
from foreign competition ? Are they less worthy, the
workingmen of Canada, of being secured against foreign
competition ? Are Canadian men less worthy of protection
than Canadian cotton and woollen goods ? Why, Sir, those
gentlemen will not condescend to take the least ordinary
precautions to secure the health and safety of the working-
mon. Sir, that was a most suggestive paragraph in the
Speech from the Throne:

"The Report of a Royal Commission issued to enquire into the ques-
tion of factory labor, and the best means of promoting the comfort and
well-being of the workingman and his family, without undue interfer-
ence withthe development of our manufacturing industries, will belaid
before you'"

The paternal Government are to take pains to
secure the comfort and happiness of the working-
man and his family, always provided that it is not to be
done by interfering with fle profits of their masters-the
manufacturers. Sir, one good thing theso hon. gentlemen
have done-late in the day, and I do not hold
it by any means an excuse for their provious neglect-but
they did issue a commission to enquire into the condition of
factory children m the factories lie has alluded to, and I
am bound to say, that so far as I arm able to percoive, these
gentlemen to whom the duty was entrusted, have done it
honestly and well. But, what do these gentlemen report to
us ? They tell us, Sir, in the first place, that they have found
much inconvenience and delay in obtainiug information,
that in some instances they were told by manufacturers
that they knew their own business, and that the Govern-
ment should net dictate whom they should employ, or inter-
fore lu matters of trade. The Commissioners report states:

" The enplovment of children and young persons in mills and fac-
tories is extensi-e aind argely on.the increase, the supply being un-
equal to the demancd. particularly in some localities, whichmaypartially
explain why those of such tender years are engaged. As to obtaining,
with accuracy, ihe ages of the children employed, we found some dif-
ficnlty, inasmuch as the employer bas no record thereof, having no in-
terest or obligation in so doing, consequently in-order to ascertain
their ages they were interrogated either by one of the Commissioners
or some one in the factory. We are sorry to report that in very many
instances the children having no education whatever, could not tell
their ages; this applies more particularly to those froxu 12 years down-
wards, some being f oundas young as eight and nine years."

The Commissioners go on to describe a state of things
in which
"the children invariably work as many hours as adults, and if not
compelled are requested to work over-time when circumstances so de-
mand, which bas not been unusual of late in most lines of manu-
factures. The appearance and condition of the children, in the after
part of the day, such as may be witnessed in the months of July and
Augast, was anything but inviting or desirable."

Now, I say this, the Government has committed a great and
grave fault, that they have been guilty of very serious
laches in allowing such a state of things to exist without,
till now, having made the faintest or remotest attempt to
remedy it. They knew right well, because some of them at
least aie not ignorant of what has transpired in other
countries, that whon factory labor has been stimulated; as
they proposed themselves to stimulate it under this Tariff,
the greed of parents and employers has always resulted in
cases of the grossest tyranny and oppression to the unfor-
tunate young children employed in those factories; and yet
knowing that, they have allowed three years and a-half to
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elapse since they undertook to inaugurate this policy before amounted to about $1 per thousand on the production of the
they have taken the smallest or slightest pains to protect lumber, which is the raw material entering into ibis kind of
the family of the workingman, guard his safety and pro- manufaetured goods. Al the hon. Minister can say is, that
teet him against dangers which the framers of this report he Lad not injured the trade to quite that extent, but only
say, and say.justly, at present exist in a great many fac- to the extent of about ene-haif of $1 per lhousand. Speak.
tories in the Dominion. And let me tell the hon. gentlemen ing for myseif, and in no way for anybody else on this side
this, that they are doubly bound to sce that these children of the buse, I may say this with respect to manufactures
are well taken care of, that they are not oppressed and ill- that 1 have always, wben I was Minister of Finance, recog-
treated in the case of specially protected manufacturers, fize( as I do now, the plain and seif-evident fact, that there
because the specially protected manufacturers are neither must ho beavy indirect taxation to produce a revenue; that
more or less than subsidized pensioners of the State, and the while we are burdened with the obligations wo are now
State which pensions thom ought to look to them and seebuî'dened with, we cannot pretend to obtain that revenue
that such grevions wrongs and oppressions as this report without indirect taxation, but our policy was this:
reveals are not permitted to be exercised on 2,000 or 3,000 We desire to distribute that taxation justly. We beid
children in Canada. I will take the case, as the hon. gentle- that that was best for the great bulk of the manufac-
man desires, of the great bulk of the manufacturers of turers that they had nothing thon, as they have nothing
Canada. Those of which I have just speken were specialiy now to foar from us; that they are far more liikely to be in-
protocted, but I corne now tethe great bulk of the a manu- jured by the Tarif exactions of the hon. gen-
facturers. I repudiate entirely the attacks which the hon. tlemen, and the domestih competition whieh c says rightly
Minister and bis frionds have from time te time made on us. is the resuit in a great mady cases. Oui eoliey is to tax
I say they have ne right whatever, from any utterances of the people as lightly as we cao, and when we are compelled
mine or any hon. gentleman on this side cf' the lieuse> te 1te add te the taxes, te add te them justly and equallv,
say we entortained the faintest or slighitest feeling cf avoiding ail taxes wih moay fpras unduly on the pooer
hostiiity towaî-ds the manufacturers cf Canala. Sir, the1 classes c7f the comnmunity, whom oevery stitesmoin ougbt te
causescf their prospority, notwithstanding what the hion. guard, nd froru whsm , especiolly when their ito m s a-re
gentleman hos donc for thern, lie in the single fact that the SMail, y u oug t te lavid taking awy any portion
profitscf oi great industries bave increased tea very large f that smvll warec tey possdss.u Now te follow
exteut, and when the greot bulk cf our people became botter the bon. gentleman i this accouit of his eo-
able te purchase thcir produets they in turn receive2 a! peditue and administration, we find that, praetiually,
considerable share cf prosperitv- but as far as this Taiifris he hos doubled our taxes. We know tat h bas dobled
conccrncd the fact cf the matter' is simply this, that with o haxpcditu e since Confderatiob was inugfhted. We
res)eet tenîost of the maniflctu-eis the TaViff bts tbegin tl theyillions o ain ahd find ourselves to-diny
Cia.r dTrectoy injurd thein, or v las left theresctaly with 27 million dollars dca aded for mre si-evice of ei
where tbey were. W ot interest have these manu- jomrd ytar. Allow me tereealis staternent that 2-
facturers li seping that wages are raised, and under nlmon dollars vedoe sufficiet itior al hieasonhble parposes.
thIs Tarif wages must bearaised ail over or else A l ow me te aecasl te yeur mnd the innumerable donuncia-
th condition cfthe wt-kingen must bsensibly deterior- tiens with wi h this country rang, cf the intolerable ex-
ated, bocause in spite cf the Finance Minister's statemnt, tavalgances of my hon. fmu iend, wheynwo e asked for ough
it is a weli-known fact tha a dollar te-day d ineht puchase. 000 for the public wovies.pecil et know whether it was
witin 10 or 15 per cent. as m nch as a dollar would fron ignorance of thesffacts,whicnf t ought te have known,
purchase two years ago. What interest have the manu- or from a nt wnnatural desre te disinis the weight cf
ablturers utere being darer fod eiguts, or duties on raw the omous expenditure which lie eonfess d ho ina, rred,
niaterial in the shape of iron, or motive power lu th shape that tse bon. eoeurtan was se anoxiws te hake it appear
ofean. Sed the lien. Minister spikejnst nc ofytheinraet tht tis expenditre of $er7,7A,000 was reallY very litt e
in the production of coal. That mayh , or it nay nt be. moie than ihe expensiture of $23,500000. But 1 will ex-
It wouldiro very natural and very reasonablethat, when the plain 2 that hon, gentleman that the olyr eoson
genotal prosperity of the ciuntry inceass s, the conump- why my bon. fiend besido me was compelled,
tiern of an sion of the leading anticles s ud li dthfirst two year scf the term cf his office, te exped
increas ; but I find that a large portion ofte increased somewhatmoretha tedid in 1878, as this, thatwhenthat
production is due tocauses with which the hon. gentleman bonh gentleman opposite left office ho left behid hlm
cannet pretend tehave ladanytingte do. I an a legacy of thee or four million dollars teo bex-
informed by hon, gentlemen conversant with le tw-ade, pended in the varics public works whih ho had
that a very large proportion cf tee inche-ased promu- ut undor construction li 187374; and that cf our
tien cf which the bon, gentleman boasts, particuaray total expenditure lae1875-76, chargeable te income, at
in Cape Breton, arises fronr the fsact that it bas nowthbehn.st $ g,25 e000 n due te the wonks which ad been pt
ooa r the custom for vessels from N ow Orleans and other undr cont-act, andfoir which votes ad been taken by thatAtlantic ports to take a very considerable quantity of coal hon, gentleman in 1873. That, and that only, is tho reason
on 'eard t that point te enabie them teprosecute teirvoy- why the expenditure bfthose two years was icreased
age, If that ho the case, it is a veî-y desirable trade, and beyond tFeexpenditure in 1878. The hon, gentleman willete which should ho fostered, if the Geve n arnt could fos- have teidispay a great deal more irfo enuity than ho las
ter it; but I nave yet tt learn in what way the Governmeut yet displayed before he wid iconvi ,e the pehplt f Canada
ea causeocean going steamers te visit Cape Breton. Telre that an expenditure that bas increased fim $23,500,000
c' anotiOr case in which a vanabletado is spriuging up in 1878 te o $27,750,000 in 1882, is an expenditure wich (an
whih would sprin Up more rapidy if t were net hampered jended inrthe vaiousmpublcors wich hehad
hY the Tarif. It is an export trade in manufactured luru c putinde r cnstrio can o a andn itht fB our
ber, soch as deors and window sasnies. Theretisc larao tlepn tue in 187 76,f horgeblta e tinoffie.Boe

biCape Bren, aitse from te ctil deatirasno te- lat hngo0,000a ias cf t the perksag whc taes bee poutd

coite ust o oe vc esl ewrlens and ocul lke tr ca chi-;attention io e a fw simple facts on that sub-ta , n' icptis totke r chwould give ompnyment to jet. find tl it, in 187, witb a populationf 3,250,000, weoobanY bundreds, perhaps thousands, o pepu bhore; and had a total taxaioncf $11,7 t0000 and the average prhead
aow did the hvrument elp this trades? This i s an ex- about $3.60 enur1S78, when our polT ation was aboutPort tradeone subje fterevere foreigneompotitiol, ad 4,000,000, n f17t84c00, consequently an average per head
the Governmentet displand efore h he convince0t defle o Can

cancuen cea istea mrpo sigadt ltaCBeton. hereht 44Anepeniue hat has81in00creasefrom 23,500,000
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existed he cannot bring it beyond $4.71 per head; and I of my hon. friend from Bothwell, for all these purposes,
find now, with a population of 4,250,000, we have a amounted to $888,000. The expenditure underthe Minister
taxation of 823,9 12,00o, in other words $5.61 per head; of the Interior for the same purposes amounts to-81,957,000,
and if you take into consideration the enormous addition being an excess of just $1,069,000. Now, Sir, this if virtu-
to the public burden caused by the oppressive character of ally the largest spending department of the Government.
bis Tariff, wo would pay 7 per head instead of It is true that nominally the Department of the Minister bf
$5.61. I doubt that tiis is even too favorable a view Railways and perhaps the Department of the Post Ofmee,
to take of the case, as there is too much reason to think that spend larger sums; but, as le well known to the House, so
when we take the Census as our guide we are resting on a mach of the expenditure in these departments is absolutely
very uncertain basis. Canada, I think, of all civilized fixed, that this bas become to all intente and purposes the chief
countries possesses alone a Census as to which only one spending department. Here you have an enormous increase,
certain part is kçnown, and that is, that it is utterly and that is not the worst of it. To a very large extent, prac-
unrefiable, that it is Lot an enumeration of the people, that tically, these charges are fixed charges, are the increase of
it does net give the number of Canadians in Canada, but fixed charges; and when we find that from $400,000 the
the number that are in Canada, and a certain number of expenditure f>r Indians alone has risen to something like
Canadians outside Canada, as to whom no one can say $1,000,000, and that when capitalized at 4 per cent. je equiva-
one-tenth or one-twentioth will return. I fear that the lent to an addition of 815,000,000 to the national debt, we may
mode in which that Census was taken was with a deliberate well ask whither are we drifting? I ask, Sir, is it going to
fraudulent intent. I fear it was taken for the purpose stop? All I cean say ie, that I fear instead of stopping it
of eluding the terme of the Confederation Act and will increase. Now this le the department which of all the
depriving the Province of Ontario and the Province of Nova departments under the control of the Government needs the
Scotia of a large part of the representation to which they veryclosest supervision,needs the very closest personalatten-
are justly entitled. It je a very extraordinary fact that the tien. The difficulties of administering this departnent are no
Pro vince of Quebec, a Province which was alleged to have doubt very great; the distance at which the several officers are
been depopulated under my hon friend, bas increased under from headquarters je great; the temptations to which they are
this Census twice as much as it had between 1861 and 1871, exposed are enormous, and, as everybody who has ever sat
and the distribution of the population involves othor cir- in the Cabinet knows, there is, and always will be, under
oumstances which give the census a suspicious character. If the best circumstances a very great difficulty indeed in effi-
that suspicion be unfounded, the hon. gentlemen have, at ciently supervising it. It l incomparably the most mp or-
any rate, deliberately invited it by their barbarous manner tant department of the Government at this moment, and I do
of taking the Census- -a system which I do not believe not hesitate tosythat itisincomparably theworstmanaged.
would have been tolerated by any other country calling Now, I am perfectly well aware that the gentleman who is
itself civilized. Apart from the enormous amount to which its present head, le, in some respect-, an able man. He is
the total expenditure has been swollen, we find on looking on an able lawyer, he is an able politician, but I am bound to
the estimated icturns a numi er of items enorinously in ex- say-and it is the opinion which I and many of the older
cese of the sums oxpended by us in 1878; -and what is very re- members of the House have always entertained of him-
markable le this, that the items in which the largest figures that when we come to the practical working of a department,
appear are precisely those with respect to which these hon. the hon. gentleman will be found a very indifferent adminis-
gentlemen were wont to denounce my hon. friend and bis trator; and here we have a proof, Sir. It was a very great
colleagues for the display of the greatest extravagance. mistake for the hon. gentleman to assume this important
We flnd for Civil Government that in 1878 we expended Department in addition to the onerous functions devolving
8823,000; in 1883 the expenditure ie estimated to be upon him as Premier. If the hon, gentleman had been alt
8973,000. We find that in the superannuation grants wbich ho je not and all ho ought to be, had he possessed the
were also most vehemently donounced, while we spent untiring zeal for public service, had ho possesed the
$106,000 those gentlemen ask for 8155,000; and ifthereturn rigid integrity, had ho possessed the powers of industry
lately laid on the table be an index, they are likely to spend which my hon. friend beaside me (Mr. Mackenzie) possessed,
$170,000 in the year 1883. We find that in the Post Office even still I would say that the task would have been toc
while we spent $1,724,000, they demand $2,018,000. We much for bis strength or the strength of any man, As it is,
find that in Immigration we spent $180,000 and they demand Sir, there bas been a most complete failure in the adminise
$378,000, and that the total result je, as I said, that against tration ofthisdepartment. We have seen that most enormous
our annual expenditure of 823,500,000, they demand increase in the expenditure to which I have called attention.
$27,750,000 in 1883. Sir, although these cases are bad Sir, the state of that department je a by-word on the streets
enough there are worse cases yet behind. When I come to of Ottawa; it je a by-word all through the North-West Ter-
consider the expenditure in some of the other departments, ritory, from one end of the North-West to the other yoau
notably when I oome to consider the expenditure in the hear one chorus of dis-ontent at the inefficiency, at the
Department of the Interior, I am, to quote a phrase from a difficulty of obtaining information, at the lack of courtesy
colleague of the hon. gentleman, appalled at the extrava- on the part of the ofcials of the Canadian Governmont in
gance and mismanagement which it discloses. Sir, within all matters respecting the settlement of that country. I
a few years, the Department of the Interior has become a speak of what I have known. Thero le not a day thatI do not
very great spending department, perhaps the very greatest receive communications from many of my own constituent,
spending department in the bande of any Minister of the either in Huron or who have gone to Manitoba, all saying
Government. We find that for the service of the future the same thing, all repeating the same charges, the saine
year, 890R.000 are demanded for Indians; 8413,000 for complainte against the administration; all giving informa-
Mounted Police; $99,000 chargeable to income for Dominion tion as to how the officers have abused their positioni all
lands; 8450,000 chargeable to capital for the same purpose; repeating that you cannot obtain, in Canada, the
and for the office at Ottawa, $86,000. Now, it will be most ordinary items of information that are up-
interesting to compare these expenditures with those for the posed to be given and which ought to begiven to settler- seek-
saine purposes in 1878. Thon the Indians cost us $421,000; ing their fortunes in the North-West. I will give you, out of a
our Mounted Police, $334,000; Dominion lands, 887,000; score of letters, an extract froa a letter 1 received but four
and the expenditure for the department here amounted to days ago, and the latter le to this effect:
$44,000, without counting in either case the salary of the "I ae unable to obtain reaps here of any practical use and I ho"
Minister. Our expenditure in 1878, under the adminstration already applied to the Dominaion Lands office at Ottawa, Lut with ye
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poor results, as they appear there to have very little information to Canadians had gone to Minnesota and Dakota in place of
give to parties seeking it, or they are very careless about giving oin to the Canadian North-West. This was due above

bat they do possess. There are large numbers of others involved gindg tohCadin N orth-Wst. Tiswasdueabon.
in the same difficulty. We can procure any number of maps of Dakota, all and beyond ail to his own gross blunderings, and if the hon.
but we are unable to obtain even a fairly good inap of our own North- member for Halton (Mr. McDougall), who I am sorry to see is
West." not inl is place, was able to say ten or eleven years ago,
What that man writes to me, I have heard from hundreds when he was afflicted with one of those periodical fits of
of other quarters within the past eighteen months. The truth-telling which sometimes attack him, when like
contrast with the United States in that particular is most Balaam he speaks sorely against his will-though I am
lamentable, is most distressing. Whatever other faults the bound to say that like Balaam he always takes an
United States officers may have, they are zealous and most opportunity of recanting what he says on these rare
active in giving all possible information with respect to the occasions-I say, if that hon. gentleman spoke truly
lands and the opportunity offered for settlement in their when he said that treason and imbecility reigned
own territory. It is very much to be regretted that a in every department, he might to-day, with infinite-
similar state of things cannot be made to prevail in the ly greater reason, make the same declaration so far
Department which is nominally administered by the Minis- as the Department of the Interior is concerned. The plain
ter of the Interior. Sir, these things are known to all.'fact of the matter is this : that the hon. gentleman bas
We know from day to day, from quarter to quarter, and shown himself utterly unable to grasp the magnitude of the
from half-year to half-year, that there bas been one con- great interests involved in the present administration of
tinuous change in the regulations affecting the important this department. There is no one thing upon which the
interests over which that hon. gentleman presides. First future of the Dominion more depends than upon the right
of ail we have squatters warned off with the result, as conduct of that department, and the right administration of
I found when I was in that region, that about 1,000 Cana- the great territory we have acquired; but the course of
dians made homestead entries in the adjoining Land Office affairs since the right hon. gentleman undertook the charge
of Dakota. Then there came a ukase limiting the settler of that department shows that ho is treating it as nothing
to 80 acres, but that was repealed owing to the universal but a vast engine of political influence, and, I fear, a vast
discontent which it aroused. Then the terms under which the engine of political corruption. Now, Sir, although this is a
right of pre-emption might be obtained were altered, and subject on which, if time permitted, I could find a greal deal
next we had an arrangement that the land should be sold at more to say, I must pass on to the details of the administra-
one-tenth of the nominal value paid down, and thon, but tion of the hon. Minister of Finance; and I am bound to say
not till after the mischief had been done, no land is that his administration will compare well with that
to be sold except for cash in full. Thon we have of the colleague beside him, though even 80 I find
a budget of so-called colonization schemes with ail the it far from satisfactory. He laid great stress on the fact
clauses in the regulations compelling actual settlement that large sums of money were coming into our hands on
carefully struck out. Thon we had an arrangement that savings bank accounts, but he forgot to tell the country
the settier should have each aiternate section. Now, I seo what the savings bank deposits cost and how he turned
that whole counties will be sold en bloc without any them to account. I find from returns brought down the
forfeiture clauses allowing any person to purchase who other day, that while we are borrowing fr-am the public
may choose to doso. lad these things occurred underthe ad- witb one band something like $13,000,000 for which we
ministration of my hon. friend the member for Bothwell (Mr. pay interest at about four per cent. and for which we pay
Mills), I can well understand ho-w the House and the whole in expenses of management nearly one per cent. more-
country would have rung with denunciations of his igno- making in all about five per cent.-we are with the other
rance, his incompetence and his extravagance; and with the expending it in this way: We have about $12,000,000 or
moet unbridled accusations against him from one end of the thereabouts lying in the various banks, of which $5,000,000
Dominion to the other. I suppose, seeing that it is the i or so bear interest at rates varying from 3 to 4 per
hon. Minister of the Interior, who is responsible for the cent. Consequently the advantage we get from these large
administration of the department, it is all right. But I tell deposits is this: That while we are paying something like
him if he continues to be the head of the department that he $600,000 on these loans from the people, we receive in
cannot pretend to say from Ottawa what is best to be done for interestfromthe banks about $170,000or $180,000, and so cost
the settlers of' the North-West, that neither he nor any something like $400,000. Now I fail to see that this can be
other man, who bas never visited the country nor bas any called a proof of very good management or very good
personal knowledge of it can pretend to administer its banking. I approve, myself, of giving all possible facili-
important affairs in the interests of the people who are ties to depositors of small amounts; I would gladly see the
to settie it. There are departments and departments, Mr. bon. gentleman copy the example of Mr. Fawcett in
Speaker, and I say that this is one of the departments England, and allow, as they do in England and in France,
which cannot be worked by shelving every troublesome small amounts of Government securities to be taken by
question in pigeon-holes marked "masterly inactivity; " small depositors; but I do not think it is wise or prudent,
nor by telling good stories to people who come to or that it eau be called good management, to pay 30 or 40
interview the Minister on important matters of business. per cent. more than this money is worth in the open
The proper administration requires more than that; and market. In ordinary banks at this moment, you will
it is a misfortune of no ordinary character that its hardly get 3 per cent. on the deposits you make,
administration passed from the able and competent and it is well known that the cost of managing these
hands of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), into deposits is small indeed, while here we are paying 5
the hands of the right bon. Minister of the Interior. We per cent. and receiving about 1½ per cent. The hon.
sec the result of the change in an expenditure double or gentleman is exposed to two dangers. In the first place
nearly treble what it was; in the turning of the North-West while money is plenty, he receives a great deal he is
into a gambling table; in the tens of thousands of honest not able to use profitably, and in the next place if there is
Settlers who have been driven away from the North-West a contraction he will run a great risk that a large amount
to seek for homes on the American side of the border. If ever of this money will be called in when it will be inconvenient
an impudent assertion was made on the floor of this House, if to repay it. It is a source of no profit now, and of greatever there was a case of effrontery in the world it was when risk hereafter, and there is considerable loss to the public
that hon. gentleman rose in his place and dared to say that in the meantime. And remembering, as I do, what
the OPposition were responsible for the fact that so many censures the hon. gentleman's friends passed on the late
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Government because they kept considerable sums on remember onlT one similar instance ofaMinisterof Finance
deposit while they bad large public works going on, I acting on the same plan, and that was when the hon,
think bis friends, if they bave any regard for their own gentleman, in the plenitude of his good nature, enabled the
reputation or consistency, should censure him as they used importors of Canada to obtain money from the banks iri
to censure us for the exhibit which bis own figures show, order te enable them to import goods in advance ofhbisown
and the amountwhich heisnowunnecessarilyholdingonde- Tarif. I reeommend bim 10 peruse the remarks made by
posit. But, Sir,besides savings banks,the hon. gentleman must various newspapers of note at the tirae, on that remarkable
needs try his hand on the banks generally ; and although feat of bis. Now, Sir, it appears tome that the hon. gentle-
he bas not condescended to bring down the several circu- man is very likcly to repeat in 1883 the very seif-same
lars which he has issued, I have been able to obtain from errers, to indulge in the very seif-same delusions, and to
the public prints a tolerably correct statement of the bring about tLe very seif-same resuits which he did ten years
circular which he originally addressed to the several banks ago. Thon, as 1 warned him, he chose 10 mistake a temporary
of Canada. Now, Sir, I do not doubt that the hon. gentle- inflation for a permanent advance in prosperity, and al-
man's intentions were excellent. I do not doubt that the thouglI agree with him that there is at present no such
hon. gentleman wanted to obtain some information which inflation as existed at that time; aithougl I believe there
he thought of value, and perhaps to check some practices are btter chances of maîntaining our prosent revenue, stit
which might have led to mischief. -But the hon. gentleman I se Lim net avaiiig much of bis suiplus to make any
resorted to a most extraordinary mode of obtaining it. One material reduction in the bardons of the peoplo, but
would have thought that he would bave communicated in making it tho excuse foi plunging into additional expendi-
the first instance to one or more banking authorities before turcs. Let him remomber that a double accident las hap-
he issued a circular which threw the banks of the country peued to him. Not only have we Lad good barvosts here,
into a state of confusion, well nigh of panic, as that circu- but there have been bad7harvests on the other side ofthe At-
lar did. The bon. gentleman makes it bis boast that lantie; and if these circumstances should Le reversed, if we
when he interferes with manufacturers, he is very parti- slould bavebad Larvests bere, and thero shonld bc plentiful
cular te consult the manufacturers tbemselves. 1 do net Larves s onythe onher sid of te Atiantis, theon Ican tell
suppose tLe bon. gentleman Lad nny interosa in promoting th bon. gentleman at the pleasant delusions he has been
tLe operations cf' a few bears on the Montreal Stock indulgin , in this afternoon would iedissipated as rutblessly
Exchange; but the resu lt cf this et cf Lis iwas to cause th as were those e indalged in iin183. Sir, he bas one point
stocks te fail in value in one day fror 3 te 20 per cent. It in Lis faver, admit. The North-West is likely to become
was a mere accident that tliehon. gentleman's action did a very important factor in meauringthe future commer-
net produce a sorioas panic, bccaiise if there Lad been aifial pro pcts of this country; and amthoug it will continue
the same time any great distu-bance in the markets of the te involvo us in very eavy outinys, and altboughe sl.
word-and a sorlous disturbance did coeur shortly afier- gentlemen Lave donc their very sest to deprivo Canada of
wards-tbehon. gentleman mighbave seen ioit unfortu- the benits wich might erceived fron the developmnent
nate resuits from that step cflis. 1 think lbon. members cf that country, stil , graning al that, I think there are
ouglit te consider well whether they shild entrust that lion. sufficientchances cf solid progress in t North-West to
gentleman with poweris whicli LeLas shown himself te begreatly neatralize the mishievous effatsl fI blier plicy.
very lubie capablecf using witb discretion. Then, Sir, thlie But, Sr, I come te consider the lien. gentlemans proposed
hon, gentleman bas adopted, I am told, a rather extraor-reductions f taxation. I ma very glad tepsec any proposed
dinary ceurse with respect to promotions in bi.s department. rmductions f taxation. i do net propose te quarrel with
Well, we have al Leard in the good old -days, about a Li ng for taking off taxes orp tea and coifeand other articles.
hundred years age, that accordincr te Le rcnowned But I will point eut that the taxes wbieh le is taking off
Sheridan : are procisly those which are most evcnly distributed,

Uts a mighty fine thing te be a father-in-law, whic take least eut f the pokets of the people in prepr-
To a mighty mnagnificent three-tailed bashaw.ý"ati t athn ifuratby put inte the Troasury. No taxes duld

e taken off wbhch would do less therelieve th peplethan
ButinCanada,at anyraeit is amue finer thingtee brother- o harticular taxes whieh oe as slcted.Ife really
in-law the aoMinisteroftFinancn. Iw erud lik ptoknow tow wants. telemnvat e tpeoplealst hn reovo htaxes on
many pensioners this on. gentleman is going te put on he inbreadstff s and on cea , and those specifie du ies on various
country. My bon. friend from Middlesex (Mr. Ross) made textile fabrics. These taxes a e a - abominable injustice,
a remarkable statement the other day as teman'sriaber of discririnating in facor of the wcathier fonsumeor, and
ensionersue ef the ministersad put on therountry and agains epeoorer.
Iforget whether Le followed it up witL a statoment as t o Mr. KILLAM. And te nobody's beneclt.

those belongiug to the Ministerbef Finance. Then, th e on.
gentleman, net content with meddoing with tl banks, Sir fRICtHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Now, Sr , bChon.
mus address a rather remarkable letter; and hore,tee, ho gentleman was gocd enough tetoIev us that cotons and
bas net favered us with a ful coriespondence b.tweIn him- woollens and a varity e other articles, were selin g as
self and the impertors cf tea and coffee. My objeet is not cbeuply now as in 1878. Lot me tell tho bon. gerntlemanl
io discuss the principle hthere mission of those duties, but that if ieat wrc t-ne it would prove nthing. The ques
te catiattention te the very remarkable statme lft e made tien is net, are these go evds soid cliaper to-day than tey
in explanatlon cf is propsed remission. i tind, Sir, in wore in 1878? but are thoser oods seld cheaper or as cheap Y
leiter signed S. L. Tilley, and addrossed te ene James HL. now as they caa be ebtainod in otlher quai-tors ? TLab iS

nReadof Montreal, in whicthe bon. gentleman states hat tedtion sion, nt as e put il. t have reason toe
if it is ce wish ofthe trade, the change will bo delayed for belioven bb bon gentleman io griopously misinformed
a couple cf monhs te enable parties odispose f stock out as to the prices of goods in and cIbave bore, takes
cf bond. luyseems tome that is a remarkablo view of pub. froI invlices of a large dealer, the following statekin f
lie duy fer a Minisner:cf Finance tanpr:peund. I had and pwils gîve thora in detail, not as ho d ies, as mre
always supposed tLat wwen a tax was rhmitted, that it was vague general assertions, but o will give the actual fac 
done in a aginteres ef the publie and bh consumer; but, and prices. Speaking ef grey and ubleached cottOs cOf
apparntly, in ,te eyes cf ie Minister cf Finance, therin- a class argely used by the werking classes, that gentlemal
teresmafkae consumer as very tile te do with it-it is onlyf els me ibat in 1878 ave prime cost was i cents,uwile the
tpe convenience of the importer hat is te e consulted. a seling pricewas 7ents>r. bat in 1881 the prime eost w8s
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cents,and the selling price 101 cents, or in otherwords, where-
as under the old Tarif there was l# cents difference between
the cost and selling price, or 28 per cent., under the present
Tariff the difference is 2î cents, oras nearly as possible 39 per
cent., making 11 per cent. difference in the prices of this
article, caused directly by the hon. gentleman's Tariff.
Take the case of flannels, which the hon. gentleman knows
are largely consumed by the masses of the people. They
cost about 19 cents in 1878, and were sold over the
counter for 28 cents ; they cost now 18 cents and
sol for 30 cents, being a difference of 10 per cent.
on that article as against the present Tariff. As regards
the heavy cloth used for overcoats by the working
classes, and for warm winter clothes for women, there was
bought for 2s. 6d. sterling in 1878, while the selling price was
92 cents, it now costs the same, 2-. 6d., but the selling price is
$1.07,being an increase of 15 cents peryard,caused directly by
the hon. gentleman's Tariff. And, Sir,I also have letters from
men who are largely engaged in trade in this country, and
this is what one of them writes under date no longer ago
than 20th January, 1882. He is talking about the relative
prices of American and Canadian cottons:

"One of the best krown and most saleable American cottons is
branded Atlantic A. Its width is 36 inches. It sold in New York for-
merly for 8 cents, now for 84 cents Canadian cottonof similarwidth and
weigbt, but not quite so good, is sold at wholesale for 0 cents."

Are we to understand from the hon. gentleman that that
extra two cents will form no tax upon the purchaser or
producer of that cotton. The writer goes on to say:

" Lower priced cottons are sold in New York for 4j cents per yard, a
similar quality of goods in Canada cost 64 cents; striped shirtings, largely
used by workingmen, the price in New York is 84 cents, but tbis class of
goods being very heavily taxed under the hon. gentleman's Tariff it is
sold over the counter here for 15 cents per yard, and even at that price is
largely used and preferred by our own people."

It stands to reason, and I cannot sec how the hon, gen-
tleman can deem it worth his while to raise the question,
where you bave the same specific duties to pay on articles
in cottons ranging from 4 cents or 5 cents a yard to
18 cents or 19 cents, that the cheap goods must pay
an enormously heavy tax as compared with the more
expensive ones, and in the case of woollens where you
have the samne specific duty on those costing 40 cents
as on those costing $2, the proportionate tax upon the
poorer class of articles must of necessity be enormously
heavy. Now, Sir; the hon. gentleman has certainly in
the course of his four or five hour speech travelled
over a great deal of ground, and I do not know that
I would be justified in following him ail througb, but I
would like, Sir, to say a few words on a question on which
he laid a great deal of stress, that is, the question of the
actual cost to the consumer under this Tariff of the sugar
now consumed in Canada. Now, the hon, gentleman en-
tered into a long and minute calculation to show that we
were obtaining sugar under this Tarif as cheap, or cheaper-
I think he said 7 cents a hundred cheaper-than we could
obtain it under the preceding Tariff. Well, Sir, I say this:
the measure of the tax on the people of Canada is the dif-
ference between the price at which they can obtain the
sugar in Glasgow or New York and the price they have to
pay to Mr. Redpath or anybody else in the Dominion of
Canada. Now, Sir, I offer here the statement given me by
One of the largest and best known wholesale dealers in thearticle in Canada, and I find from it that in the last six
nonths, between the end of July and the end of December,
the average price of granulated sugar in Montreal,
less the 2î per cent. discount usually allowed to
the trade, was $9.50 per hundred. In New York,
with the usual discount, the cost, exclusive of

uty, .was about $6.35. Therefore, it follows that we havepaid on an average $3, and a trifle upwards, per hundred 1
on ail the sugar that was consumed in Canada in a refinedstatt. Now, Sir, what was the amount of sugar imported

into Canada? The gross amount was 136,406,000 lbs.
Of that all but about 16,000,000 lbs., or about 120,000,000
lbs., were imported exclusively for the use of the refluer.
That would produce, at least, 110,000,000 lb3. of sugar,
after making liberal allowance for the waste accruing in
manufacture. What do we receive on that? From the
hon. gentleman's own statement we receive $2,459,000
duty; yet of that 110,000,000 lbs. we had to pay to
Redpath & Co. $3 and a fraction per hundred more
than the price in New York and Glasgow. Had that
money gone into the Treasury we would bave received
$3,723,000 instead of $2,459,000; and the result of this
Tariff bas been just what I told the hon. gentleman, that
the people of Canada have paid $3,750,000 more than they
would have doue if there had been no duty; and that
$2,500,000 have gone into the Treasury and $1,250,000 have
beori paid to keep the thousand mon fe spoke of employed.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That is the exact fact
of the case, whatever the hon. gentleman may say to the
contrary; and it was a most paltry quibble on the hon.
gentleman's part to speak of receiving a revenue of
$2,459,000 with an import of 136,000,000 lbs., as if that was
equivalent to a duty of $2,600,000 on a total importa-
tion of about [08,000,000 or 110,000,000 lbs. When
the people are botter off thoy will undoubtedly buy
more sugar and consume more than when they are not so
well off. No thanks to the hon. gentleman or his policy
for that. Had my Tariff been in existence we would
have had $3,250,000 in the Treasury instead of
$2,500,000, as the hon. gentleman or any of his
clerks could oasily have ascertained by a very simple com-
putation. The amount of sugar consumed in Canada when
refined is equivalont to about 126,000,000 lbs., and on
that I say the old Tariff would have produced
$3,250,000. The people of Canada, I repeat, have
paid $3,750,000. Now, in the matter of ship-
building, the hon. gentleman might have told us that
the quantity of ship-building that is going on bas been very
considerably reduced under bis Tariff. He might have told
us that these direct imports of tea, these ships from China
and Japan which were to come into the Dominion, have been
conspicuous by their absence during the whole time of the
hon. gentleman's administration. Now, Sir, as to diminish-
ing our exports from Montreal, I think the Montreal Corn
Exchange are likely to be quite as well informed as the
hon. gentleman as to its causes, and I observe, in a recent
report of theirs, they advocate strongly the abolition of duty
on breadstuffs, and they do not hesitate to hint that there
has been a great deal of fraud in connection with the alleged
exportation of American flour ground in bond, to replace
the American wheat brought into the country by certain
millers. When we get down certain returns that have been
moved foi, we will be in a position to ascertain for our-
selves more accurately how far the suspicions
of that body are justified. Until thon I do
not propose to enlarge on that particular question.
Now the hon. gentleman, in the course of bis argument,
advanced three claims on account of the National Policy,
which appear to me to be specially deserving of at-
tention. fHe bas, first of all, claimed credit for the
foreign demand which existed for our foreign exports
as a result of that policy. Well, Sir, I fail to see how by
any possibility the hon. gentleman cau maintain that this
policy could in the slightest degree ever contribute
to the increase of exports of the articles I have
referred to. Thon I allege ho is wrong whon he claims that
his policy bas created an improved home market, that the
men who produced these articles have obtained more money
for all these manufactures through the operation of his
policy and not through their own exertions or the prosperity
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of the farmers, the fishermen and the lumbermen of the for a few favorites, wben Prince Edward Island was divided
country. Those have not been benefitted in many cases, amongat some fourteen orfiffeen families on certain conditions
they have been seriously injured, though looking at the of settiement, wbich conditions of sottiement, i believe, were
general increase of our exports, there is no wonder neyer fairly fulfilled, and wben Great Britain after a long
that the great improvement in the home market, of which struggle lost haif this continent, and was nearly degraded
he speaks, bas taken place. But, Sir, last of all, in talking to the position of a third-rate power. Now, Sir, when 1 look
of the cheapness of articles, the hon. gentleman bas chosen at these hon. gentlemen and remember tbeir antecedents,
to compare-whether correctly or not I am not in a posi- wben I recolleet their past record and the consequences of
tion to say in all cases-the prices in 1878 and 1882. Now, their present acts, instead of feeling the glow of virtuous
Sir, that is wholly and entirely a false contention. The joy which that hon, gentleman the Minister of Finance ex-
tendency of ail textile manufactures, and ff manufactures periences, feel much more disposed to blash for the degrada-
of ali kinds, is to gl'ow cheaper year by year. New inven-. tion of Canada nowand to tremble for the eonsequences here-
tions are being brougbt forward with the objeet of cheapen- after. I do not want to blame the bon. Minister toomucb, for
ing manufacture, and they would cheapen it if the hon. alter al he and his colleaues have only done what it
gentleman did niot interpose with bis coal taxes and other is tbeir nature to do, and we should sot b too severe on
things calculated to destroy and interfere with the natural their littie weaknesses. My hon. friend was good enongk
tendency of trade. Ail the time raw naterial ougbt to be to tell us our credit easmeig in England, that ouin securities
getting cheaper, because the production is wsually widen- ranked next to Consols. Have quoted him aright?
ing and cheapening, and new raw materials are constantly
being brought into use. But al these facts the Sir LEONARD TILLEY. nhigier thanany other
bon. gentleman entirely discards. ,1n will not face colonial securities.
the real question, which is not whether in this Sir RCHARD J. CARTWR GHT. le did not say that
or tha partieular year things were cheaper, but whether ae said next to Consols. Iremtehnber used a similar
things eanufbcproduced as cheaplyeire as they can be pro- statement before, which I took occasion to correct. No
duced e nsew oeret hentirely omits to take into account doubt Canadiansecurities rule higb. That is a very sats-
the pressure whid this policy bas produced on many ofte factory fact; but looking at the enormous iuking fund w
mostdeserving classes of the community. e proposes, it employ purchasing our own securities, Ia not so sure the
is true, to relieve the fispermen of bis native Province and prices are due to the causes the hon. gentleman assigts. I
of the Maritime Provinces, but wbat is be goieg to do for may erind hrmLEe would have donY. H he btter bad oe
ail tbose numerous class of peoplesuc as clergymen, sthool- got rid of the sining fund on the occasion of bis last an
masters, clerks and others, wh ose incomes are in a great instead of addiJg to the very large amount we bave occa-
measure fixed. When be talks of theageneral prosperity I sion to e tpoy in that way. Moreover, we have not been
think that the pon. gentleman would do well occasionally on the maren t of late and t woien we core to employ
to go through the streets of this very city. Then ho would b, Ca50,O in purhasing our ovn securities year alter year,
sc that this general prosperity bas not extended al over ift is not a matter of giat astonishmcnt our bonds sould
Canada as far ashe could desire or we could desire. I run up one or two per cent. higher than those of other
think eo will see many shops empty, many advertisemnts colonies wieh are cvery year putting securities on the
of properties for sale; and I cea te l hm that very recently, market.
to my knowledg, some thirty propetics were put up in Sir LEONARD TILLtEY.hTbehave sinking funds too.
thes city for which a bid could not be obtained. Sir,r
we find too froi the Census returns that the picture is not Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTW rGHT. Yes; but they are
in ail respects as the hon, gentleman would wish us to b- always raising oans, and their sinking funds are not as
lieve, although the information bas in some cases been rather large as ours. The hon. gentleman took occasion to say
limited. I find that in the case of North Leeds the popula- i that he was going to disprove tost completoy the charge
tion bas absolutely rectrograded. I find the sae in the case that bis Tari wof ha in any way interfered with the importae
f Front eac, of Lennox, East Hastings, West Northumber- tion of dry goods into this country, and selectod wit sme

land, East Durham, West Duram, as of the good town of skill a year- think 1876- which the import of Great
Niagara, wbic is becomingrmali by dogrees and beautifully Britain had sunk to about $40,v, s.ki object altogether
less under the fostering care ofits honorable ropresentative. to thSrfallacios argument the hon. gentleman use. lis
w also find South Wentworth and alton in the same con- policy bas been to compare years of extreme depression

dition, and an tqual number of ceunties which are maked with years of rather remarkable prosperty. New, n am
as almost absolutely stationary. I cannot speak of the willing te compare years of prosperity wito years of
state of things in St. Jon, but the member for the city and prsperity and years of depression with ycars of depressien
county of St. John, and other gentlemen wo are wetl and have nothi g t iar in the comparison. Why could
acquainted with that locality, tel me the statoof things fot the bon. gentleman have given us the imports froa
there is pretty much the same. l the west, in suca u Great Britain in 1873-74- 5 whe our expoutt, thoug noethas
towns as Belleville, Groderich, Mitchell, Stratford and large as at present, were very consideable. e says Hie
Welland, ofindthe population is stationary or decreasing. bas not interfeîed in the slightest degree with our trde in
I candot say, therefore, that oentirely agree with the hon. Great Britain. Well, when our Taif ad sortie pretence t

gentleman that the resut of t is policy bas been an unversal l to b o a revenue Tarif and our expots were several millions
and uniform improvement ail over this country, and it isa ot ress than they are to-day, I find that in 1s73, we imported
to b wondered at when we will remember th amount of r68,ewlla v woeth of goods from Great BritainiW c
indirect taxes wbich is taken out of us as in the case of in 1874, $63,oe0n in 1875, $hvegve Osh0,e against
sugar, cotton and woollens, levied in one way or another, e an import of about $4,0heno the present year.
for the benefit of the favored few I have alluded t. lare is very fond of aving averages; let him carry
I cannot agree wit the on, gentleman in thinking those bis average a little furt o back; hoe will find tho
burdens Iight.a think the people of Canada can bear tem, resal t will confirm what we have said. l e will find
but not without iserious inconvenience.Iun looking over the that he bas reduced te ndatural importation fred
whole position I a n forcibly reminded of the times these G0at Bitain to the amount of something like $25GreaOria
hon. gentlemen profess to admire, tbegood imes wich ex- if we take the ext eme points. The bon. gent6,a an
isted 120 yeard ago -those good times, Mr. Speaker, when stated th t the old Customs Tprif would have filed
settements were looks uponas the natural fields o!plunder to produce sufficient revenue, but failed to prodUC
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the smallest ground of argument for that assertion other
than this, that our Tariff imposed burdens on the people
without providing food and encouragement for them. I
would like to know how he found food and encouragement
for the bulk of the people when he taxed food, fuel, light
and every other necessity. And when ho talks of the
people paying voluntarily into his treasury, I would like to
know what option he gives or ever gave anyone of us in the
inatter of contributing to the revenue. As'to the number of
factories which the hon.gentleman alleges came into opera-
tion, all that he bas the slightest ground to claim credit
for are the 95 which he states, although he gave
no details, had come into existence since IMarch 1879,
'while as to the increase in the hands employed elsewhere,
the majority of these are due wholly to the increased
prosperity of the country arising from causes I have enume-
rated, over which tho National Policy had no control
whatever. And there is the explanation of the whole in-
crease that bas taken place. I might, were it worth my
while to go into a discussion of that kind, point out to the
hon. gentleman that although it may be true that in two or
three isolated cases there has been an increase in value of
city property, yet, that over a large portion of Western Can-
ada, at any rate, there has been a positive decrease in the
value of farming lands, and a very material decrease in
the number of farmers inhabiting those counties. Sir,
unhappily the mischief which the hon. gentleman and
his colleagues have done is likely to remain. Those hon.
gentlemen, in addition to inflicting other grievous burdens
on the people seem to have busied themselves with all the
industry that they possess to attempt to concentrate all
the power of this country in their own bands. They are,
from day to day, attempting to trample on our provin-
cial rights. They are, from day to day, interfering with
every liberty which we still continue to possess. Theytalk
of Canada being a free country. Why, Sir, I tell them to-
day that Canada is a country in which no man is free to buy
or to sell, to eat or to drink, to travel or to stand still,
without paying toll to some extortioner or another.
That is the position to which they have reduced
us. As to our provincial liberties they seem only to be occu-
pied in devising means to curtail them at erery point they
can. Now, Sir, I do not mean to threaten, but most
assurealy I do say-not perhaps to thom, not perhaps to
the men who support them, but to the people of Canada
who sent thcn bere and to whom they may sbhortly,
perhaps very soon, have to appeal-I do say to
therm that if thev persevere in this course, if they persevere
in tramling on our provincial rights, they may find that
Confederation will fail to pieces aimost as soon as it was
created; and if they persevere in particular in trampling on
the plainest rights of the people of the North-West, then I
warn them that so soori as that country begins to be filled
UP, so soon as settlernent is crystalized there, so soon as the
people begin to feel the pressure of the bonds they are im-
posing upon them, Canada will run very great risk of losing
the North- West just as Great Britain lost the United States
a century ago, and no men will be more directly responsible
for it than the two hon. gentlemen I sec immediately before
me. Sir, these men may boast of their great majority here
to-day,they may boast of their full Treasury, they may boast
of their devoted supporters; but I can recollect some ton
years ago, when these gentlemen were just as insolent, just
as arrogant as they are to-day, when they had just
as strong a majority behind them, just as full a
Treasury, when they were prepared to be just as unscrupu-
ous mu maintaining their places as they were to-day; yet in
twelve months after that time I saw them scattered and
driven into deserved ignominy. The fate that befell them
im 1873 may well befall thom in 1883, and I see signs andtokens, not a few, that if they do not take care, and if theydo ot Mend their ways, that fate will assuredly befall them

again; and say that it will be a very fortunate day for this
country when we will be able to put a stop to all the
vexatious legislation with which they bave burdened and
harassed the country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved the adjournment of the
debate.

Motion agreed to.

STAIP DUTY.

Sir JOHUN MACDONALD. I wish to make a state-
ment which I think of such importance that I think it
ought to go to the papers to-night. My hon. friend who
sits near me has given notice for doing away with the
stamp duty. That is a statutory enactment, and until the
Act is itself repealed stamps must still be affixed on promis-
sory notes and bills of exchange in order to make them
legal. The faut that it is the intention of the Government
to take off the duty does not prevent the legal necessity of
still affixing stamps until the repeal of the Stamp Act.

lHouse adjourned at 12:20 a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 27th February, 1882.

The SPEAK-ER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The folowing Bills were severally introduccd and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 47) to extend and amend the Acts relating to
the Canada Landed Credit Company. -(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 48) respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Arkell.)

Bill (No. 49) te amend the Act intituled: "An Act re-
lating to interest on moneys secured by mortgage of real
estate.-(Mr. Orton.)

Bill (No. 50) to enable any person charged with an indict-
able offence, to be admitted to give evidonee on his behalf.
-(Mr. McCarthy.)

Bill (No. 51) to incorporate the Synod of the Diocese of
Saskatchewan; and for otber purposes connected therewith.
-(Mr. Mills.)

FIREE TRANSMISSION OF NEWSPAPERS.

Mr. McCUAIG moved for leave to introduce a Bill te
provide for the fre transmission by mail of newspapers within
the county in which the same are published.

Mr. KILLAM asked the Government to explain its policy
on this question. He raised the point of order that this was
a measure affecting publie revenue, which a private member
could not introduce.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD said that, from the title of the
Bill, it was one which should commence by resolution.

Motion withdrawn.

EVIDENCE IN CASES OF INDICTABLE OFFENCES.

Mr. McCARTHY, in introducing Bill (No. 50), to enable
any person charged with an indictable offence to be admit-
ted to give evidence on his own behalf, said: This Bill
contains three short clauses, and is taken from the criminal
code recently prepared in England by a Commission which
the present Justice Stephens is the chief. The Bill provides
that any person charged with an indictable offence may
give evidence on bis own bohalf, but the limite of cross-
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examination are, to a certain extent, curtailed. lie is not
to be called as a witness for the prosecution, and if called
on his own behalf, the cross-examination may, at the order
of the Judge, be limited in matters of reputation or charac-
ter as the Judge thinks proper. I do not proposejust now,
to say anything more. Of course, this brings up the oft-
discussed question as to the propriety of admitting criminals
to give evidence, but that general question can, perhaps,
be more properly discussed on theb second reading of the
Bill.

Mr. ANGLIN. Why do you limit tLe right of cross-
examination ?

Mr. McCARTHY. Because in cross-examining the
accused in the ordinary way, as to bis credibility, it
might be very unfair towards him to investigate bis whole
life, and it is lefL to the discretionary power of the Judge as
to where the examination should stop.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

DIOCESE OF THE SASKATCHEWAN.

Mr. MILLS, in moving for leave to introduce a Bill (No.
51) for the incorporation of theSynod of the Diocese of the
Saskatchewan, and for other purposes comnected therewith,
said: It is not necessary that I should make any remarks
on the introduction of a private Bill of this kind. Remarks
in explanation in support of its provisions, can be more
fitly made at a later stage. The provisions of the Bill are!
similar to those for the incorporation of the Synods of the
churches at present existing in the Provinces of Quebec
and Ontario. This Bill will enable certain parties in the
region mentionied, to form themselves into a local co -1ora-
tion, to transact business, to appoint the members of the
Synod, and hold real estate for certain purposes.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 39) to incorporate the Rainy River Improve-i

ment Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)
Bill (No. 40) respecting the Dundee Land Investmont

Company (Linmited).-(Mr. Gault.)
Bil (No. 41) to incorporate the Tecumseh Fire Insurance

Company of Canada.-(Mr. Macmillan.)
Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Sault Ste. Marie Bridge

Company.-(Mr. Williams.)
Bill (No. 44) to amend the Act incorporating the Napier-

ville Junction Railway and Quarry Company.-(Mr.
Coursol )

Bill (No. 4') to reduce the capital stock of the Ontario t
Bank and to change the nominal value thereof and for other2
purposes.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Bill (No. 46) to incorporate the Edison Electric Light
Company of Canada."-(Mr. McCarthy.)r

THE RICHELIEU BRIDGE COMPANY.8

Mr. BAKER moved the second reading of Bill (No. 42) to
incorporate "The Richelieu Bridge Company."1

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Is this a Railway Bill? 1
Mr. BAKER. No.8
Mr. MILLS. I bave not seen the Bill, but if it does not s

relate to the bridging of navigable streams it is not a mea- S
sure within the jurisdiction of this Parliament-it belongs a
to the Local Legislature-I mean if it interferes with navig- b
ation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Richelieu is a navig-
able river. o

a
Bill read the second time.w

Mr. MCCRTJRY.

MARITIME JURISDICTION ACT.
Mr. WILLIAMS enquired, Is it the intention of the

G-overnment to so amend the Maritime Jurisdiction Act that
a more speedy and less expensive method may be provided
for the recovery of seamen's wages in Ontario ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would say that the
matter is one which can be dealt with without any change
in the Act constituting the Court. The Governinent has
asked the Court, whether the Court will consider, in con-
junction with the Surrogates in the counties 'where the
chief business of the Court is being done, the existing rules
of the Court, with a view to ascertain whether the expenses
of proceedings in the Court may be reduced.

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO.
Mr. DAWSON enquired, Whether, in the document

relating to the boundaries of Ontario, bearing date 18th
February, and addressed, as appears by the newspapers, to
the Secretary of State by the Lieutenant-Gxovernor of
Ontario, the lecture of Sir Francis Hincks therein referred
to, accompanies the said document as a part of the case for
Ontario?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). Th lecture of Sir Francis
lincks does not accompany the document as part of the case.

BRIDGE CROSSING RIVIÈRE DU LOUP.
Mr. GRANDBOIS enquired, Whether it is the intention

ofthe Government to replace, during the coming season,
the wooden bridge on the ine of the IntercoloniatlRailway,
crossing Riviere du Loup, by an iron bridge ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not the intention of the
Government, during th0ecoming season, 1o replace the
wooden bridge on the line of the Intercolonial Railway
crossing Rivière du Loup.

POST OFFICE AT BRAMPTON.
Vr. ELLIOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government to place a sum in the Estimates for the
purpose of building a post office and Custom house in the
town of Brampton, county of Peel ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention is not to place
a sum in the Estimates for this purpose, but the matter will
be investigated during the recess.

RESIDENT J UDGE AT GASPÉ.
Mr. FORTIN, in moving for copies of all letters, reports,

and documents respecting the appointinent of a Judge iu
the county of Gaspé, and the system of judicial decentrali-
zation in Canada, said: In making this motion, I think it
is my duty to address a few remarks to this House on a
question of importance which interests one of the first ele-
ments of society, that is to say, justice. I reprosent a county
which forms, by itself, a judicial district. That district
should have a resident Judge, as the law declared more than
thirty years ago, but for more than ten years we have had
no resident Judge. The Judge acting in that district has
been itinerant; we sec him a couple of times a year; he
stays with us two or three days, and in consequence of this
state of things, justice suffers. I may say that we have no
administration of justice there, and, when I state that, I
tate the sentiment of the whole county. But, perhaps, Mr.
Speaker, the question will ho better understood if I am
llowed to read part of a letter which I addressed to the
Minister of Justice on that question :

"OTTAWA, 3rd February, 1882.
"Sia,-I think I would fail in mydutyas representative of the countY

f Gaspé, if I were not to address you this letter in reference to the
ppointment of a Judge to treplace the Judge of the district of Gaspé,
who died recently.
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"And it seems te me that I could notbegin this letter more pertinent-

ly than by citing the following words, pronounced by the illustriousand
much regretted Sir George Cartier, in the flouse of Representatives of
Tnited Canada, wben he proposed the second reading of the Bill for

judiciary decentralization in Lower Canada in 1857; these extracts are
taken from La Minerve of the 17th April, 1857.

" The cry that bas resounded from one extremity of the Province to
the other against the present system, must not be considered as a clamor,
but, on the contrary, as the public expression of the necessity of a more
extended judiciary decentralization.

"Now, that it is acknowledged that decentralization is anecessity, we
must find out bywhat means we can obtain thia object withoutburtheuing
the consolidated fuud with an expenditure larger than the present one.

"That Bill b 1came law. It tas nothing less than a system ofjudiciary
decentralization with districts numerous enough to answer the wants of
the large regions situate on the extremities ofthe country (and it is there
only that the population in the Province of Quebec increases te a con-
siderable extent, as proved by the Census) and resident judges, for that
measure necessarily involved the residence of the judges, and all the
judiciary personnel, at the chief towns of their respective districts. I took
active proceedings with the Governmenton the occasion of the appoint-
ment cf'Judge Winter, in order that he would take bis residence at Percé.

"I brought the matter before the House of Commons, and the Govern-
ment led me to believe that Judge Winter would go and reside at Percé.

"But what bappened ? Judge Win ter always resided at New Carlisle,
until e was superannuated. Judge Caron resided at Quebec, and Judge
Laframboise at Montreal

"I am obliged to decliare it-this system is condemned by all the popu-
lation of Gaspesia, who finds that the judiciary decentralization prom-
ised, voted by the Legislature, and which was te have secured for Gas.-
pesia a prompt and an effective system of justice, bas not been put in
practice for the last ten or twelve years, as regards the residence of the
Judge at the chief town of the district, and that is one of the essential
parts of the system of judiciary decentralization. Without that, this
system is, so te speak, decapitated. Judiciary decentralization has
always formed a part of the pr)gramme of the Conservative party, and
also of the Liberal party.

" As for me, who have observed closely wha has taken place in the
county of Gaspé-I should say in all Gaspesia-since 1852, I must
declare that justice is not administered there as it ought te be, o the
great detriment of the interests of all classes of that region.

"Itinerant Judges do not suit that distant part of Canada, which, on
the contrary, ought to have in its midst all the elements which consti-
tute an important centre-I shiould say, a kind of autonomy.

"One migbt be tempted to say that, far froi going ahead in the
patriotic work of judiciary decentraization, we bave retrograded.

"It is, however, the most powerful and fruitful factor in the work of
colonization, and without active and efficacious colonization in the
regions which form the outskirts of the Province of Quebec, where will
the superabundant population of the old countries go? They must
exile themselves in foreign lands.

" I pronounce myself now, as I have always done, in favor of a resi-
dent Judge in the ju!diciary district of Gaspé, and I beg you to be
pleased to use your influence in the Privy Council so that the system of
judiciary decentralization mav 1 put in operation in the county of
Gaspé iu all its plenit ude.

I have, etc., etc.,
(Sr.ed) "P. FORTIN.

"Ilon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL, K. C.M.G., C.B., Minister of Justice.

" P.S -Population of the county of Gaspé in 1871, 18,729; in 1881,
25,001. Increase of the cournty cf Gaspé during the last ten years, 34
per cent. lucrease in the Province of Quebec during the same period,
14 per cent.

(Signed) iP F."

That is the letter I addressed to the Minister of Justice,
demanding redress for the people of the county of
Gaspé. I know it bas frequently been said, and
especially by gentlemen connected with the legal
profession : "What is the use of a Judge in those
places ? There are no cases to be tried." But when we
find that the Judge, so far from remaining until the last day
Of the term, leaves befbre it is half through, after, perhaps,
POstponing indefinitely a number of cases, how can the
mflerchants, the agriculturists, who may have occasion to go
to law, get that justice which they have a right to expect ?
I Wsh to read a summary of a speech delivered in 1878 in the
Legislative Assembly of Quebec, on the second reading of
the Bill to remove one of the Judges of the district of Gaspé
to Quebec. The Bill was conceived in that spirit of cen-
tralization, which we see, unfortunately for this country, so
strongly manifested in our cities; but, fortunately for theadinistration of justice in Gaspé, the Government
feil and the Bill fell with it. On the 3Oth
-larch, 1868, I moved that an humble address

presented te His Excellency the Governor Gen-

eral for a statement of the number of sittings of the Court
held fit Amherst, Magdalen Islands. I had made that
motion on account of the complaints mada by the people of
these Islands, because the Judge bad often failed to go and
hold Court there, to the detriment of the people of that
place and to the injury of its commerce and fisheries. I
also then :complained that the Judge did not reside at the
capital town of the district, but at New Carlisle, a distance
of 65 miles away. But nothing was done. My complaints
made in the name of a large county and of a suffering people
were in vain, and I need scarcely add that this was a great
disappointment to the Gaspesians-this is a matter
oasily perceived. On the 4th April, 18;0, I made another
motion in this House, on the occasion of the abence of the
Judge, during several terms of the Circuit Court
of the Magdalen Islands. At the samo time
I complained that Judge Thompson had never
resided at Percé, the capital of the county, and that
neither did Judge Winter reside at the chief town of the
district. The Government promised to compel him to take
up bis residence there, but nothing came of it. After a
time the Administration changed, and we naturally expected
the Reform party would grant us the measure we had asked,
but nothing in the way of the reform asked was done by
them, nevertheless. In short, ail the Governments have
shown, for the judiciary interests of that county, a beedless-
ness, a carelessness and disdain, which I am utterly at a
loss to explain. No solicitude, no benevolence, and no
pity, I may say, for the population who are colonizing
these distant regions, amid al the kinds of difficulties and
hardships which they undergo in making this country rich,
by their being great consumers of the products of the
manufacturers. Tbis I can explin in oniy one of two ways:
either w-e are thought by the Government to be an inferior
people inbabiting an inferior country, and that anything is
good cnough for us; or else, the Government is roturning
to the old ideas of centralization-ideas which, if carried out,
will be fatal to this country, which increases its population,
only in the vast regions which lie at its extremities on the
north, south, east and west. No pity for them!1 They
must be worked and have nothing. No railways, no general
improvements, not even a good administration of justice. But,
Sir, the measure is full, and it overflows. The people are dis-
contented. I will here read extracts from letters written to
me in 1878, by leading gentlemen in the county, which
demonstrato that ourgrounds of complaint are not exagger-
ated The first is as follows:-

"The Judge came here to bold the January term, which has been
appointed by proclamation to last from the 23rd to the 29th, inclusive;
but, although there were several cases fixed for to-day-the 25th-anr
witnesses summonel in these cases trom Cape Rosier, Grithn Cove, and
Newport, the Judge closed the terrm on the 24th, in spite of the objec-
tions of the lawyers, and went away immediateiy. The reasous given
were, that the cases were not important enough-being suits for from $20
to $30-and that there were more important cases to judge, viz: Kam-
ouraska election case, and the Quebec term, which he had to attend at
Quebec. Now, I do not know what you w-il think of these reasons, but
the people of Gaspé did not find them very satisfactory."

Tho second is as follows:-
"The Judge receives a salary to act as a Judge; he either neglects to

fulfil bis duties or the Government gives him instruction to neglect bis
duties as Judge at Gaspé, to transfer them to Quebec, and tbis causes an
additional expense to the country, while it is a refusal of justice to the
people of Gaspé. As for me, I have important cases connected with the
settlement of a succession which I cannot enter inte Court, because I
can never be sure of the presence of the Judge at any term, and I do not
like the unnecessary expenses to commence pleading before a Judge who
is in such great ha4te to return to Quebec or Montreal, and is liable to
be replaced at the next term by another Judge before whom 1 would have
to begn my pleadings anew."

The third is as follows:-
"The term was fixed for the 23rd. The Judge sat for two days, and

closed ibe proceedings on the 24th, without having done anything. Mr.
8t. Croix, from Jersey, Channel Islands, doing business at Fox River,
had to romain in the county all winter to follow bis case for this term,
but his case has again been deferred. Witnesses had come from New-
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port, Fox River and Griffin Cove, but aIl that for nothing, as the Judge
ad gone before he arrived, and all the expenses of these witnesses fel

on the poor clients. The fact is, many persons are afraid to proceed in
Court, on account of the shameful and uncertain manner in which the
terms are held The Judge said he had to go and hold the February
term at Quebec, and attend to some election case at Kamouraska. The
witnesses that had been summoned arrived yesterday and this morning
-the 24th and 25th-and I do not believe that they will praise much
the administration ofjustice when they will have returned home. They
find that, since the Government will not give us a resident Judge, the
least we can expect is that, when a Judge comes down, he ought to hold
the term to the end, or at least hear the cases fixed for the term, and in
which the witnesses who are summoned, and who live at gret distances
from the chief town, were on their way to the Court. The people donot
go to law, because they are never sure to have a Judge when the term
comes, and that is the reason why there are so few cases on the roll."

One can judge, from these extracts, of the unfortunate position
in which the people of Gaspé are placed, as regards the
administration of justice. But the position of the people of
the Magdalen Islands is still worse. Suppose an inhabitant
of the Magdalen Islands has a case before the Court at Percé,
he consults the Court Calendar and sees that the terms are
fixed to certain dates. He leaves his home and embarks on
board the steamer for Pictou, distant 120 miles, and from
Pictou to Percé 370 miles, making the distance travelled to
reach Percé 490 miles. He las arrived at Percé, where lie
is liable, under the present system, to find the Judge absent
or away; he returns home, another 490 miles, making in all
980 miles travelled, and at an expense of from $50 to $60 ;
added to which is his disappointment at finding no Court
and damage to his case and his business, a process liable
to be repeated many times over. I have proved, by
these extracts, that the administration of justice
in the county of Gaspé has been faulty to say the
least. Many people believe that the county of Gaspé and
its population are small and insignificant, and that there is
no progress in that part of the country. I will read a few
statisties to show that the county of Gaspé, notwithstanding
the bad administration of justice, and notwithstanding that
the Government has never done much for it, has increased
in population as much as any other part of the country.
The county of Gaspé is 4,584 square miles in extent, or
2,933,760 acres, while Prince Edward Island is 2,133 square
miles in extent, or I,365,400 acres, showing that Gaspé is
twice as large as Prince Edward Island. The county of
Bonaventure is 3,465 square miles in extent, or 2,217,600
acres, one-half as large again as Prince Edward Island. We
find that the population of Gaspé, by the Census of 1871 was
18,729, and by the Census of 1881, 25,001, an increase of 33
per cent. The population of Bonaventure, in 1871, was
15,92i, and, in r881, 18,908. Rim->uski had a population of
27,418 in 1871 and has increased to 33,791 in 1881. The
three counties of Gaspé, Bonaventure and Rimouski, inî
1871, had a population of 62,070, while in 1881 they have
a population of 77,700, so that the increase of population in
these three counties in ten years las been 15,630. Now,
let us compare this with the increase of population in Prince
Edward Islani, which las a Governor, a Legislature, a
bench of six Judges, a railroad, and many other things
which go to make up a country. According to the
Census of 1871 the population of Prince Edward Island was
94,021, and according to the last Census, 10ei,891, showing
aun increase of only 14,870, against an increase of 15,630 in
Gaspé. - This shows that Gaspé must have resources which
have not been credited to it; and remember, that no
immigration'from Scotland, England, Ireland, Germany or
France has occurred during the last thirty years that I have
been there, to that;country. It has increased of its own
blood. Let us also compare it with Cape Breton. In 1871,
the population'of Cape Breton was 75,483, while in 1881 it
was 84,500, an: increase of 9,017. These comparisons
which I have made, without any idea of belittling Prince
Edward Island oriCape Breton, show that Gaspé is of suffi-Ç
cient importance to deserve more attention and solicitudeI
on the part of the Goverument. Let them give us one-tenth

Mr. FoRTN.

e of the consideration they give the west, and we will be con-
tented. While I am speaking of judicial decentralization,
I must say a word on the principle of decentralization itself.
The principle of decentralization is the principle of a free
country, the principle of a free man, the principle which
people want to have established when they emigrate from one
country to another, while the opposite principle, that of
centralization, which is doing so much harm in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, seeks to control everything directly from
a common centre. Such a system tends to make the

t resident in the country like an inhabitant of the town, and
subservient to him and to crush out thereby the liberty
and spirit of the people. I am in favor of decentrali-
zation. Although I was educated in a city-and possibly if I
had continued to live there I would have held their ideas-I
changed my views when I went to reside in Gaspé,
for I found that the French idea of centralization was wrong
and the English idea of decentralization was right. Why
should we oblige the people of Gaspé to go to Quebec for
everything ? Gaspésia possesses natural resources such as
would make a country. It is larger than many of the
kingdoms of Europe, and if increased judicial and other
advantages had been afforded, the increase of the population
would not be 15,000 only, but 50,000. Providence has
done a great deal for that portion of the country, although
there were some drawbacks, such as the climate and
its remoteness from the great centres of commerce. Its
resources are manifold and extensive, but alluding to the
fisheries alone, I may say that, there were left last year,
on the beach, millions of pounds of cod-fish refuse which, if
skilled industry had been developed there, might baie been
converted into valuable, fertilizing substances which would
have brought a great deal of money. What I ask on
behalf of Gaspé is, thit its peoplo be afforded what was pro-
mised them by the Conservative and by the Liberal parties
respectively. Whatwe want is decentralization; we wantthe
right to live as independent mon, and not be compelled to go
to Quebec in order to obtain what we should have at home.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD There can be no objec-
tion to grant all those reports and documents respect-
ing the appointment of a Judge for the county of Gaspé
and the system of' judicial decentralization in Canada. Of
course any confidential communication mut be excluded of
necessity. Mr. Speaker, there can be no objection to this
resolution being passed. I must admit that the hon.
member for Gaspé bas a rightful claim to what ho asks.
Gaspé has the same right as any other portion of Quebec
to have a resident Judge. From a series of circumstances, 1
do not know how it happened, either the Governmonts of
1872, of 1814, or 188t have not been able to secure a rosi-
dent Judge in the full sense of the term. I think, however,
that the view enunciated by the hon. member must be car-
ried out, that in any appointment made as Judge of Gaspé
it shall be made a condition that he shall reside there, and
that ho should not consider he had satisfied his duty by
visiting the county occasionally when his services were
required. That part of the Province of Quebec bas, as
I have said, the same right as any other part to have a
resident Judge, so that lawyers and other persons eau apply
for sunmary procedure and conduct general business with-
out being compelled to go either to Montreal or Quebec or
elsewhere for the purpose of receiving the Judge's decision.
I can assure my bon. friend that we fully understand the
difficulties of the case, and we will see that the evil shall be
remedied as far as it can be remedied, and that it shail be
an understanding, if a Judge is appointed, that he shall be a
resident Judge, and if he dues not carry that out it shallh be
a sufficient cause for a motion in both Houses of Parliament
to remove him. Perhaps, as my hon. friend is the great
telegraphic authority in this country, he may think that by
establishing telephonie or telegraphic communication, we
may make a compromise, but unless ho holds that opinion
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we wIl endeavor to insist on having a resident Judge for views of some of the eminent members of the Bar, the sys-
Gaspé. tom is a credit to the Province of Quebec, and ought to be

Mr. MACKIENZIE. My recollection is that when the preserved; but the people will require to keop their eyes
late Judge was appointed, ho was appointed on the distin t open, or it may ultimately be taken from them.
understanding that ho would reside there. I also recollect Mr. MOUSSEAU. Last Session we had a very longthat he at first declhned the appointment on those debate on this same question, in which the hon. leader ofterms, but afterwards accepted. I was not aware until the Opposition made a very long and effective speech
very lately that he was not residig inthe district. It is against the system of administration of justice in ourunfortunate that such is the case, but I am quite sure the Province. One of his great points was, that the countrylate Government did everytluing in tbcir power. Judges wero becoming useless and ought to be transferred

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am quite sure also. to the cities. I strongly protested against that at the time,
Mr. M ACKENZIE. I am sorry that, after the hon. gen- and am glad that the hon. member for Quebec East, and the

tleman has shown what the products of Gaspé are, there hon. member for Shefford, came to my support against tho
should ho any desire manifested to live out of a district policy of their hon. leader.
where mon grow so stout and strong as its representative in Mr. LAURIER. I am aware that the bon. member
thie flouse, for West Durham was opposed to having courts without

Mr. LAURIER. The answer of the First Minister to Judges, and referred to the system of Ontario, where there
the hon. member is very satisfactory, as regards the wants are no courts without resident Judges, who are called County
of the district of Gaspé, but I propose to call the attention Court Judges.
of the Premier to the fact that there are many other dis- Mr. MOUSSEAU. I recollect well what took place.tricts in the Province of Quebec which have suffered just as The bon. leader of the Opposition made a regular indict-severely as Gaspé. Thore are districts which have had ment against our Judges in Quebec, but to-day our cause isJudges appointed to serve in the locality, and yet who roside vindicated by the hon. members who have just spoken.in Quebec and Montreal. I do not want to specially blame
the Governments any more than the Judges, because I know Mr. HUNTINGTON. I remember quite well the sense
the tendency of centralization, to which the hon. member of the hon. member for Durham's remarks, and felt that
for Gaspé bas roferred, exists very gencral[v in those cities, they had been misunderstood by the hon. Minister at the
and persistent efforts are made to retain the Judges, who time he made his reply.
should reside in outside districts, to remain in Quebec and Motion agreed to.Montreal, in order that the Bench there may avaîl them-
selves of their services. I understand, from the language FERRIES BET WEEN CANA DAIAND UNITED STA T ES.of the Premier, that he agrees with the proposi-
tion laid down by the member for Gaspé, that Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for a return of all
Judges who are appointed to administer justice Orders in Council regulating ferries between points in Canada
in particular districts, shall reside in those districts. and the United States, together with ail correspondence as
I would particularly call the attention of the Government to the regulations affecting such ferries, said : The
to the fact that the law is not enforced in this respect, and legislation with regard to the ferries on the frontier, to
this with the tolerance of the Government. It cannot be which my attention has been called, seems te be very con-
questioned that the rural districts largely suffer from the fused. By 20 Victoria, chapter 7, it is enacted : that in
absence of the Judges The duties of Julges are not con- order to encourage international ferries and in the interest
finect simply to the Court 11ouse, and it is a sericus griev- of commerce, it is essential to place the control and manage-
ance on outside districts that, when a Judge is required to ment of these ferries in the bands of the municip>alities
administer tbb law at any time, he should be absent. I have interested ; and it was with thi3 oblect, apparenty, that by
nO intention to criticize the Government, becýause I know the same statute the license is dir'ected to be, ii ail cases
that pressure has been brought on it to aulow this state of affecting the international ferries, granted to the munici-
things to exist, but I simply call the attenion of he Gev- pality. But, both before and subsequent to the j assing of
ernment to it. this statute, the power to regulate was g iven te hc

Sir JOHIN A. 1ACDONALD. We have heard no com-Governor in Council; so we have one authority managin
plaints from any other portion exce1pt Ga4pé. and another regulating.Under these circumstances, its mín-

Mr cult to settle what each was intended to do. By the Confe-
buI Id, d not filei any complaint with the deration Act this power was retained exclusively for the

thGverument,b Dominion Government, but no action appears to have been
ngs which exist. taken. We find Orders in Council affecting inter-provincial

Mr. UNTINGTON. Not o-ni' does the state of things ferries published with the Dominion Statutes of 1877 78-79,whih xis san inth w Ytapeecdcnrli- but I can find no Order in Council affecting internationalIllicb cxist stand in the wcy of bat perfect decentraliza-f
tion that Sir George Cartier adU ii view, but thereferiies. By the Dominion Act 33 Victoria, chapter 35, allSa disposit among section Lowr such international ferries are made exclusively subject to the
Canadato abolish the present systen altogether, Parliament of Canada, and the 5th section of that Act
and bring about a system of centralization by hav- authorizes the Governor in Council to make such regulationsing ail the Judges reside in clties. Sit George Car- as ho may deem expedient fer various purposes connected
tier was only induced to take the stcp he toock in establishing with such ferries,such as establishing their extent and limit,
the present system after a great deal of agitation in Lower defining the conditions under which licenses may be
Canada. The system ofdecentralization was one imposed granted, determining cthe size and description of the vesselsn hi almost unanimously bythe people of Lower Canada, to be used, fixing the tols which should ho chargred, bhof there is danger now of our taking the retrograde step times and hours of crossing, and imposing penalties for the
I en ra zg judicialinfluences in the cities. The matter breach of such regulations. It would appear from this that
O.pine hands of the people, and unless they make their all such ferries, since Confederation, are subject to regulationsthmOn feltto-day they may find themselves deprived of to be approved by the Dominion Government, and that the
hm great boon, which was regarded as one of the most municipalities shall stand in the Position of lessees, whose

tnPiortant reforms, and be again obliged to resort to agita- mnases have not expired and are only empowered to sublet,
ilrder to secu.re its renewal. Whatever may be the being deprived of all authority for enforcingregulations for
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the conduct of such ferries. This is a matter seriously
affecting my constituency as well as the weetern frontier,
at such points as Sarnia, Windsor, Sandwich and Amherst-
berg, and also at Kingston, Brockville and Prescott on
the St. Lawrence. It is very desirable that the Government
should deal with this matter, and that sucb regulations
should be put in force by the Governor in Council as would
meet the necessities of the several municipalities interested.
At Windsor we have a very suporior lino of iron ferry
boats, running constantly between that port and Detroit,
from six in the morning until midnight, and carrying a
large number of passengers, and a great quantity of freight.
It seems to me that it is the duty of tho Government to
deal with this matter without further delay. The munici-
pal authorities should have full powei- given them to regu-
late and control these ferries, and also to enforce the penal-
ties against them for any breach of the conditions of their
licenses. It is now nearly twelve years since the passing
of the Act referred to. So far, it seems to me to have been
inoperative, and should any litigation arise it is doubtful
whether a municipality could enforce its authority against
the owners of the ferries. I hope the matter will receive
the immediate attention of the Government.

Motion agreed to.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RAILWAY RATES.

Mr. MUTTART moved for a statement showing lists
of articles on which freight rates had been lowered,
with amount of reduction, on the Prince Edward Island
Railway, since the year 1878; aiso, copies of all corres-
pondence relating to further lowering of rates,
including passenger fares charged on said railway.
Ie said: In making this motion, I rrav say that, on a
former occasion, during the Session of 1860, I introduced a
motion somewhat similar to the one now submitted. At
that time I ventured to assert thatI believed, if freight rates
were lowered on the Prince Edward Island Railway, on
certain articles, especially agricultural produce, it would not
only prove a great advantage and convenience to the people,
but would also be a source of constantly increased revenue
to the Government. Since then a small reduction bas been
effected in the Tariff rates on some articles. And what has
been the result? In the report of the Minister of Raiîways,
laid before Parliament the other day, we are told, by the
superintendent of the Prince Edward Isiand Railway, that
"vory considerable reductions were made in freight
rates during the yenr, notably on potatocs and on goods
ex steamer Northern Light, nevertheless, the earrings have
shown an increase." This is just the result that was antici-
pated. But, apart from the subject of the lowering of rates
leading, in certain cases, to increased business, and conse-
quently increased receipts, the people of the Island have a
right to special consideration in the management of their
railway. The Isiand is essentially agricultural. and, there-
fore, the first consideration should be to afiord the utmost
facilities to the farmers in transporting their produce to
market. The Island Railway, it will be remembered, is a
local road not connecting directly with the railway system
of the mainland. Being a surface road, it is by no means a
straight one. Consequently, a great distance is travelled in
getting from one point to another than if there were fewer
curvatures. Farmers are, thereforo, charged, in having
their produce carried by rail, for greater mileage than they
would otherwise be if tbe road were straig btcr. Then again,
the road only cost about $16,000 per mile. These. and
various other reasons, might be urged in favor of stilli
further reducing freight rates on this road. As regards
passenger tariffs on the Island Railway, I certainly think
the rates should be lowered. Instead of charging 3 cents
per mile, as at present, for first class passenger fare, the
charge should be only 2 cents a mile, and return second

Mr. PATTEUSON Essex).

class tickets should be given, as in the case of first class
return tickets. I feel confident that, if the passenger rates
were lowered as I have indicated, that the next year's report
of the superintendent would be able to say, in regard to
passengers, what ho bas this year stated regarding the result
of lowering offreight rates. During the rocess, tho hon. Min-
ister of Railways, in his official capacity, inspected our
Island Railway, and I hope, from bis personal knowledge
of the road and of the exceptional requirements of the people
of the Island, he will endeavor to carry out their wisbes in
this respect, by lowering botb the freight and passenger
rates on the Prince Edward Island Railway.

Mr. HACKETT. In rising to second the motion of my
hon. friend, I desire to say that this question of lowering the
rates on the Island Railway is one of great importance to
tbe wbole Island. As is well known, and as my hon. friend
has stated, the Island Railway.cost but a small amount of
money in its construction. The people of the Island had
began the construction of the railway before the Island en-
tered the Confederation, and it was intended that the road
sbould be a narrow gauge railway, a surface road, that many
curves would be allowed, that the cost of construction would
small, and that consequently freight and passenger rates be
over that road would also be small. Unfortunately, however,
the Local Governnent had the fixing of the rates before the
Island entered Confederation, after which the Dominion
Government assumed the responsibility of running the
whole of the road, and of fixing the rates the same as those
charged on the Intercolonial Railway. This was considered
by the people as very unjust, for the reason I bave already
stated, because the rates are very much greater on the
Intercolonial Railway. There are many short curves on
that road, and, fixing the rates on ihe Island road according
to mileage, is very much in excess of what it would be on
the Intercolonial Railway. This matter was brought to the
notice of the Governmernt in 1880, and I am glad to find that
the hon. gentleman who now administers the Department of
Railways has thought proper to make a reduction on the
carriage of certain articles. The peolie of the Island
are principally agriculturists, and the commodities which
they require to send to market are of a bulky and weighty
nature, having no very great value. The principal
products of the Island are oats and potatoes. These cannot
be conveyed over the rond at present for more than fifty
miles, because it is quite impossible for the farmers to sell
their commodities at sufficient prices to enable them to pay
the freight of their commodities over more thian fifty miles
of the railway. It is a well known fact that the fall season
on the Island is very'short, and that the harbors, with tho
exception of one or two, close very early, and it is of great
importance that the people should move their produce
during that short season. To do this they sbould be
allowed to move them to the furthest point, 100 or 200 miles
over the railway, but on account of the very high rates
charged they aie not able te send them more than fifty
miles. The consequence is, that many of the products of
the Island remain in the hands of the farmers and traders,
and they send them by water in the spring. This is a
matter that should be considered by the Government.
Tho Island Railway bas to compote with water, and
carriage by water is much the cheaper, for no part of tho
Island is more than seventy miles from the
water. The Govcrnment should low'er the rates on theso
articles so that the farmers can send them over the whole
length of the railway, particularly in the fail. With regard
to the articles on which rates have been lowered, I have
figures to show that an increase has taken place in the
transportation of those articles as well as in the revenue.
In 1880, when this matter was brought before Parliament,
only 34,699 tons of potatoes and roots were sent over the
railway. In 1881, atter a reduction had bcen made by the
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hon. Minister, the very large quantity of 105,223 tons were
sent over the road, being an increase of about 70,000 tons.
Although the lowering of the rates was an experiment, stili
the revenue to the Government was increased by about
$1,000 on that one item alone. Thon, with regard to sawn
lumber. Although lumber was not one of the commodities
of the Island, still a very large quantity is sent over the
railway. I was in conversation with a gentleman last'
summer who owns a large saw mill, and he told me that
last year, for the first time in tho history of the railway, ho
was able, in consequence of the lowering of the rates, to send
his lumber 100 miles. I find that, in 1880, only 1,589,412
feet of sawn lumber were sent over the railway ;
whilo in 1881, in consequence of the reduction in
rates made by the hon. Minister, there were sen',
over the railway 2,901,314 feet, or an increase of
over 1,000,000 feet of lumber, giving an increased revenue
to the Government of about $1,000 upon that item. Then,
with regard to cordage and tan-bark : in 1880, 1,498 cords
were sent over the oad, but in 1881 an increase of 500
cords had taken place, giving an increased revenue of $400 or
$500, thus establishing clearly the success ot the experi-
ment of lowering the rates, which would justify the Minis-
ter in making a still further reduction in the rates for other
articles. The principal commodity of the Island is oats.
The farmers almost exclusively raise oats, and these have
to be sent over the railway late in the fall; but from 1880
down to the present time I regret to say that no reduction
has been made in the rate for the carriage of oats. Last
fall an attempt was made to increase the rates over a short
distance of the railway, and I find that, notwitbstanding
the great increase of prosperity which has taken place, the
quantity of oats carried over the railway has largely fallen
off. In 1880, 575,441 bushels of oats were sent over the
railway; in 1881, 412,526 bushels were sent over the road,
showing a falling off of over 100,000 bushels, while other
articles, notably rots, potatoes, lumber and cordage, bave
largely increased. This shows clearly that the farmers of
dhe country are not able to send their oats over the railway
with profit to themselves in consequence of the high
rate, and, therefore, they resort to navigation. In
1880, the revenue arising from the carriage of oats
was 812,422.64; in 1881, the revenue was$8,.89.02, show-
ing a falling off of $4,000 on that item alone. These facts
show the necessity of a further reduction of the rates on
oats. ln fact, we cannot send oats over that railway with
any profit for a distance of more than twelve miles. I
think it is most important, not only to the people of the
Island, but to the Government, to lower the rates. This
Will increase the revenue, undoubtedly, as has been clearly
shown by the articles experimented upon. With regard
to the carriage of passengers over the railway, I may say
that the accommodation is of very poor description. The
railway being a narrow gauge, the cars are quite contracted,
and there is not sufficient room even for two passengers on
each seat. Still we are charged on that piece of rail-
way the same rates as are charged on the Intercolonial
Railway. It is well known to all that, with steel
rails and a solid road-bed, passengers are carried
quite smoothly over the Intorcolonial Railway ; but
On account of the sharp curves and steep grades on the
Island Railway, passengers are very much shaken up and
disturbed, and it is not very good for the health. I trust,
therefore, that the Government will view this matter as 1do, and will make such reductions in the passenger rates as i
will meet the views of the Island people. I think the'
resuIt of the experiment already tried in lowering froight
rates will justify the Minister in rnaking further reductions.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is, of course, no objec-tion to this motion, and the papers moved for by the hon.
gentleman wili, as a matter of course, be brought down.

The bubject of this motion will receive the careful con-
sideration of the Government. I will be only too glad to
find that, by reducing still further the rates on the Island
Railway, the net results will be improved. If that can be
shown, and if there is good reason to believe that by a reduc-
tion in the rates we can improvo the net results, which I
regret to say are still very unfavorable, it will be a matter
of very great pleasure to me to recommend such a redue-
tion. But it is a well known fact that the people of Prince
Edward Island have perhaps a larger amount of railway
accommodation in proportion to the population than any
other people in the world. It is equally weli known that it
costs a large sum of money to give those railway facilities
to the people of Prince Edward Island, and regardless alto-
gether of' the cost of the work, the opevating expenses of
the railway on the Island are still very largely in excess of
the entire income. Still, of course, I believe the hon. gen-
tleman is correct in saying that the reduction which has
been made, has had the effect of decreasing the very large
margin that previously existed between revenue and ex-
penditure, and if it were found that by further reductions
we could still more decrease the disparity between revenue
and expenditure, I shall bo only too glad to effect an im-
provement in the operations of the road by a measure of that
kind.

Motion agreed to.

ADMINISTRATOR OF TUE GOVERNMENT.

Mr. KILLAMé moved for copies of all correspondence,
telegrams and cablegrams between the Govern ment and any
person or persons, and of any correspondence, telegrams
and cablegrams botween any persons, the originals or copies
of which may bc in possession of the Government, and of all
Orders in Council, and of any documents or papers in pos-
session of the Government relating to the appointment, or
proposed appointment of an Administrator of the Govern-
ment, or of a Deputy Govornor, to act during His Excel-
lency's absence from the Dominion in November last. He
said: In moving for this correspondence, I am not charging
the Government, as I might have done, with any dereliction
of duty, or with any assumption of prerogative that does not
belong to them. But I think it would be interesting to the
public, and to members of this House, to know what took
place last autumn, when His Excellency was about leaving
tor Europe, and the manner in which the gentleman on the
Treasury bonches treated him, compeliing his remaining in
the country for a fortnight. The reports which appeared
in the press of the country in relation to the matter, are
interesting, and are sucli as to excite the curiosity of
any one who cares to look into the matter. I am
not bringing the question up out of an idle spirit of
enquiry, but simply to stato the principle, that I do not
think it is a proper thing for the Government of this country
to assume powers which, I think, hon. gentlemen opposite
assumed in this matter. If, however, they are clear of
blame, the correspondence will, of course, show that fact
distinctly. About the 20th of October last it was announced
that His Excellency was about leaving on a visit to the
Mother Country, and that a meeting of Council was to be
held for the purpose of appointing an Administrator. On
the next day it was announced that His Excellency was
unwell, which we all regretted to hear, and unable to leave,
as ho had intended. This was officially contradicted,and it was
stated that the matter had been entirely arranged, and that
ho was going on the next Friday. We heard soon after that
his departure was still further delayed, that ho would not
leave for two woeks, and that General MacDougall was to
corne to this country to act as Governor. Now the letters
patent are perfectly plain, and it seoms odd that such
occurrences should have taken place as those to which Irefer.
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We have a system of government which may be imperfect in
itself, but which, it is clear, cannot at all be misunderstood.
lion. gentlemen opposite seem to have misunderstood it en-
tirely. I do not say they did; I do not charge them with
having donc so; but I think they did, and that they at-
tempted themselves to appoint an Administrator of the
Government, practically to appoint their master, and in
circumstances in which he migbt be their servant. I be-
lieve, with some others, that we live under a very good
constitution; that we are well off in this country ; that our
system is a good oie, and that while we have a Governor
General appointed by the home authorities we are as
happily situated perhaps as some republican countries
which have the privilege of electing their own Presi-
dents or Governors. There are those who, like my hon.
friend from Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos), think that we
mîight grow our own Governors General, but while we
are living uider tis constitution I think those who
profess to enjoy the confidence of the people should
observe the system under which they live, and should
loyally carry out its provisions in letter as well as in spirit.
I do not think that bon. gentlemen opposite did so on
the occasion to which I refer, and I believe that if the cor-
respondence is brought down it will show that they placed
themselves in a wrong position. I believe, with the hon.
member for Victoria, that it is a proper thing for the people
of this country to cousider whether or not we should have
greater privileges in this way, and I think the hon. mem-
ber for Gaspé çMr. Fortin), who I regret to sec is not in
his seat, would agree with me in any steps we might take
in the direction of securing additional liberties ofthat kind.
I do not think, however, that it is proper for the Govern-
ment of this country to assume the right to appoint their
Governor General as hon. gentlemen opposite did on the
occasion to which the motion refers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are no papers, and
therefore we cannot bring any down.

Mr. KILLAM. Does the hon. gentleman deny that there
was any correspondence on the subject with England, and
tiat they were informed by the home Government that
they could not take the course they proposed to take in
relation to the appointment of an Administrator in Iis
Excellency's absence ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I do.
Motion negatived on division.

REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF FISIIERIES, BRITISHi
COLUMBIA.

Mr. DECOSMOS, in moving for the report of the Inspec-
tor of Fisheries for British Columbia for the calendar year,
1881, said: I understand that such a report has been
received at the Department here, and as it contains import-
nnt recommenda' ions bearing upon the fisberies of British
Columbia, I think it very desirable that it should be laid
before the House at an early day, and afterwards referred
to the Printing Committee, so that it may be printed
and distributed among the members. The hon. Finance
Minister, the other day, alluded to the take of the fish of
Canada as amounting to $6,000,000. I have private infor-
mation that the take otfthe fish and fur-bearing animais
taken fi om the sea in British Columbia amounted last year
to $ i,500,00. At the eastern side of the continent some
$80.000 or $90,000, I believe, are spent for the protection of 1
the fsheries and for fish-breeding purposes, while at the1
western end of the Dominion some $2,000 or $3,000 only
were spent last year. Without going into the necessity for
spending a larger sum of money, I will at this time simply
move for the return.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. KILLAM.

SHIPPING DISASTERS IN INLAND WATERS.

Mr. SPROULE moved for a return showing the name
and number of all bouts or sailing vessels lost on Canadian
inland waters, since 1870, with the value of property, the
number of lives lost, and the known or supposed causes of
the losses. IIe said: I move for this return in order to
bring before the Government aid the country the subject of
the great annual loss of life and property in our inland
waters, with the hope tiat something may be devised to
prevent these disasters. Year nfter year some very
extensive losses are chroriciled. in 1879, thei Vaubuno,
which ran from Collingwood to Parry Sonnd, was lost, with
all the passengers and crew ; and it the litigation which
tock place in connection with the loss of that steamer, the
f act was brougt out that she was ailowed to go to sea in an
entirely unseaworthy condition. If the Act regulating the
appointmeit of inspectors reqtuires th inspecor to examine
the hulls of boats as well as theîenines, probably a large
portion of the loss of lifc and property ight be avoided.
The Chairmnan of the Loard of Steamboat Inspection, in bis
last report, says:

"The loss of the steamer WJaubuno on the 22nd of November last
year, with ail on board, led to the recommendation by me of tue ap-
pointment of an inspector of bulis of steam vessels, such person to have
suDervision over their seaworthiness as well as over their construction.
The loss of two steamers this year under, as far as we eau judge, like
circumstances, and about the same time of the year, the one on the 6th
and the other on the 24th of November, drawd attention again to the
importance of st.ch an appointment."

The propellor Zealand, one of the vesels alluded to, was
lost off Long, Point, Laike Ontario, with all on board. The
propellor Smocoe was lost on the 24th of November, off
Manitoulin Isiand, Lake Iluron, on her way from Chicago,
and twelve of the crew were lost. On the 24th May, 1881,
the steamer Victoria was lost on the Thames. Those per-
sons who had the privilege of being at all acquainted with
the nature of the circumstances and who examtined the hull
afterwards, came to the conclusion that the loss was very
largely due to the imperfect way in which the boat was
built ; and if inspectors were appointed with instructions
to examine the construction of boats, not only their
boilers but also their bulls and every part of them.
and have sorme superin tende e over their loading,
many calamities would be averted. It is a well-
known fact that, although the boiler of the boat might be
all that could be desired, the strength of the boat must be
measured by its weakest plank. In many of the other
cases we have this result, and that when an examination
was made it was found that vessels bad been allowed to go
to sea witbout proper protection to life, in the shape of
life-boafs, and had the inspection gone far enough this fact
would have been disclosed. In regard to the Waubuno, wit-
nesses had declared that some of its planks were rotten.
On the 24th November last, the steamer Jane Millar was
lost while proceeding froma Beaverton, on the Georgian
Bay, towards Manitoulin. In that instance it appeared that
the disaster occurred owing to the vessel being overloaded
on the top deck, having a large amount of water in the
hull, and no ballast in the bottom to steady the boat. If
inspectors were instructed to sec that vessels were properly
loaded, a large saving of life and property would annually
be secured. After obtaining the returns for which I ask
in this motion -- and I desire to obtain them at an early
day-I propose to again bring the subject before the atten-
tion of the Government, and offer, if possible, some sugges-
tions as to wbat i emedies ought to be devised for tie pur-
pose of preventing these annual losses. When the Govern-
ment's attention has been called two or three years suc-
cessively to these disasters, it is high time some steps were
taken to amend the Steamboat Act, so that inspectors
should be appointed, not only to inspect the boilers ofves-
sels, but their hulls likewise; that inspectora' visits should
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be made more than once a year. as is the present practice;
that a certificate should be given to vesseis allowing them
to run up to a certain time in the fall if they were properly
equipped ; that a fine be imposed on masters for allowing
a larger number of persons on board than was consistent
with safety; and that vessels, when lcaving port, should
le properly equipped with life-boats and life-saving op-
paratus.

Mr. LANE. In seconding this motion I desire to remind
the House that last Session I moved that an investigation
should be hold into the loss of the steamer WVaubuno. It was
late in the Session when I proposed my resolution, and
nothing was donc. Of course an objection could bc taken to
my proposai, on the ground that it referred to a matter in
litigation; at the same time I could not see any reason why
an investigation should not be held, notwithstanding the
fact that the matter was hefore the courts of law. This year
we have had another disaster, occurring very near the port
where 1 reside on Georgian Bay, in which about thirty lives
were lost. Every y-car disasters, more or less numerous,
take place on Georgian Bay, and I am fully satisfied that if
the matter is properly looked into by the Govcrnment they
may, to a large extent, be averted. It is the gencral impres-
sion that the Jane Xillar was lost last fall simply because
she was constructed on improper principles, added to which
was the circumstanýe that she was overloaded. I think it
is advisable that at all lake ports there should be a resident
inspector, whose duty it should be to sec that vessels are
not allowed to leave port except in a proper condition, and
not overloaded. I do not think there is any way of arriving
at the truc reason of these losses unless an investigation is
held, under the auwpiecs of the Government, by conipetent
persons, who will take evidence and nake a thorough
enquiry. It certainly is a very serious matter that every
year we should bave reported unexpected losses-l say
unexpected losses, because there is no reason why the Jane
Millar, for example, should have been lost with twenty lives
on board. The storm in which she went down was not one
which would wreck- a vessel which was in proper condition
to withstand a moderate gale; she was not very far fron
land, not over a quarter of a mile, and we have it on the
evidence that, unless there was something radically wrong,
she would not have been lost, No doubt the Government
will have obscrved the extent of the disasters that have
occurred during the last two years; and to those particular
instances to which attention has been called, will decide that
it is necessnry that the whole question shall b. thoroughly
examined, in order that life may be protected.

Mr. McCALLUM. Of course it is very desirable if the
Steamboat Inspection Act ean b improved, it should be im-
proved; but I can tell the hon. inover of the resolution that.
we have a Steamboat Inspection Act, and I regret very
much he has brought the subject before the Iouse, parti-
cularly in regard to the Vaubuno, because I believe that
matter is yet before the court. I venture to assert, in con-
tradiction to the hon. gentleman, that these very boats of
which ho speaks now were seaworthy. Al the inspection
POssible-and it is desirable we should have all inspection
possible-will not prevent sucb au occurrence taking place
wben a vessel goes out in a beavy sea, and gets caught in a
gale or a heavy snow storm. Instead of the inspectors the
master of the Victoria was to be blamed altogether, because
the accident happened through bis carelessness in allowing
so many people to go on board. The boat bad three times
as many on board as she could safely carry. Had she the
right number, she would have been safe enough. As to the
accident to the Jane Millar at the time she vas
lost a very serious storm was raging. The hon. member
suggested that the captain of a vessel should be fined
when his vessel was not properly loaded. Was not the
captain subject to a penalty right before bis eyes ? Was he

not the proper judge; and if ho went out with an over-
loaded vessel, did he not risk his own life ? Surely that was
penalty enough. I hope the Government will appoint a
proper shipbuilder to inspect hulls. These should be in-
spected as well as the machinery. It may be said the present
inspectors have had the inspection of bulls undei' their
control as well as the inspection of machinery, but the bon.
gentleman may find fault and say the present inspectors are
not qualified to inspect the hulls of vessels. I know that, on
the contrary, they bave succeeded very well so far. If the
hon. gentleman will look at the other side of the water, ho
will find that many vessels bave been lost there the past
season-even new iron boats, through collisions and other
accidents. It i very advisable ve should bave all the
restrictions possible, and do all we ean to save life, but the
loss of life will take place as long as we have men engaged
in that business.

Mr. KILLAM. I take this opportunity to ask the ho!).
Minister of Railways if any material change is proposed in
the system of inspecting steamers in the Maritime Provinces
engaged in ocean navigation as separate from the lakes,
and whether the Bill fer the inspection of inland steamers
is in an advanced state of preparation, so that we may
shortly expect it down ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If my bon. friend will wait
until the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries is in his
place, he will answer the question.

Mr. McCUAIG. I endorse the remarks of the hon. mem-
ber for Welland with reference to the inspection of vessels.
The Government have to rely on the inspectors appointed
by the insurance companics. I am avare the Government
are considering the desirability of appointing some practical
sbipbuilder to inspect the hulls. I have no doubt the
appointment of a man of skill will meet all the wants of the
country in that direction.

Motion agreed to.

DOMINION CANALS TENDERS.
Mr. COSTIGAN moved for copies, Lst, of alil tenders for

the enlargement of' the Weiland Canal, the amournt of each
tender moneyed out, the bill of approximate quantities oi
which tenders have been computed ; the names of all per-
sons to whom contracts have been awarded, specifying
wbether awarded under a call for tenders or not, and, if not,
the bill of quantities and schedule of prices on which such
contracts based ; the date of each contract, the date
when stipulated to be finished, and if finished, the date of its
actual completion; the amount paid each contractor, and
the bill of quantities on which such payments have been
made; and bill of quantities of the work in each case re-
maining unfinshed; the amount and nature of the securities
depositod by each contractor; the names of contractors who
have failed in carrying out their contracts; and amounts of
securities and drawbacks forfeited by each contractor so
failing. 2nd. Copies of all tenders for the enlargement of the
Lachine Canal and the like information in every particular
as is asked above for the enlargement of the Welland Canal.
3rd Copies of all tenders for the enlargement of the
Ottawa River canals, and improvement of its navigation,
and the like information in every particular as is asked
above for the enlargement of the Welland Canal.
4th. Copies of all tenders for the construction of the
Culbute Canal, and the improvement of the navigation of
the Upper Ottawa River, and the like information in every
particular as is asked above for the enlargement of the Wel-
land Canal,

Sir HARLES TUPPER suggested that, as the returns
asked for would entail a vast amount of work, and therefore
probably not be furnished until very late in the Session, the
hon. gentleman should move instead for information in re-
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gard to aiy specific point on which
lightenecd.

-Mr. COSTIGAN askel that tho
stand.

Motion allowed to stand.

ho desired to be en.

motion be alli)Wed to

CLASSIFICATION OFIMPORTS.

Mr. BURPEE moved fir a return of ail circulars, mem-
oranda and instructions issued by the Customs throughout
the Dominion, relating to the interpretation of the several
classes of goods inported and the duties to be levied thor eon
under the Tariff sinco March 14th, 1879, to 1t February,
18S2.

ports but fined the parties because they did not enter the
machinery at other prices than thoso at which they wore
really purchased. I would liko to know when a farmer goes
from Canada to the United States to purchase machinery for
the manufacture of sorghum, what other vailuation can ho
attach than that which he has been called on to pay?
How is ho +to know whether the prices given are too much
or too little-how is ho to fix a valuation except by the
price which he actually paid. He cornes forward and pro-
duces his invoice. lio says: "This is the price I paid
for this article." The !on. genileman says you nust
pay more, and if ho objects to that and the price
is insisted upon ho is subjectcd to a fine. This is the
way the hon. gentleman seeks to encourage skilled agri-
culture in the western portion of the peninsula. I can tell

Mr. BOWELL. I an quite sure ny hon. friend desires a him Ibero is a. great arourit of dissatisfaction ut th
volume of very interesting reading, therefore I suggest that marner in which the law is being adrinistered. I thinl
the time for wlich we should have the returns and memo- I bave with nie th e in some of these cases
randa should cover from the Ist of January, 1874. I think and it is perfetly obvions ihat the spirit of the law, ut ai.
the House will see, and those members who take the trouble events, bas been violated iu the manner in which it is being
to read those papers, that the course pursued in the endeavor adrinistered, nd serions vexations have been causel to a
to equalize the values at which goods should be imported, very considerable nuaiber of the agricultural population.
under the present Government, is much the sa-me as that It being six ocock, tho Spcakcr bit tie Chair.
pursued by the late Government. There may be a slight r
diffience, though I (sunat say it as a fagt, the generfae
impression being in fmvor of ahe present Government, as After Reces .

Iavingheakentdehsures to carryeout its orders, which the
late Government did flot do. Mr. IBOWEVLL. Tite bûn. nienmber for Bo0thwcll (,Ur.

Mr. MILLS. I beliove tha the regulations or aolicy of Milts) perfte thobouse rising madts s orne com aint
thc present Govcrnment, in this matter, bas proved oxtreme- against h administration cf the ( wutoms Depurtmentg
]y unsatisfiicîory. I know miany cases ii which gentie- wich arent justifoedu itherxathe hav or in ce practic
mon have cressel f:-o- t1ils s*ýe of bbc lineb the otljer, te of he administratioou f the agirsicf tuat Depurtent.
1)urehaso what theyeouid îot obtuin in this country, and of The bon. gentleman sad there was great distisfacti n in
their havingentred those go s at t e frices t whieh they the western section cf taetunhryeaeterthoa administr:ion
werebought in the States, The Caston Gouseoff ers of te Customs flpartrent with resl)ect tothe ruuing of
detaine tahem as under-valued. Affiavits have been pro. the value cf articles for duty. He also inforned the u
duced t Ite effele tatha parties freion whom, and the that certain frnit trees, purchsed a a nursery pinte
parties by whornmethos igds were purchased, setting forth ain States by a Mr. ni onoali, in th e cu aty cfaen,
the price actually uaid. But. notwihstanding bheestieny w c refus elntry athe, prices ho peaoi. I acnflot
cf both parties, Ministers bave sent an appraisoer to oix tahpari te saythat such is net the fat. o thepotimry,
higher valuation ae tux te importers for largor suns than ahn aware that nmanchdifeu as grisen inatarri'in i ut a
the goods wre dctuasy weorthodsmetimes compelinch them fir and equitable valuation cf ta tcas of articles
te puy a in besides. I can give sone cases in point the entred for dut . tarises frein rec fut that many of
oivner f a nursery aut Windsor, ur. uougnul, wdsesu.einpg the nurseries in ihe Unit d Statos s tlo oe Canalian par
from some blicht or diseuse thet had atackd his peur trocs,thasers ut a mnur lowcr price than they sel it b hepur-
and ie purchasd in thStates we trocs necessary tecom- chasersdlufthe United Staes. u mayalso ho truc tha t thye
piete pis assrtbnent. Bopurhasdthem ut the prices ut eproduced effidavits te that efieet, and these affidavits may have
whicb they are universally soe ut su anurseries, but tey ben qurte correct as teob terices puid foi the article. But
were revained ut the border until many were worthess, ont Ib abouse will rmuember tai tho has a memb r for Both-
the pieu that many were entered ut a lower price than their well stated-und lie vaus very irticular clath omariner
actual valuation. Another value w as fixed on boint :tnd lntwich ho put bt pintbeformthe c hause-that te
when or. Dougall wrote te the Departmenwof Customs, to treus were enerd eUt tne price ut which the nurseriesa lur-
inform them that the pricas fixed o tacis side were net thoe nibed States sul to ail Canadian purchasers. That is a
at whieh they wdre so St the tnied States, ne regard w s peint we do net dispute. t e aise statd that, ln bh thaseycf
peaidto hm. Ho assure them that the new values attac pod machinery, affdavits iom tire persons who purchased
were higher than those fixed by bhe nursery te purchusers nd wo sord the macheries pi fho Uited States,
ou both sides of' the linoes; but n redress wus obtained. wore prsented te the astom Dopmeernt, stating
Again, many cf tm e farmers in tbe south-wesern peinsuli bhat the price ut whaeyh bt machinry was tenered
have be n makiag experitenDs in the preduetion Cf sorg for duy was bthe price awhih theey hur paid fie

hum and other varieties f sugr cane, and have impeorted itlatheUnited Stat e . That an ntprcarcd t dispute
pans nd other utesils fo m the UJnited States for the manu- w ther. lu bo n dinitrti ao that part fi the Deoart-
lidcture f sugar. But when these articles au macheinerymen afpicaiy fr in bpeson wo prtchser

prcsed were landed ai the Custo lurhse ut duty, we sld that thes articles are soUlnitbe Uaited
Amobrstberg, they alis were detained r on the charg o at States t e preCanadian puhaser, ut a much ew srato
tUe fai-mors had eftered them ut less thn theirsctual than they are sold te he A m acri narchasr; iu enterd
value. n k iow several instances where the bayers have words, articles whieb are sohinbc Inited States,iand fgo
shwn tothe Departient that the pices ut whichothe iat consumpti n la bceIUited Stabos, ar sold ut a higuer
articles were entered were thse actually paid for them, and ratethan the saine isar-ties are sold t the Canadia pur-
affidavits have been produced frcm tUe sellers ln support chser wen te a brought ino uis country. Thvrae are fany

cf this siatenent. Yet t e Minister cf Customs sent an ap- reasons why that is dene-particularly l in the casef
praiser who fixed another value than that cfther anufac- machinery and al tthe manufactures from ir; and lik o
turers, and not enly charged the Customs taxt hi these im- material-in the thnited States. When toy are sold by the

Sir Cuànzjs Tuppzu.

i
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manufacturer for export they receive a drawback, which
reduces the price at which the article is sold in the United
States. In other cases they make special rates for the trade
in Canada, in order to retain the market at the expense
of manufacturers in this country. The argument
of the hon. member for Bothwell is simply this:
That all goods purchased in the United States, or
any foreign market, should be entcred for duty at
the price at which they are purchased. The hon. gentle-
man ought to know, if he does not know, that such is not
the law. le ought to know that in the consolidation of the
Customs Act by his own colleague, the late hon. Minister of
Custons, the case is particularly provided for, and I will
read the two sections of the Act which provide the mode,
and the manner, and the value at which all articles shall be
entered for dty. I an sure if ho lad applid to his late
hon, leader who sits besido him, and more particularly
to his late colleague, who was Mirister of Customs, for their
opinion on that point, he never would have made the
speech he did. If you turn to the 31st clause of the
Customs Act, you will find it rcads as follows:-

" In all cases where any duty is imposed on any goods im-
ported into Canada, ad valorem, or according to the value of such goods,
such value shall be understood to be the fair market value thereof in
the principal markets of the country whence the same were exported
directly to Canada; and every appraiser, and every collector, when
arting as such, shall by all reasonable ways and means in his power,
ascertain the fair market value, as aforesaid, of any goods to be
appraised by him, and estimate and appraise the value for duty of such
goods at the fair market value, as afuresaid." 4

The 32nd clause points out what shall be considered a fair
market value. and reads thus:

" The fair market value for duty, of goods inported into Canada'
shalh be the fair market value of such goods in the usual and ordinary
acceptation of the tern,. at the usual and ordinary credit, and not the
cash value of such goods, except in cases in which the article imported
is by universal usag,-. considered and known to be a cash article, and
so bonâ fide paid for in al trausactions in relation to such article; and
alil invoices representing cash values, except in the special cases herein-
above referred to, shall be subject to such additions as to the Collector
or appraiser of the port at which they are presented may appear just
and reasonable, to bring up the amount to the true and fair market
value, as required by this section."

Now, the onso will sec that, by their own statute, for which
ho himselif is responsible, as a mcmber of the late Cabinet,
the only course that could be pursued in bonestly adinins.
tering that law was to tako everv article which le imported
into this country, and ascrtain whcther the price at which
it is entered for duy is the fair market value in the country
whence it Vas importod directly to Canada. Now, that is
all that the appraiser, the collector, the Commissioner or
myslf-when it was referred to me-Lad ever ruled in mat-
ters of this kind. I know that difficulties have arisen in refer-
ence particularly to fruit trees, and in order to avoid that,
the louse will see, on referring to the proposed changes
which are now befor-e the Iloue, that we have, after a good
deal of consideration and after having compared the nur-
serymen's prices in tho United States with the prices at
vhich they have been eriered fhr duty, we have concluded
5" future to charge a specifie duty, and thereby do away
Vth the difficultices that have arisen in the past in the entry

of that class of goods at a very much lower rate than they
are sold in the United S;ates. The case with machinery
is precisely the saine. I will givo you an illustration upon
this point. I have had locomotive engines imported that
have been entered at a price less tho profit of manufacture,
less the freight of bringing it to the frontier ; and thetn
declared to be the fair-rumaiket value. Now, any one reading
that statute would know that that is not the law, and that
any Customs officer allowing an article to pass which was
entered in that manner, would be doing a gross injustice tothe honest man who was making a fair entry at a fair price.
I thought it advisable that the House and the country, at
least those who do not know what the law is, should have
this Matter placed fully and fairly before them. It is a i

great difficulty-I frankly admit it is one of the greatest
difficulties-in administering the Customs law, to regulate
entries so that one importer shall not have an advantage over
arother importer; and had the law been strictly enforced
from the time of its enactment, as it bas been during the
past thrce years, I do not think we should have had the
difficulties that have arisen during the last two or three
years in particular. Another difficulty that often pre-
sents itself is the fluctuation of the market: articles
may rise in value to-day and fall again in the market in a
month hence. Complaints often arise from the fact that an
importer may have purchased at one time a particular
article and given a certain price for it, while another im-
porter may have purchased the same article two months
afterwards and entered it, and may have paid 10, 20 or 25
per cent. higher. In other cases, the invoices are made
out and the entry made at the pricos which ruled in the
market, perhaps two or three months previous to the time of
the purchase. Then it becomes the duty of the appraiser at
once to raise the face of the invoice, and if hoecau
show that there has been an attempt at fraud, it
becomes bis duty not only to raise the value for duty,
but to impose the penalty whieh is inflicted by the
46th section of the Act. I am surprised that a member of
the late Government, the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills), should have risen in his place and taken excep-
tion to the administration of the law on points of this
kind. If ho had shown any case where the law had been
administered in such away to the injustice of the importer-
that is, by reason of the value of the article being raised
higher than thatat which it is sold in the market in which
it is purchased for home consumption-then he would have
had a case against the Governmenit ; but in all the cases to
which he referred--and I was particular to notice the language
ho used-be stated that the prices at which the goods were
entered for duty were the prices at which they were sold
to all Canadian purchasers. lie did not say to all purchasers,
or that they were sold at the same price to Canadian
purchasers as to the purchasers in the United States for
home consumption ; but, on the contrary, that the
prices at which they were entered were the prices at which
they were sold by the American manufacturers or American
nurserymen to the Canadian purchaser. I have shown
that no other course could have been taken under the law
than tLe one woe have adopted.

Mr. MACKENZIE. My hon. friend tLe member for
Bothwell (Hr. Mills), as well as the hon. member for St.
John (Mr. Burpee), is unfortunately absent.

Mr. BOWELL. That is not our fault.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I know it is not, nor is it the fault

of the hon. gentlemen themselves, and the matter must
come up again on some other motion when these hon. gen-
tlemen will have an opportunity of replying to the remarks
of the Minister of Customs. I nay say, however, that I
understood te hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
to say distinctly that the price at which Mr. Dougall
brought in his fruit trees was the ordinary price charged at
the nurs-ery in Michigan.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, to all Canadian purchasers.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not so understand him.
Mr. BOWELL. I was careful to note his language, and

those were the words he used.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not dispute the hon. gentle-

man's accuracy; but the hon. member for Both well said that
he Lad papers showing the unjust working of the law in
two or three cases, and particularly that in a certain case
-after the goods were appraised at a higLer price than
that at which they were bought in the United States-the
importer was obliged to pay not only the bigher duties, but
a fine besides.
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Mr. BOWELL. That is the law.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not think the law can be so

interpreted.
Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman will read the

46th section of bis own Act, ho will find that th( appraisers
had no option.

Mr. MACKENZIE. If the horn. gentleman will read the
clause he will find it is not open to the construction lie has
placed upon it.

Mr. BOWELL. I will read it for the hon. gentleman,
but before doing so I may tell him that, not only had the
appraiser no option,. but the Minister himself was equally
restricted. This is the clause:

"If, in any case, the actual value for duty on any goods, as finaliy
determined by the appraiser, or the Collector acting as sucb, or under
the next preceding section-

Which, I may say, provides for the appointment of
merchants as experts t, value the goods if the importer
should be dissatisfied with the ordinary appraisement. The
clause proceeds:)

Mr. BOWELL. The importer could say, and could swear
that théy were bought far that price, but no one in his
senses will say that that should be their value for duty.
What the Department would have to do would be to ascer-
tain the fair market value of the goods in the country where
they were purchased and have the entry made accordingly. If
goods are purebased at a sacrifice sale, or if they are a free
gift to the person who imports them, it would be absurd for
him to expect in the one case that the duty would be col-
lected on the price at which the goods were purchased, or
that, in the other, they should be entered free of duty alto-
gether.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Certainly.
Mr. BOWELL. Still that would be the case if the face

of the invoice were taken to determine the value for duty.
Supposing that a man is presented with a-horso at Roches-
ter and that Lis value in Rochester is $100, that would b3
the price at which it would have to be entered for duty,
if it appeared that its value exceeded by 20 per cent. or
more the amount for which it was entered, the importer
would be subject to the penalties of the law.

"l In the case therein mentioned by 20 per centum or more, the value Mr. MACKENZIE That would be a case proving exactiy
for duty as it would appear by the invoice or bill of entry thereof, then, au
in addition to the duty otberwise payable on such goods when properly
valued, there shall be levied and collected upon the same a further entry. I am oaly speaking of cases in which the goods ara
duty equal to one-half of the duty so payable on such goods whenbought il, a legitilnate way, and in a legitimate market, in
properly valued," I

propely vlued" xvich the purcbtaser goes into a wholesale hoase and bays
The last clause, I may say, was an amendment made by at the regalar trade price, and Ildo fot thinl that in such
myself, but I shall read it as it was when the hon. gentle- cases ho >hould bc subjeet 10 the fine.
man passed it:Mr. BOWELL.IEdo. T wopri e shouldbe c n market

"And the value of any goods for duty shall never be appraised atless
than the value for duty as it would appear by the invoice and bill of
entry."

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not undcrstand the clause as
the bon. gentleman understands it. It seems to me that
these proceedings have reference only to fraudulent entries.

Mr. BOWELL. No ; I dco not think so.
Mr. MACKENZIE. It would be impossible that an etry

could be made at al], under the bon. gentleman's interpreta-
tion. The whole reading of the clause shows that the
object is to prevent the making of fraudulent entries.
In the cases referred to by the hon. member for Bothwell,
the ordinary prices were paid and were objected to. The
prices were appraised at a higher value, and not only wa's
the duty pid ait this higher value but a fine was imposed in
addition. What possible protection would there be for the
purchaser, however hîonest, against being fined, if the hon.
gentleman's interpretation of the li w was carried out? It

value in the country where the goods are purchased.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman cited a number
of cases in which the lav was designed to prevent fraud;
but those referred to by the hon. member for Bothwell were
those in which the purchases were made from the first
parties at the regular market prico and in the regular
manner.

Motion agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK.

Mr. ANGLIN, in moving for a return showing the
number of locomotives and cars of ail descriptions, and of
snow ploughs and fiangers, belonging to the Intercolonial
Railroa-d, now undergoing repairs at the several workshops
of the 1ntercolonial Railroad or elsewhere, and the number
of locomotives, cars of ai descriptions, flangers and snow
ploughs belonging to the Intercolonial Railroad awaiting

s quito clear Itiat any person could be fined at the discre- repairs in ay workshops or at any station of Intercolonial
tion of the bhon gentleman or his appraisers. Railroad, or elsewhere, said :-1 tbhought of asking for a

31.BOWLL. Tho memoranda and ordersf tbereturn to cover all rolling stock on the Intercolonial re-
Mr. BOEL. hef meoadaband ore isrom th quiring repair, but I[thought that would be rather unreason-

Deopartment, mroved for yi the late hon, tue Mmiister of onable. My impression is that a very large portion of the
Customs (Mr'. Burpee), wil show that, not only did the hon. cars and other rolling stock now actually in use on the lu-gentlenan's Government so interpret the law, but that they tercolonial requires -considerable repairs. Last year we
carried out that interpretation precisely as I have carried it fund no lss than 21 locomotives iying dl waitig for
ont. l is the interpretation placed upon it by ihe law repairs, in workshops and other places, at the time the hon.
officers of the Crown ; it is the interpretation which bas Minister stated he found it nocessary to hire locomotives-
prevailed since I have been lu the Department, and itbis the of a very inferior description, I believe-of a company inone which, as I an informed, was adopted by those wbo order to do the additional work imposed on the rollingpreceded me. The deductions which the hon gentleman stock by taking over the Riviere du Loup Branch. Thishas drawn are not borne out by the facts. lIe says that no year theb hon. Minister bas been fortunate in not having had
eue eau make an entry under my interprotation o? bbc law'oail a a n elnst o n er yinterprettio tIc pnate l very many severe snow storms, and the rolling stock shouldall that any one has to do i order to avoid the pevalute of be in a very much better condition. It bas had, however,the clause is to make the entry at the fair market value of another year's wear and tear, and I am strongly )f the ira-the goods in the country where they were purchased. Sup- pression, notwithstanding the very favorable report on this
posing an importer goes to the State of New York and buys point given in gencral terms by the Superintendent and
a bankrupt stock at 10 cents on the dollar, does the hon. other officials of the road, that the rolling stock bas suffered
gentleman pretend to say that these goods should be entered very much in the meantime, and very much of it is in ain the Customs of Canada at that rate ? very bad condition. The return will give some insight

Mr. MACKENZIE. Certainly not. J into the actual condition of the rolling stock, and I am of
Mr. MAclMzIE.
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the opinion that somo such information should appear in
the annual report so that it might not be necessary for
any hon. member to move for it.

Sir CEIARLES TUPPER. There is no objection to the
adoption of this motion, but I take objection very strongly
t.o the hon, gentleman giving impressions without having
any data on which to found them. No hon, gentleman has
a right to abuse bis privilege as a member of this House,
to call in question the accuracy of the statements of indepen-
dent and impartial officers, who, in the discharge of their
duty, holding high and responsible and important positions,
place their signatures deliberately to statements laid on the
Table of the House. Until some satisfactory ground is found
for challenging the accuracy of the statements of officers
who have enjoyed the confidence of the late, as well as the
present Government, it is most improper, i think, for any
hon. member to stato that, in his opinion, the reports to
which the officers have appended their names, are false, for
it amounts to that. The hon. gentleman ought not to
make such a statement without possessing some data to
offer to the House. Does ho suppose that a railway
employing 100 locomotives and a corresponding number of
cars for its operations, should not at ail times have a very
large number in shops for repairs ? If the hon. gentleman
is under this impression, he will find, by enquiry from
any railway corporation or authorities, that it is utterly
impossible to operate a great line of railway, with so large
a number of engines and amount of rolling stock, without
constantly having in the shops for repair a great
number of locomotives and cars. 'lie question is, whether
the rolling stock of the Intercolonial locomotives and cars
are kept in an efficient condition-as to whether they are
good. You have charged to capital account a certain
number of locomotives and a certain number of cars; and
what the road is bound to do is to keep that number of
locomotives and cars in a thoroughly efficient condition.
If a locomotive is destroyed it must be replaced, and the
cars must be kept gooj, and in a thoroughly efficient con-
dition, in order to present a fair, honest, and just statement
to the louse. In connection with the oporation of the
Intercolonial, I have taken ail pains and trouble that a
Minister can take who must largely depend upon reports
of the officers in bis Department for correct information,
and I have porsonally visited every shop, examined every
locomotive, and personally gone over the road, and so thus
verified by personal observttioi the accuracy of official
statements. I do think, under these circumstances, hon.
gentlemen ought not to venture to challenge the accuracy
tb the officers of the Government in the mode in which
that hon. gentleman has done. The hon. gentleman says'
he is aware there have been very few snowstorms. Here
that bas been the case, but the hon. gentleman should know
that iln no year since 1872 have the snowstorms ln the,
Maritime Provinces been so intense, and created so much
difficulty in working the Intercolonial Railroad. Therefore,
the hon. gentleman has a rather incorrect f>undation for
the return he asks for; but I shall have much pleasure in
threging it down, and challenge the closest scrutiny into
the statement made regarding the rolling stock.

Mr. MACICENZIE. The hon. Minister says my hon.
rienI from Gloucester abuses his privileges as a member,

In asking questions of this kind. Surely, tho hon. Minister
abuses bis position when he makes such a charge.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman should
not put words into my mouth that I never uttered. I
ound no fault with the hon. gentleman for asking for the

leturn. It is a perfectly proper return to move for. But,
tn mo0ving for it, he ought not to say that, in bis judgment,

e roling stock is not in the condition in which it isreported to be by the officers of the Department.
la

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman bas a right to
say he bas reason to believe

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He ought to give grounds for
his statement.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is becauso the hon. gentleman
has information on that subject that ho makes the motion.
The hon. Minister forgets that, when on this side, ho spent
half his time doing the same thing year after year and day
after day, even to the extent of abusing public servants by
name. Now, it seerms no one must open bis mouth to assert
the contrary of what any engineer or officer may state over
his signature. I saw a return this afternoon signed by a
departmental officer, which I have no doubt is wrong, and
I will in due time challenge the correctness of his state-
ment. If we were to adopt the hon. Minister's view of our
public duty, we might as well go home, having no right to
make any enquiries unless with positive evidence to
back them up. I refuse to ho bound by such a rule. I
shall always endeavor to protect public officers but not to
the length of requiring every bon. member to believe every
statement made by a subordinate of the Govern ment.

Mr. PLUMB. No doubt the House will feel gratified to
find the bon. member for Lambton, in his position of deputy
leader of the Opposition, assume again the same old tone
with which we are all acouainted.. No doubt the hon.
gentleman's interposition was needed to protect his bon.
friend from Gloucester. I noticed that hon. gentleman, in
moving for his return, made statements calculated to dam-
age the Intercolonial Railwaywith reference to its manage-
ment. The bon. gentleman said that, according to his
information, there were twenty locomotives disablod.

Mr. ANGLIN. I did not say that.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I understood the bon. gentle-

man to say that last year there twenty-one disabled.
Mr. PLUMB. The bon. gentleman, from the mannor in

which ho spoke, intended to throw discredit on the manage-
ment as regarded the rolling stock. It is well known that,
under the present management, the road las been made a
success, and is no longer a burden on the country, which it
was fatet to be so long when ander the management of hon.
gentlemen opposite; and that they are galled by the con-
trast is evident by the wry faces they are compelled to
make every time this question comes up.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am sure we are all obliged to the hon.
gentleman who bas just spoken, for the exceediig kindiness
with which he came to the help of the hon. Minister of
Railways, who, I thought, was quite able to take cure of
himself. I did not say I am aware there are now twenty-
one locomotives waiting repairs. What I said was, that last
year, when I moved for a return similar to this, that return
showed that out of 100 locomotives, twenty-one were actu-
ally in the repair shops, and many of those actually at
work ought also to have been in the shops, being entirely
unfit for work. To that statement many bon. gentlemen
here will bear testimony. The evidence brought out
by that return last year is in itself sufficient justi-
fication for what I have said on this occasion; for
thon, as to-day, the rolling stock was reported in excellent
condition. I do not accuse the officials of falsehood; that is
a very strong expression. They may have their own ideas
as to the efficient and proper condition of the rolling stock,
but their ideas are not mine nor, I think, are they those of
the majority of right thinking men. J am not satisfied
with the very meagre report submitted this year, and
believe, from the experience of last year, that there are
strong grounds for questioning its accmuracy. The bon.
Minister seems to think thàt before I am prepared to make
any such statement, I should bring evidence to support it.
Lot me just mention one or two facts in my county with
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reference to the rolling stock of that road. Last winter, I tive. I do not know-the papers are not very clear on the
had occasion to go to Halifax, and chose to go by subject-where the idea arose of the purchase or acquisition
night, feeling satisfied that I could get a Pullnan. of the Charybdis. Iam not quite sure-the papers throw very
But no Pullman was to be had, and I had to take an ordinary little light on the subject-where the flash of genius originated
first-class passenger car. During the night it was intensoly that suggested the propriety of the acquisition of this valuable
cold, and towards morning, afier we left Moncton, ail of the piece of property now in the possession, I assume, of the
passengers, some eighteen or twenty, woke up shuddering Canadian Government-whether, with the hon. Minister of
with the cold. We were all extremely cold, though the brakes- Agriculture, who is occasionally struck with "sud-
man did puton more fire; indeed, i think it was creditable to den flashes of genius " or with our Canadian iligh Lords of
this man that he did his very best to warm the car, though the Admiralty-I know not. The papers are somewhat
utterly in vain. By-and-bye, notwithstanding all the efforts silent on the subject; but I gather from a communication
made to maintain something like comfort, it was found impos- dated the 8th of October, 1880, addressed by a person in
sible to keep us warm, any more than if the car were made of the service of Her Majesty to the Lords of the Admiralty, that
more brown paper. In this wretched and most uncomfort- the idea of the acquisition of this valuable piece of proporty
able condition passengers continued all night, though unable must have originated on this side of the water, because 1
to discover where the real cause of the difficulty lay. find in that communication that the Dominion Government
Towards morning, however, I found the whole secret of our desired to have the vessel handed over to them, all standing,
trouble and our suffering. The floor had been patched, on and that a few days afterwards a communication was
the economical principle of the Minister of Railways, in addressed by the Canactian Government to the Imperial
such a manner that the old and new boards did not meet, Government, in which it is stated: "The Dominion Govern-
leaving wide open spaces, through which the cold night air, ment, while expressing their gratitude (I suppose their well-
then at the point of zero, was freely rushing. It was thus founded gratitude) for the munificent gift they were about
easily seen how absolutely impossible it was to warm the to receive from the Imporial Government, enquire "whether
car. I could easily have found two parties able to corrobo- the guns on board will be transferred with the vessel itself."
rate the assertions made on this subject. There is abundant That struck me, upon reading that correspondence, as
evidence that the rolling stock is running in the opposite of exhibiting an extraordinary amount of ingratitude. They
first-class condition. I am satisfied the return will show, on were to get a vessel, all standing, and furnished with
its very face, that this rolling stock is not what it should be. ammunition and provisions, and yet they coolly suggest the
The hon. gentleman said, some time ago, that he told me I propriety of the Imperia[ Government giving them some.
was very much mistaken as to the state of theroad and rolling thing more. They wanted the armaments on board to be
stock, that in a railroad of several hundred miles, with many included in the valuablo gift. The correspondence goes
hundred cars, there must be always a certain number of on, a number of letters pass between the Imperial
engines and cars, more or less worn down. He did not need authorities and the Canadian Government and the Lords of
to give me any such information, for every one knows that the Admiralty, with respect to the transference of this vessel
such a state of things is to be expectcd, but when 49 locomo- to the Canadian Government; and on the 25th October,
tives out of 110, and a large number of cars appear very 1880, our Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
much used up, there is great reason to question the style of potentiary to the Court of St. James, telegraphs thus to the
the management of that railway. Then the hon. member Canadian Government:
tells me we have had most severe snowstorms this winter. "The Admiralty say that the Charydis has arrived at Davenport,
Did he say how many, or in what places theyoccurred ? The and they are ready to transfer the ship, and ask y ou to send an agent to
fact is that until little over three weeks ago, we have had receive ber."

no snow along that railroad, and latterly but a few snow So far the negotiations appear to have progressed
storms, some of them subsequent to the date of this notice. satisfactorily. and I find the Minister of War in Canada, in
Take it all in all as regards the railroad this -winter the response to this telegram, under date 26th October, 1830,
weather has been the most favorable known since the Gov- thus telegraphs back:
ernment undertook the management of the road. I deny "Make arrangements with the Adqmralty with regard to some agent
that the railroad is in an admirable condition ; and, without being sent from Canada to receive the Charybdis and take charge of
accusing them of wilftul mis-statements, I believe they have ber, and say that Captain Scott of our service would be sent to bring
not correctly represented the condition of the rolling stock ber over."
and road bed. I am quite satisfied that it wili be admitted You se, Sir, that Capt. Scott of our service-of our naval
my statements have been justified, in morving for this return, service, 1 suppose-had been instructed by the Canadian
immediately on its production. Government to go over to England and take possession of--- 4 l: -__1 -1 1- - - -A -ém e1nt__ - - -- --.ai -p

Motion agreed to.

THE CORVETTE CIIARYBDIS.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in moving for copies of all cor.
respondence and reports relating to the Charybdis, and a
detailed statement of all expenditure incurred in connoction
with said vessel; also a statement in detail of the number of
men employed thereon since said vessel arrived in Canada,
and the capacity in which each man was or is employed,
the amount paid to each; also a detailed stutement of any
damages doue by said vessel since the lst May, 1881, and
of any claims preferred for such damages, said: On turn-
ing to the Sessional Papers of 1881, there will be found a
voluminous correspondence between the Canadian and In-
perial Governments, between the Canadian Government and
the Lords of the Admiralty, England, upon the subject of the
acquisition of this vessel. I commend the perasal of this cor-
respondenceto those who take an interest in literature of this
kind. They will find it exceedingly valuablie and instruc-

Mr. ÂNGLIN.

this vessel of war, and a teiegram was sent rrom our
Minister of War here to the Imperial Governiment, notifying
them of that fact. Well, subsequently, and before the
property was transferred to us, there was a good deal of
haggling-I think, very unworthy of hon. gentlemen
opposite-who appear to have been so grateful for the great
gift ttiat the Inperial Government had conferred upon
them. There was a good deal of haggling as to whether
the guns of the vessel should pass with the vessel itself, and
whether the provisions, the salt pork, and the meat, and
the sea biscuit, and a large quantity of provisions that she
had brought back from her seven and a-half years' cruise in
the Chinese seas, and which was just the thing to feed our
sailors upon-as to whether thoso provisions should be
handed over to the Canadian Government, and alsO
as to whether the Canadian Government was to undertako
the repairs of this vessel. However, the haggling ended
peaceably, I am glad to say, and the Imperial authorities
thon decided that this vossel should be transferred to the
Canadian Government; with her fittings and fixtures and
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unconsumable stores. I do not know whether that means dian Government and people are saddled-not, I hope, for
stores that could not be consumed or stores that had not ail time to core. In going over that correspondence
been consumed; I apprebend it meant stores that could not I find this state of facts existing with respect to that vessel.
bo consumed, and we were to get all that. Our Govern- This vossel of war, recolleet, that was going to be a terror
ment agreed to accept this valuable acquisition upon these to the Queen's enemies, and of dread, 1 fear to the Queen's
liberal terms, and a communication was sent to the Govern- subjects, this magnificent vessel of war that was going to
ment stating: astonisb the Canadian natives, ot us bear the description

" The ship will be delivered to you all standing as she came from the Firetoshe in decresn old te of corette. Seamen
sea, and you may probably find in ber a quantity of coal, salt meat and wirst)w b at tha eans. She ofscoavdt.hae ben
other provisions."

seven and a-half years in the Chinese seas, flot much
This was addressod by our Minister of Marine to Capt. Scott irproved, one would naturally imagine, by that service.
of " our service." Now, Sir, that vas very satisfactory so far; Sh; xas twenty years old, far past the bloom of maidenhood,
but, unfortnatoly, when Capt. Scott made the investigation, and was verging upon the sear and yellow leaf. She was
it was found there was no salt meat, no provision and no of a type, say the Lords of the Adiniralty, that was not
coal. So anxious were our friends on the other side to wo'th the cost of repairing, so that it was necessary to dry
acquire this property and become possessed of a vessel of dock ber, as the boilors wouldflot Iast two years. Lt
war, that they were willing to take the property without turnod ont that lhe boilers would fot last two days, that she
the usual preliminary investigation as to whether the vas utterly unfit for any service wiien the inspection was
vessel was fit for the service for which she was in- made, that sho had no provisions nor coal on board, and that
tended. I suppose, acting upon the principle that you itwas necossaryto buy a hcavy anchor for safetyin theharbor
should never look a gift horse in the mouth, of St. John, where tbey we taking ber t..1 do not know
our Minister of Marine at once jumped at the conclusion whether they got the heavy ancor-I bolieve they did
that this was an exceedingly favorable offor, and be, on the from the accourntds submitted to he use. I an told that
22nd Xovernber, 18S0, directs our Ambassador to thank the the heavy anchor did flot Save tbe people of St. John
Imperial Governmcnt for tbis valuablo gift. Wby, Sir, a from this terrible .Ionstor; that e speed under steamat
valuable gift; they knjew nothing about it at tbelime, had high pressurenth as seven knots p hour; that it required.
nover inspected ber, had nover seenber, and knew -notbing 180 men to work ber. Wben testing the boilers it was dis-
about ber fitness for the service for whicb she was intendod; covered tbat they were in a very unsatisfactory condition,
they lhad no idea wbctber she was properly oquipped or not. in fact that they were very old and uscless. And on the 2nd
Yet they appear to have been deligbted, inestacî os, intoxi- of tecemberQe 8 S il was stated that the estmated cost of
catod with joy at the very idea of the acquisition of this valu- the repairs of the vessel amounted bte £2,000 sterlinlg.
able man-of-war. Sir, it looked to me vory much as if hey That as bthe kind if vossel ve got, and that is the informa-
wero about as well ploased and tickleda with the gift as the tion I got bore fran the papes submitted last year. Hav-

ing of Siam is, as-ouknow, Mr. Speaker, when begbecom is ing made this inspection, and having made someimprove-
he fortunate donee of a whito elephant. You know ho ro-ints, they spent narly, if not altogether, £2, euptn

joicos witb exceeding great joy. The wbole court bocomes this vessel, when another difficulty arose. it became a
intoxieated with gladness. The moment the presentation is question among the big authorities sent to Etgland
mnade, the dancing girls are brought in and the tom-toms whethr the vessel could cross the ocean at al or flot. it
are set to work to discourse music tS the assembled multi- was quite lear, frio the report we have hoard, that it
tude. So with our friends on theother side; tbey appear tewould not bg safe for ber te undertake a sea voyage in the
bave heen so deiighted, so full of ecstacy, so enchantedfa winter. Wether she sbould take thesoutherly or north-
with this acquisition, that hey thought it was flot worth erly route was not certain; a counil of war was held,
wbile, or proper, or prudent, to make any enquiries as to and the conclusion arrived at wns that at one season
the condition of the vesstl. But permit me to remind vounf the year was the voyage saf, and the captain decided
that tbe King of Siam, wben ho acquires the vaiu~bleI that ho should luve for the other ide of the Alanti in
gift et a white elephant doos one thing that I am going to April, and thon take a northerly course and thon il was said
reconimend the gentlemen opposite to do in this case. You that it might bwa possible to accomplish the voyage irbforty
know Sir being thoroughly conversant with the bistory of.dwys. Even after the inspection -as made byimself, and
that noted country, and its forms and cerehnonies, that when aftor a council of war was held, Capt. Sco t decided that
the king becomes possessed oftris white elephant o at once the vessel was not quite satisfactory.ps life was net
ereets a pavillion for tbe animal, and thon ho sends ont ail insured, nor could ho get scamen whoso lives wore insured,
Ie the country; and, if possible,ua white monkey . ho did not fel sufe in launchinstrihthr ed udsa a

neeo npctdhr aver ersenuhe, an bnwntig10mnt okhr hnts i reoes bod oands

abiheite ronkey is put in the pavillion for the ovrd cfthis valuable corvette aveu in Apil, and with the
purpose of keeping off ev l spirits. I say bore o wisdom which cbaracteized him-and which, I suppose,
our Canadian hig bAdmirai, get a wite monkey and generaly characterizes seamen-be concluded that ho
cend wim down te ve darber of St. John to prvent woud ave a further inspection. oe cals in an expert,
the CAtrybdis from dyirng of dry rot. Xow, after baving Mr. Barber, who reports ho bim oni the 5tb January, 1881.
done ailfbisi, after aving this proper y partially The substance of bis report appears in the following
transferrd to stem, our hon. friends on the obe s ide, letter :-" Mr. Barber, aS hyou il sec, bas made a
thecialY the hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, report conde nin the boiler. t e says that in bad
throxgh bis representative on the other side of the water, weather we might be caught in a lee shore, and th n
does what he aioung g have docat the outset ho makes tehave poor boilers woud cost us our lives. c tSuch
equiries as the charactcr of the vessel; ho ges on board asguie c, frsoays Capt. Scott ehare unanswerable;
and inspecs ber, and what is the esult cf that investigation? and I should say they were. With bad hoeo er , with
Now I ask the hon. the Minister of War sitting opposite erlyaruesntcn ;a olo f arewated

twhile urper thi prdntcorrenenquitrspas toand atheue c fusin porivds onw the at vatve seasonb

me conditi finteresing Buteprmitce t remn syuof a vessel that was twenty years old, seavn years of whichin themu tiplicity of the business that engages bis attention werespenteinvthe Chinese sea, avessel of at wastnet wellfrom morni tli night, ho bas had no opportunity oequipped, iagree with Capt. Scoisthat the "arguments
examine. I k him t take up the report of the correspond- were unanswerable "-aind the captain acted on the belief
thce in the Sessional Papers of 1881, and see exactly the that the arguments were unanswrable. What does hendo
Character of Iis valuable acquisition withe wich the Cana- furtheor e goes again wite hr. Baiber on the vessel,
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Another examination is made of the boilers. Scott says
further the ship is a handsome corvette, but the boilers are
fearful. She is a thing of beauty, but not a joy-for ever. She
is a thing of beauty, but not a thing of safety, so far as Capt.
Scott was concerned. The boilers were fearful, he says,
and, of course, he would not risk bis valuable life on board
such a vessel. However, after spending this large sum
of money on this beautiful corvette, he finally sailed aeross
the stormy ocean and landed in the port of St. John. But
the trouble did not ead there. In fact, it was
merely beginning. There was trouble on the other
side of the water, there was trouble on the water, and
there was a great deal more trouble when the boat
arrived in St. John. The vessel was moored in that beautiful
harbor, amid the shipping of St. John, but the old
thirg would not stay moored. True to ber instincts, she
was bound to engage in the strife, and, like the war-horse, she
smelit the battle from afar. She would not stay moored;
she would not obey ber commander, she would not obey
the commands of the Lord High Admiral. She broke
loose, had a serious commission round the harbor of
St. John, to the terror and consternation of the peaceful
citizens of that place and of the shipping within the barbor.
IHow much damage this terror of the ocean committed upon
the Queen's enemies I know not; how much damage this
terrible monster did upon Her Majesty's subjects, I know
not; how many lives were lost by the freaks of this won-
derful vessel, which would not stay moored, I know not;
but I am told that at least two peaceful citizens of St. John
lost their lives in attempting to get aboard her, for the gang
plank, like the rest of the old tub, was rotten, and they broke
through and were drowned. What damage she committed
in the harbor of St John I cannot say, but suppose when
the returns are brought down, we will have ample information
on that interesting and important subject. But there is a
grim side to this question. It is ridiculous and absurd to
fnd our Government getting, even as a gift, a vessel
which could serve no useful purpose, and was good for
nothing; but the matter, as I said before, has a serious as well
as an absurd side. The Prime Minister, in discussing an
item ln the Estimates last year, said that she might be used
for a training ship, or to defend the approaches to the St.
John's harbor. She bas not been used as a training ship; and
if you read the papers of St. John, Mr. Speaker, as I bave
no doubt you do, you will have noticed that she bas not been
a source of safety to the people of that city or the ship-
ping of that harbor. On the 16th of March, 1881, the
Prime Minister stated that this vessel cost about £400 stg.,
Why, Sir, four months before that utterance was made, viz.,
on the 2nd cf November previous, we find that £1,000
sterling had been placed to the credit of Capt.
Scott, at the Bank of Montreal in London, for the
purpose of repairing ber, that Capt. Scott wanted another
thousand, and that this would not be enough to put lier in
sufficient repair to cross the ocean. On reference to the
Publie Accounts of last year I find an item of $9,040.37,
expended on this beautiful corvette, whose boilers were
dangerous to the lives of those on board ber; and find in the
Supplementary Estimates of this year that bon. gentlemen
opposite a-k a vote of $12,000 more. iow much more bas
been expended on her, and how it bas been expended, no
man in the House knows, nor will we know, until the detailed
accounts come down. But the fact remains that upon this
beautiful but utterly useless vessel we have so far spent
over $20,000. How much more we have to pay no mortal
man cau tell. It is absurd that we should have acquired
a vessel of that kind at all, and that such an enormous
sum of money should be expended in connection with
lier. I am told that there i no knowing the day or the
hour when she may break away from her moorings
and seriously endanger the property and lives of the
people of St. John. I advise the Government to sendi

Mr. COmERON (Huron).

ber back to England, as she is of no use to the people of
Canada.

Motion agreod to.

MALT AND MALT LIQUORS.

Mr. ORTON, in nov ing for a return of the varions modes
which have been hitherto adopted by Canada for collecting
duties from malt and malt liquors, and also for any infor-
mation which may be in possession of the Government in
reference to the mode in vogue for collecting such Excise
duties in the United States and Great Britain, said:
The question which this motion involves bas two aspects-
one, the agricultural, and the other in connection with the
interest of those engaged in brewing malt liquors. I had
the honor the other day of presenting a petition signed by
the whole County Council of Wellington-one of the largest
agricultural counties in Ontario-and by a very large num-
ber of influential agriculturists, praying that the duty
bo removed from malt and placed on malt liquors, as is done
in the Urited Statcs. Experience in Great Britain and other
conutries bas shown that animals can be fattened much
more rapidly and successfully with grain when malted than
when in an unmalted condition, It is well known to medical
men that extract of malt is highly nutritious, in fact, it is
used for debilitated constitutions when other foods cannot
be assimilated. The same principle las been applied to
the feeding of cattle, and as this House is aware,
an agitation for many years in England in favor of
the abolition of the duty on malt and the placing offthe
duty on malt liqnors. has at last resulted in the adoption of
that principle, to the great benefit of the agriculturists of
that country. Gran when malted is in fact partially
digested, so that less grain in that condition is required for
feeding cattle than when it is in the ordinary state; and
the agriculturists in my county, who are largely engaged
in fattening cattle for the foreign market, desire to be
placed on an equal footing with the agriculturists of the
United States and Great Britain. This is the agricultural
view of the question. The other view has reference to those
engaged in the manufacture of malt liquors. The present
mode of collecting the duties is both very expensive and
very annoying. If the duty was collected by a stamp duty
on malt liquors, a very large expenditure would be saved.
I believe the mode adoped in tlhe United States is to issue
stamps of different values according to the size of the
package; the stamp is placed on the bole of the barrel,
so that when the malt liquor is used, the stamp is erased.
That plan is very simple, and under it the duty would be
much more easily and cheaply collected than under the
present mode. The obstruction to business which results
from the present mode is very serious. The maltsters of
Canada are a large body, and they bave a large amount of
capital invested in malting for exportation to the United
States, and it is important that this industry should be
encouraged in this country, as there are many lands which
will grow barley in Canada, but which are not fitted for
other classes of grain. Barley of a superior quality than is
grown in the United States is produced in Canada, and
it is important we should have the manufacturing of
that barley into malt, conducted in our own country,
as far as possible. By encouraging that business a
large amount of employment is given to the people, and
money expended is now retained in our own country.
I will give the House one instance coming within my
own knowledge, to show the annoyance and expense
involved to the manufacturer of malt by the present
arrangement. Last autumn a maltster, in my section ofthe
country, who was engaged in producing malt for export as
well as for his own use, had sold a large quantity for
exportation, when he found he had arrived nearly at the end
of the quantity in the bonded warehouse, there were 400
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or 500 bushels unfit either for exportation or manufacturing communication on that part of .the north shore of the St.
into malt liquors. He had newly-spread malt ready to place Lawrence comprised in the county of Saguenay, said:
on the kiln, and ho desired to obtain information to re-dry In presenting this motion I wish, in a few words, to call the
those 400 bushels so thatlhewould beable to sell them, as they attention of the Government to the importance of the
had only been partially damaged withb having become damp. eounty of Saguenay, which is one of the two coanties J
A permit was telegraphed for to the Collector of Customs, but iepresent. This county comprises the whole of the north
he did not happen to be at home. In the meantime the malt shore of the St. Lawrence from the Saguenay to the eastern
was ready to be placed in the kiln, and the brewer and malt- extremity of the Province of QuebeC, at Blanc Sablon, or a
ster went to the Excise officer and asked him to make a bonded length of 600 miles, including, morcover, the Island of Anti-
warebouse of the kiln-they adjoined each other-and he, costi. The resident population of this coast and of tho
after great persuasion, agreed to do so, locked up the kiln, Island of Anticosti numbers 8,ý79 souls; to this must be
allowed the malt to Le re-dried and placed in the bonded added 3,000 to 4,000 souls more, who spend their time there
warehouse. By this means 400 bushels of malt were saved in fishing when navigation is epen, tus giving a population,
and duties were afterwards paid on them to the Govern- a total population, of about 12,000 souls, or a iarger popula-
ment. Had that not been done tihis quantity of malt would lion than the respective population of the counties of Cham.
have been destroyed, great loss would have occurred to the my, Laprairie, .Napierville, Soîlanges, Xaudreuil, Three
maltster, and a loss of revenue would have accrued to the Iivers, and Lavai. New, Mîf. Speaker, in order to givo
(iovernment. But that w'as not the erd of the matter. The pe you an idea of the weatyh ofmphe fisherie ol of the 0nof
Excise officer was flot liowed any diseretion, and in Saguenay, be .Lave reor you te a Blue-book entitled
consequence of theregularily in flot reeiving a perm tr"eA Statement of the Fiheres for the year 1880," which
owing 0 the Collector being absent filoffi home-it is an officia.l epoit of the Governoet, and whic shows
waâs neyer attemîted to be shown there was the thiat they represont an annual val e of $,467,435.50 for
sliihtest possibinity of any fraud bfag committid-he was the year 188, as pv onopenhsging
suspended. This is only onpoof a number pf instancesu i ao 00.O
daily occurrinn to those enoed in tpis business in Canada t

Re148,155 Ia. fresh saimon, packed , i ice,
day aferday Btey have ifteen or tenty men reyainin ath0ew.......o.........fte .. s...o1481550
idie until the Excise officer chooses te ore to bis pst. age75,125 ewt. codfi h (sommer fishing) aB

a cseuen ofthe iregulait i nor evin ae i"AStm to he se$400r........................s1,f18080, 00
ao ange te bColegatobmengaborom e mesei s a a14,589c R. codfish (autum ofhing) at

anoync wllbesaedtothseenŽiedinth bsies,$4.00 ....... ............... ....... 58,356 00
and 1 believe the Gux'vcrnmcent will derive a very neh- 193 bis. flounders at qq6(00........... 14,158 00

warger revenuemfropn that source than at phesent. There it 146 r s, haddock at value.of... ,4G,43.876 00
se dn neof be nu oe ,7493 brIs. herin at $500 ...... 27,463 00

diot a urewer in Canada who wothseegae mthib ines m nada 1,56 bris. mackmren ai$5cd ic 7300
large a penalty, as possible, iniposed rather thon be su[jeet 58 bris. trout aS $3 0..... .... ........ 464 00
day afe day ; they hannofiften occrinty e mn e n 10abris, sardines at... 3.C............. 4830 00ideui the If Exseiere hogb poer hom Paîbrthisent t 51J bris. codftorigues and sounds at
regulaions. will eedthotoegaged i enses,$9.00 ................... 91 5

make a change it would befound that we would drive a 13 bris. eels at S7.00.................... 9100
larger revenue and effe t a great savin not only the0.......... 8a1o te nose w 111,216 gis.seacoirlat50e................55,608 00
large class of brpwerenatyt m os engaged i agric l- 5,400 gais owhuit aet 40c._.............. 42,160 00
turo espeialy in exporing arley tofreign markets 16 gails. porpoise oi aao50C 83 00

r a . t eo237e269 co liver oehe......................9118634 50
Mr. KcANTZ. w hardly endorse what bas boen said y 1 11»0bs. of lobster..................... 1,650 GO

he on. me anber for Centre Wellington in respto to the 4,41 bs.lish for local co.smption ,
daies on malt.. I believe it would Leagretda tag.. ... 126g................elia5 ................17,604 00

Mr. KR ANTZ. I hardly edorse whatohas been sad byd Lait, 29,5or8.0.

the agriculturists of this country if they could malt barley, 29,5G8 bris.fishused for manureat dbait 29,568 0
and such other grains as are not fitted to be mahîed for Totl for 1 0...31,467,435 50
brewing purposes. In the Oklt. World, in GermanV from
which I come, I know that on large far's the maling of The total annual value of tho fisheries of that division of
grain is carried on to a large extent for the purpose not only the Gulf comprising the coanties of Saguenay, Gaspé and
(f fattening cat tie, but alsofor producing milk wholesomo, and Bonaventure, is $2,357,220 .20; and since the county of
there is no better food for producingapientiful supply of milk Saguenay is represcnted in that amount by $1,467,435.50,
ihan barley malt. Not only from the farmers' point of view it must be conceded that its fish eries are- more exten-
is it advartageeous that the duty should be removed from sive and more important than those of the wholo of
Maît and placed on malt liquor, but it is in the interests of Gaspesia, including the Magdalen Islauds. But more re-
thle manufacturers of malt liquors-in the interests of the mains to be told. The county has engaged in the fisheies:
brewers. The present mode of collecting the revenue 67 vessels, representing a tonnage of 2,235 tons, a value of
from beur is most inconvenient and annoying to the manu- $64,220, and employing 315 bands; 1,0(7 fihing vessels,
facturer, and I believe a larger amount of revenue at less valued at $41,457; 694 flat-bottomed boats, valued at $9,068;
Cost will be obtained by taking the duty off malt and 2,174 fishermen and 1,098 shoremen ; 381 salmon nets,

placing it on malt liquor in the shape of stamp duty, as is representing 33,393 yards of netting, and valued at $14,365;
dore in the United States. The production of beer is very 29 cod seines, representing 4,980 yards of netting, and
large in the United States, and the revenue derived there- valued at $5,798; 242 ierring seines, representing 13,385
from is enormous, and the mode of collecting the revenue yards of netting, and valued at $6,988. I must add that
1s quite applicable to Canada. I hope the Government will the Government derives annually, from the letting of
take the matter into consideration at their earliest con- various rivers in the county of Saguenay, the sum of $5,56 1,
venience and seek to apply a botter system of collecting and from salmon-fishing licenses a further sum of $636.
duty than that which now prevails. So much for the fisheries. A large lumber business is also

Motion agreed to. donc on that part of the north shore, which is estimated
annually at at least $1,000,000. Well, notwithstanding the

POSTAL COMM UNICATION WITII THE COUINTY importance of the county of Saguenay, what bas the various

OF SAG UENAY. Governments done for it in the matter of publie improve-
ments ? I dare not say, so little bas it been. I must,

Mr. CIMON, in moving for copies of all petitions and cor- nevertheless, congratulate the hon. Minister of Public
respondence addressed to the Government concerning postal Works for causing a telegraph line to Le constructed on that
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part of ihe North Shore, for it will be of great service to
that part of the country. But with that one exception,1
nothing bas been (one; there is neither railway, nor quay,
nor any kind of public work. But, it will be said, the
Government have surely established a rapi 1 and casy postal
service'? Nothing of the kind. The hon. Postmaster
General has taken good care not to think of the north shore
and of that industrious and important population. Postal
communication is in a most primitive state in these localities.
It is by the merest accident that a mail is sent thither
overland once a month, very often only every two or three
months. I claim that a little more attention should b
sbown to the -north shore, which contributes every year
several hundreds of thîousands of dollars to the public
Treasury. We ask for a subsidy of $4,000 a year-but a
paltry sum you will perceive-which will enable the Govern-
ment to have the mails transported fortnightly by a steamer
which will stop at all points on the North Shore where there
is a post office. By meaus of this subsidy the Government
will, moreover, contribute towards establishi ng a regular
line of steamers piying fortnightly between Quebec and
Esquimaux Point, stopping where required, thus affording
rapid and ensy transit to the population of the county of
Saguenay, and contributing to the rapid development of
those localities. The owners of these steamers bave sent
in offers concerning this to the hon. Postmaster General.
All the residents of the North Shore have signed and sent to
the Government petitions to that effect, and these petitions
are en forsed by the merchants and Board of Trade of Que-
bec. Why should not the Government of Canada do for the
North Shore that which the Go-vernment of Newfoundland
lias donc for the coat of Newfoundland and Labrador ? 1
hold in my lhand a public notice of the Postmaster General
of Newfoundland, showing that ho despatches a special
steamer to carry and distribute the mails on the whole of the
Newfoundland and Labrador coasts, wherever there are
fishermen, thus giving fishermen an easy method of trans-
port. Here is this notice

"ROUrE OF TIE LABRADORMAIL STEAMER,1880."

' The Northern Ccastal Steamer will conneet with t¶hi Scrvi-e at
Batue12iarbor.

"4Labrador Steamer to leave St. John's on'the leth July, ûill at
Harbor Grace-thence to Salmon River, thence to Blanc Sablon,
rorteau. L'Anse-au-Loup, Red Bay, Chateau, Henley, Chimney Tickle,
Cape Charles, and Battie Harbor.

" Proceeding North.-From Battle Harbor to Spear Harbor, Francis
Harbor Bight, Square Islands, Dead Island, Venison Island, Punch
Bowl, Bateaux, Indian Tickle, Grady, and then go direct to Indian
Harbor, Brig Harbor, Mannock's Island, Hack, and Cape Harrigan.

" Returning South -Calling at Hopedale, Tnrnavik, Adnavick,
Long Tickle, Rogers Harbor, Raggei Islands, Jigger Tickle, Cape
Harrison, Sleigh Tickle, Holton, Emely Harbor, White Bears, Smokey
Tickles, Indian Harbor, Rigoulette, Pack's Harbor andyindependent,
two last places alternately.

Black and Long Islands and South-East Cove, alternately.
Grady,
Iudiaa Tickle.
BateauxsanudDomino, alternately.
Punch Bowl:
Seal Isianis and Comfort Bight, aiternatCly,
Bolster's Rock,
Venison Island.
Tub Harbor and Snug'Harbor, alternately.
Dead Island.
Scrammy Bay,
Ship Harbor and Fishing Ship's Harbor, alternately,
Francis Harbor Bight.
Little Harbor.
" Murray and Spear Harbors alternately, and thence to Battle Harbor.
The folluwing trips will be the same as the above, exceptaftertte first

round trip in September, the Steamer will not be reqired to go North
of Holton, but atter that trip must cail at all Harbors between Bateau
and Henly Harbor, for Herring Fishery news.

"JOH NDEL ANEY,
"IPostmaster General.

'St. John's, 2nd July, 1880. "l

I trust, therefore, that the Government will accede to my
logitimate request, especially when it i5 taken into consid-

Mr, CMoU,

eration that it is the North Shore which provides, to a great
extent, food for the city of Quebec. I hope that the Gov-
ernment will take prompt steps in the matier.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I have no
objection to granting the documents asked for by the hon.
member, but I would nerely ask hlim to remermber that,
aithough it may be possible that the improvements that ho
asks for the conuty of Saguonay are absolutely required,
yet the Government cannot do everything at once. We
have already begun making consideraUle improvements in
the county of Chicoutimi, whilst on the Nurth Shore, as he
bas himself observe1, the (overnment has, on a vote of the
House, granted a teegraph line which is extending from
year to year, until it shah have reached the extrerne limits
of the Province of Quebee and of the Dominion of Canada in
that direction. 1 feel sure that the lion. momber will,
through the energy that characterizes bis demands to the
Government, obtairi in yoars to cern the other improve-
monts wnich are necessary 0to thoecounty of Sagruennv.

Motion agreed to.

AGRICULTUR AL liNTERESiTS.

Mr. ORTON, in noving for a Sciect Coomittee to
enquire into and report upon the effets of hie present Tariff
upon theagricultural interests of the Dmin ion, said : It will
be within the recollection of many that a similar commiittee
was asked foi', and granted, in 1876, and procceded to per-
form its duties uinder circumstances that do nol exist to-day.
The result was, it brought down, not in the ordinary man-
ner, but in a round-ab wa oiy--the y one in which it
could then be brought down -a irport on the uC'stion cf
agriculture in relation to our Tariff. Tho report, in conse-
quence of the opposition of the Government supporters on
the committee, had to be made by moving the tdjournment
of the louse. To.day a different state of affairs exits.
Anv menmber, whether on the Gover-nment or Opposition

ouIld move for a committeo in the interests of
aZIe ultur»e without meeting opposition. Thi result
cf the elections cf 1878 fully endorsed tho report
of the committee cf 1876. Manv hon. gentlemen, who
did not agree wih lhe then Oppoiition, still gave
their evidence in favor cf rtecting the agricultural
iadustry, and proninent among those was the icleaer of the
Liberal party in the Province of Quobec. le candidly and
honorably stated bis vicws in a hltter which became celo-
brated at the General Elections of 1878. The evidence given
by Ieading agriculturistz, the answers giventoquestions bent
to reeves, deputy reeves and pîresidents of agricultural
societies, showed that they were four to one in favor 'ofthe
policy broughlt into operation by this Government. Not-
withstanding this overwhelming evidence, the Opposition
to-day contend with as much energy as they did in the past,
that this policy is not in the interets of agriculture, and I
know it is highly important we shouid have every fact
and feature of this que-tion brought fairly and
clearly before the country. The Opposition contend
that no protection can bo given to the agriculturist.
Their hon. leader, in various speeches last suinmmer, more
especially that one at Cobour, foreshadowed, rather faintly,
what would be the possible policy-for no policy bas yet
been clearly defined by them-of the Opposition, should it
come into power. He said it was utterly impossible to
protect the agriculturists of Canada. Still. ho said, no Gov-
ernment would take off at once all tho Protection 01
manufactures. The hon. meimber for Lambton, in a
speech to his constituents, gave expression tob siilar
sentiments, both agreeing that, as far as agricul-
ture was concerned, the protection nust bo removed.
It was stated by them that not only was our agriculture not
benefitted by that, but that the traffic by our r'ailways and
canals was seriously injured. I need not refer to that point
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at length, because, I think, the other day the Finance Min-
ister very ably and conclusively showed, that so far as that
contention was concerned, there was really no truth in the
allegation. But the Government side of the louse refutes
that idea, an>d contends that it is as essential to agriculture
that this interest should be protected as it is that protection
should be extended to our manufacturing industries. It
was shown ly the Finance Minister, also, that the market
of the Canadian farmers had been increased to an enor-
mous extent, that in consequence of the adoption of
the National Policy the home market had been greatly 1
extended last ycar, there being no less than seven
million bushels of additional Canadian grain sold in our
own market, which large amount was formerly taken by
the farmers of thc United States. A large market in this
countiy formrncly lay open to the farmers of the United
States, who had by competition taken from them a large
portion of their own market. It is very strange when hon.
gentlemen lu Opposition state that it is an evil to our farm-
ers to have a large market at their hearths, and that not-
with standing this market, they derived no good from it. Is
there a single business man in the iouse who would say it
would be an injury ol Ihi to bave a large additional
number of customers? But what will hold good as re-
gards those engaged in other industries will hold good as
respects our farmers. I think we shall be able to show con-
clusively by the committee that notonly lave they obtained
a large market for thcir produce, but large additional prices.
With regard to the classes of grain grown in this country,
anîd other produce and cattle, I shall not go into that sub-
ject particularly to niglht. The Government has al-
ready referred, by the Finne Minister, to that
subject on the Tariff .-discussion ; but I may call
attention to a few inp'ortant points as regards which our
far'mers have epeiced(cc most striking benefits. In the
North-West market cur Ontario farmers now enjoy a valua-
ble trade in horses and cattle and the higher classes of stock.
The result bas been highly beneficial to the agricultural in-
terests of this country. IIorses which were fuirmerly a drag
in the markets of ihe older Provinces are now rapidly bought
up for the North-West ut large prices; the same applies te
other kinds of stock. As our Ontario farmers bave become
large cattle graziers and are going extensively into the
higher kinds of stock, it must bc plain to every man who
looks candidly at tho que-tion, tit they will enjoy here-
after a large and profitable maiketf in the North-West-and
oe not open to foreign countries. I might refer to other
articles of farma prcduce, such as wool, but shall
defer any reflections on that subject for the present.
There is another point I wish to refer to, and that is the
fact of the National Policy, in making money cheap, bas
resulted in great benefit to agriculture in this country. ln
consequence of the introduction of the National Policy te
Canada, money bas been kept in this country which used
to be sent to foreign countries. The money which our far-
mers obtained for their grain which they sold in foreign mar-
hets was left there to buy the manufactures of those foreign
markets, and the result was a striwgency in the money
market of Canada-; but iri consequence of the benefit which
bas accrued through the operation of this policy, we find
money plentiful and cheap in Canada. Confidence is estab-
lished in the British money markcts, in Canadian securi-
ties, from the effect of the National Policy and the judicious
management of the present Government in bringing about
a system of surpluses, instead of the former system of
deficits. The result has been to give confidence to British
capitalists, and monev is cheap in the Canadian market.
Even the other day we'saw in the Bank of England the rate
cf money was much iucr'eased; it went up one day, I think,
to 7 per cent. Is it not strange that this did net effect
the money market in Canada ? The simple explanation
is this: that British capitalists feel more confidence in

Canadian securities, than they do in British securities,
because of the troubles that exist in the British Empire. The
result of the cheap money in Canada has been to givo greater
stimulus to the production of agricultural products; and
this year we find a very much larger amount has been sup-
p lied to our own people, and also a larger amount to Great
Britain. Our exports have largely increased, in conse-
quence of which many of our farrners have made improve-
ments in their farms, nd consequently have been enabled
to raise more; in other words they have been enabled to
produce two blades of grass where only one grew before. I
need not refer to the benefit which has bcon derived by the
large market for the perishable products of the farmer; but I
will just refer to one point which I think conclusively shows
that the price of grain bas risen in Canada. Never before
was spring wheat higher than fall wheat. Fall wheat doos
not continue to be affected so much by the National Policy
as spring wheat. Why? Simply because spring whoat is
used by our own millers, and our own people Io make strong
bakers flour; and the result is that spring wheat bas risen in
price and is now higher than fali wheat, through the inaugur-
ation of the National Policy. I thin k this conclusively proves
that the effect of the National Policy, on that kind of wheat
at any rate,has been bighly beneficial to the Canadian farmer.
Now, Sir, it is strange that hon. gentlemen opposite will
continue to maintain that it is better for us to buy our
manufactured goods in Great Britain and in the United
States than in Canada. I would like to know why it is that
Great Britain and other manufacturing nations in Europe
have so high a market for agricultural products ? Is it not
because they have a large accumulation of artizasD and
laborers employed in manufacturing goods? Why, then,
should we not endeavor, if possible, to transfer the artizans
of Europe and Great Britain to this country in order to
manufacture for our own people and thus provide f)r the in-
creased population that wel corne into this country through
the development of our great North-West. We bave regions
yet to be developed whose importance we can hardly
realize. We sec that the iron industry of the United
States bas increased to an enormous extent within
the last twenty years. In 1860 the iron industries of the
United States produced $24,000,000 worth. In 1880 those
industries in that country had increased their products to
the value of $450,000,000. Now, Sir, with our resources of
iron and coal and our other facilities for entering into the
manufacture of various classes of ironware, it is evident to
all who will look to their country's interest, that there is a
great future before us in the development of that industry,
and that the development of that industry will be beneficial
to the farmers, none can deny. If such bigh prices for farm
products in Great Britain is caused by the large manufactur-
ing centres there, the development of those manufacturing
centres in this country will have a similar result. There is
no reason why we should not have a higher and continually
increasing market for the farm produce in our own country.
The object of the committee will be to gather all the infor.
mation they can and place it in as elear a light as possible
before this House and before the farmors of this country, so
as to enable them to express their views in a manner simi-
lar to that in which they did so before the former committee.
Hon. gentlemen may, perhaps. then be able to put into
some sort of comprehensible shape the policy which they
have boen seeking to lay before the country. I think it will
be thought a great benefit to hon. gentlemen opposite, and
also satisfactory to those on this side, when tho report of
that committee is brought before the House.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I would suggest to the hon.
gentleman to replace the nime of Mr. Allison by that of
Mr. Plumb.

Mr. SPROULE. I think it is important that such a
committeo should be appointed, if it is within the province
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of this House to do so, and I understand it is. Of the to protection should be placed on that committee. I have on
nearly four and a-half millions of people of the Dominion of objection to make: it is that there are only two member
Canada, nearly two-thirds are to-day engaged in agricultural from the Maritime Provinces on that committee, and the
pursuits. We have two classes of political theorists in the are both on the same side of politics. I think that bot
country who hold different views with respect to this shades of politics from the Lover Provinces should b r
question ; and a great many people are inclined honestly to presonted on that committee. I believe Mr. Girouard (Kent
support what they bolieve to be iii the interest of the agri- is on the committee for New Brunswick, and I think ther
cultural class, if they were able to ascertain that it really is no one on the Liberal side of politics from Nova Scotia.«
would be to their interest that the National Policy should think the complexion of the committee is not fair to th
be continued. Representing, as I do, an agricultural district House or to the country. Moreover, I believe the objectio
where a large majority of the people are engaged in these bas been made that the names have not been placed on th
pursuits ; and finding, as I have done, that one class committec.
strongly contend that no benefit is derived by the farming Mr. SPEAKER. IL is usual that the names of a commit
community from the National Policy, while another class tee should b given in the notice, and that has not beer
just as strongly maintain that great bcnefit is resulting from done in this case.
it, I say it is most important that we should have some
report from an authoritative source on this subject when Mr. GA ULT. I think the prices obtained for farm pro
we go back to the country again. Any information duce throughout the Dominion show sufficiently that th
that may be laid beforo the committee, and any farmers are satisfied with the National Policy. If this con
report that may come from it, will b accepted mittee desires to know the price obtained by farmners fo
with greater confidence by the people, and will appeal their produce, it will bo easy to do so by consulting the mar
to their honest, unbiassed judgment, with greater forco than ket reports. I am sure the prices are thoroughly satisfac
it would if coming from representatives of either of the tory to the farmers. They are saving money rapidly
political parties. Again, this committeo would be enabled When I have entored the Savings Bank at Montreal, I have
to send for persons and papers and get information that observed that out of thirty or forty people in the bank
could not be obtained tlrough other channels. They will twenty of them were farmers who were making deposits in
be able to put it in such a shape as that the agriculturists the banks. And throughout this whole country, east and
can easily judge for the msolves as to whether it would be for1 west, wherever I have been I hbave found the farmers deposit
their interest to continue the National Policy. If it does ing their money in the banks at three per cent. and paying
nothing else than to establish the fact as to whether it is or is off their debts to the loan societies. They have been doing
notadvantageous, and if it is, how far'; and if not, what differ- so very largely during the palst year. I ca nnot sec the
ent plan could b adopted that would bein their interest- object of this committee.
if it does nothing else, it will be of great interest to the Mr. MACKENZIE. I would sugget to my hon. friend that
farming community and the country in general. I bolieve it would be very desirabie to instruct the committee to ne
that a very large majority of the farmers believe that the quire what benefits tbere have been 1o owners ofcotton milis.
National Policy is benefitting them; still there are a great
many others who do not think so, some of whom are not Mr. GAULT. I can tell the ion. gentleman that I am a
opposed to the Government. Many others are unsettled in stockholder in the Hudon Cotton Mills-probably the
their opinion, reading as they dojournals supporting opposite larg est in C nada-and that my stock has not paid me
views on the subject. If you can enable those parties to docide three per cent. The time may come whon it will be more
either one way or the other, I think it will be in theinterest profitable, but the time bas not come yet.
of this country. I deem it therefore to be my duty to sup- Mr. SPEAKER. I rule the motion out of order on the
port the appointment of that committee. The sooner it is ground that notice was not given of the composition of the
appointed the botter. Tho sooner the information is ob- proposed committee.
tained and the report is made in sueh a shape that it can
b laid before the agriculturists, the better for them, and the MOTIONS FO RU [RETURNS.
botter for the establishment of the principle as to whether
the National Policyis or is not in tLe i1terest o that largo Tho fo!!owing motions for returns were severally agreed
and extcnsive class. to

Mr. TROW. I was approached to-day by the boa. mover Copies of all reports in relation to improvements, &c., to
of this resolution, asking me whetber I would serve as a mem- be made on the wharf at St. Michel, County of Bel lochasse.
ber of that committeo. I think it quite important that a -(Mr. Amyot.)
committee should b selected for that purpose. Itis a mat- Report of the Commission consisting of Judges Miller
ter of vital interest to this great country of ours. But Ian Dubuc t report on certain saked aims under he
think itis essential that a much more practical committee Mamtoba Act.-(Mr. Costigan.)
should be selected. For instance, I have not board all the Return showing the amounts paid to Mr. E. Dewdney, as
names, but it seoms to me that thera should b sone prao. Indian Commissioner, amount paid to Mr. Galt as his
tical agriculturists placed on that committee. I understood Private Secretary, and all amounts paid to or on behalf of
from themover to-day that ho intended to pub on Mr. Bain both for travelling expenses, travelling outfit and all other
and Mr. Charlton. But I object, in the first place, that no- expenses, from the date of their appointment to Ist July,
tice ought to be given of the names of the corm-mittee, which 1881.-(Mr. Ross, Middlesex.)
bas not been donc. I object to the formation of the com- Return showing all sums paid to Sir A. T. Galt as High
mittee, in consolucne of the proper notice not having been Commissioner; also amount paid for rent and outfit of his resi-
given. dence in London; also amount paid for travelling expenses

1 . . of himself and his associates in the service of the Govern-Mr. ORTON. In reference to Mr. Bain, I spoke to him ment since the lst of July, 1878.-(Mr. Ross, Middlesex.)to-day and he told me ha was afraid ho could not act, that Return by Ports showing the quantity and value of allho was going home. kinds of coal entered in warehouse or otherwise, either
Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I think the names should have under the heads of free, or for exportation, or for the use of

been put in the motion. We do not know who they are. It vessels trading on the groat lakes and rivers of the
has been observed by my hon. friend on this side of the Dominion, since March 14th, 1879, up to February Ist,
House that gentlemen holding different opinions with regard 1882.-(Mr. Burpee, St. John.)

Mr. SPUouLE.
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Return showing the number of tons or car loads of

through freight carried over the Intercolonial Railway
from the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to 11OUSE OF COMMONS,
the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario, the rate charged per
ton or car load, whether ordinary or special rates, the gross TUEsDAY, 28th February, 1882.
amount received for said freight, the proportion of the saine
paid to any other line of railways or steamers; also, a The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
similar return for all through freight from Ontario and
Quebec to the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Bruns- PRAYERS.
wick carried over the Intercolonial Railway, the rate
charged per ton or car load, whether ordinary or special SALE OF PROPERTY ON SUSSEX STREET.
rates, the gross amount received for said freight, the pro- Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like to ask the hon. the irs
portion of the saine paid to any other railways or steamers. Minister if lie i pre. rId to answer th question he wast
-(Mr. Burpee, St. John.)Mnseri i e t rsi e

Return by Provinces, showing the number of immigrants answer to-day.
settled in the Dominion of Canada, each year from 1878 ap Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Yes. The first question
to 1881, inclusive.-(Mlr. Eurpee, St. John.) was, whether the Government sold receutly any land on

Return showing the number of vessels, with their tonnage, the corner of Rideau and Sussex streets, in the city o
nationality and port of entry in which sugar, syrup and Ottawa. The sale is authorizol, but not completed. Th
molasses were imported into this country during the fiscal sale is authorized to be madeunder Act 19 Victoria, chapte
year ending 30th June, 1881 ; the quantity of sugar above -
14 D S, and the quantity of a lower grade, by each vessel or M.MACKENZE. A privaoe argement?
steamship; also, for a like return, from lst July, 1881, to
1st January, 1882.-(Mr. Rogers.) Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A private arrangement.

Return of all petitions, corresporidence, &c., forwarded The land was valued by Mr. 1I. V. Noel. It consista of
to the Government or any Department thereof, relating to 155 feet on Rideau street, and 50 feet on Sussex street
the change of name of the "Ilopewell Corner " Post Office The Order in Council authorizes the sale of it to the
to that of "Albert," in the County of Albert, N.B.-(Mr assignee of the Church of England, for the sum of $1,550.
Rogers.)

Copies of all advertisements or circulars asking for PETITIONS FOR PRIMATE BILLS.
tenders for the supply of iron and iron manufactures, hard-
ware, oils, coal, wood, ties, timber and ail goods and mate- Mr. DREW noved that the time for receiving petitionsrials required for the use of the Intercolonial Railway, for private Bills be extended teu days from to-morrow.during the period from June-30th, 1877, to December 31st,
1878, and from June 30th, 1880, to December 31st, 1881, Motion agreed te.
with a statement of the naines of the persons tendering and
the prices asked in eacb tender for each description of goods, BILLS INTRODUCED.
the naines of the persons, if any, whose tenders were
accepted, and the point »t which the goods were to be The following Bills were sevorally introduced and read
delivered.-(Mr. Killain.) the first time:-

Statement showing the prices paid for wrought and Bill (No. 52) to incorporate the Planters' Bank of Canada.
cast iron, steel, copper, zinc, tin and brass, car wheels, -(Mr, Gault.)
springs, axles, oil, paint, waste, bolts, nuts, spikes, coal, Bill (No. 53) to amend the Act incorporating the Northwood, and other materials and stores purchased for the use Amer-ican Mutual Life Insurance Company.--(Mr.of the Intercolonial Railway, during the year ended June Mackenzie.)
30th, 1881, with the naines of the parties from whom the Bill (No. 54) to incorporate th, Ontario Investmontgoods were purchased, and the points at which they were Association-(Mr. Carling.)delivered; also, for the year ending 80th June, 1878.-(Mr.
Killam.)

Statement showing the prices paid for wrought and WAYS AND MEANS.-THE BUDGET.
cast iron, steel, copper, zinc, tin and brass, car wheels, fHouse resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motionsprings, axles, oil, paint, waste, bolts, nuts, spikes, coal, of Sir Leonard Tilley: That Mr. Speaker do now leave theWood, and other materials and stores purchased for the use Chair for the House to go into Committee to consider theIf the Intercolonial Railway, during the six months ended Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be granted toecember, 31st, 1881, with the names of the parties from fier Majesty.whom the goods were purchased, and the points at which
they were to be delivered; also for the six months ending Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, in continuing
December 31st, 1878.-(Mr. Killam.) the important discussion which was opened here on Friday

Copy Of the judgment of the Court of Chancery and the last, and which dealt with the great question at issue be-
Court of Appeal, of Ontario, in the case of McLaren vs. tween the two parties in this country, 1 desire to say, as I
Caldwell et al; and all correspondence between the Domin- have always said, that I have no intention of discussing the
ion Government and Government of Ontario, since the last question of Free Trade and Protection as an abstract ques-
'notion was rmade on this subject.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.) tion. I would be quite prepared to admit that, even if in

Copies Of all correspondence and Orders in Council not England, the policy adopted long since, and now in forcé,aiready brought down affecting any railway companies of Free Trade, was the best policy that could be adoptedhartered either by the Legislature of Manitoba, or by the for the country, i t would in no way affeet the issue betweenrarliament of Canada, in Manitoba or the North-West, and the parties here. I hold that, notwithstanding the very
oe ing either to grants or reservations of land, questions striking evidence that we have that many of the ablest and
to route or termina points, or relating in any other way most intelligent minds in that great country are seriously
tIo-te aaffirs of any such companies.-(Ur, Çaneron, considering this important question, and are entertaining

loue -very grave doubts as to tho wisdom of the policy of Froo
se adjourned at 10.20 p.m, Trad for the Empire.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. Hear, hear. which rested on the vessel a Government charge. So with

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says regard to all other industries, every effort was made to give

hear, bear; but I would like to ask him if there is*n such protection as industries of the country at that period
.r- .. . g required. Take the question of machinery. At that time it isnificance in such a result as was recently witnessed in the well known that within Canada you could obtain but a very

great constituency of the North Riding of Yorkshire - small amount of machinery, owing to the absence of any
Mr. MACKENZIE. No; there is not.' manufactory of machinery. The policy of the first Parlia-

ment, and of the firsL Tariff that was enacted in this Domin-
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Where this question was ion, was a policy of allowing all machinery that could not

made a battle ground of party, and where one of the most be manufactured in the country to be admitted free of duty
important and influential constituencies in the Empire for the purpose of fostering the establishment of new indus-
reversed its verdict and pronounced unequivocally in favor tries within the bordels of Canada. Then, Sir, we had the
of a policy of Protection, even to the extent of a duty on question of the fisheries, one of the largest and most import-
corn? Well, Sir, as I said before, if I were quite prepared ant industries in this country. What was done for this
to admit that the policy of Free Trade was the best to be industry ? In the first instance, every person knows that,
adopted in the British Empire and by Great Britain, I should, with the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, the market
at the same time, maintain that, situated as Canada is, we which had been open to our fishermen had been closed.
have no alternative but to adopt the policy now in force in What did we do? The Government of Uanada decided to
this country. It is impossible, Sir, and any one must admit foster and protect our own fishermen, and to prevent
it who takes the trouble to look at the position Canada encroachment upon our fishing grounds by fisher-
occupies, with a comparatively small population of between men fiom the United States, and this gave all the
4,000,000 and 5,000,000 of people, and lying alongside the advantage to our fishermen that they could receive.
great country to the south of us, now numbering 50,000,000 ; Every person remembers the taunts and ridicule that were
it is impossible, Sir, I say, for any public man to examine thrown from the other side of the House at our efforts in
this question and arrive at any other conclusion than that that respect. Every person remembers the taunts with re-
the policy of Canada must be greatly influenced by the fiscal ference to Mr. Mitchell's fleet used for the purpose of pro-
policy of the great country fo the south of us. And, Sir, I tecting that industry. Not only did we do that, but we
think it would be wise to adopt the sentiment of Carlyle, imposed a tonnage license upon American fishermen coming
that history is philosophy, teaching by experience, and, into our waters, and when a license of 50 cents a ton was
looking at the question in the light of that important axiom, found not to bo adequato protection we raised it to 82.
ask ourselves what the result of fourteen years experience Having thus shown a firm resolve to protect the undoubted
in relation to this question has been for Canada, what in- rights of our fishernen in our waters the United States
ference has been drawn from the policy of the two great were brought to the conclusion that it was desirable to have
parties in this country by the experience gained in relation that question arranged by a treaty; and it is well known,
to these questions for the last fifteen years ? It is well -Sir, that the result of the Washington Treaty was not only
known, Sir, that the party who now have the confidence of to re-open the American markets to the fishermen of this
the people of this country adopted, from the first, a policy country-under the policy of Protection we had adopted-
of protecting Canadian industries. but it was agreed, under that Treaty, that means should be

An hon. MEMBER. Oh. taken to ascertain what amount of money should be paid by
the United States Government to Canada for the enjoyment

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. An bon. member on the of our fisheries. Every person who was present in this
other side of the House questions that statement; but, louse at the time remembers the taunts and sneers flung
Sir, I think I shall be able to show that hon. gentleman across the floor of the louse by hon, gentlemen opposite in
that the low Tariff of 1867, adopted by the party now in relation to that maLter, and we were told that nothing
power, was as protective a policy as was required in the would be obtained. But, Sir, as an outcome of that Wash-
interests of Canada in that day. lion. gentlemen may say ington Treaty, and of the efforts of hon. gentlemen thon and
that the Tariff of Canada had been reduced in 1866. Why now on this side of the House to protect the interests of our
reduced ? Because the reduced Tariff of 1866, adopted fishermen, no less a sum than $4,500,000 was awarded to be
before Confederation, was a Tariff found to be all that was paid to this country; and, to-day, my hon. friend the
necessary in order to give the protection roquired for Minister of Finance, true to the policy of protecting that
Canadian industries. It is well known, Sir, that the great and important Canadian industry, is in a position to
great war, which existed from 1861 to 1865, in the United corne down and ask justly from this louse that no less than
States, so completely disorganized the labor markets of that 6150,000 per annum shall be contributed by this
country as to afford for many subsequent years quite as fuil Parliament from the public funds as a bounty to
and as abundant a protection to Canadian industries as the fishermen, whose fishing grounds have been, to a
under the present Tariff. The hon. gentleman knows certain extent surrendered, under the Washington Treaty,
right weIl that, although a low Tariff was adopted at the to the fishermen of another country. I mention this
first Session of the first Parliament of this Dominion, the in order to show that the policy which animates gentlemen
policy was then adopted of fostering and protecting Cana- on this side of the House is a policy that was adopted in
dian industries. Hon. gentlemen know right well that, 1867, on the first formation of the Canadian Government,
although a low Tariff was adopted, it was accompanied by and bas continued until the present time. Well, Sir, it will
measures calculated to foster these industries. Look'at the also be remembered by gentlemen opposite that we made a
free list, and you will find that the policy was to provide for very strong endeavor to secure protection for the great coal
the introduction of articles required to be consumed and to be mining interests of this country and for the great agricul-
used in manufacturing industries to a much larger extent than tural industry. It will be remembered that the Governiment
was subsequently the case. Thon taking the great interest, of that day-the first of this Confederation-brought down
especially the shipbuilding, and the policy was adopted a policy imposing a duty upon coal coming from the United
of fostering that great and important indastry by making States into this country, and accompanied it by a proposi-
articles that entered into the construction of shipping and that tion to impose a duty upon grain and breadstuffs brought
had to be imported into this country free of duty. Thon f rom the adjoining Republic into Canada. It will be remem-
the industry of sailing these ships that were built was also bered that, notwithstanding that that policy was maintained
foetered by adopting a policy of making the light dues for a year, we were obliged ultimately to encetmb to the
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united hostility of hon. gentlemen opposite, and some of our between the two parties were laid before them-because in
owu friends who were less advanced on this important ques- the General Election of 1872, the policy that had animated
tion at that time thanIamhappy to say,they are to-day. Now, the Conservative party, the policy that had been so
Sir, it is very well known to the House that I have always eminently successful in the promotion of the prosperity of
been-from the first hour I entered this House-an advocate Canada, was heartily endorsed by the people at the polls.
for a duty on coal. I never could see, and I cannot now, But, Sir, these hon. gentlemen failed to meet the people at
why coal should be exempt from duty, ev.en as a pure ques- the polls on a policy oftheir own, and they adopted a system
tion of revenue, any more than any other article found in which is a favorite mode ofoperating with them-intrigue ;
the Tariff. Hon. gentlemen on the other side of and thus they succeeded in obtaining power. I say, Sir, that
the House join issue with us in that respect, and this was an inhappy hour in the interests of Canada, for I
the ex-Minister of Finance calls a duty on coal an need not remind the flouse, Sir, that from that hour
odious tax, while the hon. leader of the Opposition main- down to the time when they were dismissed from
tains here, as elsewhere, that it is a sectional tax. Well the positions for which they proved so thoroughly un-
Sir, I can only say that I fail to see any foundation for the equal, the fortunes of Canada were surrendered to hands
statement that it is an odious tax, or for the view that it is a utterly unworthy of the charge. They succeeded to
sectional tax. What makes it an odious tax ? Why, these power with an overflowing revenue; they succeeded to
hon. gentlemen say coal is a necessary of life ! Yet the power with the trade, the business and the i evenue of the
Tariff they propounded and maintained, provided for country in the highest possible state of efficiency, and I
the imposition of duties upon other articles which are just need not tell the House, Sir, what the lamentable record of
as much necessaries of life as coal. In this cold country, that five years of misrule was, during which they sup-
hats, boots and shoes, and clothing of all kinds, are neces- planted the protectionist policy which had been the policy
saries of life, It is not a matter of choice as to whether of Canada down to that time, and introduced a policy of
any individual in this country will wear these articles what they called out-and-out Free Trade-at least, to as large
or not ; they are articles of prime necessity, and an extent as they could adopt it. Well, Sir, tbey have said on
yet hon. gentlemen opposite never discovered that, more than one occasion -I do not know, however, that the
because these articles are absolutely necessary to maintain matter is very important -that my bon. friend the Minister
life in this country, they should be struck from the list of of Finance and myself, as weli as other hon. gentlemen on
dutiable goods and put on the free list. Hon. gentlemen this side of the House, were formerly Free Traders. They
know right well that coal oil is as much a necessity of life have said, Sir-and tbey have endeavored to establish on
in Canada as coal, and yet what was their policy with various platforms and occasionally in this House the fact-
regard to it? Why, my hon. friend from Stanstead (Mr. that formerly my hon. friend and myself held different sen-
Colby)-I beg to be excused for mentioning him by name- timents in reforence to this great issue from tbose which we
aided by all the Conservative strength that at that time was now entertain. I say, Sir, that the history of the past will
to be found in this House, was two years fighting the battle fail to establish any such proposition. I do not, for a mo-
to bring down the duty on coal oil to a figure below ment, besitate to avow that when I was in the Government
150 per cent. The hon. the ex-Finance Minister, although of Nova Scotia, and when I had the honor of occupying a
now so anxious about articles which are necessaries of life, position in the Legislature of that Province, I was a Free
was prepared to maintain then an odious tax of 150 per Trader. My policy was that of Free Trade, and why ? Because
cent. on the article of coal oil, and was only compelled to it was utterly impossible for a small community ofless than
surrender at discretion when he found he was being pushed 400,000 people, situated as we were, without the means of
to the walI and that outsidb opinion overwhelmingly sup- obtaining a market outside of our own borders, even among
ported bis opponents. Was the duty on coal oil a sectional Canadians, for any but a Free Trade policy to be adopted;
tax? I would like to ask the hon. and learned leader but, Sir, hon. gentlemen opposite know httle of the discus-
Of the Opposition if a tax on coal oil is not as much sions of the past if they do not know that my hon. friend
a sectional tax as a tax on coAl. There is no c)al and myself took our ground in our respective Legislatures
oil to be found outside of Ontario. Whatever advan- of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick strongly and'clearly
tage was enjoyed by the iridustry, in consequence of' the on the advantage of having all these Provinces united
duty, inured to Ontario where the oil was to be found. together in one great Confederation, and that one
Yet the duty was not called an odious or a sectional tax of the leading gr:unds on which we urged this
because oil was an Ontario product, and these gentlemen change was, that it would enable a policy that
feel that it is quite right to denounce the tax on coal would protect the industries of the country, to be
found in Nova Scotia as odious and sectional, while, at the adopted, and wbich otherwise was impossible. I say,
sanme time, thoy resisted a fair and legitimate reduction on Sir, that when the Reciprocity Treaty was abolished by
coal oil, the duty on which was, as I said before, not only the United States, as leader of the Government at that time.
equally odious but equally sectional, being four times as I went down to the Legislature of Nova Scotia and asked
great. as the duty on coal, as the hon. gentleman knows. I the Legislature to re-impose all the duties that were in
say, too, that these gentlemen have never been able to operation previous to the treaty, and which had been
show, ere or elsewhere, any reason why a duty ýhould not suspended durirg the continuance of the treaty, and to
be imposed on coal, the same as upon any other necessary adopt the same system in this relation, which had beforeof life- I may mention, as another evidence of our desire to existed ; and, Sir, as I have said before, I, on all occasions
foster and protect the industries of this country, that~between pointed out to my countrymen, that while nature had given
1867 and 1873, when we found we had more revenue than we to Nova Scotia great natural resources, and such as had
required to maintain the public service in efficiency, we abol- made other countries great manufacturing centres, and had
ished the duties upon tea and coffee ; and we did that essential- built up flourishing and immense industries, it was utterly
'y in the interests of the industries of this country, and with a impossible for any such result to follow, unless we became
view to fostering those industries, because it cheapened the part of a great Confederation, opening up an extensive
cost of living, and in that way permitted the carrying on of market within ourselves, by which such industries could be

eo idustries in a better and casier mode than otherwise fostered. I am told, Sir, that some remark which I made
was the case. Well, Sir, in-an unhappy hour for the inter- on the occasion of the introduction of the Tariff of the
ests of Canada, gentlemen opposite came into power-not in ex-Finance Minister, gave evidence that I was au out-
Virtue Of the express sentiment of the country, not in virtue and.out Free-Trader. Well, Sir, all I can say to this is, that
Of a decision of the people at a time when the issues if hon. gentlemen opposite will refer to the fyles of the
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Globe newspaper, they will find that I attacked the hon.
gentleman's Tarif on that occasion on the ground that it
took away the protection-the fostering protection-which
was given by the Tariff that had previously existed, to
Canadian industries. -Hon. gentlemen will discover tbat on
that occasion I joined issue with the ex-Minister of Finance
on the question of the proposed imports on shipbuilding,,
and I said: "Ilere is a great Canadian industry. It is
in a position that will not bear tampering with, and yet 1
find that one of your first moves is to take away the protec-
tion which this industry has enjoyed, owîng to the freedom
from duty upon articles which go into the construction of
ships, and are imported into this country." And I was
able to fight the battie so sharply on tbat occasion, with
the aid of my friends on this side of the House, that we
compelled the hon. gentleman to take back bis Tariff, read-
just it, and make it much less obnoxious than it was betore.
I told the hon. gentleman in that debate-as will be found
in the report to which I refer-that he was attacking the
industries of Canada by imposing a duty on machinery
which was brought into this country, and this, too, when
there was no corresponding aid given to the manufacturers,
who were to bring such machinery into this country, so that,
from the beginning to the end, Sir, I took the ground that
that hon. gentleman was striking a fatal blow at Canadian
industries in bis Tariff, and defended the policy of fostering
the industries of Canada as far as it was in my power to do
o on that occasion. But, Sir, tbe hon. gentleman was suc-
cessful, and what was his first move ? The leader of the
Opposition at Cobourg said that what they pi-oposed to do
was to foster industries by taking the duties off ail articless
which went into manufacturing, and by increasing the free
list. But what did the Government of which the
hon. gentleman and the ex-Minister of Finance were meni-
bers do when they had the power? Did they promote the
industries of Canada by taking the duties off articles such
as I have mentioned, and by enlarging the free list ?
No, Sir, but they struck a beavy blow at the industries of
Canada by imposing duties on a large number of articles
which entered into the consumption of manufactures in this
country, taking them ont of the free list and imposing
duties on them. Then, Sir, I need not say tbat another step
of these hon. gentlemen in the same direction was the re-
imposition of the duties on tea aid coffee. These bon. gen-
tlemen now profess-as bon. gentlemen on that side of the
House are very apt to profess whcn they have not any
power to deal with the subject-a deep anxiety for the poor
man; but who does not remernber, when they brought
down a measure to levy duties on tea and coffee, that they
banded themselves together to a man and voted down the
resolution which was proposed by my bon. friend, who then
and now represents Montreal, with the view of having these
duties se adjusted as te lighten the tax on the poor man.
Undertheir Tariff the rich man, wbo is able te drink tea
that coste 90 cents or $1 a pound, had to pay no larger tax
into the revenue, and had to contribute no more to
the revenue, than did the poor man, who was only able
to drink tea worth 25 cents a pound. These gentlemen
were then deaf to the claims and difficulties of the poor man,
and without compunction voted down the re-olution that
would have modified the unfairness of the Tariff, which was
putting a heavy duty on tea and coffee. Weil, Sir, they
then imposed taxes on articles which were in the free list.
and they burthened the industries of the country witb
exactions ; and at the very time when ail was changed, and
when ail was changing, these bon, gentlemen imposed
duties on the shipbuilding industry, and they imposed
duties on the great bulk of our industrial community by the
levying of a tax on tea and coffee, and struck of ithe pro-
tection which had existed with reference to Canadian trade
in tea, by removing the differential duty which had hitherto
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enabled this trade to be carried on in Canada. Evérything
that these bon. gentlemen could do to make Boston and
New York the commercial capitals of Canada they did do,
and with what result ? With the result, as I bave said
before, that during the five years that these hon. gentlemen
were in power, and that this policy of taking away the pro-
tection which bad been given by their predecessors to
Canadian industries prevailed, of making the poor man
poorer, and of bringing this country into a condition such
as every Canadian, of whatever stripe of politics he might
be, earnestly deplored, and such as every patriotic Canadian
can never wish again to see in this country. I defended
the duty ipon coal when we were in power in the first
instance. We maintained that principle as long as we
could; and when we returned to power we reverted to our
original policy-the same policy of fostering Canadian
industries that had animated us from the first. We returned
to it, and publicly proclaimed, as we did years before, that
it was a'proper'principle,when we urged upon them the vital
importance, in the interest of the country, of changing that
policy in this respect. We did all that men could who were
in a minority to induce them to adopt a policy which we
believed would be successful in changing the financial con-
dition of the country. I had pointed out repeatedky the
experience of that great nation to the south of us, which
had adopted the policy of protection to foster the industries
of the country, with the result of relieving it from the disas-
trous consequences of its great Civil War. I talked, however,
to deaf ears. But, having received the mandate of the people
to deal with the great question of the financial policy of the
country-having declaied, with no uncertain sound, what
the T olicy was which animated us, and would inspire us if
again entrusted with power, the result of our appeal to the
country was to sustain the policy we had adopted here, and
which we bad pledged ourselves to carry out if once more
entrusted with power. Well, wc reimposed the duty on
coal-that odious tax which bon. gentlemen opposite had
succeeded in striking down, but whieh I have shown here is
a pure question of revenue, and which can be defended on
that ground as successfully as any question that
can be discussed. My hon. friend, the Minister of
Finance, dealt with this subject, and that is per-
haps the only part of bis speech witli which I was inc4ned
to differ-he stated that one-half the duty on coal was paid
in the United States. On the other hand, the ex-Finance
Minister, the other day, quoted from a speech of my colleague,
the Speaker of the Senate, in rference to the imposition of
the duty on coal; and I am quite aware that, years ago,
that hon. gentleman and a number of other bon. gentlemen
associated with the Conservativeparty were not soadvanced
as they are to day in regard to this subject. I am glad,
however, that theb on. gentleman opposite lias quoted a part
of the argument which ho deemed conclusive in reference to
this public quer-tion. By-and-byc, however, I shall invite
him to pay the same respect to the views of the
Speaker of the Senate on another point which will come
under consideration, which he bas shown in relation to
this question. Now, when I was down in Picton,
1 made a speech to which the hon. gentleman opposite did
me the honor of alluding. He said I stated I bad placed a
duty on coal which fell mairnly upon 1,500,000 people of
Ontario. My opponent questioned the right to have a
sectional tax, but I pointed to the fact that the ex-
Finance Minister had set an example of supporting and
sustaining a sectional tax. I pointed to the fact that that
bon. gentleman bad placed a duty on petroleum of 150 per
cent. on an article that was solely the product of Ontario,
and which was largely paid by the other Provinces. Then
again, duties were placed on the-100,000 tons of shipping in
the Maritime Provinces, that would have produced $-100,000
under the Tariff which the hon. gentleman brought doWD.
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While 600,000 people in the Maritime Provinces would have
to contribute $100,00 of revenue under the hon. gentleman's
Tariff, 1,500,000 people in Ontario wore asked to contribute
a little over 87,000 under his adjustment of that duty.
But that did not prevent the hon. gentleman from
proceeding further in the same direction. lie showed no
objection to the adoption of a sectional tax, provided it fell
on the shoulders of the Maritime Provinces, saying, in effect,
that supposing such duties were not paid in Ontario, the
arrangement was all right. But under our policy we
provided for legitimate protection to all the industries
of all the Provinces; and while hon. gentlemen ask for the
imposition of some burdens in matters in which Ontario is
more interested, there is another instance in which, according
to their own showing, the tax is not paid by them but by the
people of the Lower Provinces-is certainly not paid by the
people of Ontario. Now, we maintain a principle-I have
advocated it from the moment I had a seat in Parliament, I
have nover ceased to uphold it. I defy any man who has
read the discussion of this question, in the Mail newspaper,
which has been going on for the last three or four months,
who hs candidly and dispassionately weighed the arguments
published in that journal, I defy any man who will approach
this subject in a fair and candid spirit, to arrive at any other
conclusion than that the coal tax is not paid by the people
ot Ontario, although paid in Ontario. Iventure to state, and
have sufficient grounds for the statement, that the imposition
of the coal duty bas not cost the people of Canada one
farthing, either in Ontario or out of it. I take this position,
and shall give the flouse my grounds for it, that, instead of
the duty on coal having increased the price to the people
of Ontario, it bas roduced it. I hold that, from the hour of
the imposition of that duty down to this hour, Canadians
have paid less duty on this article than formerly. It is on
this point 1 differ slightly from my hon. friend the Finance
Minister, who seemed to think that, perhaps, half the duty
might b3 paid in the United States and balf in Ontario.
I am satisfied ny hon. friend had not given that branch
of the subject the close and exhaustive examination which
I have felt it my duty to give it, or ho would have arrived
at the opinion I now unhesitatingly state, that the imposi-
tion of the duty bas not cost the people of this country any-
thing, but the reverse. Now, Sir, ny first position is that
the price of coal froni the United States is fixed and governed
by the competition that coal bas to meet with. There is
not an hon. gentleman in this House who does not know,
from the practical experience of every day, that the tariff
in a railway changes with different seasons of the year,
being governed and largely caused by the ainount of coin-
petition that the tariff meets with. If yoa are carrying
freight to a competitive point, if you are carrying freight
to an open port where you have to compote with water car-
riage, you put your freight down in order to get tho business
that you would otherwise lose. If the railway is carrying
freight to an inland portion of the country, where there is no
such competition, you impose such a charge as you think the
Work performed is fairly entitled to. Now, I maintain that
a close examination'of this question will prove beyond con-
tloversy that, looking at it in the light of experience, which
is, as I have said before, the test to which I propose to sub-
ject this matter, the House will be driven-I say, with refer-
ence to this side of the House, willingly driven, because we
are open to conviction in a clear and strong case,
but unwillingly driven on the other side of the House-to
come to the conclusion at which I have arrived. The moment
that the duty was imposed upon coal going into Ontario, it
became a competitive point, because they were threatened
With the fact of their coal being displaced ty the introdue-
tion of Nova Scotia coal. The hon. member for Lambton,the other night, seemed to think that the whole question was
as towhether we had succeeded in displacing.the coal. It is

not necessary to the success of our policy to displace the
coal at all.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Nthing is necessary.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will
examine this question a little further, he will find that-
provided you stimulate the production, provided you succeed
in giving work to tho miners and employment to the
twelve or fifteen million dollars of capital that have been
invested in the mining operations of this country, and
employment to the miner in raising the coal-it matters
little where it is consumed, provided that policy bas led to
this increased consumption. But, Sir, I may say that, after
the most careful examination of this question, it has been
found that no coal is superior to that produced in the Province
of Nova Scotia. My hon. friend from London (Mr.Carling)
was at one time Minister of Public Works for Ontario, and
bis Department caused a careful and exhaustive analysis to
be made of the comparative values of the different kinds
of bituminous coal. It was then found, as a result of that
analysis, that the cheapest coal that could be purchased for
the use of the public buildings in the city of Toronto, was
Nova Scotia coal. It is well known, ahhough I do not
consider it necessary to the argument, that some 284,000
tons of additional coal has been sent into the Upper
Provinces under the influence of this Tariff. Before that a
very large amount of coal was displaced, but the result, as
I said before, could be obtained without displacing
necessarily the coal in Ontario. Now, I quote from the
Trade Returns of home consumption, showing the imports of
anthracite into the several Provinces from the United States,
and the average cost per ton. What do these tables show ?
Why, Sir, they show that, in Ontario, in 1877, there were
261,895 tons imported, costing $1,163,944, or $4.45 per ton-
that was before the imposition of any duty; in 1878, there
were 266,434 tons imported, at a cost of $1,02,816, or
$3.85 per ton ; in 1880, there were 335,794 tons imported,
costing $1,022,055, or $3.04 per ton ; in 1881, there were
357,524 tons imported, costing $1,522,375, or $4.25 per ton.
So that we have never reached, down to the present time,
the cost per ton of anthracite coal coming into the city of
Toronto; it has never reached the price that was placed
upon that article before there was the imposition of
one cent of duty. In Quebec, in 1877, there were imported
117,124 tons, costing $468,759, or $8 per ton,'-mark,
Sir, that Quebec, though much further from the point
of iroduction, was a point of sharp competition, and tho
result was that, instead of having to pay in Quebec $4.45 a
ton, as they paid in Toronto, they only paid $4 a ton ; in
1878, $3.15; in 1880, $2.65, when the 50 cents duty was
imposed; and in 1881, 83.77. In Nova Scotia competition
was still greater, and the distance was much greater also.
The anthracite coal mines of Pennsylvana as you will
observe, are at the furthest point, and yet the cost of the
anthracite coal of Nova Scotia was far lower than either in
Ontario or Quebec, both of which were much nearer to the
point of production. In 1877, the importation was 11,887
tons, costing $44,560, or $3.74 per ton; in 1878, the average
cost was $2.93 per ton ; in 1880, $2.58 ; in 1881, 83.70. In
New Brunswick it cost $4 per ton, the same as in Quebec in
1877; 83.46 in 1878; $2.81 in 1880, when the duty was
imposed; and $3 70 in 1881. So that here you have the
fact clearly established that the very moment the duty was
imposed the parties who shipped their coals to Toronto and
Quebec, put these places into a different category from what
they were before, they made them competitive points and
reduced the cost of coal to a larger extent than the amount
of duty paid. It is impossible for any impartial mind to
arrive at any other conclusion than that the imposition of a
duty of 50 cents a ton bas not only not increased the cost to
the consumer, but it has lowered the cost to the consumet
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in Ontario. The following is the table from which I have
been quoting:

Province. Year. Tons. Total Cost.

$
Ontario....................... 1877 261,895 1,163,944

1878 266,434 1,022,816
1880 335,794 1,022,055
1881 357,524 1,522,375

Quebec...1877 117,124 468,759
1878 105,384 333,836
1880 142,239 378,150
1881 161,449 608,813

Nova Ecotia . ....... 1877 11,877 44,500
1878 10,592 31,169
1880 12,513 ' 32,467 j
1881 15,9f 9 54,661

New Brunswick........... 1877 23,223 92,823 f
1878 21,240 73,555 1
1880 24,232 68,095
1881 28,243 104,807

Cost per
Ton.

$ ets.
4 45
3 85
3 04
4 25

4 00
3 15
2 65
3 77

3 74
2 93
2 58
3 70

4 00
3 46
2 81
3 70

It will be at once apparent that the price of coal in 188(
was less than in 1878, the first named year being the yea1
after the imposition of the duty, and the second named
year being the year immediately preceding it. So you here
have that additional fact; in other words, there was a drop
in the price as invoiced to Canadian dealers immediately
after the National Policy was adopted, just as the Grand
Trunk Railway puts its fare up when the St. Lawrence is
closed, and puts its fare down when the St. Lawrence is
open, simply because in one case they have to meet compe-
tition, and, in the other case, they have no competition.
Bituminous coal followed the same rule, and the United
States practically ceased sending any into the Dominion,
with the exception of Ontario, where the invoiced
prices, as per Castoms returns, show an average of $3. 3
per ton for 1881, as against $3.t)7 for 1877. That shows
the United States coal owners feared less the competition
with Nova Scotia, because they found that it had not been
sent forward to the extent they feared it would be, and
they increased the price to a certain extent. Now, Sir,
I think I have sbown that the price of coal varies in the
United States according to. the degree of competition ex-
pcrienced by it from the coal froin Nova Scotia and Great
Britain ; otherwise vou would not have coal sent to
Quebec at a lower price, you would not have coal sent a
longer distance than it is to Toronto from the Pennsylvania
coal fields. In Boston, a sea-board city of the United States,
the price of coal is $6.50. In the inland city of Chicago
the price is $8.50. How do hon. gentlemen account for
that ? The cost of carrying to the city of Boston, and the
cost of carrying to Chicago> is the same. I have under my
hand a periodical published in New York, called Coal, and if
the hon. gentleman wishes to verify the statement, he will
find that the cost of carriage to Chicago and to Boston is
the same--2 in each case--yet the price ofcoal in Boston is
$6.50, while in Chicago it is $8.50, showingthat the pricoof
coal is fixed by the coal dealers and by the amount of com-
petition. In Chicago there is no competition with British
or Nova Scotia coal, and the consequence is that the price is
put up to just the highest point the coal dealers can place it;
showing again, Sir, as I have stated, that this question ofits
being placed on the competitive, or the non-competitive
position, affects the price of coal. My authority for the
statement I have made as to the freight rate to Boston is
the Boston Iferald's commercial report, and a periodical
published in New York called Coal, and dated the 25th of
January. The receipts of Nova Scotia and English coal
into Boston, in 1880, were 54,781 tons. In 1881, somewbat
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more; and a large proportion of the coal import in 1881
was from Nova Scotia, as Cape Breton coal owners endeavored
to force it into that market ut $3.50 per ton. No coal was
supplied to Chicago from others than the Pennsylvania coal
fields. i think, under these circumstances, the House
will have no difficulty in arriving at the conclusion
that the several ports of Canada (and of Ontario
especially) were, by reason of the duty imposed upon
foreign coal, removed by the Pennsylvania coal owners f rom
the list of non.competitive points to the list of competitive
points. The proof of this is the fact that the Boston
wholesale price, to dealers of anthracite, in 1881, was $4.20,
while the wholesale price in Toronto, of the same kind of
coal, was, in 1881, $4.20. The authority in this case is the
Boston Berald's commercial article for the Boston price, and,
for the Toronto price, the Customs returns and the following
table, which gives the total import of coal into Ontario, and
the price of anthracite, compared with Philadelpia-a
non-competitive point:-

Cost of .
Year. Quantity. market of ePr e

purchase. Per ton 0os S
.Ci e :. Àao Ôý<P

Tons. $ $ ets. $ ets. $ ets. $ ets.
1877.............9420,010 1793,407 4.27 2 59........1.69
1878 ................ 406,971 1,476.022 3.62 3.22 ....
1879 to March 15... 322,528 1,252,703 3.88 2.89...
1879 after March15 93,895 245,255 2 71 2.37J..........
1880.............516,729 1,509960 2.92 4 53 1 61
1881 ................ 344,833 1,499,14.3 4.34 490 1 i....

This table shows, first, that prior to the 15th of March, 1879,
the Philadelphia de.1ler purchased his coal at a cheaper rate
than the Ontario coal dealer; second, that after the imposi.
tion of the duty, the average price of the Ontario coal dealers
was less than that of Philadelphin in 1880, by $1.61, and in
the fiscal year of 1881, by 56 cents. If we compare Toronto
with Philadelphia, we find that Toronto coal dealers
obtained their supply during the calendar year 1881, at
$4.20 per ton against Philadelphia at $4.90, or 70 cents less
than Philadelphia ; and if the duty were added to the price
of the coal, there would still be a large ma-gin in favor
of Toronto against Philadelphia. Further evidence is to be
found in the fact that coal sold at Ogdensburg, in the

. winter of 1880-81, for $5.90, while at Prescott the retail
price was $0 per ton; the cost of freight to Prescott,
harbor dues and unloading is 68 cents. If the duty were
added to the cost of the coal, it ought to have sold at $5.90
plus 68 cents plus 50 cents, or in all 87.08. At Oswego,
coal sold during the present year, at $5.75; freight, from
Oswego to Beleville, 40 cents; barbor dues and unloading,
28 cents; if duty were added to cost, 50 cents, the coal
ought to sell at $6.93, while the price at Belleville was $6.50,
showing that the result of the duty has been to decroase
and not to increase the price of coal. At Buffalo, coal sells
the present winter for 8.70; the freight to Toronto is $1;
cartage 30 cents, or equal to $7. The freight in this case is
given on the authority of railway companies, that being the
rate from the Bridge to Toronto for all quantities of coal
under 10,000 tons. In summer rates are lower, Mr. Nairn,
a coal dealer of Toronto, placing the freight at 70 cents
during the summer. The price of coal then was-$6.50 ,
in Toronto. During the present month the price of coal, in
Toronto, was advertised at $6.50, by P. Burns, a leading
coal dealer. At that price, with winter rates of freight,
coal is obtained by consumers at 50 cents less than
the consumers of Buffalo puy for it. At Chicago,
coal retails at from $8 to $8.50, or an average
of $8.25. The rail freight from Buffalo is $2
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the difference in freiglit is 70 cents in favor of Toronto. If
Toronto paid as much as Chicago it ought to pay $8.25
minus 70 cents, or $7.55; if the duty is added to the cost to
the consumer, Toronto, to have its coal at the same pro-
portionate rate as Chicago, would have to pay $7.55 and
duty 50 cents, or $8.05. It actually pays $6.50 to $7. At
Detroit coal sells, at retail for $6.25; freigbt from Buffalo
50 cents. The price at Toronto is $6.50, with freight $1,
ought to be 86.70, to be proportionately as dear as Detroit.
In further proof that the duty is not paid by the people of
Ontario see following table of the retail prices in Toronto
at the seveiral dates mentioned

Hard Coal Soft Coal.
Oct 241 1872.... ........ $7.00...... ......... $8.00

23, 1873..... ....... ...... 7.50 ........... ........... 7.00
. 22,1874...... ,................. 7.75.... ....... ...... ........ 7.00

30, 1875 ........ 7.00........ ......... ........ .. 5.75
25, 1881...... ... 6.50.........................5.53

In 1881, with the duty of 50 cents in operation, the cost
at Tor-nto of hard coal was $6.50, and soft coal 85.50, the
lowest price at which this table shows it to have been pur-
chased since 1872.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What was it in 188î)?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This table does not give it.
Mr. MiACKENZIE. Thon it is a very convenient table.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am taking the figures ia

this table from the prices furnished by the Toronto Globe-
a table which shows that in no year between 1872 and 1875
inclusive, when there was no duty on coal, was coal as cheap
in Toronto as it bas been in 1881, with the duty fully
established; so that the hon gentleman will have to work
at that table a good deal before he will beable to invalidate
the conclusive argument which I have adduced therefrom-
that the imposition of the duty on coal has been in fivor of
the Ontario consumer, so far as the price of coal is con-
cerned. The Philadelphia Ledger, in December, said:

" Coal demand has been in excess of the ability of the companies to fur-
nish it. Lt is really.just cause for apprehension fortthe future, shoul the
trouble of want of water or other causes continue te limit production.">
This was said because of the drought of last season ; never-
theless, Toronto coal supply was cheaper to it than in full
production years. Now, Sir, I have another table
to w'hich I wish to invite the attention of hon, gentle-
men, as showing what the effect of the .National
Polley has been on this great and important indus-
try. lIt is a comparative statement of the coal sales,
labor, &o., in Nova Scotia, for 1873, the last year of the
Macdonald Government ; 1b78, the last year of the
Mackenzie rule; and, 1879 to 1881, three years under the
National Policy. It shows the decrease under the Mackenzie
Administration and the increase under the National Policy:

- t...

1873. 1878. la81.

coal Balesfrom Nova Seo-
tia mines... .. ..... 881,106 693,511 187,595 1,034,800 341,289The nunber of men em-1
pIoyed............. 4,362 3,135, 1,227 3,600 465Nuruber of days worked at1 8 187
coal............... 995,153 663,830 331,303 817,595.183,705Tons of coal shipped from
Nova Seotia toMon treal
and Queec...........187,059 83,710 103,349 268,628 184,918Total 'mports o caiat
Muntreat and Quebec.... 415,380 328,074 87,306 529,091 201,017

Cai shipments f rom CapeBreton te, Mentreai and
Quebec....... ........ 80,213 28,108 52,105 146,122 118,014

otal tons of coal shipped1
T f°a 7 8ney Harbor..... 253,396 128,061 123,335 258,961 130,900in P oS iyd p .7arr vedin Port Sydney .... 222;9991 215,061 7,938 406,082 191,021

I give to hon. gentlemen opposite these facts and figures,
which establish beyond question the fact that, so far from
the people of Ontario having suffered from the imposition
of a coal duty, the very reverse bas been the case.

Mr. ANGLIN. By the Upper Provinces, I presume the
bon. gentleman means Quebec and Ontario.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I mean Quebec and Ontario.
At Cobourg, where I had the pleasure, at no very remote
period, of discussing before the people-ifnot in the presence
of the hon. leader of the Opposition-this very important
question, I was able to deal with a very remarkable argu-
ment which he gave in favor of reducing the duty on coal.
And what do hon. gentlemen suppose it was ? And, Sir, I
may say, while referring to that, that the ex-Finance
Minister, the other night, gave us the same reason. le
said, what a frightful injustice to railways. It was not the
poor man then on wbose behalf he complained-because I
may say that theso "shivering wretches " with whom the
hon. ex-Finanre Minister is so familiar, are not known to us.
I may tell the hon. gentleman that the day is not remote
when there were shivering wretches suffering from want of
employment, and without the comforts of life. But I am
happy to know that, under the policy now in operation in
this country, all that is changed. Where there was misery
and cold there is now comfort and happiness. But I say
that coal is not the fuel of the poor man la Canada. I say
that to nineteen-twertieths of the poor people of Canada
wood is their fuel, and the price of coal does not touch the
question at all.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Does the hon. gentleman say that
of Toronto, where the great consumption of coal is ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say it of Canada. The-e are
other places in this country besides Toronto, although the
hon. gentleman does make it his home.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Tbe hon. gentleman knows that in
the country districts the people have not the necessity nor
the means of getting coal; but where coal is consumed, is
it consumed by the rich or the poor ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thought I made it plain to
the bon. gentleman that it is a matter of no moment to
them, because I have shown that the poor man of Toronto
gets his coal cheaper under the National Policy than ho did
before. But I say that, taking this whole Dominion,
wood is the fuel of the poor man, and therefore it is
a delusion for these hon gentlemen Io dwell on the price
of coal as a hardship to the poor. I have shown that
it is not a hardship but a benefit to the poor. The hon.
gentlemen were greatly alarmed for two classes, and who
were they they ? Why, Sir, they were the railways and
the manufacturers. I thought those manufacturers were
bloated aristocrats, that yeu could not take too much out of.
But, Sir, it appears that these hon. gentlemen as the day
approaches when they have to be put in the balance and
weighed, are becoming very sensitive in regard to the manu-
facturers, and they want coal put on the free list in order to
increase the enormous profits to these manufacturers. Sup-
pose the manufacturer bad to pay an addition of 50 cents a
ton on coal, be was able to pay it, because we had given
him an increased production. We had provided for foster-
ing and protecting his industry against the slaughtering
from the neighboring country that formerly crushed it out,
and thus enabled him to pay this additional 50 cents a ton
without feeling it. But, Sir, what about the railways ?
Have the railways any ground for complaint? How was
the hon. the ex-Finance Mlinister able to make a case in
respect to the railway ? By quoting the speech of Sir Henry
Tyler? No ; but by misquoting the speech of Sir Henry
Tyler. The hon. gentleman put words in the mouth of
Sir Llenry Tyler which he never uttered. I challenge
him on this point, 1 say more. I say the hon. gentleman,
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who entertains such a very low estimate of human nature
as his speech the other night led us to believe he holds,
ought to be careful how ho places words in the mouth of
any man that the man never uttered, because it is open to
the imputation that the hon. gentleman's knowledge was not
at fault. Now, Sir, I tell him, if he did not know it, he ought
to have known it; and I tell you why. This subject had
been a matter of public discussion. The Globe newspaper
had falsified the report of Sir Henry Tyler's speech. Either
the Globe's correspondent in London, or the persons at the
Globe office in Toronto, falsified Sir Henry Tyler's
language and made him say that which lie never
had said. That became a subject of disenssion,
and the Globe was challengcd with the production
of Sir Ier.ry Tyler's speech, which proved the statement
I have made, namely, that either the correspondent in
London or the parties in the office at Toronto were so
driven to the wall to sustain their untenable position on this
question, that they had to do what the bon. ex-Finance
Minister, after this has been a matter of public discussion,
ought not to have don,-put words in the mouth of Sir
Henry Tyler which ho never uttered.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Produce the speech.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have got it here, and I think
the hon. gentleman will find that not only doos it not say
what he bas stated that it said, but the very reverse. Sir
Henry Tyler, of course, like ail gentlemen in his position,,
was anxious to show why ho had not a larger net balance in
favor of the railway, and lie would have been only too glad
if lie could have shown that the imposition of the duty of50
cents per ton on coal had compelled him to take that 50
cents out of the earnings of the railway in order to adjust
bis balance, but he did not venture to say so; he could not
say so, because I happen to know that the Grand Trunk had
purchased coal cheaper than the company had purchased it
before, and therefore Sir Ienry Tyler was not in a position
to make such a statement. Ie said:

" He gives us all the reasons for the excess inthe extenditure of the
present half year, which you will see on page 12-increased consumption
of fuel caused by much severer weather during the past winter. 2nd.
Advance in pricesof fuel, wages, and materials. 3rd. Outlayin working
the extra traffic, which, of course, requires extra fuel; and so on. As
regards fuel, I should like to tell you what we are doing in that respect.
We are gradually economizing, and using more coal and less wood."

Sir Henry Tyler was made to say that bis company was,
suffering, that the Grand Trunk and all the railways wore
suffering to the extent of the duty on coal. He tells
the people that, although he had not got as large a balance
as he desired, be was increasing it, because. the company
was using more coal and less wood. He said:

"l In the half-year ending June, 1880, we used 60,000 cords of wood
and in the. half-year ending June, 1881, only 48,000 cords. Per contra,
we used in the half-year ending June, 1880, 109,000 tons of cnal; so that
we had a decrease of 12,000 cords of wood and an increase of 34,000 tons
of coal. As wood becomes more scarce, and there are extra facilitie-s for
getting coal, we shall hope, in working our traffic, to effect further
economy in this respect."'

The hon. the ex-Finance Minister put language in Sir Henry
Tyler's month whieh he never uttered.

that enough, I am afraid it will ho very bard for any one
to satisfy him.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. The hon. gentleman knows it is not
enough as well as I do.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think it will not be neces-
sary to occupy the attention of the House much longer in
respect to ,the question of coal. I think I have disposed
once and for over of any foundation whatever for the
imputation that the duty upon coal bas increased
the cost to the consumer in any part of the whole Dominion.
I have shown that whercas poverty and suffering existed
before, now all is comfort and prosperity. I have shown
hon. gentlemen that the great coal-mining inidustry, which
was languishing and dying, and would have been crushed
out, lias revived; we would, under the late policy, have
been in the position that Ontario would have had no pro-
tection, for there would have been no Canadian coal-mines
that would have been brought into requisition. But ail that
had been changed, and now we foilnd not only industries
springing up in every direction, but, at the same time, it can
be clearly established that this bas been accomplished with-
out either manufacturers or railways or any persons being
called upon to puy a single additional farthing. But suppose
it had cost the railways something ? What have we done for
the railways under our policy? Doos the hon. gentleman
know bow those railways have prog: essed under the
National Policy that ho and the leader of the Opposition are
so exceedingly anxious about-those great corporations
which cannot be said to be so very poor? The hon. gentle-
man bas only to look at the returns, and he will find they
are of a very striking and interesting character, like ail
other statistics relating to the National Policy. Those
prove beyond controversy the interesting growth, prosper-
ity, advancement and progress of this country. There is no
barometer you can apply that will give you a clearer test
as to the public weal than the railway receipts of the coun-
try. The railways stretch through the country in every
dir!nd ion, and just in proportion as the country flourishes
the ; oceipts advance, and as the country suffers they decline.
Let me invite the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to
what the railway returns show, and thon they will see
whether there was any cause for expressing sympathy for the
railway companies, even if they paid a coal duty. lihe fol-
lowing is a comparative statement of the tons of freight
carried and of receipts: -

- 1876-77. 1877-78. 1878-79. 1879-80. 1880-81.

Number of tons of
freight carried..... 6,859,796 7,883,472 8, 3 4 8,810 9,938,838 12,102,245

Receipts from pas- $
sengers.... ... -... 6,4L8,493, 6,386,325 6,459,598 7,076,340 8,198,274

Receipts from ' 1
freigbt .. . 11,321,264 13,129,191 12,509,094 15,506,935 18,616,517

Receipts from mails
Mr. MACKENZIE. Is that all. ana express ......... 744,7411 795,797' 789,926 851,288 942,1671

Receipts from other
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. i that not enough to show sources............... 217,554 208,764 166,448 102,076 150,257

that Sir Henry Tyler did not say what bas been reported ? ---~~~-----¯
18,742,052 20,520,077 19,925,066 23.,53,3927,907 ,7719

Is it net quite enough to show that there is no foundation for 1 1' 2
that which Hansard shows the ex-Finance Minister stated,
and thewords he put in Sir Henry Tyler's mouth? Isitnot Thus we have a total of $18,742,052 in 1876-77, against
enough that Sir Henry Tyler, instead of saying they are, 819,925,066 in 1878-79; and when the hon. gentleman's
suffering from the increased cost of coal, owing to the duty, policy was changed, we have $27,907,719 received fron rail-
and that it was increased by the amount of the duty, which ways in this country, or an increase in 1880-81, from the
the ex-Finance Minister made him say, the company are year the bon. gentleman received permission to retire from
economizing by using more coal and abandoning the use of, the management of publie affairs, of no less than $8,082,453.
wood ? If the hon. member for Lambton does not think I So that, if the railways had to pay a few cents duty a ton On

Sir ÇHÂRLE Tuppz.
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coal, they could very well afford to pay it, considering the
position in which they are placed to-dayunder the National
Policy, compared with that in which they were placed
before. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will allow me to carry
his attention back to the occasion on which he introduced
his first Budget Speech. What was the prospect ho held
out thon with reference to the Intercolonial Railway? lie
led the House to believe that they might be prepared for a
deficit of 81,250,000 in the working of that railway. Well,
the year that they retired from the management of public
affairs, the deficit went up to nearly 8750,000, and, had the
bon. gentleman remained long enough in power, I think he
would have been able to prove himself a correct prophet by
running the deficit up to the amount he estimated, $1,250,000.
To-day, however, we are able to say that we have increased
the carriage of freight 42 per cent., and instead of having
to face a deficit of 8750,000, as the account stood in
1878-79, when the policy of the hon. gentleman opposite
was cbanged, we had a small balance it is true,
but a balance on the right side of the books. The hon.
gentleman may say that we increased freight 42 per cent.
So we did, but what effect would that have bad if they
remained in power? If it had cost as much to carry a ton
of freight as when tbey wore in power, the deficits would
have enormously increased, and the hon. gentleman would
have been able to show triumphantly how accurate ho made
bis estimate when ho estimated that it would reach
$1,250,000. Turn which way you like, and what do you
find? You find, just as the railroad barometer shows, an
enormous increase of traffic, progress, prosperity and com-
fort, taking the place of poverty and retrogression. That
is what you find ail over this country. My hon. friend the
Finance Minister had the proud satisfaction of standing
here, the other night, and presenting a picture of the con-
dition of this country, such as might well fill with just pride
the breast of every patriotic Canadian. It did fnot seem to
have quite that effect upon some hon. gentlemen who are
not a hundred miles away. One would have supposed he
was unfolding a record of the most disastrous woe that
could befall a country, if one were to judge from the
lengthened visage of the hon. the ex-Minister of
Finance. Perhaps no man ever suffered more than he,
while it was his painful duty to see the hon. Finance
Minister place in bold relief, though without any
allusion to it, the successful results of bis policy in
contradistinction to the failure of the policy of the hon. the
ex-Minister of Finance. I need not remind you of the fact
that when we adopted our policy, when the issue was
joined, when the question was practically for this country
whether we should have direct taxation or adopt the
National Policy of protecting Canadian industries on Cana-
dian soil. The bon. gentleman smiles when Irefer to direct
taxation. Does he forget that he himself stood bore and
admitted that he was at the end of his tether, that ail his
re0sources were exhausted, that he knew of no means of
wringing any more taxation out of the impoverished people
of this country except by direct taxation ?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. No; I did not.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman forgets

that when a number of the members f rom Lower Canada
were urging a policy that would favor the growth ofCanadian
tobacco, he met that proposition, not by saying that it was
a bad ene, but by saying that it would take 8500,000 out of i
he revenue, and that ho knew no mode of replacing it

except by direct taxation. The bon. gentleman referred the
other night to memories. There is no one thing that ho bas soIlacl reason to dread as the memory of the members of this

ouse-. His Budget Speeches have been fyled away, and
have become musty, because no person wishes to turn up i

.nch unprofitable and unwholesome reading. If ho could only
vPe out the recollection of those speeches, gp4 the positions

that ho assumed when he was feebly attempting to grapple
with what he was unable to deal with-the financial interests
of this country-it would be, indeed, a fortunate thing for
him. We can well recollect when the hon, gentleman
brought down bis Tariff in 1874 and imposed 83,000,000
additional taxes, and came back two years later with another
deficiu, and asked for an additional 8500,000 taxes, ho told
us we had reached the limit, of indirect taxation, and that if
ho bad any convenient mode of collecting an income tax ho
would be disposed to propound it. I say that, when the
right bon. the leader of the Government came to the rescue,
when the people themselves came to the rescue and saved
thq country from the incompotent hands of the hon. gentle-
man and his colleagues, we stood on the threshold of direct
taxation; and if we have it not now it is because these hon.
gentlemen were deprived of the position for which they had
shown their utter unfitness. But what did they say when
our policy was adopted, when we compelled them to admit
that we had fairly and faithfully redeemed the pledges on
which we had been elected, that we had carried out man.
fully the assurances we had given the people? Does the
hon. gentleman suppose that the memories of hon. members
of this House have enabled them to forget that the ground
ho took was that it would fail as a revenue Tariff?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. So it was.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman

forget that he took the ground, on the floor of this Par-
liament, that the depression would be intensified instead of
decreased? Does ho forget that for six long months, he and
all his followers, in and out of this House, and the Globe
newspaper, endeavored to show that the depression was
deepening, and that the country was irretrievably ruined;
and it was only when right and left, before and behind,
everywhero in fact, evidence presented itself so over-
whelming ofthe progress and prosperity of the country
that it could be no longer concealed, that the bon. gentle-
men harked back on their prophecies and tried to discover
something besides the National Policy to which our great
progress might be attributed ? But, Sir, that door is not
open to them. It was closed by themselves. Here, on the
floor of Parliament, when discussing this great issue of the
fiscal policy of Canada, they declared the adoption of the
policy of my hon. friend the Minister of Finance would fail
as a source of revenue, because it would so tax theimports
coming into this country that no one could import anything,
We tried, in our feeble way, to convince them that
they were wrong. We tried to show thom that, if
we fostered and protected the interests of Canada as
they should be, the purchasing power of the people
would be increased, and that the imports would in-
crease in a corresponding ratio. Hon. gentlemen had
other objections. What were they? They said :
" The credit of the country is gone; your policy is such an
attack upon Imperial interests that it will close the
money market of the world, and your loss of revenue will
deprive you still further of the means of paying the
indebtedness of the country." That was the hon. gentleman's
ground. Where do we stand to-day? When my hon.
friend was able to stand up and tell us the revenue had
shown such buoyancy, and reached the position it had never
shown before, did my hon. friend attempt te show that the
credit of the country had suffered ? Why, Sir, let me invite
the hon. ex-Minister's attention for a few moments to the
figures that I have bore. If ho las any doubt about the
credit of the country, they will set bis doubts at rest at
once and for ever. What did ho do when ho was entrusted
with the power of negotiating the bonds of Canada in the
money markets of the world-before ho required any
money-the hon. gentleman rushod with hot haste into the
money market, and by a process to which we shall perbape
refer more at length by-and-bye, put the securities of Canadg
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on the market-as my lon. friend the Minister of Finance And yet these hon gentlemen think a Surplus is very båd'
did upon an open market, with free competition, in order Well, Sir, they took the best means to convince the country
ihat Canada might get what they were worth ? No; ho of their sincerity, for they abhorred a surplus as the greatest
fixed the price, he fixed the interest, he fixed the period of pestilence that could invade a country, and they were suc-
the bonds, and fixed the price away below what the cessful in showing the reverse of a surplus to an extent that
bonds were selling for in England at the time on the open would satisfy the most exacting mind. But what moròrdóëà
market, and what was the result ? The result is one that my hon. friend show? Hne shows that we havé a decreasd
will for ever close that hon. gentleman's mouth on the interest-notwithstanding the great expenditure on thû
question of the credit of the country. Who are the happy public service of the country-in the year of $90,00b, or à
possessors of the four millions sterling worth of bonds that absolute decrease, in the charge on interest, of 825,000. Tlhë
the hon. gentleman took across the Atlantic, in 1874 and hon. the leader of the Opposition has exhibited great anxiety
disposed of among his friends-- about the indebtedness of Canada. Well, he may thank Gòd

SriRIÇCARDJ. CARTWRIGHT. Who were my friends. and take courage wbile the management ofthe financial affairis
of the country is in the hands of the present Minister of

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That, Sir, is more than I can Finance, because the Minister Las shown that we cai carry
tell. The hon. gentleman has refused us that information, on the public works without increasing the public in'debted
If the hon. gentleman is impervious to every kind of evi- ness or the charge for interest. Then, hon gentlemen op-
dence, he cannot be impervious to the fact that the men to posite have been greatly exercised, and have perambulated
whom be gave those bonds aie, to-day, £600,000 sterling the country with doleful statements about the enormously
richer than they were before they saw him; that the men increasing expenditure; but we have been able to carry Ôn
to whom he gave the £4,000,000 worth of debentures are, at the public business at an expenditure of actually 23 certs
this moment, the happy possessors of $2,920,000 more than less per capita of the estimated population than the amount
lhey paid him for the bonds. I do not wonder the hon. 1expended by hon. gentlemen opposite. But, Sir, I say that
gentleman is getting very uneasy, but there is more to the ex-Finance Minister failed, utterly failed, to grapple
come. What does the hon, gentleman say of 1876 ? He with this question. It is true he talked ere for three hours,
went back again there when Le did not require money, and and he talked-I was going to say to very unwilling eArs;
sold his bonds at a ruinous discount-4 or 5 per cent. below but I will not, as there were not many ears here to listen to
what they were bringing in the market. The happy him. Most of them were conspicuous by their absence, and
possessors of those bonds, amounting to £2,500,000 sterling at that I was not at all surprised. After listening to the
are $1,825,000 richer than when they purchased those bonds hon. gentleman for a weary half-bour, and finding hita going
at the price fixed by the hon. ex-Minister of Finance. That, over and over the same old story that ho seems to have gôt
I think,will settle at once and for ever, any question as to the by rote, and is evidently unable to get out of bis md, I
credit of Canada. I do not say that our present position is was reminded of a witty expression of Lawrence O'Connor
all due to my hon. friend the Minister of Finance, I doubt i Doyle in the Nova Scotia Legislature. There was an excit.
it very much. I do not say it is all due to the National ing discussion there on the subject of pickled fish, and a
Policy, because had our bonds on that occasion got lair great deal of acerbity had been thrown into the debate.
play in the money markets of the world, they would not Presently the debate toned down and it was being carried

ave been sold at these ruinous figures, however satisfactory on in a subdued way, when Larry Doyle rose in is place
the arrangements may be for the happy parties with whom and said: "We Lad botter take to the question for the
the Finance Minister made them. Well, Sir, what was my pickle Las run out and there is nothing but tongues and
hon. friend the Finance Minister able to show? le was sounds left." Now, for the first hour of the hon. gentleman's
able to show, instead of being in the unhappy position of speech we Lad the pickle, but after the pickle ran ont we had
the ex-Finance Minister, wbo accumulated a deficit of nothing but tongues and sounds left; and I am sure it was
$7,500,000 in three years- a relief to the House when the hon. gentleman resumed his

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Hear, hear. seat. Well, the bon. Finance Min ister has not only done what
I have already described, but ho is able to show $1,000,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I repeat it, Sir. I say, but for of reduction in the controllable expenditure of the
the fact th at these hon. gentlemen were dismissed from power country. Hon. gentlemen opposite want to know
by the overwhelming fiat of the great majority of indepen- where the surplus comes from, and they say: "Did
dent electors of this country; but for the fact that the hon. not it come out of the people's pockets ?" I ay
gentleman was deprived of the opportunity of continuing in reply, no; 8750,000 come out of the Savings
his mad and senseless policy, on July lst, 1879, ho would in the management of the Intercolonial Railway-the saving
have Lad a deficit to face, in the three years, of 87,500,000. of money you wasted before, of money you would waste
What is the position of the hon. Minister of Finance? Ho again if you bad the oppor tunity. The ex-Finance Minister
stands in the proud position of being able to show, not only made a point of the Post Office expenditure. But w*hitio
remarkable progress, prosperity, happuiness, comfort, and the Post Offiee expenditures show? They show that we
everything that a country eau desireto see within its borders, spent more money on the Post Office service, and Yet that
but, under this Tarif, in 1881, a surplus of 84,139,000 ; it cost Canada less than it did during the ternm ofoffice of
in 18S2, a surplus of $4,456,000, and, in 1883, he haa the best our predecessors, because, notwithstanding the enormous
reason for estimating an additional 83,000,000 of surplus. extension of the service in the North-West and the improve-
Notwithstanding that he gives back $81,500,000 taxes to the ment of facilities generally, the deficiency between our
people, ho is able to meet the country with the best evidence revenue and expenditure is greatly less than when the hon.
that any Finance Minister can desire: that, instead of a gentlemen opposite were in charge. The hon. the Finanee
deficit of $7,500,000 in three years, he will Lave a surplus Minister was also able to show that we could -eCa1y
of$1,600,000. But, Sir, these hon gentlemen do not like our economies into effect when we came into pher,aW
surpluses. When did they discover that a surplus, illustration of which was found in the Saving of £71 þr
was such a deplorable thing ? Why, Sir, we have never mile in the running of the Intercolonial, meaning, iù ail, a
ceased te hear them praising the position of -the great half* or three-quarters of a million dollars. He walso 1n
iRepublic to the south of us. Do te y say a surplus is the proud position to show that, notwithstanding the large
a bad thing, that it is very bad statesmauship to wipe off the capital expenditure that Las been Made, hotwithetändiýg
debts of the country by hundredaofmilliona-4250,000,000 the the fact that from the time of the Union uhtil ifleg-7
year before last waswiped off ofthe debt of the United States. i the per capita debt increased from 829 to S4- 4 h1þer
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capita debt bas only been increased $1 over and above
the sínount at which it stood when hon.gentlemen opposite
feft power. The hon. gentleman was also able to show that,
wbene7great Canadian Pacifie Railway is completed, and
every dollar of expenditure is provided for, the debt of this
country -nclnding the canal expenditure and everything
elsé-would only be $203,000.000 ; and that the surpluses-
the money the country can afford to pay, as they do in the
Un>ited States, to the reduction or diminution of the debt-
would, up to that period, bring the amount down to
$115,000,000.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. With the sinking fund ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; the surpluses, with the

sinking fund, would bring it down to $175,000,000. So I
think the anxiety of the leader of the Opposition, on the
score of the deb't, will be very much relieved. The bon, the
Finance Minister also drew attention to the fact-a fact
which hon. gentlemen opposite will not dispute-that if we
sell one-half of the rich, fertile lands we have for sale in the
great North-West, at $1 per acre-and hon. gentlemen
opposite are hardly likely to question that calculation-the
debt of Canada will be reduced down to $100,000,000,
or to a figure, after the great national work bas been
provided for, far below what it is at this moment.
The bon. gentleman has shown that such was the improved
condition of the people that, while these hon. gentlemen are
talking abcut the pressure upon the poor man, and while the
hon. gentleman says that the fiscal policy of the country bas
degraded the poor man, while the hon. gentleman bas en-
deavored to show that bis comfort bas been less, my hon.
friend the hon. Ministerof Finance meets him with conclusive
testimony as to the fact that, in three years and four months,
these poor suffering operatives have deposited no less than
813,000,000 in the savings banks of this country ; and this,
too, notwithstanding the regulation wbich shut out and
closed these savings banks against the wealthier class of the
community, and the class of deposits which used to be re-
ceived. And not only was there an increase of $13,000,000
in the savings, but also increased doposits in the other banks
of no less than $23,000,000, or an increase of $36,000,000 in
all in money deposited in the banks of Canada in three years
and four months; and this is indisputable evidence of the
position which this country to-day occupies, notwithstanding
the factwhich is patent to every bon. gentleman. that, during
these three years and four months, more money and morej
capital bas been invested by the capitalists of Canada in
fostering, promoting, and building up our industries
than ever occurred before in Canada during the same period.
The hon. gentleman is, moreover, able to extend the free list;
the hon. gentleman is able to take the duties off tea and coffee;
the hon. gentleman is able to meet the desire of our friends in
Lower Canada with reference to home growntobacco; thehon.
gentleman is able to strike off the Stamp duties to the
anlount of $200,000 a year; the hon. gentleman is
able to give the fishermen of this country a bounty of4150,000 a year, and well we may do so. What do they do?
Why, Sir, these hardy sons of toil, these men who have to
take their lives in their hands in building up the indus-
trgs of the country, have created exports for Canada of noiless than $6,o00,000 per annum. Well, Sir, the bon.i
gentleman says that the estimates have been increased. So1
they have. Naturally they have been increased; and my1

ho. fnendpointed out the reasons why they have9
not ben increased with regard to the controllable expendi-
ture, for that we have decreased-but merely in order that
the hon, the Finance Minister might properly discharge his
dnty to the country. Now, Sir, 1 think we have given1P"etty conclusive evidence as to the position which the
,è0ti1t!'Yoccuies. I think that the statements made by myiî0ktrend te hon. Minister of Finance will carry the con-- -Vt o thb mind of every intelligent man in this country,j

that no country on which the sun shines, was ever in a
position to:claim greater advance in the progress that bas
been made in the samîe time, or was in a happier and more
prosperous state thah Canada is in to-day. i have had my-
self the opportunityof seeing more of Canada during the
last six months than probably any Canadian ever saw of the
country during the sanie time. I have tiavelled
away up the Pacifie coast, and I have gone 300 or 400
miles into the interior of British Columbia, returning
througb the North-West, Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces. I passed through Prince Edward Island from
end to end, and with regard to every section of the country
which I visited, I am here to add my testimony to that
which the hon. Finance Minister gave in such a conclusive
manner, and to declare that a more united, a more happy,
a more prosperous, and more progressive people are not to
be found in any part of the world than are to be found in
Canada to-day. This, Sir, is the proud position wbich my
bon. friend occupies; ard he was enabled to show that all
this enormous increase bas been given, and all this change
in the trade policy of our country has been accomplished,
without exposing ourselves to one jot or tittle of tbe danger
whieh the ex-Minister of Finance'predicted when this policy
was introduced. It was said it was going to be inimical to
Great Britain. But, Sir, the fact is now ascertained from
the Trade Returns that, so far from this being the case, the
very reverse has been the result. Instead of a policy, such
as was in operation before, and which was eminently in the
interest of our friends across the border, when no Canadian
could look forward to any future, except the hope that ho
might continue to occupy the position to which we
were reduced by hon. gentlemen opposite, of being
the hewers of wood and drawers of water to our
neighbors across the line, and instead of the trade of
Canada being steadily withdrawn from Great Britain to
whom me owe so much, and transferred to the foreign coun.
try to the south of us, building up that great and populous
Republic, the result bas been what my bon. friend said it
would be, and the Trade Returns establish the fact that the
average imports from the Mother Country are increased,
while the average imports from the Republic to the south of
us bave been largely decreased. My hon. friend, moreover,
has been able to show that not only is this the case, but also
with increasing the price of all thfse products and articles
which, owing to the high prices, were going to cause so much
suffering and destitution throughout the country provided
this policy was adopted. Competition between our home
industries bas been such that we occupy the vantage ground of
being able to demonstrate that never were necessaries oflife
and the things which are incidental to the comfort and happi-
ness of the poor man to be obtained in Canada at a cheaper
rate than is now the case. And the bon. gentleman dii not
venture to question this.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Yes, I did.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I did so, vory

strongly.
Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. The bon. gentleman merely

said that : "Assuming it to be true, the question was
not whether all these articles were to-day cheaper
than they were in 1878 in Canada under my Tariff,
but whether we can buy them cheaper to-day in
Canada than in New York," and if so, he says:
" You are injuring the poor man." Let me tell the hon.
gentleman that he must be hard-pressed, when he is
endeavoring to controvert the fiscal policy which is calcu-
lated to foster and protect the industries of Canada, and can
only say, that the way in which the poor man is injured, is
not because we have not reduced the cost of goods -below
what they were in 1878, under his Tariff, but because prices
are not as low as they are in a country where the Tariff is
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twice as high as ours. But lot the hon. gentleman take by the price of living-that everything ho used he had to
courage and take heart. If, in a country whore the duties pay more for it. How can you increase the cost of every-
imposeci are doubly as heavy as they are in this country, thing consumed by the laborer, mainly consisting of farm
you can buy cheaper, and if, under our policy, you ean buy products, without benefitting the farmer ? It is just Bach
goods cheaper than was the case under his Tariff in 1878, questions we had put to him. We told him we would benefit
bow long will it be before you can get goods in Canada at all classes of industries in the country. We told him we
prices greatly below those now paid for them? And the hon. would improve the condition of the farmer by a botter home
gentleman will find that, while the Treasury is six millions market. But the hon. gentleman could not understand.
botter off, there is no industry in this country which is also But now when the farmer laughs at him on account of his
not better off. 1e said-and I was not surprised to hear it theories, ho will know that the people hold that his former
-that he labored under very great difficulties in getting up statements were baseless; that the farmer to-day gets more
a case against this policy. Ho says: "I cannot get the for every product, that is more for every product of the soil
farmers to give me any information." The farmers are so than ho could have got if the policy of the late Government,
rich and happy, and contented, and comfortable, that of making Canadians hewers of wood and drawers of water
thoy would not talk to, or look at, the hon. the for any other country, had been carried out as ho would still
ex-Finance Minister at all, and I am not surprised have carried it out.
at it. He says that the farmers were deceived. Sir, It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
there is not a class of our people more difficult toai
deceive than our farmers. It is because ho could not
deceive the farmers of this country that the hon. gentleman After Recess.
is sitting where he is now. They felt that, under the hon. Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It will become my duty
gentleman's policy, they did not get fair play in Canada, and to make a few further observations in relation to the
they exercised their independent influence at the polls to remarks made by the ex-Finance Minister in reply
place the hon. gentleman where ho is, and to bring back to my hon. friend the Minister of Finance on
into power the party who said they were determined to Friday evening last. But before I do so I have a still more
foster and proteet and maintain Canadian interests on Cana- painful task to perform, of referring to the mode in which
dian soil. Well, Sir, what else was my hon. friend able to the hon. gentleman replied to my hon. friend the Finance
show ? These hon. gentlemen were very anxious about the Minister. I am in the judgment of the House when I say
amount paid to Sir Alexander Galt a little while ago. They that the gratuitous and unprovoked insult offered to my
said it was a terrible thing to have a High Commissioner, hon. friend who propounded the policy of the Government
and consequently I was glad to learn, from the remarks in the Budget Speech, excited the common disgust of both
made on the opening day of the Session,that the hon. leader sides of the House. I say it to the credit of hon. gen-
of the Opposition had changed Lis mind on this point, and tlemen on the other side of the House, who I believe felt as
suggested that Canada had attained to so dignified a position keenly the insult offered to my hon. friend, and the still
that she ought to have a Minister at every civilized court greater insult offered to the dignity of Parliament, as the
in the world. But, Sir, Sir Alexander Galt, in conjunction hon. gentlemen of this side of tho House. My hon. friend
with the Minister of Finance and the leader of the Govern- the Finance Minister at a very early age engaged in com-
ment, have effected a financial arrangement, and what does mercial pursuits, and baving, by industry, by integrity, by
it save? Why, Sir, we save $15,000 a year in the payments everything that men value, attained the confidence of all
which we are now required to make to Messrs. Glyn and Bar- classes of the community in which ho lived, ho had the
ing, under the system which was under operation when hon. honor at a very early age to be elected the representative
gentlemen opposite went ont of office; and not only that, of the chief city of the Province of New Brunswick. That
but when $3,000,000 are to be redeemed in 1885, the coun- hon. gentleman so discharged his duty as to be elevated te
try will save in this one transaction, under this new arrange. the high and honorable position of Prime Minister of that
ment, no less than $350,000. 1, therefore, say that if ever Province, and ho came to this Parliament in 1867 enjoying
there was a Finance Minister who had reason to be satisfied, the respect of all classes of the Province in which ho was
and who was able to point to every industry in the country, born. In this great arena ho was able to take such a higb
and show that ne w life and vitnlity weregiven to it, and to position as warranted his being advanced to the elevated
the position of every artizan and operative in this country, position ho now occupies, and, at a later period, ho entered
and demonstrate that his position was immensely improved upon the highest social position in New Brunswick, amid the
over what it was before, it is my hon. friend the Minister of hearty applause of both sides in that Province, who vied
Finance. The ex-Minister of Finance wants to know what with each other in terms of friendly reception upon its
we have done for the workingmen. I have shown what We being announced that ho was appointed Lieutenant-
have done for the shipbuilders; I have shown what we Governor of New Brunswick. The colleagues of the hon.
have done for the miner, and I have shown what we have gentleman opposite in public declared that had they had
done for the farmer. It las been shown that the prices of the selection of a gentleman to fil[ that high office, there
the farmer's products have been botter than ever before, and was no man they would have rather asked to occupy that
the hon. gentleman opposite (the ex-Finance Minister) im- position than my Ion. friend. Well, at the close of his

aled himself on the borne of this dilemma the other night. period of action as LieutenantGovernor of New Brunswick,
He said you cannot improve the price of wheat because that ho was invited by hon. gentlemen opposite to accept a
is regulated in Mark Lane; and yet the bon. gentleman de. second torm.
nounced the tax in breadstuffs, including wheat
as an odious tax. I want him to establish the assertion that Sir IRICIIARD J. CART WIGHT. No, ho was net.
it is an odious tax, and thatunder the National Policy there Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It would require better
is no improvement in the price of the products of the farm. authority of contradiction than the ex-Finance Minister
Let me ask him this question: he says we have increased enjoys in this House or out of it, to cast doubt on
the farmers' bardons, and ho has gone before the farmer with my statement. I say again that the colleagues of the ex-
tears in is eyes to condemn our policy with this result: Finance Minister, when he was Finance Minister, approachod
that the farmers have simply laughed at him. They have my hon. friend te induce him to accept the second term of
laughed at him because they knew that ho had said bore the Governorship of that 1Province at thoir bands. What did
before, and would eay here again if in power as hoesaid the ho do ? Whyt iwas a position of ease ; it was a positiol
other night, that the'laborer's bardons lad been increased worthy of any gentleman in this House, or out of it, to
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occupy. But he looked at his country, and saw the1
condition of publie affairs; ho saw the prostration of this
country; he saw the lamentable position to which his
successor had brought the financial affairs of the country;
and, regardless of his own ease and comfort, he threw
hinself back into the political field and was again sent to
this Parliament by the chief city of New Brunswick.
Well, having been clothed with the important duties henow
discharges, he returned to that constituency, and, by acclama-
tion, was again sent back here to deal with the public affairs
of this country. How bas ho dealt with them ? Handling the
most important questions that could be confided to any
member of any administration, at a time the most critical
in the history in Canada, he bas been so enabled to deal
with those great questions as to empower him to stand in
the proud and triumphant position he now occupies, and to
show the House that no Government in the country, or out
of it, ever occupied a position more triumphant in relation
to the questions of public policy which ho las propounded.
And, Sir, that speech, one which I need not say to the hon.
gentlemen who heard it, was of transcendant ability-a
speech that would have done honor to any representative
assembly in the world-that speech, I say, the courtesy of
which only equalled the ability with which it was
delivered, was received by the ex-Finance Minister-how ?
Why, Sir, in a manner that, I have no hestation in saying,
caused bis supporters and the hon. gentlemen who sit
around him, to blush with shame.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHIT. Hear, bear.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Now, Sir, suppose that, in-
stead of the record that my hon. friend possesses; suppose
that ho had stood in this House in the position of a man
who, unable to make bis own way, born in the lap of
luxury, bad had all the advantage that wealth can bestow,'
and had been sent to a great University on the other side
of the water; and suppose that ho had come back without
high honors and distinction that such a man, if there was
anything in him, ought to have come back with, had come
back without either honor or distinction ; supposing that
having returned ho had undertaken to qualify himself to
practice in a learned profession, and after years of strug-
gling was obliged to abandon it because he was not able to
reach the Bar, and suppose, making use of his wealth, ho
had been able to obtain a constituency, and finding that
the party with wbich he was associated knew him too well
to entrust him with high and responsible duties, ho had
abandoned bis party, turned his back upon his friends and
went over to the enemy and made common cause with
them, and by his political tergiversation obtained a position
amongst bis opponents of a life time that ho bad never
been able to acquire among his friends; suppose that had
been the position of my hon. friend, and suppose that having
obtamned the lofty position of Minister of Finance, instead
Of discharging the high duties that devolved upon him in the
Way my lon. friend bas done, his first act was to put into
the mouth of the Governor General a statement that was
devoid of truth-

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Hear, hear.
Sir CEIARLES TUPPER. Suppose that for political

and party purposes lie had asked the represontative of Her
iMajesty in Parliament assembled to declare that the finan-cial condition of this country was such froin the inability
Of the revenue to meet the expenditure, that a seriousdeficit was inevitable--...

Sir RI CHARD 1. CARTWRIGHT. So it was.
Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. That a serions deficit would

fl unless increased taxation was laid upon the shouldersSf th Rpeople-. C T H o w
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Se it was.i

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Suppose that after that hon.
gentleman had ventured to make that statement, he had
supported it, by attempting to force a balance in the Public
Accounts, to the extent of half a million of money; suppose
that my bon. friend stood convicted-and I use the term
deliberately--stood convicted before this Parliament, of
having put chargeable to revenue $545,000 that was voted
by Parliament for capital account, spent by Parliamont for
capital account, was transferred by the late Finance
Minister to force a balance on the other side; suppose that
after all that was done my hon. friend had been unable to
accomplish bis ohject, and that it had remained clear as
noon day that after this half million had been carried over, ho
still stood in the position of having a proved and estab-
lished surplus at the time he had doclared there would be a
deficit; suppose that would be the position-

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I deny evory word
of it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does ho deny having declared
that the ordinary expenditure of the country demanded a
large increase in the volume of taxation to be put upon the
people of this couutry ? I have, under my hand here, the
bon. gentleman's own testimony, and there was not a word
of truth in it. The same bon. gentleman that declared that
there had been $1,500,000 deficit on the lst July, 1814, the
same hon. gentleman that declared that, in 1875, the ordi-
nary expenditure of the country would have involved a
deficit of 82,000,000, committed himself to this statement
which I will read, and then I will leave the House tojudge
how far that hon. gentleman's statement will be regarded
as a contradiction to any statement that any hon. gentleman
ruay make in this House. I read from an Order in Council.
What does it say ? That that $3,000,000 of taxes was
imposed to meet a deficit.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. You should say, wereimposed.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am much obliged to my hon.

friend. I am afraid I shall be charged with being ungram-
matical. Doos it say these $3,000,000 of taxes were imposed
for the purpose of meeting a prospective deficit in the ordi-
nary expenditure ? No, Sir, but the bon. gentleman iere
stands committed, with every colleague that lie had in the
Government, to the statement that every dollar of that was
imnposed for another and a different purpose, and thatwas to
meet the expenditure that would be irivolved by the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I will read from
an Order in Council, to the truth of which every one of those
gentlemen is pledged, of the 8th July, 1874, af ter the close of
this very year in which the hon. gentleman declared that it
was necessary to impose high additional taxation in order to
enable the revenue to cover the expenditure. On that day,
this Minute of Council is signed and sent to the same Gov-
orner General that had been asked to declare, in bis place
in Parliament, that a large taxation was required to meet
the ordinary expenditure of the country. It says:

"In order to enable the Government to carry out the proposals which
it was hoped Britlsh Columbia would have accepted, the average rate
of taxation was raised, at tbe late Session, about 15 per cent.; Customs
duties being raised from 15 to 17J per cent., and the Excise duties on
spirits and tobacco, a corresponding rate, both invoIving additional
taxation exceeding $3,000,000 in the transactions of the year."

Now, the bon. gentleman ventured the statement that this
taxation was required to meet an impending deficit, and yet
ho declares that more than 83,000,000-83,000,000 was
all ho asked the House to vote for the purpose ho then
stated-and more than $3,000,000 was voted by this Parlia.
ment for the express purpose of constructing the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. No ; it is no such
thing.

Sir C IKA RLES TUPPER. Now, suppose that my hon.
friend, after placing himself in that position, had gone a
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step further, and suppose he had been entrusted with the
puolicdebentures of the country for the purpose of floating
a loan in the Imperial market, and suppose my hon. friend,
instead of placing the debentures of Canada in the most
favorable position ho eould, and by public competition
obtaining the very highest price they would command,
and bringing back to this country $500,000 more
than the bon. gentleman obtained for a lke amount of
debentures-I say, suppose, instead of doing that, he had
gone there and quietly sat down and fixed a price, set a
fixed tortm of years, and had sold these debentures to parties
who, as I bave stated before on the two occasions on which
the hon. gentleman made this secret loan he had sold them
to bis friends, and had enabled them to stand in the position
to-day of being richer to the extent of $4,745,000, than they
would have been before making the hon. gentleman's
acquaintance-

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Hear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Now, I say if my hon. friend,

instead of occupying the position ho occupies in this House
and .country, had his reputation tarnished with tran!'actions
such as this-

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Hear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say that then there might

have been some excuse for the arrogant and insolent tone
which the hon. gentleman venturec to use toward my hon.
friend. Now, he holds that the Speaker of the Sonate, my
hon. friend's colleague, is a very high authority, and he
quoted him the other night as a great authority, as if
the opinion of the Speaker of the Senate was to be
accepted as conclusive, and he puts him in the Ilansard as
having settled that question by bis ipse dixit. Now, Sir, I
will quote the authority to which he pays such deference,
and I will see what that hon. gentleman, known to the
members of this House and the country at large as a man
of the highest standing and character-known to be a man
thoroughly versed in all these banking, mercantile and
monetary transactions-bas to say of the ex-Minister of
Finance, and we will sec whether that hon. gentleman is as
ready to accept the authority of the bon. Speaker of the
Senate as ho was when he quoted him against me the other
night:

"In the increase of the debt stated above, $42,811,202.32, of course is
Included the sum of $1.520,833, that being substantially the portion (f
theloan of 1876 ($12,166666) which sir Richard Cartwright allowed as
discount to the lenders, and paid for brokerage, &c.'"

I may say that my hon. friend, the Speaker of the Sonate,
in using this language, is only dealing with the smaller loan
of £2,500,000 sterling, and not with the larger loan of
£1,000,000, which was still worse. He goes on:

".While the Dominion did not receive this sum of $1,520,833, or any part
of it, yet interest, sinking fund, &c., have to be paid thereon, amounting
to about J70,000 a year, till the maturity of the loan in 1906. (The
interest alone at 4 per cent. exceeds $60,000 a year). To have to pay
$'40,000 a year for 30 years for that which the Dominion did not receive,
seems a grievous hardship, but Sir Rlichard maintains that it was a mode]
oan."

An.hon. MEMBER. A muddled loan.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Well, perhaps it is a misprint

for that. .He goes on to say:
"But, in the opinion of men who do not belong to their model school of

fnance, it was an improvident and mysterious loan."

Perhaps the hon. gentleman can tell us what a mysterious
loan is?

" I say mysterions, because it was sold without competition, on termas
which reduced the net proceeds which Canada received to about 87J
cents on the dollar, and, further, because Mr. Mackenzie's Administration
refused to make publie the names of the allottees or beneficiaries."

And now we find that the allottees or boneficiaries are only
a trifle under one million pounds sterling better off for
theso two loans, which they negotiated with the hon. the

Sir CnAns Tuppi.

ex-Finance Minister of the Dominion. Now, suppose my
bon. friend stood in that position, there might be some Sigit
ground, some show of reason, why any hon. gentlemap in
this House might feel that he need not be too choice in the
language be was throwing across the floor when deaflig
with such a man and under such circumstances. But, I say,
Sir, and I say it advisedly, that there is not a man 1i
Canada who has the bad eminence that the hon. the
ex-Minister of Finance has, as one who bas lowered the
tone of debate in this flouse and out of it, without the
slightest cause; there is not a man in Canada, and I say
it advisedly, who has placed himself in a position of more
unenviable notoriety than bas that bon. gentleman by the
coarse, insulting and ungentlemanly language which he
uses in this House and out of it, and I will prove the truth
of what I say. And, Sir, the hon. gentleman is not par-
ticular to a shade as to the occasion on which ho uses such
language. What would he have thought of my hon. friend
if he had gone to London and over his own signature
committed himself solemnly to the statement that
all the expenditure which the Government of this
country bad undertaken was wise and logitimate expen-
diture-an expenditure in the public interest; that it
had all been admirably calculated to promote the best
interests of Canada, and had thon come back with the ink
barely dry on bis record, on the solemn record to which ho
had committed himself, had gone on a public platform and
denounced the men who had incurred that expenditure,
which ho solemnly declared was a wise and judicious ex-
penditure, and one which was in the interesis of the
country ?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Not a bit.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not a bit? Thon I shall read

the hon. gentleman's own language, for I have it bore :
"This entire debt bas been incurred for legitimate objecta of publie

utility."

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. But not wisely or
judiciously.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not done with the
bon. gentleman yet:

'' The indirect advantage from these public works bas been found in
the remarkable rapidity with which the commerce and the material
prosperity ot the Dominion have been developed. The revenue has
shown a continuous surplus during each year since Confederation."

Now, what will be said of a gentleman, who having signed
with his own hand as the hon. Finance Minister of
Canada, stating to the people of England that they could
rely on that as being an bonest and a true statement of the
affairs of this country-what shall be said of him when ho
comes back to Canada, and on a public platform uses the
foul language that the men who incurred that expenditure
had exhibited brutal ignorance, or that their conduct w8s
that of a drunken crew scuttling the ship they were
about to leave? And what was his excuse when ho was
charged with such conduct ? As I have described, ho saYS
that the exigencies of a public man are very great.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I said nothing ofthe
kind.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He said that sometimes WO
have to exhibit a silver shield and sometimes a brazen One.
I think most of the hon. members of this Hlouse, whO
have hoard the hon, gentleman, will have come to the
conclusion that ho mostly relies on the brazen shield, for a
more brazen transaction or a transaction which, to use
the words which ho is so ready to use himself, stanips the
man who was guilty of it with undying ignominy in the
eyes of every honorable and high-minded ma~n, 'as never
perpetrated in this country. And what does the hon.
gentleman venture to say in the very speech whieh ho de'
livered the other evening? fHe says that-the ,statements
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my hon. fiend the Minister of Agriculture-his published
oôfcial statements-are utterly unreliable. And what moreï
does he venture to say of a man who, he knows, stands
as high as a man of honor and character in this flouse
as any man that can be found in the wide domain
of Canada? He uses the term in reference to the conduct of
that gentleman - " deliberate and fraudalent intent."
What shall be said of a man who ventures to use such lan-
guage as that, of any hon. gentleman of this House, and
especially by a man who has such a record as the hon. gen-
tleman himself ? What shallh be said of a man who applies
to a Minister of the Crown, my right lon. friend who sits
beside me (Sir John A. Macdonald),such language as that he
was "insolent and unscrupulous," or applies to him the
term "deserved ignominy?" He said that the right hon.
gentleman was driven from power in deserved ignominy.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Yes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Thero is no man in this

House who should blush more to make such a statement
than the hon. gentleman. What did ho do? He spent five
long years standing in the position of a Minister of the
Crown, denouncing my right hon. friend in the foulest and
most unworthy terms that our language supplies. He went
from platform to platform outside of this House, and fairly
out-Heroded lerod in relation to the language he used inside
the House; and with what result ? With the result that
when the great electorate-the great,independent,intelligent
electorate of Canada-were called upon to decide between
my right lon. friend and the man who traduced him, they
consigned one to the ignominy which he deserved,
and gave to the other the highest and proudest
position that a Prime Minister of Canada ever occupied.
If the hon. gentleman was capable of learning anything-
which I regret to say, I find he is too obtuse to do-be
would have learned that lis declarations of opinion are
utterly discredited by the people of Canada. He would have
learned, Sir, that he had it thrown back in bis teeth that all
the foul language he ad used had recoiled upon lis own
head, and that he had sunk, while my hon. friend had become
élevated to the proud position he now occupies. Ifonly for
its uselessness,one would suppose that ho would have learned
by this time the folly of giving vent to surh utterances.
The hon. gentleman says-and it is a very striking illustra-
tion of the bent of his mind-that it may be all very well
for the Minister of Finance to place under obligation these
millionaires, that the money may be found very convenient
at times of a general election. That shows the bent of the
the hon. gentleman's mind. Suppose, Sir, that my hon.
friend had stood convicted, as that hon. gentleman stands
convicted--and I use the term again advisedly-of having in
the teeth of the statute abused lis position in the absence of
the hon. Minister of Customs, by taking surreptitiously from
the public Treasury 859,000 before a general election, and
givigitto a great corporation. Is itany wonder, Sir, that
meon should come to the conclusion that Ministers of the
Crown may forget the high position they occupy to such
an extent as to become the beneficiaries-not to the tunoof 85,000,000 to fiiends abroad, but here in Canada,
to lay a great corporation under the obligation of
.aving received, in the teeth of the statute, $59,000 of pub-lic 'oney. Now, Sir, I am glad that the painful task of

showing that lon. gentleman what my hon. friend has notdone-whab his record is not-is ended, and that the insult,the gross,Unpardonable insult flung across the House by thehon gentIleran, was as undeserved as it was gratuitous;and, Sir, I will now pass on to notice a few more of the veryrenarkable observations made by the hon. gentleman in
rePly to My hon. friend. The hon. gentleman, with his
Very stilted phraseology, and his wheeling around and
thrmwing himself into a great variety of attitudes, broughtto jfy recollection a circumstance that occurred on the

occasion of his first Budget Speech. I confess that the hon.
gentleman has improved a little in bis style of public ad-
dress since thon. There were some comments in the lobby on
that occasion; and, as you will remember, the Ion. gentle-
man was not only very stilted, but very mechanical; and
one gentleman said to another in the lobby: "IHe seemed to
bounce around and jerk around like one of Mitchell's revolv-
ing lighthouses." "Yes," said the other, "but without the
light." When I saw the hon. gentleman wheeling around
to his supporters,it reminded me of that occasion; andwhen
I tried to follow him, I saw that the hon. gentleman had no
argument to address to the louse, and I found that it was
the revolving lighthouse without the light. Now, Sir, the
hon. gentleman,in the outset, took my hon. friend to task for
want of economy in preparing his estimates. Want of econ-
omy in preparing his estimates! What did the hon.gentle-
man mean? Doos ho forgot that the estimated expenditures
of the first year that he was Finance Minister are now ro-
corded on the public records of this country, and that ho
asked this Parliament to vote no less than $26,600,000 ?
And yet, in the year 1882, ho wants to know why hie
economy was not followed. Why, Sir, the hon. gentleman
asked for no less than $ 1,300,000 more than the largest ex-
penditure that Canada had ever had. I know that the
Public Accounts state that the expenditure of 1873-74 was
$23,316,316; but it is not true. That is the statement in
which the hon. gentleman forced the balance. That is the
statement which contains half a million of money, trans-
ferred by the hon. gentleman's right hand from capital
account to the charges on revenue, contrary to the manner
in which it was voted by Parliament, for the purpose of
swelling the balance and naking the excuse for bis state-
ment that there would be a deficit on the first of the following
July. And that matter, Sir, stands on record, under the
pen of one of the officers in the bon. gentleman's own De-
partment, the accountant. And what else? There are
$59,000 of Customs refunds of the former year, and, if that
had been an bonest charge, it could not have gone in there
as an expenditure of that year, which the bon. gentleman
knows right well. Itwas a statement of an amount of money
drawn in the teeth of the statute out of the Treasury of
Canada, and handed over to a wealthy corporation on the
eve of an election, and the hon. gentleman seems to under-
stand all the weight and importance of such a transaction
as that. Well, Sir, the next fault he has to find with
my lon. friend, is this-be wants to know if boing
two or three million dollars astray in the estimated revenue
ho is to receive is not evidence of the want of ability in the
hon. the Finance Minister. What does the bon. gentleman
say ? He says my hon. friend took a leap in the dark.
well, ho came out the right side up. The hon, gentleman
took a leap in the dark, but he came out in the ditch-that
is the difference. My hon. friend knows that it would be
impossi ble-not in the case of an ordinary change, but in a
revolution in the Tariff, such as was the change my hon.
friend made-to estimate exactly what he would receive.
But he came out with the balance on the right side-he
came out with a surplus. The lon. gentleman took his
leap in the dark, and le came out, at the end of three
years, with a deficit of 87,500,000. That is the difference.
The bon. gentleman talks about leaps in the dark. Whiy,
the hon. gentleman, with the Tariff, and with the Trade
Returns in bis hands, and with the experience of-the past,
brought down his Estimates here-and what were they?
His estimated expenditure was $26,600,000, and lie was only
$2,987,000 astray. The lon. gentleman declared that he
would receive from that Tariff of lis own concoction
825,250,000, and he received 822,507,000, er 82,642,000 less.
And yet he stands up here, with the brazen shield as usual,
and taunts my hon. friend with errors in bis estinte, and
with having got more money by his leap in the darkthaù lie
expected. The hon. gentleman's next charge là that 'tle
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expenditure had swollen double-from $13,500,000 to hon. gentlemen opposite, who would not tnrn bis back atthe
826,600.000. Well, Sir, what has the hon. gentleman tosay tofirst oppertunity on this country and removo to any othor
that? The expenditure had swollen from $13,500,000 to country in the world. That le the position which the
$23,500,000 at the time the hon. gentleman came into power, hon, gentleman occupies, and that 18 the kind of work that
according to bis own statement on Friday night. Yet, what ho and thoso around him have been engaged in doing for
was bis first stop ? Did he say that was enough for him ? years in the interest of Canada. Despite ail their efforts,
Big as it was swollen it was too small for him. Big as it was they have worked in vain. Under the financial poliey of
swollen bis first stop was to come down and ask the House my hon. friend the Finance Minister, enacted into law by
for $3,000,000 more in order to carry on -the ordinary gov- Iarliament, nil the efforts of the hon. gentlemen opposite
ernment of the country. Under these circumstances, the have provcd to be futile, and te have only recoiled on thea.
hon. gentleman would act wisely if ho said little about it. selves, and tbey will only have the resuit of teaching an
He declared in England that the increased expenditure was intelligent people, keenly alive to their own intereets, who
of such a character that it had greatly advanced the best are the mon in this country upon whose statements they
interests of the Dominion, yet the hon. gentleman now may place reliance, and who are tbo mon upon whose
declared that such increase was unnecessary; because if it management of public affairs they may wisely depend.
does not mean that it means nothing, for if the increase was Now, Sir, tho hon, gentleman entertained us with bis novel
neeessary for public purposes, then the Minister of Finance theory respecting the balance of trade. Ve have been
would not be warranted, if ho failed to bring down surh accustomed to hear a great dai from hon. gentlemen
estimates to Parliament; if, on the other hand, tbey were opposite about the United States and the statesmen cf that
beyond what they should have been, then the Finance groat country, who have provecithemselves to be about as
Minister should defend himsolf for coming to Parliament in successful ia the management cf financial affairs as those of
1874 and asking for $_6,600,000. The hon. gentleman's any country in tho wcrld. I know of ne instance in wbicb
first estimate was only $400,000 less than the statement the financial management cf thc Government bas been
now on the Table of the liouse; yet ho charges us with crowned witb such remarkablo rosuits as in the United
extravagance. I now desire to direct the attention of the Siates. What did President Grant say on the question cf
House to a very important statement made by the hon. balance cf trade? Did ho say that the more the balance
member on Friday night. He said: cf trade was against the nited States the botter?

"l:nmediately on the introduction of that policy, as every on President Grant, in bis Messagecf the 6th cf December,
acquainted with western Canada knows, there was a large and lament-11876, saîd.
able exodus of many of the best farmers of the western region, not, Iarn "Taxes have been re luced, within the last seven yearg, nearly three
sorry to say, to our own North-West, but to Dakota, Minnesota, and hnndred millions ot dollars, and the National Debt has been reduced, in
other portions of the United States." the same time, over four hundred and thirty.five millions of dollars. By

Who is to blame for that ? The non. gentleman bows bis refunding the six per cent, bonded debt for bonds bearing 5 and 4j perhead hole. amgla te ec hat ho on.gentema jecent. interest, respectively, the annual interest has been reduced from
head: h is. am glad to seetat on. gentleman isionsf dollars, in 1869, to but
quite conscious who is te blâme. little over one hundred millions of dollars in 1876."

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHIT. You are to bla me. President Grant then adds the boastthat the balanctcfk trade
bas been canged from $ 130,000,000 against the nitedSir CHARLES TUPPER. I will show the hon. gente- . St ryes in 1869, or$120000000 i their favor in c76. The

man who je responsible for it. I will direct attention, while hon'. gentleman uys that it is perfectily obvieus, if you send
on thie point, te another romnaïk made by the hon. gentle- 860,000 or $70,000 away and roceivo back $90,00 0, yen
man) as it relates te the samo subjeet.1e said: make money by the exhange. be fogets that the

Il"If ever an impudent assertion was mnade on the floor of is ylouse, balance bas to be paid ancrtain cases. I neod net
if ever there was a case tf effrontery in thisworld, itwas when that hon. say, with respect te England, that ne comparison ca
gentleman rose in his place and dared to say that hbe Opposition were be drawn, because it is te great money contre of tho
responhible for the aact that sv many Canadpanr had gone to Minnesota
and Dakota, in place of going te the Canadian North-West."world, and occupies an entirely different position from

aantries generaiiy. The hon. gentleman says we have
increaed the cet of living, and gives the reason" hatontiemen opposite for years bave nmt been decrying and every yard of c parse tweed thuicaf r man uses, the Tariffem-

deoucxg veytîn ~naîa.pois hlm te pay 25 or 3ti or 40 per cent. and perhaps more,
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT . than in 1878 Weil) did the on. gentleman n t notice the
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 1 am in the jxdgment cf the statment made by the bon. the Finance Minister wth

flouse, cf both sides cf it, as te 'whetbor thc'hon. gentle respect toe the wool trade cf this cuntry; did ho fail te
men have Dot, beth in their places in Parliament and cntheporceive that the amount cf woel imported was reduced a
publie piatform, done ail that mon cculd do te cause mon te a lesequant ty exported, whle, at the same tmea groater
turn their backs on Canada aud takse up their residence in the quantity was used in this eeuntry, and the cnsumption of
United States. 1wil read a statement madebyhee woo was increased by nearly 3,000,000 during the yer?

S'ithaohoa an pb What dees that iean? Why, it means that the wistpclicyO eflc thenited Stateifo ca lcuaed a vtsedrwe pble rom myhon. friend the Ministr cf Finance gives suchencourage-Cnadae UiteStatsuntrerleutedhog emanle noetmen trdthe manufacture cf these carser cloth whieh teCandbt lybasntyhe retetion.etleanvibeenoapoormeonrequire, that the amount of wo l consumed ir,
Finance Minieter, thon I should like tesee it. What did 8 a
the hon. gentleman Bay bore ia bis place l" Parliament any previens yeur. That eught te oan explanation te the
on Friday night? lHoventnred tb use sncn language as don. gentleman, that it s quite possible for a tari f te re 0
thils witb respect te hie country: constructed, in relation ed the industries cf a country, as te

oester the manufeturecf theso articles within th teui3titY
quty, Sir, itel them tobday that Canada is a country in which no se as, by competitien, tm furnish the peple with then,

mani la free te buy or te teil, toeaet or te drink, te travel or to stand my heu. friend shewed they had been furnished, at a loworell, without paying toîl to mrne extortioner or ther." ceit, while giving profitable employaient te our opersin186.
SI that calculatUd te draw immigrants to Canada. That je-and censuming the wool grown la the country. Tho hon.

tman wuage that ho and bie frind bave used ltexpressin g gentleman is vory anxieus about the lmberman; ho wilte
their opinions ofthis country. Isay there lene intelligentte know wby we do net givo the lumberman a bouutY. 1
man w i laces confidence inorjbeiçv ja the statementid of:ve passed over a groat deal cf what thp bon. gentieMS'l

"fevr a muetasrinwsmd nteforo hsHue
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said, because it seems te require no remark. There may be j Lot me read the bon. gentleman a statementfrom the Wind
a point in it, but his sentences are so involved that it is sor Mail, County of Hauts, Province of Nova Scotia. That
difficult to discover any point. He wants to know if the statement reads:
fisherman las bounties why not the lumberman as well. IlDuing the year juat clo8ed Hante aouaty built twenty-six vesoela
Yet the lumber trade, according to his own showing, was measuring.19,044 tons. &ever but once in the history of the .ounty
never in a more flourishing condition than it is to-day, and was there such a large amount of shippinR bullt sa durini the past
the hon. gentleman will find it as difficult to get information year. The total number of 'essels on our list la 252, meaauring 163,144

reason ~tous. More than haif of these are barques and ahips, nearlyalof whichf-om the lumbermen as from the farmers. The rasois,r engaged in the foregn trade. The amount of capi ieted in
they have no such information to give as he is looking for. this country during the past year alone is not far short of $600,000, And
There is a lumberman behind me of high standing and th, total 'aiue of the shipping of the couuty amounts to considerably
character who is as well acquainted with the lumber trade overo,ô,ô.fTher wabitanta thisultam nea
as any man in the country. Let the hon. gentleman look on the lut would average seven tons for every man, woman and ehuld
at bis books and he will find no cause of complaint. He will in the county."
find that the lumbermen are suffering from no reverse. Yet the hon, gentleman says the shipbnilding industry is
On the contrary, so flourishing has been the lumber suffering. He wants to know why we are going to relieve
trade in the past year that $12,000,000 worth were actually the fishermen. He cannot get this bouuty for the fibermen
exported over the previous year. As for the farm- out of lis mmd. It seea to disturb the hon, gentleman.
er-s, he has admitted that they are so prosper- But I eau tell hlm there will be no such difficulty with the
ous, owing to the prices of everything they raise poor and hardy fishermen. - They will fot whine over thia
that it is quite unnecessary to refer to them. That hon. bounty as the hon, gentleman is inclined to do. He says the
gentleman must have another personal fling at my hon. Ministor of Finance proposes to relieve the fishermen of bis
friend. He is very anxious there should be no nepotism in native Province and of the Maritime Provinces. But what
this country, that Ministers of the Crown should show an is ho going to do with ail these numerous classes of people
utter disregard of their own relatives, that when they make such as clergymen, sehoolmasters, clerks and others, whose
friends they should make them abroad. That when they income is to a certain extent fixed? Let him go to any
wanted support of the great companies that was all right, clergyman, and he will find the same difficulty as to the
but no Minister of the Crown should pay any attention to information he wants as he finds with the farmers. But,
his own connections. I think, if the hon. gentleman would Sir, the clergyman will tell him that, under this fiscal
look into the Public Accounts, he will flnd a few pensioners policy, the congregation that was struggling, unable to do
of his own name and connections entered in them. It is, as they wished to do, to sustain the ehurcl to which they
therefore, not very safe for him to fling a stone in that direc- belonged, they have now ample means te give their clergy-
tion. le complains also of the mode in which the Civil raii the comforts ho and his family requires. When he
Se-vice has been dealt with in making improper promotions. goos to the sehoolmaster, the schoolmaster will tell him:
1 ask the hon. gentleman to take up the record of this Gov-IlWby, Sir, you have mistaken me il you think I arnau
ernment and find one case analogous to the mode in whichobjoct of sympathy. The number of children who
promotion was abused and the introduction of parties into can be sent te school now--whose parents formerly
the public service abused under bis Gcvern;ment. Let him e strughng with poverty, unable te clothe them-
refer to the Post Office Department, and ho will find the case is sucl as te give me ample reward' The demand for
of a stranger, not belonging to the country at all, who m as teachers, like the domaud for knowlodge, like the demand
brought in and appointed over the heads of civil servants, for luxuries, bas grown just as the revenue of the ountiy
mon of character, standing and intelligence, and able to bas grown, grown just as the industries lave grown, and
teach that gentleman his duty. Yet this stranger was just as everything that is in the interest of Canada las
foreed in over their heads at a salary which they could net grown frothe time the hon, gentleman was deprived ef
acquire after twenty years service. Let the hon. gentle- the power of longer threwing his blight over ail the
man then go to the Customs Department, and he will industries ofthis cuntry from end to end. In Lhe mater
flnd that for a supporter of one of his Ion. colleagues the of clerks, before, while tIc Ion. gentleman was in power
sane operation was performed; and gentlemen who had every third man you met wanted to know if you could net
served long years in the public service were taught give hii some littIe office that would give him $200 or $300
the melancholy lesson that no matter how well they per- a year. -He would say, I ar an accomplished accountant, a
formed their duties they were to romain in the back ground good writer, and lave a thorough knowledge of grammar,
whenever a Minister had a friend or favorite to push over which the Ion, ex-Finance Ministor honore so highly, but I
their heads. In the Public Works Department a still more can.geL ne employment. If yon waut a man possessing
flagrant and notorious instance of political favoritism these attainments to-day you have te seardl for him, because
ocurred. A man brought in from the outside was pushed tIe demand for that kind of labor, created by the industriesfrom pillar to post until he was landed, after three or four that have grown up, las made IL almost impossible te get
years service, in the position offDeputy Minister, when these such mon who previouslysearcled lu vain fer empleymeut.
hon, gentlemen went out of power. When the hon. gentie- W,îi, Sir, the hon, gentleman made a very remarkable
nian finds three cases under this Administration to co- admission Ie other day. lie said: lI feel much more dis-pare with those I have mentioned, le may fairly venture te posed te blusl for the degradation ef Canada "-that is thethrow lis taunts across the floor of this House at the mode language with whieh LIe hon, gentleman invites people te
la which promotions are made under this Government. The corne Le this country-, and te tremble fer tIe censequences
bon. gentlemn taunted my hon. friend with having framed hereafter." Sir, I do net wonder the Ion, gentleman trem-a Taiiff most disastrous te the shipbuilding industry. Where bles. I should be greatly surprised te see hlm blusI. He
d e hon. gentleman get is authority ? Does he not 15 mudl more in the brazn shield He thax in te blshingknow that there las been a keen competition going on line. WIatis LIe dread Iereafter he trembles te meet? Ltbetween iron and wooden ships, in whi-h the latter have beeniiis LIe next election, Sir. I amtoldalreadytlatnetonly'is

Worsted ? Does ho not know that ali he could do himself there a revoit among the hon. gentleman's supporters ina strike down the shipbuilding industry ho did; and that1this fouse-and I surprised that they shouid b.
it.ough we did succeed in staying bis arm to soute extent, anxious for hlm te relinquish the position of financial
it Was not until we came back to power, that, by our giving spokesman of LIe party-but tIat lis coustitlents are

drawback to the extent of the duty imposed on the materi equally willing te let hlm make bis bow and give them anl'.l I'isD lhipbuilding, tlat iudustry lad a"y fair play. opporthnityaf being botter repreented I arn a ot surprised
19
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that the outlook in his old constituency, where he is best why. They were plain and distinctive reasons which, under
known and from which he was dismissed by the verdict of parliamentary forms of Government, have been found to be
the people at the last election - notwithstanding his conclusive upon such a question as this. I said: "Look
boasted wealth lie was compelled to abandon that constitu- abroad over the face of the country; remember the great
ency, and lie trembles now lest ho may not find it easy to majority you had and tell me where it is now." I showed
get back into the House at all. The hon, gentleman may find them that, out of six ty-one Govern ment seats that had become
the electors of this country share the sentiment he uttered vacant, they had only been enabled, including the Ministerial
the other night, that a Minister-and, of course, he who aims elections-a dozen of them or something like it-to elect
at being a Minister-should be like Cosar's wife, above forty-seven supporters. I showed them with reference to
suspicion. The hon. gentleman told us that he prays some- the twenty-six seats of the Opposition that had become
times. Lot me recommend him when he does so to use that vacant, that we had been able to elect out of them,
model and best of prayers in which ho will find: and out of the seats which had become vacant on
" Lead us not into temptation ;" a prayer that ho the Government side, no less than forty. So that at
may nover again be Finance Mlinistor, and never the end of four years we stood in this House twenty-eight
have the chance of repeating his operation on the money votes on a division better than when the Government
markets of the world. That is a prayer in which the was formed. These were the signs of the times-the
intelligent electors of this country will most devoutedlyjoin. unmistakable signs of the times; and, Sir, when the thon
Now, Sir, the hon.gentleman concliided his somewhat vague Government went to the country we realized them to the
and stilted address with the following statement:- fullest extent, the overwhelming verdict of the people con-

" For those men may boast of their great majority here to-day, they firming the verdict of the by-elections as it almost invari-
may boast of their full Treasury, they may boast of their devoted ably does. But what is the position of gentlemen opposite
supporters, but I can recollect some ten years ago when these gentle- to-day ? Thirty-four seats have been vacant on the (Govern-
men were just as insolent, just as arrogant as theyare to-day, when they ment side, and ont of those thirty-four how many have wehad just as strong a majority behind them, just as full a Treasury, won? Thirty-two, Sir, and hon. gentlemen opposite, out of
when they were prepared to be just as unscrupulous in maintaining their ,, g PP ,
places as they are to-day, yet in twelve months after that time I saw thirty-four seats and in three years and four months have
them scattered and driven into deserved ignominy. The fate that befel taken exactly two seats from us. What more ? Twelve
them in 1873 may well befall them in 1883, and I see signs and tokens, seats on the Opposition side bave been vacant. Of coursenot a few, that if they do not take care, and if they do not mend their
ways, that fate will assuredly befall them again." a great many could not become vacant because the Opposi-

tion is so small numerically. But twelve seats on that side
Now, Sir, does the hon. gentleman not see that, just have been vacant, and out of those twelve we have taken
in proportion as he can sustain the charge of our being six. So that we stand, to-day, giving them the benefit of
dismissed from power with deserved ignominy, ho is the two seats they carried out of the thirty-four that be-
heaping a greater amount of it upon himself. Does the came vacant on our side, eight votes stroneer on a divi-
hon. gentleman not see that it is bad enough fir a sion, in consequence of the by-elections, thau we were on
party, strong in power, with a great majority in this the day that the General Election was over. I ask the bon.

Housebehind them, as they had in 1878, to go to the gentleman what, under these circumstances, he thinks the
people against a high-mnded honorable set of gentle- signs of the times point to ? I tell the bon. gentleman
men on the other side, and sustain an overwhelming defeat ? this-and I have said it elsewhere as well as here
But, Sir, what shall be said of men who, after the people of - that so long as the people of Canada are com-
this country have had an opportunity of weighing them il pelled to look forward to the administration of its
the balance, say of them: "For heaven's sake give us back financial affairs by the ex-Minister of Finance of this
anything rather than let them again have control of the country, we are safe. I tell the hon. gentleman that the
Government." If we are open to those charges, what was worst sign of the times for us would be his retirement into
the hon. gentlemen's conduct Io induce the peoplc of this private 1ife, because it would give his party an opportunity
country, by an overwhelming majority, to say: "Get you it does not at present possess. I trust he will not do any-
gone, and let better men take your places." If we are bad, thing so muh at variance with our interests. But, as I
what must you be, who, by the verdict of the intelligent remarked, at the end of three years and four months we
electors of this country on September 18th, 1878, have a majority of ninety members in this House, at our
were consigned to the humiliating position you back - a majority strengthened, as I have said, by
occupy now, and placed in your position my the free will of the sovereign, independent people of
right hon. friend and bis colleagues whose services to this eountry; and we are sustained, to an extent
the country were known. I would, therefore, recommend that no Government can expect to be sustained,
the hon. gentleman not to venture upon that fine of argu-, because there are a variety of things-for instance, disap
ment agan. I would like the bon. gentleman to tell me pointed parties looking for a great deal from a Government,
what signs of the times he sees. I am afraid they are visions; whio naturally cannot have their expectations realized-
and I think the hon. gentleman must be asleep when these which cause Governments to suffer occasional defeats. We,visions come over him. I do not see how any waking man however, stand in this position: that we have the assurance,
can see any such signs or tokens. As I said before, history je not only that the sovereign electors endorse, from end to end
philosophy, teachîng by experience; and what does the his- of Canada, the policy of this Administration, but that they
tory of that day and of this teach the people. Why, bir, recognise that, under that wise and iudicious poliey, the
when a change of Government is imminent, when the blight that fell upon the country under the Administration
publie mmd is on the waver, when a Ministry are of the hon. gentlemen opposite bas been removed, and that
shaken in the publie confidence, there are signs of the true interests of every class of the population is involved
the times. There are tokens, and they are unmistakable. in maintaining that great policy to which this Government
Do you see them now ? Let me draw the hon. gentleman's bas committed itself, and which bas proved so eminently
attention to portentions signs of the times that point with beneficial to the people of Canada.
unerring fidelity, in free countries such as ours, to the Mr. CAMERON (Soutl luon moved the adjournmeit
dfrection the public mind is taking. What was the position Mr CAoE.
oi the hon. gentlemen opposite when they had been in power
for three years and four months? It is tiue they went to Si. RICHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT. Before that motion is
the country with a great majority ; but we told them it I pressed-and I beg pardon of the hon. gentlemen for
would be swept from their feet, and I gave them the reasons speaking to the motion of adjournmont, though it ils my

Sir CRnrEs Tuppza.
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right to do so-I wish to say something with respect to bans passed, not through my bands, but through the bands
some remarks made by the hon. gentleman who has ofthe financial agents of this country, Messrs. Glyn, Baring
just taken his seat. Now, I do not hold it worth my while and Rose; that if there was any unfair or illicit advantage
though the rules of the flouse would permit it, to follow to any one it was given by those gentlemen. And if the
that hon. gentleman. r am not going to contradict Nlinister of Railways, or any of lis colleagiesasserts that I
him, but I am going to expose him. In the hearing of the betrayed the interests of Canada iu these matters, they will
flouse a very short time ago, that hon. gentleman took have to make the same humble apology to those gentlemen
upon himself to say that I had misquoted Sir Henry Tyler which they had to make to my friend the Hon. Donald A.
with regard to the coal duty. Now, I have here the veri- Smith. The Bouse has not forgotten the charges those hon.
table words used by that gentleman at the meeting of the gentlemen hurled at the bead of Mn. Smith, non have tley
Grand Trunk Railway shareholders on the 6th of October, forgotten the look of the Minister of Railways when
in the city of London. We will see what Sir Henry Tyler thirteen months ago I gave him the opportunity of retract-
did say with respect to this same coal duty: ing those sianders.

" There was also a considerable rise in the cost of materials, of labor
and of fuel; and I am sorry to say that this was very much in conse-
quence of the fiscal policy of the Dominion Government. That policy
nakes everything which apoor man requires dearer for him to purchase,
and in consequence of that policy he requires higher wages in order to
be enabled to exist. I have repeatedly spoken in this room as to the
duty which is placed upon fuel. I cannot conceive anything more
unwise in a nation like Canada, that has to import a great part of its
fuel, and wishes to encourage its manufactures and to encourage ;its
railways, than to place a duty upon the article of coal."

Does the House, the press, and the country, want any better
evidence than the statement I have just read, that in no
possible circumstance in which the Minister of Railways
can be placed is he able to adhere to the facts of the case.
There is a sample; there is proof that he is not. Every
gentleman heard him say I had iisquoted Sir Henry
Tyler. There are Sir Henry Tyler's own words in
reply. I do not expect to see the hon. gentleman
blush, but I think that his friends, followers and leaders
will blush-not for the discredit in which he is involved, but
for the inconceivable stupidity whieh has enabled me to
make such an exposure of his error. I forgot to say that
in that same document I found a quotation from
the report of superintendent on fuel; and the hon.
gentleman used the passage showing he had seen the
speech, had examined it in detail, and deliberately sup-
pressed the portion to which I alluded. I quote from
IBerepath's Railway News, the best authority on all railway
subjects. Now, 1 come to the question which the hon.
gentleman alluded to, in regard to which he made some sur-
prising assertions, which he dare not put in plainer
langiuage, as to the mode in which I tdministered the several
loans I was charged with negotiating in England. With
respect to the mode in which the loans were placed on the
market, the course followed was this: in the first place, I
adopted the mode pursued by Sir Alexander Galt, Sir
Francis Hincks and Sir John Rose, one and all
infinitely better authorities as to the wisdom of the course I
adopted than the Minister of Railways, the Minister of
Finance, and all their colleagues and supporters put together.
As to the result it is perfectly well known, to the House and
hon. gentlemen, that Sir Francis Hincks, at any rate, may be
depended upon as an impartial judge in my case. It is
known that 1 took grievous objection to his entering into the
Ministry of the Department of the Interior, therefore I may
appeal to the publicly expressed testimony of Sir Francis
lincks-a very good judge on those subjects-as to the man-
ner in which I placed those loans on the market. I obtained
as high a price as possible, and any gentleman who wishes to
see Sir Francis Hincks statements can find them in detail
in the Journal of Commerce for the last several years. I may
remark that when I first went into the London market I
found our Canadian securities at 5 per cent. I was the first
man who succeeeded in floating a loan at 4 per cent., and I
rendered a considerable service to the public of Canada
ýY80 doing. But I say more : the bon. gentleman
lnsinuates there was something mysterious about
these loans-that there was some illicit advantage
to some or other persons in regard to them. I tell him this
-- that every farthing of the money paid in or about those

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I did not retract any.
thing.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am not speaking
of the Finance Minister; I spoke of two other hon. gentle-
men.

An hon. MEMBER. You said the Minister of Finance.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It was not the Min.
ister, but other hon. gentlemen beside and around him.
Now, as to the loans. The hon. gentleman attacks the prices
at which my loans were sold in 1874 and 1876, and contrasts
them with the prices obtained to-day, and he as the audacity
to tell the people of the country anu the members of this
House that by some mysterious practices amounts of
£600,000 sterling in one case and £300,000 or £400,000 in
the other were put in the hands of some mysterious parties
on the other side of the Atlantic. Let us contrast the loans
made by the Finance Minister in 1879 and 1880, In 1879 he
fluated a loan of £3,500,000 whieh enjoyed the Imperial
gnarantee at 4 per cent.; they were floated at an average of
96. For that loan he got somethiug like £2,860,000 sterling.
That loan to-day would be worth, at the current market
quotations, not less than £3,250,000. Has the hon. Minister
of Finance taken £400,000, by some mysterious means, out of
the pockets of the people of this country, and put them into
the pockets of the parties who negotiated the loan of 1879 ?
I sce the hon. Minister laugh, and well he may, at the pro-
found ignorance displayed by his hon. colleague beside him.
Now, Sir, when in 1880, I think it was, the Ion. Minister
floated another loan of £3,000,000 sterling, at 95 or there-
abouts, are we to understand that because those securities
now range at 105, the Minister of Finance, by some myste-
rious means, took £300,000 sterling, or say $1,500,000 out of
the pockets of the people, and put it into some private friend's
pocket? Sir, I have been in the habit during many years of
listening to the hon. Minister of Railways, and I think he
knows by this time how much value I attach to the tornado
of words he occasionally lets loose in this chamber. It
comes, and blows, and goes; it has about as much effect on
me as a hail storm is likely to have on a hill-top. Sir, be-
fore I dread the censure of that hon. gentleman and bis
colleagues, I must learn to respect them, and it is because
of their past record that I neither dread their censure nor
the utmost they can do.

Motion withdrawn by leave of the House.

Mr. ANGLIN. The long personal attack made by
the hon. Minister of Railways upon the member for
Centre Huron has, perhaps, served to distract the attention
of the House from the question we have now under considera-
tion. It is not my purpose to take any part in the contest be-
tween these two gentlemen. I feel that the bon. member for
Centre Huron is abundantly able to take care of himself in
matters of that kind, and I am quite willing to leave it to
him to defend bis reputation against the charges made by
the hon. Minister of Railways. I think, on the whole,
it would be better that we should address ourselves Io the
subject-matter before the House. If we were to accept the
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statement made by the hon. Minister of Railways and
the hon. Minister of Finance as unquestionable-and
I remember that only a short time ago it was said to be
something quite improper for any member on this side of
the House to question statements made by these hon.
gentlemen or their subordinates-if we were to allow them
to state our case as they pleased, and as they have chosen to
do in more than one instance; if we were to accept as
unquestionable, promises that we regard as absolutely false,
we would then be compelled to accept also the deductions at
which they have chosen to arrive. But we, on our side of
the House, question almost every statement they
have made, either as utterly inaccurate, or as
a very skilful perversion of what we regard as true.
The hon, Minister of Railways chose to commence his speech
this afternoon by declaring that neither he nor the Minister
of Finance was ever truly regarded as Free Traders, that
nothing could be found to prove that they had ever taken,
in the Governments of the Provinces to which they both
belong, a course as Free Traders, or advocated a policy that
could be fairly called a Free Trade policy. Yet, a few
minutes afterwards, with an inaccuracy, an inconsistency, a
reckless disregard of self-contradiction, which distinguished
that hon. gentleman this afternoon more than in any speech
I ever heard him deliver, lie told us distinctly that hlie had
always advocated Free Trade in Nova Scotia as far as it could
be carried out there, because in the peculiar circumstances
of that Province Free Trade was a necessity. He told us,
furthermore, that for many years before Confederation ho
was an advocate of a 'Union of the Provinces, and in that ho
told us what is correct; but when he proceeded to tell us
that, in adopting a 15 per cent. Tarif af ter Confederation the
hon. gentlemen who sit on that side of the House did not
mean to adopt a policy of Free Trade, but rather a protec-
tionist policy, and that in framing that Tarif they had acted
strictly upon the principle of Protection, he asked this
House to believe what is impossible for us to accept. A
15 per cent. policy was adopted, I believe by the Parlia-
ment of old Canada, and t hat 15 per cent. became
the Tarif after Confederation, avowedly for the
reason that the people of the Maritime Provinces
were known to eo Free Traders; that it would
not do to offend their Free Trade principle by asking them to
accept even the old Tarif, but that the old Ta'rifi must be
modified in the direction of Free Trade in order to reconcile
the people to Confederation, to which it was known a great
majority was strongly opposed. That was the true reason
why the rate of taxation on the great part of our imports
was reduced to 15 per cent. But Lhey placed upon
the free list a large number of articles, and he claims that
as a measure of protection. I ask, Mr. Speaker, if it
was a measure of Protection, in 1868-69, to place a large
number of articles upon the free list, how has it come to
p ass to-day that it is a measure of Protection to take off that
free list so large a number of articles and reduce it to such
insignificant proportions? How is it that the hon. the
Minister of Finance has found it necessary, even this Session,
to come down and add some of the articles to the free list,
which, a short time ago, according to his principle of Pro-
tection, he took off that list ? No, Sir, it was not acting
upon any principle of Protection; it was acting upon a
principle which has always guided the advocates of a
revenue Tariff policy, that that large free list was adopted
in 1868-69, and was maintained from that time till the
unhappy year of 1879. Well, Sir, the hon.gentleman, after
having contradicted himself in that extraordinary way,
after having made those extraordinary statements, and
placed himself in that strange position, proceeded to speakj
on the question of the coal duties. le told us truly that for1
zany years ie las been an advocate of a duty upon coal,1
and ho told us, as we have heard from him often before,4
that for his part ho could see no good reason why, for1

Mr. AxNQUN.

revenue purposes alone, a duty should not be imposed on
coal. He added that one of the strongest objections against
the duty on coal was the fact that it was a partial and
a sectional impost and this he seemed to admit. But, he
strove to contend that, although in some senses the duty is
a sectional impost, nevertheless, it does not bear largely on
the poorer classes in any part of the country, because,
forsooth, the poorer people used wood for domestic purposes
rather than coal; and, when asked by the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) what ho thought of the duty as
it affected Toronto, he scouted the very idea of having any
regard for the working classes of even se large -a city as
Toronto, and overlooked the fact, that if the working classes
of Toronto alone were affected by this duty on coal,there would
ho a sufficiently strong reason why it should not be imposed.
But, we all know that coal las been taking the place of
wood in all our large cities and towns for many years past;
that every day it is becoming more and more the fuel of the
working classes-I will not particularly say of the poorer
classes, because the hon. gentleman repudiates the idea
that we have now any poor class in Canada.. He speaks of
those who were in want, several years ago, as shivering
wretches. That is the language employed by these patrons
of the poor-not the brothers or the protectors-but the
patrons of the working classes, and he speaks of those who,
owing to circumstances over which they had no control,
owing to the will of Providence, who so directed the
affairs of this country and of the whole world, that a few
years ago we had generally wide-spread distress, so that
many shivered for want of fuel-speaks of them not as men
having the same feelings as himsolf-men as respectable as
ho would ho if overy charge made against him were proved
as calumny; ho speaks of them as an inferior order, as
shivering wretches.

Sir CUIARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will,
probably, allow me to correct him. I suppose ho doos not
intend, personally or unintentionally, to do me an injustice,
but when ho says that I used the expression "shivering
wretches," he is mistaken, for I used that expression as a
quotation from a speech of the ex-Finance Minister. I did
not use the expression myself, so that the reproof falls upon
his friend and not upon me.

Mr. ANGLIN. Then it is only to ho regrettod that the
hon. gentleman, to whom I listened with great attention,
did not use this expression so that we could understand it-
Well, Sir, the coal duty is a sectional duty. it is true that
a very large portion of the coal imported into the country,
as well as produced in our own mines, is used for
manufacturing and railway purposes; but it is also
true that a very large portion of it is used for domestic
purposes, and that a large number of the people
of this country feel very severely and sensibly the
burden which is imposed upon them by the tax on coal, un-
less, indeed, they can ho persuaded, and they never have
been persuaded yet, that the Americans pay the duty in-
stead of their having to pay it themselves. I believe that
the statement made to that effect by the hon. gentleman is
one which will startle the country as much as any he ever
made. He has never shown himself deficient in that
quality which Danton has said is se necessary to those
who would carry their purposes by means of strong àsser-
tions; but I do not think he as ever ventured tW go much
further in the way of assertion than ho did when he saidthat
the Americans pay the whole duty on coal. The Fïnance
Minister went se ar as te say that the Americans pay at
least one half the duty on coal; and I think we were a little
startled in this liouse, and I think the business people
throughout Canada were startled by that statement of the
hon. gentleman, but the hon. gentleman is not advanced
enough with regard to this coal duty to suit the views of
his hon. colleague. The hon. gentleman told us, in thegarly
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part of his speech, that some time ago one of bis colleagues,
a gentleman who took a prominent position in discus-
sing these trade questions, entertained the opinion
that the tax on coal, and, I think, the tax on flour,
as being sectional and oppressive in their nature, would lead
to much trouble if imposed; but he says that that gentle-
man, like many others in bis party, was not sufficiently
advanced to know that the tax on coal, instead of being an
injury to the poorer classes or to those who use coal for any
purpose, would be a benefit and would enable us to take
money out of the pockets of the Americans for our own
service and purposes. But, Sir, he has himself uiidergone
a very material change of opinion upon that point, and
within a very short time. I heard him make that remark-
able statement in regard to coal in the campaign in Pictou.
He had not then reached that advanced state in which the'
wonderful fact dawned upon bis mind that the Americans
pay the tax on coal, for he used something like this language
in addressing the peeple of Pictou, as one good reason why
they should oppose the repeal of the tax on coal, and as a rea-
son why they should not vote for M r. Carmichael. He said:
" See how this thing works. The people of Ontario pay
$400,000 a year into the Treasury of the Dominion, and you
Nova Scotians get your full share of the benefit of the ex-
penditure of that money for public purposes, without con-
Lributing a single dollar towards it." He went on to speak
on the advantages which that county affords for manu-
facturers, and the benefit. which was conferred on an
establishment for the manufacture of railway wheels
and axles; and in pointing to the success of that concern he
attributed it not merely to the energy and skill and indus-
try of the gentlemen connected with it-though he gave
them credit for these business qualities-but he went on to
say that the cheap coal which they had at their doors, which
they got without any additional cost for production, would
be an important factor in the success of their business. More
than that, he said that the tax of 50 cents per ton on coal has
this effect: that it handicaps-that was not the word he used,
for I do not pretend to quote bis words, but it was to that effect
-the effect of the duty on coal is to handicap the manufac-
turers of Ontario to such an extent as to give an additional
protection to the manufacturers of New Glasgow when they
corne in competition with the nanufacturers of Ontario,
when they come into competition with their products in the
far West. It struck me, when he made bis statement to-day,
that he does not intend to face Pictou on the eve of next
election, for if he did ho would have to unsay what he
said at the last election, and tell them that the duty on coal
affords them no advantage, because the people of Ontario do
not pay this duty, because they get coal as cheaply, and
even more cheaply, than they did before, and instead of its
being a benefit to the manufacturers of the town of New Glas-
gow, as giving them an advantage in the competit ion with the
manufacturers of Ontario, it is in fast a loss and an injury.
More than that-if what the hon. Minister bas stated is true-
what is to be done in the case of one of the Government's
Prominent supporters who, it is said, receives a return of
duty paid on the coal which he brings from the United
States for use in bis tug boats and steamers ? That bon.
gentleman listened to bis leader this afternoon, and of course
could not question the accuracy of bis statements or the
Potency of bis reasoning or the soundness of his conclusions;
therefore he must know that he bas been wrongfully receiving
that money from the Americans, and as an honest man hewill, no doubt, make it a matter of conscience, and make
retribution as soon as possible.

Mr. BOWELL. Does the hon. gentleman say that such
a rebate bas been made, or is he speaking from rumor?

fr Mr. ANGLIN. I say that it is reported that he got coalofi the United States for the use of his steamers without
paying tbe duty.

Mr. BOWELL. Any person can do that if he likes.
Mr. ANGLIN. And bring it into Canadian waters, and

use it in Canadian waters?
Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman knows that nothing

is liable to duty until it is landed.
Mr. ANGLIN. It is well to get an explanation on

this point, and it is well for the tug owners
in other parts of the country to know this fact, of which
some of them bave been wofully ignorant.

Mr. BOWELL. I suppose they have been seeking
information from you.

Mr. ANGLIN. They have been getting their informa-
tion in a very telling way--through their own pockets--they
have been paying the duty. Why, I notice that the tug
owners of Quebec have been in the strange belief that the
duties paid have been coming out of their pockets and not
out of those of the Americans, and bave sent a memorial
to this House stating that this tax is a burden and interferes
with their business, and that altogether it has beenan injury
and a serious detrinent and loss to them.

Mr. BOWELL. Do these gentlemen go to the United
States for their coal?

Mr. ANGLIN. They can get it without landing it, I sup-
pose.

Mr. BOWELL. If they do, it would not be dutiable until
landed or sold in the country.

Mr. ANGLIN. Then I suppose these gentlemen will be
very much obHged to me for obtaining this information for
tbem. The bon. Minister of Customs has come to the
relief of the hon. member for Monek (Ur. McCallum),
who wants to get bis coal in fiee for the use of his tugs;
and after the explanation of the hon. Minister, that
hon. gentleman, I suppose, will not find it necessary
to pay that money over to the Treasury, to which, accord-
ing to the teachings of the hon. Minister of Railways,
it most unquestionably belongs. The bon. Minister of
Railways says that in a few months he bas learned a great
deal on this subject-new light bas dawned on that wonder-
ful understanding of his. I remember how, five or six years
ago, when lie was talking on this question of coal duty, it
scemed imp>Yssible fn- hin to know any more of it than ho
knew then. But lie bas received new light since, and this
afternoon he read to us sone most elaborate calculations and
statements, which he says prove most conclusively-though
I could not see the proof-that the Americans pay this duty
on coal. 1 understood the bon. Minister to make this
statement-that some years before the imposition of this
duty on coal, the price in Toronto was very much higber
than the price in Philadelphia, but that immediately after
the imposition of the duty the price in Toronto not
onlyfell to the price in Philadelphia, but the price in Toronto
actually fell to $1.64 a ton lower than the price in Philadel-
phia; and he asks the people of this country to believe
that the imposition of 50 cents a ton on coal bas led to that
extraordinary change. Well, Sir, if the imposition of 50
cents a ton on coal bas that extraordinary etfect, why does
not the hon. gentleman prove himself logically consistent
for once, and ask this House to vote the imposition of
another 50 cents on coali? If the Americans pay the duty,
why should we spare them? Why should we be satisfied
with taking a paltry 50 cents out of them if we can get a
dollar or two ? Besides, according to the hon. gentleman's
reasoning, it will reduce the price to a lower point than it
has ever touched before. In reply to what he knew would
be the answer to that, ho used most extraordinary Argu-
ments in the hope of bringing the people of this country to
believe that they do not suffer anything from the National
Policy, because many staple articles can be purchased to-day
M lower prices than they brought four or ive years mgo,
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le thougbt that very conclusive and very convincing.
It may be to those who are superficial enough to be
led by the old post hoc propter hoc style of argument;
but to the thinking business people of this country,1
arguments of that kind will not carry the weight
which the hon. gentleman seems to imagine. The
real question with respect to coal, as with respect to everyi
other article, is this: is it or is it not to-day dearer because1
of the imposition of these additional taxes ? If, by reason
of the additional taxation, prices have been increased 5, 10
or 20 per cent. to that extent, is the National Policy a burden
and grievance to the people ? The bon. the Minister of
Railways spoke about the price of coal in Chicago, and toldi
us that railway competition reduces the cost of freight and
sometimes even prices at the place of purchase, at the same
time pointing out that there are competing points to whichi
freight comes at lower rates than are charged for shorter
distances. That is, no doubt, the fact, but competition
between water and rail routes existed before the National
Policy came into force. Probably there have been some
developments in American railways, which bave tended to
cheapen coal at particular points; but competition bas not
been increased in the slightest degree by reason of the adop-
tion of the National Policy by the people of Canada. The
hon. the Minister of Railways bas mentioned that the
people cf Chicago bave to pay very much higher for their
coal than those of Boston, because, he says, there is
some competition in Boston and none in Chicago. The
only competition at Boston is the little that comes fromi
Nova Scotia, and perhaps a few cargoes come from England,
but I do not understand that coal is received there in
sufficiently large quandties to compete with the coal from
American mines. The competition to-day is less than it
was a few years ago when coal was admitted duty free.
No doubt, in the present state of things in the United î
States, if a higher protective duty on coal were asked,
Congress would be willing to grant it; they got all the
protection they chose to ask in the past. The lon. Minister
bas compared the prices at Chicago with those on this side
of the line, and bas declared that prices have changed since
the National Policy was introduced, not merely to an extent
equal to the 50 cents duty, but to a very much larger extent.i
The operation of ihe National Policy, if we are to
accept the statcments of lion. entleinen opposite, are
of the most extraordinary character, not merely
mnysterious and miraculous, but actually takirg the place of«
Providence itself. Providence, according to those hon. gen-
tlemen, is now but a minor influence in the affairs of the
world. Indeed, since the great National Policy has come
into force, there is no longer, if we may believe them,1
a Providential controlling power over nations, producing:
abundant harvests in some countries when the harvestsi
in others are deficient, and making peopies feel
they are dependent on each other. Providence is now
a minor power, and the National Policy of Canada,
is that which regulates the state of the crops in the4
Dominion, the United States and Europe, and regulates the1
commerce of the world. Hon. gentlemen opposite havei
gone so far as to claim that every commercial change which1
happens to prove advantageous to the Canadian people isi
the result, not of the action and control of an over-ruling ,
Providence, but of the National Policy of which they boasti
so much. The hon. Minister of Railways spoke afterwards1
of the prices of coal at Prescott and Ogdensburg. If(
I apprehend correctly his remarks, they are to this effect:i
To bring coal from Ogdernsburg to Prescott costs 67J cents1
ier ton for freight, and more for port and other charges;

but the price at Prescott is much less than the price at
Ogdensburg, with the duty, the freight and other charges
added. It is well known, however, that it costs less to
bring coel to Prescott and land it there in the
frst instance than to take it to Qgdensburg. .

Mr. ANGLIN.

In' that way the hon. gentleman and those who have la-
bored for him have endeavored to make a case in his behalf.
Those assertions are so wide of the mark that they must
have seemed absurd to hou. gentlemen opposite, although
they were ready to cheer the hon. gentleman. They
watched every opportunity to encourage their leader; no
strong assertion was allowed to pass without its cheer,
nothing that could be called a bon mot passed without a
redoubled cheer. There was some little joke passed which we
on this side of the House could scarcely understand, over
which hon. gentlemen opposite went into ecstacies; but
while the hon. Minister was reading his long, elaborate
calculations to prove that the Americans paid the duty on
coal imported into Canada, his followers were silent. The
calculations did not go down. They knew too well that theîe
statements were not only incredible, but that the people
would not be rnisled by them, that the Minister in making
that statement was damaging their case before the intelli.
gent constituencies of the Dominion, and they were silent
because they were apprehensive. Glances were exchanged
which indicated to us that they would very much prefer
that the lion. Minister bad not dwelt so long on that
subject, and had not gone so far as lie did. While
the hon. Minister was talking an hon. member was
prompted to send a telegram to ascertain the prices of
coal at Detroit and Windsor, which are a mile apart. I did
not think that it was necessary to send such a telegram.
When I saw statements similar to those read by the Minis.
ter appear in some of the newspapers of the Tory party, I
confess I was perfectly astounded to find that any person could
write any such articles and hope they would be received
with favor by any portion of the people. They were so
palpably absurd, so utterly unwarrantable, and so intensely
ridiculous,that I never could imagine that the man who wrote
them really believed they would be accepted by any large
number of people. Perhaps they thought they could
calculate largely on the credulity of the people, and indeed
they showed this, day after day, by the manner in which
they dealt with this question. Therefore, I was not sur-
prised to find hon. gentlemen opposite stunned by the course
taken by the hon. Minister of Railways, nor was I much
surprised to find the hon. Minister of Railways himselfwho
often owed bis success to the audacity of bis assertions, take
such a coursu. ht seemued intatuation, it is true. It seemed
to be one of those cases which prompted an ancient writer
to say that. "whom the Gods wish to destroy, they first
make mad." Some dermo>n must have taken away from the
hon. gentleman that acuteness of intellect, that power of
vision, that capacity for understanding how far he can
traffic on the credulity of his audience, not in this Hlouse
alone, but throughout the country, when he ventured on
sucb statenents as those. They will be published broadcast
throughout the country, and I hope every business man will
get a copy, so that he may be able to judge of the character
of the statements, on which hon. gentlemen opposite rely
as a means to carry the elections, about which they
have begun to talk so much lately. Here is a state-
ment of prices in Detroit and Windsor, telegraphed while
the Minister was speaking, by a gentleman whose authority
is undoubted. The difference in price between Windsor and
Detroit is 75 cents. At Windsor coal sells at $7.50, which,
in Detroit, eau be bought at from $6.50 to 86.75. TwentY-
five cents, I presume, will bring it across the river and the
duty is fifty cents. But I am told that a vessel could as
easily turn into the harbor of Windsor as Detroit, so that in
that case the carriage would add nothing to the cost.

Mr. McCALLUM. Will the hon. gentleman name bis
authority.

Mr. ANGLIN. He is Mr. A. A. Bartlett.
Mr. MILLS. Perfectly reliable.
Mr. BOWELL. Is he Police Magistrate at Windsor?
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Mr. ANGLIN. Yes.

Mr. BOWELL. All right, he is a very respectable Grit.

Mr. ANGLIN. All Grits are respectable. When they
cease to be respectable they cease to be Grits. But the hon.
gentleman said that a ter the imp isition of the 50 cent duty,
Toronto, Montreal and Quebec became competing points;
and the dealers on the other side determined to sell to
parties at those points so low as to enable th<m to pay the
duty and compete with the home produced article. He did
not tell us much about the prices of bituminous coal, but
dealt with the anthraeite rather than the bituminous, part
of which comes from Nova Scotia and Cape Breton. At
all events, Quebec and Montreal and places between were
pints at which our coal competed with coal brought from the
United States long before the National Policy was imposed.
On former occasions when this question was discussed in
this House, it was stated that coal could be brought up the
Gulf of St. Lawrence at a considerable profit to Quebec and
at a fair profit to Montreal, where it could fairly compote
with the bituminous coal from the United States. I remem-
ber well that Mr. Mitchell, who thon, I think, was interested
in a lino of steamers running to and from the Gulf, m.de
that statement, which was also made by many other busi-
ness men, so that Quebec and Montreal and intermediate
places were as much competing points as they are to-day.
In the Lower Provinces, it is said, we are still further from
the coal-fields of the United States, than Quebec or Montreal
I do not know whether it costs much or anything more to
bring coil to St. John or Halifax than to Montreal or
Qnebec, but judging from prices I think cole can be import-
ed as cheaply to the former as to the latter points. Acord-
ing to the theory advanced by the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways there must be an understanding among the coal
dealers of the United States to sell for export to Canada, for
the sake of the small quantity they do sell here, at lower
prices than they accept for coal to be used
in the United States. Business people will not credit
that. For my part, I have to burn a considerable quantity
of anthracite coal every year, and I find that the duty adds
50 cents to the price of the coal besides the 5 or 10 cents
more additional profit charged by the dealer. The hon.
gentleman compared the output of coal from 1873-4 to 1878
with the output from 1878 to 1881, and showed that the
OtIput is much larger at present than it was during the
late Administration, attiributing the increase, of course, en-
tirely to the National Policy. Now, it is always well, when
we are discussing matters of this kind, to ascertain what
Causes are in operation to bring about the results we are all
agreed on. We know that of late years there has been
a wonderful change in the carrying trade in the varions
Countries of the world. We know that a very large number
of steamers now go to harbors in Nova Scotia to procure an
Sdditional supply of coal, finding it profitable to go a little
ot of the way to get this ne w supply of coal rather than set
ont with a full supply, sinco, by taking the former course,
theY are enabled to start with a larger quantity of cargo.buring the last year we had in the harbor of St. John, forthe first time in my recollection, as many as fifteen or sixteentiEglish steamers coming to take cargoes oi deals,which hadto procure additional coal. This is a portion of the additional
output which is attributed to the National Policy. We
raght as well attribute to the National Policy the
leth that they came to St. John to take deals ande eby did sorious injury to the trade of wooden ships.ee do not resort to any means of that kind in order toestabîish our case. We do not choose to be inconsistent, tobe inaccurate, or to deal in incongruities, false deductions

We fase promises What we seek to establish is the truth.eave the public themselves, in most cases, to infer fromeba is known to be true what the natural and properdeduction ought to be. Other causes brought those steamers

to our ports, not the National Policy. But there were in
our ports sixteen large steamers to be supplied with coal
for the transatlantic voyage. And the output again was
increased in another way. The hon. the Minister of
Railways himself, talking of the Grand Trunk management,
showed us that they are abandoning the use of wood to a
large extent and substituting for it coal. He read what he
thought was a contradiction of the statement of the hon.
member for Huron but, of course, it was nothing of the
kind; it did not throw the slightest doubt on that state-
ment. But it did show that for that and other causes there
is a large demand for ceal, either foreign or domestic. We
know that on the Intercolonial also there has been a very
large quantity of coa! used of late years, and less wool
than formerly; and thon the revival of business and
the opening of new establishments, including two sugar
refineries in the Lower Provinces, has increased the
demand for coal. But, except the sugar refineries, I do
not know any case in which this increased demand
should be credited directly or indirectly by the public
to the National Policy. My impression is that the quan-
tity of coal taken out of the mines was not very much, if at
ail, in excess of the quantity taken out a few years ago.
The hon. gentleman vould prefer, of course, to take in his
arguments the average of the periods ofgreatest depression ;
or, as the Ministerialists sometimes do, one year of great de-
pression compared with a year of prosperity. But I believe
that the output of coal is not very much larger now than
it was six or seven years ago. The Minister of Railways
made another extraordinary statement-perhaps it was a
lapsus linguon-that from the year 1878 to 1881, while the
oput Uw-as diminishing year by year, the number of p >pie
em ployed diminished to the extent of 1,200, and that since
the increase commenced the n umber employed had increased,
not by 1,200, but 400. My impression is, that there
must be some mistake-that there must be as many men
employed to-day taking out coal as there was some years
ago. That, at all events, was the statement of the Minister
of Railways. He did not show that any considerable quan-
tity of coal ever reached the Ontario market. The great
object of the imposition of the duty on coal was to give the
miners of Nova Scotia control of the principal markets of
Ontario. Ministers are now compelled to admit thbat it has
not done that and will not d,)it. The Minister of Railways
told us of some analysis of Nova Scotia coal made sorne
years ago by the member for London, when a member of
the Ontario Government, and of the admirable results of that
analysis, as showing that this coal was very much better than
any other. But we do notfind that itis imported by Ontario,
and the people of Toronto are so stupid, so regardless of their
own interests, as to import an inferior coal at a higher
price instead of a superior coal at a lower. There is a con-
tradiction of facts here to be explained by the bon. Minister.
It is amusing to hear of experiments made in the good city
of Ottawa by persons who desired to introduce the Nova
Scotia coal and encourage its use by the people generally,
but who themselves chose afterwards for some reason to use
American coal. But it is a remarkable fact that not very
long ago, in advertisements, I presume coming from the
Department of Public Works, calling for tenders for coal, I
think for the use of these buildings and Rideau Hall, it was
expressly stipulated that the coal must be American.

An hon. MEMBER. Patriotism.
Mr. ANGLIN. Patriotism of the purest water. While

it is a fact that Nova Scotia coal does not find its
way to Ontario, it is also a fact that it is coming
more largely into use elsewhere-for instance, the
railway from St. John to Shediac, which formerly used
wood, is now using coal. But we do deny that the increase
is attributable to the National Policy. The hon. gentleman
made some broad assertions as usual. H6e asserted very lately,
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as the Finance Minister did before him, that this country is
to-day enjoying a degree of unprecedented prosperity. I
have heard him say that it enjoys an amount of pros-
perity such as no other country in the world ever
enjoyed ; he declared this from a balcony in front of an
hotel, standing on which he looked into a block of
buildings on the best business street in St. John, and if it
were iot dark at the time, he must have observed that two-
thirds of the whole block was actually unoccupied, and that
the ugly words "to let," which the Finance Minister says
have disappeared, might have been seen on much of that big
block of buildings. Late as is the hour, I do not wish to allow
ail of the Finance Minister's statements to go unanswered.
Of him personally, I do not wish to say anything; bis col-
league, the Minister of Railways, has lauded him this even-
ing in a manner which, to say the lea>t, was very extrava-
gant, but not so much to please his colleague, as to hit the
member for Centre Huron( Sir Richard J. Cartwright) over
his shoulder. I am willing to let that matter pass on the
groundsthat all said of bis public career and conduct, need
not or ought not to be contradicted. But in reference to bis
statements in this speech, I must say that while they are less
bold than the statements regarding coal, made by the Min-
ister of Railways, they are nevertheless statements which,
I believe, no Finance Minister who had a proper regard for
his position, as a public man, or a due regard for
his reputation as a Finance Minister, ought to have made.
He taunted us on this side of the House with having in-
dulged in predictions which le said have all failed. Well,
Sir, we claim that ail we anticipated bas been more than
fulfilled. Ail our anticipations have been fuily realized in
every instance. Why, he said, you asserted on the other
side of the House that this Tariff would not be a revenue
Tarif because it would discourage importat ion. N ow, see
what it has proved to be. It bas proved to be not only a
good protective Tariff, but a great revenue Tariff; it bas not
only brought us in the $2,000,000 we anticipated, but put
$6,000,000 into our coffers over and above what our pre-
decessors collected ; therefore he would have us conctude
that what we said upon that point was erroneous. What
we said was this: that in so far as that Tariff proved to be a
protective Tariff, in so far and to fully the same extent
would it diminish the revenue; and that if the protection
were as successful as the hon. gentlemon opposite antici-
pated, thon the revenue must necessarily be reduced below
the amount required for the public service of the country.
We doubted much whether even this high Tariff would be
the success as a measure of Protection they asserted. We
always contended that it would not; but we did say that if we
were to admit what they said, the conclusion was inevitable
that the revenue must be reduced below the point
at which the interests of the country required it should
be maintained. What does the hon. gentleman him-
self say in this very speech? He says, the reduction of
revenue which will be caused by the operation of is policy,
that is one of the reasons for not reducing the surplus further,
for not removing taxation. He tells us we have 180,000
spindles in operation, and next year we may have 400,000,
and as that number will produce more cotton cloth,
ourd revenue will suffer proportionately-the very thing
we said last year; the very thing we repeat now, that so
far as this Tariff is protectionist, so far does it tend to dim-
inish the revenue. It is because it has failed as a protec-
tionist Tariff, to a great extent, that it has been successful as
a revenue Tariff. It bas been successful in extorting from the
working-people of this country, an amount of money greater
than was ever expended in this country in any year before,
and 84,000,000 in addition to the amount expended. It las
been successful in wrong-doing, successful in injustice, suc-
cessful in grinding the faces of the working-people of this
country. The hon. ex-Minister of Customs made a statement
lat year,and having asserted that that statement has proved

Mr. ANGLIN.

fallacious, the Finance Minister proceeded to tell the House
what that statement was, but bis memory was certainly at
fault. Some how or other, by accident or design-I will
not accuse the hon. gentleman of wilfully misinterpreting
another, the habit is so strong with him that it is almost
excusable-but in this case he ertainly grossly mis-
stated the position taken by the late Minister of Customs.
He told this House that the late Minister of Customs said
that the National Policy Tariff would invrease the taxation
by $7,000,000, and that only $2,000,000 of that would go
into the Treasury, while the other $5,000,000 would go into
the pockets of the manufacturers; and the hon. gentleman
says to-night, "See what the result is, instead of 82,000,000
we have $6,000,000 in the Treasury," and the ex-Minister of
Customs is proved to have made a statement utterly incor-
rect. Why, he just managed to turn the statement so as to
make it suit bis purpose, and so as to enable him to say it was
incorrect. If the ex-Minister had made that statement he
would have been subject to the charge of having made a
great mistake in bis calculation. His calculation was simply
an arithmetical application of the new Tariff to the imports
for the year 1878, as they appear in the official returns.
Item by item was taken as far as the new Tariff could ho
applied to them, and the result was that the new Tariff
would increase the taxation over the amount actually col-
lected in 1878 by nearly $7,000,003. It was the bon. Finance
Minister himself who said that by the operation of this Tariff
he would get $2,000,000 more, and thon the late Minister
of Customs said: "Well, if you do put into the Treasury
only $2,000,000 more, then the other $5,000,000 must go into
the pockets of the manufacturers, for it will certainly bo
taken out of the pockets of the people." Well, Sir, the im-
ports, I believe, are somewhat in excess of the imports
of 1878, and consequently he has 86,000,000 in bis
Treasury, and the manufacturers, or some of them, have a
very considerable addition to their profits. One of them
declared in this House, two or three evenings ago, that on
his cotton stocks he bas never yet earned more than three
per cent. A singularly unfortunate gentleman that must be.
If you go into the city of Montreal you will not find a busi-
ness man in it who will not tell you a different story with
regard to that gentleman's position and bis income from his
stocks.

Mr. MACKENZIE. One gentleman told me he got 18
per cent.

Mr. ANGLIN. Others got that in cash and a great deal
more in another shape. People in Montreal say about the
Hudon factory that the original stock was $100 a share.
Some time after the National Policy went into
operation, the $100 was converted into $200 without any
money having been paid up, very considerable cash
dividends having been paid out. From that time it bas
gone on: increasing, the factory has put in new mach-
inery, making it more valuable than it was, and still
they are paying large dividends on the stock so watered,
so that to-day you cannot buy that stock in the
market for less than$ 250 on the $100, and without
paying a single additional dollar, by the simple process of
accretion, that stock is worth five times as much as it
was in the beginning. The hon, gentleman is a nost
respectable man, a man whose word I would take as soon as
bis bond in any commercial transaction, and bis bond is
known to be a very valuable security. But bore is an
extraordinary contradiction between the statements of tWO
gentlemen. But, Sir, the lon. Prime Minister would have us
believe that our taxation has not increased by reason of this
National Policy, that we pay less per capita than we paid a
year ago. Those who have been acquainted with the hon.
gentleman for some years, who have heard him speak on the
subject from time to time, are aware that the use of averages
and the working out a per capita is a favorite mode indeed
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of meeting objections to any particular project or theory of
bis. If you add so much here and take off so much there,
you get a certain divisor, and if you add to that divisor a
certain amount, your quotient will be so much less. That
is the process by which he gets the results which he wishes
to obtain. Let me refer for a moment to one
or two of his statements. In order to prove that
the tax on imports now is less actually than it was some
years ago, ho takes up an average of years. Ie will not
compare his present income with the income of any one of
those years of depression of which we hear so much, but he
chooses to make an average of ail the years under the Mac-
kenzie Administration, and in making that average he is care-
fui to take those years which would diminish the side of the
account which he wishes diminished. He chooses to date the
beginning of the Mackenzie Governrent from the first of
July, 1874, whereas they came into power early in Novem-
ber, 1873, and had control of public affairs during the spend-
ing portion of that time, and succeeded, notwithstanding
ail the Minister of Railways has said on that point, and
notwithstanding that they did add to the annual expendi-
ture a sum which ho wished to charge to capital account.
That hon, gentlemen are very fond of capital account.
We had any number of charges to capital account last year,
and they appear this year in the Estimates for the Interco-
lonial Railway and other places. As I said, the bon. Minis-
ter of Railways wished a certain amount charged to
capital, but when the new Administration came in they
thought, and thought properly, that it should be charged to
revenue. They so charged it, and Parliament, notwith-
standing ail the hon. gentleman could say, approved of
their course. Oh, but the hon. gentleman will say: "It
was a hostile Parliament." Wlien a vote in Parlianent
or in a constituency goes in his favor, the fact is sufficient,
in the hon. gentleman's eves, to clear a character, no
matter how badly it is stained, or to brighten a reputation,
no matter how dark it may be, but wlicuî au election bap-
pens to go against him, or a vote in the House, its decision
is of no value at all. But though that amount was added
to the annual expenditure-so careful were the Ministers
of that day in their eontrol over their expenditures, that
they kept them largely under the income, and then
came the addition derived from the increase in the Tariff.
I will not stop to argue whether that increase was a neces-
sity or not; it was alleged to be a necessity at the time,
and the Parliament of that day, by a majority of some eighty
votes, declared it to be a necessity in order to save
the country from the deficit with which it was then threat-
ened, thanks to the extravagance and the improvidence
of hon. gentlemen opposite. But the bon gentleman
does not choose to take that first year and give gentlemen
on this side credit for the surplus they succeeded in securing
by economy on the one hand and by the imposition of this
additional taxation on the other. He wants, if possible, to
make up a deficit by-and-bye, and ho bas also another
object in view, and so ho takes the years 1874-75, 1875-76 and
1876-77. le strikes an average of the whole and says the
population was so-and-so-a purely fanciful figure-and
then makes this division and says: " the quotient is $4.88
per capita." Then he goes to the other side of the account
and takes 1878-9 as ayear of his own. This is the first time
I heard them claim that year as one of theirs, for they have
always repudiated it. I find that 1879-80 and 1880-81
are the two years on which he calculated as thoir own. It
was upon these two years that I wari ted to contrast two
calculations of the hon. gentleman, in one of which heclaimed 1879, and in the other he changed the late
Admistration with that year. I find, however,in taking up the paper, I have substituted the oneyear for the other, but the contrast between the two willrernain the same. In calculating the amount per capita, hotakes it in this way. He takes 1874-75, 1875-76, 1876-77, f20

1877-78 and 1878-79. He takes the population at 4,050,000,
a fancifal figure, but probably nearly correct. On the one
side ho adds what ho calls the deficit and from the other
he subtracts a surplus, and the deficits he wants to make
out as $5,491,000. His colleague the Minister of Railways
has told us over and over again that that deficit wa
$7,500,n100; and I think these two hon. gentlemen should
contrive to agree on so important a matter instead of con-
tradicting themselves so materially. If we take the actual
time during which the Mackenzie Government had control
of public affairs-only the time which can be legitimately
calculated-the deficit would not be quite $2,000,000, but
by working the calculation out as I have described
one of these hon. gentlemen makes it $7,500,000, and the
other $5,500,000. The Minister of Railways makes the
amount per capita $4.88, while ho says that in the pre-
sent condition of things it is only $4.65. Let me contrast
this with the calculation of exports, by which the hon. gen-
tleman endeavors to show that the prosperity of Canada is
due to a very small extent to the increa-ie of the exports.
Instead of taking the figures for the last year or two of the
season of depression and contrasting them with the present
two years, ho goes back to a poriod when, in point of fact,
there was little or no commercial depression or suffering in
this country, when there wereno people out of employment,
although depression prevailed in the United States, which
was thon in possession ofthe panacea which these gentlemen
prescribe for all such evils-namely, a high Tariff. During
those years Canada was enjoying a fair degree of prosperity,
but the hon. gentleman does not compare the returns for
the last two years with those for the two previous years.
He calculates on the five years previous to 1879, and
char'ges hon, gentlemen on this side--or rather ho does
not really charge them, because it is really an admission-
that there was not a depression at the time, but only for a
short period in the latter portion of their Administration,
But on the xher side he adds in the year 1879, claiming
that as their year, because in that year the whole exporta
were a little over $60,000,000-$8,500,000 less than in
1878, and very much less than they were in our previous
years. He thon takes the years 1879, 188.0 and 1881, and
strikes an average from these, and by means so improper
he succeeds in reducing his own average exportation, say-
ing: ".My exports only exceed yours on the average by
about $1,700,000 a year, and therefore the increased pros-
perity cannot be due to the increased value of the exports;"
whereas, if ho had compared 1881 with 1878 and 1879, ho
would have found an enormous difference in the exports.
In 1878 they were but $68,000,000, in 1879 $60,000,000,
in 1880 over $70,000,000, in 1881 they were $80,923,379
-8150,000,000 in round numbers in the two latter
years, against $128,000,000, or an increase of over
$22,000,000 in the exports of those two years as
compared with the exports of the two years which
were the real years of depression. Sir, I state that is not a
fair mode for a Finance Minister to adopt, as it does not
represent the truc state of things in this country. That
$2n,000,000 has come into the country and created that pur-
chasing power which the hon. gentleman attributed to the
National Policy, and, increasing the purchasing power, has
stimulated all industries in this country, manufacturing as
well as importing. The bon. gentleman took another way
of proving that the people of the Dominion
pay less than they did years ago. He says
the Maritime Provinces imported more and paid
more per head some years ago than they do now. Six-
teen years ago the Province of New Brunswick imported
$10,000,000 worth of goods. After Confederation the im-
ports declined for some years, because the times which these
gentlemen say were times of prosperity, were really times
of depression and suffering. After Confederation the item of
flour coming into Canada disappeared from our accounts,
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and for that item about a million dollars ought to be allowed
Deducting that million, $9,000,000 would be left as oui
imports in 18ù6. They rose again in 1872 to over $10,000,
000 ; but in 1879-80 the imports of New Brunswick, as they
appeared in the Public Accounts, were less than $4,000,000
and last year our whole imports are put at only about
86,000,000. If we were to take our average population, we
would find, if our imports were to go on progressively, that we
ought to bave credit for $12,000,000 or $12,500,000, instead
of about half that amount. This is not caused by the sub
stitution in our markets of the manufactures of Canada for
imported goods. A great inter-provincial trade bas grown
up; but I must say that it is a very one-sided trade. We
import into the Lower Provinces to-day a vast amount of
goods from the Upper Provinces-some of them Canadian
manufactures, and some of them importations from
the old country-part of these clothing made up
in these Provinces. The articles imported into our
Province from the Upper Provinces have displaced, not the
articles which we imported from other countries, but the
articles manufactured in our own Province; and
to-day the manufacturers of New Brunswick are
less prosperous than they were ten or twelve
years ago. In the city of St. John there are fewer hands
employed in skilled labor than there were ten or twelve
years ago, as a result of this competition with the manu-
facturers of the Upper Provinces. The few articles they
send down which take the place of those we formerly im-
ported are coarse woollen goods, and lately some of the
coarser cottons. The value of those I cannot fix exactly,
but if you put it at $1,000,000 or $1,500,000. that will be
the outside figure. Beyond that, a very large quantity
of the goods we consume must be imported goods; and the
change produced by the Tariff is this, that the merchants
of Quebec, Montreal and other parts of the Upper Provinces,
supply the people of the Lower Provinces with imported
goods as well as manufactured goods; and on these im-
ported goods we pay the duties, not intu our own Cuastom
houses, but into the Custom bouses of the Upper Provinces.
On the face of the accounts we do not get credit for this, but
the person who ought to be most familiar with this condition
of things is the gentleman, who himself, as Provincial
Secretary in 1866, collected the duty on $10,000.00 of
imported goods. It is the nature of things in ail these new
countries of ours that the purchasing power of the people
should increase faster than the population ; and the pur-
chasing power bas on the whole increased in the Lower
Provinces, so that we must be purchasing more of those im-
ported goods than we did eight or nine years ago. There-
fore I say that when the Finance Minister asserts on the
basis of these accounts that the people of*the Maritime
Provinces are paying considerably less taxes than they
p aid some years ago, he makes a statement which no Finance

inister, knowing of what he spoke, should have made. I
must protest as strongly as I can in courteous, civil and
parliamentary language, against such a perversion of the
facts, such an attempt to mislead by stating the facts as they
appear merely on the face of the Public Accounts, without
adding other facts, which qualify those statements and
which would enable Parliament and the country to form
an accurate opinion on the subject. We in the Lower
Provinces are paying more taxation than ever before.
There is another way of estimating it and it is this: In
1866 our imports were $10,000,000, and we paid but an
average duty of 10 per cent., although the duties were
raised just before we entered the Confederation. The Min-
ister of Railways claim8 credit for b ing a protectionist and
for having raised the duties in bis Province. The duties were
increased in the Maritime Provinces and reduced in Lower
Canada. On these $10,000,000 we collected about $1,000,-
000. The Dominion Tariff adopted in 1868-69 made the
average duty on imports 12 per cent., and to-day it is 21 per
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cent. Yet the Finance Minister, by bis per capita shufluing,
r averaging and estimating, managed to eut down the per

capita so as to make it smaller, when we are paying 21 per
cent. on all goods dutiable and free,than it actually was under
the 10 or 12 per cent Tariff. But the bon. gentleman will
say, the imports are less than formerly, because to-day a
large portion of the goods required and which were formerly
imported is now manufactured in the country. That is a

1 very broad assertion. We in the Lower Provinces believe
- that we pay more into the revenue, and that when,

by reason of the Tariff, we are compelled to buy
goods manufactured in Canada, we are paying additional
duties, perhaps not into the Treasury, but into the pockets

f of the manufacturer, and are, therefore, worse
i off, because if they were paid directly into the

Treasury we would expect to obtain a return of a por-
tion in some form or other. I do not think the Minister of
Finance bas succeeded in establishing the truth of his
assertion that the rate of taxation has been reduced. Another
mode which he bas taken to arrive at this conclusion is by
assuming that the present Census figures are correct and
reliable. I suppose there is no man in Canada knowing
anything of the circumstances under which the Census was
taken, and the mode in which it was taken, who entertains
any such opinion. We know even in our part of the
country that very, very many persons are made to appear
in that Census as residents of Canada who left years ago and
have no intention to return. The system in which this
Census was taken is called the de jure system, because it
bas nothing in it of just and right as lucus a non lucendo.
This system bas been so worked that hundreds of
thousands have been added to the Census of Canada, and iy
impression is, from all I can learn, that instead of our popu-
lation being 4,300,000, we have scarccly more than 4,000,000.
The Minister of Railways will doubtless say that I am
making an attack on Canada, injuring the country and
destroying its reputation, but in Parliament it is our duty
to speak what we believe to be the truth; and if the
country cannot progress when the truth is known it cannot
progress at all. Truth may be concealed for a time,
but it will make itself known in spite of all
opposition. On this side of the House we act on the prin-
eiple that, in discussing these questions we should ascertain
as far as possible what the truth is, and base oar arguments
not on what we wish the population and trade to be, but on
the facts themselves. I feel bound to say that I do not be-
lieve we bave as many people as the Census ru.presents this
country to have, because the Census bas not been taken in
the proper sense of the word de jure, but for some reason or
other on an utterly fallaeious system, one calculated under
ail the circumstances to create the impression that we
have a great many more people than we have. I have
heard, within a few hours that, one of the counties of my
Province, not a large county, which was considered some
years ago under the Mackenzie regimé to be one of the most
flourishing and prosperous, and which increased from 6,000
or 7,000 to 14,000 or 15,000 has declined in population
within the last eighteen months at least 12 per cent. I
know that the population of St. John is to-day less than it
was ten years ago. I know from an examination of even
those false Census reports, that the population driven out of
St. John by the fire did not establish themselves anywhere
in the neighboring districts, and that as the rate of increase in
those districts had not been equal to the old rate of increase
in the country, and that therefore the decline in St. John can-
not be ascribed, as it will be attempted to be ascribed, to the
efiects of the great fire. From St. John we have lost not
merely the 2,800 people which the Census shows to be the
decline of population as compared with ten years ago, but
we hjave lost also the large natural increase which took place
there during some seven or eight of those years. I believe
that within two years we have lost from St. John and the
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immediate neighborhood 5,000 or 6,000 or perhaps 7,000 orî
8,000. The city of Halifax, which has complained of a,
large loss of population, has, nevertheless, according to the
Census, increased as compared with 1871, while St. John
has decreased, the meaning being not that Halifax
bas done well but that St. John has done much
worse. Let us take the city of Ottawa. The Finance
Minister, in that triumphant tone wbich be knows well how
to assume, and which some time borders almost on in-
solence, declar ed that to-day there are no laborers in Canada
out ofemployment, and that no workingmen gather round
the Parliament or Departmental buildings clamoring for
employment. The Minister of Railways made the similar
assertion, that to-day there was ample employment, because
the National Policy hai stimulated all industries, and had
not merely stimulated industries but had created wealth
and resources that had never before existed. The hon.
Minister of Finance said that to-day you could not find
any of those placards "to let" in any of the windows, of
the towns of Canada, that the bouses were everywhere
occupied, that new establishments were everywhere going
up, and signs of prosperity and abundance were every-
where visible. A bright picture, but is it a correct one ?
Would that it were correct, but how could any man
walk through the streets of this town and have that opinion ?
Let him go through Sussex street and he will find "to let "
staring him from almost every window, shops closed,
and others doing a business that can hardly be a paying
one. I am told that in Ottawa to-day there are 600 or 700
housesofone kind or another absolutely unoccupied, and that
a few years ago there was not a single unoccupied house to
be had. Where are the people that clamored around this
building some years ago demanding employment from the
Government, and who were led to believe that theGovernment
could find them employment, and that it was the special pro-
vince of the Government to see that the seasons were what
they ought to be, the harvests abundant, and business pros-
perous ? That was thbe teaching of the hon.gentlemen oppo-
site. They had the Workingmen's Association in this city,and
gathered a number of those people together, telling them
that if the Tories returned to power a brighter day would
dawn, that all would find employment at bigh wages and be
happy and contented. Where are those people to-day?
Do they and their families present the cheerful and happy
appearance predicted ? They have all disappeared. They
remained in the country until the National Policy came in-
to operation, when finding it did not give them the employ-
ment expected they left the country.

Mr. PLUMB. Where have they gone ?
Mr. ANGLIN. To the United States.
Mr. PLUMB. They have a high Tarif there.
Mr. ANGLIN. But they left here after we got the high

Tariff. They loft because, notwithstanding the Tarif, there
Was more depression felt in Ottawa than ever.

Mr. PLUMB. How could they live in the United States ?
Mr. ANGLIN. The change of times for the botter in the

United States, as times have changed in Free Trade England,
brought about additional employment.

Mr. PLUMB. But the- United States had a high Tariff.
Mr. ANGLIN. Prosperity had commenced in the Unit edStates and it has continued to the present day. That pros-perity is reflected in this country, and it is to it that Ottawa

esPecially Owes wbat prosperity she now enjoys, because ofthe bighervalue of lumber. But this prosperity was not due
tO any change of Tariff. Thore was a change of Tariff in the
hunited States and England as well as in Canada, and if the

change of Tariff in Canada has done such wonders here, theehange in the United States and England should have hada Suniiar effect in those countries. We know that under the

Tory Administration of Disraeli, depression was felt
throughout England. We know that in the iron districts of
Cleveland one furnace after another went out of blast, and
the people were in great misery. If it were not a too con.
temptuous terrn to use they might have been called shivering
wretches, so much did they suffer. Other districts in England
were in as bad a condition although those wonderful
Tories were in power, andi notwithstanding the glorious
foreign policy of the Tory jingoes. Mr. Gladstone returned
to power'and proposed a change of Tariff-an important
change, as the hon. member for Centre Wellington would
say. He took the duty off malt and substituted for it a
duty on beer by the barrel. lmmediately after things
began to improve, and where formerly there was distress
there is now abundance of employment and prosperity.
According to the reasoning of hon. gentlemen opposite, the
change was due entirely to the change of Tariff taking the
duty off malt and placing it on beer. There was also a
change of Tariff in the United States about that time.
Just as the years of adversity were fading away, the duty
was taken off quinine, and the country immediately became
prosperous. For no other reason, as far as the Tariff or
fiscal policy was cone cned, did the depression disappear
and a change for the oetter take place, except that the
duty was taken off quinine. This may be the reductio ad
ab.surdun of the arguments of hon. gentlemen opposite, but it
is just as justifiable to attribute the change for the better in
England and the United States to the changes in their
Tariff as it is to attribute the improved condition of Canada
to our National Policy. But to return to the workingmen
of this city-to such a depthof poverty were many of them
reduced, that when they were driven in despair to leave
the country, some had not the means to do so, and they had
to apply to the Corporation for assistance. In 1879, when
the Tory Government were in power, when the Tory sun
was high in the heavens, and hope beat strongly in
every breast, and a new stimulus was given to trade, the
city of Ottawa paid $2,050 to assist these citizens to go
to sotne other place where they could get employrment.
It was necessary to give $1,150 in the year 18s0 to help
the very poor of Ottawa to go elsewhere to seek employ-
ment, and in the year after another sum. In 1881, that
blessed year in which the country was so prosperous, if we
believe the hon. gentlemen opposite, in which there were no
shivering, suffering, ill-clad people-in that year Ottawa
was forced to pay $760 more to enable the poverty stricken
to go away to earn a living elsewhere. In all, since the
accession of the Tories to office, $3,960 has been paid to those
who werc so poor that they could no longer get bread enough
and had they not been so aided would have had to crawl out
of the country. It has been said that there are no poor at
Montreal-that it is a great, prosperous city, and that the
National Policy bas done wonders for it-that thousands
additional of men are employed,-and we are told
that Montreal ought to be prosperous above all other
places. It was my misfortune to be compelled, some time
ago, to spend six or seven weeks in Montreal, and being
what the Minister of Railways would call of an enquiring
turn of mind, passing up and down the streets I looked for
evidences of the wonderful prosperity of which all the Tory
papers and Tory orators had been telling us. There is always
in that city a busy multitude to be seen on the main streets;
but walking through the back streets, I observed in many a
bouse the placard " to let," although the Finance Minister
stated all such had disappeared. In the districts where
the workingmen dwell, I saw many empty bouses, and in
the more fashionable quarters, including Prince of Wales
Terrace, St. Catherine Street, I also saw "bouse to let " in
more than one place. Elsewhere, everywhere I turned, ap.
peared similar evidences of the same kind. On enquiry I
found that bouses recontly let were bringing astonishingly
low rents, and the owners reducing them to get tenants.
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Coming to the business streets I found even there
the same evidence that prosperity was not so
very extraordinary, and the hum not so loud as had
been asserted. I found on going through Notre Dame
street, the old Recollet ]House, which was a very few years
ago a fashionable dry-goods establishment, built and fitted
up in a most expensive style, now occupied by an auctioneer,
with a few dusty old traps in the window. Elsewhere I found
properties occupied in such a way, that it was evidently im-
possible they could pay interest on the money invested on
them, and I bave seen statements in the papers which I be-
lieve true, that property, to-day, at Montreal is very, very
far short in value ofwhat it was in 1875, 1876 and 1877.
And not merely has the market value of the property de-
creased, but the Assessors bave had to reduce the value as
assessed, and it remains down to this day, they not feeling
justified in making any considerable increase this last year
or two, notwithstanding the National Policy, and although
the Tories are in power and they assert that everything is
prospering and booming. A somewhat similar story might
be told of Quebec.

Mr. PLUMB. Is property in Montreal lower than in
1875 ?

Mr. ANGLIN. I believe that the population of Montreal,
besides, is not as large as four years ago. In 1878, 1879
and 1880, a very much larger number of people left Mon-
treal to seek employment and remain elsewhere in employ-
ment, than the new arrivals and the natural increase would
amount to. The Finance Minister says that there
are no laborers to-day in Montreal wanting employment.
Only a few weeks ago in answer to an advertisement, in
the Montreal paper, calling for 50 or 60 laborers at a dollar a
day, the doors of the building, where application was to be
made, were broken in by the pressure of the hundreds who
sought for work. I ask what would be a fair day's wages
for a fair day's work? Hon. gentlemen opposite, who
have professed themselves great patrons of the workingmen,
but who desire to see them employed for the benefit of the
employer, should tell us what is a fair day's wages
for a fair day's work at any season. It bas been said
that the purchasing power of money has been gradually
diminished of late years, and we have seen pastorals issued
on high authority, of no less than two Bishops of the Pro-
testant Episcopal Church, asserting that the purchasing
power of money has been so greatly diminished that min-
isters can no longer be expected to live on their old
stipends, and that their congregations should increase those
stipends to enable those ministers to live as they did a few
years ago. The same remark applies, in a very much stronger
degree, to the workingmen. The Tariff presses with greater
weight and severity on the workingmen who paid the
higher duties on their coarse beavy clothing. It is they
especially who most largely contribute to swell the revenue
so as to enable the Government to spend all they do and
boast of a large surplus. Would one dollar a day be a fair
day's wages for a fair day's work ?

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I would like to see any hon.
gentleman engage Canadian laborers fur a dollar a day in
Ontario.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman will understand that
only a very short time ago the wages of the laborers on the
North Shore Railroad, in the Province of Quebec, were
reduced to 80 cents.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The wages of men on the
Canada Central Railroad have been $1.20.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am not guessing or speculating, but
speak of an actual occurrence and reduction on a road
almost in sight of our Parliament windows.

Mr. PLUMB. They went away to get $1.10.
Mr. ANULIr.

Mr. ANGLIN. Where?
Mr. MACKENZIE. To Niagara, perhaps.
Mr. PLTJMB. You cannot hire a man there for less

than $1.10.
Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for Niagara

is interrupting the hon. gentleman who has the floor, in a
contumacious manner, which is highly discreditable to him.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. member for West Durham is in-
terrupting and making statements in regard to me which, in
a parliamentary sense, are not founded on fact.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member for Niagarawill have
the courtesy to listen to the hon. member.

Mr. ANGLIN. Whenever the hon. member for Niagara
becomes restless, I know I am making a good point,
and I do not want him stopped. Now, Sir, in my own town
I caused enquiries to be made as to the rate of wages there,
in tle various kinds of employment, because I knew we would
have to deal with this question. I know myself that in the
town and city supposed to be represented by the Finance
Minister there are to-day many hundreds of laborers with-
out employment. I employed a young man to go through
the city and investigate the matter. His report was this:
Of late years it has become the custom in St. John to lay the
keels of vessels in the early part of the winter, and to prose-
cute work on them during the winter, for the reason that
employers ean dictate terms to the men they employ. The
highest wages paid to skilled workmen in the shipyards was
one dollar a day for the time they could work; and in the
winter season they do not average more than four days a
week. Wages range from a dollar down to 80 cents a day.
The majority of the men receive 80 or 90 cents; only a few
earn a dollar. Whoever else has been benfitte<f by this
National Policy I think it cannot be shown thaL the
laboring man, the artizan or mechanic has had his con-
dition materially improved. The Finance Minister himself
admitted that in 200 factories of the Dominion there has
been no increase of wages, and the only benefit that he
claims for the workmen is that employment is more steady;
well, that is not to be attributed to the National Policy, but
arises from other causes. He admits, at all evenIs, that the
rate of wages is not increased in a number of these fac-
tories. In others he says it is increased by lhe munificent
sum of ten cents a day. Now, I think when he makes a
statement such as this he ought to pay this House
the compliment of laying full details on the Table, showing
us where these factories are, the number of men employed
in them and the rate of wages paid at present, and for the
last three or four years. I think we were all surprised to
hear there are as many as ninety new factories in the
whole Dominion. I would be astonished at it were I not
aware that since the National Policy came into operation
there can hardly be a shingle mill or a cheese factory put up
that is not announced as a new industry, the result of the
National Policy. I hope that the Finance Minister will do
the people the justice of making a full and complete state-
ment, so that we can all judge of its exact value. He says
that there was some increase in the rate of wages. I heard
of one case of some stove makers up in Hamilton or Toronto,
who were very earnest advocates of the National Policy, and
who were amongst those who clamored most loudly for in-
creased protection in order that their men may have increased
employment and increased wages-I heard that their employ-
ers resisted the demands of their men for increased wages
until a large number of them had gone to the United States
and the others were threatening to go, and then there was
an increase of 10 per cent. which was proclaimed all over
the country as a result of the National Policy, but it turned
out afterwards that it was merely a return to the wages
paid by the same firm under the Mackenzie Administration.

heard of another interesting case where I was almost per-
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sonally acquainted with the facts. In looking for the boom to thenselves. But they hadtle market ail to thernselves
the Finance Minister visited Almonte, where there are a before the National Policy. Look at the returns of two or
great many woollen mills, and where the owners have dis- tbree years ago and you will ind that the whole importa.
played much energy, which would deserve the admiration of Lion of boots and shoes into the Dominion, including British
all their fellow-citizens, were it not that they joined in the Columbia-to which in those days you could not got boots
effort to impnse upon their fellow-subjects those increased and shoes from Çanada witbout much trouble-and inelnding
burdens.Thie hon. gentleman was shown through the baby shoes and so or, which are manufacturod at but a few
largest of the mills, and by-and-bye, after be had made bis places in the United States-the large factories not
hurried survey in which, with an oagle glance he took in at troubling about them-were something lite C-40,000. And
once the process of manufacture, the employes were ail to-day w are importing notwithstading the National
gatbered in some large room to be addressed by the Poiicy, and the importations this year are larger than last
Finance Minister and to cheer him and present him with year, sbowing that the National Poiicy bas bad no offeet
an address. On the walls was written in large letters: "On because it was in operation last year and it is in operation
and after the lst of December next, wages in this mill to-day. Wby, thon, attcmpt to mislead the people of the
will be increased 10 per cent." Here, at least, COUtry? The Finance Minister must bave kiown-
was a case where the National Policy had brought great hoecannot heip knowing-tbat the boot and shoe
advantage to the workingmen, a case in which the makoîs bad the market to thomseives years ago,
Ministry might triumph ever more. After the National and that if there was any depression in that
Policy had gone into operation, I learned from trade it was not because of any slaugbtering of foreign
Mr. Galbraith, the late representative for that district, boots and shoos in the contry, but beause the
whose loss we all deplore, that some weeks after the National purchasing power ofthe people Ias dimirished at the time,
Policy went into operation, the men demanded an increase and they couid fot buv as many boots and sboes as tbey
of wages, but instead of receiving it they were told they couid a few years before, or as tbey can at tbe present time.
must either work one hour every day additional or consent Some îay say that a man must wear boots and shoos, at
to a reduction of ton per cent., and they consented to the any rate; but it wil bappen that a man who is in distress
reduction of ten per cent. That continued for some time will wear a pair of boots witb rents in thon which, under
until they found it necessary to increase the rate of wages, botter circumstances, be wouid throw aside. Another article
but tbey only went back to the rate in foi-ce during the to wbich the hon. gentleman refèrred was agricultural
Mackenzie Administration. Such bas been the effect on the implernts; but tbe manufactureis of these imilemOnts
rate of wages and on the laboring men, and Ihave never yet lad the market te themselves before the National Poliey
heard of an instance of any increase, and I doubt if any bon. and exported, as the bon member for Brant (Mr. Paterson)
member in this House bas heard of an instance where any conclusiveiy showed, a g-eat deal moie than tbey are
one of these manufacturers, after fie National Policy cxporting now. Sorne of tliec niakers, I believe, were
hnd gone into operation, or even after he hadi begun to radier arnoý cd beeause the Auwrican for a tirne
exper-ience its benefits, of bis own will and motion and sont these implements te Manitoba, wben it was
ou of' a sense of justice, called bis men together and almost impossible for our mon to send tbem there at a
said: "I am making more profit to-day by reason reasonable cost; but when communication with that
of the National Policy, the cost of your living country was opcned up our mnnufictur-rs found
bas increased, and as a matter of justice I think I will themselves able to send agricultural implements
admit you to a share of these profits and increase your wages. there, and as they were able to koop the Americans out of
If any such instance as that bas occurred in any part of this the markets of'Ontarlo, Qucbec, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
Dominion, I think it would be well for the sake of humanity, wick and Prince Edward Island, tbey wonid have been able
and especially for the sake of such humanity as exists to keep theinout cf Manitoba and the North-West without
amongst manufactirers of the class we find described by the any change in thepriiey cf the country, other than openiig
Commissioners appointed by the Govern ment, that it should up the territory and rendering it accessible te thomnas'it pro.
be widely known, that it should be known that there is viously was te the American manufacturors. The Finance
something to redeem the dark and gloomy features of this Ministor said that tbey aro manuiacturing more than
hideous policy, something to show that the working people they were before, though lie was forced te admit that the
Of the country are deriving some benefit from the National duty on the raw materials presses bcaviiy on those manu-

IPolicy. The bon. Finance Minister says that all trades facturera, taking eut of some cf tbem, as was shown by
and manufactures have been improved. He declares that an hon. gentlemen on this aide, somcthing like $12,000 a
the manufacturers did not want to increase the prices, that year; and yot, Sir, because tboy manufacture se many more
they never meant to increase the prices, that all they wanted and send eut se many more they ai-, ho said, naking groater
was the market seeured to them-and they, high minded, profits and enjeying a larger incorne. For the increase,
honorable and patriotic men that they are-they would which is a natural increase under the circumstances cf the
take care that the people had not to pay more for their pro-country-an increase whicb ceres from the increasof the
ductions than they would have to pay for the imported arable land brought into cultivation in thia country-he
article. We are told that everything is now cheaper than it would daim crodit for bis National Policy. The hon.
was before, and we are asked to infer that this is due to tho gentleman bas speof cariages, but I can assure him
magnanimous manner in which the manufacturers are that carnage make-s te whom 1 bave spoken regard thedealmg with the people whom they might fleece, but would National Policy as purely oppressive in their case, and thenot because they are so honest and just. The hon. gentie- hon, gentleman bas sbown by his own statement that iL is
man speaks of the manufactures of boots and shoes, and se. lie says that carnages a féw years ago were worthhe states that to-day hand-madje boots and shoes are $080hboi 15t ht t» Jy h n m 'e ot n bes ae 80 2, $30 or $40 more than they seil for now, and ho
about s per cent. dearer than they were. On says, 500 what the National Poliey is deing for the country.

wat basis ho made that calculation I do not Why, Sir, the carnage makers had the country te them-
know, I never heard that they were 15 per cent. dearer.'selves before the National Pelicy. Look at the old returns
b Impeso was that the price was about the same, and you will find that something like $70,000 worth weîebut suppose ho had some data for bis conclusion. imported oach year, and tbeso mostly consistod cf fancyae said that factory made boots and shoes are cheaper, carnages. Ninety-nine per cent, cf the work was doue inand h would have us infer that they are cheaper because the country and by the people of this country, and they werethe 1Nl&t1 POfl9Iiey givee the manufaoturers the market al able t charge higer price i those days, althoughlnow
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many articles of the raw material are heavily taxed. SomeITarif-because I think it will bardly ho contended by any
of them, indeed, did clamor for Protection. They thought gentleman on the opposite side of the fouse that for ail tine
that the few carriages that were coming into the country to core these industries should be treated as infant indus-
should be excluded and that they would get higher pricos, tries, and treated as tbough aTarif of 17 or 20 per cent.,
but instead of that they are getting lower prices, the cost or whatever the necessities of this country may require,
of the raw material is increased, the production is smaller would fot be sufficiont protection for thom. Hon, gentlemen
in our part of the country at least, and the carriage makers oppositeseem to think it a very fine thing that a large
complain bitterly of the National Policy. I can assure hoi. number of our people shouldho oonvertod into servants of
gentlemen that if they expect the support of manycarriage that great class which they are building up, who, they
makers at the next election, they will find themselves as boast, spend their money in silks and satins, fine painP
woefully mistaken as I hope they will be in other ings, and ail kinds of luxuies-wealth not created
predictions they make. Then the hon. gentleman referred by their own. skill or industry, but extnacted fom
to bats and caps, and to felt hats, and he read a letter from tbe hard earnings of the masses of the people. Just
Mr. Green, of Montreal, to show that felt hats are sold see, the hon, gentleman says, what these wealthy mon
more cheaply than they could be importel. It seems to me have spent during the past year; and he actually attempted
that that gentleman learneJ his lesson from the Minis- to leadto the infence that because a largor amount is paid
ter of Finance or from the Minister of Railways. Perhaps in duty to-day than was paid two or three yeans ago on the
ho did not know that he was learning a lesson, for some finer cloths and ailks, therefone the rate of taxation on these
people take in knowledge and imbibe ideas without know- articles is more than it was before. Re scaroely had tho hardi-
ing exactly how they get them, and then imagine they are hood to put the conclusion in so many words. Now, Sir, whero
their own. But his ideas are the ideas of hon. gentlemen is ail the benefit ofthe National Potîcy? Whoaresowonder-
opposite, who argue, not that any article is sold as cheaply fuily prosperous in this country? Hon, gentlemen opposite
in Canada to-day as it could be imported under the old cry continually: oh, the great prosperity of the country-
Tariff, but that it is cheaper to-day than it was seven or the great contentment of the people of this country-the
eight years ago. When the hon.gentleman came to cottons wonderful progress of the county-tbe happiness and the
ho admitted that some particular cottons are a little dearer, surprising growth in wealth of the people of tlii country.
but you must remember, he says, that the cost of the raw Sir, we are, I suppose, as a whole, botter off than wo were
material has increasel while the pëice of the manufactured some years ago; although, unfotunately for the city I core
article is no morie n any case than the increase of the price from, we have not felt very much prospority there. We
of the raw material, and in some cases it is less. did a littie moie business lat year than wo did the year
He very conveniently forgot to say anything about the raw before, but we wene feolial enough to attribute that to the
material when he came to talk of woollens. When ho tellsfact that ther- was in England and in the United States an
us that the woollen cloth is cheaper than it was ever before increased derand for lumber, which gave our ships and our
in Canada, and puts that forward as a proof that the mon more employment. We cannot aee bow the National
National Policy does not increase the cost of such articlcs, PoFcy has anything to do whh it, or how it lias inureased
ho does not tell us that the price of wool has fallen some 20 the business of the city. Many a bouse in the town las the
cents a pound or thereabouts, or that the price of those goodsplacard "tolt" onitswindows, Thepresperityisnottobe
bas fallen so low in other countries that the manufacturers, found there. It is scarcely to ho fonnd i the city of Quebec.
though so highly protected, cannot charge any more than I assent as the result of my own observations, that though
they are doing. I would like to know how many cases there may ho more employment and greater presperity
there are in which the manufacturers charge less than the in Montreal, and probably a botter state of thinga than in
cost of importation plus the duty. I believe that where the 1879-about which hon, gentlemen opposite talk-yot
articles are at all of equal quality there are scarcely any the condition of affairs to-day is not so good as it was
such cases. The' only case which the hon. Minister of six or seven years ago. There ai- not se many mon ou-
Finance put in such a light is the case of the knitting ployed in that city, non are there se many living thero, the
yarn of Mr. Parks, of the city of St. John. We had that wages are not se good and property is not of oqual value.
case talked about all through the Maritime Provinces. The But the hon. gentleman says: ILook at the bank stocks."
bon. gentleman told us that loorse shoe nails were at W by, the bank stocks, ho ays, have at present such market
first sold very cheaply, because the pe-sons manufacturing prices that to-day tbey are worth $20,000,000 mo-e
them wished te inti'oduce them, and as soon as the mar- than they wene wotb-wben ? Wben Mr. Mackenzie and
ket was croated tbey eould raise their pnico. Ho did net bis associates left oice? N t at arl. At ny time when
tell the flouse that the manufacture of this knitting yarn the bon. member for South Huron administered the affaira
is- a vrynew manufacture i New Brunswick, introduced of the country ? Net at all But the $e0,0sn was the
only within a year or twe, and that it is quit possible increase nor 1879bsu iion, gentlemen opposite promised
Mr. ]Park is trying te follow the example of those horse ahoe that tho National Pticy would incrase the value f stocks;
nails manufacturera, ntî-oducing it inte the countny, and that but when they got into peowe, stock within a foew days de-
thon, ifthe National Policy continues tetxiht, ho will advance clined in value $ wh,0,000. It is with the pics at that peint
his pîice. There is, bowever, a question as to the possibility reached after hontgentlemen pp sit assumed office that
of impotingthese articles, wbich was veryflly discussed in the Miniater of Finance compares the price of to-day, and
the Lower Pi-ovinces; but ne rational man, ne impartial, intel- he haims as a result of the National Policy, an improvement
ligeît man, who will examine ail the evidence on this ubjeet, in theo prices of stocks. That improvement is caused by the
can have the liglteit doubt that the pnice of warps bas fact tha tthere is to-day, tbrougbout the civilized world,
advanced in this country te just tbe point at which the for some reason or other, a superabundance of capital
imported article, plus the duty would ho seld. That was seaking employment. If you book at the stock markets ii
the only argument by wbich the hon, gentleman atthmpted another way yue will form the conclusion that instead f
te show that the manutisctured article was sold any choapor stocks being in a botter position now than four, five or six
than the imported article oould ho sold. Now, Mn. Speaker, yearc ago, they are in a very muc wors position. Take
these are the evidencos we have of the prospeity of this the favorite stocka in Canada, and youwil find that in ne
country. We would like te hoear whoîe the ninoty new instance is the investor rceiving more than 5 or 5 per
factories are. It would be gratifying for us te know tbat cent. for is m oney. The Finance Minister do s net care,
theso new factories have gene up, and that there bis a perhaps, te ok at that aspect of the ase,but iths an i-
proS ct of their secuing suificient support under a revenue portant aspect. Bak stocks are aridky investent. TherO
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is no bank in this Dominion or in any other country,
no matter how highly esieemed or how well managed, in
which the money invested is not, to a certain extent, risked.
We every day see banks supposed to be strong and solvent
coming to the ground, and men placing their money in
bank stocks ought to receive even in the present state of
the money market, a return of 7 or b per cent.; but
these investments in Canada scarcely pay 5 or 5j
per cent. Therefore the estimated improvement in prices
is not the only way to test the question as to whether
there has been a real improvement in that particu-
lar. While on this point let me say that the statement
with respect to investments in Government savings
banks, as proof of the prosperity of the working classes,
is the most fallacious and contradictory of the whole falla-
cious and contradictory statements made by the Finance
Minister. The hon. gentleman speaks of these deposits as
if they were all made by the working classes, but he
admits that the limit of deposits is placed at $3,000. I

He visited some factories, and in some found additiondl
hands, and calculated somehow that the average
increase was 17 per cent.; then he calculated there would
be 17 per cent. increase in ail the large factories, and
coolly assumed the increase would be about 17,000
persons. Then there are 7,000 more employed
in the new factories of which we know so little.
We do not know half-a-dozen of them in fact; he told us
also that in the factories to be established, there would be
some. 3,00> more employed, making attogether *7,000.
And though he bas under his own eyes the report of the Com-
missioners appointed by the Government to enquire into the
condition of the same factories, and might have learned from
it, if not from persoial observation, that a very large number
of the employes in the larger factories are girls and boys of
very tender age, and that in man ufacturing towns, whien the
fhther is employed in one kind of factory work the children
are employed in another, thus two-thirds or three-fourths of
the members of some families being employed. So when it

suppose there are very few workingmen in this country was calculated that each employe represented four persons
who have $3,000 to spare, but I know there are. many at least, giving an aggregate of over 100,00 -, that peculiar
large depositors who could not be classed as workingmen at process of calculation was such as only the present Finance
all. Only a short time ago I was asked by a friend of Minister could employ.
mine to advise him about taking $3,000 or $4,000 out oforne An hon. MEMBER. Captain Bobadil's.
of the banks that is paying 3 per cent. and transfering it
to the savings bank which pays 4 per cent., and I advised Mr. ANGLIN. Perhaps so. It is so long since I have
him as to the means by which he could effect this exchange. read of Captain Bobadil's exploits I am not very clear as
For some time past the banks have had more money than to their character, but I think he disposed of whole brigades
they coulid profitably lend out, and some time ago they in- by challenging one after another. Now, Sir, will
formed their customers that interest on their deposits must any living man really cone to the conclusion that
be reduced to 3 per cent., and in many cases they refuse to 100,000 additional people have been brought into our
take deposits at all on interest. That is the case with some cities and towns because of the National Policy. We have
lamks iin the city where I reside, and I think it is the case not got them in any city or town in New Brunswick. Even
with many banks in the Dominion. The consequence is that Moucton, of which they have been bragging so much as
people who do not want to invest money in any of those illustrating the bene ts of the National Policy, I believe bas
wonderful factories that nobody sees, derosit their money not so many inhabitants to-day as it had the year those hon.
in the savings banks. It may be said that the bank deposits gentlemen opposite came into power. St. John has not as
have not diminished but increased. The cause for that it many by thousands. Quebec, I believe, has not as many by
would be exce3dingly difficult to determine. Why capital thousands, though it shows an increase in the last Census.
just now is so abundant ail over the world, it is not easy to Montreal bas not as many hy thousands. We were told
explain; but one reason why it is so abundant, or rather wonderful things about the growth of Hamilton. I hope
why a great deal of it is idle, is that as yet we have not so they are true, but my impression in the first place was that
far recovered from depression as to have entered into enter- the authority was of a very questionable character, and that
prises which would absorb the capital saved during tha the whole thing was got up for a partizan purpose. Then
years of depression, when the people found it necessary to this report makes the condition of Hamilton, the character of
economize, and were taught habits of economy which they its factories, the amount of money invested in them and the
have not yet quite forgotten. At al events, as far as the number of men employed before the National Policy, very
savings banks are concerned, it is absurd to say that deposits much worse or less than they actually were; and I believe it
are those of working people exclusively. The farmers, we makes the numberofmen employed to-day and the anount of
are told, are particularly benefitted by the National Policy, money invested to-day much larger than they actually are.
and the reason, according to the Finance M inister, is that It would require a great deal of proof to convince me that
they have a much larger home market for their products. the produets of the factories of Hamilton had increased from
Thegeneyral improvement in business causes an improvement $3,000,000 to 7,000>000 in the time stated-though
in pricesof produce, and enables the people to buy more arti- 1 hope it is true. We know that Toronto is a
eles and at somewhathigher prices. Ido not think there bas growing town, but I think the hon. member for Centre
been a very material advance in prices. lu my own town Huron read from papers Io show that in many districts
I know that the prices of lamb, poultry and game bave in the Provinceof Ontario the population has actually dimin-
been kept up, or advanced on account of the demand ished within ten years, the diminution having taken place
in those same United States which are absorbing a great part within the last two or three years at the outside. Then

'f our labor also. Under my own eyes my townsmen are people began to go out. To-day they are going out in num-
sending away car loads of lamb and turkeys by the bers, not as large perhaps as a year or two ago : they con-
te" thousand to the United States market, and, there- tinue togo from all parts of the Eastern Provinces, and in
fore, by reducing the supply here the prices are raised. many cases they go, not to the Canadian North-West, but to
Probably a similar result appears in other articles and 1 the United States. So much for the increased population
places also. I think it will be found that the increase must and the increased home market for the farmer, for which
de attributed particularly to this cause. I will not the hon. gentleman takes credit in his speech. My im-deny that the larger amount of money afloat alsòenables our pression is that to-day the population of alt the towns of
own people to buy more freely; but I have never heard that the Dominion is no larger than it was before the National

'r markets have improved very materially in this respect, Policy, while in many towns it is much smaller. Has the
the hon. gentleman treated us the other day to a calcula-.1 National Policy increased the price of wheat, barley or

on, Made up of guess-work estimates, as to the increased rye to the farmer ? These are all taxed. We have
fUmber of handemployed by reason of the National Poliey. protective duties on articles of which we havea large sur-
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plus to export, the prices of which must necessarily be re- have not only imported a larger quantity of foreign wool
gulated by the prices in the markets to which we send our but the exportation of Canatian wool has been reduced by
surplus of the;e articles. Where do we get the increased over 1,0,000 lbs.-just see what a large home market
price ? The Minister of Finance told us that circumstances we are creating." But the farmers suifer if they are only
may arise which would lead to an enhancement of the getting haif the price for wool that they got before, while

price of Canadian wheat and flour in the Canadian market. the prices of sugar, woollen and cotton cloth, and
Either we may have a short crop, or what is more likely to many other articles are higher than they were
be the case, we may have shipped at a particular season of before. If the National Policy regulates the price of
the year so much that what is left will be insufficient these articles and makes them higher, why doos it fot
for the needs of the people; and when we reach give the farmers a higher price fortheir wool? Men do
that point he admits that the price will go up, perhaps fot go on producing any article which they find it unpro-
as much as the equivalent to the duty. 11e fitable to produce; and although wool may be profitable at
admits that, although the increase will be confined to a par- 40 cents a pound, it may be a losing business to growit at 20
ticular season in the whole year it will amount to ten cents cents a pound. If these hon, gentlemen had the interest of
a barrel on ail the flour used in Canada during the year. the farmers so deeply at hearb, why did they not put a duty
Now, that is a considerable tax, it means a large sum of ou wool? Why did bhey leave it on the free list the flrst
money in the year on ail the flour used in Canada. But he year, and last year, when they found it necessary to pleame
says this increased price goes into the pockets of the farmers. or to delude the larmers a littie, impose a duty on the wool
Does that hon. gentleman know so little of the course of we do not use in the country, and put no duty on the wool
trade in this country and ail other countries as not to be we import? The wool used by the manufacturers cares in
aware that by the time that state of things comes to pass in free. They are fot bound by any provision of this National
any year nearly all the grain is out ot the hands of the Policy-they are not foreed to use the wool produced by
farmers ? Do the farmers of Ontario hold their wheat on the people of Canada. We were bld, when that objection
speculation until the next spring ? I think not. So far as was first taken to the Tarif, that the farmers would have
my enquiries have gone the far mars seil nearly all their wheab their home market, and the price would be kept np, 50 that
within a few months, as last indeed as they can thresh it. they would have no need of any protection. Dubies
There is another point the force of which will be perceived are imposed on wheat, barley, rye, and other things which
by any man acquainted w;th the course of trade. If are not imported at ail. Hides core in in large quantities,
any considerable quantity of grain remains in the hands of and why are hides not taxcd? Forty or fifty per cent. on
the farmers, the price will not advance. But it is not the hides would add very raterially b the value of
farmers who receive the lbenctit of any such advance as l every hoot on a tarm in this country. But that would
that. In the Maritime Provinces the people have to pay an fot do; the farmers are to be humbugged and cajoled, but the
enhanced price for their food , but that enihariced farners are Lot b be protcced. (heese sous Me-y well
price does fot accrue to the profit of the farmer now, but since the National Policy went into operation the
but to the profit of the trader and the speculator, who are of best cheese could bo bought at five or six cents per pound;
the class of men particularly favored by the present Tory for a whoie season it was a drug in the market.
Administration. Now, what else? ie says there is more Mr BOWELL. This year?
demand for rye, as distillers now use it more largely.
Ie does not say they pay a higher price for the rye. Mr. ANGLIN. No, did not say this year, I said since
He does not pretend to say that they absorb ail the rye of the National Policy came into operation.
the country, which would be the case if the Tariff bad Mr. BOWELL. What year?
added to its value; but can any man in his senses imagine
that it is of tie slightest moment to a farmer whether he
sells bis rye to a man who distills whiskey in Toronto r OSS (Middlesex). In 1&0.
or elsewhere, or to a man who intends to export it if the Mr.ANGL1N. I say that since the National Policy came
price be the same. Where is the benefit of the home mar- into operation il was a drug in the rnarket. The National
ket in that case ? Did not the Minister in making such a Policy did nothing for cheese, it left the duty where il was
statement attempt to cajole and deceive the people, whom before. I do not know that it could do anyrhiag foi cheese,
to-day the Minister of Railways described as the intelligent but bon. gentlemen might have tried to do something. The
and independent farmers of Canada ? Does he suppose omnipotent National Policy they say can do anytbing. Talk
that the intelligent and independent farmers of Canada of asking for b-ead and geîting a stone; lb can convert the
are to be misled by such sophistries and fallacies as have stone into bread. The limits of the power of the National
been propounded to them by hon. gentlemen opposite? Policy are inconceivable and incalculable. It extends
It is true that some of them were deceive i once and beyond space, it controls the heavens. The dew that
misled by men whom they had never trusted before, fals f-oi heaven falîs as the National Policy directs;
by men in whom they had no confidence when they thc ram drops as the National Policy directs; the
voted for them. They said, we will try what will be tbe sun shines as the National Policy directs, and what the
results of a change; we cannot be much worse. They fields yield tbc National Policy controls and directs. Why,
made the trial very much in the same way that a then, should it not control the cheese market and give
sick person, who has been told by his physician that he will fariers a good price for their cheese? Will hon. gentie«
recover, but that his recovery will be slow, tries a quack, in men oppositetell us seriously that in regard 10 a single
whom he has no confidence even when he tries him. article the farrers of Ibis country gel a cent more than
Some of the people in the country tried hon. bhcy would have received if the National Policy had neyer
gentlemen opposite whorn I have no idea of been heard of: got mo-e even for their cabbages, their
insulbing when I call them quacks-I mean that they are turnips, their poultry, their lambs and the
political quacks-charlatans of the worst description-but Finance Minister asserts? Now, Sir, we Say that
they will never trust them again as they never trusted bbc National Policy, intead of heing a benefit to bhe
them before. Farmers as a class aro intelligent and sensible people of this country as a whole, or to any large class of
men. They never trusted in the promises of hon. gentle- the people, 18 the greatest curse that could befaîl thenf-
men opposite, but tbe man who bas been fooled once and Look blrough the whole country, and find if you can,wh8t
knows it is not likely to be fooled again. The Minizster of industry is bcnefittcd by il. They say our anticipations
Railways, as well as the Minister of Finance, says: "We have been falsified; that our calculation ail failed. W@

Mr. ANGLIN.
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said the very day that this policy was introduced that it
would have this effect: it would encourage the production
of cottons, it would stimulate the making of woollens of
a certain class; it would probably lead to the establishment
of refineries sufficient to refine all the sugar we want in the
country, and would enable the proprietors of establishments
of that kind-unless they are greater fools than people gen-
erally take them to be-to take out of the pockets of the
people, not legitimate prices for their productions, not a fair
profit on their capital, on their enterprise, on their labor,
but to realize profits beyond all conception. Forty, fifty,
and sixty per cent. is freely talked of as dividends actually
earned by some of those establishments to-day. The fact
that such enormous amounts of money have been taken out
of the pockets of the poor people, for it is mainly they who
pay the beavy taxes, is heralded as a matter for triumph.
They say, look at our surplus and our great factories ? Did
they say, look how the surplus is obtained ? They talk
eloquently of the great buildings, such as the Hudon
Factory, where children of eight or ten years of age, are kept
working eleven long hours a day for four days in
the week, and if I remember rightly thirteen hours a day
for the other two days in the week. Those magnanimous
men, those great patriotic men, those men who desire to
increase the welfare of the working classes and think
nothing of dividends, were yet willing to grind the sweat
and blood of the poor children into hard cash, to rob the
people and pay children $1 or $1.50 a week for eleven long
bours of toil every day. We have to day a reduced popula-
tion, a people forced to be content with wages lower than,
they received seven or oight years ago. And in proof of
that let me say, in regard to those very coal mines in ques-
tion, that strikes are in existence, the miners demanding addi-
tional wages. A newspaper published in their interest in
Halifax states, and I believe truly, that the wages paid to-day
are lower than those paid 20 years ago, while the purchasing
power of $1 is scarcely equal to that of 50 ets. at that
time. If we take the statement of the hon. member for
Montreal West, it appears that even the proprietors of
factories are not making money, 3 per cent. being about
the average rate. Nevertheless the profits are enormous.
They pay most miserable wages and some of them grind
down the poor people in a shameful way, as is
described in the Governrment report. The manufac-
turers of agricultural implements, harness, boots and
shoes and furniture are suffering from the opera-i
tion, of the Tariff. There may be one or two ex-
ceptions, cases in which the duties have been regulated so as
to afford the manufacturers protection, and enable them to
charge higher prices; but, except these, all the manufacturers«
are suffering and the farmers are gaining nothing, though,1
Of course, they are doing well in Ontario and the western
Country, because they have enjoyed abundant crops and ob-
tained large prices by exporting to Europe. For these
reasons are they able to go into the cities and towns and buylargely in the shops and elsewhere, the products of homei
and foreign manufactures, and thus enable the people in
these tOwns, that are prosperous in the west, to live betterthan in the years just past. Thus the revenue is swelled, and,
in addition, we have an enormous taxation to bear, notwith-
standing the abolition of duties on tea anid coffee and tin,which, according to the hon. Minister of Finance, amount1to $1,250,000. We will still have an enormous burdento bear, a burden rendered intolerable from the fact that it
p the pride and glory of the Government to boast of a sur-
plUs and mnvest the money in improvements for the benefit
of People who are going into the North-West-improvements
the cost of which the hon. gentlemen tell us will corne back1
again to our children or our children's children-whenthey know that neither ourselves, nor our children, nor our

u Bre w 5ehildren will ever see it back. By that expendi-1
have an immense monopoly created in the North-à21

West, and we see that and other monopolies-monopolies
small and large-controlling the Government of this country,
directing wbat the Government must do in their interest,
changing the line of railway as they choose, and directing
what duties shall be imposed, for their benefit, on the people.
This is the condition which they describe as glorious, but
from which the intelligence and patriotism of the people
will relieve this country when they get the opportunity.

Mr. McCALLUM. I have been informed by some of my
friends that the hon. gentleman said I had received favors
from the Government in the shape of getting my coal free
from duty. Did the hon. gentleman make such a statement?

Mr. ANGLIN. I stated that I heard it said repeatedly
that the hon. gentleman was allowed to bring coal from the
United States free of duty for use on the steamers he
employs in the western waters, or something to that effect.

Mr. McCALLUM. I can tell the hon. gentleman that I
have neither received nor asked any favors from the
Government. As for my conscience, I do not want anybody
to be responsible for my conscience. I do not wish to make
any remarks before the louse at this time of night, but it is
a wonder to me that h n. gentlemen opposite do not learn
from experience. ILre they are the same as they were
four years ago. " lIey say that we promised everything.
We have said-we must pay the interest of our national
debt as honest men, that we wanted money to make
improvements in the interest of the country and to pay for
legislation, and also that the money should be collected in
such a way as to assist the industries of the country as far
as possible. I ask every member within the hearing of my
voice, is not this Tarifi accomplishing these results? Is it
not collecting a revenue, paying expenses of the Govern-
ment, meeting the interest of our debt and assisting the
industries of our country at the same time. But hon.
gentlemen opposite will not learn ; they are still going on
with the same old story. The hon. gentleman who just sat
down said the country is in a worse state than in 1879. Why,
there was one industry that prospered during the time that
lon. gentlemen opposite were in power-the soup kitchen
-yes, and another, the sheriff's office. I say distinctly
if any man can show that I received any favor in
any shape from the Government, I will resign my seat in
this Ilouse--anything in the shape of a coal duty or print-
ing either. It ill becomes that hon. gentleman who, when
sitting in your chair, Mr. Speaker, received favors from the
Government. I say he should be the last man in the House
to accuse me of getting favors, for he must know the state-
ment is not correct. If he did not know he ought to have
known it. If he had asked me I would have told him as an
honest man that I received no favors from the Government.
Do hon. gentlemen opposite want to go back to where we
were in 1874 and 1879 ? Do they want one-sided Free Trade,
with no corresponding benefits to Canadians ; to give the
American farmers the Canadian market, with Canadians
shut out fron the United States market by their Tariff-a
stone wall of 30 per cent. If so, let them speak out plainly.
Those hon. gentlemen are very strong in assertions, and
while they stick to such as they make, they may expect to
come back to the House after the next election with a
smaller number than ever, which is now small enough. The
hon. gentleman who has just sat down talked of the effect
of the Tariff on agricultural implements. I know by experi.
ence they are now cheaper than they used to be, and are ho-
coming cheaper and better year by year. There is the same
good change in many other articles, including waggons and
carriages. We have now got a market in the North-West, a
better home for artizans and farmers, and if you keep out
competition, you can keep our own people fully employed.
What we promised the poor men was to give them full
employment if the Tariff was raised to a certain figure, so
as to prevent slaughtering goods. It has that effect; and
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when gentlemen speak in this House about a fair day's wages
for a fair day's work, I feel happy in saying that in this
country wages are much better than they used to be. I do
not say for a moment that the workman is getting too well
paid yet, because I would like to see him having all the
comforts that it is possible for any man to have; and there
is no doubt the day is coming. But I will say this, that
they are much more comfortable and prosperous now than
they were under the regime of hon. gentlemen opposite,
because they are now fully employed. Even if we admit
that the articles they have to purchase cost them a little
more, we must remember they are fully employed, and have
more money to purchase with, whereas under the Adminis-
tration of the hon. gentlemen opposite they had neither
work nor money, but were starving. But, say they, Provi-
dence has done all that; we have had good crops. Well, it
is a strange thing that these gentlemen are so unlucky
when they come into office. I remember in a former
case, when they were in power, we had the weevil in
the wheat; and whenever they come into power we
have poor crops. We never have any evils in legislation.
Now those gentlemen have got to change their tactics;
they have got to adopt this policy if they ever expect to
succeed in this country and come over to the Ministerial
side of the house. I do not say they will do it, though
whether any man living to-day will sec it or not I do not
know. But they must change their tactics; they must
work in the interests of Canada; must stop running down
their own country; they must stop praising up the adjoining
nation, before the good, loyal people of Canada will trust
them with the management of their affairs.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like to know if you obtained
the coal for your steamers from the United States free of
duty ?

Mr. MoCALLUM. I tell the hon.gentleman that I did not.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman should be

obliged to me for getting the matter straightened.
Mr. McÇALLUM. The matter was straightened before,

as theb hon. gentleman would have known if he understood
plain English, and I always endeavor to speak plainly.

Mr. BOULTBEE moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

REPORT.

Mr. MOUSSEAU presented the report of the Secretary
of State, for the fiscal year ending 31st December, 1881.

House adjourned at 12-55 a.m.

H1OUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNEsDAY, lIst March, 1882.

The SPEAER took the Chair at Thrce o'clock.

PEATYEE.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Canada Mutual Telegraph
Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Bil lNo. 56) to amend the Act 43 Victoria, chapter 69,
respecting the Anchor Marine Insurance Company.-(Mr.
Beaty.)

Bill (No. 57) to incorporate the Chignecto Marine
Transport and Cape Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron,
Victoria.)

Mr. McCALLVu.

Bill (No. 59) to incorporate the Brant Loan and Savings
Company.-(Mr. Paterson, Brant.)

Bill (No. 60) to incorporate the Ottawa, Waddington and
New York Railway and Bridge Company.-(Mr. Carrier.)

Bill (No. 61) to incorporate the Ontario Pacifie Railway
Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the Lake Athabaska and
Hudson Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS.

Mr. TIIOMPSON, in moving for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 58) to provide that railway passenger tickets shallh be
available to the holder thereof until used, said: This is a
short Bill and explains itself. It provides that all railway
tickets issued by all railways over which this Bill has
control shall be good until used; in other words, that a
person shall receive value for his money. The Bill will be
printed in a few days, and then hon. gentlemen will be able
to make themselves fully acquainted with it.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

STAMP ACTS REPEAL BILL.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I call the attention of
my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition, to a Bill
(No. 63) to repeal the duty on Promissory Notes and Bills
of Exchange. I was so successfuil in carrying a Bill the
other day without much interruption, that I am emboldened
to try it on again, with the assistance of my hon. friend.
It is to carry the Act for the repeal of the Stamp Acts.
They must be repealed, otherwise the legal obligation of affix-
ing stamps still exists. On conulting with the Law Clerk,
and his opinion is endorsed by Mr. Todd, the B!I :mii be
introduced without resolution; and if you agree with those
authorities, I shall move, with the unanimous consent of
the House, to have the Bill carried. The special reason for
which I ask the House to do so, is this: His Excellency
the Governor General will be asked to come down and give
assent to the Prince Edward Island Bank Bill, and I would
like that he be asked to give assent to the two Bills at the
same time. I, therefore, move, seconded by Mr. Blake, for
leave to introduce a Bill to repeal the stamps on promissory
notes. The Bill reads as follows: -

Der Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and
House of Commons of Canada, enacts as follows:-

1. No duty shall be payable on any promissory note, draft or bill uf
exchange, made, drawn or accepted in Canada, after the fourth day of
March, in the present year, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two ;
and from and after the said day the Act passed in the forty-second year
of Her Majesty's Reign, and intituleaI: "An Act to amend andconsolidate
the laws reapecting duties imposed on promissory notes and bils ofezchange,"
shall be repealed : Provided always that all Acts or enactments repealed
by the said Act shal remain repealed, and that all thinge lawfully
done, and all rights acquired under the said Act or any Act repealed by
il, shal remain valid, and all penalties incurred under them or any of
them, may be enforced and recovered, and all proceedings commenced
under them or any of them may be continued and comfited, as if this had
not been passed: And provided also, that all unused stamps lawfully
issued under the said Acts or any of them for the payments of any duty
hereby repealed, shall after the said day and until the thirtieth day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, be received at their
face value in payment of any money payable to Her Majesty for the
public uses of Canada, or in exchange for postage stamps of like face
value.

Mr. BLAKE. I would ask my hon. friend kindly to
relieve me from the position of seconder of this motion. I
do not at all object to the proposal that we should dispense
with ail notices and proceed at once to legisiate in the
direction which the House now intends to legislate; but
unless it would embarrass him very much indeed, to find a
seconder, I would prefer not to act in that capacity.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would then suggest Sir
Charles Tupper, if that will relieve my hou. friend's 01'
barrassment.
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Mr. BLAKE. I quite agree that it will be the inevitable

resuit of the proposal of the Minister that this measure should
become law at the earliest moment. The announcement of
the fact that such a change is in contemplation, and the
suggestion in some leading organs of publie opinion that it
had already taken place, is likely to produce considerable
confusion and difficulty unless we legislate according to the
intention which has been announced; and, therefore, I quite
concur in the view that, whatever is to be the decision of the
Hlouse, it should be proceeded with immediately, so far as I
am individually concerned. Ido not know, however, whether
the Finance Minister bas consulted persona who hold
stamps, with a view of ascertaining whether they would
not like to retain them for two months or so longer, or
whether it would be any advantage to the trade that they
should do so.

Mr. MILLS. I do not rise for the purpose of making
any objection to the measure. It is one which has, perhaps,
been on the whole more inconvenient than unjust; but the
First Minister, over and over again, told Parliament, ever
since the tax was imposed, that he knew no tax more fair or
more justly imposed than this. Now, the hon. gentleman
proposes to repeal it, and I think we should have a state-
ment from him why he has changed his views on this par-
ticular subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not changed my
opinion at ail. I think that, for the purposes of revenue,
there can be no better means than the Stamp Act. I think
that commercial transactions should contribute, and com-
mercial men should contribute, to the revenue as well as the
farmers, the mechanies, the manufacturers, and ny hon.
friend and myseif, who are working men; but sueh is the
happy state of Canada, and such is the flourishing stale of
the revenue, that we have been able to assist various indus-
tries and take off variou; burthens. And we might have
gone still further, perhaps, but we could not well have gone
much turther in the direction of the reduction of taxation
without affecting the principle of the protection of the in-
dustries of Canada and the encouragement of their develop-
ment. We have laid that down as a fixed principle, and no
attempt will be made to affect or alter the Tariff of Canada
if it can be supposed in any way whatever to affect the great
Principle which was established by the adoption of the
National Policy. As we have relieved various classes of
men, and as, happily for us, we are in a position to relieve
every class of some burthen or other, I think the commer-
cial world has the same right to have a share of the benefits
se generally distributed amongst the people of Canada.

Bill introduced and read the first, second and third
times and passed.

COLONIZATION SOCIETIES.
Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to rescind that clause of the land regulations
which provides for the disposal of tracts of lands to coloni-
zation societies ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY RATES.
Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Governient to arrange, at an early date, the rates to be
char geable for freight and passengers, by the Canadian
Pacific Railway, between Emerson and Rat Portage, Win-
mipeg and Brandon, and intermediate points?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That matter is now beingarranged.

WINNIPEG DRILL SHED.
Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of theovernment to place, in the further Supplementary Esti-

mates, a sum to assist in the erection of a drill shed inthe
city of Winnipeg?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The matter is now engag-
ing the attention of the Government.

IMPROVEMENT OF RED RIVER.

Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to place a sum in the further Supplementary
Estimates to improve that portion of Red River called " The
Rapids," between Winnipeg and Selkirk, so that lake ves-
sels can reach the former place at any time during the
season of navigation.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have no information in
the Department relative to the obstructions which exist in
the locality mentioned in the question. Their nature and
extent can only be ascertained by an examination which I
hope will be made during next season.

WATER HEN RIVER NAVIGATION.

Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to place a sum in the further Supplementary
Estimates for the purpose of improving the navigation of
Water Hen River, so that barges and tugs can run between
Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegoosis ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. To answer this question I
would have to enter into more details than I can do now;
but when the Estimates come down I shall, perhaps, be able
to enter into the question. The intention is, at all events, to
have an examination made of that river, which is connected
with Lake Winnipegoosis as well as Lake Manitoba, and
when the Estimates come down I hope the hon. gentleman
may find something which may give him an opportunity to
enlarge on this subject.

WORKS IN L1TTLE RIVER ST. LOUIS.

Mr. BERGERON enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to have work done in Little River St.
Louis, in the County of Beauharnois, in order to furuish
water to manufactories of the city of that name; and if so,
when do the Government propose to have the said work
done?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I am enabled
to state, in reply to the bon. member, that the River St.
Louis bas been surveyed, but that the Engineer-in-Chief of
the Department does not consider that he has âufficient in-
formation to enable him to make any report or recommenda-
tion to the Department. He has the intention of visiting
the locality in person during the coming season, and perhaps
the Department will be obliged to employ yet another
engineer to see how far the proposed works would affect
those on the canal.

BRIGADE CAMPS.

Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark) enquired, Whether it ie the
intention of the Government to have brigade camps formed
this year; and if so, what proportion of the force do they
intend having drill ?

Mr. CARON. It is the intention of the Government to
have brigade camps this year. We hope to drill about
20,000 men. The camps will be similar to those held last
summer.

BREAKWATER AT RED POINT, PRINCE EDWARD
ISLAND.

Mr. MUTTART enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to place a sum in the Supplementary Esti-
mates, this Session, for the construction of a breakwater at
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Red Point, in King's County, Prince Edward Island, in com- point, there is involved an expense of $45 for reprint-
pliance with a petition presented to the Department of ing, which is utterly unnecessary. But that is not ail,
Public Works ? nor is it the larger part of the expense, because the

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. The Department is not in tariff of fees whieh is prescribed by the Court includes a
possession of the necessary information to be able to say charge of 30 cents for every 100 words to the lawyer, for
whether they would recommend the construction of a break- the consideration of and settlement and work of his in con-
watler te; but, most likely, we shall bc able, next season, nection with the printing of the case. If his work were, as
to cause an examination to be made, and to have a report it ought to be, to shorten the case, it is not a very good way
made to the Department. to pay by the page, because it is no work at all to leave the

case as it was, and for every page he shortens it you take
PUBLIC BUILDING AT SOREL. about $2 from his remuneration. Human nature will tell

you that, under those circumstances, the cases are not short-
Mr. MASSUE enquired, Whether the Government pro- ened, and that what happens-if not invariably, almost

poses to construct, this year, in the town of Sorel, a public invariably, I believe invariably-is, that we have a reprint
building for the purpose of briEging together therein all the 1 of the appeal case below, with a certain smali .addition, a
public offices ? title page, the judgment of the Court below, and a

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government has few little etceteras of that kind addea, which of
not yet taken into consideration the question of ereet- course are necessary and must be paid for. The
ing a public building in the town of Sorel, but it has extra expense to the suitor, in addition to the cost
the intention of having the matter looked into during recess, per page, amounts to something close upon 82 more
and will send some one to Sorel to report in what state are per page, or for an appeal case of thirty pages in the Court
the buildings occupied by publie departments in that town. below, to $100, which is literally thrown away. There is

no useful purpose whatever secured by the expenditure of
SUPREME COURT APPEALS. that $100. My attention was particularly called to the

injustice worked by this system, by a lai ge example of it
Mr. BLAKE, in moving that it is expedient that in which recently occurred. There was a very heavy case

appeals to the Supreme Court of Canada, the printed records tried in the Court of Appeals of Ontario, which came to the
in the Courts below should be accepte] for the purpose of Supreme Court. The book in that case numbers no less
the appeal without requiring the reprint of the same than 912 pages, the printing of which cost $1,368, in the
matter, said : In this matter it is to be observed Ontario Court of Appeals. It would have cost no more to have
that the appeals from the two larger Provinces-the brought that case to the Supreme Court if the books had been
Province of Ontario and the Province of Quebec-to the accepted, than the price of twenty-six extra pages, which,
Supreme Court are from Provincial Courts of Appeal, which iwith fees and charges, would amount to $0 or $60. What
Provincial Courts of Appeal, according to their regulations, did it cost ? A contract, at a reduced rate, was made for
require the printing of the matter necessary to the deter- the printing, owing to exceptional circumstances, so that
mination of the appeal, and the effec-t of the system at the modest sum, not of $1,368, but of $912 was thrown away
present adopted by the Supreme Court is to impose upon in printing. But that is a thing, I am informed, that can-
the suitor a wholly unnecessary and very heavy expense. I not be repeated, and for the future, if this system continues,
regret to be obliged to bring this matter under the consider- we must expect to pay $ 1.50 per page, or a total sum of
ation of the House, but it will be remembered that this is $1,378. But the tariff allows, as I have said, $1.93 per
not done hastily, because some years ago the subject was page for those 912 pages, the average number of words on
brought to the attention of the Court itself, and subsequently a page being 645; and that would add about $1,730 more
t was discussed in Parliament, and still after that, upon the for the printing of that case, or an aggregate expense of
ccasion ofthe debate with reference to the abolition of the 8,645, to hand into the Supreme Court a fresh print of the
Supreme Court, two years ago, I referred to the same sub- matter which had been already printed. Now, it seems to
ect in these words: me a disgrace that such a transaction should occur, and most

" There are some points in regard to which discussion has been had outrageous that suitors should be called upon to pay those
ormally in this House by which expenses have been reduced. I believe, large sums for no useful purpose whatever. We ought to
or example, it would be a proper thing to provide in regard to al cases agree, I think, that every expenditure, for which there is a
n which the Court below required that the proceedings shallbe printed, reason, should be wholly cut away, and that for thosehat the Supreme Court should accept the printed books and papers. . h
[hat would involve a very considerable saving." expenditures and services which are useful, reasons ble

Motwitlistandiug these varions suggestions, te whicb I remuneration should be paid; but to continue a system
Notieetht anthesevr s g tand to e which I believe the under which there is to be a reprint, the cost of reprinting
eieve there was ne dissent, aand of lawyer's expenses in connection with it, amount to
oncurrence and support of the profession in the two Pro- 83.50 for every page, seems to me, as I have observed,
rinces was given, there has not been any action, and the nothing less than monstrous. It is for these reasons I
esult as I have said, bave been cases involving very con- move this resolution.
iderable expense. The system of printing is one which,

as those conversant with it well know, involves an enormous
expense for a few extra copies of the printed documents.
If you order, as in the Court below they usually order thirty
or forty copies in excess of the required number, and
the printer will supply fifty or sixty copies for the same
price, as I am informed by professional persons, whose
dnty it is to obtain these prints, and under any
circumstances, the extra price is but the cost of the white
paper and press work, a mere nominal cost. The cost is
81.50 a page according to the usual tariff charges, and,
therefore, if you assume that the printed matter in the Court
below in an ordinary appeal case is about thirty pages, which
I fancy will not be an unreasonable assumption,
though I do not speak with authority on that

Mr. MUTTART.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I do not think there is
any difference of opinion regarding the adoption of the
motion of my hon. friend; but, perhaps, there may be a
difference of opinion as to whether it is within our functions,
and worthy of the dignity of this flouse, to go into matters
of detail such as this is, the subject-matter of which is within
the control of the Supreme Court, which can itself order and
accomplish the whole object that the on. member seeks to
obtain. All the Supreme Court has to do is to pass an
order to the effect that the books printed for the Court
below 'ýill be received by them, as far as they are good, and
that it is unnecessary to reprint them. I hope it is hardly
necessary for this House, I venture to doubt whether 1L 15

quite consistent with its dignity, to enter into a discussion
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of this subject and dictate to the learned Judges of the own statute that the Supreme Court must have before it the
Supreme Court what they should do on what is really an cases fromwhichappeal istaken. The wholematteris in the
insignificant matter of practice. There is another hands of the counsel engaged, and the question iswbether it is
way I wish the difficulty could be obviated, and it is any particular grievance with which Parliament should inter-
adopted by the leading practitioners having business in fere that the parties in litigation should make more expen48
that Court, namely, when printing books for the than is necessat y. There is another viow from our stan 1-
Court of Appeal of Ontario they strike off a double number; point that mav be well COsidlced. IL itiflot desirable that
instead of fitty they print 100 in all important cases in which ail the cases whieh arise in the infèrior courts shrtl bu
there is a reasonable probability that they will go to the appoaled, and 1 think it la no gceat disadvantage ihu thore
Supreme Court, the simple result being that they have t should be some obstacles in the way f such appeals; and il
pay for the paper and press work for the extra fifty copies, parties wiIl carry these cases te the court of last resort, I do
and when the cases go to the Supreme Court a title page, not think the general public will be much cncernedshould
the reasons of appeal and the requisite additional matter is they have to incur considerable costa in securing thoir
added. While no hon. member will object to this resolu- objeet.
tion being.adopted, I venture to doubt whether it is either Motion agreed to.
expedient, or our duty, to waste the time of the House in
discuseisg it. TiE CENSUS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When this motion was
up the other day, I mentioned that the hon. the Minister of
Justice had called the attention of the Judges of the
Supreme Court to the subject. I hold in my band a mem-
orandum from the Chief Justice and the Judges
on the matter, in which they state that the
Court has had frequently to call attention to the unneces-
sary amount of printing matter not required by the rules.
and has been compelled in several cases to direct the Regis-
trar to refuse to allow such printing to be taxed as costs,
I will not detain the House by rending this memorandum,
but will hand it to ny hon. friend for perusal.

Mr. BLAKE. I an very glad that the hon. leader of
this Hou e and the hon. Minister of Justice in the other
Hou-e, consider that the matter is not so unworthy the
attention of Parliament as to be set aside. I always have
been of opinion that it is unfortunate we should have to
notice these questions, and agree with the hon. member for
North Victoria (Mr. Cameron), that it is quite within the
conl)etence of the Supreme Court to remedy this grievance;
but I stated that several years ago the attention of the Court
was called to it, and it was brought up in Parliament two
years ago, as well as three or four years ago. If, therefore,
nothing has been done after a lapse of four years, and in the
meantime money is being expended uselessly, I do not think
it is too early now to bring this subject again before the
House and spend ten minutes of time in saving an expen-'
diture of several thousand dollars to the suitors of this
country.

Mr. MACDOUGALL (Halton). I agree very much in
the opinion of my hou. friend behind me, that it is not the
business of this House to concern itself about the internal
management of any particular high court in the procedure
which may take place before it. If any abuses occur there
is a means of applying the remedy without the necessity of
discussing them in this House, where very few of us can
have any considerable amount of knowledge respecting the
details involved. I have made enquiries, as well as my hon.
friend opposite, regarding the printing of material for the
Supreme Court, because I had also observed the very pon-
derous volumes printed in that Court in connection with
the case shortly to be argued and decided there ; but I ascer.
tained that the rules of the Court were not in fault at all.
If any fault existed, it belonged to the solicitors in the case,because it was for them to say what matter they wished to be
printed and used there. There is no rule of that Court re- I
quiring that anything but the case should be printed ut all.

xhibits May be brought in manuscript, and there is no rule,
at ail events, against the use of printed cases from the Courts
bolw. It is necessary that the judgments of those Courtsshould be before the Supreme Court, which has to reverse
or confirm those judgments, as it is necessary it should be inPossession of the reasons for and against the appeal ; but it
8 not the fault of the rulee of the Court if it results from our

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for a statement of the number of
persons in each electoral district counted in the Census,
&c., though absent from the place at which they were
counted, said: On a former occasion, during last Session, I
indicated my opinion that it was extremely important that
the arrangements for taking the Census should be such that
there would be some statement of the persons who were
counted, aithough absent from the place where they were
counted. It was known that very considerable difficulty
existed in ensuring any measurable degree of accuracy in

j the application of the de jure system to such a statement. So
much difficulty exists in inforning the minds, guiding the
judgment, and ensuring accuracy of undcritanding whenî
matteis of discretion ani opinion are involved, t t
that was granted. I believe from what I have
been able to learn from information communicated
to me in various parts of the country, that
ail sorts of opinions have prevailed in the minds of enume-
rators as to the mode in which they should coant the popu-
lation. In some cases they have counted every person who
belonged to a house, even although that person had been a
very long time resident in foreign parts, unless the head of
the household would say he was quite sure the person was
I not coming back. In other instances, men who have been
absent eight, ten, or twenty years, bave, as I have been
informed by persons in the locality who were familiar with
the circuistances, been eounted. It is not unnatural that
such results should occur, because it is impossible, with such
a vast army ofenumerators to be instructed, that mistakes
and misinterpretations of directions should not take place.
But a corrective element would have been, and I hope bas
been, introduced, if the Census bas been taken on the
principle that each enumerator noted lu a separate column
every person who was counted although absent; because
with that protection we could understand la any particular
locality when there was an abnormal counting of the
persons not present; and well understood laws of avetage,
as applied to the ordinary circumstances of 'the country,
would point to the cases in which it was likely there was a
misinterpretation of instructions, thus affording ground for
further enquiry and the correction of errors of this
description. I hope, therefore, that steps have betn taken
of this kind, and that the bon. gentleman will be able to
bring down that for which I ask-a statement of the number
of persons in each electoral district counted in the Census,
though absent from the place at which they are counted.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I do not remember the circum-
stance the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) has spoken of in
alluding to this matter last year. When the schedules were
laid on the Table, ail were produced, and the hon. gentleman
did not propose any amendment. It is true, it was most
unpopular, and that no unnecessary questions were given-
no more were put than were thought necessary for the
country. With that principle in view, I out down the
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question as much as possible -enough to do away with one
whole schedule, almost all dispensed with, failed to elicit
answers that amounted to anything. For that reason, I
must say, it is quite impossible to bring down the informa-
tion asked for. There was no column for the purpose in
question ; I may say, and witbout answering all the remarks
of the hon. gentleman at present, that the Census of Canada
was taken from 1841 to 1861, by taking all the people
found. AIl strangers were admitted as well as those absent.
Consequently, you found, in 1871, the public disappointed
at the number of people reported in Canada. Necessarily
there could not have been so much of an increase in 1871,
since we adopted the principle of leaving strangers out.
From 1871 to 1881, there was as large an increase as any
one could have expected.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says he bas not got
the information. You cannot at all tell how many persons
were counted absent ?

Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. BLAKE. I am very sorry for this; I understood

that the Censuses prior to 1871 were on the de facto principle.
Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. BLAKE. Were on the de jure principle?
Mr. POPE. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. It is entirely uncertain then, under the

circumstarces, what our population numbers. Nobody can
tell bv this mode of taking the Census the actual number of
our Canadian population. Iknow an instance ofanear rela-
tive of my own,whose ca e will throw some iight on thi point.
He was the son of a family, who, at the age of three, was
adopted by another person, and was removed 120 miles;
and from the age of three to the age of twentv-one he lived
120 miles away in the family of his adopted parents. But
the Census taker who went te bis parents' family, insisted
on counting bim there. Of course, he was also counted in
the other place.

Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes. He was an inmate of the bouse of

bis adopled parent, ard bad been a r-eident for eighteen
years; he was a grown up man at the trme, and my friend
obiected to the young man being counted tbere, and said:
" Why, you will be counting in your Census so and-so at
that rate, including many who have gone to the States ten
or fifteen years and settled in the west." "Why, of
course," replied the Census taker, "I have counted them."

Mr. POPE. If the hon. gentleman will give me the
name of this worthy individual, I will fnd out whether be
was counted in both places. The system of Census taking
we adopted is the only frue one. What do you want to
arrive at? What is the object of a Census at all? It is to
give the true population of the country; the people who
would befriend its strength if invaded ; who really belong
to it. If we were to take the de facto principle, injustice
would be done. My hon. friend said, the other day, there
was no Federal country in the world where the de jure
systein prevails. It prevails in most countries, including
the United States and Germany, which take the Census as
we do. Supposing an exhibition was going on in Toronto
or Montreal, and 5,000 people from either city happened to
be visiting the other, would you follow the de facto
system ? If se, an injustice might be done either
city. Where you have such a revenue and provincial
system as ours, you can properly follow no other
than the de jure system. As a general rule it is
the best. My hon. friend said, the other night, I
intended to do injustice te Ontario as regards Nova
Scotia. If you took the Census on the other principle you
would do a very great injustice to Nova Scotia. Ontario

Mr. Popi (Compton).

had, in 1871, out of a population of 1,600,000, but 3,865
fishermen and mariners, while Nova Scotia, with a popula-
tion of less than 400,000, had 18,636 fishermen, who are a
good deal of the time away from home. If you took the
de facto system, you would lose those people altogether, and
deprive the Province of one constituency.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BLAKE moved for a detailed statement of all deposits
of money made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
with the date of sucb deposit and the terms wherein the
same was made, and the rate of interest payable thereon.
Also for a detailed statement of any purchases made by the
Company from the Government, with prices and terms. He
said: Iwish to statethatthis motion includes veryspecially
purchases of lands, stores and supplies which were agreed
to under the original contract.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This return, or a part of it,
applies to a matter in the Finance Department, and another
belongs to the Railway Department. There is no objection
in bringing down the information asked for.

Motion agreed to.

LONDON POST OFFICE CLERKS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for all correspondence, reports,
and Orders in Council, relating to J. J. Ross and J. Gordon,
late clerks in the London post office, and to their super-
ennuation, said: I may observe that the hon. Postmaster
General promi'ýed me, the other day, that the refurn f moved
for would be brought down, but a considerable time has
elapsed without that being done. The papers I now move
for have connection with the same transaction. They in-
volve the superannuation of the officers, accomplished about
the same time as the superanuation of the late postmaster,
and I should like them brought down as rapidly as possible;
also the other papers to which I alluded.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These papers are being pre-
pared with all despatch.

Motion agreed to.

WINTER TERMINUS OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

Mr. DOMVILLE moved for copies of petitions, memorials,
letters and telegrams in respect to measures being taken to
ensure Io the Maritime Provinces the winter terminus of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. He said: .I intended to move
this resolution the other day, but I let it stand over on
account of the absence of the hon. Minister of Finance, who
had had some communications with regard to the subject.
I am sorry he is not here to-day either, but this is too im-
portant a matter for us to allow it to remain without getting
some information. In the Lower Provinces we have always
looked forward to becoming, at some day, the winter ter-
minus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; but we suddenly
found ourselves, the other day, in a position to expoct that
such would not be the case. The members of the Syndicate,
or some parties connected with them, have held some pre-
liminary meeting in Portland in regard to the matter, and,
of course, this naturally puts everybody on the qui vive to
know what was the intention of those interested. Finally,
our people in New Brunswick, having been endorsed by the
press of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, took the matter
up, and memorialized the Dominion authorities with respect
to this matter. This subject is taken up by myself in the
most unselfish manner, because it is a matter of indifferencO
to us where the winter terminus is, whether in Nova
Scotia or in New Brunswick, so long as it is a
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rt of the Maritime Provinces. If it is in Nova Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Those wbo make colla-

rootia, naturally New Brunswick gets her share tions of these documents will know bow manythereare
of the business and vice versa. But for us to be left in a and what ones are wanting, and I have Do doubt they can
state of suspense is damaging to trade in the Lower be procured from the différent caloiies, from Encyland, or
Provinces. Icannot for a moment believe, that the resuit perhaps from the tepartments here, or ii Taronto. 1 quite
we fear will actually take place, namely, that the trade of agree that the object is one of sufficient importance to war-
the North-West will be diverted from the Lower Provinces rant the non, gentleman in inaking the motion, and I shal
after we have spent so much money to build up that great be glad to give him every assistance in carrying it out.
country under the National Policy. I, therefore, feel it my Motion agreed to.
duty, in the meanwhile, to move for these papers, in order
that we may have before us ail the information in the pos- CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
session of the Government and elicit from the proper
quarter some details as to what is likely to be the final Mr. MACKENZI moved for copies of ail statements,
determination in the matter. As I stated before, 1 do not showing approximate quantities cfthe several classes of
believe for one moment that it is the intention of the Gov- work, which were submitted to any parties tendoring for
ernment to aliow the Lower Provinces to be cut off from the construction of the raiiway botween Port Moody and
ail benefit from the trade of the North-West ; because we Yale; aiso copies of any conditions imposed upon tenderers
were led to believe, when we entered Confederation, that our other than tbose asserted in any public advertisement ask-
towns in the Lower Provinces should become the Liver- ing for tenders. He said: I have observed, in some of the
pool's of the Dominion, and that our seaports would receive public newspapers, statements to the eflect that the hon. the
the trade coming over the great inter-provincial linQ from finister of Railways had proeured an approxinate esti-
British Columbia. Therefore, without saying anything mate of the work on the Port Moody and Emory's Bar
else, and without knowing exactly what, may have passed section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, subsequent
between the petitioners and the Government, I beg to move to the publishing te intending tenderers, of the one
for these papers. upon which the tenlers were supposed to have been

Motion agreed to. made.Imake no charge of the kind myseif, but 1 haveseen the statement pnbiished broadly in the newspaper.;,

PROVINCIAL CONSTITUTIONS.and have moved for copies of al such approximate
PROVNGIL CNSTIUTINS.estimates in order to ascertain whel.her any such

Mr. MACKENZIE moved for charters or constitutions documents exist, and whether, if such calcuiations
granted by the Crown or the Imperial Parliament to the were made, any of the contractors received information

-P 0 f.- 1 1-:.. fl..z b rcred from w the different roies, fThm tngdr r
Provinces of uape Breton, Nova Scotia, rnce war
Island, 1New Brunswick, British Columbia and Vancouver
Island; also, copies of all Acts, charters, royal instructions,
commansions, Orders in Council or despatches, altering or
amaendling the same, as originally granted, or conferring or
withdrawing any political rights or privileges before or after
the granting of such charters. He said: My object in mov-
ing for these documents is to endeavor to obtain, in some
comprehensive form, copies of all such documents relating
to the early history of the country as are mentioned in the
motion. It is, at present, I believe, impossible to obtain in
the Library here, copies of many of those original docu-
mentb, which should be acce-sible to every on,,. I have
consulted the Librarian in regard to the matter since put-
ting the notice on the paper, and.he informs me that some
of the documents may be amongst the archives in one of the
other Departments; and, if so, I think they should be
lodged with the Librarian or put in his charge. Some
of the privileges conferred on these colonies were conferred
simply by a despatch. In several cases the original Local
Assemblies wore only convened on the authority of a
despatch. That despatch, of course, conferred certain
political rights, which will not be found in the particular
charter respecting that Province. It appears to me that
it would be exceedingly desirable to have all such docu-
ments bound in one volume together, and if the hon.
gentleman opposite would give his attention to the matter,
as I think he will, such a volume would be a welcome
addition to the historial documents in the possession of
Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 was under the impres-
sien that ail such documents were in some part or other of
the numerous publications we have in the'Library; but I
find that the hon. gentleman has ascertained that that is not
the case. Of course the object of the motion is one
Whieh I think of very great importance indeed, and the only
thing to be considered is the best way of collecting these
documents. Might not the best means of getting them be
through the Library Committee ?

Mr. ÂÇXUENZIE. It might be,

accepted in a lump sum, and therefore, information of this
kind would be of the utnost value to all intending contrac-
tors, a-d if any one obtained possession of information which
was not in the possession of every one of the parties tender-
ing, the only thing that can be done, and ought to be done,
is to cancel the whole contract and ask for tenders afresh.
I will not touch on other points connected with the letting
of this contract, because I intend to do that at a subsequent
period and in another way.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, in reference to
this matter, that the hon. gentleman will require to change
his motion in order to obtain any of the papers, because
there are no such papers as the motion refers to. There are
no " statements showing approximate quantities submitted
to any parties tendering." The Department distinctly
avoided submitting quantities of work to any parties, and
ail parties were alike authorized to obtain any information
that was in the possession of the Department by looking at
the statement of estimates and quantity of work made by
the engineers. If the hon. gentleman will strike out the
words I submitted to any parties, &c.," I will have
great pleasure in bringing down all the papers
to which the motion refers. But as no papers were sub-
mitted to any parties tendering it would be impossible to
bring them down. The papers containing all the informa-
tion in the possession of the engineer in charge of this work
were at the service and disposal uf any intending contractor,
and he could have access to them, and could see them in
the Department. All the tenderers were informed to that
effect, and all were treated, as I need not tell the hon.
gentleman, in precisely the same manner.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am willing that the motion should
be changed as the Minister suggests.

Mr. BLAKE. Were the papers seen by the parties ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; by all intending tend-

erers. They were all informed of the plans, estimates
and profiles; everything hshowing the quantities of the
work as ascrtained by the survoyors was at the di.
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posal of every one of them, but no quantities were submitted
to them, because they were informed that they must make
the tender on their own information. We would not, of
course, be responsible for a statement of quantities; other-
wise a great number of questions would arise when the
work came to be performed as to whether the work were
greater or less, &c.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says that ail the con-
tractors were told that they might see whatever was there,
and if that were so tbey were placed upon an equal footing.
I am anxious to know whether, as a matter of fact, all the
tenderers did look at the papers in the Department.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume so.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is not aware ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Some tenders were signed

by parties in British Columbia who were not here, and
perhaps were not represented here; but ail parties had an
equal opportunity, as the papers were equalIy accessible to
ail.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE OF CANADA.

suggest were expended-only a small amount would be re.
quired-it would be of great practical benefit to the ship.
ping interests on our inland waters. I would draw the
attention of the Government to the remarks made by the
late Superintendent of the Meteorological Service in the
last report that gentleman laid before the Department of
Marine. He says:

" Although, owing to the limited funds placed at my disposal, it is
impossible to do all that is desirable in the way of placing information
and conclusions regarding the weather immediately before the public, I
trust that the efforts already made in this direction will be appreciated.

" The great interests which the country bas at stake in its shipping
bas led me in the past to pay as much attention as possible to the prompt
issue and publication of storm warnings. There is still, however, much
to be accomplished in this branch of the service. The accuracy of the
warnings bas, as already stated, gradually increased, and the time has
now come when it would be advisable to make this information avail-
able at all points of the coast at which there is any shipping. Dr.
Fortin's scheme will do much in this direction, but there are still many
points which are not reached. Were only two or three vessels saved it
would more than pay for the cost of the whole service.

"To increase our knowledge of meteorology, and especially of the
laws of the formation and progress of storms, it is necessary that we
should obtain observations taken at sea. Other countries have paid
special attention to the subject of maritimemeteorology; butin Canada
nothing bas been done, the time and energies of the office being taken
up in other directions. Considering, however, that the shipping inter-
est occupies such a prominent position among the interests of the coun-

iM r PATETRON (sse), i movng or adeti ry, ana now ha, our storm warniugs and probaullLles are au assuirecMr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for a detailednsucces, an effort might be made to obtain information from parts of the
Statemnent showing the amounts paid for the Meteorological ocean which few except Canadian vesseis traverse-particularly between
Service of Canada during the years 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880) Nova Scotia and the West Indies. Iu England there is a speciai depart-
and 1881, said : I do not make this motion with any desire ment of the meteorological office presided over by a sîiperintendent who

devotes lis sole attention to this work, and whicb, in addition to dis-
to find fault with the very moderate amount whieh has cussing general questions of ocean meteorology, publishes from time te
been expended f'or this important service during these time instructions for aiding mariners in their' navigation, and also fei
years, but rather with the view of stiggeting that certain avoiding severe storms. Charts are also issaied showing the prevaleni

imprvbmlit ingli liemate wichwoud redei th iij'-wind iu differeut pg.rts of the ocean du ring each month in tihe year,
imprvLmcî,L, igh be adewLih wold endr th tsr- imilar information is collected by the ships of European and other

vice more effective. These improvements would involve a countries, and also by those of the United States.
certain amount of ex)enditurc, which, however, wouldg be " Before it was thought possible to predit the weather with any cer

staemnt showingtheamoutsid for the t et ol tanty, the agricultural interests received most attention ; but in Canada
moreico C na dring theas 877g178,187, 880o agricultural meteorology bas unfortunately fallen sorewhat into t e
result. The first and most important of these improve- background, much reliable information, which woull have been of very
ment would e to have the forecasts issued at hidnight. great vaine fordlsseminating among sintended immigrants, mght have

tr n h oe on r theMaritime been collected, and would have aided greatly in the settiement of the
t finfautwth t eeryoderacteMuntwic a s g r ui o ne ly isNorth-West.

vinces after half the day is over, at aboutone o'clockin thee "To collectinformation available foragriulturalpurposeswe require
afternoon. Th bulletins are only posted in Ontario between a very large increase in the number of stations at whic hobservations

t and eleven o'clock, long alter the parties interest,-d, nare taken of the rainfal o and general weather, and a smaller number at
ten which temperature observations are aso taken. Tse atndy of the in-
especially shipping men, have started on their day's work. fluence of the weather on crops should prove of great interest to the
If the foreecsts were printed at midnight there would be a farming population of Canada."
littie more expenditu e for tet graphing, but they could be In tBe part of the country wher preside, theweather bulle-
;ent throughout the whole Dominion and published in every tins have proved very satisfactory. American vessel owners
morning paper, while te bulletins could le posted at every and master marinors are in the habit, in the Detroit and St.
telegraph office and railwaystation as soon as they were Clair rivers, of crose ing over to Sarnia and Windsor to
opened in the morning. This would i a great benefit, not ascertain w at the reports from the Toronto Observatory
only to our shipping interests, but to our agricultural, for- are, apparenty placing more reliance on our reports than
warding, and commission interests. I have a letter heie on those found ut Port luron or Detroit, whih corne from
from a friend who telles me that, in conversation with a Washington. At an interview with leading mariners,
large commission merdcan in Toronto, largely interested in interested in ourinland shipping, I was requested to bring
shpping, he was assured by that gentleman tat the public this matter under the notice of the gron. the Minister of
lad no idea of lte large amount of property annually saved Marine and the Government, and to urge upon them the
to the country by this system of storm warnings, and le necessity of establishing telegraph Ines and storm signals at
sentioned several instances in which he conlsidered bi thc points I have mentioned on Lake Ontario and Lake
vessels pead been saved by paying proper attention to the Erie. The expense of running wires to the lighthouses on
storm signais. I think also that the system of coast tele- Long Point and Point Pelée would be vcry small, and the
graphy migt be extended to our lake regions. Il' cables establis ment of storm signais would do very muc i to
were extended to Manitoulin sland, the storm signais would protect vessels traversing our inand waters.
be available for our shipping at theohead of Lake uron,
and if telegrap lins weretnst the ligtouses Mr. PLTJMB. Living as I do on the border of Lake
at Point Pelée and Long Point, on Lake Erie, Ontario, and knowing as Irdoeomething of the great
and to those t South Bay and Presqu'Jste, on importance of trin work, I wish to add my voice to what
Lake Ontario, so athat the torm signais might be dis.b has been said by my hon. friend in favor o'extending thise
played to passing vessels, it would e a great benefit to uy ervice so far as the Government think it possible thedo s.
the shipping interests. Not oniy wouid disasters le averted I have an intimate acquaintance with the gentleman whci
by the warnings of approaching storms, but if oss did now ss ably presides over that iDepartment.or believe him
occur, more prompt means would be used for securing as- to e theroughly conversant with the work, and I trust that
sistance, and thereby thie actual loss sustained would be the Goveriment will sectPeir way t deal liberaly with
greatlyalesend. A great deal of money as been spent him, and to extend the service of whichlie has charge, with
on ourgulf telegraphlyswte ; and if to he lamouts MadvantaPe both to the agrioultural and the oommfLal
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interests of the country. The great difficulty under which
that gentleman labors has been referred to by my hon.
friend-that of the want of the means necessary to estab-
lish an efficient night service by getting information from
all parts of the country. This is a point which lias been
strongly urged by Mr. Carpmael himself, and it is obvious
to every one that, if iL is worth while to do the work
at ail, it is worth while to do it thoroughly, even
if it is somewhat more expensive to the country.
Of the predictions which had been made by this service
more than 80 per cent. had been verified. The modern
improvements by telegraph, their acquaintance with the
law of storms, and knowledge of the course pursued, of the
storm movements, which are heralded by the difference in
the atmospherie pressure, enable these gentlemen to predict
with great certainty, for at least twenty-four hours in
advance, any great atmospheric change. We are so accus-
tomed to seo these predictions, that we make our calcula-
tions accordingly, and seldom find they are wrong. The
gentleman who is in charge of the Observatory put into
my hands last year a memorandum showing the exact
course of the great storm in which the steamer Wlaubuno
was wrecked in Georgian Bay. The course of that storm
was predicted, and the prediction proved aceurate in almost
every essential particular. If the information could have
been transmitted at an earlier hour to the point from
which that steamer started, the lamentable loss of life and
destruction of property that resulted would have been avoided,
as well as other destruction of property which occurred in
the vicinity during the storm. That loss would have compen-
sated for any additional expense to which the Government
would have been subjected in making the service as efficient
as it could be made. 1 cannot dwell too strongly on the
fact that this is a matter which has not yet claimed the
amount of public attention and favor to which it is entitled.
It is not only a matter of great importance to the commer-
cial interests, but to every farmer, especially during the
harvest time. If these reports were posted at the village
post office, or other special points to which the farmer is
daily accustomed to go, thousands of dollars would be saved
to our agricultural community, during the time of gather-
ing in the harvest, through the mere fact of knowing, six,
ten or twenty hours in advance, that any change of weather
was going to take place. The information given by this
service should be disseminated everywhere. Up to last
year the sum at the control of the Superintendent of the
Observatory was insufficient to enable him to use
the information in his power in the most effective man-
ner. It seems to me that a small addition in the yearly
Estimates would probably effect so advantageous a change in
the system, by enabling the Superintendent to get out his
reports in time, that it would be one of the most effective
and essentiat services that the Government could do; not
Only to the commercial but to the farming interests of the
Country. I trust the few feeble words with which I have
endeavored to back up my hon. friend's application, and en-
force the arguments he bas used, will be of some avail incalling the attention of the Government and this House,
and through this Iouse the public, to the great use of that
work and the great necessity which devolves upon us, fnowthat we have the means in our hands, to make the mosteffective use of that means.

Mr. McLELLAN. The information asked for, will befound im the report of the Department of Marine andFisheries. The object the hon, gentleman had in view was
e clult the attention of the House to the value of thiisService. I am satisfied this service is of great value to theQOuntry, and as the publie learn to be guid.ed by the warn-

"gs issued by that branch of the Department, the Gov-
ernment wili be called on to pay more attention to the

y I'Vec and render it more efficient. A very large expen-
iture iSicurred by telegraphic messages, but I am satis-

fied that something in addition in the direction indicated
might b cof value.

Mr. PLUMB. Simply to get the night service, that is
ail we want.

Mr. McLELLAN. Yes.
Mr. BUNSTER. It affords me much pleasure to hear

the hon. Minister say the Government will give more atten-
tion in the future, to the motion before the House, and I
hopc in so doing he will not neglect British Columbia.

Motion agreed to.

COUNTY COURT JUDGES.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in moving for all correspond.
ence between the Governmont and the County Court
Judges of the Dominion and others respecting the resolu-
tion submitted to the House during the last Session of Par-
liament, by the late Minister of Justice, on the subject of
the proposed increase of the salary of such Judges, said:
Last Session the hon. Minister of Justice submitted to the
House, a resolution in the following words:-

"To the Judge of the County Court of eacb County, Union of
Counties or District in Ontario, of which the population exceeds fifty
thousand, $2,000 per year, for the first three years; $2,400 per year for
the second three years, and $3,000 per year thereafter The period of
service of a Judge now in office to be counted, but the incresse of salary
not to take effect retrospectively."
That resolution remained on the Notica Paper of the House
for a period of nearly two months, and just at the close of the
Session the then Minister of Justice withdrew tho resolu-
tion without assigning any reason, except that at that
period of the Session it was too late to deal with the matter
exhaustively and intelligently. Now, there is no
doubt in the world that the Government did propose
making some additional arrangements with respect
to the salaries of the Judges of the County Courts by
way of increasing them. The Government withdrew that
resolution without any reason that I am aware of for that
course. I assume that, when the Government submitted
that resolution to the House, they must have concluded
there was a necessity for it-must have had some reason
for it. It was not acted upon, however, I assume, after due
and careful consideration; and if the Government gave it
such consideration, thon I would like to know why it was
the resolution was withdrawn, and that, so far, this Session
it has not been re-introduced. I am aware theso Judges
naturally take a deep interest in this question. I believe
that, ot a meeting of the Judges, a deputation was applointed
to wait on the Government, and that it did so within the last
few days, with a view of ascertaining whether or not the
Government now intends to make the increase proposed by
the resolution I have just read. Of course I know not what
answer the Government gave or course it proposes to take ;
but I trust that, having submitted the resolution I read to
the House last Session, the Government will not allow
the matter to drop now. Now, why did the Government
abandon those resolutions? Was it because the additional
sum it was proposed to give the Judges would necessarily
add to the people's burden ? If so, there is a very simple
way by whieh this difficulty can be overcome, and the
Judges of the Court get the increased salary without, in my
judgment, adding to these burdens. I observe the Govern-
ment have introduced, through the Minister of Justice in an-
other branch, a Bill with respect to the County Court Judges,
and it provides that no junior County Court Judges shall be
appointed in any county with a population less than 70,000.
I think that a step in the right direction. It does appear
absurd that junior Judges should be appointed in some
counties with under 40,000 inhabitants, while others, with a
population of over 60,000, are without them, and where, of
course, business is larger than in the less densely peopled
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counties. As the matter now stands tihere are some six or superannuated employes of the Civil Service. I can.
seven junior Judges in counties where the population is under iot say that J am a great admiror of that sys.
70,000. If the hon. gentleman in his Bill will drop the junior tem, but I arn not going to discuss it at the present
County Court Judges as the offices fall in, and not make ap- moment. What I wish f0 point ont is the fact that those
pointments hereafter, he will save a bout $15,000. That sum public servants who have the strongest daim on the
distributed urnong tho present thirty-five or forty Judges gratitude of the country are precisely those who receive no
would give them a Ealaryof nearly $3,000 each, which, in my pension wben old age or ill-health compel thei to with-
judgment, would be a fair one. It appeared to me always draw from the servic-I ar alluding te salaried cemmand.
unreasonable that the Minister of Justice should expect to ing officors in our active mititia. Tbose men bave greater
get mon qualified for the position of a Judge in a large responsibilities than most civil servants. They expose
county, where there is much litigation and no little of it com- their lives for the country and yet they receive less pay
pilcated-to get them from the first or second ranks of the than erdinary civil servants, and have no compensation at
profession, at $2,000 a year for the first three years, and ail. Take, for instance, the case of Col. Fletcher. le
$2,400 subsequently. 1 trust the hon, gentleman will revise bas been in the service cf te country, as a faithfc. and coin.
tho whole seheme sf paying the County Court Judges, and tot petent officIr, for ovr thirty years. liehas expos d bis
put therin on probation or make thora do penance for Ilirce life twice in meeting foreign invasions cf our territory, and
years. If fit at ail, a Judge je enf'Litled to $2,400 or $3,000, on two other occasions in upholding iaw and order in the
or whatever the amount may bo atihe outsct. Anofhcr presce f doniosti gngot. ti bas also done much for he
pointI wish to draw flic attention oftie Minister ofmJustice organization f tho militia in bis Province, being al fthoe
f0 is this-and it jecnly repeating the stateinent the First trne poorly remunerated, while civil servants, having far
Minister himscifmade te the flouse eight or ton years ago lesiresponsible duties, were reteiving fat salaries. cNow,
when this subject vas under consideration-that is, that ft having left the service-in ais ld age, ho is offred a mal
junior Judges should be placcd on a btter footing; that venus which, at bet, cannot secure hios a yeany revenue
there should bo ne distinction in point cf ealary between cf more than $200 for the support cf himeoif and family. I
junior and senior. Bofi have precisely fhe, sanie frnctions, cannot cail that an equitable treatment cf public servante ac-
he same responsibilities, the same work; and, therefort, cordinv to their respective ments. If is te beoremarked that
1 cannot undeî-stand the reason why flcsalarycf the junior Deputy Adjutants-sGenceral and Brigade Majors, thoug I
hud be eseflan that cf the senior. Bsides, i have been receiving the meagre salaries cf second and third clans civil
tlwayschf the opinion, and think theon. tho First Minister servants, have t obey orders whichtyakrst.Herfremone
wa o the same opinion, that tîcro should b a slidig sale place te another, and sometimes froon ofe Previnceto an.
inthes.alaries c alose Judges. Tiereis ro r,4oa why the other, te oe great incsnvenienceof their families and te lhe
Judgo o the County Court in heoo, for instance, with a great detrinent of their private interes. d know fat the
population of sorne 16,090, shouild get prccisely flic samie present Governiment is acting under a law that bas lonig

talaryns tohe aJudgtintPentiho as te administer justice been on our Statute books; but I think itce, fime to change
to a ptis-adtin if 54000 nor why the Judge at Halten, it, and I ptink it e desirab e tha the Goverrnent, eiter
with a population cf under 20,000 should receive precisel gthis Session or ealy at another Session, should introduce a
when saie amount as tu Judge in Wentworth, wo deas otf systing f more equitable remuneration te iose who serve the

junio to a eopulation cf over 66000. In my judgmnt a counry in a miitary capacity, and give hm salaries more
tung sale should o adopted to imet these inequalities. in accordanc with the importance of his duties with which
iBut) in any event, 1 bave bî3on alw'nys cf opinion, which I tliey are entriisted, and more in harrnony wifh the scale o?
believe fe Govenr.enth hld lasyear we n the resolutions salaries paid teat ber publie servants. As long as civil se-
I submitted wereabled by the sate Miniter f Justice, that vante receive pensions, I sene reasen. why retired Dcputy
the salayo fe County Ceont Judges, taking thejm ail Adjutants-General and Brigade Majors slould îît, a fortiori,
sround, e nefDsufficient,and thatfhe Psire Minister should enjoy tce saine pivilege. Sc i a policy, I have nedoubt,
a yt expef te ogetieading mon in thehfirt or second ankse would b approved by thi Parliament and fhe people
f the laprofessiof to accept a position wt a halary ofcnly generally, for it would bc only too logical and jut; at least,

$2,000 a yean ofb- fc 1firt t hce year. thapa es my humble opinion.
Sr JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection te Mr. CA ON. I esall have very much pleasune in bring-

the motion. I was un rtunately euthe flc tlouse whon ing down ahit i papere and al the correspondence which
thec bon, gentleman commenced hie remarks, cf whieh I my hon. friend bas aHked for in hie motion. I mnuet
onlyihcard fltionclusion. do n d rhinki would answer say tha I beieve that nclase Sopublic servants are more
amy good pupose te diseusde inowfl question of fesalaries doserving of pensions or f retiriing alhowances fhoa those
o? the touny Court Judges, as fl0re I a prespent f the who ct upon the military foi-ce cf Canada. Ibelieve oat
measue on this subjct beore t ether fhouse passing and min like Col. Fleteher, wio have given their wime anc
coming bore, when wshal have an pportunity f discussing enagies for a number of yeare, te on service cafleirof
is fulhy. No doubt both sides wiliapproafl the subjcLcountry in that branh, should be treated on a footing O?
with a desire te oumeety fCoinrests etgei publie in flc equalitywiteers wh serve aors country in tre civil
efficient administration cf justice Pim fl Province of branch. shinka pifle but juh liatmiitia officer, whea
Ontaeio. forced te retire fi-m infirmity oPr old age, should reoivep

Motion ar ed to. a retiing pension. uloweve, in loic present casetl,
flicpaperrsarchbr-ouget down, my hon.tfriendhi uilayst

S irH N. M ONL D FETC.I aenobctnt r.a Col. Flther has been treated asurei iunderthemoton.I was unFotuatl oftHe w the aw as it now stands, as fce most favored

M . O DE, in moving for copies cf ail correepondence wo receivo reinring alowances tfhomaflicGove.nment.
with ConDepartmont of Militia and iDefroe in relation It was previons t the li fime that C bacame liead o tha
tm le retirbent orLient.-Col. Jo sn Fletcer, late lDepartkent of Mlitia and Defence thakeLiut.-Col. Fletche
Assistant Adjutant-Gencral hfMiitary District No. 5, and vas refoired. le receivod on hie retiresentiwo fthei
fo the bonus grantd bte id on bis retirement, saud: In sulary amnnting te$3,40Ô o l t allowaioe, whicn o
making this motion mwis te ai the attention of the Gov- accorded te o oerw, was granted in consideration f t
ernment teiwhatsere to me boi an anomaly and an in- long services whi lie iad ndered, and ltoicanr hil
jutice. You are aware, Mr. Speaker, fiat there ras been whingili had aways behaved in the pdit1rentpoŽitiors t het
in existence for many years a system of pensions fer1le oceupied in ti -Deparrenf et Militia and Do1Flc

MLr. m oN(Huron).
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When the papers come down I think my hon. friend will
find that Col. Fletcher has been treated as well as it was
possible to treat him under the existing law. I have no
doubt, if it were possible later to make a change in the law
whicb would allow the different Brigade Majors and Deputy
Adjutants-Genoral, upon retiring after a certain number
of years' service to receive a pension than when it was
submitted to Parliament, knowing how Parliament always
shows its liberality on votes required for militia purposes,
the measure would meet with the approval of this flouse.

Mr. SCRIVER. I am very glad that the bon. member
for Maskinongé (Mr. Honde) bas called the attention of the
Huse and the Government to this case of what I consider
peculiar hardship. I have not a word to say in criticism of
the action of the Government with regard to it. I do not
doubt, as the hon. Minister bas said, that the Government
bas dealt with the case under the law, as it now stands, per-
haps as liberally as it was possible for them to do ; but as
the law stands the case is certainly one of great hardship.
Col. Fletcher has been for many years, first as Brigade
Major and then as Deputy Adjutant-General, in charge of
the district where I roside. I have had an opportunity of
observing the manner in which that officer discharged his
duty, and without having any desire to instituto a compari-
son between him and other officers holding similar
positions, I must express the opinion that there
has not been an officer attached to the militia
service of this country who' bas more thoroughly
and more actively discharged the duties entrusted to his
care than bas Col. Fletcher. He las never been satisfied
with the mere perfunctory discharge of those duties, but he
has shown an energy and ability quite unusual in men
holding such a position which he filled. To Col. Fletcher,
more than to any other officer, is due the success which bas
attended rifle assiciations, especially in the frontier counties
of the Province of Quebec. He was very active in organiz-
ing those rifle associations; he was always present at the
meetings, and gave those in charge of the association the bene-
ft of his great experience; and even since Colonel Fletcher
has been retired from active service ho bas continued to
manifest the interest which ho formerly displayed in those
associations, and he also attended, last summer, as I have
reason to know, all the meetings which took place on the
frontier. As the bon. member for Maskinongé bas stated,
the retiring allowance, which though it seems somewhat
large, would furnish, if funded, only the beggarly income of
8200 a year. He is now a comparatively old man, having
a pretty large family dependent on him, and is too old to
engage in any other occupation. I trust it will be possible
in some way to take measuros for his relief.

Mr. STRANGE. I know nothing whatever ofthe circum-
stances Of Deputy Adjutant-General Fletcber's retirement;
but, as the hon. the Minister of Militia has called him a civil
servant, I think superannuation should be made available
to Deputy Adjutants-Genoral and officers in similar
Positions. Whatever nay be said respecting Col.
Fletcher, I think, if he is to be called a civil servant, the
Proper course would be to qualify himself in order to avail
hunselfO f the superannuation fund of this Dominion.

Mr. IUNTINGTON. I do not want to occupy the
attention Of the Hlouse, or prolong the discussion, but I desire
to add, to what has been said by hon. mem bers in regard toCol. Fletcher, my testimony as to his efficiency as a public
officer. I know the difficulties which the hon. the Minister ofMilitia will find in meeting the views ofthose who would like
to superannuate Col. Fletcher handsomely; but perhaps thisextraordinary case may call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the embarrassing position which officers occupy,
and, at ail events, if they could see their way to deal withhis case in a more liberal spirit than the hon. the Minister

as been able to do, am sure, from personal knowledge,

though I am not a military man, that no mon would ho
more pleased that somothing has been done than would be
the volunteers with whom ho has served, and who have
come to regard him, not only as a good officer, but look upon
him with the affection of a friend.

Motion agreed to.

WINDSOR AND ANNAPOLIS RAILWAY.

Mr. KILLAI, in moving for a statement showing sepa-
rately the gross earnings on local and on through traffic on
the lines of railway worked by the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway Company, between Annapolis and Windsor and
Halifax respectively, and the mode of division of receipts
from through traffic between the said railways by which
the sum of $21,216, stated in the report of the hon. Minister
of Railways, as the one-third earnings of the Windsor Branch
Railway payable to the Government, is arrived at, said: It
appears in the Publie Accounts that, last year, the receipts
from the road did not exceed $60,000; my remembrance of
the matter is that, under a previous management, they
were about $90,000 per annum. I desire to obtain informa-
tion on this point, and I am prepared to change the
wording of the resolution if it is not acceptable.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the motion will cover
the case, and I see no objection to bringing down the infor-
mation.

Motion agreed to.

REGULATION OF FISIIERIES.

Mr. WELDON moved for a copy of ail Orders in Council
issued, relating to the regulation of fisheries since first of
January, A.D., 1879, and of all circulars and instructions
issued since that date to the Fisbery Inspectors and War-
dens in the Provinces of Quebec and New Brunswick; also,
of all licenses to fish for salmon in the rivers or portions of
rivers in New Brunswick, grantod by the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, the Inspector of Fisheries, and the
Fishery Wardens, under the Order in Council, dated. the
eleventh day of June, A. D., 1879; also all applications
for such licenses which were not complied with, and the
names of the several applicants. He said : In making a
few remarks upon the motion, I do not wish to refer to the
streams, as the question of whether the exclusive right of
fishing existed is now before the Courts, but as to streams
which are private and non-navigable, upon which
there is no doubt the riparian proprietors make the exclu-
sive right to fish. By an Order in Council, dated June 14th,
1S79, fly-fishing for salmon was prohibited without the
lease or license of the Departmont, and thon the Depart-
ment practically claimed tho right of property in the
fisheries. Parties who had the exclusive right in those
waters have been refused a license, though they expressed
their willingness to conform to the rales and regulations of
the Department, while other parties were granted licenses.
Owners of land, fishing thereon, have had their rods and
fishing gear seized, and they have been treated in an arbi-
trary manner, brought up before justices and treated as
ordinary criminals. While I do not deny the right of the
Department to prohibit fishing in a river to enable the
fisheries to be recuperated, I protest against this exercise of
refusing or granting licenses, either for the purposes of
revenue, or, at the pleasure of the Department, permitting
one owner to fish and prohibiting the other. Such
authority is not either within the British North America
Act nor the Act relating to fisheries, and certainly was
never intended to be granted to the Dominion Governmont
by the power given te regulate sea coast and inland
fisheries.

Mr. McLELLAN. The hon. gentleman is no doubt
aware that the main portion of this question is now before
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the Courts, and that pending the decision of the Courts any
discussion of it is out of place. He seems to think the
regulations made by the Department are unjust in some
respects. I can only say that since I have been in the Depart-
ment, any arrangements made bave been only temporary,
pending the decision of the question by the Courts, which
decision we hope to bave in a short time. I do not know
of any objection to bring down such papers in the mean-
lime as are not dependent upon that decision.

Mr. WELDON. I was speaking entirely of rivers above
navigation, which are not touched by the question before
the Courts.

Motion agreed to.

NEW MEMBER.

Mr. SPEAKER announced that he had received from the
Returning Officer of the Electoral District of South Simcoe a
certificate that Richard Tyrwhitt, Esq., had been duly
elected to represent that District in this House,

The hon. member was introduced by Sir John A. Mac-
donald and Mr. Strange, and took his seat.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That in admitting Richard Tyrwhitt, Esq., elected to represent the

Electoral District of the South Riding of the County ofSimcoe, to take
his seat, upon the certificate of the Returning Officer, this House still
recommends a strict adherence to the practice of requiring the produc-
tion of the usual certificate of the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, of
the return of the writ of election.

Motion agreed to,

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 47) to extend and amend the Acts relating to

the Canada Landed Credit Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)
Bill (No. 48) respecting the Niagara Grand IslandBridge

Company. -(Mr. Arkell.)
Bill (No. 51) to incorporate the Synod of the Diocese of

Saskatchewan, and for other purposes connected therewith.
-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (No. 52) to incorporate the Planters' Bank of Canada.
-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 53)to amend the Act incorporating the North
American Mutual Life Insurance Company, and to change
the name thereofto the "Dominion of Canada Life Insur-
ance Company."-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Bill (54) to incorporate the Ontario Investment Associa-
tion.-(Mr. Carling.)

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severally agrced
to:-

Detailed statement of receipts and expenses in connection
with the maintenance and operation of the telegraph lino
from Selkirk to Fort Edmonton; and the telegraph line
from Selkirk to Winnipeg, separately.- (Mr. Blake.)

Copy of the complaints against E. Watson, Indian Super-
intendent for the reserves at Sarnia, Walpole Island, Kettle
Point and Stony Point in the county of Lambton, a copy of
the Commission or Commissions issued to investigate the
condition of affairs on the said reserves, and the reports of
the Commissioner, together with all correspondence, Orders
in Council, and other papers relating to and resulting from
the said investigation; also, a statement showing the
expenses of said investigation. The above to be furnished
in connection with the return of the investigation into the
affairs of the Indians on the Thames.-(Mr. Coughlin.)

Roturn of all papers concerning the granting of a charter
to the Hudson's Bay Company to construet a tramway
around the north shore of the Grand Rapids of the

Mr. McLELLAN.

r Saskatchewan, and any information to show if the tramway
can be used by the public on paying certain tolls.- (Mr.
Bannerman.)

Copies of all timber licenses and mining licenses issued
for cutting timber or mining within the disputed territory
west of the meridian of the east end of Hunter's Island;
also copies of all leases or grants of mill sites or other water
privileges; also statement of the number of acres granted in
each year in the same territories to date.-(Mr. Mills.)

Copy of the petition of the citizens of Hamilton for the
purchase of a site, and erection thereon, of a new Custom
House and other Government offices, and all papers and
correspondence connected therewith.-(Mr. Bain.)

Return showing quantities of Springhill coal delivered at
St. John and intermediate stations by the Intercolonial
Railway, during the year ending December 31st, 1881; also
rates of freight per ton to each of said stations; also all
special rates and the parties to whom given, the quantities
delivered to each of such parties at such special rates.-
(Mr. King.)

Copies of the land regulations in force on the 16th
October, 1878, and those which have since, from time to
time, been made.-(Mr. Mills.)

Return of the leases and licenses now in force, issued by
the Department of Marine and Fisheries, under the pro-
visions of the Fisheries Act, 1868, of rivers or portions of
rivers in the Provinces of Quebec and New Brunswick, with
the date of their issue, and the term granted, and the
amount of rent reserved in each lease.-(Mr. Weldon.)

House adjourned at 6 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TiURSDAY, 2nd March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time :-

Bill (No. 64) respecting Queen's College at Kingston.-
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Bill (No. 65) respecting the New York and Ontario Fur-
nace Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

Bill (No. 66) to amend the Act of the late Province of
Canada, intituled: An Act to incorporate The Board for thle
Management of the Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot-
land, and the Acts amending the same.-(Mr. Shaw.)

Bill (No. 67) to incorporate the Niagara Peninsula Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

DEPOSITS OF BENEFIT SOCIETIES.

Mr. GAULTenquired,Is it the intention of the Governnent
to legislate, this Session, towards compelling benefit or co-
operative societies, doing a life business, to make deposits
with the Government for the benefit of Canadian poliCY
holders.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter is under tho
consideration of the Goverament.

WORKS ON THE RIVER PETITE NATION.

M1r. ROUTHIER enquired, Whether the Government
proposes to assist in the completion of the works con-
menced in the River Petite Nation, Prescott County, in
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order to facilitate the descent of timber down that river;-
and if not, whether it is the intention of the Government to
fix a manner of paying a toll upon the timber which passes
through it, in order to indemnify the proper person for com-
pleting these works.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I have the
honor to inform the bon. member that the Government has
not yet come to any decision on this subject which it still
bas under consideration.

COURT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. McCARTHlY, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 3) for constituting a Court of Railway Commissioners
for Canada, and to amend the Consolidated Railway Act,
1879, said: In moving the second reading of this Bill, I
do not propose to add very much to what I had the honor
to address to the House last Session, the Bill now pre-
sented being substantially the same as that which was
introduced, not only thon but the Session before. The most
material alteration is that it does away with that which in
the opinion of a great number was an objectionable feuture,
namely, the right of appeal to the Supreme Court from the
decision of the Railway Commissioners. As the Bill now
stands there is no absolute right of appeal, the decision of
the Commissioners being final and conclusive; but the Com-
missioners may, if they think proper, upon the application
of any of the parties to the litigation, or may without any
such application, state a case in a matter of law for the
opinion of the Supreme Court. That a measure of this
kind is necessary is probably the opinion of the great
majority of the members of this House, and I think that
conclusion is arrived at from a knowledge of the fact that
under the law as it at present stands there is prac-
tically no means of compelling railways to obey
the law or carry out the objects for which they
wero incorporated. There are, to-day, in this Dominion,
over 8,000 miles of railway already constructed. That
railway system has cost the country, over and above the
amount that may have been contributed by those interested
in it and by those who own the roads, about $100,000,00d,
and the earnings of the road amount to almost as much as
the total amount that is raised from the people of this coun-
try annually for the purpose of carrying on the Government
of the country. When I state these facts, I think I show
that it is a matter of very great importance that there
should be some means of forcing the railways to do justice
to al their customers, and to carry out the intention of the
law, which is that one railway should not be independent of
another in the sense of being a carrier, but that they should
be aids and adjuncts one to another. This subject has
eigaged the consideration of the Parliament of Great Britain
on very many occasions. Although railways wero known
only as early as 1832, I find that, in 1840, the House of Coin-
Mons referred the subject to a Committee; that, in 1844, the
matter was again referred to a Committee, and again in
1865; and the result of the report made by these various
Committees was that, in 1872, a Railway Commission was
constituted for Great Britain, which bas existed froin that
diy to this. It bas been said by those opposed to legislation
in this direction that the Commission in England has not
been a success. Well, Sir, I suppose nothing can be more
decisive on that point than the interim report which was
muade by the Select Committee in England to which this mat-
ter was reforred during the last Session of Parliament. Tho
Cormittee met early in the year, and sat until the Session was
at an end; and the result arrived at was,in the first phace,tbatthey thought the matter was so important that the Com-
nuttee should be reappoinbed at the Session now going on
i England. The Committee further stated that there were
a few pointe connected with the matter submitted to them
Upon whieh they found themselves enabled to arrive at

definite conclusions, one of whicb was that it was necessary
to maintain some special tribunal to which should be
referred questions arising as to the rights and duties of rail-
way companies in relation to the trade and traffic of the
country; that the operations of such tribunal should be
simple, cheap and expeditious; that tbis tribunal should
have jurisdiction to enfor'ze the provisions of the special
acts of railway companies in any cases of illegal cLarges;
and that a locus standi should be given to it in branches of
the Chamber of Commerce and other similar associations
of trade and agriculture. I think that is a conclusive
answer to the statements made that the Railway Commis-
sion in England bas not been a success. It is true that a
great number of cases bas not been dealt with by that Com-
mission; but why ? Because the decision in one case doter-
mines the point not only for the parties then litigating, but
for all parties interested in the question involved, and also
because there are not many litigants, a railway company
being necessarily one party to any case. The result bas
been that, after eight or ton years experience, a large
Committee of the House of Commons universally
resolved that the tribunal should be continued, and,
if possible, made more efficient, speedy, and cheap
in its operation. Now I do not pretond that this
Bill ensures all the requirements of this subject; all I
hope is that, if the principle of this measure commends
itself to the House, some sort of an Act will ho passed
which will reetify to some extent the grievances the people
of this country labor under in connection with railway
companies. I would say to my friends who are in favor of
what is called the National Policy, that the railways can in
a great measure defeat the objects which the National
Policy was intended to serve. By a reduction of their rates,
they can so enable parties to import into Canada goods, and
sell them cheaper than goods can be manufactured in
Canada and transmitted from one part ofCanada to another,
or even fron one part of a Province to another part. I
have a statement bore with regard to a quantity of oil cake
which was to be taken from Chicago to the western part of
Ontario; and the freight from Chicago to Belleville, where
the intending purchaser resided, was absolutely less than
from a point in the Province of Ontario itself. The result
is that the outside manufacturer may be enabled to defeat
the Tariff arrangements which have been made to protect
the home manufacturers. In other respects we labor under
very great disadvantages. The railway companies, by
raising their rates, if thore is no competition, and by lower-
ing their rates if there is competition, have power to work
great hardsbips to people living along the line of the road.
They may charge more for carrying goods fifty miles than
for carrying the same class of goods a hundred miles. In
any view, I think I am warranted in introducing this
measure. I gather from a speech of Mr. Charles Francis
Adams, which was sent to me by a friend, that a Committee
of Congress bas been appointed to prepare a Bill on this
subject; and there is also a Bill on the same subject belore
the Legislature of the State of New York, where the
railway companies have ahînost absoluto control, and
where it is difficult to carry any such measures;
and for several years past there bas been a Railway
Commission in existence in the State of Massachusetts.
The plan followed in Massachusetts seems to answer
there, according to Mr. Adams' statements. I do not know
whether it might not act here as well. There the tribunal
is not a court. There is a Commission, clothed with execu-
tive power-it is truc, but a Commission of Enquiry-with
power to investigate and report, and it is their duty to
report annually to the Legislative body ; and, by the publie
opinion whieh is thus brought to bear upon offending rail-
way companies, it bas been found that mueh good has been
done. Mr. Adams has prepared a short Bill, which ho asks
Congress to pass, and it is pretty much in the same direction,
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Whether the railway managers of this Dominion are suffi-
ciently open to public opinion to be acted upon in that way, or
not, I am not prepared to say. It bas not been found efficient
in other places, though it does appear to act in Massachu-
setts, and to meet with the approval of Mr. Adams, who bas
been for many years one of the Commissioners. I do not know
that I need say anything more; a good deal might be said
on the subject. The difficulty is, to what particular point
to direct one's attention; but I venture to think that to most
hon. members the necessity of compelling railway com-
punies to obey the law, and carry out the purposes and
objeets for which they were incorporated, is sufficiently
obvious. If that be so, the inext question is, what is the
means to obtain that desired end? I venture to think there
is no other means except a tribunal such as this, because, as
it is stated, the railway problem itself is an anomaly, and
can only be dealt with in a manner different from all other
subjects. It has to be dealt with in a different sense because
of its peculiarities. Then the objection is made that we
have already sufficient courts in existence, and the
expense of these courts is as much as the people
are able to endure. Well, as te that, all I can say is,
that this Bill would certainly not make litigation more
expensive than it is. It would not promote litigation, but
it would have a tendency in the opposite direction, and the
expense, of course, is a matter which I cannot deal with as
a private member, and wbich must ultimately, if the House
pass this Bill, be dealt with by the Government. In most
of the States of the Union, I believe, though I am not
positive on that point, the expense is borne by the rail-
way companies, and there is no reason why, to a certain
extent at all events, the expense should not be borne by the
railway companies here. 1, therefore, move that the Bill
be read the second time.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not propose, at this stage
of fthe Bill, to detain the flouse with any very lengthened
remarks; but it will be naturally expected that, in relation
to a matter of such great importance as this, some notice
will be taken of the speech which has just been addressed to
the House by my hon. friend, who las again brought
forward this measure. There can be no doubt whatever as
to the great importance of the subject which he las brought
before us. There cannot possibly be any question as to the
great importance of the railway interests of this country,
and of those interests receiving such attention at the hands
of this Parliament as will lead it to do all that it is possible
Parliament can do to promote the interests of the people,
and, at the same time, to avoid such interference with
railway interests as might be prejudical to those interests
themselves. The hon. gentleman bas not, I think, dealt
with two of the very important difficulties to which I drew
his attention when he submitted his Bill to fti House on a
former occasion. One of those was the want of
power on the part of this Parliament to deal with
the railway questions of this country in the manner
which he proposes. It is known to the House that, under
our Constitution, the powers of Parliament are confined to
a certain class of railways, and that over a great many of i
the railways we have no jurisdiction whatever. They
obtained their charters, they operate them under laws
passed by the various Local Legislatures of the Dominion;
and I think the on, gentleman should provide some means
by which that difficulty would be obviated, and by which
it would become practicable to deal with this question as a
whole, as otherwise it is perfectly apparent that, to a very
large extent, the very important objects he as in view -and
no one questions their importance-wi!l entirely fail to be
attained. The hon. gentleman has stated there are over
8,000 miles of railways in Canada, and the bare statement of
that fact is quite sufficient to show lhe enormous interest
that is at stake; and I think he might have gone further,
,and have stated that never was there an ameunt of capital

Mr. McCaMr.

-the enormous amount of capital that has been required to
be invested in the construction of these 8,000 miles of rail-
way-that has proved more productive for the benefit of
the whole of this country from end to end. Every one who
knows anything of the value of railway accommodation,
and what it bas accomplished for the people, must recognize
the fact that to these railway companies and capitalists
who invested their money in the construction of those 8,000
miles of railway which we have in Canada to-day, we are
more deeply indebted for our progress and prosperity than
to any other cause.

Mr. MILLS. Iear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not intend, at this

moment, to be diverted from the very important question
under consideration in order to enter into a discussion
of the National Policy with the hon. gentleman
who favored us, on a recent occasion, with lis
views at very great length. The proper time will,
no doubt, arrive to deal with the opinions of that bon. gentle-
man; but I have no hesitation in saying, in relation to the
National Policy, that these 8,000 miles of railway have
proved one of the great factors of the progress and prosperity
of this country. The hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) knows I drew bis attention to another important
point in connection with this matter, that is, not only the
difficulty which exists owing to part of the railways being
under local jurisdiction and the remainder under Federal
jurisdiction, but the fact that we occupy a very different
position in this country from that of the country from which
the hon. gentleman bas taken bis Bill, that is, Great Britain.
Great Britain is isolated, and the country being insular it
bas no connection with any other country. What is our
position ? I may, however, say, before leaving the point of
the enormous amount of capital that has been invested in
Canadian railways, that not only has it been productive of
incalculable benefit to the development of this country,
but there bas never been a corresponding amount of capital
invested that bas been, at the same time, so advantageous to
this country in which it was invested and so little profitable
to the parties who furnished the money and invested it.
There is no country which bas benefitted more than Canada
by the construction of railways, and there are no capitalists
who have benefitted less than those who have invested their
money in Canadian railways. Therefore, it is of great
importance, while recognizing fully the value of the
measure proposed, to bear in mind the magnitude of the
railway interest, and the claim that it bas on our most
favorable consideration. Unlike the railways in England,
Scotland, and Ireland, the railways of Canada are, many of
them, lying in close proximity to the railways of another
country-the United States-over whose legislation and
the management of whose railways we have no control.
It, therefore, becomes very evident that we should deal with
this matter in such a way as not, by hampering and inter-
fering with the free action and operation of our railways,
direct the traffic and trade which they now control out of
our country into the neighboring Republic. It is very well
known that the Grand Trunk Railway, through almost its
entire extent, is in close, keen competition with the rail-
ways of the United States, and that a very slight thing
will transfer the traffic from one side of the St. Lawrence to
the other, and thus deprive Canada of the expenditure of
millions of dollars per annum now expended here. While
every one must admit the importance of theviews expressed
by the hon. gentleman, we must not forget that-in our
anxiety to meet every emergency, protect every interest,
and establish what we believe to be a just and legitimate
control over the management of these railways-we may
so hamper and embarrass these railways as to prevent them
competing in the race between our own roads and those of
the adjoining country, and thus inflict an irroparable and
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great evil On our country instead of doing it a benefit. I do
not intend to discuss this question at any very great length ;
but I must say that 1 do not myself favor the organization
of any more courts in Canada than are found to be abso-
lutely necessary. It is only the other day that our hon.
friends opposite, when in power, organized the Supreme
Court, with the result of taxing the people $50,000 a year for
its maintenance, and it is now proposed, as I understand by
this Bill, to have another Supreme Court in Canada. My
hon. friend asks for the uppointment of three Judges. They
will have to be very highly paid. If this court is to be of
any value at all, it must, under this Act, be composed of
three Commissioners who deserve and obtain the copfidence
of the people. The hon. gentleman says one of them must
be a lawyer. I want to know what salary we would be
obliged to give the hon. gentleman himself, who undoubtedly
is eminently qualified for the position, in order to obtain his
services. I say that we could not obtain that hon. gentle-
man's services for the position of Commissioner-to give up
his einoluments at the Bar and become a railway Judge-
at less than between $10,000 or $20,000 peryear. I suppose
it would be possible to find a lawyer in this country who
would accept a smaller amount; but you do not simply
want a lawyer who will accept an insignificant
emolument. You want a man whose legal standing, char-
acter and position in this country would commard that
respect and confidence which alone would make such a court
valuable. Then the hon. gentleman says the next Commis-
sioner must be a railway man. I know something about
railway men, and what is the fact ? The fact is, the
late Government were obliged to pay $8,000 per year to
obtain the services of Mr. Bydges, formerly manager of
the Grand Trunk Railway, and when the Government no
longer required his services, the Hudson's Bay Company
were very glad to secure them at $10,000 per year. It is
also welil known that the manager of the Grand Trunk
Railway is getting a much larger salary than that. The
third Commissioner will have to be in a position to compare
favorably with his two colleagues. Under this Bill, we are
therefore to have another Supreme Court established to
accomplish the objects in view. I draw attention to the fact as
one not unworthy the consideration of the House at the out
sOt. The hon. gentleman bas said that the Committee in Eng-
land arrived at the conclusion that there must be some simple,
cheap and expedient mode of dealing with this subject. If
the hon. gentleman can devise such a mode, by which the
admitted evils-for there are a great many things susceptible
of improvement in relation to railway management-can be
deait with, and dealt with in such a way as not to unduly
hamper the great railway interests of this country, I would
be extremely glad. No doubt it is the hon. gentleman's
intention to refer this Bill to the Railway Committee, in
order that it may receive all the consideration and examina-
tion to which a matter of such great moment is entitled; and
1 would be very glad should the Committee arrive at any
conclusion by which it will be found this Parliament can
legisilate on this important question, in such a way as to
attain the object the hon. gentleman has in view, without
mnvolving injustice in some of the cases to which I have
drawn attention.

Mr. HAGGART. The question of legislation in reference
to railways is one which is exciting considerable attention
in every country in which there are railways; and, for the
consideration of the subject, it may be as well to glance at
the Position the Governments of different countries have
taken towards railways in the past. When the first rail-
ways were run in England, the Government insisted upon
fixing the rates, both passenger and freight. That was
found not to work very well, and then the system grew up
lu England of what was called "free 'trade in railways;"
that is, competition by different railways for the traffic indiffrent parts of the country. That system worked*just as

it is found to work in Canada at present. One railway
purchased the stock of a rival and competition ended.
There is another system in vogue in some conti-
nental countries-a portion of the railways being
Government railways, and the balance being owned by
private individuals. The Government fixed the rates,
amenable, of course, to the legislature, and influenced by
public opinion through the press, and this system proved
very acceptable in those countries. In fact, I think the
best system of railway organization in the world is the
system in Bclgium, which is being adopted in some other
countries where a portion of the main line of railway is
owned by the Government and a rate of freight is so fixed,
which is acceptable to the great majority of' the people.
A system of Railway Commission is exciting also con-
siderable interest in the United States.' Several different
States have appointed Railway Commissions, after a
desperate struggle, the measure having been forced upon
them by the united action of the rural population
through the Granges. There is no very great
agitation in this country in favor of a Federal
Commission. The Minister of Railways says that the
objection here is that a portion of the legislation in refer-
ence to this question should belong properly to the Provin-
cial Governments. But as to all railways which inter-
change trade between different countries and differont Pro-
vinces, the legislation properly belongs to the general
Government, it should be held that legislation properly
belongs to the Federal Government, and that the legislation
in reference to these railroads, so fur as this country is con-
cerned, should initiate in this bouse; and the different
Provincial Legislatures may follow afterwards, passing
legislation for purely local railways. This is a question
which cannot be shirked any longer. There is a fee:ing in
certain sections of the country that if a person happons to
be placed in a particular locality he is handicapped by being
obliged to pay heavier rates to the sea-board than a farmer,
merchant or other person somewhere else. The feeling is
now well grown that there should be some legislation in
reference to this matter. The Bill, to bo effective, and to
meet the wishes of the community should, besides, have a
clause giving the Commissioners the means, by publishing
the manner in which the different rates are collected, or
some other suitable machinery, with the power of prevent-
ing extortionate rates in particular localities. Another thing
I should like provided for-that is, some way of forcing
railway companies to keep a certain form of account open
to the supervision of those Railway Commissioners, and by
publicity, by bringing an enlightened public opinion to beur
upon them, keep them fron entering transactions, perhaps
very questionable. I hope that in another Session there
will be some legislation added to the Bill which, in a
manner, will regulate the freights of the different companies.
The Bill at present is only an instalment of the needed
legislation. This is a question which must be settled, and
the opinion is gaining ground-it is a fixed opinion in all
countries nôw-thiat the Legislature should control the
freights of railway companies. We grant them charters in
the different Provinces, giving their roads the character of
public highways, and have the right of regulating the
charges thereon. There is no Commission which would fix
the charges at rates to be injurious to the companies; or
compel them to abide by rates that would prevent them
declaring dividends. But they should exercise such a
control over railways as to prevent exceptional rates. In
my section of the country we have the Kingston and Pem-
broke Railway, of which my hon. friend is a director,
running into a mining district north of Kingston. But
some of the partiés connected with it recoive exceptionally
favorable rates in the sending of their iron to market, while
others competing with them are obliged to sell ont their
properties to the railway company, because unable to pay
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the freights charged. In other cases parties on long routes publicly anneuncing my views on the subject, as of the
get exceptional freights. Why has one person a right to opinion that it becomes us always te deal with these great
got exceptional advantageous rates over his neigh bor? The corporations, in view of the great benefits that have resulted
Commissioners should enquire into matters of that kind and to this country-greater benefits in the aggregate than any
prevent such evils as exceptional freights. No man bas a of those miner matters te which the hou. gentleman las
riight to get his stuff carried to market more cheaply than referred-aud that those whe have epened up the country
bis neighbor's- No man should be handicapped in the by moans of their enterprise and capital bave, almest in
operations of business. A railway company should charge evory case, failed to reap any return for the moneys invested.
equal rates to all parties. I have much pleasure in support- Lt is a weil kaewn fact that there is ne railway in Canada,
ing the Bill as an instalment of the legislation that should at this moment, that pays any dividend whatever, except
be on our Statute books. the very small dividend that may bave been declared by the

Mr. PLUMB. The question which bas been suggested Great Western, whicb, I believe, has been at the rate of
by the Bill bas agitated the public mind for a great many about 1_ per cent. per annum. The shareholders of that
years, in fact ever since railways were constructed. My company, mostly English capitalists, have put their mouey
hon. friend who brought in the Bill (Mr. McCarthy) stated into it, and I believe it will be a serious injury to this
in his argument in favor of its passage, that in England country if it is found that we are tamperin
the question, very soon after railways were chartered, arose business by means of such a Commission as bas been
in Parliament. A Committee was appointed in 1840, and proposed by my hon. friend-that we are tampering with
another in 1841, and another in 1865, and the results of those the railway business, which se far, in many instances, bas
Cominittees were not found satisfactory, even as late as searcely paid more than its running expenses. It is perfectly
1872; that twenty-two years results of the examinations of well known that in the Grand Trunk Railway millions of
thos.e Committees and of their reports were not found satis- capital have been lest. No matter what the original man-
factory, and that in a country where the railway system is agement might be, no mattor whether there were mistakes
criirely isolated, and where difficulties such as disturb the made in its construction, it has wrought for the people cf
railw..y business of this country do not exist, and where the Canada a benefit which bas been perfectly immeasurable,
roads yield a fairer return. Under all these circum- and for one, I am alad
stanees the hon. gentleman says that, in 1872, it was any legisiation proposed te this buse that is cf a hostile
reported the Railway Commission was not a success. nature te that company. I bave ne railway interests what-

r. McCATIIY. I did not ay the Railway Commis-rely free and I believe we
Mi'.McCRTU. I id lotsay ue llalwayComis-shall be true te our interesta whea we admit that invosted

sion was niot a success, but that the reports of the different capital bere bas its rights, and that it behooves us net te
Committees had not suggested an improvement up to thistimouurested iprovement te is im peril th ose rights, or interfere by legisiation with them in
time. It was only in 187J' the Railway Commission such a way as seriously tebamper or injure them. My hon.
ppitd.friend proposes that the compicated questions which con-

Mr. PLUNIB. That was wbat I was trying to say, but cern particularly raitway companies themseives, and the
my remarks were not so clear, perhaps, as my hon. friend's. large competition which bas already been created by legis-
I meant tob S:iy that afier eighteen yeurs' experiments this laton-I think most unfairly te the railwaycompanies that
Rilvay Commission had been sucessful, and that railway have already invested their money here-my bon. friend
mateis were noW comparatively witbin its control, resem- su-gests tbat those riglts, and the abselute contrd and
bling the conluaion wh ch the hon. gentieman proposes to management ofthese companies shah by this means be taken
reach by hi1 Bi1l, presented to this lHouse for almost the first eut of their hands and be virtually vested-hew?
timne. He then stated that there had been Commissions ap- Voted in a Commission of gentlemen whe may
pointed in the United States. The only one working in the or may net ho practical men. Tbey are very likely
United States i), as ho stai ed himself, in Massachusetts-an net te be, because sucb men would demand salaries which
Advisory Commission whieh has not power to do anythiug- weuld pieclude the Government of Canada from boiug ablo
no power to decide, no power to take the law into its hands, te employ them. The manager of the Canadian Pacifie
but merely to iake reeommendations, and those recom- Uailway, I believe, bas a salaiy of $â0,0 a year. This
mendations to beaccepted by the Legislaturo or not, as the Commission would require a manofgreatskill andefability
Legislature chooses. It nust be reîembered that, in the te take these vast and ceînplicated interests jute lis bauds
United States, the whole railway systei is a cottinuous one, and se regulate them as te do perfect justice te ail parties. Lt
that there can b no such thing as legislating foi is net for the purpose offvoring any class that a Bill1ofthis
separato railway systems. Tho great question of railway kind should ho drawu; it is for the purpose of protecting
traffic from the west to the sea-board is not one, I venture to railway interests just as much as pretectiag the interests of
say, which can be dealt with by a measure such as the hon. the people; and I tbink it requires skill, ability, judgiît,
gentleman proposes, and the railway companies, in order toexperience and impartiality, such as lu the Vory outset it
retain their trafic, it is well known, with the constant com- %ould bo almost impossible te ebtain. The hou, gentleman
petition, the constant change, the constant fluctuation, if says railways are net amenable te tho law. I de net knoW
they were hampered by being compelled to refer to a Com- why. It appears te be certain, however, that these existing
mission for powers to alter or to change their rates, would by virtue of Piovincial charters can hardly ho reaebed by
be handicapped in such a way that the traffic which passes any legislation such as this, uuless we provoke further that
through Canada would be driven ont of it altogether; for confliet of jurisdiction that we desire te avoid. The
the railway managers of other countrios would very soon hon. gentleman says it is possible for combina
flnd out that it was impossible for our railways to compete tiens of railways te defeat the pelicy which
with them if there was any such disturbing causes the hon. as been inaugarated by the prosent Geverament.
gentleman proposes. The question as to whether there Weil, I arnnt aware ofany case where any suob injfrY
should be a discrimination in rates, is one that bas las been infiicted. There may be, there always wil be ia
been discussed on more thjan one occasion in this tho management of railwayssp ecial cases wbere discrimi-
louse and elsewhere. That it is an evil, that nains will bo made. Lt is aubselutely necessary in semO
it often inflicts injrstice, cannot be denied. The cases, in eider te retain the through trafflo, that special
only question is how it can bo practically dealt with; rates should ho made. Without saob an arrangement Oven
and, in view of therailway legislation, I wish itto be put on1 the Grand Trunk Railway, and tberailways eompetiug with
record on every occasion in which I have an opportunity of' it for tbrough trafflo, weuld te third-class railways; tbeY
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would not be able to keep up their rolling stock. The
receipts which those railways are able to make by going
out of the country and receiving through traffic which
otherwise would not go over their linos, would be altogother
lost to them. It is well known that within the last two or
three years the Grand Trunk Railway bas laid a new track,
it has secured an excellent combination for passenger traffic,
and has put on Pullman carriages which greatly promote
the comfort of the travelling public. The whole community
are to be considered, and not the interests of any special
class. Railways are institutions for thc benefit of the pub-
lie, and everything should be done which, within reasonable
limits, will give them the means of keoping up their
business, and of securing to the public the best accommoda-
tion for passengers and freight. The lives cf passengers,
and the speedy transit of passengers, are of quite as much
importance as the carriage of freight. I regret exceedingly
that there bas been nothing suggested in the speech
of my hon. friend in introducing his Bill, which
has changed my mind in any way upon the imprac-
ticability of reaching oven the desirable parts of the
policy which he desires to enforce by means of this Bill.
So far as I eau see, it has not been shown that this Bill will
meet any of the great and grave objections which have been
urged against the abuses of the railway system. The
system here is in its infancy, and we are endeavoring, as far
as we can, to encourage capital to corne here. I am not
afraid that any very large profits will be made by these
companies; I am not afraid that the bloated capitalist will
be puffed out larger because e holds shares of railway stock
that do not pay dividends ; and, while companies are in
that position, we are bound to deal with them with all
possible fairness, and give them, so far as we can, ait least
our forbearance. There have been no successful railway
Commissions created in the United States. Considering
that the railways exist by separate State charters, it is
impossible for any comprehensive Commission to be created
by the United States Government without interfering with
State rights, and no such Commission bas been attempted.
There are, of course, general railway Statutes in the United
States, but a yearor two ago a Commission was appointed to
investigate the working of railways in the State of New
York. It is pretty well known why that Commission was
created and what its objects were, and I am apprehensive
that it would be a dangerous power to put in the hands of
any two or three men to regulate the traffle offthis Dominion.
I fear it would be scarcely possible to find men who would
fnot represent too strongly either one or the other of the two
sides, whieh might bo antagonistic to each other, and when
a competition of interests occurred it is easy to see which
would be likely to get the advantage. On the whole, I do
not think the time has come-I do not think our experience
has been great enough in such matters to deal intelligently
and fairly with the questions which come up in this Bill.
For Myself, I confess I do not think there is any pressing
necessity for such a measure, and while I regret to differ
from my esteemed and hon. friend, who las introduced the
Bill, I have doue so frankly and fairly, and shall continue to
do so until I see a botter reason for sustaining his measure
than is apparent at present.

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk). I am not prepared to say
that the measure before the House is the best that could be
adopted for the regulation of railways ; but I am clear that,
after Government ownership of railways bas been done
avay with, we must have Government supervision of some
kind over those roads. I cannot agree with the proposition
of the Minister of Railways, who says that Canada has been
much indebted to railway companies. I know that Canada
las beon deeply indebted to railways, but that she las been
indebted to railway companies, I very much doubt. Take
for instance the Grand Trunk. The people of this country,1some twenty-five years ago, gave $15,000,000 to aidi

%a

in the construction of that road, and yet I beliove it is a fact
that that railway is carrying the produce of the farmers in
the neighborbood of Chicago more chcaply to the sea-
board than the produce of the Canadian farmers. The on.
gentleman who bas just taken bis seat (Mr. Plumb), says
that the railway companies are bound by the law ; but I
would like to know what individual can go into court and
fight with a railvay, for tIhe company can carry the case
from court to court until, if their opponent is a man of for-
tune.his fortune would be exhauisted. le says that interest las
not been paid on the capital whiich bas been invested in
ailways. I admit it, and this is one of the r-asons why I

think railways should be tie property of the Canadian people
and not of English stockholders. It is not to the peopie
of Canada that our progress in connection with railways
is due, but to the widows and orphans and the capitalists of
England, and I think that if thero is a benefit from rnailway
investments Canadians should receive it, and if there is a
loss they should sustain it. The hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways said that he was doubtful if a lawyer could be got for
less than $15,000 or $20,000, in whom the people
of this country would have confidence as a Railway
Commissioner. I mention the name of the Hon. Mr. Justice
Cameron, who sits on the Bench, and does not get anything
like $20,,OOO and there is no man in this country but would
bave the most implicit confidence in any judgment which
le might render. Some Ion. members have spoken of
competition, but competition cannot be obtained, for the
simple reason that the railway companies pool their earn-
ings and sell out to each other. We have lhad illustra-
tions of that fact-perhaps not very numerous -
bwt we have had some. The people living along the line of
the Credit Valley Railway, aided it for the purpose of
getting competition with the Great Western and Grand
Trunk, and they taxed thomselves heavily for its construc-
tion. The Credit Valley was built, and now we find that
that road is said to bave been leased to the Great Western,
one of the roads against which, to secure competition, the
people subscribed their money and built the railway. Then
again, we have the positive injustice with which these roads
deal with the people. I do not blame the railway com-
panies-I blame this Parliament and this Governmont for
giving them power to do injustice. I hold that it would be
the best thing that could be done in the interests of the
country, if the people would authorize Parliament or the
Government to buy up the whole of the railways and run
them in the interests of the people, instead of their being
ruan as they are now in the interests of the shareholders. I
do not blame the shareholders, because if I was one I
would very likely do as they do. Every man looks
to his own interests, and when the interests of a
body of men are against the interests of a comnunity,
the interests of the community are likely to go to the wall.
At present ratilroads have the power-and they exercise it-
of giving discriminating rates of froight, and this discrim-
ination results in the injury and ruin of some men and somo
places. For instance, suppose I am doing business in a
town, and another man beside me gets preferential ratos,
what is the effect but to destroy my business ? In places
which are competing points special rates are given against
those where there is no competition, and the result is an
injustice to the property of those in the non-competing
points. I am pleased that my lon. friend bas brought iii
fis measure, and, although it may not be adopted in its
entirety-although some other measure may be substituted
for it-I trust theI louse will sec that a measiure will bo
passed putting railways in the country under the control of
the Government, and under strict governmental supervision.
I think that this country was not made for the railways, or
the people of this country made for the railways, but that
the railways were made for the convenience and accommo-
dation of the people and for the benefit of Canada. I doubt
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exceedingly whether Canada has ever derived any benefit tien of this sort. The people of St. Thomas, a littie more
from railway companies. than a year ago, gave a very large bonus to the Credit

Mr. CASEY. I am glad to find that the lion. gentleman ValleyiRailway Company te enable thom te completheir
who introduced this Bill adheres to his determination to 'une to that city, hoping thus te get cempetitien east-
secure some legislation on this subject. I agree with the ward with the Great Western iRailway, wbich fermerly
hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Haggart) and the hon. mem- eontrolled ail traffie te the eastward; but, Sir, the bonus
ber who bas just taken his seat, that some legislation is was scarcely given and the railway scarcely completed
necessary. There is no doubt that railway companies, when it appeared that negetiations were in prigress for the
which have received special powers from Parliament for consolidation of the Credit Valley Railway with the Great
the purposes of the convenience of the people, should, to a Western, with which it was intended te compote, se that
great extent, come under the control of the people, or of the people of St. Thomas found, after giving a bonus of
some body appointed by them. The case is even stronger $50)000 to secure a cerpeting lino, that they bad enly
where railways, as is now so generally the case, have received seured another branch of the railway which controlled the
aid from the Goverument or the municipalities interested in traffie of the town. 0f course it migbt ho impossible te
their construction. In this case, there is no doubt that the prevent arrangements which might amount te an amalga-
publie interest should take precedence to the interests of the mation; but if a Cenmission existed as provided by tbis
shareholders in any arrangements connected with the run- Bil, they could very easily provide that the city whieh had
ning ofthose linos. These roads have received their charters subscribed se Iargely for the purpose of securing cempeti-
and large assistance for the very purpose of affording accom- Uon should net be defeated in that objeet. I have ne doubt
modation to the people, and if the sharcholders attempt te other sections of the country are suffering in the same way,
set the interests of the people at deflance, or manage the and that the cvii will, in a few years, become greater
linos purely for their own profit, I think it would than it is new. There us ne doubt that the twe greatest
be proper that Parliament should step in, and railway corporations un the country are competing with
protect the rights of those who invested in them. eaeh other te buy up existing linos. The Canadian Pacific
I am very sorry that the hon. Minister of Railways seems toiRailway Company is acquiring ailthe lnes it can get. It
take the opposite view-that lie seems to consider that the bas acquired the provincial railway extending from this
interests of the railways should be set above the interest of city te Montreal; and it is said it las acquîred, or is trying
the public. In the objections lie has raised against the Bill, to acquire, this very Great Western Railway, togeiber with
he bas referred almost entirely to the injury that miglt the link btween Ottawa and Toront wbich is te form part
possibly be done to the railways by interfering in any way ofits threugline. We know that the Grand Trunk Rai1way

.with their traffic. He says that our railways are not iso- 15 also trying te obtain ah the side lnes it can get; and ais
lated-that they have to compote with American railways, netimprobable that, before leng, we shah find the entire rail.
and that they should not be handicapped by our putting any way trade ef Canada in thehands of those two greateompanies,
restrictions on their traffic arrangements. It is truc, they which, by their competition, may reduce througl rates, but
have to compete to a certain extentwith American railways, will make np their losses in that respect by the exorbitant
but there is no necessity for these railways competing rates which they will charge for local traffie. J think the
beyond a point at which it is profitable for them to do so. creation of this vast corpany last yoar, and the fact of
They have done so, however, and I believe if a Railway Com- sucl competition geing on betwoen it and the Grand Trunk,
mission were lu existence whicli would sometirnes restrit are weighty reasons for the passage of some such mesure
our Canadian linos frern engnging in that eut-tliroat cempo- as that introduced by the hon. membr for North Simcoe.
tition, the sharehelders of these railways, as well as tho J donet pretend to have goene thrugh the provisions ef
publie in goneral, would bebenefitted. The bon. member tbat Bill in detail. There ire provisions la it, the opera-
for Niagara tells us that it would bo a great injury, net only ten of which do net quiterunderstand, aud provisions
te the railways, but te our peole, if we prevented the rail- whicl may be objection able; but I think the ieuse would
ways from getting al the freigit they eaufwrom acrass the only bce doing an act of simle justice t the people of this
lino. I do net ay that it migit net bc an injury if they j country, who bave subscribed largely to different ssnes of
did net get semecf it; but I say that the carrying of ns railways, in passing the Bi llthraugh its second reading, ad
through freight from the wcvet te the sea-board is injurieus; giving the hon, gentleman an oppertunity in Cornmittee
te the public as well as te thcmselves-injurious te them. of perfecting it, and making it somethineg tsorughly prac-
selves because tbey do it a1t rates that do net pay; and inju-! tical and useful. The objection bas been mnade that we cati-

ous te the people of Canada because, in erder te keep nt dope oaything to regulate provincial fines. I se the
down the rates for through freiglit, they have te charge hon, gentleman provides a possible solution of that difficulty
higlier local rates> often te people who have aided in the h5 talowing ourCemmissioners te sit with provincial Coni-
construction of these same roads. 1 say that, in sucb cases, missioners; but that difficlty is disappearing gradually by
the restriction laid on with the firm hand wsith which the cthe absorption of the provincialines bywy h twre t
hon. Miniister of Railways would, ne doubt, lay it on, would railway linos ef the Dominion. I am glad tse scthe sup-
be very beneflcial. Discrimination ef a very objectionable port which this Bi lias roceived fresn both sides of the
form aise arises sometimes between neighborhoods lu Canada, Blouse, nthougl vthe on. Minister ofiRailways appears te hb
sometimes because certain railways have favored peints, and against it. The arguments advanced in its fvor are such
sometiines because thcy have te compote at certnin points as ocurrld te bnany of us a year ago, whbjen wo e du-
with rival linos. We have monopolies la Canada itserf- cussing tho groat railway shere of the Govrnment. w
monopolies created by law, as in the case cf thegreat thon urged the great danger te the ceuntry aising frorn
monopolý which controis the entiro trade of tho Nerth-Westthe cratino f a railway monopoly, and I arn glad tesce
and will probably yot control tho entire trade of Canada. that bon. gontuemen on the other side of the ouse fe l the
We bave monopolios created by circumstances, as when eue ferce of those arguments more keenly this year than tcy
railway only exists in a ne-ghborhood, and wiul net allew did last yoarand i trust that, by the passage of this
another te go through it. We have monopolies created by meastire, we shalbo abue te do away with sorne of the
amalgamations, where linos created te compote witl oac haevils whieh this meonopoly may bring upon us.
ther afterwards arnagamate-and this is net one of the Mn. CA;ERON (Victoriai. This Bilr has attracted a

least objectionable cases that arise. In fact, luniny own goed deal of attention during the past two or three years i
county, as well as in neighboring counties, we are feeling, the Province of Ontarieo. Thor ehave been tnumroUS
ut the present moment, some of the eflects of an amaugama-y discussions upon t uin the press ando at publimeetiDe,
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and it has been looked forward to as a panacea for some!
of the evils under which the public are laboring, especially
discriminating rates between competitive and non-competi-!
tive points, the amalgamations of companies, and the crea-
tion of monopolies. I have glanced through the Bill now
before the House, and I fail to find anything in
it likely to work a cure for these various grievances.
The Bill seems to me to be confined to two classes of pro-
visions: one for settling disputes between railway compa-
nies and municipalities as to right of way, crossings, and so
on, and the other for settling disputes between railway com.
panies as to their traffic arrangements and their crossings,
and the few other points of that kind; but I only find one
clause containing the slightest reference to those various
questions of a publie cbaracter towhich the hon. gentleman1
who has just sat down, and some others on this side of the
House, have referred. There is only one clause which
touches the grievances under which the publie may be sup-
posed to be laboring at the hands of railway companies, and
that is the 27th clause of the Bill, which recites that donbts
have arisen as to the validity of what is known as a join t

purse arrangement, or the working of different lines
by a joint committee, and declares that arrangements of1
this kind shall not be allowed, and makes some other pro-
visions which, as I understand them, amount to nothing,
and would not in any way remedy the grievances, or pre-
vent, if the Bill went into practical effect, the accomplish-
ment of the joint purse arrangement, if two companies
sought to enter into it. There is not one word to prevent
the amalgamation of companies for the best of ail reasons,
for the hon. gentleman is too experienced not to know that
all our legislation in this direction cannot possibly prevent
amalgamation in fact. We may prevent amalgamation in
name, but to prevent amalgamation in fact, or one company
acquiring control of the stock or bonds of another, none of.
our legislation can possibly reach so long as companies are
controlled by the holders of the stock and bonds, which is
the case, as is well known, of every railway
company in existence unless they are Government
railways. I think, therefore, this so-called Rail-
way Commission Bill, about which much las been
said, would turn out to be empty thunder, as far as
the railway companies are concerned, and would give no
relief to the public, but would utterly fail to attain the
object for which the public sought for and hope to obtain at
the hands of Parliament. But there are a great many dif-
ficulties which environ the way to legislation on this sub-
ject, as the Minister of Railways pointed out, and no doubt
the hon. member when drafting this Bill-and when ex-
punging, if I recollect rightly, some of the clauses
ln the Bill of last Session,-met with these difficulties.
le doubtless felt the subject was one very difficult to deal
vith, and that it was utterly impossible to draw a Bill that

thiis Parliament would pass, which would effectually reach
the objects wbich, no doubt, he had in view. I doubt if he
carries any other cure for those evils under which the
publie or some portion of the public in some -places suffer
than that proposed by the hon. member for Norfolk (Mr.
Wallace), that the Government buy out the railways of the
country and run them themselves. I confess I am not
1repared to adopt that policy; I think the country is
lot prepared te adopt it, but that the people would farather labor under the comparatively trifling grievances.

that now exist, than enter into the wholesale business of
buying up and running railways from one end of the
"untry to the other. There is another diffieulty to whieh
'e Mi-nister Of PRailways did not refer, and it is especiallypi))cable to Canada. What I refer to is this: the Govern-ment still Own the Intercolonial. Are the Government

Separed to submit the Intercolonial, a Government work, tothe operation of the Bill and bring it underthe control of the proposed Railway Commission;

and if not, is that road to be excluded and excepted from
the control of the Commission, whilo every other road is
to be suabject to it ? That 'railway carries on competition
with other railways in different parts of the Dominion,
aud is it proposed to exclude it from the jurisdiction of the
Commissioners while all other railways are to be placed
under them? Of course the hon. member lias endeavored
to touch this point of provincial railways. He has only
touched it. He proposed when any disputes arise between
a Dominion and provincial railway, that, with the consent,
of course, of the provincial railway or the Legislature
governing it, two of the Dominion Railway Commissioners
should be allowed to sit with one reprosenting the provin-
cial railway. I do not think any provincial railway will
ever be willing to go into an arbitration of that kind with
two of the Judges representing in fact, and appointed by
the other interested, and the provincial road nominating
only one. That mode of dealing with the difficulty
will be found to be utterly impracticable, as in faet
the whole of the Bill will bu found to be. The
Bill proposed to settle difficulties botwecn railways-
a matter in which the public took no interest-
and difficulties between companies and municipalities,
which have really no existence. None of the latter
have ever been worthy of discussion, or in regard to which
the slightest difficulty bas been experienced in settling
them, with the exception of that respecting the frontage in
Toronto and the right of way down to the city. Thatwas
a matter of dispute between railway companies, and the
city of Toronto took a very secondary interest in the mat-
ter; but the dispute was settled in as satisfactory a manner
by the tribunal now established, the Railway Committee of
the Privy Council, as it could have possibly been decided by
the Railway Commission to be named under this Bil1. The hon.
member for Elgin (Mr. Casey) talked a good deal about the
Credit Valley road, as did other hon. gentlemen, but instead
of declaring that this B.ouse should legislate in regard to
that road, and prevent it being amalgamated with the Great
Western, I think it would bave been better if he had given
his suggestions to another parliamentary tribunal, over
which, perhaps, he has more influence and control, and in
which lie certainly has more political allies than in this
House. The Credit Valley is entirely under the control of
the Ontario Legislature; it has no power to amalgamate
with the Great Western, and it is not likely to obtain
such power from the Ontario Legislature at present; so
any amalgamation between it and the Great Western is
utterly impossible as the law stands, and, at all events, it is
a matter over which we have no control whatever. ' f the
shareholders in another company thought fit to acquire
bonds or stocks of the Credit Valley, I suppose they could
do so, and we could not legislate to prevent them. Ue
cannot prevent capitalists buying stock or bonds of any
company, and, so far as our legislative power goes, we are
without any power whatever with regard te the Credit
Valley Railway, and, as a matter of fact, there las been no
amalgamation, and the Great Western does not possess any
control over that road. While speaking of the Ontario
Legislature, I would suggest that that tribunal does not
always deal with these questions in the same spirit. If the
Credit Valley wanted amalgamation they could not secure
it, but when, strange to say, an application is made by the
Grand Trunk for amalgamation or anything else, they
get it at once by a sweeping majority. There
is no opposition to anything the Grand Trunk wants.
When a few days ago the Great Western and capitalists
applied unitedly for the incorporation of the company to
build a central station, which every one knows is an
absolute necessity in Toronto, the Grand Trunk came for-
ward and said: "You must not have a charter as it will
interfere with our Union station." The ]Railway Commit-
tee doclared the preamble not proved by a majority of thirty.
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After a day or two had elapsed they passed a Bill amalga
mating the whole of the railroads now composing thE
Midland system, and when called upon, in the interests o
some of my constituents who had given bonuses, and by
those of the hon. member for West Elgin, who had als
given bonuses, to some of these ronds being amalgamated
that Legislature refused to order these companies to giv
back the bonuses or make some provision that would give th
municipalities some of the benefits, for whieh they bad
subscribed their noney. The Legislature refused, on th
ground that this amalgamation should be sanctioned
whether the local companies were bonused or not; and th
amalgamation was completed, the Grand Trunk Company
having, notoriously, the controt of the Legislature. Tha
just shows that we cannot always look to the
Legislature to prevent amalgamation. At the sarne
time, I confess, that I do not see that any beneficial
result - to the public at large, can follow from going
further with this Bill, or letting it go to the
Railway Committee. If my hon. friend thinks further
discussion would enable him to elaborate something
that would attain the objects the public have in view, which
are not attained by this Bill, or if be thinks that the Bill
could be so amended or re-drafted in Committee, as to
meet the objects sought to be attained, I have no objection
to acquiesce in its being referred to the Railway Committee;
but 1 am convinced it will be found these objects are very
difficult, if not impossible of attainment, by the Bill
before the House. That Bill does not in the slightest
degree reach the object sought for.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). It is very clear that the bon.
member for North Simcoe, in endeavoring to make his Bill
law, need not expect any synpathy or support from any
person connected with the railway companies. The objeet
of the Bill is to put the railway companies under the control,
if not of Parliament, at ail events of a Commission; and he
need not expect to get assistance in the slightest degree
from any person connected with railway companies.
TL L e uompanies want no controlling check by the Legisla-
ture. They want to have everything in their own bands, as
they have now practically. I think this is the third
time the bon. member for North Simcoe has introduced
this Bill. I may say when it was first introduced in Par-
liament I felt disposed to oppose it. I was inclined to enter-
tain the opinion that perhaps the less we interfered with
corporations of this kind the better in the public interests;
but a careful examination of the subject las convinced me
that it is the imperative duty of Parliament to interfere in
this matter. The experience in the Mother Country, the
difficult probleins that have been solved there through the
instrumentality of a Railway Commission, the experience of
the great publie, the United States, extending over a
number of years, the report of the Committee appointed, I
think, by the State of New York, in 1880, which had under
review and consideration the whole railway traffic in that
State and hie adjoining States, the mass of valuable
evidence obtained on the subject, and the valuable
report that was submîtted by, I think, what was called the
Hepburn Committee,-all this convinced me thoroughly
that it was the absolute imperative duty of the Legislature
to interfere in some way. Now, my bon. friend bas
introduced his Bill three times, in 1880, 1881 and now in
1882. In 1881, the Bill only reacbed its firstreading, and, for
some reason best known to the hon. member for North
Simcoe, the Bill was not pressed. I advised my hon. friend
te press the Bill and take the sense of the flouse on the
question, because I felt satisfied that, with our experience
in the last fcw years and notably the last year or two, the
innjority of the House would pronounce in favor of the
principle set forth on the Bill. I am perfectly satisfied that
the vast mass of the people is in favor of some legislation in
the direction indicated in the Bill of my hon, friend. I am

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria),

Lnot going to make a speech on the question juat now, be.
ecause, as I understood from the remarks of the lion Minister

Of of EBailways, he 18 not opposed te the principle of the Bill.-

'Sir CHJARLES TUPPEJI. Hear,ber
1) Mr. CAMERON (Huron): I understand be lias not, at

e ail events, used any argument in opposition to the prineiple
eof the Bill, but is wiliing to let it be referred te the Rail-

1 way Committee. I advise my bon. friend from N~orth
eSimcoe not to refer this Bill te the RailwayComrnittee, but

1 rallier 10, have it referred te a Select Commitîce, who will
etake tlie trouble te put mbt shape wbat I believe my lion.

' friend la attempting 10 arrive at, but whicb, perhaps, is
t net exactly cornprised in the Bill submitted. The lion.
BMinister of Rail wnys though not opposed te, the principle of
-the Bil,)suggested one or iwo difficulties. I think these

1 difficulties, especially one of' them, were greatly exagger-
ra Led. The hon. Mlin ister stated we bave now tee many Courts
3in the Dominion; that we created a Suprenie Court; that
rIbere are some serion's objections te the existence and con.
>tinuance of that Court, and Ibat lb cests the country $50,000
ia year. It appears te me that bas nothing te do with the
1question. The real peint is, whether the people desire il.
If they do, there should be sonie tribunal created for the
purpose of carrying mbt effeet these provisions. The lion.
Mlinister of Railways exaggerated, in my humble judg-
ment, bhc difficulties.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Net unusual.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Perhaps it is net un-

usu ai. On Ibis occasion, however, thie bon. Minister has
exaggerated bthe difficulties very eensiderably. No man
bas a bigher respect for the eminent abilities of the hon.
member who bas introduced this Bill than I have, and 1t la
quite possible ho would net withdraw from the practice of bis
profession for the small sum of $20,000 a year. But the lien.
jMinister must recolleet that there are in Canada mon just
as eminent in tbe legal profession as the hon. member for
Northi Simcoe. We must rccollect thal the Judges of our
Courts of Appeal in Ontario and Quebec,are men selected from
the best ranks ef the profession on account of their emin ont
abihibies, and these men are wihing te take these positions
at a salary of $5,000 per year; yet the hon. Minister thinks
we cannot gel men able te deal with tbe questions likely te
corne up uuder Ibis Bill at a salary under $ 10,000 or $20,000
a year. The hon. Minister knows well that we can get first-
elass lawyers, bot in Ontario and Quebec, te, occupy
positions in the Supreme Court or Court of Appoal, at
$5,000 per year. The Judges in the Supreme Court beo
are only paid $7,000, and surely bettor mon Ilian tbey are
could net ho desired te sit on the Commission providod for
by Ibis Bill. The hon. gentlem-.n knows well that tho
threo Judges or Commissioners could be obbained at a
salary of net exceeding $15,000O or $20,000 a year alto-
gether. But my lion. friend, in lus Bill, dees net propose
there shaîl be a fixed salary, but ])rovides for paymenl 1)y
focs. To that 1 arn opposed. If tbc Judgos are te be inde-
pendent and above suspicion tbey should lie paid a fixed
salary, as in Enghand, and should net bo open btb te sus-
picion even that tliey might bo influencecl by tlie railwtty
companios, as tbey would be if paid by focs f rorn the rai lwaiy
companies. It may lie quite true that the Bill doos net
provido for some of tlie diffieulhios te which objection is
takon-the difficuit problenis tit are constautly ci-opping
up witb respèet te tbe earrýyingr trade and traffie eve'r Our
Dominion Eailways-but il is anver-y simle matter, if the
Bill la net perfcct in that respect, te makze it per-fect; it iS
an easy matter, if the Bill go!s a second reading, andh is
referrcd te a Special Commitîc, te give that Committee
flt autliorily te deal with every possibhie elasis of cases ti:it
c-an arise between railway cempanies and individuals, o"
between railway companios theniselves. The hon. meniber'
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for Niagara has said that the experience in the Mother during the last eight or ten years, of a question
Country, where they have had eighteen years experience. relating to any of these matters having been brought
of a law like this, bas not been satisfactory. before the Railway Committee of the Privy Council, or of
The hon. gentleman ought to know quite well its dealing with or disposing of it-such as
that the law in England bas only been in existence eight or unequal rates, rebates, monopolies, giving a pre-
nine years; that, up to 1854, the Board of Trade dealt with ference to one individual or to one locality over another? I
this subject, and so difficult was it to obtain anything like venture to say no such question bas ever come before that
justice from the Board of Trade, or so difficult was it to Committee. And yet these are leading questions, constantly
set the Board of Trade in motion, when any question arose cropping up in the carrying trade of this country. The
that should come before it, that Parliament inter- hon. gentleman says it has been a failure in the United
fered in the matter, and took it out of the States; that, with their gigantic system of railways
hands of the Board of Trade, and handed it over to one only one State has established a Commission. But
of the Superior Courts there, the Court of Common Pleas. he ought to know perfectly well that, although they
From 1854 to 1873, dealing with questions of thi-; kind have adopted it in but few States, in almost every State
was entirely in the hands of the Court of Common Pleas in laws have been passed so stringent that it is almost
England. Anybody who has taken the trouble to examine impossible for a rai lway company to evade them. In Massa-
this question, to read the reports of the various Commis- chusetts and one or two other States, they have laws
sions appointed with the view of enquiring into questions prohibiting rebates, drawbacks or special rates for any
of this kind,knows perfectly well that transferring sucb ques- party; and if they are violated in the interest of any indi-
tions to the Court of Common Pleas was wholly useless. Dur- vidual or locality it is followed with exceedingly heavy
ing the whole period, from 1854 to 1873, I do not think there penalties. In some cases the offending company would
was a single case that ever came before the Court of Com- be hliable to imprisonment for three years and to a
mon Pleas, where the difficult problems continually crop- fine of $20,000. Although in no State have they a Rail-
ping up with respect to traffic, freights, rebates, unequal way Commission, as I have stated, yet their laws are much
rates, monopolies and all such embarrassing questions, was more stringent in regard to such acts than ours. In addition,
ever submitted to the Court of Common Pleas. So satisfied the hon. gentleman ought to know that this very question has
were the representatives of the people in Parliament, that occupied a very prominent position for the last year or two-
as my hon. friend bas stated, a Committee was appointed in public discussions in the carrying trade of the United States
by Parliament to make enquiries on the whole question. -that in almost every State a Special Commission to make
They took evidence and the measure underwent a thorough enquiries into the best mode of checking undue preferences
investigation, and the result was that the Committee and monopolies has been appointed ; and that last ycar
reported that the Board of Trade was not a sufficiently a Bill was submitted by aun eminent member of Con-
judicial body to deal with questions of this kind; that the gress to that body to create a Board of Railway
Court of Common Pleas was not sufficiently informed on Commissioners that might have power and authority over
such questions, and that a Committee of Parliament was not the United States. Now, Sir, it is said, by the hon. member
sufficiently permanent to regulate such matters. Two for Victoria, that this Bill does not contain provisions that
of these tribunals had been in existence and failed to graple will meet the difficulties which have been suggested by the
with the questions, now a third was proposed. bon. gentlemen who are in favor of this Bill. That may be
That Committee made their report, and as a result a Bill was quite true to some extent, but not altogether. I believe that
iutroduced in 1873, the 36 and 37 Victoria, chapter 48, after the Bill is an eminently proper one, and I believe that addi-
which the Bill of the hon. member for North Simcoe, (Mr. tional provisions can be grafted on it that will make it still
McCarthy) is modelled. The hon. member for Niagara (Mr. more satisfactory to those who are engaged in the
Plinmb) says the law would be a failure here as it is a failure trade of the country. The hon. member for Victoria argued
in England. I deny that statement; it has been eminently that there was no occasion for legislation of this kind. Sir,
Successful in England. True, for a few years, it was a that strikes me as being an extraordinary argument for any
failure, as all new experiments, especially in the establish- member of Parliament to use who has taken the trouble to
ment of a new procedure, and the creation of new courts, enquire into this question. It seems extraordinary that ho
usually are. Parties generally are reluctant to commit should argue that there is no necessity for legislation of this
their cases to a newly constituted tribunal. In addition to kind, that there is no necessity for the creation of a Board
that, it is well known that such a tribunal would have the of Railway Commissioners, or for some authority having an
whole power of the rail way corporations enlisted against independent existence, that will be above the control of these
thema, and for a considerable number of years for these reasons huge and gigantic corporations that we have created, are
it was practically a failure in England. For awhole year no now creating, and will go on creating, I suppose, till the
case came before the Commission, but, as people became whole Dominion is interlaced with railways. Itdoesappear
acquainted with its beneficial working, cases of difficulty to me that, if there ever was a time in the history of this
were conmitted to it, and as time went on the Court became country when we ought to deal with that question in a prac-
emnently popular. If the hon. member for Niagara tical manner, now is the time. This Parliament created a
leferred to the report of the Board of Commissioners issued gigantie corporation not long ago. We see, by the applica-
in 1881, he would have seen ample proof of its satisfactory tions that have been made to the Legislature of Ontario and
Working in England. If it worked satisfactory there, to this Parliament, that there is now an attempt to extend

see nothing to prevent its working satisfactorily bore. the power, the influence, and the greatness of these corpora-
e hon. the Minister of Railways says it does not tions. Why, Sir, one or two railway companies are, prac-

fdiow that it will work well in Canada-that we are tically, gobbling up the whole of the minor railways, and, Idi erently situated. In England railways are isolated from venture to say, that, within two or three years, the entirethe continental system; we are beside the great Re- railway system of this Dominion will, practically, be in the
Pulic with whose railways we have greatcompetition. Apart bands of two gigantie rai lway corporations, they will be above
Crom the general question as to how we should clothe the Parliament, above the power of the Government; and to say
Conmittee with the power of dealing with freights and that the farmers of the country, the traders of the country,
the' matters necessarily arising on our through linos of can get justice from the Railway Committee of the Privy

raihway, there are many questions constantly arising on our Council, with the power and the influence those railway
Or cl roads that should be committed to the companies possess over members of Parliament and over the

proPosed Board. Does the hon. gentleman know, Government-I care not which party is in power-is, in my
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hbuable judgment, so much arrant nonsense. The same.
1 hing was stated in the United States. What did Vand or-
bilt and Gould say ? Why, that cven with respect to the
Commission which they proposed to establish, either the
railways would own the Commisioners, or the Commis-
sioners would own the railways. The same thing might be
said with respect to the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council. The only way by wbich we can secure justice to
ail parties. I think, is by, the establishment of a Board of
Railway Comnissioners. [t is said-there is n necessity for
it. Why the experience of everyday life shows the neces.
sity for it. Let me give ynu one or two instances.' The
same thitig was said in England. Now, if any one will take
tho trouble of turning to a valuable little work upon Rail-
wvay Corpoiations, published by Mr. Parsloe, in Sngland,
he will nd jut the very argument that bas been adduced
now agaiinst-this Bill filly answered. The author points ont
the absohito njuslice Io localitie" and to individuals, of the
preferci ees ihat were allbwedi there befoe ibe establishment
of this Co)urt of Railway Comniissioners. My hon. friend
bus refried t tan instance tba- alocame under mynotice it
year, wheni lie Grandl Trunk Railway carried a car of nil
cake fro, Baden to Belleville, a distunee of 185 m les, and
eharged 852. They carried the sme cargo from Chicago
to Belleville, a ditance of 629 miles, and eharged $50 ; in
of her words, they chaiged 82 less for carrying it 41., miles
further. Now, Sir, I ask you, is that a siate of things that
oughi to continue ? It is ail very well for us to say that
mon who have inirested their capital in these com'panies
ought to be pr'otected. So they shbuld, fairly and honest-
ly; but, thore is somebody else that ought to be protected
as well as they. Wo invested in the Grand Trunk Railway,
if I remember aright, something like $16,000,000of the peo-
pies money, and think that while we are protecting the in-
torests of the English ciapitalists, who have investod their-
inoney in this and other railways, we ought not to forget
the people of this country wlo contributed largely to the
construction and equipment of that road. It was stated in
a Toronto paper, on the 20th February, 1881, and bas not
been demod, that the Grand Trunk Railway charged $75 a,
car for coat oil frem the city of London to the city of
Ottawa, to ail the manufacturers and. refiners there, excopt
to one man te whom they gave a drawback of 838 per car.
Now, it is quite manifest thatif they charge $75 a car to overy
refiner and manufacturer of coal oil, who bad his oi shipped
from London te Ottawa, and gave one man a drawback of $38
a car, that one man had the advantage in the market to
the extent of $3S per car. Why, Sir, some manufacturers
sond their coal oit from London to Ottawà vid the Suspen-
sion Bridge, and over the New York Central and the Rome,
Watertown, and Ogdensburg Railways, and they get their
oit carried by that roundabout way from London to Ottawa
for $56 per car. Still the man who got the rebate, or the
preference, or the drawback, had an advantage of $19 per
car even over those who sent their oit vid the United
States. l that a state of things that ought te con-
tinue? It is quite clear the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council cannot den with it; they would not deal
with it; and it is quite clear that it ought to be dealt with
by some tribunal. Now, here is a case that happened not
long ago-a gross case, an outrageons case, if it be correct.
It was stted openly in the press of Toronto, and bas not been
contradicted. The correspondent of aStratford paper stated
not long ago that a car load of four is carried from London
to Montreal for 815 less than from Stratford to Mon,
treal. la that so? Bocauso, if it is, it is a gross
outrage, -and one that ought not to be tolerated
by a free Parliament for a' single day. Although we
may have every *ympathy with the unfortunates-if they
have beon unforttnate-who invested their money in thi
undortaking, otill, as I said before, we ought te protect the
intorests of our people. It la further stated that the Grand

Mr. CAMERoN (Huron).

Trunk Railway carried a car load of flour from Brantford
to Montreal vid the Grand Trunk, 39 miles further than from
Stratford to Montreal, at a much les rate than fron Strat-
ford. Now, Sir, if that be true, I say that it is an outrage
that ought not te ho tolerated. It is further stated that
freight on a barrel of pork from Chicago te Brockville is 80
conta, and fron Brockville to McKay's Station, a distance of
100 miles, is 95 cents. They carried a barrel of flour 100
miles and charged 8 cents more fbr carrying it that dis-
tance than they charged for earrying it 723 miles. I know
an instance that occurred ln my own neighborhood a few
days before I came here. A gentleman wanted to ship
some staff to Winnipeg. He found that the freight upon
mutton from Groderich to Winnipeg, distance of 1,333 miles,
was $3 per 100 pounds; white fron Chnton to Winnipeg,
thongh 12 miles nearor Winnipeg than Goderieb, the freight
was only 1.61 per 100 pounds, so that the man was paying,
81.39 from Goderich to Clinton, a distance of 12 miles.
Now is that a thing Parliament ought te tolerate
a single moment, if a free Parliament can check it ?
Sn, witb respect te passengers, you can get a ticket
from Boston to Chicago much cheaper than yeu can
from M. ntreal or Ottawa te Chicago. It may bo difficult
to check these things, but I think that Parliament ought, at
ail events, to make an attempt to check them. Let me-in
answer to my hon. fripnd from Niagara (hir. Plumb), and
my hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Cameron), who appear to
thiink that the proposition tsubmitted by my hon.friend from
Simeoe (Mr. McCarthy) bas proved a practical failure when
submitted elsewbeie-read the opinion of the New York
Chamber of Commerce, as expressed by thoir spokesman,
Mr. Simon Stern, on the propriety of legistlative interfer-
ence. That gentleman says:

" Gross inequalities arise from this condition of afairs. Individuale
and communities are put at the mercy of these great corporations, who
have it in their power to make one man rich and keep others pour, and
they actually exercise that power in an arbitrary maaner, without raie,
without consisteney, and seemingly without reason.
It may be said that this is ail true enough, but the Board of
Commissioners which the hon. gentleman proposes to croate
by this Bill will not cure the evil we conilain of. I say,
Sir, that we have already tried the experiment of having
those matters disposed of by the Railway Committee
of the Privy Council, and that it bas been a failure.
In England they tried te solve the problem through
the Board of Trade, but that experiment proved a
failure; they tried it through the intervention of the
-common law courts, but that p an, too, was found unsuccess-
fui. Let us at ail events make the experiment proposed in
the Bill, and sce whether or not we can check what I cannot
look upon otherwise than as a most iniquitous state of affairs,
viz., that those railway companies should have unlimited
and unrestricted powers to discriminate against individuals
or localities, and make one man rich, as Mr. Stern says, and
another poor-to destroy one locality and build up another.
The experi ment is worth trying at ail events, and if the
hon. Minister of Railways has no other objection to the
Bill, oxcept that it will necessitate the creation of a now
court, and the appointment and payment of new Judges, I
humbly submit that that is not a sufficient argument against
the Bill. The hon. gentleman did advance another argu-
ment, viz., as te our right to attempt to interfere with rail-
ways that obtained their còrporate existence through the
Local Legialatures. But, Sir, it is net necessary to disousa

- that subject at any length, or, indeed, to discuss, it at alljust
now, because, as Iunderstand the hon. Minister ofRailways,
he is willing that the Bill should be referred either
t the Railway Committee or to a Select Commit-
tee. I wikh te remind the hon. gentleman, how-
ever, that that question bas practically passed beyond
the region of discussion in the United States at least. The
State of Pennsylvaniaundertookto deal-not exactly in the
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saine way as the hon. gentleman proposes by this Bill, but should make here, and which would afford cause for rejoic.
in an analogous way-with the traffic of railways by the ing to hon. members at the ili-success of the dastardly
imaposition of a tax for State purposes of $2 per ton on al[ attempt to take the life of Her Majesty. He thon read the
freight passing over railways, both local and inter-state, following Message:-
which passed through the State of Pennsylvaia. It was "rer Majesty the Queen has been shot at at Windsor this afternoon
conteuded that the State tax was illegal. The Supreme Court but hkas not been injured."
of the State held that it was not illegal. The appeal was car-
ried to the Supreme Court of the United States, which held It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
that it was an illegal imposition, because the State had no
power or control over traffic of this kind-that traffic meant After Recess.
commerce, and that commerce was a matter within the
purview and êurisdiction of the Federal authority. Ard I COURT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.
believe the same rule will apply bore. If freight or traffic
be commerce-and according to this authority it is-then I Mr. MACDOUGALL (Halton). Mr. Speaker, I desire,
say theParliament of Canada, and the Parliament of Canada in the first place, to compliment the hon. ncm'ucr for South
alone, will bave power to deal with this subject. I shall Huron for the very able and informing speech which he has
give this Bill my most cordial support. I hope it will be delivered on this subject. When the subject was before
referred to a Special Committee, who will have power to Parliament last Session I had very grave doubts, and
deal with it intelligently and carefully, and take sufficient expressed them, as to whether the circumstances and
time to submit to Parliament a measure which will commend necessities of the case required the remedy which my hon.
itself to the public and to those engaged in the trade with friend from iNorth Simcoe proposed. It seemed to me, Sir,
which my bon. friend proposes to deal. that with the Supreme Court, with the Committee of the

Mr. ORTON. I would not be doing my duty to those Privy Council, and with the other means whieh were at the

who sent me to this House if I did not rise to express my disposal of parties who might feet themselves aggrieved,
warm approval of the object which this Billb as in view. 1 sufficient opportunity was afforded for the redress of any
think, Sir, the feeling is very general in the community injuries that might be sustained. But further reflection and

-I know in my own constituency it is very intense-in further observation, and the change which bas taken place
reference to the grasping power of railways, and the disre- since thon in our railway system, convince nie that it is

gard they show to the public feelings, the public convenience, absolutely necessary in the pubihe interest, and in the
and the public welfare. I happen to reprsent a constitu- interest of individuas composing the pubic, i their deal-
ency which, like the county of Elgin, contributed very ings with railway companes, that some better remedy
largely to the Credit Valley Railway for the purpose of should be provided for the redress of evils than those

obtaining competition with the Great Western, and after a which now exist. The Bill submitted for our consideration

great deal of effort on the part of the people of that county, seemns to me to be open to some very serious objections. At
and the expenditure of a very liberal amount of money by the same time I think it is expedient, and I think we will
the various muncipalities, the road was constructed, and the be dischargng our duty to the publie-for I believe there is

people have, so far, derived a great deal of benefit by the con- a strong publie opinion on this question to-day-by taking
struction of a competing line. But, like many others in my such steps as the case requires for considering, and, if need
neighborhood,we find ourselves face to face with the fact that be, amending the Bill. I would very mueh prefer
the Great Western have made a proposition for amalgamation if my hon. friend would consent that bis Bill
which appears to have been favorably received, ed, in fact, so should be referred to a Select Committee of the
fhr as the public are aware, the amalgamation has occurred. Ho use, composed of gentlemen distinguished by their
At any rate it is quite evident to those who send traffic over knowledge of the law and of the railway business to consider
these railways, that there is an understanding between the its various details. I would call my hon. friend's attention

companies that they shall not look to the convenience of the to.one point which has occurred to me as a constitutional
public, or the general advantage of trade. As the hon. objection to bis measure. I question very much whether
member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) bas stated, the it is mithe power of this Parliament to adopt a
Government and the people of this country have contributed measure giving such powers as are proposed to be given to
largely to all our Dominion to the Great Western this Railway Commission. This Parhiament is a Parhiament
and Grand Trunk Railways more especially ; but wfindof hmited powrs, as much as the Local Legisatures of this
these railways constantly pursuing a policy whieh is Dominion. It has very much larger powers, of course; its
dangerous to the best interests of the peeople. We find range of jurisdiction is very much larger; but, at the same
them setting aside local traffic in favor of through traffic. time, it is restrained withi constitutional ihmits, and I do
When our people wish to send their grain to a foreign not find in our Constitution any autonty given to us to
mîarket, not only do they not get as favorable rates of establish a tribunal of this kid, and Lo give it compulsory
freight as the people of a foreign country, but they do not powers which it may exercise affecting the rights and
receive the same consideration in the way of car accommoda. privileges and property of the subjects ofthis Dominion. It
tion, and it is this grievance which they feel the most must be in the character of :z Court if it exorcises these
severely. I hope this Bill will go before the proper powers at all. It is a juaicial body if it is anything. It
Colmittee and receive the careful attention it deserves. may recommend to Parlhament, it may inquire, it may inves-

tigate, it may report; but if its judgments or decisions are

TJE STAMP DUTY. to have any legal or binding force or effect, they must
emanate from a judicial tribunal. It must b a Court-a

. SPEAKER reportedthat the Senate had passed court of law; and we know what a court of law is, and how
(No. 63) to repeal the duty on Promissory Notes, it is regulated. Appeals may b made froi it to the Privyftsand Bills of Exchange, with one amendment. Council of England. The railway corporations have their

Amendment read the first and second time. ramifications extending very widely; the larger portion of
the railways, as has been stated, are owned,or have been con-

ATTEMPT ON THE QUEEN'S LIFE. tributed to by parties living under a foreign jurisdiction, and
rdit does seem to me that beside the question of the expenses,

'r JOHN A.MAÇDONALD said an annonneemenât had the investigations, and the decisions of such a tribunal, we
"S been imade in the other House, which it was well ho must see that we have the power, the contitutional
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right, to arm this tribunal with authority to enforce its
decrees. I see by the 14th section of this Bill that my
learned friend proposes to transfer the judgments of this
Commission to the Exchequer Court, and to make them
decrees or orders, or equivalent to decrees or orders, of the
Court of Exchequer. I question very much whether we
can thus draw, as it were, on the constitutional power of
an existing Court-which undoubtedly we had the power
to establish-to support the judgments and decisions of this
tribunal. I think that would be straining very much the
power we possess. Section 101 of the Act under which, I
suppose, any authority of this kind may be inferred, is
very short and explicit:

" The Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this
Act, provide from time to time for the constitution and maintenance of
a general Court of Appeal for Canada."

It was under that authority that the Supreme Court was
established:

" And for the establishment of any additional Courts for the better
administration of the laws of Canada."

Now, is this tribunal, which my hon. friend proposes to
constitute, a Court in the sense of this Act ? Is it
a Court for the better administration of the laws of
Canada, or a Court for the administration of a particular
department or a particular class of the laws of Canada?
Because it is clear to me that we must provide,
by positive enactments, for the subjects upon which it
shall adjudicate. To give a case by way of illustration: one
of the objects for which it will be appointed will be to
deal with questions arising from unfair discrimination
between places and individuals in the charges made for
freight by railway companies. That is an abuse. That, I
should say, speaking off-hand, is against the common law of
the land. I do not see on what principle a quasi-public
company, performing the duties of a public carrier, can
undertake to discriminato between different freighters, and
to charge one person a large sum and another person a
lesser sum for the same work. It seems to me that, under
the principles of the common law that must be objection-
able. But if any difficulty occurs in applying the common
law in such a case, we should make it-if it is not already
made-positive law. We should do as bas been done in
many cases in the United States, declare what can be and
what cannot be done by these railway companies; and if
the existing courts cannot deal with the case we can consti-
tute courts for that purpose. But I have very great doubts that
the Board of Railway Commissioners proposed by this Bill
will corne within the spirit and meaning of the authority
which is given to us in the 101st section of the B.N.A. Act. I
morely point that out as an impression produced on my mind
on reading this Bill. But if the Bill is referred, as I have
said, to a Select Committee of this House, and if that Com-
mittee will make use of the information whih has been ob-
tained by membersof this House on this matter, and applythat
information, first to finding out whether a remedy cannot be
provided by enforcing the principles of the common law,
and then provide some easy, simple, prompt, cheap machi-
nery by which offenders may be brought under the tri-
banals of the country, I think that is as far as we can go,
and will be found to be a sufficient remedy. If not, we shall
corne here again, and continue to corne, for the purpose of
amending defective laws, and applying effective remedies.
I trust that my hon. friend will make the selection of a
good Committee and let this matter be considered by it. I
confess my opinion has greatly changed as to the necessity
of some adequate remedy for those abuses which are begin-
ning to show themselves in all parts of the Dominion.

Mr. CURRIER. I agree with those who have spoken in
favor ofthis Bill. I think the time has come when legisla-

Mr. MACDOveALL (Halton).

tion should take place in the direction which the Bill pro.
poses. I think the Commissioners ought to be clothed with
power and authority to settle all matters of complaint
between individuals and railroads-to regulate passenger
fares and freight charges, and all matters concerning rail.
way traffic generally. I hope the Bill wil ibecome law this
Session. I believe that gentlemen well qualified to fill the
position of these Commissioners can be found for a very
much lesssum than has been indicated by tbe hon. Minister
of Railways. I think, for $4,000 a year, gentlemen could be
found who could administer these matters to the satis-
faction of the country. I hope this Bill wibl become law
this Session.

Mr. McCUAIG. Whatever necessities may have arisen
in other countries for the establishment of a court of this
nature, I bave arrived at the conclusion that the conduct of
the railway companies of this country do not justify such
a law. I have had some forty years experience of railway
matters in this country, and I am somewhat familiar with
its trade, and I have yet to learn from an authoritative source,
that the Grand Trunk Railway, which las given us many
advantages, bas, in any instance, extorted from the people.
I feel, as a Canadian, that we invited years ago foreign
capitalists-English capitalists particularly,-to embark
their money in this enterprise, and that the Government of
the country were, to a certain extent, comrnitted by a pro.
spectus issued when the public were invited totake stock with
reasonable probability of a profit arising from their invest-
ments; and from that day to this those people who embarked
their money in good faith have not received one shilling of
dividend. Under such circumstances, I am prepared to
admit that they have a iight to make a reasonable and
sufficient charge to cover all necessary expenses, and to
secure them in addition a fair and equitable dividend on tbe
money they have invested. I am not preparod to place the
entire railway interests of this country in the hands of any
three men, however able they may be. Those interests are
too great, and those organizations too powerful, to be sub-
mitted to the authority of anythree men. I believe wehave
on the Bench in this country men ofundoubted integrity, who
are familiar with the laws of the country, and if you wish to
give thein more power to deal with these questions, I arn
wilhing that you should give it to them; but lot us avoid
establishing any additional courts, especially such a
court as this, in which you propose to hand over
interesta so large to three mon. Now, Sir, it bas
been argued, and properly argued, by the hon. the
Minister of Railways that, to secure men of eminent ability
great financial skill, and skill in the management of
railways, you would have to pay enormous salaries.
It is well known that the banks are paying $25,000
a year to the managers of these institutions, and it is
also well known that the employment of these men Of
ability and financial skill has proved a large source of profit
to the banks; and if you can only secure such men by the
payment of large salaries, then I say, by the establishment
of this court, you will be adding $200,000 a year to the
expenses of this country, and I am opposed to anY
additional expense of that kind. My hon. friend opposite
spoke about the influence of these large companies upOII
Parliament. If, Sir, the Parliament of this country, cOM
posed of the House of Commons contaii4ing 208 menbers,
and the Senate, composed of some eighty members, conld be
influenced in its action by these large institutions, dow
much more unsafe would such interests be in the hands Of
tbree men. But I do not behieve it possible for the rail wY
companies to influence this Parliament. I.believe Uth
patriotism for which the hon. members of this floused ia
distinguished, will rise above anything of that kind, and 1
regard it as an insult to the bon. members of this Hlouse,to
say that they can be infuenced by any influences of thet
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kind, however powerful. In accordance with these views, Ci:n peting points, the effeet no doubt would be to reduce
1 move, seconded by Mr. Hackett: rates at other points, s0 thattherai1way corporations on the

That this Bill be not read now the second time, but be read the whole might not suifer much. Everybody can Seo how
second time this day six months, places like Toronto, London, &o., where there are corpeting

lines of railways, people doing business at these points have
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I am not prepared to s11Y matoria advantage over those doing business at Smaller

whether the Bill is a remedy for ail the evils thatnow exist points. Lt is not the interest of the country to centralize
in relation to the management of railway companies; but Iwealth too largely at two or three particular places.
confess I am not a little surprised to hear an hon. gentle- Srafler towns ail over the Dominion have burdened them-
man of the large business experience of the bon. member for selves for railway competition; and sometimes, when they
Prince Edward take the ground that there are no causes of got what tbcy cxpectcd, they are deprived of this by combi-
objection to the way in which railways are managed in this nations formed between rival corapanies. Ifthere Nvasa Court
country. My experience is that these railway companies of Cormissioners sueh as the lon. member for North
are made the means of discriminating between individuals Simcoe bas referred to, we would get a botter distribution of
and localities, and some remedy is required in this respect. justice from râilway corporations than is conferred by those
My own opinion is, this Bill does not go far enough ; but I ampreferential rates. 1 fancy that smaller towns and men of
qu'ite satisfied that some remedy should be applied in the smaller means would have a better chance to main-
way of restricting railway companies from conducting their tain their position, and I feel satistied that smaller
bu'siness in a manner that is beneficial to some and pro- towns, which are now being deprived ef' natural
judical to otheim. I am satisfied that the discussion which facilitios for developmont, would grow more rapidly.
lias arisen on this subject, whatever may be its fate, will be I coaîd state instances where smaller towns bave
of much benefit in the way of directing attention to the been kopt iu the background by rates imposed against
question as it stands at present. It may be said that the them. If the hon. membor for North Simcoe could break
common law of this country provides a remedy for dis- down these difforential rates and give advantages to people
criminating rates by railway companies between individuals who are doprived of those advantages in thoir ordinary
and localities. But we must remember that, up to the pre- business,it would be a groat boon to this country. I hope
sent time, at ail events, the law has been inoperative in that the fouse, therefore, wilI rejeet the arndment and adopt
respect. If the law can be put into operation by our courts the motion, so that we may bo enabled to follow in the
and tribunals as they stand at present, and if it is a suffi- course in which the nore advanced States ofthe American
cient remedy some method should be devised of applying the Union have gono, as woll as Engiand, and thus rolieve our-
1,aýv so as to make it reach the railway companies. Any11 ua emk trahth ala onais n selves to a certain extont of t.he bondage impesed on us by
person who knows anything about the power of railway the railway corporations.
corporations, must know that no individual desires to enter a
suit against a great railway corporation for the purpose Sir ECTOR LANGEVIN. I hope my hon. friend will
of obtaining justice with regard to the exactions made net persist in his motion te delay the Bill for three ronths.
by such company. We all know that the power of these This Bil is now before the fouse. It bas beon amended
great companies is such that it is almost impossible for any by my hon. fiiend since iast year, and now ho brings it in in a
individual to cope with them single-handed in the courts of, shape which ho thinks entities it tereceive the sanction of
this country. It seems to me that if some tribunal, some Parliament. t is only fair we should refer tho Billte a
court of immediate resort was organized to which cases of CommitteO. I should prefer the Railway Comrittee, ho-
discrimination on the part of railway companies might be cause it is much larger, but if the flouse is of opinion that
referred without going through the process of law as it -now a separate Committoo weuld givo botter attention te the
stands, it would be very desirable to have such a court. it matter, I would net oppose the selectien of a Committoe. J
may be that a court of this kind might be unconstitutional, think the Cormittoe will have a verv important duty te
as the hon. member for Halton has suggested ; but it seems perferm, wbich'wil ho to examine the matter thorougbly,
to me that a body of men might be appointed to enquiro te hoar witnesses, and obtain ail the data requirod te onable
Summarily into cases referred to them, and if it was not them te report a good Bih. When the Billcores beforo
deemed advisable to clothe them with the power of deciding the fouse it wili bo rerinted and wo shah be in a position
the questions at issue, they might be charged with deciding te judge wbether tho Bih 80 roported is eue that should
Whether the cases referred to them were such that they roive the sanction ofthe fouse; but up te this moment
ought to be brought into the courts. For instance, if it be a we can hardly say wo sbould net consider this matter at
fraud on the public that discriminating rates exist by which ail. There may ho exaggoratiens on one sido or the ether,
One individual may be able to obtain rates over a certain but ail this wilh Le oxamincd by the Cemmitteo, and it would
Portion of the lino on more favorable terms than thoso report how the matter steod. I really beliove tho hon.
given to other individuals, as mentioned by the hon. membor for Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig), weuld do wohl te
member for Centre Huron, this tribunal proposed to b roserve this motion for anether stage et tho Bil, sheuhd the
organized under this Bill might be charged with the duty Bil, aftor it bad been considered by the Committoe, meet
of dealing with cases of that kind. I am strongly in favor witb bis disapproval.
of the adoption of some means by which those cases can be Mr. McCUAIG. My exporienco is, that rost of the
reached by some swift remedy, and for that reason I shallraiways thrGugh Ontario have fot beer. constructod in the
Support th Bill and vote against the amendmnent. interestsef the people, but te oblige political partizans

3Mr. -ROSS (Middlesex). I am very glad, indeed, that the in the Ontario buse. I believe there bas been ne regular
ion- mermber for North Simcoe bas introduced this Bill. It system laid down en wbich tbose railways were te bo built,
is decidedly in the interest of the smaller towns of Ontario, and ne doubt railways have heen bult which have brought
and perhaps ail over the Dominion. 1 am quite aware that min on those building them, ewing te the action cf
radway companies have done a great deal to promote the political parties. We cannot expeet that every man sheuldtrade this country and develop its resources, but they have a railway at bis ewn door, and it is tire that tho
have done ahl this on commercial principles, and as they are fouse took inte its own keeping the largo sUM of Moneytion nanagod, it is clear to everybody that, unless competi- granted in aid of raiiways. My reselutien was net suh-tien axists at certain points, the trade of smaller places may mitted with a view te its being offensive te the hou.

thoeg aiced for the building up of larger places. Now, al- gentleman whe introduced thoBil, of wbse ability 1 ainthOughi a Bill like this may tend toincrease rates at 1perfectly entible; but from the tepori bfthesouse and f
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the people, I believe the Bill was not one
meet general concurrence. However, at the
the hon. the Minister of Public Works, I
willing to withdraw my motion.

Motion withdrawn.
Bill read the second time.

whicb would
suggestion of
am perfectly

Mr. McCARTIIY moved that the Bill be referred to a
Select Committee, composed of Mesrs. Cameron (Huron),
Colby, Daly, Girouard (Jacques Cartier), Honde, Jones,
McDougall, McLennan, White (Cardwell), White (Renfrew),
Trow, Weldon and the mover. He said: In making this
motion, I beg to refer, and I do so very briefly, to some ofthe
criticisms that have been made in the debate which has just
taken place on the second reading. Most of the adverse
criticisms have been very fully and completely answered
and there is very little left for me to say. I regret very much
that the hon. the Minister of Railways is not in bis place,
because, from him a very large portion of the opposition to
the measure has proceeded, and it would have afforded me
much pleasure to have replied in bis own hearing and
presence. I understood the bon. the Minister of Railways
to object on one ground, which I thought I had explained
last Session, and which I ean explain i a very few words
this Session. One point theb hon. Minister mado was, that
it was impossible for us, in this H1ouse, to deal with
local railways, and that the measure, therefore, must
be, to a certain extent, incomplete. Admitting, for the sake
of argument, that is so, and remembering that, out of 8,000
miles of railway in this Dominion, probably two-thirds, or
6,000 miles, are under the control of' this Parliament, I fail
to see any very great force in the argument that, because
we cannot deal with 8,000 miles, we should not deal with
6,000 miles. But I entirely deny that this Parliament is
not competent to deal with this matter of railways, not-
withstanding that the companies may be chartered by the
Local HEouse. I believe the Constitution under which this
House sits-as the hon. member for Huron has told us, and he
cited American authorities-gives this House the power to
deal with all matters affecting trade and commerce-and the
matter of traffic is a matter of commerce-and is therefore
within the purview of the Parliament of Canada. I think
these reasons are sufficient to answer that objection. Then
the promoters say-and it has been urgel mor-e than once,
not merely here, but elsewbere, and not nerely on thuis
occasion, but whenever the Bill bas been mentioned--that
the appointment of a Railway Commission would have
the effect of hampering Canadian railways, and give the
advanta.ge of through trade to American systems. If the
Bill were laying down any cast-iron rule, and saying that
Canadian railways should charge so much per mile, or so
much per ton for freight carried by them, I could under-
stand the force of that objection ; but the very fact that the
Commission is to be composed-and the appointments will
rest very largely with the hon. the Minister of Railways
-of competent men who will understand the interests
of the country as well as of the railways, I think,
answers the question, as they would not unnecessarily
interfere with through traffic so long as it did
not interfere with local traffic. But we must remember that
the people have, practically, built the railways of this
country. In that respect, perhaps, the railway system of
Canada differs from that of any other country, at all
events nominally one-third, but I believe actually one-half,
of the cost bas come directly out the pockets of the people;
and if the people are going to have their own railways used
against them, so that the foreigner may be able to use them
against our people, it is an injustice which the representa-
tives of the people should endeavor in some way to prevent.
I disclaim ail hostility to railways. Believing that honesty
is the truc policy, not merely for people generally but also
for railways, I sec no possible objection to railways conduct-,

Mr. MOCUAIG.

1 ing business honestly and fairly, and charging fair rates,f but not attempting to control the business and rights
of our people in the interests of railway managers.
I think that it will be found that this frequent conduct of
railway managers in discriminating in favor of capitalists
and against towns, and endeavoring to crush rival routes, is
really of more injury to the railways themselves than
of benefit to the particular corporations. The result, at ail
events, is that they destroy their rivais in business, crush
them down effectually, and by-and-bye gain, by amalgama-
tions, that which this system of injustice bas tirst brought
about. My bon. friend the member for Halton (Mr. McJDou-
gall), seems to doubt whether the law is constitutional or not.
I must confess, though I say it with great deference, before a
parliamentarian of my hon. friend's experience, that I
entertain no such doubt. It seens to me the section of the
Act, to which he refers, confers on this Parliament power
to constitute a court for this purpose, fc the
whole country. The words of the law saym so, a:d i
nothing in the language of the Act to lead me t
suppose it expresses any other than its apparent meaning.
My hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Cameron), who has
criticised the measure on another ground, objects to it
because he thinks it practically amounts to iothing. Weil,
I will not say-perhaps I might say-that if it did not amount
to anything, perhaps it would not receive the opposition of
my hon. friend. But I think he cannot have read it with very
great care when he forms the opinion that there is no pro-
vision in the Bill calculated to meet the wants of the
country. Clause 24 reads:

The Commissioners, in addition to the powers conferred on the
Governor irn Council by the Railway Act, respecting the approval and
revision of tolls, and which powers and authority are hereby vested in
them, shall have power to fix the maximum rates of charges for the con-
veyance of passengers with a due amount of baggige, and of animais
and goods, on tie railway; and such rates of charges shall include the
tolis and the cost of locomotive power and every other expense cou-
nected with the conveyance of passengers and with a due amount of bag-
gage, and of animals and goods, upon the railway.

I want to know whether my bon. friend and the louse
thinks that it is not important to invest in a judicial body,
such as the Railway Commissioners would be, the power to
fix a fair toll for the carriage of passengers and freight.
Practically there is no such law on the Statute book now,
or if there is anty such law, it cannot be enfirced.
I was amazed the other day though not surprised, to find-
on a motion made in the Local House of Ontario for a
return of the different by-laws of the railway companies
that had been suhnitted to the Lieutenant-Governor, or
approved of by Order in Council, by the member for
North Huron, J think (Mr. Creighton)-that Mr. Pardee
announced to the House that, from 1867 down to the present
day, not one of the local railways had ever submitted their
by-laws for the imposition of tolls to the Lieutenant.
Governor in Council. Consequently, there was not one
by-law for the collection of tolls practically legal at the
time. The railways had presumed on the ignorance of the
people-had assumed that nobody would question their
right, and never put them in the position of having their
tolls legalized by the Lieutenant-Governor in CounCil.
I venture to assert that if an Order of this louse were
carried for a return of the tolls imposed by the railwaiY"
of the country, the same result would be found. I do flot
believe that any of those railways bas submitted its [by
laws for the fixing of the tolls and rates for the sanction of
the Governor General in Council, which the law of thenI
requires. There might be a practical injustice doue under
the Bill sometimes, but there would be the means of a
remedy within theb ands of overybody. But the Bill does
not stop there. 1f my hon. friend would read the 26th sectiol
of the Act, and also the 31st, he would find that, althougî'
perbaps it does not go far enough, there is very great po
conferred on the Commissioners, and in a direction which ,if
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I do not misinterpret the opinion of the great majority of the,
members of the House, it is desired by the House it shouild
be, namely, the enforcement of the law by some legal
tribunal. I am exceedingly obliged to mny hon. friends on
both sides, who have addressed the House, for the courteous
manner in which the Bill has been rceived; for the
very great attention they have given to its discussion, and
for the light many of them have thrown upon its provisions.
I trust now that the motion has been placed in your hauds
it will receive the assent of the House. If the Bill were
referred to the Railway Committee it would be at least
donhtful whether it could become law, owing to the arnount
of business which must take precedence of it with that
body. I am not wedded to any particular word or phrase
of the measure; but I do not desire that a Railway Com-
mission should be constituted, which should be qualified to
enforce against the railway comapanies the lawS placed on
the Statute book. It would bc wro>ng to send the Bill to the
Railway Committee, as they have a great number of Bills
on their orders already, and, as I have said before, its fate
might be doubtful. This being a public Bill, it should be
dealit with by the bouse or a Select Committee, and when
that Committee's report is presented, it could receive the
consideration of the louse and the Comnittee of the
Whole.

Motion agreed to.

PREVENTION OF FRAUD IN RELATiQN TO
CONTRACTS.

Mr. CASGRAIN, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 7) for the better prevention of fraud in relation to
contracts involving the expenditure of public moneys,
said: The Bil, is the same that I brought forward
ast vear. It was then referred to a Select Committee

Of the bouse, one of the members of which was
the late Minister of Justice, now Chief Justice of Nova
Seotia. It received the careful attention of that Committee,
and was reported to this House in consequence. I, last
year, suggested that the Govern ment should take this
neasure in hand, because it is one in which the Government
is very much interested. The suggestion not hav-
ing been accepted, I intend, myself, urging the
ncasuro upon the House to the best of my ability :
I leuve those aside for the present, and merely state that
I do not believe there is a member in this E[ouse who does
not feel that a measure of some kind in this direction is
needed at present. Certain events that occurred im-
mediately prior to last Session became so notorious that I
eould not help taking notice of them at the time, and intro-
duced a measure to prevent their recurrence. It was
then made evident that. in some of the Public
bepartments the influence and favor of public officials
was used in order to further the interests of private
idividuals in obtaining contracts. In the present
Bih I propose to make a misdemeanor of such
offences and to punish them. Not only does it propose
Spunish the guilty party with a penalty but to inflict such

thpunishment as will deter such persons from committing
the same offence again. lon. gentlemen must have
observed that the mere payment of a small sum of money as
a fne will not deter individuals from making large profits
eut cf contracts if they can do so by spending a fewhundreds or a few thousands of dollars. On the contrary, ifYe. begin by trying to bribe some officials, they will
wiIgly pay a small fine in order te secure a 'large advan-
age. Therefore, I make this offence a misdemeanor, andOeave to the tribunal the imposition of a fine or a sentence
r u is'onmenit for a certain number of months at the dis-cretion of the court. Now, Sir, there is another class

nhat We call middlemen, who come between the Govern-
itient and cOntractors. These mon have become, what I may

term contract brokers, whose influence must have a very
baneful effect upon the public interest in the letting of con-
tracts. The Bill provides that such persons shall also be
punishied by a fine and imprisonment. I need not remark
that abuse3 whicli this measure seeks to prevent have
ailready occurred. I know by long exporience myself that
they occurred in the old Province of Quebec. I know they
have happened since, and last year wo had still other iii-
staices. If this Bill becomes law it will provide in future
for the punishment of persons guilty of fraud against
the Goveirnent. It has been said thlat this
measure is too severe, and ihat in consequence of
being impracticable it will be useless. I do not think
those objections are souni, because there is no
doubt that parties guilty of fraud, will take every means to
co;eal it, and that is no reason why a strong attempt should
not b- made to detect and punish it by law. To this effect
[ would invite the attention of hon. members to the con-
sideration of this Bill, in order to make it as perfect as
possible. I am well aware that a moasure of this kind
cannot cover all cases; I am well aware it is not perfect as
it now stands, though it has passed the test of a Select
Committee when it was in the hands of an able lawyer, who
now honoim the reL ch of Nova Scotia. If any hon.
gentleman can suggest any useful amendment it will
gladly be accepted on my part. Now, there is
another class of offences for which this Bill provides,
that is, those in which officials receive a bonus or
a reward from contractors in order to facilitate their
operations with the Departments. This is an abuse
that ougbt to be rigorously suppressed, and not only the
person who receives a bribe ought to be punished but the
person who offers it ought to be punished as well, and the
former, at least, should be dismissed from the employ of the
Government. In connection with this part of the subject is
the use which contractors make of the money which they
unjustly get from the Government by the means I have just
mentioned, in paying heavy subscriptions for electioneering
expenses. It is unnecessary for me to refer to any well
known instances in the past where successful contractors
have used their ill-gotten gains for electioneering purposes;
but if these things have occurred once they may occur
again, and I tbink we ought to provide by legislation
against their repetition. I may add that when I proposed
this measure last year the hon. leader of the Government
said he was contemplating such a measure himself. On that
occasion he said:

" There is now a measure of a very drastic and severe character before
the Imperial Parliament for the purpose of preventing fraud. The
Government propose to see that measure before dealing with the whole
subject, and extend the provisions of the present Election Law, which in
some respects are so severe as to be inoperative and in other respects
are too lax."

I am sorry to see that such a measure has not been
brought down this year. I think the one I now propose
ought to receive the support of the Government, and I
therefore move its second reading.

Sir HECTOR LASGEVIN. This is the Bill which the
hon. gentleman brought before the House last year, and he
says the leader of the Government last year spoke of a Bill
which was before the House of Commons in England on a
similar subject, and wisbed to see the measure which was
passed in England before dealing with an analogous
measure in this House. The English Parliament, however,
did not pass the Bill, owing, as the hon. gentleman knows,
to the fact that other great measures were thon engaging
their attention. The hon. member for J'Islet (Mr. Cas-
grain) knows that a similar measure is now being brought
before the House of Commons in England, and I think it
would only be fair that we should await the result of what-
ever legislation may take place there, in order that we
might have the benefit of their experience on this subject,
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and the discussions which take place in the English H
of Corrnmons. I would, therefore, suggest to the hon. ge
man that ho should delay the consideration of this
for a few weeks, so that we may be able to pass a
which will be a credit to our Parliament, by having
advantage of the discussions which take place in
English Parliament.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I do not think that we wish the'
liament of England absolutely to make our laws. I do
doubt we might receive a great deal of information f
them, but we waited last year and nothing was done,
the same thing may occur this year. If I understand'
current of events, if we are to have any legislation upon
Election Law this year, this is the proper time to pro
with it. Under the circumstances, I regret to say th
am unable to accept the suggestion of the hon. gentleu

Sir HECTOR LANGEVINj The hon. gentlema
sorrv not to be able to agree to my suggestion, and I
sorry to be obliged to move

That this Bill be not now read the second time, but that it be rea
second time thirty days hence.

Mr. BLAKE. When the Bill, which the member
L'lslet introduced last year on this subject, was brough
the second reading, the leader of the House, instea
receiving it in the way in which the Minister of Pu
Works receives it now, said that it contained many c
mendable provisions, although of its precise details he w
not commit himself; but ho agreed that the measure sh
go to a Select Committee te have it properly consid
and a measure matured. It went to a Select Commit
and was brought down to the House at so late a period t
it could not be proceeded with. The Select Committee c
prised, amongst others, a member of the Government
now in the louse, and, I believe, the report of the C
mittee was unanimous on the measure. Of course
liouse was not then, and is not now, committed
that result, but it is fit that the fact should
stated. The bon. gentleman bas introducedt
Session the .measure as the Committee reported
so it is in effect that which received their endorseme
Now we know perfectly well what is the English of1
hon. gentleman's proposition. It is this : first, that at1
expiration of a month it is impossible that the meas
introduced into the English Parliament shall have been c
sidered, or that we shall have the matured, definite,a
decided opinion of the English Parliament upon the subj
within that time. Secondly, that if we had it, such will
the state of the order paper that a Bill in the hands oi
private member, the seconed reading of which is not to ta
place for a month from this time, cannot go through t
Session. The proposition then, in plain English is, ast
House understands, that the Bill shall not become law t
session.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I regret very much thatt
hon. the Minister of Public Works should have taken t
course. There is no earthly reason for it. As the bon. me
ber for West Durham has said, there were no objections tak
to the Bill of the hon. member for L'Islet by the First M
ister last Session. On the contrary, if I am not mistaken
was suggested by him that it should be referred to a Sel
Committee, and among the members of that Commit
were no less than four or five supporters of the Governme
among them being the hon. member for Sherbrooke (M
Brooks), the bon. member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatricl
and the Minister of Justice of that time. The Commiti
had at least seven or eight meetings, and the Bill was go
over very carefully. The Minister of Justice was pres
at every meeting at which the Committee did anythin
and the provisions of the Bill, as it is now introduced, n
with the approval and sanction of the late Minister of Ju

Sir HcTO] LANGEVIN.
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tice. Many of the amendments made in it were made at
his suggestion, so that the Bill now before the House is vir-
tually the Bill of the late Minister of Justice. Why, then,
Sir, should the hon. gentleman seek, by a sort of side wind
like this, to defeat the measure altogether ? Surely ho does
not object to the principle of the Bill? There is not a
single provision of the Bill that is not an eminently proper
one, and the hon. gentleman does not say that there is. He
simply says that we should wait to hear the discussions in
the English Parliament, but surely we are not going to tie
ourselves to what the English Parliament does. It may re-
ject the Bill. The circumstances there may be such as not
to justify its passage, and therefore 1 do not see any reason
the Minister could have for the motion he now makes, except
to defeat the Bill, and surely he is not prepared to take that
course. If the hon. gentleman asked for a delay of a week
or two I would advise the hon. member for ]L'Islet to accedo
to his request, but a delay of a month is practically to defeat
the Bill, and for that defeat the hon, gentleman must take
the responsibility.

the Mr. MILLS. The Minister of Public Works by bis
motion, I think, proceeds on the assumption that the mem-

for bers of this House consist of a number of flies on the wheel;
lt to that we are wholly unable to originate or carry any logis-
d of lation that may be required to meet the wants of the peo-
blic ple. The hon. gentleman has for many years looked to
om- Washington as an example for his legislation on financial
ould questions; and on minor questions of this sort we are now
ould asked te look to the Parliament of England. Now, I had
ered supposed that 200 gentlemen, elected to this House by the
tee, various constituencies of this Dominion, ought to be capable
thut of originating and carrying through such legislation as
om- might be required for the good of the country. I do not
not object to profiting by the experience of the people of Eng-
om- land or of any other country, but on questions of this sort,
the in which we know, from our own experience, what the evils
by and defects are which we are anxious to meet, it does seem
be to me an insult to the capacity of this House to say that

this we should not legislate on such a question, but wait to see
it, what the people may do in England under, perhaps, a

ent. wholly diffèrent state of circumstances, and that we are
the here servilely to copy the legislation of the English Parlia-
the ment. We should not be bore as representatives of the people
are at all if we have only to do what the hon. gentleman proposes.
on. All we need to do is to elect a Committee to watch what is
and done elsewhere and declare that what originates in some other
ect Parliament 3,000 miles away shall be copied and made the
be law of the people of this country. If the hon. gentleman

f a thinks that is the proper course to pursue ho should abolish
ake representative government here altogether and return to
bhis the condition of a Crown Colony, where we would have a
the Governor General sent from England with authority from
his England to legislate for the people of this country.

Amendment (Sir Hector Langevin) carried on the
the following division:-
his
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in- Bannerman, Hay, Mousseau,
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ictoria), Kaulbach,a
Kilvert,
Kranz,
Landry,
Lane,
Langevin,
Lanuier,
Macdonald (Kings),
Macmillan,
McLoallum,
Mc0usig,

*tbt l ý U1,
Pinsonneault,
Platt,
Plunib,
Reid,
Robertson (Hamiltonkt
Rouleau,
Byan (Marquette),
Ryan (Montreal)t
Scott,
Shaw,
Stephenson,
Taaaé,
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Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fulton,
Gault,
Gigault,
Grandbois,
Guil let,
Hackett,

Anglin,
Béchard,
Bergeron,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Coupal,
Crouter,
Currier,
Dumont,
Fiset,

MeLelan,
MeLennan,
McQuade,
Me Rory,
Manson,
Massue,
Merner,
,Mongenais,
Montplaisir,

NAY5s

Tellier,
Tyrwhitt,
Valin,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White. (Hastings).-78.

Messieurs
Fleming, Malouin,
Flynn, Mills,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Gillmor, Rinfret,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Robertson (Shelburne),
Gunn, Rogers,
Guthrie, Ross (Middlesex),
Haddow, Rymal,
Holton, Scriver,
Huntington, Skinner,
Irvine, Sutherland,
King, Thompson,
MeDonald (Vie., N. S.), Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Weldon,
McDougall, Wheler,
Melsaac, White (Renfrew).-51.

PAWNBROKERS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Mir. ORTON moved the second reading of Bill (No. 24)
to amend the Act respecting pawnbrokers.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I imagine this is a
Bill outside our jurisdiction.

Mr. ORTON. I will explain the object of the Bill. The
Pawnbrokers Act now in force is an old Act which existed,
I believe, previous to Confederation, and there is an Act in
force in every Province. But the regulations with respect
to pawnbrokers cannot be enforced, simply because it is
ultra vires for a Local Legislature to pass any penal clause. It
is sirmply to supply a penal clause so as to enforce the Acts
in operation in the various Provinces that the Bill is drawn,
and it was prepared at the suggestion of the County Crown
Attorney at York. In towns and cities very great cruelties
are perpetrated by pawnbrokers charging 120, and even
higher, per cent. for loans of money on chattels and goods
of the poorest class of the community, and the object of.the
Bill is simply to enforce the regulations in regard to
pawnbrokers.

Mr. BLAKE. I trust the hon. gentlemen who are
responsible for the legislation of the flouse will look at this
Bill. It seems to be, in principle, wholly objectionable. It
may be, it is quite possible, that the law with respect to
Pawnbroking may require amendment, and stricter pro-visions may be necessary with respect to that particular
kind of trade; but what the hon. gentleman proposes bythe Billi s this: that any pawnbroker who takes more than
by the local law he is authorized to take, shall, in respect to
Which violation no other punishment is provided, beheld to be guilty of a misdemeanor. The hon. gentleman
11o doubt aware that it is competent for each Provincepass a law which will prescribe the punishment ofimprison-
ient for a breach of this law, if it thinks fit. If a provincial
law is thought by the Provincial Legislature to be of such acharacter that its provisions should be enforced by imprison-
ment for their breach, it has full authority to so enforce
them; but this proposal, which, so far as my recollection
gees, is entirely novel, is to create a breach of a provin-
aid law, which breach the Provincial Legislature has not

maid shall not be punished by imprisonment, to be a
asehemeanor. Surely it is rather wholesale legislation toask this Parhiament to declare that whatever laws about
Pawbroking Local Legislatures may from time to timeraake, -all be, if no other penalty is prescribed, punish-able by imPrisonment. I think if the local law is not ob-
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served and if its non-observance should be punished by im-
prisonment, the Local Legislature, havirng full authority,
might make an application to this Parliaient, and it will
be a mistake to tako up civil rights and civil questions
which are wholly within the competency of Local Legisla-
tures and make breaches of provincial laws on those sub-
jects criminal offences under some very extraordinary state
of facts which does not appear to exist here.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I agree with the hon. gen-
tleman who has just spoken on this point, that in matters
which are within the jurisdiction of the Local Legislature
we should not interfère, even should we have power to do
so, except in very rare cases. I do not think the hon.
member for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton) bas stated that
Local Legislatures had not a right to interfere in matters
of this kind. On the contrary, I think the contents of the
Bill show that the mover admits that Local Legislatures
have a right to interfere in this matter, so much so that
the object of the Bill is to declaie that the violation of
Provincial Acts on this subject shall be puniishable in the
manner prescribed by the Bill. I think the hon. gentleman
would do well not to press the Bill, but withdraw it,
and give us time to report the matter to the Min-
ister of Justice, in order that we may, the next
time the Bill comes up, tell him exactly whether
the hon. the Minister of Justice agrees with the
views I have expressed. I am not here to give advice
legally to the House, but I express the opinion that this is a
matter in which this Parliament should not interfere, but
leave it to the Local Legislatures. The fact is, if there is a
cry in the country about anything, it is about interference
on the part of the Central-Legislature with the jurisdiction
of Local Legislatures. Of course we avoid these interfer-
ences, but they will happen sometimes, and we should try
to avoid them as much as possible.

Mr. McCALLUM moved the adjournment of the Debate.
Motion agreed to.

DRAWBACKS.

House resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed
motion of Mr. Paterson (South Brant) for a return of all
claims presented for drawbacks on goods manufactured
for export since January 22nd, 1881, &c.

Mr. CHARLTON said he would reserve the remarks he
intended to make on this motion until the Budget came up
again for discussion, as the same questions were treated in
both.

Motion agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EMPLOYES.

Mr. ANGLIN, in moving for a return of the names of all
persons employed on the Intercolonial Railway whose
salaries have been reduced or increased in the year ending
December 31st, 1879, the year ending December 31st,
1880, and the year ending December 31st, 1881; the
amount of such reduction or increase, and the salaries or
wages now paid; giving also, the names and salaries of all
persons displaced or removed, or who have resigned, and of
all persons who have been employed during the same three
years, said : I observe that in the railway report of this year
the amount charged for station expenses is very much
larger than in former years. I presume that the hon.
Minister of Railways has found it necessary in many cases
to increase the salaries of the persons employed in the
various railway stations, and I presume he has found it
necessary to appoint additional employes. The hou.
Minister will have no objection to the motion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no objection to this
motion passing if the mover wil introduce the words
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" increased charges and the year ending 31st December,
1878," to the motion as it stands. But I would say to the
hon. gentlemen it will be in h*s recollection that when I
drew the attention of the House to the necessity for reduc-
ing the expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway to the
lowest possible point, that he expressed the greatest
sympathy with a number of the parties whose salaries were
thus reduced, and that I stated very frankly that it was
with a great deal of pain that the position of the service
made it indispensable to perform the work at the smallest
possible cost. But I stated, at the same time, the great
pleasure it would give me when the time arrived, when the
revenue would balance the expenditure, to take into the
most favorable consideration the claims of the officers whose
salaries had thus been reduced. The hon. gentleman
will be very glad to learn that the time has
arrived when it is in our power to fulfil the pledge
that was then given to Parliament, and the hon. gentleman
will not be surprised to learn one thing, that on a railway
where the traffic has increased 42 per cent., there should be
some further expenditure in performing that work. He
will hardly expect the traffic of the road to be increased to
the extent of nearly 50 per cent., and the service to be
maintained at the same cost. Every person who knows
anything of railways is aware that the expenditure on a
railway bears an immediate and direct relation to the traffic.
The return will be brought down as early as possible. I
shall be only too glad to lay al the iÉformation asked for
before the House.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have no objection to the amendment
suggested by the hon. member, whose purpose is obviously
to institute a comparison with the management of his
predecessor. I sbould expect the increase of traffic to lead
to some increase of expenditure. The hon, gentleman is
quite right in saying that when those reductions were made
I did express sympathy with the number of persons
whose salaries were reduced, and, as 1 thought,
very unreasonably. I pointed out that there might have
been some cases where a reduction might have been legiti-
mate and necessary. Very many salaries of men were reduced
who could barely live upon them, reduction in such cases
involving a great deal of suffering; and I do not think that
a country like this, under even the pressure of temporary
difficulties, should have treated some of their employes in
the way witnessed. I have heard also, and will try to
ascertain whether it is correct, that, during the last year or
two, very many of the most competent employes on the
road, of themselves, quitted the service, because the com-
pensation they received was inadequate to the services
rendered, and insufficient for the supply of their absolute
necessities, and that they are among the number that sought
employment in a foreign country. It should be seen how
many of the valuable employes in the stations resigned
within the last year or two-on this point we should
certainly have information.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I hope I may be permitted
as the hon. gentleman has introduced an entirely new sub-
ject, to say a word in reply. Hie said that a large number
within the last year or two, of valuable servants of the road,
had sought employment in a foreign country, in consequence
of a reduction in their salaries. I am glad to be able to
say that I am not aware of a single valuable officer
having left the road for such a cause. There have been
some instances-and it is only right I should take this
opportunity, the first offered, of acknowledging-notwith-
standing the suggestions of hon. gentlemen opposite, and
which suggestions are characteristic of the remarks made
by them on all occasions-the wonderful readiness with
which the employes of the Intercolonial Railway met the
exigencies of the case, and the zeal that they still exhibit in
the public service, notwithstanding the reduction in their

Sir CaAtLzs Tuprm.

salaries. It is due to them to say that I was scarcely pre.
pared for the manner in which that measure-a very painful
one to me-was met by the great mass of the employes. I
stated at the time that, in most of the instances in which
persons left the service of the road and sought employment
in foreign countries, they, after a time, applied to be taken
back, showirg that they had not benefitted their position
by quitting the service, notwithstanding the reduction of
their salaries. I am also very glad to be able to say that, not-
withstanding the great efficiency of the road and its success-
ful management, I have not lost, to this moment, a single
officer holding an important position on the road when I
became Minister of Public Works and Railways.

Motion agreed to.

IMPORTS OF FLANNELS.

Mr. BUNTING moved for a return showing the number
of yards of canton flannel, bleached and unbleached, with
the prie- per yard, and the amount of duties collected on
the same, which have been entered for consumption in the
Dominion from the 30th June, 1880, to lst February, 1882.

Mr. BOWELL. The adoption of the motion would be
useless. There is no such classification as the motion asks
for, and, consequently, it would be impossible to comply
with it if passed.

Motion withdrawn.

MAJOR RIDOUT'S REMOVAL FROM MILITARY
COLLEGE STAFF.

Mr. BUNTING moved for correspondence between the
Commandant of the Royal Military College at Kingston,
the Major General commanding the Militia, and the Minister
of Militia, relating to the removal of Major Ridout from the
Royal Military College Staff.

Mr. CARON. I shall be very happy to bring down the
fullest possible information that the Department possesses.
Stili, I must say that I would not like it to be looked upon
as a matter of precedent, because it is a matter of discipline;
but, as it is a question of considerable importance, the
Department will produce the fullest information.

Motion agreed to.

THE CASE OF MAJOR RIDOUT.

Mr. BUNTING, in moving for a return of a copy of the
charges preferred against Major Ridout, for a copy of the
instructions to the Court of Enquiry, and the evidence taken
before the Court, said: My object in moving for this infor-
mation is simply to get it with a view to discuss the subject
at a later period of the Session. Much bas been said in the
papers during the last twelve months, on the subject of the
removal of Major Ridout from the College. A good deal
bas been also said with regard to the utility of this institu-
tion, and it is with a view of discussing the whole question
that I move for the papers.

Motion agreed to.

CADETS IN TIHE MILITARY COLLEGE.

Mr. STRANGE moved for a return showing the numnber
of cadets who have been admitted to the Royal MilitarY
College since its opening, on the lst of June, 1876; the
number who have graduated, the number who have left the
institution without graduating, the number now on the
strength of the College, and the greatest number attending
the College at any one time, and the date; aiso, so far as canl
be ascertained, the place of residence and occupation of the
cadets who have graduated, with the detailed arrangements,
if any, by which graduates may be called upon to serve in
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Canada if required. He said: I make this-motion in order
to lay the information before the people in Western Ontario,
who are somewhat disappointed, both in the College and in
the results. When it was organized by the late Adminis-
tration in 1875, it was considered thon by a great many
members of the militia force of Canada to be an establish-
ment far in advance of the times or of the necessities of
the country. It was felt that the Canadian militia force
was a force of citizen soldiery, who might be called
upon to serve in case any attempted foreign invasion
was made into the ]Dominion. It was felt, also, that
the militia of Canada had to rely for their effec-
tive strength upon the number of efficient rifles
they could count in the force, and the highly scientific
branch of military knowledge provided by the College of
Kings, on was looked upon as rather extraneous and rather
in advance of the military spirit of Canada. It has also
been conceded, I think, that the militia of Canada are
merely an adjunct of the militia force of Great Britain, of
which country, I need not remind the House, Canada forms
at present so important an appanage. In case a war of any
importance took placo in Canada we should necessarily have
to look to the Mother Country for scientifically educated
ofeicers, which we cannot at present supply. That being
the case, a great many of the friends of the military force in
Ontario, for whom I speak at the present moment, have
felt that the presence of a Military College was scarcely
necessary, and that the money expended in found-
ing it would have been better expended in main-
taining the force as it at present exists. So far
as the staff of the Royal Miiitary College at Kingston
is cncerned, I have not one word to say. I know that every
gentlemen there is a man illustrious both in arns and ini

and I think that when the information is brought down
possibly some of the objections which my hon. friend has
spoken of will disappear-at least, I hope so. My hon.
friends shouild remember that it should be possible to find
positions for these cadets, from the fact that they are re-
ceiving a very high education in the College. Owing to
that fact I may say that we have already availed ourselves
of the services of some of the cadets by giving them posi-
tions in the institution itself. Others have been given posi-
tions in the Mounted Police. I hope that the very high
education they are receiving-and which I hope can hardly
be considered an obstacle to obtaining a position in any
country-will be the means of obtaining them positions,
which I have no doubt they will fill to the honor and credit
of the irstitution from which they come. I shall lay every
information before the House, and 1 think when it is
brought down the House will be in a better position to dis.
cuss the matter than it is at the present moment.

Mr. McCUAIG. I would like to remind my hon. friend
from East Grey (Mr. Sproule) that when an officer of the
British Service accepts a position such as he has referred
to, he does so at a very great sacrifice. I an of opinion,
however, that the material for the highest positions in our
service can be found here as well as in the Old Country.
I believe that the Military College bas been a success;
and I hope thàt it will be liberally sastainod by Parlia-
ment.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severally agreod
that scientific education which is necessary for gentlemen to
who lold such positions, Nor shall I refer to the recent List of the naines of Foreign Life Insurance Companies
quarrel which took place between them, because I believe who have made deposits with the Governiments for the sole
it is purely a question of military discipline upon which benefit of Canadian policy holders.- (MIr. GCault.)
this louse should have notbing to say. At the same time, Return showing the total cost to date of the portion of
I have always felt that the College is receiving funds to the Intercolonial Railway between Rivière du Loup and
which the active militia of Canada is entitled. I trust, the terminus at HIadlow or Chaudiere Junction ; giving
when the details are brought down, it will be seen that the under distinct headings the price paid to the Grand Trunk
continuance of this College is not necessary for Canada. Company, the amount expended in improvement of the

SPROIJLE. I amn glad that these returns bave becn road bed, the amounLs paid for rails and tor sleepers, the
M or, PROUE I beioad that teeres ve geen amount expended in ballasting, in erecting or repai-askeSd for, because I behocve the féeehng is pretty general ing station buildings, in making sidings, in im-

throughout Cam.da that this College is a useless luxury. proving the water supply, the cost of rolling
We find that, after the money is voted for its maintenance, stock tsupplied and charged to Capital Acount, and
that it tur]ns out a' cias of mcan on the community soksple a bre oCptlAeut n
foi whot urn ot a the number of locomotives and cars of all description s
ora whomour next duty is to find a place where they may so supplied and charged ; and also, the estimated amount,earn a lving. We provide a useless education for these if any, required to complete the repairs, improvement and

Young men, an education which takes many of them quipment of that portion of the road and to be charged toaway from the pursuits of industry and afterwards ept ofnt-(r. Angltn.)
they become a burden on the country; and if we Cpital Accoint.-(Mr. Anglia.)
do eyot find them situations, we arectod that they ave Return showing in detail the several sums which make
th ntry nd therituaio are te dolot tha te lve up the sum of $24,372.54, described in the report of the
strecntry and therefore they do not add to the Minister of Railways and Canals, Appendix No. 3, as an

ettengt of our militia. I think it would be much amount expended "for the completion of the Intercol eni.er if the money voted for the support of this College .o
vas appied to keeping up the efficiency of our volunteers. (Mr. Anglin.)cmmandant of the Royal-A'tht. ifieltyistha te ecrit wh cmeher fom Correspondence between the Commndnteft --Rya

the Old Cificulty is, that the recruits who cone bore from Military College and the Militia Department, in reference
those Of ountry appear to benon terms cf aatagomsm with to the appointnent of a Captain of Cadets for the College in
thicf our own people; feuds arise between them over lieu of Major Ridout.-(Mr. Bunting.)the i sperhaps, we have no control, and the resuit is, that Return showing the various changes in the organizationthe institution is hrougpht into discredit. Altogether, I Rtr hwn h ain hne nteognzto
think th tMon ispontugh institution tight be devoted of the Royal Military College, since its establishment to lst
to much e more seupo the siuion g ev February, 1882.-(Mr. Bunting.)

mC O useful practical purposes. Return showing the salary paid to Professor Ferguson,
Mr. CARON. I can assure my hon. friends that I am the number of Cadets attencting his Classes, and the number
ost desirous that every possible information may be placed of Lectures given by him from the 1st day of November,
ef the country relative to the Military School. It 1881, to the lst day of February, 1882.-(Mr. Bunting.)

ha be a debatable question-and it certainly is one into Return of the names of the staff and of the employes of
Wheth I shail not venture to enquire at this moment- every description in connection with the Royal Military
'natu r floth ; ti t oo College, with the salaries and allowance received by each

but it is now an institution of the country, i and their duties.-(Mr. Bunting.)
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Return of graduates holding commissions in the Militia.

who have attende i the trainings of battalions to which they
are attacied, since July, 1880.-(Mr. Bunting.)

Detailed list of cadets of the Royal Military College, past
and present, who were born in the United States.-(Mr.
Strange.)

House adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 3rd March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Threo o'clock.

PRAYERS.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message from

His Excellency the Governor General;
Mr. SPEAKER rend the Message, as follows:

LORNE,

Gentlemen ofilte House of Commona:
I acknowledge with thanks the Arddress you have legally adopted in

answer to the Speeca with which I opened the Session, and I rely with
confidence on the assurance that the importaut measures submitted to
you will receive vour careful and fall consideration.

GOVERNMENT BoUsE,
OTTAWA, 3rd March, 1882.

THE ROYAL ASSENT.
A Message was delivered by René Edouard Kimber, Esq.,

Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:
Mr. SPEAKER, -

His Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate attend-
ance of your Honorable House in the Chamber of the Honorable the
Senate.

Accordingly the House went up to the Senate Chamber.

(In the Senate Chamber.)

His Excellency was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's
name, the Royal Assent to the following Bills -

An Aet for the relief of the Bank of Prince Edward Island.
An Act to repeal the duty on Promissory Notes, Drafts, and Bills of

Exchange.

And the House being returned,

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS.
The following Bills were severally introduced and read

the first time:-
Bill (No. 68) to amend the Act incorporating the Souris

and Rocky Mountain .tailway Company, and Act amending
the same.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 69) to grant certain powers to the C. W. Williams
Manufaeturing Company, and to change the name thereof
to the Williams Manufacturing Company.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 70) to incorporate the Presbyterian Church of
Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland.-(Mr.
Macmillan).

Mr. BOULTBE I. Mr. Speaker, I moved the adjourn
ment of the debate, because I felt unwilling that such a
speech, involving such propositions, as that macle by the
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), should go with-
out being answered or contradicted. But before dealing
with him, I should like to make a few remarks
with regard to some statements made by the hon.
member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
on the motion to adjourn, which was made for the
purpose of allowing him to make those statements.
It will be recollected that the ion. the Minister of Rail..
ways had charged that the hon. member for Centre Huron
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright) had misquoted Sir Henry
Tyler's speech in London, with respect to Grand Trunk
Railway fares, and the hon. gentleman had a motion to
adjourn moved so that he could make some statement. In
that statement he charged the hon. Ministerof Railways with
having said that which was, in fact, untrue, and he
added a good many remarks in his usual sarcastic manner.
I will read the remarks that were made in his original speech
by the hon. member for Centre Huron, and which the hon.
Minister of Railways said was a misquotation:

" Here is what the president of the largest railway at present exist.
ing in Canada has to say: 'Materials of all kinds,' says Sir Henry
Tyler, 'are dearer than they were ever before, and in particular the
price of coal has increased to the extent of the duty imposed.' "

This was what the hon. Minister of Railways stated was a
misquotation, that it was incorrect and untrue, and that Sir
Henry Tyler never said anything of the sort; and it will be
remembered by those hon. members who were present, that
the hon. member for Centre Huron rose and stated that his
original position was correct, and he read from this very
speech, from the speech of Sir Henry Tyler on the occasion
referred to, some remarks to show he was correct. I will
read those to the House, and then hon. members will see
how correct he was. Here is what was read by the hon.
member for Centre Huron in showing that the ion. Minister
of Railways was incorrect:

'' There was also a considerable rise in the cost of materiais, of labor
and of fuel; and I am sorry to say that this was very much in conse-
quence of the fiscal policy of the Dominion Government. That policy
makes everything which a poor man requires dearer for himto purchase,
and in consequence of that policy he requires higher wageýs in order to
be enabled to exist I have repeatedly spoken in this room as to the
duty which is placed upon fel. I cannot conceive anything more
unwise in a nation like Canada, that has to import a great part of its
fuel, and wishes to encourage its manufactures and to encourage its
railways, than to place a duty upon the article of coal."

That is the extract whioh the hon. member for Centre
Huron read to show that the hon. Minister of Railways had
misquoted Sir Henry Tyler, and yet it will be seen that he
adds to the remarks made by Sir Henry Tyler as reported
in the very speech which he quotes himself:

"And in particular the price of coal has increased to the extent Of
the duty imposed."

Now, I will ask this House to consider whether that is a
fair and proper way of treating this House, whether that is
the way the intelligence of hon. members and the peOple
should be treated, in attempting to get a snap verdict, by
reading two quotations apparently from the same report
and adding a sentence to one which never was spoken.

Bill (No. 71) to amend the Act of the late Province of This was not done in ignorance, because, whon the question
Canada, intituled: "An Act to incorporate the Managers of first arose, it was thoroughly discussed in the newspapei'5
the Ministers', Widows' and Orphans' Fund of the Synod of and it was declared by the Mail and other papers supPOrt-
the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in connection with the ing the Government, that Sir Henry Tyler neyer made use
Church of Scotland, and the amendments thereto.-(Mr. of that rcmark, that it wts a forgery, and that it was added
Brooks.) in a certain ncwspaper, and when the ful report w11

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET. received it was found te be incorrect. I must confe8s,1think, I nover saw human effrontery go mucli further
The House resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed than in taking this very speech in which themotion of Sir Leonard Tilley, that Mr. Speaker do now refutation appeared, and quoting it te show he'a

leave the Chair, for the House to go into Committee of Ways correct. Lt is net often we see suci a thing done.and Means. Befere dTaing a best I ma with thehon. eetio
Mr. MoCu&ie.
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for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), I wish to pay a little whose trust ho betrayed and whose money liesquandered,
attention to some other remarks made by the hon. member to give to the Iouse the naines of those who got that
for Centre ]luron when ho had the motion to adjourn made. money. I do not say that the hon. the ex-Minister of
It had been asserted by the bon. Minister of Railways, when Finance did what was dishonest and wrong; but I say that,
addressing this House, that the hon. member for Centre lad ho desired to make money out of bis position, it was in
Hluronwhen Ministerof Finance,in 1876,inmakingaloanand bis power to goto bis friend, Mr. King, or any other man
selling the debentures of the Dominion of Canada in Eng- and say: IThis ban k going to bo put on the market; thero
,an in November, 1876, fixed an arbitrary price at which are, unfer the terms, hundreds of thousands in it; mako
to selthose debentures, and at a price below their market application and 1 wiU seo that it is allotted to you." We do
value; that ho had not sold them after throwing them open not know whether that was done or rot, because we do not
to public competition, and that ho had always refused to know to wbom tho ban was allotted. Supposing the
disclose to whom he sold them. I understood, when the treasurer of a municipality in Ontario was deputod by the
motion to adjourn was made, that the hon. member for town or village council to go to Montreal or some other
Centre Huron was to explain this, but he made no explana- financial centre, as is often donc, and soit the municipal
tion of it whatever, and it remained apparent that the debentures for the purpose of obtaining money to buid a
remarks made by the bon. Minister ofiRailways were correct. bridge or town hpll or something of that sort, and thon corne
I have in my hand the return showing what the terms of back with $15,000 instead of the $20,000 expected, and
that loan were and how it was made, and I think when supposing ho refused to teil to whom he sold these deben-
once that is shown in this louse, and when the man- turcs below the market rate, what would be the fate of such
ner in which that loan was made is fully -understood treasurer if ho we sued the next day to mako good the
by the country, the universal verdict of the people, given dcficiency? IL is rather unfortunate that bon. gentlemen
after due consideration, will ask that an hon. gentleman opposite are addicted to making transactions of this kind.
who can conduct the financial affairs of the country so un- We had at one ime a treasurer in our Ontario Legisiature,
fortunately, shall not be again entrugted with their manage- wbo went to England to dispose of about $1,500,000 Worth
ment. I find this loan was issued, as it was said, under the of local debontures. The price hoeobtainod was not satis-
anthority of an Act of Parliament; it is a loan at 4 per factory to our people, and Lbey bookod into it. The treasurer
cent. payable in thirty years, and the arbitrary price fixed had not been carefûl onough to cover bis tracks, so that iL
was 91 per cent.; and besides that 9 per cent. discount, there was ascertained hi had sold Lhem to a company of which ho
are charges and commissions, and rebates of interest was director and solicitor. The Mail publishod theso facts,
allowed to purchasers. The only result of that loan was and Lhe bon. treasuror brought an action againat it for libol.
this: that out of £2,500,000 sterling, amounting, at $4.87 As usual, in Courts of law, when the case reached
to the pound, to $12,166,000, we lost something like a certain point, the Treasurer, Mr. Brooks, was
$1,500,000; that is, the hon. gentleman brought back examined, and it was found that ho had sold
to this country less than the amount of the deben- LIe debentures to this company. When that fact
tures ho sold by $1,500,000, and ho left us to pay, was elicited, Mr. Brooks simply droppcd the action, and iL
for thirty years, the interest upon that $1,500,000 bas nover ben renewcd until this day. Our baLe Finance
which the people of this country did not get. Ministerwho is a wise man in some respects, saw the trouble
1 assert that that is a bad and ruinous principle on which to the poor Treasurer of Ontario got into by admitting to wbor
do business. In making a loan, the great object to be sought hoesold bis debentures, and refused to tell witî whom ho
is this: that we get as much of the money to be used in this did business. Therefore, we cannot tell whether he sold
country as we can. It is sufficient for us that we should our debentures to bis own friends or not. Porhaps I bave
pay the interest on that money, in the London market, dwelt longer on Lbis than I intended, but I eel the enom-
without leaving both principle and interest there, as was lty of the issue involved, becauso when ibis flouse will ho
done in this case. That is, perhaps, only a matter of taste dissolved and we go to LIe country witbin thc nexi twelvo
or judgment; but when a Finance Minister who, unlike the or eigbteen months, LIe people wil ho called on to decido
treasure of any ordinary financial croaino uiitesrro n riar iaca corporation or munici- wliether they will trust Lhe management of their affairs to
pality, is entrusted with the power of dealing with the hon. gentlemen opposite, who approve of tIc system carriod
finances of the country, without giving any security ont by tIe bon. member for Centre Huron in fioating our
therefor, beyond the honor of a statesman, and the confidence debentures, or whetber they will support an admin-
reposed in him by the people, takes our securities into the istration wbicb has sounder views of finance and
English market and does not submit them to public do not countenanco any such systom. If thero je any-
competition, but fixes an arbitrary rate, 3 or 4 per thing that marks tbe ine of distinction between tho
cent. lower than our debentures in that market at the time, statesman and the ordinary politician, it is LIe ability te
then, I say, ho abuses the trust that was reposed in him. discriminate and choose Lhcbest mon as associates ln the
The debentures were to be sold at 91 per cent., 9 per management of publie alfairs, and iL is notorieus that,
cent. discount, and were not even submitted to public com- though pressed to do se, the right bon, tIe leader cf the
Potition, because there was in bis terms that which enabled Governient refused Le retain the services of the hon. member
the bon. gentleman to allot that loan to anybody he pleased, for Centre Huron, by making hlm bis Finance Minister. I
Ido not know that this was dishonesty, but it permitted dis- think when the country eonsiders the way this hon.
honesty. The following is the clause:- gentleman bas conducted our affairs, tbey will jin witbme

" The allotment will be made as early as possible, and in cases where in eeming te LIe conclusion tînt ho is by no means a fit man
otbeen practicable to maae any allotment, the deposit will be te ho entrusted wih their administration; tît must horeturnedY1 tbcir universal determination, and I believe it is the decisien

So desirable an investment did the loan seem to be that Lhe people will core Le. I make ibis application against
niany millions were asked for; and the effect of this clause the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J.
Vas to put it in the power of the hon. member for Centre Cartwright), on the grounds I have given, because of tIehuron, in his capacity as Finance Minister, to choose to way in whicl le disposed of that ban. But I know ho is
whom ho should allot that loan. Up to this day, the not a fit man te ho entrusted witî tIc affairs of ihis countryi
Canadian people do not know who got that loan, wîo I have show that bis judgment is erreIeous, and le fot Lomade this $1,500,000, with accrued interest for ho depended upon; that ho is net a man able Le forocast tIe
twenty-nine years. The hon. gentleman refused to tell, future,.able Le gaLber together the ordinary probabilitios
and I challenge|him now on behalf of the people of Canada, oeurring te the miuds of ail men, and Le form from
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them a policy of judicious arrangements to carry on another 50 cents? If the Americans pay the duty now, why should we
the people's affairs. 1 find a reference to his Budget sparethem? Why should we be satisfied with taking from thema paltry

50 cents? According to the hon. gentleman's theory, that dutyreduces
Speech of 1874, that he estimated the revenue at the price."
$25,000,000, and estimated the same amount for each of theb.
two following years-that is, for the three, $75,000,000. I Any practical business man in the country knows the uer
find, on looking into our Blue-Books, that the revenue for absurdity of the argument of the hon. member for Gloucester.
those years reached but $69,000,00; so he made a gnistake It is a well recognized principle of commerce and business, as
to the extent of $6,000000 0 i estimating his means for I understand it, that active competition invariably lowers
carrying on the people's affairs. But, in his Budget Speech prices, but it would be absurd to suppose it would lower them
immediately following, he went still furthcr wrong; he did beyond a living limit. At the end of the first seven or
not know, apparently, how far wrong he was going, because eight columns of bis speech, after deahng with the coal
he estimated, not that le would be wrong to the extent of question, the hon. member for Gloucester says thathe hopes
$6,000,000, but would have a surplus of $1,000,000 a year that the hne of argument adopted by the hon. the Minister
for the same three years. But, instead, be had a deficit of of Railways would be scattered broadcast through the
$2,680,000. If you add that to the $6,000,000, lie makes a country; and that treatment of the coal question, thus
mistake to the extent of $10,000,000 in three years. I sub- adopted, would be understood by the whole country. The
mit then, that if this gentleman were, as his associates claim hon. member for Gloucester must know very little of what
him to be, not only the most honest man among the whole is going on in the country and quite misunderstands the

people of Canada-if le were as honest as he and his col- avenues for news that we have in Ontario, in uttering a
leagues represent him to be-yet these facts prove he is not remark of that kind. 1 suppose that, when talking in this
a man of business, a man of good sense, a safe man to entrust House, he fancies the sound of his voice and that of his
with the affairs of the people. As a means of showing how friends would not reach a long distance or influence a

erroneous that judgment was, I looked again at the same larger circle than the newspaper of which le is himself the
Budget Speech of February, 1875, where I found he sti- editor, possessing a cireulation of only some ten or eleven
mated the increase in the deposits in the Government hundred. There is the rock on which he splits. He does
savings bank at $1,000,000 a year for each of the three years, not know that one of the newspapers we have in Ontario
1875, 1876, and 1877. In a young country like this, thriv- enjoys a circulation of 200,000, by which means every town
ing and progressive, with our male population active and and hamlet is made acquainted with the nonsense lie utters,
intelligent, thiat was a very moderate estimate to make, and as well as the remarks made by his unpatriotic friends also.
there would have been a result far beyond that amount if His desire is to destroy the country, to ruin her credit, to
the affairs of the country had been conducted with efficiency show that we are a miserable people. That is published in

and wisdom. But what was found to be the result of hisjudg- the Mail newspaper and in other papers having an enor-
ment in thatinstance, instead of$1,000,000 ayear, thathe had mous circulation throughout the length and breadth of the

expected, or $3,000,000 altogether, there was a decrease land. Do not let the hon. gentleman think that his utter-
each year, amounting, in the whole, to $1,460,000. The coun- anees are united to the little paper which he edits hinself.

try was going to the bad. I think I have answered the The people of Ontario, if they have had the patience to
remarks that lie somewhat unadvisedly made on the motion wade through his melancholy speech, will see, from the

to adjourn, to obtain an opportunity of making them. I principles he enunciates. whether lie is a safe man to have
think he would have donc better to have left them un- their interests in his charge. There are three positions
spoken. As I said before, i moved the adjournment of the with regard to this coal duty. Now, Sir, I treat this coal
debate because I was unwilling that bere, on the door of duty, perhaps, at greater length than I should, because it
the Huse, hearing it and knowing il would be transmitted las been a sore question in Ontario. We have been worried
by the press to every avenue of the land, there should go by every witty demagogue throughout the land ever sine
through the minds of men statements so damaging to the this duty -was imposed, trying to inflame the mmds of the
country, and so discreditable,1think, as those of thehon. mem- people, trying to raise lu their minds a hostility against the
ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin). I went through his'speech people of the Maritime Provinces, trying to anger them and

this morning, taking an hour to sec whether any principle make a sore feeling, trying to create a feeling that in the

was involved in it, any line of argument laid down, any end the destruction of this Confederation will take place, of
strong position set forth, which I could try to controvert. which all loyal and true men are so proud. Sir, it has been
I could find nothing of the kind. Through the melancholy fully established, boyond contradiction in the -Mail news-

meandering of thirty or forty columns of Hansard, dreary paper, that this duty of 50 cents a ton on coal has not
i terations and anecdotes, appeared no general principle, nor increased the price, tha je ene position, and I think it bas
discussion of any useful question. There was nothing you nover been controverted. Then here je another poition -
could get hold of on which to ground an argument. In the supposing it does increase ie price by 50 cents per ton,
first three or four columns there is absolutely nothing at then I say- and il isa belief and a conviction indulged in b
all but quotations in English, in our own vernacular tongue, every patriotic son of Ontario-that if the imposition of

and other matter of little interest. He repeats the quota- that 50 cents a ton in coal enables us to bînd together

tion of the old Latin author: "Whom the Gods wished to more closely the Provinces of this Dominion, and knit to

destroy they first make mad." My own opinion is, if that us more closely the men of the Maritime Provinces by
rinciple be true, as regards representative and legisiative affording them this scanty measure of justice and sympathy,

ies like this House, it would seem, from the utterances of they are willing that it should be done. That is the fee-
this hon. gentleman, that destruction has threatened-not ing. As the avenues and the means for the transmission
our party, but the Opposition. For, certainly, if we treat of this commodity become more adapted to trade thon te
their own utterances as illustrating any position tbey wish shall sec Nova Scotia coal creeping up mile after mile in the
to bring themselves into, we may well say : "That tliey Province of Ontario, and the return ship laden with freight
whom the Gods wish to destroy they first make mad." The gong te increaso the volume of inter-provincial trade be

very first point the bon. member for Gloucester tried to tween us, and thus consolidating the nation. Now, eventin
make, and itwas received with additional enthusiasm by his the inception of the trade, wbat do we find ? We heard tha
friends behind him, affected the coal duty. He said: other day, from a gentleman on the floor of this louse, that

I Well, if the imposition of 50 cents a ton on coal produced the ex- tiney are using 150 tons a moui of Nova Scoia ceda at
traordinary effect of making it cheaper and procuring more revenue, Kingeton. I know that large quanti.ies are being Ueed at
why does not the hon. the Finance Minister ask for the imposition of Cobourg, and as we go on te double this trade and to sed

Mr. BoULTBEE.
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our commodities down to the Maritime Provinces, we shall whose constituencies I will not mention, because I do not
knit more closely together these Provinces in these strong believe ho could tell a lie. Well, he got up and said that,
bonds of union which alone can make us a strong nation,. some objection was taken to this protection policy on the
and we are only deterred from doing so now-we are only ground that it militated against the farmer. Well, now,
kept back by men like the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. ho said .J do not think there is any class of men, so far as
Anglin), who, in the narrow circle of bis miserable I know, who are so much benefitted by the creation and
party prejudice, would sacrifice all the future of extension of manifacturers, as farmers, because it gives
this country, and who bas endeavored, on the floor of this them the market not only for their grains which we can
louse, to create dissension between the Maritime Provinces always sel], and which go to Europe or elsewhere, but we
and Ontario. Disposing of both those points, suppose now, have a chicken, or a dozen eggs, or a sucking pig, or any
we created no inter-provincial trade, suppose the 50 cents other luxury of life-because sucking pigs are luxuries -we
does become added to the price of coal, then I take the can sell them at once and get the cash for them and take it
position that it is a fair and proper tax to impose. It is a home. So the farmer was satisfied. Not only were the
good revenue producing tax. Who does it bear upon ? It farmer and t'be meehanic satisfied, but there were three or
does not bear upon the poor man; it bears upon the ricli. four Reformers present who never gave a Conservative voto
The poor man buys bis three tons of coal in the year; in their life, and they said they were satisfied-they were
the rich man buys bis fifteen, twenty, thirty, or more, going to support the National Policy; they said they could
and he pays a per capita of $4 or $5, while the poor not do otherwise, because the country was flourishing. In
man pays $1.50. But I can give to this House- taking bis position as to the action of the Reform party with
and I am sure they will receive it with pleasure-the regard to the National Policy, the hon. member for
utterances of one of these men on this very point. In, Gloucester said that what his friends contended for was that
the East Riding of York-which I have the honor to to the extent the Tariff proved protective it would prove a
represnt-and I may say it is one of the metropolitan fallacy in working up a revenue, and a littie further down
counties, being contiguous to the city of Toronto, and its be seems to roll the morsel round his mouth again, and re-
people are not less intelligent than any other people of vert to the same thing after having touched on something
Canada--I think a very large proportion of the electors are else in the middle. The lion. gentleman says that the
laboring men and mechanios who work in the city and live National Policy bas failed as a protective Tariff, and that it
just outside its limits. We had a meeting the othor day in has also failed as a revenue Tariff. J would like to ask him,
the East Riding of York, where political questions were if it has failed as a protective Tariff, why it is that, through-
discussed at some length; and there, in that meeting, held out the longth and breadth of this land, from one end to the
some eight or ten days ago, a mechanie was called upon to other, we have the hum of industry, and the utterances of a
speak-a big, broad shouldered, bard beaded and bard happy, contented and prosperous people ? If that state of
handed man, too-and be spoke in a way that was highly things is not due to the Tariff, I would like to ask him and
interesting to the men around him, and ho spoke, I may bis friends to what they impute the prosperity we are
say-and J say it for the satisfaction of the sensitive enjoying. Taking up bis other position, that it has not
feelings of the elegant scholar from Centre Huron-he succeeded as a revenue Tariff, I would just ask hirm if any
spoke with grammatical accuracy; ho pronounced his lan- one can look at the happy, smiling and contented counten-
guage, I think, about as well as the bon. member for Centre ance ofthe hon. Finance Minister, who is rejoicing at present
Huron; I only wish I could have done as well, but then he, in the possession of a very large pouch well filled, and say
like myself, unlike the member for Centre Huron, had that his Tariff bas failed as a revenue Tariff. The people are
ever any opportunity of going to school, because there being paid good wages, they are prospering, they arc getting

Were no schools where we were living when we were boys. rich, and we have a surplus revenue, so, I think, that for
What did this man say? He said, honestly and fairly, I1 the present, we may dismiss that point. The member for
cannot discuss these questions exhaustively; I do not Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) argued at very great length to show
understand them sufficiently to go into all the details; but that the cotton and woollen manufacturers and others are
this I know, he said, that when the late 'overnment were making enormous profits. It was demonstrated by the bon.
il power I only got four days' work in the week on the Finance Minister, and his arguments have not been contro-
average, and that at low wages, and the little family suffered verted-I do not think they will be controverted, although
rather; but now I get six days' work in the week, at bigh I dare say they will be denied, because we have gentLemen
wages, and the wife and children are all comfortable. on the other side who are always ready to deny what they
Then he went on and took up this question of coal, and ho cannot disprove-I say it was proved by the hon. Finance
said : I do not know whether the 50 cents duty becomes Minister that the cost of cottons and those other goods has
added to the price or not, but I am getting it just as cheap, not increased. If that be the case, and even if it can be
Or even cheaper, than before. I do not care whether it is shown that these manufacturers have made enormous profits
added or not; it is a mere trifle to me to pay $1.50 and large fortunes, it only shows that we are creating
a year extra on the three tons of coal I use, when wealth within our own borders instead of sending it abroad.
. get more than one bundred extra days of work Money is abundant, the rate of interest is low; money can

the year, at high wages, compared with what I be had for 5 per cent. interest instead of 10 as it was be-
d when those gentlemen were in power. And ho fore, and I say that better marks of the prosperity of the

also said-he was a pretty intelligent man, and very country cannot be found than the ability to obtain money
naturally so, because he supports me; he is chairman at a fair rate of interest. We do not find men going around
of one of my Committees-he said also about cotton: They shaving notes or lending their money at exor-
say cotton bas raised a balf cent a yard; well, I don't know, bitant rates; but instead of that, they are investing
even if cotton is half a cent dearer a yard it won't make it in business and manufactories, and the result is that our
TTuch difference; I can wear my shirt as long as I like and wealth is increasing, our population is growing, and we are
ave as many of them as J wish, and I was not even able to improving in every respect. I may say that I waded

d that before. Now, I may say that there was also on that through the long, dreary, melancholy speech of the lon. mem-
hie platform one of our foremost farmers, known out of ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), and tried to find some legiti-
Johnw cointy as a scientific agriculturist-J refer to mate position taken by him-some position on which he
cunt Gibson, of Markham, a farmer known al through this could stand. He took one position which would have been
coentry as.One of the most upright mon who ever lived. a good one if it had been borne out by the facts, but it

O was quite unlike some gentlemen I know, the names of seems to have no foundation. He takes the position that
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the reason of the great prosperity of the country is that we
have been baving a large export trade; that we have been
sending large quantities of timber, cattle and other goods
out of the country, and that this prosperity is not due to the
management of this Government- the skill of tbe hon. Fin-
ance Minister or the effects of the National Policy. I wish
to call the attention of the late bon. Finance Minister (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) and the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) to the fact-and I may say that I have looked
into the matter and believe I am correct-that the
exports in ]871-72-73 were less than those for 1876.
77-78 by $16,000,000. Yet, all the time that these
exports were increasing we were getting poorer and
more miserable, so that I do not think there is
much in that argument. Going a little further into
the bon. gentleman's speech, we get into a long diatribe, in
which there is little except this: that ho inveighs bitterly
against the fate of the Maritime Provinces for having to
pay duty on the goods which they buy from Ontario. He
thinks they might buy somewhere else; that it is a hardsbip
that, through the imposition of duties, they should be
obliged to buy in Ontario, when, as he says, Ontario makes
money out of them. He then takes up the case of Ontario,
and inveighs, with equal earnestness on behalf of the deter-
mination of the people of that Province, because they have
to pay duty on coal. I do not think any member of Parlia-
ment could possibly take a much more incendiary position
than this. When we consider the struggles we have gone
through, and the enormous efforts which have been made
to bind together a lot of small scattered Provinces into one
great Confederation, in connection with our old motherland,
I think he is no true patriot, no true friend of his country,
no true son of Canada, who comes here, where his utterances
have the weight that attach to an old and respected
hon. member of Parliament, and endeavors to create a
dissension botween the various Provinces which, if continued,
can ond in nothing but the disruption and destruction of the
Coii<deration. le then goes into a lot of statistics for
something like half an hour-as near as I can measure its
length from the columus of Ilansard-and then coming
back, ho launches into some old topic, his troubles about
inter-provincial trade, his troubles about the Maritime
Provinces buying their goods in Ontario, etc. As I said
before, in doing this I think the bon. gentleman bas taken
a wrong course, and one which he should not have filled.
le goes further, and seems determined, if he cannot find
facts upon which to base his arguments, he will make the
facts for himself, and how does he do it ? The Census bas
just been taken, at great expense, with great care, and
under the most skilful superintendence, the whole business
being done as well as any Census taken on the face of the
earth, and everybody seems satisfied with it except the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), and he says it is all
untrue. fHe says that, instead of our population increasing
it is decreasing, that our people are fleeing out of the
country-literally starved out of it. In fact, as was most
pathetically expressed in some beautiful lines by the bon.
member for Welland (Mr. Bunting) which recently
appeared in his paper:

"They've fied for bread to other lands."

The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), says that he
thinks he may possibly be condemned for saying this. He
feels, himself, that he bas taken a course so unstatesmanlike,
so unpatriotic, so unfair, that ho will be condemned in
the eyes of every right-thinking man, but ho says the truth
must hobtold. Truth is great, and must prevail. I would
like to ask the hon. members of this fouse, and the people
of this country, whether we are to say that all those sworn
Co mmissioners of the Census are wrong, and none but the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) right. The evidence
is against him. We cannot believe that these gentlemen

Mr. BOULTBEE.

are wrong, that they have wilfully foresworn and miscon.
ducted themselves, and that the only man in Canada who
dared to speak the truth is the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin). The people of this country wiil
believe no such thing, and I think that he who thus
inveighs against bis country, not only against its
status and its credit, but also against the honesty of its
officials, is no truc friend of Canada. Be goes on further
to speak of Montreal. Upon that point I do not pretend
to have the facts myself, but I have asked a number of
gentlemen here from Montreal, who aver that it is utterly
false that that city is in a very bad state, that its popula-
tion is leaving, that its proporty is of less value than before,
and that everything is in a very bad condition. They say
that the bon. gentleman dare not stop in Montreal on bis
way through it. Now, I warn him to go tbere at night,
and not to expose bis person to those irritated people of
Montreal, who, Le says, have not money enough to buy
eggs of an impure character ; but they say they have, and
they will very likely be after him in that sort of shape.
Then the hon. Minister of Finance, in bis speech, said that he
had new factories ail through the country. Well, I thought
we had myself. I thought I had seen them, knew of them,
and seen them mentioned in the newspapers. The hon.
member for Gloucester tells us that they have got no suce
things as new factories. Well, I got two or three peoplh
to make a list of the new factories for me, and it fills the
whole side of a sheet of foolscap. In Toronto, there are
thirteen or fourteen new factories, employing 1,473 bands.
But then there are a number of factories in which the
labor employed bas been increased. In the city of Toronto,
previous to this National Policy, there were 841 hands
employed where there are now more than double that
number of new bands, and the total amount of wages paid
in one year for additional hands is $729,000. I aiso find
that in the small town of Dundas seven or eight new facto-
ries have been established, employing 903 bands; in Galt,
about a dozen, employing 734 bands; in Hespeler, where,
previous to the National Policy, there were two or three
miserable factories, employing 105 bands, there are now
627 hands employed. Here is a statement regarding cotton
factories, showing that previous to the National Policy
they were employing 2,150 bands, they are now employing
8,600; and a man told me in the lobby just now that in the
Acton Glove Factory, a factory that was languishing under
the late Tariff, the wages paid bave increased 15 per cent.,
and they are employing 140 bands instead of 40. I hope
that answers the question of the bon. member for Gloucester
as to whether there aro anynew factories or not. Well, the
bon. member for Gloucester is a very sympathetic man too.
He tbinks that if this National Policy bas done any good
to the laboring man, whose face, he says, it bas ground,
and whose means of living it has taken away, he should
like to see it. Here are his own words:

''I doubt if any hon. member of this House bas heard of an instance
where any one of these manufacturers., after the National Policy had
gone into operation, or even after he had begun to experience its
benefits, had, of bis own will and motion and out of a sense ofjistice,
called bis men together and said;: 'I am making more profit to-day by
reason of the National Policy, the cost of your livinghas increased, and,
as a matter of justice, I think I will admit you to a share of these profits
and increase your wages.' If any such instance as that bas occurred ir
any part of this Dominion, I think it would be well. for the sake of
humanity, and especially for the sake of suchhumanityasexistsamongst
manufacturera of the class we find mentioned by the Commissioners
appointed by the Government, that it should be widely known."

Well, Sir, I just looked around and I found in a newspaper
in the reading room this small local paragraph, relal ing to
an iron founder in Guelph, belonging to Mr. John CroWOe.

" Advance in Wages.-Mr. John Crowe called the moulders of big
establishment in a body into bis office the other day, and informed thea
that be had decided to make an increase of 25 cents a day in their waget
Several of the employés expressed their satisfaction to M1r. c rowe for te
liberal increase paid. The wages now range from $2.00 to $2,25 per
day."
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I hope that will satisfy the hon. gentleman. The nèxt posi-
tion he takes is, that without the National Policy the market
could be kept for agricultural implements, waggons, ecar-
riages, etc., in the Provinces, and also in Manitoba and the
North-West, by opening up the territory and rendering it
accessible to them as it was previously to the American
manufacturers. What does the hon. member for Gloucester
mean by that ? Does he mean that, without this protective
policy, we would bave kept the market of the North-West
for our own people ? If he does, I can answer him also on
that point. The real policy of hon. gentlemen on the other
side was tolet the wealth of the old Provinces be p>ured out
to create that magnificent new country, and then to furnish
it as a market to the American people. The policy of the
Government is that, while we are spending our wealth to
open up this magnificent territory, it should be retained for
those who created it, and not be given away to add to the
wealth of the neighboring Republic; and it is a good and
sound policy, and one that will commend itself to the good
sense of the people of this country. In his tour in the east,
at two or three places, the hon. member for West Durham
stated openly that the natural market of the people of the
Maritime Provinces was not with Ontario, but with the
United States. The hon. member for Gloucester, I think,
denied this the other day, but it is true nevertheless, be-
cause 1 have the papers bore, supporting hon. gentlemen on
the other side of the House, which reported it. The bon.
member for Gloucester will not deny it now, I fancy. That
was stated in a speech at New Glasgow, and in another at
Prince Edward Island; and that shows conclusively that
the policy of the other side of the House is, that we should
create that magnificent territory in the west, and then hand
it over, lock, stock and barrel, to the United States. But
the hon. member for Gloucester goes a little further than
that. He says:

" I can assure hon. gentlemen that if they expect the support of many,carriage makers they will find themselves as woefully mistaken as I hope
they will be in other predictions they make."
well, I had a conversation the other day with Mr. Speight'
the great carriage maker of Markham, who has the highest
reputation for that kind of work in the Dominion of Canada.
In fact, I think I am right in saying that the Government,
in asking for tenders for carriages, require them to be made
up to the standard ofthe Speight waggons. He bas also the
contract for making Herdic coaches for Canada. He hasi
been a Reformer all his life. He had been telling me how
he was able to sell bis waggons and carriages cheaper thani
before, and he said: "The country under this National
Policy is so much more prosperous that I get better pay
and do not make so many bad dobts, and I get large ordersi
from the North-West mostly, and I know exactly what I am
mnaking; and I would sooner do business in that way than(
peddle my waggons arourid the country." I asked him:i

Could you have retained that trade in the North-West ift
YOu had not this protective policy ?" " No," he said,i
"the Yankees would have run us out of the land."î
le did not tell me himself, but a number of gentlemen toldine, that after I had been talking to Mr. Speight on this sub.-jeet, ho announced before a large number of people that sot
mportant did he consider the National Policy to thisi

country that, as a duty to himself, to his country and to1
those invested in manufactures and to the number of work-
pen lie employed, he was determined to support the National,th y at the next election ; and, therefore, I am able to tell1

e hon. member for Gloucester that one carriage-maker,rand one of the most important in the Dominion, is going torSupport me and the Government at the next election, becausecTe Considers it to be his duty to support the National Policy.c
l 0 hon. member for Gloucester goes on for a certain timeb
longer and again returns, and says over again substantially i
the salue thing he said about the factories, and wants tod
know Where the new factories and new industries are. I.

have answered tbe hon. member once before when ho made
that portion of his speech before. There was no necessity
to duplicate the speech, and I do not see any necessity for
duplicating the answer and again reading the list of fac-
tories. The bon. gentleman, as he, running out of topics,
again returns to his attack on Montreal, and declares that
the value of proporty is depressed, the people are
poor and miserable and unhappy, and are leaving the
country, and in fact they are in a very bad condition
altogether, I have asked substantial citizens of Montreal
whether the hon. gentleman is correct in this aspersion on
the character of the city, and they reply that it is utterly
false and untrue, that the people are more prosperous, more
money is being made, more bouses are rented, and business
generally is more active and prosperous than it bas been
for a decade; and they further say that the citizens are
more thankful and more prayerful than before; they are
thankful that bon. gentlemen opposite were turned out of
office, and they pray every day and night it may be long
before they return again. Then, the hon. gentleman's
speech covers a couple of columns on the low rate of
interest. I referred to that before, but it is a subject so
important that I may be excused for referring to it for a
moment. I will be borne out by every business man that
there is notbing which marks so much the prosperity of
Canada as when money is plentiful and rates of interest low.
If that be not correct, I know nothing of these things
whatever ; tbat is the way I have been taught. So I say
we now find that, instead of money being used in buying
mortgages and in shaving and discounting notes, it is used
in manufactures which are intensifying and creating the
wealth of the country. HUe says:

I The general improvement in business has caused an improvement in
prices of produce, which enables the people to buy more articles and
more dearly."

In this utterance, made in a loose sort of way, the hon.
gentleman gives away the whole position, when ho cen-
codes that the farmers are reoeiving good prices, that the
people have more money and can buy food at higher prices.
That is what we want, that is what the people were hungering
for-for the time when they would be able to buy, without
feeling injured, the comforts and even some of the ordinary
luxuries of life. The bon. gentleman goes on a little fur-
ther, and again returns to the attack on Montreal. When I
see this triple attack on Montreal, i cannot holp thinking
that at some time or other the citizens must have refused
to hear some such a speech as the hon. gentleman made the
other night, and if they did refuse they ought to be forgiven.
Then ho says that the National Policy, this creation of more
money which has enabled the people to buy more goods at
botter prices and make themselves more comfortable, has
only operated in favor of the farmer and speculation. I do
not know what he means by that. Ifho means the ordinary
trader, I conceive it bas improved the position of farmers and
manufacturers. If ho means by speculators, men who
are ready to go into legitimate avenues of business, I admit
it has favored the speculator; but if ho means by that term
one who tries to live without working, but by shaving notes,
then, on the contrary, the reduced rates of interest and the
increased amount of money in the country have injured his
position. The lon. gentleman, towards the close of his long
harangue, became very feeling for the farmers. I think,
bore, at the end, I have got the key to the whole speech, the
key to the action of his lifetime, and to the action of his
political friends. They have been misled, I think, by his
powerful brain, because he says that, at the last election, we
cajoled and deceived the farmers of Canada; they have often
cajoled me, but I cannot say I ever cajoled them, and if the
bon. gentleman builds up his political future on his abilty
to cajole the people, he will find the farmers cannot be
deceived, either by him or by his friends. The saying, "that
whom the gode wish to destroy they furt make mad," I have
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shown applies to himself. Ilere is another point which the
hon. gentleman turned to himself. lie says:

" Tbey never trusted in the promises of hon. gentlemen opposite, but
the man who bas been fooled once and knows it is not likely to be
fooled again."

After long days and years of active agitation, the hon.
gentlemen opposite got into power; the hon. member for
Gloucester occupied the Speaker's chair, and, if report
speaks truly, he did not lose by it. They succeeded in
obtaining a large mnjority on account of the large and wide
profe-sions they made. They had stated, from every stump
in Ontario and even from the shores of the Pacifie down to
the boundaries of the Maritime Provinces, that they were
the most honest men on the face of the earth; that they
were true Reformers, and if they got into power they would,
like Jack Cade, put a towel in every man's pot. Well, the
people of this country trusted in the promises of these
gentlemen and will never put trust in them again ; but will
again confide the administraticn of publie affairs to the pre-
sent Governient, which has fulfilled itspledge and brought
the country into its present prosperous and happy condition.
The last remarks of the bon. member for Gloucester, who was
careful not to point out any particular places as an illustra-
tion of bis statements, were that our Census were all wrong,
that the people are leaving the country, that manufacturers
are suffering and everything going to the bad, and that
nothing would save the country from destruction but the
restoration to power of hi mself and bis bon. fi iends. I will, in
a very few words, try to show the con :erse of these state-
ments. At the last election, the people looked fbrward to
thoso who were seeking their suffrages to devise some
remedial legislation whieh would put the country in a
better condition than it was in then, and the right bon.
leader of the Government and bis supporters promised that,
if placed in power, they would endeavor to change the
aspect of affairs. ] ask you again whether this promise
has not been fulfilled, whether, in the history of
any nation, at any rate under institutions like ours,
you have ever seen in so few years so great a
change in the condition of the country, so marvelous a
bringing about of a state of prosperity, happiness and con-
tentment. It might be said of the hon. Finance Minister, as
it was said of a statesman in a neighboring country: "lIe
struck the rock of the national crcdit, and an abundant
stream flowed forth." Under the management of the bon.
member for Centre Huron, the publie credit became a
corpse, which he could not galyanize, much less get it on its
feet, that it might walk. Yet, after all the success which
bas attended the efforts of this Government, these hon. gen-
tlemen opposite ask to be again placed in office, lu order
that they may do away with the National Policy. I have
that confidence in the common sense of the people, that I
believe when the next elections come, come when they
may, the Government will be returned to power with as
large a majority as they have at present.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). We have been very much in-
terested on this side of the House in the remarks made by
the hon. member for East York. In fact, it is hard for me
to say whether we are mort impressed by the forcible
argument which he presented to us, or the chaste and
moderate language in which he couched his arguments, or
the melodious tones of bis voice. In fact, it is always a
pleasure to listen to the hon. member for East York. He
excels all other members of this House in bis anxiety to
take care of the Opposition. lHe sometimes singles out one
mcmber, sometimes another. This afternoon he bas taken
charge of two or three. The hon. gentleman first devoted
his attention to the hon. member for Centre ElUron, and was
very much annoyed bocause that hon. member chose,
acting on bis own judgment, to change his political asso-
ciates some years ago. The hon. member for East York,

Mir. BoULTBEE.

Bhimself 'changed his political associates. I think the
hon. gentleman was a Liberal at one time, though now

t working with Conservative party, and I think the hon.
gentleman ought to have a little charity towards those
who change their political opinions. I think if he
claimed the liberty of desorting bis friends and going over
to the Conservative party, ho should concede the same lib-
erty to the bon. member for Centre Huron, and allow him
to join the Liberal party. I am, however, quite satisfied
with the exchange. I think we have benofited by it. I
would bo quite willing to exchange-should there be any
more of the bon. member's stripe in our party, and I do not
think there is another left-but admitting for the moment
that there are any, I would be willing to exchange them by
the dozen for gentlemen of the stamp of the bon. member
for Centre Huron. The hon. member bas found great fault
with the bon. member for Centre Huron on account of
The bon. gentleman seems to be a great authority on loans,
fie insinuated that the bon. member for Centre Eluron put
himself in a position to bo personally benefited by the loan
which ho made in 1873-74. I cannot say that he directly
insinuated that the hon. member for Centre Huron did
benefit by that loan, personally, but he implied as much as
ho would dare to imply on that point, on the floor of the
House. Such an insinuation is unworthy of the bon. member
for East York.

An bon. ME MBER. Not unworthy.
Mr. ROSS. My hon. friend behind me says it is not

unworthy. I will leave it so. Does ho not know that the
loan floated by the hon. member for Centre Huron, was
floated in the same way as those floated by previous Fin-
ance Ministers ? Does ho not know that every insinuation
and inuendo which he made in connection with that loan
would apply equally as well to thoso made by Sir A. T.
Galt, Sir John Rose and Sir Francis Hincks?
Does ho not know that these gentlemen, in floating
loans, placed them on the English market at a
fixed minimum rate, and no hon. members on
this side of this Hlouse, to my knowledge, ever insinuated
that these gentlemen were personally benefited by any loan
they bad made. Does ho not know further that Sir Francis
Hincks approved most cordially and in the strongest terms, of
the loan made by the bon. member for Centre fHuron, a few
years ago. If tbe hon. member will allow me, I will read
from the Journal of Commerce a quotation from an article
written by Sir Francis Hincks, on that loan, it is dated the
25th July, 1879. Sir Francis Hincks said:

"It is about as unreasonable to attribute the success of the loan tothe
favorable influence of the National Policy, as it would have been to have
attributed the failure to that cause. We confess that we are unable
to discover the ground on which the Gazette infers that ''the credit Of
Canada stands higher to-da.y in the London market than ever before."
The test of the correctness of this opinion would be the comparative
value of Canadian 4 per cents. and Imperial guaranteed 4 per
cents., on the 4 per cent. debentures of New South Wales, Queens-
land, South Australia, Victoria, and Tasmania at the present, and at
some previous fixed time. All the Colonies mentioned have 4 per
cent. bonds in the market, and it will be found that, while they are
generally biglier than those of Canada, they have all shared the in-
provement in price caused, not by the National Policy, but by the
abundance of money in the English market, consequent on depressed
trade and want of confidence."

lere is the opinion of a gentleman who occupied the
position held by the present hon. Finance Minister, who
floated a loan in the English market on precisely the sane
conditions as the loans floated by theb on. member for Centre
Huron, and who holds that that was the best way in which
that Canadian loan could have been floated. He ought to know
that the allotment of the shares when a loan is floated at a
fixed price, is made entirely by the financial agents of the
Government, in London, and that the hon. the Finance
Minister bas nothing to do with the shares allotted to thOsO
who may take the loan; and he might know, further, that
the present Government has for ten years appointed the
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Baring Brothers financial agents of Canada, in England,
without power of revocation. So that, if any charge is
made against the fnancial agents, in London, in connection
with the loans floated by the late hon. Finance Minister, we
have a complete answer in the tact that these men stand
so high in the good opinion of the present Governmeut,
that they have been appointed our financial agents for ten
The hon. member forEast York (Mr. Boultbee) has indulged
in some very chaste and polisbed phrases, in the speech
just concluded. I jotted down just a few of them,
to which I will call his attention, though, perhaps,
they were uttered in haste. In referring to the member for
Centre Huron, he spoke of lis conduct as almost exceeding
that of "human effrontery." In alluding to the member for
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), he spoke of the "incendiary
position " which that hon. gentleman occupied. I thirnk we
have had enough of such language from the member for
East York, and I will therefore dismiss the bon. gentleman
from further consideration; I know any reference made to
him is unnecessary. The position in which he stands, in the
estimation of members on both sides of the Hlouse, does not
even call for the reference I have made; but I thought it
necessary thus to allude to him in brief. We have entered
upon a very important discussion. The question before the
House at present is, practically, shall the policy of the
present Administration, in regard to the financial affairs of
this country and its fiscal policy be sustained. The hon.
Finance Minister explained, the other night, bis Budget
at great length. He speke of our revenues and expendi-
tures, and was followed later by the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways, who also discussed at considerable length a number of
questions, to a few of which I will refer. First, he
charged the member for Centre Huron with bringing
down estimates in 1874 for $4,000,000 more than the
largest expenditure of the late Government. The
hon. Minister of Finance will remember that by
the obligations which he had incurred in 1873, instead
of bringing down an estimate for $20,900,000 he should
have brought down an estimate for $23,368,000. He
WiIl also remember that the ex-Minister of Finance,
in the expenditure for 1873- 74, kept within the esti-
mate of bis predecessor, and that the present Minister
of Finance, exceeded the estimate of bis predeces-
sor. le will remember that, in that estimate of 1873-74,
we had te provide for the very heavy obligations which
were undertaken by our predecessors; we had the Inter-
colonial Railway in course of construction ; we bad the'
enlargOment of the canals on hand ; we had the obligations
incurred in connection with the Canadian Pacific Railwvy
and the Prince Edward Island Raitway, heavy obligations
Which it was necessary to meet in order to maintain the
credit of the country. The hon. Minister of Railways,
11, dealing with the expenditure of this country, touched

heo question very gingerly. It will be within the recol-
etion Of many members of this House, how vigorously the
11- Mimster of Railways denounced the expenditure of the

previous Administration in 1878, how ho took up item after
item of our Estimates and charged us with extravagance,because, in some instances, there were increases. I will make
a short quotation from his speech delivered on the 22ndelruary, 1878, when be said:

iInanuch as we governed the country with a small taxation, anduIaniuch as we are prepared to govern the country again without those
have beeant expenditures made by the present.Government since theylaI1 bee entrasted with power, ail we ask is, not that the taxation

halbe increastbecaue we do n arequire s much money as theahon.
whichl he opposite, as we Lave shown by our economy in the past, and

TI are prepared to practice in the future."

RailWas the platformn upon which the hon. Minister of
p (UIways went to the country in 1878, and I was not sur-Posed that, when ho came to discuss the Estimates of biscoeaue, a few evenings ago, ho touched the items of

t"re 80 gingerly. We had before us hiB promise,

made in 1878, and we had the statement of the bon. Min-
ister of Finance in the city of St. John, when he declared
that he believed $22,500,000 were all that would be neces-
sary with which to carry on the affairsof this country. I am
not surprised, then, that when tho hon. gentleman came to
dealwith the expenditure, he toucbed the matter so very care-
fully; and, if we just revert to the facts of this increased ex-
penditure, this position will be made very clear. Let us look,
first, at the entire expenditure, as contained in the Public
Accounts during the last few years, and compare them with
the expenditure of the last Administration, and with the
Estimates proposed for 182-83. The hon. Minister ofF'inance
delights this Session in averages, not only averages in the
matter of expenditure, but in the matter of trade. I will
give him a few averages in the matter of expenditure. If
the hon. gentleman will notice the expenditure for the
Dominion of Canada, he will find that the average during the
last two years of the last Administration, was $23,511,229,
and that the average expenditure of bis own Administration
during the last two years, was $25,176594, or an excess in
the last two years over our average expenditure of
$1,665,365, or an excess over our last year of
nearly $2,000,000. Now, we can understand, from
that simple fact, why the hon. Minister of Railways
was so careful, in discussing the public finances, not to touch
on the expenditure of this country. No doubt when ho
looked at the Estimates ho was completely appalled, for these
Estimates proposed, when the Supplementry Estimates are
brought down, as indicated by the Minister of Finance, an
expenditure of $27,600,000, or an expenditure of $4,000,000
over the highest expenditure of the late Reform Adminis-
tration. We pointed out in 1878 that during the first seven
years of Confederation the Conservative party increased
the expenditure $ 10,000,000. They were upon the stool of
repentance during the five years they sat in the cold shades
of Opposition, and nobody suffered more during that time
than my distinguisbed friend from Niagara (Mr. Plumb).
While in that position they promised reform, they cried
peccavi. Place ns in power again and we will reform the
finances of this country, we will reduce the expenditure.
From every platform, as well as from their places in this
House, they declared ioud and strong their allegiance to
economy and to a careful financial management. Circum-
stances placed them in power, and we see now how much
their promises were worth. From an expenditure of about
$23,500,000, such as we required in 1878, the expendi-
ture of this country has leaped up to $27,600,000, and bon.
gentlemen opposite are responsible for this increase. Let us
go into detail. The bon. Minister of Finance boasts that ho
was able to reduce the interest account, I think, something
like $50,000 or $59,000. He boasts of that as au astounding
feat of financial ability. The interests of this country now
are in very safe keeping, because we have paid this year
$59,000 less for interest than we paid the previous year.
How did ie accomplish this feat of financial ability ? Was
it by negotiating a favorable loan in the English market?
Was it by raising the credit of this country until it exceeds
the credit of the other British colonies ? No; not at all, but
because ho was able to buy up a few 6 per cents. and
substitute 5 per cents. in their places. ie had not to go to
the English markets to negotiate a loan; ho had the money
in the Post Office Savings Bank, and he used that money,
and all there is to boast of in this financial feat is that ho
saves $59,000. But let us look at the averages, for that is a
favorite doctrine of my hon. friend, and it is a new doctrine,
a now plank in the Conservative platform. This doctrine
of averages simply proves that the hon. gentlemen opposite
required on an average, during the last two years, $760,981
more for interest than was reluired during the late
Reform Administration. They required $750,006
to be drawn annually from the pockets of the
people to meet public expenditure more than the
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late Reform Administration required, as a result of ment of Ju
the bon. gentleman's management of publie affaire. In 1878, w
When we come down to the controlable expenditure-the paid $19,4
expenditure which is particul;.rly under the control of the Departmen
Ministers-you will see how apparent the extravagance including t
of the present Administration becomes. In speaking of ment forty
controlable expenditure, the Hon. Senator Macpherson, in number wa
his pamphlet, says: while last 3

" This expenditure is as much under the control of the Ministers $ 19,000 in
the expenditure of your respective housebolds is under your control, ment oflnl

~list of thai
Now, if this proposition is sound-and coming from a col- number wa
league of the hon. gentleman opposite, we must take it as of in 1881 the
high authority-what follows ? It follows that, these hon. of Public
gentlemen are particularly to blame for any increase in the economical
controlable expenditure. It may be possible that, in the they did n
matter of interest and the matter of the collection of rev- opposite, b
enues, they might find some extenuating circumstances, but the affairs
here their own collague says that the controlable expendi- single -head
ture of this country is as much under their control-1 use there were
his own words-as the expenditures of their own house- 844,325, wl
holds. Well, we find that these hon. gentlemen, during the Post Office.
last three years, have increased the controlable expenditure many heads
of this country by $750,000. There is an expen- charactersc
diture that they might have prevented-so their colleague
says-and is yet in their power, and yet it goes on
in precisely the same line as the other expenditures of the
country go on. Let us apply the doctrine of averages and Mr. SPE
what do we find ? We find that the average controlable passed an A
expenditure for the last two years is greater by $439,913 The Add]
than it was under the late Administration. And you will
find this remarkable fact in connection with this point,
that, whereas, under the late Administration, we were able ioat Graciow
to reduce controlable expenditure by $1,750,000 in five We, Your M
years, and brought it down to the lowest point it bad nestly, in our
reached since 1875, the hon. gentlemen have gone on in- sent, to renew
creasing it year by year, increasing it at a very rapid ratio, to Your hlaj

.shocked, mayuntil now, as I have already said, the controlable expendi- received by t
ture is greater by $750,000 than it was in 1878. Let us look Your Majesty'
at a few items of that controlable expenditure. Let me take opportunity of
the first item in the hst that of Civil Government and suaded will co

at Your Provii
what do you find under that head ? In 1878, we We are deep
required $b23,369 for Civil Government; the hon. calamity from
gentleman required, in 1881, $915,958, or an increase Majesty's life1

.Your devoted
of $92,589 in that single item. Perhaps they will reign may lon
say that the requirements of this country are such
as to necessitate an increase under that head. Every THE SENaTE

hon. member of this flouse knows what are the ex- Friday
penses under that head. They are principally expenses of Sir JOHN
the Civil Service. When we read the speeches of hon. just been rea
gentlemen opposite in which they denounce the extrava. have no dou
gant salaries paid the Civil Service during our Administra- It is not req
tion, and the increase in the number of officers in all the on this subje
Departments, and when, in the face of these statements, we of this Hous
notice that in three years they have increased the salaries Dominion o
of the Civil Service-under the head of Civil Government- Majesty, the
892,5b9, what are we to say of the pledges these hon. gentle- public, the h
men made in the matter of' economy ? Take the averages, the great pl
and you will find that averaging our last two years and that she has
averaging their last two years, the expenditure is $89,000 It bas been1
greater during the present Administration than it was dur- have been1
ing the late Administration. And if we look a little further notoriety, se
and ascertain the cause of this increase, we find that the ex- are all glad1
penditure for the service of several of the Departments has cause of disc
gone on increasing at a rapid rate. I wish to call the at- outrages. S
tention of the louse to the incrcased appointments my hon. frie
made by the present Administration in detail. doubt, w ill h
Let us take, in the first place, the Department of Justice. matter, I mc
in the speech delivered by the hon. Minister of Railways in sideration.
1878, I notice that he denounces in very strong terms the Mr. MACI
expenditure under this head. In 1878, under the late has not aske
Administration, there were thirteen persons in the Depart this motion.

Mr, >oss (Middlesex).

stice, and in 1881, there were seventeen persons.
e paid $14,860 for salaries, while, in 1881, they
51, an increase of about $5,000 in that single
t. Take next the Department of the Interior,

bhe management of Indian Lands. In that Depart.
y men were employed in 1878, and, in 1881, the
s fifty-nine. In 1878, $44,380 were paid in salaries,
year there were paid 863,515, an increase of nearly
that Department alone. Then take the Depart.

Land iRevenue. In 1878, there were on the civil
t Department twenty-seven persons ; in 1881 the
s thirty. In 1878, $28,571 were paid in salaries;
salaries were $32,025. Then, in the Department
Works and Railways, over which presides the

Minister of Railways, who said, in 1878; that
ot want as much money as hon. gentlemen
ecause they did not require as much to carry on
of this country. In that Department, with a
,in 1878 there were thirty-onc officers. In 1881,
forty-nine persons. In 1878, their salaries were
hile, in 1881, they were $65,722. Take, next, the
Department, a Department wbich bas had as
s during the past year as some of the fabled
of old of which we read.

ADDRESS TO HER MAJESTY.

AKER informed the House that the Senate had
ddress to Her Majesty the Queen.
ress was read as follows:-

To TE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.
i8Sovereign:

ajesty's dutiful and loyal subjects, the Senate
of Canada, in Parliament assembled, desire most ear-

own name and on behalf of the people whom we repre-
the expression of our unswerving loyalty and devotion

esty's person and Government. We were profoundly
it please Your Majesty, by the intelligence which was
elegraph yesterday that an attempt had been made on
s most honored and valuable life. We take the earliest
f adaing our congratulations to those which we are per-
me from our fellow-subjects in all parts of Your Empire,
dential escape from se grave a peril.
ly grateful to the Author of all Good for averting a dire
Your Majesty's people, and thankful to Him that Your

may still be counted among the precious possessions 01
subjects. We pray that the blessings ot Your MajestysO

g be continued.

y, 3rd March, 1882.

L. MAcpHSEaoN,
Speaker.

E A. MACDONALD. The Address which bas
d from the other branch of the Legislature, will, I
bt, be unanimously concurred in by this House,
uisite, I think, for us in this House to expatiate
ect. The feelings that pervades every portion
e are the same that exists in every part of the
f Canada-the most devoted loyalty to lier
greatest respect for ber virtues, domestic and

horror with which we have heard the news, and
easure and delight with which we have learned
suffered no injury from the atrocious attack-

her fate, like other illustrious public persons, to
the object of attack-some from a desire of
me from insanity; but I am glad to say, and we
to know, that no political reason, no politica
ontent, bas been the moving cause for these
ir, without further remarks, and Seconded by
nd the member for Lambton, who, i have ne
ave the greatest pleasure in joining me in this
ve that this Address be now taken into cou-

KENZIE. I regret that the hon. gentleUan
d the hon. leader of the Opposition to second
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand that the
bon. leader of the Opposition is absent from a cause which
we all regret.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I thought he was in the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am informed that he is
absent in consequence of a family affliction, or I would have
asked him.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course, I could not refuse, under
any circumstances, to second a motion of this kind. Our
loyalty here is not merely in relation to our political con-
Dection, but it is to a great extent a sentiment. With
every one who has had the pleasure of knowing anything of
the virtues, high character and political wisdom, generally
speaking, of Ber Majesty the Queen, I could conceive of no
greater disaster that could happen than a fatal issue of such
an attempt as the one referred to in the Address, and which
now bas been made for the fourth or fifth time in her life. I
arm sure nothing would give Her Majesty greater pleasure
than to know that every attempt of that kind bas excited
the horror and indignation of the people on this side of the
Atlantic quite as much as amongst those who immediately
surround her ilirone. Her Majesty's character bas been
such as greatly to elevate the whole tone of society in
Great Britain; and apart altogether from the virtues which
she possesses as a Sovereign, her personal virtues are such
as to commend her as the first woman in the world to all
who love an exhibition of the highest phase of domestic
virtues. I have great pleasure in seconding the motion
which the hon. Premier bas made.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I feel sure
that the whole Ilouse will second the address to be pre-
sented to Her Majesty the Queen. In the name of all French
Canadians, I may say, that although our religious faith
diffeis from that of our gracious Sovereign, yet we are
second to none in our loyalty towards her. We have always
looked upon our gracious Sovereign as an example to be
held up for admiration, wbether as woman, mother or
Queen; and I can assure you, Mr. Speaker, that in the Pro-
vince of Quebec and in the Dominion of Canada, wherever
the French language is spoken, there is in unity with men
of other nationalities, but one common feeling of horror on
bearing of the attempt on the life of our Sovereign. I wili
not add a single word, but content myself with saying
that I fully concur in the remarks that have fallen from
the lips of the hon. Premier, and from those of the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), whilst addressing
this House.

Mr. FISET. Mr. Speaker, I regret that our leader is not
present to unite with the hon. Minister of Publie Works,
(Sir Hector Langevin), but he will permit me to say, in his
absence, that we fully endorse the sentiments expressed by
the hon. Minister and the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie).

Motion agreed to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that this House do
coneur in the Address of the Senate to Her Most Gracious
Majesty, and that the blank therein be filled up by the
words " Uouse of Commons."

Motion agreed to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that a humble
Address be presented to His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral, praying that His Excellency be pleased to transmit, inthl, first place by telegraphic message, the joint Address of
both ouses to Her Most Gracious Majesty.

Motion agreed to.
It being Six o'eloclk the Speaker left the Chair.

26

After Recess.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Canada Mutual Telegraph

Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
Bill (No. 56) to amend the Act forty-third Victoria,

chapter sixty-nine, respoeting the Anchor Marine Insurance
Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 57) to incorporate the Chignecto Marine Trans-
port and Cape Railway Company.-( Air. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bil (No. 59) to incorporate "The Brant Loan and Savings
Company."-(Mr. Paterson, Brant.)

Bill (No. 60) to incorporate the Ottawa, Waddington and
iNew York Bridge Company.-(Mr. Currier.)

Bill (No. 61) to incorporate the Ontario Pacifie Railway
Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the Lake Athabaska and
Hudson Bay Railway Company -(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 64) respecting Queen's College ut Kingston.-
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Bill (No. 65) respecting the New York and Ontario Fur-
nace Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

Bill (No. 66) to amend the Act of the late Province of
Canada, intituled: "An Act to incorporate the Board for
the management of the Temporalities Fund of the Presby-
terian Church of Canada, in connection with the Churoh of
Scotland," and the Acts amending the same.-(Mr. Shaw )

Bill (No. 67) to incorporate the Niagara Peninsula Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Rykert.) .

TIIE BUDGET.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). When I was interrupted before
six o'clock to enabie the House to express its thankfulness
for the happy deliverance of Her Majesty from bodily harm,
I was discussing the expenditures under the head of Civil
Government, and I was attempting to show that the ten-
dency of the present Administration was to increase the
expenditure of our Civil Service-not only to increase the
number of officers, but the salaries as well. I was about to
show that in the Post Office Department, the number of
officers had increased from 109 in 1878, to 140 in 1881, and
that the salaries had increased from $90,704 in 1878 to
$110,990 in 1881. I might further show that this incrense
is not eonfined to the Departments already named. For
instance, I find that in the Department of Marine and
Fisheries the number of officers had increased from twenty
to twenty-five, and the salaries from $27,897 to $30,597;
being a total of 469 in ail the Departments in 1878, against
537 in 1881, or an increase of sixty-eight officers, and a total
of salaries, in 1878, of $510,925, and, in 1881, of $574,240,
or an inerease of $63,685.

Mr. FARROW. I would like to ask the hon, gentleman
if he takes into consideration the extra clerks?

Mr. ROSS. I assure the hon. gentleman that I have
taken into consideration the extra clerks and ail the extra
services, and if the hon. gentleman knows better, he will
have an opportunity to show what he knows on the subject.
I was going to say that one of the charges brought against
us in 1878-in fact during the whole continuance of our
Ad ministration-wa1, that in the Civil Service there was an
enormous increase, both in the number of officers and
the salaries paid to them. A distinguishcd Senator in speak-
ing of the salaries of officers under the late administration
said:

4We have evidence in the statement I have read, of waste-corrutt
waste-because Ifear the increased expenditure is owing to the unneces-
sary employment of favorites-the sons, nephews, and cousins of politi-
cal supporters at the publie expense."
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Sir, if I chose to retaliate, if I chose to examine the
Public Accounts, and select from the host of names that are
to be found over the various pages of those accounts, I
think I could show that that charge, so far as we were con-
cerned, was entirely unfounded, but that, in the present in.
stance, any hon. member who desired to make a charge of
that character could make it with perfect safety, for there
is scarcely a Minister on the Treasury Benches but has
various friends of various degrees of relationship oecupying
important, influential and lucrative positions in the public
service. I could give instances if it were necessary-in-
stances where Ministers have three or eight, or eve-n as high
as twelve of their nearest and dearest in the public service,
enjoying the advantages of those positions; and while those
things are well known to every enquirer in to matters of
this kind, still we were told by hon. gentlemen opposite
that we filled the public offices with friends and relatives.
I need not pursue this matter further. I have answered the
challenge that we were not responsible for the increase in
the Civil Service; I have answered that challenge and have
made another--that hon. gentlemen opposite are responsible.
1 bave furnished them with the faets and we will wait in
patience for their denial. I take up the next Depart-
ment of Government, Administration of Justice. Now,
Sir, this was a Department that was very closely criti-
sised by our opponents. They charged us with extravagance
here as elsewhere. What do we find ? The annual
expenditure during the last two years of the late Govern-
ment averaged $565,285; the average for the two last years
of the present Administration was $579,134, an increase of
about $14,000 over our average, and the Estinates call this
year for$613,j19. The same applies to the Immigration De-
partment. We have an enormous increase, an increase of
$70,000 over our last year, and we were told by hon. gentle-
men opposite that when the Pacifie Railway was under way,
and when the vast territory of the North-West was handed
over to the Syndicate, the Government of the Dominion
would be relieved from the expense previously involved in
the encouragement of immigration. The Syndicate has
control of the North-West, full, free and ample control of
our vast domain on this side of the Rocky Mounitains; yet
we find, in the face of these declarations, with these words
fresh on the pages of the Official Debates, that the expense
under the head of immigration is largely inreased, and the
Government is going to promote immigration, not fir the
settlement of their own lands, but for the lands cf the
Syndicate. Thon pensions come under our view; we find a
large increase in them also, over $8,0,0 beyond our average
for our two last years. Under the head of superannuations
we find another increase; and let me call the attention of
the Government to a fact or two in connection with super-
annuation. It is quite clear the system of superannuation
needs consideration. I am not going to charge hon, gentlemen
opposite with abusing the privileges of the Superannuation
Act. I am not prepar-,d to prove they have abused their
privileges, I do no- knmow whether they have or not; but
this is an establi he fact on the face of the record, that the
late Administration were able to manage the affairs of the
country, and were able to maintain the efficiency of the
Civl Service by superannuating only thirty-eight officers
in 1878, and now we are told by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, in the last report, that they could not maintain the
efficiency of the Civil Service in 1881 without superannuating
soventy officials. The allowances which were nade because
of superannuation in 1878 amounted to $1i0,57. Those bon.
gentlemen opposite have charged the country with an allow-
ance in connection with the superannuation to the extent of
$29,927. Sir, there must be something wrong in this
enormous increa>e. I see by the Estimates that i1;>5,000 is
asked for superannuation next year, an increase of nearly
$40,000 over the amount asked oir in the last year of the
late Administration. Why this anxiety to get rid of officors

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

in the Civil Service? Do you remember, Sir, how the hon
Minister of Railways denounced the late Administration for
superannuating some officers who had attained sixty years of
age ? Look over the superannuation tables of the present
Administration, and you will find men superannuated at a
much earlier age than sixty. I have great fear that the
privileges and powers conferred on the Government by the
Superannuation Act are abused, and the attention of the
House should be soriously directcd towards providing a
remedy in this particular. What is true of superannuation
is also true of the militia service. I am not prepared
to say that we are able, in this young country, to maintain
ourselves in perfect safety without ircurring a large expen.
diture under the head ofmilitia. I have great doubts, how.
ever, as to the propriety of this House and country
expending annually from $600,000 to $700,0-0 on this
service. If it could be shown that this large expenditure
was made for the special purpose of making our youn rme
efficient in the militia service of the country, then ther
would be some justification for that expense ; but we find
that, out of a totail expenditure of something like $690,000,
only $157,125 were expended on the drill of our Canadian
volunteors, the renaining sum of almost $500,000 being ex-
pended in various other departments of the service. It i.s
truc this expenditure may b necessary as the service s row
conducted, but it is to b doplored that, while the IIouse
votes $700,000 in order to maintain the efficiency of the
volunteer force, only about one-fifth goes directly into the
pockets of those who give their time and energy in order
that the force may bo maintained efficient. I notice the
hon. the Minister asks this year for a still larger estimate, I
believe for $759,50. This is an enormous amount. in
the face of the expeuditure made in that service by the late
Administration. As with the militia, so with the Military
College. An agitation has sprung up in the country recently
for the abolition of that College. If the College was pro-
perly managed it should not be abolished, for I believe it
serves a very important purpose in the Militia Department.
I believe it can be said that it is excoedingly useful, and I
know of no way of maintaining the militia force efficiently
than by training thoroughly a number of our young men
eariy to the militia service. But what do we notice in
eonnection with the expenditure of the Military College.
i 1878, i amuned te 8;30,11, and, iu 1881, to 58.693; so

that the cost of this institution-i do not speak slightingly
of it when I cali it a little institution-has nearly doubledin
the ast thiree years.

Mr-. BOWELL. fDoes not the hon. gentleman know that
the Bill establishing that College provided for an increase ?

Mr. ROSS. Then, why do you ask the IIouse to vote
that increase?

Mr. BOWELL. The Bill previds for an increase in thO
num ber of the staff and other additional expenses which it
is necessary to vote every year.

Mr. ROSS. Even admitting tihat, and I am not propared
to admit what the hon. gentleman says, because I do not
know whether ho is correct or not, that does not justify the
inicireas-e I expenditure.

Mr. BOWELL. Wbo established the College ?

Mr. ROSS. We admit the establishment of the College,
and that it was a wise act. Is the hou. gentleman prepmared
to repeal the law establishing it ? If not, ho is responsible
for its existence and maintenance equally with us.

Mr. I3OWELL. The Government is bound to maintain
that College provided by the Bill introduced by hon.
gentlemen opposite.

Mr. ROSS. I defy the hon. gentleman to show by
the Bill any reason for doubling the expenditure.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You have not read the

Bill.
Mr. ROSS. I have not seon it since it passed the House,

but I will stand corrected if thel hon. gentleman can1
show mne any clause justifying the incrense. Does
the Bill require that in three years we should increase
Ihe expenditure to 3,30,000. ln 187ý, the staff of thei
MUilitary College were paid $13,946. I suppose the
lon. gentleman will tell me that the Bill provides for
the payment of $30,751 to the officers and statfin 1881,
Does the Bill provide for that ? I wait for an answer and
cannot get any. I find that, in 1878, we paid for non-
commissioned officers, $2,591. I suppose the Bill provides
that, in 1881, we should pay $5,579. We will sec when this
estimate is voted whether the Bill so provides or not. I say
that expense requires to be justified. If we have established
this institution in order to foster a military spirit among our
young mon so that they may, when required, b cable t, do
efficient service for their country, wc want it to be so
managed that it will secure the moral support of the
people. But, if the people find it is made an excuse for
iargely increasing expenditure or supplying places for
officers that may not be iequired, the people will not look
so kindly on a Military College ns they do. In the inspection
of insurance companies there is also an increase. ln 1878,
the late Administration were able to conduct this service
with two clerks at an expenditure of $3,412. Now itî
requires three clerks at an expenditure of $4,424. T suppose
this expenditure was also provided for in the Bill creating
that inspection.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who pays for that?
M4r. ROSS. The Government.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the insurance com-1

panies.1
Mr. ROSS. The money is voted by this House, yet I

suppose the hon. gentleman will justify it from his place.f
Let us take up the Department of Publie Works. I find1
an enormous increase proposed in this Department. I
see by the Estimates, that for this year the large suia
of S1,684,865 is asked, or an inerease over last year of
$610,oo. Now, I am frce to admit that, when we can afford
it, it is desirable for us to provide for the service in the3
variions parts of the Dominion such buildings an1d conveni-
ences as may be necessary, but there is something slightlyt
suspicious in this item. I remember the hon. Ministoi of
Railways the other night denounced the late Finance Min-
ister very strongly fer his anxiety to vote the sum of
859,OU0 to a large corporation on the ove of the general elec-
tions. True, if voted for any political purpose it certainly
was an outrage; but why this anxiety just now-on the ove
of general elections, when the air is fuil of rumors that hon.à
gentlemen opposite are going to the country-to provide
post offices, public buildings, Customs houses and such con-
veniences in small cities and towns all over the country.t
Look at the statements made in some of the towns visitedt
hy the hon. Minister of Public Works during his pore-
grinations throngh Ontario last autumn. But to return to
th'e Military College, the Act for the establishment of which
I have now in my band. What is the clause in the Act to
which the hon. Minister of Customs refers. The clause
reads as follows:-

"The College shal be conducted under the superintendence of a mi-
l tary officer having special qualifications with regard to thie instructions

bo e given, and discipline, whose title and designation shallbe that ofj
Ginuldant. There shall also he two other piofessors and instructorsassd artants as may be found necessary, and astmay be author-

ized byPrliament The salary of the Commandant to be flot more

tIe s .00 andf of the other professors not more than $2,000 each, all
to hold 0f the College to be appointed by the Governor in Council andI o) fce during pleasure.'>

IuPpose the hon, gentleman will argue from that, that the
'l' Provides for the increased expenditure, when it dis-1

tinctly states these officers are to be appointed by the
Governor in Council. I was going on to show how the hon.
Minister of Public Works was rogarded in some of the
towns of Ontario, which ho visited during his peregrina-
tions. I noticedi ho paid a visit to the town of St. Thomas,
that lie was banquetted there, and that they had a very high
peisonal regard for him. In fact, I think the hon. gentle-
man was banquetted in almost all our little towns and cities
in Ontario, ard in each lie took occasion to speak very
frequent.y ofthe compliment paid him by Her Majesty in
making hirm a Knight of St. Michael and St. George. Here is
what Mr. Charles Rowe said at the banquet.

" Re said he wanted Sir Hector Langevin to understand that St.
Thomas was the exact spot for a $75,000 pist office. He said that the
people of St. Thomas supported the Conservative Government, but they
wanted a quid pro quo, and suggested thata fine post office and custom's
office would fill the bll."

Personaliv, the city had a high opinion of Sir Hector, bat
they wanted a post office and Customs' office out of him.
The high personal opinion they had of the hon. Minister of
Publie Works was ovidently a small matter compared with
the quid pro quo, a $75,000 post office and a Custorms' office.
Now, I think that is a quid pro quo which the hon. gentleman
understood very well, and J think it will be soen that he
understod how to make the best of his opportunities. One
thing I understand quite well, and that is that the Estimates
are exceedingly large. There is scarcely a little lown
or city at which ho was banquetted but which
roceives an appropriation of from $10,000 to $15,000
for publie works of varions kinds. I am not prepared to
charge the hon. the Minister of Public Works with having
made use of his position in order to strcngthen his friends
politically; but these peregrinations and appropriations
have a very signiticant look at the present juncture. The
thon. gentlemanî's estimates seem to be got up upon the
principle, that wherever ho thought it necesary that
appropriations should be made, for what reason I am not
prepared to say, the appropriation is made accordingly, and
the Estimates tell the tale. Let me take up another Depart-
mert-expenditure on behalf of the Indians of the North-
Wcst. I cannot understand how that expenditure has
increased so enormously. The average during the two
years of the last Administration, was $361,549, and the
average during the two years of the present Administra-
tion, is S799,800, an increase of nearly $500,000 in
three years; and now the lion. the Minister of tho Interior
asks $909,309, an increase of 300 per cent. over the
expenditure of the late Administration. Then we corne to
canals, under the Department of the Minister, who takes a
very great interest in public works. The late Minister of
Publie Works was charged with mismanaging our canals,
and what do we find in looking into the Public Accounts ?
Just this: that under his management they yielded
a profit of $31,252 over and above all expenses. But under
the magnificent management of the Minister of Railways
they are now conducted at a loss of $5,180, or a margin of
$30,000 odd on the wrong side in three years. You will
notice still further that this increase of expense is largely
in the matter of salaries. I find there is an increase in
salaries on all the Canals-on the Welland, St. Lawrence,
Chambly, and Ottawa and Rideau. The total paid for sala-
ries in 1878 reached but $29,880, and, in 1881, $31,092; and
this was the outcome-not with an irciresei trade, but
with a reduced traffic on the Canals. There would be some
justification for this increased expenditure had there been
incroased labor-; but there was a reduced amount of labor,
so that the enlarged expenditure cannot be justified on any
ground. In the Excise Department the same increase, the
same extravagance, appears. In 1878, the late Adminis-
tration were able to manage this Department with but 191
employees, while, in 1881, the present Government required
199. In 1878, the salaries paid were $174,272, while, in
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1881, the amuount reached $189,529, or an increase of himself and bis colleagues in every stage of bis argu.
$I5,257. And this increase, which extends to the service ient. Does not the hon. gentleman know that one
as a whole, extends to it in detail. I will give but one other of the distinguished colleagues with whom ho is
instance : Take the Inspection of Gas-not an expensive associated was opposed entirely to the duty on coal? Why
Department of the Inland Revenue Department, but one was that gentleman opposed to the coal duty? Because he
that bas been peculiarly managed. In 1878, the salaries kr.ew that the people of Ontario had to pay this duty on
came to $7,000; in 18cl, $8,797, or an increase of $1,700 coal. Then there was another bon, gentleman, a colleague
in that Department alone. In 1871, it required seven of the hon. Minister of Railways, who was a little more
officers to conduct the inspection ; in 1881, fourteen were modest than the acting Minister of the Interior, who vas
wanted. In 1878, something like 4,454 metçrs were not prepared to say that the people of Ontario paid the
inspected; in 1881, but 2,895, so that you see there again whole duty on coal, but he believed, in his modesty, that
a large increase of expenditure with a reduction of the the people of the United States paid about half of il, and
amount of work to be done. I must also investigate in the that the people of Ontario paid the other half. It remained
same lino the Post Office expenditure, the outside service; for the lion. Minister of Railways, vho is prepared to rush
and I am free to say that any reasonable expenditure in in on every emergency, to make the bold assertion that the
that line would be readily supported by members on this people of the United States pay the whole duty on coal. The
side. We are anxious that al[ parts of the Dominion hon. gentleman was inconsistent with bis colleagues, and ho
should be favored with the greatest facilities for comnmuni- was inconsistent with himself. A few months ago, in Pictou,
cation in that way. Lot us sec whero the increase took ho said that 1,500,000 of Ontarions paid $400,000
place. Hero is a fact which cannot be gainsayed: The of a duty on coal. And that, by the payment of that
increase in the cost of the conveyance of the mails duty the people of the Maritime Provinces were relieved,
last year amounted to $43,792 ; increase in salaries and to that extent, of the burden of taxation. He said,
allowance, $110,788; and the Estimates this year is for over as his colleague stated the other night, that by reason of the
$2,018,900. If this increase had taken place in affording duty the manufacturers of Ontario were placed at a dis-
better facilitios for the people, nobody would object. advantage as compared with the manufacturers of the
The people of the country must have their mails, and must Maritime Provinces. So the hon. gentleman is inconsistent
pay for them. But the increase for affording postalfacilities with himself mn this matter of the coal duty. He
was very small, indeed, compared with the enoirmous increase stated in a meeting in San Francisco that the duty
in salaries and allowances. Nor can it be argued that it took upon coal was imposed contrary to the laws of
place for the extention of mail faiilitics in the North-West. nature, contrary to the froc interchange of products
For the extention of mail faciliies onliy S4,63 more between the two countries, and it was a duty that ought
were absorbed than in 1878; anu we are willing to to be abolished. The argument of the hon. gentleman
allow every additional increase for mail facilitios, as amounted to this, that we paid no duty upon coal, because
I have already remarked. Yet here we have an at competing points the Americans, in order to get the
enormous increase in the Post Ofice Department Canadian trade, reduced the price of American coal, and
which cannot be justified. Perhaps hon. gentlemen consequently, we got coal the extent of the duty lower.
opposite willclaim that the revenue has increased. If it has, Now, if this argument be truc, what advantage is the
-who deserves the credit? Have they donc anything to £oal duty to the people of the Maritime Provinces?
increase it? Is this not a natural increase arising from the The duty was placed upon coal in order that the coal
increased number of newspapers published in the country of the Maritime Provinces might reach the Province
-arising from increased facilities for the dissemination of of Ontario. But if the people of Ontario get the
information and so forth. We have here the plainest evi- coal less the duty, then the people of the Maritime
dence of extravagance in the Post Office Department, under Provinces have no advantage because of the coal duty,
the head of salaries and allowances-of an expenditure and consequently it is a fraud on the face of it, and the
increasing far more rapidly than that affording increased hon. gentleman was himseif the first man in this House to
mail facilities for the people. I have now gone over, not point out distinctly to the people the character of the fraud
only the gross expenditure for the Dominion since 1878, he had perpetrated upon them when ho proposed that duty.
but have looked over its details in some departments, and I Let me take another lino of argument. If that lino of
am bound to say no party ever attained power, having argument applies to the duty on coal, it will also apply
made such strong pledges of economy, that violated their to the duty on breadstuffs. Now, the producers of
pledges more persistently than the hon. gentlemen opposite. Ontario send breadstuffs to the competing markets of the
Where the late Administration were able to manage the Maritime Provinces, markets that compote with the bread-
affairs of the country for $23,500,000, the present Govern- stuffs imported by dealers at Halifax and St. John ; yet the
ment asked $27,600,000; and where the controlable expendi- hon. gentleman tells the people of Ontario that, because of
ture was reduced by the last Government $2,000,000 in five the duty on breadstuffs, the Canadian farmer gets a higher
years, the present Ministers have increased it already price for bis breadstuffs in the markets of the Maritime
$750,000. Where the late Administration were able to con- Provinces. But bore again the argument based upon the
duct the Civil Service with a certain number ofofficers, these principle of competition comes in. When we send our bread-
hon, gentlemen have increased that number; as also the stuffs to competing points such as St. John and Halifax, the
amount of salaries. So that, on the whole or in detail, the Americans, on the same principle as they deal with us in
service shows extravagance prevails in every department. the matter of coal, will deal with us in the matter of flow,
The country will hold the hon. gentleman opposite respons- and they will send their flour to these competing points in
ible when the day of reckoning comes, and the sooner the the Maritime Provinces and sell it there, less the pricO Of
better, and the verdict ought to beone ofcondomnation against duty, and then the advantage which we derive from the
them. I come now to another subject, the coal question, and, duty on breadstuffs is thrown to the winds. That is the
respecting it, permit me to say that I never beard the hon. lino of argument the hon. gentleman pursues. So, not onl1y
Minister of Railways address bis own followers with so is the coal tax valueless as a protection to the coal producers
many evidences, on their faces, of the feeling that they dis- of Nova Scotia, but the bread tax is equallyvalueless, in the
credited every word he said. His remarks had litle or no lino of reasoning taken by the hon- gentleman himself, as a
effect on this side of the House, but I think that they had protection to the producers of breadstuffs in Ontario. 13t
even less effect, if possible, on his supporters on bis own side. the hon. gentleman says that the Americans, in sendung
Why? Because the hon. gentleman was inconsistent with their coal to the Canadian market, sell their coal to the
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Canadian consumers cheaper than to their own consumers. the deposits in 1867 were $26,103,004; and, in 1873, $59,560,003, thus
I have bere a letter fromn the ogent of the Delaware, sbowing a net increase in the ordinary bauks of the cun-try, includingsavings banks, of nearly $37,000,000 within the space of five years ; andLackawanna and Western Railway Conpany, in which he an increase of paid up capital of the Ba.ks of Outario and Quebec alone
says: (the banks in the other Provinces not being iucluded as they have not

"When prices are fixed for Canada, no reference whatever is made e in their returne) of $20,497,000.''
to your duty, nor is it talked about or thought about." The same gush, the same basis for gush, the same prosperity
So the American coal dealers, in sending their coal into without the National Policy, with a Tariff of 15 per cent.,
Canada, neither think nor talk about this wonderful coal brought about by natural causes. Why was not the
duty of which the bon. gentleman ias made so much-or, bon. gentleman cardid enough to tell the House that the
I should say, so little. Then the hon. gentleman said that causes of the country's prosperity and the abundance within
the duty does not increase the price of coal. Hear what our borders was the same in 1881 and 1882 as it was in
the Treasurer of Ontario said upon this question a few days 1873, viz., the productivenoss of our farms and the
ago in his Budget Speech: products of our forests and our fields which we were

able to send to foreign ma-kets ? Thore is anotheri It is well known to this House that the Province of Ontario remarkable statement which the bon. gentleman did not
requires a large quantity of coal for ber public buildings such as the
Parliament buildings and the various charitable institutions of the Pro- make, and that is, ho made no allusion to the balance
vince. The average price paid for soft coal by the Government of of trade. Last year this was the principle stock in
Ontario in 1874 to 1879 was $4.25per ton; in 1880 and 1881 the average trade of hon. gentlemen opposite. The bon. gentle-paid was $5.09 per ton, or an increase on soit coal of 84 cents per ton. man boasted that by means of the National Policy
Now, I do not say that the duty on coal bas increased lie had brought about the balance of trade. Who
the price 84 cents a ton ; but there is the fact that the killed Cock Robin ? was about the language of the
Province of Ontario, who purcbases large quantities of coal, hon. gentleman last year, in the matter of' the balance of
and generally by contract and getting it at bottom prices, is trade; but wo are not asked this year, who killed Cock
paying from 84 cents per ton more for their soft coal than Robin. This year ho is not dead. We have a diffèrent state
in 1874 or subsequent years. For hard coal the price paid of affairs altogether. Not only did the bon. gentleman
froim 1874 to 1879 was $5.12 per ton ; in 18-0 and 1881, the boast, in this House, of bringing about an equilibrium
price paid was $5.81 per ton, or an increase of 69 cents per between the exports and imports last year, but ho boasted
ton. There we have again the fact that both for hard and soft of it in the country. When surrounded by bis friends and
coal Ontario is paying to-day a higher price than before the 1 enthusiastic admirers-and I don't wonder that they admire
duty was imposed; and the taxpayers of that Province, as him, because hle is exceedingly ingenious-at the great
distinct from the taxpayers of the Dominion of Canada, are Conservative Convention in Toronto, in November, he
burdened with that additional expense. So much for the stated, amid the cheers and applause of bis associatos:
remarks of the hon. Minister of Railways. I wish now to I For the last few ycars we had imports averaging $20,000,000 acall attention to two or three remarkable statements made year, over and above exports. During the last two years we have nearly
by the bon. the Ministerof Finance. The first statementto equalized our exports with our i mports. Whatever people may say
which I wish te cali your attention, is the pride with which our people cannot understand the theory that the larger the excess of

thieh our imports over our exports, the more prosperous is the country. Wethe hon. gentleman introduced lis Budget, the gush in which say that as with the individual so with the nation, that if he expends
he indulged over the prosperity of the country. How it more than he receives, poverty stares hun in the face.
warmed bis patriotic heart. He looked all over Canada i
frorn the Pacifie slopes to Prince Edward Island, and he saw Now, "our people" cannot understand it, and I do not think
prosperity throughout all our borders. All our homes were the hon. Minister of Finance understands it. I do not
happy.rlappy, why ? Because Providence had smiled upon e know that I understand it myself, I frankly confess.
us ? No; but because the Minister of Finance had smiled The hou. gentleman, however, seems to agree with
up o; bbecause the Nationae Poli hiance h, wmitd both sides, because ho sometimes speaks on both sides.tlflu, because of the National Policy whidh hc, vith With the individual se with the nation, tliat if hoe expends
the assistance of five or six others, had incubated a few ith thindiveso wit the-natin if he e."
years ago, was introduced. Ali this happiness arose from Ts is the eutlooc. We spent eight millions more than we
the National Policy. Sir, I had the honor to sit in this Tccived last year, and therefneo.te use the bon. gnotleman's
HOuse in 1873; we had the sane gentleman for Minister of rdI lpoverty stares us in the face." "Ithank theJew,
Finance but we had no National Policy then-it was not words, pove tard." ut fa " I tante
heard of then-and yet the same Minister of Finance in- for teaching me that word. But that is not the only time

duge i pecsey esm oto uh nytayhn when the hon. gentleman expressed views on this questiondulgedl mprecisey the samoesoit of gush, heny, i anyth ng, of the balance of trade different from those he holds now.ULeHis views change according to circumstances. HebadwitLooking at the history of the country during the last five years views on this qaestion in 1873. have is Budget Speechwuith reference te uts trale and comamerce, ts navigation, its banking jvewso -i ueto n173 aebs ugtSecinlstitutioen, its tonnage and eoercetts a gatimp Jfin ttha hbeie, and this is an exceedingly valuable and interesting
apest fromwhich I view it I rise from the enquiry feeling the greatest deliverance, from which I will read a word or two:P.ssible encouragement, not only with reference to the past but withIefèrence to the future." Let us for amomentlook back.to the history ofthe past five.or six

Then 've had no National Policy, the duties were 15 perï
Cent. "-But we had the same Minister of Finance," I imagine
1 bear im say. He goes on :1

"Iirst, let me draw your attention to the marvelous and wonderfulMtre in thecapital invested in the banking institutions of the coun-try duriing that period and next, to the extraordinary increase in theclepos115 in the banks of thse Dominion."

t e not those the same sentiments that rang so eloquently,
rough thisi louse a few hours ago ?
Nothing could show more satisfactorily the increase in the wealthLtur Pepefthan the facts to which I am about to direct attention.

do not esirefer to the paid-up capital of the banks for 1867, and, as Iciot eeisire te -weary the Bouse, 1 wiîî net give the figures for due" Iediate peried. The paid-up capital of the bank in February,1867? Was$ 9980 and at the same period in 1873, it was $49,189,969;

years and it will be found that during the first five vears of Confedera-
tion there appears to have been an excess of imports over and above
exports of q60,000,000, or $12,COO,000 a year. I know it is very natural
for persons looking at this subject cursorily to suppose that this cannot
but lead to financial embarrassment, but let us examine into the matter.
Here we have somethin glike $13,000,000 a year excess of importa over
exports. Add to that the debt of the Dominion, payable in London,
$4,000 000 more, and we have $16,000,000 a year to be provided for,
which our exports do not appear to cuver. But if we look in to the
matter more carefully we will arrive at the conclusion, and the just
conclusicn, that there are no good grounds for apprehension.

That was the condition of the hon. gentleman's mind in
1873 when, as ho says himself, ho examined into the thing
very carefully, when ho examined it not cursorily; and ho
found there was no ground for apprehension, although
he found a balance of $12,000,000 against us. So
we have here a distinct contrdiction botween the hon.
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gentleman's views in 1873 and his views at the presentir, we we deivd in thatprediction? fas fot the
moment. We heard nothing about the balance of trade dopression passed away in the United States, and yet th
this year, probably becau e the ho. . gentleman examined Tariff has fot been changed one farthing? Ras it fot
the matter more carefully, and no doubt by this time he has passed away in England and France, and yet no
come to the conclusion that the balance of trade is not of changes were made in the Tarifis of those countries?
such seiious consequence after ail. But not only wasý the Depression or prosperity, as hon, gentlemen would admit if
hon. gentleman alarmed about the balance of trade in they bnc the candor, doos not depend onT but on
1878, but a colleague of his, a Senator, was also alarmed, causes entirely bcyond the control of Ministers or Parlia-
and he told the people of Ontario, in the course of his menis. We predicted further in l187, that protection
perambulations through the country-for these hon. gen- would damage the manufacturers therselves in tbe long
tlemen moved about a good deal-that the balance of trade 1'un; and I an prepared to show tbat the Tarif which hon.
was a very serious thing. He said, in speaking of this gentlemen opposite introduced lu 1879 is daraging the
matter in the county of Bruce: manufacturers. Our contention was first, that, that Tarif

" Under present circumstances, our importations are so large that ail would produce ovr-comptition; and we will see if it does
we produce and export is insufficient to pay for them, and for the inte- not in a short time. The indications are pretty car that
rest on the Public Debt of the Dominion, and on other indebtedness- il the matter of cottons there will be over competition. Wo
loans, provincial, municipal, and individual. The amount of obliga-
tions for which the country bas to provide is greater than its value in ed that the home market wouid be over-crowded,
products are sufficient in value to meet. The consequence is, we are because industries would be unduly stirulated as tbey were ln
going heavier into debt every year. The balance of trade against us-
that is, the value of our imports over the value of our exports-for the naturally bring about depression. We contended aise that
ten years between 1868 and 1877 amounted to the enormous aggregate
sum of $236,000,000. Now, gentlemen, it is surprising that the country the protectve Tarif would croate monopoles. We shah
is not more depressed than it is to day under these circumstances.
* * 0 * * The day of settlement bas to come; it is inevitable.
Then individual indebtedness is largely extinguished through the Insol- case in the Unitei States ia vory many instances, and the
vency Courts, and a deplorable way it is of extinguishing debts. we efect of this Tarif la Canada will aise be in seme instances te
know to what an extent it has been the case in the country of late create ronopolies, as well as te centralizo wcalth. But our
years, and that a system of honeycombing is still going on." great contention was that by a proteetive Tarif you would
These were the views of the present Acting Minister of the make production dear, and thus disable the manufacturers
Interior, who was alarmed that the balance of trade was frorn competing la the markets of the world. Now, Sir, we
against us. I want to ask the hon. gentleman if there is have tbe most striking proof of the fulfilment of this
anything serious in this balance of trade after all. I will prediction in the Trade and Navigation Returns wbich have
not discuss this question, but it is well known that the becu brought down by the Minister of Castors. Wbat are the
balance of trade, in favor of the United States, last year, was facts? In 1878 the experts ofmanufaetured goods arounted
large-greater than for many years back-that it exceeded, to $4,127,000, andin 1881 te $3,075,00areduction of 25 per
by $90,000,,00, fle average for the last six years; cou- cent. u the experts of Our manufacturec goods in three
sequenltly, I see no cause of apprehension on this score. We ycars. To what is that owing? 1on,.gentlemen Will Say
know, further. that the balance of trade has been largely that it is owing 10 the fact that the damand at home is se
against Great Britain for many years, and yet, notwithstand- great that munufacturers bave no time b expert. But we
ing this fact, Great Britain has been exceedingly prosperous. find that this is a iaw of a protective Tarif-that in every
There was another statement made by the hon. gentleman instance in which the pretective Tarif is introduced, its
which I must not overlook, and that is, that all the predie- tendency is to diminisb the amount of experts in the lina
tions which we made in regard to the National Policy had of manufactured geods; and tbis is particularly striking in
failed. That statement is frequently made; I have heard our case wben we notice tbe form wbich this reduction
it before in this House; and I intend to examine it some- bas taken. For instance, in 1878 we exportac to the markets
what minutely, and sec how muectofS orthe world-tcivt is, other markets than thos n of Great

vhat was Our' position la cecction with the trade ques- Bi-ita*tin or the îi-idteed Sites-$i0,000, while ast year we
tien lu1878 ? We admitted, la the first place, that there exportdt h e n it ets of the woed, $552,000, a reduction
was a great depression; it was present te the minds of of 60 pr cent.; and it isto noticed that during tbe saine
every ona of us. But we knew that tbat depression p tibge the value of the mnufactured goois exported to Great
vailed not oiy in Canada under the 15 per cent. Tarif, but Britain as raduceod by $1,000,000. Wy was it that ion
ia the United States under a 45 par cent. Tariff; and that il 1881 we could not export as muc manufacturers gods te
amso prevailed in England, in Germany, and in France; and Great Britain as we coultie 1878? W y, simply becaus
Our contention was that that depression wouwd pass away as the manufacturer eGreatBritain was mot andicapped by
a matter of courFe. V/e heid that it cou id not ha on account excessive duties ou bis raw material, whihe the manufacturer
o? the iowTariff, because it prevailed under hoth higb andi low of Canada was. And Ibis is t rue, as 1 bave Baici, in avery
Tariffs;- and we poinle ont that the failures which we seinstance where a protectivet athe Tariffbeu wintroducod.
much deplorai in 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879 werlot Take taeUniten p States, for example. In 1871, 77 par cent.
among manufacturers main ly, but ameng traders. Weonuy ofathu exprts oftha nited States ware agricultural
peintec ont, foi' instance, thwt in 1878 there were 112 produce, whie, in 1881, 82pear cent. wer eagricultural proe
'allures arng manufacturers, and 745 among traders;n that duce; that is to say, il 1871, beforn the manufacturers tf
the aggragato liabiities of the manufactLrers who failed the United States began thre l the fuov affect of a protective
amounteci te $l,428,000; and the aggregate iabilîties e? the Tariff, they were able to axpert 23 par cent. of their total
traders who failed amnountad $14,737,000; 0 that the exports te the markets of the world whl ae ov-cr8onder
deprassion wbich prevailed lu tha country at the lime did tbis fosteriug protection whieb was introducuci in 1860, theY
net press s haavily on bbe manufacturais as it dici on the w eable teexprt only 18un par centt o their etine
traders and other classes lu the communiby. We pointed experts n the shape of manufacturegoods.
ouf furtbar that under a 15 par cent. Tarie Mr PLUMB. I supposnt.ey used tbem at borne.
the manufacturers had beaur uxcledinglydprcsper-
eus. We had been able te quota the Miaister Mr. ROSS. And if yen compare the affect of a pi.otective
of Finance that the country was prosperous l 1873, when a Tari f in the Unite States with the affect ofarvpue aitef
15 par cent. Tariffpravailed, and wa contendac that lu the in England on the production of manufacturigoeds, awhat
natural order othings, whan dapression daparted from wil you find? Lai me state a a ls or twe for the amusemnet,
other countries, ig would pass away from Canada likewise. if net for the instruction of the hon. meci ber for Niagara
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1880, the United States exported $9,418,000 worth of manu- cent., the imports from Great Britain Iast year amount to
factured cotton goods, although they produced ihe raw $704,000, and fot one dollar's worth was exported to
cotton within their own domain, and within a few hun- [ngland. Take dress good:theso were imported from
(lied miles of the flactories of Massachusetts; while England, 1England to the amount of $8,719,000 worth, and yet the
although it had to import the raw cotton from India and Arnericans were not able, with a protection of 58 per cent.,
the United States, was able to export $337,000,000 worth. to send a singef American d ess goods îuto the
In the face of that fact I ask, which is the more advantage- Engiish markets. Tako carpets, with a very large protec-
ous, a revenue or a protective Tariff ? 'ion,I suppose equal to that on other woollon manufacture,

Mr. PLUMB. I refer you to the hon. member for North eqwd to 58 per cnt.: thy inported 1,44,0JO worth and
yet the Americans were n(>t able 10 send one dollar's worth

Norfolk. ofcarpet into the English market. The sane is true of
Mr. ROSS. The hon. member for North Norfolk cau iron goods. Takc steel rails, wit a protection, as I have

take care of himself as well as the hon. member for Niagara, said, of 128 per cent. The United States imported last year

cet.lheipot fo- et ", B,00o ritarnlasyaramounet to

ndIwill have gI'ea pleasure in handirîg the hion. inember $ 1,576,000 wort n 22300o ro alndytwt
4W ?'\i ,iLara ovC 0 the tender mercies of the hon. merub.r that protection tiiey were uiable te send a do4nar's worth of

th Norfolk. Now, take the matter of wonllc goods. steel or nd on rails into the markts of engiand. Tho
,Suly the facilities for the manufacture of wooilen goeds quantity that was exofrted by the Unitel Sates was sent
in the UInitcd States arc equal to ilho.s in Ureat Britain. te Biazil and other markets. 0f cutlery, on which the
The entiro export of woollen gods froin the UniAed States protection is equai te 45 or 50 per c not., f hey im8ported fren.
in 180 amounted te $216,57-i, whiie from Engltand, under Engiand $1,076,000 worth, andwerca e te ses ds i Englan
a revenue Tarif, which hon. gentlemen opposite denounc the ptltyquantity equal in value tewt aThse facts prove

as urnfair and unîcasonablc, there werc expoitedi $86,300,000 concusively tat the poliy of the Opposition, a revenue
worth of manufaictur-ed woollen goods. I might go over the Taia poliey f r this ountry, isthe truc one. The evidence
,whole list of aifactured goods and flnd the same resait. is strong, takicng Great Britain as an illustration, that under
Tal.c copper- goods: thero were $ 180,000 exported frein the 'thatTariff alone eau manufacturers compete in the marlc-ets of

Md'l tate s$6rengland;earthenware,$82, the w old. Why, the Americans bmsa t of the rapid devel-S d Stte,$6,d2 St0ts,,000fifremEngland; ronent of their eeontry-bast especially of the vast de-

said, o 128 prhcent.ThedUntedtSttes imprted lst yea

n iss, will f rom the United States, with a very larer vopne t of their varius industries; butin spite ofth
rot Nctign, aod from England, $4,600,000. Pig-iron, witha protection i pswd on besre uinustries in order te protet

al fhcilities s o foand the adantage of ol beindthesnthy are unable t compe e n their own markets, or
inchr onnities,ttlie Ainricans wore able te expo t or in t inlakets ofthe world, with what, they eall tc pauper-

$tVJ,(ffl0, whercas Ergland expoited $26,0,U0,000. eliiçbai'- lbro ~ ad undet' a reovenute Titrif'. W'e aise predicted
i'oni, $25,reo fro m the United Sdates dSa11,t0espro0, f'om that iondei as estein of45o 0 pt ei itwou.d beimpossible fodis-

arevenu TRailroad iron, geith a protection of 128 ps e cent. tibute the bruden f taxation fairly. The hon. Finance Minis-
was enirated by the Americans, te te value of $8643,000 cner, with the assistance otfive or six oterb, ineubatod a Tarif

wod by Engluand te $25,900,000. 0f refined sugar, the whith pcas sfomited truilieuse, a d aneouneed it as a
wle ied States exported $1,700,000 worth, and Engand icasure, whih woud distribute the burden cf taxation faily.
$5,600,0 0 worth. And the force cf tEis argument wil [e It was on he Statute-book on o year, ad was hailcd by his
sti0 fi'rom apparente tweil is remembered that a large friens as the moswounderf l Taif' ever f amed. It was in
sups, 0rf the iUnpors of the dtnited States, came fr om any respects woderfuly andfesafuly made. Btit did

proetat Britain. dI was said that Canada, under a protectivo not aemain in that foim.sext year eighty-foeur alterations
Tarirf, wuide able te manufacture goeds more cheaply were madet the Tariff, andthn it was a thing f rare

siiilar goods ean be manuf ctu0ed under a revenue beauty. Noxtglear fifty or sixty aiterations wcre mad and,
Tai, Bt what is the evidenc d Sttes om that unde sy s o eto it w ad be gbt dis-

was eLaxpr ye r the Americaus iptevd, nothwithsta,d there wei'e soimethang fivLe 109 more alterations more T i
and thei potective Taifftofo,3,8 per cent., $5,723,000 worth beig stili motweondhrfully and fcaully made. But dos
Of citton goods, and fothat quau0ity $16,552,000 was from it ye distiribute the burden of taxation fairly.? I hld that
Great Bitain. There we have the tait again thal, notwith- it des nethe Sholdit impossi!e for the wisdom of man t
standi g the advantage which this so-caed protection desid aprotective Tarif u thatwil distribute the burden f tax
Scatiable of providing-i twithstanding, it is said, apc en faily. it caunot ho doue in the very nature af things;
it will reduce the coslt of production and cheapergods t itis impossi le. Why? Whwe the mn who assisted te
the cosisumer, Egland, under a revenue Tarief, was able tefuame that Tarif. oas il the consumers? No; bt the pro

ien1d oeî $1600î,000 worth of maaufactured cottons, into ducers. Anad whie 1 do net charge euie of thein with ,,elfish-
the markets f the vnitd States, being $t 0,000 one ness but yt being producer's hey laid their d nai
than the Unmted States were able te exporteisadl the before the hon.minister of Finance, who, with is usuai
maketr of the wtorld Tho same true of woollen good. suavity, cosidorel the. But w 'e the consumers called
Tho United States hst year importcd $37,250,000, of wh i th td cout? Netee; their case was nover aced befoe the

wrae fBoTn Engish manufactgners. l n the Finance inister. W find in the Public Accounts an item
cf waYn.dn o the total imports of $4-d,009,J00 last yoar of $400 otev500 t hat wilr.Duntu fo' advisingf the
aiilafaectured iron and stech, $40,000,000 were the pro' Minister of Finance as t the dties the o hplaed on sugai.

etd cf' 1,,ih manufactrte. It' protection could do nny- But eut of hi 4,000,000 people in Canada who consume
theg fsr an iodutry sUnely it aotd do son thing orthe sua', was the'e a singe instance in whiehe f them
hao indunity, when the protective Tarif' ranges asîigh e as was coslted as to iowhe should like the imposition f

4î pî c nl the maîlci' cf icaîler nantifà-tui'es, carth- such a Taî'iff as would suit Mir. Dunstan. Wa know,Iarkt glass, ar'et andosirT , th e tsae holdf aool hooh fsm the hitory of the p Btective Tarife in the United States,
thoýýe x litons industries arc pî'otectcd, soîne cf' them a, that th- u'du of tax\ation undor their Tarif' do net tati

ih ast pes coulLet nie take the impotd ts fo7,50rea,0,eqohih ly ci te eotsurner. In t e mater of wages oe,

u9,338,00 iwerei from pEglih anuacl.uroms Inth hiace Ministr iWeo fin pin et., Pulc ouhths ans ofe

tm Owa . o toheUuîrale totalrmport clee.$59 o ', 0 l ast ye wer find that sino e t e p Mote rtive. Ta niff in the United States,
the~ n lc

of l'e manuated iransteel$,90,,000 000 weref the pro. Ministter hvaof inance asdtfo therdutest.,to e pacedonsugar.

thigforts andt he Amricans oxpor d to England not a livinglhas inc'eased 92 par cent., being a diforence of t32sagle dollar's certh, although his indusbry is potectod by per cent. agaist the aboring man on that item alone If
aout 58 per cent.tishawlsprotected by 5 per th e b urdens of taxation under thr Tarif Tfe eveny and fair-
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ly on ail the consumers, why this clamor from all parts of cattle; in 1881, for 62,000. Where are the operatives that
the country for increased salaries ? Why is there such a were to swarm through this land and consume the farmer's
vigorous appeal madc to this House by our Civil Service productions? In 1878, we had to find a foreign market for
for a bonus ? Why did the Civil Servico of Toronto mem- 242,000 sheep; in 1881, 35--,000. Where are the mutton-
orialize the Govern ment for incrcasedl sa aries? Why did eating consumers that were to be introduced into the country
the Bishop of Niagara i sue a patora letter to bis Diocese to consume the farmer's mutton, beef, and other produce ?
advising an additional renuneration to his clergymen ? If We were told that the farmer would certainly get a market
the bon. iember for Niagara, werc the Bishop of that for bis smaller produce. I think the hon. member
Diocese, I have no doubt that he, in the kindness and gen- for East York referrel to the farmer going
erosity of his heart, would issue a similar pastoral letter. to market with a chicken and getting ready money
The ground on which the Bishop's letter is based is that the for it now-something he could not do in 1878 ? Where
cost of living has materially increased. Thus we have an was my hon. friend in 1878 ? Were there no
illustration from the very district in which the hon. mem- chickerns where he resided at that time? We have
ber for Niagara resides, of the uneven distribution ot the given him a new revelation which he thought worthy of
burdens under this Tariff. We predicted, as one of the recording on the floor of this House, namely, that through
incidents of this Tarif, that the burden of taxation wouid the National Policy a farmer, in 1b82, can go to a Canadian
fill unequally on the farmers, who are one of the great con- market and find a ready sale for a Canadian chicken. Such
suming classes of ihbis country. We said that it was imn- is tbe full fruition of this National Policy of which the bon,
possible to protect the farmer, that any Tariff framed momber boasted so largely this afternoon. In 1878 we bad
for his protection would fail in that object. Lot us to find a market for $67,000 worth of poultry, and, in 1881,
see if that proposition is not fully borne out. The answer for $133,000 worth of poultry-twice as, much sold abroad,
made0 to it is that the National Policy will give the farmer nothwithstanding these operatives were coming to eat up
a home market. Even if it did, I doubt if that would be a all the chickens, not of theb on. member for East York, for
quid pro quo-to use the language of a friend of the hon. ho no doubt can do that himself-but the chickens of the
Mini-ter of Public Wor-ks-forthe burdens whichitimposes. Canadian farmers.
To give the farier a home market, would necessitate a .I.
large inerease in our population. If you look into the . PLUMB. Is that "cackillation" right?
Trade and Navigati.n Returns, you will observe that the Mr. ROSS. I leave the hon. member to do the Ilcackil-
farmer bad a home market in 18 8, or, shall I say, a cetain lation," as I pursue this enquiry a little further. In 1878,
portion of it as ho has in 188 1. But for a surplus, the where the peoplehad to find a foreign market for8 i3,000,000
fariner in 1878 had to look to the foreign market for of Canadian butter; in 1881, they had to find one for
the consunption of bis products. Well, the expGrts $17,000,000. In 1878, a foreign market had to be found for
of agricultural pro luce, animals and their products 5.262,000 dozen of Canadian eggs; in 18S1, for 9,000,000
have increased betw'en 1878 and 1881, 52 per cent; dozen. I invite attention to these facts in order to show
that i .to say, we had to find a fweign market in 1878 that the home market, that was to be supplied the Canadian
for $l4,010.857 wortih ofanimals. and the produets, and, in farmers by the National Policy is a failure. Lot us consider
1881, for 821,340,290. In 1 7R, we had to tind a market for the question as to agricultural products. In 1878, we had
$18,605,754 of agicultural prodcut, and in 18-SI, for to find a foreign market for 7,000,000 bushels of barley; in
821,268,321. In that tine, making all allowances for the 1881, for 8,80,000 bushels. In 1878, a foreign market for
increase of population, one would suppose that the National 2,340,000 bnshels of oats; in 1881, for 2,900,000. The
Poliey, if it was going to produce its promised effeets, would sarne difference may be noticed in the item of
have given the farmer a home narket in 1881. But what peas, and almost the same with flour and in
are th farts. Our populal ion mier, a-ed 5 per cent. dnuring that narly all the other agricultural products of the
time, yet he surpus V bad 1 seînd to ihe forcign market farim. So that, in the matter of animals and
inereased 68½ per cent ; so that now we are sending 6'½ agiricultural products, and these, too, cover the produce of
per cent. more of our produce to the foreign market than our Canadian farms, we find the National Policy bas been 80
we sent in 1878. Where, then, is the home market that was far a failure; that it bas not supplied the Canadian farmer
promised by hon. gentlemen in 1878. The hon. Finance with a home market, but that now, as before, the
Minister boasted the other night that he had added 24,000 Canadian farmer bas to go into the markets of the worid to
operatives to our population. D:d ho say that ho added sell bis produce. We were also told that the National Policy
them as immigrants or accessions from foreign countries? would give the farmer a botter price for his produce-that
lad he done so he would have added something to the con- he would be able to sell it at an advance. The Minister of
suming oapacity of our people. But they wore nîot so added. Finance, in 1881, I think, said that after investigating that
I do not know tbat 10 per cent. of them were soadded, so matter very closely he could not sec that the Canadian
that, practi-ally, we have had very little more added to the farmer got much of an advance for his wheat at certain
consurning population of this country in 1881, than the periods of the year; but ho believed, however, that inl June
natural inerease of the population would give, and the home and July it was very probable ho would receive a small ad-
market, therefore, supplied us, is1 ractieally valu- varice, but that when he had a surplus ho did not believe the
less as a means for consumir.g our sur'plus pro- Canadian farmor got any advance. Last year we had a sur-
duce. And suppo.sing these 24,000 operatives had been plus to export of nearly 3,000,000 bushels, so that then ho
imported-1 do not use the term offensively-for the work- got no advance. In 1881, we had a surplus also, and exported
ing of our manufactures, would they consume the surplus 2,500,000 bushels. So that, in 1881, inasmueh aï we bad a
products of our farmers ? Just fancy 24,000 individuald in surplus, on the reasoning and showing of the bon. Minister of
addition to our population of 4,000,000 consuming the pro- Finance, the farmer could not have received any advance.
ducts of all the agricultural industries of this country. Here Perhaps, however, there is something in the idea that the
we have a magnificent illustration of what the farner has re- farmer would receive an advance in June and July, and
ceived by the home market which was pronised him. le for the reason that the Caniadian farme rs are nearly sold out
has received the additional consuîmpuon of 21,00Q indi- during those months; and that ifthe millers of Canada had
viduals. But if you look into this matter in detail you wili easy access to the Amer'ican market, they could import
find this argument yet stronger. ln 1878, we had to find a grain without any difficulty, and pay sucb price3

foreign market for 14,000 horsesr, in 1881, for 21,000 horses. as the pleased in the home market. But if, as w
In 1878, we had to find a foreign market for 29,000 horned done by hon, gentlemen opposite-if obstacles Were

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).
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placed in the way of the Canadian millers importing grain,!
this would account for the advance during June and July.
Let us take the average price of wheat during June and July
for a number of years-the middle period, the :E;th of June,
the point between the two extremes for 1874, Î875, 1876,
1877, 1878, during the five years of the late Administration-
and strike an average and compare that with the average
piNce during the three years of the present Administration.E
1 take figures from the Monetary Times. Take No. 1 falit
wheat: f.o.b.c., average price paid during the five years of the(
late Administration, was $1.25 per bushel; during the last1
three years, $1.13. No. 1 spring wheat, during the previous1
period, $1.15; last tbrce years,$1.13, showing a decline.
Barley, 72½ cents during the late Administration, 70 cents
last three years; oats, 41 cents the five years, 37½ cents for1
three years ; peas, 76 cents the five years, 71 cents for three
years ; wool, 30 cents the five years, 24 cents for three years.
And this was an industry under the particular care of hon.i
(entlemen opposite. Butter, five years, 16 cents; threei
years, 14 cents. Cheese, five years, Il cents; three years,
N cents. Now, as I have said before, these were the monthsf
ot the hon. Finance Minister's own choosing. I have appealed)
to the r'ecord, and the evidence is against him. I do not
know that it makes any difference whether it is against or
in his favor. I do not believe it is sound reasoning to as-
sume that the Tariff affects the price of Canadian wheat,
because its price is regulated by the prices in Liverpool; but
it shows the utter absurdity of his lino of reasoning. Let
me take the lst of October during the same period, and show
you the results. During October everybody knows that no
American grain comes into Canadian markets. It would be
absurd to suppose such a thing, as our granaries are full of
Canadian grain, and our millers can get ail they want at
their doors. Yet, strange to say,.the average price paid in
October, when foreign grain cannot comne hece,
was greater during the last three than during the
previous five years. That establishes the point, if any-
thing were necessary for that purpose, that the Tariff does
not affect the price of grain, for at the very time it could
affect it we found it was higher on an average during the
five years when we were without a protective Tariff; and
at the time it should affect the price grain was not higher,
but was higher in autumn. Let me next refer to the price
of grain in the American market, my few quotations being
taken from the report of the Secretary of the Bureau of
Statistics, Washington. In 1856, wheat sold in the American
maket, on an average during the whole year, at $1.85 per
bushel-that was at a time when there was no duty on
inI)orted wheat; and let it be said that that was the
highest price paid for wheat from that year down to the
present time, except in two instances, 1865 and 1868. Corn
vas sold in 1855 for 89 cents a bushel, and only five times
since that year was it sold higher. In 1879, corn sold, notwith-
standing the high dutyon ilmported corn, at 47 cents. Beef
sold in 1856 for 8î/ cents per pound, and this price was only
exceeded six times since; in 1880, it was sold as low as 64
cents, the same with butter and the same with pork. In 1856
pork was sold for $9.70 per hundred, in 1874 it was as low
as $5,70, thus showing that tariffs do not regulate the price
If produce, which is alone regulated by the price in the
markets of the world. I think I have shown that the
home market promised the farmer has been a failure, that
the larmer has to send bis products to the English market
now as before. I think I have also proved that the price
Pronised the Canadian farmer for his produce has not been
realized and that in every particular the farmer has to con-
tent himself with the results of competition in the markets
of the world, or, rather, with the results which follow from
the lowness cf supply and demand, and that the Tarif vill
give him an increased price or improve the extent of hisproductiveness We said again, in 1878, that even if the
a4rmer got the protection promised him it would be no
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equivalent for the burdens which it would impose upon
him. Let me put this in a nutshell, if I can. You will see
that, last yoar, we collected in Oustoms duties altoge4her
$18,500,000, and that $123,000 were collected on farm pro-
duce. Now, it is the law of trade-shall I say, a law of
political economy, that, as a ru'e, duties impose I on any
article add that much to the cost of the article to the con-
sumer. Assuming that proposition to be correct, the
manuf acturers of Canada have prodted to the
extent of $18,000,0i0 ; for duties to that extent were
levied on manufactured goods, while the farmers of Canada
have only profited to the extent of the duties on breadtuffs
8423,000. That is the reward they have received for sup-
porting the National Policy, and, on the other hand, they
have paid ftr maanufactured goods some $18,000,000 on the
enhanced price, because the duty must be added, notwith-
standing the logic of the hon. Minister of Railways, in the
matter of coai, to the price of the imported article. The
manufacturers, then, arc protected to the extent of
$18,000,000 in the goods which they sell, and the farmers
are protected by less than $500,000; that is, for every dollar
which the farmer receives in the form of protection he gives
$37 protection to others.

Mr. ROCHESTER. Would the hon. gentleman give us
the average price of rye during the late Administration ?

Mr. ROSS. I have not taken the quotations of rye.

Mr. PLUMB. He makes a wry face at that.

Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentlemen can discuss that ques-
tion with rye himself. Our next prediction was-for 1 am
following the predictions to which the hon. Minister of
Finance refers-that any special advantage given to the
producer would be a tax upon the consumer. Now, it is quite
clcar tlat the consumers, in every instance, have to maia-
tain the burden of taxation. While that can be done under
a revenue Tariff. and stili justice be done to all, the propisi-
tion we put forth is that any special advantage-and that is
the basis of a protective Tariff-given to the producer, is an
undue burden to the consumer. I will give a fact or two
in confirmation of that: in 1878, we imported $7,000,000
worth of cotton, and paid $1,250,000 in duties on those cot.
tons ; in 1881, we imported $10,000,000 of cotton, and paid
in duties, $2,225,000 on these importations; that is to
say, the consumers of cotton goods in Canada last year paid
$500,000 more for their cottons, than they paid under the
Tariff of 1S78. In the matter of books, we imported the
same quantity in 1881, that w imported in 1878, and wo
paid $67,000 arlditional duty. Is that no burden
upon the consumer? In the niatter of woollens
we paid $R32,324 more of duties upon wool-
lens we consumed in 1881, than we would have
paid on the same woollens imported under the Tariff of'
1878. This becomncs still more conspieous when you
observe the rate of this duty. In the matter of blankets,
the duty last year was 45 per cent., or an average of $1.34
on every blanket imported into the Dominion of Canada.
In the matter of flannels, the duty averaged 29 per cent.;
hosiery, 27 per cent.; clothing, 35 per cent.; Brussels car-
pets, the average duty was 11 cents per yard ; on carpets
ali wool, of a different grade altogether, the average duty
was 22 cents per yard; in carpets partly wool, the average
duty was 14 cents per yard; on unbleached cotton sheetings
the average duty was 21 cents per yard; ginghams and
plaids, 3J cents; denhams, drillings and ducks, 4 cents per
yard. Now, who pays these increased duties ? Evidently,
the consumer. The whole tendency of this taxation, un-
fairly distributed as it is, is to impose unfair burdens on the
consumer, and give special advantages to the producer.
Now, we are willing to see, as we always have been, a lai-ge
production of manufactured goods in this country, but we
know that under a 15 per cent. Tariff, manufacturers pros-
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pered, and many of them made their fortunes. Not a word
need be said to disparage the manufacturing industries of
this countr.y. They are exceedinglyimportant, as hon. gentle-
men know right well. But we have two classes to consider,
and while we consider what, is fair to the manufacturer-
we urge that wo do consider what is ftir to the manufac-
turer-we want at the samo time to distribute the burdens of
taxation fairly and honestly among the great consuming
class. Another prediction we made in regard to this Tariff
was, that it would discriminate unfairly against Great
Britain; and I hold that prediction is fulfilled. Let us see.
The average duties last year paid upon goods imported
from Great Britain, was 241 per cent.; the average duties
imposed on goods imported from the United Staces, was 22
per cent. Does not that discriminate against Great Britain ?
Is there not an increased duty of 2 per cent., on the average,
on the goods imported from Great Britain as compared with
goods from the United States ?

Mr. BOWELL. Tell the House the excessive imports
from Great Britain over those from the United States.

Mr. ROSS. I will leave the hon. gentleman to tell that.
The average duty on dutiable or free goods from Great
Britain was 20ý per cent. I have got hore the fact the
hon. gentleman wants. I call the attention ofthe lion. the
Minihter of Customs to this fact, that the average duty paid
on all the goods, dutiable and free, imported fron Great,
Britain Ilast year, was Z0f per cent.; and the average duty
on dutiable and free goods imported from the United States,
was 15½ per cent.; so that we have the same discrimination
on goods imported from Great Britain, whether dutiable
a'one or whether dutiable and free.

Mr. BOWELL. If you imprt double the quantity from
Great Britain that you do froi the United States, of course
the duty would increase, would it not ?

Mr. ROSS. I made a statement ; the hon. gentleman
may correct it if it is wrong. The hon. gentleman can un-
derstand the difference between 20 per cent. upon dutiable
and upon free goods from England and 15 per cent. upon
dutiable and free goods from the -United States, and if he
cannot understand that it is a discrimination, thon I cannot
help it. I am simply making a statement, believing it to be
correct. It remains for the hon. gentleman to disprove it
when the proper time comes. We con tend further, that the
manufacturers under tbis protective Tariff are not as well
off as under the Tariff of 1878. We proved that in the
matter of their ability to export manufactured goods, and
we can prove it more clearly in another form. Take this
statement, and let the Minister of Customs notice its bear-
ing. In 1878 we gave the manufacturers of Canada,
$31,000,000 worth of imported goods-principally raw
malerials; and we took from 1the manufacturers of Canada,
the home market for $53,000,000 worth of manufactured
goods.

Mr. PLUMB. What were the said materials ?
Mr. ROSS. I do not know whether they came fromn

Niagara or rot; but I state the fact, and I will repeat il for
the benefit of the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb). I
say tbat we gave the manufacturers thie benefit of $31,000,000 1
worth of raw materials free-of dulty; and we took from the
manufacturers of Canada, the homme arket for $53,000,000
worth of manufactuied goods. Now, what do these hon. gen-
1lemen do? They gave to the manufacturers of Canada, in
1881, $19,000,000 worth of said material, duty free-or, $12,-
000,000 less than we gave them'in 1878. And so, undertheir
protect:ye Tariff, they have taken fi om the Candian farmers,
the home market to the extent of $63,000,000 worth of
manufafctured goods. So that both in the questirn of raw
material furnished the manufacturer, and in the relief of his
home market, they would be better under the Taritf of 1878
than the Tariff of 1881. Bosides, under this Tariff you bur-

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

don the manufacturer with $641,000 in the shape of duties
on bis coal, which is a raw material to him. You burdoned
him with $120,000 on breadstuffs last year; with $87,000 on
pig iron ; with $12,000 on the copper whichb h uses as a
raw material; with $ 14,000 on lead as a raw material, and
you tax his unmanufactured marble, bis pairnts, oils and
varnishes-all bis raw materials-while, at the sane time,
you have taken the home market to a greater extent. Why,
Sir, the quantity of manufactured goods sold on the Cana.
dian market to-day is greater by about $12,000,000 than it
was in 1878, so that the manufacturer bas to pay more duiy
on his raw material, be is furnished with a less quantity, and
ho bas more importations of manufactured goods to com-
pete against. If that is not a disadvantage to the manufac-
turer, let the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) rise and
explain. True, we can put a duty on the manufactured
articles ; truc, we can impose difficulties in the way of
their introduction into the country, but wo have
shown that, in the matter of promoting the introduction of
raw material in order to facilitate the operations
of the manufacturer, we have been much more
liberal than hon. gentlemen opposite. Again, we predicted
that the National Policy would damage our foreign trade,
and our predictions in that regard have beenrealized. It is
a fact, which hon. gentlemon cannot deny, that Canadian
shipping is vanishing from our seas. Take the returns for
187'-, and compare them with those for 881. In 1878, we
sold to other couniries, ninety-three ships; in 1881, we sold
only sixty-one. In 1878, we sold $1,218,00 worth of ships
built by Canadians; but in 1881, we sold only $348,000
worth cf Canadian-built ships; so that this industry is
languishing. We were told, before the National Policy
was introduced, that all the industries of Canada were
languishi ng, but we have here an instance of hon. gentlemen
trying to protect an industry, and the result has been
to throw it into a decline. I think that under such a condi-
tion of things we must displace our Finance Minister, and
that the hon. and able member for Niagara must put his
hands to the helm and see if ho cannot resuscitate this
drooping industry. From 1873 down to 1878 the tonnage
of Canadian vessels represented an increasc every year-an
inerease in six years of Il per cent., or 636 vessels and 259,-
297 tons. How has it ben since? Every year a decline-
a decline in three years of 10- per cent., or 22,193 tons. This
is an industry to which tho hon. gentleman should devote his
attention-an industry which requires bis fostering care.
In the United States protection bas had the saime resuits.
We find that last year 82 per cent. of the whole foreign
trade of tho United States was carried on by foreign ship-
ping, and only 18 per cent. in American ships. If protOc.
tion could foster the commerce of that country, it bas cor,-
tainly had an opportunity, and as certainly has it
failel. We warned hon. gentlemen opposite that by
the introduction of this policy they would damage
the commercial interests of the country. We warned
them that if' they interfered with ouri shipping they
would interfere with our commercial and industrial pl'os
perity. What can this country become unless we develop
our commerce ? We cccupy a strong position on this Con-
tinent, and it is only by fostering our foreign trade and i[-

proving the condition of our commercial marine that WO
eau hope to take our true position amongst the nations Of
the world. We predicted also that the National PolieY
would not tend to the increase of' our wealth, and I wish
here to call the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to ai
fact which is worthy of their careful consideration. It is
contained in the last report of the Bureau of Statistics at
Washin.gton. Between 1850 and 1860-that is, before the
protective Tariff was adopted in bbc United States-tle
wealth of the United States increased 126 per cent., while
between 1860 and 1880 the aggregate wealth ef the United
States increased only 31 per cent. From 1850 to 1860 the
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American people added $226 to the wealth of each person, arnrather surpriscd at the temerity of hon, gentlemen
vhile from 18140 down to 1880 they lost 30 cents per opposite, and yet it is fot new. They rerind one of a

head taking into consideration the increase of popu- story that is toid of a witness who was seve'cly tcstcd
lation. The United States furnish us with the best bycounse upon entering the witness.ox-a female witness.
example of what a protective Tariff can or cannot She was asked if sbe were not afnaid Iohear false witness.
do. Their example was a warning to us in the mat- "Nover afthe old lady. The picture Ilet
ter of shipping. It showed us that the shipping bas been delineated before us to-night, the utter miscry
of the United States declined very rapidly under a pro-of Ibis country, is vcry touching, that is to say, it would be
tective Tariff, that every year it was reduced until now if it wcîe truc. Among the unhappy viWms it is bard I
they do but a small portion of their own trading and tllwbo arc most miserabic, the producers or the consun-
carry on but a small portion of their own commerce. crs. But there is a gicar of hope for them. There is
In Great Britain, on the other hand, under a revenue Tarif another clss, a smill ciass, fortunately for the people of
the commerce has been constantly increasing, year by year, Canada-bbc shipowners are greater sufièrers than ail others
until, as Gladstone said the other day at Leeds, England put together. %il, this is a gicam of hope. 1 do not pro-
to day does 55 per cent. of the whole trade of the world, pose to foliow the bon. gentlemnuwho basjust sat down iii
civilized and uncivilized. Surely, Sir, we have in this factît ait-lis mass:ve figurcs, for the reason 1 have statcd.
self conclusive evidence of the comparative merits of the But I would Iike te know, whist ail ibis
two policies. Now, Sir, what are the comparative positions evidence is te bbe fore, whetber, ln Ibis difier-
of the two parties in this issue? We are charged with encein favor of ihe United States bctwen au average
being enemies to the manufacturers of this country. Sir, of 15 per cent. duty and the duty of 20 pcr cent. upou
we repudiate such a charge. We have evidence in the pros- goods frcm îlenèted Kiugdoin-wbethcî free goods
perity of the manufacturers under a revenue Tariff, that and goods entcîed iiiboul that p no duty are included
under a revenue Tariff prosperity is possible to our because. if bbey are, there is rcally ne tot, and it is cee o?
Canadian manufacturers. We have evidence under a tbe instances that go te prcvc how uttcrly cltiu'ivc figures
revenue Tariff in England, that prosperity is possible with- may be in a statement of iild. Yon wil îemvmber,
out a protective Tariff. We have evidenco in the rapid Shr, that the course which Ibis deb-ite bas taken bas been
development of this country, and in the rapid risc of rather unusuai. fou. gentlemen ofthe Opp'sition were
manufactories previous to 1879 that it is quite possible for se determined that the Budget cfrny hon. friend, the
this country to prosper under a very low Tatitf. On the Finance Miuiste, sboid be kiiied dea<las a door
other hand, wu have evidence thatthis Tariff is already doing nail, that i was attackcd before ils birth. My
its mischievous work, decreasing the capacity of our lon. friend from South Brant (Mr. Paterson) made
manufacturers to compete in the markets of the world, a motion ble other day, for fear that Ibis Budget
increasing the cost of production, and adding to the burdens shouid net be brougbt dewn in the course cf the
of consumers. The Liberal party are prepared to do justice to Session; but Iagladtesec that the Minister cf Finance
all classes of the community. They do not pretend, like las survived and bas brougbt down bis document-and a
their opponents, to dispense peculiar nostrums, but on broad very goed eue it proves te be. Ameng bbc items wbich
principles of fairness and eqality they are prepared to dis- were discussed thon was eue upon which bbc bon. member
pense to every class of the community the justice they should for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) bas dwelt with a geci deal
receive under a fair fiscal policy, and prepared to extend cf unction, to-ight, and that is bbc item cf pig iron; and
to every class of the community such protection as a fair we were reeinded cf fhicdifférence of thc experts cf pig
fiscal policy will enable them to extend. Hon. gentlemen iron betwccu cne year and another. Well, it burns eut that
Opposite intend to go to the people of this country repre- the expert cf Canadian pig iron amounts te tbc magnificeut
senting, as I have said, that we are hostile to the manufac- surnof $179. But there is a feature in buis question
turers. They will go to the country probably representing cf pig iron that illustrates the difflculty cf dealing with
that the great prosperity which this country enjoys at the figures, aed that proves that now, as iii lermer limes, Iwo
present moment is due to the National Policy. I have noand two de net always make four-for the ) of
fear, Sir, that these representations willh bebclieved. I argument, I mean. The importa cf pig irn in 1881 were
have no fears that the intelligent yeomanry of this country $71,000, and the consumpticu was $715,000, ga

wili be cari ied away by representations in regard to increased diference cf $1,000; aud yet we exported te bc nitcd
prices and increased advantages which they know they have States fcreign pig iron te tbe value cf $32 1,0A, se
not received through the National Policy. I believe the that, if figures were always aceurabe, for the pur.
people of this country cau look beyond the present, and can poses cf argument, $716,000 cf imports have produced
take a broad view of all the interests of the Dominion, and 8715,00 for consumpticand $321,000 for expert.
that they will support that party which is supposed to deal If aeybody bakes the trouble te look lu tematter it is
as fairly with one Province of the Dominion as another, dis- very easily explaiued, but these are tLe figures on the face
Posed to support that party which will develop the com- cf tbem. The value cf bbe imports is bbc cost cf tLe pig
mercial prosperity of this country, and not be carried with irce on which it pays duty; the value in iLs expert is the
these partizan representations which lead men sometimes value at tbc place at whicb il is shipped, and Uic wbole
tO tamaper with industrial difficulties for which they are not question in regard te pig iron is mcrelyoeof carnage, a
capable of providing an efficient remedy. I am satisficd, very important eue te this country and te these unfortunateSir, that when this'debate bas closed, the country will be ships about wbich I may bave somethiug te say. There is
lhoroughly informed of this matter, and that the Liberal realiy ne pig mou mauufactured lu Canada fer expert. The
lparty, truc to their desire to develop the interests of Canada, manufacture at Londonderrybas taken another forr-it alas a whole, will see that the affairs of this country are en- gociute roiled iron-aud ne quanbity lis ever yet been
trustcd to the bands of those men who never shrink from mauufactured for expert. The sinali qnanbity of pig il-n,dealing fiirly with all classes of the community, and stand- amouuting te $119, was from Tbree Rivers, wbere ebarceal
r bl the interests of every Province of this great Con- iron bas been manufacurd for a god number f years, but

'r. ue ib is a quality cf imon that cannot boecxported because bbe
C McLENNAN. The saying is attributed to Mr., dutyis tee bigb, and bbc compeitien lu the United States

anng that nothing is more delusive than facts, except preveuts it fiowiug lu there. As te the question of slips,t'gures. I think we can improve upon the maxim. Pro- bbe sale cf Canadian ships and tbe use cr Canadian shipsPtecie-s, I tbink, we raay say, are stilm more delusive; and r have declined for a very god reaon. The commerce o?
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the sea bas corne to be done in iron ships chiefly, and in to the financial policy of Canada. I do not know what Sir
steamers. I find, byreturns of the Harbor Commission of -Henry Tyler's information is with respect to Canada. I
Montreal, giving a comparison from 1878 to 1881, that the do not know whether bis opinion is worth more than that
proportion of tonnage in steamers had risen in those four of the hon. gentleman who repeated it in this House with
years from 67 to 83 per cent., while in sailing vessels it so much emphasis and determination. I do not know that
declined from 32 to 16 per cent. And tbis does not repre- Sir Henry Tyler's authority is greater than that of the
sent all the difference. There is no full staternent here of lion. momber for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright),
the number of wooden vessels, but everybody who lias any- in a statement made on his own authority. It is quite pos-_
thing to do with shipping knows very well that wooden sible that bon. members going out of the field of the finan-
ships on the ocean are everywhere giving place to iron cial polcy of Canada into the position in which Sir -Henry
ships, ard it is just as well known that we have not yet in Tyler found himself, might say that the reason the share-
this country reached the ability to manufacture iron ships, holders of Ihe Grand Trunkz had not more noney for their
which is the simple reason for this declino in Canadian work was because they did too much work for too littie
vessels. It is truc our friends in the Eastern Provinces were, money. I think that to be a simple explanation of it, and
told by some of the prophets who went about the courntry that I have heard people say that the Grand Trunk Railvay is
there was yet hope oftheirwooden ships being again brought very much in the habit of carrying too mucli reight, and
into use under certain circumstances. The fact is, that in carrying it too far for too little money, to the prejudice of
ibis case the hopeful had to do with a matter as circum- this country. SirlHenry Tyler had enîtered into, perhaps,
stantial as the waves of the Atlantic that, unfortunately for a very foolish contest with a man named Vanderbilt, who
them, do not change. They had to deal with tle change happened to have more money and a larger clientèle tihan
going on in the shipping trade of the world, and I am afraid the Grand Trunk Ilailway, and I think the authorily of
it will be a very long time before our friends in the Eastern members of this House on the question of railway carriage,
Provinces will sec a change in the circumstances that will might be just ns good, perhaps a little better, as we are in
enable them to return to the building of wooden ships. I the countrv, than that of Sir Ilenry Tyler on the fiscal
think there is more hope for thcm in the proposal which the policy of Canada. I am sorry the hon. member for South
hon. Finance Minister has made, of occupying their small Brant is iot in bis place. We all think a good deal of him.
vessels in the fishing trade. That is a field in which there le is very full of figures, and is like that "IUncle Jack" in
is some rooni for them to extend, and it is one of the the story of the " Caxtons," who was a very complete char-
differences between a theory that bas no base and acter. Anything in him that was not arithmetic was phil-
that does not yield to circumstances, the system. of i anthropy, and what was not philanthropy was arithmetic.
hon. gentlemen opposite and the practical systein of the My hon. friend went with a great deal of good humor into
lion. Minitter of Finance. We have had a great deal the subject, reminding one very much of a very
of aigument, and, I thiik, of unnecessary argument, as to big boy with an apple dumpling, but he got his mouth
wlat was said by Sirleny Tyler on the suiject of coal. rather toô full. He set about blowing up the hon.
I think Ithis is very easily explained, and all Sir Henry Finance Minister, and what did he bring to the work ? It is
Tyler said may be very fairly admitted without prejudice difficult to blow anything up without fire. My bon.
to ry party concerned, because Sir Henry Tyler made a friend had certainly one element for lis work, but
staLcment of fact connected with the consumption of his the spark happened to be wanting and there was no fuel
company, and thefactwas this-I believecnobody disputes it to burn. The old tinder-box had got wet, the flint had
-that in the half-year ending June, 1880, the company had been worn to pieces, and the old jack-knife, I suppose,
used 60,000 cords of wood, and during the half year ending had been rubbed until there was no more steel upon it. But
Juno, 1881, only 48,000 cords; that the company used in he brought to the work an immense pair of bellows. Well,
the half-year ending June, 1880, 109,000 tons of coal, so I believe that the Government of Canada cannot be blown
they had a decrease of 12,000 cords of wood and an increase up by a pair of bellows aloce without the vital element.
of 34,000 tons of coal. And Sir Henry Tyler goes on to say: My hon. friend for Middlesex dwelt upon some questions

" As wood becomes more scarce, and there are extra facilities for get- connected with our trade in what he conceived to be the
ting coal, we shall hope, in working our trañic, to effect further economy fulfilment of bis role of prophet. I notice that theprophets

in this respect." from Vennor downwards-or, need J say, down to Vennor
This is a question quite with the competency of Sir -usually adopt the same method of maintaining that every-
Henry Tyler, bis argument is specific and clear that the thing that is, is as they predicted. I am very glad, for the
company had economized by the use of coal. Sir Henry future of this country, that we are able to see a little daylight
Tyler bas not, however, contented himself with stating this on the situation and that things are notwhat they seem to him;
fact. He bas gone on to express an opinion as t the fiscal under the circumstances it is very satisfactory to knowthat
policy of Canada, and here he gets upon very different the hon. gentleman stuck to is predictions. My hon. friend
ground and debatable ground, The other statement is that was very cloquent on the subject of chickens. I thought ho
the policy of Canada makes everything a poor man requires was going to tell us something about that little hen we heard
dearer for him to purchase, and in consequence of that of last summer. What bas become of that hen? Are its eggq
policy he requires higher wages in order to be able to exist. hatched, or are they addled? Is there no hope that they wl1
And he adds: ever bring forth a reform pullet. We have listened, so far

"I cannot conceive anything more unwise in a ation like Canada in vain, for the flutter of its wings in the House. Is it afact
that has to import a great part of its fuel, and wishes to encourage its that no pullet of mortal incubation will ever bring relict?
manufactures and to encourage its railways, than to place a duty upon Must we wait untill a Phænix arises from the asihes of the
the article of coal." iReform party ? A great deal of argument has been used to
If we aamit that Sir Henry Tyler is an authority upon show that there is really no relation between this coutit'y,
finance, perhaps there is something in this statement; undcir its present Governnent, and the protection of Pro-
but I really do not know thatSir Henry Tyler proves before vidence. I do not know whether gentlemen opposite have
us an authority on finance. I think, if 1 were looking at ever heard of the old maxim that ' Provideree helps tiose
the situation, I might find something else to explain the who help themselves." We have always maintaiinei ""

pcsi ion in which Sir Henry Tyler found himself. He was this side of the House, that that was the hope of' tle Co"-
endeavoring to eiplain to the sharebolders the reason why servative party, and when we advocated a change of poli'Y
there was se little money as the result of so much work, a few years ago, we did so for the reason that we propo C
and he enters into an explanation involving this reference to use our own judgment and experience in adapting our-
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selves to the circumstances in which we found ourselves. importers of tea will get a very great part of the difference
We have been accused, to-night, of changing with circum- in this reduction. We must not be inisled by the paradox
stances. That is the very thing we boast of doing. One of a free breakfast table. If the renoval of the duty on tea
of the first principles we have mai ntained is, that no law of and coffee would give every man, woman and child a free
political economy has ever been established to show how breakfast, we ebould ail go for it most hearti]y, and say
this necessary evil of taxation must be imposed, and to it was a thing to be desired more than any fiscal policy
show that it must be imposed absolutely in one way and no we ever heard of. But I hope my hon. friend las fot beea
other. We have always maintained that it is a question of misled by any idea of this kind. The indulgence in paradox
circumstances, and we adapt ourselves to circumstances. ought 10 be loft to the other side of the liuse. Wehave
That js just the difference between our theory and that of heard of 4,000,000 of freemen that were not free, and we
hon. gentlemen opposite, who are perpetually endeavoring know the great paradox of froeetrade bas been utterly burst
to force an idea of law in connection with this opera- and broken-the greatest paradox of ail, which reminds us
tion of taxation. We maintain that there is no law on the of the saying of old Saru Johnson, in bis introduction
subjeoct, or, if there is, no one has ever discovered it. The 10 Shakespeare-' that some old men (a good many
hon. gentleman was very strong on the subject of our hav- mcn) who are determined te be notorious, whcn they
ing had to export some things last year. Tiat is just what find they can add nothing te truta, indulge in
we proposed to do, and we were very glad to find a market paradox." I do net knew that there are nny men in
for our commodities in foreign countries. We never said we bondage in this country, unlees the trifling bondage to whieh
were going to control the markets of the world, as to the they subjeet themselves, in listening te my hon. friend op-
prices of our products. What we wanted was to keep our own posite eccasienally. If they do that they rnay get very
imarket for our own people to the extent to which they cou'd much off the track; they may make algre.t a mistake as te
supply it, and I think that bas been accomplished. Among suppose they are suffering poverty, "disaster" and 1frand
the many authorities that have been thrown across the I think wae one of the mildest termisued [y the meinber
House at us, is that of the Treasurer of Ontario. Now, that for Middlesex, (Mr. Ross,) this eveuing, in relation te tho
is rather a good joke. We all value Ontario. The repre- duty on eai. It is a very bad habit te indulge in termesof
sentatives of Ontario are a very important body in this this kind, when they have ne meaning. Ifthere was any-
llouse, but we believe the Goveru ment and Province et thing in the idea gi a free breakfast table, I should favo fit.
Ontario have wothing prrticular te do with the fiscal policy I a sorry my hon. friend did hot go a litte fuier with
of tbis country. We believe that the Government of hisreductions, bcause, thiki, an g the large numbirdor
Ontario-went vcry mucli cut of its way in the initial b osi- medical mon i f this flouse, iL di obe ouiverehlay concvded

es of the Legihlature, when that Legialature met, in taking that a ver useful thing, accordingto theirt reet practice
1) for the tirst time the discussion of the fiscal pelicy of is the lighter wines, and particularly th beenrkli bwines,

the Dominion]. OUr opinion on Ibis side of the lieuse e, commonly administered t opatients, in a intraeoftonvale-
that it was pure impertinence on thc part of the Treasure-rJseence. hese, unfortunately, ae subJeced tentheyIighest
of Oiturie te mcl the Legimlature with the idea of duty in tho whole Tarif. The value othe sparkliugwines
discusing the -fiscal policy of the Dominion. Now, Sir, imported lac year was $ 100,000, and the duty aiountod te
COmmng from thisutile discussion across the lieuse te the 5S0o00." Id know that my hon. friend impeed a portion of
ictual Budget of my hon. friend, I tbink thore is 9 litto it 30 aer cent., under the impression that we could Lwe it
moretope for us, and we do not sec that disastrous ohfeunder certain eircumsetances. el t yh world ie draw-
condition ofithinge bo which the bion. inember for Brant (MNr. ing so strongly ini favor of protection, that I seC ver-y little

oterson) drew our attention. I tbink the salement of chance for the Fpiench admitting ou thips fa gt ink
1110 Minister was a very good ene, and that he denît very bhc next limie my lion, friend deals wibh itie Tariff, ho will
W'ms(ly with the position as iL fell i hie bande. Witb an lcm the convalescnt have a fr e pint of champagne, as
ac!1Murnated surplus of something over $4,000,000, and a weli as alow the old ladioes a fre breakfast table, weic is

ectfer the coming year of $3,000,00more, 1hink not froc. Tbe mater wilt our friends opposite jethatlie is acting very wisely in doing what any farmer in ltethey have not get a poicy, and are rather dis-
Country weuld do under the same cirumstance-th a is, appointed that anyene ceas shuudl have one. The
whenio hfine nhimn f wih a poketfu of moncy, oi Idoe aefyct in the county jie that the fariere fravetheir
noet witidraw hie ergy in creation, but pays off a paf hifbains fuil and favorabe, market for anything tbey
thede wnd if my hon. friend can fllowthe exampleof the choose te c l, including the chiekeni and ers, net added,
E nited States in Ibismater as ew ehtas donc in so many otherithat w have heard of. The manufactu er bas pwareousces
I tink the wil tfind the saie reward on this as ou other ocra- ful, and hie hopes are flly employed, and the labrer bas
liens. That believe ho proposes te do-that is, te keep dowu his pcketsl mil and that chicken in ltse pot e have seofote l
the debt raslper than keep down the taxes, of which nobody heard about. The country is not riven overte occut science.
coMPlains, if I exlude our friendseopposite. My hion. The people do net go abroad likhe e prophetsr look fer
frieng f tas m lditsome reductions, and,sthik foi'very asons,0 in quite content to take the reaonse that ajpart
aca r eo mthe renoval of ihe tax on billes and promis- on the surface., hey knowthai, in 1878, they wecle granig
'o es, for tbe best of ail reasons, because the tax in its under every form f povertyand depetion whi, they wir-e
operation appoared to bcunteual and vexarous and (lMr bconvinced, the Goveriament could do something te erydy,greaten dea olirigation. Ail taxes a e liableto dificutlyin and that the incidence of taxation underany circumstances
cllectionsbut wben a tax je manked in that respect beytnd ad something do wit the prosperity otha country. They
ail others pisjeveryisto aboliel ilt hie knows very weli were wcilling teaccept hese reasons at rechuts; and whist
that the truc pelicy je b collet the taxes wit the, Iiallest we may regret veiy m mui wthal our friends opposte canot
Possible amount f friction, andi was reuel that ficion fndav og a policyybliee, and will nat venture te make a pro-
very Mulh [y Iis change. My hon. fricndmas taken another diction. t wihanot enter ieto com ldtitio with the Thniber
111eP that bas bocu froin timo te timo, open to conlî-o- f'or .Mciddlesex in Ibis wvor-k, but will say that wvhilbt thewen ,he finnoyai of the daty on kea and coffee. I do no country synpahizes very muh will the inelanchol con-
tpoe ote conmpai n b fcauso e tey are lthe eIapli oe, and ditiioo ot she gentll n on th e other side o the Lotise,

itd iSte opinion mf a good many momb trs, that w ehilht under thheccit thwilling at accepthingeas
Ite tax xitedll i the old women e bothisexes in the coun- they are. Whilst are uIasesind themlves il those cern-
ty ceildetilt themeves witn te, without knowin tht fortable circumtanecos tl iare otain overtccltsence.
then Paid duty Upon i. thin, very likely, thin grocers and Wreasckei t e dks pea
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Mr. RINFR ET. Mr. Speak er, bon. members on the Min- prosperity, under an absolute system of Free Trade ; noone is

isterial side have rcpeatedly old us, in their speeches, th-t in doubt on that point. On the other hand, we have not,
varions industries were springing into new life, that like the neighboring Republic, a population large enough
commerce was flourishing with renewed strength ; iu a word, to have a local market so as to save us from the disaster
that the country was prosperous. The word prosperity is the brought about by the protective Tariff imposed on us by
apology tenderel us by hon. gentlemen wben we venture hon. gentlemen of the Treasury benches. Moreover, we
to attack the errers which swarm throughout the Tariff. have not a different variety of productions to supply our
When we point out the injustice of the so-called National wants. We are without the raw material; we do not pro.
Policy, we are ever me! with the same answer; they flaunt duce any cotton; our climate is not favorable to producing
in mur faces that the Treasury is fuli, and that the country is the quality of wool used in our manufactures; our coal and
prosperous. I am not at ail suurprised to sec to-day hon. iron mines are but few, and are hard and expensiveto work,
members on the Ministerial :ide make political capital ofthe in comparison with those in England. From these facts I
return of commel cial activity in Canada, which return is in conclude that, notwithstanding our high protective Tariff,
reality but the natural sequence of î he return of commercial it will be a difficult task for us to convert Canada into a
activity throughout the entire word. lHon. gentlemen op- manufacturing country, and that many years will elapse
posite have accstomeid us to th is system of making political ere we send our manufactures to foreign markets.
capital for some years past, when enieavoring to hold the But if Canada is lackin- in this raw material, and in the
Liberal party responsible for the commercial depression productions of a manufacturing country, it bas, on the other
which reigned in our time, and which was merely the hand, inexhaustible forests, magnificent water stretches, the
natrval result of a universal crisis. There is not a single finest in the world, and besides a rich and fertile soil. It
member in this honorable Hlouse who will seriously pretend would be to my mind a wise policy, a truly national policy,
that we could by anylegislation.whatever have counteracted that which would develop the resources of our forests, en-
that mysterious influence which was upsetting in ail parts courage navigation, and foster by all possible means the
of the world the most solidly established financial institu- agric-ultural resources of the country. Unfortunately, Mr.
tions. There is not a single member who is really convinced Speaker, the hon. gentlemen occupying the Treasu.ry
to-day that if this crisis bas disappeared from the face ofthe benches have not taken into account the facts I have men-
globe, it is due to le National Policy of a country like Can- tioned; they have reckoned too much on purely antificial
ada, which nunbers but a few millions ofa population. I means, favored the creating of certain artificial products
do not lesitate in saying, Mr. Speaker, that it was an im- unsuited to the geographical situation of the country or to
probability that Canala alone should escape that crisis, and the nature of its resources. I am speaking of certain man.
I wvl add that it is equally impossible for it nt to erjoy its ufhetured articles. I do not pretend that we should withhold
share of the now universal renewal of business. The bon, ail encouragement from manufactures; but I maintain that
Mini-ter of Finance has realy developed but a single idea, a policy which, under the pretence of protecting manufac-
from which Le las deduced ail the facts and arguments of turing industries, would injure the important industries I
bis speech, and this idea is that his Tariff must be good as have just spoken of, would be a false and irrational one. I
the country is prosperous. I shail take the liberty to pre- am one of those who tbink that the high duties imposed by
sent to the Hoiuse a few facts and arguments, with a viewof the hon. Minister of Finance, with the object of giving pro-
establishing the faet that the T aiff has notbing to do with btectin, are of a kind to be injurious to navigation, to the
the urosperity which we ai-e enjoying to day; that the lumber trade and to agriculture. That is what I am about
National Policy embolies several unjust laws whichl should to prove. It is an undeniable fact that wherever protection
be swcpt awxay, and that it bas in reality retarded granted to manufactures bas been in vogue, that the
thie natural developmient of the resources of the country. dccay of the mercantile navy bas followed, as a matter of
There are a certain ïnumber of important points which must course. This wall of China built between a protected cour,-
not bc lost sight of in passing judgment on the policy of the try and adjoining cones, can but have one result sooner or
Government, viz.:. the resoures of the country, the nature later, and that is to diminish the general trade of that par-
of its produets, its geographical position, and ils population. ticular country with the neighboring ones, and to injure
We must also remnem ber that the true way of fostering the its navigation considerably. The United States and France
poople, the real means of protecting them, is to develop the are there to prove what I state. No compar:son can be
industries of the counlty foi- the good ofbthegreater number. drawn between the mercantile marine of these two countries
it seQms to me that Free Trade is the right principle which and thatof England, the country of Free Trade par excellence.
should preside over the etablishment of a Tariff in England, ln Canada, notwithstanding the return of trade, we notice
for that ecountry, by its inexhaustible iron and coal mines, Ihat there bas been, for some time past, a considerable de-
as well as by its geographical situation, is destined to be crease in the grain carrying trade which usod to pass
par excellence the greatest commercial and nanufacturing through our canals. A lai-go quantity of the grain which
centre of the world. The frec entry of grain and of agricul- formerly took that route, bas gone to Boston and New
tural products froim foreigin sources, the fi-ce entry of ail tbe York. It is true that the National Policy bas not prevent-
necessaries of life, fosters the exportation of hie products ed trade from finding a transit as formerly between Eng-
of the manufactures of that great country by enabling them land and the United States; it is truc that there is not any
to turn then out at the lowest possible figures. Now, if we'- duty on grain consigned from one of these couaties to Ie
institute a comparison with the United Sta'es, we see that other; but there was a trade carried on formerlY
our neigh bors, who are able up to certain points to meet between Canada and the United States on the
their demands themselves, owing to the great variety of one band, and Canada and Great Britain on the othor.
what they produce, and their mines of ail kinds, have, per-' Bv mens of this trade we used to consume here the graimi
hps, suffered less from their protective Tariff than any and flour coming from the United States, and we used to
oler country would have donc. For, if their protective export our own products. We bad everything to gain by
Tariffb as given the dcath-biow to their gerer'l trade with this transaction, inasmuch as the consumers in this countrY
the otlier nat ions of the globe, tbey have an important local could buy from the nearest seller and take advantage Of ail
nark t in liheir population of 5 000,000. And every- circumstances of time and place. Our shipowners and
one knows that there exists, as an antidote to t le protection merc-hants in large cities used to derive considerable profits
enfrced against foreign countries, the most absolute free therefrom. The National Policy has brought about a
trade I etwen thie varions States. It would, however, be decrase in this crade, to the detriment of our canal revenue
erroneous to expect for Canada England's high commercial and the general.interests of navigation. The National PolicY
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is also, in a certain measure, injurious to our lumber
mnerchants, in forcing them to pay a higher price for what
they import from foreign ports as furnishings for the shan-
ties and for all tools used in cutting and preparing wood for
the purposes of trade, without giving them any counterbal-
ancing benefits. But the important industry which suffers
in a more direct fashion from the effects of the Tariff is
agriculture. Those who are really affected and unjustly
treated by it are the farmers and workingmen, who consti-
tute the great mass of consumers, or, in other words, nearly
the whole of the population. The result of the Tariff, as far
as they are concerned, has simply been to make them pay a
higher price for what they purchase, without giving them
any advantage whatever in the matter of what they sell.
Tiey are the real victims of the favoritism shown to a
certain number of individuals, at the expense of the rest of
society. In order to prove what I state, we have but to look
over the list of the various articles for which the people pay
a high price in order to give manufacturers an unjust pro-
tection. Our cotton factories are a striking example of this
iavoritism. In 1879, when the National Policy was inau-
gurated in this country, we had six or seven cotton factories.
One of them, the Hudon Cotton Manufacturing Company,
could be said to be flourishing, even in those days of com-
inercial depression ; four or five went through the crisis
without suspending; one only failed, according to the
information I have been able to procure. And this happened
at a time when, in the United States, that paradise of' pro-
tection, a number of manufactures of the saie kind failed
in succession. It is evident that since they have been able to
face the crisis, that there was but one thing lacking to enable
Iliese manufactures to make money, and that was an increase,
in tic gencral consumption; in other words, the means of
acquiring consumers, and this could not but happen when
the crisis cane to an end, and trade once more looled up.
No one can reasonably doubt to-day, that in ordinary times
the Tariff of the ex-Minister of Finance was entirely suffi-
cicnt to guairantee the existence of these factories, and even
to enable them to earn large profits. But there is not a
smigle man of business who, on seeing the enormous profits
realized to-day by our cotton factories, will not say that
they areillegitimate, and that they constitute areaiextortion
froni the Canadian people. If we consult the Montreal
market reports for the last few months, it will be seen that
the Canada Cotton Manufacturing Company had its shares
luoted in November or December last, at from 165 to 170,
and the Montreal Coton Manufacturing Company at
fromn 185 to 200 per cent. It would be a difficult
lhing to-day to obtain Hudon Cotton Company's shares.

his company paid last year a dividend of 10 per cent., and
a further bonus of 33 per cent. These enormous profits
were merely realized beause the present Tariff forces the
peole 1of Canada to pay for each square yard of cotton
goods, a cent or two more..than they ought to pay, or than
ticy would pay if the former Tariff was in force. The Con-
servative press and hon. gentlemen opposite have sought to
Ctabiish tbat the National Policy has not had the eff'ect of
1ncreasing the price of cotton. It is an easy task to prove
he .contrary. These lion. gentlemen cannot but admit thati
oh iported cotton the consumer has to pay, besides thewhilc of the duties imposed, the actual value of the cotton,
Und may vary considerably, and the manufacturer'sprofit.
%der the former Tariff, those duties were on an average 17-

r cent.; to-day they represent from 30 to 50 pier cent.
Oone candeny that the people paid those enormous duties
sottogoods imported since the new Tariff was estab-

1s9 0  Those imports amounted to about $8,000,000 in
o M(87,825,164) and to over $10,000,000 in 1880-81.

aV, r'..Speaker, if we enquire of any important firm. the
l>reiselrwill be that imported cotton goods have been sold attt'ecisely the same price as those manufactured in the coun-1t•'Y Thus the people have paid, in excess of the value of

the article, a tax of 30 to 50 per cent. on ail cotton goods
purchased either from iabroad or fi-om our imanufacturers.
The bon. leader of the Opposition, in bis speech at Charlotte-
town, gave a striking oxample of what I have just stated.
The price of cotton yarn spun in the celebrated Park's factory
was at the time $1.25 a bundle, or $1.15Î under discount.
On the same day the price of a similar article was 92J cents
in Boston, New York and Philadelphia, or 85 cents under
discount. The duties on that article anmournt to 15 per cent.
and 2 cents per pound-altogether over 30 per cent.-and
represent the exact difference between the Canadian and
the United States prices. Part ofthatduty is legitimate, and
no one in this honorable House can be opposed to reasonable
duties on cotton goods; but what renders the tax an unjust
one is that it is too high, and that it favors excessively
certain individuals at the expense of the mass of the people.
I say certain individuals advisedly; for, '. Speaker, no
one else but the manufacturers has derived any advantage
therefrom. At the elections in 1878, the hon. leader of the
present Government said,I think in bis speech at Toronto:
" Manufacturers will be enricbed and you (the working-
men) will have your share of their prosperity; you will
earn better wages, &c., &o." Well, Mr. Speaker, is there a
single one of these companies whiclh realize large profits so
much above the usual profits of trade, which shares these
profits with its hands by increasing their wages ? Enquire
of the hands and you will find that they do not get a half-
penny more than the current price of' labor. The hon.
leader of the present Government alded that were the
National Policy established, "capital and labor would walk
hand in band together, and that there would exist between
them a community of action and interests." We perceive,
to-day, that the favoritism is extended to capital alone and
not to labor. The high duties levied on woollen manu-
factured goods constitute another glaring injustice towards
Canadian consumers. The duties on woollens are 7 cents,
10 cents per pound and 22J per cent. ad valoren on an aver-
age, or adding together these two duties, an average of
froin 35 to 40 per cent. on the value of the article. But,
through a peculiar scale of the duties, certain woollen
articles pay from 20 -to 25 cents per dollar, whilst on
others the duty reaches as high as 60 per.cent.
The protection on woollen goods was, according to the
framers of the National Policy, to have had the effect of
creating a large number of manufactures and to diminish
the amount ot foreign importations; and the farmers of
Canada, by way of compensation for the surplus to be paid
on clohfi, twù'e.s, flannels and alpacas, in a word, on all
woollens they purchased, were to receive higher prices for
their wool through the establishing of a national market
for tlhat article, and by the placing of certain duties on wool
coming from abroad. Let us examine up to what point
these promises have been fulfilled. The Liberal party bas
ever been opposel to protective dutie4 on manufactured
woollens; it bas never had any fiaith in the possibility of
success for such a policy; but really, notwithstanding our
little faith in it, we couiJ never have anticipated the coin-
plete fiasco which hwas in store for the cGovernment. We
sec, to-day, that iot only have tli iiports of woollens not
decreased from year to year, but that they have, on the
contrary, increase1 in the enormous ratio of 35 per cent.
during the past fiscal year. The impoits amounrted to
$6292,699 in 1879-80 and to $8,554,397 in 1880-81. The
crude wool, for which fairnmeis were to receive a bigher
pr'ice, has decrea.sed in value about 30 per cent. It is sold
at about 10 cents less than in 1878, according to market
-epo'ts, since the inauguration of the National Policy.
During the last General Elections, it was promised from ail
the hustings that duties should be p1aced on crude wool, so
as to specially protect ithe faers. And we did, during
the Session of' 180, impose a duty of 3 cents on a cettain
grade of wool; but this duty is farcical and a mockory, as
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there is not a single pound of wool of that grade imported
trom abroad. If we glance at the Trade and Navigation
IReturns, it will b seen that not a single cent of duty
bas ben paid on that article during the past fiscal
year. The hon. Minister of Finance had reckoned
on the rapid increase in the manufacture of woollens.
Up to the prosent time this kind of industry seems to meet
with but scant success, and the resultofthe National Policy
bas been but to increaso the price of woollens without in-
creasing in any tangible manner the numberof woollen manu-
factures. I do not fear to say that, do what we will, im-
pose whatever duties we may, we shall never manufacture
woöllens in Canada with any degree of profit. Tho United
States are there to prove what I advance; it will be seen
that there, in spite of the highest Tariff it is possible
to possess, the neighboring Republic exported, in 1880,
woollens to the value of 8216,576 only, whereas its imports
of that article still reach the enormous figure of $33,911,093.
Last year, England alone sent into the United States for $13,-
000,000 worth of woollens. Our exports of woollens amounted
to $55,000 in 1878, and $48,000 in 1880, -or a decrease of
$7,000; they amounted to but $30,000 in 1881. As to the
national market for crude wool, it exists less than ever;
imports continue, and as I have already said, the price of wool
is still exceedingly low. Thus it will be seen, Mr Speaker,
that the National Policy has mercly had the effectof raising
the price of woollens, whilst reducing considerably the price
of wool. it has -done much harm to the consumer; it bas
been doubly injurious to the farmers in order to favor a few
privileged individuals, and bas in no way contributed to the
general prosperity of the country. The protection granted
to refined sugar has brouglht about the same result as that
on cotton and woollens, to wit: to increase the price of that
article and to make refiners earn large fortunes at the
expense of other classes of society. The duty levied on sugar,
according to the Tariff of the bon. ex-Minister of Finance,
brought us a large revenue to the Treasury, whilst imposing a
less heavy load on the people's shoulders than the present one.
Since the coming into force of this Tariff, the consumer bas
paid, on an average, on every pound of sugar 1 cent more
than hewould have paid had the hon. ex-Minister of Finance's
Tariff been in existence. To convince one's self of this fact,
one bas but to compare the prices of refined sugar at New
York with that on the Montreal market for the last three
years. One will perceive therefrom that, even adding the
duties levied under the old Tariff as well as freight and com-
mission, the wholesale price of sugar in Montreal exceeds that
of New York by from 75 cents to $1 per 10) lbs.
We consume every year from 100,000,000 to 120,000,000
lbs. of sugar. According to the two market reports which
I have just mentioned, I do not think A to be an exaggera-
tion to estimate at $1,000,000 the surplus paid by the con-
sumer for the purchase of his sugar, taking the average of
the three last yeurs. If to this be added the loss incurred
by the public Treasury to benefit the refiners, we must con-
clude that the people of Canada, through the unjust Tariff
they possess to-day, lose every year from $1,250,000
to $1,500,000, in order to enrich and favor a few
refluers. Now, what is the advantage derived there-
from by the country? The great advantage, we
are told by our political adversaries, is that sugar is
refined in this country, and that thereby work is given to
our workingmen. Very well; we employ a few more mon
than we did under the preceding Tariff; no one can deny
this fact. But the number is of little importance, when
compared with the immense sacrifice imposed on the mass,
of consumers. Some time ago I saw in a newspaper a sug-
gestion on this very point to which the hon. Minister of
Finance bas alluded, which suggestion seemed a fair one
to me; it was, that the country would gain several thousands
of dollars a year, were it to board these few workingmen in
the best hotels in the country, and keep them there doingi
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nothing, provided that we should re-establish the old Tariff
on sugar, which enabled the people of Canada to buy it at a
lower figure, whilst increasing the receipts of the publie
Treasury. No favoritism is shown to the workingmen who
are merely paid tho current wages of labor. The only ones
favored, the only ones reaping unjust profits through the
monopoly ensured to thom by the Tarif, are tfie refiners.
But sugar is not the only article of grocery protected by the
Tariff. The so-called National Policy has increased the
price of all articles in that line, with the exception of tea
and coffee, on which the duties have just been cancelled;
there is a duty on raisins, on starch, on spices of all kinds
and on corn starch, which is generally the food of
invalids and children. The duties on vinegar are
now 60 per cent. instead of 17½ per cent. as formerly.
It would be no exaggeration to say that the price of all these
groceries has increased on an average from 10 to 15 cents
on the dollar. I shall content myself with a passing men-
tion of the duties which weigh hcavily on manufactured
articles Irom leather, the duty on coal and on hardware,
and all articles manufacturel from china or glass, these
points having been fully handled by hon. gentlemen who
have spoken bofore me. I will nerely say that the duties
levied on agricultural implonents and carpenters' tools are
too high, and that theso articles should have found a place
in the free list. You will excuse me, Mr. Speaker, if I have
enumeraLed a few of the articles on which the duties have
been increased in an unjust fashion. It-would take too long
to review all the errors and iniquities with which the Tariff
abounds; it will suffice that I should add that the so-called
National Policy bas increased the duties on imported goods
in such a ratio, as to represent an increase of $10 to $15 per
family of ton persons. If we add thereto the surplus paid
on articles manufactured in the country, the price of which
has risen, owing to the monopolies established by the pre-
sent protective Tariff of the Government, we can but con-
clade that it is no exaggeration to reckon on an average at
$25 per family, as the increase of expenses brought about
through the policy of the Government, which amount repre-
sonts the surplus of taxes which the present Tariff com-
pels us to pay. A part of these imports goes into the publie
Treasury, and a considerable part goes to onrich those
whom the National Policy takes under its special protec-
tion. Lot us now examine, Mr. Speaker, what the farmers
receive in return for the enormous load which the policy
of the Government imposes on them. I say, without hesita-
tion, that they are in no way compensated, and I am going to
prove it with certain facts. The National Policy has not
raised, and cannot raise, by a solitary cent the price of the
articles whieh the farmers have for sale. I regret to say
that the promises of protection made to agriculturists in 1878
bave not been kept. Protection had been promised to crude
wool, as a compensation for the duties on woollens. I
established just now that this promise was a mockery and a
farce performed to the detriment of the farmers of this coun-
try. We had been promised duties on our hides by way f cofm-
pensation for those levied on manufactured leather. As a
matter of fact, these duties Lave not yet been imposed. I
am not going to decide as to the intrinsie merits of thesO
two imports ; but I blame the Government for having
made promises to the farmers when they could not keep
them. Last Session the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr.
C'olby) asked, as a special protection to agriculture, the
placing on the frec list of all articles employed in the manu-
facture of beet root sugar. He showed that beet root
sugar will never be manufactured in Canada unless Govern-
ment granted it some practical advantages. If the beo.
gentlemen who occupy the Treasury benches admit Il
general system of protection, we have a right to ask if it
is through antipathy to the agricultural classes that the
Government will not do for beet root sugar that which it
has so willingly done for sugar refining, cotton goods,
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woollens, and a number of other industries ? I voted for
that special protection on beet root sugar, but as you are
aware, Mr. Speaker, the request of the member for Stan-
stead was not granted. Last year we also asked, in order
to secure the farmers their share of protection, that the
duties on Canadian tobaccoshould be abolished. These duties
on Canadian tobacco have been in existence for a number
of years; they were established by the Conservative party
and kept in force by the Liberal party for the purposes of
revenue. The people suffered less from these duties at that
time, as compared with what they have suffered during the
last two or three years; at any rate, the increase was a
necessary one as there was not a sufficient revenue. But
now that the Treasury is overflowing, owing to the enormous
taxes on manufactured articles, the Government would be
doing a politic act in abolishing this duty completely.
Hon. gentlemen opposite have made a good step in this
direction, but have not, I think, gone far enough to satisfy
the people of the Province of Quebec, who are entirely
opposed to this duty. In 1878, in order to cause the farmers
of Canada to agree to the National Policy, they were
promised an increase in the price of grain through the
levying of special duties on grain coming from abroad.
We said then, and we repeat it to-day, that the price of all
kinds of grain, excepting Indian corn, is regulated by the
price on the English market, for we have a surplus of all
kinds of grain, and the only channel we possess to divert it
through is the English market. The price of grain varies
greatly according to the demand. It was very high in 1873,
1874 and 1875, and everyone knows that we did not have
any protection during those years. It decreased in the
years following, during the crisis which swept the whole
world, diminishirg everywhere the capacity to purchase,
and as a sequence the general consumption. In the United
States, that elysium of protection, the price of grain was
lower than in this country; but the price of grain never fell
as low as it did during the year that inmediately followed
the adoption of the Tariff; it was during that year that oats
sold at a cent per pound on the Quebec market. To-day the
price of grain in Canada is a good one, because grain is
selling well throughout the world, but the Tariff has
absolutely nothing to do with this rise in the price. If we
follow the quotations of the grain trade in Liverpool and in
Canada during the past years, before and after the inaugura-
tion of the National Policy, it will be seen that the price of
grain in Liverpool is the same as here, plus freight and
cost of transport, or a difference varying between 25
and 30 cents. This fact alone proves clearly that our
rnarket quotations are entirely ruled by the English
market. But the important point to look into is a compari-
son drawn between the Canadian and American markets.
1t was pretended in 1878 that by the levying of certain
duties we should have a difference of a few cents in our
favor over the prie of grains in the neighboring Republic.
Let us see what happened during the last few years. In
1878, during the last months of the Mackenzie Administra-
tion, oats were from eight to ten cents dearer in Montreal
and Toronto than in Chicago. This fact was admitted by
our political adversaries who were complaining at the time
that oats from the United States were being sold on our
markets; these oats would have been sold on their own
narket had it not been that our prices were higber. In
1881, from the beginning of September to the end ofbecenber, the price of oats was always from 1 to 3
cents higher on the Chicago markets than on those of Mon-
treal and Toronto. Notwithstanding the greater distance
of the English market, the same thing took
place with rye; its price was higher here than
in the United States in 1878, and lower in 1881.The price of graded wheat bas varied much; on the whole,
't was about as high here as in the United States. It wouldbe difficuit for me to give tte cause of this decrease in the28

price of oats and rye on our markets as compared with that
in the United States. If I have placed these facts before
this hon. House, Mr. Speaker, it is only with the view of
.establishing that they constitute the most complete con-
tradiction of what was said by our political adversaries,
when they promised that the result of the Tariff would be
to croate a national market through which grains would
command a higher price than in the neighboring Republic.
I have, therefore, established: ls. That the price of grain
on our markets is determined by the English market, be-
cause we have a surplus of agricultural products whieh we
are compelled to sell-this fact cannot be denied, and I
think I have proved it absolutely ; 2nd. The price of grain,
compared with that of the United States, instead of in-
creasing, has diminished by a few cents; 3rd. That the
National Policy bas no influence over the price of
breadstuffs. If it has actually done anything, if it
has had any result in the present case, as so>me of our
political adversaries pretend, it has been in direct opposi-
tion to the interests of the farmers, as is clearly shown by
the facts I have brought forward. Thus, under whichever
aspect we look at the Tariff, we arrive at the conclusion that
it enriches a few favored ones at the expense of tle mass
of the people, and that it increases by a sum of $25 the ex-
pense of every farmer's family, without giving him anything
as compensation. I sincerely regret that the Government
should have shown itself so unjust towards the agricultural
class as to refuse everything that has been asked for it as its
legitimate share of the general systom of protection. There
exists still another kind of favoritism which the National
Policy has established, and which is still more particularly
odious. The Tariff favors the well-to-do classes of society,
and falis beavier on the working classes. I will now
establish this by facts. Let us first take manufactured
woollens: A cheap tweed, valued in England at 20 cents,
and which the poor man buys to clothe himself, has to pay
besides the 20 per cent. ad valorem, the same price of
7J cents per pound as the cloth of good quality bought by the
rich man and which costs $4 in England. Thus does the
poor man pay 41 to 42 cents per dollar of duty on the value
of the artiele, whereas the rich man is paying only from 20
to 21 cents per dollar. All manufactured woollens used
in clothing both sexes exhibit the same unjust distinction.
Whilst farmers and the working classes generally pay from
40 to 50 cents per dollar of a tax, the well-to-do class ot
society which buys dear and fine goods pays on an average
but 20 to 30 cents per dollar. The sanme injustice is re-
peated with regard to cotton goods. Low-priced cotton
goods pay the same duty per square yard as high-priced
goods and the poor man pays nearly double the amount
paid by the rich man on these articles. There are a num-
ber of other articles of minor importance which it would be
too long to enumerate here. Let us take tobacco,for instance:
the duties are about 75 cents per dollar on tobacco priced at
50 cents which the poor man buys, whereas they amount
but to from 25 to 35 cents on tobacco costing $1 to $1.50
which is bought by the rich man. The tax on Canadian to-
bacco really falls on the farmers and the working classes
alone. But the tax that falls heavily on the working classes
in our cities and on the farmers, and on those classes only, is
that on coal oil. The well-to-do classes in towns consume
gas, on which the tax is almost nil, amounting to about one
cent in the dollar through the tax on coal; but coal oil,
which is used by the working classes in our cities, and by
the farmers, has to bear the Joad of several taxes ; it is
charged with the cost of inspection as to its safety, and must
be refined to a high degree of specific gravity; besides that,
there are protective duties on crude and refined oil coming
from foreign parts; all these imposts, when added to the
special legislation of the National Policy, which favors mou-
opoly in the refining of coal oil, have had the result of
increasing from 40 to 50 per cent. the price of that article.
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If to that be added the duties on lamps, on lamp globes, one
can but conclude that, whereas the rich man does not pay
any tax on light, workingmen and farmers pay the enor-
mous tax of from 30 to 35 cents per dollar. And the most
unpopular tax, and which falls heavily on the poorer classes,
is the tax on four.

Mr. BOLDUC. No; the price of wheat is determined by
the English market.

Mr. RINFRET. It is quite true, as the hon. member
for Beauce (Mr. Bolduc) states that the price of wheat is
regulated by the English market; but the hon. member can
but admit the following facts, viz.: that the duty of 50 cents
on flour bas not had the result of increasing the price of
that article during the winter and spring seasons, but that
it certainly has had that effect during a few of the summer
and autumn months since the Taritf is in force. In my
opinion, the people of the Province of Quebec have paid
entirely this duty of 50 cents, because at that time of the
year we always import for home consumption a large quan-
tity of flour from the United States, whilst awaiting the
harvesting. of the fall crop in the Province of Ontario.
The tax is an odious one, because it falls on an article
which is one of the primary necessaries of life, because it
was imposed notwithstanding all the solemn promises made
by Conservative candidates at the last elections in alil the
counties of the Province of Quebec and of the Maritime
Provinces. I will not go into further details, for I think I
have satisfactorily proved that the present Tariff distributes
taxes in the most unjust fashion, and that the weight of
these taxes falls more heavily on the working classes and
on the farmers than on the well-to-do classes of society. I
have to add that it is a serious mistake, considering the
large revenue we enjoy to-day, the maintaining of taxes on
articles of primary necessity such as bread, light and fuel.
It was with some surprise that I heard the hon. Minister
of Finance, when announcing his surplus for the past year
and the still more considerable surplus for the year ending
next June, attributes the merit of it to himself and congrat-
ulates the Government thereon. I fail to see any wonder
worked in this instance by the hon. Minister. Mir. Glad-
stone has been highly lauded because he had found the
means of inereasing the revenue whilst ciminishing the
taxation ; but the bon. Minister has discovered quite a
different recipe, for, in bis case, if the revenue bas increased,
so have the taxes, and in a far more considerable ratio.
IHis surpluses have been obtained by imposing on the
people of Canada the heaviest taxes they have ever had to
ber. This extraordinary revenue has, moreover, completely
upset the provisions of the hon. Minister himself, and con-
stitutes a complete contradiction of what he stated in 1880.
It will be remembered that at that time the bon. Minister of
Finance told the electors of his county that the taxes would
not be increased, and that to govern the country, $18,000,000
of Excise and Customs' duties were enough. Well, Mr.
Speaker, the revenue from those two sources bas attained
over $22,000,000 for the year which bas just ended, and con-
sumers have paid $4,000,000 in excess of the amount the
hon. Minister of Finance said he would impose on the people
of Canada. For the year which is to end in June next, the
taxes will again be $4,000,000 more than for the year which
bas just ended. It is most unjust to levy such a taxation on
the people of Canada, and to make them pay several millions
more taxes than are necessary to govern the country. I
will now take the liberty, Mr. Speaker, of reminding the
House that one of the effects of the National Policy was to
be, according to our political adversaries, a decrease in our im-
ports. Now, the enormous increase in the public revenue sim-
ply exists through the considerable increase in our imports.
Thus, to attribute to himself the merit of his surpluses, and
to be able to congratulate his Government, the hon. Minister
is compelled to contradict the opinions he expressed during
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the Session of 1880. It will be remembered that he then
triumphantly announced that the general trade of the coun-
try was at last fairly balanced, and in truth, in 1879-80 our
exports exceeded our imports by about $100,000. He almost
rejoiced at that time over our deficit of $1,700,000, "for," said
he, "the famous problem of the balance of trade had been
solved for the first time in our favor." le attributed, some-
what naively, to the National Policy what was simply due to
the crisis. But what is strange is that the hon. Minister of
Finance rejoices to-day over our surpluses, in the face of an
increase of' $20,000,000 of imports, and when the balance of
trade is against us by a sum exceeding $7,000,000. In 1880,
the hon. Minister extolled his policy because it had turned the
balance of trade in our favor, whilst saddling us with an
enormous deficit; this Session he again praises bis policy
because it bas brought about the contrary, because it gives
us surpluses, whilst turning the balance of trade against us.
These contradictions go to show the complete absence of
principles in those occupying, to-day, the Treasury betehee,
and the facts i have enunerated are the strict proof of what
we told the clectors in 1878, viz., that the balance of trade is
against us in years of prosperity, and that the contrary
takes place during the years when a crisis and commercial
depression govern. The hon. Minister of Finance, ever
modest, attributes to bis policy a great part of the credit
due for the considerable exports of 1880 and 1881, which
are the true causes of the return of' trade. There is a fact,
however, which no one can call into doubt, and that is that
the present Tariff merely influences, from the point ofview of
general trade, the manufactured articles which bave received
special protection. Now, the exports of these articles have
diminished from year to year, since the inauguration of the
National Policy. There is no real increase, except in the
exports of lumber and agricultural products. Our political
adversaries bave, I hope, too great a confidence in the good
sense of the people to try to make them believe that the
return of the lumber trade is due to the National Policy.
For if you question any lumber merchant, he will tell you
that the only effect of the Tariff on bis trade has been to
increase the price of the articles employed by him in pre-
paring the wood for the market; consequently the National
Policy, instead of assisting him, bas done him injury. The
sole cause of commercial activity in that lino of trade to-
day, is the revival of trade in England and the United
States, which revival bas increased the consumption i1i
those countries, and the purchasing capacity of those
who are our natural customers and whose purchases haa
fallen off during the crisis. The revival of trade in Europe
has had the same effect on Our grain and live cattle trade,
by increasing the consumption and the purcbasing capacitY
of larger quantities in those countries. But that is not the
only reason, inasmuch as our agricultural products are con-
cerned ; another important factor was the failing of the
crops in Europe, whereas we had a plentiful harvest in
Canada. This failing of the crops could but bave the effet
of incroasing the price of our agricultural products. The
whole of these causes, the revival of business in Europe,
the failing of the crops in that country, and the three good
barvests which we have had in succession in Canada,
are sufficient to explain the considerable exports and
the rise in price of our agricultural products. But
I am not afraid of saying that the National Policy has
nothing to do with it, unless our political adversaries are
prepared to prove that protection, that our Tariff, bas caused
the crisis to cease throughout the whole world, and has
given us good crops whilst causing the crops in Europe to
fiail at the same time. I have established, therefore, that
the Natioîal Policy bas not brought about the pronised
result of decreasing our imports and of turning in our favi"
the balance of trade ; that it has not done, and cannot do,
anything for our export trade. I have alse, I think, estab-
lished that the extraordinary revenue from which the hen.
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Minister of Finance derives so much pride, exists only bc
cause the people of Canada are paying exorbitant taxes.
The Government bas been wise in reducing these taxes
somewhat, having evidently understood that its system of
taxation was becoming exceedingly unpopular. I hope I
have said enough on this subject, Mr. Speaker, to show that
the National Policy is a farce throughout, and a mockery of
the people of Canada. I will say a few words only about
the Estiiates which are presented to us for the carrying out
of the general administration of public affairs. 1 merely
wish to oppose to these Estimates the pompous promises made
to the people during the last GeneralElections. Duringthe
elections of 1878, the Mackenzie Government was accused
of extravagance, because its whole annual expenditure was
in ail $23,500,000. The present bon. Minister of Finance
asserted, in his speech to the electors of his county, that the
country could be governed with an expenditure of
$22,500,000. The future Minister's utterings on this point
became the programme of every Conservative candidate.
The accusation of extravagance brought against the Mac-
kenzie Administration was a bit of effrontery coming fron
those who had increased the public expenditure
from $13,000,000 that it was in 1867, to $23,316,000
in 1873, or an average increase of l¾ millions a year.
During its five years in power, the Liberal party br ought
this expenditure up to $23,500,000 only, and we may say that
there was a practical decrease in the expenditure, if we take
into account the surplus of population and the considerable
engagements willed to us by preceding Administrations.
These engagements added enormous amounts to the debt of
the country, as I am about to prove presently. I will show
for the moment up to what degree the present Administra-
tion has endeavored to redcem the solemn pledges made in
1878, to the effect that it would do its best to reduce public
expenditure. During the very first year that they were in
power, the Ministers increased our expenditure to $24,-
850,000, and it bas reached $25,500,000 for the year ending
June 30th, 1881. The Estimates for the year ending June,
1882, are ahead in excess of the sum of $26,000,000; those
for the present year, to which it will probably be necessary
to add supplements, amounting to one or two millions,
amount to $27,600,000. Thus does the present Goverument
spend, after a thrce years' administration, about $4,000,000
more than the Mackenzie Government and about $5,000,000
more than the amount which, according to the Minister of
Finance himself , would have been sufficient to govern the
confltry. I willnot enter into details, so as not to engage for
too long a time the attention ofthis honorable House. These
figures are quite sufficient to show that there is in the ad-
minstration of the public funds an unwarrantable extrava-
gance. Let us now pass on to the public debt. During the
elections Of 1878, we were accused of having increased the
)ublic debt to a too considerable extent. We proved then
beyond doubt that the Liberal party was not responsible forthese additions to our indebtedness, and that we had merely
cOntracted loans to meet the engagements willed to us by pre-
ceding Administrations. I will resume these engagements ina few words, alid for that purpose I will quote the speech ofthe present bon. Minister of Finance. The following ls aPassage of hi$ speech on the Budget in 1873:-

e are entering upon new engagements involviig a very large sumf oney, and which will require a very large increasc, of our debt.
30 0(e $10,000,00 to expend on the Intercolonial Railway. We have

,000,000for the Canadian Pacifie, and the canal system will involve
SePenditure of at least $20,000,000. These are serious matters, inas-,h as they add $60,oo,000 to our national debt. Let us now see

fun the annual charge involved in this matter. For the sinkingigd we require $600,ooo, for commission and interest $2,764,000, mak-
$3,367400.'' annualcharge, when these works are completed, of

Thus , according to the hon. Minister. these works wereeo bring Our debt up to about $170,000,000. Let us
exanhîne 'now what were the burdens imposed on the

country by the Mackenzie Administration. On the lst of
July, 1874, our public debt amounted to $109,000,000 in
round figures; in 1878, it had reached $141,000,000, or an
increase of $32,000,000 for the period during which the
Liberal party was in power. This is $28,000,000 less than
the Estimates of the hon. Minister for 1873; it is $28,000,000
less than he would have spent had lie been in power during
these few years. Now, Mr. Speaker, the publie charges
for interest and the sinking fund, instead of being increased
by a sura of $3,367,400, were merely increased from
$1,500,000 to $1,700,000, being a saving of 50 per cent. on
those same charges as compared with the Estimates of 1873,
which I have just mentioned. The Liberal party saved on
the ordinary expenditure an amount almost sufficient to
compensate for this increase of charges relating to our
debt. Each and very loan contracted by the Mackenzie
Government was debited to works and public undertakings
determined upon by law, and to the carrying out of which the
country was formally bound. Several millions were spent on
the Intercolonial, the canal system and the finishing of the
Parliament Buildings. I do not speak here of the enormous
amounts expended on the Canadian Pacific Railway, as every
one knows who is responsible for this gigantie undertaking.
I have established that the Liberal party could not but in-
crease the public debt, as it could not withdraw from the
engageients willed to it by preceding Administrations. I
have likewise shown that this increase would have been far
more considerable, had the Conservative partybeen in power
during these past few years. Let us now see if the hon.
gentlemen who occupy the Treasury benches have kept
their promises in this important matter of the. public debt.
According to the latest Public Accounts submitted to us, our
debt amounts at pre-ent to $155,000,00j, and will probably
atta-in $200,000,000 in a few years, when all the undertak-
ings ofthe Government will have been carried out. J call the
special attention of this honorable House tothis rapid increase
of our public debt and of our general expenditure. In years
of commercial prosperity, with a high Tariff like the one we
have to-day, our revenue is more than sufficient to meet
public expenditure and the interest on our debt; but it was
proved beyond doubt in 1879-80, by that year's deficit, that
in years of commercial crisis our expenditure may be equal
to our revenue, even with our actual Tariff. In 1880, our ex-
penditure reached, nevertheless, $24,850,000 only; and were
we to experience, in 1883, a commercial depression, together
with an increase of about $3,000,000 in our public expendi-
ture, taking 1880 for the sake of comparison, our deficit
would, instead of reaching $ 2,000,000, reach about $5,000,000.
It is a fact that our public charges have since a few years
increased far more rapidly than the resources of the country;
and if we have a surplus to-day, it is because the hon.
Minister of Finance has not yet reached the utmost limits
of taxation. Let us bear in mind that there occur crises
from time to time, and that prudence teaches us not to de-
pend too much on years of plenty. I will not any longer
occupy the attention of the House. I think, Mr. Speaker,
that all the hon. members of this IHouse should do their
utmost to prevent the increase of our public debt, and to
strike off from our public expenditure all that is not neces-
sary to the good administration of the country. It is by
means of a wise and economical policy and a just and equit-
able distribution of taxes that we shall render ourselves
worthy of the trust placed in us by the electors of Canada.

Mr. PLUMB moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 11:35 o'clock, p.m.) the

House adjourned.
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COMMONS,
MONDAY, 6th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clotk.
PRAYERS.

AGREEMENTS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER laid on the Table of the House
the following agreements:-

Agreement entered into between John Paterson and Her Majesty
Queen Victoria, represented by the Minister of Railways and Canals, to
erect section houses and combined freight and passenger bouses on
the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, between Yale and Kamloops
Lake, British Columbia

Also,-Between Andrew Onderdonk and.Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
&c., &c., for the construction of the section of the Canadian Pacific
Railway from Emory's Bar to Port Moody, in British Columbia.

Also,-Between Andrew Onderdonk and Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
&c., &c., for a steel or iron bridge over Fraser River, at Lytton,
British Columbia.

Also,-Between Walter Oliver and Her Majesty Queen Victoria, &c.,
&c., to construct a passenger and freight station, at Rat Portage, on
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, for $1,925, and the out-house for $125-
total, $2,050,-before the 15th Auguat, 1881 i

Ad also,-Contract for freighting engineer's supplies from end of
section 15 to section 42, Canadian Pacifie Railway, with Robert Ferris,
Peter Paul, and George Millwar, contractors.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 72) to amend the Act incorporating the Ontario
and Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. Strange.)

PROMISSORY NOTES.

IMr. MACDONLLL (Lanark), in introducing Bill (No.
73) relating to promissory notes and other negotiable
intruments, said: The object of the Bill is that where
a promissory note or other negotiable instrument is
given in consideration for a patent right, or for an
invention which may hereafter be patented, it shall be writ-
ten or printed, that it is given "for a patent right."
Each instrument in the hands of any purchaser or holder
shall be subject to the same defences, as it would be in the
hands of the original holder or owner; and any person who
purchases or becomes the holder of a promissory note,
knowing it to have been given for the consideration afore-
said, shall hold the same subject to such defences, although
the words "for a patent right " are not written or printed on
its face. And in case any one induces another person to
make a note for such purpose, and does not have the words
" for patent right" entered on the note, it shall be held to
be a criminal offence and misdemeanor, and the offender
shall be liable to imprisonment for two years.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

HOUSE OF

Whereas means of certain and uninterrupted communication between
the Magdalen Islands, in the electoral district of Gaspé, and the Island
of Anticosti, in the electoral district of Saguenay, and the mainland, by
means of the electric telegraph now in operation between the points
above mentioned, exist and are available for use during seasons of the
year when navigation is closed; Whereas, by means of such electric

1- 4-- - .1- - - --. ;n É-.n-

teiegrapn, tne telegrapnîc system upon the Mainland is placeu in iR
nection with the telegraphie system of the Islands aforesaid, wbich

ELECTION BY ELECTRICITY. latter syste is under the direct control of the Goverument of Canada
ind whereas it is expedient to employ the said telegraphie communiOâ'

Mr. FORTIN moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 74) tion for the purpose of allowing the votes of the electors of the electoral
respecting the voting at elections of members of the flouse districts aforesaid, residents respectively in said Islands to be counted

of Cmmos efCanda, n te Mgdahn Tland inthein elections for the flouse of Cominons of Canada taking place whenof Commons of Canada, in the Magdalen Islands in the communication other than telegraphie is interrupted by the closing Of the
Electoral District of Gasé, and the Island of Anticosti in avigation; Therefore er Majesty, by and with the advice and cosent
the Electoral District of Saguenay, under certian of the Senate and House of Commons cf Canada, enacts as foIlows
circumstances. He said : This is a new kind of law 1. Whenever i appears to the satisfactionof the Governor General of

and as th indlgece f te fluse whie ~Canada at the time wben an election of a member to represent either in
and I ask the indulgence of the Hose while Ithe electoral districts aforesaid the House of Commons of Canada is
explain its operation. It is well known that the Magdalen about te be held, that communication by water between the Island,
1slands are during the winter season completely isolated hereinhefore mentioned and the iuainland is, or is about to be, inter

fro th ret o th woid.It s n us tetalk aoutthe rupted by the severity of the season, ail necessary instructions Inay be
fom the rest of the world. It is no use to talk about tper officer, and al returns ma be tran ttd by
winter navigation of the Gulf of the St. Lawrence. I have him by means of the electric telegraph; and the Governor in C01n111
never pronounced myself publicly on that question, because ray make such order as to the details of such election, 80 far as resPeCt
I have never had a suitable opportuhity of doing so; but, the said Islands, as he may deem expedient.
after thirty years of study, and after consulting residents The clause respecting writs meaus that ou the eve Of
on the shores of the Gulf and the fishermen of the Magdalenehection the order or commission will be sent by telegraph in-

Mr. PLUMB.
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Islands and of the North Shore, who go sealing in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence during the months of March and April,
I have come to believe that winter navigation of the G uif
is an impossibility. Yes! I am fully convinced that
wirter navigation is an impossibility in a commercial sense ;
you cannot get through the ice when packed, but may when
the ice is broken or disintegrated by winds or currents. You
have an illustration of the fact : Look at the vessel of
whom some people so much boast, and that cost somuch-the
Northern Light-a great name for a small thing; look at
her caught in the ice about a month ago, and remaining
fast in it, though the ice does not pack at that point so
closely as in some other parts of the Gulf. I am very glad
the passengers did not suffer much, and were rescued.
Look again at a vessel built for Arctic navigation, pro-
vided with everything desirable for the purpose, owned by
that spirited and liberal man, Mr. Bennett, of New York;
she had not been a month in the ice till she was caught
and bound in it for a year and a-half. And was finally broken
to pieces, three-fourths of the crew dying of starvation. Let
us confine ourselves to the possible, and not attempt impos-
sible or visionary undertakings. One of the greatest proofs
that winter navigation is impossible is that the people of
the Magdalen Islands never asked me to try to get them a
vessel to run to them in winter. You know that electors
are very much in the habit of asking ail they can possibly
hope to get; yet these people, though separated from the
rest of the world, including Canada, during winter, have
never asked for winter navigation. At present these people
cannot vote during the winter, and the law provides that
even if they do not vote then the election is legal.
Now, thanks to the good will of the Government,
this louse and the country, the Magdalen Islands
are provided with a system of telegraph, capable of
competing with any in the world, in perfect operation,
and possessing nine working stations. You can now
telegraph to any station, and receive an answer within a
couple of hours. When you have this sure means of com-
munication-especially when the telegraph belongs to the
Government and is under its management-why should
those people be disfranchised any longer, by fnot getting
the chance to vote in winter as well as in summer ? When
we know that the most difficult diplomatie negotiations and
treaties and the greatest financial schemes are carried on
and accomplished through the telegraph, why can we not
use it for an election ? I believe we eau, and therefore I
wish to introduce this Bill, which can effect the object
without violating any essential in the general election law.
The following is the text of the Bill:-
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stead of writing. The returning officers and all other Lawrence in winter. When I spoke before 1 did not mention
officers will to be appointed by telegraph. The ballot boxes the ferry between Prince Edward Island and the mainland,
and voting bulletins will be prepared on the Islands. thatisquiteadifferentthing. With regard to the Northern
Every proceeding will be carried on as in other Light, I did not want to belittie the vessel too much; but
parts of the country, and when the election is finished, almost every person who bas seen the vesselsays she is not
the result will be reported by telegraph. The Bill is constructed for that kind of work. Now, let me tell you
very simple, and, I think, can be carried out without violat- what las taken place during the voyages of that vessel.
ing the secrecy of election or any other portion of the law. She can pass through the be when it is Ioosened up by the
By accident there were added to the title of the Bill the winds and tides, but when the ice is closely packed
words, "voting by telegraph." It is not voting by tele- against the shores by the wind or the current, she cannot
graph, it is "carrying on the election by means of the tele- pass through, nor can any other vessel. In order for a
graph. vessel to go through thickly packed ice, she must be able to

Mr. BRECKEN. It is not my intention to offer any displace the ice, and where is the ice te go te? Is the ice to
opposition to my hon. friend's Bill, but knowing, as I do, go up, or down, or sideways? Can a vesse] rerove packed
that the bon. gentleman from Gaspé (Mr. Fortin) is looked ice a number of feet each aide of ber during a distance of
upon as a very high authority upon all questions affecting many miles? I have been myseif throngh the ice, and I
ph naiaino"te"ufo t arec nwneo have seen the Straits of Belle Ile completely packod on thethe navigation of the Gulf of St. Lawrence in winter or 28th of June,1861 when not even an Arctic vessel couldsuimmer, I was disappointed at the reference he made toj y

that celebrated vessel known as the .Northern Light. I am sure have made ber way through, but on the next day the wind
that if my hon. friend thinks it necessary to introduce a Bill and the current lad made a passage through the ice about
to enable the free and independent electors of the Magdalen ton miles long? With regard to the inland ferry hetween
Islands to vote upon the mainland by means of electricity, Prince Edward Island and Pictou, they will b able to cross
it is quite as important and as essential that the inhabitants moat of the time, but when the ice is closely packed along
of Prince Edward Island should have the means of voting the shore, it la quite impossible for tbem to pass through.
in the same manner fr'om the Island te the mainland. 1 was lw introduced and read the first time.
a litthe uneasy, I migeit say alarmed, when IEsardEthedon.
member for Gaspé speaking in a slighting manner of the BILLS IN COMMiTTEE.
Northern Light. I think the NorLwergbLightheas proved
the possibility of navagating the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and The following Bills were considered sl Committee and
1 hope te have the assistance of my hon. friend from Gaspé reported f
when I bring this matter before the notice of the bouse at Bilh (No. 14) respecting the Canada Southern aRailway
a future time. With regard to the Northern Light, the Company and the Erie and Niagara iRailway Company.-
people of Prince Edward Island, whwlid they are not alto- tMr. Arkell.)
gether satisfied, highly appreciate the advantages which she Bill (No. 18) te incorporate the Ottawa and Aruprior
lias conferred on the country. It is true that sho lias been Junetion Railway Company (iMr. DomvilIe.)iceboundin the Straits of Northumberland for four or five Bail (No. 17) to grant certain powers to uThe American
weeks, but if that proves anything at all it only proves that Telegraph and Cable Company."-(Mr. Cameron , Victoria.)
more ougdtt to behdonerthanelias been doi yet. It ss at
experiment, and as sucgo it modts legiolative action as mucem
as the insular position of the frer and independent electors SECOND REAoDINGS.
Of the Magdalen Islands. The following Bis were severally read the second

Mr. KILLAM. 2 uthink8itti an extrahrdinary confession time -
for theon. member for Gaspé to make when lie saysthatn tn the i
Le nover formod an opinion on the question of the wnterand (ho )utamenad ae a c Cohrpoaug the iaou
navigation of the St. Lawrence. 1regretthat,becauseiftan R lount rar top iand f en
e ad given bis attention te it with the same surces ho e e r l

gives teotherq of a kindred nature,tBil (No. 69) te grant certain powers te thed lC. W.
ould have esdtnsprobrassisyanc he soWiliams Manufacturing Company," and to change the name

sOving the problem of the communication between Prine thereof te the uWiliams Manufacuring Company."-(Mr.
Edward and the mainlayd. ar e Gault.)

r .Bill (No. 70) tincorprate the Presyterian Church of
thh St. Lawrences a commialtenter i atan d TeCanada flconnection with the Church of Scotland.-(Mr.

I hotoaeteassitacofm yrci hon.friedfromaspéMacmilan.)
Possibibity and thattr aeo the opinion of everybody Bill (No. 71) teamend the Act of the late Province of
getihersaiy acquainted with the Gul of St. Lawrence Canada, intitulod: "An Act te incorporate the Managers ofwho cihaveeonsulted. I do net say that if you had an the Miaisters', Widows' and Orpnans' Fnd of the Synd of
Arctic vessel you could nt go thrugh the Guf by winding the Prebyterian Churctf Canada lennectioen with the
Yor way ui every direction; but I would y ik oe te knowhat T r hIand C ablC man y. M r. Camer Vto ri.)
Whoe Would t ure the cargo s n those vessels, andChrco ?dme
Vho wou d ho se foolish as te take passa ge
as the when they migistho caug inp the ice and CHAMBLY CANAL TELEPHONE.
ofain locked up fr weeks and even monthMl? This lan
'Portant question, and if the Iuse will allow me I will Mr. BENOiT enquired, Whether it lla te intention of the

cMte an instance .howing the difficulty of winter naviga- tiGovernment te employ the telephone on the Chambly Canal,
or. te h on eer ora to make whh ays tha Bin order trender the working of this canal more efficient?e evmed e the fact. Many years ago a aih ng Sir CHA LES TUPPER. The ubject is now being

. gvessWsng uteto oi ihtesm ucs e Bl N.6)t rn eti oest h .W

gse toka thck quesp the Guf d the beginning of May, considered by the G Cvernment.
silv cae renenorthward and got inte a pack et ice. T hevngO the frob the south-west and ahet became packed in GRANTS0F LAND FOR MILITARY SERVICE.Ed eStraits of Belle ulle, and thert remained fastpitilabout the middle f June. What happened thon may Br. CROUTER enquired, Whether it the intention of

happoc again te any vesel trying t go through tl e St. the Govern ent tC make grantaof land t on wit tsUiVhe
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or to their families, if dead, of the persons who did military
service in the defence of their country A D. 1837, and the
subsequent years thereto, during the period known as the
Canadian Rebellion?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not the intention of
the Government to do so.

SHELBURNE HARBOR, N.S.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), enquired, Whether it is
the intention ofthe Government to erect a fog whistle at the
entrance to Shelburne Harbor, N. S., during the present
year ?

Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. In the absence of my
colleague, I bave the honor to answer the hon. gentleman
that the IHon. Mr. White has communicated with the
Department about this matter, which has been taken into
consideration, and the intention of the Department is to
erect a fog whistle at the entrance to Shelburne Harbor.

BARRINGTON HARBOR, N.S.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to provide, in the Supple-
mentary Estimates for thec erection of a lighthouse upon
West Head Cape, Sable Island, at the western entrance to
Barrington Harbor, N.S.?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter is under
consideration.

INSPECTION OF FACTORIES.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH, for Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
enquired, Whether it is the intention ofthe Government to
bring in a Bill to provide for the inspection of factories; if
so, when ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That subject is now
under the consideration of the Government.

LIGHT ON THE RIVIERE DU LOUP WHARF.

Mr. GRANDBOIS enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government to place a light upon the wharf at
Rivière du Loup, in the County of Temiscouata ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, it is not the
intention of the Government.

MAIL SERVICE AT ST. FLAVIEN.

Mr. RINFRET enquired, Whether it-is the intention of
the Government to grant a daily mail to the Parish of St.
Flavien, in the County of Lotbinière, in accordance with
the request addressed last Session to the Post Office Depart-
ment ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The subject is now being
considered by the Government.

FOUR DOLLAR BILLS.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment to put into circulation bills of the denomination of
four (4) dollars; and if so, when ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Such is the intention. The
plate is now being prepared, and will be issued probably in
a month or two.

CAPE TORMENTINE RAILWAY.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH enquired, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to make provision, during
the present Session, for the construction of the Cape Tor-
mentine Railway ?

Mr. CRoUTEa.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That subject is now under the
consideration of the Government.

SUPERANNUATION ALLOWANCES IN THE CIVIL
SERVICE.

Mr. HOUDE enquired, Whether the Government proposes
to introduce any measure to the effect of abolishing the
system of superannuation allowances granted to the
employes in the Civil Service? If not, whether it intends
to apply this system, or an analogous one to the salaried
officers in the Militia Service ?

Mr. CARON. It is not the intention of the Government
to abolish the system of superannuation allowances granted
to the employes in the Civil Service, or to apply this system
to the salaried officers in the Militia Service.

SALARIES OF DEPUTY ADJUTANTS-GENERAL
AND BRIGADE MAJORS.

Mr. HOUDE enquired, Whether the Government consi.
deis the salaries now paid to the Deputy Adjutants-General
and to the Brigade Majors in the Militia, as proportionally
fair as those ordinarily paid to the employes in the Civil
Service? If not, whether it proposes to increase the salaries
of the above named militia officers?

Mr. CARON. It is not the intention of the Government
to increase the salaries of militia officers.

LIGHTHOUSE ON ISLE PERROT.

Mr. MONGENAIS enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government to rebuild the lighthouse at Isle Perrot,
opposite Ste. Anne's, destroyed by fire during the summer
of 1880 ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the intention of the
Government to ask for an appropriation for that purpose.

THE REPORT OF THE INTERIOR.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Before you pass to the next
Order I wish to call the attention of the Minister of the
Interior to an article in the Mail of Saturday, in which it is
stated that a bulky Blue book was laid on the Table of the
House, containing over 400 pages, being the report of the
Department of Indian Affairs. I have not had the pleasure
of seeing that Blue book. I wonder if it is possible that it has
reached the organ of the party before it reached the members
of this louse, or bas it been laid on the Table of the flouse,
as reported in this paper ? I just call the attention of the
hon. gentleman to the matter; may be he will explain it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I saw that article.
The hon. gentleman says he las not seen the report,
if it has been laid on the Table. Neither have I, Mr.
Speaker. But I hope to be able to lay it on the Table to-
morrow or the next day. How the advance sheets got to
the organ at Toronto I am not at present in a position to
tell my hon. friend, because I do not know.

Mr. ANGLIN. The dignity of Parliament in this case
seems to be very seriously hurt.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad my hon.
friend from Middlese hlas taken to reading the Mail. I
have no doubt that if he continues to do so he will be a
much better member of society, and of this House.

HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS AT BELLE
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

CREE,

Mr. BRECKEN, in moving for copies of correspondence,
reports of engineers, and all other papers relating to barbor
improvements at Belle Creek, in Queen's county, Prince
Edward Island, said: It is not my intention to occupY the
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time of the House, but to draw the attention of the bon. the
Minister of Publie Works to this very necessary work.
Belle Creek empties itself into the Straits of Northumber-
land, and is situated from the capital of the Island about
twenty-five miles. It is a thickly settled part of the country
and is well cultivated, but I suppose there is no part of the
Dominion where the people suffer so severely from the
want of railway and steam communication. They have to
travel in autumn, when they ship agricultural produce, a
distance of from twelve to twenty miles to avail them-
.selves of markets. Tho barbor is shallow and requires
dredging, and if a few thousand dollars were spent on it a
great benefit would be conferred upon the inhabitants of
the locality. I doubt very much if there is an equally
intelligent or industrious body of settlers who have made
an equal advance and are still suffering from want of the
commonest means of transportation, than the people at the
bay in question. I know the Minister of Publie Works has
a great many claims upon him, but I hope ho and bis
coleagues will take this matter into earnest consideration,
and do something to enable these people to participate in
the benefits now so liberally extended to inhabitants in the
other parts of the Dominion. When these people living
in Prince Edward Island, hear of the millions that
are spent for the purpose of opening up communication, and
when they know the advanced policy of this and all Govern-
ments is to give means of access to and transport from all
parts of the country, they feel they are laboring under a
very- sious disadvantage. I hope the Minister of Publie
Works and bis colleagues will sec their way to mete out
commnon justice to those people, and remedy the evils I have
attempted to describe.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The correspondence will
be brought down. I may say to my hon. friend
that I would be most happy to be able to recommend grants
for this work as well as for many others, but we cannot do
ev!erything in one year. We do what we can this year, and I
hope we shall see the hon. gentleman here next year, and in
the next Parliament, and indeed, until ho bas become very
old, and, no doubt, during that time, we shall b in a posi-
tion to recommend to Parliament all the improvements ho
desires in his county.

Motion agreed to.

GRAND JURIES.

Mr. SUTHERLAND, in the absence of Mr. MACDONELL
(Lanark), moved for correspondence between the Ontario
Government and the Dominion Government, relating to an
Act, intituled: "Ah Act respecting Grand Juries," being
Chapter 13, 42nd Victoria (Ontario Statutes), which Act
was not to come 'in force until a day to be named by the
Lieutenant-Governor by his Proclamation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would inform the hon.
gentleman that there is no necessity for this motion. The
Papers included in it are now in course of preparation on a
lprevious motion for a return, and they will be brought
coWn in a day or two.

Motion withdrawn.

EXTENSION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF MANITOBA.

M. SCOTT, in moving for a copy of the Proclamation
brugginto force the Act extending the boundaries of

the Province of Manitoba, said: The Province hadexpeien ced great enlarg e ment. A ccording to tuc Manitobat, pased in 1870, the Province was assigned four repre-$en tacvsi b
and ives in the Hlouse of Commons, and Iwo in the Senae;atwasprovided that wben the next Census of 1881Should be taken, the Province would receive an additional
member in the Senate, and as to representatives in the
COYnmons the number was to be entirely guided by the 51st

section of the British North Ainorica Act. By its pro-
visions we cannot obtain a la-ger reprosentation than four
members, although at the time it was passed the Province
possessed a very insignificant population. Whon the Act
for enlarging the Province was passed, it enjoyed an area of
only 14,000 square miles. To-day, its extent is 150,000
square miles, or more than ten times as large; and yet,
according to the British North America Act, we are denied
a larger representation than tne smaller area possessed.
This amounts to a very great injustice to a fast growing
young Province like Manitoba. I believe, however, it is
not the desire of Government or this House to deal unfairly
with the Province. The clause in the British North America
Act referring to this subject reads thus:

There shall be assigned to eac.h of the other Provinces such a
number of members as will bear the same proportion to the number of
its population (ascertained at sueh Census) as the number sixty-five
bears to the number of the population of Quebec (so ascertained).

By the Manitoba Act, section 4, it is provided that:
The said Province shall be representel, in the first instance, in the

House of Commons of Canada, by four members, and for that purpose
shall be divided, by Proclamation of the Governor General, into four
elecloral distric s, each of which shall be represented by one member:
Provided, that on the completion of the Census, in the year 1891, and
of each decennial Census afterwards, the representation of the said
Province shall be re-adjusted according to the provisions of the 51st
section of the British North America Act, 1867.

By the Boundaries Act, 44 Victoria, section 2, it is provided
that:

All the enactments and provisions of all the Acts of Parliament of
Canada, which have, since the creation of the Province of Manitoba,
been extended into and made to apply to the said Province, shall
extend and apply to the territory, by this Act added thereto, as fully
and effectually as if the same had originally formed part of the
Province, and the boundaries thereof had, in the first instance, been
fixed and defined, as is done by this Act-subject, however, to the pro-
visions of section 3 of this Act."

It appears, then, by this clause, we have no legal claim on
the Government for increased representation, and, therefore,
I bring this motion before their attention to securo that
improvement. We hold that the Province is now so much
enlarged, being the second largest in the Dominion, that we
have a strong claim to increased represen tation. The area of
Quebec is 193,000 miles ; Manitoba, 150,000, and Ontario,
109,000, and I believe that within the ten years, what
with the rapid construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and branch connecting lines from the south and north ; with
the great attention now directed towards that country, not
only by the people of Canada and by the people of the
northern tier of States adjoining, but by the people of
Europe; with the fair and judicious arrangements and satis-
factory policy of the Canadian Pacifie Railway in reference
to land settlement; with the wise and judicious manage-
ment of the affairs of the Dominion by the present Govern-
ment; with everything securedof a tendency to build up
the country, we may reasonably hope that within the next
ton years our population will be little less than half a million.
If our anticipations are realized, it must be considered
by all as most unjust that Manitoba should be deprived
of a fair representation. True, we have lost some settlers,
who, owing to a clause in the Land Regulat ions preventing
second homesteading, left us and settled in Dakota. But we
have more than counterbalanced that loss-a few dozen
settlers-by the accession of a number of settlers from the
south-western States. We have received upwards of 100
families from Missouri, who are now contented and com-

from Dakota and Minnesota, which there is no doubt will
continue. Only last week I received a letter from a Metho-
dist clergyman, settied in the town of Brainard, Minnesota,
de-irous of' obtaining six townshipis in the North West, who
states ho is confident hoecan setde them within a year by
Canadians from Minnesota. Douttless, emigrants will pour
into the country as lively as we expect, therefore I think
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the House should endeavor to take good care of ber Big
Infant in the North-West, and give her a fair representation.
Ail that we ask is British fair play and no favor.

Motion agreed to.

CONGRATULATIONS UPON HER MAJESTY'S
ESCAPE.

Mr. SPEAKER read the following Message from the
Senate, acquainting the House, that they have agreed to
the Address to His Excellercy the Governor General, pray-
ing that he will be pleased to transmit the Joint Address of
both Houses to ler Most Gracious Majesty's Providential
escape, without injury, from the attempt made on her life on
Thursd1ay last,-by tilling up the blank with the words
" Senate and " and that such Joint Address of both Houses
be transmitted to Her Majesty, in the first place with the
utmost dispateh by cable message, and in such other manner
as His Exciellency may see fit, in order that the same may
be laid at the foot of the Thione.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This resolution, I believe,
bas been sent down in the order in which it appears in the
Joui-nuls. But I believe the Address should be presented to
Her Majesty at once, and the earlier the better.

WINTER COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE PRO-
VINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

AND THE MAINLAND.

Mr. BRECKEN moved for copies of all correspondence
between the Government of Canada and any other parties
having reference to the improvement of the winter com-
munication between the Province of Prince Edward Island
and the mainland, with a view to keeping up daily steam
communication for the c>nveyance of mails and passengers,
as stipulated in the terms of Union. He said: In making
this motion I wish to call the attention of the hon. Minister
of Railways and Canals to the very important bearing of
this question to the inhabitants of Prince Edward Island,
from which Province I have the honor to come. When we
entered Coifederation in 1873, one of the terms agreed
upon was continuous communication. winter and summer,
with the Intercolonial Railway and the railway system of
the Dominion. Now, it may, perhaps, be urged with some
reason that it is impossible to literally fulfil that condition.
Such has been our experience with the Northern Light,
which has been lockea up a mile or two from Pictou
during tour weeks, and since last Friday she has been
knocking about the Straits, and has not yet succeeded in
reaching Prince Edward Island. But while we admit that
during certain portions of the year, in January and
February, it is almost impossible to construct a boat that
will keep up continuous communication with anything like
regularity, still there are other matters that ought to be
considered, and there is a mode of communication still open
to us that might be very vastly improved. Now, Sir, after
we went into the Union, and during the years 1874, 1875
and 1876, they gave us a wooden boat called the Albert.
She was placed on the route between Pictou, Nova Scotia,
and Georgetown, Prince Edward Island. But she was utterly
incompetent to do the work, so much so that she was never
entrusted even with the carriage of the mails. After that
we were given the steamer Northern Light, but the com-
munication she gives us is so uncertain that we do not even
send the mails by her. The most reliable mode of com-
munication we still have is the old fashioned mode we have
bad for more than half a century, that between Cape
Traverse in Prince Edward Island and Cape Tormentine on
the mainland. Now this route, under the efficient and able
management of the men who have charge of it, is tolerably
secure, though the exposure and risk are very great. I
venture to say there is not, in the most obscure corner of

Mr. SoTT.

the Dominion, a more primitive mode of travelling than that
we are compelled to adopt in Prince Edward Island. The
nearest point in the Island Railway to Cape Traverse is eleven
or twelve miles away. At the Cape you get into one of these
canoes or boats, and then, going in a direct line of nine miles
exposed in the open Gulf, you land at Cape Tormentine, and
then you have to travel some thirty-six or forty miles before
y,>u reach the Intercolonial Railway. Now, Sir, I submit,
with ail respect to the hon. Ministers who comprise the
Government, that that is not a fulfilment of one of the
terms upon which we entered into Confederation. Doubt.
less the first consideration with us at that time was an
anxiety to sec these separate Provinces form one great Con-
federation, thereby strengthening the bonds that unite us
with the Mother Country ; but after that, one of the strongest
inducements offered us to corne into the Union was the
promise of an efficient and continuous winter communica-
tion. Now, Sir, when you look at the mode of travelling in
most countries in these civilized times, you must be struck
with the contrast which it offers to the mode of communi-
cation to which we are confined-a mode so uncertain and
offering so much exposure and hardship, that people only
leave that Island now from an imperious sense of duty, such
as impel hon. gentlemen who represent that Island to come
up to Ottawa to attend their parliamentary duties, or
pressing business interests; but under no other circum-
stances will people consent to leave the Island. The hard-
ships and exposure to which travellers are subjected are so
great that none but those of the most robust constitutions
will undertake the journey. I am not drawing upon my
imagination; I have had three or four years experience of
it, and I do not hesitate to say that, compared with the
facilities and comforts afforded in more fortunate parts of the
Dominion,the mode of travelling to which the people of Prince
Edward Island are confined is not fit for an Indian;
but I mean to say that that term of the Union has not been
carried out so far as we are concerned. I think we should
have, at least, railway communication between Cape Tra-
verse and the Island Railway on Cape Tormentine and the
Intercolonial Railway. The service of the Northern Light we
do not consider sufficient. There is not a man on the Iland,
from the most obscure to the most intelligent, who believes
that the terms of the contract have been carried out. It is
most desirable that any feeling of dissatisfaction should be
allayed as far as possible, and I do hope that some improve-
ment will be made on the present tedious and unsafe mode
of travelling. The matter is one of far greater importance
to us than possibly can be realized by hon. gentlemen living
on the mainland. We were told when we entered the Con-
federation that our insular position would not operate prejil-
dicially to us, and more -that whatever natural disadvan-
tages we might labor under would, as far as possible, be
removed. I think we have a strong claim founded on the
terms of the contract on going into the Union, and founded
on the principles of justice, for some such improvement as
I have suggested; and I hope the position we occupy will
engage the serious attention, not only of the Government,
but of the members of this House. We are spending mil-
lions of money in other parts of the country in opening up
means of communication, and we all recognize the fact that,
if we wish to open up the country, we must have these
means of communication. Some great historian-I think
Macaulay-has said that, if you wish to learl of
a country's advancement, you need not look at its
paintings, its sculpture, or its poetry, but look at
its roads, look at the facilities which it affords for mel
meeting together and exchanging thought and opinion wjth
one another. His opinion is very true in this day, and i,'
this country, for you can judge very sately of a countr18
advancement by the extent to which it enjoys these facil'
ties. If you apply the rule to the mainland you must applY
it to Prince Edward Island, and I would say that I thinkit
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will be a cloud, I would not say a blot, on the escutcheon of win ter, or for a portion of tho winter at least. But, as I
the hon. Minister of Railways, who bas donc so much in the said, it is not mY purpose to discuss at prescnt the Noirtiern
way of opening up communication and affording facilities for Liqht, or the eastern route with an additional steamer, nor
travel on the mainland, if be makes the case of Prince the branch railways in connection with the capes route. I

Edward Island an exception to bis general policy. le, nerely wish to point out that teli winter service between

himself, is from the Lower Provinces, bis home is by the sea, the Island and the mainlani is nieitber continuous nor eli-

and I hope he will see the necessity of doing something to cient. This state of aiairs bas contiiiued already too long,
help us in that matter. When the hon. member for Gaspé and the people of the Island consider that they have waited

(Mr. Fortin) spoke this afternoon about voting by electricity, about long enough to have this matter attended to. British

I thought he ratber depreciated our means of communica- Columbia ontered the Union witth eui undertanding that
tion, but I was happy to find out that I had misunderstood the Pacifie Railway should be built within a given tinie;
hini, because I know that be is a gentleman of great millions of dollars have been expended in keeping faith with

experience in these matters. I think there is no part of British Columbia. Of this I do not complain, as the (Govern-
the Dominion which, at this moment, suffers greater natural ment is bound to carry ont their engagement with British
disadvantages than our little Island, and Ihope the lion. ColumI ia, but not any more bonnI than thev are to fulfil
Minister of ailways and bis colleagues will sec the pro- their agreement with Prince Edward Island. I only wish
priety of fulfilling the terms of the contract made with us the members of the Government could be induced Io take a
ait Confederation. ln 1878, the Government, which was trip to the Island at the present time. By the time they
then led by the bon. member for Lambton (Mnr. Mackenzie), would travel frorm Amherst to Cape Tormentine and from
sent down an experienced engineer, Mr. McLeod, who made Cape Tormentine across the Straits of Nortlhunberland, by
survevs, and in the Sessional Papers of the House will be means of an ice boat, to Cape Traverse, and from there to
lound valuable information collected by bim. He strongly the nearest point on the Island Railway, they would ex-
recommends something in the same direction as I am now claim : "Our experience is more than sufficient. We will
suggesting, and bis recomnmendations have the greater give the Islanders safer and easier communication with the
weight because ho is an engineer and a scentific man, and railway system of the Dominion, regardless of cost."
cannot b open to the suspicion of political bias. Mr. HACKETT. This question is one of very great

Mr. MUTTART. To the large majority of the members importance, not only to the people of Prince Edward Island

of this House this subject, I have no doubt, is of very but to the whole Dominion of Canada, that I consider I

but te Prince Edward Island r would not be fulfilling my duty if I remained silent at this
trifling importance -btt rictiýîrdIln e ro- .I sryoiinta Pic dadkaicne
sentatives, and the people whom they represent, no ques- tire. It is my Opinion that Prince Edward Island cannot

tion can beof greater importance Ihan the question of con- b coni dered n ntegral part cf the Dominion until the
tinuous and efficient stean service between the Island and natural difficulties we labor under there are overcome.

miinland both summer and winter. It is unnecessary for Aithough we may b a part of thoie )minion on paper, I
me to add anything to what lias been already said as to the care not what Goreînment may be m power, unle-s we
attenpts which have been made towards navigating the have direct andi continiuous commumîication with the main

Straits in the winter season. The old steamer Albert and land, we caînnot participate in the prosperity of the country.
the Northern Light have paid so many visits to Parliament, So importanît was this question considered at the time of
that there is no need of my introducing them on this occa- Confederation, that the Government of the Island insisted

sion. It is not my intention to refer so much to what bas on having a clause inserted in the Terms of Union, stating
been donc as to what lias not been donc in the way of car- that direct and continuous steam communication between
r ying out the terms on which wo entered the Union. Fear- ihe Island and the mainland should be kept up ut the
ing that the Government, as well as lion. inembers of this expense of the Dominion Government. I say these terms
House, may have forgotten the exact wording of the bond, have not been carried out. We have now been about eight
let me refresh their memories by reciting the exact words: years in Confederation, and yet we have still to resort to

the old mode of erossng from the Iland to the mainland
Efficient steamnservice between this Island and tbe mainland, winter in the winter. First, we had the old wooden boat Albert,

and summer, thus placing the Island in cantinuous communication with which in 1875, kept up communication for fifteen or twenty
th Intercolonial Railway and the railway system of the Dominion." days after the close of navigation. Then wc had the IVorth-
Has this agreement been fulfilled, I would ask ? I answer ern Light, which, in the first year, proved a complote failure.
il has not. Now, one ofthe chief inducements held out to In 1877, she did better, and latterly she lias been cross-
Prince Edward Islanders at the time of entering the Union ing during the winter season with more or less
was the promise that they were to have efficient steam rcgularity. But from January to April she is unablo to
service, winter as well as summer, between the Island and keep up her trips regularly, and the old mode of carrying
the railway systein of the Dominion. I believe, if it were the mails has to be adoptedI; and but for the brave mon
even suspected at that time that the Dominion Government who cross the ice, wo would be cut off entirely. These mon
would neglect or refuse toe carry out every part of the agree- are very poorly paid; while large sums of money are spent
ment, eSpecially that in reference to winter stearm service, in other parts of the country to keep up communication,
the people of the Island would never have consented these mon who are engaged in crossing the Northumberland
to jOin the Union. They did join, however, and now I Straits in winter are the most poorly paid of any in the
ask, is it right, is it just, to treat them with indifference Dominion. They have to cross nine miles on the roughest
because the Island happons to be the smallest Province of description of ice, and were it not for their skill in this
the Dominion. I appeal to the Governnent and to bon. wor'k, it would be quite impossible for us to keep up con-
iiiembers of this House for justice in this matter. munication in the winter time. What we complain of is that
This is not a party question ; it is simply a question of nothing at all lias been done to improve this route. I my-
lfilment Of contract between the Island and the Dominion self, about a month ago, crossed by that route. On leaving
overnment. Whichever party may be in power the ob- Prince Edward Island, we were about nine hours in the ice,

tigations remain the same. The late Government gave uià dragging the boat with us, and on reaching the other side
V Northern Light as a sort of experiment, it is now said ; we had to put up with the hospitality of the peoplo on thefind although, with no less a personage on board than our shore. There is nothing at all on that route tbr the accom-

WOrthy.Superintendent of Penitentiaries, she has been stuck modation of the public. 1 think this is very unfair. A
-'the ice for the last few weeks, she has nevertheless very small amount of money, one or two thousand dollars,
all'eay proved the feasibility of navigating the Straits in expended for building boat hiouses, in which the boats could
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be sbeltered, and for affording accommodation to the pub- important part of the terms of the Confederation, and thus,
lic, would be a very great boon. Apart from the question to a very large extent, benefit the people of the Island, and
of steam communication, I think the Government should also increase its trade with the older Provinces of the
improve the crossing at the Straits. When you reach Dominion, because we are large consumers of the corn.
the Straits, from the Intercolonial Railway to the Island modities of the older Provinces. We are an agricultural
Railway, you have to travel somo forty miles. This could be population; manufacturing bas not developed tO any great
overcome by building a branch line of railway, which would extent, and if it is desired that we shall be consumers of the
not cost more than from $500,000 to $,000,000 manufactures of the older Provinces, and receive tiose
and the interest on that would not be large. I hope the goods as cheaply as possible and promote trade, the Goveru-
Government will not allow any time to elapse before they ment should, this Session, see that this important stipula.
take action on this natter. The people of the Island have tion of Confederation shall be carried out.
waited patiently while other claims were presented. While Motion agreed to.
the members from British Columbia pressed their claims we
kept silent, hoping that after they were settled the Terms of TUE CENSUS IN THE COUINTY OF ST. JOHN.
Union with the Province of Prince Edward Island would be Mr. BOURASSA moved for a statement sbowing:.lst
carried out; and now that the question of a railway extend- T m BU A oedrs a ettmet shoin :i
ing from the old Provinces of Canada to British Columbia is The namCes of all officers and enumerators emJployed in
settled, we hope the Government will turn their attention taking the Census i 1881, in the County of St. John ; 2nd.
to the improvement of winter communication with Prince The amounts paid to each of the for fees, emoluments and
Edward Island. The Terms of Union are not altogether travelling expenses ; 3rd. The number of miles certified
confined, moreover, to the question of winter communication. as having been travelled by each of them. le said: Mr.
Part oftbe agreementwas that communication should be kept Speaker, in making this motion I must call the attention of
in summer time also. At the time we entered into Con- the hon. Minister of Agriculture to the fact that there have
federation, an Island company had the carrying of the mails been some deplorable omissions on the part of the Census
from the Island te the mainland. From that time they takers in certain parishes of the County of St. John. They
received a subsidy from the Dominion Government. But have omitted taking notice of some of the finest, and I may
as the wants cf the ceuntry are increasing, so the accom- add, most valuable properties in the county, on which
modation should increase. The boats which rua in the somnewhat numerous famihies have resided for a period of
summer time are not ncw found s ient, and as their fifty years. I do not understand how such omissions have
contrctwill expire within a sourt time, it isveiry taken place, but, at any rate, such is the case. I would not
desirablchat ss put.like to say mIuch f al the other parishes of the county, fordesirable that something souldte I i owrds put. I am aware that thie Census was correctly taken iu someting botter boats on the rc It is wel knownparishes,as I personally know the enumerator employed infrom the peculiar position of Prince Edward Island 's on u ntoprs fS.Jh nocial msthat the whole of the Dominion, with the exception o ndg, but in the parish cf St. John iconceivable omis-
of a small portion of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, sions have taken place.
lies west and north of Summerside. Summerside is Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, there is no
the point from which direct communication in the summer objection to the motion just mado by the hon. member. With
time should be kept up with the mainland. If good and regard to tho omission of certain names or properties, I
strongly made screw stean vessels, having ample carrying feel sure that such is the case, since the hon. member says
capacity and accommodation for passengers, were placed on so, but the fact bas not come to the knowledge of the )e-
that route, they would prove a paying speculation not only partment; and I hope the hon. member will bc good enough
to the owners but also as tending to develop the resources to give to the Department the names of persons whose
of the country. I hope before a long time elapses we shall properties have not been taken in the Census, so that the
find boats of that character doing that service. While I do Department may make enquiries of the enumerators
not want to throw any blame on the Prince Edward Island employed in that county, in order to ascertain how it is that
Steam Navigation Company, as I believe they do the best these omissions occurred. I am, nevertheless, certain thiat
they can, and that their captains are prudent and careful on the whole the Census was well taken; there may have
seamen, yet it does appear that the wants of the country been a few omissions on the part of the Census taker, and
have overdrawn the accommodation, while, in the meantime it is to be hoped that the hon. member will communicate
the boats have grown older and inadequate to meet the the names that he knows to have been omitted to the De-
wants of the service. In October last year, while sailing partment of Agriculture.
vessels were putting out to sea from Summerside, the boats' Mr. BOURASSA. Mr. Speaker, I called at the Depart-
of the company were tied up, and for several days ment of Agriculture, and on enquiry I found that the names
while there was open water the people were de- Of whole families were omitted from the Census shoot, so I
tained from receiving their mails. Looking at the gave those names to the Deputy Minister of the Depart-
fact that the Dominion Government undertook, at ment. But again, Mr. Speaker, I repeat that the property
the time Prince Edward Island entered the Con- omitted is one of the finest in the parish of St. John.
federation, to provide efficient steam communication Motion agreed te.
between the Island and the mainland, we, as representa-
tives of the Island, are only doing our duty in urging this EXPORT 0F GOAL FROM NOVA SCOTIA.
matter on the earnest attention of the Government. The Sir ALBERT J. SMITH, in the absence of Mr. N
people of the Island have waited long and patiently, and moved for a statemeut shewing the quantity cf ceai exporteà
they believe the time bas now arrived when this part of the frem the ports cf Nova Scotia, during the years 1877-8 and
compact shall be carried out; they insist on it, they look 1880-81, and the countries le which sucb cul le
at it as part of their rights, and there should be no beating oxported; also, the quantity cf ceai carried upwtir'd8
about the bush. This is a grievance under which the through the St. Lawrence Canais and through Ste. Anu a
people are laboring, and they urge upon us, as their Lock on bbc Ottawa River.
representatives, to urge upon the Government in Parlia- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Suppose yen amend the
ment to see that this portion of the Confederation Terms are
carried out. 1 trusi before any lengthened period has
elapsed, and this year, during the present Session, some Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I have no objection.
proposition will be made for the carrying out of this Motion, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. HACKoT.
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pAILWAY CROSSINGS--QUEEN AND DUFFERIN Yit a few more will be di4nbuted to the members, but an
STREETS, TORONTO. hia. gentleman says the supply is mn eut,and even the

paper is not to bc had. I hope the Governiment wili remedy
Mr. WALLACE (York), in moving fora return of all cor- this, and aiford the people ail the information possible. 1

respondence, petitions and reports of Government Engineers believe good maps would be more valuable than a great
relative to the different railway crossings at Queen street number of these pamphlets now circulated at the expenso
and Dufferin street, on the western limit of the city of of the Government, and at great expense to the Post Office
Toronto, said: There are four different railroads crossing Department in particular. Many of those pamphlets are
those streets ; and, owing to the want of repairs to the thrown away, while a valuable map would ho preserved. 1
tracks, as well as neglect of propeor precautions, a number tbink 12J cents would cover' the cost of the colored maps,
of lives have been lost, and many persons maimed for life. whule giving the most gratifying information with regard te

a beltwee a report by a Dominion and an Ontarlo engbneer the North-West.b
bave been made on this subjeet, and J hope we shal soon iMir. AIKELL. Isecond theresolution, and fally agree

ec that proper mpasures bave been taken to protect at with the remarks jhst made. I believo theorth-West i
those points the lives and limbs of the publi.understandnar po at ft ino
the report recomnîends gates, whieh are thougbt likely by t bli teooin mas iourtan more lblthe tonn aet
the people ol the neighborhood to prove a useful protection. aulbe thes ifrmaihleotnbolea t th verpent
In ticcordance witb the opinion of the Common Counoil, it isthed bernm etd to the pPople.of bosieeatice
considered that gateways would not ho a sufficient protection'; fomeatis no otieulr. medea of thopmhalare
bt tat a sub-way or a bridge should bconstruted. ile a o n re

the overtment will take this important subjeht into number of good reiable teas of that territory.
honel so that by this time next year there wii exist My hon. frend only a kid for four maps for eacih member
a sitable protection, either in the frm of a sub-way or oftbe fouse. The hon. member foràMonck (LUr. McCallum)

esuggest that the Government should frnishhsacakmembertseof this Ilose with forty maps. J am not ppe to advocate
Motion agreed to. a large expenditure, but I believe it wouldgmaettiiteagleral

favor foi' the Goverament to issue a reasonable lot of maps,
MAPS F MANITOBA AND THE NORT i-WEST. and supply first the members, and thon te people at large,
S e mees mpoineto far as the Govenment might think advisabl.

the North-West, and Bitish Columbia, published by author-
ity ofable Departmentof the Interior, for the yeaur ding to the cuntry. 1 think it would Le botter foi the Govern-
beciber 3lst, 1881, and up to the presenatrdateape said: ment to supply eah clerk of thovarionst.ownship councils
My objet in bringing ts motion before the onse is to with a map, and it wobaldb the duty of the clerk to keep it

explain the impossibility of members here supplying con-xposed in s office so that every one eould go there and
stituents with all the maps of this region asked for in conse- inspeet it. My county is sixty miles square, and in the
querce of the limited number furnisbed. This matter was genoral intelligenceof its people, I think, it will bear favor-
brought before the Committee of Immigration and Coloniza- able compaiison with any other eounty. I have been
tion last year, and, J believe, then the member for North asked for maps by thirty or forty individuals living in dif-

uron pressed strongly the necessity of baving a large fent lots, and because I could net supply ail of them with
supply of good reliable maps for the information of the maps some of them were annoyed. It seems to me that
people who take an interest in that great country. It was if the Goverament would fumnish three or four maps te each
pointed out there is a desire to ascertain all that can beclerk of a township who should keep them exposed for the
known about the North-West, and that the success of settling use of the farmers, that is ail the Government should be
the United States north-western region was largely attribut- called upon te do.
able to th extensive distribution of maps by land and Sir JH A. MACDONALD. Ths matter, of course,
railway companies. We have a railway corporation now, las occupied the attention of the Goverament. lon. gentle-
which is also desirous of settling our North-West, and, in mon must know that these maps aie not made for nothing,
cOnjunction with the Government, it might well issue a suffi- and if ah the demands wore g'anted I think it would coat
cient number of maps to meet the demands of the members a good many townsbips te pay foi the maps at the selling
of this House. Within the past week I have received at least price of the land. About twenty-iive thousand of the maps
flfty or sixty letters asking for maps, and on one day three of a late issue, have been published, and a great many bave
telegrams. True, a very large supply was issued by the hon. been sent home te the Old Country and teEurope. 0f
the minister of Agriculture, which contained the land regu- course, lt is more important te the Dominion as a whole,
lations. Still I consider the map is too small, and when you that tbe maps should go across te the Old Country than
send such an article to one constituent, and a very superior merely ho tho means oftransferîing a portion of the popu-
map to comparatively few, much dissatisfaction is created. lation f'om one part of the Dominion te another. There
The small map is so small as to be almost valueless, and only las been a large issue of those maps, and, as hon. members
seems to give offence where a member, too, intends to con- know, they are vory complote; and I bolieve tbey are
fer a compliment by it. If it is not in the power of the excoedingly aecu'ate, but they are net inexpensivo. At
(xovernment to furnish members with a sufficient supply of first, net thinking the demand was se great, maps wero

good mlaps, or at least a good one for the Post Office in each issued te people as they were asked for, but the demand for
county, where it might be consulted by all interested in the them was se great, the rush was so great-people were
""".tryI would suggest, as it is not a very expens've pro- getting them, and I dare say semo people were sellingthemuction, that a map be issued, having the imprint of the for al we know-that the whole supply was exhausted.bepartnent of the Interior, which would be likely to be There bas been a new edition issued, and it is proposed by
ornsidered correct, and give satisfaction to enterprising the Gove'nnent te issue a coasiderable number teaciàem-

i'dividuals thinking of the North-West. Those maps might ber of each Heu-o for distribution among his constituents;
S dstibutl on tho authority as well as with the imprint and thon arrangements are to ho madewith the publisherofof the Department, and placed in the bookstores, where the maps te sou them at cost price and te place them in
Ibey might ho sold for actual cost to the Government. The every booksellers' shop in eve'y place ln the Dominion.

enaps should bh printed and placed where the people That is the plan of tho Gvernmet, whic, I hope, meti(oUld bave easy access te themn I know it is announced with the general assent of the flouse.
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Mr. BUNSTER. I would ask the bon. leader of the General's Office, conveying a telegraphie Message dated 6th

Government what is being done for British Columbia. Not March, 1882. The Message is as follows:-
one map bas been issued for British Columbia, while the LONDON, 6th March, 1882.
hon. leader of the Government admits that 25,000 are beinr
issued for Manitoba. I think British Columbia is no t Message 3rd March, laid before Queen. Her Majesty much gratified

- by congratulations of Legislature and-people of Canada for escape and
included in the North-West. I think great injustice is being by assurances of loyalty and devotion.
done to British Columbia, and it is to be hoped the Govern- KrxBERLY.
ment will not continue to do such injustice as not to have
maps published ofbthat Province. Even the maps of British RJEADJUSTMENT OF THE REPRESENTATION.
Columbia that have been issued by the Goverument have
not done that Province justice, and I hope the Government Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
will remedy that injustice in any future map they may pub- the House.
lish. The map ought to show the resources of that coun- Mr. MILLS. Before the motion is put, I wish to ask the
try, and I am satisfied our resources are such that every leader of the Government when ho intends to bring down
Canadian will be proud of them when they are represented the Bill relating to the distribution of seats on the Census,
on the nap. A great injustice bas been done to British which was recently taken. Themeasure is a most important
Columbia through not having maps, through not having one and as four weeks have elapsed since the Session opened,
proper representations made of her resources. Through the members of the House are, naturally, anxious to know wh
neglect of the Government in locking up the land of British the hon. gentleman proposes; and this, of course, we cannot
Columbia, and asking our Provincial Governrnent to keep know until the Bill is before us.
them in reserve, immigration bas been prevented from S
coming in there, and hence we are not able to show that we Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is true; but it i
have made as much progress as the North-West in conse- early in the Session yet. This is only the fourth week of
quence of the Governmcnt locking up the public domain. the Session, but I may say that the measure is now being

considered. It is a matter of great importance constitution.
Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. I am obliged to my hon' ally, and we have, necessarily, to legislate in the matter.

friend for bis suggestion, as we both corne from the same We will bring down the Bill in due season, so as to give the
Province and represent the people. I will, however, point hon. gentleman, and every member of the House, an
ont a little difference between our Province and the North- opportunity of expressing bis views and considering tho
West. The lands in the North-West all belong to the measure when it comes before the House. I may say, at
Dominion Government, and as they want to selli hose lands once, that this measure excites a great deal of interest.
they must prepare maps for that purpose of all the lands, I find that much correspondence bas taken place, ns every
except the railway belts which belong to the Provincial one wishes to have a constituency or two in his inmediate
Government, and it is for the Provincial Government to vicinity. The Government will consider the matter with a
prepare maps of all those portions of the great Province of desire to prepare a measure satisfactory to the House, anl
British Columbia, except such as are not included in the will bring the Bill down in due season, so that it may have
lands to be conveyed as a subsidy for the Canadian Pacifie the full consideration of hon. members.
Railway. The limits of those lands have not been settled
yet; I hope they will be shortly, and then as the railway MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
works up to Kamloops and opens up that very fine country,
maps will be prepared by the Dominion Government and The following motions for Returns were severally agreed
the lands will be put into the market, and I have no doubt to:-
my hon friend will go to speculating there and make as Detailed statement of four, meal and corn entered for

inuch noney as some of our hon. fiends have made at consumption at the different ports of entry in the counlies
Wimpeg- of the Province of Nova Scotiàa. from, the 15th of Marei

, , i l' A u A - " - Ij ý Ç lV oJl "

Motion agreed to. 1879,)to the 30th September, 1881.-(Mr. Robotson, Shel-
burne.)

TELEGRAPH EXTENSION IN VANCOUVER ISLAND. Statement of services performed for the Government by
the tug-boat Anie Stewart, during the past three years,

Mr. BUNSTER, in moving for all papers asking that the places at which employed, and copies of all contracts and
telegraph line on the east coast of Vancouver Island from agreements entered into with the owners of said bont for
Nanaimo be extended to Comox, so as to aceommodate the hier services.- (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne).
communication of the farmers, merchants and traders of Statement showing the properties sold by the Govern-
Comox with the outer world, said: This is a question of ment in the town of Sorel, and the neighboring parishes,
greater importance than the Government are aware of. since September, 1c., up to this present date, mentioniig
There are at lea-t 300 or 400 at Comox, and there would be the price paid and the names of the pur-chaser.s.-(Mr.
a great many more only for the reserve to which the hon. Massue.>
leader of the Government bas referred. There is no reason iReturn of all circulars, memoranda and instruction"
why the Government should not extend the telegriiph line, issued by the Customs throughout the Dominion, relatOg
inasmuch as they bave not built the railway which they to the interpretation of the seveial classes of goods imported
should have built years ago, parti3ularly accoiding to the and the duties to be levied thereon urnder the Tarif, foi'n
Carnarvon Award. I hope the Miister of Publie Works the 1st of January, 1871, to the 14th Mardh, 1879.--ýQM.
will take the matter into consideration and have the line Wallace, York.)
extended, as I believe it will be a paying institution from Copies of ail letters of instruction from Lindsay Russel,
the time it is built. In fact it should have been built years Esq., Deputy Min ister of the Interior, to James Ande'-
ago. son, Crown Timber Agent at Winnipeg, relating to disp0

Motion agr-eed to. of timber foi' lumber, railway ties, or cordwood siC
March Ist, 1881, and all correspondence relating to tile

ADIDRESS TO IER MAJESTY. same.-(Mr. Chali-Iton.)
Return showing the report and survey of Mr. McLtchoie,

Sir JOIhN A. MACDONALD. I tale leave to read a D.L.S , on the water powers on the Rainy River, at orn
c>mmunication I have just received firom the Governor Rat Portage.-(Mr. Wallace, York.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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Copies of all correspondence with the Lieutenant Gover-
nor of Ontario relating to the Boundary Award, since the
27th of January last; also, for all correspondence and
Orders in Council relating to the appointment of arbitra-
tors to make an award as to the disputed boundaries.-
(Mr. Mills.)

Copies of all reports, plans, letters, petitions and all
documents whatsoever, respecting the fisheries and fishing
licenses granted to François iRuelland, of St. Valier ; Jean
Biaptiste Langlois, of St. Valier; Alexis Leclerc, of St.
Michel, and Henri Blais, of St. Michel.-(Mr. Amyot.)

Copies of the report of the engineer ordered to examine
the mouth of the Rivière du Loup (en haut) in order to
ascertain what the cost would be of the dredging necessary
to admit of vessels entering.it during the low water season.
-- (Mr. 1Houde.)

Statement showing the names of the persons who made
the Census of 1881, in the county of Rimouski; the number
of miles paid for and allowed to each of the said persons,
and the amount received by each of them for his fees.-
(Mri. Fiset.)

Copy of the cheque deposited by Andrew Onderdonk,
with his tender, which was accepted, for the construction
of the railway from Port Moody to Emory's Bar.-(Mr.
Gutbrie.)

House adjourned at 6 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, 7th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Throe o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 75) to incorporate the International Construction
Company.-(Mr Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 76) to amend the Act to incorporate the South
Saskatchewan Valley lRailway Company.-(Mr. Robertson,
Ramilton.)

Bill (No. 77) relating to the Canadian Electrie Light
Company, and to confer certain powers upon the said Coin-
pany.-(Mr. McDougall.)

Bill (No. 78) to amend the Acts incorporating and relating
to" The Sovereign Fire Insurance Company of Canada. "-
(N'. Mackenzie.)

Bill (No. 79) to incorporate the American Electrie Light
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Colby.)

Bihl (No. 80) respecting the River St. Clair Rai lway Bridge
and Tunnel Company.--(Mr. Arkell.)

Bill (No. 81) relating to the Canada Southern Bridge Com-
Pafny. (Mîr. Patterson, Essex.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET.

Hlouse resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Sir Leonard Tilley: That Mr. Speaker do now leave theChair for the flouse to go into Conmittee to conisider the
Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be granted tolier majety.

I'r. PLUMB. I think it 'is proper, in eommencing
a diseussion which affects, in every way, the great interests
of the Dominion, that 1 may, as a member of this Louse, as

loyal subject of the Queen, refer to the terribleocurrence with whieh we were shocked a few days ago.
1 'nay say, and I think I express the feelings not only of

this House, but of the whole Dominion, without exception
-for I believe no more loyal people exist, owing a-lle-
giance to the British Crown, than the people of Canada-that
we heard, with the greatest grief and ind gnation, of the
wicked attempt on the life of lier Majesty the Queen, and
rejoice that the assassin bas been powerless to inflict the
slightest injury; and that in this, as in previous instances, a
merciful Providence has interposed to protect and shield
our beloved Sovereign, and to spare ber to the faithful and
loyal millions over whom she exercises, under the Divine
blessing, a just and beneficent rule. Mr. Speaker, when the
debate closed on Friday evening, we had been listening for
long time to a speech of the hon, member foir West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross). The skill with which that hrn.
gentleman presents bis side of the argument is well known
to the louse, and it is also well known to those audiences
whom he bas addressed in various parts of the country
during the recess of Parliament. -He is, Sir, I believe, one
of the prominent leaders of the Opposition party, and we
are to accept bis statements as being authorized by the
leader.of the Opposition, and generally sanctioned and
endorsed by those hon. gentlemen wlio sit beside him. That
hon. gentleman, after a rambling discussion ofthe Tariff and
its effects, came down to facts, as he is pleased to call them, and
treated us, for a long time, to certain figures taken fron the
Public A ccounts in which he claims to be an expert. N ow, Sir,
after a long experience in the tactics of that hon. gentleman,
I may say-I think I may say it without offence to him-
that whenever .he makes a statement with particular pre-
cision and a good deal of vehemence, without ever pre-
suming to doubt, in a parliamentary eense, that the lion.
gentleman is perfectly correct in everything he says, I
alway.' go back to the record for the purpose, of course, of
ascertaining, as I expect to ascertain, and as I hope always
to ascertain, that the hon. gentleman is quite within the
limits of what may be called parliamentary truth. When
the hon. gentleman's speech was put into my hands, I ven-
tured to take up the Public Accounts, the Tables of Trade
and Navigation, and other material from which the hon.
gentleman drew a large portion of bis speech; as I wished
by this neans to ascertain the general accuracy offthe hon.
gentleman's statements; and, as I always like to dispose
of figures as soon as possible, I will venture to go over some of
the main parts of his speech and compare part of his figures
with others whicli1 have ascertained to be officia], which
every bon. gentleman in this House may verify for himself.
It may fairly be claimed that if, in a great number of instances,
he bas given figures which can be shown, whether through
accident or design, manifestly wrong, great credit should not
be attached to the laborious effort of the hon. gentleman. I
will now take up the hon. gentleman's speech and go over
portions of it point by point ; it will be a little tedious to do so,
but I hope 1 shall not be quite as tedious as he was. In speaking
of the hon. Finance Minister's address new under discussion,
he says: "The hon. Minister of Finance will remember that
by the obligations he incurr.ed in 1873, instead of bringing
down an estimate of $20,900,000, he should have brought
one down of $23.36s,000. This must be specially noted."
le says, also, that the average expenditurefor the last, two
years ofthe late Government was $23,511,229. This is the
beginning of bis statement of figures. Now, I wish to show
that, in regard to the $"13,368,000 which be asserts was the
expenditure for whieh the Government of 1873 is wholly
responsible, we have made statements which have been
uncontradicted in this flouse year after year, showing that
the expenditure of 187,-74, after all the Supplementary
Estimates were broughît in, for which my hon. friend who
now oceupies the plice of Finance Minister can possibly be
held r sponsible, amounted to $22,300,000. That. hon.
gentleman bas stated, on ithe fluor of this House, that in
order to swell the expenditure of that year, and to cast
obloquy on bis predecessor, the late hon. Minister of
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Finance took $567,000, which should have been charged to the ery item of wbat is called controllable expenditures and
capital account and put to the operating account of the that by a Governmont which claimed to be specially 1
Intereolonial Railway ; that thore was another item of Reform and an economical Government. It is quite easy te 50
about $200,000 for election expenses which is ehargeable 1 how the expenditure was brouglt down below $21,000,00;
to the hon. gentlemen opposite; there were refunds and it ls equally easy to see how the hon. gentlemen 0pP0
and other items swelling the amount to $922,000, site dodged those items altogether. He says that this extra-
which were added to tho expenditure for 1873-74, vagant Government increased the expenditure 810,000,000
some of which ought not to have gone into expenditure between 1867 and 1873-74. Wall, 1 have heard that before.
chargeable against revenue at all , while for other items of In fact, noue oftho hon, gentleman opposite ever get up to
the 8922,000 the Governimont succeeding the Government make a financial speech without repeating that old charge. 1
of 1873 were clearly.responsible. My hon. friend, when ho have often asked what they ean. Do they intend to s
makes statements of this kind, ils very apt to look only on that that iacaged expendituro of $10,000,000 W
one sido of the account. fie asserts that the average impropor in any way; that the intereats of the country di&.
expenditure on Consolidated Fund account of the late n, require it? Do they intend te say that when they wer
Government was $3,511,229, for its laý4 two years. Now, sitting in Opposition, year after year, the late Finance Min
mark how plain a talc shall put him down. Its expenditure ister or any of bis new friendseverseriousy chalienged tb&t
the last year but one was $23,503,158; its expenditure the expenditure tili 1873, when, for the first time, he
next year was $24,455,381, making altogether $47,958,5,9, criticised adverscly the Budget brought down by MY
the average of which is $23,979,219, instead of $23,511,000. hon. friend, the present Finance Minister? IneveryethaVO
There is a little difforence of $468,000, to begin with. board any hon, gentleman on the other side say here, whore

Mr. ROSS (Mliddlesex). Will the hon. gentlemant- h could be met face te face and answored, that a single
item of this expenditure was unnecessary. It necessarily

Mr. PLUMB. I do not wish to be interrupted. grew eut ofthe cemonting together of the Provinces ititO
Mr. 'ROSS. The hon. gentleman is talking about the Union; it was indispensible for the purpise of creating

1878-79, when I spoke of the last four years of the Courts of Justice, for the opening up of the North-WeSt,
Government. and the bringing in cf other Provinces te the Confeder,

Mr. PLUMB. I call the hon. gentleman te order. The at-on, the establishment of lighthouses, the improvO
expenditure for our two years, 1879-SO, and 1880-81 were Ael t ie ha ve ben efend oen o agin
re-pectively $24,850,624 and $25,502,550, in all, $50,365,188,
or an average of $25,176,591. The average increase is on this sida cf the liuse, and yet every ture an hon, gel-
$1,197,325, instead of $1,625,365, as the hon. tieman on the other aide begins a financial speech, he go
asserts, and the increase of our average expenditure for back to the same old cry; but, te use a vory vulgar
those two years is $718,00 and not $2,000,000 expression, it isacrythataisplayed eut." bsoallnowbegn
gentleman asserted. I knew the hono in furthr answering the mmber for South Brants figugt agentema aserte. 1kne thebon getlemn wuldat the very head of the items of controllable expenditu'Opwinee wlen caught in that misstatenent. How long bas but before doing se, 1 wish to say one word with respect te
the hon. gentleman assured the country that we were controllabie oxpenditure itsel. The hon, gentleman
responsible foi the expenditure of 187-74; but bis party
came in power in October, 1873, precisely as our friends did, bir cul on t pnt. ilt ta woei une55 hi
in October, 1,78, but his friends were not long in power those who have hoard him, ho indicates but very vageîY
befor e they began te increase the expenditur'e. The bon.geetea kenow efewl thatcras the expendituroTh bof. wbat ho regards a controllable expenditure. 11e dues flotgentleman knows perfety well that the expenditure ofbut h says that the items of c1878-79 was made on the estimates of the late Finance trollable expendituro there have beeu large increasos. Nowp
Minister, and he knows perfectlywell that he is attempting 1 will undertake te define, as nearly as 1 can, what 0fl
to steal a verdiet by falsely stating-in a parliamentary sense trollable expeudituro is. First, 1 say that when wo talt
I mean, and I say so with apologies-by knowingly stating lic Accounts or the balance shoot ofthe yosr
that the expenditure of 1877-78 was the expenditure for the the Pub
last year of their period. We know botter than that, and thre are certain item s n th pro en conditiOf
we will pi-ove it before we get through. He said that the af thing mte Cearges net- trlo Tns iteTXlu
highest expenditure of the late Administration was ang hes ares po dobtinte SiiekitO
8.3,600,000. I suppose lie says so now.Fn-wih revtdb Palmnt Sbsde8-3600000 1 uppýe o sys o nw. Provinces may aise o numbered among thorn. Thon,1[s57

Mr. ROSS. Il did not say se thon. that the exponditure for the North-West Torritorios a"
Mr». PLUMB. The statement is in the Hansard, and I largely a charge which muet be made-a charge which Wo

will read it. must expeot to increas every year if we inteid tQ
Mr. ROSS. Read it. gain anytbing by our possession of theso Territ0rie

and it i a charge whieh will necmsarily incroA
Mr. PLUMB. He says the average expenditure during year by year 50 long as prospority incroaes, and 00

the last two years was $23,511,229, and, in another place, long as immigrants are going into that vast country
which I shall come to directly, ho says that from an expen- Whenever that expenditure ia diminishing, it il a dgi tbSt
diture of $23,500,000, such as they required in 1877-78, the we have failed in our attempt te colonize that greatdoinî
expenditure bas leaped up te $27,600,000, and that we and that our prodictions lu regard te it have net been
are responsible for the increase. He also says that the fulfilled. Now, Sir, the charges for interest on Debt and
Estimates proposed now with the Supplementary Estimatea Sinking Fund, charges of management and subsidiee to
brought down amount te $27,600,000 or $4,000,000 more Provinces, for the past eight yoars have bean a feîîewe:
than the bighest expenditure of the Reform Administration. In 1873-74, 810,255,000; in 18d4-75, 811,124,000 in 1876t
This means an assertion that the Reform Administration $11,122,000; in 1876-77,811,480,000; in 1877-78, $11,159,0 ;
did not spend more than $23,600,000 in any year, but in, 1878-79, in 1879-80, owing te the necesaîtl
fact they spent 624.448,372 in 1875-76, and $.-2,345,3S in of nogotiating bars for the purpose of conatructing the
1878-79; and the expenditure was only kept down in the twoi Pacifie Railway, it was increased ta $12,659,000; and'
intermediate years, by cutting down the militia expenditure in 1880-81, it was reduced again to 812,525,000,
$400,000 and odd, and taking from Public Works chargeable of being increased as the hon. gentleman bas gwoertgt
to income nearly $500,000 more. There was an increase in The ordingry oxpenditure of 1873-74-and I wish o

-Mr. PLUM.
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have particular note taken of this-owing to the improper $69,706,449, or an average of $11,6;171,740 for eaeh year
items to which I have referred having been included in Our expenditure for 187-8> anu for 1880-81, to whieh the
that expenditure of that year, amounted to $8,324,000: in hon. gentleman callcd attention, make altogether,
1874-75, it amounted to $7,868,000; in 1875-76-under that $22,702,826 ; the average of that is $11,351,413. The coa-
economical Government that promised us reform in every pai ison between their average from 1574 to 1879 and our
direction, that came into power face to face with the average from 1879 to 1881 shows that they spent in controll-
greatest financial crisis of this century, that promised able expenditure an average each year of $11,716,749,
reductions on all hands, under the authority of a gentleman while we s)ent $11,351 403 in 1879-80 and 1880-81,
who was one year a mixer and muddler and the next year a those extravagant yea-s to which the bon. gentlemen
heaven-born financier-the expenditure was $8,569,774; in opposite are constantly referring, and, therefore, that our
1876-77, by starving the militia and public works, they average yearly expenditure in those years was less than
reduced it to $6,835,000; in 1877-78, it was $6,542,000; in theirs by $365,337.
1878-79, it was $6,941,000; in 1879-80, it was $6,963,000; Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Will the hon. gentleman allow
and, in 1880-81, it was $7,293,000. Now, the charges on me to eall his attention to a point.
revenue, in 1873-74, amounted to $4,736,000; in 1874-75,
$4,719,654; in 1875-76, $1,796,238; in 1876-77, in Mr. PLUMB. I will allow the hon. gentleman to speak
which year began the period of deficits, and of a when the proper time comes.

falling off in the revenue and an increase in the cost Mr. ROSS The average cannot come higher than the
of collecting of it, which signalized the Administration of greatest expenditure during any one year.
the party of my hon. friend from Middlesex, the Mr. PLUMB. There will be time enough for the hon.
charges on revenue anounted to $5,194,896 ; i· 1877-78 gentleman to speak. In the course ofhis speech he stated
they amnounted to $5,301,124, with a stili declining revenue; etea osek.l h oreo bssec esaethey amount ted to 5,301,124 , with a still dhngrevenueh;that we required on an average $760,951 more for interest
in 187a-7 9, they amounted to $5,561,162-and that was the than was required during the late Reform Administration.
culminating crisis, and in that year an indignant people This does not prove anything in this particular connection,
requested the hon. gentleman and his friends to take the and eau only have reference to an improper
opposite side of the House. In 1879-80, under a conservative increae of the debt, but I only wvant to show the
Government, they amounted to but $5,221,113, with an craeoth dü,buIonyw tt swte
Govenmievenute; aondi to0-buthe,227, wsth an ogeneral incorrectness of the hon. gentleman's figures, and I
advancin revenue ; and, i 1880-81, the last year of take that point. The whole interest paid in 1875-76-77-78-79
which we have the Pubhe Accounts, they amounted to amounted to $31,470,000, being an average of $6,294,000.
85,683,Î53, on a revenue of over $18,400,000 from Customs' In 1879-80 and 188-81, it was$13,786,000, or $6,8J3,000 an-
duties $5,343,000 from excise, an increase of revenue of nually. The hon. gentleman bas made a statement under this
$5,500,000 over the last year of the late Administration head which is incorrect, and not borne out by the figures.
wih an increase of charge for collecting this additional They increased the expenditure $952,000 between 1877-78
amount of only $ i20,000,producingasurplus over expenditure and 1878-79,7ith
of more than $4,000,000. The total expenditure in 1873-74, for 1878-79, th ilext year we increa-ed it $394,000, and the

whicb hon.gentlemenopposite delare we ere epnibeinese for the last year over 1878-79 is $ 1,047,000. Takingwhiche on. gentlemen opposite declare we were responsible, the controllable expenditure for our two years, he says the in-
less the items which I havejust stated, amounting to 959,00,' crease is $750,000. I have, however, shown that the averagewas $22,316,000. In 1874-75 it was $24,713,071, to which i's decrease in the controllable expenditure is $365,337. The
fairly chargeable the $959,000 also; if as hon. gentiemien hon. gentleman is about $385,000 wrong there. The hon
opposite contend the whole of it is chargeable to revenue at gentleman said •ail, this would make the expenditure of 1873-74, $22,762,-
701; it stands $23,713,071; the expenditure for 1875-76 "I take np the next Department of Government, Administration of
$24.488,327; in 1876-77, $23,5-19,301; in 1877-78, $23503,Justice. Now, Sir, this was a Department that was very closely

4-criticized by our opponents. They charged us with extravagance here
158; in 1878-79, $22,455,381 ; in 1879-80, $24,850.634; and, as elsewhere. What do we find? Th. average expenditure during the
in 1880-81, $25,502,551. Now, if we deduct from this the last two years of the late Government averaged $565,260; the average
charges for interest on debt and sinking fund, the subsidies for the two last years of the Administration was $579,314, an increase

ta te Povices an th exendtur ofthe~o-h- f about $14,000 over our average. and the Estimates cali for this year,to the Provinces, and the expenditure of the North- $613,519.
West Territories, on the principle I have stated-which The hon. gentleman is wrong there, his average should be
H muse will agre mwith me is the on y crect $571,608, while ours is $579,034, an increase of $7,400 in-
Prin ciple..the controllablexpenditure of the Dominion stead of $14,000. Tbe hon. gentleman further said:
will be, for 1873-74, $12,128,534; for 1874-75, $11,593,969; "The same applies to the Immigration Department. We have an
for 1875-76, $12,207,902; for 1876-77, $11,235,139; for i enormous increase, an increase of$70,000 over our lastyear."
1877.78, $10,944,640; for 1878-79, $11,567,816; and for Now let us look atthe Immigration Department. The ex-

1898,$11,015,797. Thus the controltable expenditure for diiefrt
179-80, $1,1,77. Th the controllable expenditure forpenditure for the six years that I charge against hon. gentle-

18780,7was $1,112,737 less nth e controllable expenditure men opposite, was $1,7,4,053 ; the average expenditure those
of 1 4 notwithstanding the improper addition to the ex- years was $292,342 or $41,530 more, by averages, thanpenditure of that year which I have noted; it our expenditures for the last two years, 79-80 and 80-81,1a $577,000 less than the controllable expenditure of which amounted to $250,812. The hon. gentleman is wrongd874-75; it was $1,192,105 less than the controllable expen- here as usual. The hon. gentleman next stated that therediture of 1875-76; it was $2à9,342 less than the controllable had been a great increase under the head of Pensions. Ie
expenditure of 1876-77; it was $71,000 more than the used these words:
cotroliable expenditure of 1877-78; and it was $561,019
less than the controllable expenditure of 1878-79, for which " Then pensions came under our view; we find a large increase in
hon. gentlemen opposite are responsible ble them also, over $8,000 beyond our average for our two last years.

tay, fur more so than we were for the controllable expendi- We will take up Pensions The amount expended during
t're of 1873-74. Now, Sir, that is a specimen ofthe reasoning the six years of the late Administration reached $556,478,of the hon. gentleman who bas sought to prove that his party the average being $92,74U. Our Pensions for 1880-81 were
dereased the controllable expenditure between 1874 and 1879 $96,388, but for the two years 1877-78-78-79 their average

the extent of $2,000,000. The bon. gentleman is was$ 106,819, while for the two succeedingyears ours was but
very fond of averaging. The total controllable expen- $99,618, so the bon. gentleman got on the wrong track again.
diture from 1874 to 1879, inclusive, amounted to The Superannuations to which the hon. gentleman refers
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must necessarily increase. It is impossible that, in a service
like ours, men will not be growing older and must be
plaeed on the superannuation iund. The increase is a small
one, but it is one that will grow, and I will not take excop-
tion to it in regard to the lion. gentleman, if the country is
ever so unfortunate as to have him on this side of the
House, so long as hon. gentlemen do not make superannua-
tions for the purpose of making places for favorites who are
older than the officers they superannuate. We now come to
the item of Militia and Defence. The hon. gentleman said :

" I have great doubts, however, as to the propriety of this House and
country expending annually from $600,000 to $700,009 on this service.
I notice the hon. the Minister asks this year for a stili larger estimate,
I believe for $750,500. This ig an enormous amount, and in the face of
the expenditure made in that service by the late Administration."

Let us look at the Militia Service. That service, for the
years which I have taken up, and during whieh hon. gen-
tlemen opposite managed the affairs of the country, cost
$4,916,134; that is an average of $819,355. Yet, the hon.
gentleman deplores the fact that $750,000 are asked for by
the hon.Minister thisyear,uin viewof ourgrowing population,
and the increased need of military drill and volunteer
organization. This is a criticism of the esti mates.
It is not money spent, but asked for. Hon. gentlemen
opposite talk about estimates as if they were expenditures;
they mix up the two, and whenever they find it most con-
venient to their purposes to quote one or the other they do
so indiscriminately. They never adhere strictly to the
Public Accounts, for they find them fraught with danger
to their arguments. The expenditure under the Militia
head for the last two years amounted to F690,019, and
$667,000, making an average of $678,509, against an aver-
age yearly expendiure by lion. gentlemen opposite of
$819,355, a reduction of $j40,O00 in our favor.. I do not
state this because I consider it true economy to eut down
the Militia expenditure ; on the contrary, I am very will-
ing to support a liberal expenditure; and I am well pleased
my hon. friend who holds the position of Minister
of Militia has entered earnestly into his work, and
does not, as a loyal Canadian, stand exactly in the
position that some gentlemen occupied who held the
office when hon. gentlemen opposite were in power.
Then comes au attack, a gross attack, on our Minister of
Publie Works-an attack which the hon. gentleman went
out of his way to make, in scarcely parliamentary terns.
But we are so accustomed to that k nd of tactics with
hon. gentlemen on the other side, that it is scarcely noticed
by us except when some gross breach of propriety compels
hon. gentlemen on this side to rise up and denounce it.
Let us look at the Department of Public Works, said the hon.i
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), and contemplate,
the monstrous and extravagant increase in its expenditure!1
Of course, we perfectly well understand that publie
works are matters which, unless we have all the details of
the various building and other operations, cannot be fairly1
criticized by looking at any lump sum. But as the hon.(
gentleman is fond of averages, we will give him an averagei
in this case. The entire expenditure on Publie Worksi
and Buildings chargeable to income, during the year fori
which the hon. gentlemen opposite were responsible, wvas1
$8,807,091, giving an average of $1,467,849 a year, and wei
know how suddenly and suspiciously it was reduced in
1876-77 and 1877-78. The entire expenditure of the present(
Government under that heAd during the last two years wasi
$?,190,'1, or an average of $1,045,345 per annum, showing1
that the late Government spent on a yearly average just
$572,525 more than the present Government. He
also spoke of.- Indian grants, saying that the average
for the last two year3 reached $361,549; but it really1
rose to $455,415. The hon. gentleman knows that thosef
grants are not properly subject to the kind ofî
criticism he practised in this fHouse. He knows thei
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exigencies of this country-the necessity for pre.
serving the peace between tho Whites and the Indians
and keeping open the North-West-a necessity upon
whieh the future fortunes of Canada largely depend, and
that our treatment of the Indians must be in a liperal and
kindly spirit-the poor mon who were the original owners of
the soil. The hon. gentleman will do well to contrast-when
ho is so fond of making contrasts between the Government
on this and the southern side of the frontier-our policy
with the spirit in which those unhappy aborigines have
been treated by our neighbors to the south, and there is no
more commendable item in the Public Accounts than that
which shows we have endeavored to deal jtistly-aye, and
more than justly-honestly, liberally, fairly, and in a kindly
spirit, with those helpless beings to whom the Dominion
Parliament is both guardian and trustee. This is not an
item for the kind of criticism which the hon. gentleman has
indulged in. Now, ho says, the late Administration were
able to manage the affairs of the country for 823,500,000
a year-I told him, I would come to that statement
which ho bas just now denied, and that the present
Administration asks 826,600,000 - Esti mates again,
instead of ascertained expenditure-and that where
the late Government reduced the controllable expendi-
ture $2,000,000 in four years, the present Govern-
ment have increased it already $750,000. I would
like the hon. gentleman to show me the items of
expenditure reduced in the four years of their term
mentioned. They are not in the Publie Accounts.
The hon. gentleman must have some secret plan
of making up his sums, and I would like to see
his method of putting statements together. I say
those statements are utterly garbled, or utterly without
foundation. The average annual expenditure of the late
Government was $23,875,876-upon a declining revenue and
yearly incroasing deficits-with a condition of the country
previously unknown, with failure and disasters staring the
late hon. Ministers in the face, and with a Finance Minister
who constantly refused te look at the public necessities-who
spurned the people who came to him asking, imploring him
that ho would try to do something for their aid-a man
who refused to hear a delegation of the business men of
the country who came to seek relief, when ho was mising,
rnuddling and meddling with the Tariff-who produced a
Tariff on the 14th of April, 1874, withdrew it and
brought one down entirely different on the 29th of
the same month, having barassed, unsettled and dis-
turbed every interest in the country. Dealing with
that period of depression, he expected to get $3,000,000 by
increasing the taxation, and ho increased the expenditure
to put the people's money into the pockets of those of his
folfowers who had helped to get himself and colleagues into
power. We had yearly deficits, amounting in all to nearly
87,000,000, with the public credit so paralysed, that our 4
per cents. sold at 87j, I believe, or less. Our factories were
closed, our business was prostrated, bankrupt stocks of
merchandise destroyed the business of the honest trader,
and yet the stream of expenditure swelled and grew larger
and wholly exhausted the public Treasury. The late
Finance Minister, in his first speech, after ho took the
responsibility of office, when the commercial disasters of
that period were impending, stated that he could not be
expected to attempt to eut down the oxpenditure en publie
works, thon under the control of the leader of the so-called
Reform Government. Oh ! no ! He could inflict
$3,000,000 of taxation upon the people which did not pro-
duce any adequate revenue for the Treasury, and ho was
compelled to do so, because those who had helped these
hon. gentlemen into power demanded their pound of flesh
from the people, and they got it. Remembering these facts,
and holding the hon. gentleman from West Middlesex
responsible as an accessory, it seems very strange to me
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that be should have ventured to make to the House the record that almost every hon. gentleman on the other side
statement we heard last Friday. I knew that it was im- of the House has asserted that such will be the inevitable
possible they could have been made from the Public Ac- effect of the Tariff. We say that we are not here for the pur-
counts. After charging us with the whole expenditure for pose of preventing that kind of competition. We are very
1873 and 1874, he was cunning enough to attempt to hold us glad to see it. If, by the competition of five or six refiners,
responsible for what could nt be laid to our door, thinking the price of sugar goes down-and if the prico of sugar bas
he could get a smali advantage in making up his state- gone down so far that the Halifax refinery is unable te
ment on that basis. I believe I can appeal to any fair- sustain itself, it is not fJavorable to the hon. gentleman's
minded man to sustain me in the endeavor to put the argument. The lion. leader of' hIe Opposition asserted in
position taken by him fairly before this House, and through Toronto, withb his usual humor, that "lRedpath had a sweet
the House before the country. The truth is, that when thing." It looks as if some hon. gentlemen had rather a
one hears statements made by the hon. gentleman with his sour thing in their attempt at such a line of argument as that
pleasant flow of language, and bis captivating eloquence brought forward by the hon. member for Middlesex, because,
-an eloquence learned in a different school from the Par- in respect to sugar refining, upon which they always attack
liament of Canada, but which still gives him an advantage us, if the business is donc on so small a margin and requires
over many of us, .who do not hold the quasi-official such close management and so much capital that there is no
position that he does-we are almost led for a moment profit in it except for men who have large means and large
to pay grave attention to it; just as we are led business experience, and understand exactly the workings
very often, when we find in the newspapers a taking of the market, I think that is as strong an argument
heading, with the relation of some attractive incident in a against the hon. gentleman's outcry in respect to the sugar
great society, something that catches our eye, followirig it monopoly, of which we have heard in every speech that has
till we find we have been entrapped into reading an adver- been made by them, either inside or outside the House,
tisement of a patent medicine. It is exactly so with the since the sugar duties were modified, as can possibly be
lion. gentleman; his speech may take us in for the moment adduced. The hon. gentleman is very much concerned
but we know it is a puff of the men who led the country about our export trade. H e is very anxious that our
into trouble-a quack nostrum, after all, like St. Josbua's manufacturers should be compelled to g'> to some slaughter
Ointment, or some other take in of that kind. market or other to get rid of their productions. He expresses
We never hear one of his speeches without feeling, when the greatest sympathy with them because the trade returns
we get to the end, we had been sold or disappointed by it. do not show that they are exporting largely. Well, I always
It is not very easy to find out the trick, but when we once thought that the first object of a manufacturer was to
know it wo are not likely to be caught again. The secure a home market for his goods. I aiways thought it
bon. gentleman manifests the same rabid antipathy was not desirable that goods should bo exported if they
to the manufacturing interests which characterizes ail could be consumed at home. I always thought it was a note
the gentlemen of bis school. He forgets nothing, of a decline of prosperity when there wero large amounts of
and hie learns nothing from the condition of the goods forced upon foreign markets. We are living and learning
times at present. The first utterance I made in this every day, and even the member for West Middlesex may
louse this Session was made in order to fix the learn something perhaps from an authority endorsed by the
attention of the House upon the fact that, after wit- Cobden Club (Mr. Medley). That club bas published a
nessing the unexampled prosperity of the country, after pamphlet lately written by Mr. Medley, in which he says
seeing that we were rising out of the great depression for that he does not tbink it desirable for England to increase her
which hon. gentlemen on the opposite side were in some exports; lie does not think it would be desirable for the ports
degree responsible, when there were cheering signs of of other countries to be opened to receive English goods free
prosperity everywhere, when there was no doubt of duty. It was the necessity of the case that forced that
that success had largely attended the efforts of argument upon him. Those gentlemen will turn like weather-
my hon. friend the Minister of Finance to do something for cocks. While was supposed that th example of England
the struggling industries of the country-that hon. gen- would compel other countrics to open their ports and to
tleman came back to this louse with the saine bitterness receive her exports freo, that was the great cry which was
that characterizes him and bis party in their attacks upon used by all the earlier Free Trade advocates. Now, those
these industries. I have noticed, to be sure, that there are gentlemen, finding that the nations of the world are resolved
gentlemen on the other side who are trving to hedge to take care of themselvesand that the spirit of Free Trade
just now when they find the tide turning so swiftly is not to be enthroned on a bale of cotton and rule the world
against them. But those who are prominent in in favor of Manchester mnanufacturing interests, find that they
thîat are too well known; it is too thin; nobody will believe must take a new tack. They now say, through Mr. Medley:
in the sineerity of any man in regard to Protection who "We do not want other nations to follow our example; it
can argue as well on one side as the other, and whose argu- would create an excitement amoung our manufacturers,
ments in favor of a protective policy have been equally which would excessively stimulate production; there would
convincing with bis arguments against it. The hon. be a drop in prices owing to exes.s in competition, and the
menber for West Middlesex has a great deal to say manufacturing interests would all go to ruiu altogether."
about the unfortunate position of the consumer Mr. Medley says it is a matter for grave question
In this country. He also has a good deal to say whether it is desirable for England tohave the export trade
about th e unfortunate position of the producer. of the world freely open to ber or not. I commend that

e says, we are handicapping the manufacturers, and pamphlet and its ingenious reasoning to those hon.
sa saysat the same time, that the consumers are gentlemen who have opened a parallel discussion running

M from our policy. We have been told that the cheek by jowl with theBudget debato, and who could not
lnenufacturing interest was to be destroyed by the pro- wait for the usual financial explanations before they attacked

tetive policy; that the burdens we were throwing upon the the Tariff. Those hon. gentlemen, and particularly the late
wenufacturers would break them up, or else that those who Minister of Finance, are never weary of showing into what
wae prosperous would engage in such reckless competition a terrible condition a protective Tarif ias brought the
¡t prices would decline so far as to ruin them. Well, United States. I used to listen to their arguments, and I was
theprices are kept down by competition-and I believe always strengthened in my belief that the United States
c erwl be--the home market will be secured and the were not rushing to ruin, by the eloquent pictures of the

ers will get the benefit; and I am sure that it is on benefit of a protective system which were drawn by the hon,
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member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). He prevented respect to protected industries as he was when ho began
me from wholly despairing of the Republic. And now we to gain experienco among the coal miners. Later
are told by the hon. gentleman froin West Middlesex-who, on we may take occasion to deal with these various
I hope, submitted his arguments to bis friend sitting behind views, but, in the meantimo, I propose to read
him (Mr. Charlton) before ho gave them to the House-that a few words, spoken by my hon. friend for North Norfolk
one of the most terrible consequencos of the American pro- (M1r. Charlton) when ho was posing as a Protectionist,
teetive system is the deeline in their shipping trade. I in order to give the hou. member for West Middlesex (Mr.
remember when the Tariff discussion arose in the House in Ross), who sits besido him, an opportunity of weighing
1876, my hon. friend from North Norf blk, with thateloquence well what ho says before ho places himself in opposition to
with which he is so largely gifted, told us what effect a pro- the hon. member for Norfolk. That hon. gentleman said:
tective Tariff had had on the United States. At that time the
hon. gentleman was expecting there would be an increase of in mayche safely assumed iliat no country las attained to greatness

2ý, er ent in he arif, nd h ha acnowedgo. snce inmanufactures without having in tbe course of its history itnposed
2 per cent. in the Tariff, and ho bas acknowledged since, exactions and restrictions. This has been notably the case with Great
thathe was in favor of such an increase upon the 1'7½ per cent. Britain herself; and I think the assertion.that the development of vari.
ist, and his argument was so well urged that ho took the on industries is necessatry to the cultivation of self-defensive power of

House almost by storm. But ho failed inhis conclusions. a nation is incontrovertihle."
After having delivered one of the most effective protectionist That is a beautiful sentence-the case is remarkably weol
speeches which had been made in the House up to that time, put ; indeed, it could not have been much botter expressed
while bis arguments were still fresh in our minds, the hon. had the hon. gentleman been a leading member of tlie
gentleman reached the last three or four sentences and then Cobden Club. He goes on to say :
ho suddenly went back on himsolf. and tried te take the other '- We have an illustration of this in the United States Ibelieve
side of the argument. iBit he had donc to- well ; ho had that the agricultural interests of the Dominion would be promoted by
convinced us by those admirable statements ho had enun- Protection, and that the manufactures being brougtht to the door of the
ciated with sncb confidence, and at times-not always-with farmer would afford a market for a great many articles of produce that

. 8 . îat- would not be saleable if the market were 3,o miles away. With a
such accuracy. The hon. gentleman argud mhome market of this kind established by protection to manufactures, the
decline in the foreign shipping and commerce of the United agriculturist can benefit bis so'l by producing a rotation of crops
States was nothing serious when c>mpared wish her internal We have at our own doors all the illustrations and experience

of Protection and its benefits required for our gorernmentand guidance.
trade, which had prospered to an incredible evtent, and her The United States have adopted a protective policy under which their
domestic commerca had reached two hundred million tons industries have been fostered and promoted, until, in 1870, theirproducts
a year valued at ton thousand million dollars. He enquired : reached $4,253,000,000, giving employment to 2,G00,000 operatives, and
"What is foreign commerce to a people who have a home disbursing over $775,000,000 in wages."

trade of such enormous proportions, the result of their pro- Three years later ho delivered himself on the same subject,
tective policy ?" Why, le argued, they can afford to lot and ore is what he said :
their foreign commerce decline, they eau afford to be isolated
from other nations when they are se enormously prosperous, tThis celebrated National Policy is what? Where shall we look for

fromothe naionswhe the ar so norousl prsperusits source?. It is a servile imitation of the American system.'
under a protective systom, a system that gives the farmers a
homemarket. The hon. gentleman was particularlycloquent Sir, I believe that the system of Protection is one which
in urging that every farmer should have a market at his own developes the industries of the coutrv. I believe that we
door, although now it suits him to decry what ho is pleased have an abundance of talent and genius, which should not
contemptuously to cali the 'garden-sass' theory, which is that be rostricted in their development to a single kind of
everyfarmer shail have a market at home, not only for cereals industry. I believe that we have no right to say to the
but for perishable products. Then the hon. gentleman at once Canadian people : " If you want to exercise your ingenuity,
and for all disposed of aIl such flimsy arguments as are made your inventive facuilties, your commercial intelligence, anl
by bis bon. friend from West Middlesox, and it is unfortunate your gifts other than those necessary to the pursuits of
that those bon. gentlemen are not at one with themselves. agriculture, you shall go away from your own country, for
The hon. gentleman from Lambton says so far as the Tariff we intend, so far, as we can, te make you bewers of wood
is concerned, there are vested interests. He says, if you are I and drawers of water to other countries." Tie late hot.
kind enough to lot us cme Lack to power we beg to remipd Finance M inister as been cloquent in season and out of
you that veste: interests have ben created, that w-e shall season in denouncing the gathering together of people il'
deal with the industries quietly and gently, that we shall not towns. 'Stav u t home, ho screans, 'like your fathers
crush them all at once, but kill them inch by inch, se that before you ; let the cildrou subdivide the farm, urtil by-
they will have time to prepare for their fate-tieno to make and-bye we shal g et into some such condition as the lilsh
their last will and testament, and settle their family affairs. population are ini at thle present moment. Your young mnîc
On the other hand the hon. gentlcman froim Centre Huron, shail have no other than farm w-ork; no varied opportunti
with noble rage, says we will have nothing t d vo with them; tics of' developin g their pwwers ; and if there is a skilful
the manufacturers are boated monopoli-t, and ho denotunres mechanic or nu inventive geilus amrnong yhoube nust sek
them with ail that fury whicl seizes hitm whenî cannot by nty an appreciation andu enpioyment in some other countr.
other means answer the argum'ants with which ho is met by Hlow w-as it withî us belore the Naional Policy w-as intr-
hon. gentlemen on this side cf the Hoiuse, The hon. inember duce1? Wo wero dealing wi tho le-United kStates -buyinig
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charl:on), endeavors te psrstuade the froin them from 40,000,000 to $50,ioO,o00 worth of goods;
manufacturing fly that if ho vill but come into the Free Trade buying from them, in fact, everything from a jews-harp to c
spider's web which he has preparel for lim, nothinîg shaI melodeon that iequired skiilld aud highly pimid labor. Vo
hurt him, But the fly knows the voice too well; he bas gave emnployment to such labor and paid for it with tho
" been.there before," and is not to be persuaded to venture produets of' our' soil and labor, representing 80 cents or $1 .
himcelf in the meshes again. The hon. member for dny. Onie half of our annual balance was paid in that wavtiy '
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), is also one of those who give nO the romainder in hard gold, and that was the system which
quarter. In season and out of season, ho rises to his feet, hon. gentlemen opposite insisted on continuing. They d
and, almest inarticulate with anger, donounces thc mane- nounced us when we proposed to change it, and said w-c wOu
facturers, who, ho says, aire fattening upon an unfortunate iueur the displcnsure of the greai-t nation alongside f is if V

public. The hon. leader cf the Opposition bas probably attempted what they calledà retaliatory policy. I know
learned something, fron his toui in the Maritime Provinces, many gentlemen of standing and influence in that couitry,
and is thereforo not quite as rabid in his utterances in and when I said to them that wo wer thiuking of adopting

Mr. PAr.
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a policy such as theirs, although not so high a Tariff, they
replied that that was the sincerest form of compliment to
their system to imitate it, and wondered that we had been
so blind as net to have doue so before, that they were not sur-
prised to learn that we were tired of a one-sided and jug-
handled system of Free Trade. Hon. gentlemen opposite
predicteI dir results which were to corne from our Tariff
against the manufactures of our friends across the border.
Among them would be, they asserted, the abrogation of the
railway bonding systei. When I mentioned that to leading
men in the United States thoy said we need not foar. They
wanted our carrying trade and did not intend to eut off their
noses to spite their faces. It was absolutely necessary for us,
Mr. Speaker, to raise the Tariffon account of the extravagance
of our predecessors-who had failed to adjust their revenues
to suit their expenditure-who had ineurred a succession of
deficits-who had incurred 'the publie debt, without providing
additional revenue to meet the charges it imposed. We
unreservedly pledged ourselves to the country while in
Opposition nearly two years before the fatal 17th of Septem-
ber, which was the Ides of March for our hon. friends opposite,
that if we came into power we would deal with the fiscal
policy of the country exactly asmy hon. friend, then as now,
Minister of Finance, pledged bimself to deal with it in 1873.
What did that hon. gentleman say thon? le said:

"Our 15 per cent. Tariff gives us an abundant revenue, and it gives
us protection, inasmuch as the Americans, owing to their high prices at
the close of the war, buy everything from us and can sell us nothing.
We do not want any more protection yet, and we do not want any
additional revenue. But when the time comes-as it will come, for
assuming the provincial debts, for giving a new subsidy to Nova Scotia,
for taking in Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, and for
opening up tbe North-West-when that time comes, we shall deal with
the fiscal uestions, with reference to the protection and fostering of our
industries."1

My hon. friend from South Brant, (Mr. Paterson) then, as
now, in Opposition, could not wait. He rose and begged the
hon. Minister to bring in a protective Tariff without delay, he
was loud-as he alwsys is-in expressing his disappointment
that the Conservative Government of .1873 did not introduce
a protective Tariff. The hon. gentleman was posing then
-honestly, I think-as a Protectionist; and as he is posing
now as an anti-Protectionist, I leave the inference to be
drawn from my statement that he was honest in both
attitudes. We have been chargced with having stolen a
verdict in1 878. We have been charged with having
deladed the people. We have been charged with having
obtained their suffrages under false pretences. If there ever
ever wa1s a straight issue, it was made in the first instance
by Sir John A. Macdonald's resolution in this louse, in
favor of a protective Policy for all our industries, which was
discussed at great length and was finally voted down by a
majority of forty or fifty. The hon. gentlemen who sit
OPposite, and who then administered the Government and
seemned s0 secure in tteir places, sealed their doom and
ensu1e1 ouir or triemph. Upon that issue, fully accepted
by ou1r opponents, we wout to the country Hon. gentle-
men who say that a verdict was stolen from the people in
1878, show uery little confidenco iu the intelligence of the

ectors of Canada. It is the habit of hon. gentlemen onthe other side, when the popular will is not in accord withthem, to "buse the people, whom they so loudly extol at
Other times. Such is the habit also of the organ of hon.
entIemen Oppnsite; and I tell them that the greatest mis-
rtune which I i hink eau befall any party is to have the

"'IPort Of such an organ, except the misfortune of havingIhem fnancesadministered by thegentleman who administered
thein forgçe years. In a so called reply to a speech ofIhe hon. Minister of iailways, we had a Budget speech

t r 0 e hon. melmber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin). Welland have endeavored, iin preparing to address the House
msd Io not like to do so without examining the argu.Ments which have been made on the oLher side-to follow

that bon. gentleman's speech. I know the hon. gentleman has
a most remarkable verbal memory. I know it was formerly
possible for him to listen to a speech, and report it almost
word for word. But this sometimes leads him into error.
The hon. gentleman's speech was a melange without begin-
ning or end. It was a jumble of words whicl I could hardly
follow; yet there was running through it all a misconception
and consequent miarepresentation of fact-if one may so
speak-which is one of the peculiarities of that hon. gentle-
niai, and makes it very difficult to follow his argument. It is
very much like trying to watch the motion of a water-spider
jumping about on the surface of a stagnant pool. But there is
one prevailing idea through it all, and the hon. gentleman
has uttered that idea so long and so persistently that I will
give him the credit of now being perfectly sincere in
believing it. The ion. gentleman ieminds me very much
of a story I heard many years ago-a very pertinent one,
I think, fnot only to his own mental attitude, but to that of
several other gentlemen on the opposite side. Many years
ago an officer of the Anerican navy, hailing from Baltimore,
a very venerable gentleman, high in command, had been
in the constant habit of telling a favorite story at his
mess table. le said he was out on the Chesapeake Bay in
lis boat, shooting canvas-back ducks, when lie saw two
beautiful swans flying towards him. He fired one barrel,
brougit them both down from an enormous height, and
they both fell into his boat. The et îFr was a very big one,
but no one ventured to question it, an I ho cantinuedi te tell
it, year after year, until an old friend with whom he was to
dine one evening, said to him: "Commodore ,excuse me,
but I know you will lot me take the liberty of speaking
about that swan story. It pains me to see some of the
younger officors wink at each other when you tell it.
Couldn't yo tone it down somewhat ?" The Commodore
took the hint, and that nigit he modified the story so far as
to say that ho killed but one swan and picked it up in the
water where it fell. His friend congratulated him after
dinner and the old Commodore replied, "My good friend, I
am greatly indebted to yon, for do you know, sometimes on
my lonely couch at night, and in moments of gloom and
deepondency, I fancy I missed both those birds." I do not
know whether my hon. friend froi Gloucester has a similar
feeling, or whether on his lonely couch at night Le ever
thinks ho has missel both of is birds and fuels an impulse to
modify some of bis wild statenents, which are like the Com-
modore's swan story. The hon. gentleman is very fierce in
lis denunciations of gentlemen on this side of the House, and
he bas been particularly severe on my hon.friend the Mini-ter
of Finance; and 1 now wish to say that there never has been
an occasion, since I have been in public life, when I have
had more pleasure in listening to a financial statement than
I had in listening to that of my hon. friend on Friday la-t.
When he came into power we were undoubtedly face to face
with great difficulties. We were face to face, in the first
place, with an implacably hostile opposition which threat-
ened, as it did, as it does, as it will, to interfee with the
policy which we might adopt, no matter what it might be
-pre-judge it, distort it, misrepresent it in every
possible way-denouncing those who might act under
it--putting themselves in such a position that they
were a constant menace to capital, which is always
sensitive-always slow to move. It is a great grati-
fication to know that, in spite of all these obstacles, my hon.
friend has~been able, from the public records, from his own
personal observation, from that painstaking, intelligent
examination whic he has made into the results of the policy
we have adopted, to bring down to the House such assur-
ing evidence that what ho promised has largely come to
puss, and that if there is any want of success anywhere, it
has arisen from the fact that those who are hesitating
whether they shall embark their capital or not, owe that
hesitation to the remote possibility that their interests may
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be interfered with. I do not think there is the slightest to four or five millions a year thore can be no danger of
danger. I do not think hon. gentlemen who sit on the foreclosure, which was not the case when deficits were
Opposition Benches are likely to come out of that position; increasing and the credit of the Dominion declining. 
i do notthink thatif they did they would be quite as sanguin- the farmers, who have listened to sucl silly stuif, desire to
ary as they promise to be; and I know perfectly well that the be sale, they had better beware of the party of deficits,
business men are not going to trust the horo of deficits and his and of a policy which did so much between 1873 and 1878
confreres, They will not again trust those who falsified, to lower the credit of Canada. So long as Dominion
during the five years they were in power, every promise and 4 per cents. are worth 104 in the market and our
every pledge they made before they came into office, but securities keep up in value, notwithstanding the
we shall have to wait for the full fruition of the present remonstrances of the hon. the ex-Finance Minisler
bon. Finance Minister's policy until another election bas our sgricultural friends need fot be at ail alarmed. The
assured by another triumph the position of the leader of time they have to fear will be when thoso who mismanaged
the Conservative party. and of those gentlemen who have publie aflairs from 1873 to 1878, core back into power, and
so ably seconded and supported him, and I cannot doubt that then it may be possible that the iraginary mortgage
the vote of the people will again return those faithful ser- may become a real one in danger of foreclosure. Now,
vants to this House with an undiminished majority to com- however, they are tolerably safe, notwithstatiding the
plete the good work they have so successfully begun. disasters pictured by the hon. member for Middlesex
When we were labouring to convince the people that we(Mr. Ross) and the groans heaid from the hon. member
would not be false to our promises, and that if we came into for NorthîNorfolk (Mr. Charlton), who, in my own
power we would endeavor to do something, feeble though it district. repeated the Eame terrible story; I do not, however,
might bc, for the development of the overborne and perish- believe there was a farmer, who hoard hlm, who
ing interests of the country, the people were warned a wou]d have sold bis faum for 25 cents per acre les,
day or two before the elections to remember that the vote although my hon. friend endeavored to persuade hin
of those who should support our party at the polls would be that he was in the condition of an involuntary nortgagee.
in direct approval of the following: But i is one of the tricks of hon, gentlemen opposite.

" The Pacifie scandal, the Intercolonial Railway villainy, the North- It is cognate to the means they use for the purpose of
Westblundering the Northern Railway scandal,the Nova Scotia bribe, the ]ersuadlng the people that the country is in a snffering and
British Columbia terms, fraught with evil consequences to Canada, the Thele condition. Unfortunately for them, vithin the last two
payment of $4,000 to get Riel out of the country, the Moylan scandil,
the Secret Service robbery, the lavish policy which increased
the public expenditure from $13,000,000 in 1867 to $23,658,000 In great measure to give up the argument adverse to the
in 1872-73, and increased the public debt $96,000,000 for public futuie of the manufacturing interests and that based upon
works, and altogether by $131,000,000; and of an unprincipled the
party which bas pledged itself to carry out the 'National Policy,'
which is to impose taxes on raw mat criai, food, and clothing as foilows': ing cisc for ncarly two ycars. There was ne hon. member
$2 per ton on all coal, $7 per ton on pig iron, a tax on wheat, a tax on opposite who did not endeavorcd to say soinething worse
flour, a tax on meal, a tax on salt, a tax on beef and pork, a tax of 46 to than lis friend who preceded him about the condition of the
60 per cent. on cot ton yarn, a tax of 41 to 81 per cent. on thread, a tax of
50 to 60 per cent on silks, etc., a tax of 35 per cent. on machinery, a tax country, and the more extravagant the gtatements the more
of 30 :- cent. on stoves, a tax of 70 per cent. on wool and woollen goods, they were applauded. I remember when a gentleman rose
a tai of 85 per cent. on flannels and blankets, a tax of 40 per centon and said that St. Catharines that was in great business troub!e
ready-made clothing, a tai of 50 to 84 per cent. on carpets, a tax of 85
per cent. on alpaca goods, a tax of 40 per cent. on heavy cottons, a tax and distress; it was the hon, member for Elgin, (Mr. Casuy.)
of 70 per cent. on lighter cottons, a tai of 40 per cent on linens, a tax of 111ef'iends loudly cheered hlm as ho drew the dismal
35 per cent. on boots and shoes, a tax of 35 per cent. on rnbber and pictureitwasagoodstoryuntilanotherwastold. Themore
leather goods, glass bottles, lamp chimneys, clocks, furniture, carriages,
envelopes, writing paper, felt hats, guns, rifles, pistols, umbrellas, extravagant, the more terrible the tale of distress that
parasols, and a whole host of articles used in every family. In a word, came from that town, the more it seemed to delight our
those who vote lor the Tory party vote tu griad tue conusumer and the hon. friends in Opposition. But two or three days after-
poor man beneath a millstone of taxation."ppourmanbenath miîstne o taatin."wards the opposite side of the story -was presented. 31y

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). From what paper are you friend, the hon. member for Lincoln, (Mr Rykert,> received
quoting? a statement contradicting the mournfl atones of the hon.

Mr'. PLUMB. From the Toronto Globe. The Globe is gentlemen from West Elgin, (Mr. Casey,) and the lugubrious
the fricnd of' the pool man. Like the hon. leader of the faces of these hon, gentlemen showed how terribly they were
Opposition, that journal is so fond of the poor man that it i disappointed on finding St. Catharines, after ail, was not
striving ta keep him always poor, it cannot affo2d te lose ruined, b ut stil possessed life and enchuraging hopes and
hlm, and if hon, gentlemen opposite came mbt power ta- prospects. I snw in the Globe the othèr day, an accounit of
day they would adopt a policy to make the poor man poorer, the utter destruction, in a business way, of the Village of
as past events have shown.The hon, gentleman (Mr». Welland, which seemed to give the Editor much satisfac-
Rose), te w4ose speech I have been largely addressing my- tion. It was the most dolefu narrative possible; the towu
self, and who is se fond of the law of averages, told us at was utterly ruined and destroyd; yet the very next day, in
varions places during the surner campaign that there lad anther paper, there was a statement that the town et'Wel-
been a large mortgage placed upon the farms of the unfor- landport, a neighboring place, had increased its population
tunate people of this country by the Conservative in thee or four years by 400 per cent. One
Government. The public debt, le asserted, was wJiopy town lad gonm down, the other had gone up. What the
crceted by our party and formed an Incumbrance cause was I do net know, but the paper that cpied stories
or mortgage of 67 an acre upon every acre of im 1oef thedestruction f Welland took very good care not the
provedland in the Dominion. The hon, member for North put the companion picture alongside. That reminddese

(Mr. otss an the grasGlhear fote h. membe

Norfolk made the sae assertion in a speech in iagara a ot r lo o i n
few months ago, and the only person who Beemed alarmed ping, and ledcoirpelled te acknowledge that there has been
was a sy Grit net own an acre, a great inerease l the prosperity of thecountry. hi re,

Ai. RSymptheie owouin thias e sopy, I find four pages devotd entirelysOa description e Toronto, with many startlpng headlimO6,
Mr. PLJMB. No ; I find it was $7 an acre. I cannot describing the vario s subjets-of its growth and pros

admit that there l such a mortgage on the lands ef' aur perity; the great inerease ofwealth and population. p oe
agriultural population. Tley-eed net lie awake at story ai told alhost as attractively as if te gentlemaffe hn
nîghts for ear et it, for se long as the surplus is rolling up made up the paper lad lots te uel in that triviolg

31r. ?Lumis.
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city. It is headed Trade IReview of 1881, which
we are told was the most active and prosperous year
in the history of the city. Then we have the
striking head-lines, such as "Toronto as a Business City; "
"Large Increase in the Wholesale Trade; " "Livoly Con-
dition of the Retail Business; " "Great Crops of Whoat and
Barley ;" "Small Export of Flour and Wheat;I" "Provision
Trade Somewhat Restricted, but Healthy;" " Prosperity
of the Lumber Trade;" " Larger Receipts and High
Prices;" "The Retail Trade Producing $36,000,000, and
the Produce Trade $33,000,000; " "lThe Gain on this Twelve
per cent.;" "Total Tradoof the City for 1881, $85,257,00j."
It really looks as if the statement had been issued from the
Mail office, and I am surprised that the Globe should have
published an article so damaging to its party views. The
review of the whole trade of the city is extensive and
interesting. We used to hear a great deal about the bank-
ruptcies that were said not to deminish when we came to
this sida of the flouse; the hon. gentlemen opposite were fond
of bringing out statisticsto show that even in 1819 thonumber
and volume of commercial disasters had not lessened. But
such disasters do not usually occur from sudden causes. They
result from years of declining trade, depression and adver-
sity; men do not fail on account of their losses in the pre.
vious six months, but because their business has suffered
from a long dry rot, which compels them at last to break
up when revival of trade seems hopeless, and that was
the state of things that existed in this country. But lot
us look at the results of the six years in this respect: in
1873 the amount involvei in failures was $12,354,000; 1874,
$7,000,00a; 1875, - , who was in power thon ? Methinks
I see a peculiar expression on the face of the hon. gentleman
who was the leader of the opposite party thon; the total
lor this year was ê28,843,000. In 1876, $25,517,000; and
for 1877, a year when hon. gentlemen opposite were still
in power, $25,510,000; in 1878, $23,132,000; in 1879, after
struggling through years of gloom and hoping against
hope, many could not sustain themselves longer, and sunk
Ssighit of land, and $29,000,000 were involved in those

basiness failures of that year; and we heard it charged by
hin. geutlemen opposite that this disastrous sum furnished an
evidence that the prosent Administration had not brought
about the prosperity they promised. An hon. member
beside me mentions the prospective repeal of the Insolvency
Law as a principal cause of the failuresof1879;weknew that
when it was threatened, everybody, that year, rushed in to
take advantage of it as far as possible. What happened the
next year ? If I remember aright, my hon. friend the
present Finance Minister thon presided over the
T'reasury. It began to recover from its depletion,
business revived, the people bocame more hopeful. There
arose a general belief that business mon might venture upon
farther investments. The rate of discount, instead ofremain-
ing at 1 or 2 percent., began to appreciate, and people every-
Where became more hopoful. And why ? Because theysaw men in power who were inclined to look to the interests
Of the country and protect them if they could-at any rate
men willing to make some effort in that direction, and not
to acknowledge that they were entirely helpless as regards
the promotion of the geueral welfare. Well, in 1880, thei
failures reached only $7,000,000,against $29,000,000 the vear

0vious, and, in 1881, the total was but $6,000,000, against
ha,000,000 in 181 5 . If there isanything in this argument, weave a right te use it, because similar arguments were cm-PlOyed by hon. gentlemen opposite, who have endeavored to
watn upon us the responsibility for the disasters of 1879 with
W«h I we had no sort of connection. Every business man 4knews that those disasters were due te complications whichOriginated long before my hon. triends took their seats on the Treasury benches. 1 have not had, until now, an opportunity1Of thanking my hon. friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
topresercomng to enlighten the little constituency that I
represent• He gave me a short time for reply to the open-

ing part ofhis speech, and no opportunity to reply to several
statements which ho made in the second part of his address on
that occasion. I shall take the opportuuity, bofore sitting
down, to refor to a few of the hon. gentleman's points
As he, like the hon. member for West Middlosex, is an
aspirant to the financial office in a future Liberal Cabinet,
his utterances are considered, by his own side, of much
importance. On this point, I may say, there is a sort of
financial duel going on between the hon. member for North
Norfolk,the hon member for South Huron(Mr.Cameron) and
the hon. member for West Middlesex, to show which can
make the biggest bid on the floor of tho House and elsewhero,
to win the favor of the present leader ofthe Opposition, though
how long ho may continue to lead I do not know. Therefore,
the utterances of the hon. member for North Norfolk, viewed
in this light, possesses very considerablo significance.
Hie has, within a short time, I believe, constructed a plat-
form for his party, which I have seon in the press, but as it
has not been accepted generally by his party I will not now
refer to it. The hon. gentleman made a very calm and
temperate statement during the time that preceded the time
ho had given me to speak. le made no remarks then which
called for special answer, but spoke in the courteous tone
and manner which often characterizes him. I had
reason to suppose that ho would continue in the same
way after I had availed myself of the brief oppor-
tunity he gave me to address my constituents. But no
sooner had I sat down than the hon. gentleman seemed to
lose his temper. I Lad said nothing to provoke him, but ho
proceeded in a manner so entirely difforent irom anything I
had ever heard froin him that I was grieved and surprised.
He began with a tirade against the Tariff, eating his own
wordsat every sentence, contradicting himself flatly in every
possible manner, denouncing what ho himself had advocated
on the floor of this Houso with as great eloquence as any
man that everdefended a protective policy. Sorne of his state-
ments at Niagara were of a most extraordinary character. le
stated that the Tariff had increased the price of cotton 35
per cent. The hon. gentleman knows perfectly well that
the average increase in the Tariff was from 5 to 5 per cent.
fie knows that there was a Tariff of 17 per cent. then
existing, and ho himself was in favor of raising it to 20
per cent. Now, suppose there was an addition of 10 per cent.
-though nobody pretended that the average Tariti upon
cottons is over 25 per cent, altogether it could only raise the
price 10 per cent-and it has not raised the price at all,
because it is well understood that these goods are sold as
cheaply now as they were before the Tariff was put upon
them, so that no argument can be based upon that. But the
hon. gentleman must know, though he studiously concealed
it in bis argument, that an addition of 2½ per cent., which he
favored, would have raised the Tariff to 20 per cent., and
only what was added to that was an addition to the Tariff
of 20 per cent. that ho himseif desired and advocated. Hon.
gentlemen opposite habitually deal with the Tariff
in the same way; they always assume in their arguments
that the whole of the present Tariff was put
in by the present Government. Tho bon. gentleman
attempted to mislead those whom ho was addressing. He
said, also, that it was impossible for the farmers to receive
any benefit whatever fron the Tariff. But ho was so un-
fortunate as to have for his chairman a gentleman who had
been benetitted to the extent of $700 or $800 that year by
proteotion in peaches, as ho was one of the largest peach
growers in Canada. Whon I asked that gentleman if ho
would like to have the Tariff taken off farm products, fruit,
etc., ho was silent and never made response, although ho is
an ardent member of tho hon. gentleman's party. My hon.
friend also stated that our Government had increased the
public debt to an enormous figure, and that the late adminis-
tration were only responsible for $80,000 of the whole, which
was spent on one of the canals. Of course ho was trifling
with the intelligence of his auditors, every one of whom
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knew better. He said the increase of the public debt was from from himself and especially over those Who,.like
$75,72R,000 in 176. to $157,000,000 in 1881, and was wholly me, happened to bave less parliarentary experience
chargeab1e to the Con-ervative Government. H1e generously than be had. Akhough during bis whole parliamentary
ackiowlodge 1 afterward,, however, that the aforesaid carcer I cannot remember an instance in which he
$s0,000 of the $81,0)0,000 of increase had been incurred by ever showed me the slightest courtesy, or extended
Mr. Mackenzie. I made up the account afterwards and tell a hclping hand to nie, thougliho knew I was unused to
my hon. friend that the nett public debt had been Parliament and parliarentary procedure-athougl, on the
increased mainly by the assumption of the Provincial debts, contrary, 1 believe that fror the tire I entered Parliament
by the construction of the Intercolonial Railway, and the until I was called to corne back here, after a contest which
purchase of the Narth-West. from $76,Oi0,000, in 1867, to was brought about by the hon, gentleman and a gentleman
$99,848,482 in July, 187. iUnder the ruie of our hon. friends who waz then bis adviscr, but is now no more, I do fot
opposite it swelled up to $139,362,069, on June 30, 1878, with think received aindoencouraging word fr
liabilities incurred by the Mackenzie Administration for -stili I arnnotdisposed te recali to-night, in anything liko
87,000,000 or $8,000,000 more, and the loan of Dccmber, an nnforgiving spirit, bis conduct towards me, however
1878, which increased the debt to $146,481,071, June 30, mach reason I may bave had te complain of him. I arnot
1879, should bave been made by the late Finance Minister ef'the spirit of those who, in the heur of a nan's
before the clections In round numbers, the increase made by depiession or humiliation, mould add one word
hon. gentlemen opposite might be fairly stated at te increase them. I have only to say, however, that
$50,000.000. When the late hon. Minister of Finance came thoso who occupy public positions, sucl as I occupy,
into power he said that liabilities amounting to $130,000,000 should hold it a duty te eau public attention again and again
to be provided for were left upon him by bis predece-sors. to the mismanagerent, to the reckloss waste, to the
Somehow or other he manaied to get thrcugh with them by stupid blundering, which charactorized the hon. gentleman's
expending about $22,000,000, and the remainder was spentadministration ofthe Publie Works, in connectien with the
for works inaugurated by the hon. gentlemen themselves railway system from Fort William to Red River. I may
They were not bound to build the Canadian Pacific Railway say, too, that it is in evidence that Mr. Fleming eommened
es a public work; there was no obligation resting upon the construction of that work by running the railwaylite
them to rush into the scheme, which they took up towards Sbebandowan from Fort William, until it was prac-
before they had the survey of a responsiblo engineer. tieally found that no rond could be made, that it wnsaban-
There was no obligation on therm to make the addition te doned aftcr procecding westward witb tho work thirty-six
the public debt which that wild adventure cost them-an miles, and after he had settled witb the contractots, bygiviug
adventure which was, as they left it, practically uscless, them the option of geing by another une. There wceno
which, so far as the North-West is concerned gave that surveys, ne quanlities, no estimates, no proper regard for
country a railway into a wilderness which never was the money of the country; but the bon, gentleman
explored, and when there was searcely a line blazed by the Mackenzie) and bis coileagues, foi somo reason or other,
pioncer's axe-a line which ran from Fort William to Englisb cither in the interosts o? the contracters, or in some interests
River on one side and from Red River to Rat Portage on the which I wiil net attempt te characterize. it tbougbt desirable
other nnd left a gap of one hundred and seventy-eight miles.te p'oceed with the work without the slightest piepararion.
And ny hon. fricnd the leader of the late Government, said It xas thought prnper, aise, tobegin at the Iel fliver as
he did not intend to hurry the construction of the interme- well as nt Fort William, when thero were ne mens of
diate line IrHe attempted to utilize what he was pleased tocnrrying suplies there except by a most cir'uitous and
call the "water stretches," over which there could only be expensive 'oute. Thero was ne survey there and ne lire
transported two ship loads of grain daring the whole navi- laid out. The engiacera went on fumblng for a linOzo
gable season, after harvest, and ho put under contract 112 both sides, and on one aide a domurrage of th'ee oi'four
miles on one side of those water stretches and 113 on the thonsand dollars was pnid te the contrter, whiiC bis men
other, costing, at least, $8,00000, aind all this foi' a perfectly woî'eie and whîle the engireers were lookiug
useless service, which never would have paid for the greasing for a lino on wbich bis work should begin.
of the wheels of the railway carriages, employed upon it, And yet it wa3 made the ground of an appeal
until the gap between the two sections had been built, to the country in the interests of economy, foraoeth

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. and careful management; that these hon, gentlemen
shoul be permitted te retain the confidence o? the country,

After Recess. because as they boaated they were building those linos of
railway for $24,000 a mile, but the estimated cost was muade

Mr. PLUMB. When the House rose for Recess, I had ou imnginary quantities; on an imaginary lino; iu an
followed the hon. member for Lambton to the heart of the imaginary direction, to an imaginary terminatien; through
wilderness, which will be cele brated in the history of the an imaginnrysurvey. When the real fad
achievernent of the late Minister of Public Works as the oat-and tbey were, or eught te have been, in the possesie'
Lake Mille Lacs route with its seven impracticable portages, of the gentleman who lad control of the Publie Werks when
the Fort Franeis Lock that never was opencd, and the 'ter he ruade that appeal-it was discovered that the quantities
waste of money connected with the most frantie scheme which bnd been estimated were far exceeded; in somoecases
that has ever been attempted by a publie officer of Canada. 30, 40, 70 and even 160 per cent.; and that the ceat of the
I shall not be uncharitn Ne enough to leave him there with road was te be eubanccd te nearly $40,000 a mile. Net
no outlet for escape ex copt a ciretitous route which bas never withstanding ail this, the hou, gentleman persisted in bi
been used for any practical purpose. In concluding my refer- mia-statements te the electors; persisted in boasting Of
ence to that portion of tIhe bon. gentleman's career, I would bis ecenomy and goed management. But for car inveS'
simply say that his whole policy is fairly illu-trated by what tigatiena and our close enquiry into the wboie iatte', the
was dome in connection with railway construction, and thepublie would have been deceived into the idea that theîr
attempt to nake a thoroughfare in that direction.. I do not t daim teeonumy was well founded that it wâs net
wiish, and L.dhi> not irten,, to press this matier as I might founded on a pretence which it would be parliamentArYi
upeo theI h. gentleman, although, if I felt so disposed, II1p'esume, te catI mistaken, but wbich,
might nalost hb excu-ei for doing so, when I remember theit would be henest te sny was false. 1f wo
long ycars, during which he tyrannized over me and over show, as we ean show, that that was eecf the princiPia
other members of the opposite side of the l9use I aims put forward for the support of the public, nQtio
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mainly, but elsewhere as well; we have a right to say that
those who brought it forward have no right again to claim
the confidence of the people. But that is not all. We were
persistentlY told at the time that we were said to be snatch-
ing a verdict from the people by false pretences, that we
had loaded the country with responsibilities so enorious
that its resources could not meet them. We were told that
we had left upon the predecessor of my hon. friend the
Finance Minister responsibilities variously estimated at from
$96,000,000 to $130,000,000; and a list of these responsi bilities
was paraded before the public. We were taunted with our
recklessness, our extravagance, as if we had no interest in our
own country-as if we were not Canadians-as if we did not
seek to benefit the country and do the best we could for it-
as if we were a set of reckless political adventurers; or, in
the language of the hon. gentleman who made the statement
(Sir Richard Cartwright), as if, afler wrecking the ship
on the rocks, we scuttled her, and broke into the spirit-room
and, in drunken desperation, destroyed the cargo. That
was the way in which we were characterized by the hon.
gentleman from Centrs Huron, who bas had his lesson, and
will have his lesson again. Vhat is the fact, Sir? The fact
is that the claim to economy in respect to the building of
the Pacifie Railway was as unfounded and baseless as the
claim that we had loaded the country down with liabilities
which it was impossible to meet. There are no evidences
that any particular change was made in the general policy
of the country, except one of extravagance, and except the
assumption of the construction of the Pacific Railway as a
Government work, a work which certainly gave rise to a good
manv scandals which I will refer to by-and-bye. I find the
true statement of the case, as tested by the PublicAccounts,
is simply this: The public debt of the country at the time
of the consolidation of the Union of the Provinces was
net $75,629,641. The next year it was reported, net,
$75,757,131; in 1869, $75,859,269; 1870, $78,204,744, 1871,
877,706,517; 1872, $82,189,072; 1873, $99,848,462. There
we will pause. At the time of bringing into the Union the
Provinces that had not joined it at the time Confederation
was established, therewas, upon a fair statement of accounts,
a debt of about $100,000,000. Then, by arrangements which
1 presume the last people to question will be gentlemen of
the Maritime Provinces, who are usually appealed to for
support of my hon. friends on the opposite side and as
having been particularly burdened by the taxation which it
is claimed bas been put upon them, certain obligations were
incurred. These were Assumption of Provincial debts, Sub-
sidy to New Brunswick in lieu of certain timber dues,
Admission of Prince EdwardIsland, Opening of the North-
West, and other mesures for the general welfare, benefit
and harmony-additions by which the net debt was i.-
creased to $108,224,465 on 30th June, 1874. Up to, and
including 1873, the debt was 899,848,462, showing an in-
crease from 1867 to 1873 for legitimate purposes-for
Purposes that bave not been questioned-for purposes that
cannot be questioned-for purposes which were absolutely
indispensible to the prosperity and union and harmony of
the country and the consolidation of Confederation-of
822,595,000. Now, in that year, and with these additions-
with a debt of $99,848,462-the gentlemen upon the oppo-site benches assumed power. They assumed power, as Ihave often stated, under pledges which confined them tovery narrow Jimits. They had taken on themselves
while in Opposition, obligations that we had neverconsidered our party bound by; they bad undertakento reduce the publiec expenditure; they had undortakentae ltmit the public debt; and they had under-
taken to curtail the progress of the country-the last two
things cannot be doue the one without the other, becausee true indication of the progress cf a country like this ishe graduai and judicious increase of the public debt and
Puble expeuditur, without which the country cannot be

developed. They had undertaken to do all this. Now let
us see what was the fulfilment of that undertaking, in the
matter of the public debt my hon. friend the member for
North Norfolk said gencrously he would acknowledge that
tkey had increased it $80,000, but that was for some canal
or other to which his hon. friend and former leader bad
been committed; in fact, be threw the whole responsibility
of the increase of the public debt during the five years of
the late Administration upon the gentlemen now on the
Treasury benches. The debt, up to 1873, increased $22,595,-
000, and, in 1873, our hon. friends opposite suceceded to
the Treasury benches, came into power by tactics which
I will not attempt to characterize, by a false issue on which
they obtained a judgment from the people, a judgment
which the people were very glad to reverse when they had
had an opportunity of testing the hon. gentlemen's per-
formances. They came into power th $99,848,462 of
debt, increased to $108,224,965 on 30th June, 1874, and
they left it, in 1878, with that debt increased to 8139,362,-
000, and with obligations, by contracts and otherwise, which
compelled their successors to borrow, at least, $8,000,000 or
89, 000,000, with deficits of $6,.00,000, which had to be pro-
vided for, making an absolute increase of $46,500,000, with
whatever fui ther sum would be required to meet their con-
tracts for railway construction, in an undertaking to which
they were not bound on taking office, an undertaking which
they had commenced by a law passed in the Parliament of
1874, abro gating all the old contracts, abrogating the policy
of the former Government, and taking upon themselves, as
a Government, the construction of the Pacifie Railwav as a
public work, involving, as everybody knows wbo bas had
any experience in public works, conditions and consider-
ations whieh those hon. gentlemen ought to have shrunk
from, for it placed them constantly in such a position, with
regard to public contractors, that we will be glad, on our
side, when we have relieved the country from such an
onerous responsibility. The amount of the increase of the
public debt, between 1873 and 1877, bas been $46,532,508.
Now, Sir, there is no question but that some part of that is
due to previous engagements. Every incoming Govern-
ment must be bound to a certain extent by the engagements
of its predecessors, and there is nothing so foolish, there is
nothing so unpatriotic, there is nothing so improper, as for
an incoming Administration to attempt in any way to shirk
a fair or proper responsibility that bas been thrown upon
them by their predecessors; but we have had every possible
reason fbr returning to the hon. gentlemen opposite the mea-
sure that was meted out to us in 1874. Why, Sir, on my first
appearance in public life when I took my seat here in that year
I heard and never shall forget the Budget Seecph which was
delivered to this House by the hon. Finance Minister then in
power. I shall never forget the shriek and the howl, and the
aggravated, piled up, heaped up vituperation which that
hon, gentleman poured out on his predccessors. Why, Sir, a
financial statement is supposed to be a calm, deliberate
effort. It involves considerations which ought to forbid
expressions of passion; it involves the publie credit, which
should constrain a Finance Minister, 1 think, to take the
saine line that would be taken by a judicial officer, other-
wise damage must be don to it. Violent harangues by
hon. gentlemen entrusted with the public funds should
not be tolerated, and yet there bas not passed a
Session since I came into Parliament, in which the lon.
gentleman who held the position of Finance Minister in
the late Government, the gentleman who was afterwards
dismissed from the control of the public treasury, has not
indulged in harangues that would disgracc a political
stump speaker. This state of things almost compels us
to resort to meeting argument of that kind with similar
argument. I regret very much that the debates in this
House, particularly those which have reference to the credit
of the Dominion, have been brought, by the example set by
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the hon. gentleman who held the public purse strings during
five disastrous years, down to the position to which they
bave been brought, and, Sir, the responsibility rests only in
one place, and we will enferce the responsibility there.
Since we came into power in 1878, the net debt bas been
increased from $140,362,069 to $155,395,780, exclusive of
deficits. The loan of December, 1878, should be added to
the $140,362,069-by so much as it increased the gross
debt-say nearly $5,000,000. It ought to have been made
in the summer of 1878. The net interest, in 1878, was
$6,533,000 ; in 1881, it was $6,9 18,000, when, although there
was an increase of 815,000,000 of net debt, there was only
an increase of $386,000 of net interest. Our friends on the
opposite Cside increased the gross debt up to 1878,
$35,213,834, and the gross interest charges, $1,850,659. The
increase of the gross debt since 1878 bas been $25,904,379;
increase of gross interest charges only $558,752. The com-
parative saving between the two financial managements
is, as may be readily seen, $593,248 a year in our favor, for
at the same rate of charge as is shown on that $35,213,834,
our $25,904,379 would have involved an interest charge of
$1,152,000. In accounting for the increase of the publ'c debt,
which is often thrown in our faces, it may be very
well occasionally to look back and see what are the items that
compose that increase. The debt of 1867, was $75,629,641
net, was represented the assumption by the Dominion Gov-
ernment of the main portion of the debt of the Confederated
Provinces. Part of the remainder was afterwards assumed,
and properly assumed, in 1873, by my hon. friend the
Finance Minister under authority of Parliament. Now,
Sir, we assumed debts of the Provinces to the amount, after
1868, and prior to 1874, of $15,525,279. We spent during.
that period upon Public Works chargeable to capital,
$2, 145,843; upon surveys and expenses connected with the
Canadian Pacific Railway, $1,081,394; upon the Intercolonial
Railway, $14,520,000; on the North-West, $2,919,000-mak-
ing altogether, $36,192,000. But, Sir, we did not increase
the public debt to that amount. All-these were expendi-
tures properly chargeable to capital, we had a right to
borrow $13,000, 00. But, Sir, we took out of
the surplus revenues of the country a large portion
of that sum, because during those periods, while my hon.
friends who are now in office held power, we had, as we
have now, a period not of deficits but of surpluses, and we
had money to spare from income account. Instead of
squandering it by increasing the public expenditure we put
it into public works chargeable to capital, and that we have
done well and wisely, we have an authority which the hon.
gentlemen on the other side eau never question. We have
a circular issued by the late Finance Minister in 1876, in
which he states that a large sum-I believe he said some-
where between 811,000,000 and $12,000,000-accurately
speaking it is $11,973,579-had been expended in public
works chargeable to capital, and that the whole public debt
had been invested-judiciously invested-in public works
for the benefit of the Dominion of Canada, and for the
benefit of the Empire as well. With that state-
ment in bis band he went to England to make that
famous negotiation in which he sold our public securities at
87J or less, and we never found out to whom lie sold them;
or who has made the normous profit of nearly 17 per cent.
or nearly $2,125,000 on that cloudy transaction, and when
he was charged with having made a statement so favorable
to his predecessors, he said he presented the silver side of
the shield to the capitalists of England, and intended to
present the brazen side (I thank him for teaching me
that word) to the electors of Ontario whom he was then
addressing. I now come to the increase of the public debt
under the hon, gentlemen opposite, and I admit that with
a good deal of that increaso wo are chargeable, though I do
not come down to $80,000 as the extent of the responsibility
of the late Governmont therefor, as my hon. friend fromi
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North Norfolk has done. I will relieve him from the idea
that I intended to charge against those gentlemen as reck-
less expenditure the increase under their Administration.
I do not intend to deai with hon. gentlemen opposite in
that spirit, but will treat the subject fairly, because it is
only a temporary advantage for gentlemen to get up unfair
statistics and make mistatements and garble accounts and
twist them, as has becu done, I am sorry to say, by some
members of the Opposition, whose names I could mention.
The increase was as follows:-From $108.224,965, June 30,
1874, te $146,481,070, June 30, 1879, amounting to $38,256,-
115. The principal items causing the increase are, Debts
of the Provinces, $4,947,000; Public Works, $16,091,000;
Pacifie Railway, including the Foster contract, Fort William
purchase, and Fort Francis Lock, $9,122,564-and the
greater part of that is absolutely due to the policy of hon.
gentlemen opposite; the Intercolonial Railway $8,534,985--
charging upon the country during the Administration of
those gentlemen annually large deficits. Now, I am happy
to say, under the Administration of the present Minister of
Railways which cannot be too highly commended and com-
plimented, and which cannot be too generally understood,
that great work, instead of being a lieavy charge on the
country, for the first timo in the history of its existence,
shows a balance of receipts over expenses, and promises to
yield a revenue which will do something towards relieving
the burden of its construction. To-day, our financial posi-
tion may be stated thus: we owo a general debt of
$199,000,000, but we have of assets that are of good character
-a sinking fund in the first place of nearly $ 11,000,000, and
bank deposits and other available securities amounting to
nearly $33,000,000, leaving the public debt, less cash assets,
$155,395,780, of which $19,900,000 is for deposits in
the savings banks, for Dominion notes. My hon. friend
the Finance Minister has shown that Canada
has ample means to meet all her obligations if
she pursues the policy which lias been so successfully
inaugurated by him. He eau also show that
Canada has a treasure far beyond anything which
grows out of the taxation of lier people, a treasure
far beyond anything which any other country that
I know of in the world possesses, in proportion to lier
population and necessities, in the Great North-West, an
acquisition whieh was made by the far-seeing statesmanship
of my right hon. friend who leads this Government, an
acquisition whieh las been held and developed in opposition
to the fiercest contention on the part of the Opposition, an
acquisition as to which it is now evident that even
the most sanguine estimate formed in respect to it will
be far more than realized. Sir, it was painful to see, three
years ago, on the eve of a general election, the efforts that
were made by h on. gentlemen on the other side of theI louse
to deprive the c ountry of whatever advantage might have
accrued to it from the possession of that great and splendid
possessions Sir, I remember on one occasion during the
Session of 1880, an lon. gentleman who now confronts me
spent an hour reading from Blue Books extracts which were
calculated to damage and to depreciate the value of our
North-West Territory. These extracts are not nOw
to be found in the Hansard, they have been suppressed
in the Official Reports. I remember also that another
hon. gentleman, who then aspired to the leadership
of his shattered party, and bas since obtained
the doubtful prize, took pains to tell us that
there was no value there, that we should abandon
the policy of progress, and that we should go back
to the policy of 1872, that we were not able to complOte
the undertakings which we were assuming, that
we should withdraw from them, and, as to our neighbors
upon the other side, that we should net disturb the policy by
which we were made their bewers of wood and drawers of
wator, that we should recede from our Tariff and deal with
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them on their own terme that we give up the idea of connect- for those Provinces, the natural place for their trade,
ing the great west and the Pacifie coast with the Atlantic was the great Republic alongside of them. The hon.
sea-board, .drop everything like political ambition, and member for Gloucester indignantly denied that any
crawl humbly into our shell. Yet that hon. gentleman, such statement had ever been made. Why, all the news-
on more than one occasion, posed as the champion of young papers which have given hie leading speeches, not-
Canada, posed as one who was leading young Canada to ably the one delivered at Summerside, show that that
have somothing like a national existence. I think ycung was the tonor of his argument. The hon. leader of the
Canada is now convinced that they made their idol, but Opposition was absent from hie seat at the time, but I do
have found him clay. Sir, we believe that we have a right not think he will thank hie super-serviceable friend
to say to the country that we on this side of the House from Gloucester for taking up the cudgels in hie
have endeavored in every way fairly and honestly defence and endeavoring to put him in a false
to protect its interests, and I do not desire to attri- position. Where, I may add, in view of the financial position
haie to hon. gentlemen opposite any intention to do of this country, in view of its prosperity, in view of the
otherwise, but I do say that the logical consequence. opening up of the great North- West, in view of the contract
of the position they have been compelled as our which bas been made for carrying immigrants into that
opponents to assume, places them in an attitude of hostility country, in view of that Pacifie Railway Syndicate, which
t interests important to the growth and progres of the it bas been attempted to use as a weapon against us, but
[)minion. They are about to go before the country again, which will be a boomerang to hon. gentlemen when they
to ask thai they shall have a renewal of that confidence | throw it out-where, I say, after the statement made by my
which they betrayed between 1873 and 1878; they are|bon. friend the Finance Minister, to attempt to criticize
wOOUt to go to the country with the record which I have which would be entirely supererogatory on the part of hon.
given-and, unless they falsify it, there is no other record gentlemen opposite-whore have they any expectation that
for them-to ask that the people of Canada shall again they can appeal with hope of success to the people whom
entrust them with the reins of power. I think I see those they once defrauded? Why, I amsatisfied thatthe hon. gen-
hon. gentlemen taking the platform, and endeavoring to tleman who loads the party proved himself to be neither a
mako a case for themselves. I followed through the press prophet, nor the son of a prophet, when ho said in Quebec on
the career of the leader of those hon. gentlemen in the Mari- the eve of the last local election that ho expected that there
tirme Provinces when ho was struggling against adverse fate, would be large Liberal gains in that Province. I am afraid
and attempting to urge the claims of hie party upon his un. that in a short time he found the truth of that adage of
willing and unsympathizing hearers. It was a melancholy Sam Stick or Hosea Biglow: "Don't never prophecy unlees
spectacle, it was one which we shall never forget; we shalt you know." I do not see much hope for the hon. gentle-
always recall the half-hearted support which he received men in the Maritime Provinces, and in the other Provinces I
fromn the party organ in Ontario; we shall always remem- sec n thing to encourage thom. But the chief battle-ground
ber the meagre audiences that collected to meet him, the will be Ontario; and, judging from the circular which has
feeble excuses for the marked absence of the mass of the been issue I by the bon. gentleman who now leads the oppo-
people, and we shall remomber more than all what site party, we may fancv ho hopes he may do something
we believe to be the great disappointment of the bon. with the voters' lists a d the asseasment rolls that will aid
gentleman, and the greater disappointment of his friends, him there-and I hope every friend of mine who hears my
when he had finished that tour and came back to his voice to-night will remember that in making up those
constituents in, Ontario. Sir, I believe, nothing bas lists and rolls the battle will begin, and there for
happened which could be of more advantaTe to the Conserva. the most part the battle will bo won. I know something
tive party than the visit of the hon. tho leader of the of this, because on one occasion I purged my constituency of
Oppos-ition to the Maritime Provinces, in respect to our forty-two fraudulent votes belonging to what is called the
politicai interests there. With that eloquence of which he Reform party, and by that means I got a majority four times
is master, and that ability for special pleading, which is 1 as large after I was unseated and went back again for re-elec-
his own, ho put before the·people of those Provinces the tion as I had before. We know that an agitation has been
strongest side of hie case, and if he did not win their commenced in Ontario which, if carried to its logical con-
favorable judgment, it is certain nobody else of his party clusion, would almost lead to a disunion of these Provinces.
Can do so. We shall see, as we did in 1877 in Ontario, and We have heard the wild harangues; we have seen the auda-
as we did in the Maritime Provinces last summer, the hon. cious statements; we have seen the attempt to bulldoze this
gentleman for Shefford pleading for himself and hie col- Parliament for the purpose of gaining a temporary triumphteagues, he who, I find,-on looking at an extract from one of for unscrupulous and desperate partizans in the Province of
the newspapers there, amused the people by giving them Ontario. But I can tell hon. gentlemen that I know that
a facetious account of the scandals that attached to the public opinion is not so easily thrown off its balance; and Ionservative party. Well, my hon. friend was a proper trust that in any discussions which may arise in the
P.erson to address an audience of the Maritime Pro- Dominion House of Commons upon the Boundary Question
viees upon the scandals that attached to the Conserv- or the Streams BiH, the very opposite course will be pursued
ative party. I do not envy him hie role, and I cannot sup- by the hon. gentlemen here who have been so foully attacked
Pose that the people of that country took much interest in and misrepresented from that pursued in a place where ahis bankrupt stock of exploded scandale. But, Sir, we mischievous attempt at agitafion has failed to gain even abeard that the bon. the leader of the Reform party, temporary triumph. Sir, last year when I had the honorwhon ho was in the Maritime Provinces, talked a of addressing this House on the Budget, while speaking ofgood deal about the legitimate channels of trade for the Dominion and its resources, and of the develop-
those Provinces; ho gently patted on the back those ment which lseso rapidly going on-the greater
gentlemen who were in the first plaoe opposed to the union portion of which, I honestly believe, is due, not toof the Provinces-those gentlemen who were over-ruled the statesmanship and forecast of hon. gentle-
tId over-borne and who had not the instinct to see that men on the opposite side, but to the patriotie policy adopted
the WOere wrong. Many of them still clung to that by those with whom I have the bonor to act-I took occa-
those Whoidea, nd refused to be comforted when they saw sion to compare the trade position of the great country
Phowero led the Provinces into Confederation holding alongside of us, with that of the Dominion.' àThat countryPovr and controlling the political destinies of their bas often been referred to as taking enormous strides in31verah Province8 . He suggested that the proper ally 1 material prosperity, and its progress in wealfh.enterpriseait
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and population can scarcely be over-stated. It must not be
forgotten that it has advanced most rapidly since it adoptec
a very high protective Tariff, and we have been informed
by one of those gentlemen who seem impelled to write abou
things they do not understand very clearly, that Canada
is a sort of slack water between two svstems-
England on the one side illustrating the extreme
Pree Trade principle, and the United States on the other
side illustrating Protection. We will assume the population
of the United States to be 50,000,000 people, ihat of Canada
4,350,000. According to the latest authentie trade returns
we find that the imports of the United States, in 1880,
amounted to $38 a head, or $761,000,000, while Canada's
imports at the same time were $99,000,000, or $40 a head,
showing that we had a larger import trade in proportion to
our population than the great nation beside us, and that we
had not built up a Chinese wall to exclude foreign manufac-
tures. The exports of the United States, in 18891, whon they
had an enormously redundant crop, including their cotton,
which is a specialty, were $851,000,000, or $42 50 a head ;
while the exports by Canada, in spite of the arguments of
my hon. friend who tries to prove that we are ruined because
we cannot export anything, were $39,600,000, or $38 a head.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). What were they before the
National Policy was introduced ?

Mr. PLUMB. The hon, gentleman can look up the trade
returns, and he bas a very ingenious way of falsifying them
when he likes.

Mr. BLAK1E. Mr. Speaker, I rise to order. The hon.
gentleman says my hon. friend bas a very ingenious way
of falsifying the returns.

Mi. PLUMB. I did not say he falsitied them.
Mr. BLAKE. I submit to you that is not parliameitary.
Mr. SPEAKER. It is not. I hope the hon. gentleman

will keep himself to the proper ground of the discussion.
Mr. PLUMB. If I have unguardedly transgressed the

rules, I beg to apologize to this House and to the hon.gentle-
man. I wished to draw the attention of hon. gentlemen to
a peculiar state of things in the United States which I
think will go very far towards strengthening our
case in a certain argument which is now proceeding,
and it struck me it .was desirable to see whether, as is
alleged, the exports of the United States have been abso-
lutely throttled by their fiscal policy. It was desirable
to sec whether the United States could continue, under a
policy which hias doubled their Tariff, to export manufactured
produce. Therefore, it was desirable to know the relative
proportions between the exports of thaagricultural produce
of the United States and their exports of the manufactured
products in a certain period, when that Tariff was not estab-
lished and between the exports of their agricultural and
manufactured products, during the periods when the Tariff
laid its greatest stress upon the country. I have taken pains
to tabulate a statementlon this subject, and will commend it to
the hon. member for West Middlesex to test it, if lie likes.
During a period of low Tariffs, beforethe imposition of ibe
Morill Tarifi-which was cnacted in 1861, after the secession
of the Confederate States made it possible for a policy of that
kind to beadopted-from 1850 to 1860, of the total exports,
79J per cent. was agricultural products, and but 20î per cent.
manufactures. From 1861 to 1871, during a period of war
and inUation-a period when the United States were absorb-
in g everythi»g-when the Tariff was at its highest point,
agieuitural exporta were only 7236 per cent. of the total,
a*d exporte of manufaçturets were 27.64 per cent. From

8*'1 to ,1880, after the civil war, the agricultural products
reacebd 78-44 in proportion to 21-60 of manufactured goods.

Mr. ROSS (MiddleSex). Hear, bear.
Mr. PLUMB. Now, those figures show conclusively that

during two perioda wben a prooetive Tarift prevaied,- I
Mr. PLumE.

a Tariff so bigh that the hon. member for North Norfolk,
, while he praised it as highly as he could praise any

fiscal policy, and recommended it generally to our
t adoption, by an argument which, I say, ho never
a has equalled since, in this House-the proportion of exports
- of manufactures to agricultural products average I from 1861
e till 1871,'27-64 per cent.; 1or tho next ton years, 21-66 per

cent , and f r the ten years of low Taritf---from 150 tilt
i 1860-but 20-50 per cent. I believe these figures will show

the hon. gentleman that there has been no decrease of
manufactured exports under- a high Tarif of the United
States; on the contrary, they have largely increasàd. I
thave taken an average for ten years in each case, as the
hon. gentleman is very fond of averages, which ho thinks
prove everything, though I do not always agree with him.
We are told that our policy is working very badly in the

. Maritime Provinces, of whose sufferings we are constantly
7 hearing; but I think we have sometimes a little evidence to

the contrary. I do not know whether the extract I ani
1 about to read will be considered authoritative on the subject,

but I will give it for what it is worth. I quote the foliow-
ing article from the St. John, (N. B) Sun:

"l It is said .that Messrs. Blake. Burpee and Huntington (accompanied, of
course, by Mr. Elder, M.P.P.,) will visit the St John factories to-day
and see for themselves what is being done by our manufacturers -t hose
people whom the Telegraph referred to as 'a few struggling manufac-
turers,' the protection of whose business against foreigu competition Sir
Richard Cartwright described 'as legalized robbery.' W' hope they
will take a good look at our workshops, in many of whch tue number of
operatives bas been doubled and trebled since 1878, notwithstandingthe
National Policy aud in the fice of Mr. Weldon's allegations of universal
mercantile bankruptcy. As an aid to those gentleme in etimatirng the
difficulties which surroundled man nfact iring in St Joh, whilp Messrs
Blake, Huntingtun aud durpre were in power, and when the TeleqrIph
was their oracle an lm)st obellient servant, we offer a fe-w figures for th. n
to poner at th ir leisure.

"' In 1874, when the Mackenzie-Blake Government took control of public
affaire, the condition of manufactures in St. John was as follows

1874.

Capital invested in manufactures ........ ...... $7,968,000

Annual wagespid .... .... .......... ..... 3,605,649
Males employed in manufactures . ...... 8,428 lo 19
Females employed in do .... 1,769 1

"When the Mackenzie Government leftoffice in 1878, the condition of
thiugs had se changed, that the following was the result

1878.
Capital invested.. ............. ..... $5,235,000
Annual wages paid ............................. 1,709,675
Maies employed.......... .....- 5,00.6.28
Females de ...... ...... ...... ...... 1,2811

"The change produced, therefore, is represented by the following

PALLU<G OFI.

Reduction of capital invested ......... $2,731,300
gedcin of ann aa ..... ~f '1'806',"5
Reduction of maIes employed..3,425 1 3913
Reduction of females do ....... 488 3

"Ilt is, therefore, true that during four years rule of the %fackenzie
Governmen t, mt. John and Portland manufacturos suffered to the extent.
in round numbers, of a lossofnearlythree millionsof llarsof inve4ted
capital ; about two millions of dollars of annual wages paid ; abolit
four thousand people driven out of employment.

" A nd this, notwithstanding t he enormous expenditure and the employ-
ment afforded during the rebuilding of the burnt district.

In that connection it was very distressirg to hear that, on one
occasion, when my hon. friend the Finance Minister Was
travelling in that country, there were nineteen unfortunatc
persons who were supposed to be kicking their heels in' a
cold baggage car, and who, owing to the terrible effects of the
policy which he had inaugurated, were about to leave the
country. Well that statement was publishel ail over
western Ontario and the country generally; those unfortunate
mon N ere pictured as boing in great distress, while my h9n.
friend was Jolling at his ease on the sofa of a
speciti carriage of the Intercolonial Railway They all
had their littie car'pet-bags with them, they wore af
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going ont of the country, by so much reducing its stock of
bone and sinew, aed adding to what my hon. friend on the
other side once called the ex-o-dus. But one story was good
uitil another was told. The following letter was soon after
addressed to the Sun.

"GENTs,-I have had my attention drawn to a statement in the St.
John Globe, that on the train that took Sir Leonard and party to St.
John on the 23rd, there were a number of laboring men who were
fleeing the country. . The object of the Globe in drawing attention to
this matter was, no djubt, to try and injure Sir Leonard, and, at the
same time, have a hit at the N.P.

Now, I think I can throw some light on this 'exodus' question, for it
so happened that J. Winslow Jones & Co. (limited) of Portland. Maine,
U S., for whom I have packed lobsters for many years, required a nem-
ber of men skilied in making and sealing cans, and they requested me, as
soon as our packing season closed, to arrange for a number of my men,
who understood the business, to go and work for them during the corn
packing; and on the 23rd inst., which 1 believe is the day in question, I
Pook twelve men from here to Shediaz, and saw them off in the train,
after giving thema letter to Mesars. Joues & Co., and I have no doubt
but -hese are the men spoken of.

" They are all to return in October or November.

Thon the paper goes on to say:
" The nineteen tearful men with nineteen small valises have been

beard from. They did not go out of Canada at all. They found work
in the St Croix cotton factory, which has been built solely under the
stimulus of the N. P. The N. P., therefore, stopped them on the border,
as it has already stopped hundreds, and will, when in full operation,
stop thousands from going out of Canada, by providing them with
varied and remunerative work in the Dominion.'
Well, Sir, we were told by a witty writer not long ago that
you might as well try to get a mule by the hind leg as to
reconcile a Grit to a national enterprise. I do not know
whether that is true o-r not, but it looks to me very much as
if the whole course of the leaders ofthat party is hostile to
ihe industrial movement of the country, and, considering the
tone whieh from first to last has characterized the utter-
alnces of hon. gentlemen on the other M side ini rese)Ut to our
fiscal policy, which is characterizing their policy in respect
to settling and developing the North-West, it looks as if it
were quite true that youmight as well try to get a
mule by the hind leg as to get one of those hon.
gentlemen to join with us fairly, heartily, honestly, to
strike hands with us in an endeavor to go forward for
the purpose of promoting the interests of our common
country. It is a different thing in the United States.
I never heard a man there attempt to decry his country.
HoweveP widely they may differ in opinion, however bitter
May be their partv strifes, when the que-tion comes up as
to the interests of their common country, you will see that
they are as one. They believe they have-and they have-
a great destiny to carry out. They started in an entirely
different way from us. Their inauguration was one
wbich was comnenced in blood. Their Constitution
insured to the several States all the rights which
were not surrendered in terms strictly defined to the
general Government. They started with a jealousy of
Federal power; they started with the intention that the
States should hold their autonomies and their reservedrights. Out of that grew those unfortunate discussions
which at last led to a vast outlay of treasure and of blood,
and to consequences which no man yet living can foresee.
But notwithstanding all that, they think, and they have
reason to think, that they have solved some of the mostdiffleult problems of political liberty. Knowing it as I do,
and wishing, from my former allegiance to it, always to
peak with the tenderest respect of the land which gave

nme birth-and never did I in any way join in any hostilecriticismesupon it-I do not agree with the opinion that in
e 'Constitutionof the States is to be found the true essence

of Political perfection, but I believe that the most perfect
freedom that exists in any Government in the world is to
be fonnd mu the palladium which is furnishod to us by theBritish Constitution I believe that it is to be found in
British liberty as obtained by concession after concession

mront the Crown by the Parliament of England, which is the

true Government of England. I believe that our policy with
regard to that great country south of us is to proceed
in lines parallel to its course, and the true definition of
parallel lines is that they never shall meet ; but, Sir, I do
not care how closely they may come together. We
are to work out on this side of the continent our great
destiny; they are towork outalso on thoirs, a commensurate
destiny; and I trust that, while we may be enabled, without
entangling alliances, to keep always in sympathy with them,
we may never, bv any machinations on this side or any
seductions on the other, be tempted for one moment to swerve
from the position that we have held, of undying loyalty to
the British Throne. Sir, I believe that Canada has a great
destiny ; and 1 believe that we shall be indebted largely for the
fulfilment of that destiny, under God, to those now at the Helm
of State, and notably to the leader of the great Liboral Con-
servative party. I believe that in the great North-West we are
to find the principal elements of Canada's future greatness. I
believe that, if we are true to ourselves, if we do not waste our-
selves in low party bickering and small party differences, if we
are willing, as patriotic men, to strike hands together
and to go forward, each endeavoring to do his best for the
good of the country, that we shall be doing a noble
work, and shall be rewarded by seeing our pathless
wilderness blossom as the .ose. I believo the North-West has
possibilities which io man has yet imagined; I believe also
that those possibilities are to be worked out by the policy
which we have adopted ; and I believe no greater misfor-
tune could happen to Çanada to-day than that that
policy should be reversed, than that it should be possible
for the work whieh we have commeneed to be interrupted
in its great pi-ogre is, than that it should be possible for men
to come into power who would embarrass this country in
it, forward mi.ovemenit. Our friends opposite, 1 believe, would
take such a course if the destinies of this Dominion were
again committed to their hands, because they feel bound to
do so for consistency's sake, and by the inexorable law
which governs men who have made rash promises when in
Opposition which they try to fulfil when they succeed to
power. No greater misfortune could happen to Canada
than that there should be any desire on the part of
her people to take away the authority they have given to
those who now rule their destiny and relegate them
back to opposition to make room for those who now sit on
the other side of this iouse-those who have done what?
Who ruled Canada for five years to the yearly detriment of
ber people ; who saw Canada sinking and would not stretch
a hand to save ber; those of whom it may be said, as it
was said of a party on the other side of the border: "Wheu
the country sinks their party rises; when the country rises
their party sinks." I pray-as one having no party pre-
judice in the matter-

An hon. MEMBER. lear, hear.
Mr. PLUMB. Hon. geutlemen may take that position

if they choose. They know that their course towards me
has been as unfair, perhaps, as was ever pursued towards
any publie man in Canada; but I lay that aside. I desire
to meet my opponents on common ground where each may
do what he can for the good of the country; and I pray, for
the sake of Canada, that the era of misrule and blundering,
and maladministration may never again return to blight and
blast the hopes of the people ot this Dominion.

Mr. M.CKENZIE. Before a vote is taken upon the
proposition before you, I propo, as briefly as 1 can, to
address some remarks to the Hlouse upon the object which
we have in view in Lgoing intocommittee. Usually, Sir,
in a deliberative assembly in countries where parliamentary
governmeut prevails, the presenting of the Budget is an
occasion which Ministers take advantage of in order to ly
an exposition of the affairs of the state before the country,
and to give the assembled representatives of the people
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some idea of the exact position of their commercial and
financial affairs. No one could have listened to this debate
from the beginning without feeling painfully conscious that
the chief object of hon. gentlemen opposite was not to give
this exposition in the calm and deliberate manner which it
requires, but simply to make it the occasion for attack upon
their adversaries upon this side of the House. There was
an acrimony and a violence in the tone of the hon. Minister
of Finance-who usually looks as mild as a lamb -that was
quite extraordinary. i am sorry that the hon. Minister of
]Railways is not in his seat, as I mean to say something
regarding his attitude also. He set up as the second of the
Minister of Finance, and actually spent two whole hours in
abusing the members on this side of the House. The only
alleged fault that brought such heavy punishment being thc
charge that the hon. Minister of Finance was occasionally
in the habit of using indifferent grammar. And because
of that charge we have these two hours of what I shall not
dignify by calling invective, for it was not worthy of the
name, but what I can only designate as one long, bitter,
coarse, scold, which may best be described by a couplet
from Bret Harte:

"IHe quoted no hymn and he uttered no psalm,
He opened his mouth d.nd he roughly said damn."

My hon. friend the Minister of Finance was good enough to
go out of his way, in. rather an undignified fashion I must
say, in order to attack myself and some other hon. members
of the late Administration. Now, Sir, I am disposed,
to-night, to defend my Administration, and show that the
policy I adopted was one which I believe to be for the
interests of the country. We have been told, to-night,
with fearful iteration by the hon. gentleman who has just
sat down -he repeatel it at least twenty times-that our
very existence was inimical to the progress of the country;
that we never made a speech or uttered a word but what
was in condemnation of something of a great national
character, and that, instead of being patriotic like hon.
gentlemen opposite, we were earnestly devoting ourselves
to the destruction of the country. And y et, Sir, the hon.
gentleman ventured to say that we were driven from office
ignominiously in 1878. This phrase was also used by the
hon. the Minister of Railways, and we were reminded of
our great defeat in 1878 by the hon. the Minister of Finance,,
on two or three occasions, in the course of his speech. Sir,
I deny that there was any ignominy attending my
defeat and that of my colleagues. We took our stand
on a certain principle on that occasion, and if we risked our
political reputation, if we risked our places as Ministers and
our positions as representatives of the' people, in order to
carry ont a principle practically into action, is there any
ignominy in that ? Is there not more ignominy in the case
of hon.: gentlemen who sold their country for a sum of
money ?-who were not able even to attend the House long
enough to have a direct vote 'taken on the subject, but
walked out of the House one evening resolved never to come
back. The hon. gentlemen who thus accuses us were both
in the Ministry when they had the celebrated negotiations
with Sir lugh Allan, and yet they venture to speak to us
of ignominy because we took our stand on a well-known
political principle. Sir, the hon. gentleman who las just
sat down talked of striking hands as parties, of striking
hands with the Mother Country and the neighboring
Republic and marching on parallel lines, but never to meet.
What was our policy in 1878, one that was in harmony
with the professions and practices of the Mother Country ?
Was not it our desire as Liberals-following the example
of the great English Liberal party, who have made
England great and glorious-to follow those principles of
trade which England and all her colonies, with no solitary
exceptions, have given effect to in our own day; and if the
people of this country, misled in a time of deep depression,-

Mr. MNx3iiz.

gave their votes against our continuing to keep our
position, I feel rather proud of having sacrificed myself and
my position to the vindication of a principle which I
believe to be the root of ail political prosperity. Sir, when we
assumed office in 1873 we did so with a firm determination
to use the possession of office only to give effect to the prin-
ciples we professed in Opposition, and I am prepared to
maintain, on every occasion, that we did so give effect to our
principles, that we endeavored to restore peace and bar.

fmony to the disturbed districts of the country; that we
endeavored to bring the entire population of the Confedera-
ted Provinces, some of which had been confederated rather
against their will, into a harmonious union on ail political
issues. It was our duty, also, Sir, and our desire particu-
larly, to extend the domain ofcivilization in the North-West.
The hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) said, in the
course of lis closing remarks, that we had invariably
shown a malicious desire to prevent the acquisition of
the North-West and throw every possible obstacle in
the way of its settlement. Sir, it is almost laugh-
able to find this hon. gentleman, who las not been
very long in Canada, venturing to lecture to Canadians who
have been here ail their lives, about the North-West.
Every one who knows Canadian history knows that for the
last twenty-five years there has been a steady fight on the
part of the Liberal party of Ontario and Quebec to obtain
possession of that territory. Who does not remember the
discussions that took place ut the varions conventions in the
west, and particularly the one in 1359 ? Who does not
remember the advocacy by the chief political organ of
the Liberal party and the chief organ of public opinion in
Canada.

An hon. MEMBER. No, no.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, yes. The hon, gentleman
thinks so himself for he reads the Globe the first
thing every morning to see what it las to say, and
he is in mortal terror of what may appear in that organ,
Hon. gentlemen opposite are always ready to denounce
the Globe, but when they find anything in it tending to sup-
port, in the slightest degree their own opinions, it is quoted
as an authority not to be despised. Now, Sir,
it was, as I said, a determined effort on the part
of the Liberal party that bronght that country first into
public notice; it was that party that promoted its settle-
ment, that promoted its purchase, and ail who are acquainted
with the internai history of the last twenty years knows
that Sir George tartier and some of lis friends were the
only opponents that policy lad, their action being taken on
the miserable pieu that that policy might extend too
rapidly and too far the political power possessed by the
larger Province. I am glad his successors in this Hlouse
now in power do not appear to act upon that narrow
ground, but are willing to join with the Liberals in settling
th t, magn'ificent country. But they say we decry the
merits of that territory. When did we do so ? We have
invariably -on this and every other occasion in respect to this
and every other subject, sought to make plain the exact
truth respecting the position of that country, and, no matter
what hon. gentlemen opposite may say, I prefer being in
Opposition, and being able to say, that no person las been
misled through any utterance of mine in respect to the
state of matters in that country. I lave observed, also, in
the course of the debate, that lon. gentlemen opposite are
not at ail ashamed of the proceeding of last Session; that
they are still prepared tW defend, as the best possible thing
that could be done, or that eve- was done, the rejection
of the lower offer of one company and the
acceptance of the higher offer of another for the
building of the Pacifie Railway. We are actually charged
by the hon. member for Niagara with having needlessly and
recklessly, when not called upon to do se, commenced the
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construction of the Pacifie Railway. We are charged with the acquisition of the North-West country, as early as
having made ourselves responsible for a considerable portion 1852 the late Mr. Brown, during the first session of Parlia-
of the debt, on the ground that we commenced the railway ment, and when ho was giving bis leadership of the Reform
when we should not have commenced it. We were charged party, proposed the resolution in the House for the acqui-
a few evenings ago, on the other hand, by the hon. member sition of that Territory, thus showing most conclusively
for Cardwell (Mr. White), if the report in a newspaper bc with whom rested the glory- if it ho a glory, and I think
true, with having done nothing at all to build the railway it is -of having banished an odious monopoly from the face
up to the time of our leaving office. The fact is, both hon. of the continent, and made the country fit to be occupied
gentlemen are wrong. The policy of the late Administration by a civilized people. My lion. friend beside me says the
was this: we believed the bargain entered into with British country has now got into the hands of another monopoly.
Columbia was a most improvident and unwise one; that it That is very true, and it is a matter deeply to be regretted.
was one impossible of execution; that, even if it were pos- But I do not intend to discuss that subject to-night, but will
sible to execute it, it would not be fair to the other Provinces confine myself to the discussion of the policy of the two
to do so at that time and in that manner; and we endeavored Governmonts in regard to financial and trade affairs, and
honestly and faithfully tg get the terms reduced, and we limit myself to such references as are absolutely necessary
succeeded in getting then reduced. But, in the meantime, to statements made from time to time during this debate.
we held and believed that it was exceedingly desirable, With respect to our poicy, as contrasted with the policy
though not absolutely necessary, to obtain as early an of hon. gentlemen opposite, let me say this: During the
entrance into the country as possible by rail, and we lost no elections of September, 1878-I am sure thore was no lack of
time, after acceding to office, in getting work commenced abundant declarations of policy on our part to indicate pre-
at two points between Fort William and Red River. The cisely what is the line we intended to follow-we declined
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), with that accuracy to accept anything looking in the direction of Protection.
which distinguishes allibis utterances respecting his political We said we had a revenue Tariff of 17J per cent. which
opponents, was good enough, on several occasions lately, to afforded a very large protection to manufacturers,
say that when we left office, after having been flve years in and I knew thon, and I know now, that that did
power, there was not one mile located, according to one afford a sufficient protection to nearly every legitimate in-
speech, and not one mile built, according to another speech. terest. I wasvery much astonished, a few nights ago, when

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman is entirely the hon. member for West Montreal assured me and the
mistaken. I made no such statement anywhere as that the House that ho had not obtained 3 per cent. upon bis invest-
late Government left office without having a mile of the ments in cotton manufactories since the present Government
Pacifie Railway located. What I said was this: that they came into office. As my information on this point is very
left office without having one mile located west of Red different from the hon. gentleman's experience, I shal
River. That is the statement I made. propose, in the course of a few days, to ask the House to

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have seen the report, and it is stated allow me to get a Committee of Enquiry into the distressed
as I have said. I have a letter here from a gentleman who condition of the cotton manufacturers, and in that Com-
was at the meeting in Almonte. lHe says: mittee I hope we will obtain the evidence that the hon.

mr.Wte egentleman is prepared to give, to show the wretched condi-
"Mr. White also stated that, when the late Government went out of tion in which the trade is, even now, and the fatality of

Office, after five years incumbency, not one mile of railway was builtonding ctton factories al
whieh an engine oould rua." hspepewoaegigobulngctn cormal

la that correct ? over the country as fast as it is possible to invest money in
brick and lime, But the hon. Minister of Finance, who

Mr. WHITE. Yes, that is correct. is so censorious upon us, was not a Protectionist in
Mr. MACKENZIE. Not only was there one mile built, September, 1878. At that time ho denied, explicitly and

but 200 miles were built; and if the hon. gentleman will categorically, questions addrossed to him in that sense at St.
consult the report of the Minister of Public Works in the John, when bis dear friend, Senator Boyd, who is a sort of
year following my leave of office, ho will find it there stated wet nurse to the hon. gentleman-I beg bis pardon, a dry
that the track was laid for some thirty or forty miles west nurse I should say-telegraphed to the leader of the hon. gen-
of Fort William, and that engines were runnirg over 102 tleman to ask if it were true that a Protectionist Policy
Mniles, the balance of the track to English River being ready was proposed; if it were true that 35 per cent. of duties
for the rails. It is ther. also stated that, on the Selkirk were proposed to be added; and ho replied that there was no
Branch, extending over twenty-three miles, there were such thing intended, but only a readjustment of duties. Now,
trains running and the track laid from Winnipeg to Emer- Sir, none of us would object, for one moment, to a readjust-
Son, and had been so for months before that time. Yet ment of duties. There must be a readjustment of duties every
the hon.gentleman ventured to make such a statement. two or three years with every Administration, and the bon.
But it is difficult to believe hon. gentlemen opposite. gentleman himself bas come down, and I think ho is right,
Their only policy appears to be abuse of thoir opponents. with a proposition to readjust bis own Tariff this Session. In
They do not discuss measures; they do not discuss the state fact, there will be a readjustment every Session, and it will
Of the country ; but they say, if you can, throw mud at your be readjusted out of existence before the hon. gentleman is
oPonents until some of it sticks.' I say in regard to the very much older.
Ricve Railway that we located the line entirely to RedRiver from Fort William, and we located the line entirely Several hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
rod Selkirk Westward to the mouth of the Fraser at Port Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, several hon. members say no,loaty, and except what the Syndicate has set aside, our no, but we will see how that will be. But, supposing thatlocatiob has been entirely followed. All through British the bon. gentleman did adopt Protection as a principle-he

Columbia the exact line surveyed by us bas been accepted did not certainly on that occasion-but now if ho does adoptbY the present Administration. The other part we had it, lot as see what that principle is. The hon. gentleman
ieady for them to begin upon is accepted and finished, that claims that the vast amount of money which he possesseso5, between Rat Portage and English River; so instead of as Finance Minister, bas been the result of bis Protectionist
car Pelicy being barren, it was most productive, and was Policy. Now, I am deligh-ted that we are able to congratu-arred out with much regard to economy, that no one can late the Finance Minister and each other on the prosperousat t moment

cnat go as WILIwantoniy and uselesilydolr of the publio maoney, Speaking of
state of the country. I. am glad to bea ile tU WL h L1
have seen abundant evidenue of the prosperity myself in au.
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parte of the country. I am proud to say that throughout
the country districts where there was a good deal of suffer-
ing in previons years, that that is almost entirely removed.
I am glad to say a considerable portion of the indebtedness
of farmers has been paid. But, Sir, I am al-o bound to say,
and every hon. gentleman opposite will be bound in his
heart to acknowledge, that we owe ail that prosperity, not
to the machination or the tricks of a politician. but to the
abundant resources provided by an all-powerful Providence.
We ail know what a revival of the in Iustry of farming
means. We know that during the last three or four years,
at least, there was a succession of bad harvests in England,
the great consuming country of the world. We know that
duringthese same years, three of thcm ut least, there was
a more than usually abundant harvest reaped in Canada.
We know that during the previous year, while my Adminis-
tration was in power, there was an almost total cessa-
tion of enterprise in the iumbering interests of
the country. The two great sta ples of this
country for exportation sale are the cereals and
animal products of the farm, and the products of the
forest, and when there was a revival in the sale of the pro-
ducts of the forest equal at least to the abundance of the
harvest that was reaped, how could we escape prosperity,
no matter how bad the Government was that held the reins
of power ? If the hon. gentleman claimed that he is en-
titled to any merit for this, he is claiming that he is in the
position of Providence, the arbiter of national prosperity
Why, Sir, the hon. gentleman must know that no money is to
be made by taxing a class of the comminity. Pro!ection
means protection to so:ne particular industry, to some par-
tieular class of the community, and if one class is protected
it must at the expense of all the other classes and if ail
classes of the country are protected alike, then all are made
poorer by the cost of enforcing that protection on the coun-
try. That is the theory of Protection, and I defy any per-
son to give it any other color. The theory of Free Trade,
on the contrary, is that all restrictions should be removed
from the purchase or sale of products or commodities, so
far as that eau possibly be done consistent with the local
circumstances which have always to be considered. One
hon. gentleman opposite-I think it was the Minister of Cus-
toms-said the other day, that he observed from a speech of
mine, that 1 was prepared to kill the iîaufacturers off by
inches. Sir, I said in my speech delivered at Lambton,
a few weeks ago, that we were accused of a determination, if
we should succeed at the coming elections, of returning at
once to the Tariff which we ourselves had in operation.
What I said was that no politician, no statesman, no Mini-
ster could honestly disregard the interests that may have
been created, and that while there must of necessity be a
return at some time to sound princifples of fiscal legislation,
that that return would have to be considered in conrnection
with the interests so created. Bat, Sir, if the hon. gentle.
man will look back, he will find declarations of mine of a
similar character years before. In my address to the
electors of Hamilton in January, 1874, I took precisely the
same ground. In my speech which is published--delivered,
I think, at Brampton in lS77-the same ground is again
taken, There is nothing inconsistent in that pos!tion. It
is perfectly just in itsell, and it is, in my opinion, wise states-
msnship to take that ground. We have a firm belief that
the Tariff that is in existence now, or any protective Tariff,
mtist necessarily be ultimately a ser-ious mischief to the
Ountry. Protection can legislate money out of
one set of pockets into another set of pockets,
but how is capital created except by industry ?
Were there no labor in the worid there would be no capital,
a"id were there no labor in Canada there would be no
money to distribute. Protection proposes to take the
money from those who earn it and put it into the pockets of
a few individuals. I think I recollct a speech of the

Mr. M4wEIlzu.

Minister of Finance -I may not be correct in attibuting it
to him, but it was a speech of some hon. gentleman opposite
-where he claimed it to be a great benefit to the country to
create a few millionaires in Montreal and elsewhere who
would have large sums of money to expend for benevolent
purposes-I am not able to give the authority, but my
impression is that it was my hon. friend opposite (Sir
Leonard Tilley). The principle upon which the late
Administration desired to conduct the affairs of the country,
was to remove restrictions of aIl·kinds from trade; to enable
every one to buy and sell in the cheapest market without
restriction, so far as it was possible f>r us to do this with the
necessity resting upon us of raising a revenue from the
Custome duties. Ttiis was the course, Sir, which the Govern-
ment pursued, and in defence of tþat principle the Govern-
ment went to the country. We were badly beaten. I
regret that extremely for the sake of the principle invol.
ved; but I have not reason to regret it on personal grounds.
I have no reason, Sir, to regret the reverse which relieved
me from an immense responsibility, enough to weigh down
the energies of any man, if continued for years; and while I
do not at all desire to say, or pretend to think that an hon.
orable politician shall not desire to get office, I desire at the
same time to say, and I hope, Sir, that gentlemen opposite
know that I have given proof of that in my political career
-that rather than accept office when I could not carry my
principles with me, 1 have declined it. I admit, Sir, for all
that. my entire responsibility, as well as that of my col-
leaguîes, for the p-olicy of the late Administration, and I arn
prepared to defend it at ail times and under all circum-
stances. We endeavored to do the best we could for the
country, and I believe we did the best that could be donc ;
and we endeavored to carry out a policy which I believed
would be not only the source of prosperity to the country,
but would place us in the proud position o marching in line
with the Mother Country, and the great Australian colony
pushing forward those principles of freedom, for they are in-
timately connected with the doctrine of Free Trade. Protec-
tion as a system is a relie of barbarism. There Ahould be
free trade in goods as well as in land. How would hon.
gentlemen like restrictions on the sale of their lands or
on any other thing they have ? Everyone knows perfectly
well that the principle of free trade is one that cannot be
abandoned without causing sufferng in somne quarter; but,
Sir, gentlemen opposite say that our policy caused heavy
deficits to occur in the revenue of the country, and they
claim great credit for baving remedied those deticits. Now,
Sir, have they created wealth? Had they put their hands
in their pockets and filled the public Treasury with money, I
could understand that they should get credit for removing
the deficit, but they simply imposed more taxes-one of the
most vulgar of all remedies for removing a deficit; and if it
were criminal in us to have a deficit, I would like to knOW
if it is less criminal for other parties to have a deficit ? Wc
will see what the deficits were during the period the hon.
gentlemen were in office, before Confederation, in the old
Province of Canada. In 1858, they had a deficit of
$3,375,3'7; in 1859, they had a deficit of $1,4,744; in
1860, a deficiltof $1,973,999; in 1862, a deficit of $1,999,000;
and, in 1862-3, under the Sandfield Macdonald Governinent,
a deficit of $,064,331. The deficit in the first year was 39
per cent. of the revenue; in the second year. 18 per cent.;
in the next year, 20 per cent., and in the fburth year, £0 per
cent. Now, Sir, with this record of deficit, we never, ef
our side of the House at that time, charged the Govern ment
with being responsible for that deficit because they did not
impose fresh taxation. If the deficit could have been re-
moved without taxation, no doubt the late Administration
would have done it, but they did not believe that the
method of giving relief during a period of deep depreslsionl
and deficiency of crop was to tax the people. The hon-
g4ntlemen opposite were not able to reo4hs4 peedePm'*
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sion immediately on coming into office, as they promised. Sir
John A. Macdonald, while in Middlesex, declared that if he
and his friends triumphed, not a day would be lost without
bringing relief to the country.

Mr. STEPHENSON. That was figuratively speaking.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman will find a good

deal around him that is figurative. The promise was that
stoeks would immediately raise, manufacturers would em-
ploy more hands, and life would be given to the country all
over. Well, Sir, as one hon. gentleman proved, there were
more failures during the year in which they succeeded to
office than many previous years in Canada. Bank stocks
fell until there was a loss in a few mnths of over
$12,000,0 ,0. Every part of the country showed the deepest
depression, but, Sir, an immediate good crop relieved the
difficulty to a great extent, and there was a gradual revival
in the state of the country as a whole. For periods of de-
pression come and pass away almost without being suf-
ficiently capable of explanation by political economists.
That, Sir, added to the revival of the lumber trade, alone
enabled hon. gentlemen opposite to show a better
record in the second year of their Administration; and
had the depression not passed away in England
and in the United States as well as here, and had they ob-
tained only the same kind of crops that prevailed during our
period, and were subject to the same losses in the lumbering
business we were subject to, their record would have been
worse than ours, very much worse, because the depression
was growing deeper and deeper. INow, Sir, the circum-
stances of the country after the accession of the hon. gentle-
men oppoeite, were favorable to any Government, and no
Government can possibly provide a remedy for bad cropq,
and no Governmen can destroy the beneficial influences of
good crops. Besides that, Sir, there was this additional
circumstance: we all knew that throughout the Province of
Ontario-I am not so intimately acquainted with other
Provinces, but I believe it is more or less the same there-
that there was a very considerable amount of money bor-
rowed by farmers. I know that many farmers were indebt-
ed to country storekeepers; I know that during two or
three years every family throughout the country were com-
pelled - whether in affluent circumstances or poor circum-
stances-to economize their means largely in order to make
their revenue meet their expenditure; but, immediatély
after obtaining a good crop and the revival of the lumber
business, money circulated more freely, the store-
keepers were able to sell an abnormal quantity of
goods and an unusual amount of money came through their
hands into those of the wholesale dealers, and thence to the,
coffers of the Government, from the importation of new
goods. This, Sir, is the real source of the prosperity the
ion- gentlemen boast of as being the resuit of their policy.
It is truc, Sir, that some branches of trade were not
beneficially affected by the tide of prosperity that has come,for f"om the time of their accession to office to this hour theshipping interests of the country have suffered, and are
uffering, a greater depression than they ever did before, andthe export of vessels which formerly was a very consider-

able item has decreased now very seriously, and this is
quite natural, Sir, as a result of Protection. We can never
Purchase goods unless we sell goods--we must exchange onekind of goods for another--our purchases are not made ingold. A very small portion indeed of the purchases of theworld are made in gold. They are made in commercial
txeanges of one commodity for another, and if our people
take the ground which hon. gentlemen opposite have done,
anh doe successfully, that it is a mistake to import any-thiung for sale, they cannot expect that the imports will
to]makue long. And if they take the ground that we oughtd rake everything we consume ourselves, they will simply1

the foreign trade and get into the position the i

United States is in at the present moment, of having
almost their entire carrying trade in the bands of foreign
competitors. This is the inevitable result of a false
policy, and it is a result which hon. gentlemen opposite are
rapidly bringing about in this country. It will not take
many years, Sir, until it is fully developed in all branches
of industry. Inordinately protected industries will multi-
ply over the land as they are multiplying now; îotwith-
standing the wretehed pittance whieh cotton manuftuturerm
are getting as profits, they are multiplying fast now, and
when these reach the producing capacity of the country for
consumption- -when they reach the amount of goods that
we are able to consume, then they will at once come into
active competition with each other, and the result will be
as it was at one time in the iron industry in the United
States, that the trade was alm )st destroyed; that then a
combination of ironmasters and founders took place, by
which an effort was made to keep up prices by combination.
Then resulted a general demoralization in the Legislature.
Log-rolling cornmittees were formed to endeavor to get
industries benefitted at the expense of the nation. This will
be the resuit that will be reached by the policy of hon.
gentlemen opposite within a very few years. The hon.
Finance Minister, however, says that his policy has given
bread to the workingman-that his policy has given
abundant work to the workingman. It is true, Sir, that we
see in one quarter that the workingmen are striking to get
the same wages they got in 1877-78. It is true, the hon.gen.
tieman, in his list of new factories mentioned a few days ago
and finally laid on the Table of the House, includes manu-
factories that are not new at al]. The moment I looked at
the list I saw one put down as a new manufactory in
Toronto vith 200 hands employed, although it was only one
moved from the village of Newcastle, because they believed
they could carry on their business more profitably in that
city. I notice three others in the same position, and I am
satisfied that if that list is closely examined, as I presume
the newspapers will do, it wiIl be found that not one-halfof
the ninety-five are new factories. I enquired yesterday in
Montreal, and no person could tell me, amongst the number
of merchants I met, where that factory was with 550 hands
employed.

Mr. PLUMB. You are in rather bad company.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, I ain with the majority in the
House, but I must endeavor to put up with it for » time.

Mr. PLUMB. You will have to put up with it for a long
time.

Mr. MACKENZIE. A good deal of time was taken ap in
discussing the relative expenditures of the two Governments,
and tbe hon. member for Niagara-I hope he will not go off
singing at present-was good enough to adopt a new method
of balancing books. le is evidently a most dangerous book-
keeper for any establishment to have, for he managed to
balance his account by simply subtracting $900,000 from
one side in order to make it equal to the other
side. There was no attempt to make the items
agree, but there was a most simple method
of obtaining a balance by deducting as he did
$900,000 fi om the expenditures of the North-West. Now,
L have taken another maethod of obtaining an exact com-
parison of the expenditure of certain years. I give the
items from the Public Accounts, and the bon. gentlemen
can take them down if they like. In 1I73-74, the interest
payable upon the public debt was $5,724,436; in 1877-78, it
was $7,48,88.3, or an increase of $1,324,447. Payments
into the sinking fund, in 1873-74, amounted to $573,92d; in
1877-78, to $945,716, an increase of $43 1,86. In the
Administration of Justice, in 1873-74, there was a payment
made of $459,037; in 187i-78, of $564,920, or an ineresse of
$105,883. Indians, $146,068, in 1873-74 ; in s8-78,
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$421,503, an increase of $275,435. North-West Mounted
Police, in 1873-74, 4199,599; in 1877-78, $334,748, an
increase of $135,149. Weights and Measures, no payment
in 187-74; in 1877-78, 896,484, or a total increase upon
the items I bave given, which were items beyond the control
of the Administration, of $2,369,224. The total expenditure
for 1877-78, was $23,503,158, and deducting the increases
in these seven articles, it left a net expenditure for the
same purposes that $23,316,000 were spent for in
1873-74, of $21,133,124, from which a further amount
of increase in pensions of $49,399 bas to be deducted,
leaving the actual net expenditure 821,083,535 in room of
8-3,316,316, the last year of bon. gentlemen opposite, or an
actual decrease of, as nearly as possible, $2,500,000
from the time we took office to that period. But we
will take another year to show that this was continuous.
We will take the previous year of 1876-77. I will not
weary the House with more than the one statement, but I
think it is important that the statement should go upon
record. In 1873-74, as before, the interest was $5,724,436;
in 1876-77, $6,797,226, or an inerease of $1,072,791. Sink-
ing fund, an increase of $314.453, the figures being: 1873-74,
$513,920, against $828,373 in 1876-77. Administration of
Justice. 173-74,8459,0317; 1876-77, 8565,597, or an increase of
$106,560. Pensions, $56,453 in 1873-74 ; in 1876-77, $112,531,
an increase of $56,000. Indians, $146,000 in 1873 74; in
1876-77, $301.596, or an increase of $155,528. Mounted
Poliêe, 8199,599 in 1873-74, against $352,749 in 1876-77, or an
increase of $153,150 Weights and Measures, none in
1873-74; in 1876-77, $111,0S5, an increase of $96,484; or a
total increased expenditure, in these several items,
of $1,955,041, the expenditui e for hie year being 823.510,-
307, leaving a not exenditure, af'er deduet inn itenilar
to those spent in 18.3, of $21,555,257. Now, Sir, I will
take a year altogether of the period of administration of the
hon. gentleman opposite. I will contrast his own last year,
1873-74 wi th the year 1880-81, The interest in 1873-74 is
$5,734,436; in 1880-81, it was $7,594,144, or an increase of
81,869,708; the Sinking Fund, b5l3,920, in 1873-74, and
$1,850,731 in 1880-81, or an increase of$636,811; Adminis-
tration of Justice, $459,037, against $583,597, an increase ofi
$124,920; Pensions, 856,463, against $96,388, an increase ofi
$39,935; Indians, $146,0o8, againist 8805,097, or ain increae i
of $658,988; Moui ted Police, 8199,599, against $289,845, or 1
an increase of 890,246; Weights and Measures, 874,170 in1
1880 81. Now, the total increase for 1880-81 over 1873-74j
was 83,494,779, while the hon. gentleman's total expendi-i
tures in the Publie Accounts was $25,50z,554, leaving as a4
net expenditure, $82,007,775, or a difference of $1,000,0001
bigher than ours in the years 1877-78. There is no contro-i
verting these figures.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman laughs, but Ii
defy hirn to do it unless lie declares his own statement toi
be wrong.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No, no; we do not own our-
selves responsible for $73,500,000 in 1873-74.

Mr. MACKENZIE. But be,ides that, hon. gentlemenc
opposite have been in the habit for two or three years back,t
of charging to capital account what we always charged to1
revenue account. Last year the hon. gentleman took'
$300,000 and charged it to capital account. The hon.i
gentlemen-both of them who spoke during this debate-e
boasted of their succesS in reduc-ing the expenses Of thet
Intercolonial Railway and of having revenue to meetr
expenditure. Whon we come to discuss that, Sir, we knowt
what sort of revenue this is-a good deal of it; we knowo
how much of it is Government freight; we will know, also,t
how much hais been spent on capital account after t
the late Government had closed the capital account.

Mr. MAoKNmzi.

We find that there is at present before the House-they are
asking votes or accounting for votes, a sum of about $100,-
000, that is charged to capital account, that the late Admin-
istration would have charged to revenue account. It is a
very easy matter, almost as easy as the method of the hon.
gentleman from Niagara, of striking a balance when the
sum gets too large for capital account. The increase in the
Indian subsidies seems to me to be most alarming. There
are large sums asked in the Supplementary Estimates of this
year-I forget how much, but something nearly half a mil.
lion altogether-without any statement as to what it was
spent for, except one item, and it is impossible that we can
accept ihat as a normal expenditure in that country. Thore
must have been some extraordinary expenditure that the
House is not yet aware of, and while I am not at all unwil.
ling to vote for the Government to do what is necessary
and right, for the Indians, I am not in favor of voting
money to keep a horde of servants attending the Indians in
that quarter with dou btful results, indeed, and I believe there
is an excessive expenditure in connection with this service
which the Public Accounts Committec ought to look into.
With regard to the Post Office income, all I have to say is
that a colleague of the hon. Ministers opposite, Mr. Mac-
pherson, devoted himself in two pamphlets which are
crammed with falsehoods from the first page to the last, to
attacking the late Administration upon every possible item
of expenditure, and one of the items of expenditure was the
Post Office expenditure, for whioh we were severely attack-
ed as being most improvident; but gentlemen who have
spoken during this debate have stated that the expenditure
has been heavy; no doubt, but it has been incurred in open-
ing up routes in the North-West, part of it, as part of our
expenditure, has been devoted to the same purpose. I do
not atiack the hon. gentlemen oppoite about the expendi-
ture, because I have not looked into it, but I think I can say
this: that while the expenditure of the late Government
increased at the rate of $50,000 per annum, the
increase in expenditure before we took office reached
$ I 15,000 per annum, and it has reverted to the same figure
now, and it bas increased about $300,000 since we left office,
showing that lon. gentlemen opposite have not at all-some
of the num ber, at all events-succeeded in keepingdown the
experditure or what bey attacked us, although it was very
much less than theirs. The hon. Minister of Railways is not in
bis place, and I will defer some remarks which J propose to
make about another branch of the public service until he is
in his place. I should say, in reference to these comparative
expenditures, that there is one word of explanation [ forgot
to make. There were two or three items that bon. gentle-
men opposite would have been entitled to ta<e credit for,
as abnormal, in 1873-74. They will remember it when I
mention il: the expenditure ori the boundary line between
the United States and ourselves, for which they paid some-
where about $6 ),000 in their last year, and $146,0JO being
a balance paid in military stores that was due to the Imperial
Government. I have not counted the cost in our own expend-
tures for the years I have mentioned. But we had to incur ain
expenditure of something about $200,000 for exhibitions at
Philadelphia, Paris, anid Sydney, which 1 have not counted
on the other side. The hon. the First Minister and one or
two other gentlemen made some reference to the coming
policy of the country guided by them, and as to our relations
with foreign countries. They have taken larger votes of
mor.ey for the purpose of keeping up a quasi-ambassadorial
establishment in London, and they have sent an Ambassador
to Paris. No results came from his visitasand those enor-
mous expenditures, yet I argue in the policy announced to
this extent, that we ought, in ail matters concerning Our
own trade, to do our own business; that honor is not a neW
thing with us as some hon. gentlemen opposite seenl
to think. Ie took that ground in this louse many
years ago, and in 1870 we had a long debate upon that sub.
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ject. With that as with other matters when we assumed
office we assumed the responsibility of carrying this
practically into effect, and at the time that theFishery
Arbitration was about to be proceeded with, and when the
Imperial Government desired us to take an Imperial Com-
missioner to manage the affair, we took the ground that the
Commissioner must be a Canadian appointod by ourselves,
and that the arbitration should be under the control and
management of the Canadian Government. This was ulti.
mately conceded, and my ton. friend beside me (Sir Albert J.
Smith) as Mi nister, and Sir Alexander Galt as Commissioner,
are entitled to the entire credit whieh the hon. Minister of
Railways took to the Government on the Treasury benches of
securing that amount of money. Had that negotiation been
left, as former negotiations concerning the United States
were left, in the bands of some gentlemen from Englared
who did not know the manner of conducting business in the
United States, or the blustorng character of the proposals
made sometimes, I believe we would not have received one
dollar for our fishery compensation. Again, Sir, when, in
1874, it was proposed by some gentlemen at Washington
to have an attempt made to revive the Reciprocity Treaty,
we made representations to the Imperial Goverument thati
it was desirable that such negotiations shouild be opened ;i
but we took the ground also that they must be opened and1
carried on by the Governmont here; though nominally, inj
the concluding parts, by the Government at home.. Thei
result of that negotiation was that the late Mr. Brown was1
appointed and commissioned by the Imperial Government as1
a joint Plenipotentiary with Sir Edward Thornton to con-1
duet these negotiations. They were not successful, as thei
United States did not carry it out, although their Congressi
agreed to the arrangement made ; but such were the facts
of the case, and I mention it to show that the policy foir
which credit is claimed now, is simply our policy which thet
hon, gentlemen oppoÀtc have tardily agreed to.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.
Mr. MACKENZIE. My hon. friend for Niagara criest

hear, hear. Let me read to him what his leader said in the1
debate in 1870. Sir John Macdonald said:

" Why should they pass resolutions asking for power'to negotiatetreaties by their own Ambassadors? W by should they throw away the
greatadvantages theynow have of the assistanceofEnglandinnegotiat.fing treaties? How much better to have the powerfutinfluence of Greattpritaithan to go with bated breathandhumble tone p1ading in JoTmapauperis with foreigun countries to make a treaty with thern. Their
anewer would be we don't know you, who are you? A Province oftengland. ' Then eend England to us, we will treat withher.' Ihat wouldbe the deserved answer we would get.1"

This was the language of the hon. gentleman a few years
ago, and now he takes credit to himself for introducing aD
new system, which in fact has been in operation for years. lln 1871, he was himself sent, not as a joint Plenipotentiary
but as a lligh Commissioner to Washington; but his successC
on that occasion in upholding Canadian interests in thepayment of the Fenian claims and other matter, was not
such as would induce any people or any Government to
place hilm on a similar commission a second time. t

Several hon. MEMiBERS. lear, hear. c
tMr. MACKENZIE. Hon. gentlemen say hear, hear, but 1

et then Iook at the records and see what that success was. çç
pf ever there was a humiliating position presented by a t

ae d' it was that of the British Commissioners and the 0
the daimn Commissioner.s among them, agreeing to pay all i

'en" of United States citizens that wero raised in con-'(eentin with the ravages -of cruisers at sea, and refusingY
even t Consider the claims of our own people in Canada forCthe expenses connected with the Fenian raid. Yet that, Sir,Wa8 the result of his first negotiation as an Ambassador and

sYt 'was not such as would induce any Government to
32maL hi with the same thing again.32P

An hon. MEMBER. Well, we got what we wanted.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, we did, but you did not.
Mr. WHITE (Hastings). We laid the foundation to

stand on.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, and the superstructure would

never have been built by hon. gentlemen opposite.
Mr. PLUMB. I wish to ask the hon. gentleman whother

he does not know that, at the beginning of these negotiations
at Washington, it was understood that they should not be
held unless it was understood thereshould be no allusion to
the Fenian raid?

Mr. MACKENZIE. No such thing. If the hon. gentle-
man will allow me I will apply the plummet rule to him
and see if he is plumb on this matter or not. I recollect very
well, Sir, ail that passed in this House when the then member
for Sherbroke (Sir Alexander Galt), who knew more of the
coming Commissioner than any other person in this House,
was unwilling to trust birn without specific instructions.
Ho moved a resolution in this House giving those specifie
instructions; and I might bore tell my hon.
friend from Niagara (Mr. Plumb) that I had
more confidence in his leader than Sir Alexander Galt
bad, and I thought it was a mistake to give those specific
instructions from this House. I, therefore, opposed the
resolution, but I found out my great mistake, and I should
have acknowledged that the then momber for Sherbrooke
knew better what he was doing in that matter than I possi-
bly could. I am quite willing though for ail that, ard not-
withstanding these strictures that I am compelled to make
upon what took place, I am prepared to sup-
port the principle of giving to Canada every
power of that kind consistent with our allegiance
to the Mother Country and our political connection with it.
It is quite evident, Sir, that this country cannot go on and
submit to negotiations-on this continent, at ail events-
being conducted by people who know nothing whatever of
the country. I regret that owing to an affection which I
have in the throat, I am unable to speak much longer to-
night, or to refer to some matters which I shal1 have to post-
pone to a future occasion ; but before sitting down I have to
say this: that while hon. gentlemen opposite will obtain
from me every fair play in every matter connected with
the Estimates, I shal criticise closely and carefully the
various expenditures which I deem to be inconsistent with
the ground they have taken or the promises they have made
to the country. The bon. member for Niagara referred to
the expenditure on capital account, and to the question as
to who were responsible for the increaso in the debt. Now,
my bon. friend behind me was as nearly as possible abso-
utely correct. The expenditure on capital account made
by us was entiroly, with the exception of the St. Peter's
Canal, on account of obligations entered into by the previous
Administration. The hon. member for Niagara said that we
rushed into the construction of the Pacifie Railway when
we wore not called on to do it. I take no such views of
he obligations we were forced into in connection with the
Columbia bargain. That bargain was made by the Govern-
ment, and' although improvidently made, I felt, as a
Minister sworn to do what was right for the country, that I
was bound-and my colleagnes felt the same-to give effect
o that treaty as far as it was possible for us to do so
consistent with the burden of taxation that was to be
mposed on the people. The contracts on the whole of the
canals were let when we 'entered office-that is, on the
Welland Canal, the Lachine Canal, and the canais on the
Ottawa River. These embraced an immense expenditure
of money-no less than 843,800,000 for canals, between
$10,000o,00 and $12,000,00 for the Intercolonial Railway,
no less than $30,000,ooo for the Pacifie Railway, $2,000,000
for finishing the railways in the Lower Provinces,
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82,500,000 for the Prince Edward Island Railway,
$4,500,000 for minor works, $2,500,000 for improvements
on the St. Lawrence where there were no locks, and
$1,000,000 for advances. AIl these obligations bad to be
met. We might be called to account for proceeding with
any of them too fast, but we did not proceed with any of
them-that is, the canals-faster than we believed the
public interests required. I am not at all certain now that
the policy was a wise one of entering on a great enlarge-
ment of the Welland Canal. It was not ourt policy. but we
followed it up. The plan was the plan of hon, gentlemen
opposite, and I take my full share of responsibility for that
as a simple member of the Legislature, although not sup-
porting the Government at the time. We find, ýSir, that
although the Welland Canal is constructed with locks 270
feet long and 45 feet wide, there is not at this moment
one single vessel building for traffic through that canal,
though it is about fiuished. So much is freight being
carried on railways that it becomes exceedingly doubtful
whether any ofthe canals of the country will ever pay any
revenue agan.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). What does the Fort Frances
Lock do?

Mr. MACKENZ[E. The Fort Frances Lock was never
finished, and, therefore, there is no traffic there.

Mr. WIIITE (Hastings). It ought never to have been
commenced.

Mr. MACKENZIE. My hon. friend is too wise alto-
gether. He looks wiser than any man ought to be. His
remark was an original one, but I think I heard it before.
I am seriously discussing the commercial effect on hiei
country of these works.1

3Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Well, thi i-s a commercial
work.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No. I am afraid not now; hon. gen-
tlemen opposite have placed it out of that category.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). You should not have begun it,
that is the reason.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, Sir, I am not here to bandy
words with the hon. members for Hastings, either west or
north; if I were, I would have only to go up to Shaw's
Canal, where I will show them twice as much monoy was
spent in a hole they can sec to-day,

Mr. PLUMB. It was donc by your party.
Mr. MACKENZIE. No; it was done long before I was

in power.
Mr. PLUMB. The IReformers werc in office.
Mr. MACKENZIE. No; it was done by bon. gentlemen

opposite. I desire now, Sir, to refer to one charge made by
hon. gentlemen opposite-

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Speaker, I fel that it is
only right, considering the condition of tho hon. gentlem'an's
health, that if he feels that it is inconvenient for him to
continue the discussion to-night--

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am excoedingly obliged Io my hon.
friend, but I will not avail myself ot his olfer to-night. I
shall onlyrefer to-night to the charge inade that we are in-
imical-hostile-to manufacturers. The charge is one not
merely without foundation, but it is an absurd charge. Why
should we be inimical to manufacturers? Are not many
of us interested in manufactures? -Have not many of us
friends who are manufacturers? Are not the majority of
manufacturers political friends of ours ?

An hon. MEMBER. They were; they are not now.
Another hon. MEMBER. They have always been.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I have stated that I believe the

policy of hon, gentlemen opposite bas worked injuriously to,
Mr. MAcKENzz.

manufacturers. lon. gentlemen seem to think that agri-
culture is not a manufacture. I hold it to be a manu-
facture of the largest kind, without which our country
could not exist. It is one which involves a large amount of
capital and manual labor, and produces more than any
other manufacture in the country. And what we are not
willing to do is this: we are not willing that farming inter.
ests should be subordinated to manufacturing interests; but
we contend that one should be placed on as good a footing
as another, and that toassert that the far mers have benefit-
ted anything from the National Policy, is to go against the
plain indication which the market prices and the history of
the last two or three years discloses. Lot us endeavor by
our policy to adopt such a course as will do justice to
the farmers as well as to the manufacturers. While
I am not disposed at all to continue an excessive
protection to any class, whether farmers or manu-
facturers, I am only desirous of obtaining suflicient revenue
from the Customs and Inland Revenue sources as will meet
the wants of the Government, and we must remember that
wo have no other source of revenue to look to, and that if
we create classes by our legislation we will have difficulties
in after years in separating those classes into
their usual normal condition. We will set one class
at war against another, and we will produce that
feeling of disaster which bas prevailed in Germany and ini
France for the last two years in consequence of their pro-
tective policy. I intended to refer to the condition of these
two countries, two of the most bighly protected countries
in the world, except the United States. The state of Ger-
many is such at present in consequence of Protection-
as authorities show-that the people are flocking in
hundreds of thousands from ber shores and seeking bormes
across the Atlantic. Ion. gentlemen opposite will say, I

i have no doubt, that these parties are sceking shelter in th
United States, where protection also prevails.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is the paradox.
Mr. MACKENZIE. No. There is no paradox in it. If

the hon. gentleman bas candidly made an enquiry he will
find this: That the United States is a smiall world in
itself. It has every variety of climate, it produces evory
variety of fruit, cereals, and productions of every kind;
they have mines of almost every kind avilable in .the couD-
try, and they have an immense population of their own, but
with all that ihey are not able to export any considerable
quantity of manufactured goods.

An hon. MEMBER. They have their home market.
Mr. MACKENZIE. They are simply able to keep their

own markets-not quite that, as an hon. friend behind me
rema-ks; but that is the utmost they pretend to do. It i9
perfectly well known that their export trade is destroyed
by the protection they have, and it is equally well knownl
that our export trade is gradually being destroyed too.
Short as the time is, it bas already had a very serions effect
upon our exports of manufactured articles. I desire simplF
to say this, that so far as I am concerned -and I believe
hon. gentlemen on Ihis side of the ouse share the opnon
-we are friends alike of farmers and manufacturers, but
wo hold that no class of persons or occupations should
have anything more than a fair opportunity to devoloP
their energies and their productions to the utmost extent
that can be donc consistent with ie welfare and intc'rcsts
of others.

Mr. COURSOL moved the adjournment of the debate.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think my hon. friend is

under a misapprehension. I understand ho thinks that the
hon. member for Lambton intends to continue his remarks
on the next occasion when tlis matter comes up aigain. I
am under the impression, however, that he said he Wouhtake another opportunity of adding the few remarkho
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would have made this evening had his health allowedhim to ot yet rached that point of gool faith which ia forcod
do so. In that case, perhaps, my hon. friend had better not from them; there are stili a fow obstinate ones who dony
move the adjournment of the debate, but to make now the the progross made with as mucl audacity as they would
remarks ho intended to mako. deny the suns liglt, so true is the adage that thoso are the

Motion withdrawn. most blind who will not soe. But there is a simple method,
Motion and within reach of ail, of sottlirig tho question. Lot them

Mr. 0OURSOL. Mr. S>eakor, it is seldon that the pro- consuit our manufactur, our merchants, and ask them if
dlictions of politicians and financiers are roalizod; they are they would have opened new factorios witbout the National
in the habit of predictirng wonders which are not justified in Policy, if they would have riskod their capital in Canadian
the course of events. Twenty years ago, the promoters of undortakings without tho protection that wo asked for, and
the Grand Trunk Railway prodicted that that entorprise that we obtained from the Government which i3 in power
would yield 12 por cent. to its shareholders, yet those who to-day, from the wise, prudent and far-seeing mon who load
trusted in these promises are still awaiting a first dividend. tho country. Al these manufacturers, ail these morchanta
The Government which preceded the present one, had pro- wdl givo the saine answer;,ail will proclaim the benofits
nised Canada a return of the golden age, and instead of that derived f-om the fiscal policy inauguratod by us iu 1878,
we had an era of deficits and failures. But there bas been and we fii this testimony even on tho lips of those whoae
a remarkable exception to the aliost genoral rule laid down political ideas difler fr-om ours. It is truo that there is a
by me. In 1878 and 1879, wo predicted-we, the men ofsmall number of people nnacquaintod with the truth, Who
the Conservativo party-that if the Government changed the will ery out against what 1 say, but whose actions boue their
basis of its fiscal policy, the country would once more seeutterances. In 18î9, we saw in Montreal some of our poli-
the first days of its prosperity; our predictions have come tical oppononts, who were engagcd in t-ado, await tho inau-
literally true, and even those who are opposed to our policy guratien of the Taiutoeestablish new manufactures on tho
must fairly admit that a most desirable change has taken day following its introduction, or to iacrease in size those
place throughout the country, and that prosperity and the that wo in existence; they would nover havo ventured te
public fortune have made immense strides in progress. The do this a day eu-lier, l'r ou- industries weut deaths doo-
hon. leader of the lato Govornment (Mr. Mackenzie) hl and could not compote i-uh the Americans, who were, for
said this evening-and I am glad to record his words-that tlelime boing, selling their goods at starvation prices on
everywhere had prosperity inereased, that it was rapidly cur markets, r-serving to thomselves the right of solling
progressing, and that the wholo country wias feeling its lhem at a higher figur- later on. I must say, Mr. Speaker,
etfects. Last vear, Mr. Speaker, on a similar occasion, Ithat neveu did any Canadian Minister of Finance rise under
gave to this House a summary of the progross that had more fhvorabli if ono bears in mmd tho posi-
taken place in MontreAl, since the bringing into play of the lion of his predecesser, the gaHant knight Who sits opposite
National Polîcy. I had the intention of doing the same(Sir Richard J. Cartwrigh Q, who,formeî-lyin bis speech on
this year, but after having heard the remai-kable speech of the Budget, had nothing to announce but deficits and an
the hon. Minister of Finance, aflter having read attentively increase of taxation. He had promisod us the golden age,
this interesting exposé of the resources, tle progress and the and instead haegave "san eraof deficits. Whatadiffence
hopes of the country, I immediately abandonod the idea, for, 1,the-is flua year!1Tho presont Finance Minister anneuncs
as bas been so aptly said by one of the newspapors: "Theasui-plus of $4,(100,000 and a decrease of $1,000,00
speech tells al], explains al!, comprises all." Moreover,.n the taxation ; a judicions policy bas ovidently
Mr. Speaker, why should I bave taken so much trouble? resulted in our excellent stato of the finances.
No one seriusly disputes the progress mado; even the op- Give me a good pclicy," said au eninontFrench financier,
poents of protection are com pelied to admit it; issue is und I will manage money matters the botter for if."
jined on but one point: the fro traders differ with us as During the rejime cf'Fi-ceTrade, Ibo country held ncariy
to the causes of this return of prosperity. They go as far the same language. Whcn capitalists weîe blamed for net
as to pretend that this return bas taken place in spite of engaging in trade, thoy rcplied: '- Givo ns a good polie
the National Policy, and that without that policy and we will engage in laigo enterprisos." Weil, Sir, under
Our prosperity would be stili more considerable. In the management of the Conservative Governent we have
the lace of such an assertion, it is evident that inaugurated a good policy, and who is theie te deny that
the question is one we night discuss without ever since thon thecotinîuy b donc a good business? Who is
coning to an undorstanding. One must despair of con- there ofgood faill who will deny that this policy bas boon
vincng such opponents. 1 even think that we have ob- productive cf geod îesults both for the Gover-ment and the
tained a good doal in making them admit that times are count-y? The same policy bas resulted in increasing from
better. But at the timo of the electoral contest, these 10 te 20 millions the deposits li the Goverument savings
gentlemen did not go so far ; they did not say thon that banks. This represonts tho isavin-s of the country and the
Protection was hurtful ; on the contrary the majority of accumulation cf national wvath. h is one more -esult of
those who, to-day, boist the Freo Trado flag, thon said that that policy which bas increasod the value cf ail public stock,
protection was a good thing. I had a proof of this in the and bas raised the banks' capital fi-m 60 te 74 millions in
etelecns cf 1878. My opponont in the eleoctoral division of a fow years. But why ahould 1 recuîî althe asîounding
Montreal East, Mr. Archarrbault, who was supported by changes wrought in the country? Amongst our Most
members of the Quebec Government and several Federal bitter opponents aie mon fr'm Ontario who, four years ago,
mnembers, was, himself, compelled to proclaim protectionist loudly cried for a protective Taif. The hon. gentlemen
Principles, although ho was a free trader, as he was con- of the Province of Onta-io, of'whom I1have juat apoken,
vinced that such was the only way to obtain any votes. were in goed company when, with tho Liborals of
inee that time, these gentlemen have not changedl; they our own Province-for wo aise have much pleasurehave remainmed such as they were ; they take care to be in counting iu oui ranks fo-mer pr-teclionusts Who

Petectionists at public meetings, and become fro traders becamn converîod te Free Trade-il is net known why,
"t 'house orly. They have two sets ofweights and or, raller, il fa tee welI known; but, at any rate, converlod
Thasures : one for the people, and one for the fHouse. te Free Trade at a ime when the National'Poiic, that

ese gentlemen content themselves with the idea that the very policy wbicb îhey asked for forni-iy, was goiDg te
se se the Bansard only, and they forget that their revolutienize the fiscal state cf Canada. Lt is fnleresting 10

Speches are published in the press and that the people re- read to-day the speeches of these convor-ta 10 ree Trade,fliber them in due lime. It is truc that ailoettem have and the reading cf those speeches is a dangrous thing for
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them, as their speeches and conversion are of so recent a
date. Now, Mr. Speaker, there are a few statements, made
the other day by the bon. member for Lothinière (Mr.
Rinfret), which I wish to roftute. Theb hon. member ran
amuck through the National Policy, and I must congratu-
late him upon tho style of his speech, which was most care-
fully prepared. But what would bis colleague, who repre-
bents the county of Lotbinière in Quebec, and bis political
leader in our Province, have said, bad ho beard him ?
Assuredly, either one of two things would have happened ;
either Mr. Joly would have blamed his friend, or the bon.
member would have had to deny bis chief. The hon. memberi
is, no doubt, aware that Mr. Joly called for protection more
loudly than we have, if that could be.

Mr. RINFRET. Will the hon. member allow me to make
a remark ? The hon. Mr. Joly, who represents the county
of Lotbinière in the Local House, did really declare himself
in favor of a protective Tariff in 1872, but the Tariff pro-
posed at that time was not the Tariff of the presont Minister
of Finance.

Mr. COURSOL. The bon. member and colleague of the
membor in this House nover could explain what kind of a
Tariff ho desired.

Mr. RINFRET. At any rate, I defy the bon. member
for Montreal East to prove that Mr. Joly at any time
declared himself in favor of the present Tariff.

Mr. COURSOL. It is evident that the hon. leader of the
Opposition in Quebec could never have declared himself in
favor of the present Tariff in the Quebec House, as that
question never came before it that I ara aware of.

Mr. RINFRET. Or on the hustings.
Mr. COURSOL. But I know that the colleague of the

bon. member for Lotbinière in this iHouse, bas declared
himself in favor of Protection. I know that ho came, accom-
panied by his friends, and oven by the Attorney-General, to
make a speech in the division of Montreal East, and that in
those days ho was in favor of Protection. It is time now
that those two bon. gentlemen should come to an under-
standing, for they must either agree or differ ; one of them
must submit to the opinion of the other, or the other must
abandon bis opinion. But this is, however, a difference
which they may possibly be able to settle when in the pre-
sence of their constituents. I am glad to see that matters
can so easily be arranged in a county like Lotbinière, to wit:
that it is p>ssible to elect a protectionist member for the
Local House and a free trade mem ber for tho Federal House-
Well, I just said that the leader of the Quebec Government
had spoken in favor of Protection. This is what I find in a
document and in a letter published in 187.î

" It has been proposel to give to the party that is to undertake that
task the name of '1National Party.' (Applause.) I wili teil you wby
that name has been chosen. You will have seen from the discussion in
the Bouse as well as in the papers, that to attract a large emigration
that is to be advantageous to the country, it is necessary to encourage
manutactures by ail possible means. Every one understands that our
young men would not Jeave the country if tbey could findin itsufficient,
not to live in luxury, but to earn enough to feed and clothe themselves.
In order, theretore, to stop this exodus of the population, a party is
required that will encourage induetries of ail kinde, a paity that shail
be national before ail, and which is from the beginning te obtain favors,
not poli ical but commercial independence. To that effect we require a
National Pobicy, if we wish to bring back our fellow countrymen to
ibeir homes, to encourage foreigri emigration and establish a market
with other countries. (Applause.) Instead of building up theories ani
utopian systems, I think it is better to adopt a platform, as the English
say, a national, commercial and manufacturing platform. '

The bon. leader of the Opposition said, later on in 1876, he
bad not yet changed bis opinions at the time, as is shown
by the following letter addressed to our colleague, Dr.
Orton:-

" My DEAN DoOCT,-I have received to-day only a series of printed
questions coming from your Commission, in whose work I am deeply
interested, and I hasten to forward you my answers. I tear that they
will be found somewhat long; but I muet say that I feel a certain

Mr. CoUvsoL.

satisfaction of being enabled to put mny ideas on the subject into shape
whatever may be their worth. It is for me a kind of a protest againsathe accusation brought against me during the present Session, both in
the House cf Commons and in the press of having abandoned the princi.
pal article of the programme of our national party. We claim every.
where a national, commercial policy. My friendsh have been accused
of forsaking this policy, and as chiet' of the national party, my name
has ben dragged in among thoefet the partie3 accused butaIeve
did abandon that policy.

Here we have the leader of the Opposition in the
Province of Quebec who, in 1876, declared hiimsolf to be a
protectionist, and his friend sitting to-day in this House a
free trader. But the bon. member for Lotbinière is not the
only one; lie bas some boon companions in Ontario.
We know the hon. members from Ontario, eloquent men
whose burning words have rivetted the attention of the
Blouse, who, a few years ago sang the praises of Protection ;
who said that if we did not get Protection, the Americans
would invade our markets; that if we did not get Protection,
we should cease to exist as a nation; that the only means of
saving us was to encourage manufactures which would give
a livelihood to our workingmen and bread to those that
now lacked it. That was what our hon. friends from
Ontario told us. And hon. gentlemen of the Province of
Quebec spoke in the sane strain. The bon. member for
Quebec -ast (Mr. Laurier) has said the same, and, as ever,
his cloquent utterances reached the hearts of his electurs
and his hearers when ho spoke of Protection, when
ho pointed out to them the destitution of the
country, when ho showed them how prosperous
they would become if they but encouraged Pro-
tection. But those hon. gentlemen have forsaken such
ideas; their opinions have altered. It is for then to
explain why they bave done so. They have not done so
yet, and as long as they do not, all the pi-aises they make
to-day and all their utterances will be of no value. The
hon. member also touched upon the question of cotton. lt
is a subject which ho treated at some Jength, and it appears
that he obtained his information from good sources, but, in
my opinion, his opinions are wrong both logically and as to
ficts. I am not going to take up all the errors and
exaggerations of the hon. member, but I will content myself
with pointing out that ho complains that the Tariff does not

i sufficiently protect the manufacturers.
Mr. RINFRET. What I said vas quite the reverse. I

claim that the present Tariff favors cotton manufacturers to
too great an extent.

Mr. COURSOL. I request the hou. member te allow me
to close my sentence. These are his worsds: "The Tariff
favors the manufacturers, at the expense of the consumer."
He instances the Hudon Cotton Company, which paid 10
per ent. to its shareholders with a bonus of 33 per cent.
Moreover, ho maintains that the Cartwright Tariff gave all
the encouragement that manufacturers needed. His judgment
i8 erroneous on at least two points in that part of his speech.
It 1e true, that like many others the Hudon factory has
done an excellent business, but tho hon. menber forgets to
tell us that with maiiy others this factory devotes its
profits to enlarging its buildings, and to employing a larger
number of bands; this factory, whieh employed but 400 tO
500 bands under Ie Liberal regine, gave wonk to1,000
bands at the present time, and would in about two
months employ some 1,60. When manufacturers get
rich in suc a manner, every one benefits by it.
The Tariff of the ex-Minister of Finance was not suffI(i0ent
as the stock of most manufacturers iwas quoted at ton celt8
on the dollar; those are the times which tho bon. mMber
regrets. Again, the hon. merubes- spoke of the parks
manufactory, and ho bas told us that ithas not incroased
salaries. The contrary is true, for it had increaed the
salaries of its employes 25 per cut., and a good rnanY
young girls who formerly did not car-n anything as they
could not find employment, now oarn $7 to $8 a week. Tbo
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hon. member has blamed the National Policy because im-ç
ports have increased. It is truc, but it proves merely that 3
consumption has increased owing to a better state of affairs, t
the consumption of products of local manufactures bavingr
increased. How is it that the hon. member did not sec that t
his argument would recoil upou him ? For if the Tariffi
could not prevent foreign imports from coming in, it mustç
at least prevent manufacturers from raising prices above theü
nominal value oftheir products. "Competition," says the hon.t
member, "still flourishes." Now, according to Frec Trade,
competition is necessary to check monopoly and abnormally
high prices. According to his own words, we enjoy such a 1
competition. Wbat is he complaining of, or what reasoni
has ho to complain ? With regard to woollons, the bon.1
member says the prices of woollens have increased. Woollen1
manufactures have multiplied throughout the country and1
cannot meet the demand. A better quality of woollens are1
manufactured than are imported. I think this fact is uni-(
versally admitted. I will quote the following article which1
I notice in the Toronto World concerning the duties on1
wool:-

"The wool hat manufacturers of Eastern Pennsylvania held a meeting
in Reading yesterday. Among those present were Messrs. Hendel
Brothers & Sons, John R. Miller & Co., J. G. Mohn & Brothers, William
H. Reinhoel & Co., J. N. Levan & Sons., Hendel, Robst & Co., George
Hendel & Co., and many others. They passed resolutions protesting
against the Government's proposed admission of foreign made wool
and fur hats wiibout the customaiy duty of 50 cents per pound and
35 per cent. Heretofore Canada was supplied with American made
wool bats, but manufactories are establisbed along the border, and the
American market is being flooded. Canada gets her wool free of duty, î
and if the 50 cents per pound is taken off the foreign bats the difference
will be at least $2 per dozen, which will close the forty-one manufac-
tories in the East entirely. Australia is also desirous ot sending a large
quantity of wool bere. A very strong letter, fully setting forth all the
tacts, was prepared and sent to Washington, and it is likely that the
Pennsylvania and New England manufacturers will send a full delega-
tion to the national capital."

This proves that woollens are manufactured in this
country greatly to our alvantage. No doubt the imports
of wool, and especially those of raw wool used as primary.
matter, had also increased. The hon. member complains
that the price of Canadian wool bas decreased 30 per cent.
It is a mistake ; wool is sold bore as bigh as in England.
Were it otherwise it would, according to the laws of trade,
be exported to Great Britain ; but what is true is that our
exports of woollens have dimirished by one-half because it is
used up in our own factories. The hon. member also com-
plained that the Government had not placed a high enough
duty on wool imported as a primary matter, and that the
duty of 3 per cent. is insufficient. He called it farcical;
but is it not a farce to sec him on the one hand ask for an
increase of taxation on primary matter, and, on the other
band, Complain of the high prices of native manufactures.

he bon. member did not take into account our peculiar
Position opposite the United States. There is no FrceTrade theory that will hold against the bard fact that our
neighbors in the United States close their markets to usand try to dispose of their products on ours. We bave had,
therefore, to protect ourselves, and we did so to the advan-
tage of the country. If in the future Americans wish foranother system-if they wish to return to reciprocity,arrangements may possibly be entered into between the
tWO Governments, Canadian and American, to promote theInterests of both countries; but until that time comes, Inaintan that the National Policy is the only one that cando anY good to Canada. The bon. member handled the
ceaioit question. le told us - I presume it is in bis
coal1that people complained of the high price of
eai ot that it was their only means of getting light, and

that tbe duties levied were such as to cause suffering; andhe told us that owing to the duties on this article and on
2Ollen, every family was burdened with the amount of

felt An to ceal oil, hc said the effects of the duty were lessSties, becauso gas was used there. That argument

will not hold good, for were the hon. member to reside in
Montreal or in any other Canadian city, and were he to see
the rapidity with which that instrument called a gasometer
marks the quantity consumed, and find out to his cost what
the use of gas costs every six months, he would soon be of
a different opinion. But the hon. member forgets that it
was the Government ho supported which imposed a tax on
coal oil, and which refused to reduce it. It is only owing
to the influence and experience of the member for Stanstead
(Mr. Colby) that this tax was reduced froin 15 to 4 cents.
The tax amounted to 15 cents including the Excise, which
had been remitted by the Conservative Government. Now,
if the hcn. member is se desirous of giving good and cheap
light to his electors, he has but to givo them the electrie
light, and I feel sure that those gentlemen will do so by-and-
bye. The bon. member bas also spoken of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. He told us ho would not speak of the
enormous sums asked for that road, and that every one
knows who is responsible for that gigantic enterprise. And,
trnly, Mr. Speaker, we are all acquainted with the discussion
that took place on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and I, as a
member of the Conservative party, wish to have my sharo
of credit in this matter. I see with pleasure that the whole
country Iearnt with joy that the Government had settled the
question in England once for all. The Conservative party
ratified by a largo majority the treaty concluded between
Sir John A. Macdonald and the Syndicate; every one was
interested in that affair and was glad to soe it settled, as it
was as embarrassing for the Li beral as for the Conservative
party. It was a political as well as a commercial
neces.ity. A political necessity, because all Governments
were bound to England in the carrying out of that enter-
prise. It was a vommercial necessity, as we were desirous
of creating a new nation; we wished to create a new nation
in the North-West, a nation that would soon number
millions of children. The only way of attaining this object
was to have a railway which could unite the extremities to
the centre, and which could give easy communication from
one end of the country to the other, failing which it was
impossible to enjoy a communion of ictas, of interests, of
sentiments and of ambition, such as it was necessary to have
between the people of the North-West and those of the
East. Touching the commercial question, we knew that the
United States being closer to that part of Canada than we
were ourselves, had we not laid a rail way to transport our
merchandize, trade would have taken the road of the United
States. The reports that we receive from the Canadian
Pacifie Railway show that the road is progressing rapidly,
and that in a few years we shall sce travellers, freight and
baggage leave the shores of the Pacifie to reach East Mon-
treal, which I represent. It was the plan of Sir George E.
Cartier in 1872; it is now nearly carried out, and this
Pacifie Railway, after leaving part of its freight in Mon.
treal, will go to Quebec, and joining the St. Charles Branch
of the Intorcolonial, will enable the men of the far West to
sec the beautiful city of Champlain so pregnant with remin-
iscences. I know, Mr. Speaker, that opinions are divided in
the House on this question. The number of our opponents
is not considerable, but their opinions ever ensure respect.
The Liberals approved our policy at the outset; they con-
dema it now; that is their concern, but none of them have
explained their change of opinion ; the task would be too
difficult a one, but it is a necessary one, without which their
condemnation of to-day is sans significance. Such is not
the only homage rendered to the National Policy by
interested parties. During the last ycar's Session of the
United States' Congress, an American representative said to
his colleagues: "You must haston to grant reciprocity to
Canadians or the protection they have given their m-nufac-
turers will teach them to do without us." The prophecy of
that American bas been realized, for we can do without
them. We purchase from our manufacturera a portion of
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the goods sold to us by Americans, ere the introduction of
the National Policy, without the price of these goods having
increased. The enormous sum which we bal to pay
them has romained in the country; it is paid to our
thousands of workingmon who wero formerly unemployed,
and as I said just now, that money finds its way
into the savings' banks. It is similar facts which explode
the sophistries of Free Trado, and which confound those
who pretend that the National Policy ruins the country.
Yes; the country is prosperous, the breeze of progress
blows in all directions; on all sides does one bear of new
commercial ventures, of projected railways; in a few months
has been built a roaI from Montreal to Sorel; another is to
be built from Ottawa to Montreal, besides new roads fron
the west running towards Montreal and the east. A good
policy has borne good fruit. The country has willingly
seconded the efforts of the Government, which differing in
this from its predecessor, thought that it could do some
good for the country and that its role was not merely that
of a fly on the wheel. But the most advantagoous situa-
tions have always their dangers; ours is no exception. The
abundance of money, the desire of making a rapid fortune
often prompts to hazardous enterprises and speculations. It
is not so long ago that several cities and thousanis of indi-
viduals were ruined in that respect, and they have seriously
suffered. These lessons are liable to be too easily forgotten
and it is good to recall them from time to time, for it is
seldom that fortunes acquired ut one stroke do not dis-
appear as quickly as they come. Let us rather take advan-
tage of the good policy which the Governinent has given
us, and elowly but surely engage irn profitable affairs.

Mr. CHARLTON movel the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 11:35 o'ciock, p.m)

Hlouse adjourned.
the

H1OUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 8th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Threc o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (No. 82) to amend the Act 43 Victoria, respecting
the navigation of Canadian waters.-(Mr. McCallum).

THE SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURT ACT.

Mr. LANDRY moved for leave to introduce a Bill te
repeal the Supreme and Exchequer Court Act and the Acts
amending it.

Sir HE'TOR LANGEVIN. I would ask my hon. friend
to be kind enough to delay the introduction of his Bill until
he bas seen the Bill promised by the Government, and
which will be laid before the House soon. I think it will
be the proper thing for.him to wait till thon.

Mr. LANDRY. In answer to the hon. Minister of Public
Works, I have to say that this Bill is on the Orders of the
Day tince the 241th February. Previous tu that date I asked
the Goverument if it was its intention to amend, within a
short delay, the Supreme Court Act. As I fear that my Bill
will not pass if it does not at once take its place among the
Orders of the Day, I think it is in the interests of the public
that it should be presented at this date so that each one
may study it; at any rate, if the Government is going to
hasten the introduction of its measures, I lave ne objection
to postponing for a few days the introduction of my Bill.

Mr. COURSOL.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, Mr. Speaker, the thing resta
entirely with the hon. member; if he insists on introducing
his Bill, let him do so, but I thought the hon. member would
consider it an act of courtesy towards the Government to
wait for the Bill which it intends bringing before the
House.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend will observe that if, after
the introduction of the Bill of the Government, ho is dis-
posed to think that that Bill will be amended by the
insertion of a clause abolishing the Supreme Court, he can
introduce that as an amendment to the Govornment Bill, so
that he will have every opportunity of pressing bis opinions
if the Government Bill goes on at all. If my hon. friend
has sufficient confidence in the Governtient to believe in
their pledges that they will give us a Supreme Court Bill,
this Session, ho will be quite sure to have an opportunity of
having a vote on bis own nieasure.

Motion withdrawn.

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

Mr. CHARLTON enquired, What was thic net public debt
on the 31st December, 1881.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I stated to my hon. friend
that the return he asked for could only be an approximate
statement, but I have had placed in iany bands, by the
Deputy Minister of Finance, the following: The net debt
on the lst of July, 1881, was $155,375,780. The net debt on
the 1st of July, 1882, will be $154,085,910, or a reduction of
81,309,870. The exponditure during the six months,
charged to capital, is stated here at $3,531,139.

REPORT OF GERMAN DELEGATES.

Mr. MERNER enquired, Whether a report has been
received from the four delegates from Germany invited by
the Government to visit the North-West Territories, during
the month of September last, with a view to induce emi-
graLion to those Territories, and whether the report sub-
mitted to the Government bas been written in the German
language, and whether it will be printed in that language
for distribution ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). A report has been received, but
no report bas been published in this country; it has been
published in Germany, and is being distributed there. Two
German pamphlets have been published in this country, one
written by a German, and the other the Governor General's
speech. These, of course, will be distributed in a few days
in Germany.

CROSS POINT AND CAMPBELLTON, N.B., FERRY
SERVICE.

Mr. HADDOWenquired, Whether the Govern ment inte.nd
taking any steps to improve the inter-provincial ferry service
between Cross Point and Campbellton, on the Restigouche
River; and whether the survey made last season revealed
any difficulty in the way of such improvement ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter is r.ow under
the consideration of the Government.

DREDGING THE RESTIGOUCHE RIVER.

Mr. HADDOW enquired, Whetlher it is the intention, e
the Government to send a dredge, during the coming
summer, to operate on that part of the channel of the
Restigouche River below Campbeltori, of which a surveY
was made during last year ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is perfectly true that a
survey was made last year. The estimate is a very large.
one, and, therefore, I am not in a position, now, to state to
the hon. gentleman what the Govornment may roposO
to do thon.
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DREDGING GRAND LAKE, N.B. difference of opinion. This Parliament is supposed to be

the embodiment and the exponent of the popular will, andMr.at lest ought to have the right to say by whom and by
Governament to make a survey of McManus' Cove, Grand what franchise its mombers shall be elected. It may be
Lako, N.B., during the coming summer, with a view to said that, at the present time, this Parlianent controls the
dredging the same ? franchise, because the elections to this House are conducted

Sir JECTOR LA.NGEVIN. This matter is not yet on the franchise of the several Provinces of the Dominion.
decidcd. But, Sir, any Province can, if it has a mind, change the

franchise, so that it nover is in reality determined by thisDUTY ON LAND PLASTER. Parliament what the franchise in the elections of its mem-
Mr. WIIELER enquired, Whether it is the intention of bers shail be. I think, in this way, the Parliament of the

the Government, during the present Session, to remove the Dominion, which is the highest authority, is, in sone
duty on manufactured land plaster, imported for use as a measure, subordnate to, and made dependent upon, thefertilizer ?s s authority of the Provinces. It seems to me that itfertilizer? is not a correct principle that the highest authority

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. IL is not the intention of the should be dependent upon the inferior, and, therefore,
Government. I think that this resolution is one which will commend itself

to the principles of this Hlouse. At present, members sit]BOUNTIES TO FISIIEJMEN. bore who are elected by different franchises. No two
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH enquired, Whether the bonnty Provinces have franchises which are alike.' In the Province

of $150,000 a year to the fishermen is intended to be per- of Ontario, we have a real estate qualification and an income
manent, or only to continue as long as the Treaty of Wash- qualification. lu cities, the franchise is real estate to the
ington is in force, and whether fishermen engaged in the value of $400; in towns, t the extent of $300; and lu
salmon, shad and river fisheries are to participate in the municipalities and villages, to the extent of 8200; besides
benefit of sneh bonty ? which there is an income franchise of $400. In addition to

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The full particulars with this, we have the farmers' sons, who enjoy the franchise
irerenceto TheItEntio fThefGovernment on this without having any property qualification. In Quebec, therefrence to the intentions of the is brughtdonfor franchise is $300 in cities,or a rental of $30 ; in other muni-subjet wiloni stated whcn the vote is brought down for cipalities it is $200, or a rental of $20. In Nova Scotia, thethe consideratioiî of tho bousefranchise is $150 of real estate, and $300 of personal or reai

STATISTICAL BUREAU AT WIN.NIPEG. property, or $300 of personal property alone. ln New
•T Brunswick, the franchise is $100 real estate; $400 personal

Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whethor it is the intention of the property or income, while, in Prince Edward Island, the
Government to establish a Statistical Bureau at Winnipeg, franchise is, practically, universal, for it almost amounts to
as a branch of the Department of Agriculture, for the pur. manhood suffragoe. l the Island, any man between twenty-
pose of collecting the agricultural and industrial statisties one and sixty enjoys the franchise, while over the age of sixty
of Manitoba and the North-West, to be published annually a voter must be assessed for property to the value of
as a report. $6.40 a year. ln Manitoba, a residence of a short time is

Mr. POPE (Compton). It is the intention of the Govern- required, with ownership of property to the value of $100.
ment tO collect the cief statistics of the north-West, ln British Columbia, the franchise amounts to manhood
and we are now consiering te subject. suffrage. Now, Sir, I think that every hon. member of

this House must admit that this anomalous condition of
things-that hon. members who have an equal right in theDIMUIIGRA.NTS ACCOMMODATION AiliT [E• legislation of this House, should be affected by different

MIr. SCOTT enquired, Whethcr it is the intention of the franchises-and it is to remedy this wrong that I propose
Government to make immediate arrangements ut he city the resolution. Look how this thing works. A man ln
of Winnipeg for the temporary shelter of the large number one Province is denied the iight which is given to his
Of emigrants who are now arriving, and will continue to fellow subject la another Province. It has a tendency to
arrive during the present ycar, ut that place ? croate discontent. It is destructive of patriotism, because

Mr. PO no man can do otherwise than feel discontent if ho is
ments for tE aCommtion W ee nwmamig arran refused rights which are enjoyed by his fellow subjects.
our' or -the accommodation of these immbigrantt. It is He cannot be animated by a feeling of stron-
new Ofte tro patriotism, when ho feels that injustice is being done him,

and this feeling of discontent makes the government of the
DREDGE AT THE MOUTIH OF RIVIÈRE DU LOUP. country more difficult to carry out, and rendors the stability

of the country less secure than it otherwise would be. The
-r. MASSUE, in the absence of Mr. IHouDE, enquired, more intelligent the people are, the more keenly will they

Whether it is the intention of the Government to send a feel the wrong thus done them, and the more discontent will
dredge next spring to the mouth of Rivière du Loup (en such a wrong arouse, bocause ignorance can be enslaved
haut) ? without feeling that it is being wronged; but the more intel-

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Such is the intention of the ligent a community or a people is, the more will they be
Government. alve to thoir rights and privileges. It is not quite perti-

iOent to the subject upon which I am now speaking to say
DOMINION FRANCHISE. what the qualifications of a voter should be; but still, I

MrD WALC oe\ httemmeso think it is so relevant to it that it rnay not be out of place
this ALLACE (Norfolk) moved that the members of for me, at least, to give my own views on that subject. I

ratoaent should be elected under a franchise, the believe myself that manhood suffrage would, take it alto-
ereation Of the law of the Dominion, and having no referenco gether, be the best suffrage for this country. The Cana-
said Dranchise of any of the Provinces comprised within dian peopie as a mass, are intelligent and able to exercise
roid ltion iOn. He said: The proposition embodied in the the franchise, and, therefore, I think it is in the interests of
reglrtion i m about to submit to tha House is one with the country that they should be entrusted with it; becauseregard b 'Vhch, it seems to me, there can scarcely be any you cannot withhold a right from a man that ho feels he is
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entitled to without him feeling the wrong, but if you give a Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the adjournment of the
man his rights they make him feel more deeply bis duties debate.
as a subject; they make him a botter subject than hecother- Motion agreed to.
wise would be. It may be argued, and I dare say it was
argued truly, when the franchise was given to the people of IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT THE PORT OP
older nations where the masses of the people are compara- ST. HYACINTOE.
tively ignorant to what they are here, that it is not safe
to entrust them with the franchise ; but every Cana- Mr. TELLIE R, in moving for a statement of imports ani
dian possesses or hopes to possess property, and exports at the port of St. Hyacinthe from 1st July, 1881, to
be is intelligent enough to know that the security 1st February, 1882, also a statement of the receipts and
of his property is in the proper administration of the expenses at the same port during the same period, said:
law, and this makes him a good law-abidirg subject. Mr. Speaker, in making this motion I wish to call the
Again, property is widely distributed in this country. attention of the Government and of the House to the
Property does not belong to the few, and the many are not importance of the port of St. Hyacinthe. This port was
homeless, as in many other countries, and, therefore, there opened in 1875, and since that date its importance has gone
is no such danger in giving the franchise to a man who has on increasing. The first year of its opening the exports
not property in this country as there is in other countries, amounted to only $21,930, the imports to $27,401, and the
where the few, comparatively speaking, are the owners of duties to $1,157.06, whilst, according to last year's returns,
property, and where the many are, in a measure, homeless. I see that the exports from this port amounted to $73,233
Again, every man requires to submit to the law. What is and imports to $113,569. I noticed also that during the
the law ? It is a-compact between the various members of same period the receipts reached $7,549.94. If we refer to
society to regulate the conduct of one towards another. the comparative statement of exports and imports, from
Well, it cannot be said that it is just that a man shall be and in the various ports in the Province of Quebec, for the
bound by an agreement to which hoe is no party. If a man year ending 30th June, 1881, we fiud that the port of St.
is bound to obey the law, he ought to have a voice in the Hyacinthe ranks seventh in the Province of Quebec as toits
making of the law. Again, it is said that taxation without imports, and tenth as to its receipts. Nevertheless,
representation is an injustice. I agree with this proposition, Mr. Speaker, this port ranks last, not only in the
and I think it is also injurious to patriotism, because how Province of Quebec, but aiso in the whole Dominion, as to
can you expect a man to have any patriotic emotions who its expenditure, which was, during the last year, 8313.12.
does not own a foot of the land of the country in which he I have prepared a statement showing the number of ports
lives, or who has no voice in the government of his country. in the Dominion. They number 138. Of these 138 ports
I ask, how from such a man can you expect patriotism ? If 55 contributed for the fiscal year 1880-81, less revenue to
taxation ought to have representation, every man is taxed the Dominion than the port of St. Hyacinthe. Neverthe-
in this country-that is, he is a consumer-ani as this less, Mr. Speaker, the salaries paid in each of those 55 ports
lRouse only deals with taxes which are the result are considerably higher than those paid in the port of St.
of Excise or Customs, every man who is a Hyacinthe. Thus, in Ontario, we find 17 ports yielding less
consumer pays taxes, and, therefore, ought to be revenue than the port of St. Hyacinthe; however, in these
represented. The man who has no property pays ports salaries are paid amounting to 817,235.33, giving an
the heaviest taxes you can levy on any man. He is average of $1,013.72 for each port. In the Province of
the first man, perhaps, who would be called on to perform Quebec there are 14 ports yielding a less revenue than that
military duties-to risk bis life in the defence of the country of St. Hyacinthe, and in those 14 ports the salaries amount
-and yet you give him no voice in the government of his to 814,250, or an average of 81 ,018 for each port. In New
country, while yon tax him more heavily than it is Brunswick we have 9 ports yielding less revenue than that
possible te tax any man with property. Again, if you of St. Hyacinthe, and the salaries in those ports amount to
adopted manhood suffrage, you would b going very little $11,961, or an average of $1,329.04 for each port. In Nova
further than the existing state of things, and yon would bo Scotia we have 15 ports yielding Iess revenue than that of
doing away with many of the evils which arise from the St. Hyacinthe, and salaries amounting to $17,660.55, or an
present system. For instance, if we had manhood suffrage average of 81,177.371 for each port. So, Mr. Speaker, it will
we would not have the difficulties we have now in doter- be seen that the average annual salary in all these ports is
mining who shall vote. A groat saving would be effected over $1,000. Notwithstanding this, for the last few years
for the people in doing away, in a great measure, with the salary has been $300 only at St. Hyacinthe, which
Courts of Revision, and the Judges Court to decide who amount has been increased to $400 for the current year. It
shall be electors. And I hold it would tend to good is with a feeling of satisfaction that I submit these facts to
morality, becanse, now, many men are put on the voters' the Government, in order to show the unfair posilion in
lists who shou4d not be there, and many are kept off who which stands the Collector at St. Hyacinthe. I have already
ought to be on. It is a sort of struggle between the two raised the question of increasing the salary of that officer,
political parties as to which can get the largest number of who bas ever faithfully and diligently discharged his duties,
voters put off or put on. Another good effect which man- and I hope that the Government will hear my prayer. But,
hood suffrage would have, in my opinion, would ho this: Mr. Speaker, it is not only the port of St. Hyacinthe that
that it would, to a large extent, climinate politics from the is unfairly treated by the Customs Department. It would
management of our municipal affairs. Then we would have seem thut there are two sets of weights and measures in
no anxiety for political reasons to strive who should rule the that Department. I see the Province of Quebec is One of
munieipalities or corporations in which we live. We could those which collects the most revenue for the Dominion.
only thon have one desire, and that is, to elect mon best It yielded $8,133,664 during the past year whereas Ontario
calculated to do what is right in the interest of the public. contributed but $6,401,522 during the sane period. There
Our leading men would not require to tell the electors to is ebore shown, Mr. Speaker, in favor of Quebec, a differelCe
look after the voters' liste, or to say to their friends: "Sec of $1,732, 141 in the revenue of the two greatest Province
by all means that you get the voters' list right." in the Dominion. Notwithstanding this, the ProvInceef

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). And if the assessor is a Grit, Quebec, which contributed the groater amount of revenue
watch him. is not the one where the salaries are the highest, for if We

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk). Therefore, I move, seconded look into the year's reports, we see that in Ontario there
by Mr. McCallum, the resolution on the Paper. has been spent in collecting Customs daties the sm

Mr. W&LLACE (Norfolk).
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of $223,577, whereas Quebec spent but $195,-
. for the same purpose, being a difference of

828,338 which the Province of Ontario spent over and above
the Province of Quebec. If we compare the salaries paid
in the two Provinces we will see that not only are the ex-
penses incurred in collectingduties less in one Province than
in the other, but that the presont Govornment bas despoiled
Quobec to favor Ontario. In 1878, under the Liberal
regime, the salaries in Ontario amountod to 9188,793, and, in
1881, under the Conservative regine to $193,067, or an in-
crease of $4,274 over 1878. A ditferent system has been
folowed in the Province of Quebec, for the salaries, instead
of' being increased in the saine ratio as in Ontario, have
been reduced. Thus, in 1878, the salaries in Quebec
anounted to $148,417, whereas in 1881 they wore reduced
to $ 139,694, or a decrease of $8,723. On the other hand,
the Province of Ontario, which contributes less revenue than
the Province of Quebec, sees its salaries increased, whilst
the Province of Quebec, which contributes a larger revenue
than the Province of Ontario, has its salaries reduced. It is
a 'act that they have been reduced to the extent of $8,723,
whilst those of Ontario were raised by a sum of $4,274.
The salaries of ustoms officials in the Province of Quebec
are either sufficient or they are not; if they are sufficient,
thon there is a useless expenditure in Ontario, and if they
aro not, an injustice is being done to Quebec. I think, Mr.
Speaker, that it will be sufficient for me to place these facts
before the House in order to have this injustice remedied,
useless expenditure curtailed, and to see the Collector at the
port of St. lyacinthe receive a salary more comnensurate
with the responsible position with which he is entrusted
and with the services he is called to render to the country,

Sir H1ECTOI LANGEVIN, (in French). Mr. Speaker,
I regret that my colleague, the hon. Minister of Customas,
is not present to hear what te lion. member ha' jnst said.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Spoe.k i in English.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I ask to be excused, if I

speak my own language. If the hon. member wishes to
speak in English, he may do so. I will not fail to call the
attention of my colleague, the hon. Minister of Customs, to
the figures given to us by the lion. member. It
miay be. that the offieer employed at the port of St.
Hyacinthe has been overlooked or urfairly troated, but I
arm sure that it is not the intention of the hon. Minister of
Custons to allow him to suffer, or to do him an injustice,
and I will eertainly call his attention to-morrow to the
remarks just made in the louse.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker. if the more question of
the salary of this official was under discussion, I would con.
sider, notwithstanding the absence of the hon. Ministor of
Customs, that the question is not one of great importance,
but the facts brought forward by the hon. member for St.
Ilyacinthe (Mr. 'Tellier) certainly call for the attention of
the Government, and for a more satisfactory answer on its

If it is true, as I doubt not, that the receipts of the
rovince of Quebec have amounted to 88,0o0,000, and those

of Ontario to $6,000,000 only, and that so great a difference
exists in the expenditure for salaries of employés in t he two
Provinces, I think that the Government should take into
Consideration the totality of the remarks made by the hon.
meomber for St. Hyacinthe, and remedy matters.

Motion agreed to.

THE TARIFF AND AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS.
M1. ORTON moved that a Select Conmittee be appointed

to enquire into and report to this louse upon the operation
Of the Turiff upon the agricultural interests of the Dominion;
with Power to send for persons, papers and records;-and83

that the said Committee be composed of Messrs. Wallace
(Norfolk), Bain, Trow, Coughlin, White (Hastings),
Landry, Benoit, Béchard, and the mover. He said: I
shall not make any further remarks on the objects
of the Committee, beyond those I made on a former
occasion. I think there can be very little doubt on the part
of hon. members of this House that it is a very important
Committee; and, although hon. members on this side may
be very positive that the operation of the Tariff is beneficial
to the agricultural interests, that is no reason why we
should not, enquire whether it can be made still more
advantageous to those interests. This Committee will also
afford an opportunity to hon. gentlemen on the other side
of the Hoiuse to obtain the facts relating to the effect of the
Tariff on this large and important industry, and I have no
doubt that the result of the Committee will be highly
satisfactory to the country.

Mr. ANGLIN. Hon. members on this side of the IIouse
eau have no objection to a most careful and thorough
enquiry, provided the enquiry be a really honest one, into
the operation of the Tariff upon the position of the farmers
of this country, and as to their condition ; but it strikes me
that the hon. gentleman who moved this motion can scarcely
be aware of its effect, and the important fact that it is au
expression of non-confidence in the Ministry. The hon. the
Minister of Finance declared very distinctly and clearly the
other day that he had made a thorough enquiry into the opera-
tion of the Tariff as affecting the interests of the farmers,
that he had ascertained what the etiects are, and he stated
what those effects are. The hon. Minister stated that the
Tariff operated so as to place more money in their pockets,
and ho told the House, moreove, that the faimers them-
selves are thoroughly aware of the gool effects of the
Tariff on their interests. The hon. Minister of Railways
subsequently repeated somethiug very much to the sanie
elfect. Perhaps I am out of order in referring to a past
Sdebae, but i au haidèy refain from directing the atten-
tion of the House to the statements made by those two
hon. gentlemen in their official capacity. The mover of
the resolution declares thoreby there is some room for
doubt as to the operation of the Tariff on the interests of
the farmers. I believe there is more than room for doubt,
if the statements made are correct. I have no doubt, if an
honest and thorough enquiry should be made, it will prove
beyond all question that those statements made by .hon.
Ministers were made, if not in ignorance, at least in mis-
conception of the facts, and in ignorance of the actual
operation of the Tariff in that particular.

Mr. ARK ELL. No doubt the hon. member for Centre Wel-
lington (Mr. Orton) has brought forward his motion for a
very good purpose ; but I am inclined to think that hon.
members on this side of the House will not agree with a
motion of that nature. It tends to throw distrust on the
working of the National Policy, and, so far as I am
individually concerned, and I can only express my own
feelings, I must say that in my part of the Dominion
farmers are well satisfied-the Conservative farmers and the
moderate Reform farmers are well satisfied with the work-
ing of the National Policy. I believe no Committee
appointed by this House can obtain information that will
throw any more light on the question than is shed upon
it at the present time. The time will come, probably in
1883, when the question will be settled at the polls, and I
believe it will be settled in a manner satisfactory to the
Ministry of the day; and I do not think it is necessary at the
present time to appoint a Select Committee to look into the
working of the National Policy as far as our agricultural
interests are concerned. I shall, therefore, feel it my duty
to vote against the motion.

Motion agreed to.
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IMMIGRATION REGULATION. sity for more, and

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all Orders in Council,ttesnadNwfo
departmental orders and correspondence relating to thebSidesatN o
arrangements for the promotion of immigration, including on the borderibeto
the regulation under which a commission has been lately better plac for it c
granted to the agents of steamship companies, with a state- the St. Lqwrence, M
ment of the number of persons booked under the operation with no danger of
of the said arrangement, and of the total number of imni- animais
grants booked (Ist) from the United Kingdom, and (2nd'
from the continent of Europe for the season of 1881. Ie Mr. POPE (Cern
said: Some time ago I moved for an address for certain infor- ber for Essex could
mation on the subject of immigration, but that was for the have obtained a si
last fiscal year. This address is for a statement of the num -net that I think t
ber of persons booked for the immigration season of 1881,But we sent an o
and it embraces also a proposai that we should address Hs Windsor for the 
Excellency for copies of Orders in Council, departmental Sarnia either, and 1
orders and correspondence, including a regulation under at which we are of
which a commission was granted to agents of steamship Everybody knows
companies. I am informed a regulation was made under land, twenty-five or
which, I think, $2 per head has been granted to the agents not so anxieus, as
of steamship companies in connection with immigration. cattie should be br

the adjoining States
Mr. POPE (Compton). I have no objection to the to allow the introdu

motion, and the returns will be brought down as far as I we do not believe t]
am able to do so. I would, however, say to the hon. gentle- from which we shoc
man, that there is not now any arrangements for such hon, gentleman su
commissions being paid. For two months, August and quaruntine station
September of last year, if my memory serves me, we did severa1, though, I a
pay commissions; but there is no such arrangement nowjWc must maintain s
in force. as the expense is.

Mr. BLAKE. There was one. mono be voled for
Mr POPE Yes during those two months1ar t

that the principal importations of cattle
'eeding purposes, are from the eastern
rk. Therefore, I think, we should have,
a the St. Clair River, a quarantine station
ween New York and Canada, and that no
ould be found than some of the islands in
where cattle could be kept totally isolated,
the spread of disease from any infeeted

pton). The objection of the hon. mem-
not have arisen if we could reasonablv

te for a quarantine station at Windsor
there are not other places quite as good.
'fficer to see if we could get any land at
urpose of a quarantine station, or at

his report is entirely in favor of Sarnia,
ffered a piece of land at a nominal rent.
that it takes a considerable quantity of

r thirty acres, for such a station. I am
the hon. member for Sonth Leeds, that

ought into Canada from New York and
. While the Government is quite ready
action of healthy animals from the east,
here is any disease in the western Staies,
uld generally prefer importations. The
ys there should be more than one

for Canada. We have already
m sorry to say, they cost a good deal.
such stations at the principal ports, large

We shall have oie at Sarnia., if the
it ; we have one ut Quebee already, and

one at St. Johns. We have a station at
Charilottetown, arnd one at Ialifax, or shall have, if th

Motion agreed to. Ilouse votes the necessary money. I think we hav
gone as far at present as it is safe in expenditure for thi

IMPORTATION OF CATTLE. Iproepurpose.
Mr. PATTERSOi (Essex), in moving for a list of Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I do not feel satisfied witl

quarantine stations authorized under the regulations for the the explanation of the hon. Minister of Agriculture on thi
importation of cattle for breedmg purposes, said: I see, by subject. I can tell him that if any official of bis Depart
the public prints and the Canada Gazette, that a portion of ment came to Windsor, or Essex, to enquire about land foi
land has been set apart near the town of Sarnia to be used a station, neither I nor any of my friends, political or social
as a quarantine station. Now, I have nothing whatever to ever heard of it. I could easily get him ail the land h
say against this selection of Sarnia; but I think, if the Min- wants for the purpose. And when h is informed that ther
ister of Agriculture had paid any attention to the question is a veterinary surgeon at Windsor and another at Amherst
as to what was the most eligible position foir a burg, for the inspection of all the cattle brought in, and that
quarantine station of that character, he would have these veterinary surgeons, though appointed by the Govern
placed one in the; county of Essex. Of course, they ment, are paid by the railway companies, I think it wil
have the Grand Trunk Railway at Sarnia offering appear to the House very remarkable that no stations should
facilities for the importation of cattle at that point, be established in that county. With regard to the importa
and I see no reason why Sarnia should not be on tions ut the point I recommend, there are twenty applica-
the list; but there are five or six railways opposite to tions received in that part of the country for permission to
Windsor, running to southern, western and northern points, bring in cattle foi' breeding purposes for one made at Sarnia.
and if the concession as to the importation of cattle for I do not care five cents whether the station be placed at
breeding purposes is to have any practical value, I do not Windsor or Sarnia, so far as political objects are (oncerned,
think any hindrance should be placed in the way by the hon, so the hon. gentleman for South Leeds is quite mistaken i"
Minister of Agriculture, so as to compel people to take cattie attributing any such motive to me on this occasion. Ithink
100 miles out of their way before they can reach the desired the Minister has made a blunderin this business.Ifheknew
destination. I think the hon. Minister of Agriculture ought anything of the Weste its business and railways, he would
to make a still further concession, and give us a quarantine understand that the great railway centre in the West is
station at some other point, either Windsor or Amherstburg, Detroit, and not Port Huron ; and if he wishes to consult
in the county of Essex. • the convenience of the public, he will have a stationn t the

Mr. JONES (South Leeds). I have no doubt that the points I suggest, either Windsor or Amherstburg. I arn
place selected by the hon. Minister of Agriculture, near quite satisfied he can get suitable land for it for nothing, and
Sarnia, is a very good point, and that the hon. member for 1 believe that if he sent an officer to enquire into the subject,
Essex (Mr. Pattertou) would like a station opposite his that officer performed his duty in a very inefficient manner.
county. Perhaps we all should like to have quarantine Motion ag-eed te.
statione in our respeetive counties if the Government could
afford it. But I think there should be more than one 11RBOR WORKS IN NOVA SCOTIA.quarantine station for Canada For the far West, I should
say the place chosen is a very good one if we are only to Mr. McISAAC moved for copies of all reports of en-
have one such station; but, I believe, there is a great neces- 1-gineers, and petitions respecting Arisaig Pier, Cape George

Mr. ARKZLL.
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pier and Bayfield Breakwater, Nova Scotia, and all other not a dollar has been expendei since. I may say the same
papers relating thereto, since 30th September, 1878 H1e said: of Tracadie. The present Government expended money
For the last three Sessions I have brought the matter referred there and allowed the works constructed by themselves,
to in this resolution under the notice of the Minister of which cost mon ey, to disappear altogether. Hardly a trace
Public Works. Petitions have also been sent in from time of thousands of dollars which they expended in that part
to time setting forth the condition of those public works. of the country can be seen to-day, simply because they
1 am sorry to say little has been done either to preserve, thought far more of the Great West than they did of those
or to improve those structures. I am happy, however, who were contributing the money they were so prodigal in
to see that the sum of $1,500 is put in the Estimates expending in the West. I may say that no money can be
this year for one of those works, that at Arisaig. I have so profitably expended in Nova Scotia, especially for the
only to say, as a proof of the importance of this work, fishermen, as money appropriated for the improvements of
that it is one of the oldest, if not the oldest of the kind in harbors and piers. It adds to the safety of their
Nova Scotia. From the remote date of its completion, till lives, and enables them to prosecute their calling
Confederation the Local Legislature had charge of it and at times and in places when and where it
improved it, from time to time, and always maintained it would otherwise be impossible. Besides the direct bene-
properly. Since that time this Parliament bas had charge fit to the fishermen in this respect, expenditure of money
of it, but did not give it sufficient attention. But now, on in making these improvements is beneficial to other classes
account of the rapid growth of the fishing business, especially of the people. We complain, particularly for the last four
last year, it is not $1,500 but $15,000 that should years, of the treatment of our fishermen; in fact, we com-
be expended on this work. There is another work, the pier at plain of the treatment that the whole Province of Nova
Cape George, commenced in 1870 by the Dominion Govern- Scotia has received at the hands of this Government so far as
ment. Between the date of its commencement and 1877, appropriations for harbor improvements are concerned. The
from $10,000 to $40,000 had been expended in complaints are not confined to the portion of the Province
completing and repairing tþis structure. Unfortunately from which I come ; they are general. I will present to
in the fali of 1877 the storms or gales of that the House a comparison of the treatment which Nova
season injured it to some extent, and swept Scotia has received Juring the first four years of the late
portions of it away. I brought it to the notice of this Administration, with the treatment she has received from
Government at the tirme, and an engineer was sent down, but the present Government since they came into power.
no provision was made for its proper repair. A small trifle, While thcy have increased the expenditure generally, and
not exceeding $1,000, if expended then would have pro- whilst they have taxed the people enormously, yet they
vented the necessity of spending the large sum required now. have allowed the fishermen of Nova Scotia to dis-
This Government commenced it in 1870, before the advent appear almost altogether from the Estimates. I find that, in
OF the late Government to power. Something over $20,000 1879, the first year of the present Government, they
had been expended, aiid it had been (cpeted by the$ preent votd $17,500 f-r the harbors and breakwaters of
Government when iii power before. Tlhlate G3 ve-nment Nova Scotia. In 1874, during the first Session of
expended something over $10,000 upon it in repairs. the Mackenzie Administration, $205,200 were appropriated
The Government cannot say that the matter was for the same service, or $187,700 more granted by the
not brought to their notice. I have brought it Mackenzie Administration for the fishermen of Nova Scotia
to the notice of the hon. Minister of Public Works and the improvement of the harbors and piers, than had been
again and again I will say this ·for him, that during the granted by the present Government. Can they say they
first year of the present Administration 1 wrote to him and were not able to be so generous to the poor fishermen of
spoke to him, and he regretted then that bewas not able to do Nova Scotia as the Mackenzie Administration? No. What
anything for the work, but said the next Session something were the receipts then ? The revenue of the present Gov-
(ertainly would be done. But the next Session came and ernment, in 1879, amounted to $23,307,406, while the
passed, and not one dollar has been appropriated since. The revenue at the disposai of the Mackenzie Government in
consequence is, that over 830,000 is lost and wasted by this their first year, amounted to $24,648,715, or $1,341,309
Government, simply because they did not grant a very more than the present Government received. But what
trifling sum in 1879 to prevent the entire destruction of was the expenditure of that year ? We find that the present
this work. Besides, a great injury has been done to the Government, during their first year in office, expendel ,as
fishing trade in that place. These works are altogether in ordinary expenditure, $24,850,634, while the Mackenzie
the interests of the fishermen, and to show their importance Administration expended only $23,713,071, or $1,137,563
to the fishing interests, I may say that fishermen resort less than the present Government expended the first year.
tO these places, not only from different parts of Nova Scotia Let me compare the second year of the two Administrations
but aiso from the neighboring provinces, especially in their treatment of Nova Scotia in this respect. I find
rrn the Prince Edward Island. As a result, busi- that the appropriation by the present Government in

ness has increased so rapidly and so extensively that the second Session, was $40,194; that by the Mackenzie
last summer an immense canning establishment was Administration in their second year of office was $242,500,
Put in' operation, in each of these places in spite of the or $202,30 more than the, present Government. Is it
lack of shelter which the present Government failed to because the present Government had no revenue, or because
afford. Another work in which waste of money has been they spent their money elsewhere, that they did not treat
perlnitted is that at Bayfield. I may say that Bayfield Nova Scotia as liberally as the late Administration ? But I
Uarbor is one of the best harbors between the Strait of do not say that the late Administration gave us what we
Canso and Pictou. There is no other harbor on the south- were entitled to and, as a proof of that opinion in Nova
ern coast Of the Straits of Northumberland calculated to Scotia, I would cite the fact that the people changed their
give as much shelter as the harbor of Bayfield. To make it as representatives here in the majority of cases, and
flearlyperfect as possible a breakwater connecting the Island sent others in their place. They were led to
withthe mainland was started. It had been under the believe that in this matter, as well as in every other,
considerIation of auccessive Governments, and at last it was the Conservative party would deal more generously
undertaken by the Mackenzie Administration in 1877, and the with the interests of Nova Scotia, but they have found ont
first instalment of it was completed in 1878. The intention their mistake. The receipts during the second year of theof the Government then was to build it by instalments, and present Administration amounted to 029,635,297. The

complete it in three yOears. That time has elapsed and 1 revenue of the late Administration during the second
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year amounted to only $22,587,587, or $7,047,710 adding that to the whole $150,000, we have only $322,020,
in excess, and yet they only gave the fishermen or $190,680 less than was granted by the previous Govern-
of Nova Scotia $40,194, while the late Government ment in the interest of the fishermen. But we do not get
gave them $242,500. What was the expenditure during the whole of that $150,000. The fishermen of the Dominion
the second year? The expenditures made by the present get it. If we get only the half, the difference would be still
Government roached $25,502,524, while the expenditures more largely in favor of the justice, if not the generosity, of
by the late Government amounted to only $24,488,37 [, or the late Administration-because from comparison we can
$1,014,124 less. The third year may be a little botter, so call it not only justice but generosity. There are
far as the appropriations are concerned. In 1881, the many claims on behalf of the fishermen which this
appropriations for harbors and piers, by this Govern- $150,000 is supposed te satisfy. But it cannot be made to
ment, amounted to $55,900, while in the corresponding meet them. The $4,510,000 ofthe Fishery Award, which has
year, 1876, the late Govern ment expended only $36,506, or been in the hands of the present Government for the last three
$19,400 less. But let us compare the revenue. From the years, is the money of the fishermen of Nova Scotia and the
speech of the hon. the Finance Minister, I find that the Maritime Provinces generally. Some say that this insulting
revenue, for 1881, is $31,710,000, while the $6150,000 is ample liquidation of their claim; but I say it is
revenue at the disposal of the late Government was not. If the fishermen have any rights at all, they are
only $22,059,274. This was on account of the entitled to the interest on the whole amount. The present
low Tariff, and the Government, out of sympathy for the Government have enjoyed the use of tbat money for the last
fishermen of Nova Scotia who suffered much during the three years. If I remember rightly, the hon. the Finance
depression which extended over the whole world, decided Minister, in his first Budget Speech, said the first money
that was not the time to add to their burdens by he received after bis advent· to power was the Fishery
imposing more taxation. The excess of taxation in that Award. It was paid in November, 1878, I believe, and the
year was $9,650,726, to which amount I have no doubt the interest on it at 5 per cent., from that time to the end of
fishermen contributed more than their share. I find that next June, would amount to about $805,000. That is what the
the expenditure, in 1881, was $26,419,670, whilst tho fishermen of the Dominion are entitled to; and after that
expenditure of the late Government in the corresponding they will be entitled annually to $225,000-and this annuity
year was only $23,519,301, or over 82,000,000 less. should not be left dependent on the whim or vote of Parlia-
From the Estimates brought down for 1882-including ment, it should be secured by Statute. If the present
the Supplementary Estimates to date-I find that the Government recognize and sympathize with the claims of
appropriations to be made for harbors and piers the fishermen, when they ask for nothing but their own,
this year will be $58,426, while, in 1877, the corresponding the recognition ought to be payment in full. The fisher.
year of the Mackenzie Administration, the appropriations mon of Nova Scotia have another claim. In October last
amounted to only 831,500, or $26,926 less than the amount the hon. Minister of Railways went to Cobourg, in Ontario, to
now asked for that purpose. But let us look at the reeeipts tel[ the fishermen of Nova Scotia that the people of the
and the general expenditures. It is impossible to say what Maritime Provinces paid $369,000 of duty on breadltuffs.
the revenue for 1882, or the fourth year of the con- We in the Maritime Provinces know that the fishermen,
parison, will be. We have been told by the hon. the more than anyother class, pay the duty on breadstuffs. They
Finance Minister that the revenue for 1881 will be are almost theonly importers of flour and meal; and the rea-
$31,710,000, and, allowing $1,710,000 to be eut off, and son, which has often been stated in this House, is that the
calling it $30,900,000, we may take that amount as the tishermen carry their fish in theirown vessels to the United
revenue for the fourth year, while the revenue at the disposal States, and bring back flour as a return cargo. In that way
of the Mackenzie Administration for the corresponding year although they pay the duty of 50 cents, they save the dif-
was only $22,017,000. The expenditure in 1882 charge- ference between it and the freight from Ontario to Nova
able te Consolidated Revenue Fund, according Scotia. Besides the Unitod States is the market for their
to the last Estimates, amounts to $28,797,732, fisb, and net Ontario or Quebec. I find from the returns of
while that at the disposal of the Mackenzie Government, in 1880, that the fishermen of the Dominion number 60,617,
1877, was only $23,503,158, or a difference of $5,294,574. the fishermen of the Maritime Provinces 41,873, and the
Aggregating the amounts for these four years, I find that fishermen of Nova Scotia 29,276. If we take these figures
the present Administration appropriated only 8 L72 ,020 for as the basis for distributing the bounty among the tishermen
the harbors and piers of Nova Scotia since their advent te of the Dominion, we find that each will receive $2.47. On
power, while the Mackenzie Government, during the corres- the same basis of distribution we find the fishermen of the
ponding period. gave the fishermea of that Province Maritime Provinces pay about $8.80 per head of the
$515,700, or an excess in favor of the late Administration of $369,000 taxation on their breadstuffs according to the recent
$343,680, or 300 per cent. as much as the present Adminis- announcement of the hon. Minister of Railways. I will give
tration gave for that purpose, while, at the same time, the an instance of the oppressive effect of the policy of the Gov-
present Government have increased the expenditure to the ernment on Nova Scotia, apart from their curtailment Of
alarming figure of$10,346,689. If we compare the receipts subsidies for navigation improvements. Let me refer to
or revenue the two Governments had at their disposal the county of Antigonish, whose population is mainly col-
we find that the present Government received $22,983, 116 posed of farmers, fishermen, mechanics and merchants.
more during their first four years than the late Administra- What do they gain by the so-called protection ? According
tien. Yet we find that the late Government gave te the fisher- to the Trade and Navigation Returns, I find entered for
mon ofNova Scotiathree times as much as the present Govern- home consumption in the county of Antigonish during 1878,
ment; and these men, as I remarked, in proportion contri-. the last year of the Mackenzie Free Trade Tariff, goods to
bute more and suffer more under the operation of the I the value of $66,115, on which were collected duties
National Policy than perhaps any other class. Hon. gen. | amounting to $12,032. In 1881, the last yearof the National
tlemen will say that the present Government, in their beni- Policy or Protective Tariff, goods valued at $59,239 Were
ficence, have granted $150,000 this year to the fishermen of entered for home consumption, while the duties co1lectod
the Dominion. Let us suppose the fishermen of Nova on the same reached the astonishing sum ' $25,543, rmOre
Scotia alone get this 8150,000. What do we find ? We than double the amount of duty paid by the same peope'Il
find that the present Government only granted 8172,000 1878, and that on $6,876 less of goods. In other word, th'
for piers and breakwaters in Nova Scotia, which may be duty they paid in 1878 was about 18 per cent., while in
considered as done for the benefit of the fishermen ; and 1881 it exceeded 44 per cent., or an inoreasei n the rateof

Mr. McIeAAo,
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percentage of 146 per cent. Where does this enormous Mr. McISAAC. I wish to observe, in reply to the hon.
taxation go? It certainly does not go to the poor fisher- the Minister of Public Works, that the comparison I made
mnn, as I bave shown by the figures quoted a moment ago. between the expenditure of the late and of the present Gov-
The hon. Minister of Railways can answer this question. ernment on the harbors and piers of Nova Scotia, is not
The far West down to the Pacifie which bas been, and is the the result of any partizan spirit. I merely dealt with
arena of his prodigal expenditures, eau tell where the taxa- undeniable facts in the interest of my constituency and
tion of the people of his native Province goes. Every one Province. If, as the hon. gentleman says, the expenditures
knows the great influence the hon. gentleman has with the of the late Government were rendered necessary by
Government. Every one knows how well thut influence is unfinished works, commenced by their predecessors, which
deserved. I woul1 ask him to exer-ciso it in the interest of is not the case, I would ask how is it that the obligations of
bis own Province. We all remember the support ho their predecessors were binding on the late Administration,
received in that Province at the last election, in the belief, and that such obligations cannot be binding on the present
that if lie were returned to office, fuller jnstige and greater Administration. How is it that he is not bound to finish
generosity would be shown to Nova Scotia. I hope when the Baytiold breakwater commenced by the late Govern-
the noxt Supplementary Estimates will be brought down, ment? How is it that lie is not bouid to preserve from
they will show that lie and bis colleagues are disposed to total destruction sti.uctures that cost hundreds of thousands
make a departure in their continuously unjust treatment of of dollars, by the exponditure of trifling sums on timely re-
Nova Scotin. I hope these Estimates will show that the pairs? Le talks of the deficits of the late Government. I assure
present occupants of the Treasury benches are not content him, if these deficits did exist, they were much more
merely to do as much for the fishermen and people of Nova agreeable to the fishermen and people of Nova Scotia, than
Scotia, by way of appropriations, as their predecessors have the boasted surpluses of the present, when they received
done. They are expected to increase these appropriations three times as much for their needed works out of the
in the ratio in which they have increased the taxation. Treasury as they did since. They were a sweot yoke, when
Nothing less can be just, nothing less should be satisfactory they arose from larger grants and lower taxation.
to the people of Nova Scotia. Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I cannot allow this

discussion to end without some share in it, though I am at
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course, there is no objec. a loss to know what course to pursue. The hon. member

tion to the motion. We will bring down the papers, for Antigonish (Mr. MeIsaac) bas gone over considerable
and the hon. gentleman will then see whether his grourid, not confining himself to the works specified in his
long speech was exactly the speech to make on tlus motion. motion. He bas spoken of the interests of Nova Scotia
It should have been made last night. At all events, tbe hon.generally, and in doing so must have had reference to the
gentleman must say that, if the late Government had, during county I represent. Last year I called the attention of the
the first two Sessions of office, asked Parliament to make Minister of Public Workz, in rather qn emphatic and directlarger votes for the Province of Nova Scotia than we have manner, to certain works in my coumy, ami we had aslighi
rado during our first two years of office, lie has not to passage of arms on the subject. I was answered very curtly,
thank the hon. members of the late Administration, but the and in a manner which I think did not become the chair
pievious Government of Sir John A. Macdonald; because, if which that hon. gentleman occupies; and I was told on my
the hon. gentleman will only remember the speeches of the return home on many occasions I had damaged the cause
hon. gentlemen opposite, while they occupied these I advocated by exciting the ire of the hon. the Minister of
benches, lie will find that the hon. the Minister of Finance Public Works. Thereforo, on this occasion, I am at a loss
of that period, apologized to the House for the large what course to pursue. I am afraid to repeat the course
amounts he was obliged to ask Parliament for the purposes which I pursued last year, when I drew on my devoted head
Of piers and breakwaters, seeing that they had been the indignation of the hon. gentleman, lest the county so
comrenced before the Government took office, and humbly and inadoquately reprcsented by myself might
they were obliged to ask Parliament for amounts to thereby suffer, and be deprived of its just share ofthe publie
cemplete them. What did hon. gentlemen opposite do ? moneys. I have considered this thing rather deliberately,The hon. gentleman told us just now that, in their third and have sometimes come to the conclusion that
Year, they did not ask as much money as we are now asking I would approach the hon. 'gentleman in theParliament to expend in that county-that they asked most supplicating and obsequious terms. At other819,000 less than this Government asks. We propose to times I thought I should ruffle bis feathers againexpend in that part of Nova Scotia $55,000, while the late -but really I am at a loss to know what course to pursue.Government that year expended but $36,000. And in this, Perhaps I should apologize to the hon. gentleman forthe fourth year, we are proposing $58,400, their demand charging him, last year, with negligence and want of capacitybeing $26,000 less, which shows that, when bon. gentlemen in the discharge of bis duties. Well, I believe I was a littleOPPosite were in office, they did not treat Nova Seotia as out of the way in charging him with this offence, because I'eIl as we did when in office before and are doing now. know le is a most efficient, industrious and excellent Min-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. You do not take the receipts ister. It is true, I am coming a little soft soap over him;
into account. P but anything at all to get justice from him for my poor

constituents. To be iii earnest, perhaps the Government
Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman says are ignorant of the facts, for I can scarcely believe theynight have given more money to Nova Scotia, though would be guilty of the outrageous neglect of public property

We are givmng her 33 per cent. more than did the late Gov- in the county so far witnessed. If they had visited the
ernment one year, and 50 per cent. more than it gave locality and possessed any respect for theiselves, they
another year. He also states that we are receiving more would acknowledge and repair that neglect. The Island of
loey than the late Government, and should be more Cape Breton, which the hon. Mi nister of Railways visited a
bera towards that Province. But the late Government few years ago, is peculiarly situated. The people of theWCeumulated deficits to the amount of $7,000,000, which Island have contributed to the construction of railroads and

Wo must pay off before we can enter upon all those new other public property in all parts of the Dominion, and yet
double. Consequently, he must not be surprised if we cannot have no railroad themselves, but are entirely dependentifuIld Or treble our proposed outlay. He must excuse me for their exports and imports on the facilities of navigation.if I do not follow him in all his remarks upon the Budget, At the time of Confederation we had a wharf at Port Hood,

ican be oticed when it comes up at the proper time. built in connection with the Pictou Railway from Hali.
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faK to Pictou, in order to make it the connecting point most extensive and prosperous branches of the great firma
between the Island of Cape Breton and the railway system of Messrs. R>bin & Co. When my hon. friend frora
of the mainland. Sir, I represented the 'ounty of Inver- Lambton so ably led this House and the Government of the
ness when the measure for building that road was before country, he expended a large sum of money in dredging
the Nova Scotia Legislature, and I wouild not then support that harbor-the first inoney these poor men had ever
the Government of my hon. friend who is now Minister of received at the hands of any Government. The harbor was
Railways for the Dominion, unless I had a pledge that the considerably improved. But the works were discontinued,
wharf shonld be built in order that the people of Cape the dredge was taken away, after it had remained there a part
Breton might more conveniently and more advantageously i of Iwo summers, and was removed elsewhere to perform Borne
enjoy the benefits of that railway. The hon. gentleman other pressing service. I am sorry to find that never since
passed his word that that should be done, and ho redeemed bas one cent been expanded upon that harbor, and that
his word and built that wharf. That wharf forms part of the work then done, has becn, owing to its incompleteness,
the public property of this Dominion, and the Government doteriorating and going to ruin. I wish to draw the atten-
of this Dominion, sinco Confederation, contributed from tion, particularly of the hon. the' Minister of Public Works,
year to year to the maintenance of that property till the to that harbor and to the necessity of getting a dredge there
last few years, until the county of Invbirness bocame so to clean out its entrance. Never, within the memoryof man,
unhappy as to choose a representative who did not was that harbor entered by a vessel before this work was
support, and who does not support, the Ministry of the day. doue, but now, or after the dredging, vessels of sixty or
Now, Sir, that wharf has gone to destruction. We can sail seventy tons, laden with goods and fish, could enter and
a ship between the outer end of the wharf and the land. I depart from that harbor. This is one of the best fishing
have asked to be allowed to expend private means upon that stations of the Province of Nova Scotia. Then there is the
wharf, but leave was not given, and last yuar the structure closing of Port Hood Harbor. During the last Session of the
wasalmost completely carried away. I wrote and applied to Mackenzie Administration, the present hon. Minister of
friends of the Government in the county, knowing that any Railways, in speaking of that harbor, said:
interposition on my part would do more barm than good. "fe would like to ask the hon. Minister of Public Works if the
I besought the friends of the Government in the county to Government had arrived at any conclusion with reference to a work of
act in the matter-for the Governmont have a good many considerable importance in Nova Seotia, which had been under the
friends in that county who suffer as well as my own friends consideration of the late Government, and which had been brought to

the notice of this Government frorm time to time-he referred to the-and finally the Governmont granted several pittances of closinr of Port Hood Barbor, Cape Breton."
$500 at one time and $500 at another time. But the amounts Now .Su .Vwil
were not sufficient to secure the wharf frorn danger, andi ow, Sir, iwlltbe observed-and I would like particulnrly
therefore, it was eventually almost entirely destroyed.'to impness upon tfe Hlouse, and upon the attention of
Portions of the monoy were expended in the stormv the hon. Mimster of Railways himself, the fact, the very
season of ovember. Now, Sir, I think it beneai m teresting and significant fact, that when this ques.
the dignity of statesmen, govenng a country sotin was put to the then leader of the Government,
wide as this boasted Dominion, for the sake of the present hon. Mnister of Railways was noV in
gratifying a petty pique, to neglect a public work in power. He was most solicitous, however, about thiswork ;
any part of the country simply because the member of that h e was exceedingly anxious; and he was struck with the
part of the country is opposed to them, and that at a time importance of it. It was a "work that had been under the
when they can boast of a majority of one hundred at their consideration of the Government for many years." He did
back. When the learned Iinister of Railways advocated not at first name the work, but he referred Vo it in the most
Confederation in that earnest and eloquent manner in which ominous terms, in order to rivet the attention of the liouse
ho alone i4 able to advocte anvthing, one of his pleas was upon its importance, and ho hoped that the Government
that the statestnen of the hlmt iot wouI be oo elargel woud. then ani thero, without furtber delay, make an apprO.
as well as the country, that parish politics would be cast priation of about a quarter of a million for the purpose of
aside, would be lost sight of, and that our hearts and our commencing the work. The Government of that day, acting
souls would become commensurate with the extent of our largely, I know, at the instance and suggestion of the hon.
country. But, Sir, we find that that result bas not been the Miister of Railways, granted $10,000 in order to con
realized. We find that the Minister of Railways and the monde the work. Tenders were invited for a certain portion
Minister of Public Works-because they put their heads of the work, speciied by the engineer, and were received for
together to consult about the matter of patronagre to Nova amounts less than the grant at the disposal of the Govern-
Scotia-have concluded, simply because my humble self ment; yet, Sir, notwithstandig the anxiety and solicitude
represents the county of Inverness, to deprive that county of the hon. the Minister of Railways, whowithin a few
of necessary public works. We find that the souls of those months thereafter becamne Minister of Public Works, that
mon do n ot expand as the hon. Minister of Railways prophe- sum of $10,000 was erased from ithe Estimates, and, to this

sied they would. We know that the powers of legislation day, not a cent bas been expended on the work. I would
are immense we may legislate a National Policy, ask if the hon gentleman was serions at that time.

are ~mmene; w maywould ask himself if ho was serions, and 1 await bis roplY.we may legislate for the prosperity of the country- 'w ask himselif h waseonIwit hirp.
it is said the Legislature can do anythin<r but make If h was not serious, what was he? I will not say, but
a man a woman or a woman a man-but I never believed think tne House can judge.
that legislation could make the country prosperous Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman wishes
in the manner hon. gentlemen pretended it could. We I will give him my reply. He stated that I asked a
find that legisiation cannot convert small-minded men into question from the thon Minister of Public Works, across thO
wise, just'and whole-souled men. Now, Sir, that is only floor of the louse, as to whether it was his intention Vo
one public work. There is the harbor of Cheticamp, make an appropriation for a breakwater at Port flood, and,
in the county of Inverness. This section of the county I think, the hon. gentleman will remember that the answer

is peopled by the French Acadians, who were I received-I am speaking entirely from meory-from
formerly so ill-treated. They still retain the simplicity the hon. the Minister of Public Works, was that this bre
of their manners, and are an industrious, intelligent water would cost a certain sum, which the hon. gentleWa
and hard-working people, pursuing an honost livelihood by has just stated was a quarter of a million, but which,
agricuiture and tishing. This is one of the finest fishing according to my recollection, was estimated, by 
districts in the Dominion of Canada, and ha one of the on. the late Minister of Publio Works, at a very

Mr. JALDONNZLL (Invrness).
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much larger sum. I believe it has been estimated at half; gentlemen who rule this country with such power and with
a million. such determination that they are not punishing my sup-

Mr. MxcDONNELL. 8360,000. porters alone in the county by refusing the grant. They are
Sir CHA LES TUPPER 360,000; and I think the punishing the county of Pictou, and I would ask the atteti-

tion of the hon. members for that county. The trade
hon. the Minister of Public Works stated that it would be between Cape Breton and Pictou is growing rapidly, but it
quite useless to make any appropriation for that work bas suffered a disaster in the loss of this harbor. Inverness
uniless the Goverament were prepared to go.on and furnish county is dealing largely with Piotou. The steamer Druid
ii. $360,000, in order to carry it to completion. Certair.ly, runs weekly or bi-weekly between Pictou and Port Hioo'i,

Sir, the hon. gentleman could hardly have ben serious in and the amount of freight it carries is somethng surprising.
naking an appropriation of $10,000 upon a work which One day last year there were 400 passengers coming to
would cost $360,O00. If the hon. gentleman raises the Port Hood on board that steamer. The ainount of freight
question of seriousness in dealing with this question, I imported from the wholesale merchants and the mannfac-
think the flouse will corne to the conclusion that the inter- turers of Pictou, and from Halifax and o'her places via
ests of my hon. friend, who is just now in so animated a Pietou, is very great. This is not a local matter. It is a
manner addressing the House, induced the appropriation matter of wide, of universal importance, and I ask hon.ofC0oo0 to do a work whîeh, 1t was stated by the Minis-of $10,0 oworko thit time statd tb teed gentlemen, who are now luxu-riating and basking in a surplus

of $4,5U0,000, to do an instalment of justice, and show thatupon unless the House were prepared to vote an expendi- there was some ground for the prediction of the hon. Minister
ture of 8360,000. I presume that the appropriation of that of Railways that the souls of men were capableof expanding
$10,000, however, accomplished the object for which it with the confines of thir country.
was intended, that is, to serve the interests of my bon.
friend who is presently addressing the House; and, having Motion agreed to.
served the only useful purpose it could serve, in enabling
the hon. gentleman to obtain bis return again to this House, MANITOBA SCHOOL LANDS.
in order to promote the interests of the important constitu-
ency which he represents, I think the hon.gentleman should Mr. SCOTT, in moving for copies of alcorrespondence
not complain that an appropriation so ridiculously inade- between the Gòverntment and squatters on school lands in
quate for its supposed purpose should have been wasted, the Province of MUitoba, said : It will be recollected that,
seeing that the only object il could possibly subserve had during the month of September last, the Government
already been accomplisbed. authorized the sale of certain portions of the school lands in

Manitoba, which had been occupied by settlers for a number
ir. M.c DONNELL. My hon. friend has now made the oftyears. At the earnest solicitation of thoe specially

best case he possibly could. I want to tell him, regarding intere ste , as well as the Board of Education of Manitoba,this grant serving the purpose of getting my return, that it and others, the sale was postponed. But the question will
had the very reverse effect. I want to tell him that, in probably come up again, and therefore, I would call the
many sections of the county, the work is not looked upon attention of the Government to the fact that, according to
wi'h favor, and that I never received so small a vote, even sub-section 1 of section 23 of the Dominion Lands Act,
il, that locality, as I received at the last election. As the Government can only dispose of those school landsregards my object in getting any money granted, by public competition. At the time that the settlers on theOr making the address which I now make, I wish to school lands located in the Province, the number oftell these hon. gentlemen that they could lot immigrants was very limited, and those who did cornedo anything more calculated to the end he men- preferred to settle in townships already partly settled by0ons than to pursue to the close of the chapter the con- Canadians. The result was that a number settled on theduct they are now pursuing. I feel that by giving the school lands, belicving that when the time camo for therght.s to my county which it is entitled to, these hon. disposal of the lands, the Government would deal somewhatgentlemen will be jeopardizing my return to this louse, generously with them. It certainly would seem very hardbut I shall never desire to occupy a seat in Parliament at that their improvements should be disposed of by publicthe cost of the interests and rights of my constituents; and competition, and I would therefore urge on the Governmenti, to-morrow, I could prevail upon the hon gentlemen to to take some means this Session to renedy this evil. There
give such a grant as would make them so popular in the are upwards of 8,000 school sections in the Province ofcounty of Inverness that their candidate would be returned Manitoba, and only twenty have been located on by actual
l1 Opposition to myself, there is no person that would be settlers. It must aiso be remembered that the people whoMore happy than_1. Some reference has been made to the settled on the school lands did not take up homesteads orquestion of bounties to fishermen. I may speak of that on pre-emption caims. They have simply taken up a quarter-
anat3er occasion, but, in the neantime, I have only to say section of 160 aeu es, for which they are willing to av athat onr fishermen are much more directly interested in reasonable price, but they do not wish to be turned o after
&etCha what is due to them expended on wharves, harbors> having made improvements on their land.,0nter they are i receiving bounties. The hon. Finance
Minister says the bounty will be given in order to encou- Motion agreed to.
rage fishcrmen to build vessels, but what would be the It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
god of the class of vessels he speaks of at Cheticamp.They cannot bring them into the harbor and along thewestern coast of Cape Breton where there is A fter Reces.
good fishing-wheire there are as good fishing groundsas anywhere in the world-there are no harbors THIRD READINGS.
h which such vessels could enter. These hon. gentlemenhave ne accurate knowledge of the requirements of the The following Bills were read the third time, and pased:--

e enor they would not propose to have this bounty Bill (No. 14) respecting the Canada Southern Railway
a 1 ed as they propose to expend it. I now wish to raise Company, and the Erie and Niagara Railway Company.-..
but-gf trcebetween myself and these hon. gentlemen, (Mr. A.rkell.)
to t want the mnoney. 1 want to get justice, and I want Bill (No. 18) to incorporate the Ottawa and Arnprior

hAve this Pblie wharf reconstructed. I assure the hon. 1Junetion Eailway Company.-(Mr. DomviIe.)
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BILLS IN COMMITTEE. Of course, it is not a large matter; but, fora flouse6of 210

The following Bills were considered in Committee and members, we must suppose there wilI be quite as many

reported unsuccesful cadidates, and over 20,000 wil be co.
reportedtributed towards the fund for the expenses of the next gen.

Bill (No. 22)to incorporate the Lake Superior and James' eral elections, and over $10,000 will be contributed by the
Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.) elected candidates. I do not find any principle upon whjch

Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Sault Ste. Maiie Bridge that provision of the law eau be defended, or why it sbould
Company.-(Mr. Williams.) be retained. If the indemnity received by meinbers is

larger than it shoulci be, I could urxderstand its reduction;
SECOND READINGS. but if it is regarded as an indemnity simply, I do fot sec

The following Bills were severally read the second time:- why members shoud be made to contribute towards the
Bill (No. 72) to amend the A to incorporate the Ontarioexpenses of the geieral elections. But there is a very

BiH(No 7) t aendth Ae toinorprao te ntajogreat da a in the provision which 1 propose to make,
and Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. Strange.)iefded on sound principles, and that is

Bill (No. 75) to incorporate the International Construe- mai h e deo
tion Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.) presenting themselveswho havenoideaor hopeof being

Bill (No. 76) to amend the Act to incorporate the Southei
Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company.-( Mr. Robertson, asin Qaebah. Ti Ontarjo tfes generali occupi
Hamilton.) two candidates, eue representing the views of one political

Bill (No. 77) relating to the Canadian Electric. LightBi No 7)rltigtoteCaaia lcti Lgtparty, and the other of its rival; but in Qýuebec we very
Company, and to confer certain powers upon the said often have, owing to the diversity of nationalities, a third
Compary.-(,Mr. McDougall.) candidate, who presents himself merely for the parpose of

Bill (No. 78) to amend the Acts incorporating and relat- misehief and notoriety.
ing to "The Savereign Fire Insurance Company of Canada."
-(Mr. Mackenzie.) An hon. MIMBER. To be bought off.

Bill (No. 79) to incorporate the American Electric Light Mr. IVES. And we have found the provisions of the
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Cclby.) Quebec Act, se far, advantageous to the politicai parties, to

Bill (No. 80) respecting the River St. Clair Railway the Province, and the people gene'aily, so I think we
Bridge and Tunnel Company.-(Mr. Arkell ) should have it enacted for the Dominion. It May b

Bill (No. 81) relating to the Canada Southern Bridge defendcd on the principle of punishing a candidate who
Company.-(Mir. Patterson, Essex.) presents himself without any idea or hope or expectation

of bcitig e1ected. Wo ruay fine him, as it were, $200; bat
DONIINION ELECTTONS ACTIo 1Yit ý&>on w,,prwo pie we carmake him py

Mr. IVES moved the second reading of Bill (No. 12)ti nems too largei u whihucase it would be more mansy and
ertherrallciontsanovern10,0dcandidbtoyreducetthehindemnity.

.Q- TTUP.OVflI .- krPVIT X.11-1
Si HECTOR&U LAGiEVlIN. Will tie hon. gentleman

explain the nature of his Bill?

Mr. IVES. The scope of this Bill is to amend
that provision of the Dominion Elections Act which
provides for candidates making a deposit with their
nomination paper. Under the law as it now stands
each candidate is regni.ud t-> inuke a depsit of&
$50, which b eomes the ptoperty of the Dmnion.
no matter what may be the result of the election. Thi
Bill proposes to amend the law in the sense of making the
deposit S200 instead of $50, and of returning it to the candidate
in all cases, except where lie polls less than half the number
of votes polled for the suecessful candidate. This
Bill would make the Dominion law precisely the
same as the law of the Province of Quebec with
reference to elections therein. It has been found in that
Province that this provision operated in the direction in
which it was intended to work-namely, in many cases to
prevent bad faith candidates presenting themse[ves-merely
for notoriety or purposes not even so creditable; indeed
the Bill works admirably in that respect. I cannot under-
stand upon what principle thepresent Dominion law rests;
1nor cau I find in any other country, possessing institutions
like our own, that candidates are made to contribute to the
general election expenses.

Mr. MACK ENZIE. They are in England, and to a larger
extent than here.

Mr. IVES. In England, as well as in the Province of
Quebec, candidates are sometimes made to contribute in the
way of a Penalty.

Mr. MAOKENZIE. They have to from the hustings
in England.

Mr. IVES. I do not find that. principle exists anywhere
elsethan in Canada-the candidate purely and simply being
mMde to contribute to the expenses of the general elections.

Mr. SooTr.

In reply to Sir ALBEaT J. SMITH,

Mr. IVES. I do not propose to make a defeated candi-
date pay if ho gets half as many votes as the elected candi-
date, and any sort of a white man-a candidate-should
get that num-ber.

Mr. COURSOL Will thc Bill have a retroactive effect?
Mr. IVES It has been objected in some quarters tihat

the Bill is a step in the wrong direction, a retrogressiol
or going back on the liberality with which the law treats
candidates. I think, instead of that, the Bill goes quite the
other way: that it, in fact, throws the field open to honest
candidates. We have already done away with the property
qualification, and now propose to abolish the 850 charge to
al candidates who present thenselves; and instead ofthat
being a step backward, it is a step forward in the direction
Of making the field more equal and open to all candidates
wno present themselves in good faith.

Mr. BLAIKE. This is not the first time a measure of this
kind has been introduced. There is no doubt there 18
good deal to e said in favor of the view that candidates
should not L inconveienced by tho detention of the
deposit; but much may, on the other hand, be said against
the proposition to increase that deposit to 8200. I hav
never favored, much, any deposit at all. I have always
thought that we were trenching upon very dangerous
ground when we proposed to create impediments in theWY
of a fair expression of opinion by the people at the POIls by
bringing forward candidates. I believe the smal deposit
which is now exacted was proposed as a part of a neW
system by which the nominations, instead of be"g
publicly made at a hastings, were to be made by
written papers. It was suggested, if my memor
serves nme right, at that time that as a consequenbio
of the absence of that general expression of .pubbi
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opinion, a pressure which might prevent a nomination in
the sense of the Bill when a community was opposed to it.
I said the absence of that wholesome pressure of public
opinion might induce nominations which were wholly and
utterly vexatious, done in a corner by a written nomination
paper, and it was suggested that a small deposit or payment
of $50 might check that. As I said, I never favored
it very much; but I should ho glad to concur, speak-
ing for myself, in legislation which should provide
that at any rate the successful candidate, or both
candidates, on conditions something like those which the
hon. gentleman mentioned, should receive back whatever
deposit he had made. But, I must say that I feel personally
hostile to the increase of the deposit. [ think that we
ought not to increase the difficulties in the way of a presen-
tation of as many candidates as five and twenty electors
choose to nominate for the consideration of the people at
any election. The hon. gentleman says that this measure
is, in the whole, a measure in case of intending candidates.
I do not think so. I think that the provision of so substan-
tial a deposit as $200 is a provision which will very often
prevent contests, when it would be highly desirable that
there should be contests. I may be misinformed, but my
information is that the provision in the Province of Quebec
is precisely similar to this. I think it is one-third of the
votes there, if I have been rightly informed.

Mr. IVES. One-third of the votes would be one-half as
many as the successful candidate received-one-third of the
total votes, unless there should be three candidates.

Mr. BLAKE. As to the suggestion of the hon. gentleman
that in Ontario this Bill is not much wanted, but that in
Quebec itis wanted, because in that Province, besides the two
legitimate candidates, there is a third person who frequently
comes forward and causes a difficulty and trouble, that sug-
gestion is entitled to great weight, because, in the case sup-
posed, there will be a contest anyway. There are two
legitimate candidates who are going to the polls, and, in the
case supposed, the annoyance and trouble result from the
Uncertaiity which is introduced into the contest by the
circumstance that there is a third party who, perhaps, mayi
take away enough votes from one or the other to alter the
result of the contest. If this proposal is intended to accom-
plish anything practical, it is to prevent contests, not to
prevent an extra number of candidates. I do not myself
Oppose the second reading of the Bill, because I should like
tosee provisions in which the deposit will be returned; and I
hope that, if the Bill passes this House, the amount of the
deposit will be reduced to the old figure.

Sir HECTOR LANGE V IN. No doubt there is a good deal
to be said on both sides for and against the law as it now
stands, so far as a deposit of $50 is concerned, and also in
favor of the position taken by my hon. friend in presenting«
thie Bill. There is no doubt that very often a candidate isa
brought forward only for the purpose of annoying the realc
candidate of the people, the man who is known to have thetvery large majority of the constituency in his favor.1
Therefore, if a deposit of $200 was exacted, as suggesteds
by the hon. mover of this Bill, it might, in many cases,put a stop to that practice. On the other hand, thereIs no doubt that this Bill interferes with the freedom ofchoice of the people. As the hon. member has just said, ifWe sec no other inconvenience it would be better to have
Prfect freedom in the choice of candidates by the elec-
tors, Iowever, Parliament, in its wisdom, has thought pro-

rtO put a check on the number of candidates that might t
eght orhtforward, and that, instead of having sometimes i
ent r ten or Morecandidates, having no deposit to make,Iin esir of gaining a litte notoriety in their countyOr * lfgiiialitentreyintercut
thoughte country-in order to avoid that, Parliament has c

proper to put a check on the indiscriminate nom-o

ination of candidates by exacting a certain deposit of money.
I know that it may be considered a bardship for the candi-
date who has a large majority of votes, to lose the $50
deposit he is obliged by law to make when he is nominated.
Nevertheless we have had that law for a number of years.
As has been said by my hon. friend from Richmond and
Wolfe, we have found, in the Province of Quebec-I was not
a member of the Legislature there when the law was made
-they have found that a deposit of $200 was not too large
an amount to prevent contests, to prevent candidates from
coming forward. The fact is, during the late elections in
the Province of Quebec, I think in several counties, we saw
three candidates coming forward, though they had deposited
$200 each, and I think several of them lost their $200.
Under these circumstances, I think it would ho botter to
delay the consideration of the measure to another day and
give the Government time to consider whether they would
favor a change in the law, or whether they would leave the
law as it is. Perhaps my hon. friend would not take it as
a want of respect to himself if I move that the considera-
tion of this Bill be postponed to another day.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I wish, Mr. Speaker, to make a few
remarks ere this motion passes. I am in favor of the prin-
ciple of the Bill of my hon. friend the member for Rich-
mond and Wolfe ÇMr. Ives); but ho has seen lit to apply
a remark to the Province of Quebec, which I fee bound to
take up. The Bill, as it stands, is of equal service to all the
Provinces. We have constantly opposed-for my part I
have done so on every occasion-the Bill which is in force
concerning Federal elections, because I considered it an
anomaly to impose a tax on candidatures,-for the payment
of a sum of $50 demanded of each candidate as a contribu-
tion to the electoral fund is really a tax. Now, this tax is
not to be countenanced, cannot be reconciled with the
coming forth of a candidate for a position such as represent-
ative of a county. It would seem to me that one should
consider that incumbency as one of public interest and that
he who accepts it does so not for his private endis but for
the general good of the country. The principle of the
Quebec electoral law is totally different. A deposit of $200
is asked for, not as a tax on candidatures, but to avoid can-
didatures which are brought about in order to cause a
useless contest. If it is found that the deposit of $200 is
too high-although no one in the Province of Quebec has
raised any complaint to that effect-let it be reduced; but,
at least, let us wipe out th clause compelling a member to
lIay a tax in order to be able to come forward, which
I consider an anomaly in our legislation. The hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe has seen fit to say that this
system had been adopted in the Province of Quebec owing
to the difference of nationality. Now, my experience of
elections has not brought under my notice a single case
where the question of nationality had any connection with
those worthless candidatures which might force themselves
on an election ; and even in a case where there would be
two or three candidates, the objection does not hold good,
because the moment there is a contest, the expenses are the
same, and there is always the trouble of holding an election.
What is sought for by this legislation is to prevent a contest
where there is no necessity for one. This is, I believe, the
object of the law, and lu this sense am I disposed to ask for
the adoption of the Bill. For the present, I have no objec-
tion to vote in favor ofthe adjournment of the consideration
of this question.

Mr. BECHARD. I would like to make one remark on
this subject. As I understand the Bill of my hon. friend,
t is based on the Election Law of the Province of Quebec, and
I would suggest that that law is somewhat severe in one
particular. I refer to the provision which enacts that the
candidate shall lose his deposit if ho does not poll one-third
of the whole of the votes required,
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Mr. IVES. Only half the number of the candidates elected.
There may be three or four candidates.

Mr. BECHARD. Only half of the votes polled in favor
of the victorions candidate. There are some cases in which
men have good reasons to believe that they run a good
chance of election, and still may be defeated, and I think
such a provision is rather too severe upon them. I have
witnessed myself cases in which distinguished lawyers have
been requested to be candidates, and have lost their money
because they did not come up to the number of votes
required by law. They were men who, by their position
and talents, might have good reason to carry the constitu-
ency, and I think it too bad if this severe provision of the
law should be put in force against them'.

PAWNBROKERS.

House resumed the adjourned debate on Mr. Orton's pro.
posed motion for the second reading of Bill (No. 24)
respecting Pawnbrokers.

Mr. ORTON. I wish to give somefurther evidence that the
Act which is in operation in the Province of Ontario, and I
believe in the Province of Quebec, requires to be supple-
mented by some such legislation as that which the hon. gen-
tlemen now proposed in order to make it effective. The Act
which is now in force is a law which forms part of the con-
solidated statuite of the old Province of Canada and was
passed at a time when usury laws were in operation. Of
course the usury law provided means for preventing pawn-
brokers from extomting undue amounts of interest from
their customers, but since the repeal of that law it is almost
impossible to obtain a conviction under the Act as it now
stands. I wish to ead some remarks made by Mr. Justice
Cameron in a case of that kind brought before bis court. It
is the case of Regina vs. Adams and is reported in IlPrac-
tice " reports, volume- 8, (un bound) page 462. At page 467
of same report, Mr. Justice Cameron says:

" Though it is not the province of a Judge to suggest what ]aws
ehould be enacted or abrogated, it rnay not be out of place, as the
Usury Laws were modified in favor of the poorer or needier classes in
the enactment of the law relating to pawnbrokers, to call attention to
the fact that those classes would Beem to require smre protection fromn the
exorbitant demands of those who carry on that trade or business by the
imposing of restrictions upon pawnbrokers, so as to confine theirexactions upon necessity witbin sornething like reasonable bounds."

This is the language of Mr. Justice Cameron in a case in
which he decided that the prosecution was unable to
recover. This matter lias also been brouglit before th#
public in the columns of one of the leading organs in the
city of Toronto. I refer to the Toronto Mail, from which I
shall read a portion of an article whicli appeared on
November 3rd, 1880:

'It is time that the pawnbrokers of the city were looked after. They
are chargiug and getting 1 20 per cent. interest upon loans, not'withstand-
ing that they obtain the best security in the world, and they have been
allowed to do this so long without beng interfered with that they go
s0 far as to bully people who remonstrate. Hlearing com plaints of this
nature, a Mail reporter star edout on a tour of investigation a short
time ago, and during his researches took in the majority of the city
uncles.

SOn the 23rd of October he dropped into the Singer loan office 115
Queen street west, and raised $10 on a gold wate . Circumstances
interfered with his further proceedinge fora couple of weeks, but on the
15th of November the watch was released at an expense of $11. A dollar
was thus received by the Singer family for their trouble in keeping
goods twelve days. As they were liable for the month, however, their
charge was ouly at the rate of 120 per cent. per annum.

" The same afternoon, November 5th, 'Mr. Black ' pawned a chain for
$2 with D. Lorsch & Son, 6 Queen street east. On the 9th Mr. Black
went after hie property, and paid $2.20 for it.

i '" l 10 per cent. per month your legal charge, my friend?' queried
Mr. Black.
ci don't care whether it's le ga or not, it's what I charge. I ain't

agoing to starve,' said Davie. H e also had got 120 per cent. pro rata;
aetually his return was about 700 per cent.

"The sarne evening Mr. Black dropped into the office of Fleming &
Ward 108 Adelaide street east, and left a watch for which he received
$5. kext day he got it out for $5.50; 120 per cent. again, nominally,
sid really 3,652 per cent.

Ur. BIQZARp.

"On November 10th the loan office of G. Adams, 327 Queen streetwest
came in for attention. Adams was very cheeky. He looked disparag.
ingly at a watch and chain, and remarked that 'They wasn't worth
much.' The visitor listened very submissively. 'Mine uncle' trotted
out a phial of acid and proceeded to test the articles, keeping up a
running commentary on their demerits. They proved to be genuine,
and he asked what was wanted.

'Three dollars,' returned the occupant of the stall, meekly.
'No, sir-can't do it.'
1 'Well, ll take two; but what are you going to charge me?'

"'Charge you ten per cent. a month.'
"'Is that legal?'
"I'Don't care a cent whether it's legal or note, it's what I charge, and

if you won't give it you can go without. It's a bad lot an way,' cou-
cluded the man of money, as he looked contemptuously at the goods.

" The reporter donned his time-keeper, and sidled timidly out of the
stall.

" Other places were visited, invariably with similar results. Then a
trip down to the Provincial Secretary's office was made to get the legal
rates allowed, which were believed to be in the neighborhood of 5 per
cent. per month, or 60 per cent. per annum. To hie surprise the charge
allowed turned out to be considerably less than 2 per cent. per month
The following clause, embodied in the Act respecting Pawnbrokers and
Pawnbroking in the Revised Statutes of Ontario for 1877, is the legisla-
tion covering the matter:-'Every pawnbroker may take the following
rates above the principal sum advanced, before he is obliged to
re-deliver the goods pawned; that is to say. :-For every pledge upon
which there has been lent a sum not exceedng fifty cents, the sum of
one half-penny (or five-sixths of a cent) for any time not exceeding one
month: and the same for everymonth afterward3 • •* and soon
progressively and in the same proportion for every sum of fifty
cents up to twenty dollars.' That is to say, for any sum beneath twenty
dollars, the pawnbroker to charge interest not exceeding one and two-
thirds cents per month, or twenty per cent. per annumi."

I might go on reading the whole article, but the above will
suffice. Now, Sir, it is very evident that some action is
required. As I understand, it is very doubtful as to what
power this Legislature has to deal with the matter, and at
the request of the hon. the Minister of Justice, having drawn
the attention of the House to this matter, I will ask leave to
withdraw the Bill.

Bill withdrawn.

RATE OF INTEREST ON MOIRTGAGES.

Mr. ORTON, in moving the second reading of Bill (No.
49) to amend the Act intituled: An Act relating to interest
on moneys secured by mortgage on real estate, said: Mr.
Speaker, the Bill which I have introduced proposes to
enlarge the effect of the Bill which was passed by this
House a couple of years ago. Though that Billwas received
very gratefully by the masses of the people of Canada, it
was only accepted as a half-loaf; and, although I consented
to the passage of the Bill as it was, it was my intentior, at
some future day, to bring the matter again before the
flouse, with the view of having the scope of that Bill very
much enlarged. This Bill provides that the Act shall not
only give relief to those who may in the future borrow
money, but to those who have been obliged to borrow money
in the past, and have been misled by loan societies to borrow
money at what they supposed was 6 or 7 per cent.,
when it was in reality 12 or 15 per cent. Now, the
evil which loan societies have done in this country, aud
the hardship which they have caused to the farming COm-
munity, cannot be calculated. We all remember the
sufferings which our farmers passed through, when owing
to the policy by which tbey were compelled, during seasOns
of bad harvests, to mortgage their farms and borrow mOneY
at high rates of interest. We had a policy in vogue which
did not give the farmers their legitimate price for their
grain in the markets of Canada, while the farmers Of the
neighboring Republic, when they had a short crop and there
was a large crop in Canada got their home market and got
higher prices, so that their short crop amounted to almost
as much as their crops in more prosperousyears. ThatFs
not the case with our farmers. They were obliged, Whei
Providence did not smile upon them and when their harvestS
were short, to take low prices, because the American farmes
had frequently an abundant harvest at the timethe CaadiaD
farmero had a short one, and they ruhed their produceto
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our markets, and in that way reduced the profits of our money, the lender refuses to take principal and interest up
farmers, and obliged thema to borrow lar'gely from the loan to that day and demands six months notice or much larger
societies. The result of that was very disastrous to this interest before he will surrender the mortgage. I believe
country. I venture to say that nine-tenths of those who it bas been held by the courts that the lender of money need
left Canada during the time the policy of the hon. gentlemen not give up his mortgage, unless he pleases, without
opposite prevailed, were foreed to go through the operations receiving notice. There is a clause in the Bill intended to
of these loan societies. Many of them borrowed money on cheek that evil. No doubt there are other hon. members
their farms, in consequence of the representations of the loan who have taken an interest in the subject, who will be more
societies published throughout the country that they were able than myself to debate on the evils which this Bill is
willing to lend money at 6 or 7 per cent. on long intended to prevent.
terms, and people did not suppose they were paying from Mr. BLAKE. The House would like to know the views10 to 15 per cent. But that is not all. These people of the Administration on this Bill.
could not get relief. The loans were made on long terms of
tifteen or twenty years, and when the farmer wished to sell, Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The idea is to allow it to
or to change his interest, high to a low one, these loan societies pass the second reading, and to refer it to the Committee
refused to allow him to give up his mortgage-refused on Banking and Commerce.
to give up their hold unless they received something like a Mr. BLAKE. The Bill of last Session, which it is pro-pawnbrokers rate of interest. The interest imposed on posed to repoal, was carefully considered by the Govern-
these unfortunate borrowers was in some instances as high ment and w asc cre in by the n n er
as 20 or 30, or even 40, per cent. Many of them found ment, and was concurred in by the Finance Minister.
themselves unable to mecet the instalments of principal and Mr. WHITE (Hastings). The Bill carried by my hon.
interest, and they were often obliged to give up the struggle friend last Session made no provision for important points
and lose their farms. When they asked relief from the dealt with in the present measure. The hon. gentleman
loan societies, they extorted from them the whole interest, from Centre Wellington bas given a good deal of attention
calculated to the end of the term, which frequently amounted to this question, and it bas done very much good in the
to as much as the sum originally borrowed, after the bor- country. But why should a farmer, though his mortgage
rower had supposed he had been paying both principal and is overdue, not have the right to go and pay the mortgagee
interest for five or six years. This Bill is intended to except with additional interests. The Chancellor of Ontario
enable those, who are obliged to borrow under these false held the other day that there was nothing on the Statute
representations, to pay off their mortgages at a reasonable book to compel the lender to accept payment of such
rate of interest-at the rate of interest which the loan mortgage except with additional interest. A gentleman
soeiety would obtain did the loan run on to tue end of in Niagara, borrowing money at 10 per cent. upon his
the ternn. I think that is very fair towards the loan farm, which he subsequently sold subject to such mortgage,
societies, and it will afford very great relief to a but when the man who purchosed went to the lender and
large class of people in this country. Notwithstanding tendered payment of tho balance of the mortgage and inter-
the good times we have had, which have enabled many of est to date, il lender refised to aecept the money except
our farmers to pay off the heavy mortgages on their farms, ou payment of six months' interest additional, on the
there are still a large number in the country struggling ground that the mortgage was past due. The case went to
under the burdens imposed upon them by the loan societies. court, and it was held that the mortgagor was entitled to
There is another clause in the Bill which strikes at another six months' additional interest. If a mortgage overruns
existing evil-that is, where store-keepers and private eight or ten months, why should the borrower be
bankers, in runring accounts, charge 10 per cent. every compelled to pay this additional interest? Was
s"x months, and compound it every six months. Among it the duty of Parliament to make laws for
'erchants and store-keepers, as long as a farmer is known the rich against the poor ? The existing Act
to be well off, he is sometimes allowed to go on from year applies to loan societies which loan money to private
to year buying in goods until his bill, perhaps, becomes so individuals on good security. And let me bere
great that he cannot pay it, and then the merchant or say that there are no corporations which have better
business man goes to him and asks him for a mortgage. It security than the loan societies, which always lend at about
mnay be said that all the real estate owner has to do is to, half margin, and some received at the rate of $154 por year
state that he will not pay this illegal rate of interest. It is for ten years upon a loan of 81,000. Their rate is certainly
truc he bas that choice. The business man tells the farmer 16 or 28 per cent.; while farmers believe they are
that if he Jid not give him the mortgage he would put him paying 6j per cent., they are really paying 15. Is it
to suclh costs that it would be much cheaper for him to pay not, then, the duty of Parliament to pass a law, giving-per-the illegal interest demanded, and the farmer was compelled, sons, who have been deceived by others botter educatedot by choice but by necessity, to give a mortgage, and the and controlling capital, the right to pay off a mortgage,
Pincipal of that mortgage very often consisted of after it becomes past due, without extorting from him over
Inerest cOmpounded for four, five or six years, calculated six months' additional interest? A few years ago ourevery six months. The same is the case with private banks, farmers suffered, and they were compelled to borrow
wbich loan noney to farmers. When the note became due, money, and to-day many of them are paying 15 or 20and the rate was very often 12 per cent., and they often per cent., when other men now borrow money at
allowed it to go on-they are perfectly well aware that they from 5 tO 6 per cent. Those men . should be re-
8rc safe, so long as the security is good-and they compound lieved by Parliament. I am not going to say that the
it in the same way. One clause of the Bill is to remedy that National Policy has made money plentiful, or that the acte
"justice. There is another clause which is for the purpose of the late Administration were the cause of the farms beingof those who loan money on real estate, after a mortgage is mortgaged. That has nothing to do with the present question.due, to accept payment, and, although it may be overdue, The question resolves itself into this: Are we going to give
they are compelled to accept principal and interest when these men the relief they desire ? Let loan companies havetendere them. We all know that in many cases, the power to charge 6 or 8 per cent., but give borrowers
Wh' the mortgage is allowed to become past due, perhaps the right to pay off mortgages after they have been running
Wth the consent of the lender and with the belief on the three or five years at 8, 9 or 10 per cent. interest.
prnc afthe borrower that all he will have to pay will be There are a large number of persona in the country quitePlincipanmd interest up to the time when ho tenders the willing to give a bonus to get rid of the burdens imposed
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upon them by long date mortgages drawing beavy interest,
but are now prevented by ,a law which compels' them to
pay additional and unjust interest. Where will
they look for relief if not to this hon. House ? On the last
Bill the hon. member for West Durham spoke very fairly
indeed. He voted against the second reading, for which I
was sorry ; but when it came before the Committe he gave
to it a good deal of attention and assistance. The leader of
the House then asked my hon. friend to withdraw his motion,
not to press the Bill; but it was pressed, and independent of
that hon. members passed the measure. It went through Com-
mittee and was passed, and for the past year bas given more
general satisfaction and done more good to the unfortunate
borrower than any other law passed. Nothing injures or
breaks up a family more rapidly than a high rate of interest.
Interest and taxes have to be paid, and the merchant and the
mechanic and others must often do without their money.
Then ensues great dissatisfaction among the children; the
boys and girls have to leave home and the old man is left
alone to paddle his own canoe, a very difficult task for him.
Very often the farm is sold and the old people thrown on the
road through these high rates of interest. There is no farmer
in the country can afford to pay all his bills requisite to the
carrying on of his business and over 6 per cent. for money.
I hope the hon. leader. of the flouse will allow this
Bill to go to Committee, before which the recent
decision of the Chancellor, in a certain place where there
was no relief, with other things bearing on this subject,
can be considered. There is not a man in the House repre-
senting an agricultural constituency who will not b held
responsible if he fails to give the farmer relief from the
unreasonable and unjust law which compels him to pay
additional interest. It is their duty to assist the hin. mem-
ber, who brought this Bill honestly aund fairly
before the House, to pass it into law. The people of the
country, particularly the unfortunate borrowers, ask for it
earnestly, and those who now refuse to give them that
relief, I hope will be held responsible for such neglect of
duty.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I answered the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham just now as to the course the Govern-
ment would take, saying theywould allow the Bill a second
reading, and to be referred, as last year, to the Standing
Committee on Banking and Commerce. I think theli hon.
gentleman will sec that the proposed amendments to this
Bill run in exactly the saine direction as the extension of
the law passed last Session. By the first clause of the Bill
it is intended to substitute for the figure 5 the figure 3; the
only other change is to state what the rate of interest shall
be. Of course the attention of the Committee will be called
to the fact that this refers to the mortgages made before
the passing of this Act. Afterwards the Committee will
have to examine how far the change should go. The Bill
remains as it stands, with the exception of the last short
section, provided that the Act will apply to all moneys
secured by mortgages on real estate subsequently to the 1st
July, 1880. This is to be replaced by sections 6, 7 and 8-
a change exactly in the sense of that of last year. The
same principle is to be extended by those three clauses for
the purpose of protecting the man who bas been obliged to
consent to a large rate of interest. If he is able to pay
before the end of the period of the mortgage lie may do so,
by paying the average interest, and, if 1 am not mistaken,
three months beyond, as the notice implies. So I do not
think we should object to the second reading, leaving it to
the Committee to perfect the measure as was done last year.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the hon. gentleman spoke I thought
I understood the Bill, but I confess I do not understand it
now.

Mr. SPROULE. I believe that it would be in the
interest of a great many persons in the country burdened

Mi. WmrTz (Hastings).

with debt, to pass such a measure. It is questioned by
some whether we have a right to pass a retroactive -law to
interfere with contracts already made. But, if we remember
that many of those contracts were made by the delusion of
the borrower, who was thus led into trouble, it would not
be considered very unjust to pass a retroactive moasure for
the relief of the victims. In many cases, at present, the
borrower, who has been deceived and entrapped, can be
hauled up and harassed before the courts. In many cases

f in the country it is represented to the man compelled to
borrow, that he is getting his money at 6 per cent.,
payable on the principle of equat instalments. But, after
borrowing and commencing to pay it back, he often finds
that the interest is more than twice as much. I remember an
instance, that of a man in my neighborhood, who bought a
property and agreed to pay 6 per cent. interest, calculated
according to a plan fixed by a company. After some time
be sold the place, stipulating also for 6 per cent. interest to
himself; but, when the second party, who had bought the
place, paid him the 6 per cent., according to agreement, and
he went to pay the original owner, he found out that the
6 per cent. received from the one man, did not at all meet
the 6 per cent. charged by the other, and finally came a lot
of litigation ; and it was ascertained that, instead of paying
6 per cent. as he understood to bis creditor, he was actually
paying over 13. If, through the nature of the agreement
entered into with those societies and their representatives,
it is impossible for an ordinary intelligent -borrower to
correctly understand how much interest he is paying, it is
right a remedy for injustice should be afforded, and we are
doing a great injustice to such sufferers; in other words, we
are ieally permitting the companies to extort money under
false pretences. by allowing the present system to continue.
IL would be no great injustice, either to those societies
or to the country, if a retroactive measure was passed to
relieve those parties who inadvertently, and from want of
proper information, have bean seduced into such agree-
ments. Some years ago the rate of interest was very high;
contracts were entered into extending over many years;
now, however, when money is cheaper, and farmers and
others are able to relieve themselves of their burdens, are
they to be deprived of the opportunity of doing so? The
farmers especially find these high rates of interest burden-
some. The idea of a fatrmcrpaying a higher rate of interest
than he can make by the rent of his farm is absurd. A
farmer will seldom rent bis farm at a rate affording him
more than 5 per cent. on its price; and if he bas to pay
more for bis money it ruins him, rendering it, under the
average circumstances, with average crops, impossible to
support himself and family. If the Bill is retroactive, and
we have power to pass it, we have a moral right to do 0,
because we will thus relieve a very large class of people
from the tasks they have undertaken, that in the natural
order of events they will never be able to fulfil. We will
relieve them also from a great deal of misery, and, in a
measure, do some justice to them, or give them that justice
which they seek for to-day, considering, as we do, that they
are entitled to it, from the fact that many of then have
entered into these contracta under the misunderstanding
that in reality they are not paying anything like the large
amount these mortgages compel them to pay to-day.

Bill read the second time; and (at 9:20 o'clock, p.m.) the
House adjourned.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS,
- THURsDAY, 9th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 83) to incorporate the Saskatchewan, Qu'Appelle
and Assiniboine Navigation Company.-(Mr. Macmillan.)

Bill (No. 85) to amend the Goneral Inspection Act,
1874.-(Mr. Vallee.)

MILL STREAMS IN NEW BRUNSWICK.

Mr. DOMVILLE moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
84) to make lawful the erection and maintaining of certain
mills, mill dams, wharves, ways, sluices, fishways and works,
between high and low water mark, upon and near to cer-
tain streams that flow into the Bay of Fundy, in the
Province of New Brunswick. He said: This is a very
important Bill. It was placed in my hands for me to bring
before the House in order to protect certain private rights
of mill owners and others on the shores of the Bay of
Fundy. It appears that they have mills which somewhat
encroach on the low water mark, and that they have been
obliged to build dams and booms there tq protect their
lunmber. At certain times people go there and endeavor to
for,(e their way maliciously, and threaten the mill owners
that if they do not pull down their mill-Jams and booms
they will bring an action. One gentleman, I believe, had
to pay some 8 1,900 to get rid of these blackmailers. This
Bill is intended to correct that state of things, and to pre-
vent mill owners, who have dams and booms on these small
streams which are not navigable, from being imposed on by
blackmailers.

Mr. KILLAM. Is the Bill introduced with the consent
of the Government for the sake of supporting their fishery
regulations or of attacking them ?

Mr. DOMVILLE. I have not considered that yet.
Mr. BLAKE. What streams is it intended that thi. Bill

shall apply to?
Mr. DOMVILLE. Goose Creek is one of them, and

another is called Salmon River, and various little streamsrunningto the Bay of Fundy. I do not know the names
Of the others.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is evidently
Protecting his own class-loose fish.

Mr. DOMVILLE. That is tu quoque.
Mr. BLAKE. From the lucid explanations given of this

measure, I have not been able to apprehend whether it isnot a local or private Bill; but I suppose it will be best to
get the Bill in print, when we can get those explanations
which it seems impossible for us to get now.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I try to make the matter clear to thethon. gentleman. There ls nobody he can understand onthi, side of the Hiouse, and I am sorry I cannot make himtlnderStand.
Mr. K[LLAM. I think a measure of this kind, affecting!

8 it does many important interests, is one requiringnotice in Committee of the Whole before it is introduced.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course, if it proves to

be a private Bill, the possibility of which the hon. gentle.
na opposite suggests, then it must fail for the want ofnlotice and ail the other requirements. But, if it be a pub-

lie Bill, we can judge of it when we have it in print. I
have no doubt the Bill is for the purpose of removing some
difficulty, but what the difficulty is we cannot tell until we
see the Bill.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

UNOCCUPIED SECTIONS OF TIHE MENNONITE
RESERVES.

Mr. MERNEiR enquired, Whether there are still unoccu-
pied sections of the Mennonite Reserves, which were set
apart for them to settle on in Manitoba; has the period for
such purpose expired; and, if so, has application been made
by them for an extension of time, and to what period has it
been extended; and in the event of there being sections to
be disposed of, when will they be offered to the public for
sale ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are unoccupied
sections in the Mennonite Reservation. The period for
which the reservation was made expired on the 1st of Janu-
ary, 1882. Application has been made for an extension of
time by the Mennonites, and the subject is under consider-
ation. In the event of any unoccupied sections being offered
for sale, the public wili get full notice.

THE RIVER MASKINONGÉ.

Mr. HOUDE enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to send, in the spring, an engineer to examine
the mouth of the River Maskinongé, in order to ascertain
what would be the cost of the dredging necessary to allow
of vessels entering it during the season of low water ?

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. It is the intention.

ISLANDS IN THE ST. LAWRENCE.

Mr. FITZSIMMONS enquired, Whether it is true the
Government has leased, or is about to lease, any of the
islands in the Rii er St. Lawrence, at or above Brockville ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The islands referred to
in the question were surrendered many years ago to be dis-
posed of for the benefit of the Indians who surrendered
them. They are, therefore, held in trust for tbat purpose by
the Department. Some of these islands were leased last
y ar.

SALE OF RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK, in moving the second reading of
Bill (No. 5) respecting the sale of railway passenger
tickets, said :I must give the House some explan-
ation regarding the trade which the Bill is intended
to prevent and destroy. The traffic in railway pas-
senger tickets, which bas grown up within the
last few years, is extending and increasing in a
remarkable degree. This is owing to the great growth of
our railway system and the great increase of railway
travel. We have incorporated railway companies for the
purpose of opening up and developing this country, and we
took the duty of allowing the railway companies to carry
passengers for charges not exceeding a certain fixed rate per
mile. Within that restriction the Legislature in its wisdom
saw fit to give the railway companies the right to
make contracts for carrying passengers on such terms and
conditions as they might see fit; and one of those conditions
was that such tickets were not transferable. And yet, by
the law of the land as it now exists, people are allowed or
assume to deal in these railway tickets-to purchase and
sell them again. We do not allow people to buy and sell
the goods of other people without some authority; and it
seems to me that the same rule should be enforced with
regard to the sale of railway tickets, which are the property,
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and which are under the sole control of the railway cor-
porations over whose lines the people are to travel. The
fact that these railway tickets are not transferable is a
convenience to the travelling public ; because, in acts of
this kind, the railway companies compete with one another
and carry through passengers at greatly reduced rates. It
seems very hard to us that we should have to pay, say $10,
for being carried from Toronto to Montreal, while other
passengers can be carried from Boston to Chicago for $5.
But the railway companies would not get any of that
through traffic at all, if they were not allowed to compete,
and carry persons at very low rates indeed. If prevented
from doing so, they would lose their traffi a, either from less
accommodation for the through traffic or less railway facilities
than are now used in carrying those passengers; and in
this way the public would not gain anything by preventing
the carriage of those through passengers. Moreover, by
preventing this, by allowing those ticket brokers to pur-
chase and re-sell tickets, there would be a tendency thus
manifested to prevent all excursion rates. I have
been informed, on very good authority, that excursion
rates would be much more general and more freely offered
to the public, if the railway tickets issued on those occasions
could be prevented from being used, and sold by ticket
brokers, because a great number of pass fngers are carried
and preparations have to be made for that service ; and it
is intended that only those who intend to avail themselves
of those tickets, as exeursionists, should partake of the
advantages, so that the whole travel on those tickets should
be over in one, two, or three days. But if those tickets are
produced, alterations and erasures are made by the tic-ket
broker, and the tickets again are sold to ordinary t1ravellers;
the companiesi being defrauded of a large amount ot in ey
in consequence. Since this Bill was introduced I have hadl
put into my hands a very important staement, made by
one of these ticket brokers, who is now in New York and
has offered to come to Ottawa and give evidence before any
Committee of the House as to the practices in vogue at
brokers offi-es in Toronto and Montreal, where thcy have (lies
and printing presses and other means for altering the
tickets issued hy the railway companies. At such places
forgery and allied crimes are committed, which we cannot
reach, because ihose people have a right, as they say, to
carry on this traffic. If it can bu proved they have carried
on that nefarious trade, I 1hink it is the duty of the House
to endeavor to put a stop to it. If hon members think
that the railway companies should not issue limited
tickets, or any issue which they make should be good
until travelled upon, that is a different matter, which
may be treated by itself; but we should put a stop to
people buying and selling tickets which are illegal, worth-
less and useless, because the people imposed upon by such 1
tickets are those who are least able to defend themselves-
the poor, ,he ignorant, and the unwary. The rich man, the
educated man, or the sharp business man never buys a ticket
of this kind, unless after taking precautions to find out its
value. It is the poor emigrant who buys such tickets, and
in using them finds be bas been sold. He often finds that-he
las bought a ticket, either out of date, or one which expires
short of bis destination, the result being that he is put off
the train. Such occurrences happen every day. It is only
the other day I read a paragraph in the Montreal Witness,
of February 15th, which shows the extensive prevalence of
this nefarious practice:

"No less than four passengers, via the Central Vermont Railway,
were disappointed last evening owing to their having purchased their
tickets from scalpers Three of them were put off the train at St.
Lambert by the conductor, and the fourth paid bis fare in bard cash
again, as he could not spare the time to return to confront the man who
supplied him with a ticket which was not transferable. The tickets, it
appears, were purchased in Manitoba, and are punched for a portion of
the journey between Winnipeg and Boston. One of the three young
men, who returned to the city last evening, made complaint to the
Police Magistrate this morning. Detective Richardson was despatched

Mr. KuKP.ATRIcK.

with the stranger to find out the name of the scalper, who old the
ticket for $6, in order that a warrant might be issued.

"The passengers who were sa summarily dealt with on the train are
naturally very indignant. One of them, very eager ta proceed on bis
way, persisted on baarding bis car, but was pushed off.

" The seller of the ticket claims that the company were bound to
accept it, as the original purchaser had not signed the form of agree.
ment to the conditions, one of which was that the ticket was non-trans.
ferable.

'' There is a difference of opinion on the laws regarding tickets, but
such a scandal shoild be terminated, by putting an end ta the uncer-
tainty on the subject. Some contend that the railway company receive
value for carrying one persan a certain distance, and that that person
is immaterial to the contract. Others argue that the contract is
btween the company and the original purchaser, who cannot assign bis
right under the contract, without the consent of the other party, viz,
the company. It is to be hoped that this matter will be decided at
once, for there have been a large number of similar cases recently,
the parties being unable ta stop over to secure their rights by a suit
at law."

It most frequently happens that the people imposed upon are
the ignorant and unwary men, who have no means of prose.
cuting an issue, and who are anxious to get to their journey's
end with the least delay. To stop at Montreal, Toronto, or
elsewhere, to prosecute the offenders, would mean increased
expense to them, and they would often rather proceed on
their journey and buy a fresh ticket than incur that loss.
Again, it happens when a man has bought a bad ticket, and
finds himself sold, that he prefers to pass on by the purchase
of a good ticket, without wishing to have it thought that ho
had gone to a ticket scalper's office, because no man of
intelligence would like it to be known he did a mean and
contemptible thing, and an act contrary to law, because the
law declares that the tickets are not assignable or transfer.
able, thoigh *a seller saves a few dollars in disposing of
them. It was decided in Ontario that, if a man buys a
ticket, subject to certain conditions, they had to be carried
out, any failing in that respect making him the loser. We
know, as a matter of fact, that there are two classes of
tickets issued by those companies, one at a certain rate that
is unlimited. They may be issued at any time for one or two
years, and are good until used; but the other class is limited
to a Certain number of days, and is issued at a cheaper rate.
It seems to me that the railway companies have some
reason, when they say we will issue a certain number for a
limited period, and wiIl provide additional accommodation for
the people to travel on them. But it is difficult, or
impossible, for us to be prepared at all times to meetagreat
rush of travel which may occur on those cheap tickets,
though they are unlimited. Those ticket scalpers, as they
are commonly called, are carrying on an illegal trade, or
dealing in an illegal commodity; the trade being immoral
and corrupting in its tendency. They are praçtically offices
open for the receipt of stolen goods; and instances have
come out in the law courts very recently, last summer,
where it was shown that these ticket scalpers were
in the habit of bribing ticket agents and railway
conductors to rob and defraud their employers. A
notorious case came to ny notice last summer where a
ticket agent of the Great Western Railway had been in the
habit of transferring a large number of tickets to these
ticket scalpers, thereby detfrauiing bis employers. I am
informed further, that on an important railway runnifg ont
of Toronto, one of the oldest and most trusted conductors
on that road bas told his employers that these men are con-
tinually importuning him and othersof bis class to bring back
to them unpunched tickets which had been travelled upOD,
thus bribing him and others not to punch the tickets o
that they might be used over again. Sir, if this is the case
it is the duty of this House, as speedily as possible, to put
an end to the rascality of a trade such as this. I hold in

my hand another document with reference to this matter
which bas been sent to me since this Bill was brought in,
and which I think it is my duty to read to the House. .
is a letter from a Judge presiding over a Criminal Court in
the city of Montreal, I refer to the Police Magistrate of the
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city of Montreal. It is dated 16th February, and is as
follows-

"BUREAU DES MAGISTRATs DE POLICE,
"IMONTREAL, 16th February, 1882.

" S,-l see by this morning's papers that you are presenting a Bill
toregulate the sale ofrailway tickets. Our experience here shows that the
present state of things is of a great inconvenience to a large number of
poor fellows who, ignorant of the laws or regulations of railway com-
panies, and attracted at the low prices at whieh scalpers advertise old
tickets, are too often put into extreme circumstances on account of the
companies refusing, on the trip, to recognize those tickets as valid.
Many of t-em have been turned out of the cars and left in very painful
conditions, in places where they were unkuown, without means of pay-
ing their fare, either to continue their voyage or to return home. As
the victims are generally poor, those cases often psss without notice
from the pubiic, more particularly as the scalpers prefer geuerally to
come to some understanding with the victimized, who are always Btoo
glad to accept any offer of settlement made to them. But those cases
are altogether too numerous not to deserve the attention of those in
authority, and of our legislators. I am glad, Sir, that you have taken
the natter in hand, and as I have felt painful that there was no remedy
to prevent those poor people from being mae victims, I have thought
it advisable to communicate to you our experience here, with the hope
that you will succeed in your undertaking.

"Praying to be excused for the liberty I take,
"I remain, Sir, yours truly,

"C. AIME DuGAs,
"G. A. KIRKPATRIcK, Esq., M. P."lJudge of&assinw.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Does not the Criminal Law
provide for the crime?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It does provide for the crime
when a party is detected in selling a ticket which is out of
date, or useless. There was a case last year, in Montreal,
where these ticket scalpers sold, to two young men who had
just come out from England, passes from Montreal to
Chieado, which they had obtained in an illegal manner ;
they sold them as valid tickets. The young men were put
off ihe cars. When they went to get their luggagc ebecked,
they were told the passes were out of date, and they went
and complained to the police, and Mr. Abraham-1 think
that was the name of the man-was arrested, tried, and
found guilty of obtaining money under false pretences.
llowever, owing to a defect in the indictment, it not having
been signed by the Attorney-General himself, the indict-
ment was quashed, but the jury found a verdict that the
Inan was guilty of obtaining money under false pretences.
That is one case, but how many others are victimizod in
the same way who will not take the trouble to piosecute
these men ? Very often they piefer to pay an additional
fare, or to pay the fare over again, in order to reach their
destination. We ought to devise some means of regulating
the sale of these tickets. I am asking this House to pass a
law which is in force in manyof the States of the Union, in
Pennsylvania, Illinois and New York. A very important
case was tried lately in Pennsylvania to test the legality ofthe law, and the Judge there said the law ought to come
Within the power of the Legislature on the ground that itaffected good order, morals, and the peace and safety of
society. le held that the Legislature, by this measure,
Intended to destroy a business detrimental to good morals,ad as bad in its effect as gambling itself. That is the0110n 0f Judge Ludlow in a very important case that wastried before him in Pennsylvania. The only way that this
evil can be dealt with, it seems to me, and I have
COn sidered it in all its aspects, is to pass a law that only
te de authorizedby the railway companies shall be allowed
pani in railway tickets, the property of the railway com-
th es themselves;thenany one who sells a ticket will be
diti agent of the company, and bound to carry out the con-
are olnaunhriczh that ticket is sold. Now these scalpers

, and are not bound to any party whenthey sell a ticket to a passenger; but, if only authorized
required allowed te sel them, the companies will be
seuls te carry Out the conditions upon which that agent
hop t cet. lt will remove from our large cities those

P)80 e which are now to receptaclS for stolen
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property, where are to be found printing presses and dies
for altering these tickets and committing a crime against
the laws of society and against the laws of the country, but
which cannot be detected till it is too late to punish the evil
doer. It will remove the temptations which these men hold
out to the officials of railway companies to commit a fraud
and to rob their employers. I believe its effect will be
most beneficial, and that it will be for the advantage of the
travelling public, because the railway companies will then
be able to afford greater facilities for the travelling
public, knowing that the tickets will not come back
upon their bands through these illegal and unauthor-
ized agents. It will enable them to issue excursion
tickets more frequently and at cheaper rates. But if
a traveller is prevented by sickness or any other
unavoidable cause from using a ticket for which he has
paid, he should have some means of reimbursing himself
for the money he has paid by disposing of the ticket.
I have attempted to provide for that, and copying from
the laws of New York and Illinois, I have introduced
a clause at the end of this Bill which provides that the rail-
way companies shall redeem all unused tickets for the por.
tions of the journey for which they have not been used. It
may be a little difflicult to carry this out, but if the House
allows this Bill to pass a second reading I shall ask the
House to refer the Bill to a Select Committee, where it may
undergo a strict serutiny and be made as practicable as pos-
sible. I have no sympathy, and I hope this House will have
no sympathy, with the persons who are engaged in this
nefarious traffic, which, asJudge Ludlow says, is detrimental
to good morals. These people came here last year and
petitioned this House not to interfere with them in their
endeavors to earn an honest living. But they are not earn-
ing an honet living; they arC earning their living by
trafficking in illegal commodities. They are preying upon
the poor by selling.worthless tickets to them; they are
obtaining money uinder false pretences. More than that,
they have the audacity to come here and petition this
House for protection. 1 hold in my hand a most extra-
ordinary revelation of the amount of money which these
people say they spent in this city last year for the purpose
of defeating a Bill which never reached its second reading,
upon which no vote of this House was ever taken.

Sone hon. MEIBERS. Read, read
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I do not intend to read it, but I

will read it to the Committee if the Bill is read the second
time. But I would like to read the latest effusion from
these people, who petition the House that they may be pro-
tected in their honest calling. This is a circular which has
been issued since this Bill was introduced, and it reads as
follows:-

" DEAR SiR,-The Grand Trunk Railway Company, with the assistance
of the New York Central and the Pennsylvania Central, have again, at
this Session of Parliament, last week brought in a Bill toprohibit
scalping, adding a redemption clause at this Session, which will take a
great deal of labor and money if it can be defeated. Last year a similar
Bill was introduced, and defeated by the Canadian brokers at their
own expense, because they asked for assistance, but received none-we
had then six brokers in Canada, while we only have two now-and I
would therefore appeal to you earnestly to send what you can to assist
me. Whatever you contribute, send at once. Mr. E. Lichtenhein has
the promise of assistance from the American Ticket Brokers' Association,
through G. G. Lansing, and, if yon will act promptly, we may be able
to again defteat the Bill this Session. No matter how smalt the amount
may be, it helps, and I trust you will not overlook it, as you may be
placed in the same position at any time, and require our assistance. 8o
remit at once, and oblige, "Yours truly,

IlS. AanMAnis,
"245 St. James Street, Monireal, Canada."

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It is not addressed to you, is it ?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No, Sir, it is not addressed to me,

which the hon. gentleman knows very well. It is addressed
by this man to some of his confreres on the other side of the
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line. I say that any person who had the impudence to
address such a circular as that, and state such things as
he has stated in that circular, deserves no consideration for
his " honest and legitimate calling," which he petitioned 1
this House not to interfere with. I hope, 'Jr. Speaker, this
House will take into consideration the acts which I have
briefiy and inadequately presented to them, and pass this
Bill through its second reading, and allow it to go to a
Committee, where, if necessary, further information can be
given by witnesses of cases in which poor, ignorant people
have been defrauded of their money, to the great injury of
society and good morals, and as to the necessity which
exists of putting an end in some wuy to this trade. If this
Bill does not meet the case, we can improve it; but, for.

are caught; how can he make the law reach them without
catching them and proving bis case ? He will do it under
the ordinary Criminal Law, just as well as under the Bill
he has introduced. Now, I do not know what these men
have been doing in attempting, by improper means, to
influence gentlemen on the other side of the House. I arm
quite sure no man on this side bas been approached in any
such manner. I am quite sure that no attempt, so far as I
know, was made on this-side of the House to do what has
been charged. Hon. gentlemen will know how far that is
correct, so far as any person in this Hlouse is concerned.
We are not concerned about what those men do. We are
not legislating for Mr. Lamb, Mr. Lichtenhein, Mr. Abraham,
or anvY bodv else in narticular ;we are asked to lezislate inopu t te iter'stof be ralwa copanes antoi leislati

,i& 0 _" - -- . , - J _ - V .

goodness sake, I hope the louse will assist me to put a stop the interest Of the railway companies; and, if we defeat
to this trade. the Bill, it will be because we understand that the Bill is not

ini the interest of the travelling public, but in the interest of
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). If my bon. friend is going those companues. In my judgment, after having read this

to withdraw the Bill, I will not take time in discussing it. Bil, both lastycar and this year, I tbink it is a bad one, and
Mr. LRKATRCK.I an nt gong e wthdaw t. should not receive the sanction of Parliament. I do not seeMr. KIRKPATRICK. I am not going to withdraw1i.C bis .in it a single redeeming feature. Why should we pass the

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). My hon. friend bases BislB? Is it in the irtcrest of the travelling public? Is it
application to Parliament to pass this Bill on tçwo or three in the interest of the great mass of the people? No; it
gronnds. His first ground is that if this Bill does not lis introduced in the interest of the railway com-
become law, we will not have excursions as we have had panies, and was introduced last year on their instruc-
in years past. There must be a great objection to the issue tiens; anit is now pressed in their interest, and would
of excursion tickets by the railway companies. This trade result, if it became Iaw, to their advantage. I ask my hon.
of buying and selling tickets has been in existence for a friend from Frontenac (Ar. Kirkpatrick), who is a lawyer
long time, and I do not tbink that so far the existence of1 of standing in Ontario, and wbo, no doubt, pleads mary
that occupation bas in the slightest degree interfered with cases agaihst railway companies, whether ho does fot thiak
the excursions on railways. It appears to me that the rail- thoy are sufficiertly protectod by the law as it stands, both
way companies give excursions just as often as they find it as to freigbts and passengers? The are so well protectod
convenient, and as they think they can make money out of at prescrt that it is almost impossible, cither fora mariwho
them. On that ground I do not think my hon. friend bas made sends goods, or travels over their unes, if wronged or
any case. The bon. gentleman also took the ground that injured, to reach thom by law; there are so many condi-
the tickets sold by the scalpers were, as a general rule, sold tions, provisees and stipulations in the bis of lading that
to the poor and ignorant, who were made the victims of this it is almeet impossible to obtain redress for any violation
trade. If the hon. gentleman will refer to the evidence given of the law, or broach of contract on the part of those corpo-
in the Lamm case, in which a gentleman engaged in this rations. It is the samo with regard to passengers' tickets;
industry, I think of the name of Lamm, who had been those companies hem and guard themselves round so eff-
arrested under the laws of the country, he will find he made ciently that, in ninety-Dine cases in one hundred,although the
a confession and detailed all the intricacies of his grossost wrong may have been infiicted on the traveller,
trade. lIe said they were not in the habit of selling he flnds bimsclf wbolly withot redresd. Lot us Sewhat
to the poor and ignorant a all, but as a general rule they the Bill us analyse it a lile. If Parliament
sold the tickets to keen, sharp, calculating fellows, wh> i sanctions one of those extraordirary Bis, it will inveSt
would pass over a railway.on any ticket at all, and some- the bon. Minister of Railways with power to appoint ticket
times on no ticket. They found that in selling to the poor agents ail over the country for every railway belongifg tO
and ignorant that in ninety-nine cases out of hundred the Dominion, and to every private company.
they were caught; but when they sold to the keen,
sharp fellows they were not caught. Therefore, I
say the poor are not aflected by this business. Another Mr. CAMERON. Yes; liewill have that power.
ground taken by the hon. gentleman was that the Mr. K1RKPATRICK. No; ho wilh have it Only for bis
ticket scalper carried on an illegal trade. I am not sure own railways.
that the more buyirg and selling of tickets is illegal, but
some things which the hon. gentleman says these men do rAMTe o a s t v
are illegal, and eau be punished by law. He says they are
in the habit of getting tickets illegally from the railway 2. The Minister of Railways and Canais, or corpany herejobefore
companies, and making money by selling them. That may described, erploying any such agent, shah give hir a certificate of bis

be s, bt te ho. gntlmans Bil whl ot sop hat Hoappointrnent, which shall be under the hand of the aid inister or thebe so, but the on. gentleman's Bill will not stop that. ecrporate-eal of the company pointing hind sc agent ha
may pass a dozen Bills, but if' there are dishonest keep the me frared or eiein me conspicuous part of bis office
employes on a rail vay, these dishonest employes can still or place of business, where it eau be een or read by those resortifg te
steal tickets from the company and dispose of them to the the office.
public through the agents. The hon. gentleman admits This authorizes the hon. the Minister of Railways te act for
that if the scalpet s do anything wrong in selling the tickets, the ene, and the agents of the railways for the othor clas Of
such as erasing or changing the date, the Criminal Law at roads; those compary agents car sou tickets for thoir rail-
present will roach them; and there is no doubt the hon. ways, and the bon. the Minister of Railways tickets for the
gentleman is correct there. If they sell a ticket now, roade belonging te the Dominion. Wby Shonld the lieu.
representing that it is a valuable ticket which will carry Minister be appointed for that purpose? Whatgt
the purchaser from a given point to a given point, and it Parlament te ask hirnte appoint agents for the sale1of
turns out to be a wholly valueless instrument, they those tickets any more than for the sale of any other
can be reached under the law as it now stands. The hon. commodit the market, such as railway shares, tO<k5, Or
gentleman admits that they can be reached now when they anything belonging to a private individima1? 3OOtio'

Mr, EUMAolçx
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prohibits the sale of tickets except by sucb agents, under a it and no hardship to the railway company. They under-
penalty of $50. It reads as follows: tak to carry one passenger, and the law ought :to compel

s No person whosoever, except those authorized as above men- hem to carry one passenger through the whole
tioned, shall sell or offer for sale, any railway passenger ticket, or pass, distance. My hon. friend's Bill prevents them from doing
ticket, certificate or other instrument, enabling any person or persons, that. If I buy a ticket from Boston to Chicago and get off
or purporting to entitle any person or persons,to travel on any one rail- at Toronto, undor the hon. gentleman's Bill I cannot disposeway, or more than one railway, or any part of one railway, or parts
cf several railways to which this Act applies; and any person or per- of the unused ticket unless 1 sell it to the company that sold
sons offending against this Act shall, upon summary conviction thereof me the ticket. iy hon. friend says that in section 9 ho
before an Justice of the Peace, be subject to a fine of not less than has guarded against any loss to tho travelling public. If a
tly do jars noir more thanfift dollars. porson is unable to complote a journey fron point to point
Nobody, under this Bill, i8 at liberty to soli a railway over the route they have to travel, the hon. gentleman says
ticket, unless appointed for that purpose, undor a penalty his Bill will compel the company to redeem that ticket
of $50. Now, why should that ho so ? Why should I be for the unused portion of it. Now there might be some.
prohibited from selling my railway ticket? I buy and pay thing in the argument of the hon. member if his Bill did
for my ticket and the company sells it for a given purpose. so provide; but the Bill does not provide that remedy at
I buy it to travel from one to some other given point, aud all. According to the 9th clause the only company who
if I do not see fit to travel the whole distance, why should is bound to redeem this ticket is the company who
1 be prohibited from disposing of it for the unused portion ? sells it, and no other company. Now, Sir, I buy
The hon. gentleman might as well undertake to prevent me a ticket* at the city of Boston for Chicago; I travel
from using or selling any other of my commodities. I up to Port Sarnia, and I am prevented, by circum-
bought the ticket in the open market, and it becomes stances over which I have no control, from pursuing my
iy property as much as the clothes I wear or any- journey to Chicago. I want to dispose of my ticket, but I
thing else I own-as much as a bank share, bank bill, or cannot do so unless I go down to the city of Boston where
voucher. Why then, I repeat, should I be debarred from I bought it and seli that ticket to the railway company
selliug this piece of property ? It does appear to me un- from whom I bought it. The Bill of my hon. friend con-
worthy, unreasonable-outrageous, I was going to say-to tains a delusion and a snare. It is a delusion to say that
so interfere with private rights. Besides, I doubt very the Bill provides for the redemption of that ticket when
much if Parliament has got the power to pass any such law. there is no provision to that effect, except by the company
The hon. gentleman has referred to a case in Pennsylvania who sold that ticket. If I buy a ticket in Florida or Cali-
where a similar law has been boldly enforced for a year or fornia for the city of Boston, and get off at the city of Mon-
two-certainly not more-in which the court held it was treal am I expected to go down to Jacksonville or to San
within the competence of the Legislature. Possibly it may Francisco to dispose of the unused portion of my ticket ?
be; but if it is within the competence of that Legislature, Bocause that is exactly what the Bill provides for. I buy
it would not ho within the competence of the Federal Par- a ticket from one of the many linos of railway that are
liament in the United States, nor within the competence of feeders to the Grand Trunk Railway. I travel over the
the Parliament of Canada. The hon. gentleman will find, I Grand Trunk, down, perhaps, to the town of Brockville,
thiuk, that the case has been overruled by the Supreme where I stop, not seeing fit, for good and sufficient reasons,
Court of the United States. I ask him if that is not so ? I to pursue my journey any further. Have I got to go up to
understand it ias been overruled, and I recommend my hou. Owen Sound and ask the company there to redeem my
friend to examine the matter. We have, as the hon. gentle- ticket. Now, I think that provision of the Bill is wholly
man has said, created these vast corporations and given ineffectual and useless. The hon. gentleman says the com-
them large powers; quite right, possibly. But we know per- pany that sold the ticket is bound to rodeem the unused
fectly well that, in many respects, the corporations abuse portion of it, and to pay for it at a rate which shall be equal
thoir powers. We should not allow thom to do that to any to the difference paid for the whole ticket, and a cost of a
greater extent than is practicable at present. We also know ticket between the points for which the ticket is
well that the travelling publie have but few rights they can unused. Now, as I understand that provision of tho
enforce; and yet my hon. friend proposes to take away one Bill-and it is the only one of which the travelling public
of then. Is it not true that these companies will issue can avail themselves-it is this : If a ticket
tickets from Chicago to Boston at less than from Chicago to is bought at Chicago for Boston, we will say, at $10-I
Toront or Ottawa, and that they will sel tickets from believe $13 was the price last year-the purchaser gets off

hicago to Boston for less than from Chicago to Montreal? at Toronto, and ho loses the unused portion of that ticket,if that is so, such a policy is inimical to the interests of which bas cost him $10 ; but the fare from Chicago toour local trade. Local passengers now pay from 50 to 75 Toronto is say $10. In that case the holder of the ticketgets
er cent, more for accommodation over those railways than nothing for the unused portion of it, and so receives no benefit
he through passengers. If I buy a ticket at Boston for from this section of the Bill. That is the plain reading ofChicago, why should I not, if I see fit, change my the Bill, and if that is so, it affords no protection and no com-Mnd, and have the right to get off at Toronto, pensation whatever to the travelling publie for that portion

and sell my ticket for the rest of the way ? If of the ticket not used. The main features of this Bill haveraY business interests require me not to extend my journey been before some of the States of the Union for some time.
th Chicago, if any one of the accidents occurs out of the I am not aware ith as been adopted by any State exceptthouands which beset men during life'sjourney, I say, why, Pennsylvania. I know that scores of States have rejectedthder such circumstances as these, should I ho deprived of that Bill. I am not aware that New York bas adopted it;the balance of what I paid for that ticket from Boston to if it as adopted it it must have been last year, because I do
hocago? If I see fit to defer my journey at Toronto, why not think it was in the Statute book of New York before
hravldeI1not ho at liberty to sell that ticket tosome man wholast year. It was said that Pennsylvania passed it solelyps travelling fron Toronto to Chicago? The railway com- through the influence of the railway kings of that State.Pany undertake by their contract simply to carry one Now, let us see what the leading newspaper organs of the

cas nger rom Boston to Chicago. They are only bound to United States have had to say uponl the principle of thiscar oue, and what difference does it make as a matter of Bill. Most every clause of my hon. friend's Bill are to be
Who e railway company whether that man travels the found in a Bill that was introduced into the Legislature of
by on »urney, or whether a part of the journey is travelled the State of Kentucky, and the 9th clause, I think, is abouta"n'andpart by another? I can see no reason in identical with a similar clause in a Bill introduced into the
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Kentucky Legislature. The St. Louis Globe, a paper with a
very large circulation, and supposed to represent correctly
the sentiments of the people on this subject, says :

"Instead of legislating to break up the 'scalping,' it would be much
better if legislators would devote their attention to the punishment
of railway companies which offer low rates as an inducement to purchase
tickets, and then forbid the using of the tickets except at their royal
pleasure."

The Louisville Commercial says:
" The Bill (introduced in Kentucky Senate) is simply scandalous : the

travelling public have few enough rights as it is; and the Kentucky
Legislature should consign this~villainous Bill at once and for ever to
the limbo of aIl vicious legislation.'

Now, I do not propose to consign my hon. friend's Bill to
the " limbo of all vicious legislation," I only propose to put
it under the Table. The Chicago Tribune says upon the
subject:

I We regard the Railroad Ticket Scalper's Bill as a blunder,.and have
an idea that it will be declared unconstitutional."

The Courier-Journal, published in Kentucky, says:
'' The Bill (pending in the Kentucky Legislature) should be called

" An Act for the Perpetration of Frauds on Travellers."

My hon. friend is quite willing to prevent frauds upon the
railway companies; but I think they are sufficiently pro-
tected on this subject already. It is perfectly well known
that frauds upon travellers are coustantly being perpetrated.
The Cincinnati Gazette says:

" Railroad tickets are sold to bearer, as bank notes are issued to
bearer, and, of course, are transferable. it is clear enough that this
traffic is legal."

Well, where is the saving to the travelling public in the
United States ? It does appear to me that this Bill, instead
of saving money to the great mass of the people, will be a
very serious injury to them. I shall oppose the hon. mem-
ber's Bill at every stage. I think it is a stop in the wrong
direction, and I regret to see that it is seconded by the hon.
gentleman who sits beside him, and who, instead of legislat-
ing in the interests of the great railroad companies, ought
to direct his attention to protecting the interests of the
travelling public.

Sir CHARLES TJPPER. The argument addressed to
me by the hon. gentleman who las just taken his..seat,
appears to me to be founded upon a misapprehension of
facts. His whole argument rests upon the basis that the
railway company contracts to carry one person between
two given points, and that that contract involves the obli-
gation to carry any person, or any numbe' of persons, who
may purchase that ticket between those two points. Now,
that is not the contract the railway companies make when
selling a ticket. The railway company sells a
ticket to an individual for the purpose of carry-
ing that same individual from one point to another,
and the party who uses that ticket for any other purpose
than that for which he bought it, commits. a fraud upon the
railway company from whom the ticket was purchased.
The hon. gentleman himself has stated that the railway
company in Boston, in times of sharp competition, selle a
ticket to a party, to carry him to Chicago, for a much less
sum than he would have to pay to carry him to Toronto.
Then, I ask the hon. gentleman, if in the face of it, that
contract is not a contract to carry one and the same person,
and not two different persons, between those two points?
The hon. gentleman's own sense of justice, his own sense of
a commercial transaction, will at once show him that the
contract is not to carry two different persons over the
distance between two extreme points, but to carry one and
the same person, because, otherwise, it would be quite
impossible to carry out the intention of the company in
giving a ticket from Boston to Chicago. The hon. gentle-
man says that my hon. friend, who introduced the Bili, has

Mr. ÇAmniomç (Huron).

given no sufficient grounds for it. I think he as offered
the very strongest grounds for the favorable reception of
this measure by the House, that it is possible for any hon.
gentleman to offer in favor of any Bill. What does the
hon. gentleman show ? Why, he has shown that this
process of ticket scalping is a cause of fraud und dishonesty
in the country, and that, moreover, it causes railway con-
ductors to become dishonest, because it puts before
them the temptation not to punch the tickets, and in not
punching the tickets when they take them up, they
eau sell them for money. The Bill of my hon. friend
makes it impossible to sell it, because the party receiving
it cannot sell it again. The result is that the present sys-
tem affords great temptation to dishonesty, and causes
honest men to become thieves by exposing them to tempta-
tion. It is well known to any person that has anything to
do with railway management, that this system is a fruitful
cause of fraud and dishonesty in conductors, because by not
discharging their duty in punching the ticket they are able
to dispose of it to their own advantage. The party who
purchases from the conductor also becomes a party to the
fraud, and becomes an avowed assistant in the act, because
.he knows when he buys that ticket from the conductor that
it has not been punched, and he therefore occupies the
position of a receiver of stolen property. The hon. gentle-
man says that it is not the poor, but that it is the sharp
practitioner who becomes the purchaser of these tickets and
who makes the profit. But with what result ? Why, with
the result that the party who in the first place failed in
punching the ticket, and the party who purchases it from
the conductor, all become parties to a fraud, and
have become so owing to the present condition of the law.
Now, Sir, I ask the hon. gentleman if the House should not
adopt a measure that is calculated to check any possible
means of fraud, and means of fi-aud so palpable that they
are known to be widely adopted all over the country, and to
be, not only calculated t-) demoralize, but to be absolutely
demoralizing. There are hundreds of people throughout
the country connected with these transactions, and I ask if
that is not a sufficient reason for the BHouse adopting such
legislation as will meet the difficulty. The hon. gentleman
said that this Bill is entirely in the interests of the railway
companies, and not in the interests of the travelling public.
Suppose it were, does the hon. gentleman mean to say that
it is not proper to pass any legislation in the interests of rail-
way companies, if it can be shown to be honest and fair and
just legislation? All this Bill asks from this House is to give
such protection to the great railway interests of this country
as they are entitled to receive at its hands, for the purpose
of preventing their being made subjects of dishonesty and
fraud, for the benefit of any person. 'I ask the hon. gentle-
man if he is so anxious to promote the interests of the
travelling public, is he prepared to promote them by
moans dishonest and fraudulent. I ask him if that is the
position he is disposed to take. I do not believe that the
great travelling public of this country will thank the hon.
gentleman for adopting such a position as this: that for
the purpose of protecting thom ho is obliged to resist and
throw out a measure which strikes at an open, knoWn,
notorious, fraudulent practice, existing in the country.
believe that the hon. members of this House have but a
small idea, a very inadequate idea, of the prevalence of this
custom, and the demoralizing tendency that the law, as it
now stands, has exercised, and the measure, therefor, 18
one which, 1 think, on that ground alone, is worthy the
careful consideration of the fouse. I believe the Hlouse Wbl
think very seriously of the responsibility that wourdte
assumed by it, in refusing to send this Bill to a Committee
where it could be carefully examined in the light of any
testimony that could be brought for or againsttt
measure, so that it would finally be a m ieasI'O
well calculated to promote the end in view. When the he0.
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gentleman says that this Bill is entirely in the interests of
railway corporations, I say no. I say that the passage of
this Bill is in the interests of the travelling public. All the
travelling public have a right to receive is that for which
they pay. All the accommodation any member of the
travelling public has a right to receive from a railway cor-
poration is a proper consideration for the amount of money
he pays. He pays money for a certain given and specific
purpose, and ho is entitled to receive all that ho pays for,
but nothing more. The bon. gentleman says the Bill will
not benefit the travelling public; but I answer that a means
of preventing ticket scalping is eminently in the interests
of the travelling public, as, thereby, these corporations and
their managers can give greater facilities with reference to
the use of railway tickets when they are protected against
the unjust, unfair, and dishonest use of these tickets after
they are sold. Take the subject of the return tickets.
Does the hon. gentleman mean to say, that because a man
buys a ticket from a railway agent, and pays for it a certain
sum of money, which will enable him to travel 1,000 miles
and return, that it is doing a just act or one that is fair to
the company, or houest as regards himself, if ho travels to
the extent of bis journey and sells the return ticket to
another person to enable hirm to travel over a road at a rate
which he could not otherwise travel over it ?

An bon. MEMBER. Why not ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Let the hon. gentleman go

to the Allan Company, asking for a return ticket to Eng-
land, and what wiMl they do ? They will seli him a ticket for,
say, $100, and if he asks for a return ticket they give him
one for $140. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that
that return ticket, which they have sold him at a greatly
reduced rate because ho is coming back by their line, can
be honestly used by selling it for $90 or $100 to another
Man, who otherwise would have to pay the full single fare,
and who, by this means, cheats the Allan Company out of
the just passage money? I say that a man who uses his
ticket in that way defrauds the company, and makes him-
self a dishonest man; and I say that the effect of this Bill
is to strike at that dishonesty, and the very fact that any
hon. gentleman can question such a proposition is to me a
proof how widespread and demoralizing the tendency is,
and how necessary it is to have 3ome efficient means taken
to check this practice. Apply the same rule to any
other transaction in the world, and its dishonesty will at
once be admitted ; but because the contract is in the
form of a railway ticket, parties seem to suppose that
they may obtain the services of a railway corporation,
which the latter have never engaged to undertake, and
which the party has not fairly or honestly obtained.
The saine principle that applies to return tickets applies
aise to excursion tickets. Does the hon. gentleman mean
to tell me--is there one hon. gentleman here who will stand
up and say, that it would be an honest act for a man to go
to a railway company and pay for an excursion ticket, on
account of which ho is carriod 500 -miles at one-fourth the
ordinary rate, and thon use this ticket for ordinary travel-
ling purposes ? Everybody knows that on such occasionsthe company provides means of carrying say a thousand
People, and if a thousand people are carried at one time they
are carried at a much smaller cost to the company than
they could be carried by ordinary trains, and therefore the
eompany givos the publie the benefit of the reduced cost.
i fay a man that ises an excursion ticket in that way usesit for a purpose contrary to the contract which he has made
ithe company, and uses it in a dishonest way. That

it 'ny view Of what is fair and honest, and I think
is a view which will commend itself to hon. gentle-

lTen 01n both sides of the House. The present law
ha flot OnIly to fraud but to forgery. It not

y bas a tendency to demoralize the conductor,

the ticket scalper, and the private individual who purchases
from the scalper, knowing at the same time that ho is
defrauding the company, but it loads to wholesale forgery.
The very fact thaL these tickets can be sold is a strong
incentive to widespread forgery in relation to iese tickets,
and that such forgery can be successfully practiced is one
strong reason for asking the protection to the companies
which this Bill will afford. The hon. gentleman who intro-
duced the Bill has placed it on a foundation so broad and
strong, and given such cogent reasons why it should be
accepted, at loast, in its general principles, with such modi-
fications as may be required, that I do not feel iL necessary
to detain the House much longer, and I do nîot believe this
House can be led to treat a Bill of this kind in the mode
suggested by the hon, gentleman who las just taken his
seat. The hon. gentleman seemed to think that there
was something wrong in the Bill because it pro-
vided that the Minister of Railways could appoint
agents for the sale of' railway tickets. I do not
think that will be a great injury to the country. I am
not inclined to thiik it would be ; but the very fact that
hon. gentlemen have been obliged to discover that in the
Bill wbich is not teobe found there, is the best evidence of
the difficulty they experience in constructing an argument
against it. There is no such proposal in the Bill. It pro-
vides that the Minister of Railways shall appoint agents
for the sale of tickets on the Intercolonial Railway, and
that all companies shall appoint agents for the sale of
tickets over their own lines, and, therefore, the Bill is not
open to the objection which has been raised. I believe the
more this measure is examined, the more it will be found to
be in the interests of justice and of bonesty, and I trust it
will receive the favorable consideration of the House; and
there will be no objection to sending it to a Committee,
where testimony may be received, and where the hon. gen-
tlemen will, I have no doubt, have evidence tendered that
will astonish them very much as to the frands that are
perpetrated in regard to the sale of railway tickets as the
law at presont exists. I can only say that, so far as the
Intercolonial Railway is concerned, I have known that a
great deal of fraud takes place, and I have appointed detec-
tives and used every possible means for the purpose of
ferreting it out; but while it romains a perfectly honest
transaction for a ticket scalper to sell a ticket to any point;
it is next to impossible to remedy the difficulty and prevent
its recurrence. I trust the Bill will receive the favorable
consideration of the House, "and will go to a Committee
which will be able to examine it and deal with it on its
merits.

Mr. SPROULE. I think any merits which the Bill
possesses are counteracted by the last clause. It provides for
the redemption of unused tickets. A contract is entered into
between the railway company on one hand and a passenger
on the other, that the latter shall be carried between two
points, and if, from accident or circumstances over which
he has no control, ho be compelled after travelling part of the
distance to leave'the train, ho las no remedy. By the clause
of the Bill it is distinctly stated that he shall be able to
redeem any unused portion "at a rate which shall be equal
to the difference between the price paid for the whole ticket
and the cost of a ticket between the points for which a
portion of the said ticket was actually used." If it had
read : "rate paid for the ticket that the party holds," then
i the passenger would have got back something. Take the
case of a passenger purchasing a ticket from Boston to
Chicago for $12, the cost from Toronto to Chicago being $6.
He arrives at the latter point, and, on gettin g out of the
train, wants to seli.his ticket. No sum wiLl b due, as the
cost from Toronto to Chicago will consume the balance.
hBesides, there might not be an offioial to return any balan ce,
and it could not make any difference to a railway company
to carry two passengers, if, between them, they covered the
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same distance, as to carry one the whole distance. Another
reason why the Bill should not become law was because
the present custom was for railway companies to appoint
agents to sell tickets under the circumstances complained
of. When companies issued excursion tickets they were
not responsible for damages under special circumstances,
and if a second party travelled on the ticket it would be on
like conditions, I admit that there .is some force in the
contention that railway companies make special provision
for carrying a large number of passengers at a certain time
and special rate, and that, under those circumstances, the
companies should not be compelled toe carry parties at
different times at the same rate, but the effect of the Bill
is nullified by the last clause. If the last clause were
adjusted it would still be open to the companies to appoint
agents to redeem tickets or not. In order to make the
Bill effective in the public interest, it will be necessary to
insert a clause compelling the companies at every station
to appoint agents to redeem tickets only partially used.
Until such clauses are inserted the Bill is not in the interest
of the travelling public. The tendency of the decisions of
our courts is against the public; it is not so in the States.
In this country an individual has practically no redress
against companies. When this is the case there should be
some machinery to compel them to protect the public.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I do not know much about the
subject practically, but if I understand it aright a great
wrong is done to railway companies. If a passenger takes
a ticket from Boston to Chicago for say $10, and if ho stops
at Toronto, the cost from that point to Chicago being more
than from Boston to Chicago, and at Toronto sells his
ticket, a fraud is committed on the railway company. This
is not donc by persons who are compelled to leave the train
but by those who purchase tickets at Boston and do not
intend to go to Chicago, but purpose getting off at Toronto,
selling their tickets, and making money out of the transac-
tion. Whether ibis Bill will meet the difficulty and will
revent what I consider to be frauds on railway companies,
do not know. Under the circunstances, if it is possible

by legislation to protect the companies in this regard, it is
our duty to do so. I think, however, that the companies
should have the power to protect themselves by regulations
printed on the tickets, atating for example that they are
not tiansferable. A remedy should at all events be fourd'
for the difficulty.

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk)• While I have no sympathy
with ticket scalpers, I think the trouble originates with the
railway companies themselves, when they undertake to
carry passengers, in some cases two or three times a greater
distance, for the same amount la some cases than in others.
There is no trouble in carrying passengers such as there is
in taking freight which requires handling; Jet the com.
paies, therefore, regulate their rates on principles adjusted:;
I am not prepared to say that I will not vote for the
second reading, because I think something should be done.

Mr. MILLS, I do not think either the mover of the Bill
or the hon. the Minister of Railways has succeeded in
making out a case in favor of the principe of the Bill. In
my opinion, legislation has gone aitogether too far in that
direction ab eady, and it is because the public are placed in
an unfair and unequal position as compared with the rail-
way companies that the trantsactions have arisen of which
the hon. gentlemen has comaplained and undertaken to
remcdy by thie extraordinary Bill now belore the House.
if, Sir, you look at the facts as they are, you will find that
these corporations are not simplyprivate companies. They
arc guasi-publi corporations. We have given them powers
which do not usually belong to private corporations. We have
given them power to acquire and hold property taken from
private individuals, to appropriate that property to their own
uses, and, in many cases, almost on their own terms; and it is

Mr. SPRoWLIE.

because we believe they can be made to serve the public as
public carriers that we have permitted them to do this.
But when the public, individually, come to deal with -these
corporations, we find that they do not stand on a footing of
equality with them ; and the well known rule in Courts of
Equity is, that when two parties enter into a contract in
which they do not stand on a footing of equality, the court
will not allow the contract to override the strict principles of
equity in the case. They do not, for example, allow a con-
tract between a guardian and a ward, because the parties
do not stand on a footing of equality; and to allow a railway
compano to print on its ticket, or on its bill of lading, the
terms and conditions on which they will carry passengers
and freight, seems to me a monstrous proposition, though
it is constantly acted upon. It is simply because they are
permitted to do so that the evils have arisen of which the
hon. Minister of Railways and the mover of the Bill corn.
plain. With regard to the condition "not transferable,"
when I purchase a railway ticket from an agent I do not
bind myself that I shall travel on that ticket. Supposing
a person, who desires to travel on a road with the members
of his family, buys, say half-a-dozen tickets, does he
bind himself to the condition that one particular member
of his family shall travel upon a particular ticket ? There
is no such contract as the hon. Minister of Railways refersto,
for ho may travel on the ticket himself, or he may give it
to any member of his family, or to a stranger. Yet the
railway companies print on their- tickets "not transfer-
able," and I suppose if they could identify the particular
party who uses a ticket, they could, under the law,
enforce what is a very unjust obligation ; and if the
hon. gentleman undertook to repeal that law, ho would
be moving in the right direction. The obligation
is one which is forced on the patry buying the ticket. Say
that the person who buys the ticket wishes to travel from
Ottawa to Toronto; he is handed a ticket on which is
printed "not transferable." Hesays: "I do not want a ticket
on these terms." He finds that he cannot make terms with
the company; he must accept the particular terms which they
impose upon him, or he cannot go at all. It is nonsense to
talk of an obligation of that kind being a binding contract
between the parties in any just or equitable sense, and it is
because such obligations are attempted to be imposed tbat
tho difficulties have ariscn of' which the hon. gentlennn
complains. If railway companies had uniform rates oA
travel they would not haye the slightest interest in saying
that A should travel on a ticket instead of B; it would be a
matter of no consequence to them ; but having taken advan-
tage of their power to charge different rates for travel and
trafflefrom diferent points atthe very time that the publie are
seeking to mitigate the mischievousefects ofthat power, they
come here and ask us to come to their aid against the public
by the Bill which is now before the House. A man who1
bays a ticket from a railway company buys the power to
travel from one point to another, and, so far as the question
of right is concerned, so far as those prineiples are con-
cerned which justify Parliament in granAting the power to
expropriate property from private individuals to a corpor-
ation-so far as every consideration of public interest is
concernied, whieh justifies us in creating railway corpor-
ations-that is all that they ha* a right to reqmire. TheY
have no right to say that A sha not tavel a portion of the
way because B las purchased a ticket between two partic-
lar points. It cau be a mat4er of no eonsequence to them,
except that they wish to eaàrge digerent rates betW"
diferent points on the lino, and we have no right, in "'Y
opinion, to interfere in their behalf, and assist them 8agjfLb
the public, who are seeking to protect themselves again
this power on the part of the corporation. i think< the B
<should not be read the second tme.

Mr. PLUMB. My bon. friend who bas just taken hai
seat ha* made use of very ingenious arguments, ad ham
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uttered a great many of what might be called half truths.
There is no doubt that the purchaser of a railway ticket
acquires the right to travel on that ticket, and if there are
any regulations printed upon railway tickets which are
against the common law of the country, they do not bind
the parchaser thereto. This bas been held in a great many
cases in which actions have arisen between railway com-
panies and the holders of tickets. It has been held that if a
person has a gratuitous ticket or pass upon which the com-
pany state that they will not hold themselves responsible
for any damage, such a. condition cannot be enforced on the
part of the company, or that they are thereby exoneratod
from any damage that may ensue. If a person makes a
bargain with a company to travel on their lino he is entitled
to travel on it in the way in which the ticket
gives him permission. If ho starts on an excur-
sion train he is bound to go through on that train,
because lie is carried at a lower price by a special arrange-
ment which does not apply to ordinary trains. If a man
buys a ticket at Chicago, he buys it at a competing point,
at a point at which, in consequenco of the competition
between roads, the railway company is obliged, perhaps
for a time, to lose moncy in order to maintain its traffic,
and he has no right to speculate on that ticket. He has a
right to go througIr, and if ho does not go through the
compnny should b bound to rodeein that ticket in propor-
tion to the number of miles for which he has travelled and
no more. I believe it often bappens that our Canadian
conpanies are subjoct to unfair cut-throat competition by
the railways of the United States, and if they do not meet
that competition by lowering their prices at competing
points they lose money; they lose thoir business to the
ultinato loss of the public, as they are thercby prevented
froîn giving them proper accommodation. The Grand
Trunk, for example, would soon become a fourth class rail-
Way, running a few passenger trains, with their cars not put
in repair and at great risk to life, if they could not compote
fairly with other roads for other traffic, and when there is
no competition they get fair rates and some remuneration
for the business. The evil, is not that they carry
passengers at too high a rate where there is no com-
petition, but that they are obliged to carry them
aut too low a price at competing points, in order
to maintain the traffic which is necessary for their
11ccess. It is no injustice to us if a man who travels from
Boston to Chicago should travel for a lower rate propor-
tionately.than we have to pay, provided we are carried in
proper time, with proper accommodat-on, and at a reason-
able charge. That is the manner in which to consider it,
stripped of ail excitement and prejudice. That is the fair
way to look at it and no other. I believe there are great
evils growing out of this system of scalping. I believe
there are difdiculties affecting the whole railway system,
and, while I do not propose to defend any injustice on the
part of the railways, I say that, as great corporations which
hae done infinite service to this Dominion, they have been

largely instrumental in developing the prosperity of this
country. and as the shareholders of these corporations have
friarshed the money by which we have great public accom-
moldation, they should receive adequate. remuneration fortheir services, and they are entitled to our consider-ation whenever a question comes up in regard to them.Tbey are entitled to justice, but they are entitled to nothing
nore. Under these circumstances, I believe it is desirabletht Parliament should calmly investigate the question

Whieh is ilvolved in this Bill; not that I intend to commit
mYelf to the advocacy of the passage of the Bill if it hofoutd, on hearing evidence and upon examining the facts,
that we ought not to alow it to pass; but I say that any
PPositOnn of this kind, fairly brought forward and embrac-
ing questions on wbich there ie a wide difference of opinion

" 1 use, sehoed not be 1aagled on the proposition

for the*second reading. It is a courtesy soldom refused to
any hon. member who brings forward a measure of this
kind, andi, unless there is very grave objiction, that courtesy
ought to be extendel. I would like to h wa v idence on this
subject, for I confess that, in this r espc:, I a;n in the same
position as many other hon. tenbers, that I am
not fully conversant with all the diffiulties which
are sought to be remedied by this B Il. I woutW like to
hear evidence on both sides. I would like to sec what
case is made out by those gentlemen who propose to spend
money for the purpose of obtaining legislation upon this
subject; and I would like to sec what case is made ont on
the other side. I think this Bill should pass the second
reading, and be referred to a Committee, so that after
evidence is takon, and the Committee bas reported, the
House will be able, without prejudging the case, to decide
whether the Bill should become law or not. I do not
believe in condoining it in advance, and the hon. member
introducing it is entitled to have a fair chance, and for that
reason the Bill should be read the second time.

Mr. GUTHRIE. The House should not leave the matter
as it now stands. We must either pass some such Bill
as this, or we must legalize the business of ticket scalping.
I *do not agree myself with all the arguments that
are based upon the assertion that a ticket is a contract.
A ticket may be a contract in form but it is not one in
reality, because the purchaser is not asked to agree to any
terms; ho sirnply asks what the faro wltl be to a certain
place, and he supposes he gets something that will carry
him to that place. There may be a lot of conditions printod
on the ticket, it is notorious that it is so, but the ptssenger
is not a-4ked to assenit to them. I think it is quite open to
discussion whether we should not render railway tickets
transferable; but ido urge that we should not leave the
law in its present state. If, as the mover of the Bill bas
asserted, a great many poor people are being wronged by
being lead to purchase tickets from scalpers, then Parlia-
ment should either suppress the business or legalize it.
Hon. menbers who have advocated the Bill have not
attempted to answer the objection urged by the hon.
member for South Huron against the redemption
clause. That clause is of no value as it now
stands; it is practically worthless ; because there may
be places where a passenger wished to redeem .his
ticket, and no person there to pay him; and the Bill
ought to provide that the amount to be paid as redemption
money shall be a fair proportion, having regard to the
distance travelled, as compared with the whole price of the
ticket. If those amendments were made, I think the House
would feel justified in giving a favorable consideration. The
Bill should go to a Committee, but I do not wish to commit
myself very strongly to the principle of the Bill, because
the House will have to consider whether it should not make
railway tickets negotiable or transferable.

Mr. IVES. It seems to me that the scope of this Bill is to
create a new offence in Criminal Law. It makes it an offonce,
punishuble by fine, for any person except the persons ap-
pointed to deal in railway tickets, to buy or sell such tickets.
If we are creating a new offence under the Criminal Law, it
should be perfectly clear and apparent that there is neces-
sarily illegality or immorality in the transaction. It does
not at all follow that because there are illegal tickets, forged
tickets, or tickets the dates of which have been altered, all
tickets which are bought and sold by persons not authorized
by railway companies are out of date, forged or illegal.
When a Bill goes so far as to say that the dealing in this
commodity shall be an offenco whether the tickets bought
or sold are good or bad, is, I think, going very far
indeed. If the hon. member bad limited the scope of
the Bil, to making it an offence puniehable by fine to
Selu a tieket that was out of date or a non-transfer-
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rable ticket, I could have understood the principle comes juto Committee, I should like te rnev"anamenent
upon which the Bill rests. The whole question of to ail the clauses, providing that hereafter railway ticket6
immorality or otherwise of dealing in railway tickets shah be considered geod until used, :no matter in whose
rests upon whether the ticket is transferable or not- hands they may ho.
whether the ticket is a contract between the company and Mr.McCUMG. There are certain well-defined inci.
ho who takes it, that ho, and ho only, should be carried, and pies in commercial transactions which should be>pJied in
that no one elbe should be carried in his place. Now, I am this case. For instance, when a man proposes to leave
quite awre that in Canada our courts, as a rule, have held Boston for Montrea, and gets a ticket ata-1ow rate, in con.
that tickets on which the words "fnot transferable" are sequence of the competition between thosepoints,hl
printed are not transferable, and that a railway company guilty of bad faith at the beginning if li buys, net intend-
may put off the cars any one, other than the original pur- ing to go to the place named; li really wishes to buy a
chaser, who seeks to ride on it. But I am equally aware ticket for the purpose of making a profit ont of it. If it
that the courts in all the New England States-and I am were shown that the railways of Canada had charged an
speaking from knowledge-have refused to give that inter- exorbitant rate, enabling tbem to pay enormous dividends
pretation to such words; and that, upon the Grand Trunk to e stockholders, I could well understand that Paria.
Railway, the conductors on one side of the line receive one ment should interfère with their course. But, unfortuuateiy
set of instructions, and the very opposite on the other Aide, for Canada, and more unfortunate for those who hold stock
on this subjeet. On one side they are authorized to kick a inits raiîway companies, J am not aware they have ever
person from the cars riding on a ticket of a past date, or received dividends, and until you eau show that reasonablo
which ho did not originally purchaso, while on the other dividends have been paid, J think we have
side they are cautioned against that course under the same no real fault to find with 'the," arrangements
circumstances, so long as the ticket has not been used of tLose companios. We know that the competition on the
before, no matter who is using it then. Many tickets dealt American railway linos has been se serious, that we have
in by those scalpers are bought in Boston or other to depart occasioually from those strict mies that, under
American cities, the words "not transferable" not ther circumatances, might be entorced. I contend that a
being on them at ail. And it is a well-knowu man who buys a ticket in Boston for some other place, by
principle in law that a 'contract is to be interpretedwayof Montreal, wheu hoereally wishes te go te Montreal
whenever it is sought to be enforced, by the law of the place onlyis guilty of a certain amount of deception towarda the
wherein it was made. Now, this contract was entered into compauy. The agents at Chicago, say, impressed with the
in Boston, and, by the law of that place, it is perfectly good idea that a ticket purchaser is geing te Boston, in geod
for anybody to ride on between the points covered. If my faith sella him a ticket by a Canacian lino, and 80 far as that
interpretation be correct, when thatticketcomes to Montreat, is concerued the railway companies have in every instance
and any other person there purchases it and seeks to ride actod lu perfect good faith-the ticket te be geed from
upon it, he las a right to do so, under the law of the place Chicago te Boston-but they naturaliy are net willing,
where it was piirchased, and parties have a right to purchase because it la net agreed, te carry one man te Montreal and
these tickets and sell them. Therefore, it does not, as a another man te Boston ou the same ticket. Ju cases of
rule, follow that all tickets deait in by those scalpers are expediency it might, perbaps, ho justifiable, but yen cannot
illegal, and that their trade is nefarious and immoral. It evok any prindipie of right and justice lu support of a
may be said, that to deal in tickets out of date is illegal.- proposai te force cempanies te net lunthe mauner proposed.
Weil, it seems to me that i4 no reason why we should inakO No eue wo votes againt a Billinteuded te corréct this
it an offence to deal in legal tickets. The dates of promis- wrong can pîead justice ln its defeuce. I ar sorry te say
sory notes are oeccasionally altered to take them out of thc that many iu Canada seem temn away with the idea tlat
statutc of limitations. But will my hon. friend, who pro- railwayaae bult for the express purpose of carrying pet-
poses this Bill, mîke it illegal to by' and sell those notes,snsand traffie at rates which may suit their convenienco,
because sometines their dates are changed for this purpose? whether remunerative or net te those corporations. in
When the IIoue undertakes to say that such and such a the firat place, the Canadian people have contribute
person shall deal in those tickets, and that any One else whoelargeiy towards the construction of those roada and the
deals in them, whether legal or illegal, shall be guilty of a reduction of their capital stock, thus enabling manY
new offence, it is going very far indeed. If an offenceis companies te proceed. But notwithstanding that, the
committed by those scalpers-if they alter the date of a capital bas Licosreduced, they have net beeu able
ticket and commit forgery, we have a law to punish them; te puy 1 per cent. dividend te the stockholders.
and it will b3 no more difficult to catch them under that 1hat knowledge beiug before the country, itli'Ong tO
law, than under the prop>sed law. I do not see charge these cempanies with practiciug extortion or fraud
what is to be gained by the Bil; but J am sure, so far as J aiainst the public. As this law la intended te give fair
know, that the feeling in the country is very much opposed protection te the railway compaules, I shah give it MY SlIP-
to making a now criminal offence of dealing in railway port.
tickets. I think it would be much wier for the liouse toBillt'
remove ail grounds for saying it is immoral, by amendingat
the law in the sense recommen led by my hon. friend whogbj
spoke last-namely, making ail tickets good until very important one. J fear that if weshould refuse te lot
u<ed. It is intimated that those railway excursions are it go te a (Jemmittee, se that these clauses could be put jatO

got up in the interest of the public. J was always a pactieal shape, the impression would go abroad flint this
under the impression that the railway companies fouse is iuchined ather te preteet these scalping gentil
got them up for their own benefit, to induce a very large mon ather than te look into tho matter te see Jtho "'il
number of people to make trips who at the ordinary rate canuet be reredied. These ticket sealpers are net honct
would not think of them. As to the matter of return men trying te make an henest liveliheod, but tiey are
tickets, 1 cannot agree with the hon. the Minister of fRailways diâhnest mon, trying te make money by fraad. I thin
that it is necessarv ori ho same person togo and return. The the matter should be ivestigated. We sbouid net alIeW if

intention of companies is to secure the return of the pas-
senger by their line rother than by some other road, and not important.
to secure the return of any particular person. I have no Mr.WfIrrE (East lastings). [think fron the descr"P
objection to the Bi l being read a second time; because if it tien I bave bard thero la certainly a wrong

MM c G e e w.ell-efier -
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There is an axiom in law that no man should be tried by a
single Judge but rather by a jury. The hon. member asks
that this Bill be submitted to a Committee, and if there is
anything wrong to set it right. I do not think the railway
coipanies sbould control this louse, and I do not think the
ticket scalpOrs should rule this louse. Let' a Committee
investigate it as they investigate any other Bill, unless it
emanates from the Government. If the railway companies
are doing an injustice to the travelling community let us
remedy that injustice. If the ticket scalpers have to goout
of the business let theru take up some other means of earn-
ing an honest livelihood. I believe we should submit this
Bill to a Committee to investigate and report upon, and, if
the Bill is not what it ought to be, we eau throw it out and
let the matter go on as at present.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I move that the Bill be referred
to a Select Committee composed of Sir Charles Tupper, Sir
Albert J. Smith, and Messrs. Weldon, Brecken, Desjardins,
Guthrie and the mover.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it would be botter to refer the
Bil! to the Railway Committee. It can then be considered
by a sub-Committee and afterwards the Bill will corne back
to us with the authority that a Committee can impress upon
it. It seems to me to be a peculiar Bill and that we ought
to refer it to a Standing Committee.

• Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with my hon.
friend. I was under the impression it would go to the
Committee on Railways. As a matter of course they
would appoint a sub-Committee, and when the sub-Commit-
tee reported, with the evidence which had been laid bofore
the Railway Committee, thoir report, whatever it may be,
will have very great weight with the House and the
country.

Motion withdrvawn, and Bill read the second time.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in moving the second read-

ing of Bill (No. 11) to amend the Criminal Law, and
to extend the provisions of the Act respecting offences
against the person, said :I introduced this Bill in the
hope that the Minister of Justice would deal with the question.
I do not propose discussing it at length, but will make one
or two observations on the subject, and give one or two
reasons why I think this Bill should become law. It is
known that the offence which I propose to make criminali
by this Bill is not an indictable offence under the common1
law, and that no statute has been passed, either in thisi
Country or in England that I am aware of, making it a
eririnal offence. Of course they have in England a mode
of dealing with it that we have not in Canada. In Englandi
notice is taken of it in the Spiritual Courts. In Canada wei
lave no Spiritual Courts, and therefore there is no way ini
Which we can deal with this offonce. I never could under-
6tand the reason why this effence-perhaps one of the worst
that possibly could be committed-has never been brought
Wthin the pale of the Criminal Law. My attention was par-
whularly drawn to the question during the last fall circuit,1when one of the grossest cases which I think I ever heard ori

oead of came before my notice-a case in which a father1
Was charged with having committed this offence with his1
daughter. The evidence was clear that the offonce had been(
QomGrmitted. The father was charged with having committed
shecrime of a rape;. in my judgment the evidence fell
shot Of establishing that charge; but so prejudiced, if I
Ily use the expression, were the jury against the committerf uch a flagrant Outrage that the man wasconvicted of rape,1

'r, aglad tosaywas sentfor tenyears to the penitentiary. e

Now, I do not see why this offence-one against deconcy
and every moral sentiment-shoild not be brought within
the pale of the Criminal iaw. As the law stands now, one
who commits this offence may escape unwhipped of justice.
Our Criminal Law, which provides for the protection of
females in every direction but this one, inflicts very
serious punish ment on persons who commit offences of that
kind. They are liable to go to the penitentiary for a series
of years, and are subject, in some instances, to corporal pun-
ishment. My own opinion is that this is the kind of pun-
ishment that ought to be inflicted, and that very severely,
for such offences. We have already provided that an offence
against a female under a certain age shall be a felony, and
that the same kind of offence against a female between the
ages of ton and twolve shall be a misdemeanor. We have
provided that assault with intent shall be a misdemeanor,
and that the offender shall be liable to be imprisoned and
flogged at the discretion of the court. -But while
we have done all that, we have left this most
beastly and disgraceful of crimes without any pun-
ishment whatever. I see no reason why that should
be so. Thore is another reason -which may, perhaps,
not weigh so strongly, but is still a reason-why
this should be made a crininal offence. The hon.
gentleman who leads the House knows that a man
who may be charged innocently with this offence, bas
no redress whatever. Hie cannot bring a civil action, and
has no redress unless he can prove that he has sustained
some pecuniary loss. I know of a case in which a Methodist
minister was charged with having committed this offence
with his own daughter, and it was held by our courts that
there was no redress for him. He could not recover,
because he was not charged with a criminal offence. It is
singular that while in this country no punishment has
been provided for this offence, almost every State in the
American Union bas made this a criminal offence, and
attached severe punishment to it. In the State of Vermont,
for instance, I find that it is an offence against their Statute
Law for a man to have criminal intercourse with the
mother, the grandmother, the step-mother, the daughter,
the granddaughter, the grandfather's wife, the son's wife,
the wife's mother, the wife's grandmother, the wife's daughter,
the wife's grand-daughter, the sister, the brother's daughter,
the sister's daughter, the father's sister, and the mother's
sister, and the punishment is five years in the State prison,
with a fine of $1,000. In the State of Maine the pro-
hibition extends to exactly the sane class of cases, and the
pUnishment is ton years in the State prison. In the State
of-Michigan the prohibition is the sanie, and the punish-
ment fifteen years in the State prison; in Iowa the prohi-
bition is the same and the punishment ton years imprison-
ment; in Ohio, the law provides that this offence committed
with any person within the relationship of first cousins is
a criminal offence, and the offender is liable to imprison-
ment for ton years; in Minnesota, the prohibition extends
to the same class of persons as in Ohio, and the punishment
is two years in the State prison; in New Hampshire, the
prohibition is the same as in Ohio, and the punishment one
year in the State prison and a fine of $100; in Massa-
chusetts, the prohibition is the same, and the punishment
twenty years in the State prison; in New York, the prohi-
bition is practically the same, and the punishment ton years
imprisonment; in the State of Pennsylvania, the prohibi-
tion is the same as in Ohio, and the punishment is imprison-
ment in the State prison and the forfeit by the offender of
one-third of his estate; in Wisconsin, the punishment is
two years imprisonmont; and so on throughout nearly all
the States in America. In my Bill, I fix a medium pan-
ishment-I say that a person guilty of that*offence shall be
imprisoned in the penitentiary for ton years, and shall be
liable to be flogged. I think, if flogging is justifiable in
any case, it is in cases of this kind. I find that even in
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India this offence is made penal by their criminal code.
While we are sending almost every day missionaries to
christianize the people of India, and spending hundreds of
thousands to make then better than we suppose they are,
in this respect they are far ahead of us. They make it a
criminal offence there, and it is a crimuinal offence according
to their penal code, and offenders are liaLle to be i mprisoned.
With regard to the first class of cases provided for in the
Bill. I am not sure it will be wise at present to include them.
The Bill was taken from the law in the Sate of Indiana,
where prohibition extends to a step-daughter. I am not
particular whether it extends that far or not; but in regard
to the other classesof cases provided for by the Bill, I think
it is the duty of Parliament to make this serious offence
criminal by Statute. I propose adding, in line eleven, after
the words, "or such," the following-" or if any grand-
parent shall have intercourse with his grandchild." With
these observations, and trusting the Government will soe
the propriety of making this an offence by law, so that the
strong arm of the law will reach any person who so far forgets
what is due to our common humanity to commit an offence
of this kind, I move the second reading of the Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can quite understand
the motives that induce the hon. gentleman to introduce
this Bill. The case which came under hie own special
notice, I suppose, while acting as Crown Prosecutor, called
his attention to its enormity, and very properly induced
him to bring this subject before the flouse; but I think
my hon. friend has not, and will not, under this Bill, attain
what he would desire. In the first place the hon. gentle.
man already sees there perbaps may he an objection to one
portion of the Bill, the first clause. I think that this sin,
for it is not yet a crime, is connected more with the
closeness of blood than with any other social relation, and
if we are going to deal with this as a portion of the
Criminal Law, we should keep the physiological distinction
before us. Then the Bill is limited in too great a degree.
The hon. gentleman has cited, for instance, a Bill passed by
one of the States of the Union, in which the sin is
made an offence, and is extended to blood relation-
ships. I think this Bill should be carefully considered,
and al blood relationships should be included as a
whole, and not to the very limited extent that this clause
provides. And thon, I think, the hon. gentleman has for-
gotten to declare that the offence is a crime. He says the
party shall be deemed guilty of incest. Ie might as well
have declared that the party was guilty of hypocrisy or
want ofcharity. The first clause must set out that incestial
relations constitute either a felony or a misdemeanor. We
have only the right to deal with sins when they are declared
to be crimes, and we must legisiate that they are crimes. I
heartily concur in the notives which have induced the lon.
member to introduce the Bill. I think, however, that it is
not in. such a perfect state as to warrant us in reading it a
second time now, because there is no offence declared in
the. Bill and no principle in the measure. It simply says
that any person who has this intercourse shall be held to be
guilty of a sin, and, being guilty of a sin, shall be liable to
certain punishment. We must, however, declare at the
outset that the offence is a crime. I hope the hon. gentle-
man will move the adjournment of the debate, so that lie
can amend the Bill in this particular.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I quite agree that the Bill
ought to have stated that the offence is a crime. If the hon.
the First Minister approves of the principle of the Bill he
can scarcely object to its reference to a Committee to con-
sider whether the provisions of the Bill should extend to a
larger class than that.to which I have extended it. To
declare the offence a crime can be done by adding one or
two words.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON&LD. That is the whole Bill.
Mr. CAImRON (Huron).

Mr. BLAKE. The objection of the hon. the Fir'st
Minister can be remedied very easily by saying not that
the offender bas been guilty of incest, but that he as been
guilty of the crime of incest, because that will be declaring
that incest is a crime.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That would not do.
Mr. BLAKE. The fact is that the difference of opinion

on this subject is so finely drawn that it involves purely
grammatical considerations. I quite agree in the general
view that we have no right to deal with a subject unless it
is one that can be properly brought within the domain of
the Criminal Law, and if not so, we should declare that
the particular Act we are about to bring within the domain
of the Criminal Law, shall be a.crime. It will be quite pal-
pable what the House intends to do if it passes the second
reading. I cannot approve of the course which the hon. the
First Minister proposes, as it would amount to the order
being discharged. As it appears to be the opinion of both
sides of the House that incest ought to be declared a crime
and punished, it will be a more sensible and more business-
like course to allow the Bill to be read the second time
and referred to a Select Committee.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is very difficult to
treat an unbusiness-like Bill in a business-like way. I
quite differ with my hon. friend opposite, with all due
deference to him, that the insertion of the word " crime "
would have the effect contended for, without altering the
whole construction of the passage defining what our Crimi-
nal Law is. The list runs-treason, felony and misdemeanor,
and it must come under one of those heads; it will not do to
put it as the hon. gentleman has proposed.

Mr. BLAKE. When I spoke of the crime, J, of course,
onitted to rank it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It must be ranked as one
or other crime, but the Bill does not say which. I do not
see how this Bill can go to a Committee as it is drawn.
But really there is no sense in the Bill from my point of
view.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Why can you not add the
word "misdemeanor ? " That would be sufficient 1 think.

Mr. GUTHRIE. There is a decision as to what con-
stitutes a crime that should lead us to regard this as suffi-
cient. In a very celebrated case in England, the Court of
Queen's Bench decided that the nature of the punishment is
to be determined whether the offence came within the
Criminal Law or not. There the punishment is of a cri minal
character and would be quite sufficient to show that we
regarded the Act as an offence.

Mr. MILLS. It is also recognized that a crime should be
considered misdemeanor if its class is not mentioned, and if
this Bill declares certain offences a crime, they would be s0
regarded unless a further classification be given.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. According to the argu-
ment of one hon. friend opposite, the nature of the punish-
ment defines the crime, and the nature of the punishment
makes the offence a felony. If a man be sent to the peni-
tentiary for ten years for an offence, it must be a felony.
Another hon. gentleman opposite says this offence is a
misdemeanor.1There is the difficulty -settle it between
you. The Bill was copied rather hatily from the Indiana
Statute without due consideration. I do not think it
can go to a Committee, or that it is fit to be adopted by the
louse. I think my hon. friend lias made a great nistake
in his law.

Mr. CAMERON. I understand the objection to the
Bill is on this technical ground, but it is easy to ie rt the
word felony or misdemeanor, as the case may be.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no desire to
prevent the introduction of such a _measure, or its becoMing
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aw-I quite agree with my hon. friond in some respects. a footing of equality. As I said this afternoon I
If he would take my suggestion, and meet my difficulty- say again: that a railway corporation and a private
if he would adjourn the debate and propose a new clause, iridividual having business with it, do not stand on a footing
covering those difficulties, and widening the. offence to the of equality. A railway corporation is, to a large extent,
extent of the law enacted in another couftry, I shouid not a publie corporation, and its public character cannot bo
oppose the reference of the Bill to a Committee. overlooked by Parliament. It comes here and asks for

Mr. CAMERON. I have no objection; but it would be certain special powers. You do with railway corporations

better to refer it te a SpecialCommittee with a view to con- what you scarcely ever do in any other case-you compel
eider that question earefully. Surely there could h no private parties, who have property along the lie of rail-
objection to that course. If it is a proper Bill to pass, it is way, to part with that prorty, whether they are willing
for lawyers to settle the terms and formalities to make the or not. You exercise towards the publie at large, on

yilebehalf of the railway corporation, so far as their interests
1Bill perfect. require, the right of eminent domain; you treat the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection to a railway corporation in ihat respect as a public body
reference to a Special Committee on that understandirg. and not as a private proprietor. I think you are bound

Bill read the second time. to see that the corporation exorcises its powers in
the public interest. You have a right to exorcise over that

RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS. corporation a restraining influence. You have a right to
interfere with the freedom of contract in a way which you

Mr. THOMPSON, in moving the second reading of Bill -would not have any right to do in the case of two individuals
(No. 58) to provide that railway passenger tickets shall be who stand on a footinL of equality. Now, if any person
available to the holdors thereof until used, said: The Bill is comes to a railway station for the purpose of having goods
but short, and it requires but little explanation at my hands. shipped by that railway, from that point to some other, or
There are but two clauses: one provides that al[ railway if they wish to go as passengers, they are not free to
tickets purchased shall ho available to the purchaser or negotiate with the railways, they are not free to enter into
helder.thereof until used, and the second provides that no a contract. The railway corporation can insist on their
eenditions shallh be attached why it should not be used until own terms. They prescribe whatever conditions they
the passenger receives the value for his money. I had please; and because they have printed those conditions
intended to say a good deal more on the Bill; after the dis- upon what is after all simply a receipt for the money
cession this afternoon, I am pretty well convinced it is the which they acknowledge baving received from a party,
better Bill of the two that bas been introduced with reference to carry some one from one point to another. I say this
to the railway tickets, and that it will receive a strong is regarded as a contract binding upon the party receiving
support. Therefore I move the second reading, and that it it, and we are told that we are interforing with the freedom
be referred to the Railway Committee. of the contract if we interfere with the railway corpora-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is rather a strong tion in this particular. I would refer the hon. the First
step to take, a motion to read the Bill a second time and Minister to an instance that recently occurred in Great
refer it to the Railway Committee. I should have liked to Britain. Take the relation between landlord and tenant in
have heard some argument or reason f rom the hon. gentle. Ireland. Upon what principle bas the recent Bill rogulat-
man why railways like any other corporations should not ing rents been based ? Upon the principle that the tenant
make conditional contracts-why they sbould be prevented does not stand on a footing of equality with the landlord:

freom making contracts-why, notwithstanding any contract that it is all nonsense to talk about applying the principles
entered into willingly or unwillingly between parties, those of freedom cf contraet between the parties. We have
arrangements might be set aside ? The hon. gentleman is recognized the same principle over and over again in our
net arguing at all and bas given no reason for it. It is not jurisprudence. We do not permit a person to sell his pro-
exactly in accord with the principleinvolved and sanctioned perty to bis trustee; we do not permit a guardian to
by the flouse in the disposai of the Bill before six o'clock. purchase a property from bis ward. Every contract of that
Ilowever, I would like very much to hear my bon. friend. sort is closely scrutinized. Now railway corporations have

Mr. THOMPSON. I may just say that Iarn aware ofcertain corporate rights. They have certain special privi-
ra.n instancesOin whic mayijstsayethatIam of loges and ildvantages that have been conferred upon them in

awe o net aware thatit have been sold t people the publie interest. The rights of private parties have been
tractwith nta t they were enterng into a con- interfered with by the State in consequence of the publie
0with the railway company. They paid the company duties these corporations have to discharge. My hon. friendOruch money a certain distance, and they expect that proposes by this Bill to say that a railway corporation,otion of the agreement to be carried out. If anything when it receives money and gives a ticket, whichthould occur to a passenger on the w.ay, that requires him is simply a receipt for that money, authorizing ate deiay his journey beyond the day which the ticket says party to be transferred from one point to another,t is good for, thon hoeloses the ticket and bis money too. shall fulfil that contract whether that party goes

ay I bave been mformed of a gentleman who came the whole journey or whether ho goes part of itfrin Winnipeg with a through ticket to this city. Upon and transfers bis right or receipt te another party.
bisentrival at Brockville ho was late by a day or two, the Take the case of postage stamps. Tbe hon. gen-detention being caused by a storm, over which he had no teman's colleague sells postage stamps, and what are
Journey hoe ihad te pay again i order te complote his they ? They are receipts for money; when that receipt
kind O re. the i are man m stanes Of th is put upon a letter, it entitles the party who bas dropped
panies dorecord and this Bill is to make the railway com- that letter into the Post Office to have it carried to any
they receivhat they ought do-give for tho money part of the Dominion. It is a receipt for the rmoney

and a promise to do a certain thing on the other. It is
it Ouht L.I think this is a very necessary.Bill, and none of the postmaster's business whether that receipt
agreeg tO receive the sanction of Parliament. I do not has been stamped on the letter by the party who puraehaed

griste th the suggestion hinted at by the hon. the First it or some one else. So a railway corporation has no right,
that a railway Company ought tobs:freerto enter looking at its public charaeter, to say we will give you a

e roadotract with individuais who have.-busioeas with ..ticket and that ticket shall be good only for a certain time,
as esame as two parties who are standing upon and when that time expires yon shall not force upon us a
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contract f£r which you have received pay. In my opinion
this is the very principle of the measure. All the difflculty
that bas been complained of, and which I shall not mention
as having been complained of in another debate, because
that would be irregular; but I say that all the
difficulties that have grown up, relating to frauds
committed by ticket scalpers and others, are simply
attempts of the public to protect themselves against
the special powers railway corporations possess. If the
hon. gentleman would support this Bill, or permit some
other similar measure to be carried, all those arguments,
and all those acts which are designated as frauds would at
once disappear. Why should a railway corporation inter-
fere between two parties and say, although we have got the
money we will not permit you to transfer your receipt
and your interest in that receipt to another party. Why
do they do so? Because we grant special priviloges to rail-
way corporations which are not enjoyed by individuals.
But if Parliament does not give them that power it may be
well to say, that having received the money for carrying a
party from one point to another, the obligation shall be
fulfilled, and that the party himself shall choose
his own time when he will insist upon the completion
of the obligation. It can make no difference to the con-
pany. What difference can it be to the railway company
whether A or B travels on the ticket after the money bas
been received? They have entered into a contract to
earry some one from one point to another, and if that party
does not sue fit to go himself, the contract ought not to bu
regarded as binding upon him to go. I say that it can
make no difference to the railway company whether A or B
travels on that ticket, or whether both of them use it, one
travelling a certain distance and the other travelling the
remainder of the distance, if the company have received
their pay. What we bave to consider in this matter is the
public interest, and I say the public interest will be served
and promoted, and the grievances that have been felt by
the public will, to a certain extent, be remedied by the Bill
now before the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not suppose it
réquired this elaborate argument from my bon. friend to
convince me that Parliament bas the power to interfere
with contracts. We do s continually. Tbe hon. gentleman
bas no right to believe that I was opposed to the principle
of this Bill. I merely said it was rather a strong measure
to introduce without a word of explanation. I merely asked
an explanation from my hon. friend who has introduced the
Bill, to see whether I could accept the principle.
After his very lucid and clear explanation of the
principle of the Bill, and the great wrongs the
public suffer from the want of such a Bill, I am
convinced, with my hon. friend, that this Bill ought to go to
the Railway Committee, and 1 am also cenvinced, with my
hon. friend from Bothwell, that this Parliament has the
right to legislate.

Bill read the second time.

COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS AT SACKVILLE.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH, in moving for copies of all cor-
respondence relating to the superannuation of James D.
Dixon, Collector ofCustoms, Sackville, and the appointment
of his successor, William C. Milner, said: I may say, Mr.
Speaker, that Mr. Dixon is a highly respectab!e man living
in my county. He las been connected with the Cuastoms
for many years, and I think the records of the Department
will show that ho bas been a most able and efficient officer.
The comnunity in which he lives are very anxious to
know the reasons why h was superannuated. His saccessor,
Mr. Milner, I have nothing to say against, except that he is
the publisher and editor of a very violent political paper in
ny county. Mr. Dixon, without any good reason, so far

Mr. MILLe.

as the public knows, was dismissed, and if there are any
reasons for that dismissal they are anxious to bave themn
known.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no objection to bringing down
all the papers in the hands of the Department. 1 am not
aware that anything bas been said against the respectability
of Mr. Dixon, nor is there any record in the Department of
that kind. He is admitted to be a very respectable man ;
but with Mr. Dixon, as with all of us if we live long
enough, there is a period in his life when he became unfit
to perform bis duties, and from that fact, and a knowledge
of the mode in which the business of that port was
conducted, led to bis superannuation. My hon. friend has
not moved for any papers in reference to an assistant of Mr.
Dixon, who was under the purview of that port. ie aiso
is a man highly respectable, but he had arrived at a time of
life-his age was something like eighty, I believe-when it
became necessary, in the interests of the revenue, and
particularly for tho prpotection of the revenue, that both
gentlemen should be superannuated, and more active
and live men, if I may use the expression, should be
appointed to perform the duties. The very fact that since
the change took place a number of seizures bad been
made from parties who were in the habit of defrauding the
revenue, is the best evidence that the duties of the office are
now being efficiently performed. I do not say that
Mr. Dixon was unfit to sit in his office
and perform the indoor work, but such was his
age and state of bealth that we knew ho was not
fit for out-door work, hence, as I said before, a more active
man was appointed. I am not prepared to admit the theory
that because a gentleman is an editor of a newspaper opposed
to my hon. friend. he was, therefore, unfit for such a
position. Neither am I prepared to admit the theory that
because a man was what might be called a violent politician
be should not be eligible for such an office. If that theory
were adopted in practice I am afraid there are few of my hon.
friend's supporters, either in the Maritime Provinces or
anywhere else, who wbuld be fit for office. Mr. Milner is
an active, energetic and educated man, who bas shown the
same attention and energy in the discharge of bis duties as
Collector of Customs that lie displayed in conducting
bis newspaper, and if ho proves as successful a Collector of
Customs as he was an editor, I am sure the country wili
bave cause to be thankful that such a change bas been made.

Motion agreed to.

FUEL SUPPLIES IN THE NORTH-WEST.

Mr. BLAKE moved:
That this House do forthwith resolve itself intc, a Committee of the

Whole House to consider the following Resolution:-
That the future of the vast Territories of the North-West is largely

dependent on the supply of fuel at a moderate rate;
That the present information as to the country and the coal reas

not sufficient to warrant Parliament in creating long enduring interests
in large quantities of the coal areas;

That the Regulations as to coal lands laid on the Table make no pro'
vision for the application, as a general rule, of the j ust principle of pub-
lic competition te the acquisition of those valuable lands, and t."
leave open the door to disadvantageous cessions of the public domai'
for the benefit of individuals;

That the said Regulations make no adequate provision te check the
consolidation of large blocks of the coal lands in few hand, and hf
consequent restriction of competition and enhancement of the price 0

That the said Regnlations make no provision to secure any working
of the coal mines by the lessee;

That the said Regulations provide, by the arrangement for tWOI'
one year leases, renewable, for the creation of interestse of longerdlr"
tion than prudence at this time would, as a general rule, lay doW'i

That they make no proper provision for the settlement Of the te
renewal ;d ve of

That the said Regulations do not become operative, if disppro
by this Bouse; and theF louse is responsible for their coming into
tien ;

That this Bouse disapproves of the sald Regulations.
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Jie said: In asking the louse to go into Committee of the
Whole on the resolution of which I have given notice, I
desire to say that there is perhaps no subject which, se far
as we can forecast the future of the North-West Territories,
is of greater consequence than-setting aside the question
of railway construction and the question of the settlement
and sale of agricultural lands-that of the fuel supply.
When the hon. gentleman a year or two ago brought for-
ward his proposal for the alteration of the law with refer-
ence to the disposal of the coal lands, I suggested the
propriety, in view of the importance of this subject, of pro-
viding that the regulations to be from time to time made,
should be operative only after being laid on the Table for a
certain number of days without being disapproved of by
cither House of Parliament. These regulations that I think
were made in December last, have, in pursuance of that
provision of the Act, been laid on the Table and are now
within our purview. We are not in a position, so far as my
information enables me to judge, to speak with any degree
of accuracy at this time as to the nature, extent and location
of the coal and lignite beds of the North-West. Such infor
mation as we have is to be found in detached portions of
the various reports which have been made largely upon
other subjects, and which contain here and there allusions
to the existence o bols of coal and lignite in
various points of the territory. But there doos not
seem to me te have been, as yet, placed before Par-
liament-if there is accessible to the hands of the Gov-
ernment-any information which is of a sat'sfactory char-
acter as to the extent and nature of the fuel supply in this
record of the North-West. I have moved this resolution in
the form of a proposal that we should go into Committee,
because, while I think it proper to suggest various points
which seem to me to be worthy of the attention of the
House, I was extremely anxious that we should have upon
the question, whether we decided it ut this moment or not,
the utmost latitude of action and that it should not be said
as an objection te my proposal that some one or other term
in the resolution which I submit was a reason why the
louse should not assent to it. I am only asking the flouse
to go into Committee ut this moment to consider these reso-
lutions, and if there be any parts of the resolutions which
are fit to be accepted, those parts can be retained, and if
there be any parts whieh, upon the explanations which may
be made from the other side of the House do net appear te
be consistent with sound policy, of course those parts can
be elhminated. and we are not bound by the entry into Com-
Mittee to adopt the whole or, indeed, any part of the reso-
lation. Now, the first position which I take is-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Will the hon. gentleman
allow me to interrupt him for a moment? The opening
remaarks which the hon. gentleman has made have convinced
me that it would be better if this debate were postponed,
und I will tell him the reason why. In consequence ofdelay by the printers, the report of the hon. the Minister ofthe interior, and the Geological Superintendent, bas not yetbeen laid before the House, but I think it will be before the
louse on Monday next-at least it bas been promised by
the printer, and I think the hon. gentleman will 'find in it
sOmne additional information respecting the coal fields which
I would like the lHouse te have.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon it stands at the request of theGevernment?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

BOAT LICENSING ON GEORGIAN BAY.
Mr. BLAKE moved for all corrqspondence concerning

Gh lcensig system, and its operation, as it affects theGýe0rgian Bayn -
on0ri .Baye ntario, any applications or correspondencet' subjectof the formation of a company to become sole

licensees of all or a large area of these fishing grounds, and
copies of any departmental or other action thereon. le
said: I make this motion because I have received a com-
munication from persons rosident on the shores of Georgian
Bay in which they state that the boat licensing system,
whieh las been in force for some time, bas given general
satisfaction, has worked well, and has conduced to the
interests of a very large body of fishormen, who ply their
vocation in that part of the country, adding that it is
bruited abroad that arrangements have been made for the
formation of an extensive corporation to do the fishing and
to obtain a sole license for the whole or a very large
portion of this area. It seemed to me important at the
earliest moment after receiving this communication to
move for theso papers in order that no transaction of that
kind should be completed without the louse being in pos.
session of the facts and baving an opportunity to pronounce
on the subject.

Motion agreed to.

TUE FACTORY COMMISSION.

Mr. BLAKE moved :
For copies of ail instructions to, and correspondence with, the Com-

missioners on Factories, including instructions and correspondence as
to information and enquiries on other points than those on which their
report, laid on the Table, touches; aad copies of ail further reporta
made by them.

For the detailed statements in possession of the Government, showing
as to 460 factories, from which information was obtained last fall.

(a) 1. The locality and nature of business of each of the ninety-five
new factories, said to have been established since March, 1879.

2. The number of bands employed in each, distinguishing between
adults and children. and males and females; the number in each em-
ployed at piece work, and their remuneration; and thenumberemployed
at wages, and the rate of wages; and te heours of labor.

(b) 1. The locality and nature of business of each of the 365 factories
said to have been established previously to March, 1879, and to be still
in existence.

2. The number of bands employed in each of these factories, in 1878,
with the information before mentioned, as to ser and age, piece work,
wages and hours of labor.

3. The number of bands employed in each of these factories in 1881,
with the information before mentioned, as to sex and age, piece work,
wages, remuneration and hours of labor.

He said : In moving for this return, I would beg to point
out that the report of these Commissioners, which has been
laid on our desks, says that the report is handed in in
accordance with thn instructions they received, but no such
instructions have been communicated to the Iouse. It is,
therefore, proper that we should have the instructions
under which this Commission acted-issued departmentally,
I presume, by the hon. Minister of Finance, because I
observe that the letter is addressed to him, and speaks of
his instructions-and also all correspondence with these
Commissioners. I make this proposal tothe House, bocause
I think it is clear, from the statement made in the paper
on the Table of the House, that further instructionk were
given to these Commissioners, to report on other point@,
and to accumulate other information than what appears in
this report. This report states that the Commissioners
have obtained statisties from some 465 factories, which
they have visited, and gives a good deal of information
with reference to the quantity and classification of and
remuneration for the labor in those factories. Of these
factories somo rfincty.five were stated to have been
established since Marih, 1879, and the remainder to have
been in existence prior to that date. It is very obvious
that these figures either present a very extraordinary
eccidental coincidence, or the source of information which
the Government had as to the 460 odd factories, is the source
of information from which they obtained these statistics,
and, therefore, it is that I presume that the same Com-
missioners enquired into the condition of these 465
factories, of which ninety-five are new. Then I ask for
detailed information regarding each of these ninety-
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five.- new factories. It will be observed that the
report indicates that this information has been
obtained by the Commissioners, because it mentions
the number of hands in the various establish-
ments and gives a more minute classification of them than
I ask for in this motion. The total number of bands in all
the factories is stated to be 43,511, of whom 19,131 were
engaged at piece work, and 19,365 at day work; from
which it appears that there is about an equal division of
piece work and day work. My proposal is that we should
have detailed information with reference to each factory.
The statement, if I recollect aright, is that the rate of wages
bas increased from 5 to 35 per cent., averaging 17. Of
course, if we take the figures 5 and 35 the average will be
17 or 17j, but that may not be at all the true average
increase in the rate of wages, because there may be a very
much larger number of persons -who may have received
a lower rate of increase, or a very much larger number who
may have received a higher rate within those figures of
5 or 35; and in order intelligently to arrive at
an accurate approximation of the state of the case
in that regard it is necessary to ascertain the
details of the information from which the hon.
Minister has deduced this general conclusion upon so un-
substantial a basis as the minimum and maximum amounts.
Then I ask for similar information as regards the 360 fac-
tories said to be established previous to March, 1879, and
to be still in existence, and the number of hands employed
in 1878 and 1881. The number of bands employed in 1878
is given by the hon. Minister in somo shape, after some
calculation, on some information. I do not agree with his
figures. I think they are almost demonstrably inaccurate;
but it is convenient that we should have information on
which we can reach a conclusion, and, therefore, I ask that
the information be communicated in detail, inasmuch as we
have a large part in gross, in order that we may deal with
the subject more intelligently than we can do on the present
information. I am sorry I was unable, from the statement
of the hon. Minister and from the report, to add another
proposal which I would have been very glad to add, and I
would be very glad to add it now if the Administration
would say to me that they had obtained information on this
subject. There is a statement that there were ninety-five new
factories or businesses establisbed; also, that there were 200
and odd factories which were in existence in March,
1879, and are still so; but there is no return, either
in the statement of the Minister or the report, of
those establishments which, since that date, has ceased
to exist, and without some information of that kind, the
tables, for some purposes, are wholly valueless. That is
the case of the Massey works, which are entered as a new
îndustry establisbed since March, 1879. The fact is, that
the Maysey Agricultural Works have been in existence for
not less than twenty-five years. They existed in the riding
which I represent until they were removed to Toronto com-
paratively recently, and there existed also large agricultural
works adjoining Massey's new location, known as the
Toronto Mower and IReaper Company, but the two concerns
have been amalgamated. It is, therefore, obvions, if we
could get from the hon. the Minister any information on
this point, it would be desirable, but not finding in the
speech of the hon. the Minister, or in the report of -the
Factory Committee, that they bad entered upon that fruitful,
sphere of enquiry, I did not think fit to propose that we
should ask such information.

Motion agreed to.

QUEBEC MANUFACTURES EXPORTED TO BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

Mr. VALIN moved for a statement of the goods which
were manufactured in -the Province of Quebec, and

Mr. BLÂK.

exported to B-itish Columbia, between the 1st January,
1880, and the lst January, 1882; and also a statement
showing-the value of these goods and the names of the ves.
sels in which they were carried. He said: It might seein
strange tô the House that I should move for an order of
that kind, representing as I do one of the counties in the
Province of Quebec. 1 believe, however, that I arn lotonly
representing Quebec, but other Provinces which exprt
goods to British Columbia. I am aware that last year a
vessel, which was huilt in the Province of Quebec, todk a
large cargo of goods manufactured principally in Ifontreal
to the Pacifie Province; I say from Montreal, but I taight
have added aiso from Ontario, as I know a large quantity
of goods are manufactured at Hamilton and elsewhere
and shipped to British Columbia. One of the great
principles and objects of the National Policy was
the supply by one Province or part of the Domin.
ion, of th-e wants of another, thus assisting the home
trade. We know that much goods are wanted in British
Columbia, for example, not manufactured in that Province,
so that they ean be supplied by the Province of Quebec.
The far western Provinces need goods of various kinds,
including agricultural implements, and boots and shoeg,
which they can procure in Quebec to their mutual benefit,
thus excluding the products of the United States. Some
have styled the National Policy a bad policy, but I call it a
good one, as it encourages the transmission of manufactures
of Quebec and other Provinces to Britibh Columbia, thus
extending and assisting our home industries.

Mr. BOWELL. Itwould be impossible to bring down the
return desired, because there is no distinction made, nor is
there any entry in the Customs Department, Quebec, as to
where sucb goods wore manufactured. The value of the
goods sent to British Columbia from Quebec would be given,
and also the quantity; but there would be no entry as to
whether they were the product ofCanadian or foreign manu-
factories. i dare say we could name the total amount
of goods shipped from the Province of Quebec. I have been
enabled to obtain the amount of goods shipped from a few
of the Ontario ports and also from Montreal, during February
last, for the far western Provinces, and it is only'such a re-
turn I should be able to bring down. From Hamilton,
during February, goods to the value of no less than $103,250
were shipped to Manitoba and $25,804 worth to British
Columbia. From Toronto the amount was $301,000, and
from London 860,000; or from those three ports alone to
the two Western Provinces, a total of $490,269 worth. For
the information of the House, I may state that as regards
the exports from Hamilton most of the goods wore the pro.
duct of the different manufactories of that city.

Mr. VALIN. That is satisfactory.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN VESSELS IN FRANCE.

Mr. VALIN, in moving for the correspondence betwOOn
the Government of Canada and that oft rance, respecting
the entry of vessels built in Canada, said: I have sought
for such information for a long time. I remember that
the shipbuilders of Quebec have sought for free trade
in vessels with France since 1875, year by yeur.
We cannot exchange our materials used in shipbUaildiv
on a free basis with France; for many years we have
sought the privilege of selling in France vessels buiît
in this country, knowing that such a trade would beneflithe
city and all points of Quebec. We should like some infor.
mation on the subject.

Mr. BLAKE. -I would like to know if there has beenD
correspondence between the Goverriment ofW n
thato Fitnceon this subject?
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JORN- A. MACDONALD. There has been nO cor- eould not be here this evening, ho told me these documents

resyonddneé between the Governments of France and were all prepared in anticipation of this motion.
Caada'at all. Any negotiatiens, or anything in that Mr. BLAKE. Of course the documents before the House
nature respectig international trade between Canada and must be the documents which are the statutory returns
Frnchaverproceded, ofeourse, through Her Majesty's Mm- made by the railways themselves. I do net at this moment
itatinFrance. Sir Alexander Galt, our Ambassadorin Eng- recollect whether the statutory return includes accidents
lan&,- is attending to that subject at present, and is, I which are not attended with injury to persons.
beléve, at this moment in Paris, aecompanied by an officer
of the Fôreigs Office, for the purpose of making arrange. Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. It does. I remember some
ments specially applicable to the trade of Canada with years ago when I presided over that department, the Gov-
Fran;e, inaamuch as I believe all hopes of a treaty between ernment returns imeluded not only accidents that were fol-
Frane0 and Bngland have vanished. Sir Alexander Galt was lowed by death, but, also, other accidents. In the present
yesterday in France for that purpose, with good hopes of case, if w-e find that the roturn is not complote we will make
makingsome special arrangement with the consent of Ier it so.
Majesty's Government, but there is no direct correspond- Motion, as amended, agreed to.
once on the subject.

Mr. ANGLIN. In 1877 and 1878 the hon. gentlemen on BRANCHES OF THE INTERCOLONIAL RAIL WAY.
the other side of the louse and their friends and press Mr. ANGLIN inoved for a return showing what branch or
throughout the country, especially in the Province of branches and sidings of the Intercolonial Railroad wero
Qtebec, made a groat noise respecting a trade that might built or commenced during the year ending 31st December,
possibly be done between France and Quebec. They 1881 ; the length and the cost of each, and the amount
complained very loudly that the late Government did not expended and estimated total cost of any branch or siding
take special energetic action, or raise means to bring about commenced and not completoy before 31st December, 1881.
an arrangement that would increase that trade. I think He said : Although the Minister of Railways is not in histhat complaint was one of the factors in the election of 1878, place, I will state my particular reason for moving for this
in Quebec especially, and the difficulty to the late Govern- return. I heard it stated, and I believe correctly
ment was created by the statement so made. It was stated, that durin<r the last year a branch railway
asserted that a trade could be created between Quebec and was built froin the" Intercolonial Railway, at or near
France, and that if the Mackenzie Government had done the village of Lexford, in the county of Cumberland,
their duty that trade might have beei in existence and a a length of four or five miles. There was no order of this
very large number of vessels might have, and would have, House obtained, no authority of Parliament, that I am awarebeen built in Canada for the French market. That the cf for the construction cf that branc. I an ardly sup-
Mackenzie Government had grossly neglected their duty pose that the Minister would wish the House te regard se
ws loudly asserted and widely beheved, I have n) doubt. important a work as a more siding on the railway which hoBut snce the present G-overnment was formed it does not would be authorized te construct under the existing laws of
appear that they have taken very much more energetic the country. It is, I believe, intended that this piece of rail-
means te bring about that desirable end than their pre- way should form a portion of a line running froin the Inter-decessors. It does not appear that thero is any colonial Railway, through the city of Cumberland, to the
greater trade between - France and any portion barbour of Pugwash on the Straits of Northumberland. Ite1 the Dominion than in the years of the late runs at present chiefly to supply the wants of a thrivingGovernment; and especially in regard to the shipbuilding woollen factory at the village ef Oxford, and, of course, thointerest it clearly appears that it has not made any progress inmmcdiate neighborhood. There are, I presume, other sid-under the present Government, but has seriously decliried- ings and other branches which will be included in this return.Lt fact, there is very much less shipbuilding to-day than in Im
those yoars when th elrbecniino h hpu ld-Inake the motion foi- the purpose cf enabling the Ministeî-
ig industrye the deplorable condition of the shipbuild- o? Railways to explain what has been actually done in this

g ofen ofQiiebe was so much crommented on-when respect, and whether lie bas or has not caused this railway
bo ten madettiesubct of probable lamentations of tho b constructed, and if ho has, under what authority ho

gentlemen opposite. acted in the matter.
Motion withdrawn•.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.

Mr. VALIN moved for all documents relating to ac-
cidents wbicl have occurred on railways, to accidents in
which there was lóss of life, to the num ber of lives lost uponthe railwA$sy under the control of the Government, between
the Ist Jauuary, 1880; andlthe 1st January, 1882; and totle names of the persons w-ho have thus lost their lives.

t Sir ilecTORL ANGEVN. I wish to call the attention of
thé hon. m emiber to the fact that these documents are nowber the Hlouse, except for the last six months of 1881;8 Wtd 1 that he limita his motion to the period

ohe fir of JUIY lat and the first of January last.
-ýANGLlN. Ithink the Minister of Public Works is

a en. Itliùk the orily accidents reported to the Housedu tcidenta to the person. Many other accidents occurred
during that period, in which there was no injury to persons

hére was a very serious injary to property.
NG I .I made the statement on the

of-My colleagu, the Minister of Railways. As he.

o on an gree o

INSTRUCTIONS TO HEALTH OFFICERS.

Mr. WELDON, in moving for copies of circulars and in-
structions issued to the Health Officers at the ports of Hali-
fax and St. John, N.B., in regard to vosselt, arriving at those
ports having contagious diseases on board, said: I wish to
call the attention of the Government to a matter of consid-
erable importance to the whole conntry. I understand that
a vessel arrived at Halifax with a contagious disease on
board, and that owing to the health regulations having been
violated, the disease was spread over a large portion of the
Dominion, including the Provinces of New Brunswick,
Nova Seotia, Quebec, and Ontario, and some lives were lost
in consequence. I understand that only a fine of $400 was
imposed-a fine entirely inadequate to the gravity of the
offence.

Mr. BLAK. I hope hon. gentlemen opposite will give
some explanation of what seems to me to be a most se-ions
transaction. The matter attracted a great deal of public
attention owing to the widespread outbroak of the
diease, in consequence of the infraction of the regulation.s.
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If it be the fact that only a fine of $400 was imposed, took place was one of great indignation at the
it seems to me to be an altogether inadequate penalty for captain of the Peruvian, who deliberately broke the
so grave an offence. regulations of the port and came up to the dock, in viola.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I had not hoard of the outbreak tion of the directions le had received by the bealth officer.
in Ontario, though I know of the case in New Brunswick The feeling was that the Government could not imnose too
which bas been alluded to. I immediately took steps to heavy a fine, and the heaviest fine that could be imposed
have the matter looked into; those who were not infected was inflicted. But subsequently a certain amount of syra-
were separated from the others; and those who were ex- pathy was felt for the company to which the steamer be.
posed were properly looked after. With respect to the longed, and we were told, forsooth, that the health of the
fine, it is the maximum fine which the law allows; and as country was to be injured that the mails might not be
soon as I heard that the regulations had been infringed, I delayed. Now, I consider that the health of the people of
gave instructions to have the offenders dealt with. We llalifav, and the whole Dominion, is of far more import-
could do no more than we did, though I quite apprehend ance than that the English mails should not be delayed for
the serious difficulties which may arise in such cases. ten or twelve hours at the port of distribution. I may also

state that there is some excuse for the peculiar circuin-
Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman says that ail the stances under which the passengers were landed on that

Government could possibly do to mark their displeasure occasion. A violent storm was raging, and it would havebas been donc. I am not conversant with the regulations; been hardly safe for the vessel te anchor on quarantine
but I accept the hon. gentleman's statement as to the maxi- greund; uad it was partly on that account that the captain
mum fino which ean be imposed. There may be ther inmade so bold as to come to the wharf; but on being warned
things, however, which m ight be done by the Government. that by so doing he was infringing the rules, he should haveI think the lhaw s imperfcct which permits a vessel to come removed. The health officer did his duty by removing thein with perhaps an enormous number of persons on board patient to the quarantine 'hospital. After that, I believe
It may be occasionally that there are a thousand immigrants every precaution was taken to secure the port againston board, who, if the quarantine regulations are broken, danger. Unfortunately, the evil arose through the gross
may disseminate a terrible disease all over the country. As negligence of the captain in breaking the rules of thethe hon. gentleman says he bas not heard of the disease port.
being in Ontario, I can say that I saw the statement in a
newspaper that a person in Toronto had this disease, who Sir ALBERT J. SMITH.Has the fine of $400 been paid
,was a passenger on that vessel.o i

Mr. POPE (Compton). I can assure my hon. friend that Mr. POPE (Compton). I believe the fine bas been paid.
the Government, ss far as possible, has enforced the I know it has not been remitted. It was ordered to be
Quarantine Act. But the lion. gentleman and the House collected. With respect to my hon. friend's observations
must understand that at present there is very little disease about Sydney, I admit that Sydney is a very importantport;
brought into the country-so little that we have reduced but we have a great many important ports in the country,
our quarantine staff considerably. We cannot prevent a and where there is no quarantine, the Collector of Customs
case occasionally occurring, but when it does occur, as in is made the quarantine officer, and in case of infected ships
the present instance, we put the law into force as early as he is empowered to employ a doctor to board the ship, and
possible. The first I bard of this case was from the Local if ho thinks proper, to prevent the passengers from landing.
Government at Fredericton, and I immediately telegraphed Tils is donc because the country cannot afford to keep a
to our agent in St. John to place the other passengers in quarantine at every port.
such a position that the disease would not be disseminated Mr. ANGLIN. I think the prevailing feeling must hothroughout the country. 1 do not know that we could do that a fine of $400 or £100 is quite insufficient to deter anyanything more, or that the law should be more stringent steamboat captain from entering Halifax or any other port.than it is It may be that the officers of the ship were to We all know the importance which stearn vessel ownersblame. attach to getting their vessels out of port with the least

Mr. WELDON. A fine of $400 is a very tri(iing matter possible delay, and a delay of half a day is very much more
compared with the landing of persons afflicted with contagi- important than the imposition cf a fine cf $400; and there-
ous diseases. I am very glad to learn of the promptness of fore the Minister should have authority to impose a much
the hon. Minister ot Agriculture in sending directions to the higher fine if he found the circumstances demanded it. In
health officer at St. John, and I believe no more danger has the particular case under consideration, if the statements
been beard of from that quarter. t made respecting it are true, no penalty could b too severe

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton). I wish to call the at- for the offence committed. Despite the remonstrances and
tention of the Government to the necessity of strictness in protests of the officers at Halifax, the captain chose to run
this matter of quarantine. I may say that the port of his vessel up to the wharf and land his passengers; and
Sydney, in Cape Breton, is unrivalled as a harbor, either by the penalty should b so severe as to doter all steamboat
Halifax or St. John. 400,000 tons of tonnage called at the captains from following such a bad example. If the Minister
barbor of Sydney last year, exclusive of the other ports does not possess power to impose heavier penalties, he should
of the county. Several cases of small-pox arrived at that ask Parliament to clothe him with power to impose such
port; and yet, unlike either St. John or Halifax, we had no penalties as will prove deterrant in future. I rose chieflyto
quarantine officer there at all. I wish to urge on the hon. direct the attention of the Minister to a report in the
Minister of Agriculture the necessity of appointing a quar- Halifax papers te.day that one of the steerage passengers
antine officer, and building a quarantine hospital at that went to Digby, Nova Scotia, and there became sick of the
port. Vessels have come there, which have been obliged disease-probably he was sick before he left the ship-and
to build quarantine hospitals at their own expense; and two persons had since contracted the disease, and there 18
when such ports as Charlottetown, Pictou, and other places great danger of it spreading. I am sure, from what I know
have quarantine officers, I think it is important that the of the hon. Minister of Agriculture, ho will adopt prompt
Government should place one at Sydney. measures to stay the disease.

Mr. DALY. With regard to the question brought Mr. GAULT. I think, under all the circumstances, the
up by the hon. member for St. John, 1 may say that captain was quite justified in going into port as the vessel
the feeling at the time this unfortunate occurrence was in danger of being wrecked. There was only One cs"

Mr. BLAuz.
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on board. Everything was done on the vessel to prevent the mission, we should get their evidence witbout delay.
spread of the disease, and the ship was famigated. It went Several returns of great consequonce have been asked for,
to Boston and returned to Halifax, where the second mate and I would like the bon. gentleman himsolf to look at the
or steward died. I might as well leave the city ofOttawa volume brought dawn, and see that greater expedition be
because there is a case of small-pox on Gloucester street. usedinproducingthosew'inted. The papers with regard to

Motion agreed to. the disallowanee of the Streams Bill are stili awaited,
though returns respecting Laval University and other sub-

THE STATE OF PUBLIC BUSINESS. jeets have been brouglt down. It does seem those papers
ought te be brouglit down promptly, and tbat in severai

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjourDment departments greator energy should ho used in the produe-
of the 1ouse0. tien of this and other valuabie information. We have a

Mr. BLAKE. Before the flouseadjourns I desireto cail considerable staff of supernumerary cherks who enjey a
the attention Of the bon. gentleman to the state of publieconsiderable amount ofleisure, whieh ougmt to b utilized
business, in some particulars ofgreat importance tov us. At as wel as other resources expedite the bringing down of
ail events, I arn glad to observe that l bas laid the Indian those papers, withot which it is impossible to consider and
]Report on the Table to-day. I had intended to recal t bis properly dispoe of the business of the country generally. I
attention to il; and we are to expet the report oftthe other ask for the exercise of a greateramount of diligence, sebthat
branch of bis Department on Monday. But there are, we rnay find next week the bulk o those documents brought
with respect t Dominion Lands, a very large num ber of down for early action upon tem.ptlo are pretty muci in
questions which I suppose wilsenot.be answered in detai tbe same position with referenc to lagisuation. We have
by the report, and upon which returns, unopposed, have been one month in session, and bave goLyet butwone Gvern-
been granted. Some time ago it was said by the bon. ment Binton the paper, the CivilService Bih. My bion. friend
member that thse returns gad been formulated in sA the fira t Minister bas tad the CensusbReturnis of the popula-
detail, avery long time wou d be required s bring them lation before hio, with the varions constituencies and sub-
down, and the suglestion was made that the work would districts, a od bas oad the opprtunity of deciding the for-
le faelitat;ed by adopting motions sch as were framed. tunes and fates of the Opposition and Ministerial party, by
The returns that have been broug t down are but a drop eaving to one or other that portion of the population they
in the bucket compared with wbat we deserve. may aspire for support, for lie informed us the othe-? day
We are exceedingly anxious te obtain information upon thatem.easaengagedr in considoring the Representation
qany leading points connectd with the administration of Bih. Now, at this period of the Session, I amnstill anticipav
the Dominion Land-conhec red with the mode d, whicv ing and uncertain what sort a measure i bowi l sumit.
the regulations have been carried ot, withrespectHo miglt have decided that question com time ago; but
te applications made fer land under the cofonization it is t Mb hoped we may se n sd e it, heter late. And sedcheme, and se forth ; and we areauxieus, if w ban obtain with referenceI to the Supreme Court Bil. Two ycears agofdlw particularsteget some abstract of the partculars in we wre prmised it; and aiseoono year ago,f t the earhost
brder tedal inteligendlybwittne subjeet. The fluse peried at the Session, we were again promised it; but evenias heen in session a month, but we have hadr.e nforma- yet I tdo net sce it, whether the delay be due in part te thetien on the subject uptedthis lime. With respect to the lack of system on the part of hon gentlemen or te othat re-
Pacifie Raiiway, hon, gentlemen opposite conceded, by moval of which I complainedi of, the Minister of Justice fromagreeing te the motion which I made on le subject, le tbis Chamber, I do net know. It is a fact, however, at leasti,expdincy of our being paced permanentiy at an early that there neyer was in tbe hisesry of Canada, since we first
period of ci Session in possession of very muc fuler assembied, one Session in whieh it could be said, that .ferinformationsthan has been given in tle Minister's report. the expiration ofone menth, her was but one Gov;rnmbnt
The reportthis year give fusreally nc information ofatyivalue B i seen on the paper.
Whatever. W e had learned, pereaps not very accurately, stiln Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With reference toe tgwith comparative acuoracy, n tdout, oery mucih more fro reurns the hoigentleman asks for, I wi venture teasay,the erdinary sources of information than from the ordinary that during the twenty-eight days, the four weeks or tonarreport of the Minister. Numerous returns have l ck month during which we have been sittirig, as many or more
nioved for. I know a great many wilî requiro a very small returns were bronglit down as during any monlh when theamount of lerica labor te answer. Thon, with respect t hon. gentleman opposite was emploed ooking after snobae Rainy Commission, ,which was insitnted before last papers. Hon, gentlemen on teo tber side have tried,of course,Session and whi ubas wandered fremDante Beerseba te make up for their want ofrnumbers by their vigor in ask-takiog evidance, we have seon statements of the evidence ing for scb papers, near y every one of thes moving for atalin, and if My information be correct, the evidence is in sring ofreturans. Tey are of an enquiring mnd, teo satisfyprent and bas been ready for distribution airost since the which they have put ail sorts e questions and askedPeingOfe Session. Weaever measure of importance for ail sorts of reurns. It is net for ee officersWe maypattactive ae report, we wind attach more teo etof the differentlDepartmnt s to judge of t evidece, and if the formai report and finding of he Cern- comparative value of those retrns, or tn aow whio ef
amssontof letyet prepared and they have been unabe to the bon. gentlemen opposite wisbested oave bis first andrenR a unanimous anideiverable verdict, a short report which wisbs tleepospone bis roturn. The papers are pre-Iight be laid befor h e neuse accompanied to Behe two pared and put in band the moment tiey are comrunicatedVolues f evidence. It seemsttemenwe ougft te ge weat t the diffrent Depar mnt-are prepared according tenformation we can on t bat peint. There are varions subjeits their advice. Every attempt is mad e te carry ont tsprllich were boore us in ome sense before that Commission wishes of hon. members in tbis respect. I think theW if tîtuted, and varions others bave come before us in some bon. meber fer North NorfoIk suggested that soereensesince nbut i thas been tfougot fit nett challenge discus- special retnrns sbuuld bc bronsgt down, they are beingrmionorenqoirt in regard t t e uniavte macbineryle expedited, and I can assure toethon. gentleman hit a con-

g oentset i motion should ave insured its policy siderab e staff bas been put on te produce hom with ait
vies.)and untiltbeir vidence ad been brough t down. possible sped. [hope tenton, gentlemen opposite wlrmot unreasonable now lIat. thGovernmen have used net accuse .le Government of extravagance in pulting on

ch, wereibeforen nsm8enebfr0ht omsinwseso o.mmer nti epet1 hn h

inse nsme u ilong, that fwe hould use wha bas been s many clerks te satisfyl e demandsnof their inqbusitive

,ad that if we cannot get the verdict of the Com- intellectual minds. The bon. gentleman says there is only
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one Government Bill before the House. True, but this is
not the only branch of the Legislature as yet. The other
branch is considering several measures which, if the hon.
Minister of Justice had a seat in this House, would have
been introduced he-e. But I think they can be as well
discussed in the other fouse and sent down here, as
discussed here and sent to that Chamber. I have no doubt
the measures will not be protracted, nor will the business be
slighted by its being intreduced in the other House. The
hon. gentleman's memory is net very good. Net many
years ago, the sturdy legislative efforts of the Ministry of
that day amounted te the merest trifle, if you ]eave out the
private legislation. I dare say before the Session gets
through it will be found that the legislation is of as
important a kind as bas been passed for the last seven or
eight years. With reference to the report of the Pacifie
Railway Commission-the Commissioners in the first
place will see the business-like remarks of my
hon. friend opposite, and will aise sec that he is
not going to pay any regard to their report. I shall convey
to them in as earnest terms as I know how, the extreme
desire of my bon. friend to have the report and the evidence,
or the report without the evidence, and I dare say he will
get them. He says thera is only one Government Bill on
the paper. You know the old fable of the rabbit and the lion
-how the rabbit said te the lion, [ have twenty children to
your one; ah 1 bnt says the lion, mine is a lion. Our Bill

as been asked for, and was embodied and discussed when
the bon. gentlemen were on the other side of the House, and
at considerable length; and my bon. friend, not now in his
p lace, made praiseworthy efforts to introduce a Civil Service

eform Bill-not supported or encouraged by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. That Reform Government did not want
Civil Service Reform. But my hon. friend sowed the good
seed and his efforts received the attention of this effete Tory
Government that now exists, and they have attempted to
bring down a measure which bas given satisfaction to my
hon. friend from West Elgin (Mr. Casey).

An hon. MEMBER. No.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; we discussed that
subject during lat Parliament, and my hon. friend said he
approved of the measure in his place. He said that it was a
good Bill, but that he was disappointed thatthe principle of
competition was net invelved-that with that exception it
was a move in the right direction. I do not think, if the
hon, gentleman from Gloucester was a Minister, ho wouId go
for the principle of competition.

Mr. ANGLIN. I would not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
vishes te leave himself out. Badinage apart, we shall en-

deavor to please the bon. gentleman, the leader of the Op.
position, who knows that we have already brought many
returns down. They are now in active progress, and
to-morrow I shall see and exercise, with his permission, my
own idea of the comparative value of these returns. I shall
try te bring down what I think most important, and post-
pone the others, te bring down as quickly as possible those
affecting the Land Department.

Mr. BLAKE. I may say, with reference to the hon. gen
tleman's observation as te the activity displayed in bringing
down returns as evinced by the results, that a great many
returns broughtdown this Session were moved for more than
a year ago, and which he took about a fortnight or three
weeks of this Session te bring down. And as the clerks the
hon. gentleman speaks of have been se diligently occupied
in gotting up the returns that have been brought down, why
were they not getting up returns that ought to have been
prepared long before the Session commenced at all and ought
te have been ready the firet day of the Session ? I may just

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

DEBATES. MARCA 1'

add that the Bill the hon. gentleman compare& toa4410a*
some of its respects, reminds me more of another
who was once said to wear the lion's skin.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR REI'URNS.
Tho following motions for Returns were severally agred

Statement showing the namber of vessels regtf
in the Province of Quebec, and also a
showing the number of vessels sold and lest
the 1st January, 1873, and the let Janua.y, 1882.-
Valin.)

Copies of the annual returns made by the licend
gists or vendors of liquor under the Canada Tønmpv"
Act of 1878, in the several counties and cities wbei' the
law has been adopted.-(Mr. Haddow.)

Statement showing: lst. The working expoeuss
revenue of the Intercolonial Railway in eaoh of thei6"w
1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881. 2nd. Thenumber of thè 60*
ployes of the railway and the salaries paid in eeh -Of 1eO
years. 3rd. The number of miles run in each year.--ii
Gigault.)

Copies of tho Engineer's Report respecting the ne "
made te the wharf at Matane, and the improvementêth t

would have te bo made to the harbor in that locdlity.-
(Mr. Fiset.)

Return showing the number of pounds of wool'impoËW
into the Dominion, since 30th June, 1881, and unfiÔUf e
duties collected thoreon.-(Mir. Macdonell, Lanark.)

Return of casualties to trains on the Intercolonial Rail
way arising from collision, broken rails, or otherwise, from
the first day of January, A.D. 1881, to March lst, A-D•
1882, with the respective causes and dates, and the amnOUt
of damage (if any) in each case, te property, and conpen'
sation paid to owners of property damaged, and amount of
claims (if any) unsettled.-(Mr. Weldon.)

fouse adjourned at 10:20 p.m.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS,
FarÎAY, 10th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

Mi. DREW moved that the time for receiving Peti4iO
for Private Bills be extended te Wednesday, the 15th
instant.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills wero severally introduced and ýred
the first time:

Bill (No. 86) te amend the Act incorporatingtheonPouaO
Pacifie Junction Railway Company, and to authorize the
said Company te erect a bridge over the Ottawa River
(Mr. White, Renfrew.)

Bill (No. 87) respecting a certain agreement bMeiweendh
Canadian Securities Company and the liquidators ýof thO
Consolidated Bank of Canada.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 88) to explain the Act to grant relef to ithe
Canada Agrieultural Insurance Coipany, andto denedb
powers of the assignees therein mentioned.-(Mr. Gault.)
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BIll (No. 89) to incorporate tho Great Eastern Railway

Company.-(Mr. Massue.)
Bill (No. 90) to incorporate the Ocean Mutual Marine

Insurance Company.-(Mr. Daly.)
Bill (No. 91) to amend the Act to incorporate "the St.

Lawrence and Pacifie Railway Ferry Company.-(Mr.
MaQsue.)

Bill (No. 92) to incorporate the Sisters of Charity of the
North-West Torritorie.-(Mr. Tassé.')

Bill (No. 93) to incorporate the Grand Central Station
Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria)

Bill (No. 94) to ineorporate the Great American and
European Short Line Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron,
Victoria.)

Bill (No. 95) to amend the Act incorporating the Bell
Telephone Company of Canada.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 96) to consolidate and amend the Acts relating
to the Montreal Telegraph Company. -(Mr. Cameron, Vic-
toria.)

Bill (No. 97) to ineorporate the Calais and' St. Stephen
Railway Bridge Company.-(Mr. Weldon.1

Bill (No. 98) to incorporate the Canada Provident Asso.
ciation.-(Mr. Currier.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET.

Legislature of New Brunswick. The hon. Minister of Rail.
ways and Canals, Iam informed, was also once a very eloquent
advocate of free trade, and I believe that the right hon.
leader of the Government (Sir John A. Macdonald) has
n.ot always entertained the views that he now propounds with
reference to this trade question. I do not find fault with
these gentlemen. They have a perfect right to change
their sentiments in this matter. The only being in the
world who can maintain a consistent course is an animal.
The donkey, for instance, can keep a consistent course.
But the intelligent and studious man must necessarily
be advancing and modifying his opinions. Now, Mr.
Speaker, I may be allowed to say with reference to
myself, that I was brought up and instructed as a
protectionist from my youth, and I accepted as axiomas
with regard to trade, certain things that I now doubt
the correctness of. I am perfectly willing to say that
I have modified my opinions upon the trade policy. I claim
that I have a right to modify them, that there is nothing
discreditable in a modification of views, and the only
question that can be properly be raised is, am I honest
on the matter. If this is denied by hon. gentlemen
opposite, it simply becomes a question of varacity.
Let us see what my public utterances have been
on this matter. Let us take that very speech

nntî db t'hP hn bAnA fnr Nia oara. and read the
House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion firtvn ue an th. cnluion. i i Lponthatoccasion

of Sir Leonard Tilley : That Mr. Speaker do now leave firt clause and the conclusion. Upon that occasionyI
theChir orthefluseVogo nt Comiteetoconidr penod my remnarks by saying that, like manythe Chair for the House to go to Committee to consider hon. members of this House, I believed in protection to a

the Ways and Means for raising the Supply to begranted certain extent as beneficial to the country. Now the ques-
Vo Her Ma5jesty. tion was what was the extent to which I advocated protec-

Mr. CHARLTON. Before entering upon a discussion of ion, what were the lirnits within which I would confine a
the main question before the Huse, I shall ask its protective duty. Those limits are defined in the concluding
indulgence, while I allude to a matter that I think clauses of that speech. I said :
may properly be considered one of a personal nature. 9 In conclusion I may state that I am desirous of doing everything
I refer to the allegations n:de, and repeated upon the floor calculated to promote the mannfocturing interests of the country. But,
of this louse, and in the country, with reference to My looking from my standpoint, 1 believe that the presentTariffisadequate,
alleged inconsistency u pon the trade question. The hon. that at all events to demonstrate the adequacy will require more time.

me o pg P heartilyendorse the poley of the hon. Finance Minister in declining toand genial member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), the other d advance the rate beyond 17 per cent."
in the course of his speech, took occasion, I think, for about Did ou ever hear hon. entlemen opposite making anthe hundredth time, upon the floor of the House, to allude Dî you .eve ba r h teen sg
to a speech made by me in 187t, and he reminded me of the honest quotation from that speech.
fact, Sir, that we are all growing old. It is a characteristie Mr. RYMAL. Never.
Of old men to dwell upon the scenes of youth, and the hon. Mr. CHARLTON. There was a portion of the Reform
member seemns to go back to that speech with peculiar party in this country advocating an advance of these
Unction on every and upon all occasions, and to quote duties from 17J to 20 per cent. I am free to say that I was
garbled portions, which give us an incorrect impression as in favor of that advance, and, in my opinion, had that advance
to the nature and character of my remarks upon that been made, every gentleman who sits upon the Treasury
occasion. That speech has been quoted by various hon. benches would have taken the ground at once of free traders,
neInbers of this Iouse, and it has been alluded to by the and would have denounced the protectionist policy of the Re-

Press of the ccuntry. Now, before making any quotations forn party. When I made that speech I did it from the stand-
from the speech, with reference to the question of incon- point that the duty of 17J per cent is protective. It is a
sistency itself, I presume that no hon. member of this House measure ofprotection though, perhaps, not quite enough to

.will aimi that he has absolutely lived without inconsistency suit all parties. Having now dealt with this personal
.n his whole life. I believe my hon. friend the member for matter, I shall address myself to the question before

Niagara (Mr. Plumb), can hardly make that claim. In his the House. In the discussion of the trade question, and the
Peech the other day, he gave utterance to some very glow- policy and polities of the day, there is one thing apparent
f sentiments with reference to the loyalty of the people to the close observer, and that is the desire and aim of the

cr this Country and of himself, to Her Majesty, and I was Government, upon all occasions and at all times, to divertcarried back in imagination to the time when le was a rosi- attention from all other issues before the people of this
dent of the city of Albany, and when, as a prominent country, except the National Policy alone. The National
n'er of the Democratie party there, ho was loud Policy floated them into power, through the delusion prac-

to lis denunciations of everything British in order ticed upon the people, and through fase promises that were
rO ateh the vote of the Irish population. I was car- never realized. To-day, they intend to make use of the
Piea k to the time when the hou. gentleman advocated same delusion and the sanie policy, in their efforts toa revenue Tarif as the rinciple of the Dernocratic party delude the people into the belief that the revival which hasa the Ijnited States, an I have no doubt advocated it ably reached this country as well as older countries, in conse-tsd well. And I think I can refer to other instances in quence of causes entirely outside of this Tarif, is due to the
tIi8 anue where an hon. gentleman has changed his posi- National Policy. They carefully abstain from a dis-
of Fn Sentiments. I see before me the hon. Minister cussion of such questions in Ontario, as, for instance,
Very ce, and I have been informed that ho was once a the Boundary Award, a question of infinitely greater

oloquent advocate of free trade principles in the importance to the ppIe of Ontario'than the87
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National Policy or anything growing out of it.
They also abstain from discussing the disallowance ques-
tion, the great constitutional question, involving the rights
of the Provinces of this Dominion, and of infinitely more
importance than the National Policy. They refrain from
discussing the pernicious land regulations with reference to
our domain in the North-West, nor will they discuss, unless
compelled to do so, that stupid and disastrous contract for
the construction of the Canada Pacific Railway made a lit-
tle more than a year ago. In the policy they pursue in the dis-
cussion of the public questions of the day, certain salient
points are presented. The first is their tactics in endea-
voring to ascribe to the policy of the hon. member for
Lambton and his colleagues, the depression that existed in
this country from 1874 to 1878. Now, I intend, Mr.
Speaker, briefly to enquire into this question, as to whether
the policy of the late Government had anything whatever
to do with the condition of things during their term of
office, and I think it will be an easy thing to prove that
there is no good authority for the assertion of hon.
gentlemen opposite that the change in the commercial
condition of this country is due to the policy of the
present Government. The panic or depression that
affiicted Canada afflicted as well every portion
of the commercial world. It had its inception in the United
States in 1873. It was caused in that country by large
unproductive investments in railways, by a series of years
of extravagant speculations, and by the operation of an
unsound currency upon the business of the country. For
many years the currency of the United States had been a
depreciated, an irredeemable currency, and in consequence
the transactions in all branches of business partook largely
of the nature of gambling. In the gold gambler's rooms, in
in Wall street the fluctuations in gold were closely watched,
and according as gold was " bulled " or " beared," according
as it was forced up or forced down, the prices of com-
modities in all branches of business rose or fell. This
uncertainty of prices gave to every legitimate business
a character of gambling, and the losses of the business classes
in the country culminated in the panic or depression, which,
though it was hurried on by other causes, would have
ultimately resulted from the operation of their unsound
currency alone. This prostration which, in the years 1874,
1875, 1876 and 1877, left one-half their blast furnaces idle,
which left a large proportion of their great manufacturing in-
dustries idle, which, in 1877, left 2,000,000 men in that coun-
try without employment, and, for the first time in the history
of the United States, set loose an army of tramps to roam up
and down the country, which left idle $100,000,000 of
capital in blast furnaces alone, which led to the production
of only 2,069,000 gross tons per annum from 1874 to 1878,
when the capacity of the furnaces was 4,876,000 gross
tons. I say that this state of things, brought on in the
United States by the causes to which I have alluded,
produced that commercial depression that afflicted Canada
during most of the years during which my hon. friend for
Lambton was at the head of affairs. That American panic
also affected England, and that reacted upon us. JIow did
it affect us directly ? It affected us in the price of certain
commodities we sell to the United States. It affected the
price of barley and of peas, two articles for wh ch we find
a market almost exclusively in that country. But the
chief effect was upon the price of lumber. This is one of
our great industries, and ranks next in importance to that
of agriculture. The effect of the panic in the United States
was to stop almost entirely the progress of building opera-
tions there, and thus put an end to the demand for our,
lumber. There was scarcely a lumberman in the Ottawa
Valley but lost money steadily and rapidly during all these
years. Most of these men, had the banks closed down upon
them, would have been bankrupt, and the only reason why
the banks did not close down upon them was that 80 much1

Mr. CARLTON.

was at stake that it was thought better to carry them
along. I think I see my hon. friend for Ottawa City (Mr.
Currier) smile. No doubt he could confirm the truth of
what I say. To-day the price of lumber is advanced 50
or 60 per cent., and we are able to get more
for it now than we could during the Rebellion, when
everything sold at war prices, and when United States
currency was worth only 40 cents on the dollar. The
effect of this panic upon our industries was, of itself,
sufficient to produce the state of things we found existing
in Canada from 1874 to 1878. But it was aggravated by other
causes. Singularlr enough, in conjunction with this panic
in the United States, and with the depression, which, as a
consequence, settling down upon our industries, Providence
seemed to have withdrawn its favors, and we had a succes-
sion of bad harvests, so that, in 1877, Our net export of course
grains and meal was only $2,597,000; and the country did not
raise its own bread, and, as I showed in some remarks I made
the other day, our exports of the products of the soil, during
the five years my hon. friend for Lambton held office, were
less than the three succeeding years since the right hon.
gentlemen on the other side became the First Min-
ister of the Crown. Will any one accuse my hon.
friend (Mr. Macken zie) of being responsible for the seeds
of disaster which were sown for years in the United States,
and for the crop that was ultimately garnered ? Was bis
influence so great and far reachtng that it controlled the
interests of that great country ? Will any man
accuse my hon. friend of controlling the interests
of England- her vast interests by sea and land ? Will any
man accuse my hon. friend of being responsible for
the bad harvests during the years of his Administration ?
If it can be shown that the Reforn Gover n ment were repon-
sible for all these things, it follows, as a matter of course
that they were responsible for the depression that afflicted
this country during that period. But if this cannot be
shown to be true-and it would be an insult to the intelli-
gence of the Canadian people to say that it was true-it
follows, as a matter of course, that the Reform Government
of that day were in no way, direct or indirect, responsible
for the hard times that paralysed the industries of Canada
during that period. Well, Sir, having shown that the
panic was not confined to Canada, having shown, I think
satisfactorily, that the Government was not responsible for
that depression, -let us next enquire whether that depression
was more grievous in Canada than in other countries. If
we examine into this question carefully we will find that
Canada, though she passed through a period of great trial,
had cause for thankfulness in the fact that the depressiOn
existing here was less grievous than in other countries. I
might spend much time in elucidating this point,
but it is not necessary to do so and I have not time.
I will simply allude to one or two facto bearing on
the matter. The facts I give relate to our manufacturing
interests which are brought more immediately under con-
sideration in this discussion. By the statistics of forty-eight
New England manufactories, in 1877, employing a capital
of $52,320,000, it was shown that sixteen declared no divi-
dend; nine declared dividends less than 6 per cent.; eight,
dividends of 6 per cent.; seven, dividends of 10 per cent.
and upwards. In 1877, I was at some trouble to get return
for a number of manufacturing industries in Canada d
addressed circulars to a great number of manufacturers and
received answers from twenty of the principle ones and
upon tabulating that information I find that sixof.the tweY
ln that year earned a dividend of 20 per cent. and upwards
that two of them, aithough not giving their dividends stad
they were satisfactory; that two of them deeal
dividends of 10 per cent.; that six declared dividend tOf
from 6 to 8 per cent.; that one declared a dividend sati5
factory as compared with former years, and two on l
declared no dividend. Two establishments in Caads
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against sixteen in New England declared no dividend. It
is evident, if this is a fair criterion on which to form an
opinion, the condition of the manufacturing industries in
this country was greatly better than that of New England
at that time ; and I venture the assertion that during the
entire period of the depression the manufacturing industries
of Canada were more prosperous, and felt the effects of the
depression less severely, than the manufacturing interests of
the United States or any other country. I found, onjlooking
over the returns of those manufacturers, that they all con-
sidered their condition a ruinons one if they had only
made ordinary interest as their dividend ; if they had
not declared more than 6 per cent. they affirmed
they were on the verge of ruin. I found one large cotton
mili that gave a return of no dividend had actually earned 10
per cent., and expended the money on plant, being unable to
meet its orders and obliged to enlarge its capacity. I found'
one large woollen mill with a capital of $180,000, declared
a dividend of' 0 per cent.; that many manufacturers reported
strong competition among themselves; that the sewing
machine manufacturers wanted reciprocity with the United
States, and would be glad to be able to meet the Americans
on equal terms in their own markets if they had the same
privilege in lhe markets of the United States. I found
agricultural implement manufacturers reported, without
exception, business good, that during the depression they
were fully occupied, and one large foundry reported busi-
ness improving and the profits 20 per cent. It would seem
then that our manufacturing indústries were not on the
verge of ruin. It would seem that the depression that
affected our industries affected them in a less degree than it
did their customers, the farmers. I believe their business
was in a better condition than that of their customers the
lumbermen; in short, that there was no interest in the
Dominion that less required the fostering care of the
Government, or felt less severely the depression, than the
mnanufacturing industries at that time. Why, in the Census
returns of 1871, it was shown that the production of our
manufactures was $221,000,000, that they had grown to
such an extent that they had employed at that time 187,000
men. The depression was not due to the policy of
the Government, and, on comparing the condition
of our manufactures, with those of other countries,
we had every reason to be thankful that our condition was
lot worse. The second salient point to which I will refer
is, the policy pursued by hon. gentlemen opposite, and by
the Government, in the discussion of this question. After
having claimed that the hon. member for Lambton and his
coleagues were responsible for the depression that existed,
they proceed to claim that to the National Policy is to be
attributed the revival. They remind me of an African ask-
ing a missionary for good medicine, in order that he might
shoot straight, and asking ior a charm to keep away
Wizards. t was like the North American Indian asking
for a charm to defend himself against evil spirits. They
e aim they dispensed good medicine-the hon. member for
Lambton's bad medicine-that hie policy had nearly ruined
the country, and brought about the disaster, which was dueto other causes, and that they had brought about the
revival, with which they had as little to do as the
natives Of Africa or the Blackfeet at the base of the
Rocky Mountains. Let us enquire as to what is the true
cause of the revival. Ail periode of commercial depression
4e brought about by over-trading and extravagance.
buring every.period of commercial depression one feature
Of the depression is that the people uniformally economize;
they seek to get ont of debt; and the practice of that econ-
0 ity Will in itself bring about a return of good times, usually
within a year Or two. In Canada, during the entire period
during tdepression, the people were practising economy;,ing the entire period of the depression the people of the

'ted States were doing the same; and, but for the evil1

effects of the vicions currency system of the United States,
the depression which extended over five years would prob-
ably have passed away in two. Hon. gentlemen opposite,
who claim to be the parties who brouglht about this revival,
take credit to themselves for the effects that were produced
in this country by the economy practised by the people,
from 1874 to 1878. Then another great cause of the revival
in business was the return to specie payment in the United
States, on 1st January, 1878. On that date, when the,
Government returned to specie payment, there was a
marked improvement in public affairs, and that improve-
ment has continued to the present day. The country was
waiting in expectation for the time when they would have
a solid basis for their currency, and the moment that
occurred the affaire of the United States improved, and
steadily continued to improve. It is needless to say
that it reacted upon us, and that improvement
in trade was largely due to the return to specie payment in
the United States. Another reason for the revival is the
fact that there have been two bad harvests in England
since hon. gentlemen opposite came into office, and the
consequence of this was that the prices of the products of
the soil were largely increased in this country. Another
feature of the case was, that in conjunction with the fact
that two bad harvests came in England, two good harveste
were reaped here. Here are the causes of the revival in a
nut-shell: economizing during five years of bad times, the
return to specie. payment in the United States, and the
great boom in business that occurred there, affecting in a
most remarkable degree our lumber market, the failure of
harvests in England, which gave higher prices to the pro-
ductions of our fields, and two good harvests which occurred
in this country, enabling our farmers to reap an enormous
advantage from the advance in prices. These are the causes
of the revival, causes entirely beyond the control of the
Government of the day and beyond the control of any Gov-
ernment, and yet causes so palpably natural that no man
can for a moment doubt that thuese were the real causes
that produced the revival. Let us sec what story our
exports tell bearing on this question. The other day I
drew a comparison between the exports for the period of
the incumbency of the hon. member for Lambton
and of hon. gentlemen opposite. I will take
the two last years of the Administration of my hon.
friend from Lambton, and compare them with the two
last fiscal years, and we shall find that our exports in butter
and cheese, for 1877 and 1878, were $13,201,000, while the
exporte for 1880 and 1881 reached 816,035,000. Exports of
animals and their produce, including butter and cheese, for
1877 and 1878, $28,240,000; for 1880 and 1881, $38,967,000.
The agricultural products of the country exported in 1877
and 1878 came to $32,698,000, rising, in 1880 and 1881, to
$43,562,000. Exports of the products of the fisheries, 1877
and 1878, $10,498,000; 1880 and 1881, $1 ý,447,000 ; show-
ing an excess in the export of those articles for the two
years, 1880 and 1881, of $24,550,000, as compared with the
years 1877 and 1878, the average annual excess being
$12,275,000. My hon. friends will see what effect that state
of things would naturally produce on fthe business of
the country. The causes of the revival in trade are
not far to seek. I alluded, a few moments ago, to the
fact that the manufacturing industries of this country had
attained to considerable development in 1870, when we were
manufacturing 8221,000,000 worth of goods, and were
employing 170,000 men. Let us enquire into the circum.
stances of this development, this very great development of
our manufacturing industries. Under what circumstances
did they develop to this extent-was it through the opera-
tion of a protective policy ? No; it was not-not protection
as we generally use the term. Every business was then
developed under a revenue Tariff policy, during the greater
part of the time, of 15 per cent. duties. Under this policy
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we had developed great manufacturing industries in this
country, and, as we have seen, they rested on a firmer basis,
they paid better dividends during the period of depression
than the manufacturing industries of the United States,
which had been fostered by very high protective duties.
True, there was a class of manufacturers who, at the time,
were without adequate capital; but eau we point out any
instances where, under this revenue Tariff, manufac-
turers had accumulated wealth ? I think we can. I find in
the commercial reports of that year, that J. and R. Molson
are credited with being worth $1,000,000; J. G. Worts,
$1,000,000 ; E. & C. Gurney, 8750,000 ; E. K. Green, 6500,000;
Mr. Gault, $500,000; William Darling, $500,000 ; Mr. lay,
8500,000. And most of these men had accumulated that
amount of property commencing with nothing, or a very
small capital. I know of numerous cases in which large
manufacturing interests were built by men commencing
with nothing but their naked hands, honorable instances of
business success and energy. I believe that the manufac-
turers of this country have had nothing to complain of in
the progress made up to the present date. I would now ask
do they need special favor-favors that the lumbering inter-
est, the farming interest, and the fishing interest of the
country does not need ? Was there justice in singling out
this interest, which at that very moment was a more prosper-
ous one than the others named, and making it the recipient of
special favors ? I believe there was not, and all that was
proper for us to do was to continue our policy of incidental
protection that had been in force, with such modifications
as experience might dietate-with modifications which, in
my opinion, would have pointed in the direction of a slight
increase in the duties levied. Here let me say, that in the
discussion of this question, from the beginning to the end,
there bas been a determination, on the part of hon. gentle-
men opposite, to place the Liberal party in a false position
-to induce the manufacturers to believe that this party are
their natural and sworn enemies. Certain expressions, no
doubt, have been used in the heat of debate, which, taken
isolated and by themselves-like those extracts from my
oft quoted speech-might be tortured into a meaning of this
kind. But I hold that the Reformers of this country are
as solicitous as to the prosperity of this interest as any other
party in the country, and that they are willing to do for the
manufacturing interest all that it can legitimately claim or
ask. But they are not prepared to give it special favoras-
unjust favors at the expense of others. The Liberals are
prepared to arrange a schedule of duties of sncb a charater,
and to such an extent, that every industry that can be
created in the country to advantage can flourish under that
Tariff. They are prepared to give the manufacturers a
better Tariff than they have to.day, by sweeping away the
duties on raw materials, and placing duties on imports to a
degree sufficiently high to afford to those industries all the
protection necessary to enable them to build up a business
and realize profits that ought to be satisfactory-not, per-
haps, profits of 50 per cent.-but such as they enjoyed in
1877, 20, 15 or 10 per cent. profits, which ought to be satis-
factory to them. It was asserted when the Tariff, now in
force, was put in operation that we were to have a Canadian
market for Canadian manufacturers; that the object of the
Tariff was to give the manufacturers control in the Canadian
market? fias that occurred? Has that object been
realized by this Tariff? Will any bon. member Bay yes ?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Yes.
Mr. CHARITON. We shall see. I find that, in 1874, we

imported 811,341,000worth ofoottons; woollens, 811,160,000;
iron, steel and manufactures of the same, $12,934,000. In 1879,
under the operation of a revenue Tariff of 17J per cent., the
importation of goods in those lines was largely reduced; cot-
tons had fallen to $E,535,000; woollens to $6,992,000 ; impor-
tations of iron and steel, 86,457,000 ; the total importation of

Mr. OSA"Toz.

these articles for 1879 was $19,980,000, against $35,449,00o
for 1874. I hear an hon. gentleman say we had no money to
pay for them in 1879. It seems, then, we were buying some
goods and manufacturing largely. It seems that our manufac-
turing industries were in a prosperous condition and
were actually declaring dividends of 20, 15 and 10 per cent.,
and I presume we had a little money to buy goods during
that time. Well, Sir, what do we find in 1881, after some
three years of this protective policy ? Do we find the
importations are smaller than they were when this policy
went into operation, in goods of this character ? They
ought to be, but they are not. I find the importation of
cottons last year was $10,267,000, against $6,500,000 in 1879.
I find that the importation of woollens was $8,739,000 in
1881, again $6,992,000 in 1879. I find the importation of
iron and steel and the manufactures thereof were
$12,460,000 in 1881, against $6,457,000 in 1879, or $31,4t7,.
000 in the aggregate,against 819,985,000 when this protective
policy went into operation. Why have you not the market
for the Canadian manufacturer? Why have you not shut
out this entire importation, instead of having an increase
from $20,000,000 to 831,500,000. Now, I propose to examine
the total importation of goods that are susceptible of manu-
facture in this country. I made an estimate in 1877, and
by that estimate I found that we imported that year of
goods susceptible of manufacture in Canada on the specific
duty list, $398,000; on the 17à per cent. list, 835,209,000;
on the 10 per cent. list, $508,000; on the 5 per cent. list
$3,383,000; and of free goods, $3,322,000, making a total of
$42,830,000 imported in 1877 of goods susceptible of manu-
facture in Canada. Now, are the imports of last year of
goods su-ceptible of production in this country less ? They
ought to be if this Tariff was to shut out foreign importa-
tion. Let us sec what they are. I find that, in the year 1881,
we imported $10,267,000 worth of cottons, 88,739,000 worth
of woollens, 812,461,000 worth of iron manufactures and steel,
and of all other goods susceptible of manufacture in Canada,
not including refined sugar, $27,227,000, or a total, in 1881,
of $58,695,000, against a total, in 1877, of $42,830,000, an
increase of $15,865,000, or 26 per cent. This does
not indicate a very remarkable degree of success for
this policy, which was to exclude foreign goods ani give
the Canadian market to the Canadian manufacturer. It
shows, on the contrary, that we are importing more, three
years after this policy went into operation, than we were
before, and this in the face of the fact that the importations
to this country are very much in excess of what the returns
indicate, because smuggling bas greatly increased during
that time. I see by Secretary Blaine's report that the
United States exported to Canada 24,000,000 yards of cotton
cloth in 1881; that, of that quantity, 19,000,000 yards were
smuggled and 5,000,000 appear in the Custome returns. I
venture to say that, if we take into account the extra
amount of goods smuggled into Canada, the importations
would amount to more than 860,000,000, as agaimst
842,000,000 in 1877. My hon. friend the Minister of
Finance has made a failure. His policy has not secured to
the manufacturers of this country the control of their own
market. Now, I wish to call attention to a statement in
detail as to the operation of a number of our manufacturing
industries in Canada. I shall not read the whole statemenIt,
but I will give you a summary of it. 1 have here a list of
forty-one industries. These industries produced, in 1871,
$165,000,000 worth of goods. I find that in respect to ni®-
teen of these industries the importation in their line fron the
United States was greater this year than t
was in 1877. The industries in which the inport
ations were greater are brick and tiles, broomi, brushes,
carriage-making articles, cooperage edgetools, hatters'good's
paper-making, tubs, oil refiners, India rubber goods,
soap, candles, rope, twino, sewing machines, trinks and
valises, railway good& In all these lines the impor
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-s greater now than it was when this Tarif went into was, in round numbers, $4,000,000,000,O00. The wealth
o ration. I find that in these forty-one industries, the of the country in 1850, embracing four years of a
total importations from the United States in 1877 were revenue Tarif, was $7,1à5,000,000. In 1860, after ten
$3,797,000, or 2.h per cent. of the whole amount manufac- years of a revenue Tariff, it was $16,150,000,000. Jn 1870,
tured in the country in 1870; that the total imports from after ten years of protection, it amounted to $30,068,-
ail countries, in 1877, were $6,753,000, or 4 per cent. of 000; and, in 1880, to $39,400,000, including payments on the
the total amount manufactured. I find that, in 1880-81, public debt. Let us analyse this statement, Mr. Speaker, and
the imports from the United States had increased to see what are the average increases in the wealth of the coun-
$4,618,000, or 2& per cent. of the whole amount, try during these various periods. From 1820-to 1830, the
an increase of j per cent. in the importation from increase was 41 per cent; from 1830 to 1840, the increase
the United States, in this entire list, of $165,000,000. I find was 53 per cent. From 1840 to 1850, it showed a rapid
the total imports had increased from $6,753,000 to $8,047,000, rise to 80 per cent., and four of those years they had a rev-
being 4 per cent. of the whole production. 1 find that, enue Tariff. From 1650 to 1860, there was a marvellous
while nineteen of these forty-one industries had increased rise from 80 per cent. to 126 per cent. during a period ofrev-
their importation from the United States, last year, as enue Tariff. From 1860 to 1j70, the increase dropped down
compared with 1876-77, that in seven more of them the from 126 per cent. to 85 per cent., and from 18O to 1880,
reduction was very slight indeed. Now, these returns when the full force and effect of this policy had been brought
indicate very clearly that the operation of the Tariff bas into play, there was an increase of 31 per cent. against an
not been what its friends claim ilt has. These statistics increase of 126 per cent. from 1850 to 1860. F&om 1850 to
prove very plainly that the importation of goods, susceptible 1860, during this revenue Tariff period, the woollen manu-
of manufacture in Canada, are increasing, and I infer from factures of the United States increased 62 per cent. mainly
this and various other facts, that a revenue Tariff of, in the last three years of the period. In 1860, under a rev-
say 20 per cent., with material admitted free of duty enue Tariff, the production of pig iron was 100,000 gross
for the use of manufacturers, would be a botter Tariff tons greater than in the previous year, reaching the amount
for the manufacturing industries of this country than of 900,000 tons. In 1860, the export of doitestic manu-
the Tariff now in force. I think it might be profitable in factures was $48,000,000, an increase of 200. per
this connection to point to the experience of another country cent in ton years under the operation of a revenue
in that matter, which has a direct bearing upon the question, Tariff, while, under the operation of a protective Tariff,
as to whether a revenue Tariff is as well calculated to foster the exports of domestic manufactures has steadi-
the manufacturing industries of this country, and give them a ly decreased in proportion to increased population
permanent and prosperous growth, as the hot-bed forcing and, to-day, it is smaller per capita than at the end of this
process of high protective duties. I shall take the condi- revenue Tariff period. The exports of domestic manufac-
tion of the manufacturing industries in the United States tures from the United States in the year 1880, leaving out
for a term of years, and qucte a few statisties with reference of account petroleum, of which they have a monopoly, were
to the importation and exportation of goods, and the growth $70,000,000, an increase of exports of those goods of 21
of manufacturing industries in that country during a reve- per cent. per annum under a protective Tariff period, as
nue Tariff period and a protective period. I find that, in against an increase of 20 per cent. per annum under a
1850, four years after the commencement of a revenue Tariff revenue Tariff period, from 18à0 to 1860. Had the rate of
policy, the grose production of manufactures in the United increase that obtained from 1850 to 1860 been continued,
States was 81,019,106,616, and the net production was the export of domestic manufactures from the United
8463,982,734. I find that, in 1860, after ton years more of States this year would have reached $240,000,000, in place
a revenue Tariff policy-which went into force in 1846, and of being $70,000,000, excluding petroleum. As it is, the
ended in 1860-the gross production was $1,855,861,676, export per head, in 1860, was $1.55, as against 81.40 in
and the net production was $854,251,584. I find that 1860. Now, if we place this showing against that made
ten years later--in 1870-after ton years of protection, by England, we shall find a very remarkable contrast.
the gross production was $4,232,325,442, and the net While the United States are exporting $140 per head of
production 81,743,898,000. From the best information domestic manufactures, England exported $32, and her
obtainable, it is supposed the gross production of manu- foreign commerce is greater than that of the United States
factures in 1880, as shown by the Census tables and Germany combined, with a population of 91,000,000,
when completed, will be, $5,000,000,000, in round and greater than France, Russia and Rolland combined,
nmbers. What does this show? It shows that the with a population of 124,000,000 inhabitants. Dur-

increase in the net production from 1850 to 1860, ing the period from 1850 to 1860, the increased value
under a revenue Tarif policy, was 84 per cent. It shows of agricultural products in the United States was
the increase from 1860 to 1870, under an extreme protection 100 per cent., and ;during the same period, with
Policy, was 104 per cent., if we value the goods in the ton years of a revenue Tariff, the increase of the
depreciated currency of that time; but if we make a due value of farm property was 103 per cent. The export
allowance of 17J per cent. discount for the average 20 nf cotton goods afford a fair indication of the operation of
per cent. premium at which gold stood during that these two systems. In 1846, at the commencement of a
year, we find that the actual net increase was, 86 revenue Tariff, the export of cotton goods was $3,500,000.
per cent., or an increase of 2j per cent., in the decade In lO50, after four years operation of the revenue Tarif, the
under the forcing process of high protecting duties, over a export of cotton goods was $4,240,000. In 1860, after fourteendecade under the operation of a revenue Tarif, or 81 per years of the revenue Tarif, the export of these goods wase nt., from 1850 to 1860, against 86J per cent., from 1860 to $10,934,000. Thon the policy was changed, and after an
1870. I find the increase in the second decade, under pro- experience of six years of a protective Tariff, we findtection, froma 1870 to 1880, amounts, on gross production, that the export of cotton goods fell from $11,000,000, in
tO 18 per cent. only, against 84 per cent. on net round numbers, to $1,780,000. In 1870, the export ofproduction from 1850 to 1860; but if we deduct from domestie cottons was $3,787,000. lu 1880, after twenty

t rice of goods in 1870, 17J per cent., to make it years of protection, the export of domestic cottons from the
this .to gold, the inerease was 43 per cent., and United States was les than 1860 at the end of the revenue
tio is asMfavorable a shewing as can be made for protec- Tariff period, the amount being $9,981,000. In that same
. n-43 per cent. increase for 1870 to 1880, against an year England exported 8367,000,000 worth of cottons. Now,ease of 84 r cent. in the revenue Tarif period, Sir, while the United States were importi largely of al

1850 bbto, 40.The wealM of th. coutry, in 1840, lasus of xnanufactured goodS, I w l un @at4tiogof
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the House to their imports in various lines. While they same direction.
imported, in 1881, $40,860,000 worth of woollens they the agricultura
exported $346,000 worth, or two-tbirds of a cent per head; Last year they,
while they imported $31,219,000 worth of cottons, year of the Adm
they exported the $9,9S1,000 worth which I have spoken We exported fo
of. They also imported of iron and steel, $46,49 1,000 worth ; this policy was1
linen and fiax, $16,150,000 worth; silks, 832,000,000 worth; at their own do
and these five lines of importa amounted to $166,668,000 in the hon. Ministe
the year. These were goods, every dollar's worth of which is to have a litti
were susceptible of production in that country, and should that if we have
have been produced there if the promises made by the market for thet
protectionists had been fulfiled; and to secure their own increase in the]
control of the markets in that country there was an have created air
average rate of 60 per cent. levied on woollens; that he claims
38 5&per cent. on cottons; 36, 7,2wper cent. on iron; started in this c
50 M per cent. on steel; 58- per cent. on silk; on to say:
331% per cent. on linen; in the year 1881, and yet "Some 400 odd 8
with these enormous duties-duties which were absolutely ninety-five that I ha
to exclude these goods from the markets of the United, crease of employés i
States; duties which were to give to the manufacturers of 17per cent. in these
the United States the entire control of their own markets- tphe ent. of 187 ,
with these enormous duties the United States imported, of ber employed betw4
these five articles, 8166,668,00t). Clearly, Sir, the operation Now, I want to2
of the high protective duties, as shown by the experience of he has the hardi
the United States as well as by our own experience, has created in this c
not been to give to the manufacturers of the country the which bad grow
absolute control of their own markets. It will be $221,000,000 wo
found, Mr. Speaker, on careful examination of the Treasury their operative f
reports of the United States as to the price of various throughout the M
commodities-the averages have been kept monthly since utterly repudia
1825-that the highest prices for wool, grain, butter and These manufact
cheese, and other farm products, have been realized in the ince
'United States during revenue Tarif periods. Well, Sir, if in sequence c
that be the case, as it is, it is clear that there is some hum- not one of them
bug about this talk about agricultural protection in the tion that any on
United States. If the farmers of the United States, after sub- Policy is, as I ha
jecting themselves to the operation of these duties, averag- gentleman assert
ing over 36 per cent. on all the imports of that country-
these duties which have wrung from thom hundreds of mil- Sir LEONARI
lions of dollars annually-have not realized a better market Mr. CHARLTi
for their productions, and if it can be shown that the prices the part he bas g
ofagricultural productions were better under a revenue Tarif, it is; and we s
then protection, clearly enough has failed in that respect. amended list, an
They have been deluded with false promises, and they have elassifying the1
been paying millions, hundreds of millions and bilions of he claims as d
dollarsfor a shadow of something they have never realized. there are four
Now, let us see what kind of a home market these farmers and knitting m
have. They have been submitting to this taxation for ments of variou
twenty years for the purpose of creating a home market; three furniture
that is the inducement that was held out to them, that was musical instrum
the promise they believed. In 1860, the agricultural exporte bone button fac
of the United States were $295,000,000, or 781%.1 per factories, three1
cent. of the whole amount; in 1870, they were $391,000,000, miscellaneous con
or 79 per cent. of the entire amount of exports; in 1880, they miscellaneous li
were 8685,867,000, or 83J per cent. of the entire amount; carriage factorie
and, in 1381, they were $730,000,000, or 83 per cent. of the factories, emory-
entire exporte. That is not a brilliant example of the sait drying work
fulfilment of prophecy, or of securing to the farmers of the cannery, cannedf
country a home market by the policy of protection. Let factory, planingn
us look more closely at what has it cost the farmers of the be created by th
United States to secure this home market ? Senator Beck, exports its lumb
of Kentucky, estimates that last year the farmers of the claims that the
United States paid for domestic goods produced in that 1,839 hands. I hi
country, 25 per cent. more than they would have paid that the numberi
without a protective policy; in other words, that they paid by nine; in the s]
upon the $5,000,000,000 worth of goods which were manu- factory, by 175; t
factured in that country, in round numbers 81,125,000,000, sugar refinery, w
more than they could have been imported for free of duty, was adopted; ti
in order to secure a home market that only left them a resuscitated and t]
amall surplus of $730,000,000 worth of productions to that the St. Lawr
export to foreign countries. It is a swindle, a fraud, Company enlarg
an we, in Canada, are developing a home market in the really new concer

Mt. QuaraoI,

Under the operation of the National Policy
l exports of this country have increased.
were greater than they were in the last
ministration of my hon. friend from Lambton.
od enough to feed 1,000,000 people; and yet
to give the farmers of this country a market
ors for ail the productions of the soil. But
er of Finance tells us that all we have to do
le patience-that he has made a start, and
a little patience, we shall soon have a home
balance of our production. Let us see what
home market the hon. gentleman claims to
ready. On reference to his speech, I find
that ninety-five new industries have been
ountry, employing 7,242 persons. Ie goes

factories visited and that were in existence, less the
ave named as being established since 1878, show an in.
'arying from 5 to 30 per cent., and with an average of
350 odd factories that were in operation before That

number cf employée, as far as we can gather from
and making an allowance for reduction in the nurm.

een 1871 and 1878, would give 17,850."

ask my hon. friend the Finance Minister if
hood to assert, with regard to industries
ountry under a revenue Tarif, industries
n to such proportions that they produced
rth of goods a year, that any increase in
force, in consequence of a revival of business
world, is due to the National Policy ? I
te such an idea; it is preposterous.
ories would naturally increase their business
f that universal revival of trade. They
e before the National Policy was adopted,
was created by that policy, and the asser-
ne of them was created by the National
ave said, preposterous and absurd. The hon.
.s that ninety-five factories were established.
D TILLEY. That is only a part of them.
ON. Well, we will take into consideration
iven, and we shall see what kind of a list
hall ask him afterwards to give us an
d then a supplemental list of the rest. On
list of ninety-five new industries which
tue to the National Policy, I find that
cotton manufactories, sixteen wiollen

ills, twelve iron and steel establish-
s kinds, three boot and shoe factories,
factories, two tobacco factories, seven
ent factories, five sugar refineries, three
tories, three glass factories, three pulp
picture frame factories, and thirty-one
cerns; employing in ail 7,242 hands. In the

st there are paper box factories, children's
s, glove and slipper factories, cigar box
wheel factory, paint works, plated works,
s, clothing company, corset factory, beef
fruit factory, bat tactory, pottery, bruash
mills, etc. Of course a planing mill would
is National Policy in a country which
er. I find the hon. gentleman, i his list,
new establishments in Montreal emplOY

have information which leads me to believe
in the horse-blanket factory is overstated
hirt factory, by thirty-five, and li the glaS
that he takes credit for the old Redpath
hich was built before the National Policy
hat the shirt factory is an old concera
he old business continued under a new name;
ence Sugar Refinery is the DeCastro SYruP
ged; and that the employés in tho
,r are realy 760 instea of 1,639. IhoFe
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the hon. gentleman's statistics in other cases are mor
reliable than they are in this case. I find that ho takeE
credit for a new establishment in London, which the loca
papers know nothing about. I find, with reference to

oronto, that he claims the Massey Company, which was
removed from Newcastle; the Heintzman piano factory
which is an old ooncern ; Childs & Company's boot
and shoe factory, which is an old firm resuscitated;
Gray's & Company's clothing establishment, which
is an old firm ; the Nut and Bolt Works, ten
years old, which was closed up and removed; the
Canning Works, which employ abut 300 girls for a
few weeks in the year; and the mill furnishing factory of
Barter & Company, which is in no wise due to the National
Policy, being an old establishment for the manufacture
of a patent machine. The total number of handes-1,635-
which ho claims to be employed in new factories
in Toronto is, by this means, reduced by 578, leaving
a balance of 1,058, of whom 300 are girls employed
a few weeks in the year in canning fruit.
We have seen how much the case is overstated in Montreal.
We have seen how much it is overstated in Toronto, and it
leads us to have suspicion as to his statements in other
respects. I find that in the hon. gentleman's own city he
puts down a bolt manufactory, employing twenty-five hands,
that is an old concern, and he fails to inform as that the Safe
Company and the Colebrook Iron Works, employing five
times as many bands as this establishment, have been killed
off by the National Policy. I would like to ask the Finance
Minister if he heard that statement. He no doubt is
familiar with the affairs of that country. Does he know
that the Colebrook Iron Works have been killed off by bis
policy ?

Mr. DOMVILLE. Oh, I know all about it.
Mr. CHARLTON. The question does not interest the

hon. gentleman. I have gone carefully through this list
and i have arrived at the following estimate as to how
much of this industry is due to the National Policy. I
estimate that in the cotton trade 450 hands are employed in
ways that may perhaps be considered due to the National
Poiicy. In woollen goods I estimate 400 hands, in furni-
ture 40, in sugar refining 298, unless we also take the
number employed in the Redpath refinery which was
created before the Tariff. In glass establishments
I estimate 360 bands, in miscellaneous establishments
232, naking a total of 1,680, or adding the Red-
path concern, 2,030 hands employed in establishments
given in this list whose existence may fairly be attributed
to the National Policy. What have we on the other hand ?
Are there any establishments killed off by this policy?
Iow many would be required to manufacture the goode we

do not export, that we did export under the Administration
of My hon. friend the member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) ?
1 think we may fairly claim that there have been driven out
of the country at least 2,500 operatives owing to this
pOhcy. The net result is a loss to this country of 500
operatives. But, even if we assume that the hon. gentle-
eman estimate is correct, and that his policy has given
efployment to 7,242 more operatives than were employedbefore the National Policy, I would ask if that is a benefit
Ooinmensurate with the cost of this policy to the country.
taxat ioes this policy cost us? How much excessive
the ion e levied in consequence of this policy ? In 1878,
and revenue from Customs amounted to $12,782,000,
st ere was a deficit during that year of 81,128,000.

Ad Mate that it would have been necessary under a Reform
Âilaration toincrease the expenditure 51,500,000, whichlibera estimate, had my hon. friend continued to manage
the ffairs of the country, because in five years he only in-
imag gross ncrease of expenditure of $200,000. This es-
tÙ'ý of expenditure would have required a

e revenue the present year of 815,400,000, and the hon. Fi-
s nance Minister tells us we are to have $20,50ù,000, or 85,100,-
l 000 more than would have been necessary to manage the

affaire of the country. From this it is plain that we are
s taxed $5,000,000 more tban would be necessary under pru-
, dent management. We have an excessive tax of $5,000,000.
t But that is not all. It is estimated that under the protective

policy, for every 84 that is col lected and placed in the coffers
i of the Government, at least $9 are collected in the form of

enhanced cost of domestic goods by the manufacturera. I
will modify my estimate. I will suppose that consumera
are paying $8,000,000 more in increased cost of domestic
goods manufactured in this country, and upon that estingate
we have an increase of 8i3,000,000 a year on the burdens of
the people in direct and indirect taxation. $13,000,000 is
the cost to the country of a policy that, upon a liberal
estimate, has increased the number of operatives in this
country by7,242 souls. If the actual increase is 2,500, which
is a liberal estimate, the cost per head to the country is $6,-
600. If each of these represents three in a family, the cost
per head to the country is $1,733. If there are 7,000 of them,
the coet is $1,850 per head. If there are 7,000 of them, and
three in a family, the cost is 8617 per head. But the hon.
gentleman tells us that, in compensation for this great cost,
we have an extensive market for our 1 garden sase," and he
revives what is known as the "gardon ase theory " of
political economy. I find, in the report of his Budget
ýpeech, the following:-

,'Why, Sir, under the operations of this Tarif, for the vegotables,
the fruit, the poultry, the lamb, the veal and other meats, the butter
the cheese, for almost everything they offer for sale, they obtain higher
prices on account of the home market."

Well, Sir, I suppose we can manage to dispose of all the
butter we have to spare. We do now tind a profitable foreigu
market for a large amount of butter and cheese. We can
let our calves grow up to oxen and let our lambo grow in
the same way if we can find no market for them. I will
admit, for the sake of argument, that there is an increased
market for garden sass, and let us estimate the cost to the
people of the country. By the Census returns of 1870 I find
that there were 275,000 acres of gardon and orchard.
That was an average of one acre for every
fourteen and a half inhabitants. If the population
had been increased by 7,000, and each paron
represented three in a family, there would be 21,000
of an additional population requiring an increased area of
orchard and garden of 1,500 acres, at a total cost-if this
were the only benefit-of $13,000,000. The coat per acre at
this calculation would be $8,666. The cost to the country,
if the National Policy has increased the number of opra-
tions, 7,000, and each represents three in a family, woud be
8617 per head. I propose now to refer to some of the state-
mente made by my hon. friend regarding the market for
farm produce. I find in the report of his speech that he
refers to the exceptional state of things that ias existed
in the American grain market for the last two years,
Well, certainly, Sir, there has been an exceptional state of
things. Under the operation of the National Policy for the
last two years grain has been higher in the Americanthan in
the Canadian markets, higher in Chicago than in Toronto,
and that exceptional state of thinge will continue so long as
the hon. gentleman's fiscal policy remains in operation. In
this he refers to the effect of "corners "-of speculators
forcing up the price of wheat. Undoubtedly, an exceptional
state of things las existed in the West. No. 2 spring wheat
has at times been 10 to 15 cents higher in Chicago than in
Toronto. Whatever that state of things may be due to, it
is at all events apparent, Mr. Speaker, that the duties upon
American wheat are rendered uselews by the fact that whcat
is higher there than here. The bon. gentleman went on to say:

" Well, now, Sir, ten day. ago wheat was sold li the Toronto market
3 cents higher per busa than it wu Oald f la the Ohiagq
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market, and it could not have brought these 3 cents per bushel ln
exoess had it not been for the Tarif."

You see, Sir, the bon. gentleman had one crumb of com-
fort. Ie was able to pick out one day when whoat hap-
pened te be 3 cents higher in Toronto than in Chicago.
Well, Sir, wheat of the same grade was higher even on that
day in Chicago than in Toronto, for the grade of spring
wheat sold in Toronto is superior to that of the same name
sold in Chicago, and when Chicago No. 2 spring is lower by
3 cents than No. 2 spring in Toronto, the fact is that grade
of wheat, such as is raised in Canada, would be worth, even
in Chicago, several cents per bushel more than the
ordinary Chicago No. 2. Hard No. 2 is usually quoted in
Chicago at from 4 cents te 7 cents higher than ordinary
No. 2 spring, and that would be the class usually sold
in Toronto. But, Sir, whatever may be true as regards the
hon. gentleman's assertion that wheat could be sont from
Chicago to Liverpool as cheaply as from Toronto to Liver-
pool, on account of the ring controlling freights, that is not
the question affecting the people of this country, but the
question is whether the duties upon grain are doing them
good or not. The question is, would wheat, 4uoted 3 conts
higher in Toronto than in Chicago, ho brought from Chicago
te Toronto and sold there at prices to depress the market.
Will the hon. the Finance Minister tell us the 3 cents per
bushel in favor of Toronto market on the day of which ho
speaks, would pay the freight from Chicago to Toronto. Will
he tell us there was any possibility of going to Chicago, buy-
ing wheat at 3 cents per bushel margin, bringing it to
Toronto or any other Canadian port, and selling it there se
as to depress the price of wheat in the Canadian market? If
it-isxot the case, thon, so far as the farmers are concerned,
it has no bearing on their interest and nothing to do with
the question of practical protection. Then the hon. gentle-
man tells ns, Sir:

" Au we know, after a heavy shipment of produce, after the harvest is
in and a large portion of it has been shipped to England, the quantityof
Canad*an grain in the country being diminished, Vanadian millers have
to pay an increased price for the wheat which they require, and this
increase goes into the pockets of our farmers, who reap the benefit."

In other words, Sir, after the crop in Canada is gathered,
after it is sold, after it has gone out of the farmers' hands,
after it bas been exported from the country, when it becomes
necessary for the miller to import wheat for home con-
sum ption the price of wheat rises. Of course it does. Can
the on. gentleman contend that the rise goes into the
farmer's pocket? It does not; because the farmer is not
selling the wheat. The fact is the country bas sold short,
and the supply must ho imported. Except when wheat is
imported, prices here are invariably lower than in correspond-
ing markets in the United States. I would like to give some
quotations of prices. I may say that in the course of the
past summer, addressing audiences at various times, I bave
made a practice of compiling the latest market
quotattions on each occasion. This course I have
followed during a period of severai months, and
in no case have they failed to tell the same tale that
these grains were higher in Anerican markets than in
corresponding Canadian markets. I have market reports
for March 2nd. On that day No. 2 spring wheat was worth
$1.26 in Toronto, it was worth $1.26½ in Chicago, but hard
No. 2 was quoted there at $1.30. No. 2 Duluth, the same
day at Buffalo was $1.45, and No. 1 Duluth was $1.60. I
find that on that day barley sold for 70 cents in Montreal,
87 cents in Toronto, $1.14 in New York, and 81.04 in
Chicago, $1.05 in Buffalo, $1.08 in Oswego, in any case
almost 20 cents higher than in Toronto. Oats, Toronto, 41
cents per 34 Ib.; Chicago, 42 cents per 32 Ibs.; Buffalo, a
corresponding market te Toronto, 47 cents; Toledo, at the
head of Lake Erie, 44 cents, or 3 cents more than in
Toronto. Peas, Montreal, 76 cents; Toronto, 80 cents;
Buffalo 8i Rye, New York, 90 cents; Chicago, 88 cents;
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Toronto, 83 cents. Best grade of butter, Montreal, 34
cents; New York, 47 cents; Toronto, 26 cents; Chicago, 30
cents; Buffalo, 36 cents. Best grade cheese, Montreai,
12J cents; New York, 12î cents; Chicago 13 cents;
Buffalo 14. It can readily be understood how necessary it
Lis for the protection of Canadian industries to impose
duties so as to prevent any lunatic from going to Bu alo
buying No. 2 spring wheat for $1.45, bringing it over to
Toronto to sell at $1.26j, to hinder evil disposed persons
from buying oats in Chicago at 42 cents per 3 : Ibs. and
slaughtering them in Toronto at 41 cents per 34 Ibe. Rew
great the benefit that no person is allowed to buy barley
for 81.08 in Oswego, bring it across the lake and
ruin our markets by selling it at 87 cents. The
whole system of duties is an absurdity in every
article that can be named. Of what value is protection to
us when the prices of all these articles are higher in the
American markets than in ours.

Mr. PLUMB. If that argument means anything it
means that we have not protection enough.

Mr. CHARLTON. In every article which can be enu.
merated, grain, butter, cheese, and other produce the prices
are higher in the American markets than in the corres-
pouding markets in Canada; they have been so for months
and even years previous.

Mr. PLUMB. If the argument means anything, it is
that we have not now enough protection.

Mr. CHARLTON. It means that there is no danger of
American grain being brought into this market to depress
prices here. That argument means that the idea of pre-
venting produce being sent from a high-priced market to
a low.priced market is an absurdity and a fraud. It means
that hon. gentlemen opposite have been palming off on the
country one of the greatest humbugs ever palmed off on
the public. I repeat that the American farmers and the
Canadian farmers have been made the victims of a fraud,
through the promise that the imposition of duties on grain
would raise the prices in either of those countries, when
both of those countries have vast surpluses to export. How
absurd it is to suppose that in the United States, of whose
wheat crop 36 per cent. was exported last year, a duty on
wheat would raise the price in that country. The Canadian
fariners now clearly see that such a duty does them no good.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third time and
passed :-

Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the Lake Superior and
James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Sault Ste. Marie Bridge
Company -(Mr. Williams.)

BILLS IN COMMITTEE.

The following Bills wore considered in Conimittee and
reported :-

Bill (No. 32) to incorporate the Quebec Timber Company
(Limited.)-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 3) to incorporate the St. Lawrence Marine
Insurance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 4) respecting the San Mutual Life Insurace
Company of Mentreal.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 16) to incorporate the Manitoba Bank.-(Mr.
Scott.)

Bill (No. 27) to further amend the Act incorporating the
Mutual Life Association of Canada, and to change the naie
thereof to the "Life Association of Canada."-( . l
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Bill (No. 28) to amend the charter of the Chartered
Bank of London and North America, and to change the

association, and promises that he will get from him a memorandum of
facts, to be put in your hands. Meantime I enclose circulars Buffalo
prices (wholesale) for the past year. The prices given in the October

therof to "The Chartered Bank of London arnd circular are still prevailing. The difference between price free on board
Winnipeg."-(Mr. Haggart.) vessel 'and to dealers on board cars, at Buffalo and the bridges,' going

Bill (No. 29) to incorporate the North-Western Bank.- into or through Canada-is simply the cost of transfer from car to vessel,
and includes no rebate. I will send you what further information I

(jUr. Rochester.) can gather as soon as possible.
SECOND IREADING. "Sincerey yours ANE."1J. N. LARNED."

The following Bill was read a second time:-cMr.Jon CHARLTON, M.P.,
IlOttawa."

Bill (No: 83) to incorporate the Saskatchewan, Qu'Appelle
and in Buffalo and it is fairly contradictory to the declaration

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET. made by my hon. friend the Minister of Railways. I
now propose to deal wsth one or two points raised by the

Mr. CHARLTO N. Mr. Speaker, when you left the Chair hon. the Minister of Railways in the course of his speech;
at 6 o'clock I was just upon the point of entering briefly and J must say J have a sincere admiration for the hardi-
into the consideration of the coal question, and I shall only hood, the unbounded hardihood, of that hon, gentleman. I
touch upon that matter. It is said that the Oracles of îeally think that in the course of debate lie warms up,
ancient Greece, when giving utterence to thcir announce- and lie is something in thc condition of a rider in a steeple
ments, felt that they were imposing upon the public credul- chase, who gete so cxcited in that ride that ho
ity, This feeling made them laugh in their sleeves, and in las enly a hazy recellection of the way liescaled
fact two augers could not meet each other without indulging ihe hedges and lcaped the ditches in the course of bis ride.
in a hearty laugh ut the remembrance of the sells they had I arninclined o believe thatthe hon. MinisterofiRailways,
palmed off on a confiding public. I thought of that circum- warming up te the subject and laundhing ont se freely and
stance when the hon. Minister of Finance gradually broke making assertions so palpably absurd, must have lost his
the ground for the good news we were to receive, by telling head and lost sight of what he intended to say. On this
us he thought the consumer in Ontario did not pay all the occasion hoesaic that thore reully was no choice in 1878
duty on coal, but that, at least, one half of that duty was beîwcen adepting the National Policy and reserting te
paid by the American coal merchant. Having thus broken direct taxation. WellIMr. Speaker, 1 do candidly say that
the ground for the reception of the good news, the hon. J neyer heard a moreabsurd assertion made on the floor of
Minister of Railways proceeded to inform us that not only thisfousethanthatis. Let us examine into itfora moment.
was that truc but in point of fact the news was better than J showod before recess that te provide for the expendi-
that, and that the American coal dealer paid ail the duty. turcs on the scale whidh thoy stood in 1878; te provide
It reminded me of a story of an old African in the palmy for thc deficit that cxisted in that yenr, and te provide for
days of American slavery. Iii driving his master'sthc additional annual exponditure cf $1,500,000-which
oxen he met with a misfortune one day. The teum would be an ample increase-we would require an increase
ran down a hill over a precipice, and the waggon was of $2,620,000 upon the revenue of that ycur which
smashed and both oxen were killed. Cesar, in revolving in amounted te $12,975,000. Now, Sir, are we te beieve
his mind how it would be best to break the news to his that it would have been impossible te secure that additional
master, concluded he would break it gradually. So he came revenue after the revival camé, er that there could net have
il and he says: "Massa, the waggon am broke." Well, the bon a revival and an increase of revenue on the scale cf
master thought that was bad. Then, the darkey says again: duties lcvied under the old Tarif te meet that iuereased
" Massa, the nigh ox am killed." Well, that somewhat expenditure. if it wus impossible te realize that
excited the master. After a pause, he savs again : "Massa, atount tIen some change wonld require te be
the off ox am killed, too." " Wel1," said the master, "you made-perbaps some light addition in thc revenue
rascal, why did you not tell me this all ac once?" "I was duties, but even thon ilwas Det necessury to resori
afraid, Massa," said CSsar, "Ilthat if I told you all at once te a policy suck as was iuaugurated by hon, gentlemen.
you could not bore it." Se the on. Minister of Finance But J think I can show, te the satisfaction cf this fouse and
prepared us gradually for the reception of the full measure cf thc country, that it is within thc limits of reasonablecf blessing we receive under this duty. I shall not enter ut expectation te suppose thattthe revival in trade woud have
length into a discussion of this question, but I propose te produced, under the scahe of dutics imposed by tIe old Tarif,
read a letter from a gentleman, a very high authority, auaditional revenue sufficiently great te mcci thisneces-
gentleman who, some years ago, was employed by the sary addition te our expenses. That addition would have
Treasury Department of the United States, to write a report been, in round numbers, 20î per cent. on thc Customs duties
for that year on the trade relations between Canada and of 1878. If we look te the United States, a country similarly
that country, a gentleman who bas been at the head of the situatcd te ourselves, and examine tIc increase in thc
editorial staff of a prominent daily newspaper for several Customs duties in that country consequent on the revival of
years, and who is an authority of some repute. Knowing trade, J think we shah be satisfled that île revival here
tn:s gentleman's familiarity with trade affairs, I wrote him weuld produce an ample ameunt. I find from the returns
he .day following that on which the speech of the hon. of that country that, iu 1878, the AmerlcaDnrevenue was
Minister of Railways was made. His reply is dated Buffalo, $130,000,000 in Customs. J fhnd that, in'1881, that revenuo
5th March. I may say that Buffalo is a great entrepot for lad increased-without a solitary change in tIe Tarif,
anthracite coal. Buffalo is the point from which immense without a change ile minutest purtieulur, but solehy in
'pments are made by the lake vessels, and the great coal consequence ef the revival of trade in thut country-from
oraniames have enormous quantities in Buffalo, and a very 138,000,000 te $198,000,000; that in four years thc revenue

large amount Of coal is kept constantly in stock there. Theof îe United States, without any change in the Tarif, adrincreused 52 per cent. That being 
aoe 

case,lece MYDASIRs sd sfos lunrasoabl tIcunose tat e r. J ld
here o eR 8,--I have seen Mr. Underhill, one of the representatives

e of ae great coal companies here, and he assures me that there is notrade-here woud nt have produced an increase in revenuekind of a rebate, in any form or under any name, given on coal going toat least two-fiftîs as great us
s just as diays the duty is one element of the Canadian price, which
eiupect, i ditinctly calculated by the dealers there as the freight is. He that tespoii n t unrasonable. I bld that it is

'i a few days, to meet thegeueraisanadian agent of their morally certain that if the Cartwright Tari f lad ontinued
as
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in force until last year it would have produced more than
$2,600,000 more than in 1878, and if that can be shown
thon fte assertion of the hon, Minister of Railways that
there was no choice between the National Policy and direct
taxation in 1878 is an utter and unmitigated absurdity as it
undoubtedly and positively is. The hon. gentleman then
went on to speculate a little and theorize on the increase
of our public debt, and he told us that if we sold our lands
at $1 per acre we would reduce the debt $100,000,000.
The hon. gentleman has no doubt heard of the old lady's
calculations as to how many chickens a certain number of
eggs wouldproduce, and how many more chickens would
be produced when the eggs which these laid were
hatched, and the arithmetical proportion of increase;
but a great -many slips occur between the cup
and the lip. The old lady did not realize her expectations,
and I am afraid the hon. Minister of ]Railways will never
realize his expectations in reference to the revenue to be
derived from the prospective sale of publiclands. I wish
to direct his attention very briefly to certain statistics in
regard to the American public lands. They had a great
public domain like ourselves. They have sold large quantities
of land; millions and tens of millions have settled upon
them. They are now a nation of 50,000,000 of people, and
if we can expect to reduce our debt $100,000,000 by the sale
of lands, what might we reasonably suppose that country
has derived in nearly a century from the sale of its public
domain. I see by the returns of the sales of lands in the
United States, from 1796 to 18SI, that they realized
$207,000,000-certainly a very large sun. But I see that
the expenses of the land department for that period-and
the statement does not include the expenses of the general
Land Office up to 1852, which would be many millions-
were $74,366,000, and that the net proceeds of the sales of the
public lands of the United States, from 1796 to 1881-almost
one round century-amounted to $133,000,000, an average
amount of $1,550,000 a year. That sum represents interest
at 4 per cent. on $38,777,000. That sum stands the United
States only in an amount of $38,770,000 capitalized; and
in the face of these figures how absurd is the assertion of
the hon. gentleman with regard to the revenue likely to be
derived from the sale of lands in the Canadian North-West.
Then the hon. gentleman makes another assertion, and, of
course, he does it on the theory I propounded a few minutes
ago, viz., that if the hon. gentleman was to assert that
a great flood swept over the earth, and that thousands of
people were destroyed, we would be told, when we
came to eliminate the portion springing from his own
exhuberant fancy, and got down to the bottom
facts, that it meant only a heavy shower He says
that the farmers are now receiving higher prices than ever
before. Evidently the hon. gentleman's memory is defec-
tive. He probably forgets the prices we received during
the Crimean War, when we had prices nearly twice as
high as to-day. His memory does not even extend back
as far as 1877, when the average price of wheat for a whole
year was $1.47. In January of that year it was $1.34;
-March, $1.47; April, $1.74; May, $1.97; July, $1.65 ;1
August, 81.40. In January of that year oats were 46
cents; March, 47j cents; April, 46 cents; May, 52 cents;
July, 46 cents; August, 41 cents. Peas were 92k cents in
May ; and all grains that year were higher than they have
been this year.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Why did you not have good
times with such splendid prices?

Mr. CHARLTON. We were laying the foundation for
the good times which the hon. gentleman is now enjoying,
and which we would have enjoyed had we remained in
power. We did not reap as we sowed, but we sowed and
another reaped. That is all the trouble there was about it.
The hon. gentleman, after this absurd statement, proceeds

Mr. CHARLTON.

to make an enquiry. He enquires of this House: ".If we
were bad in 1873, what must you have been in 1878, when
the people drove you from power ?" Well, Mr. Speaker, I
hope the hon. gentleman bas not reached - that sublime
height of hardihood to assert that the Reform party were
driven friom power in 1878 for reasons similar to those that
operated in producing the downfall of his own friends in
1873. I think that the hon. gentleman will see that there is
a marked difference between the circumstances of the two
cases. In fact, his party can scarcely be said to have been
driven from power; they left power as a debtor leaves his
country, between two days; they left power as a soldierleaves
the ranks and skulks in the bushes during the hours of battie.
They were here one day, and when we came here the next
day, we had, in the meantime, received notice tbat the con-
test would not take place, in consequence of one of the com-
batants being unavoidably absent. So they were not driven
from power, but skulked away, not daring to meet the vote
of the representatives of the people. Whatever lead to the
downfall of the late Government in 1878, they could not be
accused of dishonorable conduct. They were not driven
from power because they betrayed a great public trust;
they were not driven from power because they received
money for a public charter. They were, it is true,
defeated, but they were honerably defeated; they stood by
their principles, and they fell on the field of battle,
honorably if disastrously, and no stain rests on them such
as rests on hon. gentlemen opposite, in connection with the
event of 1873.

1r. WHITE (Hastings). What about stolen letters ?
Mr. CHARLTON. I think that must be our hon. friend

from Hastings; I failed to catch what he said, and therefore
it must be lost. The bon. Minister of Railways next
referred to the question of the balance of trade, and he told
us in relation to this matter that England occupied a
different position from that of any other country, and that
what was a good thing for England was a verybad thing for
any other country; he also quoted from President Grant's
message of 1876, congratulating the United States on the
possession at that time of a favorable balance of trade. Now
Sir, it is well known to political economists that in countries
situated like Canada and the United States, what is known
as a favorable balance of trade is in most cases an indication
of distress. Favorable balances of trade almost invariably
accompany periods of commercial depression, and it is
generally found that when good times follow depres-
sion, what is known as an unfavorable balance of
trade occurs. And that happens to be our case. It
happens, notwithstanding the position hon. gentlemen
take on the subject, that Canada in the last fiscal year las
an unfavorable balance of trade of $8,000,OLO, exclusive of
our specie reports. We find that in the United States, frorn
1856 to 1881, inclusive, that in seventeen of these years the
country had an unfavorable balance of trade, and in nine of
these years it had a favorable balance of trade. From 1856
to 1874, there were but two years when a favorable balance
of trade occurred, and those two years were immediatelY
following the commercial revulsion of 1867. England has

.had the balance of trade against her time out of mind. From
1861 to 1880 the balances of trade against England amounted
to £2,496,000,000 sterling, or $11,481,000,000, an average of
$574,O00,000 a year of a balance of trade against that
nation for every year since 1856; and yet that conditiontOf
things has not ruined her-why ? Because it representsthe
profits of England. Mr. J. G. Mulhall, in a recent al>tile,
gives the component parts of the balance of trade for one year.
He tells us that the profits on the ocean-carrying trade of that
year amounted to £45,000,000, and this reminds us Of the
fact that the American foreign carrying trade has fallen from
89-? per cent. in 1830, to 16 , per cent. in 1881. If tha
state of things continues, hon. gentlemen can figure for
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themselves how long it will take the protective policy of
the United States to obliterate this trade altogether. Mr.
Muilhall also gives, as making up the balance of trade
against England. the following items: Insurance, £3,500,000;
interest on capital in foreign trade, £5,000,000; merchants'
profit, £17,500,000; interest on foreign investments,
£55,00000;00 making a total of £126,000,000 of an unfavor-
able balance of trade, every pound of which represents
England's profits. We may count on a considerable sum
from our own ocean-carrying trade until the present policy
obliterates it, and we may count on a profit from our mer-
chant's trade; and with these two items, we need not be
atarmed if we have a balance of trade against us. So much
for the criticisms I wished to make on the points raised by the
hon. Minister of Railways. Now, I wish to refer to one or
two points made by the hon. member for Glengarry. That
bon. gentleman asserted that theLegislature of Ontario was
not warranted in discussing the National Policy. Well,
Sir, I am at a loss to understand why even a countrv debat-
ing school should not be permitted to discuss the National
Policy. A matter which may be discussed in private
circles, which is discussed everywhere, is surely a legiti-
mate subject of discussion in the Legislature of Ontario. I
presume that my hon. friend, taking the position that his
party does, that the Provincial Legislatures should be
trampled upon, that their acts should be revised by the
Governor in Council and set aside for ever, thinks
it is beyond the prerogatives of the Ontario
Legislature to discuss anything pertaining to Dominion
politics. The hon. gentleman says, speaking of us, that our
friends have not got a policy, and are disappointedt if any-
one else bas. Well, I think before this Session closes the
eforn party will be able to demonstrate that they have a
vcry well defined policy. I think the lines of its policy will
bc set pretty clearly before the country, and will be such as
will challenge the approval of all right thinking men. In
treating of the question of the rates of duties, I wish to lay
before you one feature of the question which is generally
overlooked. When we speak of a 20 or 25 per cent. duty,
it is thought that the price of the article is increased by 20
or 25 per cent., or whatever the duty may be. Such is not
a fair statement of the case; we should add to the duty the
wholesale dealers' profit. If a wholesale dealer imports
$100 worth of goods, and pays $20 duty on them he charges
a profit of say 10 per cent., not only on the cost of the
goods but on the duty as well; then the retail dealer
charges 25 per cent., if that is his profit, not on the
$100 or-on the $120, but on the first cost, the duty, and
the wholesale dealer's profit together, amounting to $132.
He charges 25 per cent. upon $132, the cost te him of the
article, and I have made up a table here, Sir, which shows
what the ultimate cost to the consumer is, assuming that
the wholesale profit is 10 per cent. and the retail profit 25
per cent. I find, Sir, by working it out, that a duty of 20
per cent. means an increased cost of 27J per cent. to the
consumer, that a duty of 30 per cent. means an increased
cOst of 411 per cent., that a duty of 40 per cent. means an
increased cost of 55 per cent., that a duty of 50 per cent.
means an increased cost of 68¾ per cent., that a duty of 60
per cent. means an increased cost of 82J per cent., that aduty Of 7ý0 per cent. means an increased cost of 961 per
cent., while a duty of 75 per cent, means the doublingof the
cost to the consumer, increasing its cost, as it does, 103* per
cent. So that, Sir, the injury inflicted upon the consumer
by the policy of unnecessarily large duties is not to be
mieasured by the amoant of duty, but is largely in
excess Of the amount of duty imposed by the
Toernment. Now, one word or two, Mr. Speaker, In

regard to the question of what constitutes the character
Of the principle under discussion. Sir, I contend that the
money levied upon the people in proportion to their ability

po Pay for the %pport of the Government is just taxation.

D3at the National Policy does not do that, it does not levy
its taxes upon its people in proportion to their ability to
pay ; on the contiary, it requires the poor man to pay more
taxes in proportion to his ability than the rich man. It
places a heavier duty upon the low grades of cotton and
woollen fabrics, such as poor mon use, than it does upon the
finer ana more expensive grades. It places a duty upon
breadstuffs in the Maritime Provinces, and that duty bears
unequally and with unjust rigor upon the poorer classes of
those Provirces, as compared with the Trich; it places
a duty upon coal, of which the poor use more in propor-
tion to their means than do the rich. Consequently
the National Policy does not equally distribute taxes among
the various classes, so that each should pay in proportion to
its ability. The next principle that applies to taxation is
that it should be levied in such a way as to put money into
the Treasury with the least loss, direct or indirect; that is
not only just, but wise taxation. Now, Sir, does the
National Policy fulfil this requirement ? I maintain that
it does not; it fails in the first requirement by levying its
duties unequally. It bas levied the taxes in such a way
that, while it brings some $5,000,000 extra into the Treas-
ury, yet in its operation it adds at least $8,000,000 or
s10,000,000 more tothe burdensof the people by their being
compelled to pay enhanced prices for the domestic fabrics
of the country, so that the policy fails in this requirement,
and actually causes unnecessary waste. Then, Sir, these
taxes are levied not for the support of the Government, but
for the benefit and aggrandisement of particular classes;
and therefore the taxation is neither wise nor just,
but may properly be characterized as unjust, if, indeed,
a stronger term should not be used. But it may
be asked, does the National Policy do this ? I answer, yes;
for while it does not come up to the requirements I have
first named, it is liable to the objection, to a great extent, of
aggrandizing particular classes. We hear, Mr. Speaker,
that Mr. Redpath is reported to have purchased the late
residence of the Empress Eugenie (Chislehurst), and, I
ask, how did he make the money to buy this palatial
residence? How is it that he is able to vie with the
Vanderbilts, the Rothschilds, and other millionaires of
Europe and America to-day ? low bas it been accumulated ?
Simply out of the taxes imposed for the benefit of him-
self and a few others. I claim that the National
Policy is open to the objection of having produced
this result in this case, and in numerous others. Now, Sir,
revenue taxation is right, but if the Government must get a
revenue, let that revenue be derived in such a way as will
bear equitably and give such incidental protection to the in-
dustries of the country as may fairly be given. And we have
seen, Mr. Speaker, that under the revenue Tariff in Canada
we have had a large development of our manufacturing
industries. We have seen, Sir, that under a revenue Tariff
prevailing in the United States from 1846 to 1860 dur-
ing that time the manufacturing industries of that country
increased. I repeat that a revenue Tariff is consistent with
the national wealth, progress and growth. Now, a revenue
Tariff of, say 20 per cent, with raw material for manufac-
tures admitted free would unquestionably greatly lessen
the burden of the people of this country, and it would,
with equal certainty, greatly stimulate the growth
and manufacturing industries of this country. We
should then have just such a measure of protection as
this country requires and one in the interests of
the manufacturers themselves, but it is unwise
to force the development of manufactures, and to overcrowd
the markets, it is only wise to do what is necessary to aid
the operation of business, and to tend to a safe and healthy
growth. There is something comical, Mr. Speaker, in the
efforts made by our hon. friends opposite to attribute everv-
thing that is cheering in the present condftion of the
country, to the effects of the National Policy. Why, Sir, if
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we believe these hon. gentlemen, we will consider that the
increased prices of butter and cheese are owing to it; that
it has increasod our population, in the face of the well
known exodus; that it bas increased the price of wheat,
oats, barley and rye, even in the United States; that it
makes the Yankee coal dealers put down the price of
coal, and while it makes coal cheaper than it was before, it
ut the same time makes it enough dearerto enable the Nova
Scotia dealer to bring his coal as far west as Coburg, when
he could not formerly send it further west than Montreal.
In fact, it makes coal, at the same moment, dearer and
cheaper. It increases the cost of manufactures, the cost of
importation, and yet the people are said to get goods
cheaper than before; in fact, it produces the most opposite
results, does this National Policy. Why, Sir, for the results
of the five years of economical administration and economy
of the people that we have had, under my hon. friend from
Lambton, we are called upon to creditthiswonderful National
Policy. As to the short harvest of1876; why, the recurrence
of such a melancholy event as that is rendered impossible by
the operation of the National Policy. For the three good
harvests that succeeded that short harvest, we must again
give credit to the National Policy, and for the two bad
harvests in England that policy must also be thanked, as
the result was a greater demand for our productions. Our
National Policy bas also .brought about the resumption
of specie payment in the United States, and the revival
of business there-so far reaching are its effects.
For the effect of the revival of trade in the United States
by which our lumber trade has obtained such increased
profits, credit to the National Policy; for a bountiful
Providence and for all the merciful dealings of a just and
gracious God, credit to the National Policy. If you wish
to find the grand first cause upon which all human events
depend, fortbegreat pivotal point upon which all interests of
nations, all interests of individuals, all interests of commerce
and trade rest, all the world over, put your finger on the
Canadian National Policy and you have it. Mr.
Speaker, the Reform party will not assume the responsibility
for certain things, either in the past or in the future. They
do not propose to assume the responsibility for drought,
plague, potatoe rot, the potatoe bug, short crops and matters
of that kind. Tbey distinctly and emphatically disclaim all
resjponsibility for these things now, in the past as in the
future. There are certain things which the Reform party
will not claim to be able to do; it will not claim to be able
to avert events which are overruling Providence has fore-
ordained shall come to pass. Whatever God decrees in
human affairs the Reform party professes to believe will
come to pass, and it does not and will not profess to have
the ability or power to avert any of these events. But there
are many things which it will be able to do; it promises to
have sympathy now and in the future for every move made
in the direction of human progress. It promises further
to give to this country a policy which will give just
and equal taxation, and at the same time lead to
a rapid and healthy development of all the interests
especially the manufacturing interests of this coun-
try. it promises to call a halt in this sweeping
tide of public expenditure, which threatens to engulf the
country in financial ruin. It promises to adopt, as a matter
of parliamentary policy, the assumption that the public
debt is large enough, and should not be permitted to
exceed reasonable limits. It promises to pay due regard
to provincial rights, and prevent the Federal power tres-
passing on the rights of the Provinces in this Dominion.
i t promises to adopt a land policy for this country with
regard to the disposal of that vast public domain in the
North-West, which is to be the home of future millions-
a policy conceived in the interests of the masses, in the
intereste of the men who will tili that soil, and not in the
interests of that borde of speculators who throng to that

Mr. CHARLTON.

country, and desire to win millions out of the sweat and
toil of those who will be called upon to pay the vast profits
they expect to make from lands the settler will be compelled
to buy from them. And, Sir, the IReform party promises this
country honest administration. It promises an end to those
contract scandals at the head of which stands the Pacific Rail.
way Syndicate bargain, a disgrace to this country; and not
far distant from which stands the Onderdonk contract. It
promises to remedy these things, and it promises to place the
affairs of this country in the bands of a leader who is tem.
perate, honest and capable; a man of the highest personal
character; a man who, without rank or the flummery.of
titles, is recognized as a prince among his fellow-men.

Mr. WALILACE (Norfolk). The hon. gentleman who
bas just taken bis seat was very witty at the expense of the
hon. member for Niagara. He said he could look back and
remember when the bon. gentleman was not so loyal as ho
was when speaking of our Sovereign the other night. le
might look back a very few years when he himself wa, not
so super-loyal as ho is now, when ho ridiculed the volunteers
of this country for going out to defend it. He said theb hon.
member for Niagara could look back to the time when he
was a democrat and a free trader, and now ho is a protec.
tionist. The hon. member for Norfolk might look back to
a period not so far remote as that-only the other day-
when ho was a republican and a protectionist. Why, let
bim look back at his own history. He speaks of incon.
sistency. Trace bis own inconsistencies, and they are numer-
ous. He was like a chameleon in the rapidity with which he
changed his political opinion, indeed he might be called a
chameleon politician. The bon. gentleman was great upon
statisties; hle is marvellous as a compiler of statistics; he
is great as a manipulator of figures. Give him figures and
he will prove anything, even that white is black, and black
no color at all. The hon. gentleman was fond of dealing in
hard words, and spoke of the audacity of the hon. Minister
of Finance and the hon. Minister of Railways. If you were to
take away bis own audacity and his figures, there would be
very little left. The hon. gentleman bas said that he was a
protectionist and always was a protectionist. That is truo.
He declared that 17± per cent. was enough, yet he advocated
20 per cent. But if 17ý per cent. was sufficient, why did ho
deliver that great speech in favor of protection ? It was not
a necessity. No one calculated to do away with
the 17î per cent. Tariff, which had been in
existence two years before he made the speech.
Thon, again, the hon. gentleman was kind enough
to say-1 suppose he judges other men by himself-that if
the late Government had propose] an increase, their
opponents were prepared to denounce them and core out
as free traders. As regards the boundary question, I
remember that, in 1872, the hon. gentleman travelled
through his own constituency and mine, and' what did ho
say with respect to the land which is now of such immense3
value? HIe declared that the wholo cf the lands on the
north shore of Lake Superior were worthless and would not
pay to occupy; but now, because ho seeks, if possible, to
embroil the Ontario and Dominion Governments, he places
a high value on them, saying that the people of Ontarno
are being robbed of their rights and of valuable land.. The
hon. gentleman proceeded to account for the depression i"
the United States by ascribing it to inflation. Evidently,
ho bas inflation on the brain, and ho can never have givel
the subject a moment's tbought. When did the depressioi
begin, was it at the time of inflation ? No, it was loni
afterwards. I heard an anecdote the other day, anA
although I am not good at telling anecdotes, I wili relate it
for bis benefit. This is the anecdote I wish to te011in
illustration of my point: two boys were attending sche' 11
and one of them had an india-rubber band, which he showed
to his neighbor. The little fellow said: "Come, tell me wha
is that ?" The other replied : " It is an india-rubber baud Und a
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will show you the use of it; you catch hold of it in your money, and that ho wisbes to make them more prosperous
teeth," when the other took it as bidden. The other boy by a Tariff of 20 per cent. and removing the duty oii raw
then pulled it out and let it go when at its full length materials, in order to give them a botter opportunity of
Now that is an illustration of expansion and contraction ? enriching themselves at the expense of the consumers of
The expansion in the United States did no harm, but it was this country, for whom at other times he professes so much
the contraction that produced the bad effect. sympathy. The hon. gentleman also deait with the coal

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). It hit them in the question, which I wish the hon. gentlemen opposite to think
for a little. I lay it down as a principle that I thinkmouth. cannot be gainsaid, thatthe duty on an imported article that

Mr. WALLACE. Another of the hon. gentleman's pro- meets with home competition is paid by a foreign producer
positions I am glad to bc able to agree with. I am glad to or exporter. For instance, a Canadian importer is nothing
be able to agree with him sometimes; it was this: that more or less than a salesman for a foreign manufacturer,
Canada had good reason for thankfulness. While I agree and it is as the importer of the foreign goods that ho pays
with that proposition, I differ with him as to the cause. I the duty. I lay it down as a rule then that, where home
believe that Canada has great reason for thankfulness in competition obtains, the duty on the imported article bas
having got rid of the imbeciles on that side of the House, to be paid by the owner or producer. Now, as regards
who brought ruin and distress on the country-who were United States coal as an article of fuel that cornes in com-
the flies on the wheel. Then, again, ho said that the manu- petition wilh the coal of Nova Scotia, and with the wood of
facturers would prosper under a 15 per cent. Tariff. Hon. Ontario, or old Canada generally. What is the effect of the
gentlemen opposite lacked one thing when in office; they quantity ? The quantity regulates the selling price or
could not take a wise and comprehensive view of the inarketable value of a commodity. I find that by looking
situation. When that Tariff was in existence we had a at the Trade and Navigation Returns that we imported to
much botter protection than any Tariff could give-namely, this country over 1,000,000 tons of coal. I ask hon. gentie-
higher wages for labor in the United States than existed in men what effect the introduction of that 1,000,000 tons bas
Canada. But when the depression overtook the Republic had upon the fuel market of Canada ? Is the tendency of
-when labor fell to a lower point than in this country- the importation of that article not to reduce its price ? If
they sailed into Canada with theirgoods at slaughter prices, that be truc, the introduction of that 1,000,000 tons gives
and destroyed our manufactures that had been established, the Canadian consumer fuel at a cheaper rate; if it has
and that were prospering before that state of things com- any effect at all. Then to get into the market the coal bas
menced. The hon. gentleman also told us in one breath that to pay a duty of 50 cents a ton, which duty bas to be paid
the manufacturers of Canada are not prospering, and in the by the coal miner, or by his agent, before it can b used in
other that they are making too much money by robbing and Canada. Therefore he has to pay 3500,000 of duty, and
ruining the people. The two things cannot be true; one or the result of his bringing his coal into this country is, 1
the other must be false. Then, again, when speaking of repeat, to give the Canadian consumer fuel at a cheaper
the imports of cotton, they were much larger in 1881 than rate than otherwise. I believe this view cannot be gainsaid.
in 1878. But ho forgot to tell us that in the first year we I think there can be no doubt that an American coal miner
only imported the raw cotton to the extent of $7,250,000, pays the duty on coal.
and in the latter over $16,000,000 in the same material. Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Then ut $1 a ton on it.Futhermore, ho said that the manufacturing industries of
this country have decreased, as shown by the exports- Mr. WALLACE. An article may be sold, for a short
Why? Because we are not exporting as much as in former time, below the cost of production, but it will not be for
times, and the reason is obvious, because there is nothing long. It may be said that, if the Aimerican coal miner had
tO export. The manufacturers soli all they make in this not to pay the duty, hoecould sell that coal so much cbeaper.
COuntry; and they are better employed, working longer! It is true, but would heo? The principle you hon. gentle-
time, and turning out more goods than when they exported men recognize is this: that to seil in the dearest market,largely. But there. was one industry referred to as the American coal miner sells coal at the highest possible
nt filourishing now as when the hon. gentlemen opposite profit, and ho would not reduce it in price if ho met wiih no
were in power, and that was the exportof rags. Well, I admit competition in this market. As far as competition is con-
that the late Government was an instance of a signal success cerned, the 1,000,000 tons is the quantity that makes the
in the manufacture of rags; their do-nothing policy brought competition and, if he has a duty to pay toget that in, he
a great many people to beggary and rags, and the reason can sol it for no more than ho would have to sel it if he hadwhy the people had none to export was that they had to no duty to pay. 'That is ail I will say of the coal question.wear them themselves. I am happy to say that the people Then, I say, the hon. gentlemen on the other side are guilty
of this country now have rags to export, because they eau of a fallacy in reference to the grain trade. it isWear good clothes. Thon, again, when I hoard the an almost universally recognized maxim that the
bon, gentleman talking about the farmers of the United Liverpool market regulates the price of grain. I sayStates paying hundreds of millions, for the encouragement of it doos not. I say that the people of this continent,

moanufactupes, as ho said for a home market, that did no heing 50,000,00.0, as against the smaller number ingood, 1 bethought me what a set of fools the people of Great Britain, and being, consequently, larger consumers
the United States must he, and what a loss they sustained of breadstuffs, they have more influence in regulating the
Wben they did not keep that prince of political economists price of breadstuffs than the people of Great Britain, Thein that country, that Solon, to tell them how to manage quantity again cornes in, or the law of supply and demand,their own affairs. They ought to send for him, because ho and the markets of the world regulate the price. But I
Conos more than those 50,000,000 of people how their will ask the hon. gentleman how the Canadian farmer
askedr ought to be governed. The hon. gentleman also could avail himself of the English market if ho had
ail hat is the resut of the National Policy ? First of no competition. I would ask him how ho could avait
it tho replied, it extorted $5,000,000 of taxation ; and himself of the markets of the United States. Homt too t8,000,000 from the people for the pockets of the could not take his grain there to sell it because
again utures. Does it stay there ? Is it not sent out in taking it there ho would have a duty to pay. He could
fgani temrploy labor and make the people prosperous, by not send it there to sei it himself, ho would have to employfurisbng more abundant and remunerative employment. an agent ; and no Canadian farmer is interested in a market
10 alaoaserts that the manufacturera are not making further away from him than ho can carry his produce to
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market himself, or than he can send it and go to look after roe frorn its depression so much sooner than 1
the selling of it. Unless he can do one or the other oftheso expected, that instead of having, 9.8I1estimated,
things be is bound to sell in the nearest market to himself. a surplus of $,500,000 or $2,000,000, we have
It would not matter to him what the market price was in a surplus of 84>000,0î,»," and thon baving that
Montreal, or New York, or Liverpool, it is the market in surplus ho is able to say: I will take off the duties on toa,
whinh he is to sell that regulates the price he will get for on colke, on some other things; I will reduce the taxation,
his grain; and it is the borne competition that the Canadian and keep up the revenue stili, and also reduce the debt." j
farmer bas to consider to get the highest price. We say that think the people cf this country, ut the present moment, are
the National Policy haq established a gr<ater home market fot suffering from taxation. Yen hear no man complaîn:
than we had before; and this cannot be otherwise they are ail willing to pay the taxes. Andwhy? Because
than true, because we are maaufacturing more goods they have more empicyment and botter wagesand bave
than we did before, and unless we have towns and cities and more means te pay with. I ar inclined to think it would
villages, we cannot have a home market for the produce of have been as wisô to retain the duties and stili further to
the farm. Every hon. gentleman knows that it is impos- have reduced the debt of this country, but my hon-friends
sible to bave towns and cities if you have notbing but far- do net always agree with me, and I have got to submit te
mers in the country; unless you have manufacturing going what the do. Again, these hon. gentlemen say that the
on there is no possibility of having an urban population in old Tariff would, under the improved trade of the
this count-y. Thehon., gentleman, in refèrrirng to some of country, have raised sufficient revenue. Wel, I can-
the industries that were said to bave been started Ueder the not understand upon what ground they say se. I
auspices of the National Policy, referred to the Redpath take up the Trade and Navigation Returs, and
Sugar Renery. Ho said that was an old industry thnt w oat do I sind o find that the imports of goods
was not started undor the National Policy. It is trueenter d for constumption, an 187, woere $96,t0,000 and
it was an cld industry, but gentlemen on the opposite upwards, yet that did not raise revenue enoug . I find, the
side cf the Huse, by their b:id legisnation, had destroyed goods enter d for consumption,u an 81, were only
that industry, and the hon, gentlemen on this s tde $91,000,000. Well, if the $96000,000 cf imports, a B1877,
cf thebouse, -!y their better logislation, called it into coud het mrise revenueenough,t wouldlike teknew how,
existence again. ltbat net equivalent te establishmg a under the saye Taritf, $9 1,000,000 of imports could bave
uew industry. Hie also said that somo cf the industries raised sufficient revenue? Then, again, we hear muah of
that were (haracterized a,ý net new cnes, are new cnes, and importa and experts. Well, in my opinion, neither give
are due te tbe iNainal Policy entirely. Aiong thes unerring evidence of the prosperity cf a country. A
hi the lleintzman Piano Facte y.Ile said that was net a people may be imprting good they cannot pay fer. They
new one, but I arn inforiel that it was started ln 18,0. may be enjoying a prsent pleasure at great future pain.
Thon horef.rred te the Toronie Botand iNut Factory. That Theymay b getting themselves into trouble by importing
la another industry that wasi illed under the governmentof too largely. And, again, a peopl may be importing gods
the bon gentlemen opposite, and was evived under the andkeuping their own workme standing ide, adh idle
present Government. Childs & Char-lsworth's Shoe Factery people would be a tax upon the industrioas te support
-%as establisbed in1~1 The Barter Manufi4cturing Ce., them, and it would net be in the interest cf the
the hon, gentleman dmitted was stanted since, but ho whaid country, perhaps, te have toc muc importation.
it was not duete the National Policy. The St. John And, again, I do net think that experts are evidence alto
Nut and Boin Factory bi antlern on. But I was t ethercf prosperity. I have read that the people f Iindt
infrmed that the managert hone institution shatod that it exprted rice ad wheat when numbers of their iwn pe1pl
was hue Hoey te the Nat ional Poliey. These are woedyngo cfhunger. Every man knows, whe oknows anY-

Met th e aain Iu-tt-ie lie referredte as noet having lio thine, that the people cf Ireland have to export the pigs
beneiied by iie Naonal sPliy; but, fo m the informa- or the butter that their familes shuld consume tepay he
tion w have,rereisd doubt nhey were alr new industries, rent. but will any man ay that the export, undei such a
ca were revived undertobe Nati(nal Policy. Now comeng condition cf things as this, would beevidence cf the pres-
te the evinue Tarif tbat these on. gentlemen speak s a pority cf the ountry? The tue test cf the prosperity ef
mune )aout. I a nwouldtie some hon. gentlemen tendefine a ountry is the cemfort enjoyed by the masseseaf
whet they mea when lhey talk cf aievenue Tarif. Ta it its people, and will the hon, gentlemanor
a Tariff that will rîae revenue ? If it is, thon I apprehend any one cf his f riends, dare te Bay that the
tev will ha-e te admit that the Tarif f the honrMiniter people f this country are e at this moment infinitY
th Finance is an immense success, because it bas raised more presprous, that they have nt more omforts thd

revenue suffnient, not nly to meet the expendituref they had whe bon. gentlemen opposite were to power?
the country, but ho has a surplus cf over $4,000,000. But, But these hon. gentlemen say this state of thing e is net
ch h ays the gentlemen, yen ave unjustly taxed the people, due te the National Poliey, but te the increased eports
you have raied more money thanowas needed. Well. Sir, Iand the otteriertps. Is this truec? If, as they aY Ithe
Itinkit isa goodfatult te ohave t tmucimoney. Itis afar increasoed experts are the sole cause of theiprospritY eOf
btter position than these hn. gentlemen were in when ts country toe-day, thon, by a parity of reasoning, the
they ofcupied the Treasury beoches. I think the hon. ingreastd expertsopt other priods should have prodepd
the Minist r f Finance leviedc t one time t duties that h- prsperity ase. Lot us see if that is true. I look pa the
@aid would raise $3,000,000, ut another time, that wruld Trade and Navigation Retuns, and I find t atnfor the the'
raise $500,000, yet they ad not enougli revenue, athoug I years ending 3oth June, 1873, the total expertscof the prO-
they ad a revenue Tariff, and they had tecorme down to duets of ths country wre $.0s53,380; while for theitbyreo
this buse, year fter year, announce a defit, proving years ending the 30thcof June, 1876, they were $2m18,93,057.
learly that their Tai-f was ot a revenue Tai-ff. But my Wil any ma say that the country was as prelrus in

hon. friend the hon. the Minister cf Finance bas aprevenue the treo last-named years as in the threo firsat? If it h true
cf over $4,000,000 to amui . They say ths is a bad thing, that increased exports are the cause, and the sole casnt
but IFthink it is rather a good tningss bave to maci presperity, woy des net the same cause providmothes znl
meney. Is it et in the int-ests of the people, 0 it net a resut inevery case? Thon take the threo yars ending
prouder position for the hon. the Finance Miste ihinbet, then,thbyf Jane, 1878. The exporta in these thon tyrs
th be able tvesaynu r amnnet disappnted; the country hasu were $208,511,779, or $8,000,0JO more than the treOrYee

en ou much more prperous tha n I anteipated, it ending J tne 30th, 18736? Why did ,t the -W 89er experts
Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk).
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of these years produce greater prosperity than for
the three years ending on the 30th June, 1873 ? Then,
again, they say that our prosperity is due to the products
ofthe farm, but what do I find on looking at these returns ?

find that we exported of animals and their produce, and
agricultural products, for the three years ending on the

h June, 1873, they were $77,469,233, as against

$98885,496 for the three years ending on the
30th June, 1876. Why, I ask, did not the better crops,
the larger crops as evidenced by the larger exports, make
the country more prosperons and give us better times than
for the three years' ending in 1873. But, Sir, these hon.
gentlemen are impious1. They dare to charge Providence
with their own imbecility. They say the depression was
due to the failure of the crops, when it was due to their
own bad management, as I shallendeavor to show further on.

An hon. MEMBER. Go for them.

Mr, WALLACE. I do not go for anybody, I
go for principles. Now, Sir, 1 shall endeavcr in
my own way to account for the depression which
we had in this country. It is true, Sir, that if men
cease to toil, if Providence fails to reward and bless their
labors, there can be no prosperity, no happiness; there can
only be misery, for it is only by nature and labor, which
are the only two producers, that men can live and men can
enjoy life. But it is equally true that men, by their own
acts, can mar prosperity, destroy happiness, and create
misery. Now, Sir, what it may be asked was the cause of
our misery. First of all, I attribute it to the folly of a
Goverriment, which, when asked, when entreated by the
people to change the policy underwhich theywere ruining the
country, lent a deaf ear to their entreaties. and paid no heed to
their miseries. They said: " Wait, and things will come ail
right;" they said,almost asunconcernedly as Nero as he looked
upon the ruins of Rome, and fiddled as it burnt: "Wait, wait
and it will come all right." When they saw the industries
of the country sacrificed by the introduction of goods from
the United States, why did they not take hold of the ques-
tion, impose a duty, and prevent that injustice being done
to the Canadian people ? But they did not do it; they sat
and looked on, and saw ruin settling upon the country-
they did nothing to avoid it. Another reason, and one of
the chief reasons, in my opinion, was the action of the
m1oney-lenders of this country. What bad the bankers of
Canada been doing? They began gathering in the savings
of the people, paying them a higher rate of interest, and
lending the money to the importers, to bring in morei
ulnported goods than the country wanted, more than thei
people could consume. They gave money to the importers
When they would not give it to other people, because they
could sell them exchange, and make more money out of it,i
and the resuit was to destroy the trade of the country byi
bining in imported goods, and having them sacrificed in1
the eountry, -as they were. They did it inanother way: they1
paid 6 per cent. to the people for moncy at deposit in the
savîngs banks ; they came in competition with the privateiborrower, and because they were better off they could get iti
on better terme, and the resat was that the people had to
pay exorbitant rates-sometimes 10 to 1 per cent., arate which no man could pay-the effect being that capital1
'as thrown out of employment, and, labor being stopped,i
]'roduction was also stopped. I hold that the causes of the1
depression were two. First, the incompetency of the Gov-1ermnent amounting almost to imbecility ; and, second, the1greed of usurers. There was no necessity for this depres-1ts1O1)* There was no time in which the country had not
goot crops, although they say so. But the hon. gentleman
Went further along, and said that, in 1877, we had better
itops and better prices than we have had since; but when
it dthis purpose te say the other thing, he said that thedpreson was u4e to thoedefroienoyofthecropsanddereaseod
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pricos. These hon. gentlemen are not consequential. They
are illogical in every step. They are reasonable in nothing.
Why did the country improve under this Govern ment ?
First of al[ because of the restoration of confidence; the
change of policy tset capital and credit to work. On the
1st of July, 1878, as any hon. gentleman can fnd on looking
at the bank returns, we had only a bank circulation of
$16,000,000, or a little less to do the business of this coun-
try. Cannot any man see that with uch a limited circu-
lation and with a broken credit, why there was a depres-
sion? And why have we better times to-day? Because of
increased confidence; because wben this Government came
into power they said they would try to adopt the policy to
benefit the trade of this country; and the very fact they
promised to try to improve matters increased confidence-
just as you would help a drowning man to make an effort to
save himself by promising to throw him a rope, or would
make him despair by not offering to help him. The hon.
gentleman also spoke of expenditure, referring specially to
the controllable expenditure. It is true, I find, that lastyeair
the expenditure amounted to $7,293,361, or $751,000 more
than it was in the last year of the late Government. But
what was it in the second or third year of their existence?
I find that, in 1876, when they had no fear of the elections
before their eyes, the controllable expenditure amounted to
$8,559,774, or $81,276,210 more than it was in our last year. I
would like to know where the economy of these hon. gentle-
men comes in. It is true, they made a saving; but what is
economy ? I hold that economy is a wise and judicious
expenditure of money; and if we can afford it and have the
money, it would be niggardly and foolish not to carry on
public works for the benefit of the peeple; and I ask hon.
gentlemen to look and see wherein the expenditure has been
increased. I find that the present Government expended
$125,979 on the Census more than their predecessors did in
their last year; for public works, the utility of which hon.
gentlemen will not pretend to deny, if we are to develop the
resources of this country, $140,797 more; for Indian agents,
$383,984 more-this expenditure may have prevented an
Indian war whioh would have cost infinitely more in
treasure, it may possibly have saved a large sacrifice of life;
for immigration and quarantine, $70,000 more to make
provision for the large immigration that was expected last
year; for ocean and river service, $27,067 more ; for militia
service, $46,863 more; being a total increase of $795,798,
or $44,000 more than the increase of the entiro expenditure
of last year over the entire expenditure of tbeir last year,
showing that in all other branches of the service the present
Government must have economized. Don. gentlemen speak
also of the decrease in shipbuilding and the shipping trade,
which they attribute to the National Policy. Now, the
material used in ship building is wood, iron and rope. There
is certainly no duty to be paid on timber required for this
purpose; and on imported articles used in shipbuilding I
believe there is a drawback which does away with ail the
duties upon them; so that it cannot be said that the decline
in shipbuilding is due to the National Policy. Every
man knows that steamers are largely superseding sailing
vessels, and that wooden ships are going ont of use, and,
therefore, there is not so many ships built or used as in
former years. Hon. gentlemen also say that this policy
will destroy the foreign trade of this country. Is that true ?
I find, on reference to 'the Trade and Navigation Retirns,
that the tonnage of vessels entered inwards and outwards in
this country, in 1878, was 12,054,891) tons, and, in 1881,
13,80 ,,402 tons, or an increase of 1,750,000. I also find
that the two smallest years of shipping in Canada were
1875 and 1876. In the first of these years the shipping
amounted to only 9,900,000 tons, and in the second, 9,100,000
tons. Another evidence that the foreign trade of the
country is not injured, is found in the tact that the
total imports and- exports, in 1878, were 173,40M5,484,
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against 8203,6;1,668, in 1881, showing an increase of over force. He said he would not belong to a party that had
$30,000,000. The hon. member for Lambton, speaking the nothing to reform. I was not a little amused to hear ray
other night, said that free trade was the great principle. hon. friend from North Norfolk talk about the Pacifie Sean-
Well, Sir, admit that it is the great principle, and follow it dal. That gentleman said that this Government was turned
out to its logical conclusion; and what is the result of out for being guilty of the infamy of selling a charter and
universal free trade? The inevitable result of it must be of getting money for the purpose of corrupting and bribing
that it will reduce all labor to the level of the lowest. electors in this country. How bad these gentlemen must
Because it is known that the people that can live cheapest have been; and yet, after sending the gentlemen on the
will work cheapest, and those who work cheapest will be other side of the House to power, and after four or five
able to sell cheapest; and what will be the result of that ? years' experience, what did the people do ? They turned
It will put the people of Canada into competition with the them out, and brought back those men who were so guilty.
Chinese labor, and will force them to live upon rice What does this prove, Sir? Either that the people thought
and nuts, as the Chinese are said to do. It will they were more corrupt, or, if they were honest, they were
put them into competition with the serfs of Russia, imbecile. They said, let us have corruption, if you will,
who live on train oil and black bread, and can scarcely but let us get rid of imbecility; and they turned them
be said to have any civilization. And it would have the out. Now, Sir, I think it is about time that I was bringing
people of this country placed into such competitionas this. my remarks to a conclusion--
This must be the inevitable result of universal free trade. Hon. MEMBERS. Go on.
Although it may be good for the whole world, still it might
not be good for each individual, and, so far as Canala is Mr. WALLACE. Oh! save me; I cannot undertake to
concerned, I maintain it would be of injury. I ask the hon. speak four hours; it would kill me if I did. But I believe that
gentlemen if this is what they desire in this country-that we, the advocates of the National Policy are supporting an
the labor of this country shall be ill-paid ? Why do men enlightened system of commerce; we are advocating a
come to this country and expatriate themselves ? It is that policy that will give to the poor man a just reward for his
they may be able to do better than at home: they would labor-at all events, that is what we aim at, and we endeavor
never have come to be put on a worse footing than through the Government to conduct the affairs and
before. I want to see the laborer of Canada and commerce of the country upon the maxim of live and let
every man in Canada enjoy as much of the comforts of live. The hon. gentlemen on the opposite side are the ad-
life as the people of any other country in the world. But vocates of a policy of buying in the cheapest markets and
the hon. gentlemen opposite are aiming at reducing Cana. selling in the dearest. Why, Sir, what would be the result
dian labor to the level of the lowest classes in Europe anj of that policy? It would be this, that it is destructive
the older countries of the world. Then, Sir, with regard to of all patriotism; those who advocate that policy
the cheap bread cry. Why was it raised in England ? Was have no humanity, they do not recognize the
it for any good purpose? Was it that the laborer might brotherhood of man, they look upon their kind as machines
have more to eat ? No, Sir; itwas for this reason-that they to be taxed, as a man out of whom you can make money
wanted people to work cheap, so as to get manufactures by selling to him dear and buying from him cheap.
cheap, and by manufacturing cheaply that their employers It is antagonistic to right, Sir, and calculated, if it is
could make themselves suppliers of the world. It was carried out, to make every man an enemy of his fellow, to
not to benefit the workingmen, or to give them more make of this earth a bell. That is practically the result of
comfort; it was that they might be able to get the work buying in the cheapest market and selling in the dearest-
done cheaper, so that they might sell more largely of their the whole idea is antagonistic to that most perfect of pre-
manufactures to foreign countries. We hear much about the cepts: "Do unto others as you would that they should do
poor man and much about workingmen. Why, Sir, sometimes unto YOu."
it makes my blood boil to hear these remarks about working- Mr. IRVINE. Although I do not consider I possess less
men; of all men the workingmanu is the most independent, courage than other men, I confess I am entirely unaccus-
and the one who requires least sympathy. Many of these tomed to guerilla warfare. I admit that my grammar is
hon. gentlemen who speak of the workingmen in this not very good and that my arithmetic is not such that I
sympathizing manner, it was generally before election time can apply it to some of the calculations presented to this
and when they are trying to make political capital out ofit. House. I have listeued with a great deal of pain and sone
When elections are over they have little or no affection pleasure to the speeches delivered during the debate. 1
for the workingman. I like to see hon. gentlemen have listened with pain to hon. gentlemen trying
always consistent. Now, the hon. leader of the Oppo- to prove the most absurd propositions on record.
sition in this House, who is a Free Trader on principle, I confess that I like a man from the Lower Provinces better
I would ask why it is that he does not apply that principle than a man from Ontario; but I would like, when Maritime
to the profession of which he is a member ? Why does he Province members rise to the intellectual standard of the
not come down and say we will have no protection for the House that they should neither deceive the people or pur-
law. We will do away with the table of fees which bas sue a course of absurd reasoning. It was with pain that I
been made by those who sympathize with learned gentle- listened to the statement of an hon. gentleman occupying
men of the long robe. Let us have Frce Trade ; but these two hours in delivering, that the people of Ontario Were
hon. gentlemen, when that principle affects their interests, paying less for coal because they were paying half a dollar
they practice Protection. These hon. gentlemen are very per ton duty. My arithmetic does not answer in that par-
desirous of getting to the Treasury benches. What reasons ticular. I shall address myself to the discussion of the
do they put forward as a justification for putting themselves National Policy. I am quite an humble man; I beloug to a
in power again ? The hon. leader of the Opposition at very small party in this House, but, if I am informed cor-
one time announced certain ideas that he intended to follow rectly, to a large party in the country; I am a practica
and by which his party ought to be governed; he made a farmer, not a gentleman farmer, who has servants near hi
speech at Aurora, and he threw out the idea of Foderation to whom he can say "come and go," but I issue orders and I
of the Empire, minority representation, and abolition of the assist in executing them. I am one of those who, according to
Senate. But that hon. gentleman has been a member of the hon.gentlemen opposite, have been enriched by having.taxe
Government since that time, and now ho is leader of heaped upon them. I can speak fron practical CXPI.îence,
the Opposition, yet he has not carried one or other of and one ounce of such is worth a pound of theory such as
of these schemes-reforms as ho called them-into addressed to the louse. I am pleased to say I belog

Mr. WALL1c (INorfolk).
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the party to which I have always belonged, the great Lib- of what Barnum said when getting up a great show.
eral party of Canada, which has given to this country ail He was asked what he was about, and answered: "The
she possesses in the shape of liberty-r'eligious and civil. I people of this country like to be humbugged, and I might
am glad also to think that I have a love and respect.for the just as well humbug them as anybody else." The Minis-
Old Country. and when the Liberal party of Canada and the terial party tried this plan, and returned to power. They
Old Country are compared, they will be found to be very think they can capture the county I represent, but they are
closely allied. The Liberal pariy in the old land is always much mistaken, if we take, as a criterion of the moral
the friend of the poor man; the Tory party, prior to Sir sentiment of my county, its action in electing a representa-
Robert Peel and the repeal of the corn laws, was the friend tive. I find it stands higher thari the average conslituencies
of the land monopolists. The Peelites and Liberals were of Ontario which sent Ministerial supporters to Parliament
friends of the poor, and in this country the Liberal party to support men who were not penitent for their past political
has always been a friend to the poor, while the conduet.
Tories, like the Tory party in England, are sup- An hon. MEMBE R. The National Policy.
ported by the monopolists. I am glad to say that
I have the honor of following a leader in this 1 Mr. IRVINE. I will come to thatsubjectsoon enough, if
Hlouse against whom, after sitting in this House a month, you will keep quiet. I remember very well, frorm 1848.
the worst tbing that can be charged is comprnsed in I1t was a very poor time when i settled in my county. We
the two words: "Speak now." I am -gratified also had no stimulus to trade. I remember about 1854, when
that the man, whom I love above any other man in Canada, the Russian War broke out, prices reached their highest
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), has been figure. Hay sold at $40 a ton; oats at 80 cents a bushel, and
followed by bis opponents from Dan to Beersbeeba, and the spruce logs 813 a thoiusand, in St. John, a point never
only charge ever preferred against him-and that charge touched .since. We had no National Policy then, however.
never stuck to him-was that he had purchased rails, and From that time until the American Civil War broke out, we
the price had afterwards fallen. I remember very well in had a very poor period. But during that war the farmer
1348, when I landed in New Brunswick, a boy, that the received excellent prices for his products, though we had no
times were bard. I bound myself at £16 a year National Policy then. Afterwards we had a poor spell
to do labor as a servant, and 1 have never been ashamed of; again, a time of depression. What I hold is, that we have
it. I have beard that Andrew Johi son, when be was in generally seasons of prosperity followed by seasons of depres-
the height of his glory, was asked whether he had not been sion the one following the other quickly. I am sorry that
a tailor, and he replied: "Yes, and I was a good tailor too; we had to pass through a season of depression afLer 1878,
I made clothes and was a good workman." If and I am bound to say without reference to the National
I was a servant, I was a good servant, and the man who hired Policy, that I sold farm produce low er in 1879 than since
me for £16 a year was the first man to vote to send me 1848, and 1879 was the first year of the present Government.
here. Nor am I ashamed of my ancestors, for I am descend- Oats in Carleton then sold at 22 cents a busbel. We had the
ed from a stock which wherever placed in the world makes National Policy then, but of course it is said, it had
its mark. Whether at Alma or the Heights not had time to bring forth fruit. But I sold hay lower in
of Inkerman it is always to the front. Wher- 1880-fifty tons at $5 a ton-lower than ever befor o. At
ever I go in Canada and come across a full-fledged present, notwithstanding the National Policy, we are not
Tory manufacturer, when lie is defeated in argument, he receiving exactly as high prices as some years ago. But I
turns round, whether in the social circle or market-place, admit that my county is now very prosperous. We have
and says: "You are not patriotic, where is your patriotism lumbering, and, if a man cannot get employment on the
and loyalty ?" That is the incessant cry. That was the New Brunswick side, ho can cross to Maine, where thereis
old story and cry when our fathers wore fighting for any amount of work for man and beast. There are no idle
responsible Government. They too were told they were men in the county, whatever be their occupation. If that
disloyal when they were abolishing Clergy Reserves and be due to the National Policy, let its friends prove it; I do not
other grievances. I am glad to say, however, that reproach think so. With regard to manufacturing interests in New
arid cry hud died out entirely in this country till lately. Brunswick, they have always done well. I never knew a
After the Union, we were for a short time troubled with it, manufacturer to fail. We have in Woodstock two iron foun-
owing to thewantof patriotism and the tyrannical treatment dries, whose owners commenced with a little capital and are
of Nova Scotia by one man. Ifthey had been properly treated now reported wealthy. I have it from both proprietors
there is no people more loyal. They were accused of base that they were better under the old than under the present
disloyalty, because they did notfollow the bock and nod of the Tariff. As far as that is concerned t think it is very plain
tyrant. Happily, till this National Policy was started, we that the new arrangement bas been no benefit to them.
nlever heard this disloyalty cry of late years. Weentered the Thon there is one thing in reference to the manufacturers
'mTnon in good faith, expecting to be treated constitution- that we always laid down in New Brunswick, and that ourally; but we find to our sorrow we were not so treated. I Government appears to have laid down-that was, that it
am bound to say we have never been troubled with this was unwise for a new country to encourage every class of
foolish howl about want of loyalty and patriotism until manufactures, but that only thoseshould be encouraged whichlately--till hon, gentlemen opposite returned to power. could be carried on successfully. Another principle laid
Why do they fling this disloyalty cry across the floor? down was that raw material should beallowed to come in free,Simply for the reason, that those gentlemen who formed so that our manufacturera could compete with others.
the coalition, including some of the men of New Brnis- Another point 1 wi8h to dwell upon is this: Before the
Wick that we bonored-though we never liked coalitions, Union, certain propositions were made to us that I am
We Were Willing our representatives should assist in con- bound to say the hon. gentlemen who occupy the Treasnry
8lidating this country into a grand Dominion-find it to benches have not fulfilled. When these propositions weretheir bonefit. In order to keep themselves in power made to us to enter the Union, New Brunswick was under
theY committed acts, which in the eye of the people a 124 pr cent. Tariff, and Old Canada was under a 20 per
of Canada, and according to the universal verdict of cent. Tariff, and, in order to induce us to enter the Union,bEngand, disgraced this country; and in order to get they reduced it to 15 per cent. if it was for our interest to
whch irIto power they propounded a theory or poliey reduce the Tariff to 15 per cent. in order to induce us to
farme We were promised would make everybody rich- enter theUnion, how can it now bc for our advantage to

r anufacturer, and all. This remindsme very much have a Tariff rising to 30 or 40 per cent. ? Thon I muet
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say this-and I am sorry to say it, I blush to say it-that tation was $93,000,000, of whieh farm produce amounted to
Canadian statesmen.are not exactly the material we thought $44,000,000. The farmer is obliged to go into the broad
they were. It is said of English statesmen that they con- world to dispose of bis produce; he cannot do it athome.
sider their country's honor as their own, but I am Now, I ask you if every weight should not be thrown off
sorry to say Canadian statesmen are not so sensitive the farmer ? I ask you, if be is to run the race successfully
as that. If they can compass their own ends they arc should not every weight be thrown off him ? But the
not so very careful of their personal honor. Another gentlemen who occupy the Treasury benches have weighed
point I wish to direct attention to is, that when the statesmen him down still more instead of taking the weights off of
of this country decided to make such a great change in the him. We have to go to the markets of Europe to sell our
Tariff, all parties should have been consulted. I am glad to produce. There is not an implement the farmer uses on
say that I have the honor to belong to a great party in this his farm, that is not heavily taxed-not one solitary impie.
country-the farmers. It is said that four.fifths of the ment. I will take the liberty to read the letter that was read
people of Canada are farmers, but I an sorry to say there the other day by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Ir.
are less than a dozen farmers in this House. You cannot Charlton). It will answer my purpose as well as it did hi.
walk about here without running against manufacturers. It is in reference to the extra duty under the present
This country will soon b ruled by manufacturers and Tariff on agricultural machines over the duty under the
doctors and lawyers. I say, with all due deference to the Mackenzie Administration. The letter is as follows:-
occupants of the Treasury benches, that a party as influ- I, DXR SiR,-Yours of yesterday received asking for details of extraential as we are, who contribute so much to the material duties over those of 1878 in our manufactures rdelow we give them to
prosperity of Canada, who export more than half the pro. you, and they are under rather than over the mark. In the construction
ducts of Canada to the European markets and bring the of .ur reaper we use 60o lbs. of cast iron, 50 cents; 6 lbs. malleables,additional duties 24 cents; 32 lbs. spring steel, 13 cents ; 16 lbs.money backmingold-I say we are entitled to some con- machinery steel, 10 cents; and say $1 worth of bolte, 25 cents; 75 lbs.
sideration at the hands of the Government. When they wrought iron, 19 cents; 1 lb. nuts, 1 cent; paints and oils, 4 cents;
proposed this great change in our fiscal policy, did they varnis, 5 cents-; coal, 3 cents; wire, i cent; knives, 20 cents; total,
call upon the farmers to know what changes they$7
required? No, Sir; they promised that they would make I wish to ask hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches
everyone rich, and, if I am informed correctly they sent over if they think that by taxing the raw material of every
to Uncle Sam's territory and brought over two Tariff tinkers implement used on the farm they can enable the farmer to
to fix this up, and then the hon. Minister of Finance issues Work to greater advantage ? Previous to this there was a
bis circulars to all the manufacturers to corne up and meet tax upon the tin which the farmer used, but if it was
the Tariff tinkers, and arrange the Tariff so to have just what for sealing fish or any purpose like that a rebate was
they wanted. The farmers of Canada have to purchase allowed. I ask if the Canadian farmer can compete fairly
goods from the manufacturers; but did he ask the farmers in the race with other nations in the markets of Europe, if
to corne up here to sec whether he was giving the manufac- lie bas to pay more than his share of the revenue of bis
turs' produce preference or not? No, he insulted thom, country ? The materials of which implements are made
openly and knowingly insulted them, and they are of were never taxed before, or, at all events, on ly to the extent
poorer stuff than I think they are, if they do not resent of something like 5 per cent. It is said that we are
it, they are not the material I think they are, if they do opposed to the manufacturers, but we never heard that
not drag the Tariff down upon the wretches' hoads. No won- until these hon. gentlemen came into power in 1878. There
der hon. gentlemen laugh when I say wretches' heads; but is no reason why we should oppose the manufacturers. We
you must always remember that I am an Irishnian, and have mutual interests with thom, we sell them our products
have the privilege of " speaking twice." and they sell us their gcods. But the farmer asks no favors

An bon. MEMBER. Their righteous heads. from the Goverument, he las the common sense to know
that the Government cannot give him a market, and that it is

Mr. IRVINE. Righteous heads ? I do not mean such a only taunting and humbugging him to tell hirn so.
thing as that. No, for you might as well look to Sodom for What we object to is that the Government should
righteousness. If there were two righteous men arnong take the manufacturers under their particular protection,
them they might be saved. Righteous! The whole head that they should put them in hot-bouses so that they are
is sick and the whole heartfaint. Righteous ! The men who afraid to corne out for fear the cold blasts of winter may
would-perhaps I bad botter stop. I am very glad I have strike then. The farmer, they say, is able to compote il
a chance to meet these silk-stocking chaps that have been the markets of the world, but the manufacturer is not. As
running the farmers. I am about the first farmer that has a farmer, I am willing to protect the manufacturer to a rea.
had an opportunity of stating bis case here, and want to sonable extent, but not to such an extent that the purchaser
state it fairly, and I am bound to say that I think you are of his goods may not have the right to use his own judgment
good-natured gentlemen. I am wonderfully pleased to think in purchasing goods. I do not think it nocessary to give the
that I am just in the place where Iam, for I tell you that down imrplement manufacturers of Canada a protection of 30 per
in my own county I had to oppose these giants; these cent. I do not mean to say that the manufacturer is made
ravenous wolves were around, and 1 liad a serious tine of it. of any such material that ho will fold his arms and say: "I
I am bound to say that here British liberty is the ruling am unable to compote with the American manufacturer
principle in this louse. If we take the returns of Canada unless you give me the benefit of a 30 per cent. duty." At
we will find that manufacturers succecded much botter un- ail events, if the manufacturer does say so, ho is not of the
der the Mackenzie Administration than they do now. As stuff that Britons are made of, because, whorever you find a
far as exports of manufactured goods are concerned Briton, he says: "I am able to meet the world." We all
they exported nearly, if not quite, three-quarters know that it was the farmer who had mach to do with
of a million more in 1878 than in 1881. The exportation making this country what it is; who went in and cleared
of manufactured goods in 1878 amounted to 84,715,776, the forest and made the wilderness blosson as the rose
and, in 1881, to $4,042,123, so that the manufacturers made and drove the aborigines back, and brought our vast do.
a botter showing in 1878 than in 1881. But what I object main into cultivation. We know who should receive a 'air
to in this arrangement is, that the manufacturer has an kind of protection at the bands of the Government, but who
undue advantage over the farmer. I will explain the have received insult upon insult and who, instead of beiflg
farmer's position. He has no home market except for a invited to give their opinion when the great change we
limitednamount of his products. In 1881, the entire expor- made in our fiscal system, were treated with silence.

Er. IzviNx.
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think 30 per cent. is too large a duty on agricultural im-
plements. I think 15 per cent. should be enough and let
them have the raw materials free of duty.

Mr. DOMVILLE. What would you do with the raw
materials we produced? Would you Icave them unpro-
tected ?

Mr. IRVINE. We will come to that by-and-bye. But I
would like to know how the farmers are used. It takes the
lawyers and doctors of the House to explain anything like
that. One ofthe cries of the Government in 1878 was that
Canada should be kept for the Canadians. Well, I believe
they are bound to keep Canada for the manufacturers; but
what is to be done to secure Canada for the
Canadian farmers? Supposing that when the change
was made in our fiscal system, a committee of Canadian
farmers had been invited to discuss that point and say what
protection should be given thern. Do yon think the first
step they would have taken would have been to ask the
Government to place a duty of 20 per cent. on horses ?
We exported 29,000 horses lastyear; would a duty of 20 per
cent. upon them have put money in our pockets ? Last year
we exported 62,179 bead ofeattle, and 354,155 head of sheep.
if a practical farmer had been asked to assist us, would he
have placed a duty of 20 per cent. on cattle and sheep ? Cer-
tainly ho would not. He would have seen that we imported
last year 75,000 barrels of pork; and would not a practical
man have said to the Finance Minister, " We do not want
you to put a duty on those things which we export, but we
would like you to put a duty on the article we import,
nanely, pork." But ho did not put a duty on that article.
The 10 per cent. duty was on before Confedoration. No;
he insulted us first and humbugged us afterwards. Then,
again, he placed 15 cents on barley and 7½ cents on corn.
We export barley largely; we exported last year 8,800,519
bushels of barley and imported about 7,000,000 bushels of
corn, about 3,000,000 bushels boing for home consumption.
The excuse he gave for putting the light duty on corn was
that it was used by the brewers, and lie is a great friand of the
brewers. Everyone knows that a bushel of corn is worth.
two bushels of oats; and there bas not been a year since 1879
in which oats have not ranged 4 or 5 cents a bushel higher
in Maine than in New Brunswick. It is taunting and insult-
ing the farmers, protending that this kind of thing is any
protection for them. The Finance Minister talks of retali-
ating against the United States. It is humiliating to hear
hiran talk such nonsense as to say that this is any re-
taliation. It is all very well to talk of imbecility, but who
is the imbecile ? Thon I corne to the article of wool. The
Finance Minister says we export 1,000,500 pounds of
Canadian vool, and the inference naturally is that we are
raising more Canadian wool than we can manufacture. But
what is the fact? We import eight million pounds of
fereign wool. After this Tariff was in operation a
great cry was raised that foreign wool was im-
ported by our manufacturers, to the great injury of the
Canadian farmers, and ho placed 3 cents a pound ou
Wool. Yet we bring in 8,000,000 pounds of wool duty free,
and we are obliged to ship 1,000,500 pounds of our native
Wool. Now, Sir, the farmers of Canada ask that Canada,hOuld be for the Canadians, and that you should place the
fariners on an equality with the manufacturers. On the
aool for a suit of woollen clothes worn by the poor man
f dty bas to be paid, while the wool for the clothing

cf the ilk-stockiged fellow is allowed to corne in duty
free. What ean we expect botter from the Tories than
thet? They never were the friends of the poor man;
they always pressed him and made him subservient tothe riok ; and I am sorry that a gentleman whom wetook frei the apothecary shop should be the enemy of
the Por man.

8ir LEONMLID TILLEY. Ile was a geod apothecary'.

Mr. IRVINE. Now, Sir, I come to his friend Parks, ofthe
cotton warps. There are two men in the cotton business;
one man manufactures and the other purchases, and I am
the purchaser of cotton. Is it not very strange that the
manufacturer, who gets bis raw material froe of duty and
his labor cheaper than it is iu the United States, should
want a duty of 2 cents a yard on cotton when its first cost
is only 5 cents a yard ? We are told that it requires 2
cents per square yard to give hin protection against the
United States. Well, what is the inferenco? It is this-I
may be unparliamentary (if I am I will take it back afterI
say it), but it looks to me like another Hugh Allan job; as
if they were hard up and wanted to raise the wind. I do
not believe a Canaiian manufacturer vould come bore and
say that ho required that protection to hold his own. Why,
then, are we conpelled to pay so much into the treasury?
Well, the bon. Finance Minister explains it away; ho says:
cotton is as cheap now as it was it 1878, that it is sold as
cheap to-day in Canada as it is, I think, in LNew
Hampshire. But how is this ? Wry, I ]ive within four
miles of the American boundary, and I have as good a
righ t to know what the retail prices of goods are as any
other man in Canada. We are told that our cottons are as
cheap as those of the United States markets, but I say,
Sir, there is more Yankee cotton used, a large part of it
smuggled into Carleton county, than thore is of Canadian,
and I am willing to lot the statement go back to my
constituents. Now, in roforence to Parks' cotton warps,
I wili stake ny reputation against that of the Finance
Minister in this mattor; lie says, I think,. that these warps
are sold as cheap to-day as they can b purchased in New
Hlampshire, freight addod. Well, what is the fact ? From
my own observation I know that, inl 1880, the price of Parks'
warp-whito warp I have refercnce to-five pounds in
weight,was, at retail in the stores there, $1.50; and the retail
price of the same article, in 1881, was $1.35. Now, both in
1880 and at the present time, yon can go across the lino
five miles and buy a better warp for $1. I pledge my honor
to this fact, and the ho. Minister can ascertain it from bis
own party in the county. Now, Mr. Speaker, can yon
blame a poor man in that county if, instead of paying 8135
out of bis day's wages, ho goes across the line five miles and
buys Ameriean cotton for $1,00. And the difference in value
in favo" of the American cotton is 2 to 24 cents
per yard. Now, Sir, we come to the matter of bides.
It appears, as though in 1880 and 1881, we imported
$2,184,884 worth of hides--duty free. Well, I have
never objected to that. I believe that we should
import duty free the raw materials which we manu-
facture; still I am forced to fight for myself. If, as the
hon. Finance Minister says, $1.75 duty upon the material
that goes into a reaper makes that reaper cheaper, how, I
ask, will 20 per cent. added to those bides make them
dearer ? I c:nnot reason it out and must leave it for my
hon. friond opposite. The hon. Minister says that 50 cents
added to coal makes it cheaper for the people of Ontario, and
I would have 50 cents added to the bides that they also
might becheaper. I wish to illustrate one point with
reference to machines. If my memory serves me right, I
think the first mowing machine imported into the county
of Carleton-it was about twenty-fiveyears ago, and a very
crude one-cost $145, and you can buythesarne machine now
for $65, that is $80 cheaper than the original price. This is
equal to a falling off of 63 per year provious to the National
Policy. But the hon. Minister of Finance-I must give him
credit for it-did not say that the machine is cheaper by put-
ting a duty upon it, but ho says it is cheaper than in 1878.
lie also says that hats and caps are cheaper than in 1878; ho

i says to the manufacturérs-be does not say it to the men
who purchase the hats-send me a letter, and the manufac-
turer, who, of course, is making money out of it, is quite
willing to write a letter to suit him. He says hats and caps
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are cheaper than they were in 1878, but Iventure tosaythey
are cheaper by 15 per cent. in England than in 1878.
There is so much dodging and squirming, and so much
chicanery in all the arguments used by hon. gentle
man opposite that I am thoroughly disgusted. I have oh
served with pain and a good deal ofindignation that the hon.
Finance Minister has tried within the last two years tu make
it appear that New Brunswick is paying less per capita than
Ontario or Quebec or any other Province in the Dominion,
a course of action which I think unworthy of the man,
for he should have been the last man to have done so
But [ must thank the hon. Minister of Customs, who came to
the rescue. I do not think he came voluntarily. The speech
of the hon. member for Brant, (Mr. Patterson) in which he
pointed out that the Tariff bad not fostered the export of
manufactures, and that the exports last year were less than
four years ago, forced him to do so. The bon. Minister was
driven into a corner, and ho did us involuntary justice. I
will read, for the edification of the people of New Bruns-
wick, the words used by my hon. friend the Minister of
Customs. The hon. Minister said:

"The hon. gentleman knows, and no one knows better, because he
bas given much attention to the question of export and import, that
inter-provincial trade, which bas grown up within the lastfewyears, and
particularly within the last five or six years, isdoublethatv-hich existed
a few years ago. Let me give the hon. gentleman a few figures, I
think they will show that whereas the exports, accepting the figures he
bas given, have fallen off on some thirty or forty articles, that inter-
provincial trade bas increased and quadrupled the total sum. Take, for
instance, the returns fi om Nova Scotia. In 1875-76 the importsintothat
Province, from foreign countries, were $14,000,000. If the bon gen-
tleman will consult the.Trade and Navigation Returns, be will findthat
the imports from foreign countries into that Province have decreased
$5 000,000 or $6,000,000. Who have supplied those $8,000,000 worth of
goods, except the manufacturers of Ontario and Quebec, and the farms
and dairies of this country? 'lie same tacts exist in regard to the trade
of New Brunswick. If bon. members will refer to the imports from
foreign <-ountries, they will find that, seven or eight years ago, they
reached $10,000,000 or $12,000,00. During last year they amounted to
little more than half that sum. The hon. gentleman knows that the
people of New Brunswick consume as much to-day as they did five or
six years ago, that the Province is just as prosperous, and if that be the
case, either the goods must be manufactured within the Province, or
they were received from Ontario or other Provinces of the Dominion,
whic bhave entered largely into the production of articles formerly im-
ported from foreign countries."

I thank the hon. Minister of Customs most heartily, and
I feel uncommonly grateful to him for having done what the
Finance Minister filed to do. When New Brunswick
imports $5,000,000 or 86,000,000 worth of goods she pays
more duty than when she imported $10,000,000. lu 1873,
the value of the goods entered for consumption was
$10,849,763, on which a duty was paid of $1,246,138. In
1881, the value of the imports for home consumption
amounted to a little over $6,000,00, while the duty reached
81,266,000. And that was done in the face of the faet that
it wa.s publicly stated there was to be no increase of the
Tariff, but meiely a readjustment. I will read for the
edification of the louse what the hon. Minister of Finance
said in St. John in the campaign of 1878. Here are his
words; I have taken the report from a paper, but if it is
not true he can deny it-it is taken from a Tory paper and
is therefore all the worse. The Finance Minister said:

"If I had been in Parliament last Session I would not have voted for
increasing the duty on unenumerated articles from 15 per cent. to l7f
per cent. I am now coming to the delicate question of flour and coal,
the great question on which this election is to be run. I have no hesi-
tation in saying that if I had been in the House last Session whe- sup-
porters of the Government proposed a tax on these articles, I would
bave voted against the motion. It is not true that Sir John A. Mac-
donald advocates a 35 per cent. Tariff, or any increase in the volume of
taxation. The alteration of the Tariff does not mean the imposition of
more duty, but merely a readjustment of the burden."

Those are the hon. gentlemen's words, and it will be re-
membered that he got the Accoucheur-General of New
Brunswick to send a telegram on the question, and the answer
ho received was that there would be no increase, but a re-
adjustment. What opinions eau I entertain of such mon?

Mr. IVURe.

Take this, in connection with the fact, that when the pro-
. position was made to increase the Tariff from 15 to 17J per
i cent., the hon. Minister of Railways was reported in the
- Mail to have said that it was entering the thin end of the
- wedge of taxation. If the present Tariff did not increase
. the burdens, how came it that we are paying as much duty

on $6,000,000 of imports, as we formerly did on
1 811,000,000 ? Truly these are model statesmen.

I sincerely regret that the honor of our Canadian states.
man who rule half a continent is not of more value. I

. want to touch on the National Policy again, which I find
hard to quit. It is doubtless very productive of good, as one
of the most fruitful sources of blessing to some people in this
country; if they had not its help they would have nothing.

f This reminds me of a man in our Province who was not ex-
aetly round, or as they say in Ireland, was half-witted, who,

s when hoesaw the hon. Finance Minister spreading his hands
and belauding what the National Policy ha'i done, said:
" Sir Leonard, what have you donc to increase the price of

f spruce legs from 84 to 88 ?" He replied : "The prosperity is
due to the National Policy; " the National Policy which
made spruce logs $8 in St. John, instead of 83 or $4, in a
year. We do not know half the virtues or powers of the
National Policy.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. Did the crowd believe him?

Mr. IRVINE. Believe him! Why, the man was half-
witted who asked the question.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). And how much wit had tho
man who answered it?

Mr. IRVINE. Yon can guess by the answer. Now,
coming to the question of the interests of the farmer,
I remember last fall, when the Prime Minister came
over from England, the Tory press loudly proclaimed
that England was going back to ber position before
the repeal of the Corn Laws, or to adopt the Fair
Trade principle. This press said that the hon.
gentleman had set the heather on fire in England
too, and that we should have fair trade in England as
well as in Canada. But there was no great prospect of that
event in England. Let us see whether the present Minis-
ters are friends of the farmers. The fair traders in Eng-
land say, they are going to pay ail their taxes
by putting a 20 per cent. duty on foreign wheat and a duty
on lumber, too, ail of which, according to tbis theory, must
be paid by Canadians. This is the policy which the Tory
press claim that our First Minister originated when in
England. He not only binds down the farmer with logs
and taxes and other obstacles in Canada, but incites the
English fair trade party to impose duties on our pro-
daucts when they arrive in Englarid. This policy
would not injure the manufacturer, for ho is not obliged to
go to the outside or English market, because they have the
slaves in Canada to impose their goods upon whether good
or bad. The English manufacturer does not pretend to sell
goods cheaper than any one else, but he fears not to sell
them on their merits; but the Canadian manufacturer says
to the people, "You must take my goods and pay for my
shoddy whether good or bad," and to the lumbermai,
"You must take your lum ber to the English market and
bring back the money to spend in such goods as Canadian
shoddy." That is the freedom and liberty we are treated
to. One class is to be favored, and ail the others are te be
bewers of wood and drawers of water for it. The cry of
disloyalty in Nova Scotia and elsewbere has only iately
been raised by the present Government, who have set One
class against the other-the manufacturer against the
farmer andthe laborer. I do not think we are going to cenent
the bonds of union in a country stretching from the At-
lantic to the Pacifie by any such means. We now come tO
another point: The National Policy was to make a horne
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market for our produce. Speaking from memory, the
Finance Minister said he had found a market for about
$6,000,000 of farm produce in this market. I will not dis-
pute that, but I think we exported $3,000,000 worth of farm
produce more in .881 than in 1880; this would show that he
has not made much of a market. I must give him credit
for this, however, that he has made a market in the Maritime

Sr six or seven millions worth more of Canada

coming right down the valley of the St. John. The hon
gentleman had been from one place to another making
these promises. A gentleman put him a poetical question.
He says, mentioning him by name, though I believe it is
unparliamentary to mention names here-but he said:

"Come, Tilley, stop your puffing and blowing,
And tell us where the railroad is going."

Provinces, oJ. -iL-u

manuactures than formerly. He also made a market for That hon. gentleman told the people who made a man of
the market gardeners of Ontario, and especially for the men him that that railway would be built by the Valley of St.
of a place called Gananoque. I wish to read his own words John, and if it was not that he would resign. He wrote
on this subject, for I am afraid that the people of New lis resignation, and put it in bis pocket, and ho kept it in

Brunswick would not see them except through me. This bis pocket, he kept it in bis pocket, and he kept it in his
is one of the nicest productions I have seen, and it will add pocket, and at last, Mr. Speaker, he took it out of his
much to the literature of the Lower Provinces. The hon. pocket, and they say that when he took it out of lis pocket
gentleman spoke thus, as I see by the official report: ho put it into the spittoon like the man he was. I believe

there is an hon. gentleman here-they say lie is the hon.
" Let us see now if these leading arti3les which he is consuming are member for Halton, I ar speaking from memory

no higber than before, and in many cases they are less than before, >r.1Pe g i7
what benefit he has in uddition to the lower prices. Tn my judgment now-who told the people in St. John shortly after-
the farmer is as greatly interested in this Tariff as any oher class of wards that these Tories built the road and throw
men in the Dominion. In the first place, he bas the home maiket. An $8,000,000 into the sea, and what was that for ? It was tohon member opposite referred to the home market last Session, I think,
stating that it was of very little importance Visit any section of the keep the Province of Quebec in the traces. But the hon.
Dominion, put yourself in communication with a farmer, especially in member that they made a man of, put bis resignation
the different towns where manufacturing industries have been establish- ust where he intended it and he k it there.
ed and are increasing, and ask them if they are deriving no advantage. kept
Wby, Sir, under the operations oftbis Tariff, forthevegetables, thefruit, When I go home again I will tell them in addition to
the poultry, the lamb and veal. and other meats, the butter, the cheese, that, that he sailI "if I had been in Parliament in 1878, I
for almost everything they offir for sale, they obtain higher prices on should not have voted for the duty on flour or coal." And
account of the home market, than is obtained in localities whereI .t.F. .
they have to sell to the niiddleman and Ehip to another market. Now, I wll tell them that the lon. Fiance Minster, and the
Sir, in conversation with some of those gentlemen, I found that, in 1878 Prime Minister too, declared that in changing the fiscal
-I speak more especially ofa conversation I had with some farmers not syrtem of the country, there would be no increase but aa hundred miles distant, in the active and energeticmanufacturingtown readiustment ; but that, neverîheless, under that readjust-of Gananoque-I ascertained that they frequently came to market witi
their vegetables, would stand there ail day, and, not being able to get a ment we arc paying as much duty on $6,000,000 that we
price which would be an object to them, would drive home and wait for import now as on $11,000,000 under the old Tiriff, besidesanother opportunhîy, fr-equently being compelled to return and take tributwetrno mni*curswhatwas offered.Ii'How is it flw ?" I said. 'hey returned "There paying tribute on $6,>,000 western of manufactures.
is no difficulty now. We seli everytning we bring in for cash, at better By-and bye, they vill be so proud of the giant, that they
prices " Why ? Because in that locality everything is in an active and will not know how to contain themelves, and they will
flourishing state Manufactories have increased, the number of the em- wonder what sort of a man this is that can adant him-ployed bas increased, and their wages have increased. They bave ort a t h s m r.n a faathemplenty of money with which to buy perishable produce-Ispeakparticu- self to every circumstance. Why, these men, if theyiarly of perishable goods which cannot be sent to a distant market." were out of power to-morrow, thero is not a pledge
That is the market we receive for the $6,000,000 worth of they would not make to get back to power. There is
goods manufactured in old Canada, and an excellent market it nothing they would not do to get into power. Just think
is. It is a great compensation. But there is another thing of it! If 1 am correctly informed, there is a smooth-faced
that I would like to say in behalf of New Brunswick, and gentleman over there, whose garments smell with a bribe
that is in reference to the fleur business. If the people of of $12,000. If that is unparliamentary, I will take it back.
Ontario believe the statement made by the ho. Minister of Some hon. gentlemen suurounding me seem to think it is.
Railways that 50 ets. a ton duty on coal makes the coal The last observation I made had better perhaps not have
cheaper, we are willing to lot the duty remain. Seeing we been made ; I do not know but my hon. friends are
are purchasing $6,000,000 worth of manufactured goods from right, because they do not wish to throw mud,
Ontario, it might be well for you, seeing that the duty on and I obieet to tha myself. But perhaps it is just as well
coal does not alfect you, that you should abolish the duty on I had not said it. lowever, Mr. Speaker, it is said. But I
fleur. We are willing to let it remain on coal, owing to the suppose it is quite enough for me to tell the good this
convincing argument of the Minister of Railways, and you Minister of Finance bas done to the Province ofNew Bruns-
wouid do well to leave it there. But I think that seeing the wick when I go back. I desire to say what the gentlemen who
lion. Minister of Finance bimself made the statement, it occupy the Treasury benches have done for the firmers.
would be just as well in the interest of the coasting trade of They have not placed them on an equal footing with the
the Maritime Provinces, to abolish the duty on flour. Well, manufacturers. We do not object to protection, provided we
I arn about to finish, and I dare say the House is very are not taxed too much to pay for our manufactured goods.
glad of it. When I get home to my own people they We are willing our manufacturers should have a reasonable
Will aisk me: What is doing up there now ? What is the proteution-not 35 or 4j per cent. We are willing to buy
neWs ? In reply I shail bave to commence something after their goods and to unite with them in the work of building
this fashion: "You did a great deal for a man in New Bruns. up a great country. I have said that under the present
Wick. Yeu took him up and made a man of him, and he is Tariff arrangements we have not received justice at the
110w, I believe, like some of the rest of his colleagues, a hands of the Government. I bave only to conclude by
belted knight. When we entered into the Union he stated thankirig the House for the kindness with which they
that $2.68 per bond from the Dominion Government annu- have received my remarks. This is the tirst occasion on
ally would be suffi'ient for 25 years, and that sum has which I have attempted to address the House, and, if it is

realy been donubled. Ater promising a market to the tie last, I am thankful for the opportunity thus afforded me.friers of Canada, .accoroing to bis own words, he bas Mr. GIGAULT. The hon. gentleman who bas just taken
imply made a market for the gardeners of Gananoque." bis seat las spoken in glowing terms of the Liberal partyl addition to that I would tell- the people: You know ;and their policy. le claims to bo an honest farrmer. Ithat On every platform in Central New Brunswick ho went think he should not content himself with being an honestround tellimg you that- the Intercolonial Railway was , man; he should study a little of the political history of
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Canada. I would like to askz the hon. member for Carleton,
N. B. (Mr. Irvine) what bas the Liberal party done for
Canada? I would ask our opponents what measures they
have adopted to improve the material welfare of the
country ? None. The members of the Liberal party who
sit in this House have always opposed measures whieh have
been advanced to pronote the best interests of Canada.
They opposed the building of the Grand Trunk Railway;
the erection of the Victoria Bridge; they opposed Confeder-
ation--

An hon. MEMBER. Oh, oh.
Mr. GIGAULT. I can tell the hon. gentleman that the

Liberals of the Province of Quebec opposed Corfederation.
They opposed, also, the building of the Intercolonial
Railway, and they are opposing the building of the
Canadian Pacifie Railivay. It is very ridieulous on
the part of the Liberal members of this House to pre-
tend to be the successors of Baldwin and Lafontaine, as
they often say they are at publie meetings and even in
this Parliament. Do they forget that Baldwin was defeated
by one IIartmann, a clear Grit ? Do they forget that
Lafontaine was denouneed as bitterly by the Liberal party
as they now denounce the leaders of the Conservative party
in this House? Do they forget that in the Province of
Quebec the Liberals said that all the acts of the Baldwin-
Lafontaine Administration were acts of treason ?

Mr. GEOFFRION. Not at all. The Tories said so.
Mr. GIGAULT. If the hon. member will turn to

Le Pays, the organ of the Liberal party of that time, and
read the number published on the 20th January, 1852, he
will find the following:-

" That Mr Lafontaine, who, la 1831, deounced tbe traitors, has be-
come himrself a traitor."

The editor further said that all the acts of the Lafontaine-
Baldwin Administration were acts of treason, and
that Lafontaine himself trampled on the rights of
the people. That is what was said by the organ of
the Liberal party of that day, and I do not
know how the member for Verchères (Mr. Geoffrion)
can so far forget the past history of his party as to say that
the Liberals of Quebec are successors to Lafontaine and
Baldwin. They are ashamed to-day of having opposed
these men, just as they will some years hence be ashamed of
having opposed the present policy of the Conservative
party. When our National Policy and our railway policy
have fully developed the resources of Canada, as they
will certainly do, and have made of it a country of
which we will have reason to be proud, they will then
perhaps say that they never opposed the policy of the Con-
servative party; but it will be too late for them to say so
thon as it is now too late for them to proclaim themselves the
successors of the illustrious statesmen whom they branded
as traitors. 1 understand that our opponents are going to
publish a manifesto to the people of Canada. If it
contains the arguments employed by Liberal speakers
inside the House and out of it, it will certainly be very
amusing to the electors. The member for Lotbinière (Mr.
Rinfret) said that the farmers received no advantage at all
from the present Tariff, and the member for Shelburne (Mr.
Robertson) affirms that in Nova Scot ia they are obliged to buy
corn and oats from Ontario and Quebec and pay higher prices
than they would otherwise have to pay but for the Tariff.
The member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
says we are drawing millions from the masses of the people
te favor a few manufacturers, and the member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) in a speech delivered on the
23rd February last, declared that this Tariff was
ruinous to the manufacturers. The member for Lot-
binière (Mr. Rinfret) asserts that the farmers pay higher
prices for manufactured goods, and ho alluded chiefly to the

Mr. GIGAULT.

agricultural implements sold in Canada. What did the bon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Cnarlton) say on the 23rd
February ? Alluding to the manufacturers, and chiefly to
the manufacturers of agricultural implements, ho said they
were selling mowers and reapers and agricultural impie.
monts at as low prices as formerly. Tho hou. gentleman
who has just taken his seat bas put himself to a good deal
of trouble to show that the farmers pay higher prices for
agricultural implements, and how can he answer what was
said by one of his friends a few days ago ? The hon. mem.
ber for Lotbinière (Mr. Rinfret), speakiing of the duty on
wheat and flour, said that on certain days in the
year in the Province of Quebec we paid 50 cents more
for each barrel of flour. If that hon. gentleman reads
the speech made in 1879 by the bon. member for
Iberville (Mr. Bechard), lie will see that his friend
affirmed that the duty on wheat and flour would
never have the effect of increasing the price of wheat and
flour by one cent; as for the member for Iberville him-
self, he said last Session that agricultural protection was a
humbug and was useless; and what motion did the same
momber make a fow years ago? Ie contended then that
we imported too large a quantity of oats and corn from the
United States, and ho moved in this House than in order to
promote the interests of the farmers we should imnose a
duty on these cereals. The hon. member for Lambton says
that the duties are always paid by the consumer; yet that
same gentleman, in 1874, sent the Hon. George Brown to
Washington to endeavor to get the duties removed which
were imposed by the Aimerican Government on Canadian
oats, corn and barley which were imported to the United
States. Did the hon. gentleman then believe that the duties
were paid only by the consumer? No; he worked so hard
to have these duties removed because ho was convinced that
they were detrimental to the interests of the Canadian pro-
ducers. The hon. member for Centre Huron pretends that t ho
armers receive no advantage at all from the present Tariff;
but that hon. gentleman does not require bis neighbor
to contradict him, because ho can do that himself.
In that same speech ho weeps over the fate of
the workingman, who pays $3 a year more on account
of the tax on flour. Does that statement agree very well
with the statement made in the same speech that the farmer
receives no advantage from the Tariff ? The membor for
West Durham affirms that we are going to make million-
aires of the manufacturers, and the member for West Mid-
diesex asserts that the Tariff is ruinous to the manufacturers,
that it will build up so many manufacturing establishments
that there wilt be over-competition, and that at last they
will sell at very low prices to those much-to-be-pitied con.
sumers. The member for Contre Huron, in a speech in
1879, asserted that this Tariff would certainly injure our
credit-in England. Now, it is proved by the facts that our
rate of interest is lower, although our public debt bas
increased. The same gentleman, at the conclusion of bis
speech in 1879, said that by this Tariff the Conservatives
were wrecking their fortunes and the fortunes of Canada.
If ho wishes to know whether his prediction has been
fulfilled, lot him listen to the sweet voice of his friend, the
hon. member for South Brant, who said a few days ago:

"I believe that perhaps never were the manufacturers of Canads
enjoyin- more prosperity ihan they are to-day. The same may be.said
of the farmers, the lumbermen, and the other classes of the community.

I will ask the hon. member for Centre Huron if these words
sound like the wrecking of the fortunes of Canada. Instead
of the desolation which that hon. gentleman expected
from the present Tariff, we have had prosperity. But that
same gentleman attributes our prosperity to the abundanL
harvests which we have had during the last two or three
years. During the late Administration we had aiso abundant
harvests; which were it was alluded to in the Speeches
from the Throne in 1875 and 1878; but those abundant
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harvests could not counteract the bad effects of the policy of
the late Government. The member for Lotbinère contended
that the Tariff was of no benefit to the farmer. I would ask
that hon. gentleman if the Finance Minister would have been
able to reduce taxation-to remove the duties on tea and
coffee, to diminish the tax on tobacco, to abolish the stamp
duty--if ho had not received large duties since 1379 from
breadstuffs; but for that revenue the Finance Minister
would not have been in the fortunate position of being able to
reduce the du ties by $1,àOO,000 this year. If we reverted to
the revenue Tariff spoken of by the hon. member for South
Brant, the farmers would be obliged again to pay duties on
tea and coffee, higher duties on molasses, tobacco and malt
-duties whieh would only give revenue, but which
would not foster our industries, and we should always prefer
taxes which bring revenue and at the same time
foster our industries. If we adopted a revenue Tariff the
American farmers would again flood our market with their
grain and produce without paying a cent of duty, whdle the
Canadian farmer would have to pay 15 cents on each
bushel of barley, 10 cents on each bushel of oats, and other
duties on grains which ho might export to the United
States. Our farmers understand their interests too well to
submit again to such an injustice. They know that the
present Tariff is fair to them;.it says that as soon as
the American Government will remove the duty on
Canadian grain, then our Government will remove the
duty on breadstuffs coming from the United States. If
they wish to admit our breadstuffs free, we are willing to
admit theirs free ; that is the right ard equitable policy to
adopt. Many Conservative members were led to believe
that, seeing the resuits and the popularity of the National
Policy, our opponents would give up all opposition to it.
But they were mistaken. For the sake of the Conservative
party we may certainly be glad to see the Liberals continu.
ing to support a revenue Tariff, as it will be a great help
to us in the coming election. Even some Reform news-
papers predict for our opponents a crushing defeat if they
continue to support their Free Trade theory. We see the
World of Toronto, and the Tribune of Montreal, warning the
leaders of the Liberal party that if they persist in their
Opposition to the National Policy they will certainly receive
a crushing defeat in the coming elections as they did in 1878.
The hon. member for Lotbinière (Mr. Rinfret) alluded to
the increase of the public debt, and of the annual expenditure.
le acknowledged, at the same time, that under the late Ad-
ministration there was a large increase under those heads, but
he declared they were not responsible for it. Can the hon.
member hold the Conservatives responsible for the establish-
ment of the Supreme Court? for the establishment of the
Military College ? Are we responsible for the public money
squaridered on the Fort Frances Locks, for the Georgian Bay

ranch, for the purchase of steel rails and other enterprises
Of that character ? We must expect that, in proportion as
Our Population and wealth increase, our annual expenditure
Will increase. The Prosident of the United States, in bis
last Message, said that $400,000,000 would be, this year, the
revenue of his Government. When the population
'f the Union was less, the expenses were much
less, but as the population augmented they had
to increase their debt and annual expenditure. The hon.
mllember for Lotbinière alluded to England as being a veryprosperous country, because it had Friee Trade; but my
bon, friend should know that in England undera revenue Tariff the annual expenditure perhead is 812.35, in France $14.07, while in Canada it is only

cfnr cents more than $6, and there are a great many
headtries i the world where the annual expenditure peri

ead e mucl higher than in the Dominion. When
'Va oeelte resuIts we have obtained from the Nationali

1ly, we should not fear to go again before the electors. I
orry to hear the language used by the bon. memberi

for Carleton (Mr. Irvine) toward our present Finance Min
ister. If thero is a man who is highly esteemed in Canada
to.day it is the Finance Minister, who is the author of our
protective Tariff. In the United States the American
people, grateful to Henry Clay for having introduced a pro.
tective Tariff in their country, have erocted statues in his
honor; and during coming years it will be recorded in the
history of Canada that the prosent Minister, by introducing
a protective Tariff, contributed to the prosperty of Canada
as much as any man could do.

Mr. MeLELAN moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock, midnight) the

House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 13th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock;

PRAYERS.

REPORT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presonted
'Report of the Department of the Interior.

the Annual

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 99) to amend an Act to enlarge and extend the
powers of the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien.-(Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

Bill (No. 100) to incorporate the McClary Manufacturing
Company.-(Mr. Carling.)

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 32) to incorporate the Quebec Timber Company

(Limited).-(Mir. Brooks.)
Bill (No. 3) to incorporate the St. Lawrence Marine

Insurance Company.-(Mr. Gault.)
Bill (No. 16) to incorporate the Manitoba Bank.-(Mr.

Scott.)
Bill (No. 27) to further amend the Act incorporating the

Mutual Life Association of Canada, and to change the namo
thereof to the "Life Association ofCanada."-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 2'ý) to amend the charter of the Chartered Bank
of London and North America, and to change the namo
thereof to "The Chartered Bank of London and Winnipeg."
-(Mr. Haggart.)

Bill (No. 29) to incorporate the North-Western Bank.-
(Mr. Rochester.)

SUN MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Mr. GAULT moved the third reading of Bill (No. 4)
respecting the Sun Mutual Life Assurance Company,
Montreal.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) said: In reference to this Bill
I desire to move that it be referred back to a Committee of
the Whole, with a view to the adding of a clause which
was struck ont by the Committee on Banking and Commerce.
When the matter came up in that Committee, by clause 2
in the Bill as originally printed, which provides for the
reduction of the quorum of directors, some objection was
made to it; and the hon. member for Montreal West, who
has charge of the Bill, stated tbat he did not attach any
importance to the clause and was willing to have it struck
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out. But I find that, by some of the directors of the
comDany, a good deal of importance is attached to the
clause, the object of which is to reduce the qualification of
directors from $5,000 to 32,500. The object is to enable
directors to be obtained in some of the towns away
from Montreal. In the Canada Life Assurance Company
the qualification for director is only a single share, and it
is dosired, in this instance, to make the qualification but
twenty-five shares. People find that at points like London,
St. John's and Halifax, it is sometimos difficult to obtain
directors willing to take as large a number of shares as fifty,
and, with the view of securing the assistance and co-operation
of gentlemen at such points, the Board of Directors bave
unanimously expressed the desire that the qualification
should be reduced. I, therefore, move that the Bill be not
now read the third time, but be roferred back to
Committee of the Whole, with instructions to add
the following clause thereto:-

Section 9 of the said Act is hereby aunended by striking out the word
"fifty " and inserting the word "twenty-five" in lieu thereof.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not personally observe that there is
any objection to the statement of the hon. member of the
reasons for voting for that amendment. But the hon.
gentlemen bas stated that there was in the Committee a
discussion on this subject and some objection made to the
clause. It seems to me, thon, that the case comes within the
spirit, if not the letter, of our rule, which, I think, provides
that no amendment shall be proposed without a certain
notice. We are yet in the early part of the Session and
there can be no difficulty in complying with this rule.
I suggest, then, whether the Bill should not be allowed to
stand, so as to allow of notice being given of this amend-
ment in order to its consideration by the Committee.

Mr. WHITE. There was no discussion on the subject in
the Committee. Some one objected to this as an unusual
clause to reduce the qualification, when the member for
Montreal West simply stated that he attached no import-
ance to it, and was willing to accept of a change. But if
objection is taken to the amendment being proposed with-
out the notice required, of course I shall have to give it.

Mr. BLAKE. The point is this, if I rightly remember
the rule of the Committee: It says that no important
nmendment shall be made without due notice before hand.
I should attach some importance to an amendment that had
been the subject of discussion, and should observe sufficient
respect for the decision of the Committee, which forbids
the acceptance of such amendments without the opportunity
of sufficient consideration.

Mr. WHITE. I am content, thon, to allow the item to
stand.

Mr. SPEAKER. Lct the order stand.

BILLS IN COMIMITTEE.

The following Bills wore considered in Committee and
reported:-

Bill (No. 26) to incorporate the Saskatchewan and Peace
River Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 48) respecting the Niagara Grand Island
Bridge Company.-(Mr. Arkell.)

Bill (No. 65) respecting the New York and Ontaiio Fur-
nace Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 86) to amend the Act incorporating the Pontiac

Pacifie Junction Railway Company, and to authorize the
said Company to erect a bridge acrosa the Ottawa River.-
(Mr. White, Renfrew.)

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell).

Bill (No. 87) respecting a certain agreement between the
Canadian Securities Company, and the Liquidators of the
Consolidated Bank of Canada.- (Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 88) to explain the Act to grant relief to the
Canada Agricultural Insurance Company, and to define the
powers of the Assignees therein mentioned.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 89) to incorporate the Great Eastern Railway
Company.-(Mr. Massue;)

Bill (No. 90) to incorporate the Ocean Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-(Mr Daly.)

Bill (No. 91) to amend the Act to incorporate the St.
Lawrence and Pacifie Railway Ferry Company,-(Mr.
Massue.)

Bill (No. 92) to incorporate the Sisters of Charity of the
North-West Territories.-(Mr. Tassé.)

Bill (No. c3) to incorporate the "Grand Central Station
Company."-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 95) to amend the Act incorporating "The Bell
Tele phone Company of Canada."-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 97) to incorporate the Calais and St. Stephens
Railway Bridge Company.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Bill (No. 98) to incorporate the Canada Provident Associa-
tion.-(Kr. Currier.)

GREAT AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN SHORT LINE
RAILWAY.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 94) to incorporate the Great American and Euro-
pean Short Line Railway Company.

Mr. BLAKE. I would like to know whether the lino is
shorter than the main.

Mr. CAMERON. Much shorter. It is only threo or four
hundred miles long, I believo.

Bill read the second time.

MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 96) to consolidate and amend the Acts relating
to the Montreal Telegraph Company.

Mr. BLAKE. I should like to ask my hon. friend if this
Bill affects the recent arrangement made with the Great
Noith-Western Telegraph Company.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). No, it is simply a consolida-
tion of the Acts relating to the Montreal Telegraph Com.
pany with the introduction of the same clause that was put
in the charter of the Dominion Telegraph Company some
year age.

Mr. BLAKE. But that would affeet it.
Mr. CAMERON. It does not affect the existing arrange-

ment.
Mr. BLAKE. But it would give the power.
Mr. CAMERON. It would give power to make a leaso.
Bill read the second time.

IMPROVEMENTS OF THE HARBOR OF MATANE.

Mr. FISET enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to place in the Supplementary Estimates, a
certain sum in ordor to continue the improvements in the
Harbor of Matane?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No decision has yet been
come to in this matter, which is at the present time under
consideration.

LINE OF STEAMERS BETWEEN CANADA AND
BRAZIL.

Mr. LAURIER enquired, Is the service by the subsidiod
line between Canada and Brazil to be a monthly one ? f
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so, what is the reason that no steamer of that line las COST 0F CANADIAN AND FOREIGN C0TTONS.
arrived at Halifax sinice December last ? Mr. BLAKE, in moving for a cory of al statements in

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The service in question is the possession of the Government show in detail, the
monthly, indeed. As to the second part of the question, I cost of specified brands of like qua li
am not in a position to-day to answer the hon. member. foreign brown and white cottons, witl dates and other par-

IMPROVEMENT OF WHITBY HARBOR. ticulars, said: This motion is made i consequence of a
JMPRVEMNT 0 WHTBY iAROR. statement made by the hon. the Finance Minister the "ther

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), in the absence of Mr. day, that le lad in lis possession papers showing that the
WHELER, enquired, Whether it is the intention of the cost of white and broWn Canadian cottons was from 5 to 7â
Government, during the present Session, to place a sum in per cent. over the cost of the foreign goods. Information
the Estimates for the improvement of Whitby Harbor, on that I have received from a number of very extensive deal-
Lake Ontario ?ors in cotton is that, as to foreign brands capable of being

mater s til unercomparod witli Canadian brands, that statement is not iniSir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The matter is still under accordance with their experence. It is important that we
consideration. should lave tle prociso facts on this subject, and as the hon.

EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES. Minister announced that lie ad in his possession the paper
which contained the tacts, I suppose there wil be neo ojeo.

Mr. ROBERfSON (Hamilton) enquired, Whether it is tion to bringing that paper down.
the intention of the Government to introduce, during this Sir LEONARD TJLLEY. I wisl to correct the lon.
Session, a Bill to amend the law of evidence in criminaloe
cases, similar to the Imporial Act of 32nd and 33rd Victoria, cotton stgtat J l 1a d t o aes. Ihreference te
chapter 6d? correspondence in connoction with information furnised

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The matter is now me by Mr. Parkes with regard te warps and other things.
before the hon. the Minister of Justice, who has it under Mr. BLAKE. I think, on reference to the record of the
considoration. consderaion.debate, thoelion, gentleman will be f'ound to be reported as

RIGHTS OF THE HUDSON BAY COMPANY. saying that le had a statement as to white and brown cet-

Mr. MACDOUGALL enquired, Whether the GovernmenttsI LE OAR TIL eY Iid ty
bas recognized the right of the Hudson Bay Company, under SirL AE f orei lo tleaay i
its charter, as modified by the 9th article of the agreement dd.otLAKEsO fcelifteen.
for transfer, of March 22nd, 1869, to trade in the public '

lands of Manitoba and the North-West Territory ? Mr. BOWELL. No sucl records as these are in the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government has keeping oftle Customs' Department. But if such a state-

never been requested to recognize such a right, and has not ment is brouglit downthore slould be added the price of
recognized it. the raw material.

Mr. MACDOUGALL enquired, Whether the Government Mr. BLAKE. My motion is founded simply on the
has recognized the right of the Hudson Bay Company to reported statoment ofthe lon. the Finance Minister, Vha±
claim, under the 17th, 18th and 19th sections of the Publiclike qualities of brown and white sheetings made iu Canada,
Lands Act of 1872, or any other, and what authority, lands cost in Canada, from 5 to 7J per cent, more than the sane
of great value in the Red River Settlement boit, in lieu of quality of American cottons, and if the hon. the Finance
lots assigned to the Company in the adjacent "townships Minister as in lis possession the evidonce on whieh that
and " bona fide " settled on, under the authority of any saoment is basedI want that ovideuce brouglt down. I do
Order in Council, or of the said Act? a ooxpect that that ovidenc wouhd be in the Department

Si ONA MCOAL.Thr isboya re of Customs, I expect that it would have refereuce te, theSir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. There has been an Order snedts hc ln ol etepoe ai fcm
in Council on this subject, and, if my hon. friend will movesiIparison, witliout any roference te the raw material, wihfor it, it will be sent down. being bouglt in the same market, would be of the ume

THE DRAWBACK REGULATIONS. cost.
infomaton i ofthe ovenmon asto te ~ Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. The statemeut I made, se far

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of correspondence and as my memory serves me, was that I lad correspondence,
information in possession of the Governmnt as to the usewhich passed with manufacturers in the United States, in
of barrels, or parts of barrels, in which American four had roference to cetton warps and yarns. I have in my pesse-
been imported, for the purpose of exporting Canadian four sion the letter from the person wlo furDished me with that
in evasion of the regulations as to drawback, said: I may information, whicli 1 lave ne objection te bring down.
say that since I made a former motion, in which I asked Motion agroed te.
for such information as was in the possession of the Govern-
ment as to some other modes of evading the regulations as STATION AT ST. ANACLET,
to drawback, I have received one or two communications
intirnating that the heads of barrels in which American b rtweeT overe adiestecpesonafct
"Our was imported have been used in barrels in which Cana- A n
dian flour as been exported, with the view of evading the aîet, and of Pointe aux Pères, and ahi other pe50fls
regulations as to drawback. I would like to know what whatsoever, respecting the erection of a railway station in

informtion ave o thatthe pariais of St. Anaclet. Rie said: Mr. Speaker, iumn ininformation the Government have on that subject. &4the overmentsubjt. hs motion, I wisli te say a few words. The arnah of St.
Mr. BOWELL. The attention of the Government las Anaclet, througliwhich the Intercolonial Raway passes,

lot been called to any wrong of this kind, but I saw a con- dees net possess a station, althougl the population ef that
m'unication on the subject in a Montreal newspaper. Upon Mish exceeds 1,400 seuls; there i8 besides anether parislr!eading it, I cut it out and sent it to Montreal for informa- in the rear of St. Anaclet whidh wilh shertly become very
tien; and the answer I received I shall be very glad te populons. Farmers have te travel two leagues ani more tobring down for the hon. gentleman's information. reach the nearest station,wlin the train pagses before thorMoti 0n &grMd tù. doors. Anotior rEs n for whichtry oeallstamnsin
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construct a station at St. Anaclet, is the neighborhood of
Point-aux-Pères. As it is more than pro.bable that a road is to
be made between St. Anaclet and Point-aux-Pères, that road
will enable the people of the whole locality to enjoy the ad-
vantage of a station at St. Anaclet, and will add to its im-
portance. Again, pilgrims going to Ste. Anne in summer,
would get out at that station as being the nearest to their
objective point. I think, Mr. Speaker, that for these various
reasons, the Government should try to -grant a station to the
parish of St. Anaclet at as early a date as possible.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member having addressed the House in French, I am re-
quested by my colleague sitting on my right to reply to
him in the same language. A station has Leen asked for at
St.Anaclet, as stated by the hon. member; petitions have been
presented, and recently the curé of Point-aux-Pères, or the
priest who serves the mission there, made the same request
by letter or otherwise; he pointed out the advantages that
would accrue from a station at St. Anaclet, for on a road
being opened from Point-aux-Pères to St. Anaclet, Ste. Anne
would become easier of access and the railway would reap
the benefit of their travel. The railway company bas not
yet decided the question, which remains open. The prin-
cipal object is that we have been asked to give money to
build the road, which is a thing we cannot do. The hon.
member understands this. If the station is granted, the
two parishes must necessarily come to an agreement to build
a road to give access to their station, from the river shore
to St. Anaclet.

Motion agreed to.

PICTOU DRY DOCK.

Mr. DOULL, in moving for copies of petitions and all
correspondence in connection with the dry dock at Pictou,
said: The other day, two hon. members on the other side
of the House, the hon. member for Antigonish (Mr. McIsaac),
and the hon. member for Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell),
declaimed very loudly because no appropriation was made
for certain breakwaters and repairs to piers in their counties.
Reference was made to myself by one of them. I have no
doubt their complaints were well founded. I am aware that
the pier at Arisaig requires to be repaired; I am also aware
that the wharf at Port Hood requires repairs, and that
a considerable trade is growing up between Pictou and
that port. Those hon. gentlemen are pleased to com-
plain that provision has not been made in the Esti-
mates for those works, but whilst they have ground
for complaint, I think I have much stronger ground,
because no provision has been made for the dry
dock which has been petitioned for not only by the people
of the port of Pictou but also by the shipowners and masters
of different ports of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island, and, if 1 mistake not, of New Brunswick. I have
better roasons than the hon. gentlemen opposite for feeling
dissatisfied that no provision has been made for the work to
which I refer. In the first place, I support the Government,
while those hon. gentlemen do not. Another reason is that
a dry dock at Pictou would prove .of general benefit,
whereas the works to which those hon, gentlemen referred
would possess only local and comparatively small benefit.
Still another reason is that the work for which I desire an
appropriation will, in reality, take nothing out of the
Treasury that will not be returned. I will endeavor to
show this House why I think the aid asked for should be
given by the Government. Every person who is
acquainted with the trade of the Dominion knows
that the larger portion of the shipping passes through the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, which is one of the most dangerous
waters of the world. Since the hon. member for Gaspé
(Mr. Fortin) secured the adoption of his telegraphic system
the dangers have been roduced, still the navigation is sufi-
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ciently dangerous as to cause every year many disasters arid
shipwrecks, and insurance underwriters ask a higher rate for
vessels navigating the waters of the Gulf in spring and fail,
than for vessels navigating the larger waters of the ocean.
But it may be said that a dry dock is being built at
Point Levis, which will answer all purposes. I contend
that the Point Levis dock, when built at a considerable
expense, will only prove serviceable to vessels entering
and leaving the River St. Lawrence. I will give a
reason why I think so. Most of the disasters in the
Gulf occur under north and north-west winds, when vessels
could not possibly make the river, whereas if a dock were
built at Pictou those winds would enable a vessel with tem-
porary rig to make that port and receive the necessary
repairs. That the carrying trado of the Dominion through
the Gulf requires a dock of that kind, I think will appear
evident, when I inform this House that the rates of freight
charged from the Gulf ports are as a rule much higher than
from the Atlantic ports of the United States, and they will
continue tO be higher until such time as we afford to our sea-
ports the same facilities and advantages to sea-going vessels
as are furnished at American ports. While we have spent
millions of money in improving the inland navigation of
the St. Lawrence and our highway from the Lakes to the
sea-board, in order to bring the produce of the West at
lower rates to the sea-board by that route than it is carried
by other routes to the sea-board of the United States; we
must afford such advantages to sea-going vessels as will
enable them to carry freight as low from our ports
as from those of the United States, otherwise the rates from
the United States ports will continue to be lower than from
our ports. I, therefore, contend that the money spent in
improving our inland navigation will be, to a large extent,
useless, unless we give these advantages to our sea-board,
and for this reason I maintain that this dry dock is a neces-
sity in the interests not merely of the port of Pictou, but of
the whole Dominion, and not merely for our sea-
going vessels but also for the whole of our
shippinginterests. You may carry freight from the West
through our inland water-way at a low rate to the sea-board,
but if the rate from the sea-board to Europe is, in propor-
tion, higher than the inland freight is lower than that
charged by rival routes, the trade will continue to go pretty
much to the seaports of the United States. It is not, there-
fore, local, but one affecting the interests of the whole
Dominion; and 1, therefore, consider I have some reason to
complain that there is no appropriation for it in the Esti-
mates. But, apart from that, I said this work was not goiflg
ultimately to take any money out of the Dominion
Treasury. The dock proposed to be built at
Pictou is of the description known as Simpson's dry dock.
It is not very expensive, and they are found in the United
States to answer the purpose equally well with the more
expensive docks. The estimated cost of this dock will be
$150,000- the outside estimate. The proposition for the
building of this dock is, that the Government should lend
the money to the Commissioners of the port of Pictou at
4 per cent.; that the port of Pictou should pay the residue
of the harbor dues, alter paying the Harbor Master's fees,
towards the payment ofinterest on this amount. If thebarbo
dues are insufficiont, they might be increased to a sa
extent to enable the Harbor Commissioners to pay off this
interest out of the harbor dues-at least $3,500. The estim5ated
revenue to be derived from this dock is set down at $7,500,
which, together with the $3,500 from the barbor dues, will
make $11,000. The interest on the $150,000 wouid be
$6,000, and the estimated cost of working and maintenance,
82,500, making 88,500 of an annual payment for interest,
working and maintenance. That amount taken from11thc
$11,000 will leave a balance of $2,500 towards a sinlking
fund that would be over and above what is ne0 essary tO
pay the interest of that money, and would ultimatel wip
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out the whole amount. But that is the estimate at the Brunswick and Quebec, frequent our fishing grounds in
present time, under the existing state of matters. But we the vicinity of this harbor; but I regret to say that on very
look forward to the trade, not only of the port of Pictou but of many occasions a number have been cast away, and not
the Dominion, especially the carrying trade increasing; and, only property, but the lives of the crews lost sometimes.
as a matter of course, the number of ships required will also I have here a statement of wrecks that took place in the
largely increase. If so, it is only fair to calculate that that vicinity of this harbor since we entered into Confederation,
sum of $11,000 will be largely augmented, and the earnings eight years ago. Fourteen vessels, of the value of 8146,000,
of the dock will also be swelled. I, therefore, contend that 1 have been lost on that coast, owing to the want of a harbor
it is only fair that the Government should not only give the of refuge. Not only were the vessels lost, but a very great
port of Pictou, but the shipping interest of the Dominion, destruction of property ensued. There were thirty-eight
what is asked for in this petition. I hope that, after what or forty unfortunate seamen lost as well. I think, in the
I have stated, the Governmont will re-consider the matter interest of humanity, as well as in the interest of trade,
and give the money that is required. this harbor should be improved. Last year, when 1 brought

Mr. KILLAM. I have no doubt that the subject brought the matter before the hon. the Minister of Public Works, I
before the House is one of very great importance, and the feIt almost certain he would make an appropriation for this

more so because we have had evidence before the House- Improvement. To remind the hon. gentleman of the pro-
I think a year or two ago, affecting the action of the mise made, I will read his exact words:

Government with regard even to their own steamer in the I"We have to see what are the works called for in the different parts
port of Pictou-and which evidence was brought before of the Dominion, and then decide which of these works should be
certain Committees of the flouse to show that it is possible undertaken now, and which delayed. Under the circumstances, this

s .i iharbor-though I understand the importance of the work-may have to
to haul the Government steamer on a shp which 1s under stand over, though I am not in a position to say to-day it will have to
the control of a member of the Liberal party. I have my- stand over until next year. We may be in a position toask Parliament
self in my possession a piece of the sheathing of the steamer in the Supplementary Estimates, for a vote for this; nevertheless, I
Mayflower, which Ishal be happy to. show the Minister of cannot promise that, first, because it would not be my duty and

secondly, because Ihave no right to anticipate the vote of the fouse ,
Railways and the Minister of Public Works, to let them see though the matter will be looked into again."
what an industrious insect our teredo nautalis is, and to show
them that even so strong a Government as theirs can have Now, it will be seen by this that the hon. gentleman stated
their steamers destroyed, partly for want of a dry dock, and last year he was in hopes to be able to put an amount of
partly for want of a feeling for a gentleman who might not money in the Supplementry Estimates for the improvement
be grudged a fair price to haul up their boats. of this harbor, but that as it was necessary to elay some

Motion agreed to. work, this might also have to stand over. Although I was
not at ail satisfied to have it stand over last year I hoped it

IMPROVEMENT OF CASCUMPEC HAiRBOR•

Mr. HACKETT moved for all correspondence with the
Department of Public Works since the 1st July last,
having reference to the improvement of Cascumpec
Harbor, Prince County, Prince Edward Island. He
said: My object in making this motion is to ascertain
what bas been done during the last year for the purpose of
improving this harbor. I regret I have to trouble the
House again with relating the facts in connection with
this very important harbor. Last year and the previous
year I had this motion before the House, and almost suc-
ceeded on one occasion in obtaining a grant of money for
the purpose of improving it. But through some mysterious
cause I failed. I need not say that this harbor, being on the
north side of Prince Edward Island, and the only deep water
terminus of the railway west of Summerside, is of very great
importance to the Government, and should be improved,
thereby facilitating the trade in that part of the country.
But apart altogether from the trade consideration, or its
being an outlet for the produce of the western and northern
part of Prince Edward Island, as a harbor of refuge
it is most important that it should be improved. Last
year the works of the Island required a very large amount
of noney, but a very amall amount would make the im-
rovement now asked for. The trouble is there are two
ars at this place, an inner bar of rock, and an outer bar of

sand; and engineers have stated that if the inner bar were
blasted, and a channel of sufficient depth made, say 14 or
15 feet -there is only 12 feet now-a corresponding increase
of the depth would take place at the outer bar, probably
making the harbor accessible. This harbor is not merely a
local matter. It is necessary as a harbor of refuge for vos-
'els engaged in the carrying trade, going through the Gulf-being quite in the bight of the Island on account of the strongcurrent which the north-easterly wind makes, and which

oblges the vessels to go in-shore. There ls no opportunity
other than strong crafts working out against these obstacles;
therefore it is lnecessary the harbor should be improved.
A large number of fishing vessels from Nova Scotia, New

would be )ut in the Estimates this year, but my hopos were
blasted. When the Estimates came down I was disappointed
to see that no appropriation was made for this harbor.
If the hon. gentleman has not already placed a sum in the
Supplementary Estimates, I hope my calling his attention to
it now will induce him to do it. It has been said that the
Province of Prince Edward Island is taking considerable
money out of the Dominion Treasury. That state-
ment bas been made not only by the Op-
position, but it has been repeated on the
Government side of the House. I remember that, in
1880, the hon. leader of the Opposition stated that Prince
Edward Island had extracted up to that time something
like $1,200,000 more out of the Dominion Exchequer than
she bad paid inte it. In the last Session I think the hon.
Minister of Finance also stated that we had largely over-
drawn. I think that is very unfair. If that is the only
reason why our public works are not attended to it is a
very poor one indeed. It is a fact that the imports of duti-
able goods into Prince Edward Island have fallen off con-
siderably within the -last few years. In 1876, the total
imports of dutiable goods into Prince Edward Island
amounted to $1,590,981; for the year ending 30th June,
1881, they amounted to $907,825, or a falling off of 8683,-
156. Now, although the Trade and Navigation Returns
show a falling off of imports direct to the Province, still it
is a well-known fact that the people use as many dutiable
goods as heretofore, although the goods have not been
imported direct from foreign countries. They are purchased
at other ports in the Dominion. The goods that are
imported into the ports of lialifax, St. John, Montreal and
Toronto, are bought by the Prince Edward Island traders;
the duty is paid at the port of entry and credited to the
Province in which they are entered, and, as a matter of
course, the people of Prince Edward Island thus get no
credit for the amount of revenue these goods pay. There
are a few lines of goods manufactured in Canada that are
bought by the people of Prince Edward Island, and there are
many other lines of goods sold by the wholesale merchants,
and also used by the people, that are imported. I may say

1882.
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that with regard te these, that print cottons, certain lino
of woollen goods, fancy goods and hardware, are largely
imnported at the ports mentioned by me, and are
bought by the traders of Prince Edward Island,
but as the duty is paid where the goods are entered,
that Province gets no credit for it. On three or
four lines of goods alone, cottons, woollens and hardware,
there is a falling off of $400,000 or $500,000, showing con-
clusively that, although the Province is net credited with
so large an amount of duty paid per head as some other
Provinces, still they pay the duties nevertheless. I hope
that this aparent deficiency in tne duties paid by Prince
Edward Island will net stand in the way of the Govern-
ment prosecuting the public works. I trust that this very
important harbor of Cascumpec, which I have bronght se
rbany times te the attention of the hon. the Minister of Public
Werks, will be attended te this year, and if the hon. gentle-
man cannot see bis way te grant an amount suffloient for the
whole works, a reasonable amount will be quite satisfactory.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sure the House, as
well as the county the hon. gentleman represents, cannot
complain that the hon. gentleman bas been remiss in bring-
ing this subject te the attention of the Government. As far
s I am concerned, I must say that I am well acquainted

with the whole subject. The hon. gentleman has cone all
he could for the last three years te induce the Governmont
te ask Parliament for a vote of money for this work. 1, for
one, am aware of the importance of that barbor, and of the
W*rks the hon, gentleman wishes the Government te
undortake. But the Government have se many works, se
many calls from varions portions of the Dominion, that we
have te postpone some of them from year to year, in order
that we may do those which are most immediately
necessary. This harbor, as the hon. gentleman knows
has been much damaged on account of the natural
breakwater of the barbor having been broken through
by the sea, and consequently it does net afford the shelter it
would if that niatural breakwater had net been partially
destroyed by the sea. In any improvements the Govern
ment may make in that barber, they must keep in view the
fact that the natural barrier will have te be restored, which
will necessitate the expenditure of a large sum of money
The most pressing work, as the hon. gentleman says, would
he the removal of the bar of rock, and he thinks if that
were done, the water might thon destroy the outside bar
That is quite possible, but the removal of the bar of rock is
a work of considerable magnitude. However, the bon.
gentleinan having once more brought the matter te the
attention of the Government, I shall again bring it before
my colleagnes. But if I an net able te bring down an
estimate for this work, let net the hon. gentleman say nexi
year that I promised it for the Supplementar Estimates
I will lay the matter before my col eagues, and if, after re
considering it, they think we shall be justified in asking fo
a vote, I shall be very happy te put in an estimate for tha
purpose.

Motion agreed te.

CUSTOM HOUSE BOATMEN AT QUEBEC.

Mr. ARYOT, in moving copies of all petitions from th
Omatoma- boatmen of the city of Quebec, applying te b

lied wit officâal uniforms, and of the replies te suc
sa MIt. Speaker, I hope the Govern

t, will give that petition its earnest consider
d . It is vewy important te the Oustoms service o
Quebee, tht s. béeatmen be distinguished by a special un
fiei, whihweud givo them a greater authority when the
bard feeign.vesus It would be a very small expense fo
tkOoxidmnt;, ahd would considdbly increase the eff
oIdnef or thm+eied

Moomn àgro 1
Mr. HAo&seTT

THE APPOINTMENT OF THOMAS RYAN.

Mr. COURSOL, in moving for. copies of all correspond-
once, certificates, &c., addressed to Iho Government iu
relation to the appointment of Mr. Thomas Ryan as eng'
neer of the Custom House at Montreal, with the date of
such appointmeut, sait: Mr. Speaker, before asking of thig
honorable House, an order te obtain this correspondences
trust I may make a few remarks on a subjeet which intereste
me particularly, aq, the representative of the division of Mon-
treal East. Towards the middle of last February a
deplorable accident occurred in the Montreal Custom F1ouse
through the bursting of a steam boiler. The engineer in
charge of this boiler was fatally wounded by that explosionlD
and died therefrom in the afternoon of the 1st Marce
instant. Shortly after that accident I had occasion to talk
with the hon. Minister of Public Works, and ho said te mne
at the time, as indeed it was butjust that ho should, that hO
hoped and that ho wished that the appointment of an eng'
neer should be made' with the concurrence of the three
representatives of the city of Montreal. Now, Mr.Speake*r,
no one knows botter than yourself and my hon. colleagues In
the Bouse, how difficult it is for a member to dispense
patronage, even when ho represents alone an electoral
division. It is ever a source of trouble to him, and, at the
same time, it is sometimes a source of unpleasantness between
the Departments and the members of the House. This
difference of opinion may go a long way, when the question
is one of exercising one's right of patronage in a city like
Montreal, where there are three members, each one repre
senting a division. Under such circumstances patronage
should be dispensed with discernment, and especislly
with justice. I have a complaint to make with regard to the
manner in which the appointment in question Was
made. It is not the first time that I have reasOn
to complain. On the several occasions when I have
had complaints to make, I have always done so to the
face of the Government. I am one of the supporters of th$t

Government. I support with my vote the policy we have
inaugurated and which we think te be to the greater advan-
tage of the country; but although I uphold the policY 0f

the Government, as a general rule, I desireit te be woll nU
derstood, that I do net intend te support individuals, or any
member of the Governinent, if justice is not done te the
division which I represent. Now, in the present instance,
I presented on the 2nd March instant, to the hon. Minister
of Public Works, a petition signed by one Gunn of the
city of Montreal. This petition had been brought te me bY
one of the electors of my division, and it was accompanied
by a large number of testimonials as te the applicalt'
ability, signed by men competent te know, certifying that
Mr. Gunn was able te fulfil the duties of engineer. At the

- suggestion of the hon. Minister of Public Works, I sent hi'a
r that petition, together with the testimonials and a latter
r from myself. Four or five days later, I received a letter

from the Department stating that Gunn's petitiOn lad
reached to late, and that the appointment had aie0dy
been made when the Department received it. WeIll, M"
Speaker, this appointment must have been made hurriedif
and that is the cause of my complaint. The individual di0d

s on the first day of March at 4 o'clock pm ; the samne da'
e the petition was presented, and the day following I Was le
h formed that the appointment had been made. But $ici)

- that time, I have reason te believe, that another pether
- was sent te the hon. Minister of Public Works by Other
f persons, by my two colleagues and by the Senator for the
i- division of Alma. I complain of the fact, that senaWi'l
y who are net elected by the people, and who in oer
r electoral divisions could net get themselves returned, a
L- be the first te come and recommend certain appOintaet

te be made without the concurrence and participation
of the member, who is left by themx in complete ign
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of what is going on. I have, therefore, to complain that secretly made. It was made like all other appointments.
this appointiment was made without my participating in it, Whon an official bas to be appointed, he is appointod and
and the reasons since given to me by the bon. Minister of receives the vacant poition. The only thing about which
Public Works are rather an aggravation of the injustice, I the hon. member might seemingly have reason to complain
will even say the insult done to my division. 1 hope there about, is, that having called upon me, I should have made
will be another opportunity to enable me to show to this the appointment befbre recoiving bis letter, and the letter
Hlouse how patronage is dispensed, and the difficulties which from the Secretary of the Department would certainly lead
we have to encounter each time an appointment has to be one to believe that such was the case; in fact, the mietter
made. I complain especially of the fact that the Govern- actually says as much. This morning, upon seeing the hon.
ment and Ministers lend a too willing ear to persons who do member's notice of motion on the Orders of the Day, I
not represent electoral divisions, which bas the effect of asked to see the letter written to the hon. member on the
weakening the candidate's strength in the division, and ho subject, and upon seeing that that letter stated that the ap-
bas already trouble enough to secure justice for his consti- pointment bad been made before the receiving of the
tuents. If I make these remarks, Mr. Speaker, it is not in petition presented by the hon. member. I sent for the
a hostile spirit; I do so from motives of duty and fully un- Seeretary of the Department and asked him for the order
derstanding the position I take in this matter. I am by virtue of which the appointment had been made. Tho
entrusted with the defence of the interests of my constitu- Secretary referred to the documents and found that ho had
ents, and I will not, as long as I am the representative of Mon- made a mistake; thereupon ho wrote me the following
treal East, allow the mem bers of the other parts of the city to letter, which I will read to the House:-
obtain any advantage over me. Lot things be done openly " OmWA, 13th March, 1882.
and publicly, so that the responsible member be cognizant "TÂA 3hMrh 82

eb reof, and thon he will have ne cause te complain if he "Sia,-Referring to the letter which Mr. Coursol, M.P., wrote to you
te , oha. on the 2nd inst , enclosing testimonials in favor of Mr. F. Gunn,
does not obtain wbat ho asks for; but what I do object to applicant for the situation of Engineer to the Uustom House of Mon-
is the manner in which these things are done; sooner or treal, I find that you endorsed on that letter instructions to return those
later it will end badl testimonials to Mr. Coursol and to inform him that Mr. Ryan had beeny.appointed to the situation applied for by Mr. Gunn. Your instructions

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, the documents were dated the third. I regret, that through an error which I cannot
asked for in the hon. member's motion shall be brought explain, that the letter written to Mr. Coursol according to those in-

structions, and which I signed, contains the unauthorized statement
down as soon as they can be copied. The bon. member has that 'the appointment of another person (Mr. Thomas Ryan) had
certainly the right to complain if he thinks that an in- already been made to the vacant situation, previous to your (Mr.

justice bas been done to bis division, and I would be the Coursol's)recommendation in favor of Mr. Gunn haviag reached the

last member of the Government to blame him for so doing,
the more so, that he bas done it in most proper terms, Trhuîs it is that the hon. member was perfcctly justified in
which show that ho is to-day a3 ever the friend of the Gov- speaking as ho did awhtle ago, as the Secretary's letter put
ernment. But, Mr. Speaker, the facts of the case seem to have matters in that light; but the Seeretary declares that he
been presented to the hon. member in a different light from made a mistake in the close of bis letter, and that the
what thev really are. The accident which took place resulted appointment had not been made when the hon. member's
in the deiath of the engineer and the stoker, and the official letter reached me. As a matter of fact, the question was
whom I sent to repair the disaster reported to me that it only settled in the afternoon after I had examined the
was necessary to have a competent employe, and one upon testimonials in favor of Gunn, submitted to me by the hon.
whom the Department could place dependence. In conse- member, as well as those in favor of Ryan. Under the cir-
quence I sent an engineer from my Department to replace cumstances, Mr Speaker, I hope that the bon. member will
temporarily the victim of the accident, pending the time see that there was no intention of doing him a wrong in the
when I should have a competent man to assume the post. present instance, any more than I have done in the past. I
Meanwhile, the engineer who had been serionely wounded, have always shown myself to be the friend of the hon.
succumbed; the stoker had died sometime previously. member, as ho bas always been that to the Government, and
Whereupon I received at different ti mes a recommendation I hope that atter these explana-ions, ho will understand
from Messrs. Gault and Ryan, two of the members repre- that the right appointment was made. It may be that he
Senting the city of Montreal, who both favored the appoint- would have preferred that Gunn should have been appointed
Ment ef Mr. Thomas Ryan as engineer. instead of Ryan, but I had to weigh matters and see who, in

Mr. COURSOL And one from the Senater. my opinion, should be preferred. I thought Ryan should
Mr- OUROL.And ne romthe enaor.be appoimted, and therefore I did so.Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I received those two recom- ho.app o...there.re I i e. .

mlendations from Mr. Gault, one of the members for Mon- Mr. COURSOL. There is another individual who was
treal, and from Mr. Ryan, another member for the same appeinted the same day, tho assistant engineer, and that on
city. I aiso received another recommendation to the same the recommendation eo my two collcagues, whilst the man
effect from Mr. Ogilvie, Senator for that division, and an- I had recommended was net appointed.
Other from Mr. White, also a member of this louse, and from Mr. RYAN (Montreal). I regret very much that my
Other persons of Montreal. The hon. member came to me colleague from Montreal East bas thought proper to bring
once and spoke to me of the appointient which was to be this matter before the House. I may say that the unfor-
rade, and mentioned to me that there was someuone ho tunate accident which led to the death of the late engineer,
Wished tO recommend. I told him to send me bis petition, Mr. Maghar-who, I may say, was a Protestant-occurred
together with what testimonials he might have. Those on the 1Uth or 16th of February last, and the appointment
documents reached me on the morning of the 2nd instant, was made on the 2nd of March. I had the plesure of
as stated by the hon. member. I considered the question knowing the gentleman wbom the bon. the Minister of
during the course of the day, and after having perused the Public Works appointed to the vacant position. Although
recmmendations and the testimonials sent in from divers bis name is Thomas Ryan, ho is not a connection of mine;sources, I found that the hon. member for Montreal East re- ho does not happen to be even a co-religionist of mine. in

mmlfrended one Gunn, whilst the Senator and the other Montreal, the rule is to appoint to any vacant position a
Iaeinb" for &Montral aupported the appointment of Thomas man of the same religious persuasion as his predeoessor.hyan, and I came to the conclusion that Thomas Ryan Knowing Mr. Ryan's qualifications for the position, I ft
sho)ukbeaPpointed, and snob appointment was consequently pleasure in signing a recommendation in his favor, and I
'ee- 14 'hoa, member Says that the appointment was i think it is due to those of us who recommended hlmn, and
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also to the bon. Minister who appointed him, that I shoul
read some of the certificates le has received from hig
authorities in other quarters:

"Doumrois or CANADAÂ,
"ICertificate of Competency.

"FIRT CLÂss ENGINEUR.
"To THoMAs RYAN,-Whereas it has been found that you are dul

qualified to fulfil the duties of a First Clase Engineer, the Board o
bteamboat Inspection does hereby, in pursuance of the Canadian Ac
respecting Certificates to Engineers (31st Vie., Cap. 65), grant yo
thi rCertificate of Competency for a period of one year from the dat
thereof.

"cGiven under the Seal of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboa
Inspection at Montreal this first day of January, 1880.

IlSAMUEL RIBLECY,
"tChairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection."

"ICANAL OuIC1

ANDREW ROUuTSON Eq " MONTREAL, 29th March, 1880.

"Ohairman, kontreal Harbor Board.
"Sm,-I beg to state that I bave known Mr. Thomas Ryan for upward

of twenty-two years. He is a first class mechanical engineer, of ver
sober and industrious habits.

".Mr Ryan has had seven years practical experience in dredging, a:
en gineer in charge of Dredge No. 1, belonging to the Department o
Public Works, during which time he gave entire satisfaction to the late
Mr. Sippell, who expressed regret when Mr. Ryan left the employ. Mr.
Ryan is conversant with both languages, and, from his energetie dispo
sition and mechanical as well as practical knowledge, I am fully of the
opinion that he would make an efficient Mechanical Superintendent o:
the Montreal Harbor Improvements.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

'1M. CONWAY,
"Superintendeut Lauhine Canal.'

"TE» OTTAWA Rivan NAVIGATION COMPANT,
"13 BNivxNrunE STREET,

"MONTREAL, 2nd March, 1880.
" Mr. TEOMÂs RYAN, E ogineer,

"lHochelaga, Que.
"DEAR SM,-I have mach pleasure in stating that, during the many

years you were employed by this Company as engineer, you gave very
general satisfaction. I can recommend you as a steady, sober and
attentive man. I regret that the business of this Company would not
enable us to pay you such wages as would secure your services for the
future. However, I have no doubt but you will succeed weli in the
railway business, where there is far greater scope for a man of your
ability. Wishing every success,

'I am, dear Sir,
"Yours very truly,

",a. w.SEIPIREIR,
"Predident.»

"QM., O. à O. RÂILWÂY, W. D.
". Master Mechanc'Bs Office,

''HOCRELAGA, March 27th, 1880.
"To the Chief Engineer and HarborI

''"Commission of the Montreal Harbor Trust.
I understand that the bearer, Thos. Ryan, is making application for

the position of Mechanical Engineer for the Montreal Harbor Trust. I
take pleasure in re.ommending him as a fit and proper person for that

osition. I have known Mr. Ryan over twenty-two (22) years. I know
him to be a first-class steamboat engineer and a good mechanic; lie has
been in charge of first-class steamers as engineer, and dredges, for a aumber
of years, and bis character bears the highest reputation as to sobriety and
integrity. I consider that he is one of the few men in Canada fit to fill
such a position, and I take pleasure in recommending him for that
position.". 

"

After these certificates, I think nothing need be said
regarding Mr. Ryan's competency to fill the position to
which he has been appointed. The moment I read these
certificates, I had great pleasure in recommending Mr.
Ryan, in whom I believe the Government have a first-class
officer.

Mr. COURSOL. The hon. gentleman labors under a
misapprehension. I never said a word against Mr. Ryan's
ability. It was my right to bring this matter before the
House, and to have my position respected. It was my right
not to be made a subject of derision by being asked by the

Mr. BrA (Montreal)

d hon. Minister to send in a recommendation, and finding that
h before I had done so the appointment had been made.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman might
have added that I have just read a letter in which the Sere.
tary of the Department stated positively that the appoint.
ment had not been made before the hon. gentleman sent nme

y the letter.
of
t Mr. COURSOL. The letter was read before the House
u and I thought the hon. Minister might have translated that
e himself. I know that the requisition of Mr. Ryan was sent
t on the lst of March, and the man died at 4 o'clock in the

afternoon of the same day, and, not only was the chief
officer appointed, but the assistant also.

Motion agreed to.

FOG-WII[ISTLE AT SEELBtJRNE HARBOR.

Mr. ROB3ERTSON (Sheiburne) moved for copies of al
Spetitions and correspondence received by the iDepartment

r of Marine and Fisheries, isince 1 st January, 1881, in referenee
to the erection of a fog-whistle at the entrance of Sheiburne
H larbor, Nova Scotia. lie said:- I was glad to learn from

f the Minister of Publie, Works, the other day, that it was bis
intention to provide for the erection of a fog-whistle at the
entrace ofSheburne hearbor. I musthowever, takeobjec-

ttion to the manner in which he answered my question on
the subject; and asheand is colleague, the hon. Ministerof
Rai lways, seem anxious to make a littie political capital out
of the erection of this work, for the benefit of a gentleman
who is likely to be an opponent of the Liberal candidate for
the county of Shelburne. desire to refer to some papers
whih bave be in the posseasion of the rover ument for
some time past. The answer ofthe hon. Minister of Publie
Workswas that the lou. Mr. White had communicated with
the Department about a fogrwhistle, thatit had been taken
into consideration, and that the work had been decided on.
My motion cals for this communication, which seems to
have bad considerable effect on tc hon, gentlemen on tha
Tretsury benches. But I wish to remind those lion.
gentlemen that many important petitions, asking for
the erection of this tog-whistle, were presented in 1878,
signed, not only by people in Shedburne, but by
many influential shipowners in ialifi. A petition
had been presented signed by Cunard & .Co. and
the Presidents of the various insurance companies n the
city of ilalifax. On the l8th February, 18'19, 1 di rected
the attention of the on. the Minister of Marine hnd
Fisheries to thse important petitions and urged on him
the consideration of this work. received a polite reply,
such a one as is very often a1ressedto embers of th
Opposition, namely, that the matter was under the consider-
ation of thGovernment. Iar insbrougt it to the atten-
tion of the Government on Decmber 24th, 1879, and I
again received te same answer. I next called attention t
it in 1880, and again recived the eame an wer. I stilmagain
called attention to this matter last Session. Another pro
mise was sade by the hon. t omMinister of Rail ta e Ir'
1878. When addressing a meeting of the electors Of the
county of Sheoburne, and advocating the retur tfthe
Conservative party to power, one of the firet utterace of
the hon, gentleman was in respect to this subject;he
referred to the neglct ofthe important intereste ofthe Port
by Mr. Mackenzie, and assured the electors of Sheilburlin
that one of the first acts which would engage the attention
of a Conservative overnment would be the eretion of r
fog-whistle at the entrance of theis harbor. This Mattery bi
been before Parliamentabout three years, and nowon the Ve
of a General Election, accodingocputar r emoran oistis
Cnade by the hon. te Miniter of Puebli Works to have te
fog-whistle erected there. 1 ar very glaâ it la tothbe rect he
as it is an important work, not local inte othacUpr, but

818
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affecting the shipping and Maritime Provinces; but I will'TUE DOMINION LANDS ACT IN THE NORTH-WEST.
use my influence to prevent the Conservative party fromir
reaping any local advantage from this question.agents relating to working of the Dominion Land Act or

Sir JECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course, the papers wiII land regulations in Manitoba and the North-West Territories,
be brought down; but the hon. gentleman should not find since îst January, 1880, said: I have no doubt that the bon.
fault with the Government, and with myself in particular, gentleman continues to receive, from time to time, as was
if, at the fourth Session of this Parliament, we grant what the custom formerly, suggestions as to the manner in which
b' says ho has been asking for for three years. Surely he the land regulations that bave been adopted, work in the
should be glad that the Government has acceded to bis varions ditricts of Manitoba and the North West. Some
request, and whether it was advecated by the hon. gentle- years ago the lon. gentleman introduced, and got a Bil
iman or by others, at ail events our attention has been called passed, consolidating the Lands Acts, and making certain
to it in such a manner that we decided to ask Parliament to changes, and, from that time to this, varions modifications
provide the necessary money to carry out the work. At ail of th land reglations have been made. Lt would be
events, whether it has been secured by the good influence intoresting to Parliament, and higbly nseful, if the reports
of one set of mon or by another, the fog-whistle will be made by tho land agents in reference to the matter were
erected; of course, the hon. gentleman, who wants to use it laid before the flouse, so that we may bave an opportunity
as much as lie can against us, is welcome to do so, though of seeing how far the rogulations have been adopted, and
the fog-whistle will speak for itself. the provisions of the Act are seen to be beneficial-also,

Mr. BLAKE. My lion. friend did not object to the what difficulties are found in the way of the efficient
Goverrment baving got light on tbe subject, but lie rather operation of the law. o trust the on. gentleman will bring
omplaind that they liad beenlbefogged for three years, and any reports of tis kind down to the lhouse.

athougli the applications of the great bouse of Cunard & Co., Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I see no objection to the
muncipal bodies and other parties interested, had altogethor giving of this information. v shae f instruot the Deputy
failed to remove the fog during tliree years, the white light Ministor to look up any such reports, and, if there are any
of the fourth year had effectually accomplislied it. such reports or suggestions of i mprovements or modifications

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Tlie facts showed that evi -or any opinions to the effect tbat any part of the law
dence was accumulated to suc a degree tliat finally the works badly-it will be well to make use of them at an
Goverament acceded to the request. Whetlier it would be early day.
a white or red liglot, at alfvents, we enalg have a ligmtu Motion agreed to.
thoro.

Motion agreed to.d b DISMISSALt F CAPTAIN ALLAN.

PRAUDS BY TRUSTEES.

Mr. McCUAIG, moving for a return showing the number
of persons who have been convicted within the Iast ten
years of fraudulently disposing of property held by them as
trustees, said: The object I have in view is that some
means shall be taken by Parliament to make it impera-
tivO on trustees or executors to make a half yearly return of
the assets of the estates in their charge, and file the same in
the Superior Court, or with the registrar iu the different
counties. There are many instances in this Dominion
where large estates have been wholly lost by the negligence
of the executors or trustees, and if a proper return were
mnade every six months, and filed, as I have indicated, it
Would prove a very excellent effect on their action. We
know that a man on his death-bed very often calls in a
friend and appoints him his executor or trustee to admin.
ister bis estate. The future of the family depends on the
honest discharge of the trust undertaken. Very often it
occurs that a brother is appointed, and friends of
the family have every delicacy in asking him respecting
the position of the estate. This would be obviated by having

law by which executors or trustees would be compelled,
Under the solemnity of an oath, to file, every six months,
"'th the legal authorities I have mentioned, details of all
the soecurity and everything connected with the administra-
tion of the estate. I am not sure whether I am in order inbringing this question before Parliament. What I wish todo is to bring it forward so that it may be placed before the
whItry, in order that it may receive early attention fromwhatever parliamentary body it might bc found to belong.

8ir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government haveto direct means of obtaining the information asked for by
.I hon. gentleman; but he has a very praiseworthy object

ob view, and .the return will be very useful if it can beobtained. The Government will take such steps as they
efa to cllect the information, but it will be some time
before wecan give any satisfactory statement.

9W#Qagreedto,

Mr. MILLS. In moving for all papers, correspondence
and Orders im Council, relating to the dismissal of Captain
Allan from the public service, said: I am not sure whether
Captain Allan was disnissed or resigned, but I would like
any information in regard to the subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Amend the motion so as
to make it read papers relating to the dismissal or resigna-
tion and it may pass.

Mr. MILLS. I have no objection to that amendment.
Motion, as amended, agreed to.

VOLUNTEER COMPANIE3 IN ALGOMA.

Mr. DAWSON moved for a return of all correspondence
and documents relating to applications made on the part
of the young men of the district of Algoma, to the Depart-
ment of Militia and Defence, for the privilege of being
allowed to form volunteer companies within that district.
He said: Iii making this motion, I may call attention to the
fact that for a number of years the young men of Algoma
have desired to form volunteer companies throughout the
district, and that they have always met with very courteous
replies from the Department of Militia and Defence, but
nothiug so far has been done to enable them to form such
corps. Now, in the whole district of Algoma, with its
21,000 inhabitants, there is just one half company of volun-
teers. I think if there is an ex penditure on account of the
Militia Department, it ought to be distributed equally over
the Dominion; every district ought to have its full share
of the volunteer force. I may mention in regard to
Algoma, that very great numbers of railway laborers are
likely to be drawn into it-large bodies having gone there
within the past few years; and it is very desirable that
there should be volunteer companies in the different parts
of the district. We have the best material for the forma.
tion of such companies. I may add, that the young men
of Prince Arthur's Landing and of the north shore of Lake
Huron are anxious to form companies also, as are some on
Manitoulia Island. I do not see terefore why the distriot
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of Algomea should not be treated with the same respect in
that regard, as the others throughout the Dominion.

Motion agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr. GUILLET moved for a return showing the average
number of miles of the Intercolonial Railway worked each
year since any portion of tbat road was opened to public
use; the cost per mile of running the road each year, and
the average quantity of freight carried per mile, and the
average earning per mile in each year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would like to ask my bon.
friend to allow this motion to be amended by striking out
the words "any portion of" after the wordsI "opened to
publie use," or since the year 1876. That will give all the
returns he asks for from the date of the opening of the
Intercolonial Railway in 1876. To go back to the time the
first portion of the road was opened would take us to 1853,
when the section was opened from Halifax to Bedford.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think we ought to have that infor-
mation too.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no objection thon.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Let us have it. There is some very

interesting information back of 1876.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have not the information

at hand. The procuring of it will occupy a long period. It
will not be possible to give it to the House as soon as some

After Recess.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER
louse resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 9) con.

cerning marriage with a deceased wife's sister.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. GIROUA RD (Jacques Cartier). Before adopting the

first clause, I wish to make an amendment to the same
effect as that which I gave notice on the second reading
of the Bill, doclaring first marriages valid. I wish,also, to nake another amendment, in order to meet some
objections that have been raised by some hon. members,
especially from Nova Scotia. It is stated that in that
Province the law prohibiting marriage with a deceased
wife's sister contains also several other provisions, and it
has been objected that the first clause, as worded, would
repeal the whole of that Statute. I am not sure that such
would be the eflect of the clause, but, in order to meet the
objection, I would ask that to the first clause the following
be substituted:-

"All prohibitions of marriage between a man and the aister of hie
deceased wife are hereby repealed."

And then to add the following words, in order to meet the
case of past marriages:-

" To the same effect, both as to past and to future marriages, as if
such prohibitions never had been enacted."

hon, gentlemen may desire. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD I would suggest to my
Motion agreed to. hon. friend that he should attach to the Bill a schedule of

the laws prohibiting marriages.
WELLAND CANAL CONTRACTS. Mr. GIROUARD. I do fot think it la nccessary, but, at

Mr. ACKNZI. I houd lke t, cll he atenionthe same time, I have no objection to give them verbaliy.Mr. MACKIENZIE. I should like to eall the attention W
of the hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals to the have, so far as I recolleot, Statute 34 Victoria, Statute
fact that in the papers brought down in reference to this of Hnry VI., Lord arvey' Act of 1835. So faase o the Province of Quebec is concerned, we have Article 125contract (27) on the Welland Canal, there is no statement'o
of the quantity and value of whatever materials were taken
from the late contractors, in making up the amount of the Mr. BLAKE. I observe that my hon. friends from
award by Mr. Page, at $61,313. There is a book of writ- Jacques Cartier and Maskinongé (Mr. Ioude) are agreed
ings stating that there was a quantity of goods at one place this Session. They were not quite agreed in 1880, when
and a quantity of timber at another-a derrick at one place my hon. friend from Jacques Cartier introduced bis Bil
and a derriek at another; but we have no value attached to Lîpon that subjeet. That was a Billwhich rendercd legsl
this property, and know neither the prices nor the quan- all marriages botwecn a man and his deceased wife's sister,
tities. I hope the hon. gentleman will bring down this and my hon. friend from Maskinongé was dissatisfied with
information as speedily as possible. that. and upon the occasion of the third reading liemoved

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentlemen will an arndment in the sense of this Bil, providing that the
put on a slip of paper the subjects on which he wishes infor- prohibitions should be removed, and that amendment was
mation, I will draw the attention of the head engineer to it, defeated by a vote of 133 te 10, which singular sacces cf
and get the facts required as quickly as possible. the hon. member for Jacques Cartier npon that occasionhas induced hlm te propose the clause of the hon. mernber

Mr. BLAKE. I ask for copies of the valuation of the from Maskinongé on this occasion. For my own part, 1
materials on hand, and a statement of the price at which have great objection te the clause as it is 11w proposed, for
they were taken over by the Government. There is no reasons which 1 gave, and which other hon. members gave,
statement of any valuation of those materials on hand, nor when my hon. friend's Bil came before the fouse la the
the prices of the preperty taken over by the Government. first instance in 1880.As it firstcmebefore the los

it was a Bill which rendered legal the marriage betweefl
.BROWN SHIEETING AND BLEACHED SHIRTINGS. a man and lis deceaed wife's sister, and thePr-

MIr. BLAKLE. Before the Orders are called, I weild just ceeded that legality with exceptions of ail phibitiolls
s or dispensations, or rules of variofs churches, sofewhat

-cal te atenio ofthebon te Fnane Mniterto hisinthe Poineo Qeci once th 2t rdle haefAtie C125

passageJfre is speech, and ask if intendo to bring down ne re Ce
the statement referred tDuringthe progress cf the Bi q that eliminated al8th8we

mycepthon,fien roached the third reading it wais Bi121PlY"I have here a atatement spowing that brown sheeting and bleacoed a Bin te render legal the marriage of a man with his
hirtingsnanufactured in the Dominion were so at from 5 t7 ar deceased wife's sistere an a h e ariage which is

cent. over the net colt price or the saine articles in the United Statdoppe.f ,oathe ih. ow hws the othr anoIiing

SirLEOARDTILEY.Yes I avetha stte n o drm on. iefr romth Maski.nongé atwasdstifed wit

thupon which the liuse wasinduced te eliminate thes con'
,and shal briig it dowi ; but the correspondence with the ditions andmreject by a vote se odecisive as 133 talt, the
United States merchants and manufacturers lias rfhreace alternative proposaieof the on. memberftor maskin

;to thie cettors. onsé, whichs new in thi Bil . In the firat plhonme te gaW
Mwenmyho.0rinds rBilftlthecChair.ae bfoe the Hu in tb

itbe S w asia Billwhich eneed lal e marig ewe
BRWN SHEEN G N LAHDSITNS a n i eesdwf' itr n hnpo
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of this House upon the theory that there ought to be one munities into which the population is divided. It wil[
uniform law of marriage for the whole Dominion. The happen thus, that we will inot have cortainty, because this
distinction which is made in the Confederation Act between question is to be disposed of according to the rules of the
the law of marriage and the law effecting the solemnization ditffrent churches which arc not within our cognizance;
of marriage, must be referable to that consideration, ithat but, as I obberved in the Session of 1880, with reference to
is, as te the validity f time, as to the classes of persons Certain of these contentions, they are to be brought, accord-
etween whom it should be lawful and between whom it ing to the views of many juirists and Judges, before the
should not be lawful that marriage should be contracted. Ordinary in the Province of Quebec, and-as happened in
it was expedient that there should be one uniforn law, former cases--it happened not long ago in a case, for the
and that uniform law was to be obtained only by judgment in which I moved the other day, that tho decision
the legislation being in the Central Parliament. as to the validity of such a miage is to be determined
That was the first consideration. Th- second consideration first by the Ordinary, before a Civil Court can decide
was presented to the House, firstly, I think, by the hon. whether it is valid or not. I submit, tberefore, that the
member for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott) and afterwards by louse is taking a retrograde step if it chooses to ascnt to
others, and it was that this was a relation in which it was the view which was rejected by a majority of 133 to 10 in
essential that the law should be plain, clear, certain and 180, if itchooses now to adopt this provision of the Bill of
precise, exposed upon the Statute-book, and that we should my hon. friend instead of the provision which he warmly
know exactly what our law was. Now, of course, we have advocated in that year. The lion. gentleman's own name
not got one marriage law for the whole Dominion, because was recorded with the majority of 133, who voted against
this Legislature bas not hitherto acted upon that law, and the proposition of the bon. menber fbr Maskinongé (Mr.
the laws of the varions Provinces, therefore, are at titis Houde), and which he has now accepted and made the
moment as they were. It is one thing to legislato on a foundation of the present Bill. The hon. gentleman
subject untouched; it is an entirelydifferent thing when we certainly owes us some explanation wby he has adopted the
are called upon to legislate in a sonse which shall not pro- proposition which we defeated by so large a majority on
(lice uniformity or certainty, but which will perpetuace a that occasion; but for ns who, perhaps, are not so deeply
difference and an uncertainty in our law. Now, the purpose interested in the understanding between the parity of two,
jor which this change was proposed by my hon. friend from as my hon. friend from Ma kinongé (AIr. Houde), and
Maskinongé in 1880 vas the purpose, presumably, for which my lion. friend from Jacques Carticir (Mr. irouard); it is
the hon. member for Jacques Cartier has adopted, in 1882, important, also, to know why, when the principle in view
that clause, notwithstanding the strong vote against it in in having the marriage laws to bc disposel of by this
1880. By these means a very different result will be Parliament was to secure uniformity, we should be asked to
accomplished from what was accomplished by the Bill as legislate, not in that direction, but in the direction of'
it passed to its third reading in 1880. By that Bill, as it perpetuating diversity.
p:assed this House, the marriage of a man with his deceased Mr. GIROUARD. I expected that the point, which the
wife's sister would be civilly legal wherever it took place hon. gentleman bas raised, as to the uniformity which
within the Dominion. The offect of the present plan is, would exist all over the Dominion, except the Province of
that by the 125th section of the Code, such marriages are Quebec, would be raised, but I expected that it would corne
made absolutely void, and in the Province of Quebec those from anotber hon. gentleman, a representative from that
marriages are absolutely void to-day. To make them legal Province. The hon. gentleman says that the tendency of
is one thing, but simply to repeal the prohibitions against this Parliament is to have uniformity of law all over the
themn is to bring into force the 127th clause; and Dominion on matters of marriage, that the clause was
that is the pur'pose, I presume, of my hon. friend, inserted in the British North America Act with that view;
to apply to these marriages, the prohibition in the but it must be admitted that no action has been taken on
125th clause bcing removed, the provisions of the 127th. the sub-section of clause 91, assigning different powers to
As the Bill stood in 1880, the marriage being made legal, different Parliaments; and it must also be admitted
the 127th clause would not have applied, but as it now that there is another clause which defines the powers of the
stands it is intended to apply that clause. That clause will Local Legislatures, and a clause which will always prevent
apply in Quebec, and what will be the consequence? Tbt uniformity in the laws on the subject t'of narriage. I refer
clause reads: to the sub-section which entrusts the Local Legislatures

s ea ith a mniatters pcrtainin to the celebration of marriage.The oither impedirnts recegnized, according te the different wt ilmtcr ot igtehecebtinfmrig.
reigiolarperasi assmrsIigfor'aa hpot yorm The Dominion Parliament have nothing to do with theregius,~ 1~ as resulting froim relationship or affiaity, or fI'om eerto c arae adcac nyveneuwl
o ther causes, remainsubject to the rules hitherto followed in the differ- celebration of marriage, and consequently we never

t churches and religious communities. The right, likewise, of granting succeed ln having uniformity cf legisiation on that subject.
hiterto joe such impediments as heretofore te those who have To day, all over the Dominion, the marriage laws are quite

The cdnsequonccf different in one sense. We have no one civil officier by
eith a deceased f that will be that, instead of a marriage whom marriage bas to be celbrated, and- some years agowife's sister being a legal marriage in the the Church of England in Upper Canada insisted that No-ei

Peint Of view in which the law makes it legal or illegal, it conformists should be married by their ministers; and it wasvidi he subject to this 127th clause. It will, therefore, be a only when a special law was passed that inarriages could beofid marriage in the Province of Quebec as between persons celebrated even between the Dissenters themselves by Dis-
0f the Roman Catholie faith-not merely void according to senting ministers. As I stated, the laws of marriage all overthe dtres of their own Church, but now in the cye of the Dominion are quito different, and we have put thatthe civil law-unless a papal dispensation be obtained. Nor construction on the Bill as it is now framed to-day, and I do
lam quite certain whether the effect would not be ithe not sec why it should not be adopted if the Government is
Ine with reference to the particular church to which willing to accept it as it is. The hon. gentleman asks w4y

cnta whtherthere would not be an impossibility of I have accepted certain provisions of the Bill which Ibel î ing marriage, even civil, between such persons opposed on a former occasion. The present Bill, I admit
t igng to the Church of England. Thus it will happen differs from the other in many respects, but the other was
th by the Bil as now proposed, we shall have no unitorm- defeated in the Senate by the narrow majority of one, and IY; but, instead of that, we shall have a different law in one regard it as of great importance that we should secure thelaw nce from the law in the other Provinces, and a different present one from defeat in the other branch of Parliament.

lawPerbaps, affecting more than one of the religious com- I know, as a matter of fact, that the Bill worded as it now ia
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will meot the views of more than half-a-dozen Senators who
would have opposed it in the shape in which it appeared
two Sessions ago, and this is one renson and the main one
which induced me to adopt these changes. There is another
part of the Bill to which the hon. gentleman bas made allu-
sion; that is to the marriage of a widow with a deceased
husband's brother. That change which the hon. gentleman
asked for was defeated by a large majority, and the reason [
accepted i t to-day was not to get a majority bore, because
we know the feeling to be in favor of it in this House, but
for the saine reason that I mentioned with regard to the
other part of the Bill, viz., to secure a majority in the
Sonate. I know, as a matter of faet, that if that provision
had been included in the other Bill it would have passed
the Senate, and, although I believe that that provision
should not have been included, I have made the alteration in
order to ensure the success of the measure. 1, therefore,
submit that the wording of the Bill as framed to-day is
sufficiently warranted by the circumstances of the case.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think tait the reasons given by the
bon, gentleman are sufficient to justify the important
chaages which have been made in the character of the Bill.
iNow, the hon. gentleman proposes to provide by this Bill
that all these disabilities shall be removed; but ho does not
provide for the absolute removal of these disabilities, so far
as the Province of Quebec is concerned. The hon. gentle-
man knows that parties standing in the relationships which
are now declared improper for marriage, cannot marry in
Quebec without a dispensation, and they will not stand on a
footing of equality with persons similarly situated in the
other Provinces. The bon. gentleman, in this Bill, does not
recognize the right of the individual at all. In tho Province
of Quebec, he says, the disability shall continue unless a
disrens'ation is obtained . The Bill, as it stood before, did
not attack the religious opinions of anybody; it did not say
that anyperson should be in good standing in a church,
who did not marry aceording to the canons of the ehurch ;
it left that to be decided by the religious society to which
the person belonged. But it said that if he wished to con-
tract such a marriage, no impediment should stand in his
way. I do not think we ought to subject parties to disabi-
Jities in ono Provinee whîich world not exist in any other
Province iii the Dominion. This, the bon. gentleman
does by his Bill. The hon. gentleman says, he is
making the&c changes, not because he thinks them
right or proper; on the contrary, he prefers the
Bilc as it was before; but lie makes them in con-
sideration cf the hostility of certain gentlemen in the
Sonate. Now, the passage of this Bill in this House last
Session by a very large majority, and its sanction by the
popular branch of Parliament for the second time, would be
very good reasons why the Senate should not persist in
their rejection of the Bill. We know that the rule that
prevails in tbe Parlianient of theV United Kingdom is, that
if a measure is cariied through the 1ouse of Commons one
year after another by very large majorities, the House Of
Lordb abaindon thteir objections out of deference to the thus
well-exp-essed will o' the representatives of the people.
There is nu doubt that rule would provail here if the hon.
gentleman persevered in the Bill as It passed this Hoiuse
the Session before last. I regret very much the changes
made in the Bill, because I do not think they will secure
uniformity iii the individual rights of the people in the
different sections of the Dominion), and w-e ought not to
legislate for the purpose of making such distinctions as
the hon. gentleman proposes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I agree with my hon.
friendson the otherside in preferring it1e Bill as i tpassed this
Ilouse the Session of 1880, when it was a simple declaration
that such marriages were legal. Ilowever, I have not
chago of the Bill of my hon. fiiend, who desires to carry

gIr. GiaoiARn (Jacques Cartior).

out, as far as ho can, the principles of the Bill which he
introduced and pressed in this House with such force in
1880, for the reason that in its present shape it is more
likely to become law. And that is a very good reason-at
ail events te myself-why I should vote for this ]Bil,
althougli I would have preferred that it had another form.
I do not quite go with my hon. friend from West Durham
in the view that the division of the jurisdiction between the
Local and Federal Parliaments was for the purpose of pro-
ducing unifornity in the law with regard to what marriage
consists of. We can well understand the reason of that
division of jurisdiction; from the fact of the Catholie
religion p-revailing in Lower Canada, it was thought better
that the Provinces should each provide for their own mode
by which marriage could be effected. To say what marriage
is, who a person may marry, belongs to the Federal
Parliament; the mode of making them main and
wife belongs te the Local Legislature. But it docs
not follow that we cannot recognize and provide
for the different divisions of the Dominion, just as is dono
in England with regard to England and Scotland. 1 pre-
sume, however, that this clause will, in effect, amount to
what the Bill of 1880 proposed to effect-that, as a general
principlo overy man will b froc to marry any woman who
will marry him exclusive of the prohibition which the law
of the country establishes. The 125th section of the Code
which the hon. gentleman cited, prohibits narriage "hb-
tween a brother and sister, legitimate or natural." This
clause removes that prohibition, and if it stood alone it
would have the same effect qs if it positively declared the
marriage to be legal. But iny hon. friend says the 127th
clause would prevent this Bill going into operation in the
Province of Quebec as it would clsewhere. This clause
speaks of " the other impediments recognized according to
the different religions persuasions resulting from relation-
ship or affinity." What other affinities are reforred to? I
would like to hear m ihon. friend on that point for whose
legal acumen I have the highc-st respect

Mr. BLAKE. If my hon. friend i -right, I
am sure his faithful followers, the hon. mombers or
Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard), and Maskinongé (M'.
Houde), will be very much disappointed, because the object
they have in view would not be attained. I will tell the
hoa. gentleman the reason why I think the change has
been made. As long as tie 125th section and the 127th
section remain, " ite other impedinents " do not nean tlie
impediments that exist under the 125th section. Bat the
instant you wipe out by this law the particular ilmpedi*
ment, it proposes to wipe out, viz., the prohibition as to
mariage with a deceased wif's sister, it ceases to be ole ol
the impediments mon tioned in section 15, and therefore it

becomes oe of "the other impediments" montîicned
section 127. Such is th process of reasoning which lias
convinced the hon. members for Jacques Cartier and Mi
kçinongé that this clause will secure the particular resun
they hope to obtain. 0f course, they may ho misb;tak
but is iL well tiat tlic marriage law should exist i Ul
uncertainty ? Had we not better make the matter p1lai
before we get through with the Bill ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The 125th cluse pro-
hibits these marriages; that is repealed. But my ho-
fr-ied says that if that is repealel thon the 127thi cI
niust prohibit such marriages. I think subsequeut le
tion must override both clauses.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. McCUAIG. As a laynan, I am entirely OpPo

this Bill. I believe that the educated o pinion of
Britain is against it, and all the possessions of Great I
should follow the example'of the Empire. Believi død
will record my vote against the Bill, 1 beg to mloveq6, seco
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by Mr. Daly, that the following proviso be added to the occasion a well as the hon. members for West Durham and

Bill: Bothwell. 1 do fot think tbey can speak botter than others
t provided that no clergyman or minister of the Gospel, authorized foi the Catholics of Quobec, and the Bil doos not affect

w perform the ceremony in marriage, shall be obliged to perform such brethren of a different faith. It is only Catholies -vho
ceremonY if the woman is the sister of the former wife of the man to might bc affectcd by Ibis particular fürm, if aflèctted at
whom she desires to be married." all particularly. As my co.reigionists have not cer-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. I beg to ask the mover of the plained-they have seen the forin, as now presented, for
Bill if the Rioman Catholies in my Province will be under a severa1 weOks, and I believe not a single voico of complaint
different law te their co-rcligionists living in the Province bas been beard-I do not believe those two hon.gentle-
of Quebec, where sucb narriages would not be good with- mon are justified in appearîngboe in the role ofprotectors
out a papal dispensation. of my co-religionists of the Province of Quebec. As regards

Mr. GIROUA-RD. I never said they would not be good the amendinent cf the bon. nlenl)er for Prince Edward
without a papal dispensation. The application of article (Mr. McCuaig) J must say that the Civil Codo of Quebec
127 is open to some doubt, but most assuredly that article, contains sufficint provisions to lrotcct ministers cf overy
can have no effect in New Brunswick, to which the Civil denomination against being forced to celcbrato marriagos

Cod dos nt al ~te which they have religious objectioný. If the other Pro-Code does not apply.yn
Mr. BLAKE. oes the on. gentleman dubt whether the sae stipulations ty migt imitat

Mi.BLAE. ice th bo, gntlmandeut we uOLthat part cf the Civil Code; but 1 do not believe we have
clause 127 does apply ? I do not think we shall pass a law the constitutienal right te accelt the amendment cf the
when such a doubt exists.wher ýýteh adoub exits.lion. member as it refers te solemnization cf ruarriage; to

Mr. GIROUAIRD. It will not be the first instance where say that ministers shail not be obliged to celebrate mar-
the laws of marriage will not be the same within all the1 rages, is to trespass on the ground cf the solerunization cf
Provinces. marriage, a pwer whih bolongs te the Local Legisatmares.

Mr. BLAKE, it is quito différelt whethc. the laws .ill Sir JOIIN A. n iAC ONALD. My hon. friend has
be diverse or whether the lws will be but unicertain. moved an amendment to the tirst clause, Bld thoe not afon.

Mr. GIOUAIRD. It is nct uncertain. friend froght Bothwell movd an aiclment te the amend-
Mr. BLAKE. The ho-. member said il was uncertain ment, testrike i eut.

whether clause 12 7 wuld apply. s Mr. MILLS. I did lot move ansthing. I asked the lin.
Mr. (iIROUARD. What if it does? 'gentleman if ho would accept such an amendment. I said,

has eenhardIdnobelhplyolien. gentleman fr-m M knng hat he
rn re.justifiedin appeared te take greater care for the Province of Quebec

than for the people of the other Provinces. Now, Sir,

teaendeto h hn ebrfr4rneEwr

Mr. GIIIOUARD. Suppose it doos? beor he heu, gentleman ean indulgo in argument of that
Mr. BLAKE. The ilcuse shculd pause before i( passes a sort, ho g must confine bisay.1 te the Province of Quebec;

law with respect tc the marriage ccntract, which is the butinbs sfot dcne se, ho isas taken tho whml Dominion
foundatiencf ail sociey, when the author cf the Billtconundor his patronizngioare. So bas the on. gentleo-
fesses the doubt as teits meaning. Itbink the couvse man who bas charge cf this Bi eg; ho as undertakea
shouldho that adcpted with respect C teail important legal tedtal with this quetion on bdhafb of the whole
Bils, nanoly, a nef erence te a Select Committee. Dominion, and I thigk ho is quite right andpreoper hi

-Mr. GIROUAD.No. doing so. e believe, Sur, we sit bore as the repre-
sentativesmcf Canada, not as reprosentatives cf the
Province of Quebec or the Province of Ontari;zte aro

about the qmetion. herc as rprsentatives cf the whole L eominio sl, and we

Mi'. GIROIJARD. In regard te the aineudmneut cf the should se diF3euss tbis question -wbich affects the com mon well-
Bon. member for Prince Edward (r. MeCuaig), I douht being cf the cuntry a large. The hon. gentleman lias

very iach whether this lause lias juisdictin, but if i introduced his Bi and it relates te, at whole Dominion,
.s 1 have no objection te its insertionin thfrBll. yet ho undeotakes deal with one Province i th ay a

Mr. MILLS. The Bil should provide that mariluge li tle diffrent foum that in whih ho treats tbe othot.P-o-
bctenamnadth itrc eeae iesa ovinces; thon ho says, this is my special Province you bave

weer cliauea12dwoudeaply. r. MLLS.Iadi not ove nythng. askd th hon

leal, insteadof putting it in the fcrm ittisdbore. That ndogen t te intelfered are, this is sacred greund and ye
belg whaî the lieuse is auxieus Vo declare, wby should we have no right o enter bre and discuss what wo have ta do

Mlot Say s e in this particular Province, you rnust confine yourself te
r nottthe other Provinces of the Dominion. That is the positionMr.IRURDe.Sienu prposeds ?b ewhich the hon. gentleman bas taken towards the bon.law wn Sitspilar tte hapresent termsctf the Bilb, the hon, leader f the Oppositieon and towards gentlemen on tho
atcber for Jalques Cartier epposed it, bocause ho did nt otherside wh have discussed. Iis particular moasure. Now,

seay terial difference in the iorm. proposed by me and S I think adiscussing a questionf this sort weshuld
be fud b popsed by hmsef thon. I undersroed it was te tryo el withe petple f the whole Dominion upen a footing

general opinion cf the lieuse at that time that there was no0 cf perfect equality; the hon. gentleman refuses to do that,
sateiamldifrencerncthe two forms, although I and som and ho places a certain portion cf the population-thepeo-

Mr.GIOUARD Ne om pro- o. Ibelive, ir, e sisherhasbhetrprc

Otne. ut r peivfQuebec-inan entirey diffrent position fi-cm that

Sr. BLAKE.MC N D Ia occupied by the peoplecfo the same faith in overy other
be.? Province cf the Dominion. I object te that, and th wehon.

hon. me e D. cIstated atth ime wy. Thahn. me - gentleman who now bas charge cf the Bih objected o it
ber West eurha and Btouweli now show mucdci sooifci wein it was proposed two yeas ago, and when a very

1-01 fui 1 ~co.r-onist fto rvneofQoe.I arnlargo majority cf this flouse refusod te concur lu an amond-

hasj I av Do bjcionoits instePrtoninte o uBl. ythInerae odelwtanePomc i a

r.Y glad of that fe, and, ne doubt, when an ai tpre- ient ffexactly tho same character as the Bih that is now
be1tef my co-resigionists will show themseves thankful before theo euse.

not iho' but under these pocuiar circuntancs, Mn. hrOU E, la answr te tho remarks cf my hon.
Sea re 5n ne ned cf their kind protection. Iîhink ofiend from Botwell, must say that I belisve the idoas

enmititerpret and roepresent their sentiments on this which I hold o this and other subjec s are nt more nthr-
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rowly bounded than bis own. I was not the first to drag
the name of the Province of Quebee into this debate, but
that was done by the hon. gentleman himself (Mr. Mills),
and, thc member for West Durham. I an discussing this
Bill from the point of view of my conscience, as the hon.
gentleman, I have no doubt, also does, and it was because
the Bill, as at first presented, according to my views, was
contradictory tIo the doctrine I hold and opposed to
my religions views, that I did not accept it. I contend
that I am entitled to the saine latitude as the hon. gentle-
man himself in this direction, when dealing with so impor-
tant a subject. I do not know what are the peculiar views
of my hon. friend on this subject, but my view is that
marriage is a religious contract before being a civil contract,
and, because I enterlain thee views, 1 prefer the later form
of this legislation to that which was at first propScd.

Mr. BLAKE. But my hon. friend attacked both my hon.
friend for Bothwell and myself, because he said we were
interfering with Quebec, and that this Bill was going to inter-
fere with Quebec. The hon. gentleman will not deny that it is
going to alter the laws as they affect Quebec, Ontario and
ail the other Provinces of ibis Dominion, but ho seems to
think it was wrong to mention the circumstance that ho
would produce a different state of law in the Province of
Quebec than in the other Provinces. Is there anything
wrong in that? Is it proper that the hon. gentleman and
bis friends sbould confine their remarks to the effe ts of the
law upon the one Province, of Quebec; and if they do not
speak of the other Provinces, are ail to be dumb? The
bon. gentleman really agrees with me as to what the effect
will bo, and it certainly will not be good, yet he says in
substance-I do4 not chioos to sav so, and you bave no right
to say so-I deny that 1ihold any such restricted tenure as
that. I have a duty to perform and must point out
what the effect of the proposed change will- be upon
ail thePirovinces. I deem i of the last consequence that in
duîng 'with ibis contract of marriage our legislation
should be per fectly clear and that there should be no un-
certainty about it: that some classes of persons are entitled
Io marry and others are dis-entitled to marry all through
the bounds of this wide Dominion, and I cannot think that
I have done anything wrong in stating and endeavoring
to enforce that propoitionu.

Mr. McCUAIG. I can xvery well underistand that the
laymen of this House should not ho familiar with ibis sub-
ject, and they cannot perhaps understand the proposed effect
of ibis law introduced by my hon. friend. I think, however,
when we see, as we do this evening, the ablest lawyers of
this House disagreeing as to its effects, then by far the safer
plan will be to throw it out altogether.

Mr. BLAKE. It scems to me that the effect of the
proposition as it stands would be in the case ot a person in
the Province of Quebec having married bis deceased wife's
sister, and which marriage was long void; if such a person
afterwards married somebody else, which marriage was
good, he would find himself suddenly married again to ibis
sister oft is deceased wife.

Mr. GIROUARD. There is a second clause to meet that.
Mr. BLAKE. I think that would be the effect.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Boultbee). The first clause

reads:
"All lawa prohibiting marriage between a mai and the sister of his

deceased wife.

Mr. Girouard moves to substitute for that the following:.
"I Al laws prohibiting a marriage between a man and the sister of his

deceased wife are hereby repealed, both as to past and future marriages,
and, as regards past marriages, are as if such laws had never existed."

Mr. WELDON. This proposed amendment, as regards
New Brunswick, is going tob ave some effect; for instance, IMr. H ounz.

it will legalize marriages which have been declared by our
Provincial laws as void.

Mr. GIROJARD. There is a clause to protect you from
that result.

Mr. WELDON. Whon a decrece bas been pronounced
there may be a call to reverse it. I feel doubtful as to thîe
effect of this clause. Indeed, so far as my feeling goes I
am opposed to tho Bill altogether; and aft[er what has been
stated as to the diverse effects it will have in the different
Provinces, I bclieve it requires further consideration. I
should certainly like a clause inserted to the same effect as
the amendnent of my hon. friend from Prince Edward (M.
McCuaig), in regard to the protection of clergymen of con.
seientious scrupies. Th ere is a great difficulty about t Le solem-
nization of marriage, with regard to the constitutional posi-
tion, and something like a declaration shou!d be made. In fact,
I receive letters fromi persons of higli position in my church1,
the Church of England, asking for something ofthat kind.
Indeed, many of the bishops and clergy are strongly
opposed to the Bill, and will experience strong scruples in
catrying it out There is a difficulty about the solomniza-
tion of marriage. This subject long confused the Local Legis-
latures; but something should be clone to show it is not the
intention of the Dominion Parliament to place fetters on a
clergyman who may have conscientious scruples in regard
te this measure.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I think it was the object
of the Legislature in 1880 to take care that the law, if the
principle of theBill was adopted, should affect past as weli
as future marriages. It would be rather absurd to sanction
any other result, or to provide that one marriage with a
deceased wife's sister was lawful and proper after
the Act, and that another, before the Act, must be
considered incestuous. It would be wrong and absurd
that our legislation should bave that effect. But
my hon. friend opposite says there may [e cases
of an absolute declaration of the illegality of a
marriage, and that in consequence the parties might con-
sider themselves as severed, standing towards each othier
as if no marriage had taken place. Well, I understand
that a subsequent clause in this Bill removes that objection.
Mf the claeus as it sk.nds in the ill doos not remove that
objection, it should be so strengthened as to produce that
effect; if there has been any judicial binding severance of
a marriage between a man and the sister of his deceased
wife, that should be held to bo binding till a now
alliance took place subsequent to such decision. I think
that view is quite right as to the other point raised by my
bon. friend opposite and the hon. member for Princ
Edward. I am not aware, as regards Ontario, that there o
any law obligatory on clergymen to compel them to mariy
people whom they do not choose to marry. In Englaid,
where there is an Established Church, and where fornerly,
marriages could only be celebrated by clergymen of tht
Church, they were obliged to marry parties in cases where
there was no legal disability. 1 do not remember, at thi
moment, if there is any obligation upon the clergyman of
any denomination to marry people whom they do not
choose to marry.

Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me the hon. gentlems -
observation does not completely answer the point. J i!lk
it will not b right that the Bill should simply deal with tlo
cases in which a judicial severance had been followed by a
second marriage, or iu which, without judicial seveSrl&d
if tbe marriage was simply null there had been a sec
marriage; but also cases in which there may have bee'
judicial severance and the parties may have been
together.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They may be narried
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Mr. BLAKE. I know they can, but if you provide that

ali the provisions are removed, as if the laws had never
existed, then in what position are those parties with refer-i
once to whorn there has been a judicial declaration under
th eold laws that their marriage was a void one? low do
they stand after that ? Are they married ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think it would
be for us to marry them. My hon. friend from Jacquesj
Cartier would quite object to this part of it.

1
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Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think it is very clear that
this clause, as it stands now, would legalize a marriage
which had been declared void by the judicial tribunal.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is another clause
to meet that. First, we legalize the marriage, and thon
comes the clause containing the exception.

Mr. GIROUARD. We have to provide for vested rights.

Sir ALP>ERT J. SMITH. What do you call vested
rights? If a marriage by law is absolutely void there is no
vested rights.

Mr. GIROUARD. The hon member forgets that, by
the first section, that marriage void to-day will be valid.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. No; you make exceptions'
evxen though they are separated by judicial decision. I
think we had better report progress.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would ask my hon.
friend if lue ever heard of a judicial separation by either
hu-band or wife unless they wanted to marry somebody
else.

Mr. WELDON. Under our divorce laws they would1
have to have a permission from the Divorce Courts to marry

igain. Î know a case where a marriage was declared void on
this ground, and neither of the parties are married againi.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Would it not be better for the ho.
m'nmbcr for Jacques Cartier, knowing tnhat every one is
desirous of aiding him in this matter, to refler the Bill to a
smnall Select Committee.

Mr. (GIRIOUARD. The Billlias been so much discussed
already there is no need of it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is quite evident there is a wide
divergence of opinion as to the terms. My hon. friend had
a consultation with the hon. the First Ministcr, but the

ltr was only the changinug cf one word. Now, if he getsus on. friiend on a Select Committee, and two or three
ther legai gentlemen with him, the Bill may be produced

fi such a shape that we can alil accept it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Bill of 1880

provided in the positive that all such marriages were legal.
This merely provides in the negative, but containing a
proposition that all such marriages are repealed-just
exactly the sarne thing, according tO ny view. My hon.
fiend says that by having it in oe form rather than the
other the Bill will pass both Ilouses, and, if we adopt the
Prbaseology of 1880, the likelihood is the Bill will be lost.

On clause 2,
neer. GIROUARD. The clause is put in with a view ofchiding open estates, where estates have levolved to the

fhlden Of the first marriage. r, therefore, propose thefellowing:- foeprosth
Noth ing herein shall affect the rights acquired by the issue of thestrt flage previuus to the passing of this Act."
Mr. BLAKE. The practical result would be, in the casethave stated, that if there has been a judicial declaration

teat the first marriage is void, the effect of this clause willbe te re-marry them..

Mr. McCUAIG. I think this had botter be referred to a
Select Committee. The mover of the Bill does not soem to
understand what it will accomplish.

Mr. GIROUARD. Of course, it is very difficult to pro-
vide for all cases which nay corne up hereafter; that is the
reason I make the clause general, as it is i the Bill. It
will bo for the court to decide, in any case coming before
it, what shall be the effect of this clause. We miglit put
in this clause:

"l Nor shall this section render legal any such marriage where either
of the parties has afterwards, during the life uf the oth-r and before the
pas3ing of this Act, lawfully entered into marriage with another party."

I have taken this from the debate in 1880, as given in the
Hansard.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend will observe that he bas
not yet met the case stated by the hon. momber for St.
John (Mr. Weldon).

Mr. GIROUARD. I do not intend to meet every case.
Let him propose an amendment to meet it.

Mr. BLAKE. We have got to meet every reasonable
case that nay occur. That would meet the case I had sug-
gested of a subsequent marriage. But the hon. gontlemiun
for St. John says ho knows a case of a judicial declaration
that the marriage was null, upon which the parties had
separated and had lived apart for twenty years. Do you
propose, by Act of Parliament, to join them togother' again
as husband and wife? Why do it? They were not mqarriod.
The law ihas doclared they aro not married. They are sep-
arated for twenty years, and they have not married again.
You surely are not going to marry them again at 9 o'clock
in the evening.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think they ought to be
married by Act of Parliament. They had no right to sever.

Mr. JiOUDE. Retroactive laws are always pregnant w ith
difficulty and danger, and I think it would not be desirable
to regulate retroactively in a matter of such importance as
the present.

Mr. GIROUARD. I ngree with the hon. gentleman. but
it is difficult to frane a clause on such terms s to moet so
many different views.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. It is obvious that, in a question of
this kind on which so much depends on phraseology, and
in view of the fact that the marriage laws of Nova Seotia
-and perhaps of some of the other provinces-exist by
virtue of an Imperial Act (whieh Acts we are by the Con-
stitutional Act prohibited from repealing)-in view of these
facts I think it would be well if my hou. friend would
accept the suggestion from the other side and refer the Bill
to a Select Committee where legal gentlemen from the var-
ious provinces eould meet together and agree on the language
to bo used in the Bill-language which must
carefully discriminate between the powers of the Federal
Parliament and the powers of the Local Legislatures. in
the Constitutional Act there is to be observed a distinction-
upon the exact limits of which, however, no two lawyers in
the louse, perhaps, could be found to agree-between the
powers of the Local Legislatures, as to the solemnization of
marriage, and the powers of this Parliament with respect to
the gencral question of marriage and divorce and the eonse-
quences that flow froin them. As the question is one of
very serious import to private parties, if the Bill is to be
workable, I thinkç it would be well to have it carefully con-
sidered by all the light possible to be obtained from the
legal minds Of the 1luU-e sO as to render it cieditable to
Parliament,and to the hon gentleman who bas it in charge,
and satisfactory to the publie.

Mr. WELDON. Do I understand the hon. member for
Halton (Mr. Macdougall) to say that we cannot repeal an
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Imperial Act? If that is the case that principle will apply effeet of the Bil is to makeit apply speciallyorparticularly
to the Province of New Brunswick, as our marriage law is -in terms ut any rate--to the Province of Qnebec atone.
based on a statute of Henry VIII. 0f course, it applies in general terms outside of that Pro.

Mr. GIROUARD. I a m rather surprised to hear a n but at the same time there are distinct provisions
constitutional lawyer, like the hon. member for Ilalton which are introduced expressly and simply because of the
(Mr. Macdougall) ay that we have not power to repeal an Code ofLower Canada. My hon. friend from Maskinongé
Imperial Act. Whcn this same question came before the (Mr. Ilude) seemed to feel that any reference to
House, two years ago, wo intended to repeal an Imperial Act that fact was taken in the point of view Of
in a very direct manner. by saying thatsuch marriages shallthelon, gentleman who made reforence to-day te
be declared legal, and if we could say so then, why not now ? the Roman Catholies of the Province of Quebeo, but who
The question then, to day, is whether we shall repeal an should remember that there are a few Protestants
Imperial Statute, and I do not sec why this House should in the Province etQuebec, and that the clauses of the Code
not pass the pre-sent Bill without refcrring it to a Select aPPlY to thcmas well as te the Roman Catholics. I think,
Committee. There is, of course, the diffieuliy about making therefore, we should have cither a declaratory law, as we
the provisions of the Bill retroactive in their effect-everyh ye ,c ga e b a
hon. member is anxious to meet his own particular case- else put this Bil in the hands of a Select Commifice of
but I think the Bill is much more likely to bo dealt with lawyers frem the diflerent Provinces, who will be able to
intelligently and effectively by a large Committee like the se settie the phraseology as will nake the Bil one likely to
present than by referring it to a Committee composed of pass this fouse, and make it effective in the country for
five or six -yembers.i the end we have in view.

Mr.RICOEY. The bon. member for fcalton (Mr. Mac- Mr. GIROARD. I think the objection 0f the on.
dougail) appreciatos the diffioulty which some ev us feel gentleman apphies te the fimst clause ofthe Biwhich as
very strengly. We are assuming te do what rcaliy w w are been adopted, and the sase diffiulty will be repeated with
net deing by the Act. -We held eut te the country that we regard te its retroactive eflects.
are about te legalize tbroughout the Ddminion of Canada, Mr. W ITE. But the hon. gentleman must rmen-
marriage with a deceased wife's sister, (ereas the Act ber that his Bi bas net yet passed this flouse, and
seems te be framed solely with regard to one Province, the the discussion wi l preably be reviewed whon it cornes
Province of Qebec. It seems to metattbe BiIlwillbtpro- before the fouse,and, therefore, those ef us who are really
ductive of misehiefgreatcr than the misehiefRhieh it pro- in faver athe measure can discues it, with he view efhv-
poses te remedy. Suppose the Act is passed, it is assumed ing if adopted, as it passed this Cham ber befere.
ahi over the Dominion that a man is te be aalowed te marry Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Soveral hon. gentlemen
the sister of his deceased wifc, ard bat such marria, es may have spoken in favor of rferring this Bite a Special Com-
be cairied into effeet. A gi-ct deal is lcft in this Billte the mittee. They say simply that they prforiage o be llo1880
construction efthtbe courts. Sorne ef the courts may tee at th 1882, and if you had a Committee it would haveo
decide that, under this Bil, marringe with a deceased wifp's te decide in favor of one or the other. There is ne ousetf
sister was net rendered legal. Wbat woutd be tbe position hvn a Special Committee te decide that point. My sug-

hevnd ehv i iw

of the married parties thon ? Infinitely woî-se than if such gestion is thait the Commîttee should risc and report
an AcfHad fot been passed. The bon. gentleman does net the Bi; and i concurrence, on the third reading, any
seeo make a distinction between an Act sc oas tfiseelon. gentleman who desires the Bil of 1880 te be sub-ti-
declarng in general terms that al laws opposed te e

notutdoingrby theBAct. We hold out todthe countryathathwe

marriage witb the sister wf a deceasedr wife are repeaed, question setted at once.
and a law which dclares such arriages to be rvaid. In lported wittamendmens.
this Province we are assumed to have brought with us the r
Common Law ef England, and such portions of the Statute
Laws, as are applicable teoursevera circunstanes. Assumd
ing the ActsoienryVII te be applicable in the different
Provinces, the courts o these Piovinces may have declaredBih*(No. 25) te amend the Cîiminal Law andte
such marriages to eveidable under the Statuts oIleuiy extend the provisions et the Act iespecting offences against
VIII. Now, the point to be put tete oeuse is, wother if, the person by providing fer punishment of adultery, sedu
under stch a genertlly expressed statute as that, the Statute tien &c.&c., said: I have long feit, Sir, that the state of
ofirwy VIII is te be relealed. It would be competent our Ciminal Law is very incomplete in egard te the clas5
for us te legisate on ahi ? nfesesubjets and declae that of offences whic the Bi I now desire te be rend te
nAtwitbsanding tbat Act such enarriages shal be legal, second' time, deals wit. The preamble of the Bll states very
bu to assume te repeal n Engish Statute is a diffoent thin. cearly the reasons which bave led me te propose that these
For these iasons we should feel disposed and desirous te offad ces shoud be made criminal:
sustain the Bi which as originaly brought into this

MI Wherea itiexpedient to provide for the punishmenthoroffenCes
Iloue, ecase t issimle nd ompete n is trms Itagainst chastity, moL ality and decuncy, and to aÀff-rd sorne measure of

declares that these marriages shaîlhovalid, and that is the r edrnss to the vitims of the debauching wiles of offenders agaist
very tbing whieh the loube assumes before the country virtue and domesti h peace. ml

rearoo tsrtratie fecs

te~~ lnO finomving the second reading of this iBill, I shail sim'PhY
Mr. WHITE (Cardwel). I hopeMtherWon. gentleman ask the Iuse. Buaffirm e or moe of the principles rm-

who bas charge efttbis Bill wiil consent te refor it te a bodied in it, anh if the aouse soes fit te do that; I shail then
Committee. Its phraseology instead et being such as te move for its roference to a Special Committee. The plm'
nake it 1hikehy te pnss this Parliamenit wili, I am inclined te ciples oe this Bi, ar alrefdy emboied in the Crierinal

fear, have the opposite effeet. The difficulties whicbbave Stattutes of Canada. We have on our Statute-book a law
been s3uggetcd in regard te it are ef suc a chaiacteî' that as pî'oviding for the panis ment of seduction uder etairï
a layrnai I feel that 1 sbouid have grave do bis about voting i circumstances. W have a law previding that senuctiolOn
toi' it as it stands to.day, stronghy as I ar n hfavor oetshow- board a vessel 8 criminal, and Irin unable to sce why the
ing marriege between a mnnu nd fhe sisiter et bis deceamed pi-incipe should net aio preva l on land. 'he fist section
wife. I a rnatitsfiedooking ut the mensure simply fromof thisi a prvides that adultery sha be a misdemeanr.
the discussions whch have taken place te day, that the s that no piscutin shah m take place except upon the CO

MX. WELDON.
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plaint of the husband or wife of one of the offend-
ing parties, and that no prosecution shall take
lace two years after the commission of the offence.

ýh third clause provides for the punishment of lewd
cohabitation or behavior. The fburth clause provides for
the punishment of inveigling or concealing a previous
chaste female into or in a house of ill-fame. The fifth clause
gives power to search for a female so inveigled, and to
bring her before a magistrate for delivery to parents or
guardians. The sixth clause provides punishment of
tenchers seducing their female pupils. The seventh clause
provides punishment for seduction under promise of
imarriage. The eighth clause provides for punishment of
seduction, by a married man, under promise of marriage
and pretence of being unmarried. The ninth clause gives
right of action for seduction, by females seduced. The
tenth clause provides that the father or mother
or guardian may maintain such action. The eleventh clause
provides that in those actions, action for loss of service
shall not be prevented. The twelfth clause provides that
the testimony of the female, in certain cases, shall require
corroboration. The thirteenth clause makes provision with
rcpect to the finding of indictments. I find that a law
similar to the Bill I have introduced exists in twenty-seven
States of the Union; in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey, Michigan, Indiana, Illi-
nois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebraska, California, Virginia,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Arkansas, South Carolina, Oregon,
and others. Every one of the Northern States bas a law of
this nature on the Statute-book. I find the English Com-
nissioners who were charged with the duty of making
enquiries with respect to the abduction or inveigling of
females to the Continent, for the purposes of prostitution,
have recommended a law similar to this punishing seduc-
tion. Believing these are offences which the Criminal Law
of Canada should take cognizance of, and helieving this
Bill is a step in the riglit direction, whether the details are
right or not, I beg to move the second reading, with the
understanding that if the Bill is read a second time, it shall
lbe referred to a Special Committee.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a good deal of
difficulty, under the present circumstances, in introducing
a Bill of this kind. A certain portion of the Bill meets
with my most hcarty approval and will receive my most
hcarty support. I think, however, sorne portions of it
would not serve as a protection to female virtue, but bave
a contrary effect; but as the hon. gentleman says lie is
gong to send it to a Special Committee, and as I go with
tlhe hon. gentleman fully in all that portion of tho Bill
wIhich affects attacks on the sacredness of the marriage tie,
I shall be glad to see the Bill have a second reading and go
to a Special Committee.

liouse divided: Yeas, 107; Nays, 16.

YEAs:

Messieuro
A!nyotGigault, Paterson (Brant),Arkill, Gillies, Patterson (Essex),
Bairk * Gillmor, Pickard,
Baker Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Platt,
Beauche Girouard (Keng), Poupore,
Be ne, Gillett, Richey,
-en ' Gunn, Rinfret,
Blkeron Guthrie, Robertson (Hamilton),
'orde'n Hackett, Robertson (Shelburne),

B)uitbee Haddow, Rochester,
BuUrassa' Hay, Rogers,
B5weil ,Hesson, Ross (Dundas),
Brecke'u Hooper, Ross (Middlesex),

Houde, Routhier,
urpee'(sunb , Huntington, Ryan (Marquette),

cameron (Huron), Kaulbach, Rymal.
Carling(r Rilvert, Schultz,

Lane, Scriver,

Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Colby,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Doull,
Farrow,
Fiset,
Fitzsimmons,
Fleming,
Flynn,
Fulton,
Geoffrion,

Bergin,
Bunster,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),

Macdonald (Kings), Shaw,
Maclonald (Sir John), Smith,
McDonald(CapeBreton),Saowball,
McDonald (Vie., NS.), Strange,
Macdonell (Lanark), Tellier,
Mackenzie, Thompson,
McCallum, Trow.
McDougald, Tupper,
Mc Dougall, Tyrwhitt,
McQuade, V anasse,'
McRory, Wade,
Malouin, Wallace (Norfolk),
Manson, Wallace (York),
Merner, Weldon,
Méthot, White (Caldwell),
Mills, Williams,
Montplaisir, Wright.-107.
Ogden,

NAYs:

Messieurs
Drew,
Grandbois,
Landry,
Langevin,
Macmillan,

Massue,
Muttart,
Royal,
Rykert,
Vallée.'-16.

Bill read the second time and referred to a Special Com-
mittee composed of Messrs. Charlton, Guthrio, Shaw, Pat-
terson (Essex), Cameron (Huron), Ross (Dundas), Ives,
Scriver, Macdougall, Girouard (Jacques Cartier), and
Malouin.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severally agreed
to:-

Copies .of aIl charges made against Lieut.-Çol.
Walter Ross, of the 16th Battalion Volunteer Militia, whilo
in cominmand of the camp at Pictou; also copy of order
appointing a Court of Enquiry, and the statement of
charges furnished to Col. Rýoss, by the Department of
Militia, which he was to be tried upon ; also copies of all
letters and telegrams from the Minister or Department of
Militia, relating to the erection of a canteen ; also copies of
all letters to the Department from any persons recommend-
ing the grant of authority to build a canteen on the camp
ground; also copy of the evidence taken before the Court
of Enquiry, in support of the charges and in rebuttal
thercof; also copies of all general orders issued in connec-
tion with such charges; also copies of all other
correspondenco, Orders in Council, departmental orders, or
other documents relating to such charges and enquiry.-
(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Statement of the expenditure on account of the Militia
in Canada, from the lst of July, 1874, up to the 1st of July,
1879, and since the lst of July, 1879, up to the present
date.-(Mr. Vanasse.)

Statement of expenditure on Metaghan River Breakwater
during the calendar year 1881, showing the days' labor of
men and teams and quantity of material furnished, with the
amount paid in cach case.-(Mr. Killam.)

Return giving name of Agent employed to select land on
Detroit and St. Clair Rivers for Quarantine Stations, the
quantity of land selected for such purposes and the cost
thereof, together with all reports made by tho said Agent.-
(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

Return showing the quantity, value and the duty
paid on the imports entered for consumption of: Ist.
Grain and products of grain, viz: Barley, beans, buck-
wheat, Indian corn, oats, peas, rye, whcat, mill feed,
&c., buckwheat meal or flour, Indian or corn meal, oatmeal,
rye flouir, wheat flour; also of animals, viz: Horned cattle,
horses, sheep, swine, swine to be slaughtered in bond for
exportation; also of fruits, provisions, viz: Butter, cheese,
lard tried, or entered lard untried, and meats, for the years
1877, 1878, 1879, 1880 and 1881. 2nd. Also in a separate
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schedule the value and quantity of the same goods not
entered for consumption during the same years. 3rd. Also
showing the quantity and value of the exports in animals
and their products and agricultural products (both included,
as in the Trade and Navigation Returns) for the same
years.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

Return showing Lhe names of the officers who took part
in the Red River expedition of lo70-71,-embracing, as well,
those of the "Ontario Rifles," as those of the "Quebec
Rifles "-and the rank which they then held, and that which
they now hold in the Militia.-(Mr Amyot.)

Return of the last Census of 1881, showing the number of
manufactories in the county of Beauharnois; and the num-
ber of people employed therein.-(Mr. Bergeron.)

Copies of ail petitions, letters, judges' reports, correspond-
once and other documents whatsoever connected with the
petition, to be set at liberty, made by Thomas Fletcher,
sentenced on the 8th of June, 1881, by the Court of General
Sessions of the Peace for the District of Montreal. presided
over by fis Honor C. M. Desnoyers, P..-(Mr. Tellier.)

Copies of ail correspondence between parties who
occupy school lands in the Province of Manitoba and the
Department of the Interior, with copies of all reports made
to the Depariment upon the subject.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Copies of all claims made under the Manitoba Act by
half-breed minors and others, who were temporarily absent
on the 15th day of July, 1880.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Copy of all tenders received by the Department of Railways
and Canals, for the lighting of the Welland Locks by electrie
light, together with the Order in Council on which the
contract has been awarded.-(Mr. Laurier.)

Copy of correspondence between the Postmaster-General
and ail parties offering to establish steam communication
between Canada and Brazil; also, between Canada and
France; the Orders in Council referring thereto, contracts
signed and statement of services rendered to date, with
amount paid for same.-(Mr. Blake.)

Return of all correspondence and documents relating to
applications made on the part-of the young men of the
District of Algoma, to the Department of Militia and
Defence, for the privilege of being allowed to form volun.
teer companies within that district.-(Mr. Dawson.)

House adjourned at 10 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TuzsnAr-, 14th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

THE PUBLIC LANDS OF THE DOMINION.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 101) to amend and consolidate the several Acts
respecting the Public Lands of the Dominion of Canada.
As it is known to the House, there are thrce Acts in exist-
ence at present in regard to these lands-the Dominion
Act of 1879, and two amendments; and it is found exceed-
ingly inconvenient, by those persons who are going to the
NortWh-West, to be obliged to scan them in order to find out
exactly what the provisions of the Land Act are. Conse-
quently they are being consolidated for the convenience of
the country. There are some amendments with whieh I
will not trouble the House at present, but which will appear
fully marked in the Bill, so as to be seen by overy hon.
member.

3ill introduced and read the first time.
Sir JoaN A. MACDONALD

DOMINION MOUNTED POLICE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move for leave to intro-
duce Bill (No. 102) further to amend and consolidate the
several enactmonts respecting the North-West Mounted
Police Force. Tho main object of the B111 is to enact the
resolution which I have placei on the paper, for the increase
cf that force, which I think is nocessary. I ay, on Friday,
move that resolution. There are sundry clauses affectin'g
the ditcipline and training of the force, which may be found
to be necessary.

Mr. THOMPSON. I should liko to ask if the right hon.
gentleman has made any provision in the Bill for the taking
of old volunteers into the North-WestMounted Police Force.
Many of them look forward to that as a kind of promotion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. àien cannot be taken into
the force under eighteen, nor over forty years of age. Subject
to this rule, if they pass military inspection and can read
and write, they are admissible, if their characters are good,
and their characters are supposed to be good. Recruits will
be taken as they offer themselves. They must, however, bc
able to read and write ; being peace officors they must be
intelligent, be able to serve processes, and must have the
physical qualifications of a soldier. With those qualifica-
tions the rule will be, first come tirst served.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I desire to call the attention
of the oouse to a paragraph in the Montreal Gazette of
to-day, which reflects seriously and most unjustly on my
conduct as a member of this House. The paragraph is ns
follows:-

" Among the Bills which passed a second reading was that to amend
the Act relating to the Montreal Telegraph Company. When the Bill,
which is in the charge of 1r. Hector Cameron, was reached, Mr. Blake
enquired whether the Bill asked for powers which would legalize the
lease to the Great North-Western Telegraph Company. Mr. Cameron
endeavored to evade the question and mislead the flouse by.answering
'no,' that it merely asked for the powers granted to the Dominion Tele-
graph Company some years ago. 'But,' said Mr. Blake, 'the power
which it seeks is the power to lease, or, in other words, to confirm the
arrangement with the Great North-Western Telegraph Company.' The
brief altercation, this afternoon, indicates that the leader of the Opposi-
tion will oppose the Bill of the Montreal Telegraph Company."

I find the report in the ilansard of what did occur is as
follows, and is substantially correct, I think, with the
exception of a couple of verbal errors:-

"Mr. C AMERON (Victoria) moved the second reading of Bill(No. 96)
to consolidate and amend the Acte relating to the Montreal Telegraph
Company.

" Mr. BLAKE. I should like to ask my hon. friend if this Bill affects
the recent arrangement made with the Great North- Western TelegraPh
Company.

"Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). No, it is simply a consolidation of the
Acts relating to the Montreal Telegraph Company with the introduction
of the same clause that was put in the charter of the DomuimiOn
Telegraph Company last year."

What I really did say was " some years ago."

" Mr. BL AKE. But that would affect it.
" Mr. C AMERON. It does not affect the existing arrangement.
"Mr. Bi 1 AKE. But it would give the power.
"Mr. CAMEL RON. It would give power to make 'release.'

The word should b to make " a -lease." I do not intend
to submit, without remonstrance at least, to an imputation
of improper motives on my conduct and language as a
member of the House; either coming fron an irresponsible
newspaper correspondent in the gallery, or froi any hon.
mnember on the floor of the House, who may be respOnsible,
either directly for his utterances in this House, or r1i-
directly for what may appear in the newspaper under his
control. The statement that I endeavored either to evade
the question or mislead the House is false. The statemenot
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which I made was literally true-that the Bill in question prepared and delivered at a timo before this question
in no way affects the existing arrangements with the Great had assumed so strong a party aspeCt as it bas now, and
North-Western Railway Company, nor is it intended to do which, when read, coipletely refutes and answers all the
so. I stated exactly what is the case in saying that its speeches the hon. gentleman has made upon this great que-
object is, simply, the consolidation of the Acts in relation tion since tlhat time. The hon. gentleman was good enough.
to the Montreal Telegraph Company, with the addition of to tell us that he was born and bred a proetetii, that
a clause copied, verbatim, from the Act passed in relation througi the ardor of his youth, and far into the experience
to the Dominion Telegraph Company several years ago. of the intellectual vigor of mature nanbooxd, he lived a pro-
When the bon. member forWest Durhamn asked the question, toetionist, that ninc-tenths of bis life hoe was a protee-
if it would not affect the lease ; I replied, it does not tionist. Mr. Speaker, what is bred in the boue is hard to
affect the existing arrangement between the companies, get out. I am sure bthat after that long experience and
or does it. The existing arrangement stands on its own that long life spent in the advocaey of protectionit princi-

validity. It may be now either valid or invalid ; but that ciples, if we could got behiid party obligations, we would
existing arrangement stands entirely unaffected by the find the hon. entleman the best r)ioLctionist that sits in
Bill introduced. Then, when the question was asked, would the House. When te hon, gentleman was listeniug to lie
it give the power to make any new arrangement in the Budget Speech of ny hon. friend, I was amnusing myself in
fori of a lease or otherwise ; I expressly stated, that, fancying the confliet that was going on in his mind.
it would give the Montreal Telegraph Company share- As a protectionist ho must have been delighted, ho must
holders, if they thought fit, power to make new arrange- have rejoiced in the position of the country, as shown under
ments in the former lease if they thought it was in their that protective policy; he must have been delighted with
interest to do so. I stated candidly to the Hotse exactly the exhibit made when subsequently my hon. friend, in
what the Bill was intended for, what it contained, and what answer to him., gave the tatement that, during tho last six
its effects would be. I neither evaded the question of ny months, although there has becn expended on publie works
hon. friend, nor did I mislead, or endeavor to mislead, the 3,500,000, the publie debt has been reducd $1,300,000. I
IHouse. I regret that I do not sec in his place in the Hiouse am sure the hon. gentleman, as a protectionist, was jubilant
at present an hon. member who is supposed to have some and joyful; but, as a member of the Opposition, as a mem-
control over the utterances of this newspaper, but I would ber of the Grit party, discomtited and discouraged; ho
venture to say that if ho is not prepared to make a stato- would be ready at the sanie time, Sir, to give us a repetition
ment on the floor of the House of the kind that is in this of that quotation whieh ho gave from the "Bigelow Papers":
newspaper, neither let it appear in the form of a communi-
cation from the irresponsible gallery correspondent under " eTarngaleo ountoe dark th u tnod yins
luis contro]. W r enoIc oe n ins u fli'

If the lion. muember for Lambton will permit me to use
WAYS AND MEANS-THE 3 BUDG ET. that choice nnd select couplet of his, I would say that the

hon. member for North Norfolk, as a protectionist, " quotodlHouse resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed a hymanand uttered a psalm; " bat, a a dishearened Gril,
motion of Sir Leonard Tilley : That Mr. Speaker do now ho savagely said damn. The bon. gentleman bas, however,leave the Chair for the House to go into Committ'e te defined his position. He has told the ouse that there is noconsider the Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be change in hlm since last year, no change since the year

graniltcd lte HcIr Majosly.chnei iiis-c atyrocagéic heva
before, there is no political change but one since 1876. 'He

Mr. MCLELAN. Mr. Speaker, w-hn the hon, te 3in-pi p'ts Free Trade an arevenue Tariff, and allte gentle-
ister of Finance delivered his Budget Speech some tm men who have spoken on that side of the Iouse have defined

ngo, it was not expected thon, I think, that this discion that o be their position. The hon. member for Lambton
rhould be so prolonged. That speech so eiearly established has td s wsin his speech that he i, ready to defend the
the Soundness and the wisdonm of the p)icuy adopted by the pi ncpe he bell in 1878, the principles upon wich hli
country l 1878, so triumphantly vindicated the cour en et te ihe couintry and uioi whieh lie fell. He says that
which tite Government bas since pursued, and so completcly thoei are tie p;rinciples by which le stands, on whiuh ho
refuted all the objections which hon. gentlemen haJ e fil, :Ad which ho is ready to defen. la 1879, and in 1881,
brought against that policy, that wo might have expected hic statcd in this Ilouse that ho was rcady to go out of the

tO they would remain almost silent upon the question. It Hlouse but not ready to desert the p:'incip1o of Fre Trade.
as not unreasonable to suppose, I think, that in view of IHe now says :

ie 1 osition of the country, as shown by that speech, they " Daring the election of Septenber, 1873, I amn sure there was no lack'Ou'd have abandoned ail opposition to tlat policy, and of abmndant declaration of policvu on our part, to indicate preciselywlt
would have said aeross the House to my hon. friond: "What- was the line we intended to follow. We declined to accept anything
ever- mîay be our opinions on the abstract theory of fre lookingin the direction of protection."
tiade, the experienne of the past year or two bas shown Again

selearly that, with the groat natural resources our country ' The principle upon which the late Administration desired to con-POSsesses, and situated as Canada is, it is oui- duty to pi-o- duct the affairs of the country, was to remove restrictions cf ail kinds
-ec our. own sons in the development of those resources, and from trade; to enable every one to buy and sell in the cheapest market
Sthe building up here cf a gr-eat country" But the hon without restriction, so far as it was possible for us to do this with the
chg e 1 b ut ld have ohsent o ya e•an t r co u•t o - necessity resting upon us of raising a revenue from the C ustom s daties.'
b temen have chosen to take another course ; they havee o'en to show themselves as active in opposition to this Further, ho says :

Policy as they were in 1878. We should be thankful that "Protection, as a system, ic a relic of barbarism. There should be
th" thave so clearly and so distinctly defined the hostile free trade in goods as welt as in land'
attitudenthey assume towards this policy. We should It is truc th hon. gentleman referred to the opinions which.
i hakfuî that they have, -with ail the ability an-d Lad been advanced by him Drovious to 1878, and down
so uy hey pessess, with ail the zeal for which they are through the controversy; thatis, iicidental protection, andiernia-kable, attacked the position of my hon. friend the his position now is the same position which ho held
resntoer cf Finance with so little effect. We have previous to the elections, and all through the contest, viz.,calon le be thankful, especially to the hon. member for that there shall only be a revenuo Tariff, and such inciden taLtion to ofolk (Mr. Charlton), for having directed our atten- 1 protection as may flow froni it. But the House will sec thattion 'teth at celebrated speech of his delivered in 1876,1 the manufacturers can count nothiDg from such protectiou
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as the hon. gentleman advocates, because, if his object is think the hon. gentleman will find that when the proper
solely to collect a revenue, the moment it prevents importa- time comes there will be no shrinking, on 'the part of the
tion then ho would lower the Tariff in order to induce a hon. gentlemen on this side, from the discussion on any otherlarger flow of imports into the country. The hon. the ex. question which he, or those who sit around him, may choose
Finance Minister (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) in defining his to raise. The hon. gentleman amused the Hiouse, I may
position, was more out-spoken and more violen t than any of say, with the large number of promises in which, speaking
his hon. friends. On several occasions, in this House, he on behalf of the Reform party, he indulged. He says theasserted that the cause of the failure of the manufacturers of Reform party:
this country, before the adoption of the National Policy, 1'Promises to call a hait in this sweeping tide of public expenditure,was simply that they had not brains enough or money which threatens to engulf the country in financial ruin. It promises te
enough to carry on their industries. He stated, further, adopt, as a matter of parliamentary policy, the assumption that thie'n publie debt is large enough, and should not be permitted to exceedthat those who failed were shiftless and wanting in reasonable limits.go
vigilance; and that the National Policy only provided for Mr'S
the shiftless and idle men who could not maintain a peaker, if the hon, gentleman and those associated
profitable business under fair competition. I ask the with him had, during the five years they sat on the Treasury
attention of the House for a few moments, while I read benches, striven to stop that tide of publie expenditure; if
extracts, showing the views entertained by the hon. gentle- they had striven to keep down the public debt, the pro-
man of the manufacturers of this country: mise which the hon. gentleman now holds out to the House

and to the country, would bave been worthy of more consid-
"Socially, I do not conceive it possible to imagine a policy whích is eration than it is. I did not expect that the hon. gentie-likely to do more to corrupt the people cf Canada than that brought man who seem. to be so familiar with the publi records of

down to-night. We have two dangerous classes to deal with; there is,mb
at the base of society, always a class of shiftless and idle men, not the country, would have referred at all to the publie expen-
having sufficient self-reliance to maintain themselves, and onlytoo glad diture and the creation of the public debt. Let me,of any excuse to thrust the burden of maintenance on other persons, for a momentturu bis attentionflrst to tbc con-
and you absolutely tell them that it is the duty of the Government
to make the country prosperous, and provide employment for them ail. dition of that debt, and show him who is respon-
Every one who knows anything of European affairs is aware that one of sib]e for the creation of the larger portion of it. -Nowthe greatest dangers with which European statesmen have to contend, in ail the comparisons hon, entlemen oppsite bave
is the spirit of socia]ism and socialistic ideas among a large class of thei. .o g e pp
population, and, Sir, you are here deliberately introducing a system made, they insist upon giving to the hon. gentlemen on tihis
which recognizes the leading ideas of socialism, which, indeed, practi- side of the House the ycar 1873-74, and in their owncally justifies the leading tenet of socialism, that property is theft, for, expenditure stopping at 1878. Let me make a comparisonassuredly, property acquired in this way, under a Tariff such as"this, is p .i dt O
very little better than downright, legalized robberyb as to to the pubb e debt. On th Ist of July, 1874, the net

He thn say thatdebt was $108,324,.964:, on the 1st of July, 1867Î, it was
He then says that : $75,728,641; showing an incre:.e of $32,596,323. Hlon.

"The manufacturers of Canada who had supported this National gentlemen will bear in mind ihat this incrense of debt,
Policy are men who deliberately and shamelessly sold themseives to large as it was, was not nearly ail for public works;the present Govermment." $2,452,334 formed the debts of the Provinces which were
He goes on to say: added to the Confederation between 1867 and 1874, as well

"But I know, also, there were many manufacturers who offered as the, debts assumed from Ontario and Quebec wbich
themselves for sale as shamelessly as itwas possible for men to do. They existed previous to 1867; leaving as the net increase during
were as frankly cynical about the matter as the Norman chief, who tobd I the seven years of the Administration of the hon, gentlemen
the French Archbishop who proposed to convert him to the true faith: now occupying the Treasury benlhes be sum of $12,143,989,

'As for thy faith, a sea-king's gods or an average increase for expenditure on public works of
Are those which give him most.' 81,734,555 a year. Hon. gentlemen should further beur in

So these gentlemen's polities were as they openly declared: 'The mind that during those seven years the Governiment also
polities which would give most,' and no doubt they did exercise a most expended on public works, chargeable to capital, but ptid
powerful influence in displacing my lion, friend and of enabling hon. for out of revenue, $14,778,034, or an average of $2,111,147gentlemen opposite te retumn to power. a year; and during that time they reduced the tasation by
Again he says: over $1,000,000, by remitting the duties on tea and coffee,

"Nor can they, with any degree of justice, raise the plea of vested and other articles of necessary consumption. Now, let hon,
interests which lias been often used to prevent alterations of the Tariff gentlemen opposite contrast and compare this witlh
as it stood. Where men have created a business under the opera- the five years that they held ofice. On tho 1t
tion of the Tariff framed for the purpose cf promoting the wel-yofnJu
fare of the whole people, I admit a great deal may be said o ly, 1874, the net debt was $108,324,964, ind
against any violent alterations or interference with what has been on the1st of July, 1879, it was $142,990,187, an increase lil
the settled policy of the country. But when men deliberately se!]l1 five years of $34,665,223. In addition to that there Wn.,
themselves to this or that political party for the avowed purpose cf
taxing the rest of the community, for their private ben(fit, there are spent $4,490,000 cf bbc Fishery Awardl-and hon. gentlemen
no vested rights in such a case, though thEy may be vested wrong will see that but for the payment of the Fisherv Awa
enough for the people, when they come to their senses, to redress." amount of money would have been borrowed ili the Englilt
From these extracts will bc seen the position whibh the market and have been added to tho indebtedness- ing
ex-Finance Minister bas taken all through this discussion nall $39,156,105, or an average of $7,831,221 a ycr
and at the present time all those who have spoken on bbh agamst an average increase by teirpredecessors of $1,73
other bide of the House have taken the ground that there 855. Now, I have shown that iou. gentlemen opPosito
can be no vested rights in the manuflcturers, and the borrowed moriey upon the public credit of this country to be
issue they put squarely befor-e te people of this expended for the public works of this country, but which tle.
country is the same as it was in 1878 ; viz.: expended n bbe ordinary expenses of their Government to
free trade or protection-our own markets for bbc extent of$l,034,708. The hon. mem ber ber Lambtof
our own people, or our markets for the American man- 1the other night took a good deal of credit to hinself and biý
ufacturers. The hon. member for .North Norfolk (Mr. Government for having secured theFislieryAward toWhii
Charlton) says that we, on this side of the House, are anxious I have referred.
to avoid the discus3ion of other questionsof infinitely greater Mr. MILLS. lear, hear.
importance, such, as the Boundary Award, the enlargement Mr. McLELAN. Does the bon.gentleman forget that the
of the debt, and the public expenditure of the country, byj bon. member for Lambton sent an ambassdor-a qua"S
bringing forward the question of the National Policy. I ambassador, as ho called him the other night--down to
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Washington to negotiate a treaty to give up all claims to
that Fishery Award, whatever it might be, and togive to the
Aumericans permission to introduce a great portion of their
manufactures into this country ; in whieh, however Le
failed. And let me say this, Sir,-that . there is on record
the proof, which cannot be controverted, that all the
arrangements for conducting that arbitration were made
previous to the change of Administration.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No, there is not.
Mr. MeLELAN. It is on record that the arrangementwas

made and sanctioned by the British Government that the
arbitration should be held in a Dominion city, and that one
of the arbitrators should be a Canadian subject. All these
arrangements were made before the change of Administration,
and the only thing tbe hon. gentleman's Governm entcan take
credit for is their negligence in bringing that arbitration to
an earlier termination and getting the use of that money.
The hon. membor for North Norfolk will sec from the figures
I have given him, taken from the Public Accounts, that his
own associates are directly chargeable with having increased
largely the public debt of this country during their Ad-
innistration.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Will the hon, gentleman be
good enough to tell us on what public works this borrowed
money was expended.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. member for Lambton stated
every dollar of it was expended honestly. We are not
disposed to question hishonesty or that of the hon. member
for Middlesex, or to go all through the Public Accounts to
find out whether this or that dollar was honestly expended.
The question is: were not a great many thousands and mil-
lions of dollars improperly expended ?

Mr. ROSS. No.
Mr. McLELAN. I am not to be drawn aside to go

over the history of the public expenditure of these hon.
gentlemen during five years. I am not going to refer to
all the mistakes and blunders of their Administration from
the St. Francis Locks down to the last dollar they impro-
perly expended. I am willing at the present moment to say
that the hon. gentleman acted honestly; I admit that the
hon. gentleman who was then Premier of the Government
did his incompetent best in controlling the expenditure, but
I do say that a great many thousands ani millions of
dollars were expended uselessly for all time to the country.
Hion. gentlemen opposite, I know, have said, time and again,
that they were in difficulty on account of legacies left them
by their predecessors. Why, the hon. member for Middle-
sex knows that, for seven years, the mon who went out of
office had been expending over $2,000,000 a year on an ave-
rage, out of public revenue, on public works of capital
aceount; and if the succeeding Government wanted to bor-
row rmoney to prosecute these undertakings left them, the
Completion of the Intercolonial and the Pacifie Railways,
they bad a surplus of over $2,000,000 a year, left by my
hon. frierd on my right, wbich would have paid the interest,
at 5.per cent., on $40,000,000. When bon. gentlemen oppo-e came into power, the first thing they did was toilncrease the taxation of the country, by $3,000,000, which
Would bave paid the interest, at 5 per cent., on

hO 000; so that, with the surplus left by my hon.friend, and the additio'nal taxation put upon the country, they
t'd lhe means to pay interest on $100,000,000 with which
t) carry On the publie works left to them. But the hon.member for West Middlesex asks me how that money was
bxuended. I come back to the statement of the bon. mem-
ber oiiLarmbton, tlat every dollar was honestly expended,
ad tat, when bis Administration came out of office, they
ner miles of railway running. They had expendedeaiey $,11,000400 on the Pacifie Railway, and had notquite, as the hon. gentleman said, 200 miles of rails laid.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the bon. gentleman read what
J said ?

Mr. McLELAN. I will give the hon. gentleman the
figures exactly as to the position of the rond at the time he
went out of office. They had expended about $11,000,000
on the Pacific Railway in detached pieces, without any
connection or even possible means of connection, not even
were the St. Francis Locks finished. ilere are the figures:

Milea.
From Fort William to English River........ .................. 97

C' Selkirk to Telford........ .................. 70
" W innipeg to Selkirk.......................-....... ... ...... 22

Total....... ............... 189

or an average of 37 miles per year. The rails were laid on
these detached pieces of the road to the length of 189 miles,
but, though the rails were laid, the road was far from being
completed, and not a single passenger had been carried
over a single mile of the 189 miles after an expenditure of
$11,000,000. With this expenditure they had only suc-
ceeded in laying rails, without carrying passengers, at the
rate of thirty-seven miles a year. What bas been accom-
plished by the present Administration ?

Miles.
From Prince Arthur's Lanrling to Vermillion Lake ... 242

s Selkirk to Trout Lake ....................... . 13
" Winnipeg to near Brandon .............................. 131

Emerson to Selkirk ............... 85
Winnipeg to Stonewall ...... ........................ 20

- Total.. .... ........ 6.......................... 611

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is not correct, the hon. gentle-
man embraces ail that was done by the previous Govern-
ment in what was done by the present one.

Mr. McLELAN. Will the lion. gentleman have a little
patience? He will find patience in this life is a great
virtue. Deduct from the 641 miles the 189 miles which the
hon. gentleman had laid down but not finished.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There is more than that.
Mr. McLELAN. You will find with rails laid and in use,

carrying passengers, 452 miles, constructed by the presont
Administration in three and a quarter years.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Mr. McLELAN. The contrast stands this way : The

late Government expended $11,000,000, and laid at the
rate of thirty-seven and a half miles of rails per year. The
present Government have not expended so much m:oney,
and have built 139 miles per year. The hon. member
for Middlesex can draw what comfort he likes from those
figures, which are taken from the public records of the
country. The hon, member for North Norfolk.has referred
to the sweeping tide of publie expenditure, and promised,
on behalf of the Reform party, to stop it. One would sup-
pose that the bon. gentleman would have made some refer-
ence to the past, and been guided in his conclusions by the
record of the five years during which his party were in
power. A good deal bas been said as to the manner in
which the Public Accounts for 1873-4 have been prepared.
It bas been charged, and not denied, that the hon. gentle-
men opposite who made up the accounts of 1874, held
lon. gentlemen on this side responsible for the expenditure
up to that year. Included in these Accounts are sums that
were voted by the previous Parliament to be charged
to capital account, sums amounting to over $900,000.
And, Sir, it is upon the preparation of that account that
they attempt at ail te go into comparison of the expendi-
tures of two Administrations. An American paper asked:
" Can a democrat get to beaven ?" And the Boston
Transcript replied : "Certainly, if he bas the handling of the
returns." The hon. gentlemen opposite can go into a com-
parison when they have the handling of the returns, when
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they have the making up of the accounts, as they had in service, bon, gentlemen opposite cendemn us for pursuing
1874. Now, Sir, they have been placing the gross expendi- tlat wise course. They refer especially to the expenliture
turc of 1873-74 at $23,316,316, but with the deductions on Civil Government. I find, on turning to the Publie
which have been shown as not properly belonging Aceounts of almost every country in theworld, that thereis

te that accoxt, 1ho truc expendiu.e is 2 2 ,.d increasopblic expenditure.
The hon. member for Lanibton (Mr. Mackenzie) I ind that, ln tha United Sttes, a country to which bon.
claimed the other night that he should re-ceive gentlemen opposite se frequcntly peint, there was expended
credit for the increase of initerest, for the amount p2aid te lor Civil Government-that is, exclusive Of the war Cùargcs,
sinking fund, and the. management of the debt. Take the navy, idiansaii i -18;>0, 83,250,00û; in lSI,
whole amount for interest, sinking fund, management of5,0,000; in 1850 it rose te$6,000 iii 1860, to
debt and subsidies to Provinces at $11,952,641 in 1878-79, $2,000,00; in 1u70, te $53,090,000; and, in 1880, it
and deduct the amount paid in 1873-74 for the samne scr- 85',500,000. 1 End thnt iii Great Britain, whieh nrav be
vices, and the inerease of interest, sinking fund, and main-cailed a finished eeuutry, thc public expenditure ar bv
agement, $10,255,79a, and add the difference to the ycar stericiy iQ-eacs. In 1870,it ws S64 o
expenditure of 1873-74, and you have a total expenidi- in 8 £74,9 -,00;-and, in iSSO, it hadiriscn te
ture, assuming there have been increaes in othfer £84,105,70., thus a siendy in this
departments, of $24,091,159; but we find, in 1878-79, îeung, uin;shtd country-as 1 mveuit-in this active,
the expenditure was $24,455,381, or an increasecerpi-iýîig and growing country, rader tlîe policy whieh
of $364,222. You will find also, in looking at the bas been acopted by the tmustbe
Accounts, that in addition to this bon. gentlemen opposite rcessariy an icrense oicnnuïl expenditure te moet
eut down the important and vital services of the the publie wais and ùetheceuntry. Butseeon.
eountry. They reduced Immigration and Quarantine, gentiemea eppesxeaespeciaiiy te the Civil
$106,31S ; Militia and Defence, $34-1,584; Public Workc s ervice mcre (Al' cx»caditure. If you take the average
and Buildings, $812,408; Lighthouses and Coast Service,lOr the nve sutte laie Gvernment, yeu wilt fiud thcit
$89,491 ; so that, takin g these into onsideration it would bctexpenditul e -Lhis head was $849,598. The avecage for
seen that in the other departments there was an increase of 1S7d-C0 t d iHi was, under th( present Geverument,
$1,717,053. The hon. member for Lambton told us the other $ý-7 2S i.97, or an average increase of S57,683-that is thc
night that there had been charged to capital account a la-reuverap fkr the last three and a-half years. The buse will
sum for iDominion ]ands, and I gathered fi-cm bis i-nner. thiturt derstand that, under th-- Stutute governing flic Civil

he tleught if ai)au improper chlarge, ,nd that it rsèould Service, its mepbers receive an andual inereas of fron
have been eharged aguinst the revenune. But bbclIc-use ill $50 te 10 a yea., and that wtheut aly action en the pa t

cac in inîid that inri S7)-S') Pariizmerit tet ap1art ofnthe Adminisration. his anual incrnimnt amounts P
1001000,00 acr-es of lard for flic construîioî cf thePacifie c$14cnt00 a year, whieh, for the three and a-hall hyars, wouli

te ee ciL00.aontnus andcnther cwa se pau additionaleirge
the cert f etisrvey ef these lands is a preper charge iupon the Civil Service et $14,000 for our lligh Cornmissier ci',
9gainst the sale et' thcr, and shotild hose placed.lion. 1Sir fA. T. Galt-a charge which de onet gather an approval.
gentiemeoppesite, ini making a cemparison bctween 1873-74 offr.em the renarkst oftheqon. meinher foc Lambto xBut

UrJ , claimcredif for having reduced the publie expen- arn su -re aiternthe atatement cf the xon. the Finance ainister,
iture, but, making a trc caiculutioiî and deducti ng thnse that by bis assistance in th negotiations i82 Euroie,

charges which propcrly belong te capital, and those expen the Gever ment have been able to make a saving in tl
ditures whicbwece exceptional at tie time, I have s2wn payments of public interest, ad n our indinted8s, ivcr
lhei ewas:, durinig that pcciod. au increase ef really $1 ,717,053. iargoly excceding Sir A. T. Guit's salary, ne valil
lon. gentlemen opposite daim thatin theprescrntEstimatesobjectien eaI fb raised te that charge. Now, those tch ab
there isan ara n of a lug nese, that whatpvo.r 1 ecarge afnont te more th-n the pulmice endure fer 1y
Lad beca thf, ýi'e xpuitucp 1S72Ï-f .ý i "ele)i-ai1, k Civil Service, ofS5 ,683, by $6,000 a yar. Thel4us,

ge n ho carne into power iin1878 have lrgely in- will bear i£4d, aving been se informed by menbersn to
crcased the publie expense of the cuuntry.Iihtetutnihis£ide,15,7, s well as by hon. gentlemen opposite, ha thei
the attention cf bhe lieuseÏ01- a mmecnt te theremarks ef as been a cunsiderable increasme in the expenditure cf tho
the ex-Finance Minis,,ter upon thispeintand I wish te howPost Office Deparwment.g find that ostal expenditure
fi eu the speeches cf the lhon. gentleman, fliaf bis coniplaiut all ovet» the werid, incre.-ses iargely year by yer;
lu 1877-78 was, that the condition of' the revenue wvas netad if 15dbot strayge te find an inereasntin this new
sucli as te enable him te make that expenditure which tne ceunsity, whee inany new settlements have yearly to be
public service cled for. The hon, g-entleman rtaid: provided with pestal service. Let s notieflc icease hi

No doubt, Sir, ther is this misfortnein our present position-we nthewn thpote vice referredntelly 1t, te CTi
are debarred, s long as our revenue continues i its preset staefrm pare i the e er n i
attempting many things which 1shal be glad to sce attempted. There post offices increased, frem 1878 te 1881, 15 per ent.;
are vaiable improvements which the lion, gentlemen are lot able attmilese postal routes, un per cent., or semnt . Governme
plesert te cnsider. There are valuable suggestions miade f rom m e to' 41,600 miles. There bas been a large o -caseaise in the
timeawvich we would dvaigre, if olr circua-stahces parletted, tf carry-
isto effet. We are obiged, no dubt, te abstain hrmnong tho;e labor conneeted ith the Pot Offi-cSavitngs Banks, bteCiv
thi ougs, t t when we are tld, aler having te cotend with te diffi- even 1,&0 and 1881 - depsits in 1880, $56,03 1 from
culties we have met winh, that we arevwreng for net attenptintoe wdl $0t71 74710a yearandthatwitoutanyacti oTheat
more, I must venture te enter a prote t against i 8c7a censure. Sir,t t he aniniscration. This pr icentTh aonts
condemn os inibepresent state of our finan ces, because we are unable on depesit in 1880, was $2,1420,(000, andin (J
te u0dertake new enterprises, is as unreaonable as if the passengers $4,M,000, or an increase cfh neay lf5, ould

were t rise in mutiny against the captain and crew, because they waere u per cent. Withdrawals in L d880, 9 tor ceat
unabie th nake progresa te port whileouligedte lie ina storm. 188i A. T. t-a cn. wih rad nte gte anmb apro

Tlis proves that hongentlomen opposite were unable 1p8n ac7ounts-and ore is whe bera oiret am bunt of laBr
te exped as cei-ge an am euct as they debired, and is inurred and expese involvcd-tbey hon.theFice in1se

tlought the wans cf the coultry demanded; but now, 31,85, and, is 181, i9n,05, or tn ineoianse E.20,ur,
duhes h weLave, under thetinal tptetiy whie lias been peycent; and there eas and nurne reaini, vIe
n enobcd by the piesecnt nove-n eprt, an ovesflowing balaceo ue t depositors af 57 per get. ;o tha, th wo
Treasury, aud when called upon by te wants cf the country prform d by the Post Office lepapmot, bas tre
te mh ke a orger expenditure to meet the rmeeds of the publicincased t e expenditu-e, and mainly in pividing fof the
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North-West Provinces and the territories. The hon. member
for West Middlesex, I thiuk.(Mr. Ross) went over some of the

departmiiental expenses in detail, and referred especially to
the Department with which I have had some connection,
the Marine and Fisheries, stating there had been a large
increase in its cost fron 187S to 1881.

Mr. ROSS. Iear, hear.
Mr. McLELAN. If the bon. gentleman had looked at

the figures and taken then crrectly, he would have found
there has been no increase beyond the statutory increase
of e5o to $100 a year, already mentioned. In 1878 the
expenditure on Civil Government in that Department was
$32.682; contingencies $8,270-making $40,9.2. For 1881,
the ame Department, the expenditure was $36,447; con-
tingencies $6,270; inrease by Statute, $1,S97, leaving a
balance of $40,820. A comparison of the expenditure with
1878 shows there bas been an actual decrease in the Depait-
ment of $132, a diminution effected not by transferring any
of the charges under that Department to other services, as

bontlemen opposite did in 1875, in order to enable
tem to come to the House and boast of a savingr in the
civil e1pnditure. I am quotinîg from the ex-Finance Min
ister's sneecb. He says

,Coming now to the other side of the account, the House will per-
ccive that, foi Civil Government, we have effected adecrease of $27,352."

I have not had an opportunity of going through all tne
Departments ; but in that Department of whicb I have been
speaking, I find that, in order to enable the hon, gentleman
tol make that boast, he took between $15,000 and $6,000
fron departmental salaries and transferred it Iite he account
of the ighthouse and buoy service ; that is, Agents of the
Department wbose salaries had always been included, up te
lo that xar, in the charges for CivilGovernment; that hon.
gentemin took them out of this account and transferred
ihem to the lighthouse and biooy service, to enable him to
iOit of his. economy. I remem ber seeing, scmewhereanong
the Public Accounts, in some eut-of-the-way place, under the

ceii (f imuimigration, I think, that a member ot that Cabinet
mae atrip up to Winnipeg, and $1,000 for expenses w'ts

echarged instead of being under its proper bead-Con-
inlgencies. I remember abo in the correspondence which
took place between the Governnent and Mr. Jenkins,
ahen the latter's dismissal, that the lion. Premier invited

ai tu visit Pai, and the $00 o $600 of
egenses on that occasion were charged to Immigration.

If sou take the records of the five years and go through
'bri carefullv, you will find ihat the little hen had a

[ofiding her nest eggs where she hoped no one could
dthem. But the hon. member for Lambton seemed

to ompflain that the Dominion Lands account had not
been charged to capital account, and that the expenditure
for indians had so largely increased. In view of the criti-
eal position we oecupy towards the Indians, I think the
Hoeuse and the country will admit that a large expendi-
ture, if it be successful in keeping the peace, is wisely
made ; the louse can understand how very slight an out-
Ireak would check the tide of immigration that is setting
into that great North-West, and how the expendi-
turc of a few thousand dollars or a few hundred
thoduLsand dollars in keeping peace with the Indians

preventing disturbances between them and the
migrants is the wisest possible expenditure the

vernment can make. I say that it is a critical Lime
Uceause the tide of immigration has been largely increased.
We ave been told by the Minister of Agriculture that
ltiii11g.the last year something like 28,000 people have
ted Manitoba. In the United States, it is customary for
oeauthon1 ties to estimate at $i1,000 per heacd the value to the

these c f every immig'ant coming into ilt; and, at that rate,thee 8 000 people who have settled in Manitoba, during
epst year, are worth to the Dominion of Canada

$28,000,000. If you look at it nerely in this light, a large
expenditure to keep peace with the Indians in oider not to
check that tide of immigration, is the wisest possible
expenditure the Government carinake. Let me say aneiother
word on that point as to the value of immigration to the
country. I think we may safely put il down that since the
change of Government, and since the adoption of the
policy by the present Govern ment te optn u) communication
with the North-West by means of the great Pacifie Railway
through that country, that there lias been given ait unwonted
impetus to the tide of immigration into that country, and
to that impetus at least 100,000 of a population may fairly
be credited. If you take the samue valuation that the
Americans give to thoir immigration of a $1,000 a
piece, there is $100,000,000 added to the wealth of this
coun try.

Mr. MILLS. By transference from one Province to
another?

Mr. McLELAN. Let the hon. gentleman consider for a
moment. How many of tliese peopl would have gone out
of the Dominion into the United States ?

Mr. ANGLIN. A penny saved is a penny gained.

Mr. McLELAN, I thank the lon. member for
Gloucester for the remark A penny saved is as good as
two earned. If we have saved one haif that numiber of
people from going into the United States we have savel
50,000, and a penny saved being as good as trwo earnet1, for
cvoy person being worth 82,000, we stil have $100.000,000
added to the wealth of the Dominion. Does the bon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) know how many people
went out of Canada into the United States provious to the
opening up of tho North-West ? Ii 18 0, there were in the
State of Connecticut 3,145 people bora iin the IDminiion of
Canada; and, in 1870, this number had risen to 10,840. In
Illinois, in 1660, there wer'e 20,932; in 1870, 32,388. In
Maine, in 1860, there were 17,540; in 1870, 20,661. Massa-
chusetts, 18dG, 27,060; in 1870, 69,491. Michigan, 18(3,
30,582; in 1870, 89,3 5: or atotal, in 1870, of about 500,000
people bornin the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. How many are there now?

Mi'. McLELAN. Not so many by at least 50,0J or
100,000 as there would have been but for the opening up of
the North-West. And I may say more, there aie more
Canadian born people in the United States to-day than
there would have been if the hon. gentleman had never
delivered that speech of his in praise of the Western States.
I will not undertake to say how many peiple left this
country in consequonen of the speeches delivered by him-
self and the hon. membor for Lambton, but I beg him to
bear in mind, when next he desires to make a speech decry-
ing his own Province and bepraising the United States, to
bear in mind the remark of the hon. member for Gloucester,
that a penny saved is aï good as two carned, and every one
thut goes out of this country in consequence of his speeches
involves a loss of $2,000 ho the Dominlion of Canada, and a
gain of $2,000 to the United States. Now by this lar-gc
exodus of people to the United States there went out of
Canada, fromî 1860 to 1S70, 22.000 or 23,000 people each
year on an average, all of whom went to swell the popula-
tion of the United States and Io increase the wealth of that
country. I say there never was a wiser step taken by any
G'over'nmenît than the hastening of connection with the
prairie lands of the Great North-West, in order to tura aside
the lido cf immigration to our own country. As the hon.
leader of the Opposition lias referredo t that question, I
may say that that lido is not quite st strong and fait as it
would have been, liai the hon. gentleman taken a different
course and spoken differently of his own country and of the
United States. Whatever hon. gent'emen on the other sile
may say, I think the country understands that, owing to the
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gront impetus given to the construction of the railway by
the baenin wi h the C(anadi: rPacifie lRailway Company,
that tile of im etn'igrtiion has been increaed, and we have
a greator uiimber of actua settleirs who have gone into
the North-West country. And pla ing the money value
on ceh of theso settlerý, which is place I by the
United State4 on their settlers, more than the cost of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway to the country will
be retarned to the country by those additions to its popula-
tion and its wealth. And that tide will go on so long as the
present Governmont remains in powor, and so long as the
National Policy continues in existence. Complaint has
been made by hon. gentlemen opposite that the National
Policy tias largoly increased the taxation of this country.

An hon. MEMBER. Har, hear.

Mr. MeLELAN. Let rme refer the hon. gentleman wbo
says " hear, hear." to the Finance Minister of his own
part, I fear that that hon. gentleman will not accept the
position-correct tbough it be-that taxation should ho the
measure of expenditire. Let me point him, first, to the
faet that the expenditure under the present Government is
less to-day by 22 cents pcr head than it was when lion.
gentlemen opposite went cut of power. The more fact
of their expîending without collecting does not alter the
force of the eharge against them. Suppose the hon.
genilemen had left a deficit of $10,000,000 a year,
and had only colleeted $10,000,000 fioi the country.
would anv man stand up and say that this latter
suin was ail the taxation ihey put upon the country?
But I wish hon. gentlemen to mark, learn and con-
sider well the position takon by their own Finance Min-
ist1r. lis position was, that bit for this " Tariff of abomina-
tions," as he called the Tariàïof the hon. Finance Minister,
there would have been as much money collected from the
people of this eonntry under his Tariff as there has beon un-
dot the present Tarif le says thathe would have collected
$l,000 000, an] how does he attempt to show that? le
says that the importations of the country have always
barne a certain proportionate excess over the exports -
that the exportsof 1831 exeededthe exports of 1,77-78, and
that, in 1881, there would have been thesame proportionate
incrense of imports tunder his Tariff that there was in
1877-78. If hon. mermbers will take the impoirts and exports
of 1878, and those of 1881, they will find that, accordingto
ie ex-Finance Minister, we should have imported over
$21,000,000 more in 18S1 than we did. The hon.
gentleman claimed that ho would have collected a
revenue on that amount; and would thus have ire'ceived
in ail $18,000,000. Will hon. tgentleman oppo-ite tell me
wherein lies the difference? If my hon. friend the Fin-
ance Minister has collected $18,000,000 under his Tariff-
and his prelecessor claims that under his Tariff there would
have been larger imports, and that he also would have
collected $18,000,000-wby do they charge us with
having so largely increased the taxation of this country.
When ho claims that the amount he would have collected
from the country would be the same as bas been collected
by the Finance Minister.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at ail. He says ho would have
collected enough money. You have collected too mach.

Mr. McLELAN. IIe estimated that ho would have
collected under his Tari last year, about $17,000,000, and
this year, $18,000,000. But he would not have collected that
much. Tihe hon. the ex-Finance Minister bas not got
so far away from the rtw material ifor a Finance
Minister as to understand that there is soenething
more necessary than the mere imposition of taxa-
tion on a countiy, in order to raise a revenue-
that you must, with that taxation, correspondingly
increase the purchasing power of the people. The

Mr, MOLELAN.

hon. member for Middlesex (Mr. Ross), the bon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), and the
hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson), have
taken the ground that we are destroying the manu-
factures, because there has not been a large exportation
from the country during the past year. If hon. gentle-
men will look at the position taken by their own ex-Finance
Minister, they will see why there were not other exports.
The little boy asked bis mother: "Ma, what is a junction ?"
" A jurction," said she, "is where two roads separate." ln
the party opposite thero seems to be a junction ; in the
Grit mind there is a separation of ideas, in ail directions.
The ex-Finance Ministar takes the position that,. under bis
Tarif, we would have imported $21,000,000 worth more of
goods, and the hon. members for Middlesex, Brant, and
Norfolk say that we are killing out the manufactures of this
country. According to the ex-Finance Minister there is a
void of $21,000,000 to be filled up; and I ask the hon.
member for Bothwell what is the difference between import.
ing $21,000,000 worth of goods and collecting taxation on
then and shutting them out and collecting the same amount
of money on the imports that really come in? There is
this difference: that yo get back the $2 1,0)0,000 in gold,
while yenoemploy your own people in supplying the void
created. Why, Sir, it is as plain as a sunbeam, that if,
according to the bon. memuber for Centre Huron,
$21,000,000 worth of goods have been shut out from
this country, the manufacturers of this country have
been employed in filling up that void, and that
$21,000,000 coming in in gold and circulating through this
Dominion bas given employment to the people, and enabled
them to purchase, not only that $21,000,000 worth of goods,
but many millions more. Upon this question of exports
hon. gentlemen refer us to England and the United States;
they say we have just the same fate as ail protective coun-
tries, and that we should take a lesson from the experience
of all frec trade countries-that we should allow the Ameri-
cans to send in as many goods as they pleuse for the benetit
of our manufacturers-to add to their prosperity and
to enable them to export largely of their products.
If hon. gentlemen will turn to the record, thcy
will not find what they claim, that England is going on
largely increasing her exports. They will find that of the
products of England exported there has been for a number of
years a steady decline.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Hear, hear.

Mr. McLELAN. I hope the hon. gentleman is not sayinlg
"hear, bear," because ho rejoices that this is the case; he
is saying it, perhaps, because he thinks this statement ifl-
correct. I take it from the parliamontary returns l the
Li brary, and I vill refer to a few articles. The export of cottoil
manufactures in 1873, was £69,228,000, in 1878, L65,000,000
anJ, in 1879, the last year given, £63,000,000 ; in woo1loiis
and worsteds, the export, in 1870, was£20,952,000 ; and, in
18i9, £19,575,000 ; in iron and steel manufactures,
the export, in 1877, was £20,000,000, and, in J879!,
£19,000,000; in coals, it wns £8,000,000 in 1877, and
£7,206,000 in 1879; in linen goods, it was £7,00,000
in 1877, and £6,793,000 in 1879. The only article in which
there seems to have been an increase in the export il
machinery, which shows a large increase, I suppose In co-
sequence of other countries providing for the manufacture
of the goods themselves. But one would suppose that i
that froc trade country there were no importations of manin-
factured goods, according to the sipeeches of hom. gentlemen
opposite. Now, I find that, instead of there being
importations, there is a very large increase in the impod-'
ations into England of very many manufactured artiele'
The impo-tations Of manufactured cottons, in 1876
amounted to £1,750,261, and they have since gene ul
to £2,500,000; iin the simple article of buttons tho
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importations have increased in four years by over £1,000,000; Mr. MILLS. The English workingmen gct fre sugar.
in iron and steel manufactures there has been an increase, Mt
since 1876, of more than £1,000,000, or 70 per cent.

upon as a necessity is taxed, except bread, in England-
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Where from ? tea, tobacco, ber, spirits, and ail these thing that are

Mr. romtheUnied tats, artlargely used by the poor mnan-very much more than they
mr. McLELAN. Partly from the United States, part taxd in this Dominion. Nearly $40.000,000 aeaised

from Germany, part from France, and all other parts of the ontobaccoalone, of which the peer man is the largest can-
world-from highly protected countries, as some hon. gen- sumer, thetax being about $1 per Lb; tea is taxed 1 Z conts
tleman behind me suggests. The importations of silk have perlband rumand spirits,tbe poor man's drinks, aro heavily
gone up from £11,815,740 in 1876, to £13,324,935. taxed, wbile wines, the beverage of the ricb man, core in
ion, gentlemen will therefore see that, in that free trade comparatively froc; silks are imported to the extent of
country, which they take so much delight in pointing to, $65,000,000, aud core in free, vhile the poor man's
there is a steady decline in exports, and a steady increase lu spirits, tobacco, tea and beer are ail taxed; so that if you
the imports of manufactured goods. In the simple article look inte the condition of the poor man luthat countryyou
of woollen manufactures, the importations have increased wiI1 find he pays more taxes by far than the poor man
froi £6,676,000 in 1876, to £9,700,000. Now, Sir, hon. in the Dominion or the United States. Tl is one thing
gentlemen seem to take great delight in making com- which stands eut painfully in the records of Great Britain,
parisons between that country and the United States. and that is that there are 1,000,000 paupers supported
in the increase of business in the world there may have by chanty in that country. One would suppose that
been larger exports than in 1879, but the fact remains on in that free-trade country the people ought to be so
record that there bas been for a long series of years asteady prosperous that there weuld be ro peor men, yet one in
decline. And why ? Look at Great Britain on the map, every thirty-five of the population is a pauper. But the hon.

and you will flnd her manufacturing region very little gentleman has claimed ihat we tax them 8150 a year each :
argor than the Province of Nova Scotia-I think about not only do they assert that we bave drawn from the poor

21,000 square miles-- people at the rate of $72,000,000 mb the Treasury-and the
Miitrof Finance says lie eau find ne such su m there -butMr. MACKENZIE. The area is 67,000 square miles. h e hon. gentlemen state that we bave taxed the people in the

Mr. McLE LAN. Supposing it is, all the manufactures increased prico of produets that the people of this country
of Great Britain are produced in the 21,000 miles. Suppos- cannot manufacture, and do net manufacture, and seli as
ing the area to be 67,000 square miles, or double that-if it cheaply the goods they produce as goods i om flie United
will satisfy the hon. gentleman any better-Great Britain, States. The hon. ex-Finance Minister states that the larger
even then, is not much larger than the two or three the market the cheaper you ea produce goeds that if you
little Provinces down by the sea. What is the have a market of 50,000,000 people you eau manufacture
rule in Great Britain ? Everything that passes out- cheaper than with a market of 4,000,000. Suppose it be se,
side the border is classed as export, even if only dees it follow that we are te give the Amerîcans oun market
sent to the Channel Islands. Go to the United States cf 4,000,000; that we are te permit them. te scnd in every-
and take the manufacturing portion, say the castern thing te Canada, whule we are net permittcd te send
States, draw a line round them and call everything anyLhing across the boundary line; that they are te
iat goes over that line into the far West, or the cotton manufacture for three-fourths of car people, and Our manu-

and Pacifie States, an export, and you will find that the factures are te bo confined te perhaps one-fourfothe
manufacturing exports of the United States compare favor- population cf the Dominion? Taking tho hon. gentleman's
ably with those of Great Britain. The manufacturing own argument, the langer the market the cheaper the
Portions of the States have got to supply 50,000,000 people,goods; if yen shut eut American goods and allow Our
you go to Great Britain and only find35,000,000; thus theynrantcturers the whole Dominion, goods would bc
have 15,000,000 to supply in addition to the population of cheaper for the 4,000,000 than if the market were
breat Britain. So that, when you corne to look at the hmited te 591,000 or 1,0!0,000. But hon. gentie-
Position of the two countries, yon find the difference in the mon opposite take the ground, aise, that the National
exports and manufactures is not so very great as the hon. Policy is abotte inducea largecompetition amongdemestie
gentleman would have us believe. I am just now reminded manufàcturers, and that tbey theuiselves are te suifer by it.
of the arguments used by the hon. member for Centre Huron We hope--and we take the ground that if wesecure te our
the other night--it seems the poor but respectable farmer manufacturons the market cf the whole Dominion, and we
will write if he will not speak to him, as the have declared to them that it is oun policy that they shah
hon. Minister of Railways said the other Iight. have market-they will bc iuduced te enter more iargely into
Prom that letter the ex-Finance Minister stated tomanufacturing intercsts, that keenor comptitien will arisethe louse that the poor farmer paid $150 per year to the between them, and through that competiion there will be a
Treasury of the Dominion. Taking the average, rich and reduction of prices, and that eventua

eoer together, and supposing that that poor farmer pays up possible in some cases for a year or twe that the prices
the average, this would make, according to the position cf cartain anticies may be increascd with this
taken by the hon. member for Centre Huron, a revenue policy in oporatien, yet sti!, when yeîihave encouraged
of 872,000,000 in Customs. The absurdity of the position is and induced manufacturera teetablish different industries,
lanifcst. Hon. gentlemen opposite try to persuade the you wiu eventuaîly have goods cheaper in the DominionPeople that they are enormously taxod, but when the than yeu would have them under any system cf0gures are worked up the resuilts show a revenue four times importation under the old policy. lon, gentlemen
die actual amount. I would ask the hon. gentleman how it opposite daim that they nover could Ihave a revenue
tares with the poor man in England ? Is lie free fromion under a free trade Tariff ? manufactureramight be iuduced te go unte the business,

M-r, ANGLIN. le has got free bread.'but they would always ceunt upen their cempetition as
Mn, MCLELAN. 0d inti being outside, and they would add 17-À per cent. te the

fil br-Mc. And so do people in this country get pnices. There would net ho a aufficient number ofthem te00itM get it chearper now than if they imported make competition amengthinselves, and they would look
te the competition utside, being themselves protected by
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the 17J per cent. duty; so that we would nover get from
the manufacturers of this country under a Tarif that
permitted half the goods to be importe'd goods at
prices below those of the imported articles plus
the duty and cost of transportation. So I think it is plain,
from the position taken by the hon. gentlemen themselves,
that the National Policy induces domestie competition, that
it will create sucli a number of industries in this country
as will result in such competition as will reduce pricos for
home-made goods. The ex-Finance Minister takes the ground
that you can manufacture cheaper for 50,000,000 than for
4,000,000. The market depends on the number of manufac-
turers who go into a certain line o ibusiness to supply the de-
mand. Take the article ofcotton. There are between 800 and
900 factories in existence in the United States, while here, with
4,000,000 of people, we shall require seventy or eigh ty facto-
ries before we shall be any better supplied with such factories
than they are in the United States, and under this policy I
hope, and indeed I am sure, that, one after another,
industries will spring up and the competition will bring
prices down as low, if tney be not so already, as are paid
either by the people of the United States or the people of
England. The hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross)'
told the louse that the late Government did more for the
manufacturers than we are doing, because they admitted,
duty free, more of the raw materials for manufactures than
we are doing under the present Tariff; and the hon. gentle-
man went into a calculation and gave figures to show that
under that Tariff they admitted $31,000,000 worth, while
we have only admitted $19,000,000 worth, and that, there-
fore, the advantages to manufactures were greater under the
Cartwright Tariff than under the Tariff of the present
Administration. I have turned to the figures and find them
not exactly what the hon. gentleman has stated. t is, I
suppose, fair to assume that it is an error in figures, but it
is 'somehow curious that the figures given by him favor his
own side. The truc figures are: Fro goods, in 1878,
$30,619.262 ; in 1881,$19,990,879, beingadifference in favor
of 1878, of $10,628,383. Upon the face of this state-
ment, without any explanation, it would appear that
hon. gentlemen opposite had, in 1878, admitted more goods
duty free than we did in 1881; and the hon. gentleman
would convey to the House and the country the impression
that the goods comprised raw material, to be used in
manufactures, and that, therofore, they were the friends of
the manufacturers, and not we. Looking at the imports of
that year, 1878, I sec the aggregate includes barley,
$137,243; oats, $651,441; peas, $18,729; rye, $i7,398;
Indian corn, $3,535,619; wheat, $6,510,148; flour,
$1,866,101; rye, $8,655; Indian meal, $619,380; oatmoal,
$22,226; in all, .$13,451,849 worth of bread stuff, admitted
and computed in that $30,000,000, which he claims as raw
material. Why, when you eliminate this large sum from
the imports of 1878, and take out, also, coal, $3,054,852,
you find that, under the present Tariff, $5,878,318
worth more raw materials for manufacture, are- admitted
under this Tariff, than came in under the Tariff of the hou.
gentlemen opposite, which, they think, did so much for the
manufacturers in 1878.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Does the hon. gentleman
climinate the raw materials from the imports of 1878, as
well as from the imports of 1881, and place them on
precisely the same basis ? That is the position I took, and
that is the calculation I made.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman, in his calculation,
took the groms figures of the fre goods in 1818 and added
$400,000 more than the books warranted on the one side,
and deducted on the other side, thus naking a difference of
$12,000,000 instead of $10,600,000. That is the calculation
of the hon. gentleman. I have taken out the articles that,
in 1878, came in froc of duty; the br cadstufs to the amount

,Mr. McLELAN.

of $13,500,000, and I have shown that the Tariff of the pre.
sent Dominion admits a larger quantity of goods free, for
manufactures, than did the Tariff of 1,78.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. And a larger value.
Mr. MeLEL AN. And of larger value-goods that enter

directly into manufartures. I think it will not be denied
that there has been a large increase in the imanufactures of
the country, and that I have shown, at least from the
position taken by the hon. the ex-Finance Minster,
that the inanufacturers of this country bave had
at least $21,000,000 in supplying the people of
Canada. I have shown that we have admitted more raw
materials to encourage those manufacturers, anI that
although the exports ofmanufacturcd goods muy havo fallen
off, the House can easily see the reason why-that it was
to supply that void created by the shutting out of
$21,000,000 worth of goods that the hon. the ex-Finance
Minister stated would have been brought in under his
Tariff. Tho supply of that void, as my bon. friend the
Finance Minister stated, has given employment to a large
additional number of workmon. There has been from new
industries and the increase of' od, an ineroase of about 24,000
workmen. Now, take the usuil numbor of persons depend-
ant oa every workman, and if you believe with the hon.
the ex-Finance Minister that without this Tariff thaer
would have been $21,000,000 worth of goods more imported
-if you take the statement of the hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), that every workrman produces
about $1,000 worth of goods a year, these $21,000,00 would
give omployinent te 21,000 workmen, or a little less than
the number which t'ne hon. the Finance Minister stated as
the number of new hands eniployod by thevarious industries
ereated or stimulated under this policy. If you take the
eaiploymert of this large number, and the maintenance of the
people dependent upon them-the returns of the United
States manufacturers, show that every man and woman
employed has upon an average three or four persons depen-
dent upon him or ber for support-you will find that the
supply of that void, the m anufacturing of that amount of
goods, has given employment, or support, to something like
a total population of botween 80,000 or 100,000 persons.
The position taken by hon. gentlemen opposite is that we
should do away with this policy and go back to the Tariff of
1878, and should admit all these goods-the $21,000,000
worth which the ex-Finance Minister stated would have
came in under the late tariff; then, as a consequence, lo
would throw out of employment 21,000 persons now engaged
in manufactures under the present policy, and ail the eople
dependent upon them-say between 80,030 and 100,000.
If you thus deprive them of a living, you would
have to maintain them at the publie expense, or they
would have to leave the country. A retarn to
the tariff of the late Government means this: That
you will thereby shut down so many of the industries Of
this country, as would throw out of employment all these
persons, depriving of support the 80,000 or 100,000 depen-
dent upon them; and you make it imperative upon that
large number to go to the United States. As I have showl
previously, taking the amount set down as the vaine of
each emigrant to the United States, you would send them
persons to the value of $80,000,000, which would represelt
the loss to the Dominion. I want now to refer to the geil'
eral prosperity of the country.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. McLELAN. Before recess I was referring to tho
exports of this country, and to the reasons why thereshould
have been, in the past year, a docrease in the outgo Of rnanul
factured goods. i was referring to the position taken by the
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ex-Mnister of Finance, that $21,000,000 had been prevented
from being imported by the Tariff of my hon. friend the
Minister of Finance. I was referring to the great impetus
that the expenditure of $21,000,000 in gold among the manu-
facturing industries of this country had given to them. I need
not have claborated that position, because the hon. gentleman
themselves stated this year that an income of $10,000,000
or $20,000,000 would greatly improve the condition of the
people, and would greatly stimulate and encourage manu-
f'acturing industries of all kinds. He said:

" I need not tell any one who has paid attention to the actual opera-
tion of commerce, how enormous by an income to the people.of $10,000,000
in the space of six months would tend to encourage and stimulate every
kind of industry a home, and increase our powers of purchasing, and
our consumption of dutiable articles."
I think then, that from the words of the hon. gentleman
himselfit is proven that the manufacturers of this country
have had a yearly expenditure among them of at least
$20000.000 in gold more than they had under the operation
ofithe Cartwright Tariff. The hon. gentlemen opposite seemed
pained and dissatisfied because we did not purchase those
goods abroad, becanse, as they claimed, we hinder the pros-
perity of this country by not having a larger trade balance
against us. The truc index of the prosperity of a country,
according to hon. gentlemen opposite, is that there shall
be a large balance of trade against a country.

Mr. ANGLIN. No.
Mr. MoLELAN. I think an hon. genrtleman who was

bis leader entered into a very elaborate argument to show
that the larger the balance of trado against a country was,
the greater its profits.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Mr. McLELAN. It was stated that the balance of trade

represents the profits which a country had made upon its
exports, and hence the larger the balance the greater the
profit.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It very often does.
Mr. McLELAN. If the hon. gentleman will enquire into

the operation of trade, ho will. find that, perhaps, even
supposing there are large profits upon the goods exported
from this country or from the United States, it is not the
exporter who receives the profits. I ask the hon. gentleman
to state to us what profit the English manufacturer has upon
the sale of cottons which he sends to this country, after they
Come here. His profits stop at the price that is fixed, and
in the bills for the exportation; and when they come to
this side, and are sold here, the man who bandles them,
and n1ot the exporter, receives and pockets the profits. So
N it with almost everything that is sent from this country.
UPon goods that come from the other sido the price
is fixed before shipment, and the profits, whatever
they may be, belong to the merchants on the other
side of the water. But, even suppose it were other-
wise, suppose that upon the $100,000,000 worth of
goods we had exported there was a profit of $30,000,000
or $40,000,000, did it never enter the minds of hon.
gentlemen that it would be botter for the country to
have the profits come back to this country in gold to be ex-
pended among the people themselves ? Why, surely, ifthere are profits, is it not better to use them in employing
Our OWn people than to expend them in employing the
Workmen and .manufacturres of other countries. But it
is because there bas not been the large balance of trade
against us, because we have reduced that largely from formerYears, that there has been, as I contend, an increase ofProsperity among the workmen and among all the manu-faeatrîng industries of the country. The hon, gentlemen
OPposite have made a charge against us that we have dis-

the nated n th Tarif against England and in favor of

Mr ANGLIN. Hear, hear; that is so.

Mr. MoLELAN. If the hon. gentleman who indulges so
much in averages will take the average of importations
from Great Britain for the five years of their Administra-
tion, ho will find that, from 1874 to 1879, the total amount
was $209,077,876, or an average of $41,815,575. The aver-
age for the years 1880 and 1881 has been $43,583,800, or an
increase of $1,768,235. So that if you take the average of
the time which they administered the Government under
the Cartwright Tariff, and if you take the average of the
years under the Tariff of my hon. friend, you will find that
from Great Britain there has been an increase of 8,768,235.
Now, how has it fared with the United States? During
the five years of their Administration, the average amount
of importations was $48,11 1,896; the average during the
two years this Tariff bas been in full operation, has been
$36,701,012, or a decrease of $11,407,884. So that the
figures demonstrate that, however strongly or often the
hon. gentlemen may assert it to the contrary, the Tariff bas
operated to increase the trade with Great Britain, and to
decrease trade with the United States. The hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), in referring to this matter,
stated that we have a larger porcentage of duty upon
the importations from Great Britain than upon those
from the United States. If the hon. gentleman had looked
at the articles imported ho would have found that there are
a large amount of free goods, consisting of raw cotton,
raw tobacco and hides, that como from the United
States, which swelled up the list of froc goods from the
United States in excess over the goods from Great Britain.
This change in the current of trade, and the' employment
which it bas given to our own people bore, as I maintain,
tended largely to incroase the prosperity of this country.
I know, Sir, that hon. gentlemen on the other side were
very slow last year in admitting that there had been any
change in the condition of the country, and it is only now
when the evidence has grown so strong as to be incontro-
vertible that they admit that the country is exceedingly
prosperous. But they say that this is ail due to Providence,
and that it js impious on the part of the Government to
claim any share in the change. The hon. member for
North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) said that the members of
the Government, when they claimed any hand in effecting
this change in the condition of the country, reminded him
of the Africans who went to the missionaries to purchase
gun medicine to make their guns shoot straight. The hon.
gentleman told a number of other stories in which
colored gentlemen figured. In fact al through his speech
there was very strong coloring, but the hon. gentleman laid
such unction on the story of the gun medicine that I feel
like obliging him by telling him a little African story. I
remember very many years ago that a gentleman in Halifax
invited me to go and spend a day shooting with him in the
neighborhood. We procured a gun each and went to
one of the colored settlements. One of the young Africans
attached himself to our party and went into the woods with
us. The young colored man rather preferrod the city
gentleman at first and followed him, but after a number of
shots had been fired by my friend with no effect, ho left
him and came back to me and said : "Massa, don't
you think thore's a spell on that man's gun ? " I said: "A
spell, what do you mean?" He said : "There are some
people who can put a spell on your gun, and it makes the
gun so that it wili never shoot straight afterwards. The
shot comes right back, or else it goes around a corner.
Daddy lent a gun to a man once and it came back with the
spell on it, and it never shot straight afterwards, but would
shoot round corners." The hon. member for North Norfolk,
in 1876, had a protection gun, which shot true to the mark
every time and made a bulls-eye. But the hon. gentleman
lent himselfito party interests, and the speil of party spirit
was put on his gun and he as been shooting around corners
ever since.
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Sir JOHiS A. MACDONALD. His spell was not the quence of the existence of these three great industries, Fhe
go-spel. is obliged to send to America fer the food required by

Mr. McLELAN. The hon, gentleman (Mr. Charlton), the population thus created. The hon. member for
in his list of promises, gives some insight into North Norfolk xiii tell the hon. member for
the theological opinions of the party to which Gloucester that there is great advantage in
ho belongs. The hon. gentleman tells us what the having these people brought near to the farmer, instead of
party to which ho belongs beliove, or rather what 2,000 miles away. Now, if the price of Canadian grain is
they profess to believe. le tells us that his party flxcd in Mark banc, so is that of American grain, and both
profess to bc strong on foreordination and election. stand on an equal footing in that respect. Why then do
Ex-Governor Vance once had a negro servant who was also the people of this country desire reciprocity with the
very strong on foroordination and election. He said Io his Jnited States? It is beeauso we live alongside of the nanu.
servant one day: " Peter, do you think I am elected to bc facturing population of the Uited States, wlo consume
saved." "I do not know, Massa; I never knew of any- everything tbat the farier has to produce, and wbo would
body being elocted without being a candidate and working afford a botter market than we now possess for our agricul-
for it. " These hon. gentlemen hold to the opinion thatJturat produce. But we are net able to securo reciprocity,
Providence foreordained everything, but the fact is that and wo must do the next best thing: we-must create these
they never were candidates for the good Limes; they manufacturiug industries within our own borders, and
never worked in co-operation with Providence to bring within reach of our own farmers, in order that tbey ray
them about, and hence they were not elected. We enjoy inereased prices. But;'Mr. Speaker, let me strongthen
flnd, in 18-6 and 1878, that in the Governor my position, beause net oly cereals, but ail tho other
General's speech they return thanks to Providence various produets of the farin, are affected by close proximity
for the abundant barvest, so that it secms that te large inauufacturing centres lof population. 1 tako
during- their Administration the suu shone, the dow telq, half-a-dozen of the great gran-growing States a d compare
and the ram descended, and there was an abundant iarvest. them with the saine numbercf manufactdring State.
The lion. gentleman mkes another promise. 11e promises The State of inois had, in 1870, a population f
te have sympathv new and in future, witb every move 1,809,606 over ton yenrs of age, of whem a365,754, or 20 per
made in the direction of human progress." Thcy may bave cent, ere engaged otherwise than in agriculture
had that sympathy for the struggling manufacturers of the that Statoe, in 1879, yielded 312,000,000 bushels of
country, up te 1878, but instad of deig, anything foimethesw.crn and 44,000,000 bushls of wheat, and tho averango value
they folded their ar ns and said tbey were flics on tho per acre o br produce was $ 12.47. In the State of India
whoee, and that tse manufacturers migltt struggle on and 16 per cent. of t e populati iare ngaged.otherwise than u
contend against the inflow of saughter invoices, whith agriculture, and the average value of the produce is about the
were coming in fi-on the lUnited States, They had sae; in thie State f Iowa te average value per acre of pro-
sympatfy, but nothing more; but the men who now duce is $8.88; in tie State ofURansas-a favorite State wit
administer the affaiîs in this (oaverament, daim some bon, gentlemen opposite-19 pr cent. of the population
that they will net cnly sym-ipathize with these. are eugage otherwise than in agriculture, and te valuerper
struggling in the direction of humai progress, acre of the produce is es.t hinAinneset-antherf the
but will lend a helping and a protecting handte heip themn hon. gentlemen's avoritoStites-ihe aerage value rf and
forward in their efforts for pregress. They tell us that produc.- is 8 10.29; and in Nebraska, th e naverage v-aluecf Uic
the fariner bas net becn benoftted under this pelicy, proiuce is $.60 pr acre. In ai these States the aveyage
bat I wouid ask bhow can itbe possible that witli"ail theocf the population engaged in pursuits other than agriculture
circulation cf monotulit LiL3 -ving through the vari rs is 9p3, and tse averag value per acre ob tho produci
industriesi f the cuntry, thers shoun e bc sueh an $10,67. These are tho great
increase cf expenditure ithin t e country, with cf t. e Union : let us compare ith thora the great
24,000 workmen-a my hon. friond pinted ot-to manufacturing States. l Connecticut 35 per cent f the
be fd a d 80 h nto 100,000 dpendents ipon them, population, voer ton years of age, are engaged in
how it is possible thiat there can Lo this expenditure taking manufactniringr industries, and the averag-e value per
place witheut afirecting the condition cf the faming popula- acre cf the farm produce is $a1y.82 ; l Delawa
tin. Now a getlem take tme groud ta it ie26per cent. of the population ae engaged in Mal
impossible t do this, beause thcy sia tathe pric s of facturing, and te average value of tgeffarmoprodue
the Canadian farmers' grain is fixd in M rk Lan. I want is $15; in Maine, whicb is often countcd as heecf the poorOst
teknow, M . Speaker, why it is that thete prices are fxed States, 25 per cent. are eugaged in manufactuin, and the
in Mark Laino.1teit tUe bon, ghternanoC hat it is value f the far produce is $13.51, whieh is igber than
because Engiand protected ter anufaturTne and that of any cf tde grain-growiug States; in MassaohusQtt8,

mining industries for many years and increamed 43 per cent. cf tUe population are enýa-ed in
the population engaged nl.thse industries over and the average value of the fari produce is $26.71
and above th e daricultural interess. was refovving, Jersey, 34 er cent. of the population arengagedtininohmaapr
befre reces at th e manufacturing extent hf that facturing, and tUeaverage value cfthe thuinproducO
ceuntry and mentioned what was in my mtd, as t e $18; in Poynsylvaia, a grat mining district neDYl30
extent of tne whole territory o the conntry istead of tue per cent. cfte population are engaged in rgahvufacturariou
manufacturing ditricts; but takig the whole c suntry ye mining, and the average vaine per acre ef the farm prodIcts
will fnd that agriculture has riachd a igher orfetio in is 817.6t;hla Rhode Island, 44 per cent. cf the pewiteh

gland than in any other county i the world aImost, and engaged in manfactarinc, and the average value Of the
that te average yid of wbeat peu acre in England is in farte produce is $29.32 p acre. In the whole cf tmee great
exces o that in America or any country cf Europe. maeaukacturing States, whre te farmers have their markt

Now, wby is it that in Englandithre is such a dmand for a their own doors, the average vaiue o? the farmnprodul 0

grain? Why is it, as tNeoon, gentlemanegys, that se is $19.69 per acre, against $10.67 per acre iu the gueat

thies the pric of ta e grain fiein Mais count.ry and tUe grain-growing States, ou nearly two te ene. If iv, by thO
nitcd States is because by protection sUe has fostered encouragement cfouv ianufactu'ing industis

a great mining industry, because by protection ny years the population wo do net foliow the pursuitof agriOtltlîQ

ago se creaed a groat manufacturing industry, and a we reate a large eensuming population ln the Midst Of 0"i
ureat commercial industry depending on i; and, in conse- farmers, and thus furnish a ready market for

,Mr. McLELAN.
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The position taken by hon. gentlemen opposite is, that we If hon. gentlemen would just turn to the records,
should content ourselves with the production of raw material they woutd find that not only bas there been an increaso
for the rest of the world to use in manufactures. of sea-going vessels visiting the Dominion during the

Somehon. MEMBERS. No. past year over 1878, but a marvellous increase of
coasting and inland navigation as well. Take the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You touch thom on the entries inwards and outwards, of sea-going vessels: In
raw there. 1878, there were 17,000 vessels, 6,684,000 tons; and, in 1881,

Mr. McLELAN. The position of the hon. member for 20,762 vessels, 8,104,331 tons, or an increase in the latter

Lambton is that we should have free trade in American year of 3,246 vessels, 1,420,334 tons. In the coasting
goods just the same as wo have in lands, and the hon. mem- inwards and outwards the year 1881 shows an increase over
ber for North Norfolk on this position said that the people 1878 ot 2,189,300 tons, or, taking the coasting inland and
who have got the start in manufacturing are the people who the sea-going together, you have an increase of 3,609,083 over
will bold that position unless you intervene with a protec- 1878, so that the assertion of the bon. gentleman that this
tive policy. The hon, gentleman said, the other nigbt, policy is destroying our commerce with the world and
there had never been an honest quotation made from bis our trade among ourselves falls to the ground when you come
speech in 1876. to figures and hard facts. The hon. Minister of Railways

also showed the House the enormous increase there was in
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The speech was not railway carriage; in 1881, the tons carried were 12,102,245;

honest. in 1878, the quantity was 7,000,000 odd tons, the increase
Mr. McLELAN. My right hon. friend was not bere being 4,218,000 tons, and in receipts $7,787,000. So that

when I took the position that it was an honestly prepared both by sea and land, by ship and rail, the position of bon.
and delivered speech, before a spell was cast on the bon. gentlemen opposite bas been taken away and it bas been
member's mind ; before this question of the National Policy demonstrated that our poliey bas not bad the effect of
had assumed that strong party aspect it bas now. But decreasing our trade. We had a visit from a number of
that hon. gentleman said no person will assert it is proper distinguished gentlemen belonging to the Opposition down
to protect industries that are not natural and adapted to the to the Lower Provinces, with the purpose, if we can judge
country, but when they are suited to the country it is the by their arguments, of destroying that trade, and
duty of the Government to foster them. Manufactures of crushing out that inland trade. The leader of
do not spring up readily on a virgin soil, their tendency is the Opposition accompanied by a number of gentlemen,
to remain in a beaten track; now if we adopt the policy of a band of missionaries, visited us last surnmer to prove to
the bon. gentleman and let in a flood of American manufac- us, as one of the gentlemen put it, that we who voluntarily
tures, trade would follow the beaten track and we would accepted the National Poliey are as much deserving the com-
have to content ourselves with the production of raw miseration and attention of political missionaries as are the
material to supply the American manufacturers. What heathen. I remember that a gentleman, having beard the
benefit can it be to the. farmers of ibis country hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.Laurier),one oflie devoted
to bave even a large number of mon employed in producing band, in his little speech in which he endeavored to show
the raw material ? There is no great amount of skill that it was their duty as missionaries to come down and
required to cut down a tree, or take out the ore, and the rates break the bonds under which the people of the Maritime
of wages paid to those engaged in those operations are Province were held-having heard the speeches by the
always low-so low that the men have just enough to obtain missionaries, said :
the bare necessaries of life-and have no money to expend "I feel like quoting thewords of the old MasteroftheRolis of Nova
in the purchase of those articles which make the profit of Scotia, when he was running an election against a deacon. I feel like
the farmaer. Encourage manufactures and the people acquire saying, how pleasant are the footsteps of these devoted missionaries,
a higher degree of skill and obtain higher rates of wage, through the hills and valleys cf Nova Seotia; hcw beautiful on lihe

mountan tops are the footsteps of these devoted missionaries, shodwitha
so that they have a surplus, after purchasing the necessaries preparation of the gospel-the gospel according to Edward Bl3ake-and
of life, to expend in articles that bring profit to the farmer. heel-tapped with all the misrepresentations of the party."
Manufacturers are paying from $2 to $5 per day to the men This band of missionaries came down and endeavored to
theY employ, and one man at $5 a day is of greater benefit persuade the people of Nova Scotia that they werJ in thetb the farmer than a dozen who would earn 80 cents per day, dark; that while we were creating a great internal trade
ecause has more monev to spend outside the bare neces- and were, by our policy, protecting our people from undue

life. Younust consider, not alone, the number of competition from abroad, but giving the freest trade N i thinen you employ, but also the rate of wages paid. Hon. our own territory, it was the duty of the people of the
etemen opposite seem te take the Maritime Provinces Maritime Provinces to cease trading with Canada, andinder their care, and lament that there is such a falling off trade with the United States. At meeting after meeting,icn the sbipping. True, there has been a -decrease in the the bon. the leader of the Opposition labored with that

eonstruction of vessels, but the reason has been argument, to show that the eople of the Maritimeexltlained, ime and again, namely, the change Provinces should trade with the nited States.fk Wood to iron. The hon. gentlemen seem tobc very much grieved that there is not a much larger Mn. BLAKE. That is net se.
et in the United States. Why, the United States Mr. MeLELAN. Iunderstand the hon.gentleman says it

commercial fleet ranks second in the world. If the is not so. The speeches of the hon. gentleman were
language of hon. gentlemen opposite were taken to reported on so many occasions by his own friends,indicate their feelings it would seem they desired and the arguments by which he endeavored to

' nited States should rank higher than Great persuade the people of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
nt. 1 have turned my attention to this, and it and Prince Edward Island, that the true course was

beOt because of any increased burdens that have to trade with the United States, were so often published and
'en placed on the construction of ships,-not at all. There repeated that 1 did not think it was worth while to gather

m ' an acquainted with the construction of ships that them and bring them bore; but I happen to have by me
ther Pietendto s«ay there is any greater burden now than a little speech which ho made at Newcastle, when ho washer0 was before the adoptiohichhofmad
Ine awsbfoete dpio ftis policy; but one of the taking his departure from the Province, in which he made

tray argument s used up to 1878 was, that we would des- an incidental reference to this point; and I may say that
ty the co'nnmerce of the country, internal and external. in that speech he repeats the idea that they entered as
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missionaries and departed in the same character. He
said:

I The scheme of this world is anharmonious, not a contradictory one.
Therefore, when we use our best endeavors to spread the blessed doctrine
of free trade, we act in the spirit of the gospel."

But the hon. gentleman said:
"We should leave each Province and man free to make the best of

their own, and labor for greater freedom of trade with the United States
as well. The Government's policy hinders such a result. Quebec
interests, like those of the Maritime Provinces, lie in the direction of as
free a trade as possible with the United States, and Ontario was
equally desirous of having closer commercial relationship with the
people over the border. He hoped that instead of maintaining a reta-
liatory policy against each other-a policy by which we both lose-
both countries would abandon it. If they did not, it was no reason
why we should continue it for 'half a loaf is better than no bread.'

Mr. MILLS. Is that not so ?
Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman says: "Is that not

so? " It depends a great deal on who bas the half-loaf. You
want to give the whole loaf to the United States. You
believe in the spirit of the gospel according to Mr. Blake,
revised and approved by Brother Jonathan, that it is more
blessed to give than to receive; that we ought to give
Americans the privilege of sending their goods here whether
tbey accord to us a like privilege or not. The hon. leader
of the Opposition, in a speech at New Glasgow, as reported
in the Eastern Chronicle, a Grit paper, said:

" If you had not been at liberty to exchange your property you woul 1
find it useless to continue to produce more than you required for your
personal wants, for you could not get rid of it. To restrict or prevent
you from exchanging what you desire to exchange would be a restric-
tion against which you would rebel. Restrictions which have a ten-
dency to divert trade from its natural channels are injurions to the
country: Your natural channel of trade is with the neighboring Rppublic.
Four exots wil! ßnd the best macrket there', ar your imports should come

from there ; but that natural channel of trade has been to a considerable
extent restricted by the revenue necessities of that country. This
country also re luires a revenue, which must be derived from indirect
taxes; but the very moment you put a tax upon an article capable of
exportation, that moment you apply the restrictive principle."

The iion. gentleman is reported in a Charlottetown paper
as having spoken thus: " Your natural channel of trade is
with the neighboring Republie. Your exports will find
the best market there." And again he says: "Your
natural market is the United States; that country will be
your market for potatoes and a large number of other
articles," and so fbrth. But the whole tendency of the
argument of the hon. gentleman is that we in the Maritime
Provinces should cease to trade with Old Canada and go to
the United States.

Mr. ANGLIN. No.
Mr. McLELAN. The bon. Minister of Customs mado

some reference to this subject in the earlier part of the Ses-
sion. Now let us see what will be the effect of adopting the
policy which the leader of the Opposition proclaimed from
almost every platform in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward's Island last summer. What does
the hon. gentleman suppose the trade of the Lower
Provinces is worth to Quebec and Ontario ?
In 1864, the last year before Confederation we imported
$12,604,642 worth of goods into Nova Scotia, and, in 1865,
there was an increase to $13,087,000. The hon. gentleman
will not pretend to say that, previons to Confederation when
everything that came from all the other Provinces was
counted in the imports, and when of those $ 13,000,000 worth
of goods only $5V0,000 came from Ontario and Quebec, the
trade between those Provinces could have been anything
like so large as at present ? What were the imports of Nova
Scotia in 1881 ? The total imports, outside of what came
from Ontario and Quebec, reached $7,052,000. Do you
suppose the people of Nova Scotia have grown so poor that
in 1865 when there were only 350,000 or 360,000
people, that they imported more goods than in
(881, when they had increased their population by

Mr. McLELAN,

100,000, and participated in all the increased wealth
of this great country, that they imported goods
worth only $7,000,000 odd, in 1881, as against
$13,000,000 in 1865 ? No; the consumption in 1881 was
greatly increased, but the supply was from home produce
or from Quebec and Ontario. The amount of goods we pur-
chased from Ontario and Quebec will be judged by the great
diminution in the foreign imports from 1867 down to 1881.
Our imports from the States, in 1861, were $4,303,00o,
in 1881, only $2,216,000.

Mr. ANGLIN. What about the effect of the Reciprocity
Treaty ?

An hon. MEMBER. The National Policy has donc it.
Mr. ANGLIN. No.
Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman wants to know

what effect the Reciprocity Treaty had. I tell him the
import of dutiable goods into Nova Scotia from the United
States, in the five years previous to 1865, had increased
21± per cent. under the Reciprocity Treaty; the impor-
tation of goods, subject to duty outside the Treaty,
had decreased 20 to 21 per cent. But now with internal
·trade between the Provinces, the imports into Nova
Scotia froi the United States, have fallen off
from the amount in 1864, $2,000,000. The arguments of
the leader of the Opposition in Nova Scotia were that we
should cease purchasing goods from Quebec and Ontario;
that we should increase our purchases from the United
States instead; that our trade should flow in its "natural
channels," and that we should deal with our natural
customers, the people of the United States. If you followed
ont the hon. gentleman's argument, you might go into this
great North-West on which we are spending such large
amounts, and into which the tide of immigration is
setting so strongly and say: "Stop the trade with
Ontario and Quebec, and deal with the United
States." If the hon. gentleman does not want to
break up the political union by his advice, ho did
his utmost to break up the commercial union between the
Provinces. If the hon. gentleman came to power, and
should say to the western and other Provinces: "You nust
not trade with Quebec and Ontario, we shall arrange to
have our trade flow in its natural channels; " if he should
say to the North-West people : "Your natural channel is
the road to St. Paul-get all your goods from that place and
stop importing $5,000,000 worth of goods from Ont ,rio,"
these Provinces would suffer beyond calculation. The hon.
member for Lambton said the other night, in speaking of
the deficits under his Government, that, in 1856 or
1857, under a previous Government, there were
deficits very much larger. As a matter of course
there were deficits, because there were not cus-
tomers enough for the goods of Ontario and Quebec;
there was no internal trade-no sufficient circulatioln
among the people to enable them to purchase goods, and the
want of that circulation from 1874 to 1878, from the samne
cause, produced the deficits in 1677 and 1878. If you cut
off the trade of the Upper Provinces, you will return to the
days of poverty and deficits, and the loss to Ontario and
Quebec will be incalculable. Artemus Ward said of Jeffer-
son Davis, when he was attempting to break up the Union,
that it would have been better than $10 in bis pocket if he
had never been born. And if the leader of the Opposition
succeeded in carrying out that policy, it might be said of
him also that it would have been botter than $10 had hl
never been politically born-botter than that he should go
into Ontario suffering from· the effects of that poliCY.V
do not feel disposed to accept the policy and arguments o
the hon. gentleman; nor do I think that any velY
proportion of the people of Nova Scotia accepted the po
he laid down. I do not think his own friends were willio8 d
accept the doctrines which ho propounded. We wereplease
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to have them come down and visit us and sec our country. has not been successful. Ali their efforts to belittle this
Wc were pleased with the eloquent- speeches the hon. gen country have not stopped its growth. We know not how
tleman delivered on most occasions, although they contained much it has hindered this country, but it has not altogether
sentiments and propositions which the people were not dis- stopped the growth of this Canada of ours.
posed to accept. So we had nothing to complain of in the "Ours is no sapling, chance sown by the fountain;hon. gentleman's going down, but all we complained of was Blooming in suminer, in winter to fade."
as to the manner of his going. What we had to complain
of in that visit was that he announced it so many Ours is a strong, a vigorous plant, hardy as the oak that
months before he went, and kept us so long in the strikes its root to the soil and spreads its braiches to the
suspense of waiting for the policy that would carry the sunshine. This Canada of ours stretehes far outward to the
whole Province, as we feared. It was the long long Atlantic to catch the first beams of the morriing sui, and
suspense that was painful to us. Carlyle, when travelling goes with that sun westward to the far- off Pacifie. Growing
in the north of Scotland, was very much annoyed at the in the sunshine, hardening in the storm, it shall strengtben
crowing ot a cock- in one of the neighbor's yards at the through all the coming years. It shall grow and harden
house where he slept. In the morning he was in great and strengthen so long as the seasons corne and
wrath, and at breakfast, stating what had been the disturb- go, so long as agriculture yields her food to
ance of the night, he went ont and found the old lady who man and beast. This Canada of ours will increaso
owned the rooster in the adjoining garden, and fèll to so long as commerce interchanges and distributes the
berating her. She said: "Oh! Mr. Carlyle, he did not crow varied productions of the earth. It will prosper so long as
so very loud, nor so very often." Said Carlyle: "Woman, manufactures exist. It will increase and prosper, so long
I dinna mind the crowing of your old rooster, but you dinna as there are human hands to throw the shuttle in the loom,
ken how I suffered a'tween whiles waiting for the crowing." to drive the locomotive on the rail, to guide the ship on
So, Mr. Speaker, it was the long, long months of suspense the sea, to draw the fish from the depths. It will abide in
that was painful to us, and now you dinna ken what we strength so long as there are hands to draw the furrow, and
poor blue-noses suffered waiting for the cock of the plant the seed, and gather the harvest, and be uplifted in grati-
pairty to crow. You know that hope deferred maketh tude to Him who hath given so largely,so liberally, so bounti-
the heart sick, and so even his friends were sick with fully of evorything that is necessary to make a great coun-
suspense, waiting for him so many months, but they were try. How liberally, how bountifully, have we been dealt
a very much sicker crew when he went away. Tho Grit with ? We have countless acres of soil, rich as the hand of
countenance, after the elections in Colchester and Pictou man ever strewed with seed for grain, or planted with flower
was a study; they were solemn as a tombstone. But when for beauty. We have great storehouses, inexhaustible
the bon. gentleman had come and gone, they had stretched 1 mines of every mineralsubstance that can minister to man's
out as long as a grave yard fence. The hon. gentleman came comfort, and make for his adornment. We have in the
down with no policy that reached the political heart and North almost measureless forests, that give, when the winrd,
aroused the enthusiasm of his followers, or gave them any that grand old harper, strikes the pines, the music of work
hopes of a change of Government for this Dominion. Bur, and wealth. We have lake joined to lake, great inland seas
Mr. Speaker, we do not complain of that visit nor the and rolling down from them magnificent rivers, affording
result of it; but I am sure that if the policy ho propounded facilities for a vast internal trade, which the bon. gentlemen
there were adopted, the whole country would soon have opposite would seek to destroy. Whilst the great oceans
roason to complain, both of the policy and of the whose billows beat on opposite shores connect us with the
hot'. gentleman who would impose it upon this commerce of the world and bring to us in their fisheries a
Country. The whole tendoncy of the Opposition perpetual harvest of food and wealth. When I think of all
bas been, not only to diminish the internal trade these things I am thankful that there is a great party-
of tie country, but to belittle the country in every possible the grent Liberal Conservative Party-in this country who
manner, and by all possible means. The position of the two have realized the full value of these resources, and that they
parties was this: that the party now governing the country are ready to discharge the responsibility which rests on us
claim to be able to improve it and to render it prosperous, to develope them. And I am proud to stand here to-night
and their position is dependent upon their success; the an humble member of a Government coamissioned by the
party in Opposition deny this and are aiming and determin- people inl 1878, and consecrated to the work of guarding
mng that this country shall be a poor one, and that the interest and protecting the industrial rights of the
the promises and the hopes of the Administration shall 4,000,000 of mcn and women who inhabit this country-
not be realized. On every possible occasion whenf men worthy of the great races from which they sprang-
a statement is made that this country is prospering, that women who, with their beauty, their grace and their intelli-
cur industries are increasing, that new manufactures are gence, will transmit to the coming generations all those
springing up, we have hon. gentlemen opposite high qualities which have made the name of France and
denying it and trying to create the impression that there is Britain so glorious in all history-4,000,000 of men and
1o industrial prosperity and that the country is not advano- women who, guarded in their interests aund protected in
ng. We have hon. gentlemen opposite even going so far their rights, will go forward to develop the resources com-

-going beyond what has ever been done in any civilized mitted to their care and make of this country a nation of
Country--I bolieve, declaring that the Census taken is a which all the nationalities of civilization shall be proud.fraud, declaring that we have not increased in population Mr. FLYNN. The hon. gentleman who bas just takenand reatng the impression abroad that we are not advane- his seat is the lastman that I should have expected to see
ing at the rate the Census shows. If we have good stand up in this lIouse to defend a high protective Tariff.
ands in the North-West, if we have a valuable It will be remembered, Sir, that at the time that a Union ofuatry there, the hon. gentlemen opposite again tel the British North American Colonies was proposed, amonglis, and tel the world, that there are botter lands and the many arguments that were urged in Nova Scotia againsta botter country for agriculturists across the borders in the Confederation, there was none more prominently brought

and bStats oOten have they done this and docried forward, none more oten used, than that the taxation of the
nw bitt their own country, that their speeches people of Nova Scotia would be largely increased by Con-
aoent frm part of the land advertisements of land federation. Among the men who opposed the Union of theagent in the United States. But, Sir, the opposition Colonies on that occasion, the member for Colchester (Mr.
th" lien, gentlemen have brought to this policy McLelan) was a prominent man, and there was no man
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among that party who, from the platform, and from
his place in the old Parliament of Nova Scotia,
advocated that particular view more strongly than did
the bon. member for Colchester (Mr. McLelan),
so I cannot but express my surprise to find the hon. gentle-
man to-night defendirig a high protective Tariff, and one
that bears so unequally and unfairly in his native Province.
It is not my intention to follow that hon. gentleman through
his long speech. It would be impossible for me to follow
him if I desired, because it appears to me that a great
many of his remarks had little bearing on the question
before the House. He employs to-night the same brilliant
oratorical powers and the same splendid peroration in which
ho magn fied the extent of this vast Dominion-the same
brilliant language which he nrow uses to laud up the
Dominion to the skies ho used in the old Parliament of
Nova Scotia in belittling Confederation, and teaching
the people of that Province that they would commit the
grossest error, and make the grandest mistake of their
lives, if they linked their destinies with that of the Con-
federation. The hon. gentleman bas referred to the speech
delivered by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) on the Tariff in 1876. The charge of inconsis-
tency bas often been made against that hon. member with
r1egard to Ihat speech. The changes have been wrung
upon it in this House, and the charge lias gone to the coun-
try that ho had shown himself to be inconsistent on the
subject of Protection. But it is to be noticed that
those who make these charges quote only the opening
portion of the speech. Is it fuir to take an isolated
extract from a speech of two or three hours
duration, and say that some particular position was the one
wbich he assumed. The hon. member for North Norfolk
at the conclusion of that very speech stated very
distinctly what ho meant by a protective Tariff.
The Tariff then was a Tariff of 17½- per cent. ad valorem,
and the bon. gentleman went that far in the direction of
Protection and no further.

An hon. MEMBER. No.

Mr. FLYNN. I will read what the hon. gentleman
said :

"In conclusion, I may state that I am desirous cf doing everything
calculated to promote the nanufacturing interests of tihis country. But,
looking fron my stand puint, I believe that the present Tariff is adequate;
that at ail events to demonstrate its inadequacy will require more time.
I beartily endorse the policy of the Finance Minister in declining to
advance the rate beyond 17½ per cent."

Mr. BOWELL. How does that affect the argument?

Mr. FLYNN. Hon. gentlemen opposite say that there
is no protection in 17J per cent.; that that is Free
Trade, but surely that Tariff gives protection to a very con-
siderable extent. I think the hou. member for North Nor-
folk (Mr. Charlton), was more consistent than the lion.
gentleman who bas just taken his seat. The latter bas alluded
to the Fishery Award as due to the present Government.
AUl I shall say on this subject is, that it was during the
time of the lion. member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J.
Smith) that the matter was brought to a conclusion. I
have no doubt that the hon. gentleman who precededl him
in bis Depariment was an excellent and a vigilant oflicer. I
wi>h to take no credit from him to whicli ho is fairly and
honorably entitled, for I believe Le discharged the duties of
Lis office weIl; but, at the same time, the whole matter was
negotiated and brought to a termination during the period
when the hon. menber for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J.
Smith) was Minister of Marine and Fi-heries. The hon.
mem ber for Colchester (Mr. MeLelan) spoke of the decline
of manufiwtures and imports in England. I think lie stated
that the manufacturing industries had declined in that
country. I wish to read from a speech, delivered before

Mr. FLYNN.

the Chamber of Commerce at Leeds, by Mr. Gladstone, on
that subject :

" lis country,whose lhfe-blood the vampire of Free Trade is insidious.
ly sucking-(cheers and laughter)-let us see what share in this littie
isiand we have got of the trade of the world. In 1880, our trade -with
th'e world amounted to £698,000,000 in value-the largest, I believe,
imports and exports taken together, and, of course, re-export--the
largest ever known. In 1873, or the year of our greatest exports,!1
believe the total trade represented £682,000,000; but I will take our
worst year, 1879, which was the year of that darkness which called
forth all the owls and bats in the country, and sent them creak-
ing about (laughter) in order to disturb us, and, if possible, to teach us
to walk in the ways cf another policy. In 1879, it is quite true, the
trifling sum of £612,000,000 was all that passed through our hands in
this business of exchange in a population of 35,000,000 people,
Let us compare the trade and population of some other countries.
The German Empire, with4,000,00 of people, had£371,000,000 of trade.
The United States, with 50,00),000 of people had £239,000,000 of ex.
ternal trade, most of which. an enormous share in which, as you know,
was owing to our demand for the food and provisions which, thank God,
she produces ; and these two countries together-two of the most civi.
lized countries of the world, and both of them bighly productive-with
a population of 90,000,000 had a trade of £610,000,000, while we, with
35,000,000 of people, had a trade of £612,000,000. (Loud cheers.) S
that, comparing ourselves with these great and intelligent countries,
man for a man, you have nearly three times the amount of trade that is
in their bands. Take again three other countries, which I take on
account of the large figures which represent their high place in the trade
of the world. France bas £313,000,000 of trade with 36,000,000 of
population. Russia bas £183,000,000 of trade, with 80,000,000 people,
Holland has £116,000,000 of trade, a great deal of which, as you know,
is transit trade for the supply ofthe interior parts ofthe Continent ; she
bas 5,000,000 people. There, again, we have a population of 121,000,000
with a trade of $612,000,000, exactly that which in the disastrous year of
1879 fell to our share with a population of 35,000,000.

That clearly proves that England, under a Free Trade policy,
has not certainly declined in her industries. I said, in
opening my remarks, that I was surprised at the position
taken by the hon. member for Colchester (Mr. McLelan)
with regard to the high protective Tariff, and on that subject
I wish to quote from a speech delivered by that hon. gentle-
inan in 1865, in the Nova Scotia Assembly, in reference
to the question of Confederation and the increased taxation
which it would inflict on the country. In the extract he is
reported to have said:

"Confederation, instead of extending the commerce and developing
the natural products of this country, will rather cripple trade. I have
already shown that Confederation must necessarily impose upon us a
very heavy Tariff and exceedingly large burthens. The consequence Of
that is to increase the cost of livingandproducing thearticles of export,
and when you increase the cost of living and of wages, you are unable
to compete with other countries in the sale of your coal and fizh and
cther articles which Nova Scotia is especially calculated tu produce."

That speech was delivered in 1865. Again, during the ßrst
meeting of this Parliament after Confederation, in 1867,
when the Minister of Customs of that day introduced his
Tariff, in which he proposed to impose a duty of 25 cents a
barrel on flour, the hon. President of the Council made a
speech, in which he said:

"I The Minister of Customs assumes that there being no duty between
the Provinces, that we shall purchase largely in Canada, and so esape
duty. It may be that while goods from other markets are shut out by a
15 per cent. Tariff, that we may get some articles from Canada, but they
will, in all probability, cost the consumer more than if we could get
them from England and elsewbere by payinglO per cent. The fact that
while we had in Nova Scotia the same rate on manufactured goods frotn
all countries, we did not import from Canada, proves that manufacture
goods there are not sold so cheap as in other countries. And if we do,
hereafter, import from Canada, the consumer will pay as high or higher
for the goods than when admitted from England at 10 per cent., îhi
i:fferenee being that the money goes to the Canadiaumanufacturer, an

not the Treasury for the public benefit."

The hon, gentleman went on to show that the increase (tn
certain staple goods thon proposed in the Tariff-which WOS
to be only a 15 per cent. Tariff, much below the present One,
and in which many articles now taxed were on the free
list- would increase the taxation in the Province of N
Seotia to the extent of $35-,000. Ie also said:
" The Minister of Customs in commencing his speech stated that the

object was to present to the Ilouse such a statement of figures an d tiets
that no Unionistshould return to bis people in Nova Scotia and Pew
Brunswick, hanging bis head in shame on account of increased taxaZ'u'
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But what bas lie shown? That, onthebreadand articlesnecessary for the to meet Parliament with annual deficits. We have had goodsustenance and comfort of the poor man, there is a large increase of taxa- times under a revenue Tarif and we have had bad times and
tion, while in the rich man' s wines and brandy there is a reduction, Sir,
I scarcely think that any Unionist will venture to hold up bis head and general depression under a high protective Tariff. But this
attempt tojustify Confederation with the argument furnished by the hon. only proves that either under a revenue or protective
gentleman's explanation of the result of this Tariffi But it matters little Tariff you may have periods of depression, with this diffor-
to the poor man what saving there may be on luxuries His complaint
will be, as ours is, that you tax the bread and necessaries of life." ence : that with a protective Tariff you approach depression

by imposing burdens on the people when they are least able
That was what the hon, gentleman said in 1867. It was to bear them. Now, Sir, the hon. Minister of Finance in his
taxing the bread of the poor man then to impose a duty of Budget Speech of this and last Session, tried to convince the
25 cents a barrel on flour, but to-day it is not taxing the country and the House, that, under this Tariff, the people are
poor man's bread to impose 50 cents a barrel, 100 per getting goods cheaper than they wore under the Tariff of
cent. more. To further show the inconsistency of the bon. 1878, and, in order to establish this point, ho read lotters
gentleman, I may quote some questions which are put to from several manufacturers which be calls reliable data.
him by a correspondent belonging to his own county, I consider this is not a fair way to put the question. If the
in to-day's Globe: hon. Minister of Finance wishes to put this question fairly

" Why did you, at a meeting in your own village, when answering A. he had better give us the opinion of somebody else as well as
G. Archibald, draw a map on the wali to show that the proposed Con- the manufacturers. He had better write to the
federation would comprise a 'narrow strip of land,' and that Nova lumbermen, fishermen, merchants and other people
Scotia was at the extreme end, and had no natural relationship with the t M .m PUpper Provinces? Why did you tell us that, if we were confederated, in the aritime rovinces and get their opinion
that we would have to buy largely of Ontario, and sell her people Or, better still, let him visit those Provinces and interview
nothing in return? Why did you tell us that Ontario would send us her the people there. Let him ask their opinion of this Tariff,
beef, butter, cheese and ail kinds of manufactured goods, and take littleand whether they consider the are ettin oods cheaperor nothing from us except the hliard cash, and get that as we could'? .y 7 getti. g o pe.
Wby dil you repeat to us a thousand times that the raising of our Tarif I will engage, they will show him it is not a fact ; ho will
from 10i per cent. to 15 per cent. would entail upon us a taxation find that the people pay more for woollen and cotton goods,
grievou ® to be borne?n ws But more, in 1867 youand have more difficulty in making both ends meet, thantold us ihat a Tarifi' of 15 per cent. was the inost outrageonus taxation
that ever was imposed, and if we were only strong enough it should they had before. Now, Sir, much bas been said about the
never be collected. You told us too, what has since come true, that the prosperity of this country. I admit that some parts of
Tariff could not long remain at 15 per cent., for the Tariff of old Canada the country have prospered in a very great degree, owinghad been brought down from 20 per cent. to 15 for the express purpose
of catching Nova Scotia. In 1881, you have a new tune. A Tariff that to the revival of trade, but other parts have not. Now, I
averages nearly 30 per cent., about double your ruinous 15-is the most contend, in several parts of Nova Scotia, and I think it isglorious piece of legislation ever enacted by any Parliament. What the same in New Brunswick and Prince Edvard Island
made the change ?' that real estate which, perhaps, is the best test of the
Now, Sir, I do not intend to follow the hon gentleman any prosperity of a country, bas fallen as much as 100 per cent.
further in the speech he bas made. I think'the extracts in some places. I am aware that in Halifax, so it has been
which I have given from his own speeches prove that if stated in the press, more laboring men are out of employ-
ever a man was inconsistent in his public utterances that ment, and there is more suffering in that city this
man is the hon. President of the Council. We have been winter than. for many years previous. Property
told by that hon. gentleman, as well as by the hon. Minister that sold some time ago, perbaps oight or nine
of Railways and theb hon. Minister of Finance, that years ago, in the very centre of the business part of Halifax,
this country is in a flourishing condition. The hon. for $40,000 was sold only the other day for $21,000-a
the Finance Minister drew a glowing picture of the reduction of 100 por cent. in the value of that property,
prosperity of this country, which lie attributed entirely to which, one would think, should now be more valuable, con-
the National Policy. Now Sir, there are portions of this sisting as it does of stores and wharf property. Now, Sir,
cuntry which have not yet participated in that prosperity; theb hon. the Minister of Finance told us that woollen and

there are portions which have felt, and are still feeling, the cotton goods were chaper under this Tarif than under the
ev effects of the National Policy. It is true that Provi- former. If this is the case, 1 ask why do the manufacturers
dence bas blessed this country with good harvests; the of those articles come hore and ask for a higher protection
larmer bas received good prices for the products of his to prevent their being slaughtered, as they term it, by
fatrm; the lumber industry, which for many years was in a American goods. If they can now sell their goods cheaper
dlepressed condition, bas revived; and there is a general than before, it seems to me highly absurd to clamor for
ovival of trade. But this revival is certainly not due to the more protection. We say that the Tarif operates against theNational Policy, but in spite of it, as it bas certainly added poor man and in favor of the rich; that is the contention

to the cost of the production of lumber and other goods. of those who have spoke on this side of the House,
But the bon. Minister of Finance bas told us that a pro- and there can be no doubt that the specific duties
teetive policy was necessary to the material advancement are the same on the cheaper cottons, shirtings,
of this country. Now, lot me refer that hon. gentleman to a flannels, cloth, and other things used by the poorperiod in 1873 when ho occupied the same position in tbe man,as they are on the better quality of goods used bythe rich.rvoernment that he occupies to-day, when le came down The poor man pays 10 cents per lb. specific duty for hisWith his Budget ho thon drow a vivid picture of the pros. clothing, and the rich man, who is more luxuriously clad,
Perity of this country and the wonderful increase in trade pays the samo. The specific duties are the same for poortnd in large banking institutions. Yet all this was under and rich on the cheaper kinds of cotton. Why, the Tariff ofut per cent. Tariff. Now, if the general trade of the 1879 nearly doubled the duty on cottons and more than
ilntry advanced under this 15 per cent. ad valorem duty, doubled it on woollens which are chiefly used by the poorer

tinder it the manufacturing institutions of the i classes. Again, Sir, does not your bread tax discriminate
Cuntry flourished and were prosperous, it proves I against the poor ? Why, yon have 50 cents per barrel ontis fact that it is not nocessary to the material advance- flour, the same on the poorest grades and cheaper qualitymnent of lhe country to have a high protective Tariff. Let used by the poorest people as on the bighest quality and
the old Pri back to a period some years before that, under dearest kind used by the rich man. Then, Sir, have you not a
yea OProvince of Canada. Then for a period of noarly ton tax of 40 cents a barrel on corn meal, an article whichYeas, under a high protective Tariff, they had hard times costs even less than one-half the price of flour, and hasind a general depression in trade, and in every branch of a duty upon it nearly the same as four, and this is
Utry, and the GoYernment which then ruled were forced used by only the very poor classes. Now, Sir, in the
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course of bis speech, the Minister of Finance said, in allud-
ing to the people ofthe Maritime Provinces, that there were
some of these things which they did not seem to under-
stand. I must say I thought when he made that statement
he was paying a very poor compliment to his countrymen
down by the sea. I do not hesitate to say that the people
of the Maritime Provinces understand these things and are
as well able to judge of them as the people of the other Pro-
vinces of this Dominion. In order to show the hon. Minister
of Finance that this Tariff discriminates against the poor
and in favor of the rich, I will read an extract from a
journal publisbed in Charlottetown last summer, it said:

" A leading merchant of this town directed our intention to five items
in one entry he was making out. These goods were used chiefly by the
poorer classes, fisherman's blankets, cotton tweeds, woollen clothes, &c.
Here is the cost and duty paid on them :

Fishermen's Blankets...........$ 49.0-Duty is $ 32.80.
Bale White Cotton............... 383.00- " 126.44.
Flannels ..................... 74.00- " 19.15.
Woollen Cloths...308.00- " 98.00.
Cotton Tweeds.,.................. 132.00-- " 34.00.

A total cost, as per invoice, of $946, with a duty of
$310.39, or an average of 33 cents on the dollar,
upon the poor man's coarse blankets 67 cents, and
it is within a small fraction of 40 cents on the
dollar upon the coarse tweeds worn only by the
poorer classes. I will now read from a speech delivered by
a merchant of the city of Halfax before the Halifax Chamber
of Commerce. This speech was made after the introduction
of the present Tariff by Mr. Adam Burns, a large importer
of dry goods, a prominent man, and a strong supporter of
hon. gentlemen opposite. Let us bear what is the opinion
of this gentleman on the Tariff, and I presume to testimony
like this the hon. Finance Minister will have no objection,
coming, as it does, from his own side. On that occasion
Mr. Burns said:

'I He thought the Tarif was objectionable in many respects, but he
did not criticise it in any spirit of hostility to the present Government
whom he looked upon as the persons best suited to administer the
affairs of this Dominion. One objection he had to the Tarif was the
specific duties which were excessive and very unjust to the poor man,
cheaper kinds of cloth used by him and the fine broad cloth of the rich
man were alike taxed 10 cents per $1 which ail could at once see was
unjust to the user of the cheaper material. The speaker instanced
cotton batting, wadding,.cotton warp, knitting, grey and white cotton,
eolored cottons for shirtings, fiannels and blankets, clothing, tweeds,
&e., carpets two plyy(sach as the majority of the working classue)and
many other articles as commending themselves to the favorable con-
sideration of a considerate Finance Minister as needing very little
protection and being under the specifie duty system enhanced in price
greatly to the injury of the class of people least able to bear increased
burdens. The specific duties he looked upon as the most obnoxious
feature in the Tariff. Our worthy Doctor represented he said in discussing
the Tariff, that he thought it unfair that the poor man's serge should be
taxed to the sane extentas the rich man's broad cloth-what would that
gentlemau's feelings be when he found the poor nan's clothin g tazed at
the rate of 45 per cent., while the rich man only paid 30 per cent. under
this iniquitous, he might almost say diabolical specifie duty system. It
might be said that the inequality was only apparent, and as manufactures
extended things would differ. As a rule, however, our prices would be
ruled by those in other coun tries and manufacturers would pocket larger
bonuses. No doubt in lime so many would become manufacturers, that
they would kill each other and prices would go down so low that the
whole basis of business in the Dominion would becomo unsettled He
denounced the Tarif gnnerally as unnecessarily high, tending to stop
healthy competition with outsiders, encourage smuggling, and offer a
premium generally to dishoneaty."

This was the language used by Mr. Burns on that occasion,
and any one who knows him will admit he is a gentleman
quite as capable of intelligently discussing the Tariff ques-
tion, or any other question, as any of the manufacturers of
this Dominion. The Halifax Chamber of Commerce is a
body which contains very many Conservatives, yet, on that
occasion, not one was to be found to defend the Tariff of
hon. gentlemen opposite. In looking over the Trade Returns
I find that, in 1881, the imports of foreign cottons reached
$10,244,465, and, of woollen goods, $8,744,000, making a total
of about $19,000,000. The consumer of these goods pays,
the duty, but it presses more heavily on the poorer classes

Mr. FLYNN.

under what Mr. Burns terms the diabolical specifie duty
system. Notwithstanding the statement I have read
the Finance Minister has told the House that the
people are getting their cotton and woollen goods as cheap
as at any time previous to the pre-ent Tariff; but
I hold the testimony of Mr. Burns to be worth more than
that of interested manufacturers, who have an interest
in keeping up the delusion of low prices. We contend that,
under this high Tariff, many of the manufacturing estab-
lishments are making large profits, and that if that be so
the people are paying a great deal of money besides what
goes direct into the Treasury. It has been contended by
the hon. the Finance Minister that goods are being sold
cheaper now than they were before the Tariff. Let me
quote the opinion of a Montreal paper supporting hon.
gentlemen opposite, the Canadian Spectator. Speaking of the
cotton factories, it says:

" Nothing can more strikingly illustrate the marvellous prosperity of
Canada under its protective Tariff than the condition of the cotton fac-
tories in and near Montreal. The annual meeting of the proprietors of
several of these establishments have been held during the last few
weeks, and the statements presentedr are said to have been of the most
glowing description. In one instance the profits are said to have been
$200,000, equal to 100 per cent. upon the original paid up capital of the
company, on a turn over for the year of some $900,000. We congratu-
late the fortunate shareholders on their enterprises."

I might say I commiserate the unfortunate tax-payer. We
have it announced on good authority that the stock is pay-
ing 103 per cent. on the original capital. We have it on
good authority that the wages dispensed by one of the com-
panies for this year was some $90,000, giving employment
to 600 souls. it is truc that the average rate of wages
paid was not very hig h, being somewhat under 48 cents per
day for every man, woman and child employed. Here is the
other side of the picture, the dark side. While the fortunate
stockholders were securing 100 per cent, on the original stock
the wages of the poor laborers averaged only 48 cents a day.
One would suppose that when the stockholders were
making immense fortunes they would afford something
more than such a miserable pittance for their laborers, who
had to toil during long hours to earn large dividends for their
employers. But no; it does not matter what the wages
may be so long as the cotton lords make their money and
the National Policy flourishes. Having said so much in regard
to the Tariff, I congratulate the hon. Minister of Finance on
having at last had the courage to come down and propose
something in the shape of a bounty to the fishermen. The
hon, gentleman says that the $8150,000 is proposed to
be given in lieu of the Fishery Award. It wili
be remembered that, in 1879, the hon. member
for Prince (Mr. Yeo) made a motion here, claim-
ing the Fishery Award for the Maritime Provinces. The
Government, on that occasion, took the position that
those Provinces were not entitled to it, and they decided
against the views entertained by that hon. gentleman and
others, who supported him on that occasion. It will be
further remembered that at an early period of the Session
of 1880, the hon. member for Inverness (Mir. MacDonne,
introduced a resolution, declaring that the proceeds of the
Fishery Arbitration, in right and justice, belonged to the
fishermen of the Maritime Provinces. HEle supported the
view then enunciated in an able and eloquent speech, and
was ably sustained by most of the representatives Of the
Maritime Provinces, who set forth the claims of those Pro-
vinces to the Award. How was the gentleman met by
hon. gentlemen opposite ? The hon. leader of the Govern-
ment came forward, denying the right of the Maritime Pro-
vinces to the Fishery Award, stating that tbey had neither
a legal nor an equitable claim to the money,
which belonged to the Dominion Treasury.
In short, it bas been absorbed into it. Notwithstandin
this denial of the hon. gentleman opposite, and this amend-
ment moved and carried by a large majority in that House,
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the hon. the Finance Minister in his Budget Speech, stated
that we are giving to the fishermen of the Dominion,
$15o,000-not as a bounty on fish, but in lieu of their inter-
est in the Fishery Award-thus admitting our claim to
that award. Now, if his position is correct, we are entitled
to the whole interest on that amount, the $4,500,000,
accumulating from the time it was paid by the United
States to the end of the current year, 1882, which, accord-
ing to the calculation given to the House the other night
by the hon. member for Antigonish, exceeds $800,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.

Mr. FLYNN.'* I am glad to hear the hon. leader of the
Government say hear, hear.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. He will put it in the Supple.
mentary Estimates.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman's
speech is neither here nor there.

Mr. FLYNN. It is evident that this $150,000 is but a
small instalment of what is due to the fishermen of the
Maritime Provinces. I am afraid it will go but a very
short way in making up to them the exactions of the
Tariff. It would put but a very small sum into their pockets,
as against the very large amount taken out of them by the
Tariff. The hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert
J. Smith) asked the hon. the Finance Minister lately if this
grant was to be secured by Act of Parliament, or during the
existence of the Washington Treaty. The hon. gentleman
replied that he would say nothing until the item was
submitted to the House. I would much prefer,
small as this sum is, to see it secured by Act of
Parliament, so as to be sure that the fishermen
should possess a guarantee of getting it. No class
of people in the Dominion are more entitled to the
consideration of the House than the fishermen, whether
we look at the extent and value of our fishery exports and
trade, or at the risks and dangers to life and property
involved in this interest. No class pays more into the
revenue than the fishermen, or suffer in a greater degree
from the effects of a protective policy. This was one of
the arguments to induce the people of that Province to
accept Confederation. It was stated by the Minister of
Railways and his friends, before Confederation, that a
bounty would be given to fishermen. I believe that
on the hustings in Halifax, in 1867, a telegram was
sent to one «f the Union candidates (Mr. 11ill), in
which it was stated : "You can assure the fishermen of
Nova Scotia that they shall have a bounty if we confede-
rate." This despatch was scattered all through the Pro-
vince, and it was generally believed that a bounty would
follow Confederation. But during the spven years that the
hon, gentleman held office no bounty was given, and we
never heard a word of it till this year, when rumors were
current of a general election. What did the President of
the Council say on the occasion of the Tariff discussion in
reference to the fish bounty in 1867? He said:

" We are told that we may have bounties to fishermen. We have noa"rance of this. But if by any possibility we do, I think, from the
otteent I gave to the House, iast night, showing that, even under theoId Tariftn force in Nova Scotia, the result of the last five months hassg1en th Dominion Treasury a profit of over $150,000 out of us in thatshort period, and from the increase I have shown this Tariff imposes, itfolrow'nthat if ourfishermen get bounties, it will only be a portion ofOur own taxation'

This statement was made by the President of the Counciln 1867, when there was a rumor of the fishermen gettingbountie's Inamely, that they would be receiving only a
ton of their taxation. I now come to the subject of coaljduties . Both the bon. the Finance Minister and the hon.i

the iinister Of Railways bave stated that the increase ofthe ottput, from the mines, is due to the National Policy
etirelY, and that the consumer in Ontario does not pay theiil

I d uty on the foreign coal. The hon. the Minister of Finance
did not go quite so far as the Minister of Railways. He
stated-the people of Ontario paid half the duty. I believe
that unless the Government can show that they have given,
to a large extent, Ontario as a market for the coal of Nova
Scotia, the coal duty is a failure. The hon. the Finance
Minister stated in the House, in 1879, that the duty
would give a market in Ontario for this coal, by displacing
400,000 tons of foreign coal, and that if his policy
was successful, the demand for Nova Scotia coal
would increase still further. Now, he states his
policy is successful beyond his most sanguine expec-
tations. Yet, we find that 400,000 tons of coal have not
been sent into Ontario. We have nothing to show that more
than 800 tons were sent there, having gone as stated, to
Cobourg; but we hear of none having gone anywhere else
in that Province. In the Report of the Mines of Nova Scotia,
we find that wherever coal is sold the name of the Province
or country is given with the quantity sold; but no mention
is made of Ontario ; therefore, I conclude that no coal has
been exported to that Province; and if the Finance Min-
ister's policy has failed to give the markets of Ontario to
the coal of Nova Scotia, there is no longer a reason for
inflicting on nearly a million of people of the three Mari-
time Provinces your bread tax, and on the people of Ontario
your fuel tax-both sectional-both unjust. As to the 400,000
tons of an increase in sales that ho speaks of, the Mines
Reports give but 341,503 tons in excess of 1879. I contend
that this increase is due to entirely different causes than
the National Policy. In the first place it is due to the
revival of trade, from which the coal trade as well as
other industries has benefitted. It is, in the second place,
due to the increased demand for coal in the Lower Provinces,
coal taking the place of wood for domestic purposes ; in the
third place, to the great quantity of Bunker, sold to foreign-
going steamers; and, in the fourth place, to the increased
sale of coal in foreign markets. I have made a comparative
statement of the coal sold in 1879 and in 1881, which I will
read. In 1879 the sales of Nova Scotia coal reached 278,120
tons; in 1881, 382,413 tons, or an increase of 104,293 tons.
In 1879 the sales in New Brunswick were 84,731 tons, and,
in 1881, 123,526 tons, showing an increase over 1879, of
38,796 tons. In 1879, the sales to Newfoundland were
57,651, and, in 1881, 62,174 tons, showing an increase of
5,153 tons. lu 1879, the sales to Prince Edward Island
were 43,412 tons; in 1881, they were 49,313 tons, showing
an increase of 5,901 tons. In 1879, the sales to the United
States were 51,641 tons; in 1881, 113,728, showing an uin-
crease of 62,087 tons. In 1879, the sales to the West Indies
were 10,124 tons ; in 1881, 21,600, showing an increase
of 11,476. In 1879, the sales to Europe were 10,124
tons; in 1881, 13,612 tons, showing an increase of
3,488 tons, or a total increase over 1879 of 231,163 tons.
flere we have an increase in the sales of Nova Scotia
coal of 231,163 tons accounted for. Surely the hon.
Minister of Finance cannot claim an increased sale of
62,000 tons to the United States, as due to his policy. Surely
he cannot claim the increase to Europe an other countries
as due to the National Policy. Therefore, he cannot claim
an increased consumption of over 100 per cent. These
231)000 tons he cannot lay any shadow of claim to as
due to the National Policy. Now, if we take the balance
of the increase, and if we can find out the quan-
tities of coal carried in those vessels that are
now traversing the Atlantic so frequently, and
touch at the mines of Cape Breton and Pictou,
and if we include the quantity sold to Quebec, we will
account for the increase in the sales of coal in 1881
over 1879. Now, Sir, I am free to admit that the
National Policy may have displaced a few tons of English
coal in the Province of Quebec, but beyond those few tous
it has had no other effect whatever. It has a tendency in
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doing that to raise the rates of freight across the Atlantic.
It prevents our own shipping, which is in a depressed
condition now, fi-om taking coal as ballast, as they were in
the habit of doing, and therefore it inflicts a serious injury
on the shipping interests, proving that the National
Policy, where it benefits one, injures a dozen. But we had
the market of Quebec to a large extent before the imposi-
tion of a duty. Now, let me refer to our export of coal in
1874 to the Province of Quebec. In one year of depression
1 find we exported to that Province, 189,574 tons. Now, I
may fairly assume that if the revival of trade increased the
quantity sent from Nova Scotia to Quebec, that quantity
would have been sent without a duty at all on coal. The
hon. gentleman stated that his policy of imposing a
duty on foreign coal was going to displace 400,000 tons the
first year in the Province of Ontario. Has it done so ? Not
at all. So far from displacing foreign coal from Ontario,
the importation of foreign coal ias increased. We find the
imports of foreign coal, in 1879, amounted to 863,061 tons;
in 1880, to 973,610 tons; in 1881, to 1,159,103 tons ; or an
increase of nearly 300,000 tons, in 1881, over the imports of
1879, Now, so far from shutting out our coal from the
Province of Ontario, we have an increased importation into
the Dominion of over 300,000 tons. The hon. Minister of
Finance claims that this increase in the output on Nova Scotia
coai was duo to the National Policy. Let me direct him
back to the period of 1873, the period that he himself
referred to as the golden period of Canada. What was the
product of lier mines then ? I find by the report of 1873, that
the coal production of ler mines for that year was 1,051,469
tons. I mention this fact to show that when trade was brisk,
when there was a demand for coal in foreign markets, the
products of our mines in 1873, under a revenue Tariff, when
there was no duty on foreign coal, were not as great as in
this boasted year of 1881. The coal trade had to share the
general depression, like all other trades; but when times
changed for the better, then, like other industries, it became
more prosperous. Now I propose to read from the official
repQrt of the Inspector of Mines for Nova Scotia, in 1878.
I propose to show by this document that if the coal industry
was suffering under the late Government, it was due to the
general depression of trade, that other industries were
suffering at the time as well as the coal industry, and that
the coal industry was suffering in other countries as well as
in Canada. The repoit says:

" Great Britain and the United States were alike affected by the wave
of financial depression, and though coal dealers of these countries also
sought relief in exportation, Nova Scotia struggled for a part of the
trade with the West Indies, but was overpowered by her powerful com-
petitors controlling return freights."

Now, it was stated by the lon. Minister of Finance that
this great increase in the product of coal in 1881 was due
to the National Policy. J propose to show that since
the opening up of our mines in 1785 the increase lias been
graduai every decade. It was greatly stimulated after the
settlement of the Duke of York's .lease, in 1858, by the
Nova Scotia Gover nment. He says :

"Comparing the Trade Returns for a number of years, a permanent,
though fiuctuating progression is noticeable, each decade, roughly speak-
ing, doubling the output of coai. The.annualsales of the present time
are more than double what they were in P858, when the trade was
opened to competien. This year's output bas exceeded that cf the
often styled prosperous year of 1865, and though it has so, and alse
that ofthhe preceding year, it ei regarded as , meot unsatisfactory,
and natnrally se, fer it has fot been remunerative. But. then, nowise
has coal-mnining generally ef late been prosperous in England and the
United States. Every one se familiar with the acceunts of the extreme
destitution aand desolatien f districts f South Wales, but lately.presper-

us and thriving; and, in the anthracite regions cf Pennsylvania, of the
collapse cf many companies, et the large sacrifices of mnembere te keep
their worke nu operation, and cf the hardshipe endured by workmen
forced te accept short timeand starvation rate cf wagee. It es sufficient
te call such circumetances te mid, and te remember the conditions cf
those engaged in the trade abroad, te cause sme feelings Ef resignatien
that trying as the. times may be fer us, thy are neo worse than with our
neighbors. • • • But the conditions involved in the direct and
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indirect advantages to the trade and in the gain and loss to the country
atlarge by such a tax, are somany, and the whole question.is soinvolved
that I shalhnot attempt to classify and consider them. It might, however'
fairly be asked whether a tax which checked importations Irom GreatBritain would not so raise the rate of freight up the St. Lawrence se to
practically defeat the end in view, and increase the homeward freights
on grain and lumber. It e also questionable whether a tax would stop
the importation of bard coai which we cannot supply. Itioecertain that
by it the exports would not directly be increased, and it is also certain
that with it the western consumer of coal must pay it or go back to
the use of wood.**0 If the business of coal mining is to be
fetered, a bounty is said to have this advantage over a tax: it Would
not bear unequally on different parts of Canada, nor interfere with the
export trade of the St. Lawrence, while it would increase the exporta.
tions, and benefit the failing West India trade, while contemplating the
several means open for winhing the trade of the Upper Provinces. '

That was the opinion, in 1878, of Mr. Poole, given in his
official report to the Government of that day, and no man
was more competent to give an opinion. He was thoroughly
conversant with the management of our mines, and he is
now discharging the duties of an important position as
manager of one of our large collieries. The more I consider
the quebtion the more strongly am I convinced that It is
impossible to give the market of Ontario to the coal pro.
ducers of Nova Scotia with a less duty than $2 per ton. In
187i, a Select Committee was appointed in this House
to enquire into the condition of the coal trade. The
hon. Minister of Railways was a member of that
Committee, and I also was a member. Witnesses were
examined, who urged this duty, and based their calculations
on the probability of establishing inter-provincial trade
with the Upper Provinces. But that inter-provincial trade
has never been created, it has been found impossible to
compete with the United States, simply because the
Pennsylvania mines lie so mach closer to Ontario, that the
cost of transportation is muci less, and the cost of
mining is much lower than with us. We have no
statistics giving the extent of the trade between the upper
and lower Provinces since Confederation. If we bad I
believe it would show that while our imports fron
the Upper Provinces have largely increased sinco
Confederation we export very little to them. ln
1865-66, the value of Canada exports to the Maritime
Provinces was $1,571,516. In 1866-67, the year
of Confederation, they were $3,418,589-an increase of
$1,847,473, while our exports to the Upper Provinces
remained about the same ; and I believe if we had the
means of finding out the extent of that trade, there is nO
doubt that the exports froa the Lower to the Upper Pro-
vinces would be found to be about the same that they were
before Confederation. One of the witnesses examined bc-
fore the Committee to which I have referred, stated that from
statistics he had obtained, and from his knowledge Of the
commerce of Canada, the Maritime Provinces and New-
foundland imported, in 1876, from -10,00M,000 to$11,000, 000

worth from the Lcwer Provinces, while our exports to them,
were only, $1,500,O0o to 82,00,0U0. Judging by these
facts, the inter-provincial trade has been iatogether one-
sided. The goods which we could send to the Upper Pro-
vinces are not the goods that they will take from us. Mach
stress has been laid on a statement made by the leader of
the Opposition, that Ontario was not the satural markt
of the Lower Provinces. But who will say that the United
States are not the natural market of the Maritime
Provinces? Have not they been our ,natirlal market
for years before Confederatione and has al1Ythng
which lon. gentlemen have done aitered that fact?
Will they take our products if we @end thei to Ontaero
They do not take them; and i defy hon. gentlemeno 0po
to show by any statistice they can produce that since 00
federation they have increased the purchase of goede03
the Lower Provinces; so that the hon. leader of the OPP
sition was not wrong in stating what was an abslUte fac
and truism, that the natural market of the peop bthe
Maritime Provinces was thle UnitedI t te. It le
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their market in the past; it is their market now, and it
will be their market in future. There are physical diffiul-
ties in the way of putting our products on the Ontario
market. The cost of transportation is too great, while we
have our natural market along the sea board of the United
States for everything we produce. These hon. gentlemen
talk about protection to the farmers, but where are the
benefits which the farmers of the Maritime Provinces have
recoived from it? Were their produets bought by the
manufacturers of Nova Scotia? No, Sir, they find a market
for their surplus products in the United States, Newfound-
land, and other countries, particularly the United States.
They are the people we must trade with, so that
no man can reasonably charge the. leader of the Oppo-
sition with stating what was not absolutely correct
in saying that the United States was our natural market.
Am 1, or is any other inhabitant of the Maritime Provinces,
so patriotic, so deeply in favor of inter-provincial trade, that
we must send our goods to the Upper Provinces at a lower
price than we can obtain in the UJnited States? With
regard to the question of sending our coal to Upper
Canada, let me read an extract from the report of the Com-
mittee on Çoal:

" A recent contract made by the Grand Trunk for a supply of steam
coal for its locomotives may afford some criterion whereby to judge of
the cost at which, without regard to any special arrangements for
downward freights, it may be laid down in bulk at Montreal and Toronto
respectively. The tenders accepted for Montreal by the Grand Trunk
were, for Nova Scotia coal, at $3.96 per long ton on the wharf, or
adding 27 cents for cartage, $4.23 in the yard. At Toronto, the tender
for American coal was accepted at $3.40 per short ton in the yard, or
equal to $3.78 on the long ton, a difference in price between the two
tenders of 45 cents in fa-vor of the United States coal at Toronto. If to
this be added $1 per ton, the lowest rate at which it bas been sug-
gested coal can be borne from Montreal to Toronto, and the difference
may be stated in round figures, at $1.50 per ton against Nova Scotia."

Now, Sir, according to these facts and figures, we find that
American coal has au advantage of $1.50 over Nova Scotia
coal in Toronto; and if times revive we might fairly allow
fer a margin of 50 cents a ton freight, which would make a dif-
ference of 82 a ton in favor of American coal at Toronto.
What did the hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Doull) himself
say in 1879, when this coal duty was discussed? fHe then
said that a duty of 50 cents a ton was not sufficient to give
the coal owners of Nova Scotia the market of Ontario, and
would only be a tax on the people of Ontario and Quebec.
Anybody who gives the slightest attention to this subject
miust see that the coal duty has entirely failed to give the
PeOple of Nova Scotia what was promised to them, namely,
the narket of Ontario. But, Sir, the hon. Minister of
failways stated in his speech that the people of Ontario do

not pay the duty-in fact, that coal is cheaper to-day
than it Was before the duty was imposed. If this contention
ih correct-if the people of Ontario are actually getting
their cea cheaper than they did before the imposition of
the daîy, the natural inference is that the duty of 50 cents
Nova 'n good, but a positive injury, to the people of

otia. But, Sir, if, on the other band, the coal
Poducers themselves think that the coal duty is a benefit-
the 5any do seriou y tink that it is-why not give them
hise t cents a ton which they asked, and which was pro-

saed te them; and if, as the bon. Minister of RailwaysSays the Americans pay this duty, why not put on the 75
Cont and please the coal producers in Nova Scotia. The
hont rinister of Railways, in order to establish his theory,
wintrast the prices of coal since the duty was imposedwith those which prevailed when there was no duty. But,Sire these Prices do not prove his theory. The price of ceal,

t o other articles of commerce, varies from time totme ; whtvrmyete .whatever May be th price, you muât add to it the cost
0f transportation and the duty, and then the consumer pays
the duty beyond any doubt, whether in Ontario or else-thore. I have said that the ceai dat does net benefitte cOAi ProdI I e a dtategent- by ML

PrOUOr e ma-read a<statement- made, by Mr.

Brown, the manager of the old Sydney mine in Cape Breton,
one of tho oldest mines in Nova Scotia. He says :

" e stated most emphatically that the duty on coal had not doue
them one cent of good ; in fact, this mine had to pay annually $1,500
more duty on articles needed in operating it than under the old
Tariif: the duties on colliery plant, supplies, &c., had, in fact, been
doubled without the slightest corresponding benefit. le instanced the
great increase of duty on rope wire from 5 to 20 per cent. The duty
was imposed on coal to secure the Ontario market. This it had utterly
failed to do. Several of the Cape Breton mines shortly after the establish-
ment of the National Policy, sent cargoes to Outario, and they had
invariably lost by the operation and would not again repeat the experi-
ment. Some may say the large output of coal in Nova Scotia is an
evidence of the stimulating effects of the National Policy. This does not
at all follow; it arises from other and totally different causes. lu 1878,
Ontario imported from the United States, 588,000 tons of coal ; in 1880,
her importe from the same markets were 740,000 tous, an increase of
161,000 tou. With just as much propriety might it be said this inerease
was due to the National Policy, which was avowedly adopted to secure
this market for the miners of Nova Scotia."

This is the opinion, not of a person interested in arguing
against this duty, but of the manager of one of the
oldest collieries in Nova Scotia, and therefore entitled to
respect. Now, let me give the opinion of another gentle-
man, a friend and supporter of hon. gentlemen opposie-a
gentleman belonging to Halifax, who had written a great
deal in favor of the National Policy, and who supported
hon. gentlemen in the last election. He says :

" Any one acquainted with the wants of a colliery in Nova Scotia will
tell yon that the new Tariff about doubles the duties payable under the
old Tariff, and that the duties now imposed on colliery plant and
su pplies average more than the duty levied on imported coal and coke.
When I think of how the National Policy proposed to foster our mining
interests, as Mr. Tilley's proposing to impose such a duty as would give
the home industry the home market, and then think of what it would
'have done for the coal mines-well, I better not write my feelings lest
the Philistines rejoice. My conviction is the Cape Breton collieries are
much worse off under the new than under the old Tariff-they cannot
now get any more for their coal, they cannot now put their coal into
Ontario, they have now to pay about twice as much duty as before."

These two gentlemen, who are thoroughly acquainted with
the coal interests of Nova Scotia, tell you that your
National Policy has doubled the cost of operating the
mines, and that the duty has totally failed in sending the
coal of Nova Scotia to the Province of Ontario; and what
these gentlemen say is endorsed by the statement of the
hon. member for Pictou, in 1879. When the hon. the
Finance Minister made the coal duty a part of his policy,
he claimed that it would bonefit not only the coal owners of
Nova Scotia, but the mon engaged in the mines, as well as
the coasters engaged in carrying the coal to market. He
said that the wages of all these people would be increased by
the National Policy. Lot me enquire how far have thewages
of these men been increased? To show you that this is not
the fact, I will read from the Trade Journal, and would call
the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to the quotations
here, which I have given them from papers and from gentle-
men who are friendly to the policy of the Government, The
journal from which I will now read is friendly to hon.
gentlemen opposite, and to the policy of protecting home
manufactures. In April last, I find the following extract-
I might here say there was to be no exodus of our people,
they were to be kept at home and were to have constant
employment, every man was to get work within the
Dominion, and we were told we should not find them going
to the United States, as under the regime of Mr. Mackenzie
-but what does this say? iI read, Trades Journal, April,
1881, quoting from a Cape Breton paper, a report of the
departure of a number of men for the United States,
rejeioing over the exodus, because it may give employment
to those who remain. The Journal says:

"Men are as tbick as mushrooms in Cape Breton, and the abundance
of labor there bas been the principal reason for the low rate of wages pre-
vailing. If there are at any given place twice as many laborers as are
required to meet the demand, the coneequence must be a severe compe-
tition to secure employment. Take away the surplus labor, and a
better ehance presents itself to those remining to receive a sufficient
remuneration for their labor. If economists are correct in their state-
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ments that the value of labor can only advance as the àupply is is a serious matter to tax their four 50 cents, and theirrestricted, it must be a source of gladness instead of sorrow to every meal 40 cents; to say that you give us as a compensation
well-wisher of the working classes to know that the supply is becominu s
every day more limited. Of course, we could wish that ail couli 50 cents per ton on coal, is not satisfactory to our people.
receive remunerative employment at home, but so long as that is ir- I am aware that the coal industry of Nova Scotia is an
possible, it is a patriotic thing for those who can to find employment out important one, and I am willing to do ail I can to foster it

a etcountry so t those who remain will have the opportunity to but there are other industries of greater importance, such as
that journal of February lSth, 1882: the lumbering and fishing interests of our Lower Provinces.

Iagain quote from Why should this special coal industry be singled out, and
" A quarter of a century ago laborers' wages in Nova Scotia were as the attempt made to foster it, and a duty imposed in its

high as they are at the present time. Laborers then got $1 per day, interest, when the other two industries which I have named
and to-day the orthodox pa for a leborer je no more than that though'
n some cases-the Acadia Colliery, for instance, it je even less-as low lumbering and fishing, are neglected ? Let me compare

as 90 cents. It i aserted also that the purchasing power of 50 cents them. I find that the number of men engaged in lumbering
twenty-five years ago was as great as $1 at the present time. While is 80,000 as stated here by a table prepared by a lumber-
inclined to think the statement somewhat exaggerated, we know that 0.t.
a $1 now does not go so far as it did a number of years ago. Somehow man; the capital employed is about $100,000,000, and the
or other $1 a day seems to be generally accepted as the proper pay export trade is $25,000,000. The fisheries, according to the
of laborers, and it is a most difficult thing to induce employers to statistics, employ 60,000 men. I have not been able to
believe that the matter needs readjustment. When labor is abundant arrive ut the capit invested in this industry but theand provisions cheap,.employers hasten to bring the wages, if possible
under the standard price ; but let the labor market be ever so tight and oxport trade is nearly $7,000,000. Now, I ask, what is
provisions high, nothing it seems will induce them of their own accord the coal industry ? According to the figures we find
to raise the wages above the accepted standard. That a laborer is that it employa3,567 men, taking the Report ofinadequately paid for a day's work at $1 must be admitted by all who
study the question. At the present prices for the necessaries of life it the Mines of Nova Scotia for the year to December, 1881.
is impossible for him to keep himself and his family without running It is stated that the capital invested in that industry is
into debt." $12,000,000, while the exports are of the value of $1,169,058.
Here we have a statement that the wages the men are now Here we have an industry that employs only 3,567 men,
getting are the same as they were twenty-five years ago, with whose exports are only $1,169,000, and is the pet of the
the producing power of $1 double what it is to-day. But even Government, and fostered by the National Policy at a duty
under a policy of Protection, strikes have been occurring. of 60 cents per ton, while we have lumbering and fishing
There was a strike at one of the collieries not a long time interests giving employment to 140,000 men, with exports
ago, and there is a strike now in Nova Scotia, at one of these amounting to $32,000,000 and over $100,000,000 of capital
coal mines, for higher wages. These men, in 1875 and 1876, invested, not protected, or is any attempt made to proteet
during a period of depression, were willing to have a de- them. Can anything be more absurd than to foster and protect
crease in their wages; they allowed their employers, know- an industry such as coal at the expense of other indus-
ing that times were hard, to deduct some 10 or 12 per cent., tries. I am opposed to the imposition of the duty because it
from their daily pay, and that remained, not only during is part of a policy that involves taxation on nearly a million
the period of depression, but it continued after the time of of people in the Maritime Provinces. I am opposed to
the inauguration of the National Policy, and up to this win- it because it is part of a policy that makes the Jurbering
ter. They were, from 1879 until the other day, working at and fishing interests contribute, by paying this bread tax, to
less wages than they were getting from 1874 to 1877, when foster this industry. I am opposed to it because it makes
their wages were reduced; they are now on strike, not to the great bulk of our people-the farmers, mechanics,laborers
have their wages increased, but to be put in the position and the mon who have limited incomes-pay higher for many
they hold in 1877. I may now ask, has this National Policy of the articles required in their families. I do not intend to
made freights higher ? I will show, so far from that being weary the House with many further romarks; but when I
the case, that they were never lower. I find that during heard the Minister of Finance boast of a surplus of over
the years 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1873, a period of a revenue $4,000,000, I did hope that he would reduce the taxation of
Tariff, when there was no duty imposed on coal to foster the people to a greater extent than he proposes. I hoped
and stimulate that industry and other industries-I find that the hon. Minister would reduce the Tariff on cheap cotton
then the rate of freight on coal per ton averaged from $3 to and woollen goods, and abolish the bread and fuel taxation.
85, to Boston, New York, and other places in the United But in this I have been disappointed, and the people of this
States. I ask what has it been during this protected country, the toiling masses, will yet have to bear the
period, duringthese years of prosperity and abundance when burdens bis Tariff imposes on '.hem. The hon. gentle-
everything was nfourishing? I find that in 1879, 1880, and man, in his Budget Speech, drew a vivid and graphic
1881, it ranged from $1.40 to $2.50, or 100 per cent. less than picture of the vast resources of this country; ho spoke of
the coasters were getting in 1871 and 1872, when there was the ability of the people to pay taxation. When I heard
no duty on coal. From these facts and figures we must him speak in that strain, he reminded me of a speech
inevitably conclude: First, that the coal owners have not delivered in the English House of Commons by Edward
been benefitted by the National Policy or the imposition of a Burke, on economic reform. It would appear that the hon.
duty, inasmuch as it has failed to give them the market of gentleman had to deal with a taxing Finance Minister
Ontario. In the second place, we find the working men have in England just as we have to do in Canada, I think the
not been benefitted, because they are getting less wages than extract is not inappropriate and I will read it:
they were twenty-five years ago, when $1 would pur- "He had no wish to deny that our resources are as brilliait as anY
chase very much more of the necessaries and comforts of one chooses to make them. Our resources, too, may be.as unfathomabîS
life than it can at present. We find, in the third place, that as they are represented-indeed, they.are just whatever the P.eoPepusses. and wiil submit to pay. Taxiagisa a ybsns,~iypOe~'the coasters are not getting within 100 per cent. of the cean combine new impositions, angy one ye add t tbe old. But Il it
freights they received previous to the imposition of the altogether wise to have no other bounada to your impositions than the
duty; and besides when they returned from their trips with patience of those who have to bear them?"
sinall quantities of flour or meal for their family, they I would ask the hon. Minister of Finance if it is alto-
are met by the Customs oficers and foreed to pay a gether wise to have no other bounds to his impo-

duty, in effect a bread tax. Might i not ask every candid sitions than the patience of those who bear thelm?
and impartial man, if this coal tax has not completely If this young Dominion, this Canada of ours, as
failed in the purpose for which it was intended. This it is sometimes called and was termed to.night by
is an important matter for the people of the Maritime the President of the Council, is to flourish in the future,
Provinces and I speak to-night on thoir behalf. It if Confederation is to be a succoss, if we are to
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a real and solid Union, not depending on an Act of Parlia-
mont, but upon the mutual interests and mutual affection of
the people-and it is only on this basis it can ever be
permanently established-if we are to have within our bor-
dors a happy and contented population, then we can only
accomplish these desirable results by pursuing a policy
that wiil tend to harmonize every section of the Dominion,
that will make every contributor to the National Treasury
feel that he is only paying his just and fair proportion.
While the Tariff as a whole is oppressive and burthensone,
there is, to my mind, no portion of it more objectionable and
less defensible than the bread and fuel taxes. In a elimate
such as this is, with long and severe winters, this tax is
a cruel one, and, as was justly stated by the hon.
member for Lambton, is a relie of barbarism. There
is no doubt, with our public works, with the
construction of the Pacifie Railway, and with our
increasing debt, we shall require a large revenue
in future; but if we do, lot us at least in one respect
imitate the example of the Mother Country-let us have
in Canada no corn laws, no taxes on bread and fuel, readjust
the Tariff so that it may bear more lightly on the poor man.
Do this and you still can have the Tariff sufficiently high
to protect and give a fair return for capital invested by
prudent and careful manufacturers. That is all they can
reasonably expect-it is all to which they are entitled.

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton). I have listened to the
long speech of the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn)
with some surprise, for he devoted three-fourths of lis time to
belittling the coal interests of his Province. That industry
is peculiarly a Nova Scotia industry, and it is very sur-
prising that a representative of that Province should devote
such a long time, as the hon. member for Richmond bas
done, te depreeating the coal duty. In order to prove bis
case, ho has quoted statements of agents of some coal
mining companies of that Province, among them a gentle-
man who resides at Halifax, and who is known, to-day, as
oee of tho strongest su pporters of the National Policy-I
refer to Mr. Lithgo, of Halifax. No doubt, that gentleman
wrote the letter, but ho did not oppose the duty on coal;
ho regretted tiat the duty was not larger, and what he
objected to was an increase of the duty on articles required
in mining coal. The hon. member for Richmond referred also
to a gentleman, agen of the General Mining Association at
Sydney, and quoted an extract from the St. John 1elegraph.
I have reason to believe that Mr. Brown was misrepresented
in the correspondence of that paper, and I have reason tobolieve that Mr. Brown is not aware that he ever made to
the representative of the Telegraph the statement attributed
to him. It is true that gentleman may have crossed Mr.Brown and had conversation with him.

Pr. FLYNN. That statement was published in theProvincial papers and never contradicted.
Mr. McDONALD. That gentleman is not aware ofever having had an interview with a reporter of the Tele-1

graph; that he does not know a reporter of that paper;ithat ho may have had a conversation with a stranger, butMr, Brown is net opposed to the coal duty. What ho com-
Plain of is the increase in duty on articles required in1

tor tng a mine. No man with any intelligence,i
r to oWner of a coal mine, or anyone interested1Th a coal mine, is oppoed to the duty on coal.(
ro bon. member fer Richmond has also quoted extractsifrin the Trades Journal to the effect that the wages of coalminere bwas as low in 1881 as some years ago. But ho mustuninMber that ite oditor is the secretary of a number of1

internest among the miners of that Province, and that it is hist
advocat , and the interest of those miners, that ho shouldt
'aucst an increase of their wages. The hon. gentlemanc

t aise remember that there is quite a difference betweeni
the Wages for 1881 and 1880 and the wages from 1873 to
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1878, when the minore were unable to earn anything like a
living, the men not working more than balf time; and he
must also know that the Govern ment of Nova Scotia was
compelled, a few years ago, to come to the relief of those
miners, to prevent thoir starving, and to supply them with
the nocessaries of life, and that the municipal council of
the county I represent also had to come to the relief of those
men. Thewhole thing ischangedat present. Those miners,
for the past two years, have been perfectly able to earn a liv-
ing, and pay off some ofthe debts contracted during the years
from 1873 to 1878. They have been able to buy botter
clothing, and have had constant employment, though their
wages is small. No man in the louse, or anywhere else,
would botter like to see their wages increased than 1, and I
have every reason to believe that the comingyearwill see it
increased. The hon. member for Richmond quoted some
statisties to prove that the National Policy did not benefit
the coal industry. I have a few statistics here which I will
read to the House, to controvert that opinion. It muet be
remembered, howe ver, that the National Policy produced no
effect early in 1879. Itwas put into operation in the spring
of that year, and, consequently, the coal owners had no
opportunity of making contracte for that year; so that the
.increase for that year is naturally very small. In 1879,
the total coal sales of Nova Scotia were 688,624 tons, being
less than those of 1878 by 4,883 tons, the falling off being
chiefly to the West Indies and the United States. But the sale
of round coal, which bring the higher prices, exceeded that
of 1878 by 12,923 tons, more than making up the deficiency
in quantity by the increased value of the kind sold. This
year, the very first year of the National Policy, the most
notable point in these sales was the increase of sales to
Quebec and Ontario, which, in 1879, reached 154,118 tons,
against 83,710 tons in 1878, being an increase of 70,408
tons, or 84 per cent. In 1880, the total coal sales were
94,659 tons, being an increase over the sales of 1879 equal
to 266,035 tons, and an increase over those of 1878 to the
extent of the handsome difference of 261,152 tons. In the
year 1880, there was a large increase of the sales to New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, the West
Indies, Europe and the United States; but the most
satisfactory to the growth of inter-provincial trade is the
fact that the sales to Quebec and Ontario went up, in 1880,
from 154,118 tons in 1879 to the handsome volume of
239,091 tons, being a clear increase in the consumption of
Nova Scotia coal by the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario, to
the extent of 84,793 tons more than in the previous year,
and amounting to an increase of no less than 155,331 tons
over the last year of the defunct sectional Tarif of 1878.
In addition to the large increase of inter-provincial
coal sales in 1880, there is the gratifying fact
that our coal sales to the United States were 123,423 tons,
being the largest sales by us in that direction since 1874.
I may bore say that the hon. member for Richmond was
mistaken in stating that the coal sales of 1874 were the
largest of any year during the history of the coal trade. I
find by the Report of the Superintendent of Mines of Nova
Scotia, that the total sales in that year amounted only to
881,106 tons, instead of the 1,000,000 tons which ho men-
tioned. This increase, I consider attributable to the
stimulated power of production given to our coal mines by
the large demand arising directly from a botter control of
our home market, whereby our coal owners were placed in
a botter condition for competing with the mines of the
United States in their own ports and in the face of a beavier
Tariff than we charge upon their coal coming into Canada.
I think, Sir, this amply demonstrates to the entire satisfac-
tion of every unbiassed mind, inside or outside of this lHouse,
that our Nova Scotia coal producers fully sustain what they
claimed in their fruitless petition to this House in 1875,
when they asserted that all they asked was an even start in
the competition, fair play, but for no favors, and
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that with these they were prepared to compete
with all comers in the open marts of the world. We now
arrive at the coal sales for 1881. The total sales for this
year bas entered, for the first time in the history of this
country, the loftier spheres of the millions, being 1,035,014
tons, an increase over the previous year of 80,355 tons, and
an increase over that of 1878, the last year of the reign of
sectional discrimination, of no less than the handsome
balance of 451,304 tons. The sales this year, 1881, to the
Provinces of Quebec and Ontario, have also gone a stride
higher, having been 268,628 tons, equal to an increase of
29,537 tons over that of the previous year, and no less an
increase over 1878 than 184,918 tons, equal to a gain of
321 per cent. It is alse important to note that in this last
year, 1881, there is the important item of increase of sales
to the West India Islands of 9,455 tons, which, although not
large in the abstract, has the important significance of our
being likely to secure restoration of our larger coal sales to
these Islands, previous to the extinction in this country of
the sugar refineries by the policy of our Liberal friends;
and more important still is the fact that as our coal sales to
these Islands increase, so will our direct importation of
sugar and molasses, and as our ships will in this way be
able t. secure direct outward and inward cargoes, the
freight in each direction can be carried at a cheaper rate,
the direct effect of which must be to cheapen the cost of
sugar and molasses to the people of this country. Let me
now, Sir, call the attention of the House to the following
memoranda of summary increase of coal sales from Nova
Scotia to Ontario and Quebec eachyearsince 1878, inclusive,

Total coal sales to Quebec and Ontario
do do do
do do do
do do do

in 1878...... 8,710 tons.
1879...154,118 do
1880......239,091 do
1881......268,628 do

To Quebec and Ontario:
1879 over 1878 ................................... 70,408 tons.
1880 do 1878.................. ..................... 155,381 do
1881 do 1878 .. ..... ...... 184,918 do

The figures show an increase in the percentage of the
sale of coal to Quebec and Ontario for the undermentioned
years, as follows:-

1879 over 1878.......................... ..............- 184 per cent.
1880 do 1878.. ............. 285 do
1881 do 1878............... ........................... 320 do

while the total coal sales of 1881, for the Province of Nova
Scotia, have attained the unprecedented volume of 1,035,014
tons, or 341,503 tons over that of 1878, it should not be
forgotten that, owing to the terrible accident which befel the
Foord pit, in the Albion mines, in November, 1880, which so
destroyed that mine that its production, last year, was les-
sened to the extent of 90,000 tons, every pound of which
would have found a ready sale, and which, but for this cal-
amity, would have brought the total coal sales of Nova
Scotia up to about 432,000 tons, as the direct result of the
National Poicy in this single branch of industry, over and
above the sales of the last year of the pro-American legis-
lation of the hon, gentlemen opposite. It may be said,
although erroneously so, that these benefits are merely of a
local character, and that direct benefits are not common to
the whole country. Now, the reply is simple and an-
swerable, which is, that whatever production of a useful
kind involves the investment of a large amount of capital,
gives employnient, disburses large sums in the payment of.
employes, and consumes largely the produce cf the other
staple industries of the country and fills an important place in
the prosperity of the country. Let us see how the coal
mines of Nova Scotia stand these tests. The capital invested
in these mines is not less at the present time than
$20,000,000. Daring the year 1881, they employed
3,567 persons who performed 894,96 L days' labor,
besides emp ying continuously 324 orses. Hence it-

Mr,MJ>ox4.wp (cape Breton).

follows that not less than 21,400 persons derived, directly,
| thoir maintenance and support from their connection with
these mines, and the disbursements for labor, including
men and teams, amounted to $1,4i8,499, and there
was paid out on construction account which includes
colliery buildings, dwellings, &c., $125,374; and in
addition to these there was paid as royalty into the
Provincial exchequer, the amount of $82,600, in addition to
taxation for municipal purposes on the value of the proper-
ties. Nor should it be forgotten that the 21,400 persons
deriving their sustenance from the disbursements of these
mines, consume Ontario flour, wear Ontario tweeds, and
other fabrics of her production for clothing; wear boots and
hats manufactured in Quebec, and sleep under On.
tario made blankets. Neither should it be lost sight
of by our friends of the Upper Provinces, that every
ton of Nova Scotia coal, sent into these Provinces, adds
power to the lever which keeps down the crushing force of
American coal monopolists; and this competition is rendered
the more necessary from the fact that the quantity of
English and Scotch coals hitherto brought to Canada is
becoming less year by year, and at no distant day will about
entirely disappear. The reason of this is, that steamships
are rapidly driving sailing ships out of the transatlantic
trade, and it is the latter kind of ships which, atone, carry
out coal for ballast, because steamships find it more conve-
nient and cheaper to ballast by the use of water tanks. It
is, moreover, a matter of vital importance to these border
Provinces lying side by side with the United States, that in
the event of an interruption to the present peaceful relations
cf the.two countries, the Provinces should be in a position
to farnish within themselves the essentials of existence and
motive power. Our neighbors of the United States
felt the force of their inability to supply this
important article to the extoent of their own needs, at the
time of their late civil war, as was seen by Nova Scotia coal
being sold in Boston for $14 per ton in 1864, and in 1865
for the enormous price of $18 per ton. Neither is it unim-
portant to remember, that a large proportion of the material
used in coal mining pays import duties rangiug from 25 to
10 per cent., and taking the average of articles extensively
used in mining, we have an average of nearly 18 per cent.,
viz.: powder, 20 per cent. ; locomotives, 25 per cent.; cordage,
20 per cent.; iron wire, 15 per cent.; boiler tubing, 10 per
cent.; leather belting, 15 per cent.; making an average of
i7¾ per cent. The American people have long regarded
coat as a production entitled to protection, and in order to
protect and build up this industry, have, since the date of
1824, imposed a duty on imported coal, varying at different
dates from that year forward, of $1.68 per ton, $1.75 per
ton, and $1.10 per ton; and at another period, when their coal
mines had developed to enormous proportions, and they had
less fear of competition, but fearing retaliation on the part Of
Canada, they reduced it to the present rate of 75 cents per
ton. At one period, from 1846 to 1862, their coal duty
was an ad valorem one of 30 per cent.; from 1862 to 1865,
they substituted an ad valorem daty of 24 per cent., and
then returned to a specific duty. Now, the result of this
long continued fostering care has been that the coal
production of that country had, in 1870, attained the large
proportion of 32,863,690 tons, and in 1879 it attained to the
enormous volume of 59,808,398 tons-an increase of annual
production, in nine years, of 27,000,000 tons. Just il
proportion as the volume of the coal production Of the
United States increased, so did their iron and other mann-
facturing industries expand, and the stimulus of demand kept
their agricultural productions all the while in the van cf
progress. Comparing our Canadian duties on foreigu coal
with our duties on ordinary lines of mapufacture, t is se*0
for instance that on woollen goods there is a duty of about 35
per cent., on cotton clothing about 30 per cent.,andon cotton8

4bout 20.per cent., making on;thu.efour:linaf Pdod '
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an average duty of 27J per cent. On coal we have a duty camstances. We have good times, it is acknowledged bya]l
of about 25 per cent. Thus, on three articles now supplied, banda, and we rejoice in ackuowledging that the good
mainly to Nova Scotia consumers from Quebec and harvest and the good prices at which we have sold the pro.
Ontario, we find an average duty of 27½ per cent., so that ducts of the farm and the forest during the last two years,
it is difficult to see wherein there is anything worthy have furniahed material fDr our prosperity, but at the same
of the name of a grievance existing by an undue sectional time I daim that the protective policy of the Government
protection. I was of the opinion, when this Tariff was las furnished the means and the machiuery by which we
introduced to this House in 1879, that a duty should be have turned the blessinga of Providence to good account.
placed on American coal equal to what they imposed upon Lt is the machinery by which wo husband the producta of
ours, and that this would not increase the price to the the sou and the mine, and the means l'y which we increase
Ontario consumer, and I believe that many of the representa- them. What would have been the effect of our good crops,
tives and mercantile men of that Province were of the same had the one-sided trade policy of hon, gentlemen opposite
opinion. I hold to this opinion still. The hon. Minister of been in operation? The millions which we have received
Finance, when introducing his Tariff of 1879, told the House for the prouts of the farm and the forest would have been
that he calculated this duty of 50 cents would increase the spent forgood4 manufactured in the United States or Europe.
production of the Nova Scotia coal mines by 400,000 tons, by These millions would have, in a short time, gone back to
the expiration of two years; and I beg here to congratulate forvign countrieî to enrich their manufachirers and work-
the hon. Minister on the correctness of 'this calculation, for men; but low do matters stand at presont? Our farmers
wherein it differs from the realized results, that difference are freely apending their money for goods which are manufac-
is on the right side. Surpluses result from all the hon. Minis- tured in Canada. They buy Canadian blankets; they (o
ter's calculations; deficits are ghosts of darkness that appear not pay $1.43 duty on their blankets. They buy Canadian
to flee from his presence. But I may also say that on no cottons, Canadian buttons, Canadian gloves, they spend
other grounds could I support the general scale of the pre- their money for Canadian manufactured goods, and by doing
sont Tarif, except the present one, of extendiag a share of so tbey keep a great amount of money lu this
this general protection to the great coal producing indus- country, thereby increasing our wealth, and giving employ-
tries of this country. It is a matter of congratulation to ment to our people, and the farmer is at the samo time at
the people of Nova Scotia that their great and growing coal ne disadvantage.'The fiscal policy of the Government las
industrv bas been sn rapidly increased under the present given him the home market, so far as the home market
fiscal arrangements; it is a matter of very great congratu- goes. According te the statement of the hon. the Finance
lation to the people of these Upper Provinces that their Minister we see that over 5,000,000 bushels cf Canadian
manufactures have so rapidly developed as to require this grain have been consumed more than in previons years.
increase of supply, and that their furnaces have been sup- Those 5,000,000 bushels have kept out American grain to
plied with a superior coal at a reduced cost. It is a matter the same extent, and the Canadian farmer las had the home
of vast congratulation to the Government of this country, market thus fur. But besides the grain the farier reaps a
that they have succeeded in so harmonizing the interests of great benefit from the sale of many other articles which are
the different Provinces, in such a manner and so successfully, consumed at home. As an example of how theiNational Pel-
as to make this interchange of trade mutually profitable to icyworks'imaystatehowitworksinmyownriding. lathe
al, binding more firmly their bonds of a common loyalty to tewn cf Berlin there werereployed lu the old factories, in
each other. Nova Seotia discovered by experience, previous 1878, 360 hands; now the same factories are empleying 686
to 1878, which of the two great parties of the Upper bands, not including new establishments in which 212 banda
Provinces were ber true friends, and most ready to are employed, mnking a total cf98 hands, or an increase over
extend fair play and even-banded justice to lier people; those employe in 1878 of 538 bands. In the adjoining
but if anything further was necessary to confirm Nova town of Waterloo there las been started one new button
Scotians in the knowledge of -who were their true friends factory, wbîch employa 70 hands. la a furniture factory
in this House and in the councils of the country the are employed 40 hands more than in 1878. A wolln fac-
doubt, if it existed, has been thoroughly removed by whattI
has been said and done since September, 1878. They nowtemploya 5 andi morehni sed2toinmp88y; In
Perfectly understand that, from the accession of the Oppo- anmloyd 45baa in 1a8; t empoya 12e inc1882. l
sinion to power-should such ever happen again and of 13. The total number of bands more employed in
which the appearances are growing beautifully less-they Waterloo la 197, not including the increase in a
have nothing in expectation to gain, but, on the contraryurge foundry and a carnage factory, for which I did
they have everything to lose. In every constituency opened not obtain the correct figures, and excluding, also, the
in that Province since 1878, the electors have given suchinûreased number of banda employed by the distillera
uniistakeable proof of their fully realizing the facts of the and brewers, who bave doubled their capacity by
case, that there remains not the shadow of a doubt, but they erecting new buildings and machinery. The village cf
will add to the numbers of the general and generous sup- Bridgeport, adjoining Berlin, amployed in a woollen factory,
port they have already extended to the Government of the in 1878, 8 bands; it now employa 30, or an increase of 22.
day, whieh bas proved itself so able an administrator of So that, within a radius of two miles, there are 758 more
Justice and fair play to ail, and the Opposition pledged to banda employed now than in 1878. I might go furtber and
take the duty off foreign coal can expect but little support, state the facts with regard to several other villages ln the
if any from the Province of Nova Scotia. county. la Conestega there is an increase in the number

Mr. KRANZ. At this late hour I shall ask the indul- of banda employed in the flax milla. The Messra. Perrine,
genee of the House only for a few minutes. After three years wbohaveafiax factory thereand at Doon,enployed, lu
0 trial of the fiscal policy of the Government, I think we 1878,70 lands, in 1882, 150 banda; and they assure mele now in a position to judge of its merts by the results it that tbey sou their goods, sucl as rope and twinenow

achieved and these results I feel warranted in saying 18W-11 bc proelindb aoiy fcu-fo 5t 2 e et oe'ha n17.Imyasty asoeinmed by a majority of the people of thiscoun- mention that their raw matia is al produced in the
try as be g most beneficial to the interests of the farmer, country. In the village of Wellesley, the workiugt .manufacturerthe merchant and the miner. The fiscal population bas increased about 50 per cent., -and the

i f the present Government fulfils what bas been pro- knitting factory of Reiner and Steins turns out as fine
the People. It has given to them the home goods as were ever imported from Germany or England.nul2aket tI D M u ex.toet ao it je pmle uder the cirt. oIn f t4h villages a Bloo ringdale i thJoe as twoeira

havefurishd mteril fr or posprity bu atthesam
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woollen factories and cabinet factories, which were carried
on on a small scale, have aiso increased. I think I may
fairly say that the number of hands emplyed in North
Waterlou at present exceedi the number employod in 1878
by fully 800. and in the South Riding by 600, which gives
a total increase of 1,400 hands in the whole county. The
hon. member for Lambton, in his speech the other night,
said :

" How is capital created except by industry ? Were there no labor
in the world there would be no capital, and were there ne labor in
Canada there would be no money to distribute."

Now, if these 1,400 hands which are employed in the
county of Waterloo more than were employed in 1878,
earned only 50 cents a day eacb, that would be $700 a day,
or creating $210,000 of capital in one year; and
this is donc without damaging the farmers in the least,
because the farmers are going on creating wealth
by tilling their farms, and at the same time
they find an improved home market for the produce
which they have to sel. I hope the fiscal policy of the
present Government will not be changed for many years to
come, and I am not in the least afraid that the prediction of
the hon. member for Lambton with regard to it will be
fulfilled. The hon. gentleman cites France and Germany as
instances of the bad results of protection. He says:

" We will set one class at war against another, and we will produce
that feeling of disaster which has prevailed in Germauy and in France
for the last two years in consequence of their protective Policy. I
intended to refer to the condition of these two countries, two of the
most higbly protected countries in the world, except the United States.
The state of Germany i such at present in con 4equence of protection-
as those authorities to show, that the people are flocking in hundreds of
thousands from her shores and seeking homes across the Atlantic."

I think the hon. crentleman must be misinformed in this
respect. The people of Germany are leaving because the
country is very populous, having over 40,000,000 people,
and it can very well afford to send to America a few thou-
sands or even hundreds of thousands every year; that process
has been going on for years, and yet the population of Ger-
many is not decreasing. The hon . member for Lambton
aise said:

aThey are simply able to keep their own markets. It is perfectly
well known that their export trade is destroyed by the protection they
have."

Now, the hardest blow the Gernan export trade ever
received was from the high protective Tariff of the
United States, which kept German manufactures
out until the Germans had to emigrate and trans-
port their manufhctures to the United States in order
to compete there. On the other hand, the Americans lately
exported a great many manufactured goods to Germany ;
Bo did England, and the German Government found it neces-
sary to protect their own manufacturers against these for-
eigners. Any one who believes that the emigration from
Germany is due to the protective policy of the empire, is
quite mistaken.

Mr. RYMAL. On looking at the Census returns, I find
that between 1871 and 1881 there has only been an increase
of 8O people in the entire population of the South Riding
of Waterloo, and in the a orth Riding there has only been
an in'rease of 1,600. It apipears to me that the figures the
hon. gentleman has given will not bo borne out by the facts

Mr. KRANZ. The hon. gentleman is not correct. You
will find that the farming population has decreased, and yet
we produce more grain and more fat cattle.

Mr. ANGLIN. Then the farming population have left,
and the home market does not keep them at home.

Mr. GILLMOR moved the adjournment of the debate.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Really, I think this de-

bate must come to an end. We are now getting towards
the end of the Session, and thia discussion on the Budget is
really blocking the way. We must try to come to a vote ]

Mr. Ka"Nz.
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very soon. We can sit until two or three o'clock this
morning, and to-morrow I am going to ask the House to
give us Thursday so that we eau get through, unless we
want to sit until July next.

Motion withdrawn.
Mr. GILLMOR. The debate would, no doubt, be unneces.

sarily prolonged if I propose to speak for four or five hours,
but there will be an end of all these things as there will be
an end of the Government, I hope. I do not intend to
comment upon the speeches of hon. gentlemen at all;
whatever speeches may have been made by them will go
for what they are worth. I will, however, reply to the
last speaker, who dwelt upon the home market. That is
a favorite phrase with hon. gentlemen opposite, but I do
not exactly understand what they mean by this term.
There is no increase in the population since the National
Policy went into operation, and what greater home market
have we now than before ? Did not the people eat bread and
meat; did they not use the Finance Minister's "garden sass "
before the National Policy ? I cannot understand how the
home market has been increased without a very material
increase of population. Our people had to be fed and clothed
before that policy was introduced, and there is no greater
market for the products of the farmer now than there was
before; there is no force in that argument. The discussion to.
night has been chiefiy upon the coal question. I have never
studied it, but I was surprised at the arguments of the hon.
Minister of Railways in reference to it. He undertook to
prove that the Americans paid the duty on the coal; I do
not know. I am sure, whether that is the case elsewhere or
not-I do know it is not the case with us in
New Brunswick; our importers go and enter their coal
and pay 50 cents per ton upon it, that is
added to the price of the coal, and the purchaser buys it,
paying the first cost, freight and duty. It is, therefore,
absurd and a waste of time, in fact it is couanting upon the
credulity of this assembly, to begin to talk and to Urge any
such argument as that; it is perfect nonsense. The hon. Minis-
ter of Railways tried te prove that at some certain competitive
points the duty was not paid by the consumer, but that the
American producers paid it. Now, these competitive points
existed before there was any tax, and I ask: Cannot con-
petitive points exist without a tax and yet have the samne
effect ? There is no argument, to my mind, in that. laving
said so much about the speeches of other hon. gentlemen, I
will now begin my own. No one that has listened to the
arguments and speeches of gentlemen on the other side of
the House, particularly the members of the Administration,
can fail to have discovered that they think their governument
is quite perfect. I always supposed that all human institu-
tions were more or less imperfect, but their governfment is
the ne plus ultra of perfection, there is nothing more that
can be done in that direction. Yet I thought I discoVer
in the Esti mates brought down that they are not altogether
satisfied with their National Policy, and it occurs to me that
in these Estimates there are several items that look like sup-
plementing the National Policy. They think it necessary,
notwithstanding all the National Policy has done, to sup-
plement it and to bid for the people's support at the nelt
General Election. Now the hon. gentlemen can boast Of a
good many things; they can boast of having the largest
majority at their baek that any Government in Canada ever
had, and without wishing to depreciate their supporters.
I think they can boast of the most accommodating majority"'
that is my impression ; they have perfect confidence 1nthoir
leader, and a great admiration for everything heb that
They can boast, too, of having incurred the largest debt thst
Canada ever knew. They can boast of having incurredthr
largest debt of any like population anywhere, where there
bas been no extraordinary occasion to incur that debt thoy
have got the debt up to $200,000,000. I do not mean te
say that much of this money may not have been apprO
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priated or expended upon publie works that will eventually
be of benefit to the country. I do, however, pretend to say
that it is a debt far beyond our resources and far beyond
the interest of the country. There is a limit, no matter
how much public works may be required, to the obligations
and to the debt which we shall fix upon a people numbering
a little over 4,000,000. There is another matter
they can boast of-they have inflicted upon
this country the most obnoxious and most oppres-
sivo Tariff that it has ever experienced. There is
another thing, they have imposed a gigantic railway and
land monopoly, the greatest that any country ever had
forced upon it. Monopolies grow upon countries by degrees,
it takes years to establish a monopoly, but these gentlemen
can boast of having placed on this country a complete
mnonopoly at the start, perfect in all its parts, a monopoly
that this country will not get rid of and which will hold it
by the throat in years to come. These things are, perhaps,
to be boasted of by the gentlemen on the Treasury benches,
and if they are matters of congratulation they truly eau
laud one another to their heart's content. There is another
marked characteristic of the gentlemen opposite, that is the
disposition to magnify everything, to exaggerate everything
of a general character. They do not seem to be able to take
a fair view of anything that is presented to them. During
the late Administration when we all knew and admitted the
depression that existed in this country, was there anything
like fair treatment of that question ? In all their speeches
they deait in the grossest exaggeration, they depicted the
state of the country then in a very much worse light than
the facts justified, there was no moderation, no sticking to
facts in reference to that depression, which was very great
it is true; but there was no distress in Canada at that time,
there was no starvation, no hunger, no real want. The de-
pression at that time was felt by all the industries of
Canada, and no one industry suffered more than
any other; the agricultural interest suffered from
short crops for a certain number of years, the
lumber interest suffered from low prices in the markets
to which we had to send our production, manufacturers
suffered, of course, to some extent, and all these interests
alike were depressed. We admitted that, but there was the
greatest exaggeration resorted to by hon. gentlemen oppo.
site to magnify the depression which then existed. Ail who
remember the discussions of that date know how they
endeavored by all their eloquence, by all their powers to
exaggerate, to make people believe they were in a greatdeal worse position than really was the case. They were
bad enough, no doubt, but not at all in such a condition asthey were depicted. There has been a change in the cir-
cumstances of the country, but they cannot treat them now
in a fair, rational, reasonable manner; they refer to them
owl0 as though the miileniui had arrived, as though nobodyknew what want was. They exaggerated the improvement

n the state of things and could not treat any question ofthat kind without magnifying and distorting it. I admit
that there is an improvement in the times. I am gladto say it, but I know that the improvement is not at ail
colaoensurate with the statement they put forward. IbPeak now for My own Province; I know that we have been
4nefitted in the locality where I live, because we export
tluer largelythere. Thatis the principal industry, or one ofprincipal industries in that locality. We get better pricesorour luber, and, consequently, times are somewhat im-
proved With regàrd to other parts of the Province they are
lmproe c n that respect Alo; but, generally, times have not
r'Y luch Improe'd in New ]Brunswick. With regard to the
'rops last Year, we have not for many years had so poor a
rop oa. We had there. Our potato crop, which is a very
1 great deal ofand one from which the agriculturist derives I
VaS a failur ando was almost a failure, our wheat crop

ure,9and our " garden am I" wasnot as good a
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usual. The hay crop was, no doubt, a large one, but it was
very much injured in being got in, and, taking all in ail,
not for twenty years have agriculturists had poorer
returns than last year. Notwithstanding that, we have
very much in New Brunswick to be thankful for, but not to
the National Policy. What I say for New Brunswick, I can
safely say for Prince Edward Island. I read in the papers
that in Charlottetown not for many years has there been so
much depression as at prosent. I am satisfied it must
be so. The National Policy is doing nothing for them, and
in order to off-set its effects they are asking for breakwaters
here and appropriations there, trying to satisfy their
people to stand the grinding taxation placed on them
as well as on the people of the Lower Provinces.
In times of depression such as prevailed when the late
Government were in power, a good many people left the
country. Whenever members of the Opposition rose to speak
in the House they referred to the exodus; but we hear nothing
about that now. I know, in the locality where I reside, the
exodus was greater during the last three years than ever
before, and never in New Brunswick were there so many
vacant farms and houses as to-day; yet the Finance
Minister and his associates talk about general and universal
prosperity, that there was never anything like the wonder-
fut change three years of the National Policy has produced.
They cannot speak on any subject without giving it a false
coloring and magnifying it,-that is the most moderato word
I can apply. During the years of the late Administration
there was another cry-the slaughtering process. It took
me some time to find out what hon. gentlemen meant,
but it turned out that it was this: that the Yankees,
in order to break down our manufacturers, brought
in vast quantities of goods and gave them to
the people for little or nothing. How truly liberal our
American neighbors are! I never received anything from
them without giving a quid pro quo. I do not think much
harm would be done if they brought over ail the goods we
require and gave them to us ; it might injure the manufac-
turers, but it would help the masses, and the Government
should help the majority. Of course, there is no slaughter-
ing now; there is no difficulty which the National Policy
has not relieved! It has found a market at home for ail
farmers' products and has made everybody rich and happy!1
I have not heard it has made a Christian of anyone; no
doubt, it prepares them nicely for this world, and, no doubt,
it will prepare them for the ascent and perfect them for the
future life. I do not think the National Policy or Con-
federation either, the way it has been managed,
has done anything for New Brunswick. It is no
use to open old wounds, or to go back too much to those
past issues that we cannot remedy, but I will make
a slight reference to New Brunswick before Confeder-
ation. In 1866, the imports of the Province amounted in
round numbers to $10,000,000. There can be no doubt that
the people use as much dutiable goods as they did in 1866-
indeed, they must use a good deal more as the population has
somewhat increased, though it has not increased so much as
it ought to have done and a great many have gone away.
This importation has very much decreased ; I cannot exactly
tell the reason, but the hon. Finance Minister who has made
this subject a study, and who knows almost everything,
can, I suppose, tell the reason. We only entered for
consumption last year, $4,698,632 worth of dutiable goods,
and $1,318,480 worth of free goods, making a total of
$6,016,972. In Custom duties we paid $1,256,638.
Excise $29,445, stamp duties $9,174, making a total of
$1,560,398. This is not probably quite two-thirds of what
we do pay, because we pay a large amount on goods import-
ed into other Provinces, and brought down there, and in
addition we psy a good deal into the pockets ofthe manufac-
turers of the Upper Provinces. I am not over-estimating or
exaggerating when I say that New Brunswick is, to-day, pay-
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ing $2,000,000 a year into the public Treasury. When you man's song, and that she adopted protection during her
make a fair estimate of the amount of goods we consume in earlier years till she became strong and rich and able to
that Province, when you take what we pay on imports and stand alone, and after she became rich enough she threw off
add that, and what we pay to manufacturers whose prices this beautiful policy and adopted free trade. Weil, now,
are increased by the amount of the import duty it is how illogical that is, how contrary to common sense, how
not surprising that New Brunswick pays $2,000,000 of taxes. contrary to ail the instincts of human nature, that a country
The average rate of duty for 1868 was 13½ per cent, it is adopts a policy that makes her great in commerce, and rich,
now 21J. If these figures are correct, has New Brunswick and when she gets rich enough she throws it off, but she
anything to thank the present Government for-to thank never does throw it off until she gets rich enough, and
the National Policy for ? In my opinion, she has not. We, nations, like individuals, never throw off a system that
in New Brunswick, export of the products of the forest, enriches them. England, all down the ages till very recently,
in round numbers, about $5,000,000, constituting about had the same obnoxious policy, loaded with monopolies and
three-fourths of ail our exports. The exports of our fish- restrictions that crushed and prevented the growth of com-
eries do not appear large, some $700,000 or $800,000. I merce, and she never took any strides in progress till about
have often desired the adoption of some better mode of forty years ago. Some of her restrictions were so absurd
showing the extent of that industry, and of obtaining that one would hardly think a civilized people could
correct statements on the subject. The county I represent adopt them. I find, on reference to some works, that
has a large fishery business, a population of nearly 5,000 in Queen Elizabeth's time she said the finest flowers of
persons being engaged in it. I know that the Dominion her garden were these monopolists, and those patent
does not give us credit for the amount of fish exported rigbts she granted to ber favorites. There were eprtain
from our Province. I think the reason is that we are loca- individuals who had monopoly of the sale of certain articles.
ted on the border, and a good deal of the fish we catch and Some favorite had the right to seil sait, some others had
cure is taken in small boats overto Eastport, and sold there the right to sell iron, and others to sel! vinegar, and many
for export from that part of Maine. The amount men- other articles I need not mention, the Pale of which was
tioned looks small for all New Brunswick; I am satisfied it confined to a few favorites. Nobody else could sell sait,
should be given at three or four times $700,000 or $800,000. vinegar, and so forth but some favorite, and so trade was
Besides, Nova Scotia gets credit for a larger export of fisb; crippled, and the people were robbed ; down even to 1834
but that Province exports much caught by the people of the East India Company had the exclusive right to sell tea
New Bruuswick, who cross to Yarmouth and seli their in England. I dare say many here remember the circum-
fish. With regard to the large lumbering industry, I do stances. Now, was not that a very singular thing, that a
not want to favor it more than any other; I have no prefer- country so enlightened as England should give the right to
ence for any, they are ail alike to me, and we engaged in them sell tea to the East India Company, and prevent competi-
are ail one family. No one industry should be burdened at tion ? In that very year the people of England paid
the expense ofanother. But thehlon. FinanceMinisteradmits $7,500,000 more for tea than they would had the right
honestly and candidly that he can do nothing for our great system existed, and there had been free competition in the
lumbering industry. But he can assist and bolster up sale of tea. It was in consequence of England's absurd
other industries at the expense of this one. He stated, a colcnial policy .that she lost the best balf of the North
Session or two ago, that lumbering was a waning industry, American continent, a country that those hon. gentlemen
which would eventually die out, leaving its place to others. admire so much. I do not wonder that they admire that
Now, it is a strange argument, because an industry is weak country, it is one of the greatest countries in the world.
and languishing, it should be left to its own resources, That territory was lost to Great Britain by the determi-
or to die a natural death; that it should be taxed for the nation to control the trade of her people in the colonies.
purpose of building up other industries, including the In 1651, England prohibited all nations from importing into
manufacturing, which are not more important. What is the England anycommodity thatwas notthegrowth of thatcoun-
argument with regard to the manufacturing industry ? That try, and it extended this absurd law to the American colonies,
it furnishes a home market. Is there any industry that and compelled them to have nothing carried to and from
furnishes a home market to the agriculturist equal to the the colonies, except in English ships. The colonists could not
lumbering, or buys so much oats and hay? Is there any export to any place but to Great Britain any of their products,
industry that wants as much of the farmer's flour, pork, neither sugar,tobacco,wool,indigo,ginger, dye wood,molasse,
butter and everything else produced on the farm? Our rice, pitch, tar, turpentine, coffee, bides and numerous
lumbermen consume as much of the agricultural products, other articles. That was the policy under which she was
man for man, as those engaged in any other industry ; and becoming strong, and making those colonists do ail their
do they not help the farmer as much as the cotton or wool trade with ber, not allowing them to go into the best
spinner ? Why not, then, give them credit for affording a markets and get the most they could for their exports, nor
bome market for our agricuItural products, and give them would she allow them to purchase in any other market. In
the same fair show as persons in other industries ? Does 1700, no man could be a hatter in the colonies unless le had
lumbering not furnish labor also for the strong right arms served seven years at the trade, and no hat, after he bad
of our young men, as well as employment to our ships, made it, could be taken from one colony to another to be3
stevedores and other toilers ? Why, then, should this interest sold. They must only make hats enough for their own
be ignored? Why does the hon. Finance Minister sanction a people, just about like the present policy. All manufacturers
policy that obliges him to admit that he cannot help this of iron wore prohibited in America; no wool nor manufac-
important lumbering industry ? If he would let it alone and tures of wool could be carried from one portion to another.
let alone every industry that is not self-sustaining, he would Mr. DOMVILLE. I rise to a point of order to ask the
folbw the right policy. No country is enriched by fostering lon. member what he is quoting from. The rule of the
an industry that is not self-sustaining any more than a man s House is that copious notes are allowed, but when an bon.
enriched by embarking in an unprofitable business. If an member reads from a document we are entitled to know
industry is not self-sustaining, the country does not want what document he is quoting from.the burden of supporting it. It has been a favorite theme
with Ministers and their supporters that England is declin- Mr. GILLMOR. I am quoting from a pamphlet writte
ing, that she has reiched the zenith of her power, is be- by the hon. member for Charlotte, and you can have the
coming old and feeble in a commercial sense, and is tottering perusal of it to-morrow in the Hansard.
to decay. That las been the burden of the hon. gentle- Mr, DOMVILLE. I ask for a ruling.

Mr. GILLXOR.
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Mr. SPEAKER. I do not see that the hon. member is
reading his speech, he is only quoting his notes.

Mr. GILLMOR. Even Lord Chatham, who was the
greatest friend the colonies ever had, stated on one occasion
that under certain circumstances he would not allow
the coonists to make a hob nail or a horse shoe. Theso
were the years in which England was becoming great, in
which she was increasing her wealth and ber conquests. Mr.
Speaker, the decline of England's greatness bas been
predicted by honorable gentlemen on the Treasury benches,
and it has been predicted by some Tories in England too.
I hold some statistics in my hand which, I think, will
convince those hon. gentlemen that she is not in ber
dotage. England is still strong and vigorous. I do not
usually read much statistics; I do not intend to read any
thing from the Trade and Navigation Returns. That
volume has nearly a thousand pages, and it has been gone ovei
beveraltimessincethisdebatecommenced. Thereis-nothing
in it that has not been repeated over and over again. I
shall read some statistics that bear directly on this question,
and which go to prove that the free trade policy of England
is an enlightened policy, a policy which has benefitted
England and, I think every nation that bas adopted it, a
trade policy not formed upon the principle that if you trade
with me I will trade with you. After England had become
enlightened on this subject by her statesmen aud ber philo-
sophers, she stepped out entirely independent, when all the
nations of Europe were protected and to a great extent
they remain so still. Her progress has astonished the world,
I do not admire everything in England, I was never accused
of being extra loyal, but wherever I can see anything that
is right, whether in England or in America, no matter where
it is, I aways acknowledge that which appears to me to be
good and true. And with regard to England receding from
free trade principles, it cost her too much trouble, too
much money, too many hard-fought battles, to get
rid of the odious monopolies which ground down and
fettered her commerce, ever again to return to such
a liateful and injurious system. The population of
the United Kingdom, in 1841, was 26,500,000; in
1881, itwas 35,000,000, an increase in these years of 33per
cent. The taxable property, not including Ireland, increased
during these forty years-and they formed the period during
whicliwe may fairly say free trade principles prevailed
-from £51,000,009 sterling to £542,000,000 sterling, and
I might add to this increase £40,000,O00 more of property
which was excluded from taxation, or an increase of ten
fold. Could such a result ever have been obtained under
a system of protection and odious monopolies ? In 1840,
the exports of England was £51,000,000 sterling; in 1880,
it was £223,000,000, or an increase of 450 per cent. In
1841, the deposits in the Savings ' Banks were
£24,500,000; in 1880, they were £75,500,000. In 1849, there
were in England and Wales, 201,000 able-bodied paupers; in
.180, when free trade had begun to do its work, with a large
licreased population, there were only 111,000 paupers.
th regard to the doctrine of the balance of trade to whichkh lon. Finance Minister referred, I do not pretend to
subw much about it, and judging by his speeches on the
Dotject, with all due deference I must say that he does
tradappear to have studied it very much. The balance oftrade ias all the time been going against England, and
detng the last thirty years it has gone against her to theeatent O £1,600,000,000 sterling. HlIow on earth bas Eng-
and dever been able to pay up this balance? Has Englandansy debts with foreign nations for her imports ? What non-
"ase t talk about the balance of trade being against Eng-
On the as she exported gold to make up this difference.
intpoe ontrary, we find that during those years sheThPortedfour or five millions more gold than she exported.Tli trble is that during the existence of her free tradePeicy Bngland has been drawing money from ail these pro-

tected countries, and enlarging her riches, at the same
time, that she opened her ports and made her trade as free
as the air that surrounds the Island. The solution of the
whole question is, that the exports brought back more im-
ports than the goods sent out. They made money in the
transaction. Talk of England being in debt or having a
balance of trade against her!1 Where does Canada go when
she wants money, and Australia and almost all the nations
of the earth ? To England, of course. And what goes
back to England for that money ? £60,000,000 sterling
for interest-for interest on investments in foreign
countries. This balance of trado against her gives her
£60,000,000 sterling, some of it-and a precious sight
too much-from Canada. And yet, these hon. gentle-
men say that England is going back from light to darkness,
and that she doos not understand ber business. There are
no such financiers there as in the Dominion of Canada!
No, they do not know how to get the balance of
trade, but they know how to gec the money,
and make money out of it; and the way they get it is by
freedom of trade and freedom of exchange. Between
1875 and 1880 the imports were £622,000,000 sterling
more than the e sports, but according to the theory of hon.
gentlemen opposite, who dwell so much on the balance of
trade, England bad to pay that in gold. It must have
drained her coffers, or else she owes the money still. But
the truth is she is making money out of the systemjust as an
individual does in the same way. If I send out a cargo
of lumber valued at $500, and get back 81,000, this is against
me, but the truth is I made 8500. That is the explanation
of it. During those five years England imported £147,-
000,000 sterling in gold, and exported £144,000,000
so that, besides the £622,000,000 which she owes on
the balance of trade, she has £223,000,000 more
by bringing in more gold than she sent out.
I am giving theso statistics to show these gentlemen the
condition of that country for which they profess so much
loyalty, but are always striving to depreciate in comparison
with France and Germany and the United States. Nobody
ever heard them predict anything else for her than failure,
decline and decay so long as she continues to adopt this
system.

Mr. HESSON. What brought England to her proud
position-free trade or protection ?

Mr. GILLMOR. Do you think that any man would get
rich under a system and then abandon it ? What hon. gen.
tleman, if he found himself becoming wealthy, would say,
" 1 am going to stop getting rich so fast and become gener-
ous-I do not want to get rich so fast ?" Why, the thing
is absurd. The investments of England abroad have been
tending rapidly upwards until they are now supposed to have
reached the enormous sum of £1,300,000,000 sterling, on
which she is receiving au interest of £60,000,000 sterling ;
and this has bèen achieved since the introduction of free
trade. Now, let us make some comparisons between the
foreign trade of England and that of France, Germany and
the United States, the countries which are continually
referred to by hon. gentlemen opposite. In 1849, France
exported £49,000,000 worth of manufactured goods; in 1879,
thirty years afterwards, with all the protection she wanted,
she exported of the same goods £34,000,000 worth, and her
population did not increase much during that time. Hon.
gentlemen say that the United States is pursuing the course
that will enable her to distance England in the race-that in
a few years England will have to occupy a second place in
matters of trade and commerce. I know that the United
States is a great country, but I have no more doubt that its
greatness is not due to the protective system, than I have
that it is not due to slavery or to Mormonism, because these
exist there. I say their greatness just proves that the evil
policy that they have adopted cannot crush out the ener-
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gies of the Anglo-Saxon race, but that it has retarded them
in the race I am satisfied; the best minds in the United
States believe so too, and the majority of the electors of the
United States will so vote, and did so vote when Hayes was
elected President. You would think, to hear hon. gentlemen
opposite, that protection was the universal sentiment of
that country. Not at all. A great battle wasgoing on there,
and I believe some men here will live to see the time when
they will abandon their pernicious policy. England has
been a protected country nearly all through her history
until recently, and one would have thought that the strug-
gling industries of the United States would have been a little
strengthened in their limbs by this time and would have
been able to compete with Great Britain to some extent.
They have more raw material, they have the climate, they
have the food, they have everything to make a great manu-
facturing country, and they ought long ago to have gone
forth and possessed the world in spite of Great Britain. But
have they done so? They have not, as the record which I
am about to read will prove. How do the United States
compete with England in Asia, Africa, and Australia, three
countries which are open to both alike ? The whole of the
exports of manufactured goods sent to these countries from
the United States in one year amounted to £4,751,000
sterling, while England sent £78,140,000 sterling.
That shows what a free trade country can do, as compared
with a highly protected country. But how is it in regard to
trade with the whole civilized world ? In 1880, the trade
of Great Britain with the world amounted to £698,000,000
sterling, That is what a population of 35,000,000
can do under a free trade system, while the German Em-
pire, with 40,000,000 people, had a trade of £371,000,000
sterling, and the United States, with 50,000,000
people, had a trade of £299,000,000 sterling, and that
was in wheat and agricultural products and manufactures
that she sent to all the world. Why, it is insignificant com-
paredwith what many other countries send. These, the two
most civilized nations, Germany and the United States,
both of them under a system of protection, with a popula-
tion of 90,000000, do a trade of £610,000,000 sterling,
England, with 35,000,000 of people, does a trade of £612,-
000,000 sterling, three times as much, man for man, as those
two countries. France has a trade of £313,000,000 sterling
with 36,000,000 of people; Russia has a trade of £183,000,-
000 sterling, with 80,000,000 people; and Holland has a
trade of £116,000,000, with 5,000,000 of people. These
countries combined have a population of 121,000,000, or
£612,000,000 sterling, exactly the amount of England's trade
with 35,000,000 of people, and that not in one of her best
years, but in a year of depression. I will now speak of the
terrible disasters which have happened British shippingunder
her Free Trade policy. The tonnage of England in 1840 was
6,490,000 tons; in 1880 it was 41,348,000 tons, an increase
of more than six-fold in forty years under her free trade sys-'
tem. I myself remember that the United States liners used
to come occasionally to the place where 1 live and take car-
goes of lumber to England. I remember they were the
admiration of the world, they were the finest ships
that had ever been seen on the ocean. They are entirely
removed under their system of protection, you hear nothing
about American liners nîow. Thirty years ago Americans
had four-fifths of the carrying trade between America and
England, but free trade has enabled England to change the
pieture and to do most of that trade. In 1850, American
ships were represented in the trade of the world by say
fifteen as against forty for England; in 1840, the forty of
England had grown to fifty-seven and the American fifteen
had diminished down to six. That was the effect of pro-
tection upon the United States, that the 35,000,000 of
the British Isles have 52 per cent. or more than
half of the trade carried on by the entire human
race. In all this growth, this wonderful increase is an

Mr. GILLXOB.

argument that ought to convince any man that was not
wilfully blind to the best advantages of free trade as coin-
pared with protection. Can you find such an example
elsewhere? The world has never shown such an examn-
ple. England sits to-day the mistress of the world
as far as trade and commerce are concerned, and it
is due not to her natural resources but to lier enlightened
free trade policy. While others may be looking
at her she is extending lier trade and increasing her
wealth, setting an example that all the world, if they wish
to be great, will eventuaily have to follow. The principle
of protection, I say, is no evidence of the greatness of the
United States. That country is great in spite of protection
as she was great in spite of slavery, as she is great in spite
of Mormonisn and all the other "isms" that ought to be
removed; she is great on account of her own wonderful
resources because she is the finest country under the sun,
and England lost that country by her miserable colonial
poliey and by protection. That country is great because
she has a climate for every nation in Europe. Anybody
who wants to come from the north of Europe and look for
a cold, bracing climate can find it in the United States; if
one comes from the sunny climate of Italy, he can find a
genial atmosphere in the Central States; or if one comes
from Africa and wants a scorching sun, lie can find it there.
11er fields. forests and gardens will make her great, net.
withstanding rings and the operation of monopolies which
have ground down lier people. In this connection I am
satisfied the time is not far distant when they will rise
in their might and sweep these men from power who have
so long imposed upon their credulity. That time will
come sooner or later. God grant that it may be very
soon, and that the Dominion will follow their example.
Statistics have been compiled from which it appears that
during the year 1881 there was shipped from New York
72,276,312 bushels of grain, and not one solitary bushel of
that went in American vessels, either propelled by steam
or by sail. How is that; what is the reason of that; are
they not enterprising, do they not know how to build,
maintain and sail ships as well to-day as before ? Yet the
fact is that of the carrying trade from the great city of New
York, the commercial metropolis of America, not one
bushel of that grain in that yoar was shipped in American
bottoms; and it is abs'urd to talk about protection when
such are the results that flow fromn it. The Suez Canal
reports tell a wonderful story of England's trade. During
1881, 2,250 English ships passed througli the canal. This
was four times greater than the total of the other nations of
the world during that year ; and how many American
ships do you think passed through that .anl during that
year ? You could not tell me one, for thbere was not one.
France came next to England with a magnificent total of
109 as against England's 2,256. That siows why England
las money to lend, that tells the stofy of the balance of
trade. fHer ships are on every ses gatherilg,
like the bees, honey from evwry ftower over
the wide world. That is what makes. the balane
of trade, makes it the glory and adMirion of every
Englishman. The hon. Minister of Railways said we Must
necessarily, as we are alongside the Unitod States, shape
our fiscal policy to meet th6irs, and that is a sentiment which
has been expressed by nearly aillbon. membe. In fact, it
is a known principle of the Tory party-they must o
nccessity do it. We are the colony of a limited monarchy,
and la there any necessit, for changing our constitutiOn be-
cause we lie alongside a cpublic? Ie there apy necessity,
moreover, to adopt their institutions bocause we lie along
side ? There is no more necessity for imitating their t
policies than there is for imitating their constitutiOn. 1
quite a separate and independent matter. But that
involves another idea, that we must declare a war of
with the United States. Hon. gentlemen opposite do n
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now talk much about this war, they are constantly making ity of the laboring classes are comparatively poor.
comparisons unfavorable to every country except Though not suffering hunger, the present Gov-
the United States. With respect to this retalia- ernment party made them believe they were
tory policy there is no part of the National Policy suffering during the late Administration. While it was in
which bas had a greater effeet in giving hon. gentlemen power, I saw in Ottawa how you arranged the working-
opposite a majority than this idea of retaliation, a war of men's meeting, inflamed their minds and brought thom up
Tariffs declared with our neighbors across the line. Thore is to ask the Prime Minister what ho would do with them.
not a more silly portion in the whole policy than that. I You brought them up to ask for bread; and before the
will give an illustration, and illustrations can be obtained demonstration ended they would hurrah! for Sir John.
every day. I live on the border, and our trade is very con- Mr. HESSON. I otest ainst the hon, entleman
siderable with the United States. A farmer comes in to Xlibe Sthe' prt agin th hn ge
market at St. Stephens with a load of potatoes, but as there elg the working mon.
is no demand he passes over to Calais. On arriving at Mr. GILLMOR. The bun. Finance Minister said in his
the end of the bridge on the American side, ho is com- great Budget Speech-in fact everything hon. gentle.
pelled by the Custom House officer to pay a duty of 15 men opposite say or do is great, the speech of the hon.
cents. a bushel. Ha gats one black eye there, according to Minister of Railways was &0 described. In reference to
the hon. gentlemen's theory. He is in a country where something about the leader of the Opposition-that lie fed
meal, cotton, sugar and oil are cheap, and ho buys one the people. I have known the hon. Minister of Finance, and
dollar's worth of cotton, like amount of sugar, a bag of meal leader of the Government, and most of the leading mon op-
and a can of oil. The punishment of the Yankee, it will be posite for thirty years, but never was aware of their feeding
remembered, is the gist of the whole Tariff system. On the people. But I have known the contrary and the poor
arriving at the Canadian side the Custom House officer have fed and clothed those hon. gentlemen wall; with their
seizes him by the throat and compels him to pay 40 cents hard-earned wages they have clothed them in purple and
on the cotton, 40 cents on the sugar, 20 cents on the meal, fine linen, and let them fare sumptuously every day; and
and as the kerosine oil will not stand the Canadian test it is i see that the eyes of some of them stick out with fatness.
confiscated. That is another black eye. I have heard the They ought to be grateful for the good food that they get
Minister of Finance talk about a victim, but I shall be glad out of the laboring classes. Those hon. gentlemen say the
if he can find a greater victim than this farmer who goes people want work. Of course they do, but they want the
home to his family with two black eyes and little else proceeds of their work; they want money. But the labor-
from the proceeds of his potatoes. It is a disgraceful systemin g mon want work, and to get their money not unfairly.
to exist between two civilized nations. The man Who I will say a little about the National Policy, with which I do
went from Jerusalem to Jericho only fell among one not profess to ho acquainted very minutely. I have net made
batch of thieves and they robbed him of bis raiment, but a study of political economy, like some of the hon. gentle-
this farmer fell among two batches one on each side of the men opposite, though I do not think they have studied
boun dary. That is retaliation! Why, if the policy is so it to very much advantage. Notwithstanding that I
good, increase the army of detectives? The truth is that differ very much from them with regard to the Na-
the people do not believe ontirely in that policy and will tional Policy, I admit their great ability and information
trade along the linos. The Government are even appoint- Some of them are orators, and in all ordinary walks of life,
ing female detectives. Hon. gentlemen opposite all admire they occupy a good position. I have no doubt they are
the system, but I am as4amed o my country and of the fact good husband8, neighbors and citizens, and right in all
that a Canadian is ruade to suffer with a view to punishing the respects save the National Policy. When they parade
Yankees.1havenoprejudiceagainstthe manifacturing orany it they do not act like rational men. As a medical
other industry; but thoe is no reason for taxing the whole 1 man, Mr. Speaker, I am sure that you have, as well as
I)oninion to be able to make such a statement as the Finance men's bodies, studied their mental construction ; and if so
Minister does about some new factory in some locality. I I will rocall some lesson I read many years ago in a treatise
do not deny that the erection and establishwent of a manu- on mental philosophy, to show that mon may be sound on
factory, will help the locality in which it is placed, give every question but one. One instance was that of a certain
employment to the laborer and do good to the people of the nobleman in England who to all appearances was perfectly
place. But why should every other locality that derives sane, going about his ordinary business in a way to cause no
no advantage from that factory suffer in consequence? suspicion of unsoundness of mind. But there was a certain
Why should the manufacturers have this advantage? A&re hallucination which drove him into his gardon about 12
they the class thaM ought to have the sympathy of the Gov- o'clock every day, under the impression that ho had beeome
ernment. As a class, they are rich, educated, and able to a plant, when ho would insist on being watered, and the ser-
command the servicee of eloquent advocates, They can con- vant would have to go through that process for him. After
trot the press, and, as a clses, are the last men that ought to that ho was just as sane as anybody else till the same hourho Singled out for any special privileges, I regret that with next day. Another man, to all appearance also sane, when
ail those qualifications they do go about like mendicants hehad occasion to sit down,would do go with the greatest Careand pass round the hat to force contributions, under the thinking that a certain part of his person was glass and thatrese nt system, te make the poor pour riches into their lap. if be dropped down hard, there would beoa regular smash up.

Tst is the plain interpretation of your policy; and where There was another case of a nobleman who died, leaving a
ithe reason for it ? No; you do not reason logically about very large estate with his son as executor. This case willit; You deal i4 gçneralties and fallacies, as well as with the come nearer my point. A brother of the executor discov-
Prejudices of the people, mnaking them think that because ered, as ho thought, that ho was not sane on some points;
ome mnanufactory is being erected in some place in Ontario, and so be thought that the executor was not capable of

as Wfbale people are goi g te b enriched by it. You talk managing the totate, when he applied to the courts for an
by if ail the manufactories had been brought into existence investigation into his brother's condition. So, accordingly,
by the National Policy, and exaggerate from first to last all a court was summoned and the examination commenced.
thrOugh the chapter. The manufacturers are not the men The counsel examined a witness, and in all possible subjects
it itis paternal Government ought to look after. How is they found the man sane. The audience all concluded that
t itt great mass of the people who are poor ? With- the man was sane and that he should romain executor as ho

alway erAtq% . abould #ay -that the poor yu have ws appoilited. .B1t just before the case was concluded, his
with you, and always will have, for the major- brother said to his counsel: "Just ask him who. ormted
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the heavens and the earth." So the lawyer asked him; he appointed two more .preventive officers, althougb there
his eyes flashed as lie said: "Why, I created the heavens were already five or six. 11e did it without anybody's know.
and the earth." "Ask him who makes the rain to ledge. After they had been driving him around in a waggon
descend, and the sun to shine and the earth to bring he did not believe these gentlemen werejust the men to carry
forth her fruits." "I do, of course." " Ask him who out the National Policy. He did not believe he could trust
controls the nations of the earth and the trade of them in that respect, and so lie had to add to the staff two
empires." "Why, I do." Well, Sir, the jury at more men to watch these good friends of his-these good
once decided that the man was insane and that a new execu- friends that were loud in their praises of the National Policy
tor would have to be appointed. The story is suggested to from daylight till dark, at the corners of the streets, on the
me by the conduct of these hon. gentlemen who pretend hustings, everywhere they were remarkable National
that it is they who make the rain to descend and the sun to Policy men; but from dark to daylight they were great
shine and the earth to bring forth her fruits. They regulate Free Traders. His friends were great National Policy
the trade of foreign countries, they improve the price of men all through the week. They go to church on Sunday,
grain, and produce it heres-or their National Policy does- but Monday night they look out for Free Trade. He took
they improve the price of lumber, and they are making all the patronage out of their hands. I would like to see the
the people happy. Now, I do not think they talk sanely on correspondence. Will the hon. gentleman give it if I ask
that subject; in that respect they act like crazy men, and for it; but there will be no correspondence. They put it
there is a jury that will try them and decide they are crazy. to him, and lie had to come down with $15,000 to build a
I am a free-trader, but I know that certain revenues must Custom flouse to reconcile these gentlemen. He never had
be raised in order to maintain the institutions of the country. such a time in his life to carry out the National Policy. Why?
I would raise these, as near as I could, upon the free-trade You might as well try to stop the St. Lawrence as to stop
principles of England if I had the power. I know that we people from buying and selling where it is best for them,
have got to have revenue, and therefore every man ought They know better how to do it than you do. They are a
to contribute a certain portion of his gains to maintain the law-abiding people-I mean to say where these laws are
institutions of the country which afford protection to equitable; but you drive them to desperation. You are
life and property and in which we all participate. aiming to disturb every branch of industry. You
But I maintain the principle is wrong to take by law any are driving the commercial men whom it effects
part of one man's earnings and give it to another man. It more almost than other class, over to the other
is unjust. A system of taxation that would be just is one side. Many of the important traders there have got their
that will not increase the price of any commodity, if that warehouses on the other side. I know several who are strong
could be arrived at. The next best system is that which National Policy men, extreme party men, that were this fall
will tax goods the least possible amount that will meet the looking out for stores in Calais to rent in order to keep a part
requirements of the revenue -that is, a revenue Tarif. The of their trade that you are driving across the border.
worst system that bas been ever been devised is the system I do not believe that it is right to break the laws in this
which raises a revenue by making goods dear, and that is respect, but 1 mean to say that when you force an obnoxi-
your protective policy. Whatever system takes a portion ous policy on the country, when you try to force men to
of one man's industry and gives it to another man is an buy from Canadians at a higher price than they can buy
injustice, and you are doing that by your protective system. from Americans, a sense of justice and of fair play will go
Whenever a man earns a dollar by the sweat of his brow he further than the law, and you cannot control it. All along the
has a right to that dollar himelf, and has a right to frontier there is the same objectionable system. In Ontario
purchase with it as much as he can get in any market in if one man wants to exchange an article he has with another
the world. There is no danger in their trading where it is man for an article which he iequires, lie is allowed to do so,
not best for themselves. Why doeR the Government know but if the parties happen to be situated on opposite side of an
more than the business men of this country, and does this imaginary line in New Brunswick, they are prohibited from
Government understand how to do business better than trading in that way. I do not care whether a man is black
they? Can they telli the people where they ought to or white, if he las something which I want to buy, and I
trade and where they must trade ? I see my hon. friend have-something which I want to sell, I believe that we should
the Minister of Customs is in his seat. If there be one be allowed to trade; and if I am compelled to buy from the
man in the Government that my heart warms towards it is people of Ontario, when I can purchase at a cheaper price
the hon. Minister of Customs. He las always treated me from the American people, there is a failure on the part of
well and given me the honor to come down to my justice and fair play. The Government have got one part
county last summer. I was delighted to see him, of the policy of free trade running correctly. If you have
and when le got there he was received with great a cargo of lumber to export they will allow you to export
éclat. He made a speech. I do not know exactly it, but if Canada is to be kept for the Canadians, why not
whether the rostrum was a barrel or a bag, but lie keep it at home ? But, on the contrary, the hon. member
stepped off the rostrum into a coach, into a chariot with for Colchester (Mr. McLelan) said it was better that it
white horses, and the National Policy men around him, one should be exported, because you bring back the monfey. I
on his right and one on his left. They drove thrôugh oar want to bring back that on which I can increse ny
commercial metropolis, and the people were so excited you wealth most, and if I bring back an article
would have thought it was Barnum's museum. Nothing on which I can enrich myself, does not the
was ever seen like it there before. But the greatest amnuse- increase of the individual increase the wealth of
ment was to see the gentlemen that were on his right and the whole country? I produce, say, a cargo of fish or
on bis left, exhibiting the champion of the National Policy. lumber. I send it to the United States, and it is colt-
That was Canada for the Canadians, no trade with the venient for me to bring back the money or such goods as
Yankees. That community gives about two-thirds of its vote I find cheaper to purchase there; and; why should I be
to the Tories. I get about one vote out of three in that com- compelled to correspond with some man in Ontario, and
munity, but I hope to get more next election. My hon. friend make a bargain to send us down flour or any other goods or
went down there, and le was treated as I was glad to see him produce at a higher rate? Why should I be comPelle '
treated. After lie was there a little while-Ido not think be contribute to the proceeds of any particular institution 11
exactly liked the looks of things-he thought the National Ontario? I am attached as much to the Dominion as anY
Policy was not commending itself to that community. other man, but matters of trade and matters of benevolen8e
After he came away, and without consulting his friends at all, are on an entirely different arena. Men trade and exzchage
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to muake money honestly, and that is the object of trade;
but by the National Policy, you say to a country: "We know
where you ought to trade; we know who you should
trade with, te make yourselves richer, and we will make
you trade there else we will tax you for the benefit of some
one else." That is unjust and wrong from the beginning to
the end. Anything which I can buy from the Canadians as
cheaply as I eau buy from the Americans, I would buy for my
own interest and that il the only motive. How absurd it is to
compel a man living on an imaginary line between New
Brunswick and the U3nited States to go up to Ontario and buy
from Canadians at a higher )rice, goods which he can obtain
much cheaper a few miles from bis own home. Hon. gentle-
men opposite say that that is koeping wealth within
ourselves, and that we will become rich by that
method of trading. We cannot get rich in that
way. Robinson Crusoe, on the Island of Juan Fernandez,
was on that grinciple the most independent community that
could be imagined. He had no import trade; he had no
export trade; he traded with bis own community and he
had it all to himself, and I never heard that Robinson
Crusoe amassed very mucn wealth or enjoyed very much
comfort. The whole thing is illogical; all the arguments of
hon, gentlemen opposite are mere expedients and fallacies.
They cannot argue the question logically and convincingly
with anybody, and unable as I am-and I certainly do not
pride myself on my knowledge of these matters-I am not
afraid to meet the cleverest man among them on the trade
policy here or anywhere else, and discuss the question with
them half an hour about. They dare not take me up. They
will admit that free trade is all right in theory, but in prac-
tice it is all wrong. I say, Sir, that this is a contradiction
iii terms. I say that what is right iii theory can never be
wrong in practice. If the proposition is right theoretically
it must be right practically. In conclusion, I may say that
this is a moat serious question, because these hon. gentlemen
who have been Revenue Tariff men all through their history
until now, when they are blossoming for the grave, have
very recently become converts to this policy of protection.
I have known the hon. Finance Minister for a long time.
I was associated with him for many years, and I never
knew him, in Parliament or out of it, to defend a pro-
tective policy until he came here. He was always in favor
of free intei change of commodities and unrestricted trade.
Those were his theories. I know also that by reputation the
1inister of Public Works entertained the same opinion;
but a time occurred when trade was depressed, and these hon.
gentlemen, instead of acting the part of statesmen, acting
as men on their side of politics ia England would have
acted, have played on the prejudice of the people, got them
to elect them to seats in the House, and they are now-
having nailed their colors to the mast-endeavoring to fix
this system on the country. The longer it is fastened on
the country the harder will it be, as in the case of the
United States, to throw off the fetters which they have
Placed on the country; the more difficult will it be to
renove the corrupt influences which have sprung ont of
rings and monopolists and designing and anxious politicians
and syndicates. They are, too, becoming fixed on the
country and a power is being created which it will be bard
to break. We have to fight this battle out to the end. I
rnaynot see the end, but I hope my friends around meWil acept no compromise; that they will have nothing todo with the protective system, but that though a small band
they nay like the army of Gideon gird on their swords and
put the Midianites to flight. I have an abiding faith in ihe
independence and intelligence of the people of this country.1 have an abiding faith in the correctness of the principles?f free and unrestricted trade, but I want no compromise
In Our own ranks. I would rather have an army of 300 mengood and true, prepared to fight the battle to the end on the

square issue of right and wrong than all gideons host. Now,
Mr. Speaker, the great battle all down the ages of mankind
bas been around three central points: one is the freedom of the
person, another the freedom of opinion, and the other free-
dom of exchange, or the liberty tobuy where we please and
to sell where we please. The first great point bas been
gained after many bard-fought battles, and the time has
arrived, thank God, when in most of the civilized countries
of the earth no man is beld a slave, whether black or white.
Freedom of opinion bas been another hard-fought battle;
men still have their prejudices in social life, in polities and
religion, but such immense strides have been made in gain-
ing freedom of opinion that men can hold their opinions and
express them, so long as they do so within the bounds of
prudence and not in violation of the law. The next great
battle to be fought out is freedom of exchange, the right of
which has been implanted in man by the Creator as much as
the right to breathe the vital air, and no argument can
prove the contrary. You may say we must pay our legiti-
mate taxes; I admit it; but when you come to matters of
trade between man and man, I say that the Government
who taxes one industry to support another indus-
try does an injustice and robs the man of that
which rightfully belongs to him. Am I afraid
that these principles will not triumph ? No, Sir; I have an
abiding faith in the people of this Dominion. They may
do wrong for a time; you may humbug them a little longer;
you may deal in your sophisms and your exaggerations;
you may got the manufacturers and the monopolists of
this country to aid you ; but there will be an end to it.
The time will come sooner or later, when the liberty to
buy and sell, when and where we please, will become
international and universal. And now, I cannot botter
conclude a speech of greater length than I intended, than by
this quotation:

"God speed the ship, but let her bear
No merchandize of sin,

No groaning cargo of despair
Her roomy hold within,

No lethean drug for eastern lands,
No poison draught for ours,

But honest fruits of toiling hands
And nature's sun and showers."

Mr. LONGLEY. Mr. Speaker, this debate has already been
carried over a period of nearly three weeks, during which time
a number of very lengthy and very excellent speeches have
been delivered, covering almost every point embraced in the
very broad and compreheusive speech of the Finance Minis-
ter; and I would not presume to offer any additional remarks
were it not that some matters of a somewbat local character
have been incorporated into the debate, to which it would
be a gratification to myself to make some reply. Since the
union of the British North American Provinces, I presume
that it has not fallen to the lot of a Finance Minister to pre-
sent to Parliament a Budget speech under circumstances so
satisfactory and so gratifying as those under which the hon.
Finance Minister spoke to us on the 24th of last month It
did seem at that time as though that speech might well be
allowed to stand against all that could be said in opposition
to it; and my impression is that it would have withstood
everything that bas been said against it to the present mo-
ment. But our friends opposite are not of that opinion and
they have been indulged to their hearts' content in attempt-
ing to pick that speech to pieces. Now, I would like to
know in what one particular that speech has been success-
fully assailed. ias any gentleman in the Opposition ranks
pretended to controvert the fact that there was on the 30th
of June last a surplus of $4,130,000 in the Treasury ? Bas
any mem ber of the Opposition controverted the fact that there
have been a large number of new industries 'established,
and that there have been more employment and better
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wages for the working people of the country? Has any
man attempted to deny that the two great objects of the
National Policy have been most successfully achieved ?
They know that it is useless for them to attempt to do so,
for they themselves have repeatedly admitted that the con-
dition of the country bas been greatly improved; and I
want to know why the condition of the country has im-
proved except largely through the instrumentality of the
National Policy, and through the wiser counsels that have
prevailed since 1878. Now, the question has fre-
quently been raised in the discussions between the
two great parties in this country as to whether it is or
is not a good thing to have a large balance of trade against
us, or whether it was, speaking generally, a good thing for
any country that there should be year by year a large
balance of trade against it ; in other words. that the imports
should so largely exceed the exports of a country. That
being the fact, as in the case of a private individual, when
his expenditures largely exceed his income he must come to
grief; and countries, with the rarest possible exceptions,
when their expenditures are more than their receipts, or
when they import more goods than they export, it must
necessarily be with them as with an individual, and we have
had a very striking illustration of that in the history of the
last fourteen years. At the risk of being a little tedious I
want to go into some calculations which I have made, and I
would say for the gratification of those who are listening to
me, with a view of affording some measure of relief to their
minds, that if I shall find that more time than I anticipated
in the beginning will be required in order to finish my
speech, why, we may just saw it off in the middle and I
shall pursue it on some other occasion. The exports
in 1880-81 amounted to $98,290,823 as I have it,
and I am inclined to think it is the largest export
we have ever bad; of that, however, I am not certain.
The exports in 1874-75 were $77,886,97., or a
difference between the two periods of over $20,000,000.
Now let us turn to the imports; in 1874, they amounted
to $123,070,283; in 1880-81, the total was $105,330,840 or
a difference between the imports of 1881 and 1874-75, of
$17,739,443. The difference between the exports of 1880 81
and the imports of the same year, and the exports and
imports of the former period, namely, 1874-75, amounted to
$38,143,287. Now, according to my arithmetic the balance
of trade in 1881 was better by $38,143,287 than it was in
1874-75. Now, I think that proves pretty conclusively
that it is very much better to have a large export aid a
comparatively small import, provided we can supply
ourselves in the mean time in a large degree, than it is to
have it the reverse. The average annual balance of trade
against as from 1867 to 1873 74 was $20,356,438 and that
was during what we would call the rule of the Liberal
Conservative party. The average annual balance of trade
from 1873-74 to 1878-79 was $24,807,346, or between four
and five millions worse during the latter than during the
former period. The average annual balance of trade from
18-9-80 to 1880-81 was $4,725,107 instead of more than
$20,000,000 from 1873-74 to 1878-79. Prom 1867 to 1873, as
our enemies are constrained to admit, it was an exceed-
ingly prosperous period in the history of Canada, and
progress was greater than during any previons period.
This I will illustrate better by-and-bye; whereas, on the
other hnd, from 1873-74 up to 1878-79, I need not describe
the condition of the country. Gentlemen opposite seem to
forget that by their mismanagement in varions ways, by
their blind adherence to a free trade policy they were
succesful in one department at least,viz., in rolling up deficits.
It is noticeable that the years du. ing which the imports and
exports most nearly balanced have been our most successful
years, viz. : 1869-70 to 1879-80, while the years in
which the imports have been most largeiy in excess of
the eoi prtâ have beon moàt dbagtrous yéWrk. I aM thtking
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now about the latter period from 1867 up to 1873. We are
not here t > speak of these years, but I have already said they
were eminently prosperous and successful. Our revenue
increased very largely to the extont of $7,000,000 during
that period and our trade extended to the amount of $86,-
000,000. What was the condition of our savings banks,
what was the increase of the bank capital of the country ?
In every respect there was every indication of prospe-
rity, but during the other period there was every indication
of approaching ruin and bankruptcy if we had continued on
in the same ratio as we had been going for two or three years
previous. In 1869-70, the balance of trade was more in our
favor than during last year, 1880-81, but the aggregate
trade was $55,000,000 smaller than in 1880-81 and the aggre.
gate trade smaller by $29,000,000 in 1879-80 than in 1880-81.
The total yearly increase of tonnage, inwards and outwards,
from 1867 to the end of 1873 -74 was 700,000 tons. The
yearly increase from 1873-74 to 1878-79 was .7,438 tons;
in 1879-80 and 1880-81, 1,007,893 tons. Prom
1874-75 to 1878-79, shipbuilding decreased annually
19,254 tons, or 77,015 tons in five years. In 1879-80
and 1880-81 the annual decrease was only 12,093 tons, or
24,187 for two years. It will be noticed that whereas from
1875 until 1880 there was a decrease each year in ship.
building, yet, in 1880-81, there was an increase. The
tonnage added to our shipping fleet during the year 1880-81
was 10,500 tons. From 1875-76 until the end of 1878-79
the total tonnage of steamers in the coasting trade increased
2,884,584 tons; the sailing vessels tonnage decreased
1,118,833 tons; or a total increase in coasting trade in three
years of 1,765,751 tons. In 1879-80 and 1880-81 the steamer
tonnage increased-2 years nearly as much as in five years
-2,132,482; in 1879-40 and 1880--81 the sailing tonnage
increased 917,601 ; or a total increase in coasting trade, in
two years, of 3,050,083 tons. There was a decrease of sailing
vessels employed in coasting each year of the Mackenzie
Administration. Under this Government they have largely
increased. It is a noticeable fact that while the steamers
increased only 101,713 per year more under the present
Government, the sailing vessels were 831,744 tons per year
better off under them than under the Mackenzie regime.
From 1867 to 1880-81 the average annut1 excess of imports
over exports was $18,971,114; the excess for 1880-81
was only $7,040,017, or better by $11,931,097 than the
average since Union. From 1867 to 1874 the exports
increased $32,000,000, or $5,333,333 per annum. From 1874
to 1879 the exports decreased $18,000,000, or $3,600,000 per
annum. Ad ling the increase of exports from 1867 to 1874
to the decreased exports from 1874 to 1879 make an average
against the latter period of $8,933,333. The exports have
increased $27,000,000 since 1879, two years. The exports
decreased $18,000,000 from 1874 to 1879, making a differ-
ence of $17,500,000 per year. That is to say, that the
increase of exports during the last two years has been
$13,500,000 per annum, while the decrease in exports during
five years-1872-74 to 1878-79-was $3,600,000; total,
$17,100,000. Now, what becomes of the argument
of the hon. member for Brant. He, indeed, admitted
that the volume of exports had increased, contending
that the export of manufactured goods had fallen off. Well,
what then ? Why, first, it proves that under the present
policy we command our own markets; secondly, that.we
save immensely by thùs supplying ourselves, keeping
the money and our men in the country instead of both
going out of it, and reaping all the benefit of the
labor bestowed upon the goods manufactured and consumed.
At any rate, it would be something new were any hon. gen-
tleman to succeed in such an enterprise; because, although
we have been discussing the National Policy for three or
four years up to the present hour, I aní not aware that any
hon. member has successfully controverted this position.
Nono dely bdt that the times re' bttd thw tiee were
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three, four, and five years ago. To what other causes can
the improvement be ascribed ·than those claimed for the
National Policy ? That is the question we ask, and more,
we say that you gentlemen of the Opposition cannot contro-
vert the statement, else ve are persuaded you would do it,
which you have never done yet. Let us examine this
question. First, the meipber for Brant (Mr. Paterson) admits
a larger employment in connection with the manufacturers;
secondly, he states that the exports of goods made in con-
nection with those same manufacturers has fallen off in
1880-81. Now, granting these two propositions, are they
not the plainest possible evidence that the home manufactures
are in good demand for home consumption ? If this is cor-
rect, then is not the great object of the National Policy at-
tained-namely: Home-made goods for the home market.
Now, we will take the hon. member for Brant, who doubt-
less is a protectionist at heart. So strongly are his pro-
tetionist proclivities that be bas to be carefully on his
guard whenever he gets up to speak on the other side of
the question. Oat of the hon. gentleman's own mouth,
taking his own argument, we prove conclusively that the
chief ends of the National Policy have been accomplishecd.
The member for Lambton said the other day that labor is
the foundation of all work, saying that no country can be rich
without labor. These are two propositions to which people
will readily assent. Let us see at what conclusions we
shall arrive by logically pursuing the argument, that a
policy such as that of the late Government which allowed
goods to be manufactured in other counties and sold here is
calculated to ruin this country; while a policy which
increases labor, as even the hon. member for Brant'admits
ours does, is the one to make a country rich. N1ow, then
not only have we the testimony of this hon. gentleman in
favor of our policy, but we have even a greater name, the
hon. member for Lambton, who was at ane time
looked upon as a great authority. It is true lie bas lost a
little of his prestige since that time, but we still look to
him as an authority in most matters that relate to the
interests and concerns of this côuntry. Therefore, by the bon.
member for Lambton's doctrine and the bon. member for
IBrant's admission, it follows as the ight follows the day,
that the National Policy is the policy for Canada. But the hon.
menber for Brant proved an i ncreased import for 1880-81,
of the class of goods manufactured at home. If, therefore,
the imports have increased, and new manufactures have
also been established, while all the manufactories are doing
a larger business than before, have wo not the plainest
possible proofof the greatly increased purchasing power of
the masses of the people, and is not another doctrine of the
National Poliey advocates established, namely, that in-
Creased labor will give the laborers moie money to spend ? ln
other words, when all have full employment the purchasing
power of the country is vastly increased. Those are our
cardinal doctrines, and it would seem as though these aredoctrines now held by even such free traders as the mem-
bers for Lambton and Brant, one of whom declared not
many years ago that he nailed his free trade colors to theinast and was determined to go down with the ship ratherthan haul them down. Unfortunately for him, but very
lOrtunately for the country, his ship did go down, althoughhe had his colois nailed to the mast, and if that ship wereafloat, being buffeted by the tide now as it was then, itwouid go down a second time, and for this reason. I was
surprisec ta heur the member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor),Who entertained us with such a peculiar speech, say that LIe
Iountry was ouly waiting to expel the present Government.
1 thaught to myself : have we had no test of the popularity
d overnment of the position they hold in the conti-ence of the people? Even so receutly as the day on whichthe electors for South Simeoe deposited their ballots; andpray what was the result of that election ? Was it not sim-PIY ta double the xaajority of the former member ? Then4f45

look at the Government as it was supported when we first
assembled here in 1879, and how ara they supportel to-
day? They then had a majority of about eighty, which was
thought quite large enough by the Ministers themselves;
but that majority of eighty has since been increased to ninety
odd; some say ninety, some say ninety-six. Every consti-
tuency operned, save two, bas been gained by the Govern-
ment; a proposition hostilo to the Government would be
voted down by a majority of over ninety any
hour. I rather think the majorit.y is all the time
growing, and that we do not want any botter sig-
nification of what the sentiment of the country is in regard
to the distinctive policy of the Goverinment. So much has
been said about England, that it were a pity, perhaps, to
make any further allusion to that noble country, which we
all love so well ; and all I shall do will be to say this, that
for one, I think much of England and bave too ardent a de-
sire for ber prosperity to rejoice in any way at seeing indi-
cations of her decay. Now, 1 am not prepared to say that
England is less powerful to-day than she was a quarter of a
century ago. l some respects she has increased her im-
portance among the nations of the carth. Her rela-
tive power to-day, may bc as great as it
was years ago; but we cannot deny the fact
that, in regard to England's agricultural interests
there has been a very signal decay during the last six years.
In respect to the number of horned cattle, they have
decreased about 2,000,000, and in respect to shoop, swine,
horses and all sorts of stock there bas been a corresponding
decrease. We know, also, that sone 600,000 acres once
sown to wheat have recently been turned out to pasture, and
thatyear by year the English agriculturist is less able Io
compete with his brother agricultarist on this side of the
water.

Mr. BORDEN. They are send ing potatoes over this sida
this year.

Mr. LONGLEY. I know they are, and I am glad they
are able to send them. It has been many years since
they have had many potatoes to send from England.
It is to bc regretted that they have had little, except manu-
factured goods, to send, because it is notorious that England,
with all her greatness, has been largely dependent upon
America for much of her food for years past, and the pro-
blem is to know where that sort of thing is to end. Ono
word more with regard to England's wealth. I am an utter
disbeliever in the statement made by lion. gentlemen that
the wealth of England is materially, if at ail, increasing.
I cannot suppose for a moment that England's manufacturing
industries are in nearly as good a position as they were ten or
twenty years ago. It must be obvious to every man who will
look into the subiject that though England commended the
markets of the world in a former period she bas been from
year to year in the position of bing driven out from one
market after another until sie now reciprocates to a small
extent with many leading nations of Europe. She is almost
shut out of the markets of France, And, by the way, i t would
not be inappropriate to remark that England has very
recently sued for a treaty with France, a treaty which,
years ago, France willingly enougli accorded, but whiclh for
reasons which France best understands, is now refused. At
one time an alliance with England was coveted, almost
every nation was ambitious to cultivate trade relations with
her, but it does not seem to be so now, If I am correctly
informed as to the condition of France, she is much more
prosperous to-day than even Old England, and that too in
face of the fact that twelve years ago France was at the feet
of an exacting and despotie power, but in six years after
the adopting of a highly protective Tariff, her industries
became flourishing and to-day she is acknowledged to
stand among the foremost nations in the world. Germany,
also, has been referred to as a signal instance of tho
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unwisdom of adopting a protective Tariff. While I am desires to controvert my position. Whenever they were
not conversant with the exact position of Germany, and am charged with having made large expenditures they laid the
satisfied that in regard to mranufacturing skill and in regard blame on their predecessors. Will they name the objec-
to the increase of ber power, there is scarcely a nation in tions of which they complain so much? The total expendi.
the world whose power and influence are so great as those tares on public works paid out of Consolidated Revenue in
of Germany, and that, too, in spite of the fact that she 1873 was $1,977,613; in 1875, $1,757,075 ; and in 1876,
maintains a million mien in arrms, which of itself is enough, $1,948,941; the increased expenditure upon piers,- harbors
almost, to break any country down-but to speak of Ger- and breakwaters in 1876, over 1875, was $130,248. The
rnany having suffered in consequence of the adoption of a expenditure charged to Consolidated Fund in 1875-6 for
protective policy, is to talk in utter disregrard of the facts works not begun in 1874, but voluntarily assumed by the
which are acknowledgced by the whole world. You do not thon existing Administration, viz., on piers, harbors, river
usually find all the nations of Europ3 trembling at a power works, custom houses, penitentiaries and marine hospitals,
that is going to decay. Then, if you were to speak of the amounted to $621,669. Now, it seems to me, that
comparatively small country of Belgium, with a population however desirable it may have been to have
of 5,000,000, look at the progress of that little country in that money appropriated for the purposes to which
manufacturing industries. She has come into sharp com- it was applied, I say it was not expedient or wisO
petition even with England herself; and it is noteworthy that for them to expend that amount of money when there were
the nations which have been the sharpest competitors should constantly increasing deficits, and when it was obvious that
obtain that excellence, with power to compete with England, they really had not the money to expend. The total
through the adoption of the protective policy. You wIll amount expended in 1874 upon works not commenced in
find that whenever a nation has adopted a protective policy 1873 was $327,552.
for a number of years, that nation bas increased in nmaterial Mr ROSS. You are readivg Senator Macphorsons
wealth, and in every respect bas improved ber condition; Maa
and, on the other hand, you will find that in almost every figures ?
instance where there has been a blind adherence to tho Mr. LONGLEY. I do not care whose figures they are.
principles of free trade, especially where the surrounding If they are Senator Macpherson's figures no man has yet
nations have adopted a protective policy, that nation has had the courage to undertake to refute them, although
gradually gone to decay, or at any rate bas decreased in frequently challenged to do so. I do not say whether or
power in comparison with other nations. France main- not they are Senator Macpherson's figures, but I will say
tains an enormous army which must be a drawback to her, that there is scarcely a man in this wide Dominion who
but I look upon the history of France during the last twelve understood botter what he was about than Senator Mac-
years as little short of marvellous. She was supposed to pherson when he was compiling those figures, nor a gentle-
have incurred a debt that she could never discharge; she man who would be a safer guide in matters of finance than
had been mutilated by her enemy; and yet we find that in that hon. gentleman. Our trouble with our opponents is
a very brief interval she springs up to ber former position, that they do not meet us face to face. When, for instance,
and bids fair to rival any nation in Europe; but she has certain statements are made by the Minister of Finance,
had a protective policy to some extent for seventy-five which those gentlemen in general terms, are fond of dis-
years, and notably since the disaster of 1870. There was paraging and disputing, why do they not rise to their feet,
an attempt made the other night by the hon. member for or take the first opportunity that offers afterwards, to
Lambton to show that the present Government was grapple with those facts ? Why, tlie hon. Minister of Finance
extravagant, an1 that the Government whieh he con- gave us more facts and figures and sound arguments the other
ducted for five years was a very economical one. day than those gentlemen could digest in a lifetime; they
The increase of expenditure in 1875 over that for 1873.4 would not be so foolhardy, they know botter than to under.
was $2,960,336 and the increase iii 1876 over 1875 was take to wage a direct war with that hon. gentleman, or to
$717,062. In 1876, the amount disbursed over 1873 was bring things to a direct issue, bocause, so far as we canjudge
$3,677,398; I believe that in fairness we might deduct from at any rate, when the Mlinister of Finance undertakes to talk
that the sun of $1,500,000 which was paid to Prince upon matters of finance, or in relation to the National
Edward Island and $370,000 which we might by a very Policy, and matters in relation to the Tariff and various classes
liberal allowance to the Government regard as being paid of goods, ho knows exactly what he is talking about and no
in unusual expenditures. This would reduco the excess in man in this liouse bas yet been able to controvert his
1876 over 1873 to $1,800,000. Now thon, the increase of statements. Well, possibly the hon. member for Bothvell
expenditures during the interval under review only amount- niay undertake to combat that, he is able to talk on questions
ed te $5,760,764, anîd yet lte hoen. member for Lambton, te cf constitutional law and is very wise and learned upon U

other niglht, without a change of contenane seemingly, in variety of topics wbich h dees neot infrequently drag into
the most modest way imaginable, coolly told us that hiswas this debate. when in the estimation of others they do wt
a most economical Government and this a nost extravagant seeim verymuch to belong to it. A nian may be learned upon
one. I admit at once that the Government which ruled the a variety of topics but then after all it depends very much
country froin 1867 to 1873 was a most liberal Govern ment upon the use a man makesof what heknows, nnd hisjudgmenit
-in the matter of expenditure-but the mnarked difference about displaying it. Thle total amount expended in 1874 01
between that Government and the one which succeeded it works not conmenced in 1873, was $327,552, and the tota
was this: that while the one had surpluses amounting io amountexpendcd in 1875,uponworksnotcommencedin18
over fifteen millions cf dolars, the other had deficits was $203,546. The ainount expended in 1876 on works no
amounting to about one-third of that sumn. commenced in 1873 was $556,596. That is pretty fair for ai

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). How? GCovernment that was going behind ut the rate of $2,000,0

Mr. LONGLEY. Has the hon. nenmiber for Middlesex a year, and at the same time increasing the agg say
the cheek to say that there wero not over $15,000,000 of a 'xpendvtoe.oNo lt rs try civil goferment 1ures;itil
surplus durmng that period? oomewhat serious onetviz.: that they have been used before

M1r. ROSS. How much ? in this -Housebutthen after all tbose hon. gentlemen have
Mr.LONGLEY. Somethundredsoo·thousands; and if to bereminded very frequently of certain unpleasant fac

the hon. gentleman does not take my word I will give him and the only apology I have for using then at the pres
the word of the ex-Finance Minister, and ask him if ho i time I have already referred to, that the hon. gentleman for

Mr. LoNGLEÎ.
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Lambton for the twenty-fifth time undertook to tell-the
House the other iight that his was an economical Govern-
ment, and that ours was an extravagant one. Now, ci vil
government was in 1873, $750,874, but in 1875, the cost was
8909,6A5, a jump up of 8175,000 in a single year. In regard
to exper.diture for Civil Government, contingencies account
in 1873. reached $287,000 odd; in 1875, 8302,'327; in 1876,
$301,602. There is no excuse for that increase.

Mr. ROSS. What was it in 1878 ?
Mr. LONGLEY. I am glad the hon. member reminded

me of that. The then Government took alarm in 1878, and
no wonder. The people had com to find out that their
etatements in regard to economizing were delusive; they
had commenced to examine for themselves, and besides they
were approaching a general election, and on the score of
saving their credit and commending themselves to the coin-
try, they effected economy in certain directions, but it was
too late to begin to reform. I do not think the country
gave any credit to then for doing so, otherwise the people
would not have sent them about their business and given
their opponents a majority of 80 in a Iouse of 200 odd
members. The Administration of Justice increased as
follows: 1873, 839C,966; 1875, 497,465; and 1876, $514,091.

Mr. ROSS. Why does the hon. gentleman stop with 1876 ?

connection with Public Works of about 8400,000 a year.
Now, there could fnot have been any great progress made
in connection with the public works during that interval.
I say here-although it maylbe an individual opinion that
1 express-that the Macdonald Government never imposel
an onerous obligation upon the Mackenzie Government. I
say, and I am in the presence of gentlemen who understand
the question much better than I do, that the Mackenzie
Government, in view of all the circum-tances, was not
obliged to build the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But he
voluntarily took upon himself obligations which the former
Government had assumed, and far transcending the obliga-
tions of the former Government. The former Government
never contemplated, wben they formed the union with
British Columbia, to give more than 830,000,000 as a subsidy
to the construction of that work.. What was that in com-
parison with the onerous obligations imposed upon the
country under the Act of 1874 ? Ono can have but a
feeling of amusement that men who conducted the affairs
of the Government at that time have now the face to speak
about the country again entrusting them with power.
Now, if the ex-Minister were in his seat, I would just give
the House, a chapter on the steel rail transaction. I
shall make a remark or two, and I will make them
with every reasonablo consideration to the gentleman who
ia blQit benrQ I T an fin fP him i r>-, hityh

Mr. LONGLEY. It will be bad enough to go to that 's atse ueausoLt e dit lui La very LiL

length. In regard to that particular case, and on many respect. There is no denying ew, in view cf the
other occasions I have had my sympathiesconsiderably these rails, that have taken lace simee the purchase cf
aroused as matters went against thema from 1873 to 1878,theserails, that over $2,000,000 were lest te this country,
and also against the country. I do not see how hon. gen- which will uetail upon us and our ehlidren through age te
tlemen opposite eau obtain any encouragement. They can core a very large annual burden l the shape of intreast.
find no encouragement in the by-elections, but they comr- The act wvas al the more inexcusable, imnsruch as the
fort themselves with the idea that a good time is coming article purchased was neot wanted at the lime, nor would
and I hope the youngest will live to see it. In Customs they have been wanted fr years afterwards. Such a thing
the cost vas, in 1875, $682,673; in 1876, $721,008. 1 as the purchase of 50,000 tons of steel rails, when there was
think it would have been bad enougLh to have kept the not a mile of road graded, is an unhceard of thing in the
expenditure up totheleovel oftheprevious years. Thedeficits history of Canada, or, I think, in the history of any other
were piling up in an alarming manner. The Excise Depart- country. There was one thing that was very significant
ment cost, in 1873, $103,704; in 1874, $119,000, and, in 1879 about that transaction, independent that the article was pur-
8203,759. This is a comparatively small branch cf the chased long before iL was needed, purchasce in a fah-
public service, yet here there was a proportionate increese g market and at c time when everybody must
as in ail the other departments. Let us turn to the Emi- have known that the price was likely te fall.
gration Department. In 1873 the expenditure was And here is what I refer to-nd it is hie ost awkward
$77368; in 1875, 6302,770; in 1876, $385,845. feature of the whole transaction. The Miistcr of Rail.

Mir. -ROSS. Give us tho 1876,es fo 851887-Mways, although Le proposed lo purchase 50,000 tons of steel
figures for 1877-78. rails, did not issue his advertisement until the 29Lth of

Mr. LONGLEY. I have already explained why I do not Soptember, though the tenders were to be opened on the
speak Of it. I will ask one of my friends to pursue the Sth of October.

.quiry in regard to that year about which the hon. gentle. Mr ROSS. Did ho net extend the time?
'ccc is se solicitous. Let us see what the sequel of this
eXtraordinary expenditure was. The number of emigrants Mr. LONGLEY. Yes; but it would require one day for
obtained by us in 1873 was 36,901; in 1875, with a very the advertisement to reach anybody, and another day to
considerable increase of expenditure it was 16,038, or less send the tender, and thus-allowing for the sabbath which
than half; and in 1876, 10,901 for an expenditure of $385,- intervened-only six or seven days were allowei for the
(0 The cost per head, of these immigrants in 1873 was consideration of tenders to be put in. At least

$776, quite a moderato sum, because each immigrant might three months should have been allowed. Yet because
reasonably be expected to be worth what ho cost. But in some of the late Premier's friends remonstrated
1875, the cost per head was $818.09, and in 1876, $26.55. vigorously the time was extended to a month.
B could by no very urifair comparison say it was $30.10. I think the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross),
But I have deducted fron this computation the cost of the spoke of the accumulations in the savings banks previous to
Mennonites, which might be fairly.included. Thus wehave the inauguration of the National Policy. Did ho think
a COst Of $7.76 for 1877-78, and for 1879, $26. It seemed what made the difference? Did he happen to think that athat the larger the expenditure was, the fewer became the that particular time we could do without a National Policy?
Immigrants. I will not pretend togo all round Departments The fact is, the Grits were not in powor at that time, and

ub Ititute comparisons; but if you will go into the various hence the accumulationi in the savings banks ; but as sOon
1obdc servie 0 s during that time and carefully note the as they came in, the savings banks wero depleted, likeManag emOnt whieh distinguished each Department, youwill everything else. We sh(uld not overlook the relative

dthat the management in other places was about on a positions of Canada and the United States atthatparticular
pr With the management of the Emigration Departrnent. time. We could then do very well without a National
inte esthe 30th June, 1873, to 1876, the total increase of Policy; we were scarcely interfered with at all by the

terest chargeable to the Consolidated Fund was $1,203,797. United States. But subsequently it became a very difficult
That nl'y involved an annual increase of expenditure in thing ; it did not matter how many goods were slaughtered
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in our markets, or to what extent we were being sacrificed of the other organs of my hon. friend from Middlesex, j
to the United States, these gentlemen adhered to their would be relieved from the necessity of saying a Word
policy. With regard to savings banks, I have a statement myself ie regard to the personnel of a part of the late
with reference to the savings in the shire town of Annapolis Government. And these were the men who swore ail their
County, my own county. It shows the amounts on deposit lives that about the greatest crime mon could commit was
in each year from 1875 to 1882: On the 30th June, 1875, to form a coalition government.
there were $22,059.06; in 1876, $19,291.48; in 1S77, Mr. ROSS. Grits do not swear.
$22,587 08; in 1878, $36,013.33; in 1879, $65,875.60; in Mr. LONGLEY.I hope the hon. gentleman does net
18s0, $52,145.21; in 1881, V2,782.44; and on the lst Jan-
uary, 1882, $125,951.77. And8that is only one of but I would nottrust many of thatparty. lad theconditions
the many signs of the times, of returning pro- of things been unpropitious from 1867 to 1873 and pros-
sperity and comfort on the part of the people; of perous from 1873-4 down to 1878-9, we could have at-
the little surpluses which they have accumulated under tributed the success during the one period ani the disas-
improved times, and which they are careful to place in the bers attending the other to accidentalcauses, or, in the former
savings banks. Now there was on the 31st January, 1882, case, to unpropitious circumstances. But it is significant
five times the average amount that was in that bank at that no sooner wer thoe late Government displaced frem
any time from 1875 to 1878; rthink that su es h ver nd teosp ertal marevatives restored te office, en
cant. My statement la refdrence te the surpluscs from the old prosperity that markerl the experience of the country
1867, down to 1873 has been confirmed by the ex-Minister from 1867 to 1873 was won back, so that there is no escape
of Finance, who gave the moneyed men of England a vivid from the conviction that il was sitply from mismanage-
description of the prosperity of Canada at that lime. Hie meunt that while therc was success iu the first period, there
said that although there had b en very large expenditures vas want of success in the second, success following again
in connection with impro ing the public works of this in the third period.
country, yet the revenue had steadily increased, so that Mr. ROSS. You had deficits in 1879-80.
there were between fifteen and sixteen millions of a sur- Mr. LONGLEY. And why ? Our friends opposito
plus, and that the money which bad been thus expended almost ruined the country and we were not able to restore
would in years t come greatly contribute to the progress its prosperity in a single year, but what was the state of
and prosperity of the country. He also said that no man things from 1867 to 1873 ? From the first year of the pre.
who had money to lend need be under the slightest appre- sent Gorernment, beginning with a small surplus of about
hension in regard to the credit and resources $200,000, we ran it up in one year to $3,617,')00, I
of Canada-and remember, Sir, that was two years think. But that was not equal to $4,130,000 lately
after the advent of the Mackenzie Government to power. announced. I do not wonder that the hon. the Finance
I know that at Aylmier the ex-Finance 4inister, two years Minister was strong and eloquent when ho went into the
afterwards, undertook to tell the people that the outgoing minutte of his subject the other day. There was inspiration
Government were little better than a drunken crew and that in a surplus of $4,130,000 obtained through his own wise
the last act of their lives was an attemapt to scuttle the ship policy, matured by his colleagues. He had occasion to be
of' Rfnte. I know ho said that, but unfortunatoly be had said proud of its results, and he was able to speak in such a way as
a , ey different thing before, and that was two years after ho to captivate all of us, not ornly in the House, but the public
himself had taken charge of the finances. But the Oppo- equally outside. Scarcely a newspaper, with any preten-
sition say it is ail owing to depression of times. Was the sion to fairness, but was almost as unqualified in its praise of
depression of times in Canada any greater than it was in that speech and of the success of the National Policy as
the United States during the same interval, with this simple were the papers of the Government; and this applies to ail
distinction, that the return to better times began a little the independent newspapers also. Let anybody read the
sooner in the United States than here? I assume that the Evening Telegran, the Toronto World, and other papers that
depression atfocted the United States just as much as claim to be independent, and see what they say with regard
Canada. to the Tariff and the results achieved under the National

Mr. ROSS. With a protective TariffPolicy and the wise administration of the present Goverin-
ment. The leader of the Opposition is away at present, Or

Mr. LONGLEY. I will point out the distinction I would make remarks at some length in regard to hit. I
between the position of the United States during that will only make one ortwo observationsat this time, however.
time of depression and the condition of Canada. In Lured by the brilliant prospects held out to him last winter
the one case we were not able to meet our annual dis- by the mombers from New Brunswick, that hon. gentleman
bursements and at the end of five years we had deficits was tempted to make a visit to the Maritime Provinces. I
amounting to something like $6,000,000 ; and the present will not undertake te describe the many ovations ho received,
Finance Minister has assured us that, but for the National nor the large and enthusiastic meetings ho was cnabled to
Policy which saved us from a very serious dis'Aster, the gather. His principal argument had reference to Mr-
debt would have amounted to seven or seven and a-half Parks' cotton factory and the cost of the various kinds of
millions. In the United States, however, they were able clothing, which ho told the people they were obliged to
not only to prevent deficits but had larger surpluses and for purchase at extravagant prices. One meeting was beld in
a considerable length of time and instead of increasing the my own county, at which there wore assembled 300 persons
natural debt, they year by year reduced it. There is no all told He told us a good deal about the impositions Of
escaping from the conclusion that the condition of things the Tariff and about the extravagance of theC Government,
for 1873-4 led te this conelusion-that the depression was but he laid the chief stress upon the fact that the Tarif was
due first to extravagance on the part of the Government in oppressive, that poor people were obliged, when they went to
regard to the expenditures, and second in regard to general purchase their garment, to be satisfied with six or eight yards
mismanagement; and probably if the hon. member for instead of ton, and ho intimated te them that they niost
Middlesex had had a seat in the Cabinet ho might have the garment aecording to their cloth, and he was dispO5L(î
avoided the breakers into which they ran the ship of State to dock them in regard te the various articles of clothi1[t
because it is notorions that a portion of the late Cabinet they were to wear. With reference to flannels
rendered but little aid in the way of managing public affairs. refèrence to cottons and all those fabrics, o
I will not undortake to descri be the heterogenous masses that going to dock off considerable from ie
were got together. But if I had a file of the Globe or some- allowance the ladies had indulged in previously.

Mr. LONGLEY.
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did not have time to ask two or three membors of the An agricultural implement factorv is aboutbeing started at
Cabinet to enlighten us on that occasion, though we thought Amherst, s0 we are informo] Ilrough the newspapers;
it especially needful after the visit of the great luminary of a woollen factory at iopowoll bas been started, and a
the west. The truth is, however, that we came to the con- glass factory at New Glasgow, botl places being in Pictou
clusion after the visit of the hon. gentleman, that we could connty. And other enterprises are in prospect. Now, this
dispense with a call from any of the leaders of the Govern- isjust a fair beginning of a new order of things, the starting
ment. in fact, we came to the conclusion that if we could of manufactures to supply al Our own wants. Very soon,
not get these leaders of the Government to como dovn, the Mr. Speaker, we shail be 'elieved from the neeessity, 1 hope,
best thing would be to get the leader of the Opposition to of looking to Ontario and Quebec for the bulk of our manu-
come down again-the one plan would be as effective as the facturel articles. There is n0 reason why we should
other. The fhet is the hon. gentleman came down on a not manufacture as well and as cheaply, yea, in
fool's errand. He found he had no cause to advocate as ho every respect to manufacture more cheaply than in any
and his friends found in this Chamber. Almost within other part of the Dominion of Canada, and that is
sight of the spot where the hon. gentleman addressed a more particularly the case in the vicinity of the coal
small number of the electors of Annapolis, there stood a mines, where the coul is right alongside' the fattory.
furniture factory, and its history, since the inauguration Taking, for instance, the glass faetory ut New Glasgow,
of the National Policy, would be the strongest argument any coul that is used in connection with that faetory is
that could be offered against anything the bon. gentleman riglt ut the door, and may bo haulcd by t team and put
could say against that policy. The-proprietor of that fac- mb the factory at $200 per ton, perlaps lesq. Well, now,
tory informs me that hoe as doubled his business in two will any one pretend to say we shallot, if we get started,
years. H1e has, since last summer, erected a two-story be able to hold our own with the oider and more ppuloui,
building, 60 feet in length by some 30 in breadth, in which if not the more enterprising Provinces; 1 think il cannot ho
has been started a manufactory of organs and other musi- disputed. Not that we begrudge to Montreal or Quebec
cal instruments. So as one thing leads to another, we have any advantage tley lave reaped from our patronage.
here a manufactory of our own, where, but for this Tariff, Witl the most friendly feelings towards the United States,
Armerican goods would have been offered at slaughter believing ia thei' institutions, and a lmiring îhernas 1 do,
prices. The first statement is that he has doubled his busi- nevertheless I very mucli prefer trading with the Upper
ness in two years. He says: '" I have doubled the number Provinces or any other portion of the Dominion, if' wo
of my workmen. Parties in St. John first gave me an order cannot supply oui own wants. But remember that the
for twelve suits of furniture of a certain make. That was United Stabes is what she is in Cnsequcnce of a proteobive
to cover an interval of six months. The same parties gave policy, much more highly protected than ourcountry.
me an order in December last for 80 suits, to be delivered What but Ibis policy could have carr'ed the States throuch
il four months." Then he goes on to state that par'or one of the most disastrous and expensive war in which
furniture lias increased in same ratio. This gentleman any country was ever engaged, and onabled the-n sho'tly
states further that he pays out about $60,000 a ycar for after its elose to more tlmn regain thc position they had
labor and stock, and about $2,000 a month for wages.occupied lu the scale of nations previou4y; and to day to
The best of all is that since the inauguration of the National sud a degree have the Americans cnîried fo'wa'd ibeir
Policy he has sold his furniture, not higher, but ton per ranufactnring industries that it may well be doubted
cent. loer. This is in full confirmation of the argumentsmanufactures
we have adduced from the time that policy was introduced
until now. What does this little industry which I have re-
ferred to, mean? It means the retention in the country of Mr. ROSS. England doos.
30 or 40 workmen, to begin with-most of them, skilled Mr. LONGLEY. No; England does i1ot. She may
workmen, and all good citizens. There can be no manner exceed bhe United States lu certain articles, bat i1regard
of doubt but what these 30 or 40 men, or the larger propor- 10 others she i5 far behind the United States, as is seen by
tion of them, would have been in the United States at work the faut that Englaud las been driven ont of heAustralian
in some of the factories in that country to-day, but for the market by the Americans ln respect te the sale of certain
inauguration of the National Policy. It means a better manufactured articles; and not only out of Aust'alia, bat
home market for the producer, and a large amount of money out of other ountries. This ias in a measure been doue
unspentfor foreign articles, which might ba furnished as by France, whicb is quibe as bighly p'otected as the United
cheaply, yea, cheaper, and as well made, at home. It also State. Wherever you find a nation lu the first rank at the
means greater self-respect, and a constantly increasing ad- present time you will find it las abtaiued that patcular
vance inevery way, and no one can controvert that reason- excellence and succuss chiely tbrough the initiation of a
ng. I have not mentioned this as being a very important policy similar to that wbich we eutered upon as lb were thematte' in itself, but simply as it is indicative ofthe tendency otler day. I want te know wby il is we, wibhof the policy to which we ascribe the present prosperity a territory equal le that of the Unitel States,othe country. Foundries, shoe factories, canning estql- and rib-er in regard Ie mining inte'e4 than almostlishrments and varions other manufactures have been started any other coantryas broad and rich and diverse, except,

an to-day we bid fair to make more money in consequence possibly, our climate-wh may we not achieve wbat the
b te convenient home market than we would have made United States have achieved during a century. If we pro-efore this beneficent policy was introduced, I shall speak gress for fifty years as we lave done during the hast twotow from a Nova Scotian standpoint, and the outlook for years, we shah ulimately rival the United States, becausethat Province, at a moderato computation, is 25 per cent. we have Ibis advanbage in regard te our land especially, thatbtter than it was in 1877-78. Let us look outside of this while oui'land is almosb untonchel, their Iand is mestly or
obe couny Of' Annapolis and extend our thoughts and very largely occupied. Their lime may be snid te be in aservatons to the two Provinces of Nova Scotia and New large me:îsure paet, but our lime las jusI core. I do netflrunswick. Two sugar refineries have been establis-hed in believe le'e is a country on the face cf the earth, witb ailiose Pr':
t rovinefs, one at lialifax and anoLher at Moncton - population se smallthaI bas as fair a prospect before it aso cotton factories, one at Halifax and one at Windsor. this Canada ef ours. I hope we shah see the time when
andw 'a Cotton factory is being started in Halfax, none of tbe etabosmen or polibicians in Canada will think it
and ee .at Windsor, and both of them i t is ex- oiîher becon* gornecesarytedisparageand blletheirPActed w b phop n anricultuavlipleet fthabt Wei a ted t

bO Otind il th aprng nd i op t Amh1eonrst, sohawe aeinformeJofthrough thae nespape
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best, richest and most diversified countriesin regard tonaturalI
resources, on the globe I will now say a word or two
about ie coal industry. Years ago we had-I presume
now have, $15,000,000 invested in the Nova Scotia coal
mines, an industry wlih gives the Province a revenue of
$100,000 a year, or one fiftli of its entire revenue. Is it any
wonder, then, that we should attach some importance to
the coal industry, and to the fact of 60cts. a ton duty
having been imposed upon it ? I think not. It would be
odd if we thought less of it. I think I shall be able to
demonstrate that this duty bas had an immense influence on
this industry-that it bas wonderfully increased the output
of coal, and that nobody has been injured by it, but Nova
Scotia bas been very largely blessed. I approve of reci-
proeity between the different parts of the Dominion and the
cultivation of terprovincial trade. What were we united
for, if not to inter:hangecommodities and do one another
good ? If we glcry in the narne of Canadians-if we have
any pride of country-what can we more earnestly desire
than to see every part of the Dominion grow, thirive and
expand into a nation, until we shall even rival the great
nation alongside of us. I speak thus not because I
represent a county that has any direct interest
in the coal mining business; I speak first
as a Nova Scotian and second as a Canadian.
The people of Ontario ask us very kindly to put up with
the inconvenience of paying 40 cents a barrel on corn meal,
and 77 cents a bushel on corn. We cannot exactly see the
necessity of that provision in the Tariff, but so far as I
know the friends of the Government, ait least, cheerfully
acquiesce in it, and it is only the grumblers from Yarmouth
and certain other places that are constantly driving into the
ears of the people that there is any special hardship in this
matter. We believed that the Tariff would promote the
cultivation of corn in the valley of Annapolis, where wecan
grow corn as well as in any part of Ontario. Now, for the
coal. I propose to read a statement which bas been care-
fully compiled by a gentleman who thoroughly understands
the business, and I think I can vouch for the awcuracy of
his figures. lere is a comparative statement of coal sales,
labor, etc., of Nova Sotia and shipping for 1873, the last
year of the Macdonald Government, to 1878, the last ycar
of the Mackenzie rule, down to 1881, the third year of the
present Governument. The total consumption of coal in the
Dominion in 1878 was 1,415,576 tons; in 1881, 2,150,528
tons, or an increase of 735,112 Ions, or 51 per cent. Now,
I think that is pretty fair in three years, an increase in the
consumption of coal to the extent of 51 per cent. We now
come to the coal sales in Nova Scotia. The sales of coal
in Nova Scotia in 1873 amounted to 881,106 tons.
In 1878, 693,511 or a falling off in that year compared with
1873, of 187,559 tons, or 21 per cent. The total consurmp-
tion o côal, in 1881, was 1,034,800 tons, an increase of
341,289 tons, or 49 per cent. I wish to call attention to
one significant fact. Several hon. members have undor.
taken to prove that there bas been a falling off in the output
or consumption of c al since 1873. In dealing with that
point I wish to give the total imports of coal into
Montreal and Quebec. In 1873, there were 415,380 tons.
In 1878, 328,074, or a falling cof 87,306 tons or 21 per cent.
The increased consumption in 1881 over 1878 was 201,017,
or 61 per cent. Now, the coal shipped from Nova Scotia
to Montreal and Quebec in 1873 was 187,059, and in 1878,
83,710 or a decreas cof 103,349 tons. In 1881 there were
268,629 tons shipped or an increase of 22 percent. Will any-
body say in the face of that fact that the National Policy has
bad no effect on the coal industry. But let us try this matter
by another test. The number of men employed in 1873 was
4,364. In 187S it was 3,135, or a falling ocf of 28 per cent.
There was an increase of 15 per cent. in the number of men
employed in 1881. The number of days' work in 1873 was
995,153, in 1878, 663,&i, a falling off of nearly 50 per

Mr. LoNGLEY.

cent., and in 1881, 847,595, an increase over 1878, of
18.j,705, or 28 per cent. Now, lot us look at the imports at
the harbor of Sidney. In 1873, they were $350,760, in 1878,
$260,760, a failing off of $90,000 or 26 per cent., and in
18s1, $396,750, an increase of $135,990 or 52 per cent. The
exports from the harbor of Sidney in 1873, were $526,792,
in 1878, $276,122, a falling off of $250,670 or 48 per cent.,
and in 1881, 8542,922, an increase of 97 per cent. The
Custom receipts at the harbor of Sidney in 1878, were
$23,4S1, and in 1881, $27,226, an increase of $3,745, or 16
per cent. The Sick Mariners' Fund in 1878 amounted to
$931, and in 1881 to $1,963, or more than double. The
number of steamers which arrived at the port of Sidney in
1878, was 24, in 1881, 255, an increase of 231 per cent.
That wonderful increase in the number of vessels calling at
the port of Sidney is largely owing to Sidney being on the
way to Montreal, where they go for freights. The tonnage
of the ships arriving at the port of Sidney in 1873 was
222,999, in 1878, 215,061, and in 1881, 401,082, an increase
of 186,021 tons, or 86 per cent. Now, I will give you one
fact. From 1873 to 1878 the days labor at our coal mines
decreased 33 per cent., and from 1878 to 1881 increased 28
per cent.; that is only a difference of 61 per cent. The
Nova Scotia coal trade gave 847,594 days' work to the
people. Then here is a statement of the iron industry and
gold min ing, &c., which I won't refer to any further. Nova
Scotia and Buitish Columbia give Canada 2,235,770 days'
labor, or a circulation of over $4,100,000 for mineral labor.
I am coming now to the part that I promised a while ago. I
hold in my hand a statement of the cost of coal in Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for the years
1877, 1878, 1879 and 1881, and if this be a correct statement
I think that it settles conclusively the fLct, and establishes
our contention that a duty of 60 cents per ton on coal
has not increased the cost to the consumer. If I
am wrong in this respect, or if these figures are
incorrect, I shall be glad to be set right and to have the
figures controverted; they will be accessible to anybody.
1I 1877 the cost of coal in Ontario was $4 45; in 1878,
$3.85; in 1879, $3.04; in 1881, $4.25-that is just 20 cents
lower for coal per ton in 1881, in Ontario, than was
paid in 1877. This is in one sense a dark subject, but it is
capable of illumination and it is possible that the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite may get their dark understanding-politi-
cally-illuminated through its instrumentality. In Quebec
the price of coal in 1877 was $4.00 per ton, in 1878, $3,15
per ton, in 1880, $2.65,. in 1881, $3 75, or 25c. a ton lower
than in 1877. But it is pretty elear it could not be the
National Poliey, else coal would have been higher in 1881
or at least as high as it was in 1877 when we bad the
.National Policy. In Nova Scotia the cost of coal was, in
1877, $3.74; in 1878, $2.93; in 1880, $2.58; in 1881, $3 70.
or a difference this year of 4 ets. in favor of 1881. In Ne,'
Brunswick, the prices for the same years were $4.00, $3.46,
$2.81 and $3.70. I think the hon.Ministerof Railways wil
not be found to be so extravagant or so far out of the waY
in the declaration he made the other day in regard to the
cost of coal, saying that Ontario had obtained coal quite as
cheaply under the National Policy as il would have without
it.

An hon. MEMBER. How about the hon. Minister of
Finance?

Mr. LONGLEY. I do not think the statements Of the
hon. Minister of Finance, either as to the effect Of the
National Policy or the coal industry are often questioned in

this House.
An hon. MEMBER. The hon. Minister of Railways

questioned them.
Mr. LONGLEY. The difforence between those hon.

gentlemen is narrowed down to about this: that it i.nt
conceded to be so much for the interest of the OppositioatO
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disparage statements made by the hon. Finance Minister as
statements made by the hon. Minister of Railways. But it
comes to just the same thing, because the Opposition have
been so little able to fasten any misstatement or untruth on
one hon. member as well as on the other, although I have
heard from day to day intimations made in regard to one of
those hon. gentlemen that he was extravagant and exceeded
the bounds of fact and so on; but I am not aware tnat
either in this chamber or out of it anyone has ever been
able to establish any misstatement against him, notwith-
standing that he as offered in many instances, at all events
more than once, to place a sum of money in the hands of
any disinterested person as a forfeit if able to convict him
of the slightest departure from truth and accuracy; yet hon.
gentlemen talk about those various transactions as if the
charges had been proved. Well you may say, in reference to
this, and as the big Scotchman said about the beating bis
wife used to give him: " It pleases her and does not hurt
me "; and if those hon. gentlemen opposite derive amuse-
ment and gratification from the iteration and reiteration of
statements which they nover have had the ability to prove,
let them continue the operation. I do not know but what
the Minister of Railways will profit more by the
operation than if those gentlemen ceased to
practise it. I repeat that from 1867 to 1873
the banking capital of the Dominion doubled, as did the
Savings Banks deposits, and fhe trade of the country ex-
panded to $86,000,000. The shipping increased, and every
industry and interest seemed to thrive during that period,
notwithstanding that the Treasury was subjected to extra-
ordinary exactions. During that period several of the
Provinces were incorporated into the Union, including
British Columbia; expenses of the Fenian invasion, and
various unexpected and unusual expenditures were incurred.
-Notwithstanding all that, the revenue showed a buoyancy
and productiveness never witnessed before, but probably
rivalled by its buoyancy during the last year.

Mr. ROSS. The balance of trade was against us.
Mr. LONGLEY. It was from 1873 to 1878, but not half

SI imuch during the time of the Conservative Government
as under the regime of the friends of the
lhon. mem ber for Middlesex. I wish now to refer
to a subject a little outside the range of my argument for
which I claim the indulgence of the House a few minutes
longer. I now refer to a discussion which took place not
lOng ago, and to the invidious compârison and criticisms
iistituted in regard to the Prosident of the Council, and the
relations ho sustains to the bon. Minister of Railways.
!leference was made to a period long past when the Presi-
denIt cf the Council used severe language in regard to thej
hon. Mul1ster 0f Railways.evthink after wbat was said by
the Globe in reforence to several members of the Mackenzie
Administration, that a little discrepancy, or difference in
severe language that may have passed the lips of the Presi-
dent of the Council in regard to the bon. Minister oflRail-
Ways, would scarcely be worth mentioning. But I
think I can give a pretty good explanation in a
very few words in regard to the matter. The difficulty all
grew eut of the fact that the Minister of Railways was ableto take the wind out of the sails of the Local Govern ment ofthe day, in a way they did not dream of. The Pictou Rail-

tw'Y 'as let in nine or ten contracts, being 52 miles in
extent One after another the contractors broke downLea 1150 the prices they received were insufficient to enable
the' tio oOn. Finally the engineer resignod his
a •nother engineer of considerable eminence
¡ate appointed to take bis place, and an es-

WaS made of the cost of completing thethe and Mr. Fleming became the contractor at a sum belowtco estiate miade by the new engineer. When the new
Co1tractor took that work several thousand dollars below,

what the second engineer estimated it at, the Opposition
thought they had reasonable grounds of attacking the Gov-
ernment. However, not a single successful assault was
made, and out of a House of 55, when a vote came to bc
takon, there was a majority of 25 to sustain the Govern ment.
Although there were intimations of improper action on the
part of the Government made by the leader of the Opposi-
tion, when ho had time to cool down ho voluiteered to say
that ho never suspected the Minister of Railways of having
derived one dollar's advantage from that transaction.
Although it has been repeatedly asserted that he
did, nobody has ever been able to furnish a tittle
of proof that such was the case. One word with
regard to the future; it is full of promise. The
condition of the country ought to make us the envy of
our neighbours. The industries of the country are in a
flourishing condition, but that is not the b, :-of it. The
Government, in view of the splendid financial condition in
which they found themselves, came down to the House with
a proposition to remodel the Tariff in such a direction that
there will be a remission of taxation to the people of this
Dominion of $,500,000, or $1,750,000. In addition to this
they have voted $150,000 to the fishermen. I have been
assured that the good things which are sure to follow,
are too numerous to mention. I have this to say, that
whether in regard to the fiscal policy of the Govern-
ment or whether in regard to the finances or the indus-
tries of the country or the public works of Canada, which
practically embrace all matters of large import,--you find
matters in an equally satisfactory condition. i am satisfied
that if the Government had occasion to appeal to the
electors of this broad Dominion to-morrow they would not
be guided by a majority of 80 such as they had in 1878, but
of 95 or [00 such, as I think, they will have when they
next come to appeal to the electors of the Dominion.

Mr. RYKERT moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 4.25 o'clock, a.m., Wednesday)

the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 15th March, 1882.

The SPEAKEt took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERis.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first lime:-

Bill (No. 103) to incorporate the Qu'Appelle Land Cor-
pany.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 104) toe confer on the Commissioner of Patents,
certain powers for the relief of John Dickenson Bruntou.-
(Mr. Ryan, Montreal.)

Bill (No. 105) to amend the charter of the Fellow's Medi-
cal Manufacturing Company.-(hr. Gault.)

PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. DREW moved that the time for receiving petitions
for Private Bills, and presenting Private Bills, be extended to
Saturday the lst day of April next.

Motion agreed to.

PATENT ACT (1872) AMENDMENT.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria), in moving for leave to intro-
duce Bill (No. 106) to further amend the Patent Act of 1872,
said: The amendment is simply to give to the Commis-
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sioner of Patents the sane discretion, in reference to
extending tho time for importing articles covered by
patent, that he now bas in reference to extending the time
for manufacturing. It Las been discussed, I believe, by the
hon the Minister of Agriculture, as well as by the Deputy
Minister of Agriculture, and when the time comes for the
second reading, of course it will be a more proper
opportunity for further investigation in the matter.

Bill introduced and.read the first time.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I crave the indulgence of the
IHouse for the purpose of making a personal explanation.
Yesterday, before I came into the House, having been
detained some little time, I find an lon. member complained
of something that appeared in one of the public newspapers.
In looking at the Official Report, I find these words :

" I do not intend to submit, without remonstrance at least, to an
imputation of improper motives on my conduct and language as a mem-
ber of the House ; eitber coming from an irresponsible newspaper cor-
respondent in the gallery, or from any hon. member on the floor of the
House, who may be responsible, either directly for bis utterances in this
House, or indirectly for what may appear in the newspaper under his
control."

Then I find the hon. gentleman went on to say:
''I regret that I do not see in bis place in the House at present an hon.

member who is supposed to have some control over the utterances of
this newspaper, but I would venture to say that, if he is not prepared to
make a statement on the floor of the House of that kind that is in this
newspaper, neither let [should] it appear in the form of a communi-
cation from the irresponsible gallery correspondent under bis control."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I regret very much that the hon. gentle-
man did not do what parliamentary practice would
indicate he sbould have done-that when lie intended to make
a personal reference to a member of the House, to have
given him notice that he intended to do so, in order that he
might be in lis place. Had ho done so it would have
avoided the necessity of my making an explanation the
second day. What I desire to say is this : that I have no
control or connection in any form or shape with the parlia-
mentary correspondence of that paper or any other paper
in this country during a Session of Parliament. Since I
have been a member of this House, I have studiously
avoided al responsibility for what appears in the newspaper.
I do net direct what appears in these communications,I do not
dictate them, I do not suggest them, I do not see them before
the matter leaves the louse, and my only knowledge of
what appears in the parliamentary correspondence of the
Montreat Gazette is derived from a perusal of that paper
when it reaches me by mail the following day. I desire
to make this statement, simply for the purpose of putting
myself right in relation to that matter. As to the matter
itself, all I wish to say is, that I have no doubt that news-
paper and that correspondent are both abundantly able to
take care of themselves. I go further, and say that in view
of the fact that this Bill would not be before the House,
to-day, had, it not been for the decision of the courts
voiding the arrangement made between the North-Western
Telegraph Company and the Montreal Tolegraph Company;
in view of the fact that it is here only because of the decision
of a meeting held after that decision of the courts, I think
we may fairly come to the conclusion that the paragraph
which appeared in the paper did not warrant the strong
language which was applied to it by the bon. gentleman
who spoke yesterday.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). As my hon. friend bas
referred to me, I am quite willing to accept his disclaimer
of any responsibility for anything that appears in the
columns of the newspaper in question, or any other news-
paper in Canada, so far as its parliamentary correspondence
goes. I presume, however, that ho has that responsibility
that attaches to the position, I believe, he occupies of

Mr. OAMEPoN (Victoria).

managing director of the company which publishes the
newspaper.

Mr. WHITE. I may say that I am not the managing
director.

Mr. CAMERON. Thon I am misinformed as to the
position my bon. friend occupies. But bo will not gosofar
as to say that ho has no connection with the news.
paper. As to my not having given him notice
of my intention of referring to the matter, ail
I have to say is, that I desired to take the earliest opportu.
nity of referring to the matter ; that I did refer to it yester-
day as soon as it came to my knowledge, and I expected
that, with the usual punctuality of attendance which dis.
tinguishes my hon. friend in being in his place in the
Hlouse, from moment to moment, he would be here. If I had
had an opportunity of giving him notice I should have donc
so. Of course ho has availed himself now of the permis-
sion which has been given him to disclainm any responsibility
for that paragraph, and I am quite content to accept his
disclaimer. As to whether the individual in question who
wrote it, though he may be quite prepared to take the
responsibility, I do not think it is my business
to go and seek him out, whoever ho may be, or do
more than call the attention of the flouse to the matter as
I did yesterday. WhatI thought then I think still, that it
was a most improper reference to the conduct of a member
of the House, and a most unwarranted one so far as it
imputes to me any intention or desire to mislead the House
in the remarks I made. As to the statement that this Bill
would not have been before the House but for the decision
of the courts, I am not well advised whether that is the case
or not. So far as the consolidation of other companies goos,
I should think it was a very reasonable thing for them to
do. Their Act at present, comprises at least a dozen Acts,
extending over a period of from thirty to forty years, many
of them contradictory and manifestly requiring consolida-
tion. As to the clause that has been added that will be
discussed when the proper time comes, and an opportunity
will then be afforded my hon. friend, or anybody else who
objects to the granting to this company the powers the
Bill bas granted to other companies, to state the reasons
why they should not be so granted.

WHARF AT ST. MICHEL.

Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government this year, to grant aid to the municipalitY of
St. Michel, in the county of Bellechasse, in respect of the
repair and maintenance of the wharf on the River St.
Lawrence in that municipality ?

Sir HJECTOR LANGEVIN. The matter has not yet
been looked into by the Government. I have caused the
papers relating to it to be put before me, and I will pro-
bably come to a decision next week.

RAILWAY INSPECTION iFUND.

Mr. McCARTHY enquired, (1) Whether an annual rate
bas been fixed on by the Railway Committee of the PrivY
Council, of the sum per mile payable by railway companies
towards the fund called "The Railway Inspection F 'nd,"
pursuant to the Railway Act, Section 97. (2) low nauc
has been paid into that fund; and the amount 110w t
credit thereef?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, in reply to the boa.
gentleman, that no rate, I believe, has been fixed, andth t
consequently, no amount has been received to the credit Of
the fund. I may be allowed to explain, at the sa£meftin
that the Railway Act contemplated the appointmebt su"
officer for the discharge of the duty of inspectioni

an appointment has not been made. When a r
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requires to be inspected, an ongineer or some other officer is
detailed from the Department. Consequently the expense
bas been very trifling.

THE BOUNTY TO FISIIERMEN.

Ar. GILLIES ènquired, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment that licensed fresh water fishormen, operating on
the lakes, shall participate equally with the fishermen of the
Maritime Provinces in the sum of $150,000 to be voted as a
bounty for the encouragement of those who follow that
caling ?

Sir LEONARD T[LL EY. I may say to the hon. member,
s I said to the hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert

J. Smith), that, when the vote is asked, the fullest particu-
lars will be given as to the mode in which it is proposed to
appropriate it.

MAIL SERVICE IN BRUCE COUNTY.

Mr. GILLIES enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to place a sum in the SupplementaryEstimates
this Session, for the purpose of bearing the expenses of an
evening mail service, by Great Western Railway, from
Walkerton to Paisley, Port Elgin and Southampton, the
same as at present enjoyed by Walkerton?

Mr. O'CONNOR. The matter referred to in the question
is now engaging the attention of the Post Office Depart-
ment.

Mr. GILLIES enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government, during the current year, to give a daily mail
service between Wiarton and Lion's Head, in the Saugeen
Peninsula ?

Mr. O'CONNOR. I have to answer this question in the
same terms as the previous one asked by the hon. gentleman.

PPRECEDENCE OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that Government

business shall have precedence on Thursdays during the
remainder of the Session.

Motion agreed to.

IMPORTATION OF PICKLED HIERRING.

Now, I have papers in my possession which prove what I
say. I will first read oxtracts from letters f have received
from an overseer of fisheries, who lives on the Labrador
Coast, at Bonne Esperance, in Canada, and who has seen
both Canadian and Newfoundland fishormen at work:

"SoNNz EsPERANcE,
"LABRADoR, 9th February, 1889.

"DiR SIR,-I see in the Chronicle, received yesterday, a notice of a
letter writtenby you tothe Government, on the subject of fisb inspection.

Fishermen will be very thankful, if you would bring this te light.
"We labor under great disadvantages, and cannot compete with

N'ewfoundlanders, who send their fish te Montreal and Quebec, while we,
who have to pay duties, etc., have te pay heavy fees to incompetent fish
inspectors to enable us te sell fish in our own markets.

"My neighbor, Capt. Joy, is an inspecter, (every Newfoundland
captain, Who chooses, eau be appointed).

ca We take herrin'g, it may be friomthesane seine. He simply brands
bis name on his barrels ; they pass into Canada free (2 cents inspection
fee), while we poor Canadians have te subnit te see our fish turned out
on the wharf, and have te pay 50 cents per barrel on an average.

"If some relief cannot be had, by placing the fishermen of both
countries on the same footing in some way, we shall have to sell our
fish to Newfoundlanders, who, by simply placing their names on the
barrels, can pass them through Canada to the west or other markets.

" I do net object te fish inspection, but, in my opinion, it should be
made te apply te all fish from Newfoundland as well as Canada, or else
he muade eptional.

"WM. B. WHITELEY."

"Bossa ESPERACez, 14th October, 1880.

"DKia Sia,-I received your letter of 20th August, and was glad to
hear from you. As regards your enquiries about Capt. Joy :

"He comes every season, in Jone, to Salmon Bay, and carries on
the cod and herring fisheries. He is appointed an inspecter by the
Newfoundland Government, and when he gets herring, inspects them,
and ships them te Quebec or Montreal.

"In the event of any other fisherman having herring te ship, either te
Canada or Newfoundland, all he has te do is te borrow Capt. Joy's
stencil plates, and use themr on his barrels. Salmon, of course, Capt.
Joy bas to leave to the tender mercies of the Canadian inspecter, aise
oils.

"I think it very unjust te the Canadian fisherman, te be forced te pay
an average charge of 50 cents, while herring are landed, it may be from
the same vessel and sold te same parties, which only pay the nominal fee
of 2 cents, because they belong to some Newfoundland concern. • •l•

WM. H. WHITELEY.

"-r, Jous's, NEwFoUNDLAND, January 22nd, 1882.
"DzÂR SR,--

'ý. t.n d i f ahor in'Newfoundlanders possess an adivantage over Canadan isnermen inMr. FORTIN moved for copy of letters, reports or other being able, by branding their name on their barrelg, to get their herring
papers relating to the importation into Canada of pickled into Canada without any inspection fee, a tax which ail Canadian
herring, in barrels or half barrels, or of other kindS of fish fishermen have to pay. Wherever they catch theirfisbtheymay, and they
r N dado sometimes, take them from the same seine, bring them in the samefrom Newfoundland or the Labrador Coast, and the inspec- vessel to Quebec or Montrea, then the Newfoundland brand is rolled

tion Of such fish in Newfoundland or elsewhere, and the away with a nominal charge of two or three cents per barrel, while the

stamping of the barrels or half barrels containing the Canadian must pay, on an average, 50 cents per barrel for the same
sanme b h. .n. herring. Any Newfoundlander, on applieation to bis supplying mer-

ei bythe Inspector of fish and fish ûils i Canada, with chant, can be appointed inspector, and every man who carries on fisherytheir nspection brands. -He said : Before the year 1873 on any large scale can do so, and is an inspector. It is a curions state
the inspection o? fish and fish oils was not compulsory; of things, but it is so.
but there was a fish and fish oil Inspection Law for Lower
Canada and a similar one for Upper Canada. The Maritime'WM. H. WHlTELEI."
Provinces had also a fish and fish oil Inspection Act. In Now, let nie tel! this -House how this imposition is carried on.
1873, a general Act was passed for the whole Dominion, I have a list of all the fishery inspectors of Newfoundland for
making the inspection of fish and fish oil compulsory, and in the year 1880, from which it appears that there are no less
th" year 1874 an Act was passed to make botter provision for than 127. This confirms what Mr. Whiteley says-that
such nspection, most of the Act being the same as the firat every fisherman from that colony who wants to be a fishery
oe. But there was added a clause with reference to New- inspector bas only to apply to the merchant who supplies him,

fOundland herring, which secms very strange to any one and ho becomes inspector of his own fish. Not only is this
acquainted with the fish trade of this country. I was not so in their own country, but many hundreds of Newfound-
in Parliament at the time or I would have opposed it. This landers come and fish on the coasts of Canada, cure and

allue allows the herring taken in Newfoundland by pack their fish thore, brand them, and thon take them to
bewfoundland fishermen to be inspected by their own Quebec or Montreal to sell, whlch ho can do by paying only
1nspectors and to be entered into Canada free two cents of inspection fee; while the Canadian fisherman,
tf inspection. Our inspectors, instead of inspecting these in if ho does not get his fish inspected according to law, and
ah same way as Canadian fish are inspected by law, for which ho pays from 20 to 25 cents a barrel, is liable
oe simply obliged to put a brand on the barrels to have his fish seized. I say it is not fair play. In

0 he paymnt Of only 2 cents per barrel. this a list of the charges paid by Canadian fishermen for the
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nspection of herring is given, and I will read it to the eompelled Io pay, the amount would bave reached thesum
House. It is as follows:- of $26,52.80. But as they wvre charged only 2 cents

1876 Capain . Lahanc, 35 70 they *only paid $2,665.28. The herring taken by Canadian
1876, Gaprain F. Lachance, 350 bbl......... fishrmen. which was nly 40,317 barrls ompaed
1876, Lachance & Dugal, 460 bbls ............. 92
1876, Michaud Coulombe, 200 bbls ...... ,. ............ 40 te the 132,764 barrels froni Newfoundland, paid 8023
1877, Leblanc, 300 bbls......... ................... 60 which shows that 40,317 barrels of Canadian fish paid
1877, Michaud Coulombe, 250 bbls.................... 50
1877, P. Landry, 300.......................... 60 irrels

frem iSewfoundland paid only $2,615, giving a bounty of
I need not read the whole list, but I may say that, in 1878, $23,000 te the f1shermon of Newfoundland te bring their
1879, and 1880, parties froin Quebec who had gone along fish into the country and destroy the trade of Canada. 1 have
the shores of the Gulf to fish for herring, and brought given the figures and a statement for five years, made up by
herring to Quebec, had to pay from 20 to 25 cents per myseif, and which I believe correct. Now, J think I have
barrel for inspection fees. Here is the record of Captain mace eut a case for the attention of the Governient, who
Kennedy, who paid $100 for the inspection of fish on board his I hope, will look into tho matter, and give our fishermen
vessel. I will show the House what a bounty, so to speak, is redress for the injustice comritted "'aint
given to the Newfoundland fishermen to bring into Canada few years. Our tishermen are not se ricl, or do fot make
their fish and destroy the trade of our fishermen. I have enough money to enable them. to stand that treatment. on
been investigating the subject for two years, because I knew the contrary, they ought to be trcat.ed as favorablv as
when I came to bring the subject before the House I would possible by the Government and the country. These New-
have to give the true figures. You might believe that foundland inspectors inspec fish even ha Qucbec. Sometimes
the Government of Newfoundland is very liberal in its they core to that port with fish taken off the coasts of
dealings with this country. Well, let us see, many hon. Canada-perhaps by Canadiun seines and with the help of
members and many fishermen will remember the time when Canadian fishermen- they corne te Quebec boldly on thcir
the Newfoundland Government, not only charged light dues muscle, and sometimes find soma of thoir barrots not branded,
to Canadian vessels on the const where the Government of wben they brand thera there, and the fish receives the inspec-
Canada had buit lighthouses and maintained thent, but tion brand from our own fish inspectors Io.- a 2 cents fée
they charged them double the price paid by Newfoundland oly without having been inspected; it then enters and
vessels. Net only se, but be is what a fisherman that passes as if inspected by Canadian inspecters, and sels as
went inte a Newfoundtand port for the purpose of legitimate high as our wn fh. do hope the Governament will put
trading was called upen to pay. This is an account signed an cnd to this injustice.
by J. P. Kearney, a sub-collector of Labradir on Mr.KILLA M. I have neoubt that the hon. member for
the Newfoundland coast. For 300 cm.pty barrels h Ga-ýpé is fiuly infermed on the subJct on which ho has
was cbarged $35, being 20 per cent. duty on c fpty addressed the foue; and I regret that during .is able
barrels. iRemembor that the vessol nover landed any speech, igbas beend ifficut where I sit, opposite, te catch
of those articles, but went jute the port te get a load the facts and figures ho bas presentoed, and thati o, perhaps,
of fish, by cbauging those articles with the fisherxnen on as neot receivod the attention frein the Government that
shore. Other items are: Salt, 82; fleur, $4; teui, the subjcct deserves. 1 do neot intend te make any
$2.50: seap, 26 cents; tobacco, 88.40; and other items, lengthencd rernarks (,n the subject; but I should like, for à
bringing the ameunt up to 874.52; adding 15 par cent., few moments, t roceive the attention df the hon. member
there is a total of $85.70. ficre is a Canadian trader geing ef the Gevernment, under whose IDepartinent this matter
te the Newfeundland cuast, and ho is madle tepsy on a small ceres, because the subjeet is one ed great importance, and
cargo $85, wtiile Newfoundand fishermen bring their fis- werthy, at east, of some attention. ic had mysef grave
someti nes taken on eur coast, and eranded by our officers- doubts, when the Inspection Act passd, whether the systOn
inte Quehec and Montreal, and are charged only 2 cents; of compulsery inspection couId be properly applid; ad
while our fishermen have te pay f'om 20 te 25 cents. weth r it was likely toe be a snccess, and consnted toe it
I will now give a statement of the hcrring inspected in only under reservation. Mly expericnco of it, up te this
Q uebcc and Monreal, flrst Newffundland horring, and u time, is that it bas nect been a succes. in the firSt place, it
second Canadian herring; I will aise show what eachhbasneot been generally applid fi the co asntry in the
paid, and what a bonus is given, in a certain way, te, secondp lace, whore it bas been applied, it bas been applied
Newfoundlaud fishermen te keep the trade f'm Canadians. in snc a way as net te secure the oject expected.
0f Newfoundland hering there wcore inspccted in Quebec, The character of our fsh the oibeign market and
in 1875, 5m648 barrels; 1876, 4,227 barrels; 1877, 5,262 its price depends, net upon theicharacter given te
barrels; 1878, 1,119w; 1879, 1,803. In Montreal there wre the fish by the brand of thei Canadiav inspect-e
inspected in 1875, 7,687; 1876, 19,526; 1877, 24,831; but upon tbe quality of the fishin s shown by feig
1878, 14,r1 1879, 11,380; making, with the haf-barrels inspection. Without tuching partieularly upenthe
f Newoundlayd herring, in i75, 4t,700; 1876, 24,892; peints advanced by the hon. member feoraspé, I wish te

1877, 32,625; 1878, 16,728, 1879, 13,818 ; total, 132,764. relier te sometbing which cernes more partieual ne
Fermerly the hcrringlisery and trade were very pro- the head of the fisheries of our own coast, ith whichl p1au
ductve in Lower Canada, but when th Newfoundlanders more conversant. The hon. member himfIforill reneifbr
wer alleowed te brig in their fish for 2 cents inspection that, infte consideration of the Inspection Act, the questio
fee, whle Canadians bave te pay 20 or 25 cents, of the inspection fc aupen imperts freingewfoufniand
th table is turned, and many s ourphapitalists had te was taken hp principally witheregard te the, toalift
abandon the business, and the trade wet toe t hands of market, whicgreceives fish from ne fundlad, and

other fishermeni. For that reasen less herring is new reexporting it te the Wst Indies. I suppose a branch of
br2ught into Canada by Canadian fishermen than by New this subjent which des not core se much within the Qllbec
foundiand fishermen The herring brought by Canadian and Meontreal trade as within the ntifax ne. meber
fishermen into Quebeo, from. the Maritime Provinces as well that, we are pnaced w this position: fis cag t ui
asfroe the Guf, but principally from the Province of gurtyeareainspcted; inu the ncxt outy, an
Quebeec, aounted as foellows: 1875, 18,087; 1876, 5,579; 1877, inspector abeen sppointed. I bave net beenedan

l n2o57; 1878, g2465; 1879, 1,649 barrelsi nly a small t oleurn that the nspected fish everireceived any highor
Quebecywantte Montral. If Newfoundland herring award i the iarkets than thoseuinspte f in plac

hOd paid the same inspection fee as our fi neermecn are counties. Beyod that, we bave a large sprig maked

Mr. FoiiTiiq.
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fishery on our Nova Scotia shore. It is a catch of what we
nay call spring mackerel, fish not comonly used in this
country, but which are exported to warmer countries and
sold at a fair price, and in which a very large business is
done, This fishery along our shores employs a large num-
ber of fishermen, particularly in the counties of the
west end of Nova Scotia. I am not myself prepared
to point out or trace the course the mackerel take
on the maritime coast towards the Bay of Chaleurs.
We know that immense shoals of mackerel pass the shores
of Nova Scotia in the spring. They become gradually
larger and fatter fish, and perbaps more valuable as they
reach the Gulf. But at the same time the quality of
fish caught along the western end of Nova Scotia, and
along the eastern shores of the United States, are
valuable for a certain market, and a large amount of money
is invested in the catch. The Inspection Law towards the
fishermen who are employed in this business works in this
way-at least I know it works in this way in my own
locality. The fish are caught in traps, sometimes 20 or
300 barrels in a catch. They are taken up, split, dressed
and put into barrels, green, perbaps the next day, with just
a slight proportion of sait, enough to preserve them lor a
few days, and sent to the American market, the proper
market for fish. It is impossible, as my bon. friend pro-
bably knows very well, to cure these fish in that time, so
that in an ordinary mackerel barrel 200 pounds could ho
put. They have to be thrown in, as it were, and headed
up, sometimes in a slipshod way, but just cured sufficiently
to enable them to reach the Boston market in good condi-
tion. There the fish are weighed, sorted and repacked, and
perhaps, in five or six days after the fish are taken from the
water, they are sold in the south western States. What does
the fish inspector do? Of course the result of the matter
is-I am not laying any blame upon the inspector-but the
result of the system is that the inspector takes from the
fishermen 10 cents a barrel for letting his fish go out of
the country, contrary to law. It simply annoys the fisher-
man without doing him any good. 1 am instancing this
one case out of a number I might give, to show the bearing
of the compulsory Inspection Law. I wish particularly to
call the attention ofthe hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
to this matter. I hope ho will take the matter into his
consideration, and if he does so, I am sure we will have the
practical help of the hon. member for Gaspé - in order to
rermedy the evils complained of, and which exist in the
inspection system all round the coast of the Dominion.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I am sure the facts brought to the
attention of the House by the hon. gentleman, will receive
the careful consideration of the Government. There exists
imded an apparent monopoly on fish coming from New-
foundland, and passing without inspection. There may be
many reasons for that. My hon. frienl knows very well
that some business bouses or companies have so good a
reputation that their produce is always received without
inspection. For instance, I know of some firms on the
Gaspé sea coast, whose dry fish are so good and command
Suclh a price that, when exported into Great Britain, they
are received without inspection, although inspection is com-
PUlsory and very severe on other fish. In two particular
cses the attention of the Government bas already beendrawn to that monopoly, though it i, really trifling. There
inay be sufficient reason for bringing this subject to theattention of the Government, and especially to the Minister
linediately concerned.

31r. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). This is a matter ofcousiderable importance to my own county particularly.
bist year, on a motion, I brought this to the attention ofthe acting Minister of Marine, and ho promised to give it
hoe consideration, but no notice bas beoen taken of it. As
bas been stated by the hon. membey for Yarmouth, the

mackerel fishery was seriously affected by the Inspection
Law. It is carried on in the early part of the season, usually
lasting from five to six weeks. In my own counly
thousands of barrels of mackerel are annually caughl and
sent into the American market. It is only within the ist
year that any attempt has been made to carry out the
Inspection Law in that county. I know that in one case a
charge was made against the Deputy Inspector, and I was
requested to bring it to the attention of the Government
to the effect that be had, in a wholesale manner,
inspected a large quantity of mackerel. The fact
is that the inspection, as now enforced in that
county, is of no value whatever to the packers.
They are called upon to pay 10 cents a barrel for an
inspection that is of no value in the Boston market. The
local brand, of some packers, has more weight with the
Boston purchasers. Almost all the mackerel sent out of
the county of Shelburne, are taken into the Boston market,
where they bave to be reinspected by the Boston inspectors
before sale in that market. I trust the Government will
enquire into this matter, and remedy a great injustice to
that branch of our fisheries.

Motion agreed to.

PROVINCIAL RAILWAYS.

Mr. BLAKE. I observe by the public press that a reso-
lution has been passed by the Order in Council on the sub-
ject referred to in .the motion I am about to move, accom-
panied with a request that it should be transmitted to His
Excellency the Governor General, for the purpose of sub-
mission to this Parliament. I therefore move for a copy of
any resolution of any Provincial Legislative body trans-
mitted to His Excellency on the subject of the exercise by
the Parliament of Canada of the power to declare provincial
railways to be for the general advantage of Canada, and of
any correspondence in connection with any such resolution.

Motion agreed to.

LAND SOLD TO TR1E CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY COMPANY.

Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement of the total quantity
of land agreed to be sold by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, the total price agreed to be paid therefor during
each month up to the 1st day of March, 1882, distinguishing
between the sales of farming lands and those of town, vil-
lage or station lots, wood land, minera), quarry lands, and
other special sales, and including the quantities and prices
realized for lands in which the company became interested
by agreements in connection with the location of sta-
tions. He said : I observe that large sales are said
to be made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of
the lands which they have received and are to receive under
their contract, and that very considerable sales have been
made of special lots as well as agricultural lots. It is, of
course, important to know from time to time the progress
of these operations. We are interested in the transactions
as to the sales of land in view of the regulations and
arrangements as to tolls and traffic, as well as to the other
questions which arise under the contract, and may observe
that it is important to learn the prices realized for lands in
which the Company becomes interested by agreements
in connection with the location of stations. If I am
rightly informed, a sum not far from 81,000,000
has been paid either by actual receipts or by
agreements for sale in connection with station lands,
and it is expected, under the operation of the contract
and of the administration of Dominivn lands, that
very large sums will be made on the lands through the
prairie country generally, not merely wita respect to lands
which the Company itself owns, but also with respect to
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Dominion lands on the alternate sections which
adjoin station grounds. This is a subject of no
insignificant importance. My own belief is-I have
a notice on the paper on the subject, but I mention this as
relevant to the motion-that unless Ibe system be changed
the wholo advantage due to the enhanced value of the
Dominion lands around the stations to be fixed on the
Canadian Pacific Railway, will go to the Company instead
of the public, and that a very large sum indeed, will be
realized from station lands-a sum which by itself will go
very far to construct the railway over the country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In the absence of the hon.
Minister of the Interior, I may say that there will be no
objection to the motion, and that all the information which
bas been asked for, so far as it is in the possession of the
Government, will be brought down, and any information
which is not in the possession of the Government wo will
endeavor to obtain.

Motion agreed to.

REPORT ON COURTNEY RIVER, BRITISII
COLUMBIA.

Mr. BUNSTER moved for Dominion Agent's report on
Courtney River, in Comox District; also, to state which was
the lowest tender for the clearing of said river. le
said-: I ask for these papers in the interest of a very
thriving settlement, who consider that they have
been greatly abused by not having this river attended to.
It would shorten the distance they would have to come to
market, by about seven miles, and allow the farmers of the
district to make three or four trips a day instead of making one
trip, as at present, and that over a very bad road. As I urider-
stand it, the Dominion Government are obliged to keep all
navigable rivers open. A fewyears ago this river wasnavi-
gable for vessels drawing as much as twelve feet, but from
the falling in of trees and the carelessness of lumbermen it
bas been allowed to become obstructed. A sum lias been
placed in the Estimates year after year for the purpose of
clearing it ont, but it bas not been expended. I believe a
Dominion Agent was sent by the hon. the Minister of Public
Works to report on the matter, but I consider that he did
not do his duty, as if ho had advertised for tenders the sum
which was placed in the Estimates, and the contributions of
settlers, together, would have made the river navigable.
The matter is also of importance because the iiver is one
which will contribute to the wealth of the Dominion by its
salmon fisheries.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The papers will be brought
down, and when they are brought down the bon. gentleman
will sec that, if a discussion is to take place, it had better
take place when the vote for the estimate is considered.

Motion agreed to.

EXPENDITURE ON COWICIIAN RIVER, BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

Mr. BUNSTER moved for a copy of all statements show-
ing, in detail, the money expended on Cowichan River, and
surveyor's report as to whether the said river was com-
pleted as per contract, and how much money was paid out
of the sum voted for its improvement. He said: This is a
motion which I should probably have made last year or the
year before. The late Govern ment granted a sum of money
far the purposo of clearing out this river- a sum something
like $1,)00. I never could get full details on the subject so
as to satisfy my constituents as to how the money was
expended, but, one thing is certain, the river never was
properly cleared out. The river leads to a large lake,
twenty miles long by ton or fifteen wide, and opens up a
large tract for settlement. When this river is cleared out, J
it will open up a section of country which will contri bute a

Mr. BLAmm.

great deal more to the revenue of the country than the
Government will have to spend in performing the work.
It is declared a navigable river, and, therefore, it is the dutv
of the Domirnion Government to have it cleared out.

Motion agreed to.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF MANITOBA.

Mr. SCHULTZ moved the reading of the journals of this
House on Monday, March 7th, 1881, so far as the same
relate to the petition of Henry J. Clark, Q.C., and others, of
Winnipeg, Province of Manitoba, setting forth certain
charges against the Honorable Edmund Burk Wood, Chief
Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench for the Province of
Manitoba.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not observe that the hon. gentleman
who has made this motion has followed it up with a notice
of any motion proposing to take any further step upon the
reading of the petition, nor do I conceive-subject to your
decieion, Mr. Speaker-that it would be competent for him
te take any further step without giving notice. We are
dealing with a very grave question, a question involving the
mode in which a Judge shall be dealt with. We bave had
two instances in the history of this Parliament-one during
the former reign of bon. gentlemen opposite, and one when
the hon. member for Lambton was in power-in which this
question came up, and a certain course of procedure was
established in regard to it. I ask hon. gentlemen opposite
whether they have considered the propriety of allowing the
reading of this petition to take place, unlezs it be accom-
panied with some further step.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not bad my
attention called especially to the practice, and I cannot say
whether this is an improper motion or not. Of course, we
have to proceed with great circumspection in any charge
brought before the House in respect to the position of a
Judge; we must not allow any technical objection to prevent
substantial justice being exercised towards him. I am not
aware whether my bon. friend who makes this motion is
prepared to make a further motion just now, or whether, if
he is prepared to make that motion, he could do so without
having given notice.

Mr. BLAKE. I submitted that point to Mr. Speaker,
and I understood Mr. Speaker to assert that no such motion
could be made without motion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it would be
unfortunate in the interests of justice that there should be
any error in proceeding against a Judge, and therefore I
would ask my bon. friend to allow his motion to stand over,
in order that he may give notice of any motion which he
may intend to make aftor the reading of the journals.

Mr. SCHULTZ. It was my intention to follow the
adoption of this motion with a motion for a Committee; but
in view of the suggestion of the right hon. leader of the
Government, I am willing that the present motion should
stand.

Mr. MILLS. Betore the order is disposed of, I would
ask whether the Government have not received a reply to
this petition, and whether that ought not to be laid before
Parliament, belore any further action is taken.

Mr. BLAKE. That is one of the addresses which have
been passed, but to which as yet no answer las been
received.

Motion allowed to stand.

DAMAGES ALONG TUE GRAND RIVER.

Mr. McCALLUM, in moving for copies of ail repor
made by James Cowan, Esq., Dominion Arbitrator, On the
claims of the inhabitants for damages sustated a ho g
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Grand River, on the upper level of the Welland, by the I notice that we -do hereby, on behalf ofthe said Minister of Public Works,
rising of the water for canal purposes, said : I make this tender you the sum of $20 in full satisfaction of all damages which yourt a a nont have or may hereafter sustain by reason of the washing, overflowing or
motion in order to draw the attention of the Government to submerging of your land, being the south nart of lot six, in the third
the great injustice which has been done to the people I have concession of the township of North Cayuga, by the waters of the
the honor to represent. The late Government, in 1874, Grand River ; also the sum of $95 in full satisfaction of all damages
traise the dam across the Grand which you have or may hereafter sustain by reason of the washing,
considered it expedient to overflowing or submerging of your land, being south part of lot number
River, in order to supply the Welland Canal with water for seven in the third concession of the township of North Cayuga, by the
navigation, as well as for manulacturing puroses. In con- waters of the Grand River, and that we consider the said sums of $20oo -and $95 respectively to be reasonable compensation in the premises, and
sequence of that action, lands along the e land Canal and further, that the question as to the amount of the said damages will be
the Grand River were submerged, the barns referred to the arbitrators duly appointed under the Act in that behalf
and bouses of the inhabitants in some instances unless you accept the said sum of money within ten days after the ser-
being washed away. I called the attention of the Mackenzie vice of this notice upon yon.
Government to the matter, and they appointed arbitrators Dated this 26th day ofSeptember, A.1D, 1877.

to look into these claims. I moved for the instructions given A. LISTON,
to the valuators, but they were not in the Department, and J VaL ators.
I believe no instructions were given to them. Only one DÂviD Rxi, township of South Cayuga.
class of damage is covered; that is the land submerged. This gentleman has not obtained redress yet, and I call upon
They did not take any account of the lands washed away the hon. the finister of Railways to look into this matter.
by the action of the water, and if ihey had any instructions I suggest that ho should send a valuator at once and remedy
as to that matter, they must have been verbal instructions. the grievances, which could be done without the expenditure
They undertook to do justice to the people by taking of much money. I understand there is a report by Mr.
receipts in full as well for the damage created by the wash- Cowan, one of the Dominion Arbitrators, in the possession
ing away of the banks as well as by the lands being sub- of the Department of Railways and Canals on this subject,
merged. I cannot do better than read one of the receipts and I therefore move that it be brought down.
presented to a gentleman who suffered damage. He was Motion agreed to.offered a small sum of money as damages for his land having
been submerged, and for having had part of bis farm washed RETIRING ALLOWANCES 0R SUPERANNUA TIONSaway by the action of the water, and they wanted to take
his receipt in full, including damages sustained from the Mr. KAULBACII, in moving for a return showing the sum
washing away of the banks. The receipt reads as follows :- total paid each year by the Government for ail allowances

KNow all men by these presents, that I, David Reid, of the township or compensations granted as retiring allowances or super-
of North Cayuga, in the county of Haldimand, in the Province of annuations, in ail services, from the 30th June, 1873, to the
Ontario, farmer, in consideration of the sum of $115, to me in hand 30th June, 1881 ; also, for a similar return ofpaid by Her Majesty the Queen, the receipt whereof is hereby acknow-aIl
Jedged, have released and forever discharged, and hereby for myselfa monys paid by the Government as pensions,
'Dy heirS, executors, administrators, and assigns, do release and forever. said : The systei of superannuations is looked upon by
discharge Her Majesty the Queen, her heirs and successors, of and from many with much disfavor, and is a theme worthy of' beingale aiy orc aims which cneorhave or may hereafer havehagainst fHer carefully considered and discussed, in order that this louseMlajesty, her heirs and successors for ail damagos which 1 have or ruayhereafter sustain or suffer, by reason of my land, situate on the Grand and the country may be botter satisfied than at present, thatRiver, being overfdowed or submerged by the waters of the said Grand the system should be still continued. With a reckless

Riadetothe ei hoftheda n einh a h dto unscrupulous and extravagant Government-which, I amheiht f te am at snville, which said land 50 over-flowed or submerged, may be described as follows, that is to say the happy to say, we are not having at the present, but under
8outh part of lot six in the third concession of the township of North the wise and careful management of our right hon. and
CaYun ip aorth uga.part of se dia te cover /i daae fis the respected leader, a prudent and economical one-tbe door is

/rom wah o/lbanks or in any other way by reason of said addition. opened widely for much favoritism and corruption, which,
INowitness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this without it, could not exist. This House is aware that the
RY of0etober, A.D., 1877.impression prevails abroad that in numberless instancesSigned seaed and delivered in under other Governments, officials have been dismissed from

dutlicate, lpresence cf i
It appears it was the intention to pay the property holders
they for the land submerged, but the valuators added
the words in writing:

nThiy discharge to cover ail damage arising from wash of banks, or inRUY Other way by reason of said addition."
This receipt I find is dated October, 1877. The gentlemanrfeerred to refused to take the amount of money offered.othe Valuator of that day threatened him with law, or, inOtier words, gave him notice that if he did not accept this"Iall sum for the damages done him, the matter would bereferred to the Arbitrators of the Dominion. When thelate Goverlnment was in power, I called their attention totus tnatter, but, from that day to this, the gentleman hasflot obtained redress. I now call upon the Government tooruedy this grievance; of course, the damages took placeWhar the Government of the hon. member for Lambton
"f88 in power, but it is about time it should be settled. I
ilnha and the notice which the valuators gave to the
ab tants, setting forth that if they did not agree torefeptthe small sum mentioned, the matter would bereferred to arbitration. The notice reads as follows

* Archibald Livinoton and James P. Lister, valuators dul[
üyuted*on bealf of the Dominion Governmea; do hereby, on behalfUiaister of Public Works for the Dominion of Canada, give you

.IUe awu ruen uua or}peLLLonu1U-more cpi uperiy
speaking, 'Ishelved "-weIl qualitied to diseharge tic duties
required of them, and others are pianted virtualiy iess capable
of' filling the position than their predecessors. Yet, in ordor
to give the party position and influence, resort is very Ire-
quently had te tis unfertunate privilege for unfair practice.
Now, can any one tell me what benefit is derived from this
system other than a personal interest of thc staff of
employes ? JJoos tic widow of the pensioned, after is
deccase, reccive any benefit f roma this system ? I will
answer-No, net in any way. The poor widow and fatherless
chiîdren have te battie their way through thus bard, cold
world, the best they can, without a dollar of aid from this
service. Thon I ask why cherish the system any longer ?
I have a great respect for old age, and would be the Iast te
discard an officiai, or recemmend bis dismissal from office
wereie capable and willing te discharge the duties satisfac-
toriry and wea. But I think we can impreve the present
condition of things very onsiderably, and which I considor
to be a stop in the right direction, wre we teo discard the
system entirey, except as respects those already on the lista
as officias, who have been and sth are centributors te the
und; and letting i be understood in future, that ail parties
taking office take it teperform the work simply for the saary
it offers, as a doctor or a clergyman would accepth lsaposi.
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tion, and if, through physical infirmity or advanced age, ho
becomes unequal to the work required of him, then to vacate
the position and make room for others. Thus, by this open,
fair, square system, officials would botter underrtand their
positions, and would feel satisfied to lay by, of their earnings
each year, for a rainy day, by investment in the Govern-
ment Savings' Bank, or any other security they may think
proper, which would be a sort of sinking furnd from which to
derive a revenue when disabled through illness, or when the
evening of their day arrives and their sun is well nigh set.
Now, as the present system is unpopular, and by many
considered often improperly made use of by Governments to
serve private and party ends, a "behind the curtain scene,"
I would certainly recommend that some measure be adopted
at an early day to block out an improvement.

Motion agreed to.

TIIOMAS POTTS OF ST. JOHN, N.B.

Mr. ANGLIN moved for copies of all correspondence
between Thomas Potts, of St. John, N.B., and the hon. the
Finance Minister, the hon. the Postmaster General, and the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture, or any officers in their
Departments, regarding the destruction or abstraction of
letters addressed to him from the Department of Agricul-
ture. lIe said : Some years ago, Thomas Potts, of St.
John, N. B., who had been for some time in the employ of
the Government as an Immigration Agent in England,1
returned home, having been relieved from bis position.
Ho continued for some time expecting an appointment fromi
the Government, and on December 3rd, 1880, ho received a!
letter from the hon. the Finance Minister, informing him
that the Minister of Agriculture had agreed to appoint him
an Immigration Agent to the castern States, but did not
wish the fact made known until the appointment was made,
as he would be deluged with applications. This intimation
caused Potts to await quietly for some time a notification of
his appointment. He, however, made preparations to accept i
the office and discharge bis duties. He left his house, and,
I suppose, disposed of some of his furniture, continuing to
await the notification until the following March. On March
the 3rd a letter was written to him, which he roceived some
days after, informing hirn that an official letter was sent to
him some time before appointing him Immigration Agent,i
but that nothing had beon heard from him in reply. lHe
received the letter in Fredericton, but telegraphed imme-
diately to the Department that no official document had
reached him, and that lie would write. He did write, after
calling on the Postmaster at St. John, who told him that
no such letter had reached that office, or it would have been
delivered to him. Mr. Potts then, on March 14th, received
a letter written by Mr. Carrier, im which ho was informed
that not only was a letter, dated 8th of January, written to
him and mailed to his address, but two official lotters were
subsequently sent him.

Mr. POPE (Compton). That is wrong; thcre was only
one official letter.

Mr. ANGLIN. Mr. Currier's lotter rends:
"Ir am to inform you that an official letter was mailed to you on the

8th January last. and addressed St. John, N.B., and also to state that
two official letters were subsequently sent yon."

Mr. POPE. That is wrong.
Mr. ANGLIN. That is the statement of Mr. Currier,

the Private Secrotary of the Minister of Agriculture. Mr..
Potts was, of course, surprised at this, and ho immediately
telegraphed to the Minister of Finance, informing him, at
least, so he says, that ho had not received those letters. Ie
added that ho was still awaiting ·instructions, and
sincerely trusted that circumstances, over which ho bad no
control, would not b allowed to inflict such an injury upon
him as his deprival of the office expected, to which letter

Mr. KAULBAc1.

there was no reply. However, ho continued to make further
application on the subject. Mr. Currier again wrote to
him on the 14th of March, 1881, as follows:-

"Mr. Pope desires to acknowledge your telegram of the 9th and letter
of the same day, aud, in .eply, I am t inform you that an official letter
was mailed you on the 8th of Januarv last, addressed St. John, and
aNo to state that two official letters were subsequently sent to you."

Again, Sir, Mr. Lowe writes in reply to another application:
" As respects our several communications, I may tell you that I wrote

that official letter of 8th January, by the direction of the hon. the M.
iNter of Agriculture."

And there is another thing. Ho says:
" The second letter referred to by yonu, dated March 3rd, was aiso

intended to be signed by me. It was written by the shorthand writer,
and I can very easily understand the accident of its having Blipped lu
the mail without any signature."

He says that the three letters were written to Mr. Pope, and
Mr. Pope thon says that no reply was ever reccived to any
of these letLers. But Mr. Lowe writes:

"I could not tell you its precise date, the date of the last letter, but
I did feel surprised at not getting an answer from you; and Mr. Pope
spoke to me three or four times on the subject. It was in the early
part ofMarch that Mr. Pope sent Mr. Daley, the agent at Montrear, to
do the duties which he had designed that you should do."

Mr. Potts, in anc of the letters ho did receive, was told that
in consequence of the delay, the hon. the Mirister of
Agriculture found it necessary to appoint another person
to the office that Mr. Potts was expected to have received,
and that nothing could be done just then in his behalf. It
does seen toe U a very extraordinary thing that those three
letters, all having the deparlmental and official marks upon
them, should have cbeen lost in transmission through the
post office. lle believes great injury was done to hirnself
by the fact of thoe.c letters being somehow prevented from
reachmng him. He demanded an investigation in the
mater, not only on his own behalf, but aiso on behalf of the
publIe, for he naturally assumed that great injury was done
to the public, if the Post Office Department was so ad-
ministered that letters of that character could be abstracted
or destroyed in transit. It was a remarkable presumption of
a reasonable cause of complaint, and ho applied to the PosL-
master General of that time (Sir A. Campbell), making
strong representations on the subject. Before ho wrote to
the Commisioner, he wrote again to the hon. the Miister
of Finance, under date of the 15th of April. In that ho
takes strong ground. le says:

I think that it will be universallv conceded that no department Of
the public s-rvice can afford to condone crime, or pass lightly over
offences in its subordinates whieh would consign private individuals tO
penal servitude."

e-le was strongly under the impression that there was a
wilful or deliberate withholding or destruction of those
tiree letters. Mr. Lowe's explanation in regard to that is
that the letters were entrusted to Mr. Small, the accountant
of the Department, and that Mr. Small stated, in the presence
of the hon. the Minister of Finance, that ho actually did mail
those letters.

Mr. POPE. No; one of them.
Mr. ANGLIN. But that one, Mr. Potts asserts, never

reached him. H made application again to Sir A.
Campbell, demanding further investigation, and declariIg
that there must be one or other of the Departments utterly
unworthy of public confidence. le was led to the cO"'
clusion that the letters were destroyed by some persons. 1
the Department. Ho demanded a full and thorough enquilY.
Some enquiry, it appears, was made, but Mr. White Of
Department writes to him as follows:-

"IT have the honor to inform you that full enquiry bas beenl ade for
the missing letters, mailed a t Ottawa, from the L0epartmnent of A.grtOli
tu.r to your address at St. John, N.B., to which you refer'a
communication of the 27th of March, but I regret t set
intelligence of them has been receired."
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Mr. Potts thinks it very extraordinary that it is so utterly that they remembered mailing the letter; I believe the letter
impossible to trace letters, and especially letters of this was mailed and that it was taken out of the post office, per-
character, letters whieh naturally catch the eye of any haps, by some one else bearing Mr. Potts' name.
person handling them, inasmuch as they had usually the Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. the Minister of Agriculture
official endorsation and departmental marks. He thinks misunderstands me if.he assumes that I make any charge
that it is in the publie interest that some further stops against any officer in his Department. Nor does Mr. Pott
should be taken in this matter, to obtain a more thorough himself make any charge with regard to these letters. He
and searching investigation. He cannot bolieve it possible says that they miscarried ; that they must have been
that, in any of the Departments of the Goverument of abstracted or destroyed, and that therefore there must have
Canada, letters of this kind could be destroyed, and ali been wrong doing, and that if so, the wrong-doer should be
trace of them lost. He uses strong language, and says that discovered and punished. He thinks it a most extraordi-some parties render themselves liable to penal servitude. nary thing that three letters, all relating to the same sub-
The hon. the Finance Minister then writes to hIlm as ject, and bearing the official stamp, and one that would be
follows- remarked should have been mislaid, and that no trace can

"Since may return to Ottawa, I have had personal comnunication be found of who is responsible in the matter. Whether Mr.
with the hon the Minister of Agriculture, and the officiais of the Post Potts would or would riot have accepted the situation I am
Office Department, touching the investigation that has taken place
referring to the non-delivery to you of letterswritten you bytheoflicials not very able to say, but judging by the correspondence it
of the Department of Agriculture. I regret that they have completely seems to me that he was very anxious to obtain it. It was
failed to trace the abstraction or destruction of the letters referred to, stated to him in the letter of the hon. the Finance Minister,to any party in or out of the same. The case is a mysterious one I of December 3rd what the position would ho, and liesays
admit, and the operation bas been so cleanly performed that I feel the
guilty party will not be discovered. I do not know what further steps ho macl preparations to enter on the discharge
can be taken." of his duties whenever his notification should arrive. He
Well, Sir, it may bo difficult to know what further si waited for that notification, the hon. the Finance Minister
can be taken; but I would like, by making this motion and telling him that the hon. the Minister of Agriculture did
asking for these papers, to stimulate the energies and per- not wish hm t make is appointment known, as, if known,ceptive powers of the hon. gentlemen, who as heads of those it would rush on other applications. Now, if the whole
Deiartments, are responsible, not only to Mr. Potts, who case has ot been fabricated for the purpose of making
has lost his situation, but also, I think they wili admit trouble, ho was evidently willing to accept that position,
responsible to the public at large for the proper administra- though the hon. Minister thinks he was not. He bas applied
tion of affairs in their Departments. I therefore beg lcave repeatedly to have a thorough investigation made. The
to move for copies cf aIl correspondence between Tho ias hon. the Minister of Agriculture wants to know what I
Pots , of St. John, N.B., and tho hon. the Finance intend to do further. I may say as I said before, that one
Minister, the hon. the Postmaster General, and the fi my objects in making tht motion was that, perhaps, I
hon. the Minister of Agriculture, or any officers inr miglit stimulate the hon. gentleman himself a little, and the
their Departments, regarding the destruction or abstraction present hon. Postnaster General, as the persons most inter-
of letters addressed to him from the Department of Ag-i- ested in maintaining the character of their Departments, to
culture. make some further and more thorough enquiry, in order,

if possible, to discover how and by whom the letters wereMr. POPE. In the first place I would like to know what lost, or mislaid or destroyed. I confess that I, cannot seemy hon. fnend intends to do ? What action is he going to very clearly what more I can do in the matter than I amtake in this matter? So far as these letters are concernedl, now doing. Mr. Potts is a gentleman with whom the hon.there was but one letter that was an official letter, the the Minister of Agriculture was well acquainted. H1eetter, I think, of the 8th of January. In the clearest served under him with entire acteptance, as the phrase goes,manner possible he accused the office of my Departme nt of and has always, I believe, been regarded as a gentleman of
makting away with these letters. If men are going .o do very conisiderable intelligence and a great deal of energynything like a crime they usually have sorne motive for it. and a very use! ul public officer. Mr. Potts is well knowndihy should these mon make away with a letter that I bal in St. John, and it is not at all probable that any other gen-directed to ho sent to this Mr. Potts? Mr. Poits had been tleman of bis name could have received all these letters. Ifagent lm England for some time, ho had applied for the he had received the other letters they would be an intima-agency again. At that time we were not sending travelling tion to him that the third letter, which was official, hadagaentsaway, but we had decided to circulate in the New been sent, and would enable him at once to communicateErgland &ates certain handbills and certain information with the Department, but that three letters, all bearing onteharding the North-West in order to induce people to go to this subject and all forwarded at various times, should bethe North-West from the New England States. This posi- mislaid, is certainly, as the hon. the Finance Minister him-

the lou ered te Mr. Potts for four months. I leave it to self admits, a very mysterious affair. I hope a thoroughBouse whether it is at all likely that the gentlemen in investigation wili be made. I may say that I have no per-Y Office had ary interest that would induce them to make sonal interest in the matter. Mr. Potts simply requestedasabYwith a letter of that kind. I ask if it is not me to bring it before the House as he thinks that the publicuneaon able for the hon. gentleman to stand up there have a right to know the way in which matters are done inaId talk about mon who never thought of any the Departments of the Government. Hie thinks a greati as if they Lad committed a crime. This wrong has been done, and that it is a pitiable thing, anrim v which, if proved against him, would send intolerable thing, that the Government of this countryhi1 five er ol)ittir a,
e tr penitentiary, and the hon. gentleman should have te confess that they are unable to provide acrime was lieughe does not say positively-that the remedy for such a wrong.

stair o mmitted by a man who never had the slightest
hle on his character. As to Mr. Potts, the best proof that, Motion agreed to.
offered a b ground of complaint, was the fact that he was BILLS INTRODUCED.
that lie r position and refused it, and it is not likely
tron hwould have accepted an inferior one. It is my The following Bills (froln the Sonate) were severally

0 c at pS on that the letters were taken out of the post introduced and read the first time:name. I S John, by some one else beuring Mr. Potts' Bill (No. 107) respecting harbor and river police ofhave the declaration of Mr. Lowe and Mr. Small, Canada.-(Mr. McLelan.)
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Bill (No. 108) respecting Fugitive Offenders in Canada Session, amended the Iaw of evidence in civil cases L;()aste

from other parts of Her Majesty's Dominions.-(Sir John A. permit certain persons to make them compeliable te give
Macdonald.) evidence, who were not competent before the passing of

Bill (No. 109) to amend and further to continue in force, that Act. It is now the law of Ontario:
for a limited time, the Act respecting the Administration "If in any court of justice, any person called togve evidenceina
of Criminal Justice in the Territory in dispute between the proceeding in respect of which this Legisiature hasjurisdiction to enact
Governments of the Provinces of Ontario and Manitoba.- as is in this section enacted, sha object to take an oath, or shah be
(Sir John A. Macdonald.) objected to as incompetent to take an oath, stch person shal, ifBi (No. 110) t further amnd "Tho Seaen's Act,JudgesatieEd that the taking of an oath wold haveBill(No 110 tofurter men "Th Sen-ie's cti o bndig effeci on his conscience, make the t'ollowingt promise, affr-
1873."-(Mr. McLelan.) mation and declaration:Ilsolemnly promige, affirm and declare that

Bill (No. 111) to amend the Act 40 Victoria, Chapter theevidence given by me to the Court shah be the trutJ, the whole
30, intituled"An Act te make provision agaInft truth, and ot oing but the truth'

the improper use of fire-arms." -(Sir John A . Macdonald.)
Bill (No. 112) respecting County Court Judges.-(Sir

John A. Macdonald.)
Bill (No. 113) to amend the Act incorporating "The

Canadian Steam Users Insurance Association," and to
change the name of the Company to "The Boiler Inspec-
tion and lnsurance Company of Canada."-(Mr. Beaty.)

NAVIGATION ACT.

Mr. McCALLUM, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 82) to amend the Act 43 Victoria Chapter 29, respecting
the navigation of Canadian waters, said: The object of this
Bill relates to the responsibility of vessel owners for damages
in cases of collision, and is to assimilate our law, to that of
the United States. As the law now stands, it is unjust to
Can'adian owners, as it makes them responsible to the
extent of $32.92 a ton, on the registered tonnage of the
vessel, while American vessel owners are responsible only
to the value of the vessel. The object of the Bill is to make
our law similar to that of the Unted States.

Mr. McLELAN. As my attention has only now been
called to this Bill, I would ask the hon. gentleman to allow
it to stand over.

Order allowed to stand.

MOTION FOR A RETURN.

The following motion for a return was agreed to:-
Copies of all despatches between the Governments of'

Canada and of Manitoba, and of all correspondence between
members of such Governments, and of all Orders in Council
in reference te the extension of the boundaries of
Manitoba; and, aiso, in reference to further grants of
money, or other aids, to that Provinco.-(Mr. Blake.)

House adjourned at 5.40 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TnuasDAY, 16th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYRas.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time :-

Bill (No. 114) respecting the Quebec, Montreal and
Ottawa Railway.-(Mr. Abbott.)

EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton), moved for leave to
introduce Bill (No. 115) to amend the law of evidence in
criminal cases. He said: I may say that my object in
introducing the Bill is to conform with the low of civil cases
in Ontario. The Legislature of that Province, at its last

Mr. ANGLIN.

That being the law in civil cases, I submit that it is desir-
able that the law should be amended so as to apply the
same provision in criminal cases, and,if the Bill becomes
law, I shall ask that it apply only to the Province of
Ontario, as I understand that there is not a similar law to
the one from which I have quoted in any of the other
Provinces of the Dominion.

Bill introducod and read the first time.

FRENCI TRANSLATION OF THE DEBATES.
Mr. FISET. Mr. Speaker, I wish to call your attention

to the French version of the Hansard. I would like to know
wby that translation is so much bohind hand this year.
The same complaint was made last year, yet the transla-
tion was more advanced at the same date than it is this
year. To date, we have not yet one hundred pages of the
French version of the Blansard.

Mr. DESJAIRDINS. 1r. Speaker, in the absence of the
Chairman of the Committec, I have te state that these de-
lays have been repeatedly pointed out. I have taken in-
formation with regard to the reasons which prevent the due
distribution of these debates, and I find that to-day there are
130 pages of them translated, but yet to be printed ; so that
if any blame is to be attacbed to any one, it is to the print-
cr. I have informed the Clerk of the House of the com-
plaint made, and I trust that steps will be taken t> remedy
this delay, which is much.to be regretted.

WAYS AND MEANS-TiE BUDGET.
House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion

of Sir Leonard Tilley : That Mr. Speaker do now leave the
Chair for the House to go into Committee to consider the
Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be granted Io
Her Majesty.

Mr. RYKERT. Mr. Speaker, so many able speeches
have been made during the present debate, and so much
ground has been covered by hon. gentlemen on this side
of the House who have discussed the policy of the present
Government, that I find some difficulty in knowing what
course to take on the present occasion. I desire not to tres-
pass on the ground already so well occupied by the hon.
gentlemen who have preceded me in the debate. I shall
probably take a different linoeof argument in defence of the
policy of the Government from what I had otherwise taken
had 1 spoken at an earlier stage of the debate. I shail
endeavor to show wbat are the antecedents of those men who
are now attempting to form public opinion in this country,
and who so kindly offer their advice on this important ques-
tion. I shall endeavor to show, out of their own mouths,
that the policy of the Government is acceptable to thepeoPae,
and that the National Policy has been a success, se far
the action of the Government is concerned; and I think
can satisfactorily prove to the louse and the countrv tat
the gentlemen now occupying the Treasury benches are
fairly entitled to ask for a renewal of the confidence
reposed in them on the 17th of September, 1878-
The discussion so far has, no doubt, taken a very.wide range-
The Budget debate was anticipated by my hon. friend from
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South Brant (Mr. Paterson), for what cause I cannot elevation of the standard? There was a celebrated trial in
possibly understand, unless to show to the louse and to the the city of London, familiarly known as the ICome-along-
country, probably, that he is best qualified to occupy the John" trial, in which a large amount of corruption is shown.
position of Finance Minister when the time may come for On that occasion Mr. Mowat attempted tojustify the course
hon. gentlemen on the opposite side of the House to be his friends lad pursued in violating one of the important
called to this side; that, however, I think, lies in the remote principles of the Reform party; and this is what le said:
future. These hon. gentlemen, in the discussion of the "WelI, it got over the country that our opponents would spend money.
Budget brought down by the hon. the Finance Minister, Well, full of this idea, a good many Reformera spent noney; some $5,
have entirely lost sight of the fact that the question of the some $10 to purchase votes. 1 am afraid in London we "peut more money
National Policy was fairly and squarely tried by the electors (cheers and laughter); but 1 consider that the expenditure of money
in 1878, and that the people then rendered a verdict not only under such cireumatancee was quite justified, considering the antecedenta
upon the question of Protection and Free Trade, but also upon
the merits and demerits of the late Administration. They That is the testimony of the Premier of the Province of
have endeavored in this debate to draw aside public atten- Ontario. The hon. member for Lambton also laid down the
tion from the great issues before the country; they have proposition that the policy of the Liberal party was to make
endeavored to draw a red herring across the trail, hoping Parliamentary Government supreme, and to take from
thereby to escape the responsibility cast on them by the the Government ail power to use the people's
electoirs. But what has been the most extraordinary cir- money without a direct vote of Parliament. I
cumstance, to my mind, throughout this whole debate, is need not refer the hon, gentleman to that cela-
that the leader of the Opposition bas so far remained silent. brated instance when ho expended $300,000 without
It may be, Sir, that lie is framing a policy to launch upon asking Parliament for its consent. I refer te the Fort
this House and the country before the close of the debate; Frances Locks. Imight go on and point to the ground
but so far he las allowed the lieutenants and subordinates taken by the hon, gentleman in building tle Pacific
of bis party to discuss the question, without offering one Telegraph Line, and also in regard to the Georgian Bay
single word to show what are bis views on the fiscal policy of Brandi, Vo show hew the lon, gentleman failed to carry out
the Government. The hon. member for Lambton, a few that doctrine. 1 ahnply point to those facta Vo show the coun-
nights ago, uttered a mournful dirge over the downfall of his try that, when lon, gentlemen opposite, on every public
Governinent, and with his usual boldness-if I may use that platform, declare that the Reform party feu sacrificing no
expression, and I do not do so in an offensive way-asserted principles, those hon, gentlemen lad no principles
that his Government fell without sacrificing any prin-wlatever, whicl they did not violate at one time or another.
ciple. That remark must have struck every gentleman in There can be no doubt that those hon, gentlemen feel sema-
this House with astonishment. Hon. gentlemen who know what chagrined and mortîfied at tie defeat they sustained,
the record of the country during the five years these gentle- and hope by some means or other to return to the Treasury
men were in power, must recollec that Lhey violently cüast bonies. Some hon, gentlemen say that tus Goverument
aside every political principle whiich they held dear w hile ascended to power on false pretences. I sbould like to know
on the Opposition side of the House ; every principle these what tiose false pretences were. Will some Ion, gentleman
gentlemen laid down for the guidance of Constitutional kindly tell us what hey are? If hey are not prepared to
Government one after another was shamefully cast aside. do so, then it must be ield tiat Vhe assumptien made by them
I could point probably to a dozen or more planks of the Re- is for party purposes. They know rigit woll tiat the isiues
form platform as laid down by them on different occasions, before the country were, viz.:-Vte fiscal policyof Vhe Oppo-
which were broken as soon as they entered office. I need sition, as laid down by the proposition of te riglt bon. leader
only refer to one or two of those planks in order to satisfy of Vie Government in its resolutions of 1878, and aise Vie
the louse and the country that when these gentlemen extravagant administration of public affaira by the Adminim-
proelaim that they did not sacrifice any of thoir principles, tration cf the day. Lt soems, however, Viat bon. gentlemen
they are not speaking by the book, but are endeavoring, for opposite are not prepared te diacuss those questions in the
some reason, to decoive the electors. It will be fresh in the manner in whicb they should be debated. It is true we have
recollection of hon. gentlemen that one of the great prin-certain hon. gentlemen making speeches cf two, tlree, or
ciples of the iReform party, was that no public monoy four bars'duration, among these being the lon. member
should be expended without a vote of Parliament-that ne for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), aud the hon. membor for
contract should be undertaken for public works without the NerVi Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), and no deubt, by-and-bye,
consent and approbation of Parliament. Yet when the we will have the lon. member for South Brant (Mr.
question of the Nanaimo and Esquimalt Railway wasiPateraon). Tley pursue différent actica, iowever, and
before this Legislature, and when the hon. member for aeem te think iV important te pile up figures aud tiruat
Lambton was asked by the present leader of the House to them before the fouse aud the country in erder that the
explain why he had undertaken that work, the ion. gentlo- people ay be mystifled, sd in rder tat their attention
Man said: "I have nothing to tell this House, I have may be drawn from what are Vie questions direetly in issue.
nothing to tell the country, I have decided that it is in the Those hon, gentlemen are net aatisfied witi discussing the
interest Of the country that the work should be done, and I subject as I hink it aheuld be discuased, but tiey go behind
have determined not to give this House any satisfaction." the Mackenzie Goverument and say: ILook at your
't was One Of the planks in the platform of the Reform administration during tie preceding five or six years."
Party, that ail contracts should be given to the lowest Those Ion, gentlemen say Viat the annual expenditure cftenderers, provided that they lad the ability to perform Vhe the Governent was increased by some $10,000,000. Wlatwork; but we know how they violated that principle. We that las Vo de witlithe present discussion 1 cannet cofceive,
know that the hon. member for Lambton, in lis celebrated but they must f111 up their speeches witl something, andaldress when going before the electors, said that he was tiey accerdingly f111 up their time witl old issues, long
ging to elevate the standard of public morality which his sincesettled by the po l on, gentlemen opposite say,0 Ppenents had done so much to debase and to conduct ln justification et Vieir extraordinary extravagance, that itPublic affairs upon principles whieh honest men can was caused by Vie legacies left by the previous Government.ipprove of and by practices which will bear the 1 siould like Vo knew wîat those legacies are. Have tiey
1lgt Of day. Well, Sir, how did he do it ? Ilever tld us what Vey are? NoV tis lur have hey
wi all my first witness into the box, the Lilliputiau told us what they are, but ey makerepeated statemets, inPremier of Oatalrio-.wJiat doo lio aay, with regard Vo the ordertlead tehe conclusion t;at theiy were oompelad t
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run into this extravagance and corruption. Hon. gentle- in a state of insolvency. Did any of the hon. gentlemen oppo.
men will not say that the Intercolonial Railway site oppose the increase of this Dominion debt in this way ?
was a work not recognized by ail parties;, and If so, why do they not say so, telling us.when and where?
that was an expenditure which necessarily increased They do not, however, nor do they say what were the ques.
during those years. There could be no doubt that the tions before the House at the time. But I will remind hon.
enlargement of the several canals was a work approved of at gentlemen opposite that they did something when in offiee
the time of Confederation, and recognized as a work of pub- that they will prohably never accomplish again-because I
lic necessity, and of which they bave no reason to complain. do not expe-t to see them in office again during my life-
Let them point to the public records, if they dare, and show time-they turned our surpluses into deficits. They raised
one instance where their votes are recorded, either against the public debt by $34,665,233, that is to say from $108,.
the building of the Intercolonial Railway or the enlarge- 324,965 to $142,405,892, while up to July, 1881, the present
ment of the Welland Canal. It is true there were differences Government had only increased the debt by $12,405,792.
of opinion in regard to the route of the Intercolonial, but The present Government, however, have this year
in regard to building the railway itself there was no ques- realized a surplus of over $é,000,000 and decreased our
tion whatever. I sbould like to know if the Pacifie Railway debt since July, 1881, by $1,3 L9,510. If that is not a recerd
is one of those legacies left by their predecessors. If so, of which any Government should not feel proud, I cannot
why did they not, when the opportunity arose, at once conceive of any. The member for West Middlesex (Mr. ]Ross),
decline to go on and finish the road. They had a convenient the other night, criticized the ordinary expenses of the pro-
majority at thoir back, numbering fifty or sixty, and sent Government. That is a fair subject of discussion-one of
they could have entirely reversed the policy of their those issues which should be put fairly and squarely before
predecessors. They could have done so if they liked, but thepeople. If hon. gentlemen opposite will only select issues
they felt itwas in the interests of the country that the rail- of that kind, instead of running away in every direction
way sbould be built, that the road was an enterprise which for other subjects, I shall have no objection to meet them. But
the country was bound to undertake, an enterprise which if you strip that hon. gentleman's speech of the big mass of
must, sooner or later, be carried out for the purpose of figures carelessly thrown together, and its heavy draft on
developing the great resources of the far West, and they the imagination, you will find little left-only the old see-
themselves have placed on record that the Pacifie Railway saw story of taxation and the poor man's sufferings.
was a public necessity. The leader of the Opposition, in Another bon. gentleman has taken a very active part in this
his famous Aurora speech, of which we heard so much, debate. He seemed to find fault that the member for
declared that the building of the Pacific Railway was a N iagara (Mr. Plumb) had criticized bis position in this
great public necessity. If tbat were one of the causes of House and country-I refer to the member for North Nor-
the increase in the public debt, hon. gentlemen opposite folk (Mr. Charlton). Until he shows sufficient repentance
cannot now say it was a legacy left them by their prede- on his part, and has got absolution for past political errors, I
cessors. Now, if they cannot, by any pos.-ibiiity, tell the do not feel disposol to accept him as a propor person to give
lieuse and the country what those legacies were whieh have advice in this louse. His speech ofa few nights ago ws
caused so much increase of expenditure, they ought nothing but a rehah of the speeches made in 187o and in
forever to hold their tongues on that important question. 1879 80. Comparing the last with the former speeches, I find
While hon. gentlemen say that we have increased the pub- he simply repeated the same story, and threw together the
lic debt, and added largely to the public expenditure, they, same figures, but in a more confused way. He told us the
at the same time, doclare that the increase bas been caused old "garden sass " story over again, with which the louse is
by constructing works of public utility. But we have very familiar; and, although it was taken up with great
the evidence of the hon. the ex-Minister of Finance, gusto by that celebrated hon. gentleman from Carleton,
so often referred to in this House, when ho appealed to N.B., it produced very little effect on the House. But, says
the capitalists of England in 1875 for a loan, and at a timo tho hon. gentleman, what ri-ght have you to criticizc ny
when he wished to present the bright side of the picture, and speoch-why did y ou not read iL fairly? He says
it cannot be too often referred to, because it will show the it is read by his oppoients in a manner to
country that those hon. gentlemen now airing their theories misrepresent bis views on Free Trade and Protection. I.1
are not sincere in what they say, that hon. gentlemen oppo- recollect that speech of 17I6--and my memory is good in
site are wrong when they declare that the publie debt has following the utterances of bon. gentlemen opposite-mY
beenincreased for works of no public utility. When that hon. reading is different from that of the hon. member tor South
gentleman explained how the debt and expenditure were Brant (Mr. Paterson), who feels a littie annoyed that bis
increased, ho gL ried in the fact that all the works carried speech of 1876 bas not been read and commented upon. I
out were of public utility, and when they have that intend to show the House that he is a stronger protectifolst
evidence, it does not lie in the mouths of hon. than even his hon. friend behind him; but the difforence is,

gentlemen opposite to go behind that statement, and that the speech of the hon. member for North Norfolk bad
say that the expenditure was unnecessarily increased. for its head, protection, and for its tail, free trade, while the
If the expenditure was unnecessarily increased, that speech of the hon. member for South Brant had for its head,
offeuce was condoned. But there was another issue before free trade, and for its tail, rotection. As suggested by
the people. In 1878, that question was thoroughly discussed. an hon. friend behind him, if the two were put together
From public platforms and different parts of the country, he they might make a fair protection speech. I like to a
declared that, although there was an increase of $10,000,000 man, who, having learned his principles as a child, devolops
annually, ho could not find fault with that increase. In bisJ and adheres to them at mature age. After havng
celebrated pienie speeches, he did not condemn that expendi- some thirty-five or forty years as a protectioniSt, and havilg
ture; nor did he say it was not incurred under varions pleas received those principles, as he said the other night, a thio
more or less valid. We do know, however, how that debt mother's knee, I cannot conceive how ho could have failedto
was increased, ene being the assumption of the debts enunciate them, lately, and could have turned a Politia
of Qntario and Quebec. But of this increase it does somersault in a few days. If ho be a protectioist, let bim
not lie in the mouthe of hon. gentlemen opposite to com- act as one manfully. If, upon a public platform, he
pLain. I would like to know in what financial position protection principles as the only remedy for the counY,1

Ontario would be to-day had the Dominion not assumed do not like to see him say afterwards, on finding the
that debt at the time. Instead of a surplus to-day that audience are of a different opinion, eonfess h he

rovince would probably owe $3,000,000 or 4,00,000, or be talke4 ionsense the day beforo, and say that be
Mr. BuaT,
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rot to have spoken as ho did, and wants now Free Trade.
Such mon are not proper guides for us on the eve of a
Gieneral Election. They would deceive the electors. Ho
says that ho bas changed bis mind, but I cannot find a
proof of it. No doubt, whatever this House will allow him
t, recant if ho likes, ho must confess ho was wrong, and
go through a certain amount of penitence before we
ca rereive his opinion on the other side of the ques-
tion. The hon. member for North Norfolk spoke, the other
ly, with a view to bidding for the manufacturers votes. I

must confess he is rather cunning, as well as the bon member
for South Brant, in this respect, and that they are most
useful men when they get on the stump. Because if the
audience faces one way, against their views, they will
promptly turn round and say, I have been talking a little
nonsense; buthere is my protectionist speech made else-
where. They will meet another audience of the Free Trade
ýoit, and they will say when they find themselves per-
plexed by a difference of views, here is my Free Trade
speech, reported in the Hansard. These are most conven-
lent men to go before the country and address the electors.
The hon. member for North Norfolk, in order to condone
the errors of his past careor, now tries to make friends witb
the manufacturers. A few nights ago, he said:

" Certain expressions, no doubt, have been used in the heat of
debate, which, taken isolated from the context, like the extract from
my celebrated speech, might appear a meaning of that kind."

That is one of the speeches that the hon. member for North
Norfolk generally makes on the ove of an election. I am
ýatisfitd the hon. gentleman, if ho found his party were
going to adopt a Protection platform, or a Free Trade plat-
foirm, could change bis tactics to suit eltier ease. Tho lion.
go tiemari said, the other night, that he was in favor of a
1 î per cent Tariff, but he candidly admitted ho wantcd 2î
more The hon. member for South Brant very quietly tells
us that, although a free trader, he would still like a 20 per
cent. Tariff. Now, Si.r, the hon. member for North Norfolk,
in criticizing the course pursued by the hon. member for
Niagara (Mr. Plumb), thought he made a point against
him when ho said ho was brought up a democrat on the
other side of the line, and, therefore, assumed that ho must
have made some speeches in favor of Free Trade views, though
the bon. gentleman failed to point to one single addreFs
nade by him. llowever, there is no doubt the bon.
miember for North Norfolk is a Simon Pure Yankee.
le seems te ho a Yankee of the first water in ail his
Views, as expressed in this House. But the hon. mem.
ber for -Niagara is a gentleman who, in all bis utter-
ances, has never plagiarized. He doos not copy whole-
sale the speeches of Wilson and of Cox, in the Congressional
Globe. In looking over his speech the other day, andthe speech of 1876, I was reminded of the speeches I had read
n the Congressional reports, and I turned them up lu the
,ibrary,and there I found that the bon. gentleman has taken,
milnost wholesale, the speech of Samuel Wilson, in the year
62, on the Morill Tariff; and later on ho followed thedoctrine of Mr. Cox. If you take out of his speech theYankee notions and plagiarisms, there is neither headnor tail left. There is another hon. gentleman in

thid louse who attempted to lecture usrather severely,and that was tbe hon. niember for Carleton, N.B. (Mr'.
lirvine). Now, I do not propose to refer to that
speech of bis, but I wouldjust remind him that ho was notin a cr-cus. While bis acting was very fair, as a political

t 1 think ho was a great failure. I think ho did wellto announce to the House that it was bis last speech. It isJut as Weil, when hon. members come h ere for the first time,to lot ther seats get warm before they burst out into suchfloods of eoquence and abuse of their' opponents. Now, Sir,te 6 bon. gentlemen having failed to agree upon a policyor upn a mode Of attack, they set to work and join handUid l'and in one thing. There is one thing a Grit-call

him a Reformer if you please-will always do out of office.
The moment ho finds ho cannot get possession of the
Treasury benches, ho sets to work to belittle his own
country and cry down its credit, hoping by that
means in some way to induce the electors to believe
that he is the right man to hold the reins of power.
Now, these gentlemen seem to forget what the issues
were in 1878. These issues were the National Policy
and the expenditure of the Government, and both were
fairly placed before the people. The right hon. leader of the
Government moved a resolution in favor of a higher Tariff,
and issue was taken upon it by the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) in a celebrated speech, in
which ho denounced that as legalized robbery. He stated the
country was not prepared to accept the proposition of the
right hon. gentleman, and publicly declared that taxation in
any form, such as suggested, waslegalized robbery. Not only
that, but these hon. gentlemen, upon every public platform,
endeavored to show the electors that by adopting the
fiscal policy proposed by the right hon. gentle-
man, they were going to make the consumer pay
the duty, and to enrich the rich man at the expense of the
poor man. According to the lion. member for Centre
Huron, they were going to impose 82 a ton on coal, and $1
a barrel on flour. By all such devices they sought to induce
the electors to believe that the proposed fiscal policy would
be destructive to their interests. However, the people
believed that the reins of power ought to be entrusted to
the hon. gentlemen now on the Treasury benches, and the
result was the verdict of the 17th of September, 1878.
Now, mark what these gentlemen did when they went out
of power. They set to work imnediately to cry down the
credit of the country. The country was going to the dogs;
the land in the North-West would never build the Canadian
Pacific Railway; it was only a barren waste, the home of the
buffalo and ihe wild eat, I think the hon. member for
Gloucester said. One of those gentlemen denounced it as
one of the i oughest countries in the world. Thore was
also going to be a great exodus from the country-they
were all going to Kansas. Now they are adopting a differ-
ont course, and, as I said a few minutes ago, I eau conceive
why it is that the hon. mombers for North Norfolk, West
Middlesex, aid South Brant are put forward to discuss the
question of drawbacks, and all those matters, in anticipation
of the Budget. There is no doubt there is a little rivalry
among them as to who shall be Minister of Finance, but
I think the hon. member for West Middlesex will carry off
the palm, because, as a mixer and muddler, ho bas Do paral-
le, and according to the Globe, that is the very highest
qualification. After hearing theb hon. gentleman's figures,
I was more mystified than when ho began his speech.

Mr. ROSS. Do you comprehend them now ?
Mr. RYKERT. No, I cannot. The hon. gentleman has

a habit of drawing conclusions from a mass of figures before
him, without considering whether they will justify him in
coming to that conclusion. However, have no doubt that
before very long ho will find himself qualified to take one of
the front soats, as Minister of Finance, in the distant future.

Mr. ROSS. Will you be kind enough to say wherein
they are astray.

Mr. RYKERT. I will do so. The bon. gentleman
knows I never yet made a speech without proving my state-
monts as I went along, as hon. gentlemen have
found to their cost before. Let the hon. gentleman
bide his time ; I will satisfy him beore I
sit down. I shall show that these gentlemen
are not the professed educationalists they seem to
think they are. What surprised me most was the entire
silence of their leader. Ie is perfectly indifferent to every-
thing around him. I do not think he sleeps all the time,
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but is waiting to see how the coufAse of events will turn. in discussing this important question. I believe that
He is true to that Aurora speech, perhaps he may recolleet generally speaking, that hon. gentleman is pretty honeSt
it. He thinks it is not the duty of hon. members in in expressing his opinion; but when he comes to the ques.
Opposition to form a policy. He then laid down the broad lion of politics, he inclines to lean strongly on the side of
proposition that it was not necessary for hon. members his "pairty," but, perhaps, he is excusable for that. I think,
in Opposition to have a policy for the country. Let me however, I owe him an apology for having to introduce his
quote from that celebrated speech of his, because I think speech before the public, because I intend to show that of
the more that speech is kept before the publie, the more all the protectionists in this House, he was the greatest.
they will be satisfied that the hon. gentleman should remain that he was a protectionist in 1876, pure and unadulterated.
in Opposition for the next balf century. He said : That hon. gentleman helped to form public opinion in 1878,

"I know that I have made a rather disturbing speech. but I am not and, if I am not mistaken, he said that he could not be elected
afraid of that. As far as I eau judge, not much can be done without unless he piomised protection to the farmers. Is not that
disturbing something or somebody, and if that is the only objection to so? The hon. gentleman does not answer.
be made to the sentiments I have uttered, I am quite ready to meet it. I
may be said, alseo, to have made an imprudent speech, at least it might Mr. PATERSON. My time will come.
be said, if I were one of those who aspire to lead their fellow-country- Mr RYKERT. Well, I will answer for the hon. ente-
men. This is the function of Ministers, we know it, and we do not
quarrel with it-to say nothing that can be caught hold of-nothing in man. On page 186 of JKansard, for 1876, the bon. gentleman
advance of the popular opinion cf the day, to watch the current of that is reported to have used some words which I will quote, as
opinion, and wheu it bas gathered strength to crystallize it into Acts of showing how he managed to get elected. I will not be soParliament." unparliamentary as to say that hie srot juteParliament on
Well, Sir, it may be we are going to have those acts
erystallized, but if we have to wait till ho comes upon
this side of the House, we shall have to wait for some time.
i was rather amused the other night, on going out of the
House, after the hon. member for North Norfolk had
spoken. I met a chap in the ante-room who said to me:'
" I guess that Yankee bas made a pretty long speech, but if
he cannot make any more than he made out of the "garden
sass," I think the old fellow will remain in power for a long
time yet;" meaning Sir John A. Macdonald. Now, I thought
that chap's head was level. Now, Sir, I propose to give a
few instances of the somersaults which those hon. gentle-
men have made in jumping from a Free Tiade, to a Protec-
tionist platform. The bon. member for North «Norfolk,
who bas now disappeared from the House, was, at one time,
in favor of a revenue Tariff policy. In 1876, ho said:

" With regard to the resolution, I confess T would like to see a retalia-
tory policy adopted which would!bring the Unitcd States to terms, and
would at least protect us against slaughter invoices."

Now, the same gentleman in 1879, made the following
remarks, as will be seen by reference to page 536 of the
Kansard:-

"One or two words in regard to retaliation. 1 always listen to talk
about retaliation with a certain degree of nervousness. I always have
a feeling of fear when that matter is referred to just as I do when I see
children handling dangerous edge tools. Retaliation. Forcing the
United States to corne to our terms. Why, that is sheer madness."

He also was one of those who lately joined in the hue and
cry raised by the hon. member for Centre -Huron (Sir Rich-
ard J. Cartwright) when ho stigmatized this policy as
legalized robbery. But, in order to place the two statements
made by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
side by side, I will quote from one of bis speeches in 1876.
He said:

"l It may be safely assumed that no natio2 bas attained to greatness
in commerce or manufactures without having, in the course of its bis-
tory, imposed exactions and restrictions. I believe that the
interests of the nation at large would be promoted by judicious protec-
tion; I believe that the agricultural interests of the Dominion would be
promoted by protection, and that the manufactures, being brought to
the door of the farmer, would afford a market for a great many articles
of produce that would not be saleable if the market were 3,000 miles
away,"

But the hon. gentleman turned a somersault on that ques-
tion in 1880, as will be found by referring to Kansard
page 849:

'' Protection is, under every state of circumstances, a los to the many
for the in of the few. It can be nothing else, it never has been any-
thi e, and it never will be anything else, to the end of time, but
legalized, organized robbery, under the forma of law."

Another of these hon. gentlemen who is fond of lecturing
tO the country on this subject, is the hon. member for South
Brant (Mr. Paterson), and I have no doubt ho will rise, in
the course of this debate, and give us bis experience

Mr. iYKERT.

falsepretences, butlI wiIl let the House draw the inferences
when I quote bis language. He said:

"A t my last election when ryopponents told them that they need
not expect any protection from the Reform Government, I had to assure
them that whenever this subject came up in the House I would raise
my voice in their behalf, and I think it is hardly possible that the duty
on wheat will give increased prices.

Mr. PATERSON. Hear, hear.
Mr. RYKERT. Wait-you are not ont of the woods

yet. 1 hope the hon. gentleman will possess his soul in
patience, and 1 will endeavor to be as brief and as pointed
as possible. I think it would be rather unkind, when the
hon. gentleman is no doubt going to make a speech Io the
country, that I bave to put him on the defensive by obligin1g
him to reply to his own remarks of previons years. As I
said, he is one of those who go about the country delivering
lectures, but I have noticed that these hon. gentlemen never
care to enter my constituency. I can never catch them there.
I bave begged and beseeched them to come, but without
effect, and the only chance I bave, is to read their speeches
in the Globe and comment on them as I think proper. The
hon. gentleman went on to say:

" I thirk it is hardly possible that the duty on wheat will give in-
creased prices, because we raise a surplus and export it Nevertheless,
it will be a protection to our millers, and if any can be given to our

agriculturists by a revision of the Tariff they should get it. The party to
which I belong, and which is led by the Premier, will make a mistake if
they refuse to grant this Committee."

The hon. gentleman goes on to tell the hon. the Finance
Minister that the farmers bave a strong case which the
Government cannot refuse, and if they did refuse ho could
bring down a petition signed by 100,00j grangers to make
them do what they wanted. In speaking about the case
made out for the farmers, ho said :

"l It is true some hon. gentlemen here think the United States purSuS
a commercial policy that is utterly nonsensical in some respects; but
until the duties on agricultural products are removed, it is prima faci
evidence that the farimers believe protection to be in their oWn
interests."

These appeals to the hon. Finance M inister were notreceived
with much favor; but the lon. gentleman says: "You must

give us a lever to fight Brother Jonathan." He claimed
that if we had protection for our home industries, if we pro-
tected the produce of the fields and the produce of the mines,
we could bring Brother Jonathan to bis knees and comPel
him to give us reciprocity. Let us see what the hon. gen-
tleman said on that subject:

" The question is whether in the event of future negotiation, the"Po
sition of a tax on grain would operate in our favor. Fancy a COmmi
sioner, delegated by this Government and sanctioned by the The
Government, Sent to Washington to negotiate such a treat. he
question might be asked what he desired. He replies :' ield
a free market in the United States for the products of our forests,
and mines.' Then the United States Commissioner might ask e
what will you give us in return ?' Our represontative replies: i
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use of our markets for similar products of Our country.' The astute What other inference can we draw from this language than
American would naturally say 'We have that already. I do not see that that the ho. gentleman is a rotectionist at beart but for
you offer us anything.' We must remember we should have something
to offer when we attempt to open up anew the reciprocity question. I party purposes a free trader. It struck me on reading that
need not remind this House that the great lever we had before in nego- speech that the hon. gentleman was trying to lead up to his
tiating a reciprocity treaty is ours no longer." own industry. He was a little afraid that the hon. the

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What was that lever? Finance Minister would destroy that industry by taking
Mr. RYKERT. The hon. gentleman knows, and if he away the little protection it had, and in order to lead up to

does not, he can refer to the speech and find out. I do not il, he pointed ont that if one industry flagged aother
intend to spend much time in repeating the speech of the flagged, and therefore he boped the Minister would do what
hon. gentleman, except to show the House and the country he wanted. He said :
thut he has been as great a chameleon on the protection "I have confidence that he will arrive at a conclusion on this point.
question as the hon. gentleman behind him (Mr. Charlton). I know the difficulty he will have in satisfying ail parties, but weshould
The hon. gentleman appealed to the Ministry for a defen- keep in mind the fact that we are one people, and when one of our in-

lite said: dustries prospers ail must benefit, while if ore languishes, ail must
sive policy. On that subjeet h ssd uifer more or or les.."

"The hon. the Finance Minister should ascertain, if possible, what
articles are being slaughtered in our market, what industries are thus They seem to admit that manufacturers are a little pushed
being crushed out in our midst, what enterprises could be successfully and aVe not getting the prices they ought to have, but that
fostered in this country, and then frame a Tariff that would be defen- consumers obtain the goods as chaply as before. There is
sive in its nature. He, being the champion of our interests, should use,
not ofrensively, but defensively, the weapon that has been placed in no increase of price to consumers, and the only persons who
bis bands, in order to prevent the life-blood of this country being drawn might be dissatisfied are manufacturers who have been inves-
from it." ting large amounts of capital. The hon. member for South
What does the hon. gentleman mean by that, if not protec- Brant is selling candy and sugar as cheaply as ever to con-
tion ? The hon. gentleman, a little farther on,,speakiug of sumers, but he does not make as large profits as formerly,
the hon. member for South Waterloo, says: and he therefore speaks feelingly on the subject. But what

"The hon, member for South Waterloo predicted the resuit of pro- is a most extraordinary circumstance is. that while ail the
tection would be to stimulate our industries so much that more facto. speeches were being made in the flouse in 1876 upon the
ries would arise than the country could sustain. That would bring resolution of the hon. member for Centre Wellington (Mr.
down prices, and ruin the manufacturers. If that be the case-and 1 Orton) and the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Millsì, thebelieve the hon. gentleman is right-it would be the concern of those
gentlemen who are asking for protection at the present time. Prices leader of the then Government was perfectly silent; not
would be brought down, and consumerswould get the benefit of cheaper one word escaped his lips in condemnation of what was
goods than tbey now have. It would simply remove the competition said by bis supporters ; indeed, ho tacitly acquieseod in whatfrom ihe ?merican manufacturers to our own the consumers receiving I .tb~~~~ ~ ~ bddi ai th sde bf hGour bîgerce b h nu-
the benefit al the same, but the country being enriched by the indus.,

Now, Sir, what would you call that if not protection ?
Upon that occasion the bon. gentleman was desirous of
bhowing that political favors bad been conferred upon him-
self. ]He talked about the great industry in which he was
interested, and spoke about a thousand people from Ger-
many having been brought into the country in consequence
Of it being protected. The hon. gentleman was. a little
afraid that the hon. the Finance Minister wns a little too
strong for Free Trade, and he wanted him to go a little
further, and make ail the manufacturers prosperous in the
same way. Let us sec what he sayt,:

"If the Finance Minister finds such is the case, I trust that the wisdom
which led him to yield that point will induce him to grant the same to
other industries, and that no sectionalism will tie his hands. I hope
that other hon. gentlemen wili speak on this subject, and whether the
Comnittee is appointed or net, the interchange of views will ead the
Fin'ance Minister te bring iu a Tariff which wiil reduund te the pros-
perity of the whole Dominion."
Now, Sir, I have shown you the free trader and the protec-
tionist. The hon. gentleman says, in opening bis spoech:

"I am not a protectionist. I am not one of those who believe inbrecting a Wal obigh that yen cannQt trade with any other country,but I eust admit i arn favor of a defensive p.icy."

The hon. gentleman was a free trader when he began hie
aeec tbut a protectionist before he ended; on the othertind, the hion. member for North Norfolk was a protec-tio it first and a free trader' in the end. In order te con-t

v""ce the hon. Finance Minister, who sat there with his
re folded aliowing the country to go to the dogs, per-

fcrmg noples to improve the country's condition, and
Taren o what happened, so long as he remained on theTreasury benches, the hon. gentleman made another pathetie.appealVohinm. fe spoke soundly when he said:
oIt h s welr known that we pay a cash bonus to the inhabitants of t

fate thattries te corne into Canada and setteienlu ur ridst. It id a
aac t at one oefthose who have been thus induced te emigrate teanada eve been compelled, from want of employmt to which theyhave been v ecora ied, , rom wahe ni f m ment ewihte
defeni Itomed,to go to the United States. I believe by adee ard Yonwoi nd nt have te pay te ring thosermenb";.dop't hemad"'o wll fi."tihe 08.11 for d th e s team-whiétie of our factories wili betheui ai conued'

ntey sain. iie as iea ier o th ioverniment, was otind to

dedare then and there, whMther those viewq were accept-
able to him, but instead of doing that the hon. gentleman
remained perfectly quiet and allowed those hon. gentlemen
to run riot in speaking of the beauties of protection, and did
not say one word against their statements. But there was
an issue in 1878. Times were changed. They knew if they
followed the presont leader of the Government in his pro-
tectionist views, they would be berated by the organ of
their party. They knew they had to cone within the
traces, that they had to submit to the lash, and they at
once declared they were free tralers, They pro-
nounced protection legalized robbery, but the people suid :
"l How are you able to say so, when a short time ago you
declared that the e-tablishment of ore industry would foster
another, that thereby employment would be given to the
people, and that we would have thousands of immigrants."
The result was that hon. gentlemen opposite received notice
to quit on that memorable occasion which they will not soon
forget. But after 17th September, 1878, those hon gentle-
men adopted different tactics. They thought their policy
was to belittle the country as much as possible; they felt
it was not in the interests of the country that capitalists
should invest money here, and they bent their energies to
turning out the Government. They adop!d a ncw role.
There is one thing which hon. gentlemen will have remarked
in their experience as public men, namely, that the moment
their party gets into Opposition its members become
prophets; they prophesy for good and evil; and I
want to show how the prophesies of hon. gentlemen
opposite have been verified by events. The hon.
member for West Middlesex adopted the role of a prophet.
He was strong in the idea that an increase in the Tariff
would be productive of a decrease in the revenue. He said
that by no possibility could there be an increase in the
revenue, that when a large expenditure was ineurred in the
collection of revenue the revenue mu4 naturally decrease.
I want to show le was wrong, that the cost of collection
was not what he anticipated, and therefore his prediction
has not been realized. The hon. gentleman said, in 1879:
' It (the Tariff) had been conceived in iniquity and brought
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forth in sin." The bon. gentleman uses pretty strong
language sometimes, and yet he lectured the hon. the
Minister of Railways the other night on the use of strong
language; but there never was an hon. member who used
stronger languaze than himself, and from his position as an
educator of youth, or rather as a lute supervisor of the
instruction of pupils in diNerent places, one woild suppose
he would be a little more car-efuil in the choice of his words,
because I think there should be some limit to language used
in this House, and such terms as jobbery and corruption,
although used in a parliamentary sense, are net exaetly
what should be used on the floor. The hon. member for
West Middlesex further said:

"It was a Tarif that discriminated between the rich and the poor
and it was a Tarif which would bring dpstruction on those who bai
lntrodueed it. He objected ta the Tarif, because ho believed it was
going ta he very expensive, 'nt ouly iu the sense that it would increase
tbe cost cf goods ta the consumer-"

Mr. ROSS. Hear, hear.

Mr. RYKERT. What does the hon. member for North
Norfolk say in answer to that ?

Mr. ROSS. Let him answer.

Mr. RYKZERT. He says tbe consumer does not pay high
rices, and 1 will show by evidence that such is the fact.
he hon. momber for West Middlesex continued :

"But because it increasedithe expeuse in the mode of collecting the
revenue."

Bas that been realized ? Let me make a comparison as
the hon. gentleman is fond of comparisong. In 1877, there
was cnllected 81,546 987. a't a cost of 872160'; in 1878,
812,784.924, at a cost <f $71 E57 ; in 1841, $18,406.0 ', nt
a cost of $717,70 1, or, in other words, while it cost 8714,000
to colleet $12,000,000, hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
benches paid only $13,000 more for collecting $6,000,000
additional, in round numbers. I think this establishes
that the bon. member for Middlesex was a false
prophet. The hon. member for North Norfolk also
adopted the role of a prophet. A prophet sometimet
is not best known in his own country, and I think
the hon. gentleman, when he is reminded of what h
predicted duringhis speech in the Budgetdebiteof 1880, wil
corne to the conclusion that be is not a very safe prophet
With regard to Conservative expenditure we hear enough
from hon. gentlemen opposite; but not a word ahout oui
surpluses. Said the hon. gentleman from North Norfolk
speaking of the present Tariff and its author:

" Bas the hon. Minister of Finance found that this policy at the en,
of the year, bas added umaterially ta the revenue of the country? H
bas Dot and he bas stil, further lessons ta learn; as the evil c
protection develops itself, he wili be enabled more thoroughly t
appreciate the fact that, in adding ta the burdens of the people he i
destroying the revenue."

The member for North Norfolk will bear that in mind
and will see that ho was a false prophet. Again, it wa
said:

1' If the manufacturers are ta have that monopo 1, ezcluding foreig

Kode, what revenue are vo ta get frain the Tari an those goads
Re sources of revenue are dried up by tbe sanie Act which compels th
people to pay large prices ta favor the home monopoliste."

Now the hon. Finance Minister pledged his word the oth
night that prices are not increased, and announced a lar
increase o revenue instead of a deficit, a surplus
14,000,000. So the hon. gentleman is not very capable
acting as a reliable prophet. Now a word or two to th
member for West Middlesex.

Mr. ROSS. Only ?
Mr. RYKERT. I will make my remarks as short as I ca

I do not wish to be prolix. That hon. gentleman will, pr
Mr. BReM.

bably, be glad to know that he has been a filse proPhet
also. Ho said, in 1879, this Tarif was going to OP6Iea
eriously against Great Britain ; and ho read a large res

figures, though I do not say he was responsible fbr the
H1e said:

"The great cry of the protectionist used to be protedtion a

importaton from the United States. Judging from tbe usannertl
the Tarif vas franxed, hie 'would suppose i vas dlstinctly prpr il

the view of prtecting us against Great Britain. le would givn or

two instances in which this was doue. In the article of cotton o0
we imported $4,500,000 from England and $2,500,000 froin heni

States. The Tarif bas been increased from 35 ta 424 per Cent.
matter of tweeds of which we imported 100 times as much fromw t

as the United States, viz., $936,000 from Great Britain, and cil
from the United States. The Tarif bas been increased 22J per een

Now mark the result of the Tariff. In 1881, cottons imtes
from Great Britain, $7,911,743; from the United
$2,166,140 ; or a decrease from the United States of $400,000,
and an increase from Great Britain of 83,400,000. Was te
hon. gentleman in this instance not a fals prophet ?

Mr. ROSS. The duties are higher.
Mr RYKERT. Of tweeds we imported from Great

Britain, in 1881, 83,363,469, and from the United States,

$15,877, or an increase of $2,400,000 from Great BritS",
and of only $6,000 fron the United States. I thin
ho was a false prophet in this instance teo. Thi selL
gentlemau stated that in flannels we imported seveon tiad

as much from Great Britain as from the United States,
that the Tariff had been increased 32J per cent. $ee tbe
result in 1881, $255,060 from Great Britain, and only $12,216
from the United States. Other woollen goods imported from
Great Britain, $1,099,595, and from the United States
355,483, or nearly a hunidred times as much more froo
Great BriLain, iii-ttad Of le s as prediUted. NoW, as the

hon. gentleman said, let us turn to the other side of the

picture. Ho likes to compare our trade with each countll
and to aay our Tariff is going to be disastrous to lreRt
Britain. The hon. member for West Middlesex; sa

In the matter of carriages, we imported from the United
States $83,299, and from England only 82,130, but the ditY
on this article was only increased 74 per cent.; or, in other
words, ho wants us to believe that the importation frto
England largely decreased. Now, in 1881, we impOr
from England $5,865 worth, or double the amount in 18790
and from the United States, $70,973. At page 634 of th

Official Reports, Mr. Ross said :
"If this was not discriminatng against Great Britain, he didnot

what was. If this was not traming a Tarif distinctly ta excinde Br a
goods, what did it mean? Re noticed lu the resolutions brought dOwn
by the hon. tha Finance Minister, that it was proposed that, whes

d Americans reduced their dutes on certain articles goinginio the uit
e States from Canada, the Governor in Council might reduce the daties Ow

f those articles coming from the United States into Canada. But
o there any sucb provision lu regard ta goods coming from
s Britain? He could not find it in the Tarif from one end ta te he

He would almost suppose, reading that Tarif in the light of M n
interests, British trede, and British manafactures, that it had

, framed by soine designing Americans, with the view ef rushing
s destroying the commerce which was happily established betweenE

and this country."

In 1879, we imported from the United States, $1885640
? worth of rabber goods; from Great Britain, oaly 055924

le worth; in 1881, fromn Great Britain we took $199,220
worth ; and from the United States, $291,994. Of leaiher

er manufactures we imported, in 1879, from the United Stat'
e $207,960 worth; and fromn Great Britain, only $2930
f worth; yet the duty increased only 2½ per cent.h; f881

of the imports from Great Britain were 8576,264 worth; fro0
e the Unitd States, $6 14,523 worth; inreas fro n i

Britain, ovor $370,000. But the hon. gentleman bi hio
concluding remarks said that the Tariff was 24 per cent'
against England and only 22 per cent. against the Ud b

n. States, but ho forgot to tell the House this was caused ri
o- the more expensive goods and luxuries used by the rtc
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coming from England as, for instance, I find il 1881 we
imported:

WoolLens.
Cashmere...................
Dress Goods .... ........
Carpets .... .................
8hawlas.......................
Rose, Olothingand Flannela.
Cottons ........ .. ,.......

From
Great Britain.

$3, 358,616
1,480,756

907,045
150,587

2,289,447
5,746,807

Prom
United States.

$ 4,174
79,083
46,181

2,141
114,280
632,206

I have shown thaït the predictions of the hon. gentleman on
this peint have not been realized; that he is one of those
false prophets, whose opinion we ought not to consider in
discussing this important question.

Mr. ANGLIN. Heur, hear.

Mr. RYKERT. I find that I have aroused the hon.
gentleman from his slumbars. I will pay him a little
attention before I sit down. Thon in addition there
were feathers, $4,888, as against $1,206; manufacturers o
flax, $l,361,880, as against $49,750; silks, $2,589,000,
as against $760,000, or, in other words, a total of'
$18,370,018, as against $1,619,016 from the United
States. In other words, there were nine times as much
imported goods from Great Britain, of an expensive quality,
as there were from the United States; goods which were
bought and used by those who were able to pay a high price
for them. Mark yon, that in those articles I have mon-
tioned, over one-half of the $35,000,000 worth imported
came from Great Britain, and from the United States only
about one-twelfth. So you will see when you corne to look
at this question from a national point of view, the only con-
clusion wuecau come to is that the Tariff imposes more
restrictions on the rich man than upon the poor man. But
on another class of goods coming from the Jnited States in
large quantities, such as wheat, flour, coal, books, and things
(ol 'hat sort, these pay a duty of 14¾ per cent., while others
pay a duty of double that amount. I merely allude to these
things in order to satisfy the hon, gentleman that ho was
wrong in his prophecy. le was wrong in his statement
and wrong in his conclusion, and that being the case I
think I may justly ask the House not to place any confi-
dence in statements made by that hon. gentleman in that
reckless manner. I do not use the word reckless in an
uniparliamenitar.y sense. No, the lion. gentLcnai, frm
South Brant also went to the country aud lectur'ed the
people on what they should do in the coming campaigu.
He pîerformed, it is said, a missionary tour in the county of
Ilaldimandto introduce politics into municipal elections with
the result that a Tory was elected for warden by a majority
Of ton to six. It scems to me that before these hon.
gentlemen discuss questions of fiscal policy they ought
to reconcile their differences, they ought to show they have
formed their principles; they ought not to come into this
louse, one expressing an opinion directly in favor of Free
Trade, and another in favor of Protection. They ought to
endeavor, at any rate in caucus, to harmonize their views,
and lay them before the House and the country, in order

at the people may see what their views are. The hon.
inember for South Brant was read entirely out of the list
cf free traders by that celebrated speech of his on the draw-
.cks. It still rings in our ears, and we cannot help think-

ing of it, althouglihde tsagainst the rule ofthe flouse tol'for te fermer debates. In oloqueut lauguage my heu,
frit end Pitured the miseries of the manufacturers, because
thy have to sell so cheap to the consumer, and ho urges
t flouse to give, a last, 20 per cent. to manufacturers,
8lt then we find the ex-leader coming out fairly and
Sqarely a free trader. He pronounced Protection a relieId' blrbaris of the worut kind. .ie says, however, very
he Wy that in ase ho comes to the Treasury beuches,

let the manufacturers die by inches. I think
V 7 eco0mmodating, but I do not think he

will have a chance of accomplishing his policy very
soon. The leader of the Opposition, who seems to
be deaf to all that is said around him, has
a sort of wandering policy, a policy for the Maritime Pro-
vinces, a policy for the Upper Provinces, in other words,
speaking in the Province of Ontario, ho has a milk and
water policy, and speaking in the Lower Provinces he is a
strong free trader. I will not add to the misery of the
hon. gentleman in quoting his speech, but we have on record
in the Library speeches of the hon. gentleman, no doubt
revised by himself, at any rate published in his own organ.
The hon. momber for Gloucester, with that modesty for
which he is so famous, and with that kindness and consi-
deration for hon, gentlemen for which ho is so well known,
says that the hon. gentleman did not express thore views.
Well, I cannot say what ho said down in Gloucester, I have
not been able to find the speech ho made there, but I find
eight or ton in which his policy seems to be that Canada
must be sacrificed at the feet of the United States. He says, in
the Lower Provinces, that he is a free trader, but when he
comes to the Province of Ontario he has no objection to turn
a somersault upon a protectionist plank, provided it lands
him into power. I fancy, however, the country will say that
it wants his policy defined. But, in point of fact, we have
got bis policy on record, and I do not think he will recant
so readily as the hon. membeis for North Norfolk and
South Brant, I do not think he is so active as they
are in turning somersaults. However, no matter what
ho now says we have him fast. The hon. gentleman
went down by the sea. For months and months
it was predicted that the great champion of Canadian
Independence, the hero of' the Aurora speech, was going
down to teach the Nova Scotians and New Brunswickers
what they were to do. The han. gentlemau was a little
reckless, ho must confess, in his rernarks there. He laid
down his platform, we have got it and intend to hold him to
it. I must refer to it, however unpleasatit it may be to the
hon. member for Westmoreland. I direct my attention to
him because the hon. leader seems to be asleep.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Talk louder and wake him Up.

Mr. RYKERT. The St. John Telegraph is a real Simon
Pure Grit organ, judging by its editorials. I find a report
of the hon. gentleman's speech in that paper of 16th Juiy,
1881, and in that speech, which is elaoerated at great
length, and apparently revised by the hon. gentleman, 1
find language which admits of no doubt, and I think we can
safely say that, at last, we have got him nailed, although his
friends have been trying to squirm out of it in this House.
But the little bird has told us what were the utterances of
the hon. gentleman who, in the exuberance of his loyalty,
said he was capable of leading the great Reform party in
Canada. He gave utterance to certain expressions which
unmistakeably fasten him down 2s a free trader pure and
simple. The Reform party, in 1878, froze fast to the poor
man, and they want to freeze to hirm again, but we are doter-
mined with good prices and plenty of labor-men getting
$1.25 per day-we are determined to keep him on our sie. I
think hon. gentlemen will find, when the time comes round
next year, a very large majority of the poor mon will vote
in favor of the friends of the poor man.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Perhaps that will be this year.

Mr. RYKERT. I do not know that the hon. gentleman
would like to have it this year. A short time ago they were
frantic in their demands to this flouse that there should be
an appeal to the country, but they have discovered in the
course of events that the affairs of the Government have
been so fairly, honorably and honestly adiniiistered that
the people have faith in the honesty and integrity of the
Government, and they are not quite seo anxious now to have
,lm 4lectio..Why, Sir a shortti Meap therMade inuti
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appeals to go to the people, but a few nights ago we found
the organ in large black letters stating that it was unfair to
foist an election upon the country now. They do not want
it now, but it seems-1 do not like that last picture in Grip
of Sir John whispering in Mr. Brown's ear, and I think
that he is keeping rather too close company. I hope our
leader will not be found whispering.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. I won't be done brown.
Mr. RYKERT. I hope we will have the pleasure of

hearing of it first. That is merely an interjection. However,
I was proceeding to state what the leader of the late Gov-
ernment and the ex-leader of the Opposition said : "I am a
free trader in principle, i believe in free-thought, free men,
free property," I expected to see free love next. "The
last mentioned is the latest to be acquired." Now here we
have a free trader; that is somethinug very satisfactory and
I have been wanting to find out, for some time, whero the
hon. gentlemen stood. Again, in anothur speech which he
made at the place called St. John River, I tind recorded in
the St. John Telegraph.;

" He showed that the sane principles which governedinter-provincial
trade applied to international commercial transactions, and anything
which unnecessarily interfered with it, any restriction not the fruit of
necessity, was a wrong and a2 injury."

Then, in pointing out the great affliction to the poor man
necessitated by the policy of the present Government, he
went on, speaking of the present fiscal policy, to say:

" Ele dwelt at some length on the evils of restriction and especially
the embargo on trade with the United States."

Then, again, at New Glasgow he used this language.

" Nova Scotia was not the natural market for Ontario flour. Geogra-
phy was agaiust the exchange. Why then not leave the people of Nova
Scotia to buy American fi>ur if tbey wanted it, and the people of
Ontario to buy American coal if they wanted it."

This is the platform upon which the lion. gentleman stands.
While these political m:ssionaries, who give the people the
benefit of their eloquence, do not try to reconcite their
policy with the policy of their leaders, why do they
not say they are in favor of Frcc Trade, and adopt it fairly
and squarely, instead of beating about the bush ? As te the
hon. member for North Norf>ik, we know what his affinities
are, and where his ideas spling from, but I say let them go
in for a united platform, let them support their leader and
discuse unitedly any policy they like. I think we can
safely say we have got a platform upon which we can fasten
these hon. gentlemen; moreover, the first lieutenant of that
party says the same thing. The hon. member for Centre
finron uses the term "Ilegalized robbery " with reference to
enriching our manufacturers at the expense of the poor
man; he comes out fairly and squarely as a free trader,
and there is the secret of the Opposition in the ranks of hon.
gentlemen opposite, and accounts for the resolution which
was sprung upon the House before the Budget Speech. The
members for North Norfolk and South Br ýnt were
afraid lest the hon. ex-Finance Minister should anticipate
what they were going to say, and they feared he might
mould public opinion, that he might promulgate certain
views distasteful to themselves. They anticipated his
views by moving a resolution in this House, declaring that
their ideas were in favor of a sort of milk and water pro-
tection. I say we ought to have these statements before
they go to the country, in order that the people may pro-
nounce upon their views. The hon. member for Gloucester
made a great speech of from four to five hours long -more
or less-the other night; and withb is usual eloquence, and
that earnestness of manner characteristic of his countrymen,
bewailed the misfortunes of the Lower Provinces. Poor
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick were going to the dogs,
everything was sacrificed to the interest of this Province;
.Tova Scotia being swuj4od to the Prgvince of Ontario.

That hon. gentleman, however, in the face of the declaration
of the hon. member for Lambton, had to admit there
was some degree of prosperity cropping up here
and there ; but the hon. gentleman said : « Look
at the exodus from our country; people are leaving
every hour. " The hon. gentleman in drawing this
picture, says the Minister of Agriculture, has sent
a false report down to this House, and he
does not believe that it is a correct report. le
does not believe there are as many as 4,000,000 of people
in this Dominion, and bewails the misfortune8 of bis
countrymen, attributing the whole of them to this abomi.
nable National Policy. Now, these gentlemen, I might
say these apostles of Protection, the members for South
Brant and North Norfolk, have been going about the
country gathering up a little information about public
affairs, and they are forced to add their testimony to the pros.
perity of the country. Sir, the Govern ment wanted no better
defenders than those hon. gentlemen. Take their speeches
from beginning to end and they are manifestos declaring
that the fiscal policy of the present Government is a success.
In whatever direction you go you find an increase in manu-
factures, and they are forced to admit that our manufacturers
are making a home-maket-not over 3,000 miles away-
but at the door of the farmer. Their whole argument is in
favor of Protection and of the fiscal policy of the Government;
but, Sir, these hon. gentlemen, while admitting that the
policy of the Government has brought prosperity-for the
hon. member for Lambton says that as a matter of fact the
country is prosperous-attribute it to various reasons.
They admit, in the first place, that the country is
prosperous, but they say that a revenue Tariff is a success.
They beat about the bush to find an excuse for it. They say
the hon. Finance Minister lias no right to say that his policy
has made the country prosperous. Providence did it all,
they say. We ail look forward, with a great deal of pleasure
and respect to Providence smiling benignly upon us on all
occasions, but it is a most extraordinary thing that, when a
Grit Government is in power, Providence does not smile
upon us and help us. They had good crops from 1874 to
1879, with few exceptions; indeed, they had better crops
in that period than we have had since, and yet
Providence did not smile upon them. And why?
Bccause Providence helps those who help themselves.
They sat with arms folded and let the countrY go
to the dogs, and how could they expect Providence
to help tbem. These hon. gentlemen now adopt a
new role, They say you are pitting heavy burdens
on the people by the imposition of these fiscal duties; YOU
have taken $1,000,000 out of the pockets of the people
and what was done with it ? Well, at ail events that sumn
represents a surplus ; it represents something in actal
existence at any rate. A good and frugal farner
finding himself in embarrassed circumstances will do
his utmost to make the soil produce as mu1ch as
possible. fie applies to it ail the well known rules
of husbandry by which to increase its productiveness,
and when he gets a surplus-more than lie reqires
for his living-he puts it in the bank either to pay
off the mortgage or to add to his capital. Surely
he iL not any poorer by doing so. I is the san
.way with the Government. By the imposition of and
duties-though the matter was at the time prospective and
doubtful-the Finance Minister who proved himself a g
prophet, obtained the surplus which we now enblJY thi
have that much money to put to capital account,. ]ever
is an experience which hon. gentlemen opposite
enjoyed. It seems to me that the fact that we are a9 re
raise a large revenue is an evidence that we ire
not in a very unfortunate position, and a str0ngh
of the prosperity of the country. Bat, Say th 0eeon
gentlemen, eple are leaving the country in ever
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tion. It seems to me that if the leader of the Opposi Lion
still maintains the idea which he promulgated a few
years ago, and if the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
XUaekenzie) still adheres to the opinions expressed in
his celebrated Dundee speech, and says that the Na-
tional Policy is a system of legalized robbery, we have
a right to ask these hon. gentlemen that they shall, now,
once and forever, promulgate their policy, and let the
country know what they intend to do. I am satisfied that
the country does not want a policy which will place us at a
disadvantage with the people of the United States. These
hon. gentlemen do not say what kind of a policy they want.
If they want a defensive policy let us know it. If they
want a defensive policy, or a revenue Tariff policy, or a
retaliatory policy, let us know it. They say that such a
policy as we now enjoy might have been useful some time
ago, but that now it is a thing of the past. But if, as some
of these hon. gentlemen say, a defensive policy was good in
1876, why is it not good now, and why should we return to
a revenue policy. I was rather severely criticized because
I gave the definition of their policy once before, but I shall
now give the definition adopted by the Chicago Tariff
Convention some time ago. At that convention it was

"Resolvei, That a Tariff for revenue only, is a system of duties on
imports based on the false and ruinous idea that the Government will
look out for itself and the people must look out for themselves, that
home industry will thrive most when it is least cared for in the laws,
and that it is expedient to hire foreigners to produce manufactures for
our use, while tens of thousands of our workmen are deprived of employ-
ment and our own good raw materials be neglected to make room for
importations-a system which has always ended in prostrating our
industries and in reducing multitudes to i dleness."

It seens to me that this is rather a good definition of a
revenue policy, and one which we have had illustrated and
proved by what we have heard in this house. The hon.
member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) endeavored to
prove the failure of the National Policy, by showing that
the exports had fallen off largely on some sixty articles.
H1e says we have fallen off in our exports of
manufactured goods, $1,652,610, but if the hon. gentle-
man desired to place the case fairly before the
publie, ho would have placed a list of the imports
alongside the list ho gave us. I find that between
1878 and 1881 there bas been a falling off in im-
ports of twenty-nine different articles, ofno less a sum than
$3,296,468,which conclusively shows that our manufacturers
have got the home market. Among the articles
to which I refer, are musical instruments, axes,stoves, furniture and another article which is so dear to the
heart of the hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson)-
candy. It seems, therefore, that even the hon. member
for South Brant makes more money than ho did, now that
he bas got a home market, and I would like the hon. gentle-
man, when he gets up, to tell us how much more he manu-
fatured this year than last, and whether ho has not
Éiund his market in Manitoba, the North-West and
the eastorn Provinces ? There is another industrywhich has thriven under the influence of the National
Policy, and that is fruit. In the one article of green fruitalone, the importation has fallen off 870,000 in the course
of one year. If the hon. gentleman had been disposed to be
fshr, ho would have stated these facts, and would havesbown, also, that the inter-provincial trade isProved by the fact that the importations intoNova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
have fallen froin S17,947,689 in 1878, to $14,0 16,366 in 1881.
I canot imagine that the people of Nova Scotia and Newrunwick eat less or work less than they did before, and
yet thoy have imported $3,000,000 less than they did in18 Nand have exported $1,000,000 more. The Provinces
i 187a 8eotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island,
This , exported $15,469,562, and in 1881, $16,349,868.2, ha an actual difference, in their entire trade, between

the two years of 84,000,000. The natural conclusion which
we draw from these facts is, that they have the whole
market. As a farther proof of inter-provincial trade, let me
point out that Nova Scotia imported from the United
States, in 1878, of flour from whoat $605,633 worth, and, in
1881, only $98,699 worth; and of oatmeal, in 1878, $4,286
worth; and, in 1881, $255 worth. I do not think this
reduction is accounted for by Scotchmen giving up their
oatmeal porridge, because they do not generally do that.
In New Brunswick we find that the imports of flour from
the United States, in 1878, were $336,722 worth, and, in
1881, $83,299; and of oatmeal, in 1878, $1,511 worth ; and,
in 1881, only $440 worth. lI Prince Edward Island the
importations of flour, in 1878, were $50,536 worth; and, in
1881, $9,169 worth; and of oatmeal, in 1878, $456 ; and noue
in 1881. Another fact which, to my mind, conclusively shows
that we have secured the home market is, that in
bleached and unbleached cottons, ginghams, jeans, &c.,
the importations have fallen in these three Provinces
from 8768,912 worth in 1878, to $286,c81 worth in
1881, or a difference of $482,931. This must show that
these goods were manufactured in the country, unless we
say that the people used less cottons. Now, let us sec how
this inter-provincial trade has benefitted the farmers. These
gentlemen coolly and deliberately talk of this Tariff injuriug
the farmers in the presence of men who know as much
about it as they do themselves. I apprehend that a farmer
knows what bonefits him as well as a manufacturer or any-
one else, and when we find that there has been such a change
in the course of two or three years, we have a right to
attribute it largely to the National Policy. We find that
the importations of grain for home consumption have fallen
from $13,438,758 in 1878, to $2,397,250 in 1881, or a differ-
ence of no less than $11,041,508. That is one benefit
that the farmers of this Dominion have derived. We also
find that the exports ofhorses, in 1878, were $1,273,728, and,
in 1881, $2,094,037; and of cattle, $1,152,334 in 1878, and
$3,464,871 in 1881. I might go~on and show the same in-
crease in our exports of sheep, barley, Indian corn, oats,
wheat, rye, peas, and a whole catalogue of articles which
form the produce of the farmer; and I think that the hon.
gentleman will admit, if ho concedes that the hon. the
Minister of Finance has not cooked the Public Acoöunts,
that the farmers have now a home market, and have an
opportunity of selling their produce at almost any price
they ask. They have the market brought from 3,000 miles
distant to their own doors, they have all their wants sup-
plied within their own reach, and in the eloquent language
of the hon. member for North Norfolk:

" A farmer raises a bushel of corn which he selle for 50 cents in a
foreign market, and with the proceeds he can buy three yards of cotton ;
but supposing the manufactureis brought to his door and the better
market which it creates increases the price to 60 or 70 cents per bushel,
and although import duties are levied on cottons from Manchester so as
to add largely to its price, still he may be enabled to buy four yards of
cotton with his bushel of corn instead of the three yards it was able to
purchase before, as the purchasing power of his labor is increased."

That is another portion of the brains of the hon. gentle-
man's speech. The hon. members for North Norfolk and
South Brant might find evidence of the extraordinary
succes of the fiscal policy of the Government also in our
exports. We find that in the last threc years of the
Administration of the hon. gentlemen opposite, the
exports were $236,165,405, and the imports for home

i consumption $282,233,268, or an excess of exports
over imports of $16,067,773. Now, look at the

lother side of the picture: during the last three years of
the present wise and economical Administration the exports
were $257,603,536, and the imports for home consumption
$243,734,561, or an excess of' exports over imports of
$13,968,975. How can hon. gentlemen explain these figi r ?
They may perhaps attempt to explain them away
but to my mind these figures are unanswerable'
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We can draw but one conclusion, namely, that there bas
been a great change in the producing power of the country,
that a great benefit has been derived, that a great change
bas taken place in placing our finances in a healthy con-
dition, and the fact that the excess of exports and
imports in the three years show a difference of
$13,000,000 is strong evidence in favor of the
Conservative Government. As another evidence of the
benefit -of the National Policy we can point to some of
the industries of this country, and I shall be able to show
that the reckless statements made by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, in regard to the schedule of the hon.
Minister of Finance, are not justified by tbe facts.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the chair.

After Recess.
Mr. RYKERT. I have shown, Mr. Speaker, that

hon. gentlemen opposite had no settled or defined policy.
Upon the question of fiscal policy they were entirely
at loggerheads, that while the leader was a pronounced
free trader and his first lieutenant was a free trader, we
had, on the other hand, the hon. members for North
Norfolk and South Brant who were pronounced protec-
tionists in the past, and were now endeavoring to shift their
sails in order, if possible, to catch the popular vote. I
think I have also shown that the only policy of these hon.
gentlemen was a desire and greed for office. No man will
attempt to controvert this after heaiing the record of these
hon. gentlemen and remembering their action during the
present Parliament, and the extraordinary efforts made
by them in 1872-73 to seize the reins of office
from the hon. gentlemen who now control the Treasury
benches. I think I have shown that those public lecturers
have been at times free traders and protectionists. Whenever
it suited the view of their audiences they were free traders
and delivered free trade speeches, but when it suited them
to play the part of protectionists they at once appealed
to their past record as contained in the parliamentary
ifansard and said: "there are my speeches ;" so they have the
happy faculty on all occasions of adapting themselves to the
audiences which they are addressing. I think I have shown
satisfactorily to this House that those hon. gentlemen who
now profess to lead public opinion attempted to frame a
policy for this House and country which was not deserving
of public confidence. I have also shown, I think, out of
their own mouths, that the country is prospering, and that
under the benign influence of the National Policy
it is bound to advance and bound to prosper. I
thirnk I have also shown, out of their own mouths,
although it is like drawing their eye.teeth from them, that
the revenue vastly exceeds the expenditure. Having accom-
plished that much, I think Ican fairly claim to bave performed
the task which I assigned to myself on opening my remarks,
and have satisfactorily redeemed the pledge I made when
I commenced my speech. I have some few more
observations to make in respect to the National Policy.
I desire to correct the representations of hon.
gentlemen opposite, and show that those who made
these representations, in my judgment have not the
interests of this country at heart, but made themi from a
desire Io remove the effect of the magnificent speech
delivered by the hon. leader of the Financial Departnent ofi
this Dominion. These bon, gentlemen felt the effect of that
tspcech like a bomb.shell in the camp, and when the hon.
the Finance Minister made the public declaration that, after
a year's experience of the National Policy, ie could point
to an overflowing Treasury of $4,000,000, the statement
fell like sour vinegar upon those hon. gentleman, and they
made all sorts of contortions. There remains the plain,
naked fact, that there are upwards of $4,000,000 in the
Treasury, and they, to break the effect of it, are obliged tot

Mr. RyKERT.

declare that this sum bas been extracted from the pockets of
the poor people. The hon. member for North Norfolk might
possibly have pointed with the greatest pride and satisfac-
tion, if ho had chosen to do so, to the very extraordinary
and rapid advance made in another industry, that is, the
cotton industry. I have before me a record, showing the vast
increase in that enterprise. The mills of 1878, had an
aggregate of 75,000 spindles, which, with 173,000 now being
erected, would bring the total to 248,000. It has been
askel what vas the use of all this importation of raw
cotton. We have the answer there. In every direction these
cotton manufactories are springing up, and the vast increase
in the importation of raw cotton, from 5,800,000 lbs.
in 1877, to 16,018,000 ibs. in 1881, shows clearly and
conclusively where it has gone. I am happy to state I
have received to-day, an application to the Governmert
for water power on the Welland Canal, for a factory
that will employ 400 hands. In every direction we have
people applying for permission to utilize the water power.
along that canal; and I look hopefully to its supplying
many manufactories along its line. Those hon. gentlemen
opposite, on a former occasion, after I had addressed the
House on the Budget Speech, took the opportunity to set
one of themsolves up to cry down the credit of the town I
have the honor to represent. I do not know that it was
greatly to their credit, because they dislike its representa-
tive to run down the town. I know that they have no
partiality for myself.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). Oh, we have.
Mr. RYKE RT. They have no great reason for any

partiality, but still that does not justify their discrediting
the town, or my constituents, whose confidence I have
enjoyed for nearly a quarter of a century. As au instance
of what is being donc by the manufacturers at prosent, I
shall quote an article which I eut from one of the Hamiltoi
papers, showing the immense trade springing up between
the Dominion and the North-West. It is dated 6th March:

" Among the goods sent from this city to Manitoba and British Colum-
bia during last month were: Clothing, $70,292.87 ; boots and shoes,
$7,526.20; stationery, $5,490.29; stoves and castings, $7,634.54; tobacco,
$6,041.52;groceries, 53,131.49, and other articles, makimg in all
$129?056 67."1

These goods were al .sold in one month, $129,056 worth,
giving evidence of the great benefit of the National Poicy
now in securing to ourselves this inter-provincial trade. I am
addressing myself more particularly to the hon. member for
South Brant, because hoeis going to follow me, because he
is a protectionist one day and a free trader the next. The
head of one portion of his speech is free tradeand the tail pro-
tection; and 1 would like him to explain what the body is. If
the body is generally protection, as it is, we should know the
reason. The hon. gentleman never told us that manufactu-
ring industries had been developed by the Tariff in his owa
city. I hold in my hand a Brantford paper, which May be
the organ of the hon. gentleman for all I know, setting
forth the benefits of the National Policy. I have been sat-
prised and disappointed that ho did not take an early olPo1'
tunity of telling the House what this paper reports. {nder
the date of February 10th, and the heading-;A&Good)YC
Mr. Paterson," I read as follows:-

"Mr. William Paterson bas taken bis departure for Ottawa. Wha a
pleasant atorr he will pour into the ear of bis chief 1 He wjli tellX,.
Blake that the commercial aspect of Brantford never looked brigbter
than it dees to-day. Ble will say that our new cotton miii no'w eP
in the neigbborhood of 200 bands, and that the proprietor bas a
cient number of orders on hand to keep bis mill going for twelve
months. He will report tbat many of our manufacturera have a
doubied their works during the past fifteen months and in proof o th~
he wiIi declare that in the year 1881 alone the new naehiflery par
chased, and the new buildings erected, by the beads of our indust1 r.
represented a sum not less than $250,o00. Mr. Paterson will aIl Mearlie
Blake that the North-West trade, given toOatario by the pre.ent bak P
bas brought thousanda of dollars to Brantford, and then t i frakP
this statement he will say that the narris Agricultural Imiplement f'
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who have eight large warehouses in Manitoba, have determined to build

immense premises te enable them to supply the orders that come from
the Prairie Province. Mr. Paterson will alse take delight in detailing
the numerous small industries, sucli as canning and fruit evaporatingj
works, that have sprung up in Brantford since the early.part of 1879. la
this connectionhe will probably say that a company with a subscribed
capital of $50,000, has recently been organized in this city te manufa-

iture farm end dairy utensils, andthat premises and lands havemalreaav
been purcased for the purpose. But the acme of Mr. Paterson's satis-
faction will be reached when he informs his leader that another English
manufacturer, attracted by the field that (Janada, through the belneficent
agency of the National Policy, offers for the industry, is, in conjonction
with Mr. Slater, of the cotton mill, entering into negotiations with the
city to erect a large wincey factory in Brantford. How we envy our
member 1 What a lucky man he is te be the bearer of such good news !
What a glowing picture William the Distorter will, on the floor of Par-
liament, draw of the good fortune that has, in these National Policy
days, fallen upon the chief municipality of his constituency !

"Good-bye William!1 Don't forget to mention the new cotton factory,
the new farm and dairy works, the new wincey mill, the new canning
factories, the proposed extensions under consideration by Buck, of
stove fame, and Harris, Son & Co., the large increase in the workmen
at the G. T. R. shops, and last, but not least, the boom ln your own
establishment. Ta!1 ta ! William. Ah ! but you are a lucky man."

I expect the hon. gentleman, in his speech, will tell us all
about that subject. The hon. the Finance Minister did not
know of these new industries, and, consequently, did not
include them in the schedule ho laid before the House
lately. The hon. gentleman opposite might have enlightened
us on the matter, but chose to refrain. I fully expected
that some hon. gentleman would have given us a quotation
from the speech of my colleague in the Local Legislature.
They say that no man of any experience or practical know-
ledge would stand up before a public audience and declare
that the National Policy had benefitted our commercial and
agricultural interests. I reply that no man will stand up
and say that Mr. Neelon, the member for the Local Legis-
lature, is not one of the most practical and experienced
business men in the whole Dominion, and when bon. gen-
tlemen opposite saw how this hon. gentleman put
an end, in the Local Legislature, to the discussion

full time. Collinson's factory employed fify-five to fifty-
seven mon in 1878, and at present tbey number 107 ; thoy
produced $58,000 worth of goods in 178, and $107,000 in
1881. The Welland Valo works employed forty-five men
in 1878, and now have 120; they manufactured $50,000
worth of goods in 1878, and now the amount is $140,000. I
will just read now from a circular issued by another manu-
facturing company, whieh cortainly corroborates what the
bon. gentleman from North Norfolk said to this House,
namely, that while the manufacturers' expenses have
increased, yet the prices to the consumers are not greater.
I hold in my band a cireu!ar of Whitman & Barnes Manufac-
turing Company, one of the largest in our eity (St. Catha-
rines), employing 175 mon, in which they say:

I We find that the orders for 1882 are at present far in excess of the
total orders for 1881, and although some lines of stock used by us have
advanced step by step for the last three or four years, still the
prices of knives are not as high as four years ago; and it is our deter-
mination to keep prices as low as possible, givmng first-class goods at a
price that will make us a living profit, and give satisfaction to our
numerous costomers."

The hon. member for North Norfolk and the hon. member
for Lambcon have spoken of the incorrectness of the state-
ment made by the hon. the Minister of Finance with regard
to the prosperity of the country. Now, I find they bave
omitted tomention a great many instances of prosperity. In
sight of my own door a manufactory established in 1878,
employs now about 100 men. Why even the Thorold Post,
a good substantial Grit paper, finds fault with the hon. the
Minister of Finance for giving them the go-by. It says:

I How was it that Sir Leonard Tilley, in the list which he submitted
to the House of Common, of the factories which have sprung up under
the benign influence of the National Policy, made no reference to our
Thorold industries, which can come under that head, namely, the two
knitting factories, pulp mill, and basket factory, which altogether
employ about 150 hands. Poor Thorold has been sadly left out in the cold
by the Government, in more ways than one."

eft e N~ational .uolcy by îthe tGovernment, i. woui xe o They never write an article without having a sting in the
know how they felt. Up to the time he spoke, every tail end, there is some little grievance against the Govern-
little penny-a-liner and penny whistler of hon. gentlemen ment, whicb, no doubt, they will rectify before long. Now,
opposite aspiring to be leaders in politics, had something let me draw the attention of the House to another state-
to say about the effects of the National Policy, with ment-I will not say it was made designedly-but the hon.
which the Local Legislature had nothing to do. But when gentleman from Lambton stated that uinMontreal he had
the member for Lincoln arose in the Local House, it was net been able to discover the Glass Company as ee
like a bomb-shell in their camp. Speaking of St. Catharines, of these wonderful evidences of prosperity. I have
that miserable little place, so belabored by my opponent, ho here a letter from a manufacturing establishment,said ho knew one establishment which, in 1878, cm- showing how many mon they employed. It is called
ployed only some sixty hands, that now employed 125, the Excelsior Glass Company, and was erected in thethe production of the establishment during the Mackenzie summer of 1881, working since then, the production is
regime reached between $50,000 and $60,000 a year; but $1,000 per day, and up to Saturday, 2nd March, theynow they amounted to $125,000. Another establishment, employed 496 hands and had discharged some because theyin 1879, turned out but $30,000 worth of goods, although could not get coal from Nova Scotia fast enough. In Sep-they had three travelling agents endeavoring to sell them. tomber, 1881, they employed 525 hands. Now this is an
Durinng the last year the out-put was $100,000 and all the industry which the hon. gentleman could not discover evengeeds met with a ready sale. Let me give the testimony of with a search warrant. Then we find the hon. member forMr. Neelon as to the benefits of the National Policy. He North Norfolk, who is so huge in the matter of figures,

in c urging that most of these new establishments have long
teetIn fact, the agriculturist secured at his very door, owing to the pro- existed. Now it grie.ves him terribly to see these factoriestective policy? from 15 to 30 per cent. mere for these products than if he xse.Nwi nese l erbyt e hs atne

vere compelled teselI them for expert. Witheut a prolective poîicy our resuscitated. Nothing grieves hon. members of theOppo-
artisans would be compelled to seek employment over the line, and our sition so much as to soc evideut signs of prosperity in the
farers must consequently seek their market for these products of the country ; they do not like it, and for that reason
foreOverthe border. A ready and profitable market was now furnished they would rather sacrifice everything-their country, theirfor these articles at the farmer's ewn door, and if lie did puy a lit-le

'a"e for the goods he purchased he could, and should be quite willing to wives and relations-than themselves, and they will not sec
afford it. He thought that the National Policy, instead of beinga detri- facts which are within their reach and knowledge. I havenent was eof decided advantage to the farmer." a letter from the Hyndman Company dated 15th March,And he further said if he were in Ottawa he would support 1882, in which they say: "We started in 1881,"-that is a
Sr' John A. Macdonald. Now, let me give further tes- pretty old concern is it not-" we are now employing

i7. I would like to give some information respecting twenty-five to twenty-seven men directly and about double
1own town. Smith's saw factory employed thirty men as many indirectly." This establishment the member for

78, and sixty are employed there now, the sales are Norfolk said was an old concern. Here is another company,mnore than double. I cannot give the exact amount, but wages R. HE. Gray & Co., which he says is an old firm also. I do notare ricreased to all the men; while everybody was thon wonder that the member for North Norfolk will not like that
ig only three-quarters time, now they are working company being resuscitated. Well, it started in January
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1878, a weakly miserable concern, employing ten to twenty ment. Now, I have been on almost every platfornm
hands; it now employs sixty bands steadily, and the proprie-3 in the Province of Ontario and heard these spouters talk
tor states : "We are pleased to bear testimony to the good about the deficits of the Dominion, but I never yet heard
effects of the National Policy." Then another statement from one of them say the deficits *ere caused by expenditures in
the Bolt and Nut Works of Toronto, see what the proprietor the North-West Territory. But the hon. leader of the
says. They failed in 1874, under the benign influence and Opposition wanted to let himself down lightly by catching
regine of hon. gentleman opposite, and remained closed until on to the coat tails of the Mackenzie Governuftent. Ie
August, 1879 ; they are now getting steady work, they stated the whole of those deficits wore caused by expen.
are running from 7 a m. till 10 at night; they employ 193 ditures in the North-West Territory. Let me rend an
men in their factory, and a large number besides making extract from that speech, revised by himself, which I find in
boxes. Under the old Tariff it had no existence whatever. the St. John Daily Telegraph of February 16th-I believe
The salaries range from $1.25 to $3.25 per day, and this is, the bon. member looks upon that as a good clear Grit
no doubt, bad news to the bon. gentleman opposite. I can paper :
almost fancy I can see the wrinkles on the face of the hon. "But for the North-West there would have been no deficits in the
momber for South Brant and bis annoyance, because new last Administration. It was the North-West that created them. If you
industries are flourishing in the country. I will now remember what has been done they must go on. I believe they muet go
address myself to a subject with which I am somewhat °n•
familiar, and which I am sure our friends will be glad to Well, Sir, that is something satisfactory. We have a state.
bear discussed, and on this question thore is one thing in ment here under the hand of the Deputy Minister
which we have an advantage over them; it is this: We of Finance where I find what were the deficits and what
have surpluses where they had deficits, and that is the great were the expenditures. During the years 1875-76, this
difference between them and our party. We have also the economical Government, of which the hon. gentleman was
fact staring us in the face, that the public debt bas largely so distinguished a member, ran behind $1,900,085; in 1876-77,
increased, though at the same time we know that that debt $1,460,027; in 1877.78, $985.776, making a total of $4,346,-
had been increased for works of public utility. I referred, 588. The great trouble is this : that the hon. gentleman
this afternoon, to the speech of the hon. member knows se little about figures, ho cannot tell whether it is
for Centre Huron, in which he said publicly-when capital account or otherwise. If ho will turn to the 24th
showing that bright shield to the capitalists of schedule ho will find that the Pacifie Railway expenditure
England-that the whole expenditure had been is carried to capital account. And how did they get the
incurred for works of public utility. I cannot do botter money for that? Why, they borrowed it. The whole
than repeat it, because it is a matter that I like to hear expenditure of the North-West, in 1875-76, was $1,136,194;
read, and because the hon. members for North Norfolk and in 1876-77, $918,742; 1877-78, $864,890, or a total of
West Middlesex are accustomed to proclaim to the goneral $2,919,026, showing a difference between that and the
public that the debt had been increased by the extravagant i deficits of $1,427,762. Now, Sir, why did not the
course of Sir John A. Macdonald, during the time ho was in hon. gentleman state the fact? It seems to me
power previous to their getting office, and pointing to the it would have been far better and more to bis
fact in order to justify their own extravagance during the credit in aspiring to lead the government had ho stated
preceding five years; in other words, while condemning the'facts just as they were, and allowed the country to judge
what is wrong in the other party, they justify themselves whether his position was botter than that of the right hon.
in doing the same thing. The hon. member for Centre gentleman at the head of the government. Now I propose
Huron says: î briefly to refer to some financial statements in connection

" The revenue has shown a continuons surplus during each year since with this matter. The hon. member for West Middlesex,
Confederation, although it has in the interval been charged with much who lately bas assumed the position of Minister of Finance
heavy expenditure of an exceptional kind, sueh as the outlay connected for the Opposition, undertook te criticize the expenditure of
with the several Fenian attacks on the country, the acquisition and the Government and in that criticism ho did not deal fairlyorganization of new territory, and providing an adequate defensive .
force for the Dominion.'1with those figures at all. Nevertheless, I do not blame the hon.

Now, Sir, that is the testimony of the bon. member for gentleman because he knows as little about figures probably,
Centre Huron. Let us call into the witness box the master as the leader of the Opposition, and for that reason it is

of he on. gentleman, and see what h says. I find in the natural for him to mix and muddle figures. Now, lot us

Globe-they have eard of that payer, no doubt-of take a few figures: for 1877-18 they collected $22,375,013
N o v eb e r b 1 6 t h e8 8 1 , i n s p e a k i n g o f o l d w inap n S t , a t a c o s t o f $ 5 ,3 0 1 ,1 2 4 , o r a t t h e r a t e o f 2 3 p e r c e n t . F o r

November l6tb, 1881, in speaking odf Goidwin Smith, the 18,te olce 2,3,9,u Oto
following- 1881, they collected 629,635,297, at a cstof

folloing:-$5,683,123, or at the rate of 19 per cent., a difference
Il Who does not see that Mr. Smith wants the same thing for Canada of,48ecent or a of te e onsercative G ivene

and is ready to decry this country if so he may injure its credit, and of 4 per cent. in favor of the Conservative G-verumont.
thus prevent development of its incalculable resources and induce the The collection of Customs cost, under the Grit regiml1
people to look to Washington or despair; it is true that the debt of the 1877, 5-82 per cent.; in 1878, 5-59 per cent., and. i 1881,
Dominion is large, but nineteen-twentieths of it have been incurred 3·89 per cent., or a difference of nearly 2 per cent. in favor
for productive purposes, and the interest has always been promptly paid.
With no debt and without works, in which the money has been ex. of the present Government. The hon. member fer West
pended, the country would be infinitely poorer thaD it would be were the Middlesex (Mr. Ross) took the average expenditure of the
debt doubled without adding to the works." last two years of the Grit Government, and ho took thosO

-Now there is the testimony, not only of the hon. member for years because ho thought ho could make a point with theff,
Centre Huron, but of the organ of the party, that the public although ho knows right well that the last year was nO fair
debt, large as it was, was justified under all the circum- .test. In that year they starved everybody and everything
stances. When the hon, leader of the Opposition went down lin order that they might be ready to meet the electors,as
to the sca, ho discussed the financial policy of the Govern- was evidenced by their bungling on the great public worha-
ment. Ho had never been much of a success at figures, but They se starved the Welland Canal that it bas tth
when ho was not in the hearing of gentlemen who knew thousands and thousands of dollars te cover up
botter he undertook the financial aspect of affairs in the neglect. The average expenditure during thir 9

Dominion of Canada. The hon. gentleman made a speech two years,according te that hon. gentlemanwas $23,511,
containing what I would call reckless statements. the average expenditure under two years of ConsermtiY
What struck me as being most remarkable was rule was $25,177,à74, or a difference of about $1,665at
one in reference to the deficits of the late Govern- Now, if the hon. gentleman had been desirable of tellig
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facts--and I do not accuse him of being so desirous-he
would have informed the House that the increase was caus;ed
by their own recklessness, by adding to the public debt
$34,000,000,making an increase in interest of $1,521,902, and
$542,497 sinking fund, making a total of about $2,064,381,
which, if taken into account, would leave a balance in favor
of Conservative rule of $399,016. We will now take the
ordinary controllable expenditure, to which he also referred.
In the two years of Grit rule the amount was $13,377,588;
during the two years of Conservative rule, $14,257,415;
making a balance of $879,827 in favor of the Grits. But
from this you must deduct the item of Census, which was
not an expenditure in their year, and also the excess in the
expenditure of Indian Affairs. These items in their two
years amounted to $731,698, and in the two years of Con-
servative rule to $1,626,914, making a difference in favor of
Conservative rule on those items of about $894,944.
Deducting tha-t from the excess of expenditure mentioned
by the hon. gentleman, we have $15,177 in favor
of the Conservative Government. Now, Sir, these hon.
gentlemen say your ordinary controllable expendi-
turc has increased very rapidly, and no doubt it
has; but i am going to prove, out of their own
mouths, that that expenditure bas not increased as
rapidly as they anticipated, or as rapidly as they stated the
country wou!d require. I will not go back to last year's
expenditure, but I will give them the benefit of quoting the
Estimates for this year which are the largest. I do that for
Ibis reason: that when the hon. the leader of the Opposition,
w ent down by the seaside, to discuss the financial affairs of the
nation, he would not take last year's expenditure at all, so I
will follow bis example, so as to put the worst possible
p hase on our aide of the question. Now, the
Estimates of 188',, are $8,381,673, and, comparing this
with the expenditure of 1875-76, we find a difference of
$188,101 in favor of that year. If you deduct from this the
excess in 1882, on account of Indians and Census, you have
a suain our favor of $682,793, which added to the other
balance makes a total, in favor of 1882, of $870,894 as con-
pared with 1875-76. Now, take another view of the matter.
The expenditures -of 1874-75 were $7,868,690, which,
deducted from the Estimates of this year, leaves an excess
for 1882 of $512983. Deduet from this the excess on
account of Indians, $813,829. and Census, $41,628, in all
8855,437, leaving a balance in favor of 1882 of $342,454.
Let us now compare the Estimates of 1877-78 with those
of 1882,uand Jet us deduct from the Estimates of 188 , those
items which did not occur in their time, or the amount of
excess in 1882. These are: Indians, excess, $187,805;
Census, $58,947; Public Works, 706,281 ; Immigration,
$197,616 ; Ocean Service, $78,256 ; Militia, $140,364 ; or a
total of $1,669,269, which deducted from the Estimates of
ibis year, leaves $6,712,404 ; and if from this you
take the expenditures of 1877-78, you find that the differ-
ence is only $8169,894, and this in face of the fact of the greatdevelopment of the country. Let usnow make a comparison
of the ordinary expenditure of the two Governments. This
ordinary expenditure for the last three years of the Grit
Government amounted to $21,947,362, and for the last threeyears of this Government to $21,134,992, leaving a balance
in favor of Tory rule of $812,384. 1 will now make a com-
Paison between the expenditure of 1881 and the EstimatesImade by the late Finance Minister in his Budget Speech.
1T" estimates were as follows: Legislation, $600,000; CivilMavernment, $900,000; Administration of Justice, $900,000;Marine '900,000; Militia, $1,050,000; Public Works,81,50o0000. Immigration, 8500,000; Miscellaneous,
for0,881 or a total of $6,500,000; while the expendituresir 1881 for the same services were $5,584,593. I think,
Sir, that when we find that this country has, duringithe past year, been able to carry on its affairs without visibly'inCrea48ing the national debt, when we find that within thei

last eight months we have been able to reduce the national
debt by $1,300,000, and that we have to our credit
$4,000,000, it is a very satisfactory exhibit. This is not
money wasted ; it has been paid by the people, and no per-
son bas complained of it. Cari hon. gentlemen opposite give
a single instance in which the people have complained of
these taxes during the last year ? They cannot name one.
Now, Sir, some of the speakers in this debate have stated
that we are indebted to the Liberal party for everything
that bas been a benefit to this country. That is a statement
I have heard made on public platforms during the last quar-
ter of a century, and 1 have failed, with all the research I
could bring to bear on it, to discover what great work of
public utility is entitled to be placed to the credit of the
Reform party. What are they ? Will1 some bon. gentleman
name one great act of public utility which that party has
placed on the Statute-book ? Now, I am not going to review
their past legislation, because if I attempted to do so, I
would have to look at a blank. Their record is before the
country-a record of extravagance and corruption, a record
which shows that they were totally incapable of administer-
ing our public affairs, a record of deficits substituted for
surpluses. I am not going to go over that ground, which
was so well covered by the hon. member for Rouville,
(Mr. Gigault), who, J think, must have satisfied every
hon. member of this House in the very eloquent and logical
speech which lie delivered, that the Reform party can lay
nothing to their crcdit in respect of legislation. We, on
the other hand, can say that we have a happy and prosper-
ous country, we can say that we have a happy and a con-
tented people, we can say that our expenditure bas been
kept within the revenue, we can point to an overflowing
Treasury, we can point to a home market for our people, we
can point to our laborers and mechanics enjoying peace and
prosperity, and we can point to the rapid development of
the North-West, a country which will become the financial
safety-valve of this Dominion. With regard to thatcountry,
I cannot do better than quote from a recent speech of the
Hon. Senator Beck:

"I went to Winnipeg last summer and there saw a thriving city of
15,000 people, with a railroad about finished to Lake Superior. It was
bein g pushed with great energy and abundant means westward to the
Pacific Ocean to reach the trade of Australia, China, JapAn and the
Indies on English soil, with cheap ships ready to furnish free goods for
transportation over this continent to Europe. I went west of Winnipeg
nearly 200 miles on that road, and saw thousands and thousands of acres
of wheat clearing forty bushels to the acre, weighing sixty-thrce and
sixty-five pounds to the busiel, and was assured byundoubted authority
that on Peace River, 1,200 miles north-west of where I was, wheat was
being produced in immense quantity equal to the best Isaw in Winnipeg,
while great herds of cattle were being fed without cost on as fine
grassy land as the world affords."

Now, Mr. Speaker, one hon. gentleman has stated that we
were the subservient followers of the right hon. leader of
the Government. Well, Sir, I admit the charge if he
pleases to term an honest following subservient. I am
proud to be an humble follower of that hon. gentleman.
But, Sir, we can say what they cannot say-we never
turned traitor to our hon. leader. In the bour of our hon.
leader's greatest difficulties, the Conservative party stood
shoulder to shoulder at the back of the hon. gentleman as
the leader of the party ; they recognized that he, of all
others, was Canada's greatest statesman ; and it is no reflec-
tion upon us to say, that we have followed that hon.
gentleman faithfully. I take it as a compliment, and I
thank the hon. gentleman for it. Sir, what are the issues
before the country? The right hon. leader of the Opposition
down by the sea bas stated them. He says: "There are threo
issues before the country, and they are plain and definite-
revenue and expenditure, the Tariff, and the development of
our young country." Sir, on these three questions we take
issue, and we have the advantage in taking issue upon them,
because we eau point to the rapid development of our coun-
try, to a wise and economical arrangement of our financial
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affairs which has produced a revenue far in excess of our had been so beaten, if it migbt be said we should have
expenditure, and to a Tariff which has promoted and bult hidden our diminisbed heads, on. gentlemen opposite, at
up new industries, a Tariff which is day by day developing ail events, know that the heads have since core to liglt;
the material resources of our country. We have to choose that though beaten at the polis, there is a Party whjcù
between these two parties: on the one hand, we have a dis- stands by the principles contended foi at that time, a party
organized party, having a divided fealty, recognizing no that is represented in this fouse, a party not represented
particular leader either within or without Parliament ; a in this House in proportion to its numbers in the country,
party desiring to obtain power for their personal aggran- but a party that we believe, when an appeal is made to thé
dizement and not for the interest of the country ; a party people again, wiil corne back to this flouse numerically
bound together for the defeat of the Government, but for no stronger than they are at the present time. Lt is
other special purpose; a party which, when in power, fot always a proof that men are right because they
turned surpluses into deficits and did their utmost to destroy secure the verdict of the people. If the people had the ques-
the prosperity of the country. On the other hand, we can tions fairly presented and if they wore properly understood,
point with pride and stisfaction to the fact that we have a then I would bow, and I bow now to their decision, but I
Government with a policy well defined and well matured, a would bow moie complacently to the public will as expressed
policy which extricated our finances from confusion and at the poils. But the contention of the party to which I
filled our Treasury to repletion; we have a Government belong is this: that the people of the country did not pro-
able to deal with the question of the development of the nounce in favor of the policy that hon. gentlemen opposite
North-West Territory; we have a Government which bas have given us, and which they term the National Y.
done its utmost to encourage and foster the industries of the The question that was asked the public was to place in
country, and 1 do not hesitate to express my belief that powermeri who would givethe manufacturers better markets,
when the electors of this country shaIl have an opportunity larger rarketsbring moreoftbem into existence than before,
of pronouncing upon its policy they will render an over- that would give the aîtizans higher wages, and give the far.
whelming verdict for the Government which has sought to mer bigher prices for the produets they bad to sdi. Lt was
encourage the struggling industries of the Dominion and an appeal to the pockets ofevery class in the community, and
protect the rigbts and liberties of the people. though bon, gentlemen would not redeem the promises they

Mr. PATERSON (South Brant). I desire, Mr. Speaker, had given, because to fulfil one would bave been in coniliet
to say a few words before this debate closes, and in doing so with anotber, they were careful in the different Provinces
I will try to remember the desire of the Government that and on different platforrs tomake sucb promises as, for the
the debate may soon be brought to a close, and also to time being, tbey tbougbt would catch tbe popular ear. And
remember that there are other gentlemen who desire to thus it was they attained to power, while the bon. the
speak on this question as well as myself. I will, therefore, FinanceIMinister birself is an evidence of the fact I ar
endeavor to limit my remarks to a few points that scem to pointing out. The hon. the Finance Minister-if newspaper
me necessary to be touched upon. It would be a difficult reports of meetings are correct, I bave Do reason to doubt
matter for a member on this side of the House to say any- tbey are not-stood on a platforni in bis own Province, a
thing very new, very fresh or very interesting on this sub- few days previous to tbe clection of 1878, and thoughhe
ject after the long, able and exhaustive speeches of did not use the words himself, lis colleague running wîth
many members of the party to which I belong. bim-he, the bon. the Finance Minister, being On the plat-
Stili, we all have our own way of presenting our case, and form withlm, and by bis silence endorsing what bis Col-
I desire to present the question at issue between the two league said-stated that no statesman would ever propose to
political parties as they strike my mind, as I see them, as I place a duty on four. The hon. the Finance Minister did
feel them to be. And I would say that, while I fully recog- not deny that on the platform, and the audience no doubt
nize the fact that the speaker who bas just sat down has interpreted, from the promises and statements made by the
reminded us of, and which wo are constantly remindel of colleague of the present hon.Finance Minister, not challenged
by every speaker who addresses the House from the Gov- or contradicted by him, but endorsed by bis silence, that the
ernment benches, that we are but a miserable minority policy of the Conservative party, if restored to powerwould
in the House, and but a miserable minority in the not le a policy that would tax the food of tbe peoplOf
country, as they affirm; yet, though we may be bis Province, The bon. Finance Minister himself, knOwllg
but a minority, hon. gentlemen recognize the fact that the people of bis Province were opposed to the burthflS
that there is some little life to be found on this side of taxation being increased, assurod them that it
of the House yet. I do not deny that the party to which was not contemplated to increase the Tarif, but si
I belong was defeated in the election of 1878. Hon. gen- to ieadjust it. When the leader of t e Government
tleman opposite are very fond of reminding us of that fact; was giving utterance to sentiments different to that
that fact was borne home on our minds, that we could not from platforms in Ontario, word was passed Over the
fail to note. The hon. the leader of the Government, in a wires to New Brunswick, and a telegram was sent frOm
congratulatory speech he made shortly after the elections there to him, to ask if be meditated and had st5d
of 1878, was reported to have said that on the day after the there would ho an increase in the Tarif, aud li
election it was impossible to find a Grit in Ontario, or replied that it was nonsense, that there WIIS '1

a Rouge in Quebec, even if you offered a reward. Their increase of the Tarif meditated, but simplY a read
faces were so long that our good friend Mr. Geo. justment of it. Then I ask whether the peOple of the
Brown, who has gone to his rest, and whom the Conserva- Maritime Provinces gave their verdict in favor Of the poliCY
tive party did honor to in common with ourselves, after hewhich bon, gentlemen said they had pronounced on. lon'
had gone, was charged 15 cents for shaving on the day gentlemen said that if restored to power they vold IlOt
following the contest, instead of 10 cents, on account of his increase the taxation and not tax breadstufYs;and as they
faee being so long. The Reform party believes in the were restored to power on these distinct pledge8,.itif
eternal fitness of things. There is a time to laugh and a the people of tbose Provinces to settie the questiOr- With
time to refrain from laughing, and, it strikes me, there was bon gentlemen opposite who certainly nisled them at that
nothing particular for the Reform party to laugh at on the tine. Another cause that led to the disaster
18th September, 1878. I will not say it was a time to tinued misrepresentation of the Reform Party with
weep, but it was not the most appropriate time to laugh. to the position they occupied towards the
We had been defeated in the country, we were passing interests. From every platform we were defounce a
throh a long period of depression ; but if it were true we the enemy of the manufacturera, we WerO
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our policy was a policy for the destruction of views and the expressions of my views, I wouId fot disguise
nanufacturers. The Finance Minister himself stated my real sentiments. h would, indeed, be trange if, in
that unless there was a change in the Tariff within two this Parliament, when the able mon on both sidos have
years, almost every manufacturing interest in this country debated this question with the vigorîid îpwer we have
would be closed up. Such extravagant statements being seen for many years past, if a.man tiût learn soine-
made, and a time of depression existing in the country, ears thing new with reference to these matters. But while I am
receive the words they utter and hearts believe them to be willing to admit that my views may have been, porhaps, a
true. Had they contemplated and more clearly looked at littie modified, and that my expressions may have been, in
the position of parties in the history of this country, they some points, a littie toned down by experience, I yot stand
would not have entertained the views that some of them here, abiding by the tenor of that speech, when that speech
appeared to have entertained at that time. What has been is fairly quoted and taken i its connection. And just per-
the history of political parties with respect to the manu- mit me here to make an allusion to one instance the lon.
facturers of this country. vheir position was iot one of gentleman related, in which ho e was toroughly unfair o
antagonism to the manufacturers. I have challenged on the myelf in making-that is, in r defrence to a word or two
platform, as I challenge the hon. gentlem.n now, to point out that passed between me and the hon. the Finance Minister
an act of the Mackenzie Administration designed to do an in the course of that hon. gentlema's speech, with reference
injury to the manufacturing industries of the country ; and to an interjection made, in which the hon. m mber for
I defy them to produce a proof of Mr. Mackenzie ever Lincon said to-niglt that I ad denied the statement
having levelled a blowattcseinterests. Let themtakeup oithe hon. the Finance Minister. I did noV deny that state-
that challenge. This is beyond their power, so far as ment, and I believe my hon. friend did not so understand
remnember, to prove any act of the kind. But, on the me. I have not beard any hon gentleman during this argu-
other hand, I ean addnce to the iHouse and hountry, proofs ment express himself in that way. The hon. the Finance
that cannot be refuted, that whule the Mackenzie Minister was speaking about the employmet o? labor aud
Administration were carefulmo conserve the rights the bringing i o? mon fromatheU tnited State. Ihasked
and interests oal classes of the community, they him was there a tax on labor coming in. He replied: No;
took care that the manufactring industries should also but we propose giving laborers the same encouragement
have that share of encouragement that 1 believe they tbat the hon. member complimented his leader for giving
ourht ao have.lon,.gentlemen opposiwe,ay hear hear. o the cigar industry, when hu put a duty on cigars,
They seni to think it a stùange thing for a member Vo stand saying it had brought thousands into the country." What
on this side of the ouse and pronounce himself ini favorof n saidVo the hon. the Finance Mînister, whieh bh
our manufacturing industries. The member for Lineon wili admit, was-tlat it was very nice, but bis quotation
spent thrce or four hours this afternoon speaking, dring was not correct. I knew in the speech I nade there
which hu referred to speeches I have made, and quoted was a sentimeut like that, but at that Urine I did not think thé
garbled extractb therefro se, as well as from the speeeh of phraseology rau exactly as it did; and I said the uotation
the aon. member for North Norfolk, and several other waasno exactly correct, and I thought I had said that
rmembers., is objeet was perhaps a double onu. It may the effeit oBtu imposition of that dty by the Finance
have been, primarily, to misrepresent Vhe sentiments 1 Minister o? that day lad been the same, as if a thousandof myse f and other hon, gentlemen inthey ouse;smenad been brouglt from other countries and set to workbut ce iay have rfad, in the second place, another in hs country. But am bound Vo say thgt the phrase.
objetin view. we maye cognizant o? the fact that ology of my speech in the ansard did not bear me out,ndothingtle can say would b received on its own merits; and so far the on. Finance Minister was right.aod ic the speech in whicti iheattempteds o argue the That is vry different to saying that I dniedalis statement.question on its merit, hoe purued hs year precisely the Nowon, gentlemen opposite understood that, while
ame plan loi bas pursud on the occasion o? every Budget saying that was not attempting Vo repudiate the fact that
peech. sie made the old argument, searcedi ansard for I ad uttered the sentiment that this change o? pohcy hadpioofsu ho quoted from eminent speakers portions o? their given additional employment Vo men in hs country. Thatspeeches in order that they might appear in the lansard as i did say and stand by, bcause it is the ruth, and I desirehis Own and lend grace and dignity to that performance. Vo speak Ve truth at ail times. But who effected the

in bis s'peech of last year you will find the same remarks change in the Tariff that produced that result ? We areand garbed quotations, and you will seo that my hon. old the lae hon. Finance Minister s a gentleman whose
fthend th member for North Norfolk atn reforred to his w ol aim and policy was Vo destroy Ve manufacturing
garbled quotations, that he would like Vo seQ a retaliatory industries o? this country. How then will hey reconcile
POlicY. But, whenthe lion. member for Nort ma Norfolk that with Ve fact that Vîrougl the revision of lis Tarif, lihaid that it woulyd t unwise, impolitie and injudicious Vo was enabled Vo bring about VIs result? The bon. gentlemanof a retaliatory po n.cy, did the on, gentleman oppo- insinuated to-nigt-and iV was an insinuation unworthy ofsbte that utteraey ce ofdmy on. friendp? No, liedidnot him-ehar tIe laVe hon. Finance Minister yieldudquote it, and iew quoed i not designedly, because le hato pressure from me, and that the Vax was imposedeolved the explanaion, and it was in te onaesard, as Vo benefit mysel. I hink 1 can stand hure in presence
nade by yhon. friend last year. t e bas quoted from o mn who know me and say, wiVh a clear conscience,qY Speech, and said a great deal wth rfernce Vo it. ie that I have neyer mad anything out oparliamentary
seaended Vo have found a mine there, and the sentiments lifu; and if every othur hon, gentleman can say the sare,ttered. Hb e in that speech, lesaid that I do not hold at pre- with as clear a conscience, I shah be glad. 1 stand here Vo-Sente e is mistaken . stand here to-n igt prepared Vo a utter nig t Vo defend the changes in the Tarif effected by tethe oame sentimentsto say that on no occasion, cither la e Finance Ministur. I propose Vo take that very changein the sOuse or on te platform, do I remember eaving as an illustration o? the principle that would guide me in a
lttered sentiments contrary to the true tenor of my révision o? Vhe Tariff. 1 take that very instance as a proofangurne qCOntained in that peech. And am willing o?the ability and wisdom oyothatn.on. gentleman so machto beleld Vo the enor of that speech, ecause, at denouncedhiy hon, gentlemen opposite as an eney o? the
that tirie, uttered the sentiments 1 believed; manufacturerd and unabie Vo grapple with the commercialand While q old the right if my views become questions o? this country. I take that instance as ryréfuta-
ei tat if my Stores of information become any greater, tion ousucd u assertions. I arnoldhs change affected the

if toae things in a different ligt, o, change my cgar industry. Whie hdrenoembers this, i is net go men-
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tioned in the speech. But I do not deny it. What were an adjustment ofthe Tarif, that is wise and politie. What
the facts with reference to that industry ? The protection Le did in reference to that industry in giving it a fair and
enjoyed by thuse manufacturers, ranged from 2 to 3 5, 10, !c4itimate protection, under the operation of his Tarif,
15 and 20 per cent. An average of Il por cent. was aill enabled htmc to secre a revenue to carry on bis countr
protection the eigar matnfacturers enjoyed on their pro- and so with other manufacturers. And bear in mmd
ducts in this country. And], on revising his Tariff the late another fact, th t in 1876 gold in New York was
bon. Finance Minister gave 1ihat industry an average protec- quoted at 113g and the protection of manufactures
tion of how much ? Fifteen per cent. ; and it was in conse- was very mucl reduced by the price of gold. But the hou,
quence of this increase that ail the beneficial results that have gentlemen have fot been content b leave the protection Of
been noticed appeared; anI when hon. gentlemen manufactures at from 17J to 20 per cent., they have given
opposite increased that protection from 15 to 31 some favored lnes 25, 30, 35, 40 and even 50 per cent. of
per cent., no such large beneficial results followed. protection. There, Sir, is where my contention la with the
Then I said that other industries might be benefitted in hon. gentlemen opposite, that la my quarrel and the quarrel
the same way. The late hon the Minister of Finance, in of theiReform party witb them. The Reform party las
revising his Tariff, respected the other industries, and neyer said that it objected to duties on manu(actured goods
increased their protection from 15 to 17½ per cent., whichbin Ibis country. We neyer gave effect te such a policy,
was a wise end prudent step in my judgment. And when, and we do Dot now wisb 10 give efleet to any
in 18743, I made the speech referred to, which is on record such policy; but we say Ibis: that an industry
now, and of which I an not ashamed, i was then in favor if it cannol Jive on from 17J le 20 per cent. protection,
of an advance in the Tariff in that direction, provided any with ils rt-w material free, is an industry that
change was made, and the nocessities of the revenue is not needcd here. That we can afford 10 wait
demanded it. I admitted then, as I admit now, that my until it shah ho found to be called into existence by that
policy would be a defensive one, and ,that in raising the amount of protection. Lot me cati 10 the minda of hon.
revenue of tbis country, if foreign goods were being slaugli- gentlemen opposite, who talk as though we had no manu-
tered in our markets, or sold under ordinary prices-if our factories in Ihis country prior to tho advent of Ibis glorious
manufacturers were thereby being crushed out-that I National Policy, how the manufactories of thia country
would use the Tariff as a means for securing the revenue, stood. Wby, in 1871, when the last Qensus was taken,
and at the same time affcrdiing encouragement to those whon we ascertaîned wbat the industries of thîs eountry
industries natural to the country. Sir, that las been thoamounîed b, we lad 140 différent lnes of mauufacturing
policy of the Reform party, and was the policy of the industries employing some 187,942 bauds, and they produced
Mackenzie Administration. Their Act is on the Statute- $221,617,778. Yet we hear these hon, gentlemen speak as
book, and judged by their action they stand there as the thougl we had no manufacturing industries in this country
friends of the manufacturers, and of all classes of industries before the National Poliey was introducod. What was the
that are to be found in this country. With reference te condition cf manufactures in 1876? Dcpressed, ne doubt;
that particular industry, it mtay have been; and, indeed, Iîley must have been depressed, when the whole countrywas
was myself inclined to think that perhaps I had over-esti- so. We lad a yeur inthia country wben wedid notgrowas
mated it somewhat in referring [o the good that had been much wheat as we wanîed te foed ou' own people, and there
done witb reference to it, when I put it down at 1,000 must have been a depreasion feit by our manufacturera, by Our
men, which the hon. the Finance Minister magnified unde- artizans, and by every clasa in the community, as they may
signedly, I believe, into thousands. But, Sir, what was foot il again if Providence abould witlhold bis blessings,
the fact with reference to that change in the Tariff, and we should have an equalty amati cropilthefuture.
when 15 per cent. and no more of an average But, Sir, ln 1876 even, and irom that down te 1878, the
protection was given to this industry ? I w;ll show themanufacturers cf Ibis country, as a class, were la as
hon. gentleman what was produced by it. In 1874, there proýperous a condition as any ciasa in the commurity-I
was 437,281 lbs. of foreign cigars imported in the country; believe more prosperous. And I defy the hon. gentleman
in 1876 that .had fallen to 195,387 lbs. That industry had opposite to show, from tle Trade Returas, or statisties, or
given employment to a very great number of people in this mercantile agencies, anything le the centrary. Andwlat
country, and it was a wise and prudent change to make inwas the record of the bon, gentleman with referel
the Tariff, and good was effected by the imposition of a to ou mauufacturing industries? In 1876, theu'Was
duty that gave the manufacturer not more than 15 per centto be an exhibition, to ho held at Philadeiphia, of carallu'
protection. Thon I told my hon. friend at the time, what factured goods, and the lon. gentleman from Lambtc1l, WhO
my views were with reference to that change in the Tariff. was thon leader of the Government, came down te this
I said that the article would cost no more to the consumer, fouse and asked for a grant of $100,000, b enable the
that the profits of the middle man would be somewhat manufacturera and farmers of this country le make ail
diminished, but the consumer would not suffer one iota. exhibit at Philadeiphia. He was supported in that appli-
Let me remind the hon. gentleman of this fact, that the caticu by membe's on thia aide of the fouse, and the money
profits of the middle man on that articleare from 60 to 120 perwas grantod. But what was the position laken by hon.
cent. But it is known that cottons, woollens and other gentlemen opposite? WhySir,therighthon.leadercfthe
goods are sold at close prices and the middle men cannot Goverament rose inlis place and opposed that grant; hi
afford to cut upon their margin. The increase upon these spoke lu disparaging terma cf il, and tneered at the man
goods must fall upon the consumer, and he must pay it. facturing industries cf this country. He said the Country
Another point with reference to the cigar manufacture, theue was tocyoung le make a croditable exhibit cf ber
is an Excise duty on cigars as weil as an import duty. manufactures ut tle world's exhibition, and he considered
If the bon. Minister of Finance had placed his import the meney tha granted would be eaîirely tbrOwn away'
duty on these cigars, and excluded them from the country, But the hon, gentleman from Lambton carried bis resolutio'l
and had no Excise duty on them his revenue would have and Ihia country made a moet creditable exhibit s
been diminished, and he would have had to tax the people Philadeiphia the eyes cf tle world wore directed te t'e
upon some other article. But there being an Excise manufactures displayed by Ibis country there. lu
duty upon cigars he raised the Excise duty at the same time tien wilh that exhihition, and aI a aubseqiint Meeî p
as Customs duty, and secured the same revenue that he had the Dominion Board cf Trado, Mr. Thomas White)'
before. That is what I call an. arrangement of the Tariff, asked permission te introduce a re&olition reOPeutng

Ma. PmTRSON (iBraa».
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question brought before that meeting, by Dr. May, on the
previous day:

" That this Board, recognizing the creditable display of Canadian
manufactures and products, made at the recent Centennial Exhibition,
at Philadelphia, is pleased to learn that the event of the distribution of
Rwards to successful exhibitors, by Ris Excellency the Governor
General, is to be marked by a public banquet and that the President
be requested to appoint two gentlemen each front Ontario and Quebee
and one each from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, to act as members
of the Central Banquet Committee."

That, Sir, is the testimony of Thomas White, the present
hon. member for Cardwell, as expressed by a resolution
moved in the Board of Trade, in 1876, with reference to
our manufactures. Then, if there was a period oF
calm for some of the manufacturers of this country, in 1875
and 1876, in 1878 when these hon. gentlemen went to the
polis, in 1879 when these hon. gentlemen were passing their
National Policy, that period of calm was passing away,
gold had become par in the United States, and
there was greater enterprise and greater prosperity
than there was at that time. Yet we have the
testimony of Mr. Thomas White, with reference to
the creditable display we made at the Centennial
Exhibition. We have more than that, we have the foreign
tiade which sprang up, largely fostered and influenced by
that display, the result of it standing in our Trade and
Navigation Returns, a proof of the wisdom of the Mackenzie
Administration in aiding those manufacturers to show what
they could do in the markets of the world. Let me give
you another idea of what was being donc by the manufac-
turing institutions of this country in 1876, to show how far
wrong the Minister of Finance was when he said that if two
years longer bad rolled round under the existing laws almost
every manufacturing industry would be wiped out. I find,
in the correspondence of the Montreal Gazette in 1876, an
account of a visit to the manufacturers of the town of St.
John's in the Province of Quebec. A correspondent writes
as follows

"The town of St John's (Quebec Province) so often spoken of by
Montrealers during the summer months 'as a pretty little place but
terribly dull,' remarks which the quiet appearance of the town several
years ago gave little ground to doubt, bas, during the past few years,
made such rapid progress that only the first of the above clauseapplie8,"

After describing the city ho adds:
In every direction the stranger turns he is confronted with fresbeVideuces of improvement in the number of new d wellings, ie sees neariy

atl-l Of theoccupied and some still in varions stages o. completion.
reaen he hears of the great increase of population and in the value ofcal estate he is still further surprised and wonders what can haveCaused the change. He does not take long to discover the cause, fort"""eRI tall chimaneys that led f rom large buildings, erected within a
Very few years beicle forth a thick eavyesmoke, that tells the tale with-
eut further remnark, of the industrial work going on in the factories. The 
e importantof these is the St. John's Stone China Ware Manufactory,ýrected some three years ago A short sketch of what this factery was

Iutended to do was publish ed ini our colums some years go, and thento Mst encouraging prospects of success were held ont to the new-
inr amof g our raanufacturing interests The most complete realiza-V

tasur cf a e that was then hoped bas taken place, and it l witthe greatetPlauew id the 8t. John's Stone Cbînaware Company's manufac-
tiUsucces ful and complete operation. Quietly and without adver-Ets, save tle short sketch alluded to above, the company has pro-E

gorneqsuerin alstep, meeting one difficulty after another and successful]y Iato forty-five Ponuntil now, with a producing capacity, equalL
prieu or fifty packages weekly, it fiai a ready market and good |

Th . parts of the Dominion."

thp,8Sr, is the testimony with reference to the manufac-Ip insLitutions of St. John's in 1876. He goes on toFl)ak Of the boot and shoe manufacturing there and the'WoOlen mnanufacturing.t
h ad tbeoLT. That company failed and shut up, and p

China Wareorganized after 1878-St. John's Stone andt
W1'1COmapany. It is now a completelynew industry.h

PATERSON. Is the hon. gentleman sure of it? b
GAJLT. I am quite Certain. .

Mr. PATERSON. Well, it is very strange thon, and I
think it will not do, or should not be recognized as a wise
thing on the part of the hon. the Minister of Finance, toprop
up and kecep from falling an stitution that finds a ready
market and good prices in alil part , of the Dominion. That
is what the test imony was with refos'cnce to that. That
information was furnishod to this correspondent, it is to be
supposed, by the managers of that w ork -a ready market and
good prices in ail parts of the Dominion, and yet lie says
they bave failed. And this was done, mind you, in the year
wben gold was 13¾ premium, yet the hon. gentleman tells
us they failed. So the Prince Edward Island Bank failed
the other day. Is that the National Policy? lHad that any-
thing to do wi th it? There was a large sugar reinery failed in
Ralifax, was that due to the National Policy? There was a
large sowing maching factory failed in Guelph, was that due
to the National Policy ? No ; hon. gentlemen will tell us -
the Finance M inister did tell us-that there was not proper
management in the Halifax refinery and that therefore it
failed.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It has not failed.
Mr. PATERSON. Well, suspended. I do not wish to

injure any manufacturing industry, and I thank the Finance
Minister for suggesting the better word. But the Finance
Minister will agree with me that a large amount of capital
has been lost in it.

Sir LEONARD TILLIEY. So it has been said.

Mr. PATERSON. And I think the Finance Minister
admitted in his speech that it was not as well managed as
other concerns, and so it may have been truc with regard to
this chinaware factory. The same correspondent spoke
about a glass factory that failed, and about another being
started ii its place, and perhaps that is the ene to which the
hon. member for Montreal (Mr. Gault) alludes. But, at all
events, here we have the testimony of a correspondent of
the Montreal Gazette, on information furnished, I suppose,
by the proprietor of the concern, for it Could not well be
obtained from anyone else, showing that they found a ready
market and good prices in all parts of the Dominion. But
we bave testimony from other sources. Take my own town,
to whieh the last speaker referred me. In Brantford we
have a new cotton factory; but, outsido of that, I do not
remember any manufactory of any importance which has
been brought into existence un der the National Policy; and
we had manufactories there years and years ago, beforo the
National Policy was ever dreamed of, and these manufac-
tories were doing business and prospering, and were in a
better position under the Tariff of the Mackenzie Adminis-
tration than they are under the National Policy at the
present time. Therefore,when hon. gentlemen opposite repre-
sent the Mackenzie Tariff as a Tariff designed to destroy the
manufacturing industries of the country, they arc stating
what is not borne out by the facts; they are making
mis-statcments which they ouglt to know are mis-state-
ments from their own personal knowledge of flourishing
manufacturing institutions before 1879. I stand hoer and
attack thoir Tariff and denounce thoir Tari fF and fight
against them and their Tariff, because, while it has given
exceptional advantages to a certain few industries, it
has in addition to injuring other industries, aotually
placed some manufacturers in a worse position than they
wore before. I can prove iL. It is susceptible of proof-
that is, if the Minister of Railways will be accepted as
proof. I can prove it, if' the statements of the
Finance Minister will be accepted as proof in
this matter. La 1875, I remember that the Min-
ister of Railways denounced the Mackenzie Administration
because ho said that the 2j per cent. additional
protection which they gave the manufacturers had been
wiped out by taking the raw material out of the free list
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and taxing it. What lid the policy of the hon. gentlemen
opposite do ? Why, Sir, il took the raw material of a large
proportion of the manufacturers of this country out of the
firee lisýt and irmposed duties upon it, and by the imposition
of these duties reduced the advantage that the
maune :turers had in this market as well as
in the foreign market; and the very fact, Sir, that
the Minister of Finance said, with reference
to the foreign trade, that a drawback would be given equal
to the amount of duty paid by the manufacturers on the
raw material entering into the manufacture of goods, shows
that Fe knows that the imposition of duties on the raw
material wipes out the protection that is enjoyed by the
manufacturers to that extent. Take the manufacturing
institutions in my own city, as well as in other cities in the
Dominion, and their coal is taxed that used to be free, thoir
iron is taxed that used to be free, their bar iron is taxed at
a greatly increased rate, boiler tubes have increased to 25
per cent., their boiler plate bas been taxed, and every
department of brass goods-to them the raw material-has
been taxed, so that they are actually to.day in a worse
position than they were before. What is true with
regard to them is true with reference to the manufacturers
of agricultural implements and many others of this
country, and with the exception of a few industries
to which the Government have given special favors the
manufacturers of this country would be in a better position,
I' believe, under a 17î per cent. Tarifftwith their raw material
free, than they are at the present tinme. Let us look, for in-
stance, to this same question of croc:e. y. In 1876, under a
17ïper cent. Tariff, with gold at Il3 in the United States,
the manufacturersof these goods could find a ready sale and
good prices for all they could make. But let us sec what
the hon, gentlemen did with reference to crockery. In 18ï76
there was imported of crockery into this Dominion $430,888
worth. In 1881 there was imported into this country
8139,029 worth, or $9,000 worth more of crockery
from foreigu markets in 1881 than in 1876. Now,
Sir, what are the facts? The hon. the Finance
Minister has raised the Tariff on crockery to 30 per cent.,
and yet there have been imported $400,000 of these goods.
What is the result ? The purchaser of crockery not only
pays that 30 per cent. on the crockery imported from other
countries-

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Do you mean on all
crockery ?

Mr. PATERSON. No, on white ware. The hon. gen-
tleman will agree with me that the Trade and Navigation
Returns, not being exactly classified in each year, it is difficult
to understand what they mean. I think, however, I said
white crockery, and that I will have been found to have
said it.

Mr. PLUMB. Say it slow, over again.
Mr. PATERSON. I do not know whether it could be said

slow enough to enter the cranium of the hon. member for
Niagara (Mir. Plumb). I find iron, stoneware, &c.,-that is,
cream color--classified in 1881,8250,435, as being imported.
Now, the serious fact with reference to that is that under
the National Policy, that amount of crockery was imported
on which we paid 30 per cent. more, and the people had to
pay the manufacturers of crockery 30 per cent. on all the
goods they turned out, or 30 per cent. more than if it had
been on the freo list. I am willing, and the Mackenzie Ad-
ministration were willing to give, and did give, the manu-
factur ers 17î per cent. protection, and under that they pros-
pered and improved for several years; and while we might
heip to give protection to that extent, I may say, that to
go beyond that and impose higher duties is to make the
people of this country pay a higher rate for protection than
they should pay. I am one of those that believe in building

Mr. PATIRSON (Brant).

up the nanufacturing industries of this country, and with a
view of having that they must have sone advantage,
and that they cannot exist when they are Young
without such advantuge. I have supported always and an
now advocating such a view, and when the Reform party
corne backeffect will be given to that view. If a revenue could
be raised on that, and if, at the same time, we could, by its
operation, afford such protection to the manufacturers as
they are fairly entitled to in the interests of the country,
I should support them. But I say that when you give the
manufacturing industries of this country a pro-
tection of 30 per cent., you are making the
people pay more for that interest than it is worth.
I am glad to see our sugar refineries opened. Our friends
opposite speak as if it was a source of satisfaction to gentie-
mon on this side of the House to see our sugar rofineries
closed. Not so; it was no action of the Mackenzie Govern.
ment that closed the sugar refineries. The Mackenzie
Government did not open them, and the reason assigned by
the Finance Minister of the Mackenzie Government for not
doing so was that the manufacturers of sugar, the washers
of sugar, or one at least-for that was about all there was-
stated that it was necessary in order to bring that resuit
about, that ho should have an amount of protection that
would bear unduly on the 4,000,000 of consumers; and
the position tho Finance Minister took, on looking at this
question, was that ho was bound, as the man entrusted with
the financial interests of the people of this country, to con-
sider the interests of the 4,000,000 consumers as equal to
the wishes of one sugar refiner, and ho said he could not
sec his way to do what that sugar refiner wanted and at the
same time do justice to this country. Hon. gentlemen
opposite did it, however; and what docs the country
pay for it ? Last year the hon, Finance Minister
said they paid 25 cents a hundred ; but this year ho says
the country Eas paid nothing for the benefit. Let us see
how that sugar calculation bears out, and the people of this
country will b able to form some idea of what they are
paying for opening the sugar refineries. In 1878, we
imported 105,240,173 lbs. of sugar, on which there was paid
into the Treasury $2,515,828, a duty equal to $2.39 per
hundred; in 1881, we imported 135,126,176 lbs. of sugar, on
which a duty was paid of $2,438,857. Now, Sir, if the
same average duty that was levied under the Mackenzie Ad-
ministration had been levied on that 135,126,176 Ibs. imported
in 1881, there would have been paid into the Treasury
$3,229,515, instead of $2,438,857, or $790,658 more thaii
was paid under the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite.
Now, I am willing to admit that that figure is subject toa
slight decrease, because many of the -sugars brought in, a
1881, were for refining purposes, &c.-it might be alieged, did
not possess the full weight of sugar; but the loss would bo
very slight, and there stands the fact of the loss of revenue.
If the people got their sugar cheaper, it might be made up to
them; but, calculations made in this House show tEst,
while you lose that amount of revenue, the people are
paying more for the sugar they consume. Now, let us see
the effect of this ? The people of the Maritimo Provinces
and the people of Ontario pay between thom, on the articles
of breadstuffs and coal, prime necessaries of life, about
8800,000 per annum ; under the arrangement of the sugar
duties by the Mackenzie Government, we should have
received from the 135,00000 lbs of sugar imported, as
much revenue as we have at the present time in the publie
coffers, and the people of this country would have freo coa'
and frce breadstuffs of all kinds. That shows what the
country is paying for these sugar refineries. Then,
with reference to the article of wood-screws, therN was
duty of 17J per cent. on them under the late Administlr".
and a factory was in existence. Hon. gentlemen oPif)'
raised that protection to 35 per cent., and yet 1
are more screws coming in now than there 
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then, which proves that the people of this e uty
ae paying not only the enhanced price on what
is iiported, but aiso on what is produced in the
country. So with reference to woollens and cottons-
there are excessive duties placed on them, there are more
cottons and woollens being imported, and the inevitable re-
suit is that the people are paying more for their cotton and

woollen goods-not only for what are imported, but for
what are made in the country. Hon. gentlemen opposite
attempt to deny this; but if a little common sense is
brought to bear on this matter, it ought to make it patent
to every business man in this House that where you do not
produce as much goods as the country wants, you not only
increase the price of the goods coming into the country, but
enhance the price of those made in the country. To argue
differently is to say that human nature does not avail itself
of any advantages within its reach. The manufacturers of
any class of goods will, as an effect of their human nature,
take the advantage that the Tariff gives them, and if it
enables them to demand 10 or 15 per cent. more for their
goods than they could get without that Tariff,
they will take that advantage and use it. When
manufactures increase in the country, and when in
any line of manufactured goods you produce more in the
country than the country requires, then the imposition of
the duties on foreign goods of a like nature does not neces-
sarily raise the price of the goods made at home; because
you have a home competition, and the home competition
will bear down the price, and then you have reached the
second stage of protection when you get cheaper goods-
this fact being always borne in mind, that that is the result
unless these manufacturers combine to restrict production
and force up prices, which they can do under a high Tariff,
and there a high Tariff is dangerous; or this other fact, that
the raw material these manufacturers use being taxed, they
must of necessityask more for their manufactured products,
or be content with a less margin; or the other result, which
sometimes follows over-protection, and will not wholly be
remedied by home competition, that the manufacturer does
not keep up to the mark by sharp, keen competition from
without as well as from within, is contented to work along
with his old-fashioned machinery in his old-fashioned way,
and does not bond bis energies to forward his enterprises as
best he might. With these exceptions, I admit that the
propOsition is correct; that when we produce more manu-
factured goods in the country than the country wants, the
IMposition of the duty does not necessarily enhance the
piee.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Ilear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. The Finance Mriister agrees with

me and every business man in this House will agree with
me. If a little common sense is brought to bear on the
discussion of these matters, we will all know that suchresults must follow, but it is certain that there are not
enough goods produced to supply the public wants; then the
imposition of duties not only increases the price of theforeiga goods imported, but it enhances the priceof similar articles made in the country. I bave
endeavored to show that under the Mackenzie Administra-
tion, and their Tariff, the manufacturers were in existence
"' this country, that they were doing as well as many of

rare doing now i comparison with how all otherelasses were doing; they had come into existence, and
rospered equally iu years gone by, as they have since theitroduction of the National Policy. I come now to speak

With respect to the promises made by hon. gentlemen
agP site, te another class, and another great industry, the

ut inadustry. The hon. gentleman opposite
anoth Rykort), did me the honor to quote fromanothercf My speeches in regard to agricultural
Protection, and in. that matter he, as he has done

in other matters, misquoted, took out of their connec-
tion my words, so as to present therm in a difforent
manner from what my sentiments und expressions really
were. In 1876 the hon. member for Contre Wellingtoun
(Mr. Orton) moved for a Committee to enquire into our
agricultural intercsts; there had been previously a Coin-
mittee moved for and granted to enquire into our com-
mercial and manufacturing interests. The bon. member
for Centre Wellington had made that motion the previous
year, I think, if not during the two previous
years. He had previously obtained a Committee, but
it failed to make a report. When he moved his motion in
1876, the hon. member for Lambton, then leading the Gov-
ernment, rose and objected to it on the ground that the hon.
member had previousiy had a Committee granted, but
nothing resulted from it, and he objected to granting the
Committee, as ho viewed the motion as a bu'combe one.
It was on that occasion I spoke, and advocated the appoint-
ment of that Committee. I said there mlight possibly be
two sides to that question of agricultural protection. I said
that my own opinion was, that a duty on wheat wculd not
raise the price of wheat, because we grow a surplus and
export it; but, nevertheless, there might be two sides to it.
I though t it was desirable, when a Committee was asked for, to
ascertain whether that was the case or not that a Committec
should be granted. Mark what the hon. gentleman opposite
said. The bon. gentleman, in quoting me, stated that I rose
and said my party will make a mistake if they refuse to
grant this concession, leaving the House to understand
that I advocated duties on breadstuffs, and that I said my
party would make a mistake if they did not grant that con-
cession. That is the word you used, is it not ?

Mr. RYKERT. Probably yon heard what 1 said.
Mr. PATERSON. You do not deny it. I say it was

with deliberate intent to misconstrue my language and
deceive this louse.

Mr. RYKERT. Will the hon. gentleman say I did not
read his exact words ?

Mr. PATERSON. I have asked you whetber you used
that word or not. I gave the opportunity of saying whether
the word you used was concession.

Mr. RYKERT. I read your words exactly as they were.
Mr. PATERSON. 1)id you read from IHansard?
Mr. RYKERT. Yes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Order.
Mr. PATERSON. I hope the hon. gentleman will not

find fault when I ask the hon. gentleman what word he
used. I understood him to use the word concession.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I called the hon. gentle-
man to order because he was addressing himself directly to
my hon. friend. The hon. gentleman must address the
Chair, and speak in the third person.

Mr. PATERSON. I quite understand, and wil! accept
that hint froi the leader of the Government. His is
an example we sometimes find it difficult to follow, and
if I have been a little funparliamentary, I know
you, Mr. Speaker, will pardon me because tlie leader of the
Governenet sometimes sets nie that example. As I under-
stood the hon. inember for Lincoln, he read that I stated
my party would make a mistuke if it refused to grant con-
cessions, while the word I used was Committee. The im-
pression left is dîfferent in that case. I was advocating the
appointment of a Committce to ascertain whether the duty
on bredstuffs would bonefit agriculturists. I said it would
be a mi-take if ny party refused to grant the Conmittee,
and, without egotism, I may say that at my request the leader
of the Government withdrew his request and a CommT e
was appointed. I went on in that speech to say that possi-
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bly the Cormmittee might find in their report that the im-
position of duties on articles that the farmer produced would
be an injury to him instead of a benefit, in which case no per-
son would advocate the imposition of those d uties or the carry-
ing of them intoeffect. It was my wish, however, to ascertain
what influence the imposition of such duties would have on
the farmers; it was not an argument, as the hon. member
for Lincoln tried to make out, for placing duties upon bread-
stuffs, but it was the expression of a desire to ascertain
what effect such duties would have.

Mr. RYKERT. I read your exact words.

Mr. PATEIRSON. No; my exact words were, Com.
mittee, not concession. Do you say that ibat is not correct ?

Mr. RYKERT. I do not.

Mr. PATERSON. Then I accept the statement. The
bon. gentleman will also admit that he did not read what
I subsequently said, which explains the whole matter, and
that I wish the appointment of the Committee in order to
ascertain the effect of the imposition of duties. A Committee
was granted. Did the Committee ever report in favor of
the imposition of the duties on grain ? The Com-
mittee never so reported, but it submitted the
evidence to the ilouse, and left every man at lib-
erty to determine the question for himself. To-
day it is a problematical question whether the
imposition of those duties bas been productive of good. A
Committee was appointed the other day on the subject,
showing that there is a dim suspicion that those duties,
after all, have failed in doing what they were expected to
do in benefitting the agriculturists ofthis country. If there
might be anything said in favor of the imposition of those
duties, it is what 1 said in that same speech, that with the
imposition of those duties, we might be able to say, in the
event of the Americans desiring a renewal of reciproeity,
that we have duties on grain. I say now, that
if there is any value in baving those duties, that
is the value; but it will be a very little value,
because the Americans would say it would be no
advantage to them to get this market for their grain.
If there was any argument in it, it was that; but wbat
did hon. gentlemen opposite tell the farmers? They told
thm they would get betier prices as the result ofthe impo-
sition of this duty on grain, and whcther designedly c not,
in that, the Government of this country have deeived the
farmers and they are attempting to deceive them to-day.
But farmers have been undeceived with reference to it, and
many of them who cast their votes in favor of bon. gentle-
men opposite, under the delusive promises broken by them
since they have been in power, will withhold their votes
from them at the next election. Let us bring a little com-
mon sense to bear upon this question. I ask the hon. Min-
ister of Finance to follow me for a few moments. le
admitted my proposition, made a little while ago, with
reference to manufactured goods, viz.: that when you pro-
duce more manufactured goods in a country than it wants,
that then the iimpositicn of a duty could not benefit the
manufacturers, except they wanted to enter into a combina-
tion.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I did not say anything of the
kind. I cannot allow the hon. gentleman Io put a construc-
tion upon a remark I made across the louse, that it did not
bear. The bon, gentleman said that when in a community,
or any section of a country, the people produced more than
the country required, and they had to seek a market abroad,
then it was not necessarily the consequence that it should
increase the price to the consumer, and, under those circum
stances, I said hear, hear, to it.

Mr. PATERSON. Perhaps in words a little more
plain, my hon. friend that t4ts beside me says that ho used

M. PATERSON (Brant).

the same words that I did, and now the Minister of Finance
has endorsed that hon. gentlemans position. I knew he
would, because it is common sense, and the view which a
business man would take of a business question. But, Sir
the farmer had reached the second stage of protection
before the National Policy was put in force at ail, and
therefore the imposition of duties on -grain is a face, a
delusion and a snare, and they know it. If they do not
they show no more intelligence on this question than the
gentleman who addressed us this afternoon. Hon. gentle.
men opposite know that when you have a surplus of any
article in this country, and are obliged to send to foreign
markets to find their prices, the imposition of duties upon
that article is barmless to increase its price. Now, as
admitted by the Minister of Finance, you cannot protect
the agricultural products of this country except in the one
article of Indian corn. I say here, as I have said on every
platform, on this article you can enhanco the price. Ani
why? Because we do not grow as much of if s the
country wants, and therefore the imposition of a duty on
corn raises its price to the Canadian flarmer some 7½ cents
per busbel. The Minister of Finance agrees with that in bis
speech, but the hon. the Minister of Railways said that the
imposition of 50 cents a ton on coal did not raise the price
of that article, because Yankee coal came into the country
and met coal produced here, and consequently the Yankee
paid the duty. Corn comes into the country and meets
corn grown bere; how is it that the Yankee does not pay the
duty ? The hon. the Minister of Finance says
that the dutieson corn did not raise the price to ourformer,
and I say so too. He is logical and I am with him, but
as a consequence the hon. the Minister of Railways is
illogical and incorsequential with reference to bis coal
duties. With reference to dities on corn the farmeri has
had his prices enhanced, and that cannot be prevented;
but is that in the interest of the farier ? It is in the interest
of the fariner who bas corn to sell, but while one farmer has
one bundred have not. An bon. gentleman says that it
gives the farmer a botter price for his oats. It is a very
strange thing, if that be the case, that oats should be higber
in the Chicago market than they are in Toronto, as I think
the hon. momber for North Norfolk pointed out the other
day. If the farners are content with it I bave no reason
to compla,n of the duty, but i argue simnply
on business principles, and tLe hon. gentlemen know
for a fact that the firmers, having reached the
second stage of protection, before the new poiiey
was introduced, it is impossible to protect then;
that being hie case a Tariff that makes them pay enhanced
prices for what they have to buy is an imposition upon
them, and they have a right to resent it. Trace the hon.
gentlemen opposite in their action in this matter ; they pu1t
a duty of 15 cents per bushel on wheat and 50 cents )er
barrel on flour. The duty on wheat is greater in proportion
than the duty on flour, and that shows that the bon. gentle-
men know that the impost of a duty on wheat would not
raise its price at all. What did they do fuither
They went through the farce of puttilg "
duty on wheat, and then they pass
an Order in Council permitting the millers of this couinti'
to go to le United Sates, where they could buy 2,000 to
10,000,000 bushels of American wheat, and bring it in o
Canada, and not pay one cent of duty on it, but simplY gise
their bond, grind that wheat into flour, sell that flour 1
Canadian markets, within a period specifed, and if 1l0
millers had sold and realized their prices within one
after, they could export a like qtiantity of flour and b
and the exportation cancelled the bond they gave
duty, and thus they never Lad paid one cent of
upon it, That wats the treatment the bon. gentmiuî
opposite gave the farmers, and that would have been I
fact still, if the attentiou of the country had not been ca
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to it by a gentleman on the Opposition side of the 1louse,
denied, at that time, by my hon. 'friend the Minister of
Customs, who subsequently had to admit it, however.

Mr. BOWELL. No, no.
Mr. PATERSON. Yes, he changed.
Mr. BOWELL. I never made any denial. I said, when the

Tariff was first under discussion, that the principle of allow-
ing an equivalent to be used instead of the actual product
was not only discussed, but was affirmed in that debate, and
the hon. gentleman knows that.

Mr. PATERSON. The hon. gentleman said that I
had not interpreted it right. I say, I proved I was right
on that occasion, and that the hon. the Minister of Cus-
toms, though thinking I was not right at that time, very
soon foind out that I must have been right, judging from the
fact that he passed another Order in Council in which the
phraseology was changed, requiring them to export the pro-
duet of the same wheat that was imported.

Mr. BOWELL. That is quite true, but I did not make
aniy such denial as you attribute to me.

Mr. PATERSON. I accept what the hon. gentleman
says. But I think the hon. gentleman said I did not give
a proper interpretation ; I accept his statement. Now, let
me call the attention of the hon. the Minister of Finance to
the agriculturat protection, and to his reasoning in
reirence to it. Thero is something very strange,
when be touches upon this agricultural protection. I
find that ho says inb is speech, made this year,
that through the imposition of this 15 cents a bushel on
wheat the Canada farmer gets 3 cents a bushel more than
ot[îerwise practicable; that at a certain season of the year
when the farmers are sold short it wouild be possible to get
a higher price by a duty on wheat, and he goes on to say
that the cost of the transmission of that particular kind of
wheat from Chicago to Liverpool was precisely the cost from
Toronto to Liverpool by the Grand Trunk Railway and the
Allan line of steamers. Therefore, if the price depended on
the English market, that wheat would have had to go down
3 cents more ; because as we know, after a large portion bas
been shipped to England, the quantity of Canadian grain
i the counrry being diminished, the Canadian millers
bare to pay an increased price for their wheat, whichgoes ito the pockets of our farmers, who reap the benefit,and, therefore, the millers have either to go to the United
States Market and pay the duty, or pay the price demanded
by the Canadian farmers. Consequently, ten days ago they
received 3 cents a bushel more for their wheat than had our
Markets been open to the Americans, and exposed to the
danger of being broken down by the shipments from the
Other side. What does the hon. the Finance Minister mean
bY this ? Why does the Canadian farmer, by this duty of
]5 cents on wheat, get 3 cents a bushel more? Because he
says he would no sell his wheat unless the Canadian miller
gare hlm his price, and, if the miller went to the
Uited States, he would have to pay 15 cents more.
'; tbat be so, why, I ask the hon. the Finance
eliIt ?r, does he not ask more than 3 cents a bushelextra? Why, if the miller must pay what the farmer1is,n does ho stop at 3 cents-why not ask 10 cents or12 ent? The matter must be explained on some other
grou d than the 15 cent duty Take the article of wool,ahe Jteow the farmer was treated by the Government.

They told hi· they would put a duty on wool that wouldisane t price. What are the factzs? The tirst year they
hPoued 1duty on wool. The next year the farce is gone

imp-O0of o-nposing a duty on sorts we were not
1880 shoed The Trade and Navigation Returns forirnportwed that some 6,000,000 lbs. of wool were

rted Without paying duty ; in 1881, 8,000,000

lbs. entered without paying one cent of duty. The
farce was again gone through of placing duty on other
things, which hon. gentlemen opposite knew would not
have the slightest effect in enhancing their price. Now,
with reference to another class in t4he community, the
mechanies and artizans, I take this g-round-and I have
thought a good deal upon this subject-that it is the
bounden duty of the men entrusted with the affairs of this
great country to recognize the fact that there are other men
basides the manufacturers whose interests ought to be con-
served at their hands. While I am willing and anxious, and
while the Governiment I supported and the party I am con-
nected with were and are willing to arrange the Tariff as to
give fair protection to manufacturers, they felt and feel
bound, at the same time, to do fairly with them; to
not place these men in a position to extort heavy
prices from the consuming classes. Wlen you remember
that the National Policy does this, that while it gives
to certain manufacturers 35, 40, and 50 per cent. protection,
it leaves the mechanies and artizans who work in those
factories without it-while we, the manufacturers, are pro-
tected against the competition of foreign countries, the men
by whose energies we are enriched are not protected in the
slightest degree, our labor market being opon to the whole
world, foreign artizans may come in, under-bid them, and
take away their living. I do not intend, of course, to put a
duty on labor; but 1 say this, while the labor is left un-
taxed, the articles purchased by the laborer should not be
heavily burdened. That is the principle we war against,
and not against the manufacturors, but against a Tariff that
would give thom an illegitimate amount of protection.
We are told that hon. Ministers have made the times
botter. All the credit for the prosperity of tho couintry is
arrogated by ther, by virtue of thoir legislature. It was
pointed out by thel hon. gentleman who preceded me in this
debate, and by myself in a few remarks I offered on a motion
made the other day, and for the making of which J was
found fault with by the hon. the Finance Minister, who
said I desired to anticipate him-it was stated also by the
hon. gentleman who spoke this afternoon, that I wished to
anticipate that hon. gentleman by requiring a reply to my
motion, althougli my remarks had an entirely different
object, being intended to elicit information thatwould enable
us to determine on ihe question in which sone of my con
stituents were interested-I say ihat on that occasion I
pointed out that the prosperity of the country had
been brought about by the fact that within
the last two years there had been $30,000,000
extra gold brought into the country, as a result of extra
sales of lumber, animals and other agricultural products. I
also stated that unless the hon. gentlemen opposite could
claim the power of raising lthe price of lumber in the
United States market, compelling Heaven's rain to fait on
our fields, and of raising the price of grain in the British
market, that those $30,000,000 could not be credited to
them, and I argue that through the operation of this
$30 000,000, circulated through this country, manufacturers
have experienced an impetus that would bring about the
result we have witnessed-peace, plenty and prosperity in
our country. Bat the hon. gentlemen opposite, and the
Finance Minister, said: we will show the hon. gentlemen
in Oppostion, that our prosperity could not have coma
from the large increase of exports. A more rash state-
ment was never uttered. That $30,000,000 should
be brought in and not produce an affect in the
shape of greater prosperity is a statement so rash
that the Finance Minister should not have ventured
upon it. Why, any one can understand what the effect of
such a benefit would be in this country. He claims that
the whole proserty the country is enjoying, is du to the
beneficial affects of his National Policy ; but as a proof ie
furnishes us with a list of industries that it has brought into
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existence. Let us look at them and examine this statement, Oxford with 50,000 inhabitants, bas an increase through the
with a view of ascertaining the course of the greater pros- operation of the National Policy of 21 bands. Yet ail the
perity iad wealth of our country. I ind in the list of, towns in that thriving county are busy and flourishing, the
manufactures that ho has given is as baving been establishedi farmers are prosperous and doing well, better off than ever
in this country, that that statenient leads us to certain resuit-. before. Why ? the hon. Minister of Finance has given us the
-He tells us that there has been some manufactories started secret-the home market that was produced by these twenty.
in lamilton in which 255 extra bands have been employed. one hands in the town of Woodstock; and any man must be
By the Census of 1871, there were 4,456 hands employed in blind that cannot see it. Then we go into St. Catharines.
that city, and in the three years the National Policy bas We heard something about St. Catharines. The hon. gen.
heen in force he tells us it bas put 255 extra hands there. ileman opposite bas told us a great deal about St. Catharines.
In the c ly of Kingston, in 1871, there were 1,298 bands We find the hon. Minister of Finance only claims to have put
employed in the manufacturing institutions, and he says the ten extra bands in St. Catharines as the result of the National
National Policy bas given us 40 more bands during the last Policy during the last three years-three hands and one..
three years. In London, 2,261 bands were employed in third per annum in the city of St. Catharines.
1871, and he laims that 130 extra hands have been put Mr.RYRT. low manyadditional men did I daim?
there as the result of the National Policy during the last
three years, but a newspaper in that city says that ho cannot Mr. PATERSON. Tbe bon. gentleman daims so mach
find even that manufactory. In Quebec, there were 7,<50 that we cannot accept bis daims. Will the hon, gentleman
bands ermployed in lb7l.and the National Policy is credited not take the officiai document that bas been submitted to us
in three years with having put 300 more hands in thatcity. ly the bon. Minister of Finance, as having weight and
In St. John,N. B., there was ernpioyed in 1871, 4,103 hauds ; autbority? I fiud that comparing tbe Iist ofthe Minister
the National Poiicy is credited in the return furnished by of Finance, St. Johns, Quebcc, tbat tbriving town whose
the Minister himself with having given an addition of 25 cbimneys wcro belehing forth tbeir smoke in 1876, has
hands to that eity. No wondor thore is a boom in St. John. gained tbirty-eigbt bauds. Wby? There were hundreds
Any one can readlily understand why there should be an during the Mackenzie Administration. Thatonestoneware
immense boom there as the effeet of the National Policy, if factory, erected during the Mackenzie Administration,
25 additional hands, according to the showing of the Minis- employed 120 bands; the hot). gentleman's National Policy
tor of Finance, have been placed in that çity. Eight extra bas added thirty-eight more. The town of Sherbrooke,
people a year to consume the products of the country sur- 48 extra bands added, 16 per ammum according'to tbe state-
rounding that city. ment furnished by the Finance Minister; the town of

Mr. HESSON. Is the bon. gentleman comparing his Cobourg, 32 bauds extra; Charlottetown, Prince Edward
-~178 ~Isiand, 25 extra bands; and I eal the attention of mystatements with 1878y

statmens WIh .bon. friends from that Island, one of whom a
Mr PATERSON. 187f, seven years before that; in year or two ago, in this buse rose and demanded

1s78 the population would be much hrger tlhan in 1871, that a sum. of' mouey should be given to that
and therefore the comparison is altogether in Island for improvenents because the National Polior
the bon. genileman's faor. The hon. gentleman had not benefitted them, and they demandel that they
knows very well ihat until we get our Cen- shouid bave an extra sum given to ber to be applied to some
sus returns we are not in a position to tellpublic works in order to compensate them. I tell my lion.
what the manufacatuving industries were in 1878. fricud that bis difficulties, in that direction, from this time
Tbe bon.genlma opposite kiows, or bie ouit to know, cease. Thesland of Prince Edward has ben benefitted
tb!it it is only when the Cen-sus cturni are coipleted and by the introduction of the Naims. Policy. The hon. the
tahulated, that we aie luble to abcyhtain the eggregate of theo.inister of Finance eas give , us a statement in wbich it is
industrics of'this onutry, tbe-efi-e the h n. gentleman concsively proved that in Charlottetown twenty-ilve
knows 1 amn quotinig from the orily figures it is possible extra bauds have been employed as a resulit of tbis policY
for me too quote from. But I fancy this statement of the during the last three years-eigbt bauds per anum-eight
bands that were employed in this country, in 1871, was extra consumers a year for Carlottetowu. That is ail I
vastly increased in the seven years that intervened before say the Minister nf Financetain Thaving done for
1878. That 1 can tell from îny own personalf observation, the capital of that island, and that is al that is given tothe
as cu every other bont. gentleman. lu the dity of iealifax, island a hywbere. But there are unreasonable people theie
18ý1, there were 2,167 bauds employed, ani the National wbo, aving had an extra market provided for the stY
Policy is credited with putting 183 more there, 60 bauds eight baunds per annu to consumne theiragricultur roo
a year lu that city-all idle now, 1 arn told.la Moutreal, ducts, are not content with the effeet of the benig National
there were 21>7 bauds, ia 1871. The National Policy i Policy. be lit is valuelesa. Let me do the hou. Minister
credited with adding 1,924, includiug Redpath. In Toronto, of Finance this justice, that Is bld us, wone ho sbMitted
iu 1871, 9,400 were employed, an.d Toronto is yredited with this list, it was only a partial one. I agredwithhim, it Was
1,638 more. lu Paris-I could only get tbe retavas from the only a partial list. That list does got r ento thsan t
cities ; in the towns we could notgettemlu the Census represent the number of extra bauds employed in Poiy
separately; but 1 take the town of Paris, and h find there country at the present time. A s a resu t of the Nationa
bas been five extra bauds set to work, as this result of the Policy, it exhibits more; but e hon, gentleman dtosm
National Poicy-that is bardly two bands extra per p year that while manufacturer are woring and more band are
in the town of' Paris. Every merebiant inParis is doiîg a emplýfyed, tey aie employed not as the reos ths tie
better business than he Cdid;ianuacturers are busier than NatioPalnPolicbona iando.
ever before. The reason of it is plain. Te bon. Minister of classes ofgoods wich the people a enabled to bu by vitis
Finance bas old us, is because he set ive extra gnds at ofthel$30,000,000 of extra gold, wth broug t into this
work, and tey are onsumi g the goods ofit i country, countryfrom sources over whictheGovernmeulhaveotthli
that is the five extra bauds, that, during the last three years slightest coatrol or the slightest power. The bonmeit
that bave been put in the own of Paris,have made the inan opposite aMsked me ow it was with refe doene f
farmers of North Brant rich. Woodstock it bas givenibranches il wich I am engaged myseif; e asked nto

thm twenty-one bands, sevenhaeds a yenr. The county ofxtel him, and said would be afraid to say what the hee
Oxford isprosperous, the towns of Oxford are goingaon,'and would b upon that indastry. Iamr notafraid othe by

that is only oue town in Oxford, ad the whole county of bon. gentleman opposite that f industry in wica
MÎr. PÀTERSO-N (Brant).0
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engaged, so far as I am myself personally concerned-and I

believe that is truc with reference to several others in the
same line-we had last year perhaps the most successful
year we have had in our business career.

Mr. PLUMB. It all ends in smoke, though.

Mr. PATERSON. No, there is some taffy in it. The hon.
gentleman would like to know, perhaps, what the reason of
it was. I will tell him one of the great reasons why we are
doing a botter business. After the introduction of the
National Policy by my hon. friends opposite many of the
largest manufacturing concerns in that line failed, closed up,
the machinery was torn out, the hands were discharged and
had to flnd their way to the United States, and the places
have not been reopened. That took place subsequent to the
introduction of the National Policy. My good friend wbo
sits in front of me knows one of the large stablishments.
Ibc hon. member for London (Mr. Carling) knows another of

the largest establishments, and the hon. member for Lincoln
knows another. Every one of them were in the position I
pointed out after the introduction of the National Policy,
and some of them months after it came in.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Under that protective policy
given by the late Government, with 10 cents more added ?

Mr. PATERSON. No. Under the protective policy of
the bon. gentlemen opposite. That is one of the industries
the hon. gentleman did not protect additionally.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. We gave 10 per cent. to it
over and above that splendid Tariff you are boasting of.

Mr. PATERSON. Ton per cent., and the hon. gentle-
man will understand when I tell him, that ho did not give
any more protection for the same reason, tho hon. Minister
of Railways said the ex-Minister of Finance added his 2jper
cent. protection by taxing raw material.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No.
Mr. PATERSON. He doubled raw material in these

lines.
Mr. PLUMB. What was it ?
Mr. PATERSON. He raised it on lard from one to two

cents per pounid.
Mr. PLUMB. Oh, lard !
Mr. PATERSON. When I tell the hon, gentleman this,

le laughs; hoedoes not seem to understand ; but the hon.
Finance Minister will understand that some of those institu-
tîons use tons of lard every week ; and when they raised the
uuty on that one cent a pound they took away a large share
of this extra 10 per cent. protection.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is 10 cents a pound, and
if you put a pound of lard in, you only pay one cent on that
aI increased duty.

M'lr. PATERSON. Increased duty on what?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. On cigars. I was aware they

Put glucose in them, but I did not know that they put lard
. Mr. PATERSON. I think when the hon. Finance Min-ister was in Brantford, he did me the honor to visit my

sareimdent and I showed him my bakery where biscuits

iJiEtAIRD TILLE Y. I beg the hon. gentleman's Mr. PLUME. Wby?
isrdTa I had forgotten. The other branch of his bus-iness1n; la fogofen Th eter ranh f ls bsinss Mr. PATERSON. You dlaim that tho en-hanced value of

so frequently mentioned here that I had it in mind. bank stocks and agieultural produots was due te the
on. P(ATERISON. I know very well, of course, tht hOu.r Fiance IMoNImeecanot berywio ouretiat the National Policy. The Prime Minister even said before the
.he detainsce M ister cannot be expected to remember all1Government came in pwer, that a change weuld be pro-

,hay tll Of the many establishments he visits, but Iducet before the policy care infe eperation, but I do net
but a small that the cigar branch of my manufactory is hold the Government te that staterent ; but affer the
tineryl one, and that my principal industry is counée- National Pofi-y was put in operation then we migit rightlyt"""'I' and of whieh Ibreferred alook for its effets and expect thom. ut wpridu of bank
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when I spoke of lard. The duty on confectionery was
raised to one cent per pound and 25 per cent. ad valoren,
but the duty on the raw materials, such as sugar and ard
was such as to largely redu(e the benefits on the product.
Tho sane is true of the duty on agrieultural implenonts
and the bulk of the other manufactures of this country.
The result of the increased employment of men by the men
remaining in this business at the prosent time is largely
explained by the fact, that under his policy many of the
large institutions of this kind of mainufacture, the mach inery
was torn out. Fewer men were employed in manufactiring
the sane lineof goods, the demand became enhanced because
of the good times, and the mon in those trades are doing
botter than before. Now, I think I have made that sufficiently
plain to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. PLUMB. That is a "candied " statement.
Mr. BESSON. Woulda little more duty have saved those

industries which the hon. gentleman says were crushed out?
Mr. PATERSON. No, certainly not.

Mr. HESSON. Then what is the hon. gentleman con-
plaining of?

Mr. PATERSON. I am not complaining. I am su-
premely happy. I am merely stating that I am willing and
anxious to give the Finance Minister all the credit that I
can, but so far as that trade is concerned, any step he took
was more to their injury than their benefit. The hon. Finance
Minister knows, though the hon. member for North
Perth does not, that, so far as that article
is concerned, it had arrived ut the second stage of protec-
tion before his policy came in; that we could produce more
goods than the country required; that we have an excess of
competition, so that the weaker went to the wall, the result
being that fewer remained in the business, so that the impo-
sition of the duty neither caused these men to go down nor
prevented them from going down. So with regard to the
great bulk of the manufacturers of this country. I shall
give the House a few figures to show conclusively that the
prosperity we are now enjoying is not attributable to the
National Policy at all. On the l7th of September, 1878, the
Government of the hon. member for Lambton was defeated.
Hon. gentlemen opposite came in power, and I propose to
give a list showing the comparative prces of bank stocks
and various articles of merchandize on the 12th of Septem-
ber, 1878, and the 1Ith of September, 1879.

Mr. PLUMB. Why do you not take 1880?
Mr. PATERSON. I take a date immediate!y before the

downfall of the Mackenzie Administration and another date
a year after that under the new Tariff, which I think is a
fair comparison.

Mr. PLUMB. No.
Mr. PATERSON. Why?
Mr. PLUMB. You know as well as I do.
Mr. PATERSON. If the National Policy was the cause

of the rise in the value of bank stocks and of various pro-
ducts, then I think it is fair to take September 1lth, 1b79,
one year after the Mackenzie Administration had fallen, and
after the National Policy was fairly established.
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and other stocks in September, 1878, and in September, 1879, fi e-trader. I migbt read extracts from speeches of other
were as follows:jbon, gentlemen mucl more able on trade questions than the

Sept. 12, Sept. 11, hon. gentleman who addressed the fouse this afternoon ad
1878. 1879. quoted extracts so largely. I might quote extraets Pr

Commerce Bank........ ..... ......... ...... 113 112½ speechesofon. gentlemen opposite who have spokea, if not
Federal Bank .............................. 104J 98 in this fouse, in othor places where this subjeût lis heen
Hamilton Bank ..... 1................... 99 97J
Imperial Bank.. ........ ......... ........... 103 9: as intelliently diseussed, wo took precisely the lino I ow
Montreal Bank.............................. 170J 130 take and have always taken; I could do that
Dominion Bank ........ ............ ......... 117 110 but I think it is not ncessary I should do so. That on
Toronto Bank...................... 138 li
Merchants Bank_......................... 95 gentleman (the Presdent..f...eCouncil) could give reasons
Canada Permanent Loan.. .............. 181 172 why ho supported a Tarif at a higher point than lie was
Canadian Government Debentures, 6

per cent. sterling ................ ... 101 100
Dominion 6 per cent Stock ............. 101* 100 give good easons, and I will ict take "p the time of the
onnty Debentures....... ......... 102 f lifuse to point ont changes of sentiment and action on the

Thore was a faîl in ail these stocks, although one year had part of hon. gentlemen opposite. It must be borne in
easdafter the IMackenzie Administration Lad loft office, mmnd that if I were to do Eto there is scarcely anapd ob.on, gentleman opposite whose votes ctuldi t be pointed

andon, gten tlemeatonalopoi ad taken utipecshe to as having voted down a protective policy; but he do ot
Ifothas ate ro aincaseofcythad e pen pty no ogue.desiî e to do that, it is net ncessary. A question may be

Y, debated on its merits, and in that way some god m aie
why do we find such a decline in these stocks, and floebtained and we ma ascertain what views hon .gentlemen
enhancement in the price other articles? Becase it was t e redto t e e

a yar f eprssin nd her ws afal i ou exors o onbwhb e sppot e g arff ta igWhe oinhahe wa

wal yearfawith a want of patriotism because we dounot submit
that ntyr D.to the National Plicy in quietness and peace.

Mr. BOWELL. I will send the hon, gentleman the price l n, gentlemen npppositepoften make the charge. I
Elst f this year ifle likes. do not, hwever, think that charge is f sairly t be levied

Mr. PATERSON. The following show the extent to against us. I do not think it exhibits want of patriotism
which prices et farm producdae ol frm September, 1878, te on the part of a man t object to excesive and undue taxa-
September, 1879:t tion being levied upon hm. Let me ca sthe attention of

e2th Sept., 1878. ilth Sept., 1879. the nouse te an article r found ln the wsrgan of the Govern
Fali Wheat, No. 1y..odps$1 a6 te $1 77 $1 02 t o e04nentin this hity, yesterday, an article that aferded me

do No.2....... 02 to 1 03 1 0 to 1 tyasome litte amusement, an article that places the party to
Spring Wheat, No. 1. se te hOn.ge n 00 O98 te 1 00 whicb I belong in the light in wpichrhon, gentlemen oppo.

do No. 2. fllog97 sthO 98 t ee6 toa site are continually endeavoring te place us as boing the
Oats of.armprodceell.............f0r28 om Sp0t30 b3 e1to 032 , nepaof a ango nbjetteesive ad undta-
Barley, No. 1..........1 00 to 1 05 $ 60 to 0 0nen of thisfciurday ind ri What afid I

do No. 2....... ......... 0 83 to 0 85 0 50 to 0 00 found there an article reciting that the Princess of Wales
do No. 3,................0 70 to 0 75 0 40 to 0 00 and a great many of the first ladiesuin England attended

Pease ......... '........ 068 to O 70 O063 to 0 65 one of the late drawing-rooms of Her Majesty dressed inButter, cheice,............O0 09 teo 012 0 10 te 0 12
Cheese..................... 0 08¾ to 0 091 0 05 to 0 07J silks and satins made in England, and the reason why these
Dried apples..................0 06 to 0 07 0 04jto 0 05 ladies appeared in this wise was bocause the English silk
Mess pork.......................13 00 to 14 00 12 50 to 13 25 and satin industries were in a depressed condition, owing toHgams ........... ........ 012te 0 13 0Olito 01l'Lard.................. 08j to 0 10 0 08 to 0 09 French silks and satins having taken possession of the mar-
Eggs............O........ ......... 0 09 to 0 10 0 09 to 0 10 ket. The ladies seeing that such was the effect determined that
Wops......... ....... O t5eO 09 005 tO007 they would support English manufacturers, they adopted the
Wool, fleece...........O 23 t.O 24 0 20 teo0plan of wearing English silks and appeared in them at ler

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have gone through a list of bank Majesty's drawing-room. And we are told that those ladies,
stocks and of produce; I have shown hon. gentlemen that if they had been here, would have been ridiculed by the
in all these items of produce that the farmer had to sell, Reform party, for its policy was to crush out manufacturers.
there was a fall in prices months after the National Policy But it would not be so. The most ardent free-trader on this
was the law of the land from what they were during the side, and the hon. member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor) will
last days of the previous Administration; and these figures go as far in that direction as any man, never objected to
point out this significant fact, that prices were lower because anyone wearing Canadian-made goods, but simply to a law
the depression Lad not passed away in the markets of the that compels him to do so or pay 30 per cent. by way Of
world, and that when good times came and we had the pro. fine into the Treasury. If hon. gentlemen opposite are the
duce of the field, farm and forest to export, bringing wealth patriots they claim to be, I will give them clearly a solution
into this country and increasing the purchasing power of of the whole troubles in regard to the National Policy. We
the people, prices advanced until to-day we are in the enjoy- are told that we are a remnant of the people of the country,
ment of the blessings we have, and which hon. gentlemen and that the overwhelming mass are in their favo.
opposite verily seek to claim as the effect of the Tariff Let them carry their principles into effect and lot them see
they have introdued. Now, Sir, I have not indulged in to it that they obtain nothing for the household or for their
personalities, and do not intend to indulge in personalities; personal wear, except such as is produced in Canada; then
I have not read up other men's records; I have not at- will they benefit and foster our manufacturing industries.
tempted to point out inconsistencies in other men. Is that the position hon. gentlemen opposite take ? LoOk
I might, indeed, point out that there Las been at the Finance Minister; my eyes may deceive me, and I
a remarkable change of opinion in sentiment and am not a good judge of dry goods, but if I sec correctly the
action on the part of many hon. gentlemen opposite, which hon. gentleman's portly form is enclosed in a coat made
is perfectly within their right, and I do not think it is a from cloth bought from the hated foreigner. The bont.
part of my duty to take up the time of the House regarding Finance Minister knows that there is cloth made in thts
the opinions of hon. gentlemen on theother side of the House. (country which is good, substantial and sound. The hon.
I might point to the President of the Council. I might gentleman knows that this industry, or ho tells us that ho
read extracts from his speeches in which he admitted himself knows this industry was in a depressed condition. Wou
to be, what I never admitted myself te be, as out-and-out it not be more patriotic to follow the example Of the Ent

Mr. PATERSON (Brant).
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lish ladies and, instead of Using imported goods, wear a amount of revenue we should have derived. The hongen.
coat made of good Canadian material. Hlis waistcoat I tiemen know how it was; it was a present to the Syndicate;
believe je formed out of the same material. I cannot say, and then they passed an Order lu Concil by which the
at this distance, what kind of goods it is with which his manufacturers of iron producing a like material in Canada
limbs are enshrouded, but I am very much inclined to be- for snpplying any of that article to the Syndicate, le to have
lieve that they are not Canadian tweed ; and when the hon. an actual bounty given to him out of the taxes of this coun-
gentleman attacked the Liberal party for its want of pat- try. We are quite willing to appeal to the country and
riotism, he did so in pants made of foreign cloth. If not, make the issue botween the Tarif thut wo advocate and that
let him speak. of the hon, gentlemen opposite; we will be aide to show the

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I did not ask my tailors. manufacturera that under tho Tari f which we would imposeIPATRSO. Teresit th ho. Fnane Mniserthe people will derive as mach advantage as they do now,Mr. they will get ail the legitimate protection they cantdeteand.
who denounces us for want of patriotism because we object We will show the artizan and the laboring classes and the
to undue taxation on Irish linen instead of Canadien agriculturist that they will be placed in no worse positin
cotton. He might reply that cotton is hardly a proper than they have been, but rather in a mucl botter one. Wo
article of which to make a shirt for a Finance Minister are ready for the fight which the Minister of Finance says
of Canada. I agree with him that linen, perhaps, will core soon, but there will be other issues than the
looks botter; but for the patriot he e, and for the men National Policy before the people then, of which they must
who denounce us for want of patriotism, ho should take cognizance. There will ho the bargain made with the
come forward and be prepared to wear good Canadian Pacifie Railway by hon. gentlemen, and on that the people's
cotton. What is true of him is true of the hon. judgment muet be asked. When that bargain je placed
member for Niagara, who poses here as a patriot; but beforo the country in al its iniquity, hon. gentlemen wili
we will not spend the time with him. On all occasions find that they cannot force ite acceptance upon the people
he takes care to tell us how thoroughly loyal he is. as thoy did upon thie fouse. The Firet Minister said ln
It cannot be expected of him, that he should be found this fouse that hoecould sollail our public lande in ton years
refusing to wear English-made goods, but lot the gentlemen for $69,000,000 which ho would have in the Treasury, either
opposite give evidence of their patriotism, and besides rais- ln cash or in securities as good as cash; and the Minister of
ing their voices in favor of our manufacturers, let them set Railways gave this Iouse an estimate of the cost of that
an example and were these Canadian goods thomselves. portion of the work that the Syndicate were to construet;
Then we may expect to have our manufacturers prosper on it lie pledged bis word, and the statement of his Chef
without even the imposition of those duties which are re- Engineer, that this portion should not cost more than
pugnant to the great part of our people. I would like to 848,500,000. They will have to explain to the people of
ask the hon. Minister of Finance if lie burns in his grates this country how they abandoned that plan without the
any Nova Scotia coal. sanction of Parliamont, and gave to that Syndicate, accord-

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do sometimes, not always. to their own showing, for $48,500,000 worth of work,
25,000,000 acres of land (worth at their own calculation

Mr. PATE RSON. I do not know if I am correctly in-$3 per acre), and 825,000,000 lu cash, making in ah
formed, but I ask the hon. gentleman if it is true that in ask- $1009000)000. They will have te tell the people of this
ing for tenders for the supplies of coal for the Parliament country why it was they did not sol thoee lande
Buildings, it was expressly stated that the coal should be and realize the $69,000,000, and out of that take
American coal, and that the same thing was done with regard 848,500,000 and complote that road and own it them-
to Rideau Hall? selves, and have $20,500,000 of cah left lu the Treasury;

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Only a small quantity of it these are points on whicl the people wilI have te be
and for a specifie purpose. answered. They wil also have to show why thoy'have

11fr PAERSO. Wy shuldyou ut n an ofit;locked uip that great North-West for the next twentyyearsMr. PATERSON. Why should you put in any of it ;inaggni oplyadth wlhvet siftewhen you took the duty out of the Yankee, why did you notluagantic vm ad they wihav e yhe
take it all ? The hon. gentlemen divided their patriotism, bargain they aeae ithte yNdtethemphae
they wanted a certain amount of money ot of the Yankee, that je te ho, and in addition te 850,000,000 over and aboveand yet they wanted to encourage the Nova Scotia miners; ail they have to expend, they have a monopoly te the riglt
and while I am on that point I might just as well-ask an- of ail freiglts and ofail passengers who may corneiland eut
other question, and I ask it in all fairnes. If the coal duty of that country for 20 years to come, The hon. Minister
s paid by the American producers, I ask the hon. Finance of Finance knows, and it ie a matter of record, that
Minister, in the absence of the Minister of Railways, why amoadment after amendmont was moved when there
hsremitted the duty on material that the Syndicate could ho no repy made to them, they were Bo reasonable
ueed in constructing the bridges on their road ? The hon. in themselves, but by their brute force they bore us down4 inister of Finance was a party to making a clause in that in this fouse, and the people of the country knew it and
Syndicate bargain by which they gave them all the iron for hou, gentlemen opposite will feel that at the next
tleir bridges and all their bridge material, their fish-plates, election. We know the resuit with reforence to
tpikes, and all their telegraphic apparatus, I believe, used in that matter-that hon, gentlemen opposite have exercised
the original construotion of the road, duty free; and why, the power of disallowance of a charter >aesed byaccording to the showing of the hon. gentlemen opposite, the Manitoba Logisiature, and have evincea a doter-did they do it to leave an amount of money in the pockets of mination te kee the lande locked up la that country.

rut igners which ought to have been taken from them and The> will have t answer, with reference te the Pacifie
pu ito the Treasury of this country. In doing that they Railway Company, the inreaed charges imposed. Ono of
gave Up the whole question; they admitted by that action their planks before the people was a diminution in the public
huse estatements which they make on the floor of this expenditure. But what are the facts? Why it as gne np,
the du are without foundation; that the producer pays as their Estimates ask $3,000,000 more than was required
hon. ty on goods that come into this country. The by the lâte Administration. On those points tho> will have
horn gentleman eau take, as they say sometimes, either to answer te the contr as well as for al thir nets of
dtor 0f the dilemrma-either the foreigner does not pay the maladminietration sineth'cfo Yankee of the Mr. PLUMB. What aicthe " thdiminution?

anata6onygvnt i1oto h ae fti on
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Mr. PATERSON. I do not know what it is. Mr. PATERSON. No, not only in this liuse, but in the
Mr. PLUMB. It does appear there is bad grammar on country, if report speaks true; particularly at North Ontario

the other side sometimes. the ery was: "take this man out of the constituency; he is
. PATERSON. I do net think there was an error in doing more harm than good." You must Dot try to fasten

MRd-al h l t ... ' f.

my grammar, but I think I transposed some syllables. But
I thank the hon. gentleman for correcting me. Hon. gen-
tlemen quote so largely from my speeches-extracting their
elegant portions-that they may be anxious to quote from
this one too. It should be free from all errors. I hope they
will quote from it its very proper language. I may say,
however, that I am not, generally, in the habit of complain-
ing of interruptions; but the hon. member for Niagara,
when speaking the other day, was asked a question by an
hon. gentleman on my side, when he resented it, saying he
did not want to be interrupted.

Mr. PLUMB. I did not say so.
Mr. PATERSON. I beg your pardon-you did say so.
Mr. PLUMB. I beg your pardon-I said the hon. gen-

tleman who interrupted me will have an opportunity to
reply.

Mr. ROSS. No; you said more than you are charged
with.

Mr. PATERSON. At any rate, the hon. gentleman
manifested an indisposition to be interrupted, and there is
no hon. gentleman who interrupts members on this side
more. I care not if a gentleman asks me a question properly;
But when a member professing to be a gentleman, thinks an
opponent is making a point-when ho feels the iron is
entering-and embarks upon a deliberate system of inter-
ruption, he places himself beyond the pale of politeness and
has no right to be treated in the way hie wants. Let me
tell the hon. gentleman if he would prate less about British
loyalty and study more British courtesy and politeness, he
would stand a little higher in the estimation of overy true
lover of British institutions in this House. Let him speak
if he as anything to say; but 1 do not like the continual
chatter and gabble. I would bear with it on account of his
years; but he as placed himself beyond the pale of for-
bearance. Hesystematically interrupts without sense or
reason. He should be prepared to defend his course and
give reasons for it.

Mr. PLUMB. Will the hion. gentleman, with his usual
courtesy, fallow me to cal] attention to the fact that, for
three years, in this Bouse, when he was one of the
tyrannical majority, I never rose but I was hounded
down by himseoif and his supporters. I never was able to
make my voice heard, for the howls on the other side. I
do not claim anything exceptional. I rise like any other
man who has a right to speak here, and the hon. gentle-
man knows how systematic were the attempts to hound me
down. There bas been no disposition on this side ever to
trifle with hon. gentlemen on the other side. They may cry
" Order," as they like. But we, as a minority on the Op-
position side, were never treated with the forbearance and
courtesy with which we have treated our opponents, to
whom we always listen. We have never formed a claque
to prevent them from speaking. We have listened to them
and their tirades, hour after hour, with a forbearance
which I say now las almost ceased teobe a virtue.

Mr. PATERSON. The hon. gentleman's defence is net
a denial of my statement. He could not deny it. A man
with less vanity than the hon. gentleman, or less anxious
to have Rlansard record his wise sayings, would have been
appalled by the noise often made whilst ho spoke, but it was
not I who made it.

Mr. PLUMB. Very likely not.
Mr. PATERSON. No; it was his own political friends

who hounded him down by their noise.
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman knows botter.

Mr. PATERBoN (Brant).
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u tue sition the bame o e t te nrruptions lere
received.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is openly stated and
reiterated frequently that at North Ontario the hon. member
for Niagara was treated discourteously, that his speech was
not acceptable to the people he addressed. I was present,
and there is no foundation for that statement whatever.

Mr. PATERSON. The statement has been reported in
the press; the hon. Minister knows that.

Mr. PLUMB. Who reported it ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I admit the report bas been

publishod.
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. member for North Ontario.
Mr. PATERSON. The hon. the Finance Minister has not

attempted to deny that it was bis own political friends in
the louse, on more than one occasion, who interrupted him
with their noise.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I was not here at the time.
Mr. PATERSON. On reflection, I admit you were not

here, but the lon. member for Niagara knows it himself. I
do not wish to be diseonurteous, however, nor to say a word
offensive to any member. I never use personalities, but in
discussing public questions I have a right to be listened to
without continual interruptions, made for the purpose of
making me lose the thread of my argument. I do not know
that I need continue speaking longer, as other lon. gentle-
men wish to address the flouse. I have only a few words
to say in conclusion on one other matter, and that is, that
the party to which I belong have been not only misrepre-
sented on this trade question and many other subjects, but
the hon. gentlemen have made a practice, not only in the
House, but through the country, of pointing to us as a party
not thoroughly loyal to the British Crown. They charge
us with annexation proclivities, with a leaning towards the
United States, and scheming for political annexation. I
remember the leader of the Government, in a talk on one
occasion, at a Canadian gathering, described the Grits as
hybrids, and said that they were a cross between a DOrno-
crat and an Annexationist.

Several lon. MEMBERS. Hear, bear.
Mr. PATERSON. The hon. members opposite say,

hear, hear, as if they endorsed the sentiment. I
think, Sir, those agentlemen will have to look in vain
through the history of thatpolitical party to find evidence of
disloyalty. They are a party, it is true, that do not prate
about their loyalty upon all occasions. They take it for
granted that being loyal men every one will know that
they. are loyal, and that it is not necessary to proclaimt
on the house-tops. With reference to annexation senti-
ments being held by them, I deny it. Ihave to rejoice that
I do not belong to a party, the leader of which expressed
in plain terme that bis choice as between independence anI
annexation would be anneation to the United States. I am
happy to say that utterance coming from the leader ofe On
of the great political parties, came not from the leader
the political party with which I am associated. I have
rejoice that it was not the leader of the eform
party that pointed the young men of Canada th
look to Holland and to Belgium to see i
position their country occupied with referen the
the United States. I am happy to say that it was n b'
leader of the Reform party that belittled lis coitllY
pointing the people of Canada to those countri r
Europe surrounded by powerful nations without the Poer
of extending and developing thernselves, to show tit we
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are in a position like them. Sir, I am glad the leader of the
poltical party that found it necessary to express such v
sentiment in favor of annexation to the United States
before the independence of this country, if choice had to be
made, was found leading the party opposed to the one I
am associated with.

Mr. BOWELL. Why not aceompany that statement
with the reason the right hon. gentleman gave at the time.

Mr. PATERSON. I can give you the reason. He said
Canada was not able to hold her own, that she was too small,
that the condition in which she was placed was one that
rendered her unable to develop herself.

Sir LEONAR D TILLEY. That annexation would fol-
low.

Mr. PATERSON. I have it here:
" Independence is a farce-Canada must belong either to the British

system or to the American system. Here we are with 4,500,000 people
iying alongside of 55,000,000, the most unhappy position in which a
nation can be placed, the most crushing to its energies and its intellect,
the most destructive to its prosperity is that of living next door to and
at the sufferance of a powerful neighber. Look at Europe and you see
the position which small nations occupy. Look at Belgium and Holland
Belgium trembling.for fear.France will take ber, and Holland in fear oi
Germany. There is no spirit, there is almost hopelessness in those
countries; and I say, looking at the question of independence that if we
had to make a choice between independence and annexation, I would
rather that we should have annexation and join with the United States
at once than be here a small nation, a dependent nation obliged to raise
the phautom of an army -and navy, obliged to have foreiga Ambassa-
dors at an enormous expense, and after a brief existence to be abeorbed
as Texas and California weré absorbed, and as Mexico will bu
absorbed."

There is a statement endorsed by the party by ringing
cheers at Toronto and by the ringing cheers of the hon.
gentlemen opposite in this House. Annexation for these
mon before independence, holding out Holland and Belgium
as an instance of what Canada is. Holland and Belgium,
surrounded with powerful nations, no room to develop
themselves, no more territory to conquer, no land to which
to invite the emigrants of other countries. That is the like-
ness this Canada of ours is compared to by the great leader
of the party opppsite. I see representatives who from 1,200
miles to the east have come here, and 1 see representatives
in thisIHouse who have corne here 3,000 miles from the west,
and I will see, if I live a few years, men coming from thou-
sands of miles from the North-West standing in this House.
Yet these hon. gentlemen opposite talk about Holland and
Belgium as being fit comparisons of this great country.
They talk about raising the phantom of an army, the
phantom of a navy-words from the leader of the party
OPposite--when we have 50,000 trained men now and are
paying for them. They talk of the phantom of a navy whenwe now rank fourth in mercantile marine among the nations
of the earth. They talk to us of being like Holland and Bel-glum, when we have not only all the old provinces, but have
th Nerth-West as a home for millions and millions of people,

lrom alhClmes and rrom all zones, whom we ask to cast in their
says th us. "lHolland and Belgium, young men of Canada,"
haYs the leader of the Conservative party, "look to those coun-tries, with their energies crushed, almost paralyzed ; your
thanaa is like theirs." A fine picture for the young men of
Canadautry; a fine picture to induce the young men of
give th to develop their.energies and lead on. Sir, I
on the monopoly Of these sentiments to hon. gentlemenaheeother side of the House. We maintain and firmlydhere te the British Crown ; but, Sir, if the time comes
would thelader of the Government refers to, when a choice
shOuld save to be made,: if the Government. of England
be made nt the question to this country, if choice had to

, ad the question was put to me whether I would
coornanexation with the States, or for an independent
meitiy I would say, and many others would say it withnie, I a a Canadian- freeman; I see from the east
t> t1le Weet, a fertile region ; I see that our

shores are washed by three oceans ; I Pee that we
have the largest fresh water seas on the globe ; I feel
the life-blood of a Canadian pulsing through my veins;
and if choice is to be made, the choice
I shall make will be this : That Canada, maintaining her
own separate existence, should go forward, hew her way,
nobly go forward, triumphantly-not defiantly-till she
reached the fulfilment of the great destiny that I believe is
hers, of being a nation of people among whom shall exist
liberty and order and freedom, and the highest state of'
civilization, and whose right arm shall ever be extended in
the hour of Britain's need-if Britain should ever have an
hour of need-to help her as devotedly as she has doue in
the past. These are my sentiments, and let hon. gentlemen
opposite wipe out the expression of their leader, let hon.
gentlemen blot out the cheers with which they endorsed it
a short time ago, before they venture to charge hon. gen-
tlemen sitting on this side of the louse with being lu favor
of annexation to the United States. No, Sir; and it is
because I see the grand future that is in store fvr our coun--
try, that we have here a country with immense possibilities
which are calculated to stimulate our young men to
develop the noblest sentiments that are in them. And, Mr.
Speaker, it is becauso we believe in this great possibility.
and desire rightly to develop the immense resources of
this country, that we want them not to be belittled, and
we want the ambition of our young men not to be crushed
out by sentiments so derogatory to their country.
What we want to do in this House is so to legislate that, in
this country, which I believe has 1such a magnificent future
before it, we shall prevent all monopolies, all preying of
one class upon another; that all unjust laws shall be taken
from our Statute-books, and that we shall be able in all our
deliberations in this Assembly ever to remember that we
stand here two political parties, opposed to one another on
many points, but one party having as much right as the
other, the right to express its sentiments; ever remember-
ing that in the heatof strong debate gentlemen opposed to us
are gentlemen, that we are not to indulge in personalities;
ever remembering that we should guard our tongues against
uttering charges against public men that are not trues and
only maintain such charges as may be fairly urged against
them in their administrative capacity, that, laying aside
all such methods, we shall rise to the discussion of
subjects on their own merits, and thus set an example
to the young mon of Canada, outside these walls,
worthy of their imitation; ever remembering that others
should enjoy freedom of thought and freedom of speech
with ourselves, and that we should be able to bear quietly
the arguments that may be advanced by our opponents. I
believe that we have before us the possibilities of a great
heritage, that a grand future is before us; and I would de-
sire, recognising my own failings as I might the failings of
others, that we may be enabled, as legislators in this House,
to have this for our aim and object at any rate, though we
may have different ways of accomplishing them, that our
hearts shall be united together as one man, that Canada
shall be made to increase and prosper, and that we shall
set such an example to those outaide this House as to argue
on their morits all questions that may be dis3ussed with
reference to the future welfare of this country; that all
unseemly strife and bickering, and harsh ersonalities are
not necessary between the publie men of Canada;. but that
when the people have rightly understood and doter-
mined upon these questions, effect shall be given to
their wishes. I have been led to make my remarks
at greater length than I intended as the interruptions
with which I have met have led me a little out of the path I
intended to pursue. I have endeavored to argue the ques.
tion on its merits, to show what my course has been in the
past on this question; and whie I do not pretend to
say that I would not modify my viewo and learw lesns
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from the experience of the past, that with reference to debate the Opposition have taken a somewhat new posi.
the trade question they have very slightly changed; that tion. The hon. member who has just taken his seat antici.
they are much in the same direction as they were, and that pated the debate, to some extent, on a motion ho introduced
1 am persuaded that the best interests of the country are into this louse, evidently proposing to place himself before
not to be served by the policy in force at the present time, the country in a position less inimical to its great indus.
which gives an undue amount of protection to cer- trial interests, than that which during the last three
tain manufacturers and does not give a proper amount to years he and his party have occupied in Parliament.
others. The Tarif I advocate is a Tarif designed to give a Since that time almost every speech which has béen deli.
revenue without unduly pressing upon the people, and to vered on that side, if we except the speech of the late
show that that bas been my view, I will read not my own Minister of Finance, who, 1 am bound to say, was honest
sentiments but an expression of opinion of a Board that and candid enough to maintain here the same views that he
could speak with a great deal of authority with reference to has always maintained-has indicated that they propose to
questions of trade and finance ; I refer to the Board of go to the country with the assurance to the; manufacturing
Trade resolution passed in 1878 when the Mackenzie interests, that those interests will receive a certain amount
Administration was in power. That resolution was seconded of protection at their hands. Well, Sir, we can remember
by Mr. E. K. Greeh, who, if I remember rightly, was what took place during the last Parliament; we can
mentioned by the Finance Minister the other night In remember that there were in Parliament, sipporting the
quoting that resolution I give what were my sentiments on thon Administration, a certain number of very pronounced
the trade question in 1876, what have been my sentiments protectionists; we can remember that the hon. mèmber for
as expressed in every speech I believe I have made down to South Brant, the hon. member for North Norfolk, the then
the present time both in this House and on the different hon. member for Lincoln, the late hon. member for West
platforms of the country, even when my audiences were Montreal, the two hon. members for Hamilton and other
largely composed of agriculturists : hon. gentlemen in this louse, made speeches in favor of

" That while in the estimation of this Board, the present Tariff of 17 protection, which undoubtedly for force, vigor and strength
per cent. is fair and reasonable, yet in the event of its being found neces- of argument, have not been excelled by any speeches
sary to increase the duties for revenue purposes, that this Board would delivered on the same subject Bince. But, Sir, we
respectfully request the Government to consider the industrial develop- remember also that, with all the influence they possessed
ment of the country in any readjustment of the Tariff' in Parliament, and with all the undoubted influence of
That motion was carried. If the revenue demanded an the conviction that reigned in the minds of many people
increase of Tarif I would have that increase made in such that they more accurately represented the popular senti-
a way that it would develop the industries of the country; ment than many of their friends, they were yet utterly
but if not demanded by that, then, Sir, that the people powerless to induce their leaders to modify their trade policy;
should not be made to pay for sheer protection on any other and I am sure that, under these circumstances, the great
ground. I may also say in conclusion that while I recog- manufacturing and industrial interests of Canada of every
nize the fact that the Government have a majority of sup- kind will be slow to entrust the Government of the country
porters of this House, while J would not venture in any pre- to gentlemen, who, as a party, were quite regardless of the
dictions of what may take place in the future, yet that this warnings of a few of their friends, and still adhered to the
side of the House will not be unprepared for the coming principles of Free Trade, so far as those priiýciples could be
confliet whenever it comes, or shrink from it. I should sup- applied in this country. There is one satisfaction to be derived
pose that hon. gentlemen opposite will naturally be anxious from the statement the bon. member for South Brant bas
that the same constituencies that pronounced on them in 1878 made to-night. We have listened with some anxiety to learn
shall pronounce upon them when the next election comes. I what is precisely the policy they are to give us, and to.night
suppose that hon. gentlemen will not endeavor to change we find that tbe hon. member for South Brant has spoken
the bounds of any of the counties. I am quite willing that of the Tariff which ho proposes to give us, as the Tarif that
the four additional constituencies that we are entitled to in was formerly in force. Well, Sir, that is, at least, a candid,
Ontario, as the result of the Census, shall be so arranged as a frank, a straightforward -statement. The change
to ensure the election of supporters of the Administration. we are to have is a change to the condition
That satisfaction I would not attempt to take from them, of things that existed under the late Administra-
and I suppose they will see that they enjoy it. But, having tion; the Tarif of the future is to be the same Tarif
done that, I suppose that they being so strong in the affec- that existed before, if the change of Government takes place,
tions of the people-so sure that the people will endorse and with that frank and intelligible statement, I think we
their policy-they will nover consent to any cutting and may fairly leave the issue to the people of this
carving and dividing, and re.arranging of townships, to give country. Hon. gentlemen opposite, beginning with the
undue advantage, for if they desire to give the country an hon. member for North Norfolk, seem to be alarmed lest
evidence of their faith in what they say, they will take the the issues before the country shall be confined to the National
verdict from the same constituencies that gave it in 1878. Policy; they tell us that long before the elections takO
If they do that we are prepared, first to meet them and dis- place, that question will be so overwhelmed by the other
casa these questions, and thon to abide by whatever verdict issues which have since arisen and are arising that it Wil
may be given, as we did on the last occasion when we have but little influence with the people of Canada. The
met them at the poils. If that verdict should hon. member for South Brant, in a speech delivered in

be against us we will still maintain what we think another place a few evenings ago, made the statement that
is right ; we shall battle for our principles until we shall the National Policy was no longer an issue in this country,
find a majority of the people agreeing with us, and when that it was not worth while discussing it at aill that the ques-
that time comes, I trust that hon. gentlemen opposite, in tions which would be decided by the po of Canada in

transferring themselves from that side of the House to this, the elections, were the question of the naiadmii
humihity, and thehtheedecency andeqieteequestion o th e'o f candi

will conduct themselves with courtesy, with proper tration of their affairs, the question of the Pacific
humility, and with the decency and quietnesswhich we Railway, the questions connected with the developmnthave always shown. of the North-West, and other questions apart altogetcr

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not purpose, Mr. Speaker, from the National Policy; and we were told that hon.
to follow the hon. gentleman who has just addressed the gentlemen on this side of the House were most anxio
House in all the subjects to which he has referred. It will avoid the discussion of those other questions. Sir, for one,

be within the observation of hon. members, that during this I have no desire to avoid the discussion of the other que&
Mr. PATERBSON (Brant).
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tions; I should be sorry indeed if this party had to go to Instead of having four small Provinces we had seven Prov-
the country in 1883, if the elections shall then take place, inces and the great North-West. The country as it exists
depending simply upon its record in connection with the to-day had been completed as regards its geographical
question of Free Trade and Protection. On the contray, I boundaries. At the end of that period, and as a conse-
am, convinced that there will be no shirking of other quence of that enlargement, the expenditures which were
issues; that we shall be able to appeal to the made during those six years were ail expenditures, as was stat-
country on all the issues the hon. gentlemen opposite ed by the late Finance Minister in bis celebrated circularwhen
have named; that we shall be able to show that he went to England-to float his first loan, made on works of
the financial administration of the affairs of this country great public utility, on works of improvement, on objects of
by the hon. gentlemen now in office bas been a wise, development, and on the necessary expenditure connected
economical and patriotic administration; that we shall be with the enlargement of the Dominion., and the acquisition
able to show that in relation to the development of our of the great North-West Territory. I have the accounts
great North-West, they have adopted a policy which was here, but i will not detain the House by dealing with parti-
not only wise and patriotic in its inception, but which cular items of increase. All of them are of the character
bas already vindicated itself by the results which to which I refer. But if it was wrong during those six or
have since taken place ; that we shall be able to show seven years to bave increased the public expenditure, if it
that in consequence of the land regulations of the Govern- was a crime on the part of the Conservative party to have
ment, settlers and capital have been flowing into that coun- done so, what shall we say of hon. gentlemen opposite, who
try, giving to it a development such as we could never have came into power full of promises of economy and retrench-
hoped for two or three years ago. Upon al these questions ment, with a backing such as no Government before that
the party now in power will be able to appeal to the country, time had, and who yet went on adding to the expenditures
quite as certain of a favorable verdict as they are upon the aIl the time they were in office'? But I have said the compari-
great question of the National Policy, upon which I venture son was not a fair one. The Conservative party were not re-
to say, if you were talking with bon. gentlemen opposite in sponsible for the expenditures of 1873-74. I am not going
their private chambers, simply as their private friends, nine- to refer to the fact that the accounts were made up by
tenths of them would declare that the people of this country hon. gentlemen opposite so as to include certain items
are against them. Sir, much has been said in relation to of capital expenditure, such as the expenditure on the
the financial administration of this Government, and though IntercolonialiRailway, on the Dawson Route, and certain Cus-
I do not propose to take up much time in discussing it, I toms refunds; but there is an easy way of testing this matter.
have grouped together a few figures which I think will show The Government of that day were responsible for the Esti-
that we have nothing to fear in presenting the record of mates they submitted to Parliament. The.Estimates were the,
this Government on that subject. It is important that this sub- measure of what they believed would be the proper expen-
ject should be referred to for two reasons: the question of diture during that year. Well, Sir, what did we find? That
whether the hon. gentlemen now on the Treasury benches the total amount included in the first Estimates brought down
or bon. gentlemen opposite, happen to hold office is in itself, were for $31,008,423; that the expenditure on capital
apart from the interests of the country and the policies they account included in that, amounted to $9,974,240,
respectively represent, a matter of no great consequence; leaving the expenditure, on account of Consolidated Fund,
men reign and pass away, but the influence upon the according to the Estimates as first brought down,
country of the discussions which take place are lasting and a little over $21,000,000, exactly $21,034,183. Then
abiding, and it is because of a settled determination appar- there were certain Supplementary Estimates brought down,
ently on the part of the hon. gentlemen opposite, for what three sets, aggregating $604,483, making the total
reason it is difficult to appreciate, to show that this country Estimate, for 1873-74, as brought down by the thon
is going headlong to financial ruin, that it is important to Administration, $21,639,666. The expenditure for that
Present the facts as they exist as tersely and as briefly as year-and hon. gentlemen opposite were in office for
Possible. Scarcely a speech is made by hon. gentlemen eight months of the time-was $23,316,316, or
Opposite, especially outside of Parliament, in which we are $1,676,650 more than the Conservative Government ob-
not told of the enormous increase of erpenditure wlhich took tained power from Parliament to expend in the Estimates
PlaceundertbeConservativeGovernmentofthiscountry,from which they brought down at that time. It may b
813,500,000 in 1867, to nearly $23,500,000 in 1873-74; and said that Governments very often spend more money
We are asked to believe, from that bald statement of figures, than is estimated; but I think we may fairly assume
that the financial administration of the Conservative party that had the Administration wbich was in office before
Was disastrous to the interests of the country. Let me, in 1873 tontinued in power, they would not have spent more,
the first place, protest against the method of calculation judging by their record of the preceding year. The war-
Which hon. gentlemen opposite adopt. The year 1873-74, rant for assuming this is to be found in the fact that the
Which they always assumed to be a year of Conservative Estimates brought down for 1872-73 amounted to $29,675,-administration, does not in any sense belong to tbat party; 460, including an estimate for capital expenditure ofthey are not responsiblo for the expenditures of that year, as 89,949,500, leaving 819,725,960. The Supplementary Esti-Ishall be able prosently to show. But even assuming for the mates amounted to $575,774, making the Estimates
purpose of this argument, that they were responsible, what brought down by the Government for the expenditures
R the facts? Surely hon. gentlemen, in the interests required for 1872-73, $20,301,734. And yet, although they

the country, might be honest enough to state that the obtained the power from Parliament to expend that amount,
forinion in 1867 comprised only four Provinces. Wo were the actual expenditure made by the Government in that
o tefirat year only laying the foundations for the future year was $19,174,647, or $1,127,087 less than they hadgoverrnment of the country; the expenditures were small in obtained power from Parliament to expend. If we find aal the Departments ; Parliament simply met together Government bringing down Estimates on the eve of a goneralfor the ProeýO

polie purpose of paving the way to that greater, election, as those Estimates of 1872-73 were brought down,
therefore development which was followed afterwards, and with every desire to make the probable expenditure appear

to speak of the expenditure for 1867 as an as low as possible, and if we find that tbe Administration
of eo ture which ought to boeonsidered in any matter remaining in office is able to get through the year's business
th 'parison or calculation, is to do a great injustice not to and expend 81,000,00o less than they had obtained authority
end ofa theninpower but to the country itself. At the from Parliament to expend, we may fairly hold that the same

d ;period what was the position of the countrg' Government remaining in office wil make ends meet and
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be able to carry on public affairs without increasing the
expenditure beyond the next year's Estimates. Yet we
find that hon. gentlemen opposite, having control of the
expenditures,exceeded the Estimates by $1,676,650. Ilow was
that excess made up ? In Civil Government, for instance,
hon. gentlemen opposite spent $150,226 more than had been
voted by Parliament; and when I tell the House that in the
one item of contingencies they spent 875,000 more in that
year than the Government had estimated would be necessary,
and had taken the authority of Parliament to expend, I
think hon. gentlemen will agree with me in the statement
that that was a reckless expenditure on their part. Then in
the Administration of Justice they spent $78,776 more than
Parliament had voted. For Legislation they spent $354,970
more than Parliament had voted. It is quite true there was
a general election which was not anticipated when the
Estimates were brought down, and they are perhaps entitled
to say that they could not have anticipated that expenditure.
But we were told when that Government came into power,
and especially as a reason for the entrance of
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
into the Government, in violation of the principle which
he himself had laid down, that the number of the Execu-
tive Council should not be increased beyond that which the
law specified, even in cases where an hon. gentleman
entered without salary, that 119 members of the House,
which is a good working majority, had requested the
hon. gentleman to enter the Cabinet, and had given him as-
surances of support if he did so. With 119 members sup-
porting the Government in a House of 206, I may fairly say
that they were not bound to have a general election. Having
regard to what occurred at that time, they had no intention of
having a general election until they began to see, looking
at what they might be requested to do during the five years
they would be in office,that it would be better to secure, if pos-
sible, a larger majority while the influence of that great
slander, usually called the Pacific Scandal, was upon the coun-
try. Then I find that for the collection of Customs they
expended 856,062 more than Parliament voted; and in the
collection of Public Works revenue they spent $319,034 more
than was voted. For Post Office revenue collection they ex-
pended $71,270 more than voted; so that in these items
alone, and which it must be admitted were controllable ex-
penditures and within the coinpetency of the Government,
within certain limits of course, to regulate, they expended
$730,338 more than had been voted by the preceding Admin-
istration. I am aware that it may be said, in relation to the
years 1878-79, that the Government which is now in office ex-
pended also more money than had been voted by their pre-
decessors; but we may fairly account for that from the fact
that during the time hon. gentlemen opposite were in office
their financial administration was very severely criticised
by the press and public men of this country; and
on the eve of going to the country and as a pre-
paration for the elections, their Estimates were so
framed as to give the appearance, at any rate, of
the greatest possible economy. ' Although that was the
fact, what was the real result? The Conservative Gov-
ernment spent $758,508 more than their predecessors
had obtained the authority of Parliament to spend ;
and of that for the collection of public works alone,
largely connected with the work of the Intercolonial
Railway, there was $414,714; while, Sir, the Liberal
Government had expended $1,676,650 more than the
Conservative Parliament had voted. Now, let us take some
contrasts. Under Civil Government hon. gentlemen
opposite spent 8150,226 more than their predecessors had
voted ; the Conservatives when they came in spent $27,804
less than their predecessors had voted. Under the head of
Administration of Justice the Liberal Government spent
$78,776 more than their predecessors had estimated; the
Conservatives when they came into offee expended

Mr. WmnT (Cardwell).

$36,734 less than their predecessors had provided. On Weights
and Measures, the Conservatives spent $25,296 less than had
been voted by Parliament for that service. In the collection
of Customs duties the Liberals expended $56,062 more than
their predecossors had voted, while the Conservatives
only expended $13,875 more. In the collection of Post
Office revenues the Liberals had expended 871,270 more
than their predecessors had voted, the Conservatives only
exceeded the amount by 817,423. In Legislation the Liberals
expended $354,970 more, while the Conservatives only
spent $58,071 more. I have said enough to show that the
only true course in making a comparison of the two
Administrations is to take the last complete year of each
Administration of the results of which there can be no doubt
as to where the responsibility.rests. Doing so, what do we
find ? We have been told, if I mistake not, by the hon. gentle-
man from West Durham, in a speech which he made out of
session, that the increased expenditure during the five years
of Mr. Mackenzie's Government was only 8200,000; and re-
ferreing to a remark made by the First Minister in a speech
at Toronto, that the Liberals when in office were like
soldiers marking time, moving but making no progress, he
said that was true with reference to the expenditures of
the country, because they had succeeded in carrying on the
Government during these five years, and at the end of
that period found themselves spending only $200,000
more than their predecessors had spent. Now the
ordinary expenditure-what in Public Accounts is put
down as ordinary expenditure-in 1872-73 was $7,062,095,
and in 1877-78, $6,542,510, an apparent decrease of
$519,585. But in dealing with questions of controllable
expenditure it seems to me that we must always inçlude the
charges upon revenue. There is not after all any'part of
the expenditure, except perhaps Public Works, Militia and
large items of that kind, which is more within the coutrol
of the Government of the day than are those expenditures con-
nected with the collection of revenue. If we add. these
items we find the controllable expenditure of 1872-73
was $10,457,570, while, in 1877-78, it was $11,843,634, or an
increase in the aggregate of these two classes of expendi-
ture of $1,386,064. But, Sir, let us look at this decrease in
" ordinary expenditure " and see how it is made up. Well,
we find in the item of Militia and Defence a decrease
of $630,527. We all know how that was effected. The
country corps were cut off from their drill; and if
hon. gentlemen opposite had simply wiped out the Militia
altogether, as I believe some of them would desire to do,
they could have made a much larger reduction than
that. They could have presented, a much more taking
aggregate to the people. Then we find in the matter of
Public Works expenditure, such as improvements in harbors,
putting up public buildings, and other works of that kind,
there was a decrease of $599,017, In that case, also, all they
had to do was simply not to spend a dollar on harbors or
public buildings, and stop all public works ; they could thus
have saved very much, and they could have made a much
better show in the aggregate figures. Then I find in con-
nection with the expenditures on Dominion lands, thero was
a decrease of $150,048 ; they had only to stop sending ont
surveyors, to stop everythingin connection with the develoP-
ment of the North-West, in order to make the decreas8

very much larger and thus present a better picture. Bt
in these three items alone, which I will.not admit were
economies, which were simply a starving of the public ser-
vice-in these three items alone-the decrease WM

$1,379,592, or $800,000 more than the entire aggregate de-
crease of which they are in the habit of boasting o mach.
Now, while this is the case as to these ites, what do we
find as to others in connection with which economies migî
have been practiced ? in the matter of Civil Governmnent>
which they tell us we have been much too extravagnt
administering, during their five years oofoce, they increas
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the cost by $160,180. Under their rule, the cost of the
Administration of Justice increased $163,954; the cost of
the Post Office Department-of the collection of the Postal
Revenue-increased no less than 8657,206, making a total
increased expenditure in those items-all controllable expen-
ditures-of very nearly $1,000,000, viz.: $981,206. Under
those circumstances can hon. gentlemen opposite, with any
regard for accuracy, at any rate, say to the people of this
country that, during the time they were in office and had
control of the expenditures, they did anything to entitle
them to claim credit for economy or retrenchment ? What
bas been the expenditure under the present Government ?
I take simply the Public Accounts as my authority, because
it is most inconvenient to deal with the Estimates. Last
year the present Government spent half a million dollars
less than they obtained the authority of Parliament to
spend. Therefore, having regard to fairness and accuracy we
can only deal with the actual expenditure as brought down in
the Public Accounts; but from them what do we find ? That
the total expenditure in 1877-78, the last year of the Mac-
kenzie Administration, was $23,503,158, and, in 1880-81,
under the present Governmont, $25,502,554; or an increase
under the present Government, in three years, of very
nearly $2,000,000. How has that increase been brought
about? In one matter, the charges, interest, sinking fand
and on the public debt, there is an increase of $883,604.
Surely the late Government were responsible for that. I
thiik 1 may say that the present Government have made
no expenditures on capital account, if you except the pay-
ments that may have been made on the Yale and Kamloops
Branch of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and on the contract
for the missing link between Thunder Bay and SAlkirk-
excepting on works begun by hon. gentlemen opposite, and
for which the contracts were actually lot before tle present
Government was formed. Then they have had to expend
on an exceptional item-that appears every ten years in our
accountb, and which fell in since the present Government
took office-viz.: the Census, $127,033; and they have
also been obliged to spend in Public Works, $140,171 ; and
on Indian grants, $383,594; Post Office, increase in the
Collection of Revenue, $151,719 ; and on Public Works, for
the collection of revenue, in -consequence of the greater,
mileage of the Intercolonial Railway, an increased outlay
of 8231,727, or on all these items a total of 81,918,848.
This leaves only about $80,000 of an increase on the other
items of the public expenditure. Not one of those items, I
venture to say, can hon. gentlemen opposite fairly challenge.
They cannot challenge the increase in the interest on the
public debt, and the sinking fund and charges connected with
it; nor can they complaim of the item for the Census, for
that is a statutory obligation, and an outlay we have to incur
every ten years. They will hardly complain of the increased
expenditure on public works in presence of our large reve-nue, our overflowing Treasury, or that the wants of the
country in connection with the nUblic works are being gene-
rously and fairly dealt with. hey will not object either to
the increased expenditure on account of the Indians. If
they do I would refer them to the admirable correspondencefro the North-West, which appeared in the Toronto Globe,
the leading organ of their party, in which the policy of the
Weseiment in making larger expenditures in the North-t, in connection with the Indians, was fully sustained andvindicated, and in which the prediction was made, which
bas been realized since, that very large expenditures for this
Purpose Would be required. They can hardly comfplain of
th se expenditures to which I have referred, and, therefore,conly expenditure, taking the whole service of thecountryto which any exception can be taken is this item of80,000 sI Iwere disposed to take up the time of the House,m Could show that every single item making up that sum
Iaay be vindicated and defended on its merits. Then,Bay, if we look to the great increase of the public outlay

during the time the late Government were in power, and
compare it with the expenditures of the present Govern-
ment, we will find these remarkable facts: The expenditure
on the public debt showed an average annual increase dur-
ing the administration of the late Government of 8478,207,
while the average annual increase since the present Gov-
ernment was formed is but $294,535. The Post Office expen-
diture during the late Government showed an annual increase
of $131,441; during the three years of the present Govern-
ment the increase has been but $50,573, and that in
spite of the fact that within the last three years that service
has been extended over our great North-West, and an
enormous expenditure to the country has been required by
the necessity of furnishing settlers with adequate postal
accommodation. Again, I find that the annual increase in
the cost of collecting Customs revenue under the late
Administration was $29,352; under the present Govern-
ment it has been but $1,059, or about one twenty-ninth part
as large as the increase of the late Administration, and that,
despite the fact that there was an agregate decrease in the
Customs revenue during their term offive years of 8171,341,
while there has been an aggregate increase under the pre-
sent Administration of $5,621,268. I find also that while
the collection of the revenue increased annually
during those five years, by $381,130, the annual increase
during the last three years has been but $127,343.
Then, Sir, while the revenue itself increased during the
period of the Mackenzie Government $312,308 per annum,
it has increased during the last three years, 82,420,095.
The hon. gentlemen opposite, when in office, actually
increased the cost ofcollecting the revenue by 868,822 a year
more than the increase in the revenue itself. I think
that may fairly be said to be pretty strong evidence that
there was no great econ omy or carefulness in the adminis-
tration of public affairs by hon. gentlemen opposite. Sir, I
think you will agree with me, under these circumstances,
that in relation to the fnancial administration of this
Governmeut, the hon. members of the Government them-
selves, and thoir supporters in this House, have
no reason to fear any public criticism to which
they may be subjected, and have no reason to foar the ordeal
to which, within a short time, sooner or later, we must all
submit at the hands of the people of this country. The hon.
gentlemen opposite are fond of referring to the increase in
the public debt. While as between the two parties it may
be a matter of no great consequence whether the debt in-
creased more during the five years one party were in power,
or the six years another party were in power, or the three
vears that the same party have since been in
power, the use which hon. gentlemen make of this in-
crease in the public debt, is to croate the impression through
this country, and in other countries where it
is our interest to stand well, and to which we
are appealing for a share of the emigration that
is going from them, that the Dominion is going headlong
to ruin, that it is incurring debts beyond what its resources
will fairly justify. In pursuance of this policy we are told
the debt has doubled since Confederation. What are the
facts ? In 1867, the net debt was 875,728,641 ; in 1873, the
debt was $99,848,461, or an increase of $24,119,820, or an
average annual ir.crease for the six years of $4,019,970.
The net debt in 1878 had increased to $140,362,069, an
increase in five yoars of $40,513,608, or an average annual
increase of $8,102,721. The net debt in 1S81,on the 30th
July last, was $155,395,780, an increase in three years of
815,033,711, or an average annual increase of $5,011,237.
Let me give hon. gentlemen those averages. Six years
of Conservative rule, an average annual increase of the
public debt of $4,019,970; during the five years of Liberal
rule, an average annual increase of $8,102,721; three years
of Conservative rule, an average annual increase of
85,01,000.
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Mr. MILLS. Does the hon. gentleman include in that
second statement the loan effected by the hon. Minister of
Finance in the autumn of 1873 ?

Mr. WHIT6E. Yes, and I include also the loan
effected by the present hon. Minister of Finance in
the autumn of 1878. Now, Sir, what are the
facts with regard to this debt, looking to the in-
crease of our obligations? I find that about 820,000,-
000 of that increased debt since Confederation is represented
either by the transference of the debts of the Provinces, or
simply taking from one pocket and putting into the other,
relieving the Provinces and putting it upon tbe Dominion ;
or it was incurrod in bringing in new Provinces with
their debts, and was, therefore, represented by an increased
population, an increased area of country, and must not be
considered an increaso upon the debt of 1867 in which the
four Provinces alone were involved. Before 1873, during the
time the Conservative party were in power, I find no less
than $15,525,279 vas of this character; so that the actual
increase of the debt during those six years represented
bythe increased burden upon the people, was$8,594,541, oran
average annual increase of $1,432,423. Then, of the increase
between 1873 and 1878, I find that $4,927,060 was of the
character I have just described, represented by the introduc-
tion of new Provinces and their debts, or by the re-arrange-
ments of debts, and was not an increased burden upon
the people in relation to their debt. I find, therefore,
that the average increase, deducting that amount of the five
years of Liberal rule, was $7,117,109. Then, Sir, as illus-
trating the differonce between Conservative and Liberal
rule, let me point out one fact of very great importance,
and that is, the expenditure upon capital account as
compared with the increased debt during the periods the two
parties respectively were in power. I find that during the
six complete years of Conservative rule no less than
$12,072,780 were spent on capital account in excess of the
addition of the debt. Duringthe fivecompleteyears of Liberal
rule $1,997,613 were added to the debt more than was
expended on cap tal aceount. Then I find that during
the la-t three years of Crnservative rule $991,683 were
expended on capital account in excess of the addition to the
public debt; or, if we take the expenditure up to the lst
January last, according to the statement by the Minister of
Finance, we find that 8 1,522,822 was expended upon capital
account in excess of the debt. That state ment is more than
fair to hon. gentlemen opposite, for itgives them the benefit
of 1874-74, and it places on the hon. gentlemen now on
the Treasury benches the responsibility of the expenditure
of 878-79. But if we take their method of using figures
what do we find ? We find that during the time the
Conservatives were in office, during the seven years which
are usually credited to the Conservatives in connection with
the publie expenditure of this country, there were $12,833,-
009 spent on capital account in excess of the addition
to the publie debt. We find that the late Government
added to the debt, in excess of capital expenditure,
$4,z57,'12; and we find the hon. gentlemen on tbe
Treasury benches, since they have returned to office, have
expended upon capital accoun t, in excess of the addition to the
public debt, no Iess than $7,543,033. Now, I askyou, Mr.
Speaker, and I ask this honorable House, whether in relation
to the public debt of this country, that is a record of which the
Conservative party have any reason to be ashamed ? But I
know that hon. gentlemen opposite say: "We are not
responsible for this enormous increase of debt during the
time we were in office." The hon. member for West Mid-
diesex (Mr. Ross) puts their responsibility for their increased
debt at somewhere-I forget the exact figures-but certain-
ly under a million dollars.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. $200,000, I think.
Mr. WHiTm (Cardwell).

Mr. WHITE. Considerably under a million, at ail
evonts. It is undoubtedly difficult to apportion between
the two parties the responsibility for the increased publie
debt, or for the expenditures in connection with
it. But my hon. friend from Lincoln (Mr. iRykert), in the
speech which he delivered this afternoon, pointed out what
I think, everybody must admit that they are quite as re.
sponsible for ail the increases to the public debt which
have taken place since Confederation as the party who are
now in office. The Intercolonial Railway was an obligation
at the time of Confederation ; it was part of the Treaty.
The then leader of the party, the late lamented Mr.
Brown-and would to God he were with us to-night to see
what are the principles his friends and former followers are
venturing in his absence to proclaim-stated that Confed.
eration was worth six Intercolonial Railways. I heard
him make the speech myself in the old Music Hall, To.
ronto. That was an obligation resting on the country as a
whole; for it both parties were responsible. It is true
as thetbon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) bas pointed
out, that there was a différence of opinion as
to the route; but I would like to ask the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) what he thinks
of the route of the Intercolonial Railway. I would like to
ask the members for Lower Canada-those who were in
Parliament at that time and those who are in Parliament
to-day-what they think of the route of the Intercolonial
Railway. It is a notorious fact that except the Ontario
Opposition and a few of the New Brunswick members, the
whole of the Opposition-the Nova Scotia Opposition and the
Quebec Opposition voted with the Government of the day in
determining the north shore line as the route of the Inter.
colonial. What are the facts with regard to the canais, which
is the next large item entering into the expenditures making
up the increase of debt ? Every one knows who has read the
Confederation Act that the question of expenditure upon the
canals, although provided for by that Act, was contingent
on the condition of the finances. It was for the Govern-
ment of the time, whatever the Governmnent might
be, to determine when they would enter on the
work of eilarging the canais. Now, what is the
history of the case ? When the Conservative Government
left office in 1873, I think I speak accurately in saying that
there was not a single contract let for the enlargement Of
the canals west of Lachine, that all the work in connection
with the canals west of Lachine was undertaken after the
Conservative Government went ont of office. Nay, more
than that. Although the Conservative Government had
advertised for tenders, and, 1 believe, had received tenders
for certain contracts in connection with the Welland Canal,
the Minister of Public Works of the late Ministry, whon
he came into power, stopped those tenders--rojected
them-and advertised anew for tenders. It was competent
for him, under the terms of the Confederation Act, underthe
obligation the country had assumed, connected with the
construction and enlargement of the canais, tay
that the condition of our finances would notrpermit
us to go on, and, therefore, under the contrctber
are not bound to go on ; and when we renrese
that the first act of the Government was to,e0rease
the annual taxation of the country by 3,cou000
because the ordinary requirements of th erconftrY
necessitated it, including, of course, the expenditureon the
Pacifie Railway-every one will admit that the haon.n'en
ber for Lambton might have taken that course, and havne id
our finances will not permit us to enter upon the workesnd,
therefore, we will not enter on it. But he did Iot take
that course ; ho entered on the work, on bis hi
responsibility as a Minister; his party supporti theon their own responsibility; and their organs ind
country, the Montreal Uerald, the Toronto Globe d
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others, actually caled on the people of this country to same thing may be said of amost every man, for whatever
sing poSesiq of praise to them, because they entored on may be the condition of the country there will always
the work of enlarging these canais promptly which be exceptional cases from exceptional circumstances of
their predecessors had so long neglected to the injury people who do not do as well as their neighbors. But I
of the country. In relation, therefore, to the canals they think we may fairly conclude that that is the opinion and
were undoubtedly responsible. and solely responsible, for the that is the estimate of every mran in this country in relation
expenditures. Thon, Sir, as to the Canadian Pacifie Rail. to the presentcommercial condition of the country. But, Sir,
way. The Parliament of Canada had committed itself to we are told-althongh the country is prosperous, ,lthough
to the doclaration that the Canadian Pacifie Railway everyindustry is flourishing, although commerce is yielding
should be built by a company, aided by subsidies of a larger return to those engaged in it than it bas yielded at
land and money. That was the rosolution that accom- any time in th- past history of Canada, that this is
panied the contract with British Columbia. It was, not in any sense due to the National Policy-that
in fact, part of the contract to aillintents and purposes, and this improvement is entirely due to Providence.
was accepted by the gentlemen who were bere ropresonting Sir,I bow withawful reverence, with the profoundest faith, in
British Columbia; one leading gentleman from that Pro- the presence of that great mystery. I consider that now, as
vince, Mr. Trutch, declaring in a speech lie delivered in the in ail ages past, national blessings will follow national weil-
Russell fionse that it was part of the contract and that they doing, and national curses will follow national wrong-doing.
were propared to accept it as such. When those hon. gentle- I am a profound believer in the over-ruling guidance of Pro-
men came into power it was for thom to detormine vidence; but I say the manner in which the hon. gentlemen
what they should do about the Pacifie Railway. They have been deaiing with this subject is little less than impious.
arranged the policy. ThQ bon. member for Lambton (Mr. It is a fatalist doctrine which they have proclai'ned. They
Mackenzie) said in a speech to bis own constituents tell us, the sun ehining and the rain f dling wil give every-
that ho proposed to go on with the work as a public work, thing that is required, and that nothing is left to wise fiscal
because the country would thon have the profits, instead of laws or to the industry of the people. According to their
the contractors, in constructing the railway. And yet, after doctrine men may fold their arms and drop on their kneues
he had gone into the work, more as a matter of profit to the and leave the rest to Providence; but if there is a doctrine
Government than of profit to the contractors, bis friends of undoubted truth it is that Providence helps those who
now come down and say that they must not be held help themselves. In the very saine breaLh in which they
responsible for the expenditure, bocause, forsooth, the agree- tell as that you cannot make men rich byActofParliament,
ment that the Pacifie Railway should be built was entered these hon. gentlemen propose to make them rich by Act of
into before they came into office. More than that, wo have Parliament, by changing this policy for another; their whole
had during tho last three years, in every Session of this argument is that this policy is a bad one, an injury instead
Parlianent, declarations of the nost formal kirnd-doclara- of a bonefit to the industries of the country, and that if they
tions recorded in the Journals of the IIouse, which, if they were in office they would introduce an Act of Parliament by
mean anything, meant that that bargain was not binding which they would promote the industries of the country and
on the people of this country; that it was a bar-gain to bo maku men rich. Sir, we have great reason in this country
executed or neglected just in proportion as the Parliament to be thankful to Providence, but i think that in Parliament,
of Canada might consider it to be in the interests of the dealing with questions of legislation, we may fairly
country to do consistently with the condition of its finances confine our discussions to that legislation and consider
at the tine. Surely, Sir, it was these same gentlemen its effects on the condition of the country, ai of
who have thus formally interpreted the bargain for the us recognizing how much we owe to Providence, without
cOnstruction of the Pacifie Railway, who are responsible this perpetual invocation of that power as the one
for the incroase of debt involved in connection with source of the incroased prosperity of the country. I
it. That is the positior.in relation to this matter am sorry, Sir, and I say it in no irreverot mood, that
Of the public debt; and I thinkz, therefore, we might this over-ruling power did not roach to the region of the
fairly say that on that question as in relation to the hon. momber for Charlotte, which seems to eho the only
ordimary public expenditure, we can fairly claim that tho place in the whole of Canada on which Providence frowns.
Poliey of this Government, not as compared alouce with the I hope it is not a judgment on the people for sending the
pohicy of their predecessors, but viewed simply by itself as hon. gentleman to Parliament. Now, Sir, we are told that
a policy to be judged of in the interests of the country, is the whole of' the increased prospority is due to the fact that
one that we can fully defend and one which the people we have had botter crops during the last year than we had
"f this country will amply sustain. Now, Sir, I come for before What are the facts ? The year 1877, for instance,
a moment to deal with the National Policy. Thore is one was not a prosperous one in this country, but the very
fect, on which I think we may ail congratulate ourselves, reverse. It was one of those years which hon. gentlemen
and that is, that with the exception of the particular opposite told us, happening to be a duil year in ail depart-
uroundings of the hon. member fbr Charlotte (Mr. ments of trade and commerce, paved the way for that great

Gimor), the condition of this country is everything change which took place on the 17th of September, j878.
e can desire. We find that every hon member who has Now, what do we find with regard to the crops of that

Spoken on that side, from the lion. momber for Lambton year ? I hope that some day or other we shall have a
(*r. Mackenzie) and through all the others that have Bureau of Statistics in Canada which will give us informa-
addressed the House-and I do not say through ail the 1 tion on subjects of this kind. But in the absence of such
aders Il any tone of disrespect-I say we find an 1 information the annualexop reports, furnished by the Grand

dission that the condition of this country is eminently Trunk Railway, may be taken as official. According to
Proesperous; that every branch of industry, every branch them we find the state of the crops in 1877 and 1881 to be as
f C9mmerce is in a condition in the highest degree follows : Fali wbeat, there were 65 returns above the

faiactory. We heard to-day from the hon. member average in 1877, and ouly 45 in 1881, while bolow the
tOr Soth Brant (Mr. Paterson) and I do not wonder average there were noue in 1877, and 12 in 1881. Springbat he owas so good-natured, so pleasant-looking when wheat, above the average, 53 in 1877, and 41 in 1881 ; below
it mad the .aneouncemernt, I do not wonder that the average, 5 in 1877, and 9 in 1881. Oats, above thein prmpted bis eloquence to such an extent, that, average, 56 in 1877, and 42 in 1881 ; below the average,
ben heown particular business, this last year had 6 in 1877, and 3 in 1881. Barley, above the average, 47
heen Oecf the best years in his)experiyeas l bi exerence. I think the lu 1877, aud 42 in 1881; below the average, 3 in 1877, and
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5 in 1881. Peas, above the average, 43 in 1877, and 28 in
1881 ; below the average, 13 in 1877, and 23 in 1881. Thus
we find from the only evidence of an official kind that we can
get at, that the crop in 1877 was actually a better and larger
crop than that of 1881. But what do we find further? We
find that the value of the crop, as entered at the Customs for
export in 1877-78, which was the crop of 1877, of wheat,
flour, peas, oats and barley altogether amounted
to $15,375,486, against $15,697,987 in 1880-81, or
an increase in the latter over the former
year of $322,501, or onlytwo per cent. Will hon. gentlemen
tell me that this difference of about two per cent. accounts
for the difference between the depression of 1877 and the
prosperity of 1881 ? But, Sir, we have been told that the
National Policy has lessened the price of cereals to the
Canadian farmer. One cannot very well understand the
position of hon. gentlemen opposite. When we are dealing
with manufactures we are told that the imposing of a duty
on the foreign article coming into Canada increases the price
to the Canadian consumer by the amount of that duty; but
when we are dealing with the cereals of the farmer, we
are told that it has the very opposite effect and decreases
the price of the article coming into the cointry.
What do we find ? I know that the hon. member for North
Norfolk, the other evening, referred to the prices in Chicago
as compared with those in Toronto. If they were disposed
to deal with this question in that spirit of fairness which
the hon. member for South Brant commended in his closing
remarks, they would not make that comparison. They
know the reason that at times prices in Chicago were higher
than in Toronto. They know that for the same reason wheat
in Chicago, during the last year, bas been 6 cents. higher
than in New York, and therefore they were perfectly well
aware that it was not because of any question of fiscal pulicy
either on this side or the other that this particular fact
exists. On the contrary, it is due to that miserable gambling
spirit which is eating like a canker-worm into the whole
commercial transactions of theUnited States and this country.
It is the result of the wheat corners in Chicago, where men
seek, not by legitimate trading, but by finesse, by holding a
hand which they think to be a strong one and going one
better if they think it to be necessary; this wretched gamb-
ling which, as I have said, is eating as a canker-worm into
the commercial honesty and honor of this country and the
United States, is the cause of the fact that at times the prices
of wheat have been higher in Chicago than in Toronto. But
what is the general fact? I take che average value of
American wheat exported from Canada as entered at the
Customs as the easiest way of arriving at tho facts in connec-
tion with this matter. In 1877, the average value of Ameri-
can wheat was $ i.50 per bushel, while the average value of
Canadian wheat exported was $1.22*, or a difference in price
in favor of the American wheat of 27ï cents per bushel. In
1881, the average price of American wheat for export as
entered at the Customs was $1.07j, while that of Canadian
wheat was $1.03, or a difference in favor of the American of
27 cents in 1878, and of 41 cents last year. That is the fact
as derived from the Customs returns in regard to the export
of those cereals in the two years, 1878 and 1881. I do not
say, I have too much respect for myself to say, that this is due
to the National Policy. During the discussions that took
place when those hon, gentlemen wore in office, I never
charged them with the whole of the depression that existed;
what I did charge them with is this ; that in the presence of
the depression and in spite of suggestions made by wise
merchants who understood trade and saw means by
which the depression might at least be relieved and
mitigated in severity, they failed to do anything. And
although now I do not think that the change I have men-
tioned is due entirely to the National Policy, yet I do think
it is an all-sufficient answer to the statement made by hon.
gentlemen opposite, that the effect of the National Policy

Mr. WmTn (Cardwell),

has been to reduce the price of whoat to the Canadian farmer.
If it has, then I ask upon what ground, hon. gentlemen
opposite go down to the Mar'time Provinces, as they did last
year, and speak to the fishermen about the enormous
tax on breadstuffs. How can a tax on breadstuffs be
detrimental if the effect of that policy is to reduce instead of
increasing the price to the producer? Lot them take one
course or the other. Lot them at least have this amount
of candor, that they will have the same story for
all parts of the country. If they will only
do that I venture to say we can meet them fairly on every
platform. But when they go to Ontario and tell the farmers
that wheat was higher in Chicago on a particular day than
it was in Toronto, and that therefore the National Policy has
reduced the price of their wheat, and when they go down to
the fishermen of the Maritime Provinces and teli them they
are paying 50 cents per barrel more for flour than beforo
the duty was imposed-when they undertake to adopt a
policy of that kind, then I say they are not adopting a
policy worthy of a great party, as they are, or consistent
with that fair, proper and reasonable metbod of discussion
which the hon. member for Brant commended to us at the
close of his remarks, although I am afraid ho did not act
quite up to it during the progress of his speech. What
has been the effect on imports of agricultural products
into this country for home consumption ? I take the
Trade Returns for 1878 and for 1881. The hon.
member for Centre Wellington (3Mr. Orton) last year made
a comparison with the Trade Returns one year earlier than
I am now able to submit. Taking the years 1878 and 1881,
I find there is a decrease in the receipts of barley equal to
285,214 bushels, the aggregatein 1878 being 302,147 bushels,
and, in 1881, 16,9â3 bushels. I find that the importation of
Indian corn las decreased 5,344,198 bushels, and I venture to
think thatthe coarser grains of the Canadian farmers supplied
that large decrease. Oats declined, 2,089,933 bushels be-
tween those two periods. Peas, which are not a large impor-
tation, decreased 6,306 bushels; wheat decreased 5,558,759
bushels; rye, 145,598 bushels; wheat flour, 126,99
barrels; and I venture to think that the void was fillod up
by the productions of the mills of this country which had
to that extent a greater home market for their output. Then
I find this fact, which is of interest to the fishermen
of the Lower Provinces and the people of Lower Canada,
who do not grow much wheat and have to get their flour
from abroad, that, instead of increasing the price by reason
of the tax, the average price of flour in 1878, as entered
for export at the Customs, which ought eortainly to
have given us prosperity in that year, if the more
condition of our crops is the one test either of pros.
perity or the reverse, was $5.93 per barrel, while in 1881
it was $4.65. The people of the Maritime Provinces had
certainly nothing to complain of in connection with the
price of fiour under this policy as compared with what it was
before. But how far has the improvement that bas taken
place in the country been the direct resuit of the National
Policy? I quite admit that a change of policy with good
times following, and with good times following in other
countries at the same time, renders it extremely dif
cult to apportion precisely whero the influence of the policy
comes in in those improved conditions ; but there are
some facts which I think go to show very cloarly that the
National Policy has done its fair share in improvlngthe
condition of the people of this country. It has not been tho
only factor in bringing about that improved condition, but
it is a most important one, and without it that improve
condition would not have taken place to the same extent.
It i8 admitted that Canadian manufactures are improvihg
that they are in a prosperous condition. It is admitied,
moreover, that new manufactures have been started. 1eaen
not going into details to show whether the gentlen
who made the report to the hon. Minister of Finance
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a strictly correct one; they do not pretend to have done se;
they have given an approximate report of the condition of
things as thoy found them in the different cities and towns
they visited. I do not propôse to go into those particular
details, but simply to state what everyone knows to be the
truth, that there has been a large increase in the manufactur-
ing capacity of thle people of this country, as illustrated by
the new industries that have sprung up in all parts. In
snito of that and of the fact that the existing factories have
been employed full time, it is only with the greatest difficulty
that orders can be filled at this moment. Let me give you
an illustration. Last year we had a provincial exhibition
in the city of Montreal, and we had occasion to get an
engine and boiler for the machinery hall; we sent round
notices to a number of the people in Montreal who were in
the habit of making those articles, and in addition we sent
similar notices to other parties outside, for we required to
have them within a particular time; and what was the fact?
That only one man in Montreal even offered to do the work
and when we went round and asked them why they did
inot make an offer, they said they wero so busy it was
impossible for them to got the order through within the
time specified in the notice they had received. One firm
from Stratford, who were anxious to introduce an admirable
engine into the factories of Montreal and the Province of
Quebec mado a stretch to give it to us. We got the engine
from Stratford simply because our own factories in the
city of Montreal were so crowded with business
that they could not possibly undertake to perform1
that small piece of work within the time re-
quired for our exhibition purposes. There is no1
inerchant in the country wbho will not tell you to-day that1
he has the greatest possible difliculty in getting orders filledi
in almost any industry. Some of our factories in course1
ot construction have beern actually stopped that would
otherwise have been going on; they have been retarded in
their progross towards completion because of the difficulty
of getting nmachinery from nmanufacturing establishments of«
that kind in different parts of the country. In view of 1
these facts I think I rnay faii-ly say that the industries1
of the country are ail miost prosperous and busily employed 1
now, and it is certaiuly adnitted on all hands that theyi
"w'e not in that condition in 1877-78. Now is that1
duo to the National Policy ? Let me take only two examples.1
I take first the cotton industry, which is the special antipathy i

hi l'on. gentlemen opposite. In that industry there has
Udoubtedly been an enormous development during the last
three years. Thie Hudon factory of Montreal is not referredtIo, I think, in tho returns submitted to the hon. Minister of
Flance, becauso it is not a new factory. It was in existence;
before that tiie, but it had two additions made to it since r
'hen, and if I am i-rhtly informed another building very1
nearly as largo as one of those additions, if not larger,c

about going up immediately alongside of it. Thetludon factory lias been trebled in capacity, and newI
totton m1is have sprung up in all parts of the coun-c
try. We have the Stormont mill, the Hamilton mil], thei
boaticook and Stratfoid mills, all of tbem in operationr
beforie the 30th of June last-new mills started as a direct1reêait of the National Policy. Then we have in addition to 1that, a large number of new mills which were in progress attthat time, which are approaching completion, and some ofgch , I believe, will be very soon in operation. I was1esd te see, only the day before yesterday, that a new bOsiLbmshnt near Montreal-the Merchants Manufactur- tng o.- for the purpose of turning out white cottons,dad been put in motion, and operations have commenced,d
and they are now turning out cotton for the Canadianfarket. And yet we find that in spite of the old Ifacterie and their enlargement and the building of newcp43oyrs we cannot meet the demand; that the im- fports of al classes of cotton goods actually increased from t'

1878 to 1881 by 66J per cent. The bon. member for South
Brant would say, by that process of reasoning which he
adopts in this House, and which reminds lone very much of
the process by which a gentleman undertook to prove that
fish-pie was better than heaven--he said fish-pie was better
than nothing, nothing is botter than heaven, therefore
fish-pie was botter than beaven. But, Sir, this large
importation of cotton is simply an evidence of the
increasing purchasing power, and of the increasing wealth
of the people of this country. It shows that our people are
to-day so very much wealthier and more comfortable, in so
much better circumstances, that they are able, in spite of
this enlarged out-put of goods in their own factories, to
increase their importations from abroad by this 66
per cent. But when we analyse the importations, we
find that of the two classes of bleached and unbleached
cotton goods that are going out of our own factories, there
has been a decrease in the importations of 27½ per cent.
What is the fair inference from that ? It is that the National
Policy bas, by the establishment of these factories, been able
to supply that larger want of our people, and has thus added
to the prosperi-ty and wealth of the country. Look at the
further fact that, in 1878, we imported ofraw cotton 7,243,413
lbs, and. in 1881, 16,018,721 Ibs., vory nearly 9,000,000
lbs. of cotton manufactured in this country more than
was manufactured in 1878, and I believe more than we
would have been manufacturing to-day of the National
Policy had not gone into effect. We are told, however,
that the cotton manufacturers are all growing rich, and
therefore this imnprovement in flic condition of the cotton
trade, instead of being a result for which we ought to be
thankful, is a ground for dissatisfaction on the part of this
country, What has been the experience of people who
have invested thoir money in cotton in Canada? Why, in
1877 and 1878 everybody knows cotton stocks for which
people paid 100 cents on the dollar in order to establish in-
dustries and to improve the country, could bo had for from
10 upto 60or 70 per cent. of theirvalue. You could have got
the stock of the Cornwall Cotton milis at 10 per cent., and
people would have thanked yon for taking it even at that
price. We find to-day that cotton stocks have gone up,
and those who bought at such low prices are now reaping
their reward. Is it any barra that they should make a good
thing out of their purchase? lHas anybody been hurt ?

Mr. ANGLIN. Yes, a grat many.
Mr. WHITE. Will the hon. gentleman explaini who?
Mr. ANGLIN. Everybody who bas had to pay the ad-h-

tional price for the cotton manufactured.
Mr. WHITE. Well, Sir, I shall go on with the argu-

ment; I propose to come to that point in a minùte or two.
I say that these people have not increased the price of thoir
cottons, as compared with the foreign article, by the imposi-
tion of the duty. What do hon. gentlemen opposite pro-
pose? A 17J per cent. duty, even if the effect were to wipo
out the cotton industry altogether. In fact they regard that
industry as sonething that, if weeded out, would be a
national blot effaced. Thon what would they have instead ?
Foreign manufacturers, cotton lords, cotton princes in New
England and in Old England, instead of in Canada, sending
their goods in here; and the consumer, bcause of the non-
production of the article in Canada, actually paying the
17J per cent., and the Canadian merchant's profit into the
bargain. That is the way in which they propose to benefit
the Canadian consumer. Hon. gentlemen opposite do not
deny that there must be duty on those articles. They had a
duty of 17J per cent. themselves, when in power; and they
tell us that that is the Tariff they are going back to; but
they must admit that 17½ per cent. according to their prin-
ciples, would be added to the price to the consumer, with
the merchant's profits besides. I make the statement that,
with manufactories in our midst, the price of the goQde i
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reduced not increased. The difference is, that wben the
merchant imports from rbroad he is away from the area of
competition, but when he buys from the factories in Canada,
he is within the area of competition. An Ontario store-
keeper may go to Montreal-take that as an illustration-
and enter the establishment of Gault Bros. to purchase
cottons, manufactured in the Rudon factory on the one side,
or in the Cornwall factory on the other. At any of those
establishments he may himself buy goods. Thus, comveting
with the manufactu-ers, we have the importing merchants,
who are thus compelled to sell at a smaller miargin of profit.
But, by importing the cottons from New or Old England,
with no manufacturing in Canada, the merchant would be
removed altogether from that area of competition and would
secure a higher profit-as we were told by hon. gentlemen
opposite-a higher profit not only upon the price of the
goods, but upon the duty as well. Those cotton lords of
Canada, as they are called, have succeeded in making sone
money, at least those of them who were fortunate enough to
hold their stock, or to buy when low. They are receiving a
fair return to-day. But the price to the consumer of the
ordinary cotton goods manufactured in Canada-and I chal-
lenge hon. gentlemen opposite to go into an investigation of
the facts-is not, on the average, 10 per cent. in excess of
the price in the New England factories, from
which the larger portions of tbose cottons were coming
to us before the National Policy was adopted. But there
are cotton lords everywhere. One would imagine, from the
speeches of those hon. gentlemen, that it is a sin for a
Canadian to make money by investing in industries of this
kind. He may lend bis money on mortgage, and take
what interest he pleases, add commissions and adopt any
other tactics he likes in order to get a large sum out of the
unfortunate who is compelled to borrow, and is respected by
hon.·gentlemen opposite, as a man to be admired. But let
him put bis money into an industry which employs bundreds
of people, and furnisbes bread to them and their families,
and if ho makes money, and is encouraged to continue in
bis business by making money, he becomes an object of dis-
like to hon. gentlemen opposite. In England, with Free
Trade, cotton lords are well known; they are the rich men of
the country; many of them have made enormous colossal
fortunes, and how-by the protection which cheap labor gives
them. Hon. gentlemen opposite will argue that that is a
policy in the interest of the people of the country where it
prevails; that it is a cheaper country to live in, where the
toiling masses eke out a miserable existence on small wages
-that that is a system that we should emulato in order that
the cotton lords in foreign countries may make money by
sending the products of that cheap labor to this country.
Thon, Sir, I take the case of woollen goods. I find that the
effectof the National Policy in relation to them, or at any rate
the fact as it exists with the National Policy -if bon. gentle-
men opposite will prefer that way of putting it-is that the
imports from the United States have declined 48 per cent.,
and the imports from Great Britain have declined only 4
per cent., or while the imports of cotton goods from the
United States in 1878 were 36 per cent. of the whole, in
1881 they were only 20 per cent., so that this policy cannot
be said to have greatly injured our friends in tho Mother
Country. The decrease in the importation of woollen goods
in 1881, as compared with 1878, is $476,907. To that
extent and to the extent of the increased purchasing power
of the people, we have. had a home market secured to our
woollen manufacturers, to an extent not witnessed before
the National Policy was adopted. What do we find ? The
importations of raw Wool have increased from 6,230,084 lbs.
in 1878, to over 8,000,000 Ibs. in 1881, or an actual increase
of 1,810,203 Ibo.; and that inçrease has been almost entirely
in the finer grades of African or Australian wool, which we
do not produce. The importa from the United States, of
thg class of wool which might to apme extent compete with I

Mr. WITz (Cardwell).
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our own wools, decreased last year by 157,000 lbs. I find
that the exports of wool from Canada have largely decreased.
In 1878, we exported 2,445,893 lbs. of wool ; and, in 1b81,
1,482,928 lbs., or about 1,000-,000 Ibs. of a decrease. The
farmers did not raise less wool in 1881, than in 1878; the
decrease was simply the result of a larger consumption of
Canadian wool in the factories of this country.

Mr. PATERSON. Doyounot think less wool wasgrown
in 1881?

Mr. WHITE. If less was grown, all I can say is that
the fact is exceptional, because there bas been a larger pro-
duction of everything else in the country. I know that in
my own district there bas not been a decreased production.
But the hon. niember for South Brant, who, I know desires
to deal with this question candidly and fairly, will not say
that the woollen factories of Canada have not been enlarged
and better employed in 1881 than in 1878; and they must
therefore, in the nature of things, have consumed a larger
quantity of Canada wool, as illiustrated by the decrease in
the exnort of that article. What more do we find now?
There is an enormous improvement. The woollen trade of
Canada, I admit, is an old trade-in existence for many
years. It has had an existence of such a struggling kind
that, I venture to believe, that but for the change of
policy in 1878, the number who would have abandoned
the manufacture of woollen goods would have been
very large. What do we find lately ? In consequence
of the present fiscal policy and the introduction
of new machinery, a very great improvement. Let any
one go up to Almonte, as my bon. friend and I did,
the other day, and take a walk through the mills; let him
look at the improvements in the maehinery there visible,
and at the enlargement of the establishments, as well as at
the cloth turned out, and lie will certainly experience no
little surprise. Indeed to-day, io man need wear foreign
cloth nnless he likes. My hon. friend is pleased to refer to
the Minister of Finance and to the clothes he wears.
Well, that is a kind of argumentum ad hominum that per-
haps bas some little influence. I happen to have a Cana-
dian tweed suit on; I like Canadian tweeds-not particularly
because they are Canadian, but because they are cheap. I
am bound to say that if people do not like Canadian tweeds
and wish to wear foreign tweeds, I can see no reason wby
they should not have the privilege of doing so if they are
willing to pay the dutI. But what I mean to say is this-
and I know it from my own experience, that experienCe
that cornes to a man who is not rich, and who is compelled
to calculate what ever3ything is going to cost him-
that I can get a suit of Canadian tweeds as good in appear-
ance, and, I believe, botter in wear than a Scotch tweed of the
same pattern, that I can get it at least, in Montreal, for
from _5 to 40 per cent. less than the imported
article. But if people will use Scotch tweed-and there
are many who will do it as the country gets richer-
if the people wili do it, thon I say let them do it, but
let them pay the duty upon it. Now, I claim that both
as to the Canadian woollen and cotton trades the improve-
monts in them are the direct result of the National Policy;
and I claim further, that in neither one industry nor the
other has the price to the consumer been in any way
increased by the change of policy. There are peOplOewbo
prefer to wear foreign goods. They are found all over
world. You find, as a consequence of this, in the United
States to-day, in spite of the enormous inerease in the pro-
duction of manufactured goods in the country, an enormofl5

increase of nearly 50 per cent. in their importatiOnIs.
Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Mr. WHITE. Does the hon. gentleman think that i$ alY

illustration against a protective policy? It means thet the
people are using expensive foreigu goods. Thçre a PÇron P
for instance, who wilI not wear. Canadian twO!dD, b'4'e
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they say that when they go on the street to hail a carter
they may find bim with a suit from exactly the same piece,
and, therefore, they prefer to pay the extra price
for the foreign article. The eifect of the Tariff
in relation to the article of woollens has been
this, that it bas imposed the tax upon the shoulders
of the people, who are the best ab!e to bear it. There
is no man in Canada to-day that cannot clothe him-
self from head to foot without paying one cent of duty or of
tax, who cannot, on the contrary, get those articles just
as good and at just as cheap a rate, having regard to the

rice of the raw material, as they are to be bad either in
England or in any other country where the articles are
manufactured. But if he wants imported goods he bas to
pay at least a portion of the duty for them, and nobody will
blame the policy whieh places that tax upon him. The ef-
fect of the other poliey would be to drive these wool!en fac-
tories out of the country, and that is the only way in which
this matter can be argued. Drive them out of the country al-
together, import the articles from abroad, and you put upon
the poor man as well as upon the rich, the obligation of pay-
ing the full duty with the merchant's profit idded. Now, I
take another article, and perhaps hn. gentlemen will say
it is my hobby, but I cannot help it. I take the tea trade
as an illustration of the effects of this policy. In
consequence of the differential duty put oi by my hon.
friend the Minister of Finance, and' accepted by
this Parliament in 1879, a very important
result lias followed to the trade of tho country.
What do I find ? That the , import of tea-and
perhaps no better illustration cai be given of the generally
improved condition of this country ithan is to be found in
the increase I consumption of tea in Canada--we find that
the importations in 1881 amounted to 16,647,015
Ibs.; in 1878, they were 1,019,231 lbs. ; so that the
people of Canada have been able to use half as much more
tea in 1881 in consequence of the generally improved con-
dition of the country, the greater purchasing power and
comfort of the people, than they were in 1878. Now, how
bas this trade been effocted ? I find the importations
fiom Great Britain have increased 27 per cent. ; that is a
loreign trade. I find the importations from the United
States, which is net a foreign trade in the ordinary accept-
ation of the term, decreased 11 per cent. I find that the

portations from China increased 358 per cent., froi
apan 265 per cent. The importations from other counties

were fot large, so I give the figures Lecause the percentage
rnight appear to indicate a disposition to mislead the House.
The figures are 6,385 l bs. for 1878, to 59,657 lbs. in 1881, or an
ircrease of 900 per cent., so that from every country except
the United States tbere has been an enormous increase in the
il)ortationîs, while from the United States the import-

ntiOs have decreased 11 per cent. notwithstanding that the
ggregate increase from ail countries bas been somewheretbut 50 per cent. We have bad importations direct from

the Dutch East Indies to Quebec, of 47,475 lbs.XoW, Sir, I know bon. gentlemen opposite will say theseWere not direct importations. They will ask where was
ip that brought these teas into Montreal or Quebec ?

Mr. ANGLIN. The Flying Dutchmai.

tir. W ITE. The bon. gentleman can sneer at a ques-con ftrade affecting the interests and well-being of thisCuitry; he bas no botter argument to offer. But, Sir, theseiare sotiOns which affect the weil-being of the people of1this county, and they will recognize and realize the con-
nouthin bon, gentlemen who, in this discussion, havei
WOhains tbut sneers to offer. They ask, were is the ship?i
W th e fact with regard to it ? What was the condition1Wth regard tothis trade at the time hon. gentlemen opposite
tobe th Oflce mi 1b78? New iork was comingthe great centre or distributing point in relation to the

tea trade for the whole Dominion, and as merchants went there
for tea, they went there for other articles as well. What
was the general tendency and course of our trade? Every
year there was an increased importation of goods from the
United States, and a decrcased importation from the Mother
Country, and from other countries as vell, largely in con-
sequence of just such a policy as was involved in this
question of a differential duty upon imports of tea from
the United States. But as a result of these direct
importations, whether they come from China and
Japan to Montreal, or to Toronto or Hamilton
merchants, over the American railways, or whether
they come directly up the St. Lawrence, as a
large quantity of tea did come-but bowever they
came, they came as direct importations, as the result of
business relations between the Canadian merchant and the
producer in the foreign country, or the commission mer-
chant or broker in the foreign country, thus leading to those
relations of trade between the two countries which, in the
future, I am quite satisfied will produce important results
for the commercial prosperity ot this country. The policy
of the Government bas restored the distributing tea busi-
ness to the merchants of Canada instead of to theo merclhants
of the United States. Now, I will take another article which
may be considered a hobby of mine, and that is the business
of sugar refining. I am not going to refer to sugar refining
as it bas been alrendy dealt with so ably on the floor of tiis
House. But I desire to refer for one moment to a sneering
reference made by an hon. gentleman to Mr. Peter Red-
path, who, it is said, has recently purchased Chisselhurst
in Great Britain. The bon. gentleman who first made a
sneering reference to that gentleman was the hon. mem-
ber for West Durlrim, who, although himself a Chancellor
of a University largely endowed with the publie funds, and
therefore not dependent upon the contributions of the
benevolent and patriotie people of the country, von-
tured, at a public meeting in the city of
Toronto, during an election, when he hoped to excite
the popular mind against the sugar refining business,
to taunt Mr. I'eter Redpath with having contributed 80,000
to a museum in connection with McG ill College, Montreal.
I am glad to know that it was not $50,000, but $125,000 that
Mr. Redpath contributed for that object. I do not think it
comes well frnom a gentleman who occupies, in relation to tho
higher education of this country, the position which the
hon. gentleman from West Durham occupies, 1 o not
think it comes well from him to make every man in Canada
who is engaged in the industries of the country feel, if ho
contributed to the support of these great institutions, he
would render himself iable in consequence of it to be tra-
duced, villified and sneered at by public men. I say it was
not what was to bo expected from a gentleman occupying
his position. The hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Char-lton) does not appear to be awar.e that the -Redpaths
were an old family in Montreal long before sugar refineries
were heard of in Canada. They made money in the
ordinary course of trade; they were not only a
family of wealth, but a family of respectability,
and they realized what, unfortunately few rich men realize,
the responsibilities which belong to great wealth, and they
were always ready to contribute of the means they had ac-
cumulated to the promotion of objects of usefulness in the
city in which they lived. If the Redpaths have made
money by sugar refining they bave made it by a close at-
tention to business, by watchfulness to even the one-hun-
dredth part of one per cent, in connection with their
transactions. In fact I may say that they bave made their
money more as merchants than as refiners. They were
taunted with making money in the old times, and the
Molson family-a family of great business capacity-started
a sugar refinery alongside of them. But it went down. It
had not theskill which was brought to bearfor the success
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of the Redpaths' refinery, and it passed out of existence
-an evidence of tho fact that sugar refining
requires gei-at skill, great attention, great command of capi-
tal to make it a success. What occurred only the other day
at the city of Halifax, and one cannot refer to it without a
feeling of deep regret ? A refinery was started thore, and
one would have thought that with the enormous profits
which bon. gentlemen are always talking of, it would have
been able to maintain itself. Bat it did not maintain itself.
It has in the meantime, at any rate, suspended operations,
and lot us hope it will be able to renew these operations.
But surely what bas occurred proves that all these stories of
the enormous profits that are realized as a result of the
Tariff on sugar refining are simply fables to catch if possible
the ear of the people of this country and of enlisting thoir
sympathies against the National Policy. Mr. Redpath bas
gone to England, and it is said that ho bas bought the
magnificent residence that bas been referred to. With all
respect to the unfortunate and distinguished lady
who recently occupied-if she does not now occupy it-it
never has had and neverwill have a worthier occupant than
the gentleman who is now going into it. His going from
bere is a loss tothe country. Maen liko him are tew and far
betweon in any country, and in this new country, where
there are se many opportunities for the useful employment
of wealth, such mon are ail too few. I am sorry-all his
fellow-citizens in Montreal, all who know him are sorry-
that he bas felt it incumbent for personal reasons to leave
the counry. To find a man with his record sneered at
and insulted in this House, because ho bas been able to do
that which many merchants who have imported goods and
made money could have done, as the result of employing his
wealth in promoting the commerce of the country and build-
ing up a trade with the sugar producing portions of the
world, is certainly what no one could have expected from
hon. gentlemen having seats in this liouse. The point to
which I wish to refer in regard to the sugar duties,
is the change that they have effected in the foreign
trade of the country. In 187i-78 we imported
from Great Britain, 53,237,698 lbs. of sugar. We im-
ported from the Unitel States, 45,195,335 lbs.-or alto-
gether, 98,433,033 lbs. From the countries of production
we imported only 11,993,439 ibs.; while, in 1889-S1, wo
imported from Great Britain and the United States,
21,263.39() Ibs., and from the countries of production,
108,526,175 lbs.-a complete change in the current of'
trade in this country. Then, in 1877-78, when bon. gentle-
men opposite had succeeded in utterly destroying the import
trade fron Brazil, we did not import a single pound from
Brazil, while last year we imported no less than 23,603,875
lbs. Now, Sir, this change in the current of our trade
shows us that as our other industries become more
thoroughly developed we shal be enabled to send our sur-
plus te other countries. This bas been accomplished, and in
addition to tbat an industry bas beei fostered in our midst
which is so important in ail its ramifications that even the
leading apostle of bon. gentlemen opposite-Mr. David A.
Wells-the great Free Trader of the United States, wrote a
pamphlet to show that sugar refining must be taken out of
the ordinary category of industries, and deserved the foster-
ing and protecting care of the Government. The aggre-
gate trade with South America has increased fron 8669,804
in 1878 to 81,369,731 in 1881; the aggregate trade with
the West Indies from 84,05,531 to 86,742,933. Those are
direct results of the National Policy, so far as the imports
from those countries are concerned, and, as I have said,
the time will come in the nature of things when the multi-
plication of the industries and manufactures of Canada will
give us a surplus for exportation, and when that time comes
the business relations we have with these foreign countries
will prove, to be valuable factors in the building
up of foreign markets for the manufactures of Canada.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell).

This brings up the question bwhich was started by hon.
gentleman opposite, relating to the decrease in our exports
of manufactured goods. Well, all I have to say about that

1 is this: that assuming that ail the manufactories in the
country are fully employed, assuming that new factories
are being built, assuming that in addition we are importing
relatively to the articles manufactured in the country as
much as we were before, all these things being taken for
grantecd, and they' cannot h denied, they simply prove that
we are finding a home market for these prouctions, which
everybody knows is the best market. Now, Sir, I take
as a further proof of the fact, that our factories are ail
busy, the incroase in the imports of raw products,
such as fars and skins, grease for soap, raw bides
and skins, raw silk, wool, broom corn, undressed hemp,
unmanufactured tobacco, raw cotton, gums, crude gutta.
percha, machinery for mills and unmanufactured :teel;
and I fnd that in all these articles we imported in
1881, 80 per cent. more than we did in 1878 ; that is to say,
that to the extent of that 80 per cent. we bad the manufac-
turing going on in Canada, not only giving employment to
the people in our milis, but improving the condition of the
people in the neighborhood of the mills. The hon. gen-
tleman for South Brant, in one of his speeches, referred to
sewing machines as having been injured by this policy. II
stated that the exportation of sewing machines had largely
decreased, As a matter of fact it bas decreased. 7,946
machines, worth $107,806, have been exported less than
were exported in 1878. Well, while the hon. gentleman was
making his speech I thought I would write down to the
manager of iho Williams' Sewing Machine Co. in Montreal,
and ascertain the cause of that circunstance, and bore is
the reply:

"In reply to your enqiries, I am happy to be able to state that our
business bas been very much improved by the operation of the National
Policy. We are now employing three times as many hands, ar.d mking
three times as many machines as we made before the National Policy
came into operation, and we fiad our home market very much improved,
that is to say, we find that more machines can be sold though we do not
get any higher prices. In fact, prices are rather lower than they were,
bu' we do not complain of this as we much prefer doing a large business
ou -nall profits than a small business on large profits; it is much more
profitable and satisfactory.

' There is one point on which I wish to make a bold assertion, and
make it with a strong emphasik and thatiq on the question: 'who pays
the duty on imported macbines?' I say that the foreign manufacturers pay
it. Let a Canadian dealer go toany of the american manufacturers for
machines, and he can always get them cheaper than an American dealer
by the amount of the duty. In other wordo, a Canadian dealer can hy
machines from $i to $5 cheaper than an American dealer can buy the
same goods. Thus, the American manufacturer pays the duty which
goes into our Dominion Treasury on machines imported into Canada."

Mr. MILLS. Then the duty can be no impodiment to th,
importations ?

Mr. WHITE. There is one of the wise sayings of hon.
gentlemen opposite. I will tell you what the duty does:
it ensures, to a certain extent, the Canadian market to the
Canadian manufacturers.

Mr. MILLS. Not at all.
Mr. WHITE. They can seli more machines, and they

would sell stili more machines if that duty was higher. The
object of the duty is not to increase the price to the
Canadian consumer, but simply to give to the Canadian
manufacturer that confidence which will enable him to el
large his manufactories, to produce a larger ont-put, and
ultimately to sell to the consumer much more cheaplY than
before. Now, Sir, the bon. gentleman who last spoke told
us we were going to have new issues presented to the peoPle
of this country; he told us we were going te have asthe
issue that terrible bargain regarding the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I have heard the hon- gentl"
man on that subject before; • I had the pleasure
the inestimable ploasure, of hearing hlm in the
town of Cobourg, when he appealed to the peOPl
in relation to this terrible, this iniquitous bàai
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to which ho bas referred to-night. I remember his graphie
description of that long night's sitting we had bore ; hon.
gentlemen moved an amendment, affirming the principle
that ought to be adopted; they made their speech upon it;
no answer was vouchsafed; the members were called in and
the large majority voted them down by brute force, and so
the hon. gentleman went on with bis description. Weil, the
hon. gentleman might, when he goes into the country next,
at loast tell the people that we had been discussing that
question for six weeks on the floor of Parliarment, that every
single point in this series of amendments had been fully dis-
cussed, and that it was simply a question of whether there
ever would be an end to the discussion in connection with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But the hon. gentleman
made his statement, and what was the result ? In that
town where ho made the statement 125 of a majority was
recorded for the Governmen t, and in the entire constitu-
ency, in other parts of which the bon. gentleman spoko,
there was, with the exception of three polling sub-divisions,
actually a larger Conservative vote polled than was polled
in the election of 1878; and I think I may fairly say that
what occurred in that constituency, in spite of the
eloquence of the hon. gentleman, will occur in other places
when the day of trial comes. Why, Mr. Speaker, the last
subject which they care to discuss to-day before the people
is the National Policy ; my hon. friend knows, in his
beart of hearts ho knows, that ho would give the best dollar
ho ever was worth-yea, more than that-he would give half
bis last year's business, if ho could wipe the National Policy
question out of existence altogether, if he could only close
the mouths of the gentlemen who sit on the front benches
before him from presenting this pe-p.etual Free Trade view
to the Hlouse and the country. He would give his best
balf-yea-'s business if ho only could by some method prevent
them from ever proposing the Free Trade view ofthe Tariff.
Ifstories be truc-I am not given to repeating matters of
that kind in Parliament-an effort was actually made to
liduce a constituency in this country to drop the ex-
flmance Minister at the next elections. I know the hon.
gen-leman found it necessary to leave this House and go all
the way to Contre Huron in order to be prosent at the con-
Vention, and with his gracious smile and pleasant face mes-
merize it into negativing the suggestion made in other
quarters that ho should be left at home that they migbt rid
themselves of bis influence on tho subject of a National
Policy.

Mr. PATERSON. I hope the hon. gentleman docs notmean that I made an attempt of that kind; I have not
heard of such an attempt being made.

Mr. WHITE. I have too much respect for the hon. mem-
ber for South Brant to think ho would do that secretly
that ho would not do openly. Hon. gentlemen opposite,
however, would be glad to get rid of this question. In their

of hearts, if we leave out doctrinaires like the hon.embers for Bothwell and Centre Huron and the hon. mem-
orCharlotte, there is not a member who would not

e his best halfyear's income to get rid of the National
comy as an issue. But I tell themthis now, that when the trial
pOrl they will h just as anxious to get rid of the Pacifie
a sute . There is no subject I know of that bas been
tryb eet Of controversy between political parties in this coun-Swh crthe argument is so overwhelmingly on one side,onui Whcre, what is very much botter, the facts are so much ona ideasthat in connection with the Canadia n Pacifie Rail-ay We shall probably bave an opportunity of discussingo the Session closes, because, if what I hear be tructon. a ntîlemn opposite are going to move amendments

IalnoteOvery motion to go into Committee of Supply.
PPaotobijeet; it is a fair and legitimate course for the

distatn if they think fit to adopt, but when the time to8ct Cones there will be no difficulty whatever in dealing

with it. Then as to this question of locking up lands in
the North-West, what do we find ? If we wanted any
evidence that those hon. gentlemen do not believe-
I use the word in a parliamentary sense-the arguments
whieh they are using in respect. to the influence of the Pacific
Railway, we would have it in the fact that a number of
them are now risking their whole fortunes almost in land
investments in that country, which if all that was said
last Session be true is going to be utterly paralyzed by the
influence of the enormous monopoly imposed on it. Wbat
is the position of the country to-day compared with what it
was in 1878 ? Wheu hon, gentlemen went out of office what
was its condition? Its industries were paralyzed, its com-
merce was almost at a standstill. There was scarcely a
merchant or a man wbo had a dollar to invest
in any enterprise in Canadian industries, but looked with
anxiety to see whether the same insane policy-and insane
it was, in view of what was taking place on the other side
of the line--was to be continued or not. The hon. gentle-
men opposite have referred to statements made by hon.
gentlemen on this side, before the last election, and referred
to a statement made by the hon. First Minister, that the
very moment the elections took place and the Conservative
party were returned there would be a revival of hope in the
country. I say, there was a revival of hope in the country.
That the mere passing of an Act was to operate as if by
magic, without the influence of the operation of that Act on
the country, nobody for a moment could believe;
but what they would and do believe is this, be-
cause it is truc and they had a right to believe it, that
the fact of placing that Act on the Statute-book had
this effect: more men at once looked forward to see where
to invest their money in the industries of the country
with a fair opportunity of receiving a profitable return.
The attempt of the hon. gentleman opposite to contrast
that the prices of bank stock in September, 1878, and Sep-
tomber, 1879, whon the hon. gentlemen know that matters
were unsettled in the latter year in consequence of bank
disasters that occurred at that time, the resuit not of what
had occurred in the year immediately preceding, but of con-
tinued mismanagement which at last became devoloped and
known to the outside world-the idea of stopping a mo-
ment to contrast the two periods, was simply to insult the
intelligence of the country, and an injustice to his candor
in dealing with questions of this kind. At that time business
was paralyzed, the industries of the country were struggling
almost hopelessly, our great North-West was looked upon
by our best minds as an incubus, and people talked of
abandoning it, and the people were looking forward with
but a slight gleam of hope to the future of Canada. What
is our position to-day ? In every town and village we find
reviving trade, in every homestead we find reviving happi-
ness. The hon. gentlemen opposite tell us this Government
does not make the sun to shine ; but I heard a gentleman
the other night say that this policy did make the sun to
shine in many a household wheie formerly there was only
sorrow, gloom and hopelessness. In regard to the North-
West to-day, instead of its being looked upon as an incubus,
we find our best mon are going there. In every township
of the country the hon. gentlemen opposite, like the hon.
gentlemen on this side of the liouse, know from letters
they have received for maps of that country, that you
cannot go into a bar-room or into a friend's bouse
but the subject of the North-West is the general theme. In
relation to the obligation undertaken by the Dominion for
the construction of .the Pacifie Railway, we find that by the
surplus of three years which the policy of this Government
bas brought about, and by the advantage which will resuit
to Canada in saving of interest by the redemption of our
bonds, which in the three years we shall have to redeem,
we shall be able, withont spending a copper as represented
by the annual obligation by way of interest, to pay every
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dollar we have undertaken. If bon. gentlemen opposite will
only give this country fair play, if they will remember that HOUSE 0F COMMONS,
though they are in Opposition they yet owe some obligation
to the country itself, if they will remember that they may
attack the Government in regard to financial administra- The SPEAKER tock the Chair at Three o'clock.
tion, and the conduct of the 'Departments, but keep their
hands off the country itself-I venture to say that the future PRAYERS.
will be brighter, will be one of which none of us need beB
ashamed. The hon. gentleman opposite bas also been
pleased to refer to the speech made by the hon. leader of the The foliowing Bil was introduced and read the first
Government in Toronto, in which ho said hewouldprFeAr timeAM
annexation to independence. B?.t, Sir, what was the Bill (No. 1t1) I prevent the amalgamation of raiway
occasion of that speech? There wasademandincertain directly or indircctly undcrbecontroldofuthePariament
quarters in the country for an immediate severance of the of Canada, unioss under express provisions in the Acts
tie that binds us to the Mother Country, and the establish- respecting each of the companies amalgamated; and to
ment of a national independence. That demand came froni provide that in no case sha such amalgaation ho lawful
the newspapers representing the wing of the Liberal party, unless and until bonuses or privileges of any kind paid or
which is popularly suipposed to be identified in sentiment granted to cîther company by any municipality, ho
with the hon. leader of the Opposition. It was urged upon prcviously repaid or restored, or the grant orpromise thore.
the ground that political independence would put us in a of caneiled.-(Mr. McCuaig.)
position to secure more favorable trade relations with the
United States, something in the nature of a continental WAYS AND MEANS-TIIE BUDGET.
zollverin. But if influenced by that hope, we secured
an independence to-morrow, do hon. gentlemen imagine louse rcsumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
that the people of the United States-who naturally of Sir leonard Tilley: That.iir. Speaker do uow bave the
would prefer that this whole continent sbould be Chair for the liuse to go into Cornittee to consider the
politically theirs-in order to preserve our indepen- Ways and Means for îaisizf the Suppiy to ho granted to
dence, in order to give us that separate national 11cr Majesty.
existence on this continent which we had sacrificed so much 3r. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, I da not prêtend to cast on
to obtain, would give us those trade relations? Not a bit the prescnt debate that valuable light wbich other speakers,
of it; on the contrary, they would draw the cords in more eloquent and b3tter informod than I, have caused
trade matters more strongly than they are to-day, until to shine upon it, I will not say sinco a fcw days, but from
men, sickened ofthe poor results of their past efforts at inde- the time that Ibis question of the Tarif was submitte1, now
pendence, would say "let us have annexation, it is the only three ycars ago, ta the dciibcîations of this Houie and the
thing now for us to get in order that we have the tradeapproval ofthe country. Sucb is not my intention. More-
relations that we have desired." It was no wonder that the over, tho question las been thoroughly elucidacd;
right hon. leader of the Government said botter have annexa- theoretically bylearned dissertations developei by both pro-
tion at once than such a miserable interregnum between the teet!onsts and froctradersý witlahtho knowledge they
two countries as the result of thisdeliberate policy,which they were capable of, in presonce of this deiberative assembly;
would adopt to prevent our getting those trade relations as practieaily, by thc working of the new Tarif. What more
an independent community which we have not now, know- could be dosir-d? I woutd cortainly net speak to-day if 1
ing ail the time that the effect would be to cause us to look had noîhing botter tg de than to tread well-beaten paths,
for them in another direction. Sir, the right hon. gentle- and following in thestops of my leaders, to send up t0
man requires no certificate of loyalty at my hands; his bc:ven an etcrnal hosanna cf'admiringbapproval.IRepre-
whole career in Canada has been one of fidelity to the i sontativos cftho people, we have other duties to fuil, and
Mother Country. Why, the very charge which bon. we must bave to the hast and to the mon whose popular
gentlemen have urged against him was that so truc confidence lias deserted, the carecf rccovering those lost ve-
has ho been in his ailegiance to the Mother Country, that tiges, this embodirnent ofthe servitude of the wil1 and of the
ho bas even sacrificed this country in the interest of the intellect. Totally différent is the spectacle whieb moots our
Empire; that was the charge made from one end of this gaze to-day, a new cvii shows its face even lu the midst of
country to the other a few years ago. And now they wil- the assembiy where are deliberating the reprcsentatives
fully misunderstand and mis-state a speech delivered by him, of tho nation, and the nation which is after al the sufferer,
and they undertake to pose tbemselves as the special loyalists cails upon us to arrest this flood which threatens to over
of Canada, and ask us to believe that the right hon. gentle- throw everything. 1 arnreferriug to that deliberate insu'
man was untrue to the Empire. le requires no certificate no' of acting et certain people, which has become 5Ys
of loyalty from either inside or outside of this House; his tematie, of fasifying public documents when quoting thein,
record is his best certificate. And wherever ho is known, of altering facts and figures, in briof cf decoivingcn
whether on the other side of the water or on this, he is audience and tho people who read us. This system is Mlc-
known to ho a true servant of the Queen; a true, loyal sub- more lu vogue than one would imagine, and if for some tin'
ject, an earnest, devotel statesman, who bas with self- back it lasciuvadod the columns cf a certain prossi it ba8
sacrifice, such as no man in Canada has ever made before, found in thîs very buse devoted proselytes Who havee0W
given a valuable life to the service of his country whichlie dorsed it by their adoption of it. Some there are Wo
might have used to the enrichment of himself; and when ho have actod witt malice prepenso and with good.wiiîi but
passes from us ho will occupy in the hearts and memories the majority, I doubt net, have unaWares, and in perfelt
of the people of Canada, as no publie mai lias ever donc geod faith, lent thc aid cf an houest tongue te this unP-09s'
before, the proud position of its best and ablest statesman. ing propagation cf errer. What do the Motives natter,

Mr. LANDRY moved the adjournment of the debate. aftcr ail? The errer romains and wo have te figlit, underwhatever shape it comes before us. .And it is becans"e 1ta
Motion agreed to; and (at 2.25 o'clock, a.m.) the House made its appearanee in this liuse, and that a servile shoo

adjourned. bas published it con anore in our Province, that 1 wish t
daise my voice in protest, Mr. Speaker, and reostabliash th
fntrthipossible. unother wordss pinteind ibng theAt

ofrcanceled.-(Mr.McCualg.
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errors given utterance to during the presen:t debate by
our political opponents in general. and more especially by
the hon. member for Lotbinière (Mr. iRinfret). I have
listened attentively, and I am tempted to say with pleasure,
to the speech of that hon. member, and if he has not suc-
ceeded in convincing me, I am bound to admit that he
almost captivated me by the charm of his language, the
flow of bis speech and the ease of his delivery. The speech
of the hon. member for Lotbinière, evidently intended in
the mind of its author to become an important
factor in the next electoral contest, may be divided
into three parts, for it contains three distinct accusa-
tions brought against the Conservative party: lst, that of
having burdened the country with an iniquitious protection;
2nd, that of having increased the annual expenditure for
Administration; 3rd, that of having increased the public
debt. My friend the hon. member for Montreal East (Mr.
Coursol) has already triumphantly replied to the first of
these charges. is convincing arguments, strengthened by
undesirable facts, and a reasoning not to be resisted, have
destroyed the slender scaffolding erected by ingenious
sophistry, and over which drooped in timid fashion the
banner of Free Trade. Of this charge, nothing romains but
the feeble echo which reaches us at a distance of 300 miles
from the weak organ of a party destroyed by its
own unpopularity. Let us stifle this last cry-after
having pointed it out. The House will remember the in-
teresting spectacle given us when the hon. member for
Montreal East (Mr. Coursol), answering the hon. member.
for Lotbinière (Mr. Rinfret), called his attention, in the teeth
of his own assertions, to what the leader of the Liberal party
in the Province of Quebec had said, not only in this House,
but also before the Special Committee organized by it. To
the blow struck by the hon. member for Montreal East (Mr.
Coursol), the organ of the Liberal Party in the Province
of Quebee has answered, and what does it say ? This is
what we read in the Electeur of the 10th March, 1882:

" * * * Mr. Coursol recalled to the memory of the House that Mr.
Rinfret did not profess the same principles as Mr. Joly with regard to the
Tariff He represented Mr Joly as a full-fledged protectionist. Now, itis true that in 1872, Mr. Joly came forward in favor of reconstructing
the Tariff as a protective basis. But there is a wide difference between
what was proposed in 1872 and the present Tarif. What was asked forthen, was the free entry of raw material used in manufactures. Andagain .we asked for the conclusion of commercial treaties with allCountries to enable us to dispose of our manufactured articles. If Mr.Tilley had proposed to the House a Tarif' such as the one sought for by
he. Joly, I have not the slightest doubt that the Liberal party wouldhave adopted it with a few restrictions. The Hon. Mr. Joly never pro-nounced for a Tarif of favoritism and of monopolies like the one wehave to-day. Besides, those who are acquainted with the rectitude ofniin and the spirit of justice of that distinguished man, know that he is
thtl 7 opposed to the flagrant injustice of the National Policy, and toth, heavy taxation with which are burdened the working and agricul-
tural Classes of the country."

Such, Mr. Speaker, is the answer of the Liberal organ ofthe Province of Quebec. A nd yet we have more to showthan what the hon. member for Montreal East (Mr. Coursol)
pOinted out to this House. We have authentic declarations;
Wed POssess a letter, signed by the Hon. Mr. Joly himself,and te which I desire to call the attention of hon. members.Ten years ago, Mr. Speaker, on the 27th January, 1872, a
fe etizens of Quebec met in the Salle du Patronage. Theirwumber was small, but their ambition was great. There
celebrtere, elbowing one another in a room, the noisy
feture cOfes e? an ancient and dying party, young recruits,uturew COmmanders of the party that was to arise, and there
guard ais e need not be surprised at the fact, a corporal's
gali O? those discontented souls whose hopes had never
ben reaized; they are the malcontents who are knownwveiYhher and la every age. The meeting was opened
Wiecretar.Oly la the chair, Mr. F. Langelier acting astheeret .The papers of the time have preserved for usThe frporthof what took place at that memorable sitting.

T fr5t thing doue was the forming of a committee of some

twenty members for the Quebec District; resolutions were
then passed, speeches were made, and the policy of the new
party clearly defined and notified to the country. Mr. C. A.
Pelletier, who is to-day a Senator, proposed that as a
panacea to the then existing state of affairs, the following re-
forms should be adopted : hence sprung into life there and
then the programme of the national party. 1 do not intend
to give it to you in detail, but there are two clauses of it to
which I wish to call the special attention of this honorable
House. The programme embodied in its clauses the line of
conduct to be followed by the new party not only with regard
to the Province of Quebec, but with regard to the whole
Dominion. The programme was divided into two parts.
There were clauses affecting principally the Province of Que-
bec, whilst others were to govern the Dominion. With regard
to those affecting the interests of the Province of Quebec, I
will call your attention, Mr. Speaker, to the thirteenth
clause of the programme, for I shall have to invoke it in
support of certain arguments of which I am about to make
use in favor of the increase of the national debt. This thir-
teenth clause reads as follows: "The Dominion to pay that
portion of Canada's debt charged to Quebec and Ontario."
With regard to what specially concerns the interests of the
Dominion, there is clause 7, which states that " the national
party will devote all its forces to obtain for us the absolute
right of negotiating ourselves our treaties of commerce with
other countries;" but, Mr. Speaker, that programme did
not satisfy the ardent spirits of the members of our national
party of that period. Speeches were made, and on that oeca-
sion, the leaders of the so-called national party thought the
opportunity a favorable one to let the country know their
views on the position of the affairs in the country. I have
taken the trouble of collecting the opinions of the principal
leaders of the party. There is, for instance, the opinion of
Senator Pelletier. What did he say on the 7th March, 1872,
at a second meeting called to approve of and confirm the
proceedings of the first one? He said:

" Let us rather take into consideration the influence which keeps us at
such a distance from the promised prosperity. As isshown by the reso-
lution which I hold in my hand, we have not sufficient markets for dis-
posing of our products. The manufactures, the different branches of
industry which we could develop to such advantage, do not enjoy the
necessary protection. Our country has immense advantages and yet it
is the most backward country in America, owing to the want of en-
couragement given to manufactures, and the scarcity of markets for
the sale of our products."

Thus, Mr. Speaker, in the opinion of Senator Pelletier,
there were two causes to which we might attribute the
languishing state of affairs throughout the country : in the
first place, the dearth of markets; and secondly, the lack
of protection for our manufacturing industries. ln those
days all the speakers who followed Mr. Pelletier confirmed
the opinion of the hon. Senator; and this is the resolution
presented at the time by the Hon. Lue Letellier de St. Just,
which resolution was seconded by half-a-dozen of bis most
devoted partizans:

" 5th. In order to ensure the development of agriculture, commerce,
and industry in our country, to bring home our fellow-countrymen, to
attract immigration, it is necessary that we should have every facility
to help our manufactures to contend with foreign competition and to
open new markets for our products; and this is only to be attained
by our being allowed to determine ourselves cur commercial relations
with other countries."

That motion was unanimously carried. But not only is
this the opinion expressed by these hon. gentlemen on the
27th January and the 7th March, 1872, but a short time
before the leader of the Liberal party in this House, the
hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), had the oppor-
tunity of making public bis views on the question; and on
the 9th November, 1871, at the time when the counties of
Drummond and Arthabaska had chosen him as its repre-
sentative, he said on the debate upon the Address: -

" The principal cause of the evil from which we are suffering is, that
up to the presens time the production of the country has not equalled
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the consumption. The Ministry might as well admit this fact, as it is
not alone te bear the responsibulity of it; the whole nation is respon-
sible. It is a humiliating thing to be obliged to state tbat after an
existence of three centuries this country cannot supply itself, and that,
whilst nature has prodigally endowed it with all that is necessary to
make it an industrial country, it is obliged to eeek its supplies in foreign
markets. Sir, rnany years ago, a great patriot, Mr. L. J. Papineau,
when seeking a remedy for evils existing in his day, summed up his
policy on that subject in the following simple precept: ' Nothing must
be bought from the Mother Country.' I am of opinion that the policy
expressed in this sentiment comes home te us with as great a force to-
day as it did when it was given expression to.n"

Such was the opinion, Mr. Speaker, of the leader of the
French section of the Liberal party in the Province of
Quebec. His wish was then that the English markets
should be closed to us, or, in other words, he justly wished
to impose those high duties, and even higher ones, than
those which he condemns to-day. He wished for a pro-
hibitive Tariff, for a system m hich might prevent the Cana-
dian consumer from going in quest of goods in the English
market. Such were the views publicly professed by the
hon. member for Quebec East. Now, Mr. Speaker, do you
wish to know-it will answer more specially a few
of the objections raised by the hon. member for Lotbinière
(Mr. Rinfret)-what was the more particular opinion of the
hon. member who represents in the Local House the same
county as does my hon. friend in this House ? On the 24th
March, 1876, Mr. Joly wrote a letter in auswer to questions
that had been put to him by the Committee appointed by
this flouse to enquire into the causes 0f the then existing
commercial depression. Here are some of the questions put
to him, together with his answers:

" 2. I it Canada's interest thatwe should continue to admit American
products duty free, whilst Canadian products taken across the frontier
are heavily taxed ?"

" Answer.-No ; it is againt Canada's interest. My humble opinion
is that we should admit free of duty only the raw material required for
our manufactures."

Further on, Mr. Joly adds:
"44. * ** It is not by depreciating the price of everything that we shall

attain national wealth. The higher we pay, the better for us, provided
our means increase in par with the increase of price. Ask the working-
man which he prefers-flour at $5.50 a barrel and no work, and flour at
$6 with plenty of work ? "

And Mr. Joly goes on to say:
",9. As a matter of course our market is too circumscribed to allow us

to employ aIl the hands which go and seek work in the manufactures of
the United States, but we might yet employ a greater number than we
do, were we te keep our market for ourselves, which we ought to do
since the United States refuse to open theire to us.,'

" 10. Does the importation of American flourfree of duty and without
reciprocity, place you ina disalvantageous position opposite American
competitors? if so, state your ressens."I

I call the special attention of the hon. member for Lotbinière
to the answer of Mr. Joly:

' A.-Those who have grain to sell, must suffer seriously."
" 12. As the ad valorem duty of 20 per cent. levied by the United States

on flour, against the fixed specific duty of 20 per cent. per bushel of
wheat, works generally as a differential tariff against the Canadian
miller is it, u 'your opinion, desirable that the Canadian Parliament
should establish differential duties?"

«l A.-res.",

And that is, Mr. Speaker, just what Parliament has done.
" 13. Do jou think that the admission into the Canadian markets of

horned cattle, horses and American sheep, subject to a duty of 10 per
cent, whereas the United States impose a duty of 20 per cent. on the
same animals coming from Canada, is damaging to the Canadian raiser
of stock, and would you recommend a duty similar to that imposed by
the United State?"

Il A.-'Yes."

That is what the present Parliament bas done. And the
declarations of the hon. leader of the Opposition in the
Province of Quebec, of that hon. member who represented
in the Local House the county which the hon. member for
the cotnty of Lotbinière represents in the Federal flouse,

Mr. LANDRY.

these declarations, I say, constitute the best answer that can
be made to the objections raised against the Tariff developed
a few days ago by the hon. member for Lothinière himself
I have given you, Mr. Speaker, the opinions of the principal
leaders of the Liberal party. But it will be objected that
these opinions were liable to have been changed. Yes, these
opinions may have changed; and I have here to explain the
cause of such changes, the declaration of another leader of
that party. Thus spoke, on the 27th of January, 1872, a
man who began his speech by the following words: I
am a child of the Liberal party, and I intend to die one."
'Tis he who is to-day a judge in the District of Arthabaska,
Mr. Marc. Aurele Plamondon, and be adds:

" The scene has changed, and so have circumstancos; political parties
must, therefore, slightly modify their ideas and bring themselves to the
level of the state of things, without concerning themselves who is the
standard-bearer, as long as that standard reaches the position where it
should be."

Such was and such may be the power that influences the
actions of hon. members who constitute the Opposition to-
day. Willingly will they sacrifice their ideas, willingly
will they submit to the current forced upon them by exist-
ing circumstances, provided, ashlas been said by one of their
leaders, their standard reaches the place where it should be.
But why should I seek in the past the necessary arguments
to controvert the assertions of the lon. member for
Lotbinière when I find in his very utterances the most com-
plete repetition of what he las said in this House. Now,
what does the hon. member really say. He first lays down
his thesis, and says : "The resources ofa country, the nature
of its products, its geographical position, its population,
those are the four elements to be considered in adopting a
Tariff. In other words, true protection is that which fosters
the development, the resources, of a country in the interest
of the majority." Such is his starting point, his first princi.
ple. From this point of view the hon. member thinks that
England is necessarily a free trader, because it is par ex-
cellence the greatest commercial country, the great manu-
facturing centre of the world. But, Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member did not tell us that England, before becoming a
free trader, built up ber industry by the adoption of an
essentially protectionist Tariff; and for us, in the condition
in which the country is, and especially our industries, it is
necessary firmly to establish them ere reaching this free
trade which the bon. momber praises so in England; we
must create our manufactures to attain this result; we mus
of necessity have protection; we must, as has said
the hon. member, adopt measures to foster in a
direct manner the resources of the country in the interests
of the greater number. The hon. member finds that our
population in Canada is insdEcient, that our products are in
small variety, that there is an absence of raw material, that
there is no cotton, that the climate lends itself with difficulty
to the production of wool, that the working of coal and 'ro
mines is attended with difficulty. On the other hand, he
finds in it inexhaustible forests, magnificent water-stretches
and a rich and fertile soil. According to the hon. menbe
protection should tend specially towards the developmnent
of our sylvan resources, towards the encouraging of naviga-
tion and towards agricultural production. Sncb should b,
according to bim, a true National Policy; but further 0,
the hon. member takes to contradict by fresh assertions the
propositions he lias advanced before. Ie asserts, for in-
stance, that the protection of manufactures ruins rercanb
shipping, and to prove his t ssertion he says that in
imports amounted to $6,292,699, whereas mu j it
reached $8,554,397, i.e., an increase-I am speaking of
woollens only-in the enormouts ratio of 35 per cen t . fIrtl"
last fiscal year; in other words, the hon. member establil 8s
that the protection of manufactures is not a ail the rmn
mercantile shipping, since imports have, in 1881,
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35 per cent. over what they were previous to the putting in
force ofthe present Tariff. He goes on to say that protec-
tion has the result of imposing excessively high duties on
products required in manufactures, and notwithstanding
that, he tells us that instead of increasing, raw wool has de-
creased 30 per cent., which is at once a contradiction of his
first assertion. In speaking of sugar, the hon. member as-
serts that the price of that article has.increased, and he adds
that the Tariff of the ex-Minister of Finance brought
in more revenue than does the present Tariff.
Well, Mr. Speaker, if the Tariff of the ex-Minister brought
in more revenue to the Treasury, it is probably because the
duties at that time were higher than those levied now; it
was necessary to levy higher duties, because it is duties that
contribute to the increase of the funds of the Treasury. I
think, Mr. Speaker, that the best answer to be made to the
hon. member for Lotbinière, and to ail others who pretend
that the present Tariff is injurious to the people, is to make
an appointment with them in presence of the people at the
next elections. It was they who heralded that doctrine in

Mr. LANDRY. I think that the hon. member is muddling
the question instead of throwing any light upon it. If the
hon. member gives us the fiscal year of 1873-74, I think that
in all justice he is bound to take 1878-79.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Hear, hear.
Mr. LANDRY. I think it was on the 7th November,

1873, that we lost the reins of Governmnent, and those hon.
gentlemen left office in October, 1878. Well, if they give
us the whole of the fiscal year 1873-74, although they
were in power nine months of that year, I think that they
should take in exchange the fiscal year 1878-79 ; and I
ask the hon. member if he will take that basis to establish
any discussion whatsoever on.

Mr. RINFRET. I have given my explanations. I have
said that we remained within the Estimates of 1873, and
that our Estimates of 1878 had been considerably exceeded,
and that we could not be held responsible for the surplus
spent by the Conservative party.

1878. At that time the country was "suffering from com- Mr. LANDRY. This signifies that the hon. member holds
mercial depression; at that time the Government in power us responsible for the whole of theincrease which they created
could in no way remedy the state of things existing in the public service during the year 1873-74, but that ho
throughout the country. It was thon that we came before has not the courage to undertake the responsibility of the
the people in 1878. These hon. gentlemen pretended that expenses for the year 1878-79. I expected more justice and
they could save the country with Free Trade. We, on the more generosity on the part of the hon. member; and I
other hand, maintained that we could not deliver the coun- thought that as he wished to shoulder us with the responsi-
try from the evils from which it was suffering without bility of the expenses of the nine months of administration
adopting the more rational policy of protection. The con- during which they were in power, he would also have the
test took place and the people pronounced themselves in a courage to take the responsibility of the nine months of our
decided manner for the adoption of protection. Isolated administration in 1878-79. The hon. member tells us that
elections have taken place since then ; from year to year, we brought the expenses up to $13,000,000 to which they
members have come before the people, either through a amounted in 1867, to $23,316,000 for the year ending 30th
vacancy occurring in a constituency, or for other reasons, June,1874, thus giving us the fiscal year of 1873-74. When,
and on those occasions, when the people have been afforded further on, he speaks of the public debt, lie willingly forgets
a new opportunity for expressing an opinion, they have 1873, to be able to say that on the lst July, 1874, our national
invariably-the facts are there to bear out what I state- debt amounted to so much, leaving to us the whole responsi-
by a large majority returned to Parliament members bility of its increase to that date. I ask the special atten-
who supported the present policy of the Government. I tion of the hon. member, for I am about to show him the con-
will now come to the second charge preferred by the tradiction that exists between the assertions he has just made
hon. member for Lotbinière, for I do not wish to with that he made in his speech the other day. This is what
abuse the patient hearing granted to me by this the hon. member said: "The Liberal Government, during
honorable House. This is what the hon. member its five years of power, brought its expenses to $23,500,000
says, when speaking of the expenses of the Adminis- only." But what does the hon. member leave us ? Why, the
tration: year 1873-74. Starting from the 1st July, 1874, he says that

"The accusation of extravagance brought against the Mackenzie the Liberal Government, during its five years of power,
Government was a bit of effrontery on the part of those who had brought the expenses up to $23,500,000; consequently, if
1creased Public expenditure to $13,0,000, in 1867, and $23,316,ooo, in the hon. member wishes to reckon five years from the lst

July, 1874, he is forcibly compelled to go to the lst July,
Mr. Speaker, in order to be able to discuss it in all freedom, 1879, or calculation is a more word. Thus, the fiscal year
1 think we should determine the basis of the discussion ; it 1878-79, according to the hon. member for Lotbinière him-
becomes necessary to make a comparative study of the two self, must be imputed to the Liberals, otherwise we find that
Admiistrations-between the first Conservative Adminis- the Liberals were but four years in power, wbich is incor-
tration, from 1867 to 1873, and that which succeeded it in rect. Well, let us take the assertions made by the hon.
1873. I think it is important to know on what ground we member before this House, and let us prove to him that the
are nanoeuvring. According to the figures given to us figures lie bas given have not been given correctly, and that
by the bon. member, I understand that in his study of the to the detriment of the Conservatives and the advantage of
question, he gives to us the year 1873-74, whilst h gives the the Liberals. I will, in the first place, accept the gift of the
year 1878-79 to the Liberals. If I am mistaken, I beg ho hon. member, and I will take the year 1873-74 as one of
Will correct me. our years, because the Budget that had been brought

down by the present Minister of Finance, and who was
(Mr RINPRET. If the hon. member for Montmagny Finance Minister at that date, determined, one may say, theI Landry) requires explanations, I can give him some. expenses to be incurred during that year 1873-74. If for theE did not take into calculation the year 1878-79, because the expenditure of administration we take the figures given us
Estimatesthat we made in 1878 were considerably exceeded by public documents, we find that from year to year
by lhec onservative party when it came into power ; the Conservative party, from 1867 to 1874, placed con-
pared bwe, il 1878, remained witin the Estimates pre- siderable amounts aside. We have to notice a period of
pletel • h Ministerof Finance; thus it is com- surpluses. The first year, it is $201,835.53; the second,Y impossible for us to take upon ourselves the $341,090.52; the third, $1,166,716.07; the fourth, $3,712,-r18Ponsibility of the increase that took place in the Estimates 479.09; the fifth, $3,125,344.86, and so on f rom year to

year, so that during the first Conservative Administration
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we put aside $11,075,063.39. The following table is a
restimé of my idea:-

Year. Receipts. Expenditure. Surplus.

$ ets. $ ets. $ etS.
1867-68.................. 13,687,928 49 13,486,092 96 201,835 53
1868-69.................. 14,379,174 52 14,038,084 00 341,090 52
1869-70...... ........... 15,512,225 65 14,345,509 58 1,166,716 07
1870-71.................. 19,335,560 81 15,623,081 72 3,712,479 09
1871-72......... ........ 20,714,813 68 17,589,468 82 3,125,344 86
1872-73......... ........ 20,813,469 45 19,174,647 92 1,638,821 53
1873-74................. 24,205,092 54 23,316,316 75 888,775 79

11,075,063 39

What is now the balance sheet of hon. gentlemen opposite?
They came to powerwith the programme offthe national party
according to which they were to reduce expen diture ; yet,
what do we see after five years of their Administration ? ln
1874-75 they have a surplus, the only one, alas, during the
time they were in power, a surplus of $935,644. But, Mr.
Speaker, they regretted that surplus and did not repeat the
offence, for the following year brought a deficit of.
$1,460,027.60; the year after, another deficit of $1,460,-
017.66, and thus from year to year, reaching at last a total
deficit during their Administration, of $6,426,958.51. I defy
the hon. member for Lotbinière and the hon. members of
the Opposition to contradict a single one of the figures that
I have given to the House. But in order to be just, let us
deduct the amount of their surplus from the total amount
of their deficits, and we find an absolute deficit during their
Administration of $5,491,314.51, as shown by the following
table:-

Year.

1874-75
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79

Receipts.

$ cts.
24,648,715 04
22,587,587 05
22,059,274 il
22,375,011 88
22,517,382 14

Expenditure.

$
23,713,071
24,488,372
23,519,301
23,503,158
24,455,381

Surplus.

$ cts.
935,644 00

Deficit.

$ cts.

1,900,785 06
1,460,027 66
1,128,146 37
1,937,999 42

6,426,958 51
935,644 00

5,491,314 51

But, Mr. Speaker, I have not given you here the cost of the
new Conservative Administration since the Liberals left
power. Thus, if we compare the receipts and expenditure,
we find that in 1879-80, the first year which can be charged
to the Conservative party, the receipts amounted to
823,307,406.69; and that in 1880-81 the receipts were
$29,635,297.51. If we compare now the expenditure
together with the receipts, we find that in 1879-80, the first
year of our coming into power, we had a deficit of $1,543,-
227.76, not $1,700,000 as stated by the hon. member for
Lotbinière, and the following year we had a surplus of
$4,132,743.09. Now, if we consult the -last number of the
Official Gazette of Canada, we see that up to the 28th
it'ebruary, 1882, the receipts amounted to $21,624,819.65,
and the expenditure to $16,956,817.25, leaving a surplus of
$4,668,002.40; if we add these two surpluses, we obtain a
total surplus of 68,800,745.49. Let us now deduct from
that sum the deficit of the first year, and we get a final

Mr. LANDRty.

surplus of $7,257,517.73, as is shown by the following
table:-

Year.

1879-80
1880-81
1881-82

Receipts.

$ cts.1
23,307,406 69
29,635,297 51
21,624,819 65

Expenditure.

$ ets.
24,850,634 45
25,502,554 42
16,956,817 25

Deficit.

$ cts.
1,543,227 76

.....................

Surplus.

$ ets.

4,132,743 09
4,668,002 40

8,800,745 49
1,543,227 76

7,257,517 73

To sum up, Mr. Speaker, if we compare the receipts and
the expenditures of the Conservatives, with those of the
Liberal Administration, we get the following results which
I submit to the flouse: from 1867 to 1874, the first Conserva-
tive Administration, a surplus of $11,075,063.39. From
1874 to 1879, during the reign of the Liberals, we have a
surplus of $935,644, but, on the other hand, a deficit of
$6,426,958.61. From 1877 to the 28th February, 1882, dur-
ing the second Conservative Administration, we have a de.
ficit for the first year of $1,543,227.76, but, on the other
hand, we have a surplus amounting to $8,800,745.49, i.e., that
for the whole number of years of Conservative Administra-
tion, we get a total of $19,875,808.88, against a deficit of the
Liberals of 86,426,958.51. If, on the one hand, we deduct
from the Conservative Administration the deficit of its first
year, and, on the other hand, add to the Liberal Administra-
tion the surplus of its first year, we obtain the following
grand total: Conservative Administration, a surplus of
818,332,581.12; Liberal Administration, a deficit of $5,491,-
314.51, as shown by the following table:-

Conservative Administration. Liberal Administration.

Year.

1867 to 1874.
1874 to 1879.
1879 to 28

Febru'y,>
1882. J

Deficit.

$ cts.1

1,543,227 76

Surplus.

$ cts.
11,075,063 39

............... I......

8,800,745 49

19,875,808 881
1,543,227 76

18,332,581 121

Surplus.

$ cts.

935,644 00

Deficit.

6,426,958 51

6,426,958 51
935,6410

5,491,314 51

But it has been said, Mr. Speaker, that the expenditure had
increased, and that we had increased it by about ton millions
during the time we were in power. Yes, the exponditure
has increased. But it is easier, and the hon. menber for
Lotbinière knows it better than anyone else, that itiseaier
to cultivate at a lesser expense a property of one or two
acres than one of fifty. In the same way, the more a C0an-
try grows, the greater are the expenses. It is I®s5 CX
pensive to govern four Provinces than it is to goverI eturo
But the hon. member, when stating that our expend
had increased, did not add that the country had increased
likewise; that instead of the four Provinces we had inl1Z671
we have now a considerable territory which coMP '
besides those four Provinces, those which have been
added and which to-day form part of the Canaifdian hav
federation. That Ls what the, hon. member should haVe
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added. Nevertheless, let us take what he says. In 1867
our expenditure reached $13,486,092.96 ; in 1874, even if we
take the year which hon. gentlemen are willing t. grant ns,
our expenditure reached $23,316,316.75, or a difference of
$9,830,223.70. Such is the increase of our expenditure; but,
on the other hand, our receipts have increased likewise,
but the hon. member for Lotbinière failed to say so. HRe
failed to state that at the same time our expenditure was
increased by the addition of the several Provinces forming
Confederation, our receipts had so increased as to allow us
to remove certain duties which were pressing on the people.
As a proof, the duties on tea and coffee were removed in
1872 by the Conservatives and again removed by them this
year, because the Liberals had re-imposed thein in 1874.
Well, what has been the increase in the receipts ? In 1867,
at the time of Confederation, our receipts amounted to
$13,687,928.49, and in 1870-74 they had reached $24,205,-
092.54, or an increase of $10,517,164.05. Now, if we wish
to deduct from the increase of our receipts the increase of
our exponditure, we still find a balance in favor
of the Conservative party of $686,940.26. Such
are the figures supplied by the public documents.
Let us now compare the Conservative with the Liberal
Administration. Let us examine what the Liberal Adminis-
tration bas done during the five years that the hon. member
says they were in power. In 1874-75, the expenditure was
8 "3,713,071.04, and in 1878-79, the last year of their
Administration, the expenditure reached $24,455,381.56, or
an increase of $742,310.52. Is that the policy of economy
promised to us by the Liberal party when it blossomed
forth in the Salle du Patronage in Quebec, which was
paraded later on in mid-Lent, in the Quebec Music Hall,
and then from Province to Province, from ccunty to county,
but no further than the county of Montmagny, for the
county of l'Islet was then closed to the national party,
although it was still represented by an old Liberal. Now,
Mr. Speaker, whilst the expenditure was increased by a
sum of $742,3 10, what was the increase ofreceipts in 1874 ?
The receipts amounted to $24,618,715.04, and in 1878 they
had fallen down to $22,577,382.14; and yet hon. mem-
bers had burdened the country with an additional tax of'
83,000,000 at one sitting, and $500,000 at another, making
83,500,000. Thus, if we compared the increase of the
revenue with the expenditure, we find against the Liberal
party a balance of $2,873,643.42. The two following tables,
the figures composing which are taken from the Public Ac-
counts, show the difference existing in the increase of the ex-
penditure and receipts between the two Administrations:-

CONSERVATIVE ADMINISTRATION.

Year. Expenditure. Increase. Receipts. Increase.

$ ct $ cts. $ ets. $ cts.
.... 13,486,092 96 ..................... 13,687,928 49
.... 23,316,316 75 9,830,223 79 24,205,092 54 10,517,164 05

9,830,223 79

686,940 26

LIBERAL ADMINISTRATION.

Year.
Expenditure.

181d, 75 $ ets.
. 23,713,071 04-..:24,455,381 56

Increase.

$ cts

742,310 52

Receipts.

$ e

24,648,715
22,517e382 L

Decrease.

S$ ets.

2,131,332 90
742,310 52

2,873,643 42

Now, Mr. Speaker, it has been said that the expenditure
had been increased. It has been said that we had increased
the expenditure by a sum of 89,000,000, but good care has
been taken not to go into details. Thus, for instance, we
have acquired more proporty; we have aggrandized the
country that belongs to us. We have, in consequence, in-
creased the national debt, and yet the bon. member has not
stated that our debt which in 1867 obliged us to pay only
$4,501,568.33 for interest, had reached in 1881 an amount
that necessitated the paymentof an interest of $7,594,144.88,
z.e. an increase of $3,092,576.55. The same applies to
the appropriations granted to the Provinces. In 1867, the
population was not what it is to-day, and the Census of 1871
established a new basis for the granting of appropriations to
the Provinces, so that the amountwhich was in 1867,82,758,-
966.46, reached $3,455,517.73 in 1881, or an increase of $701,-
552.27. The Public Works have also increased. In 1867,
when our country was, so to say, emerging from childhood,
we spent on Public Works a sum of $126,269.78, and in
1881, owing to the increaee of receipts, we spent a sum of
$1,138,765.93, or an. increase of 81,012,496.15. And then,
we have had the Census. In 1867 there was no Census, and
in 1881 there was an amount of $127,033.56 expended on
that object; and thus, from expense to expense, we reach a
total for the interest to be paid on the national debt, the ap.
propriations to Provinces, the Public Works, the Census,
the Customs, the Excise, the Railway and Canals, the Post
Office, Immigration, Lighthouses and the Coast Service, the
North-West and Manitoba, oft 10,301,578.94, as shown by
the following table taken from the Public Accounts:-

, , ,

Interest on the debt......
Appropriations to Pro-

vinces ...............
Publi c Works...'''....
Census.......................
Customs...............
Excise . ....
Railways and Canais ....
Post Office..............
Emigration........
Lighthouses and Coast

Service....... ....
North-West & Manitoba

1867.

$ ets
4,501,568 33

2,753,966 46
126,269 78

.....................
477,503 82

78,939 00
626,286 33
616,802 21

60,396 23

174,982 78
............ ......,.

1881.

$ ets.
7,594,144 88

3,455,517 73
1,138,765 93

127,033 56
717,704 31
247,577 05

2,703,665 74
1,876,657 96

250,812 99

443,724 36
1,162,688 37

Increase.

$ ets.

3,092,576 55

701,552 27
1,012,496 15
127,033 56
240,200 49
168,638 05

2,077,379 41
1,259,855 75

190,416 76

268,741 58
1,162,688 37

10,301,578 94

Now, Mr. Speaker, there is an examination to be made
which is not to the advantage of the Liberal party, but
which it is most interesting to make, if we wish to compare
the expenses with those of the Liberal Administration. I
will merely take a few items. Let us take the cost of
Legislation as an instance: In 1876, the Liberals spent for
that purpose, $627,230.67; and in 1881, the last year of the
Administration of the Conservative party, for which we
have details in the Public Accounts, wo find that this expense
was $611,375.73, or a decrease of $15,854.94. The Fisheries
cost, in 1876, 8108,183.73; and in 1880, we asked for but
$80,560.35, or a decrease of $27,623.38. Then there are the
Penitentiaries; perhaps in the days of the Liberals there
were more criminals than now. We must believe such to
be the case, for in 1875 they cost $337,593.55, and to-day
they cost but $301,366.29, or a decrease of $30,227.26. Then
weights and measures. it was in the good old time when
those men had fine weights, but not many measures. In
those days they spent on Weights and Measures, $111,085.70;
and the Administration which governs the country to-day
spent, in 1881, but $74,170.43 for that rurpose, or a decrease
of $36,915.17. Police. Evidently this is the complement
of the penitentiaries, for naturally, when the penitentiaries
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eost higher the police must also. In 1875, the Police cost
$54,563.06; to-day it costs but $13,525.77. Since the Con-
servative Administration bas come into power tranquility
has returned, and the police bas no longer its raison d'etre.
Thus there is in that item a decrease of $41,037.29. In those
days Statistics cost $67,552.16. We have reduced their cost to
$22,408.13, or a decrease of $45,144.03. The Lighthouses
and Dominion Coast Service, which cost, in 1876, the
sum of $545,848.62, now costs but $443,724.36,
a decrease which saves the people $102,124.26.
Now, let us come to Immigration. Mr. Speaker, the stream
of immigration is greater to-day than it was then ; more
immigrants are coming into the country to-day than thon;
less Mennonites have come, perhaps, but still we have a
greater number of immigrants to people our la nds; yet in
1876, immigration cost the country 8385,845.36. We have
reduced this amount to $250,812.99, or a saving to the
people of $135,032.37. On the Militia, the amount has
been reduced from $1,013,943.84, that it was in 1875, to
6667,000.51 for last year, or a decreaso of 8346,943.33. If,
Mr. Speaker, you sum up the few items I have mentioned,
you will find, on comparing the expenditure of the Liberal
with that of the Conservative Administration, that there is,
in favor of the latter a decrease of $480,902.03. as shown
by the following table of comparative statement of expen-
diture:-

Liberals. Conservatives Decrease.

$ ets. $ cts. $ ets.
Legislation (1876).. ......... 627,230 67 611,375 73 15,854 91
Figheries (1876) ....... ..... 108,183 73 80,560 35 27,623 38
Penitentiaries (1875)....... 337,593 55 307,366 29 30,227 26
Weigbts & Measures (1877) 111,085 70 74,170 5t 36,915 17
Police (1875)................ 54,563 06 13,52 41,037 29
Siatistics (1876).............. 67,552 16 22,408 13 45,144 03
Lighthouses and Coast

Service (1876).............. 545,848 62 443,724 36 102,124 26
Immigration (1876).......... 385,845 36 250,812 99 135,032 37
ui"(1875)................1013Q43 84 667,000 51 3 41,943 33

480,902 03

But, Mr. Speaker, not only -are there the expenset, of
-adminitration, there is also the public debt to be con-
sidered. I will quote what the hon. member said in lis
speeeh-on tihe lst July, 1874. Said he: IlThe public debt
was, iround1figures,,0108,000,000."

Mr. RINF2RET. It amounted to5109,000000.

Mr. LANpIRY. I think I hear the thon. rember say it
Was $109,000,000. A million more or less is flot of muchi
consoquence to the Liberals. At any rate, Itwil take what
ho said. from the ansard, and I find the fbllowingdh

sOn the 1st July, 1874, the public debt was, in round figures, $108,-
000,000; in 1878, it wus141,000,000, or an increase 0f0.32,000,000 durng
the time the Liberals were in power."

Thus, according to the hon. member himself, the increase of
the debt under the LIiberal Administration amounted to

32,000,000. Wall, Mr. Speaker, such is not the case. But,
before discussing this question, I wish t make a simple
comparison. A country is governed, from my point of view,
at least, i J 1 the same way as a farmer cultivates his lands;
there are what is called ordinary expenses as a well extra-
ordinary ones. Thus, the Administration of Justice, the
working of the Civil Service, the salaries of its employes,
the expenses necessary for Legislation, are ordinary expenses
for any Government; thus, for a farmer, ordinay expenses
consiat in the came of acultiVatig his land, sehng il, har

Mr. LoerrT.

rowing it, and so forth. But besides these expenses, there
are others which increase the territorial value of the country
in the same manner as a certain expenditure will increase
the value of a farmer's lands; they are extraordinary
expenses, for ordinary expenses do not inerease the value 0f
a property, they can only contribute towards the yielding
of profits more or less considerable. But if a farmer buys
the land of his neighbor, or if he carries out on his property
works which double its value, naturally enough his earnings
will not suffice to pay that inerease; but then the farmer is
justified in raising a loan. It is the same in the case of a
Government of a country. When the question arises of
increasing its territory, constructing railways, digging
canals, theh the Government is justified in raising loans to
meet its extraordinary expenditure; and that is what both
Liberals and Conservatives have done. Well, from that point
of view, are we going to institute a comparison between the
public debt under the Liberal and Conservative Administra.
tions respectively. In 1867, the public debt was $75,728,-
641.37 ; in 1874, when we fell from power, it amounted to
$108,324,964.42, or an increase of $32,596,323.05. Such was,
in 1874, when the Liberals came into power, the real increase
of the public debt; but, Mr. Speaker, I read to you just
now clause 13th of the national programme, wherein it is
said that the Federal Government should assume the debt of
the different Provinces, and in the British North America
Act, I find at clause 112, the following:

" The Provinces of Ontario and Quebec shall be jointly responsible
towards Canada, for the surplus (ifisurplus there be) of the debt of the
Province of Canada, if, at the time of the Union, it should exceed $62,500,-
000, and shall be obliged to pay the interest of that surplus at the rate
of 5 per cent. per annum."

Thus, at the time of Confederation, in 1867, it was de.
creed that by that Act, that the debts of the two Provinces
should amount to $62,000,000, and that any sum exceeding
that should be paid as indicated by that clause. Now, in
1873, the amount of the debt was thus exceeded, and the
various Provinces were to pay this increase. Hence the
clause in the programme of the national party, which
sought to make Confederation take this increase to its aù-
count. Our opponents cannot, therefore, complain; it is oue
of the fundamental articles of their programme. In 1873,
we consequently assumed the responsibility for a consider-
able sum by virtue of a resolution passed by this flouse and
embodied in 36 Vie., chap. 30. This is what the statute
says :

" In the accounts between the several Provinces of Canada and the
Dominion, the amounts payable to and chargeable against the said
Provinces respectively, in so far as they depend on the amount of debt
with which each Province entered the Unien, shail ho calculated and
allowed as if the sum fixed by the 112th section of 'The British North
America Act, 1867,' were increased from $62,500,000 to the sumbof
$73,006,088.84, and as if the amounts fired as aforesaid, as respects the
Provinces of British Columbia and Manitoba by the terms and cond-
tions on which they wereadmitted into the Dominion, were increasd
the same proportion."

Now, Mr. Speaker, if I am not mistaken, the debt of the
two united Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada Ws

about $10,700,000. The Confederation having assumed that
debt, it bocame necessary to grant to the other Provinces
forming part of the Confederation a suitable proportionso a
to put them on the same footing as the Provinces of OntariO
and Quebec. The Public Accounts show that the Provin.
cial debts thus assumed by the Confederation amounted in
all to 820,452,340.58. I showed just now that the total
increase of the public debt was $32,596,323.05 and ifwO
deduct from that amount the amount of the Provincial debt",
say $20,452,340.58, which is not an increase of the publhe
debt, but merely the transfer of a debt owed bythe
Provinces of Confederation which lias assuned the
payment thereof, we find that the actual inci
of ±he debt in 1873-74 was but $I2,143,982.17
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But to this increase of the public debt, there is a correspond-'222.94, and the territorial vaiue, $33,982,567.89, which
ing and considerable increase in the territorial value, and shows a balance of $682,655.05 against thein, as wili bo see
ou looking into the Public Accounts wefind thatduring that from the following table:-
period the Conservative party spent $3,672,663.91 for

ublie works. We see, moreover, that the Intercolonial
£ailway cost during the same period the sum of $17,937,- (onservative Administration. Libral Administration.
735.76; the Canadian Pacifie Railway, $1,391,619 80, and-
that the acquiring of the North-West, together with the Tear.
necessary expenses of establisbing an Administrationthere, Publieargea PueiChare
cost $2,920,000, or a total of $25,922,019.47. If we deduct eraefteCrgbl Chg-beIneo fte

ora o 85,2201 ~ ~Debt. to Capital to Capital Debt.
from this amount the real increase of the debt, which is Account

$12,143,982.47, we have a balance of $13,778,037 to the- $
credit of the Conservative Administration. To sum up, Mr.
Speaker, from Confederation to the day when the Liberals Prom 1867
came into power, the Conservative party governed the to 1814. 12,143,982 47 25922,019 47
country, inc gthe debt by 12,143,982.47 ; t at theProm 1874conrincreasing tedb y$213924;bta h to 1879 .. ............................... 33,982,567 89 34,665,222 94
same time it increased the territorial value by $25,933,- From 1879
019.47, leaving a balance to its credit of $13,778,037. Let to188 L. 12,405,593 04 1,417,490 48
us now examine what was done by the Liberal Administra- 24,549,575 51 42,33959 95 34,665,222 94
tion. When it came to power, the debt, as stated by the hon. 24,549,575 51 33,982,567 89
member for Lotbinière, amounted to8 108,324,964.42. In
1878-79, when it was driven from power by the people, the
debt had reached $142,990,187.36, or an increase of

$34,665,222.04, and not $32,000,000 as the hon. member But I ar mistaken, Mr. Speaker, for we have reoeived more
for Lotbinière pretends. We must be fair towards recent figures, apd on Friday, the 8th March, the hon. Min-
our opponents and doing for them what we do for ister of Finance mace the following 8tatement in answer to a
ourselves, allow them a corresponding increase of question by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Chari-
territorial value against that increase of the debt ; they ton): The debt, on the lst July, 18S1, was 8 155,395,780.40;
engaged in publie works amounting to $17,645,- on the ist July, 1882, it will be 8154,085,910, or a decrease
985.12; they spent for the Canadian Pacific Railway, of $1,309,870.40; the sur expended for publie workï and
$11,052,617.30, and $5,283,965.47 for the Intercolonial Rail- chargeable 10 capital account during the flust six months of
way, which expense increased the territorial value by the 1weient fiscal year N $3,531,139. With these new data
$33,982,567.89. But during the same period the publicwe 'get the following fiscal table, which briefiy presents the
deot was increased by a sum of $34,665,222.94, i.e., there actual situation of the country witb.regard 10 this question
is a balance against them of $682,655.05. Such has been the of the national debt. We have, under the tvo Conservative
consequence of the Liberal Administration. We returned Administrations, from 1867 to 1874 and froru1879 b 1882,
to power in 1878. At that period, as I have just shown, the an inc'ease of the public debt of $23,239,Î05.11, and whilst
debt amounted to $142,990,187 36. In 1880-81, according we were thus increa8ing the debt by that amount, we were
to the Public Accounts, it was $155,395,780.40, or an increase at the same lime increasing the territorial value of the
of $12,405,5j3.04. But to that increase of the debt there cor- country by a sum of $45,87),648.95, or a balance of 822,630,-
responds an increase of territorial value, brought about by 943.48 in favor of the Conservative Administration. And
the following expenditure: Public Works, 84,413,035.02; during the Liberal Administration, we stili found ourselves
Canadian Pacifie Railway, $9,013,026.35; Intercolonial face to face with the same result, the balance t0 its debit
Railway, U2,656,747.40; Public Lands, $3'4,681.41, or a being $682,655.05, as shown by the following table:-
total of$16,417,490.48. In other words, whilst we increased
the debt by a sum of $12,405,593.04, we were increasing
the territorial value by a sum of $16,417,490.48, leaving Conservative Administration. Liberal Administration.
consequently a balance to the credit of the Conservative
party of $41,011,897.44. There but remains, Mr. Speaker,
to colleet these materials, to place them together in one Increase of chaihareable 10 Debt.
table, and to prove to the House and to the country the Debt. rgeable b c
cost of the Liberal Administration on the one hand, and Capital._Capital.
that ofthe Conservative Administration on the other. From
1867 to 1874 the increase of the debt under the Conserva- $ cIe. $ ci.
tve Administration was $12,143,982.47; at'the same time, Prom 1867
the increase of the territorial value, through public works, Pom1874
Was $25,922,019.47. From 1874to 1879, during the Liberal to 1879 ....................... 33,982,567 89 34,665,222 94
Admiistration, the increase, of the territorial value Prom 1879
amounted to 833,982,567.89, but, at the same time, 10 1882.. 11,095,722 64 19,948,629 48
the increase of the debt was $34,665,222.94. 23,239,71,870,648 95 3368222 9
Prom 1879 to 1881 the increase of the debt 23,239,706 il 34,6229

on our side was $12,405,593.04, but, at the same time, the2682,655 OS
ifcrease of the territorial value of the country through
public works amounted to t16,417,593.04. To sum up, tbe
C8nservative Administration, during the two periods of Mr. Speaker, those figures, better than any speech, better1867 tO 1874 and of 1879 to 1881, increased the publie debt than ancient theories on Free Trade and Protection, show
by $24,549,575.51, whilst it increased the territorial value «s that the Conservative Administration ie a benefit to the
th a fiUr of $42,339,509.95, or, if we deduct the increase of country; for when, in 187o, the pe9ple cast off tho lon.
he debt from the increase of the territorial value, a surplus gentlemen wîo were thon in power, il suffieiently

93 avor of the Conservative Administration of $17,789,- enlightened and bhe lne of action then followe 1 by il. la9344* Let us now take the Administration of hon. gentle- pledge of its action at the next elections. It is not thee OPpSte They inroad the publie debt by 844,655,- speech made by the hon. member for Lotbinière wlih will
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serve as a programme during the next struggle. The
figures which he gave in perfect good faith, I believe, but
which in the face of public documents are shown to be
incorrect, may perhaps deceive a few people in lis own
county; but in all the other counties of the Province of
Quebec, we shall see at the next election a repetition of the
judgment rendered by the people in 1878, viz.: Down with
those who eau only govern by imposing taxes, and power
to those who work with their whole heart to foster the
interests of the country. After a few years of power, we
are face to face with a surplus exceeding $4,000,000, and we
are enabled to dininish the duties on tobacco and on many
other articles. The word tobacco reminds me of what the
hon. member said in his speech ; it deserves to be taken up.
He said:

" The duties on Canadian tobacco have existed since a number of
years; they were imposed by the Conservative party and kept in force by
the Liberal party for revenue purposes "

This assertion is perfectly harmless, Mr. Speaker, but, in
order to be perfectly true, the hon. member should have
added that not only were they kept in force but increased
by the Liberal party. Those duties wer.e increased by it to
10 cents, and when the hon. member for Beauce (Mr.
Bolduc) presented a motion for the reduction of the duties
on tobacco, we saw the hon. member who preceded the hon.
member for Lotbinière in this Parliament, Mr. Bernier,
vote in favor of that amendment; but we have seen the
leader of the Liberal party in the Province of Quebec, the
bon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) and other
leaders of the party, vote against that motion.

Mr. RINFRET. The hon. member for Montmagny (Xllr.
Landry) should speak to us about his own vote in 1880 on
a motion similar to that of the hon. member for Beauce, and
about the vote of the hon. member for Beauce himself.

Mr. LANDRY. I am glad that the hon. member for
Lotbinière should have raised that objection, and I will
answer him in the very words of his leader, as ho delivered
them on the 23rd April, 1878:

"There is no one in a civilized country who would pretend that
tobacco should be exempt from taxation; it is, of all others, an article
on whieh every Government levies duties. At the present time there is
not a civilized coutry that would venture to abolish this Excise duty
and exempt tobacco from duty."

It is probably for that reason that last year the hon. mem-
ber was one of that phalanx of eleven members who, dur-
ing the past Session, tried to overthrow the Ministry on that
question. Here is the further opinion of the hon. member
for Qnebec East, who adds:

" In the second place, it is impossible to levy a duty on foreign
tobacco without levying the same duty on Canadian tobacco. If the
duty is taken off native tobacco, the result would be to destroy entirely
the revenne eming from that source. I am of opinion that tubacco is
eue of those articles that should be taxed, and that consequently it
would be an erroneous and ruinous policy, so far as the revenue is con-
cerned, the removing of the tax "

The hon. member for Quebec East goes further than any
other Liberal member bas gone up to this date, or than any
other friend of the people, in the sense of the hon. member
for Lotbinière. Another thing that deserves consideration
is the following one; the hon. member, whilst explaining
the increase of expenditure and of the public debt under the
Liberal Administration, said:

"i do not intend to speak here of the enormous amount spent for the
Canadian Pacific Railway, as every one knows who is responsible for
this gigantic undertaking."

Well, Mr Speaker, if that sentence is not intended to throw
dust in the eyes of the people of the Province of Quebec,
and of the whole of Confederation, provided always that the
speech of the hon. member be read throughout the country,
if that sentence was not spoken with an electoral purpose,

1fr. LAN.Drr.

I think the hon. member should withdraw it. Botter than
any one else does he know how that matter stands. Let
us now make the acquaintance of the friends of the hon
member. On the 12th September, 1882, I think itwas under
the Maedonald Administration, the fbllowing memorandum
was presented-

Mr. RINFRET. That is a thing of the past.
Mr. LANDRY. The hon. member thinks it is a thing of

the past, yet it is a memorandum drawn up by his party
in 1882, and we are going at any rate to see what was the
opinion of the Liberal party with regard to the Pacifie
Railway. A convention was held under the auspices of the
three Governments of Canada, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, and that convention drew up the following
memorandum:-

" The undersigned, representing the three Governments of Canada,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, assembled to consider the despatch
of Ris Grace the Duke of Newcastle, dated 12th April, 1882, concerning
the Intercolonial Railway, having given the most careful attention to
the important points raised in that despatch, have corne to an under.
standing on the following points, to wit:'

The question thon at issue was the obtaining of a
guarantee for a loan for the construction of the Intercolonial
Railway, and one of the reasons given for making that re-
quest was the following. And among those points is the
subjoined one :

''5. That the undersigned, in arriving at this conclusion, were princi.
pally guided by the firm opinion *that a railway between Halifax and
Quebec would form an essential link of a long and uninterrupted line
of communication, crossing British possessions from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, a road, in the construction of which all the Imperial interests in
British North America are closely involved. And the undersigned,
with the object of submitting in a proper manner that part of the ques-
tion to the Imperial authorities, have decided that the three Provinces
will shortly act in unison to demonstrate the high political and com-
mercial importance of the western extension of the projected lino."
(Signed), J. S. MACDONALD, L. V. SIcoTT,

J. MoaRIs, WILLIAM Mc DouGALL,
" W. P. HOWLAND, U. J. TEssrEn,

F. EVANTUREL, T. D'ARcY McGEE, etc.

Such was the opinion of the Liberal party in those days;
and if we refer to the speech made by Mr. Mackenzie, at
Sarnia, we find the following doclaration:-

"It will be necessary for us to complote our great national road
across the continent, and I think it will be the duty of the Governnent,
as it is its wish, to putinto execution every plan that might tend to bring
about such a result. "

The Globe of that date is less explicit; it speaks as
follows:-

"Nothing is further from truth. The speech of Mr. Mackenzie.t
Sarnia, distinctly gave to understand what was the line of action he in-
tended following, and subsequent declarations have explained and de-
veloped all the ideas that had been thon suggested. There is no doubt
as to whether the Pacific Railway should be constructed or not-. This
question has been irrevocably settled in the affirmative, and there is not
a single statesmai in Canada who would undertake to defend the nega-
tive position on that point,, on which every one is agreed."

But, Mr. Speaker, if the hon. member wishes to know the
opinion of his own leader in the Province of Quebec, in the
Federal Iouse, this is what ho said.:

"1Mr. LAURIER. We are all agreed upon this that the Can adin
Pacific Railway must be built on Canadian soil ; there la no differeDc
of opinion on that point.

"Mr. LANGEVIN. Reallylt
"Mr. L AURIER. I do not think'there are two opinions held on the

subject.
" Mr. LANGEVIN. Your opinion differs from that of your leader.
"Mr. LAURiER. No; he said that we should proceed with the cons ed

tion of the road gradually, as the country needed it. I have neve Pacf
any opinion eressedhre against the construction of he
Railway." 

Well, after such testimony, I think that the little sente"'
ejaculated by the hon. member for Lotbinière should rotasr
into obscurity. Mr. Speaker, I will conclude the few renar
I have made on the question submitted to thi gouseby
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rccalling the words of the French poet, one of the ornaments
of French literature, written some centuries ago:

"On conte qu'un serpent, voisin d'un horloger,
(C'était pour l'horloger un mauvais voisinage)
Entra dans sa boutique, et, cherchant à manger,

N'y rencontra pour tout potage,
Qu'une lime d'acier qu'il se mit à ronger.
Cette lime lui dit, sans se mettre en colère:

'Pauvre ignorant!1 eh ! que prétends-tu faire?
Tu te prends à plus dur que toi,
Petit serpent à tête folle :
Plutôt que d'emporter de moi
Seulement le quart d'une obole,
Tu te romprais toutes les dents ;
Je ne crains que celles du temps."

That fable, gentlemen, contains a precious 'teaching; the
clockmaker is evidently the Conservative party which lias
given the policy of protection to the country, and the steel
file on which the serpent breaks its teeth is protection. I
need not say who is the serpent, but turning towards the
members of the Opposition and taking them as a whole, I
will read to them the following moral to the tale left to us
by the great fabulist:

"Ceci s'adresse à vous, esprits du dernier ordre,
Qui n'étant bons à rien cherchez sur tout à mordre.

Vous vous tourmentez vainement;
Croyez-vous que vos dents impriment leurs outrages

Sur tant de beaux ouvrages ?
Ils sont pour vous d'airain, d'acier, de diamant."

Mr. BECHARD. Mr. Speaker, in rising to speak, it is
not my intention to make a long speech at this advanced
stage of the debate; but for the little that I have to say, I
wish to do so in that beautiful French language in which
you yourself made from time to time such eloquent speeches
ere taking your seat in the chair which you now occupy.
1 have listened with interest to the majority of the speeches
of the supporters of the Government, and I must say that
if I had but to take into consideration the general tone of
those speeches and the most striking feature of them, I
would feel somewhat disposed to join those hon. gentlemen
in proclaiming that the country is prosperous, that
our commerce is flourishing, that our manu facturers are
making fortunes, and that our farmers have seen their
labors rewarded by the splendid results of the last two
years. But, Mr. Speaker, those speeches contain certain
expressions of opinion that J am far from agreeing with,
and certain appreciations of fact to which I cannot give my
adhesion. The hon. member for Montmagny (Mr. Landry),
whom we have just heard, has pretended to say in his
speech that some of the leaders of the Liberal party had in
1872 made speeches, and others had published writings, in
favor of a protective Tarif, and he concludes therefrom that
they have contradicted themselves and that the Liberal
party has shown a want of consistency on that qestion. I
trust I may be permitted to say here that the individual
Opinions of a few people, even of the leaders, cannot bind a
party as a party, and the only instance where one can say
'hat it has a binding effect on the party, is when it has

n given utterance to before the electors as a doctrine ofthe party. Then has one the right, should it abandon that'octrine after having promulgated it, to reproach it with itsiniconsistency. The hon. member bas spoken of the deficits
thich Occurred under the Administration of my hon. friend
the member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie). Let me statethat these deficits were brought about less by an increasetn the expenditure of the Administration of my hon. friendthan by the considerable decrease of receipts. There was
due incre in the expenditure, which it is well known wasfounti obligations which the hon. member for Lambton
agd imposed on the country when he came into power; andrgaij n'" 0e lias forgotten that the principal source of
revenue eofthe Government are the Customs receipts, andth12,0which amounted to $15,000,000 in 1875, fell to000 or $12,500 in 1876. Therein lies the

true reason of the deficits which took place under the
Administration of the hon. member for Lambton. At
the beginning of this debate, we saw the lon.
Minister of Finance present to the House and to the
country a brilliant picture of our financial position,
and at the same time attempt to paint in glowing colora the
general prosperity which ho attributed to what one is
pleased to call the National Policy. His speech was re-
ceived with ofterepeated plaudits from his friends in this
House; but those plaudits became the expression of a
genuine feeling of enthusiasm, when the hon. Minister an-
nounced that for the last fiscal year there was a surplus of
$4,500,000. Really, looking at the enthusiastic manifesta-
tions of my lon. friends opposite, at the mere statement of
that fact by the hon. Minister, one would have been inclined
to believe that that excessive surplus did not come into the
public coffers from the pockets of the worker, of the con-
sumer, in a word from the people of Canada, but that it had
simply fallen to thiem as did formerly the manna which
fed the Hebrews in the desert. If, on the one hand, it is ad-
mitted by every one that a surplus of receipts arising
fromn a strict economy in public expenditure, as well as from
the working of a moderate Tariff, gives a subject of general
and legitimate satisfaction, J ask whether there is any par-
ticular reason to rejoice and to allow oneself to ho carried
away by enthusiasm, because after ascertaining an increase
in the ordinary expenditure of $2,000,000 in the space of two
or three years, one still finds oneself face to face with a sur-
plus of $4,500,000, as if that enormous surplus had been de-
rived from some marvellous source revealed recently to the
hon. Minister of Finance. Let me say to my hon. friends on
the other side of the House that what they appear to consider
as an extraordinary financial success, others have the right to
consider it as simply the legitimate result of an odious and
oppressive system of taxation. Now if my hon. friend,the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), at the door of whose
Administration one lays the bitter accusation of having allow-
ed two or three deficits to accumulate-if the hon. member
for Lambton-who, during the time he was in power, had the
misfortune of seeing his country a prey to a commercial
and financial depression, the most terrible, perhaps, which
the world has had to endure for the last half century, noways
taking into account the suffering caused by that criais-had
only had recourse to an increase of taxation, to this simple
and easy method of covering up a deficit by increasing the
taxes, le might easily, at the end of each fiscal year, have had
a surplus instead of a deficit. But my hon. friend,
true to his principles of frankness and honesty, rather than
heighten the sufferings of a people already in distress by in-
creasing the taxes, preferred to let two or three deficits accumu-
late, knowing full well that these de4cits would disappear and
become surpluses as soon as the crisis was over, without it
being necessary to have recourse to an increase of taxation.
It is thus that the hon. member for LambtQn did not fear
to risk his popularity, to risk the high position that he held
at the head of the country, resolved if he had to fall
to fall like a man; and he fell, Mr. Speaker, but he fell
like a man of honor, true to the principles that he had
advocated during his whole life; he fell, and I can venture
to say that he fell carryiug with him the heartfelt sympa-
thies of his fellow-citizens, who, on the day after his fall,
were proud to do homage to the integrity of his character
and to his remarkable talents. Mr. Speaker, the statement
that the hon. Minister of Finance should have been able to
make to the House should have been one announcing a de-
crease instead of an increase of expenditure. The people had
the right to expect such a statement from the hon. Minister
after the blame cast upon the Liberal party during the last
elections for slightly increasing the expenditure. The
people had the right to expect that the Conservative party,
on returning to power, would not increase the ordinary ex-
penditgre after what had fallen from the lips of the hou.
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Minister of Finance during the last electoral campaign on these goods? As long as these duties are maintained the
that subject. Who does not remember that consumer has a right to say: "You are making me pay so
occasion when the hon. Minister, addressing bis electors, much per cent. over and above the real value of the goods."
severely censured the Administration of the hon. member Far from me, Mr. Speaker, be the thought of even hinting that
for Lambton on account of a slight increase necessitated by the Custois should be abolished. I am not ignorant of the
obligations contracted before bis Government came into fact that in a country like this the Customs will, for a long
existence ? Who does not remember that memorable occa- time to come, constitute the principal source of revenue for
sion when the presont hon. Minister of Finance, speaking the Government; but I share the opinion of those who think
to the people, told them that a sum of $22,500,000 was suf- with modern economists that the Customs should be especi-
ficient to defray the ordinary expenses of Administration ? ally a fiscal instrument, and that in eur country, whilst
These words,under such circumstancesconstituted a promise, retaining its fiscal character, they can give sufficient protec.
a rallying cry, which was repeated from county to county, tion to those of our manufacturers who are entitled to it.
from husting to husting, by the friends of the hon. Minister. But the Customs must always avoid tending towards
How is it that, after taking so solemn an engagement, the mon opoly, because nonopoly is naturally always unjust and
hon. Minister should be compelled to-day to come and ask odious, as its practical result can but be the enriching of one
the representatives of the people the authority to expend class at the expense of the greater number. It will, per-
for the next fiscal year a sum of $27,500,000-or $5,000,000 haps, not be out of the way, in the course of this discussion,
in excess of that famous sum of $22,500,000 which he himself to compare certain results with certain promises made to
declared to be sufficient for the purposes of ordinary expendi- the people during the last General Elections. It is known
ture. The people are not ignorant of the fact, Mr. Speaker, that the opponents of the Government of the hon. member
that it is they who will have to pay this additional sum of for Lambton, taking advantage of a crisis that was making
$5,000,000. The people are also aware that it is from its itself felt, not only in Canada, but in the United States, in
purse that this has been ruthlessly taken, to be tossed into the England, and in the whole civilized world, tried at first to
public coffers, the $4,500,000, constituting the excessive convince the people that this crisis and the disasters which
surplus of the past fiscal year. In the presence of these followed in its wake were attributable to the maladminis.
facts, it is to be hoped that the people will not be the dupes of tration of the hon. member for Lambton. A remedy was
the joyous manifestations of hon. members sitting on the suggested-we know now what that remedy is-but what
right side of the House. In this debate, Mr. Speaker, hon. was odious in it was disguised under a magic name, a name
members on the right side of the Flouse are making strenuous pleasing to the ear, especially to the ear of a suffering
efforts to convince the country that the present prosperity public; it was called "protection," and then one said to the
is due to the operation of what is called the National Policy, people: "With protection will the golden age come back,
and care has been taken to hold up to our admiration the your ills will disappear with protection; protection will
prosperity which manufactures are now enjoying. I do cause the cessation of the greatest of the evils which afflict
not intend discussing whether this prosperity is real or your country, the emigration of your fellow-countrynen to
exaggerated; but if that prosperity is as great as it is said the United States; and not only will emigration
to be, to what fortunate concourse of circumstances, do I cease, but those of your fellow-countrymen who
ask, is due that fortune which our manufacturers are have already gone to the States will be brought
acquiring so rapidly, and which has made some of them back into this country through protection." And
millionaires in a very short space of time. It is the work yet the protective Tarif was hardly in operation, but
of the National Policy, I am answered from the other side one saw emigration increase to an alarming extent, han-
of the Flouse. So be it; but then it would be more explicit, dreds ofpeople, starting from the furthermnost parishes of the
it would especially be more precise, to say at once that it is Province of Quebec, were daily crowding the trains goingto
the result of the present Tariff; that it is the work of the the United States. One had never witnessed such an exodus
protective Tariff which creates this unjuîst privilege in favor as the one which took plaec in the fall of 1879, and the
of the manufacturers by an excessive protection; that it is spring of 1880. It is but fair to add, Mr. Speaker, that the
the work of the protective Tariff, which, adding an artificial proportion of this emigration bas considerably decreased
value to the real value of manufactured products, compels recently during these times of plenty for the country, but
the consuming people of Canada, farmers, members of the no one would venture to state that it has completely ceased.
liberal professions, workmen and laborers, to pay each day As to those of our fellow-countrymen, whom protection has
of their lives higher prices for the manufactured articles brought back into their country, I will not deprive the hon.
which they require tha those which they would have had Minister of Agriculture of the pleasure of informing us Of
to pay if those articles were not so highly taxed. I am their number, but he may feel certain that the country
aware, Mr. Speaker, that it has been said that there are would be curious to get some statistics on that point. I will
certain goods which are sold cheaper in Canada to-day than leave aside certain points that I might have made passing
in 1878; without stopping to discuse the oxactness of this mention of, in order to arrive more promptly at an important
assertion, I say that the price of goods is ever determined part of the question. A great deal has been said durilg
by the unchangeable law of supply and demand, and that if the course of this debate of the prosperity of agriculture.
it is true that certain goods are to-day cheaper in Canada We agree on the fact of this prosperity, but we differ asto
than they were in 1878, it is because the price of goods has the principal cause to which it should be attributed. There
likewise fallen in those countries from whence we import are those who attribute it to the operation of the Tariff, or,
them; it is because the production of those goods, as com- at any rate, in a great measure to the operation of the Tarif,
pared with the consumption, is greater to-day throughout whilst others attribute it entirely to the action of Pr0ov-
the world than it was in 1878; or, in other words, dence. I confess, Mr. Speaker, that I am one ofthose whose
that the supply of those goods, as compared with faith is greater in the interposition ofProvidence than in the
the demand, is more considerable to-day than it was then. action of the Tarif. During the past two years our count
But whatever be the price of goods, be it comparatively has been blessed with abundant harvests, and I an fuill
high or low, the consumer bas ever to pay over and above convinced that we do not owe any part of that abundance W
the real value, the artificial value represented by the the Tarif; but that we owe it wholly to Providence, f0ta

amount of duties levied on those goods. If I am told that sun, to its rain. To the advantage of a good harvest
the reduction in the price of goods is caused by a greater accrued yet another: that of being able to sell our agrical
production of the same goods in our own country, then I tural products ut highly remunerative prices But here
Will ask why do you maiuntin the high duties levied on recognze, agamn the hand of Providence, wich ha. 'Q
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itself most beneficent towards us, for whilst Canada was
blessed witb an abundance, which spread wealth and joy in
the midst of our population, the European world saw its
crops perish, owing to unfavorable weather. Hence a
scarcity and a consequent dearness of agricultural pro-
ducts on the European markets; and in consequence
of this falling off of the crops in Europe, we
h:ve been able to sell Europeans our abundance of
agricultural products at more remunerative prices than
usual. Such, Mr. Speaker, is the true cause of the increase
in the prices of our agricultural products since a year and a
half. The hon. members who sit on the other side of the
IIouse have persisted in trying to make us believe that that
increase was to be attributed to the action of the Tariff, "for,"
said they, "the action of the Tariff bas given our farmers the
control of our home market." Well, I maintain-it is my
humble opinion, although it may not be that of any other
member of the House, yet it is my opinion- I maintain, I
say, that in a country like ours, where we have an immense
surpl us of agri cultural productions, the mere fact of this sur-
plus gives to farmers the control of the home market, with-
out the intervention of the Tariff. I should understand the
force of the argument that a protective Tariff can give the
control of the home market to the farmer, if we were like
certain European countries, like England for instance,
which is every year compelled to import large quantities of
agricultural products for i ts consumption; I can understand
that, in that case, a protective Tariff would give a great
advantage to farmers and a greater control over the home
market; but, in a country like ours, which every year has
an immense surplus of agricultural prodpots whieh we are
obliged to dispose of on foreign markets to get something
for them, I maintain that the mere fact of that surplus is
suficient to give the farmers the control of ; he home market.
Under such conditions our market cannot offer any
advantages for the sale of agricultural products brought
from abroad. The American farimers of the Western States,
against whom, practically speaking, our protective system
has been instituted, understand their affairs full well; it is
not in their interest to export their agricultural products to
a market which, like ours, is supplied in abundance with
agricultural products, but to a market where those products
are in demand and where they can, consequently, sell them
on better terms and at more remunerative prices. Now,
let me give additional strength to my reasoning by an
example: one knows that since a certain number of years,
smnce we have had easy communication with the United
States, the southern portion of the Province of
Quebee--and I think that that branch of trade
extends to the district of Three Rivers-sonds a
large quantity of hay to the American market.
baring the summer of 1879, after the coming into force ofthe protective Tariff, hay was selling, at least in my part ofthe country, at $8 per ton. In the fall of 1880, hay beganto be sold at 810 per ton, and in the spring of the same
year it was worth as much as $15. Last fall, hay sold at
from $10 to $12, whilst to-day it fetches scarcely $10; iteven sells for $9. Why these changes in the price of the
hay which we export to the United States ? It is becausecorresponding variations have been felt on the AmericanInarket; as fast as prices rose on the Boston market, as fastdid they rise in Canada, and as soon as they fell on the
doston market, they fell in the same proportion on the Cana-dian market; this shows that the price of hay in Canada
Mar etrned by the value of that article on the American
I say of hither we transport i. Well, Mr Speaker, what
Which we a apes to all other agricultural products of

export a lare qan enormous surplus; to barley, of which we
t P toorgesquantity, butwhich ve do not import; to oats,
and e brées, to horned cattle, to sheep, and to cheese
of butterOf which we yearly export millions upon millions

O Poundf.With regard to these products, 1 say that our

market prices are not determined by the local requirements,
but by the value of the products on foreign markets. One
has given farfners to understand that under a protective
tariff it would be easier to sell these products, because the
Tariff gave them the control of the home market, and with
that control, that market would be sufficient to absorb all
their products. I ask what would have been the value of
our products had we not been able to export some on foreign
markets? During 1880,we exported, under the denomination
of animals and their products and agricultural products,
$42,628,546 worth. Let us suppose, Mr. Speaker, that
the immense quantity of products which it bas been noces-
sary to export to realize that enormous sum, had remained
in the country-that we had not had a foreign market
wherein to sell them and to derive some profit therefrom-what
would have been their value if we had had but our own
markets to absorb them? Their value would have been nil,
not even sufficient to reward the farmer for the twentieth,
nay, the fiftieth part of the labor which this production cost
him. Thus, as soon as we establish that to give a greater value
to our agricultural products, of which we have an immense
surplus, we are obliged to dispose of them in foreign mar-
kets, it necessarily and logically follows that the prices at
which they are sold on our own markets is determined by
their value on foreign markets, and not by the demand of
our own markets. Now, if the rise or fall in the value of
our products depend on the prices which these products are
worth in foreign markets. what advantage can the present
Tariff give farmers ? Are we going to pretend that the
present Tariff bas the power of bringing about a rise in the
price of agricultural products on foreign markets ? Assur-
edly not. And if the present Tariff is powerless to bring
about that rise, I say that it is equally pewerless, whatever
ki nd of a Tariff it may be, to give our Canadian farmer any
advantage on the home market. But if the present Tariff
does not secure any advantage to the Canadian farmers, it
bas at least the merit of working in a sense hostile to thoir
interests, and the farmer has the right to say to Protection-
ists: "What do I care for your protection, which has not
done anything for me? What do IL care for your protection,
which can have no effect in raising the price of my pro-
ducts ? What do I care for your protection, which makes
me pay on the woollens and cottous which I and my family
require, a duty of 35 per cent. in excess of their real value?
What do I care for your protection, which makes
me pay on boots and shoes a duty of 25 per cent. in excess
of the real value of those goods? What do I care
for your protection, which makes me pay on the
the agricultural implements that I require for cultivating
my ]and, a duty of 25 to 30 per cent. on each reaper, on each
thresher ?-which makes me pay a duty of 25 to 30 per
cent. on every fork, on every shovel, on every rake, over
and above the actual value of these articles, whilst under
the Tariff of 1878 I paid only 17J per cent. on the same
articles? I am willing, adds the farmer, to pay certain
duties as my share of contribution towards the revenue noces-
sary for the purpose of Administration, but I object to pay
exorbitant taxes which are not necessitated by the exigen-
cies of the public service, and which can but tend to one
result: the rapid enriching of certain men at my expense."
My hon. friend the member for Montreal East (Mr. Coursol),
in his answer to the excellent speech made by my hon.
friend the hon. member for Lotbinière (Mr. Rinfret), in the
course of this debate, addressed to the leaders of the Liberal
party the same reproach which las been cast at them
to-day by the hon. member for Montmagny (Mr. Landry).
He accused them with inconsistency concerning the question
of Protection. I have but one word in answer to the hon.
member for Montreal East, and I will content myself with
repeating to him the English proverb with which he is so
well acquainted: "Those who live in glass houses
should not throw stonesl at their neighbor's." Indeed
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whom do J see sitting before me on the Ministerial
benches ? Most distinguished men, for whom I individually
entertain the greatest respect, but who have thought they
should considerably modify their opinions on that question of
the Tariff. For more than forty years that we have enjoyed
in Canada the advantages of responsible Government, all
parties have been agreed on that question of the Tariff, and
we have maintained a revenue tariff based on the principle
of the English school. Never bas this question of the Tariff
been made the subject of a struggle between the two great
parties who have divided popular favors. It is only four
or five years since that hon. gentlemen on the opposite side
of the House have seen fit to change their opinions and
adopt the protective system which they offered to the
pple as a panacea for the evils they were suffering from.
I ould quote on that subject to the hon. member for Mon-
treal East an authority which he no doubt will not reject-I
refer to that of Sir George E. Cartier, expressed at a ban-
quet which his friends gave him in 1870 or in 1871, and at
which he said:-

" There are those who speak of introducing a protective Tariff. It
would be a mistake ; for a protective Tariff, by having the effect of
diminishing our importations, would have a tendency to diminish our
foreign trade."
Such was the opinion of a man on that question whose memory
is revered by hon. gentlemen opposite. Assuredly they
have good reasons to respect the memory of that man; but
while remaining faithful to his memory it is to be regretted
that they have not also found it right to adhere to the
economical principles of that statesman.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John) moved the adjournment of the
debate.

Motion agreed to; and (at 6 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 20th March, 1882.

The SPEAirm took the Chair at Three o'clock.

FLOATING CORD-WOOD ON RIVER ST. FRANCIS.
Mr. VANASSE moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.

118) to regulate the floating of cord-wood on the navigable
portion of the River St. Francis.

Mr. BLAKE. I should like to ask whether this is the
saine Bill that was introduced last year, the year before
last, and the year before that.

Mr. VANASSE. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I should have thought all the cord-wood

would have been floated down by this time.
Bill introduced and read the first time.

THE STATE OF PUBLIC BUSINESS.
Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I

desire again to draw the attention of hon, gentlemen
opposite to the absence of some important returns.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway returns, as to their
lands, their money and their route, &c., which
are very urgently required, have not been brought
down. Returns as to railway supplies; as to grinding in
bond; the abstract of the land returns; papers connected
with the awards of Mr. Shanly, on the Intercolonial Rail-
way ; papers connected with the disallowance of the
Streams Bill; supplementary papers moved for in connec-
tion with the Boundary Award, and returns in reference to
the Welland contract and the taking over of Mesars. Mur-
ray & Co.'s contract, are all still required.

Mr. BoCuan».

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. So far as returns relating to
matters in my Department are concerned, I have given
instructions that no time should be lost in preparing them.
I wish to say a few words in reference to the statement
made by the hon. member for Lambton a few days ago, that
the returns in reference to the Welland Canal are
not as full as they should be. I communicated
with Mr. Page, the Chief Engineer of Railways and
Canals, who did not, in reporting the amount that
should be paid to the late contractors, act in
the capacity of Chief Engineer of Railways and Canals, but
as independent arbitrator, appointed under Order in Coun.
cil, with the concurrence of both parties. Mr. Page said
that, in his opinion, to give more specific and detailed infor.
mation would be to establish a dangerous and inconvenient
precedent which would not certainly bein the public interest.
When the arbitration took place in this building, the
amount claimed by the contractors was very large, and the
arbitration was a very important one, as hon. gentlemen
will remember. Mr. Page was then appointed sole arbi-
trator as in the present case.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Not sole arbitrator.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am giving Mr. Page's

statement. There were two arbitrators, one for each block,
the eastern and the western. It having been found a
troublesome and expensive process to arrive at an award
in that way, Mr. Page, as I understand, was made
sole arbitrator in reference to this building. At ail events,
that was the statement made to me. At that time, the late
Hon. George Brown was a member of the Governmen t,. and
he advised Mr. Parge in the strongest terms to make this
important award a bulk sum, and not enter into details, as
these, if given, would only furnish so many various points
to which exception could b. taken. The then hon. Minister
of Justice, whom he consulted in that matter, gave him the
same advice ; and from that day to this Mr. Page bas always,
in the varions cases in which he has been appointed sole
arbitrator, given the award in a bulk sum, aftor entering
into the most careful calculation of details to arrive at a
just award. Under these circumstances, Mr. Page said he
did not furnish the details; but, after the most careful con.
sideration, bad arrived at the amount that ought to be paid.
If the hon. gentlemen will look at the papers that accom-
pany this return, which is the specification on which the new
contractors took over the works, they will find that it
embraces a very close detailed statement of all the
materials and everything taken over from the previous con-
ti actor, Hunter, Murray & Co., and a statement in detail of
the property they were obliged to pay-some $11i9,000-for
or be charged with as received on account of their contract.
Before bringing down further details in the matter, I, there.
fore, thought botter to inform hon. gentlemen opposite of
the opinion which Mr. Page had expressed, an opinion i'
which I entirely concur, and to suggest that Mr.
Page would b. glad to place at the dispOsal of
the hon. leader of the Opposition or the hon. member for
Lambton, the fullest information they can possibly desire,
and will wait on them at any time convenient forthat
purpose. If, however, these hon. gentlemen consider the
other course should be adopted, I am willing to lavethe
responsibility on thein of pressing fcr more detailed inforfl'
tion, and will not hesitate to adopt what course may, in
their judgment, be thought necessary.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no doubt Mr. Page bas ccted
in this, as he bas in everything else, in a perfetlY
conscientious desire to serve the public inteest; still, I a
not always able to concur in the conclusions at which le
may arrive, and I feel somo delicacy in accepting be
offer to look at papers which may not bc Opel tte
examined by other hon. members. I will think thei fatter
over, and look at some of the previous cases, and, i nthe
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meantime, put no notice on the paper until I arrive at some

conclusion as to what should be done.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bill was read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 48) respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge
Copany.-(Mr. Arkell.)

The following Bills were considered in Committee,
reported, read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 26) to incorporate the Saskatchewan and Peace
River Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Clements Steamship
Company (Limited).-(Mr. Wade.)

Bill (No. 34) to amend and consolidate, as amended, the
several Acts relating to the British America Assurance Com-
pany.-(Mr. McLennan.)

Bill (No. 52) to incorporate the Planters' Bank of Canada.
-(ir. Gault.)

AMERICAN TELEGRAPH AND CABLE COMPANY.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria), in moving the third reading
of Bill (No. 17) to grant certain powers to the American
Telegraph and Cable Company, said: The Minister of Public
Works, after having considered the measure, had suggested an
amendment, in accordance with which he proposed to refer
the Bill to a Committee of the Whole for the purpose of
striking out certain words.

Mr. BLAKE. What words ?
-Mr. CAMERON. The words relating to the laying of the

cable across the Pacific. At present this Company has power
to lay a cable across the Atlantic or Pacifie. Inasmuch as the
House, last Session, passed a resolution in relation to the
incorporation of a company for the laying of a cable
across the Atlantic and Pacifie, I understand the Minister
of Public Works thinks that this Bill should limit the
powers of the Company to the Atlantic. I therefore move
that the Bill be not now read the third time, but be referred
to a Committee of the Whole, with instructions to amend it
by striking out the words "Pacific Ocean."

Motion agreed to.
Bill amended in Committee and reported.
Mr. CAMERON moved the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. BLAKE. Is this Bill on the same lines as the Bill

we passed, I think, last Session, giving the promoters, I
behieve a British corporation, certain powers?

Mr. CAMERON. It was a French Company. The
powers are, verbatim, the same.

Bill read the third time and pa.ssed.

SUN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Mr. GAJLT moved the third reading of Bill (No. 4)

respecting the Sun Mutual Life Insurance Company ofMontreai.

Mrt WHITE (Cardwell). I move an amendment that
the Bill be not now read the third time, but be referred backa Committee of the Whole, with instructions to add thefOlowing clause:-

SSection 9 of the said Act is hereby amended bystriking out therd "fiyftY and inserting the wordt gtwenty-five."

teSir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gen-an explain the precise effect of this?
Mr. WHITE. On moving this amendment last Monday,

pexPained its object. It is intended simply to enable the
onlpany to have directors in different places on a emaller

quai faton than provided for in the present Bill. The~uires a qualification of $5,000, or the possession of

fifty shares, and my amendment is designed to make the
qualification twenty-five shares instead, in order to give the
company the benefit of the services of gentlemen who would
prefer to qualify on twenty-five shares. The qualification
for the Canada Life is but one share, and I think there are
prominent members who are directors of it on no larger
qualification.

Bill amended in Committee, reported, read the third time
and passed.

NEW YORK AND ONTARIO FURNACE COMPANY.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings) moved the third reading of Bill
(No. 65) respecting the New York and Ontario Furnace
Company.

Mr. BLAKE. I wish to call the attention of hon. gentle
men to this Bill, which seems to me to be rather of an oh-
jectionable character. I presume it bas not been amended in
Committee,but if it has,we have had no information of it. The
Bill recites that the New York and Ontario Furnace Oom-
pany has been "duly incorporated under the General Laws
of the State of New Jersey and of the United States of
America," and it expresses a desire "to mine for and ship
iron ore and manufacture iron in its various
forms, at various places within the Dominion of Canada,
and for such purposes is desirous of having its organization
and corporate powers recognized by the Parliament of
Canada and extended to the Dominion." There is no
information as to the character of this Company,
the nature of its organization, what its corporate
powers are, or who the incorporators are. As a
foreign corporation, I admit it is within our competency to
give it the corporate powers which are within our jtirisdic-
tion, whether they are created by a foreign State or by one
of the Provinces, though I think that is an objeotionable
course unless there is a sufficient reason for it. The foreign
corporation is granted power, and this is its main power-to
acquire real and personal property in any Province. Now,
it seems to me, first of all, that unless there is some over-
ruling clause to the contrary, our legislation ought to be
in the direction of creating ourselves the corporation to
which we give power. We have just had an instance of the
contrary. The Bill which has just been read, without
exception, promoted by the hon. member for North Victoria
(Mr. Cameron), the Cable Company's Bill, was a Bill granting
to a foreign corporation certain powers here. Why was that
unobjectionable ? Because that corporation created by the
foreign Goverument had obtained powers from that Govern-
ment essentially to the carrying on of its enterprise, which
we could not give, and therefore it is impossible, save by
joint action of that description to invest a single corpora-
tion with the whole powers. That is a good reason, from
my point of view, for our incorporating the entity which
we have just recognized with the power of landing its cable
on the shores, with certain other powers which it was
necessary for them to have, and which they could only get
by the joint legislative authority of two Legislatu.res of
independent jurisdiction. But that reasoning does not
apply to this case at all. All that is wanting to be done by
the New York and Ontario Furnace Company can be done
by a corporation composed, if you will, of the same pro-
prietors as the company in this country. They can buy as
they can acquire personal property, they can mine and
carry on business, and there is no difficulty in their com-
pleting the whole of their operations by virtue of a Provin-
cial or Canadian incorporation, as the case may be. That
is the first difficulty I have in acceding to the third reading
of this Bill, that, without a clause which would justify a
course obviously inconvenient, we are simply recognizing a
foreign entity and giving it powers. The next objection is
this; that we are practically, as I am afraid, transcending
our jurisdiction and acting upon the jurisdietios
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of the local bodies. It seems to me that the practical opera-
tion of this Bill is, that this Company or these corporators
desire to own and work some mines in the Province of
Ontario, and they ask us to give them power to acquire real
and personal estate. Now, I say that our only power to do
so is limited to the cases in which that is a necessary inci-
dent of some other power, as, for example, when we create a
railway company, in accordance with our indisputable right
to create certain classes of railway corporations, inas-
much as we know that it is a necessary incident to that
power that a railway company shall have power to expro-
priate and hold lands, and we assume to ourselves the right
to give them that power. But it does seem to me that in
this case the primary object of this Company is to obtain the
right to hold real and personal estate within the Province
of Ontario or some other Provinces, I care not how
many, and to work them. It seems to me we ought
not so to interfere, it might be contrary to the policy of a
particular Province to allow any corporate body to hold
any land in that Province. The question of property and
civil rights is witbin the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Province, save in so far as we are empowered incidentally
to meddle with those subjects. The mere circumstance
that we have something to do in the regulation of trade and
commerce does not give us the power, as a general rule,
simply to incorporate private companies, who are going to
carry on trades. That is a different thing altogether from
the general regulation of trade and commerce, as bas been
demonstrated in some recent decisions. Therefore, it seems
to me the Bill is one deserving the attention of hon. gentle-
men opposite.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). My hon. friend bas just
said he understands that no amendmeit was made ýn
Committee, which is not the case. In the Committee, of
which I have the honor to be Chairman, some material
amendments were made and, if I am not mistaken, an
amendment was made declaring the incorporation of this
body was for the general advantage of the country. If that
be so, that amendment would clearly bring it within the
functions and powers of the Legislature.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. CAMERON. Certainly that would bring it within

the functions of this Parliament, if thit declqration were
made in this Act. Is not the erection of furnaces and the
carrying on of smelting a business of a public character in
that sense within the Act ?

Mr. BLAKE. I think my hon, friend will find that that
applies to public works and undertakings declared to be for
the general advantage of Canada.

Mr. CAMERON. Granted that it does. It has been
arplied to railways and other works purely local in their
character, repeatedly in this Parliamont, whether rightly or
wrongly, I am not going to argue now. I have my own
opinion as to the proper construction of that clause, but it has
undoubtedly so been applied in our past legislation. A discus-
sion upon the point that my hon. friend fromWest Durham
bas just raised occurred in the Private Bills Committee, and
the question as to its involving property and civil rights was
also discussed there at considerable length in reference to
this Bill. It was found, however, that this House had in
former Sessions passed more than one Bill of just this
character, giving to a foreign company and corporation
corporate powers in Canada, without insisting upon their
being orgauized upon the laws of Canada, or their stock-
holders being residents here, and without any of those
securities that the Legislature used to throw around
incorporations of a public body; that we, at any
rate, as a Committee only followed the established
course of legislation in allowing the Bill to .pass.
I mentioned that to show that the matter was discussed and

Mr. BLAX.

considered by the Private Bills Committee, and that we
have only followed the precedent of allowing the Bill to
pass in the shape in which it ultimately passed the Corn.
mittee. The question, however, is a large one, and one
which is well deserving the attention of the House, and I
am glad the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
bas referred to it. Personally, I may say, that I am not at
this moment prepared to accede to the position that we
should give to companies incorporated abroad, for any pur.
pose whatever, a corporate existence here, without know.
i ng their strength and power of carrying on a business whieh,
in regard to companies whose corporate powers originate
in Canada, are so carefully looked af ter in the general Act.
The principle, however, is one which, as I have already
remarked, deserves the careful attention of the House. The
hon. member for East Hastings (Mr. White), who had charge
of the Bill before the Committee, argued that to throw
restrictions in the way of giving corporate powers
to foreign companies would b unnecessarily to
keep out of the country a large amount of foreigu
capital which it would be desirable to have embarked in
Canada. Under the Joint Stock Companies Act, it is noces.
sary, I believe, that a certain number of the directors if not
of the subscribers are required to be British subjects, and he
argued that to compel them to go through the form and
incur the delay, trouble and expense necessary to incorpora-
tion under the Act, would be to deter the influx of vory
desirable capital. He said that in this particular case the
Com pany desired to put up smelting works, and also to carry
on the business of mining and shipping iron ore largely to
the United States, which would involve transportation in
vessels, and in interchange of trade between the countries,
and that, therefore, their incorporation would not be within
the powers of any of the Provinces. He also pointed out that
to refuse them corporate powers would be to retard the
development of our iron industry, and exclude a large
amount of foreign capital which it was very desirable to
get into the country. I believe he stated that the
capital of the Company was $1,225,000, and he in-
stanced the fact that a company was incorporated
the Session before last called the Consolidated Gold Mining
Company to carry on gold mining in his own county, and
that they had received their powers by an Act exactly like
This. That Company has since brought into Canada a large
amount of American capital, and is now carrying on an
extensive business by virLue of the incorporation which it
procured the Session before last. The same powers were
granted last Session, I believe, to an English Company-the
Winslow-Jones Canning Company-which carried on its

operations in the Lower Province. If, however, the House
should now take a retrograde step and declare that it is net
in the interests of Canada to give this kind of incorporation
well and good, but we shail be reversing the course of Our
legislation for some time back.

Mr. BLAKE. I may say that I have looked into the Bill,
and I find that it bas not been amended in Committee as
supposed by the hon. gentleman.

Bill read the third time and passed.,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 46) to
incorporate the Edison Electric Light Company of Canada.
-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS. There was a strong feeling among rMaY
members of the Committee on Miscellaneous Private Bih
that this Bill was uone that more properly fell within oc
jurisdiction than perhaps any other Bill beforO the (o"
mittee this Session. The powers which it asks, thoDao
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of the operations which it is proposed to carry on, prove quently distance is an object. In all ordinary cases
that the Company should have sought an Act of incorpo- provision is made for the laying of mains in the streets
ration from the Local Legislatures and not from this from which mains the houses adjacent will be lighted; bul
Parliament. There is nothing like trade or commerce con- there may be a case where, in order to reach a water power,
nected with the operations of a company organized for this it may be of immense advantage to the Company, instead
purpose. It is practically local in its character; it is for the of traversing somo street or square at a considerable
purpose of carrying on a certain class of business within a distance, to take a direct line from the water power to a
certain locality, and, as this Company must be subjeet to point which is to be the centre of illumination. There
municipal regulations, it should therefore receive its might also be a case in which the electric light, being
powers from Local Legislatures, but if this Bill were passed used on the one side of a building in the centre
the Company might claim to be entirely free and exempt of a block, it might become necessary to reach a
from municipal control. It is proposed to give the Ccmpany corresponding building on another street, it would
certain powers of expropriation and certain easements be of great advantage to have a direct line, instead of
with respect to lands belonging to private parties. Wa passing round a considerable distance. After thorough
cannot impart to a company any powers this discussion in Committee, it was thought proper to give the
Parliament does not possess, and we do not Company such powers as were fairly incidental to their
possess any such power as is proposed to incorporation, or as would enable them to carry out their
be given by this Bill. The British North America Act system successfully. The Committee, after mature con-
defines that the control of property and civil rights is sideration of this point, during Itwo or three sittings,
with the Local Legislatures of the different Provinces; in arrived at the conclusion to leave this one power. It is
so far as this Parliament has any power at all it is not the right of appropriating the land of another or
expressly vested in it for special purposes, and it had no owning acquired lands, but of simply passing their lines and
right to go outside those special purposes as it seems to me affecting this important saving of distance. Ordinarily, it
it will do if it undertakes to incorporate this Company. I was explained to the Committee, the wires would be laid
say nothing about the merits of the enterprise; it may be under ground, and would be laid, with the consent of the
greatly in the public intereet that an organization of this municipal authorities, along the streets, and the illumination
kind should receive an Act of incorporation, but the point I would be imparted to buildings by circuits from these
desire to impress upon the Committee is, that this Parlia- mains. i thnk the House will have no difficulty in coming
ment has no jurisdiction over the subject proposed to be to a conclusion similar to that arrived at by the Com-
dealt with by the Bill, and that the parties should have mittee.
sought incorporation elsewhere and not from the Parlia- ifr BLAK. My bon. friend has confused the two
ment of Canada'... t . topics, the reasonableness ot the provisions contained in thisÙX. COLB3Y. The object to be attamned by the incor- Bill and the quetowhhritsftwehudinrpae
poration of this Company and other cornp ani es of a ike Bil adheqestion wheth-er it is fit we shoaid incorporatecpao erin one t is h ompany heleu and other coup this Company at all. We are dealing, at this morment, notat lacter, is one with which the rouse and the country with the question of the reasonableness of the Light Com-
athiarge will undoubtedly have great sympathy, and one in pany having certain powers of expropriation, but with the
wthe great expenditure of and the consecration of question whether it is fit this Company should be incorpo.
e grean e nt capitalat rated here. My hon. friend has referred as an instance toves Of many eminent men that have taken place for the the case of the telephone companies. Well, there was apurposedOf solving this problem of an economical and great deal of doubt as to the telephone companies, butimproved light. We know the very satisfactory results they stand on a wholly different basis from this. Atwhich have been attained in France, England and the the time we incorporated telephone companies, theanited States, that very rapid progress bas been made, telephone system was also in its infancy; and we know it isad that the problem may be now looked upon a s usceptible, even in its present condition, of development inPrcthesllsolved. Those gentlemen who have devoted the way of very longe circuits. This capability of develop-themselves so entirely te the soeving of this problem b

are vrep sed to t sl of Ca ment is quite inapplicable to the Electric Light Company.
Capita spared to introduce their system mito Canada. My hon. friend acimits this since he says it is of great im-
enterprise in his country are prepared to joi them in the portance to the Company to save a few yards distance.
POWer which i they simply ask from this Parliament the Five-eighths of a mile is their extreme length of circuit.panies which dhbasgranted to telephone and- similar com- The Company is essentially local in character. TheyPanies wbich desired to do business through the Dom- could not even light the whole of Ottawa from the same
loality bad, and net in any speciat Provice, city or centre. It is, therefore, proposed to incorpoate a companylocality. It stands precisely on the same footing in that here which is to do a separate business in each town of therepeet as the tolephone companies, which have Dominion in which it chooses to do business.beenl flready incorporated by this Parliament. With
respect to the power of expropriation there is no such Mr. COLBY. Absolutely the same as the telephonePOer properly so called contained in the Bill. company.There Was in the Bill, as I introduced it, certain powers of Mr. BLAKE. No, because there was great possibility ofepropriation and the question was carefully considered in the extension of the telephone. A telephone system might
PoWer lefte. Those powers were withdrawn. The only possibly be established, for instance, between Montreal andther wireswas a clause by which, under certain conditions, Kingston, and so forth.th iay be placed under ground so as not to interfere
been any houses or property, after full compensation had Mr. COLBY. The possibility cf extension exists here.eai en ose rop . oeto ha The faet did not exist when the telephone company was""Plgiîven te the Preprieters. The objeet cf that was wasroatd
an expet by the gentleman before the Committee who was mnorporated,
cOnductngt 'e pointedO ut the dissimilarity between the Mr. BLAKE. If the hon. gentleman's statement of the
for ordinnagyethodsOf electricity for electric purposes and case be correct, I think the possibility of extension would

Wer res purpose, that there was an immense loss of be a very slight pretext on which to assert our jurisdie-
ft was eulaing frm any increase in the length of the wire. tion. The light can only be sent five-eighths of a mile'a exptlie inhr i~~
WAS en < in the Committee that Mr. Edison himself now, and it cannot be presumed it may be sent so
«f & y 0 able to cover by his system a radius many miles as to make it a Dominion affair."4ftb of a mÛ ifrm -h Mr, @onb..1ltluk w a trwai ~ t awkule to fd 1ote4ac
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things exist, and when they do exist we can deal with them.
My hon. friend puts the matter upon those public grounds
which I think are entirely beside the question. He speaks
of the consecration of their lives, by some eminent indivi-
duals, to such improvements as the production of this light.
No doubt those men will be great benefactors to their kind;
but, so far as I can observe, they are always particularly
watchful to take care, and very properly so, that among the
persons benefitted shall be the inventors themselves. I do
not think it is free light that we are about to get. I believe
that all those enterprises are covered up by patents, and that
we shall be called upon to pay just as much as is thought, on
the whole, to be the most remunerative price to the inventor.
But that is not the question here just now, the question is
not the incorporation of an Electric Light Company, but
whether it should be incorporated; whether a light com-
pany for Ontario and Quebec, should be incorporated under
the authority of the Legislatures of Ontario and Quebec, or
under the authority of the Canadian Parliament, especially
in view of the fact that it is admitted to be absolutely essential
that the Company should expropriate real estate and inter-
fere with the municipal regulations, and deal with those
matters rather jealously kept hitherto within the control of
the local bodies, aye within the control of the local munici-
palities. We are treading upon a dangerous path when we
propose giving a company like the present those large
powers in this Parliament, and interfering in the manner
proposed with what is properly a subject of local legislation.

Mr. COLBY. I think the analogy between the Telephone
Company, which was incorporated and which now prac-
tically exists in Canada, and this Electric Light Company,
is complete. Those who asked for the incorporation of the
telephone company did not ask it on the ground that it
would be a rival of the telegraph. Tho claim was
put on the ground that it would be a local institution, as
one convenient for use in the cities ; and, at present, I am
not aware of any points at considerable distances apart in
Canada connected by telephonic communication.

Mr. BLAKE. There is an efficient telephone between
Toronto and Hamilton.

Mr. COLBY. I was not aware of the fact. But I will
suggest what I think will be obvions to every person who
has any knowledgo ot the methods of electric lighting. The
machinery connocted with electric lighting is difficult and
expensive t o construct. It has to be manufactured under
the superintendence of experts; and I believe I am correct
in stating that, although there are several companies
incorporated in the United States, that they have one
central manufactory for their machinery, available to all the
States. I believe that the machinery for a Canadian
Company could not well be manufactured in the different
Provinces, and that if we would ask for the effective con-
struction of this machinery in the different Provinces, it
would be necessary for the Company to manufacture its own
apparatus and machinery in order to carry on its operations
within each Province; the Company, I say, would be obliged
to have a separate manufactory in each Province, whereas
I think its work can be done much more effectively and
economically by one central institution. The hon. member
for West Durham seems to think, from the tone of his
observations, that it is our duty to watch and embarrass this
Company.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. COLBY. This Bill is proposed in the interest of

cheap lighting-in the public interest, and I think we
should give every facility to those different rival com-
panies to compete among themselves, as well as with gas
companies, in order that the result of that general and firm
competition may give cheap light to the people. I think
thi is an oIýect which abould be encouraged, instead of

Mr. Blàu.

striving to embarrass and trouble such companies, and of
promoting the formation of small companies in the different
Provinces, which should operate in small local areas. We
should give those companies the privileges they ask.-of
extending their operations through the whole Dominion
and doing so in the most economical manner. We should
give them a helping hand, so far as we eau profitably do it.
I think they are only asking at our hands powers that we
have already granted the telephone company, and which
are perfectly proper for us to grant.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). When I stated that the
preamble had been amended in the other Bill before the
House, by inserting the statement that it would work to the
general advantage of Canada, I was mistaken; I find it was
in this Bill the amendment was made. The twowere before
the Committee on the same day, which may have led to my
mistake. That Bill was fully discussed in the Committee
on Private Bills, and the amendment to the effect I have
indicated was introduced deliberately. It was considered
at the time of its discussion in the Committee, that the
introduction of the electric light system was a work to the
general advantage of Canada; that, inasmach as the Com-
pany have to carry on their operations in every Province,
the best system would be the construction of one central
establishment from which operations could be carried on
between two or more of the Provinces. Supposing, as has
been suggested, that the water power of the Chaudière was
used to manufacture the electric light in Quebec and Onta.
rio-a result which, I believe, is within the circle of proba.
bility ; when it is considered that the Act of incorporation
gives the Company power to manufacture the requisite
machinery and carry on the business of selling all over the
Provin2e; when it is also considered that it dealt with the
patents that were to be vested in the Company-that
patent extending over the whole Dominion-the Com-
pany thought in their wisdom that this was a case in

which that declaration was properly put in the preamble
-that the incorporation of this Company was for the
general advantage of Canada. If these words were properly
inserted in the preamble this discussion is now out of
place. If they were properly inserted they would give this
Parliament jurisdiction to deal with this question. I enti'elY
endorse the argument of the hon. member for Stanstead, that
this Bill is within our functions, and I am aware that if the
House does not accede to the proposition now before it-
that when a company comes to this Parliament possessilng
functions so large, and asks for permission to carry on
operations in every Province of the Dominion, we are to
try them and say you cannot obtain your request; You
must go to the eight or nine Provinces of the Dominion
and get an Act passed by the Legislature enabling you to
carry on your business. When a company asks such large
powers-when its objects are good-to carry its work of
connecting two or more Provinces-when it deals with
patents and proposes to sell the articles it manufactures in

every part of the Dominion, for the advantage of the whOle
people, I confess it is a company whose incorporation coneS
within the proper functions of the general Parliamen•
For these reasons, I think that the declaration is properly
inserted, and that the decision of the Private Bills Committee,
arrived at deliberately after full discussion, shoald bc
adopted.

Mr. MILLS. I am not surprised at the argument, ofth@
hon. member for Victoria, that we here eau give th
authority asked for by simply declaring that the subjeot
may be dealt with by us, and is for the general advanae
the people of Canada. If the hon. gentleman iS righever
can exorcise jurisdiction in regard to any matter, bowire
local its character may be. If it will simply relu
for any Act of Parliament that it be peadedit ifor
the goneral advantage of Canada, no oxurt wouJ
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liberty to go behind that declaration and enquire into the
merits of the case.

Mr. CAME RON. Nor could any Court do so.

Mr. MILLS. I do not agree with the hon. gentleman.
It was not intended that we should abuse the powers we

possess by a declaration of that sort. We have to look at
the facts and the nature of the case on all occasions. If the
subject-matter is local in its character, we cannot divest it
of that character and give it a Dominion character simply
by a declaration such as the hon. gentleman proposes
to impart into the preamble of this Bill. We
must exercise the powers we possess of exclusive

jurisdiction, and legislate in such a way as not to
interfere with the powers given to the Local Legislatures.
Local Legislatures have certain powers conferred upon
then. They have powers to create municipalities, to confer
upon a municipal corporation certain legislative and
executive functions-to discharge certain municipal powers;
and the hon. gentleman proposes here to exorcise a power
which might seriously interfere, which might, iu fact, take
away the power that a Local Legislature is authorized to
confer upon a municipality. The hon gentleman might, by
this Bill-because we have the power to legislate upon this
Bil, have given this Company mach more extensive powers
than they possess, ho could give them power to take
property absolutely. We have the power to say that a
company may take the property of private individuals,
or to take the property of a municipal corporation; we
might authorize them even to take the property of a Pro-
vincial Government lying within a particular town or city
where they propose to erect their establishment. Now, here
i one of the powers possessed by municipal cor porations:
for instance, the power to see to the lighting of the city. It
is one of their necessary functions, in order that they may
discharge their municipal dutie, to preserve peace and order,
and properly enforce the law. But the hon. gentleman pro-
poses here to deal with the subject in such a way as, it may
be, seriously to cripple the municipal council of a town or
city from the proper and efficient discharge of their muni
cipal fanctions. It is perfectly clear that if we can incor-
porate this Company we can incorporate a gas company.
Ail that it is necessary for a gas company to do is to
come here and say that they wish for power to
provide the various towns and cities with gas, and that
they propose to carry on their operations in every Province
nf the Dominion. It is true this corporation would be
lecessarily of a local character. Their business in one

Place would be wholly independent of their business* in
amother place, and yet, by the rules laid down by the hon.
fnober for Victoria, we could incorporate a gas company
ford theentire Dominion, we could confer upon them extra-
conrinay powers, and we could, in this way, obtain absolute
intol over the municipalities, throughout the various Pro-

vncs of the Dominion. It i8 clear, to my mid, that the
Constitution never contemplated the exorcise of any such
Piscrs as have just referred to. I decline to enter into adiscyssion Of the merits of a corporation of this sort. They
May h , as I stated before, highly meritorious, much more
dvittagOOus than gas companies, but that is a question

"th Wueichwe have nothing to do. We have to do withthe questhie Of jurisdiction and if the jurisdiction is vested
Imay )ethen the merits or demerits of this Company
this Parliamenty considered in the Legislatures and not in

juSir JOUN A. M&CDONALD. My hon. friend who basJon sPoken has always taken this groundl since 1867, but the
he n.W der of the Opposition bas never taken the position
his n5 oes and I do not know that ho bas before orpressed
for Onti think it would be excoedingly unfortunate

intis sryifwaltered the principle that bas obtained
this louse ever-since 1867, and the constructive powers

of Parliament that have been given by Acts again and
again. Of course I have not them now all in my
recollection ; but if you go over the list of Statutes
of Private Acta passed since 1867, you will find that my
hon. friend, as a general rule, opposed them all in this
House, but Parliament has always overruled his opinion,
strongly and ably though it has been expressed. Acta have
again and again been passed in the same position, and with
the same rights, powers and privileges, as areiclaimed under
this Act. I say it would be exceedingly unfortunate for
any great undertaking or any great invention that any
party desired te introduce, if the inventors of this new
undertaking were obliged to go to every Legislature, te the
seven or eight or twenty-as we may have by-and-bye-
Legiolatures to get power to have several separate corpora-
tions with separate powers, with separate privileges, or dis-
tinct varions privileges under varying conditions and res-
trictions. It would be equivalent te the banishment fron this
country, practically, of any greatimprovement of the nature
of this Bill. I do not think there is the slightest ground
for the point my hon. friend bas contended for. He is,
however, not speaking te the question of whether this
Parliament lias power te incorporate this "Edison Electric
Light Company," but he is reducing his argument and
objection to some of the clauses. He objects te the appro-
priation clause. Well, it may be that when we come te
these clauses-if there are such clauses in the Bill, I bave
not read it-that my hon. friend can raise objections te
them; but the question now is, has this Parliament the
jurisdiction to grant an Act of incorporation te a company
seeking to introduce the "Elison Electric Light" into
every town and city of the Dominion? That is the simple
question. Now, in the first place, the power of incorporating
these companies cannot come within the general phrase of
property and civil rights, and the hon. gentleman, if· he
will look at the 92nd clause of the British North America
Act, will see cloarly that it does not. Because, although the
same clause that gives Provincial Legislatures
the exclusive right te legislate as to pro-
perty and civil rights, gives them especially the power
te grant Acts for the incorporation of companies with pro.
vincial objects, and if that clause was not there it shows
that the Imperial Legislature, by inserting that clause, say
that they could not incorporate companies even for provin-
cial objects under the general powers of legislating as to
property and civil rights. They have only the power te
incorporate companies with provincial objecta. That being
inserted there expressly, it shows that if it had not been se
expressed they could not incorporate a company even for
provincial objects. Then the British North America Act
provides that we can pass all laws for the good government
of the country, except when they are exclusively reserved
for the separate action of the Provincial Legislatures, and
that it must be shown, as an objection te any Act
introduced here, that it comes within some of the
special exceptions which deprive the general Parlia-
ment of this general power of legislation on all
subjects for the good government of the country, that is, for
the material advancement or improvement of the country,
unless it interferes distinctly with that general power, when
it is cut off, severed from this Parliament, and handed over,
exclusively and beyond doubt, te the different Provinces.
Now, if you look te the 92nd clause of the British North
America Act, giving exclusive powers te the Provincial
Legisilatures, it provides that they shall have exclusive
power of legislation as te "local works and undertakings."
Now, I call the attention of the Committee te these
two points-" local works and undertakings." Works
and undertakings are not the sane thing. The work is the
thing t be done; the undertaking is the incorporation of
the Company and the organization of the means te carry out
the work, and the hon. gentleman will see that those two
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dhrases, "local works" andI "local undertakings" hav(
separate meanings, because, looking at the 10th sub-sectioi
of the 92nd clause of the Act, we flnd that whereas the gene
ral language is local works and undertakings, in sub-sectior
C the word "undertaking " is not used, but the wor<
"lwoi-ks " only, and the sub-section only applies to works
the general purview, however, of sub-section 10 applyinî
to both. I will read the first paragraph of sub-section 10o
this clause:

" Lines of steam or other ships, railways, canals, telegraphs, anÈ
other works and undertakings connecting the Province with any othei
or others of the Provinces,-"

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman wil

please wait until I conclude the sentence, so that its con
tinuity may not be interrupted :

" Or extending beyond the limits of the Province."

Now, the undertaking of the Edison Company is not for on<
Province, or for two, but for all. The undertaking whicl
we are authorizing them to commence, and organize, anc
carry out, is to establish works generally for every Provinc<
in the Union.

" Lines of steamships between the Province and any British or foreigr
country.

My hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) argued that, i:
you stretch this clause, you can do anything you like, you
can pass any law, but we must read the language just as il
is expressed:

"Sncb works as, although wholly situate within the Province, are,
before or after their execution, declared by the Parliament of Canada t<
be for the general advantage of Canada, or for the advantage of two oi
more of the Provinces."

This applies to the works, and it is this clause whiclh
supports the argument of my hon. friend from North
Victoria (Mr. Cameron). We will suppose that Mr. Edison,
as an individual, established electric lights in every town
&1- city in every Province of the Dominion; that, after he
had done so, he chose to make an incorporated company,
and come to this Legislature, that company could get an
Act for the construction of these works, declaring them te
be for the general advantage of Canada. If we declared as
a legislative body, if the Legislatnre of the Dominion declares
that any work, no matter how local, or small, or insignifi-
cant, be for "lthe general advantage of Canada," it must
be held that theParliament of Canada will act with conscience,
and will not declare any work to be for "the general advan-
tage of Canada or two or more of the Provinces" if they do
not think so. That declaration once made-any work,
however local its character, so being declared legislatively
by the Parliament of Canada to be "for the general advan-
tage of Canada," it becomes a general Dominion work, just
as the shortest railway connecting Ottawa with Prescott if
declared to be for the general benefit of Canada at once
becomes a Dominion work. The general legislation rests
iere; of necessity it rests here, whether for the purpose of
forming before incorporation and commencing work if the
work is created; the work so built, so organized, is for
the general advantage of Canada. The language cannot be
clearer, and the objeet of this clause, theobject of the Imperial
Parliament in passing the Act was to prevent absurdity and
expense and obstruction to material progress by compelling
every person introducing a great undertaking-offering to
carry out a great undertaking in each other Province for
the general advantage-to go to the several Provincial
Legislatures. They might get power in one, they might be
refused it in another; they might get restricted powers in
one and large powers in another; they might be compelled
to submit to conditions varying and inconsistent in their
nature. All these obstructions were present to theI legis-
lative mind at the time this clause was adopted, and it would

Sir JouN A. MACDONALD.

"Lines of steam or other ships, railways, canals, telegraphs and
other works and undertakings connecting the Province, with anY
other or others of the Provinces, or extending beyond the limits of the
Province."

That is the class of work spoken of; the incorporation Of
eompanies with provincial objects, as the hon. gentleman
himself observed, is dealt with in another clause, the
11th clause. Now, I ain inclined to agreo with the hon.
gentleman that it would be found difficult for any court,
when the work or object was of a character which fairly
comes within the'description of local works and under-
takings, to enter into the question whether the Parliament
of Canada was right or wrong in declaring that the
particular Act was for the general advantage of Canada,;
but I dissent from the view that the word 9"undertakincg
applies to any company. A work to sell ginger pop nth
street, for instance, would not come within clause 10; t
must be a work or undertaking of the class specified in theOx'
ceptions given in this clause, such works as are whollY sithe
ed within a Province, but which are declared to be fo th"
general advantage of Canada and not mere trading compans'
If the words "for the general advantage of Canada " ne
be applied to a trading company under any circumstaaue
we are bound-and all the maore absolutely bound because
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really introduce some of the worst and most inconvenientfea-
tures of the Federal system if we were driven to this necessity
It was for the very purpose of avoiding such obstructions that
this law was so framed. I say again that we have acted
upon that principle. My hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr
Mills) has always objected to it from the beginning, but the
Legislature bas overlooked his objections, and it would be
rather an interesting thing to go over and collate the various
private Acts which have Ibeen passed in this Parliament
since 1867, and see how universally on almost every possible
subject of material progress, the principle contended for by
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas been set
aside, and Parliament has, for the general good of the
country, adopted the principle which is asked for in the
incorporation of this Company.

Mr. BLAKE. There are some things which the hon,
gentleman has said to which I assent, and a good many
others from which I dissent very strongly. I am quite
aware that the hon. gentleman regards the Federal system
as a very inconvenient system.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I do not.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, the hon. gentleman does, and he

pointed out, in the remarks which ho has just made, that by
assenting to the principle contended for by my hon. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), we would be introducing one of
the most inconvenient features of the Federal system, and
we know that the hon. gentleman regards the system as
an inconvenient one-one whose inconveniences are some-
times perfectly appalling. Fortunately, however, as somo
of us think, and unfortunately as some others believe,
we have a Federal system, ard we have to take
the inconveniences as well as the conveniences.
We have to take the good along with the bad. There is
undoubtedly a great advantage in contralized power; the
despot can do many things which cannot be done by the
exercise of free government in a free country, bat while
there may be some slight inconveniences in the division of
power to which the hon. gentleman refers, we believe that
it is botter to put up with these inconveniences for the sake
of the greater gain which subsists between these divisions
of power. I do not think the phrase which the hon. gentle-
man bas quoted has so wide a meaning as ho ascribes to it.
It is a phrase that bas almost a technical signifination in
connection with railway companies, and if you look at the
context of this phrase, you will find that it is dealing with
arrangements for transportation or communication of some
kind or other:
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of the argument of the hon. gentleman, and because our
action is not susceptible of review-to consider whether we
can honestly, and with propriety, apply these words to
any particular case. The hon. gentleman has said that it
would be of great advantage to Canada to have the Edison
light introduced. I doubt it not ; but suppose the Edison
light had not been invented, would it not be of great advan-
tage to Canada to have gas introduced into every city
or town, or to have waterworks ? Could we not honestly
declare these to be of great advantage to Canada in the
sense that the hon. gentleman proposes ? Certainly we
could, and that proves that that is not the sense in which
these words are used in this clause. We have to consider
whether the character of the operations of the Company is
local. The question is: whether the particular Company1
before us is a company which, within the true meaning of
this clause, can be declared for the general advantage of
Canada. It is not enough to say that it would be very
useful for a great many towns or for every town in
the Dominion to have the Edison light introduced, if
the Edison light is to be introduced by separate
arrangements in each town, else whatever was
to be for the advantage of the towns or cities of
Canada would be for the general advantage of Canada,
and so you would practically absorb almost all the local
powers with reference to incorporation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not wish to follow
u) the discussion, for I think the Committee will under-
stand it; but the Statutes of Canada for 1877 have just been
placed in my bands. I do not know whether the hon.E
gentleman was thon Minister of Justice.t

Mr. BLAKE. No ; I think not.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I find that chapter 83 iri

this book is an Act to incorporate the Dominion Grange of
the Patrons of Husbandry of Canada. If there is anything
more local than another, it is the land in the Provinces; and
Yet here is an Act to incorporate an association having for
its object "the improvement of agriculture and horticulture,
the sale and disposal of their productions, and the procuring
of their supplies to the best advantage, the systematizing offtheir work, the discountenancing of a system of credit, the
encouragement of frugality, and the intellectual, social and
fhinancial imprî'ovemlent and welfare of its mernbers in theVarious Provinces of the Dominion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. But what are their powers ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will send the hon.fgentleman the book, and ho will see that they are local in-

ail respects, and that they apply to every Province. I takecit' if there is a local work, it is the printing of the OttawaFree Press or the Ottawa Citizen.
MIr. BLAKE. Yes ; or the Belleville Intelligencer.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Or the Toronto Mail or theThronto Globe;- yet I find in the same book an Act to amend

tr Act to incorporate the Globe Printing Company, thepeamble owhich states: "Whereas, the Globe Printinga
of spany has, by its petition, represented that it is desirous P
Vinestablishing Offices in various places outside of the Pro- i

ce of Ontario." It had a Local Act of incorporation.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITiII But that is cloarly a work for

tho general advantage of Canadat t

Sir JORK •. a
igreat a A. b MACDONALD. As an hon. friend says,there G

o a gr absence of electric light about it. The Act goes onp ibraY o"The said Globe Printing Company may establish w
ranch offices iu the capitals of the several Provinces of t

Doria, an any other cities, towns or places in the t
haps in corelisewhere." There is one fault in this, per-w
does ntcs)aneqUenice of the modesty of the promoter. It b,

g ay that the distribution of this paper is for the a
advantage of the Dominioi, and that may be a t

ground for some of the friends of the Globe saying that this
is unconstitutional. I do not know whether the hon. member
for Bothwell opposed this Act in 1871 on that ground.
Another Act of the same year is to amend the Act respecting
the Canadian Engine and Machinery Company, which was a
Local company before, and wished to extend its business of
making machines to other Provinces. Except for the
crotchets of the hon. member for Bothwell, we never raise
the point; we always held the common sense view that any
undertaking that was to be carried on in more than one
Province should be authorized by a general Act of incor-
poration; and now this point is brought up at the very last
moment.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). If I understand the hon.
member for West Durham, he contends that works of this
kind do not come within the 10th sub-section; that it is not
a work or undertaking, and that those works must be limited
as applying only to works of the class specified in such sub-
section, namely, "lines of steam or other ships, railways,
canals, telegraphs and other works and undertakings." The
hon. gentleman argued that this Company could not be
termed an undertaking. In sub-section C of section 10 the
works and undertakings are declared to be:

" Such works as, although wholly situated within the Province, are
before or after their execution, declared by the Parliament of Canada
to be for the general advantage of Canada, or for the advantage of two
or more of the Provinces."

The question is, thon, simply whether this is a work or not.
If, however, the hon, gentleman is right in arguing that sub-
section 10 does not cover works of this kind, what clause is
there giving jurisdiction over matters of this kind to Local
Legislatures ? It can only be either the 11th clause for the
incorporation of companies with provincial objects, or the
10th clause. What we contend is, that the incorporation of
a company to do business all over the Dominion and carry
on business of this particular kind is not the incorporation
of a company with a municipal, local or provincial object.
If it is not one or the other then the Local Legislatures can
have no jurisdiction. If that were so, then the roserve
power vested in this Parliament was the one to be exercised
for the incorporation of this Company.

Mr. MILLS. I objected to the incorporation at the time,
but the majority of the Committee having previously
sanctioned the incorporation of companies with like power,
a charter should not be refused in similar cases. In this
case the Company cannot be incorporated and exercise its
functions without seriously interfering with the powers
which are conferred upon Local Legislatures, or by them
conferred on municipalities.

Preamble agreed to.
On an amendment moved by Mr. COLBY,
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It was objected that the

exercise of this power by putting up electric light wires
might be accompanied with inconvenience to individuals
and the public, and also to telegraph and telephone com-
panies. The attention of the Government was directed to
t, and f believe the Minister of Public Works consulted the
cientific officer connected with telegraphs and such matters
n his Department, and the telegraph and telephone com-
panies also took an interest in the subject. Finally the
amendment as now proposed met with the approval of
Government, and also of the telegraph and telephone com-
panies. The amendment provides that electric light wires
when carried above ground shall be wholly insulated so as
o be free from any possibility of danger or inconvenience
o any one, and in all cases the wires were to be
worked on a metal circuit. That was insisted on
y the telephone companies more particularly. They
re in the habit of establishing earth-currents, and
ley contended that as the force of the eloctric circuit is
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much greater from the electric light wires than from the
telegraph or telephone wires, if the electric light wires were
placed so as to connect with gas or water pipes, the earth
current would be destroyed by the electric light wires
Those companies also objected to electric light wires being
placed on the same side of the street, on the ground thai
they would have a similar effect.

Mr. BLAKE. We have noticed accounts in the public
journals, of serious accidents that have occurred in connec
tion with these wires. I was, therefore, glad to learn that
danger was to be specially guarded against, but when]I
hear that, notwithstanding the insulation of the wires,
telegraph companies objected to electric light wires being
placed 'on the same side of the street, I doubt whether the
insulation will be an effective remedy.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The officers of the
Edison Company affirm that no danger could arise
from the electric light wires. As a matter of preo
caution, and owing to the doubt which the telephone
oompany more particularly put forth, this clause
was modified. I am told also that in the case of
the Edison light such an extension as that to which my hon.
friend refers could not possibly occur. I am told that in
some modes of using the electric light, danger doos
undoubtedly exist. In the case to which my hon. friend
refers, no doubt it was the Brush light that was used, and in
the case where, on the Marquis of Salisbury's property, a
man was killed by unwisely taking hold of the wire, as the
battery was turned, the wire ran along the garden wall
close to the ground. The Edison Company say that under
their system nothing of the kind could possibly occur, as the
power is produced in a different way.

Mr. BLAKE. It is quite evident we are dealing with a
thing of which we know very little, but if there is no danger
from the wire carried overhead, with the precautions that
are taken, it is still of very practical consequence that there
should not be an extra set of poles on the other side of the
street in order to carry those wires. We know that in the
principal streets of our towns there are poles on one side of
our streets, and, if this amendment be introduced, our streets
will befurther disfigured with poles on the opposite side.

Mr. COLBY. That can only be done with the concurrence
of the municipal authorities.

Mr. BLAKE. The municipalities will be forced to tho
option of either allowing the Company to erect a second set
of poles or-

Mr. COLBY. They may exclude the Company altogether.
Mr. BLAKE. Does not the hon. gentleman see I am

se aking in the interest of the Company and the towns
themeelves? The price the latter witl have to pay for the
electric light will be the permission to erect a second set of
polos on their streets. I think it is unfortunate we should
put in a prohibitory clause of that kind. If the electric
wire can be affixed to the telephone poles, without in the
slightest degree interfering with them, why insert this
clause? Why should our streets be disfigured by a second
set of polos ? I consider the enormous number of telegraph
poles in our towns their greatestidisfigurement. If my
observations on this point meet with no better answer than
they have met with, I shall take another opportunity of
moving against that proposed amendment. I do not exactly
understand what is the meaning of the clause: "Provided
the Company shall not interfere with the public right of
travelling on or using such streeta, highways, bridges,
public places, or navigable waters; and as to such streets -. "

do not understand to what those words: "and as to such|
streets," apply; whether it was the intention of the
draughtsman to provide there should be no interference
with the streets at att, except with the consoet of the

· [r. C*mBoN (YiçtoriaQ.

municipality. If so, I think words could be devised whieh
e would make the meaning clear, for it is not clear now.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Halton). That remark of the hon.
gentleman raises an objection which I did not think it
proper te interpose when we were on the preamble of the
Bill, though 1 do not agree with the views expressed on this
side of the floor with respect to the constitutional right of
the House to deal with this question in the way in which
this Bill proposes to deal with it. But I agree so far, that
it is in the power of this Parliament to incorporate this
Company. We may give it the bare power of incorporation
in the whole Dominion, on the decision of the Privy
Council, in the insurance cases, that this Parliament rmay
incorporate companies for a great many purposes, but
these companies will only have the mere Act of
incorporation, because the Provinces may make laws
that will interfere with their varions forms of
business, since these may involve questions of civil rights
and property in the Provinces. While we may incor-
porate this Company, it does seem to me necessary that we
should oppose any attempt to deprive the municipal author.
ities, or the Local Legislature of any Province, of the power
of making regulations for the protection of the lives and
properties of their citizens. This is done by giving this
Company power to force their way into cities and towns,
despite the municipal authorities, and establish a dangerous
enterprise in their midst, for though we may know little of
the electric light we know that it plays occasionally singu.
lar pranks. I believe this is not a matter that was contem-
plated to come under the powers of this House, but is a mat-
ter of important local interest. I followed the argument of
the hon. gentleman who leads this House, and whose opinion
on matters of this kind I always hear with very great re-
spect; but I do not see that, under the distribution of power
in the Constitution, the Local Legislatures can be deprived of
,he power given them expressly in the 92nd section, because

that is an exclusive power. Whatever power or right they
have is exclusive, and we have no right to interfere with it.
To pass this measure would be to strain very much the
right given to this Parliament to deal with works
that are for the general advantage of Canada. The
lighting by gas and the furnishing of water to cities
and towns, all these things by a similar declaration, can be
seized-the jurisdiction ousted-if the direction of these
matters can be seized by this Parliament under that declar
ation. I do not think that that was the intention of the Con-
stitutional Act. I do not think it is within its spirit, meaning,
or policy. I believe that a very uneasy feeling would be
created in the minds of the Local Legislatures, and
in the minds of the people of the several
Provinces, in respect to the exercise of their
provincial rights, if we undertook to deal with questions of
this kind on such a ground. I make these observation'
with reference te the 5th clause, which appears to be opel'
to the objection urged. It is the power of expropriatioto
of taking property by force, leaving it te arbitratoTht
decide as to the amount that should be paid for it. That
power is given te the Company by tis clause. The
power of going into public streets is also given toho (f
pany by this clause, and, as the learned and hon. gontle
man opposite pointed out, the words of the restriction e
insensible, and have not a grammatical connection. In a see
to me to be an evasion-that some clever driaughtsmalv oh
framed this clause for the purpose of ap ring tot g this
the municipalities some power or riglt to contreof
matter. But I think he has succeeded in depriviashtos
this power. The language must be amended s8 OtO
clearly what the restriction means.

House resumed.

It being Six o'olook the Speaker loft the Chain
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After Recess.

Hlouse again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
46) to incorporate the Edison Electrie Light Company of
Canada.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am sorry my hon.
friend from Halton (Mr. McDougall), who was speaking at
six o'clock is not yet present. I will, however, call the
attention of the hon. member for West Durham to the fact of
some previous legislation of this Parliament, in reply to the
contention that we cannot incorporate any gas or water
companies. I find this Parliament bas habitually incor-
porated suzh companies, and on the ground that the com-
mon sense meaning of our Constitutional Act was this: that
when any company desired powers to enter upon any under.
taking in more than one Province, or in all the Provinces,
it must come to the Central Government; if the undertaking
was to be confined within only one Province, the company
has to go to the Local Government. In 1876, there was an
Act passed to incorporate the Canadian Gas Lighting Com-
pany, the 39th Victoria, providing as follows:-

"1, The said petitieners and all such other persons as shall be share-
holders in the Corporation hereby created, shall be, and they are hereby
made a body corporate and politic, by the namne of the 'Canadian Gas
Lighting Oompany,' and shaIl have th power to work the said inven-
tions and processes, and also the patent known as Rigby's Excelsior
Patent for the manufacture and sale of illuminating gas, and the appar-
atus to produce the same in any part of the Dominion of Canada, and
may hold, use or dis ose of the sae for the benefit of the business of

the sai Compay. Morover, he saidon pakn y a a cqieashl

byparchase or otherise imoveable prper t, or the e ntand
convenient carrying on and development of t ge business of the said
Company, and may sell or otherwise dispose of the saue, and in place
thereof acquire other imamoveable property for the sarne purpose."

That Company came to this Legislature in 1876, asking
power to form a gas company in this city, Ottawa, and in
this Province of Ontario. That is exactly the case with
which, according to my hon. friend from West Durham,
this Parliament could not deal. And the very next Billt
passed is an Act to amend the Act incorporating the Ottawa
Gas Company, and which was brougt to this Parliament,
not for the purposeof setting up a gas company, to do
business in ail ihe Provinces, but in only two of them,
Ottawa and places across the river, including ilull, whcha
are in Quebc. With this object the Company came to this 
Parliament and got an Act, giving them full powers to
expropriate property, and do all other acts prformed by

tch compaes, although thy were operating in only two
rvinces•
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is it declared in that Act that o

the work is for the benefit of Canadaca

.Sir JOHN A. MACiDONALD. No ; no such intention
1 declared in either Bill. But in the first Bil it wast
declared by the promotors that they desired to have power to
nmanufacture and slou illuminating gas, and introduce any
apparatus required in their business in any Province of the
Snion; and the next Bil providea for the conveyance c
the gas made in Ottwa to the city of Huit, and the

ilages of New Edinburgh and Rochesterville. In both s
disar8 ths was legisation which comres under the special t
dispprobation of the hon. miember for IBothwell. I do not t
but Ithker my hon. friend was Minister of Justice then, p
bot PaIl.hink had neglected a part of bis duty as a member
vfllaeiamOnt efi not puhliang up the Legislatur. a

MiOr -BLAKE. I was Minister of Justice thon and the a

dOwinn g year, to which the hon. gentleman alluded before Pdinner but I never thought it was the duty of the Minister a
Bil) J sce to be personally responsible for all the Private o

a gisation. While I occupied that office, my attention a
able io h IengrOssed with the public legislation to be,,d very qlolJy to th, private leitlo , I C

think the right hon. gentleman is mistaken in saying there
has been such a large number of Acta of this character
passed since 1867, though, I admit, that there have been
several. As to the Bill of the Ottawa Gas Company, I
have some recollection of it, but I have no recollection of
the other. There was some discussion on that subject, and
I think that the view in which that Act was passed was, as
the hon. gentleman said, that the corporation supplying
the gas was to extend its work across the river into the
other Province. I argued that gas works, in the ordinary
sense of the term, were local works, and that they were
not properly called to the general advantage of Canada,
because they were to the advantage of every town.
I still think so, though I am not aware that that Company
did any business. Of the time from 1876 to 1882,
except in the case of a railway Act or two, I do
not recollect a declaration having been inserted that the
Act was for the general advantage of Canada. We have
always assumed till now that they were so, because when
Parliament chose to exercise this power in respect to the
incorporation of companies, not for the construction of
works, as I called them, such as railways, canals and tele-
graphs, but trading companies of this kind, they did it
under what is called the reserved power, they did it in the
view that it was for the incorporation of a company with
more than provincial objects, and therefore, a company
which we had the power to incorporate. I still think this
Parliament has power to incorporate companies for pur-
poses beyond provincial objects, and the question in this
case is, whether it is fairly to be said that the objects of this
Company are provincial and local objecta, to b accomplished,
therefore, by the Provincial Legislatures, or for the general
advantage of Canada. llowever, I supposed we had passed
that stage of the discussion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON4LD. My hon. friend brought
it up in his remarks.

Mr. BLAKE. I think we are now engaged on the
meaning of the clause. Both the hon. member for Halton,
(Mr. McDougall,) and myself felt a little concerned to know
what the able draughtsman meant by these words: "And
as to sncb streets."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think my bon. friend
will admit that the Edison Electrie Light is as much a
general light as the Ottawa Gas Company light, and may
be as much for the general advantage.

Mr. CAMERON. I confess on reading that clause I do
not see the grammatical or other difficulty in the way of
understanding what is meant. I think it defines the power
of the Company as to using the public streets for such pur-
poses only as may be approved by the municipality. And
' as to such streets," it means any of thobe streets men.
ioned in the previous part of the clause, that the Company
hall only use them by the previous consent of the munici-
ality.
Mr. COLBY. I think if my hon. friend would read that

lause as a parenthetical clause, it would meet the difficulty
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The grammatical con-

truction is plain enough. There is a proviso: "provided
he Company shall not interfere with the public right of
ravelling on or using such streets, highways, bridges,
public places or navigable waters," that is plain enough;
and as to such streets only," that is, shall interfere "only

nd upon, and subject to such agreements in respect thereof
s shall be made between the Company and such munici-
alities respectively;" so that the Company cannotinterfere
t all with the use of the streets by the public, and can
nly interfere under agreement made between the Company
nd the municipality.
Mr. BLAKE. The proviso is doubled up; "provided the

lompmy shal notinterfere with," &, t. repated.
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Mr. CAMERON. I have no objection to my hon. friend

suggesting any amendmenL that there shall be no use ofthe
streets, except by the consent of the municipality.
:Mr. BLAKE. I would propose to insert : "and shall
only interfere" instead of " and as to such streets, high-
ways and public places, with the consent of the munici-
pality, and upon and subject to such agreement."
I observe, in to-day's Montreal Herald, a statement
on the subject of companies of this description which is
interesting with reference to this clause. it says:

" There are thirty bills now before the British Parliament for the con-
ferring of franchises on electric light companies. It is held that this is a
very suitable occasion for overhauling the whole question, and a move
is made for a Special Commission charged with that business. The bills,
almost without exception, provide for over-head lines, and the attach-
ment of lines to buildings. To both of these experts most strongly
object on the score of safety to property and life."

I make that observation, because Inotice that both here and
in the proposed amendment at the close of the clause there
is an obvious intention to carry the electricity not merely
under ground but over head at the option of the company.

Mr. COLBY. Only on the streets.
Mr. BLAKE. Well I don't know that the streets are the

least frequented part of a town, and if there is any danger
in carrying the wires over head it will be on the streets.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It would bother the
birds only, though.

Mr. BLAKE. We had a discussion on this subject when
the Telephone Bill was before Parliament, and considerable
objection was made to carrying these wires above ground.
It was alleged, at that time that it was impossible to carry
the wires below ground because it was really impracticable,
so to insulate them, that the work could be carried on
owing to the earth-currents. In that view the Committee
rather reluctantly agreed to permit them to be carried
above ground at that time, but they inserted an express
provision which should come in force, in case
an invention should be made by which the wires
could be carried under ground without interfering with
the efficiency of the service. There seems to be
added reasons why such a provision should be made in
the present case, unless there~are reasons with which we are
at present unacquainted, for carrying the electricity over-
head. If such reasons exist, we must face the difficulty, but
if it is possible to carry the wires under ground, I think
that, perhaps, on the ground of security, and cer-
tainly for other reasons, it would be desirable
that they should be so carried. There is no
doubt that the existence of telephone wires at a high level
over head, on the poles and over the roofs of the houses, bas
been a subject of difficulty in cases of fire. There bas been
more than one instance of firemen stumbling onthese wires,
and falling down, and there are also difficulties in using the
ladders when these wires are present. There is also the
question of unsightliness, to which I have referred, and if
there is no incumbent reason why the wires should be
carried under ground, I think it would be better that they
should be so carried.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Of course there is this diffi-
culty, that the carrying of the wires under ground is neces-
sarily infinitely more expensive than above ground, and it
is very possible that, to enforce carrying the wires under
ground in every case, would result in making the introduc-
tion of the electrie light system so expensive that it would
defeat the object which I suppose we have in view, viz., to
encourage a cheaper and better system of lighting than at
present. I understand that, as a matter of practice, the Edi-
son Company prefer carrying the wires under ground wher-
ever it is possible to do so; that is, in cases where the distance
is not so great or the circumstances such that the cost would
1W prohibitory if not ruinoqs if they were put undWr ground.

Mr. .1Ba,

They are, however, unwilling to be tied down by an abso.
lute provision compelling them to carry the wires over.
ground. There is this point, however, to be remembered,
that they can only carry them over-head with the permis.
sion of the municipality, and I think we may safely trust
municipal councils of the different cities and towns to compel
the company to carry the wires under ground when it is not
unreasonable to ask them to do so. J think, therefore,
the Bill should remain as it is.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Would it not be well to have
an amendment referring the telephone and telegraph wires
to the civic authorities as well.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). That clause was put in at
the instigation of the Bell Telephone Company. I thought
it unnecessary, and pointed out that the municipalities would
afford them sufficient protection in this respect, but they
asked for the clause, and we had no objection to it.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it is very important that we
should not, unnecessarily, multiply the number of poles we
have at present, a number of poles on one side of every
principal street, and we are absolutely making it necessary
that there should be another set on the other side of the
street I do not see why we should make such a provision.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Suppose it turns out that
there is no danger, why should we restrict the powers of the
Company because there is a difference of opinion now? It
seems to me that it is tying the hands of the Company unne-
cessarily, and that it is an unjustifiable interference with
the powers of the civic authorities unless there is an abso-
lute necessity for it.

Mr. COLBY. On the subject of danger I have in my
hand the report, in a recent Boston newspaper, of a meeting,
in which this whole matter of the electric light was brought
before the municipal authorities of Boston. The electric
light companies were proposing to illuminate the city at
the same price as the gas companies were charging and to
give three times the volume of light. In that discussion
this question of danger came up, and Professor Burnstein
stated that the only cases of accident were where the ground
circuit was made use of, but if the metallic circuit was used
there was no danger whatever. The metallic circuit is pro-
vided for in this Bil, and it is not intended to use the ground
circuit.

Mr. MILLS. I would like to call the attention of the
First Minister to the provisions of this section. It says that
the municipalities shall have jurisdiction, subject to the
by-laws passed by the Council in pursuance thereof. The
hon, gentleman, I suppose, intends to give municipalities
power to legislate on this subject, and indicates the way in
which they shall exercise it.

Mr. CASIERON (Victoria). We give powers every day,
conditional upon the municipalities giving consent; we have
perfect authority to do that.

Mr. MILLS. This section does more than that. It pr?
vides how the municipalities shall exercise their powers, 1f'
order that such exercise of their powers may be valid.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I think we have su1 5f
cient power to compel parties appointed under Proviflcia
Acts to perform duties given to them by the Dominion
Statutes; 1 think we have power under an Act passed bythe
Government of which the hon. gentleman was a member,
in clause 35.

Mr. BLAKE. I appeal to the hon. the Minister of the
Interior, toknow whether, with his newview as tologislat'does
he proposes to allow this clause to stand, which provider
that meters and fittings shall not be liable to be seized for
rent.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). That clause is copied Ver.
batim from the Gas Coinpany Alt,
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Mr. BLAKE. I quite allow that all old Acts are gospel;

that there is no necessity for remodelling them.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The hon. gentleman is
responsible for,-so many of them that he should believe in
them. I have no objection, however, to the clause being
struck out, without this course being taken as a precedent.

Bill amended and ordered to be reported.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier) moved the second
reading of Bill (No. 99) to enlarge and extend the powers
of the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think that this Bill ought to be
read the second time. It seems to me to be a very extra-
ordinary measure of legislation. The Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadien was a Quebec corporation, incorporated by the
Legislature of that Province, and given a certain exceptional
and peculiar powers and privileges, a monopoly in a certain
limited sense, and certain other powers. Those privileges
and powers were given to it because it was going to lend
money to the good people ofthat Province at 6 per cent. or
less, indeed 5 per cent. was the general promise and
expectation; and the operations of a company so beneficent
it was natural to expect would be eagerly looked for there
and elsewhere throughout Canada. And as a consequence a
Bill to extend the powers of the Credit Foncier Franco.
Canadien to ail the Provinces of this Dominion, and to
give the good people ail over Canada money at 5
per cent., or at least less than 6 per cent., was introduced
into the House, and pleaded for eagerly and with great
pleasure by those who held that it would b9 a success.
The mensure came to the Banking and Commerce Commit.
tee, along with another measure to create a Dominion Cor-
poration, with the same beneficent object, and subject to
the same restrictions. Some of us thought that some of
the powers which that Corporation was obtaining were
peculiar and exceptional, and that it was an objectionable
procedure to extend the powers of a provincial corporation
in the manner proposed by the Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadien. Some of us held the opinion-which, I believe,
the hon. leader of the House has himself expressed this
very Session--that if a provincial corporation desires to
have powers over the Dominion, and comes here with that
object, it should come for the purpose of being ro-incorpo-
rated here, within our own jurisdiction, and in order to
obtain ail its powers from us. We objected to that mode
Of extending the powers of a provincial corporation. We
objected to some of the exceptional and peculiar privileges
asked for, but our objection was overborne. It was no use
talking-.no use saying a word against the Bill-because
this Corporation was going to lend money by this Bill at
hes than 6 per cent.; and my hon. friend from Hastings (Mr.hite) and many other hon. members, desiring there shouldbe legislation to reduce the rate of interest sustained the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard), who protested1that it was bis patriotie desire and determination that the
Company should not take more than 6 per cent. for theirMoney. in fact, they were so generous that they would1
eore- to take more-they would insist more certainly on1

ei ing less than 6 per cent.-but at any rate not more,fIluding commission charges, fees, taxes and other claims1
froin the borrower--would be received by this patriotic,iSelfsaeificing, and self-denying corporation; and so, with a1
and t d a rush beth Bils were carried through CommitteeE
te Ioutse. Having obtained from the Local Legisla-.ture exceptional privileges, a monopoly as regards France,'

-av fon Iths Dominion Legislature, exceptional privileges1
ture t1g obtamned those advantages in the Local Legisla-i
spoken of ieasao, and the rights and privileges have11oe f n this Central Legiglature one year _ago, upon the 1
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assurance and understanding that it was going to lend
money at not more than .6 per cent., this Corporation comes
here nowjust one little year after, and says: "We have got
the privileges we wanted. Will you now be good enough
to remove the restrictions ? " I do not think we ought to
remove the restrictions without removing the privileges too.

Mr. GIROUARD. Perfectly right.
Mr. BLAKE. It does seem to be an extraordinary

thing that a corporation should come here and ask to be
incorporated on specific grounds. They put in a claim to the
favorable consideration of the Legislature that they were
going to do what no other company would do, lend money
at 6 per cent. and be bound not to collect more. The next
Session of Parliament they come lere and say they want
the restriction removed. That is the first object of the Bill.
The second is likened to it. They ask certain powers te
borrow money. These powers were extravagant in the
view of the Committee, and in the view of the hon. the Min-
ister of Finance. He himself, after several days considera-
tion, brought down a claim which he was prepared to assent
to, a claim which went beyond the provisions which had
been heretofore accorded to other corporations. But it was
necessary to give exceptionally favorable considerations to
a company that was benevolent enough to lend money at
6 per cent. Therefore this Company now come and say :
" You will be pleased, first of all, in the first clause, to remove
that restriction which obliges us to take 6 per cent. or less;
secondly, you wiIl be pleased to grant us Larger borrowing
power than last Session." It does seem to me that this Com-
pany either came to us under false pretences last year, or is
coming to us under pretences that cannot be maintained
this year.

Mr. BOURASSA (in French). Mr. Speaker, ever since
the time I had the honor of sitting in the old Legis-
lative Assembly, my opinions and actions have ever
been the same in tending to repress usury and to de-
termine the rate of interest. It is at least twenty-five
or twenty-six years since I introduced the first measure
to that effect, and I succeeded in getting it twice passed
in our old Canadian Parliament, but the Upper House
of that time rejected it. Every one knows the disasters
brought about by this unrestricted money trade; a part of our
farmers have been ruined by the system of usury; another
part has gone to the United States, and the others merely
exist and remain poor. Already bas a large number of our
finest farms passed into the hands of capitalists under this sys-
tem of usury; and if we encourage usury, we shall, in the next
twenty years, see all the lands of our farmers pass into the
hands of capitalists. They will find themselves compelled,
as one sees in Europe, to hold their farms under lease, which
they will transmit to their children at their death, and at
ruinous conditions, as it is done to-day in Ireland. For that
reason, Mr. Speaker, do I hope that the members of rural
districts, who are, like myself, witnesses of the disasters
caused by usury, wili do their utmost to repress them. I
propose that this Bill be not now read the second time, but
this day six months.

Mr. GIROUARD. The statement of the hon. leader of
the Opposition does not cover the whole case. It is true
that in 1880 the Credit Foncier was incorporated by the
Quebec Legislature, with certain extraordinary privileges,
but the hon. gentleman has not referTed to those privileges
in particular. The only privileges which theCredit Foncier
Franco-Canadien enjoys exclusively is that of having repre-
sentation in Paris. That is the only privilege. No other
company, either foreigu or domestic, is prevented from
carrying on business and lending money on real estate in
the Province of Quebec. The hon. gentleman has said that,
if we ask to-day to have the limitation removed, we should
have no exclusive privileges. We have no objection, in the
least, te abandon that privilege of having representatio in
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France, to the exclusion of all other corporations. In my
own estimation, I never attached much value to that con-
cession, and I am authorized by the'directors of the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien to abandon that privilege,
if necessary. What has the Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadien done for the country ? I was greatly
surprised by the remarks of the hon. member for St. John
(Mr. Bourassa), who is so strongly against usury, and yet
has moved the six months' hoist to this Bill. As a matter
of course, this Company bas reduced the rate of interest to
6 per cent. There is hardly a money lender in the conntry
who las been able to lend money on real estate within the
past year except at 6 per cent. The original subscribers of
the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien have subscribed and
payed in the sum of $1,250,000. That sum of money has
been lent in the country for terms varying from ten to fifty
years at 6 per cent. interest, and not less. We never in-
tended, as the hon. leader of the Opposition has said, to lend
money at less than 6 per cent. When the Credit Foncier
was established, money was worth 4j and 5 per cent. on the
Paris market, and consequently its promoters intended to
loan money at 6 per cent., getting 5 per cent. for the
shareholders and 1 per cent. for the cost of admin-
istration. Has the Credit Foncier kept good faith
with the country? The hon. gentleman who moved
the six months' hoist ought to know. Many of his own elec-
tors have borrowed money from this institution, for terms
varying from ten to forty years, at 6 per cent. per annum.
He now repays that service by trying to killthis institution.
The Company wants to get power to follow the fluctuations
of the European market. Money which has been lent in
this country is not money raised in this country, but is
r.ised in the Paw-is market. and how can you expect, un'ier
the fluctuitions of the Paris bourse during the past two or
three months, to loan money here at 6 per cent., when it is
worth, at least, 6 per cent. in Eurcpe ? When we ask for
the removal of that restriction obliging us to lend
money for not more than 6 per cent., we do not
ask it with a view of extracting a rate of interest
of 8, 9 or 10 per cent.; we want only to be in a
position to follow the fluctuations of the Paris
market. When money is worth, in Paris, 6 or 7
per cent., we have only 1 per cent. margin for cost of
administration. We will lend money at 6 per cent. as long
as we can get it in Europe at 5 per cent., but if we cannot
get it at 5 per cent., permit us tQ lend, at least, at 7 per
cent. I am surprised that, an institution which has already
done so much good to the country, having loaned
$1,250,000, which sum was not raised by means of bonds, or
by the subscribers or shareholders putting money into this
Company and getting for it 6 per cent. for ten or fifteen
years, but for thirty, forty or fifty years. I do not believe
the hon. member for St. John's has really considered the
whole question, because, if he had, he would see that the
usury of whieh he complains so loudly, and with reason,
will be practiced more than ever if this Credit Foncier is to
disappear. But he need not be afraid. The present amend-
ment is asked in good faith, and I believe it will be granted.
As I said before, that privilege which lias been granted by
the Quebec Legislaturo to the Credit Foncier of having
representation in France, we are willing to abandon, and we
stand here on an equality with all loan companies. They
have unlimited power to loan upon any rate which may be
agreed upon. I had occasion to-day to examine the Act of
incorporation of the M-mtreal Building and Investmaent
Association, or the Company incorporated in 1874 by this Bill,
and not only were more powers granted to it than were
granted to the Credit Foncier, but the power of lending at
any rate agreed upon between the borrower and the lender;
and during the present Session a wcll known loan company
of Canada have asked the very powers which we ask by this
Bill, but we did not hear the hon. member for Iberville

Mr. Giaotynn (Jacques Cartier).

(Mr. Béchard), and the hon. member for St. John, Que.,
(Mr. Bourassa),propose the six months hoist. Ioait because the
Credit Foncier has had the effect of calling in usury in
this country that these hon. gentlemen did not speak out on
that occasion ? I hope the amendment will be negatived.

Mr. McCUAIG. After the discussions which have taken
place on this subject, I think Parliament and the country
have come to the conclusion that the farming lands of this
country are unable to pay more than 6 per cent., and that
this Parliament would be doing wrong if we allowed any
modification of the charter of this Company which would
enable them to charge more than 6 per cent. I notice that
the first clause of the Bill reads as follows:-

Section 8 of the Act, cited in the preamble, is hereby amended
by striking out the words, ''not exceeding 6 per centum per annum"
in the second and third lines thereof, and substituting therefor the word,
''that may be lawfully taken by individuals," and by striking out at the
end of the said section the words 'but in such case such percentage or
commission and the interest together must not exceed 6 per centum per
annum on the principal loaned."

By passing such a provision we would simply be giving
powers similar to those which have enabled the loan
societies of Upper Canada to charge the farmers rates
varying from 6 to 16 and even 18 per cent. interest. I
bolieve that the sooner the farmer who is obliged to pay
even 8 per cent. interest sells out the better, and I think
every farmer in the House and out of it will agree with me.
I quite agree that this institution is one which has conferred
great benefits on the farmers of Lower Canada by relieving
many of them who were paying on mortgages 8 to 10 per
cent. and even higher rates of interest, and enabling them
to get their money at a reasonable rate; but at the same
tim3 my acknowledgement of this benefit will not justify
rue i n legalizi ng a rate ot interest higlier than I bolieve sihould
be charged on any real estate security by any corporation.

Mr.FISET (in French). Mr. Speaker, as the seconder of the
amendment which is before the House, I will add a few words
to what has already been said. I was surprised to hear the
hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) blame the
hon. member for St. John (Mr. Bourassa) because several
of his electors had been very glad to borrow money from
the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien. As a matter of fact,
they did borrow from the Credit Foncier, but at 6 per
cent., and it is to protect those same electors and those who
shouid find thenselves under the necessity of borrowing, that
my hon friend is desirous that that Company should not
have the right to lend money at a higher rate than 6 per
cent. Another remark made by the hon. promoter of the
Bill surprised me. He pretends that this Bill will prevent
usury. I must confess that I cannot on that point grasP
the hon. member's idea. He wishes to diminish usury and
at the same time he is endeavoring to obtain that the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien, which, according to its charter,
may only lend at 6 per cent., the privilege of lending
money at any rate whatsoever. This is, in my opinion, a
singular fashion of stopping the evils of usury. As my hon.
f riend has observed, he as been for more than twenty.five
years the promoter of a Bill tending to repress usury, and
he was formerly supported by the hon. the Minister of
Public Works, who, doubt not, will support the amend-
ment of the hon. member for St. John. The Hon. Sandfield
Macdonald, in 1864, during the debate on Confedera
tion, made a memorable speech against usury, and
he pointed out at the time, to the House and totà9
country, the interest which my lon. friend the member for
St. John (Mr. Bourassa) had shown since 1858, in dimilish
ing the rate of interest. Can we, to-day, give to so important
a company the right of lending money at an rate whan
ever ? Assuredly not. You know, as well I do, that w
the Credit Foncier was established in the Province of
Quebec political capital was made out of it, and thif;setief
was the all important one at the last eleotionB.
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told to look at the advantages we were to derive from the

Chapleau Government establishing the Credit Foncier, and
when we replied that we were granting it a fifty years' privi-
lege, what wias the answer we got? We were told that it1
was true that the Company had a fifty years' privilege, but
that, on the other hand, the rate of interest had been
limited to 6 per cent. Well, wbat are we seeking to do to day?
We are seeking to give the company an unlimîted privilego;
and if steps are taken to obtain it in the Federal lHouse, it is
because we know that a Bill is shortly to be introduced in
the Local House allowing the Company to raise the rate of
interest, which is not to remain at 6 per cent., but the right
is to be given to raise it to 8 and perhaps 10 per cent. We
know this, and we wish that the first step should be
taken in the Federal House, because we know very wel.
that in the Local House, besides obtaining the privilege off
lending at 8 or 10 per cent., the Company will preserve the
privilege of fifty years, and that if the present step sue-
ceded, it would greatly strengthen the vote to be given in
the Local House, and no other Company would, during that
period, have the right to establish itself in the Province of
Quebec. I think, therefore, that in the interest of the agri-
cultural class we should support the amendment of my hon.
friend the member for St. John.

Mr. WHITE (iastings). I bolieve that every man who
has had to borrow money, not merely in Quebec, but in
other parts of the Dominion, will acknowledge the
benefit that bas been conferred on the whole of Canada by
thesc gentlemen from France, who brought money to this
country and loned it at 6 per cent. They have been bene-
factors, not only to the Province of Quebec, but of Ontario
and of the whole of the Dominion, and they have done more
good to money borrowers than aiy other institution of the
kind; but, at the same time, if we should now give them the
further power which they ask, we would simply be jeopard-
izing every man who has borrowed money from the Com.
pany. They will simply endeavor to compel every man who
may have fallen behind in his payments to pay the higber rate
by threatening legal cbarges-and everybody knows who
has to employ the lawyers of this country that they are
rather an expensive luxury-they will get him to agree to
give them a new mortgage sooner than be sold out by the
sheriff. I think, therefore, that we are bound to keep
f'aith wilh the men who have borrowed money frorn them
fur 10, 20, 30 or 40 years, and that we should let the origi-
nal PIl remain as it is. The bon. member for Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard) bas introduced a very short and a
very sweet Bill for the Company, but a very sour one for the
borrower, and I think that we should not permit the Com-
pany, because they are a powertul and wealthy Corporation
to have their interests advanced at the expense of the bor-1
rower, who borrowed bis money at a lower rate than they
weuld now charge should the proposed amendments be

oillwed. The elleet of the operations of this Company bas
teen to reduce the rate A interest all over Canada; as beforet1ey were incorporated itwas not uncommon for 7 and 8 and
10 and 12 and even as high as 15 per cent. to be charged.There is no trouble in borrowing money in any part of the
Province of Ontario to-day at 7 or even 6 per cent.,

conts te the Credit Foncier, and I hope that Company wiil
The inue te succeed and to benofit the people of this country.

ent. heugentleman says that they only want to get 1 per
but thisBi what they can borrow money for mu France;
to thei bI ldieet say so. This flouse has given its bond
wino brrower and para sat6fied that the present mensuretil netbeallowed te pass Vhe flouse.

p ir.CASGRAIN. This Bill purports to amend the lawPaltd by this Legislature, but the true effect of the Bill istv iter the law establishing the Credit Foncier in the Pro.
n [c cf Quebec where it has had the right to lend money

ton that tIhe total amount of interest should net

exceed 6 per cent. I maintain that eaven if the Bill
passes this House, it will not he worth the -paper it is
written upon, because notice is given that the same appli-

i cation is to be made to the Legislature of Quebec.
Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). No; it is not the

same thing,.
Mr. CASGRAIN. We have no right in this Parliament

to transgress the condition imposed on the Crelit Foncier
Company by the Legislature of Quebec, and to say that
that Company shallb e allowed to lend money in the Pro-
vince of Quebec at more than 6 por cent. Tho courts
would not recognize such an act of ours. Clause seven
of the Bill passed last Session provides that in all
cases the commission and interost shall not togother exceed
6 per cent. But apart from the constitutional question,
what is the reason alleged by the hon. gentleman for the
Company's desire to raise the rate of interest? Hie says
that because it is raisod in France, therefore it mnst be
raised here When the Credit Foncier Company and other
companies were created on the Paris market, there was an
amount of corruption that was not perceived at the timo;
but the crash came, and then the monoy rose, and the
Credit Foncier was affected like ail others. Nobody forgots
that the promoters of this Company did not undertake it for
nothing, or that during the elections in the Province of
Quebec we were told it was to be one of the greatest
blessings which had ever happened to the Province. Suppose
the rate of interest increases again in Paris 1 or 2 per
cent., the Company will want to increase the rate here still
more. The Bill does not limit the rate to 1 per cent.
over the rate at which it borrows. For the two reasons I
have given I will not support this Bill, and I think the hon.
Minister of Public Works should help in this matter,
because le has in the past labored to reduce the rate of
interest.

Mr. H ESSON. I had great pleasure last year in
supporting the Bill for the incorporation of the
Credit Foncier Company, and I regret that it finds it
necessary to ask the House for further legislation to
enable it to increaso the rate of interest. I am
not certain that the country is altogether dependent on the
Credit Foncier Company for lowering the rate of interest.
I find, on looking at the Gazette, that there are 847,500,000
lying in the banks without receiving interest, and 8 1,000,000
lying there to be drawn out on notice. We know that
the banks do not allow, as a rale, more than 3 par cent.
interest on deposits, therefore I do not feel justified in
agreeing to allow this Company to enarge a rate of interest
which is not justified by the circumstances of the country,
and, therefore, I shall oppose my hon. friend's motion to
allow it to fix whatever rate of interest it chooses. Refer-
ence has been made to a Bill brought before a Committee of
this House asking for similar powers. I am not aware that
that Bill has been reported to the eouse, but my impression
is that the same objection will be miade to that Bill, because
I apprehend thnt the feeling of this louse is entirely
opposed to increasing the rate of interest. Six per cent.
is the highest rate that can fairly be paid by any business
man, and especially by the farmers of the country, who are
more particulary interested in this question, and more
largely involved with those companies.

Mr. DESJARDINS (in Freneb). The hon. member for
L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain) 18 mistAken. The Quebec Logis-
lature has not any right to fix the rate of inter:est,
that power being vested in theFederal Parliament. Ail
that the Quebec Legislature can do is to grant a
charter to a loan institution, leaYiUg to the Federal Par-
liament, or to law, to determine the rate of interest. I
think that, under those circunstaes, ie promators of this
Bill have done right in coming behf4re lhelgse, znot with
the purpose of destroying what wss 4one Jin Qwec, but ta
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suspend the operation of the Bill, in so far as the Federal enjoyed, when they themselves cease to grant to us the
Parliament can do so. I have not any interest in this Bill advantages which had. obtained them those said privileges,
nor in the Company that asks for it; on the contrary, I As for me, Mr. Speaker, I am prepared to Support the
belong to a loan institution whom it has not at all suited to second reading of the Bill, with the proviso of amending it
see the Credit Foncier spring into existence. I regret, for before the Committee of Banking and Commerce, in such a'the sake of the general interests of the country, the position fashion as to meet the objections which might destroy the
in which this institution finds itself, which, after all was privilege which the institution obtained under its first
merely an experiment made in this country by strangers charter.
who were desirous of coming here to invest capital, in the Mr.WALLACE (Norfolk). Last year this Company
belief that they could find profit in so doing, even with the Mr. WALLAC E dorlk). Lasoeati Cony
rate of interest at 6 per cent., through the difference exist- was spcially incorporated for the purpose of lending money
ing between the value of interest on the Paris and Canadian at 6 por cent. If the Bil proposed to secure any change
markets. We are perfectly well acquainted with the extra- that would benefit the incorporation without doing injustice
ordinary circumstances which have infiuenced the Paris to borrowers, I might support the second readng; but this
market during the last few months; the wide margin exist- change, in regard to the rate of interest, is the only one
ing twelve or fifteen months ago has ceased to be, and it is proposed. Instead of continuing to lend money at 6 per
impossible to-day to find money on the Paris market at a cent. the Company propose to lend it on similar terms to
higher rate than 3, 4 or 5 per cent. at the highest. Now, individuals. Moreover, it is proposed to change the prin.
unless we absolutely wish to drive these capitalists ciple on which the company are allowed to borrow money,
from the country, under the pretence that havino, By the Act of last year they were allowed te borrow flye
caught them with a Bill, the tenor of which they may no times the amount of their paid-up capital, nw they ask
change, we hold them now, and whether they lose or earn power to borrow on security of mortgages that may
money, we must compel them to remain in statu quo. Now represent borrowed money; and that was a wrong principle.
I do not think that it is in our interests thus to discourage I can see no object in allowing the Bill to go to the second
the importation of foreign capital into this country. One reading.
may well be disappointed, I am for my part; and I sincerely Mr. BECHARD. I must recognize that the institution
regret that the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien should be is a useful one, provided that it fulfils the conditions on
compelled to come and ask the Government to change its which it was organized. It is well known that this Com-
charter. I think that the privilege embodied in its incor-, pany has received from the Province of Quebec a monopoly
poration was perfectly reasonable considering that it came or privilege for many years, and it was said at the time,
here with an organization, such as to permit its lending by the advocates of the Company, that the privilege was
money at the maximum rate of 6 per cent. Now, that this grarted in compensation for the low rate of interest at
Company asks for a change in the principle which made a which it proposed to lend money, namely, 6 per cent.
distinct institution of it, the whole question can be summed Now the Company propose to have one of those conditions
up thus: must we ask for the total stoppage of that institu- removed, and be authorized to lend money at high rates.
tion because it is ne longer able to lend at 6 per cent., or is I think the monopoly should also disappear if the Company
it not better to put it on the same footing as other societies, claim to be placed on the same footing with other instit:-
and thus attract hither capital to compote with that ofother tions of a similar kind. I understand this Parliament is
societies, in such a way as to prevent those exaggeratod not competent to remove this monopoly. That can only be
rates of interest which companies might be inclined to adopt removed by the authority which granted it. The Company
if there was not any competition in the market. Such is should therefore have commenced by having this privilege
the notice that would determine ny supporting the Bill removed before coming here for better terms. The hon.
proposed by my hon. friend the member for Jacques Cartier gentleman says that young as it is, the institution has con-
(Mr. Girouard). I say to myself: we cannot at present have tributed in a large measure to reduce the rate of interost.
an institution that will fix the rate of interest at 6 per cent., I remember well that the rate had already become consider-
but if we adopt the proposed amendment, we enable that ably reduced before this Company came into operation. A
institution to continue the importation of its capital, which year ago last spring the rate of interesthad become reduced
will corne into competition with that of other lenders, and to 7 and 6 per cent., and thon the Company had not cOm-
in a certain measure prevent the undue rate of interest of menced operations, At that time, you could hardly get
which we had to complain before the establishing of that more than 3 per cent. for deposits in the banks. The
institution. It is admitted that during the last year it reduction was due in a large measure to the beneficial har-
has rendered great services, and perhaps will be allowed vest we have had and the high prices at which we have
to render similar ones if the French market becomes stable sold our products,
again; should it enjoy once more its normal state, there is Mr. COURSOL. The country, I believe, hailed the estab.
no doubt that it will become possible for it to obtain a rate lishment of the Credit Foncier witti pleasure, and every oneof interest that will enable it to lend at the same rate as supposed that the interest would continue at the rate that
heretofore. It is its advantage to do so, for it je perfectly law gave thatinteti world conineat thate tih,
known that the greater the sum it will be able to invest w ventshin France have made money so tight that it is under
there the more considerable the profits, even with a most the necessity of asking power to charge a higher rate. For
restricted margin between the margin of interest paid in mhe no oet to a ig all or
France and that charged here. I do not see why one my part, ' would have ne objections te our d•ing ail luour
should wish to treat with so much vigor capitalists whose power to relieve this Company, and I hope it wil hbotY
intention was after all to endow the country with an insti- be i a condition te lend at its former rate of interes i g all
tution from which we have derived great advantages. imit on its power techarge interest. It May ho nsad that
The position in which they find themselves to-day is one le n t oe t cre oer, It mare boundto
beyond their will; they are bowing to a case offorce majeure people need not go to the Credit Foncier, but we are o to
and they have the alternative of suspending their operations protect the public at large, and see that those who g0te mtheCredit Foncier are net imposed on. A maximum rate m'ightor of denying the conditions thereof. It seems to me that, hrfixed in this instance, and the Bil might be referred back
under those circumstances, we should be a little more te the ommitt e te have thie maximum rate settied.
favorably disposed and not discourage mon who are willing
to continue under new circumstance.s, but who admit that Mr. SCRIVER. I do not see that any object wil bc
they have no longer a right to the privileges which they gained by referring this Bill to the Cormittee on ]anking

Mr. DEJÂRDINS,
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and Commerce. Thore are no details in it. It is a simple
provision to remove the restriction with regard to the rate
of interest. I remember well the circumstances under
which some of the extraordinary powers granted this
CompanY were asked for before the Committee last Session.
The promoters came before the Committee with beating of
drums and blowing of trumpets, proposing to inaugurate a
new era in this country in the lending of money. There
,was no intimation then that this extraordinary state of
tbings would last only a year. We were given to urnder-
stand that the result of our granting the legislation asked
fbr, would be the power on the part of borrowers, especially
amnong the farming community, to obtain money at lower
rates than those ruling, and this was to continue for the
fifty years of monoply given by the Quebec Legislature.
It is idle for the hon. member for Jacques Cartier to talk
of the willingness of the Company to consent to the removal
of ibis monoply. We have no power to deal with it here,
and until it is removed by the Province of Quebec
I do not sec what reason this Company can give for asking
us to rcmove the restrictions to the imposition of which it
agreed voluntarily a year ago. The circumstances under
which this Company finds it difficult to continue lending
monoy at a fixed rate, are exceptional. The state of things
in Fiance, brought about by the commercial crisis, is likely
to disappear within six months, and it is quite possible the
Credit Foncier may be able to obtain money in France, even
at 4 per cent. Or, if they continue to lend money at 6 per
cent., they would be making 1 per cent. more than he thinks
they would be likely to ask. I am entirely opposed to the
passage of the Bill and to its reference to a Committee, and
bhall vote heartily for the six months' hoist.

Mr. GAULT. I am aware of the favor with which this
Bill was received, not only by this House but by the whole
country; and I say from my own knowledge, that was the
means of reducing the rate of interest from 8 and 7 to 6 per
cent. Very large amounts have been lent at 6 per cent.
On that account I should think that if the hon. member for
Jacques Cartier would limit the rate to 7 per cent., his Bill
should ho allowed to go before the Committee on Banking
and Commerce.

Mr. GIROUARD. One or two hon. members have said
that we should apply to the Legislature of Quebec for
redress. We ask the interference of this Parliament in this
question, becouse I consider it belongs exclusively to the1-ederal Parliament. The Local Legislature has no jurisdic-
tion whatever as regards the rate of interest, which belongis
to this Parliament alone.

Mr. SCiRIVERi. I only referred to the point over which
tbe Quebec Legislature has exclusive jurisdicLion, and saidthat they should go to that Legislature to ask for therenewal of the monopoly.

Mr. GIROUARD. Some hon. gentleman exclaimed:
You have obtained a monopoly; " but they take good care

b"t to define what that monopoly is. Monopoly is a verybig Word, and we know its effet; but I hope it will not
have the effect of defeating this Bill. What does the
fnopoly amount to? Having a representative in France?

31r. SIRIVER. Exclusively.
ir. GIROJARD. This is not simply a Quebec corpora-ition t bas been incorporated by Ontario, New Bruns- 1wick Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island; and it has i

EdwardI $200,000 in Ontario "and $50,000 in Princenoar IIand. It is a Dominion corporation, enjoying no1inOopoly whatever. But it is said-you have obtained thati
loslnole Whatever it is worth, under the condition thatiYau shalend at 6 per cent. I defy hon. gentlemen to show i
a Single Word in the çharter to support an understanding of i'bat kind.11

Mr. CASGRAIN. According to the language of the
Act, 6 per cent. interest is sufficient, and the Company
cannot pass that figure.

Mr. GIROUARD. That is not correct. The charter
says the Company shall not exceed the rate of interest fixed
by law, for the simple reason that the Local Legislature
has no jurisdiction in matters of interest.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Yes 6 per cent. is the rate.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. In the absence of any agree

ment with regard to interest, the interest is fixed at 6 per
cent.

Mr. GIROUARD. Yes; but we are told that the mono-
poly has been granted this Corporation to lend money at 6
per cent. Nothing of the kind. The contract with the
Quebec Company was, that they should lend money only
at the rate fixed by law. I ask is it fair to reject this Bill ?
Is it not botter to refer it to the Committee on Banking
and Commerce ? Let the Committee pronounce as to
whother there should be no liberty of the kind asked
for. This is the first time that 1 have seen a
Bill of this importance treated in this manner,
and especially when the parties interested have done
so much good to the country. If a limitation of the
rate of interest must be imposed, lot the Committee
say so. If it fixes 7 per cent. we shall accept it. But
why refuse to this institution, which has not abused its
powers and privilegos, a privilege which has been granted
to every company ofthis kind that has come before Parhia-
ment ? I amr not speaking of this institution alone, but of
hundreds of the same kind incorporated by this Parliament
with no restrictions as to the rate of interest. Why should
you be so severe, the moment the question is presented by
the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien. I ask that this Bill
should be treated fairly and referred to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce. If it finds a limitation should be
imposed, say 7 or 8 per cent., I have no objection. The
Trust and Loan Company had 8 per cent. allowed for many
years, and it was looked upon as very favorable in its
operations to the country at large. The second clause of
the Bill is very important. When the question of issuing
debentures comes up we flnd a discrepancy betwoon the
Quebec and Dominion Charters. The Quebec charter gives
power to issue bonds, on the basis of the money lent in the
country by this Company; but the Dominion charter takes
the basis of capital paid in. And consequently when wo came
to issue bonds we did not know exactly under which charter
we issued them. It is important, therefore, there should be
an agreement as to the basis. Is it astonishing that we
should ask power to issue bonds based on the large amount
of money we have invested in the country ? Here is an
institution which has commenced with $1,250,000. Money-
not borrowed, but subscribed and paid in, in good faith. Is
not that a good basis for the issue of another $1,250,000
worth of bonds ? It is not the general custom to examine
such bills on the second reading, as I could not propose any
amendment. Did we treat the Bill of the Trust and Loan
Company in this way a fortnight ago? fDid we not allow
it te go te the Commnittee, and is net this Bill exactly sirnilar
except as to the matter of the issue of bonds ?

Mr. ROSS (Dundas). It is very well known I have
always been an advocate of a fixed rate of interest, though
I regret I failed to obtain it. I cannot see fairness and justice
in the course proposed towards those asking for the consid-
eration of this measure, or of holding this Company to a
fixed rate of interest and permitting other companies to
charge what they please. I think this measure
should be submitted to the Committee on Banking
and Commerce. I cannot see why they should
refuse the promoters of this Bill the. opportunity of
having it discussed, as all other Bills of the kind are. I go
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fturtier, ad say that I do not see, if this Company bas com-
mitted a foolish act and bound itself to contracts it cannot
carry out, that we should compel it to adhere to them;
bocause no law compels any one to abstain froin ncreasing
the rate of interest if he can augment it. I cannot see any
reason why this Bill should not be allowed its second
reading and referred in the usual way.

Mr. GIROUARD. I wish to say, in reply to the hon.
member for L'Islet, who said that we have no power to
remove a monopoly, the hon. gentleman has forgotten
that this Aot is to amend another Act. We have a Dominion
charter. But even if we have no power to. remove that
inonopoly, has not the Oredit Foncier power to renounce it ?
I hereby, on behalf of this Uompany, publicly renounco it
before this Ifouse.

Mr. BÉCIIARD. Put a clause in the Bill.
Mr.. GIROUARD. I cannot do that now, it is against

the rate.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. The

Act does not touch -this Federal Act. It merely extends
and enlarges the powers of the Quebec corporation.

Mr. GIROUAR D. Does it not make it a Federal Act ?
Mr. BLAKE. No; it does not.
Amendment, six months' hoist (Mr.

on the following division :-

Yeas:

Messieurs

Amyot,
Anglia,
Bain,
Bannerman,
Bóehard,
Benoit,
Bill,
Blake,
Bolduc,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Caron, TM
Cartwright,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cirnon (Oharlevoix),
Cimen (Chicoutimi),
Cockburn,
Colby,
CoUgh in,
Coupa,
Crouter,
Currier,
Daonust,
Doull,.
Drew,
Dumnoni
Farrow,
Fiset,
Fitzsimmons,
Fleniing,

Abbott,
Allison,
Arkell,
Beaty

Boultbee,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victor
Carling,
Ooiirsol,

1fr. os

Flynn,
Pulton,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Graadbois,
Guillet,
Gunu,
Guthrie,
Haddow,
Haggart,
Hesson,
Holton,
Huntington,
fHurteau,
Irvine,
Kaulbach,
Killam,

Landry,
Lan evn,
Me onald tC. Breton),
Me-Donald (Vic., N-8.),
Msckenzie,
Msçmillan,

le allu,
McCuaig,
McDougald,
Mr Lelan,
MQQuade,
MeRory,
MalOuin,
Massue,
Xrner,
mtbât,

Xessieurs

Elliott,
Gauhi,
Gigaît
Girourd (Jac. Cartier)1
Hay,
Booper,
) oude,1

iaJones,
Krans,1
Lana,

Lonue
I(Kinè),

(Dundas).

Bourassa), agreed to

Mills,
Mon tplaisir,
Muttart,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Patterson (Essex),
Pinsonneault,
Poupore,
Richey,
Rinfret,
Robertson (SheIburne).
Rogers,
Ross (Middlesex),
Routhier,
Rymal,
Scott,
Scriver,
Smith,
Snowball,
Sproule,
Ste phenson,
Sutherland,
Tassé,
Tellier,
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Weldon,
Wheler,
White (Cardwell),
White (Hastings),
White (Renfrew),
Williams.-105.

McLennan,
Manson,
O den,

Reid,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Rose (Dundas),
Ryau (Marquette),
Ujan (Montreal),
Wyker( )
Wala'ee (Yoik).-35.

BILLS IN COMMCTEE.

The following Bills were considered in Cominmittee and
reported :-

Bill (No. 8) respecting the Commercial Travellers' eAi.
ciation of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (-o. 51) to incorporate the Synod of the Diocese OP
Saskatchewan, and for other purposes connected theewith.
-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (No. 79) to incorporate the American Electric Light
Company of Canada-(Mr. Colby.)

House adjourned at 10:35 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, 21st Mareh, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'ùlock.

PRAYERS.

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET.

Ilouse resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Sir Leonard Tilley : That Mr. Speaker do now leave the
Chair for the House to go into Committee to consider the
Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be granted to
Her Majesty.

Mr. BÉCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I do not rise with the
intention ofmaking a second speech, or of ropeating, in Eng.
lish,what I said the other day in French on this question; but
when, on Friday last, this House adjourned, I had not quite
completed my remarks, and it was agreed, on the suggestion
of the right hon. gentleman who leads this House, that I
should conclude thein on the resumption of this debate. I
think I could hardly let this occasion pass without noticing,
at least briefly, the speech which was made a few days
ago by the hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault), who
alluded to my course on one or two past occasions. The
hon. member referred to something I said in the speech
which I made in this louse on the Tariff question
during the Session of 1879, with regard to wheat
and flour, and the effect of the duties imposed on
those articles. What I aid thon I freely repeat now, for 1
still hold the same opinion-namely, that while there is in
Canada a surplus of wheat and flour which we must export
to foreign countries, the prices of those articles at home are
determined by the prices abroad; and so long as we have
that surplus, we are not in need of importing wheat and
flour for home consumption, therefore, we have no duty to
pay, and under thoso circumstances the duties impOsed on
such articles cannot be available to wheat prodncers i this
country. To this opinion I may add, to-day, that, if in con-
sequence of a bad wheat crop in Canada, or of too large an
exportation of our wheat and flour to the British markts
where the demand for those articles may suddenly becoi1e
great, were we are compelled to import those articles fer
home consumption, it is my opinion that we would have to
pay the duties on them, and so long as that inporttion
took place those duties would prove some advantage to our
wheat producers in our market. As hon. gentlemen oPPos(t5

1 are making great efforts, in eloquent speeches, to convinc
this Hlouse and the country thatthe increase which took PI1'<'
within the last eighteen months, in the prices of our fax"
produnts, must le attributed to thé fact that the eOonÙ theO
our home market has been secured te ouri armers byth
Tariff. I must say that I have very grave doubt a tot
correctness of that proposition; for it will bOrem
that, during 1879 and the first portion of 1880, far
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in this country was sold at lower prices than before, not-
wvithstanding the operation of the Tariff. If we were situated
as the people of England are -if we were compelled to
irnport every year large quantities of farm produce for
home consumption-I could understand that the duties
imposed upon those imports would be of advantage some to
our fariners, in our national markets. But in this country
we are not so circumstanced. Instead of being obliged to
import farm produce for home consumption, we are, on the
contrary, compelled to export it, if we wish to make it of any
value to us. Last year we exported of home products,
$42,620,546. Suppose this immense quantity of farm produce
which brought us this considerablo amount had remained
in Canada, and that we had only our national market
te absorb it, what would have been its value to us ?
Everybody will see that it would have been wasted, or
would have remained perfectly wortbless to the farmer,
notwithstanding the operation of the Tariff. Having every
year a large surplus of farm produce to export, we are
dependent for its sale upon the foreign demand, and the
greater the demand the higher the price-the less the
demand the lower the price. This being the case,
it logically follows that the prices of our farm produce at.
horne are determined entirely by the prices it produces in
the foreign market, and not at all by the operation of our
protective Tariff. Now, I believe that the surplus we have
every year does more to secure to our farmers the control
cf our market than the Tariff; for to that extent itscf that
surplus excludes the foreign article from our market which,'
being already overflowing with our national products,
cannot prove an advantageous market for the sale of
foreign produce of similar kinds. The farmers of the
western States understand their business vory well when
they will not sell their Eurplus in certain markets. They
take good care not to send it to the markets already over-
flowing with similar products, and from which a surplus
must be exported to some other country; but they take
good caro to export their produce to markets where it
is needed, and where they can consequently sell at
remunerative prices. I say then that the control of our
nmarket is secured to our farmers by the very fact of our
haviag a surplus; and that the price of our produce at
home is entirely determined by its price abroad, and not at
al by the Tariff. laving disposed of this portion of my
subjeet, I must return to the hon. member for Rouville (Mr.
Giganlt). Ie referred to a motion which I made in 1878,asking for the imposition of a duty upon corn. I will not
ake the trouble to enter into any explanation of my reasons

for making that motion, but Iwill content myself with telling
the hon. mnember that I had as good reason for making it ashis leaders had for imposing precisely the same duties in the
Tariff Of 1867, and for repealing them in the following
Session of 1868. I had as good reasons for making that
motion as his friends had for dividing upon it, one party
Voting for and the other against it. The hon. gentleman
still uphelds the doctrine that the producer pays the dutyinstead of the Consumer, and ho asserts that the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton aiso upholds the same doctrine-that if ho
deB net now uphold it ho did so a few years ago; for hoendeavored to negotiate a reciprocity treaty with theUnited States Government, through the agency of the late
ion. George Brown, because ho knew that the duties
bymP ted upon our exports to the United States were paid
yhch -producer. I will not attempt to give the reasons

Whieh imPelled the hon. member for Lambton te attempt
tht negotiatition, for he knows them botter than I do, andItire able to explain them, if ho thinks it worth his while.
Ite dnitted on both sides of this House that a reciprocity
tret bei- the Aflericans on the basis of Free Trade wouldho ial to both c9untries. We know that the dutiesi
for in. nOi' oXports to the United States hurt our sales,

moereang the prce- of our products in the American

market, they have a tendency to diminish their con-
sumption and the demand for them; that is an ovil. But
on the other hand, it must be admitted that the duties
imposed on our imports from.that country hurt our pur-
chasers, and that is another evil. These restrictions, it is
admitted on ail sides, are injurious to our international
trade with the Americans, and it is for that reason we are
disposed, on this side of the line, at least, to negotiate, if
possible, a reciprocity treaty on the basis of Free Trade.
But, Sir, if the doctrine of the hon. member, that the
producer pays the duty, is sound, I say that protection to
manufacturers, by the imposition of Customs duties, is an
impossibility indeed, Sir If the duties imposed on our im-
ports are paid by the foreign producers, certainly they
cannot have the eftect of increasing the prices of foreign
goods when they come into our own market, and where the
protection is the advantage, then you give it to our manu-
facturers? Bt, that is not all. If that doctrine is sound,
the present rates of the tariff are not high enough; they
should be 50 or 75, and why not 100 per cent. With such
a Tariff we would have a very large revenue. The hon. the
Finance Minister would sec flowing into his coffers, next
year, not only the $20,000,000 which ho expects from the
Customs, but perhaps $75,000,0k 0 or $100,000,000. With
such a revenue what could not be accomplished ? We could
construct all our great public works without being obliged
to borrow a single dollar. We could pay our national debt
within the short space of a few ycars, and we could defray
the expenses of this Government without imposing a cent of
taxation upon our peoplP, for all this money would be paid
by foreigincrs with whom we have commercial intereourse.
Now, everybody wiil agree with me, that a stringent appli-
cation of that doctrine vould bo productive of the most
beneficial resuits, and that surtly the hon. member for Rou-
ville (Mr. Gigault) should soon take the place of the hon.
the Finance Minister. But that hon. gentleman did not
only allude to myself in the course of his renarks, but he
also referred to several of my hon. friends sitting around
me, and notably to the hon. meiber for Centre Huron (Sir
Riehard J. Cartwright), the hon. meinber for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton), the hon. member for Lotbinière (Mr. Iùn-
fret), and the hon. iember for South Brant (Mr. Paterson).
Each of these lion. gentlemen received his little share of the
compliments so modestly distribuled by the hon. meinber
for Rouville (Mr. Gigault.) But, among those hon. gentle-
men, the hon, member for South Brant sems to have been
a pet and a favorite with the hon. member for Rouville,
for not only was he~ congratulated upon bis utterances on
different public occasions, but he was aiso congratulated
upon his sweet voice. Surcly, Sir, the hon. member for
Rouville did not mean to be ironical when ho spoke of the
sweet voice of the hon. member for South Brant, for no man
who bas heard that full, sonorous tribune's voice, whose
thundering tones have so many times, either fron bis seat
in Parliament or from the hustings in Ontario, cast terror
into the Conservative ranks, would dream for a moment to
exchange it for the voice of the hon. member for -Rouville,
however agreeable, amiable and musical the hon gentleman
may think it is. Now, Sir, if that bon. gentleman chooses
to indulge in pointing out what he, doubtless, considers to
be contrLdictions between the utterances of public men at
one time and the utterances of the same men ut other times
and on othor occasions, ho need not, in order to fulfil that
mission, travel outside his own political atmosphere; let
him, that star of the Conservative party, revolve in the orbit
of that party; let him study the utterances and deeds of his
friends on different occasions, and he may lke sure to find
enough there to gratify his inclination and to edify himself.
The hon. gentleman, in another portion of his speech,
seemed to feel that ho would not be discharging his whole
duty unless ho directed a little attack against the Liberal
party. I noticed, Sir, that since that hon. gentleman
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held a seat on the floor of this House, ho never misses at a showor of rotten cggs, and who, after having acemi
evory Session the opportunity of throwing bitter aspersions plished that chivairous exploit, a fow days afterwards in
upon the Liberal party of this country. True it is that, order to show thoir loyalty to their country, burned down
perhaps, he las very good reasons for displaying that ani- the Parliarent buildings of Canada. ihese aro the mon by
mosity, because the Liberals are numerous and strong in whom Lafontaine and Baldwin were branded as traito.
bis own constituency, and they only need stand united, Sir, 1 disliko to indulge in those regrettable reminsconces
to make this bon, gentleman repent in sackclotb and ashes, of the past, a past which is far bohind as, but 1 amncompelled
the bitterness ho has never failed to display against them. to do so in defence of the Liberal party against the bitter
The hon. gentleman said that the Liberal party were attacks made by the hon. membor for Bouvillo. Lafon-
always opposed to the great measures passed for the good taino and Baldwin were nor called Conservativo leaders,
of the country, and ho mentioned the Intercolonial IRailway they were neyer known as Conservative' leaders, they Wero
and the Pacifie Railway as among those measures. If I Liboral leaders; and the Liberals of to-day, liko those man
wanted to imitate the conduct of the hon. member, it would are imbued with Liberal principles, which they intend te
be proper for me, in answer to that charge, to direct uphold and defend against all assanîts, f-om whatover quar-
his attention to the reading made by the hon. member for ter they may core, even when they core from the terrible
Montmagny (Mr. Landry) in his speech, of a memorandum membor for Iouville. The hon, gentleman says, lu anether
of the proceedings of a convention composed of delegates portion of bis speech, the Liberals nover accomplished any-
from the thon Liberal Government of Canada, and from thing for the good of the country. Sir, this chai-go h
the Goveruments of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, inprotty vague, and ne one is expectod te rocitq bore what the
which it was shown that the respective Governments of Liberals have done, in answer te that inoffensive charge
those Provinces had decided that the Intercolonial Railway, which 18 absolutely gratuitous. It is true they have not
and later the Pacifie Railway, should be built. I might been long in power. During the last thirty yoârs, they
also refer him on that question to another extract made by have been iu power but twice; firt, under the Adminis-
tho boa. member for Montmagny-namely, an extract from tration of the late John Sandfweld Macdonald, which lasted
the speech delivered by the hon, member for Larpbton at about twenty months, and next during th Administration
Sarnia, in which ho dcclared bimself l favor of the construc- ofrmy hon. friend from Lambton, whieh lasted only five years,
tien of the Pacifie iRailway. These extrats fror the speeth and during whieh this country was disthessed by a terrible
of bis own pelitical friend will, I think, be a sufficient answer cris whih paralyzed ail kioadofindustries, and hich could
te the hon. gentleman's groundless charge. The hon. be controlled byno powcr on earth except that oftime. But
gentleman in another par-t of bis speech said that it was if the Libernds have not had sufficient pportunity te accerm
ridiculous for the Liberal te cali theruselvas the successors plit mal they cotld wih for their country, thoy have, at ileast,
of Baldwin and Lafontaine, whom they denounced as ene gi-et advantag -they have oteonsbeea premoters of
traitors; and on this charge bcing dcnied by my hon. frieid grcat meaures which, after having be' eresitod by their
f -om Vercôres, the Lon. gentleman quoted an extract opponents, have finally been dopted by the. They have,
frm a paper published thirty years ugo, which seemed tebaoder that, a clobr and noble reco-d. Ther e isnedark
-efiect upon theïso great political leaders. I well remember page in the history of the Liberal part, and afttevroral

that some thirty-feur or thirty-fivo years age, a dozon of defeats on the battle-field, they ea loek with pri e te their
young mon-ail students-startoi a paper, which lasted escutcmheon whih romains sptess and unstained.
about twe years, and was succeeded by the journal frem Mri. oiRPEE (St. John). I feel reluctant teoprolong
which the bon. gentleman qnotod the ether'day. But I this discussion, of which I ar sure both sides of th fhouse
hold, Sir, that the Liberal party, sucb as organized later, must bo tired, as it ias been continued now for reia tue.
cannet o held responsible for the writings or utterance Yet I must say that this side of the thouseeas hardly hard
of those young men, whatevor they may bave been, and it their sae of thespeaking. On the othersideof thelous
would ho as unjust te binid them by what may bave been we have heard soveral speeches fouror ive he Admursingth,
written lmnth.ee papers, as te attribute annexationit pria- aid 1, therefo-e, have noneediel Mapologize whcn I1Saylthatd
ciples either te the Conservative or the Liberal party, if we continue thisdebate any longer, it will netmiousrfatnt,
because some of their members shared lin the annexatinit but that of the members opposite Mr. Speaker iwe nee,
movement which took place lu 1849. It is well-known that net fear the discussion that bas taken place wih regarrite
a distuguished member of the Conservative party now this matter. Our principles are theame to-day as they
holding a place pf higo trust lu the name of this wereav 1879; our position bas net changed in anyccY-
Geverumont, l England-signed an annexationit mani- on. members on the other ide of the lhouse have especallY
feste in 1849. Do we conclade from that fact that the attacked the hon. members for North Norfolk (nr.Charlten)
great Conservative party are in favore f annexati f?- and South Braut (ir. Paterson). They have attacked thesi
it would he an injustice toe do se. Sir, Lafontaine and on, gentlemen for speeches they made in the part l hnregard
Baldwiun, were twogreat Liberal leaders, who foug t for te this question, net by quoting the whole of ter speerals
the institution ef rtsponsible Govermet in this country, or giving a fair interpretation to thwm, but by qutig
by whom were they nppose r ?-by mon whe, li those times, onlyportion of them, which was very unfair te Ùr
were called the leaders ef the Tory party, by mon with on. gentlemen. But wen wo cen e review the speeches
who a large portion of those wh had previously followed made by sevibon, membeIs on the other side l the Pase
Lafeutaine sud Baldwin, made an alliance, accepting the and the course they have puisucd with regard te this ques-
leader of the Tory partyfer t seir swn leader, some time tien, wt have litte te bar from comparisen. Take tho
after tbeel two einent meon had withdrawn from publiecPresident of the Counil himself aued is action in tho past
ife. Those who branded tyaldwin and Lafotaine as o this trade question p as bee entirely contrrY te obis
traitore, were net the Liberal party, as was asserted by the action to-day- Prier te Confodoration he Iwa stronglY
hon. member for Reouville, but they were those pmwh. in favor, nt only ef a revenue Tari, bat ef outauldeOt
had opposed them ail their life, and who were o bitter FreTrade. ftis strongest objection agastte r Sp federatiOn
against them that ou a meinorable occasion nover tel-owas that it weulduaire the duty from 10 percent., rtr os
forgtten, whn what was alod the Indemnity Bi passod thon l Nova Seotia, te 15 per cent.-The aou. tdhey ainster

Pariament, they succeeded by infanmatoryispeeches an of Railways, when u the Gover ment of NoVav Setially
infuriating a mb of their folowers, who, doubtlss lia proneuneed upholder of a Tarie for reen te pas is-
order te show their loyalty te their Quee, did not heitate oussion that teok place u 18y74,in the resolutofl8 ofthei s he
te mail the represontative ofGerMajety in Canada with momber for Cntre Huron for raising the Tarie frin 15 t

by .whom wer hyopsd?-ymnwo.ntoetms ny oto ftewihwsvr nart hs
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17½ per cent., the present hon. Minister of Railways then
spoke in the strongest possible manner in condemnation,
saying it was the entering of the thin edgo of Protection.
Hlere are his words:

"I fear the hon. Minister is seeking to enter the thin edge of Protec-
tion, which will eventually work ruin and desolation to the Maritime
provinces. Let the hon. Minister look at the neighboring Republic, and
he will find that the policy of that.country bas swept their flag off the
seas, and given to others the carrying trade of the world."

I find that the right hon. leader of the Government, in
1873, spoke thus: -
t The four tax bas been imposed as an assertion of the independence

of the country against American exclusive legislation. It has been
maintained in this view until it bad been found to work oppressively on
certain sections Of the community, and s0 it was repealed as a stop in
the right direcion."

We find the Montreal Gazette of that time had the following:
"Let our wise men run the Dominion ship as nearly as possible on the

Free Trade plan, and we shall have no fears for her saffety."

Now, Mr. Speaker, we have also the resolution moved by
the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) in 1874:

" That, without forming any opinion upon some of the details of the
present Customs Tariff, and the anomalies which are inevitable in all
Tariffs, this Board is of the opinion that no change should be made in it
unless the exigencies of the publie service demand larger revenues, and
that in such case any increase to be made should be in accordance
with the principle of the present Customs Tariff, which, while not
interfering with the commerce of the Dominion, affords incidental
Protection to its manufactures. That this Board is of the opinion that
pernanence in the fiscal policy of the countr is most important alike
to its commerce and t uits manufactures, an that no changes should
be made in the Tariff not demanded by the absolute necessities of the
revenue."

We might go on giving speeches and resolutions of other
menbers on the other side of the House to show that only a
very short period has elapsed since they took stronger
ground than even we take now against Protection. I think
hon. gentlemen opposite had better settle this question
among themselves before they begin to lecture us on this
s(ie of the House as regards our policy. They have chal-
lenged us with being disloyal, with being hostile to manu-
facturers and hostile to the best interests of this country and
tO Cverything that tonds to promote its progress; but I defy
hon. gentlemen opposite to show any unpatriotic motive
as actuating bon. members on this side. If they will travel
through the country they will find that the largest number
of people interested in manufactures and in enterprises
of vanjous kinds belong to the Liberal party ; they
Will find them more liberal than conservative in fosteringenterprises required to promote our industries and cause
them to progress satisfactorily. The Liberal party believethat enterprise and energy are the only true motive powers
th sCeure success in any enterprise ; they do not believe in
the assistance of legislation or protection to spur enterprisesi
lit' existence and leave them afterwards to depend more on1State Support than on the energy and enterprise of the pro.
arehers. I therefore hurl back the charge that the Liberalsi
core hostile to manufacturers or to the progress of theà

The pohicypropounded by hon. members of the1
aP0 1tion in 1879, ias been inaintained by them ever since,and the resuits have proved that they were right. When theihon. inister of Finance introduced his Tariff in that year,j
h Cme down with the proposition to raise s-,000,000 of'
reVenue by a readjustment of the Tariff. We, on this side')f the lth jru. n hi
requiredtse, took the ground that, if that sum wast
den t , the bon. Minister had imposed an enormous bur-t
necessarecure that result, a far greater tax than was tinecessary to raise that sum. We maintained that the Tariff s

produceat if applied to the importations of 1878, would 1
Or in th axation of nearly $7,000,000, either in revenue r
apit pockets of manufacturers. If the Tariff of 1879 be i
arnount almjte importations of 1878, it will produce that arevenue lost Precisely, and whatever does not go into the b

Willgo to the manufactures. We showed that h

L taxation would be inereased, and the result has proved the
accuracy of our prediction. With regard to the different
industries, we maintained also that a vastly larger number of
manufactures would be injured by the Tariff then proposed
than would be benefitted by it; that they were not protected
but injured by the increased taxation imposed on raw mate-
rials used. We maintained that over 500,000 farmers repre-
senting a population of over 2,500,000, could not possibly
be benefitted by the Tariff but would be called upon to bear
increased taxation. We maintained also that while we were
a large exporting people and depended almost entirely on
the exporta of farm produce, lumber and fish for the importa
of the country, and for our paying capacity to balance the
trade, these industries being taxed very largely could
not possibly receive any benefit from the Tariff and did pot.
We maintained that the lumbormen of the Dominion, who
represent a capital of over $100,000,000 and who altogether
support between 400,000 and 500,000 persons, and who bave
exported since Confederation nearly $300,000,000 worth of
lumber, were called upon to bearincreased taxation, and coula
not possibly derive benefit from the Tariff. We maintained
that the shipping interest, which is a very large interest
in this Dominion, representing about $50,000,000 capital,
could not derive any advantage from the Tariff by being
called upon to pay additional taxation, but would decline, as
statisties have shown; also that the fishermen wore addi-
tionally taxed and could receive nobenefit from the Tariff.
We maintained also that a large number -of manufacturers
were not only not benefitted but were injured by the taxation
imposed on raw materal. They have not got, as said they
would, the home market, and their exports of manufactured
goods steadily decreasing, as trade return show. We took
those strong grounds in 1879. The results have proved that
we were correct in ail our representations at that time.
They were not only proved by the parties themselves, by
farmers, lumbermen, shipbuilders, fishermen, and by soveral
of the manufacturera, but also by the Government. The
Government are aware that they could do nothing, and that
they have not improved the position of the farmers. They
know they have taxed the lumbermen, and have admitted it.
They know that the millers have been taxed; and thorefore,
to satisfy them, they gave them the privilege of grinding
grain in bond for exportation. They admitted that the ship-
builders have been heavily taxed, and they have given them
a bonus of 75 cents per ton, but not the labouring men. They
know that the fishermen have been taxed, for they come
down this year and declare that: "We know you are taxed
very largely, and we therefore give yon 8150,000 a year to
belp to make up for the taxation." The fishermen are a very
importantpartof the community, the shore boat and schooner
fishermen, represent 80,000 good, able-bodied men and
support a population of 35ù,000 or 400,000 people. The
lowest possible calculations made in Nova Scotia is that the
taxation under the Tariff amounts to $12 per head for these
men. But we will place the additional taxes at $6 perhead,
and we thon find they are taxed nearly $500,000 a year by
this Tariff, and the Government now come down and offer
$150,000 in lieu of that sum. We find also that the Govern-
ment admit they tax manufacturera, for they come down
year after year with alterations of the Tariff, and they have
extended the free list from time to time, as pressure was
brought to bear on them by the manufacturera. So I say
that as regards most of the industries I have mentioned,
the Government themselves have shown that they know
they have taxed them by coming down and making conces-
sions in lien of taxation. I might mention also that the
blacksmiths, boiler-makers, coopers, engine builders, sail-
makers, car manufacturers, sheet-iron workers, stone and
marble workers, printing offices, paper manufacturera, sash
and door manufacturera, wood turners, carvers, gilders,
broom and brush makers, tailors, clothiers, furriers and
hatters, trunk makers, and others, ail more or less heavily
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taxed on the raw materials they use, and are worse off under
this Tariff than under the previous one as manufacturers.
Further, there was great and unjust discrimination in the
Tariff introduced by the hon. the Minister of Finance.
Certain classes of the population were taxed more than
others, especially the laboring classes, who are large con-
sumers of the cheaper classes of dry goods chiefly in woollens
and cottons. These wero taxed 20 to 30 per cent. more
than those who can afford to buy the more expensive goods.
With regard to the speech of the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways, I do not think any speech delivered in the louse this
Session bas done the Opposition more good than this. The
extreme position he took on coal itsolf is an evidence of this.
The hon. the Finance Minister talked of the Americans pay-
ing half the duty, but the hon. the Minister of Railways went
further and said they paid the whole of the duty, and that
coal could be bought cheaper here than in the United
States. With regard to coal oil, the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways miglit have known, and probably did know, that the
Opposition when in power reduccd the taxes on coal oil
from 15 cents to 6 cents per gallon. With regard to ten, be
spoke of the enormous discrimination of the duty levied by
the late Administration ; but any one who.will look at the
importation for ton years back will see that none was
imported at the prices mentioned by the hon. Minister,
and that the duty was no greater on one kind than on
another. As far as the loans floated by the hon. menber
for Centre Huron are concerned, the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways, in speaking as he did, cast a reflection not only on
his own colleague but also ou our general agents in
London, for the charge that the late hon. Minister
of Finance distributed his loans among his own friends
in London would apply equally well to the present
hon. Minister of Finance, since ho adopted the sane
course and sold at rates no botter in 1878-79, did he give to
bis frieuds thereby over $3,500. I am sure no hon. member
on this side would charge the hon. the Minister of Finance
with giving his friends any advantage over the public at
large, who were the purchasers. The hon. the Minister also
spoke of the London agents. Well, if they acted, as he
asserted, they were certainly not worthy of being retained,
yet the Government made no change of agents. We believe
the transactions were, in all cases, perfectly honorable and
fair, and that the agents are good, substantial, careful men,
and that the hon. the Minister of Railways, in making the
statement, not only showed bis un fairness and reckless insi-
nuation, but implicated in his charge not only his own
colleague but the Government agents as well. As to the
differences in the prieo of the last loan, 1880, the difforence
in the dates of negotiation will account for that. In 1873-74,
there occurred in Vienna and New York, a panic of which
rnany commercial and finaneial failures were the outcome.
The crisis was something unheard of, so much so that the
interest on money in London rose to 9 per cent. The following
year, 1875, that panie continued. In 1876, the tightness in
money still continued, and, in 1877, the Russo-Turkish war
had a depressing effect on business. In 1878, the Glasgow
Bank failure and other commercial disasters had made the
ncgotiating of loans almost an impossibility on favorable
terms; but, in 1879-80, the change took place and money
went down to 2 and 2j per cent. and remained so, thus
making it much casier for the hon. Finance Minister to float
his last loan. The hon. Finance Minister, in his speech,
compared 1874 and 1878, 1875 and 1879, 1877 and 1879,
1877 and 1881-changing his base of calculation and com-
parison no less than thirteen times to suit his purpose ina corn-
paring the management of the late and present Government-
It must be very amusing to the commercial community to
be informed, as they were by the hon. Finance Minister,
that they paid into the Treasury $18,500,000 as a
voluntary contribution to the revenue. In comparing
eports and imports, the hon. Finance Minister, in

Mr. BurP (St. John).

answer to the hon. memnber for Brant. took the
years 1874 and 1878 and compared them wth 1879
and 1881, showing very little exports on an average
in the last three years over 1874 and 1878. But, to make
out a case against the late Government-that the taxes
levied by the present Government were less than those
imposed by their predecessors to the extent of 23 cents per
head-he takes the five years from 1875 to 1879, and co-rn
pares them with the two years from 1880 to 1881, making
use of the deficits and surpluses. Ie showed that the taxes
under the late Governmont were $4.88 per head, and under
the present, $4.65 per head. He takes in sone cases where
it suits 1874 to 1878, and has several times said that we are
responsible for 1874. The hon. member for Cardwell, said,
the other night, that we were responsible for that year, and
we will, for comparison sake, take the years from 1874 to
1878, and the years 1879 and 1881 for all our comparison.
For the period from 1874 to 1878, adding the deficits of
$2,363,000, it leaves a tax of $4.80 per head. Now, take
the three years from 1879 to 1881, and deduct surplus of
$750,512, and we have a rate of $4.80 per head; or take
the account as it stands in the Publie Accounts, in which I
think the people of the country will look for their informa-
tion, and compare the years of each Government, as there
recorded, and you will find, from 187 L to 1878, the taxation
was $4.68 per head, while that from 1879 to 1881 reached
$-.86, or was 18 cents less per head in the first period of the
late Government than in the second, or present G-overnment.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.

Mr. BURPEE. Now, with regard to the average expen.
diture of, the two Governments, the Minister of Finance takes
for comparison the outlay from 1'71 to 1878 with that from
1879 to 1881, to show th:.t the increased expenditure by the
present Governi ment over that of the late Governmentwas only
some $1,242,000. But there must be added to that amount
$334,000 for Dominion lands, which the late Government
always charged to revenue, but which the present Govern.
ment takes out of revenue and charges to capital account.
But while we are enquiring into the expenditure of the two
Governments, it is best to take the Public Accounts, from
which it will be seen that the expenditure of the late Gov-
ernment has reached only $23,500,000 in 1878, and that its
exponditure had increased, from 1874 to 1878, but some
$200,000; and that, notwithstanding that the present hon.
Finance Minister said, during the elections of 1878, that all
his party wanted was $18,000,000 from Customs, Excise,
and Bill Stamps, or altogether but $22,500,s00 to caTY 01
the business of the country. Notwithstanding that the hon.
the Minister of Railways said that they could do with 1es
than $22,500,000 if they were in power, we find thatin throe
years, their expenditure has reached $25,500,000, or with
$.14,000 more, whichthey charged to capital account, which
we charged torevenue, (Dominion lands,) making an aggre
gate of $25,834,600, or $2,334,000 above that of the year
1877-78. but that is not all, they have not only imFosed

the expenditure of the Dominion in three years, over
600: but they came down this year and asked, in the Esti
mate3 for 1882-83, the enormous sum of $7,600,000, and
also $400,000 for Dominion lands,charged to capital whidhi
repeat, we charged to income, making a totalof $28,000,rs0o
an addition to the expenditure of $4,498,000 in five years Of
their reign. They may add and subtract from the
figures as much as they like, but that is the
from the Public Accounts and their own estim&te
Then we had the hon. member for CardWell, Wh.
I do not see in his place, dealing with this subjet
le, the other night, also charged the late Governme
the responsibility of the expenditare for the year1the-1s
He said that we exceeded the estimates for that Year, &
timates of the present hon. Finance Minister, by '

Now, 1 can show from the Estimates of thatbon.get.
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in for 1873-74 that the late Government did not only late Government. Mr. Speaker what are the facts of the
not exceed them, but did not expend the amount set down case, taking the years for which the late Government are

for that year. The original stimates for 1873-74 were responsible and comparing with the years the prsent Gov-

820,941,182; first, Supplementary Estimates, $368,340; ernment are responsible-1874 to 1878 inclusive, and 1879

second Supplementary, $57,300; third, Supplementary, to 1881:

$100 000. Then, again, under the 36th Victoria, the provin- Late Goverument, 1874-78, average annual expenditure... $1,592,241
cal subsidy and assumption of the provincial debts produced do do deci......... 1,144,116

another item of $918,000 ; increased salaries, ti00,000; Average de6cits............ ...................................... $tca,125
admission of Prince Edward Island, $418,000; organization
of gouoted Police, $200,000; a further balance of $482,000,
making a total of $23,685,000 of estimated expenditure for Present Goverment,187981, average annul zpenditure.. $1, 828,451

1873-74. The expenditure of the Government of the hon. do do defcit. 1,259,008
minember for Lambton during that year was $23,316,317, or Average deficits............................... $567,443

less thai the estimate by $'68,692, showing the member Or a greater annual increased deficit by the present Gov-
for Cardwell's groat error. I may just give one of the many ernment of $119,318, instead of a decreased deficit of
instances of the necessity of the Government of 1873 S15,000. The increase of expenditure for this service
estimating very large amounts on account obligations incurred ii three years by present Government has been
bv theim a few days before they left office, 7th November, $151,719, and the increase the present Govern-
1873. We find that a number of appointments to office ment asked for up to 1873, $294,961. This state-
and increases to salaries were made between January, 1873, ment shows the onormous increaced expenditure of the
and 7th November, 1873, in the Civil Service as follows: Post Office service. Now, I think this will show the un-
Governor General's Office, threo were increases in salaries fairness of the present Finance Minister in making com-
arnounting to $350; in the Privy Council one new appoint- parisons in their favor, as against the late Government.
ment, $700, and six increases, $820, total $ 1,520; Secretary The years from 1874 to 1878 are taken as those for which
of State, nine new appointments, $4,690, and nine salaries the late Government are responsible, although I say they
inereased $1,650, total $6,340; Militia, six new appoint- are not responsible for the whole of it. The hon. the Minis-
ments, 65,600, eighteen increases, $2,677, total $38,277; in ter of Finance next took up the Intercolonial Railway. I
Receiver General's, two appointments, $1,600, and seven venture to say there is no part of the public service for
increases, $1,200, total $2,800. In the Public Works De- which the late Government have been more abused than in
partment there were twenty-eight appointments, costing connection with that railway. While the hon. member for
$21,546, and one hundred and seventy-one salaries in- Lambton was at the head of the Départment of Public
creased, $19,074, making a total in the number of increases Works, he was abused from one end of the country to the
and appointments of 199, at a cost of $40,620. In the De- other, for bis alleged mismanagement of that road. When
partment of the Minister of Justice there were seventy-five the present hon. Minister of Railways came into power, his
new appointments, $77,800, with eleven increases, $1,760, first duty, of course, was to set things right, as he said, in
making an addition of $79,560. In the Department of the dismissing officers, reducing the salaries of others, already
Interior there were nineteen new appointments, $14,070, small, shutting up the workshops at Moncton, and buying
and twenty-five increases, $5,0'00, total $19,080. Castoms, a good deal of the rolling-stock in the United States.
new appointments, 111, $58,0-.6, increase, 636, making an During the Administration of the hon. member for Lambton,
additional outlay of $125,461. Inland Rovenue, eighty-four the cost of the construction work done at the workshops at
appointments, $30,575, and ninety six increases, $16,550, Moncton was charged to revenue account, while after
total 180, addition $47,065 ; Department of Finance, seven- the dismissal of these mon from the workshops, and
teen appointments, $15,400, increase twenty-four, $2,650, when the rolling stock was imported, the cost was
addition $j18,050; Agriculture, forty-one appointnents, charged to capital account by the present Government.
835,025, increase fifteon, $1,178, addition $37,203; Marine Some of the men dismissed from the Moncton workshops
and Fisheries, 159 new appointments, $21,900, and forty- were found employment in the United States in the places
nine iucreases, $9,025; additional expenditure, $30,925; where these locomotives am. rolling-stock purchased by the
Post Office,.seventy-seven new appointments, $36,020, and Government were manufactured. The hon. the Minister of
311 inreases, $22,220, additional expebditure, $58,2ýt0; Finance makes the working expenses of the Intercolonial
altogether an addition made by the late Government of Railway, from 1874 to 1879, under late Government aver-
1878 for the Civil Service alone, just previous to their age, $2,659 per mile. He maikes the working expenses for
going out of power, of $475,293 annually. What do we the two years of the present Government average $1,987
tind under the Goverument of the hon. member for Lambton, por mile, showing a decreased expenditure by the present
'he total reductions for ordinary controllable expenditure, Government of $672 per mile. He shows an average receipt
etween the years of 1874 and 1878, was $1,781,566, divided per mile, from 1874 to 1879, of $1,760, late Government.

thus: Civil Service, reduction, $60,300; Penitentiaries, The average reeipts for the two years, 1880 and 1881, were
$7,500; Legislation, 6166,000 ; Immigration, 8137,822 ; $ 1,980 per mile, or $220 of an increase in favor of present
Geological Surveys, $1,764; Marine fIospital, 88,972 ; Government. What do we find by taking the five years
PubLe Works, $827.404 ; Ocean Service, $5,328; Light- from 1874 to 1878 and comparing them with the years fron

$5es, 175,10); Miscellaneous, $21,000; Dominion Lands, 1879 to 1881, tha correct years for comparison. As this is
0lling Timber, $32,946; Militia, 6359,239; a subject out of which a good deal of political capital has

hieingencies, $64,625. We find these soveral reductions, been made against the late Government, I shall bebtween the years 1874 and 1878, amounted in all to more minute in this statement than I would be otherwise.81l,566.* The hon. the Finance Minister next in taking In 1874, there were 371 miles of railway in oper ation, yield-
herviceomparison of the two Governments for Post Office ing a revenue of $893,430, and involving an expenditure of

i h e goes back again to the years 1875 to 17 9 show- $1,025,831. In 1875,422 miles; revenue, $861,593; expendi-
the ravenge annual expenditure to be 6l,709,000 and ture, $850,775. 1876, 512 miles; revenue, $846,861; expen-

average annual receipts $1,149,000, average deficits diture, $877,485. 1877, 720 miles; revenue, 81,154,447;
years 180î 60,000 for laite Government; while for the expenditure, and $1,461,273. 1878, 720 miles ; revenue,
000 an0t81 the average annual expenditure was $1,847,- $1,378,946; expenditure, 81,611,273. Those were the years

deithe 5average annual receipts 81,302,000, average during which my hon. friend for Lambton administereddeficit ,45)000, or a deficit of 15,000 a year less that the that Department. lu 1879, 720 miles; revenue, 81,294,009;
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expenditure, $1,875,000. 1880, 840 miles ; revenue,
$1,596,298; expenditure, $1,603,439. In 1881, 846 miles;
with a revenue of 81,760,393, and an expenditure of
$1,759,822. Now, Sir, for the purpose of making com-
parison we will take the five years of the late Government
from 1874 to 1878, in which the receipts averaged $1,027,-
455 annually, and the three years from 1879 to 1881, in
which the reccipts averaged $1,520,283 annually, showing
a balance in favor of 1879-81 on receipts of $492,778. In
five years the expenditure, under the late Government,
averaged $1,165,327; in three years, under the present
Government, viz., 1879 to 1881, $1,746,417, or an expen-
diture by the present Government over the years 187478 of
$581,090, or a net balance in favor of the late Government
of $88,312.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Did I understand the hon.
gentleman to say, in speaking ofthe railway expenditures,
that ho took six years. Allow me to read what I stated on
that subject. What I said was this:

"Now, Sir, it may be well to call the attention of the House to one or
two other facts, to show why it is that we have been able to keep the
taxation of the people lower than it was during the time our friends
opposite were in power. In connection with this, I desire to call ithe
attention of the House to some facts with reference to the workin g of
the railways, from July, 1874, to July, 1879."

All the calculations are based on five years.
Mr. BURPE E. That is just what I have taken-167 i to

1879.
Sir LEONAR DTILLEY. No.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Including both years.

Sir LEONAR D TILLEY. From July, 1874, to July, 1879.
Mr. BURPEE. For the purposes of comparison it will

make little or no difference in the calculations, but in favor
of the late Government, if you take it that way. I have
taken the total receipts and the total expenditures of the
railway, and I shall now take the receipts aud expenditure
per mile as the hon. the Minister of Finance bas done.
From 1874 to 1878, the receipts per mile were $1,886;
froin 1879 to 1881, $1,890, or four dollars per mile in favor
of the present Government. For the five years, from 1874
to 1878, the expenditure per mile was $2,151; from 1879
to 1881, the present Government have expended $2,234,
or a balance against the present Government of $83 per
mile, or on the whole a net balance in favor of the late
Governmentof $79 per mile. If any hon. member of the
House chooses to go into these calculations, ho will find,
by the Publie Works Reports, that they are accurate. I
might say, before going further, that in the comparisons I
have made I have put the late Governmeit on the same
footing as the present Government. I have taken the
amount for steel rails, $700,000, paid by the late Govern-
ment in 1876-77-78 out of revenue as the present Govern-
ment are charged all such expendituro to capitel aceount,
and there are quite a nimber of smaller items in the
Accounts which are now charged to capital account of the
Intercolonial Iailway, that were chaî:ged by tlie hon, mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) to revenue. Mly hon.
friend the member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), when he
was in power, sought to close up the capital account of the
Intercolonial from the year 1876 and charge everything, to
revenue account, instead of doing, as the present Govern-
ment are doing, charging a large number of items to
capital. In 1879, there is charged to capital account,
8226,639 ; in 1880, 8548,000 ; in 1881, $608,732, and in the
Estimates for 1882, they took $446,469 for capital account
-the supplementary estimates they ask for $383,639 more
this year, making, for 1882, $730,308. They ask for 1883,
$609,086, making altogether nearly $3,000,000 in the five
years that they have eharged and estimated for capital
account. Then, Mr.. Speaker, last year they askçd

Mr. BtRPEE (St. John).

$1,600,000 for running expen8es, and they have asked, in
the Supplementary stimates this year, 8300,000 more
making, in al], $1,900,000 for running expenses. Now, î
think, when we consider the increased trade of the country
the increased freight, which has grown, between 1878 aud
1881, something like from 7,833,420 tons in 1878, to
12,102,000 tons in 1881, or an increase of nearly 6o
per cent.-passenger nearly same increase,-and when we
consider that the receipta have been nearly 30 per cent.
over those of 1878, and when we consider that during part
of the time of the late Government the road was unfinished
and incomplete, that it was laid with iron rails, and equipped
with insufficient rolling stock, that it had to compete for
two seasons with the Gulf line of steamers from Shediac to
Gaspé, Quebec-I say that, when we consider these faets, it
speaks volumes for the management of the late Governmnent,
and shows how unfair the criticisms are in which members
of the Government indulge throughout the country regard.
ing the management of the Intercolonial Railtay by the
hon. member for Lambton. We also find that in the three
years under the late Government, from 1876 to 1878, there
was a surplus in managing the canals of 84,629; while in
the three years under the present Governiment, from 1879
to 1881, there was a deficit of $40,319, with a larger
trade. Then we come to the reduction of taxation spoken
of by the Minister of Finance. While we on this side of
the louse are willing to accept any reduction of taxes
wbich the Government are disposed to give us, we say, or I
for one say, that there is no tax which the people of this
country feel loss than the duties on tea and coffee. Last
year's consumption was 16,000,000 lbs., which was cer-
tainly very large. In 1873, the consumption was 15,000,000
lbs., and, in 1875, it was 14,000,000 lbs; but in the
highest year the average taxes on tea and coffee amount to
only about 20 cents per bead of the population of the
Dominion -one-half of the taxes on one barrel of meal, a
little over one-third of the tax on a barrel of flour, and
one-third of the tax on a ton of coal. The boast is
made from one end of the country to the other that the hon.
Minister of Finance is giving the people a free breakfast-
table by reducing the duties on tea and coffee; but before
you talk about a free breakfast table, you should go back to
the old duties on tables and chairs by reducing 171 per
cent. take off the 12J per cent. additional on crockerY-
ware, 12½ per cent. on silver and plated ware, 50 or
60 cents a ton on coal, and 10 or 50 cents a barrel
on meal and flour, all of which reductions are necessarY
to make a breakfast table as. free as it was in 1878.
When you consider .the taxation. on all these articles,
you will sec how false is the idea that is being spread
abroad of the people getting a. free breakfast table.
The hon. Minister of Finance also referred to a pre-
diction made by us on this side of the louse, that tha
Tariff would interfere with the trade of Canada with Groat
Britain. No doubt it was said that the Tariff would change
the current of trade, but it is almost impossible to make 4a

comparison betwoen the twQ regimes with respect to the
trade with Great Britain and the United States. From
to 1878, as the hon. Minister of Dustolms .Well kno5,5ws
large axnount ofthe imports into thiscountry.frnom the tit£d
States, entered for cousumption, were afterwards exportld
and were not the products of Canada. From,1874 to 1878,th'
total imports for consumption were $529,256,0o0 the t0t'l
value of goods entered for consumption and
cxported, not the products of Canada,in the same five YOa"7s
wero $38,976,000; leaving the net imports for Conserptia
for the five years $490,279,000. of.thesaimports, thre fro
from Great Britain $48,232,000, or 49 per cent.; and from
the United States 642,425,000, or 43 per cent.; a
other countries $7,398,000, or 7 per cent. For
years, from 1879 to 1881, the tota87mprts fre
were $243,735,000, les the amount for 1879,
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ùuported and afterwards exported, of $7,677,000, making thei
Dot consumptioù for the three years $236,057,000; of whiché
there wa imported froi Great Britain, $36,346,000, or 46

r cent.; from the United States, $24,037,000, or 43 per
nt.; and from other countries, 88,302,000, or 10 per cent.,«

sbowilg a decrease of 3 per cent. from Great Britain, while
-nited States, remained the same. The average
duty on English goods fromGroat Britain was 18 per
cent. in 1879, 19 per cent. in 1880, and 20 per cent
in 1881, while the average duty on goods from
the jnited States was 15 per cent. in 1879, 15 per cent.
in 1880, and 15 per cent. in 1881. For my part, I do not
,lace any value on this argument, only the matter is used
throughout the country in order to make capital against the
late Government for taading with our neighbors. I believe
that merchants will buy their goods where they can buy them
the cheapest, no matter whether in the United States or
Great Britain. I believe that a great portion of the people
o)f the Dominion are satisfied that when they trade with the
lUnited States it is for their interest to do so, and nothing
can stop it; and if it is a profitable trade to our people, they
should be allowed to do business wherever they can trade
the beast, and make the most moncy. Another statement
made by the hon. the Minister of Finance was that, during
the five years under the late Government, from 1875 to 1879,
-change in years again-the Provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia paid 141 cents per head more taxation than
the Province of Ontario, &c., while in the two years under
the present Government, they paid less pee heal. This
argument is an unfair one, and ought not to be used by any
1inister of Finance in a comparison of one Province with
another. The hon. the Minister of Customs, at an earlier
stage of the debate, showed very fairly and plainly that the
trade of the Lower Provinces had fallen off very rapidly, and
he believed the causes were the increase of the inter-
provincial trade with Ontirio and Quebec. The imports of
New Brunswick have dropped from $10,223,000 in 1873, to
$3,996,000 in 1880, and they rose last year to $6,0 16,000.
Nova Scotia imported, in 1874, $10,907,000; iii 1880,
86,138,000; an:, in 1881, $7,052,000. The argument of
the hon. the Minister of Finance means anything, only
serves to expose the poverty of the Lower Provinces, in
buying less than they were able to buy three years ago.
The aver:-go duty paid by the different Provinces will show
bater how the Tariff affects the current of trade. In the
fnve years from 1874 to 1878, Ontario and Quebec paid an
alora duty of 12·15 per cent., while in the three years
iromi 1879 to 1881,they paid an average duty of 18-08 per
cent. Nova Scotia, in the five years from 1874 to 1878,
paid an average duty of 14·10 per cent.; and in the three
years from 1879 to 1881, 19•49 per cent. New Brunswick,
in the five years from 1874 to 1878, paid 15-50 per cent.;
and in the three years from 1879 to 1881, 20-79 per cent.That shows very clearly the unequal taxation of the differentProvinces. I have been very careful to go into this matter
tboroughly, because the hon. the Minister of Finance hasso repeatedly sought to show the people of the Maritime
Provinces how littl3 taxes they pay into the Daminionlreasury, and that they pay nothing towards the expense

the North-West Territory, or the expenditure on canals,railways, and other works, which are charged against thevionslidated Account. A caretul examination of the pro-vicial trade and taxation of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-wik Will show that they pay heavier taxes than Ontario
"d Quebee, and have contributed per population everydollar of their shares to the expenditure of the Dominion.
into k it wl be a fair calculatio if we take the imports

tho Maritime Provinces during the five years previous towo federation, as an average to work upon. If we do that,
find that, with the regular inerease of population, accord-

cog te the last Census, New Brunswick has imported for
con aptiün from 1868 tvo 1881, 8128,468,000 worth of

merchandize. The Trade and Navigation Returns, however,
show that, from 1868 to 1881, the imports were 8104,424,075,
and the amount of duty collected thereon was 416,071,878,
But on the consumption of $128,468,000, as I have stated,
the duty would, under Dominion rates of taxation collected,
$20,658,563, or 624,044,552 worth more goods consumed and
$1,586,688 more duty collected. That is for New Bruns-
wick alone. There can be no doubt that as the country
advances the people consume more goods, and their con-
sumption will yearly increase ; but I have taken the amounts
just as the population increased. For Nova Sceotia, the
Trade and Navigation Returns show in those years goods
entered for consumption to the amount of 8123,058,114, on
which there was duty paid amounting to 817,834,855.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Do 1 understand the hon,
member to say that during the five years previous to Con-
federation $104,000,000 worth of goods were entered for
consumption.

Mr. BURPEE. No. I took the average of five years
previous to Confederation as a basis to work upon. i take
$7,978,183 as the average imports for the five years previous
to Confedoration for New Bruc3wick; I did so because
during the year immeiiately preceding Confedoration the
importa were $10,000,000, and I thought the Minister of
Finance would take exception to that year as the imports
were so large, in making the calculation, I have taken the
avorage amount which I have stated, and have taken into
account the increased population year by year. The imports
of Nova Sc>tia, during thatperiod, am oanted to $123,058,114,
on which duty was paid to the sum of $17,834,855. The
consumption on that basis, of the average of the ive years
before C.nfederation and on the increased population, from
1863 to 1881, would be $179,529,748, and the duty collected,
directly or indirectly, was $25,891,055, or an increase of
consumption from Ontario, or Quebec, of 856,471,634, in
those years, and an increase of duty of$ 9,060,100. Those
figures, I think, answer the question as to the consumption
of the Maritime Provinces, and what these provinces do not
import from Great Britain and United States comes from
Quebec and Ontario. The hon. the Minister of Finance
referred to the sugar question. There is a singular circum-
stance in connection with it, that it is impossible to find out,
either from statisties or from the refiners, as to the loss of
weight to the refinery in the quantity of sugar between the
time when it is taken into the refinery and when it passes
out as between the grades of sugar. In 1874, thero were
imported 111,934,604 lbs; in 1879, 118,366,467 Ibs; in 1880,
116,847,000 lbs; in 1881, 136,416,000 lbs. The average price,
in 1877, was 5j cents per lb., and, in 1881, 3 cents per lb.
We find that the loss of revenne, comparing the
two Tariffs, was, for the year 1880, 8754,249, taking the same
quantity and quality as 1878 for comparison, and $755,718
for 1881, making a total loss of revenue of alittle over
$1,500,00J on what would have been collected under 1878
Tariff if quality and quantity imported be the -same. The
average price, as taken from the New York Price Circular and
Journal of Commerce, which is an authority on ail wholesale
prices, was, for sugar in band in New York, $613, and duty
paid into Canada under the Tariff of 1878 would be, in
Canada, $8.66; 100 lbs. theaverage price for Canada re-
fined, as taken from the Montreal Journal of Commerce,
was $9ffk. In drawing this coiparison I have taken
ever y week and month of the year, and btriking an
average it appears that the sugar of the United States
taken out of bond and paying duty under the Tariff
of 1878, would have cst here $1.04 per 100 lbs.- less
than it cost us Canada refined. 'Hon. gentlemen
opposite will say that tho coast of transpartation should be
added to the New York prices. To us in the Maritime Privin-
ces and in most p rts of Ontario, the cast of carrying sûgar
from New York to ité destination is agool dealle.És than from
Mentreal. It is some 15 or 20 cents 10) ibs. less from
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New York to St. John than from Montreal to St. John, so appreciate and understand our policy. The laborers, the
and for the year 1881 the average price in New York, in farmers, the lumbermen, fishermen, shipbuilders, as weU 8
bond, was 86.50, under the Tariff of 1878, would ho on sugar the rajority o? the manufacturers, have shown mogtco.
laid down here, $9.12J per 100 lbs, while the average of the clusively, by letters and representations, that they are net
Montreal was $10.09,sbowing an increase over that if imported benefitted by the present Tarif, but are taxed very heaviîy
under the Tariff 1878 from New York of 96J cents per 100 lbs. and unequally. Our policy stands in contrast with that of
The cost to the consumers (duty paid) on granulated sugars the Conservative party. Their policy is to t
for the average of the year 1881 was, in New York, $9.61 per who hath not even the littie that ho ins, and give it to hii
100 Ibs., and in Canada it was $10.09, showing 48 cents per who has abundance.
100 lbs. less to the people of United States than Canada. Mr. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.J.) Even'at this laie
The hon. the Minister of Finance bas spoken pretty freely stage of the debate, I desire te make some remarks in reply
of the increased cost of manufactured cotton goods and
decreased cost of the article to the consumer as comparedt M eta of preioue n.p erm
with 1878. I am not going into the question mingtely, but
I wish to refer to one point. The bon. gentleman, in his word in oxplanation? I was violently interrupted by hon.
speech, said that raw cotton in 1881 was 2 cents a lb. higher member8 on the otber side when I attcmpted to iako an
en price than in 1878. explanation

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. More. Some bon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. BURPEE. If the House will look at the Trade and Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. inmber has already spoken

Navigation Returns, hon. membors will find that on this question.
the price of raw cotton in 1878 was 10W- cents per Mr. PLIJMB. I merely rise te oxplain and mill not
lb., and, in 1881, 10T'%ý per lb., showing what would be the
cost to Canadian manndacturers, that is the value whicb
manufacturera have entered et the Custom ouse in 1878 Some hon. MEnBERS. Order.
and 1881, and no doubt is correct. I do not propose to go Mr. SPEAKER. You an enly speak with l ve of the
through the dtfferent items tetwhich the hon. the Minister ysuse.
of Finance referred, saying manufactured articles are les Mr. PLUMB. 1have ne doubt the ous will allow me
cost in 1881 than inb1878.esknew from the information n to make an explanation.
have received, aotnonly frods merchants and consumertrbut
fron nanufacturers, that the factt are quite difhaerent. There Mr. BOWELL. I take it for granted that in other cses
is an increase la the prices ofawgreat many articles, but there the o e will be mo t rigidly carri ehut te. The hon.
may ho seme kindsof goods that are a litH le s in p)rice member for Niagara was asking to make se emak an
owing to the cheapnesa of these goods in the European ewrxplanation wben hc was intenrupted by the bon. gentl -
markets. Woollen geods are now and have been for the last man from St. Jobhn.
few montha nearly 20 per cent. cheaper lu England than in Mr. BLAKE. Ho wa siet inttrrupted.
1878. 0f course, our manufacturera are obliged te meet the Some hon. MEMIBERS. Ordor.
competition and reduce their prices accordingly, but I yen- M.-O EL onttik1anoto rebti
ture to say the consumer and merchants eau botter decide Mr. IiELL . e hn a re
what goodct now as compared with 1878 than the on. n isu t.
the Minister of Finance. The manufacturers controle their Mr. PLUMB. I ask the permission eh.theMhon. genER O-
prices according to foreigu markets, and keep prices up se man who lias the floor te malle my explanation.
as te keep foreign good sot, whiech the consumers have to Mr. SPEAKER. Yo a not the permission of theon.
puy. With regard tei the manufactures o the country,I member that is waHsted, but the permission f the leuse.
believo that a revenue Tarif would but suit the business of Mr.PLUMB. I he noidout ousouillao im
the Dominion, and afford ample protection. I believe that a . Make Ieanatiot
havenue Tarif sue h as we are now obliged to impose for the 'tla refused I will be gladto know it.

expenditure of the Dominion, properly adjusted, would suit Mr'. MACDO-NALD). I have neo objection ïe the bon.
al the manufacturers, ani that they wuld prosperbe tter gentleman making an explanation if ho chooses. When ie
under it than under the presont Tarif. I admit that four or rose I wa proceeding dy refer for a few moments the son
five manufacturera have been materially helped by the dia- remarks made by the mmber for Charlotte (Mr. Glmor)
crimination made luetaeir favor by the Tarif, and that under during th course of h speeh the other day. h e aid, on
it the cotton and woollen manufacturera, and sugar refiners, that occasion, that he quoted from the leading journal of
and perbaps the furniture manufacturera, have experienoed Charlmttetown, a statem ent that there had been dors depre
a temporary help tu their enterprises. But the question is, sien in that tewn for many years, and went on totrace it t0
will thiey ho ahie te stand in turnes of adversity asi well as if the effect cf the National Pelicy. Now this la far frem being
they wero of a slower growth and established on a botter ie case, and I cannot lot that remark go unco traditeu
foundation. I have beon more or less engaged in manufac- Any depression existing in Charlottetown is owiD'y te differ-
turing. for many years, and Ibelieve that it is more te the ont causes. We know very welsbw. have ad a veryserieus
advantage of the manufacturers t be l ct alone as much as bank faiure in that town, which ias tosted the busin.ei
possible by the State n d depend on the energy and enter- portion o? the communitiy very serio misly.sWe knoW aoi,
prise oWthe promoters. legialationu their favor yos n et that it las wd te a temporary depression in business e bt I
prosper them on the whole; because they cannot and do nt, Mtrongly coUtend hat the peopre of Prinhe udward 1and
as we know by the example o? the United States, stand genrally are in as flourishng condition,or as
adverity as well as those manufactures which grow up, to-day, and as prosperous as they have beent W n hme
under leias protection, by enterprisf and industr The the past. I may add that the condition o? the farnsera a

Liberal policy ash been very well dfined-namely, te pursue makodeb the eery nverforotter dmor)
sucli a'course towards the country, in and out of this flouse, 1 money was nover more plentiful,noe icatd or
as will ie t, the interesta o r bal classes in tif aminioh, andfreely, than during the past y oar and thepr. t saion

t tetnhadat ole n c mas osha and another, rbut te If we want t judgothe rteatedof the cou g oureal o
woilteybehabl toe sndinimeofad well protected hd extent of its prosperity, we cannot go ts is abtter o u
cared fer as another. Tat poliy bliushen pursued than the savingn bankt' accounts.r gow nconaIe
by us th eIl in as euteof office, and thinkterandtry will the amount of the deposity viithe sraviugb in

Er. Buwiz (St. John).
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Edward Island, what do we find ? I just accidentally, this
very day, saw a return of the deposits in the savings banks
in Charlottetown for January, and I flnd that deposits for
January, 1888, show an increase over the deposits for
January, 1881, of 120 per cent. I find also that the with-
drawals for January, 1882, over the withdrawals for
Jauuary, 1881, only amounted to 21 per cent.; and that
the average deposits in January, 1881, roached 897.74,
while the average amount of each deposit for January, 1882,
was $127.33. Now, I contend that this is but an indication
of the prosperity of the country. From my general know-
ledge of Prince Edward Island, there never was a time, in
the history of that Province, when there was a larger
circulation cf money among the farming class than there
is at presont. The hon. member for Charlottetown, in the
course of his speech, said he could not see how we could
have a home market without an increase of population.
11e aiso said, I think, that, having the same number
of people to clothe and feed as before, the National
Policy could not furnish us with a home market.
There is no doubt of this fact, that if a large
number of our population turn their attention to manu-
facturing, and are taken from our farming population,
there will be an increased market and consumption of the
products of the farm; and there is no doubt that, if our
people get incroased labor and incroased price for their
labor, they will be larger consumers. Under the present
policy, there is very little doubt the people cat botter food
and wear botter clothes than they did under the policy of
our predecessors. The hon. member for Richmond said
that the people of the Lower Provinces pay more for their
cotton goods, woollen goods and other articles than formerly.
I deny that such is the fact. Having a good deal to do
with that sort of business, I may say that never in myi
experience bas the price of either cotton or the
ordinary wear of woollen goods been sold ati
lower rates than at present. If people imported these1
goods under the present Tariff, it is probable they1
would have to pay higher prices for them, but wo know1
very well that the wool of our own country is manufacturedi
into the cloth that enters into general wear, and those
articles are now sold at a cheaper rate than heretofore.
The same thing may be said of cottons. Cottons are now
manufactured .n Canada and sold cheaper than if imported.
The hon. member for Richmond, N.S. (.Nlr. Flynn) alsosaid that the Tariff operates in favor of the rich
man against the poor mian. I deny that. The hon. member1
seems to think that the present Government are carrying
out the policy of the late Government, whon the latter
taxed the tea of the poor man, as against the tea used by
the ric. The hon. gentleman went on to say that thePresent Government taxed everything that was used by
he poor fisherman. He seemed to have a great deal of 1

cOmpassion for the oor fisherman; but the poor fishermaniS intelligent enough to know that the clothes ho wears aretmfanufactured in this country, and it is entirely useless forE
the hon. member for Riehmond to try and mako himi
ble G ise paying dearer for thom than ho did under theiate Government. The poor fisherman also knows that,f
inder the poicy of the present Government, the nets,(line, twines, hooks, &c, and other articles used by him,ï
"ne in free of duty.

Mr. MILLAH. They always d id.
pr. MAC DONALD. If these hon. gentlemen abuse the2proetitj, POlicy, they adt ntoeatce ftepo

return to ohey, pthe must, should they in the dim fututreè
fseMenifete put on a duty on those articles of the poor i

Man who' ihey carry Out their theory. The hon gentle-(
OPPosition a just taken his seat said the policy of thec
another.Ifsnot to tax one Party at the expense ofi

ha taeEhould carry out that policy they wouldi
Overy portion of the people alike, and to do1

that they would have to put a tax on the neeossaries used
by the poor fishermen, as well as those used by other
classes. The hon. member for Richmond also said he
would like to see the fishermen's bounty secured by Act of
Parliament. On that score I agree with the hon. gentle-
man. I would like to see the bounty to the fishermen
secured by Act of Parliament, because it is just possible
some day or other the hon. member and his friends may
come back te power, and, if they do, they will at once,
should they follow out thoir Free Trade policy, remove the
bounty that this Government, I am happy to say, bas
placed at the disposal of the fisherman. The hon. gentle-
man is opposed to Protection because, ho says, it makes the
fisherman, the mechanie, and the farmer pay more
for the necessaries of life. Lot us look for a moment at this
statement. Everything that enters into consumption by the
fisherman is manufactured in our country. His flour is
ground out of wheat grown in Canada, his articles of clothing
are manufactured here. There is, therefore, no foundation
whatever for the assertion that the present policy taxes
the poor fisherman. It bas been said that the people of
the Lower Provinces are prevented from taking flour from
the United States with which they vdty often trade. The fact
is quite the reverse. If our vessels go to Boston or New York
they can always buy the quality that is used by our people,
superior extra flour of Canada, in those markets, and
lay it down at their own doors as cheaply as by
the St. Lawrence or the Intercolonial Railway. There.
tore the charge that tho 50 cents duty per barrel
is a tax on the poor fisherman falls to the ground.
Now, Sir, with respect to the mechanic, we find ho is situ-
ated, in some respects, like the fishorman. The material ho
wears is al manufactured in this country, and the incroased
employrnent furnished him by the increased prosperity,
under the National Policy, puts him in a position to buy
more goods frQm the farmer in a way that ho could not do
before. The farmer, in his turn, comes in for a share of the
prosperity by finding a botter home market for his produc-
tions. Not only bas ho a botter home market, but ho has
reason tc look forward to the time when we shall bo in a
position to treat with the Amoricans for reciprocity. We
have now inducements to offer the Americans reci-
procity. We can show them that they are losing the trade
of this country to the tune of millions of dollars annually;
we can show thema that their coal is taxod when coming into
Canada, and, in all these respects, that we have something to
offer in exchange for reciprocity which we had not under
the policy of our predecessors. The hon. member for Rich-
mond (Mr. Flynn), in the course of his remarks the other
day, took a fling at the coal duties. He said the coal duty
was a fallacy; that it does not bonefit the coal producers;
andthat itinterfores with our shippingeoal across the Atlan-
tic. Now I am astonished ut such an objection, because if a
vessel bas to tako ballast across the Atlantic to
the St. Lawrence ports she can come to the port of
Sydney, get her cargo of coal there, and freight that
will pay her for bringing it up to Quebec or Montreal,
whatever port on the St. Lawrence she may go to
for a return cargo. It is true, possibly, that the duty
on coal bas not given us a better hold in the United
States markets, but it bas placed us in a botter position for
a remission of the duty on their coal. The hon. gentleman
also said that the coal production of the mines was greater
in 1873 than in 1881. But ho did not give us the returns
after 1873, during the time his party was in power, for,
during that period the production of the mines declined
until they were at the point of closing. When the present
Government came into power they began to revive, and the
coal of the Lower Provinces is reaching the Upper Pro-
vinces to a greater extent each year. Not only that, but the
manufacturers in the Lower Provinces are yearly increasing
their demand for coal. Sir, I am not astonished at the hon.
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gentleman for decrying the coal interests. I remember, 1 briefly, but in the most forcible manner, to stateoui'
not long since, when thero was a fleet of vessels belonging here in sucl a way thatthe country may be still
to a company represented by the hon. gentleman, that was the representatives of the great Liboral party ef this eountr,
a credit to any country, and some of which were to be in this louse stili hold sound politîca iV'VjOW8 i
f3und on the seas in ail parts of the world. That fleet accordance with the spirit ofthe age, and the spirit of pro.
flourished when the coal trade flourisbed, but wiien that gress in the nineteenth century-views whieh we aeprond
trade went down the fleet of vessels that came into the to blieve are wiser than those of our grent gmndfath0 n5
harbor of Arichat went down also, and, so far as I know, which bon. gentlemen opposite pride theuselves in e
they are not likely to come up again until the coal trade taining. Iowever, Sir, I did mot rise for the purpe
takes a turn for the botter. The bon. gentleman alsoof discussing the general principteof the Tarif. Whenthîs
seemed to think it was a great hardship that the people of debate was begun by the Budget Speech of the Finftee
the Lower Provinces had to buy their goods from the Miister I happened te interpolate a suggeston that ho
people of the Upper Provinces, who, as he said, took noth- had fixed an arbitrary drawback for the duties paid ou ship
ing from theminu exchange. Now, Sir, there is no doubt materiats. The hon. gentleman liking, as ne doubt ho is
that we buy largely from the people of the Upper Provinces, justificd in liking, the praise of those seated around him,
and it is possible that they do not take as much from us in made an answer which I did net consider a pro.
exchange. But it matters little to the people of the Lower per one, which I thougbt was rathor dîsingenuons
Provinces so long as they have a good market for their and,'of*course, loekîng around te bisfOllower,
productions elsewhere, so long as they can find an outlet in for their applause ho received it, sud was very happy in
other countries for their products, of their fisheries, their having received it. I thiuk it my duty-beeause it was Do
farms and their mines. No t only that, but the policy o use for me te continue interrupting at that time-to address
the present Government is building up a vast and extended the flouse just now sud vindicate the views which I lold
country in the west which will in the future be one of our and which led me te make the remark on that occasion. 1
best markets for fish. Now, Sir, looking at this matter in do this in ne captieus spirit, but simply for the purpose of
a disinterested way, I may say that I believe it is in the putting before the Hluse plainly the views which are held
best interests of the country that this policy was inaugurated. by myseif in common with hundreda of other people in
I believe it is doing good to the country generally, building this country. The hon, gentleman stated that, in 1879, ho
up our manufactures, assisting our farmers and our mechan- proposcd te return ail duties paid on ail materials enteriug
ies, and I am happy to sce that the Government have ful- into the construction ofships, sud be stated again andagain
filled their promises by taking the fishermen under their that ho was going te adopt the policy of returuing
protection and affording them a small sharo of theprosperity ou ail goods exportcd s drawback equal te the amountofthe
that is coming to the people generally. daty paid on the materials entering into the manufacture ef

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. those goods. I know very well that iu few cases bas that
been doue. I understaind that in the majority of cases, aud

After Recess. u some important cases, ho has refused te do it. Tho hon.
gentleman afterwards professed te have carricd eut the

Mr. KILLAM. It is far from my intention to offer any policy whichoepremised in the flrst place, but hoecarriod
lengthened remarks on the subject now engaging the it eut in this way: On the l2th of November, 1879, an
attention of the House. I do not propose to go into any Order in Council was passed, previding that s drawback not
long discussion of the Tariff for reasons which must be [o exýe3d 40 cents per ton on slips without ires kuees, or
obvious to every one. The subject has been very ably Su cents per ton ou slips with iron kueas, should ho paid on
discussed on both sides of the louse, and although, Sir, Icvery ship bujît in the Dominion. The drawback was oniy
had hoped that some of the arguments adduced on this side te be allowed ou canvas, paints, oils, chains, spikes, iroi,
might have had the effect of converting some hon. gentle-asd iron knecs actually used in the construction of the vos-
man opposite, I have practically abandoned that hope. sels, but, lu 1880, the hon. the Finance Minister came to the
I thought, Sir, that the remarks of the hon. member for lieuse, sud, in answer te an application frein some hon.
Centre iluron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) might have had gentleman on this side, le bronght down a returu showiug
some effect on the hon. the Finance Minister, that he migît the amount of drawback claimd, sud the amount grautod
have induced that bon. gentleman to sec the error of his and Le toM us that ho was giving an ample amount,
ways, and before parting from us this year might have because the most of those who had applied had asked for
made such a change in his policy as would have been more lesa than 40 or 50 cents a ton, as the Case miglit
acceptable to the country and more creditable to himself. Ibe. lie toid us aise, the other ovening, that not
thought probably that my hon. .friend from South Brant one or only eue had applied for sny drawback iu exce Of
(Mr. Paterson) and my hon. friend from North Norfolk (Mr. the 75 cents which vas te be allowed under the existiug
Charlton) would have had some effect on the hon. member Order in Council. Weil, the one statement lad nothing u
for Cardwell (Mr. White), and that the tone of that aIl te do witl the other, and the hon, gentleman, in 1880,
hon. gentleman's speeches and his other public statements claimed that le was giving a sufficient drawback, but bi'
might have been se modified as at least to have led the returu showed that eut of fourteen applications four b
publie to suppose that ho had returned to the well known s]plied for more than the amount given. The hon. geut'
views that he once bld on this subject. However, Sir, as mn, tbe other night, did net tell the lie«sethat. Mot
I said before, I have about given up that hope. Hon. gentle- the ships lauuched before the lat of January 1880, were
men need not ask if we are resigned to the situation, for we built principaliy under the previeus Tarif an( were tbere,
are not by any means. We are just as much opposed to the fore net subjcct te the Tarif introduced by the hon. gent'
iniquitous National Policy, so-called-the policy of taxing man. More than that, the drawback was only i'
the many for the benefit of the few-as we were when that few articles which I have just speeifiod; and,'beside"
policy was introduced. We are just as much opposed to if the drawback was sufficiont why did the hon. gentle-
the principle of taxing unnecessarily for the sake of accu- man go on te inerease it, and place hiniseif intho
mulating a surplus to be expended in ways, proper or im- position of payiug out public money withoit the 5nîbC
proper, as we were when the Tariff was introduced; but we rity of Parliament? Os tho iSth of My,8
find that it is no use to discuss the question with hou. Parliament had rison, an Order inGouneil was lessed fiv0'
gentlemen opposite. They are wedded to their idols and the drawback ut frein 55 te 75 cents per ton
we will let them alone. But, Sir, we consider it our duty the classes of slips, payable, mot upon prSf
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having been paid, but simply payable upon evory ship. I
do not know whether the hon. gentleman intended to say
that, but that is what I understood him to say. But if the

hon. gentleman, will bring down to the House one duplicate
of the applications made with each case, and lay them on
the Table, I think it will show that, in almost every case
where application has been made by the builder of the ship,
there is no reference whatever to the amount of duty paid,
except that the blank is filled up with 55 to 75 cents, and
that, in consequence, that amount is paid. It was not
necessary to show that the duty was paid, because the Order
in Council distinctly. states that such a drawback shall be
paid on ships, more in the nature of a bonus or a bounty than
in the nature of a duty, because, as ho explained, it was diffi-
cuit to show which of these articles might have been imported
and which wero manufactured in the country, and very
properly an arbitrary drawback was fixed. Having said so
much on that point, I will review the question. The
hon. gentleman proposed, in the first place, a drawback of
40 and 50 cents, claiming that that was the duty paid. By an
Order in Council, ho increased it from 50 cents to 75 cents
per ton. In 1879, ho repeatedly told us that he intended
to return ail the duty paid on ail materials used in the
construction of ships. In 1880, ho said that 50 cents was
generally sufficient. Well, we had various opinions about
that. I think the case practically stands thus : In 1873,
certain duties existed. I am unable to say what they were,
but it is not necessary for the purpose of ny argument that
I should. It is not possible for any person to make an
estimate of the actual duties paid on these articles
going into the construction of a ship, but certain
duties existed undor the previous Tariff. In 1874 my
hon. friend from Centre Huron brought down his Tariff,
and we were then met with a howl of opposition from hon.
gentlemen opposite, who said that $1 a ton extra was being
imposed. We did not admit that at the time, and many
calculations were made to show that the additional duty
imposed would not amoant to over 60 cents a ton. Last
summer when the hon. Minister of Railways was down on
missionary business to Nova Scotia, ho made a speech at
West Branch, in the county of Pictou, in which he is
reported-I take the report from the Halifax 1lerald ofthe
following day, as having said that Messrs. Joncs and
Carmichael hal voted to put an additional tax of $1 a
ton annually on ships. le repeated this statement again
and again in the meeting, and stated, further, that Mr. Car-
michael had voted that 380,000 Nova Scotians should pay
8400,000 per annum of taxes on shipping. The hon. Minis-
ter of Railwavs is sometimes carried away by his enthu-
siasm, but I do Dot think ho intended to make such a gross
blunder as that. We will suppose, for the sake of argument,
that before the hon. member for Centre Huron brought
down his Tariff, the duty on shipping amounted to 60
cents a ton; according to the hon. Minister of Railways

e bon. Iember for Centre Huron put on an additional
.1 a ton; thon the hon. Finance Minister came in

th is Tariff of 1879, and propDed an additional tax
We ll say of 50 cents a ton; tht will make atotal of $2 a ton. Well, if $2 a ton exists on shipping,how dees the hon. Minister of Finance suppose that ho is
going to counterbalance this by paying a drawback from
for the cents a ton ? I am only making theso statements
relianecpurpose of showing the House and the country what
relianeeiS to be placed on the statements of the hon. Minis-
terol Finance and the hon. Minister of Railways. If these hon.
gnte tare no nearer the truth in the rest of their state-
tauets Ihan they are in this matter, how can they be safelytnste With te government of the affairs of this country ?
Ca n.sin ister of Railways statod repeatedly during that

m ,n Nova Scatia, that Mr. Carmichael had voted to
shippin T Nova Seotians pay $400,000 annually onpig. The real facts were these. ln that year I think

a larger number of Ions wero built than in anyyear in the
history of Nova Scotia ship building-i think there were
84,000 tons building, on which, if the statement of hon.
gentleman opposite had been correct, a duty of something
like $400,000 additional would have been paid-though I deny
that the hon. member for Centro Huron imposed more than 60
cents a ton additional; but the result was that the friends of the
hon. Minister of Railways in Nova Scotia claimed that in
consequence of his abuse, the hon. member for Centre Huron
had been compelled to withdraw his resolutions. The contrary
was in fact the case. Noboly supposes that the bluster of
the hon Minister of Railways would have the slightest
effect in that direction; it was the moderato and reasonable
representations made by supporters of the hon. member for
Centre Huron, that induced him to take the matter into lis
consideration and reduce these duties to a figure, which
probaby left the increase at something liko 30 cents a
ton. The $100,000 of the hon. Minister of Railways
a re reduced on inspection to certainly not more than $25,000.
Thon it was considered necessary to increase the taxa-
tion of all classes, unlike the Tariff introduced by hon.
gentlemen opposite, which increase the taxes of a fow, and
which was class legislation. I ask again, if all the state-
ments of those hon. gentlemen are no more truthful than
those I have cited, how can they be trusted to administer
the affairs of this country ? I listened with somo attention,
the other day, to the speech of the hon. President of the
Council. I regret that ho is not here, but I presume that,
having been converted so often, it is idle to expect that any
argument of mine will produce any material change in him.
He has come into the louse of Commons recently, after his
long absence in another place, to treat us with doctrines the
opposite to those advanced by him when he was bore before.
When I first had the honor to be a candidate for a seat in
this House, I made liberal use of the arguments of the hon.
President ofthe Council. He told us that when the Mari-
time Provinces were brought into Confederation, there
would not be reciprocal trade botween them and Canada-
that our imports would increase, but that instead
of paying duties into the public Treasury, we would be
paying them into the pockets of Canadian manufacturers.
That hon. gentleman cited, the other day, the fact that the
imports of Nova Seotia had decreased by $7,000,000, and
boasted that we were building up an immense trade between
the Provinces. Formerly ho said that we would be paying
money into the pockets of Canadian manufacturers. I believed
then that lis views were sound, and I believe that the samo
views are sound to-day; I believe that if the Province of
Nova Scotia had been left ont of the Confederation, and we
had been importing from whorever we chose, and buying
where we could huy cheapost, the. revenue that we would
collect under such a Tariff as the hon. the Minister ofFinance
has levied would bo, to-day, at least $3,500,000. I believe
that we are roally paying that amount now, but, under the
Tariff of hon. gentlemen opposite, it is paid in such a way
that it does not appear, because instead of being paid into
the public Treasury it is put into the pockets of Canadian
manufacturers, and by the classes which form the majority
of our population, and which, from the nature of their
occupations, must consume a large amount of dutiable goods.
1 do not wish to refer at length to the remarkable speech of
the hon. the President of the Council. I lookel at him
with sorrow; I thought what a useful man ho might have
been in the House of Commons, if he had not yielded to the
blandishments of the right hon. gentleman opposite, and
accepted office with a comfortable seat in the Senate; but he
chose his own course, and, Isuppose, ho is responsible, not to
us on this side, but to his constituents. Well, Sir, he gave us
some remarkable ideas of trade; he quoted a lot of dim-
inished importa in England, -but was not suMciently fair to
the House to state that nearly all of those roductions were
based on redueed values of the articles exported. He did
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not do that; he wished to convey the idea that effete
England was dying out, because she had adopted thé policy
of hon. gentlemen opposite, and that the New Zealander
would soon be seated on London Bridge contemplating the
ruins. There were now, he said, in Great Britain, no less
than 1,000,000 paupers under Free Trade, while by adopting
the principles of Protection, which we have carried out
in Canada, what a prosperous country it might be.
The President of the Council left out part of it. I am not
going to refer at any length to the Trade Returns of Great
Britain, I will just quote this with respect to the poverty
question which may throw additional light upon the speech
of the President of the Council. In England and Wales, in
1849, the first year for which there are complete returns,
there were 931,000 persons of all classes receiving relief. On
the corresponding day of 1881 there were 803,000, a reduc-
tion of 131,000, The population of England and Wales was
estimated, in 1849, to be 17,564,000; the population in 1881
was estimated to be 25,798,000. The President of the
Council came to tell the louse that although there were
1,000,000 persons receiving aid in Great Britain-
I suppose be meant in the United Kingdom - the
proportion had fallen immensely ; that while the
number of persons receiving aid had fallen off Il or
12 per cent, the population had increased 45 per cent.
in the same time; that not only was there an actual decrease
but thore was an immense comparative decrease in poverty.
Then, Sir, here is an indication of the progress of the coun-
try, and these are all the figures I am going to state on the
subject because I think they convey a sufficiently correct
idea as to the material progress of the Mother Country.
The average annual value of property and profits
assessed te income tax for the twelve years, from
1843 to 1854 (I commence at 1843 for the simple
reason that that is the first year for which there are com-
plete returns for the United Kingdom ; it is rather before
that, but I take an estimate for Ireland) was £277,000,000 ;
for the twelve years,from 1855 to 1866 inclusive,£345,000,000;
for the thirteon years, from 1867 to 1879 inclusive, £5 10,-
000,000 ; for the last five years of the thirteen £575,000,000.
Is not that a complete answer to the statements
of hon. gentlemen opposite, that poor, unfortunate
England is going to ruin and decay, because sho
does not adopt the far sighted policy of Protection
which hon. gentlemen opposite advocate. I still decline
to agree with bon. gentlemen opposite in their trade views.
I regret to say that I will have to romain incorrigible. I
think those views were only adopted as a policy of expe-
diency during the time of depression in this country in
1876-77-78; that even now those hon. gentlemen are repent- i
ing that they were so short-sighted as to adopt this policy;
and, if they are not repenting, at least that they see day
by day that the country is repenting they ever placed them
in power. We thought a short timo ago that those hon.
gentlemen were very much satisfied with themselves and
their policy; we thought when we came here we heard
rumors that in a short time they would seek an appeal to
the people at the poll. Our hopes were excited; we
thouglht, now is the opportunity of seeing how we stand,
and what the people think on this question. Day
by day those rumors have faded away-I hardly
know the reason, there may be other difficulties
in the way-but I think, as reports came in from
different parts of the country hon, gentlemen opposite
became more and more convinced that this policy was not
one which is likely to be sustained by the people. flowever,
we shalibe very glad when they give us an opportunity.
I suppose, however, the policy to be adopted would
be very much hke that pursued by the celebrated 1
cook, of the Widow 7Bedott, in regard to potato
puddings-.that if the oven is very hot you will have to
take them out some, and if it is not very hot you will have
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to leave them in a little longer. I apologize te
the House for using such a humble illustration
in such a dignified House, but my precedent is the
President of the Council who interspersed his speech the
other day as liberally with anecdotes of the kind. In cou.
clusion, I beg to say that on this side of the H1ouse we have
wider ideas than bon. gentlemen opposite. They talk
about the poverty of England ; they claim at the same time
that the Tariff is calculated to foster trade with England
and to discourage trade with the United States. They wis'
us to trade, and they. say they are doing all they eau te
assist trade with poor, falling England with England, that is
hardly able to sustain herself, and to discourage trade with
the prosperous and happy United States along our border&
which are growing rich under the policy of exclusion, which
hon. gentlemen opposite are trying to adopt. -They tell us
one moment that it is better to trade with England than the
United States; at the next moment they tell us it is botter
to trade longitudinally than across a few degrees of
latitude; and in almost the same breath they
say it is better not to trade with any coun-
try at all, but that it is botter to trade at our own doors
and in our own home market. We on this side of
the House have wider and larger ideas. I have heard the hon.
Minister of Finance discoursi ng eloquently on the white sails
and symmetrical hulls of the ships sailing on every ocean
and carrying our flag into every port. What bas the hon.
gentleman done to assist in fostering that trale ? He has
given his attention to the sugar business. I think I will b
perfectly correct in saying that only about 81,500,000 of fixed
capital is invested in sugar refineries. To that subject the
hon. gentleman devoted months of attention. I suppose I
would be equally correct in saying that in the shipping and
fishery interests there are $40,000,000 invested. What has
the hon. gentleman done for these industries? To the ship-
owner does he not say I return yo 75 cents a ton,
and to the fishermen I am going to give yon a bounty
this year of $150,000 ? The hon. member for
Richmond, N.S. (Mr. Flynn) touched on this subject, and ho
was perfectly correct in saying that the hon. Minister
of Finance has been bleeding the fishermen to the tune Of
hundreds of thousands of dollars during the last three years,
and he now cornes down and admits that the interest on
the Fishery Award is due to those fishermen. If we add
together the amount unjustly and unnecessarily taken away
from them during the last three years, and the amount
whieh the hon. Minister admits is due them, the interest on
the Fishery Award, and gives them in return a bonus of
$150,000 for this year, it cannot be expected that the
fishermen of this country will approve the
action of the lon. gentlemen opposite. The
fishermen of this country are not teobe led astray by
any such sop as that. They know how they bave been 111-
used ; they know how they have been unnecessarily taxed.
They will take it of course, because men who are struggling
for existence will not refuse a bonus of that kind when it
is offered to them, but they will remember, when the day
eomes, that those who are entitled to their support are not
those who place unnecessary taxation on theni, who kopt
back from them their just share of the Fishery Award, but
gentlemen on this side of the louse, who resisted the policy
of taxation, who fought well to secure their proper share Of
the Fishery Award for the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. VALIN. Will the hon. gentleman'say. what was the
drawback given by the late Government ?

Mr. KILLAM. Those will be the men who w11 ill receire
the support of the fishermen of this country. I wl t

dwell longer on this question. I will content mysef toith
saying that we are prepared to bide our time, te go te
country with those ideas, ideas broader tan those o.
gentlemen opposite. Wo believe, instead Of im'po*u
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restrictions on trade, instead of doing all we can to obstruct
,omrmerce with the rest of the world, in removing trade
restrictions, and that the greater the commercial intercoursei
ations have with each other the better it is for the interests-
f civilization ani humanity in general, and for that1

country which was wise enough to adopt this policy first. 1

Mr. WHITE (North Renfrew). I do not intend to enter1
.nt any elaborate defence of the Government policy, or to
discuss tO any extent the question now before the House. I
siscus rise to offer a few observations in reference to the
alieged disastrous effects of this policy on the lumber interest.
I have been struck with the persistence with which hon.1
gentlemen opposite have devoted themselves to the discus.
on of the disastrous effects of this policy on that particular

interest, and it has occurred to me that those hon. gentlemen
would not be so solicitous for the welfare of the lumber
interest were it not that my hon. friend the Finance
Minister represents in the Government a Province
specially interested in the success of that industry. In
iscussing the effect.of the National Policy on the lumber

trade we must take into consideration the fact that the hon.
gentlemen opposite led by the hon. member for Centre
'Huron, followed by the hon. members for North Norfolk,
Middlesex and Brant, have declared that the imposition of
dutiesupon agricultural products had had no effect in enhanc-
ing the value of those products or of benefitting the farmers
of Ontario. Again, the hon. member for Gloucester declared
in the most positive terms that the introduction of the
National Policy has had no effect in increasing wages. We,
must, therefore, come to the conclusion that the disastrous
effet produced by the Tariff on the lumber ind ustry has been
produced by the increase of the price of manufactured articles.i
The hon. member for Centre Huron read, during the course of
his speech, a letter from a leading lumber merchant whose
name he did not give, but who had declared that the policy
of the Government had increased the cost of lumber by from
$1.00 to 61.50 per 1,000 feet. I propose, as I pretend to
know something of the effect of this policy on the lumber
trade and the comparative cost of the manufactured articles
nlow and under tbe Administration of the hon. gentleman op-
posite, to read to this House a comparison of the cost in 1878
and 1882 of the manufactured articles that enter into the
Production of lumber, and as, like the hon. member for
Centre Huron, I prefer to go to the fountain head to obtain
my facts, I have extracted this statement from the books of
the firm of which I am a member. I find these comparisons
Ile as follows

1878. 1882.
Chain............... .. .6 cents. 6j cents.
Ropes ....... ...... ........ ........... 0 " 12 "l

As the price in 1881 for ropes was 10 cents, you will
observe the increase is due to the increase in the cost of the
11W material, and not to the effect of the Tariff on that
patrtieclar article .

1878. 1882.
Iron .
Steel, ... 2 60to$ 2s75 $2 75toS 300Steelet he.. 04 03J
Cast Stee............. s18 16
Ales, seoring.......13 00 to 15 00 13 00 to 15 00

"bod 4 50 to 5 00 4 5oto r,00
" chopping'. iloo o 12 00 9 00 to 10 50

Gri.dstones .-.... 021 per lb. 021 per lb.
a-.......... 27 19 or 23J with Jaty.

1, a good deal has been said about the effect of thisTari on w011ollen gods, especially on blankets in the price,
an nerease of which I have heard hon. gentlemen opposite
a eo Upn very feelingy. I amn not in a position to make

ownIprIon of the cost between 1878 and 1882, from my
mnWafkowledge, but I have a statement from a woollengentlemcurer near this city, who is a supporter of hon.aest Pi Opposite, and who held a seat in this louse duringait Parleannent. His statement shows that those articlesare ni 801id cheaper than they ever were in his experience.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Then raise the ta.
Mr. WHTE. If to raise the tax would bave the effect

as it bas had of increasing competition and thereby
cheapening the articles, we would be very glad to
have the tax raised. These are the comparative prices of
manufactured articles that enter into the production of
lumber. But whilst I make the statement to the House, I
frankly admit, that this statement of the hon, member for
Centre Huron, that the cost of producing lumber has very
materially increased during the last two or three years is
correct. But, Sir, how bas it been enhanced ? I will
glance now at the comparative prices of the agricultural
products which entered into the production of lumber in
1878 and in 1882. I find that for pork we paid, in 1878,
$16 per barrel, and, in 1882, $21.25; flour, 65.50 in 1878,
and $6.25 to $6.50 in 1882; oats, 35 cents in 1878, and 40
to 43 cents in 188.3-showing an average increase in the
cost of those agricultural products of over 20 per cent. in 1882
over 1878. Then we come to the question of labor, which
is one of the largest items of expenditure in the production of
lumber, and we find that there bas been of late a very
material increase. Men to whom we paid $8 or $12, ln
1878, we now pay 816 to $20 ; others whom we paid $18 to
$22 in 1878, we now pay $.6 to $36; and again, those to whom
we paid $32 to $40 in 1878, are at present paid $-u to $55 ;
another class paid $20 to $22 in 1878, are now paid 830 to $35,
while men who got S12 to $15 in 1878, now receive $20 to $35,
showing an average increase of over 50 per cent. in the value
of labar in 1882 over its cost in 1878. Now, I contend that
those figures show that the policy of the present
Administration has succeded ; that the prophesies of hon.
gentlemen who in 1878 sat upon the other side of the House
and who then propounded a policy to the country, which they
said they would carry out should they be invested with office
again have been verified, and that the policy of the
present Government has been completely vindicated. We
then said that our policy was one in the interest of the farm-
ing community, and in the interest of the lumbermen, and iL
has had the effe ct of increasing the prices both ofagricultural
products and of labor throughout the country. Now, it is as I
said, quite true that an increase bas taken place in the cost
of producing lumber, but I would like to ask the hon.
member for Centre Huron, assuming that he pursued
bis enquires far enough to ascertain, whether bis
informant would rather have the result of business
to-day, or the results in 1878-whether the increase
in the value of the material of the lumber, as produced and
manufactured, is not very much greater than the increase in
the cost ? I dare say that bon. gentlemen opposite will say
that the increase in the value of that article has been brought
about wholly by the foreign demand. But if these hon.
gentlemen will take a little pains to ascertain what the con-
sumption of lumber isi n the country-which bas been the
direct result of the National Policy, the direct effect of the
increase in the erection of factories, and in the furnishing of
habitations for operatives throughout the country-I think
they will admit that at least some effect has been created by
the National Policy in producing a home demand for that par-
ticular'article. I think I hear the hon. member tor Glouces-
ter dissenting from that proposition; but the hon. gentleman
perhaps does not know that, in Montreal alone,during the past
year upwai ds of 100,000,000 feet of sawn lumberand timber
were consumed, and in Toronto upwards of 80,000,000 feet,
while throughout the whole of Canada the same effect
bas been produced. Now, I repeat that if the member for
Centre Huron had pursued lis enquiries a little further he
would have found that bis lumber friend would have told
him, that, notwithstanding the increase in the price of
lumber, the increase in its value was sO much eater that
bis net profits were very much greater in 1881 han in 1878
or 1876, years during which bon. gentlemen opposite held
office. Surely itwas not the disastrous effects of the National
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Policy on lumber interests that enabled the Ontario Gov-
ernment to make so sucessfnl a sale as that reported on the
Gth December last, of which the Globe spehks in the follow-
ing terms:-

I The sale of limited berths by the Ontario Government yesterday
was more successful than any that has yet taken place.

"l It was the first Government auction since 1872, and from various
circumstances, including the present and prospective profitableness of
the timber trade, prices were unprecedentedly high, averaginig very
nearly $600 per square mile, as against only $200 in 1872, at the lastsale. and aggregating 4717,176.

aThe limit g sold cover 1,281sqare miles, an area equal to that of
the county of Wellington."

And you will remember that, in 1872, the country was in a
very pro3perous condition, and we had not this disastrous
National Policy that appears to sit like anightmare on hon.
gentlemen opposite. So much for the effects of the National
Policy upon that industry. I think that hon. gentle-
men opposite will find, when they come to make an
appeal to the country-and I heard the last speaker say that
they were anxious it should take place as soon
as possible-but I can only tell him that he does
not reflect the opinions of the leading organ of the
Reform party in Ontario-because it seems to view the
possibility of an early dissolution and election during next
sammer with some degree of alarm-i think they will find
themselves very much mistaken if they calculate upon suc-
cess. I can tell that hon. gentleman and lis friends
that appeal as they may to the different interests
and industries throughont the country, taking them separ-
ately, and endeavoring to create prejudice in the minds
of those connected with certain industries, that when that
appeal is made to the country, the result will be more over-
whelmingly disastrous to those hon. gentlemen than the'
elections of 17th September, 1878. I do not quite agree
with the statement of the hon. the Minister of Finance that
it is impossible for this Government to protect or enhance
the lumber interest. I agree with the hon. member for Centre
Huron when he says that some encouragement should be
given to the manufacturer of small wooden wares, of doors,
sashes, blinds and goods of that description. I do not, how-
ever, agree with him when he says that the hon. the
Finance Minister should give, for the purpose of encouraging
the manufacture of those articles, a bounty to the lumber
trade. I think that the better mode would be to adopt a
policy favoring the conversion of a very considerable amount
of material that now goes to waste into articles affording
considerable employment to operative3 and giving to the
manufacturers a small profit. We must remember that in
the United States there is a large home consumption, and
the manufacturers of those articles in the country have a
home market of upwards of 50,000,000, whereas the manu-
facturers of Canada would have a home market of only
4,500,000, so that the manufacturers in this country are te
a great extent handicapped by the fact of a small home
market as compared with the American market. I find that
as the result of that advantage there is a large export of
those articles from the United States to the British Colonies
other than Canada. For instance, in 1880, there was
exported from the United States goods of that description to
Newfoundland and Labrador to the value of $16,864; to the
British West Indies, $92,073 ; to British Guiana $13,134 ;
British Honduras, 88,98.3; British East Indies, 04,174;
British possessions in Africa, $303,345; Australasia, 6367,677,
making, la all, $806,240 of that class ofgoods exported from
the United States to the British Colonies, whilst we in
Canada exported to the British Colonies $18,566 worth. It
seems to me that if the Government would, by the appoint-
ment of Commissioners to visit those colonies and endeavor
to create an intercolonial trade, aginter-provincial trade has
already been such a success, if they would take some means
to build up intercolonial trade between Canada and the1
other British Possessions, they would confer upon the1

Mr. WunT (Renfrew).
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lumber interests the greatest benefit that could be conferred
upon it. I throw out this suggestion with the hope that the
Government may, in their wisdom, deem fit to offer somne
degree of assistance to that particular interest. I do fot
think, however, as I said before, that those engaged in the
lumber trade and especially the operators, will be foundto support the policy of of hon. gentlemen opposite. I n
that when the time comes it will be found that that
interest will unite in returning the hon. gentlemen who now
occupy the Treasury benches to the position they at present
occupy.

Mr. FLEMING. The hon. member for Renfrew (M.
White) claims, as a result of the National Policy, the in-
creased price of agricultural productions and the higher
rate of wages which is now paid. But it so happens that a
higher rate of wages is now current in the neighborin4
country than was current in 1878, yet there has been rn
alteration in its fiscal policy. It also happens that a
higher price is paid for agricultural products in the Jnited
States now than there was in 1878, and yet there has been
no change in their Tariff. By referring to the Journal of
Commerce of February 3rd of the present year, I find quota
tions of the price of wheat in the United States in the years
1878 and 1881, as follows: Winter wheat, in 1878, $1.01; in
1881, $1.44. Spring wheat, 1878, 90 cents; 18il, $1 32. Oats,
1878, 281 cents; 1881, 47 cents. Corn, 1878, 461 cents; 1881,
69 cents. Butter, 1878, 16 cents; 1881, 25 cents. Thon,
with regard t-> wages, day laborers were paid, in 1878, from
$1 to $1.50 per day; in 1880, from $1.50 to $2.50. Car-
penters, in 1878, from $1.50 to $2; in 1880, to $250 to $3.
Bricklayers, 1878, $2 to $2 50 ; 1880, $3 to $1. Now,
unless hon. gentlemen claim that the National Policy in
Canada has raised the price of agricultural products in the
United States, and also raised the rate of wages, I think
they cannot contend that the National Policy here is the
only cause of the increased price of agricultural products
and the higher rate of wages. Hon. gentlemen are very
fond of comparing 1878 with 18-1, and the prices of articles
in those two periods, forgetting altogether the change in
the outside world with regard to those articles; and it is
well known, for example, that goods can be produced in
Great Britain at a much lower rate now than in 1878. If
the duty was lower by 17J per cent., would hon. gentlemen
say that the working man would not receive a greater
amount of the products which he desires in exchange for
his labor? When we listened to the lion. member for
Cardwell the other night-and we always listen to bis
remarks with pleasure-my attention was recalled to i
statement made by him last year, wherein I was prend to
find that he had made an, important admission. During
the campaign of 1878, the matter was mach discussed as to
who was responsible for the expenditure for the year
1873-74. I was prond last year to find that tbat
hon. gentleman admitted the year 1874-75 was the first
year in which the late Administration had full control e
the affairs of the country. I was somewhat surprised to

find this year, however, that he maintained positivelY thst
the present Government were not at all responsible for the
year 1873-74. Last year he stated, as recorded in thc
Debates, page 1081, "in the first year in which hon. gel-
tlemen opposite had complete control of the affairs etna,
country that of 1874-75." Now this year the hon. gentleflo'
declares that the year 1873-74 did not, in any sense, belorlg
to the Mackenzie Administration, that they were aot
responsible for the expenditure of that year. Nofw he g'%e
us no reason why he changed his opinion in the mttt,
though we would have been very much pleased indeed'tf
have learned the reason. I think, moreover, he saercelY
gave the hon. gentlemen on this side due Ceit
for the opinions they hold. I flnd him to the
the opinions exprossed by thomr with regard te
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control of Providence over our affairs soemed to him very
shocking. 1e said:

" The mlanner in which hon. gentlemen have dealt with this name is
little less than impious."

1o, I think hon. gentlemen on this side of the House,
when they speak of Heaven's rain and Heaven's saunshine,
have in view, not these benign blessings coming down on
the bare rock or the barren field, but upon the seed that
has been put into the soil which had been cultivated by the
hand of man, where time and labor had been expended
in preparing the ground for receiving that seed. I think
that was the idea in the minds of hon, gentlemen on
this side of the BHouse when they so spoke. Will any hon.
gentleman on the other side say that; after a man had donc
all ho could in preparing the soil and putting it in to a proper
condition to receive the seed, and after having scattered
the seed thereon, that any policy that could bc devised
would cause one grain of that soed to germinate, that a 30,
40 or 50 per cent Tariff would cause that little germ to
spring upward or the root grow downward ? Would any
National Policy that has ever been contrived cause that
grain to grow? If thero is any one impious, surely it is he
who saysthat man, independent ofthe sun and of the seasons,
can bring about prosperity, as was said on one occasion by an
hon. gentleman who in speaking about the right hon. gen-
tleman (Sir John A. Macdonald) said the prosperity which ho
has given'the country. The hon. gentleman also made a com
parison of the value of the exports of agricultural products
in 1877-78, with those in 1880-1881, and ho made
out the difference to be only $322,501 or only 2
per cent. Or, in other words, he claimed that only
2 per cent of the prosperity of the country was due to
the good crops, I would not say that the hon. gentleman
did so designedly, but it is singular that he omitted to
mention a great many important articles of produce which
were exported in 1881. Looking over the Trade and Navi-
gation Returns, I find tliat, in 1877-78, we exported of green.
fruits, $149,330, and in 1880-81, $645,658; hay, in 1877-78,
8I,163,628, and in 1880-81, $1,813,208; potatoes, in 1877-78,

3Gl,134, and in 1880-81, $830,218 ; malt, in 1877-78,
8439,792, and in 1880-81, $649,857; beans, in 1877-78,
876,013, and in 1880-81, $117,708 ; rye, in 1877-78,
e251,669, and in 1880-81, $783,840; vegetables, in 1877-78,
826,026, andin 1880-81, $67,745,or an aggregate of $1,467,585
i 1877-78, as against $4,908,234 for these articles in 1880-81.
Tho total amountofexportsofagrieultural productsin 1877-
î8 Was $18,808,754, as against $21,668,327, or a difference of83,159,573, or 17J per cent. instead of 2 per cent. as stated
.y the hon, gentleman. Lot us look at the matter in

another way, namely, by taking the average exports of
agriculturai products during the four years, 1874 to
18 78-the years of depression-and the average under theNational Policy, namely, from 1879 to 1881. The average
,Urig the former period was $17,774,038, and during thelatter 821,063,706, an increase of 18 per cent. Ofi

s and their products the increase bas been stillgreater. 1 will not trouble the House with the figures, but i
nay Say that the difference between the former period andi
the latter amounts to 30 per cent. Lot us look at thei
'natter in another way. The total amount of agriculturalProducts during the four years 1874--78 was $71,091,153;
while for the three years, 1879-81 it was $63,191,119, or adifftrence of only 3 per cent. The differenceiWith regard to animals and their products isionliY 2 per cent. Now, I think these figures show
Portant f.y that the harvest was a material and im-
do not Claitor in the prosperity of the country, though I(
three m that it was the only factor. I believe that theà
try thea of depression forced on the people of this coun-
We are noeity of economy and thrift, and the good times1

en.Ìyingare in a large mieasure the fruit of the1

savings of the people. We have had a great deal of
wrangling on the subject of deficits, but let us look
at that matter in a common sense point of view. The
deficit showed that the people were not buying goods-
that they would rather do without many of them until
better times came, and in consequence the imports foll of,
thereforo the revenue. Hon. gentlemen opposite, some-
times, but very rarely, spevk of Protection as one of the causes
of prosperity, but usually speak of it as the sole cause, and if
it be the sole cause of the good times surely the fact is sus-
ceptible of proof. It is not sufficient proof to say that before
the National Policy we had depriession, and under the
National Policy we have prosperity. We require further
proof than that. One thing proceding another does not
prove that the former is the cause of the latter, and besides
we are reasoning from one period of time to another, and
we should be careful that no other cause slips in during the
intervening period. We say that such a cause stepped in.
To test the matter let us take a familiar illustration. Sup-
pose that A is a known fact, and we find that A is sone-
times along with B, if we can find by looking through a
number of cases that A sometimes exists and B does not, we
may take it for granted that one is not the cause of the other.
Now, I want to show the House that prosperity can exist
without Protection, and if I am able to show that, that goes
far to establish the proposition that Protection cannot be
the cause of prosperity. I will .take the best illustration
which I think can be found, that is the illustration of two
countries lying side by side, Victoria and New South
Wales, one having a system of Free Trade, and
the other a system of Protection. I alluded to this
on a former occasion, in the year 1879, when I com-
pared the year 1870 with tho year 1876. On the presont
occasion I will draw the attention of the House to the con-
dition of these two e>untries in 1871 and in 1878, the last
years of which I can obtain accounts. In order that wo
may have a fair understanding of the case, I will also com-
pare our condition with the conditions of those two colonies,
and if the comparison is unfavorable to us, it is with no dis-
respect to our own country that I make it known. I am
quite willing to admit that these two colonies have natural
advantages which we have not, and if they have increased
in wealth faster than wo have, I think it is due to that fact
rather than to their own energy. If nature has done
less for us, we ought to do more for ourselves ; if nature
has not furnished us with so genial a climate, then wo
ought to mako this country as comfortable and inviting
for the immigrant as we can-and this is one of the strongest
objection I have to the National Policy, that it
enhances the price of those articles that contribute to
the comfort of the people in our climate. Fuel, food, and
clothing, these thrce articles ought to be obtainable at the
lowest possible price, and if we make these articles cheap
in this country, we can offer inducements to emigrants to
combe here. Last year at a meeting of the Colonial Institute
in London, Sir Alexander Galt asked why so few emigrants
went to Canada, compared with those that went to the
United States ; and I think it was Mr. Anderson, the mom-
ber for Glasgow, who replied that the -United States had,
on the whole, a better climate-a greater variety of climate
-"and in order to make up for these advantages, " ho
added, "you ought to offer thom inducements to come; the
protective Tariff which you have is making your country
more objectionable than it should be; reduce your Tariff,
make your country more attractive, and you will get emi-
grants." Now, let us make a comparison between Canada,
Victoria, and New South Wales: and I may remark that the
duties imposed in Victoria are not very heavy, ranging froni
about 10 to 20 per cent. New South Wales is as near Free
Trade as it can be; there are no duties on manu-
factured goods whatever, the revenue being derived from
the duties on teas and certain descriptions of augar chiefly.
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The increase of population in Canada during the last decade
was 24 per cent., in Victoria 201 per cent. in seven years
and in New South Wales 371 per cent. in seven years. The
exportsof Canada have increased 321 per cent. in ton years
the exporte of Victoria have increased 2 per cent. in seven
years, while the exports ofNew South Wales have increased
66J per cent. in seven years. The exports per head are
$20.41 in Canada, $85.08 in Victoria, and $93.44 in New
South Wales. The imports and exports per head in Canada are
841.60, in New South Wales 8199.88, and in Victoria $176.96.
We are not able to form.an estimate of the value of the farm
stock in Canada, but in Victoria it amounts to $75 a head,
and in New South Wales to 8205 ahead. The bank deposits
per head in Canada on the 28th of Feb., 1882, were $23.50;

ictoria, in 1878, $100.72, and in New South Wales, $120.55.
In regard to immigration, one of the statements made time
and again against the policy of the late Administration, was
that it was driving the people out of the country. Now, it
was not a Free Trade policy that we had; there is no use of
hon. gentleman opposite saying that we hold Free Trade
views; whatever our views inay be, they are only a differ-
ence in degree. But if we were driving the people out of
the country under a 17 per cent. Tariff, we should suppose
that Free Trade would drive more out of the country;
and yet we find that, from 1874 to 1878, the immi-
gration into Victoria was 182,739, and the emigration
160,119, an excess of inimigration of 22,611, while, in
the same period in New South Wales the excess of
immigration over emigrationwas 50,500. The imports from
Great Britain to Victoria per head were $37.19, and to
New South Wales $45. And while I make these compari-
sons to show the relative success of the two courtries, you
must remember that Victoria produced in twenty-nine years
89,615,000,000 in gold dust, while New South Wales produced
in the same period only $1,620,000,000. I think that
shows conclusively that itis possible to have pros-
perity with protection. I will now refer to some
remarks made by the President of the Councilj
which I can hardly allow to go unchallenged. That hon.
gentleman, although he recently became a member of this
Hlouse, is an old parliamentarian, I suppose of nearly a
quarter of a century's experience, and of course he will not
expect to have the same treatment meted out to him as
would be given to a new number, and his position as the Pre-
sident of the Council gives authority to his utterances. Allu-
sion Las been.made already to the hon. gentleman's manner
of treating the Mother-Country. It is somewhat remark-
able than hon. gentlemen opposite taunt us on
this side of the House with playing into the hands
of the Americans. They are continually thrusting into
our teeth that our policy is one for the advantage of the
American people. At the very time when those hon. gen-
tlemen are doing this, they are trying in every way to
belittie the Mother Country, and speak slightingly
and disrespectfully of it. With respect to the comparison
made by the hon. President of the OCuncil as regards the
exports from Great Britain, I think ho was very unfair in
his selection of years. He took certain years to make one
comparison, and other years to make another comparison,
selecting such years as would enable him to make a point
in his own favor. Such is, however, a rather unfair way of
making a comparison. For example, with respect to the
exporte of cottons, the hon. gentleman took 1873, 1878 and
1879; for wollens, he took 170, and compared it with 1879;
for iron and steel, he took 1877, and compared it with 1879;
for wool, he took 1877, and compared it with 1879, and
go on. And when he wanted to make a com-
parison the other way, ho said there was a
decrease in ail those articles, except in machinery,
which showed a large increase, which I suppose went to
other countries to enable them to manufacture goods. If
the hon. gentleman had desired to make a fair comparison of
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e the exports, he would have taken the two last years,1880 and
, 1881, and compared them with 1878 and 1879, and he Would
e then have given a fairer comparison in regard to the progress
; ofthe country. With respect to linen goods, which the hon.
n gentleman quoted, we find that in 1880-81, as compared with

1878-79, there was an increased exportation of 6 per cent.,
e woollens increased 8i per cent., cottons 36 per cent., iron

and steel 4ýi per cent., showing that the Mother.
e Country was not retrograding but progressing; that the
. reason why there had been a reduction in the exports in 1878

was largely owing to the shrinkage of value and to the inabi.
, lity of the people in other countries to purchase their pro.

ducts. Looking at the exports of Great Britain to
the United States, we find that, in 1880, as com.
pared with 1878, manufactured <ottons increased 58
per cent., iron, wrought and unwrought, 699 per
cent., woollen 32 per cent., again showing that Great Britain
was not falling behind, but was holding its position, and

f that the depression was only a temporary one. The Presi.
dent of the Council made a statement at which I felt
pained; he declared that the people of Great Britain wero
heavily taxed, and that the workingman was taxed on bis
sugar. The bon. member for Bothwell at the time ende-
vored to set the hon. gentleman right, and said that the
English workingman had free sugar. "Then," said
the President of the Council, "lthe records are
wrong." This is most astonishing-that the Presi.
dont of the Council did not know that the duties on
sugar were repealed in 1874. Where was the hon. gentle-
man all that time? Horeminds me of Washington Irving's
story of Rip Van Winkle. I imagine the hon. gen.
tleman fell asleep in 1873 and awoke the other day to
find that the world had progressed, and that Great Britain
bad advanced in its fiscal policy and removed the duties on
sugar. With respect to taxes imposed on the people of Great
Britain, there is no country in the world where the work-
ingman can enjoy the fruits of his labor while paying so
small taxes in the way of Customs dues. If he avoids
drinking tea, coffee and wine and does not use snuff or
lobacco be really Las no Customs dues whatever
to pay. The President of the Council drew a
comparison between the shipping of this country during
the past year as compared with 1877-78. He said
the shipping of this country, in 1877-78, was 6,684,000 tons,
while, in 1880-81, it was 8,104,333 ; but the hon. gentleman
took the registered tonnage, and thet is a very different
thing from the freight tonnage. If ho will examine the
facts ho will find that the whole freight tonnage, in 1877-78,
was 5,187,892 tons, while, in 1880-81, it was 5,092,509 tons,
or less by 95,383 tons. Here is a point which certainlY
possesses interest to the people in the western portion of the
Dominion. It may be asked, what have We to do
with tonnage? I answer that we have a great deal
to do with tonnage. It stands to reason if vessels
come to this country, the cost of carriage of freight
will be lessened if vessels obtain return freight.
I think it is very important there should be a trade both
ways. If there is not, the farmer who sells his grain, or the
lumberman who sells his lumber, lias to pay the expense of
the vessel coming out in ballast. This matter is a VerY
serious one. The following is a statement of the register
tonnage and freight tonnage of sea-going vessels leaving an
arriving, 1880-81: Sea-going vessels leaving :

Register tonnage. Freight tonnage.
Percentagesler.

than reglîter.

British.... 1.673,117 ....... 1,529,162 ........ 8½ per cent les
Total 4,071,391 ......... 4,122,619........ 1 per cent Ol er

equal 51,228 tos Over
The difference, therefore, between freighi tonnage yn
register tonnage on English vessels leavin this coutry,l
8j per cent., and the difference on the tota tonnageis 1Pr
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cent. more on the freight over the register tonnage. Sea-
going vessels arrived :0

Register tonnaga. Freight tonnage.

British ....... 1, 752,888 *...534,413 ....
Total.......4,032,946.......9693890 ....
Total outwards

and inwards 8,104,337 ........ 5,092,509 .........

75 per cent. les.75 per cent. less.

62J per cent. lesu.

Total shipping trade outwards and inwards and including
the inland trade:

Register. Freight tonnage.
13,802,432 ....... 7,987,422 ....... 42 per cent. less, or 5,815,010 tons.

If we are to be a commercial people, we must consider
how we are going to buy from other countries as well as
how we are going to sell to them; and when we are boasting
of our trade with Brazil, with regard to sugar, our trade
with Glasgow and Greenock is falling off to such an extent
that our vessels are coming out in ballast. I think it would
not be prudent at this late stage of the debate to enter into
other matters relating to the effect of the Tarif. That has
been discussed already; but I would draw the attention of the
hon. Finance Minister to this point. Speaking on the Budget
last year of the benefits the farmer derived firo tuthe Tariff,
ho mentioned the article of rye and said:

"I find from investigation that there bas been in part ofbthe Dominion
and along the banks of the St. Lawrence a new enquiry, enquiring for
that article and that the distillers of Ontario and Quebec instead of
using corn are asking for and buying rye, giving growers an increased
price as the result of the duty on corn and rye. "l

The bon. gentleman, speaking on the ame subject, Ibis
year, said:

" The distillers of Canada now come to the farmers of Canada for rye
which they use as a substitute for corn. That gives an increased
market, and, to a certain extent, affects the price. "l
These are plain statements. This is now a question of
speculation, but one whieh we are in a position to prove
beyond the shadow of doubt. The Inland Revenue Returns
give us the total quantity of grain used in the manufacture
of spirit.

Total used. Corn. Percentage
of corn.

lbs. Ibs.
1178. 67594,902 51,917,220 7c4-1810. 53,394,258 41,4C09 '142 7T
1881. 53,667>108 42.264,041 78'

Rye. Perce ntageRy. of rye.

lbs.
1O,529,9]2 15
7,989,340 15
7,612,366 1 À-

If threfore tho proportion of rye used i 1878, had
been Ued in 1880 and 1881, there would have been
an aiditional consumption of 17,225 bushels in thoseYOUrs. Thus does that coincide with the statement oftCe hon. the Finance Minister, that the distillers ofCvsanare using ryo as a substitute for corn, which

gre an onereased market and affects the price. With
Iegal to the duty on corn, that is a matter in whichI ftel a ey deep interest. If it'was not that it would take0r nch of the time of the H1ouse, I would read an extract
froi the speech of Sir Robert Peel, in 1846, when hotai hof the duties on grains of all kinds. As a result of
ta&ng off that duty and the importation of fertilizing sub-todce' We find that the farmers in Great Britain are able to
acre. i bel aaverage twenty-eight bushels of wbeat per
duty on ge ve that for one farmer benefitted by this policy, a
stance o , thousand are injured. I will give another in-
starch fo injustice to the farmnor. Take the manufacturer of
theZ mnfexample: ho gets a drawback in the corn used by
chaes ufacturer of that article; but the farmer who pur-

"ert feed the cattle, which is Eold in the Old
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Country, in competition with the cattle of other countries,
gets no drawback. Again, the miller may grind flour
in bond, and oats in bond, and the pork packers may pack
pork in bond, under this Tariff ; but the farmer cannot bay
bis corn without paying a high duty; there was no help
for him. He is made by the National Policy to be the ass
which gets the least hay and bears most of the burdon. I
will notice another item in the Tariff, the duty on window
glass. If there is one thing that ought not to be taxed it
is the light of the sun. There is a protection in this
article of 20 por cent, and, as I understand from hon.
gentlemen well informed, the glass works at New Glasgow
can be carried on profitably with this protection. Its
owners have the coal convenient and can manufacture the
glass required in the country and find a good market and
make good profits at 20 per cent. But there is a new
glass factory starting at Napanoe for which this protection
is not sufficient. How far will yoa carry that principle ?
Suppose a man takes it into his head to work a sterile farm,
all rocks and sand, and because ho cannot raise the same
amount of produce from it that ho could from a fertile farm,
ho asks the Government to reimburse him for his outlay on
the unprofitable place. Help given to such parties would but
encourage mon to go into business where they had no
chance, and for which they wore not suited. Under this
policy, every settler who goes to the North-West bas to
pay more for a pane of glass, to foster that factory in
Napanee. What is the benetit of this protection to the
people of Canada as a whole? The city of Montreal has,
for example, derived its full share of benefits. I like
to hear of its prosperity. I have no doubt there are
many men in that city, of the highest culture, energy
and enterprise, but it must be remembered that Montreal
is not the whole of the Dominion. This country bas
a population of 4,302,000 old, and the populat:on of
Montreal only about 140,000. Now, suppose a law
were passed by which one man could take
from every other inhabitant of the Dominion, 5 cents, ho
would gain by that operation $216,440; well, suppose this
fortunate person were to pay out $140,000, or 81 a-piece
to each inhabitant of Montreal, no doubt that would be con-
sidered a fine policy for the inhabitants of that city. This
imaginary case gives a good idea of the operations per-
formed by this Tariff. Would the country be any the
richer from such an arrangement? No, there wouti bc
just the same amount of money in it as before the operation ;
but, instead of the money being in the pockets of the wholo
people, most of it would belong to one individual. Hon.
gentlemen opposite, in pointing out the beneficial effects of
the National Policy, forget that there are many others in
the Dominion besides the manufacturers, that there are at
least 6,000 towns and villages in the Dominion; and if a
map were employed, resembling the colored political map
which, in not very good taste, was hung up at the entrance
to the Library to remind the Liberal party of its defeat-if
such a map were colored red so as to show the places whore
the National Policy produced any good effect, the blue,
to show the places where it produced none-what kind
of a map would you have? You would have a map with
just a few red spots here and there, but the greater portion
blue. In dealing with protection to certain industries, you
have to consider the whole country. The hon, Ministers
forget that they are dealing with but a few individuals. One
hon. gentleman, pointing out the benefits of the National
Policy, reminded us how much more wealthy and prosper-
ous the people of the eastern States were than those of the
western States, and ho pointed out a number of individuals
immensely wealthy. He also showed that in the western
States there were a considerable number of persons engaged
in manufactures. It occurred to rre, however, to ask-was it
possible for any manufacturer to exist in the western States
without protection ? The western States had no protection
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against the eastern States. How, then, can manufacturers extent, strongly partizan and sharply hostile. Occasionali
exist in the western States? If it is possible for manufacturers I may say, happily not very often, it has been unseeml
to oxist in the western States without protection, surely they personal. I regret that these personalities have been
might exist in Canada under a protection of 17ý per cent. imported into the debate; it does not add to the dignity of
If, again, it is possible for manufacturers to exist in the House nor to the importance of the subject. When i
New South Wales, where there is no protection afforded, corne to consider the linos in which the controversy
surely they might exist in Canada under 17J. I wish to has rn, I find two leading items. The first that is present
call attention to the condition of the manufacturers of New is the idea of a revenue Tariff. Now, I do not under.
South Wales. One would suppose they could not exist stand this idea to mean more than looking at it as a
without Protection. With regard to the woollen manufac- financial question. Revenue as a finance question solely.
ture from 1860 to 1861, representing $3,632,000, the Now, is it possible for any Government to frame a Tariff foraverage importation from 1870 to 1874 was $29,571,950. this country that shall have merely a financial aspect? It
Now, taking the increased population, the average for those seems to me that there lies the fallacy of the arguments of
last years should have been $47,684,620, the difference be- hon. gentlemen opposite. Can a Tariff bo framed that will
tween these two sums showing the amount of home manufac- simply have financial features in it ? Must it not affect
ture $18,112,670. In boots and shoes the average imports, trade? Does not every Tariff affect trade? All the con-
1860-64, were $8,626,380. in l870-74 the average imports tention on the part of the Opposition with reference to the
were $1,179,715. If the imports in the lastseriesof years bad Tariff is that it affects trade; is it not that it affects it in-
been in proportion to the population, as they were in the jurionsly and that therefore it ought to be reduced ? Now
first series of years, the imports would be $9,674,515, as I view the case it is impossible to consider this question'
showing that there had been manufactured in the country simply from a commercial point of view. It must always
$8,494,000. There are eighty-one large establishments in be considered in reference to the financial resat as well as
New South Wales engaged in the manufacture of boots and the effect it has upon the trade of the country. Now, their
shoes, some employing 500 bands and some 350. I will line of argument prosented in this controversy is whether
read you an extract from a Melbourne newspaper: a trade policy-because I look upon the trade policy not

"Our travellers report to us that they find great difficulty in placing altogether as the National Policy, although it bas acquired
our goods upon the neighboring markets, principally through the com- that name-whether the trade policy of the country is a
petition of Sydney with their own manufacture and European imported, factor in the present prosperity of the country. Hon.
sold suificiently low to secure the custom. It must be remembered that
Sydney has always had a steady export of her own manufactures, and gentlemen opposite say it is not; hon, gentlemen
that ber manufacturers are giving inducements to our best workpeopLe on this side of the House have mostly contended
to remove there. It also must be remembered that all leathers-the that it. bas produced some result in the general prosperity
boot manufacturers' raw material-are aimitted free into the port of which now prevails thronghout the country. The conten-Sydney, while an import duty of 7j, 10 and 20 per cent. is enforced in
Victoria, thereby placing the Sydney manufacturer at an advantage." tion, therefore, amounts substantially to this: fHas the

. National Policy, the trade policy of the Government, an
and if we look to the -interests of the whole community, if effect upon the national prosperity as it now exists ? It is
we want to do what is just between man and man we must not denied that there is great prosperity all over the coun-
frame a Tariff by which no particular industry will be built try-it is simply denied, as I understand the position of hon
up at the expense of the people, and if a man raise a crop gentlemen opposite, that the prosperity is attributable to
that crop betongs to him and no one has anything to do the trade policy of the country, and nearly all the dobate
with it. Al h lhas got to do is to pay his share of the we have had on the Budget, bas Lended to that point. Now
expense necessary to carry on the Government of the I -ubinit the points of objection I have heard stated by the
country, and if any law stops in and says to that Opposition are not of a character to convince gentlemen in
man : "You shall not have the privilege of exchanging this House or in the country. They will fail to convince
your article for another that you desire unless yoa pay any one that the trade policy ofthe Government has not had
tribute to some particular industry," that interferes with a beneficial result in the Dominion from one end
the liberty of the subject. I have endeavored, Mr. Speaker, to the other. The objections which are chiefly
to show that many of the statements made by hon. gentle- urged against it are, first, that it is unsound in theory,
men cpposite are incorrect, that the arguments based uponC that the laying on of a Protective Tarif is an unsound
these statements are consequently worthless, Behieving feature; that it is not a healthful feature or a helpfal infla-
that I have succeeded in exposing the fallacies of tbe hon. ence upon the country, and we are told, in reference to this
gentleman's reasoning, I am forced to the conclusion that matter, that it involves a question of Free Trade and ProteC-
men of ability and intelligence, such as these hon. tion. Now, no person looking at the abstract questions of
gentlemen to whom I have alluded, must have Free Trade and Protection can say that Free Trade should be
been very hard driven, indeed, when they had applied to this country, more than that, so long as we have
recourse to such fiimsy arguments, because I hold a skill- a revenue derived from indirect taxation the theory of Free
fui man will never use a bad argument for a good one. Trade is impracticable or impossible in its application totthis
I will pronounce no panegyric upon Canada or its future. country. Under these circumstances, therefore, the doctrine
But I will say this: let us do the duty that lies nearest to us, of Free Trade cannot and should not be introduced into the
and that is, readjust our Tarif so as to impose no burden controversy. The question is simply to what extent
on the people more than is necessary to carry on the Gov- is any Government authorized for the benefit of the
ernmont of the country. Let our fiscal pohicy ho such as country to extend the rate of taxation and increase the
will tend not to centraize, but to diffuse wealth through- Tarif. The contention of the hon. gentlemen opposite is
ont the country. that the rate of taxation is too high on some articles, and

Mr. BEATY. It may be a comfort to the House to know that it should be reduced to a moderato rate. In other
that I do not propose te make any lengthy observations. words, that the Tariff should be re-adjusted. The thory,
Any that I shall make will be very general, and will bear in so far as hon. gentlemen opposite have been concerne
a general way upon the questions which have been pro- is that Free Trade should ho applied, but only toethe
sented to the House during this debate. I have watched the extent of producing a revenue by the Tarif, aud fhes
debate with some interest for the purpose of discovering the entertained that theory so far, that it altimately ran •
issuesinvolved in this controversy. I have observed that with them and ran them out of power. It Was
the debate has been characterized with much ability and a the hunter and the bear. While the hunter pursued the be
good deal of industry, but it has also been, to a certain 1 it was good sport, but when the bear turned on the hunt 1

Mr. FLEMING.
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the fun departed. Another objection which is presentel, in
reference to this matter, is that the increased taxa-
tion is oppressive, and this is their strong point. l the
general aspect in which I shall look at the question, I judge
that if the people were oppressed, if, as the hon. member for
yarmouth (Mr. Killam) expressed it, they are suffering
from taxation, they would have expressed their sufferings so
that we could hear from them in some form or other. I
know that an agitation bas been kept up on this question not
only in the organs of hon. gentlemen opposite but at the
public meetings which have been held throughout the coun-
try for the purpose of agitating the public mind. We know
that the members of their party have wandered away down
to the sea-side for the purpose of promoting health and poli-
tics, for the purpose of gaining fresh air and fresh conquests,
and we know also that not a single objection has been pre-
sented to this House showing that any class of ier Majesty's
subjects are suffering in consequence of this taxation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDOXALD. They rather like it.

AIr. BIEATY. Yes, as my right hon. friend says, they
rather like it, judging by the fact that they make no pre-
tense of complaint in reference to the matter. And when
you examine carefully the utterances of hon. gentlemen
opposite, what do you find ? I do not recollect, at the
moment, of hearing one hon. gentleman in this House,
except the momber for Charlotte (Mir. Gillmor) and the
member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) declare that his con-
stituency suffered in consequence of this taxation. I find a
general suggestion-and I would not have hon. gentlemen
mistake me; I find cloudy insinuations from hon. gentlemen
opposite that this taxation is oppressive, but when they
come to the specific articles with regard to which complaint
is made, we find they are very few indeed; and
when we corne to the different classes of people in
the country what do we find? The manufacturers
certainly do not complain. If we go to the traders
who deal between the manufacturers and consumers,
we hear no complaints from them; and when I speak of
complaints being made, I mean complaints made in public
meetings, and by those other means by which people are
accustomed to make known their grievances. If wo go to
the farmers we find no complaint from themn, and as to the
mechanies, we simply hear that they want an increase of
wages, because they know that the increased demand upon
the manufacturers of the country is such that they can
expect increased wages. The laborers stand in the same
position, so that when yon come to specific articles and
particular classes of the community, we do not
find that complaints are made in any substantial
formu which this House can take cognizance of
in reference to the grievances which hon. gentlemen
maetion in connection with the Tariff. We find, on the
cOntrary, that it has created groat activity in the whole
country; that it has increased the invention of the people,
thuat it has resulted in improved machinery. and the pro-duction of superior articles in consequence of the great
COmfetition and the skill and capital which is employed inroduction. Again, it is suggested that this is class logis-ation and therefore objectionable. Well, there is class
legislation on a great many subjects. We have legislation
tion awyers, for doctors, druggists, and others, but the ques-
think i1sisit legislation for them or for the public. I

a i very objectionablo to have legislation either
pas Î" r against a class, but Parliament has fr.equently

ense cts bot for classes and against them, in a certaint, but such legislation is always based on the principlethat it is for the publie good, and therefore a proper kind of
irested 'That, I contend, is the kind of legislation that

is affeco in this matter. We are told that the consumerou~ted disadvantageously by the Tariff, but where is theOlltry foaing from? From what class? What county.

has be3n heard from by petitioning or otherwise ? We have
innumerable petitions on questions of every deseription, but
we have not had one petition representing the ideas put
forth by hon. gentlemen opposite on this question. This is
a substantial and undeniable fact which is clear in spite of
all the figures which have been used so much in the course
of this debate. We have not had from any part of
the country, from Halifax to Victoria, a single
petition on the trade policy of the country. Another
statement put forward against this policy is, that
it is detrimental to the country at large. ln what respect
is it so ? What facts have been presonted by hon. gentle-
men opposite to convinco any ordinary mind, any mind
not given to figures, that thia tariff is dotrimental to the
country at large ? It can bear only two aspects-it must
be either good or bad, beneficial or baneful. Now, we find
on looking abroad, that the country, instead of going to the
dogs, is prosperous; and while we are willing to givo ail
the credit due to an abundant harvest, to an increase in the
lumber trade, and to all the other factors in the develop-
ment of this country, in any comparison we make with
former years, we cannot exclude from our considoration the
fact that the trade policy of the Government has been very
beneficial, espocially in the cities and towns for which I
more especially spoak. We are told by the hon. member
for Yarmouth that hon. gentlemen opposite are in harmony
with the spirit of the age. Wheroin are they in harmony
with the spirit of the age? Is it tho spirit of the ag in the
United States, or in Germany, or in France ? Is there not
a tendency in England, to-day, to go back, to some extent-

S mne lion. ME1MBERS. No, no.

Mr. BEATY. Is there not a controversy going on in
England, showing that thore is a strong under-current in
the English mind against the systom of Free Trade as it
exists there. It may not be at present very strong, bocause
the traditions of generations cannot be done away with in
a year or two. Is it with the spirit of the age in these
countries that hon. gentlemen opposite are in harmony ?
And can it be said that they are in harmony with the spirit
of the age in Canada, where they are in opposition to the
policy supported by the people at the polls? Then the hon.
member refers to the statements nale by the hon. the
Minister of Finance and the hon. the Minister of Railways
in regard to these matters, and ho wishos the attention of
the country to be called to thom. But bas not the attention
of the country been called to them? fHas it not been called
to them by all the organs of the Opposition, by ail the
speeches made in this country during the last three or four
years, and by the thirty-six bye eloctions which have taken
place ? And what has been the effect of these calls? fHas
it not been to increase the number of the supporters of the
Governmont, so that, out of these thirty-six seats, two wero
lost to the Government and six gained, leaving them four
botter than they were before? Thon the hon. gentleman
spoke of the trade of the country. Is net the trade of the
country eKtending everywhere ? Is it not extending
within the country itself. to the West Indies, to England,
and to the United States ? All these things show that
this policy bas not been so disadvantageous to the
country as bon. gentlemen opposite claim. But what is
the positive evidence of the success of this policy ? Why,
we find new factories established, be they few or many,
inducing capital to go into active works, instead of being
invested in mortgages and land. In my own riding ofWest
Toronto, for instance, representing about 39,000 people,
during the last two years there have been nine new factories
established, employing at least 1,600 hands; and the city
of Toronto itself has increased in population 30,000, while,
taking the suburbs With the city, there has been an inerease
of from 40,000 to 45,000 in the population; -and this popu-
lation, to my personal knowledge, is better off, has more
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employment, bas more wages, and is in all respects more
prosperous than it was three, sixor eight years ago. And
why is that? Not only because of good crops or increased
prosperity in the lumber trade, but also because of the
introduction of new factories and the enlargement of old
ones. There has been an increase in the same direction all
over the country. The other evening, while the hon.
member for South Waterloo (Mr. Kranz) was speaking of
the increase of population in his riding, the hon. member
for South Wentworth (Mr. Rymal) interrupted him, and
compared the Census of 1871 with the Census of 1881.
At the time a memorandum was put into
my hands, which states that the hon. member
for South Waterloo was comparing 1871 with 1881,
and not 1878 with 1881; that between 1875 and
1878 workman after workman and family after family
moved away to the United States, because of the fiscal
policy of the Government ; that from the village of Hes-
peler the establishment there for the manufacture of worsted
goods was moved away to Holyoke, Mass., entirely
because, as they said, of the trade policy prevailing in the
country. That a different state of things exists to-day is
what convinces people that the trade policy of the Govern-
ment is a beneficial policy. Every man acquainted with
city affairs knows that previous to about three years ago
the manufactories were not fully employed ; some of thora
lad to give up, and some of thora worked only half time;
whereas now the manufacturers are busy all over the Dami-
nion. That fact is undeniable; and thus not only mechanics
and laborers are employed, but they in turn provide
business for merchants and traders, and the result is found,
as stated by the Minister of Finance, in an increase in the
deposits of the savings banks during the last three years
of over $i3,000,000, Now that is a showing by itself indi-
cating that in the cities and towns, for I am persuaded it is
there that saving banks receive the largest amounts,
mechanics and laborers are able to make deposits. That
indicates as far as they are concerned that this policy
is not detrimental but advantageous, that it is a
policy which we at least are able to support,
and which we think we can go to the country
upon with full confidence whenever the time may come.
I may add an observation in connection with what the hon.
member for North Renfrew (Mr. White) said in connection
with the lumber trade. Now, the fact that farmers obtain
for their oats, pork and other produce larger prices where
the lumber trade is carried on, is to my mind a conclusive
proof of the truth of the contention of this side of the House
that a home market is better for a country than a more
distant market. Is it not a fact that wherever capital is
brought and the lumber trade is carried on, farmers in those
neighborhoods in most instances secure better prices for
their oats, pork, hay and other produce than do farmers not
in immediate proximity to lumbering camps? And that
illustrates the idea which has been strongly and properly
pressed bore, that manufacturing industries in towns
and cities furnish a home market which is a
benefit to the farmers, and that the farmers therefore are
not heard complaining or uttering any grievance iu connec-
lion with that policy. I do not propose to dwell on that
matter, because it has been so fully and with such dotail
presented to the House; but there is another item to which

wish to refer, namely, the railway policy which has been
inaugurated and carried on so far with remarkable success
under the present Administration. Now, what has been the
offect of that policy on the country? fias it not relieved the
Government of immense responsibilities in giving into the
bands of a responsible and capable company the building of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway? lias not the giving of that
work into their hande justified the method; have not the
consequences which have resulted from it justified its
adoption-the rapid construction of the road, the rapid

Mr. BEATY.

development ofthe North-West Territory, the speedy settle.
ment of the country, and the immense immigration whieh
we shall have not only from Europe and all parts of the
Eastern Provinces, but also from the United States, whereby
a large number of Canadians who were driven across the
lines by reason of the depression in former days wilt return
to the Dominion? What do these facts prove ? They
prove that this policy in its national aspect is immense
beneficial to the whole community, that it gives vent to the
energies which otherwise would be driven into foreign coun.
tries, that it opens out opportunities for the enterprise and
capital of Eastern Provinces, and as we have seen by the
statement made by the Minister of Customs the other day,
it opens up new avenues of trade which otherwise would
not be available to ttie Eastern Provinces. All this is in itself of
the greatest importance to Ontario, Quebec and the Mari-
time Provinces. But there is another feature in connectionî
with the railway policy which is not often taken into account,
While the Government is giving a large sum of money
annually for the purpose of promoting this national railway
enterprise, could any Administration have obtained for the
same sum, better skill in railway matters, in financial
enterprises, in opening up territory, in inducing immigra.
tion, than that possessed by the company which is ut
present carrying on the worK ? Not at all. They bave
found in the company superior skill, large capital, equal to
the emergency and a faculty for opening up the country in
a manner which bas astonished everybody who considered
the matter before the enterprise was entered upon. And
there is in connection with this railway policy and general
policy, a feature which I should not like to overlook, and
it is this: I do not recollect any time since Confederation
(of course there are bon. gentlemen who have been more
Iargely engage lin politics who can speak more
positively, as I have for many years only given
a single eye to political matters) when there was such
general tranquility as prevails to-day. There are no remon-
strances fÈrom British Columbia or from Nova Scotia com-
plaining of their condition in any particular way; they are
quiescent, taking the circurnstances as they come, and are
enjoying the benefits of this policy. I am quite satisfied
that at no time during those fitteen years were so few com-
plaints, uttered in a tangible form, from any part of the
Dominion. This railway policy producos an immense
benefit to this country by opening up an avenue for the
trade of the world. There can be no doubt whatever that it
will open up an avenue between Europe and Asia across this
continent. It is the shortest route, and, it may be said, it
will be the best route, when established, for conducting
trade between Europe and Asia. Our geographical position
enables us to take this lead in the matter of inter.oceaoic
railways, and hence we stand in this position that, withOut
this railway, Canada could never have attained to that
condition of national aspiration which it has now reached,
when the great North-West Territory is opened by runing
a railway from east to west. Then the land policy, which
is a very important item, probably next in importance to
the trade policy, and if there is any difference between themn
the land policy possesses a greater importance, is enabling
the North-West to be settled up in a manner almost unpara
lelled in the historyofthis continent. While the United states
bave had to some extent the same run of events, yet now
we are and will bring to a larger extent year by year the
population ofthe Old World to new fields of enterprisein the
North-West, in a manner that has never been paralelled in
the history of the world. I notice that the Globe, in an
article on Monday week, spoke in most enthusiastic terms
of its effect on emigration from England as well as fronm
Europe. The North-West not only gives room foremiigran
from the Old World, but for the young and enter,
prising people of our own Dominion whIo want t
enter into new fields and place themselv OsOnO tha
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fertile land. Although not much bas been said about the
Colonization Com panies, and we sometimes hear that the
policy is being abused, it seems to me that the Government
would not be employing a more potent agency or a cheaper
and better one for the interests of this country, than this
scherne for introducing immigration, at no cost to the
;overnment, but to the great advantage of the Dominion.

The Government are relieved of the cost of bringing in
immigrants, the land is sold for some money, which
,oes into the public Treasury, and reduces the

1ublic debt, and that being the case, this immigra-
tion policy, represented by Colonization Companies,
i, one of the best that has ever been devised.
We sometimes hear of the national aspirations of the young
nien of this country. They have now a wide extent of
country in the North-Wost, where they can employ every
energy, invest every dollar of capital, and enjoy all the
lenefits which labor in that fertile country can give. The
general results of our financial policy are the best that can
possibly be conceived. When we look at the large revenue
and surplus produced, without the country suffering or
complaining, we must come to the conclusion that our
financial policy was so well adjusted that no better result
could possibly be arrived at. We cannot ignore that great
fact of the immense surplus and revenue produced, without
affecting the people injuriously, or even causing them the
least loss of enjoyment, while promoting at the same time
our national industries and national wealth. A policy such
as this will, I arn persuaded, bc endorsed by the people at
every o*)prtunity. Then there is the general distribution
of wealth evidenced by the large deposits in the savings
banks, and by the opening of new channels in trade aud
nnufaetuire to capital iat formerly was lockod u p in land

and other ways. These are the stiikinig feattires
of the National Policy which fias been promoted
by the present Administration, which lias been sup-
ported by the great inajority in this House and thîe
country, and which has in every by-election almost that
has taken place in the last three years, been endorsed by
the people. Under the circumstances, should the House go
back on the policy that has produced such beneficial results
and being endorsed in so striking a manner ? The lesson we
have to learn is to let well enough alone. In reference to this
inatter it bas been suggested that there wili be a general
election this spring. Whether there should be a general
election or not, it is plain to me that it would be a great
raistake to throw the country into the turmoil of elections
during our preseat business prosperity. The party can
wellwait and the country can well wait. Let us then wait
and see what the result will be; and thon when we are all
obliged to go to the people we will see what they have to
"'Y on this matter. I am persuaded, unless a very extra-
ordinary revolution, which it is unreasonable to expect,
WI take place within the next 18 months, the country will

upport the pAiey which it endorsed in 1878. What is the
POliy proposed by the Opposition ? It is, as far as I have
been able to ascertain the re-adjustment of the Tariff with
the view of withdrawing its protective effect. Now, is that
'Oasonable ? Moreover, although that is the general pro-
Position, what are the specified items presented to the people
Theredce them to endorse a re-adjustment of the Tariff ?firee are none whatever. We have presented the idea of afree breakfast. I would be glad if there was a free break-tist in every respect, and a free fire to cook it. But has it
a in 'roved that the duty has produced such results on coal
agood tat they are dearer than they were three years

on the contrary, I bought coal cheaper than I could
it Years ago. The contention may be made that
that is aie still 50 cents cheaper without the duty, but even
ofthe aquestion of doubtful controversy. Another item
trithei pposition policy, as presented last year, more8trikigly an this yeartha thU y >rwa8 in reference Vo the Pactie

j Railway. It was represented that only the prairie section
should be built, and that the construction of the eastern and
western sections should be postponed. This would not be
a national nor a safe policy, and we can therefore the more
readily support the policy of completing the whole railway
from one end of the country to the other, thus opening up
that internal trade which will bind all the provinces together
and give to each its share in the advantages the whole
Dominion possesses. There is one policy which undoubt-
mdly the Opposition have, and that is the policy of opposing
the Government. They remi.nd me of the story of the
emigrant who came to New York while the elections were
going on, and was asked by both parties to give his vote.
fie refused, because he said he did not understand the
issues, but on being pressed lie said: "Have you a Govern-
ment ?" The reply was "yes." "Well," said ho, "l'Il vote
against the Government anyhow." The Opposition vote
against the Government everytime regardless of the results
to the country and the merits of the policy presentel. It
is true some hon. gentlemen have said that the country has
been the victim of fraud, been humbugged, and that the
leaders of our party have shown imbecility.

Mir. MILLS. And of this side of the House.
Mr. BEATY. And possibly of that side also ; but I do

not like to see offensive statements and charges made
against hon. members in this manner. I think it would be
more respectful and proper that hon. gentlemen who have
been twenty, thirty, or forty years in the Government and
Parliament of the country, and who have manifested an
honorable characterin alltheirdealingsin public affairs, and
have shown, at all events, no imbecility, should never be ex-
posed tosuch charges orinsinuations. It would be much better
to withdraw them or loave then to be made, if at all, outside
of this House, and to ]et hon. members work in a dignified
and harmonious manner in promoting the welfare of the
whole countrv. I have listened carefully to the speeches
made throughout this debate. I have listened attentively
to the strong points which I think have been made by the
Opposition a2ainst this poliey and in antagodism to the
present condition of affairs produced in this country by that
policy. I have listened with earnestness and have sought with
some degree of candor to reach the true conclusions
that ouglit to be arrived at on this important question, pos-
sibly biassed to some extent by my party predilections and
associations, but I still think the true policy is to stand by the
Government in its Tariff, on its commercial policy, its rail-
way policy, its land policy, and endeavor, shoulder to
shoulder, to carry on the work it has undertaken, and
extend it, as opportunity presents itself, and for six years
longer the country will reap the great benefits of a policy
which for the three years of its existence has produced such
marked results, and it will go on prospering and to prosper.

Mr. KING. I do not <lesire to trespass at very great
length on the time of the House. I quite understaud that
hon. members on both sides are growing weary of this
debate. I have listened with attention to the speeches maade
on both sides, and have been forced to conclude that on
one ,point, at least, both parties, almost without excep-
tion, are agreed-that is, that to-day the Dominion tis
enjoying a prosperity beyond the measure attained two
or three years ago. But while this is' the case, I find a
marked difference in the views of hon. genatle-
men a to the causes. Members of the Govern-
ment side are not willing to admit that the better
times and increased prosperity are in any way due to the
increased exports of lumber, to the improvement in the
crops, or to any other cause save the National Policy.
Though my remarks may be considered somewhat sectional,
I intend to confine thom to the Tariff as applied to my own
Province, New Brunswick. I offer no apology in so doing,
believing as I do that the Tarif has worked amore
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injuriously to that than any other Province of the 1 assume that, in the next year or two, we are to have soMý
Dominion. I propose to confine my remarks mainly to increase in the mannfacturingindustriesof New Brunswick
the leading industries, viz.: farming and lumbering. The I ar prepared to admit that at the présent time they aie
hon. the Finance Minister, in bis Budget Speech, told us building a cotton factory atSt. Croix which will give enploy
that we bad reached a period more prosperous than ever ment to.30O hands. Iu St. John, afLer a great effort they
known before; that our farmers had an increased home have managed to make a beginning in the érection Of a uOtton
market, and were getting better prices for their produce factory which will probably give employment to 200 more.
than ever they were before. I will quote his own words: At Moncton there is another in course of érection of equal

"Manufactories have increased, the number of the employed bas capacity. lu the city ofSt. John there is a cotton factory
increased, and their wages have increased. They have plenty of money whicb bas been a long time inexistence, and whichfiourisbd
with which to buy perishable produce-I speak particularly of perish- long before the introduction of tho National Policy. There
able goods which cannot be sent to a distant maiket." are probably about 150 addtional bauds employed in that
And then he goes on to say: factory. Al these together will give about 850 additionaî

"I think it will be difficult to convince the farmer that, under the bauds not shown in the roturus laid before this fouse. i
present policy, be is not benefitted, and that be can be induced, under assume, that in the next year or two, some other
any circumstances, to oppose a policy that is calculated to increase, as small industries may be created, giving employment to
it bas done, the value of bis produce, and give him bigher prices and a perhaps 150 bauds-for instance, the canning indus-
better home markpt than he had before it was introduced." tmy. 1 ar at a îoss to kuow the rate of

I admit at once that if the Finance Minister can satisfy the wages likely to be paid to the oporatives in the cotton
farmers that bis policy has produced the change he wiil factories. t is a littie curious that the manufacturers of
have good claims on them for support. It will be dificult to New Brunswick ail seemnto mn in the cotton une. That is
show that such is the case. In the report laid on the conclusive to my mmd that this iudustry must be receivîng
Table of the louse showing the number of new indus- protection over and above the other industries of that
tries promoted by the Tariff, I find that three are Province, or else the capitaiists would find some otimer
claimed for 1ew Brunswick; one of these is located industries that would pay them as weiI. In looking over
at Moncton, a suger refinery employing sixty-five hands; the report ofthe Factory Commission 1 flnd that about 75
another at Moncton, a lock factory, giving employment to per cent. of the labor employed in cotton factories is what
fifty hands; while a third factory at St. John employs is called aduit femalo labor, but that includes girls of'14
twenty-five bands. If I were disposed to criticise sbarply years and upwards. Moreover, in this 75 pep cent. is
that report, I could tell the House that one of those indus- included the labor of chiidren under 14 ycars, and many of
tries was in existence some years previous to the National them under 10 years. 1 assume that that class of peopie, at
Policy, and that so far as the look fàtory is concerned, teI ail events, are not in the habit of reoiving extraordnar
building was in course of eretion, and the business vras in- wges. Reports show that the waur d str pid in Brnie
teuded to be carried on, prior to the National PolIcy. cotton fretories avemage 18 c ts per hesd. I know we hae
But in the calculation I a about to make I can afford notgot as ceap labor in a New Brunswick asin Montreal, and
to treat the matter generously. It will be seen assume that 65 cents would be a faim rate of wages to be put
from that returu, that ail told, the only aima for the down to the thousand of operatives to be employed in tho
National Policy, so far as New Brunswick is coAcerned, is Province of New Brunswick. This would give $50 per
that it employs 140 additional bacds. I do not know the day or in round numbers, $200,000 per year. This is as
average wages paid, but I assume that $1 .20 a day will o much as can safely te caimed for the National
up to the mark. If so, we flnd that gives an annual oxpen. Policy ext year. Next year the farmers acording
ditur of $501000 paid as wages to the employees in those to a former calculation, il h ave an inreaed
factories. Now, by the Ceusus of 1871, it will be seen that home market to the extent of 81 per head.
New Brunswick had considerably over 40,000 farmers. That thinkut ail events, the farimers will
.Allowing for the natural increase, it is fair to conclude that not appreciate ai3 a very great boon on the part of the bon.
we have to-day somewhere near 50,000, If hat $50,000 th Minister of Finance. I fancy that wi, hardly satieY
weut directly into the pockets of those farmrs it woud be them for the increased taxes imposed upon thnem by the
providing for oaci an increased home market to the extent Tarif. Theris another point. This does not repreust
of but $1 per head. Idlaim that sncb is not the case --that the prfits of the farmers uder the National Policy; it at o
by no nieans can it be shown that they receive anything ply represents the increase in the home market. If I w0re
like that amount. For instance, the farmers in New to divide it by six it woutd core nearer the mark,cnd
Brunswick do not supply the people with the wheat four that would give less than 25 cents profit. nuorder to
used, which is largely supplied by Ontario. It is known show that the famers are not beneitted by that, ishave but
that the farmers only furnish to the operatives in these to show that the increased d ity on a cotton warp wodm ld ba
factories the meat, vegetables and dairy products ance the account. But we are told that the farmers not
eonsumed, which I might put dowu at one- only bave an increased hoe market, but are gtting beotter
fourth of that amount, or $12,500, which may be raid prices than before the introduction of the National PoiOY
to go directly into the pockets of the farmers of New On that point have referred to the St. John nwsPaPers
Brunswick, This would give them an increased horne market published in the month of Mamcb, in 1874. Tie hon. Ministe'
to tpe extent of 25 cents each, To make the matter some- of Finance himself knows that the lumber business was thn
whatp lainer it will hofouud that the average produets of a flourishin , and that lbat business is the great support of
iNew Brunswick farm is about $300, That gîves an increased the farmers of New Brunswick. I find that stead of n
homo market to thé extent of' oue-twelvehundredth part of creasing the prices for the farmers 1h opposite is the ano
tho produets of the New Brunswick farm; or it simply gives Iit a list of eight articles, namelyt bte, ase, atb
an increased home market to the extent of a peck of pota- mutton, pork, souks, turkey and wool rate to-day exctinary
toes toi waci farmer. But wa t to treat the matter fairly they did then; on butterbuskwhsat meacab go hickens,
and I arn disposed to invostigate it stili furtber. It ducks, eggs, cheeso, hains, shouilders4, taliow, yairD and 03t4
seems that the National Policy, by the efforts made on the the price is 1 vper cent. lower. Two articles, ehay
part of the Goveaumont, a bd the gentlemen supportidg potaoes, area iger tan they weru in Mnt.rd, not

them, bas induted capitalits to inve t tweir moneyBsbelieve ant on. gentleman will aaim that ftwae atIofbu

iu New Brunswick, and it ought certainly to have iPolicy bas raised the pice of hay in New Bruns ck.
produced some resuth greater than w havest seen h far.t Everybody knows that the inereased cost Of bay i h ew
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Brulswick is caused by the injury to the last
year; and as for potatoos, the potato bug has
bad as much to do with raising the price as
the National Policy. Every farmer knows that the price
of this article is regulated entirely by the price in the Bos-
ton market, and they quote prices in Boston instead of the

rices in St. John. I think I have shown conclusively that
the National Policy has not done very much either in the
way of increasing the prices or in increasing the home
market to the farmers of New Brunswick. I propose to
show now what has been, to my mind, the real cause of the
increased prosperity of that Province. Some three years
ago spruce logs were sold in the markets of St. John as low
as $4.50 per thousand. The price on the average was $5. 00
for the best kind of spruce logs. To-day logs of the same
description bring $8.00. Deals were sold then at $6.00 to
$7,00 per thousand; today they are quoted at $10.50 to
$11.00. I think that will satisfy anyone who knows anything
about the condition ot affairs in New Brunswick that the
higher price of lumber bas had much to do with the increased
prosperity of the farmer. But, in order to point out the
diiference between the home market provided by the National
Policy and the market provided by the lumbering industry,
I propose to submit a further calculation. The average
exports of lumber from New Brunswick is about $5,000,000
pjer annum. The amount required for home consumption, of
course, cannot be correctly stated, but I am safe in putting it
down at $1,250,000. This includes the different products of
the forest. The farmers not only supply to the lumbermen
such articles as are made use of by operatives in the factories,
but they supply in many cases, the standing timber. Then
they supply the horses that are required in hauling out the
lumber, the hay and oats required to feed them, and a large
proportion of the team work required in that industry. I
am safe in stating that so far as my Province is concerned,
the farmers supply 50 per cent. of the labor required to cut
and handle the lumber. In addition to that the families of
the lumbermen afford a home market for farm produce. As
I before stated, one-fourth of the amountexpended in wages
in factories went into the pockets of the farmers. I now
state that one-half of the whole proceeds of the lumber pro-
duced in New Brunswick goes directly into the pockets of
the farmers, after deducting Government stumpage. So weLave $3,000,000 to be expended among 50,000 fÜrmers, which
atfords a home market to the extent ot $60 a bead, as against
81.25 per head which is credited to the National Policy.
There is another point to which I desire to call the attention
of the flouse-a statement made by the hon. Finance Minister
last Session and repeated this Session :

t With reference to the price ofoats. we have evidence beyond con-rorsy, in miy judgment, and which I stated last Session, after aCareful culation, that it has been increased to the lumberman 3 centsper b eh.y

how, Sir, I think the hon. gentleman is mistaken. I
ave had an experience in the lumber business oxtending

oIl' twenty or twenty-five years, and I have never knowntine when the prices of deals were so high and the priceof oats so low in comparison as at the present time; while
ats were , 1 1874 and 1875, 55 cents a busbel ; to-day theyaruldrug in the market at 50 cents, and I do not think it

d be difficult to show that the decreased price is largely
to the National Policy. The hon. member for Renfrew

iteneldy spoken of as an authority on lumber, but I thinkwold have been better, if to-night be had pointed onthowp toud be possible to sell articles to lumbermen

haer i day than ln 1878, when the duties upon them
eOuntrinreased, unless the prices have declined in the

rubber bein hey are manufactured. With regard to
chase telting, My experience is that I am compelled to pur-
The hnmported article at an advance of 25 to 30 per cent.i nor -Minister of Finance asserted that there had been an

Price Of hand-made boots. Now, while the

employees of the hon. member for Renfrew (Mr. White)
may use slop-made boots, the lumbermen of New
Brunswick use hand-made boots, and as each man wears
about two pairs a year, the result of the hon. Minister's
statement, if true, would be to take out of their pockets
about one dollar a year on that article alone, at the same
time, I deny that the maker of hand-made boots has
benefitted by the National Policy to the extent of a
single dollar. With reference to the price of lumber the hon.
Finance Minister has admitted on two or three occasions
that he could do nothing for the lumbermen; but last
summer, in the county of Carleton, N. B., it was reported
that bestated that bis Government had increased the price
of spruce logs in St. John. He claimed that by their logis-
lation they had increased the prosperity of the country, and
thereby the price of logs, but I think ho would have been
nearer the mark if he had attributed the increased pros-
perity of the country to the increased price of these logs,
He threw out the idea that the increased price of lumber
was due to the increase of home consumption, but it strikes
me that the Trade and Navigation Returns show that there
has been an increased export of lumber in the last year or
two, and that in the face of that fact the export price has
been steadily advancing; and I think the retail lumber dealers
of St. John will bear me out when I say that there has not
been a period for many years in which there has been so little
demand for lumber for building purposes at home as now.
While dealing with matters of detail I might be allowed to
point out some old industries which have revived during the
last few years and some new ones which have been intro-
duced into the Province of New Brunswick, which have
proved beneficial to the country, and especially to the farm.
ers. Since the revival of business in the United States there
has been a very large demand for hemlock bark, bark
extract, spiling, ship timber and sleepers, and an entirely
new industry has been created by the demand for soft
wood in the lime-burning districts of Maine. This
wood has become an article of commerce, and brings a large
amount of money into the country, and gives employment
to a large number of hands. Furthermore, I might go on and
show that the National Policy has proved injurious by com-
pelling the vessels that carry our products away to return in
ballast. It might be supposed that no manufacturing was
donc in New Brunswick prior to the National Policy, but
the hon. Minister of Finance has quoted on two occasions in
this House, from a report published by the manufacturers of
St. John, which shows that in 1874 there were 9,000 persons
engaged in manufacturing in and around the city of St.
John. As to the causes of prosperity or depression among
manufacturers I will not give my own testimony, but I will
read an extract from a speech delivered by a gentleman who
differs from me in is political opinions--a gentleman who
was a delegate from St. John Board of Tradeto the Dominion
Board of Trade, which met in Montreal in March, 1874-Mr.
T. R. Jones, who said:

11 There are many manufactories in St. John, including three cotton
factories. But assuredly they did not owe their establishment or their
prosperity to the protective Tarifr which they now enjoyed under the
Dominion. They had been before, and were flourishing under the
low duties which had prevailed in the Province of New Brunswick pre-
vious to Confederation. The great article of the St. John cotton
manufacture was what is called warps. A few years ago these were
imported. Now hardly any were imported, the whole quantity being
made in the country. Nevertheless, manufacturers werelike other peo-
ple in business. They sometimes found the examination of the balance
sheets present a blue look-out. But the aovernment was no more
bound to protect them against bad seasons or against the consequence
of their own bad management in the shape of over-production and bad
debts, than it was bound to protectany other class of the communiity.
In fact, it could not do it. The manufacturers were now suffering
mainly from over-production and from the ambitions attempts to make
a class of goods which natural circumstances placed beyond their
power. Mr. Robertson was quite right in imputing the depression of
the woollen trade, especially to over-production, and as there was at
present no foreign trade, it was quite easy to see that the over-produc-
tion when it took place must be peculiarly disastrous. As an illustra-
tion of the truth of this opinion, we might mention that there vas a

1882. 461
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Sherbrooke a single mill which, notwithstanding the small population
of the Dominion, was larger than any similar mill in Great Britain, with
one exception. The fact was that while this over-production prevailed
no improvement would be made by increasing the Tarif. whether it was
20 per cent. or 50 per cent. the glut would remain."

That is the opinion of a gentleman who, I believe, is a
warm supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite, a manufacturer
then and a nManufacturer now in the city of St. John.
But, Sir, what has taken place in St. John and elsewhere in
the Dominion may, and is likely to occur again; and when
the next wave of depression sweeps over this country, I
fancy that many hou. gentlemen w o are to-day so ready
to invest their money in cotton factories, will have a similar
experience to those who came before them. I hope it may
not be so, but that they wili get ample return for every
dollar which they invest, and that we in New Brunswick
may keep a portion of the trade within our own borders.
I desire now to refer to a statement made by the hon.
Finance Minister with reference to the position New Bruns-
wick occupies in Confederation. I had the pleasure of
listening to a speech delivered by that hon. gentleman last
summer; the audience was very large and very attentive,
and the hon. gentleman made one of his best speeches on
that occasion. One remark of his, whicb I have not forgotten
was this:

"If you charge New Brunswick with one-thirteenth of the cost of the
Intercolonial Railroad, you have not paid a dollar which jou have not
got back, you have not paid a dollar for Indians, Moanted Police, or
the development of the North-West."

Now, I have looked over the accounts for 1881, and I find
that in that year New Brunswick paid into the Dominion
revenue $1,703,000. I think it would be impossible to show
any way in which New Brunswick has directly or indirectly
received anything like that amount out of the Dominion
Treasury. I would suggest to the hon. Minister of Finance
that when he again makes that statement, either in this
House or out of it, he should give us the details. It is possible
that some items may be improperly charged against New
Brunswick. For instance, $130,000 expended in that Pro-
vince last year for the Dorchester Penitentiary, which is for
the benefit of the whole Maritime Provinces; then there are
the lighthouses on our coasts, which are for the benefit of the
shipping of the whole Dominion, and the cost of which is
debited in the Publie Accounts against New Brunswick.
The item of quarantine is also the basis of a large charge in
the Public Accounts, althougb, as has been recently shown
in a remarkable case, the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec
are as much interested in an efficient quarantine as New
Brunswick. Another item which is included in the subsidy
to New Brunswick is $150,000 which the Province receives
in lieu of export duty. The hon. Minister of Finance knows
very well that in an arrangement made prior to our going
into Confederation, New Brunswick reserved the right to
collect export duty on lumber, and it is not fair to charge
that against New Brunswick. The hon. Minister of Finance
in his Budget Speech the other day, made the following
statement:

"And, therefore, making every allowance for the duties that would
have been paid by the peop le of the Iower Provinces up on the articles
that are pnrchased from ntario and Q*ebae, it will be fonnd that this
Tarif, instead of having an injurious effect upon the smnaller Provinces,
he had a beneficiai effect, and it has a still more beneficial effect on1
the Province of Prince Ed*ard Island,-it will be found that, if any
person or locality or section has to complain, it is not the smaller Pro-
vinces that Vere arrayed here, and on benalf of whom the sympathies

af this Boise were invoked, for the practical effect has been a reduction
rather than a increase of their taxation under the operation of this
Tariff."

Well, sir, prior to Confederation the hon. Minister of Financeo
told us that for twenty-five years to come our taxes would1
not exceed $2.75 per head; and I believe that prediction1
is about to become true under the operation of his Tariff by.i
òur exports being so diminished that the amount of the
Customs duties which we have to pay muât be eiminishedi

.r. Lle,

also; but I submit Ihat the amount of import dutîes the
people have to pay, as shown in the Trade and Navigatio,
Returns, does fnot indicate correctly the amount of taxes
imposed on us by this Tariff. In 1873, the imports of New
Brunswick amounted to $10,8399000. That was a prosperous
year, but it is not more prosperous than hon. gentlemen dlaim
last year was-that if nochange had been made in the Tarif
to restriet trade, the natural increase in population would
have in this prosporous year increased that amount te over
$12,000,000. What are the facts? According to the Trade
and Navigation Returns, in 1881, the imports were
reduced to $6,016,972, on which that Province paid duties
amounting to $1,256,638, or $10,000 more than she paid on
the larger amount of imports in 1873. The difference in
these two amounts shows that New Brunswick is purchasing
$6,000,000 of goods in the Dominion; part in Montreal and
Quebec in dutiable goods, the balance fron the manufac-
turers of Ontario and Quebec. Notwithstanding statements
made by hon. gentlemen opposite that goods are supplied
te us cheaper than they would be imported, the very fact
that it is fouud necessary to impose a Triff double what it
was in 1873 in order to compel our people to buythese goods
proves that we are paying the duties into thefpockets of the
manufacturers. It'then followsthat-New Brunswick paid, in
1881, 81,703,979; that we pay duties in Montreal and else-
where on a part of the $6,000,000; the remainderpassing into
the hands of the manufacturersis the amount paid indirectly
on the $6,000,000 worth of goods purchased in the Dominion,
and the whole can be put down as equalto the amount
paid on 86,000,000 worth of goods imported, making the
total amount of taxation 1nder this Tariff nearly $3,000,000.
This shows the true measure of taxation imposed on New
Brunswick. 'he position of New Brunswick is this: She is
unable to find a market in the Dominion for ber prof!uets;
she i ;obliged to export them largely to the United States.
There they are met by a protective tariff which materially
reduces their value. The proceeds must be brought backin
gold, and in order to supply the wants of her people she is
compelled to apply to the ianufacturers of Ontario and
Quebec. There again the purehasing power of her way is
reduced by the operation of our own protective Tariff.iHer
position-is between two fires. This it is that is drawing the
life-blood out of our Province; that is lowering the value
of real estate in almost every part, except a few
favored localities benefitted by the introduction of rail-
ways built at the whole cost of the people; that bas diverted
trade from our chief commercial centres, and reduced rents,
particularly in St. John, below a point ever dreamed Of.
Speaking for myself, if this is to continue-if New Brunswick
is to be taunted as being a dependent member ofthis col-
federacy and a mendicant among her sister Provinces; if, il
the future glory that awaits this country sheis not to share,
if the only purpose she las to serve is to afford a market for
subsidized manufacturers-if I believed this, I would then
say sever the bonds which bind ber to the Union, restore
her to the sition she once occupied as an independent
Province. But I am not without hope; we have faith in the
future of the country, and we look forward to the day when
the great Liberal party will be restored to power, when this
country will be governed in the interest ofthe mali tot of
the few, when monopolies will no longer dare tet-aise
their heads, and when even-handed justice will be dealt OUt

to all the Provinces composing this great .Dilii0e t
Mr. DOULL. Mr. Speaker, ut this late hour of the

night and at this late period of the debate, I do flot
propose detaining the House for any lenth
ened time, and I am perfectly well aware
there is no occasion for me te go over the argu nen'
which have been addressed from this side of the Odoe n0
much abler than I could possibly submit them. I de nt
think I would have occupied the time of the lieuset
upon this question, were it not that the honsom
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Jichnond, N.S., (Mr. Flynn) made reference to a speech of'

ine in 1879, on the eoal'ques tion, and'had that hon. member

not nade some statements that I consider are not strictly
in accordanee with facts. In 1879, I contended that a duty
of 50 oents per ton would not secure the markets of Ontario
fer Nova SCotia coal; 1, at the same time, stated that I
thought it would secure a portion of the Quebec market for

that coal. I do not think I was mistaken in
either prediOtion. We obtained a very much
larger portion of the Quebec market than we
had prior to the imposition of that duty. lu 1880, we
obtained from the Government an increased duty on our
coal, a duty of 60 cents on bituminous coal. That secured
for us, I ara very glad to say, a very large portion of the
Quebec market, and also, notwithstanding all that hon.
gentlemen opposite have said, enabled us to place some eoal
on the Ontario market. I might state here that we could
have put a much larger quantity of coal into Ontario, were
it not that we fl3und for all the coal we conid produce in
Nova Scotia a nearer market, so that, as a matter of fact,
coal producers sent their coal to the nearest market first.
Hon. gentlemen opposite contend that because we have not
been able under the National Policy to send Nova Scotia
coal, or much of it, into Ontario, therefore the National
Policy has been a failure. This appears to me altogether
nonsense. It has given to our Nova Scotia coal producers a
market for all the coal they can produce. Previous to the adop-
tion of the National Policy and the putting on of this duty
on coal, our coal ow-ners could not obtain a market fbr their
coal. This proves most conclusively that theduty bas been
an advantage to them. The object, more particularly, of
my addressing the House to-night is to call attention te
some remarks of the hon. member for Riebmond, who I
regret is not in bis seat. That bon. gentleman taid:

" Now Sir, I am free to admit that the National Policy may have dis-
placed a few tons of English coal in the Province of Quebec; but
beyond these few tons it has had no effect whatever."

I will show, before I sit down, the quantity of coal that it
has enabled us to send to the Province of Quebec. The hon.
gentleman also said:

"Ilt has a teudeacy in doing that to raise the rates across the Atlan..

I cannot coniprehend the meanifng that the hon. gentle-
man intended these words to convey, If the meaning I
would take from them is correct, what follows cannet be
torrect, even according to his own ideas:

' I Prevents our own shipping interests which are in a depressed con-dition now, from taking coal as ballast, as they were in the habit of doing,
and therefore it inflicts a serions injury ontheshippinginterests, provingthat the National Policy where it benefits one injures a dosen.'

The mlore of the Quebec market that we obtain for our
eoal the greater the benefit to our shipping industry. You
ean understand, who live in Montreal, that the freights, as a
rlie, for some years back, from Montreal to Europe, have
been 1nremUnerative. They have been so low that ship.
"wners could not make anything of a profit ont of them;
but with the coal freight, which we get from our coal ports
UP to Montreai, we are enabled to make a profit ont
0f the freights that we obtain from Montreal
to Europe. That is oe of the results of the increased
lnarket in Quebec for our ceal, so that instead of the

tioal Policy acting injuriously upon our shippingiodnstry, it acts very beneficiahy. Another remark of the. Member for ]Richmond, N.S., (Mr. Flynn) is this:
We find the importa of foreigu oaiin 1879, amouated to 63.061t',8 n1880 ysao on n i1is7o ouoraÎcaËOr nesry 93,1) os;in18Lo ,.ô l) tn, ran increase

fri sh t3)ý000 tous in 1881, over the Importa of 1879. Now, go far
ntreasedt ow 0'WRcoal fromn the Province of Ontario, we have au

is iPorttion into the Dominion of over 300,000 toas."
Thi n quoted as an argument te show that, because we

aeto> shut outi ie iaiported coai from

Ontario, therefore the National Policy bas injured our coal
industry. The hon. gentleman fbrgets, that although we
have not shut out foreign coal, the National Pblicy has had
the effect of increasing the manufactures and increasing the
consumption through the manufactories to such an extent
that the consumption of coal has been very largely increased,
as I will establish presently. Whilst 300,000 tons of foreign
coal have been imported over and above what was imported
in 1878, still we have sent from Nova Scot'ia, between
300,000 and 440,000 tons, more into our markets than we
did in 1878. Another statement which the hon. gentleman
made was this:

"Let me direct him (the Finance Minister) back to the period of 1873,
that lie himself referred to as the golden period of Canada."

Weil, we are trying to return back and I think the National
Pohiey is helping us to get back to that degreo cf pros-
perity whieh we had in 1873. The hon. gentleman goe on
to say :

"Wlhat was the product of her mines then? I fd by the report of
1873 that the coalproductions of ler mines for that year wa01,051,469
tons, or a production of 1,600 more than uin 1881."

Now, this isi a statement which the facts do not
bear out. We have never produoed in Nova Scotia
more coal than we did during 1881. The quantity produced
in 1881 was 1,124,270 tons. According to his, ow.n showing,
the production in 1873 was 1,051,469 tons, leaving a differ-
ence in 1881 of 7.3,801 tons Now, in order to show that in
1878 the same depression existed in Great Britain and
other coal-producing countries as then existed in Nova
Scotia, he quoted from the report of the then Inspector of
Mines. I thiuk it wouid have been well for him if he had
only quoted one-half of tho section. I will read the quota-
tion from the report of the Inspector of Mines for Nova
Scotia, for 1878. ie says:

" Gre t Britain and the United States were affected by the wave of
financial depression ; and as the coal dealers of those cenatries also
sought relief in exportation, Nova Scotia struggled for a period to trade
with the West Indies, but was-overpowered by her powerful competiters
controlling the return freightu.I

Now, I confess that the National Policy of the Government
has given us the very thing, without which we could not
contend successfully with our competitors in 1878, which
will onable us and lias oabled as to conten i successfully
with them, because we have already increased ouir exports
of coal to the West Indies. Why? because we have now a
direct trade with the West Indies, which we had not in
1878 ; and that has enabled us to send coal thither, which
we were not able to do in 1878. Then ho goes
on to try to prove that the increase of our coal
sales has not been owing to the National Policy, but we
have every decade increased gradually the out-put and sales
of our coal. He says: "I propose to show that sinee the
opening upof our mines, ink1775,the increase ias been graduai
every decade." This is the language used. The statement in
found in the quotation which the hon. gentleman makes
at very great length from the report of Mr. Poole, Inspeetor
of Mines. No doubt, he is a very ableand competent man to
give an opinion on the coal business, but I regret to see
that ho has expressed an opinion with respect to shipping, as
well as this gradual increase, that is not borne out by the
facts. In this part of the quotation from Poole's report
these words appear:

" Comparing the average returns for a number of years, a permanent
thou gh flactuating progrese is undeniable each decade, roughbly spsak.
ing, doubling the out-pat of coal."

Do the facts bear out that statement? That is the question.
We have, as well as Mr. Poole's statements and those of the
hon. member for Richmond, the returns whieh show the
out-put every year since the opening cf the mine, freon
which on will see whether the inrease has been graduai or
not. Inthe frst decade, from 1791 to 1800, the outputwa
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51,048 tons; for the next decade, from 1800 to 1810, 70,453
tons, an increase of abeut 40 per cent.; in the next decade,
91,527 tons, increase about 30 per cent.; next decade, 140,-
820 tons, increase about 50 per cent.; next decade, 839,981,
increase about 600 per cent.; next decade, 1,533,798, in-
crease nearly 100 per cent; next decade, 2,399,829 tons, in-
crease 70 par cent.; next decade, 4,91 7,339, or something
over 100 per cent.; and for the last decado, 7,377,428, or 50
per cent. increase. Now, these figures do not bear out the
statement either of the hon. member for Richmond, N.S.,(Mr.
Flynn) or of Mr. Poole in his report. There is also another
statement to which I made reference already, the statement
of the hon. member for Richmond; it refers to the tax on
cotil, and reads as follows :-

"It might, bowever, fairly be asked if a tax which checks importe
from Great Britain would not so raise the rate of freight up the St.
Lawrence as.to practically defeat the end in view, and increase the
homeward freight on grain and lumber."

If it did increase the homeward freight on grain
and lumber, it would be to the benefit of tho
shipping, and not to its injury, as ho stated. But it
has not had that effect. The effect has been the other way,
because with the coal freights which we have had from the
coal ports up to Quebec and Montreal, we have had more
remunerative freights than had we not had those coal
freights. Another statement of the hon. gentleman for
Richmond is this:

"The more I consider the question the more strongly I am con-
vinced it is impossible to give the market of Ontario to the coal-pro-
ducers of Nova Scotia with a less duty than $2 per ton."

Now, we could have, last winter, if the railways had given us
the cars necessary, placed in Ontario a larger quantity ofcoal
-we lacked only increased facilities of transportation. At
the prices asked in Ontario, we were in a position to coin-
pete successfully with the bituminous coal of the United
States. With regard to the subject of transportation, I
regretted exceedingly to hear the hon. Minister of Railways
state that thore would be nothing in the Estimates for the
enlargement of the canals. If the canals between the
lakes and sea-boards were enlarged to enable vessels suffi-
ciently large to pass through, an inter-provincial trade
would be opened up advantageous to all the Provinces, and
which would enable Nova Scotia to send her coal into
Ontario and compete with the United States coal-1 do not
care how low its price. One statement more of the member
for Richmond I shall notice, and then I shall be done with
him:

" Those hon. gentlemen opposite talk about protection to the
farmern; but where are the benefit?'which the farmers of the Mari-
time Provinces have received from it?"

If the member for Richmond only came into the coaal
counties, where the coal industries are now carried on with
energy, and where our coal miners and men employed
about the mines have ample and sufficient work every day
of the week and year to enable them to buy the produce
of the farmers, he would then see the benefits which they
derive from the National Policy. I am glad to say that
we are in a fair way of giving them a market through our
manufactories, too. We have in Nova Scotia quite a num-
ber of manufactories started under the National Policy.
Some of them have been mentioned already, but I will give
here a few of the new industries that are attributable to our
new trade policy. Those that are already in opera-
tion are giving increased markets to our farmers
and enabling them to get botter prices for thoir
produce than they would otherwise. We have
two sugar refineries at Halifax, one sugar refinery at
Moncton, a cotton mill erecting at Halifax, at Windsor, at
St. Stephens, St. John and Moncton; woollen mils at Yar-
mouth and elsewhere; bruas works at Moncton; boot and

&hoe factories at Halifax and Charlottetown, P..I.; glas

works at New Glasgow; new organ factory at Truro; a
new cutter bar machine factory at Amherst; a nut and boit
factory at St. John. These are only the beginning of themany factories which wilt spring up under the fostering
protection of the National Policy. I do not think that the
National Policy interferes with the people of the United
States coming to purchase in our markets. They come to
our markets as they did before, and we have besides an
increased home market and an increased inter-provincial
trade. Now, what las been the effect of this policy upon
tho demand for Nova Scotia coal ? I have stated that in
i878 our coal producers could not obtain a market; in 1881
we had a market for ail we could produce, we had a
demand for a great deal more, and I hope the effect will be
to induce our coal producers to increase their facilities ii
order to meet the demand which the National Policy has
created for our coal. It is not the fault of the National
Policy il we have not been able to supply more coal to the
markets of this Dominion; the fault is, to a large extent
with the coal owners in not increasing their facilities to
supply the increased demands. The benefit to the coal
districts has been very great. In 1878, at most of the
mines the men were employed on half time, some of them
less and some of them more. They are now employed full
time, with an increased number of mon at the different mines.
This is surely a marked benefit, particularly to the localities
where the macreased labor is employed. I do not think any
botter illustration of the benoficial effects of the National
Policy can be given than is presented by the result of the
National Policy on the coal trade since its adoption-by the
large increase of consumption which is created, not merely
by its stimulating existing manufactories, but by creating
new ones. In 1878, the total consumption ln the Dominion
of Canada was 1,415,516 tons; in 1881, it was 2,150,528 tons;
an increase of 73a,112 tons, or 51 per cent. Hon. gentlemen
opposite will not say that that increase was caused by an in-
creased population. How, then, was it caused ? I can see
no other cause than the increased consumption of the man-
factories. In 1878, Nova Scotiasupplied 643,511 tons out of
the whole consumption of that year. In 1881, Nova Scotia
supplied 1,035,014 tons, an increase of 341,503 tons, or 50
per cent. That is one ofthe benefits that accrued from this
policy. Now, with respect to the supply of Quebec. Tihe
total su)ply to Montreal and Quebec, in 1878, was 328,074
tons; in 1881, 529,091 tons, an increase of 201,017 tons, or
61 per cent. LNow, I call the attention of hon. gentlemen
to this statement. Nova Scotia supplied to Montreal,
in 1878, 83,710 tons; in 1881, she supplied 268,628
tons, an increase of 184,918 tons, or 221 per cent
Tue total increase at Quebec was 61 per cent. The total
increase that Nova Scotia supplied over and above what
was supplied in 1873 was 221 per cent. So much for the
displacing of foreign and English coal in the markets of
Quebec. There can be no doubt that if it had not been for
the National Policy, this increased consumption would not
have taken place, and it would not have given the incroased
market for the Nova Scotia coal. Now, I want hon. genitle-
men opposite to mark this: although the duty was 60
coats on bituminous coal, the coal consumers in Quebec
received their coal cheaper in 1881 than they did in 1818,
as contracts wore made for Nova Scotia coal, and deli-
vered in Quebec and Montreal, in 1881, at from $3.50 to
$3.75 per ton, as against $4.25 to 84.50 in 1878, which is

proof positive that, notwithstanding the duty, col ws suP
plied cheaper in the Province of Quebec in 1881 than in 1878.
But the National Policy did more to benefit the Dom i"on of
Canada than merely givea direct benefittothe oali ndutr'Y.
It increased the tonnage that was necessary for the carriage
of this coal, and thoreby gave us a benefit in our shipPi n
industry which otherwise it would not have had. But idtn
contended that whatever this duty on coal may have O
jor the rest of4he Dominion, it has not benefitted thO 1iN9fO
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of Ontario. Now, I am of the same opinion-and I do not raised from duties on some other articles; and I do not see
hold the opinion without sufficient grounds - that was ex- why coal should not bear a portion of the taxes as well as
pressed by the hon. Minister of Railways the other day, any other commodity. You talk about it being a tax on

cnd whih is strictly in accordance with the facts, in con- raw material; well, there are a great many raw materials.
nection with the price of coal, as furnished by the coal It is also spoken of as a tax on the fuel which is to warm
owners in the United States. The hon. gentlemen may the poor man; but we have a tax on the light which is to
sneer at these facts as much as they like, but they cannot enable the poor man to see after night, and I do not know
controvert them. It is well known to everybody who but one tax is about as right and reasonable as the other.
knows anything about the coal trade, that the coal owners The hon. member for Yarmouth sought to show that ship-
of the United States have not one uniform price for the ping was taxed under the present Tariff more than it was
same kind of coal at different points, either under the previous Tariff. The hon. gentleman knows
in the United States or in this Dominion. The hon. more of the subject than I do, and if he says that the state-
member for Gloucester, (Mr. Anglin) said that these coal ment I am about to make is not correct, I shall accept his
owners must be united, and that they must have an under- contradiction. From figures I have gone over, but which I
standing between them; and we know that, as a rule, they have not here, I have the impression that under the present
are united, that they are a ring, a monopoly-that Tariff the shipping industry is less taxed than it was under
is, when they are agreed among themselves. Sometime the late Administration.
they differ and then the country gets the benefit of the dif- Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear, and the drawback
ference, but, as a rule, they are united, and they fix the prices being paid.
precisely as the hon. Minister of Railways said in his able Mr. DOULL. Therefore that industry is not suffering
speech on the subjeet afew days ago. They fix the prices under the National Poicy. The on. member for Yarrnouth
so as to secure the markets at competitive points, and prices also referred to a speech made by the hon. Minister of Rail
are lower there than at non-competitive points, so that the als e er t ecmdy1 the honntroR-
statement of the hon. Min ister of Railways that the prices ways hast year in the county I have the honor to repre-
were higher in Chicago than in Boston, is accurate and s sent. I do not think it was necessary for the hon.gentleman
ceptible of proof. And if it had not been for the duty on to come to this House to take care of Messrs. Jones and Car-
coal in this Dominion, prices in Ontario to-day would be the michael, because I think they were both there to take care of
same as in Chicago and not the same as in Boston. The themselves, and I do not think they very flatly denied the
very fact of finding coal introduced to the consumers of statement made by the hon. Minister of Railways, which
Ontario, at the same price as to dealers in Boston, is proof statement was not as reported, or as stated by the hon mem-
pOsitive, hat the National Policy has caused the coal owners ber. The statement was, that these gentlemen supported a
of the United States to place the Province of Ontario among Government that brought down aTariff which was gomg to
their competitive points, and bence the consumer gets coal tax shippmg to the extent of one dollar a ton. At this late
ceaperthan iftheduty had flot been imposed. hour of thenight I am not going to mako any lengthened

remarks; but I felt called upon to make the statements I
Mr. KILLAM. Does that raise the price to the pro- have made in connection with the coal industry, as I have

ducer ? the honor to represent a county which is a coal centre, and
Mr. DOULL. It does, because we get the increased as the statements made by the hon. member for Richmond,

market even if we do not get it in Ontario. It is a fallacy if they were uncontradicted, might have an injurious effect
to suppose that because the National Policy has reduced the in influencing some mids against the National Pohiy.
price to the consumer it cannot be a benefit to the coal pro- Mr. iRYMAL. Mr. Speaker, I shall not attempt to diseuse
ducers in Nova Scotia. The National Policy bas increased at any length the question wbich bas so long occupied the
the demand in two years 50 per cent., and if we do not get attention of this Legislature, and which has been viewed
the narket of Ontario we get the increased markot in the from almost every possiblo standpoint by different poiliti-
Lower Provinces and outside the Lower Provinces. There cians. I have heretofore expressed my opinion of the
is one other point to which I wish to refer in connection result of the National Policy, and I have yet seen no reason
with this question. Hon. gentlemen opposite have con- to change it in the least particular. I shall only refer to
tended that because the exports have been less and the its effects, as I have viewed them, upon that class of the
imports greater, the National Policy bas injured and not community that I have the honor to belong to-the farmers;
benefitted .our industries. Now, I think that the coal and unless an angel or sorme one more bighly gifted than
industry will prove most conclusively that that reasoning is any man I have ever met shows to the contrary,
ulsound, and I have no doubt that if we had the faots in I shall not be convinced, against my senses of

gard to other industries they would equally prove hearing, and seeing, and knowing, that the National
the unsounduess of the same reasoning when applied to Policy has done any good at ahl to the farmers of
8em. The exports of coal from Nova Scotia, in 1878, were Canada, or that it is possible that it eau do them any good.185,443 tons, In 1881, it is true the amount was a little I have said before that when we have more than we want,

targer, viz, 190,551 tons ; but you must recollect that when we have a surplus of all kinds of produets to export,
tbrough the National Policy we got an increased sale for our the idea of raising the price by placing a duty onCa in the West Indies that we would not have had but for importe coming into Canada is sheer folly. But soit, and if you take off the increased sales we made to the much for the Tarif, and so much only. What I
180 551ndies--1,O 0 0 tons-from the 190,551, wo have have more particularly risen for is this-and, from myTh' imor about 5,000 tons less than the amount in 1878. age, being one of the oldest members of the Liberal party
,203,1ports in 1878 were 863,061 ; in 1881, they were about in the House, and after having heard the Liberal party and1,203186 an increase of 340,765. In that case we have less their record attacked, as they. have been by some members

this or nd greater imports, and I know, and in this louse, I think I may review the record of
ths louse .and the country know, that we have had that party and leave the people to judge whether theylarg y increased sale for our Nova Scotia coal. deserve the praise and applause, or whether they merit
tional dnstry bas been very much benefitted by the Na- the condemnation of the people of Canada. Now,doficy, and I have no doubt that the same may be Mr. Speaker, I hold that the principles of thesaid of every other industry in the country. If the coal Liberal party, the world over, are truth and justice, liberty
twea 600 ten off th revenue would be reduced 'by be- and equality. I do not mean to say that it is impossible for

, 000 and 8700,000, and that would have te be 1 a Conservative-or a Tory, as I generally call him-to tell
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the truth, but I am afraid they sometimes fail to do it.
John Bright, whom, I presume, knew the animal botter than
any man living, once said that when a Tory ceased to lie he
ceased to be a Tory, and I do not know but [can go that
length with John Bright. But I say that the eternal prin-
ciples of truth and justice have been naited to the banner of
the Liberal party since there ever was a Liberal party.
Lot us see what they have done. I will commenee with
their record in the old land. Lot us see what
the Liberal party have done there for the
amelioration of the condition of the people.
What have the Reform party done for the people of
Britain ? They gave them Catholic emancipation. It
relieved them from a system of bondage, and was looked upon
by a great many people as a step in the right direction, and
one towards which ail Governments should tend, narmely,
that of giving the greatest amount of liberty to all people,
so long as it was safo for them to be entrusted with it. They
gave the Reforn Bill, which eafranchised a great number of
people that were not men in the full sense and acceptation
of the word, because they happened not to be possessed of
landed estates or pay a certain amount of taxation. The
emaucipation of the slaves, the abolition of slavery, was due
to the Liberal party. The Liberal party, as a general
thing, have opposed mot of the bloody and un-
necessary wars that have been earried on by Eng-
land; and so ar do they now carry that princi-
ple of peace and good-will and love for all mankind
that they are sometimes stigmatized as the peace-at any-
price party. Now, these are some of the things that they
have done in Britain ; and what are they doing there to.day?
They are endeavoring to bring unhappy Ireland, mis-
governed Iroisnd into line, and to give it nm'thinz like
respnsible Government, .something like Home Rile, recog-
nizing their manhood; :and the Reform pairty to4ay in
Britain ;are endeavori mg te brig about the pacification of
Irekuad and remove the wrongs and remedy the grievances
under which that people have laborod for many, many
years. la contr&istînction to that, what bas been the
record of the Tory party in Britain ? They have opposed
everything that tended to elevate the masses, every-
thing that went to enfranchise the poor min,
they endeavored to crush the manhood ont of
them. It was only throagh the efforts of the Reform
party that the enfranchisement of a great number of the
electors now in Britain was brought about. They have in-
stigated, as the Reform party has opposed1, m)st of the un-
necessary, unjust and bloody wars that have oost England
such an immense amount of money and drenched almost
every country in the world with blood of British soldiers.
The Tories of Britain, through maladmainistration of public
affairs, drove the thirteen od colonies of America into rebel-
lion, but had they pursued the policy of the Liberal
party of that day Old Egland and New England
of America might have been rmarching side by side to their
altimate destiny instead of being estranged. Now, I come
nearer home, and I shall endeavor to show w.hat the record
of the Liberal party has been in Uanada. Mr. Speaker, you
are doubtless -old enough to recollect the day when a Tory
uligarchy existed in Lower Canada; when your countrymen
were exposed to danger, unless they submitted them-
selves to the powers that were, and when ihe few
ruled the many with an iron hand ? To whom
were the successors of your countrymen to asoribe
the rights which they to-diy enjoy-responsible Govern-
ment-with which we are blessod, but to the efforts of the
Liberal party. Those liborties were not secured without
some ÷ae-fices. Some men toiled and labored year after
year, others laid down their lives; and 4he privileges
that we enjoy at the present timne were bought with
some of the best blood of the Freach Canadian
people. Whon I heard a French Canadian, the

Mr. EymaL.

hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault) enquire what the
Liberal party had done, I thought that the descendant of s&
old Liberal who lived and died a member of the Liberal
party might have known its record,and Iwas astonihled
hear the descendant of a !Lower Canadian ILiberal ask that
question. I an told that that hon. member himsef
was a Liberal until the last few years, that for somie
reaon or other, which I eannot explain, has seen fit to cast
the teachings of bis parents to the doge and make bis mess
with the dogs too. How strange it is that it should be loft
to a political renegade to denounce the teachings, to sneer at
the sufferings and scoff at tire whole Liberal party in having
secured these priviloges for his follow countrytnen. Suppose
they had been left to the tender mercies of the Tory
party at the time of the Lower Canadian rebellion, when
they were being hunted from one post to another,
and being destroyed by the troops at the command of the
oligarchy, when the villages of Lower Canada were treated
as rookeries by shooting the old and young birds. lad
the advioe of the Tory party been listened to at that time,
the French Canadian people wold have been exterminated,
and it is to the efforts of the Liberal party at Home and in
Lower and Upper Canada, that we enjoy to-day the bless-
ings of responsible Goverument, andare-free from the hate-
ful rule of irresponsible family compacts and oligarchies
such as Upper and Lower Canada labored under for a great
many years. The hon. memnber for Niagara--

Mr. PLUMB. Oh, do not bring me in.

Mr. RYMAL, The hon. member for Niagara, no doubt,
wishes to be considered a gentleman, and I would like to
treat him as such, but his anties and caekling rernind one
more of a bi( uimnanzee that one fid8 in the wilds of
Borneo than they do of the manners of a Chestertield, and
I -arn forced to bèlieve that we havé discovered in the hon.
member the missing link of the Darwinian theory. I wish
the hon. gentleman would consider the position ho now
occupies, and observe a little British fair play. When 1
think of the saffering that the people endured in Lower
Canada, I -annot help but admire the leroism ef the few
brave men who stood oution behalf of the people, who dared
to death to do what they believed was 'right ; and when I
hear of the name of Papineau-

Mr. PLUMB. Yes, he ran-away.
Mr. RY[AL. If that hon. gentlenan wishos to cackle

and interfere, I cannot prevent him; bat the nane of Papi-
neau and his compatriots who fought, bled and-sulfered will
be fresh and green in the memory of anadians when the
memory of that hon gentleman wilil be long forgotten.
What is the record of the Referm party in Upper Canada ?
What state of things existed there prior to L836 ? I became
a politi-cian very young. I happened to have:Ss0088 40 the
records of the House of Assembly at that tne. I was thon
only thirteen years old, -and my father related to Me the in-
oidents th-at oocurred at a very trying time n the historY Of
Upper Canada. Before that time the family COmpact ruled un

Upper Canada. and huaI the -ear ofthe Co odaI G lce.
1834 the Liberals carriud the Proviiaee -byf4 aeroug maoPrity.
When they pased measums demanded &by t he P LpeO t
mesures were sent up to the irpesponsiMde gieta
Coucil, and the respect that was pad to hte lws
passed by the people's representatives'was hoW
by unoeremoniously throwing-them into th
paper basket. This emate of thinge continaress uthl
submission ceased 4o -be a -virtue. The only redr0te
peuple had was to stp the Bapply Bill. That eTansry
resorted to, and from that tilme the conduct of tIe Tory
party was- se hateful and repulsive
people were goaded into resietane Vo err rule. 0f'oe,'
the irreeponsible junta thst had govaned te pr ea
to this time calied that rebellion, and men wore
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rebels and declared outlaws, cast into prison, tried for high like asses in the lion's skin. I say the Grand Trunk was
treason, and some of them sealed their love of liberty with initiated by the Reform party, who took steps to carry out
their blood. Just so soon as the people began to draw one the undertaking which was carried out. This party never
another's blood, the Downing Street authorities began to opposed the building of the Grand Trunk Railway. They
consider that something was wrong, and instead of send- never had a word to say against it as a commercial enter-
ing out an old half-paid military officer or poor-law com- prise. But when it was run in the interest of the Tory
missioner, they sent out a statesman in the person of Lord party, and was made a political machine and came to the
Durham. who was instructed to enquire into the causes of Legislature year after year to assist the Tory party in main-
the Canadian rebellion. He did so, and reported to the taining itself, then the Liberal party denounced it as a Tory
U[ome Government, and Her Majesty issued a proclamation politicalengine, and refused to support it with the public
pardoning ail implicated in the troubles, and Lord Durham, money. Who initiated the Intercolonial Railway ? That
in his admirable report, said that the people were justified was a scheme that British statesmen had looked over, caus-
in resisting the Government and standing up for their rights ing a survey of the route to be made by Major Robinson. But
as Britons. Now, the hon. member for Lincoln enquired who was the first Canadian and leader of a party
the other day what the Reform party had done. Well, I who spent money to further that scheme? Another
thought that he, at least, might have exercised a little Liberal, Hon. John Sandfield Macdonald, in the
charity towards that great party, for well do I recollect time of the Macdonald-Sicotte Government-those were the
the time when he stood waiting for them to open their men who initiated that scheme, and who arranged with the
arms and take him into their ranks. Well do I recollect Lower Provinces for the construction of that road on a
the time when hissed at, sneered at, and jeered at by principle not afterwards carried out. They were the first who
the Tory party, he was willing to take service under a voted public money for a Canadian survey of the route. I sup-
Liberal, and I thought he might bave spared himself the pose the Tories will continue to claim that J. S. Macdonald
trouble of asking what the ieform party had done. He was a leader of the Tory party too? Of course they will.
went to his election and the Reform party refused to receive But when he got out of his coalition Government in Toron-
him. The Tory party had kicked him out, and the Reform to, and the Tory party asked him to assume the leadership,
part y kept him out. Peihaps that is one of the reasons why he he simply, in his characteristic way and forcible manner,
felt so strongly against them. For a time the hon. gentle- told some of them he would see them dammed first. I have
man was posing between the two parties. He might have heard hon. gentlemen opposite claim that they are the
adopted the language that Hosea Bidgelow attributes to fathers of Confederation. Well, I do not dispute the fact,
some other gentleman who was posing between two parties. that they took an active part in initiating some of the con-
He might have said with the poet:- stitutional changes which ended in Confederation. But you,

"You see my head is too nicely balanced, Mr. Speaker, are old enough to recollect that it was only
To say which party has most sense ; when they were defeated, when the choice lay between re-

There may be men with greater talents, signation and the seals of office, that they assented to con-
But they can't sit slender on the fence." stitutional changes-that the First Minister of the day con-

Well, he sat on the fence for a time, but he got off after a sented to enter into a coalition Government to bring about
while, and the regular instincts of the Tory animal were constitutional changes which years before he absolutely and
disclosed, for although he washed himself of the filth and positively refused to assist in bringing about. And so it is
dirt which he at one time said the Tory party was mostly always with the Tory party; place before them the
composed of, although he denounced them heartily, bitterly, alternative of sacrificing their principles, or leaving the
and had the wishes he expressed in regard to them been flesh-pots of Egypt, and I will bet you five to one they
fully carried out, some of them would have been in a pretty will stick to the flesh-pots. I think that another great
bot place just about that time. We found him in a few undertaking, which the Liberal party advocated early,
short months going back to his old love like the dog that was the securing of the great North-West, that country to
returned to his vomit and the sow that was washed to her which we now look with so much hope. I recollect, twenty-
walIowing in the mire. 1 thought that the hon. gentleman five years ago, when I first issued an address to the people as
who had been ready to step in and take shelter under the a candidate for their suffrages, introducing a paragraph in
Liberals might have spared himself asking that question, that address, stating that if they would elect me I would do
which he was so well qualified to answer himself. I have ail I could to secure the breaking up of the Hudson Bay
n0 doubt that the hon. gentleman, with his ability and monopoly, and the obtaining for the people, the rights they
eloquence could do much better than I in portraying all the had to the great North-West, to secure it and attach it to
good that the Liberal party bas done to Canada. Some hon. this Canada of ours. Well, I know that when this thing was
member has said that the Liberal party had never inaugu- brought about, the coalition Government was in existence,
rated any great public work in Canada, or pushed it to and that not one party only can claim the credit to the exclu-
completion. Now, it may be news to some, though I am sion of the other. In so far as I might claim any lot or part in
Sure there are some here who know it, that the Welland the glory attached to bringing about this grand Confedera-
Canal which passes through my hon. friend's constituency, tion, I wash my hands of it. I do not believe in it either.
Was promoted by William Hamilton Merritt more than by I do not believe it is going to answer the expectations the
"'Y other leading public man, and although he was never a people have of it to-day; for already the Federal Govern-
8trong party politician, I have sat in the House with him ment are, I believe, encroaching on the rights of the Pro-

lways found him seated among the Liberals and assist- vinces, and already the Provinces are being arrayed against
t'g them rnd politics. Then look at the initiation of one another; and unless there is less maladministration of
t herand Trunk Railway. Under whose Government was the affairs of the country than during the past three years.
B theao s began in Canada? Under the I venture to predict, although I do not profess to b. much
Oh, buton-Lafontaine and the incks-Morin Administrations. of a prophet, that this grand Confederation will fall to pieces
and Messme OnewillB ay, Messrs. Baldwin and Lafontaine like a rope of sand.
that thieysrelaied tlhaM rm the Liberaes, theHow stan Mr. WHITE (Hastings). You will not live to see it.

Wh ieason, out Ofseason, fairly and foully, they opposed, Mr. RYMAL. I do not wish to live to see it. I would rather
t ng, and the garments of these noble men, most of 1 see us a great, happy, united people, cordially working to-

thei hey would like to steal 1 The Tories would 1gether for the development of our country. I want to see
Pear a lie wolVs in sheep's clothing, and would bray 1Confederation a success, although I did not believe in it when
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it was passed, and I do not believe unless, as I said before,
wiser counsels prevail than have heretofore prevailed, that it
will be a success.

An hon. MEMBER. It is all right.

Mr. RYMAL. I presume it is all right. I have never
attempted to say anything except what I really and truly
believed was all right, and in what I have said to-night
there is not a solitary word that I do not believe. Now,
we have lost the mon who secured us so many of these
blessings to which I have reforred. The men who se-
cured to us responsible Government have all passed away-
there is scarcely one of them left. But, Sir, among the
names recorded in the annals of Canada, to my
mind there are none that appear so glorious as
those mon who, in the days of trial, dared'
to vindicate the principles they believed to be right. and
who suffered, bled, and some of whom died, in order to
secure the form of Government we now possess. And it
will not be long before most of us who are assembled
here to-night will follow in their footsteps, and the place
that knows us now will soon know us no more. And what
will be the fate of Canada thon ? It may be doubted if
Canada could exist for any length of time without the
services of her greatest statesman, the leader of the present
Government. He is a man of extraordinary ability, I
admit. As a manager of men I have never soen his equal.
I have often wondered how it was that he was able to
so completely mould the character and shape the actions of
the men who supported him-whether it is magnetism or
necromancy, whether it is the inherent strength that he
possesses, or whether it is the weakness of the gentlemen
he leads, and I am bound to say that as yet that question is
unsolved in my own mind. Amongst his supporters are
a great many able mon; and I will not go so far as to
say that there are not even a great many good mon ;
but good or bad, able or unable, weak or strong, he
wraps them round lis finger as you would a thread.
They are moulded to his will as completely as
possible. I have heard some of them, in days when
a crisis was likely to occur, denounce the measures of the
Government to say, "Well, I can't go that." Still I have
known hon. gentleman long enough to believe that they
would go it, and after there was a caucus they did go it
every time. Now, I say, what would become of Canada
were we to lose this great statesman ? Take the position of
Canada in 1854, when Canada was in a prosperous condition,
when her constitution, as it thon existed, had been working
well, and yet in ton short years of mis-rule and pitting one
Province against another ho brought things to such a dead-
lock that ho agreed to consider constitutional changes, a
thing that only a few days before his defeat he refused to
consider. Was that evidence of great statesmanship, that
the constitution of a great country was in ton years
rendered unworkable by the maladministration of which
this great statesman was guilty ?

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). He is our leader; we did not
desert him as yon deserted yours.

Mr. RYMAL. There is a certain breed of politicians
who, if they are suffered the run of the Government kitchen,
never get away from it. Thon, in the building of the Inter-
colonial Railway, this great statesman allowed $40,000,000,
or thereabouts, to be spent on a work that ho said would
not cost $20,000,000. At all events, it cost twice as mach as
the most extravagant estimate; and under the able admin-
istration of Canada's greatest statesman, one of his col-
leagues, and one of his thon colleagues, concluded that
88,000,YOO had been thrown away. What is the next evi-
dence of his great statesmanship ? Well, I suppose the un-
conditional surrender of a good many of our rights and priv-
ileges at the time he consented to the Washington treaty

Mr. REn .
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was another evidence of his superior statesmanship. Afte
that I suppose that the Pacifie scandal arrangement Wa
another evidence of statesmanship, and lastly the contraet
he entered into with the Syndicate by which $30,000,000
worth of road ready made was handed over to the Companv
and $75,000,000 worth of land, according to their own calc
lations, and $25,000,000 in cash, am'ounting to 8130,00o,000
in order that they might complote a work, which, accordin
to their own estimatee, was only t cost $18,000,000. And
that is statesmanship; that is statesmanship by which some
$80,000,000 of the people's money were handed over to a
grasping syndicate for which we never receive anything. For
mind you, although we give them this $130,000,000 for'
building the road, it is not ours when it is built; we give
them the road besides. Moreover, they pay no interest on
their property for twenty years, and we give thorn the
monopoly of the trade of that country, the extent and value
of which there is no man living at the present time can
estimate. For I hold that, under the contract, the Syndicate
can, if they will, and [ believe they will, because they Can,
hold the people in their hands completely, and render the
whole labor and toil of the millions who may settle in there
during the next twenty years, tributary to their own inter.
ests. To-day they hold the best portion of that vast
country, that heritage of the Canadian people which, ac.
cording to my mind, sheuld have been reserved for the
deserving man who went in there, and allowed to have
a fair share to make a home for himself and family.
It will be held by grasping speculators, and ton chances to
one the ills that now beset old Ireland from absent landlord.
ism, jingoism and Toryism, will be felt in our gieat
North-West for many years. Now, Mr. Speaker, what
would happen tho eountry if we should lose our grea1test
statesmen. I admit, Sir, it would be a great loqs. But
Canada does notdepend upon the existence of one man or any
dozen mon. When every man of us shall have gone to his
long home, I hope, I believe, that the people of Canada
will be represented as well and botter governed than they
are at the present day. Then we have some other magnates
whose loss would be great to the country if they were
removed. My hon. friend, the Minister of Railways, is per.
haps the most prominent representative of the Baron Mun-
chauser family I ever heard, and his removal would
be a great loss, for hFe is a grcat main,
quite admit, and I wish from my very heart
that I could say that he is as honest as he is great.
But even if he went the St Lawrence would continue tO
flow towards the sea as it does now, and Canada would find
among her millions of people sorne one that would worthil
fil[ bis place. But, Sir, there is one thing that we could
hardly afford to lose, and that is the gushing loyalty If
my hon. friend from Niagara. When ho fails then the tile
spoken of by the Prophet Jeremiah will have come, when
the abomination of desolation will have corne upO Us.
When that time will corne in the lite of Canada, then the
golden bowl is broken and the fountain at the cisterfn wil
cease to flow, and mon will go mourning about the streets
I say that when that time comes chaos and confusion Wsli
take possession of our country; but I hope thatrthoa.of1
who pray will pray that my hon. frind fromdNia
will long be spared to sing us the loyal songs and giVe US
the loyal speeches with which ho has eo long rgith
US. But I hope that, clothed as ho is noW with
all the majosty of a British subject, he will ce et
annoy those who do not agree with him in aIl his Pevery
ideas, and will conduct himself so that I eau, onhhand

occasion, as I trust I am able to do, give him the r gt a ver

of fellowship, and declare to the world that he 1igt o tIr

bad fellow after all. .ht a
Mr. GAULT. Before this debate closes I. htOry

a few words in regard to the state of business in
In 1878 the majority of our industris w OlO O
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e number of failures had taken place among our
ercantile and industrial classes. There were @ver 35

failures among dry-goods men alone, and the hardware

trade and the boot and shoe trades were so depressed that I
heald one large importing merchant say that if business
continued in that state two years longer, there would fnot be
a wholesale importing house left in Montreal. I have some
tatistics which I have collected with regard to the business

and industrial classes of Montreal, which are presented in

the following table:-

Name and
DescriPtiOn of Factory.

(a.) C. W. Williams Sewing Ma-I
chine Factory............

Lawlor Manufacturing Co's.sewing Machines............
(b) John Smith, Threshing

Machine Manufacturer, St.
Gabriel Locks, Montreal...

Agricultural Implement Em-
pire Works, C. B. Mahon &
Co ..... ... ...... ...............

(c.) G. R. Prowse, Manufac-
turer, Tin and Iron Ware and
Wrought Iron Ranges, a
specialty .................

(i) R. W. Warmington, Tin
Ware Manufacturer.

John McDougall, Caledonia
Works, St. Gabriel Locks,
i ontreal Foundry Machinei
Shop, engine and boilers .....

Joseph Dunn, Nail Factory,
Cote St, Paul.......-.......

(e.) I. R. Ives, Hardware
Manufacturer and Founder,
Montreal........ .. ...............

Charles Garth & Co., Brasa
Finishers, Hot Water and
Steam-fitters......................

(..) John Date, BrassFoundry,
Coppersmith, Plumber, &c.,
Montreal....... ............ ........

Robert Mitchell & Co., Manu-
facturers of Brass Goods......

(g.) Clendenning Foundry,
Montreal...............

(s.) This is a new concern formerly carried on by Mr. Lawlor, whoemployed in 1878 none, now employs 100 to 110 men, which will doubleby next year.
o) 1 find business better this year than for twenty years past, andtemd have disposed of five times the number of machines if 1 could getthem ont.
(c) During 1878 men were working on three-quarter time, and could

Nbtain ail the skilled workmen required since the adoption of theNaioal Olicy. 1 have had to double the facilities for manufacturingsei0ploy more than double the men, as well as work over-time.oklleeWoren are now thoroughly employed, and very scarce. Mytork en, mit yself, are strong advocates of the National Policy,10 Whih source we attribute the improvement.(d.) PriPes ofigoos are as low as in 1878.(e.) The above does not include men who are indirectly employed byu. wheh Would swell the amount somewhat.tra Wend the efect of the National Policy in the increase of our'.ade, aMd thnkd t is a good institution for the country in general.()MrClendennin -'Te ices nwgsithan figure g says:- Theactual increase in wages is moreper man wbshow, because men on piece work do not turn out as muchis in everyen wages is high as when it is low. The increased demand1'i "'every d arteto ybsnsnee tept artment of my business, and is from aIl over the country.
have dona r I have made My first shipment to Manitoba. I could
Ponre the sler trade if could have supplied orders, but could notfoundry thn labor. I have now more immigrants working insent facilities We ever had before, and I have as much work as my pre-ave c'ltios enable me to do. We are in daily receipt of orders fromh ec ee bofethe e ountry for machine and agricultural castings. Wetov.I have rebeis fall to meet the demand for the better class ofoaremûre men working to-day than I had in September. Oura a tiebter, our cash sales larger, and our bad debts smallerYears.» c" e u I have been in business, or say the past twenty-five

No. of hands Weekly wages
employed. paid.

Name and
Description of Factory.

SetSept. 1878. 1881.1878. 1881.

Canada Engine Works,- Mon-, $ ets. $ ets. P. c.
treal ............. ..... .............. 35 203 547 00 1,470 00.....

Roers & King, Founders,
Montreal............................ 47 91 363 51 770 43111'94

Miller Brothers, Millwrights,1
Montreal.. ....... ......... ......... 20 45,210 00 500 00 7j

W. C. White, Boiler Manufac-
turer ...... ......... ......... ....... 25 48 145 00 306 00 10

Vulcan Iron Works, Black-
smiths, &c., Montreal ........... 30 33 134 861 173 71 17

E. Chanteloup, Brass and Iron 1
Foundry, &c., &o., Montreal. 1701 241,400 00 2,100 00 20

J. Cadorette, Plumnber, &c.,
Montreal. ........ ...... ...... ...... 4 9 3900! 56 00 .........

Prevost & Co., Lamp andi.
Chandelier Manufacturers,
Montreal .............. ........ 6 35 men,

8 girls. 48 00 300 00 .........
J. B. Mantha & Co., Door and

Sash Factory, Montreal........ ........ 55 to 60 ...... ...... 350 00 to .........
McGauven, Tucker & McDon- 375 00.......

nell, Sasb, Blind, Door and
Moulding and Box Manufac-
turers, Montreal............... 50 80 8000 7000

Shearer & Brown, Saw Milland
Box Factory.. . . .. 25 35 144 00 254 0O 10

Mona Saw Mills, St. Cunegonde 57! 651 6 90 7 48 10
James Shearer, Sash and Door

Manufacturer................... 34 44 2272031533
Paquette & Robert, Doors,Sash i

and Blinds Manufacturers..... 60 65 350 O0 450 90 20
Os1ell's Sash and Door Pactory, t f

Montreal .......................... 28 33 295 00 325 00 10
Orguinette, W. F. Abbott & Co None 3210 O'
Bread and BiscuitManufacturer,

C. Pitts& Co.............. 22 21 14600 159 01 12J
Biscuit Bakpr iandCofcin

ery, W. J. Lattreil, Cune-, 16 22 80

gon ......... ...... 1 228050001270010.........
35 144e00 2500 1

Thos. Patton & Co., Clothier6... 100 150 350 00 460 00 .
D. Mntyre &0Son do ... 30 500 00 1960 00........
J. OWBrien & Jo., Clothing

Manufacturer..................... 1000 1,750........
Green & Son &Frriers c .1do 200... 300,1,1900 10 to

L. Gnaedinger, Son & 'Co.,1 1
Furriera ..... .. ................... 60 90 160 00 300 0O 25

John Taylor & Co, Furriers,
and Hatters ................ 4.. ...... 42None0

McDonal & Co., Hatters and'
Furriers.....................None. 31.........165 50.

Washburn Manufacturing Co... 4 88 00 9400O.
Outram & Son, File Manufac-

turers ................................ 281 50 140 00 208 GO
Montreal Malleable Iron Works 17 27' 74 0o 1350.
Bell Factory, Clark, Côte St. t

Paul...................... 10 13 7855 9172.
J. Laurie & Co., Machine and, I 1

Engine Works .................... 8' 30 37 40 181 3..
Andrew Young, Engineer and

Machinist ............. ...... None. 7..........60@ .
Canada Metal Works, J. Mat-

tinson...................... 13 15 160 0O 1900G .
J. J. Lunn, Machinist, &c........ 2 5 1 0 00 0
Charles Aspinall, Blacksmith

and Machinist ................... None. 3.........28
Robert Moore, Ships' Smith

and Boiler Maker ................ 4 6 48 00, 65 O9.
R. McKenzie, Brass Founder,&c 1 10 14 00'120 00
W. Nish, Machinist, kc...... 3 3 30 001 30 00.
Cutbert & Sou, Brasa Founders,

. ...... . ... ..... .................. 222 00 40
Mullarky & Co., Boots and

Sh oea ............ ........,..... 1... ........ 0 ..." s*11 0 . ..4
Galarneau & Blanchette, Boots

and Shoes ..... ............... 401 47119200 227 0.
Hodgson & Co., Bootsand Shoes None. 1001.......450 0O.
Z. Lapiére do ... 130i 280..520 15G
Renberten & Turner do ... None. 100... 00 Go
R. Mc(ready do ... 150 300 50000 1,100 00 10
J. A. Rolland do ... None. 9040O . ...... .
W. J. Webster do No1e. 40 ........ .200...... ......

Mon, women and children.

1882. 414
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No. o
empl

Name and Description
of Factory.

1878.

Laurin & Co., Boots and Shoes. None.
Ames, Holden & Co. do ... 225
J. McCready k Co. do ... 216
- Lavoie do ... 12,
J. W. Thurston do ... None.
Fo rt &Co. do ... 200
J. Vitam & Co. do ... 95
Lenoir Frères do ... 39
T. & F. Bell do ... 100
Geo. S. Slater do ... 80
Perry & Cassils do ... 82
H. Gooderich, Last Factory..... 3
Pettener Boot and Shoe Ma-

chinery ,........................... 14
Kirfferth k Bros., Boots and

Shoes ......... ....................... 7

J. A. Craig, Cabinet Factory...I 75
Pa ette Furniture Factory ...... 3
J. . Bennet, Cabinet Maker... 5
Guenette & Nelson do ... None.
Parriseau & Co. do ... None.
Labell, Bonin & Co. do ... 151
H. J. Shaw & Co. do ... 15
A. B. Steward, Carver and

Gilder ........... .................... 3
Wm. King, Cabinet Maker ..... 4
Skelton Bros. & Co., Shirt and

Collar Factory ........... ........ 155
Riepert & Co., Shirts, Collars,

Cuits, &c.. ........ ............. .... None.
J. Langlands, Coffee and Spice

Steam Mills...... ......... ........ f 4
Globe Coffee and Spice Mille... 5
Wood Bros., Manufacturers of

Case Goods, Satins, Velvets,
kc. .................................... 4

Christy & Sonne, Sailmakers,
&c. .................................... 6

J. O. Villeneuve, Soap and
Candle Manufacturer .. ........ 8

C. A. Macdonnell, Union Marble
Works......................li

R. Forsyth, Marble and Granite
Works........................... 64

Cunningham Bros., Marble and
Granite Works .................. il

Stacy & Sons, Nail Works 74
Thomson & Son, Blacksmiths'

Elngineers ............ .............. 8
Campbe1's Cooper Shop........ 8
A. W. Ogilvie, Flour and

Feed Mills..........................45
Canal Flour Mills.............. 19
Montreal Brewing Go............ 14
Molson's Brewery..................66
Williams' do .......... 20
Jean Baptiste Paré, Carosier... 2
Jules Lajennesse, Carriage

Factory ..... ....... ............. ......
F. Ritchot, Carriage Maker...... 5
Lariviere, do ...... 22
Ledoux, do
F. X. Roy, do 12
Ledoux, do 8 to 9
A. Ouimet, do ..... 5
Burland Lithographie Co., &c. 100
Geo. Gebhardt do ... None.
G. E. Desbarats do ... 14
J. D. Whelan k Go., Litho-

graphie &o c. ........ 9
Hearn k Harrison, Optical and

Surveying Instruments, &c..., 3
Canada Last Facto..............8
Corra ted Elbow %............. 2
J. A. artin & Co., National

Pump Works .................... 3
Power & Dawson, Die Sinkers

and Engravera............. .2
J. W. Tester k Co., Confec-

tionery ............................. 20
Catelle, Macaroni & Vermi-

celli Works ....................... 5
Clark's Ganned Meats,&c.. 5

Mr. GAUL T.

f hands
oyed.

Sept.,
1881.

Weekly wages
paid.

1878. 1881.

1-
c.$ ets. $ c

85 ............ 450
275 1,300 00 1,600
250 1,050 00 1.350

12 70 00 70
22 ........... 123

275 3,550 00 6,100
185 450 00 882

51 225 00 325
140 550 00 800
95 400 001 500
89 347 001 608
7 1700 53

23 96 00 166

17 48 001 80
118 550 00, 900

6 15 00! 35
10 38 00 90
7 ............ 49
6 ....... .... 40

15 90 00 90
331 128 00 252

7 15 00 40
14 22 00 85

300 550 00 1,250

60 ........... 350

6 28 00 42
5 4095 47

30, 25 00 160

7 40 00 35

8 40 00 72

15 3500 77

731 292 001 550
13 41 36 80
521 37500 450

4 5600 27
17 56 00 130

50 356 00 405
19, 140 00 140
17 92 00 133
66 500 00 500
25 160 0>0 200

15 00 50

15 ......... 90
20 88 00 120
37 163 00 291
8 18 00% 50

12 80 00 80
to 33 68 00 270

5' 20 00 22
150 750 00 950

6 ,... 60
30 89 69 193

7 40 004 45

3 50 001 50
12 45 00, 70

6 14 00 32

6 2000i 51

18 20 00 94

50 100 00 250

141 18 00 42
28 30 00 120

Name and
Description of Factory.

No. of:
emplo

Sept.,
1878.

- 1-

476

etla. p. c.

00 23
00 25

00 .........0>0 26
0>0 12½
00 .........
00 4
00 .........
0>0 75
0>0 20

00 20

00 20
00 10
00 25
00 .........
00,...

00 .........

00 30
00 10

00 .........

00 ........

00.
58 16

00 .........

00 72

(>0 40

00 50

73 .......
00 40

50 .........
00 12

00 .........

0>0 12

00 7

O0 .........

00 .........00j .........
00 .........
00, .........
00 .........
001 25
00. .........
83!.....

00 .........

00 .........
00 25
00 .........

00 .........

00 ........
00 .....,....

00:.
00 .....

Canada Marine Works .. . 54
Connelly, Manufacturer of Fur-

niture and Upholstery ......... 5
Brosseau's Coffee and Spice

M ils ................ ......... ..
Beauchinnan & o., Threshing

Machines......... ...... 1
Wilks, Baylis & Co., Manufa-

turing Go.......................... .6
J. Cadorette, Tinsmith . .........
Hudon & Paunchane, Furni-

ture .......................... one.
Buckingham Carriage Factory. 8
Brunet & Co., Envelope and

Bag Factory..................... 8
Davis, Cigar Manufacturer 130
8. Forest, do ..... .........
G. Fischel, do ...... 20
Rattray & Co., do. ...... 114
L. O. Grothe, do . ...... 8
A. D. Porcheron, Cigar Manuf. 151
Mona, Lessor & Co., do ... 80 to

100 6
Paget & Ferguson, do ... 50,
Millen, Painting and Glazing.. 15
J. Cowan, Sal Ammonia......... 2
Burns & Gormley, Gas and,

Steam Fitters, &c.............. 201
T. Crevier, Founder, &c........ 25.
Warren & Co., Scale Manufac-

turers........................... 21
James Cox, Blacksmith, &c. 5
Dominioi barb Wire Fence Co.,None.
L. Bredamaz, Carriage Works.. None.
Findley Stove Foundry ..... ..... 9
Jamieson & Co., Varnish Fac-

tory .......... ....................... 6
Lyman, Sons & Co.'s Linseed

Oil Mills, &c........ ............. 125-301
Ramsay & Son, Linseed iI

Mills, &c................... 14
Johnson's Linseed Oil Mills, &c. None.
Montreal Saw Works........ .... 17
Canada do ...........

do Lead Works ........ 33;
do Linseed Oil Works... Ji

Excelsior Glass Co. (limited)...'None.
C. B. Lanctot, Statuary and

Ecclesiastical Vestments......None.
R. Beullac, do ...... 10
T. Carle, Statuaî.................41
Senecal, Treehan Co.,Church

Ornaments, &c ................... None.
Chipman, Renaud & Co., Lea-

ther Belting .............. ........ None.'
J. W. McLaren, Leather Belt-

ing, &c......... ...................... 19
E. V. Mosley & Co., Tanning... None.
J. H. Murney, do ... ... .....
Victoria Straw Works ........... 451
Gas Works......... ......... 158
J. Mitchell, Organ Factory.... 4
Martin's Black Lead and amp

Burner Factory................... 55
Spinelli Vermicelli Factory..... 2
Montreal Blanket JO............... None.
Hosiery Manufacturers, Turn-

bull & Vo................. None.
Lovell's Printing Establish-

ment, &c........ ........... ......... 99
J. Ennis, Book Bindery, &c 10
.Post Printing and Publishing

Co .......... ....................... 40
Hay Press Factory..................3
Silverston & Co., Manufactur-

ers of Ladies' Dresses, &c. Noue.
Decarie, Wire Worker ........ 41
Fluid Beef Factory............ 60,
Winclap Skate Factory........... ........ i
Montreal Coffee and Spice Mills 8
Edwards, Safe Factory .......... 15'
Ewan &Son,Ready-made Cloth-1

ing .............. .... 2201

bands Weekly wages
yed. paid.

Sept., 1878. 1881.1881.

$ ets. $ ets. p
441 232 061 234 55

30 001 42 00i.

....... ..... 40 00

311 120 00 195 001

6 60 00 67 00
8 48 00 68 001.

7 ............ 45 00.
9 65 00 7 007 .

29 42 00 160 00.
240...... ........
18.......... 6000 .
80 70 00 350 0>0 1

150 525 00 675 00 .
30 27 00 75 00'.
45 40 00 175 00.

5 to 80 350 001 300 00,
40 195 00 150 00 .
25 108 00t 216 00 25

5 900' 27 00 ........

451 120 001 300 00 .........
40,180 00 300 00 4

5 14 50 3200....
5 24 00 4000 20

15,.............35 00.
14:.......... 125 001.........
18 7000 150 00,.......

7 72 001 74 00 .........

25-30 140 00 150 00 .........

42 76 33 237 87.........
75 ............ 750 00 .........
75 96 00 135 00 .........

62 190 77 406 26 33

410 ............ 3,100 00.

8 ............ 60 00 .........
17 60 00, 125 00 12J
7 42 00 51 00 ......

17 ........... 200 00 ......-

5 ........ 32 00 ......-

35j 135 00 268 00 1
85,........ 500 00 ....-
60..- 480 00 ......-

100 225 00 600 00-.--
162 969 18 1,198 18 24

13 24 00 85 00 10

60 183 00 185 00--
6, 12 00 360 ..

34 ..... .~. 211

25. .....

106 ... ~. --. .-.. '00... .....
15 40 00 600

59'300 00 400 0
6, 18 00 6000 6#

130
6 3000- 60 00 .6530 00 .....

90 500 00 175 00 ..---
28 ......-.. 17 0.--
1o0 86 10
22 157 75'20057

35011,645 00-28 I
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No. of hands Weekly wages
employed. paid.

&ame and
Description of Factory.

Sept., Sept., 18. 18.
1878. 188 1878. 1881.

e ts. $ ets.c..
Godin's Hat Factory...........10 

401 80 00 400 0 75
Gross, Surgical Instrument .... 14
Gill, Carpenter and Box Maker 23 30, 113 00 172
Bughes & Stephenson, Plum- o

bers and Gas Fitters, &c....... None. 60.... 400 vO.
Canadian Wall Paper Factory. None. 40.........480 ..O..
Davis, cigar Manufacturer...... 60, 75' 480O 0
Heyneman do. ...... None.f 120...... - 500 GO.
Rogers, Shoe Manufacturer.O..... 10I 37i75 250GO..
Shorey, Ready-made Clothing.. ............ 839 GO1,269 Go 50
Viau et Frères, Confectionery'

and Biscuits.... ................. 60 75, 325 001 375O.
J. Cleland's Die Factory... .... 4 8 30 00 60 75.
Tees & Go.'s Desk Factory..... 10 18 70 001 150 00
Electro-Silver Plating C .N........7None..
Dominion Electro Foundry....... 7 5 65 001 45 GO .
Lyburner Gold, Silver and

Nickel Platers . ...... ......... 2 6 15 001 60 00...
Archer, Manufacturer of Wool

Gardc.....2 5 18 00 3500 33
Stafford, Pottery ...... 165 to 70........350 0O .........
Jellyman, Paper Box Factory.J375 0 1001300 00. 395 00.........
Machine Button-hole Factory...Noe 30 ............ 50 00 .........
Canada Sugar Refinery.... 5 404 .56. . 3,000 .........

Montreal Woollen Mille. .... None.. 130' ...... 650 00.
Belding, Paul & Go., SilkI 1~Threads and Ribbons..........57 125 210 00 50 00 30
J. lrwin, Barnese and Sad-,

dlery.... ............ 1.. 8 il 60 0 90 00...
Montreal...h010c Suspender0

Works........... ...... None 12 ...... 1000........
Sardon & o., Soap Factory.. il 10 845 00i.........

There are now threo silk factories in Montreal, and ail are
likely to do very well. One of the firms is now entering
into the manufacture of ribbons, while another firm is turn
ing Ot the finest class of goods, which are being sold in
Montreal as foroign manufactures. They are now building
a new establishment on the corner of Ontaro Street and
Papineau Square, that wil gve employment to 200 hands.
Everypapor you take Up, f Montreal, contains an announc-

nient respecting some now interest. Messrs. Ivesffiave gone
to Longueui, which has given a bonus of 10,000, toabentab
lih a foundry business there. have travelod through
Inany parts of western Canada, and the samne activity pre-
Vailed there as in Montreal. At Brantford, Harrison & Co.
were as busyns possible. Tey No want a larger plotof land
to enable them6 to carry on their business. Messrs. Noxon,
Of In1gersoll, have orders for over twelve months on band,,being goods roquirod for Manitoba and the North-West.
The Waterous Co. took a portion of the Exhibition Buildings

iMontreai, and as they were not able to forward anyriachines On' account of being too busy, they off'orod anyone
W~ho specially wished tose their establishment to pay bisfare up to Brantford. While the establishmeonts in Mon treal
have increased aud given employment to a large inumnber of
additionaî bauds, they have also onabled the farmers to soulthoir pro)duceB at a very mucli highor price than formerly.
The Chairmanl of the Market Committee informedrne that one day over 1,000 carts aud soad at s..
to. Mnonîreal with produce which they swdaggoscm
~r1ces that if I icouid have obtained them when I was ai
farmner,'I would have been a farmer stili. When I was ar r1.ceive.d.12.Cents a bushel for oats, 80 or 90
'eté par usheî. for wheat, 12î. cents par pound for freeliSmteard&other apFactory.. 1 1 found was..There a no itrelknunerative and I therefore abandoned
t. 18u porototh Dminion iBolt -Works give employmnentlil to Poer As a proof of the great increae of wealth
that ra take fPle everYwherein this country, I migltin-
Eveypaperf outrea stock wichlas advanced arom 125

DUTIES ON CARBOYS.

Mr. BORDEN enquired, Whether carboys containing
sulphuric acid, imported for use in the manufacture of
fertilizers, will be allowed to pass to and fro in bond, duty
being paid on the acid.

Sir LEONAtRD TILLEY. In the absence of the Minister
of Customs, I may say arrangements have been made by
which carboys, after having once paid duty, will be allowed
to return free of duty.

HARBOR COMMISSIONERS POWERS.

Mr. VANASSE enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to modify the powers and attributes of the
Montreal Harbor Commissioners at Montreal, and of the
other ports of the Dominion.

Mr. MoLELAN. A Bill will be introduced affecting the
power of the Montreal Harbor Commissioners.

GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK AT LOCKEPORT.

Mr. TROW, in the absence ofMr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne),
enquired, IL it the intention of the Government to estab-
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to 214, and Molson's from 109 to 127 and 128. The Windsor
fotel which we thought would be a complote failure bas had
its stock sold to-day at 70,which rot long ago,was notconsider-
ed worth over 10. Another matter that will show the pros-
perty of the people, is that the gentlemen in the club bouse
of St. James, gave at New Year's and Christmas over $100
in presents to the servants. Hon. gentlemen opposite have
said that great distress exists in Montreal. In 1881, 1,326
people were assisted, while in 1880, 2,157 were assisted,
showing a falling off in the former year of one-half. In
Scotland I saw 6,000 mon employed in one ship yard, and I
do not see why we should not have similar ship yards in this
country. I was very glad to know that the Allans' line of
steamers have passengers booked to their full extent for
immigrants for two or three months to come, and I have no
doubt the Syndicate will induce a large immigration to
our shores this year. My own impression is that we have
not used proper exertions to bring immigrants this way. At
Castle Gardon, New York, they are given every
accommodation; but bore the case is different, though
at Quebec, I must say, I went with another gentle.
man to the immigrants' rooms and had as good
a breakfast as one could expect. In 1878, in
Montreal, from ton to twenty per cent, of the stores were
to be rented. To-day they are all being taken up as fast as
possible. On behalf of the mercantile community of Mon.
treal, I return my thanks to the Government for having
repealed the stamp tax, which was a source of great annoy-
ance to the merchants of Montreal. There is one thing per-
sonal to myself which I wish to set right. With respect to the
statement that I made a few evenings ago, that my cotton
stocks only paid three per cent., I regret that I made that
statement, and now withdraw it. I frankly admit that the
statement is incorrect, and was made without sufficient
thought on what I considered, at the time, to be good basis.

Mr. SNOWBALL moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 2:05 o'clock, a.m.) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNEsDAY, 22nd March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.
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lish a branch of the Government Savings Bank at Lockeport,
ir the county of Shelburne, during the present year?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That matter is under consid-
eration.

CANADIAN OFFICERS WHO TOOK PART IN THE
RED RIVER EXPEDITION.

Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to distinguish, henceforth, in the Militia List,
those Canadian officers who took part in the Red River
Expedition, as is being done in England with roference to
those officers of the English Army who joined the Canadian
Expedition; and if such is the intention of the Government,
whether such mark of distinction is to be the same as that
adopted in England ?

Mr. CARON. It is the intention of the Governme.nt to
distinguish henceforth, in the Militia List, by a mark of
distinction, those Canadian Officers who took part in the
Red River Expedition. As to the second part of the ques-
tion, the mark of distinction has not yet been decided upon,
so it is not settled whether it is to be the same one as in
England.

IMMIGRANT SHEDS IN THE NORTH-WEST.

I IMr. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government, in view of the immense immigration about to
take place to Manitoba, this year, to cause additional sheds
to be constructed at once, at various points along the
Canadian Pacific Railway, for the temporary use of the
families of the new settlers ?

Mr. POPE (Compton.) The accommodation for immigrants
will be very much increased this year. There will be an im-
migrant shed beyond Winnipeg, at Brandon. There is a new
shed now almost completed at Winnipeg, and an old one is
being repaired. Besides, the hon. gentleman himself knows
that Winnipeg is erecting two sheds at the expense of the city.

WHARF AT RIMOUSKI.

Mr. FISET enquired, Whether the Government intend to
place in the Supplementary Estimates a certain sum in
order to raise and enlarge the wharf at Rimouski ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER It is not the intention of

SAVINGS BANK OFFICES IN ST. RAYMOND AND
ST. CASIMIR.

Mr. VALLÉE enquired, Whether the Government has
decided to open savings bank offices in the post offices of
the parishes of St. Raymond and St. Casimir, in the county
of Portneuf?

Mr. O'CONNOR. The matter is under consideration.

HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS AT SOU1IS WEST.

Mr. MUTTART, in moving for correspondence, papers,
&c., received by the Government since the 17th February
1881, relating to harbor improvements at Souris West, in
Prince Edward Island, said: With reference to this motion
I wish to observe that the Harbor of Souris West is a very
important one to seafaring and business men, as well as to
the farmers of a large section of country in the eastern part
of King's Coun ty. Souris West Harbor is the last harbor on
the Island to close in the fall and the firt to open in the
spring. The business of that place is considerable and
steadily increasing. Before Confederation a large amount
of vol untary labor was performed and about $1,500 expended
by the Local Government in constructing a broastwork
along the eastern side of the channel with the view of
deepening the water on the bar outside; but the work was
not built sufficiently high to prevent the sand from washing
over into the channel. A large petition has been presented
to the Department of Public Works asking for a few thons-
and dollars. for this harbor. It is believed that $3,000 or
$4,000 would so improve this harbor that ordinary fishing
and trading vessels could pass in and out with their cargoes
without being caught on the bar. Previous to my leaving
home last fall a number of meetings in connection with the
proposed improvement of Souris West Harbor were held.
At these meetings the claims of the place to a grant of
public money were fully discussed. The Minister of Public
Works, when in Scuris last summer, was waited upon by
leading men of the village, who urged the necessity of at
once taking steps to improve this harbor, and I sincerely
hope the Government may see fit to place a sum in the
Supplementary Estimates for this much needed public work.

Motion agreed to.

COAL HOPPERS ON THE INTEROOLONIAL
RAILWAY.

the Government to make any addition at present to that 1 Mr. ANGLIN, in moving for copies of ail advertisemenù
wharf. or cireulare, tenders, contracte, correspondence, telegrame,

accouraIs, vouchers and other papers respecting the urchiis
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HARBOR OF BIC. of second-hand coal hoppers from or-through 1'.r y

said: We have had, from time to time, with regard to the
Mr. FISET enquired, Whether it is the intention of the condition of the rolling stock on the Intercolonial RailwaY,

Government to cause any works of improvement to be done the official report that the stock is irathe very bighestte
this year in the Harbor of Bic ? of efficiency, always maintaincd in perfect repair, and qiS

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This work is now erigaging capable of doing its work properly. Well, Sir, il seew
the attention of the Government. strange and iuconsistent with that statement that the ".

Minister of Railways scems tb have found il either DeS(311-
sary or desira bic to purchase, or cautc tb be purch5.se ira

POST OFFICE AT WHIITE ROCK MILLS. the United States-or to purchase from somebody who did

Mr. BORDEN enquired, Has the post office at White hase ralh e United oast-off, 5650nd-
Rock Mills, King's County, Nova Scotia, been closed for handal hoppere t sonte due.rted States ot inthe
some months? When did the postmaster there resign, who Lower Provinces, or ii the other Provinces, a
bas been appointed in his place, and wlien was the appoint-nber
ment made ? nme fwresi oi n rntpoue81

ment madeof coal hoppers that may be required; and have we note
Mr. O'CONNO R. I am not aware whether it las been point of fact, lying more than haif idie in the toW'

closed or not. The postmaster gave notice in October last of Moncton, a very large amont of machinery be1ong
that he intended to resign, and a successor was appointed the Goverrament, on which a very large amount o? xnney
in January. Be was bound by law in the meantime to been invested, and could il not have been Possible 10cati5

keep the office open. The name of his successor is a sufficient number of coal hopps to be Made at tins
O'Leary. instead of resorting to this extraordinuy JflOf àtAleg

Mr. TMow.
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them ? It would be impossible that any man in his senses
can hereafter accept, without qualification, the statement
that the rolling stock of that railway is in an efficient and
perfect condition-in such a condition as the rolling stock of

a great railway ought to be, when he finds that the hon.
Minister, during one year, has purchased a large number
of second-class coal hoppers. These coal hoppers, it is to
be presumed, were found not to be good enough to be used
on some pr.ivate road in the United States, and were
rejected for some reason or other by somo coal company
and perhaps imported into Canada and pur-
chased by the hon. the Minister of Railways for use
upon our railway, of which lie is so fond of boasting, and
of which we ought to be so proud, as a great publie work to
the credit of the Engineers who laid it out, and of ail who
were concerned in the constructing and working it. Now,
to be frank with the hon. the Minister of Railways, and to
give him an opportunity, if lie chooses to do it, of removing
an impression that has got abroad, should that impression
be found to be unfounded, I may as well say to him that I
have been told that this transaction arose out of the last
Pictou by-election; that about the time the hon. gentle-
man was in the city of Pictou, or somewhere in that
neighborhood, be either met or entered into communication
with this Mr. Burland, who, I am told, is the son-in-law of a
Mr. Moore, manager of one of the mining properties in
Pictou, a gentleman who exercised very considerable
influence at the last Pictou election. Of Mr. Burland
himself I have not made particular enquiry, but I have
been told that this Mr. Burland lives in Montreal, and that
he is not a gentleman who is at ail accustomed to meddle in
transactions of this kind.. I believe, if I am correctly
informed, that he is an engraver, or something of that kind,
and not a man in the habit of dealing in railway rolling
stock. The statement further is that this Mr. Burland obtained
from the Minister of ]Railways a letter of some kind,
whether a letter promising to purchase those hoppers from
him when he had first purchased them in the United States
and brought them to this country, or saying to that
effect something at all events which was held to be sufficient
to give Mr. Burland the credit upon which, it is said, he
bought these coal hoppers. These coal hoppers were
admitted into the country at what appears to be a very
handsome price indeed for second-hand articles, Mr. Burland
having been paid the sum of 824,000, I think-a sum pro-
bably considerably less than what would have been paid for
new ones, but certainly a very handsome sum for old ones.
The Minister of Railways will probably claim that these arti-
les were only second-hand in name, and very valuable,

but if that be the case these gentlemen must have used
extraordinary inducement to cause the railway company inthe United States to part with them, because, as we all know,
at the present time, rolling stock of every kind is scarce in
the United States. The workshops have not been able tofurnish all the rolling steck required, owing to the largely
Inereased business of late years. I have just received a
note stating that Mr. Burland has always been in the railway
SUPPly business, and I am glad to make the correction. Thew le transaction appears to me to be a very extraor-dinary one, and one which the hon. the Minister of Rail-
Ways would do well, for his own sake, to explain fully if it
1fasusceptible of explanation, and whatever he may say, the
fact stll remains tlhat we purchased for our great Inter-
colonial Railway the cast-off coal hoppers of some road in
the United States.

ion.r fARLES TUPPER. I am greatly obliged to my
favorindththe member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) for
whichnghe House onthis occasion with the rumors to

tiont lie appears always so ready to lend his ear, in rela-t.ie Imatters in connection with the Intercolonial Rail-
geny can, Of course, quite understand, why that hon.Sahoul be pariularly alive to this matter, if it

were possible to connect it with the Pictou election, as I
had the pleasure on that important occasion of measuring
swords with my hon. friend, and of having some very
pleasant and friendly passages at arms with him on more
than one platform during that contest. I have no doubt,
however, that he will be greatly relieved to learn that his
information respecting this transaction is entirely inaccu-
rate from beginning to end. The hon. gentleman will, no
doubt, be glad to learn that"at the time of the Pictou elec-
tion, and long after it was over, I did not know that
there was such a person in existence as Mr. Burland,
and lad never had any proposition before me in rela-
tion to these cars. I think it was on the occasion of
my visit to Prince Edward Island and Picton, after my
return from British Columbia, and long after the Pictou
election, that the matter was first brought under my notice.
I have no doubt that the hon. gentleman will be pleased
that I should set him right at the outset, on a very important
point, with regard to which he seems to labor under a
great deal of misconception. The hon. gentleman seems to
think that the purchase of additional rolling stock for the
Intercolonial Railway involves a contradiction with the
statement that the rolling stock of that road is in a
thorough state of efficiency. The statement with reference
to the efficiency of the rolling stock of the Intercolonial
Railway applies to the rolling stock proper of that work.
The hon. gentleman does not suppose that the rolling stock
of any railway-the intercolonial, the Grand Trunk, or
the Great Western-which is sufficient for its business
at one tine, the rolling stock which is furnished and charged
to capital account for the purpose of doing the work in a
certain condition of the traffic, is to be found sufficient if
that traffic doubles. The hon. gentleman ought to know
that on the Grand Trunk, the Great Western, and all these
railways, when a great increase in the volume of traffic
takes place the stock required to deal with the additional
traffic is not provided from the revenue, it is provided and
charged to capital account. All a railway is expected
to do is to maintain in a thorough state of efficiency the
rolling stock chargod to.capital account which was furnished
in the first instance. The Intercolonial was equipped
with rolling stock which was quite sufficient for the business
required at the time, and what devolves upon me as Minister
of Railways is to see that all that rolling stock, say 100 or
120 engines as the case may be, furnish a charge to
capital account by the administration of the road, and all
the cars, first and second class passenger cars, freight cars and
everything connected with them are kept in a thorough state
of efficiency under charges to revenue account. Now,
what I have said-what I believe to be true, what officers
in the Department tell me, men of the highest character
and standing, men who enjoyed the confidence of the late
Government as they enjoy my confidence, is that the
rolling stock provided by the Government and Parliament
for the Intercolonial Railway is maintained in a thorough
and complete state of efficiency. That is to say: If a loco-
motive becomes disabled it is repaired or replaced by a new
one, and charged to revenue, and if a collision occurs or a
car is destroyel or damaged, it has to be rebuilt or repaired,
as the case may be, and similarly charged to revenue. But
the new stock required by the increased business of the road
is not furnished and ought not to be furnished by revenue,
when the rolling stock which was originally put upon the
road, and was sufficient for the business done at that time,
proves insufficient for double or treble that amount
of traffic. The hon. gentleman will understand that
when I showed an increase of nearly 50 per cent.-an
increase of over 40 per cent. in the volume of trafflc-that
it is quite possible to maintain the rolling stock of the
Intercolonial Railway in the highest state of efficiency, and
yet to have to apply to Parliament for capital to furnish
the new rolling stock that i requird to moet th ad4di-
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tional volume of traffie; and I am prepared to show and to
prove that on the Grand Trunk Railway and the Great
Western Railway that is the course pursued-when the
volume of traffic altogether outgrows the traffie for which
the road was equipped, they furnish the rolling stock that
is required to meet the demands of the increased business,
and charge it not to revenue but to capital account. So
much, I have said, to show that the two statements to
which the hon. gentleman refers are not antagonistic,
but are perfectly consistent. I may say that when
I found that this great additional and unexpected volume
of traffic was making demands for additional rolling stock
I applied for authority to purchase, and, having obtained
that authority, tenders were asked from every one in
Canada engaged in the construction of such rolling stock,
from whom I had the least hope of obtaining the rolling
stock required. And having learned by experience the
difficulty of promptly obtaining from the sources we had in
Canada, the rolling stock that would be required, I, at the
same time, issued tenders to parties in the United States,
from whom the Government had previously purchased
rolling stock, and from whom I might expect to obtain it
on favorable terms. I had these tenders all before me, and
I found that it was not possible, either in the United States
or Canada to obtain as promptly as the necessities of the
road demanded, all the rolling stock that was required. A
deputation of the coal proprietors of the county of Pictou
waited on me, long after the Pictou election, and on my
returu from Prince Edward Island, I having also visited
British Columbia in the interval, and pressed on me
the necessity of providing for the very large engage-
ments they had made for the delivery of coal in Quebec and
Ontario. I told them the measures which had been taken,
and the offer which had been made by Mr. Burland, who
stated that he bad an offer of some 20.0 coal cars in New
York, which could be purchased at most favorable terms,
and which would relieve the pressure of the coal traffic. On
receiving that information, I despatched Mr. Whitley,
Mechanical Superintendent of the Intercolonial Railway,
and who has occupied that position from the time
the Intercolonial Railway was opened, to New York
to examine and report on these cars. Mr. Whitley
visited New York and reported upon them, and
stated that some fifty of them were practically new, having
scarcely been used at all, that some fifty had been used to a
large extent, and that the balance were what the hon.
member for Gloucester has described as really second-hand
cars. Under these circumstances I took no further action
until great pressure was applied with reference to the
demands and the necessities of removing the coal. I can show
the hon. gentleman a score of letters from parties engaged
in supplying coal in Montreal and elsewhere, in relation to
the statement of the coal miners, that they were not able to
obtain sufficient cars to furnish coal as promptly as was
necessary to meet the engagements which had been made.
I thereupon despatched Mr. Whitley again to New York,
and told him to select some fifty of those cars which he had
reported to be practically new; and upon Mr. Whitley
making the selection of those cars, 1 obtained the authority
of the Council to purchase those fifty cars at $228 cach, the
price paid for hopper coal cars being $432 each. Now, Sir,
i think that is an explanation which the hon. gentleman
himself will receive as quite covering the case; and 1 only
thank him for giving me this opportunity of making an
explanation which I have no doubt will not only satisfy the
House, but that hon. gentleman, that everything done in
this matter has been done in a manner that will bear the
elosest examination and inspection, and in a manner
demanded by the public interest alone.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. the Minister of Railways has
directed a great part of his speech to a question which I did
pot raise, or care to raise at a. I did n«t dicus the ques.
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tion of the introduction of new rolling stock on the road
What I said was, that the purchase of second-hand hopperfor use on the Intercolonial Railway was in itself primd facie
evidence that the rolling stock was not in the position in
which we would like to see it. A purchase of second-hand
stock seems to be an extraordinary transaction, and I do not
think the statement of the hon. gentleman deprives it of
that character to any person who has seen the entry in the
Supplementary Estimates. His calculation does not seem
to be correct, as the amount debited is $24,000 for what I
call second-hand coal hoppers. One of the things I objected
to in my speech-and the hon. gentleman did not care to
refer to that-was that, while we have in the town of Mone.
ton large workshops and very valuable machinery, and while
we have in the Lower Provinces hundreds of skilled workers
in wood and iron who would have been delighted to obtain
employment in these workshops at fair rates of wages, the
hon. gentleman made up his mind to meet the demand for
additional coal hoppers by purchasing them in the United
States, instead of getting them built in Canada, by Canadians,
from Canadian wood and Canadian iron, as one would expect
from an advocate of the National Policy, who declares himself
in favor of Canada for the Canadians. By taking the course ho
did, he bas proved recreant to that policy which ho is so
fond of proclaiming as the policy most suitable to this coun-
try. The machinery and workshops are ther, the workmen
could have been obtained in a few hours, and Mr. Whitley
would bave been well qualified to proceed with that work,
and turn out a hundred, or five hundred, or even a thousand
cars in a short time. There was no necessity of going to
the United States for these coal hoppers, and it is not credit-
able to the Intercolonial Railway that we should send to New
York to purchase second-hand coal hoppers, which must
have been cast aside by some railway company in the -United
States. No railway company in the United States would
have sold coal hoppers worth $432 for $228, unless for some
extraordinary reason. The hon. gentleman says he relied
upon the report of his officials. What that report is I do
not know. Perhaps it would be well to have it brought
down. What I object to is, that without absolute necessity,
the hon. gentleman did not choose to give employment tO
our own people in making hoppers that might be a credit to
the railway, instead of introducing these second-band hop-
pers, which, whatever he says, will not be regarded as fit
rolling stock for the Intercolonial Railway, controlled and
managed by the Government of this Dominion.

Motion agreed to.

MINING RIGHTS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of al Orders In
Council and regulations in connection with mining rights not
already brought down, said: I observe by a return of corres-
pondence in con nection with mining rights, particulalY 11
connection with gold mining rights, that various provisiona
permits have been given and interests created based upOn

the proposition that the Government are about to subn
regulations, and that those parties may depend upon their
interests being considered when the regulations cone down .I
also observe that among the interests which have been 80
created is one in favor of two parties, 1 think Mess'
Petley and Costigan, for bench or bar or drift gold MuniDg
on the Saskatchewan River, from a point four miles above W

a point six miles below Edmonton, making ten miles on
that river. I express no opinion on the present OCcasion

as to the propriety of the Government granting such
right for ten miles along tho Saskatchewan River to any one
party. It may or may not be a prudent hta
to adopt in dealing with the subject; but that rigte
other provisional rights, are such that it i. iportante-
should see what the regulations are, if they have beel' Po
pared, and if they have not been framed that theyli@u14 b
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prepared and brought down at a sufficiently early period of
the Session to make discussion practicable.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no objection to the
motion. of course if there are any Vew regulations they
will be brought down at the same.time.

Motion agreed to.

CONTRACTS ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all contracts for the
construction ofany part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
made by the Company with any person or firm since the
date to which the previous order extends, said: I observe
that since the order was made for copies of contracts, for
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a very
large contract, for the construction of about 500 miles ofthat
railway across the prairie, has been lot, and it will be interest-
ing, of course, that the House should possess information
respecting the construction of that road up to the latest
possible date. I have, therefore, given notice of this motion,
which is simply a motion to obtain up to a later date that
information which the flouse has already ordered should
be obtained. I observe, from an advertisement published
bv the contractors holding this contract, that the grading
on the first 200 miles is so light as to require only 12,000
cubic yards per mile of embankment, and we will be very
glad to know the parties to whom that contract of such
extraordinary ease has been let.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, in reply to the
hon. member, that the Government has no such information
in their possession as has been referred to by the hoin.
gentleman, but no Lime will be lost in seeking toobtain that
information, and when it bas been obtained it will be laid
on the Table of the flouse.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course the Government have the power
te demand this information. That point was decided long
ago with respect to the Grand Trunk Railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the first occasion since
I have had a seat in Parliament in which it bas been
assumed that Government had a right to ask for contracte
made by companies which are subsidized by the Govern-
ment. The Canada Central Railway was subsidized by the
Government not many years ago to a large extent, as the
hon. gentleman is perfectly well aware. But I am not
aware of any hon. member having moved for copies of sub-
contracts made by them for the construction of the road.

Mr. MACKENZIE. We were not aware of any sub-
Contracts.

Sir CIHARLES TUPPER. The Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company are contractors with the Government, and ifthey have let contracts for the construction of portions oftheir linos they are sub-contracts. I am not aware of any
Occasion on which bon. gentlemen opposite, or any bon.
niornbers, stated that because the Canada Central wasreceiving $12,000 a mile for the construction of their road,
they should submit to Parliament sub-contracts made by

Mr, MACK ENZIE. We were not aware of their havingMade any sub-contracts.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think if the hon. gentleman
hea boen of the same enquiring turn of mind as the leader of

the npposition, ho would have ascertained that the CanadaCentral lot tub-contracts and secured the construction oftheir Wrk to a certain extent in that way. We will askthe Canadian Pacifie Railway to furnish the informationasll for, and will lay it on the Table of the flouse as soona receiv. The hon. gentleman will no doubt be only toogad teknowwhen the contracts are obtained, if they bearassumjptionof the hon. gentleman, that the Company

have discovered a very easy, level and admirable route for the
railway ; he will accept it as one of the advantages which
the country gains by having the work placed in the hands
of a company directly interested in it, instead of its being
in the hands of the Government, who are obliged to rely on
persons not so directly interested in the location and con-
struction of the work.

Motion agreed to.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IN MANITOBA.

Mr. SCHULTZ moved the reading of the Journals of
the House of Monday, March 7th, 1881, so far as the same
relate to the petition of Henry J. Clark, Q.C., and others,
of Winnipeg, Province of Manitoba, setting forth certain
charges against the Hon. Edmund Burk Wood, Chief Justice
of the Court of Queen's Bench for the Province of Manitoba.

Mr. BLAKE. The other day it was urged, the leader of
the House being in his place, that the petition and the
answer to the petition should be printed and distributed
to members before this motion came on, and as that has not
been done 1 ask that this motion should stand. That was
the course pursued in the case of the petition against Judge
Loranger.

Mr. SCHULTZ. I do not understand the arrangement was
made in that way. I call attention to this fact that any
further delay wili prevent the order being reached this
Session.

Mr. BLAKE. I mentioned the subject at the earliest
moment after the hon. gentleman had put the notice on the
paper. The day following the notice of the hon. gentle-
man I called the attention of the leader of the flouse to the
circumstance that the notice was on the paper, and to the fact
that the address moving for the response of the learned
Judge had not been complied with, and that without having
the petition and reply in printed form the House could not
intelligently deal with the matter. The leader of the House
endorsed that view, and he said he would take care that the
response was brought down at once, and that both papers
would be printed immediately.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I understood the hon. member
for West Durham to say that he did not think it was fair
to submit a motion for the reading of the Journals, without
announcing what ulterior action he would take. The hon.
gentleman was to give us notice, and thon to explain the
ulterior action he intended to take.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member for Compton is confusing
two days. When the hon. gentleman proposed to move his
notice, he gave notice of his intention to move for a Com-
mittee upon that notice being on the paper.

Motion allowed to stand.

KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE RAILWAY.

Mr. MACKENZIE, in moving for copies of all correspond-
ence, petitions, or other documents in possession of the
Governmont respecting complaints against the location and
manner of working of the Kingston and Pembroke Railway
in the city of Kingston, said: The road passed near a bridge
at a very acute angle, and was a source of danger to passers-
by. His attention had been called to the matter by corres-
pondents, and ho wished to know if the Government had
given it any consideration.

Sir CI RLES TUPPER. My attention has been called
to the subject, and it has been referred to the Department
of Justice to ascertain what authority the Railway Commit-
tee of the Privy Council can exorcise in the matter. I un-
derstand the Company obtained the permission of the civic
authorities to run on this street, and it is a question of doubt
what power we have to interfere.
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I happen to be very

well acquainted with the locality. I witnessed on that
spot no less than three runaways, two of whieh resulted
disastrously. I know, at least, that one fatal accident
occurred in crossing this bridge. I have seen many railway
crossings, but never any so badly arranged as this. If it be
not in the power of the Government to interfere under the
existing Railway Act, it would be well to amend the Act so
as to give it such power. The Ministry will understand,
without any further explanation, how in the case of a
crossing which 4,000 people must pass, there may be many
risks to life, in the attempt to approach Kingston; there
may be very serious accidents to life and limb at this point,
unless some precautions are taken.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. On a recent occasion when the
hon. the Minister of Militia visited Kingston, his attention
was called to the position of the gate of the Tête du Pont
Barracks, and to the necessity that existed for a change in
its position, so that instead of its projecting into the street,
it should be made flush with the barrack-wall, which would
remove to a great extent the evil spoken of. I amin hopes
that the representations made to that hon. Minister will
secure this improvement.

Mr. MACKENZIE. To open inwards ?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. To make it flush with the wall,

and where it now projects to take away the bastions. I
have also spoken to and laid a complaint before the Man-
ager and President of that road, on the subject, and urged
the necessity of removing the evil mentioned, which exists
to a large extent; and I have been assured that this evil is
not so great as was represented, and is only temporary;
that the Company are building their freight shed, engine-
bouse and other workshops away from the barracks,
and at the other side of the embankment, and that as soon
as this work is done, and the buildings occupied this
spring, there will be no shunting of trains or any suchl
inconvenience as bas existed in the past. That gentleman
assured me as soon as this was done the evil would be
altogether removed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. With reference to the remarks
of the hon. member for Centre Huron respecting the Con.
solidated Railway Act and the powers of this Parliament,
and with respect to the opinion that we have not authority
to deal with cases like this, I propose to submit an amend-
ment to the Act, to define and settle the question of our
powers in such matters.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Would it not be well to consider
whether joint action might not be had with the several Pro-
vinces? There is one crossing at Toronto, where some roads
cross and start at the same point, and where others which
have been chartered by the Ontario Legisiature also cross;
and to take measures for one class of road and measures for
the other would be futile.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have already taken action
in some of those cases.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will
lot us know when he is possessed of more information with
regard to this particular case ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am extremely glad

to hear the assurance of the hon. the Minister of Railways.
I would like to know whether any officer of his Department
has examined and reported on the position of thin s at
Kingston. There is no doubt that the suggestion mage by
the member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick), will to some
extent, but only to a very slight extent, modify the risk
which those travellers run in coming into Kingston.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. With reference to the remarks
of the hon. member for Lambton, I may say that we sent an
officer from the Department here and the Government of

Sir CHARLEs TUPPER.

Ontario sent one of its officers, and they made a jointreport in relation to this very matter. Joint action in this
case was taken by the two Governments. I will give the
fullest information en the subject, when procured.

Motion agreed to.

THE NB WFIELD AND THE WRECKED MORA VIA,
Mr. KILLAM moved for copies of all correspondence

between the Department of Marine and Fisheries and any
person or persons, respecting the employment of the Gov.
ernment steamer Newfield in connection with the wreck
of the Moravman, with statement of the time so employed
the price to be paid, and the amount received. He said:
In moving this resolution I do not desire to raise any
question affecting the interests of the Allan steamship com-
pany, but simply to call attention to the principle involved
in sending Government vessels to the relief of vessels not
owned by the Government. I wish to enquire whether tio
right course was pursued by the Dominion steamer, and
whether in such cases of shipwreck those steamers should be
sent off promptly to the relief of wrecks, The
custom of the English navy, when vessels are in
comm'ssion and kept ready for service ot that kind,
is that they should always be prepared to assist
any vessel in distress, and go to the rescue of life and
property in such cases, and I believe no charge is made
under such circumstances. In this country the circum-
stances are somewhat different. Our Dominion stenmers
are used for certain purposes; they are in no sense war
vessels, although they may be useful some time for the pr-
tection of our coasts, when furnished with sufticient guns
and men for that purpose. But as a general rule, those
steamers are mainly employed in the maintenance ùi the
Lighthouse Service, and in other services incident to the
Fisheries Department. In this particular case the steamer
Moravian was stranded on the 30th January, at Mud Island,
and I understand that the Newfoundland, belonging to the
same company, was not then able to go to lier assistance
and that of the passengers, tolsave life and property or assist
the Ioravian to get off. The agents of the Allan Company
thon applied to the Marine and Fisheries Department, at
Halif'ax, for the assistance of the Neufield, and agreed upon
certain rates and remuneration per day for her services.
The steamer went as required, remained for several days,
and returned to Halifax, but the Allan Company after-
wards failed to pay the amount agreed upon. his is a
matter of business perhaps between the sovernmenlt and
the steamship company. I should be the last to claim that
any consideration should be given the Allan Steam-
ship Company, on account of certain services ren-
dered the Government, as some have insinuae ,
I merely refer to this subject for the pupt'heO
of raising the question as to whether it is the duty of the
Marine and Fisheries Department, in the case of disaIStl'
to vessels, to send the steamers ut their control to the aid of
the distressed when assistance could be conveniently obtaied
otherwise. My own view is, that where local aid Çan be
conveniently and effliently procured, that it is not wortn
the while of the Government to send vessels to those
wrecks; but that where there is a doubt in the matter 0"
difficulit to procure assistance in the locality, it is quite prope
for the authorities to send a Dominion steamer to render 8i1
possible assistance without any charge to the ownecer
vessels, or with only such reasonable charge as would
the expense incurred in the saving of the goods, in the sa i
of life and property, to be paid by the owners of the as
v essels.

Mr. McLlELAN. The correspondenco is still goifl
upon the points raised by the hon. gentleman, i
completed it will be brought down.

Motion agreed to.
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS OF 1880.

Mr. BLAKE, in the absence of Mr. IMILs, moved that
the following items of the Public Accounts of 1880 be
referred to the Committee on Public Accounts for enquiry:-
W. R. Brown, professional services (page 221), $1,500;
A. McArthur, professional services (page 222), $750; W.
Murdoch, C.E. (page 225), $11,499.47. He said: My hon.
friend informed me that those accounts were not investi-
gated by the Public Accounts Committee last year, and
that he had within the last few days received some infor-
mation which lead him to believe that they were to be
investigated, and he thought that it would be more conve-
nient to do that than to move for the papors to be brought
down; se that by this procedure they will get before the
Public Accounts Committee.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no objection to these
accounts being brought down, and to this motion passing.
I may mention there is a misprint in the Pub!ic Accounts,
and, of course, in this notice: the name is Bown, instead of
Brown.

Motion agreed to.

THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE AND THE
CENTRAL RAILWAY.

CANADA

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) moved for copy of a petition
presented to lis Excellency by the corporation of the town
of Pembroke, in the county of Renfrew (dated 30th January,
1879), praying that His Excellency may be pleased to
relieve the said town from the payment of a bonus of
$75,000, granted to the Canada Central Rlailway Compauy,
on the 4th October, 1875, to secure the extension of the
said railway from the village of RUeuf-ew to the town of
Pembroke. Aiso, copies of all correspondence between the
Government, or any member thereof, and the said corpor-
ation, or any person or persons, in relation to the subject
matter of the said petition. He said: The motion requires
some explanation in relation to the reasons which
induced the corporation of the town of Pembroke to
make this application to the Government. I am
aware that the mere bald proposal that the Government
should take $75,000 out of the public Treasury
and hand it over to a municipality for the purpose
of relieving them of the liabilities voluntarily entered into
on their part, may seem somewhat extraordinary, even a
preposterous request. But I hope to be able to show,
in the statement which I am about to make to the
House, that the people of this town are, under
the circumstances, perfectly justified in making the
request they have made to the Government. It will
be necessary, in dealing with this question, to say a
Word or two with reference to the railway project of that
locality. As long ago as 1853 the people of the county of
RFenfrew, a large portion of which was then almost an
unbroken wilderness, realizing the advantages of railway
conmunmcation, granted to the Brockville and Ottawa Rail-
Way Company, incorporated to build and run a railway fromthe town of Brockville to the village of Pembroke, in con-Oliction with the county of Lanark, no less a sum than880,000. That road was commenced but never completed.It Was built to a certain point about six miles within the
couuty of Renfrew, and, in 1870, the Brockville and Ottawa
tawaY Company permitted their charter to expire. In
thai meantime the Canada Central Railway Company
obtained un Act of incorporation in 1861, which

Railway Company the obligation, in building their lino
of railway from Lake Huron to the city of Ottawa, to pass
by the way of Pombroke, becauso it is upon that point that
I intend chiefly to base the arguments I propose to offer to
the House. That obligation remained in full force and effect
up to the time that operations were commenced by that
railway company. They did not commence to build any
portion of the line, which they were authorized to build iii
1861, until 1870, and they then commenced, as I presumed
they were perfectly authorized in doing, at the city of Ottawa
and built a portion of their railway from Ottawa to Carleton
Place. Subsebuently, I think in the year 1872, they built
another portion of their lino of railway from Sand Point to
the village of Renfrew, and they obtained control of the
intervening link between Carleton Place and Sand Point,
which had been built by the Brockville and Ottawa Railway.
Well, Sir, under the authority of the Act of 1874-the
Canadian Pacific Railway Act-and here I may say that
up to the year 1875 the obligation to which I bave referred,
and which was incorporated in the original Act of incor-
poration to this Company, and which was continued by the
subsequent remaining Act, still remained in full force
and effect. In 1875, when the hon. member for
Lambton, then leader of the Government, under the
authority of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act of 1874,
submitted to ibis House for its approval, an Order in
Council granting a subsidy to the Canada Central Railway
Company of $12,000 per mile upon the following ternis,
which I shall read from a report of the Privy Council sub.
mitted to Parliament on the 13th March, 1875:-

"The Committee of Council have had under consideration the
application of the Canada Central Railway Company, for the subsidy
proposed to be granted to railway companies under the terms of the
Act thirty-seventh Victoria, chapter fourteen, intituled: "An Act to
provide for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway," and they
advise that a subsidy of $12,000 per mile be granted to the said Com-
pany to aid in constructing their line from the vicinity of the village of
Douglas westward to the eastern end of the branch railway proposed to
be built from the Georgian Bay by the Government, being about 120
miles, upon and subject to the following conditions:

1st. That the road sha1l be built upon a line to be approved by the
Minister of Public Works, but which may be defined generally as
ascending the Valley of the Bonnechère from the vicinity of Douglas
via Golden Lake and Round Lake."

The temporary terminus of the Canada Central was then at
the village of Renfrew, and, under the conditions that were
imposed by the Order in Council from which I have quoted,
it will be seen that the line, as defined by the thon Minister
of Public Works as the line which the Canada Central Com-
pany were obliged to adopt if continued westward from Ren-
frew, would carry them some twenty miles south of Pembroke.
Therefore, it was impossible for the Company, under the
Act as it thon existed, to follow the line laid down by the
Minister of Public Works. Knowing what the intentions of
the Governmont were the Company applied to Parliament
during the Session of 1875 for an amendaient to their charter,
relieving them from the obligation imposed on thom by the
original Act of incorporation and the subsequent Act
amending the sanie. That Act is 38 Victoria, chapter 67,
and is in the following terms :-

41. The time limited for the deposit of maps, plans and books of refer-
ence of the Canada Central Railway, is hereby extended for two years,
and the time limited for the completion thereof, for five years from the
1st day of September next, and from thence until the end of the Session
of Parliament next thereafter."

"2. The said Company is hereby authorized to build the said Railway
in the most direct and feasible route from Renfrew village towards
Lake Huron, and is also hereby authorized to build a railway to Pem-
broke from said Canada Central Railway to be a part thereof."

rized the COmp to lay out, construct and finish a double
ound best railwan from such point on Lake Huron as may be rolieved the Canada Central cf the obligation impesed upen
Penibroke a ated for the prpose to the city of Ottawa, by way Of them te buihd by way of Pembroke, it aise gave te the Cer-
1 des'ire rnprior, and from the city of Ottawa to Montreal." pany te right, which ameunted almost te an exclusive
Actd the louse to mark the fact that this right, te cnstrut a road te Pembroke, and that con-

if 0 ncorporation imposed on the Canada Central cession was te ho continued for practieally six years
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from the Session of 1875. Now, Sir, the Canada Central
Railway Company were not slow to take advantage of the
position in which Parliament placel them by this amendment
to their charter. They came to the people of Pembroke,
and said: "We have practical control of the railway
avenues to your town for the next six years, and if you do
not accede to our lino, you will not obtain railway
communication until it suits us to give it." The
poople of the town of Pembroke felt the necessity of obtain-
ing railway communication, and I think my hon. friend
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), who visited the town in
1876, will agree with me as to the necessity of obtaining
that communication.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There was a still greater necessity
for some political information about that time.

Mr. WHITE. I am glad that the hon. gentleman
gave my constituents the political information, and
that they proflted thereby. In addition to the noces-
sities for political information, the people, at at all
events, knew what the commercial advantages of
obtaining railway communication would be, and finding
themselves placed in the position in which they were
placed they acceded to the proposition made them by the
Railway Company and granted them a bonus of $75,000 with
certain other concessions, amounting in all to a considerable
sum in excess of that amount, and the road was completed
to Pembroke in 1876. Now, Sir, I am quite free to admit
that Parliament had a perfect right to rolieve the Company
of the obligation which was originally imposed upon them,
and if matters had been permitted to remain as they were
in 1876, with the road so completed to Pembroke, I do not
think they would have had any right to apply to Parlisment
or the Government for relief. But the road having been
completed to Pembroke, as I contend by the enterprise of
the people of that town, the Government found it con-
venient to change their policy in relation to the route which
they chose, and in 1878 the thon Minister of Public Works
came down to Parliament with an Order in Çouncil from
which I shall read some extracts:-

"That the engineers of the Canada Central, and those employedby
M. Foster, reported more serious obstacles in grades and engineering
work, and difficulties after leaving the lower part of the Bonnechère
Valley; and though the Chef Engineer stated that hie believed that a
more torough exploration would provethat they were mistaken, it
became necessary to obtain the facts with greater particularity.

. . . . . . .

"That this engineer kas reported, as the result of the season's opera-
tions, that a fair line can be obtained on Mr. Hazlewood's plan, butthat
for a considerable distance the work will be somewhat heavy, in conse-
quence of the prevalence of rock cutting, and that the maximum grade
rising easterly would be 52-83 feet per mile in an aggregate distance of
about seven miles, and that there are three miles of the some grade
rising westward. That this grade, though not excessive, is much
higher than Mr. Hazlewood expected.

" That the engineeremployed by the Canada Central Railway Company
has reported that so far as works of construction are concerned, a more
favorable line could be obtained ascending from Pembroke on a line
nearly parallel with the Ottawa River, and distant from the same after
leaving the Petewawa River, an avdrage of eight or ten miles, and
touching lu its course the south-east corner of Nipissing.

"That though the lne would be lengthened by this defiection te the
northward, the western end cf the subsidized ine, would, as stated
roach a pc nt much further to the westward cf the previously proposed
terminus, or juncture with that portion of the Canada Pacic Railway
proposed te be built under the terms cf this Act, te the French River,
aind would thus save te the public the cost cf constructing about

t et mies cf aaofay.i

Twyat the estiated distance from Pembroke te the south-east corner
cf Lake Nipissing is about 130 miles. This point is about twenty miles
further west than the point previously determined on as the eastern
terminus cf the Canadian Pacific Railwa, thus saving te the public the
construction cf about twenty miles of radlway."

There we have the statement twice repeated that by
making Pembroke the starting point instead of Douglas,
by carrying the road along the Ottawa River, there wonld bhe
a saving in the cost of construction to the country of twenty

Mr. Wimt (Benfrew).

miles. The Committee of Couneil, after fully considering
the facts as already summarized, recomended:

" That the proposition of the Canada Central Railway Compa.y of
extend their line to such point as may be selected by the Government
the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, at or near the crossing to
the Nipissing Road at the south-east corner of Lake Nipisaing, for the
sum of one million four hundred and forty thousand doll
($1,440,000) should be accepted."

That sum represtented the amount which was teobe paid
on the distance from Douglas the commencement of the
subsidized portion of the Canada Central to Burnt Lake at
the centre of a certain block of townships which was laid
down on the map. This Order in Council also provides that
the Company shall enter into an agreement to grant run.
ning powers to the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, and Occi-
dental Railway for any railway in cxtension thereof from
any point of intersection west of the town of Renfrew
that may be approved of by the Governor in Council,
to the Kingston and Pembroke Railway from the
point of intersection of their line, provided it is west
of Renfrew, and to such other companies as may have
the termini of their systems on or towards Lake Huron,
on such terms as may be approved of by the Gover-
nor in Council. It also provides that the Government
of Canada and the lessees or future owners of the
Government line, westward of the western terminus
of the subsidized line, shall possess running powers
on similar terms to the companies designated. You will
observe that not only does this Order in Council declare that
by making Pembroke the starting point instead of Douglas,
a saving of twenty miles of construction would be effected,
but it also gives to other railways the right of running
their trains over a portion of the Canada Central Railway
which was not subsidized by Government money at all, but
the construction of which was secured by a subsidy granted
by the town of Pembroke. Now, Sir, this eaving to the
country I estimate at not less than 8400,000; and when I
show you the map, you will observe that by continuing the
lino from Pembroke, the terminal character of the town of
Pembroke, that is as a terminus on the Ottawa River, was
destroyed. Previous to the construction of the road west-
ward from Pembroke, that town occupied the position of a
railway terminus, with unbroken steamboat navigation for a
distance of fifty miles westward, and the practical effect of
that was that the town of Pembroke controlled the trade for
lumber supplies for all points north and west of the town; but
immediately on the continuance of the road westward from
Pembroke, the base of supplies wae moved further on, and
instead of that town being now the terminal point, it is a
mere way station on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
I do not give that as a reason why the Government should
accede to the proposition made by the town of Pembroke;I
base my claim u pon the ground that in changimg the com-
mencing point of the subsidized portion of the Canada Central
Railway from Douglas to Pembroke, a very large sumof
money. was saved to the country; and I contend th&at by
the legisilation of 1875, which relieved the Canada Central
Company from their obligation to build their road by waY
of Pembroke, the people of that town were forced to accede
to the demands made upon them by the railway companY'
That, by acceding to the demand, they secured therebn
struction of the line from Renfrew to Pembroke, and thoreby
enabled the Government to adopt a line, .as regards the sub
sidized portion of the railway, which had the effectt of sxg
to the country, according to the estimate of the hon. Inilesor
for Lambton himself, the cost of constructing twenty miles of
railway, and that, in addition, that saving was effected to
country by the sacrifice of the local interests of he towof
Pembroke; and I believe these reasons justify the t cto
Pembroke in coming to the Administration and as.' tif-
be relieved of that bonus. It seems to me wholly u.Uon-
able that a town with a population of 3,o0 ld a o ccom
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elled to contribute $75,000 towards a great public enterprise
such as this, and I am satisfied that when the Government
and the House come to give this question fair and calm
consideration, they will come to the conclusion that the
town of Pembroke is justified in the demand it makes on
the Government, and will not hesitate to relieve that town
from the burden which it assumed.

Motion agreed to.

THE POSTMASTER AT GREENWOOD, N.S.

Mr. BORDEN, in moving for copies of all correspondence,
petitions, reports or other papers in the Post Office Depart-
ment respecting the removal from office of William Magee,
lately postmaster at Greenwood, Nova Scotia, and the
appointment in lis place of Marsden Foster, said: I am
sorry the Postmaster General is not in his place, as I wished
to call his attention to this matter. I am informed by
friends of .Mr. Magee that he was removed from his office
without any reason being assigned, and that he is in entire
ignorance at this moment of any cause for bis removal. A
petition, signed by every person in the community, except
the man who has been appointed in bis place and lis bonds-
men, has been forwarded to the Post Office Department,
asking that Mr. Magee be reinstated. I am anxious to see
these papers, in order, if possible to get at the reason of the
Government for making this change.

Sir -HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no objection to the
papers being brought down, and I have no doubt when they
are brought down the hon. gentleman will see that there
was good reason for the change.

Mr, MACKENZIE. What was the reasen ?
Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. The papers will show that.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman not state

the reason now? We would be glad to have the informa-
tion he has himself.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The papers will show that
when they are brought down, and then if the hon. gentle-
man wishes to discuss the matter further, we will be in a
position to answer him.

Motion agreed to.

INSPECTION OF FISH.

Mr. KILLAM moved for a statement showing the quantity
of ea i kind of fish inspected in each inspection district of
'bc Dominion in which an Inspector has been appointed, the;
nane of the Inspector in each such district, the fees charged
for inspection in each case, and the gross amount of feesreceived, the whole for the year ended December 3 1st, 1881,
ol' the lext previous fiscal or calendar year, the returns for
Whichtare in the possession of the Government. He said:
hnce the sitting of the Fishery Commission at Halifax, we
have lad no returns to throw any distinct light on the
amnount of the catch of fish, or the amount of fish exported
freyI the different parts of the Dominion. I spoke the other
daY 1 think all that was necessary in regard to the
Ihspection Act; but I would again call the attention of thehon the 3inister of Inland Revenue to the necessity ofpltacing before us such returns as are in lis possession whichthrow light on the catch of fish and the export of fish ofkno Classes which come under the Inspection Act. I do not
hisow Whether the ydar for which the Inspector hands in
hiL r.turn ends lst December or 30th June; that is not
paess , but if the Government will place the House in
5 ion sion of fuller information before the close of the Ses-810n be much obliged.

privat ussAU. The hon. gentleman spoke to me1y rsPe<ting t1e aject sought tobe attWaed b .
y
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Mr. AYMOT moved the following amendment:-

That every marriage celebrated by competent religious authority is
hereby declared vali and legal.

Hie said : I do not intend to speak at length on this
amendment, but with the permission of the Roue 1 will,
in afew words, give my efon for pposing it. In the
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this motion. I have consulted the Department, and I will
see that the returns are brought down.

Motion agreed to.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier), moved that the
amendments made in Committee of the Whole to Bill (No. 9)
concerning marriage with a deceased wife's sister, be
concurred in.

Mr. MILLS moved the following amendment:
That the amendments be not now considered, but that the Bill be

referred to the Committee of the Whole, with instructions to amend the
same so that the law as regards marriage with a deceased wife's sister
be made uniform throughout Canada.

Amendment negatived on the following division

YnBs:

Messieurs
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Consolidated Statutes of Canada, chapter 74, this principle not so recognized itwould not be legal. We have complote
is admitted: laws on the point Marriages t be legal, must be celebratej

"Whereas the recognition of legal equality among all religious denomi- by conpetent religieus authorities, or such as are reco.
nations is an admitted principle of Colonial legislation ; and whereas nized by the Iaw. But the law of certain Provinces pre.
in the state and condition of this Province, to which such a principle is vents certain marriages that are allowed by certain
peculiarly applicable, it is desirable that the same should receive the churches.
sanction of direct Legislative authority, recognizing and declaring the
same as a fundamental principle of our civil policy. Therefore the free Mr. PLUMB. 1 enquired whether a competent author.
exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship, without ity having celebrated a bigamous marriaue that ma
discrimination or preference, so as the same be not made an excuse for
acts of licentiousness, or a justification of practices inconsistent with would lold good. A clergyman may be called upon te
the peace and safety of the Province, is by the constitution and laws of marry a man and weman, the man being already married
this Province allowed to all ler Majesty's subjects within the same." and this resolution would make sucl a marriage valid.

Now, I find the same law was enacted and given to this Mr. AMYOT. Ther&would be no marriage in such a
colony when first the British flag waved victoriously here. case.
Since that time it has always been an admitted principle
that all the religious denominations have free existence in
this country. I do not think any one will deny that this Mr. MILLS. If this amendment is carried, it wiU
principle is a fundamental law. Starting from that, my transfer the legîsiative power of this buse as regards
second proposition is that marriage, considered in itself, is a marriage to the various religieus bodies of the country.
religious contract. This principle has been, I believe, Any church would be able to decide what the affinities and
admitted most emphatically or so implicitly that it cannot conditions of marriage slould be, and marriages miglt take
be denied, in the discussion that took place in this louse place, ne matter how inconsistent with the views of this
when my hon. friend's Bill came up for the first time. It Legisiature, and yet be valid. And furtler, as the member
has been admitted by everybody that marriage is a religious for Niagara las said, if persons misrepresented their rela.
contract. Of course, we have to apply to the civil law to tiens in social conditions te a clergyman empowered bythis
get it recognized. Taking as a starting point that all the amendment te celebrate marriage, if le went through the
religious denominations in this country are free and their rarriage ceremony the marriage would be valid.
existence recognized by law, and admitting that marriage is Mr. GIROUARD. I shah vote against this ameudment
a religious contract, I propose that the civil law for the reason that we have ne jurisdiction on the peint.
recognize marriage contracts as they are celebrated The amendment provides that every marriage celebratedby
and approved of by the different churches. This a competent religions authority shah be valid. What about
is entirely in favor of the free existence of all the a marriage celebrated by a Justice cf tle Peace, as per.
churches that have been admitted in this country. It is mitted in some cf the Provinces? We have ne jarisdiction
also favorable to all the churches admitted by law, not only in regard te the celebration of marriage. To-morrow, our
in one Province, but in every Province of this Dominicn. Provincial Legislatures may pass a law permitting civil
If we take the Bill as it has been reported by the Committee marriages, if net in Quebec, at least, in some otler Province;
of the House, we find it a most incomplete Bill. Under it for that reason I will vote against the amendment, because
a widow will not be allowed to marry with the brother of I believe we have no power in the subject-matter.
her late husband. If I were to go into details, I would
probably find many other particulars in which the Bill is
incomplete, and most probably every year we will have to
come before this House and ask for further legislation on
those religious questions, which are always difficult subjects
to discuss. Religious questions should be always treated by
the clergy of the different denominations, by those who
have devoted their lives to the study and practice of the The following Bil was read the third time and passed
laws of the different churches. To bring these questions
very often before this House would be only a lose of time. Bih (No. 51) te incorporate the Synod cf tbeiDiocese
When under the law the divers religions in our country cf Saskatchewan, and fer other purposes connected there-
are free and receive the protection of the law, why should witl.-(lr. Milîs.)
we not receive as law in the civil part which we have to
administer, the laws which the divers religions enact them. TUE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY-
selves after mature study and experience in their churches.
The amendment I propose says te the Protestant Church of fouse resumed the censideration cf Bil (No. 46) tO
any denomination: "What you do is right; " and it says incerperate the Edison Electric Light Company of Canada,
the same thing to the Catholic Church. It does not interfere as amended in Cemmittee cf the Whole.
with the Confederation Act or with the celebration of Mr. KIRKPATRLCK moved the third reiJ9gOftB"
marriage with which the Local Legislature has to deal. Mr. BLAKE. I gave notice that on the third reading Of

Mr. LAURIER. Will the hon. gentleman explain the BillI would move an ameudment, which I DOW present
whether this Bill would apply to the Mormon Church? This amedment is net designed, in the sligltest degreel f0

Mr. AMYOT. I am happy to reply that the Mormon interfere with the operations cf the Cempany2 but I thin
Church is not accepted by the law in this country, and I it is important in the public interest. Lt refera te3Po
hope it never will be; so it is not necessary to sonsider'visionintheBih. Lt renders it impossible for the con1pfilY
that point. even with the consent of tle municipal autherities, te put

Mr. PLUMB. I would like to ask whether by this up poles on which tley shaîl carry tIe electric wires On the
amendment any marriage celebrated by a competent clergy-n cer h oSOftbe
man would be legal ? Suppose a marriage was bigamous, poles with telegrap or telephone wire.ofe19mu)from North Victoria (Mr. Cameron), whe liad Charge ro thperformed by a competent clergyman, it would be made Bil, stated there was ne report, that the scientifier-
legal. with whom le had communicated and Who appeared before

Mr. AMYOT. The marriage must be performed on a the Committee, said there was ne difflcultY Whateyer, thât
competent religious authority reoognized by the State; if ne injury would result te the telegrph or lephOl'

Mr. ÂKYoT.
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companies. Besides which ho has introduced another safe- Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That is a Bil that
guard, providing that the wires carried over-head or along should be explained before going further.
the streets shall be entirely insulated. Of course tele- Mr. .RYAN. The object of the Bill is si mply to confer
graph and telephone companies, would not like any on the Commissioner of Patents power to extend a certain
more wires in the streets at all, and it is at the instance patent, held by John Dickenson Brunton, on machinery or
of these compalies that this provision has been put i. apparatus for cutting, dressing, laning, turning and shap-
Now, what is gong t@obe the practical result of this pro- ing astone. Mr. Brunton is a Civil Engineer residing in
vision? We all know that in all the principal streets Kentish Town, in the county of Middlesex, England. He
cf all our towns there are wires at present along was elected domicile at the city of Montreal, Dominion of
one side of the street, polos and wires of telegraph Canada. Under Letters Patent, dated 3rd March, 1876, ho
and telephone companies-in some cases I behieve, on both was granted a patent for an invention, by the name of
sides of the street, and in that case you cannot have the "Brunton's improvements in machinery for cutting, dres-
light in any of the streets at ail. If they be only on one sing, planing, turning and shaping stone." The invention
side of the streets, in order to have the Edison light, you was in oporation within two years from the date of the
mut have the poles and wires carried along both sides of patent, at St. John, in the Province of New Brunswick, and
the street, which in the first place, extremely disfigures the has been continuously worked in compliance with the con-
streets, and in the second place it is an appreciable element dition of the patent, up to the present time. The patentee
of danger and difficulty in case of fire, both in respect to has devoted much time and money in perfecting the
the placing of the hose and ladders and also in the opera- invention. In the year 1880 he received from bis patent
tions of the firemen. That has been stated by those who agent a statement which professed to inform him that his
have had practical experience. Now, on the score of public patent was a complete patent, and that no further act on
convenience it seems to me an unfortunate thing that we his part was required for keeping it valid and in full force
should make a parliamentary prohibition preventing any in Canada during the full term thereof, as lie confidently
polos from being put up on the same side on which telegraph understood, for the period of fifteen years, and not renewable
or telephone poles now exist, and thus requiring, as the only at the expiration of five years of its existence. On the l3thcondition upon which, through all the central part of our of February, ultimo, the patentee, for the first time, saw thetowns and cities, the Edison light can be enjoyed, patent in the office of his patent solicitor, Lincoln's Innthat poles should be put up on both sides of the street, Fields, London, and accidently discovered that in accordanceand in those cases in which poles at present exist for the with the 17th section of the Patent Act, it was required at theuse of telegraph and telephone companies on both sides of expiration of the first five years to be renewed, which termthe street, absolutely precluding the use of the electric of tive years had expired on the 3rd of the preceding monthlight, at any rate by means of poles and wires. For these of March. The patentee will therefore be deprived of alreasons I think no sufficient reason bas been given for the advantages to accrue to him, unless by Parliament, powerdemtand made by the telegraph and telephone companmes, is given to the Commissioner to extend his patent as thoughthat the pubbe meonvemtence to which I was referring, it had been done in accordance with the 17th section of theshould be suffered and the publie unsightliness should be Patent Act. The patentee, on making the discovery of thecreated; and I move that the Bill be referred back to Coin- inadvertent omission, without loss of time gave the requisitemittee of the Whole with instructions to amend the third instructions for an application to the Parliament of Canadaclause by striking out the prdviso, "that no electrie wire for such relief as would render his patent valid.on poles shall be carried along the same side of streets as
any existing telegraph and telephone wires or polos, with- Mr. BLAKE. I have read the Bill, and I contend that
Out consulting the telegraph or telephone companies Mr. John Dickenson Brunton has not shown good cause for
r'espectively.the present enactment. It would appear that that gentle-

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. The amendment that was
Proposed here and carried the other day was, as the hon.
gentleman has correctly stated, at the suggestion of the
telegraph companies, and perhaps of the telephone com-
panies also. I must say that there is a good deal of force
in which the hon. the leader of the Opposition has just said
about the fact, in certain streets there are telegraph polesOn both sides of the streets, and that consequently, under,Ihe provision put into the Bill the other day, the electric
Iight could fnot be introduced in those streets. By removing
'bis prov:so the position of these poles would be left to the
mn icipal authorities to decide. It would be for them topay whethr, under the circumstances, these poles should be
Puca the same side, or whether there would be danger inoae rf fire, and in that case the poles might be put on theather oide cf the street, perhaps carried into another street,
and thua secure the advantages of the electric light, or the
Wre cnght even be carried under ground. I do not saythere eau be any objection to the amendment of the hon.genteman, and for ry part I shall support it.

Bill anended, read the third time and passed.

EXTENSION OF PATENT.

(. RtYN (Montreal) moved the second reading of Bill
Po e04) to confer on the Commissioner of Patents certainPOWes for the relief of John Dickenson Branton.

man obtained a patent, but that ho never read the Patent
Act, or the patent itself, and ho supposed that ho had
obtained it for fifteen years, when it was only for five or
ton years. We have had this subject before us several times
for the last year or two, and a few Sessions ago a proposi-
tion was made to give the Commissioner power to extend
these patents in a certain number of cases, but it vas found
impossible to overcone the objection of interfering with the
law by granting this extension of powers unless the party
applied within a reasonably proscribed time. Many of
these cases are no doubt very hard. We have heard of
cases where persons holding patents had instructed their
agent to apply, but the agent had by some mistake
neglected his duty, or a mail was delayed, and we were
obliged to say in such cases that the party must have
recourse against his agent for neglecting his duty, but that
theycould not come to Parliament, because, if the doorwere
onte opened for such cases the law would be always
evaded. What we have done in one Session we will
be asked to do in the next Session, and there will
be a great many more cases than there were at
first. Every one of us who las sat here for
any length of time knows that in any case where we have
passed a bad Act or granted an exceptional indulgence it is
quoted time and again, and always as a precedent for doing
something worse and opening the door wider. Therefore,
as we have heretofore refused to grant relief in cases which
certainly appeal to our sympathies, I do not think we would
be justified in granting the prayer of John Dickenson Brun-
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ton, whose case certainly doos not appeal very much to our of allowing this Bill to be brought in. There may be fifty
sympathies, and stili less to our following what is the whole- interests affected by this Bill, and the people bave received
sale rule of law. I move, in amend ment, that the Bill bo not no notice of it. While I would-like to remedy all the cases
now read a second time, but that it be read the second time that arise through ignorance, this man ought to have known
this day siK months. when his patent ran out. I feel, under the circumstances

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Last Session an amendment that the proper thing to do is to reject the Bill.
was introduced to the Act to give the Commissioner of Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I have just learned from the
Patents the power of extending the time in certain cases Chairman of the Standing Orders Committee that the rule
which it might be considerel to require that extension. was suspended in this case. If so, that alters my opinion
As a member of this House, I did ail I could to prevent the altogether. It is one of those cases in which the rule oight
passage of that Act, and it never went further than its not to have been suspended.
second reading. But when a special case of this kind is Amendmènt, six months' hoist, agreed to.brought before the House, it seems to me that we ought to
take the ordinary course of allowing an opportunity to
rove the preamble before the Committee on Private Bills. PELLOWS' MEDICAL!MANUPACTURING COMPANY.

We cannot possibly go into the evidence here, as to the Mr. GAULT moved the second reading of ill (No. 105)
propriety of granting the extension asked by the Bill, and, to amend the Charter of the Fellows' Medical Manufactur.I think, it would be exceedingly unfortunate if,in a case .ng Company.
like this, where there is a fact to be ascertained, we should Mng omAny.
reject the Bill on its second reading. I have no hesitation Mr. BLAKE. I do not propose to object to the second
in saying that, as the Bill stands to-day, I would vote against reading of this Bill, but I think it is very objectionable, and
it on the third reading. it is well that the attention of the House should be called to

Mr. SCRIVER. If we alow this Bill to go to a second it. The Bill has reference to a company incorporated byreingweshalleversfewat hsBeengoteinvralenletters patent under the Canadá Joint Stock Letters Patentreading, we shaîl reverse what lias beon the invariable Act) and it declaros:
practice of the House in the past. Several years ago, I
introduced a similar Bill, and pleaded for it as strongly as I "That it is expedient that such capital should be proportionately
could and offered, I think, better reasons on its behalf than represented on the Board of Directors of the Company, which it cannot

be under the provisions of the said letters patent; and have prayed thatthe hon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Ryan); yet the they may be relieved from the restriction .reated by the said Act, as to
House refused, by almost a unanimous vote, to allow it to the nationality and residence of the major part of their directora; and
go to a second reading, and, I think, that was not the first whereas it is expedient to grait the prayer of the said petition."

instance in which the House took the same action. The enacting clause is as follows:-
Mr. MACKENZIE. I think no case has occurred in the "It shall not be necessary hereafter that the major part of the

last ton years in which a Bill was allowed to pass, having Directors of the Fellows' Medical &anufacturing Companyshall be per-
for its object the violation of the law, and it would bc a most sons resident in Canada, or subjects of Ber Majesty by birth or naturali.
unfortunate thing for the flouse to allow this Bill te go to a zation: Provided always, that the member of the Board who shall

exercise the chiet executive authority of the said Company in Canada,
second reading. There is nothing whatever in it to call for shal1 be a subject of Her Majesty, and shallreside withia the Dominion."
our sympathies or to justify a violation of the law by the Now, you pass a general Act in which you dispense with,
fouse. rightly or wrongly, as your policy that the major part of

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The case referred to by the the directors of companies incorporated under that Act
hon. leader of the Opposition was still stronger than ho shall be subjects of Her Majesty, and resident in Canada.
presented it. The letter was registered and mailed in time Is that sound, or is it not? If it is sound, why should the
to reach Ottawa and save the patenit; but the connection at Fellows' Medical Manufacturing Company be exempted
Montreal was not made and the letter arrived here after from it ? If it is not sound, why should it be continued in
four o'clock, and as registered letters were not delivered the general law? The way to remedy this, if it be wrong,
after that time, it did fnot reach the Department till the next is to alter the Joint Stock Letters Patent Act, and allow ail
morning, when it was too late. companies to be incorporated without that restriction; but

Mr. MoCUAIG. In my case the patentee sent the noces- so long as you retain a General Act on the Statute-book by
sary papers for a renewal to me early in the Session of 1879, which you declare that these companies shall be subject to
and I unfortunately put thom in my desk, where they lay this restriction, it is certainly improper to grant exemption
for twenty-four hours beyond the time, when I called at the from that restriction without a cause. It may be said that
patent office only to meet a refusal to renew the patent. I there is no rule without an exception, and it is fit to deal
think the case mentioned by the hon. Finance Minister is with an exception, although there may be a rule; but there
the strongest pos-ible reason why this Bill should pass. I are no reasons given for this legislation, no special circum-
shall certainly vote with great pleasure for this Bill, and I stances connected with the Fellows' Manufacturing
hope it will give power to the Minister to grant relief in Company, which is an existing corporation under the
such cases as those mentioned. Joint Stock Companies' Act, why it should he

Mr. POPE (Compton). I introduced the Bill last year- excepted from the general rule. For these reasons I think

and I felt at the time that there was very great hardship the measure is one which is calculated to produce confusion,
suffered. Not that I believed in the general principle; but and I am strongly of the opinion that the efficiencY of 0r
the law was a new law, and was not understood by the Joint Stock Company's Act j dependent mamly uponhere
people, and I proposed to remedy the difficulty. The present adhering strictly to its regulations. Modify then nces
case is, however, different, and there is always difficulty they are found to be wrong; if experience Colnvesilcts
when legislation of this kind takes place. I would ask my that we have passed a law which 1e, in some respOer
hon. friend what notice has been given of this Bill to effective, let us change it and make it adapted to thra-'
enable parties in Canada interested in it to know of its cumstances of the country and available for the incorperS
provision. tion of various companies, but let all companies thb ors

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman must under it have no special authority whichtheirdeie their
know that it passed the Committee on Standing Orders. thoy from the genera Act abu not from privatOA

Mr. POPE (Compton). I understand that there was no of Parliament. We know that Private Bills conta"t
notice, and that the rule was dispensed with for the purpose J objectionable clauses and miost extravagant Powe';

Mr. BLAi.
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the system of Private Bill legislation in contra-distinction to
that of the general Act. It is because I believe the latter
system is prejudicial to the public interest, and that the
efficielCY of the Joint Stock Act is dependent Iargely on
our paying strict regard to its provisions, that I have
thought proper to make these observations.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I am satisfied that the hon.
member for West Durham is entirely wrong in his conten-
tion. No doubt we have a general law, but that is no
reason why a company which is incorporated under the
general Act should not come before the House with a
private Bill, and ask hon. members to consider whether they
should not receive greater powers.

Mr. GAULT. I hope the Bill will be allowed to go to
a second reading. A point had already been considered in
regard to the election of directors, the majority of the stock
being now held by foreigners, and, therefore, there can be
no objection to the Bill going to the second reading, and
being referred to the Private Bills Committee.

Bill read the second time.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED, WIFE'S SISTER.

House resumed consideration of Bill (No. 9) concerning
marriage with a deceased wife's sister.-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

Amendment (Mr. Amyot) negatived on a division.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH moved that the amendment be

not now considered, but that it be considered this day six
months.

Amendment negatived on the following division:-

YEAS:
Messieurs

Amyot,
Blake,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunting,
Caron,
Charlton
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Coughlin,

Daly,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fiset,
Hackett,
Kirkpatrick,
Langevin,
Lantier,
McDonald (O. Breton),
McDonald (Vic. N.S.),
MacDonnell (Inv'ness),
McCuaig,

NAYS:

McQuade,
Montplasir,
Mousseau,
Olivier,
Ouimet,
Patterson (Essex),
Pope (Compton),
Smith,
Thompson,
Tyrwhitt,
Weldon,'and
Yeo.-36.

Messieurs
Geoffrion, Mongenais,
Gigault, Muttart,
Gillies, Ogden,
Gillmor, Orton,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier) Pickard,
Grandbois, Pinsonneault,
Guillet, Platt,
Gunn, Poupore,
Guthrie, Reid,

IHaddow, Richey,Hay, Rinfret,
Hesson, Robertson (Hamilton),
Holton, Robertson (Shelburne),
Hooper, Rogers,
Boude, Ross (Dundas),
Hurteau, Rose (Middlesex),
Irvine, Rouleau,
Ives, Routhier,
Killam, Royal,
Kilvert, Ryan (Marquette),
King, Ryan (Montreal),
Iranz, Rymal,
Landry, Scriver,Lane, Skinner,
Longley, Snowball,
Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Mackenzie, Strange,
Macmillan, Sutherland,
McCallum, Tellier,McCarthy' Tilley,
McDougald, Trow,
McLennant Wade,

Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fleming,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Gault,

MeRory,
Malouin,
Manson,
Massue,
Merner,
Méthot,

Wallace (Norfolk),
Wheler
White ýCardwe1l),
White (Hasting), and
Wiser.-113.

Mr. STRANG E. I think it very unfortunate that this
Bill should have been altered from what it was in 1878. It
now makes no mention of the marriage between a woman
and the brother of her deceased husband. I cannot find
any objection to such marriage. I move, therefore, that
the amendments to the Bill be not now considered, but that
the Bill be referred back to the Committee of the Whole,
with instructions to strike out all the words after1" deceased
wife," and substitute the following: " lAnd between the
woman and the brother of her deceased husband are hereby
repealed, and such marriages are hereby declared legal and
valid."

Mr. GIROUARD. I agree with the principle of the
amendment, but that portion of the Bill of 1880 was left out
to meet the views of some members of the Sonate. For
that reason it is important, if we wish the Bill to pass the
other House, that the amendment of my hon. friend should
not be accepted.

Mr. BLAKE. I eannot quite agree with the view of the
hon. member for Jacques Cartier. I voted for the amend-
ment to strike out that clause the last time, but I cannot
agree that we ought to pass the Bill precisely in the form
in which it is acceptable to the Senate. The Sonate can
alter the Bill to please themselves and send it back to us;
but to tell us that we must pass the ell in a form we do
not approve of or they will throw it out, is to tell us what
I do not think is correct. I intend, at all events, to vote
against the amendment, because I think the Bill, though a
bad one as it stands, is botter than if amended in the direc-
tion proposed.

Amendment (Mr. Strange) negatived on a division.
Mr. McCUAIG. I am opposed to this Bill altogether.

It is contrary to the law of the Empire. Under the English
law, two British subjects, if they leave for the United States
or Canada, or any part of the world, for the purpose of evad-
ing the law of England on this question, the issue of that
marriage is considered in England illegitimate, and cannot
inherit title or property. I think, as we are a dependency
of that Empire, our laws should be made to meet theirs. No
man has a right to marry his deceased wife's sister when he
knows very well that in the Empire itself the children of
that union are illegitimate. The law is so particular
that, although a person may marry in the United
States, the issue of that marriage is considered in
England illegitimate, as far as inheritance is concerned,
and I think no man has a right to place that stigma on his
children. I move that the Bill, as amended, be not now
taken into consideration, but be recommitted to the Commit-
tee of the Whole House, for the purpose of amending the
same by adding the following proviso:-

" Provided that no clergyman or minister of the Gospel, authorized
by law to perform the ceremony of marriage, shalibe obliged to perform
such ceremony if the woman is the sister of the former wife of the man
to whom she desires to be married."

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would suggest that the hon.
member for Prince Edward get married to the hon. member
for Halifax. The hon. gentleman speaks of the law of the
Empire. There is no such law in existence. He speaks as
if this were a new question, when ho ought to know this
marriage is legal in the Australian colonies, that opinions
are almost equally divided in England on the question,
and that an overwhelming majority of our people are in
favor of removing the unjust restrictions now existing;
and the remarks he made are not complimentary to hundreds
of thousands of people in England who have contracted
such marriages and who are as respectable as any members
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of this House. The motion is absurd as well as wrong.
We have no business whatever to direct a minister what to
do or to prescribe the duties of clergymen. That rests en-
tirely with the Local Legislatures. The motion is entirely
out of order in proposing to do what the Act of Union
declares we have no right to do.

Mr. MaCUAIG. Dol understand the hon. gentleman to
say that it is not the law in England, that if a man con-
tracts such a marriage in the colonies, the issue is considered
illegitimate as far as inheritance is concerned.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The bon. gentleman is entirely
wrong.

Amendment (Mr. McCuaig) negatived on a division, and
the main motion agreed to.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier) moved that the Bill
be now read the third time.

Mr. AMYOT moved that the Bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be declared the Federal Parliament
has no jurisdiction to legislate on this question, but that the
terms and intention of the Federal Act gave that right
exclusively to the Provincial Legislatures. He said: I am
in a position to prove that my motion is directly conform-
able to the law, and that the law bas been so interpreted
by the highest authorities of the country. In such an
important question which excites so much public opinion,
we are called upon to give a vote that will form a precedent
at the beginning of Confederation, for we are still at the
beginning of Confederation, that every one should know
exactly the meaning of his vote. In the debates on Con-
federation what do I see ? That on the second day a member
who has retired from political life, leaving behind him, how-
ever, an excellent name-I mean theHon. Mr. Dorion-asked
the following question, as reported in the Debates on Con-
federation, page 267-and he was a gentleman who did not
often change his mind, and I am.sure that were he still
with us, he would speak as he did on that occasion. He
enquired:

" But what is meant by the regulation of the marriage question ? Ia
the General Government to be at liberty to set aside ail that we have
been in the habit of doing in Lower Canada in this respect? Will the
General Government have the power to determine the degree of rela-
tionship and the age beyond which parties may marry, as well as the
consent which may be required to make a marriage valid ? Will ail
these questions be left to the General Government? If so, it will have
the power to upset one of the most important portions of our civil code,
aud one affecting more than any other ail classes of society," etc.

The speaker went on to establish that it would be bad
legislation to give that power to the Central or Federal
Parliament. Now, an answer was given by the thon exist-
ing Government, by those who n we justly call the Fathers
of Confederation, and what was the answer and the reason
why the law was framed in the existing terms ? It reads
as follows:-

"The bon. gentleman has asked the Government whatmeaning was to
be attached to the word 'marriage ' where it oceurred in the Constitution.
He desired to know whether the Government proposed to leave to the
Central Government the right of deciding at what age, for example,
marriage might be contracted. I will now answer the hon. gentleman
as categorically as possible, for I am anxious to be understood not only
in this louse, but also by ail those who may hereafter read the reportof
our proceedings. And, first of ail, I will prove that civil rights fo:m
part of those which, by Article 43 (paragraph 15) of the resolutions, are
guaranteed to Lower Canada. This paragraph reads afellows:-
'15. Property and civil rights, excepting those portions thereof
assigned tu the General Parliament.'"

Thon the speaker goes on to explain his meaning, which
any hon. {entleman may read at page 388 of the Debates,
but I will only read his conclusion:

"So that the word 'marriage,' placed where it is among the powers
of the Central Parliament, bas not the extended signification which was
sought to be given to it by the hon. member. With the view of being
more explicit, I now propose to read how the word marriage is proposed
to be understood:

"' The word marriage has been placed in the draft of the proposed
Constitution to invest the Federal Parliameut with the right of

Mr. MACKENZIi.

declaring what marriages shall be held and deemed to be valid through
out the whole extent of the Confederacy, without, however, interfering
in any particular with the doctrines or rites of the religious creeds t
which the contracting parties may belong.'

" There is something still more explicit on this point of great import-
ance. He goes on to say that we should be thankful to them for the
great care we have taken not to expose that important act of our lives
to improper interference. I invite the attention of hon. members to
these remarks:

"' The whole may be summed up as follows:-The Central Parlia.
ment may deeide that any marriage contracted in Upper Canada, or in
any other of tie Confederated Provinces, in accordance with the laws
of the country in whieh it was contracted, although that law might be
different from ours, should be deemed valid in Lower Canadain case the
parties should come to reside there, and vice versa.' "

Some hon. members pretended that the clause was
not necessary, while others argued that it was. The
Speaker (Solicitor-General Langevin) thus replied on this
point :

''1t means that a marriage contracted in no matter what part of the
Confederacy, will be valid in Lower Canada, if contracted according to
the laws of the country in which it takes place; but also, when a nar.
riage is contracted in any Province contrary to its laws, although in
conformity with the laws of another Province, it will not be considered
valid."

That was the existing law on this subject, and if there is
anything plainer I would like to know it. But it will be
said the question bas already come before this liouse, and
that the House seems to have declared that the Constitution
should be interpreted otherwise. But since the question
came before this House, the highest tribunal of the Empire,
the Privy Council, bas been called upon to decide ai
analagous question, and I will read its decision, as published
in the Globe of 21st December last. The question was as to
the power of the Provincial Legislatures to regulate
insurance policies. In the celebrated case their lordships
laid down the rights of the Local Legislatures on that oint
in the following langunge :

'' Take as one instance the subject: Marriage and divorce eontained
in the enmueration of subjects in section 91. It is evident that solemn.
ization of marriage would come within this general exemption; yet,
'solemnization of marriage in that Province' is enumerated among
the classes of subjects in section 92, and no one can doubt, notwith-
standing the general language of section 91, that this subject is still
within the exclusive authority of the Legislatures of the Provinces."

I have quoted from the law and the words of its framers,
recalling the soienn promise that was thon given to the
country by the father of Confederation-in order to estab-
lish that the meaning of the paragraph on marriage was
not the giving of jurisdiction to this Parliament in regard
to the act of marriage itself, or its conditions, but it was
only intended to give the right to parties married in Lower
Canada, or in any other Province, under a law different
from that of the Province of Quebec, a right to be regarded
in Quebec as legally married. We have the solemn promfise
of the old Canadian Legislature that such would be the law,
and we have now the solemn interpretation of the highest
tribunal on the same side. Under these circumstance should
we be justified in passing a law in a contrary direction.
Would we be justified in votin a law that would infringe
upon the right of the Local Legislatures ? Would It be
reasonablo, for instance, for the Provinces of Quebec, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia to impose a law on the
Province of Ontario? The Act of Confederationt
bas secured to the majority of cach Pirovince
the exclusive right to settle these questions. What
would be the consequence, after the wrong We have
received from the Privy Council? Our law WounI
be declared to be unconstitutional, and 206 legislflt0rl
would be declared by that Court to know nothing a .
their jurisdiction. I do not say whether the Bill iseIl' Il
good or bad. But I say that if he consented to the that
eration Act, it was with the express understanditoe
these subjects would be left to the Local LegisNloae the
than that, I thiuk such is the interpretation given kythi
Courts to-day. Under these circumstances I 1 ktak
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motion, that the law be declared unconstitutional, so that in 1867, when the measure came before Parliament. 1 did
the Confederation Act may not be broken, and that the1net think it was necessary to make this declaration to-day,
unity of Confeleration may not be broken by such a law. as the present Bill-towards which I an, neverthcless, op-

Mr. McoCUAIG. The hon. member for Lambton contra. ped-does not centain any declaratien to the centrary;
dicted the statement I made a little while ago. I have the but since the hon member for Beilechasse (Mr. Amyot)
Law journal of Canada, containing the opinion of Mr. Toddlas made a motion in conforrity with the declarations mado
who is considered as good an authority on such matters as
the hon. member for Lambton. Mr. Todd says: Mr. BLAKE. In the debates on the Confederation Act

lWhatever the efect of a Colonial law may be within a Colonial juris- there was a declaration made by the hon. the Minister of
diction, I believe it ffec t lat s tu hte a Publile Works with reference te the meaning of the word

dicio, bliveit to be at least most doubtful whether a marriage I
wanting in tbese conditions can be made valid in England by any Col- marriage. The hon, gentleman read a written statentof
onial law; and if this be not the caze, if the validity of such marriages
and divorces is confined at most to the Colony in which they take place,
the greatest embarrassment might resuit from the prevalence of different and expanded bis view of the incaning ofthat statenent.
laws in different parts of the Empire. Marriages legally contracted in The written statement, I presume, was made ou behalf of
one Colony would be inoperative, for all legal purposes, in another. the Goverument, and the oral argument with which ho
. a 0 • Childrenlegitimate in one part of the Empire might
in another find themselves incapable of inheriting their parents' property embellished it, as he always does every subject be touches,
anywhere else." was bis own meanirg of tho written statennt. I have
I stated that if this law passes, even the children of such a]ways regarded that exposition to be rathermore authorita-
marriages will be considered illegitimate in England, and tive than the written statement. I observed that when the
that is confirmed by Mr. Todd. hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot) was making bis

Mr. BUNSTER. I would like the hon. members of this staterent, that bis views appeured te be familiar te me,
Houe t prced t buinss nstad o IOiD ou1r time at and the most of them appeared te be ln an article frem Le

Hlouse te proceed to business instead of losing Cu ie anao h 2de aei. sca xrc nta
this season of the year. We are trifling with the time
that belongs to the people in discussin'g a Bill like this from the hon. gentleman'sspeech. I observe that the
which in my opinionbas no right to be here. The hon. written statement that the on. gentleman made of what3hcinm piin the word marriage meant, is this:
member for Lambton threw considerable light on it. He
said it was a matter for the Local Legislatures to deal with. "Le mot mariage a été placé dans la redaction du projet de constitu-tion pour attribuer à la legislature federale le droit de declarer quels

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman misunderstood seront les mariages quideveront être considérés comme valide dans toute
me. I said the mode of the solemnization of marriages l'étendue de là conféderation, sans toucher pour cela le moins du mondetheLocl Lgisatues ud et e tis arlaux dogmes ni aux rites des religions aux quelles appartiennent leilblonnged t1867eLwhenthmeasureai parties contractantes."
ment. NOW>Sir that statement is susceptible, perhaps, obearing

Mr. BTJNSTER. I stand corrected, I was net taking the exposition of the hon. gentleman, but it does not neces-
any notes. In the various Provinces we have different sarily bear it. He says the word marriage was lacedmthere
laws on marriage, and the different churches regulate the te, give the Federal Legislature the right to eclare what
laws hf marriage botter than we aa. should ho the marriages which should be considered vaid

Mr. GIROUARD. I wish te say one word as to the de- throughout the whole extent of the Confederatied. The hon.
cicion of the Privy Council. I am sorry the hon. gondi e- gentleman to-ight has said, and called our attention te the
man did net read the report as it 15 te be found in the Law tPct, that the wordsemarriage " and "divorce" appear te-
Rieport. I have the Legal Vews of January, 1882, and bore gethmr. These are two subjets given at once n the sameo
is whatIfind with reference te the jurisdiction ef this tbreatb, a d as part of the same sectien, to the Fedoral Par-
Parliamient on the subjectef marriage : anment. Now, does he omean te say that the word divorce,

" Take as eue instance the subject of Tmarriage and divorce,' cou- Where it is there put, mIaps only that it shall be an attributb
tained iu the enumeratien of subjects in iiection 91, it is evident that Ofthe Federal Parliamant to divorce; that a divorce legally
Poleinization of marriage would corne withun this genierl description; effected, under local iaws u any Province, sha l or sha ne,

weta'solemization ofsarriages in the Provincesb' is enumerated among
ihe classes of subjecteini section 92, and ne one can doubt, notwith- be valid troug out the test of the Dominion; or that it

anding the general language of section 91, that this subject is stil means that the whole law of divorce shalvedvested ln the

hon.hmembereforcBellechasseo(Mr. Amyot) wasvmaking"hi

a tFederal Parliameta? It obviously must mean the latter.
Sir IECTOR LANGE VIN. Mr. Speaker, the motion of It cannot but b that the law of divorce, and by parity of

the hon. member bebind me is in coCformity with the de- reasoning the law of marriage, save and except that portion
larations which 1 made in Parliament fiftfeen years ago on which involves the solemnization of the marriage itself,
bchaîf of the Govern ment te which I belong. Those declara- bave been expressly inserted as belongine xcusivey teo the
tiens weremade in precisely the same seuse, although ot Federal Parliament. Wheew you fid marriage given to the
'Il the sanie words. We did n"t consider then that lLnalac- Federal Legislat élre, and whn yeou find the solemnization
ng the words " marriage" and "divorce" amog the attri- given to a Local Legislature, youhave lu the strdegest way

butes" ef the legislation of the Federal Parliament, that we declared that ail that wa.s te hoc given te the Local and
were giving that Parsiament the right to determine what taken away grou the Foderal was the solemnization of
were te ho the conditions of celebration of marriage, any marriage. There bas been this subjet lef discussion, and

ore than the other conditions mentioned i the deoate the law officers of the Crown, sa a leri e
bhich teok place at the time; but we were of opinion, and asked by the thenihea. leader ofprthetiescontr .e"

met WsteGvrmn oavs

M wras. intention of the then Gover ment and Parliament, as to wheter, wit reforence te the Confederation Act, it
4elas that f thoila g and ot diferethers busyig them- was noet an attrîbuteef the Federal Governinent or Parhia-lws oWith the question lLonden, that the word lmrri- ment to deal with the qustien f hlicenes in connection

.gR" shOuld hoinerted moroly to determine that a marriage with the solemnization of marrioges. They deeided,
contracte in a Province accrding teeits aws, should. be and think rightly, that thiat power propry feo within
ensidered as valid inother parts of tbe country. Such was the Local Legislatures, because it was in peint of fact
the ODIY quaificatOn wegave the word"marriage." Now, part of thessolemization of marriago; but te go
acrdIg te what bas ust been read by the hon. member further and say that the whoie law of marriage is with each
for Jacus atir(the E qos sr c Girouard), the higbet tribunal ofoe Local Legislture, subjeat oly te this exception, thatrtbetan inpthe 0enms te agrooe with that opinion and e dorse Federal Parliament bas a rigt te declaro that a i arriage
.ht f Iaion o f m f the Governmont fiten years agog

witin he xclsiv auhorty f te Povices" dal ariamete ?h Iw ofbvioal musmante latterb.
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valid through the whole extent of the Dominion, is not, i
mfy opinion, to interpret in any proper sense our Constitu
tion, but is to give it a meaning which cannot fairly bE
drawn from it. I maintain that we have the right clearly
to determine between what parties it shall be legal to con
tract marriage and between what parties it shall not b
legal, and to determine all that for every Province of thi
Dominion, but to determine how a marriage between per
sons who can lawfully contract it under our laws shall b
solemnized, it is not within our power to adjudge. That i
disposed of by the Local Legislature, and therefore, I think
the motion of my hon. friend from Bellechasse (Mr
Aymot), is not only unnecessary, but is a misinterpretation
of the true meaning and construction of our Constitution
and I shall certainly vote against it.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, the motion such as pre
sented by the hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot
embodies, in my opinion, two things: first, a declaration
that the Federal Parliament has not the right to legislate
on the necessary qualifications for marriage; secondly, tha
the necessary legislation to determine the required quali
fications for marriage, has been left, according to the termi
and the intention of the Federal Act, exclusively to Pro
vincial Legislatures. I think, Mr. Speaker, that if the mo
tion of the bon. member embodied simply the first declara
tion, our duty would probably be to vote in its favor, bu
if the hon. member declares by his motion that the Federa
Parliament has not the right to legislate as to the necessary
qualifications to contract a marriage, I do not see why i
should grant to Local Legislatures the right of defining wha
these qualifications should be. If marriage is a religiou
contract, I do not see why the Local any more than the
Federal Parliament should have the right to legislate on
that point. Consequently, if the first proposition is true
the second which is its negative should succumb, and I pro
pose an amendment, seconded by Mr. Desjardins, that al
words after the word "marriage" be expunged.

Amendment (Mr. Amyot) negatived on a division.

Mr. STRANGE moved in amendment that allthe words
after "deceased " be struck out and the following substituted
thereforI: "and between a woman and the brother of her
deceased husband are hereby repealed, and such marriages
are hereby declared to be legal and valid."

Amendment negatived on the following division:-

Yess:

Messieurs
Allison,
Arkell,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Bergeron,
Bill,
Blake,
Bolduc,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Bunster,
Cameron (Huron),
Casey,
Crouter,
Cuthbert,
Elliott,
Fleming,

Abbott,
Amyot,
Bain,
Beaty,
Béchard,
Benoit,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,

Mr. BLA.

Fortin,
Fulton,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Guillet,
Guthrie,
Haddow,
flesson,
Irvine,
Ives,
Killam,
King,
Longley,
Mackenzie,
Macmillan,
Merner,

Mills,
Muttart,
Pickard,
Poupore,
Richey,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Routhier,
Ryan (Montreal),
Rymal,
Scriver,
Skinner,
Strange,
Tellier,
Trow, and
Wheler.-49.

NAs :

Messieurs

Fiset,
Fitzsimmons,
Gault,
Geoffrion,
Gigault.
Girouard (Jac.
Grandbois,
Gunn,

Massue,
Méthot,
Mongenais,
Montplaisir,
Mousseau,

Cartier),Ogden,
Olivier,
Orton,

37

n

1-

e

e
s

e
s

k

Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Casgrain,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Cockburn,
Colby,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Doull,
Drew,
Dugas,
Dumont,
Ferguson,

Hay, Onimet,
Holton, Patterson (Essex),
Hooper, Pinsonneault,
Houde, Platt,
Harteau, Plumb,
Kilvert, ReId,
Kirkpatrick, Rinfret,
Landry, Robertson (ilamilton)
Lane, Ros (Dandas),
Langevin, Ross (Middlesex),
Macdonald (Kings), Rouleau,
McDon ld (Cape Breton), Royal,
McDonald (V'ic., N.S.), Ryan (Marquette),
McCuaig, Sproule,
McDougald, Thompson,
McLennan, Tyrwhitt,
McLeod, Wallace (Norfolk),
McQuade, White (Cardwell
McRory, White (Hastings
Malouin, Wiser, and
Manson, Yeo.-87.

>'JMr. BLAKE. I desire Vo observe witli referenice to the
'discussion which took place a little whihe ako, that when the
e Bill on hs subject was before the Ilonse, in the Session of

1880ý the bon. the Minister of Public Worka, on an amend-
-ment then proposed, whicli would have left the Bill in this

a shape - I"marriage and a man with the sister of bis deceased
-wife, or the widow of bis deceased brother, shaîl be legal,"
-made saime observations, in wbich lie said:

"As a Roman Catholie I cannot admit that the Parliament of Canada
has a right to legislate on the subject of mac-nage, pure and simple,
which would beau interference with the rights aud 0rvlee f my

Fchurcli, which holds marrnage to be a Sacrament. 'i

t would have preferred to put in this Bill a proviso that any mar-nage
contracted according to the c-nies and prescriptions of the churoh or the
churches, to which the parties belong, betwegn brothers-ln-law and

Ssisters-în-law, would be legal; but consideningthe difficulties that such
3legisiation would lead us into, aud the difficulty there would be ini

detec-minig the fouctions of the Legisiatures and the Parliameut on
thi8 poiut, Iamrceady for my part to vote ln favor of the amendment

epcoposed by the hou member for Bothwell. [ cannot help thinking
-that the hon. gentleman who has just spoken ie mistaken, if he sys

that the matter of dispensations is within the power of the Local
Legislatur-e. The Local Legislature bas, by the Confederation Act,
power to legislate about the solemnization of marrnage, and the mode of
celebration necessac-y to render the mac-nage le gai and binding; but
nothing to do with regulating as to the parties who shall marc-y. That,

sit is admitted, belonga lu hs Parliainent, ln the legal senue of the Con-
1féderation Act."

r Main motion agreed Vo on a division; and iiI read the
5third time and passed.

SECOND IREADINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:
Bill (No. 103) Vo incorporate the Qu'Appelle Land Com-

pany.- (Mr. Bonltbee.)
Bull (No. 113) Vo amend the Act incorporatiflgil"The

Canadian Steam Usera' Insurance Association,"and to
change the name of the said Company Vo t"Thle Boiler
Inspection and Insurance Company of Canada," (from the
Senate.)-(Mr. Beaty.).

Bill (No. 114) respecting the Quebec, Montreal, OtttiwS
and Occidental Railway.-(Mr. Abbott.)

MOTIONS FOR ETTRNS.

The following motions for Roturns were severâiY agreed

to.V-:

*Copies of any Order in Couneil,crrpndne
reports, instructions, or papers, touching the appointmni"t

>of a Commissioner in connection witli the revision of the
Canadian Statutes; and a statement in detail, with dates, Of
all payments made in connection with snchaPPOilfltment-
(Mr. Blake.)

iReturu sliowing the earninge, net and groseOf the PaciiC
Railway, constructed by the Government, ad traliSfcnI1ed
Vo the Canadian Pacifie Railway Compmiy j 0 iuding the

1 Pembina Branchy in acoordanco with theougreemeI3t; fr01"
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the 9th day of April, 1881, to the Ist of March, 1882.-(Sir
Àlbert J. Smith).

Copies of all correspondence and Orders in the case of
Captain Glenn, of the 37th Battalion, Haldimand Rifles,
during 1879 and 1880.-(Mr. Wallace, York).

Return showing the number and situation of fish-breed-
ing establishments throughout the Dominion; whether
situate on Government land or on leaseholds; from whom
the property was bought or leased; what price paid for
purchase or lease ; sums of money expended on each since
its establishment and the expense of management; the
number of fry from each establishment in each year, and
how distributed.-(Mr. Haddow).

Copies of the statement and complaint of Joseph St.
Laurent, in relation to the killing of a horse by the cars on
the Branch of the Intercolonial Railway at Rimouski ; of
the report of Mr. Rennie, and evidence thereulito annexed;
and of all other documents and correspondence relating to
the said accident.-(Mr. Fiset.)

The House adjourned at 10 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
THURSDÂY. 23rd March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYzas.

GRADUATES OF THE MILITARY COLLEGE.

Mr. CASGRAIN moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 124) to provide for the admission to the profession of
Dominion Land Surveyor, of the graduates of the Royal
Military College. He said: I desire to say to the House
that I have added the word "Royal" to the motion of which
notice was given, as the proper name of the institution is
The Royal Military College.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

M1r. ROUDE moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 125)
further to secure the independence of Parliament. He said :
This Bill is for the purpose of preventing members of this
bouse, except advisers of lHer Majesty, from acceptingoffices of emolument under the Government of Canada
during the Parliament for which they have been elected.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

RETURNS OF RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

diIr. BLAKE. Before the Orders are called, I wish toirect the attention of the hon. the Minister of Railways toa eConversaion that passed yesterday, as the subject is one of
gret Public consequence. I submitted a motion upon thebabject of contracts made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
mo ipany, statinug it was but supplementary to a former
sotion I1hd mad, ecalling for the return. He suggested
dOd nPossible difficulty, and I sent for the Statute, but it
dis att arrive in time to bring it up then. I wish to call

enttsention to the fact that, in consequence of an arrange-
'lawt sugested by myself last year, we passed a general
Copaeniring, not merely the Canadian Pacifie Railway
retu p but ail railway companies, to make annual
of hich should include, amongst other tbings, copies0f 5hl t xUade by the Qompany for the construction

of any part of the railway, and also a statement of the
proceeds of ail the grants of land, so that Parliament has
recognized the propriety of this.

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. After the informal conver-
sation that took place across the floor of the louse
yesterday, I looked into the subject myself, and finding
that we were empowered to call for these returns, I have
called upon the Company to make thom.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS ACT.

Mr. COSTIGAN. May I be allowed to ask when we are
to have the promised Bill relating to the Supreme
Court. We have now been waiting for it about
six weeks, and, unless we are going to be carried along to
June or August, the Government ought to bring forward
that measure now. It is a very important measure. I do
not see that the Government are taking any stops either
one way or the other.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. The Supreme Court Bill
is one properly under the charge of the Minister of Justice,
and belongs to the other branch of the Legislature. If ho
has not aiready introduced the Bill he will in a day
or two.

DELAY IN THE RECEPTION OF MAILS.

Mr. FLYNN. I desire to call the attention of the Post-
master General to the fact that it has been, this wihter, a
matter of frequent occurrence for the mails to be detained
bolow Quebec. Previous to this winter the mails came by
the Ottawa and St. Lawrence, although we got them late in
the day; but this winter they are frequently a day behind.
If we enquire at the post office the answer is, no mails
from below Quebec. The connection is lost, and they are,
at times, compelled to remain over.

Mr. MÂcDONNELL (Inverness). The members from
Nova Scotia find that the mails take a much longer time to
ho carried from Nova Scotia to Ottawa-I think a full day.
I do not know what the cause is, but, at all events since our
mails have to corne around by Brockville, a good deal of
delay has been caused in their transmission. Wo have
certainly been rotrograding in regard to the transmission
of our mails to and from the seat of Government.

Mr. O'CONNOR. I was not awaro of any delay. I will
look into the matter, and if there is anything wrong it will
be corrected.

Mr. ANGL1N. Perhaps, at the same time, the Post-
master General will give his attention to the delays which
have taken place for several weeks past in the arrival of the
mails in this city from New Brunswick. These delays take
place almost every day, and I think on only thrce or four
occasions since the House opened have they arrived on time.
Sometimes the mail which should be delivered in the
morning is delivered in the evening, and sometimes not until
the following day. Perhaps the Postmaster General will
endeavor to get his colleague the hon. Minister of Railways,
who is, no doubt, pri marily responsible, to look into the
matter.

WAYS AND MEANS-TIE BUDGET.

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Sir Leonard Tilley: That Mr. Speaker do now leave the
Chair for the House to go into Committee to consider the
Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be granted to
Her Majesty.

Mr. SNOWBALL. In continuing the debate, I wish
to make reference to a few remarks made by the hon. mem-
ber for West Montreal (Mr. Gault) before the debate closed
on Tuesday evening last. From a great many of that hon.
gentleman's remarks I have no reason to dissent very
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much, but, like most hon. gentlemen opposite, he Maritime Provinces view it; it must be remembora
could not go entirely through his speech without that the product of the forest in tbe section in
making some references which we, on this side, cannot be which li is interestcd is quite différent from the product
expected to agree with. In closing bis speech he thanked of the forest ln the country 1 ar interested in; the
the Government on behalf of the mercantile community of former is almost exclusively pine timber, wbile the latter is
Montreal, for the abolition of the Stamp Act. The abolition almost exclueively spruce, and while it does fot cost any
of this Act, no doubt, is a great benefit to the mercantile more to bring one to the market than the other, the lumber
community of the Dominion ; but the hon. gentleman'sli speaks of is worth twice as much as ours. Then, again
version and mine of how it occurred do not quite agree. I their market is largely in the neighboring epubicwhil,
wish to read an extract from the St. John Sun, of the 13th ours is almost exctusively in Europe; that being the case
inst., giving a different account of the proceeding from that what goverus the price of lumber in Canada? le it fot the
related by the hon. gentleman. At a meeting of the St. value of our lumber in Europe, and the value of theirs
John Board of Trade: in the United States? Does the hon, gentleman mean to

"The PreEidont read a telegram from Hon. Senator Boyd, stating that tell us that the price of lumber las been advanced by
it was the petition of the St. John Board of Trade which secured the the National Policy? Unless the hon, gentleman oaa show
abolition of the Stamp Tax. Mr. Boyd said he knew this when he that we have not to seek a foreiga market for Our produc.
asked for the petition of the Board, for although Sir John was opposeduat
to the removal of the Stamp Tax, he lett it to the decision of Sir tions of b
Leonard and Sir Leonard had done this for St. John." not possible that the National Policy, or any tax on the
Mr. Boyd, you will observe, asked for this petition. I materials going into the production of lumber, can en-
should like to know, under these circumstances, why Mon- hance the price in the foreigu market; it only shows
treal should interfere in this matter. Their effort to do so that the materials going into the production cost more
reminds me of a story of a worthy couple called John and on account of that tax, not that we receive more
Betsy, who lived in the backwoods. John was in the habit for the lumber that is produced. But the hon. gen.
of visiting bis neighbors in the evening, and getting a littie tleman did state that we had a home.rmarket, and
elated, as many worthy people often do, and boasting of his in connection with that li made a most extraordinary
exploits in the past, and of what he would do under certain statement. He told us that they sold, last year,
circumstances-that lie would venture upon death very 100,000,000 feet of lumber in Montreal City alone, and
readily, not only for the sake of his country, but, if noces- 80,000,000 feet in Toronto, for local consumption. Let us
sary, for a very much less cause. It happened that this se how lie is able to sustain that assertion. 1 suppose
worthy couple having left the door of their house open, a there je no record to show clearly what quantity of lumber
hungry bear entered, and made for the cradle in which was went into the market of Montreal; therefore the bon, gen-
their child. John speedily took up his position on the col- tleman must have spoken from sore figures compiled by
lar beam, while Betsy seized the axe and dospatched the himacîf. Now, I have bere the Trade Returns of G-eat
bear. When the bear was safely disposed of, John sallied Britain for the year 1881, which, I think, hon. gentle-
forth to inform his neighbors of how Betsy and he had men opposite will not dispute; and which show the
killed the bear. After telling it a few times lie omitted to quantity o? wood coasumed in Great Britain during the
mention Betsy's name altogether and boasted of how lie year. I suppose the lon, gentleman will not daim that the
had killed the bear. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not care who people in any portion of this Dominion consume
killed the bear, whether John, from the upper portion of more wood per individual than the people o? England;
the bouse, or Betsy from below; what I wish to do is to as in this country we have many resources to draw upon
vindicate the cause of St. John in this matter. We find, Sir, for our supply, while there they have, comparativOlY
that none but the people of New Brunswick were invited to spoaking, none but their importations. I find that Great
the funeral, and I think it unkind of the people of Montreal Britain consumed last year 3,321,000,000 superficial foot Of
intruding. But to return to the debate. Bon. gentlemen lumber, whicb, divided by tho population of 35,000,000,
opposite seem to take a good deal of pleasure in taunting us shows the coriumption to have been 95 feet per head. Now,
by saying that we are not agreed on this question multipiy the 9à feet per head by 140,747, the population of
of the so-called National Policy-or rather on the extreme Montreal, according to the last Censas, and according to this
imposition of taxes on this country. I can find no calculation the city of Montreal would consume 13,370,000
such disagreement among my hon. friends on this side ; feet; yet li states that they consumed 100,000,000 foot.
they think as I do that the whole system is obnoxious. We Again, there are not se manywaye of coasaming lumbor
agree upon every step that should be pursued, and I think in Montreal as there are in England. Aa fewweoks ago I
when the time comes hon. gentlemen opposite will find us vieited a clog sole factory in England, the proprietor ofwhiCh
always in line. These hon. gentlemen follow the multitude told me that they consumed 15,000 superficial feCt of hard
to do evil; we warn them against this evil. We do not wood per day in the manufactureof clog soles and brush
believe in a system of hot-house protection in this country, backs; and I daim that when I make the allowancOf
which may prosper for a time, but is productive of nothing 13,000,000 feet for the city o? Montreal, it is about double the
but evil in the end. We might, for example, produce pine quantity actually coneumed there. How je it possible that,
apples in this country o a larger growth and better flavor without any outlet except the ordinary building trade of
than grow in their native clime, but it does not follow that Montreal, no extensive packing-case trade of importanco or
the enterprise w ould be generally successful. You eau force other consumption, except the ordiaary building t
production in this country, but while in the one case you which comprises a srall proportion of tbe consumption of
force it at the expense of a single individual, in the other lumber in Great Britaîn that there could possibly be
you are forcing a community unwillingly to embark in ontlet for 100,000,000 o? feet, when it je quite clear th8t
an enterprise in which they have no interest. Now, 1 didnot provide any outiet for mach over 6,000,000
desire to refer briefly to the speech of the hon. member for feet. if that statement made by the 'on00gentleman
Renfrew (Mr. White). In that speech the hon. gentleman je so very incorrect, thathli je 1000 ta1,50
made some statements which, I have no doubt, were candid, per cent, ont of hie reckoniag, wlat reliard th' r
and based on such information as lie possessed; but as 1, placed on other statements madeby him in rega to 0
like him, am engaged in the timber trade, a few remarks matters dealt witb in his speech. Re had not the Sm0

from me in regard to those statements may not be out of opportanity o? getting 80 many millions 8traY, but ho
place. I may say that he views the matter in an was, proportionately, eut o? the way. if the hon. go'
entirely different light from ahat the people of the tieman made mistakes in regard te pork, bO.? and ostoe
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that enter into the production of the lumber trade, with

which ho shouîld be thoroughly conversant, it was not sur-

•ig that ho went equally far astray in dealing with

pr spoints. The hon. gentleman went on to make quota-

tjOns to show what lumber would cost in 1878 and

1881, on account of the different values of the products

of the farm that entered into the production of lumber
in thoso two years. He told the House that, in
1878, pork was worth $16 per barrel, and, in 1882, $21;
and gave the National Policy the credit of advancing
the prices of pork to the farmers to the extent of 85 per
barrel. Why did not the hon. gentleman take the previons
year, 1877, and he would find that pork was $24 as against
$21, in 1881. Why, if the hon. gentleman was going to
make a comparison, ho must prove that pork was never
higher than $21 per barrel before the National Policy was
introd uced ; an'd if pork was dearer before we ever hoard of
that policy, what bad the policy to do with advancing the

rice? Pork raised in Canada is considered in Europe to
uo a superior article; it is fed botter than that produced in
warmer climates. The Canadian pork is supposed to be
grain fed, and is worth more for exportation than for home
consumption. If so, and we know we have a large exporta-
tion of pork, and it is more profitable to ship it to the
European market and buy Chicago pork, what bas the
National Policy to do with the price obtained by
our farmers? Nothing whatever. We do not use Canadian
fed pork in the lumber woods. I have had considerable ex-
periencein thelumber business, and a barrelofCanadian pork
never passed through my establishment; it all comes from
Chicago and we pay the duty on it. We find American pork
more profitable, it is salted longer, and goes further in the
work of the woods than pork produced in Canada; bosides,
Canadian pork is dearer and we use that which is cheaper.
The hon. gentleman also referred to flour, oats and other
grains. He quotes flour at $6.25 per barrel during the pre-
sent year, against $5.50 in 1878; but if the hon. member
will look back to the year 1876, it will be found that flour
was $8 per barrel, and yet we had no National Policy. But
the hon.gentleman will say that when flour was $8 per barrel
in' 1876-I am not positive of the exact year-we had no
four to sell; but this year we have, thanks to the National
Policy. Not one word is said about blessings received from
Heaven, no credit is given to God, but it is all given to the
National Policy and the hon. gentlemen opposite. Corn
enters largely into the production of lumber. The hon. gen-
tleman did not tell the louse that corn meal, which is so
much used, is worth 83.50 to $3.75 against $2.20 last year.
Il that due to the National Policy also ? The
Consaumers have at all events to pay the 40 cents
per barrel which the hon. gentlemen opposite have
lmposed, The hon. gentleman went on to deal
with the question of wages, and detailed the rates in 1878
and 1881. But what bas the National Policy to dowith it? I would askthe hon. member what induced him
topay the additional wages last year ? If ho had not given
bemu would the mon have found employment in our factories

or lu industries springing up through the National Poliey,or hould they not have gone to Michigan and obtained there
th higher rate of wages ? But the National Policy must
renedy everything, according to bon. gentlemen's opinion.I feel sorry to occupy the time of the House in dealingpith these trivial matters; but if hon. gentlemen
Put forward these arguments we are compelled to answer
her. The hon. gentleman talksof giving from $12 to 820

Per month higher wages to eertain men. Lumbermen fromawaygan came into my mill-yard at Miramichi and took
oy tamsters, paying them 835 per month, and advancingPolcy pay their exponses to Michigan. Did the National

advance iOp me to raise my rate of wages ? No, but the
demand for e price of lumber in the United States, and the!

men, compellOd me to the increase wages in!
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order to compote. And the same cause also compelled my
hon. friend to advance, but he now wishes to give the
National Policy the credit. While referring to tho question of
wages, 1 had botter deal with the whole question. The
hon. the Finance Minister on page 12 of bis Budget Speech,
-and I am going to be very explicit in regard to these
references-referred to wages. Ie said:

sThe wages in 135 of the factories out of the 460 remained the same
as in 1878. Il

The hon. gentleman told the House there were 135 factories
employing a large number of mon, probably hundreds of
men each, at all events, thousands in th i aggregate, which
had not been paid any increased wages since 1878,
although the National Policy has been in force four years.
If those 135 factories are paying to-day the same rate of
wages as years ago, before we had a National Policy, and
when we were told the country was in so depressed a con-
di:ion that it was nocessary to do something desperate to
save it, one of two things is evident: either the country was
not in the state in which it was represented to be by hon.
gentlemen .opposite, or, if it was, these manufacturers must
have been out of their senses when they paid these rates of
wages. Take the other factories in the country. The hon.
the Finance Minister tells us the people employed in them
are gotting an increase of from 5 to 35 per cent.
What a paltry increase of 5 per cent.? In the
old times to which the hon. the Minister so often
alludes, when people were starving, 5 cents might have
been of some consequence, but in these days when
the wave of prosperity is spreading over the whole world,
not only over Canada, but over the United States and
Europe as well, such an advanco is not what we are entitled
to, and we claim the 'people are not getting the full
benefit of that prosperity. Take the rate of wages paid in
New Brunswick In New Brunswick, during all these bad
years, and certainly they wero bad years and wages were
low, owing to the depression that existed ail over the world,
the people did not starve, as our friends opposite would
like to represent. Wages were never as low there as
in Ontario or Quebec, nor did the people suffer to the same
extent, for they always had employment. Now we
find that those engaged in the lumber trade, the principal
trade of New Brunswick, are getting an advance of wages
from 25 to 100 per cent. over what they got in 1878, they
are, however, but little better off, because their increase of
wages is not in proportion to what they have to buy.
Hon. gentlemen say that farm proluce has ad-
vanced in price. It has, but not on account of
the National Policy. The advance is due to short
crops in Europe. Our laborers have therefore to pay
more for provisions, and when they come to buy clothes
for.themselves and families, they feel the weight of the
Tariff. When from 25 cents to 50 cents out of every dollar
bas to be paid into the Exchequer, it l3 no wonder the
people continue to be poor. The policy of the Government
has the effect of making the poor poorer and the rich richer,
to such an extent that the latter despise the country they live
in. We find, as an effect of this policy, that some of those
men over whom so much wailing was made in 1873-74, are
to day buying palaces in Europe, whero they can revel in
their wealth. Is this state of things to be tolerated ? This
is where the money goes instead of into the pockets of the
people for whom this policy was supposed to be made. Are
the people in these 135 factories not to get an increase of
wages, and is this money to be wrung from them and put to
purposes for which it was never intended. When this policy
was being discussed last year, the hon. Finance Minister
made a very gratifying statement to this House- one cor-
tainly for which I was not prepared to grant that impor-
tance which he did, but which appeared to give him great
pleasure. The hou. Minister told us that, for the first time
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in the history of Canada, our exports exceeded our imports 73 per cent. of the exports of his own Province are to bear
to the gratifying amount of $1,42 1,000. That was held up sueh burdens-and what for ? To sustain the factories -to us as one of the first apparent fruits of the National Ontari> and western Quebec. Why should we be thus
Policy. We were led to suppose that unless our exports oppressed? I heard the hon. gentleman himself eall the
exceeded our imports this country could not be prosperous, lumber trado a waning industry. If it is waning, o much
and to believe that in future, the hon. Finance Minister, in the more reason why it should be assisted. The hon. gen.
bringing down his budgets, would be able to congratulate teman contended that under his policy good would be douethe country on annual similar resuits, This year the to ail the working classes ; to every person in the DoMin.
hon. gentleman was silent on this matter; and as . ho ion, including the toilers of New Brunswick. He spoke that
did not choose to enlighten us 1 examined the returas way in New Brunswick, but did not pretend to have such
and find that our imports exceeded our exports by over anxiety about the interests of Ontario and other Pro.
$7,040,000. Now, if the theory of the hon. Finance Minister vinces. His speech did not smell so strongly of the manu.
be correct-that unless our exports exceed our imports we facturing interests of the western portions of the Dominion.
are not prosperous, where must we be going to now? Are His points were all made for the benefit of New Brunswick,
we again on the road to ruin ? And must the bon. gentle- whose interests were to be greatly assisted by his policy.
man put on the brakes again, and give us another National We now want some of those benefits that he promised us.
Policy ? I am net, however, so alarmed as the hon. gentle. We maintain we have got none of them so far, though
man was onk this point, for I find that other countries largely injured by that policy. I was a little struck, I
that have prospered, and continue to prosper, import more will not say amused, on reading an article in an Ottawa
than they export. The time will come when Canada's paper a day or two ago, on the subject Of a meeting held in
exports will exceed ber imports, and that will be when she London in reference to an International Fishery Exhibition
will begin paying off ber liabilities. While our imports have which is contemplated, and at which Sir A. T. Galt informed
increased so rapidly last year, the Mother Country, which, the Prince of Wales and others in England that Canada at
according to hon. gentlemen opposite, will go to ruin unless present was too apt to take its direction of thought from the
she adopts our policy, exhibits a return just the reverse. people of England, and that Canadais following, at a dis.
Great Britain imported last year $80,000,000 worth of goods tance, English public opinion. We taking direction of
less than the previous year, while we are on the opposite thought and following at a distance English public opinion.
track, our imports increased $19,000,000. A good deal Well, I think we are following it at a very long distance-
was said by hon. gentlemen opposite last year about England at all the distance between Free Trade and Protection-and
adopting a policy of Protection. I have no fear on that that is as great adistance as you can get. between any two
point. The advocates of that policy found the word "Pro- points. He also remarked that in England's commerce is
tection " was obnoxious to British ears, and used instead the found the secret of ber greatness. I maintain ho was quite
termI "Fair trade." What do we hear of fair trade right there, and so in our commerce lay the greatness of
to-day ? The cry is silenced, and while I maintain that Canada grevious to this tariff. And in that commerce I
it never had any bold on any considerable portion on expect to see our future greatness, for I expect again to
the people of England, I hold that such a movement see the day when the wooden ships of Canada will take
hardly exists at present. England does not want any fairer their place on the ocean in an extended trade. I see no
trade than she has got, or any protective policy. Her reason why they should not. There are no better ships
exports increased last year and ber imports decreased under employed in long ocean voyages, and noue in greater favor
her policy of Free Trade. We find England prospering for certain purposes, and the time will come when our
bevond anything that we in Canada are enjoying, we may friends on this side of the House wili take their seats on the
ask whyshe is prospering so mauch ? Itis well for us to look other side, and we shall see how mach they can do, both for
into the facts, in discussing this subject of national prosper- the shipping and lumbering interests. Some persons, dis-
ity, and learn the reason why any nation prospers. A large cussing this subject, suppose that the lumber interest needs
portion of the prosperity of England to-day is derived from no protection-that we have got the markets in our own
her ship-yards and carrying trade. Not more than three hands-that Europe must have our lumber, and at
years ago I saw the doek of England filled with steam our own prices. I find from the official returns
tonnago unemployed, and was informed bypersons generally authentic information which any bon. gentleman niay
well informed on such subjects, by cautious, shrewd business examine, fron statistics printed by order of the British
men, that there was more steam tonnage in the country Parliament, that Great Britain consumed during the last
than the world could employ, and that England had so year, in round numbers, $70,000,000 worth of lumber.
largely overbuilt that they feared the consequences would Where did she get that lumber ? Of the imports into Great
be serious. What do we find to-day ? We see trad-e so Britain, Canada produced something less than $19,000,000
increased and flourishing that every one of those vessels is worth, or only 27 per cent. of the imports. Now, when we
not only employed, but profitably employed, and the ship- consider the value of some of our woods, our pine, oak, and
yards of England are full to their utmost capacity, other woods exported, we can see what a very smali pro-
with orders sufficient to keep themr employed for portion of the shipping employied in the woodcarryîmg
the next two years. What a contrast with the trade of England is engaged in the carry-ing trade from
condition of Canada 1 While English shipbuilders bave Canada. . While England is only getting 27 per cent. of her
orders ahead for two years, the ship-yards of Canada are lumber from Canada, whence is she getting the rest?
silent. We maintain that our friends on the Government side From Norway, Sweden and the north of Russia sbe obtained
have neglected this trade--that they have not built it up or at- $38,690,000 worth, or 55 per cent. of her imports. Is Eng-
tempted to do so. The hon. Finance Minister representing land then dependent upon us ? We have very little of ber
a maritime city, who should take an interest in everything trade, and still less of the continental trade and littlTeor
pertaining to that port, las not only not done anything to none of the African, Australian and other business. Te
foster this industry, but has done all in his power to injure trade of Norway and Sweden in lmber extends oven
it. We find him telling us that he cannot do anything South Ameriea. When the whole is corùputed-I have e
to assist this or the lumber trade, the latter a business the the figures on that point-I think you will find that,of
export of which amount to 73 per cent. of the total exports the lumber trade of Europe, our contribution does
of his native Province; yet he las repressed that industry embrace 10 per cent. of the whole. I think it the
by putting a tax on materials that go into the production of be said that, as to the pine of Quebec and Ontariohe
lumber, and las done nothing to assist it. Io it possible that dealers have the price, to a lrge 8ztente n"
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own hand s by means of a limited production, in this way they
may, to some extent, control the markets of Europe.
But, Sir, when you come to the description of lumber, such
as spruce and coarse woods, shipped from the Maritime
provinces, we have no control whatever. A large quantity
of such wood comes from the north of Europe, and we have
to take such prices as we can get in competition with them.
They have every advantage over us. We have the Atlantic
ocean between us and our market, and have to pay from 60
to 70 shillings per standard freight, whereas they send
thoirs in for from 10 to 30 shillings, so there is at once
trom £2 to £3 against us in the freight alone. In
dwelling upon the National Policy, I am not pre-1
pared to say that there is no section of this country
receivi:ig beuefit from it; but if there are sections they
ree very small ones, and they are not in the Maritime
Provinces. What we claim is, that the whole country
should not be compelled to suffer to such an extent for the
benefit of such a small por tion. If you are going to give back
tc every man just what you take from him, what benefit
does he receive in the operation ? If you are going to
protect certain industries at the expense of the whole popu-
lation, you make one section of the people support another
section. It is just another system of pauperism. It is not
ercouraging people to rely upon their own resources, but you
teach them to believe that all they have to do in time of
adversity is to lean upon the Government. Now, I find that
the hon the Minister of Finance sometimes makes extra-
ordinary arguments. In looking over his speech, on the
third page of the ilansard, I find be tells us what would be
our position under certain circamstances. He says :

" If the Mackenzie Government, during their term of office, had
c ilec cd $5,491,00), or more thmn th-y did collect, it would have
ânounted to $1.38 per head But the Mackenzie Government did not
collect that amount, and the people have got the money." ,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is where the trouble
was.

Mr. SNOWBALL. Exactly, they have got the money
and the hon. the Finance Minister does not want them to
have it. le wants to wring money from the people,
whether they like it or not. Good times or bad times, the
hon. the Minister of Finance seems determined to have the
mo ley, and thepeople have to suffer. The hon. gentleinan
Wt only tells us that, if the Mackenzie Government had done ,
efitamn things, how miuch extra they would have taxed the
people, but he also tells us that if he, the hon. Finance
ýIimister had not collected a surplus of $2,589,000, the
peOple would not have paid 65 cents per head wbich
tàey did however pay. He puts the two together,
wnat they paid under him and what they did not pay
under the Mackenzie Administration, and he makes
it equal to $2.03 per head. Of course, if the Mackenzie
bovernment had collected it, the people would have paid it,
bet that Government was too considerate to burden the

pople at that time; but the hon. the Minister of Finance
was not se considerate, for he ocollected $2,500,000, whichias nt required, and the people had to pay it. But this

jumt intaccordance with the ton. Minister's usual mode of
arguher I will trouble the House while I read a fewhirther remarks of the hon. the Minister-of Finance. I find

Ofeage9 Of the Hansard report of his speech, he says:
e desire to say a few words with reference to the predictions thatere acde on theopposite Bide of the Honse when this policy was

have failed, and utterly aIleD mory serves me, that every one of them

have faild thatis pretty good; we will see now how they
e •ed e goes on to say:

iWhat were the staternents that were made when this policy wasiutroducej?Oefh
te trade bet,,e othem was, that it was calculated to interfere wit
Porea W Oethat Doainion of Oanafla and Grat Britainthat theof ' e a was in the iuîerest of the United States rather than

"Time solves many questions, and it has solved that. I have in my
hand a statement-I have selected the year 1877 because the imports for
consumption are nearer in that year to that of 1881 than that of any
other year I could find under the old Tariff-from which I find that the
gross imports for consumption in 1876-77 were $97,300,483."

Well, Sir,.on this side of the House, we say just the same
thing still, that our predictions have not utterly failed, and
I will go on to show, by-and-bye, how they have not failed.
Then the hon. gentleman goes on with apparent tbough not
real honesty to take the amount of grain that was exported
from this sum, because hon. gentlemen on this side of the
flouse objected to its being included, he deducts that, and
then goes on to tell us that the imports from the United
States during the year 1877 were 51 per cent, of the total
imports, while the imports from England were only 43 per
cent. Then furtber on he proceeds to show the superiority
of their policy, what it had done for the country,
that the imports from Great Britain in the past year
were 48 per cent. while the imports from the United States
were only 40 per cent. Now, there was a decrease under
his policy in imports from the United States of 11 per cent.
while the imports from England bad mereased 5 per cent.
Now, what is the actual state of affairs? The hon. gentle-
man, with, as I say, apparent honesty, has taken out the
grain that was exported, but he has included the quartity
that was consumed in this country. Certainly we imported
at that time large quanties of grain from the United States.
Ilow the markets of the country were then I am not
prepared to say, but no doubt much of what we imported
went into the Lower Provinces. Does that argument
show anything at ail as to whether this National Policy is
working t r or against tho lUuited States, or foi' or against
Enland ? 1 maintain it does not. Where do tho Americans
buy their own supply? Lookingat the Trade and Navigation
Returns published under the authority of the Parliament of
Great Britain, I find that the Unilerd Stateswere compelled
during the last year to inport goods for their own use, mach
in excess of fermer years. I believe that the prosperity of
that cduntry bas been great, and no doubt hon. gentlemen
will claim that that prosperity has been caused by the
National Policy in Canada. No doubt the hon. Ministerof
Finance must take credit for it, because if there be pros-
perity anywhere it mrust be his doings. I procured the
Board of Trade Returns for Great Britain for 1880, but un-
fortunately 1 was not able to procure the annual returrns for
1881, except monthly issues, and I have not had time to
recapitulate them. I find in those returns that the exports
from Great Britain for January of this year were $12,500,000
more than they were in the corresponding month of last
year, but I am unable to say what portion of this went to
the United States. The people of the United States have
so large a consuming capacity that they have to import
goods from other countries. We also find that the corn
crop in the United States being an utter failure last year,
they have not been able to supply us with corn for feeding
purposes in this country, and consequently our imports from
them have not been so great, and the National Policy again
gets credit. In 1877, the very year the hon. gentleman
takes for his comparison with the year 1881, the United
States imported from England $81,884,000 worth of manu-
factured goods. In 1880 she imported $154,000,000, or
nearly double. If the United States bas to import goods for
herself, how is she te sell them to us ? Are the people of
this country so lost to their own interests that they go to
the United States to buy goods which they themselves
import, instead of going to Europe, where we send our
exports, and bringing back the goods we want in return ?
Is it not a natural thing that we should buy in
the cheapest market and sell in the dearest ? If the.hon.
gentleman had been honest he would have told us that the
cheapest market for us at the present time was Europe, a
fact whieh our merchants themselves knew, for they
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went there and bought their goods ; and consequently charge any additional price, while you find that in(
our imports fell off from the United States becaue Scotia, no sooner was the trade open than an advance of
they had not the goods to sell us, but had to supply cents per ton at once took place, followed this year with
themselves from the markets of Great Britain. He goes furtber advance of 25 cents. We were told at the time this
on to say that one objection raised to the Tarif on this policy was being introduced, that ail that Nova Scotia Wanted
side of the House was that it would increase the taxation was an increased market-and that she did not want an extra
to certain of the smaller Provinces, and he asserted that price. They wanted a larger field; they got it, and they
we paid 141 cents per head more than was collected from no sooner got it than they advanccd the price Of ter coal
the people of Ontario and Quebec in the five years of the 10 cents a ton. When I was in England, I reccived a
Mackenzie Administration-a small proportion certainly- circular issued by coal owners of Nova Scotiastatin,
while for the last two years we have paid less. He says, that there would be a further advance of 25 cents fror
further, that the Tarif lias had a beneficial effect on the the lst of January last, and there was a note at the
smaller Provinces, especially Prince Edward Island. It will bottom from a friend, saying: IYou had botter buy Tour
be found, he says, that if any person, or locality, or section coal in Europe." These gentlemen do not want the trade;
had to complain, it is not the smaller Provinces that were what they wart is a big profit. If the duty was fot on, they
arraigned here, and on behalf of whom the sym- would have to exert themseives in their business as other
pathies of the flouse were invoked, for the practical folks must do; but instead of incrcasing their production,
effect had been a reduction rather than an increase of their whidh the hon. nember for Pictou tols us they are fot
taxation. I find on page 11 of the Trade and Navigation doing to the extent to whidh they should, they are advancing
Returns, the relative bearing of the Customs Tariff on the the price to the consumer. They have not only the advau.
different Provinces of the Dominion, and the following are tage of the duty, but tbey have special advantages in the
the results-: The percentage of duty on total imports includ- way of freight from the Intercoloniat Raiiway, and stili they
ing free goods for the Province of Quebec, in 1881, was 15-79; ;queeze the miners in their employ. t is an outrage,and
Ontario, 18-27; Prince Edward Island, the Province that the Minister of Finance slouid warn these people at onre
the hon. gentleman referred to, 26·58 ; Nova Scotia, 18-35; that thc coal owners are getting larger markets, an advance
New Brunswick, 21-25; Manitoba, 22·60; British Columbia, in price, and that thcy are entitied te a portion of the
24-08. Prince Edward Island stands highest of all. While profits. In crossing the Atlantic just six ycars ago in com.
the hon. Minister asserted us she paid least, the Trade and pany with the Ion. member for Pictou, a converýation
Navigation returns show that all the smaller provinces pay arose at table in reference to coals, in consequence of the
in excess of the larger ones. The on. Minister also referred steamer making poor time. We wore told that thc cause of
at some length to the coal tax. We were informed that thc delay was bad ceai, and that it took about one dis
there were 400,000 tons more coal raised in the Dominion longer te make a voyage from America to Europe wivn
last year than in the previons year, which, the hon. gentle- Pictou coals were used than it did when using
man claimed effected a certain amount of benefit. If we coais. The hon. member for Pictou naturally bccame
deduct the amount raised in British Columbia, this sum will a little irritated because these coals were not appreciated.
stand at something like 350,000 tons. I may aliso refer to There are good coals in Nova Scotia, but 1 ar sorry to saY
the remarks of the hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Doull) there are not many in the Pictou mines. In the course of
while on this subject. Among the many statements he made this conversation, some person asked thc hon. gentleman
was one to the effect that the coal owners of the world were why le did not go to Parliament and raise lis voice in favor
in the habit of forming rings for the purpose of forcing the of getting an import duty. He said: ,I ar going to
people to buy at their own prices, and he said that when the Parliament at the ncxt election, and I wili raise MY voiCe
rings broke the consumers got the benefit. Well, Mr. to have a duty imposed." Then I was asked what I
Speaker, it is well for us to know that under this policy we would do, and 1 said:I will go to Parliament too, and Vote
are liable to be preyed upon by the formation of these rings against him." And truc enough, after tIclection, MY
to which he refers. The bon. gentleman also told us that bon. friend was bere voting for a duty on ceai, and 1 was
the coal owners of Nova Scotia did not raise enough coal ; bere trying te cancel lis vote, sbowing that much said iu
that they did not exert themselves. This is exactly what jest may provc true. Notwithstanding the beavy duty, W,
we say is the effect of this Tariff : that it teaches the flnd that in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick the imports
people to lean on the Governmënt instead of exerting, of ceai are steadily incrcasing year by year, and the
themselves. The Ion. gentleman asserted that the export! consumers lave te pay the duty; 80 tîat I maintain that
of coal to the West Indies had been increased, but I would the ceai duty affects thc people of the Maritime ProviCe8
like him to explain what the National Policy has to do injurieusiy as well as tIc people of Ontario.
with that fact. Certainly there must be plenty of room M
there yet for extension, as only 15,000 tons went there last rDo lL. ili ? cHon. enteman a e e
year. He said, also, that they could have sold more coal,
but that it took them a great deal of their time to supply thequaiityt our Nova Scotia ceai.I eau inform i and th
home market. This is all very well, but I say luse that a test wiii prove that the quaiity cf our coal is
that these facts-especially as it is claimed that they could equai te ttc quality of any ceai in the United States With
send their coal as far up the St. Lawrence as Montreal at the exception cf one.
least, and had plenty of freights in the early part of the Mr. SNOWBALL. I am very happy te aiIOW tI
season-only proves that the people of Nova Scotia gentleman te say anything li can on behaîf cf Nov i
like the people of every other part of the world, wish toceai; but I know yeau aiways get a very good analySis
lean on the Government for support. They want to get a for ceai as weil as for ether thiDgs. There is one i1
clear profit of 50 cents per ton, and they would sooner raise Pictou which produces fair ceai.
1,000,000 tons with a profit of 50 cents per ton than Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I may state that tce
5000,000 with a profit of 10 cents per ton. Lot us look at Gevernment made comparative tests cf Nova Scetia
the exports of coal from England, as shown in the parlia- n , and they reported te a large
mentary returns. The exports of coal from Great .Britain drimeta li
increased last year, although the price did not increase one
cent-in fact, was rather lower than before. In other lbs. of American ceai is equal t 0 f
words, unprotected England exported millions of tons more coni.
coal last year than the year before, and yet she did not Mr. MACKENZIE. Wlen was this report made?

M.r. SNOWBÂLL.
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gr. KIRKPATRICK. Last autumn. benefit. The poor people have been called on to pay $44,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hon. duty on cornmeal alone to maintain the coal monopoly in
gStleman will state the descriptions of coal. Nova Scotia. I find that, although the Intercolonial Rail-

get e fway passes right through the whole of that Province in one
Mr. KIKPATRICK. Coal for steam purposes. direction, the people paid $9,000 duty on flour, $15,000 on
Mr. SNOWBALL. J do not dispute what the hon. Indian corn; that Nova Scotia paid on Indian corn, flour

gentleman states; I have not made reference to United and wheat, last year, $73,375 into the Treasury to maintain
States coal ; but I have no doubt that, if the gentleman this monopoly. Are 350,000 additional tons of coal worth
who made this analysis wished, ho might have found $73,000 to the people of that Province ? They are paying
American coal that wonld go as far and probably much a still further additional charge on flour because it enables
further ahead of Nova Scotia coal. He seems not to the Intercolonial and other railways to charge additional
know anything about Nova Scotia coal, because there are freight to the people consuming it. On buying flour last
mines in Pictou so close together that in one you can fall-and this is a circumstance that happened to myself-
hear the click of the hammer in the other, and yet there is I complained to the parties in Toronto that the freight
no comparison between the quality of the coal in the two charged was excessive, and I asked for an explanation.
mines. I know it is not safe to send a tug to sea with a They wrote that they would deliver flour in Liverpool,
heavy ship, when supplied with many qualities of Pictou England, 10 cents lower than at Miramichi. Does the hon.
coal. I tell that to the hon. member for Pictou, and he gentleman mean to tell us that I was not paying a charge

knows it perfectly well. on that flour equal to more than the duty of 50 cents per
Mr. DOULL. I do not ; it is not correct. barrel when I was paying 10 cents per barrel more than it

Mr. SNOWBALL. That .was the case as regards. the could be delivered in Liverpool ? The people of the West

steamer in which he and 1 went to sea.t I am quite willing wben they have a surplus must sell their four in Europe;
to stand Up for the cosil produced in that Province, if I can they have to compete witb the American flour in the market
do so; but it is no use trying to force it on the public, and must accept current prices. But, the railway companies
because consumers ascertain very soon whether it is suitable know there is no other means to get flour to certain por-
for their purpose or not. We know, both as regards steam tions of the Lower Provinces except by railway, and they
vessels and dwelling-houses, what is requisite is a coal of place the freight so as to put 50 cents in their coffers from
which the smallest quantity will produce the largest the pockets of of the consumers, and the farmers derive no
amount of heat. That is not found in the section of Nova bonefit, but the country suffers. This is the effect of mono-
Scotia which the hon. gentleman represents. Spring-hill polies on trade. The country is sufforing, but this is not
coal will produce the heat, and it is a splendid coal for steam half what the people of Nova Scotia pay indirectly. The
purposes, but it is very expensive; it goes off like a flash section of the country that comes within the railway
aiid vou have not to keep taking ashes out, as with Pictou system, pay a tax of $75,000 additional in freights and
coal, you have to keep putting coal on. I know pieces of extra charges on bread-stuifs alone, making with the duty
coal can be found that will show an excellent analysis; but before referred to about $150,000-to mnaintain what? To
whenyou come down to actual consumption it will be found maintain a duty of 50 cents a ton on coul to enable them to
that of the tug-boats owned in New Brunswick, as well as raise 350,000tons extra. If there is anything in the pro-
in other parts of Canada, not many of them use Pictou tective system, it is the people that have a right to protec-
coal. tion against these charges. I am not fighting against the

coal duties so strongly as against the whole principle ofMr. DOULL. I ask again permission to make an explan- the system. The principle is one by which the whole
ation. On the contrary, Pictou coal is preferable for steam country is made to suffer. The next subject dealt with bypurposes to the coal he mentions• the bon. the Finance Minister was that of sugar. I do not

Mr. SNOWBALL. We do not build tug-boats with capa- intend to make any special reference to sugar, as it has
city to carry a coal mine, but we construct them to carry a been fully exposed already by the hon. member from St.
small armount of coal to do a certain amont of work. If John (Mr. Burpee), but I find that the hon. the Finance
th e Government compel us to pay taxes, we have to pay Minister, in regard to sugar duties, said:
t em, and we have to use imported coal, and the charge has "Stili, I admit that, as regards refined and granulated sugar, there
ti e paid by the people i employing the tugs. What is was the difference of 25 cents. I have a carefully prepared returu

is coal duty worth to the people of Nova Scotia ? Hon. showing the values during two periods in each year in New York and
gentlemen'opposite tell us that the coal owners raised 350,000 Montreat, deducting the drawback and üdding 30 cents per cwt. as the
tons mo c a . expense of importation, because the calculation made up shows 50 cents
os mor'ecoalast year than n uthe previous year. They per cwt. profit on transactions between the New York refiner and theWould have raised that quantity underany circumstance. The Canadian consumers; giving the consumers the benefit of that, there

consumption of the country has more than increased in that was 7 cents less charged to the people of Canada on that line of sugars
proportion. With the ordinary prosperity of the country than if it had been imported from New York, under the old Tarif."
that quantity would be required. The number of tug-boats That was to say, that the people of Canada were paying 7on our rivers is increasing very rapidly, and, as cents per 100hlbs. less for sugar than they did under the

ur ber gets exhausted, and business becomes late Tariff. What do I find ? 1 find in examining thoseMore scattered, it is necessary to bring the different returns (because in the few remarks I am about to make,
Points together, and this can only be done by I am going to bring the hon. Minister of Finance and the
steam POwer which requires coal. Our railways and hon. Minister of Customs into direct antagonism) that
i th boats are constantly requiring more coal. The people the hon. Minister of Finance made a Budget Speech,in their households also consume more coal, and the natural and the other Minister made a report for thewcrease would have been more than 850,000 tons, provided benefit of the country. As the bon. gentleman's report
cwe hdno coal tax, and the people would, have got. their has a blue cover, I admit I put more confidence in it thancol eheaper. What are the people of Nova Scotia I do in the Budget Speech of the Finance Minister. OfPaying for that tax ? I take up the Trade and Navi- sugars above 14 Dutch standard there were, the Ministergationleturns and find that they paid $44,000 duty on of Customs informs us, 70,000,000 lbs. imported into Canada
duty pa What for? Was it not in compensation for the last year which paid an aggregate duty of 61,459,000.
duty ?lced on coal ? Who has gained any benefit from the J find the first item in these sugar returns ls 15,858,000
wage Thee mmer of Pictou are not receiving any higher lbs., costing $756,186 or $4.76 per 100 lbs., and paying duty

8Sad therefore the oal-owner must be getting the 6423,265 or $2.66 per 100 ibs. Yet the hon. Minister of
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Finance contends that the consumers obtained their sugar
cheaper than if that duty had been removed. How does
the hon. gentleman reconcile the two statements? He tells
us that by the imposition of that tax, we get the staple 7
cents per 100 lbs. cheaper. Will this statement bear
investigation at all? If our manufacturers could manufac-
ture the sugar and sellit cheaper than if imported, wby did
they not do so? Do the importers not understand their
trade, and did the consumers not know what they were
doing when we find that over 'half the sugar consumed in
this Dominion last year was refined for use when imported
and paid a duty of over 2 cents per lb? Tbe hon. Minister
said :

"I trust I may be able to use as strong language, or language very
similar to that employed by my hon. friend from South Brant, that the
result of the increase of the Tariff had not been to increase the cost of
the article to the consumer."

He says he took up, in the flirst place, cotton goods. In that
reference he alo said :

"It was not from any ill-feeling towards our neighbors that this Tariff
was established; but we were gratified when we found that the policy
we had infroduced to give additional industry to our own people, would
strike against the industrial interests of the United States, rather than
against those of Great Britain "

According to the Trade and Navigation Returns, page 62, I
find there were imported last year of unbleached cottonssheet-
ings, drills and ducks, goods not printei or stained, 8,895,733
yards, on which an import duty of 301 per cent. was im-
posed on that portion coming from Great Britain. I have
made up the percentage, and the figures are there to verify
it. We find that on the same class of goods imported from
the United States, there was only 25 per cent. duty col-
lected. Does this not discriminate against the trade of
Great Britain in favor of trade with the United States?
In roforence to these goods, the hon. gentleman said, page
13 of his Budget Speech

" I stated last Session with reference to the grey and white
cottons and brown sheetings that they were àelling at Io per cent less
than the price at which they would sell under the Tariff of 1878."

But that Tariff was 17 - per cent., and under the present one
the duty paid amounted to 30¼ per cent. How can he
maintain that goods are sold less under a 30f per cent.
Tariff than they would be under a 17½ per cent. Tariff ? The
additional duty cannot have the effect of naking the priee.
cheaper. Two men are in trade, one sells Canadian wlhile
the other sells inported goods. The one sells to people to
whom the cost is not so much an object provided they can
get what suits them; the other sells to the working class to
whom the price is a serious matter. The one sells Cana-
dian manufactured goods and the other imported goods at
301 per cent. duty. Will the hon. member tell us that the
people do not pay this duty ? If the people who bouglit these
9,000,000 yards of cotton in Europe and paid this beavy duty
on them, thought they could buy them cheaper here, does
any one suppose they would have imported them and
paid this duty ? The people that use those goods
pay the duty, and the people that use the goods manufac-
tured in Ca.iada pay a similar percentage on every yara
they consume. The hon. Minister, speaking of knitting
cottons, referred to Mr. Parks, a very estimable manufacturer
of the city of St. John, who, he said, sells a certain class at
396 cents against 40 cents per pound, the price in the
United States market. If those goods sold for 40 cents in
the United States market, how does the hon. member
explain the fact that $8,073 duty was paid on the saine class
of goods imported into this country. Were the people mad
in importing those goods from the United States when they
could buy them in the factories here 30 per cent. cheaper ?
The hon. gentleman may console himself by' smiling over any
of these statements, but they are a little too glaring for the
people of the country, who intend to get correct infor-ma-,
tion on this subject, and are getting it very rapidl. This i
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Blue-Book is very valuable ; it is issued by the Departnenlt
of the Minister of Customs, and should have great Weight
with the people. The hon. gentleman claimed that his
Tariff did not discriminate against the people of Great

r Britain, hold a large amount of the cheaper goods.-those
- almost entirely used by our laboring classes, are brought in

from that country. There were nearly 10,000,000 yards of
denims, bed-ticks and drills imported last year, that portion
from Great Britain, on which we find 33 per cent. duty paid,
and on those imported from the United States we find paid
but 29 per cent., showing a discriminative duty against
Great Britain of 4 per cent. These taxes the people paid
against the 17ý per cent. duty of the late Administration.
Yet the hon, gentleman will tell us that Our peopIe paid
no extra taxes. With such official statements as these
before us, where is the use of the hon. the Finance Minister
making such statements as we now see published in his
Budget Speech ? The next item he dealt with was woollen
goods. Ie said:

"Now, I have taken some pains to write to different parties who could
furnish me with reliable information with reference to the price of cotton
goods, and especially of woollen gooda; and a gentleman sent to me, at
the request of a friend, a letter, of which he authorized me to make anyuse I thought proper. I stated to the gentleman, to whom I wrote
among others, that I wished reliable data-data that could not be upset
by any statements of fact that could be produced in the House-becanse
we wanted nothing but the facts, and if the manufacturers were getting
large profits, it was just as well that we should know it, and deal with
the facts as we found them.."

The hon, gentleman gives the name of the firm from which
he got his information, Messrs. Cantlie, Ewan & Co., Mon-
treal, men of first-class standing, no doubt. He says:

iThis letter I received from Cantlie, Ewan & Co., of Montreal, who,
I believe, have been for years engaged in selling woollen goods. It has
reference to the comparative cost of certain descriptions of woolleu
goods made in Canada, compared with the prices of the same gouds
previous to the change in the Tariff. It is as follows:-

"l'ist. Etoffes, tweeds and fabrics made from Canada wools and used
chiefly by farmers, laborers, shantymen and mechanies in country dis-
tricts are as lo w in price now as at any time during ten years previous
to 1878. This refers to regular sales.' "

The gentleman who wrote this letter shows himself shrew d
and cautions as a business man; he does not say what
is the effect of the duty. He does not explain that the
cheapness of woollens is largely due to the abundance of New
Zealand, Australian and other wools, nor that the elseses of
goods man afaetured from them are extremely low in England.
The hon. Finance Minister got this statement, but he did not
investigate it in order to arrive at the real facts of the case;
so as to lay correct information before the people of the
country as he should have done. No statement shoild come
from the hon. Finance Minister unless it can be fully borne
out by facts. If he may pleadi that bis own titme is fulty
occupied, but he has plenty of people in his Department to
investigate so that he should give us nothing but correct
information on such subjects. What do we find as regard'
those woollen goods ? I find that as regards casimersl, cloths,
tweeds and doeskins, there was imported last year intO the
Dominion, $3,403,000 worth on which the duty paid Was
$1,094,000. Why was this duty paid? The duty On this
class of goods, imported from Great Britain was 32 per cent.
but upon those imported from the United States, 26 per
cent. Was not that a discriminative duty against Great
Britain ? Under the old Tariff the duty would have been
but 17J per cent. flow can the hon. gentleman tellth
people that they are not paying any extra duty on those
good, and that they cost no more than under the Tactf
of 1878. Suen statements are not borne out by the facts-
The next subject the hon. gentleman dealt with was fln

and blankets, in regard to which the same censure apet
I find from this Blue-Book that the duty paid on blankeU
was over $81,000. Why did we import those blanketsif W'
could have bought: them cheaper manufactuiredn
country, and if thero was not a monopolf ensan%

500
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anufacturers excessive prices ? We paid 45 per cent. on of giving a conscientious and unbiassed expression with

these goods imported from Great Britain, and 32 on the regard to its beneficial deserts, or an approving sentence

portion from the United States, a discriminative duty of with regard to its morits. Ali true Canadians, patriotie to

13 er cent. against British products. The people have their country, seeing the beneficial results aecruing from
pai those large duties, and yet the hon. the Finance Mini- this poliey, willingly sound their exultation of praise with

ster states they did not pay them-there is no other way one heart and one voice, in support of its merited deserts,

of putting it than to admit squarely that lie and the Mini and with delight and in ail sincerity proclaim it to be life,
ster of Ousto!ns are at vàriance. We also find the same unending success and prosperity to our nation and

remark applies to a large amount of hats, respecting wbich people. This policy, I have no hesitation in stat-

lie has a letter from a very respectable manufacturer. We ing, should have been adopted by us long ere it was;
are told there was no extra duty paid on bats at all-that to have protected the mechanie, the farmer, the fisherman,
the people are getting them cheaper than before; yet we and al] other classes, and to have made us a successful rival

find large importations and large sums paid into the Trea- of our neighbors the Americans across the border, to whom

sury on those goods. I suppose the only inference is that it has been unquestionably a triumphant success. Vas

the people who pay for and wear those gooas know there any reason why the policy was not adopted earlier ?
nothing about their value, and buy them without Was it that the Governnent under the Mackenzie regime
any regard to price ; that they import such articles was not reminded ot this important policy? Let us take
just to gratify their whims. We know that the Tariff was a retrospective view of the position of things, as far back

supposed to protect certain manufactures, and we know it as 1876, and sec what was thon sug.gested. We find in the
is protecting 'them, and that the manufacturers arc not spring of that year when the hon. member for Centre
giving the people the benefit of cheaper products as they Huron, the then Finance Minister, moved the House into
shouîd. They are not paying the laboring classes the Committee of Supply, that our right hon. le-ader, then
wages that they ought to pay, and are not manufacturing and leader of the Ouposition, moved in amendment, substan-
selling as cheaply as we were promised. They have not yet tially:
increased productions equal to the demands of the country, "That the House do not go into Committee of Supply, but that there
because one-half the goods consumed are still imported. should be such a re-adjustnent of the Tariff which whilst not imposing
The hon. gentleman also spoke of tea, stating that the people any unnecessary burdens upon the people, would stimulate and protect,
would have a cheap breakfast table, and claiming that they the agricultural, commercial, manufacturing. and other industries of
are getting tea at 5 cents a pound less than under the late the country."
Tariff fle did not tell us the reason of this full in price. But the Government prefecrring still to cntinue the old
De did not tell us that India has entered largely into the policy of a revenue Tariff, which meant rolling up deficits
production of tea, and we know that tea was cheaper in instead of surpluses, voted the amendment down. What
Great Britain last year, not by 5 cents, but by 10 cents a did Henry Clay, one of the greatest statesmen America ever
pound, than the year previous. If the people of this eoautry produced, say of the effects of Protection on the national
are getting tea at 5 cents a pound cheaper than formerly. prosperity of the Republic ? Addressing the louse of
the hon. the Finance Minister is not entitled to our thanks, Representatives in 1824 he declared:
At present tea is wonderfully cheap, and I do not suppose
it will ever be as dear as it las been in the past. I contend "That never in the history of the American Republic bas there ever

that hon. gentlemen opposite are setting a bad example been such universal misery, want, financial and commercial ruin and

to the people of this country. As I said, they are teaching disaster as from 1817 to 1624 under seven years of Free Trade,"
the youth of Canada that instead ofrelying upon themselves And addressing the Senate in 1832 he said :
to rely upon the Government in time of trouble. The
p rncipisahbadovneIt nteahethetyouglen nTe "That never in the history of the American R-public has there everprinciple is a bad one. It teaclies the young mon not ¶enyaso ir nvra agaizet n apnsto do as their fathers did before them. These had to endure en years ofsneh umversai prospe-ity, aggran:z ment, and happines
many privations and hardships, and they made considera ble as trom 824 to 1831 under a hih prutucLive Tariff,"

of a country of Canada befor it fell into our hands, and if we And he added:
do as much for it in the future as they did in the past, weTtitere the
nay yet have a great country. But do not destroy the "That whilst the opponents ofProtection declared that it would be the

ruin of the provincial, commercial, and agricultural interests of theindependence of the youthi and teach themn te suppose that country, unbounded success wass the resait."
the Government can assist tbem in every time of financial
diiiculty, but teach them rather to rely upon their own strong A satisfactory proof of the beneficial workings of a protec-
armns for assistance, and then Canada will become great and tive policy is shown by the fact that at the close of the Civil
prosperous. War in the United States, which commenced in 161 and

Mr. KAULBACH. Mr. Speaker, I have listened with continued till May 1865, when gold was in the market at
Wrapt attention to the various, and in some cases extraordi- 280 per cent., and an immense war debt incurred, they were
114ry speeches, of the hon. members on the opposite side of able from the balance of trade in their favor under the
the louse, on the subject of the fiscal policy of this workings of this policy, to not only keep up the various

ominion, and I have yet to learn, through all their com- requirements of the country, but to pay off every year,
plainingutterances one word suggestive as an improve- very largely of their indebtedness; and at present to

Oent, course, I understand that they have no policy place their paper on the market at par with gold.to rebommend as an improvement to the one now adopted, To show the present satisfactory working of the systenm I
but being in Opposition they feel they must needs take an will instance the high protection they exacted on imported
tPPOsite course. The subject of the fiscal policy is a coalwhich was, and still is, 75 cents per ton, and how it
theme so replete with argumentative matter, in support of affected Canada under the late Government's one-sided Free
it8 Præci8ples, go comprehensive in ail its parts, so vital to Trade policy: it gave them a home market, and at the samethe growth, ndustry and prosperity of this vast and impor- time a 'Market in the whole of Upper Canada, and a largetant Dominion, that I feel none should sound a discordant 1 portion of the Lower Provinces - as a consequence,
bOte in relation to its wonder-working effects, and none do I locking up the coal industries of Nova Scotia,
posel indulge themselves in that way except those and compelling her coal mining companies to see
Peed of that arty bias, and party spirit, and such t.heir mines either closed or sold to pay lsses.

aontUleabî feoings of a party nature, as to be incapable 8ince 1878, when a duty of 50 and 60 cents per toii wa
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imposed on American coal coming into our markets, the
mines of Nova Scotia have been running fuit time, and
offering remunerative rates, supplying the Canadians
previously supplied by the United States. From the state-
ment by the hon. the Finance Minister a few days ago, I
fdn& the output of coal in Nova Scotia for the last four years
was as follows : 1878, 770,603 tons ; 1879, 778,271 tons;
1880, 1,032,710 tons; 1881, 1,116.248 tons, sbewing an
immense increase in 1881 over 1878. The protection on
Canadian coal, shutting out the A merican article, and giving
a market for our own, nt only contributes to the revenue
of the Dominion, but also to that of the Province of Nova
Scotia, from the royalty paid in on the increased output;
promising the coming season to be three times as much as
it was in 1878, or about $150,000, which will largelysupple-
ment her road and bridge service, so greatly needed in the
Province. The high protective Ta-riff exacted on coal by
the Americans, was not the only one fron which we as
Canadians suffered; for instance take the following as
examples: Lumber, pine or spruce, $2 per 1,000 feet, with
an addition of 50 cents if planed on one side, and $1 if planed
on both sides; also an additional 50 cents if tongued and
grooved; making a total duty on the article, if placed in
their market in this condition, of $3.50 per 1,000 feet. Thus
entirely shutting out the Canadian labor in order to protect
their own, and tying the hands of cabinet-makers, and
depriving them of a living by allowing the same
article, in the shape of furniture, to be returned into
this country, under a very low Tariff. Furniture,
35 per cent. United States, as against 17J Canadian;
hats, caps, &c., 40 per cent. United States, as against
17J Canadian; cutlery, 35 per cent. United States, as
against 17J Canadian; glass, 4f) per cent. United States, as
against 17J Canadian. Fearing, however, that I am tres-
passing too much on the valuable time of the Housein com-
paring these Tariffs, I would simply refer to the duties on
tea and coffee, imposed by the late Government, viz., 5 cents
per lb. on black and 6 cents per lb. on green tea; and 2 cents
per lb. on coffee, both of which have been lately placed on
the free list. Molasses also, which was 25 cents per gallon,
is now charged 15 cents per gallon. I would also ai this
point, like to refer to the article of flour,upon which a duty
of 50 cents per barrel is charged, to whieh duiy sone of the
Maritime Provinces have objected, forgetting that they are
part and parcel of our Dominion, and that they form as it
were the arm, stretching out into the sea, of the great
trunk of Canada; but were the duty to be removed, we
should then be finding the Americans a market for their
flour, and shutting out that of our Upper Canadians, who
are alroady debarred from selling in the American markets
by a duty more than double that imposed on American
flour coming into our markets. The dutyon flourcertainly
does not affect the price of the article to the consumer as it
can be obtained from Upper Canada, through the American
ports, in bond, at the same rates as American flour, and
brought into Nova Scotia without any additional charge.
These are absolute facts, and cannot therefore be con tro-
verted. To show the beneficial effects of the National
Policy to my Province, I will compare the imports and
exports of Nova Scotia in 1878 with those of 188i:

Imports, 1878..........................$8 508,189
Exports, 1878.........................7,500,783

Balance of trade against us..... ................. $1, 07,406

Exports, 1881........... ..... ................. ......... $8,245,738
Imports, 1881........... ............ . ......... 8,168,648

Balance of trade in our favor ....... ... $77,090

To prove further that the export trade of Canada is increas-
ing, and that manufacturers are encouraged, I observed some
few days ago that a shipment was made to Russia of 180
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reaping and mowing machines, the manufactnre of Canada.
and a large quantity of woollen cloth, from the woollen fac.
tories of Nova Scotia, to England and France, which has
arisen since the inauguration of this policy. Cotton mills
are now being erected in different parts of the Dominion.
and two, I am happy to say, are in course of erection in my
Province, which will give employment to thousands of
hands, indirectly-young women more particularly, A
glass factory bas been started in New Glasgow, and is now
being run night and day, the demand for the manufacture
of glass being so much greater than the supply. A knitting
establishment has also been started in Halifax and is run.
ning on full time, and employs upwards of sixty bands. Sugar
refineries have been built, employing upwards of 1,000
hands; and I an happy to state that Nova Scotia
has the advantage in this industry over any other
of the Provinces of the Dominion, as through it the
fisherman and the former-the farmer more particularly-.
receive a very large benefit, and in this way: Previous to
the erection of the sugar refinery, the fish merchant in
shipping fish to the West Indies would, as a rule, bring a
return cargo of sugar to the ports of Boston or New York,
where they would have to pay light dues, wharfage and
dockage, tonnage, pilotage, commission on the sale of the
article, disbursement of the ship, and another commission
for the purchase of sufficient cargo for ballast, or pay for
ballast itself, or perhaps the article of sugar refined, where-
as now they usually return direct to the port of Halifax with
a cargo of sugar, which they dispose of either at the refinery
there, or wherever the most remunerative prices are offered,
thus saving money to the shippers and making them
give botter prices to the fishermen for their fish, and in
addition encouraging the labor in our own country and a
transit over our own Intercolonial Railway. The exports
of Canadian products, including Canadian manufactures, in
1878, were 865,740,131; in 1881, $80,921,379. Raw cotto)n
imported for manufacture in 1877-78, 7,243,413 Ibs; in
1b 80-81, 16,018,721 lbs. Wool imported for ma-
nufacture, in 1877-78, 6,230,084 Ibs ; in 1880-81,
8,040,287 lbs ; showing very conclusively the great
increase in the trade of the Dominion. At no period in the
history of Canada bas the financial position of
the country stood better than at the present
time, and instead of a deficit of $7,500,000 which olfeied
when the late Government went out of power, I am pleased
to state that at the end of the last fiscal year we had a sur-
plus of $4,132,700, whereby we have been enabled not
merely to take off the duties on tea, coffee, tin, and other
imports, but to abolish the Stamp Act, and give a bountY
of $1,>0,000 to the fishermen. The fishermen, renowned for
their vigor and bravery, are a class in whom I feel partic-
larly interested, as I am aware of the extreme toil, sacri-
fices and privations they have to undergo in prosecuting
this most hazardous and dangerous industry, often havjng
to leave their houses or cabin homes in the dark, drearY
hour of night; tossed on the tempestuous waves of the
stormy Atlantic in their frail little bark or boat; elPosOd
at this season to the cold icy blasts of winter; often onIY to
get a scanty living for their needy families-it is for them,
whose interests I so greatly desire to cherish and protect,
that I feel that this $150,000 bounty is a prudent expendi;
ture, and am pleased that after upwards of two Years
entreaty, 1, with the aid of my friends, accomplished ly
object, and hope now that the distribution will be a satis-

factory one-that ail will be satisfied. The fishernien
being the main artery of success to this Dominion, and bhe
bone and sinew of the county I have the honor to rep-"'
sent, I am greatly desirous of fostering this industry, and
hope that under this policy the Governflent Wil1

see fit to largely augment this sum another YW;
and urge that encouragement should be givOfafor
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the construction of a particular class of veasels, propelled
by steam instead of sails, to enable them to move
more quickly to the different fishing grounds, much time
being wasted at present with sailing crafts during spells of
contrary winds and calms. Encouragement in this
direction would offer employment to the machinist and
others, as well as the shipbuilder, which the policy
of this Government is designed to do and thus tend
to expand this valuable industry. Whilst referring to
the fisheries, I cannot refrain from drawing the atten-
tion of this honorable House to the unfortunate position
in which the fishermen of the Maritime Provinces
were placed at the hands of the late Government, by the
seeming indifference they exhibited, in their interests, in
secuing the Fishery Award. It will be remembered ihat
the Award was made in 1877, and Parliament, under the
Mackenzie regime, sat in 1878; why was it that they did
not then embrace the opportune moment, before the money
was paid over to the Dominion, to advise the Imperial Gov.
ernment to pay it over for the benefits of the fishermen of
the Maritime Provinces, who surrendered their rights to
the Americans to use our territorial waters in common with
themeelves ? Was it not right of the members representing
the various fishing constituencies in the Dominion to have
made the demand during that Session, instead of holding
themselves in silence and not offering a complaining word
till the matter was brought up by myself and others when
this Government came into power?. Was it not their duty-
nay, their incumbent right-eo fulfil their pledges to
guard and protect the interests of their constituents, more
particularly an industry of this kind, offering such immense
proportions ? Most assuredly it was. The fish taken
in Nova Scotia in 1880 amounted in value to
$6,291,061, being nearly half the value of the entire catch
of the Dominion, as the following statement for the fiscal
year ending 30th June will show:

Lunenburg C
Halifax
Shelburne
Yarmouth
Guysborough
Inverness
Digby
Richmond
Cape Breton
Queens
Victoria
Annapolis
Antigonish
Coichester
Cumberland
Pictou
Rings
Hante

county.. ........................... $1,176,159 05
884,45180
857,307 00
669,572 05
447,398 95
435,449 50
402,714 00
375812 13
297,329 25
203,502 15
141,964 0
105,899 00

75,063 10
53,724 38
46,979 20
45,989 75
43,534 o0
23,212 25

To ehow the high estimation in which the fishermen are
hi by the Americans, I will give the quotation of John
Qincy Adams, one of the most learned and distinguished
of American statesmen:

be There is something in the very occupation of filhermen not onlybneficien h itself but noble and exalted in the qualities of which itsoiljr, the habituai exercise. in common with the cultivators of theSoit, their labors contribute to the subsistence of mankind, and theybave the meritofncontinuai exposure to danger, super-added tonhatofintreasi ytoit. Industry, frugality, patience, perseverance, fortitude,
bodi Boeleds inured to perpetual conflict with the elements, andndefmteeled with unremitting action, ever grappling with dangerand faihar With death. These are the properties to which theTshereae of the ocean is formed by the daily labors of hie life.
the BaviouProperties for which le who knew what was in man,f aiurent, amankind, sought His first, and found His Most
country.,, undaunted Disciples, among the fishermen of Hie

That the fish .Tf he fishing industry is one of the greatest and oneOf heraiost important of Canadian industries, the followingýOOIParative 3statement showing the number of vessels,

boats and flats employed in the fisheries in 1880, with the
number of hands employed, will belp to prove:

Province. ci

731
166
220

32
18
14

Grand Totais.............11,1811

bo

29,087
9,970
4,411
1,167

253
650

45,810

11,210
4,816
4,219
1,383

865
317

22,810

............
2,440

........
...... ....

16

2,456

29,276
14,771

8,566
4,031
2,130
1,843

60,617

The fishing Endustry, however, is not the only one that has
been fostered and encouraged by the beneficial workings of
our National Poiicy, every other, whether manufacturing or
agricultural, bas felt its benign effects; so that go where
you will, you find things prospering and every one contented
and happy; pleased that a way bas been found to lead the
country out of that dreary state of depression whieh existed
during the time the Government was carried on by the hon.
members opposite. Even American citizens do not fail to
see our flourishing condition, and offer their evidences as a
proof of our success, as the following extract from one of
their journals shows. The Philadelphia American says:

"The Canadian Ministry are fairly entitled to boast of the success of
their National Policy adopted in 1879. lu three years time Canada bas
been lifted out of the slough of depression and distress, employment
found for her surplus labor, her manufatures extended, and made pros-
perous, aud her annual deficit converted into a handsome surplus."

This statement so truthful, ought to be a source of gratifica.
tion to every Canadian statesman and a great satisfaction
to every person irrespective of party, who feels an interest
in his country's prosperity. The purchasing power of the
masses was never greater than at the present time, markets
unsurpassed for good prices, exceeding anything that could
have been anticipated. We do not find, as I was pained to
witness, the poor standing in front of the Parliament build-
ings and Public Works office here, and hearing them beg for
labor, as was the case at the opening of the first Session of
this Parliament, under the ill effects ofthe policy of the late
Government. But, on the contrary, the vision of the
tramp and the beggar bas vanished fiom our high-
ways, and insolvency bas dwindied into a mere shadow.
The question bas been, and still is asked, shall this Canada
of ours be a market for our own people, or a market for the
people of the United States ? The answer was given; the
cry went forth when that noble battle was fought and vie-
tory won on the 17th day of Septem ber, 1878. "A market
at home, and as much as we can get abroad." But capital-
ists desirous of investing their means in industries in Can-
ada, are anxious, before doing so, to still more firmly estab-
lish tbe protective policy in this Dominion by another
appeal to the people on the question, and Jetting the few
who entertain the erroneous id ea of Free Trade, see that the
farmer, fisherman, &c., of this country, are not going
to give up labor at home for their sons and daughters,
as well as a ready market for their produce.
The beneficial effects of this fiscal policy, if not expressed
by every man for certain political reasons, I believe are
certainly entertained (our hon. friends on the opposite side
of this House not excepted), and I am satisfied that it cer-
tainly commends itself in the main to the judgment of every
right thinking man,whohas ever madethoquestion the subject
of unbiassed and in telligent study. Some are willing to advo-
cate or favor any scheme of spoliation to meet their own per-
sonal or political ends instead of advancing a comprehensive
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system of reform, tending to the growth, success, industry,
and prosperity of this noble Dominion, an] giving encour-
agement and employment to the industriously inclined, and
working man. All our factories, ail our industries, and ail
our enterprises tend to build up this Dominion as a great
nation,'and the money so disbursed in creating a diversity
of employment is thus spent at home among our fellow
count-y men, not sent abroad, as it had been in the past, to
bauild up foreign capital and labor. Our aim bas been, and
still is, to encourage our own people to build, manufacture,
And vrodne evAr thine ossibleu t home. and to retain and

country that it was suffering from wounds and bruises which
we had inflicted, and which they, as good Samaritans, Were
ready to heal. Time and the revival of commerce abroad, is
curing the disease, but the country now discovers thatit i
in danger of dying from the attentions of its physicians.
It has recently been well said by Mr. G ladstone. that during
the periods of commercial depression the owls ahd the bats
always go abroad.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Bore they are at home
you see.

504

zéu pi-U U Uv y% gli ptj,59l cb IPIX-, .AIi_spend the money in our own country, and thus encourage a M
spirit of rivalry in trades as to bring everything to a par value country bas improved, 1 think that the gigantie proportions
in the market. Competition will bring about these results, which the owls and the bats assumed in the public min&,
and energy in this direction will work uninistakeable suc- ean be more clearly estimated. Thero is,-Sir, a fitne8s of
cess-by the imposition of a duty on foreign manufactured things in the suecoss of thoso gentlmen during a poriod of
goods, as to enable us to produce all sueh manufactures as we darkness. it la in the night that the owls and bats come
require, and which, under favorable cireumstances, can be forth te seek their prey-the light is unsuited te them,
manufactured in Canada, by the admission, free of duty, of The soemingly gigantie proportionà which darkness gives
all raw materials and commodities used in domestic con- them disappeurs with the light; and as they lecome incap.
sumption, and manufactures which cannot be produced in able of seeing, they are themselves seen with alt
Canada. By the imposition of Luch duty on foreign agri-diStiDctness. The hon, gentleman basts of the atates-
culture as is imposed by foreign countries on our own, manstiip of the Tory leaders. What important measure
health and tone is given to this country, whieh does not ha, since (onfederation, forced itself upon the attention of
enhance the price of importel goods in proportion to duty Parliament whieh these hon, gentleman bave suceessfully
imposed, as illustrated by expjrieace in the United States, grappled with? Was it the Washington Treaty in wliih
but affords us a wholesome market at home, healthy great intereLts were saorihced, and important tusts
revenues, and, at the saie time, transfers the burden of tax- betrayed? Was it the skill shown in putting the Fenian
ation from the necessaries of life to the luxuries, besides the raids, and the raids tf the Alabama upon thesamefooting?
many other happy and beneficial results. I an pleased to Was it ln the temporary arrangement in relation te the
be able to stand in my place in Parliament, and conscien- Fi-heries which left the Leadland question untouched?
tiously make this statement of facts so undeniably cor- Was it in the skill with whwh the Miister of Railways
rect, instead of occuying the position of a c>mplaiining suceeded in a-raying the publieopinion of Nova Setia
body, like our hon. firiends opposite, unwilling tu offer a against Union? Was it the insurrection provoked ia the
remedy or formulate an idea, but simply to express a desire North West? Was it in the position taken bytho Miaister
to return to their old system tof one-sided Fre Trade, which cf'Public Works and bis friends that the ieasure
means rolling up deflcits year after year, and sinking the cf the Goverument cf which ho wat a member, was of se
country deeper in debt. odions oharacter that it justified a rebellion ?

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair. That bon. gentleman spoke of that measuro,-asoeecf auch
It Lingtyî-unny that the people in the North-.West Territory were

After Reocess.justided la their course, or at ail events their offence was te
be exten uated in consequence of the inacorni derato and Urbi-

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, the Opposition are under very trary maner in wbich the Goverament Lad dealt with
great obligations to the President of the Council for the tbem in seeking te bring them into theIUion.
excessive politeness with which ho has treated them. He SirHECTOR LANGEVIN. Nover.
hai told the House thit the leaders of the Reforim party aie Mr.MILLS. The hon. gentlemen is wrong. But on
without hope, and that their resources of falsehood are very whtgrounl did Le undertuke te extenuate the resert te
nearly exhausted. He Las spoken of their incapacity; of
their incompetence; and the member for Annapolis, who isarms aguinst Ibis cout
on excellent terms with him-elf, calls' them imbeciles. If colleague the membei-ferTerrebonne rNsson), speakcf Riel being, entitled te the rights of a leader of a reve'
those hon. gentlemen think they ean give dignity to îton and appeul te the principles ef Inter-national law
this House and strength to their party by expressions oftluorder te justifyor extenuate the course Le Lad adopted?
this sort; if they think they can make vituperation serve Was it in the termisn-pou which British ýAltqbia W88

the place of argument, we, on this side, have no great cause admitted into the Union? Was it in the termsuponwhieh
of oomplaint. Our impressions of the public taste diffe - Sir lugh Allan obtained the Charter:forthe eonstricti
from those of these hon. gentlemen. The public take cf the Pacific Railway? la itinthebargin withtheaeflt
some interest in the standing of the House of Commons, Synlicate? The Prosidet cf the Council Las referred te the
they have some regard for the decencies of debate. They Fi,hery Award uddaims thit theoreitof that Awerd be-
do not confound the self-complacency of the mrember for longs t the First Minister. To the First MinistOr b"98
Annapolis with political wisdon, nor the petulance of the Uic credit ef ignoring the headhtnd question,
President of the Council with sarcasm. We have no objec- for a temporary settiement. But the s cofetobtAif"ý
tion te a comparison of our success or failure as an award cf' 5,000,0)0 was wholly dueto the ékil and
administrators, with the suceess or failure of our opponents. abiîity cf the hon. rnembet for Westmorelandz--Eolin-
The Preaident of the Council has boasted of the success of eystMîmsr
1878, and the First Minister informs the country that Pro-smiles at that remark.
vidence was on their side. These hon. gentlemen owe their
suCess to misfortune, over which we Lad ino control-over irO AMiL-e, r
which they bad no control; but the greatest misfortune to Mr. MLLLS. What would have beon bitPOsitiffared
the country was the vietory of the Conservative party. The Lad been before that a-bitration? The AmOflcafl 8 O

period was one of darkness, not in Canada alone, but over te admit cal, lumber, and fieh, fr00 fi dtor.the
aIl Christendom, and the success of the Conservative leadersp leges ef fishing la Canadian wâters The t
was due to the calamities of the times. They told thejKi-st Minister rofused thisproo8tiô 1e h

MrMMLL.Nota te omecilcodiinHf.h
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4y that the Canàdians pay the. duty upon the coal and
lumber sent to the American market. If wo look into the
question, we shall find that for the poriod for which this

treaty ha to run, the Americans will have collected
$16,000,000 upon these articles. Who pays this sum ? We
say the American consumers ; but the mon of
capacious minds on the other side, like the hon. member
from Annapolis, the hon. member for Cardwell, and the hon.
Mjnisters, say it is paid by the Canadians. If they are
right, the First Minister has thrown away $16,000,000 in
order to get less than $5,000,000. But that is not all. The
bon. gentlemen cannot take credit for the $5,000,000 whicn
were received. The credit of that is due to the skill and
ability with which the hon. member for Westmoreland
superintended the case on behalf of this country. The
United States Counsel claimed that Canada was largely
benefitted by the free market with the United States for
their fish. They had remitted $2, I think, a barrel upon
Canadian fish. They regarded this remission as a remission
of tax paid by Canadians, and they insisted that this
remission should go in reduction of compensatidn; and if
hon. gentlemen opposite are right, their contention was
unassailable. But the hon. member for Westmoreland took
a different view. Being a free trader, he said these duties
were paid by the American consumer; that their abolition
was an advantage which accrued to the American consumer,
and that they ought not to be regarded as a compensation.
The hon. member for Westmoreland proved to the satisfac-
tion of the Commissioners that he was right, and his
opponents were wrong; and, if 85,000,000 were obtained,
it was largely due to this fact. What would bave been the
position of the First Minister or his friends upon this ques-
tion? They would have said to the American Counsel, we
concur in your view; you are undoubtedly right. The
Canadians paid this duty, and this is now a simple question
of account. All we have to do is to ascortain the amount

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman says it is all graded ;
he will have an opportunity of considering that at another
period.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Tho hon. gentleman knows that
west of Winnipeg the road has been moved several miles to
the south to another trek. There is not a mile in use of.
what they pretended to have built.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is not the point.
The point is this : The hon. gentleman is making a state-
ment that the 125 miles west of Winnipeg is not well
graded, and I say it is.

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman will permit me I
will state my case in my own way, and if the hon.
gentleman opposite does not agree with my view, if
ho disputes my facts, he will have an opportunity
of correcting me, as I have no doubt he will. The
hon. gentleman says,'that but ninety-seven miles froin Lake
Superior westward was open under the Government of Mr.
Mackenzie. That now 145 miles more are completed.
But was thore nothing done upon these 145 miles before
the retiremort of the late Administration ? The hon.
gentleman says that there was not a mile of this road open
for traffie. There is not a mile now. It cannot ho opened
until the two sections meet, and a continnous line is
made. The hon. gentleman says, that but twenty-two of the
eighty-five miles between Emerson and Selkirk are com-
pleted. Will he say how much was done after the accession
to office of the present Administration ? Ho knows that
that road was about completed. He knows the trains
were running upon it a few weeks after the defeat of the
late Alministration, and that nothing was done by the
present Government to hasten the completion of that line.
The hon. gentleman bas referred to the missing link as
be calls it. He does not consider it beneath his position as
a Minister of the Crown to seek to mislead those about him

of duty which you would have collected under your Tariff and behind him, who prefer to be misinformed upon this
on Canadian fish, and credit you with this sum as payment subject. He knows that it was not to the public advantage
of the Award. This question must soon come up again, that a contract for the construction of the central portion
and every one knows that the opinions held by gentlemen should be given before the contracts already let for the
opposite wili put them out of Court. They cannot obtain a construction of the ends approached completion. The
farthing without abandoning their views upon Protection. country was inaccessible except by means of the two extre-They eould not have obtained an Award of a dollar had they mities, and to let the contiact for the construction of this
controlled the affairs of this country when the Halifax Com- middle section at an early day, was equivalent to increasing
mission sat. The hon. President ofthe Council has referred the contract price to an enormous extent, without at all
to the railway expenditure, and the railway construction hastening the period of completion. Suppose this contract
of this Government and the late Administration, and his had been let two or three years earlier, what useful publicstatement is as disingenuous as such a statement could well purpose would it have served ? How were supplies to be
be. Ie says, that when the late Government retired from taken in there ? Even as it was, there are instances of pro-office, that there was not a mile of the Pacific Railway open visions having to be carried for thirty miles on the backs offor traffic. That from Lake Superior to English River, men over muskegs, and through swamps and lakes, and
Lakety-seven miles were built. That now there are from what would have been the difficulties at a still greater dis.Sekr Superior westward, 242 miles. That from tance from any proper base of supply ? Would not tendersSekirk eastward there were soventy miles constructed for construction have been necessarily confined to thosethere; that there are now 130 miles; that between Emerson contractors who controlled the existing means of ingress toarnd Selkirk, there were then twenty-two miles; that thore the country ? I have seen it estimated, that it would havere ndw eighty miles; that from Winnipeg westward before cost from 10 to 15 cents a lb. on every crow-bar,the advent of the present Administration, there was no shovel, spade, pick and barrow, taken at the nearest pointroad that now 134 miles are in operation. And the hon. of operation, and yet the hon. gentleman erpects the country
gentiehla lias referred to their patriotic endeavors to will agree with him in bis wild animadversions upon the
striven to missinglink. Ifthe hon. gentleman had late Administration for not beginning railway construction
clated t O Makea statement calculated to mislead, cal- at points which were for the time being inaccessible. Thefate make impressions wholly at variance with the hon. gentlemanhas referred to the 131 miles of road builtfets ho could not have made one which would have botter from Winnipeg westward. This is a very tenderWyrved his purpose than the one ie made to this House. topic ; one which I was surprised to hear theWh, f tlie 134 miles west from Winnipeg does the lon. bon. gentleman mention. I would have supposed that hehitlemnoupretend tosay that any portion of it is completed. would have preferred the discussion of almost any other
portion oth know that the ties are laid down without any subject than this one. He knows that his colleague had
areion e being graded; that, in many cases, theyli located 200 miles of the road. The Syndicate have refused
froat 5dupon the ice, and that when spring opens, when the to aeccept the location. They said that it was bad. They

Mr. ta e road will be impassable ? set it aside, and chose a line for themselves. The eighty odd
64 AN. Not for 120 miles, it is all graded. miles of road which he had built, they have abandoned. The
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Minister of Railways let a contract which paid so much Canadians whp go frm Qatario to th North.West a
more handsomely for ballasting than for grading, thlat I population gaiad. I have ner haand of such a calcula
understand the contractor undertook to make the road bed tion except in asingle instauce; a nd it is .o much like the
with ballast. It was so well made that when the rains of calculation of the President of the Counoil that I will me.
autumn came, a considerable portion of it was under water, tion it. He shall have whatever advantage it may affordit can no longer be used; and there is now, a few miles him. On one occasion:a-achooteacher gave a class of bo
from Winnipeg, a train frozen in the ice, and which has an exercise in composition. One of them wrote an es
been frozen there since the early winter. There are some about pins. H]e began by saying that pins were highîfacts connected with this road which the House ought to useful things, for they had been the means of saving t
know. We have a right to know whether the contractors lives of thousands of people. The teacher was astonished
were paid in full for a road built in this way. We have a and he asked bis pupil how thousands had their lives saved
right to know whether the Minister of Railways let a contract by pins. " By not swallowing them," replied the boy. The
for the construction of a portion of the Pacifie Railway upon Minister says the Government have .added $160,000
plans and profiles so degraded that the road could only be to fthe wealth of the country, and when we ask in
used in the dry season of summer. I believe this statement what way he says, by keeping 100,000 Canadians at
is true. The Syndicate have found i to their interest to home, who are cheap at .81,000 a piece. Why did the
construct another lino to Portage la Prairie and to abandon hon. Minister stop at $100,000,000 ? Why did he not
the lino built by the hon. Minister of Railways. Who paid for not count the whole population, and he might have mado
the construction of this abandoned road-was it the Syndi- the service of the Government to appear muchxmore valuable.
cate or was iL the hon. Minister of Railways? What settlement Although living May be dear at the present time, human
has been made with the contractors of the second 100 flesh and blood is cheap at $1,000 a head. A good steer is
miles who have not been permitted to go forward with their cheap at $50, and an ordinary horse is worth $100, and why
work? ]How was it the hon. Minister made such a mistake should not an intelligent, industrious, sober young man, be
in the location of the road that the Syndicate found it valued at $1,000 and placed to the credit side of the minis-
necessary to abandon bis line and to abandon all that has terial account ? I am inclined to think that most young
been done upon it? The hon. gentleman says that the mon will resent the ministerial calculation. I am inclined
Syndicate have now 134 miles built west of Winnipeg. to think they will refuse to be put in the ministerial balance
I have good reason to beleive that thero is not one when the political day of judgment comes, and be weighed
mile finished in such a way as to entitle the Syndicate 1 and sold for the advantage of the Government. The hon,
to recoive money or lands upon their contract, if gentleman may take whatever consolation he can get from
that contract is strictly adhered to. ls it not a fact the Trade and Navigation Returns. He may appeal to any
that a large portion of those 134 miles has been made monopoly that owes him gratitude ; but he can hardly
by simply laying the ties upon frozon ground or on theice? venture yet to look upon this country as a political slave
la it not a fact that the road is neither graded nor ballasted, market in which every man who ventures to go from one
and that considerable portions of it must be unfit for traffic part of the Dominion to another part, is to have a value
the moment the frost disappears and the spring opens? The of 61,000 put upon him, and thon have this sum
hon. gentleman's statement, from boginning to end, can credited to the wealth-producing power of the
only serve to mislead. I am making no complaint against Governmont and the National Policy. I am not sorry,
the Syndicate; they are mon of great ability, who have however, that such a lino is taken, and the result
gone into this railway as a commercial enterprise, who are will be as well understood as the argument. The hon.
studying their own interests, who are capable of under- President of the Council says that upwards of 21,000
standing them, and who will do that-as they have a right additional hands have been engaged in manuacturing esta0
to do-which they believe best for themselves. But the lishments since the introdution of the present Turiff. He
Government have not been equally mindful of the public says that these represent from 80,000 to 100,000 ofan addi-
interests, and the more the statements that the President of tional population. He ought to know that this is not the
the Council has made, in reference to the Pacifie case. A very large number of these 21,000 are children.
Railway, is investigated, the more it will be found In many of the cotton factories, all the children of a family
to be no ground for self-laudation. The President are engaged, and the number of the population represented
of the Council says that the present Administra- by those 21,000 woald be less than 50,000 in all. Th,
tion have added $100,000,000 to the wealth of the annual increase in the number of those engaged in skilled
country, by keeping 100,000 Canadians at home. le in- pursuits befro ithe introduction of fthe National Policy was
formed us that 28,000 settled in Manitoba last year; and he iore than double the number who had been added since.
adds that the Government have added $28,000,000 thereby We ought to have had an addition of 44,000 instead ol
to the wealth'of Canada. These are certanly novel calcula. 21,000. It is not true, thon, that the National Policy lias
tions. There are not ahundred thousand peoplo in Manitoba helped us in this particular. Many mechanical pursuits have
and the North-West. The Government bave kept nobody at been seriously injured by the policy of hon. gentlemen
home. They have driven thousands abrond. According to on the Treasury benches. I have seen it stated that
the United States immigration returns our emigration upwards of 90 per cent. of the stone-cutters have been
thither was, in 1878, 21,474; in 1879, 31,156; in 1880, driven from Ontario by the exclusion of Ohio freestone from
99,000, and, in 1881, 125,000. The year 1879 was a year the Canadian market. We do know that there has been
in which the Tariff was in operation for a little enormous emigration from the country; that it has far
more than thrce months, and the emigration from excoeded anything hitherto known in the country. It ha'
Canada increased upwards of 10,000. The next not been simply an emigration of unproteeted farners and
year it was more than four times as great as it laborers, but mechanics and artigans have also gene aW
was in the year 1878, and during last year it was oqual in great numbers. Let me here refor in this connection
to the emigration for the five years for which the late some very important Btaitics given by theuhon.t
Government held office. Theb on. gentleman's arith. Minister of Finance. They are anything but encourag
metic will, then, require to be reversed, Canada and the results which they give are so diappointing aiIst I
has lost, in the loss of her population, 8224,000,000, am inclined to believe they have, indeed, very little vaine
during the years 1880 and 1881. And what The bon. the Minister of Finance told us that, i the cityo
have we gained in population by the efforts of the lon. Hamilton, thers were employed, in 18i8, 3,703 1
gentleman? It is the height of absurdity to count the sons; in 1881, 954; giving an inrfflea Of
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bonds engaged in the mantdkturing establishments of which ho has given us? I woul like to know whether he is

lamilton within three yaí•s. The plant, ho says, in of opinion -that the manufacturing establishyments of Canada
1878, ws $538,100, and, in 1881, $1,174,750, an increase are producing goods to the value of but 8824 annually?
of 113 per cent. The aggregate production in 1878 Whether he thinks when he is shown that it takes nearly
w£s $3,857-000, and in 1881, 87,478,700. The hon. the three men in Hamilton to produce as much as one man in
Minister of'Finance says that wages in 1878 were 81.07¼ a Buffalo, ho has proved the success of this policy ? Whether

day, and in 1881, $l.17½. Now, from these statements we ho thinks that industry has boen diverted into those chan-

See a great diminution per hand both of labor and of nels where the largest measure of value is obtained by the
capital since 1878. The number of skilled laborers in the smallest expenditure of capital and labor ? I would like to
city of lamilton have increased 144 per cent.; the value know whether ho does not think the information which ho
of the plant bas increased 113 per cent.; wages have bas undertaken to convey to the House is not wholly un-
advanced 91 per cent., while the production has increased trustworthy? It has been conclasively shown here that
only 94 per cent. The annual production in 1878 was 7L the attempt to give the manufacturers strength and
times the amount of plant; and in 1881 it was 6j times the vigor by a system of protection bas wholly failed.
amount of plant. The production per man was $1,041 in The hon. President of the Council bas undertaken to show
1878, and but $824 in 1881; and, if the hon. the Minister that in those States of the American Union where manufac-
of Finance is rigbt, in 1881 the wages of the laborer tures are established the farmer receives a larger return
amounted to the enormous sum of 43 per cent. of the entire from his land, and he gave us the relative number of agri-
value of the articles upon which the labor was expended. culturists and those engaged in other pursuits. In the
I find in the United States that the wages amount to State ofIllinois, the number ofagriculturists he says is 80 per
but 18 per cent. of the value of the articles upon cent. ; of persons employed in manufacture, 20 per cent. ;
which the labor is expended. The hon. the Min- value of agricultural products, $12.47 per acre; Indiana:
ister of Finance gives the additional skilled laborers agriculturists, 84 per cent.; others, 16 per cent.; product,
of Canada, since the introduction of the present Tariff, $12.47 per acre; Kansas : agriculturists, 81 per cent.;
as 24,875. Now, the annual value of the products of their others, 19 per cent.; prolucts, $9.11 per acre ; Connecti-
industry, at the estimate of the hon. gentleman, would be cut .agriculturists, 65 per cent.; others, 35 per cent. ; pro-
819,906,00. But the Census of 1871 would give us ducts, $16.82 per acre; Delaware: agriculturists, 74 per eent.;
829,000,000, or nearly 50 per cent. more than the United others, 26 per cent.; products, $15.00 per acre; Maine:
States Census returns would place upon the articles upon agriculturists, 75 per cent.; others, 25 per cent.; products,
which the same amount of labor has been expended-the $13 51 per acre; Massachusetts: agriculturists, 55 per cent.;
value of $52,635,000. If the hon. gentleman is right, under others, 45 per cent.; prodlucts, $26.71 per acre; New Jersey:
the present Tariff the manufacturer produces goods to the agriculturists, 66 per cent.; others, 31 per cent.; products,
value of $824 per man. ln 1871, the manufacturer produced $18.00 per acre; Ponnsylvania: agriculturists, 70 per cent.;
about 81,200 per man, and in the United States the manu- others, 30 per cent.; prolucts, $17.68 per arcre ; Rhode
facturer produces upward of $2,000 per man. If the hon. the Island : agriculturists, 56 per cent. ; others, 44 per cent.;
Minister of Finance's statistics are at ail to be relied upon, products, 629.32. Now, I may say, that the statistics of
we are in a condition of utter helplessness. If the United the hon. gentleman are wholly inaccurate, and if they were
States can produce $2,100 worth of goods with the same accurate they would be utterly valueless for the purpose for
amount of labor that produces $824 worth of goods ohre- which le has used them. The hon, gentleman
if $43 out of every $100 is required to pay wageso here, and has left out of sight altogether the difference in the density
but $18 out of every $100 is required to pay wages there, it of population, and he bas also omitted the difference in value,
-s as plain as noon-day that 100 per cent. protection would depending upon the cost of transportation. Almost every
be wholly inadequate to exclude American goods. kind of farm product ias a higher value in Massachusetts
I do not believe that our industrial establishments than in Kansas, juet as it bas a higher value in Ialifax thar.
are s0 disgracefully inefficient as the bon. gentleman in London or Hamilton. Oats are worth more in Prince
has represented them to beL. I believetiedeductions which Edward Island than in Ontario, not because Prince Edward
resuggestedbyhis statistics, show that they are utterly Island is a manufacturing Province and Ontario is not, but
worthless. in 1870, the value of thé raw material used in because it is nearer the market where the surplus oats are
manufactures in the United States was $2,488,427,242. sent for consumption. But I find from the Census of the
The wages of the laborers, 6775,584,343. The value of the United States of 1870, the last which aro available for
m1anufacturedproducts was $4,232,325,442. We see that the this purpose, that the figures of the hon. gentleman are
value of the material is 59 per cent.; the value of the wages ail wrong. I find that Massachusetts has but 73,000 of
18 per cent.; and the earnings of the capital 23 per cent. her population engaged in agriculture and she has
It would have been interesting had the hon. the 507,000 engaged in other pursuits. I find that Illinois
Minister of Finance given ils the value of the raw material had 375,000 engaged in agriculture, and 367,000 engaged
,r-ed in the citv ef Hamilton. We have for wages, in in other pursuits. I find too, that the value per acre
Ilamilton, 43 per cent., and if w wer'e to put the value of of farm products is not at all what the bon. gentleman

e raw material at the same sum, we would bave but represented it to be. I find that the value of farm products
6o per cent. left to cover the deterioration of plant, the per acre was, in Illinois, 810.93 ; in Indiana, $12.20 ; Kansas,

f h'Of fuel and the earning of capital. The total amoun t $14.21; Connecticut, $16.56; Delaware, $11.42; Maine, 11.33;. the Capital in buildings and plant, amcording to the hon. Massachusetts, $11.03; New Jersey, $22.10; Pennsylvania,
the inister of Finance, is but $248 per hand, which $15.90; and in Rhode Island, $17.38. I find that the
WoUld represent an addition to manufacturing capital number of acres of cultivated land has, in Connecticut,'of the Dominion, during the past four years, of but diminished during the decade between 1860 and 1870,

of' th , much less sum than the estimated su lus 184,000 acres ; in Massachusetts, 1860 and 1870, 88,000
ti'O hon.. Mnister for a single year. If the bon. acres, and in Rhode Island, 1860 and 1870, 46,000 acres. I

amoin.tr is right in the data which he as given us, the find that the value of farm lands in the New England
lesastof capital invested in manufacturing pursuits is States has fallen, and that noue of those results, which are
one than 81,200,000 a year, being ýnot much more than so frequently pictured in glowing terms, as the consequence

I Ould likof the sum siilarly invisted ten years earlier. of extensive manufactures, have there been realized. TheI tWu eî j, o know whether thé hón. Minister of Finance hon. gentleman has referred to the shipping> interests of
thinlka the Wode onght te aeept the:statistical infbrmation Canada and of the United States, and lie has endeavored to
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show that the shipping interests of Canada are in a satis- Cornwall employing 225 hands, in all 700 hands. The
factory condition. The testimony against him on this Commissioners which the hon. gentleman appointed say
point is unanimous. We have had a great many attempts they inspected thirteon cotton factories employing 4,021
made to explain the decline of American shipping. We persons. Those figures show that the tremondous stimulus
were told for some time that it was due to the piratical of 40 per cent. has not produced so rapid a growth of those
enterprises of the Alabama and her consorts. But, after factories as we might have expected. But what I desire
ail such piratical raids had come to an end, the specially to direct the attention of the House to, is this: that,
decline continued; and when it was no longer according to the English Standard these 4,021 hands ought
possible to assign such a cause it was then attributed to represent 390.000 spindles, but instead of doing so the hon.
to iron ship-building. But Canada built wooden ships, Finance Minister informs us that there are but 106,000 or
Norway built wooden ships, Italy built wooden ships, and 108,000 cotton spindles in Canada, and I am not at all sure
the tonnage of all these countries continued to increase. that there may not be many more cotton factories in the
Their commercial marine prospered in spite of the iron country than those visited by xhese gentleman. We seo
ship building of the United Kingdom. No sooner, how- that even if this represents the whole number, that laboi
ever, is a highly protective Tariff adopted here than our and machinery in Canada, is to labor and machinery in
ship building begins to decline, and our tonnage is dim- England, as 26 is to 90. - Now, when the hon. gentleman
inished, and hon. gentleman opposite import from Wash- tells this Ilouse that the people of Canada are getting
ington a reason just as they imported from Washington a cotton goods cheaper than they ever got them
tariff. Do they suppose that the House or the country before he is making a statement which it is impossible
will believe thom ? Do they suppose they can make the can be truc. No such waste of capital and skill
people believe that iron ahip building, which did us no can be reconciled with the statement of the hon. the
harm down to March, 1879, has suddenly become injurious Finance Minister. The Prosident of the Couneil disputes
since that period ? How is it that iron ship building in the proposition of the hon. member for Centre Huron, that
England wrought such havoc with ship building in the our imports would have yielded us a sufficient revenue
United States at least ton years before it dil any mischief under the old Tariff to have enabled us to meoet the exponses
bore ? Iow is it that we did not suffer from it sooner ? of Government if economically administered. This the
low is it that neither Norway nor Italy suffer from it now ? hon. Minister denies, but it is plain to every one that if we
Do bon. gentlemen suppose they can persuade the would not have imported so largely, thon the present Tariff
people of this country to accept their reasons which has wholly failed in its main purpose, which is to exclude
they assign for the docline of a most important foreign goods from the Canadian market. The hon.
industry, as well as for the decline of our commercial ma- Minister says that if we obtain as much Customs business
rine which las hitherto been the pride of Canada ? The under a low Tariff as under a high one, we are burdened as
hon. President of the Council has undertaken to explain the much by the one as by the other. I deny his proposition.
smallnOss of American manufactured exports, by saying I am astonished that he should make it. He will find no
that the United Kingdom is a very small country and the authority to support him. Facts and reason are equally
United S:ates is a very large one; and that the only fair against him. If the Government put a duty upon
way to make a comparison is to mark out the size of coffee and tea, whether it be high or low, the public
England in the north-east part of the United States and to get the tax, except it increases the price of some
count all that is consumed elsewhere, exports. This, indeed, other article which is in part substituted for them; but I
is almost a novel stylo of argument, I remember only one know noue such. But this will not hold good with regard
proposition like it. Curran, on one occasion, was engaged. to spirits. We put Customs duty upon imported whiskey.
in a duel with a gigantic member of the Irish Bar, who Do we stop there ? Not at all. We say to the distiller, WC
complained that ho was not fighting on terms of equality. have imposed a duty of 10 cents a gallon on imported
He said Curran was a very small man and was much more whiskey. The price of your home made article is in conse-
difficult to bit than he. " We will chalk out " said Curran, quence advanced 80 cents a gallon, and this sum belongs
"a figure of my size on you and all shots outside of to us. It is no part of the price which you by your labor
that shall not be counted." If the United States and industry give the article. It is an additional price
have a larger territory they have also a very much given by an Act of Parliament, and we shall appropriate it
larger population, and the 16,000,000 of excess in to public uses. Now that would not be the less a tax if the
population are carrying on domestic manufactures for Government neglected to take it. It would be received by
themselves, as well as the 36,000,000 which the hon. the distiller instead of the Excise officer; but it would be
gentleman is willing to count. The business of manufac- paid by the public all the same. The Ion. Minister of
turing cotton is of very modern growth. It began in Eng- Finance imposes a duty upon bread stuffs. Be tells the
]and and the United States about the same period of time. producer, that, in consequence of this GovernmoDt
The United States had the advantage in a domestic supply interference, he gets a higher price. Be tells or
of the raw material. For a time England had cheaper should tell the consumer, in consequence of th'
capital. At this moment there are 40,000,000 of spindles in interference, you are paying an Excise duty tothe
England and about 9,600,000 in the United States. The producer of domestic flour and cornmeal, and to the Gev'
United States are not supplying their own population. ernment on imported flour and cornmeal. Is not thi .e?
England is supplying nearly 300,000,000 of people outside If this contention be correct, thon the burden is the hame
the United Kingdom. In England there are 468,000 bands upon the consumer of the domestie article as it is upon thl
employed in the manufacture ofcotton, or nearly ninety spin- consumer of tbe i mported article. The public pay tI ftx;
dîes to each hand. Now, when I look at the returns which but, because the Government do not receive it, the Mntier
have been submitted to this flouse, I am forced to the con- refuses to consider it a tax. It is the measure of datieb
clusion that they are either very inefficient or the informa- imposed, and the articles upon which they are impOsdby
tion which bas been given is calculated to mislead rather which the amount of taxation is to be deterined, adnbli
than to inform us of the actual state of things. The hon by the amount of Customs duties paid into theaut h
Finance Minister bas brought down a return which Treasury. The hon. gentleman will not deny Ia le
shows that since 1879 four new cotton factories have promised, by legislation, to increase prices. He .w
been established in the country, one at Brantford, employing deny that, upon the products of this country, those in and
120 hands. One at Hamilton employing 125 hands, prices have been paid by the consumers of this countrY,
one at Coaticook employing 230 hands, and one at if so theoy have burdena împosed upon them. TheY an
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ellod to pay tribute money to their fellow countrymen, port from the United States; large quantities were exported
5itough i eesntapa a gt1smscletd thither from this country. Why ? Because they prod ucede though it does not appear among the sums collected.I
do no care to pursue so elementary a subject further. I have lesa than they required, and we produced more than we
said enough to show this House that if the Government could well consume. Every one knows that the tax on barley
are at all right in their contention, the amount of taxes las fot been of the slightest consequence, except te incon-
collected is not a measure of the taxations imposed-I dis- venience the farmers who wbich te prevent degeneracy of
pute their propositions-J say they are alike contrary 10 the prduct by an importation of seed. Now, when we
reason and experience. I say they have not benefitted the corn to manufactured goods, where the home production is

producer, but they have burdened the consumer. Let us less than sufficient te meet the home demand, ibere can be
ook for one moment at the agricultural products of ne doubt whatever that the tax wiil increase the price, in
the country. These gentlemen have told the farmers, many cases, te the amount of taxation. It was for this
we can help you by a tax on American cereals. Barley reason, mainly, that an increase of duties was demanded.
came free from the United States into Canada; Every one wbo chooses te exercise bis commen sense will
barley was taxed 15 cents a bushel in going from see that this must be the case; and yet the bon. gentleman
Canada into the United States. What happened ? proclaims that bis Tariflias net failed; that prices have
The Americans have increased the quantity of barley pro- net been increased; that goods, wares and merchandise,
duced in their country, during the last ten years, nearly were nover se chcap as now. A short time ago tbe Amen-
eight fold, and the result is that the domand for Canadian cans bad a vory high duty on quinine. It was repealed,
barley has largely fallen off, and barley in western Ontario, quinine was piaced on the froe iist, and it is now in the
at all events, bas dropped again out of use as a farm product American market sold at ene baîf the price it brought four
or branh of agriculture. years ago. Thon it was smuggled from Canada into tho

Mr. ORTON. Thero was more barley grown last year United States. Now it is smuggled the other way. Steel
than in 1878. rails net long ago were, in London, bringing about

Mr. MILLS. No; nor was there more wool grown. The $30 a ton, and in New York they were $35 aton dearer. The tax ameunts te $28 a ton and the
price of wool bas diminisbed till at the present time the fren
market value is less than 25 cents. I believe the average ta dchre etobthe pres of bononedew
market value in Ontario last year, of Canadian wool was York are due te the extent of $28 te the American Tarif?
22 cents per lb. The hon. Minister f Railways bas referred te the ceai Tax,

Mr. PLUMB. The alpaca was manufactured. and he says that the Americans paid tbe duty on eai Now.
Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman, if a consistent pro- Prcscott and Ogdensburgb are but a mile apart. The ceai

tectionist, would insist upon a high duty on foreign wool; which sold a few days ago at Ogdensburgh at $5.15, brings
and if the duty was only made sufficiently high the farming atPrcscott$6.65. Thccal which at NN indsor sella at $7.50,
population of Canada would give up the growing of comb- sells at Detroit at $6.-5. Will the Minister tell the liuse
ing wool and turn their attention to the growing of fine that it will cost 90 cents te bring ceai across the St. Lawrence;
wool. But so long as there is no duty on foreign wool they Does ho think that any one wouid pay $6.65 if be could
find the growing of combing wool the more profitable of buy at 5.75 at Ogdensburgh, and get the duties paid? The
the two. difference in prico before the tax was imposed did net

Mr. ORTON. I think there is a duty on all kinds of wool exceod 30 cents. It la flw 90 cents. Wiat makes the
that compote with Canadian wool.ddifference? The Minister says that te obtain the saio

amount of revenue under the old Tariff wo would
Mr. MILLS. The bon. gentleman knows thero is ne need te impot $21,000,000 worth more good.

duty on any wool that competes with Canadian wool, thougi The Tarif bas, thereforo, shut 821,00000Worth
there is a duty on wool that does not. If the Government eut of the country, and bas given a bore
would exclude the wool that compotes with Canadian wool, market te this extent. I wholly dissent from this state-
1 understand that the woollen manufacturers will be obliged ment. The purcbasing power of the people inanyoneyear
to work up the Canadian wools, and the public would be is a fixcd quantity. If yeu increase thc pnice of ail tiey cal,
obliged to wear the cloth produced from them. But the and of ail they wear, of fuel and of ligit, a large portion, if
Canadian Government takes good care to impose duties on net the wvoie, of $21,000,000 is taken te pay this additional
those articles not to be affected by the taxation. Some price leaving but a small sum if any for additional purpes.
have a tax on barley because none is imported into Canada. Every ene mu-t sec that if hon. gentlemen have suceeded
There was no barley brought in before except what was im- lu seuring botter prices te producors, iL is plain that more
ported to keep the sced from deterioration. moncy will be required te purciaso thc samo amount of

Mr. ORTON. low about oats? cemmedities. The hon. mcmber for Cardwoll told us that
Mr. MILLS. Does the hon. gentleman say that it affects the maufacturer of sewing machines in tic United States

the price ? sld them te Canadians for as than tbey did te ti own
Mr. ORTON. Yes.citzens that they always deductel tic duties; se that if bis~C5.statement is accurate, Amenican sowing- machines eau now
Mr. M1LLS. I know that in the section in which I live ho imported into Canada as readily as if ticre was ne

tie vaire of oats bas been increased, but it was increased duty at ail. &tic bon. gentleman and tic hon. Ministor
befOre the adoption of the National Policy, by the building of Finance bave said that ne kinds of manufactured
of out iils, whieh made it possible when the oats were goeds we as cheap in 1878 as tiey are to-day.
converted into meal to transport them to a distance in that figier wages are paid; labor js less efficient, andform profitably, whieh cannot be done while the oats are yot evory man is botter off? The bon. member for Cardwell

the an actuned; and some oat mills have been shut up by told us iast year that sugar was nover se chcap as it ha
ke Taf because they could not get the necessary supplies to been under the present Tarif. He has told us, if I remem-
eeP then running throughout the year. I return to the sub- ber rightly, that it is from 40 te 60 cents per 100 lbs.

jet: Were w eoverrun in consequence by the importation of cheaper than before 1879. The bon. the Min ister of Finance
fanr oichrey ? Was ail the poueof that other bretarin balY te Whici produceof ttebarley bas said the same thing about cettens. Now what follewa?
few years nge, the First Minister so frequently referred, a That Canada nover was a sacrifice market; that English
quantit' s agO, imported into Canada? No, except m and American good were nt sent in here and saiticed.itnMperted te inpreve ticyield. e didnest imp- Mr. DrumtondefRedpath's flrm, intrmed us, in 1876
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that we were getting American sugars at less than their
actual cost-, because the American refiner was paid a bounty
by bis Government. Now, we are told that Mr, Redpath is
furiiishing us with sugar at a lower price than the price of
1878, although that was below cost ; that ho is paying
hi gher wages, and that he is doing a prosperous business1
The same story is told of cotton manufactures-that it is
prosperously lower now than the ruinously low prices of
1S78; and yet these lower than bankrupt prices arc produe-
ing handsome profits! I would like to ask the President
of the Council what ho has to say to this ? Can ho
find no couplet from Biglow or Butler whic-h will properly
characterize the statement of his colleague ? I have already
pointed out the extraordinary features of the hon. Minister
of Finance's statistics. Let me bere notice the efficiency of
our sugar reffning. The hon. gentleman's commissioners
visited four refineries in which they say 885 men are
employed. Mr. Gladstone says, thirty-nine men will reflne
100 tons of loaf sugar every week, or 292,000 lbs. por
man each year. If we take the mixed sugars of the United
Kingdom we find that 5,174 men refine 1,822,000,000
lbs., or 350,000 lbs. to each man enployed. Now, if
the information furnished the House by the bon. Minister
of Finance is at all to be relied upon, that we have 885 mon
engaged in the refineries, they ought te turn ont 300,000,000
lbs. of ordinary refined sugar, nearly three times the
amount refined in Canada. The hon. Finance Minister has
made a statement which shows that the refineries
here, either owing to the defectiveness of their
machinerv or to some other cause, are producing not more
than one-third of the quantity produced in the United
Kingdom with the same amount of labor. I ask this House
to say whether such labor is well employed? I ask it te say
whether the country is not compelled to pay for this
inefficiency ? It may be that these refineries are not se
wretchedly managed as the hon. Finance Minister would
have us believe ; but if they are not, is it not plain to every
one that this louse has wholly unreliable statements laid
before it? It is impossible that this statement can be true. It
is impossible to believe that men greedy of gain-anxious to
grow suddenly rich, would se mismanage their btsiness, as
to employ three men te do the work of one. I observe
that the hon. Finance Minister, in his Budget Speech,
estimates the increased' consumption of Canadian wool
at upwards of 1,000,000 lbs. Ie says, that the
exports in 1878 were 2,445,893 lbs, and, in 1881,
1,404,123 lbs., and he concludes from this fact that
the difference is due to a larger quantity of Cana-
dian wool being used in manufacturing. I do not
think this is the case. My opinion is, that the number
of sheep kept by the farmors has been very greatly
diminished. The farmers of Canada turn their attention to
the production of whatever pays them the best for the time
being. Until the appearance of the wbeat midge, the
western portion of Ontario was largely- devoted to the pro-
duction of winter wheat. When the American war began,
sbeep raising and the growth of barley took the place of the
growth of wheat. ln 1860, there was less barley grown in
the United States than in Canada. Within ton years the
farmers increased their growth of barley eight-f>ld. The
price of barloy was greatly reduced. The price of Canadian
wool has fallen year by year. Combing wool, last year, was
not worth more than 2: cents, and the result is, that sheep
raising and barley growing bave ceased in the West to be
agricultural productions. The dairy business, which, for a
few years, was a leading branch of agricultural industry,
bas again fallen into the back-ground, and, during the
past five years, the sale of wheat exceeds in value that
of all other farm products taken together. I do not say
that this is the most satisfactory method of farming, but I
am simply stating a fact. A better price for oats bas pre-
vailed during the past six years than before, but it has
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been wholly due to the erection of oat-mills, which send
the meal to the Scotch market. I have no doubt whatever,
if the hon. the Minister of Finance were to put a duty of
10 cents a found on fine wools, the Canadian manufac.
turers could be supplied with home grown wool; and if his
theory had any value in bis own estimation ho would have
done this. The hon, member for West Toronto has
referred to the fact that manufacturing industries have
been recently extended, and ho attributes the large cou.
sumption of homo-grown articles to the exclusion of foreign
products. This has been a favorite style of argument upon
the other side, and yot a very cursory examina.
tion of the facts will show it te be most fallacious.
The hon. gentleman admits that the importations of the
past year were very much greater than in 18s8.
The imports for 1881 wore $103,330,80, and for 1878
$93,0S1,427. Hon. gentlemen on the other side have ail
along argued that the demand for home productions in
1878 was less than in 1881[, and yet the foreign importations
of 1881 exceeded those of 1878 by more than $12,000,000.
If we take the years 1872-73, which hon. gentlemen referred
to as a most prosperous year, we find that the imports
exceeded in value $128,000,000, being $35,000,000 more
than the year, 1878, and yet hon. gentlemen do not say that
the home manufacturers were driven to the wall in those
years by excessive importations. Tho fact is that home
and foreign products are, to a great extent, complements of
oach other. They are alike necessary to complote the
assortment of the necessaries and the luxuies of life in
this country. When the purchasing power of the commun-
ity is from any cause diminished it effects this assortment
all round. When there is a diminution of imports, there is
also a diminution in the demand for home manufactured
articles; and the years of the smallest imports are
also the vears in which home manufacturers are
in least demand. It is because the same causes are opera-
ting with reference to each. The member for West Toronto
has said that the question of Freo Trade and Protection are
not put Lin issue by this Tariff. That we all admit that there
nnt be Customs duties, and it is a simple question as te the
aiticles upon which these duties shall be imposed. I quite)
admit that the issue between us is not whethe3r Castoms
duties shall or shall not be abolished. No one lias spoken
in favor of Pree Trade on this side in the sonso of wholly
removing the shackles of commerce. Lt is net a question
as between direct and indirect taxation, and the hon.
member is only dealing candidly with this side of the
flouse when ho recognizes that fact. I have nover hCsitated
to say, if a tax of 20 per cent. is necessary to meet the
necessities of the Government, thon I am ready to favor a
tax of 20 per cent. If we cannot get on with less than 25
per cent, thon I am in favor of 25 por cent. I set out with
this proposition, that taxation in no form eau in itself be
anything else than a burden on the people; that it should
be imposed only for publie purposes and used only for th'
public benefit. There are certain canons which we oug
to observe, I think, in the imposition of taxes. The tax
should be imposed so as to take as little money as possible
from the people beyond what finds its way into the public
Treasury. It should be distributed fairly as between the
Provinces; it should be borne by the population in propor-
tion to their ability to pay; it should be so imposed so asto
i estrain commerce as little as possible. Now, in our estimation
these are all bardons we impose on the population who are
called upon te bear them, they are not benefits. It i net
money paid into the public Treasury. It is not a tax toe
justified by the benefits obtained. It is not applied iu th"
publie iterest, but it is a tax imposed on one section :fthe
population for the benefit of another section.

Mr. ORTON. I would ask whether it is not botter, th
to propose a tax that gives the benefit to the farn PO
ducer ?
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Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman thinks it is better ho at the Trade and Navigation Returns to e88 how much

can undertake to establish that proposition, but I will the purchasing power of the country varies. In 1873,
undertake to say it is worse. Now, if the hon. member for our foreign tradeemeunted to nearly $218,000,000. In 1879,
West Toronto will consider these propositions, he will see the most gloomy year since Confederation, it was
that they are violated by the present Tariff; he will see that 364OOO, 000 les. Now, here was a corresponding difference
upon every one of them we are at issue with his friends, in our domestic and interprovincial trade; that is, a varia-
and that we have on our side every distinguished financier tion equal to 25 per cent. If we produce to the full extent
from Mr. luskisson to Mr. Gladstone. His friends some- of our market in years of prosperity, is it not evident that,
times deny, and sometimes affirm, that taxation is in in a year of depression, there must be great industrial dis-
itself a burden. When British Columbia was admitted turbances ? The number of employés in the more wealthier
into the Confederacy it was said that taxation was a mills and factories will be diminished, and many of the
burden and this burden should not be increased for weaker establishments will be closed. Is it nothing to have
the purpose of giving effect to the terms of Union. a large fixed population thrown out of employment ? Is it
When this Tariff was promulgated, a different doctrine was nothing to have a large amount of capital, which, at fro-
laid down, and it was said that, by a tax on coal, the quently recurring intervals of time, is left wholly unpro-
industry of Nova Scotia would be revived, and by a tax on ductive ? Yet it is towards this destination we are hastily
brealstuffs, the farmers of Ontario would be made pros- advancing, and the more apparent the success of the hon.
perous. Here we have the theory enunciated that no matter gentleman's policy, the more certain is it that disaster must
what may be done with the taxes, the country is helped by come. If our manufacturers had been allowed to obtain a
their imposition. It is not their judicious expenditure sale foothold at home, if they had been allowed to manufac-
which is to help the farmer and the miner, it is their imposi- ture under such favorable circumstances that they could
tion. Now, from this doctrine I dissent. They who have felt their way seeurely into foreign markets, then they
promulgated it are the doctrinaires-the visionary theorists, would themselves, by crossing the frontier barriers, have
who, like the bon. member for Cardwell, mistakenly protected their interests against the dangers of a contracted
suppose themsolves to be practical men. I would like to domestie market. I need not say more upon this point. We
ask the hon. member for West Toronto, whether this is not have no feeling of hostility to the manufacturing classes. We
a very distinct issue between us ? Taking the position that desire their prosperity, and we have marked out the line by
taxation is a public burden, we say the rich ought to bear which alone that prosperity can be made secure. We seek
their fair proportion. Do they do so ? We deny that they do. to promote the well-being of the whole people, and we
Cheap cottons are far more heavily taxed than dear ones. adopt the policy which roason and experienco alike demon-
Cheapwoollen goods beai nearly double the tax of morecostly strate to be the necessary means to that end.
goods. Cheap woollen or cotton goods are far more heavily Mr. McDOUGALD (Pictou). This debate bas gonetaxed than the most expensive silks. If taxation is, in itself, on at such length that I had not intended to address anya benefit then it may have been well to have measured out remarks to the fHouse, but for some observations rmade byto the poor a double portion ; but if it is not in itself a theb on. member for Northumberland (Mr. Snowball) inberefit, but a burden, a very different policy should be reference to coal. His statements are so much at varianceadopted. I have never, for one moment, doubted that any with the facts that I did not think I would be performingbranch of industry might be stimulated by a sufficient my duty if I did not challenge them. I refer, in the firstbourty directly or indirectly given. But I have always place, to bis observations with regard to the quality ofcontested the wisdom of undertaking to direct that which Pictou coal. I thought that the quality of ;bat coal wasI believe is best left to the intelligence of our population. so well known and established throughout the country that1 do sec serions dangers and difficulties in our road. I see no man would undertake to disparage it at this time of day.that many branches of industry are approaching very The bon. gentleman asserted that it was, generally speaking,dosely to the line which separates prosperity from disaster. of a bad quality, although in some exceptional cases ito one who bas compared the manufactures of Canada might be very fair. This statement is not borne out by theWth the manufactures of the United States, during the period facts. If the hon. gentleman will only refer to the quota-of depression, can have failed to observe how many failures tions of coal in the city of Montreal, where the largestthe o was in that country, and how few there were bore. purchases of Nova Scotia coal are made, ho will find thatT8 liabilities of those who failed of ail classes in Canada, in Pictou coal-without any reference to any particular1875, were about $26,000.000; and if we leave out boot and locality, or any particular mine in that county-isýhoe makers, who were practically without any foreign at a higher rate than any other produced in the Dominion.
'ormpetition, the manufacturer did not fail for more than From actual experiments extending over ton days, with2 per cent, of this amount. I will venture the prediction, large quantities, and not from a single analysis, it was
that anter ritsf se certain can be called a prediction, proven that Picou coal was 10 per cent. botter than Scotchh ider crisis must produce a very different result. coal; and in reference to the question of superiority, com-Why did our manufacturers pass so successfully through paring the bituminous coal of Ohio with Pictou coal, I will
the last crisis ? Because they have grown up to meet the read the testimony of a sea captain, who has had consider-te quoe 0 ents of the country. They adjusted themselves to able experience in the business:the local needs of the population, and their productions in
but few instances exceeded the minimum requirements off "rMoWREA.2ndDeCember, 1879.

eir clustomers. The variable complement was the foreign "Mr W. J.eNson
Iniport. in 1i8,Our boot d nsh f tDAB ,-Referring touour conversation with regard to the com-
91 per cent.; the, o a Oe maVnu acturers supplied parative merits of Drummond and Ohio coals for steam purposes, i have

oewoollen manufacturers, 85 per cent. in their no hesitation in saying that having used Ohio coal on board the steamer
ria ines. Saddle and harness makers, 99 per cent. ; car- Filgate during the past season on Lake Ontario, I found that 40 to 50

age manufacturers 99 per cent. more coai was required to give the same result that I obtaincaemanuaont; tepercent.;mercant tailors, 95 per from Drummond coal furnished me for several years past by the Inter-east 95e manufacturers of agricultural implements, at colonial Coal Company at-Montreal.
those • per cent. Now there is not much room left in "nr tratly,.
the industries for expansion beyond what is afforded by "0aptam 8. 1% ATE."

say growt aof the country in wealth and in population. I The observation made-with regard to the quality of Novadties i Ogether from the question of injustice done by Scotia coal was a most baseloss glander on that great indus-
rect 1in eexcess of the public requirements, you are misdi- try, and I was astonished that any gentleman ishould make

rtg the Capital Of the country. We have only to look such an assertion at this time of day. P"haps Ishould not
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be astonished, however, because an hon. gentleman reminds
me that it is in accordance with the policy of a good many
hon. gentlemen opposite to decry the industries of their
own country. That hon. gentleman also stated that
the coal owners were leaing on the Government. Such
might be true,-Sir, of gentlemen engaged in producing slabs
and deal ends, but there is no great industry in this country
that' bas recoived less consideration at the bands of the
Governments of this country than the coal industry.
A great amount of capital is required to maintain this in-
dustry-the proprieters have to pay a large price for their
mines, and heavy duties on every article used in their equip-
ment. There is no class of people who pay more to support the
services of this country than the people engaged in that
trade-there is also a charge for a royalty of 10 cents a ton to
the Local Government on the coal produced. The hon.
gentleman also stated that the incroase in the coal output
from 1878 was only natural. Perhaps he meant to saythat
it was only natural that there should be an increase from
1878 to 1881, under the operation ofthe National Policy, as
ho might have said that it would be natural that there
should be an increase in the deficit under hon. gentlemen
opposite. The increase in the sales of coal between 1878
and 1881 amounted to 341,000 tons; and, only for he
destruction of one of the largest collieries, which had an
output of over 100,000 tons, the increase would have been
fully 450,000 tons. The hon gentleman also states that ho
cannot understand why the National Policy should have
increased the export of coal to the West Indies. I think that
fact is qui te susceptible of explanation. We know that by the
fostering of the sugar industries, our ships now carry coal
to the West Indies as a return cargo for the sugar they
bring back. The hon. gentleman also stated that the con-
dition cf the working classes had not improved. I can say,
having lived in the coal district for the last ton years, that
there has been an advance in wages, and that the condition
of the working classes is 50 per cent. botter than it was
during the period the late Government were in power. I
was particularly amused at the arguments of the hon. mem-
ber for Richmond regarding the condition of the laborers
in this industry, which were intended to show that the
improvement in the coal trade had not been of any benefit to
them. I think the hon. gentleman could not have credited the
members of this House or the country with much intelligence
if he expected them to believe that statement in the face of
the fact that the produce of the mines had increased 50 per
cent. I know that for a few years previous to 1878, the
average employment was not more than four days a
week, while now work is on full time; such a condition
of things benefits not only the working mon themselves,
but ail who are indirectly interested in the trade. The hon.
member for Bothwell, I think, stated that the duty was
imposed for the purpose of obtaining a higher price. 1
think the facts do not bear out that statement; the object
in imposing the duty was not to give a higher price, but to
afford a home market to tbat industry to a larger extent than
before ; and that object bas been secured, much to the
benefit of the people of this country, because the great mass
of consumers obtain tlieir coal cheaper than they would if
these collieries were allowed to go down, which would have
occurred to a large extent if the policy of the late Govern-
ment had been continued. I did not rise for the purpose
of making any lengthened remarks, but before I sit down
I desire to show some of the effects of the National Policy
upon the industry of the country. That policy has now
been in operation three years, and we are able to judge by
experience how far it has been beneficial in its operation,
and how far it las fulfilled the expectations of its friends.
No person as denied that it ias fulfilled the expectations
of its promoters in prod.ucing a revenue not only sufficient
to carry on the affairs of the country, but to produce a sur-
plus. A cry familiar to my ears some months ago was

Mr. MODoUGALD (Pictou).

that we had no prosperity. That cry, I am happy tosay,
is getting played out; like many other cries, it has served
its purpose, and must now pass away. I think, after the
evidence whieh las been placed before this House, that
statement will hardly be repeated in the country with any
expectation of its being believed. Speaking of the county
of Pictou, with which I am acquainted, 1 can say that there
has been great progress in the industries of the county
and that that progress is largely due to the National
Policy. A new woollen mill ha. been erected near Hop.
well, with a capital of $30,000, and will soon be in
operation for the manufacture of the finer quality
of woollen goods. At Hopewell, another woollen
mill as been enlarged, with a capital of $20,000;
and I know that all the woollen mills of the country,
of which there are many, are fully employea. When
I bad occasion, not many months ago, to pay them a visit, to
get a large order which I had received from Halifax, filled,
not one would undertake to fill it as they were all fully
engaged. Nctwithstanding that fact, there is no increase
in the price of manufactured woollen goods to the consumer;
the goods are of better quality than formerly, and, owing to
the large production and the competition, they are quite as
choap, as a rule, if not a little cheaper, than before the
imposition of the duty. I have heard a great outcry about
the increased cost of blankets, in consequence of the
duty of45 percent; but throughout my county bliankets are
lurnished of botter quality and at cheaper rates than
before the duty was imposed. There are other new
industries which have been started in that county,
which but for the oporation of this policy would not have
been commenced. There is one in particular, that ofthe glass-
works which now employ 125 men with a pay roll for wages
of over $1,000 per week. There is a new factory erected,
Dot quite in running order but it will be shortly, for the
purpose of making car-springs, where it is intended eventu-
ally to employ about 300 hands. There are other industries
which, under the operation of this Tariff have been largely
extended, and I will give the flouse the opinion of the
Eastern Chronicle, an authority which hon. gentlemen
opposite will be glad to accept in cases of this kind, showing
the progress in tbis single industry under the operation of
the present fiscal policy, except for which they would
have been unable to have carried on operations to the
same extent. Speaking of the Nova Scotia Forge Company,
that newspaper says:

''It is perbaps the most 'go ahead' iron manufacturing establish-
ment in the county. In 1872, the present proprietor, Messrs. Graham
Fraser and Forest McK-y, started the 'spike factory ' near the New
Glasgow Station. From railway spikes they soon turned their atten-
tion to carriage springs and axles. In 1874, a steam hammer was added
to the machinery of the shop, and they branched out into the production
of car axles and ship's knees. About three years ago the present com-
modious factory was erected at Smelt Brook, and thus became the
nucleus of what now bids fair to be the industrial centre of this countY.
The buildings, which cover some 4,000 square feet, are fitted up with the
most inproved machinery. Four steam hammers are in use the largesl
of which is a two ton double acting hammer, and is capable of forging
very heavy shafting. Railway tracks run through the entire lenigth ci
the building. The car axles and knees produced in this factorY are
made from scrap iron. Scrap is obtained from along the line of the
Intercolonial, from Prince Edward Island and from wrecked steamýhips
around the coast. The writer recently saw the hands employed ii cU'
ting up the scrap taken from the wreck of the ill-fated steamshiP
Atlantac to be forged into car axles for the Oanadian Pacific RaiWl'Y' f0
be used in carring the western bound pioneer to his home in iantobeaon the
or the Saskatchewan. This Company employ about ei ghty men on
average, and the factory is kept running both night an day. The at
duction of eighty car-axles is considered a fair day' .wor ,i ested
370 lbs. each, equals 4,440 tons per annum. This firm is also lhte sate
in the Nova Scotia Spring Works, now in.course of erection at t
place."

Speaking of another industry, the Acadia Iron Foundry,
the same newspaper says:

"Steam engines are constracted up to 250 horse power, an retO
locomotives undertaken, their machinerybeing heavy eo nd, f or the1
the heaviest driving wheels. Fifty men are emploYa' t
greater part of the year, work is carried on both day and night. I
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boiler shop the greatest activity prevails. A new set of boilers for the they are in close proximity to the American lines, and are
seud were made there during the pas seaon, one of the Iargestjobs of able to get their coal at a very cheap rate. It has beenthe kind ever turned our of anl boiler shop in this Province. They
obtain their raw material chiefly rom Londondery, and fill orders from attempted to be shown that the competition of Nova Scotia
&il parts of the Dominion, but chiefly from the Lower Provinces. Dur- coal bas not reduced the price of American coal. To come
ing the past six months their sales have amounted to about $38,000." to that conclusion we have to admit that competition in
In addition to that testimony I can say that all manufactur- any branch will not reduce prices. Hon. gentlemen opposite
ing industries of the county are now fully engaged, whereas argue eloquently on the effect of railway compotition in
formerly tbey were languishing and in a very depressed reducing prices to competing points. The companies
condition. With respect to the coal question, the improve- engaged in the coal trade in the United States are in many
ment in that industry is probably more marked cases also engaged in railway traffic, and the principle that
than that of any industry in the Dominion. The will hold good in the one case will hold equally good in the
sales of coal, in 1878, were 693,511 tons, which increased, other. We know that Nova Scotia coal, notwithstanding
in 1881, to 1,035,014 tons, being the largest on the reduced price caused by competition, finds its way as
record. The hon. member for Richmond, N.S. (Mr. Flynn) far west as Cobourg. The arguments made use of by the
stated that it had been equalled by the out-put in 1873. hon. the Minister of Railways with reference to the prices
The hon. gentleman may have been correct as regards the of coal have not yet been refuted. In fact, scarcely an
out-put, but the sales were less by 150,000 tons. If that attempt bas been made to refute them. The only denial
quantity of coal were produced and not sold it was lying made has been two statements from parties interested in
on bank at a loss to the Company. 465 additional men the American coal trade. I do not know if hon. gentlemen
were employed in 1881 over 1878; there were 183,705 opposite are in loague with American coal proprietors, but
additional days labour in 1881 over 1878. This their policy is in league with theirs. With regard to the
improvement is due to the duty and to the National price of coal at Buffalo, on the 1st of March it was quoted
Policy generally-the stimulus given to manufacturing at 89.25, and on that day a contract was made at $2.65, ex-
industries, and the protection afforded thom in obtaining the duty, being a difference of 60 cents between the price to the
home market. I know from those engaged in the trade trade at Buffalo and the price at which sold for consump-
they attribute their prosperity to those causes, and there are tion in Canada, deliverea at the International Bridge. I
no gentlemen better qualified to judge of the causes than have said that the improvement in the coal trade is due to
those engaged in the trade. They would be fools to insist the National Policy, and bas been obtained without impos-
on retaining a duty in the face of the uniform opposition of ing burthens on any section of the community. The proper
hon. gentlemen opposite, if it afforded them no benefit, and method in discussing the coal duty is to consider
it is my opinion that, but for the protective shield thrown its effects on the country as a whole. The duty has been
around them by the National Policy, halfof those industries opposed on account of its being a sectional tax. Those hon.
would have been extinguished by this time. As regards gentlemen who opposed this duty which, after all, is really
the question of wages, I think it will be found that wages an ordinary revenue duty of 25 per cent. were not so sensi-
have increased, and there has been a general improvement in tive in maintaining the protection of 150 per cent. on coal oil,
the condition of all connected with the industry. In regard an article of the same class as coal, so that it appears cir-
to the price of coal, the records will show that they have cumstances alter cases, and everything depends on where
not been increased on account of the duty. No one the sectional tax is imposed. The best test of the equality of
will venture to say that prices in the Lower Provinces have a Tariff is the ability of a people to prosper under it. That
been increased for that reason. In the Province of Quebec has been eminently the case with the National Policy.
prices have not been increased, and no Province in the There is no industry more deserving than the coal industry,
Dominion is more interested in retaining the duties than is of a fair and just treatment at the hands of any Govern-
Quebec from a consumers' standpoint, unless the collieries ment. It is an industry which dates back as far as 1785,
of' the Lower Provinces b efficiently maintained it would and in which over $812,000,000 is invested. This industry
be impossible for Quebec consumers along the St. Lawrence has been treated more unfairly than any in Canada. I will
to secure their supply at anything like the moderate explain briefly my reasons for saying so, and for holdingprices paid at the present time. What would be the that it is entitled to a protective duty. It obtained its
Position of affairs if they had now to depend on greatest prosperity about the year 1865, when the markets
loreign importations for their supply. I am in- of the United States were open to us. In that year weformed, on reliable authority, that the freights from shipped to the United States 465,994 tons. The followingGreat Britain are from $3.75 to $5 per ton; add year the United States Government imposed a duty ofS81.25
to that the price of the coal, and it will be per ton, which, in 1872, was reduced to 75 cents, but thefound impossible that British coal can be landed at less than result was that in 1879 only 51,645 tons were exported85 or $6, whereas Lower Province coal eau be obtained at to the United States, or 8 per cent. of our entire sales,least $1 cheaper. Of course, I know that in occasional instead of 80 per cent as in 1865. The natural market ofyears the condition of the market may be different, once that industry was thus cut off, not through anyperhaps in two, three or four years, owing to vessels com- want of energy of those engaged in it, but by the
rng out in ballast carrying coal at a more nominal freight. hostile legislation of a foreign country. The proprietorsThat is such a disturbing element in this trade that it is were compelled to seek new markets, and naturallyaUffcit to paralyse, in years of depression, those industries, turned to the Upper Provinces, but in consequence

ndhie imposition of a duty removos this difficulty, of the large quantities of coal that came out to the St. Law-
eeil on the whole it does not impose burdens on the rence in ballast, the efforts of our coal traders did not meetp0nsumers in the Province of Quebec. As regards the the success they deserved, and they only controlled that
Prce in Ontario, I think the imposition of the duty has market in 1873 when coal was very high in Great Britain.noV meaPosod any undue burdens on consumers there, because, In Ontario it was quite i ossible to otain an outlet, Owing
petans of ithe duty, Nova Scotia coal has become a com- to the distance and the fact that American coal was allowedPOnitor wi h American coal at a good many points in to come in free. There was not then, so far as I could see
conrandi athe moment that is the case, American coal on the part of hon. gentlemen opposite, a desire to deal fairly
tition. it 'ue their prices in order to meet that compe- with this question. In order to obtain a home market, pro-
Ontario, maybe true that, in the western section of tection for this industry was sought by imposing on
Of the)dVe price bas been somewhat enhanced on account imported coal a duty which really did not amount to moreS duty, but the people there cannot complain, than a duty for revenue. Yet that was refused by Vhe1 t
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late Government, it has been granted by the prosent,
and with the results we have seen. It has been said that
if the Reform party obtained power they would do
justice to every industry in Canada. We think it much
safer for the people to judge them by their acts
than by their promises. We have seen what justice they
extended to these industries, and I think that
when the opportunity arrives, the people will show they
know with what party their interests are safest. I will
only refer in connection with this question to the policy of
the Opposition enunciated by its leader during his visit to
my constituency last summer. Amid the varying policies,
however, propounded on that side, it is very difficult to
know which to choose; but in the ordinary course of things
it is safer to take that of the leader. On that occasion I
listened attentively to ascertain his policy, when he said to
the people: "your natural channels of trade are with the
neighboring Republic; your exports will find their best
market there, and your imports should come from
there." Now, under such a policy as that, it would be im-
possible to restrict the importation of coal from the United
States, or afford us any relief. It is a policy which I do
not hesitate to say is inimical to our interests and sub.
versive of the advantages that ought to flow from the Con-
federation of these Provinces, which was designed to establish
inter-provincial trade; and especially inimical to mining
interests from the fact that the industry was about being
crushed out. It is inimical to the industries of this country,
because it tends-owing to our peculiar position and the
competition to which we are exposed, in meeting the cheap
labor and larger capital of older countries, and the protective
policy of the United States-to aggravate our weakness
and difficulties. It is inimical to the permanence of any
industry in this country, and will only tend to the expor-
tation of the labor which should be employed in Canada to
build up our own industries, and increase the wealth of our
own country. But that is a policy which the hon. gentle-
man opposite would carry out on the first opportunity.
That is the policy which the hon. member for Gloucester
predicted would be approved by my constituents when
appealed to. I think I am as well acquaint-
ed with the people of my county, and know
their feelings probably as the honorable member
ber for Gloucester, and I think that when the opportunity
arrives the electors of Pictou County will pronounce a ver-
dict which will not be so favorable to that policy as the
hon. gentleman thinks. I believe the people are alive to
their own interests, and when the time comes they will
utterly repudiate and disown a policy so injurious to the
interests of the country, and will sustain a policy of moderate
protection to the home industries of Canada.

Mr. RICHEY. If Iventure to solicit the attention of the
House for a short time, I am quite sure that I need not
claim that it is not due to any selfish desire on my part to
be heard in this debate, but simply to a sense of duty to
the constituency I represent, owing to the course which this
debate has taken, and to a sense of my duty to the Govern-
ment which I am here to support. I recall to mind the
fact that we were summoned for the despatch of business;
and I remember that Bacon, who said that true des-
patch is a rich thing-for time is a measure of business, as
monoy is cf wares-also said that long and curious
speeches are as fit for the despatch of business as a robe
with a long train is for a race. But we have the same
highi authority for saying that although iterations are
commonly loss of time, it is a gain of time to iterate fre-
quently the true state of the question. I trust, therefore,
I may be indulged if I attempt to iterate a true statement
of the question, avoiding the endeavor to follow the hon.
gentleman from Bothwell through all that historical nar-
ration in which he indulged, concerning the past history of
hon. etlemen who now occupy the Trea0ry benches. I

.MoDÔU'ÔALD (Piotou),

will confine myself to that particular point at present
before the House, which I think has been well
stated by my hon. friend who has just preceded me,
when he said it was to consider whether, after
the experience of three years of the National Policy,
the predictions which were uttered by the hon. gentlemeu
on the opposite side, bave been fulfilled; whether our
anticipations or their forebodings have been realized. I
observed that the hon. gentlemen who have stood opposed
to each other in this debate, have not always expressed
the highest appreciation of each other. The hon. member
for Bothwell chided us for our language. He informed us
that vituperation neither added to the dignity of the hon.
members who used it, nor to the dignity of the assembly
addressed; and forthwith he proceeded by gentle insinua-
tions to refer to hon. gentlemen on this side as owls and
bats. I shall not follow that example. i desire to
take a new departure and to recognize the ability and
courage which have distinguished hon. gentlemen opposite,
who have been the assailants of the National Policy. I
think it required no little degree of courage to breast the
flood of facts which the hon. the Finance Minister
poured in upon the House. It required no small
degree of ingenuity so to manipulate those facts and
figures, if not to distort them, as to leave upon
any candid mind the impression that the prosperity which
this country now enjoys was, in no degree whatever, due to
that policy. The course I intend to pursue is the very
simple one of articulating some of the predictions uttered in
1879, when this Tariff was first brought down and passed
into law, and appealing to the House to support me in the
belief that these predictions have utterly failed.
Among the objections which were urged, hon. gentlemen
will remember, was this: that it was impossible the Tariff
could produce the results expected from it, in the production
of revenue and the protection of manufactures-that it
must inevitably fail in one respect. That if it pro-
duced sufficient revenue it would not afford the required
protection; and, if it afforded protection, it would not
produce the revenue wanted. The answer to that pre-
diction is found in the financial statements brought
down from year to year by the hon. the Finance Minister-
notably that which ho las presonted to us this year, in
which, while ho has been ab!e to refer to millions of dollars
of reserve, he has at the same time been able to show that the
manufactures of this country were in a flourishing condition.
He has been able to remove a million and a-half of taxation,
aud to sweep away entirely the duties on tea and coffee, and
to grant the fishermen of the country the interest on that
Fishery Award, which many of us had previously claimed
on their behalf. He has been able also to refer to the pros-
perity of agriculture, a prosperity which, as hon. gentlemen
opposite are not able to deny, they have attempted to refer
entirely to the dispensation of Providence. Now, Sir, there
are three providences to be considered in this connection.
There is the Providence of the Supreme being, which Was
vouchsafed to those lion. gentlemen when they held office,
as well as those who now control the Government.
I find in the speeches of the Governor General of that
time, words put into his mouth by his Ministers
which recognized the bounty of Providence in that
regard, in which lie referred te the benefactions of Pro-
vidence in the bounteous harvests which they enjoyed.
But all these bounties of a beneficent Providence may fail
short of their design if there be not' superadded an
intelligent Government and the providence of the peoPle
themselves. The hon. member for Centre Huron recognIw
this when lie told the people of this country, and told them
truly, that men could never grow rich by Acts ef Parlia-
ment, but they must grow rich by frugality and bard work.
But there was this to be considered, that their fr i7 .
enforced, and their hard work was ike hat Cg esAe"
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Israelites who worked for a Government which refused against England, because, upon the goods imported from
then straw. It was for want of providence on the part England, the average duty, taking the whole importe, was
of the Government that those gentlemen failed, and it is by larger than upon those imported from the United States. 1
virtue of it that the gentlemen who now occupy the do not know that 1 can put ny hand upon the language
Treasury benches succeed. There was another prediction whicb le employed, but he mace a comparison, if I remem-
that those hon. gentlemen very much dwelt upon, ber correctly, by which, upon datiable goods, the difference
that the Tariff would be hostile to England and amounted to 2 percent., and, upon dutiable and free goods
calculated to irritate the United States. I will cite the together, nearly 5 per cent. 1 noticed that that hon. gen-
words of some of the hon. gentlemen who spoke on that tleman made no comparison of years; he confined himself
occasion. The hon. member for Centre Huron said the to the operation ofthe Tarif in 1881. le wiIl excuse me, I

1)eople of England were to find their manufactures excluded ar sure, if I suspected that the reason why he made no such
from their own colonies, and we were warned by him comparison was because he could not do it with good effect,
that we were exposing great and important industries in J, therefore, had the curiosity to Make some enquiry myseif
thus rashly throwing down the gauntlet to 44,000,000 of into the figures regarding the different duties, and with
our best customers in the United States. The hon. member what result, Sir? With this resuit, that whist under this
for Bothwell said this was making war upon the commerce Tarif we increased the average duties against Great Britain
of the United States ; and the hon. member for South by $2.91 in the hundred, we increased them againet the
Brant said that with ail their protestations of loyalty, this United States by $5.54 in the hundred, showing a discrim-
Government had enacted a Tariff which discriminated ination in favor of Great Britain of 82.63. If I go back to
against Great Britain, and which struck at the tie which 1874, J find that the average duties were then heavier
bound the people to the Mother Country. The hon. mem- against Great Britain than againet the United States by
ber for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) said if this Bill passed $5.70 in the hundred. Did the hon, gentlemen, who are
the last link which bound Canada to England would receive now 80 jealous for the maintenance of our rela-
such a violent wrench, that nothing but the most skilful tions with Great Britain, decrease the average? No,
management would prevent us from drifting away from they raised it so that, in 1878, the discrimination
our moorings, and landing in the arms of the United States. against Great Britain, having for its basis the
Well, Sir, with regard to the United States, I trust that we average duties, was $7.37, so that their discrimination
may ever be able to maintain the most amicable was more by $1.67 agaînst Great Britain, taking
relations with that great country. Sharing with themthe the whole average on dutiable and free goods, than
possession of a continent, which certainly affords in 1874. las this Goverument increased it? No. In
sufficient extent and resources for us both ; animated 1881, the average discrimination was $4.70 on the hundred,
by the same desire, to work out for ourselves, under or a reduction since 1878 by $2.67. That, therefore, ia the
God, an 1 those bounties of nature which we possess, the position in which we stand as regards the charge of dis-
highest destiny which we may attain; I trust that iothing crimination againt Great Britain. The charge which these
but the most generous rivalry will ever characterize hou. gentlemen make is truc as regards the positive aver-
those two countries, as regards each other, but in that age, butas regards the comparative average the charge la fully
rivalry, I claim, we are at liberty to indulge. I conceive met and throwu backon the source fromwhich it emanated.
it alike dishonoring to the country to which the warning But we should take mb consideration, as regards the
is addressed, and to the country, the terror of whose name averages of the past year, that they are largoly'te be
is invoked, when we are told that we are not to pursue the accounted for from the fact of the expanaive godA
fiscal policy which we believe to be for our benefit, we are importing from Great Britain, and the
because it may irritate a neighboring nation, low duties on many of the raw materials and other gooda
whose pursuit of that policy, to their own advantage, which we import from the United States. W. find that on
and ouI detriment, may be alloged as the very silks alone the importation las doubled. We imported, in
raison d'êtres of the policy we are pursuing. With regard 1878, $1,371,145 worth; in 1881,82,589,569 worth; and the
to England, I believe that but one sentiment animates the importation of these goods shows the extefding wealth aad
people of this country, that of loyalty to the Throne the increasing prosperity of our country, for that duty, of
and admiration for the institutions of Britain, a course, is paid by the ricliand those whose oircuniManoa
desire, not to sever, but to strengthen, by every are impreving. Thef, we had anotiir prediction, attered
means in Our power, the tie that binds us to the by these hon. gentlemen opposite, that this Tarif wu to de-
Mother Country. The question that concerns us now i, stroy the character and credit of our country. The hon. mem-
have we alienated the affections of England, or have we ber for South Huron (Mr. Cainron) asked" if the statementa
brought upon us that vindictiveness by the United States made by the hon. the Minister of Finance were not calculated
Which Vas prophesied ? Why, as regards our American te injure the credit, the character and the reputation of ha
neighbors, we have had greater indications of a desire te country at home and abroad." I ask, Sir, if ever the redit
renew reciprocal relations with us. We have noticed in of this country stood higler than it ceesto.day? If we
their press their congratulations upon the success of our compare the bans negotiated by the present Minister of
Polhey; they have bogtmore godtrom nurigtaPerîod, whie hae bougit mr goods rmn during thiat Finance with those of his predecessor, if w. blok back uponPeriod,1while we have taken less from them. Now, with re- the career of that predecessor when time after time ho
gard to this Tariff operating so as to injure our importa-came doWn te iParlament with haedeficita, and look at the
tiOns fron England, I shall have to trouble the House with position of our revenue now, we have at once an answer te
a few statistics. In 1878, we imported from Great Britain those predictions of theirs which need ne further omient.
leas than froI the United States by over 811,000,000; S far with regard te the generalities in which these lon.in 1881, we imported from .Great Britain more than gentlemen indulged-the objections which they took to
frojn the United States by 86,879,686, so there was the gereral operation of tlie Tarif. But tley did not
a Change of our import trad(t in favor of G reat Britain witbin rest lu generalities. They descended te details. We were
Oese years of over $18,000,000. We deereased in this time teld thatthe Tarif was te rob the lunberman and aunihulato
e ports from the United States, whilst we increased our his industry:
to)irtcte then. But there is one point to which I desire

9.5 rdirtedct thtspechtoothelien "lVare te have the lumber interest, employing 8ome45,o000 to 50,000
nber et apresented in the speech of the hon. with their families depening on themt
naeh for West Middlesex (Mr. Rosa). That hon. gent1e the greatet peru, because it is imposible to concde from the 11809'd '"aed Uwith disriinating, under thisgTarifWlatr the inpostion f 30 or 40 or 50 cen fper,0oo th e ita S ctre
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of lumber, will go very far to give that great industry its death-blow for
the time being.

That was what the late hon. Finance Minister said. I need
not dwell upon this question, because my hon. friend for
North Renfrew (Mr. White) has so fully disposed of the
whole argument and so ably discussed the matter, so far
as it effects the lumbermen, that I think it is quite unneces-
sary to add anything to his remarks. I might,
however, refer to the fact that whilst, in 1878, our expor-
tation of lumber amounted to $19,511,575, in 1881 it
amounted to $25,960,012, or an increase of nearly one-
quarter. But this despoiling of the lumbermen was simply
an example. The same hon. gentleman who used the lan-
guage which I have just quoted, (the hon. member for
Centre Huron, Sir .Richard J. Cartwright) said that :

" They can understand from that illustration alone, how exceedingly
trifling all the benefits which are proposed to be secured under this
Tariff are, compared with the enormous mischiefs which will result from
its operation. What is true of the lumber interest is true of the fishing
interest, and of the transportation interest, and, as the agriculturists
will find, true of their own interests also."

Sir, we can use that language to-day, but with a different
signification. What is true of the lumbering interest is
true of the fishing interest, is true of the transportation
interest, and is true of the agricultural interest.

Mr. ANGLIN. Hear, hear.
Mr. RICHEY. The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.

Anglin) considers, perhaps, that I am making a bold asser-
tion. I suppose that the duty, therefore, will devolve upon
me of proving it to some extent. An hon. friend-not of
this Legislature, but a member of the Local Assembly (Mr.

argument has, no doubt, been formed in the minds of many
people from the statement that the export of fish had to
some extent decreased, not in 1881, because in that year
there is an increase over 1880, but had decreased to 1880.
The explanation of that is readily found in the fact that we
have had a much larger home consumption-that fish which
were formerly exported to the United States, and perhaps
found their way through the United States back to the Pro.
vinces of Ontario and Quebec, now pass over the Intercolo.
nial Railway to the Upper Provinces. It will be found that
while it required only twelve cars to convey all the fish export.
ed to the Upper Provinces in 1878, it required no less than
113 to convey them in 1881. With regard to the other
allegation of the hon. member for Centre Huron, that the
same statement as to the lumber interest would hold good
as to the transportation interest, we have only to point Io
the change in the Intercolonial Railway. A deficit in the
working of that railway of nearly $750,000 a year has been
changed into a surplus; and what is true of the Intercolonial
is true of the other railways, and of our shipping interests.
According to hon. gentlemen opposite the shipping inteirest
was to be one of those most materially affected by this
policy; and it has been claimed by hon. gentlemen in this
debate that their anticipations in that respect have been
fully accomplished. The answer has been already given in
the statement that steam vessels have largely supplanted
sailing vessels on the sea. I have a statement, showing the
remarkable increase of steam in the ocean-borne commerce
of all nations, which was recently laid before the London
Statistical Society, and which is referred to in a late number
of the .New York Shipping and Comnercial List:

Harrington, Halifax)-whose conversancy with all those "In the foreign trade of Great Britain the entrances and clearances
commercial questions and everything pertaining to fisher of steam vessels at the various ports of the Kingdom reache 1 37,00 000
men, fully qualifies him to give the statement which I nOW tons in 1880 against 15,000,000 tous in 1870. l 1880, Great Britain had

3,000 less saiing vessels than in 1870, whilst in 1880 and 1881 wooden
quota from him, referring to the Operation of the Tariff vessels iisappeared from the Register at the rate of about One thousand
upon the interests of the fishermen, said: vessels each year. The loss of British sailing tonnage from the Register

during the last decade is estimated at about 750,000 tons, but
The fishermen of to-day were in a far better position than they were this was replaced by an increase of 1,611,354 steamer tons,

in 1878, when the so-called Reform party were in power, and this he which is computed at nearly 5,000,000 of effective carrying power.
would prove from statietics which could not be denied. Taking 1878 as Thus the steamer tonnage added to the British fleet since 1870 repre-
the basi of comparison with the year 1881, it would be found that there sents more effective carrying power than the whole British sailing fluet
had been the following increase in the price of fish: No. 3 mackerel, in that year."
from $5 or $6 to $7 or $10; herring, from $3.50 to $4.25; codfish, from
$3.25 to $4.25; hake, from $2 to $2.50; halibut, from $2.50 to $3; We have the hon.member for Gloucester telling us,when desir-
salmon, from $14, $12 or $10, according to quality, to $19, $17 or $15." ing to mako a point against the hon. Minister of RailwaYs

Mr. ANGLIN. What is the cause of the increased cost ? on the coal question, that for the first time in the iirtory
of St. John, fifteen or sixteen steam vessels had put in there

Mr. RICHEY. The increase lu the price, no matter for coal and for deals. That very fact is in itself an evidence
from what it comes, whether from Providential inter of the extent to which steam vessels are being substituted
position or from short supply, does not affect in any de- for sailing vessels. But, Sir, I desire to turn the attention
gree the argument I am using, and which I will wish the of the flouse to a statement of the hon. member for Both-
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) to understand. well, that there had been an increase in the shippiug of
If fishermen get the highest prices for fish and have no more Canada up to the time these hon. gentlemen surrendered
to pay for the goods they consume, the Tariff has not operated the reins of power, and t he decrese since was owngr
to injure them. Then, as regards the prices of goods they to the operation of this Tariff. Let me call attention tot t
consume: exact condition of the shipping of this country. In 1878-9,

" rices have been reduced as follows : flour from $7 50 in 1878, to we had laden inwards 1,839,039 tons, and, in 1880 1,
$7 in 1881 ; cornmeal was as.cheap in 1881 as in 1878, despite what the 2,398,539 tons; we had laden outwards in 1878-9,2,765,946
hon. member for Victoria might say ; molasses from 50 cents, in 1878, . o 931 ,078
to 45 cents in 1881 ; tea from 45 cents to 30 cents; sugar from 11 centj, tons, and, in 1880- 1, 3,697,024 tons, an increase o ,
to 9 cents ; boots from $3.50, $3.75 and $4 a pair, to $3, $3.25 and $3.80 tous. The total tonnage inwards decreaged, under the Mac-
for the same qualities ; clothes were no dearer ; blankets, unbleached kenzie Government, an average of 5,693 tons yearly,
cotton and so forth, were all the same price ; felt hats which, in 1878.
cot $1 and $1.25, were now sold at 60 cents and 75 cents. In fact,' and in the five years under this Governmeut t
everything that entered into the consumption of the fisherman and his has increased at the rate of 491,712 tons; the totSl
family was as low or lower in price in 1881 than in 1878, though they tonnage outwards increased only 13,331 tons per
received much more for the flsh. ' year, or 65,655 in five years under the Mackenzie Gover
They may have received much more for the fish, from ment. It increased under the present Governlment 1,032,
circumstances which Providence only controlled, but the 362 tons in two years; an average of 516,181 tons yeai-IY'
National Policy, as is alleged on the ther side, does not or at nearly forty times the rate under the Mahkenzie theseem to have added $6 to the taxation. Then, Sir, we ought ernment. The total tonnage inwards and outwards gave
not to forget that, under this Tariff, many articles which following average arnual increase:-Up to the end of IS73
enter into consumption by the fishermen are entirely free 74, 700,000 ; to 1878 79, 7,438; to 1880-81, 1,007,893to
from duty, such as twines and lines, salt, tar, pitch, and I think I may ask whether that is not an answer teGoh
resin, and that the materials which they use for their sails allegations made as to the decrease under the present Gov
has been put on the very low Tariff of 5 per cent. An 1 ernment, while it was contended there was an i

Mr'. RIcaEY.
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under the late Government. In the coasting trade the

jncrease of tonnage from 1878-79 to 1880-81 was, in steam-
ers, 2,132,482 tons; sail, 917,601. Even in the matter of ship-
building a point has been endeavored to be made in regard
to the num ber of ships sold-that we have not sold as many
a formerly. There is very little in that argument when it
isconsidered that those who build ships might find it as

profitable to hold them as to sell them under the improving
condition of trade; but the fact is that from 1874 to 1878
the building of ships steadily declined. There was a
decrease every year, the average rate being 19,254 tons,
while in the past year, 1880-81, there bas been an
increase, small it is true, but still an increase of
inY 00 tons. Then we were told "it would cripple all
industries and force capital into less productive channels than
it would seek if left to pursue its natural course, and it would
prove absolutely disastrous to the country as a whole. It
would stop the expansion of our manufactures. " Surely no
man at the present day can contend that our manufactures
have not increased rapidly, that they have not prospered
under the operation of this Tariff. I think I might very
fairly, after the remarkable manner in which those pre-
dictions have failed, appeal to hon. gentlemen opposite and ask
them if they are not prepared to change their opinions and
unite with the great party on this side of the House in
going before the country and presenting before the world
the spectacle of a united body determined to carry on the
affairs of the country in harmony and with a single regard
to the maintenance of its prosperity. I would not appeal
to them without possessing some authority, for I might refer
to the language of the hon. gentleman who long maintained
the position of their leader in this House, who told us ihat
when men ceased to change their opinions upon the great
questions of the day they ceased to be fit to occupy the
positions ofrepresentatives of the people. If that be true,
Iknow of no opportunity that will be more particularly
appropriate than the present to change their opinions and
unite with us. I can conceive of none when they could
more justly, in view of all the facts, unite with the Govern-
ment of the day, giving in their adherence and allegiance
and going to the country with us as a united body.
However much I might indulge in that roseate view, I have
little hope of their conversion. I am afraid they are wedded
to their idols. But I have one prediction which 1 have re-
served to the last, because the answer to it is only in process
ofevolution, and cannot be fully made until it is given by
the people at the polls. The hon. member
for South Huron (Mr. Cameron), said: "The mighty
wave that rolled over the country on the 17th
September last, and which floated himself (the hon. the
Finance Minister) and his colleagues to the Treasury

nches was gradually receding and the sober second
tbought of the people was beginning to assert itself." If
that bon, gentleman did me the honor to visit me in my
borne by the sea I might show him that the waves whichgradually recede gather force and return with redoubled
Power upon the beach ; and we have had during the past fewyears sorne Opportunities of remarking the play of this
oPuIar wave. We have had many by-elections. It is true
ihn. gentlemen opposite won two seats from us. Thatfroght seem like a recession of the wave, but we gained sixfroub bhem, and that seems like the wave returning with

timesd force, and I believe that all the signs of the
give token of a still greater demonstration of thefeelings of the people when appealed to than was furnished

by thern in 1878. My only fear for the Government of the
thy wh he elections come and the returns are in, is, tbatey wi il 1e strength for the want of the strengthening
they haf a strong Opposition. I am willing to confess thatyet stronthat now, an Opposition strong, if not in numbers
adfing in ability; if not in the ability necessary for the

nof affairs, yet in the ability required for

criticism, and that is no small advantage to the country.
Sir, if I had my own way I would feel very much disposed
to stereotype the character of this Assembly. There are
very few hon. gentlemen whose familiar faces I would wish
to miss, but I very much fear when the returns are made if
we could hear the song which will be sung by those hon.
gentlemen we would catch the sad refrain:

"Who wili fill our vacant places;
Who our speeches speak to-night;
Fate, alas, has not restored us,
Seats in yonder spacious pile.'

It will be, Sir, a marvellous inconsisteney if, with all the
other predictions unfulfilled, this which I have last stated
should be alone fulfilled; if the people of this country
should sweep from power a Government under which they
are prospering, only to place in authority those under
whose administration they formerly sank into the deepest
degree of depression.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. As it appears there is no
other hon. member anxious to address the House before we
go into Committee, I will ask'the indulgence of hon. gentle-
men present for a short time to review briefly some of the
statements that have been made by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. I will do so briefly, both on account of tho lateness of
the bo.ur, and also because nearly all of those statements
bave been answered satisfactorily, in my judgment, by hon.
members on this side. But, Sir, I will also ask the indul-
gence of the House for a short time in referring to some
matters of a somewhat personal character. My predecessor
las, on former occasions, referred to myself in not very com-
plimentary terms, but as my bon. colleague, the hon.
Minister of Railways, has settled that account, I do not
think it is necessary for me to reply. I find it difficult to
realize how much our cause bas suffered, how much the
policy we are advocating bas suffcred by its unfortunately
having fallen to my hands to present it to this House.
If my Ion. predecessor was not able, frbm the construction
of my sentences and my ungrammatical expressions, to
understand what I meant, and if I am to judge by the
way in which they were received by the House, and,
according to the statements of the press, since reccived by
the country, though presented in an imperfect man-
ner, I can realize what would have been the position
of oiur case if it had been placed in the hands of an edu-
cated gentleman like my hon. predecessor who could have
so constructed his sentences that the country could have
understood it far more clearly and fully than from my mode
of stating our case. There is another matter of a somewhat
personal character to which I may allude. I have noticed,
and other hon. gentlemen bave noticed that during
the last three or four years, Session after Session,
some of my bon. friends from my own Province,
though most of them very young politicians, seem to have
made it the great ambition of their lives, on coming bere,
to make speeches that would damage me in my own Pro-
vince by presenting me as neglecting its interests. Though
I have been thirty years and more in public life, and bave
had, as a general rule, the confidence and support, not only
of my constituents but my Province;these gentlemen who
corne here for the first time, unfledged politicians-you can
see the pin feathers sticking out as they flutter their wings
and attempt to crow-find it desirable to attack me per-
sonally. That may be right. I do not mind it. When I
first entered public life I was somewhat sensitive on these
points; but I recollected hearing some time later a state-
ment made by an eminent man, that bas often reconciled
me to a good deal of abuse, and which, were I te
accept it as applicable to myself, would be most
flattering to me. The statement is this: that "abuse is
the tribute which envy pays to worth." Though I felt that in
many cases I could not apply this to myself, atill there wau
comfort and satisfaction in knowing that if a man is worth
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anything at ail he is considered worthy to be abused. On
the other hand, I have had a great many things said in my
favor which I did not deserve. Therefore, I have not any
great ground of cmnplaint, and consider the account about
balanced. But I was subject to a new scrutiny on the pre-
sent occasion. The hon. member for Brant, not content
with refuting my political views, went into a careful
analysis of my costume. As my hon. friend was speaking
on that subject, I was reminded of a circumstance that I
saw narrated with reference to the early political life of the
late President Lincoln. I read it just after his
successful contest as a candidate for President of the United
States. It appeared that that gentleman was brought into
notoriety in his own State by the very warm and
animated contest that took place between him and a Mr.
Douglass for the position of Senator. The two candidates
visited the different parts of the State together
for the purpose of addressing the electors. On one occasion
they arrived in a most westerly and newly-settled portion
where the «electors were not of the most intelligent
character and not much versed in the political issues of
the day. They mustered, dressed in the wool hat and red
shirt, and Mr. Douglass came to the conclusion that to dis-
cuss pi ote:tive tariffs and ad valorem duties would not be the
course to take there, so he thought he would excite their demo-
cratie Frejudices. So in order to impress these people un-
favorably towards Mir. Lincoln, who was a tall, erect, military-
looking gentleman, he said that a man of Mr. Lincoln's
aristocratic, English carriage and bearing could not have
much sympathy for the masses. Well, after he had got
through, Kr. Lincoln turned the tables upon him by saying
that his friend Douglass had referred to his English carriage.

Well," said he, "J recollect very well that my fath 'r, when
ho left Kentucky, had an old English carriage and brought
it into this State. I have not seen that carriage
for years, but the last time I saw it my father
had converted it into a hen roost, and how Douglass
could have known anything about that, unless he had been
around that hen roost at night, is a mystery to me." It is not
many nights since a member of my family was disturbed by a
party seeking to obtain admission to my house through my
coal cellar. I hope it was not my hon. friend from Brant
endeavoring to find out what kind of coal I had in my
cellar, or of what my wardrobe consisted. There was
another role taken by my 1predecessor, the ex-Finance
Minister, and that was with reference to the new system of
appointments and promotions in the Departments of the
Civil Service, referring to certain members who were said
to have agreat many relatives in the Civil Service. It so
happens, and I am proud of it, ihat my ance-tors were U. E.
loyalists who came to New Brunswick in 1783. On both my
father and mother's side they had very large families-on
both sides twenty-two children-and you may imagine, Mr.
Bpeaker, that, commenci ng with that number and descending
down to the present day through four generations, there are
few men in New Brunswick who have as many relatives
as myself ; and itill, notwithstanding that I have been
thirty years in public life and twenty years a member
of the Goveinment, I challenge any public man who has
been half the time in p'blic life or in the Government, with
the amo number of relatives, or anything like that propor-
tion, to find fewer of them than I have in the Public Service.
It so happened, however, that in the Department
of wh ich I am bead - that is a case that
has been referred to-that a gentleman was taken
from a first.class clerkship who happened to have
married my wife's sister, not a deceased wife's sister. That
gentleman had been a number of vears a first-class clerk,
and it was found necessary, for the security of the public,
that we should adopt a new principle with reference to our
circulation. That gentleman had been twelve years in the Bri-
tish North America Bank and in a bank in British Columbia,

,Bir LaonAsPn*imîr.

and, as I said, was a first-class clerk, with but one sen
in that class, and the man best qualified to take charge of thework. Consequently he was promoted from that office ûo
account of his qualifications. Still we are told hero and
throughout the country that this is a new syster a-dopted
this promotion of our relatives. It would be a new policy'
to keep from a Civil Servant his promotion because h,
was a relation of a Minister. Let me come to anotber
point of a somewhat personal character. How ofteu
has it been stated on the floor of the
House, since I have become ihead of the Financial
Department, and since Parliament has adopted the policyof
the Government in the shape of the Tariffof 1879, that I
have changed my politics on this question of Protection? 1
would venture to say, from the fact that I have never thought
it necessary to call the attention of the louse to the fallacy
of that statement, that there are many hon. members on
both sides who think that I was, till 1878 or 1879, what is
called a free trader. It is just as well to take
a few moments to dispose of this matter, and I will say that
I hold in my hands the Tariff of New Brunswick for 1851.
I was first nominated for St. John, N.B., by the protectionits,
in 1850. The Provincial Governments did not frame the
Tariffs thon ; they were framed by members from each
county appointed for that special purpose. We, in the city
and county of St. John were thon working for two objects:
first, to defeat the Government, and, next, to carry out the
principle of protection ; and in 18-1, the first Session I had
a seat in the Local Legislature, the Committeo brought down
a report with propositions that were stronger in protectionist
principles than our Canadian Policy of to-day. I think I
thon voted for every one of those propositions except one.
AJ!ow me to read a few of thc items of that Provincial
Taiiff. As to narrow axes, waich we were making at that
time, what did we do ? We imposed is. 6d. on every axe-
25 per cent. or upwards; and on peas and beans, 1s. 6d. a
bushel ; barley, 6d., or 10 cents a bushel; barley meal, 100 lbi.,
40 cents; buckwheat, 10 cents per bushel; buckwheat meal,
100 lbs., 50 cents; clock or clock cases of all kinds, 5s.;
coals per ton, Is., or 20 cents; on fresh meats, 9s. 41. per
cwt.; on oats, 3d.; oatmeal, per barrel, 2s. 4d.; rye, per
bushel, 2d.; rye flour, per barrel, l.; wheat, per bushel, 2d.
wheat flour, per barrel, 3s., or 60 cents. The unenumerated
a.tiils paid £ à-10. or 7½ per cent. ; and on ion castings,
cooking, box and other stoves, and iron frames made in the
cou ntry, 15 per cent.; on boots, shoes aand other leather nan-
ufactures 20 per cent., chairs and prepared parts of chairs, prO-
tection was afforded ; and carriages, waggons, sieighs and
other vehicles and mouldings, 30 par cent, Those were the
articles we made in the Province at that time. It i qite
true ithat, in 1854, when the Reciprocity Treaty Was

established, and when all the natural products of the t W
countries were exchanged free, there was a change WIth
regard to those duties, because many of these articles Came
in free. But, in 1855, the Government of which I wasI
member, formed in 1854, for the first time in the historY f
New Brunswick, brought down a Tarif; and as I held'i
that Province a similar position to what I hold to-Yit
devolved on me, in conjunction with my colloagues, tofrâme
the first Tariff ever prepared or submitted by the Govern-
ment of New Brunswick. l that Tariff there was aceud
and definite distinction drawn between he articles m e
the articles not made in the country, and down to tme
of the Union 15 per cent. was the average on the unelflom 1
ated articles, and on New Brunswick muanafactures froT
to 25 per cent., that is, the articles made in the country. Thst
was a policy in operation in the various Tarief introduben by
myself and colleagues into that Legislature. Then, When ed
came here, what was our attitude ? From 1867 tilifthat
of the war in the United States, we adpOd a . the
was protective, considering the state of thingsil
United States, though we did inot coliect on a
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ticles more than 15 per cent; but on certain other Sir LEONARD T[LLEY. I stated that if I had been in the

articles made there was a distinction, and that continued till House when this proposition carne up, I would have voted
873. It will be remembered perfectly well by members against a duty on those articles separately. These gentlemen

in this louse who were members in 1873-when things were made the statement emphatically that we would revise the
changed in the United States, when members of this House Tariffso as to give protection to the industries ofthe country.
and persOns elsewhere signified their feelings, in the celc- That is what we said; and it has been said here, and my
tions of 1872-that a feeling was manifested throughout remark has been quoted, that it was a simple readjustment
the country, owing to the change in the condition of theTariff we intended to make. When Sir John A. Mac-
o labor in the United States and the thon condition donald was asked if he intended to impose a 35 per cent.
of their manufactures, that some protection was necessary in Tariff ? He said: "No; the people have been misled,"
Canada, so much so that when I was Finance Minister in and Sir John A. Macdonald was perfectly justified in making
1873 Members of Parliament waited on myself and such a statement. The Tariff, as it stands to-day, with a large
the Government asking for a change in its policy. My pre- part of the breadstuffs imported now from Ontario, is a
decessor, the late hon. Finance Minister, is not here; but I Tariff of 20 per cent. upon the whole imports. It bas simply
mnay say that he called upon me with one of bis con. been a readjustment of the Tariff and an increase of taxa-
stituents and urged that we should impose a duty upon inann- tion to meet deficits, and for the practical reduction of the
factured dye stuffs, upon the ground that dye stuff was debt. If the statement of my hon. predecessor had been re-
manufactured in Napanee. Now, what is the fact ? In [873, liable, if bis estimate had been correct, that 2j per cent. ad-
when I made my financial statement, it will be within the ditional would raise $13,750,000 instead of $12,000,000, there
memory of many members present that I then stated would have been no necessity for an increase of taxation ;
that the Government had representations made to them by but we had to corne here and ask for a change in the Tariff
gentlemen connected with the various manufacturing indus- that would enable us to raiso about $2,500,000 more to main-
tries of the country, and that we recognized that the day tain the credit of the country and change the deficits to
was not far distant when these applications would have to surpluses. My bon. friend from the city of St. John (Mr. Bur-
be met with a favorable response. i said: " As we will have pee), in bis speech yesterday, said the people of this Dominion
during the current year revenue enough for must have been surprised when I declared that the taxation we
existing purposes, we shall postpone that mat- imposed upon them last year was voluntarily paid by the
tertill next Session." Hon. members will remember that, people. No such statement was made by me that the peo-
and it was indicated very clearly that as we would require ple voluntarily paid this $18,000,000. I was saying that
more revenue, und as circumstances lad changed in the in the last year the poople paid $2,000,000 more than esti-
United States, it was becoming evident that it would soon mated, but i said this large surplus was voluntarily paid,
be necessary, in order to proteet our industries, to give because the people purchased items of luxury, such as silks,
them more consideration than they had in the past. I did satins, wines and other like beverages that were not neces-
flot besitate to say that such was the deliberate conclusion saries of hfe; that, owing to their improved condition, they
to which the Government had arrived in 1873, and I had largely increased the consumption of these articles, there-
will say to Parliament that if they had been in power when by increasing the revenue on these items alone 8750,000, as
Parliament met in 1874 that policy would have been compared with the year previous; therefore 1 said they
adopted and presented to this House, giving increased con- have paid it voluntarily in contradistinction to the duties
sideration to the manufactures of the country. I was anxious raised on the necessaries of life. That is correct,
that we should have a renewal of the treaty in force from and cannot be gainsaid. Now, with reference to the
1854 down to 1866, with reference to the natural productions discussion that bas been going on here. It as been
of the country. Placed as we were then, we were prepared to said that the Maritime Provinces, and especially New
accept that proposition and prepared to meet them more Brunswick, have, under this Tariff, paid a great deal more
than half way; and that declaration was put upon record than their share. i want to make a statement here; I wish
il 1879 when we asked for these changes in the Tariff. But to do it deliberately; i wish every word to be carefully
in the absence of any such concessions being made to us reported, and I ask the hon. gentlemen opposite, when it is
the Government feit in 1878, when we came back to office, reported, to take it up and consider it and upset it if they
that the interest of the country demanded that we should give can. I am sure hon. members of this House will pardon'flore consideration to the manufacturing industries than we me for referring to the Province of New Brunswick when
had forrnery. I make this statement because it has been they recollect the way I have been attacked here as sacri-
sar that I was a free trader. The other day it was stated ficing the interests of my native Province by bringing it

e that one of my colleagues running for the city and into the Confederation, by agreeing to the terms thon
prety of St. John, in 1878, made a statement in my accepted, and then by sanctioning and introducing into Par-
ie-. and my not contradicting it, I therefore accepted liament a policy that had increased, unfairly, it is alleged,

that we deluded the people in leading them to suppose the taxes of the people of that Province. I wish to state my
tht We wonid not impose a duty on flour or coal, or various case, and it isthis: If we estimatethe revenue thatwould haveuther articles, and that we gained the vote on that occasion been collected from the population of New Brunswick to-nder false pretences, I would ask the hon. gentleman from day, by the per capita taxation for Customs previous
thmistak and county of St. John, whether there was any to Union, that is, if they paid $2.75 or 83 per head in 1866,
e and hisoour policy on that subject ? I will ask him, if and if you apply that rate to the present population, I state
d a eCleague, a day or two before the election, did not this, that in the sum we handed to them this year and the

would hular to the electors, pointing out to them what sum that we will hand to them next year-that is, on the
po benreaseresult of our election: that it would be to im- payments made to them-either on the interest of the debt

pa radold duties on the people's flour, that they would we as a Dominion assumed or the direct subsidy paid toon awhat or two dollars a barrel more than at that time them for local purposes, one will cover the other. Now,
(r thei wouldconsume, and that they sent that circu. i will repeat that, if the people of New Brunswick were

arown signature ? paying per head of their present population what they

e •ol ELDON. The • o . ns paid before the Union, in the shape of Customs duties, to-daybe WL vot T'.he hon. Mnsterof Finance stated that they get back every cent of it in interest that is paid bycorrectly as i mt a duty on flour, and we asserted, amd theDorninion into the Treasury of the Local Government
P0Wurimi t d out, -tthe intended,ifhge into for its maintnance. 1go further. I state thie alsot
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pended a million of dollars in subsidies to railways in that
Province. They have given of their lands 1,600,000 acres
towards the construction of railways. That bas necessarily
reduced their income. The Government of the Dominion
have constructed, since Confederation, at the expense of the
Dominion in New Brunswick, 250 miles of railway. What
is more, that Legislature voted a few days ago, or are now
voting for their local purposes, such as their
roads, bridges and education, more money per head of their
present population than was voted before the Union
took place, and they show by their statements that they
have money enough to do it. I hear some one say:
" But you collect more froin them than you did before the
Union." I admit it; and the question has arisen over
and over again as Vo the exact amount the people
of New Brunswick pay directly or indireclly into
the Treasury, either through our officials in that
Province or on goods imported from other Pro-
vinces. I have heard various calculations and
statements made here to show that a very large sum
over and above what is shown as received from that Province
is received indirectly. One of the modes of proving this is
by showing that beforeUnion we had a larger amount of im-
ports than we have had since. Well, admit that; but before
we entered into Union we had no distilleries in that country
and all our spirits were imported. This, instead of appear-
ing in our Customs receipts appears in our Excise receipts;
this item is of itself half a million of dollars a year.
Then what was the course of trade previous ? Prince
Edward Island brought nearly all its supplies from Halifax
or St. John, and the goo>ds consumed in Prince Edward
Island before Confederation appeared to a very large oxtent
as imports in both Provinces, and exports as well. There
is a large increase of inter-provincial trade, apart from
our trade with Old Canada, that is absorbed and not
reported at all. But I thnk the fair way to look at this, is as
I stated-and it bas not been contradicted except by the ex-
Minister of Customs, the bon. member for the county of St.
John (Mr. Burpee), who based his calculations on the taxa-
tion of the people on revenues collected during the five years
they were in power. That was not a fair way. I
showed dnring the time they were in power they would
have had to tax the then population $4.88, and in our time
$4.66 or$4 65, and therefore I took this basis of ny calcula-
tion that the people of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
consumed just about as many goods as the people of Ontario
and Quebec per head. Therefore, though we collected 87J
cents less in the last two years than Ontario and Quebec
paid, I am willing to accept as the scale $4.88 or $4.65,
though we did not show we paid that by $1 a bead. Take
that difference between what was collected in New Bruns-
wick per head previous to Confederation, and that calcula-
tion of the taxes from 1874 to 1878, and from 1878 to
1881 ; then, taking the Estimates that are on theTable, the
House would see that New Brunswick gets back
every dollar for local expenditure that is in excess
of the sumi collected from them before Gonfederation.
I challenge the hon. member for Gloucester to discover any
fallacy in that statement, which I am prepared to prove by
facts and figures. Whatever may have been the effect of
Confederation J am satisfied that the people of New Bruns-
wick, my native province, are in a better position with
reference to taxation to-day that they were before that
Union took place; and every year as we go on prospering, as
we will in the Dominion of Canada, under this policy, which
is the only policy for the country, although efforts have
been made to belittle it in varions ways-every year the
position ofthe people of' New Brunswick will continue to
improve. In New Brunswick we were slower in feeling
the full effect of the return of prosperity, because in St.
John we lost S20,000,000 by the fire in 1877, and
we have not recovered from thatyet, If it had not been for

Oir Luoxoa Tuaus.

that they would have been in a position to compare with
other Provinces, because the people of St. John were em.
phatically a manufacturing people. In 1850 the votern
of St. John elected candidates upon this policy, and
undertook to establish manufactories -here; and if
they had had the means at their disposai they would have
stood oqual to any manufacturing centre in any portion of
Canada. I feel that to the end of my days, and my children
after me will be able to say that Confederation has not been
an injury to New Brunswick, but a blessing which will, iam satisfied, be realized more and more every year, and the
time will speedily come when there will not be a man who
will not feel that they are part and parcel of a country that
it is not only their interest to be a member of, but that they
will have a just pride in claiming. Now, Sir, I have listened
with a great deal of care and a great deal of attention to the
speeches of bon. gentlemen opposite. I missed a portion
of the hon. member for Gloucester's (Mr. Anglin) speech

but I have read it since. I have either heard or read all
the speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite; and to say that
their case has been ably presented would do them no more
than justice. I doubt whether hon. gentlemen behind me
would have been able, had we had their case, to have pre.
sented it more plausibly. I feel, however, that the statements
made on this side of the House have not been answered.
There bas been no attempt made to answer them; and I
will point out briefly the fallacies in some of the statements
made by hon. gentlemen. A word or two with reference to
the question of loans. I was a good deal surprised that the
leader of the late Government should have stated that I had
attacked and abused the late Government. In order to vin-
dicate the Government from charges made by the Opposition,
it was necessary that I should draw contrasts; but there
was not a single expression which fell from my lips which
was not strictly parliamentary. I avoided as far as possible,
though I can say severe things when necessary, anything of
the kind. I do not think there is much to be gained bythat.
My object is always to induce men to listen dispassionately
to me, because if a man's passions are excited you cannot get
at his reasoning very well. Reference was made to a loan
floated by my predecessor in 1874, and my predecessor said
that loan was placed on the market just as Sir John Rose
had placed a loan, and just as Sir Francis Hincks had placed
a loan. The hin. member for Middlesex (Mr. Rocs) re-
peated it, and 1 asked him when Sir Francis ilincks floated
a loan ? I knew of no such loan. The distinction be-
tween that loan and the loans that we floated previolis
and since is this. The hon. member for Middlesex
said that the rule was to put in a minimum, to nane
a minimum. The rulo down to 1873 was this:
when you placed a loan on the market you placed
a sealed minimum in the bands of your agents, 80
that if there was not a sufficient amount tendered you
were not bound to take anything below that sealed mini-
mum. Subsequently the gentlemen who manage these loas
in London, and who understand their own interest very
well, had an order made by which that minimum should
not be a sealed but an open minimum. But there Was this
distinction between the loan floated in 1874 andthe loans made
since, which was that the open minimum was not fixed as the
rate at which the loan should be sold, but a fixed price made
at which the loan would be given ; and the real cause of con,
plaint was that three times as much was tendered for as sold,

and it was not distributed equally to the parties tendering.
Now, with reference to the surplus. There is no exceptOfl at
the statement I made with reference to the surplus Of 'Rot
year. With reference to the surplus for neLt year, I may Bay
that 1 think from the returns made since I made myBUret
Speech, that it will exceed the sum I named. W it
ence to the debt, there has been no exception taken.
showed the position we occupied today,, Ourcond
at the time of the Uaion, andwhat ouf conditiQfl r<>
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bably be in 1890, when this road was finished. I did not
say who had incurred this debt that has corne up 8ince.

The late leader of the Government, I think, said that the,
only additional debt for which the late Govern ment was res-
ponsible Was the construction of the St. Peter's Canal.
Another hon. gentleman has stated, I think, that the debt
for which the late Administration was responsible, did not
exceed $200,000. The House will pardon me if I cill atten-
tion to that point. It has been answered to some extent,
but not fully, and I have the figures before me here. Ac-
cording to the Publie Accounts, the increase of the debt
botween 1871 and 1879, that is from lst July, 1874, to lst
July, 1879, was $39,146,105; payments out of sinking fund,
during that period. But when we are striking balances ot
the net debt, the sinking fud is taken into account, and,
therefore, in making the statement as to the increase of debt
botween the two periods, we have to add for sinking fund,
$4,190,064, making payments made in the five years in
excess of receipts, $43,336,169. In addition to this there
were expenditures made by the late Government under con-
tracts lot by their predecessors and previous to November,
1873, $3,651,354; expended on the Intercolonial Railway,
which, of course, they were bound to expend under the
contract, $6,560,227; and expenditure upon the Pacific Rail-
way from July, 1874, to July, 1879, $11,173,165, making a
iotal of $21,384,746.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). What about the canals ?

not made in 1873-74. If we take from 1873-74 the expendi-
tures that were not made in the year previous, we shall
find the following charges: For railway management, and
which should have been charged and was intended to have
been charged originally to capital, 8567,000; return duties
paid to a company which, I think ought not to have been
pail, $69,300; election expenses for which we were not
responsible, 8200,000; and other appropriations, making be-
tween $800,000 and $900,000 altogether in that year for
which we were not responsible. The reductions in 177-78, as
compared with 1873-74, were as follows: Militia, $359,000;
Dominion affairs, 8200,000; militia stores, $144,000; bound-
ary survey, $35,000. The expenditures for Dominion lands
were reduced by 8196,000; the lighthouses and coast service,
838,000, by diminishing the number of lighthouses that were
beng construc-ted; immigration, $138,000; Mounted Police,
$46,000; the culling of timber, $33,000; amounting in all
to $2,930,100 less for 1877-78 as compared with 1873-74;
and, deducting $836,000 that was charged to railway man-
agement, and that should not have been so charged, and
for which we were not responsible, it makes the difference
in expenditures between those two periods, $2,093,000. If
you deduet that from the expenditure of that year, for the
purpose ofcomparison with 1873-74, it will appear that the
expenditure for that year, supposing we wore responsible
for it, was less than the expenditure for 1877-78. Under
those circumstances, though a great effort was made at that
time to reduce the expenditure, we must hold the late

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This contains every item of Government responsible for the average expenditures
éxpenditure that was contracted for. There were tenders during the years they were in power, and in those years
atccepted for the canals, but these were abandoned and new the average expenditure reached from 20 cents to 23 cents
tenders were asked for, and, therefore, I hold that the late more per head of the thon population than we expendel in
Government were responsible for the expenditurrps made 1879, 1880 and 1881.
under these circumstances. 'T'herefore there was an increase Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). The statoment made by the
of debt in excess of these expenditures during the hon. gentleman, a moment ago, was that the Government ofperiod I have named of $2 1,951,423. It is true, it has which ho was Finance Minister in 1873, were not respon-been said that these gentlemen where under obligation to sible for the obligations in connection with tho canals. I
expend certain sums of money because we had agreed to do will read a short quotation from his Budget Speech of that
it; but after taking the exponditures made under contracts year. It is as follows:-
previous to November, 1873, and the sums expended
on the Inte-colonial Railway and the Pacifie Railwaya ver- We are, however, entering upon new and increased engagements,

iottv rinvolving a very large sum of money. We are entering upon works-
large sum is left that they might have escaped spending if;we have already done so-which will require a large increase cfour
they had felt it in the interest of the country to do so. debt. We hav; $10,000,000 to expend on the Intercolonial Railway.
Now, Sir, we come te the question of expenditure during the We have $30,000,000 for the Canadian Pacifie, and tbe canal system that
to tbas been accepted by the Government will involve an expenditure of,wo years that the present Government have had en tire at least, $20,0oo.000. These are serious matters, inasmuch as they add
control of financial affairs, as compared with the pr- $60,000,000 to our existing debt.'
vious five years. I undertook to show that the expenditure The bon. gentleman, therefore, distinctly statud that ho ac-
per bead of the population was less during the last two cepted the canal system.years than it was during the five years previous. That bas Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We accepted it; but what

that durin ioned; but upon what gr1ound? It was stated did hon, gentlemen opposite do ? They did not accept the
Made int one year, that is, the year 1878, reductions were tenders which had been received by their predecessors, but
in showin the expenditure by our prdedecessors, which resulted they invited new tenders. Upon whom then did the respon-
tion during tatuch less expenditure per ead of the popula- sibility rest ? I am not complaining, but I am making the
yeari. Bi ths year than ie averago f the past two statement that bon. gentlemen opposite increased the debt
the people c'f thiis ct af raino et, t u stt f $21,95 1,000 during the period they were in office. It was
to test the conduct of an Administratien by its expendituro argued by the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), I
just before it goes to the people; because in the last Session, believe, that I should not have compared the imports and
the repentent Session, in order to make a good showing to exports of 1877-78 as regards trade with Great BIritain and
the country, they reduced certain expendituros. g the United States; but that I should have taken the fivo

t r way 1s te take the five years of Administration year previous,
foin which these gentlemen were responsible, and t Mr. ANGLIN. I pointed eut this fact, that in comparingGOmpare them with the two years for which the present imports and exports, the bon. Finance Minister took oneGoverniment are responsible; and if you do that you will group of five years for one and another group of five years
popn tht, as I stated before, the taxation per capita of the for the other; I did not take the same group in each case.
durio n asless during the two last years than it was Sir LEONARD T ILLEY. Ididnot do t hat. WhatIdid
the governfive preceding years. But, Sir, thbe late leader of was this-. I took the year 1877-78 and compared it with last
trao rnrment undertook to show that after doducting ex- year, because the amounts were nearer than at any othern the e ary expenses, there had been a very large reduction period. But I might with perfect safety have taken the
1"ent. Ânditure during the Administration of his Govern- average ofthe five years previous, and it would have shown
deductd •ow did hie undertake to prove it? Why, he that in one case-the imports from Great Britain-there

certai expenditures made in 1877-78 that were was an increase of $1,700,000, and from $4,000,000 to
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$5,000,000 decrease of imports from the United States. I
only selected the particular year to which I referred because
it was nearer in amount of imports than any other year. If
you take those five years, it will be found that though the
imports were greater from Great Britain in 1874, 1875 and
1876 than from the United States, there was a greater
decrease last year as regards imports from the United States.
It will be found that the effect of the present Tariff bas been
not to decrease, as has been stated, trade with Great Britain
as compared with the United States, but to decrease largely
the imports from the latter country. The late hon. Finance
Minister declared that by this Tariff $7,000,000 additional
taxation would be placed on the people, while we would
receive but 82,000,000 additional revenue.

Mr. ANGLIN. The statement made by the ex-Minister
of Customs was distinctly this: that according to his calcu-
lation, the present Tariff, applied to the imports of 1878,
showed an ýincreased taxation te the extent of nearly
$7,000,000, and as the Finance Minister, in his Estimates,
had assumed ho would receive only $2,000,000 additional,
the other $5,000,000 must necessarily go into the pockets of
the manufacturers.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. If my memory serves me
right the statement was not made in that way. The hon.
member took up the different items and said that, applying
the present Tariff to the imports of last year, the result
would be that $5,000,000 would go into the pockets of the
manufacturers. But when we are able to show that $5,000,-
000 have gone into the Treasury, and that the goods, in
almost all cases, are supplied to the consumer at nearly the
same rate as before, the argument of' the hon. member
falls to the ground. Whatever may be the opinion
of the hon. gentleman with reference to the
operation 'of this Tariff, l think that after having listened
carefully to the discussion that bas taken place, we must
admit that all the arguments have been on the side of the
National Policy. The ex-Minister of Customs stated that
the fishermen under the operation of this Tariff-and I can
quite understandthe object ho had in making that state-
ment-paid $6 per head, or $500,000 more into the Treasury
than formerly, and that this $150,000 to be given as a sub-
sidy or bonus to the fishermen was orly giving them back
practically one-third'of the[amount taken from them by
the operation of this Tariff. It so happens that there is no
evidence either in the publie records or the Trade or Cus-
toms Returns tolshow that.the fishermen paid anything, or
scarcely anything, moire than they did under the old Tariiff.
We find that in Nova Scotia during the last two years, as
compared with the average of the five years pre-vious, the
average amountof duty'paid was only 5- per cent. increase,
while the increase of the population was 7 per cent. If the
fishermen of Nova Seotia paid $250,000, where is it shown in
the Public Accounts or Trade;leturns.' It is shown that the
average payment for Customs during the last two years is
but $70,000 in excess of the five previous years, or an increase
of 5 per cent., and that the increase of the population is 7
per cent. If that be the case, how could it be possible for
the fishermen of Nova Scotia who have not, as a whole, paid
more per head than they did in 1879-80, to pay $250,000 alone
more than they paid before? What did they pay it on? A.
statement has been read by an hon. member behind me
to-night to show that the prices of certain articles used by
the fishermen are as cheap as before, and tea and molasses

-cheaper. Except 10 cents per barrel additional on flour, and
the duty on corn meal, you have no items to make up an1
increase. On the contrary, it would appear to me from thei
returns that owing to the articles used in tho fisheries being1
admitted free, the fishermen pay but a very slight increase.i
When we ask Parliament to give $150,000, it- is not ini
return for any increased taxation, but to put the fishermen1
in the position they would occupy if they were withouti

Sir LzoNARD TILLEY.
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competitors in their own waters, and for which we have
received the award of $4,500,000. From whatever stand-
point you view this question, the National Policy stands to.
day stronger in the confidence of the people than it did two
years ago, and whenever an appeal may be made to the
people I am satisfied they will heartily endorse it. State.
ments have been made to show that our estimates of the
increase of population and increased wages are not correct
I brought down a statement placed in my hands by the Com.
mision that was appointed, and which visited only a portion
of the manufactures of the Dominion, showing that there
were 95 additional factories, that is but a portion of the
increase. The hon. Minister of Public Works has a
statement showing, from returns made in the different con.
stituencies, that the new manufactures number 140 instead of
95. But I simply use a partial return, showing the new indus-
tries in the Dominion that have been developed. They have
used that return to prove that this policy bas done but
little, comparatively, towards increasing those industries,
knowing that they only represent a portion. My estimate
of increase was 17 in old factories, from which it will be found
that tho number of persons employed is largely in excess
of that three years ago-that they are more profitably em.
ployed, and are working full time, though they worked only
part time before. And when we look at the confidence feit
in the country to-day as compared with the feeling at that
time--when we recognize that the great bulk of the people
understand and appreciate, that in those hundreds of new
industries, you have not all the result-for if you were to
wipe out every new one, there is such an improvement of
the old in the amount of work done and wages paid, and in
the amount of comfort enjoyed by the operatives, as to
vindicate our policy, but take the two items together, and
you will see there is an amount of confidence in the country
not witnessed before. The hon. member for Bothwell said, a
few hours ago, that by-and-bye there would be depression of
trade and great loss to the manufacturing industries when
the reaction took place. Well, notwithstanding such pre-
dictions, there is confidence on the part of the men who
have put their capital into these industries. But bis own
prediction affords an answer to hon. gentlemen opposite,
who say that we are making millionaires of the manufac-
turers. He says these mon are to be ruined by the com-
petition when the change takes place. But with the opening
up of new markets for our manufacturers, they amounted
to over $5,000,000 last year in Manitoba alone. With sucb
rapid increase, there is a confidence to-day with the manu-
facturers of the Dominion that has not been previously felt,
because they see that this groat North-West country is not
only to be opened up, but populated, and that there will be
ere long millions of consumers for the manufacturers-that
while they will have increased competition, they will have
a more extended market in the North-West, caleulated to
build up the country, as the opening up of the western States
built up the manufactures of the Eastern States. They see
that the tendoncy will be to the North-West, and it is onIy
this very policy that can secure the prosperity of the eastern
Provinces, as the prosperity of the castern States bas been
secured by the growth and development of the western
Under those circumstances we mist expect confidence, not
only in our policy, and that the people will realize and sup-
port it. My hon. fi iends opposite wili find that correct when
they go to the country and undertake to make the peope
believe that they are not as happy and as prosperousws
they were from 1874 to 1878. The hon. membcr forBo ourthw
told us to-night that from the day we came into power his
shipping had decreased. You would suppose, fr nbi
remarks, that the decrease in the manufacture of shPs 0D

monced in 1879 when we took office. le did not POi't t
the factwell known to everybody,that iron vessels are u t
the place of wooden. We find that in 1874 the tonnage built
in the Dominion was 190,000 tons; in 1875, 151,000,ifl
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1876, 130.000; in 1877, 120,000, andin 1878, 101,000. It did
not require a protective policy to diminish the tonnage
during those years; the diminution took place under the
Government of the bon. gentleman opposite. And if the
hon. gentleman had gone back five years and traced the
ehange, we should have no objection to his taking the year
1879. But, in 1879, the tonnage built was 74,000;
in 1880, 60,000; in 1881, 74,000; an increase again.
WVe know perfectly well the cause of that increase. During
the term of the late Government our tonnage constructed in
the Dominion decreased one-half, yet he would still bave the
IIouse and the country to believe that it only commenced
when w adopted a protective policy, while the causes
exist outside of any legislation by the Dominion.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentlemen now on the Treasury
)enches formerly pretended to be able to remedy all those
tbings; they were capable of controlling everything, and
called us flies on the wheoi.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We did not pretend to be able
to control everything. If we did we might hope to control
hon., gentlemen opposite. We have given up hope of con-
vincing them that we are right and they are wrong. But
we know, and the hon. gentleman should have been frank
eiough to state that this diminution in shipbuilding was not
due to the National Policy, but to the fact that iron ships
are doing the business of the world much more
]argely than before. I may just intimate to my hou. friend
that, under this National Policy, it may not bo long before
we compete with iron shipbuilders on the other side of the
Atlantic. It is our policy to do it; but in the meantime we do
not intend to construct and sail iron instead of wooden vessels.
If hon. gentlemen opposite imagine that it was increased
taxation upon ships' materials that diminished the tonnage
constructed, they are entirely mistaken. My hon. friend
from Yarmouth (Mr. Killam), though he undertook to
make out a case of that kind, did notsucceed; and I now tell
him that in the case of 17 or 18 applications for a roturn of
the duties paid on everything used by shipbuilders, showed
that on everything except canvas, with one exception,
they received an excess over their payments in the
bonus given by the Goverurnent. I believe to-day, that with
that bonus or drawback, they stand better than under the
Tair if of 1878 without a drawback. The reduction of the
tonnage constructed was not effected by the imposition
ofthose duties; and it las been shown th at there is an in crease
the past year over the year before, and as trade increases
we will no doubt find occupation for our wooden ships.
But whatever rnay be the case in this respect, I firmly
believe that this -policy is so firmly fixed in the judgment,
affection and confidence of the people, that it will not soon
be shaken. The resolution I now propose to place in the
hands Of the Chairman of the Committee, has been some-
what altered since I made my statement on the 24th of lastmonth, For instance, fine sait, since 1879, was free from
St Dland, but paid a duty when coming from the United
States. It is now proposed to impose the same duty uponail fine sait, no matter whether from England or from theUnited States, or wherever it comes from. It is proposedtha" theduty on ail fine salt shall bc the same as bas beenimposed during the hast two years from the United States.th propositioun I made to the House, I stated that I

oposed te ask the loiuse to impose 4 cents each on vines
'wported intotthe country. We found upon enquiry thatthe vialu Of the vines varies so much with reference totheir quality and to their age, that it would not work fairly,and therefore we propose to drop the proposition of 4 centsand have Vines where they were. With reference to silver
as we h -een paying 25 per cent. It is now proposed,
glasshave increased the duty on the commoner kind of
glassWidl'gu
is nade t) ow glass, of which a portion of silver glass, tncrease the duty froni 25 to 30 per cent., that

is, silver glass to be the same as ordinary window glass.
Books,imaps, and charts, used by literary institutions,by socio-
ties and public libraries, and public institutions, it is propos-
ed to put them, when used for such purposes, on the free list.
Vaccine and ivory vaccine points shall be free. There has
been exception taken to a duty collected on an article of
that kind, and the Government proposes to make them free.
Wood for fuel in Manitoba and the North-West, when
brought from the United States, to be frec. Steel is now
free under our legislation tilt the first of next January; it
is proposed to be continued freo til the next Session of
Parliament. Thon there is un article called fillets for card
clothing, a compound India rubber canvas, not made in the
country, and from which card clothing is made; it is pro-
posed to put that on the free list as well as hard rubber
imported for the manufacture of combs and rubber goods.
These are the principal changes that are made in the pro-
positions as I stated them briefly to the Iouse in making
my Budget Speech. I, therefore, now move that the Speaker
leave the Chair for the purpose of considering those
Resolutions:-

1. Resoled--That it is expedient to amend theTariffof Customsduties,
and the Schedule of tree goods as contained in the Acts 42 Victoria,
Chapter 15, 43 Victoria, Chapter 18, and 44 Victoria, Chapter 10.

By repealing so much of Schedule A as imposes any duty
of Customs upon the following articles, viz:

Brasa old, scrap and in sheets.
Britannia metal, in pigs and bars.
Coffee, green.
Quinine, Sulphate of, in powder.
Quicksilver.
Spelter, in blocks or pigs.
'rea, black, green and J apan.
Tin, in blocks, pigs, bars, plates and sheets
Zinc, in pigs, blocks and sheets.

By repealing the rates of duty nîow chargeable upon the
undermentioned articles, and substituting other rates in lieu
thereof, as follows:-
1. Bookbinders tools and implements, including ruling machines and

binders cloth, now fifteen per cent ad valorem, to be ten per cent.
ad valorem.

Brass, in strips for Printer's rules, not finished, now 30 per cent., to
be 15 per cent. ad valorem.

2. Glass, common and colorless window glass, now twenty per cent.
ad valorem, to be thirty per cent. ad valorem.

3. Iron, Old and Scrap, now two dollars per ton, to be one dollar per
ton.

4. Lead pipe and lead shot, and ail manufactures et lead not else-
where specified, now twenty-five per cent., to be thirty per cent.
ad valorem.

5. Leather-Cordova leather, tanned from horse hide, and manufac-
tures of, now twenty per cent., to be twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem.

6. Sand paper, glass, flint and emery paper, now twenty per cent., te
be twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

7. Ships and other vessels, built in any foreign country, whether steam
or sailing vessels, on application for Canadian register, on the fair
market value of the hull, rigging, machinery and all appur-
tenances, now ten per cent., to be as follows:-

On the hull, rigging and ail appurtenances, except machinery, ten
per cent. ad valorem.

On boilers, steam engines and other machinery, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

Silvered plate glass, now twentyfive per cent., to be thirty per
cent. ad valorem

8. Spirits and strong waters, mixed with any ingredient oringredients,
and although thereby coming under the denomination ot proprie-
tary medicines, tinctures, essences, extracts or any other denomi-
nation, including medicinal elixirs and fiuid extracts and wine
preparations in bulk or bottle, not elsewhere specified now one
dollar and ninety cents per imperial gallon, to be one dollar and
ninety cents per imperial gallon, and in addition thereto twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

9. Posters and advertising pictifres or pictorial show-carda or bills,
illustrated advertising periodicals and tailors' and mantle-
makers' fashion plates, now thirty per cent. ad valorem, to be six
cents per pound, and twenty per cent. ad valorem.

By adding the following non-enumerated articles to
Schedule A, to be charged with the rates of duty specified
as follows:-
10. Bags, containing fine sait from all countries, twenty-five per cent,

ad valorem.
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il. Clock springe, ten per cent. alvalorem.
12. Fireworks, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.
13. Iron : Lap-welded boiler iron tubing, not threaded, coupled or

otherwise manufactured, one sud one-balf inches in diameter,
and over, fifteen per cent. ad vAlorem.

14. Mustard cake, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
15. Paraffine wax or stearine, three cents per pound.
16. Rice, uncleaned, unhulled or paddy, when imported direct froin the

country of growth, seventeen and a half per cent ad valorem.
17. Trees-fruit trees-viz:

Apple,
Pear
Peach
Plum
Cherry
Quince

all kinds,
6'

'c
"'

't

two cents each.
four cents each.
three cents each.
five cents each.
four cents each.
two cents and a half each.

18. Silk plush netting, used for the manufacture of gloves, lifteen per
cent. ad valorem.

By the following alterations in, and addition to the des-
criptions of the undermentioned articles in Schedule A, viz:

19. Under the heading "Blacking, Shoe, and Shoemakers ink," after
the word "ink " and before the words "twenty-five,' insert the
words harness and leather dressing.

20 Under the heading "Bocks," li the fifth item, after the word
"lCheques" and before the word "rece!ipts," insert the words
envelopes and miniature newspapers, and after the word 'ldrafts"
strike out the word "posters," and also the words "advertising
pictures or pictorial show-cards or bills."

21. Under the heading "Braces or Suspenders of all kinds," after the
word "suspenders" and before the words "of aIl kinds," insert
the words belts and trusses.

22. Under the heading "Clocks and parts thereof," after the word
''thereof " and before the words "thirty-five," insert the words
except springs.

23. Under the heading "Cotton, manufactures cf." In the second
item, after the word "Cottonades," and before the words "pan-
taloon stuffs," insert the words, Aentucky jeans.

lu the ninth item, after the words "cotton bosiery," and before the
word " thirty,"' insert the words and knitted cloth'.

24. In the eleventh item, after the words "in hanks" and before the
word Iltwelve," insert the words black and bleached three and sùx
cord.

25. In the fourteenth item, after the words "all clothing made of
cotton," strike out all before the words "thirty per cent.," and
substitute the following : or other material not otherwise provided
for, including corset, lace collars, and similar articles made up by
the seamstress or tailor ; also tarpaulin, plain or coatai with ol,
point, tar or other composition, and cotton bags maie up by the use
of the needle, not otherwise provided for.

26. Under the beading "Furs," after the words "Fur SkiasI" and before
the word "dressed," insert the words wholly or partially.

27. Under the heading "Furniture," after the word "mattresses," and
before the words "show cases," insert the words, bolsters and

pillow8'.
2e. Under the heading "Glass and manufactures of," in the first item,

after the words "carboys and demijohns," strike out the words
'pressed or moulded and cut glass," ant after the words "glass

balls," and before word 4"thirty," insert the words andi cul, press-
ed or mouldea table toure.

29. Under the headiug "ndia rubber," after the words "other manu-
factures of," and before the words "twenty-five," insert the
words not otherwise provided for.

30. After the heading "Iron and manufactures of," and before the first
item, insert the words wire and iron to be measured by Stubb's
Standard gauge.

31. Jn the item 'Stoves and other castings," after the word "castings,"
and before the words "not elsewhere specified," insert the words

32. Afterthe items concerning "Wrought iron tubing," and before ihe
i'em "Bedsteads and other iron furniture," insert the heading
Manufactures of iron or steel or of i, on or steel combined.

33. Under the heading "Oil cloth," strike out the words "for floors,
table covers, window blinda and scenery," and after the words
"painted or printed," and before the word "thirty,'' insert the
wordsfjlocked or coated.

34. Under the heading "Paints and colore," in the items, white and red
lead," after the words "red lead" and before the word "dry,'
insert the words and orange mineral.

35. Uader the heading Proprietary medicines," after the word "medi-
cines," strike out all words before the words "fifty per cent,"
and substitute the following in lieu thereof, te wit:-Al tinctures,
pills, powders, troches or lozenges. syrups, cordials, bitters, ano-
dynes, tonics, plasters, liniments, salves, ointments, pastes, dropa,
waters, essences, ous. or medicinal preparations or compositions
recommended to the public under any general name or title as specis c
Jor any diseases or affections whatsoever af'eçting the human or animal
bodies, not otherwÙseprovidedfor. AUl liquids.

.After the heading "Salt" and before the words in brackets, com-
mencing with the word "except" insert the word coarse, and
after the word "duty," and before the words "In bulk," insert
the words, and au fine sat.

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

After the headin g "Steel and manufactures of, viz: "Strike out the
words,-" On and after the first day of Januar1 1883," and in
the following in lieu thereof : After the end ofthe Se8son1 o h
Parliament next ensuing the passing of thAs Act, um*ess aca&
repealed.

36. Under the heading "Varnish, not elsewhere specified," after the
word "varnisb'' and before the word "not," insert the words
lacquers, japan and collodion.

2. Resolved-That it is expedient to amend Schedule B, being the listor
goods free of duty when imported into Canada by:adding thereto the
undermentioned articles, viz :

Anatomical preparations.
Bees.
Books, maps and charts, specially imported by, and for the use of

any society incorporated or established for philosophical or liter-
ary purposes, or for the encouragement of the fine arts, or for the
use or by order of any college, academy or seminary of learniang
provided that no more than two copies of any onesuch book, nap
or chart shall be so imported by or for the use of any one
socïety.

Brass, old, scrsp and in sheets.
Britannia metal, in pigs and bars.
Celiuloid or Yyolite in sheets.
China dlay, natural or ground.
Chloralum or chloride of aluminium
CoTfee, green, except as provided by the Act 42 Vic. Chap. 15,

Sec. 7.
Iron sand or globulp, and dry putty for polishing granite.
Quinine, sulphate of.
Quicksilver.
Spelter, in blocks and pigs.
Tea, except as provided by the A et 42 Vie. Chap. 15, Sec. 7.
'Tin, in blocks, pigs, bars and sheets, and plates, and tin foil.
Vaccine and ivory vaccine points.
Zinc, in blocks, pigs and sheets.
Woods, n t further manufactured than saw1r or split, African teak,

black heart ebony, lignumvitae, red cedar and satin wood.
Fowls, pure bred, including pheasants and quails, for improvement

of stock.
Wood for fuel, when imported into Manitoba and the North-West

'rerritory.
Fillet3 of cotton and rubber, nct exceeding 7 inches wide, when

imported by, and for the use of manufacturers of card clothing.
Rubber, hard crude, in sheets, plain or moulded.
By adding to the item concerning "Salt, " -after the word

" fisheries" the words not otheiwise providedfor.
By repealing the whole of the item in said Schedule B, concerning

" steel," and substituting the following in lien thereof :
STiupL, in ingots, bars, sheets and coils, railway bars or rails, and

fish plates, shall be free of duty, until the close of the Session of
Parliament next ensuing the passing of this Act, unless sooner
repealed.

3. Resolved-That it is expedient to provide that the foregoing Reso-
lutions, and the alterations made in the duties on the articles
therein mentioned, shall take effect upon and after the 24th
February ultimo.

Mr. BLAKE. Do I understand the hon. gentleman to

propose to submit now to the Committee a different set Of
Resolutions from that of which ho gave notice of motion?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY.
mittee.

They were not in Com.

Mr, BLAKE. But you moved on the 2th of last month
that we should go into Committee on thom,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I moved that we should go intO
consideration of the Resolutions, a synopsis of which I rOad
to the House to convey an idea of their nature.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it is voiy unfortunate the hon.
gentleman should not have given us earlier notice Of the6e
changes.

Sir LEONARD TIL LEY. I imagine they are not cf
that serious i mport you infer on the first ResolutiOn.

Motion agrced to; and louse resolved itself into e-
mittee.

(In the Committec.)

On the itemn of sulphate of quinine,
Mr. BLAKE. Are there any manu factories of

article in the Dominion ?

th.àt

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I arn not aware ofaz'Y. That
subject was brouglt undor my cpnsidcratiofln187
chiefiy by hon. gentlemen on leh other sido0
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Mr. BLAKE. i believe the duty on quinine ought to beJMr.BLAIE. Iili the hon, gentleman state what in lis
removed. I suppose that the hon. gentleman has felt that, calculations are the advantages that the domestie manufac-
in consequence of this high duty on quinine, there bas been turer bas over the foreign manufacturer in glass by the

cnornous smuggling in the west. present Tarif, as well as the natural advantage?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not that I am aware of. Sir LEONARI TILLEY. I have fot eonsiderod tho

Mr. MILLS. 1 believe nearly all the quinine consumed advantagcs. Labor is highcr, and in many respects ho can
in the west the past twelve months has been smuggled. In manufacture at present, with the difficulties li has to con-
fact I know that many of the population have found it to tend with, as cbeaply as we can get it from Germany, and
their interest togo to Detroit, paying their railway ex-wlin the manufacturer gets the market we expeet ho wil
penses, to buy quinine there and to bring it home without be able to seit at Iower rates than at present.

paying duty. They save money by the transaction. Mr. BLAKE. I have a great objection to the increase of
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I wonder the hon. gentlemen the duty on cemmon glass. My opinion, from the very

opposite did not find that out when they were in power, sligbt researdles I bave made, is, that thn
when it was 2½ per cent. higher than it is now. tages to the domestic manufacturer are very great, and in

Mr. MILLS. When we were in power the Americans considermg questions of this Fort -c sbould fot assume any
had a high duty on quinine that anounted to nearly 100 arbitrary rate of duty. The bon. gentleman bas frequently
per cent. Tbe result was that quinine was much higher in spoken of tle supposed vencration we on this side had for
Detroit than it was on this side, and the smuggling was17 per cent., as if threvas soe magi in those numbers;
all the other way. But in the past two years quinine bas
been free in the American market, and the price has gone SirLEONARDTILLEY. TUe ý0pcrcents.arevery few
down 60 per cent. Competition there did not produce iîîdeed.
mnany of the beneficial consequences that have been pro- Mr. BLAKE. The hun. gentleman bas introduced a
rnised by our Tarif here, and quinine was much higher than
in Canada and England; but since it bas been made free we number of 30 per cents. to-day. In the present case the
find it is half the price on the other side the lino that it is object is Dot te increase but rather te diminisl the revenue.
on this side. The natural advantages te the domestic manufac-

turer of an article cf this description are vcry
Mr. BUNSTER I woulid ask the hon. Minister of great-sucl as the frcight, thc bulk, and expense

Finance to add to the free list, powder and fuse for blasting cf packiug; and besides, a duty cf 20 per cent, on
purposes. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), an article of this kind would be as oppressive as 30 per cent.

ay"LIasted minds." He may have a blasted memnory that~as W~tdrnns. iemy ae latd enoythton many other articles. 'The bulk cf cur common glass-
is not very creditable to him. I wish the bon. Finance something like three-fourths of the import last year-comes
Minister to consider the question of taking the duty off
powder. British Columbia furnisbed the stone to build the as I ordîuarïîy used in a houso in the country, woald cos'
mint at Sa Francisco, but this Stone was met by an exces- at Antwerp $1, unboxed; ihe box would cost 20cn-and
sive duty on blasting powder, and I think this duty should Uhcfreiglt and charges te Meatreal 1Sý- cents, naking 3sý
bc taken off in the interests of the Dominion at large. cents for bosing, freight and charges. Tfho duty at present

Sir LEO'.ARD TILLEY. My bon. friend will remember is 20 cents on the glass and 4 cents on the package, wbidli
ilat last Session or the Session before we did reduce the gives yen 24 cents cf duty, making the cost ah Montreal of
duty at his suggestion, but before concurrence, 1 will con- that which cost $1 unboxed ah Antverp, $1.621. The cost
sider the question lie bas now raised. cf boxing fifty feet ia Canada would be 7 cents cnly, whiehî

r. BLAKE. I would like te ask my hon. friend fMom deducted from.L the Wl.62 would give $l.55, showing a net
"aneOuver if this duty increased tUe cost of the article? aantng are the anadian maker f t cent s or m 5e m pe

Mr. UNSER he atice L ne mad inBriishcent., of wbich 24 cents is due te the duty and 3lý cenýts toU.BNITeatlm eiBri natural advanhages. f course the distributing points have
Sir LENADTILY.Iabe considered, but 1 amataking Montreal for an example.

Mi. BLAXj But it is mm-de in Canada. As I bave said, an article f athis description should bec

BUŽSTER. The explosive nature cf the articme lightly taxed, because under any circulstaces the cost to
Preludes us frora importing il, and while we exportcd the consumer is enormo s in proportion to the prime cost
te the United States $1,00000worthof gold and 1,000,00 ofwhe article. The laid-down ost af1.6rew at Montreail
wvorth Of Stone fer building, I think we should bave the 'nvolves a wbolesalc addition of 27J cents, and a retailer's

d raddition f 60 cents on box sales, raking what would cst
d' O tied item f gls, wder$l at Antwerp cost $2,50 wben geing into the bouse;-

Mr.BLAE.I hvea geatobectonto he nceas.o

although in ordinary sheeting, or when tifoy feet f glass is
5MfLAR inora ion ate wbon nerofFiacet wanted, the price would bc increased te $3.50 for flftyl ifoa t n a3st cf hehocalcnlateswill be thealtera- feet, sethat his duhy becomes about 50 cents by the time thelui tUe of glass tethe consumer by Ibis change staff reaches de consumer. Yctu e hov. gentleman proposes

utyto add a new duty equal te 50 pertncent.f the old duty te this
Sir LEONNARD TILLEY. I bave made some caldulatien, article, the resut of which will be toe increase the ordinary

and su1ppose the consumer paid the increased duty te the costeo the consumer te $3.77 iastead of $3.s for what
fuhi. It would U, as I think, 17 cents per box, or, upon a pcosts e1 at Antwerp. New, it seems te me thit the pros
Orina"ry bousc Of one and a hlait storeys, 37b cents. tection w hi the Canadian manufacturer cf common and

'Ir. BLAKE.Thecfleultioi th1olored window glass ias, owing tet e increased cost of
Pay the duty ?thcosmril boxing in the eld country, tie cost cf freight from Mit-

Sir numbdonet30aperwerpteeontreal, and the dty which is equivalent te 2Will Uc TILLEY. 1do se, as likely more cents on the package, is quite adequate toegive al legiti-sold by tbe Manufacturer'. If thT industry proves a mate encouragement te that industry. Surely a duc-f5 cess it 'Will net be five years before the wliole gf the practically 55 per cent. is enough t encourage nde manu-

tU lasswll bmadfaie Dominion, andn;factureraetwindow glass. And te add te that advantage a
eemp0tj1o will be sucb that At will cost na more furtier advantage cf 12k por cent. is toe add that wio c

either unecessry in order te the making ocf widow glass
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here, or if it be necessary, proves that it is not an industr'
which we can profitably undertake. If it does not requir
such an enormous protection, it should not be given; for th
hon. gentleman wit acknowledge that until that happy da:
arrives when, by virtue of his Tariff, there is more than on
glass factory in the Dominion, in tho meantimo the dut
vill be added to the price, and that the people of this coun
try, already taxed to such a great extent for thei
window glass, will be taxod to an additional amount b3
both the home maker and the Government-by the hom
maker to the extent to which ho supplies them, and by thi
Government to the extent to which they import. Th
result thon of bis proposition is to prop up an industr3
which has now a natural advantage of betweon 50 and G
per cent. by giving lit 12 per cent. more.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon gentleman has stated that i
spite of great disadvantages the price of window glass ii
Belgium is $1 a box. He did not go far enough, or he woul
have explained to the House that Belgium is the most sedu
lously protected country in Europe, and that the enormou
duty on window glass imported into that country is wha
has brought down the price. Thereforo, the hon. gentle
man's argument has contradicted itself.

Mr. HOOPER In conversation with one of the proprie
tors of the Napanee Glass Works I put this question t<
him: "What effect would the imposition of an additional tas
of 30 per cent. have on the consumer ? " lis answer was
" Not one cent; I shall be able to supply all my customerE
with glass as cheap, if not cheaper, than the price at which
it can be imported into this country." The great competi
tion in this country in foreign glass is with German No. 4
which is a very inferior article, and which in consequenc
of it not being able to find a market in Germany is export
ed hore to this countrv and the United States, and the
makers have heretofore been able to undersell manufac
turers in the United States and any in thi
country. I also asked this gentleman what effect it
would have on that class of articles. ie said it would make
no difference; ho was prepared at all events to supply glass
to consumers in Canada at prices equally as low, if not
lower, than those at which they can be imported.

Mr. BLAKE. Why, of course, the manufacturer promises
to supply the glass at a price equal to that at which it can
be imported, because if ho charged any more we would not
buy it. But what we complain of is that the price of the
imported article is to be raised by this duty to a point that
is altogether exorbitant, and therefore the product to bc
supplied to us will be at a price altogether exorbitant.

On the item of white lead,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We increase theduty because

we hope to encourage its production in this country. So
far we have not produced the raw material from which the
article is made, and having imposed a duty on the raw ma-
terial it was found that a sufficient margin had not been left.

On the item of sand and emery paper,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They are manufacturing sand

paper in the country, and from enquiries made, it is thought
that with this duty imposed, manufacturers will be able to
make all that is required and sell it cheaper than before.

Mr. BLAKE. How many manufactories are there ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is, at all events, one in

Toronto, and, it is understood, others will be established;
but owing to the determined action on the part of American
manuficturers to drive our manufactory out of the market,
it has been deemed advisable to encourage the establishment
of other factories.

Mr. BLAKE. Are there any others ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Only one that I know of.

Mr, BLAXK.

~'Mr. BLAKE. IIow many banda does it employ ?
O Sir LEONARD TJTLEY.. I do not know. The llrnm

Omanufactures other articles besides snnd paper, Wh !eh isouly
Ya branch of the business lu whieh a large number of people,

ID are employed.
y Mr. BLAKE. Thon, as I understand it, this la also au

-inecaso of duty in expectation of diminishing the revenue.

r

y Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Thene la a very remnarkable
0 faet in counection with our manufactories, that thcyy 50cm

e to make up very Iargely for the amount of duty.
e Mn. MILLS. Would not a single establish ment mcetlaIl
Y aur nequirements?
0 On the item of silver pl)ate glass,

Mr. BLAKE. Do I understand tho Finance Minister te
nsay that the renson for this change was to bring up thle
iduty to the anme point as on colonlesa window glass.

d Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
- Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman, thon, doos oxpect

Sthat the price of colorl.es3 wîndow glass will ho incroased
Sby the duty ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yos, for. a timoe.
On the item of spirits,

0 Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. At tic îrosent time fluid
K extracta imported pay a duty of 8 1.90. Thoy are manu.

actured in the United Statea and England, but our manu-
s facturera have to pay that surn on alcohoi.
à On the motion of books, &o.,

M 1r. BLAKE. Wili the hou, gentleman expia lu what be
expeots to ho the operation of this change ?

31r. BOWEIL, It will prevent the under-valuation of
-posters and other printing brought in from the Tnited

States. A speciflo duty üf 6 cents per lb. and -90 per cent.
-ad valorem will prevent to a great extent fraud and also

tend to cause the pninting to ho donc ln this country.
t Mr. BLAKE. To what extont will the iùcroe.q run?

e

s Mr. BOWELL. Not more than 10 per cent. on tho 1)r0'
t prvxaluations, but to 40 or 50 per cent, on tho under-

valuation constantly made of these postera.
s On the item of sait,
1 Mr. IBLAKE. Wbat is the purpose of this change?
tSir LEONAIID TILLEY. At preseint fine saIt frou' the
IJnite'I States pays 5 to 8 per cent. duty, and that from Engl-

tland is freo. This is to provide that ail imported sait shail
3pay duty.

Mr. ANGLIN. Thore la a serions objection to this tax.
It will be a serious burden on the farmer, for whorn we have

3doue nothing.
Mr. FAIRROW. I think rio clase of people bas groater

cause for grievanco than the atiltmeu in the west. I d,
not think any one can reasonably ohject to the litte ax. if
the farmer wishea to avoid it, lot bis wife take the coarbeC
sait and roll it down fine.

Mn. BLAKI•E. In what inter-est la the addition of 25 Per
cent. on the bags mado ? la it the bag or saltMake"'
interest, on that of both togethen ?

Sir LEONAJID TILLEY. The salt.maker's. They allege
they are, to some extent, ia an unfavorable position comnpared
with the mon Who import the bags freec; and to enable themto'
compote more successfally, this change la proposed, beCe*ýe
the man Who importa the fine Salt now does not pay dutY 1
the baga, it la so much added to the duty ho would have tO
pay on the sait.

Mn. BLAKE. What iis the value of the bag OIire
with the sait it contains?7'er

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not cxpçffly knoW eT
jhapa it depençis on the size of the bag.
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Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps my hon. friend opposite, who was

one of the salts of the earth, could tell us what the value of

the ordinary bag is-the fine salt bag? How many pounds

does the bag contain ?
Mr. FARROW. Some are larger and some smaller.

About 25 pounds; such a bag would sell for about 25
cents.

Mr. BOWELL. The prices of salit bags are as various as
the opinions of hon. gentlemen opposite. The importers of
this salt get the bags in free; and in their advertisements
of sale, one of the inducements beld out to buy the imported
Salt, even if not se good as Canadian, is the gift of the bag.
The bag imported by a Canadian salt-maker bas to pay 20
per cent., whereas the importer gets in free, and when it is
empty he can sell it, to be used for towelling or other pur-
poses. This affords a positive advantage to the manufac-
turers of salt.

Mr. BLAKE. This cloth is made here and the bags are
made here, and surely the on, gentleman does not mean to
say that they cost 20 per cent, more than if there was no
duty.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say so.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says the importer

brings in the bag and does not pay the 20 per cent. charged
to others. I wanted some notion as to the effect of tbis
duty in raising the cost of importing fine salt. You say it
is in order to advantage the salt-maker. How does it ad-
vantage him ? What is the enbanced cost of importing
fine salt by reason of this charge?

Mr. HESSON. The gentlemen are anxious for the duty
on bags for the purpose of protection against fraud. Bags
are brought in on the top of barrels, the salt being afterwards
packed in small cotton bags. The reason they ask for a duty
on these bags is, when they buy cotton here they pay the
duty that goes into their manufacture.

Several bon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. HESSON. They do, however ; and it seems reason-

able if bags are permitted to come in free whilst cotton is
taxed. I think they have a right to this protection, which
I am glad the Finance Minister has given, though a more
trifle, in the interest of this great industry. Salt has been
going down in the market and it bas become cheaper and
cheaper, and the attempt to fix it bas but pressed it down.
I have had to pay $2.50 for sait which I could buy to-day
for 75 cents, and at the factory for 55 cents. If this duty
has the effect desired, it is not worth our while to complain
and request the removal of the tax, as the cotton bags
are permitted to come in freo, while the cotton itself is
charged a duty.

Mr. -BLAKE. Is the cotton used in these bags made in
the country ?

Saveral lion. MEMBERS. Somaeof it.

thMr. BLAKE. Then it is quite wrong to import it when
'ey can buy it here; and if they bought it here they

Would not pay a higher price, but would get it as cheap as
the imported article. I think the observations of the hon.
member for North huron and the bon. member for North
Perth add a point to my question. Both say you are giving
tls a mecre nothing; this is no advantage. I would like to
knoW what it is. Surely the hon. Minister, before pro-
Posing that change, made some calculation as to the extentOf hs benefit te the home producer of sait, and as to the en-
h"l'ed cost Of the importation of fine sait. If not he did
d d tis duty to the Committee. I hope he will bring
owsn iis information. I regret ho bas not done it beforeslbitting his proposition.

si . FARROW. There e a duty charged on cloth of a
inthlar nature te that of these bags. The sait manufacturedn is country i, not packed in the same cloth as that

coming from England. The imported bags do not pay the
duty, which is not fair to the Canadian salt interest.

Mr. BLXKE. The hon. member has misapprehended
my question. I was simply asking how much ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The case was presented to
the Government in this way. It was stated that a party
manufacturing salt in the Dominion, and putting it up in
bags, the bag cost from 10 to 12f per cent. made up here
more than it cost to import the salt in a bag free. In the
first place, we did not contemplate charging the duty on
salt, but to give them the benefit of that 12½ per cont.
between the cost to the man who imported it in the bag
free and the man who made it here; but, subsequently, a
deputation came here who discussed the whole question,
and we decided it would be right and fair to give that
industry, which to-day has less protection than almost any
other, au addition of about 12½ per cent., or to give them 8
cents per hundred on all fine salt imported from Great
Britain and elsewhere.

Mr. BLAKE. I wanted to know the extent to which the
cost of fine salt was going to be incrased by this duty on
the bags.

Mr. BOWELL. When the value of the bag is known it
is easy to ascertain the increased cost. I know that tho
large jute bags in which coarse salt is placed, and some fine
salt, are purcbased in Glasgow at 8 to 10 cents each, and
the Government, in order to encourage that industry in
this country, passed an Order in Council.placing jute cloth,
unpressed and unfinished, on the fro list. We have the
best assurance that these bags will be made in this country
at as low a price to the salt buyer as they are now pur-
chased-certainly not more than one cent more, and at the
same price at which they are purchased in Glasgow. Now,
supposing that the bag cost 10 cents, that would just add 2½
cents to the value of the salt contained in the bag, and the
same proportion to ail the bags ranging in price down as
low as 2 cents each.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Several manufacturers in the
west had communications with the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways, and a proposition has been made by which it is very
probable that salt sent from the west will be sent to the
Lower Provinces at a muchI lower rate than is charged at
present. They can even ship it by rail from the west to
the Maritime Provinces at the same rate as coal is brought
from thec east, so that salt will cost the people of the Mari-
time Provinces no more than it costs them now when
brought from England and the United States.

Mr. BLAKE. As the hon. gentleman has alluded to
that interview, it reminds me that I understand by the
newspapers that these peoplewere benighted, enoughtothink
that they were hardly used by the coal duty. They seom
really to think that their fuel was raised in price. Per-
haps the hon. Minister will give us some account of that
interview.

Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman seems to have
overlooked the fact that there are two bushels of salt in
these larger bags. A bushel of salt is worth about twenty
cents, and if the bag costs ten cents, that would raise the
price of the bag two and a-half cents. Consequently, a two-
bushel bag of salt would cost about 42J cents. The hon.
member for West Durham seems to forget that salt pro-
ducers here have to compote with cheap labor in the Old
Country, where these bags are made, and if these bags are
permitted to come in frce foreign labor is permitted to come
into competition with our labor. I think it is continuing
the same policy the Government have adopted, which I
tbink is a wise policy.

On the item of iron boilers and iron tubing,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Might I ask the nature of

this change; what has led to its being made?
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have ascertained, beyond

doubt, that a quantity of this tubing is below two inches.
There were difficulties in the way that I could not explain
to my hon. friend last Session; but after listening to his
earnest appeals, I made furtber enquiries, and am now glad
to be able to meet bis wishes as well as to secure the in-
terests of the country by making the change.

Mr. PATERSON. I am greatly encouraged to learn
that though the Minister of Finance apparently turns a
deaf car to my counsels, yet after the lapse of a year he
accedes to my proposais. Although ho has been a protectionist
fron the year 1851 down to the present time, I believe if
I keep on instilling good doctrines in bis ears, by-and-bye,
perhaps, he may cone down to a sound revenue Tariff basis.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is in the time of pro-
tection.

On the item of mustard and mustard cake,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This isr merely to settie [the

question whether this is to be a0 or 25 per cent. Mustard
cake is 20 per cent. and mustard manufactured 25 per cents.

On the item of paraffine wax, &c.,
Mr. BLAKE. Why this change ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is owing to a great diffi-

culty experiencel in the Department as to the value of this
article. Demands have been made to have it entered at
ports at a low rate, but we have taken the average value of

that class mentioned by the hon. member forEssex (Mr. Patterson), euttings or shoots or buddings
and each one, of course, would be one vine, and from the
invoices which I examined, I found that many o)f them
were brought in from the United States at 2 cents per vine
The hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patterson) is wrong witb
regard to any representation being made to the Department
whatever with reference to the change on those articles,
These changes were suggested from practical observations
which took place in the different ports, as to the mode in
which these articles were brought in, and it was thought
better to make a low specific duty than to endure
the constant annoyance that arose in every part of the
country with regard to the importation of apple and other
kinds of trecs. I might say further that almost every
nurseryman who has communicated with the Department
since this was published have objected to it, par-
ticularly because they thought it included what
the hon. gentleman calls seedling stocks. Now, as they are
not specified, they are not interfered with, nor is the duty
raised on that class of articles. The change affects only
tbe articles which are mentioned. With regard to peache.,
I may say that the only representations -which have been
made to the Department have been to raise the duty as
high as possible, so as to make it even probibitory, so as to
prevent the importation of trocs affected by the "yellows,"
a disease almost as contagious as smalipox, and which is
almost unknown in this country, except in imported trees.

cnte imports Ior the year, and have imposed this sum which )1r. SPROULE. The prineiple which the hon. gentie-
is the more specific duty than the average would be a,! mian for West Durhain (NI'. Binke) bas mentioned as the
valorem.on p which the Nini-t-y acted in framing the Tarin;

Mr. BLAKE. Are there various grades of this article? I think, is a correct one, and one vhich I st-ongly sup-
Mr. BOWELL. Some cost 5 cents, some 6 cents and port. The trouble with the late Governmentwas that they

some 4 cents, but the attempt is often made to bring it in took ne notice o? îepresentatiens made by varions classes of
for 2½ or 3 cents, and this change is made in order to the people, but sat in their sancta sanctorium and paid ne
rcmMdy the cvirimentionnd by thchon. Finance Minister. attention.
On the item o? fruit trecs, &C.,. Mr. BLAKE. D have nly to say, do net find fault
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). This is an item which with the Finance Miniter for fading eut the people's

would like te, hear the hon. Finance Minister expiain. I Sec grievanees. I enly wish that he weuld endeavor te find
eut the grievances o? the other people whwil I be affected

neport.vThienroubleewithitheylatechosernmentswasethatlthey

from the effeetcf this item. Secdiings are aîmostexclu- by these changes. Thesearebis words te every question,

th pei ole buty sar ein thid yntar sntriky om aado

sively importeci, and the effe e yf this clause willbointer, atni on
clude thein along with trees. Cuttings aise are imported Sound judgmnt.
for grafting; and I think with regard te the latter item that Mr. PATTESON (Essoxei. I a inclined teithiski
it would seem that tFe Finance Minister mut have listened wih regard te this matter, that the Ministry have gexepin.
no the reprsentationf o some set oinurseymen, and their clests in making these changes in the way described
fi amcd the item accrdigly. by the hon. member fer East Gray (lr. Sproule). The

Mr. BLAKE. The bon, meiber lfor Essex (Hr. Patter- changes are disadvantageous te the people o? mY COnstitu-
son), in making the rernark which he bas juset made, e tob ency, and I shalt'ske an early opportunity o? placing ny
jecting to the general principle o? the Tarif , as everyne oe the subjet on record.
the charges avebeen ade in tho rearticular way esuggests. Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the on. gentleman atvill stIt
That is the general mIe, for wae il know that the leader o? how the change will perate disadvantagcously.
the Government announced in the General Elcetion o? 1878 Mir. PATTERSON. I think itwould eperate disadvaflt-
that ho would constru t the Tarif on the representation odageeusly in many respects. Those trees will be brught ii
those who wer eintcrested in the varios industries te be subjet te a specifi duty, and they will be brught in nder
fostered; that he would hond eutbow much was required, false pretences, sncb as 100 trees for 50e., 200 for $1&C
and ho would give it te them. I ntice that thehon. It applies tetrees o?-ail kinds, ineluding
gentleman bas omitted one article, the article ef grape vines. unless seedlings are specifically excluded I .9m. afraid the
Did he find a greater différence of vaines in that case than Customs' fficers on the western frontier wil consider it
ln the othere ? their duty te value them as trees. The hon. Minister 01

Sir LEOsARD TILLEY. Yes. Customs states that made some general charge about th

Mr. BLAKE. Was there any represtation made as tenurserymer L btaining ths change. I did net do se; fut
any large contraet on foot for the importation o? %,inc.sas1 think some persens interested in the sale of trees bave ece

making mirepresentatiens. I arn quite atisfled thatinpersn from the part o? the country I live in sked for the
Sir LEONA.RD TILLEY. 1 do net think 50. change. and think Essex, Kent and Btthwell are as tnkch

Mr.BOWELL. Representationswwere made that 4 cents a a fruit-beaing distriet as any portion cf the Dtomntietr aon. I
vine wenld be altogether out cf proportion te the 20 per do net think this change is in the interest y thesfrb
cent., and upon investigating the matter we con- cemunity, or will tend te inerase the number ofplrchSgn
cluded that A would be tol kigh, espcialy upon l ao the western peinsula.

Mh .PATERON (Brant).
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Mr. SPROULE. If this duty will have the offect of
shutting out these peach trees I think it will be really in
the interest of the fai mers. A few years ago, the Legisla-
tare of Ontario found it necessary to pass a Bill to compel
the owners of diseased trees to cutthose trees down, and
we know that men from many of the American nurseries
are selling diseased trees which will effectually destroy an
or'chard in a few years, and many in my section last year
expressed the opinion that it would be advantageous to
have a prohibitory duty placed on these trees.

Mr. PLUMB. On the frontier where I live the cultiva-
tion of peaches is one of the greatest industries; 20,000 or
30,0i00 baskets a day being shipped from the town where I
live, and there the greatest
the nurserymen, but by
that they cannot get
cluded. On the other
touched with a disease
affected our trees ; but1
having that disease broughtj
trees are not excluded by a1

complaints are made, not by
the orchardmen themselves
American peach trees ex-

side the peach trees are
which has not yet much
there is great danger of
among us if American peach
prohibitory duty. There is an

abundant supply on our own side for all purposes, and
small nurseries are increasing to such an extent that it is
not necessary to cross the border for peach trees. I think
an absolute prohibitory duty would have been even botter
than a duty of 3 cents each, until we find that the disease
of "yellows " has been entirely stamped out in the United
States.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not desire the statement of the
hon. member for Essex to go forth uncontradicted. Ho says
that he is informed by the Customs officers that seedlings
and stock brought into the country for grafting are subject
to the duty. i may say that there was some misapprehension
on this point, and the moment it was brought to the notice
of the Department a circular was issued informing the Cus-
toms officers that they were not to be so treated, but to be
placed as formerly on the 20 per cent. list. I may inform
the hon. gentleman that no nurserymen or any one else has
suggested this change in the Tariff. Since ho is very
desirous of knowing how this change was made, I will tell
him. We took the price lists of the large nurseryman in this
country and the United States, upon which we based our
bpýei ft duty which is lower than the 20 per cent. duty would
he if the trees were entered for duty at the invoice price less
the trade discount. I am sure no nurseryman will object to
thns duty when he understands it, and the only mon who, I
understad, object to it are the American peddlers who
bri1g ahi classes of goods into this country in the spring andfail.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). He gave me no statement.
Mr. BOWELL. This is a matter of veracity. The hon.

gentleran. knows that ho wrote a letter to Mr. McDougal,
nd came to me and showed it me, and I pointed out thatthose articles were not teobe charged at that rate, but at 20per cent., and with my approval ho sent that letter.
er. PATTERSON (Essex). The hon. gentleman hadbetter keep cool; anything I say in this House I sha be

abe tO substantiate. I called upon the hou. gentleman in
regard to this subject, and after explaining to him the
vines, afn rye constituents ho yielded on the matter of grapePes and represented ho would yield in the other matters.
PerhaPs Inright have misunderstood him. I wrote a letter
tean; heymconstituents and showed it to the hon. gen-en hon waiditWas all right, but ho gave me no state-iletThe bon. goe
out in these ntleman has not, in my opinion, carried
Which I was Items cOnnected with the Tarif the terms

e the onstexpect, or what I consider are in the in-
tret.o the nonucy I represent.

gated andGL. All classes of fruit trees can be propa-j
.'. grown in this country as well as' elsewhere, and

you know well that such trees are much botter than im-
ported trees. If that be admitted, it seems to me that if
there is one article requiring higher protection, amounting
to prohibition, fruit trees belong to that class. It
may not now be the time to advocate such
a policy, as the Government will adhere to their
proposals, but I hope the time is not far distant when we
will have such a Tariff as will lead to the production of the
various kinds of fruit trees within our own country which
will serve our purpose botter in the end than imported trees.

Mr. KILLAM. I look upon fruit trees as a raw material
and I am surprised that the representative of a fruit-grow-
ing country should advance any doctrine or support any
policy calculated to prevent the farmers from buying fruit
trees in any market they might select.

On the item of cotton manufactures,
Mr. BOWELL. An article called Kentucky jeans is

imported which is not a jean, and this change was to pre-
vent that.

On the item of table glass. In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This proposal is for the pur-

pose of adding to the other articles specified in the 30 per
cent. list in the Tariff, cut, pressed and moulded table ware.
When we imposed 30 per cent. duty on specific articles of
glass ware made in the Dominion, we stated distinctly that
it was because they were made in the Dominion, and the re-
sult has been satisfactory since, because - prices
have been greatly reduced. An establishment has been
erected in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, where this description
of moulded table ware is manufactured, and I doubt not we
shall have other glass manufactories. It is proposed that
as they are now made in the country, they should be placed
on the same list with lamp glasses and other articles placed
at 30 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. This roposal seems to be open to
the same objection that made to the former proposal
with reference to glass. As I have said there is a
real difficulty with any duties on those goods, on ac-
count of various considerations, and among these are their
bulkiness and fragility, and the consequent additional cost
of transportation. I have some information on the subject
which I should have preferred giving to the Committee at an
hour when they would have been disposed botter to attend
to business than now; but if the hon. Finance Minister insists
on going on, I must give it now. I have bere a statement
of an invoice of ware of this kind, pressed glass and table
ware brought into Montroal last month. The
actuat value of the goods was $2,731.34 ; the packages cost
$240.13 ; and the freight from Wheeling and Pittsburg,
$391.58 ; making an aggregate of $621.71 ; to be added to
the cost of the goods, exclusive of the duty, $3,353.05. It
would be observed that the goods cost, te pack and carry,
22¾ per cent. on prime cost. Being bulky and fragile, and
expensive to move, this gives an actual advantage of very
great consequence'to the manufacturer in Canada, who can
make them at a distance less remote from the point of con-
sumption. Now, the late Tarif would have added to this
cost of $3,353, $477.96, or 17J pr cent. ; and so, under the
late Tarif, those goods could have been laid down at
83,831.25, or over 40 per cent. advance on unpacked goods
ta the point of Montreal. Under the Tarif as it stands
they will cost, instead of$3,831, $3,962.85, or 48î per cent.
advance on the unpacked goods at the point of manufacture.
The duty on the goods an packages is 22* per cent on the
value of the goods. The packages are a lot of old flour
barrels costing in the United States 35 cents, and weighing
30 lbs.; thon the proportion of freight is 18 cents
and the duty on them is 7 cents, making the total cost of
the packages 60 cents; and they are sold for 10 cents after
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the importers unpack the glass, so there is a loss ou
every package of 50 cents, of which 7 cents is due to thE
existing duty. Under the proposed Tariff the duty is 3(
per cent, on goods and packages. The cost of the goodi
laid down would be $4,201, or 55* per cent. advance in
the value of the goods unpacked and bought at the manu
factory. The rate of duty on the goods themselves would
be about 36J per cent., but every barrel would have cosI
10J cents for duty, 18 cents for freight, selling afterwardE
for only 10 cents, representing a lose of 50 cents. Th
total cost of the barrels with freight and duty is thus 63J
cents. These goods weighed about 65,000 lbs.; the freight was
60 cents per hundred, equal to about 14* per cent, or to
13à per cent. on certain goods and packages. This proves
that this class of goods is peculiarly expensive to
export; because, with the duty added to the freight,
the cost amounts to a large percentage on the
value of the goods, including the packages ; the
cost is 14 per cent. on the value of the goods alone.
Then on the goods, for their carriage, there is a large
advance ; there is the breakage and progress of transporta-
tion; the breakage in the shops, and the expense of the
packages against those goods also. It is evident that the
parties intermediate between the maker and consumer must
make a large advance on such goods to make the business
pay. The wholesale advance is 50 per cent. and the retailers
50 also. The resuit is the cost to the consumer under the
old Tariff, $8,619.76, or an advance of 315 per cent.; under
the present Tariff, $8,916.40, or an advance of 325î¾per cent.;
under the proposed Tariff, $9,334.34, or an advance of 349J
per cent.; under the old Tariff the duty was 37 per cent.;
present Tariff, 50k per cent. ; under the proposed Tariff, 73
per cent. So the consumer will pay, by virtue of the pro-
posed duty, 73 per cent. advance on an article which, owing
to its expensive transport and fragility, is in any case very
costly. It is obvious that this is not a thing
that ought to be lightly taxed. The factory which
the hon. gentleman referred to is at New Glasgow,
and geta its coal very cheap indeed. It gets a supply of
that raw material which is of the utmost importance in the
manufacture of glass at a rate exceptionally low. It gets,
therefore, as I have shown, a protection in the shape of
duty of 22* per cent. on the goods and also the freight; the
freight is 32 cents per 100 lbs. by the car load, as against
60 eents on the invoice to which I referred. So the freight
amounts to 7 per cent. on the value of the goods, asen ming
the same values which rule at Pittsburgh; and the freight
from Montroal to New Glasgow would be but 7 per cent.
instead of 13 from Pittsburgh, or an advantage of over 6 per
over the foreigu exporter.ý The combined gain under the
exiting Tarifes thus 28½ per cent , which is one extremely
advantageous to the Canadian manufacturer. By the pro-
posed Tarif the duty would be over 36 per cent., whieh will,
with the bright advantage of 6 per cent., make a total of 42
per cent. in favor of New Glasgow, assuming Montreal as
the distributing point. I have further information as to
the practical operation of thisduty. I have got a few of the
articlesof table ware made by this factory, with their prices,
and the prices of the same goods made in the United States
at the pointé to which I have referred, Pittsburg and Wheel-
ing. At Pittsburgh, se of table ware, $2.15 ; New Glasgow,
$3.25, er 61 per cent. in advance. Bowls and covers, Pitts-
burgh, 41.7i;, New Glasgow, $2.75, or 57 per cent. advanoe.
Another kind of bowls and covers, Pittsburgh, $2.25; New
GlAgw , S3.25, or 46 prcent. Tumbles and patters,
Pi urg, 20 cents; New Glasgow, 30 cents, or 50 per
cent. Gôbleta, Pittsburgh, 29 cents; New Glasgow, 40 cents,
or 871 r cent. Double egg cups, Pittsburgh, 40 cents;
New ow, 60 cents, or 50 per cent. more-thus giving
an averäge of 48* per cent. advance of New Glasgow upon
Pittsburgh prices. My opinion is that they are the latest
da4es,anda they:are contemporaneous. Of course, the

Min.B&*mi.

n New Glasgow works are the latest. Now, I have eaid that
e gives you an average of 48J per cent. upon the whole invoice
0 that has beon furnished to me of the New Glasgow wares
s They do not make many sorts; I am not sure I have gota all the sorts they make- but [ was given these particulars
- and I was told they pa 4ly represented the rest. Of course'
1 that is apparently an increased protection, but it is account.
t ed for by the fact that this price of 48 per cent. included
s delivery in car loads from New Glasgow to Montreal. I have
e already pointed out that the delivery to Montreal is at the

rate of about 7 per cent., taking Pittsburgh rates, and if you
take that from the 48* you find the price at New Glasgow
is 41J in excess of the price of!Pittsburgh, while the protec.
tion is 42 per cent.

Mr. BO WELL. I think the remarks of the hon. gentle.
man are only another illustration of the manner in which
American manufacturers endeavor to crush out every
industry established in this country. The quotation the
hon. gentleman has given, according to my informa.
tion, is quite correct. He stated the very latest prices; but
I am informed that these prices were a short time ago
up as high as $2.50 to $2.75, or higber; but the moment
the New Glasgow works were established, and they began
to sell their wares in this country, the Americans at once
reduced the price of their articles in order not only to com-
pete but to crush the industry in this country. The same
principle prevailed when the western salt works were
started. Salt was thon sold cheaper from the Syracuse works,
which are immediately opposite Kingston, at a lower price
in Huron and the western section of Canada than in
Belleville, which is hundxeds of miles nearer the works.
It is only another evidonce of the manner in which every
industry established in this country is endeavored to be
crushed out by American manufacturons. I find no fault
with them for doing that, but the result is that though these
articles are manufactured in this country, they are sold
cheaper to the con sumer than before the establishment of the
manufactories. There is not the slightest doubt that the
same result would follow if this factory were closed. The
American manufacturers, then, instead of selling et the
prices the hon. gentleman has given to the House, would at
once go up to the old rates, and then the Canadian consumer
would have to pay advanced rates. Now, I have no doubt,
from past experience, that when these works are fairly in
operation these articles will be sold cheaper to the consumer
than tbey were previous to the establishment of the glass
works.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that
the American manufacturers have sold their exports here
cheaper than they sell them in their own market ?

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say that, but I presume such is
the fact.

Mr. BLAKE. Then all I can say is that I should be very
much surprised if that is so in this particular case, because
in the invoice to which I rofer, unlels I misunderstood MY
correspondent, ho gave me the duty actually paid on thein'
voice, and the duty actually paid was not the duty which
the hon. gentleman is in the habit of charging, whic t I
believe, is based upon the value of the articles sold in the
country where they are manufactured. I shall be surpris
to learn that these goods have been valued by the hon. gon
tleman's officers at more than the prices at which they were
invoiced. It is preposterous to suppose that the smai snr
ket afforded in Canada would induce glass manufacturers ihe
the United States to reduce, by those enoruns rates, the
supply for the whole of the United States themselves-eIf
they are selling at reduced rates to Canada and keeptneld
up for themselves, then, of course, the hon. gentlemanacu
charge the duty at the cost in the country of manutyu ad
and, therefore, ho would charge a higher rate of du a
valorem, than in this value. Now, J do n eOY
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that has not been doue in this case, but I
shall be very much surprised if it has. If he
bas not done so then these are the Pittsburg and
Wheeling prices for home consumption, and in that case
the hon. gentleman's argument would fall to the ground.
Now, I may say a word in reference to manufacturers. My
opinion is that they are just of the same flesh and blood,
animated by the same motives, and pursuing the same
interests in all countries where manufactures are carried
on. They get as much as they can out of the consumer;
they enter into trade for that purpose. If they sometimes
lower the rates it is always with the view of making more
profit in the end. The hon. gentleman takes the United
States manufacturers, as if they were peculiar in that
particular; not a bit of it. The Canadian manufacturer
does the same. Hàe takes as much as haecan, or as muck as
he dares. I do not blame him for it; it is for that purpose
he goes into business. Therefore I do not blame these
New Glasgow gentlemen, that when they could exact 42
per cent. they take 41½.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is in error as to the
basis on which duty is collected. Neither the Customs
Department nor myself fix any value upon the articles
brought into this country. We fixed the duty to-day under
the law proposed by the late Government. I know the
hon. gentleman is finding fault and reiterating what is
constantly repeated in the press that represents
the hon. gentleman's views, for carrying out the
law he himself and his party put upon the Statute-book. It
is the duty of the appraisers and the collectors, in every
instance where an invoice is presented to tbem, to ascertain
as near as can be obtained, the value of the articles in the
market of the country where they are sold. Now, that is
not fixing the value by myself or by the Department. The
value is fixed by the manufacturer or seller in the United
States; but if ho sells to a Canadian purchaser at a
lower price than the price in the -United States and the
appraiser knows that to be a fact, his duty is, under the law,
to raise the value for duty. If the hon. gentleman had a
littie experience he would know that it does not follow,
because an invoice may have been passed by a collector or
appraiser, or any other official, at a certain price,
that that establishes the fact that that price is the
market value in the country in which it is purchased
for duty. The trouble is that these invoices, either bythe negligence or the want of knowledge of the officer are
too ofLen passed, but when they are sent to the Department
here they are placed in the hands of the Dominion Ap-praisers who have every facility for ascertaining the truemarket value in the country in which the goods are pur-chased. This causes a great deal of trouble and discontent,
and the charge which is made against the Customs Depart-ment-too often by those who know better-that there is

7ny imputation on the honesty of the importers, is not
coodst. If a man goes to New York or Buffalo and buys
geld 1t prices at which they would not be sold by theseller to is American customers, it does not follow that be-cause h endeavors to make entry at an export price that
withouonest because nany a man purchases in that way

having an exact knowledge of the law. Still it be-One athe duty of the appraiser to raise the price to theValue towhch the same goods would he sold for home con.
I kno . With regard to what the hon. gentleman bas said,

lap n that, m the article of lamp chimneys and glassn very many cases the price has been actually raisedprice hey have sold to the Canadian purehaser at a lowerthantor home consumption.
hy, i.PLJ I would like to ask the lion. gentleman
entsi f iro hs acalculation of freight, ho made it 60

avorag -og hto Montreal, and stated that theIwaB s3l cOuts.

Mr. BLAKE. I said the average rate per car load.
Mr. PLUMB. Does the hon. gentleman take into con-

sideration the rate from New Glasgow to Montreal. fIe
said the average was 32 cents.

Mr. BLAKE. No; I said the rate in one case was 32 and
in the other 60 cents, and that one was 13 per cent. on the
value of the goods.

Mr. PLUMB. But why take Montreal, the furthest point
from Pittsburgh, as the distributing point? Why not take
Hamilton ?

Mr. BLAKE. In that case you would have had the cost
to Hamilton. Why not make it to British Columbia? I
wieh to say that I made no imputation against the Minister
of Customs for observing the laws. He seemed to appre-
hend me, and to answer some enquiries in the newspapers.
but this is not, perhaps, the time to discuss the newspapers.
I said that ho was in the habit of fixing the goods
under the law, but that if lie had done so in this case
a greater rate would have been charged.

Mr. HESSON. It occurred to me when the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) said the prices
which he was quoting as being lower than the prices
here are the prices of goods in a country whieh
has protection to an unlimited extent-to a prohibitory
extent-so far as glass ware is concerned, I am ot aware
that the Americans are importing the quality of glass that
hon. gentleman has been giving the figures for to-night,
but I know that we have never had lamp chinmeys so cheap
as to-day, and if we, with our comparatively low Tariff,can
compote with the Americans with their high Tariff, I think
the hon. gentleman should look at the matter in that light.

Mr. ANGLIIN. I may say that I have had a conversation
with a number of the largest shareholders in the New Glas-
gow works about the time those works were going into
operation, and they were unanimous in stating that they
were satisfied with the old Tariff. If any application has
since been made for a change, I believe it has been made
without the concurrence of the principal shareholders.

Mr. HESSON. Does the hon. gentleman say that they
increased the price of their goods ?

Mr. ANGLIN. I said nothing at all about the cost.
On the item of stoves, &c.,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The question has arisen in the

different ports as to whether forgings were castingsor not.
Some are entered in the rough state and were really cast-
ings, and this change is made for the purpose of settling the
question.

Resolutions to be reported; and (at 3:45 o'clock, a.m.)
the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FamAy, 24th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYBRs.

MARINE TELEGRAPH LINE.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 127) to make further provision regarding the in-
corporation of a company to establish a Marine Telegraph
between the Pacifie coast of Canada and Asia, , andfor
repealing the provisions of any Act inconsistent therewith.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hou, gentleman please explin
the Bill ?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bill is composed(

three clauses. The first is to extend the period mentione
in the Act of last Session, so as to give twelve months f
the letters patent to issue; the second is for the purposec
giving to the Company an exclusive privilege, f
the period of twenty years from the passing of th
Act; and the third is to repeal the provisions of an
Act inconsistent with the second clause. When the Bi
comes up for the second reading I will enter fully into th
reasons for introducing the measure.

Mr. BLAKE. Might I ask if there is any correspondenc
in the possession of the Government on the subject of thi
Bill.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; there is none.
Bill introduced and read the first time.

HARBOR OF THREE RIVERS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the Hous
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider th
following resolution:-

That it is expedient to provide for the appointment of certain Com
misuioners for the improvement and management of the harbor of Thre
Rivers.

Motion agreed to; and fHouse resolved itself inte Com
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This resolution is the basi
of a Bill for the organization of a Board of Harbor Com
missioners at Three Rivers. There will be five Commis
sioners-the Mayor of the city, the Chairman of the Board
of Trade, and three other Commissioners appointed by th<
Government. A chairman will be eleeted from the five by
themselves. The Commissioners will act without payment
They are to be authorized to borrow money to the extent of
$300,000 on their works, without any guarantee on the part
of the Government; and they will not be able to incur any
expenses or borrow money without having first obtained
the sanction of the Governor in Council or the Minister of
Public Works.

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN introduced Bill (No. 128) to
provide for the improvement and management of the
harbor of Three Rivers.

Bill read the first time.

CLAIMS ON THE BANK OF UPPER CANADA.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the flouse resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient that the sum of $250,000 placed by the Act 84
Victoria, Chapter 8, at the disposal of the Governor in Council, for the
purpose of paying off any claims on the Bank of Upper Canada,
settled and adjusted under the fourth section of the Act 33 Victoria,
Chapter 40, subject to the conditions mentioned in the Act first men-
tioned, be increased to $255,000,subject to the same conditions, and
that the Act first mentioned be amended accordingly.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. Min-
ister be good enough to explain the precise reason why he
requires this sum, as I understand it is an item of $5,000
only.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I should like the

hon. gentleman to state why he requires that amount,
and why it is necessary to require a special Act?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Under the Act referred to
there was placed at the disposal of the Government
#250,000. In June, 8252,000 had been expended, andßr. BLAn.

of the Auditor General called the attention of the Department
d to the fact that there was no authority to make that over.

>r payment, and en examining the claims to be brought before
of the Government, it appeared possible that $3,000 more
>r would be required. It is necessary to have a few thousand
is dollars to pay claims, and the Government therefore asked
y that the $252,000 should be extended to $255,000. Thel amount of the receipts from the assets of the bank down to
e the present time amounted to $340,000, and $70,000 more

were expected to be realized within eighteen months, when
e it was hoped the matter would be finally disposed of.
is Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH T. I suppose the hon.

Minister las a list of all the claims against the bank. Ithought a list had been submitted at the time it was placedin the hands of the Government. I am speaking from
recollection as I have not examined the Statutes, but I think
it is eleven or twelve years since the Act was passed under
which the hon. gentleman is now acting. I thought ail the

e claims had been put in when possession was taken.
e Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is some circulation

held by parties at this moment, and we have not money to
- pay it. A gentleman wrote since the opening of the Session
e asking why $500 of circulation, applied for to our repre.

sentative in Toronto, had not been paid.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Then the amount is

composed only of outstanding notes.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think mainly so.

s Mr. ANGLIN. We, from the Maritime Provinces, would
- like to receive some further explanation in regard to this
- matter. We are interested to know how the Government
1 became responsible for winding up the affairs of the Bank
e and paying its creditors, and how the Government becamo

one of the largest creditors. We would like to know how
much is lost in that way, for although it was lost before

f our time we have to bear our share of the consequences. It
is desirable to know how much ws lost, why it was lost,
and why the Government have undertaken to wind up the

i affairs of the bank, and whether there is any probability of
ever getting back any of the money which the Government
of Canada formerly had on deposit or otherwise in
charge of the bank. Hon. members from Ontario
are, no doubt, familiar with the history of this
bank, and are quite satisfied that the Government are only
taking the course they should take in the matter, but the
House would like to have some further explanations. There
have been rumors afloat with respect to the management Of
the bank in former times, and it has been stated in another
place that it was the duty of the Government to enquire
into the history of the transactions of this bank in years
previous to its failure; and it is alleged, if such enquiry wero
carefully made, it would be found that persons contrived to
obtain from that bank, improperly, very large sums which,
if proper steps were taken, they might be made to disgorge,
so that the public would be relheved somewhat from the 1as8
it bas had to sustain in consequence of its having entrusted
public funds to that bank. At all events, we would like to
know why and how it is we are involved in this business,
whether the Government money has been absolutely lest,
whether we are coming in as one of the creditors receiving
dividends from the amnount realized from the assets, and anY
further explanations.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This matter was fully dis
cussed in Parliament when the first Bill was 8sed,33
Victoria, Chapter 40. What the conditions and circuni
stances connected with the case were, Sir John Rose or Sir
Francis Hlincks, the Finance Minister at the time, fully
explained when the appropriation of $200,000 was made for
the payment of the liabilities, the Government undertaking
to pay the rest of the creditors, the Government taking the
assets, When the affairs are closed a dividend, M
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12 or 15 cents on the dollar, will be received by the
Government for their claim on that institution. If there
is any fact which the hon. member for Gloucester wishes
to olicit, or to ascertain whether there has been any improper
conduct on the part of any person, creditor or debtor of the
bank, let the hon. gentleman make a motion, and the Gov-
ernment will be happy to bring down information on the
subject.

Mr. HESSON. I am afraid the hon. gentleman is not
asking for a sufficient amount to meet all cases yet remaining
unsettled. One-of my own constituents is a creditor for
£300 sterling which he has claimed for the last twenty
years, and interest on it. The case bas been submitted to a
legal authority, and I suppose the Government will not pay it
unless they are compelled to do so. It is not a matter of
circulation but a claim against the bank.

Sir ALBERT J. SMIT I. Is it intended that these 83,000
shall be applied to the liquidation of the claim of one of the
constituents of an hon. gentleman opposite which has been
in suspense twenty years ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have not personally heard
of this case before.

Mr. BLAKE. I think before the next stage is taken the
hon. gentleman should bring down a list of the claims,
82,000 paid in excess and $3,000 expected to be paid, because
they are very stale.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. When I submit the Bill I
will bring down such a list.

Resolution agreed to and ordered to be reported.

DEEPENING CHANNEL BETWEEN MONTREAL A ND
QUEBEC.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the Hlouse resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient to authorize the Governor in Council to raise,by the issue of debentures in the manner prescribed by the Act
36 Victoria, chapter 60 (except as regards the rate of interest, which
shall lot exceed 4 per cent. per annum), a further sum, not exceedinge28OOO to be applied. subjeet to the provisions of the said Act asanended bY the said Act 44 Victoria, chapter 7, in meeting the
expenses incurred and to be incurred in completing the dredging anddeepening of the ship channel between Montreal and Quebec,

Motion agreed to; and Honse resolved itself into Com-
mfittee.

(In the Committee.)
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is for the purpose of

completing the channel to the depth of twenty-five feet, andthe above is estimated to be the amount required.
-Mr. MACKENZIE. is it a loan to the Commissioners ?
Sir EONARD TILLEY. Yes. All the conditions of

the general Act are to be in force, except that the intereste at the rate of 4 per cent. The Commissioners have plantOn hand which, when the work is completed, will, theyconsider, realize a considerable portion of this loan.
der• MACKENZIE. 1 thought that twenty-five feetdepth was completed through Lake St. Peter.
Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. No; the Commissioners

imv been working ail last summer. They were under the'npressi 0f that the 8 1,500,000 put at their disposal was
Dot ail expended. Therefore they continued workingt
thnough a certain period durin the summer until the end,'Udrtha t itheprd

orthat tenimpression. When they made their
exte end of the season, it was found theytdsposlPened more than the amount put at their

inst8Pl -n .the beginning they were authorized to
IIveet a large sum in the purchase of plant, to the extent,s

"60,000 o or S ,000. T at planit thre, and

therefore reduces the amount to be expended by so mach.
When this came to the notice of the Government we calied
upon the Commissioners to explain and they gave a state-
ment of the value of that plant. Thon they gave another
statement showing what was required this year to complete
the improvement to the depth of twenty-five feet. The
amount that will have to be expended this season to com-
plete the work will be 8280,000. Thon, the plant being
sold, the amount realized will be about sufficient to recoup
the Government for the $280,000, and thus the whole
amount, $1,500,000 will not be exceeded.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. l the plant the only security ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is a Government trust as

the hon. gentleman knows.
Mr. GAULT. I am glad to say there is no trust in this

country that bas so faithfully performed its duty fron its
very inception as the Harbor Trust of Montreal. Under
the late Hon. John Young, Mr. Delisle, Mr. Cramp, and
especially Mr. Robertson, the contracts have all been com-
pleted to the letter. I think it is very creditable to Montreal
that we have always had such good men in the Harbor Trust.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken.
There are no contracts in this. The contracts were for the
harbor. This is the river; and although the Harbor Com-
missioners had charge of this, they did the work themselves.
The Government has, I understand, for security the tolls,
besides the security of the plant.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I understood the hon.
the Minister of Public Works to say that this $280,000
would complote the work. When completed, is the work of
such a nature that it will require none or very small ex-
pense to keep it in order. I understand that the channel is
300 feet in length and twenty-five feet deep. la it mud, or
hard bottom.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. At certain places it is mud,
and at others hard.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is all mud in the lake.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. I understand from

the Commissioners it will require some dredges to keep the
channel clear. In spring they will have to examine the
channel from end to end, to seo whether any deposits have
been made during the winter, and we expect the channel
will be kept open to the depth of twenty-five feet. The
Government have not considered whether they will ask
Parliament to consent to providing for any greater depth.
As hon. gentlemen on the other side must have seen, a
meeting was held in Montreal to obtain the deepening of
the channel to twenty-seven and a-half feet. Of course the
Government did not take the matter up. We stated that
there was no need of taking up that question at present, as
there was enough work with the present channel to employ
the dredges fully.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman bas said that there
was a communication from the Commissioners, and an
estimate ; is that the estimate of the Commissioners, or the
estimate of the Government Engineer ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The estimate was shown to
the Chief Engineer of the Department, and it was considered
by him that the work would occupy a good part of the
season, for a number of years; while, as a rule, the expendi-
ture of the year was largely caused by payments of the
dredges, fuel, &c., it was seen that this amount would be
required for this season, inasmuch as the Commissioners
have shown that it would require until the end of the season
to complote the work.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will, at a
subsequent stage, bring down the correspondenoe with the
Comiuioners, and the report.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. ANGLIN. Perhaps the Minister will state whether

there is a minimum depth of twenty-five feet in the channcl
from Montreal to Quebec.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In many places between
those points outside the channel, there is a depth of twenty-
five feet, but all the way there is not such depth, although
the channel itself, which is 300 or 400 feet in length, pos-
sesses that depth from Montreal to Quebec.

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 130) fur-
ther to amend the Act 36 Victoria, Chapter 60, relating to
the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal.

Bill read the first time.

QUEBEC HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the follow-
ing resolution:-

That it is expedient to authorize the Governor in Council to raise,
by the issue of debentures in the manner prescribed by the Act, 36
Victoria, chapter 62 (except as regards the rate of interest, which shall
nol exceed 4 per cent. per annum), a further sum, not exceeding
$375,000, to be advanced from time to time, subject to the conditions
embodied in the said Act, to the Quebec Harbor Commissioners, to
enable them to construct the cross-wall and lock necessary to render
available as a wet dock, the dock constructed by them at the mouth of
the River St. Charles, and pay the balance of the cost of the said dock.

He said : The Government intended to introduce a Bill
based on this resolution, for the purpose of placing at the
disposal of the Harbor Commissioners of Quebec a sufficient
sum to complete the docks.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I should like to
know the total amount already advanced to the Harbor
Commissioners of Quebec under the several preceding Acts
to which this refers. I think it is not far short of
8 1,000,000. I would like also to know generally what is
the position of thatTrust-how their revenues are holding
out-whether they are able at present to pay their way-
and whether they have reasonable prospects of meeting this
additional charge placed upon them.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position
to give the exact figures asked for, but shall be
at the next stage. I think the amount voted by
Parliament was $1,000,(00 or $2,000,000. The Act
provided that something like $750,000 of that
amount should be employed in redeeming the
de4entures issued by the previous Trusts for the improvement
of the haibor. I think some hon. gentlemen present have
seen the plans for the building of this dock, and must admit
that it is a very great improvement, but it requires to be
completed. The hon. member for Lambton was Minister of
Public Works at the commencement, and he had this matter
under his consideration when the site and plans of the pro-
posed dock were to be adopted. The scheme was laid before
the Government of that day and approved of. The Commis-
sioners have consequently gone on, after giving the contract
for the work, which is now completed, to a very great
extent-the tidal dock. The original plan and intention
wa to build, when the dock would be ballasted, the cross
wall, in order to divide the large tidal dock in two, making
the tidal dock from the mouth of the St. Charles towards
this cross-wall, and then inside the cross-wall, a wet dock.
The amount to be provided for is for that purpose, and
to pay for the remainder of the work that has been doue
and bnild this cross-wall of the look, The Commissioners

Mir. BÀEE.

cannot obtain now any revenue of any consoquence from
that dock until it is completed. As soon as the crosa-wall
has been built, and the wet dock is perfected, then they will
be in a position to load and unload vessels on the wet dock
without any difficulty, and thon, being in communication
with the Occidental Railway, they will be able to receive
cargoes of deals from the west, and unload them in the
dock. They expect to build up a large grain trade there.
They intend to build either one or two elevators afterwards
or make an embankment in order that they may load grain
there. The hon. gentleman knows that there is another
dock on the other side of the River St. Lawrence at Lévis--.
a graving dock-for which there is a special vote. The work
on that dock is going on satisfactorily, and I have no doubt
it will be completed in due time.

Mr. ANGLIN. How many vessels, say of 1,000 tons,
will the wet dock accommodate at a time?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot exactly say; but,
so far as I can recollect, the width of the dock, from the
lower town to the embankment, is 800 feet. I suppose the
depth from the cross-wall to the eastern end of the dock would
be probably 1,200 feet, and of course the hon. gentleman may
sec what area that would give.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Though it may not
be strictly in order, still it will save trouble afterwards if I
may be allowed to call attention to another point. As I
understand the hon. gentleman, the amount asked for makes
up about $1,500,000 or $1,600,000 advanced to the harbor of
Quebec, and on this we are to receive and they are to pay
4 per cent. I think on the sum already advancod they were
to pay 5 per cent., and I presume that the whole amount
has been or will b reduced to 4 per cent. That will make
a change cn the revenues of the Trust of about 864,000 a
year, and I would like to know what the revenues of the
Trust are at this pésent moment. Are they paying their
way as it is, or do they rely on the profits of this expendi.
turc ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They could not pay interest
on the money expended on the dock, if they were to rely on
the present revenue, but they expect a large revenue from
these docks when completed. The hon. gentleman wil[,
perhaps, allow me to defer to another stage of the measure
fuller details as to the revenues, &c.

Mr. BLAKE. I would like to ask, also, for any papers
or correspondence that may be in the hands of the Govern-
ment on this subject.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think, Sir, there is some misunder-
standing as to the amount. In addition to the $1,200,000
originally allowed to be spent in 173, there was another
Act passed in 1875, authorizing the raising of a oBan of
$500,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That was for the graving
dock.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes ; but it is under the manage
ment of the Harbor Commission.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; I said that.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The amount will be 82,075,000 whel

the vote is given. Would the hon. gentleman give a state-

ment of the revenue of the harbor ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I shall be glad to do se at

the next stage of the measure. I may say that there was8

special arrangement, either under the Act or by Order in
Council about the graving dock, fixing the proportion
paid by Montreal and the proportion to be paid by QueO'

Mr. MACKENZIE. That was conditional on the Ment-
real Commissioners agreeing to the arrangoient. They
did not agree to it, altu h I think t uld ha o
*o. The6th tioù ofte At ifor thea>d
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hich the interest and Sinking Fund shall be paid. The
oriinal expectation was that the Harbor Commissioners
woùld uite and allow tho one gravink dock to do for both.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. What interest has been paid
ia compliance with the Act of 1875 ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say at the moment.
The sum of $500,000 has not been all expended, perhaps
$200,000 of it was, and the contract is still going on.

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 129)
further to amend the Acts to provide for the improvement
and management of the harbor of Quebec.

Bill read the first time.

TONNAGE DUTIES AT QUEBEC AND MONTREAL.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following reso-
lation:-

There shall be levied upon every vessel, whether entering at the
port of Quebec or at the port of Montreal, a tonnage duty of 3 cents

er ton register of such vessel, for the purposes of the Act respecting
arbor and River Police of Canada, and the said duty shall be a lien

upon the vessel, and shall be payable by the master of sncb vessel te the
(ollector of Her Majesty's Custms at themport; provided, that any
vessel of one hundred tons register, or less, shall be subject to the pay-
ment of such tonnage duty on her first entry in either of the said ports
in any calendar year, but not on any subsequent entry at the same port
in the same year; and that any vessel of more than one hundred tons
register shall be subject to the said duty on ber first and second entry
at either of the said ports la any one calendar year, but not on any
subsequent entry iu the saine year, and that ne vessel bound to or from
tIe port of Montreal shail be eable to pay such duty at the port of
Quebec for the same voyage.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I would lik 0 to ask the hon.
gentieman the reason for this resolution, and the changes it
involves in the present law.

Mr. McLELAN. A Bill making arrangements with
regard to the harbor and river police has passed the Senate,
and a blank was left for this clause, providing a tax on
vessels. The tax is the same as in the Act of 1868.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. At present, I believe, vessols
pay 2 cents per ton, three times a year, instead of twice
By this resolution the tax is made 3 cents each time and
twice a year, so that vessels going in twice a year pay as
much as they now do three times a year.

Mr. tcLELAN. There is no additional tax. I will readfromn the Act:
There shall b. raised, levied, colhected aud paid upon every vesseletei ngatthe port of Quebec, or at the port of Montreal, on or afterthe ay last aforesaid, a duty of 3 cents per ton register, of such vessel,for the purposes of this Act, and the said duty shall be payable by theulaster cf sncb vessel te the Collecter of Her &ajesty's Customs at the

Port, et the time of the entry, which sha scontain outhe face of it the
tonster tonnage of the vessel; provided that any vessel of one hundredhon8 registr oratees, shall be subject to the payment of such duty onher frt ntý 1a ither cf sai ports, lu any year, but net on any subse-q"ent ntryat the sane port, inthesameyear, -and:hat aanye ssel of
ohr" t a ndhndred tons register, shall be subject to the said duty
but not on an second entry at either of the said parts, iu any one year,feblt ne t a r aubsequent entry ln the same year-and that nodeibOund te or fte om the port of Montreal, shall be liable to pay suchte Port Of Quebec for the same voyage.

Mr. McC1UAIG. Does this apply to inland craft as wellas Ocean vessels ?

ther. Ac o188 The Act will be precisely the same asthe ct of 1868.
Mr. Mc'CUAI'thlis: y .AIG My object in asking the question isÈ

Vessel Ular modeOf measurement the tonnage ofi
Pper Canada is reckoned upon the saloons,1

state rooms and round-house, instead of on the hulls alone, as
was the case some five years ago. Registered by the pre.
sent mode, a vessel at 2 cents taxes would give a register of
about 900 tons. I hope the hon. gentleman will consider
the question of whether vessels should pay on the whole
gross mesurement, or on the hull measurement alone.

Mr. MoLELAN. This makes no provision whatever
with regard to measurement, and I think the practice has
not been to collect from inland vessels.

Mr. Mc UAIG. Does not it apply to vessels from Upper
Canada ?

Mr. McLELAN. There is no change whatever in the Act.
It will stand exactly as it did before.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose, then, that it is intended to repeal
the Act of 1868,

Mr. MoLELAN. The Bill in the Senate is intended to
make more clear the regulations for the harbor police of
Quebec and Montreal, and it is proposed to introduce this
clause into that Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. But it is not intended to repeal that clause
in the Statute-book. Therefore the other will be repealed.

Mr. McLELAN. Yes, certainly.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. But it applies to vessels from

Ontario as well as sea-going vessels.
Resolution agreed to and reported.

AMENDMENTS TO THE INLAND REVENUE ACT.

Mr. MO USSEAU moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient to amend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880, 43
Victoria, chapter 19.

1. By prescribing the license fee to be paid for a bonding warehouse
when in the same building with a Customs warehouse.

2. By repealing the dutî of 4 cents per lb. on common Canada twist,
imposed by section 35, sub-section 10, and providing that it shall pay
the same duty as other tobacco manufactured exclusively from leaf
grown in Canada, under sub-section 8, such duty to be reduced from 14
to 8 cents per lb, for the two years next after the passing of the Act,
and to 10 cents per lb. for the two years then next.

3. By redueing the duty, under sub-section 9 of the said section 35, on
cigars made solely from tobacco grown in Canada, from 30 cents to 20
cents per lb

4. By providing for a monthly playment, equal to the cost of properl
surveying the establishment, by any party licensed to use a chemical
stili.

5. By making certain amendments to facilitate the working of the said
Act, but not affecting the rates of duty imposed by it.

Mr. VALLÉE. I hope the hon. Minister will explain his
resolutions, as they seem to be in contradiction with what
the hon. Minister of Finance announced in his speech on the
Budget.

Mr. McCUAIG. I have had several complaints made to
me of the charges made by licensed warehouses in small
places. The business done in a srnall town say like Picton
would be much less than in a city, and yet the same rate is
charged in both cases. This is a matter to which I should
like the bon. Minister to give his attention, and, if possible,
make a discrimination between cities and small towns. Of
course the Government have very generously given every
facility to merchants bonding goods, but I think the present
charge is too high for small towns.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The first resolution speaks for iteelf,
and it is intended to do away with the very grievance
mentioned by my hon. friend. At present every warehouse
of the description referred to has to pay a fee of $40, and it
is intended hereafter to charge only $10 or $15. The
second clause refers to Canadian grown tobacco. The Excise
duty on tobacco imported from the United States or else-
where to be manufactured in Canada is at present 20 cents.
In 1880, for the encouragement of the home manufacture of

080
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tobacco, we reduced the duty on manufactured tabacco
grown in Canada to 14 cents. It is now proposed that
tobacco manufactured from home-grown tobacco will pay
only 8 cents per lb. for two years, and 10 cents per lb. for
the next two years, instead of 14 cents. That makes a still
greater discrimination in favor of Canadian tobacco. The
Canada twist, which is generally manufactured by the
farmers themselves, will have to pay 8 cents per lb. when it
is manufactured for sale on the market; but when the
farmers manufacture it for their own use, it will not be
taxed. The duty imposed on cigars manufactured from
Canadian tobacco is to be reduced to ..0 cents per lb. These
changes are made with the view of carrying out the Gov-
ernment's National Policy with respect to Canadian grown
tobacco the same as other articles Last year we imported
from the United States alone 10,01)0,000 lbs of tobacco; we
produced in Canada about 500,000 lbs., so that hon.
gentlemen can sec what a large amount of money is sent out
of the country for bis article. Notwithstanding what has
been said against Canadian tobacco, it has been shown by
experiments made in the Inland Revenue Department that
our farmers produoe tobacco of good quality, well aaapted
to the manu acture of cigars and cigarettes, and the quality
of the tobacco having beon demonstrated, it is in the
interest of the country that that industry should be fostered
more and more, and the best way to foster it is to induce the
farmers to grow their tobacco and sell it in leaf to the
manufacturers. For that reason it is wisely provided in
the Bill that there will be no duty on Canadian leaf, and
the object in raising the duty on Canada twist is to induce
the farmers to cease making it, but to sell it to the licensed
manufacturer. The total importations of tobacco, foreign
leaf, froe, amounted to i4d0,a88 ib-.; mlufactu e
of cigars and cigarettes, 152,911 lbs.; snuff, 19,317 lbs.; ail
other tobaccos, 144,046 lbs.; making a total of 10,876,842
lbs. We will now see how our own home-grown tobacco
stands in the market. Canada twist, in factories, 433 lbs.;
Canada twist, sold by farmers, 378,216 ibs.; cigars, exclu-
sively from Canadian leaf, 1,853 lbs. So that it appears we
did not furnish the market with even 500,000 lbs.,
while we imported nearly 11,000,000 lbs. of tobacco, and
the Govern ment thought that, in harmony with the National
Policy, a change should be introduced. The Government
have two objects in view: first, to encourage the manu-
facturing of Canadian leaf tobacco, for the manufacture
of eut or smoking tobacco, and ot cigars and eigarettes;
second, to discourage, if possible, because we think it is
more advantageous for the farmers, the manufacture of
twist or roll, in order that they may sell their tobacco in
leaf, and so cause the manufacturers to take their tobacco
instead of importing tobacco from foreign countries. Full
information has been sought and a close investigation has
been made by the Government on this subject, and it has
been established beyond any doubt, as will appear as the
debate proceeds, that when the farmers were willing to
grow tobacco after the proper method, they succeeded
admirably, and they sold to manufacturers a large quantity
of he best tobacco. In certain counties this industry bas
been a great source of prosperity, and in certain counties,
especially in the county of Montcalm, there are farmers who
grow from 10,000 to 50,000 lbs, and some few have even
grown 100,000 lbs. Last year especially there were two
farmers who grew the large quantity of 50,000 lbs. each.
These have exercised good management and have produced
a good article, and in thim way they have realized more
money from this industry than either from hay or grain or
any other nethod of utilizing the land.

Mr. DU(AS. As the county which I represent produces
more tobacco than any other county in the Province of
Quebec, the resolution now submitted to the llouise interests
greatly my constituents, and 1 think it is my duty to
express my views on this subject. The prosperity which

Mr. MoussZmu.
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my county has enjoyed during the last two years is chiegy
due to the growth of this native plant ; it is therefore theduty of hon. members to take all possible means to develop
and encourage the growth of this plant and to protect
equally the interests of the producer and of the manufae.
turer. [ regret to sec it stated in the resolution, which is
againstïthe interestsof the producer, inasmuch as it imposes
a duty of 6 cents per lb. instead of 4 cents as it now stands
under the present law, and that the producers would have
to pay 8 cents per lb. on the quantity they cultivated last
seabon. I did not hear the hon, gentleman say there was
any time stated so as to give to persons the right to seil all
the tobacco which they now manufacture in roll, and that
is the only fault I have to find with the resolutions. I am
certainly against the manufacture of tobacco by producers
in roll, because we know that producers envelope bad
tobacco with fine leaf and offer it to consumers, thereby
depreciating the value of the tobacco; but it would be
tyrannical on the part of the Government to impose a duty
of 8 cents per lb. on the crop cultivated last season
producers being under the impression that they would have
the right to sell that crop under the terms of the
existing law. But as I now understand the hon.
member to say that this law will not corne into
force for a certain time, I have no objection to offer.
With this explanation on the part of my lon. frien'd, I
have nothing more to say. I did not understand my hon.
friend when he made that statement, and I do not think ho
made it. With this proviso, I am willing to aceept the
resolution as it is, but without thatproviso I am cer-
tainly opposed to the present resolution.

Mr. L AU RIER. The hon. Minister has failed to explain
the very wide departure that bas taken place in the policy
of the Government on this question since the hon. Finance
Minister pronounced his Budget Speech. In that speech ho
expressly said that the duty on Canada twist would remain
as it was, 4 cents per lb. The following is the statement ho
made:-

" It is proposed, however, to leave the amount collected on twist the
same as it is now, and to license parties in different parts of the coun-
try, &c.

That was the policy of the Government on the 24th
February, but the resolution introuueed by the hon.
Secretary of State is exactly the reverse of that policy.
Then it was declared the duty would remain at 4 cents;
now this resolution provides that it be removed altogether,
and that after the present year it shall be 8 cents. My hon.
friend is aware that after the declaration of the hon. Min-
ister of Finance was made, the Conservative press of
Lower Canada was very loud in praise of the Govern-
ment on the removal of this most obnoxious duty.
What will that press say now, when they find
the duty on Canada twist is just doubled. That is not all.
Next year the duty on Canadian tobacco will be 10 cents,
and two years later it will be 14 cents. It seems to me ail
the arguments made use of by the hon. the Secretary of
State and the hon member for Montcalm are destroyed con-
pletely by the policy of the Government, which is rot to
encourage, but to discourage the culture of tobacco, as far as
it lies in their power to do so. We find that on this verY
large class of Canadian tobacco, the duty is doubled this
year, increased 2 cents next year, 2 cents again the follOw-
ing year, and is then brought back again to what it isto'
day. This does not apply to Canada twist alone, but a,
well to manufactured tobacco. The hon. memberfor Montcalm
said he was opposed to twist altogether but was in favur of
manufactured tobacco. How can he then approve o th
policy of the Government which provides that after tit
years the duty shall be changed from 14 to 8 cents, thencit
shall be brought back to 4 cents, and then four years bou, h
when the elections will be over, it shail be again brouglt
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back to 14 cents. Is that the policy which the hon. mem-

ber for Montcalm is willing to support? He must see that

the Government gives really no encouragement to the cul-
tivators of tobacco in Lower Canada. I cannot conceive
for what object this resolution has been brought before the
House, unless it be that we are on the eve of the elections,
since it is expressly provided that the duty shall be decreased
only for a certain time, and, immediately after the elections
,hall have taken place, it shall be increased to the old rate.
It seems to me the Government do not deserve the credit
they take to themselves on this question. It looks like
a political dodge on their part. W.hy decrease the duty
from 14 to 8 cents when you provide that in the course of
a certain time it should be restored to its present rate ? If
the Government are making an experiment, they are show-
ing beforehand that it will end in failure since they follow
the decrease by an increase. I cannot understand what
obiect the Government expect to attain by decreasing the
dutv for two, three, or four years at the outside, then restor-
ingit to its old figure, unless it be to make political capital
on the hustings. They made a great amount of political
capital out of that question in former times, and the hon.
Secretary of State is still not above or beneath making
political capital on the floor of the louse. Speaking of my-
self, ho said at one time, I said Canadian tobacco had a bad
smell. The hon. gentleman should remember lie is not on
the hustings and should not stoop to make such an assertion
here.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. You did use those words.
Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman has a botter

memory than I have. To me, all tobacco bas the sarne
snæll, for I do not smoke. There will be great disappoint-
iti in the Province of Quebec when it is found, after all
the praises of the Conservative press, that the Government
have simply altered the duty for the elections, and will thon
return to their old policy.

Mr. DUGAS. I hope the hon. member for Quebec East
will not disparage in future, as he as in the past, the
climate and soil of his native country, since experience has
shown that the climate of Canada is well adapted for the
culture of tobacco. Ho would at one time have us believe
we were living in a country where the climate was like that
ol Siberia. The policy of the Government is a good one.
We do not want to encourage the making of tobacco twist
in the future. What we want is to provide good tobacco,
and not wrap up bad tobacco in twists. By reducing the
duty from 14 to 8 cents, we will give an impulse to the
establishment of tobacco manufactories. There are but few
such establishments in Canada-not sufficient to fabricate
the twentieth part of tobacco grown in the Province. There-
fore the reduction of duty from 14 cents to 8 cents will bean eneouragement to the manufacture of tobacco, and create
a borne market for our producers.

Mr, LAURIER. I never stated what I am charged with.
cknow we can grow tobacco, and I am only sorry that we
aneot grow it as well as Cuba, but we must take facts as
e f.ld them.

Mrg PLtaUMB. I remember very well two or three yearsthe that a similar discussion took place in this Hiouse, andthen thehon, gentleman opposite (Mr. Laurier), who is'now
elina such an interest in, tobacco growing, insisted.that the
tobaccof Quebec was not favorable for the growth of goodtobacco Inl this respect ho was in perfect accord with alltbe gent1omen on his side of the House. One who lived in
nbot , for example, would insist that his native district couldot grow tobacco, and another gentleman who lives in theCoal districts would insist that it would take a Tariff of $2.50
o oring a ton of coal into Ontario; and so these gentlemen

sIon to detng against fate, and endeavoring on every occa-
'in forpress and belittle the capacities of their own Pro-

es for the purpose Of a temporary political triumph. I
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can tell those hon. gentlemen that the course they have
pursued has alienated the people of Canada from them, and
has given them the position, the humiliating position, which
they now hold. 'I was very glad indeed that our Govern.
ment had at last seen the propriety of endeavoring to pro-
mote the tobacco growing industry. I know perfectly well
that until the farmers who produce tobacco are relieved very
largely from the embarrassments which were thrown around
the growth of that plant, that it will not be produced in
Canada to a very large extent. Everybody knows that at
the time of the American troubles, when the growth of
Virginian tobacco could no longer be depended on, the
Northern States, never having grown it before, never having
been able to produce it previously, were induced, by the
exigencies of the case, to turn their attention to its culture;
and any man who travelled through the New England
States last year would have seen along the side of the
railway, leading from Albany to Boston, fifty miles on
a stretch, tobacco crops, the value of which was almost
incalculable. It was apparent that the Americans be-
lieved in the productive capacity of their own country.
The representatives of Connecticut did not at that time rise
in Congress, and say: "We cannot grow tobacco in Con-
necticut; we do not want any protection for this industry,
because we know our climate is unsuitable to it "-as my
hon. friend opposite said on one occasion, and perhaps
now, for I did not pay attention to what he has now said
with reference to tobacco culture in the Province of
Quebec. We all know that Ohio, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts now raise a tobacco crop of nearly equal
value to the whole crop of Virginia, simply because they
have been encouraged. In the district where 1 live, there
is a soil1 perfectly adapted to the growth of that plant-2,500
hbs have been raised on a single acre. It is one of the most
profitable crops that can possibly be cultivated. It requires
great care, and great skill in the grower; but it is the duty
of the Governmont to give the public every information on
the subject, f urnish the very best seed, and endeavor to per-
suade the agriculturists of Ontario and the sister Province,
with which it is in close connection, to strive to make
tobacco one among the crops of rotation. -If we adopted
the pohicy of hon, gentlemen opposite, we should icompel
our agriculturists of Ontario and Quebec to do what?
Simply to raise an indifferent crop for immediate domestic
use. They have said they did not wish to encourage a home
market. They would not help or benefit our agriculturists
by the establishment of manufacturing centres-those
centres which, according to the very eloquent statement
made by the member for North Norfolk, would prove most
beneficial, by adding a market for home consumption, and
by securing rotation of crops of perishable material
which cannot be shipped abroad. The whole policy of hon.
gentlemen opposite is to compel the farmers to do one of
three or four things-either to raise wheat, a crop which las
died out largely in Lower Canada, or raise barley on which
they have to pay the import duty of the United States,
which they do pay, no matter what the hon. member for Both-
well, with his usual hair-splitting sophistry, says; or to raise
oats and rye or corn, which cannot be.profitably raised in the
eastern Provinces. Anything that can be done by this Gov-
ernment to enable the agricultural community to secure a
rotation of crops, no matter whether upon a small or a large
area, is a positive benefit to it; and any stop the Government
can possibly take towards that end is a step in the right direc-
tion. I remember well when un hon. member from Lower
Canada, asked the late Government for some relaxation of
the very rigid rules they had adopted in following up the
farmer who had grown tobacco, by sending an Excise
officer to stand at bis back; and I remember well, how the
late|hon. Finance Minister appealed to the Opposition of the
day, and begged us not to support the proposition, upon the
ground that it would take $600,000 or $700,000 from the
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revenue, and we all know he wanted it all very badly.
He had deficits impending, and he knew perfectly well that
without the revenue from tobacco his deficits would be
much greater. I was lately delighted to learn that the
tobacco growing interest would at last receive that attention
from this Government which it failed to get from the late
Administration. And 1 am glad also to know that the
Government have, as a consequence, relaxed those stringent
provisions which deterred the ordinary agriculturist from
trying to raise tobacco. We do not yet know the extent of
the capacities of Canada for that immensely valuable crop,
a crop more valuable than any other that can be raised;
and we do not know, because it has been the persistent
policy of hon. gentlemen opposite to trip up the farmer by
means of the tax-gatherer, wbo has stood at his back, and if
he raised ton pounds of tobacco, bas watched him, because
the Government wanted a large revenue from that plant, it
being absolutely necessary to the late Administration, as a
consistent part of its policy, to wring from such industries
the means of carrying on its operations, and meeting its
extravagant expenses.

Mr. VALLEE (in French.) Mr. Speaker, as the represen-
tative of a county which is largely interested in the cultiva-
tion and the manufacture of tobacco, I consider that it is my
duty to express my astonishment at the change of policy just
adopted by the Government in proposing this resolution.
The members of the Province of Quebec have had a few
interviews with the Minister of the Interior; we informed
him of our views and of the wishes of that part of the
population interested in the culture and sale of tobacco.
When the hon. Finance Minister developed his
financial exposé, he informed us of the decisions
the Government had come to, and it was to the
effect that* the sale of leaf tobacco should be free ;
that the tax on tobacco, in coils, should be 4 cents;
on manufactured tobacco, 8 cents, and on cigars, 18 cents.
We were glad to hear of such a policy, and announced it to
our electors. We asked them if these changes would give
them satisfaction. They answered affirmatively, and steps
have already been taken to reap the benefits of the new
law. Yesterday, upon seeing the present resolution on the
Orders of the Day, I enquired of the Minister to whose lot
it was to present it, whether such was really the policy of
the Government, for it was its policy; we were about to
take new steps in order to have it modified, and to obtain a
return to the policy announced by the hon. Minister of
Finance. I was answered that the resolution was wrongly
worded; that it had been badly translated, and that the
translation did not give a version of what was in the Bill.
But what is now my astonishment, when I hear the hon.
Secretary of State expose as the policy of the Government,
with regard to Canadian tobacco, precisely the one contained
in the resolution. Well, Mr. Speaker, I am obliged to declare
that we have been twice deceived. The question may appear
unimportant in itself, but it is one of great interest to our
farmers, who are all affected by it, especially in our district.
I think that the resolution should embody the policy fore-
shadowed by the hon. Minister of Finance. It has been
said that licenses had been abolisbed and that the farmer
might cultivate tobacco in any quantity without a license,
yet I do not see anything of the kind in the resolution sub-
mitted to us. I do not see that the principle announced by
the hon. Minister of Finance is mentioned in that resolution.
Now, according to the change that bas just been made, we
have, perhaps, cause to fear thatif that resolution is adopted,
the Bill will contain some further restrictions, and I would
like to have on that point some more definite and more lucid
explanations. Ie the sale of leaf tobacco to be free ? That is,
will the farmer be at liberty to sell leaf tobacco in the same
way as he sells bis other products? If I have understood
aright the explanations of the hon. Secretary of State, h
says that the farmer is to have the right to sell hbis leafj
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tobacco to licensed merchants only. Now, are these mer.
chants to have the right to dispose of leaf tobacco in an
way they may see fit? If they are to have that right, why
not extend it to the farmers ? But if the licensed mnerchant
does not himself possess the right to sell leaf tobacco, if he
is in his turn compelled to sell it to manufacturers or place
it in bond, I maintain that the farmer is entirely deprived
of the advantages accruing from the sale of tobacco. if
therueis a desiro to foster the cultivation of
tobacco, some advantage should be granted to the
grower. We know that the National policy
has for an object not only the encouraging
of the manufacturer but also the producer. Now, I con.
tend that in the present case the law, such as amended, does
not encourage the producer. When the farmers are being
discouraged, one does but make a semblance of giving them
a market. They are told that they shall sell their leaf
tobacco to the merchant; but why place this middle-man
between the grower and the manufacturer ? In many cases
the merchant will not buy his tobacco, or, if he buys it, he
will offer him a low price, so as to be able, in bis turn, to seli
it to the manufacturer. As will be perceived, this arrange.
ment is totally against the grower. Let hi m be allowed to
sell his tobacco to the manufacturer direct, or to dispose of
it freely on the market, and then the manufacturer will go
into the market to get his stock, just as every other manu-
facturer has to do to procure the raw material necessary to
his industry. A great deal of noise is being made about
the removal of the obligation to take licenses. It is said
that the grower will have the right of cultivating tobacco
for his own use, but that is nothing new; he enjoyed that
right in the past. The only change made is a small affair;
it is simply to the effect that the grower will not be re-
quired to take out a license to cultivate tobacco, and that
the Department of Inland Revenue, instead of ascertaining
from the grower the quantity of tobacco manufactured, will
seek that information from the manufacturer or from the
buyer, and consequently the same restriction which existed
formerly as to the cultivation of tobacco will still exist, as
the grower is not at present free to cultivate and sell his
tobacco. Now, what is asked is that that restric-
tion shall be removed, and, in removing it, fno
serious damage will be done to the revenue. I heard the
hon. Minister of Finance tell us that the proposed law would
bring about a decrease in the revenue of about $50,000. I
do not know whether I have wrongly understood him, or
whether bis words have been incorrectly reported; but it is
impossible that the revenue will be reduced by a sum of
$50,000, if the grower is allowed to cultivate freely leaf tobac-
co. During the year which bas closed, the sale of Canadian
tobacco, manufactured or not, has brought in to the revenue
about $15,000. Now, the only result that might follow
from allowing the grower the free sale of tobacco in 0eaf
would be to make the Government incur a loss of 815,000;
but the Government would in reality not lose that amou"ft
as it would no longer have to employ a number of officiais
at an expenditure of about $7,000. Conaequently, if, on the
one hand, the expenditure is diminished by $7,00, 1thet
to the Treasury will be very small. It is known that the
cultivation of tobacco is a most important question toOur
farmers. Compensations have been granted tO the other
Provinces; Manitoba has been granted privileges ; prid
have also been granted to the Lower Provinces; whyfahoud
not, therefore a few advantages be granted to the farnen
of the Province of Quebec ? The Government ejoYS aplu
siderable revenue, and it bas this year an enormous sa'
It bas encouraged trade by removing the stamp bdtyo
promissory notes; this has diminished its revenue by aboit
8200,000; why should the Government not make theoepci
ment of allowing farmers the free sale of le bacco be
Let the , manufacturer of Canadian tobac y
assisted by the imposing of a light duty,
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of 6 or 8 cents per Ib., so as to bring him into competi-
tion with the foreign manufacturers. I think that such a
policy would be agreeable to the country, and that the
farmers would be satisfied. The Government is in a very
prosperous condition, and the time has come to make the
experiment. I very much regret the attitude taken by the
Government on that question, and if the opportunity occurs,
I intend to express my views more pointedly than I am
doing at present. I say, therefore, that the Government is,
with the present resolution, deceiving the House and the
country. The hon. Finance Minister, in his speeeh on the
Budget, told us what the policy of the Government was ;
and now, without any notice, the hon. Secretary of State
presents a resolution which differs entirely from the declara-
tions of the hon. Finance Minister, and then we are told that
this resolution is erroneous. Now, I contend that in the face
of such a statement our request should be granted, and the
Tariff should be established, such as it was announced by
the hon. Finance Minister, for the country is cognizant of
bis declarations, By presenting the resolution the Gov-
ernment has afforded a member of the Opposition the
opportunity of making a little malicious, political capital, or
showing, for the benefit of his party. Perhaps I am con-
tributing a little myself to do harm to the reputation of
the Government, but I would fain believe, as bas been said,
that the resolution is erroneous. I would fain believe that
the declaration made to me by the Secretary of State is cor-
rect and true; that the Bill will differ from the resolution,
and this Committee will so amend the resolution as to make
it agree with the declarations of the hon. Finance Minister,
or if at every change in the Tariff, the policy
of the Government is to be in contradiction with its resolu-
tions, what dependence can be placed on such legislation,?
None. I seo that, according to that resolution, it is intended
to place the duty on rolled tobacco at 8 cents. The hon.
member for Montcalm (Mr. Dugas) differs with us on this
point; he wishes to abolish this mode of manufacturing
tobacco; nevertheless, in certain parts of the country, the
farmer is desirous of being free thus to prepare his tobacco.
It is known that rolled tobacco is a purely Canadian industry,
and were this privilege taken from our farmers, the eflect
would be to deprive them, without any corresponding
advantage to the Government, of a liberty which is ever
valued by those who enjoy it. I, therefore, hope that the
Government will reconsider the question, and I ask that the
duty on tobacco in coil be left at 4 cents. It is pretended
that the decrease of duty from 14 to 8 cents, would have the
effect of establishing a number of manufactories of Canadian
tobacco. But, Mr. Speaker, I have gone in quest of infor-
mation among the Quebec manufacturers, and I think it will
be Very difficult to establish manufactories of Canadian
tobacco even at that rate of 8 cents per lb., and this is the
reason why: Upon hearing of the changes which the Gov-
ernment intended making in the Tariff, certain parties im-
'ediately resolved to get ready to start a manufactory.They entered into a correspondence on the subject, and a Mr.
R ggarty, of Upper Canada, replied that he would not sellhis tobacco, after keeping it stored and drying so that it
12ul besuitable for manufacturing purposes, at less than12 cents er lb., or otherwise he would incur
the now, if the manufacturer cannot get
the Canadian leaf at lees than 12 cents per lb.,

in not bo able to manufacture Canadian tobacco
thesucha manner as to compote to any advantage with
the mnufacturers of foreign tobacco. It is true that
feee e tax on manufactured Canadian tobacco and
foreign manufactured tobacco there is a difference of 12
nothin per lb.; but this difference is almost reduced to
at Û by the price of the leaf, for the foreign leaf is sold
fore*ni n4 to 5 cents r lb, and even 3 cents, and this
the Ca Uacco lea isbtter adapted to manufacture than

.It is a wellknownfaot that the Canadian
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leaf is coarser and that it weighs a great deal more; a
pound of Canadian tobacco yields a quarter less in leaves
than foreign tobacco, and consequently the Canadian leaf is
in a very disadvantageous position to compote with the
foreign Jeaf. Moreover, the few manufacturers of foreign
tobacco in this country would wish to manufacture Cana-
dian tobacco likewise; they have the machinery necessary
to do so, but a restriction of the Department of Inland
Revenue prevents thern from manufacturing Canadian
tobacco in the same establishment. Now, as the question
comes before us of amending the law, I think that the Gov-
ernment should reconsider this point and allow these manus
facturers to manufacture Canadian together with foreign
tobacco, and in the sanie establishment. The answer to
this is, and it is the answer of the officials of the Depart-
ment of Inland Revenue, that frauda will be committed, and
that it will be very hard to control their operations. On
the other hand, manufacturers tell me that it would be as
easy for the Government to control these operations
as those concerning foreign tobacco, for the duties
on foreign tobacco are paid in bond. Now, could not the
same be done in the case of Canadian tobacco ? Before
such tobacco went into the factory the collector of revenue
could collect the duty, and thus the interests of the Govern-
ment would be safe. It is said, also, that the manufacturer
of foreign tobacco would be tempted to largely mix the
Canadian with the foreign leaf. Not so, for the weight of
the Canadian leaf, and then the duty to be paid on it, as if
it were foreign unmanufactured tobacco, would completely
take away the profit which the manufacturer would wish to
realize; consequently he is not interested in defrauding the
revenue, and in mixing Canadian with foreign tobacco. I
hope, therefore, that the Government will postpone this
resolution for a few days, so that we may again submit
these considerations to it. With regard to the manufactur-
ing of tobacco into cigars, the hon. Minister of Inland
Revenue bas again changed, on this point, the declarations
made by the hon. Finance Minister, who said, in his speech on
the Budget, that the duty would amount to 18 cents per lb.,
whilst we find that in this resolution it is fixed at 20 cents.
Well, if the Government wishes to encourage the creation
of manufacturera of tobacco, I think it should show itself a
little more generous; it will be free in future to amend the
law; but why not for two vears to come give greater
freedom to the manufacturer ? The on ly consideration
which might prevent its doing so would be the loss
of that source of revenue; but there is a considerable
surplus in the Treasury this year, and I do not know
why the Government, which is desirous of encouraging
the growth and manufacture of Canadian tobacco, does not
seriously foster it by favoring the establishment of new
manufacturera. I think that with these few modifications
the changes proposed by the Governmônt would give satis-
faction to the House and to the country. Besides, it is the
Province of Quebec alone which produced nearly all the
tobacco which is manufactured in the country. We see by
public documents that last year, in the Province of Ontario,
but 4,404 Ibs. of tobacco were manufactured, whereas in the
Province of Quebec the duty imposed on the cultivation of
that plant amounted to about $15,000. Well, h think, that
when, to please the Province of Ontario, the Province of
Quebec pays $53,00@ duty on flour, one might easily
make us a present of a slight difference of $15,000.
Such are the views which h have thought it my duty to sub-
mit to the Government in the interests of my constituents,
and of the whole Province of Quebec. Iregret that I should
have been obliged to make these declarations and toassume
the attitude which I have taken with regard to the resolu-
tion submitted by the Government, for its general policy
enjoys my confidence, and I1have always supported it up to
to-day; but it seems to me that, under these circumstances,
which affect equally all its supporters from the Provinoe of
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Quebec, the Government should give us satisfaction by
acceding to our wishes, and not place us in the humiliating
position of having to go to our electors and tell them
that we had been deceived when we announced that the
policy of the Government would be so-and-so, or else thal
they themselves had been deceived when a policy was
announced that had not any existence. It is a position
that, for me, it will be hard to endure, and the Government
should, I think, consider the false position in which it has
placed us.

Mr. GIGAULT. I was surprised to hear the hon. mem-
ber for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) say that he never
decried the culture of tobacco in the Province of Quebec.

Mr. LA JRIER. Certainly, I never did.
Mr. GIGAULT. I will read the speech of the hon.

member, made on the 23rd of April, 1878, on this question.
One hon. member had proposed to remove the duty on
Canada tobacco, and the hon. member for Quebec East
answered in this way:

" Was this country adapted to the cultivation of tobacco?
It was well known that, above all in the Province of Quebec, and in the
Maritime Provinces, and also in Ontario, we could not produce tobacco
which could enter into successful competition with the foreign grown
article. We produced an inferior quality of tobacco, which was used
for local purposes. The agricultural class was frugal and economical
and it produced tobacco for its own consumption, but, on the other
hand, it was equally certain that it was perfectly impossible to raise, in
Canada, tobacco which could enter into successful competition with
the foreign article, for the simple reason that we had not the climatic
conditions necessary to its growth. The Province of Quebec, above all,
and all the Provinces east of Quebec, could not raise tobacco on a con-
siderable scale, for the simple reason that their climatic conditions were
not proper to the growth of this plant, which was excessively sensible
to such conditions. Again, our seasons were too short to admit of its
successful cultivation; spring was too late and autumn came too soon;
and, under the best possible climatic conditions, the tobacco which we
cultivate could never attain maturity. The farmers were ooliged to
take it in before it arrived to perfect maturity, and then very frequently
in Lower Canada, they were visited with frost8 during the earliest
months of summer, even in July and August, and it was known that
tobacco was extremely sensible to changes of temperature and of the
weather; and, under these circumstances, as an article of commerce ,it
lost much of its value, suffering in flavor and quality, and failing to
command the price which it would otherwise secure. Owing to these
considerations, the argument of his hon friend lost much of its force.
The object of the motion was to encourage the cultivation of tobacco in
Canada, though of all the plants that Lower Canada could cultivatp,
the last thing which they could cultivate was tobacco, which could not
become for thom an article of export."

So our opponents are not satisfied in saying that our coal is
not good, but they say that our tobacco is not good, and
they go so far as to say that our climate is not good. But I
agree with the hon. member for Quebec East on one propo-
sition. He says :

" In a civilized country to pretend that tobacco ought to be exempted
from taxation, is an error. It was above all, an article in which a
revenue ought to be raised by every Government."

I believe, with the hon. gentleman, that a duty should be
imposed on tobacco, because it is not an article which is abso-
lutely necessary. The measure proposed by the Government
is certainly a great impi ovement on the law adopted by the
late Governmennt under which no protection at all was
afforded for the home-grown tobacco. The law as enacted
by the late Gfovernment encouraged the foreign producer and
the manuiature of foreign leaves, and the law proposed
to-day is of such a character that the manufacturers in the
Province of Quebec, will buy a very large quantity of leaf
from Canadian producers, thus freeing the farmers from an
injustice to which they have been subjected for a number
of years. The object of this law is to encourage the
culture of home-grown tobacco, and we know that
we import every year about 10,000,000 lbs. of American leaf,
and if the Government so amend the Bill that manufacturers
shall buy that from our farmers instead of from abroad, they
will do-a great beuefit to our farmers. The duty under the
lte overnment was 20 cents per lb. on tobacco manufac-
lured in Canada, and the present oyornment reduces that
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7 duty from 20 to 8 cents per pound, so that there will be
considerable less to the revenue of the country. We have t

i make that loss good by increasing, as the Secretary ofState
says, the duty on twist tobacco from 4 to 8 cents. But I raay

t say that I do not like that provision, for I would rather have
the duty on common twist tobacco only 4 cents the ILb., as it
was before. At the same time I acknowledge the force of
the argument used by the Secretary of State that we can
make the loss good by the arrangement he proposes.,i
think this measure is a great improvement on the others
which existed before, and I do not see how our opponents
who always pretended that Canadian tobacco is not good foi'
anything, can now take so much interest in the Canadian
producer.

Mr. BÉCHARD. I must say that on this question I concur
with a good deal of what has been said by the hon. member
for Portneuf (Mr. Vallée). The hon. gentlemen who have
just spoken seem to think the Government should encourage
the culture of Canadian tobacco. I cordially share in this
opinion, because since I have had the honor of a seat in this
House I have always been opposed to the taxation of home.
grown tobacco. The hon. Secretary of State proposes in
his resolution to change the duty from 4 to 8 cents for
Canada twist, that is Canadian tobacco which is rolied bv
our farmers. I do not think this increased duty will work
in the sense of encouraging the culture of tobacco by our
farmers, and of meeting thereby the wish expressed by the
hon. member for Portneuf. I think if you wish to encour-
age the culture of Canadian tobacco you must cease to levy
any duty upon it at all. Our farmers must be left free to
raise, manufacture and sell their tobacco to whom they pleuse
and under whatever form they please. If I understand this
resolution rightly you p, opose to compel the farmer to pay
a duty on his manufactured tobacco, but to let him sell the
leaf duty free. Very well, but you impose upon him the
restriction of selling that tobacco to some particular indivi-
duals-to the mariufacturers-and this restriction will cer-
tainly hurt his intention in the sale of his tobacco. Suppose
the manufacturers agree to fix a price for the Canadian
tobacco, the farmer is bound to accept that price and to
submit to the conditions made by the manufacturers. I
have some knowledge of the independent spirit of Canadian
farmers and do not hositate to say that they will not accept
willingly this restriction. They~desire to be left perfectly
free to sell their tobacco to whom they please, duty free, and
under whatever form they please; and I think that it is the
only way you can encourage the culture of that plant. I
would like to see the Government encouraging that article of
farm produce. This Government pretends to give to the
farmers the control of ouri national market by the operation
of the Tariff with regard to all our farm produce. In 'Y
opinion that is one of the very few articles of farm produce
in respect to which you can give protection to the Canadiat
farmers, by giving them the control of the national market.
The Government can very easily give to the farmers con'
plete control of our national market for the sale of their
tobaccos. We do not produce enough for home consumptio,
and we are bound to import it. Therefore, impose heavY
duties on imported tobaccos, and levy no duties at ail uPn
the home-grown article, and you will have secured, inoduy
humble opinion, the surest way of encouraging the produc
tion of tobacco in Canada.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I do not intend to enter into
the discussion on the question, but I must say I was asto
ished to hear the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plulm")
depreciating his country. He says the State odfch1ond
other western countries, with regard to the prodtiOnt
tobacco and cereals, are superior to any Country ln
world.

Mr. PLUMB. I uay $ sow,
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Sir ALBERT J. SMITH.. I am afraid my hon. friend

bas gone back to his original habit, when ho lived in the

Ujited States, of depreciating Canada in every respect.
lie now comes and tells us -and his utterances are of course
entitled to great weight-that the Province of Quebec can-
not raise wheat at all; not only that, ho says the Provinces
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia cannot produce wheat
and rye.

Mir. PLUMB. I never said any such thing.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. He certainly did say that
Quebec could not produce its own wheat, ani he said that
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick could not produce wheat
and rye. I think that is unworthy of my hon. friend thus
to undervalue and depreciate his own country.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not propose to
trouble myself much as to the views of the hon. member
for Niagara, but I think it is time the hon. the Minister of
Finance should explain to us the apparent contradiction
that exists between the resolution under my hand and the
statement formerly made by him on the occasion of his
delivering the Budget Speech. My hon. friend for Quebec
East read correctly, I think, a statement of the hon. the
Minister of Finance, that the duty on Canada twist was
to remain as it was; and here we find that, instead of being,
as heretofore, 4 cents, it is to be raised to 8 cents per lb.
Well, that is a very material alteration-an important
departure-from the policy laid down by the hon. the
Minister of Finance a few days ago, and I think we ought
to have some explanation from him as to the reason why,
apparently, these resolutions put a double duty on Canada
twist. The other points we can discuss more advantageously
in Committee, but 1 would like to hear the hon. Minister
give some reason for putting an expressly made statement
of that kind in his Budget Speech, and now, without any
apparent reason, altering it in the mode in which it is pro-
posed to be altered by the resolution brought down by the
Secretary of State.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills (from the Senate) were severally
]utroduced and read the first time:-

Bill (No. 131) 4urther to amend the law respecting
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Companies
carrying on business in the Province of Ontario.-(Mr.
Beaty.)

Bill (No. 132) to incorporate the Montreal and Central
Railway Company.-(Mr. Fulton.)Bill (No. 133) to incorporate the Western Bank of
Canada.-(Mr. Williams.)

Bill (o. 131) to amend the Acts relating to the Great
Western Itailway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

TIILRD READINGS.
The following Bills were considered in Committee,

reported, read the third time and passed:-
BilP (No. 13) to authorize and provide for the winding-

p 0f thei Dominion Fire and Marine Insurance Company.1-- Mr. Rilvert)
-Bill (No. 45) to redace the capital stock of the Ontarionk and to change the nominal value thereof, and forPi urposes.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
ri (no. 3) to amend the Act incorporating the Northtercan atual Life insurance Company, and to change

themn thereof to the Dominion of Canada Life Insurance
•--mGr, Macknsi,)

Bill (No. 8) respecting the Commercial Travellers' Asso-
ciation of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)

SECOND READING.
The following Bill was read the second time:-
Bill (No. 100) to incorporate the McClary Manufacturinig

Company.-(Mr. Carling.)

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT.
On the order being called to resume the debate on the

proposed motion of Mr. Mousseau, that the House go into
Committee of the Whole, to consider a certain resolution
respecting the duty on tobacco,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the adjournment of
the debate.

Motion agreed to.

THE NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House

resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the
following resolution:-

That in the opinion of this House it is expedient to increase the
number of the constables in the North-West Mounted Police Force to
five hundred men, with twenty supernumeraries.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Con-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On a former occasion I
stated to the House the necessity the Government felt for
increasing this force. The force has been very efficient and
very valuable, and has done good service, on which tho fact
that peace bas been preserved in the country for so long a
time is sufficient evidence. As a preventive force, it bas
been almost perfect. It is found, however, that its strength
is overtaxed. Again and again the Commissioner in
charge of the force has represented that they are insufficient
for the duties demanded of them, especially on the frontier,
where, on more than one occasion, there has been great
hazard of a collision with large forces of hungry and, there-
fore, discontented Indians. By a mixture of courage and
discretion these occasions have passed by without collision;
yet 1 need not remind the Committee of the continuous
danger which exists of collision, and the necessity of endeavor-
ing to avoid it by all means in our power. There seems to
be a general concensus of opinion that the strong pressure
brought to bear on the Government and on Parliament by
the officers in command should result in an increase in the
force. So long as the Indians were alone with a few
Government officials and persons of a superior class, they
were kept under control ; but that control is passing away,
as it has passed away in the United States, with the influx
into the country of persons of all ranks and all degrees of
intelligence and morals; and as in the western States, there
is great danger-happily we have avoided it hitherto-of
collision between the Indians and the white settler going
in there and thinking that he can treat these wild sons of
the prairie as ho would a fellow white man. The Commis-
sioner las reported again and again on that point. I will
not now weary the Committee by reading his report, but
I will just recail to them these repeated recommendations in
favor of an increase of the force. The same opinion las been
expressed by almost every person who bas written on the
North-West, and I would quote from a very able and sensible
letter of the special correspondent of the Globe, written in
November last. He enters into an account of the different
Indian tribes-the Bloods, Piegans, and the Blackfeet-
and proceeds to say:

'If so, there may be serious trouble brewing, for the Bloodas
81cfeh and other wild Inansu of the South o-aeot the els 9
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men to be trifled with. They are, I think, more resolute and war-
like than the Crees and Saulteaux.of the North, and should they
once break out in defiance of the police, I cannot but shudder to think
of the possible results. Though so far the police have been able to
make arresta of Indian depredators in the face of overwhelming odds,
the general impression among the best informed frontieremen is that
this game of bluff is about played out, and that the day when three or
four red-coated prairie troopers, through sheer pluck and coolness, can
overawe a large band of Bloods, Piegans, or Blackfeet, is now nearly or
quite passed by, and that in future the greatest caution will have to be
exercised in dealing with these lawless, half-starved savages. Even
now horse-stealing and cattle-lifting is going on in varions quarters, in
spite of the vigilance of the handfulls of police stationed at different
points throughout this great stretch of country, and the settlers and
ranchmen are threatening to take the law into their own hands. Should
they do so the most frigntful results will be sure to follow and a general
uprising ol the Indian tribes might confidently be predicted. No matter
what the cost may be, I thnk the police force should be doubled, and
the Indian Commissioner invested for this winter at least, with absolute
authority t grant t the Indians such supplies as may be necessary to
keep them from starving to death. It will certainly be cheaper to feed
these Indians than to fight them, and should they once set the authority
of the Government at defiance, there is no force in this region that could
reasonably be expected to enforce that authority in the presence of
overwhelming numbers of hostile savages."

The article goes on to expatiate on this subject at consid-
erable length. It is known that while there has been no
actual outbreak, while through combined courage and
discretion an outbreak bas been prevented, yet, I regret to
say, on two or three occasions, the forces of Indians were so
overwhelming and their conduct so threatening, to the
handful of police, that, ex necessitate, they were obliged to
yield to the demands, sometimes insolently and arrogantly,
with the consciousness of power pressed upon them by the
starving Indians surrounding them. Of course, the less
these facts are known the better, but I take the
responsibility of stating, on the part of the Government,
that they believe it is absolutely necessary to increase
this force. In the Mounted Police Force Act which
is now on the Statute-book, power is given to the
Governor in Council, in cases of urgency, to increase the
force from 300 to 500 men, but the words are sncb that I
think the fair reading of the Statute is that the urgency
must mean reasonable expectations of an immediate out-
break. And although it might warrant an increase of the
force for a time to meet that anticipated outbreak, it would
not be in spirit, although it might be in letter, sufficient
authority to increase the force without the sanction of
Parliament.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Of course, this is a
very grave question. The proposed expenditure will, of
necessity I fear, involve a permanent charge on the revenue.
We are now going to have a force of 500, in place of 300
men, and, although no doubt the expenditure necessary to
feed and maintain the men bas been greatly reduced by the
growth of the country, still I fear we cannot make up our
minds, if the men are to be properly armed and equipped
and supplied with a class of weapons thought necessary for
such a tGrce, that the expenditure cannot be much less than
$450,00 a yoar. I forget at the moment what the hon.
gentleman estimates, I think $130,000 or $435,000, but it
will be, undoubtedly, close upon $450,000. I havo looked
over the hon. gentleman's report of the North-West. I do
not know whether that report is intended to be supple-
mented or not. is any other report to be brought down ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I think not.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Not at all events

during this Session. I observe from the report that there
is a very considerable number of other items in addition to
the actual pay and maintenance of the force, for which a
pretty heavy expenditure will shortly be required. If I
recollect aright-I have not got the report here, but thei
hon. Minister can correct me if I am wrong-almost all thej
forts erected for the use of the troops have fallen more or1
les into decay, and will require to be either constructedi
anew, or repaired to such an extent asto amount almost to
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reconstruction. That, I think is the general tenor of the
report. This is a matter to which I more than once called
the hon. gentleman's attention, and I mentioned it to xxy
colleagues in former times. I think it will be expedient 0have a respectable number of pieces of cannon at head.
quarters; that is a thing wbich above al others gives
trained troops an immense superiority over savage or half.
disciplined men like the Indians, and, if I recollect arîgbt,
there are some pieces already in that country, but I do not
know how many. The hon. member for Lambton says they
were new when we got them; but, at all events there are
not more than half-a-dozen. That is a mattérwhich deserves
attention, and we require to have a considerable number of
cannon and troops trained to their use. Then I notice that
the officer in charge recommended the substitution of a new
and somewhat expensive arm for the whole body of mon under
his command. I think he states that the arms which the troops
already possess are of rather inferior quality, even inferior
to those possessed by the tribes with whom the mounted
police come in contact. I would also be glad to hear what
scale of pay the hon. Minister proposes, the rate of pay for
those men, particularly the 200 which are being added to
the force, and the number of officers required for the troops.
In connection with this I might say, it is quite clear that
very great care will have to be taken in granting pasturage
lands to the numerous candidates now applying for them.
It is a very serious element in consideration of the policy
of granting those lands, if a force of troops should be
required for the purpose of protecting cattle on the ranches;
and I think for that reason and others that very consider-
able care will have to be exercised in granting the numer.
ous applications which are being made for those pasturage
lands. I do not in the least degree object to such portions
of the country suited to the purpose, being applied for,
although it is provided that the Government retains the
right of retaining portions of the land if found fit for agri-
cultural purposes; but I think it would be an extraordinary
course if we should place ranches in the midst of more or
less turbulent tribes, who will be more tempted to commit
depredations on cattle placed before their eyes than on any
other form of property. I shall be glad to have some
explanation as to what expenditure may be necessary in
the various directions I have intimated, and this will be a
good opportunity for the hon. gentleman to state somewhat
in detail his policy with respect to granting cattle-ranches.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I feel very glad to have
an opportunity of speaking on those points, although the
subject of cattle ranches is not immediately germain to the
motion before the Committee. The various forts in the
North-West are, I believe, in a state of decay. They were
built after the acquisition of the coun.try. Fort Walsh
comprises merely mud and brush buts, and the sashes and
doors in these are crumbling and in a very bad state ofrepair.
With respect to Fort Walsh, however, which is the chief
fort on the frontier, it is proposed to break up that establish
ment, and the buildings will not be repaired. Lt is

that the tact of the force being direct on the frontier 1iduces
the Indians, returning from following the buffalo intO tbe
United States and afterwards returning, as they did lut
year, without being successful, to hang around the Poia
there was not a very strong force there and the Indians
could not be removed, more especially as Fort Walsh is
immediately opposite Wood Mountain and Cypress
which have been, from time immemorial, gathering P.
for the Indian tribes. The policy of the Government is to
endeavor to get all the Indian reserves to the north ofte
Canadian Pacifie Railway, to remove them from the fronlie,
and, as much as possible, place a check on the depredatiôls
that are going on on both sides, American Indian ota
into this country, and Canadian Indians crossng o
the other side. Thos occioinal depredationds whiOchOu
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Dot be prevented, form the subject of correspondence between
the Canadian and Washington Governments. Of course,
when a complaint is made to Washington it is sent on here,
and has to be dealt with. By removing the Indians to the
north of the Pacifie Railway, the danger of those
lawless proceedings will be diminished, though I
cannot hope they will be absolutely avoided. Then
we propose to have some point selected on the Pacifie
Railway for the chief headquarters of the force, instead of
its being on the frontier. They will be on the line of the
railway, able to move east and west, and can easily, with
Some few outposts, keep the country between the Pacifie
Railway and the International Boundary in a state of order
and peace. The seleetion of the point has not been settled.
This selection is of very great importance, because the
point selected will form the nucleus of a village or town-
perhaps of a large town-and it will be the object of the
Government to choose a favorable site, so that the Dominion
may have some opportunity of selling lots at fancy prices,
and thus more than recoup the Government for the expense
of building barracks for the force. With reference to
cannon, the force were given four light guns, I think, before
we came in power. It is important there should be some
one in the force capable of training the men in the
use of cannon. I agree with the hon. member for
Centre Huron that the exhibition of cannon to the Indian
bas a wholesome effeet. Captain Cotton, an officer who has
been trained in one of the batteries of artillery and is known
to be a good artilleryman, has been transferred to the
Mounted Police force, of which he is now the adjutant and
is charged with the drilling ofthe men. The Commissioner
speaks of the necessity of having the men armed with an
improved style of arm. The truth is, our men are
unevenly matched with the Indian in this respect. There
are very few Winchester rifles owned by the force, while
the western Indians are armed with these rifles which
they obtain in the United States, and have besides, plenty
of ammunition. Our men with the Snider carbine are
therefore, not on equality with them. Now that there is
very little buffalo coming north, we believe that judicious
arrangements could be made with the Indians by which
they would exchange their Winchester rifles for fowling
pieces on being paid the difference in value.

Sir RICHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand the
bon, gentleman proposes to exchange arms with the
Indians ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; by furnishing
them with fowling pieces in exchange for their Winchester
rifles and paying the difference. I am told that a very con-
siderable number of the Indians are ready to exchange on
foir terms, the ordinary fowling pieces being quite sufficientfor the game they can kill in future. The hon. gentleman
asks about the pay of the force. The pay has been steadily
decreasing until it has arrived at just the point which isEuffcent to get mon and no more, as the hon. gentleman

seell50 by looking at the Bill. As to pasturage right, the
aon. nleman knows that from the International boundarytry the eastern sIope of the Rocky Mountains, the coun-

e especially suited for pasturage. Leases are
to companies that undertake to bring in a

amount of stock. These leases are carefullyto settlemeas to prevent anything like obstructiono sttiment. The Government can, at any time,for ny roeason whatever, abrogate a lease on two
Yirs wotice, and besides that the Government can, at any
deny to ner is an appearance of immigration or ten-

I:anted for seteent, resume possession of any tract that is
n the rentaliement on making a corresponding reduction

n. TpboW I do not rise to make any objection to an
the police force. 1 think the force is a very

efficent one and it is essential an increase should be made
in it, as it has a very large territory to superin-
tend. I merely rise for the purpose of asking the
Government whether the force could not be sub-divided in
some way so that a portion would be stationed at Battleford or
Prince Albert or Qu'Appelle, or any of those great centres
ofthe North-West. I would ask further whether farms
could not be established at those various places, and the
force utilized at certain periods of the year in procuring
hay for its use, the men receiving additional pay for this
work. This would be beneficial to the health of the men,
and be a very economical mode of procuring fodder for the
animals. I merely ask for information in that respect.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The force bas been dis-
tributed over various points; some men are stationed at
Fort Walsh, some at Fort Calgarry, some at Fort McLeod,
some at Battleford, and some seven or eight at Qu'Appelle.
The force is stationed at such points as the experience of
the magistrates and the officers shows, may most need it.
The main body will b held at some chief point on the
Canadian Pacifie ]Railway, so as to be able to supplement
the force when wanted at any of the outlying positions.
Those positions, of course, will change with the settlement
of the country. We cannot foresee where the force will be
most needed five years hence. The hon. member for
South Perth (Mr. Trow), has spokon of the men being
utilized in raising hay, oats, and other crops. I am not
sure the experiment would be successful. There is a police
farm near Fort Calgarry where the experiment was tried.
But it is the opinion of all the officers, including the late
Commissioner McLeod, and Col. Irvine, that they cannot be
soldiers and farmers. With a very small force the duty bas
been so continuons and heavy that a great many men have
been obliged to leave the force through physical inability to
perform the service. Perhaps with a larger force the duty
would not be so severe. But at several places the men
have raised their own hay, and it is proposed their services
shall be utilized whenever the point has been selected for
the central barracks, as far as possible, in erecting the
building. The men have raised hay, oat, vegetables and
other crops, at Fort Calgarry, but, I am told, the experiment
bas not been very successful. I have every confidence in
the ability and desire of the present Commissioner to
perform his duty, and to be as economical as possible, in
order to save the country avoidable expense, by all the
means in his power.

Mr. TROW. There is a emall barracks at Qu'Appelle,
where fifty men should be stationed. On one occasion nearly
3,000 Indians assembled there, for their ay, thore bein
only six policemen present. The Hudson lay officer state
there was great danger of an outbreak in consequence of
the paymaster being three days behind time. A larger
force would be required at such central point while the
railway is under construction. I would further ask--can
you not purchase the provisions necessary for the force
from our own settlers ? At Prince Albert there is quite a
surplus of grain, as well as a mill. At present a large
portion of the supplies is brought from the United States.
I think our own settlers should get the preference even at
an extra expense.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The force is supplied by
tender; and hitherto, I fancy, the immigrants have
consumed all the crops raised by their predecessors. We
have been attempting, and, I think, successfully, to prevent
such large assemblages of Indians as the hon. gentleman
spoke of. They have been found very expensive. The
Indians would not receive thoir pay till fed, and would net
go away when so required, and there was, as the hon.
gentleman stated, not sufficient force to make them leave.
It was arranged to have the bands settle down, and pay the
Indians only in small bodies on their own reserves. They
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are now not allowed to assemble in large numbers for their are engaged in fighting. But it must be observed that this
pay. very circumnstance upon which the hon. gentlemân propo

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There will probably to restore the theory of a headquarter, is largelyt6
be a considerable number of new officers required. Does diminish the necessity. When you find a long line f ;rail.
the hon. gentleman propose to appoint them froim the way stretching through the country, with the propoed
cadets of the Royal Milit ary College? Because this is pre- branch of the Canadian Pacifie Railway stretching towards
cisely the sort of service for wbich those young men were Edmonton, you find larger lines, it is true, but still thefore
irtendod to be made available when that College was insti- can be moved largely by the assistance of locombtives,
tuted. I think the present Minister of Justice, when Therefore, it seems to me that irrespective of other con.
Minister of Militia, repeatedly confirmed the statement siderations, the period of railway construction will, without
that it was the intention of the Government to offer such doubt, greatly increase the degree of efficiency and render
appointments to those graduates. the usefulness of the force greater than at ony other period.

But taking all these circumstances into consideration the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not proposed to in- advantages thus secured are entirely overbalanced by thecrease the number of officers, although the force is increased. other changes in circumstances, so that the force requires

It is rather over-officered. It was broken up into troops to be nearly doubled, and here the situation becomes
and divisions as of a cavalry regiment, the troops consisting serious. The hon. gentleman says we must nearly double
of tifty or sixty men with three officers. Experience has the force, I do not know what that may mean, but itslown there is no necessity for that large number. The seems to me impossible to set a limit to it. On a formertroops will benceforth number 100 men, for which three occasion the bon. gentleman bas said that we must feed the
officers will suffice. I quite agree with the hon. gentle- Indians in order to keep tbem quiet, and it now turns out
man that it is important to get the best material for the that we must keep up the Mounted PQlice in order to
command of this force Two appointments were made the keep the white men quiet. I do not know how far
other day to fill up vacancies in the staff of officers, both the proposed operations of the hon. gentleman with
gentlemen, as far as I can learn, highly qualified for their these guileless children of the prairie may be successful. He
positions. One is Mr. Perry, who carried off the chief prizes says ho thinks he will induce them, with bis well known
as a graduate of the Royal Military College. Kingston, and powers of persuasion, and there is no doubt ho has been
received a commission in the Royal Engineers, but who, able to exert great influence over persons much more astute
fron an accident which injured him, was obliged to resign than the children of the prairie, and some of whom I have
it. He promises to be a most distinguished officer. I am the pleasure of looking upon at this moment-I say I do
happy to say that e is now well, and to all appearance as not know how far his great powers of persuasion may be
strongas ever. His appointment is considered most suitable. successful with them. He says ho may have convinced
The other gentleman appointed is Mr. Prevost, who served them tha' fowling pieces are necessary, but the observations
in the "B" Battery of Artillery. ie has beern most highly ho has just made indicate that ho expects occasions to arise
recommended as a first rate officer, by the Commanding when the Indian may be supposed to' pursue the larger
Officer, Major-General Stranze. The vacant office of Super- game ot mounted policemen, aid when that comes I have
intendent has been given to Colonel Mackenzie, of the Militia, no doubt the Winchester rifle would be an arm much more
who commanded for a long time ut Barrie, and is known to satisfactory than that which the hon. gentleman proposes
be a fiist rate officer. Those are the three officers added to to present them with. J, therefore, do not expect to hear
the force since J assumed charge. The only other change next year of any extensive exchange made of Winchester
is the resignation of Colonel McLeod, rocently in command, rifles for fowling pioces, unless the hon. gentleman should
who bas resumed bis original office of Stipendiary Magis- pay for the Winchester rifles about double what they are
trate. He bas been succeeded by the Assist.-Commissioner, worth. It does seom to me that the proposed changes,
Colonel Irvinc. which of course, do not involve so large au expense

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has not stated what as they otherwise might, because the rate of pay
proportion of the force ho pioposes to place at head- has been very properly reduced-involve a consider-
quarters, the point on the line of railway which ho designs ation of policy, and if the policy which is to be adopted
as the central post. is to bave a headquarters, if it is thoaght

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There will ho a varyin g ncessary-and I do not say it May not be right to placed80
quantity, J fancy. It is supposed that, of the 500 men largo a proportion cf the force m diferent and sobead-
there will be always, ut least, a force of 150u at the head' parts, as 350 or 400 mon, and to leave only I0 t hd-
quarters, ready to support the different outlying positions quarters for the purpose of mobilization-t Ifl J'thif h
in cage of .xigency. are engaged ln dealing with the Indians in a policy which

may lead us a long way in point cf expense. It seems to
Mr. BLAKE. No doubt the circumstances of the country me we have got to warn, in the strôngest way, the white

have changed very seriously, and it is not improbable.that settlers who are going into that cotntry that tbey must
they may clhange still more. During the period I was in take care of themselves to a great extent, and te take care
chargé cf the force, it was thoroughly organized upon the of themselves by the exertion of that prudenbe, testrint
theory of headquarters, a central staff, one paymaster, etc. and self-command which ought to ho enjoined upon thorn,
1 found it was becessarily broken up into detachments, sta- and by pursuing a course etitirely different from that pur.
tioned 'in parts extremely remote, and inaccessi ble to each sued by the adventu-ous person who-las settled arolng the
other for all ordinary purposes of discipline. It seemed to Indians, and whose conduet or crùelty has provoked soin
me, in that condition of the country, it was essential to of the Indian difficulties. While we muât givO5ÔniO'reas
recognize the necessity of dividing the force into groups able protection,'and I do not say that theMouited '
with an efficient officer ut a point somewhat decentralized, ought to be disbanded, we hae tò avoid giving the people
a policy which I found necessary when the men were to be who are settling in the North-West the'idea tht a voe
paid. It is quite true the demands on the Mounted Police large and continually increasitg, expensiV eforce Io to
may have, to some extent, increased, owmg to the settie- maintained there ut- the expense of thé Domimon- Àl. for
ment of the country, and the difficulties ocasioned by the earliest moment we ought to adopt sorne arrang.emof the
Indians wanting food. The bon. gentleman spoke of the the utilization of local force for the orgauzatieonOia
labor'being very severe. That must be largely in travelling, militia, and for their organization under, perha fa spfor I do not think there is much else for them to do unlessthey system of officering, which shouild give sofa0 î 8
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es incurring, perhaps, a greater eitpense, but giving a
re efficient force, not merely in soldierly purposes, but

also in those higher elements to which I have referred, self-

restraint and moderation in the use of power. But to con-
trol the North-West by a large and extensive force of this
kind would be an undertaking which 1, for one, shrink from
contemplating.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with my
hon. friend in much he has said. Of course a force of 500
men can act as peace officers, serve processes, take prisoners
and guard the courts, and do the whole of the work that
has been done by the peace officers that are scattered over
the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Five hundred men
is not too large a force for this purpose. The hon. gentle-
manis quite right in saying that eventually that country
should be organized under a special system, like a militia
1orce, so as to perform the duty of keeping the peace and,
when called upon, to aid the civil power, just as they are in
the rest of the Dominion, but at this moment I am afraid
that as between the white man and the Indian, the Indian
wilI get the worst of it. Perhaps one danger as great as
any in connection with the militia is that of the too active
interference of the ordinary magistracy of the country. I
might mention one instance of that kind which occurred
There was a rumor arrived at Prince Albert that an out-
break of Indians had taken place to the south, and one
inagistrate gave a requisition, calling out a newly formed
militia companyand they started, fully armed to suppress the
infant rebellion. They went down and if they had unfor-
tunately come in contact with the Indians we might have
hai an Indian war. Luckily, however, they were met by
an offier of the police force who remonstrated with them,
se:it them back, and quieted what was only after all an
Indian riot. The hon. gen.tleman supposes this is a new
plan with reference to having headquarters. The force
always bad headquarters, there having been about 125 men
at Fort Walsh, and it is necessary to carry on discipline
and training that a considerable force should be kept at
headquarters. Those hon. gentlemen who have had military
experience will know that a regiment scattered in detach-
ments in order to be skilled and efficient in soldiering
qualities are obliged to be kept together in large bodies in
order to be worked up to the proper standard.
That is one object we have had in view; but there is another,
viz., the knowledge of a force at a central point, whence
they can be moved east or west at any time at the shortest
notce to give that support to the various outlying bodies
wbîth experience shows to be required. Of course we haveto depend very much on the local authorities, the Indian
.ommissioner, the Lieutenant-Governor, and the Commis-SiOner and Commander of the Forces-as to where men arerequired. We must trust very much to the reports of theOfficers OD the subject, and Ihave every confidence, that with

ths additional force of police, the country may be reason-aby expectd to be as quiet for the next ten years as it hasbeen for the last ten years.

Mre ACKENZIE. I am not at all satisfied as to the
te y for increasing the force. I can recollect that, in

th early days of the late Administration, there was a mili-t'rY force stationed in Manitoba, and a police force was
in r in the same year, and we were constantly receiv-

aCgo lney two years, the most alarming letters, givinglains of anticipated raids and other troubles by the
communicad others. We had to pay some regard to these
eOiores ulion of course, but we never found anything
'a from th ing. very bad class of white settlers came
g with t western States, travelling northward, and bring-
eeeed m whiskey and other spirituous liquors. We

eleent e first two years, in forcing all that
very dan the country. I do not tbink there are any

69 erouscharacters now in the Territories compared

with what there were at the time I refer to, and I fear that
the hon. gentleman has been receiving, as we did, letters
from parties who are interested or afraid, and who desire to
have a military force in their own immediate vicinity.
The moral effect on the Indians of an armed force of 300
or 400 men is quite as great as if the number was 1,000.
If the Indians determined on resistance even the force that
the hon. gentleman proposes to organize, with the existing
force, would have small effect upon them. On
the other hand, if as a simple expression of opinion
of the central authority, 300 would be quite
equal in effect to a thousand. I only ask the hon. gentle-
man to consider whether the representations he has
received are not from the same class of individuals as those
to which I have referred. I remember some of them were
from the very highest authorities in the country, and that
they were of a very alarming character. We were first
dissuaded from depending on the militia force, and as soon
as the police force was organized we received similar
manifestations from parties who should have boen above
that, and should have known thut all that is required-at
least, that is my opinion-is, that the Indians should be
fairly treated, that promises should be kept-with them, and
that no Indian agents should be permitted to traffle or trade
with them in bounties or money; in short, that we should
avoid those causes of trouble which caused disaster south
of the boundary, and not trust to a mere expression of
physical force.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am quite satisfied that
the addition to the force will add to the safety and security
of the country, and will give greater assurance to those
who go to make it their home, and when the settlement of
the country, which now promises to be very rapid, takes
place, necessities for keeping up the force may be removed
or at least diminished. Of course, it can very Teadily be
diminished at any time if deemed necessary.

Mr. THOMPSON. I notice that, on a question which I
asked the right hon. gentleman the other day, I am
reported to have spoken of "old " volunteers, and I
find by the answer of the right hon. gentleman that ho
misunderstood me. If I used the expression, I used it in a
figurative sense. I wish, however, to draw the right hon.
gentleman's attention to the position of the volunteers, as a
class who deserve well at the hands of this country; and if
by any means a few of them could be brought to present
themselves for places upon this force, they would find them
most efficient. They would appreciate such a trust very
much I arn sure; and their being placed upon the force
would be a grand thing for the country, as well as for the
force itself.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL. We shall be glad
to have able-bodied volunteers of the age of
from eighteen to forty years, who are able to
read and write and able to pass the medical ex-
amination required. In a few days, if the increase is
sanctioned, those in the west will be asked to go to Toronto,
and if they pass an examination, then they will be
accepted. First come, first served.

Mr. THOMPSON. I would suggest that a certain num-
ber-say one or two-of names should be forwarded, say by
the commanding officer of each battalion, out of which a
number might be selected. J see that, according to the
rate of pay, artizans are to receive 50 cents per day. I
presume that is in addition to the regular pay.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. ANGLIN. There is, unfortunately, some reason to

apprehend that this Indian question may any day become a
very serions one in the North-West, now that settlers are
pouring so rapidly into that country. I rise to call the hou.
gentleman's attention to a statement made to me a fewdays
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ago, by a gentleman who has spent a large portion of his
life in that country, and is personally familiar with much
that is going on there. He said that, in his opinion, a mistake
had been committed in breaking up the Indian bands into so
many small bands, who are scattered about on small
reservations through so large a portion of the territory. I
presume the policy was to prevent the Indians from feeling
their strength too much by bringing them together in large
bodies, and so, perhaps, encouragé them to make demands
which otherwise they would not be inclined to make, and
give trouble which otherwise they would not be able to give.
But he apprehends that as the white men settle in the
neighborhood of these Indian reserves, they will follow in
what appear to be the instincts of the white men on this
continent, viz.: to trespass on the choicest lands held by the
Indians, and thus inevitably bring about trouble, and that
blood once shed will continue to flow, possibly, until the
race is almost extirpated. He says also that if the Indians
were on larger reservations and kept more to themselves,
the efforts of the Indians to become cultivators of the soil
would be more successful than they are likely to be under
the present circumstances.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt the hon. gen-
tleman has brought up a very important point. The
Indian reserves ,are provided for by treaties made with the
Indians and selected by those Indians themselves.
I am strongly inclined to doubt the accuracy
of the judgment of the informant of my lion. friend.
I think that the congregating of a large number of
Indians in one place is a source of greater danger than
their being scattered abroad in various reserves.

Resolution agreed to and reported.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following reso-
lution:-
i' That it is expedient further to amend and consolidate as amended,
the Act 31 Victoria, Chapter 65, and the Acta amending it, respecting
the Inspection of Steamboats, and for the greater safety of passengers
by them.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The resolution does not indi-
cate at ahi the change which the hon. gentleman contem-
plates. It is defective in that respect and I think he ought1
to explain it.

Mr. MoLELAN. The object of the Bill is to consolidate
the various amendments made by the Inspection Act, and
to provide more fully for the inspection of the hulls of ships.
The inspectors of steamboats are men mainly qualified to
inspect boilers and machinery. It is proposed to appoint
men specially qualified to inspect the huls of vessels, and
the certificates of both classes of inspectors will be necessary
for a ship to be pronounced seaworthy. Regulations are
also made to fix the number of passengers which each boat
shall be allowed to carry. These are the two main features
of the Bill.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The rules require that, on any Bill
relating to trade or to alter the laws concerning träde,
being brought into the House, the proposition must first be
submitted in Committee of the Whole. This is a simple
notice of the Minister's intention to bring in some amend-
ments, and I object to it as being entirely out of order.

Mr. MoLELAN. The only change proposed to be made
is te consolidate the law, and to define clearly the mode of
appointment and qualifications of the inspectors.

Mr. BLAJKE. Of course it is more than a consolidation,
because the resolution tells us that "it is expedient further 
to amend and consolidate as amended," the varions Acts.
The objection of the hon. member for Lambton is that the
whole purpose of the rule, which is to give the Heuse1

Mr. ANGLiN.
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an opportunity to make any suggestions lhey wish
entirely thwarted, unless in some sort the substance, th
essence, of the proposed legislation is stated in the resolu.
tion upon which the House goes into Committee. That i&
the difficulty-how are we to know that it is expedient to
alter anything unless we know what the alteration is?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The flouse eau pass a
resolution, no matter how vague in its terms, declaring that
it is expedient to amend the Act. The House can ask for a
most specific statement unless it is fully satisfied with that
made.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not think it is open to the
House to adopt that course. It laid down very clearly that
no Bill is to be brought in until the proposition has been first
considered in Committee of the Whole. I ask the right
hon. gentleman if he will state f rom the paper what the
statement is.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That it is expedient to
amend and consolidate the Acts. A clearer or more specific
statement could not be made.

Mr. BLAKE. What is to be considered is the proposition
contained in the Bill. It is not sufficient that the Act shahl
be amended, but it shall be amended in some particular
way, and it is that proposition that shall be submitted to
the Committee.

Mr. SPEAKER decided that the rule, as generally under.
stood and interpreted by late English practice, simply requir.
ed the House to go into Committee to consider a general
proposition setting forth the expediency of bringing in a
measure on a particular question; and that consequently in
his opinion the proposed motion came sufficiently within the
meaning of the rule.

Motion agreed to ; and House resolved itself into Çom-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think there is no necessity for
this legislation in regard to an Inspector of Steambos,
because the law already provides that no one shall h

appointed an inspector unless he is qualified to inspect the
hull as well as the machinery and boiler. The Act of 1868
provides for the appointment of an Inspector of Steamboats
and the second section sets forth that no person rhall be
appointed to inspect steamboats unles he has previouslY
passed a satisfactory examination before the Board of
Steamboat Inspectors as to his knowledge on the subjetOf
hulls, boilers and the machinery of steanbeats and the
working of them. Accordingly, no Inspector can ho
appointed unless he is qualified to inspect the hull as wel
as the boiler and machinery.

Mr. McLELAN. If the ships were of iron the same
officer would be competent to inspect the hull as well as the

machinery and boiler, but in the case of wooden ships o
Inspector should possess practical experience in the cOD'
struction of such vessels. In practice the inspect Off
hulls has been neglected, and many accidents have been
attributed to the want of that inspection. e 9

Mr. McCUAIG. The existing Inspectors are notq
to give an opinion as to the soundness and proped the
struction of hulls. Before the Bill was introduc
Minister kindly gave me an idea of its ecope, and my expe'
rience, extending over twenty years, convinces me that the
present Inspectors are unacquainted with the contructOn
of vessels. In consequence of that the unfortunae IondoI,
disaster took place. 1, myself, consider, fron many ye 5

experience, that a hull inspector is necessary. t

Mr. BLAKE. There must be a frightful amolunt of fieon.
in the Board of Steamboat Inspection repor ts if68,t ha
friend's experience be well founded. Since186
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,een provided that after the lst January, 1869, no person I

eali be appointed Inspector of Steamboats until he hasi
aed a satisfactory examination before the Board of

stuamboatInspection, as to his knowledge of halls, boilers,
mjachinery of steamboats and the working of the same, and
reeeived from the Chairman of the Board a certificate, in
writing, to that effect. If none of the Inspectors know
anything at ail about hulls, though they bave of course ail

received the necessary certificates from the Chairman of the
Board, the Bill should contain a clause to remove the
Chairman of the Board.

Mr. McCALLUM. Was the Chairman of the Board him-
self qualified ? The Steamboat Inspection Law has been
altered several times by Order in Council. I am satisfied
we have not men in this country who can combine the
two requisites, that is, can pronounce at the same time on
the engine and boiler and on the hull of a vessel as well as
on her equipment, and decide, if she is a passenger boat,
what number of passengers she ought to be allowed to carry.
There is no country that I know of where there have been
less accidents under this law than this country. So far as
the London accident is concerned, it was owing to the over-
loading of passengers, amd not to the inspection at all. The
boat was but a scow, and left the wharf with about three
times the number of passengers she could carry on board.
This Bill, so far as I can see, is intended to give greater
security to life and property by providing safeguards as
much as possible against such or other accidents.

Mr. McCUAIG. My lon. friend from Durham will
remember the case of the Jane Miller which came up
before the courts of law. Nearly ail the inspectors in that
]art of the country where the disaster occurred were
examined as to her seaworthiness, and were found to be
ignorant of the construction of a vessel. There should be
proper inspectors appointed, qualified to pronounce on the
bull and construction of a vessel whose cortificates would
relieve owners from all responsibility. This Bill is framed
I think with great care, and provides that the inspector of
the hull shall be a ship-carpenter.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will tell us
whether a vessel has to be certified by the Chairman of the
Board.

Mr. McCUAIG. The Chairman is, no doubt, well quali-
fied to give a certificate as far as the engine and boiler are
eoncerned, but he does not profess to be qualified to give a
Crtificate as to the hull examination.

MI. BLAKE. But he does give it.

M . McCUAIG. All-«I can say is that, during the tirne
all theMackenzie Administration, the same gentleman was
altweho to remain as Chairman of the Board of Inspection,

ltough fnot as well qualified as he should be. The London
Oaet sdrew My attention, as it did that of other steam-

and I ers, to the necessity of having an inspector of hulls,
to it. I ed the attention of the lon. the Minister of Marine
abar iwas proved in that case beyond doubt that there wastat barofion over the boiler on deock to keep it in place, and'bat the oier was supposed to be fastened below by a boit.The TVidence showed that the vessel was too shallow in thehuit. The engineer was unable to fasten the boiler by that
Ictedry boit, and the consequence was, when the vessel
the firet aofier siipped overboard. There was a want, in
reat fareplace, of a skilled mechanic to build the vessel, and

inspector. eeness, ilthe second place, on the part of the

erousde E.Will my hon. friend say whether this
undr the ect mi îhe fastening of the boiler would come

petr, he Supervision of the hall or the machinery in-
&P'Ctor. There luiglit be a confiet of responsibility here.

Mr. McLELAN. It 'would be part of the duty of the
inspector of the boiter and machinery to see that the boiter
was properly attached.

Mr. SPROULE. Is there any provision for more than one
inspection in the year ? I think it is essentially necessary
to have inspections at different times. Boats efficient at the
beginning of the season, may become unseaworthy towards
the fall.- I think provision for the inspection of cargoes-
to see whether they are safely stowed-should also be made,
The loss of the Jane Miller seemed due to the fact that she
had no ballast, and when she turned sideways to go in to the
wharf she suddenly upset. Provision should be made to
ascertain whether cargoes are properly distributed, and
whether the boats are in proper condition at different periods
of the season.

Mr. MCCALLUM. If the boats were to be inspected at
different periods of the season they could do no work. A
hull is supposed good for five or six years, and the engines and
boilers are inspected every spring. Wlio is to know butter
than the man who sails a vessel whether the cargo is
properly distributed ? His own life is at stake in the
matter. I was sorry to hear my lon. friend behind me
finding fault with the Steamboat Inspector on account
of the accident at LondoQ, for which lie was not
to blame. Against that accident provision could
hardly have been made. Under this Act mistakes and acci-
dents, such as we have seen, will be provided against, be-
cause the shipbuilder will give a certificate as to the number
of passengers a boat is qualified to carry; and there must
be additional life-preservers. That, I believe, is the object
of the Bill. If you inspected those vessels more than once
a year, their owners might as well burn them up. As to
my hon. friend's remark that a vessel owner should be
exempt from all damages, if possessed of a certificate of in-
spection, I reply he may mismanage his vessel; there may
be some other cause for an accident than defects of the
boiler or machinery. There may be faults in navigating,
and he ought to be responsible for all damages. This Bill
is necessary in the interest of steamboat mon as well as in
the interest of life and property.

Mr. McCUAIG. The object contemplated by the in-
spection of steamboats is security to life and property.
By this Bill the hon. Minister is endeavoring to secure
the services of proper and competent men to run
those vessels, not only mariners, but engineers acquainted
with the construction of engines. In addition, the Bill
requires that a skilful ship carpenter, of experience and
judgment, shall inspect the vessel. When that is done,
the owner las performed all he is able to do, and
all that the law requires, as a matter of course, is a
certificate. Should an accident happen after the vessel las
been approved by the Inspector, the owner is free from re-
sponsibility for unseaworthiness. Of course he is responsible
for the employment of men of good conduct and expe-
rience, but the Bill does not interfere with that matter.
The Bill requires, first, that the hull should be inspected to
determine its seaworthiness, and again inspected to see
that the engine and boiler are all right. This is all that
can be done for the public protection from such misfortunes
as the wreck at London. I believe the Tictoria was unfit
for her work, and that the Inspector was guilty of gross
dereliction of duty when he failed to liave the boiter
properly fastened. To that the loss of life was certainly
due.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not think the argument of the hon.
member for Monck is valid. There are many instances of
loss from improper distribution of cargo, and the wearing
down of vessels towards the end of the season, when they
become unfit to buffet the winds and waves. We have the
loss of the Jane Mîller as a warning. When we oonsider the
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frequent lamentable loss of valuable human life, no paltry
consideration should divert us from the necessity of frequent
inspection, with a view to prevent such calamities.

Mr. MoLELAN, I propose in the Bill to provide for
annual inspection, and certificates may be granted as the
inspector may determine. If the inspector determines that
the machinery and hulls are not sufficiently good to run a
year, a certificate for the part of the year during which they
would be serviceable may be granted. At least once a year
there shall be an inspection.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not think that goes far enough,
because, I repeat, vessels may run down or become dam-
aged during the season, though all right in the spring, and
mlay, late in the fall, be unable to stand severe weather.
The inspection should be made early in the spring and
early in the fall, and if they are found to be damaged, then
the owners should be compelled to put their boats in order.
I think that would result in a large saving of life and
property.

Mr. McCALLUM. An inspector who inspects a vessel
ought to be able to say whether she is fit to run ail the
season. If he thinks she is not, let him give her a certifi-
cate to run during the fine weather. I think that will
satisfy everybody. I think just as much of the lives of
seamen as the hon. member for Prince Edward (Mr.
McOuaig). Considering the number of steam vessels
employed in this country, there is no other country
in the world where accidents have been so few.
As long as we are engaged in this business we
muet take steps to make it safe. In reference to
the accident to the Jane Miller, no one knows
the cause of her capsizing. How does the hon. gen.
tleman know whether she foundered or how she was
lost ? Ali his assertions are more conjectures. As for the
Chairman of the Board of Inspectors being at fault in that
accident, I stand here as a representative of the people and
say, he ought to be held innocent. The hon. gentleman is
altogether in error in stating that this boat was not deep
enough in the hold for a man to crawl in. It is perfectly
absurd that such notions as those of the hon.gentleman should
guide the navigation of this country. Are we to have every
man in this country punished because this littie scow went
down at London ? This very Act will remedy that.
There will be nothing of that kind in the future, because the
certificato of the shipwright, to the number of passengers a
boat may carry, will guide the captain in the number of
prsons he may take on board. The shipwright is the best
judge of the number of persons the boat may carry. My hon.
frien4 may say that because a vessel registers so many tons
she can carry so many passengers. But that rule would not
be found to work, because some vessels, being differently
constructed, can carry a greater number of passengers, in
propprtion to her tonnage, than another vessel which
registers a higher tonnage.

Mr. McCUAIG. I desire to say that, when this 'vessel
was inspected after the accident, there was found a band of
iron extending from the top of the boiler on eaeh side,
extendi ng to the main deck, and which should have been
fatened by bolta to the deek timbers. After the accident
an examination proved that this was neglected, in conse-
quence of which, the instant the steamer careened, the
supposed iron stay yielded and the boiler shifted to one side,
and finally slipped ovevboard, crushing and carrying with
it several of the unfortunate passengers. If the Inspector
had been careful in the discharge of his duty ho would have
discovered this band of iron was not fastened, and ho would
directed that it should be made secure, knowing it was the
only stayfor keeping the boiler in its place. That alone shows
that the vessel was carelessly inspected, and shows the
necessity of appointing a quahfied ship-carpenter to see if
the inspection is right.

>Ir, SPEoULE
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Mr. WRIGHT. It is with great diffidence that I differfrom eminent nautical authorities like the hon. memabe

for Monck. Ie speaks of inspecting scows; but when thisscow carries the lives of several hundred passengers, itbecomes a matter of very great importance. I hope the
Government will briug in a stringeat measure with regardto vessels which carry passengers. We all know the in.
portance that has been given to this subject by the English
authoritios, and the great work which Mr. Phimsoll has per.
formed in connection with it; and I do hope the hon. the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries will see that a stringent
measure of protection is afforded the public.

Mr. ANGLIN. We are all agreed that it isof the utnost
importance there should be a thorough inspection of steaio.
boats, of their hulls and machinery, and that competent per.
sons should be employed to make the inspection, suchas
will afford all possible security for the lives of passengers.
The serious question arises as to how that inspection can be
best obtained. I expected at first to find the hon. member
for Prince Edward rather opposed to this Bill, knowing
him to be a proprietor of steamboats, but my surprise was
removed when I learned that he is himself the parent, or
the putative parent of this Bill. I am surprised to hear
him argue that a ship-carpenter or a shipwright has some
special qualifications for examning a hull. The ship.
wright receives a plan of the dimensions of the hull, with
instructions as to the quality of the timber that go into the
hull, and he then builds the hull, without stopping to think
what kind of machinery is to be placed in it. I think that
the architect of the hull, who decides the proportion
of the different parts to each other, is better qualified
to inspect a steamboat and to say how many persons
it can carry with safety, than a mere ship-carpenter,
who may have been employed in constructing the hull,
We have now a number of inspectors of steamboats who are
presumed to be qualified to judge of the strength and
efficiency of the hulls of these steamers. These gentlemen
are not employed more than half the year; in fact I do not
think any one of them works one hundred days in the year.
They are, however public officers; they do not, I believe,
any of them, attend to any other work or business. They
expect to live on the revenue derived from their
services as inspectors. If we pass the Bill in
its present shape, I do not think it necessary that the bull
of a vessel should be carefully inspected every year. If a
vessel is built under the inspector, and sufficiently inspected
afterwards, if it is built of proper material and of proper
strength, it should last at least five or six years, Just as
sea-going vessels are classifièd for five or six or seven years,
and are considered seaworthy for that time, unless they
meet with some accident. It would not be necessary to have
a careful annual inspection of the hull, and, therefore, we
should not have another set of officers appointed who would
have even less to do. Now, I cannot understand why it is1 ot

competent-if these inspectors are men of intelligence, and
are possessed of sufficient knowledge of the machineY hOf
vessels-to acquire, even if they do not nDow posses, osuh a
knowledge with regard to the construction of the hui] of a
vessel as would be required to fit them for the position of
inspectors. I really do not think that there is anya ucI
extraordinary knowledge required in those matter, ad I
do not think it ls necessary that a man should seVi erght
or ten years as a workman in a shipping yard in oces ship
competent. I know that in the Lower Prov bir lish
captains who never handled an adze or-a nanl i tfirs
are year after year placed in the shipyards to me e ver
class ships-sea-going ships-and are regarded as hea
best to look after those vessels. So, I think, an his
of intelligence and experience who would nak hi
business teobecome acquainted with the constra taei&B
equipment of a vessel should be competentý t .diobh
thos duties If these mndo .MtDlO$ 00
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thoroughlY acquainted with the business and are not

able after a time to pass a thorough examination at the

hands of mon competent to carry on such an examination,
they 8sould be set aside and their places filled by men as
-ntelligent or more intelligent and more willing to learn
their duties. But I think we should hesitate before creating
a neW class of inspectors and placing them to some extent
in control of the business of steamboat sailing, which has
not been very profitable of late years.

Mr. McLELAN. The employment of captains to
inspect the construction of vessels has entirely gone out of
date in the Maritime Provinces as well as in England. It is
sometimues thought desirable to employ them for a week or
two before the vessel is launched in water, to look after the
rigging and its connection with the hull; but after the
construction ôf the hall, which is the main part of the
vessel, it is thought that they are better without the
presence of the captain, and in the Maritime Provinces they
dispense with the services of the captain until a few weeks
before the launch.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am aware that the acting Minister
of Marine is well acquainted with shipbuilding, but I am
rather surprised to hear him make the statements he has
just made with regard to dispensing with the services of the

captain. I know that it does not frequently happen that
captains are employed in that capacity, but I have often
learned that captains were placed in the yard for the pur-
pose of seeing that the vessel is properly built, that the
timbers are sound and put together in a proper way, and
that in cases where captains were not shipbuilders and never
had been.

Mr. McLELAN. I know that years ago that was done,
but it is not done now. Vessels are ali inspected by Lleyds'
inspectors, and they will not admit sea captains as inspectors
on the boats. These positions are all taken by practical
sbip builders.

Mr. McCALLUM. The hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin), appears to think that one man onght to be
able to perform the duties of inspector of hulls and
inspector of machinery. I say that the man who may
know how to mould a vessel from the keel to the truck is not
the proper man to know how well the vessel will stand. I
know that a shipwright ie the only proper man to know
the number of passengers that a vessel ought to carry,
acording to her build, and not the master of the vessel.
le Bays further that these vessels, because they are classed
Origially for five or six or seven years, do not require inspec-
tion every spring, but I affirm that they will, because the
boats, the life-saving apparatus, the appliances for put-
ting out fire, and every thing of that kind, require to be
exam1ined every year. But that is not all. A steamboat
Inspector, wherever he may be, has the privilege of going
aboard a boat and inspecting her anywhere, and is expected
to do so, and I believe by this law a captain of a vessel
18 bound not to refuse the inspector a passage if he

es to go in any direction to inspect a vessel. I
believe the intention is to make the law more stringent.
Ido fnot know how inspectors in the Maritime Pro-vinces act, but I know that in Ontario the inspectors
have to work very hard, and that in certain seasons of theYear they have more than they can do to keep up with theirWork. I do not like to hear hon. members say that these
tem aretnot fit for their duty. I know that some of the

aenboat Owners occasionally think they are too harsh,and that they find a good many faults-for if these inspec-
tors andthe Act insufficient they get Orders in Council
P'6ed . Furthermore, I say that there has been very littledrioge to vessels under their inspection. Of course, a very
ai l cident happened at London; but is there any man

Wiho 0oild hv* imagned that suoh an

accident wotld have happened on a mere mill pond. The
water there is as smooth as glass, but the vessel waseover-
loaded, and it was such that it had no more hold on
the water than a man's hand. The trouble appears te have
been that the men could not get into the hold to fasten the
boiler, because the boat was so shallow. I an satisfied that
the cause of that accident was that there were three or four
people on that boat where there ought to have only been
one; the master of the vessel ought. to have compelled
the people to go ashore, and he should not have left the
dock until they did so.

Mr. McCUAIG. I do not wish to be misundetstood
when I speak of the character of the inspector of boilers and
engines of steamers. 1 bear willing testimony to their high
character as a body, but I nevertheless say that the
inspector who gave a certificate te the master of that boat
was, guilty of a gross dereliction of duty. Under this Bill,
I do not think such a thing will occur again.

Mr. CURRIER. I think the Government ought to
abolish the office of steamboat inspecter altogether, and
that they ought to make the law compulsory that the
owners, not only of steamboats, but of stationary boilers,
should insure in some of the insurance companies that are
prepared to insure boilers. These companies have their
own inspectors, and they take good care not to einsure a
boiler untess they think it is perfectly safe. I think this
would be a great improvement, and would insure more
safety to the public than the present system.

Resolution agreed to and reported.
.Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill (No. 117) te amend

and consolidate the Acts respecting the inspection of steam.
boats and the examination and licensiug of engineers
employed on them.

Bill read the first time; and (at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.) the
House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAT, 27th March, 1882.

The SPIGAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEas.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the firat
time:-

Bill (No. 135) te amend Chapter 29,33 Victoria, intituled:
"An Act to extend certain provisions of 'The Seamens' Act,
1873,' to vessels employed in navigating the inland waters of
Canada, and to provide for the collection of the wages of
seamon and other persons employed on board vessels
trading on the inland waters of Canada, in a summary
manner."-(Mr. Guillet.)

THE PRESBYTERIAN TEMPORALITIES FUND.

Mr. SHAW moved that the House resolve itself into Com-
mittee on Bill (No. 66) te amend the Act intituled "An
Act to incorporate the Board for the management of the
Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian Church of Canada
in connection with the Church of Scotland," and the Acta
amending the same.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I beg te move in amend.
ment that Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair for the
flouse te go into Committee on Bill (No. 66) but that he do
so this day week. My reason for moving this motion is that
there are four Bills oa the Ordr £Papr ail relatin to tht
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same or a cognate subject. The Bills which is the
subject of the present motion bas been reported
by the Private Bills Committee, but the other three
Bills have not yet been disposed of by them,
and it would be much more convenient that the House
should discuss the general subject than discuss it in
detail, and thereby occupy nearly four times the length
of time that would otberwise be occupied. It was also
understood, if I recollect aright, that these Bills should
proceed before the House and the Committee pari passu:
that is to say, that they should come up for consideration
together, and a general discussion take place on the whole
of the Bills. The Private Bills Committee bas only dealt
with the first of them, and as it would be convenient for
the time of the flouse, as weli as to secure a proper and
satisfactory discussion of the whole subject, to enter upon it
as a whole instead of in four parts, I submit the present
motion.

Amendment negatived; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. McLENNAN. I beg to move the following amend-
ment:

That, whereas the union of churches referred to in the preamble was
not complete, but left a minority of eight members out of thirty-three
who had a vested interest in the Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland, which
minority declined to become a party to such union, it be resolved that,
before any disposition of this fund is made by tbis House, the right of
the said minority should be maintained to a division of the capital of the

axd fund in uch manner that the said minority shall control its pro-
Portion thertot.

I think it will be conceded that this Bill proposes to deal
with vested rights in a manner that is quite new to this
House. The fund of this Temporalities Board, it is well
known, is not in its first creation the fund of a Corporation;
it is the Droperty of individuals, who have of their own
motives and under conditions provided by themselves
created the fund, and it is not left to be dealt with even at
this late period by their successors. It happens that a num-
ber of the parties who have been deahing with this fund in
the Church Courts, in the Law Courts, and before Parlia-
ment, are themselves the creators of the fund, and I think
if anything more specific is required on this head, it is very
distinctly stated in the dehiverance of the Lords of the Privy
Council, who state:

"The appellant is not a mere annuitant, and his right te an annual
allowance oes not constitute his only connection with the fund. He
l likewise one of the commuters, one of the persons by whom the fund
was coutributed for the purposes of the Act 22 Victoria, Chapter 66, and
in that capacity he bas a plain interest, and consequent right, to insist
that the fund shall be administered in strict accordance with law.''Y

That the law was made by those creators of the fund
itself is very clear and distinct. Having possession of that
fund of $8,000 or $10,000 each, they determined to put it
together to create ta fund out of which an annual allowance
should be drawn by themselves, and here are some of the
conditions:

"That if any minister ceased his connectibn with the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland, ho
should thereby forfeit his interest in the principal and interest of the
fund. The first principle that formed the basis of this compact was
this : the fund was 'to be unalterable by the Synod without the
consent of al the ministers agreeing te it.'"

It is true that after a period of years a Union was formed
of certain churches, and a majority of those men elected to
go into that Union. An Act was obtained from the Provinces
of Ontario and Quebec placing the administration of this
fund in the hands of a new body, elected in a new manner,
under which administration the creators of the fund
would have no more than their life-interest in it, so that
the very body by whom it was created was eut off from
anuy further interest in the fund. can this R0us take

gr. CxA&cm> (Titeria).
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up this question and settle it upon a judicial basis ?
I really think that the members of this House will hesitate
before they undertake to do so, and I believe that no dis.
position of this large sum will be satisfactory in which the
contending parties are not in agreement-that some consent
of the parties must be obtained, to make a settlement
satisfactory. There seems to be the more reason why thi
should be considered, because there appears to be a pos.
sibility of' bringing about this result. The minority is
always the difficuit party to deal with in any ordinary
money transactions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Especially in this House.
Mr. McLENNAN. Especially in this House, and this

House is accustomed to granting liberal charters for the
creation of funds and property; but it is a 'aew thing for
this House to take up the disposal of a fund that is already
created, and created upon a basis susceptible of discussion
judicially. I believe this question is even now in the Law
Courts, and I believe it is quite understood that
no Bill can be passed in this House against the
consent of the parties interested if it will take it out of
the Law Courts. We know with what asperity this contest
has been;earried, on and that there is very little probability of
any Act passed in this House accomplishing its end by
force. We know, indeed, that when a question between
religious parties arises, the most bitter and acrimonious
contention is the result. I have not been in the Private
Bills Committee, but I have heard the echoes of the contest
that went on there. 1 believe if this matter were discussed
as gentlemen of our position whose forum is the stump
discuss political matters, there might be some urbanity and
good-fellowship and concession and charity in the discus-
sion; but we find when it is a church question that is
being considered there is no possibility of agreement. Lt is
in a church question that all the acrimony comes out which
is so well described by a great historian as the savage nature
of man breaking through the thIm crust of civilization. I am
sorry this Bill has got this far before the louse, because
I think this matter should have been settled long ago, and
the reason it is not settled is, because some encouragement
has been, in many quarters, given to the pretentions of the
majority, who consider they have all power in their hands.
1 think it is in the power of this House, by adopting a Wise
measure of' legislation, to procure a settlement Of this vexed
question that will be in the interesta of every party con-
cerned, and of none more than of the majority in this flouse
composed of the party of the United Church.

Mr. BLAKE. I rise to a question of order. The rule of
the House is, that no notice of amendment may be proposed
to the Committee of the Whole House unless noticelas
been given, and 1 find ne notice given cf any such motion
at this stage of the Bil . The hon. gentleman has givef
notice that, on the third reading of the Bill, he will movo
that it be referred back to the Committee of the Whole, but
that does not authorize his amendment when the Hlouse 1

in Committee of the Whole.
Mr. McLENNAN. When I require information onthe

rules of the House, I go to the Clerk. The Clerk .bastold
me that I am justified in making the motion at this stage
on the notice I have given.

The CHAIRMAN ruled the motion in order.
Mr. McLENNAN. Then I will go on with my rero

We have been told that the opposition to this mad1if3the
work of a small faction. The statement bas been Made
with a great deal of eloquence in the CommitteePand bas
been circulated in print, that this small faction woud fal ate
pieces if it were defeated in this House. I conf atr
amazed at this statement coming from the qrte
whence it has come. I shall be very much e,

ued to know roM ny off thes grsby
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gentlemen whether they would themselves consent to be
snuffed ont by an order of this Flouse on any contest in
which they thought their property wasinvolved. I do not
think any of them would conceive it was possible to do such
a thing, and I do not think this small minority is made of
such poor stuff that it will be snuffed out by any Bill this
jouse will pass. The result will be this contest will be
carried on in the Law Courts, and for what purpose? To
save to this United Church the sum of $50,000, or 8100,000.
The thing is preposterous. The churches in this country
have lived without funds of this kind up to this period. The
strongest among them have obtained their strength,
and retain it without any such elemosynary aid.
It has happened that while this contention bas been going
on between the United Church and a small minority, that, in
some parts of the church, the situation has been changed-
non-contents have been allowed to hold their property, and
what has happened in this case has been that the united
church bas grown and bas become strong, by generously
foregoing that advantage, and leaving to those, who thought
they had a legal right to it, the privilege of possessing and
using them. I think this is what will happen under a fair
distribution of this property-under such a distribution as
may be consented to by the parties, and may be confirmed
by this House. I think, for these reasons, that this method
of disposing of the matter-I have reason to believe-is one
that will satisfy, in the first place, the minority who are
contending for this fund. I believe, in the next place, that
it will satisfy the majority who are contending for it as
soon as they can get out of the trammels of debate, and that
reason will have asserted its supremacy over the passion
that bas been ereated by this contest.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. What is your proposition ?
Mr. McLENNAN. It is on the Table. It is a division

of the fund according to the relative number of the majority
and minority of the beneficiaries at the time of the Union.
That is practically the substance of it. It does not belong
to the church; it belongs to the ministers. I believe thut
it will dispose of a question that seriously affects one of the
other Bills coming up in relation to the Queen's College.
The College unfortunately cannot be divided as the fund
can. It is a difficult subject to deat with, and this division
will help to make a settlement of that unfortunate question,
Possibly, as well as the distribution of this fand. I think it
is not only a measure that will be accepted and approved
Of by the contestants under the conditions I have named,but that it appeals to the good sense and fair and impartial
judgment of this louse as an arbitrator in this important
question.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Upon the consideration that I can
give the matter, my opinion is, that the amendment should
properly come up on the third reading.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). This question of order hua
already been disposed of by the Chair.

Mr. BLAKE. No. The first question of order raised
was, whether this could be done at this stage without notice;
but the Chairman over-ruled it. On the present motion
being put in bis hands I pointed out it was not an amend-
ment to the first clause.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It is an amendment, for it
proposes to provide for an amendment to the first clause-
that they have power to amend that clause in a certain way.
In terms it professes to apply to the first clause. The
amendment reads: That the Bill be"not now read the third
time, but be referred back to the Comnmittee of the Whole,
with instructions to amend the first clause, so as to provide,
&c. That amendment is pertinent to the first clause of the
Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. In my opinion the motion in the Chair-
man' hands is no amendment at all.

Mr. CAME RON (Victoria). That is not the amendment
thon in the Notice paper.

Mr. BLAKE. No; that is the motion the hon. member
for Glengarry put in the hands of the Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not in express terms an amend-
ment to the first clause.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This subject is causing
exoitement among the Presbyterians all through the
Dominion of Canada, and it is much to be regretted, although
it is very natural,that any feeling should be aroused. I am
going to move one or two amendments in the Committee,
acting, as I believe, as moderator, thinking, perhaps, that we
can arrive at a solution of the difficulty. I am going to
move, in the first place, that after the word 'lfollowing" in
the 7th line on the 7th page, the followingshall be inserted:
"Shall be charges upon the fund in the following order."
Then I move that the 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st and a portion of
the 22nd lino, down to the word "ministry " be struck out.
I thon move that after the word "requirements," in the
24th lino, these words be inserted: "provided always that
adequate provision be made for the payment during life of
$450 per annum to those now entitled to it." I
may as well state what other amendments I am
going to move, although it may not be distinctly
re ular in Committee in order that the Caommitte

th1r. BLAKE. I understand inow that we are now on may understand what 1 would like to have adoptedthe first clause of the Bill-am I right ? by the Committee and by the House. I shall move
The CHAIRMAN Yes. that in the 2nd clause in the 49th lino after the word
The AKE Iappreeat "extinguished," the following words be inserted: " Provided

. BLAKE.I apprehend that, as a Committee of the also that when the three classes mentioned in sectionWhoe, we are limited to the consideration of the proposed one shall be fully satisfied, ail the ten congregationssIeudment of a clause or proposai that the Committee which declined to enter the Union consummated in 1875, andphould rise and report progross, or rise without reporting who may not have eftered the said Union subsequently,progress. This resolution does not appear to be an amend- shall be each entitled to an equitable share of the residue of
nrent of the first clause, but it appears to be an abstract the fund, the said share to be proportioned to the number of
1eslution designed to require that before further progress congregations on the Synod roll on 14th June, 1875."
th raes o'something should be done. It is, in point of fact, Then, in the third section, I am going to submit that the
th rfso1ution that should be made in amendment to the words " the said Presbyterian Church" be substituted foraotio for the third reading of the Bill, to which it is the words "the said United Church" in the fifth andIpr0priate- It i not an amendment to the first clause. fifteenth lines of the third section, BO as to allow theItof not alter the first clause at ail. The motion is out I minority to have representation in the Board.If order on another ground than that on which you, Mr. Mr. BLAKE. These sem to me, so far as I can judge,
Motio.n, have Ovoruled my views -on the previous to be rather important amendments, and that we ought to

Mr. McL tthave notice of them. It seems to me it is not regular Lo
neet aI believe that this i a mont perti- move these amendments at this stage. If the hon. gentle-tarndoment to the first clause. man desires to move them, he must give notice of moving

1882. 551.
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them on the third reading of the Bill, which stage cannot
be reached to-day.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For the sake of settling
this rMater, I do not think we ought to raise points of
order. If these amendments would settle the matter, I dare
say my hon. friend would overlook the point of order.

Mr. BL AKE. ldo not profess to gather what the effects
of these amendments are. They may be all right. I do not
know whether the hon. gentleman speaks for both contesting
parties.

Sir:JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I do not.
Mx. BLAKE. If he announces that he is expressing the

united voice of both parties, it is a different thing. But if
he does not make that announcement then I think both the
House and the parties have a right to some notice,
so.as to gather what are the bearing and effects of these
propositions.

Mr. SH AW. It ma.y be that notice may be required, but
the promoters of the Bill have had some notice of what bas
been suggested now. The Bill is already a compromise. It
gives to the dissenting party, the party in minority, greater
right, perhaps, than they are really entitled to. We say
that the property of the Church of Scotland went over to
the united body at the time of the Union, consequently the
Bill itself is a compromise. However, we are willing still
to grant to the minority perhaps greater rights than they
are really entitled to. They are small in number, and we
think that we may well concede to them even more than
they can justly ask for. Because we are much more
numerous we do not want to have the appearance of tres-
passing on their rights. We say the Bill, as it stands alreidy.
provides for their rights; it provides for the payment of
annuities to the minority. The amendment here to the first
clause simply makes the Bill a little more explicit; it does
fnot substantially alter the first section. When before the
Private Bills Committee, the hon. member for Jacques Car-
tier (Mr. Girouard) proposed a resolution somewbat similar
to the amendment now proposed. IL was negatived at the
time; but, on further consideration, we think that perhap
it would have made the Bill a little more explicit in its first
section, and we are willing to accede to the amendment sug-
getsted by the First Minister.

Sir JOH.N A. MAODONALD. The hon. member foir
West Durham will see how the matter stands, but I will not
press my amendments if he desires delay. But I shall ask
the Committee to report the Bill as it is, and then we can
disecuss the amendments on the third reading.

Mr. BLAKE. I believe that there having been no notice
of the amendment, the truc course would be to go through
the Bill and report it in its present shape.. Then the hon.
gentleman could put a notice on the paper, and the next day
that could be taken up so far as it is concerned. For my
own part, after the stetement of the hon. gentleman who
promotes the Bill, or speaks as I understand with the
authority of those promoting the Iîill, it would not be
material to press the point of order, but there are other
amendments to be considered, and if the third reading is to
be delzyed, the Bill stands for them ail.

Mr. S4W. I only spoke in reference to the one sec-
tion, and. I regret that the hon. member for West Durham
(4r. K 4akp) should take any such ground as want of
notice, or presses it in regard to the Bill as a whole, seeing
that we are deeirous of getting along as amiçably as pos-
sible, and seeing also that it must be apparent to all who
have heard the discussions, that there is a great deal of
feeling being engendered throughout the country in regard
to the Bill. If it were possible to go on immediately and
dispose of the matter as early as possible upon an amicable
arangement it woull be much better to do so, I should

Mfr. BuocE

like myself to see it disposed of as rapidly as possible. If
the Bill is settled in Committee to-day, that fact will go a
long way towards the settlement of the other Bill& before
the Committee.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman make the same
statement with reference to the other amendments as with
reference to the first ?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would like to ask the right hon.
gentleman who has offered to make what is in effect a com.
promise, if he las made this proposition on behalf of one
party, or as a mediator. I wish to know whether the
minority was willing to accede to this proposition to stop
this litigation, and also the litigation which has been com.
menced with reference to Queen's College, Kingston-a Bill
with reference to which stands in my name. I have heard
nothing of this compromise, and I know nothing of it, but
it strikes me as being desirable that we should know if the
minority relinquishes the contest with regard to Queen's
College and the Widows' and Orphans' Fund, or whether
they are going to continue the contest with regard to other
funds.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I may say, for my part, that
I have never heard of the suggested amendment, which the
right hon. gentleman bas proposed, until he read it just now.
I am informed, also, that what may be terned the minority
are ignorant with reference to it. It seems, from the state-
ment of the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. Shaw), that ho
knew of the nature of these amendments, or had some pre.
vious knowledge of them. I was,not able myself to catch
sufficiently clearly the terms of the proposed amendments
of the right hon. gentleman, and I do not new know
their seope and effect. I am not prepared to discuss then
at the present time. The hoa. member for Bruce (Mr.
Shaw) spoke of the Bill as being passed by the Committee
as a compromised Bill. It strikes me as a rather curious
kind of compromise-one of the sort which the highway
robber offers to a man who tears off his clothes, takes bis
property and empties his pockets, and then offers him 25
cents to pay lis way home.

Mr. McMILLAN. I was le introducer of the Bill which
is being promoted on behalf of the minority spoken of, and
I may say I had no notice whatever in conneeAion with this
amendment. I am exceedingly sorry that auy advantagO
has been taken of the amendment as prpoad»by the hon.
member for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan), because I think
we should discuss the matter thoroughly here, and-probably
we would be able to simplify mattears in such a way as to
avoid three or four discussions during which we would be
going over substantially the same ground. ItLseems to me
extraordinary that the promoter of this Bil should have
been aware of this amendment, while we, the minority, to
whom the majority are so gracious, whon they wish to
treat so kindly, had no knowledge of it at all up to the Pr'
sent moment. If we are going into a discussion of the Bill
at all let us arrange it so that we may discuss the whehole
matter on its merits once and for all, and not go over it
three or four times; or if that cannot be doue now, let us

postpone the discussion until some such time, aud avoid as
far as possible keeping the feelings of the country irritatod
as they are to a very considerable extent at the presen
time.

Mr. MoDOUGALL (Halton). I tink what, - a
just hard shows, in the firat place, the proprietY 'r
rules, which require armendmenga of n iprnp't charaSO
to be spread upon our pspprs, so that We my haveand
opportunity of t4ing comn i80ation of mthei
know their nature when we come te the as0

exercise our judgment upon them. This qu erh
attracted a great deal of publie attention. It in .olVes very
important questions betwen two sections of ViOf Iniil
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ous religious body of this country. It has been before one
of the large Standing Committees of this House for some

in which parties have been heard at great length, and
the ommittee, so far as I could observe, listened to them
with the greatest attention, and endeavored as far
as possible to meet the views of the promoters
of the Bill and hear the objections of those
who appeared to oppose it. There are two
or three other measures which will stand on a similar
principle to this Bill when it is flnally settled, and I
think when amendments are proposed here without notice
which will alter the character of the Bill, and in fact destroy
one of its main priciples, it would be a more parliamentary
course and more satisfactory to all parties to refer the Bill
back, and hear the minority as well as the majority, who
have apparently assented to a compromise without com-
inunication with the minority. As I contended before the
Committee, and a3 I contend now, the question between the
arties is one of no particular importance to this flouse.
hey merely come here because we are the only power who

can make laws in the matter, and therefore after hearing
both parties and after examining into the history of the
caso, we should legislate between them in accordance with
right and justice. But, at the same time, ifthe parties choose
to come to a compromise amongst themselves as to the
dividing of the fund, or on any other matter in dispute
between them, we would have been glad to have assented to
any such proposal, and in fact they were urged to make
some arrangement in the way of a compromise if
possible. As every one knows who is familiar with the
history of the transactions, there was a substantial minority
of the church who declined to go into the Union, and,
abhough they were out-voted, although, as a matter of law,
they were left without legal rights as to property-as was
contended and, I think, correctly-still we must remember
that they are a large and respectable body, with friends and
supporters throughout the country who sympathize with
them, and it would have been a pleasant thing for the Com-
mittee to have listened to terms of compromise from those
who are authorized to make them. But when the question
was asked if the gentlemen who appeared on behalf of the
Jnited Church were authorized to agree to a division of
the property, and assign a portion of it upon those who had
no legal claim upon it, as was contended, they
said they were not authorized to make that agreement ;
they did not feel that they were juistified in telling the
Comrmittee or Parliament that they were entitled to assign
a portion of this property, and therefore the Committee
were forced to cometo the conclusion that the promoters of
the Bill, being legally entitled to have the control of this
property, and to come to the Legislature for an Act to assistthem i the modification of the machinery for administering
it, passed the Bill in that form. And now, at this second
stage, we are asked to agree to that which the promoters ofthe Bill declined to assent to, on the ground that tbeyhad no authority to give that assent, and I apprehend,aiso, that there was no just grounds for their giving it,e"en if they had the authority. Under these circumstances
t "'Y it is only fair to the minority to give them the oppor-
IlIity of going back to the Committee with the compromise
Plsised; and the Committee will have to deal with the other
hav in View of the principle finally adopted in this case. I
quve studied the Bil 'with some care, and I confess I do not

uine see the effect which the right hon. gentleman's amend-
r'eIth wi have on the disposition of this property. But Ijhink before we go back to our consti tuents and seek to
Jastify Our action in this case, we ought to know the reasons
mit grot ds for our action, and it is only before the Com-
referee that we can ascertain the views of the parties withrnce to the proposed copromise.Sir '()UN -A.MACDONALDomse
WelinteuondAMrACDONALID. It is quite clear that my

70-Poned a mpt to arrange tids matter is going to

prove futile, and, therefore, I fancy the Bill will go through
without any amendment. I cannot help that. I would
have given notice if I had had the opportunity, but I was
only able to consider the matter on Saturday last, and had,
therefore, no opportunity of giving notice of the proposed
compromise. The Bill, I understand, passed through the
Private Bills Committee, the minority expressed their views
very strongly, the Committee over-ruled those views, and
the Bill, I believe, passed without any amendment. If the
minority do not like the Bill as it is, there is an end of it-
I shall not move any further.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The minority do not know
whatIthe proposition is, and they do not know whether they
like it or not.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the proper course is to pass the
Bill through Committee, and to postpone the third reading
until another day, when the different motions can be
brought forward, and we can discuss them with a full
knowledge of the case.

Mr. SHAW. I was misapprehended in what I said with
reference to the amendments. My remarks only applied to
the amendment of the first section. With regard to the
amendment proposed by the hon. the First Minister, I am
opposed to it. I think the Bill ought to be reported asit is.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It seems to me much better
that we should not go on with the discussion now, but that
it would be much fairer to adopt the suggestion of my hon.
friend from Halton (Mr. McDougall), or that which I made
at an early stage of the discussion, that the considera-
tion of this matter in Committee should be deferred. I do
not think any of the parties are in a position to discuss it
now, in the face of the amendments made, and especially
that of the hon. leader of the House. But if the louse
persists in going on, I think they should know what they
are doing if they deliberately sanction this first clause.
The first thing that startles me in connection with it is,
that it undertakes to ratify and confirm everything that
this Board has been doing since 1875. Now, are they
aware that the Privy Council has declared that this Board
has no legal right to administer that fund at all, and has
been administering it illegally for the last six or seven
years, and in such a way that the capital of the fund has
materially diminished. Parliament bas not before it the
knowledge of what that Board has been doing all that time;
and yet we are asked to ratify all its actions, although
it has been declared to have been illegally elected.
For my part, I am not prepared to do so;
and I believe I would be failing in my duty
as a member of Parliament, and to a large number
of my constituents, who belong to that much
despised minority, if I did not protest against this kind of
legislation, when Parliament does not know what it is doing,
and has not the necessary materials before it to form a
judgment. We find that the fund, which originally
amounted to $462,000, has diminished to $322,0oo. How
has that diminution taken place ? Is the flouse prepared
to say that all the acts of this Board shall be whitewashed,
or whether they have been guilty of the maladministration
of that fund ? For my part, I am not prepared to give a
wholesale endorsation, at auch short notice and without pre-
liminary investigation, to all the acts of this illegally elected
Board for the last seven years. Then the Bill goes on to
providè for a defined appropriation of the fund, and there
can be no question that it applies that fund in a manner
totally different from that to which it was originally dedi-
cated. That, of course, is the whole principle of the Bill.
If it be said that this House is going to exercise its power
to interfere with vested rights while they are in litigation

I before the Courts; if Parliament says it does not care
whether these rights are in litigation before the proper tri-
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bunals or not; if it says that it is paramount and will
exercise its supreme power, well and good-because
that is the principle upon which this whole clause rests.
The fund undoubtedly was dedicated to a particular body,
that body being the Presbyterian Church of Canada in con-
nection with the Church of Scotland. It is proposed by
this Bill, after providing for the life annuities of those who
were the original founders of the fund, to take away the
capital of the fund and give the whole of it to another and
different church, the United Church, a church composed
not of the original Church of Canada in connection with
the Church of Scotland, but a church of which that body
forms about one-sixth only, the other five-sixths being com-
posed of the Free Church, United Presbyterian and the
Church in the Lower Provinces,which originally had.not one
iota of interest in the fund. It proposed to apply the whole
funds to a Home Mission fund, to aid weak charges in the
United Church, that isthe Church of the Dominion of Canada:
of the Lower Provinces, as well as Ontario and Quebec, a
church composed of Free Churchmen and United Presby-
terians, which, as I have said, constitute about five-sixths
of the present United Church. If that is not confiscation-
Parliament exercising its supreme power to take away one
man's property and give it to another-I do not know what
is. This legislation is of a dangerous character; if this
principle were established, it would form a precedent likely
to be fraugbt with such calamity and wrong in the future,
if allowed to pass, that I feel I would fail in my duty if I
did not protest against the clause passing in !he form in
which it is now drawn. While I do not think it is
desirable, at this stage, to enter into the whole merits
of the question, I shall avail myself of my right to do so at
a subsequent period. The subject is a large one, it is one of
the most important that ever came befbre Parliament, as
affecting private rights or the rights of corporations or
religious bodies, for the Presbyterian, Roman Catholie and
other Churehes have property endowments ; and if Parlia-
ment begins by saying they will take the property of one
church and give it to another church, it may, the following
day, apply the same rule to the church to which some one
of us may happen to belong. For these reasons I most
earnestly protest against this clause passing in its present
form, and I ask the flouse to pause before it passes such
sweeping legislation without having a full opportunity of
considering and discussing the matter. It is much to be
regretted that the compromise suggested has not been
arrived at. When the suggestion was made in the Private
Bills Committee, the majority said they had no power to ac-
cept a compromise. They did not say that explici tly, but they
implied that they, as the stronger number, would override
the poor minority and take away all their property; that
they would stand on their power and not diseuss the question
of right, and not give more than the pensions to those men
to whom by right the fund belongs ; that they would have
no compromise, and they declined all overtures, on the plea
of not being authorized to enter into such a discussion. On
the other hand, the minority, represented by the moderator,
stated their willingness to agree to any terms of a fair
character that the Committee might think fit to prescribe;
but the majority, strong in power, thought fit to say they
would have no compromise, and they will not allow twenty-
four hours or a week's delay to consider the matter.
Although there are other Bills that have not yet been con-
sidered in Committee, they want to rush this Bill through
the flouse without discussion ; they want, in fact, to give
no quarter to this small majority which is struggling before
Parliament for their rights. Not only so, but the minority
say that as regards our rights we have to appeal to the
Courts to determine them, and determine whether the fund
is ours or not; but the majority believe they are more likely
to get a favorable decision from the majority of
Parliament, inasmuch as they control a large

Mér. CAMERON (Victoria).

majority of Presbyterian votes, and through the strength
of that majority they can influence members of the iouse
who are dependent on the majority, and will at no distant
day appear before their constituents ; they have d-etermined
they will force this Bill and take possession of the fund
and give the minority a life interest in it as regards the
poor old men who have become annuitants from it. There
are seven surviving ministers of the minority, all old men
who can live but a very few years. It is true they are to
have the right to receive the annuities, but is that ail to
which they are entitled? Has the whole of the capital of
the fund to be handed over to this United Church, five-sixths
of which is composed of a foreign element, which has had no
interest whatever in, or right to the fund. But no, say the
majority, while we will give you annuities so long as the
old men live, when they die the churph to which you
belong, to which you gave up your money, as the mover of
the resolution has stated, $8,OO) or $9,000 a piece, will no
longer possess the capital of the fund which they created. The
members of the old church gave their money to establish a
fund, with the belief that its connection with the church
would be perpetuated for ail time; but this gormandiz.
ing majority now declared: "We will give you the
annuities, but when you die we will take your money
and confiscate it for the benefit of the United Church,"
is immoral legislation, which, if passed, will be a disgrace
to Parliament, and I would feel I was recreant to my duty
if I were not to protest, in the most energetic terms I can
use, against this legislation, which will be a disgrace to this
Parliament if enacted.

Mr. PLUMB. I believe this matter has been before a
Committee of the House and tho issue has been accepted by
both sides. It is a rather novel proposition which h as been sub-
mitted by the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron), that
the House bas fnot the power to legislate on matters referred
to Parliament. This Bill las been before the Private Bills Com-
mittee for three weeks; it has been fully discussed there, and
the result of that discussion is the Bill now before the House.
I do not speak of the merits of the Bill, but I say no good
purpose eau be attained by sending it back with amend-
ments to the Committee which lias already discussed it fully,
heard every argument which can be advanced and have
sent down to the House, as the result of their deliberatiOns,
a Bill which they recommend to be passed. I was very
sorry to hear that obstacles interfere from accepting amen 1-
ments proposed by the hon. leader of the Government. They
seem to be offered in a spirit of compromise from a majority
to a minority. I do not think that the spirit in which lhe
proposed them was reciprocated by the other side, and I
believe the better course to be pursued by Parliament is,
this matter having been under discussion in the Private
Bills' Committee, to accept their conclusion, and at al
events not to refer it back to them, but to discuss the matter,
if there is anything to be discussed, in the full]House.
We all know that this Committee, which was held in the
largest Committee room in the House, was always se
crowded that members not appointed on it, could not obtalil
access to its deliberations, and the same resuIt would folew
renewed meetings of the Committee. Now is the time te
settle this question if it is in order to do so. I seriOUIY
object to having the matter postponed. I regret that it

has become necessary for two bodies who seem, so far as 1
can see, to differ only on some points ofchurch governme
a distinction without a difference-to come to this lieuo df
order to obtain a settlement of a difficulty which s
have been settled between them. I do not think'
exactly proper for any hon. member of this flouse to 'y
that the conclusion to which we may corne solemny byad
vote of this House, will be an Act of spoliation, robberyhen
injustice. I repudiate any such idea, and am preparedllheol
the Bill cornes to a vote, to vote upon it, and shAH vote
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upon it with a clear conscience in the fulfilment of my duty
as a member of this Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This Bill is asked for by
the Presbyterian Church of Canada. They may not accept
the Bill with the amendments which the House may make
to it, but that will be for them to consider.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. We will do what we think is
right.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. We have got to do what
is right, but they ask for incorporation, and framed a certain
Bill. If they should not approve of it, as amended, on the
third reading, it need not pass. The additions that I have
suggested for the consideration of the Committee are those
in favor of the minority. If the hon. member for South
Bruce (Ur. Shaw), who las charge of the Bill, does not like
the additions, the Bill need not pass. 1 have simply to say
that I speak in my individual capacity as a member of Par-
liament and a Presbyterian. and not as a leader of the House.

Mr. HAGGART. The proposition of the right hon.
gentleman who leads the Government may be such as may
prove acceptable to the minority, but I do not understand
what it is, and would like very much to have it explained.
My own opinion is that these gentlemen who have come
here to have the division of this fund settled ought to have
been forced to make an arrangement between themselves,
and I think very little pressure by the Committee would
have forced them to do so. This fighting for the division of
a fund is very unseemly. The proper plan would be to let
those interested thoroughly consider the question and
impress on them the feeling of the House that they should
settle the difference among themselves, on such a basis ot
compromise as would be acceptable to all parties and the
House. I move, therefore, that for the purpose of consider-
ing the amendment suggested by the right hon. leader of
the Government, this Committee report progress and ask
leave to sit agan.

Amendment negatived.
On clause 3,
H Mr. CAMEIRON (Victoria). If the majority of the

bouse want to push the Bill through without giving any
Opportunity for discussion, I shall simply sit down. If not,
1 shall draw the attention of the House to the fact that, by
the third clause, it is proposed to take the administration of
the fund entirely out of the hands of the minority, many of
Whom were among the constituent members who created the
fo"d. Isit right they should be left without a voice in its
adiistration? Are these men who put their money into
it tO be shut out altogether, and have the administration ofthia fuDd handed over to a church with which they have no
Chletion, and be obliged to take their pittance, as long as
they ive, from this strange church with which they have
Bi alliance? This is only on a piece with the rest of theBitl, but it 18 well the louse should know what it is aboutte do.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH As far as I can understand,
the PropOsition of the hon. First Minister is, that this fundhucIld be divided proportionately between those two
eurches. That commends itself to my mind. It is
equitable and fair that this fund should be divided in pro-Portion to the number at the time the severance took place,pad the majority should accept that proposition. My sym-pthies are with the majority, but the minority are entitled,
do oulescnideration, and I cannot see any fairer way of
doing justice to all parties than to divide this fund in pro-Portion to the numbers at the time of separation.

hrc •SAW. The object of the Bill is the benefit of thedhurch. The church went into the Union and havingdoeso,) the balanc of the 'nionon the nce ofthe money should be the property
01 th' jnited )Church. The fund is not a personal one, nor
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the property of private parties, but is a fund held for the
purpose of promulgating a particular kind of doctrine, and
in this respect there is no difference between the two
churches. They are all the same, and that fund should be
utilized for that purpose, and not given to private parties.

Mr. MACIMILLAN. In consequence of the irregular
manner in which this question has been discussed, it is very
difficult to say where we are. But, before the motion i
carried, I am desirous of saying a few worde on the subject.
It is well, indeed, before passing this measure, to understand
what this Temporalities Fund is, and in what manner it was
formed. In order to get at the facts and discuss them
clearly, we must know the source of this fund. So far as I
can learn, it was formed under an Imperial Act of Great
Britain, passed in 31st George III, Chapter 31, which set
apart certain lands in this country for the purpose of pro-
moting the Protestant religion in Canada. Those lands
were held for a considerable period in this country without
returns being made on them, or at least with but very small
returns. It was contended by the Church of England that
those lands and funds arising therefrom belonged to it
solely, but some time subsequently it was conceded by a
certain portion of its members that those funds belonged to
the established Churches of England and Scotland in the then
Province of Canada. It was desirable that the lands should
be disposed of; and in order to do so there was an 1mperial
Act passed authorizing their sale, which was known as the
Clergy Reserves Act, passed in the 16th Victoria, Chapter 21,
authorizing the Canada Government to dispose of them and
to invest the funds for the benefit of those churches.
Acting under that authority the Parliament of Canada
passed an Act, 18th Victoria, Chapter 2, authorizing the sale
of the clergy reserves and the investment of the proceeds in
certain institutions for the purpose of making a return to
the respective churches. The funds from ipper Canada
were to be placed in the fund known as the Upper Canada
Municipalities Fund, and those of Lower Canada were to
be invested in the Lower Canada Municipalities Fund. At
the time that Act was passed authority was given by a par-
liament to the effect that, in case those churches chose to
compromise and get a certain amount of actual capital into
their hands, they should have power to do so; in other
words, they were entitled to commute. Acting under that
law they did commute, and I will read the grounds on
which, and the purpose for which, they did commute. It
was decided that each clergyman of the Church of Scotland,
of whom I believe there were seventy-two or seventy-
three, was entitled to £150 per annum out of that fund,
the amount of the capitalized portion for each reaching
£2,200. Each had the right either to take that portion
capitalized, if he chose to do so, or the annual allowance;
and in fact one minister did put the capitalized amount
into his pocket, the Rev. Mr. McLaughlin, and had all
done so there would not have arisen the trouble we
have to deal with to-day. Authority was given to
commute this amount in each case : but thec Govern-
ment were not prepared, nor were they desirous of
commuting upon any other terms than for the whole body;
they were ready to allow them as a whole body to carry
out such an arrangement. So this arrangement was carried
out by the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connection with the Church of Scotland, that time. The
following is the resolution passed for the purpose:-

" Resolved, lst. That it is desirable that such commutation, if U on
fair and liberal terme, should be effected; and that the Rey. Aex.
Mathieson, D.D., of Montreali; the Rev. John Cook, D.D., of Quebec:
Hugh Allan, Esq., of Montreal ; John Thompson, Esq., of Quebec; and
the Hon. Thomas McKay, of Ottawa City, be the Synod's (ommissioners,
with full power to give the formai sanction of the Synod to such com-
mutations as they shal approve, the said Commissionere being thereby
instructed to use their best exertions to obtain as liberal terme as
possible; the Rev. Dr. Cook to be Convener; three to be a quorum; the
decision of the majoritj to be fIal, and their formal acts valdi but
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that such formal sanction of theSyuod shall not be given except in the

ase of ministers who have aise indi'ridually given them, the said Com.
mieioners , power and authority to aet for them in the matter, te gran
acquittance to the Goverument for their claims to salary, to which the
faith of the Crown is pledged, and to join aIl sums so obtained into one
fund, which shall be field by them till the next meeting of the Synod, by
which all future regulations shall be made, the following, however, t
be a fundamental principle, which it shall not be competent for the
Synod at any time to alter, unlesu with the consent of the miniaters
granting such power and authority ; that the interest of the fund shall
be devoted, in the first instance to the payment of £112 103. each: and

that the next claim to be settled, if the fund shall admit, and as seon a
it shall admit of it, to the £112 10s., be that of the ministers now on the
Synod's Roll, and who have leen put on the Synod's Roll since the 9ti
May, 1853; and, also, that it shall be considered afundamental principl
the;t all peraeons who have a claim to such benefits shall be ministers of
the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in connection with the Church of
Scotland, and that they shall cease to have any claim on or be entitled
to any share of said Commutation Fund whenever they shall cease
to be inin1ters tu connection with the said church."

We have now got to the point of material importance.
We have got the following from the Government, we have
the money in the hand ; and the course we have to pursue
with reference to it is prescribed. We agreed on an
arrangement with regard to that money which lasted till
1875; a Board known as the Temporalities Board, having
been appointed in the meantime, for the purpose of carrying
out the wishes of the commuters with reference to this
fund. The Synod had no control over this fund in any way
whatever, but only the Board, who had absolute control.
At this time, 1874, it was contended that it would be desir-
able that the Presbyterian Churches in Canada should
unite; and most of the ministers of the respective bodies,
consisting of what was known as the Free Church, United
Presbyterian Church of the Lower Provinces, and a portion
of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland, decided to form a Union. But in forming
that Union; they left a certain portion of the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland.
It was contended strongly the other day by Principal
Grant that the portion who separated from ithe Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church ofScotland
and went into that Union had not lost identity in any way,
but was absolutely the same church that had gone in.
Now, it is a most singular ciroumstance, if that 2s the
case. They either are the Presbyterian Church in
Canada in conjunction with the others, or they are the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with
the Church of Scotland. Now, which are they ?
If they are the Presbyterian Church of Canada then they
have lost their identity and are no longer the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot-
land. They themselves understood it at the time, and in
fact the decision of the Courts since that time, refer to them
as having gone out of the church. We see the same view
taken i the Acts that were passed by the Ontario Legisla-
ture. In 38 Victoria, Chapter 75, an Act respecting the
union of certain Presbyterian Churches, those churches are
spoken of there as the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connnection with the Churoh of Scotland, the church of the
Maritime Provinces in cormection with the Church of
Scotland, and thp Presbyterign Church of the Lower Pro-
vinces, as having united to form the Presbyterian Church
in Canada. It is acknowledgled that a certain portion
remained out and did not go into the Union. Now, what is
the nsme of that body, if they are not the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection wih the Church of Scot-
land I call attention of the members of this Hlouse to.the
section of that Act which read as follows:-

"Provided always that if ary congregation in connection or com-
munion *it any of tbe said churches, shall, at a meeting of the said
congregation regularly called according tothe constitution of the said
congregation, or the practice of the church with which it is connected,
andhec within six months after the said Union takes place, decide bya
MaÏjor11,Y Of teerotes et otheraw*bo, by the constitution of the saidconre gation, or the practice of the said church with which it is con-
net t~are entitled to vo at uh a meitng&tmise not to enter,
j> t ea =non." #

It is there stated explicitly that the minority remained
- of the Union. If they remained out, no matter whether

they numbered five, fifty, or one hundred, what is theirname if it is not the Presbyterian Church of Canada ir on.
Y nection with the Church of Scotland ? I would like to kuo . o w
e what body they are. They still exist in a separate bodys with their moderator, their separate church governm0,,
l and al] the forms of their church carried on as effemetually a,

before the Union. If the body that has gone into the Union
e is the Presbyterian Church of Canada, what is the body
h that remains ont? Of necessity it muet be the Preebyterian
f Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot.
f land. Now, this body had a perfect right, without the

assistance of Parliament, to form this new body but the
difficulty is that they had no right to take the church pro.
perty with them without the assistance of an Act of Partia.
ment, and this is the Act of Parliament which proposed to
take the funds into the United Church. Of course these
acts were appealed against, and the Privy Cour.cil declared
them illegal, it being held that this Board that was appointed
at the time of the Union was illegal, that they had no right
to deal with the funds of this (hurch, and that therefore every
act performed by them was illegal. Now, Sir, what are
we called upon to do by the Bill of my hon. friend from
South Bruce. We are called upon to ratify all the illegal
acts of that Board up to the present time. We are asked to
nmake legal what the Court declared to be illegal. The
judgment of the Court condemned the defendants who were
in charge of the Temporalities Fund to the personal pay.
ment of the costs of that suit, because of the illegality of
all their proceedings; but in this Bill we are actually asked
to make legal what the Court positively refused, and abso-
lutely ordered should not be done. It is true that the pro-
moters of the Bill turn round now, and promise to strike
that out; but, as a matter of fact, if they get this B11 they
will turn round and make arrangement to pay these very costs
that we have had struck out of this Bill. The whole matter
is now thrown back to the position in which it was in 1875,
except that this Board bas depleted this fund from the sum
of $597,000, as it was handed over to them by the com-
muters, to the sum of $332,00, a loss of two-fifths of the
total amount. But we do not charge them with the blame
of all this loss. . We are desirous of taking as kindly a
manner towards then as we possibly can. We are desirous
of getting a certain portion of this fund, a portion to which
we think we are entitled. In the first place, I may say that I
have no doubt in the world that if the Courts were allowed
to decide this matter the minority would recover every
dollar of this fund and the properties throughout the country
as well, but that is not our object. Our object is to deal as
christianlike as we possibly can, if I may use the word.

Mr. WRIGHT. That is a good word.
Mr. MACMILLAN. In 1875, of these commuters who had

a right to pocket their respective portions of the fund, thore
were thirty-three living. Their annuities had been regularly
paid them out of this fund. The hon. member for Glengarl'Y
now asks to have this fund divided in perpetuity in accord-
ance with the numbers as they then existed, ascertaining
what that fond was at the time, and dividing it according to
their numbers. At the time of the Union somewhere about
twenty-five commuters went into the union, and eigbt
remained out of it. My proposition in the Committee the other
day was that as twenty had gone into the Union and seven
remained out of it, ofthose who were now living, therefore,
the United Church should take î4 of this fund, leaving 7r to
be divided among the mem bers of the minority, and that le
should give these latter an act of incorporation authorizin
them to control their own affaira. We thoaght this props«
tion would be a fair settlementof the difeultyfand preventîaY
more unseemingly quarrelling between the îwehu

1 Ba, Sir t0th0mttils NomnWe v0t44(the las$
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time, and I think after all, that is the only fair way of
deciding this matter. I do not hold it out as a threat, but
I do say that if justice is not done to us by handing over to
us the absolute control of our share of that fund, I believe
that wben the matter is again brought before the Privy
counil-as the House may rest assured it will be-we will
have the saine result as before, namely, that the minority,
weak as it is, will still be recognized as the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot-
land, and entitied to the whole of that fund. .That, I believe,
will be the result if the House and the Board interested
do not take the course which we advise.

Mr. CASEY. I am sorry that the hon. gentleman in
addressing the House has not been able to rid hinseif of a
certain spice of that personal feeling which seems to animate
those who oppose this Bill, both in this House and bcfore
the Private Bills Committee. This is a question which we
should discuss entirely without any ecclesiastical feeling,
without any more feeing than we would exhibit in discus-
sing the amalgamation of two loan companies, two banks, or
two railways ; what we have to deal with is not the
ecclesiastical aspect of the case, but simply the money ques-
tion, just as if these bodies were two lay corporations that
were seeking to amalgamate instead of two church corpora-
tions. I think we who are outside both the churches
concerned, and therefore able perhaps, to look at the matter
more dispassionately than those within either of them,
should not hositate to state our' impressions of the
whole matter, and for that reason only am I inclined to
lengthen the discussion. My hon. friend who has
just sat down informed us about the origin, ofthis fund. He
says that when it was organized the clergymen entitled to
it had a right either to the capital amount or an annuity, but
that ail of them chose to take the annuity and give up the
capital. It was further agreed, he says, that the reversion
of the principal should belong to the church and be appliod
to general church purposes, and every minister who seceded
from that church should lose ail claim to either the prin-
cipal or the interest of the fund. That is the case as the
bon. gentleman states it. If we took that as the basis for
dealing with the Union which subsequently took place for
the ministers who are now outside the pale of the Union, I
think we should arrive at very differient conclusions from
those at which the hon. gentleman has arrived. The Pies-
byterian Church in connection with the Church of
acStiand if not a legally incorporated body was certainly
acting on a fixed constitution and with fixed constitutional
printiples. They had certainmrules which they must followye taking any action as a church, It appears that in theYear of the Union that church acting according to all the

otablished usages thereof, after consulting ail the parties
vhO ha'd a right to be consulted decided to enter as a church

ito a union with three other churches. Now, if-as a gentle-
tan who appeared before the Committee very clearly put

an are-a church has a right to unite with another church
1 any circamstance, it has a right to do so when it hasfnlowe ail its raies and complied with the constitution

those rhies it acts. This church evidently followed ail
ae ""les r it followed the principles of its constitution andof ts nstrîctly in accordance with the representative natureof itr inttutions as it possibly could ; and the Church, by an
the other caority, decided to enter into the Union with
viduals or churches. After doing so, those who, as indi-
With the recregtions, did not wish to remain con nected.
as it was calir were allowed to dissent-were allowed,
Churchoff which hvote themselves out of the United
therefor, ahich their Church had formed part. They
and the leg cording to the common sense view of the case,

ga view of the case-
p MAO ILLAN. Will the hon. gentleman permitcI WO14M ,wrda of the A aret.

"Determined not to enter into such Union," inatead of to
go out of such Union.

Mr. CASEY. It appears, at all events, that, after the
Church had entered the Union, certain ministers and congre-
gations were allowed to say that they would not follow the
other ministers and congregations into the Union-became,
in fact, dissenting ministers and congreg4ations, and, there-
fore, lost all claim to any share in the fund, either interest
or principal. But the Church which entered into Union
with the other churches was not inelined to take a technical
view of the case, and it was arranged that those dissenting
ministers and congregations, though technically forfeiting
all claims to the fund, continued to be annuitants, and to be
represented on the Board which managed the fuid. The hon.
member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron) said they objected to
receiving annuities from a strange church, but he neglected
to tell us that the dissentients were represented on the
Board which administered the fund, and that, far from
objecting to avail themselves of the fund, they have been
for years receiving their share without objection. My hon.
friend from Middlesex (Mr. Macmillan) goes on to put a
conundrum, and he says, if the secession bas taken place,
what are those people who dissent from the Union, if
not the Presbyterian Church in connection with the
Church of Scotlani? That is a conundrum which I
do not propose to answer, simply because I cannot. I do
not think that dissenting body have a legal or technical
or ecclesiastical right to any definite name as yet. Of course,
it is quite proper for them to assume any name allowed to
them by courtesy, as a voluntary association, or to ask this
Ilouse to give to them any naine which the louse should
properly give to them, describing who and what they are.
They certainly have not the right to the name of the Pres-
bvterian Chuirch of' Canada in connection with the Church
of Scotland, seeing that that body bas merged its indivi-
duality into a federation with other churches, and that no
seceders, be they few or many, can claim to be the original
church. The argument has frequently been used that those
who went out of the Union went back to where they were
before, into the former old kirk, and that they were then
the old kirk again. I think no contention could be weaker
than that. The old kirk was organized under a certain con-
stitution ; wbatever the majority did was the act of the
churrh, and if tibt church chooe to unite with any other
it disappeared as a separate organzation for the time being.
My hon. friend tells us that we are asked to make legal by
this Act what the Courts have declared to be illegal. In a
technical sense he speaks correctly, for the Privy Council
bas declared that the acts of the Temporalities Board were
illegal in that they were unauthorized, but they were not
illegal in the sense of being contrary to law.
What we are asked to legalize are the Acts of
the Temporalities Board, performed under legisla-
tion which they were advised to be legal, and granted by an
authority which they believed to be competent. We are
simply asked to authorize Acts which were unauthorized
hitherto, and it is very unfair to say that we are asked to
authorize what is illegal. At the close of bis speech, my
hon. friend dropped an observation or two, which if he
conscientiously believed them, would render the whole of
this discussion unnecessary. He says he believes that the
body of the Ministers and laymen whom he represents have
already a legal right to the whole property of the Church
which entered the Union, and that they can recover it by
going to law. If that is the case, I do not see why they
should oppose this Bill. It is rather puerile to tell us, as he
tells us atterwards, that they oppose this Bill because they
do not want to be hard on the majority, but to give them a
fair share of the spoil. I think if these dissentients were
nerfectly certain that they would obtain more than they
asked by the proposed compromise without getting it, they
would not take etrouble tQ get it. But speaking o
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compromise, this Bill as it stands, the basis of the Union
effected between these churches was strictly of the nature
of a compromise; and I think it would be very unfair for
us to upset that compromise, which was obtained only after
years of patient care and deliberate bargaining. I think, if
we accept a compromise, assuming certain legal rights
which these gentlemen say belong to them, we shall be
interfering with the subsequent action which they declare
they intend to take before the Courts. On the whole, I
think there is no reason for thinking any injustice has been
done to these gentlemen who have chosen to remain out of
the Union which their Church as a church entered, but that
the provisions of this Bill are extremely liberal, that they
have no reason to complain that they are not getting either
sentimental or substantial justice, and that the flouse should
not consent to break down the Bill as it stands.

Bill reported.

BILL IN COMMITTEE.

The followiug Bill was considered in Committee and
reported:-

Bill (No. 20) respecting the Portage, Westbourne and
North-Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 132) to incorporate the Montreal and Central

Canada Railway Company.-(Mr. Fulton.)
Bili (No. 133) to incorporate the Western Bank of Canada.

-(Mr. Williams.)
Bill (No. 134) to amend the Acts relating to the Great

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANKS.

LAND REGULATIONS.
Mr. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to cause to be translated and printed, in French
for the use of the public, the regulations respecting the sal'of lands in Manitoba and the North-West, together with the
maps and plans of lands for sale ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. It is the intention of the
Government to issue the regulations in French, but the
maps and plansdo not require translation.

DREDGING GRAND LAKE PLATS.

Mr. KING enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to complete the dredging of channel on Grand
Lake Flats, N.B., and if so, when ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have enquired in the
Department about this place, but the locality is not known
there. Perhaps it has another name but by the name given
it is not known in the Department.

BREAKWATER ON THE RIVIÈRE BLANCHE.

Mr. FISET enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government, this year, to join to the mainland by means of
a wharf, the breakwater on the Rivière Blanche?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The works begun two or
three years ago require to be continued at some future time,
but the Government is not in a position to do so this year.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Rocess.

COAL LANDS IN THE NORTH-WEST.

Mr. BLAKE moved that the House resolve itself into a
Committee of the Whole to consider the following resolu.

Mr. VANASSE enquired, Whether it is the intention of tion:-
the Government to open a Post Office savings bank at La That the future of the vast Territories of the North-West is largely
Baie or at St. Thomas de Pierreville, in the County of dependent on the supply of fuel at a moderate rate.
Yamaska, in view of the extensive trade oarried on in those That the present information as to the country and the coal areas is
wealthy localities. not sufficient to warrant Parliament in creating long enduring interests

in large quantities of the coal areas.
Mr. O'CONNOR. The application was made in August rhat the r-gulations as to coal lands laid on the Table make no

last for a post office savings bank at La Baie. Mr. Bourgeois, provision for the application as a general rule, of the just prinCiple ofotOfc t i ubic competition to the acquisition of those valuable lands, an
Post Ofhice Inspector, was asked to report and bas not yet eave open the door to disadvantageous cessions of the publie domain
done so. He bas been written to to-day to ascertain the for the benefit of individuals.
reason whyr-he delayed making a report. There has That the said regulations make no adequate.provision to check the

consolidation of large blocks of the coal lands in few bands, and the
been no application for a post office savings bank at st. consequent restriction of competition and enhancement of the price of
Thomas. coal.

That the said regulations make no provision to secure any working
of the coal mine by the lessee.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY ROUTE THROUGH That the said regulations provide, by the arrangement for twenty-

ROCKY MOUNTAINS. one year leases, renewable, for the creation of interests of longer duration
than prudence at this time would, as a general rule lay down.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether it is intended to propose fThat they, make no proper provision for the settlement of the terf
Ofrenewal. dc

to Parliament any legislation as to the route of the Canadian That the said regulations do not become operative, if disapproved
Pacific Railway through the Rocky Mountains or else.. by this House; and the House is responsible for their coming into "P"

where.ation.
where. *That the House disapproves of the said regulations.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the intention of the He said: As I said when I gave notice of this motion soie
Government to submit a Bill dealing with this matter at an time ago, upon which occasion discussion was deferred, l
early date. order that we should receive the printed information since

laid on the Table, it is impossible almosttooverate the imporr
DISALLOWANCE OF RAILWAY CHARTERS. ance of this question. There can be no doubt whated r

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether the Governmenf las that the fuel supply of the North-West, whether we consider
taken Ba KE an uied, Whect n the a one t hi the question in thelight of the acquirements ofthe country,

taken any, and if so, what action on the application of the as affecting one of the necessaries of life, or in conneciO
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, for the disallowance of Iwith those classes of manufactures which may be e'Pthe
two certain Manitoba railway charters, in addition to the ver early fo arise there, including the smithse, &c.te
Southi Eastern charter? supply of fuel in that country which does not, a o"la

Sir CHARLES TUPPER The Government has as ye many advantages, possess a very mild winter, is of the las
sken no action" Iosunce, It is@true that the latest reports O

Mr, cAsat.
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more favorable account as to the distribution of wood rocks, and even if accessible the probability of coal of any value being

giela e formall ossessed. There is some reference found in it is-from analogy with the portion of the western States
fue thn W7 P. .already men tioned -exceed ingly small.

to that subject in the report of the Minister of the Interior Neither do the cretaceous rocks (including under that name the beds
to which I shall refer presently; but there can be no question to the top of Division No. 5 of Meek & Stayder's section), of the eastern
whatever, I think, judging from that report-looking at the portion of the plains' Jield so far as known, any fuel of economie value,

had te o ms fdcin their great stretch rom the borders of Mexico to the northern part of
geological survey and the whole mass of documentary the North-West Territory."
information we have with reference to the territory-thatHut that:
he PPy of wood fuel is scanty-that for a great portionoints o

of the territories it is inadequate, and that it is of very great "Overlying the cretaceous proper are the representatives of the
cosequence that such timber that exists and as can be Fort Union beds of the United States Geologists, and in these the
cnseu of e extensive and numerous beds of lignite of the Souris River Region
made available for that purposes, should be not used for fuel occur, and constitute the nearest available supply of mineral fuel, so far
unnecessarily. But I-need not dilate on this subject,because it as known, for the Province of Manitoba."
bas been thought to be of such present importance as to merit Referring to one of the statements that were made as to
especial attention of the Administration ; and they themselves the particular deposits, I find the following statements on
have indicated mi the strongest possible manner the page 21 of the report:-
inadequacy of the supply of fuel, and the importance of
making special provision to meet the difficulty. For "South of the last section, and about one mile nearly due north of

n teh p . t the position of the wooden depot, is situated an exposure showîng the
among the items which were passed in Comniittee of Wýays most valuable lignite bed 1 have seen in the Souris Valley."
and Means the other evening, was one which renders free
wood when imported into the North-West for the purpose of And he shows that it is then visible at the edge of the
fuel ; and, therefore, there is an express declaration on the river, and for 200 feet alongside of the bank. So again, at
part of the Administration that an importation of wood for the 29th page, he says:
fuel is possible, is necessary, and that it is important that " The most interesting and important section, however, lu this region
the cost of that fuel should not be increased in Manitoba. is that which occurs in a valley joining that of Porcupine Creek from
We do not observe that it is at all likely that the same laws of the west, exhibiting a bed of lignite, 18 feet in thickness, and yielding
political economy, which, it appears, makes coal cheaper by also some of the most perfect and interesttng remains of plants."

reason of the duty imposed upon it, are to be applied to the On page 41 he says:
North-West with reference to wood. It is considered that " From the Souris River region to this point, near the lo8th meridian,
the imposition of a duty there, on wood, does enhance the the lignite tertiary beds exist as a conformable deposit overlying the
cost of the article; and the new method of procuring a cretaceous, properly so-called. They are generally nearly horizontal,
cheap supply of fuel to the other Provinces of the Dominion, and, when they are cut away, the lowest beds exposed are these of the

h PP 7 ' Pierre group of cretaceous, No. 4. A portion of the northern extension
which is adopted by the Administration, is not to be applied of the same lignite-bearing formation is described by Dr. Bell, in the
to that particular locality. I think that the farmers of the Report of Progress for 1873-74, page 65, and analyses of lignite given.
North-West have some reason to be aggrieved, and to com- West of this point lignite coals are now known to occur on several hori-

zons in the cretaceous series, a circumstance not ascertained at the time
plain of hon. gentlemen opposite, because, having demon- of publication of my report on the geology and resources of the region
strated as they did the other day, that they made the fuel in the vicinity of the 49th parellel. The structure of this western region
of Ontario so much cheaper by the imposition of a duty on will form the subject of a forthcoming report."
it, they are actually now about to raise the price of wood in And again, describing the quality of lignites, ho says:
the North-West, by repealing that duty, the existence of "lThe lignites, it will be observed, are, on the whole, uniformin com-which would be productive of such beneficial results. But position and contain an averageamountof over 40 ner cent. fixed carbon,
the scarcity of this supply, as I have observed, is indicated when the water contentis estimated at 12 per cent. They are thus inferior
by the reports, more favorable though of late they be. The to the lignite coals in the vicinity of the Rocky Mountains. The lignites
report of the hon. the Minister of the It h here described, however, gain some advantage in a practical point of

Oth ote neor in theview from occurring in a horizontal position, and out-cropping in the
following language, and also to the topic, to which I more siles of the valleys in such a way that they might be worked by simple
Particularly desire to call the attention of the House, states: adits, avoiding the expense and trouble necessary when vertical sinking

has to be resorted to in the first instance."
"The supply of fuel for the use of setiers in the gNorthWeset Terri- And then he gives a very interesting account, pointing outtories le a question having a very important bearing upon the develop- ta

oet cf that country. The surveys and explorations conducted by the that they do not appear suited for smelting purposes, andDninion Lands Branch of the Department during the past few years the smiths who tried them reported it difficult to obtain aavle, tea greatextent, dispelled the erroneous impression so long pre- smeltin heat. He oes on to s :valent, that there is a serions scarcity of fuel material in or convenient g g ay1ex ehe prairie regions, and has established the fact that, with the 'The same fault has been found, I believe, with even the best classesexeption of what is known as the Missourie Plateau, lying west of the of similar fuels found in the vicinity of the Union Pacific Railway, andeo6a tiountains and Touchwood Hills, and south of the 52nd parallel arises, no doubt, from the reat proportion of volatile combustiblenf latitude, in which there are large tracts of treeless prairie, with but matter to fixed carbon, and t e quantity of hygroscopie and combinediarrowbelt f wood along the valleys of the rivers and streams, the water. As the lignites <fo not coke, they would appear te be unsuitedaluberove btti ciit for the needs of settiers for years to come. It i now for the smelting of iron in the blast furnace. They are perfectly suitedcon proved by the geological explorations of last season and of 1880, for puddling iron, and the metallurgical treattnent of varions ores, ifcoiducted prncipally in the district where timber is really scarce, that burned in gas furnaces. Similar even inferior lignites are extensivelythint eastet area lignite coal of fair quality existe in abundance. The used for steam purposes in varicus parts of the world, and may even betot easerY discovered out-crop of tAis coal is at the Roche Per ée, on employed on railways, though locomotives intended to burn these fuels,the plai River, and the deposit is believed te underlie the whole of in order to give satisfactory results, must have, compared to those workedthe Plain to the Westward, in beds from three to fifteen feet thick, on bituminous coul, larger grates and fire boxes, and longer boiler-
the flank Rocky Mcrpping eut on tubes, giving a greater heating surface compared with the horse power.
and in the vle the Bow, Bel and Red Deer Rivers, The value thelignites of this regionlies rather in the abundant supply,dispoeftheV y te South Saskatchewan. These factssatisfactorily the offer of fuel of fair quality for local use in a country which, thoughth the question of the obtaining of the fuel supply required for adapted for stock-raising and agriculture, is practically without vord."the future Occupants Of the territory." odtino ha etonoYh
And so again in the.Geoî Tca1Survey, firstappendiX, The statement of the hon. gentlman, therefore, being that
there6 are several 'aesGeologic a uvey, fit onapp endx that is the practical condition of that section of the
question, and whic sage country, at any rate. Now, the statements to which I haveof Geo.'W.aDawson as wilsubmit. I quote from the report referred, show that lignite coal of fair commercial value,
f he eas a follows~ possessing very considerable value for fuel purposes, suitable

)laitoble ,o8tern portie h erioy,"4atobaand carbonifron of the North-West Territory, including also for many other economical purposes, exists in varions
and evalready alludedt syela not found aalbtthe creta regions. The report of the non. Minister says, that it is
region 0 yaPeriods. The true coal formation can, therefore, i n believed it extends under the cretaceous rocks over a vast

O PPebd to exist below a great thickness of cretaceous area, but our information as to that statement is as yet
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extremely imperfect. Further information, it is said, in
the Geological Report, will be given in the forthcoming
report, and we have at present only the seanty referonce
I have given to the House, and some others, which occur in
preceding reports and which do not add seriously to the
extent of our knowledge. It is cle4r also that there
arE considerable economie advantages connected with
particular veins and out-crops of this coal. Dr. Dawson
points out the horizoutal stratification and the circum-
stance that the deposit is frequently at the edge
of a river, so that there is every convenience, sup-
posing the river to be navigable, to transport the
coal without handling almost direct from the mine
into the water conveyanee. Thi, is a circumstance of the
last importance with reference to the value of these fuels;
and it is of the last importance with reference to the rela-
tive value of different beds of those fuels, because expe-
rience has demonstrated that the main expenditure in con-
nection with coal is that of transport, and that where you
get coal easily mined and ea-sily placed on board cars or a
vessel, you will get a cheap coal. There is some interest-
ing learning upon this subject to be found in the bulletins
of the last Census statistics of the United States. With
reference to the bituminous c>al supply of that country,
which is known to be very extensive, the average price at
the mines in 1S0 was only S1.22 per ton; and the elements
composing that price cont-isted of an average cost of labor
of 76 cents, of materials for getting out the coal of
12 cents, and the royalty, in case the lands were leased, or
the profit, or royalty and profit combined, the return to
the owner of the land, whether he were the miner or not,
and the mining together, was 34 cents on the averaLye,
being the intei est on the va lue of the land and the pofit on
the adventure, making an aggregate of $1.22. For the
two great States from whieh we draw our coal supply as a
rule, and with whose operations we are most familiar. In
Ohio and Pensylvaiuia, the iresult were these: the average
price of Ohio coal at the mine was $1.29 per ton, composed of,
labor 86 cents, material 16 eents, profit 27 cents, labor and
material in the case of Oho coal costing $1.02. In Pennsyl-
vania the average cost of the eoal was only $1 O1 at the
mine, labor heing 60 cents, naterial 10 cents, thus making 70
cents for labor and material. and profit 1 cents. The reason
of these dififercaces, of course, is that the coal is more easily
got in the Pennsylvania mineï, that the miner is not
paid lower wages-on the contriary, he is paid rather
higher wages-but he is able to take out more coal in a
day, and the cost of material is less. The result is that
they pay for labor and material 70 cents a ton as against
$1.02 in Ohio, and that they are able to sell their coal for
81.10, at a larger profit than the Pensylvania people who
sell their col at $1.29. The proposition which I stated is
extremely elear, that the cost of getting out (oal is the
main consideration of cost at the mine. The value of the
coal mine is dependent partly on those considerations, and
partly also on the convenience of the mine to the machinery
for transporting the coal to the place wherc it is to be used.
Now, there are other statisties wh ich have some bearing upon
the question which I have to subrnit to the liouse w ich
reference to the bituminous coal mines of the United States.
There are reported in the Census returns no less than 2,S43
establishments for getting bituminous coal in thatcountry,
and the area of and what tbey own is 416,642 acres, or an
average of 139 acres to each separate establishment;
of which 139 acres, seventy on an average are as yet wholly
unworked, the rest are in process of being worked. In
the great State of Ohio there are 618 separate establish-
ments, which own 58,[29 acres, or less than seventy-five
acres to each separate establishment, of which fifty-five are
unworked, and the rest in process of working. The value
of real estate, not the plant but the value of the eoal lands,
is $62,354,000,or $151 per acre; and the value of the Pennsyl-
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vania lands is about 8230 per acre; while the anthraitecoal lands of the United States, irrespective of plant, ae
valued at $622 per acre. These figures indicate sevedra
points which are of value in considering the laying dowu
of a policy for the acquisition of private interests in and
for the working of the coal lands of the North-West. I ara
not, myself, an advocate for taxing the people for theirfuel
unless, indeed, it be proved to my satisft'ation, as it has not
yet been proved, that it is a process by which they nay get
their coal cheaper; but I am desirous that they shahl get it
cheap. I believe that some day or other the people of the
North-West will control their own lands, will administer
their own lands, and, in that point of view, I do not myself
object to our making some provision whereby there should
be some rental, some royalty, some increment, from such
coal mines if we permit them toget intoprivatehand,particu.
larly as there is no practical guarantee that the omision to
charge a royalty would induce the supplying of coal to
the inhabitants any cheaper. My desire is that we
may, so far as we can keep the coal areas free;' that
we should not, beyond what the public interests and the
present state of the development 'of the North-West indi-
cate as essential, lock up, or permit to be locked up,
creale or permit to be created, large and long enduring
interests in what may be extremely valuable areas
of coal lands. The question of royalties 1 do
not attach very great significance to as a souree of revenue.
The example of the Province of Nova Scotia is perhaps not
wholly encouraging. No doubt some of the areas there are
extremely valuable, but I learn that the facts which were
illustrated during the late Session of the Nova Scotia
Legislature would appoar to indicate that the source of
revenue to whieb an hon. gentleman alluded so glowingly
the other evening has not been so extremely productive of
late years. The information I have received is that the
accrued royalties-the accumulated arrears for a period of
thirty or forty years up to 1878-were about $45.500 at the
end of 1878. On the 31st of December last there was due for
royalties $104,000 by the mine owners of Nova Sceotia,
making an increase foir1879, 1880, and 1881 ofnearly $60,000
beyond the balance due at the period preceding that epoch.
The statement made by the Commissioner of Mines, when
ho brought down this paper, was that he bad pressed upon
th'e mine owners-had threatened to avail himself ot the
powers with which he was clothed in respect to collectog
this tax or royalty; but he had been told that the trade
was so duli, that they were unable to pay the royalty, and
if they were compelled to pay it at that time they must shut
up thir mines : so they were given time. This I state te
the hon. the Minister of Railways,.who will no doubt bo
glad to hear it, because it is in a sense a corroboratiOn
of his view that he has succeeded in making dcoal
cheaper. They say that the prices they reccivedafor
the product were so low that they could not aff
to pay a royalty of 10 cents a ton to the N6va Scotis
Government. Now, while the areas may be vast, as the
hon. gentleman says in this country they are, it is quit
clear that ther e may he infinitely greater value in8

portions of the areas than in others, that the variability Of
the thickness of a particular vein, that the facility Of a0cOe
to it, the facility-of loading the product, may make one
mine of infinitely greater value than the average rof W0it
or the bulk of mines. This is illustrated by the resat i
other countries. We all know that SOMe) mnin are
immensely valuable; that others, althoiugh they May
possess a very good quality of coal at no great distancef'
the earth, are yet unworked. Take for examplie tho Cado
the Spring Hill mine, where some licenses to work minesbal
actually lapsed. They were opened and taken up byPiîe
and they were immediately, upon being taken up, and a
not less than $250,000 or £50,000 terling,
very handsome suma wa relied br tho ee"
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fortunate speculation. Now, in this view, having regard to

the variability of value, having regard to the circumstances
that some mines should be much more valuable than others,
it is of extreme importance that we should see that those
mines which are of very great value do not go for a song,
and that the profit which is capable of being derived by the
superior advantages-natural advantages--which are attri.-
buted to particular mines, do not go into the pockets of a
fortunate applicant altogether, but that the public
should to some extent, either by getting cheap
coal when coal can be got out, or in receiving
a royalty or rental or remuneration for the privilege-in
one shape or another share the advantage. And for that
purpose it seems to me important that in some shape or
other the principle of competition should, so far as it may
be possible to apply it, be applicd in this and in all other'
dealings with our public lands. It is the only safeguard
against impropriety. I do not say, Sir, that it is always
applicable, I do not say that it may be applicable in all
stages of dealings with particular classes of the landed
interests of the country, but I do say that it is a principle
which we ought to adopt as our fundamental prin-
ciple, and that we should ascertain in each parti-
cular instance in which it is proposed to depart
from it, a very over-ruling necessity for departing from it
before we agree that it should be departed from. There
are, inideed, so-called competitions, so-called advantages to
the public which are illusory * but what I mean is a real
competition, a real opportunity for the public at large to
participate in the benefits to be derived from obtaining
those locations. I say that there are illusory as well as
genuine competitions, and I 'will refer once again for
example to the same mine to which I referred a while ago.
ln that case an order was made by the Governor cancelling
the licenses already existing over these particular areas, and
a gentleman in Halifax named, I think, Mr. Black, stepped
into the office of the Commissioner of Mines one morning
about ten o'clock, just when the office was opened and said
to the Commissioner that he wanted to be located for a
certain mine. "No," said the Commissioner, "you cannot; it
is not inithe market." "Yes it is," said the other, "the licenses
have been cancelled." " I have not heard anything about it,"
repliedthe Commissioner. "Well, here's the Gazette," said Mr.
Black ; and ho produced a copy of the Royal Gazette which
had been published or, at all events, printed as on the day
before, and was published first for the Commissioner
"Y the new applicant, Mr. Black, and Mr. Black, as one ofthe public, took the advantage of the public announcement
of the licenses and dealing in fair competition ostensibly
with the public became the licensee or the locatee of theValuable Spring Hill areas. That is an instance of a wholly
llusory competition, the result being that the whole of thePublic were not put upon a fair footing. Take another

instance, brought to my attention the other day. A friendof line in the flouse received a letter dated at Winnipeg on
the 15th March. The writer says:

pI have returned from a sale of Government land, which was to take
for y ay, at which a littie game was perpetrated, which it is well

ou toW. At the time of the sale a very large crowd assembled,that one could scarcely find standing room. The bidding waser vely until it wau announced that, by instruetions front Ottawa, the
eh Cashor certified cheques wou d have te be paid forail purehases.vided with ew, who had been posted, could then purchase, being pro.the whole the cash. This reduced the bidding to about ten men out ofelxeWh 0lee brwd It being after banking hours, nearly every man was

hee t the who were posted.

sible in, you have another mode by which it is
't whicho arrange, transactions, apparently equal to all,

isnade o' are point of fact unequal. An announcementthe or a sale the time being fixed after banking hours,the condtions such that access is required to the banks,and exet o those wlho were favored with private
714i W-eh Which vas na suyplied to the publice

or to those who carried their whole worldly wealth in
their waistcoat pockets the competition was not a fair
one. It is not that kind of competition which I
wish to see applied-not that class of publio free-
dom or fair play or equal standing-but a general
principle of competition by which all interested may
stand on the same footing. The valuable seams should
be advertised, and auction or tender resorted to.
There are other objections which it seems to me these
regulations are open to. They make no adequate provision
to check the consolidation of large blocks of coal lands in
few hands, and the consequent restriction of competition
and the enhancement of the price of coal. The regulation
provides that no more than 320 acres shall be leased to one
person. In the first place 320 acres may be a very large
arca. I have given you the average areas in the whole
bituminous coal territory of the United States; I have given
you the average area of coal in the State of Ohio; I have
shown you that the block you propose to give to one person
is more than twice as much as those to be found in the
United States. But that is not all or the chief part of the
difficulty. The chief part of the difficulty is that there is no
practical preventive here for the consolidation of mach
larger areas. It is not provided that the lessee of coal
lands shall not be at liberty to assign or sublease; it is not
provided that he shall not be at liberty to assign to any
other lessee of coal lands. Once a lease is made of one
block to one person, and of another block to another person,
there is nothing to prevent the two combining or the one
buying out the other, and so ono person becoming the lessee
and proprietor, or two or three persons combining and
becoming the lessees and proprietors of very large
areas of coal lands. Now, the Minister himself
has recognized the importance of a limitation of
the area, else why provide that no more than 320 acres
shahl be leased to one person ? But he las recognized it by
a provision which I have shown is ineffectual to carry out
the object of the restriction, because lie bas not provided, as
it is essential to do if we desire to keep the coal lands in
several hands, that an acquisition of interest by one lessee
from another, shall be a cause of the forfeiture of the lease.
That is essential if you want a genuine restriction. If you
want a sham restriction, I admit that this regulation fur-
nishes you with a very good one. Now, we have already
before us the danger to which we are exposed in this regard.
Amongst the papers laid on the Table is an application made
in March, 1880, on behalf, I believe, of the Souris Coal and
Fuel Company of Winnipeg, for the purchase under the
regulations then existing of no less than 7,520 acres of
valuable coal lands on the Souris river. They observed
that it was important, perhaps, to have the application in
different names, and they proposed the names of a number
of gentlemen, one for one section, another for another
section, and so on. We sec that if was vory easy fo obtain
applications in the names of different persons, with the
object of concentrating in one ownership a very large area
of lands. Under the law, but one of these sections could
be granted to that company, a section in respect of
which it appeared some claim existed on the part of somne
person who had applied and done some work on the coal
area under the old law, and they were referred, as to the
rest of their application, to the new regulations. But you
see there the design, and the desire, if it be practicable, to
obtain large areas of coal lands in few hands, and you see
that if there be no effective restriction on the consolidation
of large areas, it will be done. Nothing will be easier for
Mr. Smith, Kr. Jones, or Mr. Robinson, each to apply for
different areas, and after that to assign the different
interests to one erson on whose behalf they apply or.to
whomtheymayonafidesell. There is another case disclosed
in these apers which is worthy of attention. i is, indeed,
a case of a very different character. I agree that the infor-

iI
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mation received, and the proposals made on behalf of Mr. information as to the economic value of the situations and
Lethbridge, are such as justified the Minister in giving very the availability of the différent mines goos, it is aùno51favorable consideration to 'his plans; but I want to call wholly uselese. I object under these circumstances to the
attention more to the general principle rather than to the creation of such large enduring interests in the coal raine,
particular application to what appears to me to be a pro- of the North-West. The plan proposed 18 one for a lcase of
posed departure from his plans. The surveyors' description twenty-one years, renewable-renewable Dot Once but
and the map are not before me, so that I have not been renewable indefinitely; and therefore it ie safe with respect
able accurately to ascertain how Mr. Lethbridge applies to conditions, a perpetual interest; if possible every
for four different areas, comprising altogether 320 acres of twenty-one years to have fresh conditions. But those
coal lands, and 320 acres of farming lands as appurtenant conditions are to be made by agreement between the parties
to each area of coal lands. I put aside the application, and no provision that I can SceiS suggeSted for what is to
which is not relevant to the present question, What be done in case of disagreement, but the real owner i8 to
is relevant is this: that it seems to be a mistake to continue to be the Iessee; in effect lie las a perpetual
put into one man's hands different areas in different interest subject to the possibility of a change in the con-
p laces, though each happens to be less than 320 acres, ditions of the lease every twenty-one years. I objectfurther
but making 320 acres altogether. I do no injustice to that there is no adequate provision for working the mines
the applicant in saying that he asks for these four continuously. The clause ofthe regulations provides that
areas because lie thinks them most valuable, and that leases may be worked in case actual operations have not
they are most convenient to the river along which he pro- been comnenced within oneyear and the mine lad notbeen
poses to mine and on which he proposes to transport the worked within two years, but there is Do provision for the
coal. It may be, therefore, that there are four different out- continuouseworking of the mine thereafter. Now, the Nova
crops at convenient points on the Saskatchewan, and that Scotia Statute provides in a very different form in that
these points are really different mines, which are being regard. Tle Act saye:
absorbed by one person, because the whole four points com- "When it shah be represe or shah core to the notice or the
prise no more than 320 acres. This , in point of fact, the f Commissioner of Mi that any mines or mineras claimed under
leasing of four separate coal areas, and may be the creation a lease from the Crown, or under a lease granted pursuant to thischarter, have been abanclozed for the space of one year, have not beenof a practical monopoly of the coal supply there. I say effectively or continuously worked, or have been worked only tolerably,
practical monopoly, because if the conveniences of mining or to prevent a forfeiture under the terns of such lease, or that the
and of transporting are infinitely superior at these four points lessee of sncb mines bas failed to comply with any of the terms, cove-
to what they are at the other coal areas in the neighbor-nts or stipulations, in hiE lease contained, or by ths charter required,to wiattliy ar attheothe col aeas n te nigbbr.~or s ating in violation thereof, the Chief Commissioner off Mines shall
hood, it is quite clear that the owner of these four areas has a causea notice ta be personally served upon the lessee or sorne one of
practical monopoly. Now, it is said that there are coal ther, and an enquiry shah be held."
rings in the United States which control the price, and There is in that Act an express provision for forfeiture in
regulate it very effectually the whole year round. cases wlere mines are fot effectively and continuous1y
If that be the case, with many thousands of areas worked. If there be any justification wbatover for entering
scattered over many States, and witlisucli enor- into an exteniive alienation of the coal mies of the iNor -
mous intereets as are involved in the simple statement West at this time, and with our personal knowledge, it is
that the coal lands alone, without the plant, are valuod at this and this only: that the nceds of tihe country wits
$64,000,000, low mucl casier it will bf, in the early stages respect o fuel present and prospective are sucf that it is
of the development of the coal areas of the Nortl-West, to incumbent on us to offer every encouragement for the de
establili rings and monopolies there, and how doubly impor- velopment ofthe coal supply ; and, therefore, I say, that if
tant it becomes that we should avoid as far as we can making we findourselves inttat assumed necessity as the reason
facilities for the creation of suci monopolies, and as far as for making alienations of this kind, we ought to provide
possible take care that the valuable anai convenient arcas, that there shato be an effective and continuS workingtOf
the areas that furnisli the greatest facilities at this time by any mines leased under these regulations on penalty of a
water communication, and in the uext eighteen months or forfeiture of the lease. t is not enongh to say that operatiols
two years by rail communication, for the supply of fuel, ehaîl be commened within one year and that the mine

iould be in separate liands, so that we shall have the bedefitisha ob e erked within two yeyrs, but provision oug t
of the least restricted competition that ie possible. I object also be made that the mine sha fb kept working. tinder
again in my proposed resolution to these regulations, because these circumstances I thougt it to be my duty to liY before
tliey deal with the subject at a time when we are not suffi- the House the views which 1l entertain with respect tO>
ciently informed to be able to judge how it ought to be dealt these regulations.rkt is possible that on some points thes
with. I do not ay that we ought tob permit the coal mines views may befound not acceptable to some lion. nembeen
to remain undeveloped because we do not know enough I admit the question is surrounded with difficulties, that the
about them-far from it; but I do say that we ongwt not to application of the principle of copetition in aopvrespects
adoptgeneralregulations underwhiclienormous areasoflande nay b c difficuit, that tlie question of exploration thay be
become open to lease, but that we ougt to confine ourselves of some consequence, but I do eay that it jieinfnitly bettr
at the time to the opening of suc" mines as are required for for us to go slowly than to go too fat in this particeflart
the present and the immediately prospective neede of the and I wold very mucirather giv e dicreticlaie pner
North-West, until we learn more of these coal aras. Our of making eases to a limited extent of areas Particuoris
geological force, in my opinion, ouglt to put forth the most accessible after bidehad been received or by auctino be
active efforts in the.Nortl-West.I have for years believedI some way in which competition would be insured for 

tiat to b a prime duty; and I recollect a few years ago the short time, itubendg the sderstacihng that
ion. membai for North Norfolk making a motion in reference this power would e cused only to cstic rue

to the surveys of that territory, witltlie view of obtaining tent as the development of the No ithsWs e s s
reliable information as to the extent of our territories arable or quired, until after another year of exploratoneo
otlierwise.1 beTieve further explorations in that direction will know more than we now can poesibly knowasitotheet
Sof great consequence, and so far as economie mines and and availablity of those coal areas, than to continue ogu
minerais are cocerned we can afford to make extra efforts lations whic rendered possible, and whice ohavifg Nogr
and explorations in order to ascertain what is the actual to these applications on the table, renderitlikelye it vol
condition of tlie fuel supply of the North-West. Our present large orders of most valuable coalgminesmWlt ot

formation imperfet and largoly onjoolural, and so fr as onepeor akin aeti f thiokid, w ot tvithde
possible t e h b ca ,t th salb efeie adonin
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,,ry short space into very few hands, into those hands tions-very few applications. The only practical
vithout providing any adequate provision for continuous application that has been made to open coal mines in that

and efficient working, and with the danger of some of them country has been made by Mr. Lethbridge, an English gen-
being held by speculators paying the nominal rent of 25 tleman of very large fortune, who was anxious to invest
cents an acre, which is not much to renew the lease of money in the North-West, and he went in the most practical
valuable coal mines, the result of which might be to greatly way to work. He sent out an experienced coal miner who
enhance the price of fuel to the people of that country. wandered over, not the Valley of the Souris where this
ilt is because I have felt that these considerat ions ought to lignite lies, but in the vicinity of the North Saskatchewan
be laid before the House, and because I felt there might be and Bow River. This man discovered coal there in suffi-
a difference of opinion with respect to some of the points cient quanti ty and of quality to warrant Mr. Lethbridge in
in which the regulations struck me as being defective that investing bis capital there. le applied for three small
1 have couched this resolution in the form in which it is areas amounting in ail to 320 acres, and I am exceedingly
now represented. I have not asked the House to affirm all sorry that in consequence of the necessity of receiving the
the propoitiOns which occurred to my own mind as sound ; approbation of this House to these coal mine schemes he
but I only ask the House to resolve itself into Committee has been prevented from entering this fall into the posses.
of the Whole to consider certain resolutions. sion of these areas and of putting his miners to work. We

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I regret very much that have lost a season by it. It cannot be helped. It is proper
,,y bon. friend, in bis very interesting speech, did not confine that in a matter of this kind the consent and approbation
himself to the proposition that he as submitted to the of Parliament should be received. Mr. Lethbridge is a gentle-
louse, and strayed into irrelevant matter. I specially man possessed of very great wealth and of the highest

refer to the statements which he got from some unknown standing, and he is resolved to push this industry, not as a
informant, so far as I know, that certain persons in the matter of speculation, not to sell the mines, but to send out
Xorth.West were posted as to the sale of certain lands to bis laborers and overseers and to put steamers on the
the disadvantage of certain others who were not so Saskatchewan to carry that coal to market. I would be very
posted. I have never heard of this before, but I glad if we could get others like Mr. Lethbridge here.
venture to say-and I will be very much mistaken if There is no fear of monopoly in that market. Why the
I cannot prove it to morrow-that the hon. gentle- report the hon. gentleman quotes shows that from the
man's informant was altogether mistaken, and that no such Souris across to the foot of the Rocky Mountains there i8
transaction occurred. No doubt there are a good many one uninterrupted mass of fuel in the shape of lignite. It
disappointed speculators, and one of those may be the hon. is a good fuel for the purpose of heating bouses. It is fit
gentleman's informant. My hon. friend's speech was very for steam locomotives and steam engines, but is not
interesting, but, interesting as it is, it is thoroughly as good fuel as bituminous coal ; but such as it is, it is a
unpractical. The bon. gentleman spoke as if we had laid valuable fuel, and in the absence of wood there is an
out in a small tract of country a limited amount of coal, so uilimited quantity of it in that district alone. So much is
that it could be ascertained by the Government, be put up that the case that Dr. Selwyn, the Director ofthe Geological
at auction, and sold specifically to the different parties that Survey, who was requested by myself to go up last year in
were rushing to compete for it. In the first place, thut order to give bis special attention to the district, says the
country, as the hon, gentleman knows, is as large as quantity of coal is so great that it is absurd to ask for a
Europe, and you might as well say that you would put up royalty at all, that it is so plentiful it will have no special
all the coal mines in Europe, and those south of us in the value, and that the land containing it should be sold as
United States, for sale, have them surveyed and disposed common agricultural land under the regulations for the sale
of at public auction, as take the course the hon. of other farm lands, so that any persons who gets it may
gentleman indicates. Why, that is the very way to pre- work the coal on bis own estate withont paying any royalty.
vent such a consummation as the bon. gentleman wishes- It is known, not from the stirvey of the Geological Sur-
the procuring of cheap fuel. lu the first place, the bon. veyors nor from any other expedition, but from the reports
gentleman says there is a great scarcity of wood as fuel in of surveyors who have been going over that country, that
the North-West, but he very fairly quotes the report of the coal all along the valley of the North Saskatchewan crops
hon. Minister of the Interior of this year which states that out in such quantities and of such quality that the supply is
the apprehensions of scarcity of wood fuel are greatly without any limit, and, therefore, is of no special value.
exaggerated, that excepting in the Missouri plateau there is a Now, the regulations which have been laid before this
large quantity of fuel quite sufficient to supply the incoming House are substantially the regulations of the Province of
Population foi years to come. But supposing that species Nova Scotia, requiring 25 cents an acre nominal rental for
Of fuel is scarce, the greater the necessity of opening coal the land and a royalty of 10 cents per ton put out at the
raimes, and the preparation of other fuel as speedily as mouth of the pit. My hon. friend opposite, speaking of Mr.
Possible. The way to do that is not to survey the whole of Lethbridge, objects to the four small areas given to him,
the supposed coal areas, and wait until the surveyors have altogether amounting to 320 acres. If they had lain
parcelled it Out into 320 or 160 acre blocks. Why the whole altogether in one tract or mass of 320 acres, there wouM
Policy of the Government of which hewas a member and the have been no special objection, however. What is the
Correct policy was, as is the policy of the present Govern- consequence of his having four small equal areas? That,ntent, to encourage explorers to find out beds of coal and instead of opening one, he must open four mines. If he
Other minerais, and, as a reward for their labor and enter- had but one clear area of 320 acres, and if he opened any

pise, give them, at a fair rate, what they have, at great portion of that area and sold a certain portion of the
d Isveared e, and with a great deal of enterprise, minerai, that would be accepted as a sufficient compliance
b vere The whole system in the United States was with the terms f the lease; but, with four several areas, he
aee on that consideration-that the explorers should be bas got to work four several coal mines and do four times
befouraged-and, although these regulations have been the work he would have to do if he had a coal mine of onlybefore the public for some time, and under the present and one area. But the hon. gentleman says we ought to have
mines thomion Lands Actprovision was made for coal the principle of competition. If you have that principle

,ito there bas been no rush of capitalists or coal owners you will have no explorations. Do you think any man
Mine t country, competing with each other for profitable would be fool enough to go up into that country and employinte Why, there is not a single coal mine opened skilled men, or exports procured from the United States or

the North-West. There are one or two applica- England, spend summer after summerexploring, and,
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after he had discovered a mine, after all that expense sufficient for all practical purposes. If a Party conumene
and enterprise-find his money was to be practically to mine, and works it for two years, he must have put his
thrown away-that the last man who came in could take the capital into the business, paying men and setting up
possession ofhis mine, or force him to buy it at a ruinous machinery, and if so, he has done all we can reasonably
price. As I said before, the ideas of my hon. friend are call upon him to do in order to the continuance of his lease
altogether unpractical. I would ask the hon. gentleman-if The hon. gentleman says the leases are too long. Le muet
he can find, whether in the United States, Nova Scotia, in give a party sufficient interest in the mines to induce him
British Columbia, Australia, or any other British Colony, to invest his money in them. What capitalist would go to
that the principle of putting up mines or coal areas to the enormous expense required to procure necessary plant
public competition has ever obtained. According to my and labor-and the labor will have to be procured fron
information, that principle has not been adopted in any one great distances-and wages we ail know will be high-if
of those countries, and I have no doubt for the same reason not sure of a sufficiently long possession of the mine to
as has influenced the policy of this country-that the prin- reimburse his outlay ? So it would be absurd for us tO
ciple of competition is fatal, is unfair to the explorers. is expect that capitaliste would go in there unless they have
calculated to impede the discovery of coal and other min- the fee simple of the soil. That is the mode adopted in
erals and is thorougly impracticable. Lot us look at the most portions of the United States, if not all, of selling coal
resolution of my hon. friend and see what its objecta are: lands at a fixed price. Unless they have the fee simple,
The first portion reads: they must have the right of long leases. My hon. friend

"That the future of the vast territories of the North-West is largely complains that the lease is to be renewable for a further
dependent upon the supply of fuel at a moderate rate." period of twenty-one years, with such ground rent or
I agree with that completely, and therefore hope that royalty as may be at the time of renewal agreed
explorations will go on on a vast scale, that mines will be upon between the Government and the lessee. That is
opened up very soon, and that every encouragement will substantially what will be in the lease. H1e says:
be given to the explorers. And I should be very sorry that "Suppose he don't agree." Then there will be no renewal.
any pedantic delay, until the country was laid out in The hon. gentleman cannot expect that all the covenants
squares, circles or semi-circles, and put up at public auction, which are usual in such cases should be extended in the
should impede the immediate production of fuel. The regulations. All the necessary provisions will be made to
motion thus proceeds: make these regulations effectual. If the lessee will not

That s arae , agree to a reasonable renewal of his lease then lie will findnoThat the present information as to the country and the coal are a clause in has lease which will prevent him from eithernot anfricient to warrant Parliament in creating long enduring interests . .asein . . .wic wllpevethmfonet
in large quantities of the coal areas." getting it or remaining in possession. That must and will

Why, the information is precise; it shows that even with be provided for with all the ordinary precautions that are

our geological surveys, with explorations confined to the put in al sorts of leases. Now, it is very important that

Souris, that if there were no coal elsewhere in the country, these regulations should be adopted. The hon. gentleman

there is sufficient in the Souris region to supply the whole rees from the return that is made that there has been no

of that vast country. And we know that Mr. Lethlbridge rush for these lands. The difficulty will be to get people to

shows that ther eisae uch more extensive one on the Sas- gothereto offer forethem, and lie need not be at al afraid of
katichewan. The resolution continues: the monopoly. These regulations are net te be the laws of

the Modes and Persians. We want to induce explorers to
"That the regulations as to coal lands laid on the Table make no go there; we want to induce capitalibts to invest their

provision for the application, as a.general rule, of the just principle of mone there and if we find this da ear il we all assemble
public competition to the acquisition of those valuable lands, and thus wtnti d r
leWiye open the ¢oor to disalvantageous cessions of the publie domain here again, that in consequence of th ese regulations being
for te benefit of individuals." adopted there is a degree of competition, and that it will be

I have already stated that this competition would be unfair, in the interest of the country tlhat these regulations bould
unjust and obstructive of the object we ail desire. be altered, we can alter thom, but in the meantime don't

Furthermore: make them more stringent than they are. As I said, the

"That the said regulations make no adequate provision to check the Director of the Geological Museum informs me they are too

consolidation of large blocks of the coal lands in few hands, and the stringent, and he says we should sell the lands the same as
coueequent restriction of competition and enhancement of tae price o we do other agricultural lands at $2.50 an acre. I might also
e. quote my late Deputy, Col. Dennis, who is strongly in

If there was a small area, of the size of a county or so, favor of reducing the royalty one-half in consequene
there might be some apprehension of a monopoly; but the of the enormous coal there, the great distances
frst miner that goes in will be successful or unsuccessful. which the coal must be carried, the uncertaintY
If he is successful in finding good coal and getting a good of the enterprise, the paucity of settlers in the country, and
market, I should be very glad to see him buy the next the possible chances of a bad market. He Ws Ofthe
area again and open them up also. The larger the capitalist opinion that the royalty was too high. My answer as
and tho more he has got invested in this work, the botter this: we have the example of Nova Seotia wliere the
foé the coiuntry and the greater the chance of eur ceai royalty is 10 cents, and if we find on experience that l
mines being properly worked. The danger is of our getting cents is too high we can -bring it down. It is much eas
hoid of small areas and of holding them, not with the idea to reduce the rental than to increase it. I may say now
of working them, but of selling them te the larger that if it should be found that the royalty shouid be refure
capitalists who have larger mines in the vicinity. The from 10 to 5 cents, I think it will be a matter of future
resoltion also says: "That the said regulations make no arrangement with the explorer. I hope the HouseW bl
provision to secure any work of the coal mines by the not involve the principle involved in these reso
leaQe. " Such a provision would be nugatory. We provide going into Committee on them. ires to
that when a man gets a lease ho must immediately com- Mr. BLAKE. If no other lon. gentleman des '
mepce work and show that he is in earnest; and it would speak, I desire te say a few words in answer to ha bon-
be absurd to su ppose that parties who found they were gentleman. This position seems to me to be somew
working at a los, or that they could not sell their consistent. With one breath he tells us that the counity
coal, would go on ruining themselves, not being one mass of coal land, that you could not walk over it on'hi
able to find coal or a market for it. I believe out finding coal land, every man had a cai mine on his
that the regulations in regard to leases are amnply farm.

Sir JoeiN A. NACDONALD.
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Sir JOHN A.. MACDONALD, In the ore country.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman then went on to tell

us that even if a coal mine should be found, e -perienced
coal miners would have to be sent out in a proper way at
great expense, that it would take whole summer to work,
and examine and ferret over the land, and if you did bit
Upon a coal mine, you were so deserving of commendation
for your discovery, your expense, and the trouble you have
gone to, that I almost expected him one moment to say
that we ought to give him a handsome premium for finding
the coal mine, and give him the coal mine into the
bargain. It does seem to me that those two state-
ments ought not to have been delivered in the same
speech, because they do appear mutually destructive
of each other. If it be a fact that coal is so plentifut that
it is valueless, why is the explorer to be so highly com-
mended? The truth of the matter is, that there may, and
there probably is, so far as we can judge from these reports,
a vast area of territory under which, at various distances
and at various widths, there will be found strata of lignite
coal of varying qualities. The truth, also, is that although
there may be that abundant supply in that sense, there may
be favored spots as I stated a while ago where you can get
coal at a nominal expense for the getting, as it is technically
called, and where it will be so close to a river or a railway
that it can be transported at a nominal expense. Nor do
1 find from these papers that any one of the persons who
have applied for various areas have done so upon the
ground that they were explorers, or had employed explorers
who had discovered coal mines. If' it be the case, I say the
claim to the consideration of the Goverument is that they
spent money and went to work and explored the land, and
ater some difficulty found coal mines; ail I can say is that
projectors of that description who make applications
usually, to adopt an old phrase, put their best foot foremost;
they usually tell what they have done, and sometimes they
even exaggerate their claims for expenses they have
incurred; and you may read this return of all the applicants
from end to end and you will not find-at least I have not
found-a single statement on the part of any of these gentle-
men that he explored and spent money and found a mine;
and therefore desired to be put in fief of it. Not at ail, Sir.
My belief is that the most valuable of these areas have been
lit upon by others altogether, largely perhaps by our own
officers, engineers and surveyors. To a considerable extent
they have been known from a very early period by the
Indians or the Hudson Bay people. There is no instance
known of before the House of the discovery of coal mines
by any person at all. These regulations do not say
that the explorer, profiting with the discoverer,
shall have a right to the mine. They say simply the
applicant. They do not advocate that it is a right
based on the expenditure of time or money, risk or
hazard in finding a mine, but whoever comes, the man who
may have heard from a third party, the man who bas appliedfor a mine which he bas known to exist for a long time may
get the mine, may get even the mine on the Porcupine
River which Professor Dawson describes as the most valu-
able one lie has met with in all his explorations. It is a
question of whoever comes forward and asks. The hon.
gentleman made a great deal of the inapplicability of the
principle of competition in this particular class of tran-sactions, and the whole argument was based on this pointOf explorations; but I say that the regulations are notbased upon that at all. The Nova Scotia regulations give,I believe, a license to explore within a consider-able area, and the sueessful explorer gZets a right-thata n say, application follows for a lease of the mine ing merate area within the explored area. But these aregenerai regulations, under which any man who chooses can
t for any mie, no matter how well known, and obtain
It ut 'o4er9t1e 4, NQW, although therQ may b vaut

quantities of coal in the country, valuable coal mines may
be few, at this particular time they may be very few. Those
are valuable at this moment which are found along the line
of water communication. Those will ho valuable within a
short time which are found within immediate reach of the
railways which are being projected through that country;
and it is the seams which are valuable as to
location, or width, or facility of access which will
be taken up. The hon. gentleman says that the regula-
tions are based on the principle of the Nova Scotia regula-
tions; but I tell him as I have told the House, that the prin-
ciple of the Nova Scotia regulations is that unless you work
the mines continuously and effectually the lease is forfeited.
The Ion, gentleman says: "Would you compel a man to go
in if he could n-t find any coal." Certainty not, but it is no
hardship for him to forfeit his lease, if ho cannot or does not
proceed to get out the coal. But by these regulations, if he
simply goes to work in a year and mines any coal within
two years he shall have the lease in perpetuum. The Ion.
gentleman says: "Of course lie will not do all that and
then stop." But that depends. He speaks of enormous
expenditure on machinery, and the tremendous cost of
labor in opening these mines, but Dr. Dawson points out
that the great advantage of these mines I have spoken of is
the facility with which they may be worked. le says all
you have to do is to send a man with a pick-axe, and that
he can pick it out along the banks of the river and drop it
into the boat. That is all the machinery that will ho
required in many cases, and this question of enormous
expenditure for working is quite beside the question, so far
as the fulfillment of the conditions of these regulations is
concerned. The hon. gentleman says he dreads the selec-
tion of small areas to bold and sell to cspitalists. I
dread the selection of smali areas to be held and sold to
capitalists. We are agreed about that. I propose that the
hon. gentlemen should get rid of the difficulty by prevent-
ing anybody-the holders of a small or a large area-from
holding it unless he continuously and efficiently works it.
That would oblige the speculator in the small areas to go on
and work the mine, or else give up bis lease, and so the
hon. gentleman would get rid of the difficulty he refers to.
The hon. gentleman says: "I want consolidation; 1 am
anxious to have it; I want the miner to add area to srea,
section to section, to go on enlarging his holding." Well,
if that is his policy, it is singular that he should provide,
in express terms, that no more than 300 acres should go to
one person. If it is to be the policy of the louse that
illimitable areas are capable of being leased by any one
person, why impose this restriction of 300 acres ? This is
only susceptible of justification in the theory, that it is
proper to restrict the area, and yet the hon. gentleman
says he will make the restriction an imperfect and inade-
quate one because, in my opinion, it is a good thing that
there should be no restriction, and that as many areas as
possible should fall into the bands of one person. But the
more valuable the mine is, as I have already pointed out, the
less labor will be require upon it ; and in the choice mines,
those along the banks of the rivers, where the coal would
be got out with lcast labor will be the most valuable. These
therefore, are the areas which will be appropriated ; these
are the areas from whieh we might have had a cheap
supply, and these are the areas which will be appropriated
on conditions which neither provide fer their early,
efficient or continuous working, only restricting the quantity
to be held by one individual, for that wholesome competition
which would ensure the reduction of the selling price. My
view is, that the hou. gentleman bas not made out a defence
of the regulations. I do not propose anything so ridiculous
as that the areas should not be sold or leased until we have
surveyed the whoie country. Nothing of the kind. I say
rather let us us deal with the question in the present
i*mperfect stat ef things only se fur as it is neceasary i lot

5
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us deal with them according to the present needs of the a very large supply of marketable timber, and, in man
country, and not permit the general regulations to go in caQes, the timber limits will not last for a very long tine.
force, and al] the valuable areas to be appropriated until we It is, therefore, of the utmost consequence that thosew,
rece:ve ail the information which will enable us to deal have should be disposed of in the manner I indicate, in orderwith the question intelligently. that the public may have the value of the interest which

Mr. BUNSTER. An allusion bas been made to the exists in these timber limits. I received the other day an
coal areas of British Columbia. I hope that the leader ofthe account of what had been done by one man who owned a
Government had not altogether forgotten our Province, for small saw-mill. He produced between six and seven hun.
it has not forgotten him and probably never will. I hope dred thousand feet of lumber in the year, and he retired on
hie will advertise British Columbia as well as he advertises a fortune of $20,000. The profits of lumber milling in that
the North-West. I do not think the bon. member for country are enormous; they are seldom less than tiom 10
West Durham (Mr. Blake) is as well posted about coal to $15 on every thousand feet. Now, that is an evidence
matters as he should be. He will find when the iron horse of the real value of a moderate limit, and we have before usa
is snorting on the Pacific shores that we have a quality of proof of the eagerness and earnestness with which limits are
coal unsurpassed on this continent I am informed that the being sought for, in the voluminous return on the Table
coal fron one of our mines-the Wellington-has been disclosing the names of the applicants for locations. I am
exported as far as Texas, and that it has been pronounced told that a not urcommon transmutation is for an agent for
there better ihan any in the United States, and that coal was North-West lands to become the owner of a limit. For a
drawn 2,500 miles into Texas. Therefore, I am satisfied while he is in his agency, and conducts the business; during
that British Columbia coal will not take a second place to that period the limits are disposed of, I do not say by him,
any North-West coal. but from repcrts by him; but a little while after he ceases

Motion ne.atived on a division. to be an agent, and the next thing you hear of him is,that he is a partner in a timber limit, and engaged in the
TtIE SYSTEM OF GRANTING TIMBER LICENSES. business of converting lumber into gold. As I have said,

the system is one hiable to the grosseLat abuse, and, as an
Mr. BLAKE moved: evidence that there are considerable frauds, we read in the

That in the opinion of this House the existing system of granting appendix to the Report of the Minister of the Interior:
timber limits is liable to result in gross abuse, and in the cession of "During the year, one hundred and fifty-five applications for timber
valuable interests in the public domain for inadequate consideration to berths and onehundred for mining locations were received.
favored individuals. 4"Five leasesand twenty-one licenses for timber berths were given, and

That it is expedient to apply the just principle of public competition three hundred and sixty-six temporary permits.
to the granting of timber limita. 4"The reports and schedules in relation to timber, which are appended,

show that there are in the Province of Manitoba forty-six saw-mills in
He said: During the early history of the North-West it was operation at present, and in the North-West and Keewatin Territories,
not possible, I dare say, to ap)ly the principle of -ompeti- n ne saw-mills. From the statements in returns given by theirowners,

I hae nofaul tothese mille are shown to have an average cajpacity for cutting tention to the granting of timber limits, and I have no fault to thousand feet, board measure, each, in a day of twelverhours. Fron
find with the principle or action that was adopted at that four to five months only in the year, of sawing at thisrate, should give a
period in the history of the country. I think the time bas total quantity of about fifty-five millions, board measure, oflumber. 'The
arrived-and arrived for a good while -at which a change returne made for the purpose of payment of dues would give but twenty-

oneiions of feet of ail manufactures of wood during the year. Even
of policy is imperatively necessary. The hon. gentleman with due allowance for the proportion of timber that would be obtalined
bas said, with reference to coal lands, that ho has not hiad from other than Crown lands, there is still so great a oifference between
man ap>plications. That observation is not applicable te the quantities returned as cut and the capacity of.the mills, that it is to
tm 7 b p lii. PTh trnbrvoid sop tiatltherebe inferred that these mille are in operation to their full capacityfor but
timber limits. The returns brough t down show that thera about a fourth of the year, or else that the system of procuring returns
have been between one and two bundred applications ; fails to obtain accurately the amounts on which dues are chargeable."
but I believe that a large number of others have These are alternative suggestions which the officer makes
been made, besides a vast number of permits to eut to account for the discrepancy between the reasonable
timber. There can be no question, therefore, that the capacity of the mills and the Government returns. I will
subject of timber limits is of great interest to two venture to say that the officer believed, and I think it pretty
classes-to the population at large, which is interested in plainly to be inferred from the report, that it is not that the
obtaining a cheap supply of timber and lumber, and to a mills cut four or five months in the year only, but that the
considerable class of the community which is interested in system under which the returns are made up is defective as
what is vulgarly called "grabbing " the timber limits of a means of ascertaining what bas been cut or the anmount of
the North-West. Now, we have had in former days in the Crown dues chargeable. A portion of the profits
older Provinces experience of the systen which is at pre- are obtained by reason of the ineffectual carrying out oftthe
sentin vogue, and we know that the leasing oftimber limits regulations and non-payment of dues to the Crown. That
by private bargain gave rise to the grossest abuse and also is very likely to result from the continuance of a
favoritism-that valuable interests in the public domain system under which timber limits are granted to individuals
were alienated for inadequate considerations to political at the instance of the Ministry, of their officers, and not by
favorites ; and se great was the abuse that the rule for a a system of publie competition. Where you find those
long time by statute bas been that these limits shall only limits granted as favors to those who are in the Minis'
be sold by public auction. I believe that is the system ters' graces, granted privately, without the security of
prevailing in the sister Province, as it certainly bas been so public competition, you will be very likelY to
in Ontario from Confederation. This complete change in find those who have obtained the limits not
the timber system prevented any opportunity for that very careful as to the payment of subsequent dues, or
political favoritism to which I have referred, and the inter- as to making returns. f am not charging or insi 8 ntu n
est of the pullic was served to a large extent by the large that these things have occurred; I am merelynsaym'this
premiums paid at public competition by intending lumber-, the system is one liable to abuses of this kind; that 'the
men for t e limits offered. Great fortunes have in some one which gives the fortunate possessor of the ini the
instances been made in the North-West already by the lucky whole of the good fortune, instead of sharing it Ceit
men who have received timber limits, and considerable for- public by having open competition ; that the experiene .
tunes are now being made by those who have even moderate other Provinces, particularly that ofOntario is whythe
limits. The timber limits in that country are of a, favor of the latter system, and wholly against th
character that cannot endure; unfortunately there is not 1 former system; that there are so many apPlicatio fo r
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timber berths as to make it all the more impor-
tant and reasonable that a plan for 'open competition
should be adopted. I am sorry to observe that the leader
of the Government, after having in one case adopted the
plan of open competition, receded from it. I refer to the
case Of the grazing lands. During the fall of last year a
minute was adopted and sanctioned by the Government
declaring that those grazing lands should be disposed of by
public competition, but the new regulations ot December
altered that plan, and they are now disposed of according to
another system; and the result of that system is
developed in the returns which are laid on the
Table, from which wo find that numerous applications by
mail before the Session, and some since the
Session, for choice grazing lands in the North-West.
1 read some of those names with the pain of deep regret.
I observe indications that the Flouse is about to lose the
countenances of many hon. gentlemen whom we would re-
joice to sec here many years to come, they being about to
change their - ocation from being representatives of
Canada's constituencies to that of being cattle breeders.
Tracts of lrnd on the Kootenay, Bow River and other suit-
able places, Goshens in imagination, are applied for to the
extent of from 35,000 to 100,000 acres, which are to be
made valuable by hon. members, who have been up
to this time more engaged in the business of attending to
the concerns of men, but who from this time propose, under
the auspices of the Governrnent, to become herders of cattle.
Or perhaps they do not intend to do so except by deputy,
and, as the hon. leader of the Government suggests, with
regard to owners of coal lands, they would sell the lands
and turn an honest penny by the speculation. With respect
to limber limits, I sec no reason why, in face of the
numerous applications, the limited areas and the advantage
to the pnblic in avoiding the danger of abuse, some system
of open competition for timber limits should not be adopted

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I sec the hon. gentleman
bas imported into Parliament the habits which be las gained
from forensic experience, that when he bas a weak case he
attempts to draw bis audience away from the subject.
When he was discussing the coal lands the hon. gentleman
read a letter about the sale of lots, and now, when discussing
timber limits he goes off to grpazing ranches. The hon.
gentleman says that he does not charge the Government
with having donc anything wrong, but that the present
system, in bis opinion, is liable to result in gross abuses. I
suppose he meant that, from having had so much to do with
the administration of such affairs in the Province of Ontario
that when h1e transferred bis eloquence from the OntarioLegislature to the Dominion Parliament, he brought thatfeeling with him. The hon. gentleman made up bis mindthat when he came from the smaller area to the larger onethat h would bring with him the fixed conviction thatthis system of granting, as we are now doing, licensesfor timaber limits was liable to abuse and ought to beCurbed. Strange to say, we are following the exampleorced upon us by the Administration of which lie was amemober. In the Session of 1872, the Government of which
' as then the head passed through Parliament the lawictoria, (section 50) which contains this clause:
a be right of cutting timber on such timber limits shall be put up at

and sold t aremile, varying according to the value of the limit,
Publie auction.> bidder on competition either by tender or at

That Was a Bill passed by our corrupt Government, but weNosaPear and were succeeded by the late Government in
1874 wasY 1873. Strange te say, the first act they did in
put inWs to repeal that claue, and this is the clause they

ap iiStead1
yQ ° d that in cases where application may be made for limita on

?n af m of 1.f a.tsfto. ,hu b.uma.,.the

Governor in Conneil may, on the recommendation of the hon. the
Minister of the Interior, authorize the Rame to be leased for such
bonuses as he may deem fair and reasonable."

Now, during the time that Administration was in power
they leased 605 square miles of limits, and they did not put
up one single acre to public competition. During the
whole of the five years they, conscious of the abuse that
followed such a practice, altered the competitive system and
introduced the favoritism system-this system by which
friends, political, personal, social or otherwise were to get
limits. They carried it out to the extent of 605 square miles.
I will give you an instance of the system In the licenses
that we grant now we provide that every license shall be
forfeited, unless, within the year, a saw mill is erected to
use that timber. The elections, I think, took place on the
17th September, 1878. What did we find ? Wo all remember
how we were attacked for appointing some of our friends
just before we resigned.

Mr. MILLS. Nearly all were appointed then.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They were all my
friends. I am not in the habit of appointing my foes. I
have no confidence in my foes except occasionally when I
have a foe of such ability as the hon. member for Buffalo.
On the 7th October, 1878, long after the 17th September,
1878, and a few days before they shuffled ofl their political
coil, the mantle fell upon my shoulders, they passed an Order
in Council granting to two mortal foes-I must admit that-
the Messrs. Cook and Sutherland-how much ? We limit
our grants to fifty square miles. They granted 200 square
miles to Messrs. Cook and Sutherland, and instead of giving
it in one area, what do you think they provided? Explora-
tions along the River Saskatchewan, show thatthe timber be-
tween Edmontou and the Rocky Mountains is in small
groups of twenty miles square each The Order in Council
was passed authorizing the granting to Messrs. Cook and
Sutherland, of the timber limits, 200 square miles, on the
North Saskatchewan and its tributaries between Edmonton
and the Rocky Mountains in isolattd blocks
of twenty square miles each. Thus every tree be-
tween Edmonton and the ]Rocky Mountains was
handed over by the late Government to their political friends
Messrs. Cook and Sutherland, creating a monopoly so that
no man cau go in through that whole vast region of country.
It must be this experience that is weighing on my hon.
friend, and he fears that we shall commit the same
atrocities - atrocities by the on. gentlemans own account
-that bis friends committed. He dreads lest we should be
guilty of the same favoritism, the same granting to mono-
polists, the gross abuse which he saw exercised by his
own friends. But our practice bas been this: the first few
months we were in office there were two leases granted for
twenty-one years, but we stopped that system and no
leases are granted longer than one year, of course, with
the same honorable understanding that exists in Ontario,
that if a man puts up bis mill, pays bis dues, and acts hon-
orably towards the Crown the Crown will act honorably
towards him, and lis hicense will be renewed from year to
year as long as he keeps bis contract with the Government.
We have limited, except in very special cases, under
special circumstances, and not with regard to the individual
or the special circumstances of the country, the areas to
fifty miles. Well, of the 60> square miles disposed of by
hon. gentlemen opposite net one acre of it was under
lease. One-third of all the territory on which timber
licenses were granted by the present Government was put up
by public auction, as the schedule before the House shows.
During the whole five years that these gentlemen were in
power they were granting leases, yet how mach do you think
they collected of dues? They collected $6,000 altogether, or
about $1,000 per year. This shows either that these leases
w.re ailgigí.n to.speulators or hatth.p.opl.tqe lion..
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on them where there was no timber. During the three
years that we have been in power, we have disposed, by
private sale, of 1,546 square miles, and at public auction of'
746J square miles; and during those three years we have
collected $100,000 in dues, which are inereasing largely
every month. The principle we adopt is this: Immigrants
are not going into one spot. Some will go to Bow River,
others to Prince Albert, Battleford, Edmonton, Qu'Appelle
-all over that country. These immigrants must have
bouses and must get timber. We cannot keep them along
the twenty-four mile belt on each side of the
Pacifie Railway, they go where they please. They
must go wherever they please, and we must, in order
to assist those people and give them timber, grant timber
licenses wherever timber is to be found, where the works are
going on. But, if parties go and explore, they must make
an application, and, if it is a reasonable one, if the applicant
is respectable, if he enters into a contract within a year to
put up a saw mill and pay dues, and give proper returns
under oath, lie will get a license. And so the immigrants, as
they scatter all over the country, will find saw-mills, large
and small and portable. They will be glad to get portable
milis in the far distance. Any kind of machinery that will
cut boards to build houses will be welcome. That is our
system, and for the present I think it ought to be continued.
When there is competition, two applying for the same
place, it is to be decided by tender as at present; so one
can bid against the otber. Hereafter when we get on a
little further, and the country becomes more settled-when
the railroads have made progress, and the Canada Pacifio
stretches across the continent-timber can be largely carried
from -Georgian Bay, and the whole country reasonably
supplied. When the country shall be more settled,
we can probably adopt the Ontario system. At
present it would be merely an obstruction, in
my opinion. I think those men who have gone into
the country with mills are doing yeoman's service,
and are reducing the prices of lumber to reasonable limits.
In regard to permits, parties received permission to eut for
a limited period over a given area. The chief permits are
granted for the purpose of supplying ties to railroads and
poles to telegraphs; they are in the vicinity where timber
is wanted, and if you did not grant the permits, the timber
would Le stolen without ihem, and you-woull get nothing.
Timber for ties, &c., must be got out. This is merely a tem-
porary resource for a temporary exigency. These are the
reasons why I think that this resolution introducing the
principle of competition is as yet premature. We have the
sanction of his own Government to that policy. I suppose,
he was a member of the late Government in 1874.

Mr. BLAKE, No.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At all events he was an
ardent supporter; and lie did not raise his voice that I
heard of against the repeal or setting aside of the permis-
sion given by the previous Government in 1872, which was
continued at the sole discretion of my hon. friend from
Bothwell when a Minister. I have no doubt, as his suc-
cessor, and I believe that lie administered that De
partment with great ability and energy. He did his
best; but he could not possibly have known the value
of some of those limits, or lie would have thought twice
before lie would have handed over those rather large,
extensive, liberal limits in such a liberal, generous, uncon-
ditional, unrestrained manner to the Messrs. Cook and
Sutherland.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman has adopted a rather
singular styleof defence from the motion before the House.
1H, has undertaken to show that the late Administration
aoted improperly in repealing certain provisions of the law
whiohhe says he put on the Statut-book,.

gir ox . MtoDoxAmp,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that you
did it improperly, but that you approved of the system we
are now carrying on.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman says now, that after a
lapse of ten years, the system provided for in that At
was a proper system. He either now says that the law
was premature, or that the late Government acted in a
proper way iu refraining from adoptiug the principle of
competition lu the first instance. Now, my hon. friend
who las the resolution before the House, did not propose
any more than mu the resolution recently submitted, that the
princi ple of competition should be adopted in the first in.
stance. We know, and experience shows us, that that could
not be done; that when settlers went into the North-West,
when there was but little market for lumber, and the lumber-
men were very indifferent, that it was impossible to carry out
the principle of competition in the sale of timber limits in the
first instance. The hon. First Minister has compared the
small amount of duty collected on lumber while we were in
power with a large amount now collected. But there is a
much larger population iu Manitoba and the North.West
now than there was then. On personal investigation I
found that, even as late as 1877, a great quantity of the
timber eut at the mills lu Winnipeg and the vicinity was
obtained from Minnesota, lu the viciuity of Red Lake; so
that persons who had obtained timber limits from the Ad-
ministration, iu anticipation of the early failure of the
timber limits of Red Lake, had not yet begun, to a large
extent, to eut into lumber the timber on these limits. The
statement I made will show the difference between the
amount of timber duties collected at present and at that
time; the greater portion of the timber cut into
lumber was obtained lu Minnesota. Now, I behieve
scarcely any is obtained in that quarter, and that
the greater portion is obtained from the limits for
which hicenses have been granted. The hon. gentleman bas
told us that the timber limits granted to Messrs. Cook
snd Sutherland were very large, and was conceded
to them after the defeat of the late Administration.
That is true, but their application had been
made at a very early period ; and it was only in

consequence of the pressure of business lu the Depart-
ment that it was not disposed of earlier. I may state hore,
whatever hon. gentlemen may think of the principle, that
while I was in charge of that Department, while I did
nothing that I thought might be more properly done by mIy
successor-that all the matters with which I was con-
versant, that might have been disposed of at an earier
period, but were not disposed of-I thought it my duty
to deal with as acts of administration, up to the lat
moment I was in charge of the office. I believe that was a
8ound principle, and that thus many matters were dispos
of which, had they been left over, would nt have been dis-
posed of for rnany months. In fact, I believethere are
some matters with which I was unable to deal etirelyasDd
which are not dealt with up to this moment. Now, rete
the extent of this timber himit. The hon. gentleman repre-
ents 200 miles as a very extensive limit. Wellfthati not

the general opinion of lumbermen, and if the infOrDllacy--
possessed at that time was at all approachig accuirs Y
and I have no reason to doubt it upto this n
ment-there is in that region an area for which this
limit was granted at least twenty dtim bythe
area covered wit htimber which is coverGan
license granted te a brother of Mr. flugli SuthOrIgnd sod
Mr. Cook. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman bas rferr ThtO
that particular instance, but what are the facts ?
gentlemen proposed to erect a mill on the Saskathe'"
TPhere was no mill upon the Saskatchewan with the
exception of Moore's. The settlers at Prince Albert h
pay as high as 811,or 120 per thousand forher î
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It was considered an advantage to the population for
mill owners to be established in that district, and it was in
order that competition might exist and that the people
might obtain lumber at reasonable rates, that this license
was granted.

Mr. HESSON. Has that mill been erected yet?
Mr. MIlLS. If the hon. gentleman will ask his leader

he will flnd that ho cancelled the license. Further, I may
say that at the time we retired from office there was a pros.
pect of a considerable settlement at an early day in the
region of Prince Albert and along the Saskatchewan. The
location of the road was in that direction, and
settlers were going in that direction in expectation of the
construction of a railway through that region of coun-
try. I have no doubt whaotever that if the lo-
cation of the road had not been changed it would
have been to the decided advantage of the people
of the North-West Territory that this license should have
remained in force and that greater facilities than now exist
should be had for obtaining lumber in that quarter. What
was right and proper five years ago may not be so now.
Regulations which the Government were obliged to adopt
iemporarily at that time nay be highly inexpedient at
another period. The hon.gentleman knows there is a large
population in that country. Ie knows the extent of timber
area is somewhat limited, and that now there should be no
difficulty in obtaining competition. We know there was
great difficulty in the early period of settlement in the
iNorth-West Territories and Manitoba to obtain lumber at
al, and therefore the lumbermen had to be invited into that
region, and now that an opportunity for competition exists
there is no reason why the principle of competition should
not be made available.

Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRIGIIT. I think Iunderstood
the hon. Minister of the Interior to state that $100,000 had
been collected as timber dues. I would be glad ifhe would let
us know to what date that comes down, what was the amount
collected up to the lst of June, 1881, and in what Depart-
ment it is to be found.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot state now, but
I will get himu the information.

Sir RICHA RD J. CARTWRIGHT. Where is it in the
Public Accounts ?

Sir JOHN A.MACDONALD. I do not know. I got
this return from the responsible officer of my Department.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. So far as I can seein the Public Accounts there appears to be no entry of that
amount in 1881.

Mr. TROW. I am decidedly of opinion that the resolution
11ow under discussion is a proper one for the consideration ofths House. We have not under discussion what the previousAdministration did or failed to do in granting large limits,iut Whether it is desirable now to grant them, or whether its desirable to create monopolists in the timber interests
in that great country. Notwithstanding the statement
if the Premier in reference to the unlimited supply of fuel
1" that country, I must say that there is a great scarcity oftisle .It is desirable that the Government shouldhsband our forest rosources as much as possible, and unless
givne check is put upon prairie fires, or some encouragementofVenl inothsettlers to plant trees there will be a great scarcity
old Pro inat country in the future. I am aware that in the
oude ronee.of Manitoba there is considerable timber, butFtride the limits there is certainly a great scarcity from
of rniles th e to the _Rocky Mountains. For hundreds
eoua t iere i nlot a single tree, the Government ought to
encouage thetculture of timber, either by exempting theof"ers from taxation or by granting them a small bonus
of 807nuch per acre of trees planted, or grant of land.

With reference to the soal interests which have been dis-
cussed, I have seen some of the coal in the Souris district,
and found it of a very inferior quality. I question whether
there is such an unlimited supply of coal as the Premier
thinks. It is true, from reports we have received, there
are large fields on the North Saskatchewan, and in:refer-
ence to the Souris district the coal interest is not as yet
developed ; so far only an inferior sample of lignite has been
found. I think the resolution should be thoroughly discussed
and some means taken by the Government not to centralize our
timber limits but to give as much privilege as possible to the
actual bona fide settler. I am aware the Government has dis-
tributed the large proportion of timber limits-20 acre blocks,
to settlers. That is right. But where there are large limits
taken up by one individual it will be detrimental to that
great country, because it will be to his interest to enhance
the price of timber and keep up the price.

Mr. BLAKE. As no other gentleman desires to speak on
this subject, I desire to say a few words in close of the de-
bate. My hon. friend says I must have gathered my ideas
in my experience in the Ontario Legislature. I suppose ho
knows, though ho may have forgotten, that the lawhas
always been in Ontario that the timnber limits were at public
competition, and I am not aware of any instance of abuse.
On the contrary, I referred to the example of Ontario as in-
dicating a state of things which proved the propriety of the
stop I wasinviting the House to adopt. The hon. gentle-
man himself pointed out that twenty years ago this
Government determined, experimentally, that the true mode
of dealing with the timber berths was to sell them at public
auction, and ho and his friends put a law on the Statute-
book providing for that. He says that the Government of
my hon. friend from Lambton altered that law to the desti-
nation common to the applicants. Well, I do not know
whether ho was wrong when ho passed that law
in 1872, or whether the Government of my hon.
friend from Lambton was wrong when they pro-
posed the law in 1874. I do not remember
that either of those laws were passed. I certainly did not
oppose either of them myself. I supposed the hon. gentle-
man adopted the principle of competition as the sound and
just principle to be adopted. I suppose that ho thought the
proper way was to sell timber limits at that time. I sup-
pose ho thought the time was ripe for the adoption of that
system, even ton years ago, when there was hardly anybody
in the country, when the question of getting a number of
persons to bid was one I suppose ho would be able to solve,
but which ho had not the opportunity of solving. The hon.
momber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) was called on to
administer those affairs, and at that time, or after an experi-
ence of two years, I presume-I do not speak with author-
ity, for I was not a member of the Administration and can-
not speak as to bis motives-but I presume he changed the
law because ho found the time was ripe and that the country
was so new that, as my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) says, the difficulty was to get persons to cut the
timber, and not that there was strong competition
for the privilege of cutting it. I presume that was the
reason, and I am quite sure that there was no dissent on the
part of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) from
the said doctrine that wherever it is applicable the principle
of public competition should be applied, for I believe that
hon. gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) did not oppose the law of
the hon. gentleman opposite when it passed. There was,
therefore, a reason in the case of bis Government, but it
cannot be pretended that that exists at the present time.
The return to which I have referred disproves the existence
of any such reason, for I find that there were 155 applica-
tions for timber limits and 137 standing before the Minister
-137 suppliant hands stretched forth to the Department
begging his favor, and 134 perhaps since the return was
made.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Applications without

limit.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, and patience without limit on the

part of the suppliant until the Session is over or this
motion disposed of. I understand that there was very great
perturbation of spirit exhibited among the applicants at the
mere notion that there should be any competition in their
particular business. I have no doubt he las given to
many of them by word of mouth, or sign, or nod,
or in some other way some intimation that they
might expect at an early and convenient day a favor-
able response to their applications so soon as the inconveni-
ont investigations of Parliament are no more to be feared.
I say that I have heard that there was considerable per-
turbation amongst the anticipants of the hon. gentleman's
favors, at the bare idea that these matters should be sub-
mitted to a vulgar common competition, and that common
people should have a fair chance of competing for the
valuable timber limits in the North-West. The hon. gen-
tleman says that, although ton years ago, when there were
no people to compete with, he put a law on the Statute-
book recognizing the principle. Now, when there are
numerous competitions, when there is no difficulty in ap-
plying the law, I find that my proposal of ten years ago is
premature to be made to-day. "Wait," he says, "for another
ten years, or twenty years, from the time I made the
proposal for selling by auction, and then let the
prinoiple of publie competition be applied." Well,
it may be applied then, but the trouble will be
that there will be no limits to put up then. The
hon. gentleman has àtated the course of the late Adminis-
tration with reference to this matter. It appears that
although they took power to grant licenses for these timber
limits in this way, they granted only some 600
miles in the course of their Administration. I do not
know whether the hon. gentleman includes those 200
miles which he as worthlessly-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Only the 600.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman bas granted 2,300

square miles during the three years he has been in power, so
it was very obvions that during the previous Administration
therewas nota very energeticuse made of this power. The
hon. gentleman bas granted 2,300 miles, of' which 1,550 were
by private application or arrangement, and Le Las 130 ap-
plications before him at the present moment for more, so
that we may expect before another year a large portion of
the remaining area will be allotted. Now, it is perfectly
plain that the circumstances whichli he thought suitable, ten
years ago, for the principle of public competition, are very
much more suitable now and that there isno reason why we
sbould not have a principle which is practicable now, and was
always sound even when it was not practicable; and I think
the resolution is one which should be adopted by the House.

Motion negatived on the following division

Yu,:

Messieurs

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Br&wn,
Burpee'(Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Oonpal,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Mr. BLAW

Fleming, Paterson (Brant),
Flynn, Piokard,
Geoffrion, Rinfret,
Gillies, Roberteon (Shelburne),
Gillmor, Rogers,
Guan, Rose (Middlesex),
Boltone Ryma,

Iririne, Scriver,
Killam, Skinner,
King, Snowball,
Laurier, Sutherland,
McDonald (Vie., N.S.), Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,'
MacDonnell (laverness) Weldon,
Mclsaac, White (Renfrew),
Mille, Yeu.-49.

NÂTs:

Abbott,
Alhson,
Amyot,
Arkell,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bil,
Bolduc,
Bowell,
Breken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
C ostigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Elliott,
Ferguson,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Gault,
Gigault,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),

Messieurs

Girouard (Kent), Mongenais,
Grandbois, Mousseau,
Guillet, Muttart,
Hlackett, IOgden,
Haggart, Quimet,
Hay, Patterson (Essex),
Hesson, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Platti
Ronde, Pluub,
Ives, Pope (Compton),
Jones, Poupore,
Kaulbach, Reid,
Kirkpatrick, Richey,
Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton)
Landry, Ros (Dundas),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Royal,
Lantier, Ryan (Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (King), Schultz,
Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
M cDonald(CapeBreton), Sproule,
Macmillan, Strange,
McCalluan, Tellier,
McOarthy, Tilley,
McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
McDougald, Vallée,
MeLelan, Vanasse,
Mceenan, Wade,
MeQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Manson, White (Caldwell),
Massue, White (Hastings),
Merner, Williams,
Méthot, Wright.-106.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move the adjourn-
ment of the House, but before doing so I wish to make a
statement personal to myself. I did not happen to be in the
House when the Orders of the Day were called, and,.there-
fore, I take this opportunity of speaking of an article that
appeared in the Globe of Friday. That article states that
for the sum of $2,500 I was sold to a contractor. I do not
suppose that many gentlemen on either side of the louse
will believe that, and I would have perhaps passed it over
only that the statement is specific, and it affects a con-
tractor, Mr. John Shields, whose future may depend upon
that charge being unanswered or answered. I can only
state, Sir, that there is not the slightest truth in the state-
ment, and I shall shortly relate the facts, although it is
rather unpleasant for one to be obliged to relate one' sOwn
affairs. An action was brought against me by Mr. General
Hewson, which I resisted. It was put down for trial here
at the last spring assizes, in 1881. I was at that time, 8a

most hon. gentlemen know, exceedingly ill; I was confinfl
to my house, and a good many supposed that I would never
leave it. However, I was preparing to go to Englsfd
when this trial came on, and my medical adviser told me
that it would be as much as my lifae was worth to goid
court and give evidence in the matter. i did
not like it to be said or supposed or in
ated that I avoided giving testimony, iin the ,nde"
Mr. Shields, who, though a contractor, je a friefd Of
mine, was subpœnaed as a witness in the ctseavd he
came to see me and offered his good offices te relieV iMo
from the worry and annoyance of the matter. I tO seted
go and see to it, and to pay a sum of money to get itt
if he could. The result was that it was agreed to be
for the sum of $2,500, for which a release was to beildI'
That money was paid, but it was not paid by Mr.
it was paid for me and by me. As wi rsh to Le strIctîY
accurate in the matter,1 will say that not being a rich ne"'
I had not the money at the time, and so my sohield'
and procured it from a friend, but not from er.
Mr. Shields had nothing to do with. it. ]t was lent t
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and when I came back from England, I paid half of it, ail I
could afford to do, and on the 1st of July I will pay my
friend the other half, with interest. Mr. Shields made
affidavit to the truth of these facts. He does not even know
from whom I borrowed the money. These are the simple
facts, Mr. Speaker, and I wish to inform the louse of them
for the reason I have stated.

flouse adjourned at 10:55 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TuEmsnA, 28th March, 1882.

The SPAzIAi< took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

RAILROAD CONTRACT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do
now leave the Chair for the louse to go again into Com-
mittee of Supply.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Mr. Speaker, I desire to call the
attention of the House to a matter, respecting which I shall
end with a motion-I refer to the letting of railway con-
tracts in British Columbia. I shall not occupy much of the
time of the liouse, not more than what is necessary to give
a clear statement of the facts and to refer very briefly to
the conclusions that must be deducible from these
facts. On the 2tth of October, last year, tenders
were asked for the construction of certain works between
Port Moody and Emory's Bar. Those tenders were to be
received on lst February, and the Goverument required
that accompanying each tender there should be a cheque
marked "good" by some bank or the cash in some case for
820,000. Accordingly tenders were received about the 1st
February, & amongst the tenders was that of Messrs.
McDonald and Charlebois, whose tender was for the sum
of 82,277,000. On the 24th January this tender appears to
bave been made up by these contractors as on that day a
cheque was obtained from the Bank of Montreal in Mon-treal marked "good for two days only." No further
action appears, so far as the papers brought down
to this House can show, to have been taken by the Govern-
ment after the reception of tenders until February lst, the
day upon which they should all have been received, and Ipresume were received. On that day, as is usual in the
bepartment of Public Works, the tenders were opened by
Mesérs. Schreiber, Chief Engineer; Mr. Trudeau, Deputy
Minister, and Mr. Braun, Secretary of the Department.From the 1st February to the 6th, I do not see that any-
thing further was done by the Minister or the Department;
bt on the 6th February, the private secretary of the hon.the Minister of Railways--not the Secretary of the Depart-

éeUt•was sent to the Bank of Montreal in this city toenquire concerning this cheque that was marked "good fortWO day s thy," the object apparently being to ascertain
Wether the Itwo days only " was not some clerical erroror au unintentional endorsement-to ascertain, in otherWordsw

)ereawhether the cheque was still good. Mr Bradley, the
low : i question, narrates the circumstance as fol-

"DEPAnTUENT RAHWAYS AND CANALs
(Memtrandum "MnsTEn's OFFICE, 6th f'ebruary, 1882.

th M nr n niory's Bar and Port Moody.-Under instructions from
orni0 aurdaylast,Icalled, at about half-past 10 o'clock

aa a ce Drummondc , Manager of the Bank of Montreal here,Bdanke Mracertain cheque drawn by McDonald & Charlebois, on thé
4 treal, dated 23rd January, 1882, for $20,0oo and itamped

lame month 'good for two day, ol,' askig hnim

whether he would pay it. On finding the cheque was marked 'good
for two days only,' he shook his head and said it would be necessary to
enquire at the head ofice. He suggested making enquiry, to which I
assented. At about one o'clock this day Mr. Drummond called at my
office, and handed me, in presence of Mr. Trudeau, the telegram from
the head office,Montreal, which 1, this afternoon, handed to the Minister,
and which is attached hereto marked with my initials.

"A. P. BRADLEY."

I(Telegram.)
"MoxTmEi, 6th February, 1882.

"To Bank of Montreal. y
"Banker requisite to-day, please strike out 'for two dals only,' from

our acceptance stamp. The cheque will be good until paid.
"SHADBOLT."

"Handed to me by Mr. Drummond in my offce about 1 p.m., 6th
Febr'ary. "A. P. BRADLEY."

What strikes one as something remarkable, in the first place,
with regard to this transaction up to this point, is this fact:
that these contractors knew that the tenders would not be
opened until the lst February, yet on the 24th January
they go to the Bank of Montreal and obtain a cheque upon
which theregular stamp-not an ordinary endorsement-had
impressed the words: "good for two days only." No man
in his senses would have accepted such a cheque to send
with his tender if he believed it was literally to be held
good for two days only, because four days before the
tenders could be received the¿ cheque would be out of date.
It appears from correspondence elsewhere in this
return, that this was the stamp which was kept
in the bank and was applied to cheques when they
were required to be marked good by the bank, the
short date, two days, being given to prevent these
cheques from becoming current money. This appears to
have been the object. We find the General Manager, in
reply to the following letter from Messrs. McDonald & Char-
le bois

"MONTRIAL, 23rd February, 1882.
"DEAn mSi,-On the 24th January last we obtained at your bank our

certified cheque upon you for $20,000, and it was known to you that the
same was to be used in our contemplated tender to the Government for
railway work.

" Notwithstanding the fact that our tender was the lowest, we are,
nevertheless, in danger of being deprived of our right to the contract
on the ground that the cheque in question was certified 'good for two
days only.' We will be obliged if you will state whether or not the
limit as to time in the certificate on the cheque in question was merely a
clerical error, and that the iatention of the bank was to guarantee the
goodness of the cheque until paid.

"We will also be obliged if you will state in your reply to this if any
enquiry was made from Ottawa as to the goodness of the cheque, and what
steps you took to correct the error, and oblige,

"Your obedient servants,
"MoDONALD àCHARLEBOIS,

"E.S. CLoUSTOI, Esq., Manager."

Wrote as follows:
"IMoNTNAL, 23rd February, 1882.

"GENTLEMEN,-In reply to your letter of this date concerning the
cheque for $20,000 accepted by us on the 24th ult., for your use in con-
nection with your tender to the Goverument for railway work, I beg to
say that the limit of two days only was unintentional, and was simply
an oversight, that this was not at once struck ont. It was certainly
our intention to guarantee the cheque until paid. On discovery of the
flaw on the 6th instant our Ottawa manager wired us of it, and I replied
requesting him to strike out the objectionable words, and saying the
cheque would be good until paid; to which he replhed by letter of Mame
date 'Your reply to strike out restriction clause as stamped, and the
cheque will be good until paid, is satisfactory to the Departmeat.'

"Yours truly
"lE. . OLOUSTON,

"Mesrs. ioDoNALD & CaR.n"Lois,
Montreal."

The other thing that strikes one as very remark.
able, is the fact that the hon. Minister of Railways
waited for six days after the tenders were opened
before taking any action upon this irregularity, and thon
sends his own private secretary with specific instructions to
know whether the cheque is still considered good, ThiW
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message was delivered to the manager by Mr. Bradley, the
secretary in question, in person, at 10.30 o'clock on the 6th
February. Mr. Drummond suggested, very properly, ho
would ask the office in Montreal, and Mr. Bradley informs us
in another place that ho franked a telegram to Mr. Drummond
to make the enquiry without expense to the Department.
The enquiry was duly made accordingly; it must have been
about 11 o'clock, and at half-past one it terminated. The
manager of the bank here was able to wait on the Depart-
ment of Public Works when he saw Messrs. Trudeau and
Bradley at half-past one of the same day, the answer being
that the choque would be good until paid. What the object
of the Minister was in enquiring whether the cheque would
be good or not I cannot imagine, uniess it was, and perhaps
it is of increased significance, that he already made up his
mind how to award the contract, and by imagining that the
cheque was not good at the timo he thought his position
would be strengtbened by getting a definite reply from the
manager of the bank to that effect, in which his position
would be much clearer. The reply, however, was entirely
satisfactory as to the character of the choque; it being good
for the amount, so far as the bank could make the choque
good, until it sbould be paid. No action was taken by the
Minister on that day, 6th February; but on the next day,
7th, he sends a memorandum to the Council stating, in
general, the facts in connection with the acceptance of the
tender and giving a schedule of all the tenders received.
Then ho says:

"That the 92nd clause of the specifications of the works embraced in
this section states that no tender will be entertained 'unless a bank
cheque, marked good by the bank, for $20,000, accompanies the tender.'

"'I bat the lowest tender as above, that from Messrs. D. McDonalri and
A. Charlebois, is irregular, inasmuch as the cheque which accompanied
it is marked by the Bank of Montreal on the 24th January, 1882, as good
for two days only.

" That the lowest tenderimade in conformity with the conditions of
the specifications, is that by Mr. Andrew Onderdonk, for the sum of
$2,486,255.

" That this amount is lower than the engineer's estimate of the value
of the works to be performed, but the Chief Engineer, in a report dated
the 6th February, 1882, states that Mr. Andrew Onderdonk ha the
necessary skiil and resources to carry out the undertaking."

Then ho recommends the acceptance of this tender of
.Andrew Onderdonk. He does not, however, inform the
Council of the facts which occurred on the 6th of February;
ho does not mention that ho had enquired whether this
choque was good, and found it was good; but he hints at
a general statement that the choque was marked good for
two days only, and therefore ho treats it as not being a
choque at all, or not being a representative of money which
the Government could accept. On the day following, 8th
February, an Order in Council is passed, which Order is, of
course, as usual, a more echo of the memorandum of the
Minister, formally awarding the contract to the second
tenderer, Andrew Onderdonk, for the sum of $209,255 in
excess of the tender of Messrs. McDonald & Charle bois. No
communication appears to have been made, so far as I am
able to see, after the communicating with the bank,'on the
6th February, with the contractors themselves, for on the
lOth, I think, they appeared to have been first apprised of
the action of the Minister and the Government, by an article
in the Gazette, and they telegraphed to Sir Charles Tupper:

"lOth February.
"This morning's Gazette says that we were the lowest tender for Port

Moody section, and as we failed to make the deposit the contract was
awarded to Onderdonk. This is incorrect; we are only waiting notice
from the Department to complete deposit. Waiting answer.

"McDONALD àCHARLEBOIS.">

In their innocence they imagined that all that was required
was a deposit of 5 per cent. on the full amount of the tender,
the deposit required by the Goverument as security for the
performance of the contract. They would appear, as I read
the telegram, not to have entertained any doubt as to the
position of the matter otherwise, as theyr were aware they

Mr. MAKzNziz,

had sent a choque to the Government. Then they sert
another telegram, of the same date, to the Secretary of the
Department, Mr.iBraun:

"Any decision in British Columbia tenders ; awaiting notice to iake
deposit. Answer.

" McDONALD & CHARLEBOIS.l

They received this answer, no doubt by instructions, from
Mr. Braun :

" Contract was awarded to Onderdonk whose tender was lowest, asyours could not be considered for want of cheque marked good as
required by specification."1

Then, on the 14th February, McDonald & Charlebois sent
a petition to His Excellency the Governor General in Coun.
cil, in which they state the general facts already mentioned.
The petition sets forth the following facts:-

"1. That during the nonth of October the Government of Canada
advertised for tenders for the construction of one of the sections of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, between Port Moody and Emory's Bar, in the
Province of British Columbia.

"2. That on the 1st of February instant, your petitioners filed with
the proper officer in the Department of Railways and Canals, in the City
of Ottawa, a tender for the construction of said works.

"3. That the deposit required by the advertisement and specifications
was duly made with the proper officei of the Department of Railways
and Canais at the same time as the said tender.

"4. That other tenders for the said work by other contractors were
filed in the Department of Railways and Canais at the saine time, andin
like form with that of your petitioners.

" 5. That the tender of your petitioners was the lowest of all the ten-
ders so made and filed with the said Department for the construction of
the said work.

"6. That the amount or difference in favor of the public between the
tender of your petitioners and the lowest tender was about $200,000.

47. That on the 10th of February instant your petitioners were
notified by the Department of Railways and Canais that their tender had
not been accepted because a cheque upon the Bank of Montreal for the
amount of the deposit was not marked good as required by the siecifi-
cations, and that te contract was awarded te a higher tender as shown
by exhibit No. 1 herewith

"8. Your petitioners, complaining of this decision of the Department
of Railways and Canais, humbly represent to Your Excellency in Coun-
cil, that the said cheque was duly accepted by the Bank of Montreal, at
Montreal, on the 24th of January last.

" 9. That on the 6th of February instant it was presented.to the Bank
of Montreal, in the City of Ottawa, by Mr. Bradley, the private secre-
tary of the Minister of Railways and Canals, that the answer of the
Manager of the Ottawa branch of said Bank was that the cheque was
good till paid, an! good from the date; that the secretary of the Min-
ister of Railways and Canais replied to the Manager of the said branch
that his statement was satisfactory to the Department, as shown by
exhibits 2, 3 and 4 herewith.

1- 10, That the said cheque is still good, that it would have been
cashed or paid at any te,and the same is now in possession of the
Departinent of Railways and Canais.

"Therefore, your petitioners pray:
"lst. That the Order in Council setting aside the tender of your peti-

tioners fur want cf a cheque niarked 1'good as required by specifea-
tions,' and awarding the contraet t Messrs. Onderdonk à;c., o b
reconsidered by Your Excellency in Council.

"2nd. That the tender of your petitioners, being the lowest regular
tender, be accepted by the Department of Railways and Canais, andthe
contract awarded te jour petitioners, who are willing and ready tO
execute the same.

"And your petitioners will ever pray.
"McDONALD & CHARLEBOIS."

Those contractors, therefore, urged that their tender, being
the lowest, should be accepted. The reply to this petition
is accompanied by various exhi bits, showing the transactions
according to the telegrams that had passed, and Mr. Brad-
ley's interest in the matter when ho called upon the Manager
of the Bank of Montreal, and it is we find a telegram
was addressed and franked by Mr. Bradley, secretaryf
the Minister of Railways and Canals.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No ; you will find the ordinY
frank.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am merely stating what appear
on the records.

Sir CEARLES TUPPER. The statement s not truc
because Mr. Bradley never saw the telegramn, but
a blank on it.

Mr, MA.CZENZiE. At any rte, it is of no 00DaQ
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Sir CIARLES TUPPER. It is of great consequence. stance of bis going to the manager of the bank here to se

Mr. MACKENZIE. The arrangement was made by Mr. if the cheque was good.
Bradley to have the telegram sent, and he franked it; the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 shah probably have an
mere question of whether it was franked by him or not is opportunïty of statîng what I know, and I did know wbat
not a matter of importance, so long as the bank manager the bon. gentleman asks.
understood what was asked, which he appears to have Mr MACKENZIE. Well, I will be able to obtain the
done from that reply. The report of the Minister is simply information.
this:

iOn the facts having been submitted to Council, it was decided that
no change could be made in the wording of the cheque, after the tenders gentleman says be did know.
had been received, and the contract was accordingly awarded to the Mr MACKENZIE. Indeed, 1 was not aware be said so.
neit lowest tenderer, without reference to the informaltender sent in by However I wil move in amendment to the motion
Messrs. McDonald & Charlebois."

This was written to the hon. the Minister with the That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be Resolved,
thatthetener as ot iforaibutwasThat from a return laid on the Table of the House by the Minister of

knowledge that the tender was not informal, but was iways, it appears that tenders were invited on e 24th of October
strictly formal. The hon. gentleman knew also that n0 for tht construction of part of he (anadian PacifiQ Raiiway from Port
change was required in the wording of the cheque. It was Moody to Emorys Bar; sucb tenders to be received up to the first day
not the wording of the cheque at ail, but a mere endorse- of Februay, last; and that fourteen tenders were received varytng from

not~~$-? th2odig$ 77000 to $ 1,531,832, and that the lowest tender was that of Messrs.
ment by a stamp upon the cheque that contained the MeIjonal & Chariebois for $2,277,000, and that the next iowest, that
obnoxious words; and when the hon. gentleman, on the 6th, of Anrew Onderdonk, for $2,446,255, or $209,,)55 higher;
had the cheque early in the day, that cheque was still good. That it appears that with their tender McDonald & (hariebois sent

bad acbequ'e for $20000, tbe sim mentioned in the conditions, dated on the
He was bound to account for his actions atterwarIds in some 23rd day of January, iast, drawn on the Bank of'Montreai, which
way or other, which lie bas not done in these papers. The cheque was accepted by the sail bank, bat the acceptance stamp con-
transaction appears to be one of the worst 1 ever knew in tained the words11Good for two days only"

Governent inthis c it appears by letter from Mr. Ciauston, the Manager of tbe Bankconnection with any transaction by any Government in this Montreal, that the limit of wo days only' was nintentional, and
country. There is a deliberate withd rawing of the contract as it was sîmoly an oversigbt, thai, this was not at once struck out.
from the parties who were entitled to receive it, in the first t was certainly our intention to guarantee the cheque until paid."ther 15f0 easn asige<ibuttha th chquewas That it appears by letter of Mr. rummond, Manager of the Bank of
place; there is no reason assigned, but that the chque wa Montreai at Ottawa. that e explained to he epartent of Railways
marked good for two days only, although, from the bon. the and Canais, that the limitation on tbe acceptance stamp on the cheqne
Minister's own showing in the documtnts, lie raised that had beau insertel by the Bank inadvertently, and without its being
objection himself by his telegram to the bank, to ask nown wheissuedobjet'ion umseiitelegam tothe bn k, o ask That it appears from a statement of A. P. Bradley, PrivatSerar
if the cheque was still good. Had he taken the ground of the Muister of Riiways and Canais, and ofAndrew Drummond, tbat
that, on no consideration would he look at any cheque pursuant to instctions of the Minigter, given hlm on Saturday, Feb-
unless it was strictly according to his views on the teebni- ruay4th, AL. Bradicy called u Mr. Drummond at half-past ten in the
tate fth i ot hv enxnc etr mornung ot Monday, February 6th, and, handed hlm the said cheque,

lities of the case, his position would have been much btter.asking him wheer he would pay it, or whether it was stil good, t
But, even then, I think, where a saving of over $200,000 which Mr. Drummond replied that he must enquire at the Head-Ofhce,
wouild be effected in the public interest, it was the duty of on which the cheque was drawn, and that iuwas thenarranged between

the~~~~~~~ ~ hognlmn~ ulcdt bm that such enquiry shouid be madA, and further that enqutry shouldthe hon. gentleman to wait a reasonable time in order to be Madeas to how long it would be held good, and Mr. Bradley franked
ascertain whether this was good or not. Instead of that he a blank telegram for the purpese, which Mr. Drummond filied in, and
rushes in hot haste-and if he was a special friend and despatched;

aivoateof r. Adre li eoud fot ave That it appears that a telegraphie reply was received from the Hesd-
advocate of Mr. Andrew Onderdonk, he could not have ffice, as folows:-
acted with more precipitancy or less judgment than he did I"Please strîke out 'for twe days oniy,' from our acceptance etamp;
in the interest of the public. Now, Sir, this is so serions a the cheque will be good until paid."
matter that I feel bound to record my own personal o That it apears that r. Drimond at one ocock on the said th

cf it amotionwhîch wll go ersona Olloflo February handed this telegram to Ut. BruI!ey, who requested that it
Of it by moving a motion which will go upon the records of shoulci be kft with hlm, and that it waso0lait accordingly, and that
the louse ; and I hope, notwithstanding the differenees of Mr. Bradley on the same day handed it to the Minister of Raiiways and

litical Opinion between and tCanaisiseCat afnonbtwe myseifad the majority of thiS That it appears that on the 6th of February, the Minister wau in
e, that a majority of this House will see that this possession of the answer to his enquiry and knew that the restriction in

transaction is one that cannot be defended upon any ground the acceptance stanp 50 inadvertentiy placed there, was fot held bind-
whatever, and that the motion I propose to make will be ing by the bank, and that it was to be struck out, and that cheque

sustin~ by . ws ad would be held good until paid;sustained by the majority of the House. If it be not That it appear that on the 7îh day of February, the Minister repor-
Sustaincd, I confess that I shall feel that my judgment was ted to Couacil that "the tender of'MeDonald and Charlebeis which
greatly at fault, trusting, as I do, to the comon sense andtisirregular, inasuch as the cheque whichaccompanies h,greaiy anît trstin, d, cmmonsene an wa maked by the Bank cf Montreai on the 241h cf January, 1882, ashonesty of lion. members of this louse in relation to the good for twe days only, and that the lowest tender nade in confor-
Publie interest in a matter of this kind. As I said on rising may with the condtions is that of Mr. Andrew Onderdonk for
!il "ove this motion I have in my hand, that it was not $2486,255, and recommending the acceptance of the latter;"t'tbi otio n ae nt lad ta t My That it appears that on the 8th day f February, an Order in Council
steion to do anything more than narrate the circum- was passed, based on, and accordingto the saidrecommendation award-
thace, bring all the facts in a regular narrative form before ing the contrant ta the said Onderdonk;

theouse, I Rhall move a motion, which I believe wil That the Report f the Minister teCouncil des nt statethe acto
ther ail the incidents of the case and give effect to the hereinbefore set eut as to bis enquiries about the cheque and the resuits

VteWsof such enquiry;
I entertain, that the House will join with mein those That ne enquirieswerenmadeor communication addressed iiMeDonaid

its, that the conduct of the hon- the Minister of Railways
In cae and that Ofis colleagues, as been quiteFebruary, in response t an application from11dfelibe ti an thtobicolgeshabenqteMcDonaid & Charlebois, the Secretary of the Department cf Railways

de has I admire the hon. gentleman's ingenUit. and Canais informed them that their tender coud nt be cnsidered
his cel uy, on each occasion, taken good care to have for want of cheque marked good, as required by specificatien ;colleguesthoroghîyThat it appears that on a petition of McDonaid & Charleboi.,
pssin eagues thoroughlycommitted with him to the reconsideraton et the matter teck place, when the Council determined
chequ&' over of everything except the presentation of the te adhere te the previcus deciion;

That the contract laid on the Table, and executed in pursuance cf the
Aj said Order ln Council between the said Andrew Onderdonk is netir JOHN A MACDONIALD. HRear,her8ir MADN L.ler hear. binding, if disauproved by ibis House;

S ENZIE Peraps the hon. gentleman wiledecsin to reject the tender f MoDonldthe n.gentlemn &tharleoi, and award the contract tekshe.adAndrew drdok
MrMAtKENIEi. Webt Ito wo0 ilb betooti
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That under the circumatances stated the tender of Macdonald &

Charlebois should be accepted, and the said sum of $209,255 saved ;
That this House cannot approve of the said contract with the said

Andrew Onderdonk, whereby the said sum of $209,255 will be lost to
the country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I might safely have left the
disposition of this motion in the hands of the House-I
think I might say in the hands of both sides of the House-
after the feeble manrier in which it has been presented
by the hon. inember for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie). The
bon. gentleman has exhibited a desire to wound without
the power to strike, and if he bas provoked a criticism with
reference to his own conduct which I have hitherto spared,
he has only himself to thank for it. I have, in the first
place, to tender my obligation to that hon. gentleman for
having so recently as half-past ten this morning given me
an intimation of this motion, that being the first I learned
of any intention to bring such a motion as the present; but,
Sir, it was the last motion which any hon. gentleman or
any man in this country, who has listened to the story the
hon. gentleman bas to tell, would expect to be made. But
I think I was entitled to a notice "go-od for t wo days only "
if no more, but the hon. gentleman did not give even that
notice. Why did he not take the usual mode in dealing
with such questions, of giving the two days notice which
the forms of Parliament require, and thus placing before
the .House and myself an intimation of the motion he
intended to move. The hon. gentleman had two objects
in not taking that course, one being to take me
by surprise-to prevent me even having time, as
I have not bad time to run my eye over the
papers in connection with this matter ; and the other was
because the hon. gentleman wished to expand the resolution
which he has read on the Journals of Parliament without
giving this House an opportunity of meeting it by a
corresponding amendment. Those were the reasons which
prevailed with the hon. gentleman, and, conscious of the
feebleness of his position, he thinks to attain some small, in-
significant, contemptible party object by pursuing a course
that was not a manly or a fair course. Now, Sir, when
that hon. gentleman stood where I now stand, when he
held the high position of Minister of Public Works in this
country, and when I felt it my duty to submit to Parliament
a criticiým on his conduct, I dealt with him in a different
imanner. From my place on that side of the louse where
he now sits, I told that lon. gentleman the motion I pro-
posed to make, and when I proposed to make it, and gave
him full and ample opportunity of meeting it. He las not
seen fit to return that courtesy, but I thank him that at
last he bas given me an opportunity on the floor of this
louse of showing what the position of the Op-

position of this country is on questions that,
as he himself declares. are the strongest and
most potent ground of attack on myself and the Administra-
tion of which I have the honor to be a member. I might
say, Sir, that in order to a right understanding of this
question we must go back a little, and we must enquire why
it was that a cheque marked "good" was required by the
Government with the tenders that were to be put in. Let
me say, Sir, that the volume in my hand laid on the Table
of the flouse by the hon. gentleman himself discloses the
ground. This volume, reciting the contracts which he
hinself, while Minister of Public Works, signed and carried
on in this country from the beginning to the end discloses
a condition of contract jobbery such as it will be difficult to
find a parallel for anywhere. From the first hour that the
bon. gentleman became Minister of Public Works down to
the last hour of bis term you have only to read bis own
record-and I invite hon. gentlemen to read it-I say you
have only to read ths return brought down by himself of
contracts in the Department of Public Works from the 1st
of July, 1867, to the 28th of March, 1878, in order to find
that a system of the most opta agrant contrat ,jobbery
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marked the Administration of the hon. gentleman from the
hour he entered office to the hour he left it. I Say
more. I say that the first act of the hou.
gentleman was in character with the whole.
Where is it to be found ? It is to be found in a return
brought down in answer to a motion made in the House for
the tenders for contracts 2, 3, 5,6, 7, 12,13 and 14 of the
Welland Canal. Now, what does that return disclose? A
return to be found in the Sessional Papers, number 58
volume 11, 1878. It discloses the fact that the Government
of which my hon. friend the former Minister of Publie
Works, now Sir Hector Cameron-I mean Sir Hector
Langevin (" Coming events cast their shadows before ") was
a member, invit3d tenders with reference to these import-
ant contracts on the Welland Canal, and before we resigned
and went out of power tenders were sent in and were ready
to be acted on. The Government feeling that the responsi.
bility of dealing with this great work was in the hands of
the gentlemen who had been entrusted with power avoided
awarding these contracts, and the hon. gentleman found-
as I found under similar circumstances-that these tenders
were left ready to be dealt with by himself. How did he
deal with them ? By taking them up and examining them
and dealing with them carefully as the public interests
required ? No; he swept the whole of them aside. And
with what result ? The result is disclosed on the
other page where it is shown that the hon. gentleman
called for new tenders, the result being that the
lowest of the old tenders as compared with the lowest
of the new tenders shows a balance of no less than $272,867
of increased cost to the public by the new tenders. Subse-
quently he let the contracts, and he let them in a way
which he would be very sorry to havo me disclose, here or
anywhere else, because so far from having been
animated by the high principles which he now pretends
should govern in relation to such transactions, the hon.
gentleman entered on the duties of his position with a deter-
mination to serve his friends, and serve them irrespective
of the public interests. The return shows that in one case
-that of section 12, finding that the parties to whom ho
wished to give the contract were the highest instead of the
iowest tenderers, he did not award the contract at ail, but
what did he do for them ? He pushed Messrs. Ginty &
Dickey-of whom Mr. Dickey had been closely aliied with
the hon. genleman politically in every possible way-intO
the next contract, and gave them a contract for which they
had absolutely never tendered at ail, and rejected the
lowest tender which was put in by the ablest con-
tractors that could be found within the wide domain
of Canada-a fact of which he was aware him-
self, because they had been engaged in important
contracts-I mean Messrs. Denison, Belden & Compauy.
I say that under these circumstances it will not do for the
hon. gentleman to pose here as such a purist, and to sSy
that this is one of the worst transactions which he has ever
known in connection with the letting of public contracts.
I do not despair, Sir, of convincing the hon. gentleman"
before I close, that the only mode in which he can save bis
reputation as a public man, is to withdraw this motion. a
will give abundant reasons which will convince himewhat
ever he may do, and every fair-minded man who sits behind
him, that in the public interest and as publie men, reitiesof
the responsibilities of the past and the responsibilsucho
the future, when they may be called upon to fild macha
position, they have no course as honest, fair-ming, SOir,
but to withdraw that resolution or vote it down. ng' rif,
as I say, I found contract broking and contracth bbiree t
from the time the hon. gentleman commenaced fis carern-
the time he left office. I have shown what the rays, tI
action was, and now what was the last? e tracti
allowed days to elapse before finally awarding the cot
but Isay, ir, that healowed weeks tao e eapd
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a contract at $123,000 higher than the lowest tender, and
without allowing the lowest tenderer to correct a mistake
which he said his clerk had made in inserting $95,000 for

$195,000.
Mr. MACKENZIE. What contract wasthat?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. The last contract the hon.
gentleman let after his defeat and before he left office,
and that was the contract for building the Custom house
in St. John. But Sir, while I have felt a sincere desire
never to add a single feather's weight to the heavy blow
which fell on the hon. gentleman wben he was dismissed
from power, I feel that, having ventured to place before the
iHouse such a case as lie las now presented, it is only right
that I should show the hon. gentleman that his memory is
a little treacherous when he is obliged to consider this one
of the worst cases he has known. What were the steps the
Government took in this matter ? What is contract brok-
ing? It is this. When contracts are invited a number of
persons come in for merely speculative reasons and tender,
without any means or qualifications of doing the work, but
with the hope of getting the contract and selling out to a
person who has put in a higher tender ; and contract brok-
ing means putting in bogus tenders which the parties
themselves have neither the means, the ability, nor the
intention of carrying out, but for the purpose of selling out
to parties above them: There is only one means that 1
know of, of preventing that contract broking, and that is
the process which was devised of requiring a substantial
deposit to be paid in with the tender, which the party
would forfeit if he put in a bogus tender. Well,
Sir, these parties were required, and were notified
to put in a cheque for $20,000-why? Because this
was not only a very large and very important contract,
but the Government-as will be seen by reference to the
papers laid on the Table of the House, and which disclosed
the whole of this transaction from end to end-felt that the
importance of having this contract promptly executed was
very great. They felt the importance of preventing thait
contract broking, and of avoiding the danger of giving the
contract to any one not able to carry it out, as was done in
the case of a contract now on the Table of the _House, which
the hon. gentlemân let to parties whom the Chief Engineer
of Railways and Canals declared, for a most important por-
tion of their work, had only half the money necessary; so
that the contract broke down, and was let at a large increase
on the original cost. Now, the House is aware that the Govern-
ment of British Columbia had sent a delegate to England to
impress upon the Imperial Government the statement that
this Goverument were not proceeding to carry out, so far
as they were able, the terms of Union with British Columbia ;and one of the things they claimed was the immediate con-struction of this section of ýailway from Emory's Bar to
Port Moody, which the House lad declared we must con-
truct. It therefore became important that that work should

be Proceeded with, and pushed to completion. It also
bmcaine important, because the Chief Engineer of the Pacifie
raiway reported that it would open up and develope the
desources of that Province to an infinitely greater
d" ee, if this portion of the lino, which we were
at'd to comploete within a certain time, was completedat once rathO than postponed, so that there would be a
continuons line from tide water navigation to Kamloops.
Th Government decided to ask for tenders for this work in
a lump sum, believing that, as the Chief Engineer had
neporîe ihat the surveys were complote, it would be morei

in toe intoreat of the public to let it in a lump sum andal ha contract, and especially as the rails required would
Therefoe th taken from tide water at Port Moody.
and to e e reasons for letting the contract in one sum
to th Go contractor, as submitted by the Chief EngineerSlovenament, Were Qo0nsidered conclusive. But for

the purpose of securing the prompt construction of this
work, it was necessary to take measures to prevent bogus
tenders being put in, and every contractor was furnisbed
with a printed statement that lis tender would receive no
notice whatever unless it was accompanied by a bank
choque marked good. Now, Sir, what did that mean ? A
bank cheque that could be made good at the will of a con-
tractor or at the will of some ban ker with whom he might
be in collusion? Not at all. The whole policy waq to have
$20,000 in money placed in the bands of the Minister,
which would be forfeitod, irrespective of any effort
on the part of the person who had put that choque
in with lis tender if he failed to carry out the
contract. Now, the hon. gentleman pretends to say
that this tender was not informal. low can he say that
when the specifications require that every tender must be
accompanied by a cheque marked good, and he himself says
that the choque which was opened with the tender on the
first of February, instead of being marked good, was marked
"good for two days only." Does" two days only " mean
anything, or does it mean nothing? Does "two days only "
mean for ever, or does it not? There was this one point
which the hon. gentleman mentioned, and of which I am
very glad to have the opportunity of giving the most full
and frank explanation; and that is, that this cheque was not
submitted to Mr. Drummond, the manager of the Bank of
Montreal, until the 6th of February, whoreas it came into
the possession of the Department on the first day of Febru-
ary. Now, Sir, I think I can dispose of that at once in a very
satisfactory manner. The hon. gentleman will not say that
six days after receiving tenders of that kind, and before the
Government dealt with them finally, was an excessive
period, because the hon. gentleman, as I shall be able to
show, expended days and weeks and months in dealing
with and finally awarding contracts daring lis term of
office. The hon. gentleman knows the practice of the
Department-that in all these matters, requiring a large
amount of capital, one of the first things the Government
does in connection with them is to satisfy themselves, as far
as they can, of the ability and resources of a tenderer before
they award him a contract. Now, Sir, the moment these
tenders came in, the figures, the names and the position in
which they stood were shown by myself to my
colleagues, and inquiries were being instituted as
to the means possessed by Messrs. MeDonald &
Charlebois, the lowest tenderers, for doing the work.
I asked the Chief Engineer to make a report, as is usual,
as I wished to bring the matter up in Council (I think
that was towards the end of the week), and he said he
would at once prepare a report. I thon sent for the tender
and choque, for the purpose of examining them myself ;
and that was not until the 4th of February. Why did I
send for that choque and tender ? Those gentlemen must
excuse me if I say it was because I had had dealings with
them before. A large contract was awarded them by the
former letting of contracts for work from Emory's Bar to
Kamloops, and when they were called upon to deposit the
money which, under the contract and specifications, they
were bound to deposit in order to have the contract made,
they deposited a choque, I think, for 8137,000, and I found
the money could not le obtained at the bank; I found the
choque had been obtained from the cashier of the bank
without the knowledge of the directors or without the firm
having deposited any money to back it; and, under those
circumstances, the hon. member for Lambton will not con-
sider me as acting unwisely in looking at the choque
for 820,000 before proceeding to make a report to Council.
I looked at the choque-I am not a banker-and I will
give the hon. gentleman the same opportunity as I had,
and this cheque, which the hon. gentleman says is still
good, I will send to him across the House. He will find,
unles his sight is better than mine,4the w'ords "Vtwo days
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only," are not sufficient to attract attention ; there are
some hieroglyphics there, but I could not make out
exaetly what they meant. I accordingly sent for Mr.
Trudeau, Deputy Minister of Railways and Canals, I said:
" Mr. Trudeau, is that cheque all right. Look at theothers.
" No," ho said. "it is not like the others. I do not know
exactly, I cannot say." He did not see the words "for two
days only." I thon called for my private secretary, Mr.
Bradley, and told him to take the choque down to Mr.
Drummond and find out whether it was a good choque. Isent
no message to enquire whether the cheque would ho made
good. because every hon. gentleman will see that a
more idiotie thing I could not have done. Why ? The
whole thinz turned on the point whether I h'd $20, '00 that
the firm could not get out of my hands, or whether the
choque was waste paper, for if the Bank of Montreal had
ment half-an-hour after the tenders were opened that the
choque would be paid, I would have treated it as a picce of
waste paper. Why ? Becanse all they had to do was to
go down to the Russell House the moment after the clock
stru-k twelve, when the contractors would be checking each
other's figures, and would thon know how they stood, and
telegraph an accomplice to make the choque good, which
otherwise would be treated as a piece of waste paper. After
the expei ience I had of those gentlem 'n, when I got the
answer from Mir. Drummond that ho would not pay the
choque until ho bad onquired at the head office, I knew I was
in this position : they had put a cheque in my hands not
marked "good," but marked "for two days only,"
on the 24th, and when I came to ask for the money it rested
with them to say whether I should bave it or not. If they
found themselves relatively in such a position as enabled
thom to get the bankeis to respond to the cheque the money
would be paid; if, on the contrary, the money wai going to
be forfeited, the requisite money would not be deposited,
I would find myself in possession of piece of waste paper.
Did 1, not being a banker, take the right measures to
ascertain whether the cheque for $20,000 was good, when I
sont my private secretary to Mr. Drummond, a banker of
long standing and a man of hihh character, to ask if the
bank would pay the money ? That at once settled the ques-
tion that I had a cheque that was not of a negotiable char-
acter. What was Mr. Drummond's answer? Lot me deal
with the specific statement, for if it be po,sible for an hon.
gentleman to make a statement, which more overwhelm-
ingly defeats his own case than that which the hon. member
for Lambton read to the louse, I shall ho very much sur-
prised tohear it. Mr. Drummond wasasked : I Willyou pay
the cheque." He shook his head and said: "No; it is marked
'for two days only '" and ho gave that as the reason why
ho could not and would not pay the choque. Mr. Bradley
had no instructions from me to make, and I never dreamed
of making a communication to the head office; ho had no
instructions, except to ask Mr. Drummond if ho would pay
the choque, so as to make assura.nce doubly sure, either that
I held a negotiable piece of paper worth $20,000, or a piece
of waste paper. I learnt that it was a piece of waste paper,
so far as I was concerned, because of the refusal of Mr.
Drummond to pay the choque. The statement that ho would
not pay the choque without referring it to the head office
proved, beyond a shadow of doubt, that, at all events, in
Mr. Drummond's judgment, and I think the House will
hardly expect me to doubt Mr. Drummond's answer to such
a question, it was not a negotiable piece of
paper for $20,000. The hon. member for Lambton
says that this choque is now good, that the
fact .f its being marked "for two days only,"
does not mean anything, that a choque good for two days
only "means good for ever." Will the bon. gentleman
open bis mind. will ho close bis eyes to the partizan sido of
this question so as to ho able to see that Mr. Drummond
declared that the choque was not of such a character as
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would be paid : Will he open bis eyes to the fact that Mr.
Drummond said that he would not pay the cheque marked
" for two days only " without authority, and that he tele.
graphed to the Manager of the Bank of Montreal asking
"I s that a good cheque and for how long will you guarantee
it." . If the hon. gentleman will look at the cheque, which
ho says is a good choque for ever, he will see there is only a
stamp on it. I have laid on the Table of the House the
cheque for Mr. Onderdonk's deposit. Let the hon. member
for Lambton compare it with the one to which he referred
and what will he find. He will find it is stamped and
marked,I"accepted, Ba-nk of Montreal," giving the date, and
the name of the ledger-keeper, and the hon. gentleman has
only to examine this choque and compare it with
that marked "good for two days only" and
which was not accepted, in order to show
beyond possibility of controversy, that the latter choque
was not such an one as would have been accepted as a good
cheque by the Department. The hon. gentleman drew the
attention of ·the House to the circumstance that the tender
was put in on the 24th January. That is not the fact,
This choque marked "good for two days only," was in the
hands of Messrs. Charlebois & McDonald down to 1st
February, when it was deposited in the office of Railways
and Canals,. Taking the experience I had of those gentle.
men, knowing that, without doult, their tender was a
speculative one, and that it was intended to secure the
advantages resulting from putting in the lowest tender, and
if that were not the case, of forfeiting nothing, I adopted
the course I have stated. I had taken an opportunity of
enquiring into the position of these gentlemen, and I found
that their pecuniary circumstances, so far as I was able to
luarn, had not improved from the time they had been called
on to make a deposit, and had given me an accepted
choque on a bank where there were no funds to enable the
bank to respond to it; and when I said I must have a deposit
on the Bank of Montreal, they were utterly unable to comply
with the demand. laving had that experience in the past
with these gentlemen, I had every reason to suppose,
as I did suppose, that this was an attempt to trick
the Department, and take an unfair and dishonest
advantage of the other parties who had tendered. I leave
to every fair-minded man in the House-I care not on which
side-whother with the evidence before me, 1 was not right
in corning to such a conclusion. Let us go a little further.
In the first place, the question was, as the ex-Minister
says, whether the cheque was good. I say that with my
limited experience on such matters, I could not see anything
upon the face of that choque that satisfied me it was good,
and I sent to Mr. Drummond, Manager of the Bank of Mon-
treal, to ascertain if ho would pay the money before I made
my report to the Council. Mr. Drummond said ho d
not accept the choque because it was marked good for
two days only. That was the first time any of us ini te
Department noticed it was thus marked. This was o1
Monday. I had given Mr. Bradley instructions on Saturd7y
to make enquiries but the bank was closed. On Monday
morning ho franked a telegram to the head office at 1r.
Urummona's requost, and I am gla: Mr. Drum
mond did not confine his statement to the, ebeur
ment on the cheque, "good for two days only," be use
his onquiry shows that the choque as marked Wlo
not negotiable. What did the bank say in reply dwhy
Drummond's telegram? Did it say:I"Mr. Drummoha'the
do you ask this question ? You know very W11t hand
'good for two days only' is but a form of BPOee That
means nothing-1 hat the cheque is goo)d for ever. f
would be the answer one would expect, if the conterio has
the hon. gentlemen is right But the Bank of Montre&] he
never ventured to say that that "good for two days oDlY
meant nothing, and that everybody must have knowf ithe
a good choque. On the contrary, the statemuent of the
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Bank of Montreal is not that the choque is good, but simply
autborized Mr. Drummond to strike out "good for two days
only "-to remove the restriction. Thon the cheque, in the
first instance, was restricted. From the beginning to the
end, everything shows clearly that I had every reasori a man
could have to suppose that the cheque was a worthless piece
of paper, put in intentionally for the purpose of tricking the
I)partment into awarding a contract to parties who had no
intention of carrying it out, but only intended selling it to
the highest tenderer. That branch of the subject I will take
up a little later. The error, these parties say themselves,
was not theirs, but that of the Bank of Montreal; and
i say frankly that they have, by the evidence produced
from the Bank of Montreal, acquitted themselves completely
of any design to act dishonestly or unfairly with regard to
this cheque; but that was not a matter withi my know-
ledge, nor for me to ascertain. As I said before, I made no
application to the head office of the bank, because I did not
want to know-a week later, after the tenders were opened
and known-whether they would make the choque good.
This cheque was worse than if not marked. One can suppose
that when persons of high standing and means put in their
cheque not marked at all, it was an oversight on their part and
the cheque is perfectly good. But the hon. gentleman
knows that cheques have been refused over and over again
because not marked good within the terms of the specifica-
tion, and it would be against all precedent to allow parties
to change thoir choques afterwards. Therefore it was quite
imjossible for me to arrive at any other conclusion than
that at which 1 arrived. But the hon. gentleman ventured
to say, and he will be compelled to take back the state-
inent-that I concealed the facts from my colleagues. -He
ventured to say that 1 did not place lhem in possession of
ail the information but took measures to hide the facts from
them. My colleagues are here and they know the state-
ment I am making hto be strictly accurate when I say that
the first thing I did on the 6th-the first day I got this
information on Mr. Bradley giving me Mr. Drummond's
answer and shortly afterwards placing in my hands the
telegram from the Bank of Montreal handed in by Mr.
Drummond, authorizing him to make the choque good -
was to place the choque before my colleagues and the
statement of Mr. Drummond that he had the authority of
the bank to make it good.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is not in the hon. gentleman's
memorandum as a Minister.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. . The hon. gentleman ought
lot to jump at so extraordinary a conclusion as that I was
concealing anything. I had nothing to conceal. Al I had
to do was to award that contract to Onderdonk & Co. with-
OUt saying a word to my colleagues. The hon. gentleman
knows that as Minister of Public Works when tenders areopened and placed in his -hands, and there are undoubted
informalities in any tenders which prevents their being
eOnsidered, ho may award, as he has often done, the con-
tract 1o the lowest tenderer without consulting his col-
teagues AI I had to do if I wanted Mr. Onderdonk to havej
the contract was to decide the question with the evidence11 had before me, that the choque had to beranered which rendered the tender null and void, and war-

n ny taking the course I did to prevent contract brok-J
ion of 1obbery. But I placed my colleagues in full posses-j

Coun of e facts. I took, before any report was made ini
Conci at all, on the 6th day of the month when I had theiformation, the choque, Mr. Drummnond's reply and the teleal theom the Bank of Montreal to Mr. Drummond, andj
do. Th fore my colleagues and asked them what I would(
know hey said, every one of them -and some of them i
forv Lasbmuch about banking as the hon. member
est flnion himself-you cannot take the slight-
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to be altered in order to make it a negottable choque.
You have the evidence, Sir, that the cheque was good for two
days only, and the evidence of the Bank of Mhntreal here,
that they would not pay it, of the Manager of the Bank
oI Montreal himself, not that a mistake was made, and that
the cheque was perfectly good, but authorizing the manager
here a week afterwards to alter the cheque so as to make it
good, and then the contractors themselves come forward,
and admit that an error was made, and the Manager of the
Bank of Montreal says it was an unintentional error. The
hon. gentleman says that the choque is perfectly good, but
he is the only man who can be found to take that view of it,
neither the Montreal Bank here, nor the Manager of the
Bank at Montreal, nor the tenderers themselve-s have, and
not one of these gentlemen has-dared to say that there
was no error, or that the cheque did not require to be altered
before it could come up to the terms of the specifications as
they were made, and yet on such hgrounds, indeed, the hon.
gentleman undertakes to ask hon gentlemen sitting on this
side of the House to support a motion, that, as I have said
before, he is the last man in thIis House or out of it, who ough-t
to have ventured to attempt to put on the Journals of this
flouse. Sir, if I wished to take up and expand on the
Journal's motions-which I could carry, and not impotent
attempts like this, made with the design to wound but
without the power to strike-I could blacken the hon. gen-
tleman's character in such a way as to prevent any person
from ever reeognizing him, and I will find the necessary
evidences in this volume which he himself laid on
the Table of the House, and I will prove a score of
cases where the hon. gentleman had not anything
like a such justification as this for his conduct, and
where there would be fair and legitimate grounds for
challenging the hon. gentleman's conduct. What does ho
say to the contract which was wrested out of the hands of
Dennison, Beidon & Co. I am wrong, the hon. gentfeman
was not here at the time, the hon. gentleman was thon on
his way back from England, when in hot haste, without
pormitting, at the instance ofthe ChiefEngineer of Railways
and Canals, a poor forty-eight hours delay, until the Mnister
himself could arrive-the Acting Premier, who is now
leader of the Opposition, and thé hon. gentleman who sits
beside him, the late Postmaster General, forced through a
contract, and gave it to a violent partizan, Patrick Larkin,
whose tender was higher than that of the first contractors
in this country, and men who, at that time, had proved that
their ability to deal with public contracts was greater than
that of any other men almost to be found in the Dominion
of Canada. Now, Sir, I shall reserve until the bon. gentle-
man's motion, which he has placed on the paper, and with
which he has given me a legitimate opportunity of dealing
-comes up, the comparison of the hon. gentleman's contraots
with my own, and until be makes his motion with reference
to the aqueduct contract, which has been laid on the Table of
the House. But before I sit down, I willshow to every man
in this House, and I will convince every intelligent and fair-
minded man on that side of the House-and they are all
intelligent and they would be fair-minded if it were not for
the prty pressure which is applied to these hon. gentlemen
-that, instead of the country baving lost one dollar by the
awarding of the contract to Andrew Onderdonk, the country
has saved hundreds of thousands of dollars by this award;
and I have shown that it would have been r. fraud on every
man who tendered te have accepted the tender in question.
What had we done? We had given notice all over Canada
of our intention to invite tenders for this work, and we-had
also invited an examination of the proposed undertaking, in
order that tenderers might be in a position to státe the low-
est possible figure for which it could be done, and some
of them had gone out there for this purpose. Ryan
& Purcell, one of the most eminent firms of contrac-
torS in Canada, sent a gentleman out to examine thiu
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ground from end to end, to ascertain exactly
what they could do this work for, as they were very
anxious to do it, the contract on which they were engaged
being near its close. They took the best means of finding
out what this work could be done for, and what was the
result ? Why, Sir, I hold in my hand the list of con-
tractors, which the*hon. gentleman himself has read, and
what does it disclose ? That, from all the ablest contractors
in Canada and out of it, whom we had in competition for
this work, no less than twelve tenders were received, and
it shows that the average of these twelve tenders is no less
than $3,216,331. I may here say, Sir, that the very highest
tenders came from parties in San Francisco and the adjoin-
ing territory, who had the best possible means of knowing
what the work could be done for out on the Pacific
Coast. How did Andrew Onderdonk's tender come to
be so low ? For this reason : That Onderdonk-as
every intelligent man, and as the hon. gentleman
himself knows-could afford to do this work for
one-half million less than any other man in the world. And
why? Because he is at present engaged in a gigantie
contract from Emory's Bar to Kamloops, and because, if he
had competition for labor, to which he would be exposed if
the contract went into other hands, he might have to pay
25 cents extra a day per man. The sum would be
enormous. Besides being engaged in a vast contract,
ho had the great mass of the plant, costing hundreds
of thousands of dollars, on the ground, the organiza-
tion and everything complote; and everybody knows
perfeetly well that he could afford to do the work-
and had an interest in doing it-for a lower sum than any
other man, and on terms on which no other man could do
it. What do we find ? The next tender to Andrew
Onderdonk-as I still regard it-is a speculative tender.
I have not the slightest idea in the world that McDonald &
Charlebois ever dreamed of undertaking this contract.
And why? Because, when they tendered once before,
they could not put up the deposit, and their means,
as far as I am aware, have not since improved. I
will show a dozen instances in which the hon. gen-
tleman himself docided to refuse contracts and tenders
because tenderers had undertaken contracts and had
not given satisfaction before, and the hon. gentleman
will not contradict this. What was the position of Char-
lebois? He was contractor under the Govern ment, and the
history ofthis transaction shows whether lie was fit to be
entrusted with that $3,000,000 contract at Port Moody. The
hon. member for Lambton gave him a contract on the
Georgian Bay Branch, which was to ho commenced on the
2nd of August, 1878, and to ho completed on July lst, 1880.
But, Sir, that contract was taken out of bis hands on the
9th of August, 1879, a short time before they were obliged
to complete it, and how much work does the hou. gentle.
man suppose that Charlebois had -been able to do ? A more
trifle was at that time finished, because finding his utter
inability to provide capital in order to deal with the con-
tract, he hadassigned and sold all right and interest in the
contract to Smith & Ripley, who had energy and ability
enough to go into the work. But the total amount payable
-and the matter is now before the Supreme
Court, and we have given him the last shilling
to which he is entitled-is up to June, 1879, 811,000
out ot a contract for $809,000, and yet that is the man who
bas come in to construct this work which would require
$200,000 or $300,000 worth of plant before lie could strike
a single blow. Does the hon. gentleman think that there
is any money lost to the people of this country in this
transaction when a work had to be taken out of a man's
hands -and hundreds of thousands of dollars of public money
to ho spent, over and above the original amount granted, to
get the work constructed. In the light of these facts does
the hon. gentleman stand up and ask any man-even the

Sir CHARLES TupPiE.

strongest partizan who sits behind him-to believe that the
public interests of this country would have been promoted
by giving a contract to a man who had a contract, but was
unable to deal with it with any more vigor than that the
amount -tendered in settlement in full in addition to the
$1l,000, is $13,807, or $24,807 in ail. $24,807 worth of work
done between 2nd August, 1878, and 9th August, 1879,
on an $809,000 contract, which was to be completed in
July, 1880. Now, Sir, I need not waste the time of the
House by saying any more on this topic; but I can affirm
that, so far from considering the public interest to be pro.
moted, if we had wanted to waste the public money, we
would have accomplished it more successsfully than by any
other means, by giving this contract at these figures to
these parties. You may ask me-what then was the diffi-
culty? Why did you not award the contract to them ? If
they were unable to put up the deposit they could not take
it. But we were ail determined-as I was from the first
hour after I entered the office of Minister of Railways and
Canals -to put a check on this system of contract jobbing
and contract broking. And the moment it was
awarded to them, they would have been in a position to se!l
it, and the bon. gentleman instead of taxing us as he does
to-day for not baving awarded the contract in violation of
good faith and honest dealing between man and man, would
have taxed us for having let the contract to be sold to a
higher party, and hon. gentleman opposite would have been
engaged in finding out how much moneyOnderdonk had paid
to them and in seeking to establish a case of contractjobbery
and contract broking, which I defy them to establish against
me Fince the first hour that I became Minister of Publie
Works. What more ? This work was estimated after a most
careful examination-and as the Chief Engineer of Rii
ways knows, I was anxious to put it down to the lowest
figure, that 1 could safoly state to the House that it could be
done for-to cost $3,000,000. I came to the House, Sir,
with every desire and anxiety and inducement to put the
work at the lowest figure that I could state to the House;
with Mr. Schreiber's estimate a year ago of $2,560,000. We
spent accordingly another year, and Marcus Smith, a gentle-
man of high position, who when the hon. gentleman was in
office was Assistant Chief Engineer, and who acted as Chief
Engineer to a very large extent when the hon. gentleman
was in power, spent a summer with an able staff of
engineers in going over every yard of this work, and
in ascertaining the least that it would cost ; and
in these papers you have his testimony that it would cost
$3,000,000, according to the prices now paid for publie work
out there, where there is no competition between two con-
tractors, to do this very work. I am going to lay On the
Table of the House in addition to this, as I want to relieve
the mind of the hon. member for Lambton from ail impres-
sion that the public interest las been sacrificed in one jot or
tittle, an estimate made out, according to MclDonald & Char-
lebois' tender, as to what, according to their schedule rate,
every yard of this work was worth. Is it 82,275,000? No,
Sir I have taken the schedule rates of every tenderer and
made up the figures, and this shows, Sir, that, instead of this
being the cost, aceording to their own prices, the work would
have cost $3,598,740 ; this is their own estimate. ow does
Onderdonk's tender compare, treated in the samle Way'
His tender shows $2,468,000, and the same princiP[8
brings out a cost of $2,488,225, within $2,000 of bis
tender, as applied to the entire work. I will lay these figures
on the table, and no man will be better able to estimate
their value than the hon. mover of this resolution. Murray
& Co. are the next tenderers to Andrew Onderdonk, rd
what does the Flouse suppose that these gentlemen, who lre
acquainted with and who are anxious to secure publie
works, were willing to do this work for, and on their estiusito
the Flouse can come to a pretty accurate conclusion
as to what it could be doue for. Onderdonk tende'd
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$2,486,000, and Murray& Co., $2,86 1,000, or nearly $400,000 Gordon Brown. Why Sir, he is a man who, without brainE
more, showing that they all recognized the enormous to attain any position as a journalist, as a leader of public
cost of the plant required, and the enormous risk involved opinion in this country, was a parasite fattening upon th
in procuring labor on the Pacific coast at the present day, reputation, character and talents of his late lamented
which would renderit unsafe toattempt it'at any lower figures. brother-that is the man. And, Sir, he is a man so lost tc
Pureell & IRyan, who sent out one of the firm to go over every common decency, that when that brother who bad
yard of the work, and who were most anxious to get it, ten- nourished and cherished him, was shot down ai
dered $2,970,000; O'Brien & Co., $2,999,000; Jas. Goodwin, the hands of a foul assassin, he took advantage
$3,062,000; Wm. Davis & Co., $3,369,000, and so on to of it to succumb to the power of the present leader of
S3,531,000; making an average of no less than $3,216,331. the Opposition, and to trample upon the dearest
and yet, Sir, the bon. gentleman ventures, in the face of these instincts of that brother-I say that while George Brown
figures-and no person knows their value better than ie- possessed bis manly vigor and was at the head of that
which he had in bis hand, to insult the intelligence of this paper, the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was secure. All attempts,
House and of this country by stating that the public had and many they were, and the basest attempts that ever a
suffered to the extent of $209,000. What would have hap- public man encountered in public life in any country, to
pened had we let the contract as the hon. gentleman drag him down from his position, were all foiled by the
desires ? Either these gentlemen would have obtained what potent hand of George Brown who would not permit that
I believe was their object, contract broking, and would have injustice to be done. But when he lay grappling with
bagged a handsome sum by selling out the tender-and we death, shot down by an assassin, the hon. leader of the
would then have been compelled to let it at the present Opposition and his friends seized that opportunity, in George
figure-or by some means or other they would have managed Brown's helplessness, to dethrone the man that, while
to make the deposit ; and if they could not make their George Brown's arm remained unparalyzed, never could have
deposit two years ago,when their tenders were accepted, and been dethroned. And I say more, that having attained this
they had to get a bogus cheque, and attempt to impose position, Gordon Brown, who was craven enough to trample
on us for money what was not money, I want to know upon the dearest instincts of his brother, no sooner saw him
where they could have raised a dollar to go on with this in the grave, than le trampled upon that grave and held
work? Where is the contractor in Canada who would up to ridicule, as he is doing to-day the principles that
have joined with them on the opinion of these other con- George Brown fought for and contended for. I say thai
tractors as to what this work would cost? I have shown, apart this craven hound, who shows that he is ready to submit
from every other consideration, that the grounds on which to any indignity himself, thinks he can stab any public
this tender was rejected, was one concerning which the man's reputation in this country. What do you say to the
Government bad no option because they must either have man that, sheltered in the position that Gordon Brown is
done ihat, or said that they were ready to be imposed sheltered in, hasassailed meas I have been assailed? What
upon by any party who chose to put in a piece of paper, do you say to cowardice like that ? I ask hon. gentlemen
which lie was ready to make good or not as he pleased after opposite what they say to the cowardice of that man who,
the tenders were shown. Regardless of this, I have shown in that sheltered position, ventuies to do that which he has
the louse, by evidence of the most conclusive character, that never been able to goad any man on the floor of this House
the publie interests were consulted at the same time, and that to do-assail my integrity ? I ought to be the last man
the only result of a contrary course would have been that a to say an unkind word of him. No man in this country
year or two would have been wasted, and that the work owes more to Gordon Brown than I do. My feeble powers
would have been put up again to competition, and that never would have placed me in the position I enjoy to-day,
it would have then cost a much larger sum than it in the estimation of my party throughout this country, were
will cost under the present arrangement; while the it not for the unjust vituperation of that man. Over and
country and British Columbia would not have obtained the above anything that i have been able myself to accomplish
prompt construction of the work and the Government would by a laborious life, devoted to the publicand to my country
have paid half a million or a million more dollars for the -I say, over and above that, I owe largely to the slanders ofpurpose of securing its construction. It was not necessary that man the position I hold in the affections of my friendsfor me to say one single word in reference to this matter. and of my party. What conclusion can you corne to when youBut, before I sit down, I intend to draw the attention of hon. find a man trying to hound down a public man,and attempting
gentlemen opposite to the eomments of their own press to deceive the public mind and uttering lying slanders in rela-with relation to this question. Now, Sir, hon. gentlemen tion to public affairs that no man in the Parliament of Canada,
oppOsite may think that I want to hold them responsible holding any responsibility for lis utterances has ever daredforthese comments. But, I am not quite so sure that they to. adopt-I say, what would be said of the man that goesought not to be. I do not believe in a leading public man on and does that persistently, from day to day, until he
ln this country, or in this louse, posing as a man of g-eat excites to nausea the intelligence, and the common sense,

irrelce and taking a very high stand as a man utterly and the independence of every manly spirit in his partyirreproachable and unexceptionable in his conduct towards throughout this country ? I say, under these circum-Other publicmn na tesm ie
SlYing men, and, at the same time, having stances, the cowardice is all there; the infamy of a life
t g, publcgaded press, from day to day, saying like that is one that sinks to a depth so low that no powers
sl tetpubhic r Ofthis country, what he dare not him- of mine can describe it. What do you say to this paper ?self utter o the floor of this flouse. I say, Sir, that the They thought they lad a case. The hon. member for
beducat f Ihe Globe newspaper, since the hon. gentleman Lambton thinks that "good for two days only" means
bcane leader of the Opposition, has degraded, in this good for ever, and that it was a thing so plain thatcountry, publie journalism as it never was degraded the Minister of Railways, and every other man in thisand neer bas been degraded before ; and I cannot country, could not hesitate for a single moment to perceivebeleve )'Srr, that the hon. gentleman is not himself respon- it. What did the Globe say ? Why, they were misinformed ;ible for aving a hired assassin shooting from bebind the they did not know the cheque had been limited for two
hedgeat a man whom he cannot meet in open and manly days only. What did they say ? Why, Sir, on the 15th ofWafare. i say that they lave that most degraded speci- February they say:

of PublieJournahsm -yes, [ say most degraded specimen &'Suppose there was a trifling defect in the lowest tender. If CharleboisfPublicjoarnaiasm--and who is the man at the head of it, k McDonald were ready to rectify it the money could bave been saved,"
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What does the late hon..Minister of Public Works say to tion," before the Speaker had finished reading the motio 1
that ? Does he say he would allow tenderer8, after the ten- That is the kind of fair play we expect to get on this side
ders were sent iin, to rectify the errors that occasion- of the House from supporters of the Government. Now
ally happen, as I will be able to show on a future occasion. Sir, however much one may disagree ongeneral or particula;
But he would not like to say ere that he would adopt questions with the hon. gentleman who hasjust taken bis
that as a naxim to guide a Minister of Public Works. seat, one cannot but admire the bolçlness and ;the audacity
The Globe goes on to say: with which that bon. gentleman -speaks. I have always

1 It is.perfectly ridiculous to say ihat the Minister who acted in these noticed, in my knowledge of the hon. gentleman
oases wouldeaitate to have the -tender of Charlebois & McDonald and in my parliamentary experience, that the,made regular if he wished to save the public money." worse his case the bolcer he is in making hi
Well, Sir, the present Minister of Railways and Canals will assertions. I have always noticed that when he
not permit any tenderer to correct errors in bis contract has no defence to offer, the hon. gentleman turns round
andto take an.unfair advantage of other parties who tender. and abuses the plaintiff's attorney, as le has attempted to
Then they get a little more light, as they suppose. The do in the present instance, in abusing my hon. friend the
neKt edition of the paper said : member for Lambton. Now, what does the hon. gentleman

" Messrs. Charlebois & McDonald deposited this security in the state in his opening remarks ? He says.he might properly
shape of a cheque marked good for a certain number of days. All that have left this motion in the bands of the House, because ny
the Minister of Railways had to do was to award them the contract and hon. friend who sits before me (Mr. Mackenzie), presented
draw the money. But it seems he waited till the period for which the bis case in so feeble a manner. The fact is, Sir, my bon.cheque wau marked goad had expired, and then awarded the job to
Onderdonk & Company." friend did not require to present bis case otherwise than he

did. Al that any man required to do is to relate
So the bon. gentleman thinks, I suppose, that a cheque the naked narrative of the events connected with the
marked for two days was good for ever, and was as good as Port Moody job, and if any one will get up from the
cash; but the Globe, which professes to know everything, perusal of that narrative without baing convinced that,
declared that my crime was not treating a cheque as worth- at least, there is something wrong in connection with
less after the time for which it was limited had expired, but it, I am much mistaken. The hon. gentleman says
that I had held it over, it being good on a day not yet my hon. friend bas been goaded into making the
expired, that I held it until the time expired, and then present motion by the Globe newspaper. JIhave no concern
awarded the contract to Onderdonk & Co. lad I done such with the Globe newspaper. As my hon. friend well-knows,
a thing, J would have been open to the censure of this the Globe newspaper is very well able to take care of
louse, I would have been without the support of any mem- itself. But I think I can say that in something like fifteen

ber, because that would have been manifestly unjust. years parliamentary experience I never heard a more
If the cheque was marked for a limited number of days, scandalous or outrageons attack made by a membeir f
I had only to cross the street and draw $20,000, and Parliament on an absent man. Is that the kind of conduct
keep that in my possession till we had decided with refer- you would expect from a Minister of the Crown ? Is that
ence to the matter. But when they found they were all the sort of magnanimity you would look for from a
wrong again, they turn round and say: " The Government Minister occupying the position which he occupies.
had only to hold over awarding the contract tili these days It looks to me-I do not say it now, but I
expired, to find a pretext, which was apparently desired, of would say it if I were not inside this Chamber-
giving the contract to Onderdonk." They themselves gave to be one of the mostcowardly attacks I ever witnessed
up tha whole case by saying that, if the time for which the upon the floor of Parliament. A man who is not here to
cheque was marked good Lad expired, the whole case was defend himself or answer the charges made against him, is
at anend. But when they found they were all wrong, attac.ked bebiud bis back by an hon. niember o Parliament.
when they found the time had expired before The hon. the Minister of Railways says that my bon. friend
Charlebois & McDonald put the cheque in, and bas been goaded into the present motion by the GIlýobe new-
that it was marked good for two days only on paper. i know my hon. friend too well to suppose that ho
the 24th of the month, that it was a worthless piece Of has been urged to make the present motion on any other
paper, so far as we were able to learn, on the 26th, the ground or consideration than the public interest.
tenders not having been opened till the first, they were The hon. gentleman says that the hon. member for
equal to the occasion, and all the same it was a job, all the Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) hopes to gain some mean,
same they have defiled their paper from that day to this, by contemptible, petty, political ad.vantage, by prefent.
presenting in all its forms, and with a variety of falsehoods ing this motion to the House. Why, Sir, if my hon. friend
and mistatements, the same absurd story-for what purpose? expected te gain any such advantage as that, ha would Dot
For the purpose that they have succeeded at last in attaining, have prasented this motion in the calm, deliberate and
for the purpose of goading on some bon. gentleman opposite temperate tone in which ha presented it. -He would have
into doing what no man of them bas ever dared to do assumed the attitude which the hon. gentleman asBunes
down to the present hour-to come forward, not to attack who bas just taken his seat. He would have thrown.back
my reputation and character as a public man, but to come his coat, rolled up, his sleeves, and assumed a pugilistic
forward and ask this House to disapprove of the mode in attitude; he would have spoken in thundering tones that
which :this matter bas been dealt with. They have suc- would have reverberated through the halls of this Chamber,
ceeded in goading an hon. gentleman into making this instead of the calm and temperate manner in, which
attack, and it is the fault of the Globe newspaper, and not ha presented bis case; and I do not tlnk it was in very
mine, if I am compelled to deal with that hon. gentleman, good grace that the hon. the Minister of RailW"y
in relation to thase matters in the discharge of publie duty, charged my hon. friend with having presented the moion
hereafter as I have never dealt with him before. to gain a petty political advantage. The hon. gentleu

Mr. CAlERON (South Huron). I think hon. gen- further said before he came to deal with the merits of the
tJemen pn $the othear aide ofthe Housewould like very well case, that from the pages of the..Blue-.book which ha ond."i
if the motion which has been made, and the speech which bis hand and flourished, that ha could show that ok
we have just listened to, were allowed to pass unanswared, friend was guilty while acting, as Minist4er of Public W d
juging from the åpeci.nen, at ail events, we had from the of contract jobbery and contract broking, and that
oaorad4e of the jouse a few anteago, wherone or two if he eould, blacken and ruin the,.ç ater of myh
qf the supporters of the Goverment oriod "question, ques- friend. He said all that he had to do Wa t m·ntotaa
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pages ofthis Bluebook teo etablish that fact. Why, Sir,
the hon. gentleman bas had ,abnndant opportunities on
public platforms and on the floor of this House, and
yet ho las never yet dared to prefer in Parliament
any charge that would stick against my lon. friend.
All I neod do is to refer him to an hon. member who
sits behind him, who supports him, and who is one of bis
devoted followers. This hon. gentleman is connected with
one of the most prominent newspapers that advocates the
interests of his party, and what does he say of my hon.
friend? Does he give him the character which the hon.
Minister of Railways gives him? Does hoesay that ho was
a man steeped to the lips in corruption ; that ho was gui lty
of contract jobbing and contract broking. No; the Mail
newspaper says my lon. friend is one of the most honest
men that ever stood in shoe leather, and yet the hon. gentle.
man says that ho could, if he would, establish the fact out
of a Blue-Book that my bon. friend has been guilty of jobbing
in contraçts. I challenge the hon. gentleman to do
that. I defy him to do it. He as had three years
to do it and ho has failed, and if ho were ton years more in
bis present position he could not convince the people of this
Dominion, who know my hon. friend too well, that there is
a dishonest bone in Alexander Mackenzie's body. The hon.
gentleman has made the attempt, it is true; ho las made
the attempt.by means of a Railway Commission to investi-
gate and inquire into all the proceedings that took place
while my hon. friend was at the head of the Department.
We have never seen the report of that Commission, but we
do know that some extraordinary and marvellous statements
came out in connection with that report-statements that
did not reflect much credit on gentlemen on the other side,
and cortainly did not throw any aspersions on the
chairacter of the hon. gentleman who sits before ne.
Why was not that document submitted to Parliament?
Does not the hon. gentleman know that a great deal of the
evidence that was taken by that Commission was of a kind
that would not tell to the credit of the hon. gentlemen
sitting opposite us ?-and I have no doubt that that is the
reason why that document bas not been submitted to
Parliament. The lon. Minister of Railways, says My hon.
friend, was guilty of mis-conduct with reference to the
letting Of contracts, and lie adds with his usual bluster :
" Why, Sir, ho would not wait a poor forty-eight hours in the
publiC interest in ordor that a contract might be given
to the person who was entitled to it in connection with the
Welland Canal." I know nothing about that matter, but I
know that the hon.,gentleman would not wait a bare two
hours, so that a telegram might ho sent to Montreal, and
an answer received at Ottawa, and the sum of $209,000 be
saved to the country; but in lot haste, without a moment's
delay, on the morning of the 6th of February, the hon.gentleman rushed to the Council Board, and reports to his
colleagues that the tender of McDonald & Charlebois wasirregular, bocause the deposit choque -

Sir CHiARLES TUPPER. I do not know whether thehon. gentleman was in the House at the time, but I statedthat the answer from Montreal was shown to my colloagues
in the arlt instance, and hefore any action was taken uponit ut 4il

Mr. CAMERON. Very likely. The hcn. gentlemancid ny hon. friend knew he could have awarded thatCoact on his own responsibility, at least I so understood
hi". Suppose, at any rate, that there is a sort of spirit in
rgentlemen Opposite that when the head ofa Department
it a report to Council, the rest hold themselves bound

a it Th 101ehn. gentleman says his colleagues knew all
osa y thatonly aethe matter worse. I supposed

Parli Yone manU was guilty of what-if I wore not in
Q ®nt, I wo.uld call this a job, but I now find out that

all about it, so that if there was a job every Man on
the Treasury benchos was equally guilty with the hon.
gentleman. Now, Sir, what is the defence of the hon.
gentleman, after all ? Does the hon. gentleman suppose
that lie is going to defend himself in the eyes of Parliament,
or even in the eyes of is supporters, by abusing the Éon.
member for Lambton ? Doos ho suppose ho is going to
defend the granting of this contract to Onderdonk & Co.,
instead of to McDonald & Charlebois, by showing thaL
Gordon Brown did something ihe should not have done? Is
it to be accepted as a justification of the contract, or a
defence against the charge made by the hon. membcr for
Lambton, to abuse the Globe and say that it has pub-
lished scurrilous articles about him, and destroyed bis
reputatiori so far as the Globe can do it ? If not,
I would ask him why three-fourths of bis speech
was taken up with abuse of hon. gentlemen on this side of
the House-abuse of the Globe newspaper, laudations of the
late Hon. George Brown, abuse of the present managing
director of the Globe? Does ho suppose he is going to
accomplish bis defence by that kind of abuse? And, if not,
what object had he in following that line of argument ?
Why, Sir, the lion. gentleman practically admits the fact
that my lion. friend bases bis case upon; he admits that
tenders were called for on the 24th of October; that on the
lst of February these tenders were sent into the Depart-
ment; that the cheque for $20,000 was handed into the
Department on the 1st of February; and that, on the 4th of
February, ho requested his own private secretary to ask the
Bank of Montreal whether that cheque was good or not.
Now, I ask what object the hon. gentleman had in request-
ing bis private seeretary to go to the Bank of Montreal and
ascertain whether this cheque was good or not ? From the
Lst to the 4th of Februairy where was that cheque? It was
in the possession of the hon. gentleman, and, on the 4th of
February, he sent bis secretary to the Bank of Montreal to
enquire whether it was good or not. If these men had
large contracts before, which they had been unable to fulfil,
if the country was going to suffer by those men gotting the
contract, the hon. gentleman must bave known that before
the 4th of February, and, if ho did know it before that day,
ho ought to have rejected their tender on those grounds.
But the hon gentleman does not pretend to have rejected it
on that ground ; the sole ground is that there was some
irregularity in the choque, and the hon. gentleman
winds up his remarks by saying that these mon
could not complete the contract, because their tenier
was too low, and yet, Sir, on the 4th of February,
with the full knowledge of that fact in his mind,
and knowing these men as lie must have known them, he
sent down to the Bank of Montreal toascertain whether the
cheque was good or not. Sir, he knew perfectly well then,
or lie ought to have known, that this choque was marked
" good for two days only." His secretary could not go,
however, on the 4th of February; lie went on Monday, the
6th of February, and asked Mr. Drummon: if that choque
was good. The bon. gentleman wants the House to believe
that Mr. Drammond said that the choque was not good.
The papers show that Mr. Drummond said no êuch thing.
What did ho say? Ho did not say anything; lie only shook
bis hcad, and then he said ho would have to consult Mont-
real. The secretary went back and told the hon. gentle-
man that, and if he did not, ho ought to bave been his
secretary no longer. This was done at about 10 o'clock on
Monday forenoon; a telegram was sent, franked by the
hon, gentleman's own secretary, and the answer came at
one o'clock in the afternoon that the cheque was perfectly
good, and would bo good until paid. The hon. gentleman
is in the habit of appealing to the honest, and sensible men
on both sides of the flouse, and I appeal to the honest and
sensible men to put all these facts together, and to say what
otherz cIçrlusion they can come to Athat up to thever

IlS$20
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last moment the hon. gentleman intended te give this con-
tract to McDonald & Cüarlebois, if the cheque was good. I
say that any man who intended not to give tbe contract to
McDonald & Charlebois, and who yet took the trouble to
send down to the bank to inquire whether the cheque was
good, would have been acting the part of an idiot. On
the 4th of February it is quite clear the hon. gentleman
intended to give them the contract. What changed his
mind ? It is quite clear that the fact that they had not
fulfilled former contracts, that they had tendered too low,
and that they were not able te fulfil this contract, had not
the slightest effect on the bon. gentleman's mind. Why, Sir,
the hon. gentleman says that there was a doubt about the
ability of McDonald & Charlebois to put up the security. Let
the hon. gentleman turn to the papers, and he will find that
the moment they found that their tender was the lowest, they
were ready to put up every dollar of the money necessary
te secure them the contract. And yet the hon. gentleman
wants us to believe that all this was done for the public
interest. Al I can say is, that it is a most extraordinary
way of serving the interest of the public. The hon. gentle-
man complains very bitterly of the course my hon. friend
has taken against him. What else could he expect, after
the course of conduct he bas been guilty of? Let the hon.
gentleman go before an impartial judge and jury, who will
decide fairly between man and man, and I ask nothing but
the bare, naked statement made by the hon. member for
Lambton, and the answer, if it can be called an answer, of
the hon, gentleman, and I venture to say that sueh a
jury, without leaving the box, would bring in a verdict of
guilty against the bon. gentleman. The hon. gentleman has
defended himself by abusing hon. gentlemen on this side of
the Bouse. He has quoted from the Globe, as he always
does. Whenever there is a charge made against him on the
floor of Parliament or outside of Parliament, what course
does he take ? Does he take the only course that an honest
man is bound te take in order to vindicate himself before
his fellow-countrymen ? No, Sir. The hon. gentleman
never does that. He launches out in a tirade of abuse
against hon. gentlemen on this side, whether in Parliament
or out of Parliament ; against the Globe and other news-
papers which venture, in the discharge oftheir public duties,
to question and criticize the hon. gentleman's proceedings,
Vnd whenever a motion is submitted or allusion made to the
hon. member he always assumes the same line of argument
and the same line of defence. We have to treat the hon.
entleman as if he were, like Cesar's wife, above suspicion.
beg to take a different view of the hon. gentleman's

political course and conduct for the last fifteen
years in the Parliament of Canada, and we are not going to
be deterred, whenever we find it to be in the public interest
to do so, from attacking the bon. gentleman's conduct,
policy and actions with respect to public affairs, because the
hon. gentleman throws out defiances and challenges. I
recollect well the line of argument he adopted. Why, it is
the same old story. I have heard the latter part of his speech
four times over, and I can almost repeat it word for word.
Hie challenges hon. gentlemen on this side of the House to
ask for a Committee of Enquiry, and declares he will submit
bis conduct to the judgment of the House. Why, it
would be the greatest folly for any man to suppose
(I have the highest respect for lion. gentlemen opposite
personally) that were one of the great leaders of the Con-
servative party -the hon. gentleman who carries in his coat
pocket the reversionary interest to the leadership of the
party-put on his trial before his peers in Parliament, they
would wash the hon. gentleman perfectly clean whether he
was clean or not. Let us see what the hon. gentleman
said when similar charges were made against him. He
said .

" Not a single word of insinuation, not a single question was raised
among those hon, gentlemen. The ouse rose &ad the editor and prp-

1r. Ç MRON (UuzOD).

prietor of a publie newspaper, the Toronto Globe, who I ar glad
know is within the sounà or my voice, drawing venom fromi the depto
of bis own black heart, said that in the columns of hi. newspaper, whicsif there was a word of truth in it, convicted the leaders of his party ifbeing unworthy of public confidence."

The hon. gentleman took good care to say that when Mr,
Brown could not answer him-not on a public platform
where Mr. Brown would be present, but on the floor of
Parliament when the Minister could not be answered. The
hon. gentleman further said :

" Then I say, how dare any journalist so insult the intelligence of the
public as to fill his columns with lying and slanderous utterances afterParliament had risen, and when, afLer all the facts were before the
House, no man could be found in the party to venture an insinuation
against me."

This bon. gentleman is above journalism and above
criticism, and nobody should say a word against him. Insinu.
ations are, however, made against him now, and ho adopts
the same course; he defies hon gentlemen on this side of
the louse, and the Globe and other papers, and thinks that
is a conclusive answer, The hon. gentleman further said:

" They had these documents in their hande for weeks, and yet after
all these denunciations in the press, Parliament rose without a man
being found to endorse the contemptible utterances of that lying and
slanderous raper. That was my position in this flouse, that is my posi.
tion in this third Session of Parliament, and goaded on to desperation
by my challenge on the public platform, to any hon. gentleman to for-
mulate a charge against the integrity of my conduct as a publie man-a
challenge to discuss my conduct in the House or out of it-or toinvesti.
gate it before any tribunal ; it is only now that the bon. gentleman
ventures not to formulate a charge, but to that which is the most
unmanly act which one man can do to another-to throw out an
unworthy insinuation."

The hon. gentleman asks us to formulate a charge before
any tribunal. Pray, how are we to do so ? He says we
assailed bis character, abused him and slandered him, and
that the newspapers week after week abuse him. They do
more, they charge the bon. gentleman specifically and dis-
tinctly, as I can show from the columns of various journals,
with having committed acts of jobbery and corruption, and
yet the hon. gentleman bas not had the manliness to vindi-
cate his character before the only tribunal where it can be
properly vindicated. What have the papers charged him
with ? With every crime known in the criminal calendar.

Mr. PLUMB. From pitch and toss to manslaughter.
Mr. CANIERON (Huron). With every crime known to

the criminal calendar except murder, with every offnceO
of which a politician can be guilty. AllOW me
to mention one or two charges made against the
hon. Minister in connection with contracts, and let
us see how he as dealt with them. "The nakedness
of bis jobbery is remarkable." I say this is a fouli
insinuation, if it is not true, against any man, and 110

Canadian statesman should for a moment submit tO the
charge without taking the earliest opportunity, not simply
to deny it, but to compel its author to appear before a jury.
"I He is a wily and brazen corruptionist." When charged
with jobbery and robbery in connection with the Carillon
Canal contract, and section B and Port Moody contractstho
Globe says it las proved them, and adds :fIrW
are ready to maintain them." The papers furthr
say: "fHe must be considered guilty f gross jobberyii
Guiteau before being sentenced was guilty o h
President Garfield. He is persistently assailed bec e9dho
persistently practices corruption." "This year he >plider
the Treasury for Onderdonk & Co." "His officialB areor
began in corruption and goes on consistently. Re
national disgrace." "ie plundered the TreesurY of
$264,000 to benefit a favored contractor." "The 1 5i'dîbd
of lis falsifications is not umore remarkable hare
the nakedness of his jobbery." These are cohrg
on which could be based an indictment for ciable
nal offence, and if not true the authors are
to action for damages by thei hon. gentlerlan.
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bas the hon. gentleman done ? He came to Parlia-
ment three years ago and challenged hon. members
on this side of the House to establish their case

before a Committee of the House. I prefer to go before
some other tribunal, although I have the highest respect
for Parliament. Respecting certain charges, the Globe says
it is ready to prove them. If that be so, why does not the
hon,. gentleman give that paper an opportunity of proving
them ? If he wants to vindicate himself, clear bis charac-
ter, and show there is nothing in the charges made by the
public press, and repeated day after day, he bas one remedy,
and one remedy only: let him bring an action against the
Globe, or some other journal, and before an impartial judge
and jury. If innocent, bis innocence will appear; and if
guilty, bis guilt will appear. What would be the result if
charges of this kind were brought against Imperial states-
men ? They could not remain in office for one hour. Two
or three years ago an English statesman was charged
with having some indirect connection with a Portuguese
railway. This charge was made against him, and lie resigned
bis position in the Government, rather than such a charge
should be made against a member of the Government. That
is the correct course for an honorable man to take. 1 hold
that a member of the Government ought to be above suspi-
con. The bon. gentleman is willing to assume that the
members of this House will condone bis offences, but I
challenge him to establish bis innocence, or rather to give
us an opportunity of establishing that ho is not innocent,
before an impartial judge and jury of the country. That is
the only way he can vindicate bis character from the charge
my hon. friend bas made and establisbed against him beyond
all reasonable question. The only way the hon. gentleman
can clear bis character is by bringing an action in court
against the Globe newspaper and others that have accuised
him in this matter, and, if hoecan, vindicate himself before
an impartial tribunal.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

A fter Recess.
Mr. McLENNAN. I have no wish to prolong this

debate, but I think there are some points in it with whieh a
supporter of the Govern ment can very well deal. The last
speaker on the other side suggested ,that the hon. member
sbould esculpate himself through the law courts. The
Supporters of the Government do not ask their leaders to
descend into that arena. It would would be neither credit-
able nor profitable. I can tell you how I was struck by the
rst report of the transaction that leads to this motion of want

Of contidence. When I read the report I had no difficulty1
n coming to the conclusion that the first motive with the
Government was, that this work should be accomplished,
'bat the contractors should be in every respect able to carry
had the undertaking. I think all the debates that we have
had here for the last two years, on the subject of the con.itraction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, bas made thisPoint very clear, and I think the decision of the countrynas been very distinctly pronounced, that the firstc
undert of any contract should be that the partyt
formed ing it be equal to the work, that the work be per-j
I shouldwitho unnecessary delay. It is not necessary thatt1hir go over the whole history, or even any part of the

int. It hhis Pacifie Railway question to illustrate thist
oune tatas been so clearly laid down on the floor of this
0rue that it is quite unnecessary to repeat any of the

argtersnof that have been made to maintain it. The sup-c
Portern of the Government have maintained it from the firsta
Caornt oe last of tho discussion on this question. In
a cOng ut a work of this kind, it has been decided that
s o oraote 0itopany was necessary. Whether that wereth oorkat necessary that contractors should performI el,withoutsaying anything to the disparage- J

ment of a very useful body, we all know that contractors
are a necessary evil. Nobody knows that botter than the
hon.gentleman who bas made this motion. When we come to
discuss that which is a necessary evil, we find that no
geographer has ever yet laid down the Rubicon that
divides necessary evil from supreme good. The good to be
accomplished in this case was to guard the interests of the
country, but the hon. gentlem<n opposite have laid down
this Rubicon, and its narrow line is marked across the floor
of this House. That which is supreme good when the hon.
gentlemen are on your right, Sir, becomes-I do not like to
repeat the strong terms that were used on the other side of
the Uouse-something supremely bad, when it happons to
be performed-on the same side of the line, it is true-but
when these hon. gentlemen happen to be on your left. This
is the whole question at issue, and I think it is a very simple
one. I merely throw in my little mite to the debate at this
stage to indicate how the matter strikes a supporter of the
Government; and as one of those supporters, I must say
that there never was a moment when I felt more strongly
than now the duty imposed on me to support the Govern-
ment and the Minister of Railways in relation to this con-
tract.

Mr. BLAK E. I am not aware that the hon, member for
Glengarry bas at any period of bis parliamentary career,
expressed any hesitation as to the linhe e should take on
any question that affected the Government of the day. If
he bas at any stage hesitated, he las been careful to prevent
us from learning it, because his bearing, bis discourse, bis
vote have been, as far as I eau judge, those not simply of a
staunch, but of an undeviating supporter of the Adminis-
tration whatever it might propose. Now, the hon. gentle-
man bas adopted some of those side issues with which the
hon. the Minister of Rail ways endeavored to embarrass the
consideration of the question before us, and it becomes all
the more necessary that we should clear away those em-
barrassments and see what really is the question whicb we
are called upon to decide. The hon. gentleman whose pro-
posal to the Administration, sanctioned by the Administra-
tion, and brought here for review, bas been this evening
challenged, and he bas answered that challenge with
a degree of violence and vituperation unusual even for him-
self. He commenced bis answer to a statement very differ-
ent frorn bis, distinct from bis in all its features, a state-
ment which was almost ajudicial statemeut of the point at
issue, rigidly correct as to the facts, and drawing no un-
warrantable or even uncharitable deductions from those
facts, by a wholesale attack upon my hon. friend's credit,
character and public acts as the First Minister of this coun-
try. His answer was, as i have said, characterized by a
violence of language and unmeasured amount of license in
a speech remarkable even for him. I do not think that sncb
a lino of defence was the lino fit tobe adopted by an upright
man, vindicating bis position as a public man.
Now, I sbould like to know was the position of the hon.
member to be improved by the debasing and degrading-
within his petty power to debase and degrade-the position
of my hon. friend the member for Lambton ? The question
that we have to dispose of this night is not that of the
merits and demerits of my hon. friend, or of his Administra-
tion. The question is whether the contract which is laid
upon the Table ought to be approved or not; and this ques-
tion is to be disposed of by the consideration of the circum-
stances surrounding the execution of that contract, and by
determining whether on the whole it is in the interest of the
country that the particular contract should receive the
approbation of the House. I say that, even if the charges
which the bon. gentleman has made against the bon. member
for Lambton had been true, they wculd have been no fit or
appropriate defence of him in the position in which h e
stands to-night. But if instead of being true, they are, as
we know they are, wholly devoid and destitute of truth, are



much worse than the position ofthe hon. gentleman, in that
ho has made an attempt at defence upon such a sandy and
such an unstable foundation a. that. The hon. gentleman's
friends and supporters have at intervals found great fault
with my hon. friend for Lambton in many respects. They
have found at difforent times divers defects as they conceived
in his character, in his capacity and in his position as a public
man ; but, notwithstanding all the storms of invective
with which they have aasailed him, I believe there has
subsisted and subsists to-day in the minds not merely of
his friends, but- of the great bulk of those who stand
opposite of him in this House, a widespread, and, as I know,
a well grounded conviction that he is a man of stern and
unbending integrity, wholly incapable of doing those things
which the hon. member bas charged him with. I shall not
endeavor to analyze the feelings and opinions which the
hon. gentleman's own supporters entertained towards him
in this regard. But I will say to him that the situation in
this regard of my hon. friend the member for Lambton is
so ligh that it ought to be his hghest hope and aspiration,
which some day or other, in some distant town, and by
some great exertions, he may be enablel to place
himself in somewhat the same position. The hon.
gentleman did not confine himself to my hon.
friend for Lambton. He reninded me of the old comparison
of the cuttle-fish, and ho exuded that dirty colored liquid
with which that animal is said to defend itself, and poured
it forth more upon my hon. friend from Lambton, though
it was directed at myself. The hon. gentleman was pleased
to indulge in various asuersions upon my character. I
have, before to-day, told him, as I repeat to-right, that it is
a long, long time since he wholly lost the power to evoke
in me, in the slightest degree, emotions of surprise or indig-
nation. The humblest of his followers retains that power
but he bas long since lost it. But, I may say, with reference
to this charge which he was pleased to make to night-
with reference to the statement, first of all, that I had
entered into some intrigue with Mr. Brown, to supplant or
depose my bon. friend for Lambton, that I have before
to-day, declared here and elsewhere, that the charge
that I had entered into any coLspiracy, or did or said
a single thing to that end, was false and utt erly baseless;
and it is. if possible, more false and haseless still, when
made in the particular connection in which tbe hon. geutle-
man was pleased to repent it to night The hon.
gentleman bas charged me, I say, with these things,
and with something more, with a fresh accusation-
with being responsible for the articles that are written
in the Globe newspaper about him, and. I presume, about
other public men. Well, I am not responsible for the articles
either in the Globe or any other public paper. There is a
newspaper-there is more than one newspaper in the
country-wlbich is pleased from day to day and week to
week to villify myself. I do not hold hon.gentlemen oppo-
site responsible for the utterances of these papers in any
degree, and-f>r the great newspaper which especially sup-
ports them, I hold only one ma-n out of the 208 who sit in
the House responsible for the utterances of that paper. I
do not understand upon what principle that bon. gentleman
seeks to fasten responsibilityupon any individual public man
for the utterances of the public press. I may say te him
that it is now many years since I expressed publici the
opinion that the utterances of the press on both sies of
politics often went too far, and that much had been doue to
render more difficult than otherwise might have been the
management of our public affairs, by a too reckless use of the
powers of which the press unquestiorably possesses. Such
bas been, such is my opinion-I s;tate it frankly as I have
held it for many years. . But to observe of any particular
public man without cause, without justification of any
description, that ho is to be held respoisible for the utter-
ances of any particular paper, is 'lilly uijustfiable. I

Mr. B.rii.

should think myself wholly unjustifiable if I were to take
up the columns of the Mail and read the epfthéts applied
and statements made with referenèe to s aelf and charge
them upon the hon. gentleman;'-because I havè no evidence
to prove that he inspires them; and but'for his language
occasionally, I should have hardly supposed even that he
sympathized with them, though I cannot say that I arà of
that impression after what bas happëned to-night. i am
disposed to believe that he does syipathize with them; but
I do not hold him responsible, and do nôt expéct to be
held, either by him, or by his followérs, or by
any person in this country, responsible for anything except
what I say, and for that i am always ready to make good
what I have said ; or if I -find myself in the wrong, to
retract it as a man ought to do. The toue of the hon. gen.
tleman is fixed and habitual. le seems to believe that by
the course ho takes ho will prevent criticism of his public
acts-that he will prevent us from bringing forward as
against him and bis colleagues those grounds of complaint
which we believe ought to be entertained. It is the toue
of a bully and the true braggart. But I shall assure him
that, while on the one hand, he will not incduceuà to follow
bis example in point of language, on the other hand we
shall not be moved one jOt or tittle from the discharge of
our public duty, in bringing forward on every occasion, ut
the appropriate time, such cases as we believe we should
complain of, and in stating them, not with thé accesories
of vituperation with which the hon, gentleman garnishes
bis orations, but stating them in that measured, calm
and temperate manner justified by the facts, which we
hold will be the best communication to the sense and feel.
ing of the honest and moderate people of this country.
Now, what is the questiou ? The question is with
reference to the contract upon thé Table, which,
under the law, is binding, if wé do not disapprove
of it. Under the law, we have the right to dis-
approve of it, and, under the law our disapproval
makes it not bindin, and leaves the question open.
We are responsible materially for this contract coming into

effect, because, if he chooses to say so, this contract was
not coming into effect, and it is upon thvote and decision
of this House to-night that this question diepends. I is true,
it is in the negative form; thecontract is binding unlesswe
disapprove, and our disapproval nullifies the contract. There-
fore, our constituents and the country hold us in effect
responsible for tho decision, whether this-contract shall
continue effective or not. Now, the contract is ene let, not
to the lowest tenderer, but to a tenderer $Si9t000 above the
lowest tender. It is, therefore, prima facie a contract let,
not in the interest of the country; it is, at the first appear-
ance and upon the surface, a contract which ought not to
have been so let. Unless there obe some good reason to the
contrary, the lowest tenderer ought to have received the
contract. Unless there be some good reason to the
contrary, the fair presumption is that, by the lettimg of the
contract, 820.,00,0 is lost to the country, The questio l
what is the justification for this course? What is there
below the surface which alters, the appearance ou the
surface? What is there which justifies a lettiug of this
description ? Now, the hon. the Minister bas tday
several reasons why it was fit that this centract sheubi
awarded to Onderdonk instead of McDonald & h
and, not content with giving reasons argamehimsed
ho bas gone into the box and examined and
thoroughly, cross-examined himelf ithe riger
given us evidence, argument, statenent, Ldicationg 4cefl'
rotort, accusation and defiance al in a breath. Wol th
reasons which the hon. Minister gives, which aret nt the
reasons on the paper, and to one or more of the dthe ho".
member for Glengarry alluded as the reaofn WhY -tb he'
member for Glengarry read the papes, but it was net th
papérs tfiat convineed Mm; he'was sais d that
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botter to give it to the higher tenderer; he was satisfied it

as in the interest of despatch and economy that the con-

tract should be given to Onderdonk instead of McDonald
& Charlebois, and he agrees with the views of the hon. the
Minister of Railways in that regard. Now the hon. Min-
ister says ho ought not te have given it te McDonald &
Charlebois first, because there was some former transaction
about a choque for a permanent contract which was an
unsatisfactory transaction; second, becanse Charlebois, I
think it was, was a contractor, or one of the contractors for
the Georgian Bay Branch, and ho did not prosecute this
work with efficiency; third, because ho was satisfied that
McDonald & Charlebois had not the means to prosecute this
contract with efficiency; and fourth, because their tondler
was toc low. These, I think, are the four points on which
the hon. gentleman gave his evidence and gave reasons.
lIe asks the louse te sustain him on that ground,
and the hon. momber for Glengarry is ready to do it.
But there is this fatal defect in this plea of the hon. gentle-
man, sustained by his testimony, that whatever force there
raight have been in these grounds, those were not his
grounds. Whatever force there might be in these gronnds,
they wero not the grounds of the Privy Council, they were
not the grounds upon which the hon. gentleman dealt,
jadging by the writing, judging by the statement, and
judging by what ho recommended to his colloagues. Had
that boon so, if the hon. gentleman, after examination and
enquiry, had satisfied himsolf that McDonald & Charlebois
were unsatisfactory contractors, and unfit to bc entrusted
wiith the work,and that there was such a difference betweon
thuir tender and that of the next, that it was doubtful if
thoy could execute the works of their contract, and there-
fore that they ought to be passed over, I suppose lie would
have said so. I suppose he would have told his
colleagues so, I suppose ho would have reportel so
to the Council, I suppose ho would have said, these
are the reasons upon wbich I ask you te determine,
irrespectivo of the question about the two days' acceptance,
that it would not be a fit thing to deat with these
mon-ho might have given them as exclusive, or
he might have given thor as supplementary reasons.
IIe gave them not at all; we heard not a word broached about
them, not a whisper of them, until the contract boing asked,
and the hon. gentleman boing called upon to defend it, ho
bnvings forward these as the reasons why it was a proper
thing te pass over McDonald & Charlebois and to give
tac contract to the higher tenderor. Sir, it is utterly impes-
sible fer us to-night to accept these ploas. They are not the
groundwork of the action of the hon. gentleman. The
groundwork of the hon. gentleman's action is that whieh we
had in the papers before us, is that with which we have to
deal, isthat upon which this controversy must turn. It must
turn not upon his statement made between the elevonth and
twelfùh hours, that there are other reasons why this contract
W" justifablO; it must turn upon the validity of these
grounds and these justifications which ho gave before, whichare in the papers before us, for the action which ho advises
ai for the action which was taken. Now, lot us consider

hat thoso grounds are He talks of an irregularity in thetender; thore was none. He talks o? an irregularity in the
ehOque; there was none. There was an irregularity in the

dptance o? the choque. The choque itself wasa perfectly
that thque, as we speak of choques. The circuumstance
thas ti acceptance is limited to two days did not make it
those8 0 godcheque, but it did, after the Close of
& Charleb 'days, render it possible that McDonald
if their bala 8smight withdraw their balance, and

balance was withdrawn it relieved the bank of their
ipirety for that choque irrespective of the balance. That

wa theisey the state of the case as I understand it. ThatThe the condition of things with that restricted acceptance.
S n. getleman says that this accepted cheque system

was a device to prevent contract jobbing, of which he repre-
sents himself to be the inveterate and undving foe. A
singular thing, if my memory serves me, that this effective
plan to prevent contract jobbing; this plan which
is so sacred that it is not to be departed from
under any circumstance, but is to be adhered to in the
literal manner which the hon. gentleman now pro-
poses at whatever cost, was invented by the prince of con-
tract jobbers, the hon member for Lambton. I believo it
was a security devised by my hon. friend who, the hon.
gentleman has recorded this night, so far as bis word or
his statement can effect such a record with reference to any
respectable citizen of this country, as having stamped his
whole Administration with intended or designed jobbery--one
of his first acts was to devise and carry out a scheme which
the hon. gentleman says is the most effectuai thing ho can
think of to prevent contract jobbing. Now, Sir, if this
choque was not geod on the 6th of February, it was gool to
the eKtent to which I have stated it was; good to the extent
of the drawers funds in the bank. The hon. gentleman com-
mitted a slight anachronism in the course of is narrative.
le declared with great circumstantiality that Monday, 6th
February, he saw the cheque for the first time.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. The hon. gentleman
wili allow me to correct him. I stated I saw it on Saturday,
the 4th, but as the bank was closed my secretary was not
able to prosent it until Monday.

Mr. BLAKE. I hoard the hon, gentleman. He said in
the first instance it was on the lst of July that he first saw
the choque and the tenders. At a subsequent period ho
said he told his secretary on the Saturday te go to the bank
for the cheque. He made both these statements, and I can
call nu merous witnesses hore to the truth of my recollection
ofthe hon gentleman's statement. N ow,Sir,he says he ordered
on the Saturday his secreary to make enquirv at the bank
whether the choque was good or whether it would be paid, and
the secretary w,3nt on tho Monday morning to the banker's te
make that enquiry. The chelue yo wdl remark was not
drawn on the Bnk of Montreal at Ottawa, but on
the Bank of Montreal, at Montreal-the head office-but the
hon. gentleman sent dawn to the manager of the agoncy at
Ottawa te know if ho would pay the choque, and thon comes
the circumstance emphasized by the hon. gentleman's
private secretary, no doubt at his instigation, emphasized
by the on. gentleman in his most melodramatic manner,
the circumstance whioh ho enlarges upon and intensifies,
bocanse, ho says, Mr. Drummond says: "No: I will not
pay the choque." But what really happened? When it
comes down to the sniall end, Drummon i shook bis head.
Why, Sir, what an expressive shako that must have been.
I do not suppose, in the history of the world, there has been
a shako of the head which cost $!09,000. The private sec-
rotary has recorded, and the lon. Minister reads with
emphasis, the circumstance that Mr. Drummond shook bis
hoad, but ho did not add by words to the cogency of this
ominous shako, which, for ail we know, might have beon a
nod, which would make all the diff3ren3e in the w >rld. He
did not add by words the emphatic statement of the hon.
gentleman. Ail ho says was, that ho must enquire
at the hoad office, and the Minister's secretary authorizes
him to do so, and franks a blank telegram in
order that ho might do so. The telegram is sent, an answer
is received, and within an hour or two the enquiry of the
hon. Minister-just as directly as it could be answered,
seeing that he did not ask the banker of the office in which
the choque was drawn-was answered in the affirmative,
namely, that they would pay the choque, and that it was
good and would romain good until presented. Now, the
hon. gentleman says, that ho be lieved that that was a trick;
that McDonald & Charlebois-to whom, like most people
about whom ho speaks, he as not given the best possible
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character in the world-had engaged in a deliberate trick;
that they were about to raise a rig on the hon. the Minister
of Railways, and put in a choque which was not good, and
by that means to have the opportunity of selling this
contract if they got it, and if they failed to sell it, of with-
drawing, because there would be no funds to answer the
choque. He avers to us that such was his belief. The
hon. Minister was informed at the earliest possible moment
after bis enquiry that the choque was good, and that the
restrictive power ought to be stricken out. He was
informed also by Mr. Drummond, early in the transaction,
as appears by the letter of Mr. Drummond, printed at pages
53 and 54 of the book:

"This no doubt occurred inadvertently and without being known
when issued, wbich I explained to the Department previously.

" Yours truly,I
"<A. DRlUMMOND."

He makes no enquiry, at that time, of the bank as to
whether this was a plan to which the Bank of Montreal
was a party and which they only withdrew on the Minis-
ter's enquiry. He makes no investigation into the matter
to ascertain if bis suspicions of McDonald & Charlebois
were correct or not, but ho jumps to the conclusion
of criminal conduct on their part. Like himself again,
if there is a good and an evil motive, a charitable
and an uncharitable view, the hon. gentleman chooses the
latter, and decides against McDonald and Charlebois
without further enquiry at the bank, without
any enquiry of themsolves, and that they had been guilty
of attempting to defraud him and the public. He decided,
thorefore, that ho should pass them over and let the con-
tract to the next tenderer. He acknowledges to-night that
that uncharitable conclusion of his was erroneous. He
acknowledges that they were not-guilty of any such design
at all. He is obliged In face of the distinct letter of the
Manager of the Bank of Montreal to admit that this
restriction on the choque was wholly and solely the fault or
error of the bank; that it was not put in of design at all,
and that therefore what McDonald & Charlebois arranged
for, what they were entitled to get and supposed they had
received, what the bank supposed they were giving them was
an unlimited acceptance prepared in accordance with the
regulations, and that the guilt, such as it is, arose solely from
the unintentional oversight on the part of the bank in issu-
ing an improper stamp. These facts might have been
found out earlier by the hon. gentleman had he not chosen
to jump at the conclusion that McDonald & Charlebois were
trying to cheat him. But they came out time enough;
they came out before the contract was signed; they came
out at any rate before we are precluded from disposing of 1
this question. They are the facts known now to this House
and in the country; they are the facts with cognizance of1
which it is that we are called upon to deal with this ques-
tion, and we have nothing to do with the Minister's report;
we have nothing to do with the Order in Council ; we have
nothing to do with the Minister's report on pre-considera-
tion ; we have to do with the facts before us, which facts
are, as the Minister now admits, that McDonald &
Charlebois put in a bona fide tend er, accompanied by a cheque
for $20,000, which they had arranged with the bank should
be certified to an unlimited extent, in point of time, which
the bank agreed so to certify, which the bank supposed they
had so certified, which McDonald & Charlebois supposed
they had so certified, and whicb, therefore, was wholly bona
fide on their part. The whole difficulty is due to the cir-1
cumstance that one stamp was used instead of another by thei
bankers. These are the facts with which we have to deali
Now, we are not to confirm this contract because the hon.,
Minister supposed that a fraud was designed,which the bon.i
Minister admits to night was not designed ? The Ministeri
says I dealt with this matter in the way I did because I was(
convinced at the time that an attempt was being made toi

Mr. BLAKZ.

cheat the Department and the public, but 1 acknowledge
now I was wrong. I acknowledge, upon the further evidence
brought forward, that that apprehension or view of mine was
incorrect, and that there was no attempt to cheat the
Department. One -suggestion, indeed, was made by the hon.
gentleman, which was that McDonald & Charlebois had
the choque in their possession for some time, and might hare
found out the error. But the hon, gentleman says he could
not read the words in his acceptance; bis deputy could not
read them; so they bad to look elsewhere for an interpre.
for and a spy-glass, to find them out, and I do not suppose
that McDonald & Charlebois are to be charged with gross
negligence, because they failed to find ont what the
hon. Minister-with the best intentions in the world,
and with a high degree of vigilance for the publie
-failed to find out with reference to the acceptance.
So it is with us to-night. Whatever diffilculties beset the
Ministerial mind, whatever notions of anxiety to guard the
public against a fraud which ho thought was attempted to
be perpetrated by McDonald & Charlebois affected bis
action and the action of bis colleagues, we can put all on
one side; we know that it was ail a misapprehension; we
know that, as a matter of fact, Macdonald & Charlebois
were intending to execute no such plot, but were bona fide
tenderers, and were sending in a bona fide cheque, as they
and the bank believed. Now, Sir, we are bound to con-
sider, under these circumstances, whether the country is to
lose $209,000 because of that unintentional mistako on the
part of the bank. The hon. gentleman's argument on this
branch of the case is this:-He says: "Yon must observe in
the strictest way this rule about the certified cheque,
because if you take uncertified cheques, there will be no
security at aIl." But, Sir, it is a reasonable deviation from
the rigor of the rule not to observe it in the sense in which
the hon. gentleman says that it should be observed, when it
is proved incontestably by bis own admission, that there
was no intentional irregularity at all on the part of the
intending contractor-when it is proved beyond dispute
that the whole transaction was bona fide, and
that the difficulty, if any, is occasioned solely by
an oversight on the part of the stamping officer
of the bank, I say that to decide under these
circumstances that you will not accept the cheque
is not to open the door to frauds; because you decide to
accept it only when you find, from unimpeachable testimony,
that the maker and giver of the cheque supposed that they
were giving a good cheque, and that the bank believed the
cheque to be good during an unlimited time. In any ca8
in which that is satisfactorily established, as the bon.
Minister admits, there can be no difficulty and no danger;
and to accept the choque under such circumatances is notto
open the door to frauds. But the hon. gentleman says:
" Oh, but we muast observe our notice; we gave a notice,
and we must observe good faith to the other contractors.
But I suppose this notice contained the clause, which is usual
in such notices, that the Government were not bound to lot
the contract to the lowest or any tenderer ; and whether
that was the case or not, I know of no right that ay other
tenderer would have to complain, if a bona fide tender
$209,000 lower, with a choque issued and accepted under
the circumstances disclosed in these papers, were acceptd,
even although by an oversight on the part of the bankth
two days' limitation had been inserted in it, nor would the
hon. gentleman find a single muan to tender the less for an'
such roason. No, Sir, I do not believe that this suggestîefl
of the hon. gentleman to stick to what we may Cali the rigor
of the law, to rule out a tender under the belief that a fraud
was attempted, when we know and ho acknowledges tbt
it was all a mistake, and that no fraud was attemPe'
and so to lose $209,000-I say I do not believe the peoplic
Canada will understand that sort of dealing with public
affairs, or appreciato an extra payment of $209,00,jus5(
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pon such fine points of law as those which the hon. gentle- ever heard of in his Parliamentary experience. The hon.
man prOposes to justify this extra payment upon. No, Sir; member for the West Riding f Durham says: "What
all being in good faith, and the case being such as it is, we if the late Government had donc wrong. The question is,
liaVe one duty, which is to save the public money, and to whether this act is right or wrong?" It is ail very well for
save the public money by awarding the contract to the hon. gentlemen opposite to endeavor to draw the attention
lowest bona fide tenderer; and being responsible to my con- of the House from those considerations; they are only too
stituents for the determination whether this contract shall auxious to avoid tho tu quoque argument; tosay, if we have
be made for a certain sum or $209,000 more, I for my own done wrong, you have no right to quoto it as a prece-
part have no hesitation in deciding by my vote that it shall dent and example of the hon. gentleman's party, and the
not be Jet for the sum of $209,000 in excess of that for which action for which the country tried and condemned them.
we know it can be let. I have not said or insinuated one Now, Sir, with respect to this transaction, the bon. leader
word with reference to the motiveà of the hon, gentleman. of the Opposition said, in the course of his speech, that my
We do not know his motives, and we are bound to suppose hc n. friend had not consulted his colleaguos as to certain
that be was animated by a sense of public duty, and that portions of this transaction, that he had concealed certain
he persuaded himself that it was his public duty to pass over portions of this transaction from them, and ho asked the
the tender of Macdonald & Charlebois in favor of that of question across the floor if I knew of the going down to the
Mr. Onderdonk. But, Sir, while I assume that the hon. bank, the presentation of the choque, the sending of tho
gentleman did manage to persuade himsolf that that was bis telegram, and the answer from Montreal. I have no hesita.
publie duty, I hope ho will allow me the liberty of coming tion in saying that, whatever my hon. friend did in that
to a conclusion as to what my publie duty is; and I believe matter, he did with the full knowledgo and cognizance of
my public duty to be to dissent from the hon. gentleman's all his colleagues, an' 1, as First Minister, declare that I
conclusion, and to vote for the motion which in effect gives assumed the whole responsibility of the transaction, in every
us an opportunity•of letting this contract to the lowest respect, after beirg fully aware of tho circumstances of
tenderer at a saving of $209,000, instead of confirming a the course taken by my hon. friend. And 1 say to
contract which involves that extra expense to this country, this liouse and to the country that my hon. friend would

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, the bon, gen-enot have been doing his duty to the public or to the ton-
tieman who has just spoken, commencod bis speech by derers if ho had allowed himself teo benducod, for fear of a
complaining in btrong language, used by himself, of the cry that ho was not giving the contract to the lowest ton-
language which ho said was too strong, used by my bon. dorer, to do a striking injustice to all the other tenderers.
friend beside me. He says the speech ef the bon. Minister These had rights as well as Messrs. Macdonald & Charle-
of Railways stood in decided and unfavorable contrast to the bois. They came, honest mon I dare say ail cf them, here
Judicial calmness with which the motion was made by the at publie invitation, the Govornment asking them to under-
bion. member for Lambton. Sir, the tone of the bon. mem- take this great work and to place their money in the hands
ber for Lambton was quiet and calm, and if the language of tho Government as security for their good f4ith. They
and insinuations, and the substance of what he said had had rights, and if my hon. friend had accepted this irregu-
been as moderato as the tone, thore could be no objection to lar choque ho would bave been gmilty of a wrong, eof a
bis speech. It was quite open to the hon. gentleman, if hoe dishonest act and an impropriety towards everyone ef those
thought my lion. friend was wrong in his course, if ho tenderers, and cspecially towards Mr. Onderdonk who was
thought the Government were wrong in agreeing with him, the next lowest on the list. Let us look back
to say se and te make bis motion; but it was net his duty' at the whole subject of lettirg publie works by tender.
and ho had1 no right, without the strongest foundation, te When we were n power before 1873 our practice was te
state that this was one of the worst cases that he everknow receiveo every tender, to ask for no doposit as socurity of
in his Parliamentary experience. That language was used good faith, but not to be bound to accept the lowest tender.
in a very soft tone, but it was a charge against my hon. The reason why we pursued that course was that wethought
friend the hon. the Minister of Railways, and it justified by asking for any deposit it might prevent many young and
him in saying that it did not lie in the moutb cf the hon. enterprising contractors from cntering into the field for
gentleman te mako such a charge, because whatever my hon. contracting. We thought it was of great importance to
friend's conduct was, ho could show that from the time that induce upright and skilful men, experts in the various works
hon. gentleman had held office until the time ho left, ho had they were called upon to execute, to come forward and
let COntracts in a manner quite at variancefrom the doctrine tender. Hon. gentlemen opposite, when they carne into
which be laid down and which the hon. member for West power, changed that practice.
Durham supported. My hon. friend had a right to state Mr. MACKENZIE. And you objected.that the whole course of the bon. gentleman as Minister of Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. I did, and I was justPublieWorks was in direct contravention of the doctrine ho
laid down, and that he could prove again and again, from the going to say so. I thought it was limiting the field in this
Stato papers, that in granting contracts to favorites he had new country, and that it was much better to allow every
entered into contract jobs. My hon. friend had a right to one to make a tender, and the Government should afterwards
'tate that if ho thougbt so, and he said hobhad the papers in judge whether the parties who wcre lowest on the list were

his hand to prove it, and he did prove it in one or two fully competent to carry out the contract. The hon. mem-
xnstances, and, if time would permit, ho could prove it in ber for Lambton changed that policy, and I am free to admit
Inany instances. that, after a full consideration of all the circumstances, ho

; h. Bwas right. I think that on the whole, although it bas had
Sir OhNAon. MEMBERS. Nono ;o cannot do it the effect of groatly limiting the field of contracting, yot the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hon. gentlemen ay we greater security given to the public for the satisfactory

annot do it We might go from the smallest, meanest performance of contracts was a sufficient ground for the
ltle jobtothe largest-from the Tolton eue te the Bolden charge, and it relioved, or it was expected or hoped it would
e, frora flve pounds up to any amount of money;-the relieve the Government of the day, whether in the
Oie course of the hon. gentleman justified my hon. friend hands of hon. gentlemen opposite or of members

ilusing the language which ho did, and he used it only in on this side of the House, from tho charge
bersequence Of the charge made by the hon. mem- of favoritism which was always made in ourber for Lambton that ho had acted improperly experience in office. Whenever we did not accept the
gnd Wrongly, and that it was the worst case e had lowest tender it was sure to be said by those opposed to us
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that we had robbed the country of so much money and bad
given the work to a political or personal friend. I thought
that the hon. member for Lambton and his Government, by
changing the plan and insisting on a deposit of money
would relieve for all time to cone Governments from that
charge. I find, however, I was mistaken; that although a
deposit of money shall be considered as a necessary preced-
ont before giving out contracts or acepting a tender, even
that does not save Governments from that charge, and
now the Government are charged with favoritism.
My hon. friend, the Minister of Railways, has been
charged, or it has been insinuated, and it has been more
than insinuated in the Globe, with having had a
personal and perhaps pecuniary interest in the
contract. I do not often read the Globe and
do not know exactly the language used with respect to
my hon. friend; but there is little doubt that it dares to
insinuate that his action, although it was known to his
colleagues and had their sanction, and in that action he had
thirteen members of the Cabinet behind him, was due to a
sinister motive in granting this contract to Mr. Onderdonk.
The change that was made by hon. gentlemen opposite, and
which we have carried out and will carry out, is this: that
as a pledge of good faith the party tendering shall make a
deposit of money, not a promise to pay money, but a
deposit of money. That was the course taken by hon.
gentlemen opposite, and the proper one; that is the course
followed by us and I believe the proper one, that there
must be, no matter wbether a Vanderbilt or a Rothschild
might make a tender, a deposit of money in the
hands of the Government as a pledge of good
faith. We have given our banks the right
to make money, and bills issued by them are money,
and, therefore, a cheque marked "good" by a bank is just
the same and the Government must hold it to be the same
as if bank notes of the Bank of Montreal, in this case, were
actually in the hands of the hon. the Minister of Railways.
The choque of Messrs. Macdonald & Charlebois might be
good, the cheque of Mr. Vanderbilt would be good or the
cheque of Mr. Rothschild would certainly be good, but if
those were deposited they were not money; they were the
promises of men to pay money, and of men able to pay, but
they were not. The cheque of Vanderbilt or the cheque of
Rothlchild would not have been, under the circumsta nces
of the case in which the advertisement stated that no tender
should be received unless there was a choque marked good,
satisfactory, according to the advertisement, than if it was
a slip of blank paper. This cheque was marked good for
two days only. Then it was cash only for those two days.
At the end of those two days it might have been a good
choque. Messrs. Macdonald & Charlebois might have had
millions in the Montreal Bank, but after the two days the
choque was no longer marked good. It was not a choque
according to the advertisement, and therefore must have
been thrown out. It was thrown out. It would have been
improper not to throw it out; it would have been a fraud on
the other contractors. That is the position I take. lt is one
which cannot be controverted. It would not be contro-
verted in any court of justice in the world. I am quite
satisfied that if the hon. member for West Durham
were sitting in lis judicial capacity, he would be
obliged to rule that that choque marked good
for two days only was, on the third day, a choque
without that word "good" upon it and therefore
must be ruled out altogether. Not a court in the
country could decide otherwise; and if any one should I
would have very little respect for that court or its know-
ledge of lawor equity. So strongam I of the opinion that it
would have been a glaring injustice to accept the choque, that
I declare here that if my hon. friend had accepted it without
consulting me and his colleagues, he would have done that
which could not have been justified and would deserve the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

censure of his colleagues. Supposing Messrs. Macdonald &
Charlebois had put in a choque without its being marked
good at al, would the bon. gentleman opposite have
accepted it? No, he could not, because it was in direct
contradiction to tho terms of the advertisement. Well, if
ho could not have accepted a choque that was not muarked
at ail at the time the tender was opened, ho could not have
accepted a choque that was good seven or oight days before,
but which, at the time the tender was opened, was simply
the cheque of Messrs. Macdonald & Charlebois, as if it were
unmarked good-which was simply an order on the Bank
of Montreal by that firm to hand over that amount if it
was at their credit. That is simply the case. There
cannot be a doubt that my hon. friend would have
been unwarranted in acting otherwise than ho did. If my
hon. friend had scen those words, ho sbould have throw'D
the choque aside at once without making any enquiry at
the bank. The gentlemen ought to have known when they
enclosed that cheque what they were enclosing. They ought
to have known it was only marked good for two days. It
was no part of my bon. friend's business to know if it was
good or not. It was their business to see that thoir choque
was correct in every respect, just as i!was their duty to sec
that every other requirement of their tender should be
regular. But my hon. friend sent down that choque, and
what was the answer? The answer was, the banker
shook his head. Well, I do not think the
hon. gentleman, with bis high sense of bis
own credit, would like any banker to shako bis head at any
of bis choques. He would consider that an insult, and the
person who presented it would, no doubt, also consider it an
imputation on my hon. friond's credit. Mr. Drummond
shook his head and said ho would have to telegraph to find
out whether the cheque would be paid or not. Mr. Druni-
mond gave as a reason for not being able to pay it that it
was marked good for two days only, and therefore ho could
not pay it without instructions. Well, ho did telograph.
Mr. Bradley had no right to give him a blank telegrarm. lie
had no instructions from my hon. friend to ask Mr.
Drummond to make that onquiry. He acted on bis
own suggestion, and I think was very wrong in

doing so and deserved to be severely censured by my
bon. friend. But what was the answer of the bank? Tht
bank did not say that that choque was a rogular one, but it
said it was a bad one, an irregular one.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Read the letter.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Allow me to exPress

what I believe and know to be the substance and sense of
the answer. The answer was that it was not a good choque,
that it was a choque good for two days only, that theo error
was unintontional but to make it good. Well, if it had to
be made good in crder to bring it within the terms of the
advertisement, it was not good until it was so made good.
But it was not good on the lst February when the contiacts
were opened, and unless it was good under the teris
of the advertisement on the day when the tenders
were opened, no subsequent credit given by the Bankhat
Montreal could cure the original sin on the face of that
cheque. The very fact that it had to be made good provet
that it was not good. Therefore the Government coulti dOt
accept the tender of Messrs. MeDonald & Charlebois, and
had to award the contract to Mr. Onderdonk, as being the
lowest tendorer. This is not a case of passing over the
lowest tondorer. I say that the tender of Messrs.
donald & Çharlebois had teobe thrown out because nit W
irregular, contrary to the terms of the advertisoment, and
because if it bad not been thrown out it would have bec' ,
great injustice to Mr. Onderdonk, who w aYthe
the lowest tondorer, and had complied with
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terms of the advertisement. The case is too
clear to admit of argument. "BEut," says the hon. mem ber for
the West Riding of Durham, " the hon. Minister of Railways
takes two lines of argument. In the first place, h says the
cheque is bad, and, in the second place, be says those people
ought not to have got the contract. In this, he says, there
is inconsistency." The first part of the lon. member's argu-
ment was that he could not legally and properly, no mat-
ter bow high might be the character and standing of
Messrs. McDonald & Charlebois, have given them the
contract. Then ho went on to answer the
charge that the country had lost some 8200,000.
lIe went on to answer that-and I think he satisfied part
of this loiuse, and that ho will satisfy a part of the country
-that we have saved the country from a great loss by that
accidental mistake, and that the country will not lose a
single farthing, What was the previous conduct of Mac-
donald & Charlebois? Why, if the hon. gentleman bas at all
followed discussions of this kind in the British Parliament,
the idea of a contractor baving once committed a fraud, or an
impropriety of any kind, big or little, would, by the
universal voice of the Commous, be declared sufficient to
render him unwortby to receive a Government contract, no
matter how advantageous bis subsequent offers. Look at
the English Hansard; the books are full of cases of parties
ruied out for previous impropricties, and declared incapable,
under any circumstances, of holding Government contracts
igain. What did Charlebois & Company do on the i
previous contract ? They went to a young bank-not
a very strong bank, but one in good credit-and
Charlebois induced the cashier, without the knowledge
of the directors, and behind the backs of all the
other officers, and when they had no money to their credit,
to put in a false choque and go for how much ? Aboutj
$137,000; and that was sent to the Government and wasi
lodged as an evidence that they were never in good credit;
and of good means. The moment that was found out, the i
bank, in great alarm, repudiated altogether the improper.
act, and said that they were not responsible for it, and J
rejected it as a fraud. My bon. friend the Minister of.
R1ailways would have been justified, after that fact beingi
tnown, in refusing to allow that man to appear as a con-
tractor for any Government work in any part of the1
Dominion; but ho did not do it, and if Charlebois' choque1
bad been right he would, under the strongest rule we have
1:îid down, when the money had been paid and accepted,l
when there was a sufficient evidence of capacity to do the

work--Isay my hon. friend would have been oblige to
give hiun the contract, and would have done so; but thisi
n1ecessity did not arise, and the character of thei
teiderers and their previons transactions were welliKnown to the Government. We know ho had fiddle-i
faddled or dallied with a previous contract in the
manner described by my hon. friend, and that although1pe lad to perform the work with pressing speed, a shortc
brtiod only having been given to hin, that he had performedibut ,2400 worth on a contract of $800,000 at the time the
haltract was taken out of his hands, and after a year and atheain hadelapsed. So my bon. friend had a right to argue,1
when thc Government was charged with a strict adherence1
th weat was right, and with causing a loss to the country,ithat We tbad ne security, but iad every reason to apprehendr
hat if asose people got this contract they would do thet
that e owlyand slovenly as that of previons contracts--s
work Wsoud net ethave this contract fulfilled, that thef
Carnadian(0Dot be done, and that the great aim of the1

Government, to build that whole railway from thet
years, e a unction with the Canadian system, within fivec
utrest il net be accomplished. We considered it of theImedate portance to the future of Canada and to the
should con prity cf Canada tbat that great railwayr

the two seas as soon as possible. We have
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pressed that work, and have been told we have sacrificed
publie money in urging the early completion of that road.
It is of the greatest importance that there should be no
failure in the contract to connect Port Moody with Emory's
Bar. We know that Onderdonk was pressing bis work1with all energy, that he had great capital, and that he could
and would perform the work within the time; and we were
exceedingly anxious that thoso portions of the road that
brought down the railway from Emory's Bar to the Pacifie
should be finished within the same time, so that our expeo-
tations migbt be realized. We could have bad literally no
hopes that Charlebois & Co. could perform the work.
Notwithstanding our apprehension with regard to their
insufficient security, I am satisfied we should have had to do
to those persons, on this contract, what we were obliged te do
with reference te the other-take it out of their hands on
account of their inability to perform it. And what would
have been the consequence? We should have been obliged
to finish it either as a direct Government work, or
offer it under the most disadvantageous circumstances,
and, after an immense loss of time and the disap-
pointing of our expectations of finishing the road in
five years, at largely enhanced prices, which would have
absorbed, not only the $200,000 complained of in this
case, but a great deal more. So my hon. friend was
quite right in entering on the line of argument he foillowed,
considering, in the first place, whether we should have
saved money by acting differently, or were obliged t give
the contract to Onderdonk ; and, second, to tell the louse
that under all these circumstances there would be a
pecuniary loss-whether there would bave been an avoid-
ance of al delay, and we should havo had the road finished
in time, and would have avoided all this difficulty, by pre-
foring Onderdonk. A half finished work, when more than
hialf the time had expired, and whatever the raling prices
at the moment, would not have been taken up by the con.
tractors at prices for which they would enter into a work
assigned them ab initio. My hon. friend had a right to
argue that instead of this action entailing a loss, that action
securing an bonest, straightforward adherence to the adver-
tisement or undertaking, to finish the road within five yoars,
would occasion but a temporary loss, of the difference
between the two tenders, whilo saving, in the end, two or
three times that amount.

Mr. HIUNTINtiON. I bave listened to this discussion
and to my hon. friend's speech, and that of the right hon.
gentleman with some regret that ho bas not impressed my
mind more strongly in the direction of conviction. I have
net felt that it was necessary in this discussion te import
into it all the personal acerbities which the bon. the Min-
ister of Railways may find it desirable to cultivate or cher-
ish. I do not know even that the charactor which the hon.
gentleman has seen fit to give the contractors, one of whom
is a fellow-citizen of mine, is te be much undervalued, in
consideration of the character which he also gave the bon.
member for Lambton, who, if the bon. Minister talks truly,
is not a respectable man, and does net even stand as well as
those contractors, if what he said about them is entirely true.
We all know, and the hon. gentleman himself and
bis friends know, that it was merely in the heat of
unfair criticism he made these attacks on the hon.
member for Lambton, and the country could perhaps,
therefore, have thought it was in the heat of some
such criticism he bas spoken, as he has donc, of the
fraudulent intentions and the general bad character-and it
has been endorsed by the right hon. gentleman--of the con-
tractors who have been, as it appears to me, defrauded out
of their rights. Well, Sir, I do not propose to go over the
ground further than to express regret that the right bon.
gentleman, with all bis vigor, has not been able to satisfy
me nor to induce me to feel se much like ,cheering as ho
seems to have done with some of' his friends, some of whom
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no doubt acted voluntarily, while others were constrained
by the general pressure. For example, this attack
on the contractors, what did it mean? If these contractors,
who are gentlemen and whose conduct in the department
had been suchthat the hon. the Minister of Railvays was
justified in considering that they were trying to put a iob
on him, that they were trying, at any rate, to defraud the
Department-if the history of bis relations to them had
been such that he knew if he gave them the contract
he would have to take it ofl thoir hands at an immense loss
to the country, is it concoivable that he intended to give it
to these men at such a detriment to the public interest as
the right hon. gentleman has just explainod ? How could
he justify himself? What did ho go down to the Bank of
Montreal for at all ? Why did ho go there, if this is not the
case ? He went to the Bank of Montreal, be went there
with the cheque which ho appears to have had back in bis
own Department. I do not know what there was peculiar
about it, but he said it did not look right. He called his
socretary, and ho did not find it looking well. He called
bis deputy, who could not see anything the matter
with it. lt made him suspicious of the character of these
men, who, ho thought, were deceiving him. Thon why did
ho not throw the choque out altogether ? But ho went to
the Bank of Montreal, according to the statement of the
Prime Minister, and made enquiries, and, if the choque had
been good, he would have given the contract to these mon;
but the choque was not good. The hon. gentleman admitted,
as it bas been .stated here by my hon. friend, that ho
thought it was not good, but ho found it was good. If the
choque was perfectly good, the right hon. gentleman bas
made an ârgument that you must have the actual cash, that
you cannot take a cheque even of Vanderbilt's, but if bis
choque was not good, perhaps the acceptance of the Bank of
Montreal would not be a legal tender either-but the hon.
gentleman vent there with the intention of accepting this
cheqie, and awarding this contract to the lowest tenderers,
if ho found the choque was good. His secretary, the right
hon. gentleman rather suggested, ought to be dismissed
because ho went further than ho was told, and had not
paid any attention to the answer Mr. Drummond had
given by telegraph. IIe found the choque was not good,
ho found Mr. Drummond did not know it was not good, and
ho went to the officer in the bank who knew nothing about
the transaction, but ho found the officer ready to ascertain
whether the choque was good, and the officer did ascertain
it was good. If this choque was good and binding on the
bank of Montreal, what rights ofOndordonk were sacrificed ?
Because there happened to be a stamp on the choque which
the hon. gentleman could not read; because, while the hon.
gentleman througyh all this examination in his Department,
found this cheque was suspicious; and because bis faith in
the contractors, which was not strong before, was thereby
weakened, because the imprint upon the choque was one
which ho himself could not rend, which his deputy
could not read, and which nobody could rend; and,
therofore, even if that had not been suggested to him, if
they had got under the impression that there was
something of that kind wrong, surely the hon. gentleman
could have fouind it convenient to give Onderdonk the con-
tract if he wanted to do it. The right hon. gentleman, I
think, stated the case fairly. ie says ho wanted this ex-
cellent man, with his great executive ability and bis great
experience, he wanted him to have the contract, and if Mr.
Drummond had given this cheque as only good for two
days, it seems te me it would have been easy enough to'
throw these contractors out without this attempt to
blacken their character. It appears te me-I say it under
correction-but since ho had determined to give these men
the contract, since bis own pretension was that the cheque i
was net good, it was net necessary for him te stand up hore,
the Premier endorsing him, and blacken the reputationof

Mr. HUJNTINITON.

these men and ruin them, as ho bas done, if the countryh
any confidence in the position he has taken. I dono
understand how the hon. gentleman can justify himself
to this country in stating that he intended to give th
contract over to men whom ho knew to have had fraudulentrelations with the Department, and whom ho believed if hegave them the contract, would entail a loss on the country,
I do not sce how he can justify that position which ho sarshimself ho would have taken. But having placed himselt
in that position, having grounded himself entirely on the
flaws in the choque, I cannot sec how ho can endeavor to
destroy the character of these two contractors. of course
the country is prosperous, we have four millions of money
to the good; and if the country is anxious to pay the high
prices for its public works which the bon. gentleman fee.
that we can afford to pay; if hon. gentleman opposite, with
the flimsy explanation we have heard with regard to this
matter, can justify themselves in voting that we ought to
pay $200,000 more than the con tract was worth, why that
is their business, I have nothing to do with it.
but as the question presents itself to me, the country has
to pay over $200,000 for this contract more than there is
any necessity of paying.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Before the question is
put I would like to say a few words on the subject. It hardly
needed, I think, the remarks of the hon. Minister of the h-
terior to satisfy every man who listened to the speech of the
bon. Minister of Railways that the granting of this contraet
to Mr. Andrew Onderdonk was a foregone conclusion from
the first, and that if this flimsy pretext had not been found to
defraud the country of $200,000 for the benefit of Mir. Andrew
Onderdonk, some other equally flimsy pretext would have
presented itself to the fertile imagination of the Minister of
Railways or the equally fertile imagination of his worthy
coadjutor and chief. Sir, the Minister of the Interior may
have been right in saying that my hon. friend's tonc was
as mild and as quiet as his argument was strong. In the caSe
of hi mselfand the Minister of Railways, the absolute reverse
is frue; their tones were as loud as their a guments were
we:k. Sir, is there any man in this leuse who ha4
listened to these speeches who believes for one moment that
if the case had been reversed, if a choque which was P'e
sented and thrown out because of an alleged illegal stam,
had been presented by A. Onderdonk, that the Ministe
would have been so ready to enquire into it that ho woulh
have needed to send for a magnifying glass or a microscOPe
to distinguish what ho himself admits was an illegible
inscription which cost Canada $209,000, or which, I fear,
to cost Canada $209,000, if I am to judge from the tone and
temper manifested, before my hon. friend had well got
through reading his motion, by the hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the liouse. Sir, the defence of these twO gentie-
men is singularly inconsistent. The hon. Minister 0'
Railways hardly attemptod to doal with the legal aspect Of
the question. He confined himself with his accustoned
skill in vituperation to a most abusive attack on niy
hon. friend from Lambton, on the member for Wet
Durham, and on those contractors whom ho might 9
well have spared, and finally on Mr. Gordon BrowO
Well, Sir, as regards Mr. Gordon Brown, ail I can
is this, that I think that everybody who knoWs that ge
man will say that ho is able to treat with perfect contemPt
the attacks made upon him, 1 must say, in ac d to
disgraceful fashion by the hon. Minister of Railways; a
Mr. Gordon Brown's tender mercies, I leavetha t h1On-goDtl
man and his attacks. But as regards the q'0 ei
which are before us as regards this allegation, 8
disposed of by my hon. friend, that this issuqe-
was not gocd-because that is the question hon. the
neithor the hon. the Minister of Railways nor the sigie
Minister of the Interior have been able to advance
argument. They have boen g te show that
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beon a technical irregularity in the stamping it in an the London Times remarked of their chief, their's are
iliegible manner. The hon. the Minister of the Interior did characters and reputations which require the very tenderest
not attempt to contradict the position of my hon. friend handling; and I venture to say that a whole wilderness of
who usually sits beside me (Mr. Blake), that the choque was Ministers of Railways might exhaust thoir efforts at
perfectly good so long as there were funds in the Bank of vituperation for the disparagement of my hon. friend
Mcntreal. That point was not attempted to be contradicted, withouL causing one honest or intelligent man from
and it is the vital point. What is the use of our taking ten- one end of the Dominion to the other to think one
ders at all? What is the use of applying for tenders, if whit less of Alexander Mackenzie or one whit more of the
when substantial evidence is given, as in the present hon. Minister of Railways. The hon. gentleman talks of
case, of the good faith of the parties, on so flimsy his generosity. He talks of the generosity he was going to
a pretext as this their tenders are to be disregarded and show my hon. friend. Well, we have had an example of it.
that at great loss and cost to the people of Canada, and if He was scarcely warm in bis seat before he issued a Com-
a man who is not the lowest tenderer, who is not within mission charged with the duty of raking up overy possible
$200,ooo of being the lowest tenderer, is to have the contract, charge, of making every possible investigation and enquiry
because the hon. Minister of Railways is determined from into the conduct of my hon. friend. Where is the evidence
the first that he should. I call the attention of the House of that Commission to-day, and why is it not brought down ?
to the fact that wbether the charge of the Minister of Rail. We know why. We have seen enough of it in the
ways against the firm of Macdonald & Charlebois be true or public prints to know it and to know why it is not brought
false, it applies only to Mr. Charlebois, and not to Mr. Mac- down. The reason was that the Commissioners who stoo)d
donald or bis character or standing. I did not understand in judgment on my hon. friend were forced, much against
hm to be impeached in any respect-and I say that so far their will, by the evidence submitted to them, to bringforth
as that firm is concerned, there does not appear to have been evidence in the highest degree detrimental to the position
any ground for the charge made by the hon. gentleman. and character of the hon. the Minister of Railways, and if
As for the other position which he took, that Mr. the hon. gentleman were not so audacions as lie is, I do not
Onderdonk had facilities, that he was the best man, think ho would have dared to make the faintest reflec-
that it was in the public interest that he sbould get the tion against the character of my bon. friend. as
contract; why, Sir, did not the hon. gentleman state that the hon. gentleman will find to his cost before the session
in his report to Council ? Why, Sir, did not he take the closes if the report is brought down. Sir, as was well
honest and straightforward course ? Why did he not say said, if the hon. gentleman really thought that this was
that ho was convineed that this was not a case for using not a proper cheque, why was it that he sent his Secretary
the ordinary form of competing by tenders, and that he and to inquire of the bank if it was good; or, when within two
the Government took the responsibility of assigning the hours he had intelligence that it was good, why did he not
contract to Mr. Onderdonk in an open straightforward take stops to save this money to the people of Canada? Is
fashion ? They could have donc that if they had liked; I $200,000 so small a sum in his eyes that no effort or exer-
suppose they might, if they had so chosen have passed a tion is to be made for the purpose of retaining il for the
special Act through Parliament this Session to gie it to people of Canada? Why, oneof lis colleagues made a boast
hm, and that would have been an honorable and straight- the other day that he was going to give $150,000 to the
forward course, if they thought that the public interests fishermen of the Maritime Provinces, and that gift was
realyrequired it. But this is a piece of pettifogging-a pal- heralded from one end of Canada to the other as an un-
try and dishonest attempt to evade the manifest meaning and paralleled instance of the care with which the har d-working
spirit of the Act introduced by my hon. friend from Lam bton, toilers of the sea were treated by the present Government.
and as my bon. friend from West Durham (Mr. Blake) rightly But while after long years they find it difficult to make a
said, introduced by him for the express purpose of proteot- gift of $150,000 to the tishermeri of the Maritime Provinces,
"'g the public, to sec that a fair deposit of money was male, they can, for the sake of a special favorite of the Minister of
and that that was supplemented afterwards by a still moro· Railways, at once, without qualm, or scruple, or hesitation,substantial deposit to protect the public. Now, these facts throw away the sum of $200,000. I should liko to know
are present in this case. There is no gainsaving the fact, what possible answer Mr. Drummond could have given to the
il, the teeth of the evidence to us, that the $20,000 would enquiry of the Minister except to enquire at the head office ?have been paid; there bas been no attempt to gainsay The lion. gentleman does not pretend to say that the cheque
the fact on the part of the hon. Minister of Railways, that was made payable at the branch office; the cheque itselfshows
tmad8113,000 which were expected to follow would also be that it was payable at the head office of the Ban k of Montreal.Maee good. What loss, what risk of lo-s, would there have What else could Mr. Drummond do when he saw the cheque,
been f the sum of $113,000 were put up ? and unless that but say that he would enquire at the head office whether
pre Wre put up, then the hon. Minister would have been the choque was good or not ? Sir, I do not pretend to say
Prfecdy in bis right, perfectly at liberty to have discarded that this is the worst transaction in which the bon. gentle-

eaddo nad & Charlebois, and given the contract to the man man bas ever been engaged. I think possibly my hon.
he atsired Mr. Andrew Onderdonk. But he could not do friend did speak a little rashly on that point; I fear much
cour e nculd not consent to adopt the straightforward that there are worse-many much worso transactions
econvU in tLe matter; he must, forsooth, although he was behind; and although the hon. gentleman, strong in bis

t onin ced long before the matter came to Council, that brute majority, may vote down the motion of my hon.
thi tno Would be forthcoming,-although he saw clearly friend-f the erte, if error it was, was not an error on the parttof tc eCtractei.s..be must avi' isl ftsprî Some hon. MEXIBERS. Order, order.
technicalel e us avail himself of this purely
the door1 a1 t Put the whole country to loss, and open Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There is another
the matt>o ill venture to say, to far more serious frauds in tribunal before which this case will be tried, and I for one

gaist bf eontract-letting than any he assumed to guard think that not all the bluster of the Minister of Railways,Pgainst by this extreme and forced construction which he not all the special pleadings and ingenious sophistry of thehout gnthe Phrase of the statute which he referred to. The Minister of the Interior, will succeed in convincing theSon. tead talked of his blackening the character of people of Canada that it is just or wise or rudent or
ileataeide me.Sir -yihon.riend a ord constiuonal to throw away $20 9,000 of thepeople's

n thtide. Lt t efrom him or any other on. gentleman moneybecause the hon. Minister of Railways has a petd "et them look to their own character. Ais1 contractor whom he desires to favor at thepeople'sï coat.
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Barpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
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Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockbuirn,
Coupal,
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fiemirg,
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Arkell,
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Bunting,
Burnham,
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Ohicoutimi),
Colby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawsoh.
DeCosmos,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Du gas,
Eliiott,
Farrow,
Fortin,

(Mr. Mackenzie) negitived on the following

Messieurs
Flynn, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Gillmor, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Sheliburne),
Haddow, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Irvine, Scriver,
Killam, Skinner,
King, Smith,
Laurier, Snowball,
McDonald(Victoria N.S)Sutherland,
Macdonell (Lanark), Tellier,
MacDonnell (Inverness)Thompson,
Mackenzie, Trow,
McIsaac, Weldon, and
Malouin, Yeo.-15.

NA s:

Messieurs
Fulton, Méthot,
Gault, Mongenais,
Gigault, Montplaisir,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Grandbois, O'Connor,
Gillett, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,
Hay, Ouimet,
Hesson, Pinsonneau't,
Hilliard, Platt,
Hooper, Plumb,
Houde, Pope (Compton),
Hurteau, Poupore,
Ives, Reid,
.Jones, Richey,
Kaulbach, Robertpon (Haqmilton),
Kilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Krantz, Royal,
Landry, Ryan (Marquette),
Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, Scott,
Lautier, Shaw,
Longley, Sproule,
Maedoncld (Kings), Stephenson,
Macdonald, Sir John. Strange,
MeDonald(Cape Breton)Tassô,
Macmillan, Tilley,
McClallum, Tupper,
McCarthy, Tyrwhitt,
McCuai, Valin,
McDougald, Vallée,
McDougall, Vanasse,
McGreevy, Wade,
McLelan, Wallace (Norfolk),

McLennan, Wallace (York),
McLeod, White (Cardwell),
McQuade, W bite (Hastings)
McRory, White (denfrew),
Manson, Williams, and
Massue, Wright.-128.

Merner,

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no intention to-night of
replying to the very extraordinary speech of the hon.
Minister of Railways; that I will take another oppor-
tunity of doing. I rise, however, for the purpose of
correcting one mistake into which the hon. gentleman bas
fallen. lHe accused me of only giving him a few hours'
notice of the motion, and declared with his usual reckless-
ness that they invariably gave the late Administration
notice of intended motions. Now, Sir, so far as I can
recollect at this moment, I never received notice of any
motion of the kind. I can remember several motions made
without notice-one by the hon. Minister of Customs (Mr.
Bowell) on the purchase of steel rails, without the slightest
notice of any sort; another, I think, by the hon. member
for Cape Breton (Mr. McDonald).

Mr. BOWELL. I gave you notice of another.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIOHT.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Mr. BOWELL. I beg your pardon; I gave you notice

of the motion in reference to the Speaker.
Mr. MACKENZIE. That is of no conseguence, and it

was not on going into Supply.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes ; I know it was.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, I have no recollection of it.

There was another motion made by the hon. member forFrontenac (M!r. Kirkpatrick) without any notice whatever;
and I am satisfied that I could find many others. Now, Igave tho Prime Minister notice on Friday last of my inten.
tion to move an amendment to the motion to go into Supply;
he did not ask me what the motion was, or I would have
told him; but he asked me last night and I told him, and
to-day, fearing the Minister of Railways should not know, I
informed him in the Railway Committee room. That notice
I knew was amply sufficient; ho had nothing to look up;
he had the papers before him, as I had. There was nothing
intended to be discussed by me, nor did I discuss anything
but the one point.

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. I will thank the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton, when he undertakes torepeat a statement
of mine, to repeat it accurately, which ho las not done.
What I said I repeat, that whon I had occasion to challenge
the hon. gentleman's conduct as a Minister, I gave him
ample notice from my place in the House, and that was the
motion in reference to the Pacific Railway; and i said that
under the circumstances I was entitled to a little more
courtesy at the hon. gentleman's bands than to be in-
formed of bis intended motion at half-past ton in the morn-
ing, when the hon. gentleman knew that it was impossible
for me to leave the Railway Committee or my other duties
to consider his motion; and I repeat that it was not the
courtesy due to me from his bands, in view of the courtesy
I have extended to him. He bas not cited a case of any
motion I made of which I did not give him notice.

Mr. MACKENZEE. I have had no opportunity of look-
ing up cases, but I mentioned several cases in which no
notice was given. The hon. gentleman holds gentlemen On
this side of the House responsi ble for the newspapers in the
country, but ho declines to be held responsible even for his
own colleagues, and he knows that the leader of the
Government received notice on Friday.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman told
me on Friday that when we were going'into Supply, ho was
going to move; but he did not tell me what. Last night,
after the House adjourned, I met the hon. gentleman in the
corridor, and I asked him what he was going t move. He
said hie was going to move on one of the contracts, and I
wrote a note to my hon. friend the Minister of IRailway,
informing him of the motion.

SUPPLY.
House resolved itself into Committee of SappIy.

1. Charges of Management................. .... ;...... $169,834 01
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This will be a pro-

per occasion for the hon. Minister of Finance to inform the
H1ouse of the nature of the arrangements which he has made
with Messrs. Baring and Glyn, with respect to the pY
ment of interest and commission, and also of the s
which Sir Alexander Galt is henceforth to discharge. n
well as I remember, when Sir Alexander Galt was appOn
Commissioner, it was stated in the Minute appointing hon
that part cf his duties would be to discharge a large portio
of the duties which had formerly been discharged b te
Financial Agents. I understand now that there bas beefl8
complete alteration-that practically, Sir Alexandat the
will have no financial duties to discharge, and tfor
whole matter is to be placed in the hands of the agen
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s period of something like ten years irrevocably. That is debentures and floated a new loan for that amount, 1 per
a matter on which it would be well for the hon. Minister of cent. would be charged for redemption, and 1 per cent. for

ance to give the Committee some explanations. floating a new loan. . But, supposing a new loan were fioat-

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I must say that I am a little ed, there would be a saving of 1 per cent.; it would amount
surprised at the hon. member asking for information on this of $35,000,000, to 835,000. That of course, does not corne
subject, because I thought the papers laid before the House into next year's engagements, but we will find the benefit of

gave very complete information with reference to that it next year by the reduction of the rate of interest J per
reement. I may first be permitted to state that the first cent. on the 5 and 6 per cent. loans. There are $5,000 ad-

item of $100) is an addition to the salary of the clerks in the ditional entered by the Deputy Minister of Finance on

ofice of the Assistant Receiver-General at Toronto; the stamps, postage and telegrams. We are about to strike off
next increase of $300 is for additions to salaries in the office a $4 note, and the preparation of the plate and issue of the

at Ilalifax. In Winnipeg the work has increased so rapidly new currency will add to the expenditure of the present

and has reached such a volume that during the last six year, and will probably increase very considerably the cir-
months the Government have been compelled to send an culation of Dominion notes. The result of the operations
assistant from the I>epartment at Ottawa, temporarily, in of next year as compared with the present, as regards
order that we may ascertain alter the completion of the charges of management, will be a saving of $45,000, which
contracts for the building of the railway, whether an addi- I think, will be highly satisfactory to the Comrmittee. I
tional officer will be required permanently. But now it is may state to the hon. member for Centre Huron, that it is
pretty clear that an additional officer will be required, and in not now proposed to place the High Commissioner in charge
order to retain the services of the junior clerk at $500, a consid- of the payment of interest on coupons, or any financial
erable increase will be necessary, making the increase of the work, except such as may be thrown upon him in obtaining
Departient $17,0 0. At Charlottetown, Prince Edward silver coin, and various services of that, kind, but not witli
Islaud, it is proposed te increase one salary by $100 and respect to payment of interest of coupons or the floating of
appoint an additional officer; besides, the increase in savings debentures.
bank deposits has progressed so rapidly as to render it Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I observe under this head an
impossible to keep up the work, and an additional officer item including four extra clerks iu connection with the
vill be appointed there after 1st July. With respect to issue and redemption of Dominion notes. I think the hon.

country savings banks. In New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Minister of Finance should make a charge of four extra
British Columbia, it will be remembered that the officers are clerks under the head of Civil Government.
paid fom $200 to $400, according to the amount of business Sir LEONARD TILLEY. My hon. friend is mistaken.they do, and as the amount of deposits has largely increased, si I ct i h fre d is mhotae
no less than $4,000,000 a year, these officers will be entitled. This is simply continuing the tour extra clrk s who are
to receive additional payment for the increased business. employed in the signing of notes, and they are chargeable
There are applications f rom various officers involving an under this head. They may be micreased or decreased, ac-
increase of 81,300. We will redeem, during the year, cording to the number of notes to be attended to.
82,632,000 debentured debt of Prince Edward Island, bear- Mr. ANGLIN. It is gratifying to know we are able to
ing t per cent. interest, and save $25,228.80. We next save $45,000 in the management Of our large loan; but that
corne te commission on payments of $5,984.059 gratification is considerably modified when we reflect that
nterest on debt, showing a saving of $28,079. under this arrangement the plan proposed by the late hon.

This brings me to the point referred to by Finance Minister, and apparently adopted by the present
the hon. nember for Centre Huron. It is quite true that Finance Minister and his colleagues, of establishing an
when Sir Alexander Galt was sent te London as High agency of our own in London, through which we would
Comnissioner, it was proposed to establish a financial hereafter pay interest, negotiate new loans and transact all
agency, of which ho should be the head. But a question the business transactedthrough Financial Agents,is altogether
subsequently arose as to the nature of the contraet made set aside. It was supposed that the High Commissioner
by the Finance Minister of old Canada, and Finance should act as the head of that establishment while acting
Mnisters since the Union, with respect to the floating of also in other capacities; and one of the reasons given for his
the bonds. On the face 9f the bonds it is stated that they appointment was that some such arrangement would be
are to be paid et the offices of Baring Bros. and Glyn, effected. All that has been abandoned without any reason
Mills & Co. when they fall due, and that the interest was to being given, and now we are asked to congratulate ourselves
bpaid by the same agents. It was alleged by the agents on the fact that a new arrangement bas been effected by
that this was a contract legally binding, and could only b which we will not pay as much in the way of commissions
broken with their consent or by arriving at a compromise. as formerly. The London agents, in thib correspondence,
Considerable discussion took place by representatives o)f the claim they had a legal right te the old rates of commission,
(Tovernment in London, and it led subsequently to the and pretended, in abandoning that right, they are making a
Proposal laid on the Table of the House, and its acceptance very remarkable concession to our wishes. I cannot se
y the Government, by which those firme are to discharge from the correspondence why this arrangement could not

certain duties for the Government for ton years from the have been affected quite as well without the intervention of
fot tf January last, at the rate of j instead of 1 per cent., the High Commissioner, and I cannot see why, because thisfor the paymnent of the coupons, by which next year a sav- arrangement has been made, we are te conclude that the
fwill he effected of $28,079. I can give no further iu- appointment of this High Commissioner, at a large salary
promaion than the copy of the agreement entered into, the and heavy expenses attached to his office, was, in fact, an
by n Gn, Mills & Co., and the acceptance economy. Another point in this case is that charges Of the
othncovernment which has been laid on the Table. That gravest possible character have been repeatedly made in this
rtract Provides that as regards $35,000,000, that may be House against those Financial Agents, .by the hon. Minister
redeemed by the Government in 18L,5-and it bas been de- of Railways in particular and some of his colleagues. They
er centy the Government to do so-bharing 5 have been charged almost expressly, certainly by the

. interest, the agents have undertaken to strongest possible implication, with having abused their
ig 4 other debentures of the Dominion bear- position for the purpose of plundering the peple of this

or in epr cent. for the redemption of those, Dominion et millions ef dollars. Von during
wh exehange for them, for a charge of . per cent., the present Session it has been ass9ted that these

73hea uder the original n if theyrrete&Méd the Agents, in concurrence with the late Finüite Ministeir-
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. And the present Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Considering th,

Finance Minister. varions expenses of the High Commissioner the reduc
Mr. ANGLIN. And the present Finance Minister- of the expenses spoken of does not amount to very nch

because if there is the slightest suspicion in the one case the after all. I would like to know whether Sir Alexander
same suspicion must inevitably attach to the other opera- Galt negotiated those $35,000,000, and his report to the
tion-but the charge was repeatedly made, that these Minister; because I find no such statement in this return
transactions were not merely of a suspicious character, but that he had agreed to pay 1 per cent. redemption money
bore on the surface indubitably the evidence of the fact that on that loan. Of course I have no access to the papers in
the Financial Agents abused their position, and, with the con- the Finance Department, but my recollection is that thbe
currence of the late Finance Minister, placed that loan in point was not at ail clear. I will not say they May not
such a way that they were enabled to realize enormous have had some claim, but I do not think they had anything
profits. We were told repeatedly that the fact of the names like the sane distinct settled caim that they had in the
of those to whom portions of the loan were allotted not hav- case of the loans negotiated by New Brunswick and Nova
ing been given was primafacie evidence of the dishonesty of Scotia. Is the Minister prepared to lay before us any state.
the transaction, although it is well known Finance Ministers ment from his Department, or any made by Sir Alexander
have always refused to give those names, We were always Galt, showing we were bound to pay that 1 per cent.? I
told it was contrary to sound policy to disclose the names would like to know on what ground they insist on that
of persons to whom sums were allotted on these occasions. payment, which is an exceedingly large one; and although)
The present hon. Finance Minister bas never laid before it was justifiable in the case of loans made by the smaller
this House a list of the names of persons to whom loans Provinces, I do not know whether, without an express
were allotted. This omission on the part of the late Finance agreement, it would be held justifiable in the case of
Minister was given as indubitable evidence of dishonesty, Canada.
yet we find that the Government bas entered into an Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not desire to enter into
arrangement which will give to those agents, whom they a discussion of their legal claim, but the correspondence of
charged with dishonesty, the management of our financial the last year or two shows very clearly that that was part of
affairs in London for a period of ten years. I never thought the agreement between them and Sir Alexaader Galt and
there was the slightest ground for the charges made against Canada.
those gentlemen, but, under the circumstances, I think we Sir RICII ARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We have not got it
are entitled to an explanation of the reason why an agency here.
of our own has not been established in London and an Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; but it appears in lcttcrs
aconomy effected greater than that effocted under the new that passed between them and the Depnrtmeit eighteenarrange ment. months ago.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The summer before last the Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Were they over pro.
Deputy Finance Minister was in London and made full duced ?
enquiries, with Sir Alexander Galt, into the advisability of Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not know,
establishing a financial agency of our own in London. On his
return he reported to me that the expense would be much Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. We ought to have
larger than was at first contemplated. In view of this them. Did Sir Alexander Galt himself declare that that
additional expense the Government considered it advisable was the understanding?
to accept the subsequent proposition of their agents, which Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That was the understanding
will enable us to save a very large snim annually. These between the Finance Minister, Sir Alexander Gait, who
are the reasons why they were accepted, and it was found floated that loan, and the agents in London.
that there was a staff sufficient to perform the work and
all things necessary in connection with the transfer of Sir RICHARD J. CARTW.RIGHT. The point I
those' debentures and registered stock and ail payments of make is this: I only ask for information, and shall
interest-a larger and more expensive staff than was con- be quite satisfied if the hon. Finance Minister wil
templated at the time Sir Alexander Galt took the position refresh his recollection and state if Sir Alexander Galt
as High Commissioner. made the assertion in question. My own recollection

is not so fresh as the bon. Minister's is, that on this
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is very satisfactory point there was very great doubt indeed, and that this loan

to find that in spite of the charge very foolishly made by was not negotiated upon the saine terins at all as the loan'
the Minister of Railways, the present Government have of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. That is a poifnt of
such unbounded confidence in the Messrs. Baring & Glyn considerable moment, as to the goodness or badness of the
that they are willing to put our affairs in their bands for terms named, and the House ought to have very fullinform-
eleven years positively; because this memorandum of the ation. I should like to know if the bon. gentleman Wil
agreement is for ten years, and hereafter one year's notice. bring down portions of the correspondence with referofnc
i do not think the saving is going to be as large as the to this charge ?
Minister, stated. We save, it is true, about 832,000 Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.all told, in one way; but I see it requires 85,000 additional ieRthe
for the expenditure in connection with the management of Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like th"
the debt, which reduces it to something like 827,000. Then portion respecting Sir Alexander Galt's unders
against that we have the expense of our High Commissioner, the hon. Finance Minister.
whose salary is $10,000, and contingent expenses, $4,000; Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If it has not been laid on the
and, if my memory serves me, thero is probably 85,000 or Table-my impression is that it bas been--I will Eubmit it
$6,000 for other expenses, making in al about 820,000. without any motion.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I shall have the papers Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My ear caught a remar
to-morrow, showing all the sums paid him since 1878. from the hon. member from Gloucester, wheleavingt

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Then perhaps one thouse and as I returned, it caHron a boiar remame gra
or two of those items had better stand over. ,charge of mine touching the financial interests of MeBa.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I see no reason for that. I Glyn, Mille & Co. and Messrs. Baring. I would be extremuey
Mr. 4ANLIN.
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obliged if the hon. gentlemen would point out any occasion 1 racter and standing of Messrs. Glyn, Mills & Co., and the
on which I ever made any charge against one or other of Messrs. Baring, Financial Agents of the Government of
these eminent firms, as I am not aware of it. When the Canada. They are challenged to produce the record. They
hon. gentlemen will show me from the records that their cannot produce a word, nor anything that bears the slighest
nemory is not at fault, I would be prepared to deal with relation to it. The hon. gentleman must know that these
the question. Until thon, the hon. gentlemen may find it London financiers are the servants, not the masters of this
convenient to shelter themselves under a more imputation. Government ; they are the agents, not the masters of the

Mr. ANGLIN. In the speech of the hon. Minister of Minister of Finance of Canada; and when the Minister of
Railways on the Budget, he distinctly charged the late hon. Finance is in London he is the master and they are his
1iinister of Finance with having mismanaged the negotia- agents to carry out his instructions. He is not hore as
tion of a loan in London, with having put it in the market their deputy, but he is thore to direct as the Minister
at a fixed rate instead of for open competition, and he as of Canada, and if they offer him their advice he is
stated that the Financial Agents at that time took up a large himself to judge of the soundness of their advice. The hon.
portion of that loan and derived an enormous profit from it. gentleman can never sholter himself for one moment under
Wfhat portion they did take up actually was not definitely the respected and respectable garb of Messrs. Glyn, Mills
stated, but ho certainly did more than insinuate, he almost & Co., or the Messrs. Baring, who, whon he was in London,
directly charged, that the agents misled the hon. Minister were his agents to carry out his directions. Now, the hon.
of Finance on that occasion and took advantage of bis sim- gentleman says that this money all went through thoir
plicity or bis incapacity- lands. Suppose it did, it does not touch the case. My

charge is that the lon. gentleman went into the moneySir CHARLES TUPPER. Nothing of the kind. market of the world and put that loan on the market in a
Mr. ANGLIN. To induce him to put a loan in the mar. different mode than any Minister of Finance of Canada has

ket in that way, and that they profited directly and largely ever done before.
by the course they advised him then to take. I think if the Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Sir Alexander Galthon. gentleman's language is quoted it will be found to did it.
carry out very fully that idea.

Sir RICHAR D J. CAIRTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman oSir CHARL ES T UPPER. Nover. HIe never put a loan
wants te know what ground we have for alleging that on the market for the Dominion of Canada since Confedera-
wes refletedbyimpuationatlea o ers.Bring & ition. I do not mean to say there might not be such a con-
Sreflctd, by imputation, at least, on Mesrs. Baring dition of things as to make such a step possible, but fromClyn. the first day of the Dominion no Minister of Finance has

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say anything about ever undertaken to fix the time for which a loan was to run,thom. to fix the interest and to make it impossible to have any
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is perfectly well competition so that the country would have a chance to get

known in the city of London that Messrs. Baring & Glyn all the debentures were worth. My charge was that the
were responsible for every stop that was taken ; every bond hon. gentleman declared in bis prospectus that instead of
that ever was issued passed directly through their bands, and persons who tendered for this Bloan were to do so on the
if there was any malpractice of the smallest kind it could only terms which he offered, receiving in pro rata according to
have been done with the direct collusion of those gentle- the amount they tendered for, he provided, and so stated
men. The hon. gentleman talks about the possessors of the in lis prospectus, that parties to whom nothing was allotted
former bonds that ho took across the Atlantic and disposed would have their money returned that they had sent in. So
of to his friends. Hie says: the hon. gentleman not only fixed the price far below wbat

"That the men to whom he gave the $4,000,000 worth of debentures the bonds of Canada were selling for in the market at the
are, at this moment, the happy possessors of $2,920,000 more than they time; ho fixed it at a rumously low rate, and he put it n
Paid him for the bonds." the position that ho himself could choose who were to be
We1ll, if these were sold at a fair price in the open market
there can be no question but that the men who bought
then, and who are not the present holders, as the hon.
gentleman well knows, unless the parties who originally
took them have long since disposed of them; but if those
Men made any undue profit it was due to connivance of the
present agents. Those gentlemen, as a matter of course,conducted the whole nogotiations. I do not know one
'mgle mnan to whom the Messrs. Baring in the first in-'tance distributed the loans. The whole placing of them,the whole letting of them, was in the hands of the Barings
"d the GlYns, and if any favoritism was shown it wasdone bv tho ogentlemen and not by me. It was for that

rdaonfthe hon. 'member for Gloucester very properly en-luird odie Minister of Finance whether he shared thecxtrardinary views of the Minister of Railways as to the
uharacter oathesehgentlemen; because if they are guilty ofnuch ofofnivanco they are the last men in the world to havelfotroeo hour finances for a fixed period of eleven years.

11'the on. Minister himself stated that ho made no impu-
there was ver genemen, lthat ho never meant to insinuatethat in ma en any impropriety, thon it simply romains
goan ofinaking an assauît upon me he talked in gloriousSiranc of what transpired in London.

ir CALES TUPPER. The hon. gentlemen have
ade Fa ent that 1 had seriously attacked the cha-

the beneficiaries, who were the parties to receive that loan;
it placed him in a position so to deal with the parties
who took that loan that they wore nearly $5,000,000
richer than they would have been if they had never
seen that hon. gentleman, and had never taken that loan
That was the position. Now, Sir, the lon. gentleman says
it will bo impossible for any such thing to be done without
the connivance of the Glyn & Mills Co. He must sup-
pose that ho is talking to children instead of mon who
understand business. Why, Sir, there was nothing to pre-
vent him going to A, B or C, and saying "I am going to put
a loan on the market, and I am going to fix the price at 90
for 100 pounds sterling, debentures of Canada. You have
just to go in for a certain amount, say a million of that, and
you will net a good thing." Was there anything to prevent
that ? Was there anything to prevent him, if not to do it
directly, to do it through half a-dozen persons, and thus make
it utterly impossible to bring a charge directly home to him.
When ho fixed the loan, and provided now it should be
allotted he was master of the position, and was in com.
munication with the Financial Agents of London. Suppose
they did take a certain amount of the loan, they bad a right to
subscribe at the rate fixed by the authority of the Govern-
ment of Canada. They had a right to take as much as they
could obtain. I say that under these circumstances the hon.
gentleman stands in the position of being responsible
for putting the loan on the market in that way, and of

1882.
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putting it in the power of the parties who were the happy
recipients of the loan to make an enormous sum of money
at the cost of the people of Canada, because he did not
allow that fair and open competition which my hon. friend
the Finance Minister allowed when ho nogotiated loans in
that market, and all of the Finance Ministers since the
Goverument of the Dominion was formed. The hon.gentle-
man cannot shelter himself in any way whatever. There
is the fact that ho adopted this extraordinary mode, and the
additional fact that when ho was asked to inform us who
were the happy recipients of this amount ho refused to tell
us, but we now know that the parties who had the good
fortune to receive this amount are, as I stated, $5,000,000
richer to-day than they would have been if they had
nover seen the bon. gentleman.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I did not think
that the hon. gentleman would, in cool blood, repeat the
extremely silly statement he made the other evening in
beated debate. It is quite clear that if these people got
$5,000,000 out of me, they got $3,000,000 or $4,000,000 out
of the hon. gentleman who sits beside him.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I never said anything of the
kind.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That is as clear as
daylight. If there was a difference of 15 per cent. in the
loan which I negotiated a few years ago, there was a differ-
ence of at least 1 or 11 per cent. in the loan which the
present Finance Minister negotiated.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I took the highest bid that I
could get.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH T. I say it is clear that
if the people who took up my loan got $5,000,000, several
millions of dollars were put in the pockets of the bon. gen-
tbeman's beneficiaries and friends. The hon. Minister of
Railways knows two or three things which ho does not
choose to include in the statement ho bas made. In the
first place he knows that there was no loan negotiated on
the credit of Canada since Canada became a Confederation
until the loan of 1874 negotiated by me. The only attempt
ut it was the small sum of £500,000, which was included by
Sir John Rose in a larger loan of£.,000,000, threo-quarters
of which was guaranteed. That was not a loan on the
credit of Canada, but a mixed loan. The parties
who took the one were obliged to take the other.
The loan negotiated by tbe hon. Minister of Railways was
guaranteed by the Imperial Government. It was a 4 per
cent. guaranteed loan. I remember quite distinctly that
when Sir John Rose was asked to bring down the names of
the parties to whom ho allotted the loan of 1868 or 1869, ho
refused to give that information. He refused to give it be-
cause it was contrury to the custom of the city of London,
and would impede them from other transactions; and'I have
always myself thought that this was an unnecessary
restriction, but it was a habit or custom, and we were not in
the habit of flying against it. As to the profits of the loan
of 1,s74, if the hon. gentleman knew anything of the affairs
of the Stock Exchange of which ho prates so lustily, if ho
took the trouble to look at the Economist for 1874 or 1875,
ho would see that all through the two succeeding years that
loan was selling on the London market at 2 per cent. lower
than the price at which I placed it. He will find this by
the Economist or any other decent authority of
the Stock Exchange which ho likes to consult.
Ho will find that it sold at retail at a con-
siderably lower price than I placed it, and that is a
proof that when acting with the fullest concurrence ot the
Bariags I fixed the standard at 90. I got the highest price
that could ho obtained, or safely asked -for a new loan. I
tell him more, that we were obliged to go to the Bank of
Montreal and Baring and Glyn to take one and a-half mil-

Sir CmALEs TuoPma.

lions sterling in order to make up that loan, and without
their aid it could not have been floated. ~-Those were th,
facts stated in this House and proven over and over aga'n,
and they were perfectly well known te the bon. gentle.
man. And yet, knowing as he did right well that
that loan was positively sold at a loss by the
men who originally took it-by most of them at least-
though it is possible that such strong houses as the Baring8
and Glyns, who werc able to hold it for years, may have
made something out of it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman bas
based his whole statement on two palpable fallacies. in the
first place ho assumes that I said what I never said-that the
beneficiaries of bis loan made nearly 85,000,000
out of it. No such statement bas ever been made by me.
What I did say I repeat: that if the happy recipients ofhis
loan had held the debentures until to-day they would be
$4,000,000 or $5,000,000 richer than they would
have been if they had never seen the bon,
gentleman. I have never said for a moment
that it was not the rising credit of the country that bas
made the great increase in the value of that loan. But I
do say that when the hon. gentleman sold the debentures of
Canada at a rate at which they bad never been sold
before-

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. By the Minister who
made the loans.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am now speaking of the
Dominion of Canada. Sir John Rose was sent to London
to put a loan on the market. He did not put on a fixed
price. He put it on the open market and asked parties to
compete for it. I say that the bon. gentleman beside me,
Sir Leonard Tilley, adopted the same policy. The late
Finance Minister bas endeavored on more than one occa-
sion to shelter himself under the wing of Sir Francis
lincks. Whon ho was brought into the Goveriment of Sir
John A. Macdonald, ho was considered by hon. gentlemen op-
posite a resuscitated mummy. That was the opinion they
had of him. But when they found that when in the posi-
tion of a bank president, and to a certain extent in the bands
of hon, gentlemen opposite, they could extract some little
compliment from Sir Francis Hincks, ho al[ at once became
an illustrious financial authority. This old resuscitated
mummy was revivified and became a great authority; but I
have Sir Francis Hincks' authority in black and white for
saying that tie hon. gentleman did wrong in pattitlg his
loan on the market at a fixed price. I have bis letter say-
ing that ho should have put the loan on the market with a
sealed minimum, and allowed parties to bid as much higher
as they could. So that the hon. gentleman has that prOp
swept from under him. Now, Sir, what is the other
fallacy ? It is that if these parties made all this money 9
large portion was sacrificed by my hon. friend.
No money was sacrificed by him. Had the
hon. gentleman done what Sir John Rose did and
what the present Finance Miiister did, had he given the
people of Canada fair play by putting the loans n the
market in any mode that would have given public competi
tion, no man would have said a word or have wanted to

know who got the loan, because everyone would bave known
that Canada received the highest price her debentures were
worth. But te hon, gentleman did not do that; therhon.
gentleman did that which gave the opportunity fer the
money to be placed in the power of a dishoeslet lnaneieve
dishonest man dealt with it. I believe, as much as Ihoelieve
my own existence, that fortunes were made by mon who
took the loans from the hon. gentleman on those terms
believe those fortunes were made at the expens3ee ofcahada,
because if the hon. gentleman had done otherW li dhe
people would have got ail the money they wanisto, not
would have been saved from the suspiciOu that e t
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only in this Hlouse, but throughout the whole country, that ve directly; and in theso articles, which everyono attrib-
lie forgot the high position ho occupied, and that ho abused ute to Sir Francis Hincks, and wbicbconover repudiatod,
the high position ho occupied, and made Canada suffer by the ground was token that tho late Finance Minister was
the course he took; and, I tell the hon. gentleman, that hejistified ines
May raise these false issues, and put words in my mouth that The question this ening was not whether it was proper

never used, that these $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 were taken to put a ban on the market at a flxed rate or at public
out of the pockets of the people of Canada; I never said so, competition; there are varioug opinons on that point; and
butIsaid thatthere were large margins between the amounts ailwbave studied this question know that nearly ail the
that Canada would have received had her debentures receiv- Governments of Europe have put bans on the money market
ed fair play, and the amount they did receive by the foul of Europe at fixed prices; and it is hardly to be asserted
play used by the hon. Minister. that the Finance Ministers of those Governments knewless

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The words used by of the money market, or were lcss capable of negotiating

the oan than a Canadian Finance Minister. The on. Minister
the on.gentema wer thse:of Finance put bis loan on the mnarket and asked for ten.

"B e cannot be impervious to the fact that the men who received ders, and ho gained a lîttie; but that was a second 4 per
these bonds are $600,000 richer than they were before."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say so now. cheaper than it had been whcn the former Joan was nego-
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. He doos say that tiated. But the hon. gentleman, in deternining which of

$5,000,000 were taken out of the people of Canada. The fact these bans was tho better - and probably neither was
of the matter is that money is 30 per cent. cheaper to-day botter than the other- should tako into account al
than it was in 1874, and therefore those four per cent. bonds the surrounding circumstanccs, the condition of the
are worth 14 or 15 per cent. more than they were. But I money market at the time, whother there was a feel-
releat that with the exception of two or three strong hold- ing of confidence, or of apprehension or alarm. The
ers, every man who touched the hon. gentleman's issue of state of feeling in the money market, whether it is one
£4,000.000 sterling lost money by it, and that the returns of confidence or of appr'hension, the condition of Europc,
of the Econominst newspaper show that the price obtained the probability of peace or war, ah those things have to bo
ruled largely below the price I got. Messrs. Barings and taken into account whcn detcrmining the relative nierits of
Glyn were no doubt directly responsible, as the agents of bans negotiated at different periods. Lt is a ve-y important
the Government of Canada, for the advice they gave; that lement that when oui'later bans were negotiated appre-
every step was taken by their advice, and with their con- bension of war botwcen England and the United States, for
currence; they were very strong on the necessity of fixing which Canada would le the theatro, bad very largely passcd
their price, and they were right, because when I was w That feeling had eNisted for a long timo after the
placing a security for the first timo on the London market, Ameriean war and affoctcd verv matcrially the prices of
it was no time to run counter to the prejudices of the Stock American scurities in tho English warket. When a Pool-
Exchange. The hon, gentleman is quite safe in saying that g intd
no Finance Minister of Canada ever floated an advance, and as the American securities advanced Fo the
independent loan save at 4 per cent., because Canadian advanced as well, as because of the changed con-
no Finance Minister floated a loan before, and but for my dition of the money market generally. But the special
success in floating these loans, the bon. Finance Minister point to which I wish to: direct attention is this: that I
would have found it more difficult to float bis loans after- bolieve the bon. the Minister of Railways, in bis speeches
wards. But Sir John Rose and Sir Francis Hincks floated mado at varions times, did impute to Baring Brothers and
loans at fixed prices; the loans of Nova Scotia and New Glyn, Milis & Co. a chargo of'having ued improperly as
Brunswick, which that bon. gentleman himself conducted, agents of this country, of having abused the confidence of
were made at a fixed price. As to Sir Francis lincksthe hon. the Finance Minister, who plaeed confidence in
when the hon. gentleman produces a letter from him, I will them, of having misled bim, and by that means obtained
believe that Sir Francis Hincks used that language and not for themselves a chance of very large profits at the expense
before, and I have good reason for what I say. of»tho people of Canada. The hon, gentleman says hoedoes

Mr. MACKENZIE. I will say that Sir Francis Hincks nocheothatpeo t otef
told me, without any solicitation on my part, that ho con-
ýidered the loan an admirable operation. The bon. gentle- Sir CRLES TUPPEI. I nover said there was not a
InUD said that he imputed no evil on the part of the agents; large portion of the more taken out of the pockets of the
but though ho did not do so directly, his remarks implied as PeOPlO. I said the wholo ofit was çot.
much. I eau respect a man who makes a direct charge, Mr. ANGLIN. Tho statoment of the hon. gentlemanbut I have no respect for a man who insinuates a base varies every tinie, but there romains this residuur, howeve'
calumny against his neigh bor. objectionable it may be, that an imputation is levied

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister of Railways is in the againbt some one ofhaving acted disbonestly in this matter.
habit of making strong statements without really under- It is of lîttle conseqnec wben it is said that the Finance
standing what ho does say. In bis last speech he more than Mînister made a- mistake in adopting a fixed prîco wlen honsinuated that an opinion was extorted from Sir Francis placed the ban on the market; that is a matter o1judgmcnt,
llincks by improper means, and used by the late Govern- andanymanmaybomistaken; butitisanentirelydifferentmont. Now, I do not think that Sir Francis Hincks, matter to impute dishonest motives. The statement thatwhule ho was a momber of the Government of which the happy rocipients of the bonds are £GOOJOO richer,means
that hon. gentleman was a member, deserved any such something more than a change in the market value of thecensure at bis hands; 1 believe bis conduct in this bonds. Tbe statemont is made to convey the impression,acuse was always honorable, and that we have no right to which the hon. Minister ofllailways wishes the buse to

im of making a statement which· he' did not mean believo, that somone acted dishonesly or improperiy intO imake, or which was not entirely consistent with his that tranaction. My impression was,the hon. Minister
or' any particular subjeet. In the paper published in Railways spoko of our agents in England ai if they wero

contributoto which Sir Francis Hincks is known to bea particeps crminis, and ifthere were any wrong. doing
lonrmeeti, a number of articles appeared on this very from which the people of Carada sufl'red, they wero thofootlng the Charges of the hou. Minister of Railways partieswho ntainly profited by it. It was statpd yers ago,
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at the time the loan was negotiated and subsequently when find this new arrangement made which places the control ofcharges were made, that the Financial Agents took a very our money matters for the next ton yeara absolutely in thlarge portion of the loan, which the hon. Minister of ]Rail- hands of those gentlemen, who, according to the hon. M'e.
ways seems to think London capitalists were eager to obtain ister of Railways, misled the late Finance Minister, wen
possession of, and which that hon. gentleman declares the they found him incapable or ignorant, into a corrupt tran8.
hon. Finance Minister might possibly have induced his action, or were abetted by him in the dishonest scheme
friends by private hints and suggestions, to take at the low Mr. PLUMB. I did not hear the first part of the discus.
rate at which it was intended to be placed on the market. sion, but I believe I know something about the transactions
We know that the Financial Agents were obliged to take a of 1876, and I congratulate the ex-Finance Minister on
very large part of the loan, and they would have being defended by one whose defence has done him more
properly reaped advantage from the subsequent advance. damage than anybody could have anticipated. When theThis advantage will, at ail events, have grown out of the hon. gentleman went to England in 1876 there had been fordebate, namely, that the Minister of iailways has distinctly a long time a great stagnation in the monoy market, and
and positively repudiated any idea or intention of imputing money was a drug on Lombard street at 1 to li
wrong-doing to the Financial Agents of Canada. But he per cent. The hon. gentleman fioated a loan. I do
still lingers to the idea that there bas been dishonesty soma- not know how he was advised. The Financial Agents do not
where, that the hon, Minister bas gone down and suggested take the responsibility of the operations of a inance Min.
to friends on the other side that there was an opportunity ister; they presume that gentleman is able to take care of
of making a fortune at the expense of the people of Canada. himself. They are willing to float a loan, but it is his
There was no fortune if the fair market value of the bonds business to say how it shall be floated. lie, and not the
was paid, and that has been proved by the hon. member for Financial Agents is responsible to Canada; and the hon.
Centre Huron. That lon. gentleman established that the member for Gloucester is trailing a red herring across the
ordinary money lenders in London were not prepared to track when he talks of the arraignment of the Financial
take the whole of the loan of £4-,000,000 sterling, even at Agents by our lon. Minister of Railways. The Financial
the low rate fixed. The bon. Minister of Railways contends Agents are simply the Financial Agents, and when they
that there was a definite intention to confine the loan to saw a "Johnny Green " coming into market to negotiate a
particular individuals ; but the hon. member for Centre loan, willing to fail into the natural trap that was laid for
Huron states distinctly that the loan was only successfully him, it was not their business to warn him against it.
floated because the Financial Agents and the Bank of Mon- When that hon. gentleman proposed to make that loan at
treal took up £1,500,000 of the total amount. That goes a fixed price, they were very willing to take it at
very far to prove that the loan was sold at the very highest that fixed price. Had the hon. gentleman made bis loan
that could possibly be obtained for it on the occasion and, open to competition, there would have been plenty of com-
under the circumstances. peting applicants, on account of the abundance of money

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Is the hon. gentleman aware seeking investment at the time. But the faut is ho repre.
that the amount subscribed was greatly in excess of the sented to the country that he had made a loan at 92 when,
loan-the first loan ? considering all the allowances, it did not realize over 87J.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It was not. I say it realized less than that. I bave nover yet been able
to find out the charges made on that loan, but I do net be-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, it was. £6,000,000 lieve it netted 87J. The loan was a 4 per cent. one. Yet
for a £ 1,000,000 loan. when the present Finance Minister negotiated a 4 por cent.

Sir RICH ARD J. CARTWRIGHT. No, it was not. loan at 95j, at a time ofdisaster following the failure of the
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The returns prove that it Glasgow and West of England Banks the hon. gentleman

was. said, in bis usual supercilious tone, that my hon. friend's loan
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentle- was as good as the one he had made in 1876, though it did

man is mistaken. not net over 87J. I defy the hon. gentleman to prove that
le got 87J net for it. I showed that it was not as good a

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We will get the correspond- loan as the loan made at 5 per cent. before, and produced tables
ence. to establish my assertion. The hon. gentleman said the

Mr. ANGLIN. This is the first time the Minister of Rail- calculation I made was not worth the paper it was written
ways has taken the present position. lie never before on. Still it was the calculation on which every financier
controverted the statement of the hon. member for Centre of New York made his investments, and was very carefully
Huron that all of the loan was not bid for by the moncy made to show how much a loan, having a certain numbor
dealers of London. It. is now stated that a very much of years to run and bearing a certain rate of interest, was
larger sum than $4,000,000 was subscribed, and there- worth to produce a certain rate. The hon. gentleman, thon
fore, there was no justification whatever for the Financial in the height of bis power, with a very subservient aiijority
Agents taking any portion of the loan. Therefore, at bis back, could sneer at the statement I made, but thatstate-
the charge against the Financial Agents becomes ment was absolutely correct and proved that the hon. gentle-
stronger than ever. They induced the Finance man did.not receive for his loan anything like the return ho
Minister of the day to place a loan at a fixed price, con- said ho obtained. The hon. gentleman knows he went before
trary to every principle of right and justice, according to the country and stated he floated a 4 per cent. loan as if he
the Miuister of Railways; but more than that, when others had floated it at par and had reduced the rate of interest,
had subscribed the full amount of the loan they obtained when he knew he had not by that loau reduced the rate of
£il,500,000 for themselves. I had hoped to get rid of this interest at all. He raised $12,500,000, and in-doing so lost
charge once for all, as it is not creditable to the Government $1,500,000 on which the people have been paying iterest
and Parliament that such a char.te should be made and the ever since. That loan ho made et a fixed price, althoUg
slightest instigation cast on the Financial Agents,unless there everybody in London knew perfectly well that a 4 per cent.
was good foundation for the charge, and those making it Canadian loan was one of the favorite loans on the EngliSh
were ready to substantiate it in a proper manner. I lad market, except for whatever damage the hon, gentleman
hoped that by originating this debate I would put an end to may have inflicted on the credit of the country by decryin
this charge against the agents in Canada. I am sorry to it in every possible way and Jamenting over the burden of
say that it stands renewed by the late statement of the hoa. debt thrown on him by his predecessors. The price having
Minister of Railways; yet notwithstanding bis statement, we been fixed, of course nobody would give any more for the

Mr. AN LIN.
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loan. What did my hon. friend, the Finance Minister, do make a profit out of the necossity of their clients. They
when he went to England, forced to make a loan by the are bound to do their best for their clients the people of
laches of his predecessor who knew he had a loan to meet Canada. It is on that score they were allowed
on lst January, 1879, and who, although he ought to have thoir large commission. All through this discussion
gone in the month of June, 1878, te England, when money it bas been assumed that they had a right to
was cheap, risked the credit and the financial interest make a profit, an illegitimate and dishonest profit, out of
of this country in order to prosecute the campaign of' 1878. the advice they tendored our Finance Minister. They had
He left my hon. friend to make a loan in December, 1878 ; no such right ; but, I repeat, we are bound to give them
the consequence was that he was forced, having taken office, every assistance. In 1877 a question was raised as to the
and been obliged to go back for his election, baving the custom, when I showed that in the short space between
loan falling due in June, to go in December into the English 1871 and 1876, seventeen loans by every important State in
market at the most unfavorable time to negotiate a loan. Europe and elsewhere, aggregating £321,UOO,000 sterling,
There was stagnation in the money market, not more than or between $1,400,000,000 and 81,500,000,000 had boen
li per cent. being obtained for money in London. He was issued in precisely the mode I adopted. I followed the
forced by the laches of the late Finance Minister to borrow customary habit of those best qualified to judge of the best
at a time that the failure of the Glasgow and West of Eng- mode of putting loans on the London market. Anybody
land Banks had created a panic on the market. And in who chose to examine the Budget Debate of 1877 will see
spite of that what did ho do? He had such confidence in those facts given in detail, and nobody has attempted to
the credit of the Dominion and in his future-such a perfect dispute them. The fact is that 1876, so far from being an
reliance upon the good faith of the people of Canada, that lie easy time to float a loan, when I was in London the city
advertised for public competition. He did not make any was in a great state of commotion, and within twenty-four
limitor prescribe anyprice; and althoughafteradvertising, hours of my successful action, the Earl of Beaconsfield
he learned that the financial storm in Lombard street made his famous pronunciamento at the Guildhall which
was so great, and was advised ho would have to make a brought Great Britain and Russia to the verge of war; and
second application, he placed bis loan at a bigher price than had that loan been deferred for two days we could not
our securities ever commanded before. This is a lesson to have secured it at all.
the hon. gentleman opposite who bas vaunted himself on bis Mr. PLUMB. You did not float it at all.financial achievements; but neither he nor bis supporters
will learn anything from it. They are given over to believe Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. chairman,I will
what it would not be Parliamentary to say. The hon. trouble you to keep that hon. member quiet. He may talk
gentleman may sit in bis place, and sneer at the criticisms bore or elsewhere as long as he pleases, but ho shall not in-
on him ; but if ever there was a financial record of disaster, terrupt me. I repeat that in 1876 Europe was on the
it is the record of the gentleman who was Finance Minister verge of serious disturbance, and it was a matter of touch-
from 1873 to 1878, and was in that year ignominiously ex- and-go whether we should succeed in floating the loan
pelled from that position by the verdict of an irate and at all. As to the assertion that it was floated much below
indignant people. its value, there had been for several months previous no

.Cdtransaction to serve as a guide, except the borrowing ofSir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Considering tht I1some small sums, those prices ranging, ex-dividend, from 92have heard all this about minety-nine times before, 1 do nttCI;adi wudhv enamstpeotru hn
think it will mnke much impression upon me. î09i; and it woubd bave been otpeotru hn

for me to regard those transactions in any sense as a guide
Mr.PLUMB. You will bear it one bundred times. to the real price or value of money at the time. My hon.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. IfI beard it one hun- friend behind me was perfectly right in calling the atten-

dred or even one thousand times from the same source, it tion of the House to the fact that after the assertions made
would make no impression. But for the information of with respect to the conduct of our Financial Agents, it was a
some hon. members who may not know all the facts, I will veryunpatriotic and improper thing for the Government to
say that the Finance Minister did not float a Canadian loan make them our agents for a fixed period of eleven years.
in 1878, but a mixed loan, one-halfof it bearing th Imperial If ee ot true, and certainly bon. gentlemen, by their
guarantee, the other being Canadian bonds purely; and, conduct, are contradicting them in the most emphatic fashion;
guarding against any risk of my successor being put to any thon the Minister's conduct may be defonded. But, in any caso,
inronvenience and expense, I reserved £2,100,000 sterling to when you come to deduct the expenses of Sir Alexander Gait's
Provide against any possible injury which might accrue to establishment, it is clear we are not making anything liko
the Dlominion credit, no matter what the result of the elec- the saving in this transaction the Minister indicated,
tions. It was that piece of foresight on my part which because Sir Alexander Galt's salary and expenses were
enabled that hon. gentleman to make that loan in December- fixed with special reference to the fact that ho was going to

save a large part of these expenditures. That, it appears,
Mr Bis not the case, and, therefore, we must make considerableSPLUMB.Foresight is not the proper word. deduction per contra for the large additional expenses in-
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHJT. Mr. Chairman I will flicted upon us.

. YIuu to keep that hon. gentleman quiet. He frequentlyInterrupts and deserves no courtesy from any bon. gentle-han e this side; and unlees he chooses to be quiet, I shall
ave too move that the Committee rise and report progress,od tn repeat that operation till we bave a proper op-

POrtuit bfor discussion. Over and over again it has beeniated by hon. members opposite, quite inaccurately, that thereancia Agents of this country, who bave been in thereceip f an annuity of $50,000 or $60,000 a year fromCanada, for some 25 years, are not bound to-act as the ad-viners Of our hon. Finance Minister, to the best of their
an'10dge and abibity,dwhoever ho may be. I say Baringnd Glyn are gobound and they acknowledge it ; and they
would be tle very last men to assume that they were free to

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. With reference to the ques-
tion of fact between the hon. gentleman opposite and my-
self, I think I can show that my memory is about as
accurate as his. I undertake to say that when the $4,000,-
000 loan was put on the market by the bon. gentleman, the
question was as to whether the agent was comp elled to
take a large portion of that because it was not su bscribed.
I stated it was much more than subscribed, and I now read
from a letter of those high authorities, Messrs. Glyn, Mills
& Co., and Baring Bros., to prove what I say. The conclud-
ing part of the prospectus states:

," The allotment of the loans will be made as early as possible, and in
cases where no answer is returned to applications, it will be under-
stood that it bas not been practicable tomake any allotment.."

1
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Messrs. Baring Bros. & Co., and Glyn, Mills & Co., on the
8th of June, say in a letter to the hon. gentleman himself:

g In compliance with your instructions, we have this day openel a
subscription far £4,000,000 in Dominion 4 per cent. loans."

And on the 24th of June, those gentlemen wrote to the then
hon. Mnister of Finance:

" We have the honor to inform you that the applications for the
Canadian 4 per cent. loan amounts to £6,368,000, but as this amount in-
cludes, as usual, some applications of a speculative cbaracter, it appears
to us most desirable, in regard to the future standing of the loan, to de-
cline making allotments to any person who might be unable to comply
with their engagements, and probably obliged to sacrifice their allot-
ments without reference to price. After a carefal revision of the list,
Nwe advise, thprefore, that we should confine our allotments to about
£3,750,000, although we could issue the remainder. 0 • l*Under
these circumstances, we beg leave to suggest the propriety of your
authorizing us to subscribe the balance of the loan per account of Gov-
ernment, and we wait your instructions on the subject."

So that the hon. gentleman will find my statement that over
£6,000,000 sterling were subscribed for the loan, and the
parties were pledged to pay 20 per cent. down on allot-
ment, and it was also provided that if they did not pay their
calls, they forfeited the 20 per cent. on the allotment.

Mr. PLUMB. I think the loan the hon. gentleman made
in 1876, was the occasion upon which he presented the
silver side of the shie!d, of which we have heard so much,
and it was on that occasion ho represented that at least
$15,000,000 of surplus revenue had been accumulated. He
says that if ho had not made the loan of November, 1876,
at that particularly critical moment, he could not have made
it so well by several per cent, He told that to the gobe.
mouches who were listening to him in the country; ho would
not have dared to say it in this House, where the statement
would have been criticizod. As if " several per cent." was
an expression that a Minister of Finance could use when ho
was speaking of the credit of the country. As if it might
have been as well 10 or 20 or 30 per cent. And those who
believe cverything that comes from that side listened to him
with open mouth and applauded him. When ho came before
the House at the meeting of Parliament ho stated that ho
had made a loan at about 92.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Nothing of the kind.
Mr. PLUMB. 1 am quite sure he said he made the loan

at about 92. He afterwards, upon investigating it-and
we never could get to the bottom of it-stated the loan
was made at 87k, but it never netted that, and I will tell
the bon. gentleman ho cannot prove ho got 87 for that
loan to-day. Yet be bas been before the country vaunting
himself upon his financial achievements, but ho has pre-
sumed to taunt my bon. friend for the mode in which ho
placed his loan in December, 1878, when ho was forced into
the market by the lashes of the hon. gentleman.

Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRIGIIT. I have only to say
that in the first place it is quite clear from their statement
that this £6,368,000 is not a bona fide subscription at all.
That is the custom in London. A large number of people
ask the agents to put in subscriptions for much larger
amounts than they have the slightest idea of taking. That
was the statement made by therm to me. Technically, the
hon. gentleman may appear to be correct; practically, the
Messrs. Baring and Glyn were undoubtedly correct in the
advice they gave, because they could not advise the placing,1
and they say so distinctly, of more than three millions and
three.fourths. Speaking from memory-and I recollect it
very distinctly-they reported to me that they could not
place the whole.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is the statement under
their own hand that they could place the whole issue.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. But they did not
advise it. They say :

" After a careful revision of the lst we advise, therefore, that we
should confine our allotmenti to about £3,750,000."

Sir CHuÂLEs TuPrEz.

And as the hon. gentleman will see they gave two or thre,
very good reasons why they did not recommend it. Re,
both of the hon. gentlemen opposite should know that it i8the habitual custom in London for parties to Subscribe for a
larger amount than they hope to get. So it was repre.
sented to me, and if false representations were made to rue
by our agents in London, thon they aro not fit for the
position they have held for eleven years without reproach
These were the three firt subscriptions which I hgv
already named, and after those throe a number of Others
rushed in.

Mr. PLUMB. And they should not know it beforehand?
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. They declared that

they were going to take it, and it was perfectly well known
that they were going to take it. This was, however, as a
lever for bringing in other subscriptions. This, I say, was
donc in the case of floating a new loan at 4 per cent.,
which never was tendered before for Canada or any other
colony.

Mr. HESSON. Will the hon. gentleman state, for the in.
formation of the Committee, whether a percentage was
required when the loan was made.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not think it
was made when Baring and Glyn had the allotment. They
made an allotment and divided it among their friends and
beneficiaries, to use the hon. gentleman's words-and if there
was any impropriety or flaw it was on the part of these
gentlemen.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman's
memory is rather hazy on this question, for he will find on
referring to the return that 5 per cent. was required with
the tender, and that this was forfeited if they did not take
the tender if allotted to them.

Mr. PLUMB. Every one who knows the character of
the hon. gentleman and his habits of mind knows perfectly
well that their agents must have accepted the directions
given by the hon. the Finance Minister of Canada. They
were simply his instruments and agents, and it looks very
much as if ho had apportioned their shares before the com-
petition, because, he says, the public knew how much these
gentlemen would take.

Sir RICHAR[D J. CARTWRIGHT. I find thatthisisthe
state'ment of the prospectus:

20 per cent. on allotment.
20 C4" Il oth August, 1874.
20 te" Il 21stuSeptember,'1874.
20 d I " 30th October, 1874.
10 " " " list December, 1874.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I find that I was looking at
another page of the book-the prospectus of the loan Of 1878,
in which 5 per cent. was required.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. So that the error
of memory was not on my part.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not wish to prolong the
discussion on the previous item, but the hon, gentleman
will find I am stili right. If ho will look at the prOspectU
of the loan for 1876 he will find that the subscription Was
to be 91 per cent., payable as follows:--

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. But we were speak-
ing of the loan of 1874. .

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But it
rassing thing that it should be required
his loans and not in the other.

is rather an emw-
in the case Ofone Of

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I have told the n
gentleman once, and I repeat, that in floatig anun-
tirelynew loan at 4 per cent. for Canadaf OI)Otock
it was necessary to consult the feeling of the
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Exchange and take every precaution, as it was much
ulore difficult than if the debentures were well known
o the market. If, as the hon. gentleman says, ho is in

C rrespondence with Sir Francis Hiieke, that gentleman
vill be able to tell him the reason.

4. The Department of Justice.... ........... $15,500

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT. What are the in-
creases, and to whom granted ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. 'The increases are simply
those of $50 to certain members of the Civil Service. There
¡s no increase in the number of the employes.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. When we look at the
jchole Civil Government we find that the Government-
the m emrbers of which when in Opposition denounced us as
extravagant-have been adding an immense number of
employees to those previously employed in their depart-
ments, with a corresponding increase of expenditure. In
1878 in this Department we had 390 employes; now 507
are asked for, or 117 more. It might ho interesting to the
House to learn the reason for this increase. The Civil
Service Commission direct attention to the tact that the Gov-
ernment is adding to the number of clerks and employes
without any practical regard to the work they have to do;
that a great number of people are boing put on by more
order of seniority at very large salaries, when their work
is merely clerical. What the report of the Qivil Service
Commissioners says is, that the great bulk of the work of
the service is purely clerical, which should be performed by
cerks of the third class; that under the present regula,
tions they are required to wock six and a-half hours per
diem, and that they are of opinion that for want of the
necessary supervision the hours devoted to actual work do
not on the average exceed much over two-thirds of that
ainount, so that, according to the Civi l Service Commissioners
leport.weare getting only three or four hours' work per diem

out of these employes, and we have 117 more than we had
threeor four years ago. The total expenditure for the service
m 1h78, was $812,00, while for the present vear $973,000 is
demanded, and there, I fancy, is the reason why. Now, I
Lnow there are a great many very valuable and very good
'fficers in the Civil Service, some of whom are underpaid ;

but it is quile clear that a great number of useless additions
have been made by these gentlemen, Lhoagh I -do not sec
how they cou ld add 117 employes and inc'ease the expen-
diture by $150,000 in the teeth of such a report as that
brught down. The system inaugurated by these hon.
gentleen produces two results. In the first place, it is
a very serious injury to the good men, whom you
cannot Ïay properiy when you are overloa<ing tht
srvice in this way ; and in the next place, itCinstant inducement for them *to shirk the work. So
fa as I have been able to judge, these gentlemen to whorn

been committed the task of reporting on the service,
p»ear to be of opinion that there are a great number of

People employed in the service who might be dispensedwth, and that a very considerable number of the people
who are put over the heads of others ought not to be made
aes~t class eerks, but that men should be carefully selectedcording to their mei it., and that the bulk of the em-iJ07Yùes should be men of the third grade, or thereabouts,
ho be compelled to work a reasonable number ofareurs, and to render the public the services for which they

anPid. We find these increases in all the departments,
and we have yet to hcar first a satisfactory explanation ofany Of' thoni.thk

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think i is well to take upeal re separatoly. It may be that we shall have a gen-
ol lution which will bring up a discussion of this

atisfacqueston, when I think we shall be able to give aoexplanation of each increase. In the present

instance there is an incroase in the salary of the chief clerk,
who, it appears, is a most valuable man in the Department,
and who it bas been considered has been underpaid in view
of the nature of the services he bas rendered; and it
is proposed to increase his salary from $1,650 to $2,000.
The other additions, with the exception of an additional
clerk, are caused by the addition of e50 to the salaries of
such as are entitled to it by their length of service.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Well, I never heard
that the Department of Justice was less efficiently adminis-
tered when my hon. friend from Durham (Mr. Blake) was
at its head than it bas been since. The opinion of the ma-
jority of the people of this country is that it nover was ad-
ministered so efficiently. I find that when he left there
were nine persons in the Department, and there was
an expendituro of $11,700, and in the Penitentiary Branch
there were four persons and an expenditure of $33,900;
while at present the expenditure in the former place is
$15,500, and in the latter 85,450 ; and I do not believe there
is any man bore who will rise and say that that Department
is more efficiently administered now than it was when the
hon. member for West Durham was at iLs head.

Mr. BOWELL. It is quite as well.
Mr. PLUMB. The receipts of the country have in-

creased about à3à per cent. since 1878, and there is an ab-
solute necessity for an increase in the staff required to do
the increased business; and I can also say that upon a de-
clining revenue, every year of the rule of hon. gentlemen
opposite was signalized by an increase in thoir exzpenses.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly not in this Department. I
would like to know from the hon. Minister of Finance
where the new clerk cornes in.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think he is a senior second-
class clerk. The deputy is very anxious that a man of some
little experience in the profession should be there to assist
him, and the person who has been entered and is at present
acting is a lawyer of some experience, whose services, I
fancy, cainot be obtained unless we give him the pay of a
senior second-class clerk.

5. The Department of Justice, (Penitentiary Branch). $5,450

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose this is a statutory increase.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Is the principle adopted of granting those

increases n alil cases?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not in all cases, unless re-

ported by the deputy-head of the department.

6. The Department of Militia...............$36,350

Mr. ROSS (iiddlesox). I dosire to call the attention of
the hon. Minister te the expenditure in this Department,
particularlyin the matter of salari-es, indicated by the very
high average paid, a higher average than is paid in any
other Department of the Civil Service. Why that should
be the case I cannot understand. I do not know any
technical work in the Department, which requires the very
high average salary of $1,350 to officers in that Department.
I hope the hon. Minister will find sone means ofexplaining
to the louse why the Department should not be re-modelled
somewhat on the line suggested by tþe Civil Service Com-
mission. One, two or three chief clerks would superin-
tend the work of the Department, which could be seo
organized as to obviate the large expenditure of
$36,350. The Militia Department, with the fow
volunteers we have and the small services required, does
not require such a heavy staff at such large salaries.

Mr. CARON. The great difficulty that I have had to
contend with since I became head of the Department,
bas been to roduce the staff, whieh I have to
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a certain extent succeeded in doing. The only increases
that appear in the vote are merely those provided by
statute, recommended by the deputy-head and sanctioned
by the Minister.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIHT. No doubt it would
be unfair to hold the bon. Minister solely and individually
responsible for the system which bas grown up for Eeveral
years back, but the question after all is not how far this
party or the other party are responsible, but as to what is
the present state of things. The Civil Service Report calis
special attention to the fact, which is a noteworthy one,
that while there was a very large expenditure for that
purpose our Civil Government expenditure was very small.
In 1864-65, the Civil Government expenditure was $15,340
and departmental expenditure $741,942; 186à-66, Civil
Government, $22,997, departmental, $1,617,556; 1866-67,
Civil Government, $33,655,Departmental, $1,379,270. The
Civil Government expenditure having reached the last-named
figure, it seems to have remained thereabouts. In 1877-78
the Civil Government expenditure was $35,962 ; depart-
mental, $618,136; 1878-79, Civil Government, 835,884,
departmental, $777,698; 1879-80, Civil Government, $36,396,
departmental. $690,018. I am not certainly imputing the
special fault to the Minister individually; but attention is
very properly called by the Civil Service Commission to this
state of things, and therefore it does appear as if a prima
facie case had been made out for reducing the expenditure
to less than $36,000, or including the Minister's salary,
$43,000 for a departmental expenditure of $700,000. I am
sure the Minister will agree that it is unfortunate this state
of things bas grown up, and it requires a serious considora-
tion as to whether the Department cannot be remodelled,
either as the Civil Service Commission advises or in sone
other position, so as to reduce the Civil Government expen-
diture in proportion to the departmental outlay.

7. The Department of the Secretary of State......... $41,415

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Here also, looking
at the Civil Service Report, it appears that the Commis-
sioners specially report that a very unnecessary expenditure
is incurred in this Department. In 1878-79, the total ex-
penditure required was $32,370 as against $41,000 required
now, and there is an increase of about eleven additional offi-
cers. That is an unreasonable increase. There is no amount
of additional work to justify the increase. The Civil Service
Commissioners say:

"In the Estimates for the Department of the Secretary of State, 1881-
82, we find provision is made for fire chief clerks and four first-class
clerks. We cannot concur in this estimate of the requirements of this
Department, and we propose to reduce the number of chief clerks to
one, and this we unhesitatingly assign to the Queen's Printer. The
large number of chief clerks asked for is probably due to the difference
between the estimate of the functions of that class of officers under the
present Civil Service Act, and the estimate of them which guided us
in framing the scale of salaries submitted in our first Report. The
officers in charge of the Correspondence, Registration Branch, and
Stationery Branch we propose to make first-class clerks."

After appointing that Commission and receiving their
recommendation the Government does not appear
to show much respect to these views, if we
may judge from the Estimates submitted. The
fact stares us in the face that there bas been an
increase of 25 per cent. in the salaries, and something like
30 per cent. in the, number of officers employed in this
Department. I am willing to suppose that a moderate
increase of business may have occurred, but I see nothing in
the reports of the Department to warrant us in supposing
that this amount is required. It will be necessary, at a
later stage, to see whether any reduction can be made in
this excessive expenditure. An increase apparently of three
clerks is proposed in this current year, 1882-83, at an
increase of about $2,400 of salary. It seems to me that
increase is wholly uncalled for, and I think might be avoided

Mr. CAnoN.
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by keeping the employes at work to the extreme limto
six and a-balf hours instead of allowing them to get off with
four or five hours, which appears to be the amount of Wr
they are now expected to perform.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. This small increase is justified bthe circumstances. According to the report business bj
increased considerably and the revenue bas increased morethan the excessive expenditure. We were obliged to create
new functions and voted $800 for two new third-class Clerks
The rest of the increase comes from the st-atutory increase,
of $50 a year.

Mr. ANGLIN. The lion. Minister says there hs
been a very large increase of work. I often look over those
reports, and I am always surprised to find how littlc work i,
done in that Department. The number of letters to b
answered chiefly occupy the clerks and hon. iMinister t.
gether, but lately some important documents have been
issued by that Department, one of which has created intense
excitement in one portion of this Dominion. It may bothe
preparation of that document requircd a very extraordinarv
increase of exertion, for it was a very extraordinary docu.
ment, but taking it all in all the bon. Minister has not
shown any large increase in work to justify this extraor.
dinary increa-se in employes. In 187b therc were 27 on.
ployes, last year there were 35, this year another three are
added. The bon. member for Niagara would perhaps t-d
us there is an increase in the Customs Revenue and Iinlanl
Revenue, and therefore we ought to be satisfied that no
greater relative increase bas taken place in any Departmcnt,
but I think he will find it difficuit to establish any pro-
portion between the increase of work and increase of
revenue in the Secretary of State's Department, a Depart-
ment which I have always considered was necessary only
to afford a Cabinet position for the thirteenth member of the
Government. The bon. Minister says there is a great deal
of work to do. I would like to know what work?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. If the hon. gentleman will read the
Statutes of 1868, creating the Department, he will know
what work is done thero. The great document of which
lie speaks is not to be laughed at, and perhaps in the dis-
cussion that will take place he will have reason to repent of
what lie bas said. If the bon. gentleman will look over the
Statutes lie will find that one of these extra employes N

for the stationery, for the work is always increasing, andin
the registry and corresponding branches two employes bd
to be added. It is rather a decrease than an increase, aS
the number of extra clerks will be diminisbhed, and instcad
of voting $7,000 for contingencies only $4,000 will be voted.
The revenue of the Department has iucreased $1,700 01-
81,800, and the Department is in a very satisfactOrY state.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is an old plea about the extra
clerks, but notwithstanding that there is an inerdase of not
merely three clerks, but eleven clerks in this one Depart-
ment.

Mr. SPROULE. Is it not wonderful there should be a
increase, considering the increase of work, espec5ie.II yil
making up the large number of returns aked forA
for the increase of salary, you cannot get ment-o-day fr
the wages paid three years ago, ow0e iritsof
facilities for employment and the increased prosperi
the country.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I will cal
attention of the bon. member again to the statement o9d
by these Civil Service Commissioners that the great buikedluird
the work is purely clerical, and that the clerks are rbq
under present regulations to work 6 heurs perdieib irds
they actually on an average work not mauch over twsat0Iif
of the time. I think he will find that a tolerably 5
tory explanationlof the reason why 11 clerks are reqartment.
be added within ihree years to this particular DePr
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Nodoubt the hon. gentleman is to some extent right in say-
that the iniquitous and unjust system of taxation to

which we are at present exposed, does interfere with the
parchasing power of persons living on fixed salaries. That
is quite true. If those gentlemen were working up to full
time, there would be some ground for saying they are
crushed and injured by the poliey of the Government, and
perhaPs the $50 does not put them in as good a position as they
pecupied under the better and wiser system of some years
ago. The hon. gentleman has come uninvitingly, I dare say,
to the truth in that respect; but all that is no answer to the
,tatement of my hon. frienrd behind me, nor can I congratu.
late the Secretary of State on any lucid explanation as to
the character of the additional work. There may be many,
new returns moved for, and.some that will take two or three

persons and a few hours to prepare ; but they may be
brought down from some of the other Departments. Many
mentioned by the hon. member for West Durham are still
missing.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). Seventy-seven have never
beon brought down.

how money is spent there, and the cost of the management
of lands. We should know how much is charged for this
service to the general accounts, and how much to the Depart-
ment of the Interior.

Mr. BOWELL. How would the information as to the
expenditure for those lands, if you had it, affect the regis-
tration ?

Mr. ANGLIN. We should know those expenses were to
be charged. Whatever expense is attached to that ought
to be a separate and distinct charge, and not charged to
general expenses. i do not know why that we in the
Lower Provinces, for example, should pay a portion of the
expense of registering thoso lands of the North-West. .If
one-tenth of what we hear of those lands be true, they
ought to be able to pay for management and much more
besides. Those items are the merest matters of routine,
not requiring a large staff of second class-clerks and increas-
ing the number, as we find. It would be difficult for the
hon. gentleman to state that the work of this Department
bas decreased in the three years, in the same proportion as
the employes, from 27 to 38.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Yes; seventy-seven Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like to
were wanting over a week ago, and perhaps more have been know what the Department bas to do in engrossing deeds ?
asked for since, which are not likely to be brought down. As I understand the matter, the Department of the Interior
That kind of work hardly requires many clerks. The in- settles what lands are to be given, and to whom; and the
formation as to whether the House requires a few extra Department of Justice, if there is any question of title,
clerks can be got readily enough without obliging us to add settles the rest.
more than one-third to the total clerical staff of this Depart- Mr. MOUSSEAU. And that Department sends thement. The explanation of the increase appears exceed- notices to my Departrnent, whero the deeds ara engrossedingly unsatisfactory, and utterly at variance with the state- and drawn out.ments made by the hon. gentlemen opposite as to their
excellent intentions in the way of economy, and with the Sir RICHARD J. CART[WRIGIIT. I understood that
attacks that used to be made upon us, when in office, about they were engrossed and drawn first on a report from the
the number of our clerks. Department of the Interior, countersigned by the Depart-

ment of Justice, if there be any difficulty about them. WoMr. MOUSSEA U. I hold in ny hand a list of questions know perfectly we!l that the drawing, such is our present sys-aid addiesses for information on all subjects, showing they tem of survey, is a very small affair. There is usually little
are more numerous than ever asked for before. The second difficulty in drawing a map of a section or a quarter section
cause of employment of these additional clerks is that the of lands in the North-West. Competent draughtsmen willcorrespondence has increased to a voluminous extent-the draw, having instructions given them, an immense number('orrespondeneo first for the High Commissioner of Canada in the course of a month. I do not think the total numberil E'ncriandE d, and second, with the Provinces and many par- of documents, which by the way the bon. gentleman has notwho apply for letters patent, charters forIcompanies, mentioned, could be so great as to require any serious addi-lands for sale. Those communications have increased tion to his clerical force. In an ordinary law office that classto a great degree. Five or six extra clerks have had to be of deeds would be got through with at the rate of twenty orernployed to meet the demands for information, and there thirty a day.s been a ease in the number e aplications for lands Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman has called attention
bohorks.s, ail of which must e registered n our a number of times to the report of the Civil Service Com-

mission. If ho had been fair ho would have stated thatMr. ANGLIN. It is something new to be told that the the remarks made by that Commission were not at all con-htunber of Motions for addresses and returns is larger than fined to the present state of the service, nor have they been'be time of the late Government, when hon. gentlemen for several years past, particularly during the time the hon.sPPoSte were determined to wring and extract every kind gentleman was at the bead of a department. I looked atinformation from it. My impression was that the num- the expenditure of the Secretary of State and explained
LI" of addresses then moved for information was much them two years ago, and I now repeat that there were then1'ger than now. It was the boast of the Premier that the gentlemen on that staff who were paid, in addition to that
tadreses were promptly attended to mach more quickly staff, froin $1.50 to $2 per day, and when they were regularlytCan seen lately. The list of returns asked for goes from the promoted to a class which paid them less than they were
Coisons, and the various Departments are called on to receiving under the hon. gentlemen, the attention of themereh thema. The Departmcnt of the Secretary of State is House was called to it as an enormous increase.antrelyethe medium of communication between this House In many cases gentlemen who were employed by thefls the various Depar tments. A large amount of shoots of then Government as extras, were paid at a higher ratewrlseapcomie from that Department with twoor three words than the provisions of the Civil Service Act permitted, and
Written on them; that is the work donc in it. With regard kept continually at those rates, and they were afterwards put
bte a as the High Commissioner, it seems that is to upon the regular staff as third or second-class clerks at1a eause Ofet' te8g tsem hti eupntergla tf tirdaore sece1thn-Icas lersaadd of endles incalculable oexpense in various, lower rates than they were receiving. I think I may safelyset that the expenses of the Depart- say that the Civil Service Law as it now exists was neyer
iof Statr ie were to be increased by a High Commis- paid the slightest attention to b the Government of the

ith resp ia large salary and littie to do, in England. bon. gentlemen opposite. Fortunately that has been
want spet the lands of the North-West, we really, changed, and no one receives a per diem allowance

"' especifie and definite information-and to know 1 a larger sum than is allowed by the Civil Service Act.
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The hon. gentleman bas a happy faculty of misinterpreting the true~sourcee of Government. It is a sad thing te ho a
what another gentleman says if it does not exactly suit him. bitter partizan and to see only One side of a questian
The hon. member for Grey (Mr. Sproule) stated that owing Whentbe hon. gentleman was on this side of the Ho b
to the prosperous stateof the country you cannotobtain clerks only duty was to find fault and show that everythinW.
as cheaply now as formerly. The ex-Minister of Finance says wrong; but after spending five years in denunciation and
that the reason of that is the iniquitous Tariff on the Statute- findin- himself on the other side, he is able to admit thatbook, which increases the cost of living. It is clear, how- the publie expenses must necessarily increase, because af
ever, that the effect of the Tarlff bas been to render labor the growth of the country and the inercase of publie e.more valuable and work more plentiful than it was under penditure. I compliment the hon. gentleman on the Capa.
the Administration of our predecessors. In respect to this bilities of expansion which he has displayed in ap.
expenditure there can be no doubt that the issue of patents knowledging that the growth of the country involves a
to-day is a hundred times greater than it was five years ago. corresponding growth in the public expenditure.
No matter whether the document is long or short, it has to SiRICHARD
be engrossed, drawn and registered, its length does not affect Sir RD J. CARTWR1GHT. The explanation of
he work necessary in n the the hon. Minister of Customs does not touch the fact to

person, upon a certain date. We ail know that the work of whicb I called ie attention ef the Hous---facts
all the Departments bas greatly increased of late. I haverto oundCiS te Pubbenant in the
no doubt that the work in the office of the Secre- report of the Civil Service Commission anr in the Estimates.
tary of State bas increased in the same proportion as the Heir we have an Estimate calling fo $ 8150,000 more than
others. I know my own bas increased materially. I am we required three years age. We spent 883,000 for a
certain that when you look minutely into the particulars of service for which they now ask $973,000. We found 390
the expenditure under this head, you will find that the servants enouzh for the work for which they now ask 507;
increase is caused by the statute as it exists, and from the we find further that the gentlemen whom they appointed
extra work imposed on ail the Departments. The hon. themselves, and in whom they have confidence, report
member for West Durham said he supposed all the clerks that we are getting very small hours' work for our
received an increase-he meant to say, I suppose, irrespec- money. The criticisms made on this side of the Housc
tive of their qualifications. Now. I do not pretend are far less severe than those made by the Civil Service
to say that is the fact, but I do know that clerks Commission, and I have merely quoted from these gentle-
under the law are prima facie entitled to an increase, men with respect to the different _Departments, and
and unless they get it they are dissatisfied. The Committee specially the Department of the Secretary of State,
lias been told that these Departments should ail be reor- which bas employed a great many men at high salaries for
ganized. I was about to ask the hon. gentleman what he work which the hon. Minister hinself admits to be of a
would do witb those who are on the staff at the present purely clerical character. One point is that these gentle.
time, and were most of thm placed there by the bon. gen- men have not dealt with the difficulties at ail, but that with
tieman and bis frienda by Order in Council. I can 25 per cent. more officers than we had they are doing less
fancy the trouble that would be created in this ceuntry if work than we did. The expenditure on this one item alone
any of these were te be removed. It would be declared that hias increased sornething like 20 per cent. I admit that the
thesedismissals took place for political reasons, uad ne hon. Minister of Customs-though I admit it is no great
other. We are denounced from the other side of the complment te psy him-bas admiuistered his Department,
louse when a civil servant is dismissed; and if one of them in a certain sense, impartially. I de net think he lays

is relieved of the light work he bas to perform, then the himself out to please bis supporters or anybedy
head of the Department, or those immediately under bim, else, if I may judge by the expressions of opinion
are denounced for dismissing people for political reasons. which J have received. At ail events, I do net
That is ene cf the great difficulties under our system that expect that when we come to his Department we will find
every Minister bas to encounter. It requires some little the same amount cf unreasonable inerease that we now
courage to meet the storm of indignation that is aroused complain cf in respect te tbe Secretary of State.
when you say to a gentleman, who bas been appointed by Mr. SPROULE. I may say that I called at the Depart-
Order in Council, that bis services are no longer required. ment of the Secretary of State a few days ago for a deed
There is scarcely a dismissal, whether it be for robbing for a certain party, and I found that the officers Of the
the Post Office, cheating the revenue, or neglect of duty of Department bad a very lai-go amount of work on hand in
any kind, which is not made the occasion of a return for connection with papers of this kind. I would like to ask
the cause of his dismissal, and when the Minister brings the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart-
down and shows it was properly done, he is soundly wright), if it requires the civil servants to work only
denounced by those bon. gentlemen. We have had two four hours a day to do the work of the Department
euch assailts from the bon. member for Gloucester, one be- at present, how many hours would it require te do
cause a man was not paid back the amount that was deducted the work when his Government were in power? If W,
from bis superunnuation fund, though he had been drawing consider the fact that under the improved condition of
a salary for two years, and yet had never done an bour's affairs and the better times, ail kinds òf labor botter paid,
work the whole time. I mention these things to show what it is not unreasonable to suppose that the cost of the Civil
the Government bas to expect from the bon. gentlemen Service should be higher than it was when the lateGovern-
opposite who think more of making a point for political ment was in power. From 1875 to 1878 things were at a
reasons than the go->d of the country. standstill, little public land was being sold and few deeds

Mr. HUNTINGTON. Nothing so delights me as to wererequired. Isubmitasafact, patent tous allthatifyou
listen to the bon. gentleman who has just sat down ; and go into any of the Departments at the present time yo ca
I have very great pleasure in finding that be displays a scarcely get a man to attend to you, as they are ail froi mno
versatility of talent, and exhibits gifts which with ail our ing to night attending to the various returns required Ofthein
admiration, we nover discovered when ho was on this side of| and the other work of their Departments. The pOsitionl
the House. Wben ho sat on this side of the louse ho took in Opposition was that as the price of labor was
never admitted that there was any growth in the coub- down, as times were not lourishing and the revenue tunWtrv and any consequent increase of work and expenditure, and labor could be obtained at a cheap price, it wasDO nonts
but he now findts by virtue of bis experience that things I reasonable te suppose that the work Of the DepartWne
which le denied when in Opposition are perfectly true in i could be done at a less cost than under a different5o

Mr. BOWELL.
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.rcumstances. But now when labor generally is of more
alue, it is reasonable to expect that the work of the De-

partments will cost more money.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gertleman seems to be really
serious in supposing that the cost of the Civil Service is

necessarîly and properly larger, because there is an im-

nroved condition of affairs over that which existed three
years ago. The hon. Minister of Customs took up that note,
but I thought he was rather amusing himself and the House
in dealing with that thesis. But the hon. member for Grey
(Mr. Sproule) seems to be serious i supposmg
that the salaries of the civil servants generally,
should be reduced when the times are bad. Well,
I do not know that the Civil Service of this country
ought to be conducted on the principle of raising and
lowering the salaries in the Departments in proportion to
the rise and fall of wages outside; I do not think that
rule bas ever been adopted anywhere, and I never heard
any idea of that kind propounded in this House during the
worst times to which we cau look back. The salaries have
been fixed on another scale altogether; and although times
arc better, and there is more employment to day, wages are
no higher, and, therefore, there is no reason why the
salaries should be increased, unless it be that the amonnt of
labor bas incrcased. This continual harping on the pros-
perity of the country and the terrible depression of 1878,
is being carried entirely too far, and bon. gentlemen need
not hope to mislead the intelligent working classes of this
country into the belief that they are any better off than
they were before, because they know they are not. But we
are now dealing with another matter; we find an extra-
ordinary increase both in the number employed and tbe
salaries paid, and we say there is no increase in the work
sufficient to account for it.

8. The Department of the In terior.. ... ............ $11,740

In reply to Sir RicHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is $45,150 asked for

this service against $47,850 last vear, The deputy-head
bas been superannuated, and the chief clerk takes his place;
this is one of the reductions, while the number of officers
bas decreased by three, and the differenco is made up by
the statutory increases, and in some cases by transferring
first.class clerks to chief clerkships.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Civil Service
Commission, I notice,.appear to think that this Departnent
is also very urgently in want of revision. They point out,
what is quite true, that here also the work is largely
clerical work, and for this enormous staff there are two
deputy-heads I believe, and I do not know how many
chief and first-class clerks. Itis very odd that theMinisters,
who, I suppose, had this report before them, did not appear to
pay the slightest regard to it, or take the slightest pains to
reduce the expenses of this Department, which we know, toour sorrow, is increasing at an enormous rate. We know that
two Or three million dollars a year are being swallowed up
uder the nominal guidance of this Department, and we findthat day by day more men and more money are wanted forit, and I believe there is a proposal to create a completeindependent branch of the Department at Winnipeg besides.%11, Sir, we will discuss the policy of that, no doubt, whenth Come to it; but in the meantime, when we know thatti 5 '8going to be the case, it appears to me that rather less
the an 'ty-six employes ought to be sufficient for the work

,n hoand thatof these a much smaller number ought to bc
1 h o very important positions at high salaries to whicho have referred. I am not quite certain whether the work
ftendian IDepartment is as great as it was during the

tern of the hon. mem ber for BoLhwell; I think, from my
P 1olie that it is not; the North-West Mounted

ieve, were formerly included in it, and they are
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not now. Now, these are enormous increases, and although
there is no doubt a considerable addition of work, we ought
to have more information than is contained in the bald
statement submitted by the hon. Finance Minister as to the
reasons for these increases.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). The Department of the North-
West Mounted Police shows a largo increase. In 1878 the
expenditure was $2,750, two clerks being employed; the Esti-
mates before us are for three clerks, and an expenditure of
$4,750. The whole staff required by the Minister of the
Interior in 1878 numbered 36; now 66 are required to do
the same work. The explanation that would justify the ex-
renditure bas not been given, and there is no reason why
the item should be hurried through without the Committeo
being sufficiently informed of the necessity for the large
expenditure; there can be no necessity underthe head of In-
dians, for no new treaty bas been negotiated since 1878, and
there is no greater number of Indians to pay now than then.
There was no necesýàty for an increase in the Mounted
Police Branch, as the force bas not been increased since
1878, nevertheless there is an increase of $2,000.

Mr. BANNERMIAN. Since the boundaries of Manitoba
have been extended it bas become necessary to increase the
Mounted Police to carry out the Prohibitory Law.

Mr. ROSS. I do not object to the Mounted Police carry-
ing out the Prohibitory Law, but I object to an increase of
expenditure in the Mounted Police Department without an
increise in the foree. The extension of the boundaries of
Manitoba westward will reduce rather than increase the
duties of the Mountel Police, becauo the Local Legislature
will exorcise certain jurisdiction, and the area under
the supervision of the Mounted Police will be reduced.

Mr. BLAKE. I understand a new officer has been ap-
pointed at Winnipeg, in connection with the Department of
Interior, at a bigh salary. I suppose that officer will dis-
charge a portion of the duties heretofore performed at the
head office.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yos; a portion of the dulties.
This officer, with the Chief Surveyor, will dispose of ques-
tions of doubt that may arise, or claims, or anything of that
kind. It bas been the duty of many hon. membors to visit
the Department since the Hiouse met, and I think they will
appreciate the increased duties involving on its officers.
The Department bas assumed responsibility of over
15000,000 acres of land ut lcast, and to say

that the work of the Department now is no
greater than it was when the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) was at its head, is to make a statement which
will not bo believed by any person in the country, who
knows anything of the facts of the case. During the last
two or three moîths there have been so many applications
pouring into that Department in connection with coloniza-
tion associations and the locations ofland from all quarters,
that the clerks have not been able to accomplish one-half
of the work, and it is only by attending office after hours
that they can at all keep pace with the demands on their
services.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentlemen just said they
could not keep up with their work.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They are making every effort
to overtake the amount of work they have to accomplish,
and assistant draughtsmen and others have been called in
for the purpose of getting through the business. I do not
hesitate to say that there is not an appropriation this
House can make that will be so acceptable to the people as
an appropriation that would facilitate the location arid set-
tlement of lands in the North-West, and there is scarcely an
hon. member who did not expect a large ine'rease instead
of a decrease in the expenditure of this Department. I
have no doubt that by the arrangement now being made to
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transfer a part of the work to Manitoba, matters will be bot.
ter disposed of than in the past.

Mr. IHESSON. It bas fallen to my lot to visit that
Department frequently, and I can testify to the pressure of
work there, for I have had, to my regret, to wait for hours
to get an interview with a clerk, much less than the deputy
beads. I must say I did expect a large addition would be
made to the vote, but to my great surprise the reverse is
the case, and I think that a great deal of time bas been
wasted by the ex-Minister of Finance in discussing a result
which he ought to have desired. With reference to salaries
I know myself that the Department las lost a very valu.
able officer in Mr. Hamilton, who is now receiving $2,500 a
year from the Syndicate, when he previously received but
$800 a year in this Department, when he had charge of the
timber limits.

Mr. BLAKE. I have no doubt that since the Session this
Department bas been very much overworked, since
the philanthropists have taken so great an interest in the
North-West lands. The hon. gentleman must not forget
that a tremendous junp had to be made to get the expendi-
ture up to the level of last year, when it reached a point
which absolutely appalled us all. I deny that there is a
decrease in the expenditure because an expensive officer has
been appointed at Winnipeg to do practical work which
othorwise would have been done at the bead office. For
comparative purposes it is necessary, therefore, to add his
salary and that of his clerk to the salario3 of the Depart-
ment of Interior, in order to compare the present estimate
with that of last year.

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIG 11T. The hon. gentleman
will fird, on looking at the conclusion of the Estimate, that
there is a large increase of $29,095 in the Dominion Lands
outside service, which is under the control of this Depart-
ment, and although there is a decrease under one head of
$2,700, there is an increase of $4,250 in the next and
cognate Department, so that I do not see, taking particu-
Iarly into account the work done in Manitoba, to whieh my
hon. friend bas alluded, that there bas been any decrease in
the e 'penditure. On the contrary there would be, even
supposing that Mr. Walsh's salary and those of his assist-
ants do not exceed $10,000, a pretty large increase of ex-
penditure. I do not know exactly where that salary is to
be found.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). It is $5,000.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. And there are neces-

sary collections, and there will be expenses upon the office at
Winnipeg, which is a heavy item, and various miscellaneous
expenses, so that I expect $10,000 will be a very moderato
estimate indeed. I would like to know how much further
in the Estimates the bon. Finance Minister wishes to go
to-night, as it is now past two o'clock and several of us have
large Committees to attend this forenoon.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I would like to get more thani
five resolutions passed.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. But they embrace
some sixty or soventy distinct items, and I shahl want in-
formation on some of the following items.

9. Indian Affairs................................................ $23,315

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It will be botter to
postpone that item, as I require information with regard to
it, and it will occasion discussion. There is an increase of
$1,215.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. What will help to explain
the" difference is the fact that one first-class clerk has
been employed at $1,800 and another at $1,100. This
will not increase the expenditure for the Indians; it is
merely transferring those clerks from the outside to the
civil Service.

Sir LEONARuD TILLEY.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the object and policy of miaking
this transfer ?

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. They required the additional
assistance in that office, and instead of increasing the ex-
pense it was thought proper to take two gentlemen e,.
ployed in the Indian service, and not rendering, perhap,
that service to the Department which they could render i
the new position.

Mr. BLAKE. They have been doing nothing elsewheo.
Sir LEONAR DTILLEY. They wore not really earning

their salaries for a number of years, and it was thought weli
to place them where they could do so.

Sir RICIIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That is precisoly
what we ought to have full details about.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Then lot it stand.
10. Office of Auditor-General..................- ........ $19,600

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is no increase in the

number of persons employed; but one is promoted, and an
additional clerk, *not appointed this year, is provided for.
There is the promotion of one or two upon the recommen.
dation of the Auditor-General, with which the Government
bas not interfered in any way.

13. Customs....... ........ ......... $31,315

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There appears a
decrease in this item; so it must have been too large before.

Mr. BOWELL. No, it was not too large before. The
reduction is the result of proper economy. The last year
the bon. gentleman was in power, and for which they were
wholly responsible, the inside service of the Cuasoms
Department, including contingencies, cost no less than
$44,610.21, while I only ask for the next fiscal year $31,345,
and for contingencies, $8,000, making a total of $39,345;
showing a saving of $5,265. Notwithstanding the annual
statutory increases, over which a Minister has compara-
tively no control, deduct from the amount asked in die
Estimates these statutory increases, amounting to 8 t,960,
and it shows an actual saving of $10,225, as compared with
the expenditure of 1877-78, notwithstanding the enormous
increase of work which has been thrown upon the Depart-
ment.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 2:10 o'clock
a.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 29th March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

INSOLVENT ESTATES.

Mr. BEATY, in moving for leave to introduce Bll
(No. 136) for the equitable distribution of insolvent estates,
said: The object of the Bill is to piovide some means when
persons or traders become insolvent, for the distribution Of
their estates equitably or fairly among all the creditors'
The Bill itself is substantially the Bill which was propos ,
I believe, by Mr. Colby some time ago, and by a Co-
mittee of this House, with such aiterations which seemed
requisite for the purpose of adapting it to the present obj"'
-the equitable distribution of the assets of insolVent
debtors. The Bill provides, in regard to certain classs of
persons who will come within its provisions or can beCOD
sidered as in a state of insolvency, within the meaniflg
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the Act, that their property shall be placed, in the first place,
in the bands of a guardian who may be appointed for
each judicial district by the Government ; or, in
the case of failure te appoint a guardian, then
the sheriif of the county or district shall be the guardian for
the purpOse of prompt management of the property. But
at any time after the trader is declared insolvent, or is
unable to pay his debts in full, an attachment against the
property may be placed in the bands of the sheriff, and the
guardians may come in and apply to the Judge for the pur-
pose of having him declared insolvent within the meaning of
the Act. There is no provision whereby persons may be
driven into insolvency by creditors except by attachment
against them, and except by intervention of the Judge such
insolvency is declared. The idea is to protect debtors from
their creditors, se that theyshall not b driven into insol-
vency until such time that it is clear that they will be
unable to manage their own affairs and to take care of their
own business. There are a variety of cases in which per-
sons may be utterly insolvent, and they are chiefly of the
same character, which is well known to the House
and to professional mon and merchants, as the class
called insolvency under the old Bankrupt or Insolvency
Act. The creditors may at any time lfter the declaration
of insolvency, or the existence of such a state of facts showing
the inability of a trader to meet bis liabilities, come in and
appoint a trustee for the purpose of taking charge of the
property, in which case, if confirmed by the Judge, the
propertyvests in the trustee for the benefit of the creditors.
Wh en the trustee is appointed, he takes immediate charge
and control of all the property and trade of the insolvent,
and administers it under a clause provided in this Bill, with
the object of distributing it equiîtably and fairly among all
the creditors in pi oportion to their claims. The object is
to facilitate the management and the winding up of such
estates, to prevent delays and to diminish expenses to a
minimum, so that there shall bo no greater expenses in
connection with the management of estates than is possible
to have in administering affairs of that kind. The Bill is
necessarily lengthy, and hon. gentlemen will understand
that a measure of this kind which bands over an estate to
trustees,- must have full and complete provis'ons for
the purpose of meeting every case which experience has
taught us may arise in the administration of estates of
insolvents. With that object in view, I have adopted thehanguage of other Acts, so far as possible, with the view of
mnaking it perfect, so that the trader whose estate is ininsolvency, and bis creditors may be protected to the great.est extent, the utmost value of the estate realized, and thedistribution made as equitably and with as little delay as
POsible. There are many clauses introduced into an Act
of this kind, which may rarely be needed, nevertheless,
they are necessary in order to meet every contingency.The usual provisions are made for the purpose of adminis-tering the property by a trustee, in case the creditors
appoint a trustee, which they can do, and the distributionof the estate is to be made, and the dividends are to bedeclared similarly as in the old Insolvent Act. But in this1 it is provided that less expense shall be incurred in

ay of publication, which, I think, was unnecessarily largeUnder former Acts, which required almost every notice to
published n the Oficial Gazette. The Official Gazette

beog nOt generally read by the public, I haveprevided that much of that formerly published in thepazette shall e brought to the notice of creditorsPersoratly, such as all important transactions takingPlace With reference to the administration of anrftate.Thon there are general proceedings provided with
frare the to powers of Judges. I have endeavored to
alu theBil s as to prevent appeals, unless they are

some i cesarY, and for the purpose of disposing of
portant questions of law which might arise in the

administration of an estate. Heretofore, in the adminis-
tration of insolvent estates, those who have sought
delay, and who desired to promote litigation, have resorted
to appeals from Court to Court, with the view of delaying
the final distribution of the « estates, or for some other
purpose. In tbis Bill I have prQvided that no appeal shall
be had without the consent of the Judge or Court appealed
from. More matters of fact not involving large amounts,
when once they have been adjudicated upor by a Juige and
jury, should not be allowed to be appealed at the fancy of
persons who may think therety to delay proceedings. The
usual provisions are made for reaching ail the property of
the trader, with the view that he shall not, by fraud or
collusion with any creditor, or with the trustee or any
other person, prevent ail bis creditors from obtaining the
full benefit cf ail that ho possesses, so that, if the estate can-
not pay dollar for dollar, they may realize the largest amount
possible out of the business. The idea throughout the Bill has
been to adhere to the well-known principles of former legisla-
tion, in so far as they were found desirable. Another foature
of this Bill is that it doos not provide for tho discharge of the
debtor. It is not a Bill for rolieving the insolvent. He is
simply bound under certain circumstances, to place his
property in the hands of the sheriff or a guardian, and the
trustees may take it out of the bands of the sheriff or guar-
dian, and so administer it that the creditor may realize
pro rata ail the estate will afford. There is no provision in
this Bill whatever for the discharge of insolvents; it is
simply made on behalf of the creditors. In cases where the
Government do not appoint a guardian in any county or
district, then the sheriff becomes the guardian and takes
possession of the estate in the meantime,under the direction
of the Judge, and lie is subject to the direction of the Judgo
and of the creditors so long as and in the same way as the
ordinary trustee appointed by the creditors. The particu-
lar feature which I would emphaize in tbis Bill is the one
that a simple, fair and equitable distribution of the assets
of the insolvent may be made lor tho benefit of the creditors,
and it provides that no creditor who may get a prior exe-
cution shall have any advantage over other creditors who may
get subsequent executions. The next Bill which I hope to
introduce will explain why no discharge is provided for, and
no provision for making a composition. Of course
the creditors may do as they please; they can
discharge their debtor, but there is no comrpulsory
power on the part of the trader to force tho
creditors into granting him a discharge or a composition.
The trader, of course, can make a voluntary assignment
under this Bill as he can now. Any trader at the present time,
whether he becomes an insolvent or not, may make an
assignment for thebenefit of his creditors, and this Bill will
not prevent him from doing so still. It does not take the
matter out of the hands of the creditors. If the trader can
come to an amicable arrangement with his creditors, he can
still make an assignment and deal with bis proporty just as
fully after this Bill comes into force as ho can now. I do
not think there i much else ofa special character, uritil the
Bill is in the hands of members, to which I need advert in
order to aid the judgment of hon. members. These are the
general purposes of the Bill to which are added the usual
clauses to prevent frauds and fraudulent preferences, so that
traders may not deal improperly with their creditors, and
prevent them from rea!izing as much as possible out of
estates.

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk). There is a clause in the Bill,
as explained by the hon. mover, which is so iniquitous that
the Bill should not be read at al. It is that, after a man's
property is taken out of bis possession, lie is still held to be
responsible for any loss that may occur in the management
of the property over whicb ho no longer possesses control.
Again, it is only a short time since the louse, by a very
large majority, repealed the Insolvent Act, and the country
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bas not shown any desire to have it re-enacted. I believe
trade is in a better position to-day than it has been for
many years, and that his is largely due to the repeal of
the Insolvent Act. If the hon. gentleman had proceeded in
the direction of abolishing all laws for the collection of
debts after a certain time, he would have been moving in
the right direction. For centuries laws have been enacted
to regulate affairs between debtor and creditor, but I believe
if the parties were left to settle such affairs themselves, they
would be much better arranged, and I hold nothing tended
so much to demoralization as the Insolvent Law did
in the country It created a recklessness in giving and in
taking credit, because mon who obtained credit argued that
if they did not succeed in their ventures an appeal to the
Insolvency Courts relieved them from their liability. That
law acted most injuriously in tho interests of the country;
yet the hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beay) proposes
to enaet another such law with a clause in it that is nothing
short of inijuitous, fur under it a man will be held respon-
sible for the management of property which bas been taken
out of bis hands. This provision is so monstrous that I
cannot understand the House entertaining it for a moment.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I think we have got to use a little
caution before we introduce any legisiation of this char-
acter, and I only make this remark to urge on the bon.
gentleman who has charge of the Bill and all those interested
in it that they should b- very careful that they do not
counteracL by introducing ihis Bill, some of the good which
I think has been accomplished by the abolition of the
Insolvency Law. In opinion I ani very strongly with
the last speaker, and I think honosty and fair
dealing amongst all classes, amongst the commercial
classes particularly, are much more hikely to be fostered by
having no law of this character with respect to transactions
between them than by having some elaborate system of
law; because when it becomes a mere question of honesty
and credit between men doing business, I think it is more
likely that honesty will be promoted without an insolvency
law than by any artificial system providing for the insolvency
of the debtor and the distribution of bis a-sets. My experi-
ence, extending over thirty years, as to the distribution of
assets by any machinery of the law, shows that it is pretty
much abortive. The estate virtually passes into the hands
of the sheriff, the assignecs or his clerks, and neither the
creditors nor the owner get mueh out of it. I do not believe
it is necessary to introduce any such law, especially now,
because through the policy which bas been inaugurated by
this Government, which has had such extraordinary success,
in bringing about general prosperity, we do not secm to
requi! e any such law. No doubt very soon there will
be no debts to collect, soup-kitchens are no longer necessary
und poor-houses are being abolished; and if the Government
romain in power, about which there is no reasonable doubt,
I do not think the country will require any law for the dis-
tribution of assets, unless it might be for the distribution of?
the political assets of bon. gentlemen. As far as the com-
merce of the country is concerned we do not want any
putting in of the wedge again, which is likely to bring an
insolvent law again into operation. Ifeel assured that the
country has gradually been growing into such a better con-
dition so that faith between man and man in all commercial
transactions will be better maintained without a law than by
any Insolvent Act or Act for the distribution of assets.

Mr. ,ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I do not agree with
what bas fallen from the bon. member who hasjust addressed
the House. I think it necessary we should have a measure
through which the equitable distribution of the assets of
insolvents will be administered. The Bill is not to take an
estate from a man who is able to pay bis debts
in full, but only when he is not able to pay bis
debts. It is within my knowledge at all events, if it is

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk).

not within the knowledge of other hon. member, thatboards of trade in Ontario, if not in other Provinces, have
had this subject under consideration for several years, andthat it is the desire of the great commercial commnity of
the Dominion at large, that there shall be some measure by
-which the assets of insolvent estates shallh be properly and
efficiently administered. We find, Sir, that the practice of
the profession since the Insolvent Act has been abolished
bas been this: that there has been generally a race asto who
can put a sheriff in possession of the assets of the insolvent
first, and the consequence is that the man who is a little
quicker and a littie sharper than his next door neighbor
will run away with perhaps the whole of the estate in order
to make lis debt, whereas the next man, who has quite as
honest a debt, has to go unpaid. Now, that is not a desira.
ble state of affairs. . Creditorshave a right to the distri-
bution of the estate of an insolvent, pari passu. It is not
fair or reasonable to allow one creditor to sweep
away the whole of an insolvent estate at the
expense of other creditors whose claims are just
as honest and just as good as bis. I hold in
my hand a communication, which I believe bas been
somewhat widely distributed among members of this
House, from the ffairman anl Secretaryof the Hamilton
Board of Trade, with reference te this very matter. I da
not know that we can approve, perhaps, of the whole of
the Bill, but I certainly should hope that hon. gentle-
men will allow it to be read the first time, so that it may
be distributed amongst members, and if it is not such a
Bill as we can generally approve, we may be able to put it
in a shape which will be generally acceptable. The paper
I hold in my band is the report of the Committee of the
Ilamilton Board of Trade on the distribution of assets of
inseovent traders. It sets forth this:

S Rsolved,-That this Boardis of the opinion that the commercial
interests of the Dominion require a statute law which shall provide for
the eqaitable distribution of the estates of insolvent traders; that this
Board approves of the Committee's report just read, and directs the
President and Secretary to transmit a copy thereof to the hon.
the Minister of Justice, with a request that the Government prepare a
Bill embodying the provisions of said report, for the action of Parlia-
ment during the present iession.

"Your Committee have considered the matters referred to them, and
recommend that Parliament be asked to enact a law which shall en-
brRce the folowing provisions :

r1. As to when a trader shal be deemed insolvent. Your Committee
adopt the provisions if the Insolvent Act of 1875 and amending Acts in
this respect. See section 3, sub-sectionL a to k inclusive.

I2. A traier utable to meet his engagements may make a voluntary
aýsignment cf his estate for the genernt benefit of bis creditors, tu the
Sheriff of the county in which he has his chief place of business. The
Sheriff sball be guardian of the estate till the creditors appoint a
trustee.

tr3 e.hen a trader bas committed an act of insolvency, any ereditor
having an unsecured claim of ;ï2Oo or more, may apply to the Coînty
Judge for a writ of attachiment, and the Judge, ou being satisfied by
affidavits filed that such trailer is insolvent, shall direct aowrtyoi
attachment to be placel in the hands of the Sher fr of the couity 11,
which the trader bas his chief place of business. The Sheriff shall seize
and att4ch all the estate and ifreets of such insolvent trader, an ts"m
mon him to appear before the Judge to answer said writ. The. trader
may, within five days after service, petition the Judge to set aside the
writ. The Sheriff shall be guardian of the estate till the creditora
appoint a trustee."

I do not propose te read the whole document, but I have
read the first three or four clauses for the purpose
of showing that an important Board of Trade, comprised
of gentlemen who are ail commercial men, and understand
what are the wants of the commercial community in this

respect. We know from the time that the Insolvent-Actwas
repealed by this House that there has been a very 5tang
feeling on the part of commercial men that, whetherw
should have an Insolvent Act or a Bankrupt Act propr, w
certainly should have such machinery knoWn to the law
will enable creditors Lo divide an estate, whatever it Inay
amount to, among those who are justly entitled to it.
hope my hon. friend from South Norfolk (Mr. WallWne) Wil0

allow, in spite of the principles for which ho hasfo
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strdily in this House and country, will allow the measure,
at all events, to be read the first time, and will give his

,aluable assistance in promoting such a measure as the

country really demands.

Mr. SHLAW. I have no objection to the Bill being read

the first time. I think it is fair to the hon. gentleman who
bas introduced it that it should be read the first time and

afterwards fully considered. At the same time I am opposed
to the Bill, and I take this opportunity of saying so.
The difficulty with the late Insolvent Act was not the right
or wrong of the Act but the administration of the law, and
the same difficalty apparently will exist in regard to this
Bill should it become law. There is no doubt that an equal
distribution of the assets of debtors should take place, but the.
taking of property out of the hands of the debtor and divid-
ing it amongst the creditors generally always seemed to
me to increase the credit. Every one who observes the
working of an insolvency law in this country must
see that there will be a difference of opinion
between the city and the rural constituencies on
the subject. Amongst the latter I have heard no com-
plaint since the repeal of the Insolvency Act, but in city
constituencies I have. One must observe that a large
quantity of the goods sold through the country are sold by
agents who go around from place to place, and whose object
is to get purchasers and to sell goods. They foist goods
upon their customers, and more goods are sold than can be
paid for. The benefit that has arisen from the repeal ofthe
Insolvency Act bas been to prevent extensive credit.,'
Wholesale merchants have found it to be to their bene- I
fit to make careful enquiries before they made sales,
and not so many sales have been made in conse-
quence. There have been much fewer insolvencies
since the repeal of the Act. It is to the benefit of the
country generally that we should have no insolvency
Ilaw. We have not a great deal of foreign com-
merce; we are not largely exposed to the loss of ships, or
to great accidents. The necessity for the Act, if there be
any, seems to arise from inland trade and in country places,
and I certainly feel disposed to oppose the enactment
of any Bill of this description, I think it would onlyr
be the commencement of further legislation which
would be found necessary to discharge debtors. The«
whole matter is involved in great difficulty, but as1
1here are few complaints that come from the country, '
,nd complaints only exist amongst commercial men, who
are the sellers, I think we are better without an
JnsOivency Act. Two parties should be considered in all
sueh legislation, the seller and the buyer. Most merchants
oenm to de-ire an Insolvency Act, because it is for their t
Act benefit, but if the purchaserdoes not want an Insolvency s

rigt is opinion should be considered as well. He has a

on ht tosay in what way goods are to- be sold -whether
on Iedit or for cash ; and if he believes that the absence of
4a Insolvency Act will tend to a better system of commer-
coal transactions throughout the country, his view should be
Conidered as well as that of the creditor. P

Mr. GAULT. Speaking on behalf of the commercial i
Colnunity of Montreal, I believe it is their desire that such h
a ]Bil as the present should become law. It is not an h
Insolvency Bill, but a Bill for the distribution of the assets c
of insOlvent debtors. I know of many instances myself IcWhere failures have taken place and the interests of many t
instrs swept aside altogether. I may mention an i

Instance of one debtor who came to Montreal and said to his n
do not Iwill give you50 cents on the dollar, and if you t
the estate that, YOU will get nothing." The creditors took r
dollar fro' and I believe they realized over 60 cents on the t
kind, ai t. I know there are many instances of this n
p kid Ia think this Bill should, at least, be allowed to n
Pa 7 irst reading.77 9-

Mr. FLYNN. When the Bill for the abolition of the
Insolvent Law was introduced into this House, I opposed it,
because i believed then, as I do now, that it was necessary
in the commercial interest of this country that we should
have an Insolvent Law on our Statute-book The reason
given for the introduction of that Bill was that the estate of
insolvents were to a great extent wasted, and went into the
hands of official assignees, and not into the pockets of the
creditors. If such was the case, I held that it was altogether
the fault of the creditors, because the moment a trader
became insolvent, he placed his affairs in the bands of an
assignee, who called a meeting of the creditors, who dealt
with the estate as they saw fit; and, therefore, if the estate
was wasted, I contended that it was the fault of the creditors,
and that there was an unfair prejudice aroused in this
country against the Insolvent Law. Now, the bon. member
for East York (Mr. Boultbee) says that there is no necessity
for an Insolvent Law to-day, because this country is so pros-
perons; he says that there are no longer any soup kitchens
in the country. If that is the case, I am glad of it; but lot
me tell him that many traders who had to succumb to the
depression which existed from 1874 to 1878, if they had not
been able to take advantage of the Insolvent Law, would
not have been able to start again in business, although their
failure was due to no dishonesty or fault on their part.
Now, under our present system, the debtor can either
make a preferential assignment to one of the creditors, thus
defrauding the others, or, if he is unable to pay 100 cents on
the dollar, and there is a hard creditor who insists on the
pound of flesh and will not give him a release, he cannot do
business again perhaps for years and years; and the effect
of the system is, therefore, to drive many a man out of the
country to do business in the Unitod States. Therefore, I
say that the prejudice aroused against the Insolvent Law
was a meaningless one. While we are not aware of the
character of the Bill introduced by the hon. member for
West Toronto, I think it is nothing but fair that the House
should allow it to pass its first reading, and then we can see
what is in it and discuss it intelligently; and I trust that if
.t is introduced there will be a suffluient majority in this
louse to restore to this country what I consider a prime

necessity, and that is, an Insolvent Law.
Mr. PLUMB. I hope hon. gentlemen on the other side

will see that the " brute majority," as they were termed
ast night, can at least extend an act of cour-
tesy to a fellow member who rises to address the House.
I gave way to the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken,
because be seldom addresses the House, and when he does
be does it with courtesy and ability. The hon. member
who proposes to introduce a Bill providing for the distribu-
ion of insolvent estates, in answer to a question of mine,
tates that ho did not provide in it for the discharge of an
nsolvent debtor. During two or three years of the early
part of my parliamentary experience, I always voted
against propositions made for the repeal of the Insolvent
Law; I thought that during a period of depression such as
we were passing through, it was a simple act of mercy to
)ermit an Insolvent Act to stand on the Statute-book, which
would relieve the honest debtor when ho parted with
is property, when there was no fraud, when in many cases

he was made insolvent through losses which he could not
ontrol. But, in 1877, a material change was made in the
nsolvent Act as it thon stood; and on that occasion I cor-
ainly did reverse my vote; and I remember the courtesy
which was extended to me one afternoon when there was
o particular excitement in the House, and when I rose on
he other side to endeavor in a very few words to explain
my course with regard to the Insolvent Act. I remember
hat the courteous majority on this side of the House kept
me standing there for several minutes before I could make
mysolf heard, by the slamming of desks, oat-calls, tin
whistles, the playing of a jews' harp by a Cabinet
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Minister, the squeezing of toy balloons, and rapacious assignee who wants simply to make a f
the many howls and noises with which I was and close ont the affair to his best advanta
grected on that side of the House. I succeeded, how- regardless of the interests of either debtor or creditor.
e ver, in stating, what is reported in a few lines, that I had was ho to benefit by the second clause, which throwson hih
cbanged my opinion on the Insolvent Act, because I con- the onus of proving negligence or fraud on the part of the
sidered that it was a crying injustice that men should be assignee or inspector,. the man who has fattened out of thecompelled to go into insolvency, and have their property money wrung from him ? How is he to reach this m
thrown into the vortex of the official assignee's hopper,from How is ho, in any way, to prove a condition Of this kind?
which it would never come out again, and that they would Thon every one knows that men, particularly those men
never get a discharge unless they paid 50 cents on the dollar fall into bankruptcy through perfect honesty, but through
and made some special application that they were likely to lack of judgment are not likely to sit down deliberatel3
fail in. I felt that an Insolvent Law containing such provi- thirty days in advance to mail a letter to each creditor
sions was worse than a mockery, and I was glad when it telling him that the debtor is insolvent. I cannot conceivo
was wiped off the Statute-book. I remember with what there could ever be a case of that kind, because
unfeeling logic those amendments were used by the hon. every man is hopeful. No man believes, until ho
gentleman who brought them in-the then hon. Min- reaches the precipice, that haeis not going to escape. Those
ister of Justice and the present leader of the Opposi- three propositions were the propositions that induced me to
tion. I was struck by the tone of his argument;, and by vote against the Insolvent Act in toto. At that time i was
the evidence that ho had apparently no sympathy for those unable, owing to the extraordinary courtesy which was
people who were struggling in the darkest hours of adver- extended to me by the dominant majority, who always
sity, and when bankruptcies were piling up, day extended those courtesies, abetted and encouraged by the
after day and week after week, to the extent of about gentlemen who sat on the front benches, to make any
$30,000,000 a year. Among those thrown into extended explanation in regard.to my position on that Bill.
bankruptcy there were undouybtedly fraudulent men. But the proposition of my hon. friend which has been
There were undoubtedly men who went into bankruptcy for brought in, and which, upon the questions I asked him,
the purpose of cheating their creditors, but there were many seems to embrace no provision for the discharge of an
more who were unjustly forced into insolvency at a time insolvent, has enabled me, while I propose to urge that his
when no man's estate, suddenly brought under the hammer, Bill may be introduced-for that is a courtesy due to a
would bring 50 cents on the dollar of its valuation, to say gentleman of eminent standing in the legal profession who
nothing of paying 50 cents on the dollar to the creditors. takes the pains to bring up a measure of ihis
There was a slaughter market in Canada, not only brought kind-to make clear my position on this question. While I
about by the competition of American manufactures with intend to urge that the Bill be brought in, I by no means
ours, but also brought about by the sales by assignees of pledge myself to support the principle of the Bill, or to say
stock in bankruptcy which made property almost valueless, that I am in lavor at the present moment of renowing the
of that particular kind that comes most frequently into the Insolvent Laws on our Statute-books. There are periods of
hands of the assignees. It is well known that many mon depression when Bankruptcy Acts become necessary, and
could have tided over their difficulties had a few there are also periods when it is not desirable to have such
months delay been granted them and not have laws. In fact there are many gentlemen of wide com-
incurred the disgrace of being put into the Insolvent Court; mercial experience, sound views and great legal acumen,
but the law provided that a man could be thrown into bank- who always oppose anything in the shape of a proposition
ruptcy upon the default of $100 or $200, and we all know looking to the discharge of a debtor in the Bankruptcy
what became of a man's property when an official assignee Courts. IMany hon. gentlemen opposite are strongly
got possession of it. I believe that in a debt due me of impressed with this view, and we know there was a good
$400, I got something like a dividend of 81 cents, deal of prejudice on the part of hon. gentlemen fron the
through the courtesy of the official assignee, who, I suppose, Province of Quebec in the former Parliament against the
got 10 or 15 per cent. out of the estate. A greater mistake Act, because it did not permit farmers to have the benefit of
eould not be conceived than the amendment made to that it. There were propositions, I think, made once or twiceto
particular section. That amendment reads as follows:- amend the law in that direction. The Act of 1877, as I said

before, was passed largely amending the Insolvent
"Section 65 is amended by adding thereto the words: Provided Actr makin it far m re strin rntin its Provisions.

always that the Judge shall not grant any discharge under this section, a e
in any case, unless some one of the following conditions be falfilled, I felt it my duty to reverse my vote upon that occasion,
that is to say, that a dividend of not less than 50 cents on the dollar on and mainly on account of the more stringent provisions that
the unsecured claims has been or will be paid out of the insolvents' had been thrown around the discharge of the bankrupt-that
property; or that such a dividend might have been paid but for the
negligence or fraud of the assignee or inspectors; or that the insolvent the Bankrupt Act might not be a refuge for roguery, whîih,
had, on some one day prior to the proceedings in insolvency mailed, I conceive, such an Act may be made. But there were tho-
repaid and registered, to the address of all his creditors, so far as sands of honest mon, struggling under misfortune, to whom
nown to him, a declaration acknowledging his insolveney, and that no Wh

proceedings in insolvency had been instituted againast the insolvent for that Act was the only possible avenue of escape, men Wh
more than a month after the mailing of such notice, and that such a their families depending upon them, men utterly crushed,
dividend would have been paid but for circunstances for which the many of them because they had been weak enough to be sure-

feoetcnof uc be hlartnible arisg mre thn one nonth ties for others, without any improper act of their own. I do not

think that those men should beo kept under the harrow, year

It is evident, from those three propositions, that there was after year, when there was a means of relieving themli Which
no desire to show any mercy to the unfortunate bankrupt. did no possible harm to any one. The storm passed over.
A dividend of 50 cents on the dollar might or might not It is a matter of controversy between ourselves and hon.
have been paid out of his property, but it is evident ho could gentlemen opposite what was the cause of the clouds ris ilg
have no possible control over it, and it is well known that so suddenly, of the reappearance of the clear sky, and the
when a man is suffering under the depression that arises out return of the old proeperity. There may be honest differenrn
of complicated misfortunes which compel him to give hie of opinion on the subject. For My part, this rotera
property and place him, as it were, out of the pale of busi- of prosperity was largely owing to the fact that,
ness men, he loses his judgment and his ability, in a great the 17th of September, 1878, the people cf henadn
measure, to direct his affairs, while -he is aleo deprived of reversed the verdict which had been snatched froI ttire
all sort of control, either by advice or otherwise, over the January, 1874, and requested certain gentlemen to"t
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from1 the trust; and that verdict stated, in unmistakablei
t that they had not administered acceptable to the
najority of the people of Canada. We had an issue that
NV fairly tested, and that was seoclear that no man could
mistake it. That issue had been mis-stated by hon. gentle-
men opposite, and declared not a fair one. They have
attempted to say that we did, as we know they did-deceive
tth people and filch a verdict from them. But the hon.
member for Centre Huron, when the proposition for Protec-
tion was brought forward by Sir John A. Macdonald, etated
that ho was glad that we had now, for once, a direct issue
that was known, upon which We were standing, and that
the people of Canada could not mistake-upon which we
went to the polls. Thore was no misunderstanding
of it at that time; but thoy were glad to make
out there had been such a misunderstanding whon
they found the people had pronounced against them.
The returning weight of prosperity diminished the bank-
ruptoies greatly. The Insolvent Law had been repealed,
and although it was falsely charged by certain hon. gen-
tlemen, who are arguing against the fact of returned pros-
pority, that the disasters of 1879 were to a certain extent
chargeable upon the incoming Administration-which they
stated had failed to produce the prosperity that they had
promised, and which hon. gentlemen opposite insisted
should spring up in a night, like Jonah's gourd-those
bankrupteies were hastened, accumulated and swollen up
1-y the fear that the Insolvent Act would be repealed; and
mon who were in a condition which made them foar they
would require to take advantage of it, hurried into insol-
vency, while others were brought into it by their creditors,
prior to the final repealing of the Act. Hence the number
of bankruptcies in 1879 was swollen beyond the propor-
tions possible under other circumstances. The Bankruptcy
Act was repealed ; still the iron hand was upon the poor
unfortunate insolvent. The section -which I have read
still held the man who had been ground through the mill of
the Insolvent Act powerless. Well, I wish te give all credit
and thanks to an hon. gentleman who introduced 2a Bill to
relieve those struggling unfortunates. There was no reason
for keeping them any longer under the barrow. They
have been stript of everything, and were comparatively
few; for it is almost always the case that the misfortune
that attaches to a Bankrupt Act faits upon the honest and
lot the dishonest man. The crashed and helpless debtors
aid their ruined families were likely to be tormented by
those creditors from whom they could get no discharge, and
those poor mon were proper objects of the commiseration
of this Housc. My hon. friend from Prince Edward there-Ire brought in a Bill to relieve them, to his honor be itsaid, which Bill met with the general acceptance of this
IIouse. Bat the hon. momber for West Durham still
fastened his relentless grip upon the unfortunate
lebtors. le opposed in the strongest language the
doption of that humane proposition, employing theotrengest language and using much the same argumentsoffered, with that skill of which ho is a master, as a special
Pleader--he introduced almost the sane arguments ho intro-duced before. But the effect upon the hon. gentleman's

berowers ias not what ho anticipated. Member after mera-
r rose in his place and sustained the proposition of the

hon. ermber for Prince Edward,and at length, after very con-Siderable debate, most of those who spoke on the subjectthat tong ground in its favor, for there could be nothing
tenould more appeal to the hearts and sympathies of hon.
woerbeers than that proposition : an evident fact that theywereentirely il sympathy with thom. That debate con.
houist, A.h proposition was brought in for a six montha'
hois, ir was negatived. A vote was thon taken uponoed Bi, and in a thin house of 133 mombers, ninety-nine

Voto4 'ri its favor, and thirty-four vqted against it, and I

fail to see-in that division the name of the hon. momber for
West Durham.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Read the names.
Mr. PLU MB. I will read the names with great pleasure:

Ys&s: Anglin, Bain, Béchard, Bolduc, Brown, Burpee (St. John)4
Burpee (Sunbury), cameron (Huron), Cartwright, Charlton, Dumont,
Grandbois, Gnn, Hesson, Jackson, King, Landry, La Rue, Mcoallum,
McKay, Malouin, Merner, Méthot, Olivier, Paterson (Srant), Perrault,
Pinsonneault, Rinfret, Rouleau, Rymal, Scriver, Trow, Wiser, Yeo-34.

NAÂs: Allison, Arkell, Barnard, Beauchesne, Bergeron, Bill, B:>rden,
Boultbee, Bowell, Bunster, Cameron (Victoria), Carling, Caron, Cas-
grain, Cimon, Colby, Connell, Costigan, Coughlin, tJoursol, Ourrier,
Cuthbert, Dawson, Desjardins, Domville, Drew, Ferguson, Fleming,
Fortin, Fulton, Geoffrion, Gigault, Gillies, Gilimor, Girouard (Kentk
Guthrie, Hackett, Haddow, HIggart, Hay, Billiard, Hooper, Hunting-
ton, Ives, Jones, Killam, Kilvert, Kranz, Lane, Langevin, Lantier,
Laurier, Little, Longley, Macdonald (King's), Macdonald (Sir John),
McDonald (Cape Breton), McDonald (Pictou), MacDonn ll (Inverness),
Macmillan, Mecarthy, McCuaig, McDougall, MeLennan, McQuade,
McRory, Mills, Mousseau, Muttart, O'Connor, Ogden, Orton, Patterson,
(Essex), Pickard, Platt, Plumb, Pope (Compton), Pope (Queen's),
Robertson (Hamilton), Rochester, Ross (Middlesex), Royal, Ryan,
(Marquette), Ryan (Montreal), Rykert, Scott, Shaw, Skinner, Smith,
Sproule, Thompson, Tilley, Tupper, Wade, Wallace (Norfolk), Wallace
(York), Weldon, Williams, Wright-99.

An hon. gentleman behind me says ho doos not recognize the
hon. momber for West Durham. Well, the bon. mem-
ber for West Durham having made a speech against the
measure, and finding that it was likely to be overwhelm-
inly passed, if my eyes did not deceive me, remained some-
whero beside the Speaker's Chair, while at least a portion of
the division was going on, but did not record his vote. It
seemed to me to be one of those occasions when an hon.
gentleman should have had the courage of his opinions. I
am glad indeed that a large majority of this House took a
different view froin tho bon. member for West Durham, and
that among those were some of the chiefest of his followers.
I am also much obliged to my hon. friend, my genial friend,
my knightly friend, the hon mcmber for Westmoreland, for
requesting me to read the names and giving me an oppor-
tunity of reviewing that record. Sir, I would like very much
if the House could see its way clear to pormitting my hon.
friend for West Toronto to bring in his Bill. I do
not think it is desirable in any case when an hon.
member perfectly competent to do vo has taken the
pains to prepare a measure - and we all know
that my hon. friend is perfectly competent, and would not
bring in a measure unless he had taken pains with it-I
think as a matter of course the House ought to allow the
hon. member to introduce his Bill. It is sometimes the case
that the louse refuses to accept a new proposition. I know
nothiug of this Bill, but the general principle has been one
that has often been discussed in the louse, and I have no
doubt that if there are objectionable features in the Bill ho
will be willing to modify it, and none of Us, I fancy, would
commit ourselves to the proposed Bill * by sanctioning its
introduction into this House. I am afraid that in making
this explanation I have taken up more time than I intended
to wben I arose. I do not wish, on any occasion, to have it
considered that when I make a speech in the House the
119th Psalm shall be appended by way of making it shorter.
I observe that my hon. friend has a notice on the paper to
introduce another Bill, the purport of which may, perhaps,
obviate or neutralize the objections which have been made
against this Bill. This is an Act for the discharge
of past insolvent debtors. I do not know exactly
who is meant by that. I dare say ho will strike out the past
tense, and will make a little grammatical correction which
is quitein accord with the critical gentlemen on the other
side of the flouse, who are nothing if they are not gram.
matical, and certainly nothing if they are not critieal. My
right hon. friend suggests an amendment to my expression;
ho says they are nothing if they are not grammatical. and
they tre nothing if they are; but that, I think, night be
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discourteous, and if I make the statement I withdraw it
immediatcly. However, I may say this: that in a certain
grammatical sense they are just now very forcibly in the
objective case, and I can tell these hon. gentlemen that I
believe I speak the sentiments of the people ofCanada when
I tell them that they would not be very soon in the posses-
sive. I notice that whenever they make an attack they
bave to defend themselves before they have got half through
with it. I trust it will be the opinion of the House that my
hon. friend bave leave to bring in bis Bills, the
one, I fancy, to a certain extent explains the other.
As a layman I should apologize to distinguisbed members
of the bar, who wear silk gowns and sit in high places in
the Courts, for having ventured to have made an address
upon a subject which to a large extent is a technical one,
and one which is best dealt with by the profession; but as
a man of some experience in business, as one having seen
several great crises pass over the country, having seen the
operation of Bankruptcy Acis and Insolvency Laws, having
been old enough to remember when it was considered the
best thing that could be done with a man who was in debt
was to imprison him for life by way of recovering the
money, baving seon that punishment modified into gaol
limits one mile square, and that again abolished as
a relie of barbarism, and Insolvency Laws enacted
by which estates were pretty fairly distributed,
I think a measure such as that proposed by the
hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) should
always meet with the consideration of the House. I say,
in closing, that Insolvency Laws should, upon general prin-
ciples, be so framed as to give every encouragement to a
trader who falls into difficulties to give up bis property
promptly and fairly, and to feel be is not dealing with an
inveterate and implacable foe, but with a sympathizing
friend who is inclined to help him as far as possible in bis
difficulties. But with the Insolvent Act as amended, it was
like a death blow to any sensitive man and man of honor to
place himself under the operation of the Act. The law has
worked very well in the United States. Insolvency Acts
have been passed during periods of depression, and have
subsequently been modified, and when periods of depression
returned they have azain been enacted. A sweeping
Bankruptcy Act was passed after the crisis of 1826-27,
another was passed about 1847. These were periods
of great crisis in the commercial hibtory of
the country; another was in 1857, anothe'r was in 1861,
and another, more terrible than al], was in 1873. But there
never has been any exhibition ofharshness towards creditors
there. One reason of the great prosperity of the United
StatCs, of the great activity of its business mon, is that ali
mon supposed to have dealt fairly and honestly, always meet
with a candid response froin their creditors when they
make an assignment and suri ender their property, and
those disasters fall upon the most active, enterprising and
industrious men, who are promoting large, speculative and
new enterprises. It is to the credit of the United States,
as it is to its advantage, that those mon have not been kept
under the harrow, and I can point to some of the most
weaithy men in the United States who, having been placed
in hopeless circur.stances, have, by the gonerosity of their
ci editors., and by the beneficent operation of the Bankruptcy
Law, have been relieved, and have paid their debts in full,
dollar for dollar, afterwards, when prosperity returned to
thom, which never would have occurred except under the
operation of such a law. I trust the hon. member for West
Toronto will be permitted to introduce bis Bil.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The subject proposed to be dealt
with by the Bill is one of great importance and one which
Parliament can deal with. We cannot discus the merits of
the Bill because it is not before the House; hon. members
may discuss the abstract proposition as regards snob a law,
and it is therefore only due to the hon. member, who has
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undoubtedly given a good deal of thought and consideration
to the subject, that he should have an opportunity of sub
mitting his Bill to the House. It is due to the hon. gent,.
man as a matter of courtesy, and I think as a matter ofright, as the subject is one in which the country has much
interest.

Mr. McCALLUM. I have no objection to the hon. mer.
ber introducing the Bill; but I understood from his rermarks
that it was framed in the interest of the creditor not Of the
debtor, and that it is merely to divide the property fairly
among the creditors. There have been great doubts as to
the advantage of Bankruptcy Laws fbrmerly. I think the
law is ail right as far as the collection of debts is concerned -
if a trader sells goods to a party the law should enablo
him to collect the debt if the man is able
to pay it. There are, however, a great many
wholesale dealers in this country who send out agents, and
force good.s on the people-in fact, many purchasers bov
more goods than they should buy; and the dealers now
want the power to place such men in insolvency the
moment they are unable to pay and divide the property
among themselves. Under the old system of bankruptcy,
no one received any money except the assignee. I admit
that after great crises a Bankruptcy Law may be necessary,
and this practice bas been followed in the United States.
The hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) bas pointed
out that these propositions on the subject have
been introduced by the hon. member for West
Durbam (Mr. Blake), but this, the fourth proposition,
is no better, but in some respects worse than
those made by that hon. gentleman. Wren the Bankruptcy
Law was in operation, and notices of assignment were sent
me, I would not pay the expenses to look after them, because
I received nothing in the end. I do not want a renewal of
that system. It was almost a premium, based on rascality,
in this way, that when a man entered into business, obtained
credit, and succeeded, ail was well, but, if he failed, he
simply went through the Bankruptcy Court, got white-
washed, and commenced business again. Speaking as tho
representative of a rural constituency, I consider it my daty
to oppose, at the present time, the enactment of any
Bankrupt Law in any shape. I do not say that, if the
circumstances of the country should change, that a Bank-
ruptcy Law might not be desirable, but, under existing
circumstances, with the trade of the country prosperous and
every man obtaining a fair day's wages for a fair day'a
work, we do not want a Bankruptcy Law.

Mr. SPROULE. It may appear a littie unfair to expreSs
an opinion on a Bill which bas not been read the first time,
but the fact appears to be that from the experience of the
past we are disposed to look with suspicion on anv Bl
which scems to tend in the direction of reviving the Jnsol-
vent Act. From the first law of the kind-the one passed
I think in 1864-down to the time when the last law Was
repealed in 1879, the tendency of these laws appears to h5Ve
been to put a premium on dishonesty more than anythn
ease. They were passed in the interests of two classes-the
wholesale men on the one side land the retail men on th'
other. The wholesale men were thon, as now, in the habit
of sending their travellers throughout the country, who did
their best to soeil ail the goods they could, andin many cases
they sold to irresponsible men, men of low standing and lit'e
honesty, and there was a strong temptation held out for e
to go into lines of business of which they had no kwoîedge,
the inevitable result being the ultimate ruin of both parties
These men sold the goods on the principle of lond be sold
and said to themselves that some of the goods woul and
that they would get, at any rate, a share of the profits ad,
if the crash came, they would go in with the others a
their share in the distribution of the assets. Th of the
claimed that tho Insolvency Act was in the interest
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trader, because there were many provisions of the law whith may not go to the extent of desiring a renewal of a general
t iowed those who were disposed to be honest to take advan- Bankruptcy Law, but they certainly do go so far as to
tage of it, and compromise with their creditors, and the desire a measure which shall proclude preferential assign-
reaUlt was that many men became insolvent once, and some monts, and at the same time prevent the too active and
as any as three or four times, and that they made money by exacting creditor from reaping the reward of his enorgy,
every operation. On the other hand, the honest man who was perhaps to the injury of the honest debtor, or of
etruggling with poverty and unable to make his way, the creditors at large. These are the reasons which

ho might have accounts with these debtors, had to take induce me to vote for the first reading of this Bill.
his share with the rest so far as the estate would allow. It is, of course, unnecessary to say that in doing so
Then the system of assignees who very often absorbed I do not commit myself to the details of the measure. With
almost the whole of the estate, and the debtor was left regard to the denunciations which have been pronounced
without being able to get a discharge. His debts were not against the Bankruptoy Act which was proviously on the
paid, and the stigma of disbonesty rested upon him so that Statute-book, I belicve that a measure which will not
he was worse off than before. To what class of men do only procure the distribution of the estates of debtors, but
these remarks apply ? We will say that two men start in will enable them to obtain a discharge from their obligations,
life. One man is a merchant and falis back on the Insolv- so they may be free to again enter into business, is an advan-
vency Law. He can whitewash himself from any blame tage not only to the debtor but to the country; I hold that it
and begin anew. The result was to encourage reckless is to the advantage of the country that ail the business talent
speculation. Mon went into businesses for which they were and energy should be froe to be expended in the various
unfitted, and in wbich they had no previous experience, trades and occupations. One important consideration in
without any of the consideration which a judicious and right connection with measures .of this kind is, that under the
thinking man would have employed beforo making such a existing state of the law frauds are frequently perpetrated,
venture. On the other hand, take the case ofthe mechanie. as for instance when a man receives credit frorm friends,
lie starts in business, and although ho, perhaps, does not who find that soon an old creditor comes along and sweeps
invest so much money as the other, ho bas to struggle with away ail the goods which the trader bas thus obtained. For
many difficulties, not merely in the way of business, but these reasons, I shall unite with those gentlemen who have
perhaps ho bas had sickness in his family, and under expressed themselves as disposed to vote for the first read-
the pressure of circumstances he is comp2lled ing of this Bill; and if the bon. gentleman who bas charge
to succumb. The sberiff comes down on him of it will move at the second reading to refer it to a Con-
and he is sold out, while the other can always mittee where ail the details may be considered, I think a
fall back on the benefits of the Insolvency Act. Under measure may be arrived at which will meot all the noces-
that Act no protection was afforded for a very large class sities of the case.
compared with the merchant, for whom it was speeiaily Mr. HIESSON. I bave ver littl sypth with a Bil
intended, and this numerous class had not the chance oef .thisi. i1 ma b no.ry in ym ityreat of the
starting life de niovo as the others had. Wo are always of this kind. It may bt ncessary in the interest of the
harping about the few that break down under theso cirum trade of th country, but it is not popular the country,
stances, but there is a very numerous class outside of this and served that the members who appear thesuchas m most anxious to promote a new Insolvent Bill in thissncb as farmers, mechanics, tradesmen and laboring mon, lieusaesa u fùthcie.1knwhtterrl
who are entitled to much more consideration, on account o? Iuse, are as a rule from the cities. I know that the ruralwhoareenttle tomuc moe cnsieraion onacctin ofconstituencies o? Canada are flot in favor o? an Insoiventtheir numbers, than the class described as traders. There iscnstt eese anaaa n tu favor f n Inslen
no doubt that the last decisive verdict given by this House Act; and representing a rural constituency, I fee called
against the Insolvent Acts was such as to leave the impres- upon to say that a mensure, such as the last Insolvent Act,
sin on th country that it was nt beieved that suc which marked so strongly the distinction betwoen mon iii
legislation as in the interests oetimatetrd that, trade and commerce and others who make their living by
in short, insolvent Laws had a tendency rather to make men the sweat of their brows, but who could net take advantago
deal in a way not considored honest by respectable people. of an Insolvent Act to wipe out their indebtedness, is highly
Moreover, when the Act was done awby with, we did not objectionable. I feol, thorefore, that I have a right to take
find any strong outcry in favor of its renewal. There was a position on this question which does not vary much, if
nothing like the objection te its repeal which any, froin the position I took when the Insolvent Act was
some led us to expect. Three years have clapsed repealed at a former Session of this House. It may b a
since that time, and we do not find insolvency want of courtesy on the part of hou. members of this House
increasing. inmfat, te casen e to object te the first reading of the Bill, and I shall not go
1s ne strong feeling in the country in faver e goig back so far as to do so, because there may be some good points
to such a law. Such legislation is intended t benofit the in it which might be worthy of consideration by an intelhi-
ver-y same class who were largely instrumental in bringing gent Committee, to whom, 1 presume, the Bill would b
about the disastrous results which they tried to remedy by referred ; but I take this opportunity to say that I am
an Insolvent Law. At all events the principle of a law opposed te legislation in that direction altogether. I do
which affords a protection te one particular class and does not think the tîme bas come to require such a measure; on
not afford a similar protection toe a much more numerous the contrary, the improved condition of the country renders
body such as the mechanics, farmers, and laboring men, i it less desirable than when the Insolvent Act was repealed.
essentially unjust and meanwhile it may be unreasonable Upon that ground, and upon the ground that I feel that the
to raise one's voice against a Bill before it as been read the introduction of a Bill, such as I understand this to be, in
r the nterest of those in trado and commerce, and not offirt t"rne. As I said before, tbe feeling is se streng ngainst those in other branches of business, us objectionahie; and
kInsolvent Act that we look with suspicion on anything toemohrbace fbsnsi betoal n
annsoai attempt t rewnew itc although I shall not object to the first reading, I must
Mr. RICHEY. In common with many other hon.nmemttraise my voice against it on the second roading, if it comesbersn bof ore the Ileuse.thI think it is due to the hon. gentleman who bas taken

soe pains to prepare a Bill, which certainly is a response in Mr. McCUAIG. This Bill is oniily intended to distribute'oIn tneasure to the wishes of the commercial community insolvent estates, and not to grant discharges. As the lawcf the colntry, that ho should be allowed to have the Bill stands now, a judgment creditor seizes upon the property of
Cm the.rst time so that its dotails may be considered in a debtor, and sells it at a great sacrifice-perhaps sells pro-

CulXittole.The 'commercial community of the country perty worth ton dollars for one dollar-to get his own
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money, to the great loss of the other creditors. As the law
stands in Ontario at present, it encourages the sharp
business man to sue and get judgment over the other credi-
tors, and once he gets judgment, he can recover his money
by sacrificing the property of all the other creditors. As t
understand this Bill it is to prevent that, and to enable the
property to be fairly divided.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

DISCHARGE OF INSOLVENT DEBTORS.

Mr. BEATY moved for loave to introduce Bill (No.
137) for the discharge of past insolvent debtors. le said:
The object of this Bill is simply to provide means for the
discharge of insolvents who are such previous to the passing
of this Act. It is not contended that the Act should apply
to the timo dur:ng which it is in force, or run concurrently
with that which has just been introduced; it is simply intended
to apply to cases of persons who have alreadygiven up their
estate, in order to enable the creditor to find out whether
tbey have any property or not, and, if they have
not been guilty of fraud in éonnection with their busi-
ness, and obtained the consent of one-half in number and
three-fourths in value of their creditors, to obtain a dis-
charge. Under those circumstances the creditors may ask
the Court to enforce the discharge against the creditora who
do not agrec to it; but that difficulty will only arise in
cases where a large number of creditors are in favor of a
disecharge, but two or three may prevent it from having
effect, and the debtor is obliged to struggle against difflii-
culties which be cannot overcome. I do not think that
there should be an Insolvent Act with a power of discharge
running concurrently with the Act. Persons enter into
trade and obtain goods from others knowing that they will
be able to obtain a discharge and begin business again.

Bill introduced and rend the first time.

which, under the Statute, he would Dot be entitled topay.
It appears to me that a measure of this description, dealingwith public funds in that way, was one which ought te o
initiated upon resolution in Committee of the Whole, and
not on a Bill, and, although it does not appear so, itndnotice, which is a more notice, to introduce a Bill to amend
the Act; and the hon.gentleman will probably aind himself
on the second reading of this Bill, in a fatal difficulty in
prosecuting it further, if it turns out that it ought to be
initiated by resolution. Therefore [take the liberty oe cal-
ling his attention to that resolution.

Mr. BOWELL. I followed the course pursued by the
hon. the Finance Minister in introducing that Bill last
Session. If it is ruled that it must be introduced by
resolution, I will not push the motion now. The Bil
authorizes the payment of public funds in the shape of
drawbacks. The old Bill provided that the manufacturers
should be paid a sum out of the public revenue, not exceed.
ing the duty which will be paid, if the articles they used
were imported for a certain purpose. It was found in
working it practically that we could not pay under that
Bill any portion of the money until the article had actually
gone into construction. What I ask the House to do is
simply te put the Government into precisely the same
position they occupy in reference te the Tariff resolutions,
which, I think, are introduced by resolution in the first
place, and to enable them to pay the monoy at another
period.

Mr. BLAKE. Quite so; but it is au anticipated theory,
and it is dealing with public money contrary to law;
and, as my hon. friend the member for Lambton says, there
is a question of trade involved.

Mr. BOWELL. I am content to let the motion btand as
a notice.

Motion allowed to stand

DRAWBACKS. MILITIA RETURNS.
Mr. BOWELL on moving the first reading of a Bill Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like te ask the Goveramelt

to amend Chapter 12, 44th Victoria, for the allowance of when the militia returns I asked for some time ugo are
drawback on certain articles manufactured in Canada and ikely te a ear. On Monda the Minister et'Militia
used by the Canadian Pacifi iRailway Company, said:1r tohe papers
Under the Act of last Session the rebateould not be paid1eneral Luard je leaving the country on a long vieiL, aud
until was these papers have been kept by the Goverment uhtilehoois
thonght better, atter a good deal of correspondence, 5 ut'ly awa
the manufacturers of these articles should b
placed in the same position as those of any other articles of Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Minister et'Militi8,
which the raw material is adnitted free. I propose simply te who je net present, premised they would bo ready ted5Y
substitute the words "toe used " forI" used by " the Cana- o to-erro but Ithglteywel b do e Thl
dian Pacifie Railway, and to add a proviso that before any
rebate is made to the manufacturer, the manufacturer shallto'morrow.
give a bond to the Customs Department that these articles Mr. MACKENZ[E. The Geral will be-IY
shall boeused for no other purpose than that for which they morrow.
are sold, and in case they should not be so used the Canadian
Pacific Railway pledge themselves to pay back to the IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Government the rebate allowed. The Department obtains Mr. MASSUE, in the absence et Mr. BENOIT, enquiIl
from the railway authorities an account of the exact Whether it je the intention et the Government te prohibit
quantity of materials used in the construction of every mile absolutely the use et any meusure other tian the irPerial
of railway, and according as certain portions of the contract measure in the sale et grain, &c.?
is completed, the Department will ascertain whether a
larger amount of goods las been imported free than was Mr. MOUSSEAU. It le net the intention et' ;IhoaGe
necessary, and in that case the railway company under ment te prohibit absolutely the use et any other
their bond, will be called on to pay the duty on any goodsother than the Imperial measuro; freedom le ote
imported in excess of requirements. trader te seli by weight, or by the bag, but -When ho 5011s

Mr. BLAKE. It would be very material to us to have by measure, it must ho by the Imperial gallon.
all the correspondence and papers moved for in this connec- PORT 0F ENTRY IN CHESLEY.
tion, in order to discuss this Bill thoroughly, i do not
propose--on a mere statement of the lon. gentleman-to Mt
enter into any discussion on its merits now. It appears toth Goverament te establish a port of entin Chel
me, however, from the hon. gentleman's explanation, that s e orrake
the measure is one authorizing him to pay publie moneys Railway, and if se, when?

Mr. MMCru.i.
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qr. IBOWELL. The application made for the establish-
ing of an out-port in Chesley has been referred to the

Inspector of Customs to report, and as soon as he makes

his report I shall be enabled to state whether an out-port
will be established or not.

MONUMENT TO THE MEMORY OF SIR GEORGE
CARTIER.

Mr. IJOUDE, in the absence of Mr. TAssÊ, enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the Government to take
action in relation to the credit of 810,000, voted last Session,
for the purpose of erecting a monument to the memory of
Sir George Cartier ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the intention of the
Government.

LIGHTHOUSES IN LOTBINIÈRE.

Mr. IRINFRET enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to retain lights in the lighthouses con-
structed in 1880 in the Parish of St. Emilie, county of
Lotbinière ?

Mr. McLELAN. These lighthouses were erected to serve
the new channel that is being dredged. Till it is com-
pleted the old channel is served by those lights, which will
be removcd to the new channel when it is finished.

COMPENSATION TO JOSEPU CHARLES LISLOIS.

Mr. CASGRAIN enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to compensate Joseph Charles Lislois for
the burning of his building near the Intercolonial Rail-
way ; if so, in what amount ; if not, why not ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That matter was referred to
the officiai arbitrator, who has reported that it is proved
that the spark-arrester was in good order, and consequently
that the Government are not liable.

CLAIM OF LUCIEN MORIN.

Mr. CASGRAIN enquired, Why the Government has not
yet paid the claim of Lucien Morin as to expropriation and
damages in the Parish of St. Rochs des Aulnets, in con-
nection with the Intercolonial .Railway, both as respects last
year and the preceding year ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That matter was referred to
Mr. Simard, one of the officiai arbitrators, who reported
that the amount of money required to be paid for the claim
in this case had been offered to him judicially and had been
declined. The claimant has requested permission to
appoint an arbitrator,which, of course, cannot be allowed; but
thle matter has been referred to the full Board for their
adjndication.

Mr. CASGRAIN. That was for the past year, but not forthis year.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is to cover the whole

ase Ther atter being referred to Mr. Simard, he reported
forfpayingfor each of the ballast pits $100, and forthe right of way to the ballast pits in order to use them, andanual rent of 82; and for 100 feet of length, 40 feet width,

dring the time it was in use for the removal of the em-
offer men after the track was removed, $30. All this was
tofered Morin and declined. He requested the Department
h apoint an arbitrator which cannot be allowed. The

the Osbject, with the evidence taken before Mr. Sip»ard,at arbitrator, has been referred to the full Board.

frthe. CS.G That was the previous year, but not

Sir CeARh 'aVe beforemS TUPER. That is all the information Inibfoe• e

WORKS CONNECTED WITH THE APPROACH
TO ISLE AUX NOIX.

Mr. BOURASSA enquired, Whether it i the intention
of the Government to complete the works connected with
the approach to Isle aux Noix, and, if so, whether they
intend to place in the Supplementary Estimates a sum
sufficient for the completion of the said works?

Sir HECT[OR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position to
give an immediate answer to the hon. member, but I can
tell him that the question is engaging my attention at
present.

It being Sx o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

TIILRD READINGS.

The following Bill was read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 20) respecting the Portage, Westbourne and

North-Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
The following Bills were considered in Committee, read

the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 60) to incorporate the Ottawa, Waddington and

New York Railway and Bridge Company.-(Mr. Currier.)
Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Canada Mutual Tele-

graph Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the Lake Athabaska and

Hudson Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Vic-
toria.)

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT.

The House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
11) to amend the Criminal Law and to extend the provis-
ions of the Act respecting offences against the person.-(Mr.
Cameron, Huron.)

(In the Committee.)

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The Bill is now presented as
amended by the Select Committee, to which it was referred,
who took as their basis the suggestions made by the First
Minister. As hon. gentlemen have the Bill in their hands
there is not much necessity for explaining it. The amend-
ments made by the Committee were made unanimously. I
move the adoption of the first clause.

Mr. OUIMET. I do not see why we should pass legis-
lation in this House which is in force in no othor country.
It is legislation which bas been deemed unnecessary in
other countries, and I do not see why we should adopt such
exceptional legislation here which will be, as it is,rather a
bad certificate of our people to other countries. I moi e
in amendment that the Committee do now rise.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). My hon. friend is opposing
the Bill on the ground that, this offence is not made a
criminal or statutory offence in any other country. If the
hon. gentleman had taken the trouble to look into the laws
of other countries he would never have committed himself to
such an announcement. There are few countries in the
world except England and Canada which have not made
this offence a statutory offence. It is a statutory offence in
Illinois, Ohio, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
New York, Pennsylvannia, Wisconsin, New Jersey, Mis-
sissippi, Texas, Arkansas, Maine, Michigan, Iowa, Minne-
sota. It is a criminal offence in India and some of the
Continental States. When I moved the second reading of
the Bill, I gave some instances which 1 thought would
justify Parliament in legislating in this direction, and to
show that it would rather be a disgrace, I was going to say,
il we did not pass such a Bill. It las always appeared a
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marvellous thing to me, that it has nover before been mad
a statutory crime. I think tbe hon. the First Ministe
agreed that it was proper that it should be made a statutor
offence, that it is an offence of a gross and scandalou
character, and that a person found guilty of committing i
should receive the severest punishment. The hon. gentle
man who bas moved the amendment knows that in his owi
Province, not long ago, a man was tried for having commit
ted murder upon the oflspring of a connection of the kin
here provided against, and I know of three cases in whicl
the offence bas been committed, and the persons tried in
way in which they should not have been tried.

Mr. OUIMET. If there was an instance in my knowledg
which would show that this legislation was necessary,1
would gladly support the Bill, but I know of no instance i
our part of the Dominion which could justify us in adopting
such exceptional legislation as this Bill offers.

Mr. IVES. The argument which the bon. member foi
Laval (Mr. Ouimet) has used with regard to this Bill migh
apply to every provision of the Criminal Law with precisely
the same force. He says that to pass such a BiIl would
give the people ofthisiDominion a bad certificate ofcharacter
and that we should not pass a law which is not in force, a
I understand, in the Mother Country. We might say th
same thing with regard to the statutory provision againsi
larceny-that it would give a bad impression of our people
abroad, that larceny is committed sometimes in Canada
notwithstanding the great morality of the people. I do not
agree with my bon. friend that the passing of un Act of
this kind would have any such effect. If, as he said, there
is no necessity for the passing of a law that might be a
reason why it should not be passed, but I do not understand
that even that would be a very strong reason. If there is no
offence of this kind committed, there would be no harm in
baving the law on the Statute-book. I do not see that either
of the hon. gentleman's arguments, that it is not necessary
or that it would be a bad certificate of character, is a very
strong argument why the Bill should not pass.

Mr. MILLS. This was at one time the law of England;
and it was only in consequence of the changes which took
place in the functions of the ecclesiastical courts at the
time of the Reformation, that there was a change in the
execution of the law, which practically did away with the
punishment that was attached to the offence. If the power
formerly exercised by the ecclesiastical courts had been
formally transferred to the criminal courts, this would have
been punished the same as other crimes; and it is because
we have followed the practice of England since the Refor-
mation, and made no provision for the punishment of this
particular offence by official legislation, that it never was a
crime here.

Mr. DESJARDINS. If we were revising our criminal
code of laws, I would be willing to add this special clause to
the general legislation ; but I do not see why, there being no
cause shown for it, we should make a new law for this
special case. Under the circumstances, I approve of the
motion jhat the Çommittee do now rise.

Committee rose.

WITNESSES IN MISDENMEANOIRS.

Mr. CAMERON (IIuron), in moving the second read-
ing of Bill (No. 10), to provide that persons charged with
misdemeanors shall be competent as witnesses, said : The
provisions of this Bill are very short; they are simply that
all persons charged with what are known as misdemeanors
shall be competent and compellable to give evidence-com-
petent to give evidence in their own behalf, and compellable
to give evidence in behalf of the Crown. The provisions
of the Bill are confined to misdemeanors. My hon. friend

Mr. C.xzaoN (iluron).

e from North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) bas a Bill on the pape,
r extending the provisions of the law as i now stands toal
y crimes of whatever nature. My Bill does not go quite thIt
s far; I prefer, in making changes in the Crimina Law, to go
t slowly, rather than to make changes rapidly, and WithoU
- perhaps, sufficient care and consideration. The principle
n of the Bill is not a new one; it is recognized by
- Parliament already. In 1878 this Parliament passed a.d Act making the defendant, in ail cases of assault,
i competent and compellable to give evidence, anda making bis wife competent and compellable to give

evidence also. Two years afterwards the provisions of that
Bill were extended to batteries, and that is now the law of
the land. That the provisions of that Bill have worked
satisfactorily I think is manifest, because there bas been no

g complaint as to its working; it has not been repealed, but
still remains the law of the land. Now, I am aware that
every change of this kind is opposed at some stage,-ifnot

r by a direct issue taken upon the principle of the Bill on the
t second reading, when the votes can al be recorded and

given to the public, so that the public can judge of the con-
d duct of their representatives in Parliament-is* opposed in
, Committee of the Whole, where the votes cannot be recorded,
s and the public do not know anything about the way in
e which their representatives vote. I know that provisions
t of this kind are opposed by a good many lawyers and lay.

men. Every change that bas been made in the Criminal
Law for the last hundred years has been strenuously opposed,

t and it was only by the indefatigable labor of the
f great law reformers that changes have really been

made. There was a time when a prisoner
was deprived of the benefit of the clergy and of the benefit
of counsel. When attempts were made by the law reform-
ers of that day to mako changes in this respect thoso
attempts were strenuously resisted, and it was only after
an expenditure of considerable time and labor that these

i cruel provisions were removed from the Statuto-book.
There was a time when capital punishment was inflicted
for the forgery of a pound note, and when an attempt was
made to repeal this provision, an eminent English jurist
said that to repeal it would strike a fatal blow at tho
commercial business and prosperity of the country; and
there was a time when neither a plaintiff nor a defendant
was allowed to give evidence in his own behalf whether the
amount was large or small. That law was changed, but
only after a long struggle. Why, only thirty or forty
years ago in Englandc, and still later in this country, noither
the defendant nor the plaintiff, nor the wife of either, was
competent or compellable to give evidence, and no persOn
who had the slightest pecuniary interest in the result
of the litigation was a competent witness. If a
man had been convicted of a felony, ailthough he might
have served out lis full term of imprisonment, he was not
a competent witness. Hlaving been once convicted, the laW
assumed him to be for ever after incapable of telling the
truth. The law las been changed alter a good deal of
trouble on all these subjects, and no person would noW 90
back to the earlier system. And so with the evidence In
civil cases. Why it was only a few years ago when
neither the plaintiff nor defendant could give evidence In
civil cases whether the amount were $100 or $1,000,000.
But that law bas been changed, and no one would think of
going back to the old system. 1 recollect when thi qnO
tion was before the House, a year or two ago, that the then
hon. Minister of Justice very strongly resisted the ee
sion of the provision of the Bill of 1878, to any other chSt
of crime than that of common assault. The same argument
was used that is always used, when any attempt wasmaner
to amend the Criminal Law, that to permit the riould
in a criminal case to give evidence in his own behafthWoule
be to offer a premium and hold out an inducement thetbe
committal of perjury, and very seriously dimiish the
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chances of omviction. It was said also that the change was
contrary to the genius and spirit of the English law.
These are the old stock arguments against change,
The same arguments were used when it was pro-
posed to allow litigants to give evidence in their
own cases, but after discussion Parliament consented
to the change. Everybody admits that perjury may be
committed It was committed before the change was made,
and will be committed until the end of time or until the
millenium. The object of all litigation is toobtain the truth
in the shortest, best, and speediest way, and that may best be
done by hearing every person who knows anything of the
subject, whother ho be an interested witness or not.
IHow can we, in all fairness, exclude the testimony
of the defendant or the prisoner in the case of
a common misdemeanor or petty larceny, when you
do not exclude it in other cases of much greater gravity.
As totho other objection, that to admit this evidence would
seriously diminish the chances of conviction, I attach no
weight to that. I believe an innocent man has nothing to
fear from an examination in bis own case, and those who
are accustomed to practice in criminal cases know that,
under the test of a rigid cross-examination, a man who is
telling an untruth will, in ninety-nine cases out of one
hundred, break down. Mr. Crabb Robinson, an English
lawyer of note, and a man of letters, who took aun interest
in this important question, and went further in
his views than I propose to go, went to France
to examine into the system that prevailed there, and, after
a thorough examination, he came to the conclusion that, if
he were a guilty man, ho would prefer to be tried under the
law of England, but, if innocent, he would prefer to be triedi
according to the law of France. If that statement is correct,
there is no reason why, in this country, in the class of cases
provided for in my Bill, we should not allow the defendantj
to give evidence in bis own behalf. The third objection is,(
that it is contrary to the spirit of the English1
law. That objection is raised against every changei
made in the Criminal Law for the last half century.
But I do not think it is an argument that amounts to any-
thing or that ought to prevail. It is not a new principle ;
tha: f am embodying in the Bill. It is on the Statute-booki
of the Dominion now, and my Bill simply proposes to i
extend it. It is to some extent the law of England, the i
Pninciple being recognized in a limited sense. Under Mr.jPIlimsoll's Act of 1871, it was made a criminal offence to,end a vessel to sea in an unseaworthy condition exposing1
the livOeofseamen to danger. In an indictment against a1
party under that Act, the defendant was made a competent(
ltness. There is no reason, therefore, why the principle îsholdlnot be extended to the class of cases provided for in(

tho Ih. Hlaving recognized the principle, I contend you18hould carry it a step further, and apply it to all cases-ibut t all events to all cases of misdemeanor Now,the right to give evidence is limited to one of therParties in the case, namely, the prosecutor; but there1
s lo reason why the defendant should not also be
illowed tegive bis testimony. Lot us say he wants to go
lto the Wtness box, and, to put bis story in oppositionjr the stry of the prosecutor, he wants to tell the 3
to tecircumstances that make in bis favor, t
and er out the discrepancies in the evidence, ihidm-wh up special circumstances that make against1
The anWy should he not be at liberty to do so? t
alowed er ofcommon sense and fair play is that he be a
but the nter the witness box and tell is own story; s
Counsei answer of the law is that it cannot bedone. i
1 111se aondfcourse, is there on his behalf to call the wit- t
ag aste p ain the doubts and circumstances that make i
togQilt, andPrisoner. The counsel maynsuggest doubts as
the lan who eau fact s in favor of the defendant ; but

78 n ell the whole'story can say nothing, and i
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in many cases conviction is improperly obtained through
that fact alone. I remember reading the case of an Eng-
lish Church clergyman who kept a school. He was charged
by two femrJes, pupils, with having committed an out-
rageous offence; and the girls went into the witness box and
told wbat appeared a plain, unvarnishod story, and their
examination could not be broken down. The mouths of
the defendant and bis wife were closed, and the jury,
always sympathizing with female purity, found the cleroey-
man guilty. He was sertenced to transportation for five
years. A few months afterwards, circumstances turned
out that caised suspicion to rest on the story of
the girls; the matter was investigated by the Home
Secretary and the attorney and solicitor of the unfortunate
man, when the Home Secretary became convinced that he
was wholly innocent. The girls were then indicted for
perjury, and the clergyman and his wife told theirstory
in the witne-s-box; it was corroborated, and the result was
that the two girls were convicted of perjury. The Homo
Secretary then pardoned the clergyman, who, had ho been
allowed to tell bis story Ut first, would nover have been
convicted. His pardon was no great consolation for his
unjust, disgraceful sentence, and the six months lost in
transportation. I might give the House scores of cases of
men convicted of offences which turned out subsequently
they never committed, and also many cases of conviction
upon circumstantial evidence-cases which would have been
all cleared up had the accused boon allowed to tell their
own story to the jury. Take the case of simple larceny.
A man is charged with stoaling a piece of goods
which is found in bis possession within a week after the
felony. The Judgo tells the jury that ail they have to find is
that the goods were stolen, and were found in the possession
ofthe accused within a reasonable time after the theft. The
law assumes guilt, and throws upon him the responsibility
of self-defence-of explaining how ho became possessed of
the article, without being aole to tell bis own story-and
the result is, in a great many cases, bis unjust conviction.
There is now a proposition in England to extend this prin-
ciplo of law -the hearing of the accused-to ail cases, both
misdemeanors and felonies. A Commission was appointed
in England to investigato the whole criminal law with
a view to its codification, and they recommended
that the defondants should bo made competent to
give evidence in their own behalf in atl cases, whether of
felonies or misdemeanors. The Attorney General of Eng-
land introduced a Bill to that effect in 1,79, which received
the sanction of Parliament to a second reading. The prin-
ciple of the Bill was recognized. It went to Committee,
and considerable progress was made with it, but before its
consideration could be completed Parliament rose. In
1880, the BiIl was re-introduced and received a second read.
ing, and was sont to the Select Committee, when it met
with the same fate. In 1881 the Bill was not intro-
duced, but it is to be re-introduced this year, and
I have no doubt, from the recommendation of the
principle by the Commission, and from the strong
grounds taken upon the subject by English lawyers, that
it will become the law of the land. I ask the hon. the First
Minister can ho justify the practice of allowing an accused
to give evidence in bis own defence in a case of assault and
battery, and refusing him that privilege in a case of libel ?
That is a quasi-crime and why !hould defendant be allowel
to be examined. There is no valid reason, and so in a nuis-
ance, such as obstructing the highway-in such cases why
should the defendant's mouth be closed ? There is no reason
n the world for it. Upon the whole, I see no reason why
the provision of my Bill should not become law, the principle
having beei iecognized.

Mr. McCARTEY. I agree with almost every word that
has fallen from the bon. gentleman opposite, and I am
nclined, from the Bill which I have introduced and which
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is on the Orders, to go still further in the same direction
than the hon. member appears desirous of proceeding by
bis Bill. Now there is only one principle in bis Bill that
1 do not think ought to be sanctioned- at all ovents without
some little further explanation. It is a principle of
English law, and a principle which I think we shall
not be willing readily to depart from, that a man
ought not to be compelled to disclose bis own crime.
We know that a witness is always excused from answer-
ing any question which will tend to criminate himself.
Therefore, the objection I make to the hon. member's Bill
is simply that a witness ought not to be compelled to give
evidence, while at the same time it should be open to him
to go into the box to explain the circumstances of the
offence and tell the whole story. I hope the Government
will permit both Bills to go to the Select Committee, bofore
which this matter can be considered with a viow to a report
of what it deems prudent with regard to the subject. There
can be no doubt at all, it appears to me, that where the
object of a criminal trial is to arrive at the truth-and that of
course ought to be the great object where it is not a trial in
order to obtain a verdict against a man who is innocent, at
the same time it is not the object to allow a guilty man to
escape-it is the very height of absurdity to say that the
person who knows most of all about the crime with which
he is charged is not to b permitted to go
into the witness-box to explain the circumstances
connected with the charge. Now that of itself,
I think, is a proposition which requires only to b
stated to receive almost unanimous consent ; and unless
objections can be made to it-and I do not know that any
objections can be made except those on the score of anti-
quity, and that the law of England which prevailed for so
many years in a contrary direction is to be cited-unless
that is an argument then, I think the principle of the Bill-
and I may perhaps include also the object cf Bill No. 50-
should receive the assent of this House. Now what is the
objection to it? We know tha, not very long ago, perbaps
not fifty years, in civil cases not only could no party to a
suit give evidence, but the law was so absurd that no
person who had any degree of interest in the subject of the
litigation was deemed to b worthy of credence. It
went still further, The law was, as is well known
to all those who are concerned in the practice
of the profession to which I belong, that if a man
had been convieted of a crime, no matter what the crime
might be, but on the ground of infamy ho was also pro-
hibited from giving evidence in any trial. The absurdity of
that took many years, as my bon. friend bas stated,
to induce the Legislature to amend the law, but gradually
from time to time the law was amended, first, by permitting
the opposite party to'be called, and finally by allowing the
party to give evidence in his own behalf, and I do not think
any person who bas had any experience in the conduct of
civil or criminal matters would now desire to return to the
law as it was. If in civil matters it is right and proper that
people should be allowed to tell them their own story-and
the party to a litigation must know more about the circum-
stances than any one else-and ought not to be excluded
from the witness-box, how much stronger is the argument
in cases where not merely a man's property but his reputa-
tion, and possibly his life, may be in danger. Why should a
person charged with an offence, against whom circumstances
are managed as pointing to his guili, why did he not be at
liberty to open his mouth and to tell, perhaps in a few
words, to explain away circumstances which, unexplained,
seemed to tell so heavily against him? It is said it will
open the door to perjury. No doubt it will. I suppose the
more witnesses are called the more there will be of that
offence; but I may say in my little experience, that I do
not think there is nearly as much peijury committed asI
perhaps the public are inclined to believe. When I say

Mr. McCany.
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perjury, I mean that deliberate and wilful noós-statement
with the knowledge that it is mis-statement, which eon.
stitutes the crime of perjury. That people, not merely
parties to suits but witnesses in suits, de state facts or d
make statements which are not lacts, I do not think can be
reasonably denied, but they have perhaps reasoned
themselves into the belief that they are stating
what is literally true. I am satisfied they are nt
guilty of the crime of perjury, or of deliberateiy
mis-stating facts, or making statements contrary to th
truth. IN ow, even if that were so, is that to weigh against
the other consideration ? Fancy the absurdity of the position.
A man is sued for $10; ho can be a witness and deny that
he ever borrowed it. A man is charged with stealing $10
and, while the prosecutor can go into the witness box, and
say ho did steal it, and although not the mere paltry sum,
is at stake, but the man's reputation andl character, and his
liberty as an individual are at stake, ho is not permitted to
go into the witness-box and tellhis story about it; and so
on, illustrations might b given in the same direction, whieh
I need not weary the House with giving. When
we look, therefore, at the broad merits of the iatter, and
when we see objections that eau be made to it-and thev
appear to me to be very trivial-and notwithstanding wh;t
the Mother Country may have done in that direction,
we ought to proceed and do what is reason-
able and just in the amendment of the Criminal
Law from time to time. Since I have had
the honor to introduce the Bill, I have been
favored with one or two suggestions from learned Judge.
One learned Judge says that h bas taken lor many year',
great interest in this subject, but ho thinks, perhaps, we
should not hasten too swiftly. He thinks it would b better
merely to extend the law and make the offence a misde-
meanor, not exactly in the direction the hon. member for
South Hurcn (Mr. Cameron) suggests, but in the direction
of the Bill which I have had the honor to introduce; and
afterwards if that was found to be successful it could be
gradually extended so as to include all classes of crimes.
The Chief Justice in one of the Courts in Ontario has also
had the goodness to send me his views on the subject, and,
strange to say, ho concurs exactly in the observations which
have been made to me in the first place by the learned
County Court Judge. I am quite willing the matter should
ho thus dealt with. It would be a great advance Indeed, I
think, to have the law amended, if not to that extent, and
the difference between my lon. friend-I do not know that
there is any substantial difference-would be avoided,
as he objects to depart from that bulwark, se to speak, that
particular doctrine of the English law which we bave in
this country, which compels a man to go in and give evl-
dence of bis own guilt, that is the law in some cases Of
assault, and my hon. friend proposes to extend that toe 1
cases of misdemeanor. Now, I thik we shouldjust draw tho
line there. There are cases, I think, when a man ought .t
have an opportunity to go into the witness-box and tell fls
story, because if we amend the law in that directiatute-
would have to repeal many of the laws on the Sttute
book; but in no case ought a criminal to be compelld Vto

state what might tend to criminate himself. There 1elaie

other observation which I propose to make, I do not cth
the credit-if there is any credit in connection wthoth
matter-of having framed the Bill which I have the honor
to introduce. I take the sections of the Bill fron the Part
of the criminal code to which the hon. gentlean h
referred, and it will be found there that protection vd
to witnesses of this class. The subject lihs arists,
4 great deal of consideration fron eminen n Jere
who agree that a man who. is clarged withecre3o
snd who goes into a witness-box, shoUld be prtion Of
this extent, that.on cross.exaipnation, the adisetOf
the Judge, he should be protected fron gilg i
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his whole life. I mtay not be known perhaps to all the
bon. members of this House, that when a witness goes into

the box ho is liable, with a view to test his credibility, to be
ýabmitt ed to an examination as to his whole life; he is to tell
what ho has not done as well as what ho las done ; ho is
bounld to disclose, or ho may decline disclosing on the ground
that it would criminate him in charges which would be
made against him ; whereas the course they pursue in Eng-
land-and I am inclined to think they are right lin that
respect-is that they do not permit a man to be interrogated
in such a way, not with reforence to the crime, but with
reforence to other transactions which would create a pre-
judice against him. The learned justice, to whom
I refer, makes another suggestion. Ie thinks that
where a person, charged with a crime, does not
tender himsolf as a witness it ought not to be alleged
against him. The House will at once understand that if a
man charged with a crime has an opportunity of being a
witness, and if ho declines to tell his story, that would be
a very strong presumption against him; it would look as
if ho dare ,not go into the witness-box, or was not
willing to commit perjury, or if willing to commit perjury,
would not dare to pass cross-examination. Well, I am not,
I must confess, altogether of the opinion of the learned
Chief Justice, notwithstanding it is well worthy of con-
,ideration. lie makes a suggestion that there ought to bo
a declaratory part of the enactment, that whore the accused
had an opportunity, and did not avail himself of it, of going
into the witness-box, no Judge ncr opposing counsel should
he at liberty to allege that against him as any evidonce of
his guilt. With these observations, I would suggest that
both Bills should bo referred to a Select Committee, and
then, if the House agreed with the principle of them to
that extent, the Committee could work out the Bills in one
way' or another, according to the suggestions that may be
made on the second reading.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the
suggestion made by the hon. gentleman, that both these
liils should receive a second reading and go to a Special
Committee, who may report upon them for the information
of this House. I am inclined very strongly to agre also
wlth the proposition, that for the present, it will be botter
to confine the Bill to misdemeanors. It is better to have for
' Year or two, or for some years, the experience
f the effect of having accused persons called as witnesses
n their own defence in such cases. In cases of
elony, especially of capital felony, I think the House
'hould consider well whether the accused, the person
<harged with inurder say, should be placed in the dilemma
suggested by the learned Chief Justice to whom my hon.
friend has alluded. No matter whether it is stated in theAct or not that it shall not be alleged against him, jurors

know it is the law. Take the case of a man
standing his trial for murder. The circumstances aretrongly against him, lcading the minds of the jury to infer

athe is guilty, but still there is not clear, unmistakable,ncotrovertible evidence of guilt. If the criminal standing.nhstrial doesnot go into the box to ex lain away theýUPon s 5j i ria ltango f
circumstances, the jury wi I give great

cueiglit to that circumstance, and will, I am afraid,
prionethe jury to lean strongly against the
Pi •That will soon be known among criminals, it
co onrm jail to jail and from lawyer to lawyer, and
CoU0e1 Wivld be obiged to lot his client know that it is
to ient from the decision of juries that, if a prisoner dec ines
agint evidence in his own favor, it causes the jury to lean
tea i and therefore, prisoners, in order to remove
te pression from the minds of jurors, will be forced into

offencef and swear in his own favor, Thus, I fear, the
Otheri -pjury will be added to the crime of murder or
daner fer which the man is on tial, That is the'nger Which las always occurred to me in regard to serious

offences, involving, on conviction, imprisonment for a long
period, or for life. For that reason, 1 think it will be well
for the present to limit the Bill to misdemeanors. Again,
as to making a prisoner a witness against himself, such a pro-
posal is foreigu to the principles that have always governed
the administration of Criminal Laws. No man should be
forced to swear to bis own guilt. The hon.gentleman says,
in cases of assault, this practice prevails already; but an
assault can scarcely be brought within the Criminal Law
unless it is made with murderous intent. In ordinary cases
of assault, two persons meet together in hot blood, and
blows are struck, and the man who can run faster than the
other gets out the first warrant, bocomes the prosecutor, and
he can give bis evidence on oath. That offence is more in
the nature of a trespass than of a crime, and might be con-
sidered trespaes against the person instead of property.
But, in cases of misdemeanor or felony, the person tried
should not be forced to give evidence against himself. I
suggest that the two Bills be read the second time, and
referred to a Special Committoe. which will, no doubt, bo
able to proent a Bill which will be of practical use to the
Hlouse.

Bill read the second time, and refeirol to a Special Com-
mittee, composed of Messrs, Brooks, Cameron (Victoria),
Ives, Guthrie, Ouimet, Beaty, Mousseau, Laurier, Cameron
(Huron), and McCarthy.

ELECTIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Order for resuming the adjourned debate on the proposed
motion of Mr .Ives for the second reading of Bill (No. 12),
to amend the Dominion Elections Act, 1874, read.

Mr. IVES moved that the Bill be now read the second
time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the hon gentleman
had better allow the Bill to stand.

Mr. [VES. It seems to me that the Bill had botter b
withdrawn or else read the second timo. I have taken con-
siderable pains to obtain the views of members on both sides
of the flouse, and, although I do not find any great consent
as to what should be done, I find that cvery ono is disposed
to make a change in the present law. I think anlmost
every one considers that the present law rests on
no sound principle. Many members are in favor
of doing away with the deposit altogether, others are in
favor of the presont Bill, and others would make the deposit
still higher. The only sound objection I have heard is, that
the Bill places a new impediment in the way of candidates
presenting themselves. I cannot look at the matter in that
light. The present law requires a payment of $50; the
Bill merely requires a deposit of $200 for thirty days. Un-
less a candidate is so straitened in bis circumstances that
it would be better to pay 300 per cent. interest than a
deposit of $200, the law, as I propose it, instead of being an
obstacle will make it easier for persons to present thom-
selves as candidates. Unless 300 per cent. interest in
these Credit Foncier days is a legitimate rate
of interest, the provisions of the Bill make it
easier for the candidate than the present law. I have no
objection to withdrawing the Bill if it is the vish of the
Government, but it seems to me that the Government have
had time enough to consider it. It was introduced early in
the Session and the order has already stood balf-a dozen
times; but, as I stated, if the Government want it withdrawn
I will withdraw it. I am not particular, but I am quite
satisfied that a majority of the flouse desire to have the law
amended. I think, however, that if the Bill went into Com-
mittee we would have an opportunity of learning whero the
majority lies: whether the House is in favor of doing
away with the deposit, whether it is in favor with my pro-
position, or whether it would increase the deposit. We sh all
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never learn the position of the House unless the Bill goes to
a second reading and is referred to a Committee.

Mr. MILLS. I object to the principle of the Bill, as I did
to that of a similar measure introduced some Sessions ago.
I think its principle is one which will act as an impediment
to persons wh may be selected as candidates for election to
the House of Commons. My impression is that the pro-
vision which requires 850 to be deposited is an objection to
the law as it stands. If we wish that candidates shall not
be sj.urious-that they shall be genuine-it might be proper
to require that a larger number of names should appear on
the nomination paper : but 1 do not think that we should
put any impediments in the way of the choice of the electors
-but we shall be doing that if we adopt the proposition
which the hon. gentleman submits to the House. I am
opposed to the principle of the Bill, and if any proposition
were made to do away with the deposit of $50, which is
now required, I would support it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon. friend who in-
troduced the Bill, says that ho will withdraw it if the
Government wish that it should be withdrawn. Well, it is
not a question which the Government, as a Government,
ought to deal with in such a manner as to have any influence
with the House. Every hon. gentleman who bas been
elected to this fouse knows what elections are; most of
them have had opponents, and they are, therefore, as com-
petent to judge o the niatter as the Government or any
member of the Government. The reason only $50 was
inserted in the Bill originally as a deposit, was obvious. It
was found that many places, especially in towns and in
counties where there were several towns, an opposition
was got up just for the purpose of forcing a
contest, and having all the fun of an election ;
and it was said that in the towns that some tavern-
keepers, the keepers of shebeens, got up an election
contest just for the purpose of reaping the advantages
in the shape of increased custom, cab lares, and so on. That
was a reason why this particular sum is put in the Bill.
The principle of my hon, friend's Bill is one which I believe
obtains in the Province of Quebec, where instead of a can-
didate paying $50 and losing it, ho puts up $200, and if the
result shows either by bis election, that he had a reasonable
ground for offering himsolf, or by bis obtaining half the
number of the whole votes cast, that it was not a sham
candi dature, got up merely for the purpose o annoyance,
and from a bona fide desire to become a member of
Parliament, thon his money is returned. Well, so far as I
am concerned, I would rather deposit $200, get it back
after a reasonable time, than lose $ 0 altogether. It je
a question whether we should act upon the argument of the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) and make tho candi-
dature free or have this check. If you have it free I think
you will find a great many more vexatious elections than
you have now.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman now proposes that
there should be an election in every constituency.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. Of course in every
constituency where a Conservative runs there will be a
maj rity for him, and therefore there is no chance of bis
losing money. There are three points to be considered in
the question:-first, whether we shall do away with the
deposit of a sum altogether; second, shall we lose our $50;
or, third, shall we adopt the principle of this Bill and
compel the candidate to deposit 8200, and if ho shows that
there is good faith, then give bis money back to him.
I would like to have a general expression of opinion on
thobe points.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a fourth point, that we should
leave the law as to the amount of the deposit as it now

Mr. Ivzs.

stands and yet provide that the money should be returned
on the condition stated by the hon. gentleman.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a matter of amount.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know. Fifty dollars was sup.
posed to be a check, but I believe it will be found that
the conditions required before were just as good a check
against vexations contests as the law as it stands to.day-
whereas there would not be the sense of injustice that exists
at present in a person who las a fair chance of election, and
is afterwards elected, being himself compelled to contribute
what is regarded as the general public expOnse Of holding
the election. I must repeat what I said on a former
occasion, that I feel a great objection to interposing what
may be very serious obstacles. I agree with the hon. gen.
tleman that the $50 ought not to be deposited with the
expectation that it may be lost. I think the law ought to be
amended, so that the $50 might be recoverable on reasonable
conditions; but to say that there should be $200 deposited
will be to interpose a very serious barrier in many
cases; and I believe that law will be found
to operate prejudicially to the freedom of elec.
tion in the Province where it exists, as it would
operate àgainst the freedom of election in the Dominion, if
the change proposed wore made. If the whole question is
left open, as the hon. member proposes, I for my part will
vote for a second reading, in order that we may have an
opportunity of deciding at a later stage what the law shall
ho; but if it is suggested that in voting for the second
reading, we are committing ourselves to an increased
deposit, I would object to so committing myself. I would
vote for the second reading, in order that we might have an
opportunity to say either that there should be no deposit at
ail, or, if it should be $50, that the deposit should h recov-
erable on reasonable conditions.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. The law.of the Province of
Quebec, which the hon. gentleman desires to introduce into
the Dominion, has not prevented candidates from coming
forward, but the effect of that law is this: if there is a can-
didate who really believes that ho bas a chance of being
elected, he does not object to depositing $200, because he
knows that, though he may come short of the required num-
ber of votes to elect him, e will receive more than one-third
of the total vote, and will, therefore, get bis $200 back
again; but the law in- the Province of Quebec has very
often prevented bogus candidates from coming forward,
merely-to annoy the real candidate of the people, because
such a candidate knows that ho will not recoive &nythinig
like one-third of the total vote, and, therefore, will lose.his
$200. We have found, therefore, that the law in the Province
of Quebec has been botter in that respect than the law of
the Dominion. Of course, I am not in a position tosayhOw
far we should adopt that law bore. I agree with the hon.
member who bas just taken bis seat, that it would probably
be better to read the Bill the second time, when, I suPPos,
it will have teobe referred to a Committee, and, after that
Committee bas considered it and reported to the House, w,
shall he in a position to decide for ourselves whether We

should adopt the principle of the Bill, or leave the law 8 it
stands, or make the change which the hon. member .
West Durham suggests, that is to say : to leave the deposit
at $50, and adopt the principle of this Bill inthr
respects.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think this Bill should be referred
to a Special Committee. It is not a question of detait, buthe
general prineiple, and I think it should be rOferrod tothe
Committee of the Whole.

Mr. IVES. I am quite willing that the Bill should go to
the Committee of the Whole liouse, and that the 1 ajot
should regulate its provisions.
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Mr. BUNSTEIR. I have no objection to the Bill going to
Committee; but I think it would be well that each of the

candidates should put up $200, and that tha winning candi-
date should take all the money. I think the Committee
hould take that into consideration.

Mr. HOUDE. I think the hon. member for West Durham

bas not been well informed as to the working of the Local Elec-
torsl Law in the Province of Quebec. It bas worked very
satisfactorily, both for the electors generally and for serious
candidates. iIon. menibers from Ontario do not feel the
saine necessity for adopting such a provision, for this
reason, that in that Province they have the American
system of nominating candidates by delegations of the
different parties; but it is not so in the other Provinces,
epecially in the Province of Quebec. I do not think it is
either possible or desirable to introduce such a system
there, because I contend that the American system of
nominating a candidate by a convention does away, to great
extent, with the free choice of the electors. It very often
happens that nominations are due to the intrigues or to the
influence of a small class of the electors ; and the members
of a party are thus often compelled to agree to some candi-
date to whom they would otherwise have great objection.
ion. members from Ontario speak of' the free choice of the
people; but I think the system followed in that Province is
contrary to the free choice of the people more than the
pr ovision proposed by my hon. friend from Richmond and
Wolfe. That provision cannot be an impediment to a seri-
ous candidate, because if a man cannot deposit, or if his
friends for him cannot deposit $200, for thirty days, ho cannot
be a serions candidate for this Parliament, but he must be
either a beggar or an office seeker. For that reason I am in
favor of the moasure proposed by the hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe.

Bill read the second time.

PROMISSORY NOTES.

IMr. MAÇDONALD (Lanark), in moving the second own behalf.-(Mr. Mcarthy.)
reading of Bill (No. 73) relating to promissory notes buse adjourned at 10:20 p.
and other negotiable instruments, said: I do not propose
to enter into details of the causes for introducing this Bill.
Those wbo are members of the legal profession know the
fiauds that are perpetrated by the sale of patent rights.
The mode of operation is to obtain a patent for some farm-
ing implement thon sell the patent to the farmer. It may
be a patent for a reaper, or a roller, and the party repre-Selits to the farmer that it can be manufactured for a
mnch less sum than ho usually pays for the imple- TIURSDAY, 3Oth MarCh, I88.
ment in the manufactories. A promissory note is
given, but when the farmer takes the patent to the manu-
facturer ho realizes for the first time that the cost of the PnÀYEs.
machine is muca larger than was represented, and is in
fact so great that it is impossible for him to sell it. The PRECEDENCE 0F GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.result is that the note ho has given for this patent rightlas been given without value. As the law now stands, the
bonaßde holder of that note is entitled to recover no matter romainder cf the Session Gevernment business shah have
by what means it was obtained in the first instance. Asson as the vendor of the patent right obtains the right, ho Mr. BLAKE. t secis te me that the hon, gentleman
goes to a shaver and discounts it, and the makes this motion prematurely.leretofore he bas beenlatter can force payment when it falls due. The se careful cf our heaitha on private members' day by early
ain, whieh I have the honor to introduce, provides that adjeurnmcnts, that we have net done much towa-ds cloaring
a negotiable instrument given for a patent right must tbe Order Paper cf private business. If this motion is adopted
bave an endorse on it "for a patent right," and when so the practical result will be te take ail days except Mon-
ored the holder will have no more right to recover day, and we knew that there are very important private

than the original holder, and where the patent right has measures likely te core up, and if only eue day is lefs
ne value a successful defence can be made. The next many cf tiese wili net be reached for a long time.
Maia provides that where a man induces another te Thon there are other measures te corne up after-

o a note for the sale of the patent right and does wards te ho dovolopod from the returns to hont endorso on1 itTthehwords "for a patent right," ho is brouht Aow, tand there wi Th for them ardly
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liable to be prosecnted criminally. The clauses. are as
follows:-

1. A promissory note or other negotiable instrument, the considera-
tion for which consiste, in whole or in part, of the right to make, use or
vend a patent invention, or au invention claimed to be patented, shall
bave written or printed prominently and legibly across the face thereof.
and above the signature thereto, the words "given for a patent rigt•"
such instrument in the hands of any purchaser or holder shall be subjeet
to the same defences as it would be in the hands eof the original holder
or owner; and any person who purchases or becomes the holder of a
promissory note or other negotiable instrument,kuowithg it tehave been
given for the consideratien aforesaid, shall hold the smre subjecite
such defences, although the words "given for a patent right" are not
written or printed on its face.

2. And any one who induces any person or persons to sign a pro-
missory note or other negotiable instrument, the consideration for which
consists, in whole.or in part, of the right to make, use or vend a patent
machine or an invention claimed to be invented or to be thereafter
patented, without having printed or written on the face of such pro-
missory note or other negotiable i istrument, the words aforesaid, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to be imprisoned in any
gaol or other place of confinement for any term less than two years,
with or without bard labor.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is a very unusual
Bill, and at first sight one cannot see why the consideration
of a promissory note in the case of a sale of a patent right
should be stamped upon a note more than any other
transaction. llowever, I have been informed, since this
Bill has been introduced, that there are serious frauds in the
sales of these patent rights and there is special reason for
this legislation. That reason being shown can justify the
introduction of this clause. The second clause is to intro-
duce a class of misdemeanor with a liability to imprison-
ment for two years. That, 1 think, is altogether out of tho
question. I have no objection that the Bill be read a second
time und sent to the Committeo on Banking and Commerce.

Bill road the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Tho following Bill was read the second time:---
Bill (No. 50) to enable any person charged with an

indictable offence to be admitted to give evidence on bis
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any chance at all. The practical result of the motion now
will be to put the control of all business, which is not
brought forward by the Governmont, except such as may
not go on on Monday, in the hands of the Government. It
is impossible to force any measure on the attention of the
House, unless with the assentof the Governmnent. It seems
to me, therofore, it is too early for the bon. gentleman to
propose this motion, from which I must dissent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As I stated when I gave
notice of this motion, the Government will take care that
every opportunity will be given to every hon. member to
bring up motions that stand in bis name. But we have
bad such an exhaustive and long protracted debate on the
Budget, that, if we wish to get through before midsummer,
we must invite the House to allow the Governmont to get
through with the measures on the Paper. Wo will give
every opportunity for the submission, to the Hoûše, of
motions and public and private Bills.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Does the hon. gentleman mean to
give the hour for private business on Tuesday or Priday ?
That is not mentioned in the motion. On Friday there is
an hour for private Bills after half-past seven, and Tuesday
there is not. The motion should read for the hour for
private business on Friday to prevail.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. Vo-y well, I will assent
to that.

Mr. MILLS. I think if the Government are going to
take every day in the week but one, we ought to have
earlier adjournments than we have had. We have been
enabled, to aome extent, to keep in fair health, by early
adjournments on the day for private business, but we have
beon sitting hore to an early hour in the morning on
Government days. I do not think it will expedite business
to have very late sittings, as it seems to me we ought to
have some understanding that there will be earlier adjourn-
monts if the Government are going to take four days of the
week.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I romerhber the robust
health my bon. friend enjoyed for four or five long Sessions
when ho sat on this side of the louse, and I am happy to
observe that he looks as strong and as vigorous as ho did
thon. This House is exactly in the position of a racer-we
have been judiciously reserving our strength for the final
push at the end of the Session, when we must have whip
and spur.

Motion agreed to on a division.

DUTIES ON FUEL AND BREADSTUFFS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do
now ,leave the Chair for the louse to go again into Com-
mittee of Supply.

Mr. LAURIER moved in amendment:
That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be resolved

that, in the opinion of this House, the public interests would be pro-
moted by the repeal of the duties imposed on coal, coke and breadstufs
(blé et farines), free under the former Tarif, and by these articles being
made free.

HUe said: I propose to call the attention of the House to
the iniquity of the taxes which, under the presont Tariff,
are levied upon coal and breadstuffs. Whatever the idea
had been in the past with respect to the intentions of the
Govern ment when they proposed their Tariff, there can be
no doubt that to-day, afler an experience of three years, the
duties upon coal, and flour and meal, and upon imnported
food, constituted a very onerous tax upon a large section of
the community without affording any benefit to any other
section whatever. I need hardly remind the flouse thati
when the duties were imposed they were not irmposed withJ
the design and objeet of levying aitd upon breaanti fuel.l

Mr. BLAKE.

Whatever may be the opinions of the Government upo,
those matters ât that time, the Government still Adhered tothe opinion that in matters of taxation duties should belevied first upon articles of luxury, and lastly andonly lastly upon articles of necessity. It is truethat since that time the Government have advanced in many
ways, as we wero told by the hon. the Minister of Rail.
ways in the Budget discussion. The hon. the Minister, onthat occasion, went so far as to say he could not ee 'any
reason why coal should not be taxed as clothing is taxed.
He argued, with some show of reason, that in a climate liko
this clothing is just as much an object of necessity as coal.
But the hon. the Minister must remember that clothing is a
very gencral expression; it embraces articles of very
distinctive qualities, some of them being articls purely of
luxury, and others articles of necessity; and as to the latter,
if they are, as the hon. the Ministes said, to be placed in the
same category as coal, the conclusion to b drawn would
not be the conclusion drawn by the hon. the Minister, that
both should be taxed, but that both should be
free. There are, no doubt, occasions when a
nation is hard pressed that the taxation of those
articles become a necessity, but even in such an event, bread
and fuel should be taxed lightly. Three years ago the
Government were not so far advanced as they are to-day.
When they proposed their Tariff they did not hold out that
coal should be taxed as clothing is taxed, with a view of
raising the revenue from the bread and fuel of the people.
They rather expected that not a dollar would ever corne to the
Treasury from that source. The policy they propose'i was
not that the taxes on those articles should contribute to the
revenue, but that we would effectually close our doors
against foreign importations, and afford the people an
opportunity to supply themselves from such parts of the
Dominion as produced those articles. Such was the policy
proposed at that time, and such was the outcomo. As far
as breadstuffs were concerned, ihis idea was clearly
expressed in the speech of the then leader of the Opposition,
the present Prime Minister, delivered at Bury in the Eastern
Townships, in which he said:

"In Canada, however, if by an unfavorable season, the crops are
scanty, we are without such resources, and then the farmers of the United
States pour in their produce upon us and we are defenceless. You(the
farmers) who, in an ungenial season, might get somae recompense for
scanty crops in the enhanced price they woulid bring, fiad that hope
gone from you. Even the little harvest the storms have left yo, you
find valiueless when the products of the western States are poured into
the markets of the Dominion. Shall we suffer in this way? Shall we
not say, Canada is for the Canadians, and protect our markets for our-
selves? Shall we not say, if we have a short crop our own people shahl
consume it, and pay us a fair price for it; and if we have a large crop
let us not only have our own markets, but the distant markets of
Europe. Let us say to the United States, we ailow you to send the
products of your country into our market, let us have the samel
privilege and send ours to your own."

Such was the policy then propounded, such as it was. ILt wa,
in my humble opinion, just as indefensible as if it had been
proposed broadly and squarely to tax foreign wheat for the
purpose of making the bread of the people contribute to th
taxation of the country. However selfish it was in its con-
ception, however cruel it was in some of its consequences,
it was part of the protective system which was then put itot
operation. To argue against such a system, under the
present circumstances, would be a useless waste of time
because hon. gentlemen opposite, like Rachel, who woul
not be comforted, would not be convinced, but still adhered
to their convictions; but what I want to call the attention
of hon. gentlemen opposite to is this: that their poliCy, as
was originally designed, has altogether miscarried. It bas
not, at all events, realized the object they had in view.
policy of the Goverument was to give protection to the far-
mers. It has not given any protection whatever to the far-
mers. Their policy was that the duties on breadstaffr shou
not act as taxation on the people. It has acted as taxation
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on the people to the extent of $700,000 a year; and this, as
I said a moment ago, has not given any protection
to any class of the community. First, with respect to
wheat, I have no hesitation in saying that the duty imposed
on wheat and flour bas not contributed one cent to the pro-
fits of the farmers of Ontario, though it has acted as a great
injury to both Lower Canada and the Maritime Provinces.
Why; is there a man in this House to-day or out of it who
will venture to say that the duty imposed on wheat and
flour bas in the slighest degree benefitted the wheat growers
of Ontario ?

Sir LEONAID TILLE Y. Hear, hear.

Mr. LTAURIER. I hear some one dissenting from that
statement. I seems to me, however, there is no reasn to
dissent from it; but if there is any dissent it is only an
example of that human nature which allows disciples to
exaggerate the doctrines of the master. What was
the doctrine laid down by the First Minister in the
speech to which I have referred, but that the
duty should and could act only when there was a scanty
crop. Ie never contemplated that the duty would act as
a benefit to the farmers of Ontario, or any other section
that grows wbeat whenever we have a surplus, and since
1879 would have never had a scanty crop but always a
surplus, and therefore, there bas been no occasion for the
contingency which the hon. the First Minister had in view
when he spoke. I, therefore, say that to this day the duty on
wheat and flour bas not contributed whatever to benefit the
farmers of Ontario. Experience is the best answer to any
such stetement. What is the condition of things at present ?
When we have a surplus on this side of the line, and when
there is a surplus on the other side of the line, no one will
deny that the market price of this country is regulated
altogether by the Liverpool market; and, so long as we have
a surplus of wheat, I venture to assert that this state of
things will continue. It is true that the hon. the Finance
Minister stated, last year, that the effect of the Tariff had
been to increase the price of wheat to the
grower at least 10 cents per barrel on four.
He made the statement within the recollection of the House,
and ho attributed that to the Tariff; but I am not aware,
1r. Speaker, that the hon. Minister of Finance ever gave
any evidence except the mere statement. This year, how-
ever, the hon. Minister of Finance discussed the saie qnes-
tion, and ho repeated the statement in another form. lie
said that the Tariff operated to tho benefit of the farmer-
the grower of wheat-to the extent of 3 cents per
usheI. He argued in this way--I do not quote his words,
quote from memry-that on a certain occasion wheat was

3 cents higher in Toronto than in Chicago, and this heattributed to the fact that the cost of transportation fromToronto to Chicago was just a shade less than 3 cents.
vle Said that, if the Tariff did not exist, the millers and buyers

of wheut would go to Chicago, and buy their wheat 3
etscheaper than tbey could get it in Toronto. Now, I maysayen passant, that this is the best possible evidence of thesOurdlness of our view that, as long as we have aSurplus, prices must be regulgted by the European market.Th hou, gentleman was forced to admit that fact when hearglied that there was a difference of 3 cents between

rhe Prices Of wheat in Chicago and Toronto, and gave as a
reaon that the cost of tránsportation from Chicago to Liver-Pool Was 3 cents higher than from Toronto to Liverpool,ishereby naking the obvious point that both parties mustreek the European market, and that the European market
by hir fr e prics. But what was the conclusion derived
at firom this statement? le argued, and argued fairlyj
of Whetght, that if there was no Tariff the miller or buyerlowereat Wotuld go to Chicago and get his wheat j cents
but tha hO could get it at that particular time in Toronto,1

b o forgot that if the miller had gone to Chicagoi

he would have. had to pay the cost of transporting hiswheat
to Toronto, and, according to my information-
although I speak subject to correction - if ho
bought his wheat. in Chicago 3 cents lower than in Toronto,
and had to pay 10 cents for transportation, the wheat
would have cost:him 7 cents more than mu Toronto. Even
if the duty had not existed, the effect of the transportation
is to give sufficient protection to the farmers, and the very
fact that there is a freight of 10 cents per bushel to carry
wheat from Chicago to Toronto, acts as a protection to the
farmer, and makes the duty of 15 cents absolutely useless
and of no avail whatever. I arm not aware, Mr. Speaker,
that any other evidence but this, which I have first quoted
from the hon. the Minister of Finance, have ever been given
in this House of the effect of the Tariff upon the prices of
wheat to the grower in Ontario, and, if this is the only
evidence, we need not go further tosee that the Tariff does
not operate, to any extent whatever, to the benefit
of the grower in the Province of Ontario. But we
come now to another side of the question. It will
probably be said, and I am sure my fellow-countrymen
from the Province of Quebec and hon. gentlemen from the
Maritime Provinces, on the other side of the House, will
say that if tho duty is of no avail to the growers of wheat,
in Ontario, it cannot act to the detriment of the buyers of
wheat in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, and that,
therefore, in point of fact, at the very worst, the duty is
inoffensive, and I have no hesitation in asserting broadly,
that the duty on wheat has been a grievous taxation to the
people of Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. The effect
of the Tariff on wheat reminds one of the old fable of the
dog and the manger. It gives benefit to no one, but it is an
injury to some. There were imported in this Dominion,
last year, 195,802 bushels of flour and 76,625 bushels of
wheat. This quantity of wheat reduced into flour is equal
to 15,343 bushels, so that, last year, our total imports
of flour into the country was 211,145. bushels, upon
which a total duty of $109,397 was paid. One
thing is evident. If the price of Wheat was the same
on either side of the line, and perhaps even if it was a little
higher in the United States, and if the price of flour was
the same on both sides of the lino, it is manifeat that the
whole of this duty was paid by the consumers of four in the
Dominion. Nothing can be said against that proposition.
I quite understand that if it could be made to appear that
the price of four was lower in the United States than in
Canada, it might be argued with some show of reason that
part of the duty was paid by the Canadian consumer and
part by the producer'; but if the price were the same on both
sides of the line, it is clear that the whole duty was paid
exclusively by the Canadian consumer. Now it will
be asked, what is the reason ? If, as was said a
moment ago, there is a surplus in this country,
what is the reason that the people have imported
such a large amount of flour-something over 200,000
barrels. If the buyers could have got it in this country,
why did they find it to their advantage to go to the
United States, and buy four at the prices there, and bring
it into this country, paying the cost of transportation and
paying the duty ? For this there are two principal reasons:
The first reasôn is this-and I give it especially to my
countrymen from the Province of Quebec-that the Pro-
vince of Ontario does not produce a sufficient quantity to
supply the market of the brand of four which is consumed
principally in the Province of Quebec. If you look at the
Trade and Navigation Rleturns, you will find that the
quantity of four imported into the Province of Quebec
frorn the United States was 106,391 barrels, for which
was paid $459,820, or an average price of 84.33 per
barrel. This shows that the floiqr is not one of
the higher grades, but:is one of the infeiior bi ands, and on
enquiry at Montroal and elsewhere, I fnd that this four is
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of the quality called "«middling," it is made of spring whea
after the first quality has been taken. This flour is con
sumed exclusively by the poorer classes in Quebec and th
Maritime Provinces. It is evident, from the mere fact tha
it is an inferior brand consumed by the poorer classes
that it constitutes upon them a very onerous tax. Th
people of the Maritime Provinces do not so much consum
imported flour; the flour they import is Indian meal. Nov
Scotia alone last year imported 112,038 barrels of Indian
meal, and New Brunswick 52,606 barrels, and the dut
paid on that was 865,857-this again shows that the farmer
of Ontario receive no benefit from the duty, because they
do not produce Indian meal any more than they produce
the kind of flour consumed by the poorer classes in Quebec
Why, thon, keep the duty on the Statute-book? Why con
tinue to impose on the poorer classes in Quebec and th
Maritime Provinces tl4is obnoxious tax, when the very
object you had in view, namely, to benefit the farmers o
Ontario, is not attained? With regard to this mattor, 1
would like to call attention to a resolution moved in 1879
by my hon. friend from Maskinongé (Mr. Iloude). Tha
hon. gentleman moved to this effect:

" That the said item be not concurred in, but that the House do now
resolve itself intoa Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of adopting
the following resolution: Provided always that any time the Governor
General in Council has reason to believe that the supply of whea
produced in Canada will not be equal to the demand for its consump-
tion, then it shall be lawfnl for the Governor General, by Order in
Council, to reduce or take off the duty on imported wheat, for such
period as may he appointed and declared in such Order in Council."

This motion was iot voted on, but was withdrawn, in
consequence of a declaration made by the Prime]Minister to
this effect:

"Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said it would be exceedingly.inconve-
nient, at this stage of the proceedings an d at this stage of the Session, to go
back into Commuittee of the Whole, and therefore he hoped the mover
of the a:nendment would rot press it If he understood it, it was that
the Governur-Goneral in Council might deal with the subject. That
was reasonable mr itself, and would be given effect to"

I recall this resolution, Mr. Speaker, and this declaration of
the Prime Minister, in order to invite the action of the
mover of the resolution. He intended that if at any time
the supply was not equal to the demand, thon the Govern-
ment should step in and remove the barrier which now
stands between the producer in the United States and the
consumer in Canada. If it is now shown-and the fact
cannot be controverted-that in the case of the flour con-
sumed by his countrymen in the Province of Quebec, and
the flour consumed by the fishermen in the Maritime Pro-
vinces, the farmers in Ontario who produce them do not
derive any benefit, because they do not grow these articles,
why should the duty be kept on the foreign articles ?
It is of no benefit to anybody while it is a great injury to
those poor people. It may be said that those people who
buy the poorer brands eau buy the higher brands at $7 a
barrel. So they can if they have the means, and I have no
doubt they would be glad to do so ; but the very duty which
is imposed prevents them from buying the higher brands;
they have to moasure their expenses by their scanty means,
and it is to their advantage to buy the poor quality of flour
at $4.32 a barrel, rather than to buy the higher quality at
$7. It is not on the wealthy classes that the Tariff is
oppressive in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, because
the higher grades are supplied in our own markets; but the
Tariff weighs chiefly, I might almost say exclusively, on the
poor people who have to buy the inferior grades. What is
this if it is not a tax on poverty ? And can there be, 1 ask,
a more odious piece of legislation than this, which weighs,
not upon the wealthier classes of the population, but upon
the poorer? Now, Mr. Speaker, there is one reason why,
though the prices are the same on both sides of the line,
there is stillsuch a large quantity imported from the United
States-it is well known to the IHoue and to the country-

Mr. Iaivua.

it and that is, the natural facilities which the Mari.
n- time Provinces have for trading with the JUitece States. Almost overy man in the Maritime Provin
it is more or less engaged in navigation; thero are
s, all the time small vessels trading between the Maritinie
e Provinces and the United States, and they find it an advm.
e tage, when taking a cargo from their own country to
a bring back flour and pay the duty, rather than to retaur
n empty. But this duty is a tax on their hard earnings-
y is a tax on the poorer classes, and it is au impediment to
s trade. And what is the benefit? Why, the benefi is,u in
y estimation, nothing at ail. But lot me give the estimated
e value put upon it by the Minister of Finance himself.-Speak.

ing for the Government, he pretended that the farmers of
- Ontariowere benefitted to the extent of the duty-50 cents a
e barrel on flour, and 15 cents a bushel on wheat. Why, the
y benefit conferred on the farmers of Ontario is an addition of
f 10 cents a barrel on the price offlour -all the year round?
[ No, Mr. Speaker, -not all the year round, but during two or
9 three months in the year, and those are the months of July
t and Augast, when the new crops have not yet come in.

And oven if the price of flour is increased 10 cents a barrol
during those two months, who reaps that increase? Is it

g the farmer? It is not, because the farmer has already sold
r bis wheat; but the benefit, if any there is, is simply
t for the speculators who have been so fortunate

as to store their wheat in the elevators. These
are the parties who derive the benefit of this 10
cents a barrel, if indeed it is a benefit to anybody.
The fact is, that this policy of a duty on wheat was an appeal
rmade in 1878 to what selfishness thero might ho in the
hearts of the farmers of Ontario. The farmers of Ontario
have always been the bulwark of the Liberal party ever

- since the groat struggle for liberyt and constitutional
Government. In 1878, the farmers of Ontario, a wealthy
class though they be, were, like all the other classes in the
nation, suffering from the depression which then existed.
The time was thought to be opporturo for the Conservative

F party to make a desperate bid for their support; they made
that desperate bid, and the temptation held out to the
farmers was that duty on wheat; they represented to them
that if they had power, they would put a duty on wheat to
prevent foreign competition, and that the farmers would
reap a golden harvest. I think the farmers have now seen
that this policy has, in ithat respect, been totally barren of
results. But even if it had been productive of results, I
would not hesitate for a moment to appeal to the justice
and the patriotism of the farmers of Ontario, because they
would sce that such a gain as that had been reaped at the
expense of the hard labor of their brotbers in the east.
An appeal to their justice and patriotism in this instance is
not nocessary, because they must see themselves ithat this
policy, which is injurious to others, has not given them the
slightest benefit whatever. What I have said of wheat
applies with greater force to coal. In fact, there is not 011e
single article in the Tariff which requires, in the throats
of hon. members opposite, such powers of dilation as is
necessary to enable them to swallow that duty on
coal. There is not one sincle article which has caused
hon. members such frantic efforts to facilitate to their
followers that painful operation of swallowing-not one
article upon which so many conflicting statemfents have
been made to establish that what is a glaring eV"l is a
great benefit. Why, even in this fHouse we have not hear
from the opposite side two statements agreeing comPlethy
with oach other on the operation of this coal duty. lu the
first place, we have the statement of the hon. the Ministr
of Financein his Budget Speech, that the duty is paid pardY
by the American producer and partly by the CanAd"
consumer. Thon, four days later, the bon. the Minister of
Railways declared that the whole duty is paid by the Anr
can producer. Which statement are we te beliove?
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it bo ihat one hon. Minister is wrong and the other right,
and if so, which is right and which is wrong ? Is it possible

that the hon. Minister of Finance does not know to a

foirthing whence springs the revenue thût swells the

Tr-easui-Y of which ho is the custodian, and that ho is ignor-
ant, to the full extent, of the advantages of the Natig9nal
Poliicy of which he is the author. If it be true, as the hou.
Minister of Railways said, that the duty is paid wholly by
the American produacer, that fact is a feather in the National
Policy of which it should not be shorn. One thing is how-
ever certain, and that ls that the hon. Minister of Railways
is far more advanced in his views than the hon. Minister
of Finance -was himself last spring. Since then ho
lias made a gigantic stride. In the Pictou election, last
spring, we all remember the hon. the Minister of Railways
said, not that the coal duty was paid wholly by
the American producer, but, that the 8400,000 paid
as coal duty, was a tax on the people of Ontario.
Which of these statements are we to believe-that
of the hon. the Minister of Finance in this House,
that of the bon. the Minister of Railways in this House, or
that of the hon. the Minister of Railways in Pictoun? For
ny part, I do not hesitate to say, that the true one is
that made at Piotou, and that the duty is paid wholly
by the Canadian consumer, by the people of Ontario and
the people of Quebec, and, further, that the Nova Scotian
miners derive no benefit whatever from it. This is the
statement I make and which I believe I can prove.

Sir CHARLlES TUPPER. I tbought the hon. gentleman
said my statement in Pictou was correct. I do not find that
in it.

Mr. LAURIER. I agree to his statement as far as I
h:tve said. The hon. gentleman said in Pictou that the
duty was paid by Ontario. So far I agree with him,
hat I add that the Nova Scotian miners do not
derive any benefit from it. With regard to
the duty, it must be considered in its effects, first, upon
Qitario, then upon Quebec, and thon upon the Maritime
Provincs. With rogard to the two former, the duty is a
great injury to the consumers, and no benefit to the Nova
Sotian producers; and with regard to the Maritime Pro-
nnelces, it is neither a benefit to the consumer nor producer.
The hon. Minister of Railw ays, as far as I could follow him,
devoted the whole of his argument in this flouse to tho
eIffect of the duty in the Province of Ontario, and his argu-
ment cau be redueed to this proposition-that the duty,instead of being an injury to the Ontario consumer, was a
benefit to him. because the American producer, in order to
destroy the Nova Scotian competition, was forced to reduce

las pces, so that ho sold actually cheaper in Ontario thanhe did in his own market. In order that there may be no
misappr-ehension of the hon. gentleman's meaning, I will

uote from what ho said:
"S) that here you have the fact clearly established that the very

tont heduty was imposed the parties who shipped their coals toToronto and Quebec, put these places into a diffe ýnt categery from
the they were before they made them competitive points and reduced
imposible foal to a larger extent than the amount of duty paid. It is

Sthat thor any impartial mind to arrive at any other conclusion
increased e imposition of a duty of 50 cents a ton has not only not

coInsumler in Ocotto the consumer, but it has lowered the cost to the
Pnrther on, he stated:

Phil e hows, first, that prior to the 15th of March, 1879, theOn'phia dealer purcbased his coal at a cheaper rate than theave ge pice oaler; second, that, after the imposition of the duty, the
cl i] 180 e Ontario coal dealers was less than that to Phila-

I 0, by $.61, and in the fiscal >ear of 1881, by 50 cents.
that i b his statement and I repeat my resumé of it, namely,
our n view the American produeer, in order to control

eaket actually reduced his prices, and sold in Ontario
heae an ho did in the Urited Stastis. When I heard7,9 c t I oould searcely credit miy ears, and read it

over in the Bansord to make sure I was not mistaken. Thus
we have the statement from the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways that through the National Policy the iniquitous pro-
cess of which we have heard so much in past years, is still
going on, and those wily, astute Americans are using our
National Policy to make this country of ours a
slaughter market. I do not know by what name
hon. gentlemen onposite will qualify this process now,
but we all know that during the lait Session of Paria-
ment it was denounced as a groat injury to our people.
Who can forget the lamentations of hon. gentlemen opposite
on the fate of the poor country which was se reduced by the
former Tariff that Americans could come bore and sell their
goods ? Who does not remember the lond promises they
then made that if ever they had the power they would put
np such a barrier that the infamous process would not go
on any longer. Well, the power has3 been given them, but
lo! now they wheel. around and say: "Look at the
wonderful effect of our National Policy, which
has forced the Americans to como into our coun-
try and slaughter their g' o.is amongst us. It
bas made the Americans come here and sell us their
produce cheaper than they sel it to their own people." Who
bas forgotten the last Session of the last Parliament, that
when such an assertion was made-th it the Americans were
coming here and selling their goods in that way-the answer
invariably was that they came and sold their goods under
prices, and that we ought to be tbankful- to them for that
course? But I remember very distinctly the torrents of
abuse and invective which were hurled at us, because we
believed in such a patriotic doctrine. I am glad to see that
hon. gentlemen opposite have changed their views upon this
subject. It is an advance also, and an advance in the right
direction, and one upon wiich we on this side can hcartily
congratulate them, becauso we still adhere to our doctrine,
that the Americans come here and slaughter their goods,
sell at under-prices, and if this is due to the National Policy,
every one on the Opposition side will say bravo to the
National Policy. But, unfortunatelv, the National Policy
does not deserve so much crodit It is not a fact that the
Americans are coming bore and selling goods below prices,
owing to the National Policy. The Minister of Railways,
stated and quoted figuf es to show that coal had been sold
cheaper in Ontario than in some of the United States mar-
kets themselves. I have followed the hon. gentleman's
figures closely, and the more I do so the more I am
convinced there must be errors in them. and that the
same qualities of c -al could not hav' been compared. If
those statements and figures, the basis of his theory, are
wrong, the effects he attributes to it have not existed. The
idea of the &Iinister of Railways was that the Tariff
had made the Ontario market a competitive market
between the American and the Nova Scotian pro.
ducer. I challenge the fact. It cannot be se,
for this the best of reasons-that trade bas not been as
yet established in coal between Ontario and Nova Scotia.
What is the extont, of the coal irade so far as we know it,

from the statements of hon. gentlemen opposite ? Do we
ever hear from thom that a trade has een established
between Ontario and Nova Scotia in coal? The only thing
we heard was that a cargo of coal had reached Kingston,
and another Guelph, but one swallow does net make a
suumer, and oe cargo dees not establish a trade. Whoever
consigned that cargo to Guelph will not repeat the operation,
because it could only be repeated at a loas. The reason
why Ontario is not a competitive market between the
American and Nova Scotian producers is this-tue distance
will not allow it as regards Nova Scotia. The hon. member
for Niagara, the other day, stated incidentally that whoever
made the assertion that coal could not be brought from
Nova Seotia to Toronto or Ontario, fbr $-.40 a ton,
disparaged this country.
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Mr. PLUMB. No; I stated that it was the contention of

Mr. Jones and Mr. Carmichael, who were members of this
Rouse, from Nova Scotia at the time, constantly reiterated
the statement that coal could not be brought into Ontario
except by the imposition of a duty of $2.50 a ton.

Mr. LAURIER. I think Messrs. Carmichael & Joines
are perfectly right.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, bear.
Mr. LAURIER. The difference is only in words after

all. I accept the hon. member's correction, and I agree
with Messrs. Carmichael and Jones that Ontario cannot be
made a competitive market between the American producer
and the Nova Scotia producer, unless a duty of at least $2 a
ton is imposed on the American coal.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.
Mr. LAURIER, The bon. gentleman will have the

patience to hear the argument, though he will
not be convinced by it; it is this : Between
the coal fields of Pennsylvania and Toronto the dis-
tance is only about 240 miles, whereas the distance between
the Nova Scotia fields and Toronto is more than 1,100
miles. What is the freight then upon a ton of coal from
the coal fields of Pennsylvania to Toronto, the 240 miles?
So far as I have been able to find out, 1 believe it is $2.40,
or 1 cent a mile; I have this information from a business
man in Montreal. It is a very high rate, but I take it,
though I might have chosen a lower rate, to make it agree
with the rate given by the hon. the Minister of Railways.
He said that the freight from Buffalo to Toronto was $1 a ton,
the distance between Buffalo and Toronto, by the Suspension
Bridge, being less than 100 miles; and this, at 1 cent a mile
for coal from Pittsburg, the centre of Pennsylvania, to Buffalo,
or little less than 150 miles, gives 240 miles from Pittsburg
to Toronto. If, then, it costs $1 for the 100 miles from
Buffalo to Toronto, it follows that we may fairly argue that
the freigbt from Pittsburg to Toronto would be $2.40 a ton.
Against this, what is the freight rate from the coal fields of
Nova Scotia to Toronto. The rates of freight by the Inter-
colonial have been laid before the Hlouse in a voluminous
return, with a table of the compound rates for coal upon the
Intercolonial and Grand Trunk Railway. It is fair to
assume that this rate of freight, which was made in 1879,
when the hon. Minister of Railways was in the Department
of which he is now in charge, was as low as it could be made
in accordance with commercial rules. Now, the freight
from New Glasgow, which is in the centre of the coal-fields
of Nova Scotia, to Toronto, is $39.68 per car of 22,400 lbs.,
or eleven and one fifth tons of 2,000 lbs. This sum of 839.68
is distributed as follows: 819.80 to the Intercolonial Rail-
way and $19.88 to the Grand Trunk Railway; that makes
the rate per ton $3.54, Now, I assume this is the cheapest
rate at which coal can be carried from Nova Scotia
to Toronto, $3.54 against 82.40, which is the rate
on Pennsylvania coal from Pittsburg to Toronto. Now,
that is not all, I assume, and I believe the assumption is a
fair one, that this Tariff, which was made whilst the
present hon. the Minister of Railways was in charge of the
Intercolonial Railway, was as low as both the Intercolonial
Railway and the Grand Trunk Railway could carry coal.
I have no doubt that the bon. Minister represented to the
Grand Trunk Railway the great advantages which would
accrue to it in the transport of coal from Nova Scotia to
Ontario. I bave no doubt the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany took these matters into consideration, and reduced
their rates as low as commercial rules would admit. Now,
what is the rate on the Grand Trunk Railway ? The dis.
tance from Chaudiere Junction, which is the terminus of
the Intercolonial Railway, to Toronto, is 498 miles, and the
rate for this part is $19.88 per car of 22,400 lbs., or $1.76
per ton, so that the rate per mile is just a little more than
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one-third of a cent, or to put it exactly, .35. That is the
lowest rate at which the Grand Trunk iRailway can trans.
port coal. Now, I call the attention of the louse to
the fact that the rate on the Intercolonial Railway by
this table is just 34 per cent. less than the
Grand Trunk iRailway rates per mile. 1 have
showu that the rate on the Grand Trunk Railway
per mile is -35, the rate on the Intercolonial IRailway, is a
little more than one-fourth per cent.-exactly -26; so that
a ton of coal which leaves the United States to go to
Toronto, on the Intercolonial Railway pays -26 per mile
and on the Grand Trunk -35 per mile, so that on the Grand
Trunk it pays 34 per cent. more than on the Intercolonial
Railway. It is fair to assume that at these rates that the
Intercolonial Railway is the loser. If we add these Inter.
colonial Railway rates, so as to make the Government the
loser instead of the gainer by the operation, what is the
result ? The result is this: take a ton of cOaI in Pittsburg,
Penn., and bring it to Toronto, and take a ton of coal in New
Glasgow and bring it to Toronto. The price of bituminous
coal in Pittsburg is but $1.22, the freight from Pittsburg to
Toronto is'$2.40, which would make the coal cost 83.62,
now add the duty, 60 cents, and this makes $-1.22. Reverse
the operation and take a ton of coal from New Glasgow to
Toronto. The price of coal at New Glasgow is much
higher than at Pittsburg. At Pittsburg it is $1.22, I am
informed that in Nova Scotia it is $1.72, but for the purpose
of argument I assume it to bu equal to the price of
coal at Pittsburg. What would be the result? Tho
price of coal ut New Glasgow being 81,22, the freight
to Toronto at the reduced rates, being 83.54. the price per
ton would amount to $4.76. Now, to that we have to add
profits to the dealers and other accessories as against the
$3.62 for American coal in Toronto, or, with the duty added,
$4.22. Now, the difference is this: Pennsylvania coal will
cost less in Toronto by $1.14 per ton than Nova Seotia
coal, and if you add the duty it wili still cost 54 cents less.,
This, as I have said, is upon the reduced rates on the Inter-
colonial Railway; but suppose the Intercolonial Railway
adopted the same rates as the Grand Trunk, the resuilt
would be that the transport from New Glasgow to Chaulière,
instead of being $1.76 per ton, would bu $2.31 per ton, s0
that the coal in Toronto would cost $4.70 per ton. If the
same rate had been eharged on the Intercolonial Railway as
on the Grand Trunk, the result would bu that the ceal,
instead of costing, with the freight, $3.54, would have cost
$4.07. So, Mr. Speaker, the result would bu that, mn order
to bring coal to Ontario, in order to make coal an article of
competition between Pennsylvania and Nova Scotia, the
duty ought to bu inereuased from 60 cents to 81.14, at the
very least, even upon the decreased rates of freight, such
as they exist. But, in these comparisons, I have
left aside, altogether, the cost of coal. it is
dearer in Nova Scotia than in Pennsylvania ;but fer par-
pose of argument, I have assumed the price to bu the saie
in both countries, though there is a difference of ut leaust50
cents. But even more. Suppose that instead of decreasiDg
their rates on the Intercolonial Railway the Government
had adopted the same rates as the Grand Trnnk Rail wa
that is to say, 35 cents per mile, still the cost in Toronto
would bu $4.09, so that even upon these rates, in order to
bring down coal from New Glasgow to Toronto it old
require a duty of ut least $2 per ton. Now, Mr. Carme
and Mr. Jones were quite right when they saiditario
impossible, with the prusent duty, to bring cOaI to d aive
and that in order todo so a duty of 82 pur ton wou. hot
to bu imposed upon American cOaI. That opinion ,n
ours alone. We have heard in this louse the hon. meener
for Pictou (Mr. Doull) speaking of the duty of 50 cents,
which was thon imposed, say :potion p>i

4 With regard to coal, ho mightsMy that ho !eared the protea
posed la the Tari was unot suimciet. It was ou ly 50 e t
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he believed it should be 75 cents on bituminous coal, to enable Nova
Scotia col to reach Ontario. Besides that, a duty of 75 cents would be

ore likely to result in the Americans proposing to take off their duty
of 75 cents a ton on Nova Scotia coal entering the New England market,

vhich, if the proposition was carried out, would give Nova Scotia its
,,taral market. Then, if Nova Scotia got its natural market, it did not

ant the market of Ontario, and Ontario could get its coal without the
paYment of any duty. A duty of 50 cents was not going te benefit
Ontario and Quebec. It was going to be a tax to the people of those
Provinces, and as with taat duty Nova Scotia could not get the market,
it was not going to do Nova Sootia any good."

Such was the opinion of the hon. member for Pictou in
1879. The year following, the duty was increased from 50
cents to 60 cents a ton, but, with the expeoctation, of course,
that this additiona[ duty would enable Nova Scotia coal to
roach Ontario. But we have, as a result that not a ton,
except two cargoes, has reached Ontario. The reason is
this, as Mr. Carmichael and Mr. Jones said : a difference at
loast of $2 per ton would b necessary to secure that object;
and I repeat, with these statements before me, that, unless
you are prepared to place a duty of 82 per ton upon
American coal, Ontario will never be made a competitive
point between Nova Scotia and Pennsylvania. If Ontario
has not been made a competitive market between Nova
Scotia and Pennsylvania, it follows that all the arguments
of the hon. the Minister of Railways must be incorrect,
because the very basis on which they were made falls to the
ground. But there is something more. Against the hon.
tie Minister of Railways in the House of Commons, perhaps
I will be permitted to quote Sir Charles Tupper in the city
of San Francisco. Thbis jis what hoesaid:

"Nature has provided that the Atlantic States should receive coal
from Nova Scotia, and she has also placed the great coal beds of
Pernsylvania in such a position that coal could be better supplied to the
Province of Ontario than it is possible to get within these borders. So
it was on the Pacifie Coast. San Francisco was indebted to Nanaimo,
Pritish Columbia, for some of the rights she enjoys. Nature intended
that so far as coal was concerned there should be a free interchange
between the two countries. He believed the day was not far distant
whee both counries would adopt a common sense policy in relation
Io these natural products 1

I sec the hon. gentleman assents to this position.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. J do,
Mr. LAURIER. Well then, if the hon. Minister assents

to this position and his followers also assent to it, why do
they legislato against nature ? They will tell me that the
Americans also legislate against nature. Can this reason
ever be given in a civilized country, that because one nation
legislates against nature we should also legislate against
nature? The hon. gentleman reminded me of what is said of
the Chinese mode of duelling. ln Paris where duels are fre-
quent, a man who is offended calls his adversary out, and they

outtle the matter between themselves, but in China, if a man
is offended ho commences by opening his bowels and when
tis is done the bloody sword is sent to his adversary who also
opens his bowels, so that instead of one man going to the
grave against the laws of nature two men do so. On thiscontinent instead of having one nation legislating against
the laws of nature you have two pursuing that course; If
aInything can show the faliacy of the argument on this ques-tion it is such a statement as this. I agree with the hon.
gentleman that the laws of nature have provided that coal
blai b supplied to the Atlantic States from Nova Seotia.Te Americans have taken upon themeelves to legislate
'gainst the laws of nature, and thoir people on the Atlantic
""4't have to bear the consequence and the additional ex-pense. I agree also that nature bas provided that coal shall be
"pplied to Ontarprovbecause th e aro frm the Central States of the Union, but
Peopale tho Aimericans have inflicted an injury upon their
the ple We must also inflict an injury upon our people and tax
be safel40 ,00 a year, so that i think upon this point it can
peopleY yoncluded that a duty on coal is not a benefit to the
endl of Nova Scotia, because the coal owners cannot

bopn their ceaiteOntario, but it id a great injury to the
tri who, under the Tariff, have to pay at least

$400,000 taxation. Now, what is the effect of the Tariff on
the Maritime Provinces ? Every one will agree with me
that the effect is nil. It cannot affect them, because, as the
hon. Minister of lRailways has said, the laws of nature
have provided they should supply cocl to the Atlantic States
of the Un ion and Pennsylvania ils too far distant from them.
Coal cannot be sent from Pennsylvania to Nova Scotia or
the Maritime Provinces, and therefore the duty there is
inoperative. What is the effect in Quebec ? It is highly
injurious. We pay a very largo duty upon coal, and there is a
petition now on the Table of the House from the boat-owners
of Qnebec praying that the duty may be repealed. Is it an
advantage to the people of Nova Scotia? It is not. Perhaps
it might be, and would be, but for one circnmstance, and
this is the close proximity which nature has afforded Quebec
to the coal-fields of Great Britain. So much of the coal usod
in Quebec comes in baliastfrom Great Britain, that ithasbeen
impossible, under the Tariff, to secure for Nova Scotia the
market of'Quebec. It is true, it will be said-it bas some-
times been said in this iIouse-that the duty will secure the
Quebec market for the coal producers of Nova Scotia. It is
said that the coal production of Nova Scotia is largely
increased, and I admit that it bas ; but we say, and every-
body knows, that this coal from Nova Scotia did not replace
any coal from Great Britain or elsewhere, but was only an
addition to the consumption of the people. The sales of Nova
Scotia coal to Quebec advanced from 83,000 tons in 1878 to
over 2,000,000 tons iin 1881. This is attributed, of course,
to the Tariff.

Mr. RYAN (Montreal). Iear, hear,
M r. LAURIER. I have just heard a " hear,

hear," but if any one will pretend that this increase
of the sale of Nova Scotia ceoa to Quebec is duo
to the Tariff, why does he not pretend that the incroase
of the sales of that coal to the United States is also
due to the Tariff. The sales have increased in the
same proportion. In 1879, the sales of Nova Scotia
coal to the United States were 51,000 tons; in 1881, 113,000
tons. If it is contended that the duty hasgiven the market
of Quebec to Nova Scotia coal, why not contend that the
duty bas secured the market of the United States for Nova
Scotia coal? There is just as much reason for the one as the
other. No; in Quebec, as everywhere cise, the duty has not
beenof any benefit to the miners of Nova Scotia, tbough it
bas been to us, as to overy one else, a very injurious duty.
Taken all in all, what is the result of the policy which the
Government have placed on the Statute-book? What is
the result of the duty on wheat, on flour, on meal, on coal ?
Has it benefitted the producer ? I say it bas not. Has it
injured the consumer? It bas largely injured the consumer.
It has forced him to pay on the prime necessaries of life a
taxation to the amount of over $700,000. On this point i
cannot do botter, in order to show the injurious and mis-
chievous effects of this policy, than quote the opinion of
a gentleman high in the opinion of the Conservative party
just now, and a prominent member of their Government.
In 1870, a similar motion to this was propounded in the
flouse, and speaking in the other Cham ber, Senator Maepher-
son used these words-be was speaking of the duties on
breadstuffs and coal:

" e believed it to be exceedingly unsound to impose duty on coal
and, breadstuffs, or any natural products that were now free. He
acknowledged that there was a difficulty in forming a Tariff that would
be acceptable to ail the people of the Dominion; but certainly it would
have been an easy task to mature one that would be more just to ail
sections of the country than the measure now before the flouse. If it
bad been the object to devise a Tariff that would set one Province
against another-that would create and perpetuate sectional jealousies
and antipathies, the Government had certainly succeeded. Breadstuffi
were taobe taxed to please the people of Ontario, but he believed it was
a great injustice to the agriculturists of Ontario to suppose that they
were prepared to accept such a Tariff, or that it would be protection to
them. The market where their surplus produce was disposed of fixed
the price of the whole, and duty could not be of any positivé advantage
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so far as the price of their breadstuffswas concernel. Then dutywould
be a great obstruction to trade all throughout the country, whic]
should, in accordance with the true principles of commerce, be left a
unrestricted as possible. Not only Would the Tarif be worthless to the
people of Ontario, but it would be most burthensome to other section
-to fiuhermen and great masses of people of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, as well as cf Quebec, for it is a well-known fact that larg
quantities of breadstuffs are yearly taken into the latter Province from
the United States. Then, as part of this great 'National Policy,'a
duty was imposed on foreign coal as a means of propitiating the peopl
of Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Quebee wer
taxed to satisfy Ontario; Quebec, Ontario and New Brunswick were t
be burthened to please a minority in Nova Scotia. Nothing could b
more calculated to create dissension and to disturb the harmoniou
working of Confederation than such legislation."

Nothing can be more pregnant than these words. They ar
so true, so natural, and express so well the mind of every
body on this side, that I leave them to the hon. members o
the House for their consideration in connection with thii
question.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The bon. mover of thil
resolution must no doubt have hesitated a good deal when
he was asked to present it to the House. The bon. gentle
man must have remembered that bis ideas, bis views, his
principles on matters of Protection had changed a grea
deal. The bon, gentleman must have remembered that ai
a time when he had not the responsibility of office and was
no doubt -peaking bis own mind, he thougbt thatthose wbo
were in office-the present Government, with a very few
changes- were not doing their duty towards the country
because, he said, they did not protect the indus-
tries and manufactories-they did not, in short,
protect the people. The hon. gentleman at that
period was a great protectionist, and went as far as any one
of us go now. In fact, he went further than most of us
would care to go. And why did he change ? The bon.
gentleman may say to-day that his views were not in that
direction but the records are there-the records of bis
speeches, of the speeches of his friends and allies, and the
writings of those who contributed to the press of his party.
Ali these evidences are extant, and they show that the hon.
gentleman thought that this country requirel protection,
and protection to a very great extent. I will read a few
extracts, not to refresh his memory, because I have no
doubt that before the speech he las just delivered he read
what he had said in previous times and what the press of
his party had said on the same subjoet. In 1871, this was
the opinion of the hon. gentleman:

" L'enquête qui se poursuit en ce moment annonce une idée générale
et complète de nos manufacturiers, des causes qui arrêtent leur déve-
loppement et des remèdes qu'il s'agirait d'apporter à la situation. La
plainte universelle provient de deux choses différentes: La différence
énorme qui existe entre le tarif américain et celui du Canada, qui nous
exclus pratiquement des Etats-Unis, tandis qu'il invite la concurrence
américaine au milieu de nous. Ainsi la plupart des produits manufac-
turés sont frappés d'un droit de 35 par cent a leur entrée aux Etats-
Unis, tandis que ce droit n'est que de 15 par cent à leur entrée en
Canada. En outre pour maintenir les prix chez eux les américains
nous envoient et vendent à sacrifice le surplus de leur productions, ce
qui fait à nos industriels une position d'indépendance intolérable.

This is what the bon. gentleman said, though he now
reproaches us for saying that the Americans were making
a siaughter market of this country, previous to the present
Tari F :

" 29. Les manufacturiers anglais, ayant la main-d'Suvre à plus bas
prix que nous et un marché plus étendu et produisant d'un autrecôté un
article inférieur sous bien des rapports, peuvent faire à notre industrieune
concurrence térieuse. Une taxe un peu plus élevée donnerait aux cana-
diens le controle de leur marché, leur permettrait de fabriquer sur une
plus grande échelle et de fournir l'article a plus bas prix que mainte-
nant. Il y a bien quelques autres obstacles soumis. ceux-ci sont les
principaux et ils pourront être guéris de la même manière en portant à
20 et 25 le droit de douanes prélevé sur les marchandises à leur entrée
dans le pays."

I need not quote more than this to show that the hon. gen.
tieman was, at that period, a great protecionist. He
thotught that we should protect ourselves against the United
States, by putting on a duty nearly as heavy as theirs, in
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d order to provent their manufacture's from destroying ours
h by underselling our goods. The hon, gentleman Bay in
e his motion :

"That in the opinion of this House, the public interests would be
e promoted by the repeal of the duties on coal, coke and breadstuff.i

a Now, Sir. the hon. gentleman wishes us to believe that thi
e duty on breadstuffseis entirely an independent thing front
o the policy of this country-tbat it is not a portion of a
e system, but that it is a great separate burden on the people
s and that by removing if we would not touch the Tarif

but would relieve the poor people of the country. le
e says that the people ar eoppressed by this duty, that the

people of the Province of Quebec are suffering greatly from
f it, that the poor people cannot get good flour, but are
s obliged to buy flour of an inferior quality; but I would ask

the hon. gentleman whether the people of Quebec, previous
s to the adoption of the Tariff which is now in force, were

purchasing different flour from what they are purchasing
to-day. They are purchasing the same flour they used to
purchase, and there is no difference whatever. Besides,

t Mr. Speaker, where are the petitions to this House from
t the people of Quebec or the people of Ontario for the

removal of this tax ? Are they now so heavily taxed, are
they suffering so much, are they so overburdened, that they
cannot bear that affliction ? If they were, we should heur
from them; we shotild see that Table covered with their
petitions ; and the bon. gentlemen opposite, when they
think they have a grievance, take precious good care to
have a number of petitions printed, and to send them
throughout the country to be signed and sent back to this
House. Why do they not do it in this case ? Becauso
they know that the people would not sign their petitions;
but that from one end of the country to the
other they are satisfied with the Tariiff. and are
happy and contented. The hon. gentleman said that the
duty paid on flour last year was $109,397. Weil, divide
that by the population of the country, and you will find that
the people are suffering to the extent of a little more than 2
cents a head; that is the great burden on the people from
this duty, which the hon. gentleman wants removed. We1l,
Mr. Speaker, when the time for the elections comes round,
let the lon. gentleman make the best ho can of that fact on
the hustings; let him show to the people that, during the
whole year they have been paying a littie more than 2cents
a head in the shape of duty on flour, and, let him ask them
whetherthey would prefer that or to gi back to the old Tarif.
They will tell him that they remember the five years that
hon. gentlemen opposite were in office, when they were not
only unable ta purchase the bad flour, as he calls it, which
they noe purchase, but when they had not moncy eniough
to purchase any flour. They could not do it, because there
was no labor in the country. There were no manufactories,
and the laborers and mechanics of the country were pgor;
but now they would say, as they said on the 17th
of September, 1878: ILt us puy ee or tw idallai- More a
barrel for flour, but give as labor, because, if We have labor,
we shall have money to procure flour." The bon. gentle-
man spoke also of the duty on coal; he says that it
is a great burden upon the people, that they are suifer.
ing very much by it, and that those who suffer mot
are the poor people of Ontario, on whom ho takes0 enmach
pity; ho says they canniot bear this burden of oucents
or âs. a ton on their coal, and they are no daubt
on the verge of an insurrection or a revolution. rbe hon.
gentleman will remember a period when there wu Do tex
an coal, but did we hear the people grumble thonye;
they did not complain of a tax on ceaibutthey compîsd
that there were no industries amobg them; and if yo their
them then if they would pay 50 cenlt more d mone0
coal, they would say: "If yoe can give -as labor and ManeY

.and proSperity, we will puy it." The people areSSOi0w>
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people, and they know that revenue taxes are required for
the country; they are required for public works, for the
great railway work we are building to connect the two
oceans and the eastern and western parts of our country ;
they know that the Government of the country cannot be
conducted without money, and they are perfectly satisfied
to pay the taxes they are now paying, because they know
this money is not squandered, but remains in the country,
and wiii go back to the people in the shape of public works
and improvements which increase the value of their pro-
perty, give labor to the people, and therefore set money
circulating throughout the country. Without entering into
all the labored calculations of the bon. gentleman about
carrying coal from Pennsylvania to Toronto, and from Nova
Scotia to Toronto, I know, and we know, that the tax on
coal has had the effect of stimulating the working
of the mines, until the production has doubled and
trebled and quadrupled. The hon. gentleman says
that the tax bas produced no good to the miners
of Nova Scotia. Well, instead of having 1,000
miners at work to-day, we have 3,000 or 4,000.
This, at all events, is a benefit to those 3,000 or 4,000 addi-
tional miners who had no work, and now have work and
money to spend in the country, and, therefore, contribute to
its revenue. Besides this, these men, instead of enigrating
to the United States, and carrying their labor and their
wealth there, remain in the c .untry, are good citizens, and
give value to our soil. They take from the soil the wealth
that was there and was unproductive, and the result is,
these men are a great addition to our population. But the
true reason for imposing this tax on coal and breadstuffs is,
that it stimulates a groat industry, the coal industry, and
the manufacture of flour, giving to the farmers an advantage
they had not before. I know that in small grain, for
example, in the Province of Quebec the fhrmers feel it is a
benefit to them. But the other and the strongest reason of
the two is this: that if we give up this tax on coal and the
tax on breadstuffs, which taxes are so light that the people
do not complain of them, we shall have nothing to offer to
the United States when we wish to have with them a
reciprocal treaty. We are always ready to reciprocate
whenever they are, and Parliament bas given the Executive
power to do so at any time. The hon. gentleman must
remember that we waited for thirteen ycars to sce whether
they would corne and do the right thing towards us. Our
friends and cousins on the other side of the lino thought
it was better to use those thirteen years in trying to get as
much inoney from us as they could and give as little as
they could in return. The result was that, tired of waiting,
'e suid: "lfyou tax our produce we will tax yours, and will
cOntinue to do that until von find that you should act
towards us as good neighbors and give us reciprocity, as weare ready to give it to you vhenever you are 7ready."Therefore, we wish to continue that tax-a small tax if you
chose--but one which will be a handie in our bands when
the United States are ready to reciprocate with us. Why,in vhat position were we the other day when we bad to
.eotiate through England and our High Commis-8ionOr at London with France ? What had we

te ffer France for the concessions we wishod to
tain? We had the duties on wines, and France,

offer thegtiations, said that was not suflicient to
ed ; and woe we in the same position with thereciitd States we would never have a chance to obtain a

ion cty treaty with them. I shall net delay the House
berge because in the speeches we have had on the Tariff

fereteHOuse went into Committee of the Whole, all the
have s5tages Of the question of Protection and Free Tradegaetln discussed, but I will say I hope~that the hon.
gtisis who support the Govern ment will rememaber thatthij Poriona i
Govern hrtion et te policy that has~been adopted by the

lient with their consent; and we ought not to remove

a stone and run the risk of bringing down the edifice.
Hon. gentlemen opposite will r.ot care if that should happen
because the sooner they destroy it the prouder they will-be.
But we who wish to continue the protection ofour industries
and the prosperity that the country enjoys under the regime.
of this Government wish to continue the Tariffas it is, though,
of course, whenever it is shown that an industry is not
protected and should be protected, we are always open to
conviction and are prepared to give it the neceassary pro.
tection, feeling assured that the represontatives of the people
will support the Government in such action. Hou. gentle-
men opposite, however, wish to destroy the prosperity we
enjoy. They say that should they get back to power, they
will destroy the protection wo bave given our industries.
The hon. mover of this resolution says that the people were
deceived by us in 1878, that they thought we would give
them prosperity, but that they had their eyes opened and
the next elections would show a different result from
that of 1878. Well, the hon. gentleman could not have
spoken with the conviction that I bave no doubt he has on
other subjects. He knew perfectly well that since 1878, the
people have had repeatedly, in all the Provinces, an oppor-
tunity of saying whether they had been deceived or not, and
the result has been that our numbers, instead of being
reduced, have increased to such an extent that to-day the
Government is supported by a majority varying from 85 to
90. I wonder whether the hon. gentleman will find great
comfort in the fact that these bye elections have, as a rule,
resulted in additional support to the Government. Under
these circumstances I shail vote against this motion.

M r. BOURBEAU (in French). Mr. Speaker, in rising to
speak tothe motion presented by the hon. member for Quebec
East (Mr. Lau-ier), I[must claim the indulgence of this House
if I speak in French, as I am not sufficiently familiarwith the
English language to speak it with facility. I am, perhap-t,
better acquainted than any member of this House with the
hon. member for Quebec East, and I have, before to-day, had
the opportunity of hearing him make speeches, sometimes
in favor of that very Protection which we have adopted,
and which his own party neglected to adopt, and sometimes
against that very Protection. That hon. member, during
the election which took place in the county of Drumnond
and Arthabaska in 1877, was careful to ask me, in presence
of the electors, if I was prepared to vote for the placing of
a duty on flour, and ho never failed to ask me this question
in every parish where we had occasion to address the
electo-s. My answer used to be, that I woald do my best
to ensure the getting of cheap flour, and on the most advan-
tageous terms. Well, I think that, from our experience of
the Tariff, that from what we sec throaghout the country,
no one, except those Who are desirous of making political
capital, could to-day come forward and tell the electors that
there are not to-day greater advantages for getting cheap
flour than there was at the time of the election of 1877.
But, Mr. Speaker, at the time of the second election which
took place in thî county which I represent, I was accused
of having voted au favor of a motion ntroducod, I think, by
the hon. member for Cape Breton, and which had for its
object the placing of a duty on coal. The motion was a
partial one, and we failed in obtaining the assent of the
majority ot the House to it; but I, who had been recently
elected, and who had come before my electors as a protec-
tionist, who had presented to the electors of Drum-
mond and Arthabaska a protectionist programme,
thought it my duty not to deviate from it, as
the electors had seen fit to elect me on its- basis. I
voted for the motion of the hon. nember for Cape Breton,
and, when I was afforded the opportunity of explaining my
vote, my electors declared themselves satisfied, notwith-
standing the efforts of the hon. member for Quebeo East to
make the people protest againstit. Althodgh he pointed ont
to- them that I as the only .member of the Prôvinoe ff
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Quebec who had voted for that motion, the electors did not
listen to the fine speeches of the hon. gentleman, and they
voted for me; they re-elected me, as they did not consider
I had committed the fault imputed to me by the hon. mem-
ber. The hon. memberfor Quebec East has a peculiar facility
for exhibiting his cause in a good light. Ris oratorical
talentp are well known; one is acquainted with his facility
of speaking whenever he bas the opportunity of doing so;
but at the same time, Mr. Speaker, it is oftentimes noticed
that his finest speeches lack bottom, a most necessary
adjunct. 1 remember that when ho was rendered the honor
of being elected in 1877, his friends treated him to an
ovation, and went in triumph to Arthabaska, where a ban-
quet was given to him, and speeches were made; yet, I think
that, had the excursion to be gone over again, they would
not do as much. On that occasion, Mr. Speaker, attempts
were made to prognosticate, and the hon. member himself,
in order to convince his electors that his cause was
good, ho who was saying that ho had just planted
the Liberal standard on the Quebec citadel, he who
had just won that victory, was kind enough to allow
himself to be presented a piece of blue colored stuff repre-
senting the Conservative standard; in presence of an
enormous crowd from Quebec East and a few electors of Artha-
baska ho tore this piece of blue colored stuff in two pieces;
whilst his friends rent these pieces still further asunder
and trampled thom under foot, while saying: "Thus will we
crush the Conservative party at the next elections." Such
Mr. Speaker, is the mode of prognostication of the hon.
member for Quebec East. We know what happened at the
elections of 1878; we know that the blue Conservative
standards floated over ail public buildings from one end of
the Dominion to the other in honor of the party to which I
belong. Now, Mir. Speaker, the hon. member has spoken
to us at some length of this duty on flour. I presume ho
bas the intention of coming back into the county of
Arthabaska, or into some otber county, in order to impress
upon the electors the belief that this duty is damaging to
their interests. I think that it would prove useless for him
to speak at any length on that question ; the electors are
intelligent, and there is no necessity of addressing them aet
any length on the subjtct of the National Policy in order to
cause them to admire its principle, and to form an opinion
of the position which it occupies to day. In 1877, when I
was elected in the counties of Drummond and Arthabaska
over the head of the hon. member for Quebec East, there
was not any duty on flour, but, as has been said by the hon.
Minister of Public Works, poor people had not thon the
means of buying flour. I am mistaken, Mr. Speaker, they
did buy flour, but not flour made from wheat; they more
frequently bought flour made from Indian corn because i t was
cheaper, but we al] know what kind of an existence a man
bas who is obliged to feed himself with flour ground from
Indian corn. The hon. member has spoken of the poor kind
of four which poor people use now, owing to there being a
tax of 50 cents per barrel on imported flour; but if we con-
sult the Trade and Navigation Returns, *hat do we see?
We seo that we, in 1880, exported 5,090,500 bushels of wheat,
representing a value of $5,942,042. Last year, we exportedi
2,523,673 bushels of wheat, yielding the handsome return1
of $2,593,820. Two years ago, we exported 544,591 barrelsi
of flour, giving the sum of $2,930,950. Last year, we
exported 439,728 barrels of flour, roturning the sum of1
$2,173,101. Now, those exporta are exclusively the1
products of Canada, and if we are able to export wheat growng
in Canada, I would ask the hon. member for Quebec East
how it is that we should have to pay so great a tax on the
flour which we import ? But that which ho calls a heavy
tax, is but a smali one, for, as has been stated by the hon.
Minister of Public Works, that tax does not amount to more
than 2 cents per head, and [ think that our exports ofi
wheat grown in Canada amply compensate for the amountj

Mr. BounSAU.

which we pay in the shape of that small tax. When the
hon. member for Quebec East sat on the Ministerial banches
when ho had the honor of ropresenting the county in one of
the most exalted positions in this House, ha attempted to
introduce some changes in his Department. It wiîî
ba remembered that ho tried to introduce a Bili
intituled the Stamp Act ; the difficulty which he
encountcred when introducing this Bill, will also b.
remembered; it will likewise be remembered that this Bill
after having undergone all the changes made in it by the
House in Committee, was se much altered that the hou.
gentleman himself could not recognize it, and this Stamp
Act was not passed. What a difference between now and
thon 1 To-day the hon. Finance Minister has abolishied the
stamp duty on bills of exchange, to the great satisfaction of
all engaged in the higher branches of trade, and of those in
the habit of transacting business by means of such bills of
exchange. Now, Mr. Speaker, can a comparison be insti-
tuted between the policy of the hon. member for Quebec
East and that of the present Government ? Can a difference
be established ? If so, there is a palpable one. To-day we
see prosperity reigning overywhere, and at every oppor.
tunity we see the Government striving to introduce measures
calculated to bring prosperity into the c9untry, and whieh
will favor all classes of society; and if we instituted a com-
parison with the time when hon. gentlemen of the Opposi.
tion were in power, we get at the conclusion that instead of
acceding to the wishes of the people, instead of listening to
the petitions presented from all parts of the country asking
for a change in the administration of affairs, instead of giv.
ing a hearing to the requests of clectors approaching the
Government, th.ey refused to do so; no attempt was ever
made to satisfy the people, and what was the result? We
found poverty in all ranks of society ; commerce was in
difficulties; the poor man, on behalf of whom the hou. mem-
ber for Quebec East appeals to-day for sympathy, was
obliged to leave his country to seek for employment
in the factories of the United States, our own being all
closed. What else did we see, Mr. Speaker? The fariner
was compelled to dispose of his produce at the vory lowest
prices, which far from compensated hita for his
labors. I have here the compared prices of agricultural
products of the Province of Quebec during the years 1875,
1S76, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880 and 1881. In 1875, the whole-
sale price of pork was 4ý4 cents, and,in 1881,it sold for 8 and
9 cents per lb., or twice as much. In 1875, 1876 and
1877, oats sold at 30 to 32 cents per bushel, and, in 1879,
1880 and 1881, at from 35 to 45 cents. per bushel. In 1875,
1876 and 1877, peas sold at from 70 to 75 cents per bushol,
and, in 1879, 1880, 1881, at from 75 to 85 and even 90 cents
per bushel. In 187â, 1876 and 1877, butter sold at from 10
to 11 cents per lb., and in 1879, 1880 and 1881, at from 142
to 18 and 20 cents per lb. Now, if we take animais, e
find a difference of 50 per cent. in the price of horses
25 per cent. in that of horned cattle; Of 20 per cent. in
that of sheep and poultry, and of 20, 30 and 40 per cent.
in that of nearly all agricultural products. Well, wth euh
a difference duly established, when the hon. member fo-
Quebec East shall come before the electors of our rural diS'
tricts in order to try and make them believe tht timesvare
not as good now as they used to be, when he presided har
the destinies of the country, I think ho will find ite abard
task to make himself understood. As I have said, the
tors are intelligent, and they know enough to explain wby e
enjoy so great prosperity to-day, why we can procure Mnoray
with such facility. They can explain why the por anbas
work at wages which are 25 to 50 per cent. bigher cf
when the hon. member was a member of the Governmera-
the country. The poor workingman who earns a rerdutas
tive salary, can buy to advantagoe the agriculturthe farmr
which he stands in need of, which recompense t
for the labor he has expended in bringing forth tIsse Pro'
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ducts. The trade resulting therefrom is also in a prosperous
condition, because the traders and the merchants have
customers whb can pay for the goods they require. The
wholosale merchant, the importer, is likewise enabled to
neet his engagements owing to the remittances which ho

ets from his debtors. An attempt has been made, Mr.
speaker, to lead us to believe that, as the great majority
of the articles affected by the remodelling of the Tariff in
1879, the consumers of this country had suffered a great
loss. well, I am in business, and I certainly do not wish
to be blaned for stating things which are not exact. What
did we see on the shelves of our town and country
merchants? Why, goods imported from the United States.
To.day, goods manufactured in Canada have taken the place
of those which were imported previous to the time when we
enjoyed Protection; and it is impossible now to buy any
other cotton than that manufactured at Hochelaga, Cornwall,
Coaticooke, and in New Brunswick. It will soon be manu-
factured in Quebec, and at St. Henri des Tanneries. It is
impossible to procure similar cottou from the States or from
England; there is none to be had, Mr. Speaker, for the
cotton manufactured in Canada is of a better quality and
we cau sli it at a cheaper figure than that which we mighti
import. Figures have boen quoted, and it has been saidi
that the cotton factories have not preventel the importation.
of a large quantity of cotton from foreign countries. Well,i
I tm in a position to state that if cotton has been imported
from' foreign countries, it is becaxse our manufacturers
have been unable to produce a quantity equal to the domand
I remember that last year it was impossible to get in thei
wholesale market all the cotton that was required ; manu-
facturers were not able to meot the demand, and the same
thing occurred, not only with regard to cotton, but also with
regard to tweeds and hats, which are manufactured with1
great profit in the Province of Quebec, Ontario and New1
Brunswick; and we can to-day obtain these articles at far1
lower prices than at the time those hon. gentlemen were inI
piwer. To- day, as I have stated, farmers sell their products1
at much higher rates titan formerly, and, nevertheless, they1
can procure the implements which they require to cultivate
the soil at much lower prices than they could when hon.
gentlemen of the Opposition were in power; these articles
which the farmer requires, are assessed with a duty of 25 to
35 per cent., which, however, does not prevent theE
farmer from buying them at a lower figure than when thei
duty on them was but 17J per cent.; this dif-(
ference is explained by the fact that our manufacturers1
entering into competition with each other, can
Produce more cheaply, and the article, which wetbuy from Canadian manufacurers are not assessedi
with a duty of 25 to 35 per cent., but their products are freeE
f duty, as they are produced within the limits of thej

Dominion Of Canada. To-day, Mr. Speaker, wo see plenty
reigning everywhere; money circulating freely throughoutt

cities as well as through the rural districts; and if ther
Present Government has succeeded in inducing capitalistsr
f rein countries to invest their capital in our industries,ti is due to the good policy of that Government; if also weg8e the rate of interest decrease, thus enabling borrowers to
obtain money on advantageous terms, it is again due to thei
ound POlicy Of our Government. I well recollect that, int

187 aud 1876, the rate of interest in our rural districts asthaas that of the banks, was 9 and 10 per cent. I recollect
Cent per charged 20, 25, 30 and even 50 per cent; even
a per ce . has been exacted, whilst to day, the banks
ace glad to lend at 7 per cent.; capitalists are content totiCOpt 4 and 5 per cent., and the lenders in our country dis-Lagit are offering their money at 6 ad 7 per cent., as1877.st the 25 and 30 per cent. they used to get in 1876 and
them These facts are well known to the public; electors know i
opporta m eperience, for the greater part have had the0

of borrowing money at those exorbitant ratesr
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of interest ; it was at a time when the workingman was
compelled to work without being able to procure for him-
self all the necessaries of life, and was obliged to nourish
himself with a kind of flour infinitely inferior to that which
he makes use of to-day; but to-day, ho has money and can
buy and pay for the best flour. Another attempt has been
made to create a noise about the duty levied on coal. I
think that we will encounter some difficulty in exciting
people in our rural districts with regard to this tax, because
coal has not increased in price; it is sold to-day as cheaply
as it was during the years preceding the remodelling of the
Tariff. I think, Mr. Speaker, that if there is a difference,
it is that coal is cheaper to-day than it was before the
adoption of the present Tariff. The duty levied on coal has
produced the same result as that levied on agricultural
implements, viz, that it has brought about the offering to
the public of a superior article at a lower price. As a
proof of the poor reception which would meet any one going
into our rural districts to speak against the National Policy,
wo see every day in the newspapers that some municipal
corporation or the other offering a bonus of $10,000, $815,000,
$20,000 and sometimes even $25,000 to any company will-
ing to erect a manufacture in its locality, and binding
itself to exempt it from taxation for a space of twenty
years. If the population were opposod to manufactures,
it would be opposed to the system of Protection,
and it would assuredly not offer bonuses to manufacturers
desirous of establishing themsolves in the localities where
this bonus is offered. There is, Mr. Speaker, proof that
even in certain localities, where either out of pride, me
thinks, or out of party spirit, people rant against the
National Policy, poople see that that policy is a sound one
and advantageous to the country. Nevertheless, all the
time thait they saw this, they continue to cry out against
that policy, but they do not object to the ereoction of manu-
factures; they do not object to being taxod 810,0009,$15,000,
$20,001) and $25,000 in order to attract minufacturers to
thoso localities. Here we have unanswerable evidence that
the National Policy meets with a general approval, anl
without wishing to name an hon. member of this Hoase
who talks against Protection and the readjustment of the
Tariff such as adopted by our Government, [ miy say that
one of those gentlemen sail in my presence and in th at of
several mombers, and that not so very long ago, that ho
made every effort to induce the hon. momber for Lambton
(Mitr. Mackenzie), when ha was in power, to adopt that
National Policy which was clamoured for by the majority
of the electors of the Dominion and which was refused by
the then hon. leader of the Government. The same hon.
mem ber nevertheless continues to support his party and to
speak against the National Policy. This shows that hon.
gentlemen opposite are inconsistent in their speeches, and
that what they say is not always what they think, and what
they repéat later, as has been seen to-day by the quotations
made by the hon. Minister of Public Works from a speech
made by the hon. member for Quebec East in 1874, and I
think that the hon. Minister of Public Works might have
gone as far back as 1871, when the hon. member for Quebec
East, at that time member for Drummond and Arthabaska
in the Local House, made a speech in favor of Pro-
tection.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Ar. BO URBEAU (in French). Mr. Speaker, I endeavorel,

before the close of the sitting,to prove,and I think that I estab-
lished pretty clearly, that the National Policy had brought
about abundance and satisfaction throughout the whole Dom-
inion of Canada. I think that were we to accede to the desire
of the hon. member for Quebec East, who has proposed a
resolution to take off the duties now levied on flour and coal,
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wo should, at the.same time, ba obliged to take off the duty statement prepared for me by one ofmy eleotors itheeennty
levied on many other articles since the re-adjustment of the of Drummond, which shows that in Kingsey, GranthanDn.
Tariff in 1879. But I am of opinion that the electors ofthe bain, Wickham, Wendover, St. Bonaventure, &.%illîu,
Dominion would be little satisfied with such a change, for it andiDrummendville, in ail the parishos in faetnew nilis
would have the effect, as we said in 1875, -of closing our are being erocted; everywherone sees springing up ne'
sugar refineries, our cotton, bat and woollen factories, our manufactures, tanneries, foundries, ereaneries, woollen Md
agricultural imïlement works; and we would be compelled saw mills, in a word, industries of ail kinds that are bring.
io purchase from foreigu manufhcturers, as we did before ing abundance into these localities, whieh are eausing th,
the adoption of the present Tariff. We would also see our fier and the workingman te rejoice and which bring
artizans and mechanics, thus deprived of work, leave the presperity to those who invest in these manufactw. I,
country ; the farmer would bo compelled to sacrifice histrom the couuty of Drummondwe goto thatofArthabasa
products, becauso trade becoming duller, the demand for we Iikewise cee manufactures springing np there, as if b
them would become smallier; and the consumption of them enchantmont, and in the parish of Stanfold, fermerly the
likewise becoming smallor the fariner would be compelled stronghoid ofthe hon. member for Quebee East, we witne8
to sell bis products at the sanie price that he was selling the greatest activity; Do less than ton furnaces are putting
them formerly. Assuredly, Mr. Speaker, the electors of in motion machinery empleyed iu manufactures of leather
the Dominion do not wish to return to those unhappy times wool, shingies, boots and shoes and many other industries,
which they had to endure during the régime of our Liberal toc numerous to give in detail. The factories of Me&ýr8,
friends. I have even heard it said by Liberals themselves, iMatté and Donovan employ a largo nunber of worknen
at public meetings, but they were Liberals who wislied for wbo prepare leather, notonly for the home market, butao
protection: "IlRather tax us and give us the means of earning for the export trade. Previous to the adoption of the pro.
money than return to the times when we wero less taxed, scnt Tariti, one eould Dot expert te England leather manu-
and when we had not sufficient money to buy the neces- lactured iu this country; uppers, for instance, could net be
saries oflife." Moreover, were we to adopt the proposition exported; but since the adoption of-the Tarif, there is
of the gentlemen of the Opposition, we should thereby manufactured to great advantage a kind of leather, whieh
impede-the encouragement given to the colonization of the allows manufactures, when the local market la gIutted, te
North-West. I think that we have a great deal to expect clear it, by sending it into foreign contries. lu that ceunty
from this colonization of the North-West. I think it we consume 2,500 cords of bark, which gives farmers the
important to encourage it, and the way to encourage it is toadvantage ofselling their bark at a higher price, when the
keep in force the Protection which we are enjoying, and toprice goe down in-the Unitel States. We caise the bot
compel settlers to come and buy from the manufacturers of and shoe manufactory of Mr. Belanger as webi as the milis
the Eastern Provinces, so that we may in turn buy our of Messrs-uay, GodboutiLessard and other manufacturer8.
grain frein the fariners of bhe west. Wo must make an If' frein Stanfoid, we go te Arthabaska, we notice the aaw
exehange iththei;- lot us encourage the farmers of the mills of Alesers.,Meprcier and répault the furiture factory
W-estnd let them encourage our manufactures ; good will of Mr. Baril, theicather factory of Mesrs. Mahtéa, Graveland
recuit therefrom, and. money will romain in the country. MFarley, the saw inails of Msars. Frotier and Lambert
But what asteuishes me meet, Mr. Speaker, ie te cehon. and the Canadian tobacco and cigar faetory of Mesiggp .
gentlemen of the Opposition, iu order te reaeh their geaimhéroux and Brwisas. Seme of these manufactures certainly
in their efforts te gain popuiarity, depreciate our national existed prvius t o ie adoption of the present Tarif, but
enterprises ; it je te ce themn depreciate the quality of our ail were ndtnuperation one-halfof the time, whie at pr -
ceai, the quality of our sol, and even the climate of our fent they are ail at work every day, a d ofen at night, and
country. To sun up, there is net a thing that they de net they give employment to a great number ef eperatives. If,
say in order temakze electers believe that the National froin Arthabiekn, we go te Warwick, we fid the leather
Policy is net a beneficial ene; but, lu my opinion, w wre fiketory of Mr. i iehard n and the saw mii of Mr. Mercier.
they te reflet a little, they would perceive that if thcy do Kingýey boasts of a arge pper mio, saw miinfo ud lhingie
armnteany ene, it is tethemsel vos. The hen. mem bersfor factories. ofill net uhnderta fre, M. Speaker, te nuinerat

Brant (Mr. Paterson) said in bis speech that we were all thoso manufactus; I lknow that the turne of the pouse
experting becs manufactured articles fren the country than wl precieus, and I do nat winh te take undue advantagef
we did former!y, since there-adjutent of the Tariff. The thto nimethatas been granted me thspeak.iWiei er
matter was thorougbly explained; he was welM answered on in conclusion, that I have always worked r the cormen
that pint ; but botter te depreciale the country, hoe men- iwteres effarmers and of artizans, ad w etud net liksotD
tionedthie fact that there was an inerease iu the experts of render tbem able, throrghtMy voteto a expenditure that
certain of our prod nets, aud he instanced among others tue would net tuhi eout tebe profitable; s d i is for thaldt e

exported;f but sincehthe, adoptionkof,-the Tariff, hr s

it ho might that, my views being weil knoewn unthe county
have dipspensed with the mention of ths, but since ho ias doue me the hnor of electirg me aainet the heu. member
au fit te do se, I will take the liberty of answeriug foi'Quebedaa East,l will vote againht the resoltio, ntw
hjm, and I wili tellhlm that if te-day -we expeît befere the soise, becau e Iteink that the Tarif ls the beot
r age, iLt j s becanse we have the means of buying stuif of a wo coua d have for the presperity of ail classes lu the Dem-
botter quaity. Wheon ho. gentlemen of the Opposition ifen of Canada, and because I believe that the metionsaf
governed the country,aour artizans wee compeled te buy ie heu. meln ber fer Quebe East je made with the obiectef
old cltthes ad o, latn ; they ceuld net buy new ouns as deceiving the eectors.
oftew as t iey de to-day; but new that through the effecth of M . CASGRAIN. M. Speaker, have listened n.ewhst
Protection they have the menus of buyi g new chothes, they attentively te the remarkable speechjst deivere. by the
eau weil afford te expert their rage. lu the couuty which heu. momber for Drummoud and Arthabaska, aud eertiniUY,
I have the hoeor of representing, Mr. Speaker, ove notice a if we are te believe hum,he National PoicYhasP "o
large increase in the numberpof manufactures. Altyoughr ail those wonderfui resubts, which ho dis 0 venL11roug
beiong to, a rural country, manufactures are spring up iu iL, prisai. I must, hewever, ho permitted to differe and ilOt tA)

coal,~~~~~~~out thequliyIf ursolan eenth cimteofou

as if by enohantment; is l true, we do ne t psses ullyare bis view. I do not , oeadYtO
manufactures on fe grand a scale as those we se iu great ad it, that the changes in the Tarif haveEn d

harm ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t toay niti o hmele. h on ebe o

ciefr, but the publie are surprised to seto the Tggradizement the cause of a somewhat considerable advantgO ir
of manufactures in our rural dstrie t and t ce the pros- classes of manufacturera; but I wiiî not go A fýr as to 9f

thaît po it ; butbett er o;eprciat th co ntrynhe men

teindwhefch ther ywhere Ihold in my baud a'xtat this lofentrely due teothf chAnZý Wroug
rtainrfBourpruc.
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Tarif. I do not wish to repeat here the arguments so
repeatedly heard in this 'House, and I will only claim its
indulgence for a very short time. The question before us
amounts simply to this : whether the prosent Tariff i8 an
equal, equitable and just one towards all the Provinces. I
pretend to show that that Tariff is specially detrimental to
the Province of Quebee. Any and every tax should weigh
equally on all of Her Majesty's subjects in this country.
One Province should not be taxed to the detriment of
another, and if I look at the effects of that duty, what do I
see? Instead of the trifling amount of 2 cents per
head, as stated by the hon. Minister of Public Works, that
duty amounts to a good deal higher as I am about to demon-
strate; moreover, that duty, from the manner in which it
is levied, is not equally distributed, because it falls more
heavily on the poorer class, that which has to buy its flour. It
is useless to say that that duty does not fall more heavily on
the poor; I maintain that it does, for I know it from prac-
tical experience. Who is there who is not aware of what
it costs the settler who goes to establish himself in the
townships in order to clear land, to purchase a barrel of
flour ? Who is there who does not know the price ho has
to pay, and especially the additional tax of 50 cents, which
he pays on a barrel of flour before it can come to his farm ?
I know personally a large number who complain bitterly
of that tax. I have taken the trouble of consulting several
influential and competent persons in my county, in order to
find out what might be the amount of flour imported into
that county, and from letters which I hold, I find that there
are imported by the poorer class into the county of L'Islet,
at least 5,000 to 6,000 barrels of flour, and this in three or
four parishes only. But it will ho said that this duty of 50
cents fis not felt on these barrels of flour. It will be said
that this tax of 50 cents does not - amount to 50 but
only to 10 cents. Pretend what you will, the tax
of 50 cents represents the amount of the duty,
and year in and year out, it always remains 50
cents, and in my county, I know full well that
it has ever represented and still represents 50 cents.
iNow, if you calculate that these 50 cents are, in the flrst place,
paid by the settler who goes to establish himself, do you
think he is simply paying 50 cents ? He is paying more,
becanuse to the account debited te him with those 50 cents is
added interest; much more, if the trader who sells the flour
te him on the appointed day, makes him pay double and
treble interest on those 50 cents, so that there are barrels
of flour which amount in cost to 812 or even 815, because they
have not been paid at the expiration of six or nine months.
Such is the advantage which the settler derives from that
duty Of 50 cents on flour, and if my hon. friend from Drum-
mond and Arthabaska, who is, I think, a trader, wishes toinforn his customers of the amount of those duties, lot himenter ln their accounts the amount of duties with which ho
charges them, a.S it is done elsewhere, viz: in Prince Ed-Ward Island; thus will the settler know exactly the amount
at dties which ho is paying, and thus being cognizant of

, ho will know whom ho has to thank for thom.
d .BOJRBEATJ. Will the hon. member allow me a

Word in explanation ? My customers would recoive a very
puiafl account indeed, were I te inform them of the duties theyPay Onu the gds I soll them, for nearly all those goods are

fr.fCASr lu the country and do not pay any duty.
ho. R I o not think that that argument will
conlstit wibut the eop; it may with the House as it is now
bee pt people will net accept it. Now, it baspretended that this tax represented only 2 cents a
C 1o maintamn that the Province of Quebec, bas, since'inferato,>been taxed in excess of the other Provinces,ahd p, te believe the tables of Trade and Navigation for
hownthtYear, of which I hold an extract, it is clearly
fm 1,tha sPecially ince the new Tarif has been in force,8878 t'1881, that the diference between the duties paid

by the Province of Quebec, as compared with those paid by
the Province of Ontario and Nova Scotia, is excessively high.
I will now state, in English, to the hon. Minister of Public
Works, who spoke in English, what I have to say on the sub-
ject. I heard the Minister of Public Works say, in English,
what I desire to contradict in English, and in spite of the
interruptions of the bon. members opposite I intend to and
will say it. That hon. gentleman said this: that the only
difference to the people of Quebec, made by the coal, wheat
and flour duties were a more matter of about 2 cents per
hoad. I would thank him for calling his flock to order and
procuring silence. I was saying that the Minister of Pub-
lic Works was totally ignorant-I presume innocently in
error-in making this statement; but he did not lead me
into his error, in saying that the duties on flour and coal
only amounted to that much.

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman is
mistaken. I put the question to the member for Quebec
East-whether ho had stated that the amount was 8109,397,
and he said yes, when I replied : "Divide that by the
population of the country, and it would be little more than
two cents a head. "

Mr. CASGRAIN. I understood you to say what I have
credited you with. I did not want the statement to go to
the country otherwise than I understood it. I will show
you the difference botween the taxation per head, borne by
the different Provinces, from your own return, so that yon
can compare the contribution of Quebec with those of the
other Provinces. I suppose if we in Quebec pay this addi-
tional duty it must be assumed that there is an enormous
difference between the quotas of the different Provinces.
What is the difference between the payments of Ontario
and Quebec for 1878 ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Ilar, hoar.
Mr. CASGRAIN. The hon. the Finance Minister cannot

laugh off his own returns. Ontario paid, in 1878, $2.90 per
head, and Quebec, $3.79. I think that it is a little more than
2 cents per head. Nova Scotia paid $3.14; that does not
come up to $3.79. Now take 1879: Ontario paid $3.06;

IQuebec, 83.97; Nova Scotia, $3.05, or 1 cent loss than On-
tario. Now take the next year under this National Policy :
in 1880, Ontario paid 83.14; Quebec, 85.03; Nova Scotia,
$3.14. What difference did that make? For 1881, Ontario
paid 83.32; Quebec, b6.94, or 83.62 more than Ontario, and
$3.54 more than Nova Scotia paid'. We are willing, in Quebec,
to pay pro rata, the saine as any other Province; but what do
we get in return? A tax on flour and a tax on coal. Well,
what bas been the immediate effect of that tax on coal? It
was exactly the saine as in 1869, when the rates for passen-
gers between Montroal and Quebec were raised 50 cents per
head. At present they pay this much more between those
cities. We are willing to pay any duty provided it be
equally divided among the population. What do we
get in return for our surplus payments into
the Treasury ? Do wo get a single immigrant
that settles in Quebec? Do we not pay a contingent
also for the immigration to this country? Does not this
immigration for which we pay our share go to Manitoba and
tho North-West? What ao we get for it? The people
of my county asked last year and the year before a very
small favor, a small station on the Intercolonial, on the
Elgin Road, but were refused on the ground that it would
cost too much. Our flour tax in the county for one year
would build that and two or three more stations besides. I
am sorry to say that our Province of Quebec is not treated
with due consideration; considoring our-contributions to the
revenue, our treatment should be better. It appears we have
been told we must submit to it, and that to a certain extent
we are an inferior race, that we are taillables et corvéables
à merci. We do not desire to contitue in uis
condition ; and I think some of these days the Province
will wake up and decide that if it pays the fiddler it wili make
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others dance. When the hon. Minister of Public Works
arose, he began his speech by attacking the member for
Quebec East. That hon, gentleman is very well able to
protect himself; but it is no argument to say to him-at
such a time you said this, or if you did not say it, the
papers writing for you did, and then to go on to read an
extract which pretended to favor Protection. That may
establish more or less a writer's state of mind at the time,
though I do not suppose he would be bound all bis life by
what he bas written. But, if that style of argument is
introduced, we eau retort most easily. I hold in my band
a report of the very words of the late Sir George E. Cartier
at the time he was a second member of the Administration
to which the present bon. Minister of Public Works belonged;
and I suppose he will not disavow the language of his
colleague. In 1870, speaking of Protection, Sir George
E. Cartier said:

"Protection meant the levying of taxes on the agriculturist and land
owner for the benefit of a few. Its friends argued for a policy in this
respect of discriminating duties which has never been attempted by a
Colonial or the British Legislature since the inauguration of the present
policy."
In those days that was the policy of bon. gentlemen
opposite. They have wholly changcd it since. Circum-
stances alter cases it appears. But they cannot reproach
others with having changed their ideas. To come back
again to the question under consideration, i recollect the
time, not far back, when an hon. member of this House from
the Province of Quebec pronounced himself in favor of the
principle of this motion. Ihold in my band a motion made
on the 18th of April, 1879, by the hon. member for Port-
neuf (Mr. Vallée). I hope that hon. gentleman will be
as consistent this year as he was then. He was speaking,
not only for himself, but in the name of the electors of bis
county, and they bound him to vote down this tax on flour.
lie moved an amendment, and so zealous was he against
this odious tax on flour that he did not give me time to put
in a motion I had prepared in the same case. Here are the
words of bis motion:

" That it is not expedient, in the public interest, to impose a tax of 50
cents per barrel upon wkeat flour imported into this country, and that
this article should be placed upon the list of commodities imported into
Canada free of duty."
We will see presently how far that bon. gentleman is con-
sistent. In explaining bis motion, he said that he was ful-
fllling a promise made to his constituents. Well, I suppose
he is a man of his word, and will keep bis promise, as lie
did then. Not only that, but he said: "Quebec's share of
the sacrifices in favor of the Dominion was a little larger
than it was necessary it should be."' He was then of the
opinion, as I am now, that we are paying a little more than
our share of the taxes of this country. I want to say, for
my own part, that, in the Province of Quebec, this tax on
flour is considered a most iniquitous and odious one. We
have no equivalent for it. We are placed between two taxes,
one on coal, for the benefit of the Lower Provinces, and one
on flour, for the benefit of the Upper Provinces. Both ends
of this Dominion combine in order, I may say, to oppress
the Province of Quebec. Therefore, I have made up my
mind to vote in favor of the motiqn of my hon. friend froi
Quebec East.

Mr. HACKET. In my opinion the hon. gentleman who
has introduced this motion bas done so for the purpose of
making some capital in the Mari tine Provinces. As we have
to depend to a large extent on the people of Ontario for our
breadtuffs the hon. gentleman imagines that he will make
a atrong point with the people of the Maritime Provinces.
If I am credibly informed, I believe that hon. gentleman
made a tour of the Maritime Provinces last year. I am told
that he went down to Nova Scotia and said there that be
intended to convince the people of that section of the
country that they were very unjustly taxed. I am also
nformed that on one occasion the hon, gentleman was

MIr. CÂsan.
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addressing an audience at New Glasgow in the county of
Pictou, and his platform being a very unsubstantial and
rickety one, ho was precipitated below and came down at
the feet of the people of Nova Scotia. I think the hon.
gentleman will find that his present motion is just
as unsubstantial and as badly constructed as that plat.
form was, and when ho and his party go to the people
of this country in 1883, or sooner, they will meet with a
similar misfortune, and will find themselves as they did
thefï, scrambling in the dirt. The hon. gentleman has
eudeavored to make it appear that the people of this country
are paying a certain tax on breadstuffs. The fact is that we
in this country produce more flour than we can consume,
and have to go abroad to find a market for our surplus flour,
and while this is the case no one eau make it appear that
we are paying an exorbitant price for our flour. The price
of breadstuffs is regulated by the markets of the world, and
when we bave to go to Europe to sell our products it is
quite evident that we are not payirng more for our bread-
stuffs than we would pay were there no duty upon themu.
But to prove my position I have only to quote the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). -He stated in,
his speech on the Budget that spring wheat was sold in
Buffalo at $1.45 per bushel, and in Toronto at $1.26 per
bushel, or 18½ cents lower in Canada than in the United
States. Now, Sir, we know very well that if wheat can be
bought in Canada 18î cents cheaper than in the United
States flour must necessarily be bought cheaper also. We
bave the same facilities for manufacturing flour in Canada
that they have in the United States. We have as good
water power or steam power, as good skilled workmen
and as good mills; and what is the reason that, if we can
produce wheat in Canada 18, cents cheaper than the United
States, we cannot also have flour at a cheaper rate ? Now
following out the line of argument laid down by that hon.
gentleman, what would be the result, taking as a basis
four and a-balf bushels of wheat for a barrel of flour ?
We find that flour manufactured frora anadian whcat
could be sold in the markets of the world for 85
cents less than the flour of tlhe United States of a
corresponding grade. It is ridieulous for the hon.
gentleman to endeavor to make it appear that, witha
duty of 50 cents per barrel orr United States flour, it isgoing
to raise the price of Canadian flour. I come from a Provine
that possesses few manufacturing industries. Whether that
be owing to *a want of enterprise or to our isolated
position, I cannot say. But it is impossible to prove
that because we are shut out for a great portion
of the year from the rest of the Dominion, and have
to buy a large portion of the commodities we consume, that
we are unduly taxed. Now, with regard to the article 0'
breadstuffs, I will just state what has been done in thit
line last year. I find, in looking at the Trade andNavig
tion iReturns, that Prince Edward Island, last year, impoltcd
2,200 barrels of flour, upon which duty amounting to $1,
has been paid. Is that any reason why we should take
alarm at this flour tax ? The amount collected froin the
importation of foreign flour amounts only to I cent P
head of the population of the Island. It that an exo
tant tax ? lion. gentlemen will agree with me thate d
of that anount, oven if the people had to paY th' d'
which I deny, would not be alarmaing. Those
barrels of flour were imported from the Umnited fStat
Why were they imported? From the simpletat
that we have some citizens of the United bu i
doing business on the Island. They a buof
the markets cf the United States a certainCana
flour very mach cheaper than they eau do ih Cbanad
We have no brand of flour in Canada se low as the as
whieh they can buy in the United States. Fleur thot h5
been cast aside as not cap.able of bearing insPeto 00
brought to the Islaud and sold to fiae n+OD Thoe
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barrels are altogether of this description ; they were of a

îow grade, so low and poor that they could not be sold to

the people of the United States, and they had to be mixed
with good Canadian flour before they were saieable. I am
of the opinion that a duty of $1 or $1.50 on Amorican four
would be bctter than the present duty of 50 cents per barrel,
so as to shut eut the American flour altogether. We have
in this country a large extent of fertile land, as in-
telligent farmers as in the United States, and, with a
good climate, we should be able to raise sufficient bread-
stuffs for ourselves and not be dependent on the United
States. For myself, speaking froin the stañidpoint of a
Prince Edward Islander, I know the lowgrades of flour that
are imported, and 1 shall be very glad to see such grades
altogether excluded from our market. But apart altogether
froi the question of flour and wheat, there are other pro-
ducts of Canada that require protection. We raise large
quantities of coarse grains, such as barley and oats, and our
farmers require to be protected in that particular industry.
They require protection against American oats and barley
brought into our markets. Our opponents say a duty of 10
cents per bushel on coarse grains is no protection
whatever. But what was the condition of things
in 1878? We had a very large quantity of those grains
imported. We do not say hon. gentlemen opposite
did so for political purposes, but an hon. gentleman who is
looking at me at this moment intro lucedI a resolution
setting forth that it was necessary, in the interest of our
farmers, that a duty should be imposed on American oats1
and flour. las the hon. gentleman gone back on his posi-
tion ? If so, he is the most inconsistent of individuals. In
1878, 340,491 bushels of American barley were importedi
to this country. Was it not necessary that Canadian far-1
mers should be protected in some neasure against such ani
influx. -Hon. gentlemen will agree with me in saying thatJ
it was. What has been the result of the present tariff on
barley ? While we imported nearly 500,000 bushels
in 1878, last year, 1881, we imported only eleven bushels;i
and that is a conclusive proof that the protective dutyE
had the effect of shutting out those 500,000 bushels.1
Coming to oats, in which I am more immediately interested,1
I would remark that, in 1878, 1,633,778 bushels werei
brought into the Dominion froin the United States. Hon.(
gentlemen may say that the prico is low in the UnitedE
States. and for that reason oats were brought into Canada.'
That is the very reason why the farmers should have Pro-i
tection. As opposed to almost 2,000,000 bushels imported in1
1878, there were only 2,573 bushels imported last year.1Ilere we clearly see the result of the National Policy, under,
Which our own farmers have the market to the extent of the 1
tbrmer importation. What was the result of the policy in1force lm 1878, on the people of Prince Edward Island.'
OWing to the fact that oats were imported from the United1
States, and sold in Ontario and Quebec, the oats of those1
Provinces were forced into the markets of the LoweriProvinces. Before that time we had the markets of theiLwer Provinces almost to ourselves. The farmers of?Prince Edward Island could send oats to different1
points in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and sellI
th at remunerativeprices; butin 1878,owing to the large
were foy of oats entering the Upper Provinces these oatsi
te reed down to the Maritime Provinces and reduced1
the Pices to unremunerative rates. On account of the1nnî)o"t duty of 10 cents a bushel on oats American oats are
netherto the Upper Prov inces, the oats of their farmersLer Prre01 sold in the home market and we command the
to ae Pv nces Island farmers can now send their oats4
N lia ad John, and ait along the north shore ofi
thereforeIswick, and seli them at remunerative prices, anIdl I

bed tend that I have thoroughly and clearlyno4 blsh Otat the National Policy bas greatly benefitted
nonly OntlrIo ad Qebe but also the Lower Provinces.

0. gentlemen OPPosite will argue that while the Islanders
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arc dealing with Ontario and Quebec they should deal with
the people of the United States, and that the United States
is their natural market. I cannot see that that bas been
clearly established. As regards certain commodities such
as potatoes our principal market is the United States, but
they meet us with a duty which almost shuts us out. If
that is our natural market it would appear as if we
were not the natural suppliers of that market, because
the Americans impose a heavy duty before they admit our
products. Is it consistent with political economy that the
Americans should shut ont our products and we allow them
to bring in their products? It is an injustice, and hon.
gentlemen who support such a policy are not a party who
will receive the support of the people. The Province of
Prince Edward Island in 1870 supported just such a policy
as is at present at force in the Dominion. Looking at the
Tariff of the Island for that year, which was three years
before Confederation, and when the Island did not think
it necessary to enter Confoderation, and when every person
was opposed to the propasal, the Government of the day
imposed a duty on produets coming from the United States.
I have in my hands the journalsof the Legislative Assembly
for 1874, and I fnd that even at that day a tax of 11 per
cent. was imposed on bread coming into the Island-a
higher tax than is now imposed by the Government of the
Dominion. I find also that every article produced by the
farmers of the Island was protected. I find that such
articles as butter, cheese and many other articles produced
by the farmer were largely protected.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. But you imported these articles.
Mr. HACKETT. Well, the duty was put on in the

interests of the Island, as it has been put on the Dominion of
Canada, by a Government desirous of protecting the
interests of farmers as well as other classes. I
find that a duty of one shilling par barrel was imposed
on corn-meal, so that it will be seon that the Island
was in favor of Protection long ago, notwithstanding the
statements of those who try to make it appear that they
speak for the people of that Province, that they are heaven-
born statesmen, who can speak for the whole
Dominion. I represent as intelligent a constituency as
any gentleman in this House, I caro not from what part
of the Dominion he comes, and when I speak for them I
speak thcir sentiments and views and in their interests.
When I say that we are not opposed to this tax, that we are
willing to bear our share in common with the rest of the
Dominion, I speak the sentiments of my constituents, who
believe that this system is in the interests of the Doiinion
at large. Now, with regard to the tax on flour, hon. gen-
tlemen opposite try to make it appear that the people of the
Maritime Provinces are galling under the yoke of the present
Tariff. These hon. gentlomen are trying to stir up seetional
feelings to turn one Province against another. That is
their desire, but the people are too intelligent, and
well schooled in the politics of the country for hon. gentle-
men of small ideas, of contracted views, to lead them astray
on this subject. Now, with regard to the duty on flour, I
find that, even at that time, though the Island had not
joined the Dominion, the people of that Province felt that
they should trade with their brethren in Canada; they
recognized that as an act of patriotism, and in consequence
they taxed American four la. 6d. per barrel, and allowed
the colonial product to come in free. They said we are
going to protect the interests of people living under the
British flag in all parts of this country; we will let their
products in free and impose a tax on the people living south
of the boundary line to the same amount as they impose
upon us. And who are the hon. gentlemen who were at
the head of the Government who imposed this tax. They
are gentlemen who still live in Prine Edward Island;
they still say that they belong to the great Liberal party
of this country, and aIthough they am represented
in this House by a not very numerous partyi in fa*t- most
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insignificant party, still one occasionally meets them down sat to bis right and to bis left. He undertook to twjt
in Prince Eiward Island where they claim to belong to the bon. friend for Qnebec East (Mr. Laurier) for havi.g
great Free Trade Liberal party of this country. The changed witbin the last ten ycars bis opinions on Protecti.,
leader of that Government bas now a very snug place in the and Frec Trade, but the bon. gentleman forgot that there
Sonate of ihis Dominion. IIe is at present the only gentle- were two of bis own colloagues beside bim, who, if
man in the Sonate from Prince Edward Island who supports memory serves me riglit, weatone period of their histopy
hon. gentlemen opposite, and yet he was the man who said pronounced Froc Traders. It was ungracions of my lon.
that the products of Prince Edward ]sltnd should be p:o- friend, therefore, b allude to the change of opinion on the
tected against the products of other countries. I refer to part of my bon. friond from Quebec East. If lho did change
the lon. Mr. Hiaythorne. Another was the Hon. Alexander bis opinions, of wbich I1know notbing; ail I eau Say 15 thi:
Laird, brother of the ex-Governor of the North-West Terri- that if my bon. friend frornQiebec East clanged
tories, who was formerly a member of this House opinions, ho got new light on the subjeet;hoigi
and a great free-trader. Hon. Peter Sinclair was onwards, wbilo tbey are going backwa-ds. Tho lon.
another -who was also a member of the last Parliament Minister of Puble Works, was ungracions also te bisc,)l.
Then there was the Hon. Benjamin Davis, who has been longues in some cf'the other observations bo made. lie
ensconced in a fine office in Prince Edward Island, as a admitted that bhc tax on coal was paid by the people of
reward for bis services; and I think it comes with very Ontariô, because it was nessary to bave a tax oiethiskind
bad grace from bon. gentlemen here, who pretend to be on for revenue purposes, as we were construcbinz great public
the same side of politics with them, to oppose Protection for works. Arevenuefrorwbat? From the very articles we
the industries of Canada. I believe that Protection is the are now discussing-coal and brendstuffs. The bon. Minister
settlcd poli-y of the people of this Dominion, and that cf Fînanne, when discussing this question some time
nothing hon. gentlemen can say or do will change in the ago, admittcd iliat the people cf Ontario paid one-haif of
bl*ghtest degree the minds of the people, for the feeling is the cal tax-he did net bbinktbey paid more than one-haîf.
too widely spread, too deeply seated. Ilon. gentlemen But the hon. Min ister cf Railways, wbo is nover at a loss,
may mc;ve want of confidence motions, as many as they wbo neverbeltates, andwhoneverdoubtswbo neverhasany
p!else, but the peop!e will regard it as on a par difficulty about the facts or figres-because if the facts or
with the elap trap which these hon. gentlemen figures are net there, tbey eau easily be manufactured to
indulged in in 1b78. Ariother redeeming feature of the suit any linof argument ho may adopt-was prepared to
prebent policy is this : that we are relieved from establish beyond peradventure tbatthe people cf this country
the pressure ofalarming deficits of bon. gentlemen opposite. 1 do not pay a singlo farthing.cf the coal tax, but that it is ail
We are placed beyond ithe possibility of their repetition. paid by tho people who produce the coalon theotherside of
Lat year we bad the large surplus of 84,500,000,1 the line. Would it not bo wise, Mr. Speaker, for the bon,
and be present year I hopeifwiiIbc $3,000,000 at Minithaerd cfwiinance, the bon. Minister of Public Works, and
least-a facb that shows that we ai-enow startin-or, an the hon. M nister f Railways to get toget.herandsettlethis
era of prosperity. The peoplecf this country rea lizo that difficulty which tbey ave amog tbemselvhs before they
wo are starting on an era cf prosperity, and wby sbould announce tboir views te theousep? They are evidently
tbey nbandon it for a moi-e gloomy state cf bhings.ion. net agreed onFree subjert; one says that wo pay hafn
gen , tien need not imagine that the-y are geing te carry the other says ,at we pay the whole, and the
way bbc people or change their policy by moving thpse other says tht we do net py a farthing of the tax

resolutions, as the people are bounid that they shail not at ail. Thoro was another observation made by the
dopaî't from the prcsperity, bbepeace and plenty which bon. tinister of Puric Works, and perbaps, after ail, it was
tbey are now enjeýying under tbcposent Tariff by adcpting tbe most effective part cf bis argument; felloging the
tbe one advocabed by bon, gentlemen opposite. exanîple cf bis leader, he appealed bo his followers on b .t

Mr. CAUEION (Huron.). Mr. Speaker, if my memory sides f the liouse-and I al sorry te say ho bas folowers on
des net deceive me very mnucb, not very long ago the hon. both sdes-o Stick to the policy ofs e Govern ment and to
gentleman, who bas jusb taken his seat, was not such a vote down the proposition of my bon. friend from Quebec
prononnced advocate cf tbe policy cf the Government as ho East. Whecber the proposition was right or not wahs fnD
appears te ho to.night. If 1 ar nont very much mistaken, kind cf consequence; the taxes in question ferrned one cf
within a pericdcf two years, that hon gentleman declared, tne bricks cf b great superstructure, and t did n t becoi
upon bbc floorcf Parliarnent, that the policy cf the Govern- any of h eenubers on mither side of mthe fouse wo sup
ment was injurions te the Province ho representod. If I ported bim teudiplace one cf the bricks. l wash cifn
arn net very mucl mistaken, ho made a rest pathetie kind of consequence tecim wth qer the ci saxO t
appeal te bon, gentlemen opposite te conisider thbcaaims of bread tax was obnoxious or net; that was not the queatio;
tbe Island cf Prince Edward, because the Tariff was mest the appeal ho made te his friends was te vote down the pro.
injurious te the best interests cf that Provinceposition .f my bon. friend froi Queboc East, ho the propo-

.Mr. ACKETT. No such thing. sition rigbt or hoitawrong; and have no doubt ihs advice
Mr. CAMERON, (Huron). Light bas dawned on his will ho taken. 1 have ne doubt bis foilowers in this flou1se,

dark mind, and to-nigt we tind hlm a pronounccd advocate whenover hc oi.,:ies bis little finger and asks thon, te do a
of tbe policy cf Protection. I did net pay sufficient atten- tbing, wi l do it withou tmurmur there are nife fclties
tien te the romarks cf the hon. gentleman te ho able te in the way that cannot bec got over-no cOnscientous
foilow hlm tbrough bis whole speech, nor do I propose sruplies or conscientiens qualms. Now, Sir, I iOPO
doing se. I paid more attention, a good deal, as I aiways dealing with ie ceai ax as it affects ,but hProvince if
do, te the speech f b h p on. Minister cf Public Works. Ontari. The bread bax bas heen deait with by MYabn.

flowever one may diefagree with the propositions that hon. friend from Quebec Easi, and ho eas noet been ansWeret,
gentleman lays down, or with the conclu rions that ho in my judgmet, and ifhat,ne one bas attemped ee anyw

arrives at-and sometimese go arrivesat extraordinary on- hlm. n propose dealinc with the ceai tax atd takiny hal
clusions-one cannot elpet ail events cannot help, few observations made on the subjet bytho hon. m ie
admiring my bon. friend; ho is always pleasant, good ia ilways; I propose analysing the figures that hon. gelw
natured and emining, and therefore I always pay agod man gave to becflouse; propose arg ent fqistiOll the

deal cf attention, andHf deference may say, te mis ober- correctues of the statement made by him s t obut
vabions. But I tbink tbe lon. gentleman in bis opening ceai tax was net paid by tbb people of Ontrmu
renarks, was exceedingly ungracius te ois colleagae Go anby ofbthermemers f ei sboeri de ctfhu h

Mr. HACKETT. Noesch thng. ston ror berong; an h o had
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line I propose to challenge the tables he has submitted
1e ie plouse, and I propose proving, beyond doubt

that the figures he presented to Parliament were cooked
_ do not mean to say by the hon. Minister of Railways,

but by the man who prepared the figiees for him; I
opose proving that those figures were false and calculated

to isload, and that they did mislead; I propose proving
that the promises on which he based his argument were all
wronIg, and I of course propose following that up by proving
that the conclusions which the hon. gentleman arrived at
were equalLy wrong. Now, the hon. gentleman started out
wi th two propositions: one was that the price of coal from
the United States is fixed and governed by the competition
it lias to meet with in the United States, and the other was
that the imposition of the duty, or the coal tax, has not in-
creased the price of coal to the Canadian consumer; or, in
other words, that owing to this competition, about which
the hon. gentleman spoke s0 vehemently and so loudly the
other night, the price of coal has been reduced in the
American market, to the Canadian purchaser, and of course
to the Canadian consumer. The bon. gentleman said, in his
speech, speaking of his colleague, the hon. Minister of
Finance, who s id that the people of this country paid a
portion of the coal tax:

"I am satisfied my hon. friend has not given that subjeet the close
and exhaustive study that I have given to it, or lie would have arrived
at the opinion I now unbasitatingly state, that the imposition of the
duty has not cost the people of this country anything, but the reverse.
Now, Sir, my first position is that the price of coal from the United States
is fixed and preserved by the competition that coal has to meet with."

Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman's first position is, that the
price of coal in the United States is fixed by the competition
there. Now, the argument of the hon. gentleman was
that, by the imposition of 50 cents per ton on American
coal, or coal coming into Ontario for consumption, its
cost was necessarily reduced. Let us see what are the facts,
and then we will be able to decide whether the promises laid
down and the conclusions arrived at by the hon. gentleman
are right or wrong. To raake his argument worth any-
thing, the hon. gentleman was bound to show that the com-
petition met with by the Americans in the Canadian market
was much keener during the past three years than during
the three or any number of years preceding the introduction
of the Natioral Policy. But competition bas not been much
keener and the output from the mines of Nova Scotia has not
been, to any appreciable extent, increased either by the
National Policy or by any other cause in the last four years,
As the hon. gentleman has submitted to the louse
a large number of tables on the coal question, I propose
to submit to the louse, in answer to the hon. gentleman, a
numuber of tables that, in my judgment, entirely disproves
his propositions and conclusions. If the argument of the
hon, gentleman amounts to anything, it is this: that the
keener the competition the more the price is reduced. If
We can prove that the competition has not been any keener
during the last three years than during the three years
Preceding the introduction of tha National Policy, that por
tion Of the argument falls to the ground. Let us see
how the facts sustain the contention. According to the
statement of the hon. Minister the other night, the sales of
the production of Nova Scotian mines in 1873 amounted1
o88i,106 tons. In 1877, as appears by the report of the
ComMissioner of Mines, they amounted to 687,065 tons; in

878, to 693,511 tons ; in 1879, to 688,624 tons; in 1880, to
54,659 tons in 1881, to 1,034,800 tons. This shows that,

'n 1880, with the National Policy, and, I suppose, the Nova
Scotia mines in full blast, the increase of sales of Nova
Scotia coal was only 73,553 tons over the sales in 1873;
and that, in 1881, with the National Policy and the Nova

cotia coal mines still in full blast, and the country pros-
perous, and everything fourishing, as we hear continuallyen hon. *entlemen opposite, the increase was only 153,694

over sale of 1878, Doe thei hon. gentlema meanu

to say that because, in 1880, 73,000 tons of Nova Scotia
coal were sold more than in 1873, the price of American
coal was thereby reduced in the slightest possible degree ?
There is still another way bywich one can
test the correctness of the propositions of the
hon. gentleman. If the Nova Scotian coal has come into
sharper competition with theAmerican coal, during thelast
three years than formerly the former must have displaced
the latter in our markets to a great extent, and the im-
portation from the United States must necessarily have
fallen off. But what are the facts ? This table shows that,
instead ofthere being a fallng off, the importation of American
coal bas greatly increased during the last few years, and
especially since the introduction of the National Policy. I
do not desire to trouble the House with figures, but as
the boa. gentleman has submitted to the House figures
with the intent of convincing the flouse and the coun-
try that the position ho took was correct, I am going to
trouble the flouse by a few figures to show that his position
is a false and incorrect one. In 1876, the importations of
coal, both hard and soft, into Ontario from the United
States, were 472,706 tons; in 1877, they amounted to 60',747
tons ; in 1878, to 58-,412 tons; in 1879, to 643,385 tons; in
1880, to 'j67,164 tons ; and, in 1831, despite the marvellous
competition from the Nova Scotia mines, spoken of by
the Minister of Railways, that affected the price of
American coal and roduced the price to the Canadian
consumer, the number of tons imported from the United
States reached 810,970 tons. In other words, we
imported from the United States, in 1881, into Ontario,'222,-
558 tons more than in 1878, before the National Policy was
ever bard of. But the bon. gentleman argued that the
imposition of this duty stimulated production, that produc-
tion caused competition, and that competition roduced the
price of coal. Does the hon. gentleman mean to tellus that
because, in 18S0, we sold 73,000 tons more than in 1873,
that therefore the price of 66,000,000 tons, the coal produc-
tion of the United States in 1880, was thereby affected
in the slightest degree ? The hon. gentleman might just as
well say that the prices of the 297,000,000 tons, the coal pro-
duction of the world in 1879, were affected by tne extra
73,000 tons of Nova Scotia coal put on the market in 1880
over and above the amount put on the market in 1873. The
hon. gentleman must know and admit, if ho only has the
candor to admit it, that this unappreciable amount of coal
which we put on the market in 1880 over 1873, cannot in the
slightest possible degree have affected the price of coal in
the American market to the Canadian purchaser and con-
sumer. But, Sir, there is still another way by whih I
propose to show the fallacy of the tables submitted by the
hon. gentleman. I do not know who prepared those tables
for him, nor do I care. The hon. gentleman is responsible
for them as he submitted them to Parliament. 1 pronounce
those tables to be, from begin ning to end, false and delusive,
calculated to mislead the public, and I propose now to prove
that they are false and delusive. To established this pro-
position let us take the prices of coal in the three
great markets of the United States, to the world-not
simply to the United States, but'to the world. The coal
dealers make no distinction there. They do not ask where
the coal is going to, or who is the purchaser, or who is
going to consume it. They simply fix their prices and get
them. Does the hon. gentleman know that, on the first
day of every month in every year, the coal dealers of the
United States fix the price of coal, and that price romains
fixed until the first day of the next month ? Does the hon.
gentleman know that the price of hard coal is always fixed
in the city of Buffalo, that of soft coal in Cleveland, and
that the prices of both classes are, to some extent, fixed in
Oswego, the three great coal marts of the United
States, where every Canadian dealer, who wants to
purchase coal, goes toe supply his wants ? If I can
show you, by the clearest possible testimony, that , for thq
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last three years or since the imposition of the duty, the price man is correct, you have to compare the prices of the differ.
has gone steadily up instead of going down, year by year, in ont grades of coal in the United States with their prices i,
the American markets notwithstanding that competition Canada; and if the hon. gentleman can satisfy the louse
the hon. gentleman bas laid such stress on, I have diposed that these prices have been reduced by the National Policy
of his argument. I am not submitting these figures without I have not another word to say-I will admit that he is
authority. I am not taking the figures prepared for a pur- right and I am wrong. But till lie can do so I will take a
pose by the clerks of the public Departments, or the evi- different view. The following table will show the correct.
dence of unskilled or inexperienced men outside Parlia- ness of my position:-
ment. The figures I am quoting are from the Secretary BUFFALO-BEST HARD 0OAL.
of the Board of Trade in Oswego, the Secretary of the
Board of Trade in Cleveland, and from the manager of Year. Price. rio crease
the coal companies at Buffalo. I have got their docu- 1876..................... $1 90 $4 95 $0 05
ments and letters in my hand, and their statements 1877..................4 60 4 95 O 35
are open to the inspection of any body. I find, ac- 1878----·············.......................4 40 4 95 O 55

1879 .............................. 305 4 95 1 92
cording to these returns, that the price of the best hard 1880......... .................... 4 80 4 95 o i1
coal, nut coal, in Buffalo, where the price is always 1881 ......... .... ..................... 4 95
regulated, was on the lst September, 1876, $4.90. What is I have still another table that will convince the most scepti.
the price now-is it less ? No; it is $5.55 the long ton, cal that my position is impregnable and that his position is
and $4.95 the short ton. And, here let me recall another assailable from every standpoint. This table gives the price
circumstance that indicates the utter dishonesty of the state- to grate coal, egg coal, stone and nut coal, all the different
ments submitted by the hon. gentleman - I do not charge grades sold in the market of Buffalo, which are sold to the
intentional dishonesty in the hon. gentleman. The lon. Canadian consumer. Let us see whether a single one of
gentleman took the quotations on the other side of the line these grades brought to the Canadian market has been re
for th3 long ton, while everybody knows coal is sold in duced within the last few years. If those grades have been
Canada by the short ton, and he made no allowance for reduced, the conclusions of the Ministor of Raihvays is
the difference between the long and short ton. But he correct ; if they have been increased his conclusions are
onght to have known-Ido not know whether lie did or not false and his deductions misleading, and calculated to mis-
-that, for the last three years, coal in thelUiitcd States has lcad. The following table shows the price of ho different
been sold by the long ton, and he ouglit to have made varieties of hard coal at Buffalo since 1877, on lst Septem-
proper allowance for the difference. In 1877, the ber, eich year, 2,000, F.O. B.:-
price of the best coal, short ton, in the United States, Years. Grate. Egg. Stove. Nut.
was $4.60; the price is now $4.95, or 35 cents more 1877.................. $ 45 $4 45 $4 70 $4 60
In 1878, the price of hard coal, in Buffalo, was $4.40; in 1878............... 4 55 4 65 4 90 4 40
1881, 1st November, it was $4.95, or à5 cents higher. In 1879..............2 90 2 90 3 12j 3 03j Long ton-
1879, the price of this coal had gone down in the United 1880..........455 455 4 80 4 80 short ton,
States, when the very best hard coal could be bought for' 1881..........5o 520 555 555 4 .95

$3.03 a ton. The price of that coal is now $4.95, or an Take grate and egg, which are sold at same priceand
increase over 1879 of $1.92. The price of hard coal, in c ae re ano wictaree sear a san priceve

Bufflo, n 180, as $.80 and in1881 or ow,$495 f ompare price now with that three years ago, and in everyBuffalo, in 1880, was $4.80 ; and, in 1881, or now, $4.95 , 15 .. a
cents more than in 188à. So that, from 1876 down to the 1 year there is increase:-
fall of 188-and everybody that knows anything about the Grate, Egg, Price of short ton,

Year Price of. 1881. long ton, '5 50
coal trade is aware that the season's supply is always pur- 1877...........$4 45 now $4 65 Increase over 1877, $0 20
chased by Canadians in the fall, nobody buying in the wiiter 1878......... ........ 4 55 " 4s65« 1878, 010
-the price of coal has gone regularly up, and it is higler 1879.................. 2 90 " 4 65 " 1879, 1 75
to day than it was in 1878, by fifty-five cents a ton. I give 1880.............. 4 55 " 4 65 " 1880, O 10
those quotations from the Secretary of the Lehigh Valley The same renark holds good with respect to Oswego and
Coal Company, and there can be no mistake about them. I the other American markets. There is, still another way by
have their circulars for the last six years, which anybody which I propose to prove that the hon. gentleman's position
can examine to see whether they are right or wrong. If is wholly unsustainable. I will prove it ont of his own mouth,
the hon. Minister's argument were good-if the duty stimu- In the first place, his figures 'ire wrong and misleading; and,
lated production, and that caused additional competition, in the next place, his conclusions are not warrante1 by them,
and that again reduced the price of coal, it would be less even if they were correct. "It is impossible (th. hon.
to-day than in 1878, when the reverse is the fact. There is gentleman says) for any impartial mind to arrive at any
another way by which I propose testing the hon. gentle- other conclusion than that imposition of 50 cents a ton has
man's argument. I do not propose to leave him an inch of not only not increased the price of coal to the consumer in
ground to stand on or the smallest hole to creep through. Ontario, but has lowered it." And then he submits a table
I propose submitting to the flouse facts, figures and state- from which you will find that the price of 1878 is put down
monts from undoubted authorities on the other side of the $3.85, but in 1881 the price was $4.25, or an increase of 40
line that even the hon. Minister of Railways, with ail his cents. He leaves out 1879, however. Is there any reaofl
audacity, will be utterly unable to answer. There is another doing so? There is a good reason-namely, that the price
way I say by which I propose testing the correctness of the was still lower in 1879. In 1880, he says the price of coal WM
figuresof the hon. gentlemen-by considering the different $3.04; in 1881, it is $4.25, or 81.21 increase. In the first
kinds of coal and the prices of each, a course which the hon. place, I say those figures submitted by the hon. gentleman are
Minister, in presenting his figures,cautiously omit ted. Dealers wholly wrong. I defy the bon. gentleman to prove that the
in coal know that there are four or five grades of coal, hard price of hard coal, in 1881, even the lowest grade, culd be
and soft, sold at different prices. You find hard coal at Buffalo obtained in the United States at $4.25. But as;sumng the
sold at one price, while another kind is sold in Toronto at a statement to be correct, what is the result ? Why that his
lower price, the different grades bearing different prices, table proves that the price of hard coal, in 1881, was $4.23,
But the hon. gentleman, Io establish his argument, no doubt, and, in 1878, it was only $3.85. las the price of coa gti'-
took different grades at Buffalo and Toronto, and of course fore not increased ? Is the hon. gentleman correlt in saying
the different grades would ho sold at different prices. that the imposition of the duty did stimulate pr
To see 'whether the argument of the hon. gentle- that that caused competition, and that againfred
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rice of coal? But the contrary is the result. The hon.
gentleman's figures are all wrong. IHe put the price of coal,
n 1878, at $3.85, but he will find, by reference to the quota-

tions from the Lehigh Valley Coal Company, that the price
of coal there was $4.55, or a difference of 70 cents; and, in
1880, he says tbe price was $3.04,when, as a matter of fact, the
Price was $4.55, or a difference of $1.41. I refer the hon.
gentleman, as to the correctness of these figures, to the
Lehigh Valley Coal Company, who give the above
quotations. I think that ought to convince any reason-
able man that the hon. gentleman's position is not
sound. The hon. gentleman's tables are calculated to
deccive the fouse, and they do deceive the House and the
country-though I would b very sorry to say that the
hon. gentleman knew it-I believe the tables were prepared
for him, but he ought to have verified them before ventur-
ig iiin submitting them to Parliament. There is another posi-
tion the hon. gentleman takes that he cannot sustain. He is
not satisfied with dealing with generalities but descends to
particulars, and this line of argument is always unfortunate
for him. He is always forcible when he deals with gene-
raliiies but particulars are dangerous to him. He says:

Il Here you have facts clearly established that the very moment the
duty was imposed the parties who shipped their coal to Toronto and
Quebec put these places into a differeut category from what they were
before. They made their competitive points and reduced the cost to a
larger extent than -the amount of duties paid."
Well, that is an extraordinary proposition, but I will not
deal with it just now in the eneral I ro nose showin

of the very best hard coal in the city of Oswego per long
ton of 2,240 lbs., was $5.30; the price per short ton was
$4.73. The freight I assume to be correct, 40 cents a ton;
harbor dues and unloading, 28 cents; add duty to these
three items, and you bring it up to $5.91. The
vendor in Belleville solls to his customers, accord-
ing to the hon. Minister's statement, that same coal at
$6.50, leaving a profit, after payingduty, of 5(3 con ts a ton. It
is manifestly clear from this that the consumer pays the duty.
The hon. gentleman is unable to show to the IIouse
that, during any portion of the year 1881, or any portion of
the year 1880, hard coal was sold in Oswego, by the short
ton, at any such figure as the hon. gentleman has stated,
and it was at no period of the year more, by the short ton,
than $4.73. Again, the hon. gentleman says that the price
of coal is regulated by the competition, aud that the increased
competition in the Canadian market has reduw'I the price of
coal to the Canadian purchaser on the other side. I say
that is wholly incorrect, and I propose to establish that fact
by the letter I have in my hand from the Secretary of the
Board of Trade, Oswego, which is as follows

"I am In receipt of your favor of 10th instant. I am unable to give
you the price of coal for the month of September in the years mentioned,
but have obtained from A. S. Cook, agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Coal Compiny, the prices for let November of the Barne
year, which, I trust, will answer your purpose. Mr. Cook also wishes
me to state that your Tariff has not the slightest influence on the coal
trade here, as that expense necessarily falls on the consumer. Prices
are made here without reference to the Tariff."

uua NitaILJUL, LIVV LIIav Sflla. - iiulý,3urmvviE>That, I think, disposes of the hon. geutleman's statementthat his figures are incorrect. le goes on to say:
"At Oswego coal sold during the present year at $5.75; freight from that te ompeon heAm erican coalhmeets witbr

Oswego to Belleville, 40 cents; harbor dues and unloading, 28 cents ; if
duty were added to cost 50 cents the coal ought to sell at $6.93 cents, from the Secretary of the Board of Trade of Cleveland, who,
while the price at Belleville was $6.50, showing that the duty has been speakiug of the same subjeet, says
to decrease and not to increase the price of coal."C

t o~~~~~~~~~~~~ d e r a e a d f o1oi c e a e t e p i e u ' c a . T h e s e, c ir c u l a r s a r e t h e g e n e r a l o n e s u s e d f o r a i l p a r t i e" , e t h e r
Now, let us consider on what ho bases his argument. In Canadian or American, for .hipment to the Western United States
order to fortify his position, what does lie do ? In order to ports, such as Detroit, Chicago, Mlwaukee, etc., etc., or Canadian
prove that the competition reduced the price of coal to the ports."
Canadian consumer, he puts the price down to $4.75 per ton. The prices at ail those points are precisely the same. It
In order Io prove that the consumer does not pay the duty, mnkes no difference as far as the American trade is con-
he increases the price in the American market to $5.75, or cerned whether coal je shipped to Canada or to points in the
S1.50 more than he placed it at when establishing another United States. Precisely the same price is asked, and the
Proposition. In the same speech, he puts the price of hard hon. the Minister of Railways will search among the records
Coal in the American market at 64.25, when ho wanted of the coal companies of the United States in vain for a
to prove line of argument. He thon wanted to cstab. justification of the stateenV ho submittcd to the fouse,
lih the fact that the competition, induced by the that the price of coal has been reduced a single cent from
coal duty, had reduced the prico of coal to the Cana- the day the duty was imposed up to th prosent time. The
adian consumer. Now, Sir, when he, wants to show that hou, gentleman wout further, and ho told the flouse that
the Canadian consumer does not pay the duty, ho increases the price of coai (and pcrhaps it is as good a way as any to
the price of coal from $1.25 up to $5.75 a ton. But that ascertain whether the Canadian consumer pays this duty
proved no difficulty in the hon. gentleman's way. le had or noV) ut Ogdensburg and Proscott showed very clcarly
two arguments which he wished to establish, and so ho that the Canadian consumer did not pay the duty, because
mnanipulates facts Vo prove his position. The hon.getmaPunover f'ad facts; nroohi ovsitnd in hiegentleman the price Vo the Canadian consumer was no more than the
is ever afraid of facts; they never stand in hisway. In a pricto Americanson the other side. fesaid:
St'uggle between the hon. gentleman and facts, the facts IlFrther evidence ls to be found in the fact that coalsold at Ogdens-
aiways cOme out second best, and so they do in the present burg in the wiuter of 1880-81 for $5 90, whule ai Prescott the retail price

s.In order toestablishhis argument that the consumer was $6 per ton; the cost of freight to Prescot, harbor dues ad
PatodrV sabil i ruen h osmrunloading is 68 cents. If, the duty were added to the cost uof the coal itpuy the duty, he puts the price of coal at $5.75 at ouglt to have sold at $5.§0 plus 68 cents, plus 50 cents, or, in ail, $7.08."

.SWego, freight to Belleville 40 cents, harbor dues and un- I say that statement is wholly misleading. Ihold in myloadîig 28 cents, making $6.43, and, ho says, that in Belle- hand a table showing the prices of bard coal at Ogdensburgville this coal sells at $6.50, leaving a margin of 7 cents a andiPrescott respectively for hree ycars before and since
oies, bover interest, insurance, warehouse rates, contingen- the duty was imposed. 1V runs as followsg, etc. The seller gets 7 cents, according to the hon,

oes eman's statement, over and above what he paid for coal.
an believe for a single moment that that is the Years Kind of Goal Priea Pricetfcs, anThe thing is absurd. Let me give you the trueLcts and I verify these in the same way I verified thean, given a moment ago-by the tables I hold in myNov. 1876... Chestnut. $7.30 $6.10 less by *1.20had, from the Secretary for the Board of Trade for the do 1877... do 6.05 6.10 more by 05

stayrti sWeg. The hon. gentleman takes Oswego as the do 1878... do 5.50 5.60 more by 10
andin d eot. 1esays, col sold In Oswego for $5.75 do [879... do 5760 5.0mebyg pint le 5ys co ardndo 18790-.. do 4.60 5.0me@by 40
that in belev ie for 86.50; Let us see upon what facts do 1881... do .5 615 m'oe by 40hrmbledteoScethetayohoNoveadberof1881Ttrdeepriceof velan,
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And so it is with regard to the different varieties of coal.
Hon. members will find the same result if they take the
prices at any Canadian point opposite to an American city
of importance. Take Sarnia and Port Huron, and I venture
to tel the hon. member that if he will examine the quota-
tions for the last three years at those points he will find
that the price at Sarnia exceeds that of Port Huron by the
amount of duty. I do not care to trouble the House with
figures for all the points in question, but those respecting
Port Huron and Sarnia, Detroit and Windsor, Buffalo and
Hamilton, and Ogdensborg and Prescott, show, in every
instance, the same result, and I challenge hon. gentlemen
opposite to take the figures and show that the prices charged
Canadian consumers are less than are charged on the other
side of the lines.

Some hon. MEX BERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I know I am touching a

tender and raw spot, and that hon. gentlemen opposite do
not like the fancy figures of the hon. Minister of Railways
to be successfully exposed.- If you take Buffalo and Hamil-
ton you will find the same state of affairs there. For the
sake of convincing hon. members not in the Government,
but who are interested in the subject, I will read quotations
at Buffalo and Hamilton, showing, beyond a shadow of
doubt, that the condition of affairs is very different from
that stated by the hon Minister of Railways. The wholesale
sale prices in Buffalo and Hamilton were as follows:-

Price
Year. Variety. at Buffalo.

1876-Grate ......... ......... $4 r 5
1877- do .................. 4 45
1878- do .................. 4 55
1879- do ......... ......... 2 90
1880- do ......... ....... 4 55
1881- do .................. 4 64

Price
at Hamilton.

$5 75
5 25
5 25
4 50
6 25
6 75

Difference.
$1 20
0 80
0 70
1 60
1 70
2 il

The increase bas gone on steadily except in 1879, when the
prices were very low on the other side of the line. The
same thing occurs ut Cleveland in regard to soft coal, and
perhaps the best way to test the matter is to give the prices
of the different varioties, because everything depends on
that. The honesty of your argument depends upon whether
you are quoting one variety in the United States and another
variety in Canada. I do not say the hon. the Minister of
Railways has done so, but I mean to say that the tables he
submitted are not very clear on this point. The following
are the prices of the three classes of coal ut Cleveland:-

Year. Variety. Price. Price fO, Difference.

$ cts. $ cts.
1876 Massiton ........ 2 80 2 80 Nione.
1877 do .................... 2 60 2 80 Increase, $0 20
1878 do ..................... 250 2 80 do 0 30
1876 Brier Hill................. 3 50 4 00 do 0 50
1877 do ........... 3 40 4 00 do 0 60
1878 do ............ 3 25 4 00 do 075
1876 Scranton............. .............. 5 10 4 95 Decreage, o 15
1877 do....................4 20 4 95Increase, 0 75
18781 do .-...........3 80 495 doû 115

What are the prices to-day ? A large in crease in e very grade
since 1878, and yet the bon. Minister of Railways wants his
followers and the country ut largo to believe that the
imposition of his little duty of 50 cents a ton on coal does
regulate the price of Canadian coal. It is folly for a person
to argue a proposition of that kind any further. I am not
disposed to waste the time of the House in arguing against
what to my mind is an absurd proposition on the face of it.
lion gentlemen opposite will no doubt question the figures.
Why, Sir, if the hon. Minister of Raitways said one thing and
an angel from the upper world came down and said something

Mr. à CAmoN (Huron).

else, they would accept the word of the hon. Minister ofRail
ways. But I am going to quote the hon. Minister of Railwa
against himself, and surely they will no longer hesitate anddoubt if I quote Tupper against Tupper they will fnot objectlere is what the hon. Minister of Railways .said at Cobourg:

" Can any person give me a reason why coal in a country where the
revenue is raised as we raised ours-by indirect taxation--wh, c.
should not be a source of revenue? I know of none. 1 it because th,masses of the people are not benefittec by it? I deny it."

But that is not all; ho winds up with this little tit-bit:
" Again Mr. Blake states that I said in Pictou the $400qr0

collected in coal was paid by the people of Ontario. What if I did?
Do you not think Mr. Blake would have acted the part of a candid
man, if he had also told you that of the $369,000 of revenue cOllected on
wheat and flour, not one cent had been paid by Ontario, and all waspaid by the Maritime Provinces."

I hope hon. gentlemen from the Maritime Provinces
and especially those who laud the National Policy, and who
are opposed to any change in this marvellously perfect
Tariff, will take note of what the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways admits in bis speech-that the people of Ontario do
not pay the tax on breadstuffs, but that that it il paid by
the people down by the sea. And I hope the peoplo fron
the other Provinces, who support the hon. the Minister of
Railways, will take note of the admission of the hon. the
Minister of Railways, that the people down by the sea do
not pay the tax on coal, but that it comes out of the pockets
of the people of Ontario. I will not trespass longer
on the time of the House. I have established my pro.
position, and I defy the hon. the Minister of Railways or any
of bis supporters, to controvert my tacts and arguments. I
have shown the absurdity of the argument that the 73,000
tons of coal which we raised in 1878 over what we raised in
1873 could regulate the price of the 66,000,000 tons pro-
duced in the United States market in 1880. I have shown
that the tables read to the House by the hon. gentleman
are wholly misleading, that they are calculated to mislead,
and that they will and do mislead. I have shown that the
figures and quotations given by the hon. gentleman as from
the American markets are not justified by the reports.
have shown that the tables were cooked by somebody.
do not know or care by whom they were cooked. J have
shown that the conclusions drawn by the bon. gentleman
from the premises he laid down are wholly fallacious and
wrong, and I think I can leave it to the good sound
common sense of the members of this louse whether or
not the position of the hon. the Minister of RailwayS
is correct. At all events, as I have an abiding faith in the
good sound common sense of the people of this country,
I can leave it to them, and when the hour comes, as come it
must -and I do not care how soon-when the people are
called upon to pronounce on.the policy of the Government,
I am greatly mistaken in the intelligence and common sese
of the people of Canada, if they do not sweep from power*the
men who in 1878 attained office by deceptive promises,
which they have not fulfilled and are not able to fulfil.

Mr. SPROULE. I would not occupy the time of the
House at this late stage of the debate if I did not represent
a constituency which would be largely e.ffected if thisaof
resolution carried. It is amusing to listen to sOMe
the arguments used by hon. gentlemen opposite In
their endeavors to convince the people cf ths

icuntry, that the views they advocate are rigt.
In the first place, we have mon from the Province Of Quebec
one of the Lower Provinces, coming up to Ontario, and
endeavoring to convince the farmers of that Province that
their judgment and intelligence on questiOnsit
this kind is wrong, that they do not understand thes'tan
ation themselves, and that these hon. gentlemen undersd
the business of the people of Ontario botter than theythe
themselves. One of these hon. gentlemen says that
imposition of a duty on flour is injurious to the farmerO
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On the same principle the last speaker, a farmer ing an increased price in the market, were de-

ro: Huron, went down to the Maritime Provinces, and prived of it in this way, and I know that men
endeavored to persuade the people there that he knows their engaged in buying up oats lost money by paying a high

usiness better than they do. That appears to be the method figure, and when they got them to market they did not
lirsued by the Opposition; but I think if, for instance, the realize one-half of the amount they expected. Again, in

on. member for Huron (Mr. Cameron), who lives in the matter of Indian corn, while some say that it would be
western Ontario, dealt with the side of the question which in the interest of Cunada to allow that article to corne in,
affects them, that his people would be able to realize how that it would not interfere with us bocause we do not raise
near he comes to the truth, and be able to put an estimate much of it, in our part of the country we find that when
on his arguments, because they deal with matters which oats get dear, if corn is cheap on the other side, it is brought
teet them in their daily life. On the other hand, in, and takes the place of oats, bushel for bushel. In 1876,

ii the lion. member from Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) would 1877, and 1878 large quantities were brought in. In 1878,
jeal wiih questions which might affect the people of that we brought in 7,387,000 bushels of corn, which is more than
province, they would be able to value the worth of his all the corn that is raised in the Dominion of Canada, while,

uIuments and undertand and controvert them. It is strange in 1881, we only brought in 2,043,000 bushels, or, in other
t 'sce the time that is wasted by hon. members of the words we kept out 5,314,000 bushels of corn, and gave our
0j)oosition in their endeavors to convince the people of the farmers an additional market for the same quantity of oats,
1)uminion that it is in their interests to throw off the duty besides over 2,000,000 bushels of oats that were kept out.
ou Cvery class of articles. In the first place, the hon. So you will see that this Tarif gave us a market for almost
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) spent a large portion every bushel of oats that we had to export in 1878 ; and if
(o his time in arguing that the imposition of the duty does this is not a benefit to the farming community, I would like
the consumer a great deal of harm and doos the producer to know what is a benefit. low much logic it will require
no good. Now, this seems to me to be a contradiction. It on the part of hon. gentlemen from Quebec to persuade the
is not orthodox to say that the duty does the consumer a farmers that this Tariff is not in their interest I cannot say;
rreat deal of barm and does the producer no good. le says but whatever standing they may have attained in the com-
àt one time, that the imposition of the duty increases munity, whatever respect the people may have for their
the price to the consumer, but I would like to ask intelligence and integrity, it is fast slipping away
hLim if the duty raises the prices of everything the by the line of argument they are adopting ;
consumer uses, and whether by a parity of reasoning for the people know what is for their own
it does not increase the price of the produet to benefit. Again, in 1878 314,520 barrels of flour were
the produer. It was expected by the present brought into Canada, and, in 1881, 97,000 barrels, or the
Government before coming into power, that the effiet of farmers of Canada had an increased market for 216,939
iimposing a duty would be to create a homre uarket, and barrels of flour; and as every barrel of flour represents four
low far have they justified that assertion we eau now judge and a half bushels of wheat, we can easily see what a benefit
by the history and experience of the country since 1878 to that has been to the farmers of Canada. It requires no
the present. We are able to show by the Trade and Navi- argument to prove to the farmer that the Tariff has caused
gation Returns, by the condition of the country, by the this change, because these grains were coming in year after
prosperity of the people the effect which this Tarif bas had year, and the natural increase in the population enables us
upon the country, and to estimate its value as a factor in to consume more than we did in 1878. Again, in 1878 we
producing the wealth of the people. I ask, in the first brought in 14,704 swine, but, in 1881, we only brought in
place, if it bas given us a home market ? We can satisfy 2,447, or kept out 12,257, and got an additional market for
ourselves upon that point by looking at the Trade Returns. that number at home. As an illustration of that, I may tell
I will deal entirely with the agricultural products because, hon. gentlemen what has come under my own observation.

preseiting as I do an agricultural district, I believe it There are a large number of lumbermen in my section of the
inportant that I should keep myself right with those country, with whom I have been acquainted for some twenty
People, that I should defend their rights and oppose anything or twenty-five years, and I know for a fact that for several
which I believe to be au infringement upon their interests. years up to 1878, these mon supplied their lumber shantiessay it bas given an increased market to the agriculturists almost exclusively with pork from the Chicago market;
fU thls eountry. In 1878, provious to the introduction of this but to-day they come into our own markets and supplyTaritf, we brought into this country 5,635,000 bushels of themselves there with every pound of pork they require.
wheat; in 1881, we brought in only 76,000 bushels, or, in So with oats: in 1876 a gentleman engaged in lumberingoh er words we created a home market for 5,558,000 told me that ho found western oats so cheap in 1875, 1876,hushels; therefore I say that this Tarif has been operating and 1877, that it paid him to buy his oats there and
enefeially for the agricultural interests of this country, and bring them into Canada; and the result was that

tilatithas been accomplishing the desirable result which we ho never bought any Canadian oats for the
<l4imed it would accomplish, of giving an additional mar- horses which ho had engaged in his work.
k.'t tethe fariers of this country for what they had to To-day the very reverse is the case, and our farmers have abl; and it bas given them a botter market than they had large addittonal market to supply. In addition to the

bwhic ibecause they have been able to save the amount Tarif, another influence affects us very materially andWhib it would cost to send their produce to foreigu markets. favorably, and that is the increased demand from Manitoba
gain, in 1878 we imported 2,16.,000 bushels of oats, while, and the North-West, for our products. Thus the very

He he ,Iwe imported only 73,000 bushels; or, in other words, greatest adjunet to our Tarif has been given in the policyge aptont 2,088,933 bushels of oats, and to that extent adopted by the Government, in opening up the North-West.
gahe oau additional rarket to the farmers of this country for The Tariff, by preventipg the importation of Americantue edts th y had to sell. Now, if that is not a benefit, I horses, cattle and products, has given us control of that
would k e to know what is. I remeiiber in 1878, when market. The result is that, while previous to 1879, we had

dt ev ,I S0lling for 20 cents in Chicago, and were 40, 50, no market for our horses and cattle, we have to-day a good
i e g . cents with us, the western oats were brought market for every animal as well as other roducts.

eighthourgwoodOwenSound, and Southampton, and forty- If that is not a benefit to the country i would
1i value afterwards the oats in our- own market lowered like to know what is, and our farmers, I believe, see this as
country hor 10 cents a bushel; farmers in the plainly as they do the light of the sun when the sky is clear.

81 W ere holding their oats and expect- No amount of logical ingenuity, whether it cones from the
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high authority of the bon. leader of the Opposition himself,
or from the lowest luminary that follows, will convince the
farmers that it is not greatly in their interests to have a
perpetuity of this Tariff. If the question whether the Tariff
sbould be continued or not was asked on the hustings in
every part of the country, the answer would be : "If you
desire to promote our interests, do with the Tariff what the
Dutchman did with his dog, let severely well alone." It is
serving its purpose, and to continue it will be to move in the
right direction. In my section, I have clearly shown, the
Tarif lias given us a better market for our produce.
It has also given employment to our people which was
deplorably scarce in 1878. No man need be out of employ-
ment to-day who is willing to work, and every man is
getting bigher wages for his work. The wages of the
laboring man have gone up from $1 and 90 cents, in 1878, to
$1.50 and $1.25, and the wages of mechanics are from $1.75 to
$2. I have been employing a large number of men for the
last two years, and I know you cannot find a good mechanic
willing to work for less than $1.75 or $2 per day, nor a
good bricklayer at less than from $2 to $3 per day, and
laboring men command at any time 81.25 per day. It was
claimed this Tariff would give us additional revenue. las
it done so ? A glance at our revenue returns will be suffi-
cient to prove that it bas fully accomplished that object. Has
it given us more money ? Look at the deposits in the
savings banks, both of the highest and lowest classes; look
at the savings of the poorer classes, and the large amount
of money deposited in those institutions to-day is most
conclusive proof that the people are richer to-day
than they were under the old Tariff. I was
very much amused at one of the theories advanced
by the hon. member for Quebec East. He said
that we were violating a law of nature, because
the Maritime Provinces could not import their goods
from the United States, nor sell their produce to the
United States. I have always thought that in developing
our resources and in affording employment to our own
people we were obeying the laws of nature. Nature bas
supplied us with a great amount of coal. Towards Stratford,
along the lake shore, there is sufficient for the requirements
of the whole Dominion. Is it reasonable we should not avail
ourselves of this great natural resource, and allow foreigners
to supply us with what we have in our midst awaiting
development? Why should we allow foreigners to use our
markets for the products of their country when we have
these products at home? Why should we deprive our own
people of employment to give employment topeople engaged
in foreign manufactures, when with our water power and
raw material and natural resources, we have all that is
necessary to supply ourselves with the commodities we use.
In almost every paper to-day, of both sides, we find adver-
tisements by small towns like Orangeville, offering bonuses
of $5,000 to any man who will establish a manufactory
there. Stratford offers $10,000, nearly a dollar a head of
its population, to every manufacturer who wiil start a factory
there. If it is not in the interests of those people to have
manufactories started. in their towns, why are they so
anxious to tax themselves to such an extent to have those
factories established in their midst ? We do not find any
clear Grit objecting, because it is not in the line of politics
at all, and he believes it to be in the interest of his own
locality that manufacturing industries should be established
in it, and that the advantages to be derived more than com-
pensate for the amount of bonus paid. In Toronto,
Kingston, Montreal-every town and village throughout
the Dominion, the people are willing to tax themselves
to increase their industries. Is it -not, therefore, in. the
interest of the country to attain the same object by putting
on a Tariff that would give the men engaged in these
employments a better return for their capital and labor. It
is amusing to follow the course of argument pursued by the

Mr. BraouLZ.

hon. members of the Opposition in reference to this Tarif
since 1878. Early in 1879, when the Tariff was announced
to this country, the cry from the Opposition was that it was
going to ruin the farmers because it was going to destroy
their market; that it would reduce the value of labor by
making everything higher, and not give increased employ
ment, and that the lumberman would be taxed se heavily he
could not get out lum ber at a profit. In short, the National
Policy was going to break down the banking and commer.
cial interests of the country. In 1879-80, we find they still
pretended, but not quite so strongly, that it would ruin the
country. Then they abandoned that cry and asked
instead if the country was botter thon than in 1878, before
the new Tariff was introduced. They were justified in
their assertions of predictions in refrence to the resuihs
of the Tariff, In 1881, they began to find that pros.
perity was coming, and early. Now, in 1882, they
acknowledge the country is more prosperous. Not a man
in the Opposition but says it is more prosperous than in
1878, except the momber for West Middlesex. I was very
much amused with bis logic no less than with bis figures
the other day. le said that this Tariff affected the manu-
facturers more injuriously than other classes, and than
under the old Tariff of 171 per cent. To prove that, ho said
that in 1878 we had 112 failures among manufacturers, and
745 among the traders. Where did le get those figures?
I find by the return of Dun-Wiman, which I believe the
most reliable, that, in lU78, there were 1,165 failures, or only
a differonce of 758,

Mr. ROSS. I quoted for 1876.

Mr. SPROULE. 1876 stands still worse in this respect
I believe the bon. gentleman's figures are as nearly coui
as his logic, and that instead of proving those classes aie
now worse, it proved that they are much botter off than
under the old Tariff. If ho enly looks at the number of
capitalists that were going down and the capital that was
rusting in languishing establishments, not able to employ
the workmen, and look at them to-day, and note the evi-
dence of their prosperity, lie will need no argument to
prove their greater prosperity than in 1878. Then the
bon. gentleman tried to prove that the Tariff le would adopt
would be more in the interests of the manufactuiers. Het
finds is logic for the last three years has failed to conyme
the manufacturers, the farmers and the laborers that his
party are working in their interests, and that they aire
atraid to go back to the policy of the late Government. le
tells those classes: "We will give you a Tariff that will work
in your interests;" but, by oscillating between two powers,
both affecting them, they hardly know what to do next.
But, finally, the Opposition bave settled down to their old

love again, the Froc Trade theory, which they now proelailn

throughout the land. I very much mistake the intelligence
of the people of this country if they will be deceived by this
source, or if they will not return a still smaller number

of those gentlemen at the next elections. The on.

gentleman who las just sat down said that if an angel came
trom heaven he would not convince the people-that they

would still believe the hon. Minister of Railways. I have

no hope of an angel appearing among the OppositiO ta
convince anybody. We may safely adhere to our politiC5î
creed, knowing that the men who took charge Of
the country when on the verge of rumin, ad nO
brought it to the height of prosperity, which prosper
we may safely entrust to thcm. What s'ontr
argument than this improved condition of the COtherV
do bon. gentlemen opposite want to convince them.

They find the Goverument policy has given m e enPlpros-
ment, a botter market, increased remuneratin an twent.
perity to the people. It has given peace and conenPtural
These facts will not convince them. To use the sfrmthe
simile, they would not believe though One rose fromt
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dead. I beieve they now feel themselves on the verge of

desoair, ard that they think it is better to fall back on
their old Free Trade principles, from which line to convince
the PeoPle, after failure from other lines. I was much
amused at what I heard from a gentleman yesterday, who
bas lived for some time in the North-West; he said two
things had benefitted the country during the last two years
-one, the National Policy, and the next, the building of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. He was liberal; and he said:
"J an pleased we are in our present position." He added:
& Two things have promoted our interests, mine as an old
reformer and those of the mon who have gone to the North-
West; one is that our party got into power in 1873, because
we then got the North-West, with its cheap lands, and men
could go up poor and come back millionaires; we got
pinces in the North-West and were able to invest
it profitably. From 1875 to 1878, we had the advan-
tage of everything; there was no great increase in
the value of property. But the next best thing that
affected our interests was the changed policy as to
building the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which changed the
whole position of business and affairs in the North-West,
so that men comparatively poor in 1878, find themselves
almost millionaires to-day. Though this man was a strong
relormer in 1878, le considers bis party did him a great
kindness in going out of power in that year. Why do we
find multitudes from Europe, United States, and other
countries going to the North-West to settle and invest,
to day? Why has property there gone up to such an enor-
mous figure ? Is it not the assurance that by giving the
contraet to the Syndicate that vast country will be opened
at no distant day by a great transcontinental railway ? This
is the belief that is making that country so prosperous to-day
aud giving our farmers so profitable a rew market. This
and the National Policy have been the two great influences
that have done so much for us in the past, and that we hope
will do so much for us in the future. I would be sorry to
give a silent vote on this resolution that designs a return to
the state of affairs in 1878. I would consider myself recreant
to my trust if I did not protest against it, knowing as I do,
it would be one of the worst things for my constituency and
the people of the Dominion at large.

Mr. CHARLTON. I desire to say a few words in
anwer to the position taken by the hon. member for Grey. I
hope that in bis diagnosis ofdisease, in bis practice as a
physician he is more accurate than he is in quoting agricul-
turial statistics. If not, I should hate to have him dispense
pills to me. One of his first mistakes is to confound the total
importation of wheat in the period before the adoption of
the National Policy with the importation of wheat for con-
sumption in the period since. lie next proceeds to inform
us that the importation of oats from the Western States hohad known to reduce the price 15 cents per bushel; I think
he said, in forty-eight hours. I would like to ask the hon.
gentleman in what year, month, or place that was.

I ca. SPROULE. In the town of Goderich, in 1876, and
give the month and day. I cangive the marketquotations from week to week.

th Mr. CHARLTON. I have in my hand a statement of
e price of oats in Toronto the third Wednesday of every'onuth of every year since 1876.

Iocal dPeOLE. That is no criterion at all. It is the
lcal demand there that croates the price.

narketC ARLTON. I have in my hand a quotation of the
1 sinet1ce the third Wednesday of each month in Toron-
variation of h st of January, 1876, and there has not been a
le-s in oi 15 cents per bushel in any one year-muchrang intwodays -and the variations from month to month
ange fom 1 to 5 cents. The hon. gentleman's asser-

lO preposterous ; it is made without foundation,

resting upon no fact whatever but upon the imagination of
the man making the assertion, and which is designed to go
forth to the country to produce an effect. The assertion is
utterly preposterous. There never was a case in any
market in Canada where the price of oats or any other
grain has been depressed by importation 10 or 15 cents per
bushel in twenty-four or forty-eight hours. The lon. gentle-
man informs us that after 1878 we imported 7,000,000 bushels
of corn for consumption; it was 4,300,000, a little
nearer than he usually gets it, but still over fifty
per cent. astray. He tells us we have a better market
for butter, cheese, oats-everything we raise. Why, we are
exporting more in the last three and a half years of these
articles than we did in the previous five years. The exports
of animals and their products and of agricultural products,
for the period ending 3lst December last, since those gentle-
men came into power, is greater by several millions of
dollars than it was during the five years of the Administra-
tion of the hon. member for Lambton. In not one of these
articles have our exports diminished, but in every one of
them our exports have increased. Yet the hon. gentleman
stands up here and congratulates the country upon the fact,
that under the operation of this policy we have had a much
botter market than we had before this policy was introduced.
Then ho tells us our people are contented. A great degree
of contentment prevails in this country! Well, last year
118,000 were so contented that they left this country. The
year before that, this state of contentment led to the emi-
gration of 93,000, and the year befor.e that of 31,000.
More people emigrated from Canada during the
last year than during the five years the hon. member for
Lambton was at the head of the Government. In 1880,
there were more Canadians in Dakota and Minnesota
thlan in the Province of Manitoba. Yet they talk
about the state of contentment that exists in this
countrv, forsooth, when Canada furnished more emigrants
to the United States last year than any other foreign coun-
try on the face of the globe. Then he tells us it is very
fortunate for us we have adopted a policy that enables us
to produce what goods we consume in this country, fur-
nishing employment to our own men in the production; he
seems ignorant of the fact that the importation of goods sus-
ceptible of manufacture in Canada last year, was some $18,-
000,000 worth more than the year the hon. member for Lamb-
ton went out of office. Well, it is about the first time, for a
good while, that I have beard any gentleman on the opposite
side congratulate himself on the creation of that home market
that our friends opposite are so fond of talking about when
they made those roseate promises in 1878 that led to
their being installed in the position they occupy. With
reference to this home market, as I pointed out some nights
ago, the exports of all articles of food or provisions have
increased from year to year since the National Poliey was
adopted. The net export of grain, flour and meal for the five
years ending the 30th June, 1878, was $48,750,000. Now, I
hoped to-night to have obtained a statement of the exports
for the last six months ending 31st December, but was not able
to do so. Through the kindness of the hon. the Minister of
Customs I did obtain that report last year, and, according to
it, the net export ofgrain for the six months was $10,500,000.
Assuming the exports had been as great for the six months
ending the 31st December last, the exports for the three
and a-half years have been $55,500,000, against $48,750,000
for the five years of the Reform Administration, showing
that in three and a-half years the exports have been some
12 per cent. greater than they were in the preceding five
years. Yet we have hon, gentlemen here so ignorant of the
facts of the case as to congratulate this House upon the in-
creased home market of this country. Why, Sir, take the
years of 1877 and 1878, the two last years of the Mackenzie
Administration, and compare them with the years 18d0 and
18813 and you will find that in animals and their produot4
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and in agricultural products, the exports for the first period
were $60,750,000, and for the second period, $82,500,000, or
$21,600,000 more on those two articles in 1880 and 1881
than in 1877 and 1878. Then, if you look
at the returns every fact you see demon-
strates to a certainty the assertion I make that, so
far from obtaining a home market, we are constantly increas-
ing our exports of food and grain. Now, as I have occa-
sionally stated heretofore, we have had in this matter an
experience similar to that of the American farmers. The
American farmers, for the last twenty years, have been
creating a home market, and they have met with a success
still more astonishing -than ours. After subjecting them-
selves for twenty years to enormous taxation to procure this
home market in 1880, that country exported $400,000,000
worth of grain and previsions, and a total of nearly
$700,000,000 worth of the products of the soil. Of that
quantity there were 98,000,000 bushels of corn, 153,000,000
bushels of wheat, 6,000,000 barrels of flour, and other articles
in the provision lino in proportion-food enough for at least
20,000,000 people, and all this time from 1881 down, the
deluded tax payers of that country have been paying millions
upon millions annually, under the delusion that they were
creating a home market that would absorb the produc-
tions of their soil at home. After the American farmer
had been protected by duties upon grain for a period of
eighteen years, for the purpose of creating a home market,
with the success I have pointed out, leaving him only a
surplus of $400,000,000 worth of food to export, after
this brilliant success attending this policy for eighteen years,
our Solons thought proper to protect the Canadian farmer
against the American farmer, who himself had been pro-
tected against the Canadian farmer for eighteen years. And
accordingly they imposed duties upon grain. Let me ask
why should the protected Yankee farmer sell wheat and
grain to the Free Trade Canadian farmer; why, if the
duties upon grain were calculated to make a better market
and protect American farmers and increase the price of
grain, should Canada be the better market, and, if protection
made the United States a poorer market than free trade Cana-
da, why impose a duty on American grain in order to benefit
Canadian farmers ? The proposition is absurd on the face of it
-absurd because any man who will examine into the con-
dition of the trade of these two countries in grain must
become aware that whatever surplus of grain the other
country bas to dispose of, a duty upon that particular grain
can do no good whatever. Now, the Americans export no
peas and no barley, and a duty on peas and barley unques-
tionably raises the price of those articles in the United
btates. The Canadian farmers, on the other hand, raise no
Indian corn for export, and we have always admitted
that a duty on Indian corn would raise the
price on that article; but on all other grains raised in
Canada an import duty can have no influence whatever on
the prices, because this country has a surplus of those
articles to export. With respect to butter and cheese, the
country seemed to be ignorant of the fact that duties existed
on those articles for many years at the same rates as now

rovided. I recollect the organ of the hon. member for
Welland stating that great hardships existed because there
was no protection on butter and cheese, although there
was at that time a duty of 3 cents on cheese and 4 cents
on butter; but the country never became aware of the fact,
for the reason that there being every year a surplus of
those articles to export, a duty had no effect on the prices
because the prices were regulated by the foreign demand in
England. So it has been and ever will be in regard to the pro-
tection of articles of which we have a surplus to export. I
propose to call the attention of the House to some quota-
tions as to prices ranging over the period from
the commencement of the year 1876 ; and I may take this
Qocasion to acknowledge the courtesy of the Secretaries of

ir. CRÀLTO,

the Boards of Trade at Toledo and Detroit, both of who
very kindly responded to the request I made for quotatio,
ranging over those years. The Secretary of the Board q
Trade, of Toledo, gave me quotations for the third Wednes.
day in each month for the years 1876 to 1881, inclusive
The Secretary of the Detroit Board of Trade gave l'e
average quotations for each month, enabling me to arrive
at the average quotations for every year. The comparison
betWeen the quotations in these two cities is not, howeve.
thoroughly reliable, because it is not made en the samebasiýs
The following are the quotations for five months in the
years referred to-

GRAIN QUOTATIONS.

Description. Date. Toronto Toledo
price. price.

1879. $ ets, $ ets.
No. 2 winter wheat............. August 20... 1 01 0 981

do do..........September 17...l 1 05 ic3
do do..........October 15... 1 25j 1 35
do do. ..... ...... November 19... 1 24 1 271
do do. ........... December 17... 1 31j 1 37

Average......... ........... 1 15Î 1 2l

1880.

No. 2 winter wheat............. August 18... 1 08j 0 96j
do do. ........ September 15... 0 97 0 97j
do do. ........ October 20... 095 1 4
do do. ......... Novembe:r 17... 1 03 1 (8î4
d o do. ...... ...... December 15... 1 11 i 0f

Average............................. 1 03 1 el

1881.

No, 2 winterwheat....,. ... August.17.. 1i24J
do do. .......... September 21... 1 30 43
do do......... October 19... 1 34...i42
do do..........November 16... 1 3034
do do. .......... December 21... 25

erptember..... . ... 1 28 13Average ........... ......1..... .. ...

Averages for same period of 1876, 1877 and 1878.

No. 2 winter wheat
do do
do do

18 6
1877
1878

1 14 120Î
1 25 1493
0 931 093

Average for first seven months of 1878.

No. 2 winter wheat............. .1 16#

This table shows that in every year from 1876 to 1881,
inclusive, except 1880, the prices of No. 2 winterwheat, ft

Toledo, were higher than at Toronto; in 1880, tbe average
price in Toronto being 1Q cents per bushel higher. I har
selected Toledo because it is the nearest corresponding mar-
ket to Toronto that I could get. It is a large pri and
grain market, being, in fact, next to ChicagOr
affords a better comparison than any other Ameri'
port, although the prices should be gs nearer
higher in Toronto than Toledo, because t1 tNo.
the sea. My next quotations are with respeC
2 spring wheat. I instituted a comparison in thiS &s'n le
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tween the prices at Toronto and Chicago, and find the fol-

lowing:-

1879. $ ets.
2 spring wheat... .... August 20... 0 97
do do .... September 17... 1 02?
do do. ............ October 15... 1 192
do do ............ November 19... 1 21
do do .....-.... December 17... 1 281

Average.... .... ................. 1

1880.

2 spring wheat............. jAugust 18... 1
do do..........,!September 15... 1 06j
do do ......... October 20.l 1 12
do do..........November 17... 1
do do .......... December 15... 1 16

113½'

1881.

Average...... .........

No. 2 spring wheat....... ......
do do
do do
do do
do do

Average. ...............

$ cts.
0 850 931
1 17
1 15
1 27¾

1 07

0 877
0 941
1 00
1 Os
1 07

i 00

August 17... 1 26 1 32
September 21... 1 32 129
October 19... 1 35 184
November 16... 1 3 1
December 21... 1 31 12

..... ... ........ 1 31¾ 130

Averages for sameperiod of 1876, 1877 and 1878.

No. 2 spring wheat............ -1876 1 074 1 i3¾
do do ............ 1877 1 15 109*
do do ............ 1878 0 89Î 085

Average for first seven months of 1878.

No. 2 spring wheat.... ,....... .............. ,........ 1 02 1 01

Those quotations show that during the two years, 18j9 and
1880,the prices in Toronto were higher than in Chicago; but
when you take into consideration the fact that the quality
of No. 2 spring in Toronto is better than that of Chicago by
several cents a bushel, we find that not even in 18-'o would the
difference in prices between Chicago and Toronto amount toinore than the difference of quality and cost of freight So
fot in one year during that period could the importation of
Amlerican grain free of duty have depressed the prices of
No. 2 spring in the Toronto market. I next invite a com-
parison at various points based upon quotations made in thethird Wednesday of each month during the years 187",
1877, 1878, 1879, 1880 and 1881 at Toronto Toledo, and De.
roit, the quotation at the latter place being the average

price each month, and at the two former, being the
Average prices, 3rd Wednesday in each month:

1876 tornt f$ et8.1
S d.................... No. 2 winter wheat... 1 08

1876 W tgo

.... o....•....--.............No......... ......... .. . ... 1 27

1877
1877T... o Thcg..••.. ............. No. 2 winter wheat... i 43
1 ... hicag".•-................4o do .... 1 4

87 D........ etroiti...... . ............ No. 1 winter wheat... 153*

No.

1SS2.
Average prices, 3rd Wednesday in each morth

$cts.
1878......... Toronto....... ........ No. 2 winter wheat... 1 06
1878 ........ Toledo.. ................ do do ... i1 17
1878. Chicago....................
1878. Detroit ................. No. 1 winter wheat... 1 09

1879.........IToronto ...... ................... No. 2 winter wheat... 1 07
1879......Toledo.. . . .. do do ... 1 i1
1879.....Chicago.................. .......... ..................
1879......... Detroit...............No. 1 winter wheat... 1 l1*

1880......... Toronto................No. 2 winter wheat.... 1 13
1880... Toledo...... .... do do .... 1 12¾
1880 . Chicago............ . ...... ..... ..... ....... ,...............
1880 ......... Detroit ..................... No. 1 spring wheat... 1 101

1881........ Toronto........ ................. No. 2 winter wheat... 1 18
1881 .... .... Toledo ......... ......... ,.... ..... ,....................... 1 33
1881.... ... Chicago......... ....... ,........ ............... ..... ........ ..,...............
1881 . Detroit................. . No. 1 winter wheat... 1 20*

So that during these six years there was but one year when
the price of our winter wbeat was a slight fraction higher
in Toronto than Toledo; that was the year 1880, and in that
year the advantage in favor of Toronto was one quarter of
a cent per busbel. Consequently it. is prefectly apparent
that there was no possibility of buying wheat in Toledo,
which is the corresponding market to Toronto, sending it to
Toronto and selling it so as save the costs. If we institute
a comparison in the matter of spring wheat, we find the fol-
lowing to be the result:-

Average prices, 3rd Wednesday in each month:

$ ets.
1876. Toronto.......................... No. 2 spring wbeat... 1 03
1876.....Toledo... ..... ...... .... ...... ..... ......
1876..........Chicago......... . No. 2 spring wheat... 1 ot
1876.........Detroit.. ............................. .................

1877 ........ Toronto.............. ........... No. 2 spring wheat... 1 32
1877 ........ Toledo ......... .................................
1877 ........ Chicago ..................... N'o. 2 spring wheat... 1 261
1877......... Detroit., ....... ... ................. .....

1878......... Toronto......................... No. 2 spring wheat.. 0 96
1878 ......... Toledo-........... ................ ..................
1878 ......... Chicago.............. No. 2 spring wheat. 0 95j
1878........, Detroit.........................-........ ..........

1879......... Toronto........ .................. No. 2 spring wheatO. 0 96
1879 ........ Toledo ........................... ........ ............... ...... .................
1879......... Chicago........ ............ No. 2 spring wheat... 1 06j
1879......... Detroit .......................... ......... ......... ........... ..................

1880 ......... Toronto....... ............... No. 2 spring wheat... 1 19
1880....... Toledo .......... ........... ... .............................. ..................
1880.... Chicago.......... . . .. ....... ..... . ..... ........... 1 01880 ......... Detroit.......... ........... ......... .................... ..................

1881......... Toronto....... .... No. 2 spring wheat... 1 22
188j ......... Toledo ............ ....................... ......... ......... ......... .........
1881........Chicago...... ............. . ................. i 15
1881........ Detroit.......... ........ ......... ...... ......... .................

So that there was only one of these years ont of the entire
six, when it would have paid expenses to buy No 2 spring
wheat in Chicago and sell it in Toronto, and in that
year the average difference in price would barely
have paid the freight, and the difference In the
quality of the two grains which are graded No. 2 in
Toronto and Chicago repectively. It will be noticed that
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the year 1880 is the year when this difference in price oc
ours, and upon examination into the cause of wheat being
higher in Toronto as compared with Chicago that year than
any other year, I arrive at the conclusion that it was in
consequence of the fact that the United States had an ex
tremely large crop; that they exported an immens<
quantity, and that the price of wheat in the United Statei
was governed by this export demand and wheat was sold in
the United States market at a price which justified imme
diate exportation to Europe at the market quotations then
prevailing. Now, Sir, when we come to examine into th
difference between the quotations in these two markets ir
other grains we find a very remarkable contrast
I have shown, and the quotations have shown, that during
these six years the imposition of duties could have no effec1
on the relative prices of wheat in the two markets; thal
the price was governed by causes entirely outside of the
imposition of duties by either countrv; that the prices in
the two markets were in all but one of these six years
relatively higher in the American than in the Canadian
market, and that in one year only was the price of wheat in
Toronto higher than in Chicago, and that even in that year
the difference in price was barely the difference in freight
and the quality of the grain. Now, I propose instituting a
comparison between the prices of coarse grain in the vari-
ous markets of Canada and the United States respectively,
and I shall furnish the markets of Toronto and Chicago.
I will give the quotations on the 15th of July, the 15th of
October and the 15th December in each year, in order to
embrace the average prices as nearly as possible for the
shipping season of each year:-

GRAIN QUOTATIONS.

Kind of Grain. Date. Toronto. Chicago.

1876.
Oata............................... July 15.

do .................................... Oct. 15.
do ..................................... Dec. 15.

Average................... .....................

ats........................
do ....................................
do ....................................

1877.

July 15....
Oct. 15.
Dec. 15.

Average................. .. .........

1878.
Gats..................................... July 15..........
do ..................................... Oct. 15..........
do ..................................... Dec. 15..........

Average,......... . .................

34J
39
42

38¾

50
38
37

43

34
32
31

28
28
29

28J

23
24

26Î

25
19
204

1-
32J J 21j

So that the average difference in prices through the whole
three years was 12 cents a busbel on oats in favor of Toronto,
and yet we are told it was necessary to impose a duty of 10
cents a bushel in order to prevent American oats slaughter-
ing the Canadian markets to such an extent as to make oats
lower here than in the United States. Again, take the 15th
October and 15th December in each year (for it might be
held that the quotation in July is not a fair quotation), we
find that the average price in Toronto, each of these three
years, was 36J cents, in Chicago 24 cents, a difference in
favor of Toronto of 12î cents for the whold period. Well, if
this was the case-if this market was so much better than the
protected market of the Americans, who have been protected
by grain duties for twenty years-how absurd it is to impose
a duty of 10 cents on oats to make this a better market than
the, UnitedStatee whon at that moment it was 12 eeMt

n Vui osox.
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better than in Chicago. Now, take the period ince the
National Policy, and I think we will find a change:.

1879.
July 15....... ................
October 15...... ....... .................... ...
December 15.............................. .....

Average.............................

1880.

July 15 ....... .... ..................
October 18............................... ........
December 15,................ .........

Average....................

1881.

October 15. .....................................
December 15,....... .........................
July 15............ . ........ ......

Average ........ .................

Toronto. Chicago.
ets. cts.
3 9 2 1
35 29,
514 39,

37 32

38 22
33 301
344 31

35 28¾

43 44
45 46J
40 41

42¾ 44

So that the average difference in prices through the three
years, since the National Policy went in1to force on the dates
named, was à8 cents for Toronto and 35 cents for Chicago,
a difference of 3j cents in favor of Toronto. Or if we take
the last two months, October and December, the average
price was 37-- cents in Toronto, and 36J cents in Chicago,
a difference of 1-½ in favor of Toron to; and yet I suppose the
hon. Finance Minister will attempt todelude the farmers with
the assertion that the duty of 10 cents a bushel on oats is
beneficial to them. In this comparison it must ever be
borne in mind hat the Toronto bushel of oats is 34 lbs., the
Chicago bushel 32 lbs., which swallows up the
difference in favor of Toronto for the last thrce years.
Why, oats have risen in Chicago, as compared with the prce
in Toronto, during the last three years unaer the National
Policy, I am at a loss to say; I presume, however, that the
Americans have stepped into a trade iormerly done by us,
namely, the manufacture of oatmeal for export. Previous
to the introduction of this policy our oatmeal millers bought
enormous quantities of Western oats for oatmieal exporta-
tion; but since its introduction this trade has been destroyed,
and the Americans bave entered into the business. At
Cedar Rapids in Iowa, last summer, I saw a new oatmeal
mill, which is said to be the largest in the world, and it is
running almost exclusively for this export trade which the
National Policy bas transferred from Canada to the Western
States. My hon. friend from Lambton reminds me that a
great many of our oatmeal mills have been shut up by the
National Policy.

An hon. MEMBER. Where ?
Mr. MACKENZIE. One in Sarnia.
Mr. CHA RLTON. And two in Perth. I know that these

mills, which had to depend on American oats, have
been either shut up or crippled in their opeia-
tioLs by the adoption of this policy, while in 1S'
we exported 174,000 barrels of oatmeal, in iSSi
we only exported 53,000 barrels, showing a fallin o
in the production of oatmeal of within a fraction of .thre
fourths. Now, Sir, I propose next to institute a conPar-sn of
the quotation prices of barley and rye. The above quotat ic
made for three years prior to the adoption of this Po,
and for three years subsequent to its adoption, show thbatnot
in one instance, with regard to either wheat or oats, hs the
price in Canada been sufficienfly high, as compared witb the
price in the United States, to justify the assertion that the
importation of American grain could reduce the pri
this country. Now, I think some hon. gentlemen GPofa
contended, two or three years ago, that th6ifoo
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dutyof 15 cents a bushel on barley would raise the price, and to the shore, where it wsso elosely pre8sed it had to climb

e went so far as to say that it would raise the price to the a tree to escape. But," said the stranger. "beavers
snt of the duty. The Americans, as I have pointed out cannot climb; your stoi-y 18 very improLable." The hînter
efore, do not raise barley for export; all that is raised in looked at him calmly and said "Beavers cannotctimb?

that country is for home consumption, and they consume Why, stranger, the dog was crowding on hlm Bo close le
more than they raise. Canada happens to raise a kind of had to climb!" That was the way that the hon. Finance
barley that cannot be raised in the United States, and that MinisteV was caught, and he was as Ioth b admit this fact as
comiands a high price among the brewers of that country. the beaver was to clirb a tree, but he was se crowded
o( the third Wednesday in September, October, November 'he had to admit il. This year lie fortified hirself with the
and December in each year, the average price of barley in assertion that we do not pay more than haif the duty on
Toronto and Oswego was as follows:- coal; and thn proeeded to say that there had been one or two

In Toronto. In Oswego. days during which the National Policy had raised the price of
In 1876 ...........-........-.......... ......... $0.81 $ 1 .08 a

1877............................................. 0.66¾ 0.88î priee in Chicago was 8 cents less than in Toronto. The
1878.....................1.01- 1.22J duty upon wheat, although it has no effect upon the price in

Canada, and can have no effect as long as this country
This was before the adoption of the National Policy. Now, 'aises a surplus for exportation, yet il has injurîously
let us see if the imposition of the duty on barley materially effccted the various interests in this country. I know of
atiected the relative position of the prices: one case, witi tie circumstances of which I am intimately

In Toronto. In Oswego. acquainted, where a miller, in my section of the country,
In 1879........... ................................. 50 72 $0.841 engaged in flouring wheat for the purpose of making

1880................................... 0 841 1omerchantable four for the Montreal market, fonnd it neces-
1881 ..... .................. ......... 0.91 1.07J sary 10 mix one-fourti red with three-fourths white wheat

1 defy any man to take any market quotatien from 1876 to make the article which the market demanded. Flour
down to this evening, and find that the market quotation made of white wbeat would not answer the purpose,;, and as
fcr No. 1 barley is not materially higher in the no red wheat was raiscd lnthat country and he was unable
United States than il is Canada; and yt we were told, and te take advantage f the hon. Minister of Customs' order

canoth eeclim b or story is eryipr o ble"Terhune

are still told, that it is necessary to keep this absurd duty wîootefdract e d yand sie was "oBiete ca lerican
upon barly order to shut out the American articlerom d on m o h
oar market, and to prevent from depressing the price of cuhtomcr demanded. Th consequence was in that as in
barlcy in this ceuntry. The average price of rye on the ail similar cases the miller was unable to pay the price for
third Wcdnesday of September, Octeber, November and white wheat to s Caadian custmers, thut he would have

!cunber, ln cach year, lu Toronto and Clîicago, are as fi), hpaid had h ben able to buy red wheat clear of duty. In
lows: thistcase, lie operation of the duty was simply to deprive

coal;rthe farmers o c that section of some 2 cents or 3 centsIn1T.r.nt....n.....a$6 $aybushel on price of wheat.l lihe casedo the millers1876...............0604- 06 on the Welland Canal, they mus e buy, te a great extent,
1878................. .......... 5J6American wheat, and they must allowed te buy Arnen-1879.......... ..................067d66u pcan owheat to fleur, or be unable toe prosecute their
180................... ............ obusiness. a believe arrangements have been made
18e1ffceh aiusitrss.................n.t.h.......i0 91 1 seto cseow them te ifour American wheat; but thatAnd yet a duîy is imposed in order te prevent the importa- cq an evasion o the law, and should the law1î n Of Chcap rye from Chicago te depress the market in at ary lime be strictly enforsed, the consequence to theCanlada.fhese aie specimens of the absurdily o? the duty millerch would beo serfous. While he duties do net, lnany

on tin, and I might show the same resuls with regard to case, benefit thefarmer,t lhey injure varous interests in thfoas wbh are invariably higher lu the United States han country. Wiîh refrence te corn, we admit d the duty
tkY are lStis country. Now, with regard te the importa- would raise the price because we do net raise ail we require
tar siOl wheatandother grains, it is well known tea i who and buy largely for consuption. Oud , admission was onlyupe suded ie rade ret rns-athough le bon. memberae correct te a cetain extent. The duty bas raised the pricefom rcy i(r. Sproue) des net seem t be aware of the o? imiprtd cern, but as failed te raiselie price fceorn
ftirdthat the whea imported was largely wheal in produced lu Canada o ne iota.
trac ituwhea passing trug our canais for tic purpose an h he be ablearb r
low bt c tog sent theeseuropean market, aothougriat wtas ai edya s
entred as iIported into Canada. We have spent millions Mn. C ARLTO a secan assure the2 ongentleman thatf dollars lu buildinDg very extensive canais for the express I know hat is he case. waisecern mysoft, live in a cern.
P 8 . .. .'se.'f drawi.g American grain through these routes, groeWilg country,anam th mteby, to aigeathete

188...n... .................b5li4nAmriagwet and ame imstbe alow ed ibu Almei

bien t ..s . .our.ow .'people t iandle these grains. I state ef the maketin that corn-growing be. I know taeSGoveraneat receivcd a pretest freta themon- dut did net raise tc fprice ee cent a bushel duting the
trýeal Cor n Excliange teedle yhl flsîsao utemne enoAnd againotrde o grain, asserting-isanfeasion of thelwand shou my county.that the effeap f them was to deprive oun own peple of Wby didm nett raise c epriced? Simply because t oee is athis t iade adle plessen the usefulnessu of these canais, very small quantity ou Wcrn raised fer sale, tic farmens
ad thati ancertainlY th effect of ree duty en wheat. raising but utle morehan they requioe fer their own con-

;I ~Ceryevident, frein the q notations of prices, that it sumptien. Therefone, as ticre was but a smaîî surplus anddeas ih farier no good. I lias raised ite price e nean entirely local demand, the imposition o the duty las net,

e an thas conpared wit the prices in the United ubbc slightest degree, affectedhie pdce oo rn, in the erna e stdithe theerer-as g teived ne obenefit. l be lot Ontarin. The only parties affected are those that
the hMr Finance Minister admited last Session that purimase American cern, as lhey have to paythe duty. T ctc dutha the t aised e price e wea .lRe reminded price iocern in my own county, whicb is al within the cern

the dg seW toe uroe as dert alta as ao l+ ni hnow lowEr than in Chicago, and as ben for monts.
le he fapted cintaog and e haespein ta a milln MregardtO the cern question, wish. e show why the.a chas arsanhbuikli very extensinfort ger imkortation of cern is a b rneait to Canada Te livekiscr

n o p er hotly theat rhad i.ake i stie Westem States can buyiha cor to fatten hi catte
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where he can get it cheapest, but the Ontario stock-farmer
is in this respect placed at a disadvantage with the
Western fa"mer-a disadvantage to the extent ot 7j cents
a buhel on the price of corn. The reason the country largely
imported corn during ail the years it las imported it is
simply this: Corn can ho bought at a lower price relatively
than other coarse grains. The farmer can sell his çats, or
his barley or rye at a price that enables him to buy a cor-
responding amount of corn, and have a large sum to boot.
I have two tables here, one made on the normal prices of
different grains, inciuding corn; and one on the abnormal
price of corn this year. I found that the average price of
corn in years past was 54 cents; and the price laid down
at Toronto before the close of navigation, last year, free of
duty, 66 cents. I find that if the flarmer sells 34 lbs. oats
at 39 cents a bushel, the average price for years past, and
buys à6 lbs. corn at 51 cents, he makes in the exchange
between 56 ibs. corn at 54 cents and 56 Ibs. oats at this
price, 10 cents. By selling 48 ibs. barley at 70 cents, he
will make in the exchange betweon 56 lbs. barley and
56 lbs. corn, 27 cents. On 60 lbs. rye at 80 cents, he will
maike in an exchange of56 1bs. rye and 56 ibs. cornat 5 4cents,
20 cents. In the exchanuýe of 56 lbs. of peas at 69 cents for
60 lbs., for 56 lbs. corn at 54 cents, he makes 9½ cents; that
is the simple reason why we import corn.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have heard it before.
Mr. CEIARLTON. I dare say you have; but the truth

makes very littie iiprossion upon the bon. gentleman; lie
is perfectly obdurate. But let me assure my hon. friend,
whose practical knowledge is so small, that that is the
reason why the famer sells bis coarse grains and buys corn,
because he makes money in the exchange; nnd if ho does
not know that the man who can make noney in sueh
exchange, does not fail to do it, he had better learn the con-
trary as soon as possible. Assuming corn to be worth 66
cents a bushel, the exchange of 34 lbs. of oats, at current
prices, for an equivalent amount of corn, will net ihe farmer
9 cents; the exchange of rye will net him 11I cents on
every 56 lbs.; the exchange of barley will net him 32 cents
on every 56 lbs., and peas F¾ cents on the same quantity.
It is absurd, then, for the Government to interfere with a
business so profitable to the farmer by lessening his profits to
the extent of 11 cents a bushel on the exchange of thoeo
coarse grains. The hon. member for Grey alludied, some ti me
ago, to the enormous importation of Indian corn in 1877.
Now, in 1876, we bad a short harvest, we fell $2,137, 00
short of raising our own breadstuffs; consequently we
imported a large amount of coarse grains that year.
I have a tabular computation of the quantity im-
ported, which will show the gain to Canada
resulting from the importation of corn and corn-
meal in 1877; we imported that year 6,348,000 bushels of
corn or meal, counting four bushels of corn to a barrel of meal.
The value of all the exports of grain, flour and meal, in
1879, was $2,597.659. The average cost of the meal im-
ported, was $3 per barrel, and of corn, 51 cents per bushel.
Average price of flour exported, $5.50 ; oats, 42 cents;
barley, 71 cents; peas, 85 cents. I would respectfully ask the
attentionof the hon. Finance Minister to this interesting state-
ment, which I think will throw some light on the corn
question.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not imagine the lon.
gentleman wishes to enlighten me.

Mr. CHARLTON. The total import of meal was 294,-
342 barrels ; less exported, 1,499, net import, 292,843 barrels.
The approxi mate gain to the country by substituting 292,-
843 barrels of meal for the flour, at $2.50 per barrel on the
increased amount we were thus able to export, was $632,107.
Now, the net import of corn, after deducting the
meal, was 5,176,Oo bushels. We exported that year
2,970,000 bushels of oats, equivalent to 1,800,000

Mr. CHAuntoN.
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bushels of corn, of which we imported 1,800,000 bushels
more than we would have, had we consumed the whole our
oat crop. We received for the oats exported the price we
paid for the same weight of corn imported, and 8252,000
more We exported 1,745,000 bushels of peas. Had we not
imported the corn that replaced those peas, we would have
consumed them. As it was we received $523,000 more for
the peas than we paid for an equal weight of corn. Ilaving
imported enough corn to enable us toexportouientire surplus
of peas and oats that year, we still had 1,536,000 bushels of
corn left, which enabled us to export 1,736,000 bushels of
barley, which we should have been obliged to consume if we
had not imported the corn. The profit on the exchange Of
barley for corn amounted to $466,860. The result of this
trade to the country was a gain ; in the exchange of our
flour for corn, was $632,000; gain in the export of oats and
import of corn, $252,000; gain in the export of peas and
import of corn, $523,000; export of barley and import of
corn, $466,000, or a total gain to Canada of 81,873,000. If we
allow $435,000 as the cost of freight on the corn purchased
and sent to the interior, and the freight from the place of
growth to the port of shipment on the coarse grains exported
you have a net gain of $1,435,000 to Canada in consequence
of the importation of 6,348,000 bushels of corn; and yet we
are told by hon. gentlemen opposite that it was a great dis.
aster to import that corn. If we had not imported it our net
exports of grain and meal that year, in place of having been
$2,597,629, would have been but little more than $1,000,000
worth. So much for the corn question. I repeat, the duty on
corn bas not raised the price to the producer of corn in Canada
one iota. It has only raised the price to the importer for
consumption. The importation of corn at low prices, enabling
farmers to sel their coarse grains for prices relatively nuch
higher, is a great gain. I have shown that for one year that
gain exceeded $1,400,000 ; and hon. gentlemen opposite, in
opposing a duty on corn, were trifling with the public inter-
ests, and inflictinga verygreatinjuryon the farmers outside
the corn belt. I now wish to call the attention of the flouse
to the current quotations of farm produce on the 27th day of
this month, and to ask those hon. gentlemen whether*they
think that, under the circumstances, the duty upon grains is
necessary in order to keep them out of our market for fear
that it would be slaughtered. By these quotations I find,
on 27thMarch, the price of No. 2 winter wheat in Toronto was
$ 1.27; in Toledo, $1.37, or 10 cents bigher there; inBuffalo,
$1.40 ; Oswego, $1.40-; in Montreal, $1.43 ; in New York,
$1 44. The same day the price of spring wheat was, in
Toron to, No. 2, $1.28; Chicago, $1.35, or 7 cents higher there;
Buffalo, $1.48; Duluth spring wheat, No. 1, Buffalo, $1.60;
Toronto, $1.30; barley, Toronto, 84c.; Chicago, $1.00;
Buffalo, $1.07; Montreal, 65c.; New York, $1.17. Oats, 34
lbs., at Toronto, 40c. to 43c.; Chicago, 47c. to 44C.; Toledo,
48c.; Buffalo, 54c.; Oswego, 50c.; New York, 63c.; a1gailst
37c. in Montreal. Rye, Toronto, 83C.; Chicago, 88.;
Montreal, 90c.; New York, 95c. Peas, Toronto, SOc.;
Buffalo, $1.00. Butter, best grade, Toronto, 30C.; Chicago,
36c.; Buffalo, 40c.; Montreal, 26c.; New York, 43e.
Cheese, 13J cents at Chicago, 13¾ cents at Buffalo, 13 cents
at Montreal, and 13 cents at New York. There is net one
article in that list that would be in the slightest dugree
effected by the imposition of a duty upon thon importaion
from the 'United States. In every case the duty isUsele
and has no effect whatever in raising the price fhgrain
None of these grains can be bought at the prices ihave
quoted, and imported into Canada for consu apto tieif
the duty stood entirely out of the way. The benefit the
farmer derives from these duties it would require a ery
powerful microscope to perceive. They remind neistef to
story of an old Scotch beadle, who wanted his itnitt
allow him to preach. The minister asked hlm if lied that
ho could draw an inference from a text. e rept
he thought he could. The minister said: "The tex
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give yoU, John, is this, 'And the wild ass snuffeth up the
east wind.' What inference would you draw from that ?"
Qsid John: "The inference I would draw would be this, that
he would snuff it up a long time before ho got fat upon it."
That is the case here. The farmers will be pròtected by these
duties a long time before they get any benefit from them.
Žow, with regard to the duties in the Maritime Provinces,
although that is somewhat beyond my province, I believe
their operation injuriously affects the consumers in tha sec-
tion in this way-it obliges them to confine their trade to an
unnatural channel. Their natural trade is to buy their
breadstuffs where they sell their productions, in order to
have return freight. If they send their vessels to New
York or Boston with cargoes of lumber and coal, it is
natural that they should be allowed to bring back flour, meal
and provisions; and if they are obliged to buy these articles
in Ontario it is an unnatural mode of prosecuting their
business. The duty probably injures them and confers
no benefit whatever upon the Ontario producer. I am
happy to see the hon. member for Montreal West (Mr.
Gault) in his place. I had the pleasure this morning of
visiting a cotton mill in which he is interested. I heard
that bon. gentleman the other day say that ho had not
received 3 per cent. dividend on his cotton stocks yet.

An hon. MEMBER. He withdrew that.
Mr. CHARLTON. I am happy to hear itI; I beg the hon.

gentleman's pardon. However, J found what would be the
truc inwardness of the matter, and while large dividends are
not declared, I think they are payable, but they are used in
doubling the capacity of the mill and doubling the value of
the property. It reminds me of the case of the cottou mill
up west which gave the information that it returned no
dividend, in 1878. I ascertained by private enquiries
that they had spent 10 per cent. of their earningrs in
mnereasing their plant, in order to meet their increased
business. That is the case with the cotton mills that do not
declare dividends just now. They are enabled to set at rest
30 or 40 per cent. in order to increase their capacity for
earning great profits. I will not detain the louse longer. I
think that an examination of the quotations that I have pre-
sented will convince anyone that the operation of the duties
upon grain bas not been to the advantage of the farmer of
Canada. I think it will also be apparent to any impartial
observer that we are not realizing that home market pro-
mised to us very rapidly, inasmuch as our exportation of
grains and flour is rapidly increasing. So far as the farmer
of Ontario is concerned, the operation of this National
Policy has not been to bis advantage. It has increased the
cost of various articles he purchases, and has not besto weduPon him the slightest advantage in the way of increasing
the prices received by him for any article ho produces for
sale; and for that reason, as a representative of an agricul-
tural COnstituency, and sent bore by farmers to representtheir interests, I shall vote for the resolution proposed by
th' lon. inember for Quebec East.

ir. TELLIER. The resolution submitted to the con-ideration of this Hoeuse; by the hon. member for Quebecbret, asks for the abolition of duties on coal, coke and
breadstuffs, which were admitted free of duty under theforner Tarif. In other words, it amounts, Mr. Speaker,
te an attempt to destroy a part of the National Policy
object ofas iaugurated on the 14th March, 1879, with the
and onan ostering and protecting the agricultural, miningpnd nua turing nterests of Canada. The question ofProtection was fully discussed in the presence of the electors

geeral election, and we all know and remember
On thaedt rendered by them on the 17th Septomber, 1878.aOrity - ay the people declared themselves by a largebt a yn thea vor of Protection, not only for the agriculturalbut ais0 or h ioecn0eoeîigo h
coutry O erineng and manufacturing interests of the

sg ufrmrs, previous to the remodelling of the

Tariff in 1879, sorrowfully witnessed our markets flooded
with American products, admitted free of duty, whilst Can-
adian agricultural products entering ino the United States
wore heavily taxed. Tbey clamoured for a protective system
that would keep a home market open to home products, and
asked that the same duties shall be levied on agricultural
products imported from foreign countries into Canada, as
those levied on our products by those same countries. They
complained of the unjust and unequal Cuistoms relations
existing between Canada and the United States with regard
to the exchange of agricultural products. In this country,
which supplies more agrieultural products than
the national consumption can absorb, we were import-
ing every year from abroad a considerable quantity of grain
and flour, which was offered for sale on our market, and
which usurped the place of our Canadian products. We no
longer held possession of the home market, for without pay-
ing any duty, foreign producers could seli there as readily
as our own farmers. In that, Mr. Speaker, there was an
injustice, a grave injustice, to our farmers. During
the last Parliament, the Conservative party noticed
the injustice and became the interpreter of the
complaints uttered outside the House, and of the
request that a remedy should be furnished against these
existing evils. Several motions were made in this House,
to obtain this much-wished-for Protection, but they were all
defeated. The hon. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard), a
fervent Liberal, attempted, but without success, on the 9th
April, 1878, to have a duty imposed on Indian corn and
oats imported into the country. The lion. Mr. Joly, the
leader of the Liberal party in the Province of Quebec,
declared himself in 1876 in favor of levying duties on
all foreign products, if not also on ail raw materials required
for our manufacturers. Yet the Liberal Administration
turned a deaf ear to these legitimate requests, and per-
sisted to the end in its refusal. The question was brought
before the people in 1878, and the electors declared them-
selves in favor of a National Policy and of a system of gen-
oral protection, and they elected representatives favorable
to their interests in that respect. The electors relegated
to the cold shades of Opposition the members of the
Mackenzie Administration, which had persistently refused
to render justice to agricultural and manufacturing interests.
The Conpervative party came to power with a programme
approved of by the mass of the people of Canada. Its
bounden duty was, therefore, to put into operation the sound
policy which it had announcedbefore and during the elcc-
tions. Its first care has consequently been to fulfil the prom-
ises which it had made to the people, and to adopt a National
Policy which, by a judicious readjustment of the Tariff, was
to be of advantage to and foster the manufacturing, mining,
agricultural, and other interests of Canada. W hat was,
Mr. Speaker, the principle that was to preside at this read-
justment of the Tariff ? It was the principle of protecting
everything that we could produce. The present Govern-
ment set itself to work, and after laboring conscientiously,
it gave to the country, on the 14th March, 1879, a Tarif
which is essentially piotective, and which has largely
contributed to restore prosperity to all our languishing
industries. Our agricultural interests have not been over-
looked in this Tariff. They were suffering from a ruinous
competition with foreign producers. In order to destroy
that competition and to insure to our farmers a home
market, the following Castoms' dues were imposed on
foreign agricultural products, which formerly were admitted
free of duty: on wheat, barley and beans, 15 cents per
bushel; on rye, oats, buckwheat and peas, 10 cents per
bushel; on maize, 7J cents per bushel; on wheat and rye
flour, 50 cents per bbl.; on Indian meal, 40 cents per bbl.;
on buckwheat flour, J cent per 1b.; on oatmeal, cent per
lb:; and all other kinds of flour, 20 per cent. ad valorem.
These duties have had the effect of decreasin& imports for
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consumption of foreign grain and flour, without injuring our export to foreign countries. Who is it that had to bear this
export trade. The present Tarif lias operated successfully loss ? Why, the Canadian farmer, and no one else. It is a
in the agricultural interests. Nevertheless, the Reform most interesting study, that of the Trade and Navigation
party, in the ruthless and injudicious warfare which was Returns for the fiscal year 1876-77, to find out wbat were
carried on against this Tariff, would wish this louse to at the time oir exports of agricultural products into the
declare that it would be better to re-establish the former United States. During that year wo exported into the
state of things. In my opinion, that would not be a sound United States the following Canadian products: 6,213033
policy. I have said, Mr. Speaker, that previons to the bushels of barley, representing a value of 1,503,117, on
adoption of the present Tariff, the Canadian farmer was which was levied a duty of 15 cents per bushel; 470,472
placed in an unjust position. If we consult the Trade bushels of peas, representing a value- of $37u,841, and
and Navigation Returns for the years previous to the new charged 20 per cent. ; 348,946 bushels of wheat, represening
Tariff, we find that Canada exported every year to foreign a value of $376,019, and charged 20 cents por, bushel
countries large quantities of grain and flour, whilst 118,281 bushels of beans, representing a value of $117,2
every year also Canada imported for consumption consider- and charged 10 per cent.; 405 bushels of Indian corn, rep.
able quantities of foreign grain and flour. We did resenting a value of $167, and charged 10 cents per bushel;
not require these products, for each year our 72,378 bushels of oats, valued at $24,906, and charged 10
exports of grain and four of Canadian production were in cents per bushol; 95,065 bushels of rye, valued at $65,1o3
excess of our imports for consumption. Our market being and charged 15 cents per bushel; 3,928 bushels of other kinds'
thus invaded by these foreign agricultural products which of grain, valued at $3,018, and charged 10 per cent.; 30,405
we did not require, we were compelled to send our own barrels of flour, valued at $173,989, and charged 20 per
products to foreign countries, and the greater part of our cent.; 11,991 barrels of oatmeal, valued at 848,753, and
exports found their way to the United States. lhe Ameri- charged *i cent per lb.; 2,377,120 lbs. of wool, valued
cans, who were sending us a large quantity of their agricul- at $681,978, and charged 10 cents per lb. and 11 per cent,
tural products, had no duty to pay to corne into our market; ad valorem; 26,195 cwt. of flax-seed, valued at $182,979,
whilst we, to take advantage of their markets, were and charged 2 cents per lb.; 7,496 horses, valued at $668,467,
compelled to pay into the Treasury of the United States and charged 20 per cent.; 13,851 horned cattle, valued at
some censiderable amounts. Under the Tarif formerly in $268,317, and charged 20 per cent.; 198,820 sheep, valued
force in Canada, foreign wheat as well as barley was at $536,648, and charged 20 per cent. The total amount of
admitted free of duty; beans, buckwheat, maize, oats, peas, duties paid to the United States on the exportation of those
rye, buckwheat flour, Indian meal, oatmeal, rye and whcat articles reached about $3,000,000. Yet, similar articles
flour, all these products were admitted free of duty from imported in considerable quantities from the United States
foreign countries into Canada. Yet we were exporting the during that year 1876-77 had nothing to pay to come into
same products abroad, and when we did so to the United Canada, excepting, however, animals, which were charged
States, we had to pay on wheat, a duty of 20 cents per 10 per cent. Thus, the American treasury was enriched to
bushel; on barley and ryc, a duty of 15 cents per bushel; on the extent of about $3,000,000, to the prejudice of the
beans and buckwheat, a duty of 10 per cent.; on maize and Canadian farier, whereas the American farmer had nothing
oats, 10 cents per bushel; on peas and buckwheat flour, a duty to pay to the Canadian Treasury in order to get the privilege
of 20 per cent; on Indian meal, a duty of 10 per cent; on oat- of our market. Thus did the Americans yearly largeiy
meal, a duty of j cent per lb; on rye flour, a duty of 10 per take advantage of the privileges conferred on them by the
cent.; and on wbeat flour, a duty of 20 per cent. You sec, former Tariff, which allowed them to flood our market with
Mr. Speaker, that to be allowed to take these products to their agricultural products. They enjoyed the convenience
the American market, we were mulcted in heavy taxes, of our market; they rcaped th advantage of our prices,
whereas Americans could bring those same products into and they did nlot pay anything into the Canadiai
our markets and offer them for sale without paying a cent treasury. Well, it became necessary to bring an
of duty. This was most unjust to our farmers; attention end to such a state of things. The Conservative
was drawn to it by the people, previous to the elections of party bound itself to do justice, and it did so liberally in
1878, and the electors declared by their votes that they 1879. The means employed by it were to impose the dut
wishedto see this state of affairs cease. I am aware, Mr. which the hon. member for Quebec East is desirous of
Speaker, that our farmers were nursing the idea of a com- removing to-day. This tax is advantageous to the Canadiani
mercial reciprocity, between Canada and the United States, farmer; it is therefore undesirable that it should be removed.
but was it possible to entertain such an idea in the peculiar It has had the effect of doing away with the ruinous Com-
circumstances wherein we were placed ? On the one hand, petition from which our farmers suffered under the ok,
the United States could freely bring their products into our Tariff. It is true that we still import agricultural prodUcs
markets, whilst, on the other, we were paying them on the from abroad; but their importation bas considerabîv
same products, sent into their markets, large duties, where- decreased, and those which come into Canada for consu n
with to enrich their Treasury. Still we could not expect tion are charged with a duty which goes to the pu
that the Americans would give up the advantage they had Treasury. The amount thus paid in is that much that
over us. On the products that I have enumerated, the Canadian people are exempted from payimg SO:
duties which we paid to the United States, in 1877, present Government bas fairly carried out the idari
amounted to about $2,000,000. By whom was this enormous expressed previous to 1879 and the promises made eriIeg
sum paid ? By the Canadian farmer; and to prove this, I the elections. Those ideas and those promises have
am going to make use of the argument used by our ·oppon- realized by the protective Tariff given to the country ina

ents in this House and elsewhere. They have contended Our opponents have much criticized that Tariff; thcy have
that we had not the command of the market prices for sought to-ridicule it. At the time when it was adopto i.
grain. Very well; let us assume that such is the case and Speaker, we could merely express our opiion astO ha
that we must accept for our grain the prices of the Liver- results, but to-day, our opinion is confirmed by What P 1
pool, Boston and Chicago markets, or of other localities. happened since. 1f we consult the public records, resid
In order for us to get the prices ruling in these markets, therein the proof that the Tariff has produced rtie
we must deduct from them the cost of transport, insurance which wQ expected. Have our imports of formere a
and storage, as well as the Customs duties, which we have diminished ? I have taken the trouble tod rhPi
to disburse to reach these markets. There is, consequently, statement with regard to the agrieultural products W

a considerable los on the price of grain sold in Canada for have been affected by the changes made in 1879. Fr0"'it
Mr. TELLIER.
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I see that a considerable portion of our market which
Was oceupied by foreign products has been kept for the.
benefit of Our fairners. They hàve supplied for home con-
sumliption during the past two years an amount of
823,298,005, representing articles which were formerly
supplied by foreigners. This amount may appear extraor-
dinary, bat it is neverthelos correct. As a basis for my
calculations, I have taken two years under the Liberal and
two years under the Conservative regime. For the former,
I have taken the years 8 i7 and 1878, and 1880 and 181
for the latter; I have compared the exports and imports
during these four years, se as te be able te form an opinion,and the following is the result I have attained. I wili com-
itence with wheat which bas been affected by the present
Tariff. Foreign wheat, which was admitted free of duty
before the present Tariff, has been charged a duty of 15
cents per bushel. What lias been the result of this duty ?
le are going te examine. Our importa for home
eonsumption have been considerably less in 1879
tha our opponents thought they would be. Thus,
during the years 1877 and 1878, the total iimports of
Wheat amounted te $11,356,972, and the whole of this
amnount was imported into the country for consumption.
llnder the new Tariff, our total imports have amounted to
%15,880,666 for the years 1880 and 1881, but of that amount
a value of $62,000 ônly was imported for consumption.
ýueh is the difference, Mr. Speaker. If wo pass on te
Wheaten flour we find the same resuit. During the years,
877 and 1878 there was imported in aIl for consumption,

Wheaten flour te the value of $4,830,374 as agaicst $1,703,
306, Whereof $1,453,985 for consumption during the years
1880 and 1881, We also find that we imported ail kinds of
eour (with the exception of wheaten flour), during tho
years 1817 and 1878 fer an amount of 81,582,933, whereof
81,582,431 was for consumption, and during the last two
years, to an amount of $926,929, whereof $923,474 was
for COnsumption, which shows a considerable decrease
l favour of the present Tariff. Whilst I am on the subject

ofurI bave a remark te make. The hon. member who
h Just addressed this House, lias told us that several mills
had closed since 1879 as they could not find employment.

at assertion bas been disputed, and I do not think it is
exact. The figures which I have just quoted show thatBince the inauguration of the present Tariff, our importe of
ithur have decreased, and we have increased our exports of

the ame commodity. Thus, in 1880 and 1881, our exports
f fleur of all kinds exceeded those of 1877 and 1878 by
40,068 worth of Canadian fleur, and of $373,563

Wrth of foreign flour. Our mills have, therefore,
ground more grain and made more fleur since the change

Tariff. If we look at the effect of the Tariff on maize,We find that during the years 1877 and 1878, maize was
l"'Ported to the value of 87,795,162, and the whole of this

mun t seems te have been consumed in the country. Dur-
g the past two years, our importa have amounted te
594,03, whereof $1,639.169 for consumption. Now, Mr.
aker, let us take oats. During the years 1877 and 1878,s Were imported to the amount of $1,262,123, and the

co leof this amount appears to have been consumed in thep ntry, whereas during the last two years, we only im-
ported te the value of $91,858, whereof $60,452 was for con-
8 nptio. As te peas, and beans, we find that our importe in

d7 and 1878 arnounted to $34,.'99 for consumption, whilst
8ng the years 1880 and 1881 we only imported

854, wher eof $25,996 was for consumption.
t e take barley, we find that for the years 1877 and 1873,
tha itflports reached 8324,387, and this amount appears to
1 been consu med in the country, whilstduring the years

aif nd 181, we imported barley to the amount
%15,804 whereof $14,926 was for consumption. Bran,

rye and other grains imported in 1877 and 1878 amounted
t 142,114, and they appear te have been totally consumed

in the country, whereas, in 1880 and 1881, but $58,376 was
imported, whereof $48,709 was for consumption. The importa
of hay, straw, potatoes and other vegetables ameunted to
$191,922, whereof 8193,922 was for consumption during the
first two years, and $217,629, whereof $218,377 for eonsump-
tion during the last two years. We imported, in 1877 and
1878, $852,550 worth of animais, whereof $785,976 was for
consumption, and, in 1880 and 1881, $609,345, whereof $544,.
329 was for consumption. The trade in grain, four and vege.
tables during the two years of 1877 and 1878, amounted to
$27,522,386 for imports; of that amount, $27,521,488 was
for consumption; and during the years 1880 and 1881, we
imported in grain, flour and vegetables-to the extent of
$26,533,899, whereof $4,465,526 only was for consumption.
These figures show that for the years which I have com-
pared, we have diminished our total import trade to the
extent of $1,989,487, and our imports for consumption te
the extent of $23,056,358, in the matter of grain, flour and
vegetables.- This is a satisfactory margin for our farmers.
Previous te the change of the Tariff, Mr. Speaker, we were
compelled to seek abroad grain, flour and vegetabios to the
amount of $27,521,884 consumed in the country, whilst
since the change of Tariff, we have only sought these pro-
ducts to the extent of $1,465,526. To what is due this
decrease of our imports for consumption? Ihave heard our
opponents speak of the Tariff. I have heard the
doubts expressed by them as te its results. Each
one of them admitted the prosperity that has reigned since
its adoption, but each one became pions and thanked Pro.
vidence for what has .taken place, never attributing the
result to the Tariff. I am aware, Mr. Speaker, that we have
much te thank Providence for. Providence has granted us
good crops, bas assisted us in giving us a number of repre-
sentatives favorable te the National Policy, and especially in
giving us goodGovernment which bas hadthe powerto reverse
the policy followed previous te 1879, and which has thereby
contributed te bring about that prosperity which wo are se
glad te see reigning everywhere to-day. Were we to
listen te our opponents, it would have been sufficient to
fold our arms and wait. Theso gentlemen have se great a
confidence in Providence, that in their eyes it is not noces-
sary te pass new fiscal laws; it is sufficient te raise one's
eyes heavenwards and te open one's mouth, te have
food ready cooked droppod into it. As for
me, I have always thought that one should help
oneself. Thus did the electors help themselves by
sending te this House a majority inclined te look after their
interests, after the national interests, and we may say
to-day that they did right in electing a majority whih bas
labored here te protect industries in general, and the agri-
cultural industries especially. With the figures that I have
just quoted, Mr. Speaker, I have shown but a part of the
question which engages our attention at present. I have
shown that the predictions that were made te the people to
the effect that a change of the Tariff would dimimash the
imports for consumption have been realized. WhoaTr those
that have been benefitted by the decrease of importa of agri-
cultural products? It is our farmers whohave found on our
market a place formerly occupied by foreign products. In
1880 and 1881 they supplied grain, gour, hay, vegetables
and animals to the value of $23,298,005 in excess of that for
the years 1877 and 1878. If we compare the last two years
with the first two, we find that we have diminished the im-
portaforconsumptionby an amountof$11, 2 9 4 ,9 3 2 forwheat;

y $3,376,389 for wheaten flour; by 8658,957 for other
kinds of fleur; by 86,155,993 for maize; by $309,461 for
barley, and by 893,045 for bran, rye and other grain, or a
total of $23,090,211. If 'to that we add an amount of

I 8241,647, or the decrease on the import of animais, and if
we deduct $24,415 for the increase of our imports
for consumption of hay, straw, potatoes and other
vegetables, and 818,438 for importa of damaged grain

1882. 651
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and flour, we find
our home market a
the statement which
of this House and of o
this statement that we
sumption of certain pr
on the other hand, we1

-a market for an amou
our imports. Well, t]
for which the farmers
them with the result.
of the effects of the p
sumption. Our oppon
import trade would be
considerable as our o
decrease actually amou
also prophesied that
effected. I have exam
view to find out if thei
I have found that durin
pared with 1880 and 1
cultural products inste
89,574,876, and that ou
increased by .$6,114,98
proves niy assertions :

CoMPARATIVE STATEME
the Year

Wheat...................
Wbeaten flour............ .....
Other kinds of flour. .........
M aize......-........................
O ata.................................
Peas and beans........... .....
Barley..........................
Hay, straw, potatoes and

other vegetables.............
Bran, rye and other grain...

Increase.......................

Horses ............................
Horned cattle...............
Pig.................................

heep....... .........
Poultry and other animais..

Inerease......................

Now, wbere are
dictions? We have su
in securing to Canad:
to a considerable amo
suffered a loss of 82,4
increased in the proport
seems to me that the Go
satisfied with its Nation
it concerns agricultura]

nt on which our oppo
Tihey contended that th

Mr. TELmER.

that we have eliminated from mental to our trade with England; that this change of
value of $23,298,005. Here is Tariff would have the result of, affecting injuriously oUrI submit to the consideration credit in that country. Well, if we consult the publieiur opponents. It will b seen from records, we find that our trado with England has, instead ofbave increased the imports for con- decreasing, increased, and that the pirosent Tariff hoducts to the extent of $42,853, but, specially operated against the United States, and in favor

have secured to the Canadian farmers of England. Our credit bas never stood bigher. So there
nt of $23,298,005 by the decrease of is another of our opponent's predictions that bas not been
his seems to me a satisfactory result realized. The bon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier)will not blame us when wo acquaint has just made an appeal to this House; ho asks us bythe
Mr. Speaker, I have merely spoken resolution which ho bas put into your hands, to give
rosent Tariff on our imports for con- a vote that would have the effect of upsetting
ents have contended that our total that National Policy adopted in 1879. But who con.
diminished. This decrease is not as, plains against this Tariff? Is it the farmers or
pponents are willing to believe; the the consumers who complain? I represent a county
nts to but $2,232,69-. Our opponents in which the agricultural production is somewhat consider.
our export trade would be largely able. Sir, in that county political opinions ar-e pretty
ined the question from that point of equally divided. I have had the opportunity of meeting
r predictions had been realized, and frequently both friends and focs; I have had the oppor.
ng the years 1877 and 1878 as com- tunity of speaking to thein of the National Policy, and of
881, our exports of Canadian agri- the effect that it would have on agricultural productions,
ad of decreasing, have increased by and I can say that not a single farmer bas complained of
ur exports of foi cign prod uets have that policy. Liberals and Conservatives alike endorse it.
1. flere is the statement which Were we to-day to ask of them a frank and square answer

to the following questions: Do you wish to return to the
NT of Exports from Canadaduring former régime ? Do you wish that w'e should abolish the
s 1877-78 and 1880-81. duties levied on agricultural products ? I am certain there

would be but one voice in the county of St. Hyacinthe, to
reply that we should keep in force the present systen. Is

From Canadien From Foreign it the consumer who complains ? I have not heard any
Sources. Sources. complaint from that quarter in the county of St. Hyacinthe

or elsewhere; and why should the consumer complain ?
Is it bocause he is paying dearer for his purchases? As

Years Years Years Years bas been remarked in this House, the consumer earns
1877-78. 1880-81. 1877-78. 1880-81. more money now than in 1878, and ho bas now the

means of buying the necessaries of life, which means
ho did not possess previous to the inauguration of the

Value. Value. Value. Value. National Policy. No more than the farmer does the
$ $ $ $ consumer wish to go back to the policy of 1878.

8,118,578 8,535,862 7,614,760 14,650,519 I have listened to the discussions which have taken place4,22;,904 5,104,063 58,014 385,774 -. o
918,614 679,523 2.001 47,804 in this House with regard to the questo

1,402 1L559 5,260;0604,798,397 have been told that wo had no control over the prices of
2,207,145 2,899,199 497,219 8,169 grain and flour, and that they were regulated by the3,674,765 6,650,175 14,601 191 L ol, Bostonhand other markets. Supposing sncb to8,882,690 10,741,868 327,399 90 Liverp.ool otnadohrmres upsn u

be the case, are our farmers not in a position to supply us
2,750,959 4,493,256 51,382 36,855 with the grain upon which it is sought by the resolution

350,795 1,599,223 27,714 9,522 now submitted to abolish the tax ? Are our farmers not in
31,129,852 40,704,728 13,823,150 19,938,131 a position to supply us with this grain as cheaply as

31,129,852 13,823,150 foreign farmers ? I maintain that they are. If we have
. 574,876...........6,114,981 no control over our market quotations, and if we are obliged

- to accept foreign ones, we must add thereto the cost
transport, insurance and storage, and those foreign produeLs

2,052,950 3,974,416 20,122 18,522 will cost us dearer than if we bought them in the country.
1,868,084 6,229,308 193,209 25,140lan

35,066 53,122 ............... 75 The consumer bas not, therefore, any reason to comnp laifl
1,282,357 2,794,957 ............... 7,008 On the other hand, if foreign grain comes and takes tho

115,751 274,997 120 200 place of our products on our own markets, our farmers Wil
5,354,208 13,326,800 213,41 50,945 suifer therofrom, for they will be driven to seek a foreig

5,354,208 50,945 market to sell their products, and they will lose, as Ibave saVi,
the cost of transport, insurance, storage and customs' dues.

............... 7,972,592 162,506 Decrease. Under these circumstances, it seems to me that the Cana-
- dian farmer, not baving any foreign co'mpetition tofear,

our opponents with their pre- will be able to sell us his products as cheaply as
ucceeded by means of this Tariff farmers, and even cheaper, and the consumer will not bthe
ian farmers the Canadian market any reason for being dissatisfied with the present policYthm
unt. Our total import trade only effect of which is to create work for him and gliîvore
O00,OO0, and our export trade bas money. The results of the National Policy have, therefOrer
tion that I have just mentioned. It not done any barm to either the farmer or the consTe
vernment bas reason to be generally whilst it bas contributetd te fil the public crffers. tha
al Policy, and especially in so far as Americans having refused to admit our agneottis
l protection. There is yet another products free of duty; efforts to bring ahoutel
nents sought to became prophets. result having been fruitless, it became and to
ie change of Tariff would be detri- necesary to protect ourselves against them ad
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hange the Tariff. It was only fair to make them
9 duties equal to those which they were compelling

to pay when we wished to take advantage of their
markets. The imports made after they change of the
Tariff, have had the effect of pouring into the public
TreasurY a considerable amount, which has been employed
in the expenses of Administratior, and by this means the
Government lias been put in a position to put an end to
deficits and to diminish the taxes on the inecessaries of life
which we do not produce in this country. Thus we have
during the present Session seen the Government take the
tax off tea and coffee. It was a considerable tax which
weighed on the people, but owing to the Protection which
bas been established, owing especially to the amounts paid
into the public Treasury through the importation ofagricul-
tural products, the Government has been able to take off
tbeso taxes. There was another tax which weighed heavily
on the people; it was the tax on promissory notes. The
Government las taken it off altogether, and has thereby
eased the burdens of the people. The Government has also
diminished the tax on Canadian tobacco, and the resuit of
this wilI be to protect the farmers in a special manner. It
therefore seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that we are specially
interested in maintainng the present state of affairs. The
change of Tariff bas also had the effect of uniting more
closely the different Provinces forming Confederation by
establishing commercial intercourse amongst them. The
conplaints we have heard against the present Tariff had a
tendency to bring the various Provinces into antagonism.
Thus we have heard it said in this House that the
wheat of Ontario was protected in an unjust fashion,
and that the Province of Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces were compelled to pay considerable taxes on
flour and wheat. It has also been contended that the Pro-
vinces of Ontario and Quebec were compelled to pay a
considerable tax on coal for the benefit of the Maritime Pro-
vinces. Al these utterances were calculated to create
prejudices and to snap asunder the bond which unites the
varions Provinces, and it seems to me that they should be
answered in the interests of the union of the Provinces.
The duties imposed on foreign products have had the effect
of increasing the trade between the various Provinces of
Confederation ; these Provinces are each existing under
different conditions and produce different commodities
which they must exchange among themselves. They
conltinually supply each other with products and avoid
going to foreign countries for a great many things.
That has been the result of the National Policy,and I arm certain that the complaints made in this
House will not find an echo among the people. Protectionbas been granted for the mutual benefit of the
Provinces The Province of Quebec has received itsshare of the benefits of the National Policy, through the
Protection granted to its agricultural products, and it is onlyfair that it should bear its part of the tax levied on coal infavor of the Maritime Provinces. To conclude, Mr. Speaker,justice having been meted out to all the Provinces, and theountry being all the botter for it, it seems to me that it isser duty to continue the policy inaugurated in 1879. As for
'nyelf, JIintend to vote against the resolution now sub-
reited to the louse, and which, if adopted, would have theresut of destroying a part of that National Policy.tr. tN desire to say only a few words in answerto the speech of the hon. member f9r North Norfolk, which
before M ymmd a very marvellous speech. The resolution
bread ts ·. ullse, as I understand it, is that a tax upon
The hoan injustice to the iorking people of this country.
prnopOsi.gentleman from North Norfolk disposed of that
daageth, and,. if his speech could be made out, it would
who moget Position of the hon. member for Quebec East
'"'hh Ko the resolution. I think the hon. member forh Norfolk is entitled to the laurels. His whole effort

for a full hour, in what I call a diarrhoa of figures,
was simply to prove that the National Policy had not
increased the price of eorn, wheat, four, oats,
barley and rye. Yet the hon. member for
Quebec East moves that the National Policy is putting a
duty of 50 cents on the barrel of flour and the barrel of
meal, and that it is a tax upon the poor man. When
these hon. gentlemen can settle this difficulty between
themselves, it is not worth while for hon. gentlemen on
this side ot the flouse to dispute their proposition. I sup-
pose the hon. gentleman from North Norfolk is now
defending the position he once before sustained in this House,
that a duty on farm products does have the effect of raising
the value of those products in the market. If that hon.
gentleman is consistent, I think ho is in duty bound
to vote against this resolution. However, I venture to
say that he will be found sustaining the proposition that
there is a tax on flour and upon corn, and yet his whole
effort was to prove that the farmers of Canada did not reap
a single cent of advantage from the Tariff that was imposed
upon them in 1879; and I an surprised that in this House
a gentleman should take such a position as that. He may
quote his figures from now till this time next year, but ho
will not succeed in convincing the farmers that they are
not botter off under the Tariff. I know for a fact that it
bas had the effect of keeping out thousands of bushels of
grain from my own county and other counties, that other-
wise would have come in to compete with the products of
our farmers. Still the hon. member for Quebec East may
be correct in saying that the imports of flour from the United
States are paying a duty of 50 cents a barrel. We
give the poor man labor and he can afford to buy flour,
and ho is not obliged to buy the American product. Tho
farmers of the west can supply him with g lod flour, arnd
he is not compelled to buy American tiasti and pay 50
cents a barrel duty. While we consume the coal of the
United States we are willing to pay the duty, because we
happen to be nearer the American market. I know for a
fact there is no complainirg in my part of the country in
regard to the duty on coal. If there weroe complaints in the
Lower Provinces bocause of a duty existing on meal and
flour, we would have had the Table of the louse covered
with petitions. I am surprised that this subject should have
detained the House six weeks, and there is not a single
sensible man in the Dominion who is not satisfied that the
country is in a happier and more prosporous condition than
was ever anticipated with all our brilliant expectations of
the future. Our broadest idea of what the National Policy
would accomplish bas been more than realized, and I am
glad to say I can stand up and defend the National Policy
with much more heart and sincerity, because I have seen
its beneficial effects. I know what it has accomplished in
my own part of the country. We had a wollen mill where
the hands used to gaze at the shut doors and the closed
windows, because it was in possession of the sheriff; but
now it has more than double its capacity to do, and the
proprietors are placing in it more than $10,000 worth of
improvements. The same statement applies to many other
industries in the town. If time be given to the National
Policy, great work will be accomplished by it.

Mr. FLEMING. I do not wonder that hon. gentlemen
opposite speak with some feeling, as the matter before the
louse is a tender one for them. They feel as if the citadel

were in danger. The duty on breadstuffs is the corner-
stone of the edifice; remove that and the protectionist
policy will crumble to the ground. I contend, as I have
long contended, that the reason wby the protectionist sys-
tem has existed so long in the United States is because the
farmers of the Western States still retain the nominal and
so-called protection for their agricultural products. So long
as they retain this so-called protection, so long will the
protectionist system exist there. No hon. member will
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venture to say that the duty of 20 cents a 1,ushel on Cana-
dian wheat entering the United States is a protection to
tbe American farmer. It is no more a protection than the
protection of 3 eents a pound on raw cotton was to the
planter of the Southern States; ,it is a duty which affords
no more protection to the wheat-grower than did that on
cotton, and makes no more difierence in the importation of
wheat than did the duty on cotton to the importation of
raw cotton in the United States. If the farmers of the
United States will accept this so called protection, they are
giving the manufacturers an argument to sustain the posi-
tion they hold that they should be protected. Only a few
days ago I saw in a paper, The Protectionist, published in
thieUnited States, an organ of the American manufacturers, a
statement that it is absurd to say the farmers are not protect-
ed, and iR points to the duties on agricultural produets. That
is as much as to say, that those duties are an equivelant for
the high prices they are called on to pay for manufactured
goods. The hon. member for North Perth (Mr. Hesson)
declared that we on this side of the House contradicted our-
selves by saying that in some sections the duty had not
raised the prices, and that in others it had raised the price.
Those positions were not inconsistent because it is quite
possible they nay exist toge1 her. From the conformation
of the country it is quite clear that the duty may enhance
the price in one district, although it may not do so through.-
oti the Dominion ; and I shall be able to show that the
farmers have not obtained better prices because of
the duty placed on grain, or that they have received
better prices than the farmers of the United States. The
hon. member for North Perth spoke of American grain and
flour as trash ; but how does it come to pass that the Ameri-
cans get a higher export price for their trash than we do for
our good article ? This will be seen by the following table;

EXPORT PRICES.

1874-5 1875-6 1876-7 1877-8 1878-9 1879-90 1880-1

Wheat ed States..t.12

Flour United States..$6.00
( Canada............

$1.24 $1.16
1.12 1.15

$6.20 $6,47
5.24

$1.33 $1.06 $1.24 $1.11
1.22 ..... 1.16k 1.02

$6.35 $5.25 $5.87 $5 27
6 17 ..... 5.38 4.94

The average price of Canadian wheat for the four years,
1874 -78 was 1.15Ï and for the two years, 1879-81, $1.091,
thus showing that the price was less under protection than
previously. The hen. gentleman spoke about a better
market; it cannot be a botter market unless there are better
prices ; t does not matter whether the article is
eonsumed hore or a thousand miles distant. I know
a millr who is doing businýcss in the Lower
Provinces, and near him is another miller grinding
fer the Glasgow market. The pri-cs are the same;
botter prices are not obtained from the miller grinding for the
Maritime Provinces, for the price is regulated by the rates
ruling at Liverpool. There is an important point which
bas been frequently roferred to by the hon. momber
for North Norfolk (Hr. Charlton) who showed it
very clearly in one light, aid I wil"l endeavor to show
it in another-it is in regard to the homL market. In
1S763, the First Minister, in a specch he madle i fiavor
of a duty on gra:n and in favor of protection, said:
" We should encourage the growth of coarse grains and
foster manufactures that will croate a consumption for
all our farmers eau raise." This was an intimation
to the people of the country that if they would support a
National Policy and restore that hon. gentleman to power
he would bring about a state of things by which all the
products raised by the farmers would be consumed.
llow long will it be before the hon. gentleman fulfils
his promise; how many years before the mana-
facturers of this country will consume all that the
farmers eau raise. If we look at the state of mat-

Mr. FLEMING.

ters in the United States, we will have some idea
in regard to a home market. By looking at the Trade and
Navigation Returns of that country it willappear that they
had a better home market and that they consumed a greater
proportion of the products of the farm sixty years ago than
they do now, they had a botter home market ut that
time. In 1820, the exports of breadstuffs from the
United States represented 53 cents per head. In 188i>.they
represented $5.74, so that vt this rate it would be several
generations before the population would increase so as to
consume all they raised. If we take a period of thirty
years, from 1850 to 1880, the increase in population was 116
per cent., while the increased production of breadstuffs was
2104 per cent. Were the production of breadstuffs to in.
crease ut the same rate for the next thirty years, and the
value of them to continue the same, the exports would
amount to $6,33t,000,000. Supposing that was
the limit of production, the rate of increas.
ed population to continue at 116 per cent.,
there would thon bo a population of 108,000,000,
leaving the breadstuffs to be exported to be equivalent to
$58 per head, so that, if we followed in the same course, it
would be a long time before we will have a home market
for our own produce. If we take the exports of wheat and
flour from the United States ans reduce the flour to wheat
at four and a-half bushels to a barrel of flour, we find that
in 1850-51 the exportation was 5,641,526 bushels, or half a
bushel por head. In 1881, it was be 187,561,000 bushels,
or over three and a-half bushels per head, or enough to
support a population of 37,000,000 of people. This would be
an increase of 3,224 per cent. on wheat alone, and if the pro-
duction of wheat should increase in the United States at
tho same rate as it has in the last thirty years, there
would be, in the year 1910-11, a surplus of 6,234,000,000,
or 57 bushels per head for a population of 108,000,000. We
are frequently told what a large extent of fertile country we
have. How long would it b before we could expert thirty or
forty millions of bushols if the country is to be peopled as
hon. gentlemen say it will be ? It will not be long until at
least ton millions of acres are sown in wheat, and at fifteen
bushels per acre we would have 150,000,000 bushels, and
where would we find a home market for the consumption o
that amount ? Yet these hon, gentlemen have undertaken
to supply this home market by the promises they made to
the people of this country. When hon. gentlemen go baek
to their constituents it will not do for them to say, "Look at
the prosperity we have brought to the country." The farmers
have been deceived once, it is true, but they are not very

likely to be deceived again. They eau sec very plainly
that it is to their own labor, under the blessing of
Providence, that they are indebted for the better
times they now enjoy. I cor ceive that the dutie On

grain and coal, in a country like this, are most impolitic.

Grain is the staff of life, and we should try by ail means te
endeavor to have food placed within the reach of the
humblest and peorest amongst us. The rich ean buy allthy
require. It is no matter, so far as they are concer
but the poorer classes should be able to obtain their-foieot
the lowest possible rate. In our climate, the articl and
fuel is a matter of life and death in the winter season, e t
to put a duty on that article and thereby raise.the.pr'c0 to
the poorer classes is an act of cruelty and injustic -a bt
this duty presses not only upon the poorer classes but
upon all classes. All our manufacturers, except those Who

use water-powar, require eoal, and as the ex
tra duty compels then to pay a higher Prie
for their coal, they reimburse themselves for thoOutlsY
by imposing a higher price on their manufacturedae it
This duty is also a great injury to the farmersbucoa
puts an extra tax on the railways. They have iote ith the

at an enhanced price, and as they have to compete ad
American railways, which get their coal free 7fdu ty, -S
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they cannot compete for the through trafflc, they have to
itpose an extra charge on the local traffic, and for this the
fariner has to pay. Living as I do amidst an agrieul-
tural population, I think I know the sentiments of the people
on this subject. I had a letter from one of my constituents
to.day, in which he says: "Talk about the National Policy
giving us protection, I wonder at anybody, much less mem-
bers of Parliament believing any such tbing." I am satisfied
that when the case is fairly stated to the people, and they
consider it in ail its bearings, giving due credit to their
owfn industry, and giving no more credit to hon. gentlemen
than they deserve, they will declare the National Policy a
delusion and a snare.

Amendment (Mr. Laurier) negatived on the following
division:-

YEÂS:

Anglin,
Bain,
Bechard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,

A bbatt,
Allison,
Amyot,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Berg in
Boluc,
Boiltbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowelli
drecken,
Brooks,
Bunster
Bntling,
Barnham,

Coron
mon (Charlevoix),

Cm01n (Chicoutimi),(Jolby,
COstiae sîgan,CoUgi1lin,

coursoi
Cuthbert
Dal ,
Daonst
Dawsn
Desauii
Desjrdiers,
Dorýariln" ,
l>re *

F arro
Frg 00

Messieurs
Geoffrion, Pickard,
Gillies, Rinfret,
Gillmor, Robertson (Shelburne),
Gunn, Rogers,
Haddow, Ross (Middlesex),
Holton, Rymal,
Irvine, Scriver,
Killam, Skinner,
King, Smith,
Laurier, Snowball,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Sutherland,
McIsaac, Thompson,
Malouin, Trow,
Mills, Weldon, and
Olivier, Wheler.-47.
Paterson (Brant),

NÂYs:

Messieurs
Fitzsimmons, Méthot,
Fortin, Mongenais,
Fulton, Montplaisir,
Gault, Mousseau,
Gigault, M uttart,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Ogden,
Grandbois, Orton,
Guillet, Ouimet,
Hackett, Pinsonneault,
]gay, Pope (Compton),
Hesson, Poupore,
Hilliard, Reid,
Hooper, Richey,
Houde, Robertson (Hamilton),
Hurteau, Ross (Dundas),
Jones, Rouleau,
Kaulbach, Routhier,
Kilvert, Ryan (Marquette),
Kranz, Ryan (Montreal),
Landry, Rykert,
Lane, Scott,
Langevin, Shaw,
Lantier, 'Sproule,
Longley, Stephenson,
Macdonald (Kings), Strange,
Macdonald (Sir John), Tassé,
Me Donald(Cape Breton)Tellier,
Macmillan, Tilley,
McCallum, Tyrwhitt,
MeCuaig, Valin,
McDougald, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanasse,
McLelan, Wade,
McLennan, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod, Wallace (York),
MeQuade. White (Cardwell),
McRory, White (Hastings),
Manson, White (Renfrew),
Massue, Williams, and
Merner, Wright.-120.

SUPPLY.
Rouse resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

14. Post Office Department......... ........... $115,120

S r HRIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I perceive that
withstand'tional are required for this Department, and not-

mg afl the deeamations which, in former times,

were made touching the enormous ependiture of thi
Department, and the enorm3us number of clerks that were
employed-I perceive that in the space of the current year
there has been an increase of no less than ten clerks. The
expenditure appears to have gone on increasing in a remai-k-
able ratio. In 1879 we only required 92 clerks, and the
cost of the Department was $87,850, while now thero is an
addition of 30 clerks and $28,000 or $2J,000. Now, making
all reasonable allowance for the increase of work, I cannot
see that there has been such an increase as to warrant such
a large addition to the staff and to the expenditure. Besides
all this, there is a very large figure for contingencies, involv-
ing a considerable number of extra clerks. I should be glad
to get some detailed information from the Postmaster-
General or the hon. Minister of Finance as to the resons for
this very heavy additional demand.

SIR HEÇTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry that the Post-
master General is not here, but the state of his health did
not permit him to remain. I have had some data placed
in my bands relating to this Department. The total increase
is $4,750. This is caused by the addition of several clerks,
probationary clerks, except in the Money Order Branch,
where the increased work necessitated the appointment of
an assistant superintendent. The new clerks are three
third-class clerks, and six probationary clerks. The other
increases are caused by the increased $50 allowed te such
officers, as are entitled to it by law, and by the promotion
of certain officers who have been a number of years in the
Department. The work of this Department has increased
very much, both in the Savings Bank Branch, the Money
Order-Branch, and the Accountant's Branch. The hon. gen-
tleman will see that the new clerks, as a rule, are proba-
tionary clerks. The object of bringing in these young men
is to make them accustomed to the work, se that they can
replace the old men when the latter. become unfit for the
work. In a large Department like this, it is necessary there
should be always a few provisional clerks prepared te fill
the higher offices.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are bosides a
considerable number of promotions to the higher grades
which the hon. gentleman bas said nothing about.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have explained that.
Not only were a certain number of officerb entitled to the
$50, but besides there was a number who by length of ser-
vice and by efficiency were entitled to higher offices.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I am sorry that the Postmaster
General is not at his seat. I learn that certain promotions
have taken place in his department, in which a certain
number of French Canadians were set aside. If such be the
case I do not think he can justify such conduct, and I would
like to have some explanation on the subject.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In reply to the hon. mem-
ber, I must say that I do not know that any injustice bas
been done to any one in that department. An employé
may sometimes be the senior of another but possess less
ability, and be less qualified to fulfil his duties than another,
who by his abilities and aptitude is more deserving of pro-
motion. The hon. member must bear in mind that promo-
tion is not a right, that it is a reward for the services and
the abilities of an officiali; but I am convinced that the
Postmaster-General will not do an injustice to any of his
officials.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I see that the Civil
Service Commission particulary reports that in the Post
Office Department a much smaller number of second-class
clerks are required, and that twelve would be sufficient.
Thero are more than double the number of senior second.
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class clerks that the commission recommends. There is
great force in their recommendation that, the work being
largely of a clerical routine character, the work of the
Departmeit shouid be confined to third-class clerks with a
moderate number of first and second-class clerks. Their
recommendations are steadily disregarded. Do the Govern-
ment intend having the slightest regard for the recommen-
dations of their own Civil Service Commission or not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not .think the hon.
gentleman is entitled to make that enquiry on the general
question now. If he wants a question of that kind he
should put it on the paper. Because the Civil Service Com-
mission has made a report, these officers are not to be
deprived of their promotion. When the Civil Service Bill
passes the House, the Government will have to act on the
new law, but until then the Government must follow the
present law.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This is the time
this should be discussed. In the Money Order Branch, nine
promotions have been made at once from junior to senior
and second class. There ought to be some reason for that

Mr. BLAKE. There is also the serious point that not
less than three new appointments are made in a class higber
than the third class. No attention bas been given to the
report of the Commission which states that the work can be
efficiently done by third-class clerks under the supervision
of a few of a higber class. That their services are not of a
character which gives to the clerks wbo are' of a higher
rank the right to a higher rate of pay, and the duties which
will be discharged by the clerks of a lower rate of pay;
that the great bulk of the service is, after all, of a routine
and clerical character capable of being discharged by per-
sons who are good, mechanical hands at writing, and who
will get, perhaps, very much better and apt for their work
after three or four years; that the system which involves
as a proposition ofright, as the hon. gentleman has allowed,
it has done, the promotion of such persons from class to
class, and salary to salary,.is one which involves a constant
increase of expense. I say, of right, provided there is good
conduct and diligence in the performance of duty. The
whole of these items are formed on the old
supposition, that that system is te continue-
that point of weakness which the minority concur in de-
scribing as exceedingly undesirable, is to be continued.
They all agree that there is a weakness in the culmination
from time to time of claims and demands on the part of
those employees, although the class of services on which
they are called on to perform does not certainly entitle
them to higher rank and salaries; and we have in this De-
partment an instance of this evil when you find it over-
staffed, according to the statement of the Civil Service
Commissioners, far beyond what is required. I think they
may give twelve second-class clerks, if I judge rightly.
My hon. friend says the number proposed is fifty-nine, of
whom about three are turned into seconds on this occasion;
so that we are not keeping up the system in entire con-
formity with the law with reference to the Department, in
reference to which the remarks of the Civil Service Com-
mission have their strongest application.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think that the interpretation the
Minister of Public Works has put on the Civil Service Act
is one it will bear. I think he is wholly mistaken in his
construction of the law; and I am satisfied it never was
contemplated that everyone who enters the service, if he
only remains in it long enough, should become a first-class
clerk, wholly irrespective of his duties. What is the object
of calling some first-class, others second-class and some
junior clerks? Is it not that they are to be
classed not merely as to the period of their services, but the
nature of their work ? It is a common idea in the service

Sir &onAI»,T. CARTWRIGT.

that after a sufficiently long period, clerks are entitled to
promotion into the next class above them. That was neyeo
the intention of the law, and it is wholly improper to act
upon any such theory. If that principle wore acted upon
the longer a Department retained its clerks the more expen.'
sive it must become, and the expense would ultimately be.
come enormously great. I prefer the English system Which
recognizes third-class clerks as simply writers not entitledto promotion, but to increased remuneration. The present
Canadian practice is wholly opposed to the spirit and letterof the law, and is entailing upon the public a constantly in.
creasing charge.

15. Expenses in connection with the Department of
Agriculture..................... $35,780

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Why have wC addi.
tional messengers and clerks, and what are these various
increases?

Mr. POPE. The work of the Patent Office is increased--
doubled within the last three or four years; the extra ex-
pense, excepting the $50 given as statutory increase, is on
that account.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Three messengers
are asked for instead of two.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are messengers for
the whole Department.

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT. The increase is not
for the patent branch.

Mr. POPE. There were always three messengers until
last year, when we had only two.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I understood there was an increase of
clerks to replace others displaced. Some three or four
were displaced when the present Government took office,
but were replaced bymore than three others, and are still
in the Department.

Mr. BLAKÈ. There were also in this case, se far as I
can judge, some appointments in the higher ranks, either
probationary clerks or promotions. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman would explain the promotions.

Mr. POPE. I cannot explain it now; there have been
several promotions in the ordinary way.

Mr. BLAKE. We observed the clerks in the vote in
1882-83 are of different ranks with the clerks in the vote of
1881-82, and without explanations it is impossible to tell
whether there has been a vacancy.

Mr. POPE. The clerks had come to the maximum of
their class, andwere put into the other class.

Mr. BLAKE. That is a perversion of the rule. I do
not think that because a clerk has come to the maximum
of his class ho can keep on ascending, not merely by bis
conduct but as to pay also; that the nature of his case 1s
such that there is a progressive value in bis services, and
that the system, as the hon. gentleman supposes, will bring
everybody up to the rank of chief clerk.

Mr. POPE. I said that certain men, for their services
and ability, were put into another class.

Mr. BLAKE. No; the hon. gentleman said that they had
come to the maximum of their class and their abilities were
such that they were entitled to that promotion. What are

the promotions ?
Mr. POPE. I cannot tell now.
Mr. BLAKE. This would be the proper tirne .0 bell.
Mr. MILLS. We, when in office, were obliged to golerke

the most minute details, and tell what new services catr
performed that entitled them toan additional compenatihe
and a superior rank. The hon. gentleman said that tese
parties, from their ability, are entitled to tis promoti0fl
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I did not understand that was the intention of the law. A
man who enters as a third class clerk may be superior in
point of ability to a man who ocCupies a mnuch higher
position.. We want to know what increased importance
there is in the service which entitles these men to this pro-
motion. Where the office work continues the same I do

not see that the fact that a man has served a certain num-
ber of years entitles him to go into another rank.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). I would like to ask the
hon. Minister of Agriculture why there is such a large in-
reae in the offcers? In the Estimates of 1878 and 1879, I
e the number was 25, and their salaries $28,890. In the
timates brought down now ho is asking salaries for 33

officers, amounting to $35,788. Now, it is a well-known
fact that we have not got the report of that Department yet,
and surely with the increased number of officers we ought
to have that report down within, at least, six weeks after
the meeting of the House. Besides, I do not know that we
have had any explanations as to the increased services to
which he referrod. Is he givlng more attention to the agri.
cultural resources of this country than were giveri some
years ago, or is the patent branch overcrowded ? The
cavalier manner in which the hon. Minister of Agriculture
refuses to give the Committee information is something that
never occurred in days gone by, or if it did was warmly
resented.

Sir RICHARD 3. CARTWRIGHT. We ought to know
who these gentlemen are. We are asked to increase
the salaries by $300 or $400 a year. The hon. gentleman
ought to know who ho is promoting.

Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman will get all the informa-
tion he wants. I will give him the name of every man,
but I have not them here to-night.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This is the time
when all these items of information are brought down and
ought to be brought down. It is a perfect farce to talk of
passing the Estijmates when the responsible head of a De-
paItment cannot give us information about details and the
character of the men whom hoeis promoting.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I fancy these names were
never asked for.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It was asked upon
all Occasions, over and over again. I never knew it refused.

16. Expeuses of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries...... ......... .................................. $31,020

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. McLELAN. $630 of the increase is under thestatute, and $200 is for the promotion of the engineer who

was formerly at a lower salary. His name is Mr. Anderson,an he replaced Mr. Tomlinson.
fMr. BLAKE. There appears to be twô new appointments

o first-class clerks.
X•1.McLELAN. One of them is called an engineer. He

was ast year a senior second, and this year doing the duties
foruel'y performed by Mr. Tomliison, who is Lnow in the

enJway Department. He was formerly in this Depart-aet t $2,300, Mr. Anderson, who ils a senior second, now
deau hi place. The other one is a promotion, Mr. Gour-

Mr. fOSS (Middlesex). I observe an increase in the
or l thi s Department since 1878. In 1878, we askedforalarieries for 20 officers, 825,070; hoeis now usking for$l5ries ior 25 officers, $31,020.
soMr. MCLELAN. I understand it was the appointment ofMe Clerks who were on daily pay in 1878.

17. Department of Publie Works.............. $31,010
Sir f fECTOR LANGEVIN. Decreases have occurred

au8utig to s1,6sa 6 90; Promotions involrod 8 1,550, leaving at

difference of $40. The statutory increases accountod for
the gross increase of $510.

Mr. MILLS. Iunderstand the architect whobas recently
retired bas been placed on the superannuation list. He is
not an old oficer, and seems to be in the full vigor of man-
hood. It would be interesting to know wbhy he wasretired.

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. The Chief Architect (Mr.
Scott) asked to bo relieved of his duties, on producing a
certificate from his medical man that ho had disease of the
heart, and could not ho confined to office work. The fact
is ho was very ill, therefore by Order in Council ho was
allowed to retire, and a retiring pension was granted him
amounting te $650.

Mr. ROSS (Middloesex). Since 1878 the Department of
Public Works was divided into the Public Works and the
Railway Departments. With one head in 1818 the number
of employes was 32, and salaries, $49,780. With two heads
of Departments there are 48 employes at salaries of
$72,280. I notice, however, that the salary of the Chief
Engineer of the Government Railways is charged in the
Estimates of 1881-82, giving an excess of 815,500 over 1878.
Perhaps the hon. Minister will explain this large increase.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is true the hon. member
for Lambton was at the head of the Department of Public
Works that comprised aiso the Railways. I would not
have consented to have been his successor with those two
Departments under me, and judging by the state of the hon.
gentleman's health it is not desirable that such heavy work
should be placed on any man. When we acceded to office
the Department was divided by the sanction of Parliament.
The works under my control have increased very largely,
as also have canais and railways. Under the previous
regime the staff for the building of the Pacifie Railway was
not considered a portion of the regular staff of the Public
Works Department, but now the two engineers of the Gov-
ernient Railways in operation, now formn part of the
regular staff.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister might have added that
some officers formerly on the staff at Miramichi have been
transferred here. By this means the hon. Minister was
able to say that ho had reduced the management of the In-
tercolonial and that ho had not increased the expenses at
Ottawa.

18. The Department of Railways and Canals.. .... $41,270

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Here also there are
some increases to be explained, and apparently some promo-
tions or an addition either of a messenger or a clerk. What
is the present salary of Mr. Schreiber ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There are several statutory
increases, and there were also two promotions. . One from
a junior second to a senior second, and if my memory serves
me, an additional messenger promoted from the Department
of Public Works, where he received $17 per month, which
was charged against the contingencies of the Department.
His age now entitles him to receive 8300 a year. The other
promotion is from a junior second to a senior second. Those
with the statutory increases make up the difference.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the total
amount of Mr. Schreiber's salary ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. 85,500, which includes 81,500
for services in connection with the Pacifie Railway.

Mr. BLAKE, I wish to know if the Order in Council
referred to in the Government note prescribes that this sum
is to be paid during the construction of the whole work.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It applies simply to the time
when ho was engaged superintending the work under con-
tract.
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19. Civil Service Board, amount required to cover
19. Civil Service Board, amount required to cover

salaries...................... 000

Mr. CASEY. It was admitted during the discussion last
year that there was absolutely nothing to do by this Board,
and that admission is backed up by the report of the Civil
Service Commission. I would like to know, thorefore, why
the amount continues to be asked.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Board was consti-
tuted and has been continued for years. This is the usual
annual vote; but I presume that when the Civil Service
Bill is passed the vote will cease.

20. Departmental Contingencies...............$1o,000

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Our hope is that we will be

able to reduce the expenditure below that of last year.
I may take this opportunity of mentioning that one of the
great difficulties with which the Department has to contend
is the steadily increasing expenditure for telegraphing
through all the Departments. This is an exceedingly difl-
cuit question to deal with, because publie men and others
outside the Department are in the habit of telegraphing
frequently what really amounts to a letter, and the Depart-
ments are expected to answer. There are many such cases
in which communication might as well be had by letter;
but I venture to say this is one of the difficulties which hon.
gentlemen opposite had to contend with wbn they were in
office, and it largely explains many of the increases.

Mr. BLAKE. My experience is that there is a great
disposition to make a wanton use of telegraphing in matters
not of the slightest urgency, and which might be dealt
with just as well by letter. One cause of it is that people
often delay writing, and the result of their procrastination
is that long telegrams are sent requiring lengthy answers.
It seems to me, however, that this need not continue long
if proper remonstrances were made by the officers of the
Departments.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The difficulty is that porsons
outside of the Departments communicate in this way by
telegraph.

Mr. BLAKE. But if a person uses the telegraph wan-
tonly in this way, the telegrams should not be paid. I do
not see any reason why they should be paid. I think it is
extremely improper for them to telegraph in the way the
hon. gentleman states, to write a letter by telegraph at
their own will and pleasure, at the public expense.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Do the sums put
down for contingencies cover cable-despatches.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think so.
Mr. KILLAM. I have been informed that it is impos-

sible to send a telegram, even on urgent publie business,
without prepaying it. I should like to know if there is a
rule in regard to telegrams of this nature, or if it is simply
a question of whether the sender is a friend of the Govern-
ment or of the Opposition.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is no rule laid down as
to whether a person sending a telegram is a supporter or
an opponent of the Government. If my own friend wanted
to send a telegram from Yarmouth on public business it
would be taken.

Mr. KILLAM. I am glad to know that; but I have
been informed, when I wanted to send a telegram on
strictly publie business, that no such telegram would be
sent without being prepaid, because a rule had beon made
in the Departments to that effect.

Mr. MILLS. I would like to know whether the speecs
and pamphlets of hon. gentlemen opposite, in the interest
of the Administration, which have been circulated since we

Sir LEoNARD TILLET.

met last year were charged to the publie in these con
gencies. Strong ob*ction was nade last year in Corrmý
tee of the Public Accounts to what we regarded as
abufse. Wb founed that speeches of the hon. mnember foi.
Niagara (Mr. Plumb), of yourself, Mr. Chairman ,
White (Cardwell), and others were printed and circulatej
at the public expenee, and I believe the same practice con.
tinues to prevail. Now, it seems to me that this is a very
great abuse of the position of hon. gentlemen who ocea-
the Treasury benohes; and îf they are goimg to persist
that poiey intead of voting an iùdefrnite sum for this pur.
pose, they oght to bring down a specifle estimate and
state what amount they are going to expend for the cir.
culation of liteatuPe iin the interest of the Administration,

Mr. BOWEL 4 . I would like to point out to the hon.
member for Middlesex who is always comparing our expen.
diture with that of 1878, that the contingencies asked for
fbr 1876 and 1877, were $175,000, while we ask $140000
In 1878, when they were going to the elections and thought
it necessary to ma ke some show of economy, they reduced
the estimate to $170,000, I find also that for three or four
years they asked $25,000 for contingencies in the Custom.
Department, and in the last year of their Administration
they spent $111,000 while I managed to get along with six
or seven thousand dollars.

Mr. MILLS. We expended $825,000 for the whole
purposes of Civil Government. The hon. gentleman
now demands $975,000 or an increase of $150,000. Isubmit
to the Committee that the actual expenditure is a better
criterion of economy than even Estimates. Last year the
hon. gentleman expended $915,000, not quite $100,000 over
our expenditure.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Let the hon. gentleman go a
little further back and he will find the amount expended
for contingencies was reduced under the late Administra-
tion. In 1873, the amount was 8223,802.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In four months.
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Thegreater portion of it may

have been expended during those four months. But take
the year before, for which the late Government cannot be
at all held responcible, the amount of contingencies was
$170,611, while under the Liberal Government, in 1877-76
it was 8158,366, or 821,000 less than in 1872-73. In 1873-74,
the departmental expenditure was $823,685; hast year it
was 8915,000; now nearly $1,000,000 is asked for Civil
Government.

Mr. CASEY. The contingencies are a very large per-
centage of the expenditure. The estimated expenditure 1

8990,000, of whieh contingeneies are $140,000, or noarly 25
per cent. of the annual expenditure. It seorns to mfre ai
closer estimate should be arrived at.

21. Stationery Office, for stationery............--.$000

Sir. RICHARD J. CARTWPJGHT. This is an increase
of nearly 30 per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I did not see the balance, to
learn the loss on the operations of last year, but the whoO

account is 878,999. rhi1 does not represlnt a tithe of the
whole expense ; it is a:profit and loss account-in oderto
meet any loss that may be sustained, for instance, thenx
penses of the Department. it is supposed this will meetân1

loss in connection with the eperations.
Mr. BLAKE. It practically amounts te this, t the

specifie charges contained in tho Publie Akccounts,aind for
the stationery supply, are nder thecost ôf the operS000
providing the stationery, by au asumOd amount of

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Ye. t
Mr. BLAUX . It wuld b. b#t if -tb DeP

showed what the1ationry -etuaily did eosL.
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Sir LEONARD TILLE Y. They d o08 asneary as8pos-
ie; sometimes the difference i not OVer $2,000. We

rnight show a profit account by adding a liute the othrer

Mr. BLAKE. After au experienee of a large naumber of
ears in the expenditure of thi item, 47,47 , it should be.

easisble to came closer than lve or six thousand deilars to
ýaLthe aetual amant iW.

.3 ,Amount for contingent expenues of the Eigh Com_-
missioner of Canada.......... ............ - $1,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. !s this for the rent
of his house ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. For the rent and to cover ail
contingencies.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not understand that this covrs ail
contingenclies.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not of hi office. Instend of
keeping the account as it was bëfore, amounting to $5,000,
for his house rent, &c., it was proposed he should have
received $4;000.

Mr. BLAKE. No. This was contingent upon the origi-
nal appointment-there was to be given to Sir Alexander
Glt, as an allowance for these objects, a fixed sum of$,#)000.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. At first it was accountable
[v the first vote.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not now accountabie, I understand.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is.
Mr. ANGLIN. Are the expenses of the i1gh Commis-

mioner on the trip to Canada and Manitoba, last summer, to
be paid by the public.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Did I understand the hon. gentleman to

"y that this is or is not an accountable aiowance ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It i8 and originally was.

25. Dominion Police..,..... ..................... 12500

Sr JOI1N A. IAGDONALD. There is a decrease this
year of $1,000 owing to the force being reduced by two mon.

Resolutions ordered to ab reported; and (at 3 o'clock a.m.)
tle House adjourned.

HOUSE OF OOMMONS,
FamY, 3lst March, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
RAYERs.

B.LLS INTRODUCED.
The fllowing Bille were soverally introduced and read the~ittime -

0y (No. 138) ta authorize the Canada Co-operative Sup-
Gnut 3)sciation (Limited) to issue preferential shares.-(Mr.

S (o.139) te incorporate the Rapid City Central Rail-
OmpanY.-(Mr. iunernan.)

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDJENT.

Co &IcLELAN moved that the Hoeuse resolve itself into
tion :ttee of the Whole to consider the following resolu-

That it itheAts edient further to amead The Pilotage Act, 1873, adHotus or eefct.fgthe Montre arbor Oommissioxners asu'the Trinity
Qnebe, as pilotage authoritis knher Wte aid Aet.

He said: One clause of the proposed Act provides that the
pilot'ge authorities may examine witnesses on oath in case of
complainte made against pilots. Another clause provides
that any Pilotage Commissioner, in the pilotage districts of
Halifax and St. John, who may be absent during twelve
months without leave, shall forfeit his office. It also
extends the time within which complaints may be made
against a pilot. Under the present law a captain is limited
to four days, within which he may make complaints, and it
Is proposed by the Bill to extend the time to one year. It
is also proposed that the pilotage authorities may fix the
period for which a pilot's license shall be good. These are
the principle changes proposed.

Motion ngreed to; and House re-olved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Comraittec.)

Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me that while it may not be
unreasonable to extend the time within which complaints
may be made against pilotq, still it is a question if the
extension may not be an unreasonably long one. It is pretty
well known, I believe, that there are a class of investigations
in which the evidence is very oflen extremely contradictory.
If a complaint which initiates the investigation may ho
made within a year the investigation itself may extend
beyond the year, and it might be very difficult to obtain all
the evidence otherwise available at the end of so long a period.
I should be inclined to think that the period of a year
would be too long, unless indeed the hon. Minister, who, I
know, possesses a special knowledge of these matters, can
assign a very good reason derived from practical experience.
Of course, I presume, if a complaint is not made during the
stay of a vessel in a harber it cannot be made until the
vessel geturns, and while a period of on« year might not be
too long in the case of sailing vessels which go on long
voyages, it might be well to allow a shorter time in cases
of ordinary steamers and other vessels making a number of
trips during the year, and I think it is very desirable that
the investigation should take place as soon as possible after
the occurrence of the fault, though, at the same time, a
reasonable period should be given for investigation in all
cases.

Mr. McLELAN. It often happons that a captain may
be away at sea for a year, and yet he may have just cause
of complaint against a pilot. Again and again, some cap-
tain may be in a position to make the complaint, which ho
would do, as a matter of course, as soon as ho arrived at
port, but the period of one year is fixed so as to afford an
opportunity for captains going on long voyages to make
complaint after their return.

Mr. ANGLIN. This is another attompt to pass a measure
which was very strongly opposed in this liouse when i t
was introduced a year or two ago, by which the pilots of
the Dominion would be placed absolutely under the control
of the Pilot Commissioners of the various ports. It provides
that pilotage certificates, instead of remaining in force during
good behavior, shal be renewable annually only at the will
of the Commissioners. I believe it is of very great
importance that the independency of the pilots as a body
should be maintained; that they should not be made mere
dependents of the Pilot Commissioners who in most cases
in the various cities and towns on the sea-board and great
rivers are merchants and shipowners and who desire very
much to secure control of the pilots. It is quite sufficient,
after a pilot's competency has been ascertained and ho bas
been admitted to practice as a pilot, that hoeshould be held
responsible for his coud uct in all cases,and the Commissioners
should have power, if le las been convicted on suafficient
evidence of a serious fault, toe suspend him or deprive him
of hie certificate. Further than that I think we should not
go, and the Commissioners should not have any power to
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control pilots. It is important that pilots should be as
respectable men as can be induced to engage in that very
perilous business, and it will not condiice to rendering the
pilots more respectable as a body than they now are if
they are made absolutely dependent on the good will of the
Commissioners, as the measure proposed would, I believe,
make them.

Mr. McLELAN. In practice it is found that the Com-
missioners are not shipowners and merchants, but are
persons independent of the trade. Some of the ports have
pursued the course of fixing the time during which pilots
may hold their licenses. In other cases the certificates run
until the pi lots are sixty-five years of age, then they are
renewable yearly. I thought it desirable, on the represen-
tation of the pilotage authorities of the different ports, they
should have the power to say for what time the licenses
should hold good.

Mr. KILLAM. What pilotage authorities made those
representations ?

Mr. MoLELAN. St. John, and I think Halifax also, and,
indeed, several ports have made the same representation,
that it would assure greater efficiency if they had that
power.

Mr. BLAKE. I understand the hon. the Minister will
bring down any written representations from pilotage
authorities before the second reading of the Bill.

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
Resolution agreed to and reported.
Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill (No. L 9) furt ber to amer.d

the Pilotage Act, 1873, and the other Acts therein men-
tioned.

Bill read the first -time.

MONTREAL HARBOR COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the House resolve itsolf into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following resolu-
tion -

That it is expedient furtber to amend the Acts respecting the
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal by enabling the
Commissioners to commute the dues on steamers in certain cases, to
restrict the use of certain channels of the St. Lawrence to rafts and
small craft, to make certain arrangements with railway companies, and
to make by-laws for carrying ont those provisions.

He said: The object of the resolution is to give the Harbor
Commissioners power toe commute the harbor dues on grain
elevators and on vessels plying within the harbor, and to
make regulations reserving the channels provided for large
ships in the harbor for the use of those large ships,
and compelling the smaller craft, except under stress
of weather or circumstances they cannot control, to use the
channels that have sufficient water for them. The Commis-
sioners consider that the smaller craft, in using the channels
intended for larger vessels, obstruct the navigation of the
river, and they propose to make regulations to meet this
case, subject to the appoval of the Goyernor in Council.
They also ask for power to make arrangements with railway
companies to extend their lines down to the wharve, and
thus to conneet with the shipping.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITIH. I suppose it is the Harbor
Commissioners themselves who are asking for these
changes?

Mr. McLELAN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman's explanation is in one

point in direct contradiction to the terms of the resolution.
e resolution stated that the object is" to restrict the use of

certain channels of the St. Lawrence to rafts and small
craft," but the hon. gentleman states that he wants to
restrict the use of certain channels to large craft.

'Ur. ANGLu.
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Mr. McLELA.N. That is the reason for restricting th,

small craft to certain channels, in order that other channek
may be left to large vessels.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think it would be well if the bon.
Minister told us what the present dues on steamers in hort
are, and in what point itis intended to reduce those due8
I have an impression that I saw some time ago in the Mou.
treal papers a discussion of this question, in which somne
parties held that small steamers sbould be specially encour.
aged to come te the port of Montreal, on the ground that
the trade of the port would be promoted, and that probably
the decline in the shipment of grain and other articles of
produce would thereby be arrested. I think it is doubtful
whether such results would be arrived at by the proposed
change.

Mr. MeLELAN. It is not proposed to deal with the dues
on vessels sailing to and from the harbor. The resolution
only refers to small craft plying in the harbor.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into com.
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MACKENZIE. Are there to be an)y changes made
in the schedule of fees in the harbor ?

Mr. McLELAN. No.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. The hon. gentleman is mistaken;

lie proposes to commute the fees on steamers.
Mr. McLELAN. The present Act gives power to com-

mute the fees on elevators and other vessels plying in the
harbor, and 1 think the Commissioners have, at present,
power to commute the fees on ferry boats. The object is to
enlarge that power.

Mr. ANGLIN. The power to make arrangements with
railroads may be much more extensive than the wording of
the resolution implies. There is one railroad entering the
city of Montreal on the east side, which is now intended to
be extended to the old Quebec Gate Barracks, and the
Grand Trunk enters on the west side running to the Bona.
venture station, and I am not aware that there is any means
of communication between these two systems Of
railway, and I think I have seen it stated
that it was desirable, perbaps, in the gencral
interests, that some mode of connection should be
established This may be indirectly the means of bringing
that about and, perhaps, in a manner that would not be
acceptable to the citizens of Montreal, or to the generl
advantage. We ought to bave that whole question very
fully stated, and be placed in a position that will enable ul
to judge for ourselves whether any contemplated mode of
connection between those lines will be such as we oughtto
approve of.

Mr. RYAN (Montreal). I may inform the bon. genitle-
man that the Grand Trunk and the Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa and Occidental, are already connected at the lower
wharf, and at present negotiations are going on between the
Harbor Commissioners and the city corporation with the view
of having connection established during winter months ol
tbe upper level, Commissioner street, because during th
winter months the lower level cannot be used owing to he
rise of the water. The Harbor CommDisionerh are
anxious te do everything possible to bring about suchlln
arrangement. The proposition is one which genersIY
meets with the approval of the citizens of Montreole8ndis
in the interest not only' of Montreal trade but of the eoin
country. The Harbor Commissioners require this PTrunk
order to deal with this matter and compel the Grandaclî

to give other railways entering the city, traffic tef
over that track with the view of advancing the inter o
the port and the city of Montreal.
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Mr. BLAKE. Is the objet to obtain power to deal oem-
pulsorily with the Grand Trunk Company ?

Mr. McLELAN. No; it is only for the purpose of
making and carrying out arrangements with the several
companies, neot for the purpose of compelling them to come
to any arrangement.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed that this scheme of corn-
muting dues is to be on some general scale applicable to ail,
or to give the Commissioners power to make arbitrary
arrangement, I recollect that some years ago complaints
were made Of favoritism against the Harbor Commissioners
by an elevator and transportation company.

Mr. McLELAN. Anything doue will be on some gen-
erai principle. There was a dispute between an elevator
company and the Harbor Commissioners on account of
measurement, and the difflculty was settled by the elevator
being remeasured.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There was more than that. There
was the allegation of Mr. Ingle that the elevators which
belonged to a company had privileges given them which
were refused to him, that they were afforded accommoda-
tion denied him. I do not say there was anything in the
complaints, but they were made.

Mr. MoLELAN. No complaint of that nature has any
bearing on the commuting of dues.

Resolution agreed to and reported.
Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill (No. 126) further to

amend the Act respecting the Trinity House and the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal.

Bill rend the first time.

THE ONTARIO BOUNDARY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr.
now leave the Chair for the flouse to go
Committee of Supply,

Speaker do
again into

Mr. PLJMB. Before you leave tho Chair, Sir, I wish to
address the House on a subject which has engaged the
attention of the country at large, and is of special interest
to the Province to which I belong. It is a question which
has been largely discussed in the public prints and in the
Ontario Legislature, it was the subject of a voluminous
report of a Committee of this House in 1880, and is one of
great magnitude and importance both to the Dominion at
large and the several Provinces of which the Dominion is
composed. The subject is one that concerns the territorial
limits of the Province of Ontario and of the Province
cf Manitoba and of the North-West. Perhaps I
cannot better open the discussion upon it than
by reading the caln, dispassionate, judicial reviewof the question which has appeared as a documentemanating from this Goverument through the hon. Secretaryof Sate. In commencing this discussion, I wish to saythat, in any remarks I may make, I hope i shall not be leduo anything that will look like partizanship, and I hope
h t when this question comes to be generally debated,bon. nermbers will set aside all party prejudices and treat
t with the dispassionate calmness befitting a
'Ubject that affects the interests and rights of the wholeIoaminion and of its greatest Province. The acquisi-tin of 'vast territories in the North-West entailed
ascw rosponsibility on this Dominion. It brought about41se the consideration of questions which might other-wi have been long held in abeyance. It became necessary
Po a in precisely what were the true boundaries of the
Thvince of which I have the honor to be a representive here.To proceedings of the Government of Canada in reference0t ascrtainnent of that boundary and its attitude
tovrdarc utario, are succinctly but clearly and forcibly

stated in the paper which I shall now have the honor to read
to the House. It is dated 22nd January, 1882, and is a reply
to a paper which emanated from the Ontario Government
bearing date, containg a series of serious charges against
the Government of Canada, and an urgent insistance that
we should accept thc boundary award made by Sir Edward
Thornton with his associates on the 3rd day of August, 1878.
It reads as follows:-

"2. DESPATCH FROM THE HONORABLE THE SECRETARY OF
STATE OF CANADA TO RIS HONOR THE LIEUTENANT.
GOVERNOR OF ONTARIO.

''OrTAwÂ, 27th January, 1832.
id Sni,-I have the honor to inform you that His Ercellency th9

Governor General has had under bis consideration in Council your
despatch bearing date the 31st December, 1881, relating to the.disputed
territory west and north of the Province of Ontario.

"I have now to state for the information of your Government as
follows:

"1. The position of His Excellency's advisers bas been uniform from
the beginning. They have on all occasions been anxious to obtain from
the highest tribunal approachable, an authoritative decision of the
question in dispute, but have been unwilling, and have considered it
inconzistent with their duty to treat the matter as one which might be
dealt withby arbitration.

"2. There is a legal boundary between Ontario and the recently
acquired North-West Territories; and as representing the various
Provinces of the Dominion who have acquired that territory, it is the
duty, it is considered, of the Government of the Dominion not to give
away any part of it, nor to agree to arbitrationupon its boundary, but to
ascertain what its legal extent is.

"3. This disposition on the part of Hie Excellency's advisers was also
the conviction of the Government in office at the time the territory was
acquired, and for some years afterwards, and the anxiety which is felt
now was expressed then by the several Orders in Council which are
referred to in your Honor's despatch.

"4. The North-West Territories were acquired in 1870, and on the 9'h
of April, the Ist of May, and the 17th of November, 1872, theimportance
of settling the bougdary, and of settling it as a question of law, which
could be determined by a Judicial Tribunal, was pressed upon
the consideration of His Excellency's predecessor, and communicated to
the Government of Ontario by the several Orders in Council referred to
in your despatch.

" 5. Had the proposal then made for the submission of the dispute to
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council been accepted by Ontario,
the delays and inconveniences alleged in the communication under con-
sideration to have occurred would have been avoided. The matter would
long since have been settled by the highest authority in the Empire, and
the boundary between Ontario and the then recently acquired North-
West Territories authoritatively and finally settled.

"6. His Excellency's advisers believe that it is much to be regretted
in the interest of Ontario, as well as of the Dominion atI large, that a
proposal so reasonable in itself, and which would have brougnt to the
consideration of the legal question involved the most learned and accom-
plished minds in the Empire, and given every assurance of a speedy and
satisfactory decision, and one which would have commanded universal
assent, was not accepted by the Government of Ontario.

" 7. Itdoes not appear that any response was madebythe Government
of Ontario to the proposal to submit the question to the Jadicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council.

"8. The proposal of 1874 referred to in your despatch, that the ques-
tion should be referred to arbitration, does not seem to have been treated
by either Government as a mode of seeking an authoritative decision
upon the question involved as a matter of law, but rather as a means of
establishing a conventional line without first ascertaining the true boun-
dary. l corroboration of this view it is to be noted, that of t:e three
gentlemen who made the award referred to in your despatch under the
reference of 1872, two were laymen, and only one of the profession of
the law.

" 9. His Excellency's advisers are of opinion that in advance of Par-
liamentary sanction, It was not only highly inexpedient, but trans-
cended the power of the Government of the day to refer to arbitration
the question of the extent of the North-west Territories acquired by the
Dominion by purebase from the Hudson's Biy Company.

"10. That territory had been acquired on behalf of. and was in fact
beld for, all the Provinces comprised in the Dominion, and the extent
of it was a question in regard to which, if a dispute arose, Parliament
only could have absolved the Government of the day from the duty ot
seeking an authoritative determination by the legil tribunals of the
country. Such a decision having been once obtained, if it had been
found that it promised more to the convenience of Ontario and the
adjoining Province that a conventional boundary should be established
in lieu of the legal boundary, authority might have been bought from
the Legislatures of those Provinces and from the Parliament of the
Dominion for the adoption of such a conventional Une.

"11. That the course pursued was not intended as a means of seeking
a legal boundary is further shown by the course pursued by the Legis-
lature of Ontario, who, under the provision contained in the Imperial
A et 34 and 35 Vic, Cap. 38, enabliug the Parliament of Canada to
increase, diminish, or otherwise alter the limita of a Province, with the
assent of its Legislature, passed an Act giving their assent to the limits
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of their Province being changed by Parliament to meet the award,
whatever it might be. The passage of such an Act shows that it was
net sought that the true boundary line should be ascertained, but that
a conventional one should be laiid down.

"12. It must further be observed that a Committee of the House of
Commons has reported as follows, viz :-

"' In reference to the award made by the arbitrators on the 3rd day of
August, 1878. a copy of which is appended (page 2), your Committee
are of opinion that it does not describe the true boundaries of Ontario.
It seems to your Committee to be inconsistent with any boundar line
ever suggested or proposed subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht (1713).
It makes the Provincial boundaries run into te rritory granted by Royal
Charter in 1570 to the Merchants Adventurers of England trading into
Hudson Bay, and it duts through Indian territories which, according to
the Act 43 George 1I., Cap. 138, and 1 and 2 George IV., Cap. 66, formed
' no part of the Province of Lower Canada or Upper Canada, or
either of them,' and it carries the boundaries of Ontario within the
limits of the former colony of Assiniboia, which was net a part of
Upper Canada," showinghow unwarrantable itwould have been for the
Government of the Dominion te have undertaken te ask Parliament te
adopt the award as one defining the true boundaries.

" 13. On assuming office His Excellency's present advisers found that
no authority had been obtained from Parliament for the reference made
in 1874 of the dispute to arbitration. They themselves were opposed te
that mode of disposing of the question, conceiving it te be inexpedient
and lacking in legal authority, and that the dutyot the Government.was
to seek for the disposal of the matter as a question of law.

" 14 It is to be borne in mind thatwhen the proposal of the reference
to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council was suggested, and its
expediency enforced by the Dominion Government in 1872, the Supreme
Court of Canada had not been brought into existence, and there was
therefore no high tribunal other ihan the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council in England by which the question in dispute could have
been aut horitatively settled.

" 15. In 1875 the Act creating the Supreme Court was passed by the
Parliament of Canada. The British North America Act, 1867, authoriz-
ing that Court te be created inter elia for the purpose of dealing with
interprovincial constitutional questions, and upon the creation of that
Court it would seem te have become the tribunal te which both Federal
and Provincial Governments should have resorted for the decision of
the question now under discussion.

"16. As in 1872 the Goverrnment of the day wai anxious to submit
the question te the then highest tribunal, so now-His Excellency's
present advisers would readily consent to use the influence of the
Dominion Government with that of Manitoba to offer a submission of
the whole question as to the boundary te the Supreme Court of Canada
under the 52nd section of the Act of 1875, establishing the Court. They
trust with confidence that their exertions with the Government of
Manitoba would be attended with success, and that such submission
would be agreed te by that Government

" 17. Another method of obtaining an authoritative decision was
pointed out te the A:torney-General of Ontario at an interview sought
fer that purpose with him by Sir John Macdonald and the Minister of
Justice, who, on the 21st of November last, proposed to Mr. Mowat, at
bis office in Toronto, that the Government of the Dominion and that of
Ontarioe should unite in soliciting the good offices of some eminent
English law functionary for the purpose of determining the true
boundary line. The names of Lord Selbourne, who was then, it was
reported, likely te seek relief from the fatigues of bis office, and of Lord
Cairna were suggested by Sir John Macdonald, who proposed that one
or other of these noblemen, or some other distinguished legal function-
ary, should be invited to come to Canada, to sit in Toronto or elsewhere,
for the purpose of hearng the evidence and deciding upon the boundary
question, as one of law susceptible of being determined by evidence as
other important questions are.1

" 18. The great advantage in such a submission would be that whilst
legal ability and learning of the higbest character wouid be secured for
the decision of the question, it would have given both parties the oppor-
tunity of submitting sucb evidence as they might think proper, and the
difficulty of agreeing on facto, and settling a case to be submitted to
the Privy Council, would bave been avoided. Evidence would be
heard upon the spot, and the fact of the hearing and the argument of
counsel taking place in the country would have tended to command
general assent.

" 19. This proposition was taken into consideration by Mr. Mowat,
and it is only recently that he conveye.t te the Minister of Justice bis
indisposition to accede te that proposali; but it is one which His Excel-
lency's Governmeut is still ready te adopt, if their previous suggestion
of a submission to the Supreme Court of Canada should not command
the assent of the Government of Ontario.

"20. As regards the assertion in Your Honor's despatch, that the
enlargement cf the boundaries of Manitoba bas complicated the present
question, this Goverument are unable to adopt the view put forth in the
despatch. The original confines of Manitoba were very small, and the
rapidly augmenting population of that Province had made the fact a
ground of continued complaint, and the Local Government had urged
upon the Government of the Dominion that the limited extent of their
Province paralyzed their efforts in the development of the Province, in
the establishment of municipalities, and the creation of means of com-
munication, and otherwise. It was uncertain how long the disputed
boundary question might remain open, and Bis Excellency's Govern-
ment felt themselves constrained, finaily, to recommend the enlarge-
ment of the boundaries of Manitoba, but Parliament did o in sueh a
manner, and in such language, as carefaliy guarded against the steps

Mr. PLIM.

constituting any interference with the disputed question of the
limits of Ontario.

" 21. It is believed that the Government of Manitoba would readilacquiesce in the question of the boundary line being brought for decisi.either before the Supreme Court of Canada or the high legal functi0nary, as suggested by Sir John Macdonald and the Ministet. of Justice t
Mr. Mowat, on the occasion referred to.

" 22. His Excellency's advisers look upon the question as one which
should be considered rigidly as one of law, on account of the fidirciarycharacter which they hold in regard to the various Provinces of th
Dominion, where money was expended in the acquisition of the territ
and who are now largely exertingand taxing themselves for the purpos..
of constructing a line of railway through it, to which the Governnet
of Ontario (although the railway passes for upwards of 600 miles
through its territory) have refused te contribute any aid in land, as hbar se largely been done out of the North-West Territories by the Dominion

"23. The Government of the Dominion believe that the interests of
the Province of Ontario are considered by the action which they advise
as nuch and as strongly as the interests of any other Province. Their
only anxiety is that a legal question in which Ontario is interested by
itself, and in which it is interested also as a member Of the Confedera.

L tion, should be disposed of by a legal tribunal.
"24. They heartily wish that the proposal nrged by the Doinica

Government in 1872 for a subrmission to the Judicial Committee of tho
Privy Council, but attribute much of the inconvenience and delav
alleged in your despatch to have occurred to the refusal of Ontario t'o
unite in such a submission

"?5. To the arbitration of 1874 lis Excellency's Government was
unable, for the reasons assigned, to give their adhesion; but with On.
tario they believe it to be of the greatest importance that the dispute
should be settled;' and they will be auxious te further, in every way in
their power the submission of the question either to the Supreme Court
of Canada or to an eminent legal functionary, to be mutuaily arree:
upon ; or if it be referred by the two Provinces of Ontario and Mani-
toba, to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, although His
Excellency's advisers would prefer that it shouli be decided in Caaaa,
either by the high legal functionary, as suggested, or by the Supreni
Court, with the right of applying to the Judicial Committee of tha
Privy Council for an appeal to the Queen from any decision that may be
arrived at, should either Province desire it.

"26 The question of the title to the land in the disputed territoy
should not be confused or mixed up with that relating to the
boundaries.

"27. The Indians, and the Crown, and those claiming under them,
have rights which cannot be decided by the ordinary tribunals of the
Province within which the land in dispute may finally be found.

"28. With respect to the timber, of which it is said in Your Honor's
despatch that enormous quantities are being cut and removed by tres-
paosers and others, this Government have ascertained that no licenses
have been issued to cut timber east of that boundary since the estab-
lishuient of the Conventional line in 1870. Irformation regardig al
permits, licenses and other transactions would b readily furnished to
the Government of Ontario as any time.

"29. The assumption in your despatch that the Conventianal boun:iary
terminated on the 3rd A ugust, 1878, the date of the award referred to,
seems to be without foundation; but if the Conventional line is tO be
considered as having been then abrogated, it must be considered as ut
an end for all purposes, leaving both parties to assert their own rights
in reference to all the questions involved.

'30. As regards the Government of the conntry, and the enforcement
of law and order in the meantime, it was intimated to Mr Mowat, attte
interview above referred to, that the Government of the Dominion
would be ready to agree to such measures as were necessary to prevent
confusion in these important respects. The suggestion was then made
that all Justices of the Peace residing in the disputed territory shouid
receive commissions from both Ontario and Manitoba, and that aIl the
Jud ges of Ontario and all the Judges of Manitoba should be put in .
joint commission as regards the disputed territory. The lawsofoutanîo
and Manitoba being ahke in most respects, no cOnfusion would probabY
arise. That in criminal matters the Act 43 Vic, Chap. 36, had made, ;
was thonght, satisfactory provision; or if there-was anythiug deficCt,
the Government of the Dominion would be ready to supply it. That
where there was found to be a practical difference between the laws Od
Ontario and those of Manitoba, the Government of the Dominion Wo"d
use its good offices with the Government of Manitoba to induce then ts
consent that the law to be administered should be that of Ontario, as
regards all matters of Provincial jurisdiction, until the legal liMiit.of
both Provinces should be finally ascertained.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"J. A. MOUSSEAU,
•",Secrtary of State.

That, Sir, was the despatch of the DomDiion GoverDrmc t

sent in reply to a despatch from the Ontario Governmonîd
in which the grievances were set forth that are answercd
in that despatch, and in which it was claimed that the award
which was made by the referees was binding both uP 0pthe
Dominion and upon the Province of Ontario. It Wl' da
found by examining the documents that thereThene0founda-
tion for the assertion that that award WDRS so bindiDg'The
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province of Ontario, it is truc, before the award was brought
in, passed an Act which would have bound them to its
acceptance, but it was necessary that proclamation should
be made in order to bring the Act into effect. The
Dominion Government, I believe, were applied to pass
a similar Act, and the Dominion Government, at the head
of which at that time was a gentleman who was in political
syrmpatby with the Premier of the Province of Ontario,
steadily and persistently refused to be bound by that award,
or to pass a sinilar Act, and that is of itself, ascan be proved
by reference to the documents a sufficient answer to the
question that the award should have been claimed in any
degree as binding upon the Dominion of Canada. It is
certain that in a dispute which involves an enormous
amount of testimony, involves 400 or 500 different docu-
ments that are to be examined, involves great historical
research, involves close legal examination, it is absolutely
necessary, for the satisfaction of the people of Canada, that
the decision which shall be arrived at shall be
founded on absolute legal evidence and the absolute
legal merits of the case. I think it will be found,
upon examining the documents, that a legal boundary
was not obtained by the gentlemen who composed the
Commission that sat in August, 1878. I think it
will be found that the voluminous documents which had
beon prepared were then brought before them, that they sat
tho first day for only a short time, that they met again,
to hear the arguments on the second day and on the third
day they gave in their decision. By whom was the case of
the Dominion and by whom was the case of Ontario pre-
sented ? The case of the Dominion, if I am correctly
informed, was presented by a gentleman, who, however
eminent ho may be i his profession, will probably be un-
known even by name to most of the hon. gentlemen who
sit in this Ilouso-Mr. MeMahon, thon rosiding in the city
of London, Ortaio. The case of Ontario was made up by
documents which wore contained, a large number of them,
in a report made by a gentleman of eminent abiliLy, of great
powers ofresearch, but a gentleman not belonging to the legal
irofession-I refer to the late hon. Minister of the Interior;
and I think when the ieport of his argument for Ontario
was presented that he was Minister of the Interior for the
Dominion, and was representing, or should have represonted,
the interests of the Dominion. It is upon record in the docu-
ments which I hold in my hand, that he received from the
Government of Ontario the very handsome honorarium of84,900 for the preparation of their case, and in that case the
hon. gentleman claimed that Ontario could claim to have its
boundaries extended to the Rocky Mountains on the west.
ln fact I am not sure that in stating the case, from his point
oF view, ho might not have extendod the boundary of
Ontarno to the Pacifie slope. The statement made by the
beputy Minister of the Interior, Colonel Dennis, which iscited as an argument in favor of the claim which wasmaiutaimed and is defended by his thon superior- officer,the late Minister of the Interior, was made by Colonel
pDenuis while the hon. gentleman had already pro-
Paed. his statement ; it was probably made under
sho direction of that lion. gentleman, and we cannot
iuPPose that Colonel Donnis, as to whose honor and

¡ate griy there can be no question, could have done other-dee. than have recorded the views, the wishes and the
decivo cf is chief. Therefore, his part of the argument goes
fr Very little The argument of the hon. gentleman is a
iey 0inus one, and it is characterized by all that
lfrgeonuty with which that hon. gontleman is knowi) in this
thIeubeoto be able to present his side of the question. But
advocagentleman was pleading a case, he was a paidwocate, he was hired for the purpose. Whether or not itto Uper for that hon. gentleman, either before or after,
gaardian tkn an ofice in which ho was the trustee and

'0cthe rights of the Dominion in respect teo the
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North-West, remains not for me to say, but romains for
others who are acquainted with the circumstances to decide,
I will say nothing more about it than that the decisions at
which that hon. gentleman arrived, and which have formed.
very largely, the basis of the claim which bas been made by
the Ontario Government, and have been used as a basis
for most of the argument which has been pro'sented
by the Attorney-Generai of Ontario, are entitled to
just that consideration which should be given to those of an
hon. gentleman who was employed to make the most favor-
able presentation for his employers, and who probably
desired to earn his honorarium. Now, Sir, it is perfectly
certain to any one who looks at the documents, that there was
no absolute and legal western boundary of the Province of
Ontario ascertained by that Commission. It is perfectly
certain that in drawing the lino defining the western
boundary they drow a conventional and arbitrary
line which did not comprise any particular line
that had been claimed in any controversy in re-
spect to boundaries. I can show the House that in
running that line the Commissioners trenched upon territory
that absolutely never could have been covered by the old
Province of Canada or even by the United Provinces of
Jpper and Lower Canada; I eau show that they trenched

upon the Province of Assiniboia; that they trenched upon
territories which absolutely belonged to the Indian rules
or and to which they had unsatisfied rights. I eau show
by evidence which was taken by the Committee
appointed two years ago, and whose report I hold in my
hand, that the Colony of Assiniboia was recognized by tho
Imperial Government. In Hon. Donald A. Smith's evidence
I find the following :-

"193. With regard to the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, I
believe that part of the condition on which it was granted was that the
Company should es ablish colonies within the teritory which it covered.
I believe that in carrying out this condition the Company established a
colony called the Colony of Assiniboia. lan ot that the case?-It is.

" 199. As to whether that colony was recognized by the lniperial
Government or net, that is an important question? I believe that on
two occasions the Imperial troops were sent out tu maintain order in the
Territory; is that so ?-Yes; that colony wasrecogaized by theimperial
Government, and Her Majesty's troops were sent out there. The 6th
Regimeat and the Canadian Rifles were there at different times.

" By Mr. Weldon.:
t 200, At what time was the 6th Regiment there?-I think in 1856,

under Colonel Crofton.
" 201. And the Canadian Rifles, when 7-In 1857 the Canadian RiflPs

were sent there under Majar Seaton, and afterwards uader Captain
Hibbert. The Home Goverument also assisted in forming a body of
pensioners for service in Red River atter that time. Those pensioners
were sent out there, and I believe some of them are, at this moment,
in the Rel River country,.aIthough net employel as a force.

".By Mr. De Cosmos:
"202. Who paid the force ?-The Imperial Government paid the

troops and the company contributed to their sustenance.
" 203. Did the Imperial Government also contribute te the expenses

of the pensioners? -Net further than their pensions.
"cBy the Chairman :

" 201. The Imperial Government corresponded with the Governors
and the Government of the new colony of Assiniboia, I presume?--With
the Governors of the Hudson's Bay Company.

" 205. Had the Government ut that colony courts established and
power te administer the law; had it, for instance, the power of life and
death ?--t had the power of life and aeath. There was a Council of
Assiniboia, and a Recorder who was Judge--Judge Thom.

"By iMr. DeCosmos :
"212. What was the ascertained boundary of the Colony of AssiLi-

boia?--[ don't recollect exactly. F should state that I have given n
particular attention to this subject for many years past."

The boundaries are given in another part of the evidence
and fully sustain my position, and, I dare say, the hon.
member for Bothwell was be able to explain why it was
that the award in question infringed upon the territories
both of the Hudson Bay Company, of this colony, and of the
Indians of the North-West. ie may be able to explain
why, in his report, he claimed thore was a valid riglit in
Ontario to those properties; but I can tell the hon. gentle-
man that there is a report in my bands, centaining a state-
ment made by Mr. -lornu Merrivale, -in rgglndwhiçh, I
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think, bas a very important bearing upon that question,
and which he may possibly bave overlooked. On May 27th,
1878, a memorandum was published which was prepared
on 9th June, 1857, in which Mr. Herman Merrivale says:

" That the statements of H..dson Bay Company rights as to the terri-
tory, trade, etc, made by them to Earl Grey, on the 13th September,
1849, was submitted to the then law officers of the Crown, who reported
that they were of opinion that the rights so claimed by the Company
properly belonged to them."

The claim of the Hudson Bay Company thus explictly ac-
knowledged embraced an area north of the water shed, part
of the territory which was included in the award upon which
the dispute between Ontario and the Dominion is now going
on.

Mr. MILLS. From what is the hon.gentleman reading ?
Mr. PLUMB. I am reading from a despatch. I have a

portion of it here. It is a dospatcb publishod by the Ontario
Government, I think.

An hon. MEHMBER. Not much.
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman will find it on the

25th and 26th pages if ho looks for it. I presume it has
escaped his eye. The Parliament of Canada, in declining
to accept the award, was actuatel by what I believe to have
been a deep regard for the interests of the Province of
Ontario, as well as of the interestq of the Dominion at large.
I believe that it could have answered no good purpose for
the Parliament of Canada to be forced by any menace, or
any threat, or any improper pressure into accepting
a decision which was not one that could bo defended on
strictly legal grounds. I believe, Sir, that all of us here
who represent the Province of Ontario are jealous of the
rights of oar Province; I believe that every one of us who
support the Government is quite as desirous of keeping for
Ontario anything which may belong to it that we are
quite as anxious to protect its rights as any other gentlemen
who are in public life or any other people interested in the
matter, and I do not believe that we would have been acting
in the true interests of that Province if we had hastily
accepted, as we were asked and urged to accept, an award
which cannot be shown to be based on any legal right-an
award which was a conventional award; which fixed a con-
ventional line, and which it is explicitly urged by one of
those who made the award. surrendered important ofclaims
of Ontario, and did not attempt to define precisely what the
rights of that Province were. I say that, for the harmony
of this Dominion, for the peace and comfort of its people,
there should be no question about the territorial rights of
the different Provinces; and I believe that nothing could be
more inimical to the true interests of the Province than
that an award which was not satisfactory to al[ parties,
to the acceptance of which no Legislation had previously
bound it should hve been accepted, and which, even under
any circumstances, would have created dissatisfaction if it
was known that the award was conventional one. We can
trust-the whole country can trust-to the patriotism and
generosity of the great Province, which is the main factor
in the Union of these Provinces if there should be any
necessity--after ascertaining the true legal limits of the
territories in question to appeal to that Province and ask its
aid in the fair and liberal adjustment of any questions in
whieh its rights are cancerned. And it is impossible for me
to be able to say why upon considerations ofjustice, consider-
ations of what is due from one Province to another, consid-
erations of what is due to the interests of the whole
Dominion, there should have been an undue pressure exer-
cised elsewhere to compel the acceptance of the award by
the present Parliament of Çanada when the late Govern ment
were very careful never to put themselves in the position
where they were committed to accept it. The argument that
a vote of $815,000 towards defraying the expenses of the
reference bound Parliament to accept the decision of the
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referees forcibly, illustrates the flimsy character of the con.
tention. It was to the credit of the hon. gentleman whý
led the Government from 1873 to 1878, it was characteristic
of the prudence with which he carried on publie affair, thathe did not take a leap in the dark, that he did not commnit
himself to accept the award beforehand; and that hon. gen.
tieman, I believe, if the secret history of the transaction wa
known, when he was asked to take the same sort of actionthat
was been taken by the Legislative of the Province of Ontario
indignantly refused to do so. Sir, if it is proper to refer te
what takes place in other legislative bodies beyond our pur.
view,1I venture to say that a most exciting discussion ias lately
occurred, in the Legislature of the Province of Ontario, on
this very question-a discussion which was based on certain
documents presented to that House by the Attorney-General
of the Province-documents upon which it was urgei that
great injustice had been done to the Province of Ontario.
But it is noteworthy that the ex parte statements which were
made on that occasion-I wish to speak with all due respect
of the discussion, and of the manner in whieh it was car ied
on, but I am constra ined tosay it was noteworthy that exparte
statements were made on that occasion and were made with a
heat, with a passion, with a violence that did not at all com.
port, in My humble judgment, with the magnitude and the
dignity of the subject. In that discussion, and other debates
which ensued in another place, if I may judge from the news-
paper reports, there does not appear to have been manifested
an earnest desire to arrive at the truth of the question upon the
part of the dominant majority, but it rather looked as if the
subject was to be made one of a party charactcr, and that it
was to be used for party purposes at a struggle which might
then be considered to be impending. I noticed with pain the
tone that was adopted in that discussion. I found that when
the leader of the majority was asked, in the course of the
debates, whether ho stood by his menacing assertion that if
this award were not accepted ho would be in favor of
having Ontario retire from the Confederation of these Pro-
vinces, he replied : "Well, if the award is not accepted, so
mach the worse for the Confederation." It seems almost
impossible to suppose that language of that kind could
have been used in connection with a purely legal que-tion
-one which should be removed wholly from the arena
of party politics, one which should be judged dispassion-
ately, with the earnest wish on both sides to ascer-
tain exactly what are the rights of the parties concerned.
And it always leads one to suspect that there is weakness
in a case, when so mach passion and so much excitement is

exhibited. Sir, my hon. friend the leader of this Govern-
ment, and those gentlemen who sit with him, are entrasted
with the solemn duty of equally maintaining the rights of Ca.
nada,and the rights of the several Provinces ofthis Dominion.
It is certain that the newly-cemented Confederation requie
delicate handling; it is certain that no man in public lifO
should in any way attempt any course of action w
might imperil or weaken the bonds which hold these Pr
vinces together; and I cannot think that there bas been a"Y

occasion or any excuse in a matter of this character, which
is one of judicial consideration, for the violent harangues
which have taken place in a public assembly, or for the
inflammatory appeals which have been made in the public
press; and I trust that the discussion which will ariseibelr
will be conducted in a calm and dispassionate tone,which wl
afford a contrast to the violence of the discussion which bas
occurred in another place. I believe the Parliament Of
Canada were fully justified in refusing to ycept a
conventional lino as the western boundary of the Province
of Ontario ; I believe that if they had acceptar it,
they would not have been true to the interest .bf Ontario,
or of the Dominion at large; I believe that it is Possiblete
arrive at such a solution of this question as will ftlly saxl
the most exacting among those who have Qlaim ed o etaclo
sive defenders of the just righta of the Province of Oflteflo
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d Sir, I cannot conceive that it is patriotie to refuse to
aecept the propositions which were made by the Dominion
Government in regard to the reference of those claims. It
i, impossible that, either in the Legisiature of Ontario or in

the Parliament of Canada, a question involving the most
laborious research, involving the most careful study, involv-
ing the nicest legal acumen and discrimination, involving
labor such as cannot be conveniently performed by an as-
sembly like this, can be fairly treated and fairly settled on
the floor of either Hlouse; it must necessarily be left to the
decision of those who can examine and weigh all the evi-
dence. All that Ontario can claim, all that the Dominion
can claim, and ail that the Province can claim whose eastern
boundary is dependent upon the final decision of this ques-
tion, is that it Phall receive the strictest attention of a com-
petent tri banal, and that the exact legal status of all the par-
ties to this issue shall be defined by that tribunal. Sir, I
believe there is no gentleman sitting in this House who will
not acknowledge when he examines the question that that
legal status bas not yet been authoritatively ascertained ; and
if not, it is evident that no award can be satisfactory to all
parties to this controversy, and Idoubt very much whether
the claim, made by the gentlemen who have urged that
it was in the interest of Ontario to take this award, is a just
one. It looks to me as if there had been thrown into this
question an element which should be carefully eliminated
from it in this fHouse; it looks asi if it had been made, and
designedly made, a question whch should form part of a
political issue; but I believe we owe it to ourselves, not
only as the representatives of the Province of Ontario, but
is the trustees of the entire Dominion, that we should insist
that, before this Parliament consents to an award, it should
be based upon a strict legal examination, conducted on strict
legal principles. There can be no difficulty, with al the
evidence which has been prepared,in arriving at a satisfactory
conclusion. That the conclusion which was arrived at by
the referees was not satisfactory, is evidenced by the vote of
this House to appoint a Committee to report upon the case,
and by the conclusions of that able report and their adoption
here; and, under these circumstances, it would be impossible
for the Government of the day, no matter upon what con-
siderations, to have accepted that award-an award which
the late Government was very careful not to commit itself
to accept. I can remember that, not very long ago,
an argument was made use of in this House, in respect to a
Solemn agreement entered into by the Government, with
the consent of the Governor General, and brought before
this House, that the act of the Governor in Council had no
sort of weight, and should have no sort of weight, in influ-
encing Parliament to ratify the agreement. It was arguedby an hon. gentleman who sits opposite that we should note bound by any such considerations; and that hon. gentle-
man went 80 far as to say to those whom he was anxious
to persuade to take the same view as himself, that, if the en-
gagement was repudiated by this House, he, for his part,
an'd take no advantage of the defeat of the Government,and that, Sir, should be, with the supporters of the hon. gen-tleman, a strong argument in favor of the position which Ihave endeavored feebly to lay before the louse. I believe
that the Province of Ontario wishes to obtain nothing more
Uin lir jut rights. I believe that Province is true to the
Uio a lto which she has solemnly entered, and I be-
great o tat it is in the interest of the whole of this
arrivine o unity that a speedy means should be found for
rii hg at the final and just conclusion, in respect to those.ights which is pressed upon us by the rapid growth andinc.rease of the great North s a in suport
of the view trat North-West. It was stated, ort

shd e, that the Hudson Bay Company had only ahadowy claim Over the North-West; that the rights of that
A ma ny were sold for but one-fifth of the sum which the
thingan Government paid for Alaska. If that means any-

means that My hn, f1iepd the irst Minister made

a negotiation of such value to the country, made such an
advantageous bargain for the country, that the bargain of the
United States with Russia could not for a moment be com-
pared to it. It shows that the hon. gentleman negotiated so
successfully for the interests the country, that Le has ob-
tained for us a territory the value of which is absolutely
incalculable, by the payment of £300,000 to the Hudson
Bay Company, and I am very glad that the important
admission stands on record in the documents of the
Attorney-General of Ontario now before us. But it is no
argument with regard to what the territorial rights of that
Company were-it is entirely beside the question-because
the arrangement between the United States and Russia for
the purchase of Alaska, was for a special political object,
and the amount paid was absurdly great, and was
ridiculed throughout the United States when the character
of that ice-bound, desolate, uninhabitable territory became
known. I believe nothing could be worse than to attempt
to force this House, in the present condition of the contro-
versy so persistently and angrily forced upon us, to assume
the momentons responsibility of deciding upon the question
involved in that award. I believe that it would be impolitic
in the highest degree to ask this House to decide
that it would be proper for it to take an arbitrary
boundary line, which is only a compromise without founda-
tion or legal evidence, and assume that as a final settlement
of the question. I think it has got to rest on a much
stronger basis. I think that, in view of the grave consider-
ations which would be involved -of the dangerous dissatis-
faction that would be felt both by the Province itself and
by the Dominion at large, if that question were settled in
the way in which the award proposed to settle it, that it
would be most desirable that the flouse should adopt some
other method of endeavoring to reach the Government of
Ontario, and of endeavoring to put this question to rest. i
believe thàt on this side of the House there is an earnest
desire to have this question definitively closed. I do not be-
lieve that there ever has been the slightest intention to de-
lay it. I think that nothing could have been in worse taste,
nothing could have been more improper than the assertion
which has been made from time to time, that my hon. friend
the First Minister has delayed or dallied with it at the in-
stigation of bis supporters in a sister Province-lhas played
with this question, because, forsooth, he means to revenge
himself on the Province of Ontario, a Province that has sent
to the support of that hon. gentleman sixty-four Conservatives
to represent it in the Councils of Parliament. I do not think
the hon. gentleman feels very much like revenging himself
upon the Province for giving him such a noble backing; and
I venture to say that he will have an equally good support
in Ontario if he appeals to the country again, whether this
question is kept in abeyance, as a political element, or
whether it is settled, as I trust it may be, by the acceptance
by this House of a resolution which I am about to propose,
and by the acceptance, by the Ontario Government, of the
terms which are offered to it in that resolution: I move

That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but thatitbe Resolved,--
That in the opinion of this House it is expedient that the western and
northern boundaries of the Province of Ontario should be finally settied
by a reference to, and an authoritative decision by, either the Supreme
Oourt of Canada, or the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in
Great Britain, or by the Supreme Court in the firat place, subject to a
final submission to the Judicial Committee as the Province of Ontario
may choose; that such decision should be obtained either on appeal in
a friendly action brought for the purpose, or by reference to the said
courts, or either, or both of them, by Her Majesty, under the powers con-
ferred upon her by the Imperial and Canadian Parliaments, as the
Government of Ontario may prefer, and that the said reference shold
be based on the evidence collected and printed with any additinal
documentary eviden ce-if such there is-and that pending the reference
the administration of the lands shall be entrusted to a Joint Commis-
ion appointed by the Governments of Canada and Ontario.

I think, Sir, that in dealing with this question we must not
forget that we of Ontario are the representatives of a g'eat
Province that can well afford to be generoas, that we sre
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ulse the representatives of the whole country, and that by
sinking sectional issues and provincial differences an
jealousies, we can best promote the peace, harmony and
prosperity of Canada.

Mr. MACKENZIE. One thing which strikes me as very
remarkable in this matter is that last year the Government,
instead of dealing with the matter themselves, put up one
of their supporters to move for a Committee and have a
so-called investigation into this matter. Now, their man-of
all-work, the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), is put
up to make this motion in order, apparently, to relieve
hon. Ministers from doing that which naturally devolves
upon themselves. The hon. gentleman, in moving his
motion, was kind enough to compliment me upon a supposed
intention of mine, and he was good enough to say that ho
had no doubt, if all could be revealed that had taken place
behind the scenes, I would be found to have taken strong
ground indeed against any preliminary action by this Par-
liament. Sir, I was called upon as a member of the
Government of Ontario, in 1872, to deal with this subject,
while Chief of the Government, the hon. member for West
Durham being absent in England, and an arrangement was
made by which we obtained the services of Mr. Mills, the
present hon. momber for Bothwell in this louse, to go to
Washington to search for maps, papers and documents
relating to the boundary question. I was somewhat sur-
prised, if not pained, that the hon. member for Niagara
should have alluded to this in terms which are not
respectful towards my hon. friend for Bothwell.
Every one who knows that hon. gentleman knows that
he is quite incapable of engaging in any service of
that kind for the sordid reasons ascribed to him by the
hon. member. He rendered services that were of great
value; he spent months in the research ho was engagced in,
besides doing a great amount of literary labor in preparing
the documents which he had procured during his visit to
the Washington libraries. Instead of refiecting upon that
hon. gentleman, every member in this House, as well as in
the Ontario Legislature, is under great obligations to him
for the services ho rendered in this boundary matter. But,
Sir it is assumed that I was hostile to making good the
awiard of the arbitrators selected, and stress is laid upon
the fact that I did not take any action to secure the assent
of the Legislature to that award of theirs. Well, it would
have been somewhat difficult for me to do that, as I had no
Session of Parliament at my command after the arbitrators
had made their award. The hon. gentleman seems to
think the award was made before the last Session of Par.
liament during which i held office.

Mr. PLUMB. I knew it was not.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course, the hon. gentleman must

have known it if ho had thought for a moment. How could
I have ratified the award by legislation if I had no control
of the flouse ? The hon. First Minister knows very well I was
prepared to assist him to give effect to to that award if ho
chose to bring in a measure to do so. I never dreamed for
a momente-whether I had succeeded again in controlling
the legislation of the country or not-I did not believe that
any Government would have dared to avoid giving effect to
any arbitration solemnly entered into between the two'
Governments. Such action was wholly unprecedented. I
can only tell the hon. member for Niagara that if I had
been fortunate enough, or those who acted with me had
been forunate enough, to control the present Par-
liament, not one Session would have passed over
without having that award properly ratified. Now
I cannot conceive anything that is more dishonor-.
able in a Government-in a political sense, of
course, I mean-than to refuse to ratify the solemn
engagements entered into by their predecessors. What
would be thought of Great Britain if she had acted in that
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way regarding the Geneva arbitration as to the Alabatua
d claims ? There was not an Englishman of average intefli.
1 gence, no legal man in England probably, who did not

believe that the award of that arbitration was an un'ust
one; th at to give the sum of $15,G00,000 to pay for the
depredations of the Alabama was an outrage upon the very

' evidence submitted to them. But Great Britain everhesitated a moment to pay over the award according to the
agreement made before the arbitrators commenced their

t investigations. So, similarly, did Great Britain believe, and
we all believed, that the decision of the German
Emperor with regard to the San Juan boundary
in the far West was not according to the treaties
that existed or according to the evidence submitted. But
who dreamed of refusing to ratify that award on that
ground? Would it not, in an independent nation, be a cause

Y of war, if the Government of Great Britain had refused to
ratify either award ? But the hon. gentleman now at the
head of the Government, and his colleagues, seem to think
that it is perfectly right and just to repudiate the action of
their predecessors in the solemn engagements they entered
into with the Government of Ontario, in order to settle a
question which the hon. gentleman kept uisettled for many
years, as he does other very important matters, hoping that
they may in some way or other inure to his own benefit in
a political sense. Such were the views I held. But the
hon. gentleman, following his leader, refers to the counsel
employed. The hon. First Minster was unkind enough,
and I think uncandid enough, to say that we gave away the
case of the Dominion by not employing a more competent
gentleman than Mr. McMahon. Now, Sir, we must
remember this with regard to counsel, that the present
Judge Armour was first employed by the Dominion (iv-

ernment, that he spent months in making investigata.ns at
the expense of the Dominion Government, that the present
Administration have paid him 62,000 for those services;
and the first thing that was done with Mr. Mc-
Mahon was to place him in communication with
Mr. Armour and obtain from that gentleman the result of
his enquiries. Mr. MeMahon is a man of very great ability,
whatever may be the opinion of the member for -Niagara
and the hon. First Minister. He had associated with him a
young and promising lawyer of Montreal, Mr. Monk, and I
have no hesitation in saying that they per formed their
work well. I have no reason to doubt that every exertion
was made to place the case of the Dominion in the hest
possible light before the arbitrators chosen. Now, no objec-
tion has been taken to the namues of the gentlemen selected
for that purpose. The selection was that of Mr. Richarl,
then Chief Justice of Ontario, Judge Wilmot, the late
Lieutenant Governor of New Brunswick, and the English
Minister at Washington. Justice Wilmot, after spendifg
considerable time on the subject, died suddenly, and wewere
deprived of his valuable services by his untimely death.
When Mr. Richards became Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Canada he ceased of course to act for the Ontarlo
Government, and Chief Justice Harrison, a gentleman whoa
we alt remember as a very distinguished lawyer and a
popular and prominent member of this flouse for some tSe
sions, was selected to take his place. They •bot

agreed, as did the two Governments, upon selectingagainS
Edward Thornton, British Minister at Washington'hN.
three men could probably be found better qualifiedt'han
were they to discharge those duties. After Justice Wed pece
death we had to select some one who was not associat neir
niarily with Ontario interests. Our selection fell ua Si.
Francis Hincks, who had long been Prime Ministerrfgthis
country, who occupied an independent position as oregard
political views and parties, and who, at ail even hae, ne
believed to be friendly to us politically, though1 ave
reason to think Sir Francis Hloks had any very,
political opinion@ that would make him ' take aP
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view of any question on that account. Those were the three
men who met here, as the hon. member for Niagara has
been careful to point out, and spent two or three days in
hearing the case. Ie assumes that this time was all that
was given by the three arbitrators to the discussion of the
subjeet, or to exchanging views, or to studying the
question for themselves. The fact is, however, Sir Edward
Thornton had all the documents that could be sent to him
-that of Judge Ramsay, Mr. Mills, Mr. Lindsay, and all
Otler documents-for years indeed, as had the other arbit
rators, and there is no doubt whatever after perusing the
b oks and documents sent there, they came to a conclusion
on the subject. They had counsel, as they were bound to
do, in order to see whether their arguments would affect
their decision in their own minds before that time. These
being the facts of the case, whàt reason is there for the Gov-
erniment refusing to give effect to the conclusions they
reawhed. I can only say that I look upon it as a wilful
violation of Government rights, of the rights of Ontario,
and of the obligations which should exist between a Govern-
ment and its predecessor in its management of public
atlairs. Every obligation of that kind should be held to be
as sacred as an obligation between individuals. As the
Government of Ontario seem determined to resist the spoli,-
ation of the Province, they were dealt with in severe terms by
the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb). They are
bound to defend their own Province and their own terri-
tory, and they are bound as guardians of that territory to
keep the peace and to prevent interlopers from entering
upon and taking possession of the propierty. The attempt
to prove that Ontario is generous is neediess, as everybody
knows the generosity of that great Province. Every one
knows the burden that Ontario bears to mainitain the
Dominion Government. Why should Ontario be called
upon to do more than that and give up territory to the
Dominion, territory which hon. gentlemen opposite claimed
themselves twenty years ago and more, to belong to the
Province of Ontario; that is to say, they claimed it belonged
to United Canada, and whatever belonged to Canada then
belongs to Ontario now ? But the reasons which actuated the
leader of the Government are to my mind utterly inexplic-
able. The hon. gentleman has not yet deigned to give thosereasons to the louse, he lias not ventured to defend his con-duct in refusing to give effect to the award consequent uponthe arbitration entered into by the two Governments, andI cannot believe that on the motion of the hon. member for
Niagara he hopes to obtain the sanction of the people ofOntario to one of the most gross acts of injustice which hasever been perpetrated in the history of this or any othercountry. The hon. leader of the Government on a former
occasion stated, as indeed he did in a written document someYears ago, that he objected to settle the question by arbitra..
tion. I give him credit for having taken that ground quiteearly, and if he had adhered to that contention his positionat the present time wouid have been somewhat stronger. But
hseing entered into an arbitration in which the British Min-i
f at Washigton the Chief Justice of Ontario and aformer Premier of Canada were the arbtratorsl
refusst akaweetelriraosie nowifueto acknowledge that arbitration on the ground thatinhoud net be bettled by arbitration. The hon. gentle-qeon as preosed to the Ontario Government to leave thequestion to the rbitration of one Englishman, but he would
men o nowledge the award of three of the most distinguishednIonthis continent.

suc IVES Tle question before the House is one of
applira importance that I consider we should allas)P¡oach its discussion in as near a judicial spirit as it isPotsibl forthembers of Parliament ever to assume. I do
diseotthnk that it is necessary or desirable, while we arei
fact thig the resolutions before the Chaii to advert to the

olitical iiaptay bemade a pohtical question, or that
capitamay be made out of it, with advantage to

one party or the other; but we should rather approach the
consideration of the propositions contained in the motion
with a view to determining in a judicial capacity whether
those propositions are fair, reasonable and just, and such as
are calculated to settle the diffculty which has arisen
between the Governments of Ontario and the Dominion.
I am aware that in rising to follow the hon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), I am laying myself open
to a taunt similar to that which was applied to the
hon. member for Niagara, who introduced the resolution.
But, Sir, as this question is a legal question-as it is almost
entirely a legal question, as its just determination depends
almost entirely on a right understanding of the legal ques-
tions which are presented, I think that perhaps it is as well
that I should speak at this stage, and discuass those legal
questions, as I understand them, as at any other stage of
the debate. I promise you that I shall not detain the House
very long, and I hall confine mnyself almost entirely to what
I consider to be the legal questions presented in this case.
The first question which arose in my mind when I began
to study this subject, was this: Did a legal boundary separa-
ting Ontario from the North-West Territory of Canada exist
-a legal fixed boundary-at the time of the reference of
this question to arbitrators, and if such a boundary did exist,
where was it ? Now, Sir, it has been generally admitted, in
fact, I have not heard it denied in the public
press, or in the voluminous discussions that have taken
place between the two Governments, that a legal boundary
actually existed at that time. There has been a good deal
of discussion as to the legal interpretation of the clause of
the statute which makes that boundary, but I have not heard
it denied, nor do I think it will be denied in the House
during this discussion, that a legal boundary existed both to
the west and to the north of the Province of Ontario in
1874 when this question was referred to arbitration. Now,
where was that boundary, and by what statute or enact-
ment was it fixed and determined ? That boundary was fixed
by the Imperial Act of 1774, commonly known as the Quebec
Act-an Act passed -to determine the boundaries of
the new Province which was then constituted by the
Imperial Parliament-namely the Province of Quebee.
That Act, an extract from which is to be found in the report
of the Boundary Cormmittee appointed by this House,
describes the boundaries of the new Province then created,
and, as I said before, it is not denied that it then fixed the
bounds-completely fixed the bounds of the Province of
Quebec then constituted, and the only dispute is as to the
correct understanding of what those bounds are. Now, Sir,
if we refer tothat Act we find the following description, and
as it is very important that we should understand the start-
ing point or the basis of this discussion, I shall take the
liberty of quoting it. It is to be found on page 15 of the
report:

I That all the territories, islands and countries in North America,
belonging to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by a
Une from the Bay of Chaleurs, along the high lands which divide the
rivers that empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence from those
which fallinto the sea to a point in forty-five degrees northern latitude,
on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping the same latitude
di rectiy west, through the Lake Champlain, until, in the sane latitude,
it meeta the River St. Lawrence; from thence up the eastern bank of the
said river to the Lake Ontario; thence through the Lake Ontario and
the river commonly called Niagara; and thence along by the eastern
and the sonth-eastern bank of Lake Erie, following the said bank until
the same shall be intersected by the northern boundary granted by the
charter of the Province of Pennsylvania, in case the same shall De so
intersected, and from thence along the said northern and western
boundaries of the said Province, until the said western boundary strikes
the Ohio; but in case the said bank of the said lake shall not be found
to be so intersected, then following the said bank until it shall arrive at
that point of the said bank which shall be nearest to the north-western
angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania; and thence by a right line,
to the said north-western angle of the said Province; andthence along
the western boundarv of the said Province untilitstrikes the River Ohio;
and along the bank of the said river, westward to the banks of the Mis-
sissipp, and northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted
to the Merchants Adventurers of England, trading to Budson's Bay."
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The dispute which has arisen in this matter is more
particularly confined to what is the western boundary of
the old Province of Quebec, as stated in this Art of 1774,
and the northern boundary of that Province. Now, as to
the western boundary, as the House will at once perceive,
everything depends upon the interpretation which is given
the word -"northward," which occurs in this description.
After you have reached the point of junction of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers, and when you commence to form the
boundary by proceeding northward, you will percoive that
the only word used is "northward." It bas been contended
on the one hand, that "northward " means due north until
a line produced due north intersects the southern boundary
of the Hudson Bay Territory. It is contended, on the other
hand, that "northward" doos not mean due north,
but that the words in this description should have
been, and were intended to be, "northward along the
bank of the Mississippi River." Now, Sir, there are two
questions to be considered right here. The first is, the legal
interpretation of the word "northward," and the next is,
whether there is anything to indicate what was the inten-
tion of the Imperial Legislature at the time this Act was
passed. I have no hesitation in saying, and I fancy all the
legal hon. gentlemen in the House will agree with me, and
not only the legal gentlemen but hon. gentlemen ac-
quainted with boundary lines-surveyors, engineers, and
scientific men of that description-that the legal interpreta-
tion of that word "northward," when occurring in a
description like this, or a deed of sale, or other similar
document, when used in unqualified or unlimited sense,
means due north, and nothing else. And I venture to say
that the expression "northward," in this connection,
or in a deed of sale, unlimited and unqualified, is as
definite, scientifically speaking, as the words "due north," be.
cause northward unlimited can mean nothing but due north.
There is precisely the same probability of one angle to the
right or left of due north being the meaning as any other.
For instance, if we urged that northward meant a degree
west of north it might with the same force be urged to
yneana degree east of north, and if you were to take any one
of the 45 degrees to the east or west of due north you would
find preeisely as strong probabilities in favor of one degree
or one direction as you would find in favor of any other,
and, therefore, scientifically speaking, "northward " means
due north and nothing else, and it can mean nothing else,
where it occurs without being qualified or limited. Of
course, there are a variety of ways of limiting the meaning
of that word; if it had said northward to a certain point
which was east or west of north, that would have effectually
limited .the word northward; if it hegl- said "northward "
along a certain line, or a certain shore, or a certain river,
thon these words would have limited the meaning of the word
"northward," and it would have been easy to conceive that
northward was not due north; but as it stands in this con-
nection, under no limitation whatever, I hold that it means
due north or it moans nothing ; and I undertake to say
that there is as much definiteness and positiveness, scien-
tifically speaking, in the expression northward as in the
expression due north, the only difference being that one
inay be limited and qualified, and the other may not.
Then, Sir, looking at this description from a legal point of
view, giving a legal interpretation to the word, giving the
interpretation to it that would be given by a bench of
judges if they were deciding upon a question of title or a
question of boundary, I say the meaning of this
description is due northward from the point of
juntion of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers-a line
produced until it intercepts the southern boundary of
Hudson Bay. But it is urged that, although legally and
technically speakihg this description means a line due
north, there is ovidence that somothing else was the inten-
tion of theluiperialParliamzent-that what they intended

Mr. Ivis.

was northward along the bank of the Mississippi River
Now, we have to enquire, in the first place, what was the
object which Parliament had lu view in pasing this law_
in creating this new Province. The object was, as we gather
from the debate at the time, te create a new Province, a
Territory which should include within its limits the bulk
of His Majesty's French subjects. These people were seat.
tered along the shores of the St. Lawrence River, and were
settled in the central part of what is now the State of Illinoim
and the plain object of the Parliament of Great Britain, i'
creating this new Province, was to separate the English
colonists of New England from the French colonists of the
north and west. Now, let us enquire whether a line drawn
due north from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers would as well accomplish such an object as a line
running along the bank of the Mississippi. We find from
history and from the location of settlement in Illinois, that
it would. Then, Sir, when we are discussing intention, and
when we find that intention is opposed to the strict word.
ing of the description, it is fair to look into the descrip-
tion and enquire whether there is anything loose
or careless about this description. If you look into
it, you will find that far from there being any loose.
ness or carelessness in izs wording, it is worded
with the very greatest precision; in several places
you will flnd a line limited as it is said it was the intention
of Parliament te limit the western boundary; you will find
that it speaks of a line along a watershed, a line along a
parallel of latitude, a line brought to the east side of a
certain river, distinguishing between the east side and the
west side, a line brought to a certain side of a lake, and
you will find that when the Ohio is reached and it is p-o
posed to proceed westward, the de-cription is westwm-l
along the Ohio River; and I ask, after such great care has
been taken in other parts of the description, how can it be
argued that there was any looseness or carelessness in the
last clause, which fixes the western boundary of the Pro-
vince. Not, only, Sir, was there care used, but there was
extraordinary care used. An amendment was moved by
Mr. Burke during the discussion in the House of Commons,
as representing William Penn and the Province of Pennsyl-
vania, and his amendment was incorporated with the Act;
and the greatest care was taken that the description should
accurately describe what was intended to be incladed ]n
this new Province. But, Sir, there is a reason, and a very
strong reason, why Parliament should have adopted a mernI-
dian line rather than the course of the Mississippi River; for
a very large part of it, was then unknown. If you will go
into the lobby which leads to the library, you will find an
old map of New France, dated about that time or a short time
before, in which the rise of the Mississippi is marked as be
ing very near te the western extremity of Lake Su perior, and
hon. gentlemen who claim that the boundary should be wnere
the award places it, should surely be bound by what was
then believed to be the source of the Mississippi River.
There was the greatest uncertainty of the position of lakes
and the course of rivers west of Lake Erie, and there was
therefore the strongest reason why Parliament should have
adopted a parallel of longitude rather than the course of &
river when the course of that river was imperfectlY knowl.
But, Sir, if the course of the Mississippi River had reallY
been adopted as the boundary, it would have been au invyM
plete description, because the Mississippi River came vey
far short of rising as far north as the southern line cf the
Hudson Bay territory, and there would have been a buste
in the description. In the later part of its course, the
Mississippi River rune for about forty miles due west;nd
if Parliament had taken that river as the boundary, whn in
approached the head of the river they would have foud v
turning off at an angle t the west, and thereTOI
been noeertainty where it would have gene- Terefo
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rgue that, whether you consider the legal meaning of the

wrd, whether you consider what may be gathered from the
intention of the Legisiature which passed this law, or
whother you consider the remaining portions of the descrip-
tion, froi whatever point of view you look at, you must
come to the conclusion that the true boundary of the
Province of Quebec as constituted by the Imperial Act of

1774, was a line-produced due northwards from the point of
junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to a point where it
touched the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay territory.
This matter has already been before the Courts of this
country. It has been formally decided in the sense in
which I argue by the Court of Queen's Bench of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, held at the city of Quebec, in a criminal
trial of murder-a trial of very great importance held years
ago, at a period when our publicists and jurists were better
acquainted with questions of this kind than they arc to-day,
and it was decided by no less able and distinguished a Court
than one preside d over by the late Chief Justice Sewell. In
that case a murder had been committed, known as the de
]Reinhardt murder, at a place near Lake Winnipeg. The
accused being tried at Quebec under an Imperial Act which
bas gave the Courts of the Province of Qnebec jurisdiction
over the Indian territories forming part of British America.
The plea of the prisoner's counsel was want of jurisdic-
tion on the ground that the crime had been
committed in the Province of Upper Canada,
as it was then called, and that the boundaries of Upper
Canada included this territory. The question was brought
fairly and squarely before the Court, and the decision of
Chief Justice Sewell and his associates was that this point
which, by the present award, is included within the Pro-
vince of Ontario was not within that Province, but was in
the indian or unorganized territories of Canada. We have,
therefore, a judicial decision of the most careful and
painstaking and reliable character that this point which is
included within the present award is not within the Province
of Ontario. I will not trouble the House with the reading
of this decision. It is to be found in the records of the
Committee of this louse which had this matter in charge.
But L would like to add that, so far as I can gather frorm
this volume, the weight of authority is entirely with the
view that the boundary of old Upper Canada was where
I fix it, namely, a line drawn due north from the junction
of these two rivers. Thus we have in favor of our
contention the strict legal meaning of the word; we have
in our favor probabilities that can be gathered from the
other parts of the description; we have with us the fact
that the Mississippi River would have been an uncertain
and an improper boundary, and the decision of the Court of
Queen's Bench of Quebec and the weight of all the scientific
authorities which have been examined in this case as
witnesses is with us. Therefore, I think L am safe in taking
as my starting point the fact that the western boundary of
the old Province of Upper Canada was fixed by the Act of
1774, and that it was a line due north from the junction of
those two rivers.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

THIRD READINGS.
The following Bills were severally considered in Com-raittee, reported, read the third time and passed :-
Bill (No. 6) to amend and extend the Act to empower the

Stdacona Pire and Life Insurance Company to relinquish
ati Charter, and to provide for the winding up of their

. (Mr. Casgrain.)
Bill(No. 41) to incorporate the- Tecumseh Fire and

kanlê Insurance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Macmillan.)

Bil (No. 90) to incorporate the Ocean Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-(Mr. Daly.)

BiIl (No. 23) respepting the Exchange Bank ofYarmouth,
Nova Scotia.-(Mr. Killam.)

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO.

louse resumed the consideration of Mr. Plumb's propos-
ed amendment to Sir Leonard Tilley's motion for the House
to go again into Committec of Supply.

Mr. IVES. With regard to the northern boundary
of the Province of Quebec, as determined in 1774, there
has been but little contention. And L do not propose
to occupy much time in discussing that question, or
arguing that that boundary is the watershed which
divides the waters flowing south into the great lakes and the
St. Lawrence, from those flowing north into the Hudson's
Bay. I am inclined the more to deal thus briefly with this
part of the case because in one of the resolutions of the
Ontario Legislature, passed at Toronto during last Session,
on March 9th, it is stated that it is on the westerly side of
this Province, independent of the award, the title of Ontario
to the territory is most clear, and the territory is most
valuable, and so on-admitting that the title to that
part of the territory which is covered by the
award, north of what the Dominion centend is
the true boundary, is still weaker than their
title to the western part of the territory. The original
concession by the Crown to the Hudson Bay Company,
which was prior to the organization of the Province of
Quebec, and which fixed as the southern limit of that
territory the watershed, which L have mentioned, dividing
the waters flowing south from those flowing north, is my
authority for saying that the northern boundary of Ontario,
or the Province of Quebec, was that lino. Having disposed
of the questions as to the western and northerly bonndaries,
the next important matter, to my mind, to consider is the
question as to when and how those boundaries as established
in 1774 have beeu modified or changed. Of course they
were changed by the treaty between Great Britain and the
United States in 1783. The results of the War of the
Revolution led the Imperial Government to cede to the
United States not only that portion of the territory whieh
was oucnpied by the Lhirteen colonies, but also a very con-
siderable territory to the west of the thon settled part of
what is now the United States. Hon. members will find
on page 17 of the Report of the Committee on Ontario
Boundaries a description of the southern line of British
America, and the northern lino of the United States, as set-
tled hy the Treaty of Paris. This new boundary, of course,
deprived the Province of Quebec, as constituted in 1774, of
all the territory south of the great lakes. The description
in the Treaty of Paris reads as follows:-

" From the north-west angle of Nova Scotia, viz., that angle which is
formed by a line drawn due north, from the source of the St. Croix
River to the highlands, along the highlands which divide those
rivers that empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence, from those
which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-westernmost head of
Connecticut River; thence down along the middle of that river to the
forty-fifth degree of north latitude - from thence by a line due west on
said latitude until it strikes the River Iroquois or Cataraquy; thence
along the middle of said river into Lake Ontario, through the middle of
said lake until it strikes the communication by water between that lake
and Lake Erie; thence along the middle of said communication into
Lake Erie; through the middle of said lake, until it arrivem
at the water communication between that lake and Lake Huron;
thence along the middle of said water communication into Lake
Huron; thence throngh the middle of said lake to the water communica-
tion between that lake and Lake 8uperior; thpnce through Lake
Superior, northward of the isles Royal and Phihppeaux, to Long
Lake."

I understand that to be Rainy Lake.

"Thence throngh the middle of said Long Lake, and the water com-
munication between it and the Lake of the Woods, to the aid Lake of
the Woods; thence throngh the said lake, t tih me t nott-wester
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)oint thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the River
Issssippi.,

Allow me to remark bore, before passing on with my argu-
meit, upon the ignorance not only on the part of the
Imperial authorities, but on the part of the American
colonies with respect to the geography of that country as
late as 1783; because you will observe that a line produced
due west from the North-West Angle of the Lake
of the Woods, would not come within 150 miles of the
Mississippi River, and would pass 150 miles, certainly more
than 100 miles, north of the sources of the Mississippi, the
louse will therefore see how mach reliance is to be placed

upon descriptions and titles as derived from descriptions
when the parties furnishing the descriptions had such
littie knowledge of the physical features of the country
to which they were referring. Tihis treaty eut off, as I
have said before, a very large portion of that territory
which had been conceded to the Province of Quebec. .Another
change whieh was made wasthe division in 1791 by Imperial
Statute of the Province of Quebec into the two Provinces of
Upper and Lower Canada. That division commenced near
Montreal, and it is described by lines, parailels of latitude
anddegrees until it reaches the Ottawa River. It then fol-
lows the Ottawa River to Lake Temiscamingue, and then
the description continues, as if there were doubt whether
Lake Temiscamingue was sufficiently far north or not, in
this way: by a line produced due north from Lake Temis-
camingue to Hudson's Bay.

Mr. DAWSON. To the boundary line of Hudson's Bay?
Mr. IVES. To Hudson's Bay, or the boundary line of

Hudson's Bay, as it is stated in some descriptions.
Mr. DAWSON. In the later descriptions ?
Mr. IVES. I am unable to find, in the course of my

reading of this correspondence and of the report, any title
to territory beyond the watershed, except these descrip-
tions which mention a line produced north from Lake
Temiscamingue to Hudson's Bay or to the line of the
Hudson's Bayterritory. What would you think of a farmer
who claimed all of the land on one side of a concession line
simply because one of his boundaries was on the concession.
In such a case would it be said that a lino produced so as to
go altogether beyond the boundaries of the farmer's land
would give him a titleto land all along the concession line ?
I repeat again-and I am sure if there is anything more we
shall hear from the other side on this point-I
have failed to find any excuse for the Province of
Ontario, claiming that their territory runs north of the
height of land, except the fact that in the descriptions of
the boundary dividing Ontario from Quebec it mentions a
lino from Lake Temiscamingue produced north to Hudson's
Bay. I say that they had no more right to claim a territory
of that kind than a farmer would have to claim a territory
because a concession bounded one end of his land. These,
Sir, are the changes which have been made, so far as I can
dis.cover, ir the boundtries of this territory. In fact the
only change which really affects the magnitude of Quebec
as constituted in 1774, was the Treaty of Paris which cut off
the southern part of the Province and gave it to the United
States of Amei ica. But hon. gentlemen mention certain
Royal Commissions from His Majesty to various Colonial
Governors, and they refer to the descriptions of territory
which are found in these toyal Commissions. The first of
those Commissions bears date in 1774, only a short time
after the passing of the Quebec Act. That
description, I am free to admit, while it follows the
deseription found in the Quebec Act until you reach the
point of juiction between the Ohio and Mississippi rivers,
then varies from the description in thatAet, and says: "Thence
northwai d along the Mississippi River to the territorv of the
ludson Bay." Now, I would ask whether it can be con-
ceded that as late as the lat quarter of the 18th century

Mr. lyIs.
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that the King, by virtue of his prerogative alone, COuld
extend or alter the boundaries of a Province which had boeu
recently fixed by Imperial Act of Parliament to which li
had assented. But, Sir, without stopping to discuss that
proposition, I would ask hon. gentlemen-I would askyou
Sir-whether there is anything in the reading of this Com-
mission out of which can be gathered the intention to
increase or enlarge the boundaries of the Province of
Quebec. The only possible thing that can be made out of
this Commission of 1774 to Sir Guy Carlton is this: It may
be said, and very fairly said, that it is proof that it wa
the intention of Parliament when they passed the
Act, to make the Mississippi River the boundary. That
may be argued, and I am free to admit it is afair argument,
and it is about the only confirmation of the statement that
such was the intention of Parliament. But it should not be
forgotten that the functionaries who drew the Royal Coin.
mission-the functionaries who varied the description in
drawing Sir Guy Carleton's Commission-were not the
same parties who passed the Act of Parliament. The
Imperial Hlouse of Commons passed the Act of Parliament.
It was a matter which was debated and discussed by the
persons interested; it was a matter with reference to the
description upon which Mr. Burke moved an amendment
which was adopted, while, Sir, the Royal Commission was
drawn by the King himself, or by his Ministers and not by
the same functionaries who had passed the Act. Now, Sir,
if it had been the Imperial Parliament which
had adopted this form of description, which was used in
the Commission, it might be fairly urged that they intended
in the Act to have followed the Mississippi River, but how
can it be fairly argued that they are bound by a description
which was adopted by other persons over whom they bad
no control. But there is an inconsistency bore. The same
bon. gentlemen who urge that this is confirmation of their
statement that the Mississippi River was intended as the
western boundary will urge that the confines or boundaries
of the Province are extended by virtue of that same Royal
Commission and other Royal Commissions. Now, it cannot
be said that it is both a confirmation of the view that the
original boundary was the Mississippi River and also that
it extended the boundaries from a line due north of the
Mississippi River. The hon. gentleman must stand by either
one or other understanding of these Royal CommissiOns.
If these Royal Commissions per se altered the boundaries of
the Province, then certainly they cannot hereferred to asa
confirmation of the original intention of the Statute of 1774.
I cannot, for my part, see why it was impossible that the
Government of England-the Imperial authorities-shuld
have seen fit to have enlarged the jurisdiction of Sir Guy
Carleton beyond the Province of Quebec. The whole terri-
tory then, west of the Mississippi River-west of a line drawn,
due north from the junction of the Ohio and MississiPPi
rivers was territory claimed by England, and the Imperial
authorities might have thought best, while giving Sir
Guy Carleton jurisdiction over the Province of Quebec,
to have extended that jurisdiction to the MississiPPi
River. We next come, Sir, to the Royal Commission
of the year 178d-the new Commission issued to Sir Guy
Carleton after the Treaty of Paris. In this Com-
mission the description follows the description ofthe
Treaty of Paris. It takes the southern boundary to the
North-west Angle ofthe Lake of the Woods, and I apprehend
that that is the only excuse which the arbitrators had for
taking the North-west Angle of the Lake of the Woods as On
of their starting points. I would ask you, Sir, what othe'
authorty is there for starting from the North-west Angle of
the Lake of the Woods except this Royal CommissionoRithe
year 1786 ? If you were to follow the IMiissisqiPPi River
you would strike west of that point; if you were to follo
a line drawn due north of the junction of tho Oh Id
Mississippi you would strike far east of that point. h'
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kwhereis the authority for commencing this boundary,
as the arbitrators commenced it, from the North-west Angle
of the Lake of the Woods, unless it is to be found in the

description in the Commission to Sir Guy Carleton, in 1786.
1 entirely repudiate that it was ever the intention of the

King, or that he had the power to alter the boundaries of the
Province as coustituted by an Imperial Act of Parliamont, by
Ineans of a Royal Commission issued to a -Governor General.
The jext Commission is a Commission to Sir Guy Carleton,
then Lord Dorchester, which was given several years later,
and which is to be found on page 21 of this report. You will
observe--and it is a very important matter-that this Com-
mission in specificlanguage revokes the former Commissions,
which are here termed letters patent, in all their particulars;
therefore, if the fact that the Commission of 1786 took the
boundary to the North-west Angle of the Lake of the Woods
is a reasonable foundation on which to base a claim, I say
that the later Commission of 1791 completely and entirely
revoked that authority. AIl the other Commissions are pre-
cisely the same in description until we come to the Commis-
sion issued to Lord Durham, which is to be found on page
25; and here, Sir, is a most important variance from the
descriptions found in the previous Commissions, so impor-
tant that I mnst ask the indulgence of the House while I
rend it:

" The said Province of Upper Canada being also bounded by a line
drawn due north from the head of the said lake until it reaches the
shore of Hudson's Bay; the said Province of Upper Canada being
bounded on the south, beginning at the said stone bonadary between
Lancaster and Longueuil, by the Lake St. Franeis, the River St. Law-
rence, the Lake of the Thousand Islands, Lake Ontario, the River
Niagara, which falis (leads) into the Lake Erie, and along the middle of
that lake on the west by the channel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up the
River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island, that
of St. Joseph and Sugar island, thence into Lake Superior."

Wel, Sir, if Royal Commissions changed and altered the boun-
daries of this Province, the latest change made is that wbich
abides. The latest change is that made in the Commission
to Lord Durham, and the same description is fol-
lowed in all subsequent descriptions up to the Com-
mission of Lord Elgin, which, I believe, was the latest
which contained any description of territory. If these
Commissions change and alter the boundaries of the Prov-
ince, the last one must prevail, and the last one takes the
boundaries of Ontario to the east end of Lako Superior, and
if hon. gentlemen rely on these Commissions, they must be
satisfied with the boundary which stops there. Then there
will be two bounds-one where a line produced from Lake
Temiscaming would reach a point on Rudson's Bay, and
another at the outlet of Lake Superior. I think that is a
point which it will be difficult to get round, provided it be
adnmitted that the Royal Commissions affect the boundaries of
the Province; but it is my opinion that these Royal Comnis-
81O.ns do not affect the boundaries of the Province; it is my
Opinion that that boundary remained as it was originally
estnablished by the Statute of 1774, and the whole question
depends on how that Statute is read and understood. There-
fore, Sir, the conclusion to which I have arrived is this-that when this matter was referred to arbitration, there was
a legal boundary, both to the west and to the north ofOntario, that the western boundary was a lino produceddue north from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers, and that the northern boundary was the height otland-,.the watershed-separating the waters which runsouth from those which run north into Hudson's Bay. If I
am right in that view, the next important matter to con-oirer is whether an order of the Privy Council of Canada,or even an Act of the Parliament of Canada, can legally
change the boundaries of Upper and Lower Canada as they6xosted at the time of Confederation. If you look at section6 of Our Constitutional Act, you will find a positive affirma-
tive entntproviding what shahl be the boundaries of

lee ofOItaio, the Provineo 0f Quebec, ad4 tii

other Provinces which originally entered into Confederation.
Section 6 reads as follows:

" The parts of the Province of Canada (as it exists at the passing of
this Act) which formerlyconstituted respectivelythe Provinces ofUpper
and Lower Canada, shall be deemed to be severed, and shall form two
separate Provinces. The part which formerly constituted the Province
of Upper Canada shall constitute the Province of Ontario; and the part
which formerly constituted the Province of Lower Canada shall son-
stitute the Province of Quebec."

Now, Sir, I take this ground, that whatever has been
positively and affirmatively enacted in our Constitutional
Act, it is beyond the power of the Privy Council of Canada
or of the Parliament of Canada to change or repeal. But it
will be argued that power bas been given subsequently, by
Imperial Statute, to alter the boundaries of the Provinces,
by chapter 28 of the Statutes of 1871. But if you look at the
preamble of that Act, you will find that it was passed for
the purpose of establishing the Province of Manitoba; and
the clause under which it is claimed power bas been given
to alter the boundaries of Ontario is the third clause, which
is in these general terms:

"The Parliament of Canada may from time to time, with the consent
of the Legislature of any Province of the said Dominion, increase,
diminish, or otherwise alter the limits of such Province, under such
terms and conditions as may be agreed to by the said Legislature, and
may, with the like consent, make provision respecting the effect and
operation of any such increase or diminution or alteration of territory
in relation to any Province affected thereby."

Now, Sir, the position which I take, and on which I can
safely appeal to all legal gentlemen in this flouse to sup-
port me, is this: that the positive enactment in the British
North America Act that the boundaries of Ont ario shall be
as they existed at the time of the passing of that Act, is not
repealed or modified by a general clause in a subsequent
Statute, like the third section of the Act to which I have
just referred. I base my position on the maxim, generalia
specialibus non derogant, and I would refer, for my authority
to Maxwell on the interpretation of Statutes, page 157,
which I will read:

"It is about a particular application of the general presumption
against an intention to alter the law beyond the immediate scope of the
Statute, to say that a general Act is to be construed as not repealing a
particular one by mere implication. A general later law does not
abrogate an earlier special one. It is pr-sumed to bave only general
cases in view, and iot particular cases which have been already pro-
vided for by a special or locI Act, or, what is the same thing, by ens-
ton. Havmig already giv-n its atientiou to the particular subject, aud
provided for it, the Legislature is reasonably presumei not to intend to
alter that special provision by a subsequent general enactment, unless
it manifests that intention in explicit language. It is, therefore, a
received maxim of statutory interpretation that generalia apecvilibus non
derogant. The general statute is read as silently excluding from its
operation the cases which have been provided for under the special
one."

Now, Sir, the boundaries of the Province of Ontario have
been provided for by the Corstitutional Act in the most
special and marked language, and the position I take-and
I have no doubt it is a sound position-is that a provision in
general language does not repeal the special provision of
that Act, but only applies to those general cases which are
not specially provided for by previous legislation. There
are a large number of examples which it was my intention
to read to the House, but as I have already occupied too
much time, I shall not do so. But those cases are exactly
in point as showing, beyond any question, that section three
of this Act gives no legal authority whatever for altering
the boundaries of Ontario. You can see of what vital
importance that principle of law is as applied to the facts of
this case. If Ontario had a defined legal boundary
at the time of Confederation, that boundary still romains
as it -was in virtue of the Imperial Act, and there is
no power in Canada which can alter the boundaries of the
Province of Ontario any more than of the Provinces of
Quebec, Nova Scotia, or New Brunswick. There are only
two courses to take. The one is to seek Imperial logisia-
tion, whioh unquestionably would have the right, on mot.
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rial from the Provinces of the Dominion, to alter the boun-
daries of those four original Provinces whose limits are
specially stipulated for in the British North America Act.
Bat-with respect to those Provinces, neither that Statute
nor any other provision of law that can be found affords
any authority which would justify the Privy Council of
Canada or the Parliamen t ofCanada in altering the boundaries
of any one of them. Then the reference to arbitrators, in
so far as it proposed to leave to them the finding of the
real boundary and the existing boundary, was all well
enough, but the proposal to leave to arbitrators
the finding of a conventional boundary, or the proposal
that this House should approve and ratify a boundary-
admittedly not the real but a convential boundary-is entirely
ultra vires, entirely out of the power of this Parliament.
If that matter is settled, it is a very good answor to make
to the Legislature of Ontario, and when that Legislature
expostulates against the neglect of this Parliament to take
action in this matter, we can reply that the award is a con-
ventional and not a real boundary, and that we have no
power to confirm that award. That ends the whole ques-
tion. It is to be borne in mind also that there is a very good
reason why the boundaries of the original Provinces should
be fixed in a constitutional manner. The various Provinces
of this Dominion have a vital interest in maintaining the
boundaries of the original Provinces in their entirety. Were
it otherwise, could a majority in Parliament alter the
boundaries of any Province, and aggrandize it to thediminu-
tio)n of any or all of the others, where would be the safety
of our system of Confederation. Will it be said,
forsooth, that with the consent of the particular Province
that is getting the increased territory, the Parliament of
Canada may do what it likes with the boundaries? I could
understand the claim that the boundaries of any Province
could be altered with the consent of those that sufer hy the
change, but it is argued that with the consent of Ontario,
Parliament may ratify an award which gives her a few
hundred thousand miles of additional territory. I can
understand there would not be much doubt about getting
the consent of the Province to be benefitted. I take it that
the meaning of section three is that the change may be made
with the consent of the particular Province that suffers by
iý, but not of the Province that is the gainer. This is not
purely an Ontario question. It is one in which the other
Provinces have a very large interest. Of course, under our
system the Province of Quebec is the pivot Province so
far as representation goes, the other Provinces having an
increased representation as their population increases
over that of Quebec; but not only Quebec, but
all the otber Provinces are interested in seeing that:
the great Province of Ontario, which we are all glad
to see great, powerful and wealthy, should not become
overpowering mi its greatness. Therefore it is not to be
wondered at that the hon. Prime Minister and his colleagues
hesitate, when the authority is, to say the least, so doubtful,
to confirm a conventional boundary which gives to Ontario
this great increase of territory. I say, then, if I am right
in my law, that there is only one way of increasing the,
boundaries of Ontario beyond the legal boundary as estab-
lished in 1774, and that is by Imperial legislation.
There are two or perbaps three ways of defining what is the
legal boundary, and of laying it down across the country
and on a map, and one of these would be by a reference to
the Supreme. Court, another by a reference to the Privy
Council, and another a reference to arbitrators. And I find
that the late Administration of which the member for
Lambton was Premier, did not give the power to
those arbitrators, in the Order in Couneil which
appointed them to fix a convenentional boundary. I
also find that that position is taken by the Province of
Ontario in their communication to the Privy Council. I can

erefore.asily udrtand yhe1 3aUYaernmunL ,id 1
>Irî lys.

not take immediate steps to bring about a ratification of a
award which had been made without any authority in the
reference to arbitration. The position which i take is this:that the late Administration, properly enough from that
point of view if it was to be referred to arbitrators at al,
empowered those men to determine what was the legalboundaiy, and nothing more, and these arbitrators takin
that as their authority went to work te flnd a conventional
boundary which began where no one ever dreamt of its
beginning, which ran where no one ever claimed it should
run, which ended at Hudson's Bay. Are the Dominion
Government and Parliament to be blamed for not immedi.
ately taking steps to confirm, ratify and give effeet to a
conventional boundary, when the arbitrators never were
asked or empowered to fix a conventional boundary, when
the Order in Conncil forbade their undertaking to do so?
I say, therefore, that the award is beyond the order of
reference, that it was ultra vires of the arbitrators, that the
award is illegal, that the matter was never left te them in
that way, that the late Government was right in never rati-
fying it, and the present Government has certainly not been
lacking in its duty in not taking any steps to confirm it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is aware that
the late Government had not the opportunity of dealing
with the question after the award was made.

Mr. IVES. I am quite aware of that; but I am also
aware that the hon. member for Lambton, when leading a
former Administration, had so little confidence in the
arbitrators he named, and had such good reason te believe
that his Minister of the Interior would act for Ontario
rather than for the Dominion, that he neyer took power
during two or three Sessions, or never gave power by
Statutory enactment to the arbitrators to go on and act for
the Dominion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. We held that such an Act was not
necessary; and the hon. member for Bothwell was not in
the Government for two years after the reference was
made.

Mr. IVES. The Province of Ontario thought it was
necessary, and some of the correspondence includes a com-
munication asking the Administration, or suggesting that
they had better pass such an Act; and it seems to me it
was only a proof of the hon. gentleman's prudence, fore-
sight and caution that he did not commit himself to any
action those arbitrators mizht take. What is the history
of this correspondence ? We find that it began uin 1871, and
that the Dominion Government, not the Government of
Ontario, were the first to urge tbe necessity of having this
boundary surveyed and settled. The Dominion Government
on July 17th, 1871, called attention te the necessity of
settling the true boundaries of Ontario, that is te say, the
legal boundaries. On the 28th July the Privy Conedl
adopted a report appointing E. E. Taché a Commissioner,
&c., te settle and determine the boundaries of Ontario and
survey the same, and appropriated the sum of $15,000 to
pay half the cost of the surveys; and the Ontario Govern-
ment, on their part, appointed the tion. Wm. McDougall as
Commissioner, to act with Mr. Taché, te settle the true
boundary line. 1n Januury, 1872, the Ontario Government, in
the mildest sort of way and in the most insinuating manner,
s' ggested that the Dominion Government should furnish
them with a copy of the instructions given Mr. Taché, and
such was furnished to Ontario; and thiey are very in
portant in this connection. The following is the paper in
question:

"Draft of Instructions to be given to the commissioner apPon',
act on behalf of the Dominion of Canada in the survey and Parovine
the Boundary Line between the North-West Territories andhted bytheof Ontario, in conjunction with a commissioner to be &PP
Goverument cf Oatarlo. to of

1. The boundary in question is clearly identical with theimi o

4h. Pevies. <asb.ee a.ording te 11h Gu.al., d'P
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a the 'Quebee Aet,' and is described in the said Act as follows, that tional boundary would be legal, and they suggest that a
Of th say: Having set forth the westerlyiporto ofthesouthernboundary Commission sitting bore would be botter than a reference to

4axiks of the Mississippi,' the description continues fron thence (i.e. the the Privy Counci4, but they do not refuse submission to the
Jlunction of the two rivers), and northward to the southern boundary Privy Council. The Dominion thon replied that the other
of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England Provinces have interestS to be considered in this matter, andtrading to Hudson Bay.,

r HaVing determined the precise longitude west of Greenwich of the that if a conventional boundary is agreed to, it would be
extreme point of land marking the junction of the north and east bauk8 unfair to the interests of thé other Provinces. lere the
resiectively of the said rivers, matter rested tilt the defeat of the Administration of the

" You wiIl proceed to ascertain and define the corresponding point of right hon. leader of the Government, and the incoming of
!ongitud'e or thip intersection of' the ineridiau passitig through the said riltbn edronh oenet n h noigo
J with the international boundary between Canada and the the Administration of the bon. member for Lambton. On

" nta hotes a ta Athe 12th November, 1874, the reference to the arbitrators
Looking, however, at te tracing enclosed, marked A, intended to was made by the Mackenzie Government, but that reference

the lnternation l boundary lu Lake wuperior. was to find the true boundary, and not a conventional
'4Presuming this to be the case, you will determine and locate the boundary. On the 3rd August, 1878, the award was made;

8aid teridian, the same being the westerly portion of the boundary in Ontario, in the meantime, baving passed legislation em-
ýuesIion, at such point on the northerly shore of the said lake as may r
Snearest t, the said international boundary, and front thence survey a powr g
mue due soutb to deep water, marking the same upon and across any having declined to introduce any such logislation. The

d all points or islands which may intervene, and from the point on conclusions to which I have arrived in applying the law to
tenMain shore foivnd as aforesaid draw and mark a Une due north to

the bouthern boundary of the Hudson Ray Territory before mentioned the facts are these : first, that Ontario had a legally pre-
TJhis will complete the survey of the westerly boundary Une sought scribed boundary at the time of the Confederation ; second,

to b established. that the western boundary was a lino due north from the
th. You will then proceed to trace out, survey and mark, eastwardly, ti the Ohiond Mis a ivr d e northen

aforemeutioned ' southern boundary of the territory granted to the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, and the northern
4e1hants Adventurers of England trading to the Hudson Bay.' boundary was the watershed dividig the waters flowing

wh This is well understood to be the height of land dividing the waters south Io the grent lakes, and the St. Lawrence from those
thich flow into the Hudgon Ray from those emptying into the valley of fowin north te the Hudson Ba third the British North

great lakes-and forming the northern boundary of Ontario-and .l g t
the same is to be traced and surveyed, following its varions windings America Act declared that the existing boundaries of
tilyou arrive at the angle therein between the Provineos of Ontario Ontario should continue to be the boundaries of Ontario;
and Qebec, as the latter is at present bounded-having accomplished fouth, that enactmont has net been repaled and cannot o,

'ch, the service will have been completed.
Your requisition for sncb assistance, scientific and otherwise, as except by the Imperial Parliament, and noither the Parha-

Y be necessary to enable you to determine the necessary longitude& ment of Canada nor the Privy Council of Canadacan legally
*'th Precision, and to effect the practical surveying operations in the accept any change of the boundaries of Ontario, as existingfd And fior snch inbtruments as m9y be, required, wîll recelve ue cmn-
iderationr at the time of Confederation ; fifth, the boundaries awarded

Further instructions relating to tha character of the boundary by t ho arbitrators are not the legal boundarios of. Ontario,
raeks to lie erecte,, and conveying other information which you will and were never claimed to be such until after the award waePrabably require will be duly sent you." made, and neither the Privy Council of Canadanor the
After these instructions had been received by the Ontario Parliament of Canada have any power to confirm that awrd

overnment, there seomed to bo a sudden change of mind or make the proposed boundaries the legal boundariès of
With regard to the advisability of settling the true Ontario; sixth, the difficulty can be settled only
bolndaries of Ontario; and the next thing we know is that by the legislative intervention of the' Mother Country,
Ontario notified the Dominion that they had instructed moved by joint addresses of this Parliament and
their Commissioner to take no further action under bis the different Legislatures, or by judicial docidion as' to
Commission. The Dominion thon asked the Government of what the legal boundaries are, and as this would settle the
Ontario to state their views as to' what was the legal difficulty, I am glad to see it is the course proposed by the
b0ldary. They complied with that request, and for the lion. member for Niagara in his resolution. Now, Sir, it
tre't tine proposed a conventional boundary. On page 9 of seems to, me, in conclusion, that if there is any fault to bee return is found the boundary which Ontario proposed, found with this proposed amendment, it is to be found by
and they proposed it in the most diplomatie language, and, the representatives of the other Provinces than Ontario. It
8 e say in legal proceedings, without waiver of objections. seems to me that if this proposition errs at ail, it erra by

T fllowing ie a description of the boundary proposed :- being partial to the great Province of Ontario. It is pro-

thTbe boundary line of Ontario is the international boundary fron posed that Ontario shall have the choice as between a refer-

e mouth of the Piirnon River, on Lake Superior, to a point of the ence to the Privy Council and a reference to the Supreoe
h e Of the Woods, where the boundary line would be intersected by a Court. It is proposed that that Province shal
bondlawn north fron the source of the Mississippi River; thence the have the choice as to whether that case shaHl be a

0"i"d4rY lirie o! Ontario reins north to the point o! in tersection o! thether bonar orunsen!th th e Bay Territories; thence the case made up by mutual consent between Ontario and the
to0 dary line of Ontario is the southern boundary of those Territories Dominion, or whether it shalt -be a case submtitted' by

thOint where that bouînlary would be intersected by a line drawn Her Majesty herself. Ontario bas not, I am sorryto say,
fom the head of Lake Temiscamingue," acted in the sane spirit. I cannot help ooni<ring the

4'd they say in the despatch which aceompanies this pro. resolutions which were passed on one of the last "r of the
ostion,0" that they do not see any other way except to Session of the Ontario Legisiature, with the language
tablish a conventional boundary to the north, and they of those resolutions, with the moderate and conciliatory

think the boundary thoy suggest ought to be accepted as the language which is used in the proposition now
Western boundary. On the 9th May, 1872, the Dominion before the Chair. In the one case there is even a
bP.ed that a conventional boundary would not be legal or threat of secession or rebellion, and, in the other case, there
aldng and would not settle the difficulty. They proposed is a proposition to leave the settlement of the matter with
ar eference te the Judicial Committee of the Privy Cotincil. the highest judicial tribunals bore or the highest judicial
YoU Will remark that that was on the 9th May, 1872, and tribunals in tise Empire, and to leave the territory and the

o will remark further that if that suggestion had been right of parties in statu quo until that decision can be
doptod, the matter wotuld have been settled years ago, and obtained. What, I ask, could be fairer ? What could be

We shotld not have been diseussing the Ontario boundary more partial to the great Province of Ontario than this pro-
question to-day. Ontario thon called attention te the position ? They say they propose to protect their interests
Iperial Act which I have referred te, chapter 28 of the rom spoliation. But who bas attempted spoliation? The
S ug ef'i871, and argned that under that Act a conven. Governmont of the right hon. leader has alwaysbeenoppôsed
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to a conventional boundary, bas always urged that a con- the lakes from Hudson's Bay, the country was taken b-
ventional boundary would be illegal, bas always contended surprise. The contention was wholly at variance With
that the only way to settle this question was to get a judi- that put forward by the right bon. gentleman and
cial determination of what are the legal existing boundaries. his colleagues not long before. If the line taken
These were his views before bis defeat in 1873, and these was not the subject of a great deal of controvers
have been his views since his accession to office in 1878. But it was because the people of Canada bad, from the begin.
because the Province of Ontario, by some reason or other, ning, been led by merchants, by traders, by newspapers
have obtained a larger portion of territory than, according to and by public men of every sbade of political opinion to,
my view, they are entitled to, they are of course in a great believe that the Hudson's Bay Company were trespassers
hurry to have that boundary confirmed, to have that territory in the North-West, and in the whole interior country, and
conceded to them; but I think it would be at least fair to were at best possessed of but a doubtful title in the vicinity
the other Provinces that the people of Ontario sbould defer of Hudson's Bay. And the public ofèOntario had nodoubt,
their rebellion, should defer their civil war till the highest and could have none, as to the conclusions which must ulti-
courts in the countrv, at least, should have an opportunity mately be reached. It is true that the highest court of
of declaring upon this matter, particularly as long as the Quebec had, at one time, decided that the boundary of
Dominion proposes that the rights in the territory, to the Ontario upon the west, was a meridional line drawn due
timber limits and the laws should remain in statu quo till north from the junction of the Ohio with the Mississippi;
the matter is settled. I am sorry to see a disposition but it did so with a view of upholding its jurisdiction in a
evinced in the Province of Ontario, in the Legis- case which was before it. The purpose of the Act was
lature of Ontario, to make what I must suppose political wholly l 6st sight of. The true grammatical construction
capital out of this question, to raise a sectional cry, to of the section of the Act under co, sideration, was wholv,
attempt to obtain a sectional advantage by making the most overlooked, both by counsel and by the court. It can be
of that cry. Sir, I have only to look to the history of our conclusively established, by surrounding circumstances, as
neighbors in the south, to see what fatal results may follow well as by a careful examination of the Act itself, that, if
from indulging in a course like that. We there saw from that Act is still to be regarded as marking the limits of
year to year an agitation, with respect to the question of Ontario, it extends the boundaries westward, at least as far
slavery, an agitation which was kept up for the mere pur- as the meridian of Lake Itasca, the source of the Mississippi,
pose of obtaining advantages at elections, and it resulted in that if the word " northward, " as used in the tirst section
a war which devastated that country, which caused the of the Act, applies to the direction of the countries, terri-
expenditure of millions of money, and the loss of thousands tories and islands from the boundary on the south, tben the
of lives. Sir, that is the very course the Legislature of têrritories of the Hudson's Bay Company, make the north-
Ontario proposes to adopt, to bring about a settlement of ern boundary. But if it applies to the northern deflection of
this question. They do not propose to leave this matter to the southern boundary as a limitary line ou the west. ten
the settlement of the Courts. They stand by their bond , there is no boundary given to Ontario on the north, and we
and they demand their pound of flesh. They say: "We have are left to seek for a northern boundary from some other
got an award ; you agreed to an award." It is true it is only sources, and the present Province of Quebec would still re-
the Privy Council that agreed to it; it is true the Privy tain as its northern boundary the line drawn by the procla-
Council only agreed to an award which should find the true mation of October, 1763. It is well known to every one
boundaries; it is true the arbitrators went beyond their who bas studied the history of the fur trade, that
power. It is true they. found a conventional boundary; it the whole country from Lake Superior to the
is true that that award is illegal; it. is true the Parliament Rocky Mountains, as far north as Lake
of Canada has no power to ratify that award, but we have Athabaska, and eastward in close proximity to Iludson's
got the bond, we have got the award, we have got the power Bay, was occupied and held by France from the time that
and we mean to keep up the agitation, and we mean to she first took possession, down to t' e surrender of Canada
obtain all that award bas given us. I think that the better by the Treaty of Paris ; that after the cession of Canada to
sense of the people of the great Province of Ontario will Great Britain the country was, for several years, occupied
concur in the principles of this resolution, will concur in the by numerous fur traders, from Montreal, from Albany, and
view of the right hon. leader of the Government, that it is from Illinois; that after the United States had acquired
better to keep cool, that it is better not to get excited, that it their independence, this trade was carried on by merchants
is l:etter not to take up arms at the présent moment, but to of London and of Montreal. That they ultimatelY
make one further effort to have this matter settled by a formed themselves into a single company; that they had
tribunal which shall have the confidence of all parties. I in their employinent about two thousand voyageurs and
believe that the resolution offers the only reasonable course traders, who were scattered over thisimmenseregion ; thatit
that cau be taken, and I shall support it with very great was not until the beginning of this century that the ludsonls

pleasure. Bay Company ventured away from the shores of thedson
Mr. MILLS. It is not my intention to undertake and began to set up a claim to the whole basin of Hludson'5

to combat the observations made by the hon. Bay. I shall undertake to show you that the Government

member for Niagara in relation to myself. I of Canada, having cognizance of these facts, disputed the
do not think it is necessary to enter into any defence of pretensions of the Hudson's Bay Company, not on lyt ta
my conduct in becoming a Minister of the Crown after large section of country north of the watershed, but te
baving been an agent of the Government of Ontario, in the whole North-West Territories. I shall endeavor to

preparing a case in their behalf. I think I need not before make it clear that the Crown did not possess the territories
this House.enter into any discussion of that subject, espe- professedly granted to the Hudson's Bay Companyut tle
cially when we have one so important as that submitted in time the charter was given ; that it was by the due dili
this particular resolution. The subject is one of very great gence of the Company that the Crown expected to acqil'e
interest to the people of Ontario, not only those opposed to the sovereignty of the country; and that the soverdIgntye
the present Government, but to people of every shade of the Crown and the property of the Company dceife
political opinion throughout the Province of Ontario. When entirely upon the activity and enterprise of the 0om es or
the Prime Minister announced, in 1872, that the boundary exercising authority and dominion over the territoriestfor
of Ontario on the west was to be determined by a line drawn mally granted. I will undertake to show yeu that Dot Ofti
due north from the junction of the Ohio and the Mississippi was there no conveyance of the country whichhwati eu the
Rivers, ánd on the north by the watersbed which separates possession of any other Christian Prince at the time the

Mr. IvEs.
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charter was given, but there could be no valid exclusion of hon. gentleman declared their determination to acquire not

France, or of any other country, from the unoccupied terri- only the territories hitherto claimed as a part of Upper
tories of North America by this grant. I shall endeavor Canada, but those formally granted to the Hudson's Bay
10 show you that by the charter the Crown pro- Company in the vicinity of the Bay; and so little value did

iêssed to grant a title in fee simple to one portion he place upon the titie of the Company that he invited the
of the country in the vicinity of the Bay. That Government of the United Kingdom to transfer the whole
it professed to grant an exclusive right of trade country to Canada, leaving the Hudson's Bay Company the
over another portion of the country of which no title Lo the privilege of upholding their rights, if they had any, not
soil was given. I shall undertake to show you, that the before the Judicial Committee but in the Canadian courts of
claim to the whole*basin of Hudson's Bay, is a modern law. The right hon. gentleman knew that the Çompany
claim; and that before the Treaty of Utrecht, the treaty were a proprietary Government; that by their charter thoy
upon which the rights of the Hudson's Bay Company are had professedly conferred upon them the power to govern
wholly dependent, they made no claim to any territory the country; and that the Crown had not the power to do
south of the fifty-first parallel. I will undertake to show what he wanted to have done, in the manner he proposed.
that in appointing arbitrators to ascertain and determine The right hon. gentleman said, in defence of his policy:
the boundaries of Ontario, when those boundaries were con- "That we wished to take possession of this territory, and would
tested by the Government of Canada, the Crown acted undertake to legislate for it and to govern it, leaving the Uu1son's Bay
within its authority; that it was properly advised; that an Company no right, except the right of asserting their title in the best
award was properly made; that Ontario did not receive by 3rthey could in courts of competent jurisdiction. And wbat would
S award a arper ymae; t of ario ante enieytheirtitle be worth the moment it was known that the country belonged
that award a larger extent of territory than she was entitled to Canada, and that the Canadian Government and Canauian courts
to; and that that award ought to be affirmed and acted had jurisdiction there, and that the chief protection of the Hudson Bay
u>on as setting forth the true limits of the Province of Company, and the value of their property, namely, their exclusive

. right of trading in those regions, was gone forever ? The Company
Ontario. The Government have said, in a recent communi- would only be too glad that the country should be handed over to
cation to the Government of Ontario, that the territory bas Canada, and would be ready to enter into any reasonable arrangement.

been aequired on behalf of Canada from the Hudson's Bay The value of the Company's interest would be determined by the value
a m of their stock; and what would that be worth when the whole country

Company. That is a misstatement of the case. Canada belonged to Canada?"
has always disputed the claims of the fHudson's Bay Con-
pany, not only to the lands now in question, but to the The right hon. gentleman proposed to deal with the rights
whole North-West country. When the North-West Com- of the Hudson's Bay Company, whatever they were, as ho
pany amalgamated with the Hndson's Bay, the disputed now undertakes to deal with the rights of Ontario. I do
territories lying far beyond the bounds of settlement, not know whether the right hon. gentleman expected to
ceased for a time to be the subject of controversy, succeed in the course he had marked Qut for his Govern-
biut it was not because the pretentions of the Hudson's Iay ment. He was informed that the Crown had not the power
Company were admitted to be well founded, but only because ta do what he proposed, but he certainly did succeed in
the Province had no present interest in actively enforcing incurring the ill-will of the Company's agents, as well as of
its claim against the Company. As early as 1857, an the settlers, in the North-West. He succeeded in stirring
elaborate report was made by an hon. member of the Gov- up a rebellion, which cost the country more than a million
ernment, of which the present hon. Prime Minister was the of dollars, and which bas impeded the progress of the country
Premier, in which the right of the Hudson's Bay Company ever since. The right of the Hudson's Bay Company, to the
to the territories in question was disputed, and the claims whole country, was energetically denied by his colleagues;
of Canada, on behali of the present Province of Ontario, was and if compensation was granted to the Conpany it was in
asserted over the whole country to the Pacific Ocean. The order to avoid protracted litigation, and not because it was
Colonial Secretary informed the Government of Canada that supposed they had any claim beyond their property in their
an enquiry was to be made by a Committee of the House of farms and posts which could be successfully upheld in a court
Commons into the affairs of the Company, and into their of law. So far was the right hon. gentleman from recogni-
laims to the North-West, and that Canada might desire to zing any title in the Hudson's Bay Company, that, in Jan-

be represented before that Committee. The Colonial uary, 1869, two of bis colleagues who had gone to England
Secretary would not have given such an invitation had he for the purpose of securing a transfer of Rupert's Land and
not known that the people of Canada had long before dis- the Indian Territories to Canada, informed Earl Granville
puted the claims of the Hudson's Bay Company to the that:
country. The Government acted upon this invitation, and c" The boundaries of Upper Canada on the north and west were
Chief Justice Draper was sent to represent Canada before a declared, under the Constitutional Act of 1791, to include ail the
Comnmittee Of the louse of Commons. He informed the territory to the westward and southward of the boundary line of

r hght gtb ndson's Bay to the utmost extent of the country, commonly called ort gentleman and his colleagues that it was known by the name of Canada. Whatever doubt may exist as to thedesirable to have a decision of the Judicial Committee utmost extent of Old or French Canada, no impartial investigator of the
of the Privy Council as to the western limit of the Pro- evidence, in the case, can doubt that it extended to and included the
vinlceof country between Lake of the Woods and Red River. The Governmentand f Canada, as well as of the northern boundary; of Canada, therefore, does not admit, but, on the contrary, denies, anda'd that he confidently hoped a decision would give to has always denied the pretentions of the Hudson's Bay Company to any
Canada a clear right west to the line of the Mississippi, and right of soil beyond that of squatters in the territory through which the
a considerable distance north of the watershed. ln fact, roadcomplained of is being constructed."
Chiet Justice Draper, who was a most able judge-and con- This shows very clearly that the right hon, gentleman and

consid te form a correct conclusion -after a very careful his colleagues, down to the time the country was surrendered
thenboeratio n Of the subject, intimated as bis view, that to Canada, claimed it as a part of the Province of Ontario;
shboundaries Of Ontario were those which the arbitrators and that when compensation was granted to the Hudson'sSubsequently declared them to be by their award. In 1865, Bay Company, it was not granted to them because they had
a me ber of the Government, of which the right hon. gentle- any proprietary rights in the disputed territories, but in
ed tnwas the leader in the Legislative Assembly, still claim- order to get immediate possession of the country. But
ed the country as a part of Upper Canada, and ouly agreed what I have said does not apply to the territory south of
te eornpensatioi to avoid the mischiefs of delay consequent 1 the watershed and west of Prince Arthur's Landing. TheuPri a protracted suit before the Judiial Committee of the Hudson's Bay Company never made any claim to that?,riV'y cotmcte utbfreteJdcalCm itecfteIusns-a opn1nvrmd nydi eta
Viceouncil.When the Federal Union of the four Pro- country, and it bas been uniformly dealt with as a part of

wa .cosumnnaated, the Government of the right 1 the Province of Ontario. As early as 1856 the Government
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negotiated with the Indians for the surrender of the country mittee of the Privy Council proceeded otherwise than -
westward of Thunder Bay, as far as the source of the advice.
Pigeon River; and before the Federal union of the Provinces Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Committeeotno fewer than 35,000 acres of the territories so surrendered Privy Council is expressly declared to be a Court of cf thehad been patented to private parties. When representation Pr all clis andell clad tons. If ppeal
was given to the Algoma District it was included in that for ail eclesiastical and ail colonial questions. if theQueen

dsrciand the hon. member for Algoma dlaims to repre- Passes an Order in Council which is a mere form, the hn
district, gentleman says it ia but a matter of advice. It is by
although, if I understandh is present viewstupon the ques- unanous, a decisions in apeal should be there enght
tion, he bas no business bere as a representative from b .a . .i PP . , ought
Ontario. As late as April, 1872, I find the hon. First Min- to be no dissenting voice.

ister sending accounts to the Government of Ontario for Mr. MILLS. I am not going to discuss the question as
cash advances made for the erection of court-houses, and to what ought or ought not to be the custom of Courts of
for the maintenance of a police force beyond what, he says, Appeal. I am dealing with facts as they are. I stated
are the limits of the Province. He bas also presented ac- that the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council cannot
counts for the amount due the Indians under the Robinson do more than advise the Queen. They may posses
Treaty, althougb he holds that the territory does not some of the powers of a court, but they are still as
belong to Ontario, for which be is dema.nding from it the they were from the beginning, a Council of State.
amount promised the Indians for its surrender. In the ninti Thbe Judicial Committee does not render judgments; it
and tenth paragraphs of the despatch sent to the Lieutenant- gives advice. You do not know what the views of the
Governor of Ontario, on the 27th of Jauuary last, the individual mombers of that body are. They hear arguments,
Secretary of State says: they deliberate in secret. But because its members con.

stitute a Council, and not a court, there are no dissentient
SHis Excellency's advisers are of opinion that, in advance of Parlia-

mentary sanction, it was not only highly inexpedient, but transcended pio .
the power of the Government of the day, to refer to arbitration the of the whole Council. And, were it necessary, it could be
ueaion of the extent of the North-West Territories acquired by the shown that the settlement of political boundaries have
ominion by purchase from the Hudson's Bay Company. That territory always been regarded as acts of State belonging to the

had been acquired on behalf of, and was, in fact, held for all the Pro- .
vinces comprised in the Dominion, and the extent of it was a question political Department of Government, and not as judgments
in regard, to which, if a dispute arose, only Parliament oould have ab- falling within the cognizance of the Courts. The first part
solved the Government of the day from the duty of seeking an authori- of this paragraph is equally untenable, and it is all the more
tative determination by the legal tribunals of the country." re arble, comingtfrom a nFir t i ail he mode

remarkable, coming from a First Minister, who bas mpde it

I deny the doctrine laid down in both these propositions. I a point, all his public life, to act upon a wholly' different

will allude to the second proposition first, and I will say rule. The hon. gentleman was a party to a treaty whiclh
that, as to the question of the extent of the North-West Ter- ceded t) the United States a right to naivigate tih St.

ritories, and the fact that they are the common property of Lawrenco River, and who abandoned the right to n:sigate
the Dominion does not limit the authority of the Crown some of the rivers upon the north-west coast, and consented
with regard to their boundaries any more than it is limited to the restriction of our rights in the naviation of others,
in dealing with the Provinces-if there is a difference it is without the prior sanction, or the subsequent confirmation
in favor of a Province-and the right hon. gentleman of either the Parliament of this country or the Parliament
as First Minister did not fail to deal absolutely and finally of the United Kingdom. It is well known to the IIouse

with the disputed boundary of a Province, without the prior that.the boundaries between British Columbia and Washing-
sanction or subsequent ratification of Parliament. The bon. ton Territory, as laid down by the Washington Teaty of
gentleman knows that, in referring a boundary question to1 1846, were in dispute. The First Minister was a party to
the Judicial Committee, he is asking for a decision not frio referring the question, not to <minent jursts, but to a

a Court but from a Council of State. ,powerfIl potentate, who was authorized Io give an absolate
decision by which this country waý bound. lie did not

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Is it net a Court cf then seek Parliamentary authority or Parliamentary abso-
Appeal? lution for himself or his government. So far was he frol

Mr. MILLS. It is governed by legal principles, but it is referring the article in the Treaty of Oregon to the Enperor
a Council of State and not a Court of Appeal. If the hon, of Germany for judicial construction, that he was a
gentleman will look at Mr. Finlayson's book on this subject, 1 party to an agreement which prevented the ques-
he will find that very fully discussed, but whether it is so or tion comin'g before the Emperor on its meits,
net, it proceeds, on ail questions of disputed boundaries, as !He was never asked where the provisions cf that

a Council of State, and the hon. gentleman will find, in the treaty required the boundary line to be drawn. Whether

cases of the disputed boundaries cf New Hampshire, Rhode it was because the Emperor was not a jurist, and was no
Island, Massachusetts, and the Plymouth Colony, that these considered competent to construe tho treaty, I cannot sa

questions were considered, not by any Court, but by the but I can ay, he was not permitted to do so. lie was toid

ing in Council. that the English contended- that the boundary between

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At that time there was t Vancouver Islandand thetMainland should he diawt
no such thing as a Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. through ee chanunel, andthe Hnited States held that itshould lie drawn Ibreugli another. _1He was asked to decidol

Mr. MILLS. Exactly so. But the function of the King, which of these two best comports with the provisions f
in this particular, has never been changed. I remember thé treaty. The Emperor decided in favor of the Ameor-

very well the one case that I mentioned, the New Hamp- can view, but we know that, had he been free to have
shire case, the claim of Captain Mason. The Chief Justice down the boundary under the treaty, ho would have fol'
of the Common Pleas and the Chief Justice of the Queen's lowed neither of those channels; he would have takelià
Fench, as members of the Council, gave advice precisely as line between them, which would have left the dispute<
tihe Judicial Committee of the Privy Council do now. hey island a Canadian possession. The right hou. gentof th
entered into an elaborate discussion and proceeded upon by his statesmanship, made San Juan a possessionOflh
judicial principles, but still they sat as a Council of State and United States. In fact, the Island of San Juan, wBitch
çoneluded by advice and not by a judgment. Will the hon. the opinion of the German Emperor, was a part o
entleman mention any çase in which the Judicial Com- Columbia, by tIhe Treaty Qf 18,46, was madeapart
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tlnited States, by the Treaty of 1871. We know that in
everything which specially concerned Canada, the other
British Commissioners deferred to the wishes-they follow-
ed the lead of the right hon. gentleman. Will the Pirst
Minister contend, that the Crown may enter into arrange-
ments and compacts by which a British possession may be
lost-by which it may be transferred to a foreign State by
which it may be dismembered, without the permission of
Parliament, but that it would be unconstitutional, that it
would be beyoud the power of the Crown to ascertain and
determine the boundary between two Provinces of Iler
Majesty's dominions, without first having obtained the ap-
proval of Parliament to such a line of executive action ? I
will undertake to show that the late Government did n ot
transcend its authority when it referred the question of the
disputed boundaries to arbitration. The Secretary of State
suggests, in his despatch to the Lieutenant-Governor of On-
tario, that there was a conventional boundary formed by the
arbitrators. Now, there is not a shadow of authority for
such a suggestion; neither in the Orders in Council nor in
the correspondence between the two Governments, nor in
the case stated by each, nor in the arguments by counsel,
nor in the award of the arbitrators, is there any other
boundaries sought for or spoken of than the legal limitary
lines which separate upon the north and on the west the
outlying territories of Canada from the Province of Ontario.
The question put in issue by the case of each party, the
question argued by the counsel, the question upon which
the arbitrators gave a decision, was this one,-where are
the legat boundaries of the Province of Ontario upon the
north and on the west ? They said that the boundary line
of Hudsmn's Bay mentioned in the proclamation of 1791
meant the shore of Hudson's Bay, and the law officers of
the Crown of England had belore said the saie thing. They
were of opinion that the Act of 1774 made the Misissippi
the boundary of the Province of Quebec in the west as far
as the Mississippi River extended, and Lord Camden, Lord
Thurlow, Lord Loughborough, in England, and Chief
Justice Draper, here, had also held the sane view. In
starting from the North-west Angle to draw the western
boundary, they started from a point to which the Iner-
national boundary of Upper Canada had before been set out
in the Governor's Commission. Had the source of the
Mis'sSippi been further west the boundary wou bive
been, no doubt, carried lurther westward ; but the source
of the Mississippi and the North-west Angle are so nearly
upon the saine meridian, that they may be taken as
identical, according to the legtal maxim, that "the law doos
not take notice of trifles." I shall in this connection refer
to two classes of cases which involve the same principle as
the action which the Government here contest. The first
of these classes may be held to assert with much greater
emphasis, than the action of the late Government in thisCae, the right of the Executive to deal with all such questions, limited only by the responsibility of Ministers toParlianent. Blackstone lays down the proposition that theSovereign alone deals with other powers and that there ean
p no doubt, that at the conclusion of a war, the consent ofParliament is not necessary to enable the Crown to alienate

Iriish territory to a foreign State. Whether it has powerte alienate territory in time of peace, has been a debatedquestion but it is, I think, now generally conceded that where
be ildominion is the Cown, where the territory bas
poe 1n acquired by conquest or by cession, the Crown bas
Parer to cede without either the permission or sanction oftatliament. It has beena argued by Mr. Forsyth and others,
thet Where the Parliament bas extended its authority over
LOgisla nios of the Crown, and also where Provincial
havin tu a have been created, that the Crown, no longer
hwvi sfult dominion, has not the power of cession. This I
be diow you is not in accordance with usage; and it williacu1 onl any congLiti4tonal Mtooq, to maintain that

the Crown possessed, for the purpose of negotiating peace,
powers, which, at any other time, would be held to be an en-
croachment upon the authority of Parliament. The Judicial
Committee seemed to favor the views of those who contended
that the power of the Crown in th!s particular was unlimited
except perhaps with regard to those districts or colonies
in which representative Government was established.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The power of the Crown
is paramount.

Mr. MILLS. I do not know that the powers of the
Crown paramount are at all different so far as this question
is concerned from the powers of the Crown in other re-
spects. Where the Crown has full dominion, as it is called,
there can be no question as to its right to cede a territory.
There are numerous instances of the exercise of this power.
But even where the power of the Crown is limited by the
intervention of the Imperial Parliament, or the creation of
a Local Legislature, there are many instances where the
Crown has undertaken to deal with a territory, and where
it has ceded -it and altered boundaries without the prior
sanction or subsequent ratification of Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Does the hon. gentleman
mean to say that the Crown, on the advice of the Canadian
Ministry, could give the Manitoulin Islands to the United
States ?

Mr. MILLS. I am not arguing that question; but I shall
answer the right honorable gentleman by-and-bye.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Crown paramount
could do it, but the Canadian Crown could not do it.

Mr. MILLS. I am not now discussing what ought to
bc, lit what is the prerogativo of the Crown in this par-
ticular. T bere is no doubt a sîrong tendenny in our own
day to restrain the prerogatives of the Crown by holding
Ministers more strictly responsible for their exercise. Par-
liament is more active and more interested in the work of
Administration than formerly. Behind it and outside of
it there is the 'great power of public opinion which
widl not permit it to remain an indifferent spectator of A d-
ministrative Acts in which the public are deeply interested.
Parliament may insist upon being consulted with regard to
any negotiations with a foreign State. It may insist
upon coitroli alt negotiaions. It may insist upon l
matiers bcing submitted to it before they are fiûally ratified.
1 t iay do this because it is the supremo authority in the
State; and if it did so no Ministry would be likely to disre-
gard its mandates. But it has not hitherto in such matters
asserted its supreme authority. This has not, heretofore,
been the practice. It is not the practice now. Parliament
has left the administration of the public business to the
Executive just as it has left the interpretation ofthe law to
the courts. The negotiations with the North American
Colonies are, in fact, no exception. When the Crown was
about to make peace with the North American Colonies, it
sought the authority of Parliament, but it did so because an
Act had been passed expressly forbidding negotiations.
There were also numerous Acts whiDh extended to the North
American Colonies forbidding their trade with foreign
States. A statute of Charles I. expressly denied that the
Crown had a dispensing power. Parliament legislated in
that case, to vest in the King power to repeal and make
void Acts of Parliament relating to America. The Crown
could not recognize the independence ofAmerica without an
immense cession of territory, yet the Act which conferred
upon the King power to negotiate did not confer upon him
power to cede any territories, much less other portions of his
dominions. He, nevertheless, did cede the old colonies, as
well as other portions, without the sanction of Parliament.
Let me invite your attention briefly to what the Crown lias
done. Dunkirk was sold by Chairles II. to the King of
Franoe without the sanotion of ParIament, Parliament
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when the fact became known, impeached Lord Clarendon
who was held responsible as the King's principal adviser
but it did not question the validity of the act. By the
Treaty of Breda in 1667, and by the Treaty of Ryswick in
1697, cessions and retrocessions were made by the Crown
without the sanction of Parliament. ln 1683 the Island of
Tangiers was abandoned by the Crown in time of peace.
The Island of Minorca was ceded to Great Britain by the
Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713. It remained a British pos-
session until 1783, when, by the Freaty of Versailles, it was,
without the authority of Parliament, ceded to the King of
Spain. The Island of Tobago was ceded to the Crown of
Great Britain by the Treaty of Paris. It remained a
British possession for twenty years, when, by the Tre aty of
Versailles, it was ceded to the Çrown of France without
the sanction of Parliament, the only stipulation being that
the King of France should respect and maintain the titles of
British subjects to their property within the lsland. In 1763,
both East and West Florida were ceded by Spain to the King
of England. and were, in 1783, retroceded to the King of
Spain, for which no Parliamentary sanction was sought.
By the Troaty of 1763 the King of France ceded
Canada with its dependencies to the King of England.
In 1774, the whole of the country to the Mississippi River
was brought under the control of Parliament, and a Consti-
tution was given to the population by Parliament itself; and
yet, in 1783, the King, without the authority of Parliament,
ceded a large portion of the Province to the Republic of the
United States. While the Floridas were in the possession of
the King of England, he established in each a Colonial
Government. British subjects were encouraged to settle in
East Florida. The Colonization of the Interior of the Con-
tinent was prohibited, the better to encourage this object.
It was this fact mainly, that induced Lord Loughborough to
question the authority of the Crown to transfer the Floridas
to Spain. He was answered by Lord Thurlow. I shall
refer to this subject agan at a later period. In 1824, the
King of the Netherlands ceded to the King of Great
Britain all his establishments in India, anì the Town and
Fort of Malacca and its dependencies, and His Britannie
Majesty in turn ceded to the King of Netherlands Fort
Marlborough, Bencoolon, and all the English possessions in
the Island of Sumatra, The cession by the Crown was
tacitly admitted by 'arliarnent. The treaty was recog-
nized as valied by (George IV., chap. 85), by which Singa-
pore, one of the possessions ceded by the Dutch, was
transferred to the East India Company. I will now
refer to the South African case. In 1836, the
Dutch Boers of Cape Colony were dissatisfied
with the mode of compensation adopted under.
the Act of Emancipation. They believed the compensation
provided was quite inadequate, but they were disposed to
submit. But when the Government provided that payment
should be made in London only, and when the population
found themselves obliged to sell their claims to brokers at
the Cape for a mere fraction of the ainount awarded them,
they became greatly dissatisfied. Many were so exasperated
that they were resolvéd to expatriate themselves from Cape
Colony. They took with them their personal property, and
retired into the interior beyond the Drakenburgh Mountains,
so as to get beyond the limits of the British possessions,
They settled in the valley of the Orange River and in
Natal. They occupied Natal with a view to opening
up a trade with Holland, and with other countries
on the continent of Europe. The British at once took

ssession of the Natal coast to control their trade. The
ers resisted, were defeated, and were driven back into

the Orange River country. There could be no question but
that the orange River country was beyond the limit of the
Queen's dominions. The Government of Cape Colony had,
from time to time entered into treaties with Griqua Chiefs,
who resided at Orange River, to proteot the northern frontier

gr. MILLe,

, of the colony against invasion. When Sir
, Smith, in 1847, went out as Governor to the Cape

he informed Earl Grey, the Colonial Secretary, thatboth the Boers and natives desired that British
rule should be established over them. le intimated that

f bis position at the Cape was like that of many of the Gov.
ernors who had gone out to India resolved not to further
extend the British dominions; but who had ended by

- greatly enlarging the borders of the Indian Empire. His
own view, he said, bad been against the extension of the

f British dominions in South Africa;. but he found its exten.
f sion demanded both by Duteh and natives, and he recom.

mended the Colonial Secretary to annex the Orange River
country to the possessions of the Crown. The Earl Grey
acied, contrary to his own judgment, but in deference to the
earnest representations of Sir Harry Smith, and advised the
Queen to assume the sovereignty of that country It was
soon manifest that the Colonial Secretary had been misled.
Lord Grey quitted office before any change of policy could
take place, but he left on record his opinion that the Crown
should abandon the sovereignty of that country. He sent
out Mrjor Hogg and Mr. Owen as Commissioners to report
upon the subject. and he awaited their report in order the
better to accomplish bis purpose. Sir John Pakington suc-
ceeded him. He concurred in the views of Lord Grey, but
deferred action until the report of the Commissioners should
be received, which was not done before he quitted office.
The Duke of Newcastle was the next Colonial Minister.
lHolding the same views as his predecessors, lie advised the
abandonment of the Orange River country. He took the
advice of the law offleers of the Crown, as to the
proper method of giving effect to this policy. The views
of the legal advisers of the Crown are indicated by the
course taken. The letters patent, which were issued under
the Great Seal in March, 1851, constituLing the Orange
River cauntry a distinct Government, were revoked by
other letters patent, and ler Majesty, by Order in Council,
approved of a proclamation which

"Declared, and made known the abandonment and renunciation of
Her dominion and sovereignty over the Orange River country, and
over the inhabitants thereo.'

The question which presented itself for discussion in the
two Ilonses of Parliament was, whether the Crown had the
power to divest itself of the sovereignty of the country,
once that Sovereignty had been assumed ? It was admitted
by all that the Crown might give up places of arins, mili-
tary forts and trophies of war, such as Calais, Dunkirk and
Tangiers ; but it was denied, by Mr. Adderly and others,
that this could be done with an ordinary possession of the
Crown. It was argued that if the Crown could transfer its
possessions to a foreign power, it could release parties of
their allegiance, it could convert its subjects into an alien
population. The Duke of Newcastle, in a despatch to Sir
James Clark, the then Governor of Cape Colony, expresslY
denied that the withdrawal of the sovereignty of Her Majesty
from the couutry at all affected the allegiance of those who
were by birth fHer Majesty's subjects. The law officers who
ad vised the Crown at the time were Sir Alexander Cockburn
and Sir Richard Bethell. The Attorney General said that
Colonies acquired by conquest or by cession were subject to
the absolute and undisputed sovereignty of the Crowl, and
those who settled in such possessions did not acquire any
right to take with them the laws and institutions of Ecg
land, and the Crown could cede or abandon such possessions.
without the sanction of Parliament. With respect to terr-
tories acquired by occupancy considerable difference O
opinion existed as to whether the Crown had the power Of
getting rid of those territories otherwise than by an Act Of
the Legislature. Much might be said on both sidesbutaet
was not necessary to enter on the question in the case d-
the Orange River Territory, because the mode of proceed-

ing in that oase rested, not upon the priDOiple Whih re5
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lated territory by occupancy, but upon those principles which Lord Cairns seemed to dissent during the argument
which regulated territory acquired by éonquest. Sir Harry of the Indian appeal case to which 1 have already adverted.
Smith proclaimed the sovereignty ofthe British Crown over Lord Thurlow answercd Lord Loughborough, and his thun-

the country which the Boers occupied. They resisted his dering tones and impressive mariner produced snob an effeet
authority. They were subjugated. «The Crown, without on the buse of Lords at the time that he was long suppos-

the intervention of Parliament, established its authority, ed to have effectually settled the point against bis antago-
and finding that it had been misled and deceived, as to the Tiits. He said:

wisbes of the Boer population, abandoned the sovereignty "The noble and learned Lord hadthought proper to aliege, that the
over the country without the intervention of Parliament. royal prerogative does not warrant the alienation by a treaty of t>ace,
Sir Alexander Cockburn said that the legal proposition of territories which were under the aliegiance of the Crown of England

npon which they had proceeded was this, that what If this doctrine betrue, I must ackuowledge iiy e11 strangelyignorantof
-the constitution of rny country. Till the present day of noveity and

the Crown had acquired by cession or by con- miracle I neyer heard of suc a doctrine. I apprehend, however, that
quest, and over which it still retained full dominion, it the noble and iearned Lord has thrown down the gauntlet on this occa-

could deal with without the intervention or co-operation of sion more from krigh-errantrv than patriotisn, and that he was more

Parliament. In the same discussion Sir Frederick Thessiger, inclined to show the House what powers of declatnationparliment.he posseses in support of hypothptical propositions than aniious
a distinguished lawyer, said he would not offer an opinion gravely to examine a power wisely lodged in the Orown, the utiiity,
upon the general question as to how far the Crown could con- much less the existence, of which'has neyer hitherto been questioned.

stitutionally dispossess itself of any of its dominions without One would have thought that when a grpat, experienced, and justly
eminent lawyer hazarded an opinion respecting a most important point

the assent of Parliament. He admitted the question was one relating to the Constitution of this country, he would decm it fit to pro-
of very great difficulty. Lord Loughborough had expressed duce proofs from our legai and historicai records, or at ieast that he
an opinion one way and Lord Thurlow another; but Le ad- would attempt to show that the common opinion ani consent of Eng-

lishmen went with then but instead of th>s the noble and iearned Lord
mitted that in the case before ihom it was not essential that esorts to the lucubrations and fancies of féreigu writprs, and gravely
the sanction of Parlirment should be had in order to give refers your Lordships to Swiss authors for an explanation ofthe prerog-
validity to the abandon ment. Mr. Phillimore, a very high atives. For my own part, 1 at once rejeet the anîhority of ail f>reigners

un sncb a subject; however fuit of ingenuity Mr. Vatteli and Mr. Piff-
authority, expressed strongly the opinion that the Crown had endort may be on the iaw of nations, which caunot be fired by auy pei-
clearly the right to abandon a colony. The real check manent or solid mIe, I deny their autbority. I explode their evidence

he said against abuse was the responsibility of Ministers to when they are brought in toexpiain to mewhatmay or iosy not be doue
Parl:ament. He contended that the point admitted of no dis- by the Sovereigu I scrve. Speaking from My own judgment, from the

r'cords of Parliament and the annais of the connty, 1 do not think
pute; that English history furnished so many examples of ihe cession of the Floridas at ail a quo'tionabie matter. Let the nible
its exereise, that it was to bim a matter of surprise that any and earned Lord bring forward the suhjct regAarly and 1 wili estab-
lawyer could entertain doubt upon the subject. During thLs lish a doctrine cieariy cortrary to the extraordinary notion uow sportedby hlm, or confess my ignorance. I wili not combat the noble and
discussion, Mr. Adderly contended that the Boers were learned Lord with vague deelamation and oratorîcai flourishes-these I
Britith subjects and the Crown could not, by vi-tue of contentediy leave tu hlm with the plaudits they are eaiculated, perhaps

iî~ resogaive costiutepartof ts ubjets judendnt utended, t) gaîn-but with'tiudecorated sense and simple argument la
its prerogative, constitute part of its subjectLs an iudependenit 1

State iy opinion, it is safer tu stick to the irueess, by whii-h we arrive at the
Sate. That allegiance was a contract between the Crown conclusion that two and two make four, than to sifer our unlerstand-
and its subjects. That its obligations were reciprocal-; and ing to be warped by the fashionable logic which delights in words

thatriethe pary culdrelive tsef frm teseand which strives rather to confound what is plain than to unravel
that neither party cudrelieveitef ro ths
mutual obligations-a doctrine which Sir Fitzjames
Stephens expressly repudiated in a most able argu- Lord Chancellor Campbell observes, that in the discussion
ment before the Judicial Committee of the Privy of the Asbburton Trcaty, by which the Madawaska Settie-
Council in an appeal case from the Bombay Presi- ment was ceded to the United Stateq, ho endoavored to
dency, and in his view the members of the Committee raise tie question, ato whethcr an Act of Parliament was
Eeemed to concur. Subsequently, the Crown entered into necessary to give it v.ilid'ty, but was told that the preroga-
treaty obligations with the Boers, dealing with them as a tive Io effect tie tranfer had been establisheI by the
foreign and independent Government; in this way doing unanswerable arguments of Lord Thurlow. In >63, the
the very thing which Mr. Adderly contended the Crownsubject of the cession of the lonian Islands, which, by tte
could not do. I have already referred to the fact that after Treaty of Vienna, had been placed under tbe protection of
the acquisition of Florida from Spain, the British Govern- the British Crown, and which bad, by the Crown, been
ment put forward special efforts to secure its colonization transfer-ed to Greece, wasdiscussed. In many respects the
by British subjects, the more effectually to protect it against Islands bad been deait with as a dcpendency. Possession
the Possibility of again falling into the bands of the Span- of six of them had been obtained by foice of arms during
iard5. In February, 1783, the King again ceded it to Spain. the war with France. Coifa, whieh was hcld by a French
The treaty was made a subject of discussion in the House garrison, was surrendered sbortly after tbe fali of Napo-
of Lords Lord Loughborough concluded an elaborate leon. While tbey wcre in the possession of the Briti>h
speech against the ter-ms of the treaty by particu'ar refe-Government, expensive fortifications wcre erecled upon
ente to the cession of the Floridas, denying the right of the them, and for whch Pa-liamerit bad votcdthe money.
Crown, without the authority of Parhament, to alienate a They bad no external political relations, cept through
Portion of the British Empire, and to transfer the allegiance the Governmcnt of tieconsitutional power of ccding them
of British subjeets to a foreign State. The~report of this to a foreign nation. Re said notbing as the advisability ofpart of Lord Loughborough's speech is very brief, and we such a course. Ai negotiations and conclusions of treaties
learn from the reply of Lord Thurlow, that much of rested with tie Crown. If the Crown abused its authority
what he said is not reported, but it is pretty clear the adviscrs of the Crown were responsible, and werethat the point which he pressed against the Administration hable to the censure of Parliament, and even to impeacli

plorids one: "You have encouraged Englishmen ho colonize ment, if they advised the Crown to adopt a measure injuri-
a. You have adopted a policy which led them to be- ous to tbe Empire. There wcxe precedents of cession made

e e that they w ere not laying aside the common heritage by treaty. The magnificent Island of Java was thus eeded,
hfven§ishmen when they complied with your wishes. You and, injudiciously, in bis opinion, but he believed that in

ave by the treaty transferred Florida to the King ofSpain respect of that t-tnsaciion it tever was asse-ted that the
You have undertaken to transmute. Englishmen into autiority of the (rowa was oveistepped. I will
S rds. Tie Crown cannot transfer the allegiance of now refer to the most recent transaction of this
Lorshubjects to a foreigu State. That is the doctrine of class, tie attcmpt to extend the authority of iherLrTughrbOrOugo w erd o rdnLoughorugh, an isthu

as unertan hm. dctrnefro roal prergtise does otbarranhealei bare~ayonce,
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negotiations of the Government with them, and the agree- bad been establisbed, and where the Crown had fot
ment of ler Majesty to recognizo them as a protectorate in- mount authority.
stead of a possession of the British Crown. The bistory of Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Had fot Paramout
this transaction bears in every particular a close resem-
blance to that of the Orange River Free State. Sir Theo-
philus Shepstone misled Lord Carnarvon, as Sir Harry Mr. MJLLS. Certainly not, because where Parlianent is
Smith had before misled Lord Grey. The Boers of the fully established the plenary jurisdiction is in Parliament
Transvaal resisted the attempt to treat them as colonists and not in the Crown, and that distinction, the hon. gentle.
just as the Boers of the Orange Free State had done man will flnd is made through ail these cases. Lt wa
twenty-four years earlier, The Government of Mir. Glad- upon that, principa1ly, tbat the parties, who were denying
stone, when it learned the real feelings of the Boers, the power of the Crown of its own motion to cede
adopted towards them the same poliey that had been taken territory in the East India cases, relied. Now, there is
towards their western neighbors. They were more success- another class of cases in which the Crown las acted without
ful than their neighbors had been in resisting the British the consent of Parliament, and where its power to act bas
troops, but this did not prevent the Government from meet- neyer been called in question. I refer to the class of cases
ing their wishes as soon as it was known, beyond aill doubt, to which this one more particularly belongs-the class of
what their wishes were. [Uer Majesty decided that nego- disputed territory. I wiJl refer briefiy to a few of these
tiations should be opened, and treaty stipulations were upon this Continent. The territories on the forth-western
made witb tho-e who were tochnically ber subjects. The coast of Ame rica were, for some time, in dispute between
policy of the Governiiient has beon tioîtiely cmiticised; but the aUnited Kingdom. and Rssia. The English Govern.
the authority of the Crown to mako thee troaty stipula- metlaimed the whole coast south of Mount St. Elias te
tioTis and to give up the country as a possession the foity-second degree of north latitude. This dlaim was
without the sancttion of Parliament, bas nMt been based upon prior discovery, and upon the partial occupation
raised. In the discussion whih took place before of the cbentry by Canadian fur-traders. Russia clained
the Judicial Committee lu 1875-6, but which was ulti- the coast as far soutb as the Portland Channel, basing ber

nately dispose d of on other grounds, ur. Forsyth, who was taim apon discovery and actual occupation w dny125 the
arguing agaînst the right of the Crown to code torritories in c!aimof Russia was concodel, suhjct w thoriglt of the
the time cf peaco, aid, that in orier to instire peaco the British people to navigat the rivers wieh flow from the
Crown miglit cede posscssýons which had neNer been the interior country to the sea. This concession of territoryun
subject of Parliamontary legisiation, but coali cedo no the settiement ofthe bounlary was made witoutthepri r
others. Lord Chanceller Cair-ns asked hlm if he bad any autority or the subsequent ratification ofParliament. And
authoritylfor that proposition. Ho said nothing beyond lt me how o hai your attention to the provisions of the
this fact, that to edmiiit it ii 7ed thîe p.;wcr td inte isfpre Tredty rofrSi. Iiellesb regh for another purpos. Engand
with Parliament. liIrediht therigbt to code a terri- aind Russioccupyunderthe Treatyof St. Petenb rgh,ey
toriy at the conclusion f a war, was a iht based upon nearly the saie position that Francoand Englini ovcupied
supreme inocessity, and ho queted Puffendorf to the effeet under the Treaty of Utrecht in reference to Hud on's Bay.
that the powr oft a Svereign is not suehas te enable hilm Upon the western coast, underthe Treaty of St. Petersburgh,
to transfer is ingdom or his peoplu without their consent; Russia olds the shore and England the inteir of the
and that in the case of a partial ulienation of territory, the country. In the vicinity of ludson's Bay, u,îde, the Trplaty
consent of both the inhabitants of the parts retained and theo of Utrecht, England held the castand France occuied the
parts c oded are equally requii-ed. When Savoy and Nic intei- ior of the country. Let us see what priniple Was
were ceded by the King of Sardinia tothe Enperor of the recognized and acted upon la the Treatyof S. Pete-sburgh.
Frenc in, the p rople were koed to consent te the cession. To iRussia was ultimatoly cenceded the Coast,on therouftd
Lord Se orne pointe onut wiocr. Forsyth ntat if that of prior occupation, but did this admission entitleRassisto
doctrine were recognize, Parlianent, no moie than the eaimtthe whole cutry to the sources of the rivers? The
Crewn, would have a righit to make a cession. The people tî-eaty itself nogrativeis any sucli doctrine. The treaty
therselves must be consulted. Lord Chanceler Cairns said did n t admit the right ofiRussia to o widPr an Ax-
that- panse of couitry. an most cases the rivers rise

this~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~a fatihtnoamt tivlve htowrthntreeT eat oin.tersburg he ornther prpoe. Enchgand

IThe git of the autHority was this, that, if the rihabitant of a terri- tan t Taiour-neonr the nnat t.e terae gh, vertory, ua tarelsion strong enougfw , are morally justified the s m T hat Face nd Ehed ouesup ftr s y e aiîhnde qfen treaty simply conceded the principle that the u ssian
tatithewer ofaeeeign isnauthorities only could daim a reasonable extent of Country

Sir Vernon Iarcourt hud Sir Fitzaes Stephens in the viinityo f the shore. n no case was it to pa fthe
cited several cases of colonies for wbich Parliament had coast-hein ht nd if the height was more thaR thirty miles
legislated, or otwhieh the colonies had Lot e is tures af their frome the shorethon. the boundary was te be drawn at the
ewn, where the Crown bad ceded the tori-itoî-y witbout, distance of tbirtly -miles and net upon the height. 1 shal
the sanction aef Pa-liauit. Thore was the a aofn Ihe undertake to show that the principles of publicplaw hiah
cession cf Bencoolin to the Dntc, cof parts cf Nova Scotia anderlie the provisions cf the Treaty of St. Petersburgh.
and Quobec te tho United States, of partiso fNowfoundland are to be observed alse in referencete the respetiveeairns
-St. Pierre and Miq elon-to France, and cf the Gold which once existed of the two Crowns te the basin of
Coastin 1867 te the Netherlands. M. Stephen s instanced ludsoit's Bay; that what was done l the TreatY f ST
at least twenty-three casesi the British East Indies wee Petersburgh by express words was done at the Treaty f

the Governor Generalnot possessedcf that paramount Utrect by lines drawn upeon a map; and that wholly apart

authoe-ity whie athe First Minister alluded te, pssessed but fri-cm any expess treaty stipulations and fro the The
a limited authoysity, entered into negrtiatins with ciples et.public law applied te the varying fortunes athe

the native pirindeseand, byttransfriringly d the p ea Britain iigrant

ytrioyCauthorts only codclamaeaon raetent fîcontr

te them, obtained Cessions cf territory fi-cm them, ing Char-ters by wbich dominion was te be acquirod fer t-e

Si Vennéror n irFtjms Sehn ion eaicnity of rthe sh oe In f noae was it torpssthle

altered beendaies of States and Provinces which awerd cos-ei, an d ifrthe heih pws moertehn fr tese
adjoining, which was etablishing a botter boundar oteir te hes then te was t ho w

ownwher theCrow ha cedd th teritoy whout dtanc ofthi hrtr miles andnoponterhih.Isa

ecssairy- sayhe instanced twentdy-tqree cases of this solt the.dominions frmerly granted might be, the limits were

as havingeccurred in ndia alon , and theie wee many determined by the actual occupation and dominion of those
cami where Pariament, enegislatod and where Legiislature, to whofm the grant was made. willnowrefs athe
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disputed boundaries between the Provinces of Lower
Canada and New Brunswick on the one side, and the

State of Maine on the other. By the Treaty of 1783,
Ste boundary betwOen the British Possessions and

the Tnited States in this region was to be a line drawn

directly north from, the source of the St. Croix River, to the

highlands at the north-west angle of Nova Scotia which

divides the rivers that fat into the Atlantic Ocean from

those which fall into the River St. Lawrence; thence south-
testerly along the said highlands to the source of the Con-
wectiCut River, and down that river to the 45th parallel
of latitude, and thence due west to the St. Lawrence. At
an early day, differences arose as to the location of the
higblands and the north-west angle referred to in this
article of the treaty. Great Britain claimed that the high-
lands mentioned were south of the St. John River. The
United States insisted noon going north to the high-
lands near the St. Lawrence. Shortly after the signature of
the treaty, doubts also arose as to the river referred to by the
nane of the St. Croix. In 1798, it was agreedthecue now
so designated was the river meant, and that the north-east
source of that river should be taken as the starting point
oftbe lino which the treaty required should be drawn
directly north to the bighlands. An exploration of the
country soon made it obvions that a great deal of difficulty
would be experienced in finding a line conformable to the
words of the treaty. During the Government of Thomas
Carleton, about the year 1790, inany settlers from New
Brunswick moved into the Madawaska District, and had,
there, grants made to them by the Governor ot
New Brunswick. The Government of the United States
earnestly protested against the occupation and government,
of the country by the English. The position taken by the
British Government was this : disputed territory remains
with the original party until the cession is made absolute.
There could be no doubt that the territory once belonged to
Great Britain ; that she had not actually transferred more
to the United States than she admitted by her own con-
struction of the treaty ; that she was, therefore, still vested
with the exclusive jurisdiction over the disputed country;
and that she could not consent to lay it down until it was
shown that her construction of the Treaty of 1783 was
wrong. She said that neither the question of title to the
sovereignty of the country, nor the rights of either party,
were prejudiced by this rule. 'Upon these principles she
took her stand, and to them she adhered. The United
States, on the contrary, maintained that the disputed terri-
tory was wholly unoccupied at the time the Treaty of 1783
Was made ; that the rule laid down by Great Britain was
a rule applicable to ports, military towns and garrisons
where there was actual occupation, and bwhere because there
was actual occupation, thero must be an actual formaI
cession. But this rule has no applicability to an nnoccupied
coUntry ; that the possession of the Crown of Great
Britain to the territory in dispute was at the time of
the treaty a constructive possession, because the
territory was unoccupied, and the renunciation by
treaty was an adequate transfer of the country; that the
Lnited States did not acquire their rights to the territory by
the Treaty of 1783, but by a force of arms. The Treaty of1783 recognized, but did not confer territorial rights. It
.rovided for a mutual partition; and the boundary set forth

1m9p1y marked the limits between the territories of the twor.ations. la a case not long since, before the Judicial Com-littee cf the Privy Council, Lord Cairns expressed opinions
It consonance with the views enunciated in this discussion by
to Americans, and there can be little doubt that the right
it' England to hold the disputed territory was not because
t wanflot actually ceded until she gave formal possession,but because the settlement was hers The actual dominionWas bers, and it was necessary to prove her to be in the

Wrong, before she would be called upon to make a surrender

or to submit te joint occupation. The position in this
respect of Great Britain in the valley of the Upper St. John,
is the position of Ontario in the disputed territories. She
has always claimed them, she has exercised jurisdiction for
more than thirty years over the population. They are
represented in this flouse as belonging to her, and she has
a right to maintain her authority, apart from any award,
against all encroachment, and by whatever means is neces-
sary to make her defence of her dominion effective. In
1842, a compromise line was agreed to between
the Government of Great Britain and that of
the United States. Instead of following a height of land
they followed the St. John River. A ccording to the English
view, a large extent of territory was surrendered to the
United States. Mr. Campbell, afterwards Lord Chancellor,
suggested that as a large extent of torritory which had for
half a century been held by the Province of New Bruns-
wick, and legislated for as a part of that Province, was
about to be given up, the consent of Parliament ought to
be had. But the law officers of the Crown dissented from
bis view. They held that such consent was unnecessary,
and upon the authority of the Crown alone, the Madawaska
Settiement, and all that section of country west of the
meridian of the St. Croix River, and lying between the
St. John and its southern watershcd, was surrendered to
the United States. The terri tory west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, between the forty-second parallel and the parallel of
fifty-four degrees forty minutes north latitude, was, for
many years, claimed both by the United States and the
United Kingdom. By conventions, to which the Crown
alone was a party on the side of Great Britain, the whole
country was opened to colonization and settlement by both
Governments. By the Treaty of 1846,'the Government of
Great Britain surrendered to the United States her claim to
the whole country south of the forty-ninth parallel, without
the sanction of Parliament. I might before have referred to
the fact that the boundary between Canada and
Louisiana under the Treaty of Paris, between the
Mississippi and 'the Rocky Mountains was beyond
all doubt the parallel of Lake Itasca, and yet by
the Convention of 1818, the Crown agreed to a boundary
nearly one and a-half degrees further north, surrendering to
the United States by this convention and by the Treaty of
1846 a strip of country more than ninety miles in width, and
extending from the source of the Mississippi to Vancouver
Island, without any Parliamentary sanction in either case.
I need not refer to other cases. The instances which I have
given show, beyond question, what bas been the practice and
what has been the law in the case. They show that it was the
business of the Administration to deal with the question.
That the prior sanction of Parliament was not in any of these
cases deemed necessary, and that subsequent ratification bas
never been sought. It would have been an unprecedonted
course to have taken the lino wbich the right lion. gentleman
says was the only one which we could constitutionally fbllow.
So far asI know, there is not an instance in the whole his tory
of the United Kingdom in which the views taken by the
Prime Minister and his Government in this case was ever
acted upon. I am sure he will not find a single precedont to
support him, and the uniform usage of two hundred and
twenty years has settled this point, at all events, against him.
I do not say that what the Crown may do in the United
Kingdom the Crown can do here: but I say the relation
between the Crown and Parliament is the same bore as there.
I have shown on this class of questions the Crown
acts without the direct sanction of Parliament,
and so far as our powers extend the relation is the same.
But, Sir, even though it were true that the sanction of Par-
liament was necessary to givo validity to the arbitration,
that sanction was obtained before the arbitrators sat. The
Government came down to the louse and asked for an
appropriation to pay the expenses which would be incurred
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by arbitration. If any one was opposed to arbitration it was a letter to Baron Verstolk de Solen which h concludeswithopen to him to take that line. No one did object, and Par- the following observations :_
liament expressed its approval of settlement by arbitration, .Ilt is not the intention of the undersigned, in this place tby voting the necessary monies for the purposo. At least in the slightest degree the correctness of His Majesty'sconeest
two years elapsed after that money was voted before the But when the Arbiter proceeds to say that it would be suitable t '
arbitration sat. It was open to the rigbt hon. gente- the line due north from the source of the River St. Croix, not te theabiuaotoay of toshopto stn Priamn an whohighlands which divide the rivers which fail into the Atlantic heanman, or to any of those who then sat Parliament, and who from those which fall into the River St. Lawrence, but to the e ante f
now support him, to have taken exception to that mode of the River St. John, thence to pass up the said river to the mouth of the
settlement, but it was not donc. If the right hon. River S t. Francis to the mouth of its south-westernmost branch, and fros mthence Iy a line drawn west into the point where it intersects tb]gentleman beieved that Parliament did not favor arbitra- of the highlands as claimed by the United States, and onlyfrom thenc ttion, why did he not move against it when the appropriation pass along the said highlands which divide the rivers which fall int)e1h
was asked for ? Was it because he believed it could not A tlantic Ocean from those which fallinto the River St. Lawrence to the

north-westermost head of the Connecticut River, thus abandon-a.succeed ? It may be so. I have no doubt he could not have gether the boundaries. of the treaty and substituting for thema dnalto..
isucceeded. But what does this establish ? Why, that Par- and different line of demarcation, it becomes the duty of the under.
liament knew what it was doing, That it approved of the signed, with the most perfect respect for the friendly view of the Arbi.modeof ettemen, ad vtedthe ecesar mens t enbloter, to enter a protest against the procoeding as cOnstituting a depar.mode of settlement, and voted the necessary means to enable ture from theapower dolegated bythe eighpartiesi'nterested, in order
the Government to give effect to its policy. The sanction, that the rights and interests of the United States may not be suPposed
thon, which the right hon. gentleman says the Government to be committed by any.presumed acquiesence on the part of their rep.
onght to have had, it in effect did have ; so that it is obvious resentative near Ris Majesty the King of the Netherlands."
that on none of these grounds can the award be suc- The award made by the arbiter was submitted by the
cessfully attacked. The right hon, gentleman, in press- President to the Senate, who declined to confirm it, and
ing through the Manitoba Bill during the last hours recommended furthur negotiations. The technical ground
of last Session, told us that there was no award; upon which the Senate based their refusal, was, that the
that the arbitrators bad set out a conventional decision of the King was outside the order of referone;
lino ; that this was outside the order of reference; and that, that he had abandoned the charater of arbiter and assumed
consequently, they had not dono what they were alone that of mediator; and that the decision, not boing in con-
authorized to do; and ho referred to the award made by the formity with the submission, could not be carried into effect.
King of the Netherlands in the case of the Maine boundary, The real ground of the Senate's refusal, as stated by the
in confirmation of the doctrine which he enunciated. Now, I Secretary of State, was, that the State of Maine refunsed its
deny that there is any similarity between the award made consent to any compromise and insisted upon the boundary
in that case and in this. And I also affirm that if there given to it by the Treaty of 1783, whatever that boundary
was, that that case does not sustain the lino of action might be. I rofer to this part of the history of that dis-
which ho bas taken or proposes to tako. Lot us look at the puted boundary, because the First Minister has undertaken
facts in that case. On the 29th September, 1827, the Eng- to drag it into the discussion for the purpose of showing
lish Government and the Government of the United States that the Government were warranted in repudiating the
agreed to submit the points of difference between them to award made by the arbiters. It in no way sustains his
an Arbiter; and by a subsequent convention they agreed that position. The King of the Netherlands was asked to con-
the Arbiter should bo the King of the Netherlands. They strue the Treaty of 1783; ho was asked to indicate a
submitted three points under the Treaty of 1783 to the boundary in accorda.nce with its provisions, and in Lis
King for his decison. I will read them to the House:- award ho says: "This cannot be done, and I advise the parties

" lat. Which is the spot designated in the Treaty as the north-west to accept sornething clso." The American Secretary of Stat0
angle of Nova Scotia, and which are the highlands'dividing the rivers does not object to the King's rocommendation; ho dots no,
that empty thenselves into the River St. Lawrence from those falling say that it is unfair; but ho says, , We cannot get the State
into the Atlantic Ocean, along which highlands is to be drawn the line of Maine to agree to it;> " and he intimats his regret thatthe
of boundary from that angle to the north-west head of the Connecticut arbiter did not make his award without stating that it was
River ?

"2nd. Which is the north-west head of the Connecticut River ? not in conformity with the treaty. The arbitrators in this
"3rd. Which i the boundaryto be traced from the River Connecticut case made no declaration like that made by the Kirg of the

along the parallelet the 450 ofnorth latitude to the River8t. Lawrence, Netherlands. They did net say that they could find no
called in the Treaties Cataraqui?" Ntelns hyddDtsyta lc ol

boundary in accordance with the principles of public law.
The King of the Netherlands decided the second and third and with acts of State upon which a proper decision muist
points absolutoly; but as to the first, ho deelared it was im- rest. The whole subject was discussod. Everythilg
possible to find a north-west angle conformable to the words which could be found bearing upon the case was consid-
of tho treaty. He held that the highlands sought for might ered. The contention of the right hon gentlemlm
be simply a summit level from which the waters flowed in and of the Hudson's Bay Company were known. rI1(
differont directions. 2nd. That tie ancient boundaries of cases submitted by each party showod beyond aH
the North American Provinces wore not maintained by the question what the issue was. The arbitrators do not sug-
treaty of 1783; that they had nover been distinctly ascer- gest a conventional boundary. They do net say that th
tained, and in no way aided in the determination of the have been unable to find the true legal limits of Ontal",)*
question. 3rd. That the highlands contemplated in the On the contrary, they say they w'ere appointed foi' this
Treaty should divide immediately, not mediately the rivers very purpose, and they determine and decide that the
flowing into the St. Lawrence and the Atlantic. That the northorly boundary is the Albany Itiver, and the meridith
word "divide" required contiguity in the things divided. of the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods is th)t
That tho northern highlancLs divide rivers falling into the boundary upon the west. They keep themsOives stice
Bay of Chaleur, from rivers falling into the Bay of Fundy. within the order of referenco. They do not give advit;
That the southern highlands divide the rivers flowi ng into the they pronournce a decision. It is perfectly clear, thonthat
Atlantic from those flowing into the St. John; that neither this award is in no particular like that mado by the St na
height of land answers the description in the treaty; and that the Netherlands, and yet in that case the Unitede the
no awardc beadjudged without departing from the prin- Government did everything in its power to persuhe ar-
ciples of justice as between the two pardes. The King ad- State of Maine to consent to the lino suggested bh Frs
judged the St. John River, lying midway between the two: biter. It is plain, thon, that the contention of the Fr
heights of land, as an equitable boundary. When the award -Minister is whol ly erroneous. Lot me here, howevr, th>e
was made and a copy of it given to Mr. Preble, he addressed mind him what was dono in anothor case. P t
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terns of the British North America Act, the excess! witness gone before Mr. Justice Johnson's Court and talked
Of the debt of old Canada beyond the amount assumed as loosely and as inaccurately, ho would have been utterly
by the Federal Government was to be charged to Ontario discredited. He told the Committee that Lord Selkirk, in
and Queboc. Each was to appoint an arbitrator, and the first instance, acquired his title to the country which
the Dominion Government was to appoint a third, and these hoeclaimed, from the North-West Company. Now, this was
three were to decide what portion of this excess was to be not true. Lord Selkirk obtained in June, 1811, a grant
5 sumed by each of these Provinces. The arbitrators were from the Hudson's Bay Company for the whole Basin of
apointed. They sat, and tho subject submitted to them was the Red River. The North-West Company never pretended
i vestigated. Quebee was dissatisfied, and instructed ber to have any title to the soil. They contented themselves
arbitrator to withdraw; and ber Government said then, in with denying the pretensions ofthe Hudson's Bay Company,
that case, what the right hon. gentleman says in this, that who came to the country many years after the North-West
there was no award. What was done? Did the Govern- Company lad been established there. Mr. Justice
Iments of the two Provinces throw the award to the winds, Johnson informed the Committee that the eboundary
and go to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council for a of Upper Canada on the west was always considered to be
second examination into the merits of the case? Not at 1 the line running north from the confluence of the Ohio and
ail. But they did submit this question: "HIas there been Mississippi. He told the Committee that the boundaries of
any award, and is it binding upon the parties?" And the Assiniboia extended to the boundary of Upper Canada, and
judicial Committee of the Privy Couneil advised the Crown that that was the Height of Land, a statement wholly at
that a valid award had been made, and that the parties variance with the ono which ho had made before as to the
were bound. That is a precedent which the hon. gentleman boundary of Ontario upon the west, and wholly at variance
might follow, if it can be possible that he bas any doubt with the grant. Mr. Justice Johnson said that the two
upon the subject. I'do not say that it justifies an. appeal, law officers of the Crown in England stated that if the
because that arbitration was not a voluntary one; but I say Crown saw fit iL could establish Courts of civil and criminat
if he is resolved to break faith and appeal it points to what jurisdiction in Assiniboia; and ho argued that this declara-
the issue should be. I do not speak for the Govern ment of tion was entirely at variance with the possibility of its
Ontario, but as a member of this louse, anUd I ask the right being .a part of Upper Canada, because Upper Canada
hmn. gentleman why he does not say to Mr. Mowat: having been granted legislative powers, was vosted with the

"I do not regard the award made by Sir Edward Thornton, Sir right of constituting Courts for itself. Will the House
Francis Hincks and Chief Justice Harrison as a valid award. I do not believe that the law officers of the Crown do not make the
think the Crown had power to appoint arbitrators to deal with this slightest allusion to the colony of Assiniboia. The subject
question without the direct and formal sanction of Parliament. I was not for one moment under their consideration. The
think the arbitrators went outside of the order of reference in mak-

a decision, and I wish, for these reasons, to have a decision of the law officers of the Crown discussed, mn the communication
Judicial Committee upon the validity of the award?' referred to, the powers of the Hudson's Bay Company
My impression is, his wish would be gratified. The right within their chartered limits; but they do not venture to
hon. gentleman knows that that is the issue, and the only state what those limits are. Mr. Johnson showed himself,
issue whichhecan raise atthis moment. Itblockstheway indeed, strangely ignorant of the boundaries of the district
to every other, and if ho believes ho is right in bis conten- which the Hudson's Bay Company in 1811 professed to con-
tion, ho ought not to hesitate. If the decision is against vey to Lord Selkirk, and which he'agam, in 1839, surrendered
him, the question is settled. If it is in his favor heowill to the Company. So much of Lord Selkirk's grant as was
have cleared the way to the consideration of the whole north of the United States boundary, they created into a
question again tpon its merits. colony, and the easternlimit was the Winnipeg River. Mr.

SJohnson says that the Colony of Assmboia was recognized
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Bt .Ontario offers to as a de facto Crown Colony, and this seems to have been an

leave that to the Privy Council. opinion which the Chairman was most anxious to elicit from
Mr. MILLS. There may be some offers made that have several of the witnesses. Now, lot me ask what is a Crown

not been brought down to us. I think the hon. gentleman Colony ? It is neither a charter nor a proprietary Govera-
is mistaken. ment. It is an ordinary Provincial establishment, ruled by

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Read thelast despatch. a Governor, appointed by a Royal Commission, and the
extent of whose authority is set forth in the Commission

Mr. MILLS. I have read that. The Government in and in the instructions which usually accompany it; and ho
their despatch referred to a report made by a Committee of is assisted in the discharge of bis duties by a Council
this louse, and make a paragraph in that report an excuse appointed by the Crown, but not by a represontative
for repudiating an award which cannot be disregarded with- Assembly. This was not the character of the Colony of
Out dishonor. I regret that time will not permit me to Assiniboia. Lord Selkirk had obtained a grant from the
make a minute analysis of that report, and to show how lHudson's Bay Company in 1811, which included 116,000
utterly worthless it is. We know that a minority of the square miles. The Company assigned to him not only their

memnurittee declared that they bad not even an opportunity title to the soil, if they had any, but along with it, their
f eadg it. The chairman again and again put powers of government within the limits of the district so1uments instead of questions, secures from the witness conveyed. Could they do this ? Could they, having been

an echo of bis own views, and is almost invariably wrong made by the Crown a charter government croate
beth lu point of fact and in point of law. The book, too, another charter government for a part of the

iretamas an immense mass of matter upon points wholly territory so conveyed ? Was the colony of rd Selkirk a
irrelevant. It contains opinions which are of no value, proprietary colony, or was it a mere voluntary association.

Wieh are not evidence, and the men who gave thom are If I were compelled to choose between the opinions
tpara0e by a hundred years from the events about which Iof Mr. Justice Johnson and the hon. member for
they testify. Let me invite the attention of the House, in Algoma upon the one side, and Mr. Spankie, Sir
and I st place, to the testimony of some of the witnesses, Arthur Pigott and Lord Brougham on the other. I
nd hes ta'begmnwith that of Mr. Justice Johnson. I have should prefer to follow the latter. These distinguished
befor ton in saying that the evidence which ho gave lawyers say that-
abele t hutComnittee was in the highiest degree discredit- 1" The Company could not confer power upon Lord Selkirk to appoint,Whe th hls. le seemed to think that it mattered not Governors, courts of Justice, or exercise an independent anthority, nortber bis tatements were true or false. Had an ordinary could they, directly or indirectly, transfer t eir authority to bm to bo
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exercised by him in bis own name. Supposing the graut of land to be in consequence of contests between Vhe two Nor
such a grant as falls within the power of the Company to make, their ent
superior Lordship and authority would continue as before and must be Companies.Mr. Woden had bee shot by one pondand
exercised through them." was acquitted on the ground that the Court had nojurisdic.

. . oe .. o tion in the place'where the crime was committed. LordThis opimon is not only upheM by a consideration of the Selkirk says that the immediate cause for the passage of the
legal principles involved, but also by decided cases. In the Act was the shooting of one King by Lamotte in the vioflty
year 1620, James I made a grant to the Duke of Lennox and of Lake A rthabaska. He descri bes the event as foilcns
others, known as the Plymouth Company of New England.

The eliion set knwn s Bowntcs~ver drvenout~% Il I the winter cf 1801-?, Mr. John McDonald managed the affairs ofThe religions sect known as Brownites were driven out of the old North-West Company in the Arthabaska country; Mr. Roche.
England by persecution. They purcbascd from the Ply- blave, those of the new company in the saie district. Mr. NlcDonaidmnouth Company all the country along the coast from three had under bis command a clerk of the name of King, an experiencer
miles north of the River Morimac to three miles south of man, of a bold and active character, and of a herculean figure. ir.miles of the River Chaules. Th cy obtaied roemilhes outh ofRocheblave's assistant was Lamotte, a young man of a respectablethe River Charles. They obtaed from the Plymouth Canadian family, cf a spiri.ed and active disposition, but mueh YGu erCompany not only a transfer of the land, but an assignment and of less experience among the Indians, and not to be cOmpared to
of the Company within the limits which they had purchased. King in point of personal strength. In the course of the winter twoIndians arrived as deputies from a band with which both partieshad hLdThey were advised that they could not exercise, legally, the transactions, to infori the traders that they aad furs ready at ai
powers of Government which had been conveyed to thom encampment a the distance of four or five days march King was sent
them. They.applied to Charles I and obtained a charter with four men to collect those due to the old North-West Company.

Lamotte with two men for those due to the new Company. Bothof thefrom hm conferring upon them power to goverrn the colony. were charged to use the utmust diligence and to cefend the rightseof
In the yoar 1628, the King gratuted a charter to Sir Henry their employers with courage. They set out accordingly on their mis-
Rosewell and others making them a body poliic by the sion, and great activity and address were ured by each to get the start

The Got-eruor and Cmpauyof Mascuc to he other, but witlsuut success on elîher side. When theyreached thename of "I The Governor)andCompany of oasachusettlsiI°dianoer u u suparties proceeded tO collect the firs due toBay in New England." B>y thoir clarter they weore them, but King, by means of the superior number of his assistants, got
to oxercise their powers of Governinent in Englanid. They possession of all the fars except one bundle which was delivered to La-
tranferred them to America, to the actual settlrs, wlich motte by the same Injian who bad cone as a delegate to the new Con-

.tpany. King tLen came to Lamotte's tent, accompanied by all bis inen,
sone years later was held to be ultra vires. In 1620), Captain armued, peremptorily demanding that bundle also; threatening violence
John Mason obtained from the Plymouth Company a grant and declaring his intention to take the furs by-force if they were not
of the country which after wards was called the Province of given upto him. Lamotte was determined to defend the propertyof his

employers to the last extremity, and warned King, that if he ventured to
New Hampshire. The Colony of Massachusetts claimed the touch the furs, he should do so at his peril. King, nevertheless, was
same country as included within her limits. She established proceeding to put bis tbreats into execution and to seize the bundle
ber jurisdiction over it, and overned it for forty years when Lamotte pulled out bis pistol and shot the robber dead on the spot.

o .r . King's men would bave revenged his death, but the Indians interferedfhe contestants brought the case beforo the King in Council, and expressed their opinion that he had merited his fate. Thougih it
in 1679. The case was decided against lassachusetts, but tbe would be difficult to quote an instance of homicide more decidedly justi.
Council advised the Kiing that the Plymouth Company fiable,aIl Canada rang with the claims of the old North-West Companyagainst this murder, as they chose toterm it. It wasupon this occasion
could not assign or delegale away their powers of -Govern- that the Act of 1803 was obtained, under theideathat the case could not
ment, and that the consent of the Crown not having been be brought te trial, thoughitmight undoubtedly have been triedatWest-
given, Captain Mason had no political authority. The minster under the Act of Henry VII'II
Croni recognized him as proprietor of the territory, I think this is sufficient to show where the crimes happened
arnu iasued a Commission for its Government. I miglit give which gave rise to the Act 43 George III. The hon. mem-
other cases, but these are sufficient. Whatever Govern- ber for Algoma refers to the killing of MeDonell by
ment existed then in the Red River settlement was Mowat, but that was six years after the passage of the
simply a voluntary association. There have been Act, and the question of jurisdiction was not raiscd. The
several such within the Britih dominions. After the ame Indian Territories was a name given to the British
re-assignment of the Red River Company to the Hudson's possessions in North America not included within the limits
Bay Company, they might, no doubt, establish a Govern. of any Province. The country between Georgia and the
ment professedly under their charter, which the Crown did Mississippi was called Indian Territory, and so too was the
not question, just as it did not question the authority of country beyond the Alleghany Mountains. After the Prov-
Massachusetts in New Hampshire, or in Maine, nor the ince of Quebec was carved out of Canada by the proclama-
authority of Lord Baltimore in Deleware, until a decision tion of 1763, the remaining portion was called the Indian
was sought; but I will usy here that its authority never country; and when the Province of Quebec was enlarged
entered there, and if it did it was forfeited by an attenpt to by the Act of 1774 the Indian country was the British
conveyit away. The hon. memberforAlgoma asked the Hon. possessions which lay to the north and north-west beyond
D. A. Smith a number of questions and addressed to him a it. The Act of 1803 provides for the trial of persons who
number of arguments, many of which were wholly irrelev- have committed crime in the possessions of thei udson'S
ant. le said: "You, then, consider the height ofland on the Bay and in the Indian Territories, by the Courts of Upper
St: Lawrence watershed to be the southern boundary of the Canada or Lower Canada. I shall not waste the tI e of
territory of the Hudson's Bay Company ?"-An. "The the louse by discussing the question of jurisdiction> under
lludson's Bay Company have always held it te be so." Mr. the Act of 1803 or of 1821. Those Acta were passed for the
Smith no doubt spoke of the contention of the 1udson's purpose of providing for the punishment of crime committed
Bay Comp4ay of late years; but down to the period of the in distatit parts of North America, and it was no part of
Treaty of Utrecht, they never put forward any such conten- the duty of the Courts to enquire into the question of terr!-
tion, nor did they foir many years later. The hon. member torial limits where those limits had not been actually marked
for 4lgom4I has gndertakon to show that the 'whole of the out, and especially when traders going to the unpeopied
country west of Lake Superior was called the Indian country, parts of the Provinces were exposed to the same dangersas
a&d the Ao¢ of 43 George III, which gave to the Courts of in the country for which the Act was intended to pro-
Upper gad Lower Canada juriadiction over crimes con- vide. It is not by considerations of this sort tha1we
mit4 in the Indian territories, was enacted to meet the ase eau arrive at any conclusion as to the boundaries of
of crtins oommitted in the territofies awarded to Ontario.. Ontario. I purpose now to consider the limits given
But no such instance can be found : both Lord Selkirk and I the Province of Quebec by the Act of 1774. The i ght
the Right fon. Edmund Ellice declare that the Act was hon. gentleman has given to that Act aconstruct.on
passed in consequenee of crimes which had been committed in my Qpinion, it will not bear, and which it cani be forth
in thee vicinity of Lak Athaaskia. Theysaid it was passed would have defeated the object of Parliamenit, as set

Mr. MILLs.
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.n the Act itself. It is a sound rale of construction that to which had prevailed during the regine of France and
interpret a law properly, it is necessary to look at all the which was confined in the Provine of Quebec, within very
surrounLding circumstances. Let us do so in this case. narrow limits. Second, ils extension by the Quebec Act to
Let us notice how this territory came to be a British pos- a large part, if not to the whole of Canada; "d in the third
session; and how the Government proposed from time to place, its limitation again by the establishment of the Pro-
t ime to deal with it, until they established the Province of vince of Upper Canada. It was the policy of most English
jpper Canada. Both Great Britain and France claimed Ministries to confine the Bnglish colonists to the east of the
the country between the Alleghany Mountains and the Alleghanies, and it was thought thut tus could i no way
Great Lakes. The dispute led to a war, and the war ended b. so effectually accomplished as by the extension of French
in the cession of Canada,-not precisely as it had been held law over the whole country to the Mississippi. The French
by France, but as it was marked out by the 4th and 7th and English.colonists had, for nearly a century, been
Articles of the Treaty of 1763. While Canada was a French engaged in border warfare, and the prejudice of the English
possession, it included the country west of the Mississippi colonists had been intensified by their long ammosities.
and north of the Missouri River. At the cession The State papers of the period also disclose that, as the
France retained that part of Canada west of the Mis- English colonies grew more dissatisfied with the English
sissippi River as a part of Louisiana, and gave up colonialolie the Imperial Govern ment were more anxious
so much of Louisiana as lay east of the Mississippi, to conciliate the French people. And, as indications of
as a part of Canada. But all the territory claimed by revoit became more marked, the Government at home
France to the north and west of the source of the Mississippi, resolved, in the end, to put thomselves in a position by
and over which the Governor of Canada had exercised juris- whieh the insurrection could ho attacked on the one side by
diction, was surrendered to Great Britain, and when the the fleet andin the rear by the French and their Ind.an
Province of 'anada is spoken of by the English Govern- allies. The English Government beiived what md again
ment, or in licts of the Imperial Parliament, it is the terri- and again been said, that, however mueh tho French
tory that France surrendered, to which this appellation is disliked England, they disliked ber colonies stili more.
given. After Canada had been ceded to Great Britain, and The policy upon wbieh the Government had determined is
before the King, by his proclamation, established the Pro- as plain as noonday. Their reasons for that policy are
vince of Quebec, that is between the 10th February, 1763, equally obvious, and the preamble to the Quebec Act states
and the 7th of October of the same year, the country was this explicitly. It says that:
called the Province of Canada. On the 30th April, 1763, IlThere is a very large extent cf country within wbich there wère
the King issued a Commission to iHenry Ellis, granting him several colonies and settiements who claimed to remain there niler the
the offices of Secretary and Clerk of the Council of the Pro-faith of the Treaty of Paris, Who were left without any provision beîng
vince of Canada; and on the 2drd of September Nicholas made for the administration of civil governnent, &c
Turner received a Commission granting him the office of
Provost Marshal of the Province of Canada. In October, We bave here a distinct indication o? the purpose of the
1763, the King, by his proclamation, establisbed the Pro- Act. It was to provide a Civil Government for the French
vince of Quebec, which was carved ont of the Province of settiements which were not provided for by the proclama,
Canada with the following limits:- tion o 1763 As tbe Quebec Act was carried through the

"Bound on the Labrador coast by the River St. John and from thence ouseo? Lords it extended the boundaries of the old
by a Une drawn from the head of that river through Lake St. John to
the south end of Lake Nipissing, from whence the said line, crossing
the River St. Lawrence and Lake Chanplain in 45 degrees of northern "Ail the said territories, island and countries heretofore a part of the
latitude, passes along the highlands which divide the rivers that empty territory of Canada, in North America, extending southward to the
tIenjselves into the said River St. Lawrence from those which fall into batks of the River Ohio and westward to the bnki of thMississippi,
the sei, and also along the northern coast of the Baie Chaleurs and the and northward te the southern botndary granted to the Merchants
coast ef the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Cape Rosiers, and from thence Adventurers of England trading te Hudson's Bay, &c, are herehy,
croses the mouth of the River St. Lawrence by the west end of the during fis Majesty's pleasure, annexed te and made part and parcel ofLcland of Anticosti, terminates at the aforesaid River St. John." the Province cf Quebec as created and establîshed by the said royal
These were the original boundaries of the Province of proclamation."
Quebec. The intention was to limit as much as possible the When the Bill reached the fouse of Commons two objec.
.territories within which the peculiar laws of France should tions were made to it. The. one was that they admitted in
govern the population. It was intended that the French this Bil that the territory which they proposed to annex
settlements which were scattered over the remaining por- had formed part o? Canada, which they had denied in their
tions of Canada should be put an end to, and the inhabitants controversy with France; and the other was, that they
transferred to other colonies. Sir William Johnson, on might embrace in such an indefinite description portions o?
behalf of the British Government, had promised the Indians New Yo-k. There was no attenpt whatever to vary thethat this should be done; and the Indians pressed upon policy o? the Government. There was no attempt to give
them the fulfilment of their engagement. Lord Shelburne to the Province more restricted limits than those which thehad proposed to establish three more colonies, one having its Government had resolved on. To neet the first objectionCentre at Detroit, one upon the Upper Ohio, and a third in they struck out the words," beretofore a part of Canada,"the Illinois country. But this view was resisted by the Lords and substituted the words, Ibelonged to the Crown o?cf Trade and Plantations. Captain Pittman was sent to the Great Britain ;" and to meet the second objection, they
dllinois country to take the Census, and to report upon its con- deflned a boundary on the south througheut its wholeextent
dition ; and the Commandants at other points were required and described the country by its direction from tus bound-
co give like information. In 1772 proclamations were issued ary to the country limiting it pon the north. Mr.Burke
tInanding the French to retire within the jurisdiction of the agent o? New York, insistod upon having the southernthe other colonies. A considerable number of the irench boundary defined. New York had ceased te be a chartered

sad retired west of the Mississippi. They built forts; they Government, and bad beomo a Provincial Establishuient.
soonpl emselves with ammunition and armes; and it A treaty not long before had been made with the Indians
trolled came evident that they could be more easily con- which made the whole western part o? the Province an
o Withn the territory than outside of it, and the policy Indian reservation, and it was to preveut the western partO driving them frorn the country was abandoned. Between from being included in the Province o? Quebec that Mr.

173 and 191 we have three distinct phases of English policy. Burke insisted upon the boundary being laid down upon thelst, the restition of that arbitrary system ofwovernment south. Virginia claimed a large section of ountry north of
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the Ohio River as being within her charter. But the Bill, arother wonld make it perfect, the latter is to le Prefer.
in order to protect her claim, provided that- so that, if there is doubt, the construction whichwiII givý

Nothing therein- contained ehould in anywise effect the boundaries you a boundary upon the north is to be preferred to that
of any other colony." which leaves the country on the north WhOlIY Undefine

1 mfght ]et this question, rest upon this ruie of c0lstruc_
There is no room to doubt the meaning of this section as it tion ; but I will say further, that another mule of construc.
originally stood. It is the territories, islands and countries tion is, you must interpret a law so as to give effeot tothe
that are extended southward, westward and northward. It intention of Parliament. What was the intention Of Parlia.
will be seen, too, that from the word "Mississippi" to the end of ment in this case? It is stated in the Act itself; it says the Ob.
this section, except a proviso ofexclusion, no change was made ject is to embrace, in the Province of Quebec, Iail the French
in its original form. Now, to what does this word "north- colonies and settiements in British North America Who had
ward " apply. Is it applied to the direètion of a boundary been heretofore Ieft without any civil government." Th.
line, or is it applied to the general direction of the country number without civil government were 4,613. If a merid-
from a boundary laid down upon the one side to another ional line were made the boundary, 2,600 of this popula-
British possession upon the opposite side ? To me it seems tion would have stili been Ieft withont civil government.
plain that it does not apply to a boundary line. The first By following the Mississippi l the French colonies and
proposal was to describe the country, by describing its ex- settiements are included in the Province of Quebec. The
tension towards the four points of the compass, to ascertain- purpose of the Act is accomplished. By drawing a due
able boundaries, southward to the Ohio, westward to the north lne more than haîf of them are excluded; the pur.
banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the Hudson's pose of the Act is defeatcd. This, too, taken by itscf
Bay Territories. Now the only change made in the descrip- wouldbesufficienttodetermine theproper Construction.
tion, is this-instead of an extension in three directions Then it is also a recognized rule that when a natural boun-
you have an extension in one. You have a line drawn from dary is reached, it is to ho followed unless there is an ex-
the Bay of Chaleurs, which is to mark the eastern limit, to plicit direction to the contrary; in other words, natural
the Mississippi, the western limit, and between these two boundaries are preforred to artificial ones. The Mississippi
limits from the boundary so described upon the south, to isa natural boundary, it was also an international bouadary,
the territories of the Hludson's Bay Company, the ter- and it is te bo preferred to an astronomical lne. The word
ritories, island and countries are to bc annexed toIlnorthward" embraces the whole sector of a
the Provinue of Qucbec, This gives an ascertainable north- circle, that is, any direction between north-west
ern boundary to thy whole Province. Any other construc- and north-east; if there is no reason for preferring one
tion would Iave the wholw of the anncxed territory with- point of the compass to another within this sector, thon
out any bon ndai'y îip-n the north, and would leavo the Pro- the middl must h taken; but if thore is, no mater how
vince of Quebec with a boutdary fixed by the proclamation slihti, yth direction wi l b varied within thcsef liits
of 1763. Lct me mako this ùrthcr observation. If the word accordingly. Now, we have sen that the centre of tis
Ilnorthward "applies toa limitary lino, it must applytoa lino sector, bore, is a due north lino, and we have, ns reasons for
upon the south. No other lino is spoken of in the smction. The departing fron this lime, first, a natural boundary is rached.
words are,"bondodon the southbyalime." Nowthejword We bgin at the Mississippi River. Second, it is rquired
di"northward " npp 1isbither to the countries, territories an in order that the prposes of the law sha l not be defated.
islands, in -whichcale thl Mississippi mistnebw the boundary And third, this Act differs from an ordinary Statutin-is
pon thewcst, or it applios to tho di raction of this sothcrn -that il is an Act of State, and reasons of Statoe must be

boundary line, the only one mentioncd. If it applies to a givon due weigbt in its construction. Now lot us remember
lino, thon this is thoconstruction, that the territories, islands this fact, that the Mississippi River was the boundary
and countries to be annoxod are boundcd on tho south hy a between the possessions of England and of Spain. Can it
lino wbioli at first cxtiends westward as far as the Missis- be supposed for one moment, that Parliament would h1ave
sippi, and fi-em that poiut tothe fltidponurpay Territories provided a Goverment extonding the territories WestWaId
it extcnds northward. lion, gentlemen cannot import int fora thousand miles, to the very bordels of the Spn;hr
this section words whicb are mot thero, for tho purpose of possessions, to theinternational boundary at one poitt-
giving Ie it a mcanimgr, wbich, without tbem, it will not within sight of sevoral important colonies and settlcmflts
bear. The directtioni of a western boundv cannot be given -and yet suendraw the boundary lino, as to ave these
in the Act, for no wcstern houndaryhis named. We point colonies and settloments without a Govenmnt;a bnv
out the direction ef what is set forth, and net of something a strip of country sevoral hundrud miles in enith
not mentioned. We knowv that the word I&westward " dos- and, in many places, nDot fifty miles ia width, vhojlIY
cri bes tho direction of the southern bondpry; and the word without any estabisoed civil authority. Such a erw osntor

' if applied to a lino at ahi, must dbescribe tho is possible in conception, but ifiis Tnhrec issist
direction of thîs same lino con tinued, bcause the Act mpiaks reason, and, thoroforo, net rconcilable with lawtio eonaY
of no other. It is toe plain te equiro argument that the institutional law of the Empire. I have said thnet.h wo
a southein boundary, deflected northwerd, cannot Qucbec Act isnot an rdinary Statute, regulating the tq

r a due nort lite; o that, wheother Ais expresny ion refers o ' private individuals. Ih is a great Act ofStatefetrbligcd
te the direction of the coutry, or te the ditcwion pf a by the supreme authority, marking eut limits ithin wich
bounday bine, it canotoan a lino runniigdirectlynor-th. a Govemment is te taketablihed and over which it iS o
To my mid Lhe laitaucarf the etion is berfectly plain. sxcicio athority. The great oilbcers of State have lmt
The pn ef description in the section is casily undrstood ; srued the aw. The hing, under the adviceoft is ti
and if a long and parenthetis clause bad net been intre- offlers and Ministeli declared the boundary upoi rthedwSt
duced, te describe the souther boundary, the meading followed the M ississippi River to its source. Whenauiego
couldrnover have been mistaken. I have aready peintied section of this proewas cededt the jnitd Stteeeatea d
eut that if the woid northward " is applied t the diryc- it becme ncessary te issue a rnw Commission te the Gove-
tion hf a lino, instead of te the direction offthe whie countryn er-of what remainod ai British teorritory, the n Wustb
fron a given base, the Proince ofQ ebec, under the Act, agyupon the south w s again declaed t extondetwrd
from Lake Npissing westward, would be left without any te the Mississippi River. I refer te those Commssiolisto
boundary upon the nrti. Now, yeu bave, in a matter of show you how the ring and his advisersitese wetard
obthis rule of construction, wheneoe interpretatien law. 1 shah say ne more upon thr aubt o f t--

wouhd ave an instrument imperfeet or defective, and western boundamy. I have id enough toe shwYe
Mr. MILLS.
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that from the confluence of the Ohio northward
to its source the Mississippi was the boundary
of Quebec upon the west. Before proceeding to indicate
the northern limit it will be necessary to learn something
of the dominion of the Hudson's Bay Company. If the word
«northward" in the Quebec Act is madeto refer to a
limitary lino, then that lino is carried to the Hudson's Bay
Company's possessions, and it there stops. No boundary
upon the north is laid down between this point, wherever it
may be, and the southern shore of Lake Nipissing. Quebec
would Still be bounded upon the north by a line drawn from
the source of the St. John River to the southern shore of
this lake, and there would remain, south of the possessions
of the liudson's Bay Company, and north of Quebec, a very,
large extent of country which was never transferred to
Canada until effect was given to the proposal which I had
the honor to submit to Parliament in 1878. I might, for the
purpose of showing that this construction was never put
upon the Act, refer te the separating lino by which Quebec
was divided. The extension of this lino shows that there
was a boundary upon the north. The Hudson's Bay Com-
pany received from the King a charter which professes to
do two things, to give and grant to the Company the sole
trade and commerce of all those seas, straits, bays, rivers,
creeks and sounds in whatsoever latitude they shall be that
lie within the entrance of the straits commonly called
Hludson's Straits, together with all the lands and territories
upon the countries, coasts and confines of the seas, bays,
lakes, rivers, creeks and sounds aforesaid, that are not
already actually possessed by or granted to any of our
subjects or possessed by the subjects of any other Christian
Prince or State.

4 And that the said lands be from thenceforth reckoned and reputed
as one of our plantations or colonies in America, called Rupert's Land;
and, further, we do by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors
make, create and constitute the said Governor and Company for the time
being, and their successors, the true and absolute lords and proprietors
of the same territory, limits and places aforesaid, and of aIl other their
premises hereby granted as aforesaid, with their and every of their
rights, members, jurisdictions, prerogatives, royalties, appurtenances,
whatsoever, to then the said Governor and Company and their suc-
cessors, as of our manor of East Greenwich, in our County of Kent, in
free and common soccage, beside the land se granted and beside the
Plivilege of trading, and from the limits and places aforesaid. The
c rter goes on to say that they are to enjoy the whole and entire trade
and traffic to and from ail Lavens, bays, creeks, rivers and seas into
which they find entrance or passage by water or land, out of the terri-
tories, limits and places aforesaid, and to and with all the natives and

OPeIe inhabiting within thse territories, limits and places &foresaid, and
V) and with al other nations inhabiting any cf the coasts adjacent te
the said territories, limits and places which are not granted to any of
our subjects."

Now, there are two things spoken of: there are "thelands and seas conveyed in fee simple, with the right of
exclise trade, " and there is "the whole and entire trade ofj
other seas and waters, and with nations inhabiting the
coast adjacent te the said Territories." We have these two1
enquiries: which lands within the Straits of Hudsonwere conveyd in fee simple by this charter, assumirng it to

Le validand which lands lie upon coasts adjacent to the said
Territoies, and of which no conveyance was made, but overWhich a right of exclusive trade was granted ? It isi
Woithy Of observation that the Hudson's Bay Companyhave for a long time so interpreted their charter as toeave noecountry upon which the second provision could
laerate. Their claims of territory granted has grownlarger by degrees, until net only the whole coasts of Hud-1
been ay, but also the whole basin drained into the bay has1n absorbed. The grant in their charter te the property.oth O soil, has swallowed up all other provisions, as the rod1Of 1erses swallowed up the rods of the Egyptians. We have
colevl-qustions t consider in order to arrive at a correct1
any s to the boundaries of the Hudson's Bay Com-1

n1ot 5in>hseseons. Could the King grant the torritories1
MatPossession8? If this question is answered in the,

ve, eOld4 he make a grant that would stand in the 1

way of any other monarch acquiring possession and sov-
ereignty over any portion of the country so granted ? The
grant itself professedly excludes: 1st, any portion of the
country possessed by any British subject; 2nd, any
territory granted to any British subjeut; and 3rd,
any territory possessed by any other Christian
Prince or State. It has been argued that the
King could not make a valid grant, becuetu8 the country
was not in his possession at the time the grant was made.
When the French Government pointed out to the Enghsh
that the French King had many years before granted a
charter to his subjects of the same country, tho Hudson's
Bay Company replied that ho could not make a valid
grant. The maxim nemo dat quod non habet applied. I do
not care to discuss just now the question of the validity of
the grant. There can be no doubt of this, that no title
passes by such a grant until the sovereigni: Jof the country
is acquired. We must look at the object and polhcy of
such grants in order to understand their effect. They were
invariably accompanied by a grant of political authority;
and the private right of property was always held subordi-
nate to the public trust which accompanied it. The policy of
making these grants began with Henry VII and were
continued until the time of George II. In many cases
they were powers rather than grants of property
already in the possession of the Crown. Where the Crown
had not already the sovereignty of the country these
grants, in form, profess to convey very extensive tracts of
country; but they were held not to convey more than the
parties tu whom the grant wus made succeded in reducing
to possession. The law and the usage have been so well
established with regard to these formal grants, that I need
but refer to a few instances to sustain this principle. In
the time of Henry VII, in 1495, the King granted a char-
ter to John Cabot empowering him or his deputies to sail
into the castern, western or northern sea to search for
islands and countries before unseen by Christian people; to
affix the banner of. England on any place that ho or they
might discover, and to possess and occupy the country so
discovered as the vassals of the English Crown. The pa-
tent was one by which Cabot was to acquire a paramount
title for his master and a lordship for himself. At the time
America was discovered feudal usages still strongly marked
the political and social structure of western Europe. England
had recently held extensive possessions in France connected
with her according to feudai principles. Ireland and Wales
were subordinate Governments, and within England her-
self there were several Palatine counties which suggested the
method by which the dominions of the King were to be ex-
tended. Cabot sailed along the coast of North America
from 560 to 380 north latitude. He made no settlement,
and his patent was not held to have conveyed to him any-
thing. Elizabeth, in 1578, granted a charter to Sir
Humphrey Gilbert. By it ho was authorized to discover
and take possession of all remote and barbarous lands in
North America not occupied by any Christian Prince or
people. But this was not held to rest in him the whole of
the unsettled portion of North America, but so mach only,
as ho secured to his Sovereign by settlement and dominion.
Under this charter ho took formai possession of Newfound-
land in the name of the Queen. He and his associates en-
deavored to carry out the objects of the charter. He
failed; and ho was not regarded as having any right of
property in the Island, in.consequenco cf this grant. The
grant which was made to the Plymouth Company and to
the London Company, extending from the Atlantic to the
South Sea, were not supposed to convey to them more
territory than they reduced to possession. New York,
which was patented to the Duke of York, lay within the
limits of the country formerly covered by the
charter of other parties. The principle which I have
stated shows that the title of those parties was not so much
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the patent from the Crown as their arms and their mer-
chandize; and wo must look, not to the charter, but to what
they accomplished under it, to ascertain what their titie
was, for it is not simply the extent of territory which they
claimed, but the extent of dominion which they secured for
the Crown by their energy and enterprise, that we have to
consider. The Hudson's Bay Company had upon theshores
of Hudson's Bay at the time their charter was granted but
one post, Fort Rupert, on Rupert River. The King's patent,
I suppose, may have conveyed to them this post with a rea-
sonable area of territory within its vicinity. What more
they acquired down to the time that their possessions were
seized by France must be determiued by a careful consider-
ation of what they did and of what was done by France. I
deny altogether that the King could convey to them by this
charter a title to territory which was not only at the time
not in possession of the Crown, but of which the company
before the Treaty of Ryswick had not reduced to possession.]
From 1697 to 1713 the country along the coasts was
in the possession of France. It was not possible,
after this period, for the Company to acquire
any fresh dominion on their own behalf. All the
country which they had ever held looking towards Hudson's
Bay was to be restored and no more. What they had held
thon at any time before 1697, was ever after the extent of
their possessions. Their grant was a grant within the
Straits of Hudson. They èlaimed it as extending from
Grimmington Island to Lake Mistassin. Before the Treaty
of Utrecht, they made no claim to the ownership of the
country south of the Bay. They were content with a claim
to the exclusive trade.

Mr. BANNERMAN. I would like to ask the hon.
gentleman if this Treaty of Utrecht that ho is talking
about was not later than that?

Mr. MILLS. What I stated a moment ago was a proposi-
tion of the Hudson Bay Company. It was accordance with the
lino drawn upon the map. The instructions of the English
Commissioners were also in accordance with a similar line.
The opinion given by Sir Arthur Pigott, Mr. Spankie, and
Mr. Brougham, is a most carefully considered opinion. They
say that the grant was not intended to comprehend all the
lands and territories that could be approached through
Eudson's Straits; that it is limited by its relation and
proximity to the Straits; that it is not a grant of all the
lands and territories upon the countries, coasts and confines
of the seas and rivers within the Strait, to an indefinite
extended distance. Still less is it a grant of all the lands
lying between the seas, straits, rivers, &o., hundreds of
miles away from the Straits. There is a point stated in the
opinion of Mr. Holroyd which is of vital conselquence in
the consideration of this question, and which has been
wholly neglected by those who are working to uphold the
authority of the Hudson's Bay Company. They assume that
the whole country must belong to the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, unless it was previously hld by the French King.
Now, that is not the fact. if the doctrine, which I have
already stated as the policy of those charters, is well found-
ed, thon the charter given to the Hudson's Bay Company
could no more stand in the way of the French subsequently
acquiring dominion, than the former charter, given by the
King of France, could prevent the English roducing any.part
of the coast to a British possession. Mr. Holroyd says the
charter will include all the country within the grant not at
the time actually possessed by the subjects of any foreign
Prince, and which have not been subsequently possessed by
any foreign State previous to actual or virtual possession
being takon under the charter. The charter could not convey
the North-West Territories until the Company had actual or
virtual possession of them on behalf of themselves or the
Crown, and so as, by the law of nations, to vest the Sovereignty
il the Crown, It could not stand in the way of Franeeextend-

Mr. MILLS.

ing her dominion over this country. The charter to the
London Company extended from the Atlantic to the Paihe
but whoever heard of that that charter prevented S -'
from extending her sovereignty over Northern e
or France from acquiring possession of Louisiana?
Who will undertake to show the boundaries of Virginia
looking to the charter by which the Old Dominion Was ir t
con stituted ? It is absurd to do so. North America rat
open to all Europe to acquire. Each nation might under.
take to establish its Sovereignty over any portion of it, in
conformity with the law and usages of nations. Any mon.
arch might say to a number of bis subjects: "I wili(giveyou
an exclusive charter to the whole continent, between certain
parallels, subject to rights already acquired by other ofrLy
subjects, subject to rights already acquired by another
Prince and another people." But while he excepted, as he
was boand to do, vested interests, bis charter had no force
against subsequent settlement within theso limits by any
foreign Government. Another Prince might give a charter
of exactly the same character to his own people either,
before or after; and if, und er that charter, his subjects did
not enter upon territory in actual or virtual posses5ion of
another State, they were acting within their rights. France
was as free to take possession of the North West against
the charter of the lHudson's Bay Company as she was to
take possession of Louisiana within the chartered limits of
Virginia. By the Law of Nations a title by discovery is an
imperfect title; a title recognized by courtesy, by forbeai-
ance, and it must, within reasonable time, be supported by
possession in order to make it valid and to establish the
sovereignty of the discoverer. This is the doctrine of Eng-
land. It was asserted in the time of Elizabeth. It was
asserted by England in reference to her disputes with
France relating to their possessions in North America.
Mendoza, the Spanish Ambassador, when he remonstrated
against the expedition of Drake, was told by Elizabeth:-

" That she did not understand why her subjects or those of any other
European Prince should be deprived of the traffic in the Indies; that as
she did not acknowledge the Spaniards to have any right by the dona-
tion of the Bishop of Rome, so she knew no right that they had to any
places other than those they were in actual possession of For that their
having touched here and there upon a coast and given names to a few
rivers and capes, were such insignificant things as could in no wise en-
title them to a proprietary further than in parts where they actually
settled and continued to inhabit."

The Lords of Trade deny that the mere grant of a charter,
without possession, can be admitted as having any force.
In a communication to the King in 1721, they say that-

"A charter without posseesion can never be allowed to change the
property in the soil."

And they point out that the French are now seeking to eX-
tend their territory by the erection of forts instead of
relying upon their charters. In the year 1719, CommisSiow
crs were appointed to settle the boundary agreed upon under
the Treaty of Utrecht, and they were specially instructed

"In wording such articles as shall be agreed on with a Commissary of
His Most Christian Majesty iupon this head, that the said boundaries be
understood to regard the trade of thi3 Hudson's Bay conipafly onlï; that
His Majesty doesgnot therebyrecede from the right to any land in A,,«
erica not comprised within the said bonndaries; and that no pretensio
be thereby given to the French to claim any tracts of land in Amerc,
sonthward or south west of the said boundaries."

This statement is as explicit as it can well be, that th'
boundary lino which the Government proposed to draW
under the Treaty of Utrecht, was not to be a lino separi'
ing the dominions of England from those of France, buThe
lino relating to the trade of each with the Indians. The
English Government took, in fact, this position that
country between the settlements of Canada and those Of
Hudson's Bay was still an unoecupied wildernessnder
which was stili not se far possessed by either as to be ento
its dominion, and that this question of dominion was onedt
be settled by the energy and enterprise of renchmeund
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,f Englishmen in the future. Now, with this rule before their instructions, and demanded that the lino should com-

as to the means of acquiring and extending sovereignty, mence ipon the coast 2' farther south, and should be con-
et me look at the facts dealt with by the Treaty of Utrecht. tinued to the 49th parallel. The negotiations came to

By the tenth article of that Treaty the King of France nothing, nor was it expected they would. The unes upon the
reed to restore to the King of England, to be possessed in map by which the Treaty of Utrecht was to be interpreted,

fuil right forever, the Bay and Straits of Hudson, together were
with all lands, sea coasts, rivers and places situate in the Mr. Pultney, in writing to Secretary Craggs, admitted that
said Bay and Straits, and which belong thereunto. No le neyer expected any success, that the French view were
tracts of land or of sea being excepted which are at present opposed to the Engli; that their interests were directly
possessed by the subjects of France. It is agreed on both opposite; and that the French knew that they (the Eng-
sides to determine within a year, by Commissaries to be lish) were prepared to rejeet aitheir demands. If we look
forthwtih named by eaeh party, the limits which are to be at the settiements, or trading ports, it hecones pretty clear
fixed between the said Bay of Hudson and the places apper. that the lne which it was proposed to draw, was a lino
taining to the French; which limits both the'British and similar to that drawn by the Treaty of St. iPetersburgh
French subjects shall be wholly forbidden to pass over, or npon the western coast, a lino which would bave to the
thereby to go to each other by sea or by land. These are English a moderate extent of country in the vicitity of the
the provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht which relates to the bay for the protection of their post, but which wonld
surrender of the country in the vicinity of Hudson's Bay to not encroacl upon the Frenchiposts;linthe interiori
the English. Was this to be a division relating simply to The line was one which neither was permitted
trade, o was it a division relating to the sovereignty of the to cross for the purpose of trade, but which
country? I shall assume that the parties to the Treaty was not intended to interfere with the freedom of trade by
intended that the sovereignty of the country should be the Indians, remaining in the possession of either party.
divided and that the surrender to the English was a sur- The charter of the lidson's Bay Company was put an end
render of the sovereignty of the shore of Hudson's Bay, and to by the Treaty of Ryswick. The restoration of their
I shall undertake to show that the places retained by France, possessions would not restore to them the franchises or the
called in the treaty places appertaining to the French, were rights of property wich that charter gave them. The
north of the watershed, and the boundary was to be a linemere possession acquired by the success of arms during a
drawn between them and the English places on the shore war does not amount to absolute sovereignty, but when it
of the Bay. The French plenipotentiaries at first objected la followed by treaty there is a complote change of sove-
to this clause of the treaty, because it might receive a more reignty and the political rights, the special privileges and
comprehensive meaning than the parties intended. Mr. the right of property, which reposes upon dominion, al
Prior, in writing to bis Government, said: go together. The Hudson's Bay Company claimed of

" As to the lirnits of Hudson's Bay Company, and what the Ministry late years, the whole Basin of fudson's Bay; but they
here seem to apprehend, at least in virtue of the general expression, have fot ventured to contest the possession of the val-
tout ce que lAngleterre a jamais possedé de ce coté id (which they assert ley of the Red River iu Minnesota and Dakota. The Treaty
to be wholly new and which I think is really so since our plenipoten- ofiRyswick terminated their chartered rights.
tiaries make no mention of it) may give us occasion to encroach at any
time upon their dominions in Cauada, I have answered, that since restoration of the Bay, and the land upon itsb te the
according to the carte which came from our plenipotentiaries marked Crown, could not revive the charter of the Company. The
with the extent of what was thought our dominion, and returned by the case of the Duke of York is a case in point. A patent badFrench with what they judged the extent of theirs, there was no very
great difference, and that the parties who determine that difference >amos,
Must be guided by the same carte. I thought the article would admit country under it for nine years. The Dutch ohtained pos-
of Lo disputes." session of it, and ostablished thero a Civil Govenment. At
Now this letter assists us in rightly interpreting the tenth the Treaty of Westminister it was restored to the King of
article of the Treaty of Utrecht. It shows that the FrenchiEngland. The Luke again claimed the country, but
were afraid that the English might claim under the expres- it was held that his propriotorship had been extinguishod
sion, " ail that England ever possessed on that coast," a part by the Dutch conquest and Govenment; and that the title,
of their dominions of Canada. They were not af raid that after restoration, was in the King alone; anda second
the English would cross the watershed ; but they wero patent was necessary to give him any title to the country.
afraid that the country between Abbitibbi and the Bay; Great political corporations are, by the Law of Nations, put
between their ports upon the Albany and the Bay, and upon a wholly different footing from private non-political
other sections of the country which the French held as part holdors. Their right of property and their powers of Gov-
of Canada and the shores of the Bay, would be claimed by crument are inseparable, and they pass away togother.
the English. The plenipotentiaries had before them a map Whatever dominion theludsons Bay Company subso-by which those who determined the difference, were bound quently acquired was a dominion for the Crown. I will
to be guided. They were not to draw a lino nearer to the roat content with simply stating this proposition, which, ifBay than that drawn by the French, nor further away than time permitted, could, I think, ho easily established. Iuthat drawn by the English. Mr. Prior tellis us that there is 1809, wheu the country on the oast of tho River St. John, as
IO great difference between those lines. The lino drawn by far as the Labrador shore, wàzs, by au Act of the Imperial
the French is described as follows:-Pariament, again severod from Lowor Canada, and re-an-

"The line of separation sol omnea aeBnops nexed to Newf'ouudland, it embraced the whole country
t Th linte of eaato should commence at Cape Bouton, PasoLak rouhItrioy îhi btenPr uetadnorthwr o hoelludson's Straits. It included the wholehe middle of the territory which is between Port Rupert andtok, miskaw, of which Père Albanel Jesuit and Mr. De St. Simon coast to the 61D of north latitude. So far as I know, the Hud-
tance fostson in the name of the King in 1672, fellow at the same dis- sonis Bay Company novermaeauy r against
Iin the middeBay along the eastern side in such manner as to civide
port Mosa'le the territory between the Lake of the Abbitibbis and and yet it included a large section of country which
hores of thr St. Louis, continning at a similar distance from the they have always claimed was granted them by their charter.

Therese and Bourboa at the western side until beyond the river of St. After the Treaty cf Utrecht the lludson's Bay Company had
Cape Bouton is about the 61 of north latitude. Th no othraim than that which actual occupation f certain
drawn b y te , t he wa' fo Griamitoe.Thld posta gave them. They had again and again offered te

580 nborth iEngli was from Grimmington Iand inaccept as a boundary. They say that
Yond thlatitude, south-westward to Lake Mistassan; bo- rivers are more certain and obvions than linoscf latitude,opei D no hne is described. When the negotiations were and can bo botter laid down iu a wild country. They had8 1] 19 the Engliah Vomm ioenrer disregarded at ne tirnobyfore the Treaty of Utrecht, propbedteextend
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their boundary further southward than Lake Mistassin,
which is in the latitude of James Bay. They proposed that
the French should not come beyond the 530 of north latitude
or the Albany River on the west. When the British Gov-
ernment hoped to again so obtain a controlling influence on
the North American Continent, they proposed to establish a
great Province in which the people would be governed
according to the principles of the British Constitution.
The customs of Paris were to be confined to
the country east of tle Ottawa River. A boundary
lino was extended northward to Hudson's Bay, and
all that portion of Canada to the westward and southward
of this lino to its utmost extent was to be included- in the
new Province. The deadly wound which lad been received
by the loss of the American colonies was, by this new
establishment, to be bealed. It was the first step in begin-
ning colonization anew, by which a great British power
was again to be founded. The description does not say that
all Canada is to be embraced, but all to the westward and
southward of the boundary named, and you have but to look
at the map to see that the Albany River is a natural boun-
dary upon the north. The expression is not due west or
due south, but westward and southward. Due west and due
south are directions which would exclude the whole penin-
sula west of Cobourg to the Detroit River, and on the north
the boundary would cross the Albany River at about its
middle distance. But the rule which I have already
mentioned makes the Albany River, as a natural boundary,
preferable to an astronomical line, and justified the arbi.
trators in declaring it to be the boundary. I shall not
detain the louse longer. I have said enough to show that
the course taken by the arbitrators was a reasonable one.
To show that if they erred at all it was in limiting Ontario
on the west to the meridian of the North-west Angle;
to show that in making the award they set forth what
they believed to be the true legal boundaries. The Pro-
vince of Ontario will stand by that award. • She is entitled
to do so. What it gave her the law itself gives her, for
that award is final and concludes the parties to it. It cannot
be repudiated without dishonor. No man will consent to
have his property ruthlessly and illegally taken from him.
No more will two millions of people. There is not a man
from one end of the Province to the other who does not
know that the Prime Minister has been driven on in this
policy of spoilation by hie Quebec colleagues. They refused
to recognize that we are one Dominion, and that the growth
and prosperity of any Province is an advantage to every
other part of the Dominion. They envy us our rights, and
they would filch from us a portion of our heritage. I can
tell the First Minister that whether the people of Ontario
be for his policy of high taxation or whether they be
against it, whether they approve or disapprove of his land
policy in the North-West, they will disregard all these to
protect their Province against robdery to gratify the en-
vious. There will be no two parties upon this question,
and the very same feelings and impulses, which make us
all one people to resist foreign invasion, will make us one
people to resist to the death this attempt at dismem-
berment; and the man from Ontario who upholds the

licy of the Government, no matter what his views may
on the question of the Tariff, will be regarded as an

enemy of his Province, and when the day of election omees
will receive at the bands of the people an enemy's reward.

Mr. DAWSON moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 1 o'clock, a.m.) the House

adjourned,

Mr. li

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 3rd April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS.

Mr. BÉCHARD, in the absence of Mr. STEPHENSON, moved
that the first report of the Select Committee appointed to
supervise the Official Reports of the Debates of the House he
adopted. He said: I may explain that the Committee at
their last meeting decided that hereafter the French trans.
lator shall be paid on the completion of bis translation on
the deposit of bis manuscript with the Clerk of the Com-
mittee, less 25 per cent. to be retained until the completion
of the work. It was also decided that the French manu.
script be sent to the printers through the Clerk of the
Committee, who shall take a receipt therefor from the
printers. It appears that the printers are behind in their
work, and it was thought better to adopt the plan I have
mentioned, so that Mr. Audet may be paid as his work
proceeds, less, of course, the 25 per cent.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is a change in
the contract, is it not ?

Mr. BÉCHARD. It does not affect the contract with
the printers.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. But Mr. Audet, as I
understand, bas to revise the printing and attend to the
matter when it is printed.

Mr. DESJARDINS. By the contract there is a di awback
of 20 per cent., and it is now proposed to have a drawback
of 25 per cent., in order to secure the fulfilment of the con-
tract in its entirety.

Sir CHARLES TIUPPER, But, as I understand, this
report from the Debates Committee recommends a change
in the contract. I suppose the Committee carefully con-
sidered the question as to whether any change of that kind
would invalidate the contract in any way.

Mr. BECHARD. The Committee were unanimous.
Mr. DESJARDINS. The translator himself also consented.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It appears to me, from what

the hon. gentleman says, that the change suggested is a
reasonable one, and is only carrying out the original design
of the contract, which was to pay for the work done as it

progressed, and if any party outside of and unconnected
with the translator delays the work, of necessity or from
any cause whatever which the translator cannot control, I
think it is only reasonable that he should be paid as he com-
pletes his part of the work. The proposition, I may say
entirely commends itself to my judgment as one that is
only fair; but I ask the hon. gentleman whether the Con-
mittee had considered the effect that this alteration would
have on the contract itself?

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton). The change does not
affect the validity of the contract at all. At present 20 Par
cent. is withhold from the French translator untilhe
printers work is fimished. That was found to be incon-
venient to the French translator, and it is suggested that, 0"
the completion of his work in manuscript, and on the cortifi'
cate of the Clerk of the Debates Committee, he b pid
three-fourths of his money, the remaining one.fourth being

paid on the completion of the work by the printer.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I may Say that the Chief Tranelator
ha agreed to this change, so that the contrt i perfeo
by 4e consent of both partS.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Has the translator given

secarity ?
Mr. DESJARDINS. He is at present leaving a draw-

back of 20 per cent. as security that he will complete the
work; bat the Committee, with his consent, agreed that a
farther 5 per cent. should be kept as security for proof-
readling, correction of the printing, and the completion of
the whole work.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I call attention to a proposi-
tin uin the report to add $300 to his compensation.

Mr. DESJARDINS. That is not for the Chief Translator.
That is for Mr. Boyce, who was employed to assist the
head of the Bansard staff; and for the work he is doing, such
as the making of an alphabetical index, proof-reading, and
sO forth, it was thought that it would be fair to add $300 to
his salary, as he has been receiving only $500.

Mr. STEPHENSON. In connection with this matter, I
may say that Mr. Boyce is a practical man, thoroughly up
in his business, and it is thought that we should have a
first-class index. Letters have been sent to me as Chairman
of the Committee, recommending certain gentlemen who
have made indexes. Last year the index was not as satis-
factory as it should have been. Mr. Boyce understood that
he was employed during the Session only, at a salary of
$500. We took the matter into consideration, and we
decided that, in order to have a first-class index, he should be
retained long enough after the Session to complete it, and in
consideration of the extra work he would have to perform,
and the ability lie has manifested, we recommend that le
should have an increase of $300. We think that by doing
that we are doing what is right and proper, not only
towards Mr. Boyce, but towards this House, because we
think we shall save the money we give him by the amount
of work he gives us. Therefore, the Committee unanimously
agreed to recommend that Mr. Boyce should have this in-
crease of salary.

Mr. BLAKE. I observe that the report calls attention
to the plan of reporting, on which I should like some
explanation from the chairman. I should like to know
whether in the type which is kept standing for three daysj
subject to any corrections that a member sends in, there ist
anv correction or revision by the Hansard staff or thet
editor, supposing io corrections are sent in by a member.t
1 niake that enquiry, because I observe that the same
difficulties exist this Session that I called attention to in
a former Session, namely, that, so far as I can judge, either
in the transcription of notes or the proof-reading, there are
a vast number of errors in those copies sent round, and
those mnembers who happen to be in the position which I
have been in this Session, of not having time to correct
these errors, will find the record of what they have supposedto have said very different indeed from what they did say.

Mir. STEPHENSON. This matter was before the Com-
mauttee at its last meeting. On investigating the whole
thatter we found that the printers were in fault, and alsot
that the delay in publishing the revised edition was due, in«a greatedmeasure, to the delay of members in sending inOIrected proofs of their speeches. If Ion. members would

by the revised proofs in accordance with the plan devised
) the Comînittee--which is the plan adopted at Washington

R'poe publication of the United States Congressionalaepot, our revised Hansard would be got out much earlierV
tat better form than it can be otherwise. I must saythat the first copy set up had not that careful correction, so
endeavo graphical errors are concerned, and we have
printinrod as much as possible, to have that defect in the

rin a emedied. I think hereafter the first copy will be,
nat rspect, more correct than in the past.·

resr.BLAKE. I was not at all complaining of thes
trlclion as to the time in which members should send in t
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their corrections, but I was pointing out that there were a
vast number of mistakes in the daily issue, as far as I could
judge, both in the writing out of the reports and in the
printing, through imperfect proof-reading; and I was
enquiring whether any, and if so, what steps were taken by
the Bansard staff or the editor to correct those mistakes in
the case of members who, like myself, have not sufficient
time to make their own corrections.

Mr. STEPHENSON. I have endeavored to put this
matter in proper shape, and I think that the chief of the
Hansard staff understands the matter. If the first issue be
not more correct in the future than it has been in the past,
we wied take what steps we can to have any defect
remedied.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, I will take the opportu-
nity offered by this motion to call the attention of the louse
to the considerable delay existing in the translation, and
especially in the printing, of the French portion of the
de ates. 1 think that at the present time the French
translation is more than a month behind, and as the debates
of this House are publie documents, which are distributed
not only among the members, but which are sent to the
representatives of the press, and which circulate through-
out the whole of the country, I am of opinion that those who
speak the French language, for some reason or the other, are
not served with the same punctuality and the same good-will
apparently exercised in serving those belonging to another
nationality. I do not say that any ill-will is shown, but the
system is certainly defective, and it ought, I think, to be
remedied. I have not the intention of suggesting a remedy,
but all that I have to say is that if this system continues to
be carried out, a decided opinion will be given expression to
in this House against a system hampered with so much in-
convenience. As for mysolf, when this question comes
before the House, if the evils I have pointed out are not
seen to, I wili considor it my duty to vote against the ex-
isting system.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). My hon. friend from Mont-
magny is quite right as to the delays in issuing the
French copy, but to remedy that we have called attention
to the delay on the part of hon. members in sending in
their revision of their speeches. The reports are supposed
to be put on our table by three o'clock the next day.
Every hon. member then, who has interest enough in what
he has said, or whose time is not too mach taken up other-
wise, is supposed to make the necessary corrections in his
speech, and send it back to the Bansard room, whence it is
sent to the printers, after which the editor compares the
corrected copy with the proofs, in the revised form. Then
only can this copy go to the French translator. If the rule
laid down, and referred to in this report, were followed,
there would be but little difficulty in getting out the French
issue. If the corrected reports went back to the printer
within three days after the revision of the speeches, the
corrected reports would be immediately put in the hands of
the translators, who could translate them the next day, and
within a week at the latest, the French copy, completed,
would be in the hands of the members. The difficulty has
arisen from the fact that the printers and the
ffansard staff have been unwilling to authorize the
final printing of those speeches, the revision of
which had not been sent by the hon. members
who delivered them. The object of calling the attention of
the House now to this is that the House may be made aware
of the determination of the Committee to have the rule
hereafter as strictly observed as possible. I may say, in
answer to the hon. member for Durham, that even where an
hon. member does not send in a revision of his speech, it is
the dut of the Jansard editor to carefully revise that
speech efore it is finally printed, but it will be seen at once
that no editor can possibly correct errors of fact or figures
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that may occur in the report of a speech. He can only cor-
rect the typographical errors or incorrect phraseology.
Therefore, it is desirable that hon. members should, at least,
glance over the first report of their speeches, not to correct
typographical or other minor errors, but to see that any
figures or statements of facts have been correctly reproduced.
As to this increase of $300, the object is to have more
efficient indexing and editing. In the first instance, Mr.
Bradley, the head of the Blansard staff, was supposed
to revise the reports, edit them, and make an index. It was
afterwards found desirable that he should take his place at
the reporting table on the floor, and as no one person could
do the work of reporting and the other work as well, all this
other work devolved on Mr. Boyce, who .had previously
been engaged for the Session, at a salary of $500, as assistant
to the Chief Reporter, to do the routine work of the office.
Mr. Boyce, therefore, last Session read the proofs for press,
finally revised the reports before they went to the printers,
and made up the index from day to day. At the end of
the Session he left, as he had a perfect right to do,
having been only engaged for that period. But, at that
time, the printing of the revised English copy was nearly a
month behindhand, and the index had, therefore, to be
completed by Mr. Bradley, who, not being familiar with the
plan adopted by Mr. Boyce, continued it in a different
way, and on that account the index was not as satis-
factory as it ought to be. The object now
is to have Mr. Boyce continue at work on the
index after the Session, until the Iansard is got out
in its finished form, and we believe that the index will then
be much more satisfactory than it has been in the past.
To enable the French copy to be got ont promptly, but one
thing is necessary, and that is that the members should'
understand that their speeches will go to press within three
days after delivery. if, through want of time, or througb
indifference, they do not revise their speeches,
and those speeches should contain, in their final
form, any errors, hon. members will have only
themselves to blame, because, with the difficulty of hearing,
through the noises that sometimes prevail, and from any
other cause not blameable to the reporters, it is exceedingly
difficult for the reporters to follow with absolute accuracy
the arguments of hon. gentlemen. I do not think it is too
much to ask of hon. members that they should glance over,
within those three days, their speeches; though, should
they not do so, the duty of the editor is to read them over a
second time with the view of making them as perfect as
possible. I believe a very considerable degree of blame this
Session is due to the printers. They have been over-
crowded with work, as we can see by their delay inî
furnishing returns. It is with great difficulty, apparently,
that they have been able to accomplish that work.
I do not think they have a large enough staff. They may

rhaps be unable to get all the men they want. They
ave the contract at very low prices, and as the wages of

printers, like other wages of skilled mechanies, are going up,
they may find difficulty in getting the work done as cheap-
ly as they think necessary. There are twelve days' of cor-
rected proofs in the hands of the Hansard editor which
have not gone to the printers. From that fact it will be
seen that the printers themselves are largely to blame for
this delay.

Mr. AMYOT. Mr. Speaker, I am not acquainted with
the details of that eontract with the stenographers; I
merely look at the results. For my part, 1 must say that I
admire the zeal and the devotion of the stenographers who
report the debates in this louse, but, on the other hand, I
think that the existing system is very defective. The
Hansard should not be the verbatim report of everything
that is said in this honorable louse ; there is no country in
the world where such is the case. The Blansard should be a
saçoinct and conplote r.sam4 of al that is said; thus, at the

Mr. WmrZ (Cardwell).
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end of the Session, we should not have an immense volume
and we should not be compelled te wade through seven oreight pages when we wish to find an idea
I think it is the duty of hon. menibers of
this House to revise their speeches in such a
manner as to eliminate therefrom all that is not absolutel
necessary. I might quote as an instance of this what takes
place in the Province of Quebec. We have there a Hansard
prepared by a single man, Mr. Desjardins, and, en pasant
I regret that our librarian should not have seen fit to pro-cure a copy of it for our use, but I would fain believe that
this is quite an involuntary omission on his part, and that
it is shortly to be remedied. That report is not a complete
reduction of what is said; it is a résumé, but we find all that
we require. After all, what is the Hansard ? It is a faith.
ful record of the opinions of members as expressed in this
House, which is to be of use to us next year and in years to
come. Now, I think that were this better understood by hon.
members of this Hlouse, we should have at the end of the
year a more useful and less voluminous book to refer to. i
must add that we have ever found that the Blansard staff
show both zeal and capacity in reproducing the speeches
made in this louse. As to the French version, we are
told that it is in the hands of the printer, and that it is he
who is behindhand. This, no doubt, does credit to the
French translator, but there should be a way of compelling
the printer to better execute his contract. The Province
of Quebec is desirous of having its reports as early as the
other Provinces; I hope that the Committee which looks
after this matter with so great a care, will henceforth be
more watchful than ever, and will give the printer to un-
derstand that if he cannot fulfil his contract, steps wi!llbe
taken to relieve him of it and to give it te one who wili do
his duty better.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I wish to say one word with
regard to the Quebec liansard. This is no doubt a very
excellent publication, and one of very great value; but it by
no means is a report of what takes place in the Legisiature,
and, moreover, it does not appear for three or four months
after the Legislature rises; in fact, it is made up from
reports in the newspapers and of speeches which are
handed in by hon. members themselves to a very large
extent, with, of course, some work done by Mr. Desjardins
as well. I may mention, in this relation, that I had
occasion, the other day, to look into the Quebec
|fansard for the report of a very interesting discussion
which took place on the subject of disallowance in
connection with the Mines Bill of the Province of Quebec.
It was a matter of very great public interest at the time,
but I found the whole thing disposed of in about half a
column, which was really not a report at all. I judged from
this, that the gentlemen who spoke on this subject were
gentlemen who were not in the habit of writing Out their
speeches and sending them in, and consequently they were
not fully reported, although a description of the debate, as
given in the newspapers, appeared. Besides if we adopted
the Quebec plan, we would not probably get our reports for

six months after the Session closed.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I wish to call the attention ofmy
hon. friend, the member for the County of Bellechasse (Mr.
Amyot) to the following fact: The object of the 1HOus8,e
having reports made of the debates, has been te have adtilY
and complete record of its sittings. No doubt it was found th3t
there were some inconveniences arising from this puaio
tion, but when it was sought to try another system, that er
getting the reporter to give a résumé of the debates, graeby
difficulties were encountered, and the complaint an to
members at the time, had the effect of causing thatuplcl t
be abandoned. Se to-day, in conformity with the istructiol
of the House, we are determined to give as much as pohibl
an authentic report of the sittings, and this reportWh
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corrected, forms the volume which is published at the close

of the Session. Were we to adopt the suggestions of my
bon. friend, we should be compelled to give up the daily
record which is of gfeat use. Moreover, I may observe
that it has been decided that the speeches should be pub-
lished in this record, in the language in which they
were delivered; thus it becomes impossible for us to have
the report of the speeches in French day by day, as is done
in the case of the English speeches.

Mr. PLUMB. Mr. Speaker, I may say that the principle
has been well settled in this House, that we are to have
full reports of our proceedings; and if this is the case, I
think that it is money well spent to ensure the perfect
accuracy of these reports, and also to ensure their being
promptly printed and laid before us. There are objections
to the present system of having roughly drafted reports
first published, and then placed in the hands of members
for revision. This is, however, I think on the whole, a bot-
ter plan than to put the manuscript in the bands of mem-
bers. One will not be likely to improve as largely upon
printed reports as they might if the manuscript were in
their hands. There are, of course, enormous difficulties
attending the translation of the notes and the
editing of Ransard, unless it is done by those gentlemen
who take the notes themselves. It is obvious to every
one, who bas had reports of bis speeches in his hands, that
there are extraordinary mistakes which take place from
the fact that those who afterwards correct the reports
were not present at the time that the debate was in pro-
gress. It would be almost impossible to obviate this dis-
advantage unless some porson skilled in the political
questions of the day were retained for the purpose of
revising these reports. The Quebec system, to which the
bon. member for Cardwell has referred, would be simply of
no use at all bore. It would be of no value. It would be
much botter to depend upon newspaper reprts-
to take partizan reports on one side, and partizan reports
on theother side, and thon to strike a happy medium between
the two, and consider this the authority which we should
follow, than to adopt such a plan. When questions so import-
ant as are discussed in the Parliamont of Canada are before
us, I think it is desirable that there should be an authentic
record of the utterances of members. I also think it is
desirable that the original first draft of the report should
go into the bands of members, and this should be promptly
returned, with such variations as it may be absolutely
necessary to make. I have no doubt that any gentleman
who has been in the habit of trespassing on the labors of
the reporters-and I may be considered one-will be very
glad to hurry over the report, and get it back into the
bands of the reporters as soon as possible. I wish, while I am
on ny feet, to bear general testimony to the accuracy
Of the reports, and I desire to Warn hon. gentlemen, if we
are to depend on this system, and have made up our
nunds to make it a permanent system and a per-
ianent establishment in this Parliament, that we must be
Pl'epared to pay for the first-class talent which we employ
remunerative and fair prices. There is no reason in the
World why these gentlemen, who are at our bidding, and
who are engaged in a most laborious duty, which involves
Special knowledge, which is a very rare talent, and a talent
that very few possess-reporting accurately by sound-
should not be fairly and liberally compensated, and it is notfair to them if this is not done. It is a very small
mnatter to the country at large, while it is a very

portant matter te us, that we should have, and ensure as
wras we possibly can, the utmost accuracy in regard to the
iPrtîng. Lt is, and must be, quite evident, that if there is

auY lack of that accuracy, the largest abuses may occur in
pering With the text after it is produced and sent to thespeakers;but if the very best and most accurate reportersemOlloyedand I wish to say that we have been enabled

to secure very accurate reports-no man would presume te
interfere with the text te the extent of making any import-
ant change in the meaning, or too extensive interpolations;
but without the employment of first-class reporters, mon were
compelled to fumble for one's meaning and drift through
sentence after sentence, as many are probably com-
pelled te do, and thon the report was still imperfect,
leaving the whole matter open to the same objection that
lies with regard to compiling reports in the manner which
my hon. friend from Cardwell bas just btated. I think
that nobody could lay down a botter plan than that which
now obtains-as nearly as possible the securing of a written
photograph of the debates which take place on the floor of
this louse; this is of the greatest use te gentlemen on
both sides of the Chamber. It fastens -absolutely fastens-
the responsibility, which we ought ail to be willing to
assume for any of our utterances here, although an excep-
tion may be made in the case of the gentlemen
who claim that they are net bound this year by what
they said last year. But we, on this side of
the House, do not make any such contention.
We are willing, whatever we say, that it shall be put down
with the utmost accuracy, and to abide by it afterwards,
although, of course, in the symbols used by shorthand
writers, the negative is often stated in the place of the affir-
mative. It is also known that unless there is great atten-
tion paid to the connection of extracts and figures and
of such statements as the reporters depend upon being
furnished with, confusion will ensue; and it ought te
bo impressed on the gentlemen who sit on this floor
and take down the debates, that they should use the
utmost care whenever an extract is read, and when-
ever anything bearing on the question under discus-
sion is produced, that they should note such catch-
words as will enable them to trace out these
extracts and identify tbem ; so that no abuse
may be perpetrated on us by having the authen-
tic record, or what ought to be the authentic
record, garbled, or in any way tampered with, while in the
hands of those who may find it in their interest to make
statements of oue kind, and then to chance them, as was
the case in one instance, which may be familiar to many of
us-where reports, which were read studiously on the floor
o f this louse for one hour, were as studiously repressed in
the edition of Hansard-as we found was the case when wo
came to look for those extracts. This is a kind of abuse to
which Hansard is liable, if such guards as reporters well
know how to use are, notwithstanding, thrown about it, in
order to prevent the occurrence of anything of this nature.
I observe that my hon. and genial friend opp:site (Sir
Albert J. Smith) smiles at this statement; and this
is the reason why I shall be compolled to explain
what I did not intend to say. I say now, Sir, that the
hon. gentleman, by the complai-ant smile his
teatures wear bas compelled me te state that a gentleman
who is not in this House at the present moment, but who
sits besides the hon. momber for Wostmoreland, suppressed
in Ransard page after page, extracts from Blie-books,
in which ho endeavored to belittle and decry the condition
of things in the North-West. Only Archbishop Tache's
extracts remain. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will smile
a little more, but I will tell him that of nearly one hour's
studious reading in this House, absolutely no trace appears
in Rlansard that came out the next day or the day after
that.. If the hon. gentleman admires that kind of thing,
and feels like laughing at it, hoeis perfectly welcome te bis
satisfaction. The on. gentleman is always happy and
always genial, and we are always glad to soe him
enjoy himseoif, and no doubt hoeis glad and enjoys the
fact that he bas brought out from me this statement with
regard te his quondam leader. This statement is within the
memory of every hon, gentleman in thie House, who
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listened with pain to the studious attempt of that hon.
gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) to make an under bid for the
support of his party, when ho found that power was
slipping out from under him, and that a cabal was working
against him. These are the facts, and perhaps the hon.
gentleman, having heard this explanation, will favor the
House by rising to explain, or to contradict the statement.
We shall be very glad to have an explanation
or a contradiction from the hon. gentleman on that
side of the House. I am sorry that the bon. gentle-
man is not in bis place when I make this statement. He is
fully able, I presume, to make the explanation which occurs
very readily to him wben any case of this kind presents itself
against him. I also regret that the attitude of the bon.
member for Westmoreland was such that I was compelled
to say what I did not intend to utter with respect to bis
quondam leader, when I rose to my feet; but I wish again
to state, I think that this side of the House is in perfect
accord with any liberal measure whieh may be made in
order to secure the most accurate record of our debates. I
believe that the Committee have taken every pains to
employ the very best men that can be found
in the country; and I say that the fault rests
with ourselves if, having these gentlemen, we are
not able and not willing to pay them sufficiently, and have
to depend upon lower qualifications for reporters, because
there are reporters and reporters; there are some who
understand public matters; who have a quick intelligence;
who are perfectly accurate in the manner in which they are
able to reproduce the words of the speaker, and who have
sufficient practical knowledge and intelligence w;th regard
to the public questions of the day to enable them, if they
accidentally do not catch accurately the literali phrase of
the spèaker, to supplement it with sufficient accuracy as to
express bis meaning; and this is all we want. I would be
very glad if it were possible to have a report put into my
hands of anything which I may utter on the floor of
this House, so perfect that it would not be

themselves regarding what as happened during the 'ast
eight or ten years, in having a big volume, with ag
index, knowing exactly where to turn in order to find the
little inaccuracies, on the part of our enemies, of which we
like to make use wben we are making political speeches.
The Committee, I am satisfied, are endeavoring in the very
best way they can find, to remedy any of the elight diffi
culties which may still occur, and I am satisfied that this
House is only doing its duty towards those hon. gentlemaenjin
sustaining them in any of the propositions which they May
make, and in sustaining them in the very moderato demand
which they have made on the House.

An hon. MEMBER. The member for Lambton h
entered the Flouse and you had botter repeat your state.
ment.

Mr. PLUMB. I am challenged to repeat the statement
which I made on the floor of the flouse a few mornents
ago, in the presence of the hon. gentleman who has just
cone in, and who says, in that complimentarymanner which
is habitual to him and which bas characterized all his
utterances towards me during the last five years, that I am
put up to make speeches in this House. This is thefirsttime
that this bas been said, and that hon. gentleman is the
only hon. gentleman who has ever ventured to state that an
independent member of Parliament was put up to speak on
a subject, which is a subject of great public importance,
and a subject about which every man bas a
right to speak, and to form an opinion, and concerning
which every man who is an hon. member of Parliament
may be presumed to have formed his independent opinion,
as the hon. gentleman himself, I have no doubt, has formed
his independent opinion on it, without any party bias. I
will say before the hon, gentleman himself, what I was
induced to say by the superserviceable interference of his
hon. friend who sits at bis left hand, that, in reference to
the reports, there should be the greatest care taken by the
reporters to use certain catch words in respect to extracts,

necessary to touch it either with pen or with pencil. But, so that they could be easily identified and easily found; and
of course, there are always small inaccuracies which must I stated also that it had happened, probably for the sake of
be corrected, and most gentlemen who speak in this House economy and making the report smaller, possibly for the
will agree with me that it is an immense labor to read sake of not trespassing on the patience of those who were to
word after word, and line after line, and correct technically read them, large and copious extracts from the Blue-books
the proofs of our speeches, as we are sometimes compelled which were produced in the House of Commons upon a
to do, and I think I may state here, that much inaccuracy memorable occasion by my hon. friend who is looking
and immense difficulty in connection with the report toward me, were suppressed in the Bansard and not
must arise in the compositors' department. There should published, and I never say anything behind a man's back
be an accuracy in the proof-roading, which I think we that I am not ready to say to his face.
ought to insist upon with the publishers of the debates, and Mr. MACKENZIE. I have not the slightest intention of
I am of opinion that my hon. friend from Cardwell will replying except to one statement of the hon. gentleman,
appreciate that, and agree with me, when I say that the that I suppressed some report. I have never looked at
greater part of the trouble we have in looking over the Hansard report this Session since I came into the Hlouse.
and revising the reports lies in correcting the Mr. PLUMB. lt was not this Session at ail.
technical errors which we cannot allow to pass, whicht
are obvions and which every man ought to be able to cor- Mr. MACKENZIE. Thon I say the same as to the last
rect himself. No man in reading a proof like that Session.
ought to let the word "scenes " stand for "seeds " Mr. PLUMB. It was not the last Session at ail. The
or the word "grave" for "grain," or any words bon. gentleman sometimes protests too much; this lime he
of this kind to remain unchanged, for we know has protested too little, and I can only say that it is useless
perfectly well that if we do not revise them they will for him to attempt to make any statement.not be corrected in the final issue, and will thus Mthe
escape alteration. J believe I utter the sentiments of both Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not at first know to what he
sides of the House when I say I wish to put on record the hon, gentleman referred. I supposed he referred te 01othe
great confidence we have in the present staff and in the report in the present Session, and thon to some reportl mfan
editor, who is a very painstaking and competent and intel- last Session. In regard to the passages the hon. genthere
ligent gentleman, and I believe that it is money weil spent refers to, when I received the report from the Bansardtsere
-if we are to have tbe system at ail-to get was not a single word of those extracts in the report sent
the most perfect accuracy that can be Èossibly me, and I was not going to search from the vonin
obtained; and any gentleman -who has had again to find these extracts for the sake ofputting them .
occasion to look back to the Debates of 1S74, and go through Mr. PLUMB. Weil, Sir, those extracts had a most impO-
that bulky volume, will perceive the comfort experienced tant bearing upon the value of our great public domna'm n
by those who like occasionally to look back and refresh the North-West, as they were based Upon the argunents Of

Mr. PLo .
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the hon. gentleman who was then leader of the Reform
party; an argument of the utmost importance, as it had
reference to the whole question of constructing the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway and of the policy of his party; and
i say that the hon. gentleman ought to have seen that those
reports were properly put in the public records. I say the
bon. gentleman owed it to himself, having produced those
reports and having read them for nearly an hour-and the
hon. gentleman does not pretend to deny it-I say he ought
to have seen that they were properly put in the record for
the ilouse. The hon. gentleman never would have con-
descended to have read these reports unless he wished to
have them form a permanent record of his statements in
respect to the value of the North-West lands. Oh, no! it
was not necessary afterwards that the value of those lands
should be stated. It was seen afterwards that they should be
called worth $4 per acre, as my hon, friends opposite called
them, or $8 or $10, as they have been called by ourselves.
It was necessary to show that the Conservative Govern-
ment was squandering millions upon millions by giving
away the North-West, bound hand and fbot to a grasping,
soulless monopoly, who had 25,000,000 acres out of
200,000,000 acres, and were compelled to open their lands
by the railway, and make over 640 acres which they got
to give value to the 640 acres that the Government along-
side of them bad reserved. The hon. gentleman should
have seen to it, when he observed, when the Hansard was
brought back to him next day, that these reports were
not in it-not even a word of them-he ought to have
reprimanded the reporters; he ought to have insisted that
the reporters should put in his utterances. I can tell the
bon. gentleman that there was a surprise on this side of
the House, which I can scarcely characterize or describe,
when it was found finally in the Hansard that not one
word of all the statements, except Archbishop Taché's, was
left in the Bansard at the time he occupied three-quarters
of an hour in the reading of them; and it was melancholy
to see him do so at that time, wben the present hon. leader
of the Opposition, his successor, brought in his famous
resolution, when he moved down from the back benches,
where he had sat alongside of the hon. member for East
Northumberland, where he took his seat in proud humility
until the opportunity arose for him to etrike. I thank the
bon. member for Westmoreland for having, with that bland
snile of his and that incredulous look towards me, com-
pelled me to say what I am now saying on the floor of the
louse. I was not intending, of course, to do so-I was
provoked to do so-and I can tell the hon. gentleman that
some day or other they will find nemo impune lacessit.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). I am sure, as a member
of the Debates Committee, I am exceedingly thankful to the
hon. member for Niagara for the number of valuable hints
he bas given us as to the proper method of managing that
Committee, also for the compliment he has paid us for its
management thus far. Were I a reporter on the floor ofthe louse I would also, in my heart, be very thankful to thehon maember for Niagara. I think if the reporters are only
amenable to the influences which actuate the ordinary mind,
the chances are that after being bespattered with so many
compliments, the speeches of the hon. member for Niagara
Will be reported even better hereafter than before; and the
reporters also will not be troubled with so many emenda-
tions as he has usually made in his reports, and, as a matter
Of consequeunce, the hon. gentleman's name will go down toPosterity associated with all that is elegant in diction,ail that is chaste and polished in composition. I know that
the hon, gentleman wishes to leave not only the impressionln this Hlouse that he is an orator of the first water-if I canim such a term in this connection-but he wants to leave theImpression upon thefface of the Hansard that he is also a liter-ary gentus of the very highest order. As a matter of course
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emended, polished and gilded, shall, I say, until it will put
Longfellow to the blush. I do not know that even Thack-
eray, in his most polished sentences, could place in type, in
gold or metal, such elassic, chaste and exquisite utterances
as they fall from the pen of the hon. member for N iagara
after he has delivered his speech. That is, of course, a lib-
erty that few bon. gentlemen in this flouse take to the same
extent which my hon. friend does. Speaking for myself, of
course, I am full of weaknesses, and, like my bon. f riend the
Minister of Finance, of grammatical errors. I sometimes
bave to plcad guilty to faults of that kind, but there are no
such et rors in the speeches of the hon, member for Niagara,
not after they appear in the Hansard, but of weaknestes as
they fal from his eloquent tongue. Whatever lack of unity
there may be in the structure of his sentences, or whatever
want of force there may be in the adjectives with which ie
qualifies his statements, when these are ali adjusted and
readjusted, and put in the crucible of that brilliant intellect
which is encased in the cranium of my bon. friend, they
come forth chastened and refined, like gold the seventh
time, and thus they appear in the Iansard with such foi-ce
that, if the Ilansard should be biotted out from the records
of this House, ort should disappear from the shelves of our
libraries, it would be a grater loss to the world than the
burning of the Alexandrian Library. I hope no such calam-
ity will befail future generations. 1 hope no such
calamity is in store for myself, for in my leisure
hours, when I want to delight, as I sometimes do,
in reading entertaining literature, I shall want to place my
hand upon the volume containing the speeches of my Ion.
friend for Niagara where I shall find, upon ail subjects
interesting to humanity, everything that is pure, chaste,
noble and refined. I shail be very sorry if the hon. gentle-
man's name should not appear on the pages of Bansard.
Hlowever, in passing fron the character of the hon. gentle-
man's speeches, I am afraid I shall not be able to make the
same remarks as to the statement he bas made in reference
to the speech of the hon. member for Lambton. That bon.
member charged the hon. member for Lambton with suppres-
sing his speech. The Ion. gentleman is miktaken. If the
speech was suppressed the reporters suppressed it.

Mr. PLUMB. I did not say he suppressed it.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). The hon. gentleman made that
statement. I took it Cown, and he reiiteiatud tde tate-
ment.

Mr. PLUMB. No.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Unless it is expunged from
Hansard it will appear, as the statement of the bon. gentle-.
man, who now wants to take it back. It is not true. The
hou. member for Lambton said it was not true. I wish to
repeat the denial in order that the hon. gentleman may be
careful as to the *accuracy of his statements in future. If
the hon. member for Niagara would do what he charged
the hon. member for Lambton with doing, it would be
sometimes an advantage. Instead of suppressing an ex-
tract, the on. gentleman, if I mistake not, inserts extracts
in his speeches or enlarges extracts as compared with those
delivered on the floor of the liouse.

Mr. PLUMB. It is not so.

Mr. ]ROSS (Middlesex). There was a certain speech
delivered by the Ion. member which was printed and
circulated extensively over and above the edition we have
in the form of the debates, in which extracts were inserted
at much greater length than were any extracts read by the
hon. gentleman on the floor of the House. I have a very
distinct recollection of that fact; I hope I am not misrepre-.
senting the hon. gentleman by stating what is my
recollection of his speech. If that statement be acotrao I
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think the hon. gentleman is much more to blame for THE TEMXPORALITIES FUND
inserting lengthy extracts inlis speech than was the
hon. member for Lambton in refusing to give quotations Mr. SHAW moved the third reading of Bill (No. 66) to
which he could not be expected to give, and which the amend the Act intituled: An Act to incorporate th,
reporters might have taken down themselves. The hon. Board for the management of the Temporalities Pund of the
gentleman claimed, in criticizing the hon. member for Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Lambton-and it is very kind on his part to notice us on Church of Scotland, and the Acts amending the samoe
this side of the House -that he (Mr. Plumb) occupied the He said: Although this Bill has been discussed at consider.position of an independent member. I never heard the hon. able length in Committee, and has been before the Ious
gentleman make that claim before. Ido not think the claim for some time, I find that in regard to it there seems to be
is a good one. If I mistake not, the hon. gentleman moved some misapprehension respecting the facts. I shall, there.a resolution the other night at the suggestion of hon. gen- fore, make a short statement of those facts without
tlemen on the Treasury benches. I may be mistaken, but I reference to the several provisions of the Bill. It is
have an idea it was suggested by the hon. gentleman. well known, I dare say, that this fund, which is in
I know his imagination is brilliant, but I do dispute, arose from the settlement of the Clergy1Reserves innot think he is original, and that the idea this country-a fund which at one time amounted to
of moving it would have entered bis mind; as $509,000-and that it was the property of the Presbyterian
a matter of political tactics he could not have Church in Canada in connection with the Church of Scot-
conceived it. So if my premises are correct, the hon. land. After the Clergy Reserve Act was passed, on the
gentleman is scarcely an independent member. I think hle 18th of December, 1854, by which the Government granted
was set up to do that work. Perhaps the hon. gentleman the money to the church, the Synod of that church met and
will rise and explain, and perhaps ho will deny that state- determined that the fund should be commuted. The
ment; but I have another proof that the hon. gentleman is Government of that day had a provision in the Bill, permit-
not an independent member. I remember last Session ting a commutation to be made by each clergyman, but
when the resolution was moved by the hon. member for they desired that that commutation should take place
Stanstead (Mr. Colby), in favor of machinery for the manu- through the church, and not through the individual mem-
facture of beet-root being imported free, the lion. member bers. The Synod formed a basis on which the fund should
for Niagara supported very strongly the resolution be commuted, and appointed commissioners to take charge
as being in the interests of the country, and of the fund and administer it, as that could not be done by
of a very important industry ; I remember with the church, because it was not a corporation, but a volun-
what eloquence he appealed to the House in tary body. In order to carry out their views, an Act of
bebalf of a new and rising industry, the manufacture of the old Province of Canada, 22 Victoria, Chapter 66, was
beet-root sugar, and the matter was very well put, as is the obtained, incorporating the Temporalities Board for the
hon. gentleman's practice. However, when the leader of management of this fund, and that Board managed it for
the flouse came into his place and cracked his parliamentary several years. Under the arrangement agreed upon
whip, one of the most ready members to fall into line was among the clergymen entitled to a share of the fund, each
the independent member for lNiagara. The very resolution received an annuity of $450, those clergymen who became
which he defended on the floor of the House with his usual beneficiaries between the time of the passing of
eloquence lie voted against, and if hon. members will look the Clergy Reserve Act and the time of the passing
in the Bansard, that repertoire and depository of great of the Act incorporating the Temporalities Board, that is,
sayings and of epigrammatie statement-, they will find ti at between 1853 and 1858, some eleven in number, received
the hon. gentlemen spoke on one side of the question and $400 each; and those afterwards put on the roll received
voted on the other. Of course, the hon. gentleman is an $200 each. The original commuters, who received $450
independent member; of course, he is so independent as to each, were seventy-three in number. Negotiations after-
ho perfectly justified in speaking on one side of a question wards commenced amongst the several churches in favor ofa
and voting on the other. I am sorry to occupy the time of union, and after Confederation of the Provinces, it was deter-
the flouse un.necessarily, but I could not refrain from fol- mined, if possible, to form a union of all the Presbyterian
lowing in the same merry mood that was adopted by the Churches in the Dominion. After a discussion of the subject
hon. member for Niagara. I hope in tbe future, when the for several years, the Synods of all the different churches
lon. gentleman refers to members of the Opposition, ho will j finally resolved upon it. Itwas determined upon bya large
be sufficiently considerate not to charge men with acts they majority of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada
have not committed. in connection with the Church of Scotland, and was agreed

Motion agreed to. to by all the presbyteries of that church, with the exception
of one in Nova Scotia; it was also agreed to by 140 out Of

NEW MEMBER. 150 congregations of that church, so that it may almost be
said to have been determined upon unanimously. It was

Mr. SPEAKER announced that ho bad received from the known, however, that this fund, which was managed by a
Returning Officer of the Electoral District of New West- particular Board appointed in a particular way, could not
minster a certificate that Joshua Attwood Reynolds omer, ho legally administered by a Board appointed by the neW
Esq., had been duly elected to represent that district in this church without legislation, and, therefore, provious to the
House. completion of the Union, application was made to the

The hon. member was introduced by SiB LEoNARD TILLEY Province of Quebec in February, 1875, and to the
and SiR CHABLEs TuppE. Province of Ontario in December, 1874, for the nDces'

Sir LRONARD TILLEY moved that in admitting sary legislation; they believed that those wer ®the

Joshua Attwood Reynolds Homer, Esq., to take his seat tiroper bdeclause 92 of the Brital Nortih 1merica Act,
upon the certificate of the Returning Officer, this louse relating te roperty and civil right, the legislationA
still recommends a strict adherence to the principle of obtained in bot cases, and the Union was formed Othe
requiring the production of the usual certificate of the Clork 15th ofJune following. I wis hon. members to bear this
of the Crown n Chancery, of the return of the writ f uin mind-that they did not form a Union and afterwards
election' apply for legislation to confirm it, but they applied for

Motion agroed to. j 16ieißf0if trs& and n6r WOhi4 have gonm ito de IJnx
MIr. Loi. (Middlaanx),
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had thoy notobtained that legislatioi and, as they supposed,
power to control that fund and to appoint the Board to

administer it. They contended then, and they contend

atill, that the fund was carried into the Union by the Synod
of that church, that they retained control of the fund, but
they knew that they could not adorinister it, and that the

new church could not appoint members to the Board,
because that Board was formed under an Actof Pailiament,
and the fund had to bd administered in a particular way;
and the Privy Council, the highest Court in the empire,
decided that the members of this Board appointed by the
new church had no power to control the fund. They did
not determine, however, Io whom or to what church the
fund belonged; they carefully excluded that point from
their judgment. The judgment of the Privy Council
states:

" The appellant also seeks to have it declared that six reverend gen-
tlemen, who, at and prior to the Union of 1875, were members of the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of
Scotland, have ceased to possess that character, and that they have no
right to the benefits of the temporalities fund; and he conclades for an
inju-ction against the respondent corporation making any payment to
them Their Lordships are of opinion that these are natters which
cannot be competently decided in the present action. Their decision
depends upon the answer to be given to the question, which church or
aggregate of churches is now to be considered as being or representing
the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of
Scotland, within the meaning of the Act 22 Victoria, Chapter 66."

It will be observed that the Privy Council did not deter-
mine that question. We contend that that f und went with
the Synod, and that the Synod had control over it; and we
say that that position is fortified by the Act 22 Victoria,
Chapter 66, which constitutes that property the property of
the church and not of private parties. The preamble of
that Act states:

" Whereas it hathbeen representedto the Legislature of this Province,
that it is desirable that privision should be made for the management
and holding of certain funds of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connection with the Church of Scotland now held in trust by certain
Commissioners, hereinafter named, on be6alfof the said church, and for
the benefit thereof-"

The enacting clause, after mentioning the names of the
Commissioners appointed under the Act, provides:

l And they and their successors shall be able in law to take, have,
and hold and enjoy, possess and retain, and shall henceforth have, hold,
enjoy and possess, in, trust for the said churcl and for the aforesaid
firstly hereinabove specified uses, all moneys, ebentures, bonds, bank
or other stock and securities, which are now held by the said herein-
efore named parties as trustees or commissioners of the said church, intrust for the said church."1

We say, therefore, that that fund belonged to the church'
and that the Synod controlled it; we say further, that the
amounts of stipend aid to the several clergymen are
guaranteed by that et, as well as by this Act which we
have itroduced; and it was upon the faith of these Acts
that these parties went into the Union. At the end of
seven years it is found, by the decision of the Privy Coun-
cil, that the opinion formed at the time of the Union by the
different Legislatures, as to the extent of their powers, was
UnfoUnded, and we have to accejt the situation. We ask
to have this Act of 185 , by which this fund
Was placed under the control of Commissioners,
amnOnded in the same way as it was asked
to be anended by the Acts of the Legislature of
Oltario, paesed in 1874, and of Quebec in February, 1875.
We say that it is fair to these parties that this should be
done. We relied upon the action of these Legislatures, and
the -Bùard entered upon the administration of this fund, andhave administered it ever since, in accordance with theseseveral- Acts. The faith of the Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario are respectively pledged to that body to carry outthese several Acts. Any deviation from that would he
looked up"n by that large body as having placed them in a

°'rYuJlî- position. The only objection that I have heard
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used in regard to this is, that it trespasses upon private
rights; but my view of that position is, that it is very
different to interfere with the right of a private party to lis
own money, or his own land or goods, than to interfere with
a fund which had been dedicated for specific purposes. This
fund was not private property. It was handed over to a
particular church, with the object, no doubt, of teaching a
particular doctrine; and when that church, by change of
opinion, or by desire to unite with other churches, does so,
the trust is not placed in a position different from that
originally intended. .There is no difference in the doctrine
of the different Presbyterian bodies, and the object of this
fund was to promote the teaching of the doctrine expounded
in those churches. If the position is so altered that those
doctrines could not be properly taught unless this fund
go in the direction of the vast majority, Parliament should
intervene and see that the fund be not misappropriated;
and if it were not applied to the purposes of that large body
it would be destined to go in a direction not originally
intended. We know that in any country where a fund
is provided for a specific public purpose, Parliament may
intervene to see that the original intention of the founder is
carried out. We ask that, and we think the request is a fair
one. They say this is a robbery and spoliation of the fund.
These are very strong terms, and I most certainly regret
that they should be used, because I think there was no
attempt on the part of this large body to do anything but
that which was fair and right towards the minority. The
Bill goes far in that direction. It makes the annual stipends
of these parties the first charge. If I am right in supposing
that when the Synod went into the Union the property
went into the Union, and that those who remained out had
no title to the funds, and the fact that this Act provided
that although they did remain out they should get their
stipends, be protected in their rights, and have the first
lien on the trust fund, sufficient is shown to prove
there is no desire on the part of the majority to act
unfairly by the minority. It is said the minority
want a division of the fund. But the different commu-
tors and beneficiaries have to be protected out of
this fund. It is made a first lien. If a certain portion
of the fund is handed over en bloc to the minority,
hat would be unfair to the majority. The latter could
not use this in the way they would desire; they must use
it, under the Act 22 Victoria, Chapter 66, for the purpose of
paying the stipends of the original commutors, and subse-
quently the beneficiaries who were placed on that fund, and
it would be unfair towards the majority to place the
minority in a better position than the majority. On the
otheWiand, it has been said the fund should be divided
according to the numbers that were upon the roll in 1875
at the time of the Union.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Hear, hear.

Mr. SHAW. I hear the hon. member for Hastings say,
"hear, hear." I hope he will listen to what I have to say in
respect to this, and if ho does I believe he will corne to the
conclusion that the position I take is the correct one. If
the fund should be divided, as they desire, seven to twenty-
seven, and if there were 73 when the fund was created, it
would be unfair towards the twenty-seven. They seem
to go upon the principle that those who survive
are the heirs of those who died. We say that
the church is the heir of those who died,
and that the survivors have only a right to their life interest.
Supposing that it was divided the other way, and, I think,
all went in but seven, thon it would be seven to seventy-
three, and, divided in that proportion, would give them
about $32,000. Now, that would not pay the stipends of the
seven commutors, and I do not believe they would consent
to it, except, perhaps, one or two who would be willing to
take a sum en bloc, and desire to cease connection with the
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church. But the interest on $32,000, capitalized at 6 per
cent., would only be some $300 each.

Mr. WHITE (East Hlastings). You admit they are
entitled to $33,000.

Mr. SHAW. I do not; I have not admitted that at all.
I am speaking of an argument that bas been used in favor
of a division. I say they are not entitled to anything; they
are not entitled even to the stipend of $450 a year, but the
Bill provides they shall have it, that it shall be made the
first lien upon the fund. Now, divide it aceording to
churches, divide it according to congregations, and the
same difficulty arises. We therefore say that the only
fair way of treating these commutors is to provide for
the payment of their salaries; in fact, place them in the
position that they occupied before in regard to the fund.
Now, we should give them representation upon the Board of
Management; they are not entitled to that, but we concede it
to them in order that there may be no complaint of hardship.
Now, I have heard something about pending lawsuits in
regard to the appointment of these Commissioners, and I
understand a writ of quo warranto has been issued requiring
the Board to show under what authority it administers this
fund. We contend the United Church owns the fund, and
as it is administered under an Act of Parliament by which
the appointments are made in a particular way, appointments
made in any other way cannot be legal, that is the reason we
are here, so that so far as these suits are concerned they
need not be taken into consideration. These two writs I
understand were served before the beginning of the proceed-
ings in this House, and I understand other actions have been
commenced, but I do not think we should consider them
after we have commenced legislation. Another objection is.
that it interferes with the property of private congregations
throughout Ontario; that in cases where the church is
conveyed by deed to certain trustees for the
benefit of the Presbyterian Church in Canada in
connection with the Church of Scotland, it may be
difficult to decide to what church the property belongs.
Now, I do not think there is any difficulty on that point. I
believe the Ontario Act provides for cases of that kind ; at
all events this House has no power to legislate in that direc-
tion. That property belongs to congregations in Ontario,
and any legislation that will affect their position must be
obtained in that House. All we are doing here is to legis-
late in regard to that particular fund. 'The proposition we
make in this Bill goes no further than that, it does not refer
to any other property. Those difficulties may be over come
in the Legislatures of Ontario or Quebec, as the case may
be; but 1 take it there is no pcwer here to legislate4eipect·
ing it. With these remarks I move the third reading of
this Bill.

Mr. AMYOT (in French) moved in amendment:

"The Presbyterian Church in Canada in connection withthe Church of Scotland." This church came into possesseio
of property derived from the Crown. The clergy of this
church were free to appropriate this property to itself, but
instead of so doing, it resolved to leave this property for
ever in the hands of tte church, for a special purpose, fordetermined objects. A kind of contract was entered into
between the several parties constituting that church. Later
a part of that church-the majority, I must admitr
expressed a wish to form a union with other churches
steps were taken, the question was gone into, and finally,
the Union was accomplished by the majority, but not
with the unanimous consent of the church. The ques.
tion then arose whether a majority that forms an alli-
ance with, or a kind of coalition, or of union with
other churches, can compel the minority to follow it or
whether, if the minority which remains firm nd steady in
its own church bas the right to say to the majority: "Chang,
if you will, but I remain as I am." The question, thîerefore,
to be ascertained, is whether the majority, in thus with-
drawing its allegiance from the Metropolitan church, cal
compel the minority to follow it. The question has corne
before the Local Legislatures under most extraordinary cir.
cumstances. At first an Act was entirely refused, owing to
certain influences unknown to the public, but at last Acts of
incorporation were granted. The minority was not pre-
pared at once to give up its rights and claimed protection
from the Courts of law. The case has gone through all the
Courts. In the Court of Appeal of the Province of Quebec,
two Judges expressed themselves as strongly as possible,
and held that the majority, in consummating the Union, had
not taken with it the property of the church, what is called
the Temporalities Fund, but that, on the contrarv, the
minority wbich had remained intact and complete, had
preserved its rights over the property. The matter was
taken to England, and there it was decided that the laws
passed by the Local Legislatures were unconstitutional. In
deciding this question, the Privy Council took care to re-
mark that it did not decide to whom belonged the property
of that church. This is what it said:

" The appellant, in his application to the Court below, asks a decla-
ration to the effect that the fund in question is held by the respondents
'in trust for the benefit 6f the Presbyterian Church of Canada in cou-
nection with the Church of Scotland, and for the benefit of the ministers
and missicnaries who retain their connection therewith, and who bave
not ceased to be ministers thereof, and for no other purpose whatever'
It is obviously inexpedient to make any declaration of that kind. It
would be a mere repetition of the language of the Act of 1858, by which
the trust is regulated, and would decide nothingas between the parties
to the present suit."

Consequently,- the Privy Coancil declined to decide
as te the property, but it tells us that the ques-
tion is a judicial one, and that there will be cause for Much
litigation if the Federal Parliament does-not interfere. The

--- -«- --*ý - -- - - - ý- --- i - -- . ii L - )- - hl
That the Bill be not now read a third time, but thatit be referred back majorityDnwOcrestousana sys .. ne rrivyuuu'Jv'a

to the Committee of the Whole with instructions that they have power decided that legislation is necessary, so now it is yOurldntY
to amend it- to give all to the majority." This is a strange intelrPreta-

lst. So as to give the petitioners a corporate or legal -existence, and tion. Has the minority not the right to come to this hon.
everything necessary thereto or resulting therefrom.d at legls.

2nd. So as not to adjudicate in relation to the propert in, or the House and say: "The Privy Council has decided th
administration of the fund claimed by the petitioners (the Temporalties lation is unnecessary, so now it is your duty to give a],
Fund), and so as to leave to the tribunals of Justice duly constituted the minority." And why should it nOt enjoy a like pri
and competent in that behalf, the duty of declaring to whom the pro- lege. The majo ity having failed before the Privy Councl,
perty and administration of the said fund belong.Do • Jo h a n. le islate.now cernes before this Parliament and asks it te lgisat.
Mr. Speaker, the motion which I have the honor to make, It says: "Give us a legal existence, give us the Temporal!.
has been for me the subject of special study. We have | ties Fund, and approve and confirm all that we have donc
before us a most important question which affects an amount|since we have acted illegally." For my part I am not 1rea11
exceeding $500,000 and about 500,000 of our population. to pronounce on that point. I am not prepared to Sit
We are asked to decide once for all to whom is to belong whether the majority is right or wrong, nor am I reay.
the principal part of the property of an old established Mmsay whether the minority is. When we are sitting On echurch. The speaker who preceded me, gave us the 1 vate Bills, we hold a legislative and at the same tilwhat
historical aspect of the question, but I do not intend to follow quasi judicial position. Now, I will ask hon. members wht
him in all these details. I think that the whole question information they are in possession of with regard te the
can be summed up in a few words. There was a church styled past of these churches, to enable them to adjudicate on

Mr. SEuw.
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property which is worth half a million. Whichof the hon.
members of this House, even those who have followed the,
discussion in the Private Bills Committee, is now in posses-
sion of facts, of authenticated figures, concerning thesé
churches which will enable him to render judgment in a
judicial capacity and render a judgment worthy of a judge
presiding over the tribunals of our country. Mr. Speaker,
we are asked to use our power to take the property of the
one and to declare that it belongs to the other. We are
asked to do that which does not exclusively, but almost ex-
clusively, belongs to the Courts of law. I am too great an
admirer of constitutional and representative institutions to
wish in any way to take from the rights and prerogatives of
this Parliament. I admit that this Parliament, according
to the expressed opinion on that very question, would have
the right to abolish that which is noxious, and to create
anew that which is in danger of perishing, to direct
towards new' ends that which time bas rendored useless, and
that notwithstanding the customs and the express desire
of the founders who gave this property to that church.
I admit that there are certain cases where Parliament should
interfere, and on that point, I can refer to an author -well-
known to hon. members of this House. The author is one
of the few who has treated that question. I quote Amos'
English Constitution, 1880:

IIt is scarcely possible to appreciate the new attitude which Parlia-
ment has assumed towards endowments and endowed institutions
generally, without studying some of the deep-rooted objections or
prejudices by which parlhamentary activity ln this matter has been
indered. These objections still exist in a weakened form in many

respectable quarters; but the whole force of them can only be under-
stood b y attending to the grounds upon which any legislative interfer-
ence whatever was resisted, at the time when the passing of the Reform
Aot of 1832 had prepared men a minds for novel and courageous experi-'
ments which at an early date would have seemed, even to the most
sanguine minds, te boe a hepelesa kind.

mIt was said generally, in answer to any scheme for amending endow-
mente, that the existin law, as administered by the Court of Chancery
and the Ecclesiastical ourt, provided sufficiently against scandalous
abuses, and against any signal departure from the original purpose of
the trust as declared by its founder ; that the intention of the founder,
strictly interpreted in accordance with the current modes of legal
interpretations, ought, if the national good faith were to be maintained
in its integrity, always to prevail, in the face of any new aims or pur-
poses which the requirements of the present ag seem to suggest; that
if its intention were liable to be over-ruled by legislative interference,
all security for property itself was gone ; and that the casual and tem-
porary advantages, which might be purchaeed by a new adjustment of a
trust, would be dearly paid for at the price of encouragng al
endowments for the future, and of introducing an instability in ge most
solid parts of the framework of the nations which could not be regarded
without serious apprehensions.

"These arguments weremet, not by ignoring their reality, nor by deny-
ing their cogency within the area to which they truly applied; but it was
said that there were large classes of endowed institutions, the abuses
and corruption of which were 'wholly beyond the power of the existing
law to reach. That the legal rules for interpreting the intention of
founders being applicable mainly to the actual language used in wills
and deeds, were wholly inadequate te determine the real spirit and'
meaning of the foundation in a state of society which the founders
could never have contemplated; and that without in the least deree
'aakening the confidence which future testators would have in their
general'designas being strictly complied with, it was yet within the
power o legislative art to reconstruct all 'existing endowments, espe-
cially those of ancient date, in such a way as to maintain all that was
most characteristic in the wishes of the founders, and at the same time
to confer on the objects of their munificence a' far higher advantage
than had long been possible. The question thus ultimately turned on
matters of fact-that le, on what were the kind and amount of abuses to
be remedied, on the nature ad limite of the remedies propoeed, and on
the instrumentality of which the Legislature could avail itself for the
purpose in 'view. ~ The answer to the question is contained
in the history of the passing of the varions.meas ares of the present and
preceding reigna, for the reform of (1) ecclesiastical and rehgious foun-
dations, (2) educational institutions, (3) endowed Gharities, and (4)
municipal corporations."
It will thus be seen, Mr. Speaker, that the English authors
who discuss this question tell us that it is purely a question
of fact. We muet first consider the abuses to be repressed,
and, secondly, the remedy whicb is proposed. Now, I will
ask the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. Shaw), what are the
abuses created by the minority in the present case ? No
abuse can be laid at the door of that minority, and there ls'

consequently no ground for asking the exercise of this
violent, unusual, and I may say tyrannical means to ask the
Legislature to take the property of the one to give it to the
other. In a case where an abuse exists one may do so, but
in the present case there is no abuse. It has been admitted
before the Committee that the minority has contrived to
exist in all its force, with all its convictions, and with all its
guarantees of intelligence and instruction as in the past.
Secondly, we are asked a remedy-a remedy to cure what ?
Is there anything wrong anywhere? I can understand that
the majority, owing to its large number, may demand this
property, but ie that any reason for us to grant it to them ?
The minority remains ; it constitutes the original church ;
it has ever continued holding its Synod; it has always been
in possession of the property, and by virtue of what right
doesthemajoritycomeand saytous: "Giveus-thisproperty.
It is a most extraordinary request, and I do not find in this
country a single precedent in favor of the majority; on
the contrary, I find one in favor of the minority.
I find, moreover, that the English authors who have written
on the subject are unanimous in favor of possession by the
minority, andwith the kind permission of this House, I will
quote Innes' Law of Creeds in Scotland:

"The Lord Justice-Clerk gave his opinion distincly that, in the
ordinary case of our church tenures, if one congregation of a church
simp]y objecte to its forming a union witb another body, it is not bound
to follow the church into that union under the penalty of losing ils
property. 'The right to refuse to submit to any such changed overn-
ment, or to concur in any such union,'eis, in his opinion, the 1eading and
fundamental principle of all such associations, which he afterwards
expresses as 1'the desire to keep separate-to keep up a sect apart from
all others.'

"Be the objection (to union) in the opinion of others valid or fanci-
fuil, it is a change to which no congregation is bound to submit. For
separation, then, when such union is tobe entered into, no reasons, in
my opinion, need be asigned. The right te refuse is absolute; and the
notion that the majority ofthe congregation 'lis to forfeit their property
is, in my judgment, perfectly extravagant.' These very strong state-
ments are slightly qualified by the words that immediately follow; for
his Lordship adds, that such an idea is 'extravagant,'-and without the
sli best support from any evidence that such is a condition of the trust.
Indeed, I did not hear it maintained that obligation to uite with other
sects was an original condition of this trust held for a congregation of
soeceders. It would be a very strange condition to incorporate with any
trust for a congregation of old seceders. This shows us the exact
position upon this point of the Lord Justice-Olerk. He held that an
obligation to unite with a separate body was not an impossible thing
but extremely improbable--not to be presumed, but to be clearly proved
-and that union might be resisted by a particular congregation, which
would still retain it propertytunese it were specially averred and proved
that it was bound b y tho trust of ils litie deede te go int it. Lord
Cockburn objected to this doctrine, and to the principle of separation
on which it presumed churches to be founded, holding that union-that
is, the extension of what it thinks right-seems a necessary principle
with every rational religious society."

And further on he adds
"It may be that these principles have been laid down not as rules

imported into all possible church trusts, but merely as preaumptone
.juris ; but they are laid down very strongly, and with great authority."And they have been since reasserted, enlarged, and acted upon m
extreme cases. In the last important case on tis branch of the law of
trust, that of Thurso (Cowper v. Burn) in 1850, where two church
bodies united-the 'United Associate Synod of Original Secoders'
merging into the Free Church by a vote of majority-the con-
gregation of the former body at Thurso joined the union, also by a
majority. An action was brought'by the minority of the congregation
to have il declared that they were entitled to the property of the Chapel,
notwithstanding their dissent froni the majority of the Bynod aud from
the majority of the congregation. In this, as in the Kirkintilloch case,
in the chièf stress was laid on the fact that the majority, by union, had
departed fron the original principles of the congregation, and that
those adhering to these prirciples, whether majority or minority were,
as doing so,.entitled to retain the property-a view confirmed Ly the
Court in their decision. But Lord Wood, in deliveiing the unanimous
jndgment of the Court te this efeoct, founded it upon the views cf Lord
Justice-Clerk Hope in the Kirkintilloch case, and held.that net cnl y a
proved departure from principles by the majority of the church,. b ut
their mre union with a bod hitherto separate, evon were ite principles

at s.m'wra rigthe wc oneaon gasBo.nnl subce~and gie whibevontmajîycacoggainouduce-

fully reclaim. Af tor utating the question1 he says, ' Had the pursuers
re been a majórity cf the congregation, înstead ofna minorty; a direct

answer weuld we apprehend, be-aforded by the judgment in the caso
cf Craigie . Iarshal. But on principle tho caso i th e same' when
onl aaminority reclaime, 'A resolulion te ferm a union with a sepa-
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rate body is not an act of management properly falling to be regulated
by the voice of the majority of the congregation. It is one affecting and
altering the use, possession and destination of the property of the
body.'"

Mr. Speaker, the quotations I have made are as direct and
to the point as can be; they are based on all English pre-
cedents, and they tell us that when a Protestant church
abandons either its principles or its identity to ally itself
with other 'churches-in other words, when it forsakes the
principal body to become part of another church, it there-
fore loses its rights to the church property. That is ex-
actly the present case. I have given you, Mr. Speaker, the
English law, but we have also the Canadian law. We have
numberless decisions in our own country. I will quote
amongst others the case of the Attorney-General vs. Chris.
tie, reported in the 13th volume of Chancery Reports (On-
tario), p. 495, where the following was decided:-

" Held by Vankoughnet that so long as one remained to claim the
property on behalf of the Free Church that body could hold the pro-
perty.'

The same decision is given in the case of the Attorney-Gen-
eral vs. Jeffrey, reported in the 10th vol. Chancery Reports
(Ontario). Thus, according to the law such as it exists at
present, such as it has been established by varions pre-
cedents in the country, such as it has been applied by the
Privy Council in its last decision to which I have referred,
we can affirm that the property in question belongs to the
minority which bas never forfeited its rights to it.
The minority has ever remained at its post, having in its
favor all the rights that its past bas given it, the statutes of
the country, the union that exists between the members of
that church, in a word, all that constitutes the code of legis-
lation applicable to that church: and what are we asked to
do now ? We are told, notwithstanding this legislation,
notwithstanding precedents, notwithstanding law, notwith-
standing the unceasing claims put-forward by the minority,
you must take away its rights from it, as there are num-
bers on our side, and give them blindly to the majority.
Well, for myself, I am not prepared to do it without having
previously made a legal study of the question. I am not
ready to vote to give to one what is ostensibly the property
of another. But, Mr. Speaker, there is a far more im-
portant reason, if possible, which should prevent our voting
in favor of that measure. It is a principle recognized by
all Constitutional Governments-that a Government
must never interfere with private affairs when there is liti-
gation going on about them. Now, in the present case,
the rights on which we wish to legislate are before the
Courts, which are going to be called upon to give a decision,
and it would be iniquitous on our part, it would certainly
not be understanding the onus of our duties and of our
responsibility, to interfere nevertheless and settle in advance
these suits by a hasty legislation, when, so to say, we are
not cognizant of the respective rights of the parties, when
it bas been quite impossible for us to study these rights. I
will quote, with regard to the obligation under which Gov-
ernments lie not to interfere when there is litigation
going on, an author well known to this honorable
llouse, Todd, page 282.. In . the foot note to this
page he refers us to a large number of English
precedents. I have myself referred to those pre-
cedents, and they all unanimously show that each time
that a question has been brought before the United Parlia-
ment, and that it bas been discovered that it was being sub-
mitted to Courts of law, Parliament bas at once declined to
take cognizance of it in any shape or form. It bas been
said, Mr. Speaker, that it would be spoliation to give that
property to either one side or the other. When the minority
says: "If you take ibis property f rom us it will be spoliation,"
the majority cries out loudly; and when the majority says
the same thing, the minority acts likewise. Well, as they
cannot come to an understanding, let us leave the question

Mr. AMYOT.
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to be decided by competent tribunals; the parties have
existed six or seven years without the interference of Par.
liament, and I think that in the present state of things tbey
can still exist for a couple of years. Let us leave to the
Courts of law to decide to whom this property belongs, and
then we shall be certain that Parliament has not cormmitted
any injustice.

It being Six o'olock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. AMYOT. I think it is desirable I should say a few
words in English on this subject. There are many reasons
why this flouse should hesitate before granting the peti.
tioners who have presented this Bill the power asked for.
We are asked first to incorporate the Board of manage-
ment of that church. For my part I have no objection to
the legal existence of that or any other church; although I
do not belong to that church, I have the greatest respect for
all Presbyterian churches, and I think if any of them should
come before Parliament and seek incorporation it should
receive from Parliament legal existence. But the Bill goes
a step further. It asks not only for legal exist-
ence on behalf of the church, but that Parlia-
ment should ratify all the acts of the United Church
in relation to the Temporalities Fund, and that the
United Church should take the whole fund into its posses-
sion. I ask the hon. members what they know about the
management of that fund ? In the judgment given by
the Privy Council, it was expressly stated that the moneys
of the fund should not be applied to pay expenses of law
costs. Do hon. members know, for they have not a balance
sheet before them, whether something has not been paid for
law costs out of this fund. The House does not know in regard
to costs paid, and, indeed, knows nothing in regard to
the administration of the fund; nevertheless, the Rouse* is
asked to ratify that administration. In the second place,
the House is asked to give to the United Church all the
property that formerly belonged to the Temporalities Fund.
It is asked to do tat not only in its legal capacity,
but as exercising 'icial power. If any law Courts
were asked to decide on the same question, a
decision would not be rendered until after witnesses
had been heard, the law in Scotland and England ex-
amined, and the authorities investigated; but this flouse is
called upon to decide this question in one or two evenings.
The House is supposed to be able to adjudicate on that
important question without any study or special knowledge
of the question. Becanse there is a majority on one side we are
called upon to apply this wrong and false principle
that a majority is always right whenever private rights
are concerned ? I say the property belongS either to the
United Church or it does not. If it belongs to the Jnited
Church, I do not see why that church' should come before
Parliament and ask it to give the church that property; and
if it does not belong to that church, what right has Parl a
ment to give it to that chûrch ? Parliament has undoubt-
edly the right to legislate on that subject, and, I admit,
circumstances might occur where Parliament might inter-
fore. Those circumstances are set forth by a writer, whom
I have consulted, who says Parliaments have power of:

" Abolishing what is noxious, recreating what is perishablei da
directing to novel ends what time has rendered obsolete hi esits
shape in the very face of customs however tenacious, and of the expr
language of founders however emphatic."

That I admit; but is it any reason why Parliament shol
interfere under all circumstances ? Is it any reason
Parliament should in every case deprive one party Ofare
property, and give it to another ? Is it becase we
asked to do it that we are bound to do it, or t ted
do it in every instance when asked ? To-day wOare
to do so by one church, to-morrow we may be askedtO o
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by another church, the next day by another institution, and
when once this wrong principle is established and pur.
sued, WC do not know what will be the consequences.
ge notice, too, that the general principle is that when Par.

liament uses its strength to commit an act of injustice,
it is very apt to prove an act of suicide. This is not the
first time that questions of this sort have arisen in Parlia-

ment. They have arisen in England and Scotland ; disons-
sions have taken place and decisions have been arrived at. I
take the liberty of reading from Amos' English Constitution:

i lt is scarcely possible to appreciate the new attitude which Parlia-
ment bas assumed towards endowments and endowed institutions
generally, without studying some of the deep-rooted objections or

reudices by which parliamentary activity in this matter has been
indered. These objections still exist in a weakened form in many

respectable quarters; but the whole force of them can only be under-
stood by attending to the grounds upon which any legislative
interference whatever was resisted, at the time when the passing
of the Reform Act of 1832 had prepared men's minds for novel and
courageous experiments which at an early date would have seemed, even
to the most sanguine minds, to be a hopeless kind.

" It was said generally, in answer to any scheme foramending endow-
ments, that the existing law, as administered by the Court of Chancery
and the Ecclesiastical Court, provided sufflciently against scandalous
abuses, and against any signal departrire fron the original purpoie of
the trust as declared by its founder ; that the intention of the fou der,
strictly interpreted in accordance with the current modes of )gal
interpretations, ought, if the national good faith were to be maintained
in its integrity, always to prevail, in the face of any new aims or pur-

poses which the requirements of the present age seen to suggest; that if
its intention were liable to be overruled by legislative interference
all security for property itself was gone; and that the casual and tem-
porary advantages, which might be purchased by a new adjustment of
a trust, would be dearly paid for at the price of encouraging aIl endow
ments for the future, and of introducing an instability in the most solid)
parts of the framework of the nations which could not be regarded
without serious apprehensions.

" These arguments were met, not by ignoring their reality, nor by
denying their cogency within the area to which they trulyapplied ; but it
was said that there were large classes of endowed institutions, the abuses
and corruption of which were wholly beyond the power of the existing
law to reach. That the legal rules for interpreting the intention of
founders, being applicable mainly to the actual language used in wills
and deeds, were wholly inadequate to determine the real spirit and
meaning of the foundation in a state of society which the founders conid
never have contemplated; and that without in the least degree weaken-
ing the confidence which future testators would have in their general
desigus being strictly complied with, it was yet within the power of
legislative art to reconstruct all existing endowments, especially those
of ancient date, in such a way as to maintain ail that was most charac-
teristics in the wishes of the founders, and at the same time to confer on
the objects of their munificence a far higher advantage than had long
been possible. The question thus ultimatelv turned on matters of fact-
that is, on what were the kind and amount of abuses to be remedied, on
the nature and limits of the remedies proposed, and on the instrument-
ality of the Legislature could avail itself for the purpose in view. The
asuser to the question is contained in the history of the passing of the
various measures of the present and preceding reigns, for the reform of
1) ecclesiasical and religious foundations, (2) educational institutions,
(3) endowed charities, and (4) municipal corporations."

mental principle at the very beginning, was the very
reverse, for it was applied constantly to that old church, and
nobody ele But I hear it stated very often that, when the
majority of the three churches entered the Union, they did
not change their faith. That is no justification according to
the Judges I quote:

" According to the obvions spirit of the kirkintilloch principle, the
like circumstances and reasons which are of sufficient potency toentitle
an adhering and resisting majority to refuse to join a minority in a
union with another religions body, without its being necessary to
establish that the minority by the union would be departing from
original principles, must also be available to an adhering and resistin g
minority. "

That is the law as stated by our bet authorities, and the
law cannot be changed by a majority of a church. Wher-
ever the minority remains, the church remains, and the
funds remain with that minority ; and to act contrary to
that principle would be the mere crushing of a minority by
force, would be a violation of the law, and would be tyran ny

" We therefore hold that the principles and views recognized in
Craigie vs. Marshall are sound in themuelves, and, when duly followed
out, legitimately lead to the same result where it is a minority of the
congregation that refuse to unite, and thereby sink their distinctive
name and testimonies, and their very existence, in a separate sect,
which was arrived at when it was the majority that did so. Yet, upon
the principles already quoted, and more fully detailed in the appendix
to this charter, it should seem that a single individual in any dis-
senting congregation in Scotland may prevent that congregation from
joining in a union with another church whose principlesaru alleged and
not denied to be identical with its own-that, in short, not only unity
of principle. but unanimity of individuals is required before any such
union ean take place, or at least, before it can take place without for-
feiture of property."

There could be no stronger legal authority applicable to
this case than these citations. Must we endorse the course
of a majority which says: " Let us crush the minority; we
do not care about the laws of the country, nor for the authors
who have written on this subject, nor for the decisions of
the Courts, nor for acquired rights-we want to have peace."
It is very easy to have peace on this principle. Here are
two contending parties, the majority and the minority.
Say to the majority: "Take the whole," and you will
have peace. Is that the way we should use the powers
entrusted to us? I think not. , For my part, if I
were to use my vote to give to the majority or minority
what does not belong to the one or the other, I think I
would be betraying my trust as a member of this House.
The minority could not, under the law, bave been forced
into the Union. The following are the general principles as
laid down inI "Innes' Law of Creeds in Scotiand":

" (1.) That in the ordinary cases the trust is a trust for the congrega-
This is an important point as showing that the Legislature I"(2.) Thet therefore tin destination and use et the property muet ho
should only interfere when there is abuse or corruption- regerded hy the pinciples of the congregaion-not et the ecclesiastical
or when there is no way of applying to any one the body with whicin it is connected.

fond tht iay ave eenheî bya curcl. 1 Enîan, ~(.) Thet when theo church, or generel ecclesiaaticel body, changesnd thatMay have been held by a church. InEgland,regatin t go lng with it.
Parliament has appointed Commissioners to decide all these I"(4.) Thet when the ciurcl, without changing its principles, merges
questions. lere, we are called upon to decide the matter im- ita separate idontity by union with enother body, it cannet compel the

iiispio o ai th dimsof iteof he ldcongregation te, go along with it.amediately in spite of all the claims of the minority of the old (.) That nt only a majority, but even aminrityotscengrega-
church. I shall read from a very high authority in England tien hau a rîgit te vindicate the cougregatienal preperty in the two cases
te show that it has been held over and over again that the let mentioned. The minori:y et the congregation may demand tinperty in tine ovent of theo mjerity acquiescing in the departure of'najority has no right to carry the minority with it, and thewhole ciurcinfreni(1) ts principlea, or (2) ita asparate identity."
that the minority has a right to resist if it wishes, and thatthochurclromains with the r"inority. The Lord Justice In the prasent case, the Union or the majority have merged
Clark said: their identity with the other churchs. What have

"eseld that«-nobiaio Uiobody iquoted is taken from the decisions in the highest Courts of
aun iiupeaible tiing, bute tree noieno ase presum id, u o En gland, and I arn sure any oeewho wilI taIe the trouble te

' (4.)vThat when thetcurch, withoutlchangingits principlesbmerge

meat Union migint hosresisted by a paricular congrega- look at them wil b convinaedthat, under the law, the

cogrgaion) g loghitii.h

en W ouldaatilmrtajitsupryperty, unlejs it was opeciymtb ueeninot ionge
ornredetgaat it waa bound by t trust cf its titte-deedhte ore inaer in o e

go intip t* Lord Cockburn objected te this doctrine, and te tino mînerity have always existed, they have always been geing
le ofeparation,3of whi~c it presumed cinurcineB te beafounded s on with the organization of their cburegaind have sti d the

eoldiÙs e fleO nionary s, tinoextension of wht tiinka rigt- sai e legal existence as they had then. i find thatClk a deainciple witht every ratyonal religios s Jciety. i whenever any question of this kind came before

Innhetresntcas, te nio orth maoriy avemerge

a psb thisnase> bgt far from havig areesme such a legan tribunal the decision invariably ithe to tfor
holdág the express understanding of cthhtatpe church-itobe funda- of the principles I have jurt expo nded. I til
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call the attention of the House to the opinion of two hon.
judges of the Quebec Court of Appeals, Mr. Justice Ramsay
and Mr. Justice Tessier. They held that the Appellant
was entitled to an injunction on the ground that the Act
38 Victoria, Chapter 64 was invalid, and that the majority of
the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland had no power to communicate any
interest in the Temporalities Fund of that church to the
religious bodies with whom they had chosen to unite them-
selves in 1875. It had been often decided that a majority
could not force a minority, and in this instance two of the
most learned and respected Judges of the Province of
Quebec were emphatically of the opinion, after having care-
fully studied the question, that the majority could not claim
this Temporalities Fund. But we hear this great argument
that the Local Legislatures have passed certain laws, and
that if those laws had not been passed, these churches would
not have joined the Union. I have too great respect for the
majority to believe, for one moment, that they joined the
Union for the sake of the Temporalities Fund. I presume
they had a higher object in view than that. Why should
they not join the Union ? The Court did not hold that the
Union was bad. It may be for the interest of the church and
for the enlightenment of the country, but that is not the ques-
tion. The question is: to whom does the Temporal-
ities Fund belong. The Privy Council have decided
that the law passed is of no value. We are just in the same
position as if no law had been passed. If those who went1
into the Union find their course was not a proper one, they
may withdraw from it. But the minority isay: "We give
you all po-sible liberty, but give us also the same liberty."
They say to the Unionists: "Join any church you like,
but leave us our cburch." I do not see what obligation
this Parliament is under to commit an injustice, because a
blunder or an unconstitutioality has been committed. If
the Unionists have suffered harm th rough the action of the
Local Legislatures, they can apply to those Legislatures for
redress. I am sure the minority would not hold the Union
rQponsible for any expense incurred when they were of
opinion that the Acts of the Legislature were valid. The
question is, does the fund belong to the majority or the
minority? I find, on the one side, that all the authorities
are in favor of the minority, and that none are in favor of
the Union. We are asked, in spite of that, to give what
belong to the minority to the majority. We should
not do that. We should give these parties a legal existence
and then lot them fight out the battle before the proper
tribunal. It is not our duty to shoulder the immense
responsibility of deciding to whom this fund belongs. There
is another reason: that of public deceicy. The whole ques-
tion is now before the tribunals of the country, and it is a
well settled principle in England that Parliament must
never interfere to decide questions that are before the Court.
This is a question of private rights in which the public
interest is net concerned in a general point of view. It
would not be right to use our strength and power in such a
way that we would be in danger of committing an
injustice, and, secondly, we ought not to take this
question away from the tribunals of this country.
SO, Mr. Speaker, in résumé, I would say this: I believe
that we are not sufficiently informed to enable us to pro-
nounce a verdict that would be good in a Court of -law,
and we cannot properly vote upon this Bill, granting this
property to †e one or the other party, without being
possessed of sauch information, not only on points of facta but
also on pointa of law. We have not before us all the
necessary statements for giving an impartial verdict,
according to the law and evidence; and, secondly, we have
nothing with which to reproach the minority. There is no
reason why we should interfère againat the rights of this
minority with the view of taking from them by force this fund,
which proba.y blongs to that minorityand to the oldchurch 1
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which still exists. Thirdly, we should not legisiate in sucha
way as to interfere with private rights; we should not legis
late against the whole tenor of the legislation of this count
and contrary to the whole tenor of the courts ofjusicen nor
should we take away fron the consideration Of the courts of
justice a question which has been properly laid before the.
For these reasons, Mr. Speaker, I have the honor of propos.
ing the amendment which I have placed before the Hlouse.

Mr. IIAGGART. As a member for a constituency in
which there is a large Presbyterian vote, and as a
Presbyterian myself, I wish, before I vote, to givo ry
reasons for so doing, on the extraordinary Bill-for certainîy
it is of an extraordinary nature-which is under the con.
sideration of this House at the present moment. This Bill
purports to be an Act to amend the Act to incorporate the
Board of Management of the Temporalities Fund of the Pros.
byterian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of
Scotland, and Acts amending the-same. Now, in order to
obtain the full consideration of this Bill, and in order to
understand the subject, it will be proper for me to explain,
Mr. Speaker, on what principle this fund was formed. It
was founded by a number of ministers about the year 1854
belonging to the Presbyterian Church 'of Canada in con.
nection with the Church of Scotland, who were entitled to
receive from the Clergy Reserves a sum of money amount-
ing to between $8,000 and $10,000 each, with which they
decided to make a permanent endowment trust fund, which
was managed by a board incorporuted in the year 1858,
by an Act of the Parliament of the Provinces of
Canada- The interest and revenue of the trust so consoli-
dated were to be employed fiast in the payment of the com-
muting ministers' £112 10s. per year, and then for aiding
the missions of the churel and for purposes therein men-
tioned, but under no circumstances was the principal of the
fund to be entrenched upon. The interest and revenues
were solely and only to be used to pay the commutors a cer-
tain amount per year, and for the other purposes specified,
and if the interest and revenue derived from the fund were
not sufficient to pay the commutors, they were obliged to
take a reduoed amount. The evident intention of these min-
isters was to form an endowment in perpetuity, which,
with bequests from different Presbyterians throughout the
country, would constitute a fund which would furnish sal-
aries for the ministers of the church for ail time to corne.
Now, what does this Bill propose to do ? It proposes to
legalize the actsof parties who had charge of this trust
who trenched upon it or applied it to different pur-
poses from those for which the trustees intended it.
The amount of this fund when the Act of 1858 was
passed, was $508,000, while on the 1st of May, 1881, it was
reduced to $332,000, showing a loss of $175,807. This 1oss
was not only due to investments, which turned out unfortu-
nately, but cash was actually drawn from it to the extent
of nearly $60,000 between the years 1875 and 1881, and we
are asked by this Act to legalize this illegal management,
and to apply this trust to purposes which are entirely
different from those of which the original parties intod a
What does this Act contemplate ? First, paymOn to a
number of ministers$450, $400, and $200 respectively dur-
ing their life-time and good-standing in the chur and
second, to the annual payment of $2,000 in perpetuitY t
the Treasurer of Queen's College, for the use and benefit Of
such college, and this irs an added amount which W81s'etl
in the original Trust Act of 1858. There were
ministers-four I think-who were professors Of QueI'n
College, and who were entitled to $1,950, but stemade
taking this sum from the fund, an arrangement Was
with the Synod, according to which the College reeich
$2,000, and the ministers gave up the amoulnt to
they were entitled from this fuand. They have nolw re-
reinstated as paafcipators in the fund and the Colleg
tains its grant. It provideo the paymeut of ""
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inisters on the Synod roll and to all recognized pro-
bationers and licentiates engaged inactive service at the

time of Union, during their lifetime and good standing in
the church, and all salaries of $200 are to be increased to

$400, and they shall also be entitled to the same when they
have retired with the consent of the church from the active

duties of the ministry. It is also provided that the Tem-
poralities Board shal, if necessary, draw upon the capital
(f the fund, in order to meet the aforesaid requirements.
This is another proposition directly contrary to the
objects of the original trust as created conferring
the power of payment of these certain sums
to these different b eneficiaries and of trenching upon
the capital. Now, let us see what effect this will
have on the fund. According to the amount returned in
the report which was presented to the Committee,
the other day, on the lst May, 1881, it was reduced to
$332,192, and the total yearly expenditure from the fund,
according to the report, of $28,727. The total income of
the fund from ail sources was, per same report, $20,139,
showing a deficiency in the income necessary to meet the
expenditure of$8,588 yearly. But what does this Bill pro-
pose to do ? To recognize the following annual payment as
vested rights: to twenty-nine commuting ministers, $45;
each, $13,050; to thirteen privileged and retired ministers,
$400 each, $5,200 ; to ninety-two non-privileged $200 each,
V18,400, or in ail $36,650; and to meet these annual pay-
ments the income derived fron this fund, according to the
report, independent of the amount due to Queen's College
-which may be withdrawn and capitalized - as I
have already stated was $20,139, consequently the
deficiency which is to be drawn from the capital
under this Act is for each year $16,510, which
will dissipate the fund in a few years, and
leave the original commutors without any security
that they will be properly provided for or paid. Now,
Mr. Speaker, I have shown what the effect of this Act
upon this fund will be. It has been argued that this fund
passed over with the Synod to the United Church. But
the Synod of the church bas no right to legisiate or act in
any such manner for the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connection with the Church ot Scotland, this is forbidden
by the Confession of faith, they have nothing whatever to
o with the practical affairs of the church. So much is

this the case that they could not receive the fund which was
provided for under this Act. In 1834, Sir
John Colborne, the Governor, desired to throw the
responsibility of appropriating all salaries from the Clergy
Reserves in the Synod, but the Synod remonstrated, and
submitted that it was purely a spiritual body, and must
decline the distribution among its members of any bounty
which the Government might be pleased to confer, and
whieh ought to be managed by the Government itself, asheretofore, or by lay Commissioners appointed for that
purpose. Again, in 1837, they sent to the Government a
refusai tothe sanie effect, and ?Ommissioners were appointed
to receive the fund. The Synod of the Presbyterian Church
of Canada in connction with the church of Scotland is
Purely a spiritual Court. It is said that this church
went into the Union. But whose opnion arewe tb accept as to the going into the union
of this church. The question has been tried in

eral Courts of this country. It was heard in the case of
to tPherson vs. McKay, before Judge ioss. It was appealed
to th" full Court which decided that the present parties,Who are protesting against the present proposed legisla-tion, are the parties who belong to the Presbyterian Churchîof Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland. Thet e
ea be no doubt about it,-tbat although a small minority,ti they were left to carry on the case before the Courts and
WObunal8 of the cOuntry, it would be decided that 'they

ntitleOd to the whole of this trust, and their repre-

sentatives to its management, the trust being solely and
only for the Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not think
think that there is any legal doubt about this, or that
any legal gentleman in this House who will say that this
fund passed over with the majority when they decided
to enter the Union ; the Courts have decided that
there is no identity, and that the very fact of a large and
respectable minority having refused to enter into the Union
shows that they differed, and, according to the quotation
of my hon. friend the member for Bellechasse, from the
laws and creeds of the Church of Scotland, the Lord Justice
Clerk lays down: "The right to refuse to submit to any
such changed Government or to concur in any such Union"
is, in his opinion, the leading 'and fundamental principle
of all such associations, which afterwards expresses as "the
desire to keep separate, to keep up one section apart from all
others." "For separation, thon, when such Union is to be
entered into, no reason, in my opinion, need be assigned."
And afterwards the report says:

" Lord Wood, in delivering the unanimous judgment of the court,
founded it upon the views of Lord Chief Justice Hope in the Kirkin-
killoch case, and held that, not only a proved departure from principles
by the majority of the church, but their more union with a body
hitherto separate. even were its principles the sace, was a thing to
which no congregation was bound to submit, and againsi which even
the minority of a congregation could successfully reclaim."

And, further, in the principles laid down in future for the
government of these questions, as an absolute rule, it is
stated:

" That not only a majority, but even a minority of the congregation
has a right to vindicate the congregational property in the two cases
last mentioned. The minority of the congregation may dcmand the
propertr in the event of the majority acquiescing in the departure of the
whole cbur.hli from (1) its principles, or (2) its separate identity."

It is not at all necessary to prove a change of doctrine
between the two parties, the simple fact that one church
has joined another is sufficient to change its identity. Mr.
Speaker, I was one-of those who thought that a compromise
would be arrived at between the different parties to this log-
lation. I believed that these difficulties ought to be settled
outside of this Parliament. I know that there is no Pres-
byterian-I believe at all events that there is hardly a
Presbyterian throughout Canada -who would not prefer
that it should be settled, and there is not one of them but
acknowledges that although this minority did not go into
tbe Union, it at least is entitled to a fair share of this fund
and they object to this holding out for the extreme
rights of parties to the contest, and I venture to
say that notwithstanding what certain parties who
choose to consider themselves as representing the Pres-
byterian body may say, no minister of the Presbyterian
Church has the right to speak of anything except ot things
spiritual, and he is doing what the church does not
authorize him to do when he interferes with
the financial affairs of the chut ch. But every layman
has the right to speak of these principles, and to
speak more freely than any minister; and 1 will venture
to say that all the Presbyterian electors throughout Canada
want is to have a fair and equitable distribution of the fund.
They have no desire that the one body should have the
whole fund ; and any minister who come bore and asserts
anything to the contrary, I venture to affirm would not
be sustained in any such preposterous or monstrous
doctrine by any body of Presbyterian electors throughout
the country. The mtuority have the right to hold
their own opinions. The difference between the two bodies
in point of doctrine may, perhaps, not be distinguishable,
but they honestly believe thoe is a difierence of doctrine.
They believe that the old church holds different principles
from the new church. '] hey may be mistaken. I mysolf
was favorable to Union, and would like still to see all the
Presbyterian bodies united in one ; but when one party
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refuses to enter the Union, and believes honestly
that there is a different doctrine involved, I do
not believe that the majority should have the power to say:
" If you do not follow the majority all the funds to whici
the original church was entitled shall follow the majority
into the Union." I do not believe that is according to the
first principles of religion. They are not honest men who
come here to take the funds of that minority. Those
men in equity are as much entitled to their share as the
majority are. They are as much entitled to their opinion as
the majority are, and I do not think this Legislature has
any right to interfere; but if it does I hope that there is
some power superior to this that will see that minorities are
protected in their rights, that private individual's rights are
not interfered with, and that where a trust is solemnly
accorded the majority cannot come and overawe the flouse
by telling us that there are a certain number of electors
throughout the country, and that these electors are anxious
the whole fund should go to one particular church, and
those who support that principle will receive their support
at the next election. My countrymen are not such. They
will do right. They will ascertain, what is just, and they
will support the right, and they will say that no
person, for the purpose of enriching a church, shal
do wrong to a minority. I hope that this House
will see that there is a provision in the bill
by which the rights of the minority shall be respected, and
that any legislation that passes this House will secure to the
minori ty their rights. I have been homo f my county and
have asked the Presbyterians belonging to the Union church
about this matter, and they all stated that in equity
and justice the fund should be divided between them; they
The seven or eight commuting ministers in the
minority paid a large sum of money out of their own
pockets for the purpose of constituting this fund, the first
charge upon which was to be the payment of their own
salar.es, and surely they have a right to control
some portion of the fund. I believe the princi-
ple of the amendment which the hon. gentleman
has introduced will cover the case. Give both of them
legislation in order that they may hold their own funds,
and if they cannot come to an agreement to divide that
fund equitably between them let this Parliament distribute
it equitably, and the only way of doing so is to distribute it
according to the numbers belonging to the different congre-
gations.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I do not propose entering
into a full description of this subject, but I feel it right to
to say a few words on that special amendment. I think I
ought to begin by expressing, on behalf of the Presbyterian
body in connection with the Church of Scotland, their
thanks to the hon. member who has moved this amend ment,
for the great industry with which ho has devoted himself
to this subject, and in which ho has no personal interest,
not belônging to that faith, and more especially as ho tells
us there are no Presbyterians in his county. I think every
man ought to feel that there is a large and important prin-
ciple of legislation involved in this Bill before the House,
and that before we take upon ourselves the functions of Courts
of Justice,we ought to pause and consider what we are doing.
This is a case of such overwhelming importance. that
the ordinary tribunals for the administration of justice
are alone competent to dispose of it. I think the latter part
of the amendment my hon. friend has proposed strikes the
proper key-note to this discussion at the present time when
he moves that our legislation ought to be such as not to adju-
dicate in relation to the property nor the administration of
the fund claimed by the petitioners, meaning the Tempor-
alities Fund, but to leave to the tribunals of justice, duly
constituted, the duty ot declaring to whom the prcper
administration of said funds belong. Well, I had occasion

Mr. 9AGART.

to address the louse the other day on this subject, and, perhaps, in too forcible terms, entered an energetic prerte
a.gainst this House constituting itself a court Of law for theadministration of justice. I feel that no more danger0principle can be introduced than that whenever a dispuse
arises between parties as to the ownerslip of property they

) should corne bore to Parliament and seek by the influence
of power over the majority to get Parliament te
settle to whom the fund or the property belonge
I say, with all confidence in the prudence, honesty andgood sense of Parliament, and I am Only expressing the
sober opinion of every hon; member of this House, thatthis Parliarnent is not the proper tribunal for adjudication
upon legal or equitable rights. It is not for us te decide
whether the fund or property belongs te one or to the
other; we are not able to approach the subject in that dispas.
sionate manner in which the Courts of Justice do; we have
not the machinery for eliciting evidence and thoroughly
investigating the question, and if we are to become the
supreme judges of the country, as well as the law-makers
we shall be travelling out of our proper functions and
introducing danger and uncertainty in the tenure of pro-.
perty and in the enjoyment of civil rights and property
throughout the Dominion. I feel it is my duty to enter a
solemn protest against Parliament assuming any such
functions as are sought to invest it with in this particular
case. My hon. friend from South Bruce (Mr. Shaw)
has told us, just now, that the litigation which
is going on on this question is unimportant.
LHe is entirely mistaken in that statement. There are suits
now pending wh.ch were brought last fall, in the month of
October, before the judgment of the Privy Council was
rendered, in which the vital point in issue is before the
Courts for adjudication, suits that were brought in the city
of Montreal to decide who were the proper administrators
of this fund. At the session of the Synod of the Presby-
terian Church of Canada in connection with thé Church of
Scotland, held last summer, that body elected trustees who,
under the terms of the Act of 1858, for the continuation of
the old church, is the correctly and legally authorized body
of trustees te administer that fund. They have commenced
a suit in the nature of a quo warranto in order to have it
declared that they are the administrators of this
fund, and that the present trustees elected by the United
Church have no right to meddle with it. Now, if the
Privy Council have decided that point, they have decided
that the trustees elected by the United Church since the
Union have no right to interfere with nor manage this fund,
and they granted an injunction te restrain them from doing
so, but they did net decide the other point as te whether
the trustees elected by the old churcb were the proper par-
ties, because that point was not brought before them.
Since the case was before the Privy Council the necessary
stops were taken to elect a board which are the represent-
atives duly elected by the old church to administer this
fund. Now the whole question of the ownership Ofthat
fund necessarily comes up for decision in that case. It also
involves the necessity of a decision by a Judge of the broad
question as to whether the old church is the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland
now, or whether that body is merged in the Union Qhurch.
While this question is fairly and squarely raised Parisa
ment is asked to step in and gay the Courts have Do Power
and no abi lity, and are not competent to decide this question;
but we, Parliament, by our prerogative right, and by orn
mighty hand, will settle it, and say which is the PresbYterJa
Church in connection with the Church of Scotlnd' ethe
that church went into the Union or not, and who W ord
duly elected trustees to whom the fund belongs ;in
we will take the case out of th e Courts and decide it ourselvnt
I aerk every hon. member if he feels himself as compete*ti
or the House, as a body, as competent to decide that qÛet4Of
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the legally constituted Courts of the country ? Hon.
asembers should, moreover, remember that this question
does not conceri only the interests of the Presbyterian
churches but that it may come home to themselves
et any time. The Church of- England is divided
into two parties, the High and Low Church; far
,ore apart in opinions and doctrines probably than
any two sections of the Presbyterian Church. Suppose a
disruption should occur in that church, and it has been very
near disruption on many occasions, and the majority belong-
ing to the Iligh Church chose to say that their opinions,
their ceremoies and their ritual are more in accordance,
or are so nearly in accordance with those of the Church of
Rome we will join it; that the old differences of the time
of the Reformation should be put aside, and they would
unite in Christian harmony and go back to the old faith and
church, would the minority, the Low Church, think it right
and proper for Parliamont to step in and say the majority
of the Church of England bas chosen to say it was so near
in accord as to the doctrines, ritual and ceremonies with the
Church of Rome that there was no reason why they should
not unite and make a large and harmonious Christian body,
and at the same time they should have the right to take
with them al] the endowments and property of the Church
of England. Does the House think that minority, suppos-
ing the mi nority was the Low Church, would acquiesce or
Parliament would be justified in saying : "Take away all the
property of the Low Church and hand it over to the Church
of Rome, because the majority of the Church of England
have thought fit to join the Church of Rome." Or just a
converse case. Suppose the Low Church comprised a
majority in the Church of England, and decided they would
join the Methodist or Reformed Episcopalian Churches, and
take with them all the property and call it the United
Protestant Church or somc other suitable name, what would
the High Church Party say? Would they not be right in
declaring that the proposal would be one which would
destroy the very existence of the Church of England by
merging it in the Reformed Episcopal Church or uniting it
with the Methodist or any other sect with which it has no
allegiance? But that is exactly the principle in the present
Bili. The principle asserted is that a majority can
control the very existence of a church, and because
the majority agree they should be united with
another church they have the right to take all the property
and leave the minority stripped of everything. It seems
monstrous for Parliament to be asked to step in and say that
itwill decide this question and not leave it to the Courts to
say whether the property belongs to the larger or the
smaller body, or whether it is so edged round with trusts im-
posed upon it dedicating it for the use and purposes of a parti-
cular church, that the Union should continue, and that the
muajority should not have the power to destroy its existence
and wipe out the name of the church with which it was
Connected. That is the whole proposition. The minorityare attached to the Presbyterian Church in connection with
the Church of Scotland, it was their church, the church in
which they were born and brought up, and they objected to
having it destroyed. They objected to its Union with the
Free Church and with parties with whom they had religiousdifferences, though they had fnot of creed yet certainlythey had of doctrine in many respects.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Tell us one.

eMr. CAMERON (Victoria). A most vital differenceexisted upon this very important subject of the connection
of the Charch with the State, one holding the doctrine thatthe State, as represented by the Crown, was paramount.
The other holding that there should be no connection what-ever hetween Church and State. It was proposed to destroythe lineof the old church, to form a union with an over-

* 1 fajority about av.eixths of the body, with

which they had never before been conneuted ; they said
that although they entered the Union a miserable minority
yet still they had the right to take with them all the pro-
perty and endowments of the Church of Scotland. However,
to confine myself to this particular amendment before the
iHouse, I venture to say that the hon. member for Belle-
chasse (Mr. Amyot) has simply done his duty as one who
has contended that Parliament should keep within its pro-
per functions, and in expressing the hope that this House
will pause before assuming to itself the functions of judge
and jury, and deciding whether property belonged to this
man or that man, to this church or that church.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I was quite surprised to hear the
hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron) commend the
amendment now before the House. It is a motion to
perpetuate litigation, and to set at defiance the right of the
majority. It is a motion which, if adopted, would introduce
discord over the whole country; and I have no sympathy
with the hon. gentleman when he says this House is not
competent to pronounce an opinion on a matter of this kind.
The hon. member for Perth declared that none of the clergy
had any right to express opinions on this matter of the
Temporalities Fund, and now the hon. member for Victoria
declares this House has no right to express an opinion.
Who then are to express opinions on the question; who
should deal with it but Parliament? The church has
applied to it because it was found that the legislation
obtained from the Local Legislatures had not been
enacted in accordance with the Constitution. We
are only called upon to give effect to what was agreed
to by all parties some years ago. What was
the position prior to this Union? In 1844 a large
portion of the Presbyterian Church seceded, or rather the
majority formed a new church in connection with the Free
Church; if there was any connection with the Free Church
or the Established Church, it was a mere myth and nothing
more. In 1875 it was found desirable by all parties in the
two branches of the church that they should unite. It is
one of the ploasing features of Christianity, seen in all the
Provinces during the last few years, that there has been a
desire for union among Christians of various denominations.
The Methodists have generally united, the Presbyterians
ha've generally united, and I have no doubt the operations
of the churches will be greatly strengthened and benefitted
by the union of the diffèrent sects, holding no differences of
opinion of any material consequence. The hon. gentleman
who spoke last declared that there were vital points eof
difference between what ho calls the Free Church and the
Established Church sections of the Presbyterian Church.
I called upon him to name one single doctrine to which they
disagreed, for there is none that I am aware of-none that
I ever heard alleged. As to the more question as towhether
it is wise or not to have church establishments, that is an
abstract doctrine of little consequence nowadays in Canada
or Scotland either, because here there can be no Established
Church and in Scotland there will be none in a short time,
more than in Canada, and I think within the lives of many
of us present thore will be no Established Church in Eng-
land. That js a step in advance which we may be allowed
to contemplate without any of that horror which has been
expressed by the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron).
Eight or nine years ago the question of uniting the Presby-
terian churches came prominently before the people, and
there was a sincere and anxious desire on the part of both of
the great bodies to form a united church. Several years
were spent in discussions, and finally it was resolved by the
assemblies, or the Synods of both churches, that such a
union was desirable. The question was sent down, according
to the practice oftthose bodies, from the Synods or assemblies
to the various Presbyteries, and I believe. that all the
Presbyteries agreed to the overture for union. Prom the
Presbyteries, it was sent to the various congregtiossr ad
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with, I think, but two exceptions in the Free Church and
six or seven in the other, they declared themselves in favor
of union. The Temporalities Fund is still in the hands of
the section of the united church that held it formerly-
what is now known as the Presbyterian Church of Canada
in connection with the Church of Scotland. There was no
attempt made, as I am informed, by any of the members of
the church called the Free Church, previously to obtain the
slightest advantage from the money in this fund. None of
them have ever touched it, and none of them ever will. It
will be distributed amongst those who are either the parties
who originally commuted, or those who have come in since
into that branch of the church. Every one has been given his
share and every one will be given his share, and there is
simply a small minority of less than a dozen ministers and
congregations who actually desire-and the hon. gentleman
who has moved this amendment, promotes that desire-to
take from them the entire property they possess, their
churches and parsonages, their college and all the money
that is let out at interest to produce the stipends they
receive. Could anything be more monstrous than this pro.
position-that, because this small number did not go into
the Union, they shall become the inheritors of the entire
patrimony of the whole church. And now, when they find
that a strong feeling exists in the country, and I am happy
to say a strong feeling in this House, that no such outrage
shall be permitted, they demand something else. They
demand a division on such grounds as would not be
equitable or right, and when that is not likely to
be given, they pretend that we have no right to
make any division at all, that we have no right
to express any opinion. Now, Sir, I have no doubt what-
ever that the proposal submitted in the Bill by the hon,
member for Bruce (Mr. Shaw), is one which commends
itself to 'the thoughtful sense of justice of every hon.
member, and I am surprised that any hon. member should
consent to promote discussion such as some hon. members
seem to be promoting by the speeches they are making. The
hon. gentleman who has moved this resolution, pretends to be
learned in Scotch ecclesiastical law. Why, Sir, nothing could
be more ludicrous than his quotations, and nothing could be
more absurd than his pretensions. It was quite manifest
from the first, and all the time he was quoting from those
books, that they had been put into his hands by some in
dustrious churchman who had rurmmaged the library to gel
authorities for the hon. gentleman.

Mr. AMYOT. I defy the hon. gentleman to prove that

Mr. MACKENZIE. I can tell the hon. gentleman thai
it takes more than a few hours to post up even on Scotch
ecclesiastical law, and that even if he were right in hi
interpretation-which I deny-we are not to be governed
here by the ecclesiastical law of any other country, but we
are to do what is just and right between the parties before
us. The sole object of the Bill is to render valid what was
formerly agreed to, and the legislation which is now desired
is in consequence of the decision of the Committee of the
Privy Council with regard to the Acts passed by the two
Provinces on this subject. Now, the hon'. member for
Victoria (Mr. Cameron) knows very well that this legis
lation was suggested in the deliverance of the Privy Council
judges. They said they had no doubt that the Dominion
Legislature would make the matter all right, o
some phrase of that kind, and here we are entrusted with
the task which we cannot shun and which we should noi
desire to shun. The operation of the Bill introduced by
the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. Shaw) would have the effoci
of putting an end to the divisions which distract a smal
section of the Presbyterian Church of Canada, and would
promote that unity and harmony which every one desires to
see prevail in every þre pf the Christian church in thiE
foustrsy.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Halton). I think it is impossib
that the fouse should adopt the motion which the o
gentleman (Mr. Amyot) has put in your hands, and for a
very simple reason. We know, Sir, from the discussion
whichtook place before the Private Bills Committee.-ad
as they were continued for several days, ail the parties con.
testing this matter had every opportunity 0f stat
ing their case-that if the motion should ps
the position of the matter will be simply hbis:
that the Committee will be instructed to leave the question

3 of the rights of the parties to these temporalities to the
Courts of law. We know that if the matter goes to the
Courts of law these Courts will be governed by the Statute
of 1858, an Act of the old Province of Canada. There was

1 at that time no church body which had these temporalities
but the body then known as the Presbyterian Church in
Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland; and the
Courts, if they come to deal with the matter now, will.find
only the small body now calling themselves the
Presbyterian Church in Canada in connection with
the Church of Scotland, answering the description
of the Statute which governs the Temporalities Fund,
That being the case, the broad question to be settled by this
Parliament is, I apprehend, whether this small remnant of
the Presbyterian Church in Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland, the greater part of which is recognized

* now as part of the United Church, is to be recognized as the
owners of this property, which, if we do so recognize, shall
pass out of the hands of the United Church. I think, on the
bare statement of the case, we are compelled to deal with
the question as a matter of law, as a matter of justice, and

- as a matter of equity. The Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, before whom the case was carried,
hinted, and more than hinted, they stated, if I recall their
judgment aright, that the queistion, as a legal question, was

1 in the direction the hon, gentleman contends for, but they
admitted that the Dominion Parliamenc was competent to
deal with the question, and I think their admission clearly
implies what their mind was on the matter.

1 It was felt that, the Parliament of Canada being the only
body competent to deal with the question, we should deal

t with it and do justice between the contending parties. Now,
the question is before us, and I think we have simply to con-

- sider whether, under all the circumstances, it is proper to
t recognize the action of the Presbyterian Church of Canada

in connection with the Church of Scotland, when they, in
their highest court, their representative body, determined to
enter into union with other Presbyterian bodies in this

t country. That is my view, notwithistanding the citation Of
i Scotch authority and Scotch ecclesiastical law, which might
s be very proper if we were in Scotland; but they have no
1 bearing upon the question submitted to us. In this country

we have had questions of this kind to deal with before; they
have been before our Courts of law; and so far asmy observa-

s tion and investigations have gone, and so far as the sug-
1 gestions and arguments made before the Committee in-

fluenced me, it is clear to my mind-and I believe I am sup.
ported by the decision of the highest Courts in tþis country-

r that it was competent to the Synod of the Presbyterian
- Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot
1 land to do what they did, to unite with other churches,

according to their own rules and practices. If, therefore,
r as a voluntary association they were compelent to heiri that arrangement, it follows that their church e,
t colleges, their property of every kind, was carriedbalot
F withthem into that Union. We know that iu a ceiebrated
t case analagous to this -the Union of the Episcopal gethodist
l body with the Wesleyan Methodists-this question ca U
1 whether the conference of the Methodist Church was iegthey

entitled to make this Union, and whether, in making it, tbey
s retained their property which they had as btheNe

Episcopal Ohurch in nanada, In that a
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feature which we do not find in this; there was a change in

the very polity of the church ; episcopacy, that peculiar

feature of their church organization, was abandoned, and a

large minority in this country declined to agree to that

change, and they remained the Methodist Episcopal Church
in Canada. Disputes, therefore, arose as to property held
under trust deeds in various parts of the country; and
although the Judges were divided at first, when the question
was finally decided in the Courts, it was held that, notwith-
standing that change, not a change in doctrine, but in an
inportalt feature of church government-yet the con-
ference, representing the whole church, was legally entitled
to say whether they would go into this Union or not. They
did decide to go into the Union, that Union was held to be a
legal act and the property went along with them.

An hon. MEMBER. Not in all cases.

Mr. MicDOUGALL. Not in ail. There were certain
cases in which property was deeded to trustees remaining
in the original church, and it was held that under the pecu-
liar circumstances and terms of these trust deeds, the con-
gregations should hold their property as against the Wes-
leyan Conference. A case was cited before us of a Presby-
terian Church, or congregation as it is called, in Cobourg,
in which Mr. Chancellor Spragge, one of our ablest Judges,
held that that congregation were acting within their right,
under the supposed Act of the Province of Ontario, in
voting themselves out of the Union, and that they should
hold their church. Provision was made for that in the
Local law, and that law boing supposed to be in force, the
learned Chancellor simply applied the law. But it now
turns out that it was not competent to the Legislatures of
Ontario and Quebec to pass any law rolating to this matter,
for the reason that the body extended over several Provinces,
and for the reasons given in the judgment of the Privy
Couneil. In consequence of that unfortunate result the par-
ties are obliged to come before this Parliament, which is the
only power competent to deal with the question, and I
think, after the discussions which have taken place, after
thO representatives of the people in the Local Legislatures
Of Ontario and Quebec, having enabled the parties to display
their respective claims to have the control of this property,
held that it was just and right and proper to grant to the
newchurch the powers wbich theyclaimed. Thatfactshould
have considerable influence upon our docision. I do not urge
that as a precedent which should absolutely guide us, but I say
it is entitled to great respect at our hands. Now, what is
asked of us is that we should so alter the machinery of the
Ternporalities Board as to enable the new church to adminis-
ter this fund, and I do not see how we can escape from that
action. I do not speak here as a member of the Presby-
terian Church; I have nething to do with the Presbyterian
Churclh or any church as a legislator, except to secure to
them those rights and powers which are necessary to en-
ahie them to legally conduct their affairs. That is ail that
lhey ask at our hands. I felt, as I stated at the Committee,
hat it would be a graceful and a proper act of the majority

is case, to so far respect the origin of this fund, and the
position of the respective parties entitled to it, to
agee to a division' of the fund after providing for the

It eeciaries, .who are now nearly ail advanced in life.
as stated in the Committee that about 890,000 would

Oe a ficient to pay annuities to secure to ail the benficiaries
that th fund the amounts due them during their lives, so
d. ere would be a considerable sum remaining to bee Psed of after satisfying ail these parties who have theseand . I think, therefore, it would have been a generous,
u Proper thing on the part of the representatives of the itaJitedsChurch to make such a proposition, with the view of
e'abtshing harmony at present and of ultimately bringing
t thatUnion and agreement among all the congrega-.

, I am sure, every one desires to see prevail
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throughout our country. If the representatives of the
United Church had felt themselves authorised to agree to
such a proposition, I would have been only too happy to
confirm that arrangement by putting a clause in the Act:to
that effect. But they did not make that proposition, and
we have to deal with the question whether it is our duty
to legalize this change in the Temporalities Board which will
enable the United Church, as it now stands, to manage and
secure the payment of the various stipends due under legis-
lation of this country, to those gentlemen who are still
living. I do not think it is the duty of this Parliament to
concern itself about the internal organization or denomina-
tional policy of the various religious bodies which exist in
this country. In 1859, the Parliament of old Canada, dealing
with the clergy reserve question, adopted this resolution:

" To remove ail semblance of connection between Church and State,
and to effect an entire and final disposition of all matters, claims and
interests arising out of the Clergy Reserves, the Governor in Council
may, whenever he deems it expedient, with the consent of the parties
and bodies severally interestecd, commute with the said parties such
annual stipend or allowance."

It may be proper to remind those who have not given so
much attention to this question as some of us older politi-
cians have, that this fund arises out of the appropriation
made by the Crown many years ago for the purpose ofsup.
porting the Established Church in this country. Great
difficulties were experienced in the course of legislation in
respect to this large reserve of land in this country for such
a purpose, and ultimately the opinion of the people was so
decidedly expressed at various elections that it became
necessary for the Government to deal with the question. It
was necessary, at that time, in the view of the lawyers, to
obtain the consent of the Imperial Government to change
the law so as to enable the Parliament of Canada to deal
with the question. The Imperial Parliament assented to
the proposition that in Canada hereafter there ought not to
be any semblance of connection between Church and State,
and so long as the Clergy Reserves were appropriated there
was, not the semblance, but direct, practical connection.
The very difficulties which have occurred here with
reference to this very matter shows how ímpolitic
and injurious it was that the State should have
made appropriation for particular sects to sus-
tain them in their operations in this country, leaving all
Sthe others without any special support. The original vice
of this appropriation is seen through the whole history cf
this question down to this hour. Let us dispose of this at
once and forever, as I hope we will when we will have
handed over to this church this remaining portion of the
Clergy Reserves. The Imperial Parliament, when asked to
transfer to the Parliament of Canada the right to deal with
the whole question, made the reservation that the stipends,
which had been, under the previous system, appropriated to
be given to certain clergymen of the Church of England, and
the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church òf Scotland, should be secured to them, because
the faith of the Crown was pledged to those clergymen.
In order to preserve the faith of the Crown to those
individuals, this reservation was made. That is the origin
of the Temporalities Fund, and that is why the question is a
proper one to be disposed of, I hope, finally, by this Parlia-
ment. I cannot understand the reasoning by which some
hon. gentlemen endeavor to persuade us that it would be
our duty to leave this question to be decided in the Courta
upon the technicality that the Act of the old Province of
Canada still governs this subject, when it is clearly our
duty to step in and prevent those disputes which cause se
much irritation and bad feeling. If we permit those bodies to
go to law and fritter away the balance of the fand in legal
contestation, we would not act prudently, or justly, or in the
public interest. I am disposed to vote against this motion
and to support the Bill as it now stands for the third read-
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Ing. I do not know if the Temporalities Board, or, rather,
the beneficiaries, as the law would stand if it
should pass in its present form, would be com-
petent to make a division of the residue fund, so as
to secure to the dissenting congregations their share, but
if there is a doubt I would be disposed to put a clause in the
Act which would enable the beneficiaries-because the prin-
ciple upon which this argument rests is that the fund belongs
to the commutors or beneficiaries-their just share. The
fund was not givén to them separate from their church.
They were to be secured in the whole amount of stipends
during their lives, but many of them voluntarily surren-
dered a portion of their annual stipends for the purpose of
creating a fund for the benefit of their church. That is the
reason there is a larger sum of money accumulating in this
church than would otherwise have existed, because the
whole sum would have been annually consumed by the com-
mutors themselves. Their generosity ought to be acknow-
ledged, and one might come to the conclusion that those who
survive ought Io have some voice in the disposition
of that residue which is the result of their voluntary and
generous action in the past. I think it could be left to the
commutors or beneficiaries, at their first meeting under the
provisions of this Act, to provide for the disposition of this
fund after the rights of the beneficiaries had ceased. I am
glad, since this question has been before Parliament, that
there does seem to be a disposition, even on the part of those
belonging to the United Church, to deal generously with
this smaller body, and if a clause were inserted in the Bill
to give to these gentlemen, when they assembled, as provid-
ed in the fourth clause, power to arrange how that residue
should be divided among the congregations which remained
after the extinction or disappearance of the last commutor,
it would be a very desirable power to give them. I refuse to
assent to the doctrine of my hon. friend from Lanark, that it is
our business to interfere and manage matters for this church.
I hesitate to agree that Parliament should intermeddle in
any way whatever in the internal organism or management
of any of our churches. They have to come to us when
they want legal enactments, and we should make those
enactments when they do not injuriously affect the public;
but we have no right to interject our views or express our
individual opinions as meinbers of Parliament on such mat-
ters. I do not know what course the discussion may take,
but at the proper moment I shall be prepared to offer
suggestions in the form of an amendment that I may deem
necessary to the Bill.

Mr. McLENNAN. Before proceeding with my remarks
I would ask the hon. member for Bellechasse to withdraw
his amendment.

Mr. AMYOT. My hon. friend who represents the inter.
ests of the minority, asks me to withdraw my motion. As
nobody has entrusted me with that amendment, I am at
perfect liberty to withdraw it without asking anybody's con-
sent. Before doing so, I nmust say I have boen very much
surprised at the way in which my humble remarks have
been received by the hon. member for Lambton, though, if I
were to judge by the way ho used to treat his partizans, I
should not be surprised at the way in which ho treats his
enemies. If he thinks that with his schoolmaster's rod, ho
will prevent us from doing our duty, he is greatly mistaken.
I have expressed my views in the best way I could, and as
the hon. member for Lambton has been so very kind as to
ridicule my remarks, I will tell him that if ho knew as much
about my religion as I know about his, ho would not assert
before this House things that ho cannot prove.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken if
he thinks the amendment is put in my hands. I said some
books of Scotch Ecclesiastical Law were put in my hands.
I had no conception the hon. gentleman was learned in
Scotch ecclesiastical l&w. I will compliment the hon. gen-

Mr. MCDOUGALL (MaltOn).
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tleman in saying that I think he spoke exceedingîy Welfrom his point of view. I had not the slightest intentio
cast any ridicule or contempt on the hon. gentloerW 8
speech in the least.

Amendment withdrawn.

Mr. MoLENNAN. In rising to propose the amendment
of which I bave given notice, I do not propose to go Over
the ground that I did in the Committee of the Whole. I
have listened with great interest to the remarks of the hon,
member for H[alton, and to the statements that have been
made during this long discussion, both in the louse and in
the Committeo. I am glad to see that my opinions are con.
firmed by one so well versed on the subject as the bon. mem.
ber for Halton, who says that, in legislation for these volun-
tary bodies that come before Parliament, we must be guid.
ed in a great measure by the proposals in which they them.
selves concur. I think, after ail we have leard, it would be
very difficult to believe that this House can
come to a decision of this question upon
a judicial basis or a pure basis of right and wrong, as be-
tween the contending parties. If the question is to be de.
cided upon such a basis, it is very clear that it must be
decided in the Courts of law. There is a basis upon which
we can decide it, and that is the basis of that gospel of
peace upon which line this question ought to be decided. I
think it is the function of this House to preach a sermon of
peace to this Presbyterian Church and to mediate hetween
the contending parties, if there is any possible basis upon
which we can mediate in a manner satisfactory to ourselves.
I believe we can find such a basis that will be satisfactory,
not only to ourselves, but to the contending partie,
The minority have already given a fair ac-
knowledgment that they will assent to such
terms, because it is in the interest of peace and of the
progress of the church, the only basis upon which churches
can exist and prosper. I would ask you and those hon.
gentlemen who are contending for what they conceive is a
principle, what the effect has been during the seven years
that have been devoted to this contest ? Al for what ? For
some great principle ? The principle in this is a sum of
$500,000 or $300,000. It is simply a question of money, and
nothing more. It is folly to tell us that there is
somle great principle at stake which carnot be conced-
ed. If there is it is one with which this louse cannot
deal. The hon. member for Bruce (Mr. Shaw) has
stated the case very fairly so far as the law is.con-
cerned. Legislation was carried through the Provinces
of Ontario and Quebec, and these Acts have been
declared illegal. The result is that this church finds itself
in possession of a fund to which it has no right. That is the
only result. There can be no other ; and it cornes to this
House to ask us to deal with this question-upon what
basis ? Well, every basis under heaven. We have been
asked to deal with it judiciously, wisely, religiouslY: to con-
sult the law of Ecclesiastical Courts of which we have heard,
but of which we do not know anything. It sceems to
me we shall have to apply our plain common
sense to it, simply, if we deal with it at ai,
and try to reach such a basis as wé think will accom-
plish the end that I propose thus to bring peace into the
church and so settle the question. Clearly it will not sette
the question to pass this Act giving this property to th'
larger body, because the minority who have fought the Da-

jority will follow the indication given to then by the Lords
of the Privy Council and continue that contest. If we would
accomplish the end sought to be accomplished we can only
do it by suggesting a compromise which, we have ressothat
believe, will meet with acceptance. It is in that senset
I propose the following amendment:-

That the Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be referred back
to the Committee of the Whole, with instructions that they haveP
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to smend the firstclause so as te provide that, whereas the Union of susceptible perhaps of two interpretations. At least, one of
churches referred to in the preamble was n ht coplete, but left a the hon. members bas been retained for some years, and asof ight members out of thirty-three who had a vested interestninorityempralities Fund of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in a lawyer on one side of the case, has been reaping a very richin the Temlpoaîiennection with the Church of Scotland, which minority declined te harvest from it. We know there bas been spent up to the
becomie 8 Part teosuch Union, it be resolved that before any dispositio>n oettm prtiglie800 iS eapstmadbc this ouse, the right of theb aid inority shold prsent time something like 2,00 in litigation over the
ofthi ned to a division of the capital of the said fund in such man- question. How long will it be before the lawyers
ber tha e said minority shall control its proportion thereof. and the Courts will swallow the whole fund and

r S AW Beorethemoionia ut I esie o mkeleave nothing for the church. I do not wonderMir. SIIA.W. IBefore the motion ia put, 1 desire to niake atlwyr
few remark.a The amendment of the hon. member for atlawyers opposing Par chament in taking up this

a enarry, as any one will see by examining it, is very question and setthng it, because it affords a large
n an amend- harvest for them. It was originally beieved that the Pro-
t to carro the Bhill back toth Comm ittee, butnilaysvincial Governments had the right to legislate in that di-

men t to carry the Bih back to the Committee, bpt it ays rection, but unfortunately for both denominations, when the
down Dt principfle on which the Comm attte shah proceed case went before the Privy Council, the Provincial Acts were,ben it is referred; it is only an assertion that the fund declared to be ultra vires, and the hint was thrown out that
bould be divided. Now, suppose this amedment Parliament should take up the question and make a final
adopted, we would be no further advanced than we were settlement. It is now creating much disturbance betweenbefore. It wold go back to the Committeeandy d suppose the denominations; they cannot advance either spiritually
the Committee would act as tbey bave already done, be- o emporally and although the dispute may lie interesting
cause this matter bas been discussed before the Committee
for several days, and the Committee decided that the min- to those lawyers who bave the case in charge, it cannot be
ority bad no right to that fund, that the fund, as a fact, went interesting to the country. Besides, a settlement of the
with the church. Now, I dare say the Committee would question will enable the denominations to settle down to

arrive at the samedecision again. Toreferitbacktothemwork again, and at some future time arrive at an amicable
in such an indefinite way, would simply be to put this Bill settlement. There May be a claim for the division of the
off to another Sossion of Parliament. I think the hon. fund among those parties who represent the two distint
member for Glengarry is wrong in saying that the church sections of the church, but the amendment is not in that
is in possession of a fund that it has no right to. We say direction, it only asks the House to send back the case
that we have as a corporation no right to administer this to the Courts where it has been meffectually dealt with for
fund, but we claim, that the united body of Presby- seven years past.
terians bas a right to it. The act which was found Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The hon. gentleman bas
ultra vires simply referred to the-corporation, it had no thought fit to say that the reason why the hon. member
reference at all to the fund itself. But bere we are dealing for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot) and myself support the amend-
with the corporation and not with the fund. If the Synod ment now proposed by the hon. member for Glengarry
of the Old Church had made the appointments, instead of the (Mr. McLennan) is that, as lawyers, we wish to see liti-
united body, the Board would have been properly consti. gation continued. I believe, although I did not hear it my.
tuted, but unfortunately the united body made the appoint- self, the hon. gentleman remarked that I adopted that
ments, and consequently they are illegal. We admit that course because I was professionally concerned in the case.
the Board was illegally formed, because the Act under If lie made that statement it was a most unwbrranted one.
which it was formed bas been declared ultra vires. I trust, Mr. SPROULE. I said it was susceptible of that inter-
therefore, my lon. friend will see that it is in the interest of pretation, when hon. members were aware of the fact
the Presbyterian Church to withdraw this amendment. The that one of those hon. gentlemen bad been engaged in thehon. member for South Lanark (Mr. IHaggart) says that he case.
desires to see the parties come to a settlement, but certainly Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It should neither have beenif it goes back to the Court, far from being settled, the mat- s
ter wil probably ho the subject -of prolonged litigation. Isad nor insinuated as a motive that would influence ier
think it never could have been contemplated by the an y other hon. member on the floor of Parliaent in de-
original commutors that this fund should pass from the con- ciding what lie thought was right and proper in res-
trol of the church. The object of the amendment is further pect to matters before the House. The bon. gentleman
litigation and bfrther trouble, and the friends of the bas shown, however, ho does not know what he is talking

in this country would do wel to prevent about, because ho bas not the slightest idea as to what is the
by passing tho Bih. I hope, therefore, the bon. member amendment of the hon. member for Glengarry. His whole
will either withdraw l is re solution or that it will be speech might have been appropriate on the motion of the
negatived by.o tho flouse. hon. member for Bellechasse; but considering that motiondthwas withdrawn, and the motion of the hon. member for Gien-

Mr. SPROULE. I think whatever merit the amend- garry is emphatically one to prevent litigation and settle thisnent might have in principle, it is destroyed entirely by matter once and forever, the House will see that the remarks
the fact that it will be leaving the question just about where of the hon. member who las last spoken were entirelyit was when the Session of Parliament opened. It is a well- inappropriate to the amendment now before the House. Theknown fact that this has been a burning question between hon. member for South Bruce (Mr. Shaw) bas fallen into a
those religious denominations for over three years. They similar error, because he has not read or does not under-
have been unable to come to any terms of settlement. They stand the motion of the hon. member for Glengarry; nor
have appealed to Courts one after another until the case had does lie seem to understand much botter the scope andbeen carried to the highest Court of the realm; they have character of the Bill of which he as charge. The lon.
tpt a Very large amount of money in appealing to Courts gentleman spoke of the motion as tending to continue liti-
tn aboie as to their rights-nevertholess, they stand to-day gation, wheroas it is to settle litigation; he also said his Bill
n about as unfortunate a position as seven years ago. I did not deal with the fund, but only with the administration
W& very much amused by the line of argument advanced by of it. I would ask the hon. member for South Bruce if ho
them on. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron), and the hon, bas read the pill, if ho kniows what the first clause provides
Iensber for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot), namely, that this for, if it does not deal with the whole capital of the fundjoue Would net deal with the question because it was sub and with the disposition of it; yet he says lie does
ltce. 1think, whatever they May say in regard to he not deal with the fund, but only the administration of it.r48tter, that this argament, cominng from such a source, is Surely he coud not have read the Bil whieh he
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asks the House to read for the third time. That hon. gentle- sion of the fund to leave the annuities of those who have
man has stated that the object of the Bill was to deal fairly gone out of the church a charge on the united body or o.
wifh the minoiity, and the hon. member for Halton (Mr. the major portion of the fund. Of course when the
MoDougall) made the statement that there was a disposi- minority take their share, as they would under the division
tion on the part of the majority to deal generously they would look to the minority fund for payment of their
with the minority. I fail to see fairness or generosity in this annuities so long as they lived, and those who went into
transaction. The object of the Bill, as it now stands, is to the Union would look to the major part of the fund for their
take the whole capital of the fund and give it to the United share, so that in reality, the proposition of my hon. friend
Charch, subject to the payment of existing charges to from Halton (Mr. MeDougall) is the same as that of the hon
them. I ask if that is fairness to the minority. It says to member for Glengarry,viz.: that the fund should be divided
the commutors who established the fund: 'Ilt is true you acording to the proportion of the commutors at the time of
put in your money on a certain trust and gave up your pro. Union. There is one of the hon. gentleman's observations in
perty; you will be paid your annuity so long as you live, which I cannot concur. He says it is competent for the
but when you all die the capital of the fund will pass to Synod to go into Union as it was a mere voluntary associa.
amother church of which you were not members and which tion, and he referred to the Union, of the Methodist bodies,
you expressly refused to join." That is what hon. gentle- which took place some years ago, as a parallel case. With
men called dealing generously with the minority-taking all the hon. gentleman's clearness of view in reading any
the whole capital of the fund and giving seven surviving old legal decision or authority, Iam of opinion that he has mis-
men diminished annuities. Under the original commutation read or misunderstood the two cases decided on
they received. 8600 a year, but they have only been that subject. I wish the hon. gentleman to notice that
receiving $450 since 1855, when they eitablished the property that was in existence in the case of the
this fund.. The total amount of the f*und was Methodist Church was held in trust for the Methodist Epis-
$509,00, the seventy-three original commutors copal Church according to the rales and constitution adopted
contributed an average of 87,000; so the seven old men by the General Annual Conference; and the Court held that
contributed about $49, 00, and the eighth man, who went the Conference had the right to alter the character of the
ont at the time of the Union in 1875, would make the ac- church, and that whatever it decided was the principle on
count 856,000. Now, inasmuch as they have survived, i which that property had to be held. It was not necessary
think we might reasonably assume that their annuities were to be held by the Methodist Episcopal Church as consti.
worth more, and that they commuted a larger sum than tuted, but the Methodist Episcopal Church according to the
those who died. We may assume that the oldest man died rules to be decided from time to time by the General Annual
first, and that the volume of the annuitieswas calculated by Conference. The General Annual Conference, by a large
the age of the annuitant., and the probable duration of his majority, decidel that they would abolish Episcopacy in
life. We may therefore conclude that the annuitants that reference to the Methodist Church, and would adopt a
now survive must have put in more than the average of form of government by which a chairman or president
$7,000, and that they put in 88,000 or 810,000 each, as was elected from year to year, and to become associated
stated in Committe. It is proposed to confiscate $70,000 with the Wesleyan body in England. They were au offshoot
or $-0,000 capital of their money, and to hand it over-not from that body, and it was owing to the circumstances of the
to the purpose for which it was dedicated but to the United country that John Wesley himself constituted Episcopacy
Church. Still they say this is dealing generously with the by sending out the two first Bishops of the Methodist
minority. But what do those who commuted and who still Church to found the church in this country. So it will be
survive say about the matter? A petition has been presented seen that these cases are no authority for the view expressed
which was read at the Table of the House and circulated by the hon. member for Halton, that it was competent for
amongst members, a petition signed by twelve of the sur- the Synod to go into Union, as it was a voluntary association,
viving commutors, in which they expressly protest against and that their property went with them. The hon. mem-
this alteration of the purposes of the fund. They say they ber for Lambton spoke as if I was a supporter of disunion.
entered into arrangement, a solemn compact with a funda- I do not support disunion; and it was a matter of regret to
mental principle, which was that the fund was to be reserv- me that the minority did not see their way to going imto
ed for the benefit of the ministers of the Presbyterian the Union Church. It would have been a great deal better
Church of Canada in connection wiih the Church of Scot- if these questions had never arisen. I do not see, personally,
land, to be enjoyed by them only so long as they held their what necessity there was for the minority remaining out Of
position as ministers of that church. They say that the the Union, but they had reasons for remaining out, and it is
capital amount was not to be trenched upon but only the not for me to dictate as to what church the minority
interest, but we find that the capital bas been reduced, that shall belong. But while I should be delighted
it has been trenched upon for the purpose of paying the to see these congregations enter the Union, 1 do not
annuities, and it is now proposed to divide it, a part of it to think it is for me or for Parliament to insist Upon them
be devoted to Queen's College, and the balance to be handed doing so, as they themselves were the best judges
over to the United Church for the general purposes of that of their acts, and they should not be forced into a
church, a church to which it never belonged. The propo- Union under penalty of losinDg all their rights and property.
sition of the hon. member for Glengarry (Mr. MeLennan) If Parliament passes this Bill it will practically be say'5g to
is to divide thefundin proportion to the number of ministers these people: " You must either go into the Union or you
who survived at the time of the Union, and as there were must remain ont stripped of all your property and posses
thirty-three then surviving, eight of whom refused to go sions." Have we the right to say to them that they should
into the Union, the proportion will be eight to twenty- not remain attached to the church of their forefathers
three. That is conceded on the part of my hon. friend they choose to remain connected with it? I feel
from Halton(Mr.McDougall). IfIapprehended his meaning that we have no right to impose such a penalty as
aright, ho expressly conceded that this fund belonged to the the loss of their property, which is practically the same
beneficiaries, as he called them, and if so, they should decide thing. The hon. member for Halton says that the
what is to be dose with it. If we should divide this sum. majority had a right to go into the Union andthe
according to the proportion of those who survived at the take their property with them, which i1 the
time of the Union, he should be carrying out his opinion sanae in effect as the majority coercing the
consistently, and therefore we should vote for the motion of minority by telling them that they shall lose their pr
imy hon. friend from Glengarry. It is proposed by this divi- 1 perty if they do not join a religious association from which

Mr. Cmanox (Victoria).
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they dissent. They have a right to dissent, and they say
they have a right to hold their property, and we are act-

ing unjustly, unfairly and unconstitutionally if we take
away the property from them, because they did not
ahoay to be dictated to as to what church they should be-
long, for that is the plain result of the legislation now
before the flouse. The question has been raised as to what
are the relative rights of the parties to this fund. I have no
hesitation in saying, as a lawyer who bas given some atten-
tion to the matter-havimg been professionally engaged in
some of the cases which have arisen as to the ownership of
the property-that as a matter of law I believe the Courts
would be bound to decide that the fund belongs to the

'inority of the Presbyterian Church of Canada
in connection with the Church of Scotland. I do
not express my own opinion upon that point. I can
refer to the opinion of the highest Courts in Ontario and
the most able Judges in support of it ; and they expressly
hold that the minority who remained, continue to be the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland; and that the majority did not take that
church into the Union with them. ln the case of Macpher-
son vs. McKay, which was in relation to a church in the
township of Eldon, in my own constituency, the late Chief
Justice Moss, who decided the case, expressly held that after
the Union, the Old Church remained as it had been before-
that this dissentient minority remained the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland.
The property in dispute in that case was held under patent
from the Crown, in trust for the minister of the Presby-
terian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of
Scotland, in the township of Eldon. Under the Act of the
Ontario Legislature, the congregation were called upon to
vote whether they would go into the Union or stay out; by
a large majority, they voted to stay out, but the minister,
who was a Unionist, went to the assembly and tried to sup-
press their vote and force his congregation into the
Union. A suit was brought against him to eject him
on the ground that he had ceased to be a minister of
the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with
the Church of Scotland; and the Court so held, and he was
turned out of bis church and deprived of his manse, which
was handed over to the trustees of the church of which it
was declared he ceased to be a minister. That was the
express decision of the late Chief Justice Moss. The minis-
ter was not satisfied, however, with that decision, and he
carried the case to the Court of Appeal, composed then of
Mr. Justice Burton, Mr. Justice Patterson, Mr. Justice
Morrison, and Vice-Chancellor Blake, who decided unani-
mously that the decision of Chief Justice Moss was right;
and when I tell you that the case was argued on behalf of
the minister by a no less legal authority than my hon. friend
fron West Durham, you may feel satisfied that every possi-
be point that could be t aken was taken before the Court, and
that the case was very ably argued. In giving judgment,
-Mr Justice Patterson comments on the decision given in the

case of the Methodist Episcopal Church which my hon. friend
fron Halton (Mr. MeDougall) has referred to, as follows:-

" The question so elaborately investigated in Doe v. Bell, and theother cases which arose out of the change in the Methodist body fromits Episcopal government to a different kiad of superintendence, and its
tonnection with the English Wesleyan Methodists instead of with theehrch in the United States, was not the same which is involved in thisControvera.e?

think that sufficiently shows that the hon. member for
tlalton is in error in quoting this case as an authority for
th' Position he has taken on this question. The learned
Jndge then goes on to say:

" If we set aside the consideration, and assume a substantial agree-
ment between the dferent churches in all material particulars, we are

lisfrm sbUuhinig their identity or proing that afnr a union

each can be treated as still in existence. • • • It seems to
me that the principle of entire independence which the defendant has
proved, by the evidence he has adduced, to have been a fundamental
principle of the charch of which he was a minister, forbide us to recog-
nize the same church in a body in which the jurisdiction la shared with
several other churches. If we recognize one of the united churches as
still existing we must recognize them aIl, and the result I have just
indicated follows. [t we are to treat them all as merged in one united
churc, cadit guaestio. • a Yet we cannot think of a
Presbyterian congregation uuattached to some Presbyterian church, and
there is no suggestiou to be gatnered from the Statute that the disaent-
ing congregations were regarded as ceasing to be Presbyterian
congregations, or as ceasing to belong to the churches of which they
had hitherto formed portions. • • • This seems to me to
have been the essence of the scheme presented to the Legislature and
acted upon in passing the Statute, and in my juidgment it involves the
recognition by the petitioning Synods of the dissenting congregations
as continuing in communion with lheir original churches. • • 0
I think that from whatever point of view the question is approached the
result is the sarne; and then we must hold that the defendant is no
longer the person described in the patent as incumbent of the Church of
Scotland erected in the township of Eldon, as he has ceased to belong
to the church thus described."

Now, if that is good law, and it has never been questioned,
does it not follow that this dissentient minority continue to
be, and are, the Presbyterian Church of Canada in con-
nection with the Church of Scotland ? If they are, this
whole fund legally belongs to them; but they do not come
here and ask for the wh9le fund. The proposition made by
the bon. member for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan) is a peace
offering. It is true, the United Church, feeling the strength
of numbers, says: "We will not agree to any compromise;
we will not hold ont the olive branch; we will have the
fund, the whole fund, and nothing but the fund." If they
are strong, however, they ought to be merciful, even if they
are not just and honest. They have abstained from evinc-
ing the first desire to compromise this matter or divide the
fund on an equitable basis, and have said : " We are strong,
we have a majority here, we will give these old men their
annuities as long.as they live, as long as they are entitled
to them, and then we will leave this struggling minority
ont in the cold withont any endowment, and will
take the whole fund ourselves ;" therefore, I say, that
position is neither just nor honest. We do not
propose to take the whole of the fund. We say we are legally
entitled to it; but such a large majority went into the Union,
we are content that we shall have the major part of it.
We will divide it according to the number of commutors
who were alive whon the Union took place. They can take
twenty-five parts and we will takeeight. Give us an Actof
incorporation, and let us deal witb our share as we like,
and you can deal with their share as you like. Let each
party assume their proportion of the annuities which belon
to the respective bodies, and let us go on in our work and
live in harmony." Being in favor of this Union, I feel I am
supporting what is a just and legal claini which, if granted,
will lead to a just and permanent establishment of the best
possible relations betweenthe two churches in Canada, and
I trust that theI ouse will see that it does what is just and
right and honest in supporting the amendment which las
been moved by the hon. member for Glengarry.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). I believe the mo.
tion which is before the tiouse should not be allowed to pass,
for two reasons: First, because it is not an amendment to
the first clause of the Act. The on. mem ber should say, I
move that a certain portion of the clause, which may
be contrary to bis views, shall be struck out,
and the following words be inserted. This
motion determines the exact manner in which this fund
should be divided, and it should not be adopted, because it
is not an amendment to the first clause. In the second
place, the principle which is laid down in this motion is
wrong. The hon. member lays down the proposition
that this fund belongs to the commuting ministers, and
should be divided amongst thom o rata, I hold, at il
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does not belong to them, but to the church, and without
going back to the origin of the fund, I find in the Statute of
1858, of which this Bilt represents a proposed amendment,
the express declaration of the late Parliament of Canada,
that the said fund was not the property of the commuting
ministers, but of the church. Here is the preamble:

" whereas, it bath been represented to the Legislature of this Pro-
vince, that it is desirable that provision shall be made for the manage-
ment of certain funds of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connecdon with the Church of Scotland, now held in trust by certain
Commissioners, hereinalter named, on behalf of the said church-

Not, you will observe, on behalf of the commuting
ministers -

" for the benefit thereof; and also of such other funds as may from time
to time be granted and given, bequeathed or contributed in addition
theretu; and whereas the said funds are so beld in trust, and the
revenues thereof are to be.appropriated for the encouragement and sup-
port of minisiers and missionaries of the said church, and for the
augmentation of their stipends and towardssmakig a provision for
those who may be incapacitated by age or infirmity; and whereas,
secondly, when and if it shall so please the said church, and so soon as
other funds hereafter shall be contributed, subscribed or paid in from
any source for the purpose, to tke corporation hereby erected, it is
desired that such other funds shall be appropriated for granting aid
towards the erection and maintenance and endowment of churches and
manses in connection with the said church, and the aiding of young
men to tudy for the churcb, &c."

The first clause of this Act speaks of the incorporation
of the Board of the Temporalities Fund which is now in
question, and mentions the names of the Commissioners, who

ishall have and enjoy in trust for the said church, and for the afore-
said firstly hereinabove specified, use all moneys, debentures, bonds,
and bank and other stocks and secu-ities which are now held by the
said hereinbefore named parties as Trustees or Commissioners of the
said church, in trust for the said church."

There is only one meaning to this: that this is a church
and institution held on behalf of the church and for the
benefit of the church, and there is appended this special
condition:
'But such holding is subject always to the special condition that the

annual inierest and revenues of the said moneys or fund now in their
hands shall be and remain charged and subject, as well as regards the
character or the extent and duration thereof, to the several annual
charges in favor of the several ministers and parties entitled thereto,
of the several amounts and respective characters and durations as the
same were constituted and declared at the formation of the said fund."

Wo have in this Bill a clause respecting this condition, and
esl ecially providing for the same. This clause provides
that a certain sum shall be paid as annuities to certain
Ministers, and, therefore, this condition attached to the fund
in the Statute of 1858, has been properly observed. As to
the division of this fund, the motion of the member for
Glengarry states that it shall be divided according to the
number of the commuting ministers at the time of Union.
I say that it should be divided according to the number of
the congregations at the time of Union; if this fund is the
property of the church, then it is not the property of the
ministers, and it must be divided among the congregations
pro rata, and not according to the number of the commuting
ministers, who had only a life interest in this fund. Before the
Private Bills Committee, the suggestion was made, by one
of its members, that the fund should b divided according to
the number of congregations, but the minority said no.
Then we had a kind of Dutch auction, the figures commenc-
ing at $125,000 and falling successively to 8100,000 and
$75,000. Isay, Mr. Speaker, that this is no way in which to
fix the amount. It should be fixed according to certain data,
and this principle is to be found in the Statute of 1858,
which declares that the fund is the property of the church
and not of the ministers. This is the second reason why I
believe the motion of the hon. member for Glengarry ought
not to be accepted. I am not prepared to say that this Bill,
dealsfaix with the minority, and I regret that the ameded-
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ments which were proposed by the leader of the Goveru
ment were not moved to-day. I believe that the fund Onght, to be divided pro rata according to the number of the con-
gregations at the time of Union. It was then 108 or 104)96 entered the Union, and a small minority, some seven oreight, remained out, and in this proportion the fund should
be divided. This is the reason why I wish that the amend.
ments of which notice has been given by the leader of the
Government, had been made. The member for Glengarry
proceeds from a basis which is altogether wrong, and whirh
is not consecrated by the Statute of 1858, and untilan
amendment is moved which will propose to divide this
money among the different congregations according to their
number I shall certainly vote against the motion of the
member for Glengarry.

Mr. ROSS (Dundas). Not being a Presbyterian it does
not become me to offer any particular views with reference
to this matter to the House, but I have the honor to repre-
sent many excellent Presbyterians who are very liberal-
minded, and who belong to both sections of the churel;
some are in the Union, and others did not see their way
clear to taking this step. I have also had the honor of pre-
eenting petitions from both parties to the House. Now, you
can very well understand that I wish to do on this as on all
other occasions, cast a candid vote, and not act in the inter-
est of either one or the other party. I may here say that
I advocate and admire the spirit which actuated the Presby-
terian body in this country in entering the Union in ques-
tion, because union is strength; therefore my judgment is
with them in taking measures to increase their power for
doing good. But, Sir, there is this to be remarked. what
is the contention about? There is a very serious dispute.
It seems to me that it does not concern Presbyterianism,
but a certain fund. In fact, this trouble is al
about a certain sum of money, and the question which
arises in my mind is this:-and being on the Private Bills
Committe, I tried to inform myself and take an impartial
view of the matter-does this Church to-day exist as the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland ? Now, Sir, either it did exist or it must
be blotted out. But the United Church did not take the
name of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in conuection
with the Church of Scotland, consequently those who
remained out of the Union continued to be that church. Wo
are indeed told that there is a living vital church known as
the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church ofScotland. We have had its Moderator before us,
who told us that the Synod had continued up to this day,
that it had never discontinued. Now then shall we, by Act
of this House, undertake to say who shall be the Presby-
terian body of this country in connection with the Church
of Scotland ? Does it belong to us as a legislative body to
decide a question of that kind ? I am not a lawyer, but I
hope I have common sense, and I would like to know where
that church exists. Now, if that church exists, it must be
the church to which the Clergy Reserve Fund was given.
That fund was given so much to each individual minister,and
they commuted their rights for the purposes of the church as
a body in order to be more useful. The hon. member from
Jacques Cartier says that this fund belongs to the churcb,
not to the individual commutor. That may be, but who
makes up the church ? Who made up that fund ? It was the
Presbyterian Church of Canada that the Government com-
muted with; it was the individual ministers that it
commuted with, and they by their own motion resolved to
form a general fund. In 1875, when the Union was formed,
a certain number of clergymen and of laymen decided not to
go with that church. Did they cease to eNist as a part of
that churchl? Did they thereby forfeit thoir right to this
fundi Now, I contend that those who WeP out from th
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presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland, have no right to participate in the
fund, they have become something else. I do not know
what they are, but we are told that the Old Church is still in
existence. Now, under these circumstances, what is our
duty, and for wbat purpose do these parties come before us?
The Union party ask for a certain Act to enable them to
control the fund. Now, Sir, there is no objection to that I
would be sorry to injure them in any way whatever, but my
opinion is that they are not entitled to the whole of that
fund. Now, it does scem to me that we must do justice be-
tween the parties, and I think it would be just that we should
decide the distribution of this fund according to the number
of the living commuting ministers. Let the Church of Scot-
land, if it is in existence, take their fair share and do with
it as they see fit. I believe that if the majority con-
sented to such a decision they would have the
sympathies of the people with them. They are a strong
body and can afford to be magnanimous. It seems to me,
however, that they do not want to have another branch ot
that church to exist. Now, is that a proper Christian
spirit? If any one can satisfy me that, when the ma-
jority went over into the Union, they carried the
whole body with them, and that the minority were
bound to go with them, then J will give up my contention
and say that the money ought to be divided. But after all
I have heard in the House and in the Private Bills Com-
mittee, where the question was argued on both sides with
an ability perhaps unequalled in this country, I fail to be
convinced that the minority is bound by the action of the
majority. I think we ought to take this matter into our
own hands, and make a just and fair apportionment between
the two contending parties. I know very well that in my
own county, where I have both Unionists and non-
Unionists for my constituents, I have failed to meet a single
one who is not heartily desirous that the United Church
should hold no fund and make use of no money that is not
justly and fairly theirs. It does seem to me that the min-
isters, those who ought to be our teachers in inculcating
peace and goodwill, are the hardest to bring to a recon-
ciliation. I believe if it were left to the laity, without the
interference of the clergy, the matter would be settled
in twenty-four hours. If a vote was taken by
the entire Presbyterian body they would say : "Let the
money be divided." The hon. member for Jacques Cartier
says it should go to the congregations. If I am rightly
informed, the clergyman who was a commutor at that time,
if he removos from one congregation to another, he carries
that money with him. Then I would ask by what right he
should leave it to the congregation to vote on a question of
that kind, when they have really nothing to do with it? If
they are fortunate enough to have a minister who is en-
titled to receive such money, then they may benetit by. it,
but notherwis. I think the House will be doing wrong
if they adoptel the Bill, as it is now asked for, in its
entirety; and I think it would be doing an injustice to an
important branch of the church-a church that has existed
for so long; and I would be sorry to be a party to blotting
Ont that old historic church by my vote in that direction. I
think it would be a mistake and an injustice to take such
action against the Old Church. The United Churcih have
m'Y best wishes, and I will.do everything I can for its
Imembers, if they show the spirit which they should show,
of beig fair and inst to their brethren, and thus do good
Works of peace and goodwill.

Mr. OAERON (Huron). I propose to answer oneor two statements made by the hon. member for Victoria
(:r* Cameron), a night or two ago, and which he repeated
tonight. Hie stated, when the matter was up before, that
the United Churchi was guilty of highway robbery, and that
their generosity was somewhat similar to that of the rob-ber, who steals a person's money and afterwards returns a
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portion of it. To-night he was good enough to tell us that
the fund, to a large extent. was confiscated by the Board of
Management, and had been reduced to a very considerable
extent since the re establishment of the Board since the
Union. [t is true, that in 1853 when the fund was establish-
ed it amounted to $509,000. At the timeof the Union it was
about $400,000, and il has declined since then by about 850,-
000. But the bon. member for Victoria should have statad
to the House, in all candor, and net have allowed the impres-
sion to go abroad through the country that the fund bal
been mismana:ed, that the fund was invested by the old
Board in banks, the shares of which became very con-
siderably depressod before and since the Union took
place, and it was owing to the depression of the shares that
the fund declined to the extent I have named. There was
another cause for the decline of the fund to some extent in
addtion to that already given. It is not correct to state that
no portion oftthe principal of'the fand can be trenched upon
for the purpose of paying annuities to those who are entitled
to receive $450 each. Under the 4th section of the Act of
1858 the Board of Management had the right, if the interest
was not sufficient to pay their annuities to each of the
seventy-four commutors, to trench on the capital for the
purpose of making good that payment. I am told, I do
not know whether it is correct or not, that to soma
small extent the capital had been trenched upon for
that purpose bfore the Union. If so, it was clearly
within the power of the Board to do so. At the Lime the
Union took place a large portion of the fund was invested
in the shares of these banks, which I will not name at pre-
sent. After the union had taken place the opponents of the
Union obtained from the law Courts at Montreal an injune-
tion against the Board of Management to preveat their
dealing with the fund.- Pending the injunction the stocks
of the banks in which the funds had been very largely
deposited and invested became still further depressed, until
now the fund only amounts to $332,000. If the fund bas
doclined from $509,000 to $400,000 at the time of the Union,
and bas since declined to $332,000, it is certainly not the
fault of the Board; and I only mention this for the purpose
of showing the House and the country that if thelaw, as it
was enacted by the Logislatures of Quebec and Ontario, and
was proposed to be enacted hero, prevailed, there was no
danger whatever but that the annuitants would receive $150
each annually, because the Board had the right to tr ench on
the capital for the purpose of payingtheseannuities. A word
or two in regard ta the hon. member for Glengarry. What
principle is involved in the motion he as submitted ; how
does ie propose to divide the fund ? The hon. gentleman
proposes to divide it between the thirty-three commutors,
who were surviving in 1875. Why should we limit the divi-
sion to that particular class ? One would imagine from the
resolution that no other person was interested in the fund ;
in fac, the resolution sets out that they, and they only,
have a vested interest in the fand and in the annual
revenue derived from the fund. The hon. mover, as
a leading Presbyterian, should know there were others
than those thirty-threo individuals who had a vested
interest in the fund. When the fund was first created
in 1853 there were seventy-four commutors; between
1853 and 1875, seventy-four additional clergymen of
the Presbyterian Church in connection with the Church of
Scotland wera added to the fund, and of course a number of
those who were in existence at the time of the creation of
the fund had departed this life and just as additional annu-
ities fell in the names of other ministers in connection with
the Church of Scotland were added, until, in 1874, the ad-
ditional number of names amounted to seventy-four. Be.
tween 1874 and 1875, when the Union took place, forty-nine
additional names were added, not as annuitants then en-
titled to rank in the Board, because there was not sufficient
money te enable them then to participate, but they were
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put on so that when the annuitants died they would be
placed on the list. So when the Union took place there
were 107 commutors or beneficiaries who were all entitled
to participate in the fund and the annual increase thereof ;
yet the hon.gentleman who proposed this amendment wishes
the fund to be divided among thirty-three commutors alone,
excluding the beneficiaries. There was no fairness or fair
play in that proposition. It would afford still further room
for additional litigation and expense unless provision were
made not only for the original commutors but for the be-
neficiaries who were just as much entitled to share in the
fund as the original commutors. For my own part I can-
not see any reason why there should be any division of the
fund now at all. The mon who remained out of the Union
had I suppose reasons best known to themsolves to romain
out of that Union-roasons which, in my judgment, were not
in the interests of Christianity or the Presbyterian Church
-that is a matter between their consciences and their
Maker, and I do not care to deal with them ; but there is
no reason why the seven or eight mon who remained out
of the Union in 1875 should now be entitled
to share any proportion of the capital itself and especially to
share it now. If the Union had not been consummated at
all; had the Presbyterian Church in Canada not joined
the Presbyterian Church in connection with the Church
of Scotland-and we have as good a right to put the matter
in that way as in the other-these seven mon would not
have been entitled to any portion of the principal, and all
they were entitled to was the sum of $450 a year as long as
they lived, Whore did the capital go when they died?
They did not take it with them, it went back into the
hands of the church, to sustain the missionaries and the
ministers of the church, Why, then, should the dissentients
get any proportion of the capital representod by their annui-
ties just now ? No one elso interested in the fund gets it.
It was not pretended that the portion of the Presbyterian
Church in Canada in connection with the Church in Scotland
that went into the Union, couId get the capital now, and so
on what principle could those seven that remained out get
it now?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. For the benefit of the church.
Mr. CAMERON. They represent no church. Sevon

men remained out, as they had a perfect right to remain
out, but the church as a church joined the Union. If any
one will take the trouble of examining into the matter, they
will find that one of the principles on which they joined the
Union was, that the Presbyterian Church in Canada in con-
nection with the Church of Scotland should in no sonse lose
its identity with the Church of Scotland, when they joined
the uniting churches. My hon. friend from Dundas (Mr.
Rosas) says, that if ho were satisfied that the Presbyterian
Church in Canada in connection with the Church of Scot-
land has not lost its identity, that it is there still as a
living, vital body, ho is prepared to support the Bill of the
hon. member for Bruce (Mr. Shaw). Let me read him the
resolution which was passed by that church before it
united:

" The Synod, in resolving to consummate the Union, doe s at the
same time declare that the United Church shall be considered identical
with the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the Church
of Scotland, and shall possess the same authority, rights, pririleges and
benefits to which this church is now entitled, excepting such as have
been reserved by Acts of Parliament."

That is the very foundation and ground upon which the
Union was consummated, and, as I nave said before, there
is no ground for the amendment of my hon. friend from
Glongarry (Mr. McLennan) that the fund should be divided
in the proportion of seven to twenty-seven. It would be a
manifest and gross injustice if that were done. If there
is to be any division of the fund at all it should
not be on that principle, although I am not now

Mr. CAMERoN (haron).
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arguing the question as to whether or notthere should ho a
division. We all know perfectly well that the condition of
the fund as it now stands is such that with the investments
we can now make we cannot pay the comlmutors or the
beneficiaries under the Iaw, ont of interest or revenue deriv.
ed frorm $332M090, the amounts to which they are entitled
and wo would have to trench on the principal in order to
enable the Board of Trustees to pay these amounts ; and if
you have to trench on the principal now you have to do so
until the last of the beneficiaries has departed this life, and
by that time no living man can tell how much ,may remain
when ail the charges are satisfied. If we divide it on the
principle advocated by the hon. member forGlengarry (Mr.
McLennan) the seven mon who remained out of the Union
would get nearly $100,000, while the twenty-seven who
joined the Union would get a little over $200,000. if that ho
so, what guarantee is thore that the fand and incroase will
be suffieient to pay these beneficiaries and commutors the
yearly sums which should be paid to them under the provi-
sions of the law and the rules of the United Church. So far
as I am individually concerned as a Presbyterian belonging
to the United Church formerly belonging to the Free Church,
I do not care a farthing about the division of the fund. As
a church, we have nothing to do with:ituntil after the death of
the commutors; the funds romain under the control and man-
agement of the Board of Management, as the law directs,
and I say that if any division is to be made it should be on
the principle that commutors and beneficiaries should be en-
titled to the fund and share in it in proportion to their
membors after all the charges are satisfied. That propor-
tion would be as seven to 107, but it would be a still fairer
principle to adopt the plan laid down by my bon. friend
from Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard), that the fand should
be divided, if divided at all, according to the number of con-
gregations that went into the Union and the number that
remained out of it, that would be in the proportion of 10 to
150-but in no case should the capital be divided until the
last commutor, the last beneficiary, has departed this life. If
it is divided now what guarantee have we that the body
which remained out of tho Union shall have the share allott-
ed to them fairly according to law. Lot me ask the hon.
member for Victoria (Mr.Cameron), who appears to take such
an interest in this matter, whom does ho represent? Does
ho represent any of the seven commutors ? Whom does the
hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot) .represent here?
Has any petition been presented to Parliament in favor
of a division of the fund at the prosent time?
We have had applications against the original Bill; but we
have had no petition in favor ofthe proposition that the fund
should be divided in the proportion of 7 to 27-and
handecd over to -whom ? To six or seven men who are not
represented here at all ? If these six orseven men petitioned
Parliament for a division of the fund, there might be some
reason in asking Parliament to divide it; but until they do
that, I am not prepared to vote that this fund shall be
broken up, and a portion of the capital handed over to men
whom we know nothing about, and who are not members of
the Board of Management at all. I am opposed to the resO-
lution of the hon. gentleman, and I am opposed to every
resolution in favor of dividing the fund without the sanction
or approval of the seven commutors who remained out Of
the Union. My opinion is, that it.would be better for th05o
who remained ont, as well as those who remained in', t have
the fund kept intact, and to have every man paid $450 a
year until ho is called hence. No man ifhoknows.snythilg
about the Presbyterian Churchin Cada-Willfor ane
moment, say that thisUnion has not been ofthe first pelble
consequence to that çhurch. The progress which it lias
made during the last few years have been simply marnvoli.
and I would regret that-anything-shouldtakoe plSOtoimpai
the harmony and suocess of tho Union go happY 7
mated.
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3fr. CHARLTO2N. As a member of the Ecclesiastical Court
that sanctioned this Union on the part of the old Kirk of
geotland, I desire to call the attention of the House to cer-
tain plain facts which I think will lead to a proper decision
of this question if they are borne in mind. The great mass
of the members of the old Kirk, as it was called, for many
years felt, in common with the members of the other Pres-
byterian bodies of the Dominion, that a Union of these
bodies would be greatly to the interest of the whole church,
and the matter was discussed for several years. In the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland this question was brought forward as
early as the year of 1870. Finally, action was taken to
obtain the sentiment of the church in the matter, with the
resalt that of the 150 congregations, but ten voted against
the Union, and in each of those ten congregations there
was a very large minority in favor of it, and the eleven
Presbyteries of the Church voted unanimously for Union.
The parent Church of Scotland was also consulted, and it
gave its hearty approval of the proposed Union. Our posi-
tion, as members of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connection with the Church of Scotland, was this-that, if
this Union was brought about, it should be brought about
by the action of the church and the consent of the parent
church, and with the consent of the other Presbyterian
Churches in Canada, and that the legislation neces-
sary to the consummation of this Union should be secured.
All these conditions were fulfilled; and, baving thus laid
broadly and securely the basis of Union, the Synod of the
Pesbysterian Church of Canada, in connoction with the
Church of Scotland, proceeded to take final action on this
matter, and by a vote of 90 to 7 decided to join the other
Presbyterian Churches, and form a church to be known as the'
Presbyterian Church in Canada. I hold that, by the action
of the congregations, the Presbyteries, and finally of the
Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in con-
nection with the Church of Scotland, that church entered
this Union, and all the rights, funds and privileges that
belonged to it in its separate position belong to the United
Church of which it forms a component part. But the rights
of those who declined to enter into this Union were carefully
guarded and looked after. All the beneficiaries of this fund
who declined to enter the Union had their rights as care-
fully secured by the Act of Union as the beneficiaries who
becane members of the United Church. The Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland
had a college--Queen's College-and an arrangement was
made by which a certain proportion of this fund should be
devoted to this college, and the balance to the mission work
of the church. I hold that, in the consideration of this ques-
tion, wehave no right to assume that those who romained
out of the Union, who were not sufficiently numerous
to form a Synod under the laws of the church,
who were merely dissenters, and whose rights were
carefully guarded and looked after, had any right to con-
Stitute themselves a church, or declare themselves to be the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland. I hold that, when this Union was
tonsummated the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connec-
tiln with the Church of Scotland, as a church, went into the
Union, and that in its present position it continues to be
lfvested with all the property, funds and rights which be-
1onged to it before. This United Church is now before the

0ouse of Commons to ask it to confirm certain legislation
given by the Legislatures of Ontario and Quebec in good
faith, in the belief that that was all that was necessary to
co8ulmate the Union thon effected; and I hold that all we
have t do, as the House of Commons, is to enquire as to
whether this Union was duly consummated, and if so, to
rfy t, as was done by the Legislatures of Ontario and

.o Im&y say that the gentlemen who refused to go
thi -Uion hava shown a spirit which cannot fairly be

called a Christian spirit. In their litigation and in their
attempts to secure this whole fund, they have inflicted
great hardship on the beneficiaries of this fund, who look
to it as their means of support. The matter is still in litiga-
tion, the fund is locked up, and the men who have to de-
pend on it for their livelihood are unable to- draw from it.
I think, therefore, that it is high time that the Bill now be-
fore the flouse, which is an honest and fair measure, secur-
ing to all the parties their rights, should pass.

Mr. SHAW. I rise to correct an improper impression
arising from the speech of the ion. momber for Victoria
(Mr. Cameron). The hon. member for Halton (Mr.
McDougall) referred to certain cases as showing that when a
body entered a union, the church property went with it.
The hon. member for Victoria referred to the ease of Mac-
pherson vs. McKay as maintaining the contrary view, but
that hon. member forgot to tell this House that that
decision proceeded upon an Act of "the Legislature of
Ontario, which reads as follows:-

'' The Legislature of Ontario provided: As soon as the Union takes
place, al, property, real or personal, within the Province of On-
tario, now belonging to or held in trust for or to the
use of any congregation in connection or communion with an yof
the said churches, shah thenceforth be held, used and admiis tered for
the benefit of the same congregation in connection or communion with
the united body, under the name of 'The Presbyterian Church of
Canada.' Provided always, that if any congregation in connection or
communion with anv of the said churches shall, at a meeting of the said
congregation regularly called according to the constitution of the said
congregation, or the practice of the church with which it is connected,
and held within six months after the said Union takes place, decide by
a majority of the votes.of those who, by the constitution of the said con-
gregation, or the practice of the said church with which it is connected,
are entitled to vote at such a meeting, determine not to enter into the
said Union, but to dissent therefrom, then and in such case the congrc-
gation property of the said congregationshall remain unaffected by this
Act or by any of the provisions thereof."

The learned Judgc gave bis decision upon that Act. He
said:

" If this is congregational property I think that, under the second prc-
viso in the Act, as I have already intimated, it re-nains where it was,
and has not become part of the property of the united body."

The same Iearned Judge says, further on:
"I confess I found some difficulty in arriving at any conclusion as to

the exact status which is occupied by what may be termed, for con-
venience sake, the old church, but I do not think that is material in the
view which I take of the case The question is, has the property to the
united body so as to entitle the defendant to it as a minister of that
body. I think it has not so passed, because I am of opinion that this
was congregational property within the fair meaning of the Act to
which I have referred."

Amendment (Mr. McLennan)*negatived on the following
division :-

YMes
Messieurs

Amyot,
Bowel,
Bunster,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
CJaron,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Duagas,
Dumont,
Fortin,

Allison,
Anghin,
Arkell,
Bain,
Bannerman,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Béehard,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bin,

Gault,
Gigault,
Grandbois,
Haggart,

nr teau,
Jones,
Landry,
Lantier,
Macmillan,
McDougald,
McLennan,
Montplaisir,

NATO:
Messieurs

Geoffrion,
Gillies, '
Gilimor,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier)
Girouard (Kent),
Guillet,
Gann,
Guthrie,
Haddow,
Hay,
Hesson,

Motisseau,
ouimet,
Rouleau,
Ryan (Montreal),Rykert,

Scott,
8trange,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wallace,(York), and
White (Hastings).-35.

Muttart,
Olivier,
Orton,
Paterson (Brant),
Patterson (Essex,,
Piekard,
Pinsonneault,
Platt,
Plunb,
Reid,
Richey,
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Blake, Holton, Rinfret, wan, which is a much smaller body than the
Borden, Homer, Robertson (Shelburne), Synod of the Presbyterian Church in connection With
Bourassa, Hooper, Rogers,
Burbeau, Irvine, Ross (Middlesex), the Church of Scotland. This Synod has cel-ai
Brecken, Kaulbach, Routhier, property which they ask to be allowed to manage in their
Brook, Killamn, Rymal, own way, and they wish to retain their Own name. TheyBrown, Kilvert, Schultz, do not want to be deprived of that right by what, with al
BurpeeSt. John), Kranz, Shaw, respect, I call an arbitrary exercise of the powers of Parlia.
Burpee (Sunbury), Lane, Skinner, ment. If the Bill should pass in its presont state, the formerCaameron (Huron), Langevin, Smit, iBill could not pass, and, as I submit, with all respect to the
Casey, h Macdonald (Kings), Sproule, House, common justice requires it, I propose that the pro.
Casgrain, McDonald (C. Breton), Stephenson, amble should be amended. Speaking of the measure i
Charlton, McDonald (Vie., N.S.), Sutherland, to correct the on. member for South Bruce in t s
Cimon (Charlevoix), Macdonell (Lanark), Tassé,the state.
Cimon (Chicoutimi), MacDonnell(Inverness)Tellier, ment ho made-a statement which bas been generally
Cockburn, Mackenzie, Thompson, accepted, that an overwhelming majority of the
Colb, M°Cailum, Tlley, whole Presbyter ian Church in connection with the
Coupa, McDougall, Tupper, Church of Scotland voted for the Union. As
Orouter, McGreevy, Tyrwhitt, a matterr of fact, there never was an absolute

uejar, MeLaaac, ae, majority of that church, or the members of the Synod, who
Domville, McLeod, Wallace (Norfolk), voted f>r the Union. On the last occasion when a vote was
Drew, McQuade, Weldon, taken there were only sixty-eight out of some 270 members
Farro, Malourn, Whele (Cardwen>, of the Synod who were entitled to be present and to vote,
Fiset, Manson, White (Renfrew), and who voted for the Union, It is stated that the whole of
Fitzsimmens, Massue, Williams, the congregation of 138 who then composed the church
Fleming, Merner, Wiser, and voted for the Union except a dissentient ton. ThatFlynn, Mills, Wright.-130. is not correct, There were forty-six congregations that didFalton, not vote at all. But the majority say those forty-six must all

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved in amendment: be taken as assenting to tho Union. I deny that. Had
That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with they been in favor of it, they would have voted in favor of

inBtructionB that they bave power to amend the preamble by inserting it. Because they did not vote, is not a proof that thoy were
in the first 1ne, after the word "that," the words tla mjorityot in favor of it. Another matter to bo considered is thethe;" and in the fifth Une, after the word "I.cot1and," the words ',the
Synod;" and in the twenty-fifth line by inserting after the word "by," number of congregations. Four or five, to my knowledge,
the words "la majority of." have shown, by th-, proceedings in Court, that they tried to

He said: The object of this amendment is to provide that vote themselves out of the Union, and by a large majority
the preamble of this Bill corresponds with the truth. It is did vote themselves out of it, but their vote
asserted bore that the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of was declarel illegal on technical grounds. Take
Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland have the caso of the congregation of London, Middlesex,
gone into the Union. What the minority say is that and Mayfield and many others which had voted thomselvos
the whole Synod did not go into the Union, but only out of the Union, but were not allowed to go out on techi-
a majority of it, and that consequently, to accord with cal informalities. Thero was not an absolute majority in
the true state of the facts, the amendment I have pro- favor of the Union. Out of the 138 only sixty-eight in all
posed should be adopted. The Privy Council in their voted for the Union ; yetthey say an overwhelming majority
judgment expressly spoke of the Union of the churches in voted for it. Why, the whole Synod numbers 270. Forty-six
that way. They say that on the 15th of June, 1875, the congregations did not vote at all; ton voted themselves out,
majovity of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada and a much larger number tried to do so but failed through
in connection with the Church of Scotland united with the irregularities in the mode of voting. I say, therefore, the
other churches in general assembly. There is a further amendment is one that is fair and right, to enable the min-

reason for the amendment. The Bill that was introduced isters to manage their own affairs. Are you going to de-

asking for a simple incorporation on the part of the prive thom of their property and existence as a church?
dissenting minority, was rejected by the Private Bills Com- That will be the result oh passing this preamble in its
mittee on the ground that its passage would be inconsistent present state.
with the preanible of this Bill. Mr. MACMILLAN. Before the motion is put, I desireto

I make a continuation of the remarks I made the other night
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman cannot tell us on this, to us, important subject. Had I known that the

what took place in the Private Bills Committeo. member for North Victoria was going to move an amend-
Mr. CAMERON. I did not do so. I repeat to the House ment in connection with this matter, I might have consulted

only what is stated in the report of that Committee which and joined hirm in the amendments I was desirous of making
formed the basis upon which the preamble was rejected. and one of which I had actually given notice in connection
The Committee reported that the reason why they could with this question. It is stated by many of the members
not pass the present Bill was that it was incon- here that, when this portion of the Church of Scotland
sistent with the legislation which they had already which went into the Union took this step, althongh it
passed in the Bill now before the House. I am, therefore, actually became part and parcel of the Union Church, never-
on ly stating what is recorded in the Journals of this House. theless, it retained its original position of being the Presby-
The importance of my amendment is this -that this flouse terian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of
may be entitled, without inconsistency, to do what is simply Scotland, and this seems to me to be an extraordinary Pot-
just. As the Bill now is you could deny to the minority tion for any Board to take-that it can be two separate
the right to manage their own affairs. You could say to and distinct bodies and yet be one and the same •

them : "You shah no longer be a church; you shall have no It is a well-known fact that a very large majorth
property nor power to manage property." I am only ask-| went into that Union, but the point is-and it is one whic
ing that common justice which is given to any religious bias caused considerable discussion - as to whether when a
body, no matter how small it may be. Any such body ob- very considerable number of the body went into this Union
tains incorporation when it asks to be incorporated. You the entire body of the church entered the Union or not; did
bave incorporated the Synod of the Diocese of Saskatche- II am one of those who are prepared te contnd that it

Mr. SIw.
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not go in, though a large portion of it went in; and though
the portion that remained out of the Union still is entitled
to the name that we are asking to get, and that I brought
in a Bill this Session for the purpose of having it established
to us by a vote of this House; namely, that we were
entitled still to be called the Presbyterian Church of Canada
in connection with the Church of Scotland, because, as a
natter of fact, we belong to the same church. By a Statute

of the Province of Ontario, those who remained and who
voted themselves out of the Union, were not supposed to
form part of the Union Church. Weil, if we are not part of
the Union Church, I would like to know to what church wo
really belong. It seems to me quite clear that we certainly
belong to the church to which we originally belonged,
namely, to the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection
with the Church of Scotland. Now, Sir, it is with reference
to this fand, or rather with reference to this Union Church,
that I desire to say a few words. We are told that the
Free Church of Canada and the United Presbyterian
Church seceded from the Kirk of Scotland, simply owing to
the fact that they did not wish to have any endowments for
their clergymen and no grants to be made them in any way
whatever. They wished to have no connection between
Church and State at all, and went out simply owing to the
fact that they were not desirous of having any fund receiv-
able in that way at all. They now have formed a Union
with the Presbytorian Church of Canada in connection with
the Church of Scotland, but they-the Free Church
and the Union Church, said: "Oh, we have nothing
to do with that fund." Well, all I have to say to
you, Sir, is that this Bill then contains something
which is very very false on the face of it, because as soon
as the preseni incumbents, and as soon as the clergymen
who were the original commutors to this fund die away,
what becomes of this fund ? Does it not go into the lome
Mission Fund to be governed by the Trustees of the Union
Church? This is stated clearly on the face of the Bill, and
how hon. gentlemen can say that they are not desirous of,
being participants in this fund and that they have no interest
i it, whereas, as a matter of fact, on the face of the Bill, it
appears directly the contrary, is to me something remark-
able. Now, this is as clearly a State Fund as anything pos-
sible can be. It was created a State Fund in the first place.
A Statute of George III, set the Clergy Reserves
apart for the special purpose of the promotion of
Protestantism in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.
After a while the lands that were set apart
in this way were sold and the amount that was realized
from them was known as the Clergy Reserve Fund, and
the Kirk ot Scotland got some e509,000 as its share; but
this amount bas been depleted to a very considerable extent,
namnely, to the sum of $332,000. Now, Sir, I do not say the
present Board of Management are to blame for that at all.
1do not say that anybody is to blame. It was a misfortune;
but it nevertheless was a State Fund which was received by
the Church of Scotland from the Clergy Reserve Fund, and
that is given and brought into this amalgamated church.

y Bill was simply this: it was, as my hon. friend from

thictoria stated, to enable us to become incorporated under
e naime we sought for, under the name to which we

Were entitled, and under the name we have always had,
bause the other Board certainly is not entitled to it.They have become the Presbyterian Church in Canada
and as such why should they not have control of their funds

nder the same name, which they themselves bear. Surely,if it is such a happy union as they speak of, they cannot be
ashaned of the name, and yet one can barely see for what
Other reason they refuse to have anything to do with a
Temnporalities Fund of the Presbyterian Church in Canada,
indes8 it is because they are ashamed of it. This seems to
b. the OnIy reason why they do it, because they still affect
th od fnarne of the Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian

Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot-
land. Now Sir, as to the union that is created
in this church, this family union that is spoken of
throughout this country, I can say to you, Sir, and I
have certainly a small knowledge, in connection with
this subject, that these bodies are as separate and
as distinct in this country, at this moment, as they wore
the day before they were united by Act of Parliament.
They are just as separate and distinct. You go to any
city in Canada, where there are and have been different
churches, take the Free Church and the United Presbyterian
Church and the Kirk of Scotland, which separated from us,
and what is the result ? Do you find that they associate
with each other? That they are to be found in each other's
churches, and are one family, as it is represented, dwelling
in unison-as some of the elerical gentlemen would wish us
to.believe is the case? No, Sir; I can say from my own
knowledge that in the case of the original Froc Church, for
instance, when any of the clergymen of that body, throigh
ill-health or from any other cause, have their pulpits
unfilled, instead of tho people of their congregations
going to one or other of these Presbyterian bodies,
they do nothing of the kind, but go to the English
Church, or to the Methodist Church, or to the Congre-
gational Church, rather than to one of these other churches;
and yet we are told by hon. gentlemen here, what a family
union there is, and what a great bond of union exists
throughout this count-'y. It appears on paper and on paper
solely. Now, if this great majority is desirous, if they had
either the feeling and the desire to create a Union, would
they have pursued the course which they are pursuing at
this present moment? To my mind it is a great oppression.
The vote, to-night, bas been that way; but I am inclincd to
think the time will come when we will sec things take a dif-
ferent turn, and that bolywhich is attemptod to be crushed
now, will come forward and exist as a very respectablo
body in this country. It is stated now that they are oaly
ten or fifteen clergymen, but it is also stated by our
people that we have thirty-three congregations in
this country that are not in the Union, and I think that is a
very respectable number, more especially whcn we have had
our friends taken away from us, as has been done by tlie
Legislatures of Ontario and Quebec and confirmed by this
House to-night. It has also been stated that these Acts w ere
declared ultra vires by the Privy Council, who suggested
iegislation in connection with this matter. Such was the
case, but not such legislation as we have had here to n'ght.
All that the Privy Council suggested was that the House of
Commons in Canada was the proper place to go for legisla-
tion, but they did not suggest any special Bill. It seems an
extraordinary thing that we should be asked to confirm Acts
that were declared ultra vires. To my mind, if the conclu-
sion of the hon. member for South Lanark is at ail correct,
we are confirming legislation to-night that it is really
impossible to confirm, for the simple reason that the
funds of the church as they exist at present will not carry
out the suggestion that is being made by this Bill.
Under the circumstances, although we have been defeated by
a very considerable majority to-night, I still have hopes
that we will get our rights in some other locality. In the
meantime I must state, as I have stated before, that it is my
intention still to try to get our body incorporated under the
name of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection
with the Church of Scotland, in order that we may have
control of our own funds and be a separate and distinct
body.

Mr. SCRIVER. While I think a good deal that has
fallen from the lips of the hon. gentleman who has
just taken his seat, has not been at ail relevant to the
motion before the House, still I do not like to allow some of
his observations to pass uncontradicted. lie has ventured
to tell this iHouse that this so-called Union of the Presby-
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terian bodies in 1875 bas not been a real Union, that the dis-
tinctions which existed between the different bodies before
that tine continue to exists; that there is nothing like real
harmony of sentiment or unity of action among those bodies
now. Well, that may possibly-be true in the neighborhood
in which the hon. gentleman resides, but I can assure
him it is far from being true in many parts of this Domi-
nion. It was quite natural, perhaps inevitable, that some
large and wealthy congregations in the cities should con-
tinue to exist as they did previous to the Union. Those
who were members of those two churches at that time will
continue to remain members of them for some time to come.
Ministers who were in charge of these churches at that
time will very likely remain so as long as they
live, but it is quite possible that when theso
ininisters die, the members of these churches will
consult their own opinions in choosing their successors.
But I know that in my county where two such churches
existed before the Union, the result bas been a United
Church comparatiVely strong. What is more important
still, in the missionary operations in the North-Wesfof ours
there bas been, and there will be for all time to come, uni-
ted action on the part of this body; and it was with this
object in view, the object of uniting with regard to these
inissionary transactions in the North-West, perhaps more
than any other object, that this Union was formed in the
first place. As to the motion of the hon. member for North
Victoria, the House will remember that it bas already ap-
proved by a large majority that the Union which took place
in 1875, so far as concerned the Presbyterian Church of
Canada in connection with the Church of Scol land, took that
body from its former ecclesiastical relations into the new
ones, that the Synod of that church united with the other
churches at that time. To affirm his motion would be an
indirect way of contravening what has already been donc in
another place.

Mr. CASEY. With referenco to the motion of the hon.
member for North Victoria, I think we cannot accept it
without declaring, as a House of Commons, that no church
can act as a body. It bas been clearly shown to us that the
Synods of the different churches which formed fthe present
Union took all the necesssary constitutional ac-
tion, according to the established forms of those
churches, to secure the assent of a majority of their mem-
bers to such Union, and a majority as was essential under
these forms and constitutions t o carry any action that they
might tako as a Synod. The action they took was taken,
not as individual members or members of the church, but
as a body. I think that we, who are members of other
churches not directly concerned in this dispute, should be
very careful before we assent to the proposition that no
church body can act as a body in changing its constitution
or forming a Union with other churches. I think, instead
of making the preamble of the Bill consistent with truth, it
would be making it inconsistent with truth unless we are
to accept the proposition that no church can act as a body.
My hon. friend is very particular about the language; he
says we must state the majority did so and so. Well, if we
carried out the principle, the minority might dissent to any
action that the governing body of a church might take.
Nay, we might object to use the form of words that precedes
every Act of the House, that Her Majesty enacts so-and-so
with the advice and consent of the Sonate and Hlouse of
Commons. We know it is very seldom that it is done with
the unanimous consent of the Senate and House of Com-
mons, and if we accepted the bon. gentleman's proposition
we should have to change the preamble of all the Bills
and say that Her Majesty enacts with the advice and
consent of the majority of the Senate and House
of Commons, so-and-so. 1 think my hon. friend will hardly
be prepared to go to that extent. Like my hon.
friend from West Middlesex, I can only corroborate what

Mr. SCIVER.

bas been said by the hon. member from Huntingdon, that
in the country parts of my county that Union has been
a real Union and bas promoted kindly feelings and put an
end to dissensions.

Mr. CAMERON (North Victoria). I have given another
notice of motion which I desire to put in the minutes, be-
cause it seems to me it is the onIy logical way of disposing
of this matter. I do not intend to press it to a division be-
cause it is analogous to the amendment of the hon. member
for Glengarry, and I therefore move i.n amendment--

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of -the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the sarne by providing that
the amount of the Temporalities Fund shall be divided in proportion to
the number of the now surviving founders of the fund adhering to the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scot.
land, and to the Presbyterian Church in Canada, to wit, seven twenty-
seventh (7-27th) part to the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connec-
tion with the Church of Scotland, and twenty twenty-seventh (20-27th)
part to the Presbyterian Church in Canada, and that the said Committee
be instructed.to give the necessary powers to said churches separately,
to enable each of them to manage the portion accruing to each of the
said churches."

Amendment negatived on a division.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Halton) moved in amendment:
That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee cf the.Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend Clause 4, by adding thereto
the following: "At a meeting to be called and held as aforesaid, the
Beneficiaries, or a majority of them may make provision for the disposi-
tion of the residue of the 'Fund' after the three classes of payments
named in section 1 have been satisfied and extinguished, and they shall
have power to determine that the congregations which declined to enter
the Union, and which may not subsequently enter it, shall be entitled to
a share of the said residue, such share to be proportioned to the whole
number of congregations on the Synod Roll on June 14th, 1875. And
if a majority of the said beneficiaries shall agree to an appropriation of
the said residue as aforesaid, at the meeting so called and held as afore-
said, the said agreement and appropriation shall thenceforth be binding
in law upon all parties concerned.

The object of this amendment is to enable the beneficiaries,
who I think are entitled to express their opinion upon the
destination of the fund after their claim has been settled, as
is provided for in the fourth section, and if the majority of
t he I enificiaries are disposed to agree that the congregations
w% hich remained out ought to possess or are entitled to have
and shal1 have their proportion of the residue of the fund,
then if they so decide the congregations shall be entitled to
their proportion of the residue. The difference be-
tween this motion and otheïr motions made here
is that it is merely an enabling clause ; it merely places it
in the power of the boneficiaries themselves to deal with tho
matter in the manner set forth. It is not forced on them,
but it is rather an expression of the opinion of the House,
that if those congregations so wisbed it, it would be a proper
and just thing te do. They are empowered to do it by this
motion, and if the action is taken it will become a legal act
by all parties.

Motion agreed to ; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee,

(In the Committeo.)

Mr. SCRIVER. While I do not object to the distribution
to which the resolntion points, I am opposed to the prin-
ciple on which it is founded. I do not recognize the rights
of the beneficiaries to determine this matter. 1 quite agree
with the opinion which bas been expressed that the benefi-
ciaries long ago surrendered their rights to the fund, thatit
became part of the church and that the church should dis
pose of it. I question whether any practical good could
result from the passing of such a resolation; there !0
nothing binding in it, and I doubt if it is practiable to get
any considerable portion of the old gentlemen together ata
meeting, and if they assembled a large majority woUkl
decide to keep the fund where it is going. While I agre
with the hon. member for Halton, with regardtoth0e
tribution at which his motion points, which would no
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unequitablOe but rather equitable, I am quite satisfied the
end WOuld not be reached.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Halton). The motion cannot do
much harm, and it will give a botter opportunity of dis-
cussing the question and deciding one way or the other. If
they do not choose to deal with it, or if a majority be op.

tO it, there will be an end of the matter; but Parlia-
ment enables them to take the action covered by this
motion, It is merely leaving to those parties who have
an interest in the fund to do a gracious act towards tho ten
congregations loft out, and I hope that before the time
comes for the question to be considered, if this resolution
were adopted, the whole mattor would be finally settled.
But in any case it would be an act of equity and of
broad justice if Parliament gave those beneficaries
the power indicated in my motion. We.did not impose it on
them, but we gave them the opportunity of making the
act when it is performed a binding legal act.C

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I am of the opinion that it
would be prudent to settle this question now and not to
leave it open to croate discussion and keep up the divergence
which now exists between the churches. I voted against
the motion of my hon. friend from Glengarry on the ground
that it was giving the minority church entirely too much.
'He suggested that they should get about one-fourth of the
iund. I do not think they should have such a proportion,
So far as I can understand there were tbirty-three com-
muters, seven of whom dissented frorm the union ; and in
addition to these there were thirty-four beneficiaries, some
receiving $400 a year and some $200. I have looked into
the question to be just and equitable to all parties, and I
think the minority church should get about $30,000 ont of
the fund ; and I think the majority should be
willing for the sake of peace, for the sake
of the church, and I might say for the
sako of religion, should be willing to give some consid-
eration to the minority. Both parties, it seems to me,
should agree on these terms to discontinue litigation : the
minority should abandon their claims with regard to
Queen's College. I take this opportunity of arriving at
what I consider an equitable arrangement of the fund.

Mr. BLAKE. I think, Sir, the principle laid down by
the hon. member for ilalton (Mr. McDougall) for the
division of the fund is the nearest we can approach in reason
to a settlement, but I agree with the observation of the
hon. member for Huntingdon (Mr. Scriver) that we are
adopting an erroneous mode of roaching a conclusion. So far
as I can judge the fund at this time possesses two characters,
first, the character of a trust for the lives of those who are
speifically and individually interested in it. We are pre-
serving by this Bill those life interests but subject to a
sacred discharge out of the fund, of those life interests, it
seems to me the beneficiaries have no voice or part in the
matter; that the fund became a church fund
subject to thom; but if we are to recognize the proposition
that those who are in the majority are not entitled to the
Whole of this residue which we are now dealing with, then
We have to consider in what proportion it could be disposed
of. It seems to me, having discussed the matter a gooddeal with My friends here, that the conclusion which thehon. Member for ilalton (Mr. McDougall) bas urged is thebest mode of dealing with the fund, viz.: that the surplus
Or residue, whatever it may be, after the satisfaction of the
claims Of individuals, should be divided in proportion of thenumber of cong

.o congregations remaining out at the time of the
io withthe number that went into the United Church

at that time; therefore I feel disposed to adopt thatConclusion. But, I confess, I feel a good deal of difficulty in
"senting to the view that this is to be done at the will ofJ
hae beeficiaries, because I do not think that they1Ve anything to do with it, and because, if iti

be just to act on the conclusion I have mentioned,
I think we ghQuld do it. It is our right, and in
fact we are exerciaig in this matter the delicate duty of
adjusting what the rights of the parties were or ought to be,
and if we decide that those outside have any rights, I think
we should say that they have such rights and give them to
them at once. If they do not choose to take them, that is
another question, and, of course they need not accept them.
But is it right for us to pass the Bill without giving them
what we consider to be their rights. I should, therofore,
prefer that when the various classes of payments that are
provided for shall have been made out of the fund, the resi-
due shall be divided in the proportion I have indicated, viz. :
that each congregation which, having declined to enter into
the Union, still remains out, shall be entitled to such a
share as one bears to the whole number of congregations
on the Synod role at the time of the Union. That
would be as near an adjustment as we could make,
and it would avoid the necessity for the proposed
gathering of those elderly persons. It would avoid putting
in their hands the decision of the burning question of
whether the minority should have anything or not. It
would affirm the view that the minority should have somo-
thing, and give them that something on the nearest ap-
proach to justice which we can arrive at, and on the prin-
ciple which the flouse is willing to assent to as the founda-
tion of that discussion.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The proposition is sub-
stantially the same as the one which the right hon. leader of
the House proposed the other day, but which the hon.
member for West Durharn (Mr. Blake) objected to at the
time as not being in accordance with the rules of the fHouse.
The only difference is, as I have already pointed out, that
the motion of the hon. inember for Halton (Mr. McDougall)
leaves the matter contingent on the wish of the majority of
the commutors when they assemble, whoreas it is now pro-
posed to do it absolutely by a provision of the bill.
I do not profess to have any authority to
speak for the minority. My hon. friend from
South Huron (Mr. Cameron) asked me whom I
represented here. I represent the North Riding of the

i County of Victoria, and I am sent here to vote for and
speak in favour of such legislation as I think right and
proper. I have no interest in this matter other than that,
nor, 1 presume, has the hon. gentleman. I am not here as
the advocate of any particular church or body, but I have a
special interest lu this matter from thefact that one of the
congregations that dissented from the Union is seated in my
constituency. What I desire is not only to do justice to
them, but to do parliamentary justice lu the whole matter.
I have taken the position I occupy in this matter;' I have
made the observations which I made, and I have moved the
amendment which I moved from that simple desire. I do
not, as I said, profess to speak for the minority church, nwr
do I say that they will accept the proposition. My own
opinion is, and I have no doubt theirs is, that it offers most
inadequate justice, and that it does not cover the true facts.
Ifa majority ofthe House deliberately says that they wil do
no more the majority must do as they think fit.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Halton). With reference to the ob-
jection raised by the hou. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), the Bill as it now stands provides that:

''The said Board of management shall, within twelve monthe after
the passing of this Act, call a meeting of the said beneficiaries at such
time and place as may be fonad most convenient, and at such meetings
the said beneficiaries shall have power to make by-.laws regulating all
matters relating to the mode in which notice of vacancies occurring as
aforesaid shall be given to them.'

azid so on. It seems to me that that meeting would be a
fit occasion to enable them te come to this decision ; and
now, with respect to the statement of the hon. gentleman
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that the beneficiaries have nothing to do with the fund.
The committee must remember that this fund was created
by the commutors, that it was money which was assigned
to them out of the Clergy Reserve Funds; that they had
a personal and individnal right to it, that there would have
been no residue if they had not yielded up a portion of that
to which they were entitled for the benefit of the body to
which they belonged. If they had refused to commute
there would have b3en no residue except the fund
appropriated to meet these payments, and the annual
amounts they would have drawn would have extinguished
the fund. Since by their own act there is likely to be a
fund remaining it seems to me there is a reasonable ground
for saying that their decision in this question is a
proper one, and I do not know who else is to make it.
I repeat my objection on parliamentary or constitutional
grounds to any interference by parliament in the arrange-
ments of churches in matters of this kind. If the Synod of
the -church is a more proper body to deal with the matter I
would be willing to substitute it; but, after discussing this
matter with several gentlemen, who are thoroughly conver-
sant with the whole question and with the feelings and
views of a large number of prominent men in the United
Church, it seems to them, as it seems to me, that by adopt-
ing this course we would put no coercion upon them, but
would be putting before them our view of what we think
ought to be done, and leave them to say whether they will
do it or not. If they do not choose to exercise the power
proposed to be given to them, no harm is done, and the Bill
remains as before; but if it is adopted I believe this dissen-
sion between those two bodies will be composed by it.

Mr. SHAW. I have had some conversation with some of
the parties interested in this legislation, and they have come
to the conclusion that the amendment proposed by the bon.
member for Halton would be a method of solving the
difficulty. The amendment proposed by the hon. member
for West Durham is very similar in its terms to that pro-
posed by the right hon. leader of the Government the
other day, which I objected to at the time, but which, on
obtaining a copy of it and examining it, those proposing
this Bill think would not be objectionable. It does seem
to me, however, that the amendment now proposed would
have a better effect than that one. It is quite true, Ds the
hon. member for ialton remarks, that these beneficiaries
will have to meet ; they were connected with the Presby-
terian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of
Scotland, and none have been placed on the list for the
United Church, so that this fund will really be disposed of
by the menbers who were connected with the Old Kirk.
I therefore express not only the opinion of those with
whomI have consulted, but my own opinion, when I say
that we are in favour of the proposed amendment as a
means of overcoming this difficulty which has sprung up
in the Presbyterian body.

Mr. BLAKE. I quite agrec with the suggestion of the
hon. member for Halton, that the fact that there is to be a
meeting of the beneficiaries obviates all difficulty, provided
that action is taken at that meeting; but I do not agree
with his view that the circumstances that this was the gift o
the original commutors gives them the right to decide upon
the division of the fund ultra their life interests. They had
given up the fund to the church, subject to their life inter-
ests, and their life interests having been disposed, I main-
tain that they have no more right to say how that fund
shall be disposed of than anyone else in the church. The
quasi title supposed to belong to them, because they happen
to be the donors, does not now exist in effect, because, as I
understand, there are 107 beneficiaries, of whom only
thirty-three were original commuters, so that the body
proposed to deal with the subject would be composed
of one.third of original commutors and two-thirds

Mr. MCDOUGALL (Ilalton).

who are not. There seems, therefore, the less ,
tinence in the proposition to place in their hands the
power of deciding that justice shall be done; if it bein
the mind of the House that justice should be done, it see
to me that we should better perform our duty by doing
that act of justice by disposing of the fund in the way we pro.
pose it should be disposed of. Of course we do not finall,
dispose of it; we do not oblige the majority even to take
our Bill on these terms. If they think they have a legal
right to this fund they are not bound to accept this legisla.
tion ; but if we conceive it right to confirm them in the pos-
session of this fund and to give the minority some compen-
sation, it does seem to me that it would be a more
reasonable thing than to leave this question in doubt
depending upon it being settled at the proposed meeting of
the beneficiaries, who have nothing to do with the question,
to dispose of it at once by such an altoration as I have
suggested, which would in effect provide:-

"A fter the first and third classes named in the Bill of payments made
in extinction shall have been extinguished, and provision shall have been
made for the annual receipt, in perpetuity, of the sum provided for in
the second ciass of payments, each congregation which declined to
become a party to the Unior and which shallfnot have entered the Union
before the time of the extinction of such payments, shall be entitled to a
share of the residue, such share to be in the proportion of one to the
whole nutmber of congregations on the Synod roll on the 14th day of
June, 1875, the date of the Union."

Mr. BLAKE. We will so dispose of the question. We
will leave nothing to the beneficiaries to decide, but will
decideit on principles which appear to commend them-

I selves generally, not indeed to the minority, but to the
impartial members of the House, as principles just and
applicable to the solution of the question.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The wording of the amend-
ment of the hon. member for West Durham hardly meets
what he apparently intends, because the first clause of the
Bill provides for the annual receipt of $2,000 in perpetuity.
According to the phraseology of this amendment, this
appropriation to the different congregations would only be
when perpetuity came to an end.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not mean to propose that the capital
fund should be dealt with until the life interests which
are chargedl on that fund should be extinguished. I do not
mean to propose such a deviation from the scope and view
of the Bill as that would involve. I suppose some adjust-
ment ought to be made of the payment which is to be in
perpetuum, but I do not intend to propose that there should
be a distribution of the capital of this fund until the life
interest charged upon it has been satisfied.

Amendment agreed to and reported.

On motion for third reading of the Bill,
Mr. MACMILLAN moved in amendment:
That the Bill be again re-committed toa Committee of the Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend the Preamble soa to provide
that the said Board, heretofore known as the Board for the management
for the Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian Church of Oanada in
connection with the Chnrch of Scotland, be amended by changng the
title of said Board to that of the Board for the managementffthe
Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian Ohurch in Canada.

The Amendment was negatived on a division, and main
motion agreed to.

Bill read the third time and passed ; and (at 1:20 o'clock,
a.m.) the Ilouse adjourned.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUJEsDAY, 4th April, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

THE MANITOBA SUBSIDY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that, to-morrow,
House resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to
sîer the foilowing resolution:-

the
con-

That, in view of the greatly increased extent and population of Mani-
toba, since the subsidy to that Province was fixed by the Act 33
Victori", Chapter 3, and of the fact, that its public lands are
administered and the proceeds appropriated by the Dominion Govern-
ment, it is expedient that the said subsidy be increased and the follow-
t g ,mounts allowed therefor, yearly, on and from the First day of

Janiary, 1882, viz.: For the support of the Government and Legislature,
S50,0(i: on an estimated population of 150,000, at 80 cents per head,¢0,000 ; as an indemnity for the want of public lands, $45,000 ; the
sâid sums to form the yearly subsidy to be paid by the Dominion to the
said Province during the ten years next after 1881, in lieu of the subsidy
allowed by the said Act 33 Victoria, Chapter 3.

Motion agreed to.

GENERAL BUSINESS.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
would suggest that the Government announce their inten-
tion with reference to the Easter adjournment. Before
asking the hon. gentleman to make that announcement, I
would again call the attention of the Governrment to the
fact that the papers moved tor in connection with the dis-
allowance of the Streams Bill, have not yet been brought
down. That measure was adverted to on the earliest pos-
sible occasion, namely, on the debate on the Address. It
was said by myself, and agreed to by the lion. Minister, that
the question was one which ought to be discussed early this
Session. The papers, which cannot be very voluminous,
have not yet been brought down. It seems to me no
further delay should take place in bringing them down.
With reference to the North-West lands, the newspapers
state that from 300 to 500 colonization companies have
been organized, but we have been unable as yet to obtain
even a list of the names of the various companies.
The extensive information asked for in the first
instance has been reduced to the narrowest compass,
with the view of our obtaining even a tabulated st:.tement
of the names, quantities, &c., yet we are without even that
infbrmation. I would also direct the attention of the hon.
Minister of Railways to the questions connected with the
Pacifie Railway Company on the subject of contracts, sales
of lands and surveys. I observe in the report brought down,
Railway Statistics, an official map at the end gives a
route for the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which appears to be
entir'ely different from that which we were led to believe,from the hon. Minister's speech shortly before the Session,
would be adopted.
. Sir CHARLES TUPPER. With reference to the informa-
t0io from the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, I find, onoking at the law, that the hon. gentleman is, as I was myself,
Ider a misapprehension as to the obligation of the Com-
tIany to furnish information. If he will refer to the Act to

Which he drew the attention of my colleague in my absence,
bu Will find that section 30 is amended by striking out theWords " three months after the end of the calendar year,"and substituting "three months after the first of July in
eac year." Thus we are only entitled to the infor-ation provided for in the Act for three monthsafter the first of July each year. I lost no time in com-
desniatng to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company my

ie that they should furnish all the information asked91L

for ; but, at the same time, I draw the attention of the hon.
gentleman to this to show that we are not, by law,
entitled to all the information he has asked for.

Mr. BLAK E. I was quite aware that the regulation to
which the hon. gentleman alludes makes a return com-
pulsory up to a fixed period in each year, but the objection
that the lon, gentleman suggested on the last occasion when
this subject came before the House was not to the character
of that return, or the date which it should embrace, but to
the principle of our asking this Company to give us infor-
mation up to any date on this particular subject, or copies
of contracts for the construction of their line. That objection
is completely met by the fact that Parliament adopted the
policy that the information shall be furnished of that
character, and having laid down this policy in the Statutes,
we are to get that information up to a particular date.
There is no difficulty at all in reaching the view that if the
public interest require later information of the same descrip-
tion we can call upon the Company to furnish it. The
principle is in the Act that the Company is bound to give
us the information before the lst of July, and as there can
be no objection on the point of principle, I cannot doubt for
a moment that the Company will comply with the unani-
mous order of the House, and give us earlier that informa-
tion which it is in the highest degree in the interest of the
public we should receive this Session.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no controversy as to
the obligation of the Company to furnish this information,
but that obligation is confined by the Statute to a par-
ticular period of the year, and, of course, the House and
the Government are only in a position to ask of the
Company that which the law defines. I merely draw the
attention of the hon, gentleman to the fact that the
Act of Parliament does not give us the authority
to compel the Cornpany to make the return
which he demands. I have lost no time in calling the
attention of the Company to this demand, and have no doubt
the information sought for will be obtained. With reference
to the map submitted yesterday and the location of the
railway, the hon. gentleman will understand that all the
officers of my Department whose duty it is to draft a map
of that description can do is, when the map is made, to lay
down as nearly as possible the expected, or proposed, or
intended line of the railway. The hon. gentleman kaows
well that last Session it was contemplated the line should
be carried to Callander, north of Lake Superior, going to a
point fifty miles west of Callander. Down to this moment
the Govern ment have not authorized the proposed alteration
in such a manner as to enable an officer of the Department
to lay it down authoritatively on the map. I have no wish to
withhold the fullest information from the flouse on this sub-
ject. We have been waiting in order that the Company
might complete their survey and location of what was
expected to be a part of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch and
main line of railway. That survey having been completed,
the Company have sent in applications for permission to
locate the line in the mode indicated.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I may say that, before the
adjournment of the House to-day, the Government will be
in a position to state till what day we propose to adjourn
for the Easter holidays. With reference to the papers
required by the lon. member opposite, respecting the dis-
allowance of the Streams Bill and the boundaries of
Ontario and the North-West, I will make enquiries at
once. With reference to the colonization companies, I may
say we cannot give the information yet, for the Govern-
ment have not yet dealt with the applications.

Mr. BLAKE. It is the applications we ask for.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They will probably be deaIt

with before the House meets on Tuesday next.
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Mr. BLAKE. We want the applications refused as well

as the applications granted.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The matter will be attended

to at once.

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO.

House resumed the adjourned debate on Mr. Plumb's
amendment to Sir Leonard Tilley's proposed motion: That
Mr. Speaker do leave the Chair for the House to go again
into Çommittee of Supply.

Mr. DAWSON. Mr. Speaker, the resolutions now before
ns will, I have no doubt, be largely supported in this House
and in the country. They are so moderate in tone, and so
reasonable in what is proposed to be done, that it is difficult
to see on what grounds they can be opposed. Here is a
question on which there are wide. differences of opinion; a
question involving points of law, of history, and of fact,
which is not likely to be settled except by reference to a
legal tribunal. And in these resolutions it is proposed, in
the first place, to refer it to the Supreme Court of the
Dominion, and, in the next, to the very highest judicial
tribunal in the Empire, where it is sure to receive calm con-
sideration, and be adjudicated upon without reference to
party politics; while, in the meantime, it is proposed that
the management of the disputed territory shall be entrusted
to a Joint Commission, appointed by the Governments of
Canada and Ontario. Nothing could be more fair or reason-
able, and faction only, intractable and virulent as it always
is, is likely to raise a voice against a proposition so just.
Referring to me, the hon. mem ber for Lambton has said
that the leader of the Covernment had put up one of his
supporters to call for a Committee. I may say in this
regard that no one put me up to call for a Committee. The
disputed territory was chiefly, if not wholly, within the
district which I had the honor to represent. I happened
to know something of this question of the Boundaries, and
seeing that a most extraordinary award had been made, I
considered it to be my duty to call for a Committee which
should collect all available information and lay it before the
House. This course appeared to me to be the more neces-
sary, because, as it appeaied to me, only one view of the
case had been laid before the arbitrators. The Government
supported me in this; but I was not interfered with even in
the selection of the members of the Committee, and I think
the Opposition have no reason to complain of that seleetion,
for it was fully represented, as to numbers, in proportion to
its strength in this House, and more than fully represented
in the experience and ability of the members chosen. Of
course, I could not choose from among the immediate leaders
of the Opposition any more than I could from the members
of the Governiment, but, next to them, I believe I selected
the ablest members on the Opposition side. Let any one
go over the evidence and notice the close and searching
questions put to the witnesses by the hon. members of
West Middlesex and South Perth, and he will see that the
Opposition in Ontario was at least well and ably represented.
On the Committee there were four members from Ontario,
four from Quebec, and one from each of the other Prov-
inces, making, in all, thirteen. I believe the present
Government does not, as a general rule, interfere with its
supporters in proposing measures or adopting action
which they believe to be for the public good, and
it certainly did not do so in my case. The
hon. member for Bothwell has favored the House with
a long speech, in which he has gone over much of the
ground covered by his reports, and, before I have donc, it
is my intention to notice some of his statements. It appears
to me that the hon. gentleman has allowed his fancy too
wide a scope, and that he has wandered from his subject a
good deal in calling attention to matters which are, in some

Sir LEONARD TILLET.

cases, quite foreign to it, and which, in others, have but a
very remote bearing on it. The hon. gentleman, evidentiy
with the view rather to show the extent of his researches
and reading, than to throw light on his subject, has ranged
over the wide world. You find him at one moment in the
torrid zone, dealing with Indian. treaties and conventions
in the next, at Vienna, then at the Ionian Islands, and from
these ho takes his flight to Africa, where ho enlightens us as
to the boundary disputes of the Boers of the Transvaal
Savoy and Nice are next visited, but ho does' lot stay long
there, and we soon catch a glimpse of the bon. gentleman
on the Gold Coast, thence ho wings his way to Alaska)
where he lingers for a moment, and then darts off to the
sweltering shores of Florida. In his flight he takes in New
Brunswick, and finally swoops down on Hudson's Bay and
the icy regions of the north. Really, Mr. Speaker, I am
afraid that an over-weight of boundaries has put the
hon. gentleman somewhat by himself. At all events, 1
think that but few hon. members of this House will
see any analogy between the international arrangements to
which the hon. gentleman refers, and our domestic question
of the boundaries betwoen Ontario and the Dominion, which
is not an international matter at all. Some of the hon.
gentleman's remarks I shall notice before I have done. In the
meantime, I may say, generally, that a great deal of mis-
conception has arisen in regard to this subject, from the
persistent efforts of partizan politicians in this louse and
out of it, in their writings and speeches and otherwise,
rather to embarrass the Govertiment than to advance the
true interests either of Ontario or the Dominion. A
strenuous effort has been made to produce the impre-son
that Upper Canada, previous to Confederation, covered the
whole of that part of the continent clairned as Canada to the
westward and north-westward of the dividing line between
the Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, and
expression was recently given to this view in a neighboring
Legislature, by several of its hon. members, without any one
being able or willing to set thein right, or at least taking
the trouble to do so. No one could be more ready than I
have always been to stand out for and assert the rights of
Ontario in this matter of the boundaries, but ber interests
cannot be advanced by bringing forward claims that have
nothing in history or in fact to support them. The Act of
1774 gave boundaries to the old Province of Quebec, and
the Act of 1791, commonly known as the Constitutional
Act, simply divided that Province in two, and Upper Canada
thenceforward, embraced that portion of the old Province of
Quebec which lay to the westward of the dividing line. No
other view eau reasonably be taken unless we are to be
guided by the descriptions in commissions to Governors,
which, however much they may have extended the boun-
daries of Upper Canada to the north, certainly did not, as 1
shall show before I have done, enlarge them to the west-
ward. When the matter was first agitated in 1851, the
Government of the united Provinces, in order to prevent a
renewal of the lease, then about to expire, of the Indian
territories to the Hudson's Bay Company, claimed that
Canada covered the whole country to the Saskatehewan,
and even to the Pacifie Ocean, but that was a claim made on
the part of united Canada, not on the part of Upper Canada
alone, and had that claim been made good, which it never
was, all the territory beyond the limits of the old Province
of Quebec, or, in other words, beyond Upper Canada, whie
was eut out of that Province, would have been as much the
property of the one Province as of the other. It woer
have been the property of united Canada, not of ?J1'pe.r
Canada alone. This is a distinction which the present ag
tators deem it to their advantage, for party purposej
to ignore. But the claim, whatever its merits migh
have been, was never allowed by the inperial
Goveinment and never in any way made good,and
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,,ny eminent mon, the highest law authorities in the only as will be seen from the commission and instructions
bmpire among the number, have expressed the opinion that which I shall read.
it never could have been allowed. Any unbiassed person " COMMISSIONS.
who studios the evidence and documents accompanying the
report of the Committee of 1880, will be of the saie opinion, "12TH SaPTEME, 1791.

for it is in that evidence clearly shown that the Indian ter- "Guy, LoRD DoRcHEsTER-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of

ritories which were always treated as adjoinng the Pro- taProvincesof Upper Canada and Lower Canada.

v·nces and covering the country immediately to the west. " GREETING :

ward and north-westward of the watershed at Lake Superior, "l Whereas, We di: by Our Letters Patent, under Our Great Seal of
Great Britain, bearing date the twenty-second day of April, in the

had been declared by two Imperial Acts, those of 1803 and twenty-sixth year of Our Reign, constitute and apooint you, Guy, Lord
1821, to be beyond the limits of the Provinces, although Dorchester (then Sir Guy Carleton), to be Our Captain-General and
adjining thern. It is therein also shown that the colony of Governor-in-Chief in and over Our Province of Quebec in America,ania g hich was within the Indian territories had as comprehending all Our Territories, 1slands and Countries in North
Assiniboia, ten>sAmerica, then bounded as in Our said recited Letters Patent was men-
stated by Judge Johnson and the Hon. D. A. Smith, been tioned and expressed.
'eognized by the Imperial Government, and its boundaries "Now Know Ye, that We have revoked, determined, and by these

came up to the height of land at Pigeon River. Moreover presents do revoke and determine, the said recited Letters Patent, and
a every clause, article or thing therein contained.

the territories of the Hudson's Bay Company, which, accord- "And whereas, We have thought fit by Our order, made in Our Privy
ing to their claim, covered those Indian territories, as they Council on the nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred

doubt did by lease, at least, had to he taken into con- and ninety-one, to divide Our said Province of Quebec into two separate
. . . c Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province

sideration, and in view of all the circumstances it is bighly of Lower Canada, by a line to commence at a stone boundary on the
improbable, indeed quite evident, that the Imperial north bank of the Lake St. Francis at the Cove west of the Pointe au
Governiment could never have admitted the claims Baudet, in the limit betweern the Township of Lancaster and the

i c Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said limit to the
advanced by Canada, and m fact it never did- direction of north thirty-four degrees west of the westermost angle of
The bon. member for Bothwell has quoted from a squib put the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil ; thence along the north-western
forth by that erratic nobleman, Lord Selkirk, to show that boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five

dondegrees east, until it strikes the Ottawas River, to ascend the said river
the Indian territories of the Acts of 1803 and1821 were into the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake by a
the Arctic watershed, but that absurdity was long since Une drawn due north until it strikes the boundary hne of Hudson's Bay;
exploded, and I shall show presently what countries were the Province of Upper Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories
alwa s dealt with as Indian territories. In the meantime, and islands lyiug to the westward oj the said line of division, as were

.w> part of Our said Province oj Quiebec, and the Province of Lower Canada
to continue my argument, I may repeat that the Province to comprehend all such lands, territories and islanas lying to the east-
of Quebec, as enlarged by the Act of 1774, had certain ward of the said line of division, as were part of Our said Province of
defined boundaries, and the Act of 1791 simply divided that Q ®weber

Provncesof Uperand owerCanaa, And whereas, by an Act passed in the present year of Our Reign,Province into the two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, intituled: •1An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the four-
giving to Upper Canada so much of it as remained to Great teenth year of His Majesty's reign, intituled: 'An Act for making more

B.itain after the war of Independence west of the dividin effectual provision for the Goverument of Quebec, in North America,
and to make further provision for the Government of the said Prov-line, and to Lower Canada all to the east of that line. ince, ' further provision is hereby made for the good government and

Upper Canada, therefore, as first constituted, embraced that prosperity of our said Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada.
portion, and that port on only, of Canada which remainedI . Further Know Ye, that We, reposing especial trust and confidence
to .r.tain and was within the former Province of Quebec the prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy, Lord

t Dorchester, of Our special grace, certain knowledge and mere motion,
to the west of the dividing line It bas, as I have said, been have thonght fit to constitute and appoint you, the said Guy, Lord
claimed that Canada extended to the north and west, far Dorchester, to be Our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chiet of Oursaîd Province of Upper Canada, and of 0ur said Province at Lower
beyond the limits of the enlarged Province of Quebec-I Canada, respectively bounded as hereinbefore described.
mean as enlarged by the Act of 1774-and for my part, I still
maintain that it did so ; but I fail to see that there is any
inconsistene in saying that Upper Canada did not EXTRACT from Ris Majesty's Instructions to His Excellency Lord
embrace thowhoheyof' that country, but only s77Ph Dorchester, dated at bt. James', the 16th September, 1791, vz-
emtin race the omer Povtha count u on sist. With these Our instructions, you will receive Our Commission
Poition of the former Provmce of Quebec as was defined under Our Great Seal of Great Britain, constituting you Our Ca tain-
i, Imperial Acts. In 1857, the Government of the day was General and Governor-in-Chief in and over Our Provinces of Upper
perfectly consistent in claiming, as part of Canada, limits Canada and Lower Canada, bounded as in Our said Commission is par-
far be d h ticularly expressed. In the execution, therefore, of so much of the

feyon thO boundaries of Upper Canada. But the ff!ice and Trust wehave reposed in you, as relates to Our Province ofAttorney-General of Ontario is far from being consistent Lower Canada, you are to take upon you the Administration of the
floW in claiming, as ho does in every document his Govorn- Government of the said Province, and to do and execute all things

mentsend inthat" dams ~ to ~bclonging to your command, according to the several powers andfent sends in, that the claims advanced by the Government authotities of Our said Commission nder Our Great Seal of Great
o that time were made on the part of Upper Canada alone, Britain, and of the Act passed in the present year of Our Reign therein
aId that the Government of the Dominion, now that the recited, and of these Our instructions to you, and according to such
country has been acquired by purchase, should. hand over further Powers and Instructions as you shall at any time hereafter

oOntao te receive under Our Signet and Sign Manuals or by Our order in Ourario the territory, or any portion of the territory, Privy Council.
Which was then and is now beyond the boundaries of the "2nd. And you are with all due solemnity, before the Members of
former Province of Upper Canada. But thon the procla- Our Executive Council, to cause Our said Commission to be read and

ation of topublished which being done, you shall then take, and aiso administerGnof eneral Alured Clarke, according to the hon. oieach oÏ the Members ofO ur said Executive Council, the oaths men-Ieinber for Bothwell, covers everything, and carries tioned in an Act passed in the first yearof His late MajestyKing George
Ontario-to the westward and southward, to the utmost ex- the First."
tent of the country called or known by the naine of Canada. It will be seen from this commission and the accompanying
But this proclamation, for which so much was at one time instructions, that General Clark had no authority for theclained, is meaningless in itself, except in so far as the conc'uding words of his proclamation, and it is only valid in

aionall ane is concerned, for it describes a more geo- so far as it describes the dividing line. If the concluding
raphical line, as including all the territory to the west- words had any meaning at all they could only be construed

of th and southward of the said line, to the utmost extent as including in Upper Canada all that portion of Canada, or,
of the Country called or known by the name of Canada." in other words, of the old Province of Quebec which had
he instructions which General Clarke had, or rather which been ceded by the Treaty of 1783, to the United States.

Sctiuperior officer, the Governor-General, for whom ho was Read in this way, and, if it is to be taken in the sense claimed
40ting, had authorized him to describe the line of division for it, it admits of no other interpretation, it WQU14
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have been tantamount to a declaration of war against the
Unifed States, inasmuch as it would have amounted to an
abrogation of the treaty ; and it is reasonable to believe
that if the Imperial Government bad contemplated a
renewal of hostilities, it would have taken a more formal
and lese unusual way of promulgating the fact, than that of
adding a large portion of United States territory to
a British Province by an ambiguously worded proclamation.
This proclamation, meaningless as it is, from its wording,
except in so far as regards the dividing line, has been largely
made use of in claiming that the Province of Quebec, or
that part of it of which Uîpper Canada was formed, extended
beyond the limits assigned by the Act of 1774; but other
grounds for claiming extended boundaries on the west have
been put forward in a lecture, now in pamphlet form,
delivered by Sir Francis Hincks, one of the arbitrators at
Toronto, and with some of the statements contained in that
lecture I propose now to deal. Under ordinary circum-
stances, in discussing a matter of such grave importance, it
would scarcely be worth while to notice in this House a
mere partizan lecture, delhvered for party purposes, under
the auspices of leaders of a political party. But as this lec-
ture has been referred to by the Government of Ontario in
an official document addressed to the Secretary of State, and
treated, in fact, notwithstanding its erratic statements and
weak argument, as if it were the judgment of the arbitrators,
of whom the author was one, I believe there can be no
impropriety in noticing it. Taking it, thon, as a full and
elaborate exposition of the grounds on which they
arrived at their dlecision, as its author claims it to
be, this House has good reason to congratulate
itself on declining to sanction the award. Assuming
the grounds of the decision to have been as stated
in this pamphlet, it is evidont that the arbitratort made an
award without a due, I may say without any, consideration
of the principal points at issue. The ludson's Bay Com-
pany's claims which had been acknowledged for a century
and a half, or more, by the Imperial Government, are prac-
tîcally left out of account, and the Indian territories which
adjoined the.Provinces, and covered the country immediately
to the north and west of the watershed, and were declared
by two Imperial Aets as well as by judicial decisions to be
beyond the limits of Upper Canada, are barely alluded to,
while the clearly defined boundaries of the ancient colony of
Assiniboia, notwithstanding that that colony had been
bostered and recognized by the Imperial Governmeni, are
eut through in the most arbitrary manner without a nod of
recognition or the least acknowledgment of its existence.
But let us examine this precious pamphlet a littie more
closely. Stated in few words, the contention of Sir Francis
Hincks amounts to this, namely: that two legally established
poiiats for a boundary were found-one on the east, the other
on the west-which they (the arbitrators) connected by a lin.
drawn from the one to the other, as a boundary on the north.
But if the points on the east and the west are wrong what
becomes of the lino on the north, and if the lino on the
north is wrong what becomes of the points on the east and
the weat ? The fact is, that there has been horrible blunder-
ing to sy the ltoast, and I do not hesitate to say that the
points vn the east and the west and the lino on the north
are all alike astray. Let us look, firat, at the point on the
east, and examine the grounds on which Sir Francis Hincks
says it was adopted; but first let me state a few historical
facts. The iHudson's Bay Company, as is well known, for a
period of thirty years or more, after they had obtained their
charter had great difficulty in maintaining their posts at
Hudson's Bay. There existed a chronie state of war between
the French and English in that quarter, which treaties of
neutrality or of peace seemed to have little effect in putting
an end to, and in these conteets the Hudson's Bay Company
became so reduced that at the time the Treaty of Ryswick
Ie concluded (in 1697) ail their posts on Rtedson s Bave

r, AJ)wso,

except one, were in the possession of the French. Their
condition about this time may be gathered from a memor
andum which they addressed to the Lords Commissioners
of Trade and Plantations. I quote from Mr. Mills report,page 149:

t"Memorandum fromr the Hudao's Bay Company representing the stateof their affaira at present, and what they' desire.]

"° the Honourable the Lords Commissioners for Trade analPlantations.
" The humble representation of the Governor and Company of Adven.

turers of England trading into Hudson's Bay-
"SHEWETH :

" That the said Company being required by your Lordships to give in
what they thougt neeessary in relation to their trade, and the security
of their factory in Hudson's Bay, do with ail submission lay before your
Lordships the true state and condition thereof.

" They will not trouble your Lordships with a repetition of their un-
doubted riglits to ail Hudson'g Bay, and that the Frenchi neyer laid
dlaim to the same, or ever sailed a ship or vessel into those parts ince
the creation of the world, till the year 1682 (many years after the in.
corporation of this Company), and then in a piratical manner, without
any commission or authority from Hia Most Christian Majesty, who was
afterwards pleased to disown the said proceeding, as the Company have
and are stili ready to prove.

" These matters have been so fully and clearly made out by then,
that even the French themselvee, with all their sophistrj and equivoca.
tion, have not been abe to disprove.

" Therefore we shall proceed to inform your Lordships of the present
melancholy prospect of their trade and settlement in Hudson's Bay, and
that none of His Majesty's plantations are left in such a deplorable state
as those of this Company, for by their great losses by the French, both
in times of peace as well as during the late war, together with the
hardships they lie under by the late Treaty of Ryswick, they may be
said to be the only mourners by the peace.

" They cannot but inform your lordships that the only settlenent the
Company have uow left in Hudson's Bay (of seven they formerly pos-
sessed) is Albany Fort, vulgarly called Chicheauan, in the bottom of
the said bay, where they are surrounded by the French on every side,
viz., by their settlements on the lakes and rivera from Canada to the
northwards, towards Hudson's Bay, as also from Port Nelson (old York
Fort) to the southward ; but besides this, the Company have, by the
return of their ehip this year, received certain intelligence that the
French have made another settlernent at a place called New Severn,
'twixt Port Nelson and Albany Fort, whereby they have hindered the
Indians from coming to trade at the Company's factory, at the bottom
of the bay, so that the Company, this year, have not received above one-
fifth part of the returns they usually had from thence, insomuch that the
sane doth not answer the expense of their expedition.

" lie Company being by these and others, their misfortunes, reduced
to such a low and miserable condition, that, without His Majesty's
favor and assistance, they are in no ways able to keep that little
remainder they are yet possessed of in fHudson's Bay, but may justly fear
in a short time to be deprived of all their trade in those parts, which is
solely negotiated by the manufacturera of this kingdotn.

"Upon the whole matter, the Company humbly conceive they can be
no ways safe from the insulta and encroachments of the French So long
as they are suffered to remain possessed of any place in Hudson's Bay,
and that in order to dislodge them from thence (which the ComPanY
are in no way able to do) a force of three men-of-war, one bomb-vessel,
and 250 soldiers, besides the ships' company, will be necessary, whereby
that vast tract of land which is of so great concern, not only to this
Company in particular, but likewise to thé whole nation la general,
may not be utterly lost to this kingdom.

. 'All which is humbly submitted to your lordships' great wisdoin and
judgment, by the Governor and Company of Adventurers of Engiand,
trading into Hudson's Bay.. POTTER,

"seeretary.
"Hudson's Bay House,

"The 19th January, 1701,"

Mr. ]IAGGART. When was that ?
Mr. DAWSON. In 1701. In this, their dire extremity,

they were willing to accept Albany as their southern boun-
dary on the west coast of Hudson's Bay, and at the same
time they protested in this way:

" But should the French refuse the limita now proposed by the
Company, the Company think themselves not bound by this or any
former concessions of the like Qature, but must. as they have alwaY
done, insist upon their prior and undoubted right to the whole Bay and
and Streights of Hudson, which the French never yet woud hetriy
dispute, or suifer to be examined into (as knowing the weakness of the
claims), though the first step in the said article of Ryswick direct$te
doing of it.'

doBy order of the General Court of the said Company.
WM 20 TTERYi(Sine"d) W '. rOT17.

" January soth, 1701."
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But the Albany boundary, although proposed under the nearly two hundred years ogo, were willing to accept (but

ircumstances I have mentioned, after a treaty which the really neyer did atcept) the AIbany as their southern

audson's Bay Company said, left them the only mourners, boundary on Hudson Bay. In moderntines the commis-
was in fact never accepted nor in any way confirmed, and sions to Governors, commencing with that of 1838 to Lord
this is the boundary which Sir Francis Hincks calls a Durham, carried the boundary lne on the east to the shore

legally established one. Some years subsequent to the of Hudson Bay, and these Sir Francis iincks says:

occurrences to which I have referred, or to be more precise I"For a considerable ture were iu the precise words of the procla.
in 1713, the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson were restored mation 'to the boundary of Budson's Bay,' but in 1838 Lord Durham's
to England by the Treaty of Utrecht, the 10th Article of Commission cuntained the words 'until it strikes the shore of Hudson

which I shall read: Bay.' Now, 1 wish it to be clearly undersood, as Mr. Wm. McDawson
seems to imagine, that the dt-cision of the arbitrators was founded on

" ARTICLE X -The said Most Christian King shall restore to the the commission that such was fot the case."

Kingdom and Queen of Great Britain, to be possessed in full right, the So that it was not on commissions to Governors that
Bay and Straits of Hudson, together with all lands, seas, sea-coasts,
rivers and places situated in the said bay and straits, and which belong the decisien was founded, but nerely on the opinion that
thereunto, no tracts of land or sea being excepted, which are at present the words "boundary une of Iludson's Bay" was identical
possessed by the subjects of France. Al which, as well as any build- with the shore, and the. absurdity of this contention is
ngs there made, in the condition they now are, and likewise all

fortresses there erected, either before or since the French seized the seif-evident. Sir Francis lincks says
saie, shall within six months from the ratification -f the present treaty,
or sooner if possible, be well and truly delivered to the British subjects "till the fact that the Hudson s Bay Company nade no daim to any
having commission from the Queen of Great Britain to demand and country south of the Albany River is conllrmatory of the correctness of
receive the sane, entire and undemolished, together with ail the cannon the award."
and cannon-ball, and with the other provisions of war usually belonging This is falsifying the record with a vengeance, for the Com-
to cannon. It is, however, provided, that it may be entirely free from
the Company of Quebec, and all other, the subjects of the Most Christian pany, as I have already shown in the oxt'acts I have read,
King whatsoever, to go by land or sea, whithersoever they please out of protested Ioudly against being driven s0 far north as the
the lands of the said bay, together with all their goods, merchandizes, Albany. Lt, therefore, follows that the arbitrators had ne
arms, and effects of whatever nature and condition soever, except such
thinga as are above reserved in this Article. But it is agreed on both authority watever for adopting tbe Albany as the south-
sides to determine within a year by Commissaries to be forthwith named cm limit of'the ludson's Bay (ompany's territory, on the
by each party, the limits which are to be fixed between the said Bay of West coast of dsonsBay.From thi date of the Treaty of
Hudson and the places appertaining to the French, which limits both
t1e British and French subjects shall be wholly forbidden to pass over, Utrecht up t0 the transfer of the territory to Canada-
or thereby go to each other by sea or by land. The saine Commissaries a period of 151 years-the Company were in quiet possession
shall also have orders to describe and settle the boundaries between the of al the country bordering on Hudboii's Bay, and that toe
other British and French colonies in those parts.' ' for a very considerable distance inand, and surely if the

From the date of this treaty until the purchase of the Company had ne other daim to the territory 80 long a
Hudson's Bay Company's territories by the Dominion period of peaceful possession should net Uc lightly thrown
Government in 1870-- a period of 157 years-the ludson's aside. In reference te the point which they chose on the
Bay Company were in quiet possession of all the country West, the arbitraters, if we are to adopt Sir ?rancis Uinckïs
bordering on lludson's Bay, and by the Act of 1774, the statement as an exposition of the grounds on which they
southern boundary of their territories became the northernu urived at their decision, were quite as unfortunate ag
boundary of the Province of Quebec, out of which Upper they wereon the east. Admitting for the moment that the
Canada was formed. The Commissioners mentioned in the Mississippi was the western boundary of the enlarged Pro-
Treaty, although appointed never met to determine the vince of Quebec, as il perhaps was, the fact of its being 50
precise boundary line "between the said Bay of Hudson did net at a subsequent date make the North-West Anole cf
and the places appertaining to the French," but that is not the Lake of the Woods the western boundary of îpper
material to my argument. The line of division known Canada. The first commission issued under the Act of
as the "boundary line of Hudson's Bay " was an inland line. 1774 carriod the boundary along the Mississippi, and 1 shah
The mas of the eriod have it mTarked as such the Fr eh read il:

p ."F ILI iu v , , UI, I u- 4r UV& %maps placing it somewhat nearer to the coast than the
English maps, but both purporting to give it as the line
"between the said Bay of Hudson and the places appertain-
ing to the French." This boundary line ofHudson's Bay is
given in al the commissions to Governors, from 12th Sep-
tember, 1791, till 3Oth March, 1838, when an entirely new
description was adopted, as the limitary line of Upper
Canada on the north. The wording of the commissions, in
describing the eastern boundary of Upper Canada, is "to
ascend the said River (Ottawas) into Lake Temiscaming
and from the head of the said lake by a line drawn due
nlorth, until i strikes the boundary line of Hudson's Bay."
There is not one word said of the Albany either in the
Treaty of Utrecht (1713) in the Act of 1774, or in commis-
Sions to Governors, and yet the arbitrators adopted it,
because, according to Sir Francis Hincks, the ludson's
Bay Company had been willing to accept it, although. as I
have shown, they never did. The Treaty of Utrecht, as
the Attorney-General for Ontario justly remarked in bis
statemnent of the case in 1878, really settled all matters as
to boundary between the English and the French, and that
Treaty defined an inland lino as the boundary "between the
said Bay of Hudson and the places appertaining to the

rench," and yet the award cuts th-ough this boundary
and gees several hundreds miles north of it, on the
ftthfl5 retext that the Hudson Bay Company, when driven

tte4t 03extremfin an early gro ftheir hisory

"27rH DEcEMBER, 1774.

" Sm GuviCanLEToN-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the
" Province of Quebec.

" And further know you, that We, reposing especial trust and con-
fidence in the prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy
Carleton, of Our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion,
have thought fit to constitute and appoint you, the said Guy Carleton.
to be Our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over Our Pro-
vince of Quebec, in America, comprehending all Our Territories, Islands
and Countries in North America, bounded on the south by a line from
the Bay of Chaleurs, along the high lands which divide the rivers that
empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence from those which fall into
the sea, to a point in forty-five degrees of northern latitude, on the
eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping the same latitude
directly west, through the Lake Champlain, until in the sanie latitude
it meets with the River St. Lawrence; from thence up the eastern bank
of the said river to the Lake Ontario, thence through the Lake Ontario,
and the river commonly called Niagara, and thence along by the eastern
and south-eastern bank of Lake Erie, following the said bank until the
same shall be intersected by the northern boundary granted by the char-
ter of the Province of Peunsylvania, in case the same shall be so inter-
sected, and from thence along the said northern and western boundaries
of the said Province, until the said western boundary strikes the Ohio;
but in case the bank of the said lake shall not be found to be so inter-
sected, then following the said bank until it shall arrive at that point of
the said bank which shall be nearest to the north-western angle of the
said Province of Pennsylvania, and thence by a right line to the said
north-western angle of the said Province, and thence along the western
boundary of the said Province until it strikes the River Ohio, and along
the bank of the said river westward to the banks o the Mississippi, and
northward along the eastern bank of the said river to the southern
boundary of the territory granted tothe Merchants Adventurers of Eng-
land trading to Hudson's Bay ; and also aIl such Territories, Islands and
Qouatrie whch have, sin" te tenth day of Februaq, ont thousa.z

1882.
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seven hundred and sixty-three, been made part of the Government of
Newfoundland as aforesaid, together with all the rights, members and
appurtenances what8oever thereunto belonging."
This description was repeated in the Commission of 1777, to
Sir Frederick Haldimand, and it will be observed that while
these commissions carried the boundaries of the Province of
Quebec to the Mississippi, they at the same time explained
and interpreted the Act as to the southern boundary of the
Hudson's Bay Company's territories. The Province of
Quebec, as explained by these commissions, met the
southern boundary of the ludson's Bay territory, on the
watershed of Hudson's Bay, clearly showing the views of
the framers of the Act as to to where the northern limit of'
Quebec and the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay
territories should be held to be. The Treaty of 17S3 eut
off a very large portion of the Province of Quebec, but it in
no place added to it. Instead of the Mississippi, Pigeon
River, the present boundary, became the western limit, and
according to the Act, as interpreted by the commissions I
have read, the lHeight of Land or Hudson's Bay watershed
is the northern limit of the Province of Quebec; but in 1786
another commission was issued, and it unquestionably did
carry the Province of Quebec into the Iludson's Bay water-
shed and to the North-West Angle of the Lake ofthe Woods.
Thus:

"22ND APRIL, 1786.

"SIR GuY CARLETON, K.B. [atterwards Lord Dorchesterj-Captain-Gen
"eral and Governor-in-Chief of theProvince of Quebec.

at least, to the north or west of Lake Superior
and when it was revoked the matter rested precisel
where it did before. Upper Canada thenceforward
embraced just so much and no more of the former Province
of Quebec, as remained to Great Britain after the war of
Independence, that is west of the divisional line. I have
been accused of ignoring the Treaty of Amity of 1794, by
which it was provided that if on survey it should be found
that the Mississippi "would not be intersected by a line
drawn due west from the Lake of the Woods, the two par-
ties will proceéd by amicable negotiation to regulate the
boundary line in that quarter as well as the points to be
adjusted by the said parties according to justice and mutual
convenience, and in conformity to the intent of the said
treaty," (that of 1783.) But this was a treaty giving
power to regulate an international boundary, and it neither
added to nor took away from the Province of Upper Canada,
which only embraced what remained of the Province of
Quebec, west of the divisional line, so that the authority for
going to the North-West Angle of the Lake of the Woods
at all, rests on nothing better than that of a revoked com-
mission. There is absolutely nothing besides that revoked
commission which carries the boundaries of Upper Canada
t) the Lake of the Woods, and yet the~north-west angle of
that lake is, according to Sir Francis Hincks, who utterly
ignores commissions when it suits his convenience, the legal
boundary which the arbitrators took as their starting point
on the west. They do not, however, stop at that point, but

"And further know yethat We, reposing especial trust and confidence run up north of it beyond the 50th parallel of north
in the prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Sir Guy Carleton, of latitude to another oint which the connect b what the
Our especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, have though
fit to appoint you, the ssid Sir Guy Carleton, to be Our Captain-General call a natural boundary with the mouth of the Albany. But
and Governor-in-Chiefin and over Our Province ofQuebec,in America, I think I have shown, however imperfectly I may have
comprehending ail our Territories, Islands and Countries in North explained myself, that neither the points adopted on the
Ameria, bounded on the soth by a lrne frm the Bay of Chaleurs, east or the west have anything whatever to sustain them.along ihe high lands whch divide the rivers thal, empty îhemiselves irîto
the Rivet St. Lawrence from those which fall into the Atlantic ucean, Now, let us see what is said of this natural boundary on the
to the north-westmost head of the Connecticut River; thence down north, which runs across no less than 15J degrees of
along the middle of that river te the forty-fifth degree of north latitude; longitude-a ver considerable tion of the earth'sfrom thence by a line due west on said latitude until it strikes the River a r n. por
Iroquois or Cataraqui - thence along the middle of the said river into surface. Sir Francis Hincks bas published a series of letters,
Lake Ontario ; through the middle of said lake until it strikes the com- as well as a pamphlet, and as bis letters seem to me to be
munication by water between that lake and Lake Erie ; through the more explicit and less carelessly written than his pamphlet,middle of said lake until it arrives at the water communication between '
that lake and Lake Huron; thence through the middle of said lake te shall quote from them. In his letter of 10th February
the water communication between that lake and Lake Superior, thence last, published in the Globe newspaper of 4th February, Sir
through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal and Phillipeaux to Francis iincks says:the Long Lake; thence through the middle of said Long Lake !and the
waler connunication between it and the Leke of the Woods te the said IlWhût the aritrators made up their minds te was as te the solth-
Lake cf the Woods; ILenice hrongh the said lake t thei iost north- wetetu and îirih.eastern houndiry They further 'made up their
western point thereof, and from thene- on a due west course te the mindsý that there were ne data whatever for declaring any particular
River Mississippi; and northward te the southern boundary of the Ter- place in the North-West as the north-westerly boandary."
titory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England, trading te
Hudson's Bay;and also all such Territories, Islands and Countries which And in his letter of 25th February, published in the Globe
have, since the tenth of February, one thousand seven hundred and of2Sth February, he remarks as follows
sixty-three, been made part of the Government of Newfoundland,
together with aIl the rights, members and appurtenances whatsoever "Ihave always admitted that while the arbitrators determin@d all
thereunto belonging." peints in dispute, ani found true and legal boindaies ou the westand

wseadnorth-east a er aaoeuidary Theyit furte 'm e cup their

But this commission only held good until 12th September,
1791, on which date it was absolutely and ccmpletelyrevoked
in these words:

"12TH SEPTEIBER, 1791.

"Guy, Lonn DoenarSuR-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chietf the
Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada.

njorth-east, they had no data to guide th em as to the mode of connlectl"
the points established."

This is what Sir Francis Hincks says, but what does the Act
say? Why, that all the territories, islands and countries,
within certain given lines therein described, shall extend
northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted
to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to) Iud-

' i«- . d no
"GREECTING: sons Bay. Sir rFrancis ineits says that tnert, UAiDt'u

" Whereas, We did by Our Letters Patent, under Our Great Seal et'norfbern boundary; the Act says that a northern boundary
Great Britain, bearing date the twenty-second day of April, in the does exist, and that it is the southeru boundary of the terri-
twenty-sixth year of Our Reign, constitute and appoint you, Guy, Lord tory ofthe Hudsons Bay Company. But, instead ofreporting
Dorchester (then Sir Guy Carleton) to be Our Captaiu-General and tbis untoward discovery of no bounda he and bis
Governer-in-Cbief in and over Our Province of Quebec, in America,
comprehending all Our Territories, Islands and Countries in North arbitratori set te work to make a boundary, and ran it acroS5
America, comiprehending ail Our Territories, Islands and Countries in15J degrees of longituJe. I was much eriticised and soins-
North America, then bounded as in Our said recited Letters Patent was wbat abused for saying that the arbitrators did not ind a
mentioned and expressed.

t Now Know Ye, that We have revoked, determined, and by these pre- but
sents do revoke andl determine, the said recited Letters Patent, and every rescue and acknowledges the fact. In hi pamphlet, Sir
clamse, article or ihing therein consained." Francis aims that he received a yetter from Judge lar-
NOW, the commnission of 1786 was the only one i the whole rison, in whih this passage occurs:
series of officiai documents which carried the boundaries of "Singular te say, since the ward was made, I hae recei d frein

e Province of Quebec into the fludson's Bay waterahed, Jud e MoDonald of uelph a old lithographed z p withOut feor
5 g o g.>eenwgii
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dae but evidently made long before the Constitutional Act of 1791, they will be so in the future. The hon. gentleman says that
which indicates the northern boundary of Upper Canada to be on the the payment of the arbitrators and counsel was tantamount
precise line where we have placed it. to accepting the award, on the part of the Dominion Govern-
Sir Francis should really have said nothing about this ment, but I think few will agree with him. The laborer is
letter, knowing as he must have done that Upper Canada worthy of his hire, and it would have been an extremely
had no existence "long before the Constitutional Act of shabby proceeding on the part of the Government to with-
1791," for it was by that Act that Upper Canada was first hold the allowances made to the arbitrators and counsel
constituted. But what is tbhe inference.tc be deduced from this who came here at the instance of a previous Administration.
pamphlet and these letters of Sir Francis Hincks ? Simply, In reference to the Indian territories the hon. gentleman
that the arbitrators had given little if any consideration to the has brought forward and read an old squib put out by the
subject before meeting in August, 1878; that when they met Earl of Selkirk when he was contending with the North-
they found the Attorney-General of Upper Canada and the West Company, at whose instanco the Act of 1803 was
Minister of the Interior in perfect accord as to the passed, to show that these Indian territories were
boundaries; and that, under these circumstances, they con- on the Arctic watershed. Lord Selkirk subsequently gave
sidered it superfluous to go into any lengthened investiga- the best practical contradiction to this assertion by having
tion of the subject. They bard the arguments of counsel, himself sworn in as a magistrate, under the Act of 1803,
as a matter of course, and proceeded to lay ont a boundary and issuing warrants under its authority as far east as Fort
with the assistance of Colonel Dennis, Deputy Minister of William. I have here a lot of documents dated Fort Wit-
the Interior, who was, of course, acting under the instrue- liam, August, 1816, and signed Selkirk, J.P. The Ion.
tions of his chief, the Minister, which met the views of the member for Bothwell says that in the case of Mowat, who
contending parties, or rather of the parties supposed to be was convicted and punished for crime committed within the
contending, and this accounts for the unanimity of their Indian territories, the question of jurisdiction was not raised.
opinions in reference to a subject about which no two But the position of the Indian territories was so well under-
people had ever agreed before. As to where the true stood and established at that time that no one thought of
boundaries are, I shall find another opportunity of giving raising it. It was, however, raised subsequently, and it
my views. In the meantime, I would refer Ion. members was decided by the highest judicial tribunal then existing
to the report of the Committee of 1880, and recommend that the country imnmediately west of the height of land was
tbem to study well the evidence therein contained, and I Indian territory, and that was the opinion too of Mr.
would draw their particular attention to the opinions of the Spankie, Sir Arthur Pigott and Lord Brougham. The Ion.
English law lords and other eminent lawyers accompanying gentleman is fond of quoting from them, because they were
the evidence of the Hon. Donald A. Smith. They are at hostile to the claims of the lHudson's Bay Company, but he
least quite as valuable as the opinions of the hon. member does not quote what they say about the district to which
for Bothwell, or those of Sir Francis Iincks, who is the Act of 1803 applied. This question was, however, so
a mere pupil, and not a very apt one, of the hon. fully dealt with by the Committee of 1880, that I cannot
member, for all his reasoning is taken, and very clumsily do better than read from its report :
taken, from the reports of the Ion. gentleman. I shall ''"The Act 43 Geo. III, Chapter 138, was passed for the purpose ofextend-
now notice very briefly, Mr. Speaker, some of the ing the jurisdiction of the courts of justice in the Provinces of Upper
remarks made by the hon. member for Bothwell. He and Lower Canada to the Indian territories. These ldian territories
dwelt a good deal on the claims made by Canada previous are described in the preamble as being 'not within the Provinces of
to th Lower or Upper Canada, or either of them,' and there can, in the

e acquisition of the North-West Territories, but these opinion of your Committee, be no question as to the localities where
claimts, as I have shown, were made on the part of United the g'crimes and offences' which gave rise to the Act were committed.
Canada, and not for Upper Canada alone. It is a matter of well-known history that the disputes and rivalries

between the fur traders culminated, towards the close of the past cen-
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It would have fallen to Upper tury and in the begiuning of the present, in fends which had their mani-

Canada. festation in numerous acts of violence and bloodshed on the upper
waters of the Albany and on the Rainy River and the Winnipeg. On

Mr. DAWSON. Certainly not, for the reason that Upper the Assinboine, too, and even on Lake Superior, between the tiver Pic
Canada was always supposed to have clearly defined boan- and the Grand Portage, outrages were of frequent occurrence. The Act
dae . . .T was passed to provide the means of restraining aud puniahing such out-

dariesi. Any claim or iterest to the North-West Territories rages, and it was subsequently applied and acted on in these distrcts.
beyond these boundaries, arose from the old French occu- Your Committee are of opinion that the whole of the country, at least,
pation, and if more territory bad gained you might have west and north of the St Lawrence watershed, was Indian territory,
formed a new Province ont of it, but • ertainly it would although, in part, no doubt, aiso Hudson's Bay Oompany's territories,

au d they are not certain that the country bordering on Lake Superiornot have formed part of Upper Canada. The hon. member was not considered at that time to be Indian territory. At all events,
for Bothwell, refers to the oninions of Judge Draper, but it cases arose both on Lake Superior and inland from it which were tried
should be borne in mind that Judge Draper was then acting under the authority of the Courts of Quebec, conspicuous among which
sthd Pfawas that of one Mowat, who killed a gentleman of the name of McDonellas t advocate of Canada, in which capacity it was his duty at Eagle Lake, a place on the route between English River and the
to advance all he could in favor of his client. Albany. This man (Mowat) was taken to Montreal, tried and.found

of guilty of manslaughter and punished accordingly, by being imprisoned
hr. CAMERON (Huron). He was the Chief Justice and branded, as was the custom of those times. This was in 1809, but

the Province. the troubles still continuing, in fact getting worse, in the district inter-
vening between Lake Superior, on the one aide, and the prairie regionr. DAWSON. We employed him as an advocate; he about the Assiniboine and Red Rivers, on the other, the Governor

Was there to advance the claims of Canada, and any man, General issued a proclamation, of which the following is a copy:
even a Chief Justice, when he goes to advocate the claims of "By His Excellency SiR JOHN CoPUe SERUROoKE, Knight Grand Cross of
a nation, will not be likely to make thein any less than the Most Honorable Military Order of the Bath, Captain-General and
they are. If le had been giving a judgment from the' Governor-in-Chief in and over the Province of Lower Canada, Upper
IBenlch l g g i g Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and their several Dependen-
and , would have considered both ides of the question, cies, Vice-Admiral of the sanie, Lieutenant-General and Commander

I e think that h would thn have of all His Majesty's Forces in the said Provinces of Lower Canada
a judgment which would have commanded and Upper Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and their seve-

general Iral Dependencies, and in the islands of Newfoundland, Princeadv assent. But his opinions, expressed as an Edward, Cape Breton, and Bermuda, &c., &c.advocate, are at least open to criticism. fHe (Mr.ills) says the member for Algoma, from the views he las A PROCLAMATION.

eXpresse, bas no business here. I venture to differ withI "Whereas in and by a certain Statute of the Parliament of the United
the ion. gentle.n My views have been perfe.îîy satis Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, made and passed in the forty-

o nematn My îes have o sati third year of His Majesty's Reig, intituled : ' An Act for extending the
omy constituents ýin the past, and I have no doubt Jarisdiction of the Ûourts of justice in the Pri.vinces of Lower Canada
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and Upper Canada to the Trial and Punishment of persons guilty of they wereI do not know, and I have never een any instrument atte t
Crimes and Offences within certain parts of North America, adjoining ing them tu
the said Provinces,' it is amongst other things enacted and declared Shetland Island emigrants and settled them there."
that from and after the passing of the said Statute, 'All Offences com-
mitted within any of the Indian territories or parts of America, not Now this is not, after ail, a very great error, for it is Weil
within the limits of either of the said Provinces of Lower or Upper known that Lord Selkirk had entered into certain negrtia.
Canada, or of any Civil Government of the United States of America, tiens with the North-West Company long before liejeined
shall and be deemed to be offences of the same nature, and shall be tried
in the same manner and subject to the same Punishment as if the sameth udson's Bay Company, and I believe li was trying
had been committed within the Province of Lower or Upper Canada' with their assistance in, the first in4tance, to get possession

" And whereas, under and by virtue of the above in part recited of a tract for lis pet idea of a settierent at Red ]River. 0f
Statute, Justices of the Peace have been duly nominated and appointed
with power and authority to apprehend within the Indian territories
aforesaid, and to convey to this Province of Lower Canada for trial al but if we are te believe the hon, gentleman, neither ould
and every person and persons guilty of any crime or offence whatever : the ludson's Bay Company. However, it was with the lud-

" And whereas there is reason to believe that divers breaches of the son's Bay Company that Lord Selkirk finally allied himself.
peace, by acts of force and violence, have lately been committed within
the aforesaid Indian territories, and jurisdiction of the aforesaid Jus- The mistake, if mistake it be, was hardly worth neticing.
tices of the Peace: As to the unmerited abuse which the bon. gentleman las

" I have therefore thought fit, and by and with the advice ofBis heaped on the Judge, think hewitl be able to stand it.
Majesty's Executive Council, of and for the Province of Lower Canada,
to issue this proclamation, for the purpose of bringing to punishment He stanIs in a position which any hon. gentleman here
all persons who may have been or shall be guilty of any such act or îigbt be proud to reach. When the Government, in 1870,
acts of force or violence as aforesaid, or other crime and offence what- wished to send a person of pre-eminent ability to the North.
ever, and to deter all others from following their pernicions example,
thereby requiring all His Majesty's subjects and others within the said West as Leutenant-Governor, they solected Jidge Johnson,
Indian territories, to avoid and to discourage all acts of force and and ho did a great deal to allay the angry feeling thon existing
violence whatsoever, and all proceedings whatever tending te produce in the distracted settioment of Maiitoba.Heie a gentleman
tumulte and riots,.or in any way to disturb the public peace.

" And I do hereby strictly charge and command all Justices of the.evorywhere esteemed, net only for his talents and his know-
Peace as aforesaid nominated and appointed under and Dy virtue of ledge of the law but for bis personal qualities, which render
the above-mentioned Statute, and ail Magistrates throughout this Pro- him a favorite with ail wlo have the pleasure of his
vince, and do require all otLers of Ris Majesty's subjects generally in
their several and respective stations, to make diligent enquiry and
search to discover, apprebend and commit, or cause to be committed tofhir faie, and it iti-becomes the hon. member for Bothwell te
lawful custody for trial, in due course of Laiw, pursuant to the pro- abuse hlm in this leuse. The hon, gentleman las criticized
visions in the above-mentionei Statte contained, all persons who have the report
been, or shall be guilty of any act or act of force or violence as afore-
said, nor of any other crime or crimes, offence and offences within the man. No doubt, it is somewhat imperfeet, and there may
said Indian territories, to the end that the laws may be carried into be a good deal loft eut which sbould have been in it; but
prompt execution, against all such offenders, for the preservation of ho should remember that our time was limited, that within
peace and good order therein.

"Ghiven under my Hand and Seal at Arms, at the Castle of St. Lewi a few weeks we hd t eollect documents and evidence, and
in the City of Quiebec, in the said Province of Lower Canada, this many bolieve that we did remtrkably welI considering the
Sixteenth Day of July, in the Year of Our Lordt One Thousand Eight circumstances. The Ontario Book of Documents is net the
Hundred and Sixteen, and in the Fifty-sixth Year of His Majesty's mest perfect work in the world, it is open te criticism in
Reign.

"iJ. . SHERBROOKE. many ways, and knowing this the ho. gentleman should
"By Hie Exceliency's command. I manifest some litt e reserve in criticising the work of others.

N Mr. CAMEiRON (South e Hruron I thinkr o tSaker
oDepufy Secrefaay." rsa r. of

" Those who argue that Lieutenant-Governor Alured Clarke'sprocla-
mation extended Upper Canada to the northward and westward of the
St. Lawrence watershed, will here see that a proclamation of at least
equal weight issued by the Governor General described the disturbed
district of which Red River was the very centre, in 1816, as being Indian
territory 'not within the limits of Lower or Upper Canada, or either of
them.' The contention that the Act of 1893 was intended to apply to
the Arctic watershed, is, in the opinion of your Committee, undeserving
of serions notice.

" The suggestion seems to have had its origin with Lord Selkirk, who,
when in England in 1815, wished to produce the impression that the
Red River country which he was then attempting to colonize, was
neither Canadian nor Indian territory, but, notwithstanding this, he, on
his return to Canada, had himself and some of bis adherents sworn in as
Justices of the Peace under the Act, and they subsequently issued
warrants as auch, not on the Arctic watershed, but within the disturbed
region west of Lake Superior.

" In 1816, the Government of Quebec appointed two Commissioners,
Messrs. Coltman and Fletcher, to investigate the causes of the disturb-
ances within the Indian territories. These gentlemen went to the Red
River settlement, where they held investigations, not in regard to dis-
turbances on the Arctic watershed, of which they had probably never
heard, but in regard to the lamentable occurrences of which the Red
River settlement was then the focus.

" That the countr west and north of the watershed and west of the
due north line, s oten referred to, was Indian territory, was decided
by the Court of King's Bench, Quebec, in the de Reinhardt trial.

I am sorry that the hon. member for Bothwell should have
stepped out of bis way to abuse Judge Johnson, for no better
cause than that he had, in his opinion, made a mistake in
answering a question in reference to Lord Selkirk's first
advent to Red River. The question was this:

" By Mr. Ouimet:
"319. How did Lord Selkirk come into the possession of that vast

territory called Assiniboia, and how did itpass alterwards into thehands
of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-The old Canada Oompany, called the
North-West Company, gave certain rights in the first instance; what

ir. A)wson.

it was not in good taste for the hon. gentleman who has just
taken his seat to lecture my hon. friend from Both-
well (Mr. Mills) as to the way in which he dealt with Judge
Johnson. Judge Johnson is still in the land of the living,
and able to answer for himself. The hon. gentleman him-
self, about ton minutes before, undertook to cast an
unwarranted and unjustifiable reflection upon one of the
ablest and best Judges that ever graced the Beach of Ontario,
who is now in his grave and unable to answer for himsolf.
He ventured to tell us that the able paper of the late
Chief Justice Draper, upon the claims of the Hudson's Bay
Company to the territory now in question, was the state-
ment and argument of an advocate-a paid advocate-

Mr. DAWSON. Allow me to contradict the hon. gentle-
man. I said nothing about a paid advocate, and I cast nO
reflections, and meant no reflections, upon Mr. Justice
Draper, a gentleman for whom I always entertained the
highest esteem, and I entertain now the highest regard for
bis memory.

Mr. CAMERON. I do not know the amount of respect
the hon. member entertains for the memory of the late
Chief Justice Draper. Ail I know is that the hon. member,
in my hearing, did cast reflections on the honesty and integ-
rity of a Judge who, ho said, was an advocate. Why was
he an advocate ? And why should the lon. gentleman speak
of him as an advocate except that this House and the coun'
try might be led to believe that very little reliance
could be placed upon bis opinions, and it was possible
he might have advanced claims more than ho was justi-
fied in advancing? If that is not a reflectiOn upOnl the
late Chief Justice Draper, I would like to know what is a
reffection. Now, I do not. desire to enter into & long argi-
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ment on the merits of this question; I do not desire to go fully justifies the award. If hie conclusion upe that sub-
back 200 or 300 years and ransack all the old Acts of Parlia- jeot is correct, the western boundary of Ontario extendsat
ment, proclomations and commissions that have any bear- ail events, westward as is deseribed in the award of the
ing on the present controversy. They are all important in arbitrators. That conclusion has nover been repndiated ly
their way, but the hon. member for Bothwell has dealt so the Government of the day. It hasnover been repudinted
fully and so exhaustvely with that branch of the case that I by the First Minister. [t has nover beenrepudiated, se far
do not propose troubling the House with any lengthened as I ar aware, until lately by any of the followers of the
dissertations on that part of the early history of the North- present Government. That ie net ail. Recolleet, Sir, that
West. I may say, bowever, that after having looked into in the statements I am presenting there is nothing original.
these documents myself, I have satisfied my own mind, at There is nothing new; my argamerts and statements are
al, events, that the western boundary of Ontario is as the arguments and sateneuts of hon. gentlemen opposite
far, if not farther, west-than that fixed by the award ; but when they considered tus question from an impartial and
tIhese are not the only documents to which I wish to refer. non»political standpoint. If the arguments weiee nght tien
There are other documents to which I shall have occasion they have equal force now. If the arguments presented by
to draw the attention of the House before I conclude my the igit ion. leader of the fouse, through hie colleagues,
argument. I may say, Sir, that this is not the first twofty years ago were correct, they are equafy correct
time, and this is not the first Parliament, in which this now. In 1857, a colleague of tbe present leader of the
important question bas been up for discussion. It was a fouse, tien Commissioner of Crown Lands wae appointed
h¡ving issue in the old Province of Canada, years before Con- by the Government to make an enquiry similar in ciaracter
federation took place. The Government of the Province of tic enquiry of thc late ;hicf Justice Draper. After
Canada, for a number of years, for at least a quarter having exbausted ail the material then at his command, and
ot a century, was vigorously and steadily pressing which was substantialiy the -nuterîa1 sad ovidence sub-
the claims of the Province of Canada to the mittcd to the various committees which have deait with
western boundary, as far, if not farther west, tus subject up te the present day, what conclusion did'ho
than the boundary fixed by the award. Upon that subject arrive at? He pointed out that in 1670, when the Enghish
we have many valuable contributions, many valuable Government granted tie charter to the Hudson'$ Bay
reports, and many valuable state papers; and I venture to Conpany, about which se muchilas been heard in the
say that any person who takes the trouble to peruse those iast eight or ton years, the Englisi Government lad no
documents submitted to Parliainent in days gone by, will igit and no power b grant tiat territery, simpiy because
rise from their perusal with the conviction firmly the tcrritory did net belong te the Engiielierown. He
impressed on his mind that the claimi now advanced by the further points out that byvirtue ofthat charter the Imperial
Province of Ontario are well founded claims. I must con- Government undertook to grant to tic Hudson's Bay0cm-
fess, Sur, that my own mind was led irresistably to the con- pany vast territories in the west which they did not own,
clusion that the claims of Ontario were well-founded claims, and undcrtook to grant to the Company any andiscoverel
by the documents submitted to Parliament and the argu- territories that tiey right discover wlich wore not in tie
ments and etatements advanced by the right hon. gentle- possession otiny Christian Prince. He deals wi*h the
man who now leads the House, through bis colleagaes in latter branci of tic case sunarily in hie vahxable
days gone by. If the arguments so advanced twenty years state paper, from wiich I take the foibowing extratin
ago were then valid and eonnd, they are equally valid and reference to any suppoed igits tiat tie -Company might
sound to-day; there is no pretence, so far as I have heard, have acquired by virtue of discovery. Re aye:
that any new light has been thrown on the subject since iqi factexcept the Copper Mine River theCompany neverdiscovered
Confederation. The hon. member who las just taken lis anything or penetrated beyond the cose and confines of the Bay to
seat, who has made this question one of bis hobbies, and which, perhaps they at that time justly conidered their rights veutriet-

wlx unereand itpenapeas eIlas oatmenin he d) for upwards of one hundred years after their ocharter, and Ltà*who understands it perhaps aes amost men in when they did so penetrate, the only discovery they made was that te
iouse or out of the House, does not pretend to say that whole country in the interior had been on epeaceabepossession
any new light has been thrown on the subject within the ofthe subjeets cf anotherChristian prince.'
last twenty years. The on. member referred to the resport Tic icuader of tic fouse tiroughie colcague thus cleariy
of the late Chief Justice Draper on this question. Let mepnts eut that as discoverars of unknown territory tic
also direct the attention of the House to that report. Inufdson's Bay Company acquired ne igits to the vast
1857, the hon. member who now leads the House was region under diecuesin, and that the daim cf ticompany
leader of the Government of the old Province of Canada. dcpcnded ou whcthcr or net the Impenial Government lad
Questions then arose as to the rights of the Hudson's Bay'tic ight to convcy the torritory to ticm, and that rigit de-
Company to the vast territory to the west of us, and as to pended on a series cf disputod fade. He>then deals witi tic

the western boundary of the old Province of Canada; and respective igits cf England and France te tie berritery. 11e
the late Chief Justice Draper, than whom no abler man points eut tiat in 1497 bbc Cabot brotiers wcrc snpposcd te
could be found to deal with the subject, was selected by the have discovered tus portion cf tic new world, but hepoints
Government of the day to make an exhaustive inquiry into ont aise that ne rohiance wbatevcr can bo placed on the dis-
the claims of the Hudson's Bay Company under their coverie made by tiem, because ne record was kept cf what
charter, and into the subject of the western and northern they did. No evidence appears at al events to-day,
boundaries of the old Province of Canada. With a zeal and no evidence ever appeared tbat tbey ever landed on bhe

igo which were always characteristic of that distinguished shore, or took possession in any formai way, or if
Judge, he set to work on the duty assigned him. He made bhey did that tiey retained possession cf any portion

thorough inVestigation, and what conclusion did ho arrive of tiat country. Tierefore, se far as their alleged
ut? The conclusion he arrived at was approved of by the diecoveries arc coucerned, no importance could b.
hon. gentleman who leads the Government. And whît attacied te tiem as giving te teEnghiel Orown
Was that conclusion ? The conclusion he arrived -at withtic power 10 convey tec udson'e Bay Company,
respect to the claims advanced by the Hudson's Bay Com- and tiat ne evidence existcd cf any specific territorial
PaIY was that the right to theterritory then claimed daims vestcd in tic Englisi Governmcnb in 1670. Tien
by the Cormpany was more than problematical. It was tic colîcague cf tie rigit bon. Fîrst Minister Peinte ent
o tremely doubtful. The conclusion arrived at, with respect upon wîat ground tic French based their daims, Ie says
d tc Western boundary of Ontario, will be found in thc that in 1504 tc fisiermen cf Brittauy establisbed fishenies

te rown pnblished and sncb conclusion on tc jsires cf udson'. Bay;that hi150 uFrencha map
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was published by Jean Deny, indicating this possession by
the French; that a geographical work was publisbed in
1677 to which was attached a map which fixes the point of
possession by the French fishermen at Hudson's Straits ;
that in 1523 a certain navigator named Jean Vereyzani,
under instructions from Francis I. of France, visited the
country and, for the Crown of France, took possession of the
country and called it New France ; and that tben no
one was in possession, unless it were the French.
If the Cabots did discover the country they aban-
doned their possessions, and no one was then in posses-
sion of this vast section of country unless it were
the French, clearly no one under the English Crown.
Then the colleague of the right hon. gentlemen points
out, in this valuable and important State paper, the
fact of the discovery and the possession by the English, but
subsequently abandoned, and the important fact of the dis-
covery by the French and of the possession and retention of
such possession by the French, and he then uses the argu.
ments made use of by the English with respect to the Oregon
boundary. le says:

"It is a circumstance not to be lost sight of that it (the discovery by
Gray) was not, for several years, followed up by any Act which could
give it value in a national point of view; it was not, in truth, made
known to the world. either by the discoverer himself or. by his Govern-
ment."

T-

Then the hon. First Minister, through his colleagues, goes been made part of the Government of Newfoundland as afresaid.
on through a series of events subsequent to that, pointing together with ail the rigbts, members and appurtenances whatsoever
out that all this country was in the possession of the French hereupon belonging.'
from the first discovery until the territory was ceded by In the paper te which I have referred, and from which 1
l'rance to Great Britain. He points out that, in 1540, de have just quoted, the Commissioner of'(Jrown Land,
Roberval was made Viceroy of Canada, and that the descrip- who wns a colleague of the present hon. First Mirîisteî,
tion in his commission covered the Hudson's Bay territory; contended vigorously and strongly for that boundary.
that in 1598 de la Roche was made Governor of Canada The argument preHented is strong, forcible, and con-
over precisely the same territory as that over which de clusive in s0 far as hon, gentlemen opposite are concerned;
Roberval was made Viceroy, and that these voyages and early but that is not ail. A a much later period than that te
discoveries by the navigators clearly show that the French whidh I have referred, hon. gentlemen opposite took equaliy
were really in possession of the country and entitled Vo strong grounds on this question. Some twelve years
hold it at the very time the English Government granted it age, twocolleagues of the hon. gentleman who leads the
to the Hudson's Bay, and that therefore nothing passed leuse were entrusted with the important task of ascertuin-
under that charter. Then the bon. First Minister, through ing the rights of the Hudson's Bay Company te thîs vast
his colleague, goes further and contends vigorously that territory, and of ascertaining the boundanies of old Canada
France was entitled to the territory by virtue of -the late Sir George Cartier and the member for ialton.
treaty obligations. He points out that by the They examined into this matter with very gieat caread
treaty of 1632, the treaty of St. Germain-on-Laye, upon that examination took stronger ground on this q nos-
Canada was relinquished to the French, and that tien than we on hs aide take now. 1 t may be worth while
the territory in question was covered by that treaty. drawing the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to the
He points out still further, in confirmation of the strong grounds taken by the twe colleagues of tIc First
views of the Government of that day, thatin 1629 Minister, when acting fer the old Province of Canada; itis
Champlain, who was the Viceroy of Franee, was cap- also important te considen thc matured judgment of these
tured in Quebec and carried to England as a prisoner of distinguished statesmon at a subsequent peniod. WhaL did
war, and that while he was such prisoner he published a map Vhe hon, gentlemen say in their correspondence wlth S,
showing that the Hudson's Bay's country formed part of F. Rogers, of VIe Colonial Office, in 1869, on the subject.
New France. He further points out that through all these They said:
years and down to 1670 when the English. Government 'lThe asseitien of the Deputy-Governor of the Hudsonys BaY Cer-
granted the charter to the Hudson's Bay Company, France pany that the country between Lake of the Woods and led River i,
and not England occupied this territory, and that, therefore,'thé freehold tcrritory of the Company' and that the so-called 'tres-

ne rgîtswerclegaly gante te he Hdaens Bapass' of the Canadian Government in sending provisions to the 5 ~vn
no rights were legally granted to the Hudson's Bay Company settlersand assisting them te make a road far their Own con!Cflence
over the land in dispute. This condition of affairs remained and sRfety hereinafter, is 'an actual encroachment on the sou Of the
unchanged for half a century, and during all that time Company,' might, if unnoticed by us, be claimed by another proof or
France remained in undisturbed possession of the country. admission of the rights of the Company in that part of the continent.

Thonwaragan bokeeutbetwen nglnd nd i-ace.We, therefore, beg te remind Ris Lordship that the boundaries Of
ThenUpper Canada on the north and west, were decaredaedertthe
That war was ended by the Treaty of Ryswick in 1697; at authority of the Constitutional Act of 1791, toincinde ,ail the territory
that time England had possession of Fort Albany only-all te the westward and southward' of the 1boundary ine of flidsOIl

the eatof Ic Vi-rton wa in he ossssin oftheFrech.Bay,' to the utmost extent of the country commoflly calIOd or knewfl
the rest of the territory was in the possession of the French.byhe name of Canada. Whatever doubt May exist tthe tnot
But under the provisions of that treaty each nation was extent' of old, or French Canada, ne impartial investigîor of the
bound to deliver up to the other all the possessions they had dence in the case can doubt that it extended to, and incladed, the
prior to the wai and especially in Hudson's Bay, and se country between Lake of the Woods and Red River."
under that treaty Fort Albany alone of all the vast territory When the correspondence between the Colonial
claimed by the Company was held by it dowp to the Treaty the Finst Ministcrs colleagues bad .gene a irt,
of Utrecht in 1713. And se, Sir, it may be said that the1anothen letter was addressed by thcm to the Colonial 0
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rights of the respective Crowns of France and En gland con.
tinued unchanged until the treaty of 1763, when the territorv
was ceded, with whatever rights and franchises belonged to
it, to Great Britain, up to the Miss:ssippi River.
But these are not all the arguments advanced by the right
hon. gentleman's colleague on this important subject, and as
the head of that Government he must bear the responsibility
of the position then taken. He pointed out with great force
and vigor, and with great energy, the fact that the Quebee
Act of 1774 gave Quebec all the territory I have just spoken
of, and that is covered by the description in the commission
that was issued to Sir Guy Carleton in that year. it may
be well to refer for a moment to what that description does
cover, because it covers a goorl deal more territory than
hon. gentlemen opposite are now willing to concede to the
Province of Ontario, or to admit belonged to the old Province
of Quebec, and as a consequence, to the new Province of
Ontario, although not more than they themselves at one
time contended for. After describing at some considerable
length the boundaries of the territory over which Sir Guy
Carleton was appointed to govern, the description in the
commission thus proceeds:

'' And thence along the western boundary of the said Province until it
strikes the River Ohio, and along the banks of the eaid river to the
southern boundary of the territory granted by the Merchants Adventurers
of England trading to Hudson's Bay, and also aIl such territories,
islands-and counitries which have. since the 10th dav of February 1763.
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,,d as the arguments in this letter are cogent I will trouble
te JIouse with the following extracts from it:-

41 The Charter of Charles IL (and for the present we raise no ques-
tion as to its validity), could not and did not grant to the Hudson's Bay
Company, any territory in America which was not then (1670), subject
tw tbe <CroWnfl f ngland.

t2 The Charter expressly excluded all lands, &c., 'then possessed
by the subjects of any other Christian Prince of State.'

by.'3. By the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye (1632), the King of
England resigned to the King of France, the Sovereignty of Acadia,
New France, and Canada generally, and without limits.

14. 'La Nouvelle France' was then understood to include the whole

region of Hudson's Bay, as the maps and histories of the time, English
and French, ,tbunda.ftly prove.

"5. At the Treaty of Ryswick (1897), twenty-seven years after the
date of the Charter, the right of the French to1 'places situated in the
lludson's Bay,' was distinctiy admitted ; and although commissioners
were appointed (but never came to an agreement) to ' examine and de-

-e the pretensions which either of the said Kings bath to the places
stuate in the Hudson's Bay,' and with ' authority for settling the limita
and confines of the lands to be restored on either side ;' the places taken
from the English (i.e., from the Hudson's 3ay Company), by the Frencb
previous to the war, and 'retaken by the Engish during tis war,,shall
be left to the Frenchi by virtite of the toregoiflg (the 7th> article.' In
other words, the forts and factories of the Hudson's Bay Company,
estaolished in Hudson's Bay under pretence of their Charter, and taken
possession of by the French in time of peace, on the ground that they
were an invasion of French territory, were restored, by the Treaty of
Ryswick, to the French, and not to the Company.

"6 By the Treaty of Utrecht, 1714, ' the Bay and Straits of Hudson,
together with all lands, seas, sea coaste,,and places aituate in the Bay
and Straits, and which belong thereto,' were finally ceded to Great
Britain.

'7. As no dlefinite boundary was ever establisbed between the posses-
sions of the French in the interior and the English at Hudsoi's Bay,
down to the Treaty of Paris, 1763, when the whole of Canada was ceed
to Great Britain, the extent of the actual possession by the two nations
for some period, say from the Treaty of Utrecht to the Treaty of Paris,
affords the- only rational and true basis for ascertaining that boundary.

"8. The evidence is abundant and conclusive to prove that the
French traded over and possessed the whole of the country known as the
Winnipeg Basin and 'Fertile Belt,' from its discovery by Europeans
down to the Treaty of Paris, and that the Hudson's Bay Oompany
neither traded nor established posts to the south or west of Lake Win-
nipeg, until many years after the cession of Canada to England,

"I 9. No other or subsequent grant to the Company was ever made
which could possibly extend their territorial rights under their Charter.
The license to trade i the Indian territories, which they obtained in
1821, was revoked in 1858, and las not been renewed.

"10. The country which, in view of these facts, must be excluded
from the operation of the Charter, includes all the lands fit for cultiva-
tion and settlement in that part of British America."

It would have been well for the member for Niagara (Mr.
Pluinb) before taking the ground he did, to refer to the argu-
ments and the statements of the hon. gentleman that he
with so much fidelity supports. He then took stronger and
higherground on this subject than we take now. He pointed
out what the charter of King Charles the IL granted to the
Company and exactly what the Company held under it.
Now, I say that is conclusive against hon. gentlemen
opposite They are not my arguments, they are the argu-
ments of the hon, gentlemen opposite, of the hon. First Min-
ister and of his colleagues. They are powerful, they are
unranswerable, and if they were strong and powerful in
1869 and 1857, they are equally so to-day. No new light
bas been thrown on the subject since. Nothing has taken
Place to warrant a change in the opinion of hon. gentlemen
on the subject. Sir, if they were right then, they are clearly
Wrong now. To my mind these arguments carry convic-
tion beyond a doubt, and if hon. gentlemen have changedtheir Opinions as to the western and northern boundaries
of the Province of Ontario, if they have arrived at a differ-
ent conclusion now to what they entertained twelve years
ago, it is not in the interests of Ontario or of the Domin-
Ion that such changes of opinion have taken place but to
Serve some political purpose best known to themselves.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reces.
Itir. CAMERON. When you left the Chair at six o'clock

lehad pointed out to the Hlouse that the Conservative party,
led by the present Premier, was committed, as far as they

could be by their solemn declaration, to the fact that the
boundary of the old Province of Quebec was, at least, as far
west, if not farther west, than the boundarygiven to Ontario
under the present award. I pointed out that at least four
eminent Canadian statesmen who had occupied for years, and
some of whom still occupy, a prominent place in the councils
of the Sovereign, had given expression in no unmistakeable
manner to their opinions on this subject. I now propose
submitting for the consideration of this House the opinions
of two other Canadian gentlemen of eminent ability, men
who perhaps above all others are supposed to be conversant
with this question, mon who are eminent in their own pro.
fession, and who have occupied for someyears a distinguished
place in the history of Canada-J allude to the Dawson
Brothers, who have, in documents that are now publie
property, given expression to their opinions on this question
in a manner that no man can misunderstand. I will first
submit to the House the opinions of Mr. Wm. McD. Dawson.
Of course, I do not suppose that either of them is any rela-.
tion to the gentleman who has just addressed the louse. I
regret the hon. member for Algoma is not now in his place,
because I am sure ho would be very much interested in this
part of my argument. I am sure those old historic reminis-
cences would be agreeable and pleasant to his cultivated
mind, Mr. Wm. McD. Dawson,, in giving his evidence before
a Committee of the Legislative Assembly of Canada, on the
question of the boundary of the old Province of Quebec, and
the rights of the Hludson's Bay Company to the territory
that was claimed by them, on the 8th of June, 1857, said,
among other things:

"The result of my investigation has been to demonstrate that in the
Red River and Saskatchewan countries, the Hudson's Bay jompany
have no right or title whatever, except what they have in common with
other British subjecte. Wherever they have any possession or occu-
pancy, there they are simply squatters, the sanie as they are at Fort
William, Lac Cloche, Lake Nipissing, or any of their other ports in
Canada."

Again, he says with respect to the judicial decisions that
the hon. member for Algoma referred to, and which, accord-
ing to his view, placed this question beyond the region
of parliamentary or other discussion. With reference to the
judgment of the Court in the Reinhardt case, he says:

" In May, 1818, Charles de Reinhardt was tried at Quebec, for murder
committed in 1816, on the River Winnipeg, underthe Canada Jurisdiction
Act. Exaeption was taken to te jurisdiction of the Court on the
ground that the locality was nor in the Indian territory, but within
the limits of Upper Canada. The Court overrnled the objection, and
decided that the westerly boundary of Upper Canada was a Une on the
Meridian of 88? 50' wet longitude from London."

Mark what the hon. gentleman says with respect to that
judgment. Now, here is a man, eminent in the profession
of Civil Engineer and Surveyor, who says about this judg-
ment which-the hon. member for Algoma accepte with such
confidence:

"I hardly think that any surveyor, geographer or delineator of
boundaries, of any experience or acientifie attainments, would concur in
that decision."

le goes further and says:
" I confine myseif, in the foregoing remarks, to the Red River and

Saskatchewan country. It will be seen that the Imperial authority, the
military authorities and the Courts of Justice, have ail ignored the
pretentions of the Hudson'a Bay Company as regards those countries."

Now, Sir, if Mr. Dawson was correct, when he gave his
testimony as a witness before a Committee of Parliament
appointed to investigate this question, I submit that that
opinion Je entitled to the utmost weight in a discussion of
this subject. That is not all. There is another Dawson
who occupied an equally prominent place in the history of
this country, who bas been in the Legislature of Ontario,
and who occupied a seat on the floor of this Parliament.
Anybody who has watched the course of events in the
Legielature of Ontario between 1875 and 1878, knowe
exactly the pronounced opinion of that hon, gentleman on
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this question. His contention has always been that the gentleman not only analyses the testimony, but so
western boundary of Ontario extended considerably beyond the maps of the early days. No member regrets more tLi1
the boundary assigned to it in the award. I contend that I do the necessity of reading extracts from parlianentarv
in giving expression to his opinion, I believe upon more documents or from State papers to the louse, but when i
than one occasion in the Local Legislature of Ontario, that find an hon. gentleman declaring that the award in favor
hon. gentleman put his views on record, in the shape of a of Ontario is improper and gave her too much territory
resolution, urging with the utmost vigor upon the Govern- when at a former period, and after calm deliberation, ho
ment of Ontario the propriety, nay the absolute necessity, of entertained an entirely opposite opinion on the sane facts
taking immediate and active steps to secure for Ontario the I think it is desirable that the country should know the
recognition of her boundary extending beyond the Lake of fact, in order that they may be able to attach just as much
the Woods westward according to his then contention. Let value and importance as they deserve, and no more, to ex.
us see what he said upon that subject in a famous state pressions of opinion given to-day on the floor of Parliament
paper I hold in my hand. It is well to remind hon. gentle- on those questions. Let us see what the hon. gentleman
men on the other side of the House of these expressions of says on this question. After having analysed the maps, he
opinion given by themselves or their colleagues and their said:
followers in and out of Parliament, because if these expres- ''3rd. That a branch or tributary of the Mississippi (or Missouri
sions of opinion wore correct in the days when they were rather, which is itself a branch of the Mississippi) called the WhiteEarih
given they must be equally correct now. On 8th June, River, is actually interseoted by the due west line in question, within a
1857, S. J. Dawson, Esq., published a document of consider- comparatively short distance of the point at w aih the supposed riverrepresented on the maps as the boundary of Louisiana, and which it is
able importance in whieh he entered at length into the sub- evident they had in view, would have been intersected by that line.
ject of the boundaries. Permit me, for the edification of the "Judging froin these maps, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion
House, and for,the information of the hon. member for that the true intent, meaning and spirit cf the Treaty of 1783 was thatfloue, nd fr ,he iforatio ofthethe western boundary of Canada and the United States and the eastern
Algoma, whom, I think, knows something of the document, limit of Louisiana, on the due west line should be at a point upwards of
to refer to it for a moment. After discussing the question 450 miles west of the Lako of the Woods."
for some time and pointing out apon what slender founda- Bat what need to make or adopt imaginary lines, or quibble about

the word "Mississippi," whieh is in fact the name of an immense river
tions the claims of the Hudson's Bay Company were based, system, when the true spirit and even letter of the treaty can be met by
and how strong were the claims of Canada, lie went on to say. adopting the line already run on a due west course, as expressed in the

Treaty, " to the Mississippi, " or at least to its first waters at the White
" The vast region now forming, in whole or in part, the States or Earth River, which this "due west line" does intersect only a littie way

Territories of Nebraska, the western portions of Minnesota and Dakota, to the west of the supposed Mississippi which the representatives of the
Iowa, Montana, Wyoming and Colorado to the summit of the Stony nations interested, as shown by the maps of the time, intended as the
Mountains, with several other States to the south, and a portion of the western boundary of Canada and the United States, and the eastern
Dominion of Canada near the Rocky Mountains to the north, are within limit of Louisiana, on a ''"due west line from the Lake of the Woods.'
the territory which, at the date of the Treaty of 1783, was known as
Louisiana. By the second article of the Treaty of 1783, the boundary What, Sir, bas changed the hon. gentleman's opinion ?
established between the British possessions and the United States, in as What bas come over the spirit of his dream? Wh v doesfar as regards the part of the continent under consideration, was a
line 'from the most noith-western point of the Lake of the Woods, on the hon. gentleman object to the award ? Does Ontario
a due western course to the Mississippi'; and in a Royal Commission get more than she is entitled to ? The hon. gentleman lias
issued to Governor Lord Dorchester, in 1786, the part of Canada forming not condescended to tell us what are his objections to the
the then Province of Quebec is described as being bounded' by a line .•
' from the most north-western point there of i. e. the Lake of the award, only lie says it is an absurd boundary; that there is
Woods) is a due west course to the River Mississippi, and northwardD' no justification, in fact, or law for it; and that there is no
to the southern boundary of the territories granted to the Merchants statesman or geographer, that ever studied the subject,

"Itwiershof E gland thatdith estern 1uitB e.Canada, on the lina would have dreamed of laying down a boundary such as the
running due west from the Lake of the Woods, was at that time a niatter arbitrators have laid down. But let me go a stop further.
of interest to three nations. The United States could not go west ofthe In order to fix the western and northern boundaries of
Mississippi, or this boundary recognized as representing that river, nor Ontario, I attach great importance to the description given
the nation possessing Louisiana come east of it; while as regards Canada
the Province of Quebec was to have both bet western limit on the due in the Quebec Act of 1774 and the commissions issued under
west line, and ber entire western boundary running north to the terri- it. The hon. gentleman says that these commissions do not
tories granted to the Merchants Adventurers determinea by the point at aid us to an interpretation of the meaning of that Act. 11ewhich the boundary between the tnited States and Louisiana should .
meet the due west line from the Lake of the Woods. poits out that the first commission to Sir Guy Carleton

'' It is well known that the tributary of the Mississippi system, now cannot avail us, because it was rescinded within a few
called'thfe Mississippi' is but a smallstream in its upper reaches, having months of its issue. It is true the commission was s0
its source a lhttie to the north of the parallel of 47°, in numerous brooks
and countless lakelets far to the south and east of a due west line from rescinded, but not by reason of any defect in the description
the Lake of the Woods. of the territory over which lie was appointed Governor.

"' It does not, therefore, meet the description, and the question arises The hon. gentleman does not explain the reason of this
as to whether it really is the Mississippi meant by the diplomatists who - •e• • s theffectframed the Treaty of 1873, or whether it is not more reasonable tobelieve reyision, uer why he changed bis mmd as te e e
that both they and their predecessors who negotiated the Treaty of 1873 of it. J do not know what has changed the hou.
had in view the main artery of the vast river system to which the gentleman's mind, but I do not think it was the recession
comprehensive name of the Mississippi was applied in those days." of the commissions, but rather the non-issue of a commis-
What does the hon. gentleman mean by the statement sion, about which the hon. gentleman knows shmething, at
published in this document ? Does ho contend that the a much later day than the period of Sir Guy Carleton.
western boundary of the Province is east of the Lake of the I lave disposed of the views of the eminent statesmen' who
Woods? No; his whole argument in this paper is that the have given their opinions on this subject, and amongst
boundary line of the Province of Ontario is west by nearly others, the Dawson brothers, and I wish now to refer to
400 miles from the point at which the arbitrators fixed it. another question touched upon by hon. gentlemen opposite,
He says that the western limit is where a lino drawn from and notably by the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
the most western point of the Lake of the Woods would (Mr. Ives). That lon. gentleman started out with the
intersect the Mississippi river of the earlier geographers. proposition that the Quebec Act did fix a definite boundarY
That in those days the whole of the river system of that -a proposition which is denied by the hon. member for
region was known as the Mississippi; that the lino in ques-1 Aigoma (Mr. Dawson) and in this I am disposed to agree
tion would not intersect the Mississippi of to-day, but it1 with him. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
would the White Barth river, a tributary of the Mississippi, (Mr. Ives) said that the two commissions .whi
and that this tributary is undoubtedly what the states- were issued, one on the 27th Dec., 1774, and the other ID 1786
peu and geographers of that day meant. The bon, to Sir Guy Carleton, and the one to Sir Frdick Haldim=

Mr. ÇA"ori (1uron).
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in 1777, do not help us to an interpretation of the Act of
1774. He says there was a definite boundary fixed by that
Act, and that commissions issued under it cannot be used
to contract or extend the limits given by the Act. No
one proposes to ue these commissions for the purpose of
extending or contracting the boundary fixed by the Act; but
if there is any ambiguity in the wording of a Statute-any
difliultY in defining its proper interpretation-these com-
missiOns may be used for the purposes of putting an inter-
pretation on it; and, if there is any difficulty in putting a
proper proper interpretation on the Act of 1774, we bave
a perfect right to consider the history of that enactment,
what took place when it was passed in the Imperial Par-
liament, the surrounding circumstances, and what was done
under it. Thee commissions were issued immediately
after the passing of the Act, issued under the advice of the
same law officers who advised on the passage of the Act,
and the surroundfng circumstauces threw a flood of light
on the interpretation to be put on the Statute. And if the
interpretation we put on the Statute, aided by these corn-
missions, proclamations and surrounding circumstances are
correct, it is clear to every intelligent man that the western
boundary of the Province of Ontario is at least as far west
as that mentioned in the award. In the first commission to
Sir Guy Carleton, in 1774, the description of the territory
over which Sir Guy was appointed to rule, is clear, and it
is equally clear that the territory now in dispute is
within the limits of the old Province of Quebec-the old
Province of Canada -and in consequence within the limits
of the Province of Ontario. The description reads in that
commission as follows:-

1 Thence along the western boundary of the said Province until it
strikes the River Ohio, and along tue bank of the said river westward to
the bauks of the Mississippi, and northward along the eastern bank of
the said river to the southern bout dary of ihe territory granted to the
M1erebants Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay."

The Commission issued to Sir Frederick Haldimand in 1777
-three years afterwards-was issued when the aim, object
and scope of the Bill was fresh in the recollection of
those who were engaged in passing it, and those who
were interested in passing it. These two commissions were
issued under the direction of the same law officers of the
Crown who advised on the Act of 1774-men whose peers
have seldom sat in the House of Commons-and they afford
the strongest possible argument in favor of our con-
tention that the bourdaries westward and northward
were, at ail events, as far west and north as the boun-
daries fixed by the award. The second commission issued
to Sir Guy Carleton in 1786, does not give precisely the
sane description as that of 1774, but it is the same in mean-
ing and in substance. The description of that Commission
is in the following terms:

Thence through the middle of said Long Lake and thewater cOmmunication between it and the Lake of the Woods to the saidLake uf the Woods ; thence through the said lake to the most north-
Western Point thereof, and from thence on a due west course to theRiver Mississippi ;and northward to the southern boundary of the terri

rY gratead to the Merchants Adventurers of England, trading to Hud-8011'a By.">

This description to and beyond the Lake of the Woods,
Overlaps the due north line of modern days. In thatCmtion is a description to the Mississippi River. Now,U is a clear principle of the law, as laid down by Vattelin bislaw of nations, that where the description of territories

extends to a stream, the boundary of that territory is
llaited by that stream, and only limited by that streai,and 1 thiuk that Vattel, on a subject of that kind, is entitled

as much weight as the hon. member for Algoma (Mr.
son), or the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), the

onýteOf'whom made such a powerful and eloquent speech
Oun the6 sahjet Vattel says

o e every country terminati ou a river is presumed
f other liinita than thive rh it; beoaus. noth4ngis more

natural than to take a river for a boundary ; and wherever there is a
doubt, that is always to be presumed which is most natural and most
probable."

This question came up for adjudication before the United
States Courts in the case offHadley vs. Anthony, 5 Wheaton
696, and an eminent Judge of the Supreme Court said on
the point:-

'In great questions which concern the boundaries of States, where
great natural boundaries are established in general termas with a view
to public convenience and the avoidance of controversy, we think the
great object, when it can be distinctly perceived, ought not to be
defeated by technical perplexities."

In other words, we are to deal with questions in which
States are concerned, and this present question is in reality
one between two States on a different principle from
that in which we would deal with a question where the
rights of private individuals alone are concerned. I now
corne down a little further in the history ofthis important
question, and I find that, after the separation of the
Province of Quebec into two Provinces, namely, Upper
and Lower Canada, there is a description given of the
boundary of the Province of Upper Canada, and that
description is as follows :

' To commence at a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St.
Francis, at the cove west of Pointe au Beaudet in the limit between the
Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running
along the said limit in the direction of north 34Q west to the western-
most angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil, thence along the
north-western oonndary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil running north
251 east until it strikes the Ottawas river, to ascend the said river into
the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake by a line
drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson's Bay,
including ail ihe territory to the westward and southward of the said
line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by
the name of Canada."

Why, the hon. gentleman tells us that to adopt a description
or that kind would be to delare war against the United
States, because in 1183, when the treaty between England
and the United States took place, a large portion of this
territory which was then necessarily claimed by Great
Britain was ceded to the United States, and he says that
this description would cover a large portion of the territory
so belonging to the United States. But the hon. gentleman
forgets to tell us, what is manifestly clear, that all the
Imperial Government intended by this description was such
portions, south and west, ns bolonged to England at that
time. Now, I have shown by docunentary evidence, by
expressions of opinion on the part of bon. gentlemen on
the other side of the louse, and by expressions of opinion
by some hon. gentlemen on this side of the House, that
what we are now claiming for the Province of Ontario is not
at ail more than we are entitled to get. I have shown, I
think, very conclusively, what interpretation was put upon
the Act of 1744 by the framers of that Act, by the proclama-
tions and commissions issued under it; and it does appear
to me incomprehensible how any other interpretation can
be put upon it than the one assigned to it by us.
But that is not all. This matter was considered
by the late Province of Upper Canada long before
the union took place between Upper and Lower Canada,
in 1841. After these Provinces were separated, in 1793,
the Province of Upper Canada was entitled to Parliamen-
tary Government, not to responsible Government, but still
to a Parliament composed of the elected representatives
of the people; and for that purpose the old Province of
Upper Canada was divided into nineteen constituencies,
with boundaries clearly defined in the Act, and proclama-
tion creating the same. ln 1792, or thereabouts, an
A at of the old Parliament of Upper Canada was passed
with respect to the representation of the people in Parlia-
ment; and we find that on the 16th of July, 1792, a pro-
clamation was issued under the Great Seal, dividing the
Provinoe into counties, which were desribed-ia the proclA.
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mation. One of these counties we fiud described a
follows:-

" That the nineteenth of the said counties be hereafter called by th
name of the County of Kent, wbich county is to comprehend all th
country, not being territories of the Indians, not already ineluded in th
several counties hereinbefore described, extending northward to th
boundary line of Budson's Bay, incluling all the territory of the west
ward and southward to the same Hue, to the utmost extent of th
country, commonly called or known by the nam3 of Canada,' 'and tha
the said County of Kent as hereinbefore described shall and may bE
represented in the said House of Assembly by two members?.

I find also that the Surveyor-General of that day, a mai
named Smith, in 1799 pablished a topographical descriptior
of Upper Canada for the Governor of that Province, i
which ho reported that Canada on the west extended to thE
Lake of the Woods and the Missi-sippi River; if tha
is so, and it is not denied, the northern boundary
of Canada extended to Hudson's Bay and the western
boundary to the Lake of the Woods, practically the boun
daries fixed by this award. Then the hon. member foi
Algoma tells us that the western boundary of Ontario
is altogether too far west, and both he and the hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe referred to the De Rein-
hardt case in confirmation of this view. i have read that
case several times, and I think I cari challenge any
gentleman who reads it intelligently, to rise from its perusal
with the conviction on bis mind that that case settled the
question in any way. Not one of the proclamations or com-
missions to which I have referred, was laid before the Judge
who tried that case; all the documents were as cornpletely
ignored as if they had no existence. It is true, the detendant
was defended by able lawyers; but strange to say all the docu-
ments to which I have referred were absent from the Court.
In that case an eminent expert named Saxe was examined
for the Crown, and ho swore that the word northward did
not mean due north, the Judge said that ho could
not unaerstand that-that the man was talking non-
sense. The witness repeated his statement, the Judge
bullied him into silence. The Judge assumed to deal, and
did deal, with the facts instead of leaving them to the jury.
The question of the jurisdiction of the Court to try the
prisoner was then raised by his counsel-that question was
reserved by the Judge for the consideration of the highest
court in the reaim; and the only question submitted for the
consideration of the court of appeal, was the simple
question of jurisdiction. De Reinhardt was convicted; ho
was not executed, he was pardoned, but on what ground ?
The only ground, so far as one can judge, from the history
of the case, was that the Court had no jurisdiction to deal
with the case at all. So far, that case settles nothing;
it simply leaves the question where it was; but if it did
settle anything, it would be in direct conflict with the
expression of opinion of some of the Judges in Upper
Canada on the question under consideration, and so as a
judicial decision it in no sense setties the controversy. So
much for the De Reinhardt case as an exposition of the law
and the facts. We have now reached a stage of this
question which brings us down to the reference to arbitra-
tration and the award. We found gentlemen on both sides
of the House pronounced in favor of the position of Ontario,
nay, more, of an extension of the western boundary beyond
the point where the arbitrators have fixed it; the Conserva-
tive party, in days gone by, were as pronounced in that posi-
tion as the Liberal party; but the Liberal party adheres
to its position; the Conservative party hesitates and
doubts, nay, more, now claims that Ontario is not entitled
to go farther northward than the height of land, nor
farther westward than to a line drawn due north fron
the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. As
I stated, that brings us down to the initia-
tion of the proceedings before the arbitrators. The
first intimation the people of Ontario or the people
Qf this country had that these gentlemen were deviating

Jar. Oàumx (Huron,

.s from and going back on the record Of the past quarte1.
of a century, was upon the l2th March, 1812, when the

leDominion Crovernment intimated to the Ontario Gove.n..
le mettat thoy were not disposed to yiold to their vieWs
te with re'upect to the western and the northern boandary. It
te was thon pr(>posod that a commission should ho appointod

with the view ofsottling the hondiary to which 1 have ju8t
e

a îeferred. The Ontario Governmont at once assented to such
a commission foi' the purpose of' sottIing the boundaries in
dispute, but the Dominion Government would only agree to

i it on certain conditions to wh ich the GTovernmentofO(ntario
n conld not consent. The Dominion Goverument made the
u referenco to such Comrnissioners conditionat upon a certain
elino being agreeli upon, na'nely, that the western boundary

t shouid ho a lino due north froni tho Ohio and Mississippi,
F and the northorn boundary the hoight of land-and that the
ri duity of the Conimissioneî's should ho limited to fixing sucli

boundaries on the ground. The Ontario Gxovoramoent could
rnot agree to this, and thus the matter stood until the bon.
)member for Lambton acceded to office, when correspondence
*betweon the two Governmetsf was reoed. This corres-
-p>ndence culminated in the Order of Council of l2th No-
tvember, 1874, agreeing to referenco to three distinguished

7 gentlemen of the whole inatter in dispute. Theolhon. meruber
1for Ilichinond and Wolfe stronuously contends that the refir-
-once was only inteaded to fix a couventional lino andI only
*did fix a conventional lino. I eontend the reference says
nothing of the kind. 1 hold in my hand a copy of that

*reference. What does it say ? It says:
"lThat tbe Ontprio Giovernment baving named the Hon. William Beilh

*Richards, (J ief Justice of Ontario, as one of the referees, he submits the
name of the Hon. L'emuel Allan Wilmot, formely lýieutenant-Governor
of the Province of New Brunswick, to act in conjunction with hîm, and
advises that authority be given them to agree upon a third person, Dot
being a reident of Canada, and that the determination of a majority
of such three referees be final and cont-husive upon the limit8 to be takea
as and for such boundaries respectively."

tDoos that reftrencot point to a conventionai lino ? Not at
all. If you will turn to the award itseif, you will find it ia
equally clear, definite and distinct. There is, therefore, no
grounJ for the objections raisod by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, that this reference was only intended to ho conven-
tional, andI that the award itself onily fixodi a conventional
ine. I have a few words to say with reference to this

award, and its binding affect upon the Dominion Goveru-
ment. I lay it down with groat confidence that the award
is bindinig hoth at law and I uïty. This arbitration was
agreeci to by both Governments. The Dominion
Government agreed, by an Order in Council, dated l2th
Novomber, 1874, that this roferonce should take place;
andI that the boandary linos of Ontario should bo setrt1ed by
ibis arbitration. Thec Ontario Goverument agreed to thte

samne reference, and the arbitrators entored upon the
discharge of their duties. The award was mado by the
arbitrators on the 3rd August, 1378, shortly before the defeat
of tho lato Govorn mont. It ivas the unanimous award Of
the three arbitrators ; it was made after a most thorough and
exhaustive investigation of ail the ovidenco that could be
submitted on both aides ; it was made after havi ng heard the
arguments of able counsl ; it was made af ter due weight had
been given to every argument that could ho advaniced for 0Or

against the position of Ontario. Who was it made by ? )o
lion, gentlemen oppo-iito challenge the arbitration Or the
arbitrators ? Are they bold enough to cast any reflection 0on
the honesty and integrity of the arbitratorà ? No, S', they
have flot the courage to do so. It la true they challenne
the award, but they do not question the honosty Of tý8
arbitrators; they could not do 80-more eminent Sr distin-
guished mon could not well be found. Every one WhO kneW
the bate Chief Justice Harrison knew huma to bu a mnan of
transcendent ability and indefatigable labor-a man, who
when lie once entered on the diseharge of any duty, stuck
to it with aunfincbing ardour until ho ufld0o1!8<>>
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it from beginning to end. I am satisfied that
when Chief JusticO Harrison undertook to deal with
this question, he deaIt with it thoroughly and exhaustively;1
and those of us who know Sir Francis Hincks, and
Sir Edward Thornton, know they were eminently qualified
to deal with a question of this kind-a mixed question
of law and fact. The arbitrators made thei' award in Aug-
ust, 1878. Did hon. gentlemen opposite, when they camee
into power, repudiate the award ? No, they did not. Ont
the contrary, they ratified the award as far as they could dot
so without Parliamentary sanction. The Ontario Govern-1
ment drew the attention of this Government to the award on
the 1st November, 1878. Was the answer a repudiation ?t
No, Sir; it was simply an acknowleigment of the receipt of1
the communication, without any protest. On the 31str
December, 1878, the Ontario Government again(
drew the attention of the Dominion Governmentc
to the award with the view of securing the ratification, att
the ensuing Session of Parliament, and the answer againo
was a simple acknowledgment. On the 3rd September,f
1879, and the 19th December, 1879, the Ontario Govern-t
ment again communicateci with the Dominion Government,1
asking for a ratification of the award and pointing out the d
injurious effects in the territory of the unsettled conditiont
of affairs. The reply was a mere formal acknowledgment, c
nothing more. The first intimation the people of Ontarior
had of the repudiation of this award was not until recently; t
and then for the first time the Government submit that this b
award should not be confirmod, on the ground thatL
the Executive Government transcended their authority in f
agreeing to the reference. I do not propose entering on an i
exhaustive argument on the power of the Executive to agree t
to this reference without the prior consent of Parlia-s
ment. The hon. member for Bothwell, than whorn
no man is better able to deal with a question of this kind,r
has dealt with it exhaustively, and I think no man, open b
to conviction, who bas listened to his able argu- f
ment, can fail to be convinced of the correctness of the i
position taken by my hon. friend. 1, therefore, assume that b
the Executive had the authority. It is clear that this execu-o
tive power has been exercised without question in manym
modern instances-the boundary between Maine and NewC
Brunswick, the Oregon Boundary, the Geneva Award, theg
Washington Treaty, were ail the resuit of executive actionn
alone, lu some instances subsequently ratified by Parlia. n
ments. Assuming, then, that the Executive had the authority I
to consent to a reference, the award should at once have been t
ratified -but even assuming that the Executive had
no such power, still are we to be told now that when one I
Government, acting in good faith, and in the exercise ofq
its functions, consented to a reference, in order to settle a
question that remained unsettled for a quarter of a century, tand the importance of which one cannot over-ostimate,0
that the successors of that Government are not to be bound by h
the reference ? No man and no Government would be sate
in dealing with a Government that entertained such extra- ]
ordinary views as hon. gentlemen opposite now contend for. t
Sir, I take the ground, and I take it with confidence, that it n
Was within the competence of the Executive to make the j
reference, and that the Executive having consented to it, cand both, Governments being represented before the G
arbitrators, this country is legally, morally and equitably pbound to confirm that award. But there is something ifurther--J say that hon. gentlemen opposite have recognized ithis award; that the Govýernment and Parliament bave ac- oquiesced in it. There is no clearer legal principle than this, s
that if two persons agree to a reference, even though the brterence should be irregular, or void, yet if the parties, witti ba knowedge of the facts, appear before the arbitrators and ctake their chances, such parties are for ever estopped from c
qUestionng the award on such grounds. The point I desire m
t mnake here is that even if the reference were illegal, both p

neraients having taken their chances before the a

political bias. Sir, if there is one thing more than another
arbitrators, both are equally bound by the award;
but in addition to all this, this very Parliament and
Government have expressly recognized the award by voting
$15,000 to pay the cost of the reference. If this reference
was illegal, and if this award is so much waste papor, it
was the bounden duty of the Government to repudiate it
at once and to repudiate arny liability for the expenses; but
the Government of the day fully recognized the validity of
this award in the way I have suggested and otherwise.
Why, Sir, the hon. member for Algoma sits to-day in
Parliament as a representative of a portion of this very
territory, as part of Ontario. By allowing him to sit in
Parliament as a memuber from the Province of Ontario,
representing a portion of this very disputed territory, the
Government thereby recognizes that this portion of the
country belongs to Ontario. If it does not belong
to Ontario, the hon. gentleman bas no business here,
and he had no business to sit in the Ontario Legislature
for four years, as a representative in it of that section. If
the contention of hon. gentlemen oppoite is correct, the
hon. member is an intruder, a stranger, here, and it is your
duty, Mr. Speaker, to eject him from Parliament. What is
the true secret why hon. gentlemen have changed their
opinions on this boundary question, and now exhibit such
marked hostility to the interests of Ontario? What is the
true in wardness of this sudden and extraordinary change of
base on the part of hon. gentlemen opposite ? What new
light bas dawned on their dark minds ? What additional
facts have been brought to light and that has induced them
to change their views ? If there is anything to account for
this change, no one has informed the flouse on the
subject. Does not the Mail give the key-note to the motives
and mainsprings that actuate hon. gentlemen opposite in
resisting this award? lHas the respectable politician who
leads the Opposition in Ontario not given the key-note to
the actions of hon. gentlemen opposite? Has the true
inwardness of the movement not been unwittingly disclosed
by the Ontario leader of the Conservative party and by the
organ of the party ? No doubt they have. Let un see
what the Mail, that re-echoes the views of the leader of the
Ontario Opposition, and that speaks the sentiments of hon.
gentlemen, says on the subject, and when you hear its re-
marks you will say that I am about right in saying that it
not is the merits of the case, or the interests of the countrv
that actuates hon. gentlemen opposite, but the interests cf
the Conservative party. The Mail says :

" The Grit party bas no possible hope of getting into power in 1883. If
then it is essential that in order to obtain a settlement of the boundary
question, parties in Ottawa and Toronto must be at one with each other,
the public will probably think that it is better that Mr. Mowat should
go ont in or îer that Ontario should get all these millions rather than
hat he should remain in and sacrifice them. '0•*• If the people of
Ontario are in carnest, they will speedily teach Mr. Mowat that he and
is cabal must not stand between the Province and the acquisition of a

territory which is declared to be of such inestimable value." Prodigious !

Does that article not give the key-note; does it not show
hat, in order to manipulate the elections in Ontario, it is
necessary to convince the electors that they cannot get
ustice from the hon. gentlemen opposite while Ontario is
controlled by the Liberal party, but that a change of
Government in Ontario will be followed by a change of
)olicy in Ottawa? Hon. gentlemen make a terrible mistake
f they suppose that, by threats of the kind, they can
nfluence the independent electors of the great Province
f Ontario. Let me advise bon. gentlemen opposite to par-
ue the policy that statesmen ought to pursue, and to remem-
ber that honesty in politics, as in everything else, is the
est policy; if the Province of Ontario is right in her
ontention, let that right prevail, and let this award be
onfirmed. Hon.gentlemen opposite never made a greater
istake than when they allowed the<organ of the party to

ublish the extract I have just read, and to have it go
broad to the world that justice is dealt out aco;Rding to
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calculated to arouse the people of Ontario it is the convic-
tion that wrong is being done tbem by political wire-pallers
for political purposes. I believe they are aroused,
thoroughly in earnest, and that when the time cornes to
pronounce on this subject at the poils, as come it soon wili,
the indignant voice of outraged Ontario will make itself
beard-loud and clear-from Ottawa to the Hudson's Bay.
There is one way, and one only, by which hon. gentlemen
can escape. Let them carry out this award, and then they
may expcct to command the respect of this House and
secure some share of the sympathy of Ontario.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I am afraid that there is something
about the atmosphere of this question that bas disturbed
the mind of the member for South Huron, and deprived
him of the ability to discuss this mater in a calm, judicious
way. This is a question that should appeal solely to our
reason. We shoild deai with it equitably and calmly and
in a judicial spirit. The hon. gentleman scarcely displays
that spirit to-night. He threatens us with the Province of
Ontario, if certain results should flow from our action bore,
and he also threatens us with the results of the action of
the Mail So far as the Conservative party is concerned, it
bas had no special reason yet to complain of the action of
the Mail. We are under the impression that the largely
increasing circulation of that paper in diffusing sound
views among the people, bas enabled us somewhat to
disabuse them of an erroneous impression they had
of the morits of the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken,
and of the merits of his political friends. No doubt those
hon. gentlemen hold a very hard position in Ontario, and it
bas been produced to a great extent by the diffusion of
sound information and opinions through the Mail. But,
asks the hon. gentleman what is the trire inwardness of
this question ? I feel it my duty to tell him that this ques-
tion bas come before us under somewhat extraordinary
circumstances. It appears that a sort of blasting wind
seems to blow in the faces and disturb the peace of the
hon. gentlemen opposite, when this resolution was moved
by the member for Niagara. Why were they so disturbed
-why were they so humiliated-why so utterly distroyed
so to speak-and why did they lose their presence of mind ?
If I were like the member for Centre Huron, to make insi-
nuations, I might take the position that those gentlemen
rather hoped that this question would not be settled.
They hoped it would remain a burning issue at the next
elections, one in which they might stir up the people of
Ontario and try to make them believe their rights were
being trampled upon, for certainly I never saw such con-
sternation among any set of gentlemen as I did on the faces
of those bon. gentlemen when a satisfactory and legal
solution of this difficulty was offered on the floor of this
Fouse. They were astoriished to see a gentleman on this
side of the House act as they expectedi to act. They mis-
take altogether the temper of the party on this side of the
House. The Government and those supporting them
believe that it is a highly desirable thing that this question
should be settled, that is, should not remain a living issue.
Hon. gentlemen opposite have found another element of
difficulty in dealing with this question: that is that the
people are not excited on this question, and it ie difficult to
excite them. They are not boiling over with the indigna-
tion described by the bon. gentleman and his friends. They
are taking it very easily, because, in fact, they do not think
the Province of Ontario is in danger, and they think it
would be about as well to have this question
settled. They are perfectly sati-fied their rights
will not be injured in any particular by this
Government and by those who support it. They
believe the true friends of Ontario are to be found behind
the Goverument and 'not in front of it. They have no
confidence in those mon, and there are no signe in the politi-

Mr. O emolN (Hüron).
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cal atmosphere at present that the verdict pronounced in
1878 will be reversed. I take it that every evidence that
we eau gather shows that the people of Ontario, as Well as of
the rest of the Dominion, are in favor of the present Govern.
ment and of their policy. The hon. gentleman who has jut
sat down wishes to give great effect to the finding of the arbi-
trators, whose finding, by the way, was to have no effect till
it was ratified by Parliament; it is not ratiffied by Parlia.
ment and therefore it has no effect. ie was wrong in his
law also who lie stated that the award that bas been made
cannot be impeached. An award can al-ways be impeached
if the arbitrators exceed their powers as they did in this
case. The people of Ontario are not satisfied with the
attempted settlement unhappily made by the hon. gentle.
man who used to lead the Opposition. - It was not a
happy one, it was not a fortunate one, it a
not satisfactory to the people of this country. I have yet
to learn, as a member of this House and as a lawyer, though
perhaps not as eminent as the bon. gentleman who has just
spoken, that there are circumstanees surrounding the find-
ing of these gentlemen that entities it to the respect he
would have us show to it. This is a question that we have
been debating now ut great length, and yet we are only
able to treat it on the surface ; so many are the details and
so abstruse are the principles now involved in this question
that with all the enormous research and labor that have been
given to it, with all the material we have before us, we are
only able to treat it superficially. And yet we find that
when these tbree gentleman met, they met on one day,
heard the argument on the next day, and they gave their
decision on the third. [ say that it was impossible for any
tribunal compose t of men far superior in talent to these
men, even the Privy Council of England or the Supreme
Court of our own country, to determine this ques-
tion, or any such oursory exasmination as was involved
in boaring the argument, in one day. 1He says
it was put before them by one of the ablest lawyers in
Canada. I should be the last man t- impeach the standing
of a brother professional man, but I say no unfair thing, I
make use of no illegitimate argument, when I-say that the
gentleman who presented the case to these arbitrators, Mr.
McMahon of London, had no such standing in the profes-
sion in this counitry as to entitle him to the remarks that
have been made, for, comparatively speaking, he is an
unknown man and was unfitted to present such a case as
that. But the effort of the gentleman who presented the case
1or Ontario was supplemented. It was supplemented with
enormous advantage and an unfair advantage by the hou.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mils)-I say Mr. Milla, because
ho was employed by the Ontario Government and well paid,
and he should be well paid for what he did. But there was
something wrong in his endeavoring to support his view of
the case before those hon. gentlemen to whom this refer-
ence was made, when ho was Minister of the Interior
for this Dominion, . for he was not unbiassed and
was engaged and paid by the Government of Ontalio.
I have here the report he made and issued by
himself, and in the front of it are these words:
"Report on the boundaries of the Province of Ontario,
containing in part the substance of a report prepared for
'the Government of the Province in 1872, by David Milis,
Esq., M.P." Now mark these words that follow : uand
afterwards revised and considerably enlarged by the
author,"-by Mr. Mills, the gentleman who got UP this
work, for which ho was well paid,- "for the purposes of
the arbitration between the Dominion cf Canada and the
Province of Ontario." There, on the front of his report, We
sec the animus with which he was acting on that occasion.
Sir, I do not think it was a fair course for hlm to take in
the matter. I take the position in reference to this
question, that the boundary of Ontario on the west and on
the north have not been defined and setted, tht theO'W'
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of these gentlemen not having been confirmed by Parlia- in hourly consultation with Mr. Mowat, and we rather
ment, is of no effect, therefore this question is stillthink that hon. gentlemen suggcsted the very warlike
unsettled. I say that there is every reason why this attitude assumed by the Provincial Premier. And it was
question should be settled now, distinctly and forever not an attitude without precodent. *There is a fable told of
settled, on a strictly legal and constitutional basis. I say a monkey using an animal for the pur0o of gotting
that is a view that no fair or honest man can oppose, and futs eut of tbe fire. The bon. leader ofthe Opposition was
it is with wonder that we see the indignation and weIl aware that the blame would recoil on the head of Mr.
alarm in the faces of hon. gentlemen opposite when Mowat, fot on bis own. 1 assorted that the finding
they se a satisfactory solution of this question offered. of the arbitrators, whieh bas fot the force of an
What was it that was referred to these three gentle- award until it is conflrmed by Parliament, was fot

men? They were to ascertain and define the boundary of an ascortaining of the truc une, but the settlement of a con-
Ontario on the west and on the north. Well, Sir, I say they ventional line, und I said that the concensus of opinion sus-
did not ascertain and define that boundary, and it is open tained that view. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
and patent to every one, not only in the discussion that has Milis) is not satisfied witb the award iu the abstract, for
taken place, not only from the opinions and expressions of hoholds tbat Ontario sbould have reccived mucl more ter-
experts, not only from the- facts which are patent toritery. The Province of Ontario bas a right to receive tho
us ail, but from the utterances of those very gentlemen last acre of ber demain that properly and legally belongs te
themsolves, it is evident that they did not settle and define ber. It is the right of the other Provinces that Ontario
the legal boundary, but they agreed only to support their shah not receive an acre that docs fot bolong
own convenience, or the conveniences of the Provinces, as to ber; and ne honest and fair-minded man in the Province
they thought, and they had no right to do. Now, supposing of Ontario asks that the power of our owu Province, of
ierm to be legally appointed- and with that question I do whieh we are justly proud, shah be ndded te by

not wish to deal at any great length, it has been dealt with claiming a rood of land to vhich it bas ne
by abler hands than mine-then I say that it was a most proper title. We believo that to bo the feeling
unhappy mode of endeavoring to arrive at a solution of this of the peeple. Wcre she te take eue square mile which
this vexed question. It was not a question that should doos not belong to ber, a wreng would bo donc to the other
properly be submitted to an arbitration, arbitration is not an Provinces; were she te lose a mile, a wrong would be donc te
improper mode of dealing with the rights of private parties. ber to which none ofher sons would willingly submit. They
It is not a bad thing when adispute arises between men, want rigbt donc and the propor and legal beundaf estab-
as to the rights of property, to refer it to arbitration. h lished and notbing more. I will red b Utc Ilouse a para-
may be often a very convenient mode of settling such a graph from a letter written by Sir Francis lincks, ene of
diherence. But that is not the proper way of determining tichief of those gentlemen who se burriedly made this
matters when provincial rights are in question, and when it finding, who suggested the reconciliation of existing differ-
ivves trio determination of boundary Iieseen hr anobjectionable proueoding in an arbitration
Provinces; then thete is but one proper mode of arriving between Provinces, for which action t power was given

a conclusion,>and that was te define the strictly legal and thon, and if it were given the Executive rad et the right
onstitution ai boundaries; because when you go into a to kive it. Sin Francis mlinfks stated:

cnpromise on a question like thnt, if yen allow the mere lnMy objet in referring to the proclamation, as I have areadystated,
r-eason of convenience te prevail with men vested was simply to prove that no precise boundaries were laid down, and
with the power of arbitrators, and whw may feel that the arbitrators were compe led te determine them between certain
disposed te come te seme decision as quiokly as established points in the manner Iut advantageous to the contending
pooaible ard split the difference as is donch cases partiesoa

of private parties, ne satisfactory conclusion is arrived at aer uisthiunimpechable authority, stating in bis ownt
bu1t hotcha rights of Provinces aren in question, the result letter that pratically they had ne time et give te the
wili notho satistactorv until the strictly legal and constitu- mattor, tha, thoy spait the difforence and arrvod at a result
tiüual boundaries are determined. If we de not do se, if a whine has mest covenient, taking e only a day teohear.
setemnent, suob as is propsed in this case, bocomes a pro- argument saouisel and givingad tesiontonr the
cedent, trouble may arise between tbe Provinces ,vhen it is folowing. Trat being tc stat of the flets, there

hown hat a compromise was made. Ibave heard it urgld is teo finding that bas the offet df au award.
Ut Considerable length, that, beeuse questions of an inter- he Opposition se e rather tedesirPo that tis matter sbould
nlational character'arese bctween nations, whic are se- romain as it is ; they wis th dispute te romain ; they
tines submitted te arbitration, a peicy Of arbitration is the wish, if possible, taexcite the public m d on this question.
l'Per cne in tbis case. There is ne pari Ly between the two I Io noet think they wilil succeo because the country dees

Ots.When disputes arise hetween nations, there is net take sufficient interest in the fow bundred or thousand
'10 Mode of settlement exoept by arbitratifn, which is square miles of barren land in tat territory, whiehwould
50 'lletiies vcry happily adoptecl, or by war, bcause coest more to administer thai its revenues would amout te.

have ne Courts te wbich te make a final appeal. But I do nGt tink the people cf Ontarie au o xcited on ts
here ~ have ne diffieulty of that kind. We bave a question, becanse they re very practical peopie engaged ie

Suprewe Court and the Privy Council, which is the highest te bsy affairs dt life, and are nt t b disturbed
tibunal in the Empire, presided over by mon who are unless they are suffering sore actual wreong, or unless some

fe'ior te fnone in ability, and, perhaps, superior teall of their rigts are i t danger. T rc people of Ontarie do
pries. By that tribunal we eau bave it settled as te wbat net feel in any such pesition. The only anxiety displayed
arhe legal boundaries. There ino difficulty ini the appcaîs to be on the part of tbe lion, gentlemen epposite,

latter, and ne danger of blodshed in tis case-at least, I who are uch distarbed bocause there se ms likely tobe
Potthink anysubtantialhdaener is buo p truc the Premier prosented seesatisfatory ichans of sotting this question.

of natario bas threatened a toiifil this much-coveted heat wn ave tw consider hre Es the best way ot getting
land With gore, but ail who have kwown that gentleman at the truc legal bnndary f the Province of Ontari-
coromi along and peactful life, are aware thate e that is parameunt toe vry consideration e convenience.

wC ye owerof a t and twmt ho must bave been urged Ne questien of cnvenience arises bore; there t is neinterest
I Wasd tomc more warlike minds tha qiis own. that will ho i ntperilled aner damageto h donc; ne trouble

the uie nderstod that the leader of the Opposition ut about that can arise. Yet it is btter that the question should be set-
ofie the discussion ociurred in the Local iuse, was tled now once and for ver, and settled on a stritly loal
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and constitutional basis. I urged before, and I urge again,
that there is no necessity for getting a compromise. Let
us have our rights; we ask for nothing more, and thon no
one will have any cause of complaint. No matter what
disputes may arise in after years between the Province of
Ontario and the Province of Quebec, or between Ontario
and the Maritime Provinces, or those Provinces that are
growing up in the North-West, there will be nothing to show
that there bas been a dispute between the parties. But in
after years it might be said, on the other hand, that the
question was settled by arbitrators; that the parties were
entitled to their strict legal rights, and they would insist on
their strict legal rights as they should be insisted upon.
But no such question can arise if the matter be settled as it
is now proposed to settle it. Let us sec what is proposed
in this motion; whether it suggests a settlement to which
no reasonable-minded man can object; a legal settlement-
and whether anything can arise out of this mode of settle-
ment which can be injurions to the interests of either
party. Ilere are the proposed terms of settlement:

" That in the opinion of this House it is expedient that the western
and northern boundaries of the Province of. Ontario should be finally
settled by a reference to, and an authoritative decision by, either the
Supreme Court of Canada or the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in Great Britain, or by the Eupreme Court in the first place,
subject to a final submission to the Judicial Committee as the Province
of Ontario may choose, that such decision should be obtained either on
appeal in a friendly action brought for the purpose, or by refere nce to
the said Courts, or either, or both of them by Her Majesty under the
powers conferred upon her by the Imperial and Canadian Parliaments,
as the Government of Ontario may prefer, and that the said reference
should be based on the evidence collected and printed with any addi-
tional documentary evidence-if such there is-and that pending the
reference, the administration of the lands shall be entrusted to a Joint
Commission appointed by the Governments of Canada and Ontarjo."

Now, Sir, 1 fail to see what objection hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, or, indeed, any fair-minded man in Ontario or any-
where else can bring forward against such a reference as
tho one proposed-namely, to either our own Supreme
Court, or to the highest tribunal in the Empire, or to both
these tribunals, just as the people of Ontario may prefer.
If these hon. gentlemen were fair and honest in what they
say, if they really wanted a quiet and peaceable settlement
of this question, which bas not become a vexed question,
but which they are trying their best to make a
vexed question, they would join hand in hand with us I
say. Here is an easy and satisfactory statement of this
question. But, Sir, they want nothing of the kind ; they
want to be able to go to the country at the next election,
whenever it may come, and thunder forth the tramp!ed
rights of Ontario from every stump in their constituencies,
and try to stir up the people and make them believe that
they are being deprived of their rights. But to use
a common, though vulgar expression, the people
of Ontario have not stirred worth a cent
yet. They do not see anything solid in the
matter; there is nothing there worth having, and the terri-
tory is of such a character that it would cost more to
administer it than the revenues would amount to; and I
know this, that if the people of Ontario were to wake up,
and take a live inerest in this question, and bring i forward
as a strong issue, whether the territory were of value or
not, whenever the rights of that Province were in jcopardy,
the people would resolve upon having their strict legal
rights, and that is what we now propose to give them.
If Ontario, under the award, does not get a
sufficient amount of territory, then let ber have
ber fair share. If she bas more than she is'
entitled to, there is not a man in that Province to
whom the question may be fairly presented who will wish
one acre morethan belongs to that Province. It is a resolu-
tion which I hope will be read widely by the people of that
Province, as well as the debate which is taking place upon
it, in order that the people may see what the Government

Mr. BOULTBEE.

are prepared to do, and that they are anxious to settle this
question in a strictly legal and proper manner. The hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has referred to what Sir
Francis Hincks said upon this question-that we did not
get enoughland; but the facts are, that the arbitrators found
what they thought was the convenient boundary; but, Sir
not a legal and true one, and that is what we want
whether we gain or lose land. That is what is proposed
to be done by the resolution before the flouse,
They say we want no settlement; we say we do; and if the
people of Ontario and the people of the Dominion have
anything to say on the subject, they will say they want a
settlement too. This motion suggests a settlement in a
strictly legal way, by which right will be done on the
strict legal status of the case, so that no complaints will
arise afterwards; that is what the people of Ontario and
the people of the Dominion want, and all the sophistry of
hon. gentlemen- opposite will not avail to convince them te
the contrary. Then there is the forum to which this case
is to be submitted. Is there any man bold enough, untair
enough, unpatriotic enough, to say that the Supreme Court
is not a fitting tribunal to submit this case to? If there b
a stintilla of a reason why the case should not go to the
Supreme Court, that can have no reference to the Court
which is out of the country altogether, which has nothin,
to do with our local interests, in whieh the Judges do noc
belong cither to Ontario or Quebec, and have only a comr-
mon interest in preserving the integrity of this great
Dominion, and promoting harmony among our people. If
they are not satisfied to leave the question to the Supiene
Court, is there a man bold enough, unfair enough, and
illogical enough, to say that we cannot get a satisfec-
tory solution of this question before the Judicial Com.
mittee of the Privy Council, the highest Court of Appeal in
our realm ? I do not think there is any man who can
say that the final result of such a reference would
not be a proper one. What would the fnal result be o
submitting the question to either of these higb courts? it
would be, as I said before, that we woulid get a strictiy
legal adjudication of this question, that we would get i
settled on its legal merits as it should bo; and I have yet tO
learn that an argument can be advanced 1o show that that
is not the proper mode of settling the question. I do not
think any man who wishes to do what is fair and right, who
wishes to remove difflculties, who wishes te smooth down
any little feelings of acerbity that may possibly geow u)
between the different Provinces, can fairly opp 5os the
settlement of this question in such a way. I say, Sir, that
such an adjudication of this question cannot be distastefuî
to any man, or any set of men, unless to a man or a set cf
men who do not want to see it satisfactorily settled, so as
to do away with any angry feeling that may possibly ans
out of it. I say such a mode of settlement can only ho di-
tasteful to those gèntlemen who sit on the opposite bench,
who have long hugged themselves, apparently wtb thO
idea that when the next election comes, they will be able ,0
make some small, peîtty, miserable political capital by stîr-
ring up the Provinces, and that they may carry aufch
votes, or perhaps a constituency or two. I s 1 - a
consideration prevails among them, it is a misettin,
paltry consideration, unworthy of any men si

in this House. But theso hon. gentlemennta e
shown before this that their highest object, as representati0
Canadian politicians or statesmen, is not t bind ini1
federation together, to make it a strong and great
inhabited by a happy, prosperous and contented peoPit, bat
in every way that they soem to be able, they appears to
to be throwing aside every such regard, andb ten !0s
opportunity to excite discontent and ill-fehng be tioal
Province and another. lu their discussions on th affcc-
Pohcy-a policy which is so deeply entronched inthe they
tions of the people of this country, that before long
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will cease to buck thoir heads against it-what do we find
them doing throughout the country ? We find them trying
to excite the Maritime Provinces against Ontario by telling
themi that the tax on breadstuffs is only intended to injure
them in order to put money into the pockets of the farmers
of Ontario, and then coming up to Ontario and saying that
the tax on coal was put on in order that a few dollars may
be put into the pockets of these hungry people in the Mari-
time Provinces.. But thanks to the intelligence of the
people of Canada, their efforts have been abortive. The
people of Ontario are willing that a tax should be placed on
coal if the interests of Confederation are subserved thereby;
and the people of the Maritime Provinces are patriotic
enough to support the tax on breaIstuffs in order
that the great principle undrerlying the policy of this
Government may have its full effect. Our wealth and
prosperity are increasing on every hand, and the principle
underlying this policy is becoming fully to be understood by
the people. They had enough of the miserable principle
which hon. gentlemen opposite were trying to develop,
that the people should buy in the cheapest market; their
market was cheap enough, but the people were becoming
so poor and so embarrassed that things would have to be
cheap, indeed, before they could buy even the ordinary
necessaries of life. Not only havo these gentlemen tried
to excite the different Provinces against cach other, but
they have tried also to show that it would be botter that
we should deal with the United States than with each
other. Thus they have beon seeking in every possible way
to excite a feeling of dissatisfaction with the present system
of things, which I maintain is of great and inestimableî
benefit to this country; and I say that if, in the settlementi
of this little question-little, so far as the substantial issues
are concerned, but great in its importance on the question
of Provincial rights-I say, if we give effect to the terms of
this common-sense resolution, we shall have performed1
another Act which will have entitled this Government and1
this House to the gratitude of the people of the Dominion.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not know, Sir,1
whether I myself or my friends in the Opposition will be 1
able, in considering this question, to attain to the extra-c
ordinarily lofty moral standard of the hon. member for 1
East York. The precepts and the practices of that hon.1
gentleman both involve a purity of life, a purity of thought, L
and a purity of motives and actions, which I fear are beyond i
Our reach. We shall be contented, on the present occasion, s
to consider the subject from a more practical point 1
of view than that from which he has looked at it. t
There is one point, and possibly one point alone, on whieh I t
amn dispose'd to agree with the hon. gentleman. le is(
right enough in saying that as regards the law on this n
question, that depends on a great variety of technical j
and highly complicated details, on which it is scarcely pos-
sible for a flouse constituted like this to fori an accurate a
opinieu. It must be settled by, and was properly referred t
to, a properly constitued tribunal, which gave a decision on c

question. Now, this is a very remarkable proposition b
wàite has been laid before us, and I may say that it is f
rather unusual to have a proposal brought in this manner e
by a firm supporter of the Government on entering inton
Crnmittee Of Supply. It would seem to indicate that r
this question is looked upon as a vastly more serious and a
uring question by hon. gentlemen opposite than any other I
nestion with which they are called upon to deal. Strip n
'3 Pr'oposal of the verbiage in which it is robed, and what I
l" it mean ? This resolution, if passed, seeks directly tt r

t mit this Legislature, this Dominion House of Commons, a
ha ciflict with the largest Province of the Dominion, d

fh' bas already, within a few weeks, almost within a t
duays, byan overwhelming vote, after full and ample tseiondeclaredits purpose and rooorded its resolution-

on this very question. And I say that that, at any rate, as
far as the hon. members from Ontario are concerned,
deserves double respect, because, in the first place, the
Ontario Legisilature takes its mandate from the people at a
later date than the hon. members for Ontario in this House;
and because, in the second place, they are specially called
upon and qualified to deal with questions in which the
interests of Ontario are involved; and, as I have said before,
they have, very recently, by an overwhelming majority,
recorded their opinion as te what the rights of Ontario are, and
what alone they can recommend the Government of Ontario
te adopt. Then, I say, this resolution is, at least, three years
too late. If this was te bc the policy of the Government, it
ought to have been announced at once,and all kinds of evasions
would not have been resorted to by the Government to
avoid being called on to commit themselves on the question
which is now brought up at the eleventh hour, after serions
mischiet has been donc to Ontario, after grave complica-
tions have arisen in dealing with lands and timber over this
valuable tract of country in dispute. Although the resolu-
tion is a remarkable one, the choice of the champion to
bring it forward was perhaps more remarkable. Thero was
some significance in the choice of the hon. member for
Niagara as the member, out of the sixty-four from Ontario
that are said to support the Government, best
fitted to deal with a question specially affect-
ing the rights of Ontario. Was it due to a touch of
disgrace on the part of the other members that
an alien in birth, breeding and instincts should be called on
to deal with a question peculiarly affecting Ontario? I trust
it was so, and that no native born member from Ontario
could be found to lead the attack on the rights of his
Province. It may be as well to- sweep away the legal
cobwebs with which this question lias been envelope 1. I
do not say that it was not necessary to deal with these
legal questions, but theso have been thoroughly dealt with
by the hon. members from Bothwell and South Huron.
But, after all, there aie a few straightforward facts to
which the attention of this House had botter be directed
than to all the technicalities which envelop the considera-
tion as to whether this or that )articular stream or branch
of the Mississippi is or is not the point from which our
boundary should run. What are those plain facts ?
First of all, let us consider then in the
broad light in which they will strike every voter
n the Province of Ontario, in which, I le'ieve, they will
strike every voter of ordinary intelligence tlhroughout this
Dominion. We find that a considerable portion of this
territory with which the Government are now undertaking
o deal, over which they are professing, in defiance of the
Government of Ontario, te exercise their rights, has for
many years back been in the possession and under the
arisdiction and authority of the Province of Ontario.
Next we find that the rest of the territory was formerly
awarded to that Province, that the award was made with
he fullest knowledge of the late Parliament, that their
onsent was given in the most distinct and emphatie way,
y voting, after a full explanation from the hon. member
or Lambton, a considerable sum of money for the
xpress purpose of paying the expenses of this Com-
mission, on whose award the claim of Ontario now
'ests. We find also that it was accepted distinctly
and clearly by the late Government of the
Dominion. Now, I ask, looking at those broad facts which
no man can deny and every voter can understand, the
House to consider what the present Government has done.
They have disregarded the solemn agreement entered into
and agreed to by the late Administration, They have, after
oing that, delayed further action for severalyears, although
hey knew that every day and hour and moment was adding
o the complications and increasing the difflculty of dealing
with the question. Thon, Sir, last of all, they have
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deliberately usurped possession of that disputed territory. aroused and goaded to an extent which put her on the verge
They have given rights upon it, they have allowed parties of separation, through the refusal of ber just demands. I
to exercise the right of dominion upon it, despite the protests hope that the House will avoid any action leading Ontario
of Ontario, to the great loss of the Government and people to suspect that there is a disposition to deny her ber rights
of Ontario. And what is almost worse, they have attempted in this matter. It is known that the present right hon.
todrag in Manitoba to the quarrel. They have attempted to leader of the Government has, on many occasions in the
create a quarrel between Manitoba and Ontario. They have past, yielded unduly to the pressure put upon him by a
attempted, although it is inr no way to the interest of small section of his supporters from Quebec-a smalî but
Manitoba which gets the land and the timber, to make mischievous section ; and I fear that in the present case
this the ground of quarrel or contention between Ontario that this pressure has been put upon him, and thut h bas
and Manitoba. These men have donc what the law forbids yielded to it- I do not say voluntarily or willingly, but
to be done in the case of the most ordinary, humble litigant. most improperly, notwithstanding-although he knows
They have arbitrarily taken possession of property and land right well that in doing so be is injuring, not merely his own
which was awarded to Ontario by a formal award, and Province, but the whole Dominion. It is in the highest
which had been for years in ber possession. Is ihere a degree in the interest of Canada that every Pirovincial right
single individual here who does not know that one of themost should be respected. It is even more the interest of the
well defined, clearly pronounced rules of law is this; that smaller than the larger Provinces, and I say for my own
when a party bas obtained possession of any piece of real Province that we ask no favors; all we want is bare justice,
estate and enjoyed possession for a considerable time, he our barest legal rights. Is the House prepared, at the in-
cannot bo disturbed in the enjoyment of it until it is stigation of the hon. member for Niagara-who, we must
decided otherwise by some Court of competent jurisdiction. suppose, is not a more tool or mouthpiece of the Govern.
The huinblest individual in the Dominion is not denied ment-to trample on the rights of Ontario; and are
rights which are refused tothe Premier Province of Canada, the members of Oniario prepared to endorse him in that
and then they presume to complain if the Government of direction ? I think there is one just and honest course for
Ontario remonstrate against this gross wrong and oppres- the Government to pursue: ]et, them, if they actually con-
sion. Let us consider for one moment what would have demn the award, and say it ought not,to have been made
been the resuit had this case been reversed. I ask the Sec- or accepted by the late Government, assume the responsi-
retary of State what he thinks would have happened had bility of that opinion. We did not shirk or shun that
this thing been done to the Province of Quebec. Let us responsibility. We did our best to obtain a fair and honor-
suppose for one moment that Quebec possessed this territory able conclusion. Hon. gentlemen may say what they like
by solemn award, and had retained it for years, undisturbed that they will nover agrce to this award ; that they found,
-I ask any hon. member, and especially any hon. member when they came into office, that the award was made and
from Ontario, if this position had been ieversed, would this that the reference was completed, but I say, according to
or any Government have dealt with the rights of Quebec as every sound principle of constitutional law in practice, it
they have not feared to deal with the rights of Ontario? I was their bounden duty to have accepted that award loyally,
commend highly the attitude which Quebec members have and to have acted upon it and given Ontario ber due. If
always maintained when the rights ofthe Province were at they cannot rise to this level-if they cannot do what is
ir ue, and I wish that the people of my own Province were just and right-they might do what Mr. Mowat bas pro-
so well united and determined to preserve ber rights. Had posed: leave Ontario in possession of the lands, to exercise
that thing been done in the case of Quebec, within twenty- full control over them, and refer the proposition for the
four hours after the Council had detcrmrined on such an act of decision of a proper tribunal, and if there be ground to
usurpation and tyranny not one of the Quebec members dispute the validity of the award, the Courts are open, the
would have remained in it, or would have supported a Gov- Dominion can go before them and upset it; and although
ernment guilty of such a wrong. If the Ontario members I do not think it a wise, generous or constitutional courSe,
would take such a stand, not twenty-four hours would at any rate there would be infinitely less to complain of
elapse before Ontario would receive the justice which than when the Dominion Government constitutes itself
in the case of the sister Province the Government judge and jury and violently takes possession of propertY
would never have attempted to take away. Let me say which las been under the control of the Ontario Govern-
that we on this side of the House have always desired, and ment for many years already. I maintain that in the
always will desire, to give Quebec everything she is entitled highest degree loyalty to Canada means loyalty to p!ro
to. We wish to respect ber rights. laws, language and in- vincial rights, and Mr. Mowat and the Local Goverrnment
stitutions; we would not take away from lier one jot or are not permitted to allow the rights of Ontario to bo
tittle of what she possesses. But I ask that our friends in trampled on. It would be the worst policy if they were to
Quebec would be willing to do likewise with Ontario. Why allow themselves to be tamely trampled on by the Domilion
this extraordinary action ? Why have the Government Government or any other authority whatever. if we were
refused, in these circumstances, to do justice to Ontarlo? I looking at this matter merely from a party point of view,
do not believe that the majority of the people of Quebec I would say to bon. gentlemen opposite : Vote for this
grudge us our rights, but I do fear, from past experience, motion, refuse the Parliament and people of Ontario their
that there is a small selfish clique in Quebeo who do desire just rights, and see whether you have or have not is

to deprive Ontario of ber rights in this matter; and I fear calculated in thinking that the people of Ontario are not
they have bad far too much influence in deciding this ques- aware of the practical importance of the point involved, and
tion in the councils of the Dominion. I would warn these of the magnitude of this important issue. Sir, I repent that
people of the folly they arë committing. It is true it bas there is danger, there is grave danger, lest, by the action
bn said here and elsewhere that Ontario is very slow to you are undertaking now, you may convince the people of

act. It is very long suffering of wrongs like this; and I On tario that they are not likely to obtain justice at the ad
do not say that even at this moment she is as fully alive as of the Dominion Parliament, and as one who always advO
she is coming to be to wrong and injury done here. But cated Confederation, I would regret it, and deeply, because
it will be all the worse and most dangerous when our people I can see nothing more certain to bring about the ruiD .f
do begin to move. I would warn the House there are limits the Confederation than that a great Province like hatcon-
to the patience of the people of Ontario. I can remem ber, should come, even if it core hastily, to entertain that cOf-
twenty years ago, when I first had the hoor to sit in the clusion. I believe that the line I have taken, the vy Ie
Legislature of the two Provinces, how Ontario had been have presented are those I have presented, and are pres"

Sir IcuAD J. CAdTWamIgT.
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ing themselves to the minds of ninety-nine hundredths of aspect ofthe country, I will be brief, and shall have to
the people of Ontario, whatever their peculiar political com- refer to notes somewhat copions in order mot to lose Ie
plexion may be, and I belive hon. gentlemen will find it so thread of my argument. ln the first place, there isa p o-
and find it sOOn. Sir, there is but too much danger. 1 position, whidi is self-evidentand everyone wiîî1adi it that
believe that this is but part of a plot-whether a defined plot, Ontario has defined and Jegal bouidaries. To a&ert the
or whether a plot at present in embryo-on the part of many contrary would be to do so in spite of sound sense. The
men on these benches against the provincial rights of the territory known to.day by the isme of the Province of
various Provinces. We know right well, because they are Ontario, cameintotheConfederation with a detined an(Iegai
constantly betraying themselves in various ways, that many boundary, otherwise the clause of the British North
of those persons who entered into Confederation did so America Act would be stating a thing that had no existence,
grudgingly, that they really cesired a different form of for that Imperial Statute says that the Provinco'4, at the
Union. Sir, even if it had been possible, twenty years ago, time of their entry into Conlèderation, and tu wit the
in the case of the four original Provinces, to have had Legis- Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and
Live Union, that time has past and gone forever, and you Nova Scotia, shah kcep the boundaries they had

may depend upon it that no greater injury can be done to our on the lst July,-18i7. Wehl, if at that dae the
present form of Government than to attempt to belittle our Province ofOntaro had defined ani legal limits, what are
provincialLegislatures,to attempttodisregard ourprovincial those limita? Were thoso lirits assigned to it by law, by
autonomy and to attempt to interfere with provincial rights. Royal Commission, by Oder in Council or by proclama-
Sir, I do not want to say anything which we cannot provetion? As you sec, Mr. Speaker, the question is'not now,
by fair grounds, but when I remember the language used at least directly, of the effects which may have bad the
by many of these hon. gentlemen's supporters, by many of more or less serious occupations of the territory by the
their organs, and particularly by the organ to which the ludson's Bay Company, by virtue of its Charter of 1670.
hon. member for South Huron referred, I cannot but feel Nor is it the effect which may bave had the negotiations
that there is unfortunately too much truth, too much foun- with regard to the treaty of Ryswick, in 1697. Nor is it, ut
dation for the statement which he made on the authority of least I think mot, of the effeets of Pie tre ity of Utrecht, in
these organs, and on the authority of these hon. gentlemen 1713, because the Commissioners who had been appointed
themselves, that the main reason why Ontario at present could not sit by virtue of'daims of the Hudson's Bay
cannot get her rights is because Ontario at present is under Company, and were neyer abe to corne to an understanding.
a Liberal Government, because Ontario is at least a Liberal Nor is it a qutstion at presort of the negotiatins cntered
Province. because Ontario is known not to be likely to con- into in IS57, by the Government of Canada, claiming as its
tinue much longer to support the hon. gentlemen opposite, owu the Iudson's Bay territory. The lawyers who defend
and because they feel couvinced that they are insecure in the daims of the Province of Ontario, do nothing but repeat
leir ili-gotten power so long as Ontario and the Government the arguments adduced by thue delega-tes of the Canadian

of Ontainlo are not within their grasp. Gxovernnent, in 187, claiming as its own thd llhdso's Bay
Mr. IOYALf(in Frenchi). Mr. Speaker, there laaometbing territory. It bas been lost sightouf; in seems to me that at tht

in this discussion which must strike [lie member8 of this time, like in ail simihar cases, any one who defénds a cause,
llonse; it is the wisdom shown by the Government in decid- any one who has claims to submit to ahigher tribunal, is like a
ir g to remove thia question from the arena of those constitu- lawyer who plead a case; he is not acting as a Judge, but
tional dAates which have ïput their stamp on the discussion as an advocate, and n i oreover, the fct that the Imperial
frm the time it was beglun. It is iportant that the settie- Governi ment eas refused to recognize the odaims of
ment ofcthis question should be made by a tribunal w oos Canada, and whieh bas compeled us to ay
enle ing hhaOl be above ail suspicion. It is of the highest $1,500,000 for the expropriation owithe lludson's y

ialuOrtanceand the Govornment has full well underbood it, territory in addition to the transfer of a twentieth partof
that th- decision which shaîl settie this burning question that vast stretch ofland, poves that the clams of Canada,
shil bcrendered by mon whose knowledge, im pa.iality-howev r exaggerated they were attho timo, were not
aqd Position will place thoir judgment beyoad the merest recognizocbythe Imperial Govenmeont. If, therfor
Suspicion. Mr. Speaker, the Province of Manitobahos just those 1aims were not recognized at that date, it e in
-i gr,'eat a right to take an intercat lu this question of th-, bad ta-ste and illogical to contend that the Province of

osof Ontario as any of the other Provinces of the Ontario must hold the same argument in uphoding that
DOninlion. We are directly interestedlu it becauso we. question of the western and northern limits of that territory.
ho0ld thut if the affair la settî according to UteIegaljNonr is it the question in the prescrt case whether there is a
interpretat ion of the Statute of 177, the Province of Miani- cantract in existence, but the question is the intepretation
toa, besides its inrinsic importance, besides the uy of a law affecting rights to a property and which mu t con.
iehes insurecN to it by the fertility of its soil scquently be settled ex aquo boao. Consequently, if we
n the development of colonization taking placewithin placethe question on that basis, we liave far behind the

t territory, Manitoba, I con tend wihl receive, by virtue of learned and diffused speeches made on the early days of the
sncb settlement, a sharcof Lnk1 Superior and its impo3t- colony. We find in them, no doubt sorne eay interesting
anc"Pe will flot be merely limited to its agrricultural products, historical lacta for those who are intereisted in the early
bt it will take rank by the aide of the other Provinces in times ofthe colony; but i think that in calling into play
the systemn of navigation of Canada. Bat, eaving aside thom historical documents, ail tis historical researndin
local interests, there ja a higher interest which we should compiling these voluinous records, one has had but one
bave ln view; it i that of justice. In the light of justice, object in view, that of causing the principal question to be
the iliterests of this or that Province must stand aside, lat slist of, and to render extremoly difficult and ungrate-
elcciall-y when we seo that in one of the Provinces, the fui the atak of examining the question to those inclined to
Publie, mid lias been excited to such a degree that track study it. We have noither more nor lesa to do than toas beOn loat oftthe principal question at issue, and that one iGernmet 7 iminasitsowntheud's

r.ve vOendangered the fate of our young constitution. I of Ontario or the Commissions which have established thea;int the intention of makings a very lengthy speech on for in both calles Ontario has ad boun daries and thosethos question. frwii content myself wit tosechinsi on boundaries wore given to it by a superior authority.If,
certain points which have originated during the debate which therefore, Ontario had legl and defined boundaries at the
Wn haveheard for the astfoewn hours in this flouse, especialy time of its entry into Confederation. it is 0f the highatcertal pointr in regard t the legal and constitutionai importance t ascertain what they were, and the earch
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made in that direction by the Committea which sat in 1880, pose, to commit some error with regard to this portion of
will prove of the greatest interest to us. Of all the our territory, which was thon but slightly known, abstained
Provinces Ontario is perhaps the one which has har its from giving any precise and geographical boindary to the
boundaries established more frequently than any other of Province ot Upper Canada; they contented themselves with
them. We find no less than eight different boundaries saying, after having defined in a most minute manner the
between 1774 and 1878. In the first place, we have the boundaries of Lower Canada, that Upper Canada was to be
famous boundary establishe i by the arbitrators in July, all that portion of the territory of the old Province of Que.
1878. It is that boundary which the arbitrators discovered bec that was to be found westward of the Province of
and, which nolens volens, one seeks to impose on us. Tnat Lower Canada. This boundary existed forty-seven years
boundary is a purely conventional cne. It is the determin- and we see it appear in all the Commissions granted to the
ing of a nAw territorial boundary of a Province, and is Governors who administerel the affairs of the country
consequently in contradiction to the clauses of the British during that period. We now come to Lord Dorchester.s
.North America Act, which says that the Provinces, on commission in 1786, which speaks of the Lake of the Woods
ente!ing into the Confederatior, shall preserve the same as being the western limit of the old Province of Quebec.
boundaries as theretofore. The result of accepting this After an interval of twolve years, we come to the Com.
arbitration would be to change, to amend a clause of an mission of Sir Guy Carleton, in 1774, which was issued a
Imperial Act. Now, do we possess such a right? We few months after the passing of the Imperial Statute of
know that the limits determined by the arbitrators, in Quebec. The teris expressed in-that commission to define
1878, placed the western boundary of Ontario some 400 the western boundary of the Province of Uppor Canada
miles further west. Instead of letting it remain at the differ from those made use of in the Imperial Statute; in
entrance of Thunder Bay, at the extreme end of Lake that Commission are added certain words which completely
Superior, as indicated by the Act of 1774, the arbitrators change the meaning of the Statute, and it is precisely that
decision gives to ()ntario, as its western limit, the Lake of' Commission of Lord Carleton, which, it appears, furnishes
the Woods. We next come to the boundary claimed by the the present basis of the claias of the advocates of the Pro-
Ontario G overnment in its despatch of the 18th April, vince of Ontario. Lastly, Mr. Speaker, the eighth boundary
which is to be fournd in a report brought down by the bon. of the Province of Ontario is found in the Imperial Statute
the Secretary ofState. This boundaryis somewhat different of 1774. That Statute, which was enacted to enlarge the
from that of the arbitrators. It is as follows:- Province of Quebec, says expressly that the western bound.

"The boundary line of Ontario is the international boundary from the ary of Upper Canada is a line drawn northward from the
mouth of the Pigeon River, on Lake Superior, to a point west of the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to the southern
Lake of the Woods, where the boundary line would be intersected by a limit of the Iudson's Bay territory. In presence of soline drawn north from the source of the Mississippi River; thence the clear an establishing of the boundary, one i, surprised toboundary line of Ontario ruas north to the point of intersection of the M
southerri boundaries of the uriu1n: ay territories, thence the boundary sec paradoxical systems which have sprung up during the
line of Ontario is the southern bouudary of those territories to the point last twelve years with regard to those limits of the Province
where that boundary would be intersected by a line drawn north from of Ontario. Now, Mr. Speaker, among these numerous

boundaries, which are the true ones? Are we to take the
We now come to a third boundary, which is, I think, a boundary determined by the Imperial Statute, or are we to
paradoxical one, invented in an hour of good humour by the take the last Commission, that issued to Lord Durham in
well-known author of the rep rt on this question of the 1838, which fixed the limits at the entrance to Lake Superior?
boundaries of Ontario. I am speaking of the boundary There is a great difference between those two boundaries
assigned by Mr. Mills the prescrit member for Bothwell. and a distance of 700 miles. Which one are we to
Mr. Mills had been cominssoned by his Governrment to accept, the last named one or that determinel by tho
study the subject and to go into researches in order to try Statute of 1774. Therein lies the whole question.
and throw some light on it. By dint of search and (f With regard to the exorcise of the Royal prerogative ai to
hunting up books in libraries, Mr, Mills came to the conclusion the rectification of the limits of a province, there are t wo
that if the Province of Ontario has a western boundary, it well defined opinions. There are those who contend, and
is the Rocky Mountains. Now, 1 think Mr. Mills showed that is the contention of Ontario's advocates only, that tho
himself to be logical; if it is truc that one mut give to the Crown may at all times, whatever may be the Statute, alter,
Province of Ontario as a western linit that determined by modify, enlarge, or diminish the extent of a province, and
the Statute of 1774, i.e., a lino starting from the Uilssissippi this at its simple pleasure. There is no need for moe t
and following the course of that river. it is equally true prove the assertion that I am making as it is to
that that lino will necessarilv strike, net the lino south of be found in all documents and official reports published in
the Hudson Bay territories, but the Rocky Mountains. the Province of Ontario, and in the reportof the (ommittec
Mr. Mills was not only paradoxical, but I think that hie appointed by this House in 1880. But if the Crown has
came near3r the truth than many others. Then comes the the power tô determine the limits of a province by increas-
boundary fixed by Lord Durham's commission in 1838. ing its territory, it can also diminish it. The greaier
With regard to that boundary, one will do well to bear in includes the less. Thus, if the Crown, in issuing Lord
mind that it is the last one that was given to Ontario, and Carleton's commission on the 27th December, 1774, increasel
itisafaet thut Ontario upon entering into the Confederation the territory of the Province of Quebec by about 400 miles,
had no other boundary than tht defined in the Royal Corn- it had the right in 1838 to diminish it by some 700
mission delivered to Lord Dai hain. He was sent hither as miles, and to e4ablish at the entrance of Lake Superior
High Commissioner in 1838, and we must go back to that that same western boundary of Ontario. It is impossible
Commission to find the last prescribed limits of the Province to suppose that one can make use of an argument for the
of Ontario. Lord Durham's Commission fixes the western benefit of one side of the question only; the argument holds
boundary of Ontario at the entrance to Lake Superior, and good for the whole of it, and if it is by virtue of the Con-
the Commissions delivered to the Governors who succeeded mission issued to Lord iDorchester that it is contended that
him, all contain the entrance to Lake Superior as the Ontario can justly claim the Lako of the Woods as its
western boundary of the Province of Ontario. Previous to western boundary, why should. one not with equa1 force
1838, we find a period of forty-seven years during which hIe saylhat the Crown has cancelled al the Commiesions exis
prescribed limits of Ontario remain the same, ie., since 179 . ing previous to that one, and that that boundary is toe
Wben the old Province of Quebec was divided into Upper found at the entrance of Lake Superior? It ha, been sai
and Lower Canada, the offcers of the Crown fearing, 1 usp- that to examine that boundary fixed by the St*tute of 1714

Mr.IRYA..
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in the light of all the circumstances which at that time to this fouse. 1 admire the attitude taken by the Govern-
made that country a legendary one, one must examine ment when it asks a decision of the highest tribunal, the
under what circumstances the cession of the country was Supreme Court of Canada, or of the highest tribunal of the
made; one must not lose sight of the fact that the rights Empire, the Judicial Cornittee of the Privy Conoil. One
acquired in the past by the discovery of the country, did understands now, why those wbo are the determined
not make the discoverer the owner of the country, but defenders of Ontario, in spite of everything, eau for arbit-
occupation only gavé that ownership to another, and so ration and nothing else. It bas been said, Mr. Speaker,
forth. Now, if ever there were solemn cireumstances in that the present Government were repudiating the engage-
which that Commission was issued to iLord Durham, it was ments entered into by a former Goveunment; that the
assuredly in 1838. What was his mission in those days? prosent Government did not wish that there should tc any
You have not forgotten, Mr. Speaker, and none of the solidarity between its acts and the acts of its prede-
members of this House have forgotten, that this eminent cessors. Bat, Mr. Speaker, when the act of its predecessors
statesman was sent to Canada in the wake of serious bas been declared illegal and unconstitutional, 1 think it 18
troubles, and he was consequently instructed to study the a sacrcd duty for the present Government to set it aside
state of the country, to obtain information about its and net te hold itself bound by the decision of a tribunal
economical condition, of the state of the spirits and dis- ofarbitrators. I have said that this arbitration was uncon-
position of the population of the two Provinces of Lower and stitutional. The British North America Act ivs expressly
Upper Canada, and ho was no doubt told that ho had the that the limits of the several Provinces ai Ut.o be those
power to uniteLower and Upper Canada, if he wished so towbich they had on the lst of July, 1867. By what right,
do. Well, the boundarywas establisbed with the greatest care thon, does an arbitration core and change the lirits thus
at a time when the geography of the locality was well existing? It is a woll admitted fact that the decision
hnown, and the western boundary was placed at the rcndered by the arbitrators in July, 1878, does notdetermine
entrance of Lake Superior. We can accept the fundamen- the law; it does nDt interpret the Iaw, but it fixes new
ta[ doctrine upon which the advocates of the claims of boundaries for Ontario, both west and nortb. Well,itisthis
Ontario base their plen, and say: " We accept your doctrine Brit ish North America Act, whith we cannot alter, neither
and we tell you that the commission of Lord Durham in by a Ftderal or by a Local Act, much 1088 by an ai bitra-
38 is to be that wbich is to determine the western boun- tionbutthatcanonlyhealteredbyanActofthesamParlia-
dary of Ontario." Yet, Mr. Speaker, there are lawyers who ment whicb pasod the first Statute; we must, therefore, go
are of opinion that when an Imperial Statute exists, that back to the Act of 1774. We must admit that the meîlod
the Imperial prerogative cannot be exercised in contradie- of judging the question is not te change the law, but te
tion with that Statute; that one Statute cannot bealtermd cause the highest tribunal to define what the law is. Mre-
but by another. It is net necessary for me to name the over, Mr. Speaker, ait tho Provinces of Confederation are
eminent mon of this country who hold that opinion. 1 will interested it. It is Ciot an Act which cncerns Ontarie
merely say t'na one cf the emiiîniulawyenss who forrned alone. Nova Setia as well as British Columbia are
part of the Commission appointed in 1880, Judgo JRamsay, interested in seoing that we should net have in our midst a
delared squa ely an.d without any hesitation, that for hi m Provin e sofking te aggrandize itseolfat the expen e fo aie
tbere was nothing doubtful about the question, tha.t wher other Provinces, and whih tales advatage f the prepon-
there la a Statute defining a certain position, it cannet bhderanc it penjoys owing to its riches and te its commercial
set aside but by a statmtory amendment, and that the Crown and asgnicutural prosperity te afsume an over-important
Cnnot deviate frein it neither by instructions ner hy role.aOn the other hand, the Province cf Manitoba, which
proclamations, nnlcss such power is reserved te it by a 1 thindo es n.tut present rceive any frish paccessionsof
tl:u e of the Statute. Now, there exihts a law by virtue af territeryteincreilase it property, and the Province of

hich the old Province cf Quebec was created; it is the Quebec are interested in the saie degree that Ontario
Imipetial Statuto cf' 1774, and if later on, in 1791, that shou.d not intrude upon the rights cf the other Provinces.
Province was divided inte two parts, it gave te IJpper- Thoýso who, in the Province of Ontario, have heaped
Cada the boundary which the Province of Ontariobas sntphisms upo iseophisins, paradoxes upon paradoxes,
to-day, andJ the latter cannot have any other. Sncb is the fiery speeches uposafiery speeches, desire that
Certain and legal boundary cf the Province cf Ontarit. above ail justice should be dne, and that on that

eides, the legal qu cstion has already been gene irito and question Confeideration cshould got what the law gives it,
wo can roter te jurisprudence in the matt er. In 18V,the neither more e is s. Why wi they net abandon that
Court cf Queen's Bench cf tho Province of Lower Canada award cf the arbitrators whose constitution we ail know te
h1d te try a case cf murder. 1 arnnet going te rectitl the have been unconstitutional inits formation, aud ultra ires
Ci'eumstancescf the case, which are familiar teail the frem. begirming te end ? Is the Court cf Appeal f the
meImbers of this flouse; 1 wilbmereyy say this, that being Supreme Court et Canada, is the Judicial yommittee of the
'cailed upen te give the interpretatien cf the Iaw on that Privy Council of England, in its compesition, in the men

s8i e Point cf the western boundary of the Province et'forming that magistr7y, not above aI suspicion ? Are the
IJpper Canada, Chief Justice SowelI, who l stilo a great decisions of the Privy Council in England not accepted
tithority in Lower Canada, declared that the Imperia throughout the whole British Empire wth the respect and
biatute Of 1774 did not admit cf any doubt, and that the1deference they aie entitled te? Now, Mr. Speaker, it seems
Westernt meundaryof cupper Canada was a meridian ine te me that if the Province cf Ontariowilally wises te have
dawr northward from the junetien cf the O o and Misais- its rights only, it muatyof the opinion, and se must its
dppi reversuntil it met the southern boundary e thea f ud-o h rprsentatives ho, teimoer the question tethe
thee Bas Company's territories. If, Mr. Speaker the tribunal ad te the highest ju'isdiction cf the British
Province cf Ontario occupies in this case nothing e but Empire. The toue cf the officiaidespatches cf Ontario is
se Position cf an unfortunate litigant, if Ontart the discon- net in harmony with the quiet and dignified tene cf the

te deifvateari feels itselfaggrieved by i jud mentof despatches cfthe Canadian Governbyent on the saine ub

prl aati n s , nl s s ch p webs es r ed to i b.

Cle o urtcf the eunttey. at that date, tet re isa very t is clear te everybody that it is sught te make election
wile remoedy; a litigant who is dissatistied with a capital ontf it. Is that, 1 ask you, Mr. Speaker, the way
limri judgment mut carry is cause te a igher tribunaltcf ohtaining justice? Is that the way te put the cuntry
SuCh d the obnY proposition which the Province of Ontario in a positionte decide se important a question? I do not
touldayd rtain and in that cordially approve the policy think s, and I do net think that any euere i1 deceived
c the nOvdlment as exprerd in the roition .ubmitted as te tk effect which t" localAdmiaietmtioù of Qntario
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has attempted to produce during the last days of its Session Torcy complained that too much weight was put by the
by the fiery speeches that were made in it; no more is any Britith plenipotentiary on more words. no wrote:
one deceived with regard to the somewhat excited perora-
tions which we have heard within these precincts. To excellent grammarîans. Ours, who also understand the force of Latil
resume, the following are the conclusions to which an expressions, are ont of patience when they see difficuIti, wbieh have
investigation of the question as a legal and constitutional been long adjusted, started arain, and the difference between ce sirn

us: . Otaro hs ceary dflnd ad ad restitution, ani the meaning of those ternis. in truth, Sir, Surone logically brings us: 1. Ontario has clearly defined and estions ougt not to be the amusement of honorable men Th
legal limits; its limits to the north and to the west are those at best, excusable to those to whom we may apply, amantiu,,
fixed in the Commission of Lord Durham, i.e. at the entrance Finish these disputes which, if they continue, longer, will oniy profit
of Lake Superior and the shores of the Hudson's Bay, or
those which are mentioned in the Commissions of Lord Well, there is nothing Dew undor the sun, and e1e0would
Dorchester in 1774 and 1786, i. e,, the Mississippi and the roally think that this letter was written oxpressly for the
Lake of the Woods to the west, and the height of land purposo of the present discussion, and if we substitute th,
between Hudson's Bay and Lake Superior to the north, or words "north" and "due uorth" for the wordsi"cession"
lastly those given in the Imperial Statute itself. 2. If andI"restitution" it would exactly appdy te the present
Ontario professes as an absolute doctrine that the Crown case. Iu truth sucl questions ought noV Vo be the amuse.
has the right to alter the boundaries of a Province, independ- ment of honorable mon unless they are excusable as being
ently of any express law on the point, its limits are defined in amantium iroe. On this side of the fouse I may say that we
the commissions of Lord Durham, and its western boundary have no patience when we see difficulties which have ben
stops at Sault Ste. Marie, at the entrance of Lake Superior. long since adjusted, rovivod again by hon, gentlemen opposite
3. 1f on the contrary, Ontario admits the doctrine which on the perilous pretoxt that the meaning Of the words
does not recognize to the sovereign the right of altering theI"north" and Idue north" were noV properly understood
boundaries of a Province except in the case where no law by the arbitrators. This question has been sett]ed, Why
exists to govern the matter, that Province is perforce com- should it hopened up again? But what would ho the
pelled to accept as limits those given to it by the Act of benefit of epening the question? If, however, it 15 tobo
1774. 4. Ontario became a party to the Federal compact of opeued wo are just as anxieus as are hon, gentlemen op-
167 with the boundaries which it possessed at the time, posite that the question should ho treated oxclusively as a
and which was specially confirmed to it by the British North tegal one and should ho approached in ne ether spirit,
America Act; neither the Province of Ontario, uer Canada, except a judicial one. But lot me ask those hongentlemen
muchl lss a simple arbitration, eau change an iota of them; whohave, urged on the ieuse the prepriety of treating it
it would be totally unconstitutional and ultra vires. 5. Only as a purely legal one, whether in such an event they have,
a high tribunal, the Supreme Court, or the Judicial Con- the right o criticise the award rendored. If they aresinere
mittee of the Privy Cou ucil iu England, has jurisdictien te in their opinion, and I believe they are, that the question
determine, net cenventional limits, net new limits, but te shall ho treated simply as a legal one, and be approachod
doclare if the matter as decided by judgrnent in 1818, shaîll nlyFin a judicial spirit, eau they ignore the great funda-
romain se judged, cr, in other ternis, if the Imperial Statute mental principle in matters of arbitratien, that an award is
can sufer any diffWrent interpretatiln from that placed en binding on both parties and cannet hquestiouned, except for
it in 1818 by the Court of Queon's IBench of Quebo. Such is cause. And what is the cause in this case-what will e
the opinions of tho Goverument; suclp is the only attitude causes added to it te justify the award? The answers, that
whiclshonld be talren with regard te se important a the arbitraters have erred. Th" only cause adequate to
question; V is the sense of the resolution before the flouse, cntest the award is hs: it liés with the party chal
and AV is the lino of conduct clearly traiced te us by euxlenoing tho award te show there as been fraud on the
dties as legisaators for the geod, the consolidation, the part of the arbitrators, or that it is grossly unjusat. This
peace and the prosporityeof the Confederation of Canada. o a funda ental prineiple which ne one will ginsay.

Mr. LAURIER. The resolution now in your hands, and
all the hon. gentlemen who have addressed you from the
opposite side of the House, strongly insist upon the pro-
priety of treating this question from a purely legal point of
view. Acting themselves upon this principle, they have
attacked, at great length, the award rendered by the
arbitrators to whom the decision of this question was
confided by the Governments of Ontario and of the
Dominion. They have dissected this award minutely and
have come to the conclusion that, had they sat on the
Commission they would have reached a different decision
from the one rendered by the arbitrators. They have
piled up arguments, disquisitions and opinions, to establish
that the arbitrators greatly erred when they docided that
the word "northward " in the Act really means towards
the north, whereas, in their opinion, it means simply north
and nothing more. Well, everybody knows that in the
past there has been no more prolific cause of discussion than
the signification of words. In listening to-day to the learn-
ed and elaborate disquisitions of the hou. gentlemen op-
posite upon the meaning of the words "downwards,"
"northwards," and "due north," I was strongly reminded
of a letter which is to be found in the appendix to the book
of the hon. member for Bothwel, which was addressed by
the Marquis De Torcy to Lord Bolingbroke, on the 25th
Dec., 1712, at the time when the negotiations for the Treaty
of Utrecht were going on. The letter of the Marquis De

Mr. ROmYL.

Yet nefraud is charged against the arbitrators-they are
above suspicion. No substantial injustice is charged.
What is charged against them is this: that they may pos-
sibly have erred and taken a wrong view of the case before
them. This cannot be brought as a charge against the
award, and unless lion. gentlemen opposite are prepared to
say thero has been fraud on the part of the arbitrators, or
shocking injustice has occurred, they have no right to review
and criticise an award as they have done. Although no
charge of injustice is brought against the award, or fraud
against the arbitrators, yet some objections are made by
hon. gentlemen opposite. What are those objections? The
first is that the reference of the question to arbitrators,
which was made by the late Government, was made without
the sanction of Parliament; and this they hold to be a fatal
objection. In law and in fact this contention is unfounded.
The hon. member for Bothwell las shown conclusively
that it was within the power of the Crown to make such a
reference. It may be said that such a prerogative of the
Crown would hardly obtain under our Constitution; the
most punctilious will reply that the reference was Made
with the authority of Parliament. It was, however, not
made with the authority of Parliament, couched in an Act;
but the authority given by Parliamont was just as clear and
as manifest as if it had been given by an Act. It is within the
recollection of many hon. members, that during the laoe
Parliament the question was often referred to on the floor
of Parliament. Not only so, but in the Session of 1878'
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$15,0oo were voted by Parliament for the purpose of de-

fra ilg the expenses of the Commission which had been

haVgod with the settlement of the Qntario boundaries.
I ask any fair-minded man if Parliament could hve sanc-

tioned anything on more binding terms than it did when it
voted the necessary money to carry. out the expenses of the
Commission. Could any authority be.mor.e binding if Par-
liament had passed an Act to refer the case to arbitration ?
if these hon. gentlemen will look upon the question as a
putely legal one-if they will look upon it in a judicial

>irit, such as they invite us tu do, they canno>t come to

another conclusion but that Parliament conld sanction the
action of the Government, and therefore the argument which
we have beard so often repeated in this debate fails to the
ground. It remains indisputable that Parliament gave its
authority in the most open and binding manner that it was
posible for Parliament to do. Another objection made
against the award is this: it is said this is a legal question,
and being a legal question it ought to have been settled by
lawyers and Courts. Now, Sir, I cannot concede that the
authority of the gentlemen who rendered the award is to be
questioned because they did not all happen to belong to the
legal profession. No one will presume to assert that jus-
tiee, fairness and knowledge are the exclusive endowinents
of lawyers. We saw, a few days ago, in a Committee of
this House, Doctors of Divinity arguing questions of law as
ably and as skilfully as lawyers could have done, ard I am
satisfied that every one must admit that the arbitrators were
endowed with all the qualities necessary to render such ar
award as would satisfy the most punctilious. First we
have Mr. Justice Harrison, whose loity character and clear
and cool legal acumen shone so conspicuously in his career;
then we have Sir Francis Hinks, whose fertile and versatile
talents eminently fitted him for such a position; and then we
have the British Ambassador, who, by his profession, his oc-
cupation, by his knowledge and character, was just as well
Ihted to deal with such a question as any professional man
could bave been. For my own part, I protest against the
assertion that questions of law should always be settled by
the law Courts. I say that the interests of society do not
require that questions of law should always be so decided.
The most trivial disputes that arise between men involve
questions of law, but the interests of society demand that
these disputes should be settled, if possible, by the contend-
ing parties, or, failing in this, by arbitrators appointed
by nmutual agreement, but that only as a last resort sbould
they have recourse to Courts of law. Another objection is
lade against the award. lt is said that the arbitrators

have not solved the questions, but that they have made a
compromise between the questions submitted by the res-
pective parties. Mr. Speaker, it is very strange to me that
such an assertion should be made, and so often made on the
floor of the House, when every man should now know better
than to make such an assertion. Sir Francis Hincks de-
clared il his lecture, delivered at Toronto, that no compro-
mise was made; that the arbitrators had applied themselves
to the task which devolved upon them-; that after hearing
the arguments each separately took the case and separ-
zLiUy carne to the conclusion which was com to in the
award, and that that award was therefore the unanimous
expression of the conclusions arrived at separately by eacharbitrator. I do not cite this declaration ofSir Francis lincks
because it can have any bearing on the case, but simply for
the purpose of protesting against assertions which are per-
blstently made when they should not be made, because theyave no foundation in fact. It is impossible to carry oni le public discussions of this country if the hon. gen-
tlemen Persist in basing arguments on assertions whichare denie by the facts. But what, after all, is there in theaRertion, if true, that the arbitrators have made a compro-raise? Supposing they made a compromise on the con-
tentions submitted Vo them, what objection can the hon.
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gentlemen make to that fact. Hon. gentlemen opposite
seem very tender-skinned on that question. They say
that the boundaries between Ontario and Canada exist by
law, and that the Parliament of Great Britain alone is the
power that can change these boundaries. To this proposi-
tion I am disposed to assent, but if this boundary exists by
law. where is it to be found? It exists by law, but the law is
not clear upon that point; and supposing the arbitrators made
a compromise, does anyone pretend to say that they thereby
sacrificed the rights of Ontario or the rights of Canada? If
the arbitrators had taken the contentions of either party
and ha'd said: 4"We will not admit the one proposition or the
other; but will take a little from one side of the case and a
little from the other," who can say that they took away any
rights that belonged te cither ? But whether or not this
view be correct-whether the question was solvel as a com-
promise or as a question of law-at ail events thero is the
award, and it is binding unless you can show a better objec-
tion to it than bas yet been brought forward. Of the award
itself I will say nothing; it has been so ably defended by
my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that it would b
preposterous in me to add a word to what ho has said.
Moreover, I do not sec the necessity of defending it. It
does not require to be defended, and the objections offered
against it are of the most frivolous character;
and supposing the proposition now before the House
should carry and that the question should be referred
to the Supreme Court or Privy Council, does
anv one suppose that the docision of whatever tribunal it
migh t be brought before would satisfy every one concerned ?
No, Mr. Speaker; there are objections te the award now, and
there would be objections brought against the decision of
any other tribunal before which it might be carried. I think
it is Jean Jacques Rousseau who said that no two men ever
discussed a question withouteach remaining more convinced
of his own opinion than before the argument began. So it is
in every law Court. Where is the Judge that can satisfy
both parties ? The loser always thinks that ho bas beon
wrongly treated. So it would be if this question were refer-
red to the Supreme Court. I shail not touch upon the merits
of the award, butlIsay it is an award binding on both parties,
and that it is the duty of both parties te receive it and carry
it out in its entirety. In speaking thus, I am perfectly well
aware that I shall b violently.attacked in my own Province
by the miembers of the Conservative party-

Hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. LAURIER. I see that I have not mistaken
the spirit of bon. gentlemen opposite. I sec hat I
have not mistaken the views of my hon. friends
opposite. I know their prejudices too well, not te know in
advance what their argument will b; I know that it will
be an appeal to the baser prejudices of my fellow-country-
men. But, Sir, I have too much respect for the justice of
my countrymen to fear the effect of those appeals. Two
years ago, when a motion was made to appoint a Committee
to investigate the award, I, in common with sorge of my
friends on this side of the fouse, voted against such a Com-
mi ttee, because we believed. then, as we believe now, that
the question had been settled, and that it should not be
again oponed. We were attacked thon, as we shall be at-
tacked now; it was represented that we had sacrificed the
interests of our Province for the sake of Ontario. It would
seem te these hon. gentlemen that te do justice te Ontario
means to sacrifice the interests of Quebec. It must be re-
membered that this award grants nothing to Ontario but
what Ontario had before; it does not pretend to give any
additional territory te Ontario; if pretends simply te award
to Ontario the territory to which she is entitled. But we
were represented as the enemies of our Province. Let me
tell hon. gentlemen opposite, what I have often said else-
where, that the Conservative party of to-day are not the
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party that were led at one time by Sir George Etienne compried witbin the following lim i
Gartier. ocean, to the we4 by the Mississippi 'ver, to the north

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh. by the Hudson Bay Territories, and to theSouth by thelines wliieh bave been deseribed. On the other hand, it ig
Mr. LAURIER. Will the hon. gentlemen who new contended by the bon. members for Niagara, ichmond and

take so strong objection to my language, pre. Wolfe, and Prevencher, andin fact by ail bon. rnembei's o.
tend that on this question they hold the views site Who have spoken- on this subject that the term ith.
that were held by Sir George Cartier? Do they not ward" appliestea lino to te drawn due nortb from thejunction
know that Sir George Cartier, in many State papers signed of the Missssippi with the Ohio, and that this astrtmomical
by himself, granted to the Province of Ontario far more lne was to be the western boundary or the Provine,
territory than is granted to ber by this award ? In order The hon. member for Bothwell argued forcibly that if that
that tbere may be no doubt on that point, let me refer them contention were admittcd, the Province of'Quebec, whieh
to the despatch signed by Sir George Cartier and his was then constituted, was left without any boundary on the
then colleague the hon. member for Halton (Mr. Mc- north. If this c itention be true, where is the
Dougall) on this very question. As bon. gentlemen boundary of Quebee o be found? If none was providcd in
remember, when the Dawbon route was opened in 1869, that Act of 1774, it must bc that established by tie Royal
strong objection wàs made by the Hludson's Bay Company Proclamation er 1763. In that case, it would bo a lino pass.
against the Canadian Government opening a route through ing through the middle of Jaku St. John. This tcrritory
the territory between the Lake ofithe Woods and ited River, bas always been claimed by thecProvince of Quebee, and at
bocause they said it was invading their rights. To this this moment the Governmcnt of that Province are makin
Sir George Cartier and Mr. McDongall made a reply, in great efforts to ecttie a laige population there. I
which they declared that whatever doubt might exist as te do net say the contention of the bon. membcr
the limits of old or French Canada, no impartial investi- £r Botbwell is right, but I say that if you deny
gator could doubt that they extended to and included the Ontorie the bouudary she claimq, she may dcny
country between the Lake of the Woods and Red River. Qucbee ber northern boundary, and those sectionil
I have no doubt that if Sir George Cartier were still leading crics wbieh at one trne wore thought te bc ferever de-
his party be would hold the same opinion, and I venture te stroyed, would bc renewcd This question having been
Say that tbis question would neyer bave been riased, but setted, ougbt te remain sttled. There tisne occasion te
the award wouid have been earriedeut. Ifb there open it anew. I do net feByr the appeal that will be made
was a quality for wbicb ýir Greorge Cartior degerved against mch hmy ewn Province on the vote intend, iving.
te bcudmèired it was his courage, and next teis I havene hesitationin sayingfthisaward is binding on both
eourage bis fairness te an adversary ; and kcnowiug parties, and shouid bc carried eut in good faitb. The con-
hlm as we once knew himI say Le would not have gone sideration that tte great Province cf Ontario may b "mado
back on bis word, but weuld bave given whatever justice greater I altogalietheor ay aside as unfair, unfriendly, and un
was due te On tarie; and I repeat again, that these gontle- jut. Thissis wnt a question of expdiency, it is a question
men who are prepôsing teerecet a monument te Sir George cf justice. I do et grudge te Ontario the extent cf terri-
Coirfier are slapping that very monument whienever ibey tory deelared hoers under this award, and which dees net
ru4tou any objection againat the award. I find that the bon. constitute even the whole cf what she is entitled to,
member for ilalton, a few ienthT afterwards, as wll as Mr. acceording te the opinion f ue f the Most
ÏJauehon, in 1867, when be was a mem ber cf the Canadian learned and industrieusd f my ountry en. Tho
ýGovernment, aise teck the gi ourd thiat thw territory ax- eternal principles cf justice are far more importanthe
tended as far as lied River. If this question is referred tetheusands or millions cf acres c r and, and say, otus
the Privy Council,la hat position will the Canadian adhor tthose principies of justice, and nsoe doing wvi l

Goorinetstand ? Thcy vill stand in ibis position-u.hat h.ave the surest foundation ter s-ecuring justiceoOn cvoryý
when it was te their inttrest, when they werhufightingathe occasion.
ludson's Bay Company, te laim bat territory, they did se, Mr. iIIAGGART. At i is late ohur will be as brief as

and that new, when it is tetheir rsh they are assert- possible la answering the arguments of several hon. genlat
ing the very reverse. It may ht that the Privy Council mon opposite on this question. The tnost oncise and
wili hold their position tebclegai, but certainly if it l logical argument on that side, and the only one tewe.
legal, it willbe neither honorable nordignified. But let me1dsha npay much attention, is that of the hon. momber for
refer te the position of ny feilow-countrymcn f'omihe Bothwell (Mr. Mils) butOIncannot permitsomeof the emarn
Province cf Quebec. Wben lu was assQrted we wcre sacri- of ebe hon. gentleman Who bas just at down toe asutioi-
ficing the rights of our Province, it was objeeted that the ced. lic assumes that there t gash teen an awardeand ae
territory of Ontario was already great, and that thisaward u e. I will discusa this peint afterwards, and, ito
made it stili. greater; and it was added that if a large popu- my humble opinion, prove conclusivoly there was ne
lation settled there Ontari would have a large prepnder- so thaing. As to the boundariespOntario, the holl. ge-

asce of p werui the Dominion. Now, let us supposeehat aieman eias fallen P nto the errer into whvtI inehon. meber
the question is opened new. The i wsrd may b set aside, for Bruce feliatiquoing the remarks cf the laie Sir George
a d ay h thatOn tarie wiIbe incraed ko pe Cartier, whe said: There was ne doubt thtboindoires c
extent aimed as her rig t by the Dominion Govern- Ontarie extended at least to that country between the ake
ment or it may o that the territory of Ontari willc h of the Woods and Rod River." If the ion. Mebnr pad
inreaed to the extent claimed by Otari, hd granted by partisular attention te those remarks and the aumentiof
ir George artsir, namly, to Red iver-wbat toen? You the bon. member for Buhwell, ho would teexber that the

wili hae the Province of Ontari onmade greaner than it is old Province of Quebe wasacarvd anutd cf aada nd did
by the ayard. As br alarge popuaton sttling in that not extend te the whole extenteof that entry; and tho
territory, doH anyone suppose thattis will a realized late Sir George Cartier, l his addresso e the Colonialmos
for a hundred years t oe ? W at immigrotion will go ter, did netdaim that Ontar o extended frym the Ihe
ioe that rtky outry so o g as the vast prairies x he f the Woods to the ared fRiver. iOa tI:
North-Wetare toe fihd up? The fear Ca perfnntly "Whatever doubt may exist as te the Utinosit extelL
ohimerial. The wn olt dispute lies in the interpretationa v ef od or Frenct afnadain oimpartialinvejstigaieon intovth

then it ws1714. The hon. membwe forBothwe argned casieau doubt that it exteded tendinluded the co.ItrY
tothe Proi tieofnŽ wo m feo-ouitrymn fM t1e Bw b ween Lake of the Woodi anot RedRive." That emhk

Mr. L.éuîwa..
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argument of the hon. member for Algoma, perfectly consis- Crown in Great Britain had power to do se, but the Crown
tent with his remarks made long ago, and his argument to- in the different Colonies. Hoewas prepared aise te
day, that the Province Of old Canada extended far beyond cite twcnty-three or more cases in India where the Crowr
what is now claimed for the Province of Ontario. But before bad parted with possessions belonging te the British
passing to the argument on that question, I will make a few Empre, and that it was held in Ingland that
remarks on the speech of the hon. member for South Huron. the Crowr could do so. I deny that a single case can
lie seems te believe that the Dominion has deprived be cited of the Crown parting mith any property in

Ontario of some territory of which it has been in pos. India without the sanction of the Imperial Parliamen4,or
session. I am net aware that the Dominion Govern- that it had the power te do so. I will cite the case which,
ment lias in any way deprived Ontario of any terri- porhaps, the hon. gentleman was looking at. Itis ajudg-
tory of which it has been in possession, or that it is ment of the Privy Counci1 in the case of eoram. Kanj,
selting the lands or granting licenses on the disputed terri- plaintiff, and Damodhar Gordhan, defondant. It was held
tory. The right hon. Premier, the other evening, declared in appeal from the High Court of Judicature, at Bombay:
that the Government had carefully abstained from granting
licenses, or selling lands, or granting mining leases in any That the transfer of British territories fram ordinary British juria-of thsesd ue ertrecptt h xetpoîe di tion to the supervision, Iaws and regulations of a political agency,
part of the disputed territory, except to the extent providedJ11partby excluding such territories from the Britielh regulations and codes
in the Pacific Railway Act, namely, the right of cutting theretofore in force therein, and from the jriadiction of aIl British
timber for the construction of that road. The member for Courts theretofore in force therein, and from thejurisdiction theretofore
s~u h uo e notesreerra h o. tablished therein, with a view to a substitution of a native jurisdictionsouh uron fell into the sama error- as the hion." under British controi, cannot be muade without a Legisiative A ct. :.sueh
member who has just spoken. The member for AlgOma a transfer of jarisdiotion, even'if valid, would not ârnunt to a cesion
bas held, and still holds, that old Canada extended far of British territory to a native State, uer would it deprive the Crown of
beyond the limits of the present Province of Ontario; that its territorial rights over the transfer districts, or the persans residents
the Act constituting the Province of Ontario took that
Province out of the Province of Quebee, and left a large It has beeu held in this case that when the Crown
extent of country beyond it which formerly belonged toextnt f cunty byon i whch ermriybe1ufe t bas once exercised jurisdiction over a 1 lace-when they
Canada, and that the limits of Ontario are not further than have passed Acts affecting that territery, when the
that portion of Upper Canada carved out of the Province people have become British subjets-that the power
of Quebec, which is quite correct. I will now answer the the Crown cannot deprive those subjects o? their
member for Bothwell, who scemed to state his premises, aliegiance without the consent cf Pariament. No
pretty logically. He says that is an award that we central authority, ne Governor cf a celony or province eat
ought to submit to; that it is a legal award; that if deprive any British subject of his allegiance te the Orewn,
,he proposail was.made, ho thought that very many of the except by Imperiai enactment.
Opposition would have accepted it. Perhaps I may be mis-
taken, but that is how I understood the hon. member-that Mr. MILLS. The lon. gentleman bas isapprehendee
if the award is not a legal or binding one, he was perfectly iy lino? argument. My statement was net that thd
wiliing, as were also his friends, to leave that question to be Crown as represented by a Gevernor General bas the power
considered by a Court, and that it should be the first question of the Crown in England; but my contention was that the
to settle, and if disposed of it would have been a relation betwaen the Crown and Parliamnnt in Great Britain
settlement of ail the difficulty between the two contending was exactly the same as the relation between the Crown
parties-Ontario and the Dominion; that if that proposai and Parliament in this country. But 1 refer my hon. frenc
was first submitted and the decision was found to bete the case of the cession of that part o? the Province of
legally binding, that it should be considerod an end of the Quebcc included in Lhe Quebec Act, South of the lakes,
question, but if not legal and binding, thon the Court should whicb took place without the sanction of Parliarent, by
tind what was the true and legal boundary. I may be mis-
taken as to the time-perhaps he said it would not possibly
bo entertained now; but that if the proposition had been Mr. IAGGART. 1 contend that the Crown lias ne
made a certain time ago there was not the slightest doubt it power in any colny te take any one part cf a Province and
vould have been accepted. Thon the hon. gentleman pro- adc it to any other. 1 remerber, whnthe hon. gentleman
ceeded to prove that the award is perfectly biuding and that was making hi arguments, that lie vas interruptod by the
il was a perfect award ; that it was submitted to properly by'Leader of the Governm4nt and asked, could the Crown part
the contending parties; that the Dominion Government, or with a portion of Ontario and give it te the United States,
the Crown, had 'perfect power to submit the question to when ho denied, of cou-se, that proposition.
arbitration, as had also the Ontario Government. He finds
it requisite to prove that the Crown has the power of part- M -. MILLS. I Inow the hon, gentleman doos net wish
ing with territory in the Dominion, the same power te misrepresent me. I bld the right bon, gentleman I
bei)g required to decide what the true boundary or would answer hlm later, but lo beft the liuse beferI
h'es between two different countries are as to came te that particular part ef the subject.
part with a portion of the territory. H e stated
that the Crown had exercised several times in Great Britain Mr. HAGGAIT. 1 understand the scope of the hon.
the Ower of parting with territory without the consent of gentleman's observations. _Ho say6 the (rown in Canada
the Zperial Parliament, and he- adduced several cases to has the samo power in relation te Parliament that the
Prove that proposition. I admit that several learned and Crown in England pessesses, and le argues lIat the

lawyersin Great Britain have beld that that posi- (rown can part with British territory without thetln is right. Indeed, Lord Thurlow has held that it is the consent o? Parliament. 1Ideny tint 'le Crown in
Penrogative of the Crown to cede territory without the con- Canada can part, alter or change any p f a
set O£Pariament. The opposite doctrine was held by Province without
Lord Loughborough and by several of the most eminent 1 deny farther, that without the consent o? the Local
egal authorities in Great Britain-that even the Imperial Legisiature, and without the consent of the Dominion Legis-
rown has not the power of parting with any territory with lature, the Dominion Government an alter or amond the

lut the consent of Parliament, At least it is a moot point~lirits of any Province in the Dominion; and I hoid that
'hether the Crown in Great Britain has the power or not. wlen ihere is a dispute between ary o? VIePx-iùo, thatThe hon. gentemen pr4ceel« to argue, that nct only the the weny powr capable of alteieg odamdirg the bown
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of any Province in the Dominion, is the Imperial Govern- the Mississippi northward to the height of land, that is the
ment. Lacking an agreement between these two parties, dividing land between the Hudson Bay Territory and the

. the only course to be taken to secure a settlement of the Province of Ontario. I think there is not the slightest
boundary between one Province and another, is to get a doubt that that was the intention. A legal gentleman nay in_
judicial decision. My argument is that there is no power terpret "and nortbward" to mean due north, but the instrue.
in this country that can submit to any arbitration, the find- tions to the Lieutenant Governor afterwards in the saine
ing out of what is the boundary between one Province and year, shows what evidently was the intention Of the partiesanother; that that power exists only by mutual legislation who introduced the Act into the Imperial Parliament. They
of the Provinces interested. If they do not agree, it can only said "and along the banks of the -Mississippi northward"
be done by the Courts or Imperial legislation. Then when we find what was the dividing land betwecn

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Why don't they fix it by legis- Hudson Bay Torritory and Quebec, we sec that the Hludsoni
lation ? Bay Company always claimed to the height of land. I is

Mr. HAGGART. I say the Ontario Government may fix true that after the treaty of Ryswich they were content to
it by legislation, with the consent of the Dominion Govern- take the Albany River. They proposed to the French
ment. Authorities that the Albany River should be the dividing

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Why donot they do it ? line betwcen them, but you must remember the countrython was conquerred by the French and was in their pos.Mr. HAGGART. I suppose they cannot arrive at what is session, but atter the Treaty of Utrecht it was restored tethe true and legal boundary between the two countries, that the British, and you will see in the correspondence between
there is a difference of opinion between them, and my the Hudson Bay Company and the Imperial authorities
contention is that there was no legal submission to the that the Imperial authorities were thanked for looking afier
award of the arbitrators, and that there is only one power their intorest, and for restoring St. James' Bay and the terri-
in this country that has a riglit to change the boundaries, and ritory adjoining it, and how they proposed in two or three
that is the Governments of the two countries interested. Ilmay years afterwards, as there was some difficulty as to wtiat
now go on to state what I consider is the true boundary of was the exact dividing line between the Hudson Bay Tei-
the Province. I do not think there is the slighteàt doubt ritory and the Province of Quebec, that the lino of the 49th
about it. I think, when it is left to the Supreme Court or the parallel should be the dividing line.
Privy Council, there will be no difficulty in arriving at it, and
that it will not be such a boundary as the arbitrators have Mr. MILLS. That was after the treaty of Utrecht.
awarded. In connection with that, I may answer the hon. Mr. BAGGART. Three or four years after. It shows
member for South Huron, who says the people of Ontario that after the Treaty of Utrecht, the British Gov-
will rise in their might and sec that justice is done to them ernment gave back again to the Hudson's Bay Company
in the premises, or, if not, that they will punish the party the territory which they were deprived of by the Troaty of
on this side ofthe House. The people on this side of the Ryswick, that they occupied it and owned it, and that they
House who represent Ontario are as much interested in her claimed from the Imperial authorities that the divid-
welfare and as able to look after her interests as the hon. ing line between the two parties should bo the
gentlemen opposite. They are just as responsible to the parallel of 49, being as near as possible to the north
people, and they will see that every inch of territory, every of Lake Temiscaming, the dividing line, or the Height
foot to which she is legally and justly entitled, she shall of Land between the Hudson's Bay territory and
have. All we want is justice, all we want is an honest and the Province of Ontario. It is the lino which they siu-
legal decision of what the Provincial boundaries are, and gested in the statement of their case to Earl Grey, wlo sub-
that we will have and we want no more. Now, there is no mitted it as late as 1849 to the law officers of the Crown,
doubt in my mind as to what the western boundary of the and the law officers of the Crown decided that the Hudson's
Province is, where the point to start from is the junction of Bay Company were entitled to the possession of the country
the Ohio and the Mississippi. It says: "Along the Ohio and the from Hudson's Bay to the Height of Land. There is no
Mississippi and northward;" and taking all the circumstances dispute about that. It was always claimed by the H1ud;on's
into consideration I do not think there is any doubt as to Bay Company-that portion of the country bordering the
what the intention of the Legislature was. The intention rivers which flowed into the' Hudson's Bay to their source.
of the Act of 1774, as was well observed by my hon. friend There is no single argument to justify the decision of the
opposite, was for the purpose of providing some form of arbitrators who say the Province of Ontario extended froi
Government for the French inhabitants, of whom there Lake Temiscaming up to James' Bay, then following
were a large number on the banks of the Mississippi, and it James' Bay up to the Albany River. Sure'y, the Hudsol's
would be absurd to suppose that they intended to leave Out Bay Company were entitled to the shores of the
that smail wedge portion which would be caused by a lino Hudson's Bay? Surely, they were entitled to it after
due north between there and the Mississippi River without the peace of Utrecht, when the fortresses taken froRm
any form of Government, especially as on the other side of the French on this Bay wcre redeliverod to them, fand
the River Louisiana was in the possession of a foreign whon they were repaid by the Imperial authorities a cor-
country. It was the evident intention of the Legislature in tain sum of money for the losses they had incurrl'O
that Act that Quebec should extend at least as far over as after the Treaty of Ryswich, for certain proper-
the Mississippi River, and the Act as introduced into the tics takein from them by the French, and, that
Imperial Parliament mentioned it specifically. It is said, there is not the slightest . doubt, if they owneJ
"along the ban k of the Mississippi northward," and in all any territory at all, they owned that portio"
the debates on the question. The Bill passed was changed of Hudson's Bay and of James' Bay which extends along 1h
at the instance of Mr. Burke, who represented New York at shores of Albany river to the south of James' Bay. Tho
the time, not for the purpose of affecting the western contention of the hon. gentleman is thatin the Act of 7
boundary, and the evident intention of the Legislature was which made a dividing lino between the Provinces Of Upi¡i'
to follow the bank of the Mississippi to the Hudson's Bay and Lower Canada it extended the country to iudson b
Territory.' Bay. It does not mean cnything of the kind. It describe

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH.-Does the award give too much 1 it as thc boundary line drawn north of Lake Temisuams'g
or too little. to the boundary line of Hudson .Bay. That surely does 'et

Mr. HAGGART. I amn going to define what I think it nean that it extends the country to Hudson Bay. Tho

ought to give. My opinion is it should follow the bank of 1 instructions to Governors for two or three years afterwards
Mr. lIAuGGAT.
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followed the same line. I admit that in the instructions to

later Governors it said "to Hudson's Bay; " but no instruc-
tions to any Governor would convey property from the

Hludson's Bay Company to other parties; the Act
was merely for the purpose of dividirig the two
provinces-Ontario and Quebec. I think thero is not the

slightest doubt as to what will be found to, be the true
boundaries of Ontario. The only point which will
be in dispute, will be whether you follow the bank
of the Mississippi northward to the point of
junction with the Ohio, or whether you take a
due north line. The other part of the boundary will be
decided to be the height of land between the two countries.
Wbhat is the territory about which all this quarrel bas arisen ?
It is a portion of land near English River and Rat Portage,
the distance not being more than 67J miles. In regard to
that strip of territory, the hon. member for Lambton said
it was not worth the annuities paid to the Indians in that
territory. The proper manner of deciding this question is
by the mode proposed. There is no power possessed by the
Governor or anyone else in this country to change the
boundaries of a province or of the Dominion; we will not,
to use the language of the leader of the Opposition, submit
even to the Imperial authorities parting with any portion
of our territories without the assent of the people of this
country. We will allow no alteration or limitation of the Pro-
viii ces by the Governor in Couneil. Any alteration to be made
bereafter must be made with the consent of the Province
interested and with the consent of Parliament, and fail-
irg an agreement between the parties there is only one true
and proper course to adopt in order to ascertain the proper
boundaries of any Province or of Canada, namely, to sub-
mit the question to parties who will enquire carefully and
legally into it and decide upon the legal merits of the case.
We in Ontario want nothing more than that; we wanl
every inch of territory to which the Province is entitled,
and we willb ave it; but we do not desire any more terri-
tory than was given to it by the British North America
Act.

Mr. WELDON. Being one of the minority which
dissented from the report of the Committee on Ontario
boundaries, I desire to state why I so dissernted
and at the same time I wish to express
my views as a member from the Maritime Provinces. The
hon. member for East York (Mr. Boultbee), said be would
approach the matter in a calm and judicial spirit as was the
duty of hon. members, but while I agree with his thcory I
certainly do not think he carried it into practice, because if
he had dealt with it in a judicial spirit and with his legal
acumen he would have arrived at the same conclusion as is
reached by hon. gentlemen on this side of the Ilouse. The
question before the flouse bas two aspects. First in regard
te the award made on the 3rd of August, 1878, by the Arbit-
rators agreed upon by the Dominion and the Province of
Ontario, and if that award were properly made it is binding
uPOn the Dominion, both legally and morally. Second,
assuming that the question arises whether under the law
Id facts the decision of the arbitrators is not applicable to

tho facts and circumstances of the case and according to the
law and the truc and proper construction of the
Quebec Act, 1774. First, as to the award made bythe arbiti ators; a primary question which arises is whether
the Government had power to pass an Order in Council rofer-
ning the matter to arbitrators. This power, I contend, is

ested in the Executive Government of the Dominion. The
1n. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) held that

under the B.N.A. Act, the boundaries being fixed by that
atute, tbey would not be altered except by legislation.

ag ree with that point; but the answer to the hon. mem-'-'s argument is that this arbitration was not to change andalter the boundaries of Ontario, not to create new boundariesWheh never before existed, but to define the boundaries fixed

by the Quebec Act of 1774, that power is simply the same
power which is vested in the Crown, which bas been so ex-
haustively stated and comment ed on by the bon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and it is precisely the same power
which . was exercised by the Crown in dealing
with questions of boundary. The San Juan boundary
was referred to the Emperor of Gcrmany. The New Bruns-
wick boundary question was submitted to the King of the
Netherlands, and although the award was not assented to
by the United States, it was not on the ground that the
Crown had no right to refer the matter to the King
of the Netherlands, but that one of the principal
points had not been dealt with. When a final decision
was arrived at with respect te the Ashburton Treaty, to
which we assented, although great injustice was donc to
the people of New Brunswick, an agreement between
Lord Ashburton and Mr. Webster was arrive It by which
the Province was deprived of a large portion of its
territory. The honorable member for Lanark con-
tended that in order to change the boundaries we would
require to obtain Imperial legislation ; but Imperial legis-
lation had, to a certain extent, been given to the Dominion
and provinces by the Act of 1871, by which the Dominion,
with the consent of any province'could change its boundaries.
The bon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives)
seemed to argue that Ibis would only apply to new pro-
vinces, net to old provinces, because it was general legisla-
tion. I dispute the proposition laid down by the hon.
gentleman, and hold that the legislation was net general,
but specific, and that power is given by the Imperial Par-
liament to the Dominion Parliament, to change and alter
the boundaries of any portion of the Dominion. But it is
not necessary in this case, because we take up the Order in
Couicil on which the arbitration was founded, and we find
it was to ascertain the legal boundaries of Ontario, not to
create a new boundary, but to fix the boundaries
between Ontario and territory claimed by the
Dominion. The hon. member for Lanark declared
thatthe Executive Government had notthe powertosubmit
the subjeet to arbitration, and that legislation would be ne-
cessary before sueh an av bitration would be made. admit that
after an award has been made, after the parties have agreed
to be bound by quasi-judicial decision-not binding as that
of a Court of Justice-it will require legislation in order to
carry it out; but it is within the power of the Executive
Government tof the Dominion and of each of the Provinces
to refer questions to arbitration, and that being donc by them
it was binding on their successors in office as arc acts done
by the Crown on the advice of responsiblo Ministeis. Hon.
members are aware that for many years the line run by the
Act of' 1774, which divided NovaScotia from Lower Canada,
came in question. The dispute occasioned vast trouble and
difficulty not only between the two Provinces. That
formed a subject of deliberation in the two Houses of Old
Canada, culminating in an address to Her Majesty with a
view to having the dispute settied; ard finally in 1850 it
was suggested by Lord Grey that the boundaries should be
lett to arbitration as boundaries under the Act of' 1774. As
the result of Lord Grey's despateli on the 30th September,
1850, a Minute of Council was passed under which the
Governor General (Lord Elgin) referred the dispute to
arbitration. By that reference two of the arbitrators might
be laymen, while the third was either to occupy a judicial
position or be a barrister of a certain number of years'
standing. Under that Minute of Council arbitr'ators were
appointed. And the award was made defining the boun-
daries of New Brunswick at the time. Be it remembered,
that that province was an independent province, with
the constitution which it enjoys to-day, and subject
to the Federal power as at the present
moment. The award was made by two of the arbitrators,
and an Act was passed by the Governor-not by and with
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the advice of the Legislature-but by and with the advice
of his Council, declaring the boundaries of New Brunswick
to be tho<e described in the award. And not only so, but we
find that this was done under the same Act that is in ques-
tion in the present case, viz., the Act of 1774. The despatch
from the Dominion Government to the Government of
Ontario, says:

"9 His Excellency's advisers are of opinion that in advance of Par-
liamentary sanction, it was not only highly inexpedient, buttranscended
the power of the Government of the day to refer to arbitration the ques-
tion of the extent of the North-West Territories acquiredby the Dominion
by purchase from the Hudson's Bay Company."

This is an assertion that the Act of the Government of that
day was illegal; that they had no power to refer, and that,
therefore, the award is invalid. If that view is in accordance
with bound constitutional principles, why do hon.gentlemen
opposite hesitate to refer the question on thatground. If the
Privy Council or whatever tribunal they might choose,
should decide that their arbitration was valid, then the
question would be as to whether the award could be sus-
tained. Hon. gentlemen opposite say that the award was
a conventional one, but apparently the only reason they
bave for saying so is that they do not agree with it, just as
the lawyer against whom a judge may decide imagines that
the judgment is not a sound one. But his opinion does not
alter the law or the facts. The evidence in the present case
seems fully to justify the award, and the arbitrators declare
that they did not agree upon a conventional boundary but
that they discovered and laid down the line under the Act.
With regard to the action of the Parliament of
Ontario, it is said that because they passed
an Act in 1879 under the authority of the
Imperial Act, therefore the boundary is only a con-
stitutional one. It might well be argued on behalf of the
Parliament of Ontario that, seeing that difficulties might
arise, and in order to prevent the matter being called in
question, they passed an Act to confirm and carry out the
principle and put the question at rest. But it does not fol-
low that because they did so they do not necessarily abandon
the position that the award was binding, and it may be
regarded simply as a matter ofprecaution, just precisely as a
man who disputes a claim may assent to an arrangement, not
because he admits the claim but to set it at rest and to
prevent it being called on again for settlement Thei, it is
asserted that the award covers part of the Crown colony
of Assiniboia, and with regard to that it appears to me
that the only ground upon which that argument rests is
because this colony was recognized by the sending up of
a requirement of rifles there to defend certain claims on
the part of Lord Selkirk and the Hudson's Bay Company.
J contend that no act of the Hudson's Bay• Company or of'
Lord Selkirk, or of any person acting under them, can
destroy or override the Act of 1774, or the rights which
Quebec and its successor, Ontario, acquired under that Act.
Now, if there is nothing to show that these arbitrators
selected, not a conventional line, but what they believed to
be the true and legal line, then it is for the other side to
show that they exceeded their authority in any shape.
Even if the award is erroneous, yet in law the parties are
held to be bound by it. This award baving been made in
pursuance, as I contend, of the proper authority, on what
grounds can it be set aside ? I contend that th same prin-
ciple that applies to an award in common law is applicable
to this case. The only grounds on which an award can be
set aside.are corruption or irregularity on the part of the
arbitrators. Now, I assume that no hou. gentleman will
accuse any gentleman who eat on that award of anythi ng of
that kind. It is true the hon. member for East York triedi
to insinuate that by the hurried manner in which they con-i
sidered the arguments, they could no t have considered the
matter, and therefore it was not a proper jadgment; but I
can refer to many of the ablest, most learned and most j
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lucid judgments delivered on the English Bench, which have
been delivered immediately after the arguments. But we
find that the documents were printed, and all the docu-
mentary evidence was laid before the arbitrators, and they
had the opportunity of thoroughly working up and investi-
gating the subject beforehand, so that when they came to
hear the arguments they had a perfect acquaintance with
the subject, and the counsel on both sides were also
familiar with it. Any one who .reads the arguments
of the counsel for the Dominion will find that
they argued the question from their point of view as ably
as any counsel could do it; and Mr. Justice Armour himself
says that both personally and in writing 'he had given to
Mr. McMahon, one of the counsel for the Dominion, points
in the case. It may be said that the majority of these ar bi-
trators were laymen; but we find that one of them was one
of the ablest lawyers that ever presided on the Ontario
Bench, and that of the other two, one was Her iMlajesty's
representative at the American Court, a man standing high
in the esteem of the English people and conversant with
their diplomatie relations, and the other was Sir Francis
Hincks who is well known in the Dominion. If hon. gen-
tlemen opposite are so confident that the evidence shows
that the award was not made according to the submission,
and that the line fixed was a conventional line and not a legal
line, why do they not refer that point ? Hon. gentlemen
talk of referring it to the Supreme Court or the Privy
Council as a case. They can only refer it as an arbitration;
they cannot refer it as a case unless it cornes through a law
Court and is appealed to the Supreme Court or the Privy
Council, When we apply to the Privy Council, we have to
apply to Her Majesty in Council, who appoints a committee,
which is to report to her, and she thon exercises judicial
functions. The committee is still a committee, and its
report is only binding on parties when it is confirmed by
Her Majesty in Council; and whether that report is unani-
mous or not is not allowed to be known ; whether the Court
decides by a majority merely, or by the unanimous vote, is
not divulged to the public. When the dispute between
Canada and the Hudson's Bay Company was proposed to be
referred to the Privy Council, what did Lord Westbary and
Sir Henry Keating say ? Speaking of the northern boundary
between Hudson's Bay and Canada, they say:

''Under these circumstances we cannot but feel that the important
question of the boundaries of the Hudson's Bay Company might, with
great utility, as between the Company and Canada, be made the subject
of a quasi-judicial enquiry. But this cannot be done except by the con-
sent of bath parties, namely, Canada and the Hudson's Bay Company,
nor would the decision of a Committee of the Privy Council have any
effect as a binding judicial determination."

When my hon. friend spoke of its being a judicial decision,
what guarantoe, if this case should be referred to the Privy
Council, have we that the present First Minister will hold
this House beurd by it ?

" But if the Hudson's Bay Company agree to the proposal of the Chief
Justice of Canada, that the question of the boundaries should be reterred
to the Privy Council, it being further understood by both parties thnt
the determnation of the Conocil shall be carried into effect by a decla-
ratory Act of Parliament, we think the proceeding would be the beet
mode of determining that which is, or ought to be, the only real subjeot
of controversy."

It is within the power of the Executive to make preliminary
arrangements, and then an Act of Parliament is n1ecessary.

I The form of procedure might be a petition to the Queen by Chief
jeJustice Draper, describing himself as acting under the direction of the
SExecutiveCouncil of Canada, ualess which woild be the more so
mode."

Now, what I say is this, that so far as this award is
concerned, it was agreed to by the Dominion Govern-
mentand the arbitrators named; and we find that the arbitra-
tor named by the Dominion, Mr. Wilmot, was a man WO
known for his iutegrity and the high position he hld,
and who, had not death à an nly out bim of, would have
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probably agreed with the other arbitrators. ilion. gentie- wuld naturally be in favor of the view8 of the appointing
men opposite say there is no feeling in Ontario. We, from power. I night aise quote the views of the nember for l-
the Lower Provinces, are not in a position to form person- ton (Mr.MDougail)andChiot JusticeDraper. The question
ally an opinion, but we have to take the opinion expressed was put by Mr. Robertsonwith reference to the heightoetland
by the Ontario representatives in Partiament, and if they beingtheboundary-on thenorth aswellason thowest?
are right in their contention that that award is not valid, The answer was, yes; on the north as welI as on tho west. I
why not have that point first decided ; but in order that iltrter to the Queben Act, for the reason it speLLks ef a une
be etfectually adjudicated on, it must be by agreement. drawn northward, and northward means due north if thora
Whatever might be the result of the adjudication, the con- is notbing te qualify il in the contcxt. My own view is, that
sent and agreement of the parties would still be necessary nortbward was applicable te the territory, and net te a
to carry it into effect. With regard to the arbitrators, it has boundary lino; that is, that northw rd was intended te
not been fairly and squarely stated that they were not fit express that the torritery then te be erected into the Pro-
men, but it has been insinuated that by their vince et Quebec was te be extended northward te the South-
haste they were not able to form a cor- era boundary ef Hudsen's Bay Territory. That
rect judgment and not properly examined the is my view. Of course, thoro is legat authority
question. The hon, leader of the Government in 1875, on against that in the judgment which bas been given.
this subject, expressed his satisfaction with the way the That is a reférénce te the Ueinhardt case; but, as pointed
arbitrators performed their duties. That is the best ovi- eut by the member fer South iluren, that case can hardly
douce in their favor. Viewed in its legal aspect and by the be cited as an authority, as il came up on a technicality.
light of authority, it is clearthe Executive had the power to But there is a most important faatse fat-as Ibis case ge.,
refer the question to arbitration. Ilaving that power, and that the action ef the Imperial authorities affods strong
having exercised it in the manner prescribed by the Con- evidence that there was some flaw in the conviction, the
stitution, I say that the Dominion, even if the crime being regarded as possessing more the character of
reference were illegal, is bound in good faith tomanslaughter, the sentence would have been omuted, and
carry out the award made by those gentlemen. the panishment ordored as for some lesser eflence;-Lbut we
With regard to the other question as to whether find the prisener was discharged. The law officers of the
the award is in accordance with the facts and law, Crown were of the opinion that the construction put upon
. quite agreo with the hon. member for Richmond and the Qnebec Act by the Judges was wrong. Then we have
Wolfe that the question is one of law and fact, and so far as the opinion et Judge Armour, Judge Draper and the meru-
I can seC, the western boundary is a matter of law, and the ber for Ilalton against this decision, which culiniel in
niorthern a question of fact-both submitted to this arbitra- nothing, because the sentence was never exei-uted upon
lion and both in its competence to decide. It is not neces- Reinhardt. Se far as the legal question is concerîîed il
sary for me to detain the House by dealing at length with seems te me, from the principle et con-t'uction which up-
the Quebec Act. The great object was to preserve the plies te instruments cf ttis kind, liat the word îîorthward,
boundaries of the colonies, and after the Act was passed cither taking the objeet of the Act or the ci
and altered a proviso was added that "nothing herein con- under which il was made, and the contemporaneons douu-
tained shall affect the boundaries of the other colonies." monts, was a conventional word, and that the territery ti
We find the words: "to the banks of the Mississippi," and the Quebec extcnded te the Mississippi; and that the norlhorn
word " northward" used-a word which is susceptible cf boundary, which is described as the ludson's Bay, is the
two meanings. If the words "due north" had territo'y possessed by the Hudson Bay Company, when
been used there couki be no misconception, and theircharter was granted in 1C70. We find that in 1690p
w-e may fairly claim that the framer, if he wanted a line by the Statute ofIhe second William and Mary thcy gel an
due north, would not have used an ambiguous term, and if Actconfirming their rights, which was enly enfercud for
Sterm"o is suscepube cf two meanings we have to ascertain seven vears, and which, I believe d
what was the meaning intended by the framer. The object' renewod by the Hudsoa Bay Company. 1here is an im-
of this Act was to extend to the possessions newly ceded etportant prevision in that charter. We know that at that
GreaO&t Britain, preserve to them their laws and religion, and lime charters were given with an ulter disregard either te
ecuend bthe rgis ot the British Government over them. the crnpanies or bhimits ef their posssssieîîs, and that
Th were settlements on the Mississippi at that time, and many et the territories granted such cempanies. extended
a large region was without any protection in law, while on te immense distances; and one fanons case, the Warnocke
the other side was the territory of Louisiana, owned by a charter, afiecting an island et tbe American ceast, ne:r
foreign power. The Mississippi was the natural boundary New York, a charter was granted for a territory extending
Of the British possessions, and if we apply the principle te tbe Pacific Ocean. Now, I contend that the Treaties et
referred to by the member for South Huron, and laid down Ryswick and Utrecht recognized that the French, at that
by the United States Courts in a number of cases concern- time, weie in possession et certainjportions ette territory
my the boundaries of States, where good, natural bound-, which were covcred by the charter of the Hudson Bay
anes are established in general ternis, the great objeci Company. Witl regard te the construction cf' ù1at, 1 tain
Ou ght not to ho defeated by those things that may some- te îteeopinion of Justice bolroyd iu 1812, whe said:
lnies influence the relations of individuals. There was ciIain not aware af any objection that appears to me to be a validenough to show, under the circumstancee of the Act, that ene tt the grant of the sou conained i the charter. 1 th<nk the grant
the words due north would not be applicable to the circum- wl include ail the countries the waters of which run into Hudàon'o
stane s of the case, or cover the meaning of the ay, as ascertaiaed by geographical obervation, tat were not at thetin ftecharter actualîy possessed by the sutbjects of a'iy foreign
Act Coniended for. We flnd this Act was passed in the Prinoe and whicilhave ot, been possessed ofany foreign trade previou
sruner of 1774, and in the following December the Com- to actual or virtual possei<n thereof being taken under the charter,
msseion of Sir Guy Carleton was issued-the fnding of the or by or on bchalt of the Orown of England."

undaries of Quebec to be along the Mississippi northward.
e nember for Richmond and Wolfe argued that the wordMTho elfindMa. ,tat bbc la cronorthward means due north. I differ with him, as I believeMIThel and Mr. et n, statet

hti the eIact neanin he word depend s upon the context. graphical ertetof the territory granted by the charter, and whether
thits bondaries eau in any and i what manner be ascertained. In thethe evidence of justice Armour, who was appointed by the cse of grants of considerable age, such as this charter, when the words,bas laoften the cune,are indefinite or ambiguous, the a eis that theyto du! with this question, and whose opinionl an coitre obyarge and enjoymet alding i theo latter tere
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the assertion of ownership by the Company on important public occa-
sions, suich as the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrech,, and again in 1150.
To these elements of consideration must be added the enquiry (as sug-
gested by the fhlwing words of the charter, viz.: Not pessessed by
ibe subjects of any oher Chriatibn Prince or 8tate), whether, at the
time of the charter, any part of the territory now claimed by the Hnd-
son Bay Company could have been rightfully claimed by the
French as falling within the baundaries of Canada or Nouvelle France,
and also the effect of the Acts of Parliament passed in 1774 and 1791."

Now, there is, an important question of fact, whether the
Fr'nch were in poiseision of any pnrtioxi of the territory
of the Hudson Bay Company covered by the charter, or
whether the subjects of any foreign Prince were inposses-
sion of that country.- The subject bas been thoroughly
exhausted by the hon. member for Bothwell, who pointed
ont the early adventures -of the French in that country.
It is a pure question of fact, and in Court would have been
withii the province of a jury and not within the province
of a Judge, to ascertain whether it was true that the French
had been in possession of a portion of that territory. If
that is a fact then quoad that portion of the Hudson Bay
territory is clearly without the charter. The proposition
contended for by Ontario is that up to and prior to 1670 the
French were in possession of the territory up to the Albany
River, and looking at that fact in connection .with. the
proclamation with respect to the division of Upper and
Lower Canada. I think they are justified in contending for
that boundary. The three distinguished gentlemen to
whom this question was referred, came to a similar decision
after having examined ail the facts and having access to all
the documents. I think we cannot now interfere with-their
award. In Çourts of Justice we bave often heard Judges say
that if they had been on the jury they would have given a
different verdict to that which was rendered, but no Judge
bas ever ventured on that ground to disturb the verdict.
Now, these arbitrators were a tribunal peculiarly competent
to form an opinion of the fact upon the evidence before
them, and certainly the evidence of Mr. Dawson, especially,
clearly shows that the French were in possession of the
R udson Bay Teri itry-certainly up to the Albany River-
prior to 1670. I think our honor as a nation is involved in
carryingoutthisaward in itsintegrity,no matter atwhat cost.
In the Maritime Provinces we aro not anxious that Ontario
should be extended, and we do feel some little jealousy and
alarm at the extension of the western country. We do not
conseit to the extension of the boundary of any Province
unless justice requires it, but when justice does require it
we will not shrink from giving our consent in order that
the national bonor shall be upheld.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I do not propose, at this late hour, to
enter into the question in detail, as it bas been sufficiently
discussed to enable the flouse to arrive at a conclusion ; I
wish to say only a few words in respect to the very unhappy
observations made by the hon. member for Quebec East
(Mr. Laurier). In some portions of bis speech he coin-
mitted political blunders, if not political crimes. He sought
to prove in this louse, as the only French Canadian who is
willing to watcli unpleasantly the advance of Ontario, and
ho sought to make it appear that Quebec Conservatives are
always sorry to sec Ontario obtain a good decision in its
lavor to become rich. I cari perfectly well undorstand the
feeling of the Ontario Grits-afceling of which Ihave been
the victim during the last Session of the Local Hlouse.' One
member of Mr. Mowat's Government thought proper, with-
out having seen me, to attack me brutally in the House.
When I first heard of that attack I wanted to know why I
had been -made the subject of it. I thought I had
committed some crime; that I had been unfair
to Ontario; but I ascertained that my only offence was that
I was a French lawyer and a Conservative, and that Minis-
ter used towards me language which was more worthy of a,
common lohfer than a gentleman, still less a member of the
Government. Wo must not be astonished that, when people
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treat us in that way when they do not know us, the hon.
member for Quebec East, especially in the last portion of
his speech, endeavored to make the House and the ccuntry
believe we must have great courage to defend Ontario and
defend the award which was made by the arbitrators on the
3rd August, 1878. We do not deserve such treatment at
the hon. gentleman's hand, because he has always been well
treated by:us. The hon. gentleman has gone further and
intimated that we had not followed in the footsteps of Sir
George Cartier. Within two or three years we shall have
the hon. member calling Sir George Cartier his lamented
leader. During the whole lifo of that distinguished states-
man he was assailed and hounded down by hon, gentlemen
opposite. In 1872, at the time of the famous election, when
he was defeated in Montreal East, we saw Liberals unfting
with Programmists in order to crush him, and now, when
he is dead, they come forward and say he was a great man,
and perhaps the hon. gentleïmen opposite will finish by
calling Sir George Cartier their late leader. I think it is
proper to put an end to such hypocrisy, for I cannot call it
anything else. The hon. member for Quebec East sought
to make the House and our opponents in Ontario believe
that we were magainst that award because it would
benefit Ontario. Before proceeding to offer some observa-
tions in regard to the award itaelf, permit me to look back
to the past and see under what circumstances it was thrown
to the public just on the eve of a general election. During
five years those hon. gentlemen had been in power, they
might have passed an Act of Parliament which might have
made the award legal and constitutional. They neglected
their duty, but when they appealed to the people they took
credit for the award and called upon Ontario to say how
much good had been done by the Government. This was
one of the first cireumstances which gave the award a bad
character and inspired doubt in all the Provinces. Under
those conditions it was impossible for any Government to
maintain the validity of the award. There were other
circumstances which showed that the Mackenzie Govern ment
bad neglected their duty on this important question,and that
they had forgotten they were charged with-the protection of
all the Provinces of the Dominion, and not of only one Pro-,
vinee. The case put in, and the pleas and arguments advanced
by those representing thec Government, were entirely insuffi-
cient. In fact, there was almost nothing donc ; whilst, on
the other hand, the Conservative Government had published
very important documents and pamphlets on the subject, one
of them being by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
who bas, as everybody knows, a great capacity for the work,
and who had, been devoting attention to it for many years;
so that when the question W*as submitted te the arbitrators,
the Dominion Government were not virtually represented.
1 say this because those representing this Government en-
tered *the case to late and had not time to devote the
necessary attention to the subject, and especially the study
necesssry to meet the case presented by the hon. member
for Bothwel. One of the counsel, a friend of mine, Mr.
Monk, was retained almost at the last hour, and certainly
only a few days before going before the arbitrators. These
are some ofthe circumstances which induced the Govern-
ment not te maintain that awa- d. The hon. gentleman
opposite himself gave up the whole case, when he acknow-
ledged that the reference was irregular because it was not
made with the sanction of Parliament, and he admitted that
fact.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who admitted that?
Mr. MOUSSEAU. The hon. member 'for Quebec East

(Mir. Laurier).
Mr. MACKENZIE. Nothing of the sort.
Mr. MOUSSEAU. He said that an Aet was not

necesary, because Parliament had sanctioned and recog-
zized the reference by voting $1à,000 for the expensea of
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the arbitration. That is equivalent to saying that the
Governrment or Parliament intended to pass a law;
but hon. members will notice that for some reason
or other hon. gentlemen forgot to pass a law.
World it have been maintained by anybody that the mere
voting of money to defray the expenses of the arbitration
would be equivalent to passing the law ? Mr. Speaker, here
is the award rendered by the arbitrators, Robert A.
Harrison, Edward Thornton, and F. Rincks. I may say,
in the first place, that I profess for these gentlemen the
groatest respect, and that I do not attribute to them the
responsibility of the fact that their award does not command
the respect and the prestige which it should command. The
responsibikity lies upon other parties whom it is not neces-
sary to mention. Here is the award:

" To all to whom these presents shall come :
"The undersigned having been appointed by the Governments of

Canada and Ontario as Arbitrators to Determine the Nortberly and
Westerly Boundaries of the Province of Ontario, do hereby Determine
4ad Decide that the following are and shall be such Boundaries ; that
is to say :-

" Commencing at a point on the southern shore of Hudson Bay, com-
monly called James' Bay, where a line produced due north from the
head of Lake Temiscaming, would strike the said south shore ; thence
along the said south shore westerly to the mouth of the Albany River ;
thence up the middle of the said Albany River, and of the lakes thereon,
to the source of the said river at the head of Lake St. Joseph ; thence
by the nearest line to the easterly end of Lac Seul, being the head
waters of the English River ; thence westerly through the middle of
Lac Seul, and the said English River to a point where
the same will be intersected by a true meridianal line drawn northerly
from the International Monument placed to mark the most north-
westerly angle of the Lake of the Woods by the recent Boundary Com-
mission : and thence due south, following the said meridianal line to
the said International Monument ; thence southerly and easterly, fol-
lowing upon the International Boundary Line, between the British
Possessions and the United States of America, into Lake Superior.

" But if a true meridianal line drawn northerly from the said Inter-
national Boundary at the said most north-westerly angle of the Lake of
the Woods, shall be found to pass to the west &f where the English
River empties into the Winnipeg River, then, and in such case, the
northerly boundary of Ontario shall continue down the middle of the
said English River to where the same empties into the Winnipeg River,
and shall continue thence on a lhne drawn due west from the confluence
of the said English River with the said Winnipeg River, until the same
will intersect the meridian above described, and thence due south, fol-
lowing the said meridianal line to the said International Monument;
thence southerly and easterly, following upon the International Boun-
dary Line, between the British Possessions and the United States of
Aterica, into Lake Superior.

"Given under our hands, at Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, this
Third day of Augnst, Eighteen Hundred and Seventy-eight,

"(Signed) ROBT. A. HARRISON,
EDWD. THORNTON,
F. HINCKS.

"Signed and publishedl in the presence of
"(Signed) E. C. MoNx,

"g THomis HODGINs."

The date upon which the award was made is exactly
thirteen days before the issue of the -writs for the general
elections of 1878. It is sufficient merely to read this docu-
ment to see how the award arrived at was made. It shows
that those who had to deal with the subject had not devoted
to it that time and study which is necessary in order that
their decisions may command the respect which such deci-
siols should always command. We must not forget that
there are seven or eight provinces in this Dominion, that
the greatest, most powerful and richest is the Province
of Ontario, and that the others are much smaller
than that Province. That is no reason why justice
shOuld fnot be rendered to Ontario, because Ontario
1s. lot only a rich province, but it has a splendid
population - a population who are intelligent
and respectable and especially well educated-a population

tho carry out responsible institutions, better perhaps,
han any other country in the world. They are generous,

Iroi and prosperous, and though the people of the other
tro viees do not envy them, they certainly admire and try
to imitate them; but in certain circumstances you must
Understand that the Government, which is the Government
of the whole Dominion, should see that when a dispute or

bi

quarrel is to be settled amongst the Provinces, of the
Dominion, or between a Province and the Dominion, it
should be settled in such a way and under such circumstances
as would command the respect of even the losing party.
That is one consideration which induced the Government
not to accept tho award of the arbitrators. It did not
command the respect which it should have commanded,
and it was appointed by those who wanted a deci-
sion before the general elections. That explains the
whole matter. They had to decide speedily, so
that they could go before the public, and especi-
ally the public of Ontario, and show how careful they
were to attend to their interests. Well, this award is entirely
illegal; the questions the arbitrators had to consider were
legal questions, and not at all questions of fact. One of
them did admit that ho tried to compromise; but before
coming to such a compromise, before coming to an adjudica-
tion of the facts, thero were most important legal questions
to be adjudicated upon, which only logal minds of very
great training and ability could grapple with. They had
first to decide what should be their guide in deternining
boundary lines-whether the Statute of 1774, the
proclamations of the various Governors, the commissions
or the Confederation Act. Before the Committee appointed
in 1881) several Judges were examined, and we saw that
the chief difficulties of the arbitration would be legal pointa.
The report of that Commission stated:

"lIn reference to the award made by the arbitrators on the 3rd day of
August, 1878, your Committee are of opinion that it does not describe
the true boundaries of Ontario. It seems to your Committee to be in-
consistent with any boundary line ever suggested or proposed subse-
quent to the Treaty of Utrecht (1713). It makes the Provincial boun-
daries run into territory grante i by royal charter, in 1670, tc the Mer-
chants Adventurers of England trading into Hndson's Bay, and it cuts
through Indian Territories which, according to the Act43rd George III.,
cap. 138, and 1-2 George IV, cap 66, formed "no part of the Provinces
of Lower Oanada or Upper Canada, or either of them," and it carries
the boundaries of Ontario within the limits of the former Colony of
Assiniboia, which was not a part of Upper Canada."

The questions which those arbitratorsought to have studied,
discussed, and solved, are precisely the questions stated by the
hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Royal). Now, Sir, the
hon. member for Quebec East says that the reasons against
that award are frivolous. I would ask whether the reasons
I give, and the reasons given by the hon. member for
Lanark (Mr. Haggart), the hon. member for Eabt York
(Mr. Boultbee) and many others, are frivolous ? I will go
further and say that no hon. gentleman on the other side of
the IIouse answered those reasons, and no one declared that
this award was regular, constitutional and legal.

Mr. LAURIER, I hope the House will bear with me
while I answer some extraordinary charges which have
fallen from the lips of the hon. gentleman who has just sat
down. In speaking of the remarks I made he went se far
as to say that they were characterized by hypocrisy and
cowardice becanso Ihad anticipated that I would be attacked
as we have already been attacked in tho Province of Quebec
by the press of hon. gentlemen for voting against the Com-
nittee of the hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson).
When I spoke as I did I anticipated what would follow; I
almost anticipated the speech of the hon. gentleman. I
knew the language which had been used before, and in
order to vindicate my remarks this evening I beg to quote
from the Minerve of the 21st Pebruary, 1880.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I object to that unless I am to be
allowed to answer. I will quoto from the speech delivered
by the hon. gentleman in St. Hyacinthe in the local
election.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman will not escape
from his position in this way. He said I had been inspired
by hypocrisy and cowardice, because I said that when I
voted on a previous occasion-
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Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member has already spoken.

Of course the House will allow a personal explanation, but
not another speech on the question under debate.

Mr. LAURIER. I think I have a right to make a per-
sonal explanation, and to refer to what is said in the press of
hon. gentlemen opposite. Now, what did I say?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. LAURIER. I stated that we had been attacked in

the press, and now I am prepared to show by quotations
from the press of the hon. gentlemen opposite, that my
remarks were perfectly justifiable. We were charged with
sacrificing the interests of our Province in favor of Ontario.

Mr. VALLÉE raised the point of order that the hon.
member had already spoken.

Mr. SPEAKER ruled that the hon. mem ber was out of
order.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). The line taken by the hon
Secretary of State and other hon, gentlemen on the other
side is calculated te divert the attention of the people from
the issue before them. The motion of the hon. member for
Niagara does not put the issue before tho country, as I
understand it. The issue is whether the ward made by
the arbitrators should be ratified or not. The question put
by the hon. member for Niagara is whether an appeal
should be had from the decision of these arbitrators, either
to the Supreme Court or the Privy Council. If I
understand the sentiment of Ontario, as indicated by the
publie press or by the tone of the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario, the question which the people of Ontario will
decide when they get an opportunity, is: Has this Govern.
ment a right, under the agreement made by the previous
Government, to submit this matter to arbitration after au
arbitration was had and a decision given to set that award
aside, or bas it not? When we go to the polis, as we ex-
pect in a very short time, and the representatives or the
candidates of the two parties meet before the people of,
Ontario on the different platforms, the question wili, I think,
assume the form in which I have put it; and I do not think
the Liberal party of Ontario will allow hon. gentlemen
opposite to cover their record under any such issue as they
have attempted to raise. I will not allow them to put forth
any such pretext at all. The Government had a perfect
right to submit this matter to arbitration, and that arbi-
tration had a perfect right to adjudicate upon it. What
is the objection to that arbitration. Is it that the arbi-
trators were incompetent? Hon. gentlemen oppositei
have scarcely dared to raise that question, but the hon.
Secretary of State has done what is a great deal worse than
question the capacity of the arbitrators. He bas questioned
tbeir honesty. Hie bas as much as said that just on the ove
of a general election these men gave what ho called a "snap
verdict "-a decision not on the truc merits of the case, but
one that would benefit the Government that appointed
them. That insinuation is unworthy of the hon. gentle-
man and the Government of which ho is a member, and if
h is speaking with the authority of the Government, that
Government bas sunk lower than ever it did before.
Hon. gentlemen have endeavored te cast discredit
on the arbitration because the hon. member for Bothwell
was a Minister of the Crown. Are we to cast discredit on
the Orders in Counil or the deliverance of the hon. Secre-
tary of State, in opposition to the Ontario view, because he
is a member of the present Government. I would suppose
that, in his judicial capacity, as a member of the Govern-
ment, he would give an opinion in accordance with the facts.
The hon. member for Bothwell entertained decided views in
regard to this question, but we have the statement of one
of the arbitrators, Sir Francis Hincks, that he bad no con-

Mr. LAURÎgR,

munication with the Government in regard to what dee-
sion he should give. le said :

I have reason to think that it has been believed by sorne, that the.
award was the resuit of a compromise between the two Govertament
For my own part, I never received the slightest intimation of the viewsof either Government, and I am convinced thatneither of my colleagues
did. Ai the documentary evidence, with the cases of counseI On botn
sides, were communicated.to each arbitrator, and not a word was ex.
changed between them until after their meeting at Ottawa, when they
found an entire concurrence of opinion on the points at issue."

There we have a distinct statement by one of the arbitri.
tors that lie had no communication with the Governmentor
any member of the Government. How, therefore, can the
hon. Secretary of State, or hon. member for Lanark, state,
by implication, if not directly that the decision--

Mr. IAGGART. I stated it neither directly nor by
imputation.

MIr. ROSS. I am, then, quoting the hon. gentleman incor.
rectly. It was, perhaps, the hon. member for East York. I
know that two gentlemen on the other side intimated that
the hon. member for Bothwell, being a paid agent for the
Ontario Government, had considerable influence with that
arbitration. One member of the arbitration bas, at least,
said that no member of the Government had any communi-
cation with any of the arbitrators. The award, therefore,
cannot be questioned on that ground. On what ground can it
be objected to? The case was discussed so fully that I fail to sec
on what ground any issue can be taken as to the validity or
integrity or the honesty of the award made. There is
another view of the question I wish to put forward, that is
that the award, looking at it fron an Ontario standpoint, is
a very important one to that Proviace. It represents to
that Province 100,000 square miles, an area that was esti-
mated, at the last Session of the Ontario Legisiature, to con-
tain timber to the value of about 81 !5,000,000. As it is a pine
timber district, ind the Crown lands are the property of ihe
Ontario Government, these lands would yield a revenue to the
Province of Ontario. Our tim ber lands last year yielded us a
revenue of about $500,000, and the average revenue is in 1ht
neighborhood. Here we have a vast area that is tolerably
well timbered, and which it is estinated would yield to the
Province of Ontario a revenue of between $8300,000 ana
$400,000 a year. It is connected with the Province o0
Manitoba by the Canadian Pacific Railway, and would cer-
tainly be a very valuable tract of land to that Provirce.
Now, we have this Government, in the face of this awaitd,

jrefusing the Province of Ontario the revenues she would
derive from these public lands. Are the hon. gentlemen
prepared to say that the award of an arbitration appointed
as this one was, composed of men of the highest character,
and only arrived at after the greatest deliberation and care,
is to be set aside, and the Province of Ontario to be deprivel
of these territories and the revenues that would sccrue from
them ? Every time the people of Ontario wiIl be asked
to contribute from their exehequerfor publie purposes, the
will feel their resources are limited-not crippled, I anm
happy to say-because of the action of hon. gentleni.rm
opposite. In the lino they are taking, the Governmenthe
acting up to the express views of their own friends in
Local Legislature. In 1881, Mr. Mowat moved the folloWiî
resolution

"That this House deeply regret that, notwithstan-ling the unanimo
award made on the 3rd August, 1878, by the arbitrators appointed tV
the joint and concurrent action of the Government of Canada and e
Government of Ontario, to determine the north-westetY and byste
boundaries of the Province, no legisiation has been subte dbrpose
Governinent of Canada to tbè Dominion Parliament for the purpose '
confirming that award, nor has the validity of the award yet
recognized by the Government of Canada.etof Canada t

" That the omission of the Goverment and Pair a , hs he eCaa
confirm the a ard is attended wth grave inconenienCe, base
of retarding settiement and municipal arganizatiffl y embarrsses the
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administration of the laws, and interferes with the preservation of the
peace the maintenance of order, and the establishment of good Gov-

ernment in the northerly and north-westerly parts of the Province of
Ontarlo.

OnTiat it is the duty of the Government of Ontario to assert and
maintain thejust claim3 and rights of the. Province of Ontario, as de-

terMined by the award of the arbitrators ; and this House hereby re-
affirms its determination to give its cordial support to the Government

of Ontarno in any steps it may be necessary to take to sustain the
award, and to assert and maintain the just claims and rights of the

province as hereby declared and determined."

Now, that resolution is very specific, and it, was supported
by every member, on a division, eicept one, the member for
OLtawa. The vote stood 74 yeas and 1 nay; so that the
representatives of Ontario, including Her Majesty's loyal
Opposition, then felt it to bo thoir duty to support the Gov-
einment of Ontario, in asserting and maintaining the just
e aimns and rights of the Province as determined by the
arbitration. There then, we are at one with the Conserva-
tive party in Ontario, as to the rights and interests of that
Province in this arbitration.

Mr. ORTON, I want to ask whetherthe legal boundary,
if properly ascertained, might not possibly give Ontario a
still larger territory ?

Mr. ROSS. This is the legal boundary properly ascer-
tained by three arbitrators appointed for that purpose, and
the Conservative party in Ontario declared, by supporting
this resolution, that they were prepared to assert and main-
tain that result. Perhaps the bon. gentleman will find a
very strong opinion in his own county on that question.
How did this change of base take place ? Let hon. gent!e-
men opposite, at present so noisy, possess their souls in
patience; it is only a month or six weeks, if report speakzs
truly, till they will have an opportunityof explaining their
conduct before the electors. The Opposition in Ontario
assisted the Mowat Administration in their contention until
the large gathering that took place in Toronto last Novem-
ber, immediately after which there was a change of base-
and why ? Because I think it was found necessary, in the
interest of hon. gentlemen opposite, that the Conservative
party in the Province of Quebec should not be excited by
the enlargement of Ontario. If hon. gentlemen opposite
know a botter reason, let them give it. Meantime, the
leader of the Opposition in Toronto changed his base, as did
the other Conservative members of the Local Legislature.
I ask again, why ? There must be some reason for it; they
must have received instructions and felt the necessity of
acting in Ontario with.the Conservative party in the House
of Commons. But I warn hon. gentlemen opposite, if they
Oppose the contention of Ontario, that she will be more
aroused on this question, perhaps, than she bas been on any
other that has engaged the attention of people for years.,
Ontarlio entered Confederation loyally, expecting that her
1ights and interests would be protected. in this instance. She
has given the Confeder'ation a loyal support from the first of
July, 1867, down to the present. This seems to be the
first time on which there was any apparent combination to
eeprive Ontario of ber just rights; and I fear that it will

have a serious offect on the public sympathy which Ontario
lias always extended to Confederation. I feel satisfied, further,
that unless the rights of Ontario are respected in this in-
stance, an agitation will. arise that will not be satis-
factory. I say most emphatically that unless Ontario'srights are respected, an agitation will arise that
Wi1l not be satisfactory to those hon. gentlemen; and
h am prepared, as a representative of Ontario, to meethon. gentlemen who are denying us our rights. What areWe bore for, if not to protect the rights and interests of ourconstituencies and our Province. Let me not be understood
as speUking from a sectional point of view; but I will say
anost ernphatically that any man who neglects the rights of

"y Province, I care not whether it be Ontario, Qaebec or

anyother, and neglecte the sacred institutions of this oountry
menaces its future safety.

Mr. WADE. I was not alluding to the hon. gentleman
at all, either upon on Ontario or any other question.

Mr. ROSS. I am speaking of this particular question
at presont, and I repeat my warning as to the consequences
that may be involved in .this act. I have
no fear of the result to the Liberal party. If I wanted hon.
gentlemen opposite to act in our interest I would advise
them to pursue their present course. But I trust yet that
even at this late hour the Government will reconsider their
views, and do Ontario that justice which the impartial
arbitrators decided she should early receive.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I will request for a few moments
the attention of the House, which I trust will be given me,
as I do not often trespass on its patience. 1 would not have
taken part in this discussion, but for two reasons: first, a
remark of the member for West Middlesex, to the effect
thatthe Conservatives from the Province of Quebec have
interfered with the opinions of the Government of the
Dominion to make it decide that the award of the arbi-
trators should not be considered as it deserves. I must say
that there is nothing to justify any such imputation. We
have not interfered with this award in any way. If we
have studiod that question, it was not because we come
from Quebec, but because we form part of Canada as a
whole. We.have studied it since 1867, when the four
Provinces entered Confoderation; and the basis of Confede-
ration was the understanding-and every member speaking
in good faith will say that it never entered the minds of
the fathers of Confederation to say otherwise-that the
limits of Ontario should not extend over the region claimed
by the award of the arbitrators. It was understood at the
time that the territory of Ontario was just that part of the
land over which the two old Provinces, Quebec and Ontario,
had control before Confederation; and we know that those
two Provinces did not claim this additional territory before
the Union. That is to say, that a line from the confluence
of the Ohio and Mississippi due north-

Mr. MACKENZIE. Far west of that before Confedera-
tion, the Dawson road was built.

Mr. DESJARDINS. But it was not acknowledged as
forming part of the territory of Upper Canada.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There was a resident magistrate be-
yond that line who administered justice there. There was a
settlement there of the hon. gentleman's own countr-ymen,
a church and a couvent.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Was it acknowledged as forming
part of the Government of Canada ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. Certainly.
Mr. DESJARDINS. Not at all. It was never acknow-

ledged. Such was the case, but diffleulties arose. I think,
if the Houso will allow me, I would prefer to continue my
remarks in French.

Mr. DESJARDINS. (In French.) Mr. Speaker,
I contend that we are perfectly justified in refus-
ing to accept the decision of the commission of arbi-
trators, when one of its own members admits that
the boundaries established by it between Ontario and
the North-West Territories are not legal ones, but a
kind of a compromise between the respective pretentions of
the Federal Government and that of Ontario. No one can
dispute that according to the report of the Commission,
Ontario's territory is made to extend far beyond the boun-
daries recognized at the time of the union of the Canadas.
[ am ready to repeat this assertion on every occasion, and
I think that it could be confirmed by all those who followed
the history of the country at the time of the establishing of
Confederation,
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Mr. LAURIER. What was that boundary?
Mr. DESJARDINS. The boundary started from the

junction of the Mississippi with the Ohio by a lino going
northward to the height of land separating Lake Superior
from Hudson's Bay. If there is something which sur-
prises one in this discussion, it is to see the Liberals of the
Province of Quebec seek, to the detriment of the general
interest and of that Province in particular, to capture the
votes of the Province of Ontario, in order to make up for
their numerical weakness in the Province of Quebec. Now,
Mr. Speaker, in the course of the explanations given by the
hon. Secretary of State on this question, I regret that an
assertion was made,-and I trust that it was done uninten-
tionally-in answer to the hon. member for Quebec East
(Ir. Laurier). I was absent when that gentleman delivered
his speech, but it appears that ho compared the present
policy of the Conservative party with that of Sir George
Etienne Cartier, and the hon. Secretary of State saw fit to
assimilate the position of a certain number of Conservatives
of the Province of Quebec with that of the Liberals of that
Province.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I referred to Mr. Beausoleil.
Mr. DESJARDINS. In that case, the matter should have

been more clearly stated. The hon. Secretary of State has
seon fit to say that the defeat of Sir George Etienne Cartier
lu 1872 was due to the alliance of the Liberals with the
Programiaistes. Well, Mr. Speaker, I am not afraid of
saying so to-day. I am a Programmiste to-day, if to be one
signifies what it did thon, i.e. to be lu favor of Conservative
principles as they should be understood. I was a Program-
miste in 1872, and I do not remember that any of those
who gave their adhesion to the programme had anything
to do with the defeat of Sir George Eienne Cartier. If Sir
George Etienne Cartier was defeate in Montreal East, the
blame is due not to the Programmistes but to his own
friends; we maintain this at present by causing the truth
toe Omade known on certain questions of a purely provin-
cial character; we were truer friends to Sir George Etlenne
Cartier and to the Conservative principles which lie repre-
sented than those who surrounded him thon, and who
deceived the people and Sir George Etienne Cartier himself
as to the real interests of the Province of Quebec and of the
Conservative party. I think thatthe bon. Secretary of
State las given utterance to an unfounded accusation and
that he ought to withdraw what ho bas expressed. In 1872,
the circumstances in which the Province of Quebec found
itself, were of a quite peculiar nature. We had then
local struggles; principles were at stake, which perhaps
did not affect the local policy to any considerable extent,
but which were of the highest importance to the Province
of Quebec, from the stand point of certain local muterests.
Sir George Etienne Cartier, although ho was ever looked
upon by all Conservatives and by all friends of the Province
of Quebec as the most faithful representative, generally
speaking, of the aspirations of the Province of Quebec, had
seen fit to interfere with questions which his position should
have caused him to leave alone, and a ce-tain number of
us thought it our duty to protest against this interference.
We did so, not as enemies, not as allies of the Liberals; but
basing ourselves on those very principles according to
which we understood that the Conservative policy could be
upheld in the Province of Quebec. The false friends who
surrounded Sir George Etienne Cartier then, prevented him
from seeing what were his real interests and those of the
Province. If ho was defeated, it was not our fault, but
solely that of those who thus advised him. The Liberals
expect the benefit of this; all the better for them. It is
porhaps due to that that from 1874 to 1878 they held the reins
of power. They gave to us Conservatives and Program-1
mistes the opportunity of comparing what they could do
with what the Conservative leaders lad done before them;

Mr. DaJ.RDINS.

the comparison has not been in favor of the Liberals, and
the result bas been that, after a trial of four or five yearsithe Province of Quebec has been glad to cast its vote in
favor of the Conservative party, thus throwing back with
opposition the Liberal party and keeping it whence it
should never return.

Mr. RYKE RT. I was somewhat amused at the tone of
the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. ]ROSS). It
seemed to me like the last dying gasp of a gentleman who
knew exactly what was going to befail him. In anticipa-
tion of the general election, the hon. gentleman tries to
throw dust in the eyes of the people of Ontario by telling
them they bave been robbed by the Conservative party. That
is the old trick he is trying to play over again, the old jack-
knife and mucilage story. The hon. gentleman knows quite
well who is endeavoring to rob Ontario, and if he will only
look at the Statutos of 1879, ho will find that Ontario has
been spoliated by the Mowat Government, and that she is
entitled to have a larger amount of territory than she has
got. Let that be pointed out to the electors, and then they will
-see who are robbing Ontario. The position taken by the
Conservative party is: lst, there was no proper submission
of the question 'in dispute to the arbitrators; 2nd, that
the award was not legal or binding; 3rd, it does not fix
the true boundary; and 4th, Ontario bas not got her just
deserts. I propose to show by reference to documentary
evidence, the position I take as an Ontario man. These
gentlemen threatened us with the vengeance of the
people of Ontario. I am not afraid to meet the
hon. gentleman and bis friends anywhere in On.
tario. Let them name the day and the hour. Let
the hon. gentleman select any platform in Ontario he
chooses; let hia take bis own town of Strathroy, and I will
meet him there and discuss this question. He hopes te con-
vince the electors that the Conservative party have not been
faithful to the trust reposed in them. I am ready to discuss
that question with him tnywhere in Ontario, hour and hour
about. I will take him in his own county if he likes. The
ground I take in the first place is that there has been no
proper submission of this question. I would like the hon.
gentlemen to point out where there has been a submission, if
they can. Let the hon. gentleman consuit his own organ
and ho will find there was no proper submission from a le 1a
point of view, otherwise why wouid it claim that, that
cautious gentleman, the member for Lambton, hal
reserved to himself tho right to repudiate the award ?
If there had been a reference from a legal point of view,
and such a reference as could not have been repudiated, by
one party or the other; then, I say the hon. gentleman
from Lambton would not have »got the credit he got a few
days ago of having been that cautious gentlemaCn who
reserved the right to repudiate the award. Let us see what
lis organ says.

Mr. TROW. Will the hon. gentleman quote the Order
in Counci1 passed in November, 1878, and approved by the
Governor-General ?

Mr. RYKERT. We will come to that by-and-bye. The
hou. gentleman seems uneasy. I expect to visit the hon.
gentleman's county this summer. I expect te go on a mis-
sionary tour myself. In the Globe newspaper of February
14, I find the following:-

Iflad there been any ground whatever for suspecting that theior.
was in the slizhtest degree too favorable to Ontario, the Domainion (7 0v-

ernment might have been justified in delaying or refusing to be bUfd
by it. Mr. Mackenzie, with his usual caution, reserved the right tO do
so for cause."

That disposes of the question that I first raised as to the
proper and final submission by the GoverrnnOt of tiJ
important question. If there had been a proper submuiSrît>f
the Dominion could not for cause or othervise tave
refused to adopt an award based thereon. Iwas surprised th
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the member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), who claimed to
discuss the question from a legal point of view, should have
stated that because the award was made it was a finality. He
knows, as a lawyer, that when an award shows on its face
that it is not in accordance with fact or law it can be set
aside; and the award itself, the documents and the evidence,
show conclusively that the award was not founded on the facts,
that it is not an award, defining the true boundary, asstated
by Sir Francis Hincks. If the hon. gentleman will show
to this louse and the country that a proper submission was
made, then I am prepared' to show that the arbitrators did
not follow the submission. They cannot show that a
proper submission was made and, therefore, their
caso falls to the ground. The award is not a legal or a bind-
ing one, and if hon. members will examine the history of
the submission of the question to the arbitrators, it will appear
clear, that from the very inception of the proceedings the
two Governments contemplated having the legal boundary
fixed, and that the award should afterwards be approved by
the Parliament of Canada. As far back as l72, when
the question was first mooted and Mr. McDougall was
appointed by the Government of Ontario, as a Commis-
sioner, it was then contemplated by the order of the Privy
Council, that the true and legal boundary was to be ascer-
tained. Follow the case a little further. In 1874
an Act was passed by the Ontario Legislature--and
mark the action of the little Premier of Ontario.
Ho wanted to bave a little hole out of which to crawl ; he
was like the hon. member for Lambton, who desired to be
able to get out of the award if it did not suit his purpose.
In 38 Victoria, chapter 6, "an Act respecting the Northerly
and North-West Boundaries of the Province of Ontario," I
ilnd the following recital:

" And whereas, subject to the approval of the Parliame nt of Canada
and the Legisiature of Ontario, it has been agreed by the Governments
of the Dominion of Canada and the Province of Ontario, that the ques-
tions which have been annexed concerning the said bonndary shouid
be determined by a reference to arbitration.»"
Mark the little addition-

" The Act shall not go into effect until the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council shall issue his proclamation in that behalf."
Will the hon. member for West Middlesex (MXr. Ross), who
pretends to be so thoroughly posted on all questions,
an1 Who appears to be so anxious to lay the facts
before the H1ouse and the country, kindly tell the
lHilse when the proclamation was issued? fie can-
flot do it; it was a little dodge of the little dodger ofi
Ontario, a little hole through wbich he could crawl, and if
the awa'rd had gone against him ho would have said he had
lot issued a proclamation. Those hon. gentlemen had been
repeatedly asked in the Local Legislature to produce the
Proclamation, but they had Iailed to do so. To show the in-
tention of the Ontario Government in making that omission,
look at the Act of 1879, just after the award was made, 432
Victoria, chapter 2, " An Act respecting the Northerly
and North-Westerly Boundaries of Ontario." Itstates:-

" &nd whereas, it was agreed by the Government of the DominionOf Canada andl the Province of Ontario that the true boundaries shouldbe determined by reference to arbitration."
Will hon. gentlemen say the true boundaries were dis-
CoVered ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes.
Mr. RYKERT. The little Premier of Ontario gives the
to that statement, for he said:

trnci whereas the fect o the award is to give to this Province lesaTtory than had been claimed on behag of the Province."
Th at is what we have on the Statute-book of Ontario and

ertainly an Act of thaL kind must have been passedafter
oame deiberation. I submit that I have made out my case:i

that no proper submission was made of this important ques-tionthat Wtlatever was submitted tothe arbitrators they wsre,

to consider and ascertain the true and legal boundaries, and
that such boundaries had not been discovered. Let us call
into the witness-box a- gentleman who is a very good
authority nowadays with hon. gentlemen, although I
think the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir ]Richard J.
Cartwright) walked across the House some years ago,
because bis financial ability was considered to be inferior to
that gentleman-Sir Francis Hiincks. On the 10th February
last, Sir Francis Hincks wrote:

" They further 'made up their minds' that there were no data what-
ever for declaring any particular place in the North-West as the
north-westerly boundary."

He there gives the whole case away. But that is not all.
At the end of the letter he says:

" They did not rob Ontario, for there wa's no established north-west
boundary and no one has ever pretended that there is. They joined
the legal boundaries in a perfectly fair way ; but I have pointed out that
if they had seen fit to adopt a different mode of doing so, Ontario
would have gained a comparatively trifling extent of territory."

What avail, then, was it for the hon. member for Bothwell
to deliver a speech extending ovor four hours to prove to
the House end the country that there was an
established north-west boundary, and to have published
a document which cost the country $4,000, and
which might have cost $8,00) had the people
desired to go further in order to maintain that position.
The hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) also spoke
at longth about an established north-west boutdary, when,
according to Sir Francis Hincks, such was not the case.
The House must, therefore, corne to this conclusion, that no
proper submission was made, and that no legal award was
made by thearbitrators. Ifthe arbitrators were called upon by
the solemn Acts of the two Legislatures to define the true and
legal boundaries, that was not a valid award, bîcause the
boundaries established were compromised and conventional
boundaries. If Ontario was satisfied with the award, why
was it that two years ago Mr. Mowat placed 810,000 in the
Estimates for the purpose of bringing the matter bofore the
Privy Couneil. Yet the hon. gentleman ignored that faut,
and, as the Globe says, Mr. Mackenzie, "with his usual
caution, reserved the riLht of refusing to be bound by that
award." But I would like to know where is the leader of tho
Opposition to night. Why do not we have an explanation
from him on this impor tant question ? What bas bis great
legal mind to say on this matter ? Why are the smaller
luininaries, like the hon. member for Middlesex, the chief
missionary of the party, put up to argue the legal
points involved in this question? I wonder that the
hon. member for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) has not had his
say in the question. I know low well the leader of the
Opposition can split hairs, and how well he can arrive at
conclusions that suit bis convenience. The country would
like to hear from him, and i he bas reasoned the
matter to a logical conclusion, perhaps we w9uld
be satisfied with bis conclusion. The country
would like to hear bis views on this question, and they
are not so particular to hear from thoso who are
quite irresponsible, and who cari go before the people and
say: "True, we did speak that way, " but who are like the
hon. member for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), who speaks
equally well in favor of Free Trade and Protection. The
bon. member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) says we are
too late in bringing the matter before the louse; but what
were these hon. gentlemen doing all the time from 1872 to
18;8? They had four years, in which they did not do a
single thing; and yet because this Government does not
choose to adopt an illiegal award,an award which robs Ontario
of more than one-tenth part of ber poskessions, because the
House bas exorcised the sound discretion which the Act
says it should exercise, these hon, gentlemen say we are
too late in now offering to submit the whole question
to the Supreme Court or Privy Couneil, It was in-
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tended that the representativeR of the people If no legal boundary can be fonnd it is not within bis power
should have a right to say whether the award should to find the legal bonndary.
be -arneti ned or not. If they find-that the terms of the Mr. PLUMB. Nor was it within the power of the
award are not corr, cr, they have a riaht to say :o as much arbitrators.
as Mr. Mowat had when he stated that the award was Mr. CHARLTON. I have been mucl amused by ny
not just to Ontario. The hon. gentleman says that hon. friend from Niagara to-nigbt, and certainîy be
Quebec is interested in having this property. I do makes himself an objeet of amusement
not believe that Quebec is in favor of anythin Bogouedi f
of the kind. I believe that Quebec is in favor of doing thetliult o
j stice to Ontario, but wants to have a legal award; and
if so high an authority as Mr. Mowat says that Ontario bas business. The ground taken by the members from Ontario
not had justice done ber, they are prepared to say that uppo'ting the Government is a ridiculous one. They say
Ontario shall have justice done ber If the papers of the they are net satisfied with the award because it gives
party, such as thcGlobe, the London Advertiser, the Hamil- Ontario toe little territory. I say that Ontario is sati8fied
ton Times, and all such rubbish as that, say that Ontario i with tbe award, that she proposes t stand by the award
only gettirig one-thirteenth part of herposessions, we have and to enforce tbe award. They may tatk of justice te
a right to say that Ontario shall have justice done ber; and Ontario. Ontario dees not look to tbem for justice; Ontario

frmOtrea IdIcnbîg bs etee intenda to force justice for berseif. I can warn these gen-coming from Ontario as I do, I can bring these gentlementemen that te feeling among the people of Ontariint
into the witness-b) xto show out of their own mouths that
Ontario bas been robbed. But the bon. gentlemen and the te be trifled witb, evn witb tbe great majority tbey have
GIbe say that Ontario has been robbed by the Conservative at their back. Ontario bas performed her duty to this
party, but they have failed to bring forward any proof of Confederation from the day it was formed; she bas witbout
hat statement, while, on the other hand, I think I have murmuring borne the chief burdn of taxation; she bas been

proved out of their own mouths that the Grit party, led
by Oliver Mowat, are the real spoliators of Ontario's rights. ber rigbts, and if these rigbts are denied to ber, she intends
When the bon. gentlemen corne before the bar of publicte enforce them. She intends to take possession of that terri-
opinion, they will be called upon to give evidence of that tory whicb bas been awarded te ber by a Board te wbich
statement. I say that we are justified in saying that the both Governments were parties in referring the ques.
aw:ird is not a finality; that it does not do justice te tion, and te hold it; and wbatevcr may be the
On, ario and we have a right to see that justice shall be done conduct, wbatever may be the action of the najority
to Ontario. in this fouse, she will simply set that action

M r. C IIARLTON. I do not propose to trouble the House at naugbt, and bid it defiance, if it is net right and proper.
but for a few moments, for it was not my intention to say I warn hon, gentlemen opposite that they may now treat
anything whatever on this question. Some remarks mado this matter with derisin, but tbey will have te mcct a
by the bon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) seem to con- people living under a sense of outraged rights, and they
flict with the remarks made by the bon. member for Hoche- will yct hear from those people in a way that will nete
laga (Mr. Mousseau). The latter informed us that although agreeable te gentlemen who make light of Provincial riglts
Quebec took.no in'erest in the mattter, yet the inhabitants
of that Province were surprised and amazed at the amount Mr. FARROW. I do net rise te reply te the hon. mera-
of territory awarded to Ontario by the arbitrators. The ber for North Norfolk, because I conceive it would bc a
hon. mem ber for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) tells us that Ontario waste ef tine te reply te a gentleman who may take differ-
has rcceived by this award vastly less than she is entitled to. cnt ground te-morrow; we know wbat bis erratic course
Here are two conflicting opinions before the House, and one in thîs liuse bas been from 1876 te 1882. But I wi try
or other of thcm is an honest opinion. I am willing tote rcply te the remarks that fell from the bon. member lor
believe that the opinion of the hon. member for Hochelaga Wcst Middlesex. That bon. gentleman made this sulIýCt a
(Mr. Mousseau) was the honest one, and I am inclined tospecialty. liesecms te bave been deputcd by tbe Lowat
doubt whether the motive which animates the supporters of Government te go through the lengtb and breadth ofthe
the Goverument from Ontario was the one assigned country te represent the views of the Atterney-Goiicr'l.
by the bon. member fcqr Lincoln (Mr. Rykert). I He coudescended te paya visitto My riding; 1 do not know
do not propose to go over the ground in refer- wbethcr ho was paid for it or net. I know that hQ lias
ence to this dispute but simply to present a been recciving large fees from the Local Governmcflt, that
few plain facts to the House and the country. The hon. be bas a great liking for the party from whicb bi encd-
member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) says that the submission and-butter cernes. le and the local members Of MY colflty
of this case was never legally made. I hold that it was core along en masse, te enligbten the people on the bufl-
legally submitted by the Order in Council of the Govern- daries and Streams Bill questions, wbich formed their (-""eat
ment and the Province of Ontario, and that by the submis- cry. Now, it is evidont that Mr. Mowat's Geverninelit is
sion of this case to a Board of arbitrators, composed ofhsession by
gentlemen of high eharacter, the question was settled I doing wbat didnot belong Le tbeni-discwising the satowl
hold that the boundary found by the arbitrators was the true Policy. The greater part of the Session was taken UP
legal boundary, and we are bornl to accept it as such. The the discussion of the National Iolicy, the boundary questionY
language used by the bon. member lar Lincoln (Mr. and the Stîams Bill. Now, why dîd they spend 80 much
Rykert) with reference to the Province of Ontario, I con- time on these questions? Just because they were hostile te
sider most disgraceful. The idea of any bon. gentleman this Government. I can well conceive the leader of thc
standing up here and characterizing the head of the Govern- Opposition, finding that ail previeus cries bad failed, meet-
ment of the greatest Province of this Dominion as a littie ing with Lhe Attorncy-General of Ontario and gettinginto
dodger, is one not very creditable te any member of this conversation about the prospects cf the party, and saYirg

lio~e Th bi.genleengoes on te tell us that neio liow shahl we succced ? We must get up sorne ]burniflgHouse! The hov. gentleman gos ntotllustatn
legal boundary was fbund, that one of the members of this question" And tbey agreed to iake this boundary
Board of arbitrators declared in a letter that there was no the burnin- question. Why, their own party did net give
north-west boundary-that no such boundary could be thern crediL 1er it. I consider tbey have failed alreadY ln
found. I ask him, if he endorses that statement, how hetrying te make this an election cry.
proposes to ascertain that boundary and settle the question? butspeakind bor t
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bas power to take one inch or one foot of land from On-
tario. Though I am as ardent a supporter of the leader of
iny party as any Man ought to be, yet if I believed ieh
wanted to rob Ontario, I would not go with him. Doos
not the Confederation Act say that the Ontario boundary
Shall be what the old Upper Canada boundary was,
and that boundary is what we are trying
to find out. Did not our leaderin 181tell this country that
the proper place to submit the question was the Privy
Council. Was there not a contention between the Ontario
Government and the Dominion Government as to the true
boundary ? Did not the Ontario Government contend that
the western boundary was the Rocky Mountains ? Did not
-arnd this is a very important point-my hon. friend from
Lambton contend differently ? Did he not contend that the
west boundary was not the Rocky Mountains? But, luckily
or unluckily for himself, he came into power. I do not say
that the Local Government manipulated him, but he left the
matter to arbitrators, instead of submitting it to the Privy
Council in England, but very wisely neglected to pass a
resolution binding himself to accept the award. Why did
he not pass that resolution ? I say he was wise in not doing
so, he acted the part of a wise legislator in not committing
himself. Did not the Ontario Government act differently ?
Did they not pass a law that they would abide by the deci-
sion? Well, what does this amount to? Lt amounts to
just this, that it left the award an open question. Suppose
for a moment that the award had been that the boundary
extended to the foot of the Rocky Mountains. What does the
Globe Say ? It says, if that award had been to the foot of
the Rocky Mountains, they could not bave accepted it. It
would have been preposterous; it would not have been a
right boundary; it would have been a reductio ad absurdum.
Following that lino cf reasoning, how shall we say that
the line the arbitrators did agree to is a correct lino. When
an arbitration in ordinary affairs takes place, the parties
bind themselves beforehand to accept the award. I have
been chosen as an arbitrator often in ordinary matters, but
I never arbitrated until the parties bound themselves to
acceptthe arbitration. That is the way ordinary people do.
I do not know how lawyers do, or how Governments do, but
I know the ordinary practice in ordinary affairs is for both
parties to bind themselves. Well, this wa an extraordinary
transaction it seems, and they would not bind themselves. Il
there is any fault to be found in not accepting this arbitration
i lies with the hon. member far Lambton in not committing
the Dominion Government te accept the award. Why did
he not follow the same course as the Local House?

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am willing to commit it now.
Mr. FARROW. Why not then ? Why net make things

seeure before you began ? You had it in your own power
then. Now you have no power. It is said Sir John A.
Macdonald wants te rob Ontario. lie is the last man that
vould rob it. You might as well try to make the people be-

ieve thait 'illaior n nlr U i iL .

ask, what farmer from Ontario will settle there?
If this country is of great value, what has made it valuable ?
Why, you told the truth yourself tonight, that the Pacifie
Railway bas made that country valuable. You talk about
Sir John A. Macdonald injuring Ontario. Look at the large
amount of money to be spent in building a railway through
that country, for hundreds of miles in the northerly
sections. All those vast improvements will cost millions,
which will benefit Ontario. I want to ask another question
-who was it that gave away the Territory of Kevatin,
which was a part of Ontario? According to the hon. gentle-
man's arguments a very wrong thing was donc in giving
away that country. While it is argued that our Ontario
boundary reaches to the Rocky Mountains, the Territory of
Keewatin was given away. Where is the philosophy of
that ? I bave no hesitatiou in saying that there is no man
in the House who ought to be more grateful i the Ontario
Government than the late Minister of the Interior, who
gave us a four-hour speech the other night, which cost the
Ontario Government $4,000, or $1,000 an hour. I tried
to listen attentively to that speech, as I wanted to get to
the bottom of this question, but I must declare that after it
was finished I was more perplexed than when it was begun.
I do not say the hon. gentleman is a mixer
and muddler like the ex-Finance Minister. No man
in Ontario, I repeat, should try to carry out the
behests of the Ontario Government with more
zeal than the hon. member for Bothwell, owing to the re-
ceipt of that $4,000. I think I would try to speak a good
many hours for $1,000 an hour. I am in favor of Ontario
getting every inch of'ground whether soil or rock, which
she owns; but I shall vote with pleasure for this resolution.
I believe the question ought to bc submitted to the Privy
Council in England, and until it is so referred. there can be
no satisfactory solution of it. It would not cost much to
send it to that tribunal, either in time or money, while its
decision would be satisfactory to every man in the country.

Mr. ARKELL. We have been discussing this question
of the boundaries of Ontario nearly three days, and I do not
think we have arrived at an agreement yet. But I believe
the discussion will show the people of Ontario and the Do-
minion thata large majority in this House are in favorof that
question being settled; and if the Ontario Government does
not accept the proposition of the hon. member for Niagara,
it will be plain that it does not desire a settlement of this
great question. And I believe irdeed that this question will
bu kept open perhaps till after the general elections, and
that the party on the opposite side are determined to make a
handle of it fori political objects. Tho hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) has already done some missionary
work in East Elgin. I have read his speech, made ten days
before the meeting of Parliament, and which was delivered
in the village of Aylmer, in which he was invited to address
the Reform Organization on the question of the Ontario
boundary award. The hon. gentleman spoke as follows:-

--lu uau oines wola rK)tnlraagnters or i esnisons. Who was it that took the large debt that Ontario "Upper Canada, when we went into Confe:eration, had gocd claims
ocht to have paid, about t7,000,000,otothe land as far as the Rocky Mountains, while their claim had nevera ve paaut c7,000,000, offer ho and been disputed to the land beyond the Rainy River. The Ontario Gev-
paid it Out of the Dominion Treasury ? tWho w as it ernment and the Dominion Government arranged to settle the dispute by
hat raised Ontario and this country out of the arbitration. Sir Edward Thornton, the British Minister at Washington,

Slough of Despond? When our manufacturing interests Sir Francis Bincks, one.of the.oldest legislators of Canada, and obief
Justice Harrison, the eminent jurist, were appointed a Board of Arbi-'vere dying, when our farmers were becoming bankrupt, tration. The whole dispute was referred to them, and they examined

Wh o11urinterestsevery way were languishing, who was every treaty and all archives relating to the boun dary. Counsel wa
it coneived the great National Poliey that made this heard on both sides, and then each arbitrator made up his award sepa-
0Ontr1p perous as it is te-day? y talk rately, but when they were examined they were all alike in awarding to

try piYouetk about going Ontario that territory beginning at James' Bay, thence along James' Bay
0 Ontario to put before them this abstract question of the to Albany River, thence to tae north arm of the Lake of the Woode-an

boundary award, and think yon are going to throw dust in area of 100,000 square miles or 64,000,000 acres, rich in timber, abound-
the oyes cf the people. Tey will nver beieve it. W ating in minerals and containing much rich soil. Ontario accepted the
do e award and the Dominion would have ratified it, "but there arose athey care about the abstract question of the boundary king who knew not JosephI" and who shirked the responsibility of re-
award. I am not going to run down the territory that is fusing, bat declared that the eastern boundary of Manitoba should be
c'huled, but wlit dos it arount te ? Yen talk the western boundary of Ontario, with the design of handing to

ab , u t oes t amont to ? Yo t Manitoba what was awarded to Ontario, with this diference, that the
about the tinber ther, and the river. I timber on the land belonging to Manitoba belouptothe Dominion, while
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Ontario owns the timber on ber lands. Thus the Dominion would steal
from Ontario $150,000,000 worth of timber, and already are giving
licenses to the Syndicate to eut timber on Ontario's lands But the
Onetario Government have resolved to go a step further and take posses-
sion of these lands. Nothing is so contemptible in Sir John's history as
bis offer to arbitrate the matter over again He wauld like to play the
shrrper's game of " Head I win; tails you lose." Why should Ontario
submit to such injustice ? Lt is the Province that pays three-fifths of
the revenue of the Dominion ; it is the heart of Canaiian virtue, intelli-
gence and enterprise, and it intends to assert its rights. It has long
enough been made the cats-paw of French lick-spittles, and built the
harbors and public works of Quebec. Now we say what is our own is
our own. 'Whom the Gods intend to destroy they first make mad,' and
Sir John seems to have been maddened to bis destruction."

I merely read this extract to show what kind of speeches
are made in Ontario, and I do say that the member for
North Norfolk, in making use of' language of that kind
while the matter is under discusssion in Parliament is
trying to irritate the feeling in Ontario against a settlement
of this question. They hope to make political capital by
the cry of French domination. The Conservative party in
Ontario never paid any attention to that; but you see now
by that speech of the hon. member for North Norfolk, that
the Reform party still make use of it. However, I do not
think, as has been stated already, that those tacties will
" take worth a cent " with the people of Ontario. I believe
they are alive to their own interests, and that this excite-
ment which the Opposition are trying to get up will have
but little effect when the people have a chance to record
their votes.

Mr. TROW. I would not have risen to my feet, but for a
taunt from the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. iRykert), who,
during his speech, stated that he would ask any hon. gentle-
men to point out to him where the Dominion Government
hatd submitted the question to arbitration. I merely called
the hon. gentleman's attention to the Order in Council
passed and approved by His Excellency the Governor
General, in November, 1878, and instead of answering it
he taunted me that I might expect a visit from him during
this summer. I may say to that hon.gentleman that it is a
matter of indifference to me how often he or any other sup-
porter of the Government visits my riding, so long as the
electors there are not deprived of their franchise. He may
come every day in the week if it gratifies him for it can
make no difference to me so far as the electoral vote is con-
cerned. However, I may say, being a member of that
celebrated Committee of which we have heard so much
this afternoon, more especially from the bon. member for
Algoma, who was chairman, that the ,Committee was com-
posed of gentlemen from the various Provinces, nine sup-
porters of the Government and four members of the Oppo-
sition, who devoted considerable time and attention to the
subject brought before them. It is true the time ut the dis-
posal of the Committee was not adequate to the service they
had to perform, and I think the chairman himself did a
large portion of the work. I notice a the report that a
great deal of matter has been introduced into it irrelevant
to the case and that was not brought before the Committee.
At the same time I think the chairman was thoroughly quali-
fied for the task he had undertaken; the questions ho put to the
witnesses were often leading questions, and you may fancy
the result. At all events, at the close of that examination
I was satisfied in my own mind that the Province of
Ontario.had scarcely received justice in that award. I was
strengthened in that conclusion by the evidonce of the hon.
gentleman from lalton (Mr. McDougall), who is thoroughly
conversant with the question, and considered the award was
right in every particular. The evidence given by the chair-
man while member of the Local House was that the west-
ern boundary of Ontario extended several hundred miles be-
yond the limits sanctioned by the arbitrators. Now, when a
matter is left to arbitration it strikes me forcibly that there is
net a gentleman on either side of the House, who, if he lef to
arbitrators a dispute about any private matter, would not feel

Mr, AnLLi
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bound to abide by the award. I an surprised that any
Government should refuse to ratify an award made by
gentlemen of their own choosing and of superior ability
It bas been said to-night that the arbitrators were prematu.,
in making their award, but it must be remembered that
they were acting as judges in the case, they had eminent
lawyers to prepare the case for them from week to week
to produce the evidence, the commissions, treaties and
Acts of Parliament for a century back, and the arbitrators
certainly required but very little time to deliberate. They
took the legal evidence before them, and although
sitting in different parts of the country, they came to a
unanimous decision, unknown to each other before hand.
Now it strikes me forcibly that the line is a proper one.
The only reason for any dispute whatever is the meaning of
the words "and northwards." Well, judging from the cir-
cumstances of the case, " northwards " must mean un mis-
takeably to follow the course of the Mississippi River to the
height of land, at all events, if not to the Nor th-West Angle.
A line due north from the confluence of the Ohio and Mis.
sissippi would have excluded several settlements which then
existed and which the Act was intended to inclhde.
The Quebec Act of 1774 is sufficiently plain in describing
the limits, and the commission given to Sir Guy Carleton is
also explicit; and I cannot see for a moment why any
Government should refuse to ratify an award made by
gentlemen of such ability, aided by the best legal talent in
the Dominion.

Mr. HESSON. As an Ontario man and representing an
I Ontario constituency, I desire to say that this question is

one of great importance to myself and my constituents, and
I an called upon to vote upon a resolution which I heartily
approve. I am not afraid to go into any constituency and
defend the vote I am going to give to-night, on the ground
that I believe the only true definition you can get of a legal
boundary will be obtained in that manner. If we take the
words that have been supposed te state where the boundary
is, we find that even the Government who made the
award have had to qualify them by the evidence that was
adduced here to-night by the hon. member for Lincoln, by
saying that it was not the legal boundary, but apparently
the boundary, the best they could find. iNow, 1 am not sur-
prised at that. If the arbitrators simply gave a day or
two to obtain the evidence I an not at all surprised that
they failed to find a legal boundary. The Supreme
Court would exerciso a little more patience in
arriving at a decision, or, if it were referred to the Privy
Council, the Dominion Government would see that the case
was properly presented there, that the best evidence was
forthcoming and that Ontario would gct fair play. I an
not af raid that my Province will not get fair play, and I amn
prepared to trust the matter in the bands either of the
Supreme Court or the Privy Council. It has been made to
appear that hon. gentlemen opposite are perfectly satisfied
with the award made by the arbitrators. The hon. mcm-
ber for South Perth (Mr. Trow) said the line was a proper
one; it was accepted by the people of Ontario, and they are
perfectly satisfied with it; on the other hand the present
First Minister of Ontario held that it was not such a line.
In chapter 2 of the Ontario Statutes of 1878, Mr. Mowat
said :

" And whereas the effect of the said award is to give to this Province
less territory than had been claimed on behalf of the Province and
more territory than the Government of Canada bad intended to be
within the limits of thç Province, or that was contained within the
provisionalboundary lines aforesaid, &c."

Hon. gentlemen opposite were prepared te accept less than
the land te which the Province was entitled, but he, as an
Ontario man was not prepared to accept less than the quan-
tity te which the Province was entitled. If hon. gentl-
men opposite are prepared to adopt that course which i

more than members on this side of the House will do, I a
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not prepared to accept such terms, and I will not support a
Government which will not give to Ontario all to which it
is entitled, and the Government is pursuing the proper
Course in this matter. The trouble is that hon. members
on this side of the House have anticipated the resolutions
of hon. gentlemen opposite on this subject, and the speeches
they have been preparing for days and months. It is not
with thei a question so much as to whether Ontario would
be robbed of territory, because they are willing that this
should occur, but we on thiq side of the House ask fair
play for Ontario, and we will receive it.

Mr. RYMAL. I regret exceedingly that a question which
shotild have been settled in an amicable and friendly manner
between the Dominion and Ontario Governments bas become
a bone of contention. I express my sincere regret that such is
the case, because if the people of Ontario feel they have been
wrongly dealt with by the Dominion taking a portion of
their inheritance from them, it certainly will weaken
tho affection which should exist between the members of
this great Confederacy. I have always thought it was a
proper matter to submit to arbitration, and I endeavored to
look at tho inatter from a common-sense point of view.
It was not an improper subject to submit to such a
distinguished Board of Arbitrators as sat upon it.
I think I might place the opinion of Sir Edward
Thornton, Sir Francis Iincks and Chief Justice
Harrison in opposition to the opinions of some of the lesser
lights who have spoken on the other sido of the House, and
be guided by Sir Francis Hincks and bis colleagues.
I am sorry this matter has assumed a party aspect for the
reason that it will provent a settlement in a satisfactory
manner. It is only a short time since it assumed that
apect. Up to within the last few months the representa-
tives of the people in Ontario, Reformers and Conservatives
alike, considered the award a proper one to be ratified ; not
only that, but they condemned the action or want of
action on the part of the Dominion Government in not
ratifying the award, which they asserted would only give
Ontario justice: It is not uninteresting to enquire at
what time and under what circumstances this change took
place in the views of a number of members of the Ontario
Legislature. It las been referred to by the hon. member
for MiJdlesex (Mr. Ross) as having occurred just about the
time some prominent members of the Dominion Govern-
ment paid a visit to Toronto, and it gives ground for sus-
pîcion to those of a suspicions nature-and I am glad
to say I am not of that nature-that some concerted
action was taken at the time a great gathering
took place in Toronto, for immediately afterwards I noticed
Conservative papers changed their tactics, they began to
adopt a different line, and they justified the Government in
Withholding its ratification to the award. I am bound to
say, that unsuspiciouses I am, and possessing great faith in
the honesty of my fellow-men, this change was suspicions,
and indicated concerted action of the Tory party. I have a
Word to say to te hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. iRykert),
who uneccssarily unertook to belittle the Premier of the
creat Province of Ontario. He called him the little man,the 'itle Premier, and the little dodger. Now, it so happens
that the Premier of Ontario is not unknown in this flouse,
and is perhaps as well known as any gentleman in the

oainion of Canada, particularly in Ontario, and this is theflrst tine that I ever beard him stigmatized as a little man.
lie mav not have the bulky proportions of the Ion. member

or incoln (Mr. Rykert) ; it is possible he has not an equally(Mmpreheisive -mind ; but the people of Ontario, I hope,
'Viii credit him with being a giant while the hon. member
SLincon is a mre pigmy. When 'the Ion. gentleman
poke Of Mr. Mowat's little dodges he should have looked

back at hi, own record, and he would not have spoken of Mr.?owat aS a little dodger. Little 1 Why Sir, ho i8 a giantun ocrmparison with the hon. member for Lincoln (Ur,
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Rykert), unless it be in gathering scraps, culling from news'
papers, and making quotations from better speeches than
e can deliver himself-pasting them together, and making

speeches here by the hour. Little ! Why, Sir, there never
have been any transactions with which the hon. member
for Lincoln has been connected which could be character-
ized as great. I think the Irish poet, Tom Hoore, must have
had some ona similar to the hon. member for lincoln (Mr.
Rykert) in his mind when he wrote a stanza which I shall
repeat to the House.

Mr. RYKERT. We bave heard it before.
Mr. RYMAL. Yes, and it may do you good to hear it

again. I do not claim it as original.
"There was a littie man,

And lie had a little sou],
And he said, 'Little soul, let us try, try, try,
Iftit's not within our ieach
Ti make up a little speech,
Just between you and little 1,1, 1.'
Then together cheek by jowl,
This little man and little soul,
Went and made that littie speech,
To a tittle, tittle, tittle,
And all the people did declare
T-hat this priggish little pair,
Never yet in ail their lives
Looked so little, little, little."

Amendment (Mr. Plumb) carried on the following division
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House do, at position which was thon taken by gentlemen on this side of

its next sitting, go into Committee of Supply. the Iouse was the correct position. 1 intend, Sir, first to
Motion agreed to.prove that the price of'sugar has been onhanced through the

operation of this Tariff, and that throuigh it the p)eoptle have
THE EASTER ADJOURNMENT. had to pay a great deal more for this article, and I have

also to show that while the Tariff remains US it is at present
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that when this House on the Stutute-books, the people not only have paid au

adjourns at its next sitting it stand adjourned until Tuesday, extra amount, but that they are hable to pay it. I wiii
the 11th inst, at 3 o'clock, p.m. endeavor, further, to show, Sir, that the duty upon this article

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:35 o'clock a.m.) the House 'a excessive, and that it is in the interest of the country, an(l
adjourned. the bounden duty of the Government, to see thatthis taxation

should be reduced. Now, Sir, in approaching this subject,
_________________mere statements will carry no weight. Sometîmes hon,

gentlemen opp)osi'L t, ject to the ué-e of figures and of
tables of figures, frorn this sido of the Ilouse. Tbey7 say:

HOUSE OF COMMONS,IlLook at the general effect of our Taritluon the

WEDNESDAY, 5th April, 1882. country." They point to prosperity, they point to the
country, and they say: Ilcause and effect.' That may do,

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock. perhaps, to talk te men who have not lad a business train.

PRAYERS. ing, and whogive no attention %lctever to publie matters;but it eertaitily is a lineocf argument that should

THE IRISH IRESOLUTIONS. fot be adopted in the Canadian Iouso of Parliament, wbere
the representatives are supposed b beo business men, and

Mr. COSTIGAN. Before the Orders of the Day trc capablerFejudging business questions upon thcir merits.
called, 1 wish to state, as a matter ofcourtesy to the Govern- Thero will be no value in aly argument that may be
ment, that on the next occasion after to-day when a motion advanced on this question or on any other question,unics
will be made that you, Mr. Speaker, leave the Chair and the that argument is baeked up by and based upon figures
House go into Committee of Supply, 1 shall move an euled fro n our Trade and Navigation Ieturns,
amendment that certain resolutions in connection with the which will give to us the truc state of the case in
state of Ireland be considered-unless some other arrange- reference to the particular article whieh may be under dis-
ment be made to meet the question. cussion. Now, Sir, lot me say, with reference to this article,

to which I confine my remiarks exclusively to-dayr, tliat iL
THE SUGAR DUTIES. is, perhaps, o of the most difficuit articles in the wholo

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now categery to speak upon. It is the most difficuit matter,
leave the chair for the ouse to go again into Commit- perhaps, Sir, of any item we have in the Tarif, to asertain
tee of Supply. what advantage, what amoujit of Protection the refiner ofsugar lias in this country; and the reason, Mr'. Speaker, is

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Before you leave the Chair, not far to seek. There are certain secrets connected with
Sir, I wish to say a few words with reference to a subject, sugar refining; these secrets are Iocked up-properlY
which is a very sweet one, and which would remain so, locked up-m the minds, in the breasts, and in the kuow-
had it not been for an element of bitterness which bas been ledge cf'theien who are engagcd in that enterprVc.
introduced into it by the late Tariff. I refer, Sir, to the When we had, Sir, in 1876, îhe head of ene cf'the prilciPai
article of sugar, on which I desire to offer a few remarks. members cf the oaly refining firra we had in existence .1
This article, Sir, is one of the most important articles of Canada at that time, before a Committee of the Ilouse
commerce. It is one of the articles that entera into con- of Commons, it was necessary, in order to substantiato
sumption by the people of this country to as great an extent, bis allegations that a bounty was paid by the
porhaps, as any other article in the country; and, therefore, people te the sugar refiner on the sugar'whieh the American
any legislation which affects it by way of enhancing refiners exported te Canada, to ascertain the amount of the
its price, bears upon ail consumers of that article. When I refined sugar that could bc produced from 100 lb,.
remind the House that the consumption of this article in cf raw sugar. That was essential, Sir, te a right detcrrnia
England is about 60 lbs. per head per annum; that in the tien upoa that point. And surely at that time
United States, it is 40 lbs. per head per annum; and that in effort was being made teuioniof that
this country, it amounts to 31 lbs. per head per annum, trade and the grounds for granting relief te it, if iL should
leaving aside any calculation based on the use of maple sugar, be prcved we would natu'ally.expect that that geat'3-
we willI see, Sir, that the subject we are approaching is onecf man at any rate might have given in confidence t
considerable interest to the people of this country. It will that Committee the nature cf lis trade secr f
be remembered that, in 1879, when the Tariff was introduced otherwise he was certainly estopped from urgiDg anY
by the hon. the Finance Minister, that gentlemen on this side for reeeiving any greater conideratiel ut the
of the House said, with reference to the proposed change hands cf the Canadian Parliament or cf the Canadia
of the sugar duties, that it would have the result of decreas- Ministry; but, Sir, that gentleman emphaticaHy refused to
ing the revenue which the country received froim that source, disclose what amount cf raw sugar it teck todfe.et
and that it would also have the effect of enhancing the price lbs. cf refined sugar. I repeat again, ho lad a Perfe
of that article for the consumer. Exception, Sir, was taken riglt te do it. I will allude now te a remark made by
to our statemeints at that time; exception bas been taken te hon. member for Cardwell twe years ago, whef, in the coaIse
our statements with reference to this subject since then; ef some remarks on the same question, I sad I admitt0d
and attempts have been made by the hon. the Finance that the Redpaths had made $600,000 last yen!; the fion.

Minister, and by other gentlemen of ability on the other side member for Cardwell said ho could net ver lth
of the House, to endeavor to prove that we were wrong at I arrivedat ihat conclusion. lie did not think
that time in our forecast as to the effect of this duty; and Redpaths were in the habit cf showing their
attempts have been made to show, and demonstrate members cf Parliament, te enable them te dotel'lie
by figures cotclusively, that we were mistaken. Now, Sir, matter. That is quite correct The Messrs.,RedP8t r
the duty which devolves upon me to-day is to show that the any other refluer or manufacturer in this countxYt je In

1fr.IRnlUL.
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way bound to show his books, either to myseif or to any
0ter member of this louse, provided that he is not knock-t

ing at the door of this Parliament and asking for legislation1
te givo him an undue advantage over the consumert
of his goods. But if the Government undertake to
Make a man prosperous; to make a man rich, to
make a man wealthy at the expense of the peoplet
of this country, the Governmet of this country havec
a right, and it is their bounden duty to demand that the
books of that firm shall be open to their investigation inc
order that they, at any rate, shall know how much profit ho
is making out of the advantages which they are conferringt
upon him bylegislation. But, Sir, we got it not. I haveç
been forced, then, to look for the basis upon which to make1
my calculation to other sources. In this, however, I didc
not find so much difficulty, because, in the year 1875, wheni
this question of export bounty to the American refiner was(
under consideration, a commission was appointed in the1
United States. They met, and, unanimously at that time,
iound that 100 lbs. of raw sugar would give 60 lbs. of bard
stove-dried sugar, 23-60 lbs. of soft yellow sugar, 11-50 Ibs.t
of syrup, and 4-9 lbs. of waste. These gentlemen werec
examined under oath separately. Tbey gave different
testimony, according to the classes of sugar which
they turned out; but on the sworn testimony of these, and1
diflerent sugar refiners when before them, the Com-
nittee unanimously arrived at the conclusion that a fair
basis for calculation of the drawback was the production ofJ
60 lbs. of hard sugar from 100 lbs. of raw sugar, leaving thei
soft sugar and syrup equal in value, at any rate, to the
raw sugar, which may therefore be dropped out of the ques-
tion, and this gives us the basis we work upon, of 60 lbs out
.of 100 Ibs. of raw sugar, with 4.90 lbs of wast.e, or upon 1001
bs. of hard dry sugar, 8½ por cent of waste is incurred in
turning it into granulated sugar. Now then, Sir, we have
our basis, but I do not propose to work out the1
table on the basis of 8½ lbs. waste, in order to makei
the case so strong,-for the iniquity is so glaring.1
ln order to persuade the members of this House, and1
show them conclusively that an undue advantage is beingi
given to the refiner of sugar, instead of taking a1
basis of8Si½lbs. of waste, as I might have done in making my
calculation, I will add 50 per cent, to that, and make the
clleulation on the basis of 124 per cent. of waste. Taking
this as a basis, Sir, the first table which I submit for thei
consideration of the fouse is this: That in the years 1879-80,1
and also in 1880-81-for this Tariff has been now for twoi
complete years in :peration-we imported 116,847,0501
lbs. of sugar, I take off 124 per cent. as I stated before1
in order to reduce it to a granulated sagar basis, I therefore'
have to deduct 14,605,881 lbs., and that leaves me a net
result of 132,241,169 lbs. of sugar on the granulated basis.
The average price in Canada of granulated sugar during«
that peiid was $9.73 per 100 lbs., and from which
I deduct 1½ per cent., which is 15 cents, leaving it $9.58
The reason why I deduct 1½ per cent. is because the Redpath
sugar refiners take 2 per cent. off the price, while the
New York refiners take off 1 per cent.; therefore
taking the New York price in that, the 1 per
cent., and ithe Redpaths withl 1 per cent. of, I
have arrived at a firm foundation. This, then, was the
average price in Canada-$9.58, and thatnumber of pounds,
nultiplied by this, shows that the cost of that quantity of
sngar in Canada was $9,794,703. During that same period
the New York price was $6.20 in gold per 100 lbs. The
same number of pounds, multiplied by this, would give the
cOst ai New York at $6,338,952. Taking the cost, thon, ofths article in New York from the cost of it in Canada, and
what do you find ? That in Canada the people that yearpaid 83455,1f more for their sugar than they would have

ad todo if they had brought it from New York.
Sir LEONARZD TILLEY. Huear, heur.
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Mr. PATERSON. The table is there for any hon. gen-
tleman to dissect. I am speaking now of one year. The
people of Canada consequently in the year 1880, paid
$3,455,751 more for their sugar than they would have had
to pay for this sugar in New York. Where has it gone to,
Sir ? You will find, from the Trade and Navigation Returns,
that $2,026,689 of it went into the publie Treasury by way
of duty, that is all right, that is perfectly legitimate; but
this leaves $1,429,062 which was taken out of the pockets
of the people of this country, and which was not put into the
Treasury. Will the hon. the Finance Minister, or any gen-
tleman on this side of the IIouse, say where this money
was put. We will now take tho next year. We then
imported 136,406,513 lbs. of sugar which, on the 12J per
cent. basis, makes 119,355,702 lbs. of granulated sugar,
as being the product of this quantity. The average price in
Canada of this sugar during that year, was $9.77 por 100
lbs. And this number of pounds multiplied by that
price gives a total cost of 611,661,052, The New York
price during the same year was $6.55 per 100 lbs., and
this number of pounds multiplied by this price gives a total
costi, in New York, of $7,817,798. Taking this, Sir, from
what we paid in Canada, and we find a difference of
$3,843,254. Where is it ? $2,459,142 of it went into the
public Treasury by way of duty, that is right; but there
was $1,384,112 that year taken out of the pockets of the
people of this country, that did not go into the publie
Treasury. Will the hon. the Finance Minister tell us where
it is, and where it did go to?

Mr. DOMVILLE. Where did it go?
Mr. PATERSON. It went into the pockets of the

refiners, or it was squandered, because our refiners could not
produce as cheaply, owing to the vant of keen ceompetition
-for the one or the other of these Pauses that amount was
taken out of the pockets of the people of this country. That
is my first table, Sir. I propose now to apply another test
to it, and what test shall I apply ? I think it would be a
pretty fuir test to take the profits of the New York refiner
and compare them with the profit of the Canadian refiner-
I think this would give us a test. Now, then, suppose we
enter upon that test. I find that the refiner of the United
States paid last year, upon his raw sugar, au average
duty of $2.45 per 100 lbs. Well, the Canadian
refiner paid on his raw sugars an average of only $1.75
per 100 lbs. The Canadian refiner had, therefore, an advan-
tage of 70 cents per 100 lbs. over the American refiner on
his raw sugar. In addition to that, Sir, in the year 1880
the Canadian prico was, on the average during tho whole
year, 23 cents per 100 lbs. higher than it was sold for in
New York; and, thereforo, the Canadian rofiner, with 70
cents less cost on his raw sugar, and 23 cents
per 100 lbs. more profit on his refined sugar, has 93 cents
per 100 lbs. advantage over the Amnerican refiner. Well,
now, apply that 93 cents advantage to the 116,847,050
lbs. of sugar imported in 1880, and we find that the
Canadian refiner would have $1,086,677 more profit
than the American refiner, provided he reflned his
sugar as cheaply as the American refiner did.
To that, Sir, you .will bave to add $500,000
which we were short in revenue, bringing the total up to
over $1,400,000, arrived at by the calculation made on the
basis previously given. Take, Sir, the next year. On an
importation of 136,406,513 lbs. that the Canadian refiner
had an advantage over the American refiner on the raw
sugar of 70 cents per 100 lbs., and an advantage over, hima
to the extent of 6 cents per 100 lbs., on the enhanced prico
got in Canada for this sugar, over and above what the
American refiner got in New York for his sugar. This
makes 76 cents per 100 lbs. of advantage which the Canadian
refiner had over the New York refiner, each in lis own
market, in the year 1881. Apply these 76 cents to
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the importation of sugar in 1881, and you get, as the
result, an advantage which the Canadian refner had of
81,036,689; to this add, in round numbers, $500,000
of revenue short, under tho calculation as it would have
been under the Cartwright so-termed Tariff, and thon you
will arrive at a loss of $1,500,000, or $1,400,000, on that
basis again. But Sir, I propose to apply a still further test.
I now take as a test the figures of the hon. Finance Minister
himself, contained in bis speech of 1881, which will be found
in Ransard, page 1023, and what does ho say there:

"I have here the prices during every month of 1880 in the United
States and in Montreal. The prices in the United States averaged $6.52.
Add the old duty (because I am making the statement under the esti-
mate of the old duty), 25 per cent. $1.63, i cent per lb., $1, and all
other expenses of every kind, 35 cents-that brings the price of granu-
lated sugar to $9.50, as against an average price during the past twelve
months of $9.75, or an increased cost of 25 cents per 100 ibs., as between
the present price and what it would have cost to import it in under the
Tariff of 1878. Now, i am also informed, on what I consider reliable
authority, that the yellow refined sugar is now in the market to-day by
the refiners and solid at from 14 to 19 cents per 100 lbs. less than it could
be imported from the United States for, under the Tarifi of 1878. "

That is the utterance of the ion. Minister of Finance in
1881, in which ho admits the Canadian consumer paid 25
cents per 100 lbs. more for his sugar.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Granulated. What about
yellow ?

Mr. PATERSON. Yellow ? On the basis I worked out
of turning raw into granulated, at 12J per cent. more than
covers all the yellows, because there is no loss in refining
them, and I am giving 50 per cent. advantage on the calcu-
lation to the hon. gentleman's Tariff. It is well known to
the hon. member for Welland (Mr. Bunting) who sits
behind, him that the Canadian refiner understands, as well
as the American refiner, how to take 100 lbs. and
more than that of yellow sugar out of raw sugar, and
leaving il of brighter color than it was before. The hon,
gentleman told us that in 1876 under oath, and I am sorry
to say he bas since that time gone out of the trade. If he
does not know it business mon have no difficulty in knowing
it; they know that what the hon. member for Welland
testified in 1876 on that point is correct; and therefore
when I am reducing it all to a granulated basis and giving
50 per cent. advantage to the hon. Minister of Finance, the
question of yellow drops out altogether, because they are
more than covered by the extra production from the raw sugar
and from the increased benefit acquired by turning it into a
granulated basis. Then 25 cents is admitted by the hon.
Minister of Finance; to that he adds 35 cents in charges.
What right bas he to add 35 cents in charges by way of
freight to sugars from New York in comparison with
prices from Montreal to New York? Does the Ion. Minister
net know, is he not conversant enough with trade matters
to know, that there is as much cost on freight on sugar
from Montreal to the consuming points of this Dominion as
there is from New York? It makes no difference
to the consumer of sugar in Canada whe.her le
pays 35 cents per 100 lbs. freight on sugar from New York,
or pays it from Montreal. The average charges for freight
on sugar from Montreal to the consuming points--to the
consuming mouths-of sugar in Canada, is as great as from
the port of New York, and, therefore, that 35 cents must be
'dropped out of the calculation altogether. Add
that to Lis 25 cents that he admitted, and you have
his. own admission that the people of Canada paid
60 cents per 100 lbs. more for their sugar during
the year he was making that speech, and the year before,
than they would have paid under the old Tariff. In that
year the people of Canada imported 116,847,050 lbs. of
isugar; deduct 12ï per cent. to bring it to a granulated
basis, andit leaves 102,241,169 lbs. Add to that the 25 cents
admitted by the hon. Minister of Finance, and the 35 cents
that he had no business to charge sgainst the New York

Mr. PATERSON (Brant).

sugar, that is, multiply it by the 60 cents, and what is theresult? Why, you paid an enhanced price of $617,447 for
the sugar. But mark, Mr. Speaker, that is not ail. If the
rate of duty of 1878 had been applied to that quantity
of sugar coming in, instead of the rate of duty
the new Tariff imposes, we would have paid $733,901
more duty. But the duty we lost, anct the enhaneed
cost together under this calculation of the Minister of Fin.
ance himself, and you have as a net resuit a loss to the
people of Canada of $81,344,348, the hon. Minister of Finaie
himself making the statement. We have another valuable
speech from the bon.Minister ofFinance on the sugar question
this year. I beg to call his attention to it. H1e will find
on page 32 of his speech, as reported in the pamphlet of which
I was able to borrow a copy from a friend, for I am sorry to
say he did not send me one of them, though hefavored some
of my friends with large supplies. The hon. member for
Lambton says ho will give give me twenty copies; I think ho
ought to distribute them among his friends, as it will be
more convenient to carry them through the country than to
carry the Ilansard. On page 32 of the pamphlet, Sir
Leonard Tilley says:

" The fignres that I am now quoting can be found in the Trade and
Navigation Returns, and they show this: that during the last year we
paid into the Treasury for duties on sugar $154,910 more than the
average for the five years previous."

That was five years previous to 1879 ; his argument was
based on that. Further down you will find ho says:

" There is the fact: $154,000 more were received during the last year
than the average of the five years previous; so much with regard to the
anticipated loss of revenue."

Again, on page 33, ho comes back to this subject. He rolls
it as a sweet morsel under his tongue. He says : "So far as
the revenue is concerned there bas been no loss." Sir, I
propose to show to the House that that was a state-
ment the hon. Minister of Finance ought not to bave made.
I propose to show that that was a statement made, whether
designedly or not I do not know, which was misleading in
itself, and should not bave received the authority of his
utterance. He hid the important fact from the people of
Canada that though bis calculation was based upon the
amount of duty actually paid on the average of the five
years previous, that there was, last year, imported 28,749,648
lbs. more sugar than was imported on an average during
the five years for which ho took his average.

Sir LEONAiRD TILLEY. Commoner sugar.
Mr. PATERSON. How much commoner?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Because it was refined.
Mr. PATERSON. I grant the hon. gentleman that, but

what would that bring it down to in refined sugar? Let
him give me lis basis and I will work it out.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. You cannot work it out On
my basis.

Mr. PATERSON. Yes, I can, if you will give it to me, in a
a minute. But I would say more than that. I understand
there has been a deputation of sugar refiners to the lon. Mn-
ister of Finance wanting a drawback on sugar. Now, if he
bas listened to them it would b part of his duty,;before fixing
the drawback, to know exaetly from them how much they
would get out of 100 lbs. of raw sugar. Lot me ask the ho.
Minister of Finance if he bas arrived at that.

Sir LEONAID TILLEY. I have not worked it out yet
We have not worked it out because the time hbas not
arrived. We are at it now before we give then an answer.

Mr. PATERSON. Let me say this: that I have taken a
a basis 12J per cent., and the hon. the Minister of Financ
dare not ask me to take a higher statement than that,
because even that statement reduces the actual irt,,, and
consumption of sugar last year down to a pOint that bad
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been reacbed under the Mackenzie Administration, andj
for him to take that point would have been tantamount to
an admiission that less sugar bas been consumed by those
hundreds of thousands of extra people that he has brought1
into the country, than was consumed before. That stopped1
him frolm taking that line of argument. Ie dare not go
beyond 12J per cent. Therefore, I think I am safe in hold-
ing him to my basis of 12½ per cent. Now let us work outi
his calculation. I have worked at his calculation, and I
find that instead of $154,910 more duty being.
raid in than during the average of the fivej
years previous, that the average was $145,856. But
1 shall not dispute upon that point at ail. I will assume
that the hon. Minister's figures of $154,910 are correct.
In order to ascertain the effect on revenue, we have to
multiply that 28,749,648 lbs. by $2.15 per 100 lbs., the rate
of duty during the five years that the bon.
the Finance Ministor took, and we find thati
we should have had, on last year's importations,
$622,417 more of duty than we had during the
average of the five years mentioned. Now, deduct from
that the $154,910 extra which he says we got, and we find
that the net loss to the revenue was $467,507. The House
will agree with me that the hon. the Finance Minister,
when ho made that statement, was not justified in with-
holding the fact, when ho stated that wo had received
$154,910 more of revenue, that there had been 28,749,648
more pounds of sugar imported. Now, take that loss of
revenue, and add it to the increased cost, and you arrive at
the neighborhood of $1,400,000 of a loss to the people of
this country. Now, I desire to reter to some figures givon
to the House by the very valuable hon. member for Card-
well (Mr. White). I will do him the credit of saying he
understands the sugar question as well as any hon. member
on the other side of the House. In speaking in the House
and the country of the figures he gave in 1880, he has
stated that they had never been questioned on the floor of
Parliament, that they bad never been refuted, and there-
fore he understood that they were correct. Well, Sir, on the
outside piatform, where most of the iniquities of
iis Government have to be exposed, one bas not
time to elaborate on this sugar iniquity, and there-
fore I have pointed out that if what the hon.
member for Cardwell says is true, that the poople
are getting their sugar for less money than they were when
the old Tarif was in force, the Redpath refinery would
niever have been closed up. But I will show the hon. mem-
ber for Cardwell where he was wrong in 1880; and I am
sure that when I point it out to him. ho will, with his usual
candour, confess that ho was mistaken in his figures, and
that the deductions which he drew from them were there-
fore incorrect. On page 828 of the Hansard of 1880, the
hon. member said:

" In November Iast, sugar wss quioted in New York at $8 00 per 100
]bs, lnet cash in bond, after the drawback was deducted. Under the
Tariff of hon.gentlemen opposite the cost in New York would have been
$8-00; 25 per cent. and one cent duty, nd freight and the other charges,IwOuldhave made the total cost of the sugar in Canada $11.35 per 100Ib,. The highest price reached in Canada last year was $10.33?'

The hon. member for Cardwell made there a very strange
'Qistake when ho states that the highest price paid in
Canada during that year was $10.b3, and I judge that ho
takes his figures from the report of the Montreal Corn Ex-
change, which I find are the same. Now, the highest price
in 1November of' that year in New York, insteadof being $8.00 per 100 lbs, as the bon. gen-tleian says, I find by the Shipping List, the
accuracy of which no man will deny, vas $11,00 per
100 lbs. Deduet from that the drawback of 83.17, and you
will find that the net price, instead of being $8 for 100 lbs.,
'as only $7.83 per 100 lbs.; sa that the hon. gentleman was
17 cents wrong with reference to the New York price. Hei

also said that " the highest price reached in Canada last
year was $10.33; " and yet on a preceding page of the saine
speech, the hon. member himself inscrits a table, taken from
the Montreai Corn Exchange Report, showing that the
highest price in 1879 was $11.12 per 100 lbs. Now, lot us
work out the revenue from the correct figures. The net
price of granulated sugar in New York was $7.83, instead
of $8, as the hon. gentleman said, a difference of i7 cents;
the net price in Montreal during the same period was
$11.12, instead of $10.33, as ho said, a difference of 79 cents;
add the 79 cents that ho was wrong in the Canadian
price, and the 17 cents that he was wrong in the New York
price, and you find that ho was wrong to the extent of 96
cents per 100 lbs. Multiply the 100,000,000 lbs. in round
numbers of refined sugar that we made in Canada by that
96 cents, and the result gives $960,000 in favor of the
Canadian refiner over and above what the liýi. gentleman
stated. To that you add the $467,507, lost revenue, and you.
find that the total loss, in 1880, to the Canadian consumer,
was $1,460,000. I have still another table to give you. We
know that the duties were imposed on refined sugar, and the
average price, in 1880, was $9.85-that is, the long price.
The gold price was $6.18, but I take $6.20, for 1 have figured
it out on this basis, and it is a little in favor of the hon.
Minister. The duty charged under the Tariff of hon. gentle-
men opposite on granulated from the -United States is what ?
The people of this country do not know how their sugar is
taxed and what they are paying by way of duty. The granu-
lated sugar from New York is taxed, if it comes from
there, to the amount of 69 per cent., or 69 cents on every
dollar. It is enormous. The rate of taxation on the raw
sugar imported by the Canadian refiner, is 48 per cent ;
therefore, the Canadian refiner has a protection against the
Amorican refiner of 21 per cent. That was the result in
1880. In 1881 the figures differ, but worked out by the
same process wu find 67 per cent. as the average rate of duty
on American granulated coming into this market, and still a
protection of21 percent. to the Canadianrefiner. Just imagine
an advantage of 21 per cent. given to Canadian refiners 1 If
it were not that the Tariff is somewhat easier against Scotch
yellows and sugars from Glasgow, peoplewould have to pay
that eoormous amount of taxation, or go without the sugar.
Twenty-one per cent, on 100,000,000 lbs., the capacity
of outir refineries, would give over $2,000,000 advantage;
but that is somewhat reduced by the fact that the sugars were
not imported from there. Let me give the hon. the Finance
Minister, who sits chuckling there, somo figures to chuckle
over, which figures lie furnished himsolf. Let him look at
the Trade and Navigation Returns, and ho will find that on
number 14 and upwards, on Scotch refined and sugars of
that class, there is an average duty on the raw sugar that
the refiners brought in of 10 per cent. protection. Let him
apply that to the 100,000,000 lbs. which our refineries can
turn out, and it will appear that our refineries have
$1,000,000 advan tage. Look at the question in the light
of any.of the tables I have given the flouse, and iL will be
found that a loss of $1,400,000 or $1,500,000 accrues to
the people of Canada. The lion. the Finance
Minister, in 1881, whenî he was talking on this question,
admitted that we lost 87(0,000 on the revenue, but said that
part of the sugar that should be rightly charged to the
revenue had been paid in during some months of the pre-
ceding year, and this quantity would have reduced the sum
to about $500,000. But ho said, suppose that were the case
whore has that money gone ? In the opinion of some it las
gone into the pockets of the refiners, but ho said that that
was a mistake, ho would tell them where it had gone. It
had gone into coal consumed, 60,000 tons, of which the
Nova Scotians obtained the benefit; 400 men employed at
8400 per annum, making $160,000; a vast amount of ship-
ping engaged between the West lndies and Montreal, and
other ports, employing a certain number of mon, and for
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the use of which freight was paid ; and the hon. gentleman have with the enormous taxation undor the present syst.
gave the benefit to the Canadian refiners of interest on Supposing that this $1,400,000, instead of going into thecapital invested, of sinking fund to cover wear and tear, pockcts of a certain fcw favored men, went into the TreasurY
and every item of that kind, and he then says there is where of this Dominion, and that it were afterwards taken out of
the $700,000 have gone. Ie contended that the people of the Treasury, what could be done with it ? I have the
Canada received all the benefit from that outlay, that while figures furnished by the hon. Finance Minister himself. le
they lost in one way they gained in another. It is all tells us that the average wages of the employés innonsense. these sugar refineries are about $400 per annum,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That settles it. bnt with this sum I have named the Government
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It cannot settle it in the could bring 3,500 men from any other countryMr. ATESON(Brnt) Itcannt stti itiiitheinto this, Who, each with his wife and three chidren, wouîd

estimation of the hon. gentleman, simply because I make the make up a total of 17,500 souls. They cold brn g
statement; but- if I prove it from his own words, as I propose theso mon into the country and board and keep them with.to do, he dare not refute it. The bon. gentleman talks Out doing a stroke of work-just give them $400 a year forabout this extra money going back to the people by way of their support-and they would eat up the butter theemployment, but the figures I have given you show that chikens, the corn and the ggs which the farmers ould
over and above employing and payig those mon, the pur- have to sell; and yet the people of this country would notchase of coal, freight, the cost of shipping and every- bo a cent poorer than they are to-day. Let us take it inthing else, there is a loss of $1,400,000. On February another way. We could take these 3,500 men and divide18th, 1881, the bon Finance Minister said: them up among the counties of Ontario, and we could put

" Now, you will recollect that the duties collected in 1878, were upon 60 of theso men, or 300 souls, in every county of that
refined sugar manufactured to a large extent in the United States and Province,
imported from there, and, therefore, we paid duty upon the labor of theP , where they could consume the farmers' products
refiner of the sugar upon wbich freight was paid, and upon other and furnish a home market for him. Or we could divide
charges and expenditures in ihe same connection, which increased the them up among the farmers to labor on the farms, whereby
value, under that operation, to $746,393." the farmers could get the benefit, instead of the few
Se the bon. Finance Minister himself stated that we had to monopolists, whon I do not blame, as you and I
pay for the coal, freight and labor used in the American would take the advantage they enjoy, if we had
refineries, just as the Canadian refineries had to pay for the opportunity. If we were to place these men in
those items. Our calculations are on the refined sugar after the Province of Quebec about the same state of things would
it bas been enhanced in cost by American refiners' expenses. exist. If you take them to the Province of New Brunswick,
The Canadian refiners might have kept their men at work, which I think bas not been benefitted much by the Tariff, and
and the refineries open, and ships have brought sugar from distribute them among the fourteen counties in that
distant ports, and yet this country would have been bene- Province, there would be about 250 men or 1,250 souls to
fitted by $1,400,000, according to the tables I have given the feed. In Nova Scotia there would be about 200 mon or
House. I desire to read to the House, for I desire to give 1,000 souls to feed distributed in the same way, or
my authority-because the hon. Minister of Finance can do in Prince Edward Island, where, according to the
something in the sneering lino, if not in the argumentative hon. Minister of Finance, there are twenty-eight extra bands
line-the statement of the proprietor of the Montreal Sagar employed, under this Tariff, to consume the products of
Refinery, given before the Trade and Depression Committee, that Island, there would be about 3,000 people under the
with respect to what he required in order to maintain his system I am suggesting and the country would not have to
works in operation. fie said: pay 1 cent for them. My first proposition was that the

people of this country pay a sum greatly in excess of the
"l All I want from the Canadian Parliament is, that we shall have raw cost of su ar from .a broad, and I flatter myself that I havesugar admitted at as low an ad valorem as is charged on refined sugar." cstof gr foabroapodifter.Mysoiftt rav

succeedcd in establishing that proposition. MIy next pro-
Instead of the Government granting them what the refiners position is that the people ot this country are still lialble to
expressly desired in 1876 they gave them 21 per cent. pay a greatly enhanced price over and above the price of
advantage over the American refiners on white sugars, and that article abroad. In a previous discussion-to which I
about 10 per cent. on the English and Scotch sugars, may be permitted to rofer incidentally--I admitted as a
besides the cost of freight te this country. And yet, Sir, business man, because I believe it, that when the manufa-
hon. gentlemen will tell us, I suppose, that having given turing firms in a certain lino bocome so numerous that they
this advantage to the refiners they will not avail themselves produced more than the country wants, thon comupetition
of it. It is an insult to the common sense of this House to puts down the prices of the article to the consumer, and
say that a man who has been given sach an advantage by that the second stage is reached when the consumer has ne
law will not use it, and the tables I have read to the louse more to pay for his goods. There wero three exceptionis
prove that these refiners have used it. Let us look a little which I mentioned: Either that the manufacturers will
at this natter of the $1,400,000 of a loss that Canada bas combine to restrict production and force up the prices, or
sustained for the benefit of sugar refiners, and see what use that the raw material of the manufacturer, being taxed, ho
might be made of such a sum by a wise and judicious Tariff may be compelled to charge a higher price than the price in a
arrangement. If the duties were levied as they should be foreign country; or, third, that the home manufacturer
levied-if that 81,400,000 which goes out of the pockets of being unduly protected and not feeling the effects of keen
the people of this country just as effectually as if it had competition, is left to get on with his business in a hum-
gone into the Treasury-I say if it went into the Treasury drum way, without efficient machinery, and is therefore
and was then taken out for the benefit of the people, unable to turn out his goods as cheaply as his foreign con-
what would have been the effect? The free tea petitor. With these three exceptions, when you reach a
that hon. gentlemen talk about having given us, point vhere there are more goods than the countrY wants,
and the free breakfast table, would have been ours. the consumer does not suffer loss. I am told that we have
The poor man's fuel, upon which ho now pays reached that point with regard to sugar, and I believe we

$600,000 taxation during the winter months, would have have the testimony of one of the proprietors of the RedP5t'
been given him free. The flour, the corn, the moal of the concern, that their capacity was 60,000,000 Ibs. per annat11
hardy mariners and fishormen which are now taxed so Two refineries of that capacity would tur eut almoso uou
heavily would have been free, and you would have had the refined sugar this country requires, while we have f1
within a fraction of as much money in the Treasury as you in 'operation, some of them not quite s large.

Mr. PATCR1asoK (Brant).
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of them, I believe, has suspended for a time, it is true, but, Canada are paying the Redpaths they have a right tc
no doubt, it will resume again. The trouble is, that the demand from them that they get as much labor from one
farmers cannot combine to raise the prices of the articles man as that same man can give working in any other
which they produce. They have reached the second country. If this machinery is defective, must the Canadian
stage of Protection, but they are too numerous to put consumer pay dearer for sugar for ail time in order that
an extra price On farm products, and, as every one knows, these men may derive a large profit without ineurring the
you cannot get farmers to combine. On the other hand, it expense of providing proper machinery ? Not only have
is quite clear that, when you have an industry in which are our people paid during the last two years, but they are
engaged, at the very most, two or three concerns, which aro liable to pay a greatly increased price for their sugar
able to supply the whole wants of the country, they can get compared with what they would pay if it were imported.
up a very close combination. They can at any time easily My third proposition is that the duties are excessive, as
unite, when their interests point in that direction, and shown by my statement, and ought to be reduced. Let me
restriet the production, and put up the prices to as high a refer to the speech of the bon. member for Cardwell in
figure as the Tariff enables them to go. As the sugar 1880, in whieh he alluled to the remarks I had made with
refineries must always remain very limited in number, reference to the profits of these refiners. He said:
or, at least, for years and years to comle, it is "But we were told, I think, by the hon. member for South Brant
inevitable that they will have the power to combine. (Mr. Paterson), in those magnificent tones in which he addresses the
But there bas been. and is now, an understanding with refer- Flouse-"
once to their prices. You may ask them for their prices, I do not know how it is, but bon. gentlemen opposite seem
and you will find they agree every time. The only devia- to be disappointed with my voice. They seem to think I
tion made, the only fall that occurs is when some enter- speak too loud. In almost every speech'made by hon. gen-
prising importer imports from the West Indies a cargo of tlemen opposite, I find allusions to my toues. I do not
raw sugar, or, in spite of the 10 per cent. duty, a cargo of know what is the trouble with them, but when I have truth
Scotch sugars. As soon as the refiners know that an to tell, I like to tell it clearly and strongly. I think there
importer bas been public spirited enough to bring in foreign is nothing to be gained by mumbling over figures and facts.
slgars, instructions go out, as I have been informed Therefore, if hon. members opposite will speak of my
by men who know, to drop prices for the purpose remarks in the complimentary terms usel by the hon.
of making that publie spirited importer's venture so member for Cardwell, I will be only too glad to acknow-
unprofltable that he will not dare to repeat it, and thus have ledge the compliment. Mr. White continues:
the market of Canada exclusively to themselves. Whenever IThat Messrs Redpath &,C. have cleared $60,000 in a single year
tieue bas been a drop in prices, it bas invariably occurretiby the operation of this Tarff. low he managi to get the exact
in that way. But, bon. gentlemen have said, the refinery figures of their profits ust puzzle most hon. members. It is not usal
at Halifax bas been closed, thus disprovino- your state. for merchants to give their account books to members of Parliainent for
ment as to the enormous profits. It disproves nothing the purpose cf enabling them to state their exact ptofits."
of the kind. Not long ago we had a report, well They did not make that amount, the hon. member for Card-
founded, I amr sorry to say, of the failure of a well says. He asks, how did I know they did. I ask how
very large sewing machine company in this country. A did he know they did not unless he saw their books. I
day or two after the hon. the Finance Minister rose and believe the hon. gentleman is a favorite with the sugar
read a letter from a similar factory in Montreal, stating it refiners. I believe they have found out what I found out
never did so good a business as then, never made such large some time ago, and formed the opinion that they required
profits. There you have within one week the statement of an advocate, and a more able one than the hon. gentleman
on1e failure and the contrary statement of heavy profits and they could not find, and they have been confidential
large business by another firm There are outside influences enough, perhaps, to tell him that they did not make that
that enter into the successes of business men. much. But the hon. gentleman does not say how much less
The hon. the Finance Minister himself admits they make. Notice what follows. lie says: "Thev did
that this refinery at Halifax was not well not make that amount, though I wish they had;" and'then
managed, and if we might judge by the facts that corne goes into an argument that looks as if it were very neartho
to our knowledge' with reference to this sugar matter, we figure. le states:
eau understand, perhaps, how it is a firm of that kind "The simple question arises whether we had better not have, aftershould fail. The hon. member for Bothwell, the other night, the results I have shown to flow from this policy, $600,000, made in a
told the Ilouse that Mr. Gladstone--who, unlike our hon. single year by Canadians, added to the wealth of the people of this
Finance Minister, when he was approached by these gentle- suntrugt and o e expended in the United S to their weath and
men wanting favors, never grants them until he probes their
business to the bottom and learns exactly how much profits Now here follows a little good straight Tory doctrine.
they are going to make-asked these sugar refiners who These hon. gentlemen often ask us for our policy. They
camne to him for relief, how much sugar ean a man turn out, will find our policy before the close ofhibis Session. They
and was told that a man could turn out about 350,000 lbs. will find it clear and defined. They will find it clear upon
Per hnnum. That is what the operatives can do in this sugar question, that is one of the planks. What does
the Sugar refineriea of the Old Country. The hon. he say :
Finance Minister told us there were 885 hands ''"The wealth of a country is, after all, to be found in the wealth of
eriployed in the sugar refineries of Canada, turning its individual citizens, and just in proportion as we can build up trade
out the and make it profitable for capitalists to come here and make fortunes
The quantîty ofsugar refined those manufactories instead of going to the Uuited States, adding by their wealth to theinformation supplied to Mr. Gladstone by these sugar resources of our civilization, just in that proportion will we make therecfiners proves that 300 men in the refneries of Great country desirable to live in, and protect and foster its best interests."
Britain turn out what 885 men turn out hére. If the sugar There is the old Tory doctrine. According to the Tory
afiOeries cf this country, through defective machinery, or idea this country is to be muade a desirable country to livecireessness, or anything else, are obliged to employ three in hy taking out of the pockets of the working people, the
nen when oe ought to be sufficient, are the people of laborers, artizins, mechanics, fishermen, lumbermen and

Cfnada to pay for that kind ofenterprise? Itis no concern agriculturists of the country, $1,40,000 cash and give it
c the People of Canada whether the Redpaths or any other to a fev coucerns. because, after al, great wealth in fewConcern empioy 50 men to do what one man can do in hands is what makes a country desirable to lve in. SirallOther eountry; but if the Government and the people of the Reform party hold that this is a wrong principle. The
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Reform party are second to none in desiring to see men of
wealth and energy in this country, but they desire these
mon to accumulate their capital by an expenditure of
energy, and tbey object to the peoplo being bound to give
to any favored few men in this country the immense for-
tunes that they toil for, in order that we may have a few
rich individuals who will be, as the hon. member for Card-
well tell us, after all, the backbone of this country.

Mr. FARROW. Is not sugar cheaper now than it was
before.

Mr. PATERSON. I am glad the hon. gentleman asked
me that question, because J have not touched upon it, yet it is
just one of those fallacies adopted by those hon. gentlemen
opposite in order, if possible, to cover up the actual facts of
the case. Why, Sir, what bas the question, whether sugar
is cheaper now, to do with the argument in this question ?
That may do for men who are talking to an audience that
do not understand the question; but, in the Canadian Parlia.
ment,no representative ought to be found rising and alleging,
as a reason, that a man's arguments and figures are erroneous
because you get a certain article choaper now than you did
before. If I was to answer that hon. gentleman, I would
tell him no. Before a duty was put on coal it was lower
than it is now. A year after the duty was imposed it rose
$2 a ton. What is the matter? Butter, two or three years
ago, sold at 9 cents a pound; within the past year it sold at
20 cents a pound. What is the matter ? vVhy it is simply
an absurdity for any man to allege as an argument in this
louse, when we are debating a question that is essentially

a question of figure', that is essentially a matter of statistics,
that is essentially a matter from which deductions must b,e
drawn from facts and figures that are before us, to ask a
question as to whether sugar ls cheaper inow than it was
some time ago. Why, Sir, there are rises and falls in the
value of articles outside the mere question of duties alto-
gether. Whether there be no duty, or whether there be a
duty of 100 per cent., articles of merchandize will
flactuate in value, one year up and another year down,
but the fluctuations have nothing more to do with the
argument we are engagod in now, than it would be to allege
that because coal las gone up now soine $' a ton higher
than it was before, that the imposition of 50 cents duty had
maie coal $2 highor-notone bit more ridiculous. Now, I do
not wish to take up more tiine; I want to give theb on. mem-
ber for Cardwell an opportunity to speak, an1, perbaps, when
he gets through, if he makes any mistakes, he will be kind
enough to allow me to correct him, as I w'Il esteem it a
favor if be will correct any error in the figures I have given.
I have only to sum up and say, that I have endeavored to
prove that we have, during the past two years, paid an
exceeding great amount for our sugar, over and above keep-
ing our refineries open and employinglabor, overand above
all the duties that have gone into the Treasury for the last
two years. I have proved iL by reducing the total impor'ts
to a granulated basis, amountiig to i2½ per cent. reduction,
and the lon. member for Cardwell dare not ask me to take
a basis higher than that, because it would reduce the
imports of sugar down to what they were when, as le and
his friends have told us, we were buying our sugar in
Eigland and Sootland. Oa that basis I have proved my
statement by the fact of the advantage the Canadian refiner
has in his own market over and above what the American
refiner bas, and I have arrived at the same results. I have
proved it by the hon. the Minister of Finance's statement in
1880, taking his own figures, and working it out on the
basis of an addition of 25 cents per 100 Ilbs. that he
admitted, and 35 cents that be had no business to charge in
respect to the freight. I have proved it by the statement
made this year, when he hid from the people, in giving to us
the inercased amount of duty. the extra amount Of pounds
that had been imported. I have proved it from the figures

Mîr. ArTmsoN (Brant).

gi yen to us in the calculations worked out by the hon. mem.
ner for Cardwell in the year 1881. I have done more, ihave shown, by figures that cannot be disputed, that the
protection of Canadian refiners as against the American
refiners, and as against the Scotch retiners, has had this
result : that if it had been calculated on what sugars were
imported over No. 14, on that basis we have lost $i, 5 00,000
in our sugar duties. In reference to my second argument
the hon. gentleman ·himself has admitted that the sugar
refineries can never increase in number, and if they do, it
must tend to restrict production, and in doing that we must
pay their prices. Having established these points, I think
hon. gentlemen will agree with me when I tell them the
sugar fron the United States is taxed 69 per cent. that there
is already an average of 48 per cent. on the raw sugar,which
gives 21 per cent. against the American and 10 per cent.
against the Scotch refiners; that there is, consequently, 1
crying injustice in the sugar Tariff as it is arranged, which
warrants me in placing in your hands the following resolu-
tion, seconded by Mr. Gunn:-

" That under the operations of the existing duties on sugar the peo.
ple have paid, and are liable to pay for that article, a price largely in
excess of the cost abroad of sugar, after adding the Canadian duty and
freight to the point of consumption,-that the duties on sugar are ex.
cessive, and should be so amended as to reduce the great burden they
impose upon the people."

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Mr. Speaker, I do not under.
stand the hon. member for South Brant to desire to close
the sugar refineries. As I understand his argument, it is
that the duties should be so reduced or so readjusted, as that
while largely lessening the burdens of the people, it will at
the same time enable refiners, who look after their business,
to carry on that business in Canada. That I understand is
the proposition of the hon. gentleman. Well, Mr. Speaker,
I think the hon. gentleman is in error in his argument,
judging from history in connection with the sugar refining
business in this country. Hon. gentlemen opposite were
in office for five years. They had an opportunity of fixing
the sugar duties as they might desire to fix them, and the
result of their operations was that the only sugar refinery
in Canada was closed, that a capital of from $500,000
to $600,000 was allowed to remain idle for four years,
and that it was not until a change in the
duties took place that the refinery was re opened and the
refining business in Canada re-established. I would like to
know why the hon, member, if he bas discovered sorne
talismanic method by which he can remove the burdens on
the people, as lie points out in his resolution, and at the
same time maintain the refineries in operation, did not
make the suggestion of the precise method ot doing it to
the late hon. Minister of Finance when ho was in offide. It
certainly was not to the advantage of Canada that the suga1'r
refinery should have been closed, that this industry, which
all men who have studied these questions at ail, admit to be
of very great importance, should have been driven out of
the country, and, therefore, I cannot but regret that the han.
member for South Brant, who appears to have madethe
subject one of special study, who appears to have ascertained
with precise accuracy how much refined sugar canbe
obtained from a certain quantity of raw sugar, exactlY had
inuch profit the refiner can obtain, did not, whon ho had
an opportunity, and was in the confidence of the
party in power, make those suggestions, wheh they mi
have had some effect. Sir, I think the hon. gentleman, h

he told the House-referring to the failure of the sugar
refin.ery in Halifax-that there wore various causes which
led to the failure of people in business, that it requ1
skill, enterprise, energy and attention to succeed in ch'h
ness, practically answered the whole argument çhchade
presented to the House during the speech which h lad
delivered. Surely, Mr. Speaker, a business that reaiseS
the enormous profits of which he spoke, which has P"ti"n
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he pockets of the refiners of Canada $1,400,000 a year by
way of profit over and above al[ expenditures which they
have made in the operation of refining, ought to be able to
sustain itself at least for a few months in Halifax. Unfortu-
nately the failure of that business there, as the failure
of a similar business a few years ago in Montreal, proves
this: that ail the stories of the enormous profits of refiners
are simply fables, with which to tickle the ears of the
people, that they have no foundation in fact, and that sugar
refining in Canada requires quite as great skill and energy,
and the expenditure of quite as much capital, as any other
business in which the people of this country are engaged.
Sir, there are two views which I propose to take of this
question, two aspects with which I propose to deal in the
remarks I intend to address to the House, and which, I
hope, will not be very lengthy. The first is whether it is
worth while to protect the business of sugar refining
in this country at ail. I am aware that during
recent years the ex-Finance Minister has dealt with
this question of sugar refining, as if it were a
matter of very littie consequence to the country.

" "--- -0 Ci- 4-- - 44-

lower the grade the more home labor, Mr. Wells went on
to apportion the expenditure in sugar refining as follows:

" For labor direct 30 per cent.; for packages the material for which
are derived entirely from the northern States, 30 per cent. ; fuel, coal,
12 per cent.; bone black, mrchinery, cartage &c., 28 per cent. The
1,500,000,000 lbs. of sugar annually refined in the United State,
require the expenditure at the very least, for refining, of 1 cent per
lb. on the average, or what is the same thing, $15,000,000 per
annum, which is directly disbursed by the domestic sugar refinng
interest on account of labor, materials and capital."

Then, coming to deal with a question which, to an economist
like him, was of great importance, the question of the cost
to the people of the sugar that is produced, he made this
statement:

"The Arnerican sugar refiners, the magnitude and comparative rank
of whose industry has already been noticed, claim-and their claim is
generally admitted-that they can make refined sugar cheaper than it
can at present be produced in Europe, or any other country; and it is a
fact little known to the American public that, if the duties now levied
on imported sugars were deducted, the American refiners do now
actually sell their sugar, on an average, some 11 cents per 100 Ilb,
cheaper than do the refiners of England, which country now permits
the importation of all sugars free of duty."

Hie spoke ol washing our sugar at home" as a matter That was the statement of a gentleman who, as 1 have
of so little consequence that it was not worth while already said, bas certainly always been accepted by
to give consideration to it; yet I propose to show that thelon, gentlemen opposite as an authority on matters
hon. gentleman, only a few years ago, did regard sugar of
refining as of some value to the country, and was prepared,
if Parliament had accepted his proposal, to have placed a of sugar refining. I shall cite the authority of the hon.
Tariff on the Statute-Book, quite as protective as that which Finance Minister of the late Government. You will remem-
is on the Statute-Book to.day. When I had the honor of ber, Sir, that when that bon, gentleman brought in ha firat
discussing this question on the floor of the House on a Tarif lun1874,hlieluded in it certain modifications of the
former occasion, 1 ventured to refer, as of some value, to the dutiesousugar. The Tarif atthat timewas:-equalto and
opinions of a gentleman in the United States, whose aboveNo.9 DutoliSLandard, 25percent advalorem, and
opinions have been frequently cited by hon. gentlemen oppo-1 cent per lb. speciflo; below No. 9, Dutch Standard, 25
site as those which ought to guide us in trade matters- per cent. ad valorem,'and a specifie duty of Î cent per lb.;
I refer to Mr. David A. Wells-and I propose, very briefly melado, cane juice, &-., 25 percent. ad valorem # cent per lb.
indeed, to repeat one or two quotations which I thon made, The proposal made by the hon. gentleman was as follows:
not for the purpose simply of enforcing the fact that evenEqual te and above No. 16, Dutel Standard, lî cents. per
so great a free trader as Mr. Wells considered the lb and 25 per cent. ad valorem; equal to and above 13 and
question of sugar refining as one which stood out from the below 16, l cents per lb. and 25 per cent. ad valorem,
rest of the industries of the country, and was entitled, from the lower grades being Ieft as they were before. That
its peculiar circumstances to the support and protection of was the protection which the hon, gentleman proposed
the Government, but for the purpose of illustrating the to give te the sugar refining indastry under the Tarif which
argument which I intend later on to enforce. Mr. Wells, in

pamphlet which he wrote, strongly maintainingt had some difficulty with some of is friends in the
importance of sugar refining and the wisdom of the policy country, and I dare say ube hon. gentleman (Mr.
of the Government which sustained that industry, used Gunu) who sits behind the Knight from Westmore-these words :and (ir Albert J. Smith) will remember some of

ilAy exhibit of this great intereat which ehould stop here would, the circumstances connected wit that difenlty with bis
however, bh exceedingly incomplete, for, unlike tea or coffee, which are supporters, who bolieved that a Tarif of that kind would

iniported in a condition suitable to enter into immediate domestic practclysu u h ihrgae fsgradgvcumPtion, nearly al the immense sugar product of foreigu countries,e i e o a i
vhich comes, or rather is permitted t come, under the existing Tariff, somplete monopoly t the refiners of Canada, there being
t0 the United States, as welF as no inconsiderable portion of the at the tinte but oe refler in the country. A fortig t
domestie produci, is wholly unfit to enter into consbmption until it has later the on. entheman came down with a comlete cian e

8ndergone a proce7s of refi4ing or purification. Accord4ng to the,
Census of 1870, this business of sugar refining, measured by the value of bis Tarif-a change se complet that no e e would have
Of its produet, ranked ninth in the order of importance of the so-called recognized in the later proposais the proposais which were
Ifanufacturing industries ef the country, 0 a 4,597 made at an earlier period. On that oceasion lo made this

pands beeng employed, with an annual diaburrement of $3,177,288 ic
ges But the tatstics accepted by the trade, in 1878,gie t statement, according te the report of ha speech, publishd

ý1i8ting busiûess of sugar refining a mucli higher place among the ia one of the ncwspapers:industries of the country than was assigned To it by the pensus relations
Of 1870, and indicate. a present employmet of some 10,000 men, and fe then alluded to the controveroy in the ca e of ugars, and the
aise that befo)re the 1,5oo,0o0,0o0lbs. of foreigu sugarannuaily imported difficulties there were u bdeaing with the question, and, in consequence

0 this country, enter into consumption, tae refiers expend, in order the Goverunment had decided to defer for the present anv action lupthe
to Inake the saine marktabto the people, an average of t cent per lb matter. They did flot mean to say that they were satisfied wnth the
or an aggregate ofsom. $15 o00,00 per annum. And yet further, tha d existing state of thing; but they recognized the serions practîcal diffi
o ~his grand annual expendciture, a very large proportion accrues o culty which existed, and they would restore sugars te the position theY
hoofGs multiform character, employed in a great part directy within occupied previonsiy.
the refiners oth Now, Sir, here was an anneuncement, a regretful announce-
Snite Statesend rWells, ihereoument, by the hon gentleman that l was net able te ve
imotedSt e ae nd sabouto entcent per lb. in the cou- practically, a monopoiy to the sugar refining industry. ere
cosuionb nela sugar intethe refined article fit for the was a regretful announcement that, arthoig for the time
whic1co of the people. After pointing eut,Sir, that theigT beingar was compelled to give up that idea, the subjet
ttigher 1thegradeef raw sugar imported the leshome weuld be considered and probably li would b. able te do

-o s Mr. We nli d itr-iae mployed upon it, sad Iomething at a later period for t-earlfleries.ednd ho did

mauatrn9nutiso7tecuty ,9
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do something later. A year later-in 1875-the hon. gen- Mr. PATERSON. You forget the extra lb. imported in
tieman, I think, without reference to Parliament at all-I 1881.
speak from memory and therefore under correction-but on Mr. WRITE. On the statement of the hon. gentlet.
the authority of an Order in Council ho altered as to the quantity ofrefined sugar which can hobtailod froiu
the duties, and on the 10th of April a circular the lower grades of sugar, I do not think there 18 very iucl
was issued to the Collectors of Customs announcing the differonce between the two. Now, Sir, the value of the
change. The duties were changed in this way: Ail above sugar imported in 1878, was$6,142,014, which wasimported
13, 1 cent per lb. and 25 per cent. ad valorem; 9 to 13 in- by thc merchants of Canada, and the value, in 1881, was
clusive, î cents per lb. and 25 per cent. ad valorem; below 9 $5,070,040, which was imported chiefly by or for the refluers
and melado, ï cents per lb. and 25 per cent. ad valorern. I a difference in the value of the imported sugar of 81,071,97Ï
venture to say that if the hon. gentleman who made the in favor of the former year. Now, it las beon said by the
speech on this subject to-day, will take the difference between hon, gentleman. that this difference, and the differenco in
those figures and make a comparison, such as he made in the daty, togethor mako np the Profit Of the refiners.
his speech, ho will find on his method of reasoning that Lot us look at this proportion. In 1881, thore were
there was a very substantial protection to the refineries. imported altogother, of aji kinds of sugar, 135,126,176 lbs
It may be asked if the hon. gentleman made an and, in 1878, 108,951,920, or a greater quantity, in 1881, by
arrangement of that kind ; if he issued a circular 26,174,256 lbs. But if we deduct the importations
to the Collectors of Customs reducing very low the duty on ovor 14, which xay be said to include the finer
the raw material-which in fact, constitutes a protection to grades of yellow sugar, and ail white sugar, we shah find
the refiners of the country-why, notwithstanding that that the quantity of sugar imported mainly for refining
protection, the refiners broke down ? The reason was this: purposes last year was 119,268,171 1b8. Now, Mr. David A.
Ihave reason to think, though I do not know, that he was Wells, the prophet of political economy of hon. gentlemen
pressed at that time to go one step further and protect these opposite, states that it costs one cent a pound to reflue
refiners against the bounty which the drawback allowed in sugar, and this conclusion he says ho arrived at after a
thM United States practically gave to the refiners of that careful exami.ation of'the books of seteral refner in the
country; and the refiners broke down at that ti me almost as United States. If we assume that to be correct, what do we
mudl' from the absence of some protection against that con- flnd? That there was expended in the operation of ryfining
cealed bounty, as from the absence of adequato protection in the sugar imported last year, $ 1,192,681, or a difference be.
the arrangement of the duties themslves. I refder to this tweencthe cost of refining the sugar and the differeuce in the
simply for the purpose ofpointing outthatathatbtime, in the value of the quantity brought a in 1881 as compared with
oarlier career of the hon, gentleman as a Finance Minister, 1878, of $22,1. That represents the profit to the refiners,
ho recognized that sugar rofining in Canada was an industry over and above the expeuditures that they have to make,
te be -protected; and, in the first instance, tried _~O induce aud a reasonable interest on capital, instead of the enorios
Parliament to pes a Tariff which was, in îtself, far more profit of $1,417,000 referred to by the hon.gentleman.
protective thanthe one now upon thc Stattc-Bohk; and o.ell, Sir, ow is that money expcnded? h believe Im
that, failing in that, ho subsequently issuod a circular, by right in stat ing that there are employed in corinecti',n with
Order in Counicil, under whîch ho gave a very materially the four refincries in Canada, about 1,200 mon; if you put

mpoved protection te the sugar refiners of the country the wages of these mon at an averageof a dollar a day-
mopweir, we have these two great authoritios on political and that is very muoa ilesothan mo t of these men are

oconemy, and ou the relations in which the Governmentj1 reoivig-you wili have no Iess than $360,000 paid in
should stand tei the industries of the cmuptry, Mr. David A. wages by those sugar rofiners. Thon these rfineries con-
Wells, of the Unit2d States, and the hon. member for Centre sume from 50,000 to 60,000 tons of coal per annum, atd Ifliurowirited-in tho one case in a pamphlet, in the other think waright in sayine sat to clud ainer
caseg in the form of an attempt to get an Act of Parliame rtanine-tsoth of it, is Nova Scotia cai; and if you
and afterwards by mneans of a departmental circular- -as te put that at a value of $3 a ton, which is a very low esti-
the importance te the country of sugar refining. I think I mate, you have $ 180,000 xpended for coal. Another
may, horofore, assume that it is too late for hWon. gentlemen item li conection with sugar reofning l cooperage
opposite t(? takotho ground that the refiners ought not te and, so ftr as i bave. been able teo ascertain,
have somo reassnable consideration in the arrangement of 350,000 barrels are annually required, of wichthe staves,
the duties, se that they may go enabled te continue their hoops, and heads, are ail of Canadian woind. I
operati;s in thefutureas they have been doing for the lst venture te think that hon, gentlemen will agre with e

twe or threo, yearis.. The hon. inember for IBrant, iu the that a very important mairket lias been given te certain
course of lis speech, made some referonce to the great loss classes of woods that, before the opening of refinorins, hd
of revenue resulting from this Tarif, and took the year nemarket whatever in the cuntry. In addition te tat
t89 and 1880 as eu of the years forhis comparisen. Now, there were the hsrses employed, and the cartagen 0 ind the
the hon gentleman, udealing with this question on the number of subsidiary trades, su h as eingieras founders
floor of this e ouse, can surely affsrd t be fair. I hold carpentors, masons and others, e mployed in the various
that the year 187980, the first complote year under the operations, and intherepairs conected withrefinig oArl
Tarlianet a fair year for comparison i connection with theothing are semuc0 rdirect advantage tetho peopleOf
any matter affeeting the nustoms duties. Butewo mayn l go Canadar,s omu itxpenditure enthe way of waee among
back, and wo ought te go back, te the year 187778, the last them, whih, under the system that prevail d n he on.
complote nyoar bofore, the change of the Tariyf, whernon, gentlemen opposite wer n office, used te go te ;freigne
gentemen oppositewer o eu office. New, I fird that tho insteadeof te our people. I will ak this honorable flouse
duty paid on ail kind of sugar, eu 1878, was o2,584,379, whetherit is te tho advantage of our peoplf that that xt a

nod an 188, was 2,440,855, or a difference ort$1i,000 whicho wila the difference betwee n the value of
s14,624ln favor of the former year. That is te importations in 1878 and today Thnet very muehMore te
say, we apparently lest undutyan ast year, as eompared the advantage of Canada, whether it dos net conduco more
with the last-complte year before the Tarif was brought te our prosperity, than if it were expended in tho
cu, 143Ah4. Of course, we ail uderstand that this lioss employment of peopl in the United States aW are
wa du'nte the fa t that u the former. years the importa.teld, however-and.1 suppose hon. gentlemen opposite Wl
tioa ore almoat entirey of the higher grades, nd during admit, at any rate, that oitn ete our advantage thatMillio
colatter fyr aee, madetiy of tre tOW egtad lof dollars s1 t4 , bê qendoed i n oen if riere hWafl do

>1r. WKITZ (Cardwfàl1).
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compensating disadvantages--that there are compensating
disadvantages, that the price of sugar to the consumer is
very much greater than it would have been had the former
Tariff remained in force. We must, in the discussion
of this question, assume that if hon. gentlemen

opposite were transferred to this side of the Bouse
-and God forbid that such a calamity should befall
the Dominion-that they would go back to the Tariff
wbich they considered a proper Tariff when they were in
power. I do not know whether the hon. member for South
Brant would have any more influence with the coming
Finance Minister-and if all the stories be true, ho is not
likely to be the late Finance Minister-than he had
with the late Finance Minister; but, under any
circumstances, we must, for the sake of argument,
assume that the sugar duties would be restored to
their formor position. That being the case, we can
deal with this question as a more mathematical prob-
lem. The speculations and fine-drawn theories of the
hon. gentleman as to how much refined sugar you can get
out of raw sugar, and the profit resulting to the refiner, may
be accurate; but, as the hon. gentleman himself knows, even
so great a statesman and economist as Mr. Gladstone was
compelled to confess this question was one very difficult of
solution, and which taxed even his great ability to solve, if
ho did succeed in sclving it. If we can mathematically
establish the fact that the people of Canada are not paying
more for their sugar han they would under the Tariff of
hon. genti mon opposite, and without the refineries in
Canada-basing our argument on the experience of the four
years during which we had no refineries, and had
1the late Tariit-that is a imethod of dealino
with this question which this honorable Iouse and ths
country will consider much more satisfactory than the
theories of hon. gentlemen opposite. The hon. gentleman
was good enough to read from a speech of mine iii which ho
says I was inaccurate in some figure that I gave, although
ho admits that I myself supplied the antidote by a table of
figures which I presume he admits were absolutely correct,
since hle has not questioned their accuracy. When I spoke
on the question outside this House, I stated that the table
in which I gave the prices of sugars for the tbree periods,
the 5th, the 15th and the 25th of each month from
1876 to 1879-that that table has never been challenged. It
wa3 prepared with very great care by experts in Montreal,
and I bolieve it to be absolutely correct. I have not the
speech to which the hon. gentleman refers in which he says
the error of a figure occurred. Whether the error was
made or not, the hon. gentleman admits that the table I
gave was correct, becauso he checks my argument with my
own tables. But take the last fifteen months, and if it
be any object to hon. gentlemen, I can give the average for
each month during that time. The averages are as follows:-

&VERAGE prices of granulated sugar in New York and
1881, and first three months of 1882 :-

1881. NeR
January.............. ................ $
February............................
March ............. ..................
April ............... .......... ...
May.................... ............... .
June ...................................
Juglys .......... .........

September...............
Ortober .......................... ......
November...............................
December ........................ .........

1882.
January.................... ........
Februarp.............. . ..........
March ........ ........ ............ ........

Âverage..........

Montreal during1

w York Montreal.
9 49 $960
9 16 9 33
9 29 9 16
9 9 94
9 87 9 36

10 54 1023
10 08 1012
9 76 9 41

10 01 9 31
10 06 9 22
9 72 9 24
9 29 9 22

9 50
9 25
938

9 65

9 06
8 81
8 80

9 33

The average price of granulated in New York for the whole
fifteen months, was 89.65 per 100 lbs., that is the whole of
1881 and the last three months of 1882. The average price
in Montreal during the whole of these fifteen months, was
$9.33. My hon. friend from Kingston, who knows a good
deal about these subjects, will be able to check me if I am
wrong in these figures. The difference in favor of Montreal
-and mind you that is not my argument-in the average of
that period was 32 cents per 100 lbs. How would this have
been under the old Tariff, supposing the refiners were all
wiped out. I take the price in New York $9.65, less the
drawback, $3.15, leaving a balance of $6.50 as the gold price
in bond for exportation. I add the Canadian duty under
the late Tariff, 25 per cent., or $1.62î; 1 cent a lb. specific,
$1 per 100 lbs.; and then the carriage which my hon. friend
disputes, 30 cents per 100 lbs.

Mr. PATERSON. Leave'that out.
Mr. WHITE. I will strike it out for the hon. gentle-

man in a little while, but I prefer to add it in the meantime
for the purposes of this argument. The effect of the 30
cents is to make the several distributing points Canadian in-
stead of American points. The price would have been, under
these circumstances, $9.42j, as the average prico for the
last fifteen months in Montreal, importing from New York
and taking as basis the prices in New York with the
duty and charges under the old Tariff added. The actual
average price in Montreal during those fifteen months, was
$9.33. Thus the average price in Montreal for the last
fifteen months of sugar was, on that basis, 9½ cents per lb.
less than it would have been under the old Tariff, and if the
renneris were not iii existence. But, Sir, there is some-
thing to be added to this. During the four years
when the Canadian refineries were silent, when nothing
was being done in the way of refining in Canada, the
average price of sugar, gold in bond, in New York, was
86.19 per 10 lbs., that is with the drawback off. The aver-
age price in Canada of that American sugar, with duty and
charges paid, was $9.62 per 100 lbs. These are the actual
prices in the two places irrespective of any calculation.
Now, Sir, what should have been the price under the late
Tariff, the duty was $2.55, calculated on the basis of 25 per
cent and one cent per lb. and the carriage -the ion.
gentleman will allow me to include it-30 cents, making to-
gether $J.04. But the actual price was $9.62, so that we
paid no less than 58 cents in addition for general business
of the merchant, his profit, the profit of the middleman, the
wholesale merchant-my ion. friend from Kingston, for
instance, who was a distributor in Canada for the products
of the refiners of New York-in order to account for the
ruling price in Canada. Fifty-eight centsis the actualresult
under a calculation, which is not a mere estimate, which is
no fine-drawn theory, but which is the actual result ascer-
tained; that is, if you take the average price, in goid, in
bond, in New York for the four years befors our refineries
were opened, and add the duty under the old Tariff, and
the 30 cents charges-I am bound to say that these are
included-we have then still to add 58 cents as the profit
of the merchants, who became the distributors in Canada
for this sugar, in order to bring it up to the price which
we paid for the American sugar during that time. Now, if
we add 50 cents-and I have shown that it was 58 cents-
to the average during these four years, what do we find?
That during the last fifteen months the cost of this A.meri-
can sugar in Canada, under the late Customs Tariff, when
our refineries were out of existence, would have been
59J cents per 100 libs. more than we paid in Canada during
these fifteen months for Canadian refined sugar. Now, Sir,
I will ask you whether that simple statement of facts-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Has not Redpath's sugar to
be distributed in the same manner as the American sugar
was distributed ?
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Mr. WHITE. No, not in the same way.
Mr. PATERSON. It bas to be distributed here.
Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken, the

smallest dealers in Ontario can and do buy sugar direct
from the refiners.

Mr. PATERSON. But not at your prices.
Mr. WHITE. Yes, at these prices. There is no

such distribution as the .hon. gentleman speaks of,
and that is the real ground of opposition to this Tariff
on the part of my hon. friend from Kingston. If
the wholesale merchants had this profit on the Montreal
or Halifax or Moncton refined sugar, there would be
no complaint about this Tariff at all. They are patriotic
enough to desire, if they can make the same profits, that the
expenditure on the refining should be made in Canada,
instead of the United States; but it is because the smallest
dealer almost comes into direct contact with the
refiners bore, which he did not do under the former
state of things, that this difference takes place. I
think, under these circumstances, I may fairly say
that this is a sufficient answer to the argument of the hon.
gentleman. But I will take the last three months, bringing
it down to date; and I find that the average price of
granulated sugar, in New York, was, for January, $9.50;
February, $9.25, and March, $9.38 per 100 lbs., making the
average for the three months, 89.b8. I also find that in
Montreal, during the same period, the average price was:
For January, $9.06; February, $8.81, and March, $8.86, or
an average for these three months ol $8.89 per 100 lbs.
Taking the comparison for these three months on the sane
basis, and taking the price at New York, and adding the old
Tariff and the charges to which I have referred, and 50 cents
for intermediate profit, I find that the cost of sugar would
have been, in Canada, during the last three months, if we
had had to import it under the old Tariff from the United
States instead of refining it in Canada, the price, I say
would have been $9.59. While the average price in the
city of Montreal was $8.89, or a difference in favor of Mont-
real of 70 cents per 100 lbs.

Mr. PATERSON. Add another $1 for contingencies,
and you will have $10.59.

Mr. WHITE. Then, Sir, I take the price of granulated
sugar on Monday last-and this will bring the matter within
the cognizance of any hon. gentleman who is engaged in
the business or who knows anything personally about
the subject, from contact with it, and I find that
on Monday last the price of granulated sugar in
New York was $9.62), while the price in Montreal;
was $9.14; and taking the same process which I have
pursued in the other case, and it will be seen that the
price of this New York sugar, if it was brought in and the
duties paid on it under the old Tariff, no refineries being
in existence in Canada, would have been $9.89 per
100 lbs., the Montreal price being $9.14, or a difference
in favor of the Canada consumer of 75 cents per 100 pounds.
Now, Sir, that is in relation to granulated sugar. I venture
to say, with regard to yellows, the case is still stronger in
favor of the Canadian consumer, but granulated being the
standard sugar, I have made up the calculation with regard
toit. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman will probably ask-
as he has asked before-when an argument similar to this'
was presented: where is the necessity for this protective
Tariffif we are getting our sugar cheaper than we would
have done under the old Tariff, with the charges added ?
Why could we not have this state of things continued
under the old Tariff, the hon. gentleman may say. Well,
Mr. Speaker, the answer to that question is a very simples
one. The reason why we have to put on this protection is
simply this: that, in view of the much larger refining busi-
ness done in the United States than is done here, of

Mr. WmTE (Oardwell).

1,500,000,G00 Ibs. of sugar being retined there, instead of100,000,000 and some odd which are refined here, theserefiners are and would be most anxious to cut away,if they could, this competition, or rather this home Cnarket
from Canada, in order that they miglit have the Canadian
sugar market for themselves as they had it before; anduntil they were able to break down our refiners, they would
be willing to give us our sugar a little cheaper. There can be
no doubt about that; but what would we gain ? Our refiners
would soon be broken down, and then they would do as they
did during these four years I have mentioned-charge us
higher prices-tbe regular standard prices of their own mar-.
ket, and we would be obliged to pay higher prices for our
sugar, with that inestimable privilege, as it appears to be
according to hon. gentlemen opposite, of seeing spent $1..
000,000 among the work-people of the United States instead
of among the work-people of Canada. Now Sir, what has
been and what is the result of this policy. As I have said, I
do not desire to detain the flouse at any length in con-
nection with this subject; but, according to David A. Wclls,
a high authority for Free Trade, sugar refining is an im-
portant industry which ought to be protected, and according
to the older view of the late hon. Minister of Finance,
the member for Centre Huron, sugar refining is an industry
which ought to ho protected by such arrangements under
the Tariff as may be made for that purpose. We have thus
the opinion, as I have said before, of two very high author-
ities on the subject of political economy in favor of the
principle of protection to our refiners. We have secured
the expenditure within this country instead of the Unitei
States-on the basis of Mr. Wells' staternent that it costs
one cent, expended in the act of refining in order to produee
refined rom the raw sugar-of $1,000,000, which was for-
morly expended in connection with foreign refineries. We
have built up a West India trade and are building up a
South American trade, which the hon. member for South
Brant thinks is a matter of no consequence, and regarding
which I venture to differ from him. W e have not materially
affected the revenue, because, as I have shown, the difference
in the revenue for 1878 and 1881 is only some $140,000.
We have done ail this, Sir, and we have secured for the
people of Canada at the same time, as cheap-aye, cheaper,
sugar than they would have had if we had not refineies in
Canada at ail, and had been compelled to import our sugar
from the other side. I think that in view of these facts, we
may very fairly say that tnis is a policy which the people
of Canada are interested in maintaining, and not in destroy-
fng; and I think that we may fairly, under these circllm-
stances, vote down the resolution which the hon. gentleman
has presented to this House. The hon. gentleman read a
quotation from a speech I delivered, in which I referred to
the fact, that the strength and wealth of a nation was to be
found in the strength and wealth of the individuals in that
nation, and he calls that Tory doctrine. I am bound to
say that if it is, I am a Tory. I say most decidedly
-and 1 repeat it here-that the strength and
wealth of a nation is to be found in the strength and wealth
of individuals in that nation. But this does not say, and it
does not follow, that this only means the strength and
wealth of two or thtree people ; but what does it mean.

Mr. PATERSON. There are only four sugar refineries.

Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman exclaims that there
are only four sugar refineries, but there were merchants il
Canada who made more in a single year than those refinoN
made. I may be excused for alluding to the late Mr.
Forster, of Hamilton, who, in a single year, mede
as much more money in importing sugar, in watch•
ing the market and looking after it, and he e
ployed comparatively nobody in the doing of th
There was no $1,000,000 then expended among the
people of this country. These hon. gentlemen consider th8t
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there is no merit in making money, by employing labor and
taking a fair profit off of that employment. They seem to
think the money ought only to be made by rigging
the Stock Exchange, or in lending money on mort-
gages at as high a rate of interest as they can get, or in
speculating in lands in the North-West, as hon. gentlemen
opposite are doing, and perbaps some hon. gentlemen on
this side of the Hlouse-I am not among the number-as
well. They seem to think that the very moment a man
undertakes to employ labor, and make a profit out of its
employment, that instant he becomes an enemy of his
country. That appears to be Liberal doctrine. Now, Sir,
if that is Liberal doctrine, then I am not a Liberal. I
prefer what the hon. gentleman bas called the Tory doc-
trine; that the best interests of this country are to be found
in the promotion of the wealth of the people of the country,
and in the promotion of that wealth in such a
way as to give employment to the people of the
country, and to the largest possible number of
them, instead of merely employing the comparative few
who are used as middlemen in the distribution of
the foreign goods which are brought into the country. That
Mr. Speaker, is the distinction which I see between the
policy of the hon. gentlemen opposite and the policy which
we favor on this side of the House. I may say,
here, that when I was addressing the House on the Bud-
get debate, I made some reference to Mr. Peter Redpath, pro-
voked by the reference which was made by the hon. mem ber
for North Norfolk. Weil, Sir, I find that the story which
has been going about as to Mr. Redpath having purchased
Chiselburst, bas not a word of truth in it ; neither
as an owner, nor as an occupant, nor as a tenant,
bas he anything to do with that magnificent
establishment. He bas bought for himself a
quiet, unassuming, modest residence on the other side
of the water, where he is living; and I only hope that before
long we may have him back again amongst us. I do not
desire to detain the House further, Mr. Speaker, but I think
I have shown by figures, and not by fine-drawn theories
similar to those of the hon. gentleman, that we are not pro-
moting any injury to this country by the policy which
has been l appily adopted in connection with sugar refining;
but that, on the contrary, we are thereby securing the
material advantage of the country, as well as of the great
mass of the consumers, who are better off than they
would have been if the old policy had been in force, and
our refineries were all destroyed.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I beg to lay on the Table the
report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Royal Commission,

Mr. BLAKE. I perceive that this is not the report, but
only the evidence. May I ask the hon. gentleman when
the report will come down, because Iobserve that this does not
eontain the exhibits or written portion of the evidence, and
therefore, it is very important that we should get the
remainig documents as soon as possible.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was placed in my hands for
submission to the House, and, from what I heard the other
day, I thought that it was the report; but the rest will no
doubt be placed before the House on Tuesday next.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

THIRD READINGS.
The following Bills were severally considered in Com-littee, reported, read the third time and passed.-

cBill (No. 67) to incorporate the Niagara Peninsula Bridge,
mlpany---..(Mr. .Bergin.)

Bill (No. 68) further to amend the Act incorporating the
Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway Company.-(Mr.
Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 76) to amend the Act to incorporate the South
Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company.-(Mr. Robertson,
Hamilton.)

Bill (No. 81) relating to the Canada Southern Bridge.-
(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

Bill (No. 64) respecting Queen's College at Kingston.-
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Bill (No. 71) to amend the Act of the late Province of
Canada, intituled: "An Act to incorporate the Managers of
the Ministers' Widows' and Orphans Fund of the Synod of
the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in connection with the
Chureh of Scotland," and amendments thereto.-(Mr.
Brooks.)

Bill (No. 86) to amend the Act incorporating the Pontiac
Pacifie Junction Railway Company, and to authorize the said
Company to erect a bridge across the Ottawa River.--(Mr.
White, Renfrew.)

Bill (No. 134) to amend the Acts relating to the Great
Western Railway Company (from the Senate).-(Mr.
Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 87) respecting a certain agreement between the
Canadian Securities Company and the Liquidators of the
Consolidated Bank of Canada.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 30) an Act to enpower the Ottawa Agricul-
tural Insurance Company to wind up their affairs, and to
relinquish their charter, and to provide for the dissolution of
the said Company.-(Mr. Rochester.)

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 138) to incorporate The Canada Co-operative

Supply Association (Limited) to issue preferential shares.
-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 139) to incorporate the Rapid City Central
Railway Company.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

THE SUGAR DUTIES.

House resumed the consideration of Mr. Paterson's pro-
posed amendment to Sir Leonard Tilley's motion for the
House to go again into Committee of Supply.

Mr. GUNN. In rising to support the amendment of my
hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson) I feel, after the
able manner in which he has presented the question of
duties on sugar there is not a great deal to add. I have also
to congratulate the hon. member for Cardweli (Mr. White),
who has proved himself to be an able advocate for the
refiners, though I think I shall be able to prove that he bas
not advocated the interests of his constituents. The Tariff
as regards sugar shows a large loss to the revenue, while
the consumer bas to pay more for the article.
The bon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) referred
to the refiners in New York, and he quoted from Mr. Wells,
who is undoubtedly a high authority. On this point we
might compare the prices in New York and Montreal.
Take the last two years in New York, fair refining sold at
7î cents; the average price of granulated was 9î cents, or
a difference of 2 cents. They paid a duty to the Govern-
ment of $2.45 per 100; our refineries paid a duty of
$1.70-a difference of 75 cents. The average price in Mon-
treal for fair refining was 7 cents, and the average price for
granulatel was 9¾ cents-a difference of 2Î cents in Mon-
trea, against 2 cents in New York. In one of his speeches,
the hon. momber for Card well (Mr. White) said th% average
price of granulated sugar in 1879 was 9 cents in Montreal.
t was that year in New York an average in bond of $5 64,

with a duty of 25 per cent. ad valorem, and 1 cent per lb.,
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making $8.05, or 95 cents less than Montreal. The lowest
price in Montreal that year was $8.25, and the lowest
price in New York was 84.84 in bond, the duty
being $2,21, making $7.05, or $1.20 less than Montreal.

Mr. WIIITE (Cardwell). I do not wish to interrupt the
hon. gentleman, but when he speaks of sugar being laid
down in Montreal, does he include the freight charges ?

Mr. GUNN. No.
Mr. WHITIE (Cardwell). And nothing for merchants'

profits ?
Mr. GUNN. No. Tbe hon. gentleman said there was a

profit to the merchant of 58 cents, but there is not a profit
of 56 cents, or even 51 cents, only about 1 per cent. to 1i
per cent ,10 cents to 15 cents per 100 Ibs. is nearer the aver-
age obtained by merchauts for selling sugar, as he will find if
he makes enquiry. I would like very much to know where
the hon. gentleman got the information on which he based
these statements. There is a wide divergence between some
of bis statements and the facts, and I think he should explain
to the House, for many of his statements have no reference
at ail to the question at issue. The question is not a party
question but a question for the country at large-a ques-
tion of political econorny that we should all study. I do
not think we are bore as the advocates of the sugar
refineries, but of the people who sent us here-the
consumers. We have nothing to do with the refiners. The
hon. the Finance Minister, in his speech of 18S1,
said that the refiners handled 300,000 barrels, which
would be about 88,000,000 lbs. out of a total, entered
for home consumption, of 117.000,000 lbs., or a proportion
of three-quarters of the entire trade. We mi.y estirnate the
amount last year, including the two new refineries, at 5 to
10 per cent. more. The hon. the Finance Minister bas not
brought down a statement, this year, to show us how mach
the refiners manufactured. Consideringz the large protection
which he give these people, I think they should afford more
information; and it is due to the House that we should
have that information. The hon. member for Cardwell tells
us about the number of coopers and workmen employed,
and everything else, except what we want to know. He
says it costs 1 cent per lb. to manufacture sugar in New
York; if so, it should be manufactured for less in Montreal,
because wages and other expenses are less there than
in New York. Then we hear 9 great deal about cheap
sugar. During the last two years and a-half,
sugar bas been cheaper in the primary markets than it bas
been in any year since 1868. During that period the
average cost price has been $3.63. For the last two years
we imported an average of 126,0o,000 lbs. eaci year,
which, at 83.63, would cost $4,501,640, on which the duty
received was $2,353,169. During the last six years,
prier to 30th June, 1879, under a revenue Tariff, we
imported an average of 109,000,000 lbs, at a
cost of 84.90 per 100 lbs., or a total cost of $5,348,49';
prior to June 30th. 1879, 109,000,000 lbs., with $2,352,169
duty, 70 cents more duty under the old Tariff than under the
new. It will thus be seen that during the last two years and
a-half the price of augar in the primary markets was $1.27
less pr 100 lbs. than during the previous six years, and
the duty was 70 cents more. During the last two years
the priee of fair refining sugar at New York was 7ï cents
per lh., and granulated 9t cents. If you deduct a cent
which the hon. member for Cardwell says is the cost of
refining, you will have 88î cents. Then deduct j cent to
reduce raw for refining to granulated, and you have only
$7.66 or 9 cents per 100 lbs. less than New York
refiners paid the past two years, and I think this ought to
show to the House and the country that there is a large loss
to the revenue, and that the people should get their sugar 1
cheaper than they are getting it. If we reduce 136,000,000
Iba. teranulated sugar, we would have 119,0OOO00

lbs. The price in Montreal last year, Up to the 30th of
June, averaged $9.70, which would make the cost of that
quantity $11,597,496,whilethe same 119,000,000 Ibs.brought
in from New York at the current price there, $6.58, would
have cost us $7,853,604, showing a difference between the
cost of Montreal and at New York of $3,743,892. Iow
much duty did we get from this? By the Goverunment's
own return, we find that we received $2,459,141. This
shows a loss of $1,284,751; but that does not show all the
loss, because in this 136,000,000 lbs. there are 15,880,000 lbs.
above number 14, which is squeezed into the country, and
on which we are charged 82.66 per 100 lbs duty. Let me teil
hon. gentlemen opposite that this is not a party question
but a public question, and when they go to the polis they
will bear more of it. I was going on to show how the
apparent loss of duty to the country does not show the
whole loss. There are 15 885,005 lbs which paid 82.66 duty,
or 96 cents more than refiners paid. It is a well-known fact
to the large trade-take Liverpool -that the refiner will
buy a dark sugar equal to No. 12 at 24s. and produce a
larger quantity than he received of a brighter color and sel[
it for .2s. less. But the hon. member for Cardwell said:
" Wo give you yellows cheaper." How are we to know
that ? It is easy to say yon have cheaper sugar
when we can prove we ought to have cheaper sugar. If
the primary market is down a cent we must get it cheaper.
15,855,005 lbs. paid $152,236 in the fiscal year of 1881 more
than it would pay if it came through the hands of refiners,
mking a total loss of $1,436,987. Compare prices with
New York for the presentyear ending 30th June, 1881, with
prices in Montreal. Let us ascertain what sugar would
have cost from New Yo'k, taking last year's trade. 13 ,-
406,5913 lbs. of all kinds were entered for consumption,
equal to 119,3.35,699 lbs. granulated. At $9.70, the price in
Montreal, this would give 811,577,502. The same quantity
at $6.58, the price in New York, would amount to $7,853,604,
or $3,723,898 less than in Montreal. Deduet duty collected
$_,459,141 from this, and the loss to the country is $1,264,-
757. The 15,855,005 lbs. which paid $2.66 duty or 96 cents
more than the refiners paid, amounting to $152,236, will, in
future, go into the hands of the refiners under the operation
of the Tariff, and thus produce an additional loss to that
amount. which, added to the $81,284,751, makes a total loss Of
8 1,436.987 to this country. Had the 119,000,000 lbs. been
brought from New York as granulated and paid duty
under the old revenue Tariff, 25 per cent. and 1 cent on
the New York value in bond $6.58, or $2.64 duty,
it would not have produced $3,150,990, or $691,849
more duty than we received, as compared with the old
Tariff. Add to this 48 cents per 100 lb3., excess of
price over New York, $592,902. What duty would
have been paid had the wbole been entered at $2.66,
the rate at which the 15,855,005 lbs. had been entered?
After allowing for difference in grade, there wouid be
125,000,000 lbs. at $2.66, and we would have had a duty of
$3,325.000, instead of &2,45.),141 collected, showing a loss of
8865,859. It is proven by your own . retuas
that you tax sugar, 83,325,000 one-fourth of whieh
taxes go direct to the refiners And the ther
three-fourths only reach the Treasury. You have inade
laws to tax sugar, a necessary of life, that should be taxed
only for revenue, every cent put on it should go direct iftO
the Treasry. Can you not see the reÙnrs are working
against you ? 11J per cent. is permitted to enter the Cas
tom bouse at $2.66, the r eiainder, 8½J per cent.-the aret
bulk-being farmed out to the refiners at $1.70. Ibr haves
Customs return for six months ending 31st December lss
excluding British Columbia, which shows 71,350,677 1bs
entered for home consumption paying Q1,216,436 duty, ass
than half the duty paid on 54,000,000 u 187$, eue-
third more of sugar under your 30 and 35 per (en
paying less than 25 per cent. Tar1%, produed in-h'0
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half of 1878. In that year 108,000,000 lbs. paid $2,567,8031
duty. This year, with the trade pointing to 140,000,000
Ibs. under the same Tariff, you would get $3,500,000.
Estimating the current six months at the same as the firqst
six maonths, you will barely get $2,500,000, or $1,0v0,000
less than you sbould. Now, if you will compare trade
tables for the first six months to the 31st December, 1881,
with the prior twelve months ending 31st June, you will
see that the trade has almost entirely passed into the refiners
hands. For the fiscal year 1881, there was only entered,
above No. 14, about 15,0J0,000 lbs. at 82.66, or 11½ peri
cent. of the entire consumption. What have you got tor
the subsequent six months ? Only 2,404,113 lbs., a small
moiety, barely 3J per cent., paying $2.47 duty, the,
remaining 69,000,000 lbs. being entered at $1.68. At the
same ratio in which the trade bas been seized by the
refiners within the past six months, we will not be left 1

er cent. for the trade outside refiners the coming year.
Poes not this show that your Tariff is against the interest of
the country ? You have establisbed your sub-treasuries,
your branchCustom-house, you have taxed the people of this
country and do not get the taxes. You have introduced a
system similar to that which exists in countries governed
by the Turks. You have appointed your middleman to
collect your taxes. You would naturally suppose, that with
a tax of 30 to 35 per cent. on sugar against a revenue
Tariff of 25 per cent., besides specifie duty, to get more
revenue, but you do not-it is a misleading Tariff. In the
jury that framed it there was no Matthew Hi, no miller!
with bis dusty coat. It was a pcked jury. You promised,
in 1878, to adjust the Tariff in the interests of the country.
You have not done so. You have adjusted it in the interests
of individuals, you have introduced monopoly into this coun-
try, and a system of taxation that existed prior to the great
lkform Bill of î832. You have taunted us with being a smali
body. If we are a small body, our principles will stand.
You may crush us and leave us but a baker's dozen, but
that baker's dozen will fight for the interests of the country
:nd not be ashamed to fight for those interests. Though
we are a small body, we are not ashamed to follow in the
lootsteps of the i ight hon. leader of the Government in
Ergland to-day. Where was he six years ago ? Was he
not laughed at ? We are not afraid to copy from him. We
saw him go to the country in opposition to a strong Govern-
ment under its late able and lamented leader, With very
little hopes of success he came back with an enormous
majority. The Government was overturned. We expect
the same fate as that which greeted the Liberal party in
England then, for when these questions are discussed and
UInderstood in the country the people will give us their
support. In your election campaign in 1878 you did not state
fairly the questions at issue. You seduced the people from
their affections. You seduced Reform constituencies that
had been Reform for 50 years. Those counties will go
back to their first love as soon as they have an opportunity.
Stronger Governments than yours have been broken in a
shorter time. I remember when I was in France in 1868,
t'o short years before the fall of the French Empire, I wasdining with gentlemen who asked me what sort of a
Governmnent we had. I said our Government is the ins-
and-outs-whoever can carry it on the cheapest. I was
Proud of my country. I was proud of seeing the Conserva-tive Government, as I thought, doing their duty.

a dn Dieu/ " he said : t"What would you do if you
a despot at your throat ? " That strong Government

" two years melted like snow before the sun.
We had a Conservative Government in 1867, who revised
the sugar Tariff. It was so odions, that both Conservatives
"d Refrme United to substitute for it a revenue Tariff.

hat remaind in existence during their own Administra.-
They saw no reason to change it. Wby did they

Ooeioly not beue the peeple usked

for a change, but it was changed in the interest of the
refiners, of those who are interested in taking money out of
the pockets of the people. Now, let us see how mach duty
you get under this Tariff. Supposing you had taken, the
whole of this sugar entered under No. 14, the 120,50,,000
lbs., ut the rate of $2.66, which you charged on the 16,000,-
000, you would have got a duty of $3,325,000, instead of the
$2,459,141 collected; that is to say, if the 136,000,000 lbs. paid
duty at the average of what wasentered over 14. This shows
a loss of $865,859 to the revenue. The present Tariff yields
a revenue of only about two-thirds to the Treasury of he
country, while the remaining third goes into the pockets
of the refiners. The 71,000,000 lbs. imported during the
six months ending 31st of December last paid a duty of
$1,216,436, less than half the duty paid on 54,000,000 lbs.
in 1878. Then you had 25 percent., and nowyou have 30 and
35 per cent., but still you get less revenue from the larger
quantity. In 1878, we imported 108,000,000 lbs, which
paid a duty of $2,567,803. This year, with a prospective
importation of 141,000,000 lbs., if we can keep up the quan-
tity that came in during the last six months, which quan-
tity would yield, under the former Tariff, a duty of
83,500,000; instead of that you will barely get $2,50,00 0
probably not so much, perhaps 81,100,000 less
than you should get. I pointed out to the
House when the Tariff was introduced, that you would bave
a loss to the revenue. I think I have shown very clearly
that you will have a large loss. Take the 120,500,000 lbs.
entered last year at $1.70; if it paid the same duty as the
15,000,000 lbs. you would have had $3,349,965, or 8890,124
more. The bon. member for Cardwell said the New York
people would cut sugars to get our trade. I cani tell the
hon. gentleman that the sugar trade is so large in that single
port, the largest sugar port in the world, where they bandled
over 60 ,000 tons last year, that tiere is no cutting in sugar
sold at its fair value every day on the market. Th exports
from the States, out of a total trade of 1,000.000 tons,
amounted to less than 1 per cent. of the exports from ail
ports, or only 8,242 tons. Two cents was the average differ-
ence in New York between fair refining and granulated
during 1880 and 1881, and only 81.88 in 1879. Acceording
to the New York, shipping list Canadian refiners paid at least
75c. or less duty than American refiners on the quantity
handled by them, 110,000,000 tons, showing 8825,000 in their
favor. With these remarks I think I will tako my seat.

Mir. McL ENNA N. I listened with great interest to the lucid
statement of the hon. member for Kingston (Mr. Gunn).
His figures are very well in hand. It is true hedoes not sur-
prise us with the oratorical music that we get from the hon.
gentleman from South Brant (Mr. Paterson); butt bis sugar
question is one of figures, and with the exception that my hon.
friend is a little astray upon some historical points, I think
bis figures are very instructive. That little incident that
occurred in France calls to mind the fact, that if there are
two Governments in this country just now, my hon. friend
belongs to the Government of the Grits. With respect to
Mr. Gladstone, I believe it is pretty well known that
bis financial policy, as it relates to sugar, is one that bas
varied very much according to times and circumsuances,
just as the Tariff of the hon. Minister of Finance has done,
and that in its essential features to-day it is very much like
the Tariff that exists in this country. I think my lon.
friend is quite as far astray in his historical reference to the
reforms of 1832 and 1834. I do not know that our sugar
duties are upon any different basis than that of the rest of
mankind except that they are for our own interest. But
the figures of my hon. friend prove very conclusively two
or three things. I think they give some account of the
change that came over the dreams of the late Minister of
Finance. I have no doubt that Kingston was a very
important constituency in the country at that time, and was
a oentre of a very large uai- tradesandI oan qmptsg
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with the feeling that my bon. friend from Kingston Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. "It is substantially
expresses with respect to that number of millions of sugar the sume as ours " is what the hon. gentleman said. I wa
above No. 14 that bas been squeezed into the informed by the public press, which is not always very
country with so much difficulty and bother. reliable, it is true, that there was no duty at ail in England
I have no doubt the hon. member would like very much just now, and I am not aware the duty bas been reim-
that a larger quantity of sugar above No. 14 would be posed during the current Session. Perhaps the hon.
brought into the country without squeezing, and I think gentleman, whose information is somewhat antiquated
the difference between the profits of the sugar trade to the will revise his calculations before he again addresses the
importers and the process by which the sugar trade is made House on the subject of sugar. I do not much wonder that
tributary to many other industries in this country hon. gentlemen opposite find this a rather sore subject. It
epitomises the whole question of difference between the is truly, as the hon. member for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan)
policy of Free Trade and the policy of Protection. The said, an epitome of this fiscal system. The Government
hon. gentleman is very much exercised about the amount have added 25 per cent. to the taxes. They have obtained
of money that is lost between the places of collection and 25 per cent. less revenue, and the people have been called
the Treasury. I should like to know if the collection of to pay 30 per cent, higher prices. There is, in brief, the
Customs costs any more, in proportion, to-day than it did in grand tr* umph of financial genius exemplified in every
1878 ? point, precisely as we told the country it would be, and pre.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Not so much. cisely as it is the nature of such a system to be. I would
Mr. McLEN-NAN. If that be so, ail the talk about like to call the attention of the House to some one of the

81,000,000 lost between wind andwater, falls to the ground. dozen or so of fallacies set forth in the course of the dis-
The essential difference between the Tariff that exists cussion. Who was the f ramer of the late Tariff? It was
to-day and the Tariff in 1878, is the higher duty upon the not framed by me, for I found it in existence. It
higher class of sugars, and the different methods of valua- was produced by hon. gentlemen opposite who
tion, by which higher classes of sugar do not come into altered the Tariff and made it less favorable
this country at a reduced valuation after the bounty was to refiners, and who, if any persons were respon-
taken off, as they did formerly, leaving that bounty to be sible, were responsible for the extinction of that industry.
divided between the dealer in New York and the importer It was stated by the hon. member for Cardwell that the
in Canada. Whereas to-day larger quantities of Montreal refinery ha I been shut up for four years. My
sugar are brought into this country in cheap form, recollection 1s that the retinery was shut up a year and a-
wr twr half and no longer, and 1 do not hesitate to say that Iwith thie resuit that the sipewners whe carr y large tiual ftrtesalateainta a
quantities of raw material, and who bring up coai frem believe, particularly after the small alteration that was
Nova Scotia and other places, have some interest in it. The made in 1875, that refinery might, if no political reason
coal miner gets bis wages out of it, the sugar refiner has bis and if no greed far greater gain had intervened, might have
profit, every man that he enploys has his toll out of it, been run profitably to the end of the chapter. "But," said the
thousands of people employed as coopers, draymen, and in' hon. member for Cardwell, "we have one industry employing
other businesses connected with the preparation of that $500,000 worth of capital which was kept idle for four
sugar for market; and the difference amounts to this: that years." Had that statement been true, it would have been
whereas, under the old system, the profits were divided infinitely better for the country that this capital should have
between tho New York ssipper and the importer in thi been kept idle rather than $1,250,000 should have been lost
country, the dfference in this country being only that during three or four years for the sake of keepingthat indus-

which went out of the Treasury, to-day, a very large part try aive. Lt is net good economy, it is net prudence; it s
of that difference and a very large amount of money are not common sense to pay out of tbe public pocket $5,000,000
contributed among the hard-working people of this country; in three or four years for the sake of keeping alive an in-
and, as I said before, it is an epitome cf tie entire dustry which, according to tie hon. member for Cardwell
ytem cf Finance that prevails in this country to-day. (Mr. White), represented $500,000 of capital. Sir, let us see

The hon. member fer Kingston (Mr. Gunn) has said that what tis dustry bas cost the ceuntry, what it is costig
wages and expenses are less in Montreal than in New York. tise country and wihat it is likely t cot tise country. But
If they are less, I should like to know if there is not husi- first let me al tise attention cf the House te this fact
ness ability enough in this country to produce pressure and Undoubtedly we sad ne wish teo deprive the city
competition that will prevent us from paying a higher price Montreal or tise people cf .Canada of any
for sugar than becomes necessary in this state of things. industry whatever. It is true that we went rather eut c
The hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) was will- our way te give tis industr.y a chance under tise pectua
ing to drop this question of price, whether it was cheaper circumstances that then prevailed, because it was true thbt
or dearer. it is impossible for a man like myself to keep at that time a very extraordinary bounty was granted by
in his mind tabulated statements of the prices of sugar from the United States, which, however, was subsequently very
month to month, but we can form our opinion on these greatly reduced. It is true that, perhaps, we went a littie to
factors which enter into the method by which the price of far in our zeal for that indutry, but our pohcy wase told
sugar, as of everything else, is regulated; and this House justice and act fairly by this industry so far as we cou
may accept as a matter of fact that the methods of trade, What we would not do was to tax the whole people cf
the means of competition, and every incident that modernCanada at the rate of millions of dollars for the beneàtcf
life brings into exercise will keep those interests three or four refiners. We considered that question well;
right, and there is ne danger of any great monopoly over- we saw that the demands of the sugar refiners were extcr-whlingusnith dail those powers ef cntrol witisin our tionate and oppressive, and we refused to grant them. I be-
whelming us with lieve, and I have good reason for believing, that that industrY

own bnds.could have gene on and would have gene on if there had floe
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I understood the been certain political reaons, and a desire te obtain greater

hon. gentleman who last addressed the House said that the plunder from the people. But be that as it may, the hona.
system of the taxation of sugar which Mr. Gladstone member for Cardw 1 (Mr. White) talks of the changes
adopted in England was substantially the same as ours. which were made in the sugar duties, and the hon. member
Did thehon. gentleman say that ? o for Glengarry (Mr. MeLennan) said the late Governlment

Mr. MOLENNAN. I believe it is as variable as that of bad changed their sugar duties a dozen times. All Govern-
to h D'ai wiho is spaking I monte have ohanged their supr duties time aud timnOe agifl
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and it is true that some make more changes, although but to show that after paying the diuty and making certsåm ex-
snal ones. But, with respect to this question, allow me to traordinary allowances, to which I wiL afterwrde caill
remipd the hon. member for Gardwell (&Ir. White), who attention, the prices in New York of the s g fpe in
talks ef inconsistency and changes, that we eau recollect bond would be higher than the prices in, MoùtreL cin1ing
certain remarkable changes in the spirit of his dream. I the allowances. Now, we wilI see how that cak,ùltion
can recollect that in 187 3,when the paper, of which that hon. will work out. Recolleet that ho admits that this claås of
gentleman was editor, was for a time-though not for a long sugar in Montreal costs 89.38, and he admits also thât in
time-engaged in denouncing that infamous transactipn New York it cost in bond, $6.15. -He d'eclares, coirretly, I
known as the Pacific Scandai. I can remember quite think, that 82.62 would represent the tax on the vdry
well that ho was whipped into the traces ,very soon, higbest quality of sugar-the highest that we are granu-
and now he is a peaceable and humble servant of the people lating -at a duty upon the quality, under our Tariff, which
he then denounced. I can remember that that hon. gentle- cost $8.77 as against $9.33 at Montreal prices, being a differ-
man, when it was inconvenient for the Government to raise ence of 56 cents in favor of New York, with
the trade question, was a strong advocate of a 15 per ceut. the additional duty as imposed under the oLd Tarif.
Tariff, and ho declared in public that he could conceive no How did the hon. gentleman attempt to get round this?
earthly reason for protecting any industry in Canada Why, by adding 30 or 35 cents for the charges from New
which co>uld not get on with a 15 per cent. Tariff. These York to points in Canada, when we know th'at in the great
are curious persons to talk of changes in the sugar Tariff., sugar-consuming districts of Canada it is quite as cheap to
As regards bon. gentlemen opposite, I could point out at get sugar from New York as it is from Mohtreal. That is
least a dozen different changes witbin the space of a few a geographical fact which ail the alterations, ail the acts,
years, and I dare say we will see a good many more if it and all the arguments of hon. gentlemen cannot affect one
should happen that they shall continue in power. It jot or tittle. Now, Sir, remember that $:, 62 per 100 1bs.
might aiso interest te House to remember that when a would have brought at least one-fourth, probably oe.change was proposed in 1874, the organ of these hou. gen- third, more revenue than the people of Canada are getting
tlemen, the Mail newspaper, was the first to declare that: under the present Tariff. So that we have, first, ai exptra

"Lt is not of such protection that it should lead to the establishment cost to the people of 56 cents on every 100 b.,' "àd
of a couple of monopolies in a country, nor can it be contended that a loss to the people of the difference between the sum the
s igar refining is a Canadian manufacture in the sense in which these refiners pay and the sum that would have been collectedwords are generally understood." under the old Tariff, and these two together woild consider-
The présent editor of the Mail, when examined before the ably exceed $1 per 100 Ibs. on every single 100 lbs. at
Committee presided over by my hon. friend, was good present refined in Canada for consumption in Canada. Sir,
enough to say that its geographical position was against the all these gentlemen argue against competition with the
Canadian refiner, and that there were very good reasons United States. Have they forgotten that a very large
why Canadian refiners could never compete with the Am- amount of the sugar that came into Canada in former, dagrs
erican refiners. I listened with some astonishment to the came from England, where there was no duty, and no
calculations made by the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. bounty in favor of the refiners ; and do they notkçpw' t)at
White). That hon. gen tleman on more than one occasion the English trade, whieh was a very large onei beitrg wholly
bas indulged the House with some of the most remarkable cut off-for the sake of these same refiners ? They tell us
finaneial caleulations. I recollect that that bon, gentleman that they only want Vo discriminate against the .Anericans.
posed for five or six years as a financial critic, but scarcely It is true they have put an absolutely prohiba t
a year hpd elapsed before we discovered that that hon. gen- sugar coming fron the United States, but, they have like-
tieman, in common with the Minister of Railways and wise eut off very large receipts of sugar weieiformerly
Canais, positively did not know the difference between the came frem England. Now, Sir, as to how many persons are
Supply Bill and the Estimates brought down to Parliament interested in this industry. I observe that these hon. gentle-
every year. I do not myself entertain any great respect men do not condescend to give the details; but we>!know
for the financiai lucabration of such a pair of critics as those. from unexceptionable authority-from M. Weils'atatement,
I take one calculation that the hon. member indulged in. from the reports made by the Glasgow refmers, and: from
le said that Mr. Wells, who undoubtedly is a man of large re- statements made to Mr. Gladstone and other persons-that
search and wide study, said that sugar cost about one cent to in the actual work of refining, as understood and praotised
reflue. Then, said the hon. gentleman, we imported 136,000,- in England, a little more than 300 mon are ampe That
000 lbs. last year at a cest of $5,110,000. Of that, 16,000,000 does not take into account the number employed in cooper-
Ibs. were imported in a state fit for consumption, leaving age, as to which I have been unable to obtain accurate
i20,000,000 lbs. or thereabouts to bo refined, at a cost of details; but even supposing that 300 or 400 more
$ ,100,000. That makes.46,220,000. To this, Sir, you may were employed in that way, it is quite clear thatithe total
add a duty op the sugar which, as the hon. gentleman will number employed is quite insignificant as compared with the
rernember, was refined in this country, of $2,459,000. Now, burden on the people. As to;the freight, thesonLy possible
if yon take the cost of the first sugar you find that, includ- question is the difference in the freight on the quaantity of
ing the cost of refining, the apparently total cost would be, raw sugar and the quantity of refined Buga brought:in,
in round numbers, $7,250,000, including the duty, and the which may be put roughly at 10 per cent. ; and I think we
Cost of refining. That was the sum the people of Canada got, and would get, as large a propartion offreightage in
paid for that. My hon. friendi who was speaking lately (Mr. former timaes as we get now. I believe there mai bé a fewGunn) could tell us that it cost the people of Canada in the vessels coming into Halifax that did not qome béfore, but aneighborhood of $8,750,000, and that there is $1,500,0P0 very few 1 am told, and quite insignifitant, conpared with
Which, as the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) the burden placed on tho people by this ta Sir this
truly said, was either wasted or went into the pockets of the question is alleged to be a ognplicated question. Thoee are
refiners. It may not have all gone into their pockets, but very complicated questions cnnected with the subjeet, no
if not it was becagse they did not know how to refine the doubt; nobody has been able exactly to ascertaia- what
sugar so as to enable them to compete with the refiners of quantity of refined sugar can be produced from certain guaa.
Other counatgee. I take another of the hon. gentleman's lities of raw sugar -that Mr. Redpath and. otheSm néfiers
calculations. He declared that in New York, sugar have refused to communicate, and doubtless with good rea-
Was selhg on the average last year at $9,.65 per 100 Ibs. ; son-but we know, as the hon. member for Kingston (Mr.that il Montal it was selling t &.33, and ho prposededj Gumin) truily stated, that there a ce toeai clases ci sugar
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brought in by refiners out of which they actually produce a1

larger quantity in pounds than they import.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Oh, oh.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. They are so manipu-

lated in the manufacture that that result is produced, and I
believe the hen. member for Welland (Mr. Bunting)
teetified to that effect. But be that as it may, there is no
doubt that a great many grades of sugar brought in which,
although classed under the Dutch standard as very low,
really contain a large quantity of saccharine matter. More-
over, we know that the American Government, which
investigated this subject very closely, formally reported that
in their judgment a very large amount of sugar was
extracted even from apparently very coarse numbers. The
onlyfaultI have to find with the mode in which my hon.friend
from Brant (Mr. Paterson) dealt with the question, is, that he
allowed far too large an amount for waste; I think he allowed
at least 50 per cent., and I do not propose to make quite so
liberal an allowance. Now, Sir, what is the real question at
issue ? It is not a matter of grave moment to the con-
sumers of Canada at what price sugar is imported into the
Dominion; the question of moment is at what price that
sugar is sold to them, and if you want to ascertain what the
real burden is on the people of Canada, you have to ascer-
tain first at what price that sugar could be obtained
were it allowed to be imported duty free from New York,
Glasgow, or any other place, and then at what price it is
sold by these sugar refiners; the difference between the
natural cost without duty, and the price at which these
refiners sell it, is the measure of the burden on the people
of Canada. Now, that is not a complicated question; that
is a plain, straightforward question, on which there is no
better authority perhaps in Canada than the hon. member
for Kingston. Now, let us see what are the actual prices.
I have here a statement of the prices in Montreal and in
New York from July to December last:-

Montreal.
JuIy. ........... . $Io 37
August~..~.....0..".... 87

eptember................. . 9 87
October................... 950
November............... ... ' 9 37
Deoember ............. .......... 9 37

New York.
$6 83

6 58
e 68
6 96
6 4
6 20

Now, you will observe that there was an average difference
of 3 cents per lb., or $3 per 100 lbs., between the price
in New York and the price in Montreal. That is the
measure and the true measure of the burden of the people
of Canada, because, as regards the consuming portion of the
people, 1 maintain that my hon. friend was right, and that
the sugar can be laid down from New York as cheaply as
it can from Montreal. If you take the total importation
that we use, the 120,000,000 lbs. of unrefined sugar, and
the 16,000,000 lbs. of partially refined, fit for consumption,
which was brought in, you will find that about
$3,750,000 represents the difference between the sum the peo-
ple of Canada had to pay the refiners and the sum for which
they could have obtained that sugar, had they been allowed
to import it without paying duty at all. Let us see, then,
how much of that went into the Treasury. We find, in the
Trade Returns that we received $2,459,000. The loss, there-
fore, to the people by the operation of this Tariff is the dif-
ference between $3,723,000 and $2,459,000, which did go
into the Treasury, or in round numbers a loss of $1,270,000.
That is what we pay for keeping these 700 or 800 persons,
including the coopers and others employed. That has been
brought about, as I said, by adding 25 per cent. to the taxes
on this article, a necessary of life, and by losing 25 per cent.
of the revenue. I would have been astonished, if it had been
anybody else, to hear the hon. Minister of Finance, in deal-
ing with this subject, wholly ignore the large increase in
the quantity ofsuyar being used by the people. Anybody

Sir RA . w .

hearing him declare that the loss to the revenue was
$140,000, being the difference between the sum received in
1878 and that received in 1881, would have supposed that
the consumption in each case was identically the sae
What my hon. friend has said was the real fact of the eae,
namely, that something like 26,000,000 Ibs. more w'ere ia.
ported in the latter year than in the former, and after
making all possible allowance for waste and loos in manu.
facturing, that shows clearly we had lost $600000or
8700,000 revenue under this increased tax. What are the
actual facts ? In the Trade and Navigation Returns for
1878, we find that in that year we imported for consumption
a total of 109,000,000 lbs. Of course, there was very littie
of that refined in this country, and we received a duty of
$2,567,000. Now, we imported 136,500,500 Ibs., of which
16,000,000 lbs. was presumedly fit to enter into consumption.
That left us about 120,500,000 lbs. imported for the use of
the refiners, on which we obtained $2,035,000 duty. -Deduct
$423,000 that we received on all above No. 14. You will ob-
serve that we consumed, in 1878, somewhat less than the
quantity of refined sugar which that 120,500,000 lbs. would
produce; and if you will deduct the$2,000,000 duty which
we received on;'that from the $2,586,000 we received in 1 78,
and make allowance for the 13,000,000 bbs. additional not
taken into account, being the access in 1881 on that parti.
cular article, you will seemy hon. friend was perfectly cor-
rect in stating that about $700,000 in round numbers were
lost to the revenue in the truth of the fact that the tax had
been increased by 25 per cent. I do not think it is necessary,
after the speech made by my hon. friend, to enter into any
lengthy discussion of the general principles involved. I con-
tent myseif with pointing ont to the flouse that here you have
an enormous increase of duty, an enormous loss to the
revenue and a very considerable additional cost to the
people, and that the total result is thoroughly stated,
although the details are not given in the motion placed in
your hands, that Canada loses about 81,125,000 and that
some 700 or 800 people find employment. That is good
as far as it- goes, but it is a most paltry and inadequate
compensation to the people, for the fact that their taxes are
increased $1,125,000 under the operation of this Tariff. As
my hon. friend well said, the Liberal party do not desire to
injure any manufactory. They desire to assist, by all
legitimate and proper ways, every manufacturer throughoult
this country. I am happy to say that many-manufacturers
are on our side, and that many more are coming over to
our side under the knowledge they are receiving from day
to day of the working of this iniquitous and oppressive
Tariff iBut I say the Liberal party will never consent, if
they are true to their professions, if they understand any-
thing of the real principles of tho Liberal party, to allow a
system of taxation in this country to be made a means of
amassing great fortunes for a few individuals at the
expense of the great bulk of the community. There is no
more rampant instance of that injustice, no clearer proof of
the folly of the system inaugurated by hon. gentlemen
opposite, than is to be found in the statement of facts which
my hon. friend made this afternoon, and which prove
beyond contradiction that these men are, as he truly
expressed it, assisted by the Government in putting intO
their own pockets $1,250,000 of the people's money.

Amendment (Mr. Paterson, Brant) negatived on the fol-
lowing division :-

A li

Borden,
Bourassa..
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,

Messieurs

Gilimor,
Guan,
Holton,
Huntingtou,
Irine,
Killau,
King,

olivier, (rn)
Patersn (Branth
Pickard,
Robertson (SheIburne

Rogers,
Rymal,

Skivaer,
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CharltonLaurier, mth, report the larget inrese has occurred in St of rations
Chet MukTre fowl, owing tg general advance in prices, but I find that there isFiset, 'Mceze nwal
FIynn Mcsa, Trow, andstilfurther expenditure proposed for the ensuingyear; and I

eofiO, Weldon.-36.was anxious to learn, as the operations are always worked
ont in detail, on what items the increase wau to take place. If

messieurs1[remember right we got the cot down to about 60 cents

Allison, Gigault, Mousseau, head; but it is now over 70 cents per head, and I would
Baker, Girouard (Kent), Muttart, to know on what particular item this takes place.
Bannerman, Grandbois, O'Oonnor,
Beaty, Guillet, Ogden, Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not able to give the
Beauchenne, Hackett, Orton, hon, gentleman the speciflo information as to the particular
Benoit, Haggart, Onimet, articles of provision or clothing on which the cost has in-
Bergeron, Romter, Pinsonneault,
Bergin, Hooper, Pope (Compton), creased; but the warden reporta that this is altogether due
Bill, Hurteau, Roid, to the increase in the prices of ail provisions and the
Boultbee, Ives, Richey, material used in making the convicta' lothing, but if the
Bowell, Jones, Ross (Dnndas),hon, gentleman likes I will procure the particular items.
Brecken, Kaulbach, Routhier,
Brooks, Kirkpatrick, Royal, M
Bunting, Langevin, Ryan (Iarquette),
Cameron (Victoria), Lantier, Ryan (Montreal), theauthentie statementa cf the hon. Ministerof Finance te the
Caron, Longley, Rykert, effect that everything is cheaper than it used te be; but it,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Macdonald (Kinge), Shaw, nevertheless, seems that in this very surprising institution
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Macdonald (dir Jofln), Stephenson, where we have wholly nnder our own control, a large vil-
Colby, McDonald (CapeBreton),Tassé,
Cosugan, McCuaig, Tilley, lage, which we sapply with the necessaries of life, we ar
Coupa McDougald, Tupper, not able to supply the commodities that are required for
Coursoi, McDougall, Tyrwhitt, that class of the population at any rate, except at a con-Outhbert, McLelan, Vanasse,
Daly, McLennan, Wade, siderable advance. The hon. Minister of Finance has talked a
Dawson. McRory, Wallace (Norfolk), good deal about clothing being cheaper, and I wish tu state
Elliott, Massue, White (Cardwell), what the resuits are in this partîcular village. These are
Farrow, Méthot, White (Hastings), and
Ferguson, Montplaisir, White (Renfrew)-85. aIl able-bodied persons, wio are clothed in the most
Fortin, economical manner. The material is bought at whole-

Mr. BORDEN. The hon. member for Restigouche did sale prices, and is worked np in the institution by convict
not vote. labor; and therefore it is wholly in the cost of thematerial that the difference in question takes place. The

Mr. HADDOW. I paired with the hon. member for clothing of the convicts, per capita, was in 1877-78, $11.18,
London. and for 1878-79, 89.33, being for these two years, $20.51, or

Mr. TROW. The hon. member for North Huron wu an average of 10.25J a year per head; the cost of their
paired with the hon. member for Haldimand. clothing in 1879-80 was $12.13, and in 1880-81, #13.06j,

Mr. FARROW. I did not consider it a pair. I spoketo making a total for these two years of $25.19j, or an average
the hon. gentleman about it and he said that he would see of$12.594 against 810.25J f
me again on the subject, but he never did. I went to see if nincrae of $2.34 per head, or near1y23pr cent. of an
the pair was entered in the books and was told it was not.increse between the average of 1877-78, 1978-19, 1879-80
The hon. member for Perth (Mr. Trow) also said that Iw and 1880-81, and stil the advance goes on. I a glad te
at liberty to vote. 1 spoke to him about it. flnd that the boom is a thing which la now settled beyond

Mr. TROW. I thought that the hon. gentleman was diJ.T b t
paired.H

victs who may be confined in this institution is very uncer-
Mr. DALY. I looked over the pair-book before enter- tain, and we cannot prophesy what the number of

ing the flouse for the division, and I could not find such a occupants may be during the ensuing year, but with
pair. The book was inspected at the same time by the hon. the increae of wealth and the increae of prosperity
member for Rimouski (Mr. Fiset), and he also will corrobo- we may hope to see a further diminution of
rate my statement that the hon. gentleman's name was not crime. The diminution which is already perceived wii
entered in the pair-book. probably account for the present decrease. It is, ne

Mr. FISET. The hon. gentleman's name was not in the doubt, the fact that the transportation cf convicts from the
pair-book. smaller penitentiaries te Kingston is ceasing owing te the

SUPPLY.completion of these institutions, and this may acount in a
SUPPLY.measure at least for the diminished estimate of the wardeu.

House again resolved itaelf into Committee. Mr. BLAKE. I haveno doubt the latter cause which the

26. Kingston Penitentiary...... $120,949.77 hon, gentleman mentions is the cause which the warden
has given for the diminution.

3fr. BLAKE. I would like to obtain some information Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
with regard to the increased cost of maintenance, since Mr. BLAKE. Well, the one which he makee for a dimin.
the number of convicts has been diminished. ution. 0f course there is no doubt there ta a certain amount

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The warden reports that cf diminution cf crime in the country, and we ail rejoice to
this is due to the general advance in the price of provisions. know it; while at the same time there ta a very remarkable
The increase is 22 cents and a fraction per capita. amount, I a r te say, of crimes cf a very outragecua

Mir. BL AK. The cost is increased from $70 tocharaeter going on just now, an epidemie cf very violent
870.22 per head. There was a very considerable increasem crimes; but a te the general amount of crime, theresI
the cost of last year over the ainount of the estimate. The think, a diminution. I attribute it in part te the cause which
co't 0f last year was very much over the cost for the the hon. gentleman hm referred te, and in part te certain
Preceding year. Increase in cost of rations is nearly 25 per ther causes which it is not necessary now to discuss. Bat
!ent. over that of the year preceding; and in clothingte I believe the real reson why a lesser number ta estimated
140"4$e8à180 v&7 consideribJo. It ta true the ouepfor Kingsten athat it ta net expected r i cobes of thio
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has"bèen annually'for some time, a transfer from St. Vincent
de Paul to Kingston. Prom year to year Kingston has
bien rather i dteâslag in its nutmbers. It did not get up
to the xiakitiiàn itat one titne had before St. Vincent de
Paul Was openéd, but it has bien increasing. But as St.
Vineent'de Patil is now ,approaching completion, we May
ekqect the convitdts from the Province of Quebec will be
for the'fturre eorífmed Within that penitentiary.

Mr. A'NGLIN. We have been lately creating many new
crimes. It has been resol'ved in another place that certain
actions with respect to faitways shall hereafter be regarded
as ierios crimes; and the hon. mettiber for North Norfolk
has'bz'oght in a'Bill iere, whiéh, if it goes into operation
in1kny Ahpe, will tend largely to swell the number in the
peuitentiaries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Does the hon. 'entleman
eay'espeially from the Maritime Provinces.

.Mr.MCKENZIE. No; hbe says if it were made retro-
active.

Mr. ANGLIN. That would be rather a dangerous pro-
vision I think. I do not think we can get any such provi-
sion as that in this House.

Mr. BLAKE. Present company always excepted.
1M[r. ANGLN. I find the staff has been somewhat reduced.

We might dispense this year with the chief keeper, and
also with'one of the trade instructors. I see we also dis.
péréàe'with the assistant deputy-matron. Perhaps the same
b'enficent irdIuence that bas operated either to prevent the
commission of crime or to protect criminals from the oper-
atfo tofjustice, is also producing its effect at this establish-
mnent and rendering it necessary to have as large a staff as
formei-ly. We would like to know how these criminals are
employed. The nature of employment in which they are
engged was the subject of interesting discussion on former
occasions. I 'ljink streng objection was taken from time to
tim e to the mode in which alarge number of these criminals
were employed. I think it would be interesting now if we
were told in a general way how they are employed.

Sir JOHN A. MADONALD. As to the mode in which
the convicts have been employed, I think there has been no
change of any importance since last year. I think the men
are employed partly under contract, and partly and as much
as possible under the direct supervision of the warden.

Mr. BLAWE. The labor in wbich the conviets have been
ciefly, employed during the past year has been in the
innufacture of door locks, a most monstrous thing. It is
thetold-contract for the manufacture of door locks for which
I have heard the hon. member for Lambton and the Liberal
G'overnoent denouneed, and still it is kept -in peratiôn and
has been going on ever since. Ever since they have been
making door loeks under contract and competing'with that
manufetorty at Maneton. We were told a year or two ago
that the sin of ,this door lock manufactory contract was
venial, bepause the contractor had begun only on sufferance
and it could be terminated any day; but it seems to be
going on and on like the river forever. We do not hear of
any change whatever in the eniplofment of the conviets in
a manner that 'obviously interferes so serîously With
honest 'ontvOOr labor and enterprise. It was the duty
ofhuni-gentemen' whenthercane ito office, if their views
were::at all·'n accordànce 'with the views they endeavored
to orce upon us-while they were oUt, to have put a stop to
this menstrous coitract. But inetead of that there is stili
going on tailoring and shoemaking, not merely for the
prisoners themselves, but also for the Dominion Government.
Now, 'teie are or there might be numerous contraOts lot,
Mnd' numerous honîest tailors and shoemakers employed in
thebe'vavious works whiehire xow being let, but the hon.

pntleme aràréaviWg them *rformed'in the nitGntldry

Now, I do not complain of that, because I think it a reason-
able thing--in point of fact, I am responsible for introdue-
ing it intothe penitentiary-but I conplain of it being con-
tinued by hon. gentlemen who have said that it 'was a great
abuse and would interfere with out-door labor. There does
not appear to have been any new industry or any other ar-
rangement for the employment of prisoners during the last
year, which is, I think, to be regretted. I am aware that we
have from 700 to éO0 prisoners, meostly able-bodied rnen
and that they have not been provided with some fresh em-
ployment is something that is to be deplored. I mention
one particular branch of industry which I hoped to have
heard more of in this report, and that much more would
have been done about it, and that is the farm. The idea
formerly was that it would become a source of very useful
labor in many respects to the institution. The
idea was that it would be cultivated almost as
a garden by spade labor, using very little machine
power, and using the power of the convicts themselves.
The idea was that out-door occupation of this class would be
very beneficial to the health of the inmates, besides possibly
being made a source of profit to the institution. I do not see,
what 1 would like to see before concurrence, that a special
effort is being made, as I think ought to be made, to
employ a large proportion of these men on that farm in the
way I have mentioned, to convert it more into a market
gardon, and the use of a great deal of spade labor and bus-
bandry. In this connection I wish to make an enquiry
with reference to a portion of the penitentiary premises
which I thought it was intended to add to the farm. There
was a portion of the promises under some lease or engage-
ment, cither to the corporation of Kingston or to some
institution in connection with the city of Kingston.
Arrangements were mado during my time by which that
term would have come to an end, I think, in the course
of last year. The idea was that the institution would be
best served by the enlargement of the farm. In fact, the
Government purchased a considerable piece to add to it, the
intention being to turn it into a large farm with a view to
employing prison labor.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think I can give
the hon, gentleman the key to the mystery'in conhec-
tion with the lock factory. There have been no com-
plaints from manufacturers of loeks and keys that the
work in this institution has interfered with their industry,
for this reason, that the lock makers outside of the peniten-
tiary are f'ully employed and have as much, or more, thau
they cau do. When trade is dull they may possibly
complain.

Mr. MILLS. What then ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And then we will con-

sider whether we can properly employ convict labor so
that it will not interfere with the established industrie s of
the country. With respect to clothing: some of the bad
habits introduced by hon. gentlemen opposite still linger
and it is very difficult to get rid of them. The present
leader of the Opposition introduced the principle of'emllOY
in, convicts in manufacturing clothing -for GovernIment
purposes, and the institution is not yet free fron the
influences thus introduced. With respect to the farm: it

was in rather a rough state when it became the property
of the Government, but it now loôks 'flohrishilng, and the
warden says, as an agriòultural etperientit has been
successful. With respect to the exhibition at the Crystal
Palace : I think there would be no resumùption ofthe ground
for penitentiary purposes. It was leased for mIny ear
or rather it was a license of occupation fbr the Agricaltura
Association of the county, the ground covering twOftY geres
I think. A great deal of presre ws broughtsbyhon. g1 -
tierten opposite to froe the Aseoetatiôn to nri..ndor it, and
the diMuy prVailing is to *«sWheawvne
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suitable place onwhich to place the buildings. A deputation mach larger amount of convict labor than il used at pre-
from thie Assocition will be here to-morrow for the purpose sent. Instead of having two spans of herses for one Dow
of dfseung the question with the Department of Justice. used 1 would much rather see the additional labor per-

Sir IidHAIRD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Last year, when formed by the convicts in the institution.
this matter was under discussion, the hon. Minister of Justice Mr. CASEY. I think we ought to bave some Informa-
agreed with the suggestion made from this side of the House lion in regard to the great difference in the relative cost of
that a statement should be submitted, showing the quantity the staffs in the différent institutions conpared with the
of produce raised on the farm, in order that we might be total cost of the institutions and the number of convicts
able to ascertain what was about the real cost of the main- employed. For instance, in the Kingston Penitentiary
tenance of the prisoners. I observe the chief keeper has there is a staff of 73 to look after about 730 prisoners, or
been discontinied ; what has become of him? ene to every ton prisoners; in the St. Vincent de Paul Peni-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, I understand he bas tentiary there is a staff of 60 to look after 400 prisoners, or
been transferred to St. Vincent de Paul. one to about six and a-halfprisoners; at Dorchester there is a

Mr. MILLS. Attention bas been called to the fact that staff of 44 to look after 130 prisoners or one to about threeprisoners; in the Manitoba Fenitentiarythprotin8
there hais been a large i.ncrease in the cost of clothing, about one to four, aud in the British theuprip<->rtnis
amounting to 23 per cent. The hon. Finance Minister has con- one to five. I know, as a Colmbinitenta
tinually spoken of the reduced cost of manufactured pro- a large institugenera rnile, tha-
ducts, that the -people were getting their woollens, cottons, tivestf ton aneb 1danagcd ithu a errea
boots and shoes and other articles at reduced prices. All tremendous diffrence swn re. findalso,
those statements were made to show that these blessings
were showered down by the fiscal policy of the Administra- ain innenterauloetfurteen n orsone
tion. It is important to know why these advantages whichit sinde ai onrtooreen; D inestrtinh
everybody else has enjoyed, have not extended themselves
to this institution, under the care and guardianship of'Colia, onestectwelse; shewing atre osapp r-
the Government. cemparing the salaries of the staff to the total cost of the

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I may just Aay, to show how institutions. In Kingston the salaries are te the cost in the
little dependence can be placed on -the proposition made in proportion of 1 te 21-;iniDorchester, 1 to 1,7,; in Mani-
the form in which the hon. gentleman las made it, that teba, 1 te 2,8
every fourtb ytar the officers receive their dress uni- the iManitoba and the British Columbia Penitentiaries are
foims- much cheaper, relatively, than the Dorchister Penitentiary,

Mr. BLAIKE. We undsrstand that perfectly. and those f us who are net familiar with the causes of this
Sir LÈON;AiR-D TILLEY. Se that an hon. gentleman circumstanceshould receive seme expladation with regard

might rife and boigin criticising the item by saying that tceitt
there was an increase in the ceat of clething amounting to Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD The Kingsten Peniten-
$,700. The explanation is, of course, that theseare, excep- tiary is, in the firt place, the olciest institutionofthe kind
tional years, just as in the case of tthe new suits which in the Dominion, and is now almot perfect; as the hon.
aregiveneverythirdyear. On> the other baud, in thoe item mem ber for West Durbam says, it i really a village, sur-
fer clothing in the obnvicts' thoe shop there is a rounded with hig wals and fortifications, precluding
decrease of $553.40, owing te tbere beong a any probablity of escape, snd therefore a smaller
stock on band. Next year I migit get up and laim the number oft guards are required. I believe Kiug-
credit for th6 rease. Se withthe item, convictp' material stonis managed vey o economically, perhaps more
for tailor's shop, $2,381. I mention these things te show sehanb one oftheo the-s which are newer, and in which
hàW urîfaii it w-ould be te compare the expeîîditures in thtthe officers are less expriened. a gDeparimentcf Justice
way adepted by the hon, gentleman. has adopted the plan of sending the new officers fthe other

'Mr. The hon. gent1enan shows that hoe is netiestitutions t Kingstonfer a t-aining. At Doacuester
côversatt with thre peuitextiary items, liecause hoe asumes Penitentiary, I believe, the wall is net complete, aI2d of
that the item of con victs' flothing includes the officers' cloth o eity a larger number of guards are kept thaoat
inàg. Most of us te aware that there are certain itemsa iKingston. As regards the salaries, theofficers holding the
such as thoelie meTtioued which-recur at reglar intervals, saVe rank, wit dthe same roquirements, mist get the sane
but I did net ask abtrt the offeoers' clothing. ustdre case salaries.
et the convicts' ltthing there may, of course, be someI Mr. BLAiRE. I was delighted te hear from the hn.
slight surplses in somue years, but in a well-managed gentleman that it was impossible to escape from Kingstoen
inlstitution sucl'as I believe, generallyspeaking, this in- Penitentiary; but on turning to the Report, which o evi-
stitution te be, there slôiud net beotiny very large quantitY deutly bas net read, I find that six males escaped liet year.

pf supplies arriedoverofrom2e year te another. Ididr te, t ke it, were
t pretend te compare oie year with another, but Itok , 1 t

the two earlier yemarnad adrfed the aceunts for tbem and werking on the farm.
the tolater years and dded them together and then Mr. MACKENZIE.Iunderstood the B honlgentleman
forived at the resut. Thmeh general resultc appear te te say that as soon is conviets were placed at any eonsti
corr.epond with the resuits arrived at by the warden, rez.yt.ated tndustry, the Government considered whether that
tSat the increase IL due te the advancein prices ef'provi did net interfere with industries elsewhere. I hope the

i rse and material-tbe National Poliey pices, ing tfact. hon gentleman des nt deny that in Canada agti.ulture is
notice that the objections which we formerly made te the a constituted idustry. Wlat rigLt ashe Kt compete with

,lal.er f keeping the farm acountse tili apply, the result the farmers about Kingsten l this respect would
being that the cost et maintaining these convicts imuch like te know, aseo, whether the Minister of Militia ias sent
grea clthanappears on the face of theraccounte. On the in lis resignation yet, becsuse of the eployment of prison
ee hasd laor 34s0charged atwin omine price 40 cents labor to compete with free labor. Such is my respect f r

Petdaypernan whi e the highet pos1he prices are placed the consistencyofthat hongentleman, I cannotconoeive
terthe eréditftheaeont. On this pointI ventre that e would even dreae remaining i aovernmrent
wp tilos sneho n. Igmeln tho rthe e of th tshowhioth vome dofthe other whih arhoe nW ad o iati
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and I would like to know what correspondence has taken
place between him and his chief in this matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can say to the hon.
gentleman that my bon. friend, 1 dare say, will be quite
ready to throw up his office and emoluments, but my sense
of duty to the country compelled me to induce him to re-
sign himself to remain in office for the next year. I re-
gard the convicts on the farm competing with the agricul-
turists outside. It is intended by degrees to reduce the
spade labor of which the hon. gentleman speaks.

27. St. Vincent de Paul................... $85,684 89

Mr. BLAKE. I find that the expense of maintenance is
883.33 per head, while in Kingston Penitentiary it is but
$70.22 per head, an excess of $13.11 in St. Vincent de Paul.
I do not see why the feeding and clothing of 400
men in St. Vincent de Paul should cost so much more per
head than the feeding and clothing of 700 or 800
men in Kingston.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not able to inform
the hon. gentleman what the causes are why the expense of
maintenance is greater than at Kingston, but it is a fact,
and we have got to pay the money.

Mr. BLAKE. I am extremely sorry to learn that it is
absolutely necessary and now laid down by the hon. gen-
tleman as a proposition which he cannot explain, but
nevertheless exists, that it costs so much more to provide
food and clothing in the immediate neighborhood of Mon-
treal than at Kingston. The statement of the hon. member
for Montreal shows when it came to be analyzed that the
rates of wages there were exceptionally, in fact, deplorably
low. While we have a statement of that kind on the one
hand, we have the statement on the other hand that the cost
of living is $18.50 per head greater at St. Vincent de Paul
than at Kingston.

Mr. ANGLIN. We heard a great deal last year and the
year before of the deplorable mismanagement of this
establishment, and during the recess we heard an attempt
was made to reorganize it by the appointment of a member
of this House to the post of warden, and subsequently by
the appointment of another warden. A dreadful murder
ocurred there during the year, and the evidence showed
that it was possible for the convict to keep a knife in his
possession. We ought to have an explanation of the con-
dition or state of this institution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt there have been
irregularities, and a murder was committed under circum-
stances that showed laxity of discipline. The attention of
the Department of Justice and the Inspector has been
called to these irregularities, and it is to be hoped they will
disappear. The hon. gentleman asks about rumors. I do
not think we are called upon to meet every rumor. It is
quite sufficient to have to deal with accomplished facts.

Mr. BLAKE. If we may not speak about rumors, but only
about accomplished facts, I suppose we may ask for an ex-
planation as to why it took so long to make an accomplished
fact of the appointment of the present warden of the St.
Vincent de Paul Penitentiary. I think that more than one
member of this House could give an explanation on the
subject. The hon. member for Bagot could do so, and there
is another hon. member also who had a sort of local calcula-
tion for this office at the time, but perhaps the hon. Minister
of the Interior will fill the whole bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that the hon.
gentleman has got a right to give two days' notice of his
question at any rate.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all. Here is an institution which
was thoroughly disorganized, the warden was suspended
md afterwards dismised, and a great deal of bickering,

Mr, AQEpNsta,

jealousies, strifes and plots, which were extremely
detrimental to the discipline of the institution, took place
amongst the officers; and no doubt the cause of a great many
evils, which appeared in the administration of the peniten.
tiary, was due to the fact that the wardenship was not
filled. The acting warden and the Roman Catholic chap.
lain pointed out very clearly the detrimental effect which the
continuous want of a permanent head, had on the whole in.
stitution; and this does seem to me to demand a serious ex-
planation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, the hon. gentleman is
quite correct in stating that there was an unfortunate state
of dissension and disorder arising from jealousies and some
unexplained antipathies, which seriously affected the work-
ing of this institution and its machinery. The warden
was removed very reluctantly, because he was in some re-
spects a capable man; but, on the whole, it was
found to be in the interests of the institu-
tion that he should be removed. Well, enquiry
was made with the view of securing a good man for the
position; and in the meantime, in order to get rid of these
dissensions, and to have a perfectly impartial person in
charge, Mr. Bedson, a very clever man from the Manitoba
Penitentiary, who happened to be available, was placed in
charge for two or three months to ascertain what was really
the matter. He came from adistance, and was placed there
for a time, and Mr. Laviolette was sent to Kingston in order
that he might examine into the working of that institution.
It is to be hoped that this will be the end of all these dis-
sensions, and that Mr. Laviolette, just from seeing the
working of the Kingaston Penitentiary, will be able to carry
out the same discipline, &c., in this institution.

Mr. BLAKE. When was Mr. Bedson sent there?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was some time last

summer.
Mr. BLAKE. It was some time in the fall of the year.
Mr. CARON. It was after last Session.
Mr. BLAKE. I am aware that it was after last, and be.-

fore this Session.
Mr. CARON. It was almost immediately after last Ses-

sion.
Ir. RYAN (Montreal Centre). It was in September or

in October last.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes. I think that is about the period. The

late warden was granted leave on the 21st of June, 1880;
the matter remained suspended until the 24th January
before last, when he was fmnally removed, and hie place was
not filled until-I do not know when, but it was about
a year afterwards, and Mr. Bedson was not sent down until
in September or October last. There was, therefore, a
period of about nine months during which the experiment
was tried, and during this period another experiment Wasà
tried, not at the penitentiary, but in another institution,
one of the counties of the Province of Quebec, which hon.
gentlemen opposite thought was under their control. The
real fact is that it was proposed to appoint a member
of this House warden, but the political arrangements
failed, and the appointment did not take place. The mem-
ber for Bagot tried to effect an arrangement, but when lhe
found that the contestants could not agree among themselves
about the succession, my hon. friend, with a high sense If
patriotism, determined to remain here instead of goign
there. But what I complain of le, that in the progress of thee
arrangements for conferring these species of patronage.cra
a member of Parliament, much time was wasted during
which this institution ws obviously deteriorated. Investi'-
gation after investigation was held, but nevertheless no ap-

pointment was made for some nine months, and I think that
this was not right, and to a very great extent there Wa" #
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very improper neglect of public duty which called for the
earliest possible appointment, and the re-arrangement of
the institation.

28. Dorchester Penitentiary...... .... $42,245.30

Mr. BLAKE. The cost of maintenance in this institution
is much higher than it is at Kingston, being 881.36 per
head. Is living more expensive in New Brunswick than at
Kingston ?

Sir ALBEIRT J. SMITH. They live botter at Dorchester.
Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend says that they live botter

at Dorchester. I know lie does, but what about the con-
victs?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAID. About the other convicts ?
Mr. MACKENZIE. We must have some explanation

about the high salaries of the staff at St. Vincent de Paul-it
isl$91 for each convict. In Kingston it is much less; but in
Dorchester it takes no less than $200 for each convict to
supply the salary of the staff. Really this is a most extraor-
dinary estimate.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. There is no doubt a great
deal of extravagance displayed in the management of this
institution. That is really a most extravagant estimate.
Thiscannot be accounted for by the statement of the hon.
gentleman as to many of the convicts being engaged in
farm labor.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are only sixteen.
at Kingston, it appears.

Sir RICHARD J. CAR TWRIGHT. There are a large
number who go to the quarries as well as to the farm, and
these require guards, perhaps more than the men wuo are
engaged in farming operations.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. There is no doubt at Dorchester
an extravagance which is not justifiable at all. They
have a matron at a salary of $500, and a deputy-
matron at 8300, and at no time more than three female
convicts in that institution, and now there are not two. It
would be well to send these female convicts to Kingston
where there is ample accommodation, and dispense with the
matrons at Dorchester.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend from Westmoreland is in a
good position to know that there is extravagance in the
appointmentof officers at the Dorchester Penitentiary. There
are quarters, fuel, light and many other accommodations, and
ail for only two female convicts. More than that, the Inspec.
tor reports that even these quarters are not satisfactory for
these two lady convicts. If you are to keep this staff of
two women to look after two other women in an unsuitable
place which, according to the Inspector, there is no inten- i
tion of changing, while there is suitable accommodation at
Kingston, it seems to me it would be botter for the female
Couvicts to be there at Kingston with others of their class
and thereby save a great deal of expense.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think there is a good
deai in the remark about these two female convicts being
tanfsferred to Kingston. I think if it were a question that
the female convicts in the whole Dominion were sent to
one institution the number of matrons there would have to
to be increased.

SMr. ANGLIN. The whole staff at Dorchester is organ-Ized on a most extravagant scale. When first the proposal
was made I pointed out that a consolidation of these
officers could well be made. Now we have a warden, adeputy-warden and a chief keeper for 130 convicts; also
an accountant, a store-keeper, a schoolmaster and a steward.
I amn strongly of the opinion that one man could very
Well discharge the duties of all these officers. The
accountant ad the store-keeper cannot have much to do. It.

cannot take more than one hour a day to take in stores in
an establishment like that. At all events the steward and
the store-keeper could be combined. I have no idea what a
schoolmaster has to do in that establishment. My impres-
sion is that we have very few young persons there.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They teach adults. One
object of a penitentiary is to educate the criminals.

Mr. ANGLIN. An hour or two a day is quite sufficient.
The whole staff is organized upon the same extravagant
scale. We have a hospital keeper at 8560 a year to jattend
to the one or two who may be sick. I am satisfied you may
go into that establishment twenty times a year and not find
one person in the hospital. In one institution at St. John
where we had a much larger number, we had no such officer
as a hospital keeper, and no need of one. The whole estab-
lishment was organized apparently with a view rather to
provide positions for some who were to b cared for than
for the purpose of having the duty thoroughly discharged.
The matron at Dorchester is a lady who went there from
St. John, where she was for many years matron of the St.
John Penitentiary, and one of the most efficient officers we
could poFsibly find. I know she gave entire satisfaction to
all the Commissioners. However, it is a very 3erious ques-
tion whether she ought to be employed in this particular
institution where there are but two or three female convicts
altogether. It would scarcely be right to turnb er out of
employment altogether, and I presume something else can
be found for her to do.

Mr. BLAKE. The truth is that this additional man
under the name of schoolmaster is a guard who discharges
those duties, as is the case in other penitentiaries. I think
the establishment should be overhauled. It is quite inde-
fensible that so many officers should be retained for 121
convicts. No justification could be offered last year when
the Estimates were passed; and when experience las shown
that the large staff is unnecessary, some effort should be
made to effect a reduction.

Mr. CASEY. The number of keepers and guards at
Dorchester is one to five, while at Kingston it is one to
fifteen.

Mr. ANGLIN. That eau be explained to some extent
by the fact that the Dorchester Penitentiary, in the first
instance, was not surrounded by a wali.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Some effort should b e made to re-
duce the salaries and the number of officers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the salar-
ies should be reduced, but the number of officers should be
reduced. It was owing to the undefended state of the out-
works of Dorchester Penitentiary that an additional num-
ber of guards was required. I dare say when the outworks
are completed the number of guards will be reduced. Two
or three officers of the Dorchester Penitentiary might be
removed to Kingston and the staff reduced in that way;
but it is pretty hard to discharge a person employed as a
matron, after she has given a good many years' employment,
and to send her away when rhaps she is unfitted for work
of a different description. will call the attention of the
Minister of Justice to this matter, and the Government will
in some way endeavor to reduce the staff

Mr. MACKENZIE. If the matron's political opinions are
not in favor of the National Policy, it will b a good reason
to dismiss her.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad to have the
hon. gentleman's authority for that.

Mr. MILLS. A large sum is annually voted for the pur-
pose of maintaining this institution, an amount that is alto.
gether unnecessary. The Government have not taken the
first step to establish an institution on an efficient and
economical basis,; on the contrary, it wa organied in a
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very extravagant manner and it bas been so continued.
The hon. the First Minister has suggested it would be
improper to dismiss a matron who is not required. There
was, however, the case of W. Kingsford, who for a good
many years was employed in the public service, and who
might find just as much difficulty in obtaining employment
in the particular line in which he was employed.
I do not know that the Government are called upon to make
themselves a charitable institution for the purpose of main-
taining a large number of persons, who, because they are
no longer required in the public service are pensioned on
the State. With regard to this particular item I have no
doubt that the Goverument, if they haid properly adminis-
tered the affairs of the country, would have found no
difflculty in greatly reducing the item, and that the utility
of the hon. gentlemen whô now occupy the Treasury
benches, if they ever were useful, bas departed.

Mr. ANGL[N. I notice, with regard to these peniten-
tiaries, that the expenses connected with the Dorchester
institution are very extraordinary compared with those of
the Kingston Penitentiary, and so far from there having
been a decrease by uniting the institutions at Hlalifax
and St. John in some items, at least-thou h the expense
was formerly largely due to the fact that short and common
prisoners had to be maintained in St. John-the expendi-
ture has increased. lu comparing the staff of the
Dorchester institution with that of Kingston, there appear
to be some very extraordinary discrepancies in thesalaries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Since the hon. gentle-
man objects to these better terms being given to the Mari.
time Provinces, I promise him that we will look into the
matter in the way of economizing.

Mr. ANGLIN. We are just as much in favor of economy
in the Lower Provinces as in the far west, only we do not
appear to be as likely to succeed in getting it.

29. Manitoba Penitentiary ......... $................... . $26,654 53

Mr. BLAKE. I notice that the cost of maintenance in
this institution is 59 per cent. above that at Kingston. It
seems to me that we should have the details of the main-
tenance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the hon. gentleman
should, after prorogation, take the craze to go westward lie
will find that the cost .of food and clothing is infinitely
greater in Manitoba than elsewheoe, which will, no doubt,
satisfactorily account for the addition to the expenditure.
There is one item of addition to salaries-that of the engi-
neer. Formerly the institution was heated by stoves, but
furnaces have now been put in, and, of course, an engineer is
necessary, but I suppose that he will save his salary over and
over again in the saving of fuel. In the hospital expenses
there is an increase of $100 to enable the surgeon to obtain
a supply of drugs.

Mr. BLAKE. The remarke of the hon. gentleman as to
the increased cost of supplies in the North-West show a
remarkable prospect for immigrants who may go into that
country. So far as I can learn the cost per head last year
for maintenance was $87.80; and this year it is 8111.06, an
inerease of $22.86 per head, or nearly one-third of theýwhole
cost at Kingston.

Sir RICIIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I find that for fifty
convicts in 1881-82, the estimate was $4,381, and that for ton
additional the amount was $2,291. Apparently these ten are
to cost $229 a piece, which is certainly a remarkable figure,
supposing it is the minimum cost of which a man can be
supported in the North-West under the present Tariff.

30. British Columbia Penitentiary..................$19,833 68
Mr. BLAKE. The maintenance in this case is $95.86
r head, being 34 per cent. over Kingbton. I would like to
vesomsi information on the dt ails of that maintenance.

Mr. MI..

D1k1lit. Ar 5,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentlenan

from bis experience of British Columbia, knopws that food,
clothing and everything else, is dearer in Britisi Columaté
than in any other part of the Dominion, except Manitoba
I do not suppose there is any immediate prospect of the ex.
pense decreasing there; but by-and-bye, when the Canadian
Pacifie Railway reaches the Rocky Mo6ntain, there will be
a flow of immigrants and merchants into tha.t country, andfood will pour in from the prairies through the gorges of the
Rocky Mountains.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is usually the case
that when you have more convicts, the expense is propor.
tionately less; but here you make provision for seventy con.
v cts instead of sixty, and the expense is proportionately
greater.

Mr. MILLS. I should like to know why the hon. gentle-
man provides for a larger number of convicts next year
than he provided for last year. I can understand why the
large increase of population in Manitoba should be a reason
for estimating for au increase of conviets there, but I eau
not see why the hon. gentleman proposes to provide for as
large an increase in British Columbia as in Manitoba and the
North-West altogether.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman.
khows that thore ais great paucity of labor in British Colum
bia, and Mr. Onderdonk and his Company have had great
difficulty in obtaining it. There has been a considerable
influx of Chinese labor, and both Chinese and whites are
employed on the railway, and an increase of crime along the
lino of railway is estimated for. Until the road is finished,
there will be an irregular population there, and of course an
inerease in the num ber of convictions,

Mr. MILLS. I understood that the hon. gentleman took
the position, in a previous Session, that Chinese labor should
not be employed but should be excluded from the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I never said any-
thing of the kind.

Mr. MILLS Did the hon. gentleman not grant a com-
mission to consider whether these Chinese should not be
excluded from the country ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.. The House may have
granted a cr>mmission.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is about time we should express an
opinion about the employment of a chaplain in the other
branch of the Legislature. We do not want to deprive the
hon. meinbers of that House of any means of grace, but our
Speaker performs the duty quite as acceptably and as
profitably as could any gentleman who dons a robe and is
called by a title, and I do not soe why hon. gentlemen of
the Upper House require a chaplain any more than we do.

35. Publishing Debates ................. ................ a $20,000

Mr. BLAKE. When ths question was up last year, we
had a promise, which does not appear to have been redeemed,
that a statement would be furnished showipg the exact cost
of the Bansard each year for a number of years.

Mr. BOWELL. I will obtain from the Ciprk the state-
ment required by the hon. gentleman.

37. Grant to Parliament Library................... *,00

Mr. MACKENZIE. We ought to have nome.understand-
ing about the position of the Library. Daring the last six
years, nearly the whole of the grant has been used u pur.
chasing law pooks; and I observe that we are getting
bebindhand in respect to standard current works.

Mr. SPEAKER. A sub-Committee of the LibrarY Cou-
mittee bas been appointed to loqk into et ema.tter.

Mr. MILLS. We are not keeping up with bthe current
literature of the Empire,in omseqenc&O fotàe 1 of
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the grant. Of course, the Law Department has made serious
:nroads in the grant, but as this is really the only valuable
library in the whole Dominion, we ought to take care that we
do not fall behind in any branch of science, or of the litera-
ture of the age, and I do not think that this appropriation
will be adequate to make up the deficiency which exists.
If valuable books are not obtained at the time of publication,
they soon get out of print ; and this matter deserves the
best attention of the Committee.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope that the Library
Committee, which I believe is very carefully selected, will
take this subject up and consider the whole question; at pre-
sent, it is neither the one thing nor the other. It is too large
for a parliamentary library, and too small and confined for
a public and general library. The vote is not very large,
but I think that if the Library Committee were to set
themselves seriously to work and consider what works
should be bought hereafter, the ordinary vote might keep
up the representation of almost all the standard English
and French literature. I fear, from the casual glance
which I take occasionally in the Library-and this is not
very often at present-that there is an enormous quantity
of trash and rot in some classes of the books on our shelves,
which ought not to be in any decent library. I am not very
strait-la(el in these things; I think the literature of
every kind, if first-class, ought to be permitted,
but when it is light literature, the mere froth of
belles lettres, it ought to be first-class to justify
purchase; and the trash which is put on our shelves ought
to be in a great measure excluded. If more care was taken
in the selection of the works, I think that the sum voted would
be very nearly adequate. As I understand it, the bookseller
or the person in England who is supposed to purview for
the Library, has the choice of any books which be thinks
proper to send, and they are shovelled over here instead of
being carefully selcted, The annual catalogue ought to be
in h.'. . P D 1L.-i fL.-. l+],

Sir RICHARD 3. CARTWRIGHT. Iti*onld bé an ad-
vantage for a certain fixed vote to be given for the Lgw
Department. It is a tremendously heavy item out of' this
vote, and it would answer our purpose better if. We voted
whatever might be required for keeping up the Law
Library, $3,000 or $4,000 a year. There is no doubt, as
the Minister of Interior has said, we are very dencient in a
great number of works. We are short ot statistical works.
I have several times songht for statistical works and have
been unable to obtain them.

Mr. MACKENZIE. As I understand the matter at
present the text works in the Law Library are all procured.
What is now wanted is a sum for purchasing the yearly
reports. The expenditure for law books since the estab-
lishment of the Supreme Court must be in the neighbor.
hood of $30,000.

Mr. BLAKE. By consulting the French Law Library at
Paris and the Osgoode Hall Library we could ascertain the
average cost of reasonably maintaining a Law Library. It
might be well to purchase only the reports of the larger
American States and then the English law reports, which
are not very extensive.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope the Library Com-
mittee will take the whole subject up and report what they
think ought to be a special grant for the Law Library and
for other purposes, and the Government will take it into
consideration.

Mr. CASEY. I think the suggestion is very good, and I
think it would be advisable to take a little more than the
usual sum for the next year or two. There might not
occur a better opportunity for reassorting the stock in the
Li brary. I notice a good many new importations consist of
novels got out in expensive bindings.

38. Salaries of Offieers, additional, and contin-
gencies of Library..................... $6,050

in te ands oi L tiijibrarian, who ougiiu Lureport W Ithe Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The additional means the
Library Committee what books he thinks ought to be
obtained. The gentlemen of the Committee are, of course,
library men; and they ought to exercise their own judgment Mr- MILLS. I sec no item to defray the expense of
in looking over the list and in weeding out the annual making a new catalogue. 1 understand the arty for whom
publications. In this way you would find that we would get this appropriation is made las not completed is work.
very nearly alt the good books and avoid getting many Sur LEONARD TILLEY. I think the person who was
of the bad ones. At present it is dreadful to look into some employed was only taken temporarily. It was supposed
of the compartments and to see what kind of books are thc vote would not be requiredformore-ta a year or two,
brought out day after day, which neither give pleasure, iu and it bas been continued down to another time.
formation, instruction, profit or entertainment. Mr. BLAKE. If the work is being efflciently proseluted

Mr. BLAKE. Iagree with much of what the hon. gen- ithe present way it ought to bc given; if not, I suppoge
tieman has said. Anything in the nature of a historical it ouglt te be prosecuted efficiôntly.
work, of a political biography, of constitutional law, and SiriLEONARD TILLEY. I think the Librarian did not
works of that kind, ought to be secured, however imperfect ask for it.
the production may be. Mr. SPEAKER. Lt witl be wanted I amn sre.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My remarks only applied
to belles lettres.M A th se8additionfor ticrer item?

Mi-.BLARE.I wold herforebc ispsed o dndeof thc Library, and Ici-c again this itbm- fbr additlonalMr. BLAKE. I would therefore be disposed to dividei
into two classes the works in question, and point ont one class Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I may say the Librarian ss
which ought to be got as fast as they come, while as to the for an increased vote for the contingencies; of the Library.
other, the greatest care in sélection ought to be observed.Iink hocrecormended that. the sum asked for, for cou-
Having over expended the grant, we have been tingencies, sîould be increascd in order that the periodicals
spending one-half of the usual sum during the last te whiche referred should be paid ont Of the contingetcies,
two years; but now we have returned to the vote of leaving $7,000 to ho used for books. But it was-considered
87,000, it may be necessaTy to do something in order to désirable te Icave the contingencies as they wcre, simplybring the Library back to a proper tondition. It is clear by Statute to the ci*1k Whohat the line ought to be drawn much more rigidly than it wereeite$t0i. oti a ,v
bas been, as a great deal of good money has been spent to noe
Purpose whatever on the shelves of the Library. I quite centingeucies, and the rcst isstatutory.
agree with the Ion. gentleman, difficult though it is to draw 40. Printing, paper and bookbinding..........$60e(10
the line, the line can be drawn much more rigidly than in Mr. MILLS. I hope the hon. gentleman wdl adopt a
the past, because a great deal of money bas been uselessly botter style of bookbinding. la my opinion, we have thc
spent in the Library. 1 meat unsightly system of bindlug in theeo?1d: There dru
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on books in the Library received in exchange for those sent
out that are at all to be compared with those in this parti-
cular.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Some years ago there was an im-
provement made in the binding at a comparatively small
cost. For a year or two the binding was very good,
but has since gone back, and now the Statutes of two
or three years ago can hardly bé handled in many cases.
I have repeatedly sent out this Session for volumes of the
Statutes; at times I found it impossible to get them, and I
sometimes found it impossible to read them. Either the
Library or Printing Committee should look into the matter.
The paper was poor, the binding worse.

Mr. BLAKE. The Library Statutes should be specially
bound, as they are wanted for reference. The indexes of
the Statutes should be so arranged as to have the Public
Acts at the beginning and the Private Acts at the end of
the volume.

44. To meet expenses in connection with care of
Archives,....................... $5,000

In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,

Mr. POPE (Compton). There have been several persons
here to examine the archives, respecting which they have
spoken very highly. A good deal of progress bas been
made during last year, and the papers which we announced
last year would be completed this year have been almost
finished. The Archivist has made a report, which will
shortly be presented to the House.

Mr. MILLS. It is very important that the archives
should be placed in the Library of Parliament, where there
are already some papers-the papers copied by Mr. Merritts
some years ago from old papers in the British Museum, the
Simcoe papers comprising several volumes, the manuscripts
from Paris archives and some other English papers. I would
have liked an opportunity of examining some of the
papers before the boundary question came before Parlia-
ment, but I had no opportunity of doing so, and it was im-
possible for members to go over to the Department of
Agriculture in order to examine manuscripts. There
was another case, the papers regarding which were
mentioned in the list which the hon. gentleman has had
copied; and it wouk(i have been of the utmost importance to
us if we could have had a copy of the Commission received
from the Governor General at that period as bearing upon
the question of the boundaries of Canada. I have no doubt
it would have been found among the papers in the British
Museum.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is part of your work
of four years ago.

Mr. MILLS. Not at all. The papers were not brought
here at that time.

Mr. POPE (Compton). The fact is that there is not
room enough in the Library for the books we have there
now.

Mr. MILLS. Then there should be~another.
Mr. POPE. That is another question, but in the Mean-

time we have to do the best we can with the room we have.
Mr. CASEY. I notice that the Archivist is paid a salary

of 81,600 a year, but it has never been made very clear
what he does for that sum. I would like to ask, with regardj
to certain documents which were copied in London, whetheri
the money was expended by Sir Alexander Galt of his own
motion or whether it was expended by the Archivist himself.t

Mr. BLAKE. So far as I can understand this sum of,
85,000 im the Estimates includes the salary of the Archivist.

Mr. POPE (Compton). My impression is that it is notc
included, but that the extra amount is for one of the clerks1

Mr. MILLs.

in the office who is a very hard-worked man. I rnay say
that the copying is all done by contract at so much a line

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like to ask
whether any enquiry has been made with respect to certain
valuable papers in connection with the early history of
Canada which I believe exist at Boston and at Washington.
Some discussion took place on that subject some two or
three years ago, and I think the hon. Minister promised to
make enquiries. In the early colonial days a good many
documents of interest to us were accumulated in the hands
of the Massachusetts authorities-of quite as much interest
I think, as a good many of the documents in Paris or
London.

Mr. POPE* I did say that enquiry would be made, but
we had quite as much as we could do by looking after the
documents in Europe.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 1 o'clock
a.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, 11th April, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

PORT WARDEN OF MONTREAL.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the louse resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient to consolidate the several Acts relating to the
office of Port Warden, of the Harbor ot Montreal, amending the same in
such manner as better to attain the objects thereof, and to facilitate
their working.

He said : The object of this resolution is to amend the
several Acts relating to the office of Port Warden and to
make some slight amendments in them with relation to
the inspection of ships and the survey of hatches of vessels
on their arrival. These are the three points respecting
which it is proposed to make any amendment, with the
exception of taking power to reduce the fees, wherever the
amount collected shall be more than meets the require-
ments of the office.

Motion agreed to ; resolution considered in Committee,
agreed to and reported.

Mr. MoLELAN introduced Bill (No. 122) to amend
and consolidate the Acts relating to the office of Port
Warden of the Harbor of Montreal.

Bill read the first time.

SICK AND DISTIRESSED MARINERS'
EXEMPTION BILL.

DUES

Mr. McLELAN moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole to. consider the folloWing
resolution:

That it is expedient te exempt vessels eniployed in' fisbing, frofI
the payment of dues for the relief of sick and cxstresaed mariners.

He said: I may say, Mr. Speaker, in moving this resolution,
that we have had complaints from foreign fishermel, O onle
or two occasions, and also from their Governments, that we
have charged them sick mariners' dues. We have found,
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on examining into the matter, that it was only
in exceptional cases that they have paid such
dues; that the usual custom of foreign fishermen is
to frequent our shores without entering at any port; and
therefore that they escaped the payment of these dues, with
this exception: that whenever tney have on board a man
who is sick, or disabled in any way, they immediately enter
some port and pay $2 or $3, and leave the man a charge
upon us, entailing quite a heavy cost. Consequently we
have thought it advisable to take away the cause of the
complaint which foreigners have made against us-of
charging sick marinera' dues on any vessel that happens to
enter any of our ports, and to remedy this by abolishing
ail such dues in relation to fishing vessels; and this is the
object of the Bill-

Mr. KILLAM. Will our fishing vessels, in cases of sick-
ness on board, be refused the benefits of the marine hospi-
tais in our ports ?

Mr. McLELAN. I think Ithat the hon. gentleman will
find that our own vessels, which are engaged simply in
coasting, do not participate in these benefits; that no vessel,
unless she pays such fees, participates in these benefits; and
that, therefore, being exempt from these payments they do
not share in the benefits.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think the hon. gentle-
man is mistaken when he says that our fishing vessels do
not pay these dues. I think that they both pay the dues and
participate in the benefits accruing from the fund. Of
course the resolution implies thlat they are so liable now, as
it is proposed to exempt them from the obligation; in fact
they are liable for these dues as well as other vessels.

Mr. McLELAN. Some of our vessels which have made
foreign voyages and paid the dues, have participated in
these benefits, but it is proposed to exempt all fishing ves-
sels from the payments in question.

Mr. KILLAM. Of course the resolution implies that
fishing vessels are now liable to pay the dues, and may par-
ticipate in the bonefits of the fund ; but what we wish to
discover is: does the hon. gentleman intend to relieve these
vessels of these payments, and prevent their participation
in the benefits mentioned ?

Mr. McLELAN. It is proposed to exempt both British
and foreign fishing vessels from the payment of these dues.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. That is wholly.
Mr. McLELAN. Yes.
Mr. KILLAM. The fishermen object to these payments,

because the fund is kept up very largely by fishing vessels.
Mr. McLELAN. The payment per vessel is very small,

about $3 in the year, and the expenditure has been very
large.

Mr. BLAKE. As I understand the hon, gentleman, our
Casting and fishing vessels do not pay these dues at all ?

Mr. McLELAN. No.
Mr. BLAKE. And they do not obtain any of the benefits

either?
Mr. MoLELAN. They do not obtain any of the benefits.
Mr. BLAKE. They are not allowed to enter the

hospitals and they pay nothing ?
Mr. MOLELAN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE.. And the hon. gentleman says that, when

they go on foreign voyages and do pay and are entitled to
1hese benefits, there are but very rare cases; and the

foreign fishing vessels pay the dues only when they find a
man sick on board, in order to get the benefits which the
fund confers.

Mr. MoLELAN. Let the hon. gentleman understand
me. Our own vessels which are engaged partly in fishing
and partly in other business, when they go on foreign voy-
ages 'are entitled, under the operation of the Act, to pay the
dues and to receive these benefits.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not intended that any change shall
take place in their position in that respect.

Mr. MoLELAN. No.
Mr. BLAKE. As to foreign vessels, they practically do

not pay the dues until a case of sickness arises, and thon
they run into some port and pay one or two dollars, to
obtain the benefits in question, and the hon. gentleman
believes that the practical result of the change proposed
will be, that our own fishermen will not be deprived of any
advantage which they now enjoy; while foreign vessels,
which do not enjoy these benefits fairly, will be deprived
of an advantage which they obtain, without affording any
corresponding compensation.

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
Mr. KILLAM. We must have further explanations;

although the hon. gentleman's Bill may exhibit his inten-
tions much more clearly. In case a fishing vessel makes
two voyages to the banks in the summer, and takes a cargo
to Halifax in the fall, will its crew be entitled to participate
in these benefits ? When will vesels have to pay ? At
what time of the year? I think the hon. gentleman is
somewhat astray in his idea that the fishermen do not now
participate in the benefits of this fund. I believe that
they do.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH.
vessels are liable to pay, they
exception in the Act at all.
and all do pay.

Where it is decided that
have to pay, and there is no
All fishermen are liable to,

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Mr. McLE LAN introduced Bill (No. 121) to exempt
vessels employed in fishing from the payment of dues for
the relief of sick and distressed mariners.

Bill read the first time.

GENERAL PORT WARDENS' ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

Mr. McLELAN 'moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole, to consider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient to amend The General Port Wardens' Act, 1874,
37 Victoria, Chapter 32.

He said: Mr. Speaker, the proposal is to give the Port
Warden power to appoint deputies in certain cases; when the
consignee or owner of a vessel or cargo cannot be found, it
shall be lawful for the Port Warden to take charge of the
property until the consignee or owner can be found. This
is all that it is proposed to do under this Bill.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is there any necessity for this
resolution. It seems to me extraordinary that a vessel
ahould come into any port without a known consignee or
owner.

Mr. McLELAN. Such cases have occurred.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Where did such cose ariae?
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Mn McLELAN. In rnany of the large ports of the

Dominion. At least it is so reported. The other amend-
ment empowers the Port Warden to appoint deputies. In
many cases this has been found necessary, and the question
was whether such power was given under the Act, conse-
quently it was thought desirable to ask for such powers.

Mr. ANGLIN. I regard the appointment of deputies by
the Port Wardens themselves as very objectionable, and from
what I know of the trade, I think it should rather be pro-
vided that those who appoint the Port Wardens may appoint
the supernumeraries or extra officers, or anything of that
kind. In St. Johns, this will be a matter of very great
importance. Nautical men and mon of experience in business
should be appointed Port Wardens, and very great care ought
to be exercised in the selection of these officers. The Port
Wardens themselves should not bave this authority.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, Mr. Chairman, it
seems to me that it is much better to leave the responsibility
rather with the Port Warden, in the selection of these tom-
porary officers, who have to perform duties under him and
for whose acts he will be responsible.

Mr. ANGLIN. In what way?

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. In the same way as he is
for his own acts. He will be responsible for the appoint-
ment of proper deputies, and for the misconduct of deputies,
as le is responsible for his own misconduct. I think the
hon. gentleman opposite on the front bench, once that the
Goverument commenced to appoint such officers as Deputy
Wardens, wonld say that the next thing would be applica-
tions for salaries; and, if anything went wrong, the Port
Warden would say: "I am not responsible, the Government
appoints deputies for me, of whom I do not approve ;" there.
fore I think that, in regard to temporary offices, it will be
botter to leave the whole of the responsibility with the Port
Warden ;himself.

Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill No. (120) to amend the
General Port Wardens' Act, 1874.

Bill read the first time.

HARBOR FEES AT THE PORT OF HIALIFAX.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following reaola.
tion :-

That it is expedient to amend the Act 35 Victoria, Chapter 42, pro.
viding for the appointment of a Harbor Master at the Port of Halifax:

1. By so readjusting the fees payable under the said A et on ships
entering the said Port, that they shall not exceed the following
rates, viz:-

On ships over 20 and fot over 50 tons........... ... %.. $0 50
do 50 do 100 do......... ...... 100
do 100 do 200 do... ............ 150
do 200 do 300 do... ............ 2 00
do 300 do 400 do ............... 2 00
do 400 do 500do .. 300
do 500 do 700 do......... ...... 400do 70 dton4.... do.. .................... s 2oo
do 700 tons ................................................ 5ô 00

Ships not over 20 tons to be exempt.
2, By altering the times of payment of such duty, so that ships not

over 100 tons shall pay it only once and ships over 100 tons not more
than twice in any calendar year.

He said : The principal charge is the scale
of fees. There was a special Act passed for the
Port of Halifax and a scale of fees named in that Act, but
it was found that the scale was not so applicable to the
size of vessels frequenting that port as the scale under the
General Harbor Masters' Act, and for some time past the
Harbor Master of Halifax has been collecting under the
scale of fees of the General Harbor Masters' Act. It is also
proposed to alter the times of payment so as to make the
fees, instead of payable once in twelve months for a vessel
over 100 tons as at present, payable once in any calendar
year.

Motion agreed to ; and House resolved itself into
Mr. ANGLIN. I speak from what I know of the (omMittee.

appointment of Port Wardens in the city from which I come,
St. John, where these officers are appointed, not by the
Goverument, but by the City Conneil. Notwithstanding Mr. KIILAM. Were the dues payable at Halifax
the statements of the right hon. gentleman, I am strongly under the special Act different from those payable at other
of the opinion that these appointments should also be left Ports under the General Act?
with the City Council. These officers are entrusted some- Mr. MOLELAN. Yes. This resolution ia to make the scale
times with very delicate duties, and it is necessary that of fées at Halifax the same as that in foice in other places.
there should be a very careful selection to obtain proper
mon; and if the Port Warden has the right to appoint his Tf $3 o e lofax00 ons fon vesel tonsh84;
deputies, he may choose men in whom he has entire con-
fidence; but, who, nevertheless, may not have the qualities so that there la a reduction in these two classes.
wjileh the public at large feel that they ought to possess. Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. fas there beon any applica-
The position of a Port Warden is sometimes a very impor- tion froin Halifax, from merchanta or others, asking for
tant one. His decisions as to cargoes are at times of this change?
very serious eonsequenee to the owners of vessels or of Mr. MeLELAN. It has been ascertainod that at fali-
cargoes, or to the insurers, as the case may be; and it is of fax they have been collecting under a diffent scale froin
the'utmost importance thit the Port Warden should be that which thospecial Act provided for, ltwaa represented
very earfallywelected.-6very arefuly*olcted.that the scale in the Genergl Act was more just and a

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The general Act does not btter adapbed for the class of vessels visiting HalifaxVLan
apply to the ports either of Montreal, Quebec or St. John. the scale in the Act applicable to the Port of Haifax.
Is t intended4hat this amendment shall apply to these Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Did any one fron Halifax ask
ports? for it?

1Mr. 'McLELAN. There are special Acts provided for
these ports. It only applies to the ports that - the general
Bill applies to.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Then it would not apply to
St. John, Quebec, or Montreal. Do you propose to make
the Port Warden responsible for all the acts of the deputy ?

Mr. McLRLAN. e appoints them, and is responsible
for the men he appoints.

Resolutions agreed to and.report.d.

Mr. McLELAN. I am not aware that there was any
official application. But it has been recommended by the
representatives from ialifax that the gpecial scale w8
unjufst, and that it was advisable to make it conformable to
the General Act.

Mr. KILLAM. I thought the scale-in Halifax was pro-
cisely the same as that in the other porta, and if there 18
any reason for changing the seale for . Blifax,
think the same reason should mnak itgad u the otbr
-port& of t qminion la t a intn4e o m athe char5

7i8
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less upon smaller vessels or greater on the larger vessels ?

Is it intended to produce more revenue or less ? and can the

hon. gentleman give us any idea of the amount of revenue
obtained, and what has been done with the balance of it,
after paying the Harbor Maater's salary of $1,600 ?

Mr. McLELAN. This will give the same revenue that
bas been collected according to the scalo heretofore in use,
but on smaller vessels it is less. As to the balance, it has
been paid to the credit of the Government.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is this Act to legalize what
bas been illegally dons by the Port Warden at Halifax ? I
understand lie has been collecting fees on a scale different
from that authorized by law. Is it proposed to legalize the
collection of these fees ?

Mr. MoLELAN. The object is to have a legal scale of
fees for the Port of Halifax, to make the scale the same as
in the General Act.

Sir ALBE RTJ. SMITI. I understand the Port Warden
at Halifax has been collecting fees different from those
which he was authorized to collect by law. Of course, his
conduct is illegal in that respect, and it might be necessary
to have some retroactive legislation to legalize what he bas
illegally done. If that is the object of course I have no
objection to the Bill; but I certainly had.not heard of any
desire for a change in the scale.

Resolution agreed to and reported.
Mr. McLELLAN introduced Bill (No. 140) to amend the

Act 35 Victoria, Chapter 42, providing for the appointment
of a Harbor Master at the Port of Halifax.

Bill read the first time.

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the flouse resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution :-

That it is expedient to amend the fifth sub-section of the eighteenth
sectionof the Pilotage Act ofle73, byprovidingthat the Pilotage Autho-
rities of the District of Quebee shall not grant any new license to any
person as a Pilot until the number of Pilots in the said District is thus
reduced below one hundred and twenty-five, which number shall never
be exceeded after such reduction, and also to repeal the twenty-sixth
section of the said Act and to empower the said Pilotage Authorities to
preacribe the number of apprentices to be indentured to the Corporation
of Pilots, having regard to the requirements of the service and not
exceeding the number now limited by the said Act.

Hie said: I will just say in explanaticn of this resolution
that the pilots ot Quebec complain that the amounts received
for their pilotage fees does not givo them a sufficient annual
allowance to maintain them, and it is found, on enquiry, that
the number(184) now employed is larger than the necessities
of the port demand. The large number of steamships running
to the port and the opening of railways have enabled the
Pilots to get down more readily to the ground where pilots
are taken by vessels, and in consequence a much smaller
number than 184 could perform the service. The Act
under which they are operating prescribes that tbey shall
not exceed 200; the maximum is fixed at that number and
the Minimum at 150, they now stand at 184 which gives
an allowance to each of something over $500, and they have
made application for authority to increase the pilotage fees,
claiming that the sum received does not pay their expenses
and leave enough to support them. Instead of that, how-
ever, it is thought better to amend the Act so that the
fanmber may be reduced below 150, which is the minimum
lunder the present Act. A large number of the men are aged,

thirty-three or thirty-four of them being about sixty-five.
Years Of age and will soon be pensioned, when the number
can be reduced down to the wants of the port. We consider
125 Would be ample under present circumstances, as there
18 o mch.tem beia employed both in shipping and rail-

AîfU adit is to. edue theamuber tQ 12A4mtead

of giving them larger fees and imposing heavier taxes upon
the shipping visiting the port.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In. the Committee.)

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. As I understand this resolu-
tion, it is that no new pilots are to be appointed at all until
the present number is reduced to 125, which number is con-
sidered sufficient for the wants of the port.

Mr. MeLEL.AN. It may be necessary to provide that the
apprentices niow on shall remain. The wording of this resolu-
tion, perhaps,does not convey exactly what I intended, but the
young men who are now serving apprenticebhip-who are
on the list of apprentices-may have to be provided for,
but no new apprentices shall be taken on. The Act fixes
the number of apprentices that must be on the list, at thirty-
five I think it is, and says that the number of pilots shall
not fall below 150.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This appears to be a Bill to provide
for the limitation of our foreign trade, consequent, no
doubt, upon the legislation of hon. gentlemen opposite.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. If you continue to take on
apprentices I do not see very well how you can restrict the
number of pilots; you should restrict the number of appren-
tices also.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The pilots themselves will
see that their interest is not to increase the number of
apprentices, and they will have to reduce them in proportion
to their own numbers. The maximum number of pilots as
provided by the present Bill, is, as my colleague said just
row, largely in excees of the wants of the port of Quebec.
There is no doubt that at that time when there was no rail-
way between Quebec and the Lower St. Lawrence, the
number of pilots was required to be much larger than
it should be at the present time, because now they
can come up to Quebec or go down to Father
Point or Rimouski, in eight or nine hours, whilst
previous to the opening of the railway they had to go by
schooners, and were sometimes several days in reaching the
pilotage ground. Under those circumstances we did not
think, two years ago, that we should sanction a by-law that
had been proposed by the Pilotage Authorities in QuebSe
to the effect that the tolls on the tonnage of vessels sbould
be received for the sustenance of these pilote, we thought
we should rather see whether the trade could not be made
to yield the amount fixed by the previous Act, that is to
say, $600 a piece. That was found to be sufficient two years
ago, but last year it fell down to $508 br $510 a head, and
while that amount was considered too small, we were not
disposed to come to Parliament and ask that the tolls
on shipping should be increased; we thought, however, that
one mode of meeting the emergency was to see whether
the number of pilots was not too large. Certainly the exist-
ing number (184) is too large for the present exigencies of
the Quebec trade, with the facilities of communication
which are now available; therefore my colleague bas brought
this Bill before the louse, which, I think, will meet the
difficulty, and, at the same time, insure the trade being
served efficiently, as in the past.

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill (No. 142) to amend the
Pilotage Act, 1873.

Bill read the first time.

CANA DIAN PACIIO RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Sir JOHN A. MAGDONALD presented the ropotof the
Canadian Pacific Railway Boyal vommission,
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DRAWBACKS ON CANADIAN PACIFIC RAITTWAY
SUPPLIES.

Mr. BOWELL moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following resolu-
tions:

1. That it is expedient to provide that the Governor in Council may
from time to time make regulations:
& (1) For ascertaining the quantities and values of fish plates and
other fastenings, spikes, bolts, nut. and iron bridges, manufactured
in Canada for use by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in the
original construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as defined in the
Act 37 Victoria, Chapter 14, and also the quan tities and values of all
telegraphic apparatus manufactured in Canada to be used by the said
Company in the original construction and first equipment of a telegraph
Une in connection with the said Railway:

And for ascertaining the persons in Canada from whom such fish
plates and other fastenings, spikes, bolts, nuts, and iron bridges and
telegraphic apparatus, respectively, has been procured by the said Com-
pany.

2. That the Governor in Council, with the consent of the Treasury
Board, and on such termis and conditions as may be thought proper,
may pay over to the persons in Canada from whom such articles as
aforesaid, manufactured in Canada, have been procured, sums of money
not exceeding the amount of Customs duty which would have been
payable on such articles, respectively, if imported into Canada at the
time they were suo procured by the said Company.

He said: I explained the resolutions fully when I first
introduced the Bil, but it was afterwards thought better to
proceed by the present mode.

Mr. BLAKE. I cali the hon. gentleman's attention to
the fact that an Order of the louse has been made for a
return of ail correspondence and papers in connection with
this matter, which bas not been brought down.

Mr. BOWELL. It is not long ago that that motion was
passed.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes.
Mr. BOWELL. No. It was since the question was dis

cussed.
Mr. BLAKE. No. There was a motion made some-

where about the 15th or 20th of February.
Mr. BOWELL. By the hon. member for North Brant

(Mr. Paterson) ?
Mr. BLAKE. No. By myself.
Mr. BOWELL. I laid one return on.the Table to-day.
Mr. BLAKE. I made a special motion, I think, on the

lôth or 20th of February for ail correspondence in connec-
tion with the drawbacks and an estimate of the total
amount of the remission which would be made, assuming the
articles to be manufactured in Canada. On the hon. gentle-
man making a statement that this was one of the subjects
on whieh no enquiry lad been made, I framed another
motion which has not yet been reached, and, of course, I am
not speaking of it. I am speaking of the old motion.

Mr. BOWELL. Perhaps the hon. gentleman may be
eorrect, but if so, I have forgotten it. I will, however, make
enquiry and endeavor to have the information before pro-
eeeding with the second stage of the Bill.

.Mr. BURPEE (St. John). I suppose the object of the
Bill is to give the Government power to facilitate payment
of these drawbacks more than at the present time.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes. The Bill provides at present that
the drawback cannot be paid until the article on which it is
to be paid has been actually used in construction. The pro-
position is to change the words "have been used " to "for
the use of " to enable the Government to pay to the manu-
facturer an amount equal to the duties which would have
been paid, had the articles been imported-this amount to
be paid on the delivery of the articles to the Railway Com-
pany. The Bill will provide for a bond being given by the
RBailway Company that these spikes or other articles should
be used for original construction and no other.

Motion agreed to; and louse resolved itself into Com-
JitO.

ir Jogy A, Massena,

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BL AK. Is it intended that the payment shall be
made anterior to the manufacture or after the manufacture
and before they have actually gone into use?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes. The intention is on the delivery
to the Company, and on evidence from the Company that
they have received them. For that parpose we may pay
the drawback and thus put the manufacturer in precisely
the same position as the importer now is who imports an
article for special use, when, if imported for any other use,
he has to pay the duty.

Mr. BLAKE. Is the hon. gentleman able to give us any
idea of the amount that will probably be paid under the
operation of this measure ?

Mr. BOWELL. No, not positively ; but I think perhaps
$100,000 or $150,000.

Mr. BLAKE. I meant not the claims nrade at this
moment. Does the hon. gentleman mean that that is the
amount of the claims just made ?

Mr. BOWELL. No. I think that will be the amount
of them altogether.

Mr. BLAKE. That is on the assumption that there is
manufactured in Canada, or capable of being manufactured,
all the articles required for the original plans of construc-
tion, which are referred to here.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes; but, of course, I cannot state
positively.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly. This is one of the points on
which the return that I asked for would have given some
information.

On clause 2,
Mr. BLAKE. Does this apply to the branches?
Mr. BOWELL. No; only to the main line. When the

correspondence comes down, the hon. gentleman will find
that the demands were made by them, and not by the
manufacturers, and resisted by the Department.

Resolutions agreed to and reported.
Mr. BOWELL introduced Bill (No. 141) to provide for

the allowance of drawback on certain articles manufactured
in Canada, for use in the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

Bill read the first time.

CIVIL SERVICE.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reading Of
Bill (No. 36) respecting the Civil Service of Canada. Ele
said: When I introduced this Bill the other day, I explained
rather fully the provisions of the Bill. I do not know
whether the hon. gentleman desires me to go over the
ground again, as I thought I gave as full an explanation 0ol

that occasion as would be required. But, if the hon. gentle-
man wishes any explanations about some special clause, I
am ready to give them now.

Mr. BLAKE. I certainly expected that the hon. gentle-
man was about to falfil, in a larger and more liberal spirit,
the promise he made a few moments ago, that he was about to
explain the Bill.

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. But it occurred to me, when
I was rising, that I had explained it on the first reading.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course, as to the minor details of the
measure, this is perhaps not the most appropriate tine to
invite the hon. gentleman's3 explanations of specific clases;
but some clauses are of such great cardinal importance that
I think attention should be called to them at tis stage
the measur. The hon. gentleman, iM bringin5 4dow
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the measure, did not, so far as I remember, enter into
explanations, which I think -he was obviously called on to
give, having regard tb the official action of the Administra.
tion upon a former occasion when this subject was broached,
and to the report of the Civil Service Commission which
was a consequence of that action. The measure before us is
one of very great importance to the public of this country,
involving, as it must be assumed to do, an attempt to settle
upon a permanent basis for a constitution and organization
of the Civil Service, both inside and outside of the Depart-
ments, comprising a thousand or more officials. upon whose
efficient discharge of their duties very much depends. The
Administration acknowledges, on the occasion on which the
Commission was issued, the wholly unsatisfactory condition
of the system, and the defective results which had followed
from the departure from the plan suggested by the law, and
partly from the mode in which the law had been carried
out or neglected. The report of the sub-Committee of
Council, adopted by the Council on the 16th of June, 1880,
under which the Civil Service Commission issued, states:

"Since the period referred to (21st Dec., 1869) a series of years have
elapsed and many changes in the character as well as in the extent of
the service required in each Department bave developed themselves,
the duties of some Departments and some branches of each Department
and of certain officers in each Department bave.been varied, diminished
or increased, and many men have, by old age, incapacity, bad habits or
continued idleness, become unavailable for useful purpose-the number
of men in each Department bas increased, it is thought out of propor-
tion to the needs of the S5ervice. Young men have been appointed who
from want of education or strength of constitution or general unfitness,
have not made and will never become efficient public servants. The
general expense has been increased by the tendency of the existing
rules to the gradual culmination of officers by mere force of survivor-
sbmp into the more highly paid classes.

" A careful reconsideration of the duties of each Department, includ-
ing both inside and outside service, is eminently desirable with a view
to seeking greater economy in all the Departments by the weeding out
of men who from any of the causes named are no longer efficient public
servants, by the creation of a new theoretical organization for each
Department, which should regulate the number of each clasa of officers
required for its work, the promotions from class to class and the steps
by which salaries should be increased."

The Committee then proceeds to advise that a Commission
should be appointed. Their report is adopted, the Com-
mission is appointed on the 16th of June, 1880, and they
have been engaged, more or less, at their work up to a very
recent period, when their second or supplementary report
is presented. Now, Sir, I desire to point out that the
Government itself, in the passages of the Minute which I
bave just read, recognized certain defects in the existing
system as it was worked, to which they wished special
attention to be called, and for which they wished some
remedy to be provided. These defects, so far as my present
purpose is concerned, I may limit to two, although there
are other and serious defects. These two are: The
appointment of improper persons, whom the Government
describes as "men who, from want of education or strength
Of constitutional or general unfitness, have not made and
will never become efficient public servants ;" and the
retention in the service of men who "have, by old age,
imeapacity, bad habits or continued idleness, become
unavailable for useful purpose." Owing to these defects
there is a " tendency of the existing rules to the graduai
Clniination of officers by more force of survivorship into
the more highly paid classes." The question, in short,
relates to the efficiency of the persons employed, and to
the proper and adequate provision for appropriate
salaries, having regard for the services rendered and
the reward for such. services. It is important too serve-and I press upon the attention of the flouse the
fac that the Adiministration itself was alive to these two
difilculties, which they thought so serious as to require full
tnvestigation as to the character and extent of them, and as
tO the appropriate remedy, at the hands of the Commission

hey named.Although that Commission made a very
horough Onquiry, although au immense amount of evidence

was taken, and although very clear and pointed conclusions
upon many points were reached, we have not observed in
the Estimates of the current year, in so far as the condition
of things would have permitted regard to the proposals for
reform, any indications that any such proposals were
intended to be applied by the Administration at all. I quite
agree that, in dealing with a subject of this description, what
we have to do is to lay down good rules for the futur-e, and
apply them with a due regard to the state of things now
existing, and that that may involve only a partial and slow
application, so far as existing officers are concerned, of the
rules, which but for the existence of these officers might De
more rapidly, freely, and thoroughly applied ; but so far as
are concerned any new appointments, or a liberal system of
promotion of officers in Departments where the Civil Service
Commission reports that the great bulk of the business is of
a routine character, I have observed no signe whatever of
an attempt on the part of the Administration to carry ont
the recommendations, tending towards efficiency and
economy, which that report contains. With regard to that
point upon which the Administration and the Commission
are agreed, the tendency to a culmination imto
the higher classes of officers and salary by simple
time, I perceive no substantial remedy applied.
If the report of the Commission is entitled to credence,
and I think it is in most points, and in this point particu-
larly, it is clear that of the inside service, at any rate, the
great bulk of the work is clerical, or routine work. It is
clear that what is required is a certain number of high class
officials, capable of supervising the work of a very much
larger body of persons, whose duties are more of a routine
or mechanical description ; and the evil which the Govern-
ment saw was existing and was increasing, with other evils,
the cost of the service disproportionately to the increase of
work to be done, was this evil of the culmination into
higher classes of men whose services, from their very
nature, could not be more valuable after one or five years,
than they were at an earlier time. To remedy this
the Commission proposed that the service should be,
roughly speaking, divided into two classes: the class of
those whose service is of the mechanical or routine char-
acter, to which I have referred, and a higher class, in rank,
intelligence, information and salary. I should be very
sorry to propose that there should be, on the part of the
larger class to which Ihave referred, any possibility of its
rising into the other class at all. I think that would be a
mistake. I think that men who are put into the writing
classes, if they are of marked intelligence, assiduity
or ability, should have a chance quite as great, perhaps
greater, but, at any rate, a fair chance, together with the
outside public, of rising into the other classes, but not by
seniority, not by lapse of time, not by promotion in the
ordinary sense. Whatever it may be determined to do with
them, in the theoretical organzation of the service, in the
way of improved emoluments, ought to be done, se long as
they remain in the writing class, solely with reference to
increased efficiency in that class, if they are to remain in that
class. If they are to go into the other classes, they should
be promoted solely on account of superior qualifications.
I perceive in the action of the Government no effort to
grapple with this difficulty under which we find ourselves
practically increasing the cost of the public service each
year, without regard to increased responsibility, increased
work, and inereased efficiency. As to the other point, the
question of appointments and promotions, I do not myself
believe that the proposals of this measure will tend in any
marked degree to remedy any of the existing evils. That
is my opinion afier a careful perusal of the measure. You,
it is true, provide-but we have it now -an arrangement
for examinations. You provide that examiners shall be
appointed by the Governor in Council from time to time ;
that they may appoint sub-examiners, that there should
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le occasional examinations &c., but you nake no provi
sion whatever to give an assirance to those who go
in for those examinations,that theytsh all have the certainty, i
they are at the top of the list, of a chance of being tried. I
by no means, affirm that you can by an examination doter.
mine that a person who passes successfully will make a good
civil servant. That cannot be said, because he may, althougt
he passes an excellent examination, and is a very estimable
man, that his character is reported, truly reported to be of
the best, and bis bealth to be very good, and bis writing or
early career to he very excellent, he may turn out to
be, from temper and characteristics of various kinds, in the
actual trial not a good civil servant, he may turn out to be
an unpractical man. Therefore, I would never
propose that success in competitive examinations should
be anpointments to permanent office in the Civil Service.
All that I say is, that we nuuht to give him the right to be
tried, and if having passed the examination and gone into
the service and stood the teRt of probationary trial, ho is
found practically to be efficient, then ho ought to be
appointed. But I do not perceive any encouragement
whatever given to mon to come forward to examinations
which are to be held under this Bill, because I find no
assurance whatever that their success, abqolute or relative,
in passing examinations will give that chance to which T
have referred. On the contrary, the choice is with the
executive officers of the Government abQnlutely, and,
irrespective of merit. In its practical working I believe
this will be the result: that those onlv will go up for
examination who have had that assurance which can be
given in varionus ways-various, slight and unnoticeable,
but still sufliiently marked ways for the prirpose-that if
they succeed in pas'ing the examinations they will be
appninted to Ibo service. You may at first, perhaqps, have
a few other persons who have no such assurance to go up
for examination, but the practical result will be, after a little
while, to limit the number to those who have been told:
" If you pass the examination you will get a situation."
That, of course, is a proposal entirely different, toto colo,
from the proposal of the Commission. There is a funda.
mental cardinal distinction between the plan of the Govern-
ment and the plan which the Commission bas recommend-
ed. In giving their reason and their views as to that
measure of efficiencv which exists in the Civil Service, the
Commission has p6 inted out the grounds upon which it
reaehes its conclusions in the 15th paragraph of the report,
which says:

" 15. While there exista in the public mind a very general belief that
the Civil Service is defective and inefficient, and that the true remedy
is the abovlition of poliical patronage and personal favoritism in making
appointments to public offices: thereis, on the other hand, an impression
that itis difficult and almost impracticable to apply the remedy and
that those who o osess the power of patronaire will continue to exercise
it at the sqerifire of an efficient and economical administration of
public affire. We believe this impression to be in the main erroneous,
and that public men, realizing how much the prosnerity and welfare of
the country depends on a pure and efficient Civil Service, willnot
hesitate to abandon a patronage which is faund ta be injurions to the
best interests of the country and which is generally admitted ta be
a source 9f weakness and annovance ta themselves, ai well as
demoralizing to the constituencies."'
They point ont further on that they proceeded to investi-
gate, by the taking of evidence, what the actual condition
of affairs was,.and they added that there was a difficulty in
the deteeting of irregularities in the administration of or
weakness in the system of some portions of the Civil
Service. They say:

" For in presenting the evidence we feel it necessary ta state that in
g1ving their answers ta the questions of the Commission some of the
Deputy- Heids and Chief Officers exercised a degree of reticnce in their
answers, whieh, however natur) in view of the relation they bear ta the
Ministers on one hand and their clerks on the other, rendered their
statements somewhat imperfect, and increased aour difficulties in arrivinf
at correct conclusions as ta the state and needs of their Departments.
That, of course, is an observation which it was reasonable
perhaps, to expect wouldbe made under the cirícuastances,

Mr. B nàx.
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and which a perusal of the evidence tends to justif. Then
they proceed to express the opinion which they bave formed

f as to the effect of the prosent mode:
"'The present mode of nomination by political infnaenee snd appoin.- ment, without examination as to qualification, which prevails p0 0ery

generally in the service, seeme to us and is frankly confessed by themajority of the witnesse w-e have examined to be defective in the
highest degree. It affords no gufficient guarantee of fitness for the
discharge of the duties of office. It embarrasses Ministers in providing

f an efficient public service, and it causes great and often irrebistibie
pressure to be brougbt on Members of Parliament to force their nsent
to the nomination and appointment of unfit persons. It has, we think
a mischievous effect on the publie mind in making the desire for offices'
too strong an impulse in political conduct; for while the higher offices
of State are the laudable and legitimate objects of the ambition of
Etatesmen, the scramble for a paltry patronage and for the smaller
offices of the service, cannot but have a bad effect alike on those who
exercise and those wbo enjoy such patronage.

"23. Notwithstanding the reluctance of witnesses to commit them.
selves to any specific statements as to the inefficiency of their subordi.
nates, there is sufficient in their general statements on that subject to
justify the conclusion that the service is susceptible of very great
improvement, and that there have been many appointments to it of
versons whose habits. lack of educational acquirements, or inaptitude
for business could not fail to produce a state of affairs fully justifying
most of the propositions stated in the reference to the Comnasion. But
apart from any specifir, statements made in the evidente, we find in its
general tenor and in what we have ourselves observed, abundant reasons
for the conclusion that the service reqmireg reform, and that it bas not
been sufficiently guarded against the evil efecta of political patronage.

"24 To this baneful influence, we believe, may be traced nearly ail
that demands change. It is responsible for admission to the service of
those who are too old to be efficient; of those whose impaired- health
and enfeebled constitutions forbid the hope that they can ever becoune
useful public servants ; of those whose personal habits are equally fatal
objections ; of those whose lack of education should disqualify them ;
and of those whose mental qualities are of an order that has made it
impassible for them to succeed in private business. It is responsible
too for the appointmient of those who desire to lead an easy and what
they deem, a genteel life.

" To the same influianr'a may be ascribRd most of the appointments of
men taken from beyond the service to the best plaeec over the heads of
tried and efficient servants: and it may fairly be charged with all the
diseontent and demoralization arising out of the feeling, justifi-d by
bitter experience, that a faithful and zealous performance of duty estab-
lishes no sure claim to the prizes of the service, which, as is abundantly
shown by the evidence, are ton often carried off by persons whose claim
to office is mainly founded on the political service they have rendered to
their party. These observationz, we may add, apply with greater force
to the outside as compared with the inside service, iu which there is
but little chance of advancement or increase of pay. To this class of
arpointments and the consequent removal of the chiefineentive to zeal,
may perhaps be attributed more than to any other single cause, the
languid interest which many of the public servants feel ig the perfor-
mance rf their duties. They have but little motive for more than the
most perfunctory performrance of their work, because they feel they are
in that way as likely to gain promotion as by the most active perfor-
mance of it; and that should a vacancy occur above lhem, it would nat
improbably be given to some favored politician whose qualifications for
the duty bave not yet been tested.

"Political patronage is responsible for other evils, and doot heu-
itate to express the conviction that many unnecessary civil offices have
been retaimed, and that new places have been created, for no botter
purpose than to provide for the followers of influential politiciauu."

So with reference to promotions:
"Sometimes promotions bave been made hy senterity, r'egardleussOf

merit, thus-as suggested by the order of reference--frling the more
highly paid places with men wbose chief qualifications are length ofserviee.
In other cases they have beenmaderegardless ofeither meritorseniorit>'
and in this way men fully qualified snd:fairly entitledýtb promotion have
been paesed over, and others less qualified bave, by undue inftuen 0,
obtained promotion in their stead. We find, to, that iu many instances
men have been brou ght fron beyond the service and either placed SI
onceove the head s oong tried and efficient rtsen, or, afterteapoanly
filling miner positions, they have- beea elevated Wlth. «ust05 ifiable
rapidity to places for whi ch they had no previous training."

And it points out the evils, which naturally fow from such
a state of thinge. The report goeg on to sy :

" laving stated what we believe taobe the faults in the existing
system of making first appointrments to the- ervice; ad their cause, it
becomes or duty to submit a remedy. This, we believe, eau onl Th
found in completely eliminating all traoe of political patronage.The
remedy involves the necessity of substituting some other mode oF rega'
lating entrances to the service, and this-without doubt is a more dii'
cult task than might at first appear."

After discussing some of the systemàs Which hbaVe ee
adopted in different countries, including-the English systecMt
the report, at the twentieth page, sugg6e • thè sdeptionf
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competitive examination and of promotion by merit and Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I must tharnk the hon.
services: gentleman for the very calmr and temperate manner in

i We do not claim that it follows as a matter of course that those which he las discussed this measure, and for the suggestions

who nay succeed best in a competitive examination will necessarily su c- ho has made. Of course, I could not expect that the hon.
ceed best in the performance of the duties of the position it may obtain gentleman would agree altogether with the provisions of
for tbem but we believe it will exclude the incompetent and lessen the
chances of the appointment of unsuitable candidates, and that open this Bill, or the principles on which the measure is founded,
competitive examination, having due relation to the work and duties but he will remember, I have no doubt, in discussing this
to be performed and supplemented by proper guarantees as to age, Bill, that this matter must have come more than once before
health and moral character-with a period of probation before bis Administration or that of his friends when they werein
appointent-'s the most just and practical nmeans of supplying fit Adiitaio rta o i nenswe he eei
persons for appointment, and that-as has been proved elsewhere, so it office, during a period of five years. They must have felt
will happen here--it will give the best servants to the public. thon that some measure should be brought forward, that

oWe claim that it is the most effectual, indeed the only means offcom-
pletely and permanently cutting away all opportunities for the exercise some change was needed, and my lon. friend must
of political influence in making appointments and promotions in the recollect that it was left to one of the private
public service, which .we believe to be so injurious to the public members; of his party to attempt, I think twice
interests-. during two consecutive years, to bring in a measure to meet
And further remarks are made in the same sense. Now, the the difficulties that we all see in the public service. When
report, in dealing with the existing state of things, besides the measure of which I speak was before the House, hon.
many other valuable suggestions and statements, adverts to gentlemen on the other side felt that though it showed a
the length of hours which is practically kept, and to great deal of labor and research on the part of its mover,
certain other irregularities which it states exists. But I do they were still not in a position to bave it fully considered
not intend to troule the House at this stage with those by the House, the consequence being that during those five
difficulties. Enouirh to say that there is a careful investiga- years the measure was not passed. When we came into
tion, and it seems to mie a fuir result is reached from the office, we thought that something should be done; that we
evidence, indicating a condition of things wbich, co-existent should apply some remedy to the evils which we all admit-
with the presence in the service, I an glad to be able to ted. We thought that this should not be a party measure,
agree to, of many very efficient and excellent persons; also but that we were all interested alike in seeing that the Civil
stating that there are some to whom that character canaot Service of the country should be a proper one, and that we
be fairly ascribed, and that the system is one which doos not should elevate that service as much as we could, and
tend to bring out the best there is in those who are there, that we should make it as pure and as efficient
which rather, to my mind, interposes difficulties in getting as possible. Under those circumstances the present
the best of the work of those who are there, and rosults Government appointed a Commission of able men to ex-
practically in the public not being as efficiently served as amine into this very important question, to call witnesses and
it would be under another systemn. Now, it seems to me to make a report of their labors. Those gentlemen under
that the cardinal defects of the proposal of the Administration their responsibilities have made their report, they have not
for a settlement of this long standing and vexed question, are, all agreed, and ther has been presented a report of the
that although it gives a very formidable account of the pre- minority. Both reports are very important, they show a
liminary examinations, etc., there are no guarantees either great deal of labor and much research, they display much
for a properly wide area of persons teobe examined, or a talent and very great knowledge; but, on the other hand, the
properly efficient examination. There are no guarantees Government tried, when this report was brought before them,
for the removal of those evil influences which are spoken of to assume their own responsibility in bringing the measure
in the report of the Commission, as being the sources of the here. We had to consider how far we could go under the
weakness and improprieties in appointments to the service, conditions which at present exist, for if we had to prepare a
but the system, such as it exists, will b found, I am afraid, Bill providing for an entirely new service without consider-
practically to continue. Secondly, there is no proposal, as there ing that an organization of long standing had to be dealt
ought to be, no real, radical, thorough proposal for the separa- with, we should have presented a different measure in many
tion of the service into two classes. into which it naturally respects from the one which is now before the House. But
divides itself-those who are, and must froi the character of we are not in that position at present; we find the public
their occupation remain in the position of writers and clerks, service there, and a law on the Statute-Book establishing
of that description performing clerical work, and those who that service, directing it, and directing the way in which it
have different and much higher functions to discharge. I is to be renewed and maintained. We thought that the
think that in these two particulars the practical operation present law as it stands was not sufficient and should be
of this measure, no matter what words or clauses we may find changed, and in that view we are supported I think by the
in this Bill, will b to leave things pretty much as they are. lon, gentlemen of the other side of the louse, in fact the
That they are in a wholly unsatisfactory condition, viewing hon. member from West Durham has admitted it. That hon.
the service as a whole-with striking exceptions, no doubt, gentleman has hinted that this Bill, in as far as the examin-
as to efficiency under discouraging circumistances-is con- ation goes, will not meet the difficulty. Well, I must differ
ceided by the Administration in the language which it used from the hon. gentleman on this point. The present Oivil
irm ordering the issue of this Commission; and it is aiso Service Act says that an officer may be appointed, but that
established by the report of the majority of that Commission afterwards within a certain time he must pass
to which I have referred, agreed to and endorsed, as I an examination; and thon if it is found that
believe, it is by the generai publie, that these evils and he is able for the position, he may be
difficulties will be readily and practically remedied by the confirmed in bis appointment. The hon. gentleman must
mneasure, or even greatly improved, I am afraid I cannot know, however, the difficulty which is found by all Govern-
agree; and therefore it is, that I have felt that the hon. gen- ments when appointments are made and when the exami-
tleman--face to face with the report to Council which nation is to take place after such appointments. Very often
Inaugurated this Commission, face to face with the statements it must be recollected that their examinations have been
made in the report of this Commission-in asking for the postponed from time to time, and I have no doubt that if we
Second reading of this Bill, should have given some explana- were to look very closely into the appointments which have
tien of the general principles of the measure, and shown been made during the last twenty years we would find that
hoW it was that in its practical operation the admitted some examinations have been done away with altogether.
e vils of the present would be remedied by the proposed It is quite possible, therefore, that we had no guarantee in
legislation. I the present case that the civil servant would be a good one,
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or that ho would have the qualifications required for bis a position not to be accuied-I do not speak of ourselves
office. And why? Because when you appoint him he bas but of al Goveraments-of retaining in the Civil Service
passed no examination, he bas been brought forward on the persons who are not fit for their office. The hon. leaderofthe
recommendation of bis friends, and for that reason bas Opposition speaks of the increase of salaries of officers, and
been appointed to the service, therefore you have no guar- li takes objection to these incroasei being made acceîding
antee that ho is fitted for the office to which lie is assigned, to the length ottme a porson may have served. Wcll,
and you take him on the parole of bis friends. To avoid there k a great deal in that objection, no doubt. Yen lnay
that, we thought that the best mode under the circumstances take a person for exampie wbo iay bave bcr
was to enact, by this new measure, that no officer shall be cight or ton years in tho service, and, according te
appointed to any position in the Civil Service unless he bas the law as it noW stands, ho is oligiblo foi'pro.
previously passed the examination, and, according to the motion te the next cIass after fivo years' service. That
promises of this Bill, las obtained a certificate that he is system may load to abuses. Thoro may ho an officer who
among those qualified to obtain an office in one or other of may be a favorite and may not bo as able te do his work as
the classes mentioned in the Bill. Thus, no person under well as anether who bas served a less time, but under the law
this Bill will bo appointed unless ho bas obtained ho is eligible for promotion, according te bis term cf service.
such a certificate, and appears upon the list of I do flot admît that that k a preper rule, or that it leads to
qualified men. That is a guarantee that the officer the efficiency of the public service. On the contrary, I
appointed will have the requisite qualifications, or think that, under the proposition ve are now laying before
ut all events, as the hon. member for West Durham said the fouse, that may be aveided. Thero will be enly
just now, some of the qualifications; because 1 admit while three classes. The length of service necessary for promo-
you may bave all the examinations in the world, and while tion cvidently will be longer than unler the present law,
you may bave a candidate who possesses, apparently, ail and the reult wil hocthat persons cannet be premoted oniy
the qualifications necessary to obtain the certificate, ho still on account of length of service. The fact k that they wii
may not be thoroughly suited for the office he is to filL It net beeigible for anethor class unless the Minister finds
stands te reason. Tbe bon. gentleman knows that an officer an officer very vigilant, finding that li doservies
wbo is appointcd as a writer, for example, may have a geed promotion, and that promotion is required n the Depart-
and a steady hand; ho may be very expeditieus in bis wrk ment- i that case only will an efficer o promotei. There.
and steady in bis habits, and yet net ho found fit for his fore, as the bon, gentleman said, the more facttdat an officer
office, because his temper may be very bad, or ho may bave ias servnd a certain number of years will ferm ne ground
some ether pecutiarities which wiaeant adapt him for office for promotion. If a man wo serves say for seven years
work under the Gevernment. These peculiarmties cannot is better qualified, if ho shows by bis service that vie kfit
bo found out by eýaminatien but ensy by trial. That for a tigyer class ofduties, lshemld b prom fted before
is tho reason why we pievide thât these appointmonts eue who has served for ton ycars, if the latter bas showa
shal] net be confirmed immediately, but that thhe candidates less capacityless abilityand fewrqaifictio s ferthe office.
shalho subject to trial. This, I contend, wili ho a very Tbe hou. gentleman says ho secs nothing in the Estimates
strong guarantee that the Civil Service wiii improve in the showing a reform, or an intention te promot efficiencyS or
appninitments Ie be made berýeafter-. The lion, gentleman eeonomy in the service. The bon. gentleman must sec tbat we
say~,-, hat we bave not adopted, in this Bill, Lhe corner.had te bring down the Estimates for the prsent service; the
Stone> if I may use the word, of the measure tbat was Bilh is before theliuse, but itn Mayet become lav. We
suggested by the Commissiners-that is to say, competi- have totake the Civil Servicees it is, but, if the Bil
tive examinatiens. Wobave ineth adopted the system of passes, thon iwil hl the duty of t e Gevernment oe apply
competitivo examinations, becauso we thouglt that qualifica. the law fairly, and in the sense that Paliamentdeiresit te
tion oxaminations were sufficient. Competitivo examina- bo applied. The law wi bave teo bcapplied by determinilg
tious would not place us in a botter position. Io would place the theoretical organization of ie Department. We will
us in tbis position: that the person who stood at the bead bave o take tbe differente Departments inthe light of inds
of the list, according to the number of peints ho may bave evidence we bave befvre us, and determinot henumberof
made, would have te o appinted o an offce for whi h go persons, ofanhe different classes, for eacI Department. Then
mig t not, perhap h suited. fma e migt be exactly th wo ewill have t apply to that skoleton-if I may ca l it
man you would net like te bave there, because, tfough so-the officers tleat are now in tne public service.
o migt hbc a good accountant, e might want shme If some of tiem are net wanted the Bill provides for om

other qualifications, and yet you would have to take oaion; if more are equired foi certain Departmelt yi
io. But under the system f qualification examinatiens aise provides for that; but the bhoi sorganizatio eit

yen may select from tho list the man who beet suits the Department under this Bill should net ho foreseen, and canriot
place and is best able to fafil bis duties and bis duties ttbe foreseen, until to Bih bas hecome law, and threfore
the chef of bis Department, and that is the strong reason we cohld net provide in th Estimates for anything baut the
why a change shon d hommadelb the recommendations present service. After the Bioi bas becomc law, we .ball be
made by the Commissioners. The bon. gentleman speaks able to complote the organization: and thon we shal stmatbe

of the appointment f improperpersons as mentioned in te com down te Parliam nt next year and stato swat that
the report, and the retaining of snob persens in office. erganization is, and wbat it will cost. I bave alroady
W, s far as possible, if the party is an improper person answered tho other remark of the po gentleman, that ne
t o kept in o ficemay is dismissed. We geL rid of him as substantial remedy is iikely te o applied. I bave shoWe

soon as possible and appoint another more suitable man; but that there wil hC a substantial remedy appied t thpreseit
you may find a person who is not very able for bis duies, state of thing iby the appointments whieh wil ho ael
but if li is in the office, under te old law, it is very diffi- in the way have mentioned. We intend lat the exa i'
cut to get rid of h m immediatoly. Yoe may try as ationswied h real and tru examinationscondcted by tr e
soon as possible to put him in another office, wbîch and trnsty mon, and these examinations wuu, givo us geed
lo eau fil and bring another into bis place w ho candidates forth officesato ho fihed.
is botter qualifiod, but still that system s attended with Mr. BLAKE. You do ne tthi k they wil h colorable
very gret difficultioes. If thedB tbcomes law those difi- examinations-the clernle, for examplep?
culties will ho avoided to a ver groatextent, becase as an 
examination takes place we wll have a guarantee that the Sir HECTOR LANGEIN. i hope not; I hope the
person is a proper person tefil the office, and we wili bo in i examinations will ho as fair as Parliamontwisbezatbeo oa

Sir fizoToIL LÂ]NGGVIN.
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e. I tbink these examinations should not be sham exam-
inations, but real examinations. The qualifications required
for the different classes should be known beforehand-what
branches of knowledge the candidates will be examined on;
and these being known beforohand, no candidate would
come forward if ho did not feel himself roally able to be
examined. Besides, as the Bill provides, there is always a
preliminary examination, so that a candidate who was not
fit to occupy a position in the Civil Service could not come
and spend the time of the examiners, and keep the other
candidates waiting for nothin.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Polities, I am afraid, would
have something to do with the appointment, all the same.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Well, I have no doubt that
hon. gentlemen opposite would never think of anything of
that kind if they were in office; and they must givo i
credit for the same thing. The hon. gentleman may be
sure that the fact that we are obliged to appoint all officers
fiomu the list of those who have passed a preliminary
examination is a guarantee that the appointinents will be
better than they have been in the past. I have no doubt
there will always be polities connected with appointments
made by any Government. I have yet to seo a Government
which will appoint its opponents to office. As a rule, a
Government appoints its friends; but in this case all, whether
friends or foes, have to pass the examinations, and they will
all be treated alike, because the examinations will be con-
ducted, not by political men, not by Ministers or their
friends, but by men who will have no interest one way or
the other but to sec whether the person who comes up for
examination is qualified for it, and if he is, he will get his
certificate. I agree with the hon gentleman that promotion
should not be reguilated by seniority, but by qualification;
that is the principle adopted in this Bill, and I think it is
the only way in which we can have an efficient service.
The bon. gentleman says that the success of the candidates
does not give them a positive guarantee that they will be
appointed.

Mr. BLAKE. That they will be tried-that they will
bave a probationary appointment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Well, these candidates runr
their chance, as they are doing to-day, but with this differ-
ence, that they will not have to compete with the worldf
but with those only who are on the list; and if they can
show that they are the best men, that they have more know-D
ledge, and more ability, and more experience than others, a
they will have a better chance Of being appointed than c
others. We cannot take the list just as we find it; we must -
enquire who the men are, whether they are old or young,
what training they have had, what their previous experi-
ence has been, and so on; and a man with previous experi-
ence would naturally stand a botter chance than one with-
out any experience. The success of the candidates will c
depend altogether on their qualifications and upon the num-1
ber Of their competitors. The hon. gentleman bas said that t
there was no guarantee for the removal of these evil influ-
ences pointed out in the report. The evil influ-
Onces are that appointments have been made in the
past, under all Governments, by political influence
and I was answering that objection made just now in, per-d
haps, a pecular way by my bon. friend from Westmoreland. r
The fact is, political influences will always have and always
had something to do with appointmonts; but this Bili is, I
think, a guarantee that there will be a minimum of those c
influences. Suppose the hon. gentleman were on this side w
of the House, in the place I had a few years ago--.i

Si aSir ALBERT J. SMITII. I expect to be there next. q
Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps the hon. gentleman b
io jOin us. In that case, he will be well received. Sup- hi

posing he were on this side, and this Bill were passed, and a

lie had to make an appointment in his office, he would
take the list and say: "Who are these men ? I do not know
these two or three men, but here is one that I know, or who
is known by some of my colleagues or some other persons."

Mr. BLAKE. He is well recommended.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That would, perhaps, be a

strong inducement, and I think my hon. friend for West
Durham would, in a case of that kind, certainly lean in that
direction because he would say: "Well, I think I was right
as Chese recommendations prove, therefore I will appoint him
and have a good civil servant." I did not refuse the hon.
gentleman when he got up first to give him the explanations
required because I wished to give him an opportunity, after
I had explained the Bill the other day, to make his remarks
on it so that I would not have to trouble the House several
times on the saine subject. I wished to answer his
criticisms and hwe donc so, I think, success-
fully. I have shown that this Bill, thougli it is
not the Bill exactly that the Commission have recommended,
is nevertheless a great improvement on the present law,
and is a Bill which I believe, if it becomes law, will give a
remedy to a great deal of the evils complained of to-day.
Speaking of the Civil Service I wish to say that, of course,
there may be sorne inefficient officers in the service, but,
all in alil, we have a good Civil Service, we have good trust-
worthy officials, mon who devote themseives, and have
devoted themselves for years faithfully, not to their political
friends, but to their public duties, and I am glad to bear this
testimony to their worth, because in my long public
career I have had an opportunity of seeing and dealing
with a great many of these public servants. I have
been at the head ofdifferent Departments, and I may say, all
in all, our Civil Service can compare favorably with that of
any other country. There are, of course, ways of iinprove-
ment, and I think this Bill is a stop in the right direction.
laving said so much, I hope the hon. gentleman will, at

least, admit that the Government have done a great deal to
bring this measure before Parliament, and to remedy a
great many of the evils complained of, and I hope the bon.
gentleman will assist us in carrying the measure through.

Mr. CASEY. I am glad to find that this question of
reform in the Civil Service has at last attained the recogni-
ion of being brought before the House im the form of a Bil.
1 do not think nany of us fully realize how very closely
home the evils of the service come to our interests
and our comfort; but we should recollect that, as far as
oncerns the publie, the action of the Government, in its
Executive capacity, is entirely represented by the Civil
Service. The publie who have business in the various
Departments, only meet, in general, the subordinates of the
Miisters. I might refer to the Department of Customs
tself. My hon. friend the Minister does not come into
ontact with those with whom the Department has to deal.
]hose people gather their impressions of the way in which
lhe Department is managed entirely from the subordinates
ith whom they come in contact. I have no doubt that, in

many cases, the hon. the Minister is abused for acts
which in his personal capacity he would not have authorized.
Yet, the Government are responsible, because they have
eliberately chosen those agents to act as their
epresentatives in the Departments. The hon. the
Miister began by using the tu quoque argument.
H[e said we are to blame for not having introduced the prin-
iple of competitive examinations. You, on the other side,
vere frequently urged todo the same thing, and contended
liere are two or three things to be said in answer to that
rgument. In the first place, I did not bring up the matter
uite as frequently as the hon. gentleman said. I only
rought up the Bill once during the incumbency of my
on. friends in office, and it is generally understood, when
private member brings in a Bill of that kind, it is only to
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be looked upon as a tentative measure, and the Government who are in the service; and the fact that we are
are not supposed to take the measure off his hands at the not organizing a Civil Service afresh is certainîy
first blush, before they have thoroughly considered the ne reason why it should not bc adepted-when we
matter. I have overy reason to believe the then Government are practically dealing with a service that
looked favorably on a system such as that I proposed, and, exists. Bat, Sir, to core down to the 1il11its
I have no doubt, had my hon. friends remained in office, we hon. friend from Durham (Mr. Blake) las said that the
would have had a Bill of a different charactor from the evils which are complained of by that Commission were îeft
present one. When our friends were in power they had no substautially untouclid, by the Bi, as it now standsand
sueh detailed information in regard to the service as the my hon. friend opposite thinks li las shown that these
Government have. To be sure, during one Session, evils are removed or at least reduced to the smallest possit%
a Committee sat, and took a considerable mass degree by the Bill; and in order to how thiliurget
of evidence, and made some recommendations, and I lie bas introduced a qualifying examination as a necessary
am very glad to observe that the evidence then preliminary to entering the service; and ho tbinksnSir, that
taken and the recommendations thon made coincided tbis examination will absolutely prevent the evils spoken
almost identically with the evidence and recommendations of, or at least greatly minimize them. Weli, Sir, I cannot
laid before the House by the present Commission, but that sec that this examination will either abolish or minimîze
enquiry bas not to be compared, for a moment, with the these evils. He claimed more than that: that sucb an
very exhaustive one made by hon. gentlemen opposite. examination woul prevent the entrance into the Civil
They appointed six very able gentlemen to enquire into Service of persons unfit to serve therein. Well, Sir, if this
this matter. Those gentlemen were invested with full examination were even what I a about to
powers, and were in Session for many months. I am glad contend it cannot bc, a tloroughly impartial
to bear testimony to the thoroughness with -which they and judicial examiDatien, it would not prevent
appear to have carried out their enquiry and to the impar- the ontrance of unfit persons any more than would
tiadity which they appear to have used in making their the system of cempetitive examinations te which the hon.
recommendations and report. These recommendatious gentleman objets. I contend that it would nt prevent
have been at the service of the Government for about thom ut ail. Even in that case, for although it professes or
a year, yet the evidence has been apparently pretends to leave the examinatiCn open te ail corners, it is
neglected, the recommendations disregarded, and now practically an examinatien whicl is open enly to those
we get from the Government the reasons why. who are recommended by supporters of the Ministry in
Well Sir, I find that there was a minerity report. It was power at the tirne. My lion. friend from West iDurham
signed by two members of the Commission, and thwre was assumed that point, and the ion. Minister himself' agres
a rnajerity report signed by six members, eue gentleman that this assumptien is correct, because ho lias told us in
signed both reports, agreoing in the main with tbe majerity clear words, that no Ministry wvoul1 eover appoint those who
but holding certain special views, wich lie presented in wore their oppoents to office. ce saysh lieas yet to Se
the minority report. We may take it for granted thattbese a Ministry which se appoints its opponents; that bhneve
six gentlemen were practically agreed on the main princi- appoints opponents, and that ie nover eard of a inister
pies of these recommendations, whi le one efVtee Commission who did; and ho says that a Minister would take the ist oft
was in opposition thereto. The hon. Minister says that those who ad passed the qualifying examination,
after having gene to sud oexpense and appeinted sucl able look over it, ad select therefrom those whoiho
men, who made sucli a thoroug h inquiry jute the whole considered fit for tlie appointments that miglit ho in question.
subjedt, they adopted the report of the minority instead ef And ho bas very clearly said, that ho would strongy
that ef the majority. but, Sir) ho gave us anotber reason rhcommend supporters of tbe Government for suc appoint-
why no change should ho made in the system of appointing ments, this fact being about the strongest argument
members of the Civil Service, tbis was that it waRnet as if we whih eanpossibly aboffered in favor of making a certain
lad a ean sheet before us, on whiho we could commence selection from scb a list. Well, Sir, the meaningof annthis
and construet a reforneds Civil Service, but we had a Civil clearly is: that ne matter aow one celes up for examinatiOi
Service, whith was already in existence, and, therefore, we or ow ee passed, only those who proviosly or su
could net introduce any new princîple in its regard. This sequently are recomrnended by supporters of the Govern-

vas a very streng reason, in my opinion. If we had net a ment wil get the places. It is thon a perfect farce tevsaY
Civil Service at present, we should net sufer from the Svils that these examinations are pen te hail corers, for aithouh
wbidh are authoritatively reputed te exist in it; there tho examinations are epen tewal, enly those who are favored
would be neneed for Civil Service reform, and there can get appintments- and it is net fair, under thsecirt-
would ho ne evils te remedy. The bon, gentleman says in cumstauces, te say that the fact cf baving open examinatiOIls
effett, that bocause the service needs a remedy there is n hewill bo evidnce that the appoiutrents wbich may oet maod
room for its application, and that because wo have a Civil under this system will netbe cofrred on improper partieo.
Service, which-is admitted te ho vory faulty, we must n entsald, I was about te contend that those examinations coI
remove the evi!. Surely this must net ho the argument netho thoroughly impartial and judicial.o on. gentleer
which the hion, gentleman iad in bis mipd; but it was wicl have noticed that the Bi provides that examiners mtt
certainly the argument of which lie made use. I do, net sec, be appointed from timete time by the Government, te hold
Sir, how these changes should injuriiusly affect the service office during the pleasure of the Goverument, and that
as it now exits. The hou. Mtinistersias admitted that these examiners wil condut theexamination. Now, Sir aw
changes of a certain sert would net injudiciously affect the are these judicial individuals who are tehdecide as t ut
service; somo changes li considers to h of very vital fitness orunfitnesset those who enter the service? They
importance; and yet ho thinks that these sould net be are simply members ofithe Civil Servie thehsyelVes tand
made owing te the fact that the service is in existence. e they are as m ch at the nercy of the Governmnetvof the dev
lias made changes which he cousiders very vital. But a as are second or third class clerks in a lDepartmneut. Wliat
changein the modeanf appointmpnt would netho detrimental is t s be expected from ordinary human nature, and esfecia'
teo theservice,oer would a change in the manner of pro- from political unhean nature, under sud taciruestlisf?
motion iojuriously interfère with the intereste of the service wo doubt the exa piners will ho chosen fr m ai ong politicon
it would only do the justice whieh it is admitted ought t friends, and what examiners, dependent for thoeir pomitihe
h at omplished. change in the respect which is recom- and salaries on the influence of the Government of the da ,

mended by the Commission, thould do n harm t those will refuse te passhighly recommended individials if they
Mr. Csr
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happen to corne anywhere near the standard which
the Government have chosen to set up. Even
supposing that the examination was not such more matter
of form, as it is quite certain to be under these circum-
stances, we must remember that amongst those who pass
any particular examination and who come up to any fixed
standard, there may be the greatest inequality. Some may
know two or three times as much as may be necessary to
pass the examination; others may be barely able to serape
through, and between these extremely intelligent people,
and those who had only a sufficient smattering to enable
them to pass the examination, the selection will be made,
and this will be done, as the hon. Minister admits, largely
on political grounds-so largely at least, that no one who is
not of the truc political stripe will be appointed. The hon.
gentleman doos not say-and I am not assuming-that any
unfit persons will be appointed, but it is quite certain,
nevertheless, that no one, save those of the true
blue Qolor, will secure appointments under this
system. This leads me to notice a vital and
fatal-if I may be permitted to use two such con-
tradictory adjectives-defect in this Bill, the absence of a
Civil Service Commission. The hon. Minister has told us
himself how difficult it was to carry out the law of 1868, how
it was found that mon once in the Civil Service could not
well be got out of it again, although they did not pass the
examination. It is declared by the bon. gentleman himself
that this law has been systematically violated; and it will
be found that this or any other similar law will be
systematically violated by the partizans in power, no
matter to what party they may belong, unless there is some
Court to administer the law, and some tribunal by which
sucb action shall be taken. There is not the slightest use
in passing a good criminal or civil law, or a law of any other
kind, unless impartial persons administer it; and
consequently there is not the slightest use in
passing a law of this kind, unless a tribunal
is appointed to carry it into effect in both letter and spirit.
The Commission felt this so strongly, that they recom-
mended the appointment of a Civil Service Board, whose
tenure of office should be the same as that of the Judges;
and I think they showed good sense in recommending that
this Board should control net only all appointments, but
but also many other matters connected with the Depart-
ments. I will try and find what they say in regard to this
subject. I do not pretend that any arguments of mine can
have such weight as the deliberate recommend ations of these
gentlemen who were appointed by hon. gentlemen opposite
to give their opinion on this matter. On page twenty-one of
their report we read that:

"Having arrived at the conclusions above stated as to theadvantages
of the system we recommend, we have now to propose the means for1
glving effect to our suggestions. This, we believe, can only be satisfac-
torily accomplished by the coLstitution of a Board of CivildService Com-
nisTiGners as free from political influence as the Judiciary happily is.To the action of this Board we propose to refer all those questions which
have heretofore hampered and impaired the administration of the CiviliService.
.9"We propose that this Board shall be composed of men holding an
independent position, and capable of commanding general confidence; itOhould consist of three members, one of whom should be a FrenchO>nadian, and they should be appointed in the same manner and hold)fficeonthe same tenure as theJudges. We believe that the judgmentsand decisions of an impartial tribunal thus constituted would command
the respect and confidence of the public and of the service," m
They go on to say that this might be objected to on the
".round Of cost, but they urge that this will net be very con-
'derable; and they then continue thus:-

Otur estimate of the cost of the Board is $25,000 : less than nine-
tenhs of one per cent on $2,800,000, the cost of the service. If theobjects aimed at are attained by such an outlay-if the service isreformed as it is clearly shown it requires to be-and if by the action ofjbthoeard it is economically and wisely recruited, as we believe it willb the Inoney thug expended will ho amoug the moat j udicieus and most
Productive c sal the expenditures incurredhby the Government. For
We have not the slightest doubt but that many times the cost will be

amnually saved by the avoidance cf unnecessary and unwiae appoint-
annuall saved by the avoidance of unnecessary and unwise appoint-
ments.'

Those, Sir, are wise words on the part of the Commission:
I think that they are very wise words with respect t8
appointments of the Board. I believe that the two defecto
referred to are the principal ones which are to be found in
this Bill; and I consider that they are sufficient to make it
utterly useless as a means for reforming the Civil Service.
I mean the omission to provide that appointments should be
made by competitive examination or by some other ineans
which might be devised independent of political influence,
and the appointment of a Board of Commissioners to see
that the law is impartially carried out. It must not be
forgotten, Sir, that the evils complained of, and which my
hon. friend s:iys his qualifying examination will remove, do
not merely consist of the admission of uneducated persons
into the service. The Committee hold and s -their strong
belief, that there are many other evils entailed upon the
service by the mode of appointment. It is not only that
improper persons get into the service in this way, but the
whole tone of the service, and the tone of public morals
throughout the country is deteriorated thereby. Although it
was quoted by my hon. friend from West Durham, I may ho
excused for repeating a few words. The Commissioners
wind up their knowledge of these statements by saying:

"Political patronage is responsible for other evils, and we do not
hesitate to express the conviction that many unnecessary civil offices
bave been retained, and that new places bave been created, for no bet-
ter purpose than to provide for the followers of influential politicians."

Now, Sir, those evils will be retained and created, as bas
been the case hitherto-under the operation of this Bill, for
the simple reason that still the same political influences will
continue to be exercised in order to mako places for sup-
porters of the Govern ment, and get them into the service
under this Bill; because it is to ho supposed that most of
those whom the Ministers wish to pass, will be able to pass
the examinations. The hon. Minister expresses his confi-
dence that all who come up will ho able to pass. I hope
this expectation will be realized, and I think it is very
likely that it will. He said that as the candidates would
know beforehand what qualification was required, ne one
would come up unless he was able to pass.

Sir IIECTOR IANGEVIN. No. If the hon. gentleman
will allow me, I will explain. I said quite the contrary,
but, of course, no doubt the hon. gentleman did not hear me.
I said this: That to avoid having a great many of these
candidates coming forward who were unfit, there will ho
preliminary examinations, under which those who were
unable to pass would be rejected.

Mr. CASEY. I understood the hon. Minister to say that
if the roquirements were known, candidates who knew that
they could not pass would not come up to trouble the
Board. I think however, the statement might be taken
in the other sense, for 1 an sure that no person
will come up unless ho is recommended for a place
by known supporters of the Government; and I think
those who come up will get through. I was pointing out,
before I made this little digression, that the only evils
which could be removed by the qualifying examination, were
those caused by the admission of uneducated persons to the
service. If the examinations were perfectly judicial, these
might be removed, but I say that it is not credible that
examinations so conducted will b judical or impartial. In
any case, no matter how judicial or impartial they might be,
the evils caused by political influence exercised in those
appointments, would not be removed, and would be scarcely
reduced. Even by that sort of examination, a man
appointed owing to political influence would stil] be a
Fartizan in the service the same as is the case now. It will
he almost simply impossible to remove a man, even for
unfitness, if ho las strong political influenee at his back, as
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it is now impossible; and this is one of the chief evils of After Recess.
which complaint is made, that men who are obviously unfit NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE.are retained in office owing to the political influence
which is at their back. Well, Sir, men who came into the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the second reading
service under this Bil, will still have political influence at of Bill (No 102) further to amend an Act to amend and
their back, and it will be as hard to get rid of unfit consolidate as amended, the several enactments respecting
men under it, as is now the case-this evil the North-West Mounted Police Force.
will not be reduced by the examinaton on which the hon. Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
gentleman so much relies. In short, Sir, I must go back to Committee.
the decision of the Commissioners and to the conclusions (In the Committee).
at which they arrived after so many months' careful ex-
amination -that after a full comparison of the system which. Sir JOHN MACDONALD. The main objet of the Bill
is in vogue, with that which prevails in other countries is to carry out the resolution passed the other day,
no possible change can effect a real reforinthe service, inereasing the force. There are, however, some amend-
unless the Government undertakes to introduce open comie ments, which I shall state as we proceed, or rather some
petitive examinations and promotion by merit. Since no alterations from the printed Bill, as in1879. I move the
other change would eliminate political influence from the adoption of the first section, repealing sundry sections of
service, the hon. Minister raised the objection with regard the old Act and substituting others.
to the introduction of the competitive system, that they Mr. BLAKE. Had we not botter take the sections separ-
must take him who is at the top of the list and put him ately ? The first section embraces ail the sections in effect.
into the service. Well, Sir, that is true, we must take the We had botter, I think, say No. 5.
man who is at the top of the list, and give him Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, say No. 5. It readspriority, but we are not bound to keep him per- as follows :
manently. These appointments are made in England on 15.The Governor i Council may, from time to time, authorize
six months probation, as is provided for in this Bil; but the Commissioner of Police to appoint, by warrantunder his hand, such
there is this difference: that in England a man is appointed number of constable3 as he may think proper, not exceedingin the whole
solely on the ground of educational merit as shown in the five hundred men, and to appoint from among them non-commissioned
examination; and if ho fails in the slightest degree to be officers of different grades, and the Commissioner may delegate this

e a aauthority to any commissioned officer of the force; and such number
an efficient officer, he bas no claim to, or pretonsion to keep thereof sball be mounted as the Governor in Council may, at any time,
the position; because it is not an appointment made owing direct: Provided that the Commissioner may appoint supernumerary
to political influence. The hon. gentleman also contended constables not exceeding in the whole twenty men, in order to fill

vacancies in the force, and may employ not exceeding in the whole ten
that his being at the top of the list in a competitive exami- men as scouts, at such rates of pay as may be authoized by the
nation was no proof that ho would turn out to be a good offi- Minister charged with the control and management of the force."
cer. Of course not; neither is the fact that a man passes the The supernumerary constables are for the purpose of filling
qualifying examination a proof that he will turn out a good any vacancies that may take place, so that the force may
officer. Nothing but a six months probation will be any test always ho kept up to the full strength. The only alterations
in either case, whether a man will be an efficient officer or are that the number of men is increased from 300 to 500,
not. There is quite a difference between the two cases. If and making the number of supernumeraries twenty instead
a man is a political nominee, and has passed the qualifying of ten. I move the adoption of the 5th clause.
examination, he is apt to be retained whether he proves to
be a good officer or not; but when an appointment is made Mr. BLAKE. Is it intended to mount the whole force?
solely on the ground of merit, lie las no claim to be retained Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.' No.
and is certain not to be retained unless he turns out to be Mr. BLAKE. What proportion ?
an efficient officer; so that even admitting the existence of Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will leave that, a
the difficulty which appears to be in the bon. gentleman's good deal, to the Commissioner; not the same proportion
mind as to the retention of office, the competitive system is mounted o? the 500 as of the 300.
undoubtedly by far the more effective of the two
systems, because it affords appointees a free and Mr. BLAKE. What is the present proportion ?
unprejudiced trial, which the other system does not give. Sir JOiN A. MACDONALD. They are nearly ail
I am sorry, Sir, I could not read in detail to the House the mounted.
able report of this Commission. I think it expresses far Mr. MACKENZ[E. They are entirely mounted, are they
more fully and conclusively than I could do, the reasons not ?
advanced in favor of the competitive system; for we may Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It has been found that,
take it for granted that the present faulty state of the for the purpose of expediting the movement of the force, in
service admits of no argument, that being admitted by all case of a sudden summons, it is well that the mounted men
parties. J am also sorry that the Govern ment, baving long should be accompanied by a certain number of men il
brooded over this mass of evidence, this report, have not waggons-in those waggons that are used for travelling OVer
been able to adopt, to some extent at least, the opinions of the plains, carrying ammunition and military stores Of
the great majority, almost the unanimous report of those different kinds; it greatly expedites the force and relieves
they appointed to consider the matter. I am sorry that the the horses.
country should have reason to think there bas been much
ado about nothing, a great show of doing something without On clause 6,
any real or substantial reforms or changes in the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This clause is as follows:
service. That is the impression that must go abroad to 6. No officer or constable shall be appointed to the police force
the country, the inference that I fear is the only correct one unless lie be of a sound constitution, able to ride, active and able-bodied,
to be drawn from the premises. I do not intend to go into of good character, and between the ages of eighteen and forty years

s 1nor unless he be able to read and write either the English or
the details of the Bill on this occasion, such of them as I language: Provided always, that this section shal not be held to appIy
have objection to I will refer to when it comes up in the to any officer who bas been appointed before the passing of this Act,
Committee on the third reading. nor to the Commissioner or Assistant-Commissioner.

Bill read the second time. The latter proviso is new, and of course does not applY h
the Commissioner or Assistant-Commissioner, but .thy

It being Six o'clock the Speaker loft the Chair. ought to be officers of fully matured age andigreat experience,
Mr. CAsir,
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and the limit of forty years is inexpedient in their case.
The reason why it is stated in this proviso that it should not
apply to any officer appointed before the passing of this Act
is in order that the appointment of officers who are at
present appointed shall be held to be legal, because they
act as magistrates, and some of them, when appointed, were
over forty years of age. Two cases of sucth appointments
occurred under the late Government, and one under the
present Administration.

Mr. BLAKE. I was wondering what the meaning of this
>roviso was. It is in the Act of 1879, at least the clause
appears for the first time in the Act of 1879. But prosperity
makes the hon. gentleman oblivious to time; it was passed
after the present Government came into office.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. I fancy this was
previous.

Mr. BLAKE. I find it in the Act of 1879.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is it was an Act to

amend and consolidate several previous amendments.
Mr. BLAKE. Do I understand that the only variation in

this clause is upon the point of age ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I would earnestly recommend altering the

clause as to that limitation, it reads very queerly.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Why ?
Mr. BLAKE. Will it say that no officer shall be

appointed to the force unless of sound constitution, able to
ride, active and able-bodied, of good character, between the
age of eighteen and forty years-but strangely enough these
recommendations are not to apply to officers heretofore
appointed, nor to the Commissioner or Assistant Commis-
sioner.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. I must admit the correc-
tion.

Mr. MILLS. Does the hon. gentleman make any pro-
visions for appointing graduates of the Military School to
official positions ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; there is no provision
of that kind.

Mr. MILLS. It seems to me that we have no regularly
constituted force in this country in the shape of a standing
armuy, and it would be proper to utilize the services of those
who graduate from the Military School in some suclh way
as this force offers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Although there is no
provision in .the Act for the employment of graduates of the
Royal Military College, the Government, of course, is at
liberty to make appointments from the ranks of the gradu-
ates, and it is as well that the hands of the Government
should be left free in that respect. Of course, we consider
that a y*ouUg gentleman who has passed that school bas
prinma facie the qualifications to render him an efficient
officer. Since I have been at the head of the Department
we have made three appointments from the Military Sebool.
One of them was Mr. Perry, who was appointed to the
Royal Engineers. He met with an accident and his com-
mission was held open for some time, but he las sufficiently
recovered to avail himself of his commission, and bas been
appointed, much to his delight, I may say, to that place.
Another gentleman who was appointed was Mr. Provost
fromn Quebec. He had been serving in Battery "-B." le
received the highest testimonials as being a strict discipli-
nalian, a good soldier, and well trained to the management
ef artillery. He is the third gentleman who has been
apPointed to the military force.

On clause 12,
3r. BLAKE. Under what regulations are these permits

granted ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Lieutenant-Governor
exercises his own discretion. I think there bas been no
special instructions ever given to any Lieutenant-Governor
as to permits. I believe there bas been hitherto consider-
able laxity in this regard, especially in omitting to provide
that after a permit has been used once it should not be used
again but should be returned. It has been ascertained that
permits have been used again and again without being
brought back to the Lieutenant-Governor. That, however,
bas been prevented for the future.

Mr. BL AKE. Is the permit thon taken possession of by
the party who finds and seizes the spirits ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The party is obliged to
give up the permit after having used it once.

Mr. BLAKE. My own impression is that this business
of permits ought to be abolished instead of boing extended,
that the permit ought only to be granted for medicinal or
sacramental purposes, and that there is no reason why we
should louve permission in the hads of the Government
to introduce spirituous liquors into that territory at all for
any other purposes than 1 have mentioned. Of course, I
understand the bon. gentleman is desirous of keeping the
scales entirely equal. I believe with one hand ho has
granted some millions of acres to a Temperance Coloniza-
tion Society, and last Saturday another large number, some
seventeen townships, to a Licensed Victuallers Colonization
Society. Whether it would be prudent with reference to
the latter society that thoy should have permits to deal in
spirituous liquors in their section of territory, I know not,
but it seems to me, from all I have hard, this system of
permits bas been greatly abused, and that the power
has not been exercised upon any well-understood principles.
I think the plan bore proposed is an objectionable one.
But, I think that even if the power be continued it is not
a reasonable one. If a man chooses to conceal and not
disclose the spirits ho is carrying into the territory, and if
these spirits are found concealed, after "digging in, runi-
maging and searching"-as the Bill expresses it-and thon
should produce an old permit, I think it should be treated
as so much waste paper. The clause is one of search, and
if after the search you find concealed goods of that descrip-
tion, I think evidence of their concealment should be enough
to show that they are there illicitly, and the production ofa
permit should not be held applicable.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The clause applies to
spirits found in any shape-in any store, or waggon or
other conveyance-" bringing in spirits with the express
purpose." It must be brought in in some way.

Mr. BLAKE. Quite so. But if you preserve a permit
law, it should be the right of the constable to ask a person
if ho bas any spirits or spirituous articles. The party
declares ho bas not; then search proceeds, and if they are
found, and thon the party declares ho las such spirits and
produces a permit-the hon. gentleman proposes ho should
have every opportun ity to escape. I think in such a cage the
party should not be allowed to escape by producing a permit.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is some force in
what the bon. gentleman says, and I feel disposed to insert
some such words as "and not thon, unless produced at once,"
after the words "LieutenantGovernor." I do not think we
can do away with the permits altogether.

Mr. BLAKE. Why not ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It might be wanted for

medicinal purposes.
Mr. BLAKE. I would allow for medicinal and sacra-

mental purposes and none other.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is another question

which does not arise in this clause.
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Mr. BLAKE. Under the law as it now stands the consta-

ble can forfeit, whether the person has a permit or not.
The hon. gentleman proposes that his right to forfeit and
destroy the liquor shall be limited,

Sir JOHN A. MAUDONALD. But these words were
inserted. All officers had power to seize, confiscate and
destroy all spirits found, and the other Act of the North-
West Government provides that the Lieutenant-Governor
may grant permits. As the law now stands, spirits, to be
used for medicinal purprises, and wanted docidedly, say for
ho-pital purposes, might be seized by an officer, although a
permit was shown.

Mr. MILLS. This seems to ho a system of total abstinence,
tempered by unlimited discretion on the part of the Lieu-
tenant-Governor It seems to me that the reasons which
induced the Government to ad pt th' princi ple of prohibition
exist, at the present time, with much groater force than at
the time the poliey was adopted. I do not think the hon.
gentleman can make the change which he proposes
without practically doing away with the policy of
prohibition altogether. We have a much larger population
going into the country now than when that policy was
adopted. We have reason to believe that the number of
persons going in will increase, year by year, and with
railway construction going on, and other works of
that sort; with a large laboring population, not
always lawabiding, and many of them strongly
disposed to use intoxicants; with the Indian
population scattered over the entire country, I think we
should rather endeavor to enforce obedience to the law and1
secure the government of the country at the least possible 1
expense by adopting a policy of strict enftorcement of the
principle which the Hlouse unanimously adopted and
entered upon, rather than undertake to muodify it in
the way proposed. The flouse should take great care not
to adopt a policy which will practically neutralize that
which was some time ago entered upon. If the House
thinks that the policy of prohibition should not be
extended to the North-West Territories that would be a
good reason for changing the law altogether; but we have
adopted a policy which was recognized by the Hudson's
Bay Company in that country before it was transferred to
Canada-for they inhibited the sale of intoxicants
to Indians, and we all know the condition
of things existing in the Blackfeet country before that
tribe were brought under the conditions of the treaty which
was made with them. I think, instead ofdoing as the hon.
gentleman proposes in this Bill, we should rather impose
stronger restrictions, and if this cannot be done in this Bill-
because it would be well not to have this clause here at all
-it is not necessarily part of this measure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) object to the permit system altogether.
Well, if the permit system is to be done away with
it must be by altering the North-West Territories
Act, which provides that permits may be allowed.
Now, so long as that is the law on the Statute-
Book, it is observed that the Mounted Police Act should
provide that spirits coming in under a permit which is given
by law, must be destroyed. This permit system is not
ours. It is the system of the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills.) This is a clause in the Bill introduced by the
hon. member for Bothwell in 1875:

" Intoxicating liquors and other intoxicants are prohibited to be
manufactured or made in the said North-West Territories, except by
special permission of thp Governor in Couneil, or to be imported or
brought into the same from any Province of Canada, or elsewhere, or to
be sold, exchanged, traded, or bartered, except by special permission in
writing of the Lieutenant-Governor of the said Territories."

So that my hon. friend provided, not that the Lieutenant-
Governor should give a permit only for hospital purposes-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is not the hon. member for
Bothwell's Bill at all. lt is before his time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At all events ho wasa
member of the Government.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then it is my hon.

friend's opposite.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes; I take the responsibility.
Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Then he provides that

the Lieutenant-Governor may give a permit to bring in
intoxicating liquors or other intoxicants-Perry Davis'
painkiller, Radway's ready relief, etc., etc., to any extent,
for the purpose of being sold, exchanged, traded or bartered.
But after the remarks of the hon. gentleman, I shall take
an opportunity of reconsidering this clause to see whether
the power given to the Lieutenant-Governor is not too great
and should be limited; because, looking at it now, I see
that he gives a very wide range, and a range, I thinkr,
withont necessity. In the meantime, however, I think we
must make the two Statutes consistent with each other; one
Statute should not give permission to bring in the spirits,
and another Staitute provide that any spirits brought in
shall be confiscated. The hon. member for West )urham
says we are introducing two systems, an irritant and a
counter-irritant, the temperance colony and the licensed
victuallers' colony. I dare say they will get on very well
together, and some of the licensed victuallers may go and
have ginger pop across the line, and be enabled to trade,
exchange, or barter to the temperance colonization society.

Mr. BLAKE. I quite agree that the Statutes should be
made consistent; I do not agree that we should be forced
by sorne inevitable necessity to make a change in the wrong
direction. The hon. gentleman agrees that the power looks
too wide, and it can be very easily corrected in this
Statute. There is nothing easier than to amend the clause
by inserting after the word "territories," the words
c which permit shall be granted only for use for medicinal
or sacramental purposes," and I move to that effect.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I object to that, it is in-
consistent with the Bill, which only deals with the Mounted
Police. If we are to have legislation on the subject, we
must deal with the whole subject separately.

Mr. LONGLEY. I think some would be curious to know
what objection there could be to the amendment, provided
that it is really desired to keep intoxicants out of the North-
West Territories except for necessary purposes. Il seems
to me that to empower the Lieutenant-Governor to gr-ant
permits to anybody and everybody who may choose to carry
liquor into the North-West Territories amounts to veriy littl
restriction indeed. I understand that it is not at ail difficlt
for anybody who fancies that ho needs to take liquor with
him into the Territories to get a permit to do se; and it is

said that a permit so obtained frequently does duty tenfold,
and is passed round from one to another until it ansWOrs the
purpose of twenty different persons. If the object be to
keep liquor out of the North-West Territories for beverage
purposes, then it is very obvious that the amendmont would
tend in a large measure to effect that object; but if it be
thought desirable that liquor shall, notwithstanding thiS
seemingly stringent regulation, ho freely admitted into the
Territories, then I see very little good likely to come
'from the clause. Lt certainly is very desirable that wht.
ever law we have should ho made as clear as possibl0,
and I quite agree with the hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment that it is highly desirable that the different laws on
this subject should harmonize; but really, although I am no
lawyer, I think il would not be at all difficult to embrace lu
this Bill all that is required. i think every one will agret
with me that there should be no way of obtaining aperm
for the use of liquor except for medicinal or sacramenta
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>urposes. I am an utter disbeliever in the value of intoxi-
cants for medicinal purposes, in which I am upheld by the
best medical testimony in the world ; but stili, many believe
otherwise, and it might not be worth while to make any
strenuous objection to liquor being introduced into the
North-West Territories for these purposes. I had hoped
that the bon. leader of the Government whose aim is, I am
inclined to think, to do good, will not be content with doing
good partially, but will go the whole length to attain the
object which, I assume, is sought to be attained, namely,
the exclusion of liquor from the North-West Territory for
beverage purposes altogether.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Before this law was brought into
operation great abuses prevailed in the North-West Terri-
tories in connection with the consumption of spirits brought
into the country by traders from the south side of the line.
So great were the abuses that there were, I.think, about
seventy murders committed in one year amongst the poor
Indian population, maddened by drink. That induced the
Government to make an effort to suppress the liquor traffic,
and the police received stringent instructions to do this
when possible. Large quantities of liquor were seized and
parties who brought it into the country were imprisoned.
The amendment proposed by the hon. member for West
Durham seems a fair one. If the question of permits can
be furtber restricted, so much the better. It always seemed1
to me that the difficulty always prevailed in legislation
upon any moral question, would have less force in that
sparsely populated country than anywhere else, and
if a temperance organization, non-political in its character,
could be got up anywhere, it could be in that country, when
the population could grow up under regulations not known
to us here. I would regret exceedingly if the Government
now were to favor retrogressive legislation in this matter,
they should rather endeavor to give force to the views
which actuated us in the first place. I support the amend-t
ment very cordially, as I believe it is absolutely necessary 1
something of that kind should be done.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman mustt
understand that this amendment might as well be put(
in a .Bill providing for the survey of the North-West t
Territories, as in this Bill, or very nearly so. If there
is to be any alteration, the alteration must be made in theç
law which provides for the granting of permits. This is a
Bill deahing with the organization of the Mounted Police and
providing for their special duties. Their duty is to seize any
spirits that they may some upon in their rounds and destroy
the spirits, unless there is a permit. If the amendments wereh
put in the Bill, it would not destroy the permit, but would
simply give the police force power to seize liquor, whether
introduced under permit or not. Unless, therefore, then
police force happened to cone on them, the spirits would
still be introduced into the country under permit. Theb
amnendment has no relevance to this Act. I have not the
slightest objection to submit to the House a measure greatly b
limitilng this clause with reference to permits in the North-
West Territories. The General Act provides that the f
Lieutenant Governor eau give a permit. This amendment a
would provide that the police force could commit a breach i
of the law and destroy that permit. v

Mr. BLAKE. I do not agree with the hon. gentleman at
al1. We are dealing with the law which rescribes the mode in a
'hich spirits brought into the North.West Territories shall s
edealt with. There is another law on that subject which a

PrOhibits bringing spirits into the North-West Territories at eahi except by permission of the Lieutenant Governor. We o
have now a law pending that spirits brought in may be C

i1zed by the police and destroyed. The hon. gentleman Eproposes to alter that law by inserting a provision, unless b
they have the permit of the Lieutenant-Governor. I say t.

s " Perfectly competent for us, perfectly relevant to the s
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subject, to amend that law under this Bill to make the whole
law entirely consistent. It is quite competent for us to say
that, hereafter the Lieutenant-Governor's permit shall be
granted only for limited purposes, and thus deal with that
subject in this measure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You can put it in any
Bi.

Mr. BLAKE. Quite so.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We might put it in the

Temporalities Bill, if you like.
Mr. BLAKE. I think a private measure, like the Tem-

poralities Bill, gives us quite trouble enough without intro-
ducing brandy and water into it. This Bill provides for the
destruction of all spirits. It seems to me it will not be
relevant to amend it in the way we propose. However, as
the hon. gentleman has stated that he will bring in a Bill,
in time, I presume, for discussion and disposal this Session

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Mr. BLAK E. I will withdraw my amendment.
On clause 14.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The term of imprison-

ment is extended one year for the purpose of punishing the
serions crime of desertion, and the reason of increasing the
term is that men put under arrest ail winter were, when
the six months were up, quite ready for spring work. The
clause forfeiting pay during imprisonment was introduced,
because it was held by the Commissioner that under the law
the prisoner had a right to draw full pay while in confinement.
There ought to be some check on that, and this provides
that in ail cases of sentence the pay of the offender shall be
forfeited. The clause also provides that where the sentence
to imprisonment exceeds one month, the case shall be re-
ported to the commanding officer.

Mr. BLAKE. It did seem to me when I read this that
there ought to be power preserved to the Governor in
Council to commute. It is a serions thing to imprison for
twelve months.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The pardoning power
vested in the Governor General will be sufficient.

In answer to Mr. MILLS,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Charges have been
brought against individuals in the police force. We cannot
have a body of 300 soldiers all saints.

Mr. BLAKE. Was there any enquiry made into those
erious charges made against the soldiers, by the hon.
nember for Provencher (Mir. Royal) ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think there has
been any special inquiry as to the general charges that have
been made.

Mr. LONGLEY. I have no doubt that the police
orce would be pretty nearly right if the rum could be kept
.way. If these permits were not circulated so freely my
Impression is the police force would be a very worthy and
ery well conducted force.
Mr. BUNSTER. This prohibition has been noised about
great deal, but I do not see why men in the North-West

hould not have the same privilege to enjoy a glass of grog
s well as men in the east, and if it is a free country in the
ast, it ought to be a free country in the west, and I for
ne would be sorry to see any suchb law enforced in British
,olumbia. The hon. member for Bothwell mentioned the
Hudson's Bay Company, the way it carried on in days gone
y. That Company bas always had it in view to give
heir servants good rum and plenty of it to keep their
pirits up.
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Me. MJLLS. By pouring the spirits down.
Mr. BUNSTER. In the North-West there is a great deal

of brackish water and alkali water, which requires the addi-
tion of a little stimulant, and if the Government intend to
keep up the force in the North-West, it would be well to do
as they do on board Her Majesty's ships-give them rations
of-grog. Let them have it once or twice a day. It will be
beneficial to them. It is well known to be beneficial where
there is such bad water, and particularly in a country where
milk i& searce, where there are not so many cows. My hon.
friend saysthere are no cows at all. Neither is there any ale
to be had, and, if I do say it, no one need be surprised, because
ale is acknowledged to be the national British beverage.

Mr. BLAKE. MAy I ask when it is intended to deal
with these cases in which charges are made against a com-
missioned ofler by any member of this force ? Comm issioned
oIcers are excluded from the provision for punishing the
several offences mentioned in clause 14. There appears to
be no means of investigating a charge made against a com-
missioned officer.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will consider that. We
will allow that to stand over.

On clause 19,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The alteration does away

with the necessity of giving a written notice. The provision
in tae original Act is absurd. If a policeman deserts from
his post and goes to Ontario or Quebec, the present clause
provides that whenever he is found out of the North-West
Territory, on being served with a notice signed by any
commissioned officer of the force requiring him to return
to his duty, if ho neglects to do so he is liable to conviction
and punishment. The present clause provides that any
member of the force absenting himself without loave from
his duty is liable to punishment simply on his being found,
without requiring a written notice to return.

On clause 22,
Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I would call the attention

of the Committee to the addition in the rates of pay-work-
ing pay to artizans, 50 cents a day. This is new. Extra
pay to blacksmiths, carpenters, etc., has hitherto been
granted under Order in CounciL This Bill gives power to
make it statutory. The Committee will see that those
sums are the maximum. The clause says that the sums
shall not excoed the amounts stated. As a matter of fact
the constables do not get the pay that is provided under
this clause.

Mr. BLAKE. About how many is it proposed as a
rule-for by this time it must be pretty well understood,
from the ordinary run of the service, how many artizans
will be required out of the force-how many men is it
proposed to give this extra pay to, and what is the present
rate they are getting ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The number of artificers
emplpyed will vary, but will never exceed twenty.
Attached to a company, division or troop, they may
require certginly a shoeing smith, and when they have
anything like barracks they nay require a barrack carpenter.
The pay of tailors, carpenters and other artificers is about
15 cents a day, excepting shoeing smiths, and their pay
nevqr exceeds 50 cents.

Mr nBLAKE. It seems to me to be a very large sum to
add to lhe pay of a constable 50 cents, bocause it would make
the whole ay of that officer 81.25, while a non-commissioned
odiqr receives as a maximum 81. So I am pleused to
know that thie maximum is intende i to apply only to the
case of blackamiths. I do not suppose the hon. gentleman
intends to enlarge the ordinary rate which is given to

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
gr. BUNSTZR,

Mr. BLAKE. Before we pass this clause I might a.k-
I think it quite relevant-if the hon. gentleman would
give us a little more detailed information as to the numbeir of
stations that he proposes at present to establish, and the
number of the force at each. I do not know whether it was
in the letter tbe hon. gentleman has received from my hon.
friend from Bothwell, but I saw in some communication a
statement that in those smaller posts, after sufficient arrange-
monts were made for out door work, etc., there were just
about sufficient men left to act as servants for the officer-s,
so there was really no rank and file in the ordinary sense at
all. I would be glad to know whether greater concentra.
tion is intended in the outlying posts, and how many there
are at each post.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot well give my
bon. friend the information he desires, but as I mentioned
before, the Government wishes to do away with none of
the frontier pôsts and to concentrate a large portion of the
mon at beadquarters. In the first place, recruits will be
sent to Winnipeg and will drill there for a time; a portion
of the old barracks has been obtained where they will be
quartered and drilled until they acquire some rudimentary
knowledge of thoir duties. They will thon be sent to head-
quarters which, it is proposed, will be placed somewhere
along the lino of the Canadian Pacific Railway, where they
can be sent east or west along any branch railroads that
may hereafter be built in connection with the Canadian
Pacific Railway. There will be, of course, at Calgarry, at
Edmonton and at Prince Albert, a certain number of men,
but as much as possible they will be concentrated.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What are they to be sent to Prince
Albert for, surely there is population enough there to main-
tain order without the police being sent ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If my hon. friend could
only see the complaints of settlers when there id even a
suggestion of moving any of the police force, lie could quite
understand the difficulty, and the sense of helplessness and
defencelessness that comes over settlers when they go to any
place where there is no police force. It gives them great
confidence to have those men stationed near them, but when
the country is settled to a greater extent than at present,
that necessity will be done away with, and concentration
will be carried out.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman must not pay
too much attention to representations from well
peopled localities. I can recollect very well
the difficulty I had in withdrawing the volunteers from
Winnipeg. We were threatened with all sorts of calamitiesif
we did so. We did it nevertheless, and no harm came of it.
I observed some time ago that at Prince Albert they had
men enough to form a volunteer company. I do not knOw
whether there are or not, but a company was formed, and I
cannot think that a community of that size requires the rest
of the Dominion to maintain a police force for their protec-
tion. I hope the hon. gentleman will reconsider that, for if
the force is to be enlarged for the purpose of placing guards
ut places such as that it is absurd, and an entirely wrong
policy. The police force, as I understand it, bas to main-
tain order in outstanding districts where there is no large
resident population, but should have no occupation m
populous places like Prince Albert.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. It is quite true that
where there is a large population as at Prince Albert
or any other place they ought to be able to raise and orgai-
ize a corps of citizen soldiers for the protection of the
place, but at present I do not think it would be safe to risk
volunteer corps coming into possible collision with the
Indians. I think militia forces should be carefully handld.
A case of that kind did arise, and a cattrophe was nearly
resultùig in que of a gan <f a *
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lihood of an Indian disturbance or riot and issuing orderse-bon. gentleman, we should have ekplanâtiona of why euch
to a militia force to march against them. They did march, additional powers are sought; and if it is intendéd to alter
but were fortunately stopped by an officer of the Mounted the poliey which formerly prevailed with regard to the man-
Police Force, or there would have been a collision between ner of dealing with the lands in the North-West, that aloc
the volunteers and Indians. should be explained. We have beard a great deal srncè

Mr. BLAKE. Besides, this police force is to be increased to the Session opened with regard to the oÈganiatioù of
500, and they -must be put somewhere-some at Winnipeg colonization companies, the transfer of the lands of the
and some at Prince Albert-otberwise there would be no North-West b private corporations and associations for the
reason for the increase. purpose of being subsequently sold to actual settiere, no

reason .doubt in the interest of the parties who have fo-rrne
Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I would call the attention those pate corporations and associations. Now,

of the hon. gentleman to the wording of the 17th clause ofud rto
the old Act, to which I previously referred. It is as wadfotthe b slat a lerice than otedland
follows per acre, and no one person was able to acquire more that

" 17. Whenever the Commissioner shall deem it advisable to make, or 641) acres, iere there is apparently power conferred on
cause to be made, any special enquiry into the conduct of any commis-
sioned officer or other men of the force, or into ainy complaint against
any of them, he, or the commissioned officer or officers whom he may in special cases, but, if we may judge by what hae core
appoint for that purpose, may examine any person on oath or affirma- under our observation, to some extent, sinos we have been
ation, and shall have power to and may compel the attendance of anybh what were intended to be exceptional and 'i
necessary witnesses, in the saine way as if the proceedings were before
Justices under the 'Act respecting the duties of Justices of the Peace circumstances, have become the general polioy of the
out of Sessions in relation to persons chargedwithindictable offences.''e Administration; and I think it is due to the lose and the

Ilowever, I shall consider the clause to which the hon. country that when the mensure is introduced, when a new
gentleman has called my attention. and different policy le to be inaugurated, that w. should

Bill reported. have some explanation with regard to the changes which
are proposed to lie made in the law. In looking ov'er the

PUBLIC LANDS OF THE DOMINION. ActI have been at some lose 10 know upon what particul5r
provisions the hon. gentleman proposes to found the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the second reading land regulations which li las made, and which, I suppose,
of the Bill (No. 101) further to amend, and to consolidale will be mnde from lime to lime in the future. I do not
as so amended, the several Acts respecting the Public sec anything with reference to whal modifications, if any,
Lands of the Dominion therein mentioned. the hon, gentleman proposes witl regard te the laying out

Mr. MILLS. I suppose theb hon. gentleman will tell usoftbe township linos separaiing one from another, and, I
what is new in this Bill. It seems to me that some pro- think, with reference 10 the transfer of largo sections of
visions of the former law are ft ot, and I hink we souldterritory to colonzaton societies who are purchang them
besildswhf theyre are lef t ot n hikmeso for speculative purposes, and with reference to th. sale ofbemining lands, it would have been well if the on. gentleman

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The alterations in the had given some explanations to the fouse, are
law are evident in the Bill itself. The main object of the some provisions of this Bill which, I observe, are uew,
Bill, as I explained in the introduction, is to consolidate the and wbich may be, perbaps, more conveniently dismssed in
three Acte which are now on the Statute-book. It is ex- debail in Committee, but Ilire are othere affecting matters
ceedingly inconvenient for the people in the North-West to of public policy which, I think, lad botter be discusàed ou
have three Acts, all dealing with the lands in that country,te second reading of the Bil.
and we propose by this Bill to consolidato them. The Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The regulatione which
amendments are not many, and such as they are I think I now exist are based on the law as il now stands. The hon.
could explain them much better as we proceed with the gentleman objects to colonization companies. That je a
Bill in Committee of the Whole. question ofjolicy;and whelher riglit or wrong, as a matter

Mr. BLAKE. So far as I can gather there is no indica- of law the overnmcnt las power to make those arrange-
tion in the Bill of what is new; at least, if there is I have mente. If the bon, gentleman las examined 1h. regula-
been unable to find it. lions, li will have seen that great care bas been talen 10

Mr. MACKENZIE. I should suppose that a Bill of some- prevent menopoly, which I see there je a dread of in some
thing like fbrty-four pages would hardly be brought in quarters, by the preservation of the homestead riglt to the
unless there are very material amendments. Surely we are setîlere. The seler can always gel a homestead lù the

flo 10hav a ih f tis ttrut u~y~'i~fordisussonNorthi-West on good agaricultural land in every way fit fornot to have a Bill of this size thrust upon us for discussion
ierely to amend two or three clauses; but perbaps it isettement. The colonization companies, we consider, wil

lntroduced merely to swell the volume of the Statutes. Two occupy the place for the present of the numerous railway
or three Sessions ago we had a Bill consolidating the Rail- companies in tleIUnited States, which have been provkd

Way ctein ~ich were îwoncwthere to be thc best immigration agents--m faéct h. onlyWay Acts in which there were only two new clauses. immigration agente in the United States With the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. I do not think my hon.ecption of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, we have o

friend does justice to the measure, which is not introduced one or two incîpient railways of ne grent sirength, whih
for the purpose of making two or three immaterial changes have net yet ehowr what tbey can do in the way of pro-
in the law, but to make one consecutive law which others moting immigration. The Canadian Pacifie Railway will,
besides lawyers can understand, instead of three Acte no dobl, draw a great immigration, because homeeteads
which only lawyers can fully comprehend by comparison are-granted within bbc 24-mile bell. There las been a
of One with another. tcmporary reservation of a etrip of land on c side of the

Mr. MILLS. I think we should have a fuller statement bll in order te prevent lie rush of epeclators who are
fromu the hon. gentleman with regard to what are the new going in advance of the surveyors, and atlempting te crowd
provisions of this Bill. We have not heard any explanation eut bonafide ettlers who will be going in large numbers
of what portions of the Bill are new, and for my own Ibis spring and summer. That is the objeet in making
part, ibtis only by my recollection of the law that I amIis temporary reservation. These regulations, I
enabled to guess how it affects the former Acts. It seems contend, are under the autborily of lie Ac as it at
tOUae that if ilje intended tn give greater powerftedepre nnt eits;h ther is ine ohanort-Weth poie
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which was commenced by the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, of encouraging parties to get in immigrants. It is
quite clear that we must have some person who will be in-
terested in inducing and aiding settlers to come into that
country, and we cannot expect them to do so from philan-
thropie motives; they will do it as business men, just as the
railways do, whose interest it is to get their lands sold and
settled, in order to obtain business for their lines. Our
regulations provide that under plan No. 1-I may say that
there have been scarcely any applications under plan No, 2
-the odd-numbered sections in a tract of land may be sold
for 82 an acre. The purchasers pay that price for the odd-
numbered sections, and they are made agents for the settle-
ment of the even-numbered sections, and for every settler
they place on an even-numbered section they get a
rebate on their purchase money; so that if they fully settle
the even-numbered sections they will have their whole
tract for a dollar an acre plus their share of the expense of
survey. It is quite clear that the rebate of half the pur-
chase money is a substantial inducement for these compa-
nies to use every exertion to procure settlers on their
lands; and this plan is infinitely better than the principle
of forfeiture. Forfeitures are considered in the na-
ture of a penalty, harsh and hard, and I think the ex-
perience of hon. gentlemen opposite, and of everybody who
knows anything on that subject, is that they are rarely
enforced. But under the present system the purchaser
pays 82 an acre for the land he buys, and if he settles the
even-numbered sections he gets an allowance for every set-
tler, and if he does not do so the public treasury receives 82
an acre, and the land that is unsettled reverts to the Gov-
ernment.

Mr. BLAKE. I must direct the hon. gentleman's atten-
tion to the fact that we have no explanation of what is
material in this Bill. When he introduced the Bill, he
stated to the House :

" There are some amendmemts with which I will not trouble the
House at present, but which will appear fully marked in the Bill so as to
be seen by every hon. member."

Well, we respected the hon gentleman's statement, and
we find the Bill without the amendments, marked so as to
be seen by every hon. member. The Bill is forty-three pages
long, and the hon. gentleman says he will have it read the
second time, and he will not trouble the House with the amend.
ments because nobody can see them, but that in Committee
he will tell what the amendments are. Now, what oppor-
tunity have hon. members to consider what the effect of
these amendments is under these circumstances ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The main principle of the
Bill is consolidation, and that is the only principle asked for
on the second reading. As regards the amendments, I will
move them in Committee, when every member will be able
to discuss them as well as in the House; and if any clause
arises on which there is any substantial difference of
opinion, I have not the slightest objection to it being allowed
to stand over.

Mr. BLAKE. I am quite aware that they can be dis-
<ussed in Committee, but I think the House had a right to
beîinformed what they were; and he now says he will not
tell us till we pass the second reading.

Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1,
Mr. MILLS. This clause, in the first section, is open to

the objection which the right bon. gentleman made to the
amendment propose-J bymyhon. friend tothe Mounted Police
Bill. It is not germane to the Act, because it relates to the
constitution of the Department of the Interior. Wht has1

Sir Jomi A. MAcDoNALD.

it to do with the subject of the Lands Act, that the Depart
ment of the Interior or any other Department be charged
with the management of the Dominion lands ?

On clause 2,
Mr. BLAKE. Are we competent to pass the second sub.

section, providing that copies of documents attested by the
Minister of the Interior or Surveyor-General or chief clerk
shall be evidence ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say we were
competent, but the clause was in the Act and we left it
there.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not a sufficient answer. You are
amending and consolidating an Act amended and consoli-
dated in 1879, 1880 and 1881 and made right in 1882, only
to be amended again. The hon. gentleman left out one
clause because it was superfluous, and leaves in one which is
beyond our competence to pass.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is absolutely neces-
sary that either by the Dominion Parliament or Local
Legislatures a clause of this kind should be introduced, and
I have not heard the question raised in any Courts as to the
admission of such evidence.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will find there are
local laws dealing with this. There is no reason why we
should pass a law quite beyond our competence.

On clause 4,
Mr. McDOUGALL. I notice that the second sub-section

with respect to employés of the Department purchasing lands
bas been left out. Is it the intention of the Government to
leave it open to the officers of the Department to purchase
public lands ?

Mr. BLAKE. In which is it to be found?
Mr. McDOUGALL. In the Act of 1879. It is there de-

clared that no person employed in the Department of Do-
minion Lands can purchase lands without the authority of
the Governor in Council.

Mr. BLAKE. The Act of 1879 was a consolidation. I
suppose that the hon. gentleman thinks that this was one of
the clauses which I ought to have repealed, and he is re-
pealing it now.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I find that this provision
has been omitted, but it was by inadvertence. I am much
obliged to the hon. gentleman for bringing it up. I
move that it be inserted in amendment to the 2nd clause,
forming the 3rd sub-section.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. BLAKE. Previously there was a fixed width for

road allowances, of one chain and fifty links between town-
ships and sections; but now this isno longer the case. There
has been, however, an alteration in the width of road
allowances. It is stated in the report of the hon. gentle-
man, or of some of his officers, what the width is, and that
it is intended to apply to the whole of the North-West, and
it is calculated that the change proposed wili effect a saving
of about $2,500,000 in surveys. If a general system
is decided upon as to road allowances, it would seem expedi-
ent to state it here. Surely by this time we ought to have
arrived at a proper system in this connection.

Mr. MILLS. It is stated the very wide roads are objec.
tionable, as leading to the growth of Canada thistlestand ail
sorts of noxious weeds; but there is no reason why the Pl'
vision as to roads should not be set out in the Act if we are
to make any change at all.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With regard to the road
allowances, the answer given me is simply this: That if
we provide for road allowances for sections, we will provide
for road allowances for townships. Respecting the other
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objection, that the width of the roads should be fixed, I
understand that the section was inserted in its present shape
in the Bill in consequence of the change which was made
by hon. gentlemen opposite. The width of the roads was
formerly one chain and fifty links, while it is now one
chain.

Mr. McDOUGALL. Have the surveys, which have been
made up to this time under the existing law, provided for
roads one chain and fifty links in width between the town-
ships and sections ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Mr. McDOUGALL. Do you intend to abandon the roads
between townships laid out on the old system ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; townships are an
aggregate of sections.

Mr. BLAKE. That is true, but it is also true that this
clause does not make it necessary to provide road allow-
ances for sections; and it is not intended that this shall be
done, if J understand rightly the report of the officers of the
Minister of the Interior. It is important that the width of
the roads should be stated. It may be quite proper that
there should be a change, but what the change is ought to
be made clear.

Mr. McDOUGALL. When this matter was under dis-
cussion some years ago, I was strongly in favor of follow-
ing the rule which had been fonnd to be a good one in sur-
veying townships in Ontario. Making the roads very wide
entailed a waste of land, besides encouraging weed and
other evils to the farmers; and it was suggested at that
time by a gentleman f rom Manitoba, that it was necessary to
have wide spaces for their roads, iiiasmuch as that country
w:.s level and in may places swampy, while this also
enabled them to avoid snow drifts. But, I suppose it
is now understood by those who take any pains to
make themselves familiar with that country, that they
are less troubled with snow drifts than we are in Ontario;
and our roads are quite wide enough as they are. I hope
that as little extra space as may ho necessary will be al-
lowed for roads, and perhaps it will be botter to leave the
Bill as it stands, because there may be sections of the
country where wide roads are desirable. Still uniformity
and fixity by law is the right rule, whenever possible, because
this binds surveyors, Governments and everybody.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that my hon.
friend is quite correct in the explanation which ho gives as
to the original width of the roads, one chain and fifty
links. This was the normal width of all the roads, and
it was continued in the early surveys; but it was
suggested, I believe, by the Surveyor General that
it entailed a waste of land; and in consequence, all the
new surveys which have been made during the last few
years have been made for a width of one chain.

On clause 5,
Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman explain the

change which has been made in this clause.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The words " in ail cases"

have been struck out.
Mr. BLAKE. There has also been some change in the

wording.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is merely shortened.
Mr. BLAKE. In the 3rd section, 3rd sub.section of

the old Act, provision is made as to the inmasurement of
township road allowances, but that does not seem to be
stated here. We ought to have some authoritative explana-
tion as to the causes for these alterations.

Sir JOHN A. MKACDONALD. The Surveyor General
States that the 3rd clause, 3rd sub-sectibn, was left out as

not being required, and that the clauses as remodelled, are
arranged for the purpose of being more concise and more
explicit, while conveying exactly the same meaning.

Mr. MILLS. In the 5th clause, "t'he lines binding
townships on the east and west sides shall be meridians;
otherwise on the north and south sides shall be chords to
paraliels of latitude." Is it intended to convey the same
meaning as if it read "shall be parallel to latitude ?" Does
it mean the measurement ofa astraight line joining two
points of a circle drawn upon the earth's surface ? If it
does, then it is a change in the mode of measurement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the same as the old
clause.

Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me that some of these alterations
are in consequence of the provision of allowing the Gov-
ernor in Council to determine whether there shall be allow-
ances for roads, and of what width they shall be. Amongst
the omitted provisions is one which gives. the width of the
township. Now that is omitted in the clause which we
have before us, and it is uncertain what the width of the
township is to be.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was applied to the
township when the road allowance was a chain and a half

Mr. BLAKE. We have no statement of what the width
of a township shall be, although in the 7th section it is pro-.
vided that the townships shall be given their prescribed width

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A township is composed
of a certain number of sections, and, therefore, the aggre-
gate of the widths of the sections will make the width of
the township.

Mr. BLAKE. You will have no road allowance at all
then if you give the width of the townships simply from
the width of the sections.

Mr. McDOUGALL. Does it not follow necessarily
that if a township is to contain so many secLions of a pre-
scribed area, with road allowances between them, that the
aggregate of these will make the width of a township ?

Mr. CASEY. The whole thing is left quite uncertain. It
is said that each township shall contain thirty-six sections
of as nearly one mile square as the meridian shall
permit. Taking that uncertainty and the uncertainty as to
the width of the road allowance, there lis no wày of giving
a fixed size to the township.

On clause 7,
Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon, gentleman state what is

the prescribed width of the townships in this Bill ? It is
stated that the townships wili be given their prescribed
width.

Mr. MILLS. I am inclined to think the numbering is the
preferable way, as the division of a quarter section corres-
ponds with the plan of a township. There is much less
likelihood of a mistake in a description of this kind than in
that supported by the hon. member for North Norfolk.

On clause 19,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The school lands as pro-

vided for in the North-West will be a magnifleent endow-
ment in the cause of education if it be preserved. For
that purpose it is provided in the clause under the head,
" Disposal of school lands," that these lands shall always'b.
put up at auction at an upset price equal to the average
value of lands in the vicinity. Every attempt is made to
prevent parties settling on school lands, and making real
or supposed improvements for the purpose of getting some
claim, and raising the cry of' harshness if they are dispos-
sessed. The clause to which I draw attention is the 2nd
sub-section of the 18th clause, which provides :

That on a township being surveyed, should such setions, or either of
them, or any part of either, be fouad to have been settled on and
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improved, the occupant or occupante conforming to the requirements
of this Ac. shall be confirmed in possession, and the Minister of the
Interior shall select a qnantity, equal to that found to have been so
settled on, from the unclaimel lands in such township, and shall with-
draw the land so setected from sale and settlement, and shall set apart
and publish the same as school lands, by notice in the Canada Gazette.

People at this moment are looking out for school sections
and settling. A memorandum bas been sent to me saying
that it is in the interests of education that section 2 should
be omitted. Everybody knows now what numbers the
school sections are. Any man who settles on them now
does it in defiance of law.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not see how that applies at all. This
is a settlement in advance of survey altogether, when the
parties have no means of knowing where the school sec-
tions are.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They can ascertain with
sufficient accuracy from the geometrical symmetry of the
surveys. It occurs to me that it will be in the interests of
education to omit that clause.

Mr. CASEY. I think this clause is bad and likely to
be injurions, because, even supposing a settler had not
specially selected a spot on these school lands, not knowing
it to be a echool section, it might turn out, after being sur-
veyed, to be school land, and I think that the value thereof
should inure to the school fund and not to the squatter.
Suppose a railway was located through that place and a sur-
vey made afterwards which would give it value, the profit
should inure to the school fund, and it would be botter to
give this squatter land elsewhere and allow him for his im-
provements.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am inclined to agree
with the bon. gentleman from West Elgin (Mr. Casey).
In the fi-st place, we declare a certain section shall be a
school section; that becomes a portion of the endowment.
If a man settles, squats it, ho bas no legal right to do
so. I do not think that bis claim that ho gets by squatting
should override a positive enactment of law which provides
that a certain section shall, for all time to come, go for
educational putrposes. If a squatter is compensated for bis
improvements, and is offered another lot elsewhere fit for
agricultural purposes, I think he ought to be obliged to take
it. I think it is tho duty of Parliament to try and guard
that fund. There will be every attempt made to diminish
it. There are now attempts to overload such lands with
improvements in order to compel a sale otherwise than by
auction. That is going on to a very groat extent just now,
and really that endowment will be frittered away unless we
say that these lots set apart for a schoôl fund must be held
to be the property of the school fund, not of the squatter.
This Parliament are the trustees of the fund, and may com-
pensate for any improvements ho may have made. The
fludson's Bay Company turn off the squatters on their lands
without giving them any rights anywhere else. Why
Bhould not the sohool fund be as well protected as the
Hudon's Bay Company?

school fund, to see it is not frittered way, but that the lands
are sold at a fair valuation, and to provide that the Govern.
ment in no case should fix a valuation for those lands below
the minimum sum of, say, $5 per acre.

Mr. BLAKE. AIl the drifculties that have oceuried Were
in connection with cases of parties who chose to settle ùpon
school lands after serving, and when the knew preciSely
where the school sections were pIaced. %e aw ut present
provides that if a squatter shall have tettled on a school
lot his rights shall be protected; and it is proposed to sweep
away that security, and turn him off the land, in order to
hand it over to the school fund.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mysuggestion is not that
the clause shall have a retroactive effect, but after the pas.
ing of this Act the school fund shall be protetteid. I will ask
the House to pass the clause as it is, with the power of
afterwards changing it.

On clause 19, sub-section 3,
Mr. BLAKE. This was not an original proposition re-

specting school lands; it was introduced ia the Act of 1880.
The school fend should have its chance in this particu-
lar, and if it happens to include a section required for a
station it should receive the benefit of au advanced price.

On clause 20,
Mr. HESSON. I think, certainly, that some attention

should be paid to the volunteers in the war of 1837-38. This
matter bas been brought to the attention of the House
before, and I thirk the Government should take this
occasion of recognizing the claims of the men who fought
in that rebellion.

Mr. MILLS. On which side?
Mr. EIESSON. On behalf of Canada.
Mr. CASEY. Which side was that ?
Mr. HESSON. I think that at the time they gave their

services the understanding wias that they shbuld receive 200
acres of land.

Mr. MILLS. It was a mercenary war, then ?
Mr. HESSON. No more so than in the case of the

Mounted Police; and I think that some consideration should
be paid the men who engaged in this war.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If there was a contract
of the kind mentioned by the hon. gentleman it is a contract
which affects the old Province of Upper Canada, and I
believe there is land enough in Muskoka to supply the
volunteers of 1837-38.

Mr. MILLS, Or in the disputed territory.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, or in the disputed

territory; but I tbink there is no agreement te give them
lands in the North-West, as it belonged at that time to the
Hudson's Bay Company, or the greater portion of it. I do
not think there was any agreement to give the militiamen

Mr. MILLS. I do net think the hon, tleman has who turned ent in '37 te porform their duty, any portion vi

nite stated correctly the case ofthe ludson'g Day Company. the North-West territory; but, being myse e sh
et Company's Act makes special provision in case a turned out and shouldered my muaket at tIt:titne, 1 han
party settles in advance of a survey upon a section that be glad to know that I own a farm in the North-Wet On
becômes a section. The Government was to grant to the that account.
Company an equal quantity of land elsewhere, and I bo. Mr. BLAKE. The bon. gentleman says that this e-
lieve in every instance the Hudson's Bay Company bas tract, if it exists, is one which should be recogmed by the
agreed to accept lands elsewhere. It is only by changing old Province of Canada. I remember that in the Legisla-
the law there will be any force in the legal aspect of the ture of Ontario the claim of Montgomery was recog nid.
question discussed by the right hon. gentleman. The ques- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I saw his bouse burned.
tion is, will the school fund receive any damage by leaving
the law as it is? I hold that it will not. All the difficulties On clause 24,
that have arisen are from parties, after the lands have been Mr. MILLS. I believe that everything that has been
set Out for settlement, thinking the Government would done lately under this land crue wbich the hon. gentlemlIan
ecgnisa4hat clainm It i.vey impotantto preervethe ape*ksof, has been'd0e- iude teinOo1e"

Sir JoIN . MAoDONALD.
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the proviso of tbis sPOtion. If the hon. gentleman is going
to carry out the policy that seems to be entered upon, if the

olicy is te sell to anybody, to make a wholesale disposal of
the whoe of the North-West, to put it out of the bands of
the Government, and into the hands of all kinds of specu-
lators, who are, as the hon. gentleman says, and rightly
says, crazed, there should be some change in the law
different from what is proposed in this section.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When I spoke of the land
crase, I referred to speculations in and about Winnipeg,
Brandon and other places. As to the colonization com-
panies, I dare say they have some speculation in their eyes;
but, as I explained, the regulations so guard them that they
must either settle their district or suffer in pocket.

Mr. BLAKE. low far the land craze has extended
might be seen from the account the daily papers gave us
the other day of an occurrence in the ordinary peaceable
city of Toronto, where a crowd of men, wild to secure a
hundred dollars worth of stock in a land company that was
for sale, smashed windows, broke plate glass and generally
demolished the place. However, we shall have a discussion
of this whole subject after the hon. gentleman brings down,
about the middle of next montb, the names of the coloniza-
tion companies. I wish to point out how this clause is
worked, There seems to be a constant fluctuation
of decision and arrangement as to these lands.
You find certain regulations issued, and then an
announcement that lands are open for sale; ap-
plication is made for lands, the answer of the agent is:
" I am not instructed to sell"; the application is filed,
various expenses are incurred, and after all there is an order
countermanding the previous one, and directing that the
lands should be sold by public auction. Whatever is the
policy of the Government on this subject should be a well-
considered policy, and such as the public may depend on
being carried out. A letter has just been placed in my
bands, in which a gentleman belonging to the neighborhood
of Paris states that several residents of that town and of
Brandon commissioned a person to select certain lands in
the neighborhood of Birtle; that they repeatedly tendered
the price, but failed to get the lands, the agent at Birtle hav-
ing no instructions to isei, and that they had paid in expenses
850; and the writer asks what the meaning of this is.
This action was taken on the basis of the regulations of the
Istof January, providing that "the odd-numbered sections
in class D shalil be sold at 82 per acre, payable at the time
of sale, except where they may have been or may b dealt
with otherwise by the Governor in Council." On the
strength of this announcement people. go up and incur ex-
penses in making selections of land, and after tbey have

nade their selections, they are told that the land is not open
for sale. I denounced the sale of these lands except on con-
ditiorns of settlement from the first; I do so still; but the
Government having declned to so limit the sales, and
having announced to the public that they opened all the
lands in the odd-numbered sections in class D for sale, thus
inducing the public to locate the lands, ought to carry out
their announced intention. I have been told by two or three
persons from the North-West that applications were made
for lands by intending settlers, who, after they went to their
settlements, were told, "No, the lands are not open for sale."
Why sh=uld these things be? Why should regulations be is-
suod-annofuncing to the public that certain lands are to be sold
on certain conditions, if there is not an opportunity to secure
these lands on these conditions ? Nothing is likely to be
'nore injurious to the sale of lands in that country. I be-lieve, if lands are to be sold not on condition of settlement,
tosel lsauction is probably the fairer way; but what I wish
to emphasize is that it is important that the Government
should wso toroughly consider what it proposes that the

EÑ aybeafeApdegnd uon he crrpg ot of what

it does propose, which does not seem to be the case with
respect to these last regulations.

Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
must not compare the regulations with advertisements for
sale. The regulations as announced are statemente to the
public that lots will be opened for sale and settlement under
terms specified in those regulations So long as those re-
gulations exist the lands must be sold and are opened for
homestead under them, so that settlers going into the North-
West know, on reading the regulations, what they
have to expect in ariy land that they were to
either purchase or settle upon as homestead. When
the surveys are completed and the returns here then checked,
approved and past, and lands are then open for settlement,
special circumstances may arise in which the Government
may think proper to make an exception and put any given
district into the market. Perhaps the hon. member for
West Durham will refresh my memory concerning the letter
he read the other day.

Mr. BLAKE. I read a letter, in the course of the discus.
sion on the North-West lands, as to an auction sale in the
Winnipeg agency which took place on the 15th March. It
stated that the sale commenced in the afternoon, that there
was a large number of persons attending, and that bidding
was very brisk at first; but after a few lots were sold, the
auctioneer announced that the bidders would have to deposit
the cash down, and as it was not "banking hours," an dthe
people in the North-West did not carry their fortunes in
their pockets, the majority ceased bidding, and ten or twelve
persons who did happen to carry their fortunes in their
pockets, did the bidding allto themselves. The hon. gentle-
man said this letter was written by some disappointed
speculator, and that he would be able, on the morrow, to
give an emphatic contradiction to it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 had lost recollection
of the letter, but will be able to give a contradiction to-
morrow. Every one knows those lots were put up for cash,
but many went there thinking they could get the auctioneer
to take their names instead. They went without money,
thinking they could get special credit on their bidding and
follow the example of many, of buying land and then
waiting to sell it in advance before paying up the instal-
ments. It was well known lands were to be paid for in
cash. Hon. gentlemen opposite cannot understand why it
was announced that the office at Winnipeg could be openue
at certain intervals. The agents here intended to open
their doors on those days and receive applications for home.
stead or pro-emption or for purchase. A great many
attempts have been made to file applications here for the
purpose of acquiring lands at those offices as soon as they
would be opened, and parties imagine that they obtain some
particular right in so doing. So it was determined to pre-
vent anything of that kind, that those claims should be
considered of no value, and that all parties arriving at the
office as soon as it was opened, should make their entries
and get their land; but the agents were instructed, in omse
there was a rush similar to that experienced at Toronto, to
close the doors, and offer lots by auction. That proceeding
has been highly successful, and the proceeds of the sale will
astonish hon. gentlemen opposite when the particulars are
brought down.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman says that theseresolu-
tions were not intended to advertise that sales would be open.
on a certain day; but if I recollect the advertisement in the
Gazette,it says that after the 1st day of January,this year, and
shall be open for sale at such prices and on such terms. If
that does not mean that I could go up to Winnipegany day
after the Ist January and buy an odd section at fixed prices
and on certain terms, I do not know what it mans, &R
aMo maid tit the holding off fth « e nda sr sale k r
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certain time was in the interest of the actual settler and
not of the speculator. The reverse I take to be the case.
The actual settlers were dropping into Winnipeg at all
times through the winter, expecting to be able to locate lots,
but they found on getting there that they could
neither homestead nor buy until such time as
instructions were given to open the office. When
I was in Winnipeg. this winter, the great
topic of speculation was when instructions would be given.
Every speculator was full of the idea that he would get
early information as to when instructions would be given
to Bell, so that he could have early at hand a man-the
strongest he could find-with money to buy on the first
preference. The effect of postponing the sale bas been
very detrimental to the interests of settlers. A man
intending to settle could not afford to wait around Winni-
peg, but the speculator could afford to wait there; and the
result was that the sales made, for the first few at all
events, would be made to speculators. The plan, on the
other hand, of receiving api lications in time would have
avoided that. If you should want to sell to speculators, make
a provision that every purchaser must be his actual settler.
The first come should have been first served. If you do not
want to sell to speculators you should make a proviso that
the buyer shall be an actua settler, an'l then the first actual
settler thaf presents himself sbhould be first served. But
actual settlers, who knew the places on which they wanted
to settle, were prevented locating and, consequently, had to
go home. The reason given for this was that the surveys
were not completed and checked, and all that sort of thing.
But the hon. Minister cannot pretend that the surveys in
the Winnipeg district were not completed, and he also
knows well that the surveys in the Birtle district were finished
and the maps published a con<iderable time before the reg-
ulations were issued. This was also the case with the Souris
and Saskatchewan districts. The postponement was not then
made for the purpose of continuing the surveys in these four
neighborhoods, and it must have been for some other reason
which the hon. Minister has not explained. What it was I
cannot begin to say; but I am quite sure of this, this
postponement had a disastrous effect of the settlement of
that country, with respect to actual settlers.

Mr. BOWELL. Actual speculators, you should say.
Mr. CASEY. Of course speculators were injured, but we

will leave them out of the question. This ste had a disas-
trous efect on actual settlers as well. In fact, these per.
sons were especially affected by an indefinite postponement.
No one but the speculator could afford to wait. Then there
was the sudden change of terms. I do not think that any
such sudden change from $2 to $2.50 an acre-a fixed
price in offering the land by auction-should have been made
at such short notice. Suppose the actual settler had chosen
a piece of land and had just taken a sufficient sum with him
to Winnipeg to buy it, he would be greatly incon-
venienced when he found that the matter was kept ex-
tremely secret. Why a matter of public interest should be
kept so secret I cannot imagine. The land was not
offered at the prices at which it was advertised; and the
same thing will apply to other sales in the Birtle and other
ontlying posts. The notice was somewhat longer in these

sses, but the principle was just the same.
Mr. BLAKE. Was no notice given ?
Mr. CASEY. No public notice was given that I am aware

of, except what leaked out as to the instructions which were
senttothepublic officials there, and which also madeit known.
It was not published in the Gazette or in the newspapers, as
far as I know. Ionly learned it from enquiring of the officials
of the department. This sudden change of policy at such
short notice was not fair, either to the speculator or settler,
although we will leave the former out of consideration. In
aU eses this sudden chane of policy had an injurious effeot.

Mx.xeM .
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I quite agree with my hon. friend and leader that the
auction system or a scale of prices based on auction is the
fair thing. It might be impossible to auction of ail the
lands, but it would be proper to hold auctions at such in-
tervals of time as the hon. gentleman stated he intended to
do in connection with the school lands, and fix the prices
between times. This would be much botter than to soit at
a fixed price, arbitrarily settled upon, for lands which may
be of different qualities or values. The auction system is
much the best, and due notice should be given of the sales.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ail I have tosay in repîy
is this : The Departmuent has received continual complaint,
against the practice of the Department from speculators
but we have received no such complaints from actual, or
intending settlers. The effect of our policy has been this:
The land bas been prevented from being occupied in antici.
pation of settlement by speculators, during the whole of
this winter, and the actual settlers, who are now going in
there in crowds, are finding these lands ready for their
occupation.

Mr. CASEY. I do not think so. I am aware that large
and vast sums of money have been sont up to and spent at
these land offices by speculators; and I beieve, that in nine
out of ton cases, the lands which have been sold since these
sales began, have been bought by speculators; and I have
shown thak the chances are primd facie in favor of the
speculators.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How can the sale of
the odd-numbered lots be gainst the actual settler who
settles on Government numbered lots. The odd-numbered
are sold, not even-numbered lots.

Mr. CASEY. Certainly.
Sir JOUN A. MACDONAL-D. llow does this possibly

interfere with the actual settlement?
Mr. CASEY. Cortainly it does. The hon. gentleman

apparently does not think it possible that the settler may
not want to buy an odd-numbered lot. As far as I am aware,
homesteads were not open for homesteading during this
time. Even-numbered lots were not allowed to be taken
up by the actual settler, who was not permitted to home-
stead or to buy.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is very strange, then,
that they are homesteading largely.

Mr. CASEY. They are since the offices were opened,
but tho land offices wore thon closed. The land agent for
Birtle, was for a considerable time in Winnipeg on leave
with his family, as ho was not allowed to do anything at
Birtle; and it is absurd to say that the actual settier then
had an opportunity to settle, while the actual settler was
then kept out.

Mr. HESSON. Were they prohibited from squatting?
Mr. CASEY. No; it was in the interest of squatting

pure and simple.
Mr. BOWELL. Every squatter's right is recognized.
Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman seems to think it is a

very easy thing to squat on the prairie 100 miles from Win-
nipeg in January. lit is not possible to squat on the prairie
in the depth of winter.

Mr. WALLACE. The bon. gentleman is mistaken. The
even-numbered sections were always open for actual settle-
ment.

Mr. CASEY. Not always.
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Mr. CASEY. The Minister of the Interior sayowaeri

ently.
Mr. WALLACE. This was not the case in the Soris,

Birtle, Little Saskatchewan and Winnipeg districts, where
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ctual settlers were always able to get the even-numbered
sections in any part whore they were not already taken up.

Mr. CASEY. I know what I say; as a matter of fact
the 3irtle office was not open for a considorable time this
winter. The man in charge was then in Winnipeg, and
the Mirister of the Interior states that this office was or-
dered to open for homestead ontries on fixed days.

Mr. WALLACE. It was always open for homestead en-
tries, though not for sale.

Mr. HESSON. I bave lad a number of letters from the
West in reference to these land regulations, and they were
always from gentlemen who went up with a view to pur-
chase and not to locate. I have yet to receive the first letter
complaining of these land regulations as far as the actual
settler is concerned. I have had complai nts only from gen-
tienen who, lihe the hon. member for West Elgin (Mr.Casey),
went up there with the view of purehasing, not to settle, and
who feit perhaps a little bit annoyed about iL because the
arrangements did not suit them. I do not think that one
person, who was willing to settle down, was driven out of
the country because lie culd not take possession of the
land, the even-numbered sections being for this purpose and
this purpose alone. Thl hon. g eni n knows perfeetly
well that ho could not purchne even-numbered lots at that
sale; but this did not prevent settlement. :ore than one-
half of the actual settlers were those who'e squatted in the
first instance, and who had their claims entered when the
office was opened.

Mr. CASEY. In Januarv ?
Mr. HESSON. Yes, even in January, I had to get some

cases set right. Certain parties got some timber out with
the understanding that their cases would be recognized;
and in every case the Government has protected these men
in preference to any others, and I think that the hon. gentle-
man has.no right to complain of these regulations as far as
the regulations themselves are concerned.

Mr. HESSON. In what way would the hon. gentleman
prevent the speculator and the settler from coming into
competition? The lands would have to be put in the market
at some fixed day, and they are both supposed to be on the
spot. As tho day would have to be sot and the parties
would be there, it would be worth as much to the speculator
as to the homesteader. The hon. gentleman seems to forget
that men select a homestead where they can get a pre.
emption alongside. The homesteader, if he has been on the
land for a year, is often bought out by the speculator, who
pays the Government $2 au acre in order to convert the
land into a frechold. I do not see that the homesteader
has any particular oeuasion to complain.

Mr. CHARLTON. In the 24th clause: " Provided also
that whenever so ordered by the Minister, such unoccupied
lands as may be deemed by him expedient, from time to
time, may be withdrawn from ordinary sale and settle-
ment; " does that include homestead lands for pre-emption ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
sale, not lands for homestead.

No; that is only lands for

Mr. BLAKE. W find that the regulations under some
clauses of this Act provide for the establishment of large
corporations, which are to have, not merely 6MO acres, but
many townships, as I understand, of which they are to be
proprietors, subject in some cases to conditions of settle.
ment. Now, I think it is well, since the policy of the
Administration, as propounded in the regulations, is a policy
which apparently makes sale to the individual the excep-
tion and the sale to lhe corporation the rule.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). No, ne.
'Mr. BLAKE. Yes. Because, where you find one clause.

providing fbr the salo of land to individuals at so much per
acre, the great bulk of the regulations have in view the
development of the schemes called colonization companies.
We find that froin 300 to 500 companies, accord-
ing to some of the nowspapers, have been organized, and

Mr. BLAKE. I think yen will find the result has been many townships alloLted te tbcni.
to impose middlemen between the settler and the Govern- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no.
ment and give a profit to the middlemen, or whoever Mr. BLAKE. The h. gentleman has not chosen to
arranged to be present at the auction sale. Perhaps the bring down the names yet, and so we cannot know what
hon. gentleman could give us a general statement as to the the number is. We bave not been ablo to get the list
quantity of lands that waýs sold on or about the 1st of April from which I have assumed that it is as long as the list of
in these various districts, and the general range of prices. Homer's ships. We are in a state of perfect uncertainty as

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not got a state- to what the number of the companies is, and the extent
ment bore just now, but I think the sales in all amounted to to which they have been recognized by the Government.
about $750,000. I cannot make any statement as to the There is another system of selling land en bloc to railway
rate per acre, or the number of acres. Three auctions companies. It bas been stated that there are four railway
were opened. corporations applying for such grants, three of which have

Mr. CASEY. I did hear rumors amongst people inter- obtained Orders in Council. The acreage will amount to
ested that the auction was not going to be such a great 6,000,000, and if the application of the Portage, Westbourne
sUûcess in putting up prices, with the exception of a few and North Western Road is granted, the aggregate will be
choice sections, and that those who would be present would between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000. The Committee would
have enough gunIption, as they said, to make a nice little like information on these points.
arrangement amongst themselves, and get the land at a Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect to coloni-
"'nmparatively reasonable price. Of course the Govern- zation companies, the number of sucb organizations that

mnenit could prevent such an arrangemen t as that if they have applied has been largely exaggerated, the number never
chose to offer the lands for sale on a particular day, but it having been 100, much less than 300 or 500. There have
shows that even an auction sale does not prevent the specula- been some applications granted and terms settled, but this
tors frorm having the innings. My objection to this plan has only been done within the last few days. The reason
Was not that the speculator was hurt, but that the whole why the statement with respect to colonization companies
arrangement turned against the speculators as a class and was not brought down before, was because it was intended
agamst the settliers as a elass. I learn that in some of these to set forth the whole amount of the applications and those
tOwvuships nothing was left but the odd sections which could0 so far entertained by the Government. That return wilt be
ony be had by purchase. Some of them were very fine brought down in a day or two. Although it is true that
and near 1ailways, and offered special inducements in that this clause provides that a single individual eau only obtain
respect. The setters, however, could only obtain them by 640 acres, under the powers given to the Government,
pu'c hase, and could get no homestead because there was these colonization companies have been formed. The
Lothmg more left for homesteads. Thus the actual settler Government have desired te encourage the. to a certain
anid the speculator would have to compote for these lands. extent. Under all those plans the ormeetegds are roli-
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giously preserved, the eolonization companies being made
the agents for the purpose of bringing out settlers and
placing them on the even-numbored sections, they in return
obtaining a rebate of $1 per acre on the odd-numbered
sections for which they pay in the first instance 82 per
acre. The plan is, I think, going to turn out, and I hope it,
will, to be a very effectual one.

Mr. CHARLTON. Do I understand that the rights of
homesteaders are religiously preserved under all the colon-
ization regulations, under plan No. 2?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not under plan No. 2;
but there is a rigid clause providing for forfeiture in the
agreement which is to be entered into by any parties taking
land under plan No. 2. There have, however, been no ap-
plications as yet granted under plan No, 2. The parties
say they cannot make money out of lands obtained under
that plan, for which they would have to pay ail cash down.
I suppose the utmost extent of land which the colonization
companies will secure will not be more than 7,000,000 acres,
and that is not a very great proportion of what is fit to settle
in that part of the country. If we obtain twenty or thirty
colonization companies to setLle and earn the land we are
really procuring and using the most energetie mode of
settling the country.

Mr. BLAKE. Under what clause of the Act do the
Government possess the power 'respecting the colonization
companies ?

Churchill. They are under consideration at the present
time.

Mr. BLAKE. Does not the hon. gentleman think that it
might be courteous to the House to allow us to see the
Orders in Council he speaks of. The amounts are vey
large, and, I think, he might at least let us see them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
Inot moved for them.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not know that the grants were
made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The grants were made
in 1880. That was stated over and over again.

Mr. BLAKE. But about the doubling up? Perhaps
the hon. gentleman will bring down without notice the
various applications made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I see no objection.
Committee reported; and (at 12:40 o'clock, a.m.) the

House adjourned.

H-OUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 12th April, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
Sir JOHN A. MACDOINALD. Under the clause which PRAYERS.

gives the Governor in Council power to make special regu-
lations. DOMINION LANDS IN THE NORT-WEST.

Mr. BLAKE. So, in special cases, there may be a sale to
one person of more than 640 acres, but that surely is not Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do
the warrant upon which the hon. gentleman grants powers now leave the Chair, for the House to go again into Com-
to these various colonization companies. mittee of Supply.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Why not? Mr. CHARLTON. Before you leave the Chair, Mr.
Me. BLAKE. Because the warrant is not wide enough. Speaker, I wish to submit to the House a resolution on the

The hon. gentleman has not given us any information about Government land policy in the North-West. I may say
the railway grants. What about them ? that I regret that circumstances compel me to move in the

way I am about to do to-day. At an early date in the
Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I cannot speak exactly Session, returns were called for with reference to the lani

without the papers. Of course there is the statutory question. The information sought in these returns was
grant of 25,000,000 to the Canadian Pacific Railway. necessary to an intelligent discusssion of the question I am
Then there is a grant of 3,840 acres per mile to the about to lay before the House. It was found it would be
Manitoba South-Western Railway. As soon as they can impossible to get these returns in full, and an attempt was
satisfy the Government that they can complete that then made to get the information in a summarized forni.
road, they have the right to buy in advance This information was promised from time to time, and
the acreage for the first 50 miles. On finishing it thoy can fragmentary portions of it have been received, but owing to
purchase the same quantity of land at 81 an acre; the delay in receiving it, the time has passed for putting
the same for the second 50 miles, and so on as long as they a notice on the notice paper in tbe usual manner, and pro1-
build 50 miles annually. Then, in order to encourage the coeding to the discussion of this question on that motion, and
road to the Souris district, we have allowed an additional I an reduced to the necessity of moving, as 1 do to-day, in
grant so as to make up the whole grant for that portion of amendment to a motion for Committee of Supply. The
the line, 6,400 acres. question under discussion is one of very great

Mr. BLAKE. For how many miles? importance to this country. We have in the North-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. About 300 miles. West a vast region, the capabilities of which
are just beginning to be fairly understood. We have i''

Mr. BLAKE. And the rest ? that country, Sir, a region of probably seven or eight
Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. To the Rocky Mountains, hundred miles long by four or five hundrced miles in widtb

perhaps. I am speaking from recollection, however, but adapted for settlement and cultivation. It embraces two of
the exact statement wili be laid before the House. The the great river systems of this country, the Mackenzie River
Portage, Westbourne and North-Western is to have 3,840 and the system flowing through Lake Winnipeg into jJd-
acres from Portage la Prairie through Gladstone and son's Bay. It has a chain of lakes almost equal in size an
Minnedosa to the Sskatchewan. The Souris Road hu an importance to the great chain of lakes upon our border,
Order in Council for 3,840 acres, and they claim the same between us and the United States. It is a country, Sir,
right of 6,400 acres as the other line. There has been no which, as we become more intimately acquainted with
Order in Council, but there was an understanding its resources rises in our estimation. Its value is nach
that they should be treated on the same terms greater than--was supposed some yeare ago. As to the
as other roads. Those are the only roads that have any question of what population that country will support, I
claims at pr»eePt. We have applieations from two routes J presume, from recent investigations, that we are justifie
to Hudson's Bay, oma by Nelson iver 4»d the other by in supposing tbe North-West will maintain a population of

Sir JouN A. MAODoNALD.
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25,000,000. If that is the case, Mr. Speaker, the enormous sums of money, and loans were actually made in
bearitg of the management of that territory upon the ques- the east upon the title to places of this character. For
tion of our national development, upon the question of the instance the site of the present city of Milwaukee, then a
ultimate power and position this country will obtain, is one wilderness, was sold by its owner for a sum of money which
of very great importance as compared with other public he lost in less than three months in speculating in lands in
questions of the day. It overshadows in importance the the city which then had no existence. If we look the case
question whether we have, by our Trade Policy, succeeded carefully over I think we will find that the circumstances
in adding a few thousand operatives to our population, in the United States, and those in this country at this time,
whether we have added a few cotton mills to our industries, pr osent the same features, and I have very great appre-
or whether our people pay 3, 5 or 10 per cent. more taxes hensions that the result will ho bore a% the result there was,
than they did upon the various wares they buy. Of this a serions collapse of public and private credit, and the
country we may well say with the poet, Whittier; infliction of loss and injury upon the country. The effecta

tg"The rudiments of empire here are plastic yet and warm already, of the removal of vast amounts of capital from
And the fragments of a mighty State are rounding into form." IOntario to the North-West are being sensibly felt, and they

will be more seriously felt in the course of a few months.
Well, Sir, the development of this country must be The effects too of the migration of thousands and tens of
brought about, not by speculative movements, not by specu- thousands of the best class of the population
lations in corner lots, or in town sites or in land even, but of Ontario to the North-West are being sensibly felt.
it must be brought about by the labors of the actual tiller The value of property in the Province of
of the soil. The country lying in its present state, a wilder- Ontario is being depreciated, farms are being foteed
ness, is not an element of strength, not a source of power to upon the market, causing a decline in prices, and there is
Canada, and it can only become an element of strength, a no doubt that what will be a gain to Manitoba in this
source of power, when its soil is brought under cultivation, respect will be a loss to the other Provinces. I presume
and that can only be done by the labor of the husband- the Government will be disposed to claim that this specula-
man. Consequently, I hold that the interests of the settler, tive rush to the North-West is an indication of great
of the class that are to till the soil of the North-West, prosperity, and that it is also an indication of wisdom on
should ho, in the estimation of the Government, paramount the part of the Government in the policy they have adopted
in importance to ail other interests in treating with reforence to this matter. I hold, on the contrary, that
this matter. The speculator will take care of him- this high speculation, which threatens a speedy collapse, is
self. It is not necessary that the Government largely promoted and fostered by the policy the Govern-
should look after the interests of the speculator ment have adopted, and that that policy will ultimately
or pay very great regard to his interests, but it is necessary prove to have been most pernicious in the interest of tho
to look after the interests of the settler. The operation of Dominion of Canada. The Government-and they will
the speculator in many cases is not good for the country. learn the truth of the assertion I am about to make-should
At the presont moment, I bolieve the speculative movement avoid adopting a policy calculated to facilitate and promote
in the North-West is a source of danger, and at the best, the schemes and aims of the speculating class to the detri-
Sir, the profits of the speculator in lands causes a loss to the ment of the honest and hardy yeomanry of this country.
yeoman. If the speculator invests in lands and sells at an The aim of the.Government should be not to socure large
advance to the settler, whatever the speculator may gain, speculative sales of land, but to secure for the hardy sons
that class who should be the first in the consideration of the of toil these wild lands, on which they will enter and com-
Government and whose interests the Government should mence cultivation. Its aim should be to foster and promote
look after very carefully, will lose to that extent. My hon. the interests of this country and let the speculators take
friend the First Minister spoke of the state of things in the care of themselves, and carefully hold themselves aloof fronm
North-West as a "land craze." I think ho very justly the promotion ot ail speculative movements. If this should
characterized the present movement. The speculative ho the policy of the Government, it then becomes a serions
movement bas reached very great development, and there is question for the Government to detormine what shall b the
danger of its resulting in a mania similar to the degree of liberality that they shall exorcise toward the
South Sea mania, or the mania of speculation settler in the inducements offered to himr in order to get him
which brought about the prostration of credit to emigrate to the North-West. This question should ho
in the United States in 1837. The indications looked at from two stand-points. It should be looked at from
now existing ail point to such a danger. We have the city the stand-point of what in itself per se is right and proper
of Winnipeg filled with a horde of speculators ; we have in the matter; and if the policy which the GovernmenttOwn sites advertized for sale in ail parts of Manitoba and believes to b a just policy is calculated to secure settlement
the North-West; we have anxious and feverish activity in if no other obstacle is in the way. The niext
those speculative ventures with fancy prices not based upon thing for the Government to consider is whether
intrinsic value; and in ail these the careful observer sees there is any competitor in the market seeking
danger. It is in many respects like the land speculation for emigration to settle its new lands, or if it is
in the United States, and it would, perhaps, be well to care- offering botter terms than we are offering. The fact will
fully state the facts in connection with that movement. confront the Government at this stage that there is a com-
n1 1835 it commenced. The average sale of public lands petitor for emigrants from Europe for its great waste of

each year, from 1796 to 1881, has been $2,400,000, but the unoccupied lands, desiring to secure settlers upon those
sPeculative movement in 1835 ran the sales of that year up to lands and pushing westward its settlements which has al-
$14,757,000. In 1836, the land sales amounted to $24,877,- ready reached far beyond the Mississippi. The Government
000. The East was flooded with lithographed maps of sites, will next enquire what are the inducements which this com-
of tOwns and of cities to be built at such places as the junction peting Government offers, and if the Government of Canada
If the Ohio and Mississippi, and the junction of the Missouri wishes to be a successful competitor reason will teach tbem
and Mississippiand of various streams of the West. at a glance that it will be at least necessary that they will

Amost every place that could be pointed out offer equal inducements to those, and probably even greater,
"u the map as a good geographical point was marked because the United States territory is more accessible. Ias a town site, and town lots were sold even in hold that our policy hitherto has not been of such a char-
sWampy places where no building was thon, and where acter as to secure a large amount of immigration, because it
no buildng has ever been. These sales amounted to I has not been as liberal in its provisions as the policy of the
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United States. When the United States Census was taken
early in 1880-almost two years ago-the Canadian popu-
lation of the State of Minnesota was 29,631, and tbat of the
Territory of Dakotah was 10,678, or a total Canadian popu-
lation in that State and Territory of 40,309. If we add to
this the number of those of English, Scotch and Irish
nativity who had emigrated from Canada to these States,
I have no doubt that the population drawn from Canada
would exceed 50,000 souls. One year later our owa Census
was taken, and that Census gives a population in Manitoba
of 65,000. I presume to say that one year later the Cana-
dian population of Dakota and Minnesota was at least equal
to the total population of the Province of Manitoba. This
shows, I think, conclusively that the United States had
offered superior inducements, and through the operation of
these superior inducements they had sccured a muchl
greater volume of immigration than we had, I propose to
examine briefly what these superior inducements are, and
why it is that the United States land regulations are pref erred
to our own. In the first place, all unappropriated lands in the
country are open to homestead and pre-emption. There is no
exception to this rule. There is no certain number of sections
or townships set apart for special purposes, but wherever the
settler can find sutable land lie can hormestead and pre-empt
upon it. Then, in the United States outside of the railway
belt, public lands are sold at $1.25 per acre uniformly, and in
all parts of the country. While in our own case, outside of the
railway belt south of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, we sell
our land at $2.50 per acre, or twice the price, and north of
the railway belt at $2 per acre, or 75 cents per acre higher
than the Government of the United States charges the
settler or investor. Then in the United States they adopt
a very liberal provision with regard to timber culture,
by which upon the planting of ten acres of timber the
settler secures a grant of 160 acres of Government land,
and above all other things the United States Government
makes no discrimination in favor of great landed pro-
prietors. They never adopted a policy by which land can
be purchased and held by the payment of one-tenth down,
nor by the operatian of whieh colonization companies, and
speculators can secure large blocks of townships and exclude
the actual settler from those blocks unless the lands
are purchased upon their owai terms. So much for
the superior inducoments offered by the United
States. Just so long as that country continues
to offer superior inducements, just so long as the settler can
secure a grant wherever lie can find unappropriated land for a
homestead, just so long as he can buy land at one-half the
price, just so long as the Government fosters speculators
and shows more regard for corporations speculating in large
tracts than it does for the actual settler, just so long the
United States will secure the fullest share of emigration from
the old world, and will secure a larger proportion of that from
the older Provinces going to the West. A few words with re-
ference tothe pastpolicypursued by the hon.gentlemen upon
the Treasury benches with regard to its land regulations. One
thing in reference to that policy which must strike
almost every observer at a glance is its vaccillating
character. This in itsolf would have worked serions
injury to the interests of the country. In July,
1879, my hon. friend the hon. the First Minister
issued a set of land regulations which were to come into
force on lst August. These land regulations were allowed
to remain in force for two and a-half months, at the expira.
tion of which time the criticisms of the most powerful
newspaper in this Dominion, fairly compelled the right
hon. gentleman to change the features of his land regula,
tions, and on the 14th October we had another set of rega-
lations introduced. These regulations continued in opera,
tion until 25th May, 1881, when we had another sot of
regulations introduced. These regulations were allowed to
remain in force seven months, and on 23rd Decem-

IrL. CHARLTON.
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bor last another set was introduced. How long these
will be allowed to remain in operation, time will show
but in the ordinary course of events, after being modified
by Orders in Council fron week to week, and after existin,
for a few months, wc shall have an entirely new set f
regulations. With respect to the set of regulations of July
9th, coming into force on 1st August, 1879, by those regu.
lations a supposed lino on the Canadian Pacifie Railway
vas laid down and five bolts were laid out on each side of

the lino. The first belt A was five miles wide, the second
fifteen miles wide, the third twenty miles -wide, the fourth
twenty miles wide, the fifth fifty miles wide, or in the five
belts 110 miles on each side, or a tract of 220 miles
on both sides of the assumed line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. Homestead and pre-emption entries
were not allowed at ail in belt A, the first of these
belts. In that respect the policy of the Government was
diffrrent from that of the United States, which
allowed homestead entries in, ail belts, whether in the
railway belt or outside of it. lu the second
place, the Goverarnment restricted homestoads tao eighty acres
each, and pre-emption t eighty acres, outside of bolt A. The
settler would pass through the United States, where he
could obtain a homestead entry of 160 acres, whereas in
the North-West, where the inducements are less and the
distance groater, he could ouly obtain one-half as large a
tract as in the United States. The inducements were not
very great, and settlers did not flow in very readily, and the
criticisms of the great journal te which I have referred, corn-
pelled the Government, in two months and a-half, te change
their policy and issue a new set of regulations. Then, by
the regulations adopted in this country; only eight sections
in each township oiFthirty-six were set apart for homestead
on tries or pro-emption, and, in that reapect, as I pointed out
a few moments ago, the policy of the Government was less
liberal than that of the United States, and continues to be less
liberal. Then, the price charged for pre-emptions in belts
B and C, under these regulations, vas $2.50 per acre, while
in the United States the price charged for pre-emption
entries similarly situated was $1.25 per acre. I
bolt D the price was $2 while in the, Unitl
States it was $1.25. Se, whorever a comparison w:b
instituted by the settler between the policy of the right
hon. gentleman, with respect to homesteads, in size,
price, or location, and that of the United States, it was
unfavorable te Canada, and would be calculated to divert
immigration from the North-West. In addition to th:s
feature, the right hon. gentleman introduced another and a
still more pernicious foature-the system of credit sales. lie
offered land on credit, a payment of one-tenth down being
required, and the balance in nine equal annual instalments.
ln the fifty mile belt, speculators, by paying 10 cents per
acre, could securo control of the land. It was a
magnificent opportunity when $100 would secure 1,00:)
acres, and it was an opportunity of whieh s)eculators
availed themselves with avidity. It was an opportumty
which, whatevor its advantages might be to speculatoitO,
was sure to work lasting injury to the country and to the
interests of those who wished to till the soil. The effet co
this policy, as I pointed out a fow moments ago, was plaily)
visible in the Census returns of the two countiies. The
14th of October came and we had another set et regulatio!
and those regulations made the terms cf homesteadig
somewhat more liberal, very much more liberal as regards
the quantity of land. They allowed the homesteader tb
enter for 160 acres, and allowed him to pro-emp t another
160 acres. They also opened belt A to the operation Of t1
homestead and pre-emption law, but they did no t increec
the area in each township allowed t be homesteaded
and pre-emptod, nor :id they remove the discrepancY
in price between the pre-emption entry in Canad5
and the United States; and the regulationS aso
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continued the pernicious system of credit sales, and in itself to certain conditions. If.these conditions were kept,
these three respects the position of Canada as a field for at the end :f i years the sale %as consummated. If the&e
immigration was much less favorable than the United conditions were not kept, then the Government might either
States. These regulations remained in force until the 25th of cancel the sale or accept 1aymclt in full of regular price
May, 1881. In the meantime we had consummated an without intercst. There was here a two-fotd opportunity for
arrangement; a bargain which, I fear, will not cover hon. corruption. Therowas the opportunity, first, in the grant-
gentlemen opposite with honor, and will not, I fear, bring ing of these ci1onization limits, and, secondly, in the power
upon them the blessings of posterity. We had, in the the Government reserved to either caneeltho sales on
meantime, made arrangements by which it became no failure to comply with the conditions or to continue them
longer necessary to hold that reserve of 100,000,000 acres of on-two very dangerons doors we had openod f' the
land for the purposes of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Wé exorcise of CrrUpt practiccs. Tho arrangement with
had made an arrangement by which we gave to a company, refcrence to these lands was two-fold. The first roferred to
in comploted road and surveys, a sum three-fifths as great lands outsido the twenty-four mile boit on either side of the
as that which they were called upon to pay for the con- main lino or any branch lne of the Paeifie Railway. lnder
struction of the balance of the lino; by which the company this arrangement the odd sections, oxcept sehool sections
were given, in cash, one-half as much as the cost Il and 29 in each township, wesold at $1 an acre,
of the completed line; by which they were given there being 10,240 acres in oach township.r conditions
a grant of land worth, according to the valuation were that within throe years two settiers should be placed on
of hon. gentlemen opposite, which is three-fiftbs eaeh odd-numbered section and two settiers on eaclieven-
of the rate at which the Syndicate are selling lands at the nuinbered section. The 1aw also permitted the colonization
present time, one and a-half times the cost of the con- company te aid immigrants or settiers on homosteads to the
struction of the line. This favored company will receive extent of $500 each, and take a mortgage on the homestead
two and a-half times the cost of constructing the line, daimnt 6 per cent. interest. This was ealculated to
besides the transportation monopoly and various other per- facilitate the operation of tho colonization companies in
quisites and privileges which made this, I was going to say, enabling tbom te get one-haîf the numbor of settlers
the greatest railway swindle of the age-but I will not say required witbout the outlay of any money that they
that-but made it a very soft thing for the gentlemen weuld not be sure to ho reimbursod for. The settiors, i
who made this bargain with the hon. gentlemen on the take it, on the even-numbered sections might be purchasers
Treasury benches. This arrangement having been made, to any extent. The purhaser of a forty-acre lot would be
it became necessary, of course, to adopt new regulations, a settier; so would the purchaser of an eighty-acre lot.
and these were passed on 25th May, 1881. By these regula- Tbey might even be tenants, as 1 presume a tenant on
tions belts were laid ofi on each side of the (anadian Pacifie the lands would be, within the meaning of the Iaw, a setter.
Rai iway, and projected branches, twcnity-fonr miles in width. Now, the resaIt under this plan would be that the cost to
In those belts alternate sections werc granted to the thocomnpany wouldt apt, the rate of$10,240 per townhip.
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Iu the alternate sec- If the colonization companies sol to thirty-two setters
tis not granted to the Railway Company, tho sameeitghty acresat h2 per acre, the amount would be $5,120,
conditions as regards homesteads and pre-emptions, were whie woutild leave 7,120 acres in each township, costing the
observed as under the former regulations : 160 acres fer company $5,120, or ;é 2 cents per acre. Or the colonization
h(mestead and 160 acres for pre-emption elaims were eompany might seli 5,120 acres at $2 per acre, and they would

1lowed, and the price of the pre-emptiendaims in thc rotain 5,120 acres clIand free of cot, and if the land was
ailWay beit was fixed at $2.50 per acre, which was sold te ovsetter t more than 2 per acre, as is net only

exactly equivalent to tie prico in the United é ftates highly probable but moralty certain, ote gains of the Com-
Witiin railway boîts. Ontside of the railway bot pany wovld b proportionately greatr. Tio setters on
,ghtthirtysixtîs cf eaeh townsxip were for homesteads, the evensections might bc tenants, and in that case the
nd an equal quantity for pro emption entriesr; and the eompany would have 10,240 acres l each township at a

Ilice of the pro-emption land was $2 per acre, or 75 cents cest of$ 10,240.ow, under this plan No. 1 of ithis Colon-
,r c higher than t'no corresponding lands in the United izatin sheme the advantages were entirely in the

Slates. rind1r the two preceding regulations, Sir, we hands cf the olonization shmpany. Td Government
ht1d the evil of credit sales and cf violation, te a great extent, took the public lands in these townships whico it was
1 believe, of the Statute with refèrence te the restriction of natural to suppose the settesrs of tho country would ulti-
sales te 640 acres te cadi individual. We had, under the tately want, becauso ti asheme contemplatos the intre-
'estr'ietiens of the 25th of May, I81, a new dangnr. Credit ducingef settiers; but under the operationsof these colon-

Shad ceased , and I presume the sales te speculators of any izatien companies the lands woer taken whieh the
ain1lts grater than 640 acres, have ceased ; but there is a settlers would ultimatoly want, or presumably want in a
lw and dangerous feature in this system, a feature charaet- very few years, and plaeed in the hands of colonizatioen
eized as colonizatien sciemes, but a plan wiich should be companies at alfprice, the settwr b aing left aut the mercy
Charaeterized as one that facilitates ticcreatiencf great of thleompay whowould ask and exact suc prices from
eýtatos ;* a plan for robbing tic poor for the benefit of tic him as i migit be to ete obtain,and w at the Govern ent
'ici; a plan for depriving the seler of the opportunity cf should have donc was teo have kept the land in its own
P'rchasing us land at first cost in order twat speculators lands, itselfacting in t ecapacityof aclonization Company,

andsharks might compel him to pay suct a price as ready and anxious to sthie the lands to actual settersht a
111'Y tii t ho able te squeeze from hlm. The chief eut- fair price, and allow ne middlemen te intervene botween
"'nel cf this scieme were as foilows: In thc flrst place, it itselfandie ultimate cultivater of ta esoi. There was
v'18 necessary obtain lie Government's consent te tic another mlan in t bs colonization sehe e in these regulations.
tioe ltase of lands. without liait as te quantity. If te Either tc colonization company migot buy land outside the
Intler went t alterad Office wepurciasoee acre or a railway belt, or, as the reglations prvide, they mighttake
Canf ih would be carged the fual pric, but the froste- setter the lands set apart by Statute for pre-emp.
piclator geds there and makslws bargain wiyh the Gev- tien within thc railway boit. The Gevernment would sou te

cormenton e says: gdI wan this block pften- or fifeen or tie company 5,120 acres of land in each township or oight
toentyewnsips on the terms whieh you have been gra- sections that the law provided should set apart for pro-
lls enOug te accord t peViz. m at haf tic price yoi temption, thus depriving lie settlerhcfean opporîunity of pro-
exaldy eluit to the hardy son of toi." The Company binds empting any aim whatever in blocks of townships of that
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character. Under this arrangement if the company within
five years placed thirty-two settlers on its own lands an<
thirty-two settlers upon the homesteadroserves, theyobtaine
the ]and at $1.25 per acre, that being one half the price
within the railway bolt. bore again the law permitted the
company to make advances to homestead settlers of $b0(
each and take mortgages on the homesteads. The possibl
result of this scheme might be as follows : that allowing
thirty-two settlers had eighty acres each at the Government
price of $2.50 per acre, the amount would be $6,400, th
cornpany recoiving $6,240, the sum it paid for the whole
and retaining 2,560 acres free of cost in each township. Or
if more than $2.50 per acre were charged to the settlers,
the gains of the colonization company would be propor.
tionately greater; or the company might place tenants on
this land, and might get the whole of these 5,120 acres at
$1.25 per acre, or 86,400 for all the pre-emption lands in
the township, and in case of failure to carry out the con-
ditions, the company might pay the other half at the
expiration of three years, without interest. That is, if the
company failed to introduce one single homestead settler
or one settler on its own lands during the term the scheme
ran, thon, at the expiration of that period, it would pay the
full price and retain the land ; and no doubt, in many cases,
colonization companies would prefer to take that course.
So much, Mr. Speaker, for the character of the land regula-
tions and the land policy of my hon. friends in the past. I
do not wish to deal with this matter at very great length;
I merely desire to give a brief of resumé of the course pursued
by hon. gentlemen up to the time the last regulations were
issued; and before entering upon the consideration of the
present land regulations, I wish to call the attention of my
right hon. friend to some calculations-I am quite willing to
believe they were not his own, although ho assumed the
responsibility for thom-which ho presented to the
House two years ago, with reference to the probable
amount of the future land sales and the influx of
immigrants into the North-West. In the course of a speech
delivered by my right hon. friend on the 5th of April, 1880,
ho estimated that the cost of surveys in that country for the
next eleven years would be $2,000,000, and the cost of
management of the Land Department, $400,000. Well, Sir,
I find thatthesum expended on surveysin1880 and 1881 was
8477,321, and that was just the beginning of the work ; the
estimated expenditure for 1881-82 was $300,000, and for
1882-83 it is $450,000; makiug a total for the four years of
$1,227,000, with the certainty that this expenditure will
largely increase from year to year in the future. The esti-
mated expenditure for the management of the Land Depart-
ment for 1881-82 was $70,466, and, fer 1882-83,899,600, mak-
ing a total of $170,000 for the two years : and I am afraid
that at this rate it wilI largely exceed the hon. gentleman's
estimate of $400,000 for eleven years. The hon. gentleman
estimated that the land sales up to 1890 would amount to
$71,000,000. This was based on the reservation of 100,000,-
000 acres for railway purposes. One-fourth of that quantity
has been granted to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company;
and if I deduct one-fourth of one-half of the 71,000,000
from that amount, the balance of the hon. gentleman's esti-
mate for the period wilI b $62,000,000. Well, Sir, I find
from returns which I have received from the Department,
that our total sales in cash and scrip, for the eleven years
and a-half, from July lst, 1872, to January Ist,1882,amounted
to 8972,835; that the amount due upon time sales on thei
lt of January last was 8647,777; and that the amount due
on pre-emption sales on the lst January last was was
81,942,988; making a total in the eleven years and a-half of
credit sales, pre-emption sales, cash sales, and sales fori
scrip, of $3,563,600. The other calculations of the right4
hon, gentleman were equally widely astray. Ho estimates
that the sales of lands for 1880, apart from homesteads and i
railway lands, would amount to $1,440,000, and by a rati«

Mr. CHARLTON.

2 of increase which ho gave us, that the sales for 1881 would
d amount to $1,725,000; yet we find that the sales for 1881
d amounted to $191,626. He also estimated that 3,000
e homesteads would be granted each year-and ho comes
e nearer in that estimate to the truth than in other cases,
0 because the actual number granted last year was 1,754, ae little over one-half what he estimated. It May be pertinent

to the question at this stage to make a few remarks with
t regard to the report which the hon. gentleman laid on the

Table a few days ago. That report is singularly deficient in
, statistical information; all the statistics contained in it

could easily be placed on one page; but so as to pad it out and
to make it a volume of the size it is-and it is a very small

- volume at that-field notes were thrown in extensively;
nine-tenths of the report consists of surveyors' field notes.
Weli, tbey may possess considerable value, but the informa.
tion given in them might be placed in a more condensed
form. I would suggest to the hon. gentleman, if he will
permit the suggestion, that we ought to have in this report
the following information for each year since the North-
West was acquired: A statement of the total number of
homestead entries in each year, the total number of pre-
emption entries, the receipts in detail, the number of acres
surveyed, the cost of surveys, the cost of the Land Depart.
ment, land offices, and various incidental expenses, the
timber licenses granted and the revenue from the
royalty on timber, the pasture leases granted, the
colonization plans and the revenue from such, and
the amounts outstanding from the sales of land. I
think if the hon. gentleman will give us a report in each
year embracing the information to which I have briefly
alluded, it will make the report valuable to the country and
interesting to the House, and this can easily be done. It is
well known to all beads of Departments that the character
of our reports is such that they will admit of great im-
provement, and they would not thon be in a condition of
perfection. Now, Sir, I come to the consideration of the
present land regulations, and with regard to these regula-
tions, Mr. Speaker, we can only judge as to their character
by the regulations which I hold in my hands. The right
hon. gentleman informed us last night that a set of agree-
ments had been prepared-I think he told us-which made
these regulations very stringent. Well, there may be
conditions in these agreements which inay somewhat alter
the character of the regulations, as they appear on the
surface; but in the consideration of this matter, I shall be
governed by the language employed in these regulations.
The conditions which are set forth in these
regulations, I shall assume are the conditions which
are in force, whatever qualifications may be made
by these papers which are to be brought down.
Under these regulations, Mr. Speaker, the public lands
in the North-West are divided into four classes-classes
A, B, C, and D. Class A consists of the lands within twenty-
four miles of the Canadian Pacifie Road, or of any of its
branches. Class B consista of lands within twelve miles of
any projected lino recognized by the Governor in Council,
other than the Canadian Pacifie lino, or its branches. Class
C consists of all lands south of the main lino of the Canadian
Pacifie road, not embraced in classes A and B. Class D COn-
sists ofall lands north of the main lino of the Canadian PacitiC
road, not eiïbraced in classes A and B. As before, pre-
emptions and homestead entries are permitted in sixteen
sections out of the 36 sections in these townships; that is,

eight sections are devoted to homestead entries and eightto
pre-emptions. The lands in class C, that is outside of the
railway belt, south of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, are held
at $2.50 per acre, double the price at which pre-emption
entries are held in the United States where pre-emptio
lands of similar situation are held at $1.25 an acre. The lands
in class D are held at 75 cents an acre higher than pre-emPtiOn
claims inoorrespondinglocalitieuin the UnitedStates, and the
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disparity of price in these public lands is the same. Publie
lands are sold to actual settlers in class C at double the price
which is asked for relative situations in the United States,
and the public lands in class D are sold to actual settlers at
75 cents an acre higher than the prices of public lands
in relatively the same situations in the United States. Sir, in
addition to this restricted area which is set apart for home-
steads and pre-emptions, we have under these regulations a
rule for colonization schemes, which will give to speculators,
at one-half the price, all lands that are reserved for home-
steads and pre-emptions in this groat region, which is
embr'aced in Class ). By colonization plan No. 2, i repeat,
that ail lands in Class D, which covers more than one-half
of the public domain of the North-West, may be retired
from the market and placed in the hands of speculators;
while homestead settlers and pre-emption settlers are
excluded entirely from this vast region. And, Sir, upon
the whim of the Minister, hoinestead lands and pre-emption
lands may be withdrawn from entry and put up at auction
sale, under section 2, sub-section C, of these land regula-
tions. Now, here are two plans, by which the interests of
the homestead settler and the interests of the man who
wishes to make a pre-emption entry, are placed at the mercy
of one man-at the mercy of the hon. the Minister of the
Interior. The hon. the Minister of the Interior may give
u) the whole of that region to the operation of these per-
nicious colonization schemes, or he may withdraw the
homestead lands and pre-emption lands in the whole of this
belt D, from settlement and entry, and put these lands up
for sale at auction. I hold, Sir, that the placing in the hands
of any one man a power as great as this, is an act
fraught with danger to the interests of this country. I
hold, Sir, that no man should be invested with a powee so
despotic-powers that may bo used to the injury of the
great inass of the people of Canada in the manner in which.
these powers may be used; and with regard, Sir, to the
authority for this scheme of colonization-the authority
under which it is proposed to place millions upon millions
of acres of land in the hands of speculators-the authority
under which the whole of the public domain of the North-
West outside of the railway belt may pass away for ever
iromn the operations of a settlement policy conceived in the
interest of the landless and those who are to become
settlers-I say, Sir, the legislation upon which this vast
policy rests, it seems to me is entirely insufficient. The
little clause in this Bill upon which this policy is predi-
cated, Sir, is as follows:-

" Provided that no purchase shall be-permitted at a les price than $1
an acre ; provided also that except in special cases, where otherwise
ordered by the Governor in Council, no sale te one person shall exceed
a section of 640 acres. Sect. 21."

Well, Sir, are these special cases? Are these the except-
ional cases ? Are these the insolated cases, where sales of
"nore than 640 acres are to be permitted-cases that are to
cover the whole country-cases that are to sweep away from
the possession of the settler and the landless, not an
isolated tract here and there, but the whole of
belt D possibly, and all lands outside of the boit of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I hold that the assumption
based on this little clause is a monstrous one, and that the
policy of the Government in this respect is one pernicious in
its character, and one not warranted by the character
of the legislation which is contained in that Bill. Well, Sir,
what are these plans ? What are the features of this plan-No. 1, and of this plan No. 2, contai ned in those regulations,
by which the settler may be defrauded of his right; by which
corporations may be i nvested with dukedoms and ki ngdoms;
ad dbywhich the manipulations and operations of specu-
ators may be made the curse of the whole of this vast

regon in future years? Hlere is plan No. 1. I understand
that it is the popular plan at present, simply because itrequires a very Bmall payment in cash, a payment of one-

fifth down, and the balance to be paid in four equal annual
instalments; and as it is providod that interest, at the
rate of 6 per cent., is to be charged upon past due
installments, it is to be supposed that no very serious
consequences will ensue if the speculators allow their
payments to fall into arrear. Here is the plan-lands
may be granted undBr this plan in bolt D, and there is no
restriction as to area. It may consist of lots and it may
consist of townships. It is left entirely within the discrotion
ofthe bon. gentleman whether four townships, or ton, orthirty
or forty townships are granted. He may, if ho chooses, give
to his favorites one-half of that great region, there is no
restriction whatever ; the grants are to be made in bolt D
and the price is to be $2 an acre, and the payments, one-fifth
down, or 40 cents an acre, and thon the balance in equal
annual instalments during four years without interest. The
requirements of the scheme are as follows: the party pur-
chasing the land is to place in each township thirty-two
settlers on homesteads, and is allowed, as in previous cases,
to advance $500 to each settler and take a mortgage on his
claim at 6 per cent. interest ; thirty-two settlers are to be
placed on Government lands, two on each section, making
in all sixtyfour settlers, which the company has to place
in each township, and upon which they are to receive a
rebate of one-half the purchase price, or $1 an acre,
leaving the net cost of the land at $1 an aere.
The time they have to fulfil these conditions is five years,
and in each year upon the placing of a sottler in this town-
ship they receive a rebate of $120. Year after year as
they place settlers, they receive at the expiration of the
year a rebate of $120 for each settler. At the expiration
of the time, if the full number of settlers are there, they
receive the full rebate of one-half ; but if the full
number is not settled they receive in the same proportion
as if they were. They are to receive a rebate of $160
for each settler, but it is provided my hon. friend may
say that unless they fulfill the conditions contamued in this
colonization plan of placing sixty-four settlers in each town-
ship their rights may be declared forfeited and the land
taken from them. The right hon. the leader ofthe Government
said, last night, however, that the forfeiture condition was of
very small consequence. I presume it is. I imagine that
the cases where rights of colonization companies will be
declared forfeited, in consequence of their not having ful-
filled the conditions of this agreement, will be exceedingly
rare. But there is a bad feature here. It strikes me it is a
dangerous power to place in the hands of a Minister of the
Crown, to say of a company whether their rigits, involving
possibly hundreds of thousands of dollars, shall be forfeited or
not. It strikes me that, under such circurmstances, there is a
chance of introducing those influences which it was chaiged
a few years ago, were used with Judges in the city of New
York. I recollect reading of a case where a suitor, who was
extremely anxious as to the result of a suit, in the course of
adjudication had called iupon one of the Judges. He had beard
that Judges in New York were open to corrupt influences,
and was a little doubtful whether in this particular case it
would be safe to assume that was the case. After somo
conversation ho said hesitatingly and fearfully: " I suppose,
your Honor, it would not answer for me to make any sug-
gestion as to compensation, or any thing of that kind in this
matter ?" The Judge said: "The sooner you get rid, my
friend, of scruples of that character the more likely you
will be to win your case in Court." There is danger in a
matter of this kind when one man bas power to declare
whether rights will be forfeited or not, of corrupt practices
being used.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I call my hon. friend's
attention to sub-section B, of section 10, of the regulations:

" But if it should be found that the full number of settlers required
by these regulations are not on the tract, or are not plaed on in con-
1formty with sub-section B of clause 9 of those regulations, then for
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each settler fewer than the required number, or not plaed in conformity
with the said sub-section, the party shall forfeit one hundred and sixty
dollars uf rebate."

Ur. CHARLTON. I am discussing, at present, the col-
onization pian No. 1, and I am dwelling upon section 10,
sub-section C, which reads as follows:-

"If at any time during the existence of the contract the party shall
have failed to performn any of the conditions thereof, the Governor in
Council may cancel the sale of the land purchased by it, and deal with
the party as may seem meet under the circumstances."
The hon. gentleman will recollect that last night he
told us the forfeiture conditions were of very little con-
sequence. I imagine it will be found they are of
very little consequence under that sub-section which
gives permissive power, and does not make it man-
datory upon the Minister, I hold the door is opened.for
corruption, and that these regulations shoald say definitely
what should be the duty of the Minister, and that there
should be no choice in the promises left to him. Now, I come
to deal with the possible results. Of course, speculators will
examine carefully these regulations, and calculate what may
be done under this or that condition of things, and what
possible results they may be able to attain. Let us look
into that question for a few moments. If sixty-four settlers
are placed in each township, the company acquire their
10,2 lu acres of land for $10,240. That, then, is the
inducement to fulfil the condition of placing the full
number of settlers there. Now, if they seli to thirty-
two settlers 160 acres each, at $2 an acre, they
receive the amount of their investment, $10,240, leaving
them 5,180 acres free of cost. But if they sell to that num-
ber of settlers 80 acres each at $2 per acre, it leaves them
7,680 acres, costing $5.120, or 72 cents per acre. If they sli
to thirty settlers 40 acres ea.ch, at the Government price of
$2, it leaves them 9,Gý0 acr&, cz ang $7,680, or E> eents ail
acre. If, however, they should seli, as i is highly probable
they will, land at, at least, $4 an acre-I understand the
Canadian Pacifie Railway is selling lands at $5 an acre -they
will have, after EcTng to thirty-two settlers 160 acres each,
at $4 an acre or $20,480, will have remaining one
half the lands of the Townships and $10, 140 besides. Should
they seli thirty-two lots of eighty acres each at $4
each, $10,240, they will have renaining three quarters
of the land of the township free of cost. Should they dis.
pose of thirity-two plots of forty acres cach to thirty-two
settlers at $4 an acre, which will give thern $5,120,
they will still have left 8,960 acres, or they will have seven-
eighths of the lands at a cost of 57 cents per acre.
But they may place thirty-two tenants upon their own lands,;
and if these are to be considered settlers, they get their!
10,240 acres at $1 an acre. These regulations provide that a
company shall have the privilege of obtaining ail pre-emp-
tions in townships upon certain couditions. The home-
steads settlers may, through advances or otherwise, be
p!a -ed somewhat under the influence of the company, and
if they fail to have their pre-emptions entered within
three months of the tine or their failure to secure their
rights in that respect, these corporations may step in and
grab every pre-emption claim in the township. It is
a beautiful arrangement in the interests of the speculators.
I think ny hon. friend in making this arrangement must
have been aided by suggestions from bon. gentlemen who
well understood how to manipulate matters of these land
speculations, and make a handsome investment with their
money. This colonization plan No. 2 founded upon that
littie three line clause, in this Bill, for exceptional occasions
in which sales of more than 640 acres may be made, is held to
enable the right hon. Minister to take himself authority
to alienate to speculators the whole of the land in beit
D. By this plan ail lands in townshipî, except those
reserverd for Hudson's Bay, or for school purposes, may bel
sold to a company. A company may buy ail public lands,
ail homesteads, all pre-emption claims, in a town-I
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ship, and make a sweep of the whole thing, except
four sections reserved for the Hudson's Bay Company
and for school purposes, and these purchases may be nade
in unlimited quantities; they may extend over the whole of
beit D, which embraces half of the North-West Under
that three line clause the First Minister has the power to
deprive the settler, in the whole of this section, of his right
to homestead and pre-emption, and to pass the whole of
that vast region over to the speculators. It is a monstrous
plan and it strikes me as most singular that hon. gentle-
men opposite are so unfortunate in the policy they adopt.
What necessity is there for them to adopt a plan like this,
wbich is sure to be so unpopular, which is sure to work
such injury to the country, and which eau do no good to
themselves as a party or as individuals ? Weil, Sir, the
company having bought the lands under this scheme at $2
per acre, is allowed a rebate qf $120 for every settler it
places on the tract. It bas a period of five years to place
the settlers within these townships. At the expiration of
five years, if it bas placed 128 settlers in each one of these
townships, where it bas the whole land, homestead and
pre-emption, it then bas a rebate of one-half the pur.
chase money it bas paid and gets the land at the net price
of $1 per acre. But I do not notice here any stipulation as
to the number of acres that each one of these settlers shall
occupy. I do not notice any stipulations as to the location
on which the settlers shall be placed. It does fnot say they
shall be placed on alternate sections, that they shall have
160 acres each. They may all be placed in one corner
of the township. A blacksmith may buy one acre and be
counted a settler, and the laborer who goes there and culti-
vates two or three acres of land given to him by this
m onopoly is a settler. The settler who goes there and bays
forty acie is a settler. They may complete the conditions
of this bond ; they may place there 128 settlers in each
township, and these settlers miay not occupy eight sections
of land. These settlers may be so placed in the township
as to give to the speculative company three-fourths of
the land in that township in one continuous body. Well,
let us sec now this thing, to use a slang expression, will pan
out-this rich-thing; and the only reason that people are not
availing themselves of this plan in preference to the other
is that it requires a little larger outlay of money at the start.
Under plan No. 1.the Company gets posseszion of the land at
40 cents an acre; under plan No. 2 at $2 per acre. But in the
event of having to deal with the settler it is a much bctter
plan than the other. Ultimately the result will be mole
advantageous to the protégés of my bon. friend, the sper-
ulators. Let us see how it will work. If eight sections in
each township are sold to settlers in forty-acre lots, at 2
per acre, the company receives for the sale $10,240; it gts
tn rebate for the 128 settlers at the expiration of five 70aS
$30,480. The resat is it obtains 15,360 acres for $10,
or 67 cents per acre; but if it sells to the 128 settlcrs, iii
eighty acre lots makiig sixteen Sections, at $2 per a te,
the Government price, the result is it gets fron the amo'n
of sale and the rebate, at the expiration of five years
$40,968. It retains 10,:40 acres ofland, costing it nOth'p
except the cost of surveys, 5 cents an acre. But if it sels
128 forty acre lots at $4 pgr acre, which is more likelY to be
the case, it receives $20,-480, and retains 15,360 acres, or
three-fourths of the tract free of cost. It receives 111
rebate and in money received for one-quarter of the
tract sold, the sum the whole tract cost. But if it
sells 128 eighty-acre lots to the 128 settlers at $4 an acre it
receives $40,960 in money and $20,480 in rebate for half the
tract, leaving $20,480 in cash at the expiration of the
years, and 10,240 acres of land. Well, Sir, ift
company sells its lands at $2 an acre, the procrt
are 100 per cent; if it sells the land at $3 per beyt.
the profits are 200 per cent.; if it sells at $4 per acre,' the
are 300 per cent; if it sells at $5 per acre, the profits ilthe
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transaction are 400 per cent. This matter may be arranged
so as to sell half the land in each township and leave a block
amounting to over 40,000 arres in one solid bloek taken out
of a block of four townships. We were told last night by the
hon. gentleman-at least I understood him to say-that the
grants made already cover some 7,000,000 of acres. I un-
derstand that the applications made would cover the country
twice over and would reach from the Red River to the
Rocky Mountains and back again. I would like to inquire
of the hon. gentleman whether he is leaving a neutral zone
between the Licensed Victuallers' grant and the Temper-
ance Colonization grant.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For my hon. friend's
occupation.

Mr. CHARLTON. Well, I am afraid there will be
future difficulty.

Mr. MILLS. That is for the police to look after.
Mr. CHARLTON. Well, I am happy we have been

able to learn as much as we have with regard to- the
amount of land granted and with regard to the number of
applications. I have heard rumors floating around the
Department that there were a vast number of them,
heard, some days ago that over 300 had been made. J do
not know, but I have been led to suspect that the hon.
gentleman's supporters behind him were some of them,
figuring in these transactions, and I am afraid it will give
rise to reports filoating around the country that political
influence had been sold by gentlemen whose votes are essen-
tial te hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches, in the
promotion of this scheme. I am very much afraid of it.
Of course, I would not imagine for a moment the thing was
possi bie-1 do not assert it is passible ; but I am afraid the
character of the hon. gentleman will suffer by the circula-
tion of reports of that kind in the country where their

gentleman has acknowledged that he las alienated 7,000,000
acres of the public domain for the benefit of speculators and
to the injury of the people who are ultimately to fill up the
land. He has been remiss in his duty. Ho ias forgotten
the millions in remembering the interest of the few who
come here to seek favors from him and perhaps promise
him their support. What are the consequences to follow
this ? The settlers are obliged to buy the lands fromn specu-
lators perfectly remorseless, whose sole and only object is to
make money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hoar.
Mr. CHARLTON. My hon. friend may laugh, but I do

not imagine that these men are actuated by any philan-
thropic motives in the investrments they are making. Their
desire is to place money in their own pockets, and they are
going to adopt the course that will best lead to that
result without reference to the wishes or interests of
others than themselves. Then, Sir, another objection to
plan No 2, is that it offers great facilities for creating great
estates. As I pointed out, the conditions of this land grant
may be complied with, by placing 128 settlers in one corner
of the township, and that secured, the company retains
three-quarters of the land in the township in one body. It
offers the best possible advantages for the creation of great
landed estates in the North- W est, and our hon. friends
opposite seem to display a great degreeeof anxiety to croate
an aristocracy in this country. My hon. friend the Minister
of Finance justifies his policy of taxation that builds up
monopolies in this country, by broadly asserting that it is a
fine thing for the country to have the wealth of the country
in the hands of a few, who may live in large houses, keep
fast horses, and fancy dogs, and allow the masses of
the people to romain poor in order to benofit a few
great mon. My rigbt hon. friend, a few nights ago, spoke
of the creation of great landed estates and enormous farms

probity and honor are not as, well known as they are here.'as something te bcdesired. He said that on such farmnewe
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who circulates the could have the advantage cf maintaining the best kind cf

reports? The hon. gentlemen ? agricultural implements and keeping tle choicest stock,
Mr. HARTON.No;J sy tht Ifea sudreprtsthat we could have tho lordly owner riding in his carniageMr. CHARLTON. No; say that fear such reportsand his sns mounted on blood hrses.

will go into circulation and obtain credence. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who said that?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD..Who starts the reports? Mr. CHARLTON. My rigt hon. friend.

Is it the hon. gentleman?
Mr. CHARLTON. I may remind the right hon. Mr.JOHA . ADOIAd. J?

gentleman that the eyes of the whole country are upon him.
The people are aware of the fact that there is a great rush Of Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. bar, hoar.
speculators to the North-West, they are aware of the fact that Mr. CHARLTON. My righttlhon. friend, Bpeakigcf the
the supporters of the Government have already had somegroat wheat farms in Dakota, said it would bena great
influence on former occasions in matters of this kind, and btessing te have a policy that would lead te the establish-
there is danger that these reports may obtain circulation ment cf great estates, tlousands and thonsands cf acres
and credence. Well, Mr. Speaker, the objections to these farmed in one body, and thns we would have the best ]ind
two plans may be very briefly stated. Plan No 1 deprives theof agricultural developmont, and expensive, processes of
settler of the chance to purchase any land except pro- enrichngtîe soi, expensive madhinery and everything cf
emption at Government prices. It deprives the settler, I that kind.. But did it ever occur te my night hon. fniend
repeat, of all chance to purchase any public land at Govern- that the reverse cf that picture might have soma attractions
ment prices, the only lands he can purchase are pre- te present-that the placing cf thousands cf freeholders on
Omptions; ail the other public land in the country is granted small holdings would be more conducive to national
to these companies, it passes into the hands of speculators strength and national growth than île gathering tegeiler
whose interest is to obtain the utmost farthing they can, cf nabobs holding great landed estates. I think it
and they will do it. That is, in a word, the objection te would be botter for the country te ado a pohicy
plan No. 1, a plan conceived, not in the interest of the that would foster the creation of amall froehelds,
ruasses, but in the interest of the few. The objections to rather than enormous estaies such as those whidh plan
lan No. 2 are still more serions. It sweeps away the No. 2 is calculated te croate. Thon, Sir, another feature I
OfMesteads, it sweeps away the pre-emption claim, it have tereferto le theremissness cf tle Government inposting

sweeps away the public land, it sweeps into the remorselese those regutations. We have, fist cf al, the fitful vacillat-
naw Of those colonization schemes the whole public domain. ing charactor cf those regulations, and thai feature las been

It leaves the settler no foothold, no pro- condomed in ne uncortain tones in the west by the
emption, no homestead, no possibility of his buyingIeople wbo undorstand bost îhe operation cf this pelicy.
of this paternal Government, one foot of the public land atT ho plicycf my Ion. friend las beeu condemned, and will
the regular Government price. As I have said before, ho universally condemned in the west by the mon who go
aPPieations cover the whole country twice over. The hon.Ithon. te make for themselves homes, and who seek to
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identify themselves and their posterity with the growth of
that country. Nota man of the millions who will ultimately
people that country but will curse the policy which bas
brought such evils. The Government bas also been remiss
in informing the people of the changes in their regulations,
and the agents knowing nothing about them the lands are
withheld for sale. What for ? I understand very well the
advantage to the speculator of withholding these lands from
sale and tiring out the actual settler, who is without means
and who cannot afford to dance attendance for weeks and
months on the agents and finally leaves in disgust. But
the speculator with thousands at stake can afford to wait.
Re can enter into collusion with the authorities to procure
delay and to drive from the country those who come there
te settie, and who would interfere with his speculative in-
vestments. The true policy of the Government is to dis-
courage speculation, to wash its hands of th ose men who
seek to control tens of thousands of acres of the public
domain for their own selfish purposes, who seek to get
this land into their hands that they may charge the
settler vastly more than they give the Government. The
Government should allow no middlemen to come between
itself and the men who are to till the soil. It should con-
sider that domain a sacred heritage and itself the trustee
charged with the management of the estate for the benefit
of its wards, the people of the country. Its
policy should be the greatest good to the
greatest number. It should look to the future and
strive to adopt a policy that will inure to the benefit of the
millions of settlers, and not to establish a system that will
result in the aggregation of vast fortunes in the possession
of the few. There are other bad features in the Govern-
ment land policy in addition to its provisions regarding
colonization. In fact, Sir, the land policy of the Govern-
ment abounds in bad features. We have the pasturage lease
policy, a policy by which the Government is permitted to
grant leases of great tracts of land, to the extent of 100,000
acres, to their favorites. And having granted these
leases the Government bas the power, at the mere whim or
ceprice of the hon First Minister, to give two years' notice to
terminate any of these leases. It can hold the rod over the
leaseholder and compel him to become its supporter, and
to do many things wbich a free man would not do. Then,
with reference to the timber berths. The Government may
let them without competition to its favorites. That is a bad
policy, and a policy that every man should condemn.
These franchises should be put up to publie competition and
sold to the highest bidder. There should be no hole and
corner work, no dancing attendance in small cliques at the
office door of my right hon. friend, seeking the favors which
it is within his power to dispense under this policy. The
door of corruption is opened wide, I do not say designedly,
but is opened wide by the policy of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. Private members may lobby for the promotion of
várious claims, they may sell their influence to procure grants
under colonization plans No. 1 and 2; they may themselves
become members of colonization companies under either plan.
The resuit is that a corrupt influence is brought to bear upon
the Government. Then, Sir, they may sell their influence
again in favor of companies regarding which the Govern-
ment bas to decide whether to cancel their claims, they
having failed to fulfil their engagement, or to make them
pay and allow them to retain their lands. Here are two
doors open to corruption on the part of private members,
and when the door is open there will surely be some person
to enter. In the nature of things wherever corruption is
invited corruption will exist. Then, Sir, corrupt influences 1
inay be broglight to bear upon my rigLt hon. friend to with-
draw pre-emption and homestead lands, for settlement andi
advertize these lands for sale at auction. I can easily con-'
ceive of circumstances in which it may be in the interest of
colonization companies to make bogus returns as to the'
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number of settlers-to report that they have 128 settlers
when they have not a dozen, or when perhaps not half of
the number are actual bonafide settlers. Corrupt influences
might be brought to bear in making false representations
which would enable the company to get a rebate of 81 per
acre when they are not entitled to it. I can imagine cases
where corrupt influences might be brought to bear in pro-
curing timber licenses without having those licenses pro.
perly put up to auction. I can imagine cases where corrupt
influences might be brought to bear in procuring pasture
leases, and coal and mineral leases, and these
corrupt practices might be engaged in by private members
who might be induced to sell their influence with the Gov.
ernment for corrupt purposes. My heart is filled with pain
when I think of the temptations that my immaculate friend
the hon. the Minister of Railways may be subjected
to. My heart is pained when 1 think of the tempta-
tions that the hon. the First Minister may be subjected to.
We have a prayer which implores, "lead us not into tempt-
ation." The Government is adopting a policy that is
certain to lead them into temptation, and unless Divine
strength is accorded them to deliver them from evil, they
will be almost certain to fall into it. It fills my
heart with pain to think that they should be subjected to
such great temptations as inevitably await them under this
policy. Let us see what these temptations are. Suppose the
agent of a company desiring to make an agreement under
colonization plan No. 1, finds that the gentlemen on
the Treasury benches are not favorable to his proposition.
Is there not danger that the man might be disposed to offer
a consideration for the allotment of a few townships? Is
there not danger that, unless the hon. gentlemen were per-
fectly immaculate,some hon. Minister might accept a bribe of
that kind ? My hon. friend tosses his head, but I can tell
him that corruption has existed in Governments before
to-day, that corruption will be found in Governments after
to-day, and that a policy such as this is calculated to pro-
duce corruption and the people of this country will condemn
this policy simply because it invites corruption. We
are all human, and this policy is excessively human.
This corrupt influence might also be brought to bear by the
speculator in inducing the withdrawal of lands from home-
stead or pre-emption, and having them placed in the market
at auction, thus depriving the settler of his chances of mak-
ing pre-emption and homestead entries. Suppose there is a
block of townships, sixteen sections in which are open to
homestead and pre-emption, and speculators are desirous
that they shall be withdrawn by the hon. First Minister from
actual settlement, is there no possibility of corruption? Is
there not danger that a large sum might be offered
for their retirement from homestead and pre-enip-
tion ? There is, and it is wrong that such a power should
exist with the Government. The sane difficulty exists with
regard to the provisions for timber leases and pasture leases.
The door is open in every one of these cases, inviting the
use of corrupt means for the purposes of speculators. I
have seen about the Departments an unusual number of
strange faces this winter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What were you there
for ?

Mr. CHARLTON. I waethere, from time to time vainly
seeking to get a summary of the information that the hon.
gentleman promised to bring down before to the House,
that would enable us intelligently to discuss this question.
I was there in the prosecution of my duty as the represent-
ative of a constituency, looking after the interests Of my
constituents, and it was then that I saw the things I am
about to speak of. I did not go there looking after the
interests of any colonization schemes. I did n
belong to the right side. I find in the lists of
stockholders of these schemes the names of many
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litical friends of the hon. gentleman. I have seen hundreds that portion of his speech which is at al relevant, and that

fstrange faces about the Department, men gathered together portion I must say-and I leave it to the judgment of the
in knots and groups, and men singly. The doors of the House as to whether I am correct or not-is but a ve
Minister's Department have been beset, and it was difficult small part of the long and able speech of my hon. friend.
to obtain an interview with the Secretary, much less with There was great deal of sack for a very little bread. My
the Deputy Head or the Head of the Department. I do not hon. friend commenced his speech with his usual power and
know what they were doing there. I did not know but that his usual fluency, but he really forgot the place where ho
some great public exigency had called these men to Ottawa, was speaking; he fancied there was a dissolution and
or that they were here from some patriotic motive, or in that he was on the stump, addressing an audience
consequence of some great public danger. The lines of far away from the centre of intelligence and infor-
Whittier were suggested to my mind: mation; and my hon. friend, from the beginning

liWherever outraged nature asks thought or action brave, to the end of his speech, pursued the same course.
Wherever struggles labor, wherever groans a slave, He spoke about the possibility of corruption and the
Wherever rise the people, wherever falls the wrong, probability of corruption. The hon. gentleman said I may
The bounding pulse of freedom's heart finds answer in his own." wash my hands, but there has been corruption and there

I looked at those faces to see if they would fill the Bill, was corruption. I thank the hon. gentleman for the
and thought they were not the men whom I would credit implied compliment that there is not corruption. Per-
with possessing characteristics such as those. On the con. haps in a change of events, perhaps as there was
trary, they were men who were evidenily intent upon corruption and that not very long ago, the hon. gentleman
securing some gain for themselves, and it became evident to hopes there may be an opportunity for corruption again;
me that they were seeking favQrs in the way of coloniza- but the hon, gentleman has admitted that at present no
tion grants, and that their operations were facilitated and charge of corruption can be brought against us. That
promoted by the regulations which my hon. friend las language is unworthy of a member of Parliament, it is
adopted, which permit chicanery and fraud, and political unworthy of a representative of the people, it is unworthy
expediency to take away from the people what is their of a man who hopes and believes and expects Lo be the
sacred heritage. We condemn the policy of the Government guiding-star of the country as a member of some future
because it permits these varied influences to exist. We administration. Why, the Parliament of a country which
condemn the policy of the Government because it forgets las institutions like those of England should pay sufficient
that Canada is a free democratic land; because it fiavors the respect to the Government of the day to suppose it, unlees
speculator, and seeks to give him land at half price; because there was a specific charge brought, to be incapable of
it desires to create in Canada great landed estates ; because it corruption. If that principle is not laid down, Government
introduces, or seeks to introduce, the tenant system in is utterly impossible. Let the hon. gentleman bring a
Canada, because it would compel the bonafide tiller of the charge of corruption, let him rise in bis place, if he dare,
soil to pay vastly more for lis acres than the Government and state a single act, since this Government was formed,
receives, and because it loses sight of the future, and of the connected with the administration of land affairs in
millions, and barters priceless inheritances and issues for which we have not acted with the most perfect
the advantage of camp followers and gamblers. I beg to fairness and the utmost impartiality, and without
move the following resolution:- asking what were the political proclivities or antecedentâ

That Mr. Speaker dontnow leavethe Chair, butthat itbe resolved -of any applicant for lands in the North-West. I defy the
That the prsent Land Regulations provide that odd-numbered e chon. gentleman to make the charge. I invite him to make
tions in the Canadian North-West, outside of the Canadian Pacific Rail- the charge, and if he cannot make the charge, and if he
way Belt, shall be open to sale without conditions of settlement. does not make the charge I leave it to this House, and

That the so-called Colonization Plan No. 1, provides that parties throuh the ress te the country, te say whether the hon.
may purchase large tracks of land on credit at $2 per acre, with a pro- rgt p
vise for the rebate of one half of the price on certain conditions, thus gentleman was justified as a member of Parliament and as
reducing the cost to $1 per acre ; or one half the price charged to indi- a representative of the people in using the language he has
vidual settlers for their pre-emptions, or other purchasesin odd sections. used. This much as regards his language about corruptorsThat the so-called Colonization Plan No. 2 provides that parties mauy .
purchase large tracts embracing all the Goverument lands within their I challenge him, I nvite him, I enLreat him, to bring up
area (from which homestead and pre-emption settlers are thus to be any charge of any kind against the Department of which Iexcluded), paying $2 per acre, without any express conditions of for- am the head. It is quite open to him, and I admit it is thefeiture in case of non-settlement, and with the additional advantage of
a large rebate, amounting under certain conditions to $1 per acre from duty of every hon. member who does not approve of the
the price, in case the purchasers choose to effect a so-called settlement policy of the Government, to attack it as severely as may
within each township, but without any provision as to the acreage to be be; but when he charges improper, sinister or clandestinegiven, or the interest to be secured to each so-called settler.

That these regulations are calculated injuriously to affect the future motives, the Ion. gentleman should be prepared to follow
of the country by faciliatating the creation of large landed estates ; by up lis charge or to sit in lis place ashamed and humiliated,
lacing extensive areas of the choicest lands in the hands of specu- and if he is not ashamed lis friends who sit around him

'acrs 'Who have favorable opportunities in securing them in anti-
cipatioa o fthe settier, and who may hold themfor a large advance te will be, if he does not follow up such language by a distinct
paid by the ultimate settler whereby the country will gain nothing in allegation and distinct proof.
Price, and wilIl ose through the diminished ability of the settler to con-
tribute to the public revenues. Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to disclaim having made any

That in the opinion of this Bouse our aim should be to people the charge. I said the policy of the Government was opn to
agricnlture regions of the North-West witheindependent freeholders, the charge of permitting and inviting corruption. 1madeeacb cultvating bis own farm, and payiug therefore ne more than the
Publie treasury receives ; and that, save in the case eof town plots, or no charge of corruption.
other exceptional cases, the sale of North West Agricultural lands
should as a rmle be made to actual settiers only, on reasonable condi- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is what I com-
tions of setlement, and in quantities limited to the area which can be lain of. The hon. gentleman did not make the assertion,
reasonably occupied by a settler. bt le made the insinuation, which is much more mean than

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, I regret the distinct charge. But the hon. gentleman is not only
for some reasons that my hon. friend should not have afraid of corruption, but he is afraid of an influx of aristo-
Prsued the course which is usually followed, and given at crats; that this country is going to be ruled by bloated
îeast a day's notice of the motion he was about to make. If aristocrats and capitalists, and colonization companies
le had donc se, I would have had the papers here to meet were going to make immense fortunes out of the hardy soe'
his elaborate arguments, if arguments were required. How. of toil. The hon. gentleman introduced that expredoh
WeOve I think I can trust my ienmory generally to meet threé times; why did ho not follow it up with the expeioa
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" the horny-handed sons of toil ?" Whether there is going
to bea monopoly by the lands companies, by individuals or
hy railway companies, monopoly is all the same. The hon.
gentleman must remember,as the country will remember,that
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) introduced a Bill
by which there would be any amount of railway lines run-
ning over the North-West, and the hon. gentleman-I
cannot call him my friend after the language ho las used
to-day-was one of the strongest supporters of the measure,
and he denounced small holdings and said it was absurd to
suppose that a peddling policy would meet the case, but
they must obtain large railway companies with large
means to bring in settlers to the country. The hon. gentle-
man thon was not afraid of a monopoly of railway com-
panies, and ho was not afraid of bloated aristocr.ats ; the
difference was that ho had confidence in his own purity and
in the purity of the Go'vernment ho supported, and hob has
not the same confidence in those who sit on the Treasury
benoches with so much satisfaction to the majority of the
louse and equally so I believe to the people of the country.
But the hon. gentleman was in favor of large grants to
railway companies which were to be scattered broadcast
over the NorLh-West. Where, thon, was the "horny-handed
son of toilt" to get his land? le was to go to the railway
companies, to the middlemen, to the speculators, to those
who had arranged to run railways oast, west, north and
south, and obtain land grants of millions of acres
as in the United States, and ho was to be com-
pelled to go cap in hand to the middlemen
according to the hon. geetleman's scheme. Just as the
hon. gentleman varies from Free Trade to Protection and
from Protection to Free Trade, ho was a few years ago an
aristocrat and a monopolist, now ho is a democrat and
a defender of the poor man. In the debate which took
place in 1878 on the Manitoba Colonization Railway Bill,
which was to give lands to everybody who chose to get up
a bogus or paper charter-to use te hon. gentleman's
expression-the member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
said:

" Some of the railways had perhaps been subsidized more than was
necessary, perhaps more land had been given than was advisable, but
capitaliats would not embark their money unless they had a prospect of
a fair return, and it was folly to haggle with them about an unimport-
ant difference when important interests were at stake."

Again the hon. gentleman said:

"In the North-West they had lands which would give sufficient
sustenance for fifteen or twenty millions of people; let them get
inhabitants for them as soon as posaible. If they could pour 50,000 a
year into it, those settlers would pay into the coffers of this country, in
the shape of Customs duties, £250,000 per annum, and the Government
would derive a far greater revenue this way than from the sale of these
lands."

The hon, gentleman was thon looking at the matter through
a pair of bine spectacles, but ho now looks at it through a1
green-through a jaundiced pair of spectacles. I cannoti
understand why the hon. gentleman should descend to the
vulgarism of charging or insinuating the possibility or the
probability of corruption. Governments of the day are1
supposed to be pure ; they are supposed to have the confi-]
dence of Parliament and of the people through theirt
representatives, and as soon as they prove unworthy of that(
confidence they are removed. James IV of Scotland when1
ho went down to the Borders, which was thon occupied by ai
wild set of Lowland clans of raiders and foragers, came to ai
place where the Lowland chieftain had a castle built on an
island in the middle of a lake. There was no means of
getting at or taking the fortress, and the raider, the forageri
or plunderer was quite safe in the absence of artillery which1
prevailed in those days. The king's remark on seeing iti
-I do not apply it to the hon. gentleman, but perhaps ho 1
will appreciate its force-was: "The man who built that1
rifice a thief in his heart." 'e Wan who makea1

"_wfi 4, màcoou.ur,,

charge of corruption, or an insinuation of corruption with.
out being able to prove it, I leave it to this House to say
whether ho is not capable of corruption himself. But not
only has the hon. gentleman distinguished himself as a
democrat and a protector of the poor man--
an anti-aristocrat and an anti-monopolist-but in
the interests of the country, in the interests
of pure morality, he plays the part of a detective. H1e says
lie went over to the office of the Interior and there lie saw a
number of men. He says ho saw by their faces what they
were-and what a heart a man must have who would use
that expression with regard to a number of men he knew
nothing about-he says he knew by their faces that the
men who were hanging about there were there for corrupt
purposes-for jobs, for speculations. The hon. gentleman1
is a physiognomist, but I tell my hon friend that if every
party will use the same skill in physiognomy that the hon.
gentleman uses, then, perhaps, the hon. gentleman would
not stand so great a chance of being a future Minister of tho
State. Thon, too, Mr. Speaker, there has been favoritism,
and hon. gentlemen sitting behind me have been induced to
vote for me and my Government by clandestine methods, by
giving improper grants; but I tell the hon. gentleman that
the gentlemen who sit behind me were elected to support
me in 1878 before any policy of this kind could even have
been suggested, and they have been true to the pledges they
made to their constituents-true to the pledges they made
to the country, and I believe the country will sustain thom
as a body-sustain them individually and collectively.
Whenever the appeal is made the country will say as they
wore elected to support the Government, they believe the
prosent Government has so acted as to prove themselves
worthy of that support and will send them back again to
support the present Administration. Thon the hou. gen-
tleman supposes that these colonization companies are all
formed of greedy men, selfish mon, dishonest men; that they
are formed for the purpose of robbing the immigrant; but
Sir, they cannot be any worse than the railway companies
which the hon. gentleman agreed to press into service,
whom. he thought should have large grants-who were not
to be haggled with. We are not to consider, thought the
hon. gentleman, whether we should give them four, or ten,
or twenty townships-do not haggle with thom, give them
what they want; do not let us do business in a retail way,
but let us do it wholosale. That was the policy of the hon.
gentleman, but ho supposes that every man who applies
under a colonization system is a rogue in his heart; that ho
is a heartless man; that ho wishes to rob the immigrant and
cheat the settier. That is the statement of the hon. gentle-
man. I can tell the hon. gentleman that in the lists of thoso
who have applied for colonization grants, there are men
with whom ho agrees politically, whom ho supports
politically, or has supported; there are men whose charac-
tors stand in such a way that the hon. gentleman would not
dare, for his soul, to say that any one of them would be
guilty of any such conduct as he has characterized them by.
What does he say? He says that they are harpies; that
that they are griping, grasping and grinding to death the
poor settler. No language of opprobrium would be too
strong for the hon. gentleman; but I tell him that every one
of these applications has been considered on its own merits
without the slightest reference to political proclivitiOs or
antecedents-whether they are opponents of the Govern-
ment or supporters. The hon. gentleman commenced bY
comparing the policy eof the Canadian Government with
that of the United States. The circumstances of the country
when we took office, especially with regard to the North'
West, were not in a hoalthy condition. The late Govern-
ment had no faith in the future of that North-West. They
had shown that they had no faith in it. They had in their
places declared that we could hope for no great inilux into
that ouantry 60soneMg as Kanssad Texasand oths r;
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tions of the United States were open. They said that pro.
gress would be slow.

Mr. MILLS. No.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We can turn up fansard
and prove it. We have read it again and again in the1
House, and if necessary we will read it again and again inq
the course of this debate, and prove the truth of what I
stt. Again and again was it stated that it would be by a
slow process that the North-West would be settledi
so long as the United States continued to offeri
the great inducements which they were offering.1
Consequently when we entered office we took the earliest
stops possible to induce immigration ; we took the first,
stops that were ever taken to induce immigration. The lato
Government took no steps whatever for that purpose. When
they laid out the Pacifie Railway, the first thing they didi
was to declare that a bolt of twenty miles on each side of1
the railway should be absolutely reserved from settlement.1
Our policy, on the contrary, is that every alternate1
section shall be open for free settlement and pre-emption,(
even if the railway runs across it. Such is our policy, andt
sncb was the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite. Wei
were anxious to offer better terms to the settiers, because1
of the backward position of settlement in the North-West,i
because of the utter discouragement which had been offered
to settlement there by the administrators of the affairs ofi
Canada for the previous five years; and as the United1
States asked $1.25 an acre for their land, we offered ours1
for 81 an acre ; as they declared that the homesteader mustF
remain on his land for five years, we declared that ho
would get his deed in three years; as thoir pro-emption
rigbts were to be sold for cash, in all cases we offered pre-E
emption rights on credit;-we did all this for the purposei
of offering botter terms in the effort to divert intoê
Canada the immigration which was rolling in an enormousf
tide into the United States. We were only partiallyz
successful, thanks to the exertions and thanks toi
the language of hon. gentlemen opposite. Why, thereN
was not an advertisement inserted in any American news-t
paper by the great railway companies which had lands toe
sell that did not quote the language of hon. gentlemen1
opposite; some of the pamphlets issued by them had theirt
pages adorned with their physiognomies, and Antwerp,r
Berlin, and every portion of Gcrmany was flooded withe
translations in the best German of the disparaging remaiksa
made by hon. gentlemen opposite; and, Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry to say that such is the spirit of opposition-not tof
say thank you-that by some unhappy fate, whether tbeya
are in the Government or in the Opposition, these hon.1
gentlemen, like the bloody shirt of Nessus, seem to feel1
that the necessity of disparaging thoir country devoivesr
upon ihem as an inevitable task. The hon. gentleman whod
has just spoken gets up and tries to show that the termas wer
offer are prejudicial to the settlement of the country-that e
they are uot satisfactory to the immigrant. Strange to say,r
Mr. Speaker, the whole of Europe-at all events, the whole g
of -England, Ireland and Scotland-as well as a considerable1
Portion of the United States-uand all of Ontario, as the hon.
gentleman says, have quite a different opinion. Was there1
any rush from Ontario during the time of the Governmenta
Which the hon. gentleman supported ? Was there anyi
danger of that Province being depleted then ? Was there s
any danger of an emigration from Lower Canada ? Thet
olodus from LowerCanadaas well as f rom Ontario,was to the

T nited States. There was no assertion that there was t
"1ng to be an improper rush of people to the North-West.I
'ut nowSir, it is all changed. The hon. gentleman hast

quoted my language of April, 1880. I was one yearr
prenmature, and if I was, there were two causes for it; theret
was a very early and wet season, which, together with thei
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opposite, had the effect of postponing immigration. But it
was only for one year. The immigration of last year-and
it is only approximately known, because we cannot arrive
at the number of men who cross the border at all points of
that great country-is shown by the population register to
have been 28,000, and there will be nearly 20,000 by the 1st
of May next, notwithstanding all the exertions of the hon.
gentlemen opposite and their misrepresentaions of the
character of that country. Strange to say, although they
declare that the terms in the United States are so much
more favorable than those in Canada, there is a large and
healthy immigration pouring into Conada all the way from
Kansas; there are large numbers of people coming who are
willing to endure all the injustice which the hon. gentleman
bas so eloquently depicted, who are willing to put them-
selves under the grinding wheel of a rampant aristocracy; and
no thanks to the hon. gentleman. Wfly should they not listen
to the hon.gentleman ? Perhaps they will read his speech and
turn back to that land offreedom and democracy from which
the hon. gentleman himself came, and from which ho las evi-
dently derived some of the sentiments ho expresses. Sir, as I
said before, we were a new country in the North-West, we had
no population, while the United States for the last twenty-
five years had been receiving a growing tide of immigration,
and a great portion of it was caused by previous immi-
grants. Much to the credit of the European immigrant,
and especially of the Irish immigrant, so soon as ho got his
head above water on this side of the Atlantic, so soon as he
had, by honest industry, been able to house himself and
scrape up a little money, ho sent that money home to his
relatives to bring them out and settle them in the western
States. That was a growing and increasing cause; as the
snowball increases in rolling, so from year to year the
increase of the Irish immigration caused an increase in the
sums of money sent home to Ireland to bring out the
friends of those already here, We had no such resources,
and what had we to do ? In the first place, we had to grant
a certain sum of money to build the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. We granted 825,000,000 for that purpose; but, with
the exception of the railway, we had no agency for the
effective promotion of immigration; and we att know- the
hon. member for North Norfolk himself must admit-that
the great and immediate cause, the principal cause of the
rapid settlement of the A metican North-West. of the district
growing into a territory, and the territory developing into
a state, was the lavish graints of lands.made to the trans-
continental railways of the United States. My hon. friend
from Bothwell, in a humble imitation of that policy,
attempted to introdube the same system into Canada, and it
had, perhaps, to a very considerable extent succeeded. We
have carried it out to a limited extent, although I was
rather reproved for it last night, if I may refer to a previous
debate. But, as we had no immigrants on the desert
plains of the North-West to send their money home, we
endeavored to interest colonization companies. We had no
railways except the Pacifie Railway to advertise for immi-
grants, and we have attempted to interest capitalists in
Europe, in England, in Canada, aye, and in the United
States, to bring immigrants into this country.
The speclation-if it be a speculation-is an honest one,
and a business one; and, Mr. :peaker, in a great measure,
it is going to be a successful one. Sir, the hon. gentleman
says that our present policy is less favorable than that of
the United States, because the United States gives the
homestead grant without any restriction in any part of
their territories, and sell their lands at $1.25 an acre.. Mr.
Speaker, the fact is-and the hon. gentleman knows it-that
this statement is merely made for the sake of effect, and that
it bas no real substance in it. Tbe hon. gentleman knows
that nearly all the land worth settlement is taken up; and
if the hon. gentleman, if ho bas not read as I am sure ho
bs road, 1e varioUs reprt onuted wilh hi" mubot
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laid before Congress, and at all events ho ought to have that country should eventuaUy pay for its OWn
read them before ho made his speech, knows that it was railway, and theie was an appropriation wii'
alleged in the last commission which was issued st stands on the Statute-book, of 100,000,000 acres of
on this subject, that the best and most valuable lands have land, whieh were to ho sold for the purpose of building this
already been granted, and to such an extent that there is a railway; and of these 100,000,000 acres 25,000,000 acres
strong party formed for the purpose of revoking these were to be handed over to the railwaY Company, and
grants, and resuming possesion of the unsettled lands 75,000,000 acres are to be sold-they are not to ho used for
which have been granted to the railway companies. As the homestead purposes-for the purpose of relieving the people
House muet see, as every man of common sense must see, of the oldor Provinces, who on the faith of this assurance
this must be the case; for if there were as favorable lands and promise-and on this promise only-accepted the
open in the United States for free lands as those which the burden, and have at the polis recorded their sanction
railway companies possess, how in the world can these of tbis policy, which was settled some years ago, of
railway companies dispose of their lands at all ? Why building the Pacifie Railway, of carrying out the
these companies have made their fortunes out of these pledge made to the people of British Columbia, and
lands. Settlers have rushed into these lands, and of opening the intermediate North-West, which was
speculators have bought them up, because they were the bought for a price taken out of our own pockete-they
only lands available, either as regards fertility or acces- endorsed this poiicy on the understanding, that eventuaîly
sibility and railway accommodation. The very fact that country would pay the whole of the expense. Sir, I
that this immigration, coming as it does from am glad to say that by the persistence of speculators-as
England, Ireland and Scotland, goes to the places where the hon, gentleman calte them-but of capitaliste and
these railway companies own all the land, and buy up these gentlemen desirous of investing in the North-West, as I
lands, disregarding the homestead right, proves what Iwouid describe them-it le safo, it ie certainly beyon h
said, and what a mere perusal of the American records will poseibility ofdoubt, to say that every fartbing and every
show, that the main portion of the country's accessible lands cent, and every dollar, that bas boon or will ho expended in
are in snob a position that it makes the homestead right building the Pacifie Railway, Dot one shilling of this
very little save a farce. There are some in Kansas, and burden wiil fail on our ehoulders, or on the shouldere of the
there is an unlimited chance for going to Texas; but, Sir, generation thatkill succeed us. Wo will ho free from the
there is a large population moving this very year of our wbole arount of that debt. Wby, Sir, as I told the buse
Lord, 1882, from Kansas to our North-West, abandoning last night acrese the floor, that the sales te which
their homosteads, abandoning this land of delight, abandon- so mach objection was taken, of the 23rd March
ing this delectable country, which was praised in such and let of April, ut throe several places, upwards of
glowing terms by hon. gentlemen opposite some years ago; $700,000 in hard cash, or nearly $750,000, were
they are abandoning all that, and are coming to this country paid into the Treasury. This je a very substantiat
this very year in very large numbers. Then, Sir, the hon. commencement of the fund whicb je to pay off these
gentleman says that we had better settling lands, and were $25,000,0A. This took place 1 may say in ene day; there
not selling them. The hon. gentleman bas forgotten that it was a difference between the 23rd of March, at Winnipeg,
was the policy of the late Govern ment, as it is of the prosent, and the let ot Aprit at the other two places, but neverthe-
to appropriate a certain portion of these lands for the pur- less, I may say that, on eue day, $750,00 were received,
pose of paying the expenses of building the Pacifie Railway. whîch wilt be put to the credit of the fund and invested ut
The hon. gentleman knows that this task was so interest, for the purpose of paying off the whole of these
herculean, and that the burden was so great for a $-15,000,000. The hon. gentleman le ut raid that the North-
population of 4,000,000 of people, that, while it had West is going te be swahlowed up. I stated that the whole
become a political necessity to carry ont our of the applications wbich have been granted, comprises
good fitilh and open u) aud make useful our North West, only a few million acres, and although the hon.
which we had bought for this end, if to build the Pacifie gentleman dos not trust the Government, this
]Railway, at the same time it was part of the policy of the buse and the country will trust the Goverument,
late Government-and as the records will show it-as it is blieving thut they wilt not give uway tee much of these
the policy of the present Government to make that country lande. Il je un oxperiment, but it will ho a successful
pay for its own railway, why in the name of heaven -and t oxporiment, as is shewn by the succese of the railway com-
speak with all due reverence-should the people of Ontariopunies in the United States ln thie respect; and when WO
and Quebec, of Nova Scotia, of New Brunswick and of state that there are 250,000,000 acres of land ln that coutrY
Prince Edward Island be heavily taxed in order to open and that the whole of the land which bas been granted in
that western country to new setiers from all parts of the reepense te these applications includos only 7,000000
world. Why should they be ground down under that iron thut there is ne prospect e'thore being more than 3,
heel of the aristocracy and that rolentless grasp of the more granted, making, in ah, 10,000,000, and when 1 tel
tax collector? Why should they be crushed out, when the hon, gentleman thut by this year, thore wit t ho 10,00 0
there was a fair country as large as the whole of Europe 000 acres granted te colonization comni
that did not refuse the sacrifices, whic the original$10,000,000
settlers of Ontario-and to go still farther back- inte the Treasury bosidos the proceede ef sucb etherCasual
the eriginal settlers from old France in the Province sales as are made during this year, it witt ho 8een that 0niy
of Quebec, endured? Why, Sir, instead of being obliged to a emui portion of this beritage has passed eut of our bande;
plunge inte the forest, instead of being compelled with and these sumn will ho used te meet the engagements which
unskilled arme and old English broad-axes to how their Canada bas incurred on the acceunt of the Pacifie halway*
way through the woods before they could raise a potato or We shallbave 87,000,000. 83,000,000 more muy ho fairly
a cabbage, the immigrant can go now into the North-West, considered te ho the oxtent te which the coionizutiOflgi.&n
and if he bas hie agricultural implements, before the night will go. That will ho $10,000,000, and with the sales that
after the morning of hie arrival has fallen, ho can run many wiltake place of the railwiy lande in other portions 'W
a long furrow. Then, why, Mr. Speaker, should our people be wilt have either, in meney, or in whatis as geod as mOY,
taxed under these circumstances ? This was felt and known solid mortgages on every ene of those colenizution tract9,
in all parts of Canada. It was understood, and it was an umeunt equal te $12,500,000. 80 that in one yellr We
the policy of the present Government, and of the may fairly say we have get hatf ùf the bele
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I should think that hon. gentlemen opposite, if they could!
for a moment cast aside their feelings of opposition, ought
tojoin with us in rejoicing in the new field of prosperity
that is opened to the country. They should rejoice to see
that that country which was bought with so much mis-
givings, in the minds of even the most hopeful, should
bring so favorable a return ; that the engage-
ments we entered into with the Canadian Pacific
Railway and the enormous charge undertaken, of
civilizing and governing the whole of the North-
West, have been met so successfully; that the
policy which was originally hinted, or suggested by the
Government of 1867, and carried out to a certain extent by
hon. gentlemen opposite, and brought into full fruition by
the present Government, has been carried to so successful
an issue; and that from the United States, and from
Europe, and old Canada, that country is going to be certainly
populated by a large, industrious and civilized race of people,
who will add to the strength, hoalth, importance and
dignity of the Dominion. If they would rise superior to
their feelings of opposition and join us in rejoicing at this
great change, this wonderful prosperity, it would redound
greatly to their credit ; and long after the temporary
quarrels, disputes and differences between political parties
are forgotten, it would in our future history be recorded
to their credit; that they set aside their political
prejudices, forgot the factional oppositionist in the patriot,
and sustained the policy which is settling that country
to the utmost extent, bringing immigrants to it from
all parts of the world. But the hon. gentleman, with
respect to the colonization claims, speaks of the middlemen
corning in. Sir, that is not so. We will take now plan
No. 1. Any immigrant can come in independent of colon-
ization associations, and settle on an even numbered lot and
make lis entry for a pre-emption lot. No middleman
interferes with him. He gets homestead land for nothing
and pre-emption at the regulation price fixed by the Gov-
ernment. But if he as been induced to go in there by the
company ho will be counted into that company, and whereas
they pay $2 an acre for the quarter-section which they
bought they will get a rebate of $1 an acre, if the settler has,
through their instigation, in any way been put upon even a
quarter-section next to it. The fears of hon. gentlemen there-
fore are altogether unfounded. The policy of the Govern ment
has been fixed from 1878. Hon. gentlemen complain that
we have altered our policy from time to time. Sir, we are
not, as I said on a former occasion, Bourbons, who
forget nothing, learn nothing. We have gone on, as experi-
ence has shown, with the rapidly changing features of the
North-West changing our regulations, but in every one of
those regulations we have kept as a cardinal point-and
Se long as that point is kept sacred the fear of a monopoly
is at an end-that everywhere, in any tract of the country,
the homesteader shall have an opportunity to get his land,
and the pre-emptor shall have a right to get his land at
regulation prices. I am one of those who don't think it is
a loss to that country that men of capital should invest their

Ioney in it. There are hon. gentlemen opposite, who,I know,
have invested there. I am very glad that they have done
o; I ara very glad that the hon. member for Centre Huron,

and the hon. member for South Huron, have invested to
that extent that they now hold 15,000 acres in
touth Manitoba. They are the harpies, they are
the bloated aristocrats, who . have gone into that
Conntry and actually speculated there. I am very
glad that they have done so, and instead of 15,000
acres, I wish they had four times that amount. Those
gentlemen will, I am sure, by their energy and ability,
Prove the best emigration agents that we could have. I
know a clonization company which reckons among its
lionebers one of the leading members of the Opposition, then ember for Lambton. It must be with regard to him,

i,89., Au
that the hon. gentleman repeated a portion of the Lord's
prayer: "lead us not into temptation," but I am sure the
hon. member for Lambton does not require the hon.
member's prayers. I know the prayers of the righteous
avail much, but I don't think they are required in this case.
Nobody supposes that because the hon. gentleman chooses
to go into a transaction which affords a fair opening for the
exercise of his energy, and a fair prospect of remuneration,
in a business-like way, that any objection ought to be taken.
The hon. gentleman condemns and looks with alarm on the
prospect of the blacksmith and carpenter coming
into the North-West and settling on a forty-
acre lot. He says that under plan No. 2 a
gigantic aristocrat may go in and squat a lot of them down
in a corner of forty-acre lots, or one-acre lots. That is just
what we want We want ail kinds of people in that country;
we want the agriculturist to have his 160 acres, the black-
smith and mechanic his twenty or forty acres, or whatever
quantity ho desires. Any one of those mon who will settie
down under plan No. 2, or any other plan, on a forty acre
lot, will bring his wealth and industry and strength into
this country. The hon. gentleman thinks that the North-
West should be occupied by the agricultural setttlers alone,
but every mechanie that goes in there, overy laborer,
whether he chooses to sele on a one-acre lot, or a forty-
acre lot, at the instance of an aristocrat, knows that if he is
being crushed by the iron heel of grinding tyranny, ail he
has to do is to walk off and get 160 acres elsewhere.
The clap-trap, unworthy, eloctioneering backwoods speech
of the hon. gentleman has only exposed him to the ridicule
of the House, as it will to that of the country; the hon.
gentleman's friends are ashamed of him, and I leave him.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker loft the Chair.

After Receas.

THIRD READING.
The following Bill was considered in Committee, reported,

read the third ti me and passed:-
Bill (No. 69) to grant certain powers to the "C. W.

Williams Manufacturing Company," and to change the name
thereof to the "Williams Manufacturing Company."-(Mr.
Gault.)

DOMINION LANDS IN THE NORTH-WEST.

louse resumed the consideration of Mr. Charlton's
amendments to the proposed motion of Sir Leonard Tilley,
that the House resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

Mr. BLAKE. The right hon. gentleman, in the animated
defence of his policy with which lie entertained the House
before Recess, complained that the hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) had fnot given notice, according to
the course heretofore pursued, of his intention to bring in
this motion. Well, Sir, it did not lie in the mouth of the
right hon. gentleman to make any such complaint. We, on
this aide of the House, had pursued that course, although it
was not obligatory, until the hon. gentleman, by that
example which is said to be more potent than precept,
taught us there was another and more excellent way, when
he set up one of his followers the other day to bring in,
without twenty-four hours or twenty-four seconds notice, a
discussion upon a question which required certainly more pre-
paration and more notice than this question can be at ail said
to have required. After the course which the hon. gen-
tleman pursued in precipitating that debate witbout
notice, I think it was like himself to complain to-night
that he did not receive notice of this moti m, and in that
articular his observation is perfectly characteristic. My
on. friend from North Norfolk, in stating to the House his

grounds of objection to the policy which is presented by
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these regulations, adverted to an objection which the hon.
gentleman dealt with in the first part of bis speech ; that
was to the opportunities which these regulations afford for
the exorcise of unfair dealings, of favoritism, of corrup-
tion. The hon. gentleman declared that these observations
were highly improper, that Goveruments were supposed to
be incapable of corruption, and that my hon. friend was
altogether out of place in making any such suggestions. I
have not so read the history of free and popular Govern-
monts; I have not so learned the duty of the representatives
of the people in discussing proposals by which it is intended
to place in the hands of the Executive of the day great and
extraordinary powers. On the contrary,my reading ofhistory
bas taught me that one of the great dangers of free and
popular Governments is in this very direction, and that it
is the duty of the representatives of the people to guard
vigilantly the preservation of the constitution of the Execu-
tive, and of Parliament itself from the liability of improper
practices growing from the giving of any such powers
to the Executive. There was a period in the history
of the mother land when, owing to a state of affairs
now happily largely passed away, the British constitution
was in serious danger of perishing from this very cause.
We may well recollect the language which, at that epoch
or sbortly afterwards, Montesquieu, in discussing in a
philosophie spirit the British Constitution and its probable
duration, said: Elle périra lorsque la puissance législative sera
plus corrompue que la puissance exécutrice. That was the
danger then as ho stigmatized it, and it is the present
danger. But you saw it overcome by the growth of a
botter public opinion, by the growth of a higher standard
in and outside Parliament, and by stringent enactments to
limit the powers of the Executive as well. Now, Sir, under
these circumstances, I think it n ot merely within the right
but within tho plain bonds o- duty of any member of
Parliament to discuss the po"Ribilities to arise from an
undue extension of executive powers; and when
we find, as we do find, an enormous estate,,
a country where the hon. gentleman is never tired of
magnifying as to its area, its capabilities and its production,
when we find the hon. gentleman telling us, in a word, that
that domain, with reference to the disposal of which ho
takes such extraordinary powers, is so vast that the rest of
Canada sinks into insignificance beside it; when we find
that we, looking a little way into the future in this point of
view, will form but an insignificant portion of the popula-
tion, that will then inhabit the whole Territory; when we
are dealing with these enormous interests it certainly is in
the last degree important that we shotld see that interests
so large as those being dealt with, and that the powers and
opportunities of the Executive in connectiun with then
should ho carefully guarded. T hob hon. gentlemen says that
all Governments ought to be believed to ho incapable of
corruption. Well, I recollect, not to go back to those old
periods to which I have just now alluded as elucidating
the liabilities of free constitutions to danger from this source
-but to take a more recent case, I recollect a Prime Min-
ister, abont ton years ago, of a free country, with.a popular
constitution, informing the public in a speech, delivered out
of Parliament, but in Canada, that was widely circulated,
informing them, I say, that in times past charges had been
made froin time to time against Ministers, colleagues of bis,
cf improper practices; that these charges having been
investigated, the Ministers had disappeared from bis Gov-
ernment, and the observation was, of course, very cogent
that there was but one inference to be drawn from it, the
inference net very creditable to those departed colleagues,
nor to the country. But we might suppose from the hon.
gentleman's observations to-night that Governments were
incapable of corruption. Now, the hon. gentleman sought to
distort, I must say, according to my view, my hon. friend's
observations. We pass laws and we scrutinise laws with

LLMr. BnmxI

reference to the dangers which may grow from the pamsage
of these laws. It is no imputation upon hon. gentlemen
opposite to say, that they are exposed to the same frailties
that the rest of humanity are exposed to. I do not maerely
admit, but I declare and declare with satisfaction-becaus
it would be a humiliating thing, indeed, for this country, if
one should be obliged to suppose to the contrary-that
there are in the ranks of these hon, gentlemen who do not
soe eye to eye politically with myself, mon as honorable
as high-minded, as conscientious, as any that I can find
alongside of myself. I have never thought the contrary
but I do not pretend to place all those hon. gentlemen who
are opposed to me on the same high level. Thore are
amongst them some who are not up to that standard, and
with reference to whom it is fit and proper that precaution
should be taken. We do not build our laws with
reference to the powers, or capacity, or incapacity,
or proclivity for doing wrong of particular Governments;
we build then so that we may be as secure as possible
against wrong-doing by any Government, of which ever
side it may be composed, at whatever time it may come
into office, and whatever principles it may profess,
and we are entitled and bound to consider what the
effect of past legislation will be in that sonse and with that
reference. There is a constitutional confidence to be
placed in the Government of a country, but a limited con-
stitutional confidence-no more confidence in one
Government in this sense than in another-and all
our laws are to be framed so as to guard, so
far as possible, against the abuse of power by
those with whom it may from time to time be entrusted.
This, however, is not the main point, although the lion.
gentleman would gladly have made it ,o. It i a most
important one, in respect of which in my belief the evil
and mischievous effects of thoso regulations will become
more manifest from day to day; but after all the point
directly taken by the resolution before the House is uPon
the policy of these regulations in other respects, their
effects upon the future of the North-West coun-
try, their policy irrespective altogether of the opportunities
and dangers to which I have just now alluded. The lion.
First Minister failed to apprehend the argument of my on.
friend (Mr. Charlton). I am sorry that he did so, because
it is a miapprehension which appears to be chronic. Always
we find the same misapprehension arise, and always we hear
the same mistake and error as to our views expressed by
hon. gentlemen opposite. We have brought forward the
question involved in these resolutions and have applied
them to other, though less objectionable, schemes of the
GovernmenL in former days, and thon, as now, we were met
with the same answer. We were told, because we iisisted
upon settlement as a condition of sale, that we were geiog
against sale altogether. It is not so. My hon. friend's
resol ution deals with the question of to whom you shall sell.
He does not propose to interfere with or affect the
free grant and pre-emption portion of the policy
of the Administration. Ile does not propose to
interfere with or affect the proposition that for the other
lands a price shall be obtained. He does not proposh ch
interfere with or affect the question of the price w .
shall be obtained, except in so far as the adoption of h
views would secure to the Government on the one hand the
payment of the full instead of the half price, and to the
settler on the other hand, that he should receive his land at
the Government price instead of at a price double or troble
that price. The propositions of my hon. friend, therefore,
are not fairly teobe represented as propositions that werld
diminish in any sense the returns into the publie exch eqUe
from the lands of the North-Wost; on the contrary, they a"
propositions which provide that without increasig, nay by
diminishing, the prices to be paid by the se
you wiUl get more from the lands than under
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prCsent system. The hon. the First Minister sneers at the
idea of the creation of what he calls an aristocracy in the
Nortb-West. There are worse things than an aristocracy
in the true sense of the term : a plutocracy is a very much
worse thing, and it is that sort of thing which it is proposed
to encourage in the North-West by these regulations; it is
not an a-istocracy in the proper sense of the term, but the
creation of a class to be made wealthy by opportunities
that are given them by the Government for fattening at the
expense of the public and of the settlers. The hon. the
First Minister said that the policy of this Government had
always been nost liberal, that they began by granting large
froc grants close to the linc, and even along the line of the
railway. The hon. gentleman's nemory fails him.
Although my hon. friend's words had hardly ceased to echo
through the Chamber-in bis speech in which ho cailed the
attention of the flouse to the fact that the lion. the First
Minister's policy was not a policy of largo free grants . of
80 acres only, that the policy was not one of placing
settlers close to the railway, but of removing free grants
for distances of five miles from the railway, on each side,
and that the bon. gentleman's subsequent policy was carried
out, not from conviction, but from pressure placed on it
from without-the hon. the First Minister stated, standing in
his place, that lie had been compelled or induced, although
he believed his first policy was correct, to alter his policy in
the direction of greater liberality.

Mr. PLUMB. No.

Mr. BLAKE. That is my memory against the memory
of the bon. gentleman. The hon. the First Minister stated
that as regards his calculations of the number of settlers in
the North-West he was premature only to the extent of one
year, and that the propositions predicting larger immigration
and settlement failed from two causes, first the wet season,
and second, the speeches of hon. gentlemen on this side of
the louse. I will not discuss the question of the seasons;
but it is very amusing to observe the trick played by hon.
gentlemen opposite. They represent us as wholly impotent,
as incapable of impressing the people of the country in any
respect, as incapable of doing anything to enforce our views
bere or elsewhere, as fighting against strength and strug-
g ing hopelessly, and only succeeding in converting people to
vews opposite to those 'which we hold. That is one position
in whieh the hon. gentlemen place us. But if ever a pre-
diction of theirs is falsified by events, if ever it happons that
their predictions turn out to be thoroughly wrong, they say
it was due to the potent and malignant influence of the
Opposition. I leave hon. gentlemen opposite to reconcile
these two views of the influence and power of the Opposition.
The hon. the First Minister referred to speeches which have
been delivered by hon. gentlemen on this side of the House,
and he referred to a speech of my own in a very pointed
nanner. Observations have been made in respect to that
speech and partial and distorted extracts have been quoted ;
but it is in Ransard, and there is not a word in that speech,
if you read it, whih is objectionable, there is not a word
15re, and I am prepared at any time and under any circum-
stances to repeat the same sentiments and statements, con-
Vimced that they can be vindicated by the facts, and it con-
tained nothing of which any man need be ashamed of hav-
"'g said. The hon. Finance Minister knows that what
happened on that occasionr was that two or three states of
he Union were quoted by hon. gentlemen opposite as
Instances of an extraordinary immigration and extra-
ordinary progress ; and adverting to those very cases
Whieh they brought forward as possessing such elements of
l>rogress, I but gave what was commonplace information,
what is unquestionably true as to the effects of that pro-gres8 ; and proceeded to discuss, after a fashion which 1
Lave ot yet seen attempted to beecontroverted, the ele-
m1ents Of that progress in immigration, with the view to
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agcertain whence it had arisen. What was said thon was,
I believe, absolutely and unquestionably true, and I am quite
prepared to vindicate the speech by a perusal of the speech
itself, which will be found to be its own best vindication.
Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman says that ho was but prema-
ture for a year, and that the delay in that year was caused
by our efforts. Where ? Abroud ? The immigration bas not
come from abroad. Such immigration as there bas been in
the last year has been almost entirely from within our own
bounds. Was it within our wn bounds that we were able
to falsify the hon. gentleman's predictions by what we said
or by what we did not say ? Was it within our own bounds,
wbere both parties are krown and where the weight
attaching to their utterances is recognized, that this
mischief happeneld? Or was it from abroad? We flnd
that the immigration even of last year is almost
entirely from within our own bounds. I have
not been able to find from the statements of the report any
evidence to show, with reference to the immigration of this
past year, the figures amount ug to the sum which the hon.
gentlemen has stated, viz., 28,000. I recollect that a while
ago the Minister of Agriculture stated that ho supposed, but
he could not tell accurately, that thero was about 28,000.
Now, I find Mr. Grahame, Dominion Immigration Agent,
attempting, so far as I can judge, to calculate the whole who
came in by St. Paul by lake and other ways, and he cal-
culates that those who came in with tickets from Canadian
and American points by rail for the first nire months num-
bered 12,001, to which he adds 30 per cent for children,
making a total number of 15,601. The number who came
in by tho lakes he puts at 4,061, or a total of
19,662, and ho adds: "I bave no doubt that during the
months of October, November and December there
will be arrivals into British territory which will bring the
immigration of theseason of1881 to 25,000 souls; " but upto
the end of September his calculation is 19,682 souls. With
reference to the sources from which that immigration is
derived, so far as it came froi the States, Mr. Têtu says that
the States of Massachusetts, Vermont, and Michigan have
furnished the greater portion. Mr. Têtu, who is Immigra-
tion Agent at Emerson, gives the total number of arrivals
at that point at 27,212, from which he deducts 17 per cent.
for what ho calls the floating population, leaving the num-
ber, according to his view, 23,586. Somo may have come
across at other points. They cannot, however, have been
numerous, and against them is to be set those who departed
from other points as well. How is that immigration distri-
buted ? There are of English, 1,937; Irish, 558; Scotch,
765; Germans, 80 ; Lower Provinces, 893; French Canadians,
1,028; and of what ho calls Canadians, but which must be
evidently emigrants from Ontario, 19,593;' United States,
2,358; making a total of 27,212, from which the 17 per
cent, is to be deducted. There you find the proportions,
and yo find that the bulk of this immigration has been
from the one Province to which I refer. Now, if you
look at the report of Mr. Hespeler, you find that
ho gives the approximate number of arrivals at Winni-
peg during the year 1881 at 12,020. of course that
does not inelude the whole immigration, because
some stopped short of Winnipeg and some moved past there
and are not included, but none of these statements corro-
borate the estimate of 28,000 made by the hon. gentleman.
Again, if I rightly remember---for I have not had the
opportunity since the hon. gentleman spoke of referring to
the paper-the prospectus issued by the Canadian Pacific
Railway, I think in the month of November, with reference
to the sale of their lands, declared the prospects of
their country estimates the immigration into the country
that year at 20,000 ; so that I think the estimate of the hon.
gentleman made to-night is not warranted by such figures
as are accessible to this House, and such figures as the
Government have presented to the House for its informr-
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tion. But, no doubt, the immigration has beon very consid- events of the year; if it be the fact that the lands etf the
erable, and the hon. gentleman declares that it is going to United -tates are exhausted so that the sulplus millions of
amount to no less than 20,000 for the months of January, Europe rnst turn to the North-West; if it be the fact that
February, March, April, and part of May. He says thesei rrespoctive of' that exhaustion, they are cheered and
immigrants are coming in from all quarters-a large encouraged by the prospects we present to them and are
number from Kansas and other States, and a large number ready and willingtogo; if it be the fact that from England
from the Old World-England, Ireland, Scotland and the Ireland, Scotland, Germany and Scandinava, they are
continent of Europe. He says all are alive to corne to the ceming amongst us; if it be the fact that the proposais
North-West, and bave two reasons: first, be says, which bave been made and scattered widely througb
because the United States have no more lands to these regions, have enlisted their favorable consideration and
give, so that if immigrants must settle on agricul- determined them to come,-why, Sir, everytbing that the
tural lands 'they will have to go north; and, second, hon, gentleman said, cvery declaration that he made, evepy
because they are better acquainted with Canada than they promise and pledge that ho gave te the people cf this COun.
were. Now, Sir, so far as the immigration to the North- try as to the pi-sent sentiment of the North-West, is an
West is concerned up to to-day it is from witbin the bounds argument in favor of the policy of my hon. friend from
of the Dominion almost entirely that it has come, and from Nortb Norfolk, as coatrastel witb the POlicY which the
the bounds of the Province of Ontario principally. And thehou. gentleman proposes ani wbich is bis boast. Wby so?
consequence of the continued depletion of that Province at 15 itpretended that there bas been a colonization sehere
the rate at which it has been depleted during the last year in operation? Is it pre1onded that the 20,000, or whatever
by departures to various quarters, principally, I hope and it may be, of settiers who bave gono to the North-West,
believe, to the North-West, will be, if continued, very have gene under the auspices of a colonization society?
serious. I said on a former occasion that I could not regretIs it pretended that a man is emigrating to the Nortb-West
any removal of any portion of my fellow-countrymen from under any such influence? No; the immigration that bas
one part of this Dominion to another which improved their taken place, the sentiment that bas been croatcd, the tido of
condition, increased their comfort and their feeling, te be felled by a human tide wbich the bon.
capacity for discharging their duties to the country. gentleman bas described, exists, net bocause it bas been
I do net regret it, because we are ail bound to promoted, eacouraged or crcated by colonization comi-
irejoice in whatever may improve the condition oie panies. but by virtue ft the anneuncement that the lands
any one of our fellow-countrymen ; but we must net ignore were freote the settNer; r exists by virtue f the announce-
.tho censequence of sut a change cf population as bas been ment that any man can go there, choose, sottie and buy.
and is geing on in the Province cf Ontarir. Why, Sir, in And if it be true tbat this vast tde of immigration is
the capital town ef the South Riding of Bruce, I observed a peuring into that country, what do we want of the
statenent, made two or tbree montbs age, with reference te agencies t woich the hon. gentleman has alludcd pre says
a proposai that was before the Local Leoislature as te the that the Western States were colenized by the aid ef rail
voting on a by-law for a grant te aid a railway company. way cempanies, who are their great colonization agent,
The law, I believe, required an absolute majority cf the and we, having ne railway cempanies te colenizo tbe North-
regisfered rated ewners cf the land ia the town te c dmpel West-aithoughm think I recollet that a year ago we
an abhtoting vote, ln order te the validity of that by-law, were told that the Canadia Pacifie Railway Company
and it was represented by the municipal authorities that alone would relieve the Government froem this business of
such a thing would be impossible, because 49 per centofcft onizing the perth-West-we having no railways te
the registored ownerseflar.d in Walkerton, accerding te a colonize the country, atleast, if we except the Canadian Pacific
census tbey teck for the purpose, were reported te o Raiway, which ho threw in in a parenthesis as thougb it was
loaving for Manitoba in the spring. hardly wortb mentiening, altbough we have gîven it 25,000,-

Mr. -PLUMB. hear, hear. 000 acres cf land on the express statement that it would be
M gentleman neers derisivly at the most effective means we had ever adoptedof inducingMr. BLaem .Teoimmigration-we dcided tehmake our0wn plan, to adopt

aour onsubetitute, the great ceolonization c smpanies..But
Mr. PLUME. uertainly. I say, Sir, that, as tbe immigration which has cone In hs
Mr. BLAKE. I suppose even with these departures theo et due te colonization schemes, and is geing te continue teo

population cf WalI<erton will be larger than the hon. gen- igiup the country as rapidly as ht i good wihl require with-
tleman's borough, but it would a very serios calamity out them, why should we create the colonization schem?
tan Walkertour e lose that number cf its people s nknowre Lot us keeop the land for the setter who is eomine othut
more about it than that this statement was made by the i the setter will have it at first cost; leot us et croate an
municipal authorities and sent down te the LegiSiature as agcncy whi h is calculated oniy te cause the settirstepay
the resaitacf their enquiries made for the purposeI have a pigher price for their land than they woud have t opay
indicated; but there can be n doubt tht there has if the land were left free t n ho deant wlth between the sv-
ben a serius change taking place in th population. ern ment and the inceming settlier. The hon. gentleman
T saw, but yesterday, a gentleman who had just returnd asks, why shoud the oider Provinces ho taxed te NrPayt
frn the North-West, and wheo saw a large band of immi- the Canadian PacifieRaiway? Why, Sir, the ansWer
grants who had jst arrived from the Province cf Ontario, becau e thehon, gentleman made a aw to tax us-bease
alms t exclusively. be said-and ho had a good deal cof ho made a cntract teo tax us-because ho made an arrange
experfenee with reference te immigrants te the western ment te tax us; that is theo nly reason wby we should
contry-tht ho had neve seen Walis life such a lot of co taxed. But, certainly, sife r as we can ecap
immigranteas thore; they were the best lot hehad ever from taxation b y dealing with the lands cf th Nrthiest,
een, the fines a the mo intelligent, the best off, the rost lot us escape. men that we are united; but w t des

enterptising men, who would get along anywhere, and still the bon, gentleman propose? lHe says: ,"1 offer 10,000
better n theNortBH-Wet. Whie t0is0go0dferthoNortb- acres cf land in class D te the individual setterat $2 e
Wetr hown.get r the country that loses mn f that class ? acre-that i $20,000,000;" but ho says o"I af iingto
What isit going te do for 1the Province cf Ontario ? Now, sel those 10,000,000 acres tethe olonization eonpaues
Sir, p uBing h. ein y these obeervtions, te whichhihshah etiis very year at n1 an acre-that is n$1s0,000,000;?and
recur presently, Iay, if the houn gentleman is creat, if when my hon. friend from Ner thNorfolk says: "Ltemes
everything horbas t d us this nigt is the Lojustifted by the soi 1V at $2 agnacre, which is aly the settler w st o pay, and
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which is double the money to be got under the hon. gentle- they will wipe off haif of the Pacifie Railroad debt by the
man's scheme, the hon. gentleman says, forsooth: "You North-West lande, and the next year, 1 suppose, the other
want to diminish the product to the Governmont from the hait will be paid, are very far from reaIization in
sale of North-West lands. " Why, Sir, it is perfectly obvions any reasonable procees of argument. Now, Sir, the
that the hon. gentleman's scheme is the one that will dim- hon, gentleman eays ho is glad that Caitalists
inish the product of the Government from the sale of the have gone in and bouglt lands in the Nortv-Weet.
lands; the very essence of it is to sell the lands at half Why, do we not know that they went there -and
price, in order that the settler may pay double the Govern- bought those lands to make money by them? Do we not
ment price in the end. The hon. gentleman says he will know that the only pereons in whom we are intereeted in
have $10,000,000 this year. Well, that is a fine statement, getting into that country are those who wiIl be producere,
but he was obliged to admit that ho would not have the who are to take up these agricultural lande, and farm them,
money; ho will have sold 10,000,000 acres to the coloniza- and who, in the villages and towns which are to bo created,
tion companies, for which he will ultimately receive $10,- will develop industries which, I quite agree with thQ hon.
000,000, and he says: "I expect to receive from other sales gentleman, we may hope, wilt be introduced into that
-that is, those despised $2 or $2.50 sales-82,500,000 country. Do we not know that their ability to purchase le
more; " or cash and the equivalent of cash to the extent of to be measured by the resources of the country as a general
$12,500,000, which the hon. gentleman says, amidst thc rule; and that inasmuch as the capitaliet buys to make
uproarious cheers of his followers, is half the cost of the money, and only to make money, liemuet charge the settier
Pacifie Railway. more than the Goverment charges himenhancing the cost in

Mr. BOWELL. IHe did not say that; ho said half the the North-West to the prolucer who je the only person whom

subsidy. we are interested in getting there, as the ncesary result of
eubsidy.these purchases by capitaliste to which the bon. gontleman

Mr. BLAKE. Well, if the hon. gentleman simply said bas adverted? It is as plain as day, that every man whois
that $12,500,000 is half of $25,000,000, that is a simple interposed as a middleman between the Government and
question in arithmetic, and was not very well calculated to tho settler, or the producer, as a buyer by occupation, ie a
evoke the enthusiasm which ho did evoke from those man who must be rewarded for hie inveetment of capital or
benches; but wh'at the observation was understood to mean speculation, at the expense of the occupier; and, therefore, I
was, that one-half of the burden imposed on this country by do not at ail rejoico thit, sales have been made to others than
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway was goingtho ultimate occupiere, becauso I ar confident that the sales,
to be met in a single year. We know that that burden, as a rule, have been of those lands of the classes which are
irrespective of the indirect burdens whicli we have often best adapted for settlement, which would have been earlieet
referred to, approximates about $60,000,000 instead of chosen, and which would hava been taken over by the
$25.000,000 ; so that if $12,500,000 were to be realized, occupier at the Government prices at the earliest day, and
which will not, this year, there would still be the burden wbicfl now the occupier will have to purchase as
which would not be half discharged; but there is someting liean, when li can, and at what price
more. Sir, it was by some arithmetic of this kind that the h ea, wto hie lose P Rand that meas the
hon, gentleman proposed a while ago to put to capital lose to the Stata, becausa contractedJ ability on hie part is a
account the surveys of North-West lande. We called the los to the State and he profit to the Goverument. The hon.
attention of the hon. gentleman to it, and lie agreed- gentleman bas stated that thes capitaliste and the pro-
but this, like other pi-omises, ias been forgotten- moters of these colonization lchemes are respectable. Ido
te open a public account which would be brought down not doubt their respectability. h do not blame them for
yearly in whîch the North-West lande should bo chargbd having proposed to make money under the regulations of
witb the expauses conuected with these lande on the one the Government; not l theslightest; they are quite en-
baud and lu which the sales would be given on tho other titled to do th; but I believa that they enterd inte othse
baud, and that the balance should ha struck; and before plans with that view as business enterprises-as enterprises
you deal with your $12,500,000-before you poach the eggs eut of which thaey xpet to make a very large profit
wbich areanotyetatched,-aud deal with these $12,500,000, indeed; and weliove that thil expectation, if it is to be
you have gotc to remember that these ara primary charges realized, je an expetatin which cannot be roalized only at a
"pou lt-charges connected with the administration, th corresponding lose to the courtry at large. The hon. gen-
surveys, immigration, and other expenees incurred on tleman saye that the immigration will be very great. wil
account of these territories, which have to be say thie: that to the extent to whieh colonization companias

et hefore you get a surplus for the Canadian were formed upon the express proviso or arrangement
Pacifie iRailway. It le very easy, Sir, if you. that their energies were to bedirected and their rewards
conduet business on the principle on which the hon. gentte- were to bc obtained by inducing an immigration fom for-
mnan proposes to conduet it, if we find out of other resources, aign countries, I quite understand such a policy; but I
uit of the taxes of the people, ail the mon ey to carry on the say that at this moment the observation which the hon.

business of the North-West, and treat every shilling which gentleman made the other evening, as to the land craze at
You receive from the lande as profit, withotteounting any prsent provailing, wae a fine observation, and an observa-
9f the xpenses, after a year or two to make a show of hav- tien whih applies not only te the North Wet, but also te
ing got smethingd; but in order oo keep the account as the Province of Ontari, and I do net believe that it ies a
business people would kaep it, as honett people would keep wholesome thing fo r this Province, and periape, ultimately,Se YOiimuet regard the expense acount, as well as tha for the North-Waest, teo encourage people l the extraord-i
raceipt account; and yeu muet strike your balance se. nary maner in which thie echeme wil encourage that
There is anther little item that the hion, gentleman forgets depletion of the Province of Ontaro. I believe that it t
)1rhapsthat we have spent a few millions on the Pacifie Rall- being depleted by other prceses, by the ordinary

tead, that we have borrowed money for it, that we are paying proce es, quite rapidly enoug, and that the
more.St on it yer after yar, ad have been for years; and creation et the colnization companies, who are stili

that before liecan sett e the principal account oiaste further to stimulate the pirit of unret among our people
atto the interest account tee. Se these glowing descrip- and stil further preduce-if that le the fat-a rapid

tieni of the hon. gentleman which, I muet say, seemte me emigratien t the NorthWest, will be certainly no unmixed
to ha directed te the entertainment f the idea, by hie gain. Nw, Sir, as I have eaid, I do not elieve it tebe
wriaeds inside and outide of thie leuse, that this year necessary. I adopt the statement of the hon, gentleman,
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and I call upon him to vindicate the necessity according t(
his statements, which were that immigration is proceeding
as rapidly as could be hoped; that as much is being don<
in that direction as could be expected, that his own expecta
tions are being more than realized, and that everything is
goiig on in that direction as it should. The hon. gentleman
says that, under the first plan, the even sections are open
for settlement; but ho says that the company is only entitled
to rebate, or allowance, in respect to the settler
whichitputson the intermediate sections. The words in the
regulation are ambiguous. There is one portion of them
which would support the hon. gentleman's contention, and
there-is another portion which goes to the contrary; but
what is to be done is to enumerate the settlers. How is this
to be found out; by whom the settlers were put on ? Who
is to tell ? What provision is there made fbr ascertaining
from whence the settlers came, or at whoso instigation-to
use the hon. gentleman's words-they came. It will be
extremely easy to arrange with a settler, who is on an
even section, that ho is to be reported or to report himself
to the enumerator, as having been put there at the instiga-
tion of the company. He gains nothing one way or the
other except from the inducement to be held out to him by
the company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He is there, at any rate.

Mr. BLAKE. To share the spoils from the arrange-
ment by which the rebate is to be given. "Botter," the com-
pany will say, "to share the spoils with him than to lose it
all. We will give you something, and it will b understood
botween us that we put you on." I say that there will be
practically no result from this, save that every free
granter and every homesteader then on a tract, will come to
the enumerator as having been put there by the company,
unless it turns out that they were there before
the colonization company was organized. If he gets
there after the organization of the company, by
whatever means he has got there, there will be a rebate in
respect to that homesteader. The hon. gentleman says that
ho welcomes the blacksmith, the mechanic, and so forth. Of
course he does; we all do. Of course we recognize the fact
that the agriculturist of the North-West will require the
blacksmith, and the mechanie, and the furniture and
waggon-maker, and so forth. They are necessary to
the agriculturist, as to all societies, and, therefore,
we welcome them all. My hon. friend's remarks
were not directed to discredit the immigration of
those necessary adjunets to every civilized community, but
ho pointed out that under plan No. 2 there was no security
at all for the proper conditions for a rebate being carried
out, because the mechanic, or blacksmith, or individual who
took an acre, or forty acres-probably as a tenant-is to be
counted as a settler. In all other provisions you have
had stipulations as to who is to b considered a settler.
You find ho is to be an occupant of a quarter-section, that ho
is to have a right to pre-emption, &c.; but here you find it
expressly left in so elastic a condition that laborers brought
out for the purpose of working the vast estate, which may be-
come the property of any one ofthose companies, on being
given a few acres, will be counted as settlers, in order that
that corporation may obtain the rebate. So that, if that
company go into this speculation with the viow of farming
on this extended scale, they will be paid $1.00 per acre over
the whole tract on bringing out the laborers necessary to
work their farms. You pay them that premium because
they bring out laborers as necessary as to the working
of the farms as the agricultural implements which
they must import. The hon. gentleman has argued that
events justified this policy. I deny that. Events which have
taken place have not taken place in consequence of this policy,
but so far as the policy is concerned, have taken place not-
withstanding the policy; and the events which he anticipates,

Mr. BLAKE.

0 are events whidi ho anticipates withont reference to this
rpolicy; and the immigration Vo which ho Points with 80

o much triumph, in the last year, with se mucli- glorification
L- as to the present and future years, is an immigration which
sis the strengest n-i-gument against the existence and the

a necessity which would ho the only justification for a polïcy
a like this. Are thore te ho 10,'000,000 acres given this yedi,
1 to companies, on which they are te obtain, as comnparod
swith the individual settiers, a rebute of $10,009,000 ? That
Da ishs statement. Is it needed that tbey shouid obtain, in
icomparison with the individual, a rebate of $10,000,00()?

1 Yen say ycs, this is needed in order te get settiemont, but 3-01
ttell us you get the settiement in and it is coining in withont
sit. There is, therefore, ne such need. Every settier Wh(»,
)you say, is eoming in and would require these lands at the

iowest price, is te ho thwarted and hindered, net. helped
and premeted by a plan which would invoive the giving te a
company for $1 what wouid cest the settier$.

Sir CHlARLES TUPPIER. A stranger, unacquainteti
fwith Canada and its Parliament, dropping in here Ibis

afternoon and listening te the very stirring speech of the
hon. member foi' North Norfolk, and that which bas jiist

7been addressed te tis flouse by the hon, leader of tho
Opposition, wonld, I tiink, have arrived aI the conclusion
that some great calamity bad befallen Canada; and, 1 think,
about the last thing that any sucli uerbon -weuld have sup-
posed had eccurred was that a great tide of presperity was
flowing into this country. About tho last conclusion at
whici ho would arr;ve fi-emiistening te the speeches of
those hon. gentlemen, would ho that their prodiction of the
e-vils that would happon te this cotintî-y have heon altogether
falsified hy carrent evonts. The hon. gentleman who has

Ijust taken bis seat said that the hon. member fer North
Norfolk was quite rightitnl his holding up te the
peeple of this and other couintries, the impression tha-t

ithere was gi-cat danger that the Goveî-nment of this
ceuntry w-as enteî-ing, upon ia cat-cer of widespreaLd
corruption; that there w-as imminent danger, under tho
poîicy about te ho pursued, of the Governmctnt being
tempted te ceirupt the people, and that the picturo, was
truc which ho drew anîd whiclh called down upon hirm
rightly tho reprimand that ho received from the bon. the
First Ministeî-, for baving taken a position in this lieuse that
was unworthv of hirnself, of this Parliament and of the
count-y. The bon. gentleman w-ho lias just spokzen said
it was quite riglit te hold out these signais of corruption ;
but the hon, gentleman must learn this, and ho way as
well learn it now, that w-e do net intend te permit bol)-
gentlemen opposite te upose as the championts of pu-ity,
w-hon to de 50 compels tbem te Ignore ail their past record.
I say that when an hon. member in this f-louse attaclçs thie
hon. the First .Minister cf tho country and hoids up bis
policy te execration, as a poliey calculated te le1ad t)
a system c f corruption, and insulîs bon. memb îies
on tl0is side, as being engaged in and entoriflg
u pon that very system cf demoralization and corruption, ho
must net ho surpî-ised if ho is met by bis own statemnent ard
lis own policy and bis own acts, and it is showri tbat bis
lanigunge, instead of being that of a bigh.minded purist, (f
a man anxieus te preserve the country fromi a courseOn
ho belioves te ho injurions te iV, is the langunge cf -a 1hyP'-
crite. If the hon, gentleman can ho confronted with bis
own policy and showite have- sust.ained a policy the 'VoiX
samne, only te a greater extent, as that w-hidi hoc is denoune-
ing, ho must inet ho suî-prised if, instead cf being accopt-
ed ns an autherity in morals, hoe is accepted as oneO
who ia well titted te sustain the leader cf w-bat w-as cbýric
terized by a gentleman whe new stands higi la theilaffcctiOfl
and estimation of hen. gentleman opposite, as an 0rg,,tnyc'
bypecrisy. 1 s.niy that tic timo bas come when bon. gefltie
mon opposite must ho taugbt thatwe denet intend te pertr,1t
tbem te adopt that attitude iu relation te the GoverDlment
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and those who are generously supporting it. The man who
insinuatés that which ho is unable tSprove shows that ho is
unworthy of the position he occupies, and we must not be
surprised if these forebodings of corruption are accepted
by hon. gentlemen on this side as the consciousness of that
which is in his own breast and heart. Would any ono sup-
pose that the hon. gentleman wbo has held the bon. First

inister to task to-night as having opened up a system
which is calculated to lead to general corruption, was a
supporter of the late Government, in propounding a
poli~y in relation to this very question of the settlement of
the North-West, which is open tenfold to the charges that
he brought against that of the hon. Minister of the Interior.
I hold in my band the embodied policy of the late Gov-1
ernment in relation to this matter. I hold in my band a
Bill prepared by the sanction of the Government and laid
upon the Table of the House by the late Minister of the
Interior, a Bill whicli was supported by the bon. gentleman
from North Norfolk just as vehemently as ho has denounced'
the somewhat similar course of the present leader of the
Administration. Now, Sir, if the leader of the Opposition
supposes that ho or any of the gentlemen sitting behind
him are to be allowed, without their own past record being
called up, to adopt a policy of that kind, I can only tell him
he is most eminently mistaken. I need not tell the hon.
gentleman who bas just taken his seat, that we have too
good reasons for the remarks, too good reasons for the
criticisms, too good reasons for the reproof which the leader
of the Government gave in his recent address in regard to!
the attitude of hon. gentlemen opposite. When, Sir,
we were struggling with this great national work,
the Canadian Pacific Railway, what did these
hon. gentlemen do ? When they themselves lad
corne to the conclusion that it was desirable to have that
great enterprise carried out as a publie work by the Gov-
ernment, and we came down and asked Parliament for such
an appropriation of publie lands as would enable us to
construct that work without imposing undue burdens on
the people, what did these bon. gentlemen do ? Why, Sir,
true to the policy they have ever pursued in Opposition-
when on this side of the House they are eminently patriotie;
then all is serene, and they eau take the most roseate view
of publie affairs in every section of the country-but when
in Opposition these bon. gentlemen, whatever policy is
propounded, whatever the necessity of the country, feel that
they are discharging their true vocation in decrying the
country. They fear that the Government, by a wise,
successful andjudicious policy, may so advance the intierests
of the people of Canada as to entitle themselves to their confi-
(dei:ce and support. That is the position. And when we
wcre grappling with this great work, and dealing with it
as we were bound to deal with it in the position in whichj
they had placed it, instead of giving us that fair and manly(
sU)port that we were entitled to, what did they do ? Wheni
We asked Parliament to vote 100,000,000 acres, they de-
nounced the policy as utterly futile and worthless. The
bon. gentleman says ho is prepared to repeat his speeches.1
lHe nay be prepared to repeat them, but he will not con-1
vTcee any person in this year of 1882 that his statements were1
troe. That stern logic of events, that most unanswerablet
aud cogent logic, bas proved the utter fallacy and fatility of
all the reasons the hon. gentleman gave, and there is no
person in this flouse or out of it who can be found to take theE
same( Position in relation to that question. When we pro-î
lpounded that policy those gentlemen declared that wo nevert
could construct the road. Why? Because, they said, these1
lands are worthless. If they did not say so in terms theyï
said s in fact. And then the hon. member for Lambton

we would be utterly mistaken if we supposed we couldcild the Canadian Pacifie Railway with 100,000,000 acresî
of land, because it would cost all the lands would bring toN
get peoPle to go on them to settle. H1e pointed out thet
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terrors of the climate. He pointed out the struggles that
parties goirg into our North-West would have to endure,
and he said such was the condition of things that we would
actually be in the condition of giving the lands away, that
we would have to pay people to go on there and live upon
them. And the present leader of the Opposition, only too
glad to re-echo and support such a policy, which was to
prevent that progress and prosperity on the part of the
country which would b the most fatal condemnation of
their own past policy, and the most fatal contrast to the
course they had pursued, backed up and sustained all these
declarations. What did he say? Why, do they not know
that the land agents of the United States, men keenly alive
to the best possible means of carrying conviction to the
minds of the public all over the world, not only actually
copied the words of the hon. gentleman but emblazoned
their advertisements with a portrait of his h:Nome person
which they scattered over the country ? Does ho mean to
say that the distinction ho obtained at the hands of the
enemies of our country, of the men who were engaged in
advancing the interests of their country at the expense of
our own, was solely by reason of the beauty of the
picture and the attractiveness of the portrait that
they presented to the public? No, Sir; it was
to give greater effect to the language which the hon.
gentleman had uttered here, language which could be made
use of by the land agents of foreign companies to sell their
lands in opposition to our own. What was the condition of
those lands? The late hon. leader of the Opposition made
a contract with Mr. Foster to construct the Georgian Bay
branch of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and in that contract
ho bound himself to pay 20,000 acres per mile, and that
land to ho in the North-West; because, when the subject
was discussed, the hon. gentleman said that he had no land
anywhere else but in the North-West to give him. The
ex-Minister of Finance declared, in his place on the floor of
the louse, that Mr. Foster came back to them with this
20,000 acres per mile of 80 miles of railway, and said : " If you
will give me 20 cents in money for each acre, instead of the
land, I will carry out my contract." But no; they refused it.
And yet these are the men who declared this land was not
worth 20 cents an acre; although it was important to get
this contraet carried out, they would not give Mr. Foster
20 cents per acre in lieu of the land they had offered him.
Now they come down, when all their predictions are falsified,
when the logic of ovents has convinced the people how
utterly unable they were to equal the situation, then hon.
gentlemen now corne down and do-what ? Why, Sir, the
whole wail of the hon. member for YNorth Norfolk is a declara-
tion that, at laýst, that what we had predicted would be accom-
plished, has been accomplished, and that the great tide of
emigration is setting into that North-West and the whole
character and condition of the country are changed. That
is the position of things. These hon. gentlemen changed
their position from the Ministerial benchos, where they
declared that their attitude was that of flies on a wheel, that
they were utterly powerless, as they proved themselves to
be, to do anything to promote and advance the interests of
the people. Now that they have got on the other side of
the House they have adopted another policy, not of flies on
wheel, but of breaks on the wheel ; not content with seeing
thiscountry enjoying the progress and prosperity which it
sought for in vain while they were managing public
affairs, their whole vocation now is a policy of obstruc-
tion, a policy of endeavoring to clog the wheels Of
prosperity and progress, whose onward roll is as fatal to them
as the roll of the wheels of Juggernaut upon those who
prostrated themselves beneath the car. It is under this
condition of things that these gentlemen now come forward
and say-not that we are mistaken with reference to what
we believed could b accomplished by the development of
the great North-West, not that we were mistaken in what
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we believed could be accomplished by all these gigantic
agencies which are now at work in favor of that country,
when they made these desperate efforts, and with some
success te attack our policy-we said we will endeavor to
remove the Canadian Pacifie Railway out of the category
of partizan political questions, and we will place it on a foot-
ing that will close your mouths in future against uttering
these diatribes against your own country that have been so
injurious in the past. But what has been the result ? Why,
Sir, that with this contract, that the hon. gentleman
still denounces, for the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Canada bas taken a gigantie stride ahead
in the course of twelve months, such as no five years
in her history bas ever witnessed before. That is what
these bon. gentlemen are suffering so keenly from now.
But, Sir, not only did we wish to develop the North-
West by means of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and by all
the new life and energy that would be afforded by the
rapidity with which they would open up the country for
settlement, but we gave te railway companies inducements
to build other lines for the purpose of opening up that great,
magnificent and fertile territory and making it the home of
happy thousands and millions of people at an early day.
Not only did we do this, but under the operation of coloniz-
ation companies, of cattle ranch companies, and all the
efforts we can use as a Government, we believe we are but
discharging our duty to the whole people of this Dominion
in combining all and every energy we can combine for the
purpese of pouring in as rapidly as possible a great tide of
immigration to that country. I say it is the success of our
efforts that has produced this feeling of resentment and
hostility on the part of the hon. gentlemen opposite. Be-
fore proceeding further, I will direct attention to the utter-
ances of the late Government on this question and contrast
them with the utterances of the hon.member for North Nor-
folk (Mr. Charlton), who was one of the most ardent sup-
porters of this policy when it was first proposed to the
House. That hon. gentleman made a terrible point against
the Minister of the Interior because ho said there are
certain things here that are left to the Minister of the In-
terior that are left to the Governor in Council, end inas-
much as such was the fact it is perfectly obvions that it
would be opening the door to corrupt action between the
parties coming to the Governor in Council and the Coun-
cil itself ; that you are going to lead to the corruption
of Ministers because yen are going to place it
in their power to confer great favors, and by leaving that
door open it is evident we are about to enter on a career of
great corruption. Let me turn the attention of the House
to the policy of the late Government in relation to the set-
tlement of the North-West lands, whieh they did not value
at 20 cents an acre. The thon Minister of the Interior
brought down a Bill, in which he provided that any fifteen
mon in any part of Canada could, in twenty-four hours, place
themselves in a position to build a railway in any part of
the North-West, if they pleased. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) shakos his head, but I have the Bill
in my hands. I am sorry to say there is great difficulty in
getting a copy of the Bill; but the document should not be
allowed te go ont of print so long as hon. gentlemen oppo-
site so utterly forget their past record and take such an
extraordinary course as is indicated by the resolution now
before the House. This Bill provides that any number of
persons, net less than fifteen, may organize a company for
the purpose of constructing, maintaining and operating a
railway for public use, and the conveyance of passengers in
any part of the Province of Maniteba and the territories of
Canada, or wholly within the territories. It provides that
all they have to do is to form themselves into a company,
subscribe in good faith (what evidence would the hon. gen-
tleman take of their good faith ? for I suppose that would
be dealt with by that desperate autocrat, the Minister of

Sir CaAiTmsz Turpra.

the Interior) a capital of $12,000 per mile, and pay up 10 percent.; and thon they could go to work and build a railway
in any part of the North-West, provided it was not within
forty miles of the Canada Pacifie Railway. When hon.

r gentlemen opposite were building the Pacifie Rftailway it
was a sacred thing, and it must be protected from any coin.
petition by anybody; and the only possible protection that
can be afforded in this Bill is that no other railway shall
enter into competition with it at a distance less than forty
miles. i draw the attention of hon. gen'tlemen opposite to
that, among other extraordinary inconsistencies in the atti-
tude they have now assumed. I will read that clause, be-
cause it is just as well that hon. gentlemen, who sen to
forget it so much, should net forget it. It reads:

" No company shall be incorporated under the provisions of this Act
for the construction of any railway having the same general direction
of the Canada Pacific Railway, or any branch thereof, at a nearer
mean distance than forty miles."

But we go on, and we find that the Company, before con-
structing any part of the road, shall make surveys and levels
of the land through which the railway will have to pass,
and maps, plans and profiles of the road intended to be sur-
veyed shall be deposited by the President and Engineer of
the Company. It did not even recognize the Governor in
Council, but simply provided that the President andEngineer
might make those arrangements for building a road in any
part of the North-West Territory. What about those
powers of' the Governor in Council which the hon. mem-
ber for North Norfolk is so terribly afraid will be abused,
and which, when possessed by the Government, will afford
prima facie evidence that they are about to enter on a
career of extraordinary corruption. The Bill says:

" The Directors of the Company, by a vote of two-thirds of their whole
number, may, with the approvel of the Government in Couneil, change
the route of any uncompleted part of their railway if it shall appear to
them that the line can be improved thereby, and in such case they shall
make a survey, map or plan, profile and certificate of suchalteration er
change."

So it was to be a go.as-you-please railway. After the com-
pany had been authorized and had deposited plans and
maps, its route might be cbanged to go anywhere so long
as it was not within 40 miles of the Sacred Pacifie Railway.
But this required the approbation ofthe Governorin Council.
Does not the hon. member for North Norfolk stand aghast at
the fact that this matter came before the Minister of the
Interior, and if ho were notfound to be as pliant as desirable
ho might be approached, as the hon. gentleman himself said
had been done in the country from which he cornes. I will
not say, in the courteous language of the bon. mnember for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) that the hon.
gentleman is an alien by birth, breeding and instinct; but
I say that those terms are as applicable to the hon. gentle-
man as those offensive terms wore when used to an bon.
gentleman on a former occasion in this House. When the
hon. member for North Nortolk is raking up the records of
corruption in the country from which ho comes, and with
which he is so extremely familiar, I would remind him that
by this Bill introduced by the Minister of the Interior, the
late Government were to be subjected to the frightful position
of being tempted by a bribe to sacrifice the interests of the
country. Aithongh this was in 1878, the bon. member for
North Norfolk bas never discovered that it was in the Bill
down to 1882. There are some other interesting points
in this Bill. It provides:

"The Governor in Council may, for the purpose of aiding in the col"
struction of any railway to be constructed under the provisions of the
Act, reserve every alternate section of ungranted land by odd nuxubers,
to the extent of ten sections per mile, five sections.per mile onede
side of the line of the railway, exclusive of the sections which, under
ihe Dominion Lands Act, may have been reserved as sehool sections or
may have been allotted to the Hudson's Bay Company; and for any Une
or part of a line of railway west of the lO2nd meridian of west lo'l
tude, twelve sections per mile, and for any line of railwaycannected
with the Canadia Pacifie Railway and etendig into te Peac Rî-V
District, twsnty sections per mile; aad wbea.er twenty-fiYO c0ojIecli
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tive miles of any portion of any railway shall have been completed,
uip)ped and inoperation, the Governor in Council may convey to the

Copay the land so reserved or a part thereof, along the said railway,
as far as the same is completed,and for each consecutive ten miles of the
rexnainder of the railway the Governor in Council may, as the same
May be completed, convey the lands su reserved along nine miles thereof
to the Company."
Where was the leader of the Opposition when the Bill was
introdueod? He was a member of the Huse. Had the
hon. gentleman the courage of bis convictions or not on that
occasion ? Had ho that same high sense of the importance
of retaining all this land for the use of settlers ? No; the
hon. gentleman bas too short a memory, and I tell him he can-
not afford to take the high and lofty tone ho assumes in this
House when we are able to turn up the records and convict
him, as I convict him now, of having one policy when on
the Treasury bonch, and another when in Opposition. That,
Sir, is not the course that will inspire the people of this'
country with confidence in any man; what the intelligent
people of this country expect, what the intelligent louse
of Commons of Canada expect is that a publie man who
essays to be a leader will, without favor or affection, in
dealing with the great, gigantic interests of the country,
whether they involve the construction of a Canadian Pacific
Railway, or the settlement of 250,000,0000 acres of the most
magnificent territory in the world, be animated by prin-
ciples clear and distinct and defined in bis own mind, and
not have one policy when he is on this side of the House
and another policy when he is on the Opposition benches.
The hon. gentleman was ready to have the whole North-
West cut up by these railways-built by anybody, built
wherever they pleased, so long as they were not within 40
miles of the railway; he was ready to subsidize these
capitalists, of whom he now professes such dread and with an
immense tract of land for nothing, whilst every railway
that has an acre of land from us, or to whom we have engaged
to give such land, has to pay $1 an acre for the ]and, and that
only on the alternate sections, leaving our own sections to
be greatly enhanced in value by the construction of the
road. The very best terms which any of these colonization
corupanies, who have to fulfil onerous and important
engagements which will involve the expenditure of a
great amount of capital, bas obtained, is the payment of
81 an acre for the land ; and yet these hon. gentle-
men were ready to run lines of railway east and west,
north and south, all over these fertile torritories; they
were ready to subsidize these capitalists and companies to
the extent of ten sections in one district, twelve sections in
In another and twenty in another. Ali the parties had to

do was to form themselves into a company of capitalists
at pleasure, and to be in a position to demand at the
hands of the Minister of the Interior this enor-
mous amount of territory, which, according to the
valuation of hon. gentlemen, was not worth 20 cents an
acre, for they refused Mr. Foster to take the land at that
Piice in order to enable him to carry out bis contract.
And what more? Was the Governor in Council to have
anything to say? Was the late Minister of the Interior to
bc exposed, in the language of the hon. member for North
:Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), to the frightful temptation of
having these capitalists and railway companies by the
dozen besetting his office-tempting him with consider-
ations which the hon. member for Norfolk is ready to insult
bis country, by intimating on the floor of this Parliament,
would be successful in swerving the mind of a Minister
thtrn to do his duty to the Crown ? But what does
that hon. gentleman say ?

" The Governor in Council may entirely change the mode ofidiposing of Dominion lands lying within a certain distance of the
dway onstructed under this Act."

The hon. member for North Norfolk occupied an hour
denouneing my hon. friend (Sir John A. Macdonald)

for changing the terms on which these lands are disposed

of. Doos he suppose it possible that any Government
could come into possession of 200,000,000 acres of land
that was uninhabited and unoccupied-unopened for
settlement by roads or railways, or anything else, and
adopt a cast-iron policy which should last for over?
I ask the hon. gentleman if it would be a common-
sense thing on the part of an Administration, in the
case of a great experiment, such as the opening up of
this country must be toa considerable extent-I ask him if the
Ministry would not fail in its duty to the country, who did
not study careftlly from day to day what the interests of that
country were and meet the demands of that country as they
arose from time to time. And although the hon. gentleman
would have a cast.iron and unchangeable rule adopted,
although the leader of the Opposition, since ho sat on this
side of the House has come to the conclusion that no greater
error can be made than to permit capitalists to enter the
North-West, I tell him that this is the first time in this or
any country that a public man has been found to stand up
on the floor of Parlianent and declaro that it is a great evil
that capital should ho brought into a country. Here is an
area of 250,000,000 acres of desert, as it was, only awaiting
the operation of capital to be made to blossom as the rose,
and yet the hon. gentleman deplores as a most gigantic evil
the possibility that capitalists should be attracted to the
North-West. I shall expect him next to ask for a commis-
sion to see that a man is in possession of not more than a
very limited number of dollars, else ho shall b prevented
from entering that country at al. I have always supposed
that the great object, in every country, and especially in a
new country, was to draw as may capitalists into it as
possible. The hon. gentleman seems to have also a great hor-
ror of mechanics, but does ho not know that many of the
most prosperous and flourishing districts of Canada have
been settled by mochanics who wore not agriculturists at
all, but who have succeeded notwithstanding? What does
the hon. gentleman fear from capital being attracted into
the country ? I say that a greater blessing cannot occur to
that great North-West, than tho introduction into it of
untold capital. It is only yesterday that the hon. gentle.
man did not believe, nor did the bon. member for LImbton
(Mr. Mackenzie) that we could get anybody into the North-
West without giving them land and paying them besides;
but ali is now changed, and the hon. gentleman is
terrified for fear that the poor mechanics would not
find places for the soles of their feet in that country.
Does ho not know that we have reserved 100,000,000
acres of land for free settlement or on terms that
are practically free to the immigrant, and under these cir-
cumstances is there anything we can do so beneficial or so
advantageous to the settlers who do come in as to bring
capital into the country and bring the influence of capital
to bear on its progress and development; I am not sur-
prised that the hon. member for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) has
found it necessary to go out and refrosh himself a little
when he is confronted by his own conduct on the floor of
the House, and I hope that, being refreshed, he
will be able to bear it when I teli him that but
yesterday, when a Bill was introduced by the bon.
member for Bothwell, then Minister of the Interior,
he was quite prepared to give the Governor in Council
not only the power which ho professes to dread so much,
that is to vary the terms and alter the position of the
settler, but to give away half of the land of the North-West
to gigantic railway corporations. And I am not quite cer-
tain whether that hon. gentleman was not prepared to
sustain that policy even further. I am not certain whether
the hon. gentleman was not one of the parties who assisted
in framing this Bill for the purpose of giving a number of
these bloated capitalists-these harpies who are fattening
on the vitals of the poor settlers -I say I am not at all cer-
tain that he would not have been one of the first, if the
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Bill bad become law, to take the position that he has found
himself so very loud, if not so eloquent, in condemning to-
night.

Mr. MILLS. Did you oppose that Bill ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What has that to do with

it ? Have I said one word in condemnation of the
policy? Am I condemning it now? No, Sir, but I am
telling the hon. leader of the Opposition who bas just taken
his seat that if he supposes he can venture to take the line
he bas taken to-night; if ho supposes that he can venture to
assume that the members of this louse have forgotten all
that has occurred, he is very greatly mistaken, or if either
he or any other bon. gentleman imagines that he can pose
as the great champion of purity when assailing the policy
that thev themselves were pledged to, he mistakes the inde-
pendent spirit of this House and the tone and temper of the
people of this country. The hon. gentleman does not like
the toue of the bully and the braggart. But, Sir, there is a
tone for which I have infinitely greater contempt-and that
is the tone of the hypocrite and the poltroon. The hou.
gentleman says:

" The Governor in Council may vary or entirely change the mode of
disposal of Dominion lands lying within a certain distance of a rail-
way constructed under this Act."

So that all he had to do was to get fourteen of his asso-
ciates in this Fouse or out of it to organize into a com-
pany, and when he found a fine tract in any part of the
North-West, all he had to do was to go down to the Minister

and his colleagues, who supposed that it would be wise i'
some cases to lii t the settlers to 80 acres; that was a fright-
ful thing, and in comparison with the policy of the United
States, was worthy of the loudest denunciations of the hon.
gentleman ; yet he was willing to pass an Act containing
such a clause as the one I have just read. I do not wonder,
Sir, that the hon. leader of the Opposition, under the sooth.
ing influence of my dulcet tones, bas gone to sleep; I am
not at all surprised that he sbould take refugein sleep when
he is brought face to face with such a thorough contra.
diction of all the hon. gentleman bas, for three years, been
endeavoring to force on the attention of this side of the
fouse. Either he is incompetent to deal with publie
questions for the want of that memory whieh is essential
for a public man, or else he is willing to pose in one position
on this side of the House, and when the people send him to
the other side, to adopt another role. When these hon.
gentlemen, in the plenitude of their power, were dealing
with the poor settlers of this country, they had no bowels
of compassion. The poor settlers were to be placed at the
mercy-I was going to say the vindictive mercy, if one
may use such a contradiction of terms-of this act; and
could anything be more vindictive, in the estimation of the
hon. member for North Norfolk, than the way in which
these poor settlers were to be trampled beneath the iron
heel of power under the operation of this Bill. This Bill
also provides:

" The Minister of the Interior may, in his discretion-"
- - - 1. -~, - - - - -

of the Interior and say: Dees the bon, gentleman remember bow,unheur age, hewas denounciug the giviug of discretionary powers te the
"We are building a road, there is our plan, and you must reserve for Minister of the Interior, saying that it was cruel to the

us ten sections in one district, or twelve sections in another, or twenty
sections in another to the mile ;"o

And whn the Minister of the Interior would say hi? and yet h was quite ready 188 t vote for an AtAnd bentheMiniterofte Iterir wuldsayvesting in the Minister of the Interior tbe iargest discre-
" That is a district which we have bound ourselves to reserve for set- tionary powers.

tlement," "Il The Minister of the interior may, in hie discretion, and subjeet ta
The hon. gentlem.gn migbt say an y vested rights, cause thé lande immediately bonding the une of any

railway under this Act, tbelaid ont in a tierof lots toen chains wide,
No, there is a clause which states that the Governor in Oounilray containin o8 acres each, abtting the allowanne for the right of way

vary or entirely change the mode of disposai of Dominion landv lying for the said railway on either sid thereof, with a road upon the other
within a certain distance of a railway coustructed under this Act." orioter front of the same, and iay, if dee roed by lm expedient, make

the homesteads of persons found thereon at the time of the survev of the
So that all the hon. gentleman had to do to crush out the set-
tier, to put his heel upon the settler, and to place the settier
at Lis mercy, was to shake in the face of the Minister of the
Interior the Act to which he bal committed
this House as the accumulated wisdom of all the
hon. gentlemen opposite, endorsed by the Minister
of Justice of the late Administration, and to tell him that he
must not talk to him of the rights of the settlers, that he
had to place them at his mercy, and that all ho had to do
w-is to make these changes and alterations which this rail-
way company wanted, of which the hon. member for North
Norfolk would probably be the President, or take the con-
sequences from himselfand his other supporters, upon whom
ho was relying in this House. I think, with the lofty senti-
ments which the hou. member for North Norfolk bas of the
material that Ministprs of the Crown are made of, he would
corne to the conclusion that he would very soon wring out
Of the Minister of the Interior all bis behests, even if at the
sacAifice of those poor bettlers. i will read this whole clause,
which is worthy of being handed down to posterity:

"The Governor in Council may vary or entirely change the mode of
disposal of Dominion lands lying within a certain distance of a railway
constructed under this Act, as regards homesteads, pre-emptions, sales,
and bounty land entries,by reducing the quantitywhich may be granted
in free humesteads, or by withdrawing the homestead right altogether
on such lands, and may fix a price for such lands, and order that such
lands may be sold exclusively for cash, with or without conditions of
actual settlement as may be deemed expedient."

What does the hon. member for North Norfolk think of
that ? He became very excited a tittle while ago at the
frightful act of my hon. friend the Minister of the Interior

Sir CàaLzE TUPPER.

lands to conformnto such lots : Provided that no personbproing his
right to a homestead on one of such narrow lots shall be entitled to
purchase more than one of the adjoining lots of 80 acres."

Now, Sir, I will read another clause in relation to this
history of grosser inconsistency than even the bon. gentle-
man has branded himself with in relation 'to the fiscal
policy of this country:

''Nothing in this Act shall be construed as binding the Government
to acknowledge any right to land settled on, or for any improvements
effected on and within the limits of any tract reserved for a village or
town site along or upon the line of railway, after public notice shall
have been given of such land being reserved for such purpose; and in
case of any person having settled on land found to be neceesary for a
village or town site as above, although such settlement may have been
effected previous to.public notice as above, the Minister of the Interii r
may resume possession of such land and compensate such Lerson 17
allotting him other land in lieu thereof and paying him for his improve-
ments."

Therefore, Sir, the hon. gentleman, in bis discretion, took
the fiat of one of these bloated aristocrats whom he bad
enabled to fatten on the vitals of the poor settlers -Of the
harpies, to use the eloquent language of the hon. member
for North Norfolk-and determine to actually tear up by
the roots the settler who had gone there, who had been in-
vited to go there, surrounded by ail the protection which
the laws of the country cculd give him; and ail this becausO
the company of which the hon. member for North Norfolk
might be president wanted his farm for a town site.
Well, Sir, Lhere was a Dominion Lands Act, as •tehon.
gentleman is aware; and it just occurred to the bon. menl
ber for North Norfolk or some other gentleman who bad a
finger in the pie, and who was engaged in putting this
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policy on the Statute book and looking after the ulterior
results; and the hon. gentleman came to the conclusion that
possibly the Dominion Lands Act, as parties would say,
was the law of the land; and how does it propose to deal
with this subject ? Oh, Sir, they were quite equal to the
occasion. It is provided that the provisions of this Act
sheuld remain in force, except "as the same may be varied"
at any timo under this Act. Now, Sir, I think that if the
hlon. member for North Norfolk had remembered the
policy which ho had sustained in 1878, ho would not have
ventured to address to the House such a speech as that
which he addressed to it to-day; and I think, Sir, that the
hon. leader of the Opposition, if he had as vivid a remem-
brance of this Act as he oughbt to have, would have spared
this louse a good many statements which he has delivered
here ore rotundo during the past two or threc years. The
hon. member for North Norfolk opened bis' renarks by
stating the enormous value of the North.West. Well, Sir,
whcn did be discover it ? Where did this bon. gentleman
nmake the discovery that thore was any value in it? Was
it whcn the late Government, vhich he was supporting so
ardently, refused to value its lands at 20 cents an acre with
referencc to getting a contraet carried eut? Was
it when he, with a solid phalanx of those gen demen, declarod
that our attempt to build the Paciic Railway with 109,-
000,000 acres of its lands would prove an utter delusion and
folly, and that it was madness to attempt any such thing ?
Was it then ? No, Sir; but 1will tell tho bon. gentleman
when these lands attained this value. They attained this
valuo, and a greater value, when the people of this country
dismissed the h6n. gentlemen oppoiito froin power, and
when the people of this country brought baclkz to the
Treasury benches the men who had faith, and who always
proclaimed their laith, in the North-West and in its
resources. Then it began to obtain its value; and, Sir, it
obt.ained a rapid and enormous increase of value in the
great contract made in the interests of Canada. When the
gentlemen, who were brought back again to power, were
Cnabled to revert to their original plan and had
again satisfied the country that it could place
faith in its financial resources, wbich have been so completely
br oken down, and when they were enabled to so convince
the world of the value and resources of that great and
growing country, and of its capaeity for development, as to
be able to make the contract they did for the construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, then, Sir, it took
the rapid and onward and gigantic stride, and that so
rapidly, that in one short season bas given to Canada an
advance.as I said before-whih in no five years of its
previous history it ever had. The bon. gentle-
man, Sir, would like, even now, to belittle what is going on.
le is unable Io resist the evidence, as they are unable to
resist the evidence of what the National Policy, the
fiscal policy of this country, bas done for Canada;
so great is the tide and the increasing current
of Canada's prosperity, and the tide of immigration
which is pouring iato the North-West, is such, that these

. gentlemen are unable longer to resist. They cannot
closee 'ithcr their eyes or ears to these evidenues, but they
set their unpatriotic imaginations to work to devise some
Moens, some reason, some excuse, by which they may
endeavor to belittle what is going on so happily and so
Sulccessfully; but their belittling has had very slight effect,
and I am giad to say the tinie is coming when it will be very
litlo that they eau do, when they are doing their little bestto interfere and hold back the vheels that are onward rol-

eog. Of Canada's prosperity. 1 say, Sir, that this is the
Phstion which these hon. gentlemen occupy. The hon.
leader of the Opposition says that we are inconsistent;

one tiue yout say we aie impotent, at another time that
are poweiful. Why, Sir, they are impotent for good.

Th0y av ve proved it. They had the management of pub-!
1o;$

lie affairs and the control of this country for five years, and
during these five years, Sir, every step they took lod the
country into greator difficulty and into greater distress.
But, I say, while they have proved that they were power-
less for good they have not been equally powerless for mis-
chief; and, Sir, the energy, the efforts and the enterprise
which ithese gentlemen have shown in belittling the resources
of the country and in endeavoring to prevent capitalists
at home or abroad from having faith and confidence in it, has
proved that.they have not beon impotent to du harm; but,
Sir, I am glad to find the time is arriving when their power
to do mischief will be almost as impotent as it was to effect
good. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman says it is true that
there are a few people going into the North-West at last;
but where aro they coming from? They are coming from
Ontario. Well, Sic, let me tell the hon. gentleman that
there is no class of the p'>pulation of Canada, nor of tho
world, that it is so important should go into the great
North-West as the )eol)1 of Ontario; and why, Sir ?
Because they have that experience in the ver'y work which
remairgs to be done in the North-West, which is of the
most invaluablo character,-they have the experionce ;
and, Sir, the man who lives in any section of the
great Province of Ontario-great and important as
it is-who can better his circumistances and
niake two dollars in the North-West for one that lie- could
mako in Ontario, not only doos right, but I say it is to the
advantage of Canada, to evory part of it, and a
national advantago, that, he should go friom Ontario
into the North-West. Every person knows that in the
cultivated and populous districts of Ontario, familios have
grown up, and farms that afforded an independent in.
come for a comparatively few Persons who were on the
farms, havo becone overstocked and a number of sons re-
quiro toe o provided for; and I say that these sons, the
stalwart yceomanry of the country, with the industry, with
the intelligence, and with the experionce which is so valu-
able in a new country, by loaving to thxeir younger brothers,
as it may be, the management of the farm in Ontario and
going to this magnificent and fertile country where
they can make more moncy iii one year than
they could in five years if they remained in
Ontario, are not only a blessing to their families, but
also a blessing to tho nation, because they increaise the
national wealth and the national prospeiity ; but, Sir, I hold
in my bands, statistics which are taken froni the report of
the Department of Agriculture, and they show that in 1876,
we had 14,499 people go into that country; in 1877, 1->,323;
in 1878, 18,3'2; in 1879, 30,717; in 1880, 27,544; and in
1881, 32,587. Thon, Sir, we had reported with settlersï' goods
by the Custom louse officers, in addition to this: in 1876,
11,134; in 1677, 11,759; in 1878, 11,435; in 1879,
9,775; in 1880, 10,961; in 1881, 15,404. The total number of
persons who went into Manitoba and the North-West in
1881, was in round numbers about 28,600, ascertained as fol-
lows: Reported at Emerson, 27,212; the Graham party
from the Western States, 3994, and along the frontier from
Emerson to Fort Beton, 1,000; while the nationalities were
as fJlows: Europeans, 3,340; Canadians, 21,513; and from
the United States 3,758, making a total number of 27,611.
What does the hon. gentlemen think of the figures now ?
I hold in my hand a statement of the total immigration into
Manitoba. In 1880, it was in round numbers, 18,000; in
1881, 28,600. Every person knows that the great difficulty
in getting immigration into a new country, is to got
it started. Every one knows that the enormous
advantage that the Western States of America had was
that while we were employing land agents in Europe to
circulate information with reference to the advantage of
coming to our country, they had sure, and more successful
agents at work in the people who, having gone into the
Western States, had prospered and wrote to their frincds
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aDd sent tbem means to come out and share the prosperity associations to furnish the starving and sufferingpopulation
of the prairie. The great difficulty with us was to get this with means to corne into ouir country flowing with mnilk and
initial settlement; to have a few hundred thousand people honey? With its richness of soil, freedom of air, and general
poured into the North-West, in order that they might exer- condition, it would be impossible for those suffering thou.
cise an influence inP'romoting an immigration much greater sands to exchange Ireland for our great North-West without
than could be exercised by any other agency. In 1880, how being greatly benefitted by the change. But the hon.
many people do y-ou suppose went into Manitoba ? In Janu- gentleman would shut down on a policy that is calculated
ary, .0 in all; in January, 1881, 80, a marked increase, more to promote such a';sistance bcing given as is absolutely
than 50 per cent. at that most unfavorable period of the year. indispensable, because these people have not tho means
Ilow many do hon. gentlemen suppose went into Manitoba of coming unless they are taken in hand by
in January cf the present year-2,177. ln February, 1880, capitalists. And supposing a company were to
40 went in; in February, 1881, 240; in February, 1812, treat unfairly even the most suffering and helpless im-
3,179; in March, 1880, 124; in March, 1881, 220; in March, migrant they would bring to our shores, the resuit would
1882, 7,300; and what do hon. gentlemen suppose is the be that ho would move into a lot in the possession of the bon.
number of persons that, in the first ton days ot April that Minister of the Interior, and place himself under the ægis of
have elapsed, the latest information that we have, went into this Government which bas hundreds of millions of acres fit
Manitoba? No less than 6,000 people, So that in these for settlement, that it is ready to give on ternLs that, in point
three months, in which we had in 1880, 194 im- of liberality, cannot be exceeded in any part of the world.
migrants, we have 19,000 in 188 ?. Taking into The leader of the Opposition seemed to doubt it very much.
account the ton days additional, is it not mani- lIe treated very much upon the statement that my bon.
fest that, under these circumstances, the hon. momber friend had made that the lands in the United S ates were ail
for North Norfolk and his hon. leader shoul.l lake ehrm; sold. My right bon. friend made no such statement, for it
that they should feel it was time they should put on the is well known that there are, unsold, enormous tracts of land
brakes; that with this evidence of the unibounded success of in the United Statos free and fit for settlement. But you
ou"- policy, with the evidence which the right hon. leader of might give him botter authority than the right hon. Minister
this G-overnment furnishel as to the sales of land in the of the Interior, or the late Minister of the Interior, and that
North West, and the app:cations for land made during the is the man who, at this moment, stands as high as any man
last year, they should take alarm and como t4o the conclu- on this continent in point of intelligence and information-
sion that the brakes must be put on, and they must do their I speak of Consul Taylor, Consul at Winnipeg, for twenty
little best to obstruct this lido of immigration that is years residentrepresentative of the UnitedStates. This gon-
pouring into that country and is going to make it the most tieman stated that three-quarters of the remeining wheat belt
prosperous on the face of the globe. So the hon. gentle- of North America lay to the north of the boundary line. I
men corne down and endeavor to excite foar in the people am also reminded of the statement of Ioratio Seymour, and
coming into the North-West. They endeavor to make there are hosts of others, candid and patriotic Americans,
them believe that they are going to suffer a great evil, who do not believe their duty to their country invokes the
and thus deer that tide of immigration that is rapidly necessity of decrying Canada, as some of our own people
peoplirg up that country. The lion. member fcr North seem to consider it is theirduty to do. The Hon. H. Sey-
Noi flk says that this immigration is mostly from other mour, ex-Governor of the State of New York, in the course
parts of Canada. My hon. friend beside me says the lion. of a speech, said:
gentlemen opposite would rather they went Io the United "i saw thousands and thousands of acres of wheat, clearing40 bushels
States. The course those lion. gentlemen pursue in to the acre,weighing 63 and 65 lbs. to the bushel,aud was assured by un-
ref'erene to this and all other national questions that are doubted authority that, on Peace River, 1,200 miles north-west of where

I was, wheat could be produced in immense quantities equal to the best
essential to the development of the prosperity of the i saw in Winnipeg, while great herds of cattie were being red without
country, is ono that will force on the intelligent public cost on as fine grassy land as the world affords. la short, betweenfOur
mind of this country the conviction that they north-westernline of 45 degrees and 54 degrees 40 minutes(General Caîs'
would sacrifice the country itself ut the shrine of fighting point) there is a country owned by England with greater grair-

f growina capacity than all the lands on the Baitic, the Black Sea and
party. Lot the hon. gentleman take up any the Mediterranean combined. The land laws of canada are now a3
newspaper; let him enquire what has taken place with liberal as ours as to the homestead, pre-emption and free claims. People
reference to the great trans-Atlantic steamers and note the are crowding there rapidya cd towns are spriuging up as if byPMe,

Their great railway will reach the Parifie at the grand harbor of Pugf-t
thousands that are waiting for passage and overcrowding Sound before our Northern Pacifie will, and it will be extended east-
all the means by which immigration can be brought from ward promptly to Montreal."
the old world to the new, and thon say if there is any rea- I place that as the intelligent, high-mihnded, indepenldnt1îî
son for any other sentiment than that of congratulation. American authority side by side with these miserable, con.
What is it these gentlemen fear if this Government call to temptible efforts to retard the progross of Canada, because
their aid, as they are bound to call to their aid, the assist- hon. gentlemen opposite believe that the country is going
ance of capitalists to promote the valuable immigration of ahead under the present Administration too rapidly,
able-bodied sons of toil, than by interesting capitalists in not for its own interests, but for their own-
this work ? Who alone can furnish these cmigrants the I hope the hon. gentleman's speech and the speech of hbi
means of coming into this counitry ? The hon. gentleman leader will be attended by the saine results which attended
deplores as a gigantie evil that large tracts of country un- the speech of the hon. leader of the Opposition in the towl
der this policy are passing into the hands of capitalista. of Windso, N. S. The hon. gentleman visited the very in-
Let me tell him that the Primitive Methodists, who have teresting town of Windsor, and I must say that although
applied for and are promised 100,000 acres, have secured all the town has great capabilities and a good many men of
the population required to settle that large area. capital, they have not been quite as enterprising and quitO
I have the information from a gentleman in as enthusiastic in putting their moricy into various indus-
the Department of the Interior who is familiar tries as I think their interests would justify theinlu doing.
with the facts, and he assures me that this organiza- But, Sir, happily for Windsor, the hon. leader of the Oppo.
tion have secured a most valuable class of settlers from sition paid it a visit and ho delivered there just suc' a
England. Who is there that, knowing the present condition speech as he delivered to-night, Ie delivered ase
of Irelaud, the want and misery that are overwhelming breathing out threatening and slaughter to his own cou nt.*,
thousands and tens of thousands of people in that unfortu- he delivered a speech to ibow how utterly ruined Caudi
nate country, could regard unfavorably the formation of 1 was. But the speech had a somewhat peculiar result, for,1

Sir CHanzas Tuppza,
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shortly after the meeting closed, the people assembled
-ind they said: "Why, if it be a fact that these manufac-
turers can mako money so rapidly the sooner wec go into
manufacturing the better," and they organized a joint-stock
company for a cotton mill and went at it at once as a
result of the hon. gentleman's visit. So I hope
the hon. gentleman's speech will have much the
same result on the present occasion. Now, Sir, I was a
little surprised a a remark whieh the bon. leader of the
Opposition ventured to make in reference to a statement of
my right hon. friend, that we were likely to receive money
enough on the sale of the lands in the North-West to dis-
charge at a very early date all the obligations of Canada in
relation to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentle-
man said he was astonished at the enthusiasn with which
that statement was received on this sido of the House.
Why, Sir, is there a man with a spark of patriotism in his
breast in Canada who would not rejoice to leaun that every-
thing had become so changed that we could, while reserv-
ing 100,000,000 acres for free settlement in the North-West,
while giving 25,000,000 acres, instead of the 54,000,000 the
hon. gentlemen opposite offered to givo in vain to a com-
pany to build the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But
in the course of a very few years it was now
perfectly evident that we would receive for the
sale of the lands of the North-West, without interfering
in the slightest degree with the free settienent, the $25,-
000,000 that we require in order to secure the completion of
that work. One would suppose that was a statement that
might be cheered anywhere, where men have a spark of
patriotism or the slightest desire to see their country take
a position that free mon ought to wish she should
take. But the hon. gentleman says:Il Where did the
nioney come from ?" He says: "The right hon. gentle-
man knows where the money comes from-it
cones out of the pockets of the people whom he has
taxed for that purpose." Is that so ? Is that an answer to
the statement that, irrespective of any taxation from the
people,our coffers will soon receive from the sale of lands in
the -North-West, those valueless lands which the hon. gentle-
man opposite did not even value at 20 cents an acre, yet
they bave so increased in value as to warrant us in the
statement, and to warrant the conviction in the mind of
every intelligent man, that at an early date we will not
only have the $25,000,000 recouped to the Treasury, but we
Will go on; and, if we have not wiped out our other respon-
sibilities, we will soon be in a condition to wipe out the
engagements thrown upon us by the late Government, as
well as those incurred by our own in reference to that great
work. The hon. gentleman is a little mistaken in saying
that my right bon. friend is the party who levied taxes for
the purpose of constructing the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
1 an aware that the bon. gentleman, in several parts of the
(ountry, ventured the unfbunded statement that the policy
to which the late Government and the Liberal party in
C.anada had always adhered was the policy that the Cana-
dhan Pacifie Railway should be constructed, if constructed
at all, without any increase of taxation to the country. The
hon, gentleman committed himself again and again to that
statement. He made that statement in London, and he
Will find it reported in the Globe by the reporter who took
hls words down as they fell from his mouth. Now,
Sir, I do not intend to answer him in that inflated
'nanner in whieh that hon. gentleman, two or three
tlaes in the course of the Session, says: "I give that
statement the most unqualified contradiction, and if it was
Parliamentary to use a stronger torm "-I suppose he means
: shorter one-" I would use it." He bastreated this House
to that Statement a good many times and it always seems
to fall fresh on the ears of the bon. gentlemen around him,
and they always cheer it as if the bon. gentleman had not
taken Out a patent for that form of expression. I do not

intend to retort in terms so discourteous. I will not charge
the bon. gentleman with making a statement for which, if
it was parliamentary, I should use a more expressive and a
moro unqualified terni than to say it was an entirely
unfounded statement, but I will prove it. The hon. gen-
tleman has only to turn up the report of Council by the
members of the Government of which lie formed a part, and
ho will find in black and white, the simple
declaration that his Government had levied $3,000,000
in taxes on the people of this country for the
pirpose of constructing the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
They lhad increased taxation, and they declared that was
au evidence of the good faith of the Government and of
their determination to build the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
bocause they had levied over $3,000,000 of taxation for the
purpose of its construction. I ask the hon, gentleman to
p lace that statement in the Minute of the Council passed
bythe Government of which ho was a membor-because he
was a member when the taxation was levied and be had
not evaded its responsibility at that particular day-
alongside of his oft-roiteratcd statement ? I could ask the
House whether it is not sufficient to load us to question tho
accuracy of the hon. gentleman's memory if we do not
venture to question the accuracy of his statements. When
ho remembers that, and the further fact that when the
Canadian Pacifie Railway is finished and a completed work,
the taxes involved in its construction will not begin to
approximate 83,000,000, how can he venture to tell the
First Minister that he is taking the money for its construc-
tion out of the pockets of the people in tlle shape of taxa-
tion ? I feel that it is trifling with the patience of this
House and with the intelligence of this country, for hou.
gentlemen opposite to rise and in set phrase, day after day
and night after night, propound statements such as the
hon. member for North Norfolk has committed himself
to in this resolution, diametrically opposed to the policy to
which they were solemnly committed and pledged while
they had the responsibilities of office upon them; and I
recommend them in future before undertaking the hopeless
task, the task that necessarily presumes upon the spirit of
independent intelligence in this country, to suppose that
hon. gentlemen nay one day commit themselves to one
lino of policy, and the next day, when they are foolish
enough to think it serves their own interests, pursue a
diametrically opposite course, and still oxpect an intelligent
people to consider that any opinions they may offer are
entitled to respect. 1 say that Canada to day occupies a
more distinguished p osition than it has ever occupied since
it was a country. Thero is not an intelligent man in
Canada who does not know that at the present moment we
bave concentrated on us the eyes of the world-not only of
England but of the United States. Take up the press of
England, and what willyou find.? Everywhere there is an
entire change in the public sentiment in regard to the
gigantic strides that the Dominion is making in the path of
national progress and national prosperity. I tell bon.
gentlemen opposite that all this bas been accomplished not
only without their aid, but in spite of their bittorest
efforts to obstruct. It is a painful statement to
make, and I regret being comnpelled to make it, but
the public records will show they have left no stono
unturned to embarrass and obstruct the policy of the Gov-
ernment of the country in relation to its most vital interests ;
and so far have they carried that out that they are ready
to seize upon any means or method, howovor unjust or how-
ever improper, if they believe they can gain some paltry
party advantage. Why, the leader of the Opposition, the hon.
gentleman who well deserves the high position of leader of
the great organized hypocrisy of this country, that hon.
gentleman whose qualities eminently fit him for the position
he holds as the head of that party-what did he do the
other day? He went down to Halifax and there, in the ab-
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eence of bis opponents, hefirst made the lamentable blunder brought to this country and the national life Of Canada,
of supposing, when ho was talking to the Jones and Vails, bcncath their footjust as reeklessly as they have trampîed
that ho was talking to mombers of the old liberal party; under foot their previous policy witb reference to the set-
that ho was surrounded by the genius and spirit of the tiement ofthe North-West and the Canadian Pacifie pailway
Liberals who fought under Joseph Howe and William Young. Mr. MJLLS. I am quite sure that if a stranger had oma

Mr. MILLS. L nder whom ? mbth? louso whcn the hon. gentleman began bis sIieecl

Sir CHARLES TUPPIER . When ilho proper time ani had listend to hlm to the close, it would have bee
arrived they united in a patriotic band to support the Con- uner iscussion. The hon etean las soe -i foi
fedoration. The hon. gentleman forget that ail the leadersng
of the Liberal party had sooner or later rallied round George that lt
Brown and the Conservative and Liberal party of Nova ScotiaOvaSco'a n yurhands. The hon . gentleman has devoted the whLe;,united on the common policy of sinking old party naines, of bis time to giving a certifleate of eliaracter to
ties, and cries in the interest of their common country, and
some of the recalcitrant Tories declared t hat I was too in tuiarost laudatory terms of bis colleagues generally,
liberal for them to follow me. When did they leave me?an
When Mr. George Brown, in view of the troubled conditionan r

of the countr-y, askel me as a patriotic man, and sustained .Thho o gentleman bas told us bow disintereste1
in my own Piovince by a majority of two-thirds in both and patriotie bis services have been, not only sinee
Houses, to aid in endeavoring to bring the country ont of Confoderation, but for a long time before. It seems îome,tD j bowever, that ho bas forgotten many things which wouldits difficulties, I responded, and recalcitiant Conservatives have added a great (eal otinterest to the discussion bad heleft me because they bold that I had got into bad company.,iven b the loue some explariations witb regard to thew.
The hon. leader of the Opposition, forettingt theth time I ai not going to enter into a discussion of ail the points
had come when every man in the old Liberal party of Nova
Scotia, in favor of Constitutional Government, was united have upposod from a great portion of bis speech that
with me in favor of advancing the interests ofour common instend o? dcvoting our attention to the land poliey ofthe
country, expressed the delight ho felt at finding himself in
the company of Halifax Liberals. I would forgive thepuesent Adrinistration, thc fouse bad under considevation
b!under, but he knew that the groatest crisis in the national the Billwbieh I bad the bonor to s'-bmit b a former Parlia.
affairs of Canada that ever occurired was when Confederation ment in 1878. Weil, Sir, I do not think lb necossary to
was adopted. I had thrown myself heart and soul into the enter mb a very lengtby discussion of tho principles ef
was etwt irJlnA adnad o.Cog that Bill. I believe tbey were sound. I believe thosemovement with Sir John A. Macdonald, Hion. George
Brown and Hon. William MeDougall in thec endeavor to build views would commend themsclves to the majority of the
up a British nîationality on this continent; but the hon. people of this eoiir.'y. The lion, gentleman says now that
gentleman placed himself in antagonism to the popular hoeis ln favor ofthe prirciples set out in that Bil.
sentiment, aithougb h ho bas more than once declared that of Me. PLnMB. No, no.
ail the Provinces which had been boceitted by Confederation, Mr. MILLS. Ycts. 11eT sai'd ho ývas. I know tbc hon.
not one of tbem beneflttcdo the samie oxtent as did Outario.ni ember for Niagara as opossd to the Bih, avd trakmo
That was tho hon. gentleman's declaration, and I say, if le i sunder their pression that if ho was oppoe d to ithe
that ivero true, thon bbchon, gentleman owed a debt to me hon. Minister of Railwaysmust have eld the sacificelw
for the aid and assistance I gavelii aeconplishing that because, in the estimation ofgthemon. egniss'eech
wbieb ho himself dcelared had been so bene-ficial 1Ibis Nian haithene is a grat t cal of d hfieulty bn
country. But, wat did ho do? Behird y back, when I distnguishing e itowa th-%as thousands of miles awy, hehon gentleman, int member (Mr.uin. he h1teron. glean has spon fhathor.
metroolis of Nova Sotia, the city of alifax,ndea- l o s ue ad th at in resoution
vouredto excite and exasperate tbe publie minti agan"m of the absence of tbe lhon. Min ister of Railways, instead ef1
because I assisted in carrying Confederation. Truc 10 tbc speakinfoi h nsefie hrom poroseJ 1 Cakea speechs pace
sanie POlicY, I beliovo the hon. gentleman-I maY(do him haif ofu h absent Minisr, andtlimink the hon. gtetiwh'l
an injustice, but wlen I sec liim cngagod in such a boule- is sOmotime tiinge ac edolusionthat o cant the
versement as Ibis; when I find im ready to proclai m one plia- Mi nister of wiaicwa h s are c samePison; but S, 
ciple to-day and ramiple ilunder bis f cet to-morrow, bocause say te the hon, gentleada that although celvalus gonlosld
it stands in the way of bis own ambitions path; wben I find tofBih, the hon. Ministor of Railways anid at th tinie
that loiera-s ready to strike me a blow bcneath the boit in nothing against il., anmd lhe sai, to-night, timat ho l"vas 'i
my absence; when I found c .imeeady.throwhcontempt, o ons.

Caot o n ly on oayseno b u t on G eorg e B ro, n a i eo ed e r ion u f a o t
b h wM.BOWELL.le atdfog at m said nothing would

me-whhtadtitadldoncah Nova Scotia these gentlemen aagdfetth
donc on tbcflor of the Parliaontof Canada); when I M. tote Hole said more. le said h favored the
refuscd to put that question 10 the people ut tbc poils, I ba provisions. Now, ehedyon. Minister ofailways tonewoul
Oly susiained tbc policy wbieh eorge Brown bad docarc ai speech v hichsp as fu l of sound pd fury, but signifiede h
On tbo floor of' Parliament was the only constitutional littof lield us we wer eflicson to thelnd plic ol tl
muiode by wvhieh suci a qucstion could bc set-ýtîd, and of theent s vices aif the Hrehnt Adunerinistiotidt11
the lion. member for Lanbîorn(Mr'. Mackenzie' suppo'ted Bld us that Ihon, gentlemen on ti sbmido lia frmePo boveis
hlm in thiat vîcw-I ray that wbemm'tb not gentleman was compassion, od r biatrespect csoAdministrationhipe of
willing to throw contompt on bis own colleagues and snp.doubt th Idvantig tofh bon. gentemen on Ibiselide. t

viwtoldcmedthmevs otejority f the

porters, and bis laboleader, byt course lie took;wbeî p I bon. Minister o traiyhays hoad some portonss o tha
tind that ho did not heitatc l my absence c adopt bbc and Mr.Ld thUMB oti, nf.ai, becauso s0!lOvery i111P)
course havedreferiod ei n bsay I have a right underthoso tant parts of th mensre wr alft ou o? considowatiO ho
ciroumstanceo te suppose that if hese bongentlemen fot together, ando rai wthat thopolicy adopted i nthIt 13io
lt was necessay for i leir advancemert, neeessaa'y foad Itif wasprecisly the poicy adopted by t hewasent GovernDlt
own p'ogress, hcessary fo . gtheir estoration e power, toey that w provided iat nolin frailayhavinthesame view,
wouldtrample Confderation, with ail bbc blcssings wlas ral direction as the Caiadian Pacifie ailway th uldt.
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built, under the provisions of the Bill, within forty miles of
that road. But, Sir, that was a Government work, and this
is a private enterprise in the hands of private parties. The
Government do not merely say, no road in the same general
direction shall be built, but they say, no road in any direc-
tion shall be built-no road extending to any point towards
the boundary between south-west and south-cast shall be
constructed in Manitoba or the North-West Territories.
Then, Sir, provision was made for the voluntary incorpo-
ration of railway companies. Charters were to be granted
s a matter of course, on the fulfilment of certain condi-

tions. It was not a matter of discretion with the Govern-
nient or with the Minister of the Intorior; it was
a mnatter of right that any parties who declared their inten-
tion to build a railway between certain points, who made
the necessary surveys, who filed the plans and specifica-
lions in the Department of Public Works or the Department
Of the Interior and paid into the Treasury ten per cent. of
the cost of the road, wero to be entitled to receive the
charter. iBut they could not obtain such a charter as a
natter ofright for a road within 40 miles of the Canada Pacific
Rlailway and having the same direction. But the Government
did not declare by the provisions ofthe Bill that parties would
not bave the right to come to this lHouse and ask for
incorporation on the proposition to build a road within 40
miles of the railway and having the same direction, The
Government simply reserved to the Parliament of this
country the right to sny whether a road within the distance
mentioned in the Bill should be or should not b built.
The hon. gentleman said that railway companies arc
speculators, that they are just as nuch so as capi-
talists seeking to invest money in public lands. I
deny that. I say they stand in a wholly different
fooLing; that railway companies seeking to build roads
within the territory have a special interest in the develop-
ment of the country, in order that the people living along
the lino of the railway may furnish profitable employment
to the road. It is upon the carriage of freight and passen-
gers that their prosperity depends, and it is not so at ail with
regard to speculative land companies. The hon. gentleman
says that ho would liko to know who is opposed to capitalists

omng into the country and investing their money in lands.
Well, if the hon. gentleman knew something of the history
Of Upper Canada, if he knew something of the Canada
C(2 opany and the English capitalists who invosted their
noney ir, the wild lands of Canada, if h- lncw the unpo-
puiarity of that company, if ho knew the extent to
whichl it impeded the general sotilement of the
country, ho would understand why the people
Of Ontario especially would not bo disposed to
favor the creation of similar companies in Manitoba or
1he North-West Territories. The bon. gentleman says that
w were very much opposed to the placing at the disposal

of teC Government 100,000,000 acres of land to assist in
the Construction of the Canadian Pacif ieRailway. Well, I
for one was opposed to the proposition which the hon. gen-
tlQelan then made. I did not believe it was practicable,
and if practicable, I thought it was a very unwiso proposition
o ag-ce to. What did the hon. gentlemen propose?
hey proposed that we should place at the disposal of the

Government of this country, and of Commissioners in Eng-
and, 100,000,000 acres of land, to be disposed of as they
Might think proper. What was implied in that proposi-
lon ? Why, Sir, this was implied : that capitalists had not

ffiden ce in the hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches.
Uat, at ail events, was the opinion of the hon. gentlemenithenselves ; they said aise in effect: "Although we bave re-

P:)esentative Government in this country, and although, under
our representative system, the disposal of public lands is to
be subject to the representatives of the people in Parliament,i
yet we propose that persons who are not riesidents in thei
COnntry, and who owe no responsibility to this country,1

shall control 100,000,000 acres of land in the North-West
Territories." That was the proposition of hon. gentle-
men, but it did not succeed. It was.not because of any
opposition that came from this side; the large majority of
hon. gentlemen enabled them to carry their proposition
through Parliament ; but they found it impracticable, and
had to abandon it, Well, the hon. gentleman has referred
to and reiterated misrepresentations of the speeches made by
the hon. member for West Durham and the hon. member for
Lambton, in reference to the lands of Kansas and Texas.
Hon. gentlemen have over and over again persisted in that
course, and the press which supports them has followed
their lead, They have not only misreprosented what
was actually said, but the whole pith and spirit
of what was said. It is well known to every-
one here that it was not an American immigration
company or an American railway comp-. r whieh pub-
lished the pamphlet with the portrait of the leader of the
Opposition. That pamphlet was published by Mr. Belford,
an ardent and active supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite.
It was published in the interest, and I do not think I would
be out of the way in saying at the instancé, of hon. gentle-
men on the Treasury benches; and if the books of the
United Empire Club were examined, we should probably
find who paid for these pamphlets. There was never a more
impudent statement made in Parliament or given to the
press of this country than the statement that that pamphlet
was circulated or published by any railway company in the
United States. The quotations that have been made, and
the misrepresentations indulged in, are all in perfect keeping
with the character of the pamphlet; but, to use a vulgar
expression, that sort of discussion is played out, and these
hon. gentlemen will not be pormitted to use those mis-
representations without being met by a statenent of the
facts. The hon. Minister of Railways, not satisfied with the
answer of bis leader to the hon. member for Norfolk, under-
took to improve on that answer. The hon. gentleman says
it is highly desirable that large numbers ot the people of
Ontario should go into the North-West Territories. Well,
it is a matter of uncortainty whether it contributes largely
to the prosperity of the country to transfer a large portion
of the population from one fertile district to another. I
can weIl understand that if a large foreign population
wore going into the North-West Territories, a large immi-
gration of people from Ontario or the other Provinces of
the Dominion might bo cf essential advartage. They serve
to irtroduce the habits, the mode of thought, the system of
education among the foreigners which prevail in the older
Provinces; they serve to make a homogencous population.
Every one who has studied the progress of American settle-
ment westward knows the great value that the settlers
from New England and the Middle States have been ; they
have converted the German, Irish and Scandinavian popu-
lation into American people, who, after a generation or
two, do not differ materially from the native population.
Well, Sir, the immigration from Ontario and the other Pro-
vinces into the North-West would serve the same purpose,
if a foreign population were going in thero. But there bas
not been that population going in. The hon. leader of the
Government bas told us that 28,600 people went into the
country last year; but ho did not tell us how many came
away. When be says that 17 per cent. left the country, I think
ho greatly under-estimates the nium ber. I have taken some
pains to look at the number of homestead entries, and if we
leave out the number who have settled in the city
of Winnipeg, I believe the homestead entries fairly
represent the population which have settled in
Manitoba and the North-West Territories cach year. In
1877 there were 1,426; in 1878, 1,753; in 1870, 3,876;
in 1880, 2,074, or nearly 1,800 less than there were
the year before; and in 1881, 2,753, or nearly 1,200
less than there were in 1879. These figures speak for
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themselves, and they show that thore hias not been that received such instructions as would permit them to give a
large immigration into the country, with the view of settie- decided answer, they le ft the country and settled south of
ment, which the hon*gentleman lias spoken of. The hon. the border. Largo settlements were formod in this way
gentleman bas told us of a large number who have gone along the Red River, both in Minnesota and Dakota; many of
there lately. We ail know that excursion trains have these settlers were from Ontario, and tbey have drawn to
carried people up there to prospect, and it may be that them nearly ail those who have left the sections of the
many will go there to settle; but thoso who have gone country in which they had themselves resided. Notbing is
there have not gone for the purpose of settling, but either more natural when a man leaves a country with the expee.
for speculation or for prospecting with a view to future tation of bettering his condition, than that he Should go
settlemeut. Both the hon. gentleman and his leader have where ho knows people with whom ho has already resided
referred to what they call the large emigration which for- with whom ho is acquainted, who will assist him in select-'
merly took place from Canada into the United States, but ing a favorable location, who were formerly his associates
lot me say this, that if the returns of the United States are and neighbors, and who will thus become his associates and
at ail to be relied upon-and I believe they are approxi- neighbors again. In this manner, if the bon. gentlemen will
mately correct, if not strictly so-the emigration from look at the statistical returns for Minnesota and Dakota,
Canada to the United States last year was upwards of they will see that they have settlers from Canada
120,000, and the year before it was nearly 100,000. Why, ail the way from Fargo to the international boun-
Sir, if you look at the whole period of the former Adminis- dary. In fact, I believe, Sir, that to day there are a
stration, you will see that a larger number have gone to a larger number of Canadians in the State of Minnesota and
the United States during the last year than the number that in the Territory of Dakota than there is in Manitoba and
went during the five years the hon. member for Lambton the North-West Territories, and they have been largely
was at the head of the Government. driven there by the policy which these hon. gentlemen

Mr. BOWELL. There is&no evidence of that. adapted when they first took possession of that country and
when they first invited settlement in to it. Sir, the hon.

Mr. MILLS. There is the evidence of the Bureau of gentleman bas spoken of the attempt in this louse to ad-
Statistics at Washington, the same statistics that hon. vertise American lands, as an unpatriotic course. Sir, we
gentlemen opposite relied on when they prepared their never advertised American lands. We left that to bon.
manifesto, The hon. gentleman has said that we on this gentlemen opposite. Why, Sir, pamphlets were sent from
side declared that we would not consent to an increase of the office of the hon. Minister of Agriculture, and were
taxetion for the purpose of constructing the Canadian Pacifie circulated in this House and distributed abroad, which con-
Railway, and yet an hon. gentleman on this side tained glowing culogies on Minnesota and Takota,
declared that $3,000,000 wore added to the taxes of the peo- which were written by a late colleague of
ple of this country for the purpose of carrying forward that. theirs, the Hon. Peter Mitchell. These pamphlets
work. The hon. gentleman will remember that after the contained advertisements of railway lands in Min-
agireement to construct this railway was made with British nesota and Dakota, and in fact I do not know any
Columbia, the taxation was reduced when Sir Francis Hincks persons who have been so cosmopolitan in making known
was Finance Minister; and when the taxation was again the quality of lands of other countries beside their own
rai'od, it was raised very little beyond the rate at which it as the hon. gentlemen who sit on the Treasury bonches.
s od before the reduction. Moreover, after this bargain Now, Sir, the Minister of Railways declares that it is un-
was made with British Columbia other charges were made patriotie to deny any statement; that in fact no matter how
upon the publie revenues. There was a large increase in absurd, how exaggerated, how misleading a statement is
the publie debt; there was an increased amount of interest when it is made in regard to this country, or rather in favor
to be paid annually; there was the assumption of the of the Government of the day, as was the case with the
debts of the various Provinces, and the taxation that was eulogies of lion, gentlemen opposite'-it is highly unpatrio-
imposed, to be strictly accurate, was rather for the tic, if not treasonable, to undertako to correct it.
purpose of meeting these additional charges than to Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. And tell the truth.fulfil the obligations with British Columbia. It was
only to put British Columbia in the position she Mr. MILLS. And tell the trutb. Now, Sir, as I have
was in before. It was not adding to the burdens of taxation, already said, we know right well how to drive away people
which already existed on behalf of British Columbia; but it and induce them to settle in a neighboring country as
was in order to keep faith with Britith Columbia, by putting these hon. gentlemen did in regard te people who went to
the revenues, as far as possible, in the condition in which they Manitoba. Those people will draw large numbers with
were at the tinre when the contract was made. It is well, them; and no means for advertising any country is 5so
Sir, in considering the question in hand, to look at what has effective as the letters which are written by those who leavo a
been done in connection with the settlement of the North- country to their former neigh bors, who will be thus induced
West country. 'Wby that country was opened up for to become their neighbors again, and I know ail through the
settlement by the hon. gentlemen who have said so much in West, people have gone from Canada, and many of
confirmation of their ability and statesmanship, but who thom were supporters of these hon. gentlemen, and settled
did not exhibit remarkable ability and statesmanship in in Dakota and Minnesota. Why, Sir, I know, within a radius
getting possession of it, as they succeeded in provoking a of two miles in the county in which I reside, twenty families
rebellion in that country; they entailed very large during the last two years have gone to settle in the United
burdens in repressing the rebellion; and in order States; and no matter where they settle in the American
to quiet those whom they had offended they were Union, they will be the means of drawing others with
obliged to reserve 1,400,000 acres of land in the them, who are disposed to leave the country. Now Sir, the
immediate vicinity of Winnipeg. Well, Sir, whcn that First Minister and the Minister of Railways have eomplained
country was first opened up for settlement they appointed because my bon. friend from North Norfolk has
land agents, but they were very dilatory in deciding where pointed out what ho considers to be the objectionable
the half-breed reserves would be; and people who went into tendency of these land regulations, and of the policy that
that country found that it was impossible to ascertain what the Government bas adopted. Well, ho says, amongst
lands were so set apart; and after remaining for a few other things, that this wilt lead to the formation Of rings
weeks about Winnipeg, and being unable to obtain any and have a tendency to induce corrupt bargain, and
Eatisfaction, the land agents stating that they had not 1 bring improper influences to bear on the part Of the Govern.

Mr. MILLs.
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ment. Weil, Sir, why do hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
benches resent this as a personal attack upon themselves ?
It can only become such, if they undertake to uphold and
maintain this policy, after it is clearly pointed out that
such is its tendency. Why, Sir, is it because he believes
tbat every man will be improperly influenced by the Gov-
ernment if any such policy is in force, that the hon. gen-
tleman makes those statements ? Not at ail; but it is becauso
it bas necessarily this tendency, because some men may be
influenced by it, and because some persons will undoubtedly
be so influenced, therefore it is necessary to provide
a chtck against influences of this sort by legislative restric-
tions being placed on the Statute book. The question is :
Are these regulations open to objections of that sort? I
think that my hon. friend succeeded in showing that they
were ; and that they are open to such objections. I
consider that a powerful motive is held out to men that
have money and are disposed to speculate, to use that
money in an improper way. The lion. gentleman spoke
about a certain religious body in this country becoming a
colonization Company; and -the hon. gentlemen
may do the sort of thing to which he referred.
In my opinion, it tends to prevent the body that controls
any largo degree of moral opinion in this country from
being brought to bear upon the ethical character of the pub-
lie acts and the policy of the Administration. This is
wrong in itself and ought not to be permitted, ought not
to be encouraged, and yet it is precisely what is being donc.
Let me take another one. Let me suppose that a largo
number of influential men, residing in a constituency of one
of the Ministers and of a member of this House, especially
a supporter of the Administration, formed themselves into a
colonization society and come hero and press this Adminis-
tration for grants of land, I say that these men can influence
the Government altogether apart from any bribe. For the
very fact that they possess the power to influence the con-
stituency may, of itself, induce them to improperly influence
the judgmnent of a Minister or some of the supporters of
that Miister.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Nonsense,
Mr. MILLS. The hon. the First Minister said that when

the late Administration were in power they locked up the
country, that tbey locked up twenty miles on each side of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentleman did
precisely the same thing. Under what circumstances was
ihis done ? Why, it was proposed that the land on each side
along the line of railway should be taken to aid in the con-
struction of the railway, and that railway should be con-
structed, if possible, by a company. It was also provided in
the Bill submitted by the righ t hon. the First Minister in
1872, and which became law, that the Company,
along with the Government, should have the
power of fixing the value of the lands, and that
this value should not be less than 82.50 per acre. Well,
that restriction against the settlement necessarily grew out
Of the settlement which had been adopted; besides, the lands
along this line were not surveyed or set out for settlement,
and the hon. gentlemen himself, up to this hour, does not
encourage settlement beyond tho limita of the surveyed dis-
tricts. On the contrary, ho said, the rights of settlers in
Certain cases would not be protected, if they settled beyond
the limits of the surveyed districts. One hon. member
shakes his head, but ho has only to look at the proceedings
of lust night and see that my statement is correct.t

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. the First Minister only referred
10 school lands or what might be school lands.

Mr. MILLS. That is not my point atall. My statement1
is that the hon. gentleman does not encourage the practicet

Sesttlers going beyond surveyed lands.r
Mr. BOWELL. Whether surveyed or unsurveyed, theN

squtters' rights are protected and recognizel under Lhe law.

r Mr. MILLS. Further than that. I say that the lands
were not surveyed beyond the limits of Manitoba, but when

1 the late Government saw that there was no prospect of
immediate engagement being made with any Company, so far
as lands were surveyed, they wore opened for
settlement, but the settlers were notitied that
the price of lands must depend upon the provi-
sion of the Pacifie *Railway Act. When we look
at these provisions, we see they are precisely what the hon.
member for North Norfolk has represented them to be.
This plan No. 2 is of such a character that a colonization
company or other parties may get possession of the land,
and put the whole number of settlers roquir ed upon a single
section. They might retain 9-10 or 19-20 of the township
in their own possession, and give the remaining, 1-20, to
those persons whom they might induce to go into the coun-
try. They could count parties settling on village lots as
settlers, and the hon. Minister who has charge of this
Department justifies that policy by saying it is a margin
for speculators. It is certainly a very broad one, one which
thé Government have to consider, and which they
undertake to justify. When we look at these provisions wo
find that all those land regulations are sinply impediments
in the way of seulement. If the lands wore kept out of
the hands- of speculators; if there wore no middlemen
who expect to mako a large profit at the expense of tho
actual settlers, theroecan be no doubt whatever that this
country would be much more îapidly settled, than under the
special provisions of these regulations. There is no analogy
between the land grants given to assist railway construction
and lands given to private corporations for pur-poses of specu-
lation. It is in the interest of railway companies to sll their
land and have the country settled within a reasonablo
period of time.

Mr. PLUMB. Hoar, hoar.
Mr. MILLS. I thoroughly understand the hon. gen-

tleman's hear, hear, I say that the railway corporations
have an interest in securing the settlement of the country
within a reasonable time. They know that the traffic and
travol over their road depends upon the settlement along
their lino cf railway.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.
Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman says: hear,

hear, and thinks what I have said is a full justification
of what the Government did last year; but where the
railway is not limited in its charges it is a question whether,
while the Goveinment hold half-lands along the lino open for
settlement, it is not their interost to settle theirs, as the Gov-
ernment lands can b utilized for that purpose and the railway
can make larger profits by increase in the value of their
lands and by unlimited freight charges. I will
just revert for a moment to the Railway Bill which the
hon. First Minister spoke of as a bogus or paper
charter. The hon. Minister of Railways took a differ-
ont view, and the provisiors of the Bill show his view was
right, that it was not a bogus charter. Further, under the
provisions of that Bill, the late Administration, if they had
carried ont their scheme, would have taken power to sell
the lands instead of giving them to companies or placing
them at the disposal of a railway corporation. The
Bill provides that the Government may dispose of the
lands and pay over to the railway company the proceeds of
the sale up to the sum of $10,000 a mile, but if the lands
were sold for more than that the company would not
be entitled to the money. Now, Sir, there is one further
observation I will make in regard to these land regulations.
[ think they are objectionable on the grounds whieh have
been stated by the leader of the Opposition and by the hon.
mover of the motion that-is in your hands. I believe they
will impede instead of promoting settlement. I think no
worse policy could be adopted than in transferring the pub-
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lic domains of this country from the hands of the Govern-Government, where forty miles of land was exc1usively
ment and from the control of Parliament into the hands of reserved on each side ofthe lno of the Canadian Pacifi,
private speculators who wili holdthose landspurely in their Railway, they then contemplated, and whe no mal
own interest,. While these lands are in the hands of the could buy an acre of land at any fixed price, but he was
Government, while they belong to the Crown, they may be allowed to settie on the land and pay $1.25 an acre
controlled by Parliament in the public interest. There are and bind himselfto pay sucb other and further indefinite
other considerations than the mere amount of monoy to besum as the Government should demand of hlm at any time
derived from their sale; there are other and more import- theroafter. Those were the terms which the hon. gen-
ant considerations in the settlement of the country. Those tleman vaunted as having been the hberal terns adopted
considerations cannot weigh with the speculator who holds by the lat Government. Those were the terms which he
these lands for an advance in price, but they are everything ngw endorses and supports as baving been the policypupsUej
to the Government of the country for the time being. But by the late Government. The hon. gentleman, in discussing
Sir, I observe there is no legal authority for these regula- the land regulations, las not always posed as the particula.
tions. I observe that these regulations are framed under advocate of the settler. Since his party was overthrown he
the provisions of a law passed in I74, sections fourteen has constituted hinself the special protector of the settier,
and fifteen of which authorized the Government the possible settier, the probable settier, the settier who
to do what is done in these regulations. But Ihas not appeared, the settler who may core some time or
find by the Act of 1879 that these sections were repealed. other; but as usual the Premier and the Minister 0f Rail.
In the consolidation of the law the hon. gentleman did, I ways, by quotations Prom lis speeches in the Debates of
suppose, what we see he bas done in the Bill before us, Parliament, have answered him out of bis own mouth. My
trusted to others for the proper consolidation of the law, and hon. friend the Minister of Railways, to-night, in hastily
eft out these sections which aut horizcd the Government to looking over te wscheme embodied in tho late Governients
mke regulat ions of this kincr, so that we have regulations Colonization Railway Bi of 1878, whih was endored by
before us which are not only înpolitic and detrimetRta a to the hon. genyemen opposite, did notdtate the-case q ite
the publicinterest, but which are wholly unauthorized by as strongly as it could have been stated, for ie omitted on
any law ihat ls 11aw in force lw the Dominion, or two very pregnant conditions. In the firt place it was

Mr. PL1IJB. I wish to notice a few points which have provided in that Bill that any fifteen persons could i;nite
boer) raised in the course of the dehate. '£he bon. member together and could file a certificatewith the Ministerofthe
for North Norfolk as brougst forward and spoken at Interior, and could subsribe capital to the extent of $ 12,000
at much length upon resolutions whicb emb hdy a mile and thoreby become a railway corporatin.

nearly the line taken on previous occasions, It was to be a railway corporation wibterah power of eminent

byrtheom ain Gvrmn.Toeweetetrswihh

but it munt not be considered that because the language own, with power to take lands exactly as railwy or
iNs tthe arme his positioýn -i' ,Ill itcr ith is coulbse porathons are authorized to do under the Raiwy Acu, with
in reference to the land policy either of the iate Uovcrn- pwer uprctioaly hulinited as t the charge they should

or te peset Gvermen. Th git o th ho. rake for frigît or passengers; in fact it was not restrictedmentrthadvooerDmfn the slightest degre as tonthe character of the roanto hogenheman's resolutions is that grants of ounorthwesternre t t
ands houde mde to atal settlers orily, independent o st er eralse e t
freeholders, cdi t iti' ating hah own faam, and that sales of companies ware allowed to build ten, twentyor thirty miles or

ab more anyuhere and to charge any rates they pleasid for
to actual settlers only. Now, tic first thing wc notice carrying freiglit a nd passengers. Not only that, but the Corft-
in thehon. genticman's speech is the charge that the panies wouldohave corporate powers when one-haf of the
pzsent Goverinuient bas fot cncouraged the actual settler; capital was subscribed viz., $6,O00 a mile, and won 10 p r

cent. of that amount ad been paid in, which t reduced it to

left otheser setiGovns whichat hor iied to emetoooigvethsc membddinheleGvrmns

the prooter of speculation ik e Nortdohtwete httherexlu- $600 per mil . Tien thero was a provision that the comp s
sion o th actual settoer.l i may scarcely e necessary hould have a land grant; and the ho. momber for Bothweit
te do more, inreplying twh that raseles asl erlionthan to (r. Mils) himslf las just stated that here was a provieon
rend rom the D.nininion Lands Regulations, published in by whieh they were entitlad to a subsidy of $ 10,000 a d
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as the final embodiment of the railway policy of hon. gentle-
men opposite, brought in as a Ministerial mensure as
Minister ofthe Interior, and it must be accepted and insisted
upon as being the expression of the views and opinions of
the Ministers of that day and their supportors. What
was the principle on which the passage of the Bill was
aivocated ? The hon. member for Bothwell said, in
advocating its adoption:

" This was a novel feature here in the incorporation of a railway com-
pany, but it was not a novel feature elsewhere. It had been the prin-
ciple long recognized in the neighboring Republic. Almost every hon.
gentleman was aware that after a railway was once incorporated,
extending through a considerable portion ot the territory, 'having
acquired a considerable amount of local influence, it would always use
that influence adversely to any corporation or any other railway com-
pany that was likely, in any way, to become a competition for traffic or
travel.

The hon. gentleman further said:

t This Bill proposed to provide for the voluntary incorporation of
railway companies,"

Again he said.
; Li No railway company could invest capital freely, unless it was to
the public advantage."

Still again he said :
" The money was only invested for the purpose of enabling the com-

pany to secure a dividend upon their investment by accommodating the
public, either by furnishing facilities for travel or for traffic."

" They determined for themselves whether their investment was wise
or unwise, and all this Bill proposed to do, was to give them an oppor-
tuniiy of determining whether they would invest their capital or not."

" They knew by the experience of the progressive settlement and
development of the adjoining country, especially that section which
lay west of the Mississippi River, duriug the past·fifteen or twenty years,
how largely railway accommodation contributed to the progress of cola-
nization and settlement."

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman opposed that measure
at the time.

Mr. PLUMB. It makes no difference to my argument
whether I opposed it or not, but in this instance I will
inform the hon. gentleman why I did so. I opposed it be-
cause it permitted a system of making herring-bone lines run-
ning South Easterly to the frontier from the Canadian
Pacific Railway throughout the whole North-West and
Manitoba which would effectually destroy the Pacifie Rail-
way, and the hon. gentleman seemed to have introduced the
Bill for that purpose. That was my reason for opposing the
Bill, and the hon. gentleman will find such a statemont in
practically the same words in my speech. The hon. mem-
ber for North Norfolk was one of the most earnest defenders
of the scheme ; ho said:

"If railways were essential to the development of the Western States,
they were tenfold more essential to the development of the North-West.
It was useless to think of opening up and setthng this country without
furnishing it with railway facilities."

Now he asserts that all the land should be reserved for the
settlers. He said further :

"Some of the railways had perhaps been subsidized more than was
necessary, perhaps more land had been given than was advisable; but
Capitalists would not embark their money unless they had a prospect of
a fair return, and it was folly to haggle with them about an unimportant
difference when important interests were at stake."
To-night the hon. gentleman opened his speech by saying
that the lands in the United States were offered on fairer
terms to settlers than the lands of our North-West. He
said they were for sale at 81.25 per acre, but he omitted to
say that they were not in the neighborhood of railways, and
were inaccessible to settlers. In support of the Bill of 1878
he said of the public lands in the United States and of ours:

"These lands were denominated double minimum lands and sold asreadily at $2 50 per acre as other lands did at $1.25; and the result of
railway land grants, so far as land sales were concerned, was that Gov-earlnent had actually received as much for its lands as it would have
beeh likely to have done if the whole area had been sold at the ordinary

overnment price. Now, in the North-West there were untold millions
f acresofland They were toldby the hon. member for Northumberland
at this was the heritage of Canada, that it had been bought by the
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people's money ; but in its pre3ent shape of what value was the great
wild, lone land to us ? The question was how land was to be utilized,
and for that purpose the Miinister of the Interior had devised a Bill,
which, in its conception was admirable and which, in his opinion,
would, if carried out, attain the object of populating this vast country.** # * *In the North-West they had lands which would give
sufficient sustenance for-15,000,000 or 20,000,000 of people; let them get
inhabitants for it as soon as possible. If they could pour 50,003 a year
into it, those settlers would pay into the coffirs of this country, in the
shape of Customs duties, $250,000 per annum, and the Governmentwould
derive a far greater revenue this way than from the sale of these lands.* * * * He held that the only policy to open up and develop these
large tracts of country was a liberal railway policy ; and that, while it
was proper to exercise due caution, it would not be good policy to pro-
pose the building of lines for the sake of saving a few hundred acres to
the mile."

Every acre of which would have been part of a homestead
for the hon. gentleman's intending settler, in whom ho now
professes such an intense and such a generous and unselfish
interest. He said also in 1878:

'' They could not induce capitalists to embark in a speculation of this
kind except upon hliberal terms, but lie believed with the hon. member
for Peterboroug, that it might be well for the Government to retain in
their hands the sale of these lands."

Oh yes, it would be very fine; the Government, if they did
retain the sale of these lands, were bound to givo to theso
railway mon, who were not chartered and were not even
bound to give their names to Parliament, but merely had
to fyle a certificate of organization with the _Minister of the
Interior, $10,000 a mile upon a railway on which they had
only to pay $600 a mile as capital. No such gigantic and
impudent speculation was ever laid before the House in the
shape of a Bill by private promoters, as this of the Minister
of the Interior, who was responsible as a member of thie
Government for the administration of the vast interests in
the North-West wbich ho is now so anxious to promote and
protect. What further did the hon. mem ber for North Nor-
folk say ? IHe said:

" They were told that these railway claims were going to absorb the
whole of the North-West."

See how moderato the hon. gentleman is in his demands
for the public domain for these railway companies. Hie
says, very eomplacently:

" Under no circumstances can they absorb more thqn half of it."

At that time the hon. gentleman did not appear to have
the interests of the intending settlers so deeply at heart as
ho bas now since the force of circumstances have compelled
him to take the other side of the argument; and I must
give him the credit of saying that ho argues equally weil
on either side, and his arguments are entitled t- just about
the same consideration in this House and in the country
when ho argues on one side as when ho argues on the other.
The hon. gentleman said:

"He hoped that the Bill would be accepted, and that we on our side
of the House would look with statesmanlike forethought to what were
the real interests of Canada."

The real interests of Canada, as ho regarded them in 1878,
were to give away one-half of its territories in support of
railways of the most flimsy character-railways on paper,
the proprietors of which were only to pay $600 a mile to
entitle the right of takmng lands, and if that right was to be
taken from them they were to recoive compensation from
the Government to the extent of $10,000 a mile in cash.
lie concluded by urgiig us to

4 Accord to this measure the generous support which it most
certainly deserves:.
Another gentleman then came forward as an earnest advocate
of that Bil!-a gentleman whose eloquence is often heard in
this House, and who also bas the faculty of rmaking rose-
colored statements when ho desires, and putting on darker
hues when that serves his purpose better. The hon. mem-
ber for West Middlesex said of our side of the Hlousa:

" Now, when a scheme was proposed for the colonization, the senl,
ment and the development of one of the Provinces of this Dominion,
they placed obstacles in the way; questioned the bond fdes of the
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scheme; and in various ways attempted to throw discredit on the plans
of hon. gentlehmen on the Government side for developing the material
resources of the country. * Hoi thought the Bill was one for
which the Government deserves particular credit, and he trusted the
opposition to it would be just as feeble as that already presented by the
hon. member for Niagara."

Well, Sir, my opposition to that Railway Bill, as I stated
before, was based upon the ground that it did not provide
for sufficient capital, that it was giving too much power to
people to organize Railway companies, and that it would
postpone or destroy the building of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. That was the ground I took, and that was the
lino of argument used by hon, gentlemen on our side of the
Ilouse; and nothing could be more unfair than for the late
Minister of the Interior to say that my hon. friend the
Minister of Railways was in favor of that Bill. fHe never
spoke on the Bill at all.

Mr. MILLS. He said so to-night.

Mr. PLUM B. No, he did not say so to-night. I do not
believe the hon. gentleman intends to misrepresent, but
my hon. friend did not say anything to-night that
could warrant that statement. Now, I have already
referred to the fact that the hon. gentleman who
brought in this resolution stated at the outset that
the United States offered to intending settlers more
favorable terms than this Government. I have read the
terms offered by this Government, and I have shown how
anxiously, how sedulously, how constantly this Government
has endeavored to protect the rights of settlers; and I tell
the hon. gentleman from North Norfolk that his speech and
the speech of those who followed him, if they can have any
weight anywhere, are calculated to warn the intending
settler that ho must not come to Canada but-must go to the
United States, where ho ,will find botter terms. These
speeches are upon exactly the same principle as the state-
ment made by the late First Minister that the difficulties and
privations of settlers going in'to that sterile, cold, inhospi.
table country of ours in the North-West were such that with
every facility and inducement that could be offered to them,
there were indpcements offered in the State of Texas far
superior to any that we could hold out. This is on the
same general principle as the statement made by the
hon. leader of the Opposition, which has been spoken of
to-night--in a speech in which he spent hour after hour
decrying this country, decrying our resources, decrying the
ability of the North-West to furnish the means of building
the railway; asking us to go back to 1872; saying that we
never could fulfil the engagements made with British
Columbia; ridiculing the bargain made with that Province;
saying that it was made on the first of April-" fitting day
for fitting deed "; and treating us to page after page in
favor of the rapid settlement and growth of the Western
States of America. He then cited Kansas as an instance
of progress and prosperity. ie mentioned the induce-
monts that were held out to settlers by that State, and ho
certainly held them up in contrast with the advantages of
our own western possessions. And without doubt ho had in
his mind the fact that it was botter for immigrants to go to
Kansas than to settle in our North-West. So far did the
hon. gentleman advertise Kansas lands, that it is notorious
that he has been made the endorser of the schemes of Kansas
landtouts and railway schemers. He may not have
intended it, but ho has been made so to appear, and
it is useless for the hon. member for Bothwell to say that
the pamphlet which has been referred to in this louse, was
the production of the hon. gentleman's political enemies.
The thing is too thin, The hon. gentleman knows in his
own heart that there is no foundation for that statement.
The bon. gentleman knows that this pamphlet emanated
from railway agents in the United States ; and I do not
wonder at those crafty gentlemen for seizing with avidity
on the recommendation of so eminent an authority as the

Mr. PLUMB.

present leader of the Opposition. I do not wonder
that they were at great expense to get the hon. gentleman,
countenance perpetuated in its most smiling expression on
their pamphlet. I do not wonder that these gentlemen
thought that they had found a treasure when they got the hon.
gentleman to endorse their land schemes, or, at any rate,when
they were able to so quote his language as to endorse them-
and if any bon. gentleman reads this pamphlet, ho will find
the quotation which was made from a speech by the leader
of the Opposition on the floor of this House, and which
justifies all the statements that I have made. Sir, the whole
course whi-lh bas been pursued by hon. gentlemen opposite in
this debate and in overy other debatewhich has been sprung
on this House by hon. gentlemen opposite, both in moving
in Supply and in their other resolutions and other discussions,
bas been tinged throughout with exactly the same chari.
acteristics (interruptions.) I hear disturbances which, I
hope, the bon. gentlemen opposite will cease to make.
I believe that these hon, gentlemen are greatly indebteid to
us for our forbearance in listening to the kind of speeche
which we have heard from that side of the House; and I
can tell them, in recolleqtion of what happened between
1874 and 1879, that it would not be a difficult matter for me
or any other gentleman standing on this side of the IHouse
to croate a kind of repris9l which would not be agreeable to
the bon. gentlemen. Now, Sir, there are some other ver'y
curious facts connected with the presentation that bas been
made by the hon. gentleman who moved this resolution.
He bas laid great stress upon the iniquities of colonization
schemes that have been got up for the purpose, as lie
maintains, of robbing the intending settler. IIe hus
called them gigantic swindles, and ho bas called those
who are engaged in them, "harpies." The hon. gentleman
probably did not reflect that ho made a little mistako in
using the term "harpies," unless those persons have chang-
ed their sex, for I believe that the harpies were females,
if I correctly remember the mythology of which they
fbrmed a part. But, Sir, harpies, whether male or female,
ho bas denounced in the most unmeasured terms. Yet i
looking at the Canada Gazette, I find the notice is given
that application will be made for the charter of a company
which is to have a capital of one million dollars, for tho
purpose of colonizing, developing and dealing in lands of the
North-West, embracing all the objectionable features which
my bon. friend bas denounced so eloquently, and of
which ho has drawn such a terrible picture
while one of the incorporators. I think the
leading incorporator is the hon, member for Lamb-
ton. If hon, gentlemen opposite, or any hon. gentle-
man on that side of the House, denies that notice of any
such application has been in the Gazette, I will look it up.
I say that it bas been made by the lion. Alexander Mac-
kenzie and others ; and this application contains many, if
not all, of those horribly objectionable features which the
hon. member for North Norfolk painted so eloquently.

Mr. RYMAL. The hon. gentleman has not produced the
notice.

Mr. PLUMB. You will get il in time. I am not bound
to proJuce it, but I will do so. I must say if everything d
bear is true, that the bon. gentleman who bas interrupted
me was not so solicitous to protect his friend, the member
for Lambton, a year or two ago as ho seems to be no •

During that hon. gentleman's crisis, and when ho (M.
Mackenzie) was in extremis, I do not think the hon. membe"
for South Wentworth thon rose up to the hon. gentleflan
defence-if this may be for his defence; but perhaps the
bon. gentleman is anxious to fix this statement 1s
reproach upon the hon. member for Lambton. The bon.
gentleman will now be gratified. The notice is as follows:

Notice is hereby given that application will be made to His ExOellency
the Governor General in Uouncil for letters patent under the PrOvIimons
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ofa"The Canada Joint Stock Companies' Act, 1877," by the Hon.
Alex. Mackenzie, James Beaty, the younger, George Albertus Cox and
so forth. The proposed corporate name of the Company is " The British
Canadian Colonization Company (limited), and the purpose is the
acqiring of lands in the Dominion, etc., the capital stock to $1,000,000
in shares of $100 each.

In another of the colonization companies, one of the corpora-
tors is a brother of the hon. leader of the Opposition, and
tVo are among the patriotic gentlemen who proposed the
second Syndicate. The hon. member for North Norfolk
makes great objection to the introduction of capitalists as
holders of land in the North-West. He is very much afraid of
the bloated aristocrat, and wishes here and everywhere else,
since he did not get his colonization road and the case is
changed and it is convenient to take the other tack, that the
actual settler only shall be permitted to take up lands in the
North-West. I believe that the hon. gentleman, in his
secret convictions, if he as any, agrees with us in believ-
ing that the very best thing we eau do to promoto the
interest of the laborer is to send capital into the North-
West to employ labor. We want to induce large pro-
prietors to go in who will employ labor and pay liberal
wages; we want to send laborers there, and to afford
them the opportunity of earning sufficient money to
take up their 160 acres of Government land and buy
their farming implements. Those who advocate the
policy the hon. gentleman advocates are in favor of keeping
laborers out of the North-West. There is every reason to
suppose that the mass of ultimate settlers who will make
up the best population of the North-West, will be those
hardy men who go in there as day laborers, and as soon as
they can save enough will take up the 160 acres reserved
specially for them by the Government. The hon. gentleman
seeks to shut those people out. We, on the other hand, whom
he denounces as acting in the interests of speculators, mono-
polists and colonization schemers, like the hon. member for
Lambton, propose that there should be inducements for poor
men to go there, that they should be find work on the rail-
way, and with large holders, who wish to cultivate their
lands, and that considerable tracts of land shall be sold to
men who will have the means of employing labor at high
prices. We have a broader, a more comprehensive and gener-
ous policy towards the actual settler than the hon. gen-
tieman las ever dreamt of, or proposed on the floor of this
House. Why, the hon. gentleman has never suggested any
practical scheme which looked to the settlement of the
country except that selfish one which he advocated. The
Colonization Railway Bill of 1878, by which he could
get for himself and his friends, without risking capital,
large grants of land, and by which, ho and those who acted
with him, would have so absolutely impoverished the portion
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, running across the fertile
belt, that it never could have been built and operated around
the north shore of the lakes, and would have been simply an
adjunet or feeder to the Northern Pacific Railway. The hon.
gentleman for West Durham says that Ontario is being de-
populated by the exodus into the North-West. I never heard
that the State of New York complained that some of its popu-
lation wentfrom it to settle in Indiana, Illinois, and the States
West of the Mississippi. I never beard of any objection made
in the State of Massachusetts to the large exodus that went
Out of that State to settle in the west ; on the contrary, every
movement of that kind only drew firmer the bonds that
ulited the Western with the Eastern States. The railways
connecting those States by trunk lines running east and
West and became the highways by which the people that
"ent into the west, came back and visitedtheir own homes.
They kept up thoir old ties; and one of the strongest that
hinds the jnion together to-day is the settlement of the westby the emigrants from the New England States, Pennsylvania
and New York. The late Minister of the Interior admitted
the same thing in the course of his argument when he said it
'was desirable that the people of Ontario should go into the

North-West in sufficient numbers to form the basis of muni-
cipal institutions in that country. If the hundreds of thou-
sands, which those bon. gentlemen have predicted, go into
that country Ontario will only furnish the leaven that will
leaven the lump. Is thore any desire on the part of our
opponents that an Act should be passed to probibit the
people of Onttrio from going into the North-West ? Why,
they go theie because we have offered them inducements to
go, because it is a prosperous country, and is rapidly filling
up under the policy of the present Government. We did not
hear much about the exodus to the North-West in the time
of the late Government. There was no alarm felt then that
Ontario would be depopulated under their rule for they had
so ingeniously contrived their land regulations as to shut
out all settlers. Such movements of an enterprising popu-
lation as are now in progress are inseparable from the
healthy growth and settlement of our new territories.
They need create no alarm,-men with large families will
send their sons into the North-West, while they themselves
remain at home, instead of keeping their sons at home
and subdividing their farms. It does us no harm. We
are all parts of a great whole. We must learn to look upon
this nation as a unit. Every man should be proud to know
that we are able ont of our surplus population to furnish
means of building up loyal Canalian Provinces in the
North-West. I have not heard a more selfish, a more
narrow-minded argument uttered on the floor of this House
than the argument of the leader of the Opposition in regard to
that very point based upon a misleading statement of .the
numbers who, it is alleged, are depopulating Ontario and
settling in the North-West. Another hon. gentleman
opposite said that even large numbers were going into the
Western States, into a country that was held up to us some
time ago as an example of everything that was to be
shunned on account of its high protective system. Yet we
are now told that country with its terrible Tariff and fright-
ful prices is attracting many thousands of our population-
hundreds of thousands, according to the statement taken
from reports of American Custom House officials. which were
quite as truthful, no doubt, as those of the United States
officers at Port Huron exploded by the hon. Deputy Minister
of Agriculture. I tell hon. gentlemen on the opposite side
of the House, that men do not abandon their farms and go
into new countries; they sell their farms for good prices, or
they find good tenants for them, or they stay upon them.
If they go away there is evidence that there is a demand
for the farms they leave by those who stay behind. I
remember well that when the hon. member for Glou-
cester on one occasion stated that half the farms were
left desolate in his Province by people who were going to
the United States, going to the most highly-protected
conntry in the civilized world, it occurred to me that
owners of New Brunswick farms would find purchasers or
lessees before they left them, and would not rush empty-
handed into another country. However, I think the state-
ment of the bon. gentleman refutes itself, and I think there
will be nothing gained to the Opposition by such arguments.
In every case this Session, where a hostile resolution has
been moved by the Opposition, I have had the satisfaction
of seeing those who supported it put on the defensive, and
they have been again driven to that position to-night. They
have been utterly unable to meet the arguments of my
friends. They have not attempted to reply to thom.
Nothing more damaging to the Opposition can be well
imagined[than the prosent exposure of their railway coloniza.
tion scheme of 1878-a scheme that the Mackenzie Govern-
ment would have forced upon the country had they not been
compelled by their own friends, and by our vigorous re-
monstrances, to withdraw it. They dared not bring it to a
vote. fis party may thank their champion from North
Norfolk, for the disclosure of a half-forgotten Grit rail-
way scheme by which fifteen people could form a railway
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corporation, self-chartered, and uncontrolled and by paying the trade of Canada into Canada and not have it.go to feed
$600 per mile, could demand a large land subsidy iroin the the insatiate country which adjoins us and which is ready at
Governmentand could capitalize that subsidy for $10,000 a any monient to seize upon an'y pretext to check our onward
mile. W hy, Sir, it cannot be believod that these geritlem,,n career of prosperity in the North-West, and, if it were pos.
were ever in earnest about building theCanadian Pacifie Rail- sible, would soon deplete the railway we are building andway, or they never would have consented to such an insane deprive these provinces of the benefit of its traffic; and
proposition as that. The hon. leader of the Opposition spoke believing thus, I hope that when the question is taken we
hour after hour last year in urging that the Canadian Pacifie will find that 'the hon. member for North Norfolk bas
lZailway contract,then under discussion, should be so changed gained nothing by his motion.
as to deflect the line down to the American frontier, and thus Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I agree with the remark made
give the traffic of the North-West to the United States, the by the hon. member for Niagara, as he was resuming
traffic which the Eastern Provinces were striving to secure by his seat, that the resolution moved by the hon. mermber
large subsidies, and to which they had a paramount claim. for North Norfolk will be defeated as similar motions maio
There has been a sedulous attempt on the part of the hon. under similar circumstances have been defeated before-
gentlemen opposite to secure the construction of other lines still I am a little surprised at the reception which it has
which would tap the Canadian Pacifie Railway and deprive received from the House. I would have supposed that
Ontario and Quebec of the benefits of that road. In this they such a resolution, formulatinga distinct principle, pointing
are consistent with their past policy, whieh has constantly out dangers which are common to new countries, would have
tended to the injury of Canadian interests, and to diverting been met with argument, that it would have been discussed
whatever advantages there may be in the trade of this on its merits and its principles analyzed, and if false the fact
country into the hands of our neighbors across the border. would have been pointed out, and the House placed in pos.
Now, while I am on my feet, I may notice a personal refer- session of such facts as would prove that the resolution
ence to myself which has been made by an hon. gentleman should not be adopted. That course has not been pursued
opposite. I am pained to see that he should have so far by hon. gentlemen opposite in any single instance,
forgotten himself-I scarcely suppose he did forget himself, so far as I have observed. In no instance was
because I believe his slanderous words were simply the a straightforward attempt made to show that the
expression of his malevolent nature-as to state that I resolution should not pass; in every instance the bon,
addressed the House, on a late occasion, as an alien with mover was met with abuse or something tantamount to it.
alien instincts, that I was put up to insult the Province of The leader of the Government held up his hands in holy
Ontario and endeavor to defraud her. Well, Sir, I always hoiror at the imputation or insinuation, as he called it, of
supposed that it was the policy of Canada to welcome the hon. member for North Norfolk, that the present land
strangers from all parts of the world who chose to come system vi the North-West was calculated to induce corrup.
bere and abide by her laws and to tako part in endeavoring tion. The hon. gentleman was not to blame in making an
to promote her interests. I supposed, until I heard from imputation of that kind. He was only reminding the
hon. gentlemen opposite and from the newspapers, which House of what the President of the Council had said re-
are their organs, that it would be more acceptable to all garding the Minister of Railways-namely, that he
Canadians that gentlemen who came to reside in these pro- was the high priest of corruption. Such a statement
vinces should take the oath of allegiance and become British not having been withdrawn or recalled, the hon. member
subjects rather than remain aliens; but many of those who for North Norfolk was certainly not to blame in insinuating
beard the abusive words of the hon. member for Centre that it was quite possible there was great danger to the po-
Haron, who would have taken the oath of allegiance and litical purity and honesty of hon. gentlemen opposite. Iam
who were prepared to strike hands with Canadians and go not particularly alarmed about their political purity and
forward with its people, will be deterred from doing so, and honesty myself. I would not propose the resolation on this
the blame will rest at the doors of hon. gentlemen opposite, ground. I think there is a sufficient degree of integrity in
who have taken up such a cry as that to which I am the breasts of hon. gentlemen opposite to lead them to do
referring, which is disgraceful to themselves and a reproach what is fair; at least I will assume there is. I am prepared
to the country which sends them as representatives to sit to assume that Ministers being invested with such a great
in this House. I have no doubt that the motion which has and important trust, would not degrade the high
been proposed by the hon. member for North Norfolk in a position by any act of corruption. The hon. Minister of
speech which may be considered as a'specimen of his very Railways did not attempt to answer the propositions
best special pleading-which, of course, will have all the contained in the resolution before this House ;- e did not
weight which the hon. gentleman's utterances on the floor advance a single argument in regard to the position be
of Parliament heretofore entitles him to receive, and which took. Instead of doing that he drew a red herring acro5
will have ail the weight With the Canadian people to which the path in order to divert the attention of the House from
his precious record entitles him-will meet the fate which the resolution by referring to a Bill submitted by the hon.
all resolutions offered on that side of the Louse on member for Bothwell a few years ago, and to show from that
motion to go into Committee of Supply have met with. Bill that the members who advocated the position taken by
Still I believe there are hon. gentleman opposite who are the Opposition were poltroons or hypocrites. What is
sufficiently moved by motives of patriotism, by feelings of there involved in the Bill introduced by the hon. member for
fair play, and by the statements made on this side of the Bothwell inconsistent with the position taken by the hon.
House in regard to the policy of the Government with respect member for North Norfolk. The Bill proposed by that hon.
to the settlement of the North-West, to pause before they ac- gentleman was not a colonization Bill in the light of the
cept at the hands of that hon. gentleman from North Norfolk schemes of hon. gentlemen opposite, but it was a Bill pro-
the resolution which he las brought forward and offered for posed with a view to opening up the North-West for settle-
the acceptance of the House. I believe there are hon. gentle- ment on precisely the same hnes and involving the same
men on the other side of the House who have a sense of principles as the scheme by which the Western States were
fairness, who are not led away altogether by party consider- opened for settlement, and whieh hon gentlemen opposite a"P-
ations, and who feel that on a great question like the settle- proved. These two schemes are essentially different; one is
ment of our Western Territeries, it is well that we should sink for the settlement of the country, and the other is for a colonl-
party issues and endeavor, instead of obstructing the course zation system which may be opposed to the settlement oftbh
of the Government, who have this onerous duty on their country, and may retard it, and it is on that ground the
bands, to sustain them and promote their endeavor to bring hon. member for North Norfolk and thosO prepar

Mr. PLUMB.
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to support him protest against the system of land regu-
lations introduced and sustained by the prescrit Govern ment.
But, Sir, let me go a little further, and let us endeavor if
we can to see what is involved1 in the resolution which is
now in your hands. What is the question really before
the House. The question, as I understand it, is the best
mode of securing the settlement of the North-West. Now,
I can see in a prnposition involving the consideration of
such an important qqestion as that, no necessity for such
strong terms as were used by the Minister of Railways,
and by the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb). We
bave a large patrimony in that country-one that cost us
a large sum of money. I see by a scnedale attached to the
Public Accounts for last year that we have expended about
$30,750,0O0 on the purchase, settlement, improvement
and development of the North-West. We paid for
it, in the first place, £300,000 sterling, and we
are opening it up by the construction of an ex-
tensive railway system, which will tax the resources
of the country to the utmost, as the hon. gentleman opposite
bas admitted. We have provided a system of Government
for that territory, and we are paying annually a large sum
of money for the maintenance of peace within its bounds.
We are taxing ourselves annually three quarters of a mil-
ion to promaote surveys in the North-West. That country
is the estate of the people of Canada, purchased by Canadian
money; it belongs to the people of Canada, and the question
which the House has to consider, and should consider
honestly, apart from the arguments of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, is : what is the best way of settling and developing
that country ? What the hon. member for Norfolk says, is,1
that the best way to secure the development of the
country is to sell the lands to actual settlers, and
in making that statement honestly, in repeating
it this year, as he repeated it in 1880-for
the fundamental proposition in both resolutions is
precisely the same-he is met by abuse. He is charged with
being a hypocrite, and we on this side are charged with
being hypocrites and with being inconsistent. I challenge
hon. gentlemen opposite to find a single resolution on the
Journals of this House since the Reform party in 1865, 1866
and 1867, first advocated the purchase of the North-West,
inconsistent with the position we are taking to-night-the
position that we believe the prosperity of the country
depended on the sale of these lands to actual settlers, and for
the smallest sum consistent with the public interest. We
in Ontario are familiai with land monopolies. We know
what detriment it was to the prosperity of our country,
that the Canada Company received a large grant of
lands years ago; and what we are doing to-night
1s, warning hon. gentlemen oppobite that there is danger
that they may repeat in the North-West the same evil-the
sane crime, shall I say-that was committed years ago by
the Imperial Government in giving the Canada Company
snch a large grant of land in Ontario. I venture to say that
there is not a single gentleman who will vote down this
resolution and who goes back to a constituency where there
are any Canada Company lands, but will meet with the indig-
nation of his people when they are told that he is attempting
to repeat in the North-West the same grievance that
Was inflicted upon the people of western Ontario.
. know something of that grievance by personal knowledge
11 m'y own county, and I do not think we see the worst of
it there. The hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
1on) is now warning the Government that they may repeat
'In the North-West the same grievance which was expe-
rinnced so bitterly in the western parts of Ontario. Let us
Iarrow the discussion down, and what does it amount to ?
It narrows itself down to this: shall the land in the
North-West be sold directly by the Government to the
settler or by the Government to middlemen, who will pass
't second-hand to the settler. Now, if the proposition is
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sound, as I am satisfied it is, that the Crown lands of thiis
country are the property of the people, and the next propo-
sition is sound that i is in the interest of the country
that settlement should be promoted, then I say
that the Government should be exceedingly careful
not to waste the Crown lands'nor to dispose of them in any
other way than for the settlement and development of the
country. What is involved in the opposite course ? Simply
this: instead of our being in a position to encourage and
assist in every possible way the settlement of these lands,
we are putting obstacles in the way. We send immigration
agents to Europe, and what offer do we make ? We say: "We
have abundance of land in the North-West; we have broad
acres there awaiting the cultivation of imploments suitable
to that country. Leave your crowded cities; aleve the
small acres which you cultivate and on which you almost
s'arve; come with us across the Atlantic and we may be
able to plant you almost without money aud without price
on the fertile prairies of the North-West; but if the lands
go into the bands of the speculators or into the bands of
parties who will hold them until the surrounding lands
are improved or developed, wc are not able to offer
these inducements to settiers." Settlers will ask what
are the conditions of settlement, what are the prices of
these lands, and it will be found that in proportion as the
prices rise, in proportion as the first purchases of the land
exhausts the slender means of the settler, to that extent do
you diminish the chances of settling the country and
developing its resources. I ask any bon. gentleman, faniliar
with the development of the Western States-Illinois,
Kansa3, Minnesota-if the statement I am now making is
not true, viz., that the settlement of these States was
mainly promoted by the fact that the lands were exceed-
ingly cheap, that they could almost be got by paying for
the cost of survey, and that in addition the Government
offered inducements to railway companies whereby
immigrants could be easily placed on the farms
they were going to cultivate. We should adopt
the sane system. We are now building a rail-
way. We are making it easy for the settler to reach
his land, but we are making it difficult and in some cases
expensive to get possession of the lands. We are exhaust-
ing the slender means which he may have when he reaches
the country, and to that degree we are acting contrary to
the best interests of the country, and I fear-I am speaking
candidly-we are acting in such a way as will tend to re-
tard the settlement cf that country. Hion. gentlemen seem
to rejoice in the fact that a large number of settlers are
pouring into the North-West, but are these settlers pouring
in for the purpose of settlement or speculation ? I say
largely for speculation. The statement of the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that the number of homesteads in 1880
were less than in 1879 proves this. It proves that those
who are going there now are going with an eye to the main
chance of buying up large areas which they will sell to
those immigrants who are now coming fron England and
the Continent, requiring homes in which to settle themselves.
Hon. gentlemen opposite, by pursuing this suicidal policy
will lock up the lands in the hands of colonization com-
panies, and those who eau afford to bay out of their moncy
for a while, and the consequence is that the settler, who has
the first claim on the land, will have to pay an additional
price; and this additional price does not go into the Trea-
sury of the country, but into the pockets of those who may
be fortunate enough to get possession of the land. Tûe hon.
gentlemen, in meeting our demand for candid consideration
of this question, charged us with decrying the North-West.
I think that charge is entirely out of place. The history of
the Liberal party proves that they were the first to propose
the negotiations by which the North-West became part of
the Dominion of Canada. Besides, what object could we
have in decrying the North-We4t ? Are we not citizens of
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this country, the same as hon. gentlemen opposite ? It is selves, to the effect that these regulations tend to retard the
unfair of bon. gentlemen opposite to try to fasten such a development of the country; and every settler from
charge on the Opposition. What about the pamphlets that Ontario who finds that he bas to pay two or three prices
were circulated with the portrait of the leader of the Oppo- for these lands, knows right well that if the lands were
sition, they say ? What about the reference made to Kansas ? sold aceording to the policy of the hon. meinber for
Sir, hon. gentlemen know right well that if they wished to North Norfolk and the Opposition, he could receive his
put these statements fairly, they would say that they involved lands at first cost from the Government, and would be to
no disparagement of the North-West, so far as the Opposi- that extent in a better position to make for himself a home.
tion are concerned ; and the pamphlets bearing the portrait Sir, I warn hon. gentlemen opposite of the feeling in the
of the leader of the Opposition were circulated by a Con Province of Ontario in reference to these land regulations
servative agent of lands in the Western States, and for The people of Ontario know that that territory was pur-
Conservative purposes. He was at one time editor or chased largely by Ontario funds; they know the value of
assistant editor of the Toronto Mail, and that gentleman no agricultural lands, and while prepared to pay a fair price for
doubt circulated these pamphlets with the view of influ- those lands, they are not prepared to pay fictitious prices,
encing the people of this country, politically, as well as with as the land regulations of hon. gentlemen opposite will com-
the view of doing a good stroke of business. And yet that pel them; and when these people from Ontario go into that
is the statement of hon. gentlemen opposite-of men of country and feel the iron heel of the monopolist and the
extensive parliamentary experience-in meeting a proposi- speculator, they will be disposed to express their opinion in
tion we make in this House that they should seriously con- sucb a way as will arouse the torpor and indifference of bon.
sider an important question affecting the interests of this gentlemen opposite to the true intereste of the great North-
country. But hon. gentlemen opposite say the Government West, and to secure for the Opposition a more generous
are bringing an immense amount of capital into the North- support in the North-West, as well as in the Province of
West. For what purpose ? Is it for the development of the Ontario, than they have heretofore received. Sir, this re-
country ? No. We would be exceedingly glad if the invest- solution I think should pass; it is not inconsistent with the
ments made in the lands of the North-West tended to the position we took before. I supported the proposition of the
development of the country; but suppose every hon. gentle- hon. member for Bothwell for the opening up of that country
man opposite went and invested $20,000 in wild lands, and by railway schemes, and I would be prepared to do so again,
returned at the end of a year with $40,000 profit, would the It makes no difference whether railways forty miles from the
capital thus brought into the North-West tend to its develop- Pacifie Railway are assisted by land grants or nlot; that
ment? ]Iot at all; on the contrary, the more capital policy bas been accepted by both sides of this House.
brought into the North-West for this purpose, the greater But it is not involved in the support of a system
the injury to the country, and the more serious the difficul- of railway colonization that we should support
ties placed in the way of settlement. Outside of Winnipeg, every system of land monopoly whichb hon. gen-
and Portage la Prairie and one or two other towns on the tlemen opposite may be disposed to organize and
Pacifie Railway, of what advantage has the capital put into to force through this flouse by their large majority.
the North-West by speculators been? Of no advantage And, Sir, all we can do in Opposition, though we may
whatever that I can see; it may be of advantage to Ontario, be decried as unpatriotic, as hypocrites, and as poltroons, is
where these gentlemen may spend the profits they make in to enter our protest, and to sustain that protest by our votes
the North-West, but it can only be an injury to the North- on the Journals of the louse; and thon, when the hon. gen.
West itself. But these hon. gentlemen say further that tlemen opposite give us the opportunity, we can tell the
they have a very large area of lands in the North-West, and people of this country in language which they will not
although they may sell 10,000,000 acres to colonization mistake, although hon. gentlemen opposite will not beed
societies, and give these societies peculiar advantages, still that our patrimony in the North-West was to a great extent
they have such a largearea remaining that the injury to the sacrificed by their Land Bill; and that every young man
country will be of small consequence. Is it not true that from the Province of Ontario that went to that country
the best lands in the North-West are taken up by these had his success jeopardized by the policy of the Govern-
colonization societies ? And is it not true that if ment; and that the thousands which he might take with
you diminish the productive capacity of that coun- him to make for himself a home in the North-West were
try by 10,000,000 acres, you retard the progress reduced in their productive effect by the system which hon.
of the whole country ? I believe that in 1871 we gentlemen opposite initiated. I fancy, Sir, that when the
had only 17,000,000 acres of cultivated land in Canada. Give good, sober sense of the people of Ontario is appealed to,
10,000,000 acres of the North-West to the people who form hon. gentlemen opposite will thon know that there is a
these societies, and you practically lock up nearly as much public sentiment in this country which regards land Mo-
land as was cultivated in 1871 in the whole Dominion of nopolies and unfair land regulations as not congenial to this
Canada. The hon. member for Niagara says that the country, and not conducive.to its welfare; and hon. gentle-
speeches made by gentlemen on the Opposition side of the men opposite who negotiated that system will receive the
House have a tendency to deter settlers from going into condemnation which they deserve.
the North-West. I cannot see how. Hon. gentlemen on Amendment (Mr. Charlton) negatived on the following
this side of the flouse have given a cordial support to every division:-
fair proposition made for the development of that country;
and I venture to say that there is not a young man in the
Province of Ontario who talks of settling in the North-West Messieurs
this year, but will feel that the strongest friends he may Anglin, Dumont, Olivier,
have in his new home are the Opposition in the fouse of Bain, Fleming, Paterson (Braut),
Commons of Canada to-day. What are the sentiments O Bhard, Gofrion, Pickard,
the people of the North-West themselves ? What were the Borden, Robertson (shelburne),
utterances of the large meeting held at Portage la Prairie Bourassa, Gunn, Rogers,

Brown, Gathr, Rogs, àidm-a few days ago? Were they not that the land regulations Brpe'e(St. John), Hado, Ro (Middlese),
of the Government have a tendency to impede the pros- Burpee (Sunbury), Holton, Scriver,
perity of the country ? These men knowing the dangerous Cameron (Huron), Irvine, skinner,
influence of these regulations, have already expressed tbem- rrght, Kil am, mn
selves, and perhsas may still more forcibly express them- oagrai Lauri er, Trow,

mr. Boss ( Iddieex).
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Charlton,
Cockburn,
crouter,
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Dawson,
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NAis:

Weldon, and
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Messieurs
Farrow, Manson,
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Fulton, Méthot,
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Grandbois, Montplaisir,
Guillet, Mousseau,
Haggart, M uttart,
Hay, Ogden,
Hedson, Orton,
Homer, Ouimet,
Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Houde, Plumb,
Hurteau, Pope (Compton),
Ives, Reid,
Kaulbach, Richey,
Kilvert, Roc hester,
Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Kranz, Routhier,
Landry, Royal
Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, Scott,
Lantier, Sproule,
Longley, Stephenson,
Macdonald (Kings), Tassé,
Macdonald (Sir John), Tellier,
Mc Donald(Cape Breton)Tilley,
McCallum, Tyrwhitt,
McCarthy, Valin,
McCuaig, Vanasse,
McDougald, Wade,
McDougall, Wallace (Norfolk),
MeLelan, Wallace (York),
McLennan, White (Cardwell),
McLeod, White (Hastings),
McQuade, Williams, and
McRory, Wright.-112.

SUPPLY. ustîs
questio

House resolved itself into Committee of Supply. priatio

45. To meet expenses in connection with Patent Mr.
Record......... .............................................. $7,200 gentle

Sir RICHARD J. CARI'WRIGIIT. I observe that in last to liavE
year's Public Accounts the cost of this service was $8,244, al feas
being $1,000 more than the hon. gentleman thinks is no countr
required. What is the cause of the reduction ? availab

for theMr. POPE (Compton). The expenditure up to the first Parliarof January last under this head was $4,197, and I think we to prowill be able to get through with the amount which we ask. organi
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Is the Record published by says th

contract ? of Phy
Mir. POPE (Compton). Yes; the resolution was agreed talk to

to. satisfy
46. To meet expenses in connection with the statisti

preperation of Criminal Statistics ......... $4,000 the hor
before

Mr. BLAKE. I see that there is a decrease of $1,000. will beTo what cause is this due? taking
Mr. POPE (Compton). We found last year that $4,000 explana

were sufficient, and we think that the sum mentioned will propos
rneet Our purposes. 

Mr. 1
Mr. BLAKE, A great portion of the value of a record My bo

'f this description consists in comparative tables, and we than is
have now arrived at a stage when such tables would prove often 1
very useful in saving a great deal of labor on the part Of we ha
those who desire to obtain these results. statistie

Mr. POPE (Com ton). I think the suggestion is worthy anythir
cf Wosideration, and I will consider it. would

47. To meet expenses in connection with the$10,00
Ceens........... $60,000 Mr.

Sir RICHAP .J. CAIRTWRGIT. I understood that we 810,000
Were, before thi item was taken up, to get some further Mr. 1

49. To meet expenses in connection with Realth
Statistics... . ................. $10,000

RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like some
ation as to what ho proposes to do with this parti-
$10,000, and in the next place, what is the general
e under which the Government propose to collect
health statistics ?
POPE. I do not suppose it will grow much beyond
0,000. There was a proposition made to us by the
ion Medical Board that with a small sum they could
reliable information of this character. We propose
:e a proposition to them that if they will lay before
cheme by which they can give us statistics in this
on, we will give them a certain portion of this appro-
n. It is entirely experimental.
BLAKE. It seems to me that before the hon.
man launches his scheme before the House ho ought
e looked into the plan and ascertained if it were at
sible to asvertain reliable statistics over the whole
y for any such sum asthat fraction of810,000 which will
ble for outside work after miakirig a proper allowance
office work. This matter has been mentioned in

ment for many years and the objection has been that
ocure reliable vital statistics would require a large
zation and a large expense. Now, the hon. gentleman
at ho has not considered the plan which the Board
sicians have submitted to him, that ho is going to
them after ho bas got the vote, and that if they
him they have an efficient means for collecting

cs the scheme will go on; if not it will not. I think
n. gentleman ought to have obtained that information
ho asked for this vote. It is doubtful if this sum
effectual to accomplish the object. He is, in effect,
a vote of credit for the purpose of not giving any

ation to Parliament at all of the plan by which ho
es that the work should be carried on.
POPE. If I spend it I will give an explanation.
n. friend is talking upon a very much larger subject
contemplated by this vote. He says that we have
talked of vital statistics before. So we have, but
ave talked about agricultural and industrial
cs before. In this matter there is not contemnlated
ng of that kind. I knew that the hon. gentleman
be quite willing to trust the expenditure of this
to my judgment.

BLAKE, Wili you promise not to ask for another
n ?

POPE. No, not till I give you a good rossen
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information about the Consus; and I think that the Minister
promised to supply as with the first volume; but as yet we
have seen only one statement.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I had hoped we would have had
the first volume before this time; but I will give the hon.
gentleman any information ho may desire if ho states what
ho desires to know.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We would very much
like to know the number of people who were
not in Canada when the Census was taken but who
were included in the Census. If the Minister has succeeded
in obtaining this information it will be of very great mo-
ment and interest, but I doubt that we will get it.

Mr. BLAKE. May I ask if this revoke of $60,000 will,
with the $200,000, cover all the costs of the Census.

Mr. POPE. I believe the last Cousus, taken in 1871,
which included the fonr old Provinces of Canada, cost $511,-
000. This will still cost more than tho revoke of $60,000,
and I fancy the whole cost will be $460,000.
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Mr. ORTON. I think this subject las n t

reccived the attention it deserves. I entirely
concur with the hon. leader of the Opposition
that if vital statisties are to be obtained of any

value, the sum that is set apart is utterly useless for that
purpose. With regard to this subject, I desire to state that
I do not think there is any subject that can more profitably
engage the attention ofthisiHouse than the collection of reli-
ab!e health statistics. By that means, largely, can the people
generally and the'officials in the Dominion be instructed

in the means to be taken to prevent serious epidemics
cecurring in this country. I believe that by a moderate but
a sufficient sum, not only large benefit can bc derived to the
country, but we can do more with it than with the money
that is expended in encouraging emigration to this country,
in saving the lives of people that are born in this country
and are natives of the soil. I regret that there has not been
a larger sum placed in the Estimates for that purpose. I do
not know what the schemes of the Government are, but I
believe they expect to obtain from the medical men in the
country voluntary returns during the year. Tbere may be
something done in that way, because we all know that
medical men as a rule are willing on any occasion to render
their services in the interest of the public; and I am led to
believe from the interview which the representatives of the
medical men of the Dominion had with the Government,
that such is the idea, but I do say that this sum is utterly
inadequate for the purposes th@t are sought.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I think this is a stop in the right
direction, and I hope tbe hon. Minister of Agriculture will
move a great deal further. I regret we have no Department
for compiling statistics affecting the general affairs of this
country. If we want to get statisties of the Marine Depart-
ment we have to go and search through all the reports
from Confederation down, and the same with regard to
all the Departments. If the hon. gentlerman w-luld go
a little further and establish in connection with bis Depart-
ment a bureau where statistics of the industrial prosperity
of the country would be compiled and published annually,
if not monthly, useful information would be obtained as was
the case at the present time of the bureau at Washington.
It would not cost much, and I am prepared to support a
moderate expenditure on that account. The Ontario
Bureau of Agiriculture and Statistics, which is now being
established, will prove exceedingly useful.

Mr. ANGLIN. Before an appropriation is asked the
hon. Minister should be prepared to lay definite plans be-
fore the Committee as to how it was proposed to obtain the
desired information. It would be asking too much from
medical men to ask them to furnish statistics. At the
same time information of this kind must be accurate, or it
would be misleading. If the vote were passed the hon.
Minister should be prepared next year to explain to the
louse how it has been expended.

Mr. MILLS. It is inconsistent with our theory of
Government that Parliament should vote money without
having full particulars before it as to tne proposed manner
in which it should be expended. The proposed appropria-
tion is not for a purpose well known to Parliament. It is
proposed to collect statistics by some method, and the
plan should be submitted to Parliament, as we have the right
to know whether the proposition is a reasonable one or not.
If the hon. gentleman is not prepared to give the informa-
tion now as to the plan to be adopted, I think ho should do
se on concurrence.

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,

Mr. POP E. If we were to go into an extensive scheme of
health statistics it would involve an expenditure of at least
$150,00a or $200,000. By the present proposition the
Dominion Medical Association are to collect the health

Mr. Pori (Compton).

statisties of the country for $10,000. If they do the workthey are to get this imount; if not, it will not bo expended.
50. Immigration..............$250,000

Mr. POPE. The first increase is $100 on the salary of
the Norwegian interpreter, who is an energetie and hard.
working officer. In the London office, there is an increase
of $500 to Mr. Colman, the principal clerk, and an increase
of $600 to Mr. Just, and $730 for messengers. There is a
large amount of additional labor required this year for
messages, &c. As to the incroase of 8150,000, I may first
mention what we did with the $100,000 granted last
year. We paid $12,407 as commissions to the
steamship lines; to the Grand Trunk, $14,828.86; for
general transport, $1,144.34; to delegates, $3,446.23; for
printing and publication, $15,543.86; to G. R. Kingsmill
$475.50. My hon. friends were very anxious about the
exodus last year, so I engaged Mr. Kingsmill to get then
additional information, and he was paid the sum 1 mentioned.
Mr. Kellam, who goes on the train and sees the
immigrants through to their destination, got 6951.46,
and we gave $1,021.50 for the same service,
Mr. Taylor, the Iceland agent, gets $700.00; Mr. Waller,
who is our agent at Chicago, and a very efficient agent he
is, gets $551.15; Mr. Williams gets $100.00, Mr. Gerald
gets $148.00 for looking after immigrants at Prescott;
Mr. Lynn, of Worcester, Mass., gets $1,752.72 for inducing
French Canadians in that part of the country to return to
Canada, and from information I have received from him, I
understand that a large number are going from there to the
North-West in the coming year; Mr. Armstrong, who was
in Manitoba locating immigrants, got $252.50, but he is not
now in the employ of thi Department; Mr. Grahame, the
agent at Duluth, expended 84,075.67; for locating immi-
grants in the North-West, and this includes several parties,
$2,142.46; literary services, $360.00; Queen's Printer,
$237.42 ; for ocean mail clerks, for giving information
about the country to passengers, $400.00; and sundries,
84,692.52, making a total of $90,OO.00 The expenditure
in ihe London office was as follows: Rent, £247 8s. 4d.;
German delegates, £258 9s. 8d.; printing and stationery,
£1,080 4s. 6d. ; advertising, £lz5 5s. 9d. ; sundries,
£436 ls. 11d. ; special expenses of agents, £663 1s. 11d.;
making $13,970.03, or a total expenditure for the current
year of $104,201.24. But we expended more. At the tirne
last year's Estimates were brought down I supposed that the
Government of Ontario were going to continue the arrange-
ment we had with them, and were going to pay two.thirds
of the inland fare te Ontario. They decided, however, not
to do so, but it having been advertised, and their own agents
having invited people to come to this country on the under-
standing that they would have a free inland passage, we
were bound to carry that arrangement out. No matter
what the Ontario Government or any Provincial Govern.
ment might do, the Dominion Government were held
responsible for everything in England, and we could nPOt
allow this statement to go across the Atlantic that Canada
refused to carry out her engagements. For this reason our
expenses were increased by about $28,000, and I would not
be surprised to find them increased before the firist of July,
1882, by $50,000. I wish every member of this lHOuse to
understand that we feel it incumbent on us to use every
effort to induce agiriculturists and domestic servants te cone
from Great Britain, Germany or anywhere Cls to
settle in this country, and that we will contribite
one pound to assist each person to come. The
estimate is at least $80,000 for the coming year, which
will account to a considerable extent for the increaîsed
amount which is placed in the Estimates. If we are te have
this large immigration, I must see that these peOPle are
carried through the country, and must aid then in reachifg
their destinations, as far as Lower Provinces are cnceOrn,
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but nothing is done with reference to Manitoba and the have not been more successful. The exodus this year is greater
North-West, save in the way of obtaining for them cheapest i my part of the country thaï)it was ever before, and 99
possible rates. We provide immigrants with passages fron out of every 100 go to the States. The statement of the

Liverpool to Winnipeg for from $30 to $35, whieh is the hon. Minister that every immigrant who came out hero
ordinary steamship passage. This is partly due to the grant brought out so much money does not agrce with bis state-
of £1 pur head, which applies to all parts of the Dominion, ment that it 18 neeessary to provide funds to bring them
and partLy to the reduction of inland rate. I ask hon. out. That doos not seem to bu a sufficient reason for
gentlemen to consider this q.uestion fully and to see whether adopting tbis new mode of inducing umigration, to indace
itis not in the truc interests of this country that $250,000 the working classes of the City of London in which Sir A.
will bu as well spent as any other sum that we can vote T. Gait is intersting himself-not a very desirable class of
for any other purpose. Besides, these immigrants have not emigrants-to corne to this country. It would bu necessary,
como into the country with emipty pockets. They add to no doubt, to reduco the rates of passage very materialy;
the resour'ces of tho country; and last year they actually but I wish just now to eaU the attention of the hon. Minis-
brought in four million dollars, while we expended ter-10 the daims of New Brunswick to some assistance in
$150,000 in order to get them hero. These four millions the waycf emigration. Last year and the yuar befoie wo
were added to the circulation, and we expect to double this claimed that emigrants eoming from Europe by the Allan
imigration this year. It may bu fairly estimated that it Lno who desircd b corne to New Brunswick or Nova
coss $50 ayear to bring up a child, and consequenty a child Scotia should bu assistcd as others wero assisted logo to
sixteen ycars of age would have cost $800. Thirty-two thon- the Western Provinces.
sand immigrants came into Canada. lust year, and at a valu- Mr. POPE. So they were.
ation of $800 each, this would bc equivalent to a valuation M.AKTITTXTbT
of twenty-fiv millions, apart froni tl four millions in cash ihion.3 uderstoodthey wcru not, b ta
which I mentioned, making twenty-nine millions in all. glad tho bn. inite foundelus way o og wharo
Under these circumstancos, I think no objection at all willthnkeo
be taken to this vote.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTW.RIIGHT. Can the hon. gn-aMi». BLAKE. I observe on the page 21 of his report

tlean give us any information in regard to the success reforence is made thiss f$400000. It reads
tlemln ivuus ny nfomatoa i reardto licsucessthus: To the abovo figures should bu ndded the amouaits of

of his efforts in connection with tenant-farmner i'mmi- 1r
gration.emony taken mb Manitoba by nw arrivas, and brought in

Mi. POPE (Compton). During the last year, we invited the18a1ig cfthat stem.
four delegates from Germany, and onu from Switzerland, Mr. POPE. That is thu total. A considerable part of
and we have the most encouraging accounts in that respect
to prospective German immigration. The other day tenant ' at Qucbec.
farmers from Great .Britain, having with them something
like half a million dollars, passed through to the North-
West. I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that agents ut Duluth, Emerson or Winnipeg received from per-
our immigrants during the past year were of a very superior sons who corne from other parts of the Dominion into Man-
class. We ascertain the amount of the cash that they bring itoba, as well as those who came from abroad.
vith them from information which is collected from the Mr. POPE. It isonly a portion ofthe foreign erigration.

immigrants by our agents; but the amount mentioned It also includes that frona the Western States, but it is
necessarily falls very far short of the real amount, as only a confined entircly to the forcigu umigration.
portion of the immigrants are questioned in the nature of Mr, BLAKE. I observe a statement in tletter of Sir,
things, ou this point. I never do anything to induce A. T. Gaît as to bbe diffieulty ofemigration in consequenco of
residents of the older Provinces to go to the North-West,
but if any desire to change their location, I certainly urge I find ho says:
themn to settle in our own western country instead cf pro-eeeinto bbulinite(l Statwest encountritoe adof r- .11find from the communications I amn constantly receiving, that aceeding to the United States. We contribute to the aid ofnvery large number ofworking people in every part ofthe Kugdom are
French Cnands who went to manufacturing districts n willing and anxious to emigrate, but are preented by want of fd,
Newtheremoval of entire familes requiring an amount of money which their
and settle in the North-West, exactly the same amount savïngson ai on accouut of their familles and the irregularnature
which we grant in assistance t European immigrants.their empoyent, will ot bear. I look the formation f coloni-whic wograt inassstace tEurpea immgrats. zation companies in this connection wlth pleasure, and trust that a part

Mr. CASGRAIN. Can th hon. Ministr giv us the fthi efforts will be the direction of elping deserving amilies of
Ilambr of Tmmig an tIheon.Minse la Quuse orthis kind. Sucli associations will have the security of the land for anynber of immigrants that have reained in Quebec for advances made, and the risk will be lessened by the fact ot the aettler

the last year? having nothing to gain by breaking lis contract, being placed as he
Mr. POPE. No. would be in position he could not have hoped to ocoupy before."

Mr. CASGRAIN. Could he fairly say twenty settled 15 it in referuncu b the clase mentioned in this paragrapl
there ? blat the on, gentleman proposes this plan of the £1 ?

Mr. POPE. Yes, I can say 500 settled there.
Mr. IIWVINE. The hon. Minister said every immigrant

that came mto the country was worth $800. I do not doubt
that assertion, but those who leave it must mean an equal loss
to the country per head. I have just received a letter from
Carleton, which I will read:

ine thg is to me quite alarming. Hundreds of our people are
eT g here and going to Colorado, Moutana, and tie Western States.Uy have been going constantly for the last six weeki, and 120 arennD the Ist ot May. Tell Tilley he must put on more taxes toprevent this exodus."

Mi'. ANGLIN. It is to be regretted the efforts of the
hon. Minister of Agriculture to induce our people to remain

107

Mr. POPE. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Then there is to be a continued operation

on the part of the colonization companies and the Govern-
ment. We are to assist the efforts of the colonization
companies.

Mr. POPE. No. The hon. gentleman understands
wrongly the meaning of that report. Sir A. T. Galt referred
to these Emigration Aid Societies particularly. It refers to)the
Emigration Aid Act of this country and also to the societies
formed on the other side of the water, not upon this side at
all. le was referring to these for the purpose of encouraging
the Irish Emigration Societies as well as others; also thoe
that came ont under the Emigration Aid Act of 1872.
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In reply to Mr. BLAKE,

Mr. POPE. The commission referred to in the $12,500
was a vote taken in this louse for commissions promised in
ýTI-$8,000 of it, J believe. The other $4,000 was for the

fbree rionths. I found that emigration was lagging a little;
Iwanted to increase it if I'could and I offered a commission
to the steamboat agents until some time in September.
.4ftor Qctober comes in r do not think it desirable that we

éhould induce people to come bere very much. If they do
eipme we will do tho best we can for1lhem, but we should
not-bold out any speçial inducements. It was during these
months that we probably paid the ton shillings currency.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it intended to continue the system of
payitg comnissions next season.

Mr. POPE (Compton). Nothing on the reduced rate.
Thïre.wilf be a commission ~paid on the £4 rate.

Mr. LONGLEY. It has been a source of great satisfac-
tion to all to witness the attention which the Minister of
Agriculture takes in the subject of immigratien Allusion
has been made to the very large enigration going on from
the Lower' Provinces. I do not my'elf believe there are
one-fourtli as many going from the Lower Provinces as has
been alleged by the hon. member for G(loucester, but I am
afraid it cannot be denied that too many are going away to
the United States and the North-West Territory. My own
impression is that a very considerable proportion of those
who have gone and are going are removing to the North.
West, but while we vould very much prefer that the people
should remain in the Dominion, yet as far as practical re-
sults go the depletion of the population of the Lower
Provinges amounts to about the same thing for the time
being. The question 'is whether the time has not
arrived when there shall be a modification of
existing plans for the promotion cf immigration
to this Dominion. There are very few of those who have a
practical stake in the country who are emigrating from
the Lower Provinces; but the young people of both sexes
are leaving. The condition cf things is this: that as far as
agricultural laborers are concerned, it is almost out of the
question to obtain a sufficient number to cultivate the soil.
Whaÿ we want, therefo'e, is an element~ to supply that
deficiency, and the Ministry might consider whether agri-
cultural laborers could not be landed at Halifax and St.
John as well as Quebec.

Mr. KILLAe. I venture to express the hope that this
country will b made as attractive to the people as arc those
countries to which they are going.

Mr. BUNSTER. It is very evident that the Ministry
bas tptally lost sight of one 'of the most important Provinces
in tbë ID«miion-BÊritish Columbia -which is entirely left
out of the list. British Columbia has not cos- a single
dollar to the Dominion, and I would like to know why we
are not ecewíý, eg aspista e. òtowads getting ps
immigration.

Mr. 4¶GrLIN. You bave 2,QQ Chinese Qoming ID.
Mr. BUNSTER. We nover asked the. Chiiese to coe inii

and we do not want them, us they will be nothing~but an in-
juy fo our èoutry, I do not see why British Columbia
åh'o1d'he sligbtm-in tls'way when all we ask is a fàir'field
âiäd'nô &ùvor. Ouir èonnection with Canada so far has nôt
been very greatly toe our advantage. The Ameriê'niwould
have buift a railway through the'country and around it
over and over ag'ain-for the sake of getting that Province.

EQQi R TILLF1. If the hon. gentleman will
lok et4e et pge he wil ee that British Columbia geta

Mr. BUNSIER What is that for a Province like ours ?
It is not enough'to treat a goòd sized crowd, and unless you

Mr. POPE (Compton),

can give us more than that you had botter take the item eut
altogether.

Mr. BL AKE. Wo were given to understand, wheni the
arrangement was made for the construction of the Pacifie
Railway that that Company would be a powerful pronoter
of immigration, and that our own expenses wu!d be
diminished. What arrangements have the company made
for the promotion of immigration ?

Mr. POPE. They have, I believe, an agent at Liverpool
and one in Germany, and I think they are contri butine
something to assist people to corne into the country. 1
know that they have contributed towards the reductio
of the inland rates-that is, the rates over the railways in
the United Stateý-I cannot say to what extent. My own
impression is that every immigrant that goes into the
North-West will cost them about one half of what lie
costs us.

Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRIGIIT. A good deal was said
about some negotiations between our representative in
England and the Impetial Government as to immigration,
which was to form part of Mr. Gladstonc's remedial
measure. lIas anything at all come of this ? Again, have
any negotiations been in progress with the Imperial Gov-
ernment with respect to immigration from Ireland; we
hoped the considerable amount of money which it was pro-
posed to expend would have been used to bring Irish ern-
igrants to Manitoba.

Mr. POPE. I am not in a position to make any definite
statement ou this head ; but negotiations are in progress
and are proceeding favorably. I think that they wilI be
successful; but I can say no more on this subject at the
present time.

Mr. KILLAM. I think that it ought to be the policy of
the Governiment to induce our own people to remain in the
country rather than to bring other people in to take their
places. This is a very important matter and should receive
the most careful attention. I am informed that during the
last fortnight 380 people have gone from the counties eto
Annapolis and Kings, many of whom are active young men,
fârmers' sons and mechanics, and others who have deliber-
ately gone to the United States with the intention of living
there.

Mr. iHESSON. Because there is higher protection in the
United States, I suppose.

Mr. KILLAM. I hope the Government will take
some steps in order to remedy this unfortunate state of
things.

51. Immigration and Quarantine ........... ......... $68,266

Mr. BLAKE. I notice an increase of $10,00) in te
item to moet expenses of precautiU'ary rmeasures for public
health, and a new vote of $20,000 for Pictou cattle disease;
while there is also a new item of $2,000 for quaranitine
purposes at Victoria, B.C.

Mr. POPE (Compton). The western cattle quarantinO
will be established at Sarnia for cattle coming from the
United States, and the British Government declined for a
long time te consent to this, while we wore not
scheduled; but they have finally agreed to Pe '
mit one or two cattle quarantines to be place
in the western section of the Province. The establishment
of 'the catile qûar-antine was proclaimed in the Officiai
Gazette, but nO arrangements had been made for it; .
buildings had been erected and nothing was done. But it is

noiW proposed to ereet these buildings this year.
Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire to call the attention of the

Committee to the location of the quarantine at Lévis. It 
not a place fitted for a quarantine, though it may suit im-
porters. It is ot large enough and is in a populatOd centre.
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There are islands which would furnish much more favorable
places for the quarantine.

Mr. KILLIM. I was going to refer the hon. gen-
tiemarn to this question of precautionary measure. 1 made
a personal application to him about the admittance of
animals for stock-breedin gpurposes into the western end of
Nova Scotia. Yarmouth a well situated for that purpose.
There is a doctor there who is paid by the Govornment,
ând I think ho would not ask a large sum in addition for
looking after four-legged creatures for a few months. We
do not bring in many animals from the west to export to
Europe, but a few occasionally for a certain purpose. I
think my hon. friend might make sorme arrange-
ments so that in Yarmouth a quarantine station should be
established.

Mr. POPE. Call over to my office and we will talk it
over.

54. To meet the probable amtount required for
pensions to veterans of war of 1812............ $25,000

Mr. McCUAIG. There are two or three of these old men
in my county in a helpless condition. Last year I was
partly promised that the $20 would be increased. I think
that is too small a surm. Tho original intention was, I
believe, to allow them as high as $50 per annum. Several
of them have died off. I think as they grow more holploss
the amount should be increased.

Mr. CARON. The amount bas been increased from $20
to $25, which is now paid to the veterans. There has been a
decrease in the ratio of $400 every year. Naturally, had
we inercased the sum from $20 to $35, it would be seen that
the arnount now upon the estimates is the amount which
represents the increase which has been given to the vete-
rans and to those who are entitled to pensions. We have
adopted the very system recommended by my honora ble
friend. As soon as these old men drop off we may gradually
increase the allowance.

177. oustoms.............................. ........ $734,244

Mr. ANGLIN. I ask the Minister of Customs to state
frankly whether ho is satisfied that the preventive systeni
along the whole frontier is as effective as it can be made, and
whether smuggling can be more thoroughly checked by any
reasonable additional expenditure ?

Mr. BOWELL. I think if we incurred an expenditure of
$400,000 or $500,000 to establish a coast-guard along the
whole frontier, there is a possibility that the whole of the
smuggling that is going on might be stopped. The hon.
gentleman had evidently no intention of having the ques-
tion seriously answered. I believe the officers along the
frontier are doing good work in preventing smuggling, but
I an not aware that there is any greater amount of
snuggling to-day than in the past or even under a revenue
Tarify.

Mr. ANGLIN. There is a very much larger amount of
smuggling going on, because certain duties are high enough1
to pay for the risk of smuggling.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). When the Board of Ap-
praisers at Ottawa was first established it was spoken of as
Partly an experiment. I desire to ask how it has suc-
ceeded ?

Mr. BOWELL. I think it has been very successful, not
only here but as a means of giving information to every
port where importations take place, enabling the officers
to arrive at correct conclusions as to the proper values as
to duties. I am quite satisfiod from the reports made to
n, and I have taken the trouble to investigate
the matter, that very large amounts of duty havebeen cllected that would not have been collected had1
not the Board been established, and the gentlemen who have

given special attention to that .Department bave, been
enabled to obtain information of the, very greattest value in
equalizing the duties on the same articles in each port.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and at 4 o'clok ft.
the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
THuRSDAY, 13th April, lŠŠa.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PBATERS.

SALE OF RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS' BILt.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK moved that with respect te Bill
(No. 5) regarding the sale of railway passenger tickets, ii
view of the importance of the proposed measure and the
advanced period of the Session, this Bill be placed on the
Covernment Orders in the name oftheMinister of-Railways,
in accordance with the recommendation of the Select Stand-
ing Committee on Railways, Canals and Telograph Lines.

Mr. BLAKE. Notice must bo given 6f this motion.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It is in accordanoe with the

recommendation of the C ommittee.
Mr. MACK ENZIE. It is the first time I ever heard of

the louse deterrmining what are Governmont measures.
Mr. KUIK PA TTRICK. It is followingaprecedent whici

occuied two or thrce years ago in regard to a Bill about
insurance, which was placed among Government measures.

Mr. BLAKE. The report of the Committee has not been
adopted, and until that is donc we cannot act upon this
motion. Another Bill on the same subject was referred to
the Committee, and it was supposed that they would bo'th
have been dealt with and brought down together, I see no
reason why, without notice of the motion having been given
and the report of the Committee not having been adopted,
this Bill should be taken out of the category of the vast
number of Bills in the hands of private members which are
destined not to receive attention at the hands of the
Government.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not desirable that the
motion shall be pressed if objection is taken.

Mr. KIRKPATR[CK. If the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion raises this objection.I must withdraw the motion.

Motion withdrawn.

CONSOLIDATED IRAILWAY ACT, 1879, AMENDMENT

Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 143)
further to amend the Railway Consolidated Act, 1879.
le said: The object of the Bill is, in the first place,
to apply the Consolidated Railway Act to all railways
within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada,
and to the companies owning the same, and to the companies
working the same, except the railways to which the Gov-
ernment Railways Act, 1881, applies. The 3rd clause of the
Bill is simply to correct a clerical error in the Consolidated
Railway Act. It is in the clause that requires plans and
maps to be deposited, and the word "all " was, by a élerical
mistake, insorted instead of the word "and," because
we require both maps and plans. The 4th section of the
Bill sets out what is included in the words "working ex-
penditure" in the Consolidated Raitway Act, this being iii
accordance with a suggestion made by the Committee on
Railways that we should bave a statement inserted in an Act
so as te avoid lengthy descriptions as to what are ineluded
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in "working expenditure " in tho various railway charters datel Railway Act. It is not so. If the hon. gentlen
granted by Parliament. The 6th clause is to provide for willl ook back to the history of those corporations, I thinj
cases where railways are constructed, or authorized to be he will find that they were ail incorporated before the pas.
constructed upon or along, across any turnpike road, street, sage of the old Consolidated Railway Act of the Province of
or any other public highway, this being in accordance with Canada, that they were exempted from its operation, andthe suggestion of the hon. member for Lambton, the intention that they have never been placed within the provisions of
being to bring within the autbority of Pa riliament, and any Consolidated Railway Act; so it is not a question of
under the control of the Government, such cases as that of misapprehension.
the Kingston and Pembroke crossing. The 7th clause pro- Bill read the first time.
vides that whenever that portion of any railway
which crosses, or is constructed upon or along THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
any turnpike road, street, or any other publie
highway on the level, is out of repair, it shah be dealt Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 144) to
with. The 8th clause is to provide for any case in whieh a authorize the construction, on certain conditions, of the Cana-
railway may desire to extend its lino either at the dian Pacifi iRailway through some pass other than tho Yel-
one end or the other. At present railway companies low Head Pass. He said: 1 may state that the object of this
have authority, under the Consolidated Railway Act, to Bill is to place it within the power of the Governor ini
extend branches, and this clause provides that they shall Council, if they think that the interests of the country will
not be obliged to go Io Parliament to obtain power to make b thereby piromoted, to authorize the location of le
an extension, provided such extension do not exceed one Canadian Pacifie Railway through a pass to the souti of
half mile in length beyond either point. the Yellow Hlead Pass. The Bill will also provide that suchn

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will state a pass must not be less than 100 miles from the American
Mh r lwAK er apathe of . .entleman ill state boundary. I may say that I entertain very strong doubtswhat railways, or what class of railways, ho is bringing, by whether it will be found practicable to fnd a better passthis alteration, under the operation of the Consolidated than tho Yeilow lead Pass. I centertain strong doubts,Railway Act which are not now under its operation, and from the best information I can obtain, as to the practica

also what particular cases have occurrcd which have given ility ofgoing throgh the Kicking Hore Pas, although I
rise to the proposal in the last portion of the Bill, namcly, know the Canadian Pacific Riailway Company are somewhat
to extend without any special authority the lino beyond the nithat they will bo ableo effct that objeet. If that
terminus of the railway to half-a-mile. Perhaps the Lon.- objebeefete-wich rearvnon .oLct bce effeetcd-xvbieh I recard as, in faci, very doubîfl-
gentleman will further state whether it is proposed to grant it will no doubt involve a great exponditure, probably greater
compulsory powers to expropriate lands for such extension, than that involved by following the lino by the Yellow
because the termini ofrailways, as a rule, are in large cities Head Pass, but it would be of great importance to the
and towns, and it is an important thing for raiiways that country to shorten the lino of the road by something likehave been in operation for many years to obtain pOWOIs to 100 miles and enable us to go through a much botter
expropriate lands with a view to extending their lines still country in the Province of British Columbia than we other-
further through such towns. wise could go through. It may be convenient that hon.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, in reply to the gentlemen opposite should know that 1 propose, on the
hon. gentleman, that it was supposed until recently, and I second reading of this Bill, say on Tuesday next, to m kc
have no doubt even by the bon. gentleman himself, that my statement with regard to the Canadian Pacific Railway,
such railways asthe Grand Trunk and Great Western were se that we may have an opportunity of taking up any
under the jurisdiction of this Parliament, but it was found questions that may bo raised in connection with that
when the matter came to be practically deait with, that they work.
were not. The object of the Bill is to bring ail these lines of Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman stated the other dy
railway which are under the control of this Parliament, in that the Government had before them some other appli-
relation to their corporate powers within its jurisdiction cations from the - Canadian Pacifie Railway, as tò the
legislatively. For example, we passed a Bill with reference location of part of their main lino at Sault S4e.
to the height of bridges overhead for the safety Of persons Marie, or the branch lino to that place. These
connected with trains, but when the matter came to be papers were received since the last return was brought
further considored, it was found boyond our power. The down, and it was stated that the Government had under
crossings at Toronto and other things of that kind are in consideration an application for location. I do not know
the same category, owing to the fact that these railways whether the hon, gentleman ha dealt with that application
obtaimed their charters previous to Confederation. With as yet ; but whether ho bas or has net, it would certainly l
reference to the other question referred t by the bon. convenient te have the Goverment deal with il in time
gentleman, it arose in connection with the Canada and for the discussion by the House of ail questions connecte(l
Atlantic Railway which is to run to Ottawa. with the route, so far as applications have been made. It
It was desired to extend the terminal point beyond what would be important that we should recoive at any rate le
was expressed in the charter, and that was an instance Of application Of the Company with what plans aid papers
the necessity of having means by which to nake such an exist in support of the application, so as tobe informel of
extension not to exceed halfa mile for the purpose of the views of the Company formulated to the Governmenît,
naking a more convenient point of communication with at an early day. That could be donc forthwith; and I ink,

the town than would exist otherwise, and to avoid the accompanying that, there should b the decision that the
necessity in such cases of coming to Parliament for the Government bas arrived at, so that we should have before us
purpose of obtaining specific powers in eaoh case. It was a in one form the location of the lino so far as it
doubtful question, and is, I believe, a doubtful question yet, is settled, and as to the residue, so fir as the
whether, under the law as it stands, the saime principle that Company proposed a settlement. I would like alo to
apphies in the other case applies to an extension, and it was be infbrmed if a further proposal Las been made vilh refe-
thought better to bave the doubt submitted for the .action once te tho location on the prairie north cf Fort Cakî
of Parliamnent. netthloainothprii rhofFt

and throigh thespass. Amongst the papers sent down sm
Mr. BLAKE. The bon. gentleman is mistaken in assum- 1 time ago there was a brief application from the Railway Comn-

ing that I supposed until now that the corporations to pany suggesting an application to Parliament to give o-wer
which ho refers came within the provisions of the Consoli- to alter the route through the Rocky Mountains.f
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location bas been laid down, or the old location extended
further westward by an application from the Company, it
would ho important that the papers should be brought down.
The bon. gentleman expresses very grave doubts whether
the sanguire expectations, as he calls them, of the Company
of finding a route through the Kicking Horse Pass, which I
assume is the only pass looked upon as practicable with the
exception of the Yellow Head Pass, will be realized. If the
hon. gentleman lias any fresh information as to the Kicking
Horse Pass, beyond that which has been in the possession
of Parliament for some time, it will ho convenient for the
Hiouse to be put in possession of that information; and par-
ticularlv if lie has-as I assume he obtained before lie
acceded to the proposition of the Company to invite Parlia-
ment to grant any authority of this description to the
Governor in Council-if he has received from the Company
thoe reports and plans and investigations which led them
to the conclusion that they might expect to be able to get
through theKicking Horse Pass, these also ought to be before
us. I assume that the hon. gentleman does not bring down
this measure upon speculation, and without having calleil
upon the Company to furnish him with all the information
in their power, upon wbich they judge it proper to ask for
ihis qualification in the terms of the bargain. That should
b- before him in order that he may judge whether they
should have that qualification, and it should be before us in
order that we may consider the suLject in all the light
which the experience and investigations of the Company
may bring to bear upon it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I entirely concur in the
reasonableness of ail the hon. gentlemen bas said in refer-
ence to this matter. On Tuesday next, or before, I expect
to be able to lay on the Table of the House, and to place in
the hon. gentleman's hands, not only the application of the
Company for the change of location at the eastern end, but
also the action of the Government upon that application.
With regard to the location of the railway on the prairie, I
may state that the Government have approved of the
location only as far as Moose Jaw Creek, and we do not
piopose to authorize the location of any portion of the line
west of Moose Jaw Creek, from which point it can easily
be diverged to the Yellow Head Pass, until we are per-
fectly satisfied, not only of the feasibility of obtaining a
lime through the Kicking Horse Pass, but also of the desir-
ability of that course being adopted in the interests of the
coufntry. The information obtained by the Company, wbile
t has led them to be sanguine of being able to carry the

lino through the more southerly pass, has not been such as
to enable me to arrive at the opinion that there is any
trong probability of tTreir being able to obtain a botter

pas through that part of the country. All the information
in the possession of the Government on the subject will be
laid before the Hlouse previous to asking any action
Upon it.

Bill read the first time.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
Mr. BUNSTER. Irise, as a question of privilege, to direct

the lion. First Minister's attention to an injustice that was
donc te the ports of British Columbia last night by the
M'inister of Agriculture who said they were small ports.

Mr. SPEAKER. I must call the hon. gentleman to
order. This is not a question of privilege.

1r. BUNSTER. Mr. Speaker, I wish to be allowed to
Put the Province right by informing the hon. Minister that
the pOrts of British Columbia are not small ports, and I
expect to be allowed to do it through you, inasmuch as I
Was Cut short by the Chairman last evening. Now, I con-
ider that the hon. Minister of Agriculture owes an apology

te British Columbia. .

Some hon. MEUMBERS. Chair, chair.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. momber will have an oppor-

tunity of discussing that matter during the Session.
Mr. POPE. 1 accept the hon. gentleman's apology.
Mr. BUNSTER. I have not apologized to the hon. gen-

tleman, and if the leader of the Government were bore, ho
would probably insist upon the apology I an nowdemanding.
Our ports are not small ports, as Her Majesty's fleet-

Some lon. MEMBERS. Order, order.

SUPPLY.

fHouse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

56. Salaries Military Branch and District Staff.,....$20,48)
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I rceive that a

considerable reduction has been effected, and I would like to
know how this has been done; also what the general policy
of the Government is with r.espect to the officers whose
salaries are included in this vote. I understand that the
hon. gentleman bas abolished several subordinate, and
retained some eight or nine superior officers.

Mr. CARON. From the time that I took charge of this
Department I considered that it was important to reduce as
much as possible the expendituro on the staff,
without at the same time interfering with the
efficiency of the service. I believe that in Canada,
with our militia force, it is important that we should give
as much of the money wbich Parliament votes for militia
purposes to the rank and file, and for drill, as we can ; and
the reductions in question have been made, I believe, with-
out interfering with the efficiency of the service. Ve have
reduced the staff by two Deputy Adjutants-General, of
whom, instead of eleven, we have now nine. Colonel Laurie,
who was Deputy Adjutant-General in British Columbia,
resigned, and it is the intention of the Government to send
a Deputy Adjutant-General out to replace him, but not to
fill the vacancy wbich this will cause here on the staff.by
any new appointmcnt. He will be replaced ere by a
Brigade Major, effecting in this manner a considerable saving.
The Assistant Inspector of Artillery in Halifax resigned
on the 28th February, 1881, and his office has not been
filled. Another saving bas been effected by the union of
the positions of paymaster and store-keeper. Lieutenant
Colonel Amyrauld, who was in No. 5 District as store-keeper,
is replaced by Colonel De Bollefeuille, who will act both as
store-keeper an d paymaster. The reductions, consequently,
comprise two Deputy Adjutants-General and one Assistant
Inspector of Artlllery, making a saving of $1,700.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I should think that
this would cause a saving of a great deal more than $1,100;
it should b nearly $4,000.

Mr. CARON. The hon. gentleman is quite right. The
salaries of two Deputy Adjutants-General, at $1,700 each,
would make $3,400, and with tho salary of the Assistant
Inspector of Artillery, $1,200, altogether $4,600.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I would ask the hon. Minister if it is
not possible to reduce the staff at headquarters. I sec by
the Civil Service Report that this was one et the reductions
advocated by the Commission.

Mr. CARON. I consider that the staff at headquarters
is a most efficient staff, and it has got as much work to do
as it is possible for any staff to do porfectly. The staff at
headquarters bas already been reduced to its most extreme
limit, and could not b further reduced without impairing
its efficiency.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I could bring some facts to show that
the roduction might properly be made. Tho staff have a
great deal of work to do, but perhaps make a good deal of
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that work themselve3. I do not wish to find fadit With
the Department, but simply ask whether the Ministet cotuld
not possibly make a reduction.

Mr. CARON. I do not see how it is possible to do so.
57. Brigade Majors' salaries, transport expenses,

& ..... ...... ... ........ ... . .................... $17,500

Mr. CARON. The increase consists in the appointment
of two additional Brigade Majors. Last year I thought it
was possible to reduce the staff of Brigade Majors by two,
but I bave found since that it became necessary to re-appoint
two Brigade Majors: one for Military District No. 8, head-
quarters at St. John, N.B., and the other for Military
District No. 3, headquarters at Kingston. The reason of
the appointment of the latfêr is the resignation of Colonel
Laurie, which necessitated the appointment of a Brigade
Major to replace him in BritishC olumbia. As British
Columbia is an important military station that cannot be
left without such an officer, in case of any emergency.

Mr. ROSS. I cannot understand why the military service
requires so many officials. As the hon. member for Kings(Mr.
Domville) said a little while ago, the staff atheadquarters is
too large. It is large enough to run an armyas great as that1
with which Napoleon conquered Austria years ago. Now we
are to get additions to the staff of Brigade Majors. I greatly
approved of the course of the hon. the Minister last year,
which 1 thought indicated that he was gcing to dispense
with Brigade Majors altogether. Had he followed that
course I believe he would have acted in the interests of the
service. The itom is not heavy, being less than $20,000 a
year for the payment of Brigade Majors; still, if paid to the
volunteers, it would be a much more judicious expenditure
of money. Last year, or the year before, the hon. the Min-
ister reduced the allowance paid to volunteers in a very
peculiar way. Instead of allowing them for the day they
were going to camp and the day returning, he did not allow
them either of these days.

Mr. CARON. You make a mistake.
Mr. ROSS. If not last year, it was the year before that.

If I can go back far enough, I can find the hon. gentleman
making that rule. I am glad that he is now paying the
volunteers for those two days, but at the same time I think
that if he dispensed with the Brigade Majors the service
would not suffer. I am awaro there is some difficulty in
dismissing officials who have rendered lcng and valuable
service, but as the positions become vacant, through various
causes, they should be allowed to remain vacant.

Mr. CARON. If Napoleon had not matured the plans
of his campaign better than the hon. gentleman has stated
the question, he, I am certain, would not have been so sue-
cessful. The hon. gentleman has made several statements
in connection with my Department which prove beyond
doubt that he has not taken the trouble of looking into the
facts, otherwise he wotild not have made those statements.
I understood the hon. gentleman to say that the Militia
force were not paid for the day of going into the camps of
instruction or for the day of leaving the camp.;

the rank and file of the fighting men, if 1 may so call them, as
they really are, did not have the share they were entitled to
Now,JI will say to the hon. gentleman that if he had taken
the trouble to look into the facts, he would not have made
the statement he bas made to-day. It will be found that in
1880-81 the following amounts were paid for each service in
the Militia: A and B Batteries and School of Gunnery
$114,909; militia sehodls and drill instruction in colleges,
$2,821; rifle assoéiations, Dominion, Provincial and local'
$24,650; rmili tary stores, $7,000 ; drill instruction, $39,974;
care of arms, $26,160; annual drill, $157,075; mnaking
altogother $372,589, which bas been paid out absolutely and
completely on behalf of the rank and file, and extending
military instruction to the very class who were entitled to
get the money which Parliament voted. Now, if you take
thé total expenditure for 1880-81, of $667,000, and deduct
therefrom the amount as above detailed, of $372,589, the
balance represents the expenditure for military stores, drill
sheds, and rifle ranges. I think it will be evident to the
House that the hon. gentleman was in error in stating that
the staff were receiving the larger portion of the money
voted by Parliament, and the hon. gentleman himself will,
I have no doubt, see that the rank and file are those who
really get the larges t portion of the money.

Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman has not indicated at ail
the line of action which the Department intends to take in
connection with the service in the manner pointed oct by
imyself a moment ago. I asked him as to the policy of the
Government regarding the continuation of the service of
Brigade Majors. Instead of answering, the hon. gentleman
has endeavored to direct attention from that subject by
charging me with ignorance of the details of the Depart-
ment. I confess to my ignorance, and it is the duty of the
hon. gentleman to instruct me on an occasion like this in
reference to details about which information is asked. Un-
fortunately, I am not in a position to know as much of the
details of the Department as the lon. gentleman. I do not
have salutes fired for me when I go up and down at the
expense of the country in order to view the camps and see
the soldiers being drilled under the hot sun. I will again
ask the hon. gentleman if he intends to continue the policy
inaugurated last year respecting Brigade Majors and
Deputy Adjutants-General ?

Mr. CARON. I am, of course, entirely willing to give
the hon. gentleman the information asked for. As to my
trip to the west, I may say that I was very glad to meet
the friends of the hon. gentleman who extended to me such
grand hospitality, and I am very sorry, indeed, that dunîng
my visit I had not an opportunity of meeting the hon.
gentleman himself. As to my travelling at the cost of
the country, it is not often that I am accused of not
paying my own expenses. If the hon. gentleman chooses
to make enquiry, he will fmnd that my personal expenses
were paid out of my own pocket; and I do not regret the
money s0 expended, as it gave me an opportunity of meet-
ing the hon. gentleman's friends. As to the question of mY
hon. friend regarding Brigade MIajors, I would have told

1----!- ý1- 0ze i- - , --- rRaf it by
him in the beginning,f i Ihad not been diverted iroiMr. ROSS. I stated it was either last year, or the year his charges about the money having been expended

before that, or the preceding year. altogether on the staff. I told him there had been a redu,-

Mr. CARON. Of course, I limit my responsibility to the tion made last year in the staff of Brigade Majors, but that tWo
period I have been in charge of the Department. If I had new appointments were being made in their places. This
to go beyond that I would have to assume responsibility for fact must have been sufficient to indicato that it is not the
the acts of friends of the hon. gentleman, which I would policy of the Government to abolish the Brigade Majors.
not be prepared to assume at all. I can say that last year 0f course, I did not consult my hon. friend before ariv

every miitiaman who went into a camp of exercise was ing at that conclusion. I did not consider the effieiency

paid from the day of going in until the day he came out. As of the service would be served by completely abolieve
to the previous year, the hon. gentleman bas stated on a for- ing Brigade Majors or reducing the number. I beluc
mer occasion that the money which Parliament voted-and I lit is the imperative duty 'of the Minister to redu
must say Parliament vote3 very liberally for militia purposes the staff in every possible way. The reductions that
-had been, as a rule, distributed among the staff, and that I are being made in the staff of the Department, providiflg

Mr. DOXVILLE.
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they do not interfere with the efficiency of the staff, should
be carried out; but I do not believe in making it inefficient
by reducing the staff to an enormous extent, for if it became
useless the people's money would be wasted, whereas now
it is properly expended.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I did not wish to be severe, unkind
or uncivil. The hon. gentleman must attribute a good deal
of what I said to the tone in which he. met my exceedingly
kind enquiries with respect to his Department. I wish to
settie a inatter, either of veracity or accuracy, between us,
and I do not do so in any supercilious or invidious manner.
in the contingencies of the Department there is an item of
$L0I, travelling expenses. That payment may bQ quite
right-I bave no objection to it-but I am making this
statement to justify the remarks I offered, that Imight not
have offered under different circumstances.

58. Ammunition, including artillery ammunition
and the manufacture of small arms ammuni-
tion at the Cartidge Factory at Quebec......... $25,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What have become
of the guns which were manufactured at Montreal for the
use of the Dominion ? Some two years ago a predecessor
of the bon. gentleman ordered some great guns to be made
at Montreal. It was an experiment which was watched
with interest, but we have not heard whether the guns have
got into action or not. I shall be glad to receive some
details from the hon. Minister.

Mr. CARON. Before answering this question I desire to
refer to the matter of veracity mentioned by the hon. mem-
ber for Middlesex, as I do riot wish to be misunderstood as
to the expenses which I claimed. The expenses of the officers
who accompanied me on visiting the different camps were
charged to the Department; and fourteen camps having bcen
held in the different Provinces from Ontario to Nova Scotia,
I think every hon. gentleman will admit that $500 would
not indicate any very great extravagance. My own
private expenses were paid by myself, and I will say more,
that having private passes on soveral of the railways, I did
not make any charge. As regards the guns, I have been
sadIy disappointed as to the contract, which I no not
mlean to say bas not been a success, because it is
inpossible to know yet whether it will be a success
or not. My predecessor, Mr. Masson, who always
paid great attention to any matters which ho
took in hand, bestowed particular attncition on the subject
Of tho conversion of old guns in Montreal. On more thon
one occasion I went down myself, to see bow the contiact
was being carried out. The delay eau be explained in more
Mays tuan one. Several experiments wero taking place
mi England in converting guns, and letters were received
from Sir William Palliser by my Department, stating that
such experiments were in progress. Gilbert & Co., of Mon-
trcal, who have the contract for converting our guns, wrote
to me, stating that, under the circumstances, it would be in
hIe interests of Canada, as far as the conversion of guns was
concerned, to wait until the experiments to which I have
roferred had been made in England. I thought so myself.
Major-General Strange, and several officers of A and B
Batteries, at my particular request visited Montreal, andi
ispected the guns, and they all agreed upon the propriety
Of wvaiting intil we knew the results of the English experi-
monts. The contract bas been going on, and, according to
the last report 'from Montreal, the guns will be perfected
within two months.

Mr. CASEY. Is artillery ammunition manufactured at
Quebec ?

Mr. CARON. No.
Mr. CASEY. In regard to the manufacture of small

arms ammunition I sbould like to know what is the cost of
that ammunition manufactured in Canada as compared with

the cost of importing it from the small arms factory at
home.

Mr. CARON. The artillery ammunition we obtain from
the Imperial Government at cost price. As regards small
arms ammunition made in this country,the advantage arising
from possessing the Canadian factory is simply this: The
hon. gentleman, being a rifleman himself and taking a great
deal of interest in militia matters, knows perfectly well how
important it is to have this aminunition as fresh as possible;
and besides, by having the factory in Quebec we save a lot
of money which is annually spent in keeping up our
reserve. So far as our stores are concerned, by having a
factory in Canada we can manufacture just about tho quan-
tity of ammunition whicb we require for the service without
having to send over to England or accumulate a large
quantity in our stores until it becomes impaired in quality.

Mr. CASEY. A year or two does not make much differ-
ence as to ammunition.

Mr. CARON. Yes; but when you have to let it accumu-
late for several years it makes a great deal of difference, not
sO much to tbe ammunition as to the Treasury.

Mr. CASEY. I did not know that it was the custom for-
merly to import several years ammunition together, as I
should have thought that it would be imported several
times during the year and in moderato quantities, so that
there would be no great loss of interest by keeping a store
on band. Still there is a good deal of force in the state-
ment that by having a factory at home it can be manufac-
tured as it is required. It is important to know whetber
the ammunition is of uniform strength with the regulation
ammunition, because that makes a great difference in the
shooting of men.

Mr. WRIGHT. And the shooting of cows too.
Mr. CASEY. Yes, and the shooting of cows. Do I

understand from the hon. gentleman that the ammunition
at present served out is supplied from this factory ?

Mr. CARON. No; we have not manufactured yet, but
we expect to manufacture this year about 1,000,000 rounds
of cartridge; so that if the lion. gentleman bas failed in his
shooting be must put the blame down to the old ammunition.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. I understand my hon.
friend from Elgin (Mr. Casey) did not fai iiin is shooting.

Mr. CASEY. I understood, from the item being repeated
in this way, that it was a continuation of the expenditure.
The uniformity of sti'ngth is, however, a most important
matter, because wben the men go to the matches if the
regulation ammunition is slightly weaker or slightly
stronger than they are accustomed to, it will greatly impair
their chances of success. I suppose that under this head
would come up the armament of our volunteers-the
nature of the arm which should be served out to them. I
think a change in the arm could be made gradually in tlis
way: A certain number of Snider rifles become unservice-
able each year, and if a note were kept of lic number
returned as unserviceable, when this number reached a
certain point, a battalion could have the old arms replacedI by Martini rifles or other improved arms. It would be a
great inducement to the volunteers to perfect themselves in
drill and in shooting if the prospect was held out to them
that the reward of efficiency would be the substitution of
an improved weapon. There would ho very little increase
in cost, because the old rifles would have to be replaced at
any rate, and I understand that there is little difference
in the price of Snider and Martini rifles. Another poimt to
which I wish to call the hon. gentleman's attention is the
waste of ammunition which takes place at the annual drill

i of the volunteers. Men are taken out in squads, who have
7 not, perhaps, handled a rifle for a year and who are are not
peihaps in good condition to handle it then. They are
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allowed to blaze away at i he targets, and after firing a
certain number of rounds, they are put down as having
gone through their target practice. A great deal o
ammunition is wasted in this way, and I think the only
neans by which this waste could be avoided would bc
to induce the officers to look carefully after the target
practices.

Mr. BROWN. I would like to ask the Minister of
Militia if some reduction could not be made in the price o
the ammunition sold by the Dopartment to the associations
and to those practicing for matches. At present the cost
which a-nounts te about $20 a thousand, is a serious item te
the men as thev would soon expend their day's wages in
ammunition. Evory encouragement should be given to the
men to become thoroughly acquainted with the use of the
rifle. It is of a great deai more importance to be well up
in the use of the rifle than it is to be up in company or any
other kind of drill, as the man who is not thoroughly up
in rifle practice is of very little use in drill and still ess for
active service. A return might b kept of the
ammunition served out at a reduced cost to non-
commissioned officers for practice in squads, and
thereby less would b wasted at annual drill.
My hGn. friend from West Elgin speaks of men going to
practice who have perhaps never had a rifle in their hands
before, and getting forty or fifty rounds of ammunition,
which thev firo away without knowing where the bullet
goes to. Thon, with regard to the quality of the ammuni-1
tion, a few years ago a very inferior quality of ammunition
was used. To show the importance of good ammunition, I
nay mention that the 49th Battalion were challenged to a

match by a regiment from Oswego, who were furnished
with the Remirgton rifle and the bet class of ammunition.
The manuiactu-ers furnished uhe crack à ew Yoe k team with
both rifles and ammunition as an advertisement. Our mon
used the Snider-Enfield rifle, and the Oswego teani beat
them. I made application to the Depnartmont for Martini-
Henry rifles, and whein our mon got them, they went to
Oswego and boat ihe Oswego team. That shows the
advantage of having a good article. It is very important
that the quality of the ammunition should be looked after;
if men have good rifles and good ammunition, they will
take a prido in thoir practice, and a few days practice will
greatly improve their shooting. I would like to ask the
hon. Minister of Militia if there is any way of getting rifles
repaired when they are injured, and where thoy arc to be
sent to.

Mr. CARON.. In answer to the hon. member fbr West Elgin
(Mr. Casey,) 1 would say that I am very anxious to replace
the old rifles by the Martini-Henry, but we have
a large supply of the old rifles in store.
What I am endeavoring to do is gradually to replace these
rifles by the Martini-IIenry, and a tpresent there is a corres-
pondence going on between the Department and a firm in
riverpool-Meyer & Co.-who wish to buy the old Enfield
rifles from us. Of course, it would net bo right forus te give
them up at a very great sacrifice, but anything I can do in
that direction I am endeavoring to do. As to the ammuni-
tion: what the hon. gentleman says is perfeefy correoct. I
believe that in the camps and in rifle practice, a great deal
of ammunition is uselessly expended, and the suggestion
made-by my bon. friend has already been taken into con-
sideration by the Department, and instructions will be given
to the officers commanding the different corps to pay
particular attention to this matter. My hon. friend from
Hastingps (Mr. Brown) askst gweheeruit would not be possible
fbr the Department to give theammunition at a reduced
price. The Departinent have been really doing all that is
possible to do in that respect; we are giving out the
ammunition to the associations at cost price, not including
the freight, which the Department pays. I have every

Mr. CAÂST.

reason to hope, that when the Canadian factory is com-
pleted, we may possibly be able to reduce the price

SAlthough this $25,000 may look to be a large amount, wey pay to the Receiver-General a considerable amount Of money
in the shape of the ammunition which we distribute amoug

* the forces.
Sir RICHARD J. C4RTWRIGHT. Can the hon. Minister

- give us any idea what he expects to manufacture this
f small-bore ammuniti6n for ?

Mr. CARON. The factory is not yet completed, but we
are now working on the building and getting all the instru-
ments that are required to test the ammunition to be manu.
factured. With the information in the possession of the

aDepartment at present, it would not be possible to state
what wouLd be the exact cost; but, from the information i
have receivel from Major Prevost, who was sent to England
for the purpose of taking a regular course at Woolwich and
obtaining all the instructions that would fit him to take
charge of our factory, I believe we can manufacturo
it a little below what it would cost in England. The
following amounts have been deposited to the credit
of the Receiver-General in 1880-81: For. ammuni-
tion, $l1,59.67; for clothing, $722; and for military
stores, $1,222, making altogether $13,542. Of course, I
need not say that I do not complain at all of the grants
which Parliament has voted for the militia; but it will be
seen that a largo amount of this money-nearly $15,000-is
paid into the revenue out of my Department.

Mr. CASEY. The total outlay for ammunition being
$25,000, t e actual cost to the Treasury is $14,000, or thero-
abouts, $11,000 being repaid by those who buy tho ammu-
nition. In view of this fact, I think the request of my hun.
friend from West Hastings is vory roasonable -that a cer-
tain fixed amount of ammunition should be sold to each
rifle association or each battalion association even at less
than cost.

Mr. CARON. We sell the ammunition at present at less
than cost. We pay the freight.

Mr. CASEY. I mean at considerably less than cost; in
other words, that the Department could well afford it, and
the House and the coantry would not objeet to give a certain
amount of free ammunition bosides that which is now
granted to the different rifle associations, because it is only
in competitive shooting of this kind that any roal skill in
the use of the rifle is obtained. The ordinary practice in
camps does not produce skill. Some time since, smail
prizes were given to the best shot in the battalion or in the
company. 1 am not aware that this was done last year, but
it was a system which worked very well, and at a com-
paratively small cost. It created a certain spirit of emulation,
and prevented the careless waste which goes on when the
mon are shooting merely as a matter of duty. I think that
this matter is worthy of consideration.

Mr. CARON. I wish the hon. gentleman to understand
that the vote of $25,000 also includes artillery ammunitioni,
which makes a further and considerable reduction. FIon'
what I have been able so far to gather, I have every hope
that when our factory is completed, and, we manufacture our
own ammunition, it will be possible for us to deal stilli more
libera:ly with these rifle associations. I can only tell the
hon. gentleman that I anxiously desire to help those aso(-
ciations in every possible way. I think that we cannOt do
too much in this direction.

Mr. BROWN. Where can the mon get thoir arms
repaired ?

Mr. CARON. We have fully efficient armorers, who are
paid by the Government, at Toronto, Kingston, Montreal,
Quebec, and Halifax, where, on the arms being sent, they
will be repaired in a fl-st-class manner. We also bear the
charges of transportation.

856
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How many suits doos tl us we ought te keep in tus country at ail hazard?
the hon. gentleman expect to buy with these $50,000 ? Bring geM ute Canada, sale the hon. Minister of Marine,

Mr. CARON. The amount provides for the purchase of sond gold eut ot Canada, says the hon. MinisterofMilitia,.and
upwards of 6,100 suits of uniforms. The prices of the buy abroad the clothing for our militia. If there is a"%ygood
military clotbing supplied by C. and J. Webb & Co., of reason why the National Policy shenld b. set aside 'n tus

ilngand are fo draoonsuis, 8.10 infntr,8.7 instance, should b. trampled under foot in this instance-England, are, for dragoon suits, $9.10 ; infantry, $8.47; h
rifleS, $8.80.wy a gentleman holding -the high officiai. position of therfles,$.0

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How much do boots hon. the Mnister of Militia should set se bad an example te
ý'j the people of this country-then I say we ought te, know

and great coats cost ? hat those reasene are. Would it net be profitabre te de-
Mr. CA RON. No boots are supplied to the militia, vire means, by a change in the Tarif, te cempel the hon. the

though I think we should have a supply of boots in case we Ministor et Militia te be true te the National Policy-true
should call out the militia on an emergency. The great te the policy of his colloagus-and Dot sot se menetrous
coats cost $5.80, and are manufactured at the Kingston an example, calculated as it is te create discontent and
Penitentiary, where there was a contract existing when I dissatisfaction, and te croate tho impression that the hon.
came into tho Department. the Ministers themselves,'theugh they talk National Policy

Mr. CASEY. What number of great coats have been when they think it suits their purposes, laugh it the whole
supplied? thing in their sleeves.

Mr. CARON. Five thousand. Mr. CARON. I ar happy te see that we have eue more
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How long were these convert te the National Policy. I have heard the hon. gen-

suits supposed to last? tleman speak on more than ene occasion, and I must
Mr. CARON. We expect the uniform served out last that ho nover convinced me se mueh as ho has to-day. I

11 & lat iveyar.arn glad te eee that, leaving aside ail his utterances hereto-
yearfore, ho is now rady t stand by us supprtig the

Mr. ANGLIN. I think there is a civil question wbich National Policy.
may very well be asked, as well as all these militiry ques- Mr. ANGLIM. Stand by whieh ef yen?
tions that have been asked. Why is it that purchases
of clothing for the forces of the Dominion are made in what'p rl carouI terfeclertain th thad been
is commercially a foreign country? Why is the clothing
not made of Canadian cloth? Has the hon. Minister of tienan, it would have been doue by my Departient, asI
Militia no faith in the National Policy? Does he absolutely arnes great a believer in the National Polie as the hon.
disregard the utterances of all his colleagnes on this gentleman, Ho knows that meet of eur in
important question ? Does he, because his Department dressed in scarlot cloth. The hon. gentleman says there
happens to be exempt from Custorns duties, venture to goau be ne trouble at ail in having the wool dyed scarlet.
frta friucnnr shth oe f h l Th e hon, gentleman has net gone se far ln favor of theinto a foreign country with the money of the people of National Poiicy as I have, bocause I went te tue trouble ofCanada and purchase clothing which ought to be made in srtingweh twapebltoavtewo ddCanada by Canadian hands? This is a serious question. cY
In purchasing clothing for the Canadian militia in Great scarlet in Canada. I enquired from gentlemen whe have
]Britain they declare that the National Policy is a sham and been in the business for many yoars, and found that it wu
a humbug; that the Government who are admiristering the quite impossible. I ascortained frem gentlemen, like Mr,
affairs of the country have no faith in it; that they are not Patton and others, whe have long been lu the business, that
true to their own professions; that they do not themselves the process of dylng scarlet wase difficuit and se peculiar,
believe in their own professions. Surely it is preposterous that it required a separateetablishment for that parpose,
for this Government which spends the money of the people, or the suspension ofail othor dying processes iu any of our
in buying where they eau buy cheapest and what is most established dye-housos; and that the quantity of clethiug
saitable, to tell other people that they muet not spend theirrm
own money where they choose and buy what they believe worth the while of any manufacturer to go te ail this
to be best suited for their purposes. Let the hon. gentle- trouble. AI the manufacturers with whom I communi-
man exp'ain to this country why ho makes these purchases catod said that it wenld ho necessary te suspend their ordi-
in Great Britain, and why the only persons employed in the nary business fer a certain time if they attempted te dye
Dominion to make up any portion of the militia clothing, scarlet. It ie weli knewn that in Ingland there le a large
are the conviats of the penitentiary ? Are there none others demand for military clothlng cf thie description, and tus
fit to be employed ? Does he mean to place convicts in th demand, combined with the demand from continental
saie rank as the artizans of Great Britain ? Hon. gentle- nations, le sufficient te support large factories iu England
nmen OPpesite g ut0ctaiswhu.1r te foir this specialinldustry. ît may ho a question as te whetherme opost g nto ectstacies whene-ver they
talk glorios benefits of the National Policy.t would nt be advisable t adopt another style fnifrm
The National oyj u be-ah and the Natdoalfixe geatfer Our Canadian militia force, se as to allow it being manu-TeNtoal Policy is the be-all and the end-all, the greaty
weapon and the g ieat object of legislation of the presentfactured lu Canada. Under the circumstauces eonomy
day. y et, ups hyme aebe upieIdr required that this clething sheuld bo purchased in iEngland.ay )Yt I suppose they must have been surpried, I dare
say they must have been shocked, when they found the Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It je a littie painfax
hon. linister reading an account in shillings and pence te seo my hon. friond carrying hie animoeity te Canadian
which evidently led at once to the conclusion that this rouges te such an oxtent. I did net expect that ef hlm. I
lothing was not made and purchased in Canada. Have we thought botter of hlm than cf some of hie colleagues,

net Canadian sheep growing Canadian wool ? Have we not but I was net propared for this exhibition.cf extrene
'kIled weavers in this Canada of ours capable of manu-partizanship. I think my n. fedmiht
acturing Canadian cloth ? Have we not in this country have teld us that the remon which in.&xenes
Ieu skilled to dye and scour Canadian wool? Have we not him as a capable administrator in gottigthose.thin
tailors fit to cnt cloth for our Canadian militia ? If weEugland je net that they can ho go ore
have all these,why is the hon.Minister permitted to go abroad botter. Here je a pretty clear proof from tue hon.
Lepurchase cloth not made in Canada, made by mon who themselves that thie Tarif adds enorMoualy te cat of
never s Canada, to send out of Canada the money of this clothing the people of Canada. Yen cauu>t dUthso
'Qtry, the xoney whioh the act Minuter ofmar n go militia mn wthin a third as cheaply by uins o

les
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clothing as you can by getting the clothing in England.
The hon. Minister is quite right from his point of view as an
administrator. He goes where he can get the clothing the
best and the cheapest, and why should the people of Canada
not be permitted to do the sarne ?

Mr. BERGIN. We are constantly hearing from the
other side of the House that goods cannot be purchased in
Canada as cheaply as in the Old Country. Now, this may be
true in sôme classes of goods, and it certainly is true as
regards scarlet cloth required for the uniforms of our vol.
unteers. I have given a good deal of attention to this
matter. I have been in communication with the different
manufacturers on this subject, because I was anxious-far
more so than the hon. gentlemen opposite who talk merely
in irony-that this cloth should be made in Canada.
Upon full eiquiry I found that the statement made by the
hon. Minister of Militia this afternoon was entirely correct.
I was shown through the manufactory at Cornwall by the
manager, who proved to me beyond cavil that it was impos-
sible that such cloth could be produced in this country,
unless at an immense sacrifice oii the part of the company
that undertook to manufacture it. He showed it would be
necessary for the purpose of making this cloth, so as to be
free from stain or defect of any kind, that they should alter
their dye-house; that they should thoroughly clean every
part of their factory through which that cloth would pass
in the different processes of manufacture so as to eliminate
all other colored products, no matter how trifling the
quantity of cloti required might be. It was impossible to do
this so as to obtain returns for themselves, and at the same
time charge a price which the Government could afford
to pay, because the quantity required would be so small
they could not afford to make the necossary changes in their
machinery. Everybody who knows anything about manu-
facturig must b aware that if changes are to be made in
the machinery of a large factory it can only be done at an
immense price. The hon. Minister of Militia, therefore, was
perfectly justified in going te the Old Country for this kind
of oloth. If we required an immense quantity of that cloth,
as is the case in the older countries, thon a factory could
be devoted to the purpose of producing it; but it is mon-
strous to suppose that people are going to sacrifice large
sums of money for a more sentiment.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Ilear, hear.

Mr. BERGIN. Those hon. gentlemen do not seem to be
aware that when they are applauding they are signifying
their own shame ; that they are showing to the country
there is no honesty in anything they say. They tell us in
one breath they are inspired by an ardent desire to econo-
mize, that their sole object is to save the money of the
country, and in the next breath they tell us that their entire
desire is-although everybody knows it is not true-to see
everything manufactured in this country that eau be manu-
factured here. If hon, gentlemen opposite are not going to
impale themselves on this horn of the dilemma, that it is
going to cost too much to buy scarlet cloth here, thon they
can impale thomselves on the other horn. In any event,
they are always doing that, and I do not suppose we on
this side of the House can offer any groat objection.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is not very long since the hon.i

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The cry was: " Canada for tbe

Canadians; let us manufacture for our own market and
keep our money here." But I want to ask the hon. the First
Minister whether it is not a fact that a comparatively sinal,
portion of cloth required for militia purposes is scarlet?
Ias the blue cloth been obtained from England or been
manufactured here ? I believe there is not more than one.
quarter or one-fifth of the cloth required, scarlet cloth. The
hon. Minister has not explained why he gave the preferenee
to criminal labor in obtaining some articles from peniten.
tiaries ? This is the second time I have been compelled to
call the attention of the House to the fact that the hon.
Minister has deliberately sacrificed free labor to prison labor,
that he takes money froin the honest artizan by having
work done by criminals in the penitentiaries.

Mr. BERGIN. The hon. gentleman has spoken as if
no other kinds of cloth, scarlet always excluded, were being
manufactured here. We have had cloth manufactured
here for great-coats, but I think probably we have not been
able to obtain it at as low a price as it could be got from
England. Every one knows that the price at which it ean
be furnishod varies according to the quantity manufactured,
and we do not require such immense quantities here as at
home, so the chances are we shall be obliged to pay more.
I am not, however, now certain that the cloth manufactured
here cost more than it would have done if obtained from
England; but this I do know, that if we paid one cent a yard
more for cloth manufactured here than the price at which
it could have been obtained from the Old Country, hon.
gentlemen opposite would have been the first to find fault,
although to day they are so patriotie as to desire that we
should manufacture all the cloth roqired in the country.
The hon. member for Lambton has said it was not long
since I had left the other side of the House. I do not think
I have complained because I left the other side. I think I
have lost nothing and the country has gained something.
I left a party which was no credit to the country and cer-
tainly no advantage to it. During the five years it held
power it failed to carry out a single promise it had made
when in Opposition ; there was not a single principle which
it advocated when in Opposition that it did not falsify when
in power. If I were to go on, as I migh t go, aid if I
desired to take up the time of the House in speahing as
hon gentlemen opposite desired, for the purpose of occupy-
ing time, I could show to the satisfaction of the country
how utterly unworthy were hon, gentlemen opposite
of the support of any honest man. I might
carry the war into Africa in a manner which woald
not present those hon. gentlemen in a creditable light, and
when the hon. member for Lambton taunts me with having
moved to this side of the House, the hon. gentleman forgets
that all round and about him. in 1876, long after 1 left the
Reform party, were bowling protectionists, and to-daY
they are roady to rat again from Free Trade, and some of
them are already talking about a 20 per cent. Tarif. They
are almost altogether forgetting their revenue Tarif and
they are ready to go back to where they were before; '
fact, they would become stronger protectionists than we
are if they thought by that means they could carry the
next elections.

gentleman was on this aideof the House, and as ho bas had Mr MACKENZIE. I did not import foreign mattes
y timea to become famiars to discussion, except so far as to say that the hon.

should not abuse his old friends, at least before hehas member for Cornwall had not so long left our ranks that he
become botter acquainted with his new ones. I understand could afford to attack his old friehds. It is quite true the
the difficulty which arises i' regard to obtaining scarlet late Government failed in some respects-they failed to
cloth, and I quite approve of obtaining the supply where it make the hon, gentleman a Minister.
eau be got best and cheapest. iBut that is not the question.
The question is, that hon. gentlemen opposite intended, as Mr. BERGIN. Let me take this opportunity of saY'119
they said, that everything should be produced that oould be that I never asked them to make me a Minister, and Idefl
produced in this country. the hon, gentleman to prove that I did.

eir RÀVaUD J. CAaTWaGXT.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. No doubt that was a very signal of Canada, well, fully and profitably employed; but

failure on.the part of the Government, in the hon. gentle- when any real test arises, when any opportunity is pre-
San's opimon. I wish now to say a word to the hon. sented of putting their professions on trial, it is generally

Finance Minister. I think I heard that hon. gentleman say a found that their professions and practicos do not quite
moment ago that I desired to spend the time of the House- accord. I say that we are and we always have been the

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That you wanted to make long real and true, and the only real and true frionds of the work-
ing people of Canada. We would, in fact, cease to be a Lib-

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am as anxious as the hon. gentle- eral party ; we would cease to have the slightest claimis to

manr ca be to get through the business of the House as the naime of Liberals, if we were not earnestly, and sincerely,
rapidly as possible, and the h6n. gentleman has no right to andhonestly, and at all times the friands of the worklg
say anything such as he bas just said. It is unworthy of people and tho masses. The finunci pol hhcy of the late
his position. He is here, at the present moment, the senior AdMmnistration was3 a revenue policy, and the hon. Mimisters
mbi position.he ivere, an ith pre t bomen h t or endeavored, so far as they could, to get this clothing for thesimber of the Gover nment, and it i, becomes hm to make Canadian militia at home. The hon. member for Lambtonsuh a remark ot any mmber; and, for my own part, f do (Mr. Mackenzie) Lrays that they found it rather difficultnot intend that ho sha use such language towards me with to procure the scarlet cloth suitable in ail respectsihbpunity. I have nver, at any tuie during the period made ii Canada. For my own part, I cannot see,bave beau in Parliament, occupied the time of the if th rest of the peolel of this country are te bc compellod
House at any greater length than I can possibly avoid, and ither to wear what the manupoeturers f this country
I have always endeavored to avoid making unnecessary can produce or pay a heavy penalty foi wearing
speeches. What I wished to ask the hon. Minister of Militiach
was this: if ho could not procure the dark colored cloth anyt.ing else, why the volunteers also should not
in this country and get the clothes made up here as well as be expected to wear the articles that eau be produced
in thy coudtbeymandenegln.The aeGovrnentdaid the country. Why are they, Sir, to be clothed inthey could be made in England. The late Govern mnt did briliant hues while the rest of the eople must bo contentthis to a great extent, and they also made an attempt to with such clothes and dyes as canb e manufactured here ?get the carlet cloth, and thogh it was not quite equal to For my own part, I think it would be rather a mark ofthe Englis , we sed a considerable quautity of it neyer- honor than otherwise if there were a fow specks or spots ontheless. the red coats of our militia, as they could be pointed to as

Mr. CARON. After the feeling exhibited on the other evidence that they were willing to make some little sacri-
side of the House in favor of the National Policy, I have no fice of appearance for the sake of employing Canadians to
doubt that some of our capitalists will invest their money in make up this clothing. The hon. Minister of Militia takes
a flctory where these tunics, &c., can be made. The reason entirely different groind; ho takes the ground of an
I referred more particularly to scarlet cloth was cereme fiee trader, and asserti that it is not only his
that, out of the whole number of uniforms im- right, but his duty, having due regard for economy, to buy
ported from England, two-thirds are scarlet, and if this clothing where he can get it best and cheapest. A
the hon. gentleman will consult any business man more ultra Fre Trado doctrine than that was never pro-
who has investigated the matter, ho will flnd that it is pounded in the Canadian Parliament. Moreover, he told us
impossible togetthisscarletcloth:made in Canada. Itis impos- that Eugland furnished the best and cheapest clothing for
sible, because you cannot get the manufacturers to manu- ber own soldiers and militia, and also that continental
facture it, from the simple fact that the demand is very countries got their clothing from England-those countries
small indeed. As to the other uniform, that is an excep- which are revelling in the advantages of high protective
tional case, and however anxious I may be to see everything Tariffs, and which, we have been told, were competing with
manufactured in Canada that eau b manufactured, England in those very articles in which she has enjoyed the
there are circumstances which overy man who supremacy for centuries. That is a piece of information
knows Canada and who knows England is aware are for which we have to thank the hon. gentleman ; it is
beyond the control of any Government or legislation in another argument, and a very conclusive argument, against
this country. In England there are manufactured in these the policy which hon. gentlemen are so loud in prof'essing,
factories not only the uniforms for the British service, but which they do not carry into practice. We on this side,
but they have large contracts for continental arnies, s0 as I have said, are the true friends of the working people; we
that they can manufacture them at a much cheaper price do earnestly desire that all that can be reasonably and pro-
than could be possible in Canada. The policy of the perly done in the way of securing employment at remunera-
Government is not to attempt to produce au article which tive wages for the people of Canada, ought to be done.
would b perfectly useless to the great mass of the people Another point, which was referred to by the hon. member for
of Canada, and as this article is a specialty, of which only a Lambton, is that even if it is admitted that scarlet cloth
very small number would be required to supply the force- cannot be made in Canada so well as in England, yet scar-
which by the way I hopq stili further to reduce-it is lot cloth forms but a smuil proportion of the cloth used in
perfectly right that we should buy the cloth where we eau the service. The bon. Minister of Militia stated that two-
get it botter and more suitable to our necessities than if it thirds of all the tunies are scarlet. Therefore one-third of
Were manufactured here. all the tunics and the whole of the trowserings are made of

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair, a kind of cloth which can very well and properly be made
in Canada. There is, moreover, this extraordinary fact,

After Recess. that the hon. Minister not only procured the cloth in Eng.
land, but had it made up in England; neither ho nor his

Mr. ANGLIN. When the Speaker left the Chair I rose colleagues seem to believe that the mechanics or seam-
to say thate must protest against the aosumption of the hon. stresses of Canada are able to make up clothing fit to be
the M ister of Militia that, because I favor the employment worn by the Canadian militia. The ho, gentlemain says, and
0f Canadian workmen in preparing to iake up the clothing perhaps truly, that that work can be done more cheaply in
for the Militia, I ought to be regarded as an advocate of the England; but is cheapness tho bean element in the cou-
National Policy. It is an assumption of the hon. gentlemen sideration of a matter of this kind by hon. gentlemen who
on the other side, at all times, that they and they only call themselves advocates of a National Policy? This is aare the friends of the working people of Canada; that comparatively small matter in one eBouse, but in another
they and they only desire to sec the working people sense it is a very important matter, because it is one of the
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cases by which the earnestness and sincerity of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, and the soundness of their principles, are
thoroughly tested, and by which their principles are proved
to be the very reverse of what is sound, or just, or reliable.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have been informed that a com-
mision or board of oificers not very long ago reported to
the hon. the Minister of Militia in favor of supplying uni-
forms at cost price to the commissioned officers of the force
-either uniforms or cloth suitable to make the uniforms.
I would like to ask the hon. Minister if he intends to carry
out this recommendation. I think it would be very desir-
able to do so, as many of the officers have enough expenses
to meet without incurring the additional expense of cloth-
ing themselves with the proper uniform.

Mr. CARON. As the enquiry to which the hon. gentle-
man refers took place during the busy period of the Session,
I have not been able to examine the report-although I
have read it-sufflciently to decide what action should be
taken in the matter. The hon, gentleman has had a ques-
tion on the paper on this subject, which he kindly put off a
couple of times at my request, because I thought I might
possibly be able to take this matter up. If the hon.
gentleman wishes, however, I am perfectly willing to place
the report of that Commission on the Table of the Hlouse,

Allowance for Drill Instruction............... ........ $ 40,000
60 Drill Pay and other incidental expenses son-

nected with the drill and training of the
Militis........ ............................ 20,000

Mr. DAWSON. While the Estimates are being criticised
by the representatives of different sections, there is
apparently nothing to be said for the district I repre-
sent. Last year when the Estimates were under
discussion, I called attention to the fact that the
very large and extensive district of Algoma had
scarcely any militia organization-that there was only half
of a company in the whole of that district. The lon. Minister
was kind enough at that time to say that the matter would
be taken into consideration, and I understood him to say
that Algoma would be placed on the same footing as the
other districts in the Province. We have a very large
district extending for 600 miles along the frontier, and we
have a very considerable population at Sault Ste. Marie, and
eastwzrd thereofwe have no less than 13,000 and to the west-
ward of Sault Ste. Marie and up to the height of land, we
have 8,000, making in all 21,000 in Algoma. What I
claim is this: that while a certain expenditure is made for
militia purposes throughout the Dominion, Algoma should
have- its fair share of it. We have many young men who
are very anxions to form volunteer cdmpanies at Prince
Arthur's Landing, they have triod to do so for some years;
and at Sault Ste. Marie and on Manitoulin Island, the same
strong desire exists; and why this extensive district should
be entirely left out in the cold in this respect, I cannot
conceive, except it is on thei ground that this is a new dis-
trict, and that it has never before come under the attention
of the Government or brought to their notice, although,
every year, w. have had more or less to say on
this subject. I bope, however, that the hon. Minister
of Militia, who seems so willing and so ready to do the
best he possibly can, and who seems to have given such
general satisfaction in what he bas done, will not now lose
dight of the strong claims of Algoma for his best considera-
tion.

Mr. OOOKBURN. I merely wish to advance the claims
of my district in this particular. We have a large popula
tion, and we are very desirous of an opportunity to form
effective volunteer companies.

Ur. ROSS (Middlesex). I will not try to answer the
dharge which the hon. gentleman brought against me. He
aid I made thestatement that a smatil portion of the money

Mr. ANGLiN.
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which is paid for militia purposes went directly to the vol.
unteers; and he answered this by reading a statement to
the House to the effect that about one-half of the appropria.
tion for Militia and Defence went to the volunteers.

Mr. CARON. The proportion is greater than that.

Mr. ROSS. What I objected to last year, and propo.sed
to call attention to this year, is the large amount of money
paid, and the small portion of it which seems to be and is
expended directly on the training of our militia. The only
object this House can have in voting money for this pur.
pose, as I understand it, is that those who prefer to enter
the service can receive such attention, and drill and instruc-
tion as will fit them, on the emergency arising, to defend
the country. But here we are, voting $750,000 for Militia and
Defence, and only $250,000 is expended for the drilling of
our Canadian volunteers. I am quite aware that the
same disproportion existed in former years, and under the
previous Administration; but, it is no reason however, Sir,
why the hon. Minis8ter of Militia, who, I am quite satisfied, is
quite competent to devise the ways and means, should not
devise ways and means for changing the whole system. I
am aware that the subject is surrounded with difficulties,
that the staff is very extensive, that the staff of the city is
very expensive, and that the officers require large salaries,
and that all along the lino there seems to bc a large
expenditure; but should not the Minister devise some less
expensive means by which, when the House votes
$750,000, those who are bearing the heat and the
burden of the day, at serions inconvenience to them-
selves, would receive a larger proportion ? I think
the pay of a volunteer is 50 cents a day. Could
not the hon. gentleman devise some way whereby a mro
thorough drill could be given to our young men, who enter
the service and who are called out for ten or twelve days
yearly at much inconvenience to themselves, and who
should obtain a larger remuneration ? I am of opinion
myself that our drill is not very effective. 1 am not saying
that the officers are not anxious to do their duty, but I
fear that the time spent in camp is not sufficient to make
the drill very valuable. Besides, there seems to be such a
want of fixity about those who enlist in the service, that we
are hardly able to retain the same persons in the service for
three years in succession. I arn told that in filling up sorne
of the companies, it is very difficult to get volunteers tO
continue in the service more than the few days which they
spend in camp for drill. If the service is going to be effi-
cient, it certainly requires more than twelve days drill to
make it of any value-to the country whatever. One of two
things ought to be doue: Either a fewer number of men
should be drilled, and drilled for a longer time, and greater
inducements should be offered volunteers to enter the
service, or we should vote a large sum of money for this
purpose. I do not think that the necessities of the country
require a larger appropriation. I am not in the least
alarmed as to the security of this country. I am not afraid
of an invasion from any quarter. I believe that we can
live at peace with al men ; but if the House is disposed to
vote such a large sum of money as would give a more thor-
ough and effective drill for a fewer number of men, it should
make the necessary arrangements. We have no object i'
assuming that we have a standing army of 20,000, or even
40,000 men, unless we have reason to believe that these
men are drilled in such a way as to make them effective in
case of necessity. It would be far better for the countrY
and the service if a fewer number of mon were called out
and drilled more effectively. I think that the lon. Minister
would secure a greater fixity and permanency in the service,
if he were able to pay the men more liberally than is the
case at the present moment. I know that many are obliged
to give up positions, worth from $1.50 to $2 a day, in order
te expend a certain time in camp at 50 cents a day,
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ut a serions loss to themselves under certain circum-
stances ; and I call the attention of the hon. the
Minister of Militia to these facts-not to obtain an
immediate remedy, but in order that he may take
the matter under his consideration, as no doubt ho will
do. I hope that ho will feel that in making these criticisms
we are actuated more by a desire to aid him than to find
fault. If there is reason for finding fault, I do so unhesita-
tingly, but, at the same time, I would like it to be understood
that in making these criticisms and in offering these
suggestions, it is done with a view to improve the service
rather than for any other purpose.

Mr. BUNSTER. I think that the expenditure which is
proposed for this purpose is liberal for every Province
with the exception of British Columbia, for which none is
intended, and it is unfair that the farthest Province of
the Dominion should ho so totally neglected
by the hon. the Minister of Militia. I have
been mot with the answer that we should furnish the
lot and half the expense. The citizens of Nanaimo are
pretty well prepared to furnish the lot and comply with
the demand of the Department. The hon. Minister of Militia
has been always s0 busily engaged that he promises to
give Nanaimo his attention later on. I hope it will not
always ho later on, but that by this time twelve months he
will see fit to do justice to that outlying Province. We had a
first rate officer there who was not treated with that cour-
tesy, not by the hon. Minister of Militia, but by other per-
sons in the Province, to which ho was entitled. Our volun-
teers insist upon having a first-class officer appointed
to instruct them ; otherwise, I fear our volunteer corps will
not have that success which the Militia Department, and
paiticularly the hon. Minister of Militia, woulJ wish it to
have, I hope the hon. Minister will take this into his serions
consideration and give us a first-class officer to instruct the
rising young men of our Province, who are willing to give
their time to their country.

Mr. BROWN. I beg to call the attention of the hon.
Minister of Militia to the recommendation in the report of
the Major-General with regard to enlisting volunteers for
three years, giving them 25 cents for the first, 50 cents the
second and 75 cents the last year. I trust the bon. Minister
will not adopt that suggestion. I do not think that any one
in Canada, either before or after the harvest, would work
for 25 cents a day-twelve days time. The hon. Minister, I
think, should give at this time, when labor is so high, 75
cents per day.

Mr. CARON. So far we have not adopted in this
Department the suggestion of the Major-General, though I
do not know what that euggestion may lead to later. The
bon, gentleman mentioned, and I think properly, that the
number of days drill are not sufficient, and I am glad to tell
the hon. gentleman that, when the present Government
came into power, we increased the number from eight to
twelve days. If Parliament chooses to act with the same
liberality in the future, as it has in the past, we will give
ou'r rilitia mon sixteen days drill, including the two days
COml7ing and returning, which I think would ho quiteample.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. Minister bas
not told us what ho proposes to do with those $150,000.
1Os he propose to have camps in the various Provinces ?

baw some rumors in the papers that ho intended having a
grand demonstration in Kingston, or some other place.

Mr. IIOUJDE. I wish to say that it is not desirable so
nifuch money should ho expended in the way it is pro-
Po5d by the hon. gentleman, more for pàrade than practi-
apurposes. I think this year agreater number of battalions
f the militia force should bo drilled, and that the drill

Should t bê cêhnfed to the Oity Éd-froutier battation.

Many of the rural battalions are not drilled, because the
force of a company is fixed at forty men. I think it would
be botter to reduce the number to twenty-four mon, so that
rural battalions might have the benefit of instruction.

Mr. CARON. In answer to the hon. member for Centre
Huron, I may say that .the money will not be spent for a
review in Kingston or anywhere else. I believe those
reviews are well worth the money they cost, because
militia men prepare for thein by going into extra drill for
which they do not get any pay. However, I had to cut my
coat according to my cloth, and after investigating what
the cost of a review would be, I found it would amount to
between $10,000 and 815,000; but I fancy that, on the
whole, this vote of Parliament for drill would be botter
applied in giving possibly extra«days drill to a certain num-
ber of men than by having a review, although I should like
to have had a review on the Queen's bi rthday. Now, I would
ask my hon. friend (Mr.. Houde), who knows as mach about
volunteering as any other gentleman in this House, how
twenty-four men in a company could possibly be drilled in
battalion manœuvres ? We do not want skeleton battalions.
I think it would be a mistake to change existing organiza-
tions and reduce companies to twenty-four men. I believe
the militia force of' Canada is really over and above the
number of men we should have. Since I have been at the
head of the Department, whenever I found a company not
per fectly efficient I have disbanded it, the reason being
that I thought it botter to reduce the force and make it
more officient by giving the money to the really efficient
corps.

Mir. HOUDE. I am not recommending a permanent
reduction from forty-two to twenty-four men in each com-
pany, but only for purposes of annual drill. It would be
absurd to have companies permanently composed of only
twenty-four men. I refor specially to rural companies. In
the country it is frequently impossible, from the nature of
farm occupations, for all the men of a company to be present
in camp. Sometimes the captains have to take mon who
do not belong to the force, in order to fll the ranks. These
men go to camp for a week or two, receive their pay, and
do not go any more during the year. I think it would be
botter to reduce the companies to twonty-fonr, so as to
allow a greater number ot battalions to benefit ,from the
inoney voted, especially the officers and non-commissioned
officers.

Mr. CARON. I will now answer the question of the
hon. member for Centre Huron. It is the intention to hold
camps as we did last year. Of course, there is nothing fixed
yet as to where the camps will be. From the result of last
year, we think it is the best mode of disposing of the money
voted by Parliament to secure an efficient camp training.

Mr. HESSON. I would ask the hon. Minister if ho
contemplates drawing battalions from the country te the
city ? I have board it said in the past, that more attention
was paid to the city companies than the country companies.
I agree with the hon. member for Maskinongé (Mr. Houde),
that it is desirable to extend the drill as far as possible to the
country companies. City companies have facilities for drill
that are not afforded to country battalions, and in case of
an invasion it would doubtless be the country force mainly
upon whom the country would have chiefiy to depend.lI
would be glad to hear the bon. Minister say wbether he
intends to give a fair advantage to the rural battalions in
the contemplated drill for the coming season. Complainte
were made that they had not an opportunity of accepting
the advantages offered in these annual camps.

Mr. CARON. My views coincide exactly with those of
my hon, friend, and in fact we have adopted the system of
which ho speaks. We pay more money, and possibly more
attention to the rural corips, from the fa<t that thef are not
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numerous. They also get more pay for their drill than the
city corps. Tho money paid out for drill last year was
$230,170 for drilling in camps, while the city corps drilling
at headquarters cost only 843,450.

Mr. BUNSTER. It appears to me that the hon. mem-
bers wants to commence with British Columbia in reducing
the force. I see an item of $-,000 for a Major-General
commanding the militia, and we have to contribute part of
that amount, as well as of the $22,000 for other things, and
I think British Columbia ought to get some benefit from it.
I have a right to draw the hon. Minister's attention to the
gross neglect that Province bas recoived. I have repeatedly,
as the hon. Minister knows and as the ex-Minister knows,
drawn the attention of the Government to the requirements
of that Province. Whether they do not deem it worthy of
their consideration or not, I cannot say; but this I do know,
that they have not treated it fairly. They have allowed a
very superior officer to retire froin the Province, one who
would have been of great henefit to our militia mon who
are willing to serve our Queen and country. If the hon.
members will look at the Estimates they will see that not
one dollar under this head will be expended for British
Columbia. I ask the hon. Minister of Militia if this is fair,
when ho can be readily informed by the MInister of Customs
that we contri bute handsomely towards the revenue. I feel a
little bashful in calling attention to this matter a second
time, but I do not propose to have any Minister treat that
Province with silent -, I will not say any more.

Mr. CARON. The hon. member is well aware, from our
acquaintance and-the expressions I have often used to him
about his Province, that I would not treat it with contempt.

Mr. BUNST *R. J did not use the word contempt.
Mr. CARON. If the hon. gentleman will look at the

amount of expenditure in the different Provinces of the
Dominion ho will find that, taking into consideration the
population, British Columbia is treated as fairly as any
other Province. If he had looked into the figures he would
have seen that this Department was not open to attack for
neglecting British Columbia.

61. Contingencies and general service not other-
wise provided for, including grants to Artil-
lery and Rfie Associations and Bands of effi-

.cient Corps.............................. ..... ........ $46,000.

Mr. HOUDE. As regards grants to rifle associations, I
consider that money is· almost wasted, from a public
standpoint. It goes for the greatest part to sports-
men who, if war occurred, would either be at their
homes or woffld be officers not , carrying the rifle.
I think it would be botter, if the Government intend to
continue such grants, that they should be given to the
soldiers, who must learn how to meet an enemy on the
battle field, during the annual drill. It would he more
for the publie benefit to give the money to the real
soldiers and thus encourage them during the year, and when
they are in camp to exorcise well and so become good
marksmen, which is the very thing the country noeds and
for which money is expended. We maintain staff officers
and field officers for the purpose of drilling our militia and
enabling them to repel any enemy that might invade our
territory. From the point of view of spo-tsmen, it is all
very well that the grants should be continued, but in the
publie interest it is advisable that the system should not be
any longer continued without changes.

Mr. CARON. I cannot agroe with my hon. friend.
Sportsmen on more than one field have shown thomselves
to be very good soldiers, and as a rule tbey have
distingui-shed themselves in such a manner that they could
not be supposed to be unfit for anything else than field
work. A small military force like that of Canada must be well
drilled and perfectly organized, and we cannot do too mach

Mr. CARoN.

Io encourage rifle practice. We know the result of the lastcampaign in Africa where practical sharpshooters had to
contend with a much larger and botter drilled force, and
which was supposed to be better prepared for the contest
Canadians at Wimbledon have shown that our riflemen are
equal to those ofother countries, Last year we sent a team
to compete at Shoeburyness against English volunteer
artillerymen. The result was that they not only com.
peted successfully, but they brought home a prize; and if
you consider that in Canada our teams have to ho selected
from 4,000,000 while in England they have an enormous
population to select from, it must be admitted
that great success has been attained by Canadians.
Let me take advantage of this opportunity to say that
within a few days I have received letters sent to me
officially speaking in the highest possible terms of the
Canadian teams at Wimbledon and Shoeburyness; and as
an evidence that our volunteera were looked upon as all
that could be required of artillerymen, is the fact that to-day
the Artillery Association of England bas adopted the very
system which was introduced for the first time by the
Canadian artillerymen at Shoeburyness li shifting heavy
ordnance.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I wish to call the attention of the hon.
Minister to the case of one Francis Buchanan, who was
killed at the Sussex camp owing to the negligence of some
of the mîlitia officers. It seems that a large number
of shells were left on the field unexploded, and this man, not
knowing the nature of the ball, attempted to melt it with
the result that he lost his life. I was rather surpised to
find that the Department would not pay for the support of
this man's family, who were dependent entirely on hum for
their maiutenanue. It is not fair to the country, who grant
this money for the Department, that such claims as these
should be pigeon-holed, and the impression throughout the
country is that the money we vote here is spent principally
at headquarters and not as it should be in training the
men. Now, we do not want an army which, like that of
the King of Greece, shall be all generals and colonels. I
repeat that I hope the hon. Minister, if ho bas not already
done so under the item of Contingencies, will make some
provision for the family of this man, Buchanan, as he lost
his life through the carelessness of the militia. Ihave
reason to believe that such a payment was recommended by
the general commanding the forces, but it did not meet
the approval of somebody else between him and the hon.
Minister.

Mr. CARON. As my hon. friend has brought a charge of
manslaughter against me, I must say that the circumstances
under which the accident occurred are not' exactly as lie
stated. The shell which the hon. gentleman speaks of was
a shell fired from a gun, and the fuse was unexploded. My
hon. 'friend's friend, not knowing what the consequence
would be, picked up this shell and tried to break it, and not
succeeding, heated a piece of iron and introduced it into the
fuse hole, the result being that it exploded and the unfor
tunate man was killed. I regret that such an accident
should have happened, but I cannot understand how il

would be possible for me to apply the money which the
country votes for the administration of my Departmnent tO
the payment of such a grant as he suggests.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I beg to say that I stated the case
correctly. The commanding officer did not take down a
list of the shells unexploded, and a very large nunber of
them were left on the field. This man, no doubt, had no

business to pick it up, but then every one is not su1 pped
to know that these iron balls left lying dbere
were loaded, and I think some compensation shOud the
given, owing to the negligence of those serving under bth
hon. gentleman. The man was a supporter not of miielbut
of hon. gentlemen. opposite, and on that acoCut 1 el
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i ail the more to be my duty to advance the claims of bis could not do otherwise. But I am bound to say this, as
family. publicly as my letter has been circulated by that gentleman,

Mr. WRIGHT. I regret exceedingly that one resuit of that I gave that letter in ignorance of the circumstances that

the great camp at Sussex, of which we heard so much, and had recently occurred in the College, and I do not think it

which we understood was to be bloodless in its character, was fair of Colonel Hewitt to address me in the way he did in
was unhappily an accident like the one mentioned by the order to obtain that letter, knowing that there was anything
hon. member for Kings (Mr. Domville). We have heard but harmony ut that time in the Co!lege. I do not pretend
something of this camp of Sussex. We heard how the hon. to know the difficulties which have occurred in the College,
member for Kings (Mr. Domville) witched the world on as I was out of the country for months; but from what I
that occasion with his noble horsemanship. I wish gathered in the newspapers, I was not able to come to the
to say, however, that, taken all in all, I think we have much conclusion that the Commandant was without blame in the
reason to congratulate the country on the appoint- difficulties that occurred between himself and Major Ridout,
ment of the hon. the Minister of Militia te the and my enquiries since I have come home have led me to
office which he now holds, as I think he has illustrated the conclude that that officer was not properly used, and that
fact that he is the right man in the right place. Inb is the Commandant was wrong in the course he took. I regret
visits to the different camps he as pointed out what organi- very much to have to come to this conclusion. Great care
zation is necessary to victory, and I have suggested that he was taken by the Government, at the time of Coionel lewitt's
should have the name of cornet instead of the one he now appointment, to obtain an officer of the highest qualifications
bears, as I think he as altered the militia and is doing bis for the place. He was recommended by the Duke of
best to bring about the most fortunate and happy results. Cambridge and appointed on that recommendation; and,
I visited one of his camps in my vicinity and was much during the time he held the office, the Government had
pleased with the way in which the hardy yeomanry turned reason to be very well satisfied with the appointment. I
out and with the military aspect of the whole affair. The may be wrong yet i th conclusion I have come te, but
hon. the Minister of Militia, mounted on a white charger, from the evidence in the newspapers, I am unable to come
assisted by my colleague the member for the to any other conclusion than that Commandant lewitt acted
city, who amid the muttered maledictions of the with great indiscretion, and that Major Ridout was improperly
commanding officer, persisted in wearing bis used. I am sure the Committee will be glad to hear any
civilian's uniform, gave an æsthetic military bearing explanation the hon. Minister may give, and I wish most
to the whole affair, which was much admired. heartily that that explanation may remove from my own
Indeed the whole display, I thought, was a most excellent mind the impressions 1 have reeeived from the perusal of
one, and I think he deserves a great deal of credit for it. such documents as I have been able to see.
But I have still the same standing complaint to make which Mr. CARON. I know that a good deal of discussion has
I have always made of that Department. The county I occurred in the newspapers in connection with the Itoyal
have the honor to represent sends forth many of the best Military College of Kingstn. I arn glad t say that J, as the
fighting men in the Dominion, yet the hon. gentleman will head of the Department, concur altogether in the choice made
not consent te give us that proper military organization by my hon. friend when lie was at the head of the Govern.
which I have contantly urged him to give; but I hope to ment, of Colonel lewitt to take charge o? this College. I
be able in a few days te wait upon him with such a deputa- think that the resuit of bis administration has shown that
tion as will convince him of the propriety of doing justice he is the right person for the position. As my hon.
to that part of Canada. friend will understand, there has been a good deal of dis-

cussion going on, and a good deal of possibly bad feeling
64. Care of military roperties transferredfrom the bas existed between some members of the staff of theOrdnance an Imperial Government......... $ 8,000 College and Major Ridout. It so happened that at this par-

Mr. MACKENZIE. What properties are these ? I think lieular time, when this trouble was in progress, Major
I expressed the opinion two years ago that any properties Ridout's time was up, and he could no longer serve
that ceased to be used for military purposes should be in in the College without getting further leave from England. I
the care of the Public Works Department. thought it was te the advantage of the Military College,

Mr. CARON. The properties are at Niagara, Prescott that no trouble, no difficulty, and nothing of this kind
Montreal, Laprairie, St. John, N.B., Halifax, Victoria, B.C.' existing between the members of the staff, should ho allowed,
and other places. in any shape or form, to interfere with the success of the

institution; and as the time of service or leave of MajorMr. MACKENZIE, Will the on. gentleman state how Ridout was up, without looking into the charges, and with-this 88,000 is to be expended ? out examining into the case made on either side, I believed
Mr. CARON. The bulk of it is for paying caretakers, that in the interests of the College, and to secure the bonne

rents of properties, the removal of snow at Quebec and entente which should have existed between the members of
Montreal, and repairs te properties. But i must say that the staff, it was far better to take advantage of the circum-
this is not altogether an unproductive expenditure, because stances, which allowed Major Ridtut to return to bis
during the year 1880-81 we received rents for the military regiment with promotion, than to keep him in the College
properties under the control of the Department of Militia and render it disagreeable both te himself and to the other
to the extent of $5,678, leaving this vote in reality a very members of the staff. I am glad to say that he is replaced
smnail One. by two young Canadian cadets in the College,

65. Royal Gollege........ . $ 0 who are acting as aids to the Professors in
5r. yliith. .instructing the cadets. Mr. Chairman, I can only
MACKENZIE. I thinkuin connection with this say it has been my endeavor, ever since I haverote, that we might reasonably expect some statement from been in the Department, to help in every possible way the

the hon. gentleman respecting the difficulties which appear cadets who have graduated in the College. It may have
tb have taken place in the staff of the Military College. I been a question-and I said that it has been mentioned on
' serve that within the last few weeks or months printed more than one occasion in the different Provinces-whether

circulars were sent round, containing certificates of character at the period of time when this College was established, it
t Colonel Hewitt. One of these certificates was from myself. was necessary; but I consider that Canada, with its future,
gave it with groat pleasure, and reverting to the course that and as a progressive country, cannot afford to take a
enltleinan had pursued as Oammuanidant of the og, Iretrograde step, whioh I believ. it woul4 be a mistak
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were we to-day to destroy the usefulness of this institution,
which has secured for Canadians commissions in the British
service. I am now expressing only my own opinion. Mr.
Chairman, I am told that our cadets are educated for the
British service; but I say that those cadets who serve in
the British army are still Canadians, and must and
will remain Canadians; and I maintain that when
their period of service in the British . army is
expired, they will come back to Çanada with their
experience, and will become the educators of our young
men who choose to enter the Military College and to our
Militia Force. At present I know it is difficult to turn out
cadets, who, fresh from the classes themselves, can become
professors to men who aro about their own age; but year
after year, as we all know, this difficulty will disappear.
Men grow older unfortunately, and the man who is accused
of being too young one year is always a year older the year
following, and is able to find behind him younger men
than himself; and I believe that the training which our
cadets will receive in the British army will make them
valuable when Canada requires to use them in the interest
of the Militia Force of this country.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I was under the impression that a
Commission was appointed to make enquiry into these
charges, but perhaps I was misinformed.

Mr. CARON. The papers which my hon. friend bas
asked for in connection with this matter and the whole,
investigation will be submitted ta Parliament. This was a
quasi-iuvestigation, made by the Commission which is
appointed for the purpose every year of visiting the College.
My hon. friend will recognize it more easily under the
name of Board of Visitors. When they went through the
institution they were required and requested to look into
these charges which were brought by Colonel
Hewitt against Major Ridout. They did so and
the whole matter was submitted to me; but as
I have stated, without taking into consideration the
charges and evidence pro and con. I thought it botter, since
such a feeling existed in the institution, to take advantage
of the fact that Major Ridout's time was up and separate
him from the other professors who were witnesses against
him at the investigation, and in his own interests as
well as in the inter3sts of the department, allow him to
return to his regiment and replace him by two Canadians.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Has this College effected the
objects it was designed to serve? I noticed during last
summer an agitation, or the symptoms of it, in our public
press, declaring that the usefulness of this College was gone,
and that it might just as well be abolished. I do not at all
agree with this view. Through the kindness of the
hon. Minister we were permitted to visit the College,
and the good opinion which we entertained of it
was largely increased by this visit; and I am pre-
pared to say with the hon. Minister, that it would be a
retrograde stop on the part of the Parliament of Canada if
we were to abolish the College. At the same time, I wish to
call the attention of the hon. Minister te the unnecessary, if
not the alarming, increase which has taken place in the staff
of the College during the last few ,years. In 1878 the
expenditure on the officers of the superior staff was
$13.946, while in 1881, it was $30,57 1, showing an increase
of something like 817,000. [hen the expenditure on non-
commissioned officers in 1878 was $2,581, while in 1881 it
was $a,579. The staff now seems to be out of all proportion
to the amount of work doue. The superior staff consists of
fourteen officers; what is called the subordinate staff
of six officers; and the civil staff of ten officers, or
servants, as they are termed; and the other employes
around the office numbers âix making in all tþirty-aiz

Mr. CAsoN.

individuals. Now, the number of cadets, I am told, during
the last year, was seventy-four, though perhaps I arm not
exactly right in this particular, the number has, however
more than doubled since 1878. Then, I think, there were
seventy-five cadets in the College. I am willing to admit that
the increased attendance may necessarily increase the ex.
pense; but, as I stated before, the expense lis ont of all pro.
portion to the number of the cadets attending. The expense
of maintaining the University College in the Province of
Ontario, and the number of students atteriding, is as
follows: the students number thirty-five, and they have
eight professors, four lecturers, two tutors, and
one demonstrator in physics-in al a staff of
fifteen, or only one more than the staff of the
Military College of Kingston, while the salaries paid amount
to $29,900; that is, the attendance is 351, and a smaller
sum is paid in salaries to a smaller staff than is the case in
this Military College. A strong friend as I am of the
Military College, I am obliged to warn the hon. Minister of
Militia that by increasing the staff and expenses of the staff,
as he has done since 1878, the resait cannot be otherwise
than damaging to the Interests of the Cellege. I am aware
the course is a very extensive one, and that in order to make
it thorough it is necessary the staff should ho large, that,
according to our modern system of education, we have fallen
into the vein that one man can teach one subject botter by
teaching it continuously than by teaching a variety
of subjects. Yet, when we come to consiler
the number of professors in other departments of education
and the amount of salaries paid, the comparisons we are
obliged to make with the Military College will not be
favorable to the adminstration of my hon. friend. I
approve of the course of instruction pursued in that College,
and I do not know any institution to which a young man
could be sent at eighteen years of age' and receive a more
satisfactory and useful training than to this institution;
but still there is this great deficiency, that the training he
receives there is, outside of military training, of very little
practical use to the student. If a student attends the High
School in the Province of Ontario, the education ho receives
is of immediate practical value to him; it is a guarantee to
him that by means of that education ho is enabled to secure
a livelihood. lu the Royal Military College there is no
guarantee to the student that after having spent four years
there, he, should ho wish to enter a profession, will receive
any direct advantaje from the course of instruction
which he has gone through. What I would suggest to
the hon. Minister would ho that, directness should
ho given to certain portions of that course, which
would enable the student, after he has passed through
it, to enter any other profession without being obliged to
undergo another preliminary course of instruction. My
hon. friend has introduced a Bill to admit a student of that
College to the standing of Dominion Land Surveyor. I
would be glad to support that Bill, and if the hon. Minister
can devise any other means whereby the student can be
admitted from the College either as Dominion Engineer or
Land Surveyor, ho will confer one of the greatest benefits
on the College that can be conferred upon il. Ithink, that
although we are doing well in this country, we have not
that class in the community that can afford to send their
sons four years to the Kingston College and thon another
three or four years to a law society or university, or into
another college, to receive an additional course as super-
added to the military course. It would be very desirable
for our young men if that could be doue, but I may point
out this matter to the hon. Minister, and I think it is a sug9
gestion which is in the interest of the Military CollegOe.1
hope ho will be able to bring down some scheme before the
House rises by which the advantages to be attained in that
College will be of more practical utility than at prsent.
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67. Pay, maintenance and equipment of "A " and *

'' B" Batteries, Garrison Artillery and
Schools of Gunnery at Kingston and Que-
bec. .......... ..... ............... . -............. $128,000

Mr. CARON. The increase is in items which have
always been in excess of the estimate. In 4lA " Battery,
QuebcC, a hired instructor was required who cost $500. A
collar maker, mender and blacksmith were attached to "A"
and "B" Batteries at a cost of $730; eight horses were
purchased for "B" Battery, Kingston, under Order in
Council of 17th June, 1881, which cost, wçith keep and
veterinary expenses, $1,200 altogether. In contingencies,
the removal of worn out stores entailed an expenditure of
$1,570, making a total of $4,000 increase on the cost of the
two batteries.

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mir. CARON. "A" Battery, at Quebec, numbers eight

officers, including commandant, 155 non-commissioned
officers and men, and eight horses. "B "Battery, atKingston,
numbers seven officers, including commandant, 171 non-
commissioned officers and men, and sixteen horses. The
number of horses is smaller than it ought to be, but as they
have become very expensive since the American demand
has sprung up, the Department has reduced the number as
much as possible.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I should imagine eight
horses would scarcely suffice for more than one gun. I would
be glad to know what arrangement the hon. gentleman has
made with respect to officers who are entitled to take long
or short courses, as the case may be, at these batteries;
what pay do they receive, and what length of time do they
attend ?

Mr. CARON. With respect to the horses, eight horses
supply two guns. Besides, there are a number of horses
belonging to the officers which, as they are kept at Govern-
ment expense, are utilized for the purposes of the battery.
The short course of instruction is three months. Officers
get 81 per day, and non-commissioned officers 50 cents.
The long course is twelve months, and the gentlemen
who follow that course, after passing an examination
qualifying them to get their certificates, are naturally pre-
pared to occupy any position in the militia of Canada.

66. Military Instructions in Schools, and Drill In-
struction in Colleges ................................. $ 6,000

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
ir. CARON. We are endeavoring to carry out the views

of my predecessor, Mr. Masson, in respect to drill instruc-
tion in schools. We cannot begin too early to drill men
who are to compose the militia force of Canada. At Kings-
ton, Principal Grant is heartily in favor of the scheme, and
has co-operated with the militia authorities.

In reply to Mr. CAsGRAIN,
Mr. CARO-N. All the accounts of the Department against

tbe cities of Montreal and Quebec for the use of troops in
quielling civil disturbances, have been paid.

125. Steam communication between San Francisco
and Victoria, B.C......................$17,640

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What length of time
has this to run ?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Four years.
Sir RICIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The grant has been

reduced, and I should like to know whether the same service
will be performed ?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Three times a month, the same as
before The amcunt expended before was $54,000.

127. Steam communication between Grand Manan,
N.B., and mainland, mail service...............$4,000

109

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the reason
of this increase ?

Mr. O'CONN OR. It could not be done last year for the
amount voted. We hope to get it done this year by giving
an extra $1,000.

128. To provide for one year'ssubsidy, tobe granted
at the rate of $50,000 per annum, to line of
steamers to trade between Canada and West
Indies and Brazil, provided a like amount be
paid by the Brazilian Government..........$50,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Committee would,
no doubt, be glad to be informed of the exact position of
affairs, as to how far the experiment has succeeded, or is
likely to succeed.

Mr. O'CONNOR. It is not in operation at the present
time. I am not prepared with the details at this moment,
but I will bring them down on concurrence.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman can tell the Committee between what ports it
will run, and how often the voyages will be made?

Mr. O'CONNOR. In the winter the vessels will run from
Halifax and in the summer from Montreal. They will touch
at Rio Janeiro. It will be a monthly service each year.

129. For subsidy to line of steamers to run fort-
nightly between France and Quebec, pro-
vided the French Government appropriate
$50,000 for the same service ..................... $50,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. On this item, also,
the Committee would desire information as to the state of
affairs.

Mr..O'CONNOR. The line is not yet established.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Have the French Government

signified their willingness to negotiate ?
Mr. O'CONNOR. Negotiations are still going on.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The services are not com-

menced and the negotiations have not yet been brought to a
conclusion. It is understood that by reducing the amount to
be provided by the French Government from $100,000 to
$50,000, which it is believed will be sufficient to complete
the service, it is understood that a lino will be established.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who conducts the negotiations?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. When Sir Alexander Camp-

bell was Postmaster General the negotiations were com-
menced, and he has since conducted them, communications
having also been made by Sir Alexander Galt. iNothing
definite has, however, yet been obtained.

Sir RIC IARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What are the ports
decided upon between which the steamers shall ply? What
is the port in France agreed upon ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think that matter has not
yet been dealt with.

130, For subsidy to the line of steamers to run
between Liverpool and St. John, N.B.,
and Liverpool and Halifax, N.S. .... $25,000

Sir ÇHARLES TUPPER. The terms of the vote this
yeur were slightly altered, as that last year was for an
alternate and conbined service.

Mr. WELDON. How has the vote been altered?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not proposed to take

the vote in such a way as to enable the arrangement to be
made directly with St. John without the same parties being
obligel1 to make a connection with Halifax.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTRIIGHT. Are yon going to
divide this sum between Halifax and St. John ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes. The number of voyages
bas not yet been arranged. This sum, it is hoped, will
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stimulate the steamers to make regular trips, as it will be
an addition to what business they will get by calling at
these ports. It is hoped that an arrangement will be made
for regular communication.

Mr. FLYNN. I would like to ask why the subsidy for
steam communication from Halifax to Murray Harbor and
Charlottetown alternately, granted last year,has been omitted
in this year's Estimates ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That was an error in the pre-
paration of the Estimates, and the item will reappear in the
Supplementary Estimates.

135. To provide for a subsidy of $1,500 a voyage,
for five voyages of steamers from Prince
Edwarc Island to Great Britain and back..... $7,500

Mr. 3RECKEN. J would suggest that the steamer Prince
Edward bo allowed to cali at continental as well as British
ports, so that shippers of cattle may be.able to avail them-
selves of the best market.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We had botter thon insert
the words "or continental ports " after Great Britain.

137. For the providing of a steamer to replace the
Glenion....... ........ .......... $30,000

In reply to Sir Sir1
Mr MTcLELAN

RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
The Glendon was conde on!

country, and it is almost impossible for a vessel, if driven
on this coast, to escape, unless it can make one of these
harbors. Thero is a peculiar necessity, therefore, for alife-boat service to be established there.

Mr. CASEY. I may say, in continuation of what bas
just been stated, that there is another dangerous stretch of
coast on Lake Erie, from a short distance east of Port Stan.
ley westward. The wind that does the mischief there is a
south-westerly wind, which drives vessels on this exposed
coast, on which there are no harbors of refuge. in the
neighborhood of Port Stanley frequent wrecks have oceurre d.
I do not know of any life-boat station on the north shore of
Lake Erie, and I think the neighborhood of Port Stanley
would be the pioper place to establish one.

Mr. McLELAN. Every lighthouse keeper is provided
with a boat for the purpose of rendering aid, if necessary.
This is the only kind of life-boat on the coast of Lake
Huron.

Mr. BUNSTER. I regret that there is no provision
made in the Estimates for life-boat stations on the west
coast of Vancouver Island and the east coast of British
Columbia. I think the hon. the Minister of Railways, who
visited that country, should have instructed the hon. the
Minister of Marine of the necessity of erecting life-boat
stations there. We have been totally neglected on that

exaJL . MinUation, JLa wass. o luon n fo $4,00 Coast. VVe are liable to have many disasters. Some havexamination, and was sold on tender for $4,200.already occurred, and we have lost a great many of oui
19. For purchase of life-boats, life preservers, and citizens. This is a very serious and important matter, and

rewards for saving life............. ....... $3,000 the hon. the Minister of Marine should look into it, and

Mr. ANGLIN. Where is this money expended ? establish, not one life-saving station merely, but three or
four; and when we offer such inducements to immigration

Mr. McLELAN. A certain amount is expended yearly into that Province, and have such resources to be developed
in providing lifeboats at different stations on the lakes and we are certainly worthy of some consideration.
the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The greater portion is given, 140. To provide for investigation into wrecks and
howei or, as rewards for the saving of life from casualties, and collections of information
sea going ships; snall sums are paid to individuals who relating to disasters to shipping ................ $1,500
eng-eo crews and provide boats, the crews being furnished
by volunteers. Mr. BUNSTER. Has the hon. the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries taken into consideration the fact that the
In reply te Sir RICHARn J. CAaRwRiouT, lighthouse which is being erected in British Columbia is in
Mr. McLELAN. There is one lhfe-boat at Cobourg on the right place or not ? It may be swept away at any

Lake Ontario. moment; and a few smali lighthouses would afford a great
Mr. McCUAIG. A life-boat service is imperatively de- deal more light, and be more useful, not only in the interests

manded at South Bay Point and at the entrance to Presqu, of the Province as well as of the Dominion.
Isle and Weller's Bay, and I hope the matter wilt receive 142. Montreal and Quebec Water and River
the prompt attention of the hon. the Acting Minister of Police................................................... $38,000
Marine, with a view of establishing these much needed sta- Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I notice that thore is atiens for the preservation of life and property, and without considerable increase in this vote; and with relation to thefudisturbances last year, I would like to know how far the

Mr. ANGLIN. I think it would be well if the hon. Minister police succeeded in maintaining proper order?
would give us some further information as to where those
boats are. There are many points where there should be Mr. McL ELAN. Last summer, in Montreal, the poce
such 9 service, but where it does not exist now. I think it wre of great service and they were assisted by men fron

woud b wel fr te Gvermen toconide th prprity Quebec. The increased extent of wharfage has renderedwould ho well for the Goverîsment te censider the prepriety necessary a small addition te the force.
of organizing a tegular life-boat service, though not on a
very extensive scale at first. This is a matter of very great Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the present
importance on which I think the Government ought to take strength of the force. I see that an additional $-3,500 is
some ketion. demanded.

Mr. McLELAN. I agree with the hon. gentleman that Mr. McLEIAN. During the winter the mon are
this is a matter of a great deal of importance, and I have duty, and with the exception cf ene or two sergoanta""0
been giving it toneiderable attention, with the view of net in receipt of pay; but in summer, about thirty me"
organizing one or two services in the coming year as stationed at Quebec, and from thirty te forty at Montre,
esperiments. Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Do they use stean

Sir RICRÀI) 1. CARTWRIGHT. There is a very long launches Or boats?
stretch of coast on Lake fluron, where several wrecks, Mr. MOLELAN. No steam launches are empleYO '9t
usually attended with loos of life, occur every year, and my Montreal, but both are usol at Quebec.
impression is that there is not a single life-boat station on that 143. Remo#a1 of obstructions là navigable rivera.... $1.500
coast. For about 200 miles along the eastern side of that
lake there are hardly any harbors, except such as have Mr. ROBERTSON ÇShlburno). What docS the pt
been constructed at great cost by the Government of this ment propose te do wth the wreck Live Oak nOW lYirg

Sir CHAaLEsuTupnoo.
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Wrayton's 1-arbor, Shelburne county ? I understand that
tenders were invited for its removal.

Mr. McLELAN. A contract has been awarded for that
work.

Mr. ROBERTSON. What will it cost?

Mr. McLELAN. I think about $500.

144. Salaries, allowances, &c., of Lighthouse
Keepers ........ ........ ....... ........................ $159,666

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Details relating to
the lighthouse service in the various Provinces should b3
given separately. There was a considerable amount of
fraud committed with regard to stores in former times as
there are at present, and that is the reason why it is desir-
able that in the item of stores some fuller details should be
given than are given at present.

Mr. BUNSTER. I would like to see a statement of ex-
penditure in the different Provinces. The hon. member for
Centre Huron said frauds were perpetrated on the Govern-
ment. I hope his remark does not apply to British Colum-
bia. It would be more satisfactory to the different Prov-
inces if they knew exactly what it cost them for main-
tenance of lighthouses. I am satisfied British Columbia
would be far below the average, although it has a great
length of coast.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It costs twice as much to keep
up lighthouses in British Columbia as anywhere else.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. ex-Minister said it costs twice
as much to keep lighthouses in British Columbia as any-
where else, but perhaps the service rendered is four times
as valuable as that rendered anywhere else. I arn only
sorry that, during the days of his Administration, he did not
give us more lighthouses than he did; still, he gave more
than has the present Administration.

146. Maintenance andarepairs te Iights, fog-whistles
buoys and beacons, humane establishments
and provision depots....................$265,000

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). I presented a petition
in the early part of the Session to the hon. Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, urging the importance of improving
or protecting the entrance to Lockport Harbor. 1s it the
intention of the hon. Minister to comply with that request ?
During foggy weather it is almost impossible for vessels to
find their way into this harbor.

Mr. McLELAN. I have that under consideration, but I
am afraid this year the Government will not be able to com-
ply with the request.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). There is another ques-
tion to which I would call the bon. Minister's attention, and
that is the bell buoy at Brazil Rock, which is of no value
whatever. This rock lies in the direct route of steamers
Plying between Boston, Portland and Halifax, and it is of
the utmost importance the Government should replace the
bell buoy by an automatie buoy.

31r. MoLELAN. We are making enquiry now about
the expediency of placing something there which will serve
the purpose desired.

Mr. KILLAM. The hon. gentleman ought to tell us
before concurrence, whether the Government have adopted
any scheme for protecting that portion of the coast at the
entrance of the Bay of Fundy. There are a number ofdangerous rocks there, and some means should be taken to
warn navigators of them. There is the Lurcher, off
Yarmxouth, and the Gannett Rock just below. These are
great obstructions to navigation, and from time to time
aPPlications have been made to have something done to
Pomit them out.

Mr. McLELAN. We propose to put two or three auto-
matic buoys in the places the hon. gentleman has mentioned.

Mr. McCUAIG. I called the attention of the hon. the
Acting Minister of Marine to theidangerous state of the
wharf at or near the Cressey Lighthouse, known as
Convers's, and the necessity of a liberal appropriation to
make the necessary repairs for its preservation. I hope the
matter will not be overlooked. Also to the necessity of
placing a buoy at Nigger Island, in the Bay of Quinte,
near Rednersville, and the desirability of constructing a
lighthouse, similar to the one recently placed at South Bay
Point, on the most northerly of the Islands in the Bay of
Quinte known as the Brothers. The construction of this
lighthouse is much needed in the interest of all vessels
passing and repassing this narrow portion of the Bay of
Quinte.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I sec a notice that
the hon. gentleman proposes to discontinue the light at
Fort William on the Kaministiquia River. I presume,
although it is net expressely stated, there has been a
good deal of complaint made in consequence of the des-
truction of these lights, and I would like to know why the
Department had concluded either to remove or discontinue
them.

Mr. McLELAN. It was reported to the Department
the lights there were not required. The beacons have been
left standing, and they can be re-lit hercafter if required.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who made this report?
Mr. McLEL AN. The officer of the Department recom-

mended a change at Prince Arthur's Landing.
Mr. MACKE NZIE. Who is the officer ?
Mr. McLELAN. I do not know.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I think we are entitled to know who

this officer was, because it is an extraordinary report. The
Government of Ontario spent $22,000 in dredging that
channel, and this Government spent a considerable sum.
Vessels have gone up there every year, and when the
Department ordered the discontinuance of the lights, I
understand the people held a meeting and made representa-
tions to the Government against the proposal. The Gov-
ernment had determined to destroy the structures that
supported the lights as well as the lights themselves, but
finally they graciously consented to lot the structures stand
on condition the people would maintain the lights at their
own expense, which they have donc ever since. It would
appear that it was done for no other purpose than to
discredit the selection by the late Governmont of the Kam-
inistiquia River for the terminus of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. They have deliberately and wantonly destroyed
the lights in a place where they wcre very much needed-
much more than in hundreds of other places wherc there
are lights-for the purpose of reaping a petty rovenge.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman bas used strong
language unnecessarily. Reports came from one of lhe engi-
neers who was employed on some of the works there that the
lighthouses had been carried away by a flood, and that the-
channel was filled up. Similar reports came from a gentle-
man employed on the Board of Works, and from the
lighthouse keeper. After a good deal of investigation it
was decided it would be useless to re-erect the lighthouse on
that particular spot, from the fact that the channel was
constantly filling, and the chances are that every spring the
channel will fill up. I am aware that small tugs have been
going up the river, but no large vessels have been able to
ascend that river since the spring floods, when the necessity
for the light ceased to exist. I know that some vessels
heavily laden with rails were compelled to discharge their
cargo at the landing because it was impossible for them to
ascend the river. It was from no petty spite against the
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hon. gentleman that the lights were discontinued, for many been made in selecting Fort William. But I never considered
other people thought it was an improper site for the the matter sufficiently conclusive, cither the one way or the
terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The opinion is other, to determine, down to the present moment, where the
not confined to members of the Government that that place terminus should be. It never became necessary. There was no
is utterly valueless as a terminus of the large trade which immediate necessity, as the hon. gentleman knows, until the
it is hoped will grow up in connection with that road. The road should be nearly completed, at all events between
decision of the Department was taken purely in the interest Winnipeg and Thunder Bay, of coming to an absolute con.
of the navigation and trade of those ports, and particularly clasion; and I came to the determination that before arriv.
from an economical point of view, as we believed it would ing at any definite conclusion as to whether the place
be utterly impossible for the Government to keep that selected by the hon. member for Lambton, or Prince
channel open except at a large expense. I was up the river Arthur's Landing, was the better place, to gothere with the
during last season and I found a channel staked out and it was ablest officers of my Department and give the matter the
about as crooked as any channel ought to be, even for boats closest possible investigation before deciding where the
of very light draught to use. It was marked by stakes driven terminal buildings should be placed. It has not become
into the mud so that small tugs could ascend the necessary to construct, up to the present time, any terminal
river; it certainly was not a channel as large boats navigat- buildings at that point. That is the position in which the
ing Lake Superior should be asked to ascend. question rests to-day. No selection has been made, and

Mr. MACKENZIE. Channels are staked out on Lake since the road has been placed in the hands of the Canadian
George. Pacifie Railway Company, of course the views and

opinions of that Company, of their officers and
Mr. BOWELL. Not with eight or.ten foet stakes driven engineers, will have a very important bearing

into the mud. upon the selection of the point. But I may say
Mr. MACKENZ[E. Regarding the statements made that finding, after a large expenditure of money in dredging

by the hon. the Minister of - Customs, the local by my predecessor, the water on the bar of the Kaminis-
paper at Fort William reported nearly all he bas said. tiquia was no deeper than when the bon. gentleman com-
It is stated in one number that one of the immediate menced-I now speak of the spring of the year, the flood
results of putting out the light was that a steamer with baving brouglit down the debris-I abandoned expenditure
rails could not go into the river, but was obliged to proceed and dredging, and no expenditure bas been made, nor do I
to Prince Arthur's Landing, from which there is a branch to intend any to be made until the question is finally deter-
Fort William and to the so-called harbor of the Landing, mined whether the point selected by the bon. member for
and instead of the rails being at once put in their place Lambton or the place which other persons suppose to be
they had to be placed on Mr. Mark's wbarf, and wharfage better, Prince Arthur's Landing, or some point between the
of something like 50 cents a ton had to be paid. Altogether two, will be the ultimate place of the terminus. I give this
a few hundred dollars for nothing were placed in the explanation to the hon. gentleman frankly as to the position
pockets of a political friend. I know nothing about the in which the matter stands, and I am free to say I never
matter except what is stated in this paper. arrived at an absolute conclusion, although my judgment

Mr. BOWELL. I spoke on the authority of Mr. Beatty, was very strongly shaken as to the Kaministiquia.
who came to my office and consulted me in reference to the Mr. MACKENZIE. I thank the bon. gentleman for bis
matter. I sent him to the then Acting Minister of Railways statement. In the light of it I ask the bon. Minister of
(Mir. Pope). He told me it would be impossible for him to Railways if he does not think it was somewhat premature
ascend that channel in the day time or at any other period. for the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries to order the
He did not require any light to go up the Kaministiquia in lights to be discontinued at a time when it was actually not
the day time, but there was not sufficient water to enable decided whether the principal harbor should be at the
the vessel to cross the bay, and he asked whether lie would Kaministiquia or not ?
be permitted to lay the rails at Prince Arthur's Landing. Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not able to express any
Perhaps the bon. gentleman will enquire from NIr. Beatty, opinion en that point, for I did not know any change had
whom he knows better than I do. lie is an honorable man tken place in that regard. I was not aware whether it
of high character and position, and I do not think he would tadkeen laem byth tdrega. Ioanoth Dpartmhent or
inake ersnais to the eatn, in order to save had been removed by tlie direction of- the Departmeito

maerepresentations toth )epartment, inodrt aecarried away by accident.
the trouble of running fivo or six miles up the river.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is quite Mr. MACKENZIE. The inhabitants have been obliged

wrong in supposing that any course las been taken in to maintain the light ever since-at least so I an

respect to the selection of the terminus of the railway at that informel.
part of Lake Superior, whether at the Kaministiquia, selected Mr. DAWSON. The bon. member for Lambton 1s

by them, or at Prince Arthur's Landing, in favor of which wrong in supposing there was any vindictive feeling in
place, the hon. gentleman knows a great many persons beld removing the lights from Fort William. A new state
very strong opinions. I may say, when I entered upon the of things arose last spring which has not been takOn
duties of the office which the bon. member for Lambton into account, and which I have not beard. mentioned hore.

formerly held, 1 found a very considerable amount of A flood occurred there last spring, and that river (the Ran-

money had been expended by the Department, previous inistaquia) is liable to floods of a very peculiar charicter. In
to my entering it, in dredging the mouth of the Kam- a late and cold spring, when the ice remains firm in Lake Su-
inistiquia. The hon. gentleman selected Fort William perior until a late period, the ice in the river is brought down
as the terminus, and expended a good deal of money in against the ice of the lake and there it forms what is cal

dredging the mouth of the river, for the purpose of facilitat- a "dig " or a "jam." It bas donc so on several occasions
ing the entrance of larger vessels to that point. I examined within the memory of the present generation, and 1i lilJtlo
the subject with all care and attention, and all the informa- to de so at any time. As bon. gentlemen are aware the
tion that was available to me in relation to the controverted bottom of that river is a soft alluvial soil, and the ice ofthe
point, as to whether Prince Arthur's Landing or the Kam- river coming against the ice of the lake backs the water of
inistiqua was the better place; and I am free to say that my the river, so that sometimes the people bave to sail about
judgment, in the light of all the information I could get,, the flats in boats, and, as any person can understand, tho
leans very strongly to the impression that a mistake had j water which rushes down under the ice On the sft

Mr. BOWELL,
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alluvial bottom heaps up the sand in advance of it.

It did so last spring, and the Government gave orders
to erect a light at Prince Arthur's Landing where it was
needed. Orders were given at the same time to remove the
lighthouse at Fort William; but that was a mistake which
the Government immediately remedied, and gave orders that
the structures should not be removed, and they are there
still. The hon. gentleman says that the people of Fort
William have kept up a light themselves. I believe the
municipality bas kept up a light for such small craft as can

go in, but from the very time that the country was opened
the people of Prince Arthur's Landing, without any aid, have
kept up a light on the wharf which bas served for the pur-
poses of navigation. At Fort William, even in its best days,
when the channel was kept open, the number of vessels
was exceedingly few. The larger Beatty boats
went in on one or two occasions, I mean the Ontarno
and Quebec, wben the water was very high, but they went
with extreme reluctance, and the Beatty's have always pro-
tested against sending their large boats in, although they
have sent smaller vessels there with railway iron. At Prince
Arthur's Landing, since 1870, when the military expedition
went up, the yearly average bas been about 230 vessels,
and there has been the same number of departures
coming and going in spring through the summer to the
fall, and yet there bas not been one single serious accident ;
there bas not been one vessel lost. What better proof could
there be of its being an excellent harbor ? According to
the Trade and NavigationReturns, Prince Arthur's Landing
is the third port in Ontario, according to its shipping,
and if it las been left twelve years without a light, it shows
that access to it must be very easy. With the range lights
at Fort William, when.it was at its very best, when a narrow
channel was kept open, even then vessels went sometimes
aground at the mouth of the river, but the experience of
last spring bas demonstrated that it would be useless to
attempt to make a harbor there, because it would be liable
every year to what occurred last spring, I believe there is
a way in which a harbor could be made, at the mouth of
the river; but with such a good harbor at Prince Arthur's
Landing I do not see that such would be necessary. The
hou. gentleman bas referred to the report of a newspaper
publishod at Fort William. There was a inewspaper pub-
ished in that place by some peoplewhowere intrestcd ina
laige land speculation, and the paper was established there
to advocate their interests and abuse every person opposed
to their interests, or who advocated the general g)od. Like
some other institutions, that paper bas now deserted Fort
W'illiam and gone down to the Landing, and it is now as
elquent an advocate of the interests of the Landing as it
formerly was of those of Fort William. What reliance can
yon place on the reports of a paper of that kind-a paper
wbieh was employed to write up the interests of one place
Which it bas now deserted in favor of its rival ?

Mr'. MACKENZIE. I suppose that is the custom of the
Country up there.

Mýlr. DAWSON. Not always; but, with regard to this
harbor, what happened last spring is liable to occur again
ut any time.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I shall not, on the present occasion,
enter into a discussion of the merits or demerits of this
harbor, but shall defer that to a proper occasion. As to ihe

ShiPiing belonging to the port which the hon, gentleman
Cogizes so much, I do not think there is a single vessel
"onging to it at all. The vessels which are so numerous

are those of the Sarnia and Collingwood Line.
Mr. DAWSON. Yes, and some American vessels.

ru. MACKENZIE. The last time I was there the largest
Anerican vessel that ever entered was in the Kaministiquia

RiVer, and I have no doubt, from estimates with

which I agreed, rather than formed, that this
is the right place for the harbor. I was there
in 1864, but paid very little attention to the matter;
but when the Chief Engineer solected that as the proper
harbor, so far as I was able to form an opinion, I coincided
with bis views, andi thus I am glad to know that tbero bas
been no, accident at Prince Arthur's Landing; but I know
that in many cases vessels have not been able to go in there,
for it is not a harbor but a roadstead, and when the wind
is blowing from the mouth of the bay, it is impossible for a
vessel to lie there. But ail I ask now is that the Govern-
ment, especially as they are considering the question of the
terminus, should see that the lights should not be
wantonly destroyed for no reason whatever.

Mr. McLELAN. There was no wanton destruction, but
the lights simply went out of range in the channel, and
they were put right.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken as
to their being out of range. The hon. member for Algoma
will not say that the channel has shifted, but that it was
partially filled up.

Mr. DAWSON. I do not know that the channel shifted,
but it partly filled and the light shifted by the pressure of
the ice and the people set to work to put it in range again.
With regard to what the hon. gentleman said of Prince
Arthur's Landing being an open roadstead, I can only say
that vessels put in there in all storms, and have lain
in perfect safety. Very little bas been done towards
making artificial works beyond running out jetties, and if
they were extended a little further out the harbor would be
perfectly sheltered.

Mr. GUILLET. I desire to call the attention of the
hon. Minister to the necessity that exists of a light being
placed on the west part of the harbor of refuge now being
constructed at Cobourg. The harbor-master bas directed
my attention to the faut that the only light there is a small
lamp which bas been placed there by the local authorities,
and he thought it would be the duty of the Government to
place an efficieit light there which would not cost more
than a trifle each year. He says the danger is that vessels
approaching the harbor in dark nights are not warned of
the east pler, and that consequently accidents are likely to
occur for which the Government would perbaps be held re-
sponsible.

Mr. McLELAN. The Government have not made pro.
vision for this because it bas not been brought specially to
our notice; but the matter having now been brought up by
the hon. gentleman, we shall give it our consideration.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Having some knowledge of
what the hon. gentleman bas just montioned, I might say
that it is absolutely necessary that the lights should be put
at the end of the extended works, which reach considerably
farther out in the lake than the present lighthouse.

148. Completion and construction of Lighthouses
and Fog-alarms.... ..... ........... ............... $40,000

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). The hon. Minister bas
stated that he intends to provide for the erection of a fog-
alarm at the mouth of Shelburne Harbor this year. I hope
the Government are sincere in this intention, because this is
the second occasion on which they have made the same
promise. Serious injuly will certainly be done to the Con-
servative party in that county unless the hon. the Minister
of IÈailways urges upon his colleagues the necessity of con-
structing this fog-horn.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not necessary to say
another word.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I sincerely hope that the tenders
will be asked for and the work commenced before the elec-
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tion. I do not imagine that it will do the Liberal party any
injury, because it has been delayed so long.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is'now
afraid that it will now be done.

Mr. ROBERTSON. No, I bave been urging it for the
last four years, only I want the hon. Minister to see that it
is done.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not object to
Passing the vote as we have not the details, but it ought to
te distinctly understood that this item will be discussed as
fully and as freely on concurrence as. could be done on the
present occasion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This will be permitted.
Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). Is a light to be placed

at the western head of Barrington Harbor ?
Mr. McLELAN. It is not so decided.

149. To complete construction of a new lighthouse
on Sands Head entrance to Fraser River,
B.C..................... $5,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH1T. An hon. gentleman
(Mr. Bunster) states that this lighthouse is in- danger of
being carried away before it is built. What information
has the Minister of Marine on this subject?

Mr. McLELAN. The proper officers report that its
situation is good, and that it is being securely built.

150. Salaries and disbursements of Fishery Over-
seers and Wardens........... ................... ...... $93,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This is a very con-
siderable sum. I observe that $30,OO are to be expended
on fish-breeding, fishways and oyster beds. I would like to
know generally how these matters are progressing, and, in
particular, what is being done in the way of farming or
renewing new oyster beds. A good deal bas been said at
various times as to what the Department expects to do in
this direction, but I do not know that, as yet, any absolute
success has been attained, particularly in the matter of
oyster beds.

Mr. McLELAN. The Minister of Marine last spring
made some enquiry as to the mode of cultivating oysters
practised in the United States, but unfortunately he was
taken ill shortly after he made this investigation and had
visited the oyster beds in the United States. The matter bas
so rested since his illness, and I have not been able to give it
any attention; but no great expenditure has been made,
except in a survey of the different oyster beds in the
Dominion.

'Ur. HILLAM. Has no attempt been made to ascertain
whether other places are suitable for the cultivation of
oysters ? I called the attention of the hon. the Minister of
Marine to the subject last year, and, of course, I regret his
illness, which has not enabled him to pursue his investi-
gations to the extent which the matter deserved. I take
this opportunity of saying again to the hon. gentleman that
I think oysters could be profitably cultivated in Mary's
Bay. The locality is suitable, and oysters which have been
planted in similar waters have done finely. If the hon.
gentleman takes the subject into consideration ho will find
it to the advantage of the Dominion, while it will not occa-
sion much expense, and we will be able then to procure
oysters all winter.

Mr. McLELAN. I will certainly take the matter into
consideration.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Has the attention of
the Minister been called to the exhaustion, or the possible
exhaustion, of the lobster fisheries in the Maritime Prov-
inces ? I speak subject to correction, but I understood a con-

Mr. RoBERTsON (Shelburne).

siderable time ago, from gentlemen who were there resi.
dent, and also from members of this House, that these very
valuable fisheries were showing signs of exhaustion owing
to the manner in which these fisheries are conducted. I
am informed that a difficulty is experienced in enforcing
the close season.

Mr. McLELAN. Those engaged in the fisheries agreed
a year or two ago, on a close season. Representations were
made on this subject to the Minister, and on two or three
occasions, this season was extended; and last year, after I
came into the office, application was made from Prince
Edward Island, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, for the
extension of the fishing season, but owing to all the infor-
mation I could gather as to the condition of- this fishery, I
thought it unadvisable to do so, and I decided on the strict
observance of the close season as appoin.ted. I think that
in this way only can these fisheries be preserved ; and
this is in the interest of the fishermen themselves.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. There bas been no change in the
close season since the hon.'gentleman has taken charge of
the Department ?

Mr. MoLELAN. No.
Sir ALBE RT J. SMITIL I understand that those who are

engaged in the business-very many of them in New
Brunswick, and some in Prince Edward Island-bave repre-
sented to the Department that they consider it inexpedient
to have a close season at all, and have asked for its
abolition.

Mr. McLELAN. Applicàtions were made for an exten-
sion of the fishing season, but I strictly adhered to the close
season according to the regulations.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon.
gentleman state how far the assertions which are made
touching the diminution of these fisheries are correct or not?
This is a matter of very considerable practical importance,
as it concerns a very valuable industry, which, with proper
care, will become of more, instead of less, value. We all
know that these great canning establishments will destroy
the lobster fisheries unless they are well watched, and they
have really done so in some places.

Mr. McLELAN. We are taking every means to secure
the strict observance of the close season.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Was the catch of
lobsters last season more or less than usual ?

Mr. MoLELAN. It was very much larger than is uSUal,
last year.

Mr. ANGLIN. There is a general impression that there
is a falling off, that the fish are diminishing in size, that the
fish taken now are not as large, on the average, as they
were some years ago. In the county I represent, there is
a large number of packing houses, and in visiting theml I
have found opinions to vary so widely as to the close season
that it is impossible to arrive at a conclusion. Many assert
positively, there is no such thing as a close season, that the
close season for one fish is not the close season for another.
Some assured me that the regulation preventing fishitng ii1

shallow waters would be the most effectual way of pre-
serving the fish-they say that fish in spawning time pro-
ceed into the shallow waters, and that if fishing there were
prevented it would be perfectly right to allow fishing to go
on in the deep waters during the whole of the seasonf
others contradict that assertion. I am of the opinion that
the habits of the fish vary at different places, depending a
great deal upon the tides, warmth of water and other
influences. Some, again, would like this open seasOn to
extend well into the fll. Others allege that oven now
fish are unfit to be taken in many places during the late por-
tion of the open season, and that the most valuable fishing
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would be in what is called the close season, when the
waters become warm, and the fish are recovering from

pawning. All those statements are made by intelligent
ruen, and it is difficult to know what is best to be
done. My own impression is there ought to be
a close season, but I have not been able to make up
my mind as to what the close season should be. I believe
it should vary in different districts; for instance, on the At-
lartie coast where the water is open all the year, warm early
in the season, the season may commence much earlier than
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence where the waters are ice-bound
up to a very late period and the water remains, after the
ice disappears, so cold that the filsh is of very inconsiderable
value from the advaneed period of the spring. It would,
therefore, be unfair to make the close season there open at as
early a period as on the Atlantic coast. I made representa-
tions on this subject some years ago, and it was owing to
that, I believe, that the change was made in the law. I had
the honor of submitting to the Minister the representations
of a number of persons engaged in fishing in my county,
and I presume others made similar representations and that
our combined efforts led to the change in the clause with
respect to the fishing in that locality. There is very little
room to doubt that the season varies in different localities
and that the habits of the fish vary as the temperature
varies from different causes. Unfortunately, for the last
year or two, our fisheries have been very unprofitable,
because the market has been overstocked. From one reason
or another the habit of canning fish has extended very
largely; not only lobsters but almost every variety of fish
are now canned, and owing to this the market seems to be
so much overstocked that last year every one engaged in
business lost money.

Mr. KILLAM. I do not intend to weary the Committee
with any lengthy remarks on this question, but I want to
call the attention of the hon. the Minister of Marine to
some parts of the subject which, I think, are worthy of
his consideration. Of course, fishing is very different in
different parts of the Dominion, and the regulations are
different for the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of the St.
Lawrence, Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Our fishernen on the
Atlantic coast have to commence their fishing at a different
date under the regulations. I do not think the regulations
are exactly what they ought to be. I have considered the
subject carefully, have discussed it with many fisherrmen,
and arn prepared to say what, I think-although it is not
my business to propound a policy for the hon. gentleman
Opposite-will be the close season that would be most satis-
factory to the fishermen, so far as any fishery officer is able
to say will protect the fishery as well as it can b protected.
I should propose that July and August should be the close
months, say from 10th July to the end of August on the
Atlantic coast and Bay of Fundy, and during al the rest of
the year lobsters should be allowed to be caught for canning
or for export in any way. If that does not meet the views
of the bon. Minister, I wish that he would recommend that
in the western part of Nova Scotia lobsters could be caught
in the fall, after the end of the close season, for the
Purpose of exporting alive, to boil, and not for canning.
The export of lobsters in the shell is, I think, going to be an
important industry, and I take this opportunity of directing
the attention of the hon. Minister to it. I would like him
to give us before we take concurrence, if he cannot now,
Positive information on this subject. The question of the
lobster fisheries has received, I have no doubt, much atten-
tion from the officers of his Department. I referred to it
last Year and was promised by my hon. friend, who, I regret,
is unable to be present, that this subjeet would be looked
into. For sone occuit reason, the fishermen are prevented
froma catching fish when they ought to be allowed to. catch
them. This difficulty should be removed. I am not aware
whether these fishermen are to recoive the bendit of the

$150,000 devoted to fishermen; but at all events, they should
receive this consideration from the Department, that their
desires, -with regard to the close season, should be granted
and that they be allowed to have more than two months in
the year in which to ply their calling.

Mr. OGDEN. This question bas come before the Houso
every year. Some hon. gentlemen say they entertain serious
doubts as to the regulation being a proper one. Well, Sir,
I profess to know something about the lobster
business. I maintained here some four years ago that
there should be protection afforded to this valuable
industry, and I advocated that tho close season, such as is
now in force, was the proper close season for the whole
coast of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, that is, from the
tirst of August to the first of April next year.
I think the present regulation is about right.
I was at one time largely interested in the
lobster business, and I was charged on the floor of this
House with having influenced the Government to make this
regulation for my own personal benefit. The hon. member
for Gloucester bas stated to-night that the market is over-
stocked. It is overstocked, and I am sorry to say that
there are many lobster packers who are not so solvent as I
would like to sec them, on account of the market being
overstocked. The business of fishing bas becomo a neces-
sity on certain parts of the coast. The fish bocame smaller
and scarcer, yet the fishermen had to earn as nuch money
for the support of their families and had to ask a higher
price than they previously obtained, consequently they
obtained a smaller quantity of fish for the same money
than they had in years gone by. Therefore the cost of
production became much greater than before.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Whose policy was it ?
Mr. OGDEN. It was the hon. gentlemen opposite who

made the regulations; and on the represontations, I think,
of Mr. Jones, of Halifax, they rescinded the Orderin Council
on Monday which they passed the Saturday before. They
did not have backbone enough to pass an Order in Council
and carry it out regardless of consequences. I am sorry to
say the hon. member for Westmoreland was at the head of
the Dcpartment at the time. The Order in Council as it
now stand-, I believe to be in the interests of the packers and
fishermen, and of the country at large. I bave receivcd the
following letter froin a influential fira in Portland doing
business in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia:-

ALFRED OGDEN, Esq , Ottawa. Il PourTLAn, Me., 24th January, 1882.

" DEAR SIR,-We trust that Parliament will make no alteration in the
law for the protection of the Lobster Fishery, which law, you well know,
has proved to be the wisest measure that could have been adopted for
the protection of a business which is now of so great importance to the
Province.

"Operating fourteen factories on the coast of Nova Scotia, and our
former senior partner, the late Mr. Samuel Rumery, having been the first in
the business on the coast of Maine, our long experience teaches us that if
tbe season for fishing were to be extended beyond its present li.nits, the
supply would soon become as lmited as it is on this coast.

"1 ad our law here been rassed before the Lobster Fishery was beyond
redemption, the business would have prospered; but the lobster is now
so nearly exterminated that we are obliged to close our factories here as
they become unprofitable, which during the past few years bas been at
about the rate of one each year.

" On the contrary, we fiud that in Nova Scotia, in consequence of sea-
sonable protection measures, our factories there are producing rather
more than they did during the same months before the adoption of the
present law. We, of course, feel deeply interested in the future welfare
of the business, and sincerely trust that no measures will be adopted,
whicb we feel confilent will result disastrously to the interest of both
packer and fishermen.

"aWe remain, very truly yours,
"ONTARIO PACKING CO."

That firm is operating largely in the counties of Shelburne
and Yarmouth. The opinion of these gentlemen ought cer-
tainly to be worth something. I said I was at one time
interested in the business. 1 remember at one time having
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packed as many lobsters as any packer in the Dominion. months-April, May, June and July. In April, on the
But I have sold out my whole interest and have not now a south coast of Nova Scotia, it was impossible for thedollar invested in the business, consequently I speak as one fishermen to prosecute their work. After the first
having no personal interest whatever in the business, but' week in July lobsters become very scarce, and the
solely in the interests of my constituents, who are largely business usually ended at about the end of that month
engaged in this business, and dependent upon it for their Ail I have asked the Government was that we should have
daily bread. I know that some hon. gentlemen have tried May, June, September and October, being months in which
to make political capital against me, because they said that fishermen eau prosecute the business. In regard to the
this regulation was made in the interest of myself and other matter urged on the Government by the hon. mnember for
packers to the detriment of the interests of the fishermen; Yarmouth (Mir. Killam), permitting the exportation of
but they cannot say so now, as I have gone ont of the busi- lobsters in the shell during certain times of the year, I
ness altogether. I can go back to my constituents to- think it should receive the attention of the Government.
morrow and tell them I urged the CGovern- Arrangements have been made in the western portion of
ment to enforce this Order in Council, which has Nova Scotia, for the exportation of lobsters in the shell by
not only been the means of perpetuating the lobster busi- the steamer Dominion, and the counties of Shelburne ard
ness in the Maritime Provinces, but has been the means of Yarmouth are much interested in this, which will prove a
protecting the fish. If the present protection is maintained large and profitable business. If the fishery inspectors
to that valuable crustacea the effect will be to perpetuate would carry out the regulations, to fine heavily lobster
the business and keep people home who would otherwise packers who destroyed small and female fish, and gave four
have to go to a foreign country to earn a livelihood. months in which to catch the fish, an act of justice would
I am sorry hon. gentlemen opposite so far forget their duty be done to the fishermen. I have, however, given up ail
to themselves and their constituents as totry to make a little hope of Nova Scotia fishermen receiving justice at the hands
political capital out of a measure which is for the publiegood. of this Government. We will see what is the result of the
The hon. gentleman from Shelburne smiles; but I remember lobster fishery during the coming year.
twoortbreeyearsagothere was alobster packerin his county Mr. SNOWBALL. I am glad the bon. Minister bas notwho was one of bis warmest supporters, and he too-was rigidly enforced the regulations respecting the close seasonanxious there should be no close season, but I think to-day
that gentleman bas cbanged bis mind, both Mr. McLELAN. I did not extend the fishing season.
with regard to the regulations and to the Mr. KILLAM. There was an extension of ten days.
former opinion of the hon. member. I have yet to Mr. McLELAN. I am speaking of this season.
hear from one packer that there should be no close season,
either in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia or Prince Edward Mr. SNOWBALL. In 1881 it was refused. I would
Island. That is the case not orl in Shelburne, but in urge upon the hon. Minister the necessity of looking into
every other county throughout the Province of Nova Scotia. this matter carefully, and consider the time fishermen have
I remember three years ago many of my friends from been able to fish before refusing an extension. The scason
Prince Edward Island begged for an extension of time. on the Atlantic coast, Nova Scotia and Gulf portions of
They said: "Our fishermen cannot earn a livelibood. as the New Brunswick is entirely different. We seldom get new
time is too short." They have now ascertained that the lobsters before the middle of May or even June. Last year
present regulation is a proper one for the protection the season was much earlier than usual.
of all parties concerned. I felt it to be my duty Mr. McLELAN. You have a longer period than they
to make these remarks. Having never missed a have.
division sinco I have been a mermber of Parliament, I was Mr. SNOWBALL. It is necessary we should have a
careful to be present when the lobster fishery came up. If different season because we do not get the fish so early.
any change in the regulation i made, making the close There is a great deal of force in what was said by
season shorter than it is to-day, it will be detrimental to the hon. member for Yarmouth. Many fishermen main-
the interests of the fishermen along the coast. I speak not as tain that part of July and August is the proper close
one personally interested but as an independent man, and season ; but there is this to be considered, that in the Gulf
while some were opposed to me on this question in the past, I they cannot fish in September. It is so stormythey are not
believe there is not a man to be found who is opposed to able to fish in deep water. The fish sh'ould be
me to-day. protected when on the shore, and the fishermien

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). I have paid some little should be compelled to fish lobsters in deep water. Fishing
attention to this matter, and I have acted in the interests in deep water no doubt costs much more than near the
of my constituents. I have bad theb honor during the last shore, owing to the expense of traps and great loss by
two or three years of presenting a large number of petitions storms, and can only be prosecuted during the early months
on tbis subject, including a petition from Guysborough, of the season. The bon. gentleman says that packers gen-
signed by 500 of the bon. gentleman's electors. The lob- erally want to have the close season as it now exists.
ster packers are, no doubt, in favor of the close season which Mr. OGDEN{. I did not say so. I said I had a letter
exists, but there are other interests to be considered. The from a firm who said that any alteration in the law would
hon. member for Guysborough has told the louse that the be detrimental
Order in Conucil was passed in the interest of the !obstert'
packers, and for their special benefit. I bez to differ with Mrs SNOWBALL. After bbc lst of Septemberyou canne
them, and to say that the Order was passed for the purpose catch enough to keep the factories open, and because
of affect ing the price of lobsters in the London market. they have to close the factories they should not want the

peopleon the coasts prevented from catching the fis
Mr. OGDEN. Yen favored it yourself- fer their own use; they would sooner have themn
Mr. ROBERTSON. I did not. The hon. gentleman re- accumulated for the following season, but I maintain it

ferred to the lobster packers in my county who are in would do no harm to allow the fish to be caught for the local
favor of the present close season. Those lobster packers markets any time after the first of September, as the spaWn-
were like all others in Nova Scotia, and they asked for the ing season is over. The freezing of salmon,
close season adopted by the Government. The fishermen and shipping them fresh, bas almost done ,away
along the coast were opposed to the present close season. with the canning of that fish in the Maritime Proviices,
The Government proposed to give the fishermen four land so it will be with lobsters in after years; for

Mr. OGDEN.
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even nowthe margin on canned lobsters has been reduced
to the lowest possible point. I hope, therefore, that the
Acting Minister will do everything in his power to foster
among the people of the Lower Provinces the trade which
by every appearance will be the trade of the future. The fall
which has taken place in the trade has been owing largely,
if not exclusively, to the number of people who have gone
into the business, and the fact that the fish caught on
the muddy bottoms in parts of Prince Edward Island and
New Brunswick are of adark color, and that they are
mixed with the brighter lobsters when sent to the markets
of Europe, gives a character to our exports to Europe of
that article which is not favorable, and which has its effect
in depressing the trade.

Mr. HACKETT. I think the impression has been got
by some hon. gentlemen that the fishing season of Prince
Edward Island was extended last year, but such is not the
fact, I know that great pressure was brought to bear
upon the Acting Minister to extend the season, and
it was felt that the season was too short for the interests of
the people embarked in that industry. We have very late
springs there, and the fishermen are unable to set their traps
before the lst of June, and they have to take them up by
the 20th of August. The season is, therefore, so short that
people engaged in them have had little opportunity of
getting any rernuneration. The hon. member for Shelburne
(Mr. Robertson) said that the Government had taken parti-
cular care of the lobster packers, while they had taken no
interest in the fishermen. That is quite incorrect. The
lobster packers of Prince Edward Island last year
tried their best to extend the season, but the
Government would not give way, and, of course,
ley considered that they had suffered on that account.
So far as the spawning season is concerned the
regulations are intended for the purpose of protecting the
lobster, so that it will not be exterminated. I know that,
owing to the vigilance of the officers, so careful are the
fishermen, that they remove all the spawn belore taking4
them to the factories, as they know that otherwise they
would be fined. I am very much surprised at the remarks
of the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Snowball),
who said that the lobsters taken off the coast of Prince
Edward Island, when packed, are of a dark color, and not
up to the standard of those taken in the other Provinces.
I deny that ; I say that the lobsters takon around Prince
Edward Island are equal to any taken in any part of
Canada, and if the hon. gentleman visits the Island he will
find that we have as clear a water and as clear a bottom as
can be found off the coast of any part of the Maritime
Provinces.

last summer, and from the evidence they gathered it appears
to me that there is a great deal in the whole question that
is worthy of consideration. I have been informed that the
Acting Minister was met at Metapedia by some of the in-
habitants, who urged him to allow the Commission to inves-
tigate other questions than the simple charges made against
the warden-questions involving, to some extent, the
action of some officers of the Department, and they com-
plain now that the investigation bas not been so full as it
ought to have been. I think the whole question of grant-
ing fishing licenses, not only to settlers on the river above
tide-water,, but to those on the coast, is worthy of being
considered by the Government. There is continual trouble
at present, owing to some men being able, through political
influence, to obtain rights which they should not enjoy,
while others, who are poor and deserving people, do not get
any rights at all.

Mr. MoLELAN. The question of regulating the rights
of the fishermen- along the Restigouche is surrounded by
difficulties, but it shall have my consideration with a view
of produing harmony. With regard to the investigation held
last year, the opinion at one time prevailed that it should
be limited to the charges originally sent into the Depart-
ment, but owing to representations afterwards made to me
by some of the inhabitants, I told the Commissioners that
they might extend their enquiries, and I think the investi-
gation was very full and very exhaustive.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. Minister of Railways, when
he visited British Columbia last summer, must have seen
the desirability of encouraging lobster fishing on our shores.
We have a great many men employed in catching fish on
our coast; our fisheries are very valuable, and I hope tie
hon. gentleman will not forget his promise to give us a
hatchery.

Mr.'BORDEN. I wish to call the attention of the Minister
to the fishery of the gaspereaux. A few years ago a very valu-
able fishery was then pursued in catching alewives and sal-
mon; but since then a mill has been erected on the river, and
the fishery has been almost entirely destroyed. W hile the late
Government were in office, I bronght the matter under the
notice of the then Minister, and some improvements were
made in the ladder at the dam across the river. When the
present Government came into office, they thought it
necessary to dismiss all the officials on the river at the
time, and I had reason to hope that under the new régime
some improvement would take place; but I have received
a letter from a member of the municipal council in my
county informing me that still no improvement has taken
place, and asking me to bring this important matter once
more to the attention of the Government.

Mr. HADDOW. Mr. Chairman, I think the time sug-IM
gested by the member for Yarmouth is the time best ra
adapted for the close season for lobster fishing, at least I made of a number of woirs iu Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
think the close season should be in July and August. wick witl the view of removing obstructions on these weirs,
don't say that it should be necessary to take the whole of for the very purpose of allowing the smaller flsh to ascend
both months, but within those months the close them, and increase the number of the smaller fsh, in order
season should be made. My principal object, however to attract the larger fish t the coast. The report

atprsen be ade Myprinipa obeotlo 've1 of the inspecter 15 now before us, and probably tieme actionat. present is to direct the attention of thea
Minister to the fact that among the fishermen along the willeanihavietoe dfRestigouche, which is celebrated for its salmon fisheries,
there is at present a deal of discontent with the regulations Mr. OGDEN. The hon. member for Northumberland re-
of the Government, who prohibit them from taking fish ferred te the months of August and September, stating that
even for their own use. Of course, there is a question as toa
the right of these people to fish opposite their own land; August was a nverstrm n.moandat Il is

lda question is now before the courts. I have like to correct the hon, gentleman. It ie more exponsive
110 doubt it will soon be settled in favor of the settlers, o w insalatrwhotesabeksherp.ad
but I think the regulations are pretty severe, and I wouldntflh in shoa water, where tha breaks the traps
ask the hon. Minister to relax them if possible, as the caseonets Ith n k ee h eetlas n efseott the t

those People, who live in isolated districts, far away from e lobster business as des about e ca indusry; and,
e privileges which belong to more sottled localities, is a consequently, I do net îhink that he wilL carry off the palm

hard one. A Commision of enquiry visited that locality with rSpect teither. Many people considort"t the

MrlcuLNee aehdaseca xmnto
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lobster question is a triffing little matter, which deserves no
consideration. The hon. gentlemen opposite passed the greater
part of a day on a discussion about a pig only worth $3, but
here is a question of great magnitude, which nust be passed'
over without any remark. I will now read to the House the
following interesting statistics from a cireular issued by
Isaac H. Mathens, of Hlalifax, of the number of cases of pre-
served lobsters and salmon imported into the United King-
dom for each year since 1874:

LOBSTERs.

1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881

89,392 113,944 129,559 139,780 170,510 178,773 232,139 257,668

SALMON.

1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881

82,918 182,300 292,005 305,410 317,920 364,020 257,242 552,467

grant licenses to catch these fish for the last year or tw0
Before that no notice was taken of this fish, but gine
there has been a mrarrket for sturgeon, principauly in the
United States, the Department have ordered that licenses be
granted to catch those fish in certain districts. These wardens
have acted separately, each issuing licenses to fish in hi8 own
district, but the licenses are so drawn that any party who has
one can fish in any part of the river. [ence difficulties have
arisen, litigation has nearly taken place, and a good deal of
confusion has resulted. I would enquire whether any poliey
has been decided upon in reference to the extent of territory
covered by these licenses, and with reference to the close
season, about which there was some difficulty from the fact
that it is scarcely known what time of the year these fish do
spawn. In fact there never was a close season until last
year, when one was fixed to some extent.

Mr. McLELAN. This is a new business, as the hon.
member has stated, and is not so systematized as it might
be. A good deal of correspondence is going on between the
Department and the officer at St. John, with respect to this
matter. Licenses are to be issued this year, but as to
whether they ought to be issued generally over the river
or locally, I am not positive, but I think they will be con-
fined to districts so as to prevent confusion.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Some regard should be paid to our
own people. and these wardens should as much as nossiba

Thus, you will see, Mr. Speaker, that the lobsters above, give licenses, not to foreigners, but to our own people. It
at $5 a case, amount to $1,288,340, chiefly the pro- is very annoying to find foreigners coming in for a few
ducte of the Dominion of Canada. None were months catching all the fish and making all the profit.
shipped from the United States, and but a very small
quantity from Newfonndland. The salmon were the Mr. MoLELAN. I enquired into this matter, and the
product chiefly of British Columbia. Now, Mr. Chair- answer 1got was that Americans would go to the man
man, this is a matter of considerable importance, and should living on the shore and get the license in his name.
not be passed over without being given due consideration. Mr. KAUL BACH. The neglect of our river fisheries in
The hon. member for Northumberland has tried to demon- some of the counties in Nova Scotia, preveùiting the acces
strate the want of value of the Prince Edward Island of fish up their waters, bas been the subject of compfaint
lobster. I am very sorry to say that ho has made state- for many years, but I am sorry to find littie has been done
ments here which, if they were quoted perhaps on the other up to the present time to reinedy the grievance. For some
side, would be very much against the interests of these years past, and more particularly since I have had the honor
packers ; but it appears to be the height Of of representing my county in this House, I have given the
the ion. gentleman's ambition to decry every matter much attention; and during the last thi-ee years I
industry in the country. I am sure that the lobster packers have frequently brought the matter before the notice of
in hie own county will not thank him for having done so. the Department, and made repeated app eals foi ad in pro-
With reference to what my hon. friend has said bre with tecting the fisheries and removing the obstructions that
respect to the ascendiug of rivers by alewives and gas- offer on many of the rivers of the county of Lunenbarg,
pereaux, I am very sorry that there8 is not a larger sum in the especially on the river La Have. This is certainly the
Estimates for the protection and preservation of the river finest river in the Province of Nova Scotia, and was in
fisheries. It is evident that our fisheries along the coast former years greatly frequented by salmon, shad and gas-
are becoming exhausted. The fishermen have to go further pereaux in large quantities. It is now, hbwever, se com.
out to sea and in larger crafts in order to catch codfishi pletely obstructed by mill-dams, debris, etc., that the fish
but if our river fisheries were protected and our streams have to a great extent left its waters, and are but seldom
were kept clear of sawdust, and if useful fish-ladders were met with beyond the head of the tide. I have no desire to
erected, salmon and alewives and other fish would ascend interfere with the milling interests on this river, and be-
our rivers to deposit their spawn and attract the codfish to sides there is no necessity for it, as both the fishing and
our shores. As soon as our river fisheries become extermin- milling interests can be accommodated without the oe-
ated tien I say that the codfish iill forsake our siores, and terfering with the other so long as sumcient interest is
the living of many hardy sons of toil will be lost. The taken by the -chief river officials to see that proper fish-
only fault which I have to find with the Government is that ways are provided thereon. The grand secret to the success
they have not given ithat attention to the river fisheries of the deep sea fisheries is the proper attention to the river
which they deserve. I believe Mr. Whitcher has been a fisheries for the culture of the young fry, as through it the
good and faithful man u ithat respect, and I am only sorry larger fish frequenting the deep sea wouid be attracted tO
his bauds have been tied, and that a larger sum has not been the shore after the smaller fish frequenting the bays and
expended im protecting our river fisheries. rivers, and success as an inevitable resuit would thus attend

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I wish to make a few remarks the pursait ot he fishermen. I am sorry to find
about a new branch of fishery which has sprung up lately so amali a sum is in the Estimates for this important
in New Brunswick, on the St. John River-the sturgeon service. Money could not be appropriated in any better
fihery. As it is a new industry, the Government, way than in clearing our rivers, for the botter access5O
I presume, have been at a ess to know what regulations fish up and down their wateis. I hope my county wilIlbe
it is necessary to make to protect it. On this river there fairly treated, and the money required for the improving 0f
are some three districts, in each of whibh a warden its respective river fisheries be granted, so that the disltie
is a ùted. These wardens bae bon authoried to jfaction no* existing nay exist no longer.

X. OZIna,
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Mr. KILLAM. It would have been interesting had the

hon member explained what bas been done by the hatching
establishments, and what is proposed to be done in intro-
ducing the sjpawn into our different rivers. Salmon fishing
bas commenced in Nova Scotia, and at this season the
salmon is very valuable, the average value to the fisherman,
a it is taken from the water, being $1 per lb., during the
ljtter part of March and the first part of April. In the United
States markets these fish are quoted at $2.50 per ILb.
'The officers of the Fishery Department, I am bound to say,
have been generally efficient in their duties. But I wanted
to say that in the distribution of this fish spawn that river
should not be overlooked, because the fish that are hatched
there comle to maturity sooner, and are more valuable than
the fish anywhere else.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). I think the remariks of
the hon. member for Kings, and the hon. member for
Luinenburg, with reference to the river fisheries, should
re(eive the immediate and earnest attention of the Govern-
ment. There is no more important fiaheries in the Lower
Provinces than the river fisheries, but for the last eight or
ten years they have been seriously neglec.ted or destroyed
in some important rivera. The mill-dams across the rivers
prevent the fish from passing up, and the Government have
patented a fish-ladder, manufactured by a Mr. Rogers,
which is of no more value in assisting the fish up the rivera
than a stairway would be. Until the Government takes
some steps to have some portion of a river bed set apart
for the use of the fisheries, they never can expect to have
the fisheries restored. It must be evident to this Hlouse that
there is too much politics in the service. If the hon. gentle-
mari would just lay aside politics in this Department and
select men for their qualifications, instead of for their
politics, we could then hope to have some improvement in
our river fisheries.

Mr. SNOWBALL. Is it intended to pay the ex-fishery
warden, Mr. Perley, the claim he has against the Depart-
ment? I understand that claim lias been favorably reported
upon.

Mr. McLELAN. I find the claims were passed upon by
the hon. member for Westmoreland and decided against Mr.
Perley; and they were also passed upon by Mr. Pope with
the same result.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 1 o'clock
a.m.) the louse adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FmDAY, I4th April, 1882.

The SePEAÂEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

BOUNTIES TO FISHERMEN.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that on Tuesday next

the louse do resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole
to consider the following resolution:-

That it is expedient that an annual grant of 5150,000 be made to aid
in the development of the sea fisieries and the encouragement of the

anidi and fltting out f irnproved fishiag ressela, and the improve-
ruent the condition -of the fishermen.

Mr. PLYNN. Would the hon. gentleman explain the
Prineiple on which he proposes to apportion the money
anIlong the fishermen.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. When the resolution is
oved I will give a full statement of the intentions of the

Gûvernment.
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Mr. BLAKE. I think the hon.gentleman might answer

the enquiry briefly unless the motion is a more form. I
suppose the object of the motion is that such explanations
may be given as to satisfy the House of the propriety of its
going into Committee. Of course, this is not the time for
debate, but I think we might have a brief statement of the
intentions of the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think that is at
all the parliamentary practice. The object of giving notice
of a motion to be moved at a future day, is that the House
may not ho taken by surprise. The principle of the grant
is specified in the resolution; the question as to how it is
to be applied is a niatter of detail, which will be properly
gone into when the House goos into Committee on the
resolution.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think the present is the time when we
should have the explanation of the resolution. It is true
that the notice is sufficient to meet the parliamentary
requirements in the case; but I think it is the invariable
custom, when such motions are made, to explain to the
House why they are asked to adopt thom. We are now
virtually asked to commit ourselves to the principle of the
expenditure of the money, and I think we have the right to
ask how it is to be expended. I am interested in a large
number of fishermen who are desirous of ascertaining how
they are to be affected by this grant, and I have received a
number of letters on the subjet. In a very short time the
fishing season will be open, and all these men will be
engaged in their pursuits, and they are anxious to know
what they have to do to ho entitled to a share of this bounty.
For every possible reason I think we ought to have the
explanations now.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will
see that the fishermen are anxious, not to get a statement
from the hon. Minister of Finance, but to know the decision of
Parliament, and that can only ho arrived at in Committee,

Mr. KILLAM. I have no doubt that this is a diffleult
subject to deal with. The question of relief and assistance
to the fishermen has engaged the attention of the Govern-
ment for the last three years, and although no provision
was made for them in the National Policy, it is pleasing to
see how anxious the Government are to take their case into
consideration. I presume that the hon. the Finance Minister
cannot give any explanation at the present time, because ho
is occupied in deciding what ho will do about the drawback
on sugar, as he was in finding out the proper duty to impose
on sugar, when ho forgot to consider the case of the fisher-
men before.

Motion agreed to.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Before the House proceeds to the
Orders of the Day, I wish·to make a statement in regard to
a matter in which I am somewhat interested. Some days
ago I gave notice that unlees some other arrangement
should ho made, I would moe te take up the discussion of
the question of which I gave notice some time ago, as an
amendment to going into Supply. Some of the papers
reported that 1 had announced that I would move
my resolutions on the next occasion on which the
motion was made to go into Supply, and those who read
that report of course were curions to know why I did not
make the motion on either of the two occasions that have
since arisen. I make this explanation to show why I did not
move. I still hoped that I might get the consent of the
leader of the Government to move the resolutions in some
other way at an early day. I therefore now ask the leader
of the flouse if ho will give me an opportunity of dealing
with that question at an early day. I know that there is
no hope of reaching it in the ordinary way on the privat.
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days, as there are so many notices of motions before it.I
would like to reach it, if possible, on Tuesday next, and
have it understood that it would come up on that day, s8
that people outside might be aware of the fact.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The request of the hon
gentleman is a reasonable one, considering the importance of
the subject involved in his resolutions, and I will undertake
to give him an early opportunity of bringing this subjeci
up. I prefer not fixing Tuesday, because my hon, friend
the Minister of Railways is to bring down his railway policy
on that day, but I would say Thursday next. I will arrange
that he shall have an epportunity of bringing up that qu.es
tion and discussing it fully on that day.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I am quite satisfied with that arrange.
ment.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Since the right hon. leader of the
Government is willing to fix a future day for the motion of
my hon. friend opposite, I have a Bill before this House
which interests the public of Canada much more directly
than the motion of my hon. friend, however important it is,
and I would like the hon. Prime Minister to renew, if
possible, the engagement which he made last Session, and
fix a day when I can bring forward that Bill. As it stands
on the paper, it is not likely, even if the Session be pro-
longed, that we can reach it before prorogation. Therefore
if the hon. gentleman would give that Bill procedence on
the paper, so that it may be brought before the House this
Session, I think the country would be very much obliged to
him.

Mr. GUILLET. I have charge of a very important Bill,
which comes before the hon. gentleman's Bill on the Order
Paper, and, as it concerns the interests of the seamen of the
Province of Ontario, I think that, if these favors are to be
generally accorded, my Bill should have precedence of the
Bill of tbe hon. gentleman.

Mr. ANGLIN. I would like to ask the hon. Minister of
Railways when I may expect the returns with relation to
Intercolonial rolling stock purchased outside of the Dom-
inion; sidings which were built during the last year or two;
and the number of employes, and the salaries paid them two
or three years ago and at present ? Some of these returns,
I think, could be made up in a very short time; but, so fair,
I have in vain waited patiently for their appearance.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In reply to the hon. gentle-
man, I beg to state he is aware that it is impossible for me
to furnish any one of the retirns to which ho bas alluded,
without reference to the local headquarters of the Intercol-
onial Railway at Moncton, as these returns have to be there
made up. I lost no time in making this reference, and I
received last night two of them at all events. I suppose that
they will go to the Secretary of State's office to-day, and
that I will be able to lay them on the Table of the House on
Monday next. The last one, I think, will take more time;
but, at all events, instructions were given to use all possible
expedition.

Mr. KILLAM. I moved some time since for returns
respecting the prices of stores, &c., purchased for the Inter-
colonial Railway; and I would like to know whether they
are in such an advanced shape that they will likely be laid
before the House within a few days. 1 wish very much to
get flua information before we discuss the corresponding
item lu the Estimates.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I eau only say that the same
course was taken with reference to the motion of the hon.
gentleman. Instructions were given to use all possible des-
patoh, and as soon as they are received, they will be laid
on the Table of the House.

Mr. IVES. As I understand the matter, the Bill of the
hon. member for L'Islet more particularly interesta a very

MIr. COSTIGAN.

I small portion of Her Majesty's lieges, the contractors, while
I the Bill of the hon. member for Northumberland refers to
o the seamen of only one Province, Ontario.

Mr. GUILLET. It seeks the enjoyment of rights which
other seamen have already obtained.

fMr. IVES. But I have charge of a Bill that interests the
Dominion generally, and the members of this House very

tpartieularly. I always had the impression that charity
begins at home, and it would be well for us, in giving pro.
cedence to different measures, to consider one that has more
particular reference to ourselves. I refer to the Bill with

- respect to the amendment of the Election Law. I know
that a very large amount of interest is taken in this Bill by

- members of both sides of the House, and I think that an
early opportunity ought to be given to go into Committee
on this Bill with a view of passing it into law.

f Mr. BLAKE. I wish to call attention to the very defec.
tive character of a return which has been laid on the Table
in answer to an order from this House, with respect to the
expenditure on the part of the Pacific Rail way Commission,
and any possible further expenditure, with a copy of ail
correspondence. Papers in possession of the Commission
themselves have been sent down, but nothing of what has
been done by the Administration. The return contains no
statement of the process by which the work of the printing
of the evidence was transferred to the Government Printers
from the louse of Messrs. Stephenson, who appear to have
received the contract; nor does it contain a statement refer-
red to in one of the letters, as enclosed in that letter; nor a
statement which purports to be an account for printing
work. The letter is there whieh says the account is liere;
but the account is not here. The order of the flouse was
also for an estimate of what the expenses not already made,
would be; and, although the whole of the printing bas been
completed, and although evidently the accounts of the par-
ties have been rendered-I presume that the account for the
whole of the work bas been sent in-there is no statement
of the expense for printing work whatever. An
estimate of the different expenses generally to be incurred
was also asked for, but there is no statement of the estimated
expenses for the Commissioners at all; so that the statement is
quite imperfect. We were led to understand, lat Sesion, th.t
the rate for the Comnissioners services had been fixed, but
the letter of the Secretary says it is not easy to give
an estimate on that subject, that, with the exception of him-
self, no fixture bas taken place as to the remuneration of the
Commissioners. The hon. Minister of Finance, in answer to
a question to myself, stated what the rate of remuneration is
to be; but there appears to be some question as to allow-
ances. The work of the Commission is over; the printing
is done; we want to know what the expense is to be. The
louse granted the order; but the return, although it is
voluminous and although it contains a great many letters,
does not give any idea as to what the expense is to be.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will soon get that.

DISALLOW&NCE OF STREAMS' BILL.

SirLEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now
leave the Chair for the House to go again into Committee
of Supply.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Mr. Speaker, those who, i ke
yourself, are old enough to remember the party struggles, the
party triumphs and the party defeats in the old Parliam1ent
of Canada, under a logislative union, the form of gove inment
that prevailed before Confederation, have a lively recollee-
tion of the circumastances and causes that led to these party
conflicts in the early days of Canadian history. Old Upper
Canada, whether right or wrong, I am not now goine
discuss, always persistently and earnestly contended, that
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under the Union of the two Provinces, she never had fair Confederation. It was known after Confederation did take
play. We know that many questions of vital importance place that, althongh the powers given to each of the Govern-
to the individual Province were constantly coming. to the ments were reasonably clear and well defined, still, under
front of the political stage-questions of a purely local our constitution, new and untried, different interpretations
character that affected the Province only, and that the voice might be put upon the different powers reserved to the
of a majority of representatives of the people from the different Governments, and so, at an early day in the history
Province affected by the proposed legislation was often of Confederation, it became necessary to lay down some
overridden by the voice of the whole House. We know clear, well defined, and permanent rule by which the
somethng now, historically at ail events, of the long and Dominion Government would be guided in passing
gallant struggle to abolish the clergy reserves, to change upon local legislation, and by which the Domin-
the seignorial tenure, to secure to each Province a fair nion Government would be restrained from the exercise of
share of local legislation suited to its wants and require. the power of vetoeing reserved by the British North
ments, and a fair share of local self-government and public Ameries Act to the Dominion Government over the Legis-
works. We know that such local questions were.constantly lation of the different Provinces. It was of the first conse-
cropping up. We know that on some occasions these ques- quence to the well being and prosperity of each Province.
tions were disposed of contrary to the voice of a majority of it was of the first consequence to the security and
the representatines of the people from the Province permanence of the Union, that the interpretation put by
affected. We knôw that great dissatisfaction and discontent the Dominion Government upon that portion of the con-
prevailed as the result. We know the keen and bitter strug- stitution which assigned to each Goverment its
gle that f>llowed. We know that parties in the old Parlia- authority and power in matters of legislation should
ment of Canada were so evenly balanced that neither party be certain and permanent. The hon. gentleman who now
could successfully carry on the Government of the country.. leads this House and who then guided the destinies of this
We know that at one time, at all events, Governments were country-who was then and is now Prime Minister-aware
made and Governments were unmade by the vote of one of the necessity of having these powers well defined, he, at
man. We know that then we were face to face with a grave an early day in the history of Confeleration, did, so far as
and serions danger, and the hon. gentleman who now leads human skill and human ingenuity could, define the powers
the louse said, in his speech in the old Parliament assigned to each of the G)vernments and especially the
of Canada on Confederation, that men of all right ofthe Dominion Government to pass upon local'legis-
parties and of all shades of politics became lation. Upon the 8th January, 1868, the right bon. First
alarmed at the aspect of affairs.. Under these circum- Minster prepared a State paper, which I hold in my hand,
stances, it was easy to see that the then condition of affairs dealing with this important question. Permit me, for the
conild not long continue to exist. If it was desirable that satisfaction of the House, to read from that reliable and
our allegiance to the British Crown and to British institu- important document. the views which the hon. First Minister
tions should be continued, that the growth and prosperity then entertained wtth respect to the right and power of the
of the Provinces should be secured, that local affaira should Dominion Government in passing upon local legislation :
be placed absolutely under the control of each Province "In deciding whether any Act of a Provineial LeRislature should beanew condition of affaira must necessarily spring out of the disallowed, or sanctioned, the Government must not only consider
chaos, and theconfusion and the deadlok that, to some ex- whether it sffects the interest of the whole Dim nion or not, but alo
tent, prevailed in those early days. Various schemes were whther it be unconstitutional; whether it exéeeds the j irisdiction con-

t, ferred on the Local Legislature, and, in caseq wh"re the jurisiiction inthen suggested, as a remedy for the prevailing discontent. concurrent whether is clashes with the legis'ation of the General
The double majority was tried, it failed. Government by Parliament "
coalition was tried, it failed. The hon, the First Minister . " As it is of importance that the course of local legislation should be
in the speech to which I have referred pointed ouf other interfered with as little as possible, and the power of disallowance exer-,pothercised with great caution, and oaly in cases where the law of general
remedies. One was the disolution of the Union between interests of the Dominion imperatively denand it, the undersigned
Upper and Lower Canada, and leaving affairsin the condition reconmends that the following course be pursued :n That on the receipt hy Your Excellency of the Acte passed in anyin which they were before the Union of 1841; the, second Province, they be referred to the Minister of Jusqtice for report, and thatsolution of the difficulty was, representation by population; he with all conve-nient speed, do report as to those Acta which he con-
and the third solution was, a federal Union of all the British siders free frm ohjection of any kind, and if such report be a rrroved
North American Provinces. The result was a federal by Your Excellency in Council, that such approval be forthwith com-

municated to the Provincial Government.lJnion of all these Provinces, willing to join the great IlThat he make a separate report, or separate reports, on those Acte
Confederation. This Union was based on the principle which he may consider-
long contended for by the Liberal party, especially of the "1 As being altogether illegal or uneonstitutional.

2. As illegal or unconstitutional in part.Province of Ontario-the principle announced at their "3. in casesof concurrent juriediction as clashing with the legislation
various conventions and gatherings imitated by the of the General Parliament.
leaders of the party and supported by their followers-the ." 4. As affecting the interesta of the Dominion.generallv. And that
principle that all local affaire should be dealt with by the in sueh report or reports he gives hie reasons for his opinions."
local authorities, and that all affairs of a national character That is not all. These are the grounds, as I ùnderstand
should be disposed of by some joint or federal power. I this paper, upon which the hon. gentleman thought in the
am satisfiel that the Union of the Provinces would not early days of Confederation that the Dominion Government
have taken place, at all events at the period at which it would be justified in paseing on local legisiation, in vetoing
did take place, had that not been the guiding principle in or disallowing it. But, even assuming the local legisla-
the mninds of the leading statesmen who had to do with that tion was in violation of the rules laid down by the hon.
question. 1 am satisfied it was one of the principles that gentleman, even then, Sir, ho did not appear te think that
loved the varions Provinces to join Confederation-the the Dominion Government would be justified in at once
absolute, nnchecked, unrestrained control of their own local disallowing local Legislation without notifying the Local
affairs. Had they thought otherwise that, notwithstanding Government and giving them an. opportunity of repealing
the Union of the British North American Provinces, the local or amending the obnoxious features, because he goes on to
affaira Of the individual Provinces, affairs assigned to them say:

have constitution, and over which they were supposed to "That wh-re a meaure Io considered only partially defectiva, orbe Sole control, should be subject to the revision, where objectionable as being prejudisial to the general interets of the
and oomnion ov Dominion, or as clashing with its leriAlation. communication should bethe disallowance cf the -m.o overn-,bad with the Provincial Government wth respect to snob measure; andthese Provinces never would have joined the Great i that in suh easse, the Act should not be di lowed, if the general sh-
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terests permit auch a con's, until the Lnce1 Government has an oppor- Utmost limit. Now, Sir, I have pointed out the groundstunity of con4idering and discusing the objections taken, snd the Localtlon
Logiq1ature bas also an opportunity of remedying the defects found to upon which the bon. gentleman thogght the
exist." mmon Government would be called uppn to inter.

fere with local legialation. I Dow prpppoS, pointing
Sir, that paper bears date the 8th June, 1868, shortly out that on these principles the hon. gentlemaP has actedafter the inauguration of Confederation, and that expos.- for the last fifteen years while he was in poiyer, with thetion of the constitutional ru le, in dealing with local one ex'ception of the Streams' Bill, that his interpretation oflegiqlation and the grounds upon which the Federal the rule laid down, and of the right and ppwer of the Do.
Government would be jtistified in vetoing local minion Government to interfere in local legislation haslegislation, was approved of by His Excellency the Gov- been uniform a.nd consistent; to do otherwise, to recognize
ernor General on the 9th of' Jane, 1868 ; and to this and admit that the Federal Government, without let orday, at all evonts, with one exception, no other expOsitiOn hindrance, without rule or principle, except the arbitraI7
of the constitutional rule bas been laid down that Iam aware will of the Minister of Justice for the time being, haveof. On the 17th of lune, 186, the varions Local Govern- the right to interfere with, to cheek or veto local legis'ation
ments were male acquanted with the conclusion arrived at althongh that legislation¯is within the scope of the powera
bv the then Minister of Justice, now the First Mirister. assigned to the Local Legisiatures under the constitupion ii
Now, Sir, l submit that the hon. gentlemen then took a sound to admit that the Local Legislatures are nQt within the
position, that bis interpretation of the power of the Local constitution-legislative bodies even when logislatingwithin

egla attures and of the right of the Dominion Government the powers assigned to them by the Gonstitution and, Sir,to irterfere wiji their legislation, was a reasonable and I an not prepared to admit any such proposition. I an
correct one, and I am not disposed to quarrel with the not prepared to admit by sanctioning the hQq. gentleman's
propositions the hon. gentleman then laid down. Had the course, in disallowing the Streams' Bill-a question I
hon entleman adhered to the proposition thus laid down in propose to deal with shortly-that there is in the hands of
the State paper from which I have just quoted, had he not the Dominion Government a power that cennot he checked
departed from the principles therein set forth, bad ho and and that cannot be controlled; that the hon.'the Minister of
his followers not subsoquently claimed, as I submit they do Justice, sitting in bis chair in his Qfce at Ottaw, knows
claim, the ablolute, uneonditional and unrestricted right Of better what is in the interest of a province and What is for
interfering with and disallowing ail local legislation, the benefit of the people than the sworn advisers et the
whether within or bevond the local legislatures to pro- Lieutenant-Governor, aided and assisted by a free Parlia.
nounce up)n,had a new departure not been taken. lad ment. I prefer adopting the constitutional rule laid down
the principles on which lie first acted and on which lie has by the hon. gentleman that the Local Legitp4ires within
acted snce Confederation, been acted on throughout, the scope of the powers conferred in them should not be
I wnnld not not w bo ahonit to pl'ice in vnur h9nds the interf'ered wt.h onle's in violation of certain well defirned
amendment I pronose to place in your bands before I miles. I prefer adopting the opinion of Mr. Todd, who saysresume rny sest. Those ofu 4 who know sornothing of the thet local legisiation shold not be interfered with except
hon. gentleman, who have Vw9atehed his career for where it appears that the proposed legisltion is contrary
the last quarter of a century, who know the means to the policy which, in the opinion of the Governor General
by which the hon. gentleman obtained ppwer, and in Council, ought to prevail throughout the Dominion in lieu
the sources from whichhliie has drawn and still draws his thereof," and that the power of veto should only be invoked
strength-those of us who know something of the hon. gen- where the legislation is "likoly to prove injurious to the
tleman's opinions as to a federal and legislative Union, those interests of the Dominion." Now, Sir, I propose for a
of us who know that the hon. gentleman was always a pro- moment or two to point out that the hon. gent4eman has
nounced advocate of legislative Union of ail the Provinces, acted upon tho principles he has laid down. I propose going
are nota I surprised at the ground he has subsequently tken, a step further, and showing by a series of Acts that passed
and that he should, by his course. endeavour to so handicap under the review of the bon. gentleipan, thatfor fiftpen years,local legislation as to make the Lo'al Legislatures practi- while he occupied a position ii the oyerpment, gnç when
cally plaàythings in the bands of the Dominion Govern!ment. those Statutes were submitted for bis inspection, lie, in every
Under the new system of Government the hon. gentleman single instance, with one exception, has folloWed out the
came into power on the lst of July, '1867; he remained in course laid down by himself in 1868. The hon. gentleman
power till the 5th of November, 1873; he again came into has even gone further, and where provipiel legislation
power n October, 188, and lie is lu power to this day, aU4 was in violation of the ruies so laid down he did not
during ail these years, with one exception, the hon. assume the responsibility of disallowing tht local legis-
gentleman bas acted upon the principlp laid down lation, without giving the Local Governiments noti-
in this paper of the 8th of June, 1868. Sir, for fioation of his objections to the Bill, aud giving
many long years the hon. gentleman has led the Govern- them au opportupity cf amending that legislation
ment; h as been the ruling spirit in the varions Govern- apd mking it in conformity with the lava a@ intçrpreted by
ippnts of which he bas been a member for the last fifteen the hon. gentleman. This ie a most importet 1question;
years; he las been the main spring by which the varions it is a grave qpestion; it is a question tha1 licts the wei
pieces of machinery in the Cabinet of curiosities have been being sud prosperity cf every individua Proyine; it is a
set in motion, and during all diese years, until very recently, question that affects the security and the perrgfnanOs of the
when, no doubt, strong persQnal and political pressure was Union, about which we hear so much from thp hon. Minister
brought to bear upon him, has acted upon the principles of Railways; and therefore I oer 9 apolo to the on®
l4id dow lin the paper of the 8t£ of lune, 1868; and it wasà for taking up some timne in going Qr itjt'tes of the
only when, that strong personal nd politipal pressure, varioUs Provinces tha passed in reyiew before the bon.
that copld nq longer be resisted, that the hon. gentleman gentleman, which were 1i violgtion of the lps laid down
departed from the course lie at first marked out for himself by himself, that ie did pot iealowin f uhe fett instalce, but
and transgressed the rule ho at first Igid down. It was which he, in tbe judicious xprcise of the fnction s f his
only then 1bat the hon: gentleman yielded his botter judg- oMce, notified the Lieutenant kpyerngrs were oljectionab
ment and his sounder copvictions to the exigencips of the a d gaye the Local Goverutents p op ppitY of

our., qr perhaps it wpnd he more correct to say the amending or correeting tlbm J fpd P Irvince
exigencies of hie party and openly transgresed the rule laid o1 Qupþec passed an Apt epntinuing the Bankruptcy
down by himself and strained the -constitution to it Llre of tègt IProyjacq. Wh.4 4 2 9 I.P

Kr./CxmoN (Huron).
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before the hon. gentleman. It was clearly unconsti- competence of the Local Legislature, becanse the subject

tutional, it trenched upon the powers of the Dominion wa8 one beyond their power to deal with, yet the

Parliamnent. Did hé disallow thé Act in the first instance? hon, gentleman did not assume the resposibility
Nothing of thé kind. He drew the attention of the Local Gov. of vetoing the Bil. Another Statute passed in the sane
ernrment to it, and sggested the propriety of allowing the Act year, by the Ontario Legislature, was intituled:An Act to
to expire, and I believe it was allowed to expire accordingly. incorporate the Board of rrade of the Town of Guelph." The
The Legitdr. of the Prôvince of Quebec passed another hon, gentleman bad thàt Act in review before him-,and,
Act respecting corporations doingbusiness beyond the Pro although he rcported that one clause was defèctive bocause it
vince of Quebec. That Statute aiso passed in review befôro undertook to deal with trade and commerce, and, therefore,
the hon. gentlemian. It was clearly ultra vires; the Legis. beyond the power of the Local Legislature, yet he did not
lature had no such power; but the hon. gentleman did not ndertake the responsibility of voLoifg the Bil. He notified
assume the responsibility of disallowing the Bill, the Local Goverment of the fact, and iL amonded the Act
although it was clearly a violation of the rules as it theught fit. Another Statute passed by the Ontario
laid down by himsèlf. He dreW the attention of the Législature was: "An Act to incorporate the Simpson Loom
Quebec Governmeit to the obrioxions provisions in the Bill, Company." Lt came also under review. Thé hon. gentle-
and I believe the Bill wàs subsequently amended. The man pointed out that the second clause was beyond the
Legislature in Qnebec passed àn Act respecting the Recorder's Jurisdiction 'of the Legislature as it deait with the Patent
Court of Quebec. The Bill was in violation of the rules laid Laws-a matter within the exclusive power of the Dominion
by the First Minister, because it trenched upon the criminal Parliament; but it was allowed ti go mte operation, drawing
law and the power of dealing with the criminal the attention of the Local Governinent to the defect, There
law is vested oxclus;ivtly in the Dominion Par- was an Act passed by the Legi8iature of the Province of
liament. The hon. gentleman did not disallow that New Brunswick relating to the Synod of the Ohurch of
Bill; he drew the attention of the Local Government to its England, in the diocese of Frederiction, and Province of
obnoxious featul es. I believe it was subsequently amendëd New Brunswick. l came in review before the hou. gentie-
by the Local Government. The Legisiature of Ontario man; it was objected to as being unconstitutional and beyond
passed an Act àuthorizing the publication of the Ontario the power of the Local Legisature. But the hon. gentle-
Gazette, and making provision for enquiries respecting man said of it:
ublic matters. This Bill also passed in review
efore the hon. gentlemn, subsequent t the avigcarefulexned the provisions f the Bi, I af opiniontim e he hlie laid leo n ,th e rue to w ith tatit ie wîthin the Juridicion of tbe Legilaure f New lruuwickp

time whenhe- laid down the rules to which and no righî.s et the. (JOgwn are affàètéd by it, and recornmtend that it b.
I have referred. le pointéd out sevëral provisions of that Bil"
that were obljectionable As trenching on Dominion legislative
power, b1Wt he did not disallow the Bill. ie allowed it to Now, here was a BillwUhin the cempetency of the Local
go into effect. He did not assume the responsibility of Legislature. Lt was objectcd to, i was allowed to go into
disallowing it, although it was contrary to the rlees laid oporation solely because iL came within the power of
down by himself. The Ontarie Legislature passed an Act local législation. Therewere three other Acts and only
respecting gold and silver hiiriing. That Bil also came in three, on whicb I have been able to lay my hande which
review before the hon. gentletrlan. It was not disallowed,passed in review before the hon, gentleman, and which were
although some of its provisiorits were clearly unconstitutional, clearly unconstitutional, but which the bon, gentleman did
he drew the attention of the Government to its obnoxious fot disallow. Hé submitted them to the English Law Ufficere
provisions. The Legislature of Ontario pssed an Act respect-ofthe Crown, who pronouneed them beyond the power of
ing registrÈrs. That Act was also in some of its provisions the Local Parliament, sud subsequently, I believe, they
an encroachraent upon the powers of legislation assigned towere cither disallowed or repealcd by tho Local Parhamont.
the Doninion Parliament. The hon. gentleman did not Une cf thebe BIs, Si, wais tue Act rospoiting Coutiiy Court
assume the responsibility of disallowing it, he allowed the Judges. In that Statute the Local Legislature undertook te
Bill to take effect, and drew the attention of the Local detine and humit the tenure of office of Gounty Court Judges.
Goverument to its piovisions. The Ontario Legislature The hon, gentleman iu a State paper on the subjeet
passed an Act for the encouragement of agriculture. It was points out, clearly enougb, that that was beyond the power
also defective in some of its provisions, one of which was a of the Local Legislature; that sauh Legisîsture had no right
violation of the rules laid down by the hon. gentleman in to deal with a question of the kind; that i was solely wiLhin
regard to disaliowing Local Acts, when they the authority of tbe Dominion Parlianent; and thât the
trenched upon the legislative powers of the Local Legisîsture could not restrict or extend the tenure of
Dominion Parliament. le did not disallow the office of County Court Judges. Another Statute pa&sed by
Bill, but permitted it to take effect, drawing the attention the Local Legisiature was intituled: "An Act to define the
of the Local Government to is obnoxious provisions. Thejprivileges ot the Legisîstive Âssemblyoi Ontario." Thehon.
Ontario Legislature pased an Act respecting municipal gentleman pointed eut that some parts of this Act waa
nDatitutions, one of the provisions of which provided a ultra vires. £ho third was the Supply Bil of the Province

qualification for Dominion parliamentry electors. The ef Ontario. In that Bill provision was made f>r the pay-
"ill was clearly ultra vires, yet the hon. gentleman did not ment by the Provincial Goverument in part of the salaries
disallow it but permitted it to take effect. The Ontario of the Judges cf the Superior Courts there. The hon. gen-
Legislature passed an Act to continue for a limited time the tleman took objection to that Bill also, but he did fot take
Acts therein inehtioned. It was in violation of the rule the responsibility of disallowing either of themealthough
laid down by the hon. gentleman, because it undertook to they were clearly beyond the power and competence of
continue the old Bankruptcy Law, which was a subject the Local Legislatüre. lie took the more cautions coârse
With which Local Legislatures had no power to deal. The 1 of referring these three Bills te the Law Officers of the
Ontario Legislgtùre passed an Act called an Act respecting (rown, who pronounced thei ail ultra vires. But it is of
the Cliiton Bridge. The hon. gntileman had this Act in importance what the hon. gentleman did say in hie report
review, but he did not veto it although it was in violation upon these Bis. IL is worth while eminding the'hin.
Of the rules laid down. It ènabled a corporation to con. gentleman himslf what his expregàions of opinion were

etruct a bridge -extending beyond the boundâries of the upon this subject. Lti wor-h while reminding the followers
mce of Unt0ari and was therefore ultra vires. »Did oi the hon gentleman Who are now dispo»d te extend ad
bo, umad itwasetwu.otnwi he g e be o .the pwer todeal i ye the
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the hon. gentleman said twelve or fifteen years ago when
dealing with these Bills. le said :

" The nadersigned recommends that the attention of the Government
of Ontario be called to the two first mentioned Acts, and the 6th
elause of the last Act, suggesting that they should be repealed next
Session and action taken place upon them meanwhile."

Now, Sir, the manner-in which the hon. gentleman dealt
with the Streams' Bill, with which I propose to deal, was
very different from the delicate and tender manner in
which be undertook to deal with the Bills to which I have
just referred, and notably with the three last Statutes of the
Province of Ontario which I have named. What is the reason
that the hon. gentleman now lays down and acts on a raie so
entirely different to that laid down and aeted on years ago?
Is there anything in the political atmosphere which would
justify a change in the sentiments of the hon. gentleman and
his colleagues and followers ? We know that when the hon.
gentleman presented this report on these three Bills the
Government of the Province of Ontario was in the bands of
friends of the bon. gentleman-the two Governments were
in harmony, and we know that now a different state of
things exists. The Goverument of the Province of
Ontario whose legislation has been crippled and checked by
the hon. gentleman, is not in harmony with his Govern-
ment. Is it the object of hon. gentlemen opposite
now to handicap and cripple the legislation of the
Government of Ontario ? B¯aving said this much on the
character of the legislation that passed in review before the
hon, gentleman, and of the wayi n which the hon. gentle-
man dealt with it, I shall for a moment or two deal with the
Streams' Bill-the one which is immediately before us for
consideration and review to-day. The Streams' Bill, as it
is known, was passed on the 4th of March, 1881, by the
Legislature of the Province of Ontario, and it is intituied
" An Act for protecting the public interests in Rivers,
Streams and Oreeks." One clause provides:

"Ail persons shall have and are hereby declared always to have had,
during the spring, summer and autuai freiets, the right to and may
float saw logs and ail other timber and all rafts and crafts down all
rivers, creeks and streams, in respect ot which the Legialature of
Ontario has authority to give this power."

Now, one would imagine that there was nothing very formid-
able or objectionable in that clause. It gives a measure
of protection to those engaged in the timber trade in this
country. There is nothing which one can imagine would
arouse the objections and animosity of hon. gentlemen in
Parliament or out of Parliament against that provision.
There are a score of precedents in the Statute-Book for
exactly such legislation, and i will be in a position to show,
beufre [ resuine my seat, that this Bill i not objectionable in
any feature; or no more so at least than scores of Statutes
to which the hon. gentleman bas assented. Another
section of the Bill provides that a person making improve-
ments on any such streamse should not have an exclusive
right to them or to the use of the stream. Section four
provides that tolls may be collected, and that such tolls
shall be fixed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.
Section five provides that the Act shall apply to improve-
ments made after the passage of the Act, as well as to those
made before; and section six provides that a person who
makes improvements shall have a lien on the lomber
pasing down the stream as reasonable compensation for
the use of the improvements. Now, Sir, the right
to float saw loge and lumber down a stream was a
right secured to the people of this country by an
old Statute of the Province of Canada. That right
was re-enacted in the Consolidated Statutes of Upper
Canada and in the Revised Statutes of Ontario. To a plain
uninitiated mind, it woud appear that under the provisions
of that Statute, these rights were reserved to every person
who saw fit to use those streams, and that the Act applied,
ecordl g ,rl o gstr.am, inot merely

to streams floatable in a state of nature. The evident in.
tention of Parliament was that the Act should apply to all
streams. Let me read tho clause to which the Streams' Bill
purports to be an amendment. It provides that:

" All persons may during the spring, summer, and autumn freshetsfloat saw legs and other timber, rafts and craft, down all streams, and
no person shall, by felling trees or placing any other obstruction i'n or
across such streams, prevent the passage thereof."

Now, the right which Parliament secured to the public by
this Act was supposed to extend, according to the very
language of it, to all streams. It was supposed to extend to
streams down which saw logs or other timber could be
floated, with or without improvements, and if that
right did not exist what would be theposition of the
trade to which I have adverted ? Take one of the
smaller streams of this Dominion down which timber
bas been constantly floated to the great markets of
the east and the Mother Country. Suppose a man owns a
limit on a portion of that stream, and a neighbor owns
another further up the stream. If the contention of the
hon. gentlemen be correct, if the construction they put
upon the Siatute be correct, then the man who owned the
limit down stream had it in his power to prevent the man
further up from taking the produce of his toil and labor to
the markets of the worid. I do not think that the law
meant any such thing. Unfortunately what gave rise to
the litigation and to the Act of Parliament in question, and
to the conflict of authority between .the two Legislatures,
was an interpretation put upop the old Statute by one of
the Courts of Ontario. That Court, in the c .se of Boale vs.
Dickson, held that the wording of the old Statute only
applied to navigable streams, or streams floatable in a state
of nature, and did not extend to streams that were
not floatable in their natural condition. Resting on
that authority, a man by the name of Peter McLaren, who
owned a limit in the county of Lanark on two streams,
one of which was called BuckshotCreek, and theotherLouise
Creek, neither of which were floatable in a state of nature,
and on which improvements had been made by McLaren to
render then floatable, undertook to restrain and proventtbe
use of that stream' by a person having a limit further
up the stream. He claimed the absolute . and uncon-
ditional ownership of the stream itself and the bed
of the stream, by virtue of patents which ho alleged he bad
obtained from the Government; and, as riparian pro-
prietor and relying on such claims, a man named Caldwell,
who owned a himit farther up the streams, was prevented
and restrained from bringing his timber to market by Mc-
Laren. This man McLaren, in order to restrain Caldwell
from using the stream, fyled a Bill in the Court of
Chancery, and it may be well to read one clause of that
Bill to show the extraordinary grounds on whioh Mr.
McLaren based his claim to the absolute and unconditional
ownership of the streams in question-streams which I con-
tend belong to the people of this country. He says that the
streams flowing through his parcels of land were not
navigable streams, "nor floatable for logs and timber,"
while in the Crown, nor until after the improvements set
forth in the Bill were made on the said streams by the
plaintiff ; and that in their natural and unimproved state,
they would not, even during freshets, permit of Saw-lOgs
or timber being floated down the same, but were useles
for the purpose. And in the I0th paragraph the plaintiff
thus states his rights:

" The plaintiff is entitled, both as riparian proprietor and as oerin
fee simple of the bed of the said streams, where they pais and unn
through the said lots reepectively, to the absolute, exclusive, and u
terrupted user of the said streams for all purposes not forbidden by te,
and amongst other purposes, to the absolute and exclusive right to the
user of the same for the purpose of floating or driving saw ogsand
timber down the same."

He thon goos on to say that on varions arts of the said
streame whiçh ru, and flow. throu . land th
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desribed, the plintiff .and tbose throgh whom h cli of com entjuridiction by decarin retrospetively tttelaw
have expeuded a large amount of money in making certain always wand is différent from that laid down by the Oourt."
specide and very valable -iprovqxMents, which he sots Now, Sir, it will ho observed that the two grounds onwhich
out n a nuiber ofthe ,fllowing pargraphs of the Bi. the late hon. Minister of Justice advied d reommnded
The case came up before ViOeQh sclor Proudfoot, and the the disallowance of this Bil are: lst. That the Act in quoi
Vice-CbapoeUor gavejudgment in Mr. McLaren's favor, with- tion is in violation of private rights; and 2nd. That it is
out argument,.rting onh0euthority of theofse of 8oale v. retrospectvo, and overrides a decision-of a Court of compe-

icksofl, with a view ofhiavipg theaw aettlod in the Court tout jurisdiction. The hon. Minuter of Justice admittod the
of Appeal. It did So to the Court of Appeal, the ighest conpetence of the Local Legisiaturo to deal with this ques.
Court in the Province of nQtario, and that GOurt sutained tion. He admits that it was a question of property.aud
the appeal wiith oqats. I can iot presont the case in-a clearer civil rights only. He admits that the Dominion
or better light orßscribe moro accurately t position d Government had no power to dea with it, and ho
the rights of the, diffOrent paçties, and the righits ofthe public admits that the Act did not clash with Dominion
involved in this qiestion, than by reading from the legisiation, rights or interests. le knew, as I have mdi,
jndgment of one of. the ablest Judges that ever graced cated, nothing about the ments of the ce. He did not-
the Ontario Beneh. The Judge says: take the trouble Vo communicate with the Local Gov-

"4 aving reached ,the conelusion that all streasa are by publicernment on the subject. He knows tho case is in appeal.
authority dediçaUd as, highwaya, toat leasthe extent wautial to the le does noV wait for the judgment of that court;
defence in this action, Ihawe only further to remark that when the but at the instition of one f the litigants,
obstruction which stood in the wy of the enjoyment of the legal right
is removed, when the traveller byland or lumberer seeking to float 13theis on. er of Justice at Ottawa undertakes to
lumber down a stream, finds the highway unobstructed, he is .at liberty, disallow this Bil. Sir, I say that hon.
in my judgment, to make use of it without inquiring by whom, or with
wbat motive. the way has been made practicable. He finds the rock onenleenvan amothe cds donthe he
the road allowance blasted, or the chasm that crossed it bridged, and 1pee n uy
he pursues bis journey along the highway thus improved; or he findu selves, among the parliamentary records, and among the
that the freshet covers all obstacles with a spgicient depth of water, and Blue-Books, where these hings are recoided, to find a
he floats his loge down the highway thus made useful. It may be in
appearance and perhaps in reIit yather liard on-the man at whse x-preco
pense what wasahighway only in legal contemplation beçomes one fit for latehon.Ministerof Justice. Now,
profitble use, base toallow ithers to ahare in the advantage without tlit it cores within the ruies laid down by the present
contributing to the cost. That is, however, ainatter for is ow C on.Premierwhn Minter of Justice; nor that the Act is
sideration when he ma1kes the improvements."
Now,unconstitutional; nor that it entrenches on Dominion
Bo ir, ecame law, it wa.s given a fter the Streams h a legimiation. Why, then, 1 ask, Sir, should the hon. gçntle.
Bill became law, it was given. after the Streams BilIl was a idrk ovt hslgqain stee n
disallowed by the Government. While the case was before rean undortuto veo tituti la id treny
tho Court of Appeal, the Minister of Justice, without waiting resolvfor i n, o ixts ihe oi oal ruleolaid don
for the judgment of the Court of Appeal, without cause, toelv s Onetil risd fom eadocumsa tof the whol
without reflection, without conference with or notifi-
cation to the Ontario Goyerument, without following the ly these bon. gentlemen Vo Parliament with his
rule whichthe hon. gentleman says should be followed on mmd firm impressed ithetheid0a, thet
every ocession, onthe 19thof fi y, in botlaste, exparte, which does not appear on the surface, and ,J1s.t
upon the statoment of. Mr. MçLaren or Mr. McJ4aren's, there was something outside of sud byond the
counsel, disallowed this Bill. BHe knew nothing of the rea- interests which the hon. the Minuter ofJustice was
sons which iuduced the Local Parli,%ment to pass this Bill ; bundVo guard, which induced the late Minuter of
ho knew nothing of the reasons which induced the Licute- Justice to veto this Bill. Now, as I have said, tho
nant-Governor to lend the sanction of Her Majesty to this Minuter of Justice undertook to veto this Bil on two
Bill. le knew nothing of the circumstances which made
snch a Bill necessary in the public interest, but on the gro nd t e was tat i was otion oç ivand
ex parte statement of que of the litigants, h. disallows the rrhts, sudge ofer Cth titworetro.tvend
Bill. Sir, if he were acting as counsel for one of the litigants,
one could undertAgd.hisaction ; bu acting as e Minister n oposite have over and over again allowed jtsc
Of Justice, bound to conserve the rights of the different Pro- and over ass nto aaw. T eFit Minuterlasover
Yinuees,,and to see that their'lgislation is not irpproperly in- retrospectivo in thoir character, and that ovorrode the judg.
terfered with, the bon. gentlema'oiegllowa4ce of the Billmenti of Courts, and that interfered with privte
and his reasQns tiherefor,, are most exraordinary. I willrwr i
trouble the House with an itract from the rosons Vheofthis character were ratified by the bon. First Minuter,
hon. genteman gives. A fter a ren ew of thie position of when Minuter of Justice, during tho lait fifteen years, and
affairs between the pares,pening te litigation betwee tat the hon gentleman ovr and overagain stated that whn
MtLaren sndbCalwell,. the laVe bon, Minister of Justice a Bil was withiu the competence and power of the

"le (Qaldwell) #teppte to float bis Jogs dewn McLaren's streamLoaltheoven though it waë retrospec-
nd tbrough his improvements. To prevent hie doing so the suit in tve, Dominion Goverumeut had no riglt te

aneeryiabove referred to, was instituted, and e decree was made and should noV interfere, I think that I wi have
dcln g McLaren elusively entitied to the use of the streams made out a case sufficietly strong Vo warrant me in placin

andaprveent, md oats@g M. ald well fr.om ßating logs downte am.e~t, war~gM.O1~i rm utn osdw in your hands the resolution which I propose to move.I
"The effect of the Act now under consideration muet necessarily be wihl first deal with the assertion that thi8 Act wu rotro-

to reverse the decision of this suit. e and "verrode a iudgmeut of the Court.I' Theffect of th4et,as it now stids seemse t be to take away theUse ofthepropertyrimone mnu and give it to another, forcing the
OWner practically to become a toll collector against his will, if he

ies t get any compensation for being thus deprived of eisirigts. e d "AncV onaleCm paties ang thepebo
I think the power of the Local Leoislature to take hwayithe rightsanthe Ga JuctailwCman ogrant.aid 'lerof one mflan and vest them in another, as is done by this Ac t, is exceed-z doubtful, but asem;ng that such-right does in strictness exist, i legalize by-Iaws, which we wholly illegal. This Act

it devolves upon this Goverument to see that suob powers are not came before the Minuter of Justice. IV wasprotosted
Ieereised in flagrant violation of private rights and national justice, I ainst aud ai-ected to. Some of ite provisions wore clearly
.Plecially when, as in this case, in addition to interfering with the private141ht'4Âurow, spictrve wi bointerfred withprvato rouns, wluthtte
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did the hon. gentleman say in reporting on the
Bill ? That many petitions were presented against
it, but that as it was within the competence of the
Local Legislature, it should be allowed to come into opera-
tion. Now, Sir, here was a Bill which expressly interfered
with private rights, which made that legal which was not
legal before, which made a corporation responsible and
liable for debts for which they were not liable
before, and which imposed on them responsibilities and
duties that were not imposed on them by law, and yet the
hon gentleman allowed that Bill to go into operation, while
the late Minister of Justice disallowed the Streams'
Bill, which is no more retrospective, and no more inter-
feres with private rights than the Bill to which I have just
referred. Now, Sir, as to the other branch of this objection,
namely that the Bill in question overrode a judgment of the
Court. I find that on several occasions Parliament did pass
Bills, the effect of which was to override a judgment of
the Court. Some of us have a lively recollection-and
I dare say also, the hon. Prime Minister-of the case
of Hammond vs. McLay. In 1859, Hammond was appointed
registrar of the county of Bruce. Under 9 Victoria, Chap-
ter 34, this Statute enabled the Government to dismiss the
registrar upon certain grounds specified therein. Hammond
was dismissed by the Government upon a ground which
was not mentioned in the Statute. He was superseded uider
the great seal of the Province of Ontario, and another man
by the name of McLay was appointed in his place.
Hammond brought an action for the fees, contending
that the Government had no power so to dismiss him.
Pending the litigation, and before a judgment was
finally rendered by the Court of Appeal, the Gov-
ernment passed a Statute which changed the tenure
of office from good behavior to during the will of the Lieu-
tenant-Governor. Now, Sir, this 'was an ex post
facto. Act, which interfered with the judgment of the
Court. This Aet, Sir, was not questioned. It is true that
it was before Confederation, but then the Imperial Gov-
ernment possessed precisely the same rights with regard
to Collonial Legislation, that the Dominion now possesses
respecting Provincial Legislatures. This Statute, Sir, was
both retrospective, and it clearly overrode a judgment
of the Court. I will give yon another case-Jones
vs. Ketchum. The action was brought against the defendant
for exacting an illegal rate of interest. Pending the suit,
the law on the subject was changed, and the plaintiff was
thus deprived of the right that was vested in him
at the commencement of bis suit. This law interfered
with a suit which was before the Courts; and so, Sir, I
could go on submitting case after case until the House
would be wearied of them. I will content myself
with laying down the proposition, that it is no new principle
in the legislation of this or of the Mother Country, that Par-
liament may interfere with ajudgment of a Court. I attach
more importance to the second ground lu which the Streams
Bill was disallowed, namely, that it interfered with private
rights. I now prol ose to submit to the consideration of the
Louse a number of Bills which were retrospective, which
interfered with private rights, and which overrode a judg-
ment of the Courts, and which all passed in review before
the hon. gentleman, and which were all left to their opera-
tion. Now, Sir, the Legislature of the Province of New
Brunswick passed an Act to exempt the homesteads
of families from levy and sale under execution.
This Act came beforethe hon. gentleman, he pointed out that
some clauses in the Bill were objectionable, but he had no
objections to the rest of the Bill. On reading the Bill yon
will find that it is in direct interference with private rights.
It expressly interfered with judgments against debtors.
Before this act was passed, the law enabled creditors to en-
force the payment of their debt out of certain assets of the
debtor, this law interfered with that remedy. It was an

Mr. CAMERoN (Huron).

ex post facto law of the most objectionable kind. But it was
not to its operation. And so, Sir, you will find Acts of pre.
cisely the same kind passed by all the Provinces, and al
left to their operation. I wish to draw the particular atten.
tion of the House to one passed by the Province of Quebec
its an Act respecting the "Society L'Union St. Jacques de
Montreal." Now, this was an ex post facto Act, in the worst
possible sense of the term. It proposed the enforced ceor-
mutation of the existing rights of two widow ladies, and, who,
at the time it was passed, were annuitants of this society'
under the law and the rules of the society. This Statute
proposed to entorce the commutation of their annuities, and
it was clearly an interference with vested rights. It com-
pelled those ladies to take a certain sum, when
by law they were entitled to more. It de-
prived them of rights which were secured to
them by the law of the land. What was the result? Like
others, it passed in review before the hon. gentleman. It
was not objected to. It was allowed to come into operation.
It interfered with private rights, and yet the hon. gentle-
man allowed it to become law. What was the result?
Litigation was the result of this Bill. It came before the
Courts of Quebec, and the case was ultimately appealed to
the Privy Council. What did the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council say? They said:

" Clearly this matter is private, clearly it is local, so far as locality is
to be considered, because it is in the Province and in the city of Mon-
treal, and unless therefore the effect of that head of section 92 is for
this purpose qualified by something in section 91, it is a matter not only
within the competence but within the exclusive competency of the Pro-
vincial Le gislature."

Let me go a step further. The Province of Ontario passed
an Act relating to the Government road allowance nid the
granting of timber licenses thereon. Hon. gentlemen who
are disposed to take a different view of the right of the
Dominion Government to disallow the Streams' Bill, who
are disposed to give the Dominion Government unlimited
power and unlimited control over local legislation, had
better with care and caution read the report of the
hon. First Minister upon the Bill which 1 have just
referred to, containing the grounds upon which ho
allowed that Bill to become law. Now, under the law
as it stood, when that Bill was passed, the road allow-
ances in the Province of Ontario were vestod in the
municipalities, and all the timber upon the road
allowances became, and was, the private propertY
of individual corporations. The Government of Ontaiio
granted timber licences to this very man McLaren,
who induced the Dominion Government to disallow
this Bill, and to others as well, and included within
such licenses the timber that was growing on the road
allowances, the fee simple of which was vested in the corpor-
ations. The municipalities protested against McLaren and
others cutting timber on their private property; one of
the corporations brought an action in the Court of Common
Pleas againát McLaren and others, and the Court gave
judgment in favor of the plaintiffs on the grounds that the
Local Government had no power to grant licenses to cnt
timber in lands which was not their property The case
was carried to the Court of Appeal, but before judgmetnt was
given in that Court this Act was passed by the late Sand-
field Macdonald Administration in Ontario. What are the
provisions of that Act? One of the clauses provides that :

" Every Government road allowances included in any ten
li<enses heretofore granted, shall be deemed to be and to bave ben
ungranted lands."

Was not that retrospective legislation ? One would natural Y
think that it was logislation of a retrospective and inl

objectional and vicions character. Here was alerse
perty that belonged to a municipality subsequently lesen
to a private individual. The lessee claims the tinmberon
lands that never belanged to him-the municipality Pro
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tests and the Legislature passes a Bill providing that the
timber upon this property was included, and intended to be
always included, in the licenses so granted. Section 2
provided that

1 The licensee shall be deemed to have, and to have had, all rights
in the trees, timber, lumber thereon, or cut thereon, as if the same were
cut on any patented land of the Crown."

Now here was an Act that was respective in its character,
that interfered with private rights, that directly took the
property from one person and vested it in another without
compensation, that overrode the judgment of the Court and
rights of the municipality. The corporation of the county
Of Frontenac petitioned against this Act, and the Act
passed in review before the hon. the First Minister
with ail its objectionable features. Did the hon. the First
Minister disallow the Bill? Not at ail. He said : "It is
clearly within the competence of the Local Legislature, and
the undersigned recommends that it be left to its operation."
When the Streams' Bill came before the hon. gentleman he
did not take that ground; it was admitted that it was within
the competence of the Local Legislature, but though it was
within the competence of the Local Legislature it was a
violation, according to the Government's opinion of private
rights, as now expounded by them, it was retrospective
legislation, it was vicious legislation, and therefore, at the
instance ot Political supporters they at once disallowed
the Bill. One rule is laid down where a Bill is objected to
by a political opponents. Another where a Bill 1s objected
to by a political friend. Sir, if I cculd only trespass on the
patience of the House I could mention a score of cases
where the hon. gentleman has acted on principles entirely
different to that in which he acted in disallowing the
Streams' Bill. The hon. gentleman in disallowing this Bill
has not a foot to stand on-he has transgressed ail
raies and all precedents, his own precedents, his own
record for fifteen years, constantly springs up against him.
If hon. gentlemen will tako the trouble to look at the Blue-
Books they will find he has in this matter, as in others,
transgressed the rules laid down by himself. Let me
refer for a moment to another case-the Good.
hue Will Case. Goodhue made his will leaving to his
children a life estate, in his property, with a rever-
sionary interest, to his grandchildren. The children
agreed to make a different distribution of the estate,
to that mentioned in the will and sought to'
have their agreement ratified by the Local Legislature.
The Local Parliament did ratify it, without the sanction
of some of the parties directly interested in the
estate, some of whom were minors, and some Her Majesty's
subjects residing out of the Dominion of Canada, and despite
the solemn protest of the trustees appointed under the Bill.
The trustees protested to the Local Legislature, then to the1Lieutenant-Governor, and finally to the Dominion Gov-1
ernment, they protested against sanctioning a Bill that
made for another man a will be did not make for himself.
Did the hon. First Minister disallow that Bill, as, perhaps,
he ought to have done; because, if there is any kind of
legislation which ought to be disallowed, it is legislation that
Inakes a will for man that in his lifetime he never comtem-
plated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. CAMERON. The hon gentleman says "Hear, hear."1

Re does not appear to be able to grapple with the distinc-1
tion between the Stream Bill and the Goodhue1
Wiil Case. But all the same there is a clear distinction."
1n the one case, an individual undertakes'to control the1
lavigation of a public stream; to prevent everybody else:

from using that stream; to get absolute possession of the1
stream, and to hold possession of it; and, under the interpre-.
tation the hon. gentleman put upon the law, as it stoodj

the S ams'Bill was passed, ho has got the power to.

retain possession of it, and prevent those working limits
further up the stream from getting the product of their
labor to market, and thus interfering the public user of a
public stream. In the other case the Legislature
undertakes to make a new will for a dead man.
Yet the hon. gentleman cannot see the distinction
between the two cases; in passing upon the Goodhue
Will Bill, what did he say? He recommended that this
Act though strongly protested against should be left to its
operation solely on the ground that it came within the
jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislature. There is another
Bill that came before the hon. gentleman, the Orange
Bill, which passed the Local Legislature but did not receive
the assent of the Crown, it was a reserved Bill.

Sir JOHN MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. CAMEIRON. The hon. gentleman does not see the

distinction between a Bill that has received the sanction of
Parliament that bas became the law of the land unless
votoed, and a Bill reserved for the consideration of the
Dominion Government. It appears to my mind very clear
that there is the greatest possible distinction between
the two cases, and nobody knows that better than the bon.
First Minister. What did the hon. gentleman do with the
Orange Bill ? He admitted that it was within the compe.
tence of the Local Legislature. Of course it was. It came
before him, he had the power, with the stroke of lis pen,
to make that law, which was not law before. Instead of
doing that he undertook in advance to advise the Lieut.-
Governor what to do, in case the Bill again recieved the
sanction of the Local Legislature. The hon. gentleman said
this :

"If these Acte should again be passed the Lieutenant-Governor should
consider himself bound to deal with them at once and not ask Your
Excellency to interfere in matters of provincial concern, and solely and
entirely within the jurisdiction and competence of the Legislature. "

Now, why did the hon. gentleman who was not prepared
to advise the Governor-General to interfere in a matter
within the competence of the Local Legislature, who was
not prepared to advise the Governor General to allow that
Bill to come into operation although it was within the
competence of the Local Legislature and should have re-
ceived the assent of the Lieut.-Governor, why should he now,
in a matter he must admit is withn the competence of the
Local Legislature, instruct bis Minister of Justice to advise
the Governor General to disallow the Bill, a Bill as much
within the competence of the Local Legislature as the
other. In the one case it suited political purposes to throw
the responsibility of the legislation on to the Local Govern-
ment. It suited his purpose to hamper, annoy and embar-
rass, if possible, the Local Legislature. It suits bis purpose
now to conciliate a strong personal and political friend, and
he is conciliated accordingly. How anxious the hon. gen-
tleman was in the one case to sustain the Local Legislature,
how auxious is ho now to embarrass, hamper and annoy the
Local Government. What a sudden and serious change ln
the views of the bon. gentleman. I am, Sir, quite satisfted
that the change in the hon. gentleman's opinion as to the
right of the Dominion Govern ment to interfere has not been
brought about by a due regard for the publie interest.
Now, Sir, there is another Bill to which I wish to
refe, and in dealing with that Bill, the bon. gentleman
las put upon record, in the plainest possible manner,
bis views of how far the Dominion Government is justi-
fied in interfering with local legislation. I refer to the
New Brunswick School Bill. Now, in my judgment, if
there ever was a Bill within the competence of the
Local Legislature that the Dominion Government would
be justified in disallowing, that measure was one of them-
I speak for myself only. It was a Bill that seriously
affected a large portion of the population of ' that
Provinoe ; with our Roman Catholie follow subjects t
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was a Bill that compelled these people to contribute to
a system of education that they could not conscieutiously
avait themselves of. It was a Bill that affected not merely
one individual, as the Streams' Bill did, but a large class of
the population; it was a Bill that affected a large class of
people, and which they contended violated, if not their
legal, at least their equitable rights. Yet the hon. gentle-
man allows that Bill to pass into law. It came before him
for examination; it was strongly protested against. le
had a grand opportunity of dealing fairly and justly with
that class of the community who thought they were
wronged by that legislation. Now, it is well to remind
the hon. gentleman of these things, because I know that in
the multiplicity of hie avocation, he cannot be expected to
go back on the records of fifteen years. What did he say
in his report of the 20th January, 1872:

" The Provincial Legialature has exclusive powers to make laws in
relation to education. It may bc that the Act in question may act un-
favorably on the Catholice or other religious denominations, and if so
it is for auch religious bodies to appeal to the Provincial Legislature
which has the sole power to grant redress."

lature of New Brunewiblkhad extéedele ioers. Atheofficer pri
arily responsible on such subjects, he could only say that he had take
uniform care to nterfere in no way whatever·with any Act passed byan,
ofthe Provincial Legisla'tires ifthEy*verë within thescope of theirj Uri,diction. There were only two cases in his opinion, in whieh:theernment of the Dominion wasjustified in in advising the disallowance
of local Acte. First ifthe Ace#ad ncautîtudohi ani therehad b be
an excess of juriieîctiioi, and, secoüa;itfift âinjuiùasto Te intersenof the whole Dominion."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. _Hear, hear.
Mr. CAMERON. Does the hon. gentleman mean to tell

us that, because Mr. McLaren's rights were prejudiced
according to his conteition, the interests of the whole
Dominion are affected by it? Is Peter McLaren the whole
Dominion? Will the hon. gentleman undertake to tell this
flouse that the interests of the whole Dominion are affected
because the Government of Ontario undertook to pass ab Bill
protecting the-public interest in the streams and creeks of
Ontario ? The hon, gentleman went on to say;

"In the case of measures fnot comiiigWithin either of these categories
the Government would be unwaranted in interfering with local egi.-

And he is of opinion that no other course is open to the 'nthe present case thers was fot a loubt that the NeW Brunswic
Dominion Government than to allow the Act to go into opera- Legisiature had atted withinitejuriedittion, and thât the Act was can.
tion. The hon. gentleman's opinion is that if there is any- stitt egacond ouldfthi mntonth nde
thing objectionable in the Bill, the remedy is not to be ob- sidered the Dominion Government could interfere, it could not bc bel
tained from the Dominion Government or the Dominion that the Act in any way prejudicially affected the whole Dominion
Parliament, but from the Local Legislature, from the hon. because it was a se g the Coxemon School system ofthe Pro
gentlemen who controlled the destinies of the Province for "Tneoernsect ofe
the time being. The remedy is not to be sought from the have been guilty of a violent breacliof the constitution, :f, because the
Minister of Justice, but from the Local Legislature. hold a diferent'opinion, tley shonld set np their judgpint9 againat th

in cnnetio wih ths s bjct wis terea a erysolemn decision of a Province in amatter entirely within the controli aNow, in connection with this subject I wish to read a verythat Province."
forcible State paper, published by the Executive Council of
New Brunswick, valuable as a solemn protest against any Sir, J ask the hon, gentleman what can be clearer or more
Proposed interference by the Dominion Parliament or the cogent than tbat? The hon. gentleman's -ino of argument
Ylminion Grovern ment with the riglite of the Province te is unanswerable, and because unanswerable the di>alowance
deal with questions within the competenco of' the Legila- of the Stresans Bile is wolly unjustifiable. The ein. ge.
ture. That paper eaid: tlegiansets up hie opinion against th t f the Govrnmen

IlTheasumption by the Provincial Legislature and Goersment of of Ontarto,uti a and ulrge mjority f h people of Ontrio
Canada of the. rigbt to ueek the imposition of furtlier limitations of the -Re sets up hie views of té constitutional rule of to-driy
power of the Provincial Parliamenteis subversive of the federal charac- ag"nnt that indwhich li h acted for fiftoein yeirs. As co
ter of the Union, tendingto the destruction oh the poweris and ind-hon. ginteman'je in an unenviaberiton u as hoe hcaol

endenceAf the provincial law tc the centralization cf ail power in ede
Parliament bf Canada. reconushe himolf withhimlf o Slve the hol. getlemaPro

"l The peopleof New Brunswick cannot, and will net,surrender their just w Ber uneis cal
righta"ofToelfTgovernment within the limite cf th Constitution."

Sir, I admire the pluck cf the Executive of New Bruns. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How long?
wick.J admire the courage and the patriotism that im- Mr. CAMEr ON. N t longer thanei jau hntp. NOW,
pelled themt end te the Dominion Government the Sir, as J have diposed cf the hion. gentleyats practice and
solemu proteet worthy of al praise, a policy which would the hou tn. gentle ma nw'hpaeedents. Let me refer thb loumo
do credit te the firat censtitutional Governmcnt in Europe. t one otwoopiihôf one or tweminient mon on this
The State papergoes on thrsaye i subjet, andthnl ave one. Lord arsebli-von, t whoila

dThe Executive Councli in ommittee therefore hasten te war -the Colonial Secretay, w l ureferred a re.o1ution of the House
Government and Parliament cf the danger involved in the passage of of Comùmone i-eepecting thiýserime Schüo1 l RiI, surs:
sad resolution, which if passed muet stand ast precedent of innova-t h v
tion Tf provincial rightL-fruitful of evil; and, in the nsme toe of le Thar lie laid itat the foot cf theThroe, but that e cold ot advie
of New Brunswick and invoking the protection of the constitution, the Her Majeesy te take any action in respect cfit; that le could tod
Executive Oommittee in Council proteet againet the passage cf auch th2e Queen te advise ti. Legisiaturecf New' B' unÉwiruk to legisiate in
resoetoft and emphatially asert the right of the Legifatare of ac- any partiulardirectionc a that côtld fo fan ifUdue iterferene."'
Brunswicte legiate nepon ail quetions affetinog th omeducation cf the
counry free from interferench by the Parliament rf Canada." Further on hoenBaye:
Sir, eay again that that prtestw c worthy f all praise, and eHrtrce &i I have aeiisd.rprained,>thât tiie ýeiiWtti1f
one that hon, gentlemen opposite, and notably the hon. Firet Canada does net contemùplate an> interference- with the Provincial

lrfisatonh on a stject wihfn the competencehf the Local Legilr

winiktr oadmire th teoure and the parotaism Theat ij. Mrg AEi. o ogr hn1cn ep o

pelledth tosendtohertDominoGovernmettisabysthe Dominion Pariament, or as a consequeace by the Domil 
a State paper published by the Firt Minister in the New Ministers."e
Brunswick ShooltBia lontaining a more effective prote nt
even than that. The hon, gentleman shortly after the pub. Sir J. D. Coleridge and Sire . Jesse olusayt of t h
lication of the State paper from which J quoted hd under "o fcourse,nittos itiosble that tenew Sf t o, thea vinc
consideration this School Bi , the solemu proteste of themaywok in practice-unfavrably te this hi' that een0flhiilth
Roman Catholic of that Province against it, of the peole aatdhthe lefoi'to the Roman oUthohie; nbut Wedida hou think'tht sncis
of N eB s wik a nd vichy an an e r e t n p e c ntiti tate of things enoug te bring int oe peration the re tritino poes
rheoltonandemhieallyaassertterhtftheegltu f Nwofappeal te the Governor in Council."minitn fLverimentteexorcise in the pub i cinte Fturtheer0onhsay
power of disalowaince, what answer did omino paoeeËj And se I might que Todd on the ethatjeete to laye °I
ment make t that appeoal. T e hon. gently af tisea pube-ie D.toide s ndSrdortri.ee, but Jsane t dispoit

Oneio e mate Stwipaerfrmich IqtuoeheldteunderovOrfpcounrseitthesdiscuqsiuni sawfrie the I newWe sho CoPloie
Whéàod cring Bt o ill, N dithe lemni poesf Atdthema 18yw in iprcigicethêe 11 -unade Wib tihi., bF'rha "t t

minion ermnt tuoexisei hep em)fs ti ,
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1 have'shown, that for years he loyally adhered te the the result. Now, Sir, in order to give hon. gentlemen
rules thus laid down. I have shown that when- opposite an opportuitty of beinig consistent, t beg to move
ever Locui Legislatures enoroaohed on the rules thus lail the followir'g resolution
down thb hon. gentleman, did not disallow said legis-
lation, but directed the- attention of the Local Govern- That Mr. Speakerdo not nowleave the Chair, but thatit be Resolved,--
rnnt to the obnoxious features of the Bill and allowed it to That in the opinion of bis House, the power of di8allowing Acts of a

go iitelpevtlo. I ttv shWn tat or aneîod ofifeenlocal nature conferred by IlThe Britibh North Ari'eH'ca A cted 1867,"l isgo into operaton. I have shoWn that for a period offifteen vested in the Governor General in Council, and:that Ris Excelléacy's
years, of all the local legislation passed by the various Ministers are responsible to Parlianment for the action of the Governor
Provinbes of the Dominion, not a single Bill General in exercising or abstaining from the exercise of the said power.

.o t That it is of the essence of Federal principle as embodied in our con-Of h the Province of Ontario was disallowed with stitution that the said power should be used only in cases where the
With the-exception of the three already mentioned, and none law and the general interests olf the Dominiom imperatively demand it.
Without the Local Government having had their attention That it would impair the Federal principle and the independence,

?d. constitutional powers, autonoffmy and institutions of the several lro-irected to the vicious features of such legislation. vnces to allow of the exercise of the said power iti regard to legilsation
have shown that the Streams' Bill was not in violati on uebjects within the exclusive competence of the Local Legiselatures,
ofithe rulés so laid dwn, that it was within the competency on the ground tthnhe opinion Of His Ëxcellency's advisers, or of
and power of the Local Legislatbre, and that its disallow- That e question of propriety is under the Constitution one to beance was an unwirranted' interference with the rights of decided excltsively by the Local Legislature on its responsibility to the
the -Local Legislature. I have shown that this Bill was peonle of the Province who are the sole judres of stcb action.
not enly within the competency and power of the Local That the only exception whih has heretofore been proposed m such

cases is where the measure prejudicially affects the interests of theLegislatutrel but that it was a Bill in the publie interest, Dominion generay.
in the intbrests of the lumbérmen, in the interests of That it bas been the rue ever since 1868 not to exercise the power of
trade, and of the people of this country. I have shown that disallowance on the ground that a measure is considered only partially
the P adefective or ob ieitonable, as being preju Picial to the general intereo t of

e arliament of Canada bas, over and over again, passed the D minion without communication with the Provincial Oovernment,
laws retroactive in their character, interfering with private nor (if the general interests permit sucb a course) until after the Local
rights, and overruling the judgmient of the Courts. Government bas an opportunity of considering and discussing the
And now I say t the hon. the Firt Minister, t thisobjections taken, and the Local Legisiatur bas aiso bad an opportunityAladnow-I ay o> he bn. he irs Miiste, t ths o rpedying the deferts found to exist.
BIonse, and to this country, that if we subnit to the inter- That it appears from tbe papers laid on the Table of this Flouse that
ference, the unwarranted, unconstitutional, unjustifiable an Act passed by the Legislature of Ontario on the 4th March, A D.
interférence of the Minister of Justice in a case of 1881, and intituled : An Act for protecting the Public interests

in rivers, streams, and creeks," was disallowed by His Excellency in
thi1 kind we may as well abolish Local Legislatures Council on the 19th day of M'y, A.D. 1881, by Order approving a
altogether, for they will be Parliaments only in name, not in report which does not assert tnat the said At is beyond the cmpetence
Substance not inîrealityl. And I say, further, that if we of the Local Legislature but expresses an opinion adverse to the pro-u c priety Of certain provisions of the Act.
tanely submit te this unwarranted interference of hon. Ihat the said Act was within the exclusive competence of the Local
gentlemen opposite, or rather te that of the hon. Minister Legislature, and was not of such a nature as to render its provisions
of Justice, wo are tamely per mitting the Dominion Govern- subjeCt to thc judgment uf or disallowance by the Government of
ment to strike a fatal blow ut the autonolny, the rights, That the Minister of Jnstice and the Government of Canada had,
the. powers, the independence of the Provinces. And I under these circumstances, no right te act on their opinion whatever it
ara net prepated to' subinit te that. Alrehdy Local might be as to thte propriety or impropriety of the said Act.

o 'tThat it appears from the paper3 tht no communication was bad withEdgislatures have been oborn of a considerable portion of the Government of Ontario on the subject of the said Act prior to the
the power supposed te have been secured to them under the disallowance, nor was any opportunity given to the Government of
Constitution. During this very Parliament the great Pro. considering or discussing ihe objections, or tu the Legilature of Ontario
vince of O is about be eto deal with the alleged defec's.

Ontario begislated out of the That 'he pap -rs laid on the Table show the importance of such com.
porwer it alWays had of dealing with County Court Judges. munication ; and the danger of action by the Minister of the ex puri
The hon. Minister of Justice, if we sanction and aipprove ot statement and argument of a Petitioner against ihe Act
what bas- been done with respect the Streams' 111, will 'hat the said exercise of th- power of lisallîwanee was not in accor-

idance with the principle of the ecnstitution, and that the said Act
deprive the Province of the right ot legisiation, and if sBhould have been left to its operation.
effect is giVen te the vote of a majority of this flouse,
Ontariô will be shorn of a large: portion of ber territory Mr. McCARTRY. It is not, Sir, without some besi-
and of her territorial rights. I say then that this is tation that I rise to address the House on the question
not simply an Ontario question, but one that affects every now before it. It is well knîown that in the suit te
Province of this great Dominion of ours, and every repre. which referetnce bas been made in the speech of my
sentative of every Province should solemnly protest against hon, friend (Mr. Cameron) and the resolution
this unjustifiable and unconstitutional interference by the which is now in yotr bands, L happened te bu counsel
Dominion Government with local legislation, because it is for one of the parties -the gentleman te whom he has
R direct, violation of the terms on which we entered into referred to se repeatedly as the one at whose instigation the
Confederation ; it is a violation, if net of the letter, at ail Dominion Government disallowed the Bill. But, alth ugh
events of the spirit of the Constitution. It reduces Local a counsel in that case, as indeed was my hon. friend who
Legislatures te a position below that of County Councils. It leads the Opposition, I have, after consideration aud after
maakes the hon. the Minister of Justice, and not the Local consultation witb men who are better-acquainted with par.
Parliament, the Judge as to whether or net legislation liamentary attairs than I can pretend te be, come te the
'5 proper and in the interests of the people of the Province. conclusion tbat it would not be proper for me because of
It gives te the Dominion Government rights which the the position which 1 occupied in the suit of
Constitution never contemplated they should have. But, Sir, McLaren against Caldwell, te refuse te take part
I say we should do something more than protest before this in the discussion of a matter so important as
high Court of Parliament; our protests here are vain, this is. The question is no longer of any interest
outrwarnings are unheeded. There is another and a higher to Mr. Peter McLaren. My connection with that
Court to which we can appeal with every confidence that suit has long since ceased, or, at all events, ceased 80 far as
Justice will be done--I mean the great Parliament of the this is concerned, because I have no personal interest, nor
Peeple. To that court and before that tribunal, with firm any interest such as I might be expected to have if myfaith in the justice of our position, I challenge hon. gentle- clent's inte.rests were affected. I propose, therefore, te let
mSIa tocarry this question) and with an abiding faith, lin the the Rouse understand, perhaps a little better than they did

tegrity and impartiality of that cour I have Do doubt oi by the speech of my hon, friend who hajut *kens h
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the facts connected with the case, the history of it, and how the legal profession to be the law of the land, he determined
it was that, in the end, Mr. McLaren was obliged, for the that Mr. Caldwell should be porpetuallyrestrained frorn using
protection of his rights, to petition Ris Excellency the Gov- or attempting to use the improvements made by Mr.
ernor General, and ask him to disallow the Bill, which McLaren. Now Sir, if that was good law, I think I shall
practically deprived him of a very large and valuable part be able to satisfy this House and every fair-minded an
of lis property. ln the early part of the year 1880, Mr. that the law ought to prevail. If, on the contrary, that law
McLaren, as was lis custom for several years, was wrong, then this Bill, about which we have heard so
had got out a stock of logs to be floated down much, was and is unnecessary; so that the question cornes
the stream called the Mississippi. That stream was not, to this-that if the law is, as it has been declared byaccording to the decision of the learned Judge before whom repeated decisions to be, that no porson bas a right to use
the question of fact was tried, after a long and patient improvements made on a stream by another, which of itself
investigation by him, a stream which, without artificial was not floatable, thon I contend-and I think that not
means, was capable of floating saw-logs, or timber, or only this House, but the higher Court to which the hon.
anything else to market. The moans by which that stream member has ventured to appeal, will say-that the law of
has been rendered useful, ias been rendered capable, of the land ought not to be altered to suit private individuals
being used for the purpose to which Mr. McLaren has because they happen to ho political friends. If, on the
applied it, were obtaned by a very largo expenditure of contrary, the law, as expounded by the Court of Appeal is
money. That expenditure is stated in the petition which is correct, then Mr. McLaren must subrmit thon that this Statute
nowon the Table of the House-having been broughtdown in was unnecessary, and this discussion and all that bas given
answer to an address-to have been in the neighborhood of rise to it ought never and would never have taken place.
$250,000, and by these improvements the timber which was Now, Sir, what was done ? In the Session of 1831, hlr.
on Mr. McLaren's limite could be brought down to Ottawa, Caldwell, having lost his suit, appeals from the courts of
and in doing so ho bad been obliged, not only to improve the country to the Provincial Legislature, and having been
the main stream itself, but to carry the property on the a supporter of the Local Government, having a large
tributary streams, and make vast improvements influence, having, I believe, a nephew in tho House, he
upon them so that the water might be brought approaches the Local Government and induces themI to pass
down in the season in which the lumber was the law which las been referred to as the Act for the
gotten out. It was shown in that case, and it is not denied, protection of streams and rivers; and it cannot be
and I bolieve every practical lumberman will aeknowledge properly or fairly denied that the whole object of
the truth of my statement, that while the stream was use- that general law was to despoil Mr. McLaren of his
fui for one man ar.d for the logs covered by one controlling property ani hand over to Mr. Caldwell, his rival in busi-
power, when the water could be let on in order to float the ness, that which belonged to Mr. McLaren. The hon.
loge to market, it could not be made use of by more tnan member admits that; but, Sir, I am not contented with
one individual, at all evonts in the one year. So that whon that hon. gentleman's admission, because I will satisfy
in that same spring, Mr. McLaren himself having got out the House, by the papers I have here, that that was
a large stock which ho desired to bring to market thcat year, the sole object of this legislation, and thon if the
when Mr. Caldwell, also for the first time, endeavored louse is prepared to censure this Government because
to intrude upon him by getting out a large stock with it used the power given to it by the Act of Confeder-
the intention of bringing it down by the same means, the ation for the purpose of protecting the property of a
position Mr. MeLaren found himself in was this: If 1 am private individual, and for the purpose of preventing
to have the benetit of the expenditures of my own capital a man from being despoiled of bis property in the
in the improvement of this stream, thon I au required and interest of a political opponent who happenedI to be a
called upon, in my own interest, to see that Mr. Caldwell friend of the Local Government, I would not care to have
shaillot occupy the stream to my disadvantage. It comes the honor of a seat in this Parliament. But I believe there
to this : either I am to bave the use of the strean will be no such result, either bore, or in the country, or
for the purposes for which I have made the wherever this matter is discussed. Well, let me show to
improvements upon it, or a person who has not the flouse ihat at the very earliest stage, Mr. Caldwell
spent one dollar in making those improvements is appealed to his friend, Mr. Pardee, the Commissioner of
to occupy the ground and deprive meof my vested rights. Crown Lands. So earty as the 4th of May, almost immedi-
Under such circunistances he appealed to the Court. He ately after the Bill was filed, hon. gentlemen will find in
appealed upon what was recognized as the law of the land; jhe return brought down that a letter was written by Mr.
ho appealed upon the authority of three or four decisions Pardee in the tone of an autocrat, in a tone which I do not
which had, for fourteen or fifteen years, been universally understand any Minister of the Crown has a right to
acquiesoed in; he appealed because ho had purchased a vast use to the people of this country in respect of their owIn
proportion of this property and had made improvements on rights. if hon. members will look at page. 29 of that
other portions of it, reiying upon the law of the land which return, they will find that Mr. Pardee expresses hirmself in
said tnat this stream, which was incapable of use in a state this way:
of nature, was not to be opened to the public because it was "4Although the information given in this latter respect is deemed
made floatable by artitical means. Upon that proceeding reliable, the Department bas great hesitation ia crediting il as a fact
he obtained an injunction prohibiting Mr. Caldwell from that you, a holder of licenses to eut timber on the public domarn, have
using bis improvements, not from using the stream so far assurned the position of obstructing the free passage of timber downour16

. p river, as such actio 1 would be not only unjust aad ungenerous onlYeur
as it was navigable or floatable, as in part it is, but from part to other licensees from the Crown, but also detrimental to the
using bis improvements as le threatened to use them, which interest of the publie revenue by interrupting the legitimate operations
would have deprived the true owner of the right of using of other limit holders, and on these and other grounds coul ao
them in the same year. Well, Sir, in due course, the case anctioned, or in any manner permitted by Government."

came to a hearing, and in December of that year, at the The Local Legislature, if a man happons to differ from theL
town of Perth, after a long and carefuh investigation, Mr. in politics, will not sanction hi exercise of his rights; the
Justice Proudfoot determined that the stream in a state of Local Legirlature, as led by Mr. Mowat and Mr. Pardee,
nature was incapable of being used for floating timber, or says that if~a man is opposed to them in polities, whose
for any other useful purpose; and elying upon the decisions rights a friend of theirs in politice desires to encroaci
which, up to that time, were supposed by the public and by upon, they wili not sanction him in using hiS rights, but

886
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hose rights will be annulled by those who have the power After Recess.
to ann al them.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). That is too strong. THE INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Mr. MOCARTHY. It is too strong,I admit,for a free people BILL.

to submit to any such action as that for the benefit of a man Mr. BOULTBEE moved that the House resolve itself into

who happefns to be a friend of the Local Government. Committee on Bill (No. 75) to incorporate the International
Well, Sir, protests were made to the Local Legislature; the Construction Company.
press spoke, I think I may say, in loud and grave tones Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com-
concerning the outrage which was being perpetrated. The mittee.
Bill was opposed, but the Local Premier called upon his
majority, letting them know that it was for the interests of (In the Committee.)
the party that McLaren should be despoiled and that On clause 2,
Caldwell should be advanced, and the Bill became law so Mr. BLAKE. I think this Bill should hav' undergono
far as the Local Legisiature could make it law. the supervision of the Railway Committee. I do not know
The result was - wbat ? That when the Act whether bon. gentlemen opposite have had their attention
became the law of the land the suit which had been specially drawn to this measure, but from a cursory perusal
at that stage decided in favor of McLaren, was virtually of the clause which we are now on, it would appoar that it
reversed, the injunction which McLaren had obtaiuned in would lead to important results. I would eall the )articular
perpetuity according to the decree of the Court, and which attention of the hon. Minister offRailways to this clause. It
prevented Caldwell using bis property, was, by an Act of sets out:
the Legislature, which is just now before us, for our con- The Company may enter into contracts and agr~-ments with any
sideration, was reversed, and that suit was virtually deter- person.or corporation for the constructing, equipning, mainta>ning and
mined in favor of Caldwell, the defendant to it. Well, Sir, operating of railways, telegraph Unes, canals and bridges for railway or
what was the result in another respect? Why it was this: general passenger or freight busines;, and in like manner for the building,

.r.:equipping, maintaining and working steam and other vessels, and,
flere was a property which, as it was shown in the peUl- in conformity with sneh contracts, may buili, construct. equip, maintain
tion presented to His Excellency, bad cost the proprietor of and operate ail such works and undertakings, for and on behalf of the
it in the neighborhood of $250,000. It was a property that persons or corporations authorized by the laws of Citnadato build, Con.

struct, equip, maintain or operate the same, or on their own behalf, as
was worth to that man as much as $250,000; and it formed may be agreed upon in the contracts respecting the sane."'
for him a valuable asset, that he could sell and dispose of to It will be observed that this goes furtbe ban constructionany person who desired to purchase his property and under this name; it is a Bil to cree4 corporation for the
his improvements; and yet the resuit of this Act of the puros f oerating i licre r r a i nables thiLeg~Iaurc ws-i tht lw ercahlwedtostad-tatpurpose of oporating in publice :r- and it emables this
Legislature, was-if that law were allowed to stand1-thatcorporation to obtain a contraco for a :ailway fromu anythis property worth $250,000 to a private man to-day individual person authorized to work a railway, and tobecame public property by this Act to-morrow; so that an undertake the operation of a railway. We give franchisesasset which, if this man was making up a statement of bis to railway and telegraph companies to build and operateaccounts and an inventory asset, would have shown to-day, these works. Franchises are also given to corporationsas improvements on the different rivers and streams which whom we know, and recognze, and authorize;but thisare referred to in this Bill-of whih my hon. friend bas measure wuld authorize; and ai
made mention-to be of value to him to the amount of measure would authorizothnse particular persons, and any
$250,000, or whatever they cost, to-morrow, was by an Act of. other persons or corporations wbo may become shareholders
Parliament swept all away, and is as public as the streets in to operate any railway Company m the
this city,or the ighways throughout the country. It bas country with whom tey might contract. For
ceased to be the private individual property of theheowner,example, suppose they entered inte a contract with the
and htsbecome the publie property, as the streets are in the Great Western or Grand Trunk Railway Companies to
towns and the roads in the concessions in the country operate these road, they might do so under the provibions

parts of the Dominion are to-day ; the result is, that in of this Bill; and it seemw to me thait such wide powers, not
making up a statement with regard to these assets on the merely of construction, but of operation, are important to
next day, he would have to blot out this asset of $250,000, consider before we grant them.
which had stood properly put down as property yesterday. Mr. BOULTBEE. Mr. Chairman, this matter came up
Now, Sir, I stop to challenge contradiction as to the fair. in the Private Bills' Committee, and the Bill was held over
fless and exactitude of the statement, as to results which I for several sittings to have this point considered. They
make concerning the position of the litigants in the suit of cannot build railways or telegraph lines unless they have
McLaren vs. Caldwell-a result brought about by legisiation charters for them. It is quite true they have the right
which the Local Government passed. Now, Sir, what was to work the Great Western or Grand Trunk Railways or
he to do ? He had sought in vain, as this paper fairly any other private work; and why not ? I know no reason
brought before His Excellency in petition in this book to the contrary if the sharebolders of those companies wiied
Of extracts shows, by petition to the Local louse, it, they should bq able to do so as well as any other private
by representations made in every manner known in a party. The Bil was most carefully considered and dis-
free country, in order to induce the Local Parlia- cussed in the Committee, and I do not know why there
ment to stay its band. He had sought to prevent should be an attempt to delay theBill because the hon. mcm-
the passage of this Bill, and he had sought in ber for West Durham says that they have certain power
vain. The law lad been passed. His property lad to do certain things; and why not ?
been swept away. He had, in lieu of it, what the on. Mr. BLAKE. This is no attempt to delay. What Isay i
nember bas ventured to call tolls; and I think that, when this, and I bope the hon. Minister ofiRailways understood it:the hon. gentleman comes to understand it, the hon. mem- This Bill confers very extensive franchises andber Who spoke of tolls as being an adequate compensation, owers, to work different railway enterprises. The oldwill have to admit, if not by bis vote, at all events in his i'arIiament of Canada chartered the Great Western andheart and conscience, that it was no recompense or compen- Grand Trunk Companies, and they oprate under there
sa on for property which was taken away by Act of powers; but this is a Bill whivh would autborize this par-

I biamentS ticular corporation to get hold of all the railways in the
It beinig Six 'cloek the Speaker left the Chair. country, by contract with the different corporations, and
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onerate them all. The hon gentleman says: -1Why not?"
I do n ot offer anyopni n, beeause I have not fully examined
the Bill ; but, under the circumstancee, I think it woulI be
better that the Comnittee should rise and report progress.

Mr. BOULTBEE. That-wilI oause delay.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Better bave delay and have

the Bill carefully considered, than iiprecipitately adopt the
Bill which seems at first sight to contravene that which
has been adopted so far in the present Session.

Mr. BOULTBEE. At this late hour the elTect of asking
permission to report progrees would he to delay the Bill,
and probahly cau-e i* to he lo4. When that Bill came up
before the Private Bills Coimmittee, a mem ber of the Gov-
ernment asked that itbereferred tothe Railway Committee,
but on examination ho was eonvinced it properly carne
within the cognizanee of i ho Private Bills Committee. The
slightest consideration will show that this railway cannot
have any such power as tbe hon. Minister of Railways
suggests. It bas simply to build and work railways and
contract public works. If this company has the right to
work the Great Western Railway or the Grand Trunk
Railway, iteould only work those under their charters and
would have no power of amalgamation. I venture to su-
gest that if the hon. Miniiter of Railways will only take
the time to examine this Bill, he will see it cannot possibly
have the effect be suggests.

Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. Does it not on0fer .the p Wr
on the Company of operating the Great Western Ral 1
Company?

*Mr. BOULTBEE. It does.
Six C.HARLES TUPPER. ..And:to Qpeateêthe Tor

Grey and Bruce Railway Company?
Mr. BOULTBEE. Yes.
Sir CHARLElS TUPPER. If so the amalgamation in

accompliehod.
Mr. BOULTBEE. Has not the Great Western Railway

Company the power to carry on its business where the
Toronto Grey and Bruce Railway does1? I should like to
have the opinion of the leader of the Government as to
whether any power of amalgapiation is given in this Bill.

Sir JOHN A, MAGDONALD. Tbat isjus&whabIwold
wish to. have ime .toç oiwider.

Bill reported.
THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills, were coneidered in Committee)
reported, read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 15) to incorporate the Winnipeg and Springfield
Bridge Company -(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (No. 19) to incorporate the St. John's Bridge Com.
pany-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria)

Bill NoZa 42) tf i «ra-tA th R i
Sir CHAiRLES TUPPER. Anv Bill that provides for -iU&'.,ÂuVÂleu oriqga u j.

the constructinz and operating ofrailwaysought to goto the
Railway Committee. I woild like t have an opportunity PERSONATi eXPLANATIONS.
of considering the Bi1l to-morrow with my colleagunes. ThatL a -u ma!ter of privileze. Iwish to cau the
will not lead to any dolay, tbe Bill will not lose its place, attention ofthe flouse 10 a grieM
and very possibly assistance will be given my hon. friend
to carry it on. I should fail in my duty if, holing. the.
opinion I do. T did not ask that short time, and the lack of The p4,ragr'aph.reads asfollews
disposition shown by mv hon. friend to allow that time "The debateon the Ontario Boundary Âward qnestion brought up
makes it all the more necessary that it should be given. once.more the singularand.explicâbljaoZ of }ion. Uavid Milla h&viug,while Niniter of the Interior, accepted &!fée (or bribe)of $4,000 fron

Mir. BOULTBEE. I do note know,- why, when 1 amn en. the Governiment of Ontariointhis verydispte,-it being thon pending.,
deavorinir to secure the paseage of a Bill in whieh I have no lu the report of Mr. Plumb,'s ppehhfoligpsae
personal, intereRt, it shonld bê sugg-ested that my anxiety occurs:
renders it at ail danLyerous. It does not foilow that because I1"The nirney this Minister ofthe[n.aterior reoeived.fnom.ilhe Ontarioareaodnd this Billtouil a railway that we cI er to prepare a case in epposition r that w dhich h should
bui d one withont gotting a ch.arter. A member, of',t.he "av" advanced as a Privy (Jouneillor'of Canada, wa&s $4,0002'" A VOI1CE. Wàorxeceirfed that.$,000?Goverument had tbis, Bill laid over in the Private Bills Mr.P1fjUàIB saii
Com)rmittoe, becausp it was fugszested thait it would go before for Bothwell (Mr. Milis),the late Minister 'f the'.Interjor, ànd- foribtha
the Railwy Co itee; but it was known to the Com- sum oepreared evidence to show that Ontario extendih to hea octy
mitaee that the Bit gave no power buildrailwaywhat- tnbion. e Heo ap rh ite o

"Aheraldo f lfax-,touhihma-etiohas bMreen edectd

ever, uniessthe Compiany got a charter, therefore it was the P dcifieforaother $4,Ot. (Rear, bear and laqgbter. o
con-4 lered that the Bill buuld hc dealt with by the 1'rivate lr.o moLtB said thiad eplot ail, for the st.aoefert on behalf.ofDthe

hinDominionWsprPre Ir elccanel Dedisf, who was in $ the $ember frorBir.sBOUTEE. on ko. iothwelDepartofnt.ar this eot dIobe ,-ippoadtbeat hen p'berntor
Mr. WHITE ( tardwel). tBink I recognize in thia n othwell wou rtied a statemen.frm' pee t foingcewth

ien iahisownViews. This tbeysouddquestion otehof themot diagrnexulBi an old i dianerus. It oes ntoow thate thing wniehias ever been ofronght home to any publie man in anadr.
ocal Leowdature of Qube about a year ago, and came Mr.Mens twasro aawyer s ta h c asiepotlain tbhat w hiehed

very newarihaatin guntil it watdiseovered m rfthat ithvsimply hrof aioallye ar Counclorfa nadawas,000.G n h i a v i P t n a fee-which it certain hwould.not ,0.ewas imelY
meant a i bwhich iih ge instrumental in securingre ayma holding the position f the Minister oftbeInteriorof aifdoa'
amalgamatyions of m panies which cou d not otherwise o sumean presay this, that neither the statement of the hon.
ohtained. I take somne ittie crepdit to myselffor baviniv mexuber for Niagaa(rPum ,ifle aeitnoth
mite sttn theBlB efebed railwat whal observations ofthEHewld hare true. They are bath mfa icious

Legilare. I think the pas ge of thisar Bit , therefore, falsehoods. Wasnot eer he mplye ofthe Ontighe.
ought t be postpond, and I would not. be sorry to Psee i " Government after ibcame a Miniserofthe Crewn.l 
postponed altogether.oasked by theOntario Gveremlent, asundertake mereport

Mr. BOULTBEE. Th) Ihon. member for Cardiçel would upon the question of tbe bouncaries in areh, 1I c wndI
like 10 get it postponed altogether, boeause lie gave some made tbe report in December, 1872. -Mr. MJowat again
a4,vice .o th .Quebe.hGoierment; but his advice ontkat asked me to undertake the preparation of the case digr8e5
ccasion mus have been more va uIe than on the preset, t-in Junew I think i was. ruAgst, 18o6, I made a second
orho knaws notring whatever about this Bi. I venture report on the case for the Ontario Legieature. ined
o avnt nilegal auhiority woul isrive the iopinion that appointed a Minister of the Crown iu October foil cang.

his Bml confers a Cmwer woamiha ation watver on For my fir t reort I received from the t vernment o f
he ompthny. an h if ia doos not thre eau aoobjection al Ontario-they paying the expenses I incureb for tracio

Mtftr.uitgo throgh. ndn. r d l dpotoe ues of the bou i Mach,1&l, ad .
Mr. BLAK.
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the case they paid me $1,500 or 82,500 for the two. I know poor enough, and I am likely to remain poor
no inpediment in the way of my undortaking the work. enough so long as I am in Parliament. I am sorry to
I find that hon. gentlemen opposite paid a gentleman for say that being in Parliament does not increase ones wealth,
investigating this subject on behalf of the Dominion Gov- and I do not think it is desirable to increase it in that way,
ernnelt, who never undertook to put the results of bis because if a man receives anything for promoting a Bill in
lab)ors on paper, as much as Ireceived for both these reports. Parliament, he would disgrace bis position on the floor of
if I had krown this statement had been made by the bon. the House and in the country. Charges like these cannot
member for Niagara, I would have contradicted it then, but be answered, for if you were to write a reply they would
1 do se now, the first time I have observed such a report simply reiterate the scandai and charge you with some-
was made. I say the report is untrue, and the statement in thing worse. There is no way of making a defence in such
this paper is a malicious falsehood. a case, but I think there should be some plan of regulating

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It seems to be in order to call these matters so that we who are doing our duty in Parlia-

attention to little items published in the papers when they ment to the best of our endeavors should fnot be met with

reflect injuriously on members of the House. I desire to scandais and charges like these. The repetition of such
cal attention to a paragraph which appears in to-day's charges is calculated to make one feel disgusted with doing

Globe, in whieh my name is mentioned. In the Globe's the best he can to carry out bis duty to his constituents and

correspondence from the capital, it is stated that: te the country.
- it is more than hinted that several members of the House largely

supplement their indemnity and mileage by fees for promoting Bille.
How fer their constituents approve of their representatives tying their
hnds in this way, so that they cannot vote upon important questions,
it would be interesting to know. An equally important point is to
know how such members justify their violation of the Independence or
Parliament Act."

My name is coupled as one of those receiving fees. I have
not directly or indirectly received any fee or reward what-
ever for promoting any Bill which would be contrary to
the rules of the House, and as a professional man I do not
do it.

Mr. McCARTIIY. I find my name also included in tho
category. I can only say that I have not had a Privato
Bill in charge during this Session ; that I have not been
interested directly or indirectly in any Private Bill, except
the Canada Landed Credit Company, which was in charge ef
the hon. member for West Toronto. I declined to take
charge of said Bill, because my partner was solicitor for the
Company. I have not received any fee or been ini connection
with any Private Bill, and any statement to the contrary
effect is utterly unfounded and untrue. Perhaps, while I
am addressing myself to this point, I might also mention
another matter, to which I dislike very much to refer, as
these personal matters are always disagreeable. I arn told,
although I did not see it, that this same correspolent of
the Globe, at the Capital, stated that I was the holder of a
timber limit or an applicant for a timber limit, and when
I voted on the motion of the hon. leader of the Opposition,
on this question, I voted contrary to my duty, and on
account of my interest in that matter. That, Sir, is untrue.
Inever applied for a timber limit, directly or iudirectly,
and I never owned or had any interest in one.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I have just been informed that my
name, also, is made the subject of remark in the paragraph.
With respect to the Bill which I was endeavoring to put
through the flouse, I was conducting it for the gentlemen
whose names appear on it, and I never received a cent for
doing so, or asked or suggested that I should receivo a cent.
W\ith regard to the Thunder Bay and Minnesota Bill, which
Was thrown out in Committee, I did not get a cent for look-
ing after it, nor do I expect to get a cent for it. With
regard to the Lake Superior and Hudson's Bay Road, I am
one of the incorporators, and I did not get a cent, nor do I
expect to get a cent, for my connection with it. So with
th" Souris and Rocky Mountain Bill. I think it is rather
bard that, without authority, these papers, simply for the
Purpose of making capital in the eountry, andf. injuring us
before Our constituonts, should go so f tr as to make such
Scandalous assertions as these. We lake a great deal of
trouble to go through a great deal of hard work, and
anxiety and watchfulness in connection with these Bills,
and I say it is rather hard that, after trying tod0 Our duty, we should be made the subject
of such charges as these. God knows I am
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DISALLOWANCE OF STIREAMS BILL.

Hnuse resumed the consideration of Mr. Cameron's
(Huron) amendment to Sir Loonard Tilley's proposed
motion that Mr. Speaker do leave the Chair for the House
te go again into Committee of Supply.

Mr. McCARTIIY. When the House rose at six o'clock,
I was proceeding to consider that part of the Bill which
deals with compensation, Perhaps I might first bo per-
mitted to state, however, what I understand to be the
meaning of the word "compensation," when applied to the
sovereign right of expropriation. Now, I do not pretend to
dispute, and I am quite willing to admit in the amplest
posibie nimtner, so far' as my jidgmont goes, that this Act
of Parli:ment was, suhjet to one consideration, within the

ower of the Local Logislature. If' that oue consideration
e overlooked there is power in the Local Legislature as in

every othe sover'ign body-and ite Local Legislature is
sovereign sofàr as its juisdiction extends-to expropriate
property for public purposes. But, Sir, as I undorstand the
doctrine of expropriation, as we call it, or as it is botter
known on the other side of the lino, the exercise of its
power of eminent domain, there are two limitations to the
exercise of that power. The first and most important is
t hat it should be exercised only in the public interest.
There is no right, in the exercise of the power of eminent
domain, to take from one man his property and hand it
over to another unless it be in the public interest. The
next important qualification in tho doctrine-and perhaps
it is more than the other, and at all events to the individual
-is that the expropriation should be only on payment
of full compensation. Now, that compensation, as you
know, is always given where expropriation is exercised in
the ordinary and familiar instances of railway companies or
bridge companies. Under a Railway Act, before property
can be taken for public purposes, the fair value of the pro-
perty is to be given to the proprietor, and that fair value
is arrived at in the manner pointed out by the Act-
by arbitrators selected, one by the company, one by the in-
dividual whose property is taken from him, and the third

by one of the Courts of the land. But it is perfectly plain
that where this doctrine is perhaps better understood than
anywhero else, in the United States, no exorcise of the power
of eminent domain is legal or constitutional, according to
their law, unless it is accompanied by compensation-pay-
ment in money at the time, not payment postponed to any
future date. Now, I am not unaware that there is no such
limitation in our law-; I am not unaware that, according to
the doctrine of the British Parliament, the power we have
and the power the Local Legisiatures have in their spheres
comprehends the power, though not the right, to take away
aman'spropertywithoutcompensatinghim. ButIchallenge
my hon. friends opposite to point out in the history of
British legislation any instance in which the right of a
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person whose property is taken from him to receive friends opposite to point, in ail the Statute-books of British
compensation bas been departed from. Although legislation, to an Act of this character, intended to deprivethere is the absolute power, that power bas been so exer- a man of his property without giving him adequate and suit.
cised under our free form of government that it bas not able compensation. Now, Sir, doos this Act in any way core
been found necessary to limit it as it is limited in the up to the terms of what I venture to say it should belUnited States. Now, I wish to point out another feature in order to bring it within the principles of sound legislation.
of this measure-that not merely, as I shall endeavor to The first section of the Act declares that notwithstandin
show, is it an exercise of the power of eminent domain any effect of the judgments of the Courts up to that timewithout adequate and proper compensation, but it is also all streams during the spring, summer and autumn freshets
an Act of Parliament relating peculiarly to past events. were open to everybody to float and transmit saw-logs and
It is retroactive in its enacting clause; it does not speak timber of other kinds. The second clause of the Act says:
merely for the future, but it legislates for the past, and thus "that any person may go on the land and construct in any
two principles of sound legislation-principles of paramount such rivers, creeks or streams any improvements he thinks
importance-bave been violated. First, property bas been proper, in order to facilitate the passage of timber." The
taken from an individual without adequate or proper coi- third provision says, that the rîghts therein given, and the
pensation; and, second, the Act is retroactive in its effect, provisions therein made-contained in the foregoing sections
and in point of fact, determined the litigation then existing 1st and 2nd-shallextend toand applytoallrivers,creeks and
between the parties, and which gave rise to this measure. streams mentioned in the 1st section of the Act, that is to all
The power of eminent domain is said to be the supreme rivers, creeks and streams which whether floatable or navi-
right of property appertaining to the Sovereign -- the power gable in the state of nature, or not, have been made floatable
by which private property acquired by the citizens under or navigable by artificial means by any one and the
the sovereign's protection-may be taken, or its use 4th section purports, or pretends to give compensation, and
controlled for the public benefit without regard for the how does it read ? The LieutenantGovernor may fix the
wishes of the owner. The doctrine is thus stated by amount which any person collecting tolls under this Act
Judge Colley: shall be at liberty to charge on saw logs and different kinds

"It is the rightful authority which must rest in every sovereignty to of timber, or rafts, or crafts, and may from time to time
regulate and control these rights of a public nature which pertain to its vary the same; and the Lieutenant-Governor in Council,citizens in common, and to appropriate and control individual property in fixing such toils, is to regard certain matters.
for the publie benefit as the publie safety, convenience, ornecessity may Now, how does this matter stand practically ? This
demand." -w o oe hsmtersadpatiitl? Ti

property is as I pointed out before Recess, when this Act
The limit to that power is this: of Parliament was passed, was the property of Mr. McLaren.

"That compensation shall be made therefor; and this compensation On the passage of this A ct, it coast d to be his private, arid
must be pecuniary in itse character, because it is in the nature of a becarne public property. [t ought not, every h mn.
payment for a pecuniary purchase." 1Ithink, will admit, to have been transferred to the publie,
It is said by a learned Judge, in one case in which the unless the public had paid compensation for it, or unless
matter was discussed, that there was certain and sure means pointed out by the

"This authorityamounts to nothing more than a power to oblige a pri- Statute by which that compensation was to be recovered. I
vate individual toseil and conveywhile the publicinterests required it." do not think that any hon. mem ber in this House or that

any fair-minded man in this country will for one moment
Mr. Chancellor Kent, in his able commentaries, thus contend, even supposing that the use of this river was all
speaks of it: important in a publie sense, even supposing that it was a

" The settled and fundamental doctrine is that the Government has great wrong on Mr. McLareni's part to use it solely for his
no right to take private property for public purposes withont giving own purposes, and den'ng its use for everylbodyjust compensation; and it seems to be necessarily implied that the ewn purpeses, and dhayiug itaue fo hiiiod
indemnity should, in cases which will admit of it, be previously and clse, that it ought te have been taken from bim f'r
eq uitably ascertained, and be ready for reception concurrently in point public purposes, without bis being paid a compensation
oftime with the actual right of eminent domain." for his property and proprietary rights. Well, Sir,
Again Judge Colley says: what does this Act do? It says that tolls may be collected,

"While the owner is not to be disseized until compensation s and more, what has been done ? Property whih was
provided ; neither, on the other hand, when the public authorities
have taken such steps as to finally settle upon the appropriation, ought worth so much money; Call it $10o,000, or anything you
he to be left in a state of uncertainty to wait for compensation until like, whatever it may be ; but where is he to get that
some future time when they may see fit to occupy it." money, the interest on that money, or the principal. It is
Well, Sir, to quote once more : said he may get it by tols. But wherein is any person

"But whatever be the necessity and however important the public compelled to use that stream? Does it follow that this
use, compensation must be made in money, and not in incidental bene. stream will be used by any person ? Is there any certain,
fils, in order to meet the true apirit of the constitutional provision upon sure way, such as constitutional writers point out, by which
that sub'lect." this money, or the interest or the capital, or an y other
The general rule is clear, that although steps preliminary compensation will be given to him for depriving him of his
to expropriation may be taken without providing compen- property, which this Statute affects. I think, Sir, itbis
sation. perfectly plain that this pretence ofgiving him compensatiol

"Before any definite act be done towards the construction of the im- is illusory. It is perfectly certain that, across the borde",
provement which is in the nature of the assertion of ownership, pay- this Statute would be deemed un3onstitutional and void.,it
ment must be made or tendered or a certain and adequate remedy be is perfectly clear that the authorities say, if this law was
provided, and unless this is done in the Act authorizing the work, the enacted by any State of the Union, that it would be, accord-
Statute is wholly unconstitutional and void." ing te•their constibuin-and il would bc declared in the
I bave troubled the House with these extracts because I Courts in that country-void and of no effect. it is not
think that they lay down correct principles of legislation. here, because the British Parliament is omnipoent because
I do not mean to say, Sir-and I have carefully avoided, I the Legislature, within its sphere, is omnipotent; because,
think, stating-that these regulations apply to our legisla- when that Act goes on the Statute-book, and is assented to
tion bere ; but wbatlI do mean to say is, that the same spirit by royal authority, it becomes the law of the land, no mat-
which regulates the written law on the other side bas gov- ter how unjust its provisions may be in depriving a man of
erned and always governs British legislation. I defy my hon. his property und giving it up to publie uses; but this is not

Mr. MoCAaRar.
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accrding to the spirit of the constitution. It is not
according to the way in wh.ch the laws are
administered. It is not according to what is believed to be
right and honest between man and man, that for public or
any other purposes, a person should ho despoiled of bis
estate. Well, Sir, my hon. friond stated it was an outrage,
that a man, by making an improvement upon a stream or
some portion of it, should close that stream, so that no
person else could use it, thus he said: "The toil and labor
expended in getting out timber, would be lost because it
could not be got to market." As proof, and perhaps the
strongest p'oof, I can offer to show that the BIl1
was undoubtedly passed for the purpose of injuring
one man and enriching another, I will show the House
what is perfectly well known to every man engaged
in the lumber business, that there was no necessity for this
legislation at all. If it was essential in the put.lic interest
that this river should be open to the public, Sir,
there is a law on the Statute-book of the Province of
Ontario, which is referred to in this Act, and which says,
that any five men can by taking certain stops become
incorporated, and being incorporated, may acquire from any
proprietor improvements on any river or stream; that they
may expropriate; that upon payment, just as a
railway company can, they can expropriate the river
improvements, on the payment of the just value,
and can hold the stream and collect tolls and work them,
if they find it profitable. Well, Sir, what are we forced to
think ? Fither that Caldwell could not get any other four
persons to join him in expropriating this property, that ho
knew it would not pay him to do so, or that it would not
p)ay for the investment of the capital necessary, or that the
Local Govern ment, in order to favor one man,their supporter,
delibe ately passed this Act of' Parliament to deprive
McLaren of his property, and, in point of fact, to hand it
over to one other person who dosired to use the stream, and
this was Caldwell. Another statement bas been made, and
a good deal has been attempted to ho made of it; it is this:
that Caldwell was practically denied the rigbt to bring his
timber to market by this stream. If this were so, it would
not be any justification for such an Act of Parliament. But
the contrary is the fact. The limit belonging to Caldwell, was
worked long before Caldwell had it. It was, and had been,
the property of Hon. Mr. Skead, and during the time ho
worked it he took the timber fromn it by its natural waters,
the Madawaska, which are the nearest and most convenient;
and the only fact w'hich makes the Mississippi more
Convenient for Caldwell is because he happens to have a
mill at Carleton Place on that stream, This being the
Condition of affairs, what was to be done? Here was a
Statute, which I think I have shown was intended to
deprive one man of bis rights without compensation,
There are no constitutional safeguards, such as they have on
the otber side of the line, by which an appeal could be made
te the Courts of the land. Here was a Statute, retroactive
il its operations, which declared that what was law yesterday
in the Province of (ntario shall cease to be law to-morrow.
The effect of that was to interfere with litigation, and take
frIm the man bis property and his right. And what appoal
had be ? Why, he had the appeal to the foot of the Throne.
The only redress that was left to him, as a British subject,
Was to go with his petition to the representative of the
Thone in this country-to His Excellency the Governor
General-and point out to him how the matter stood, and
ask His Excellency. under the circumstances, to disallow
the measure. Was thiat wrong ? Is it to be said that, in no
ease, under no circumstances, can an Act of Parliament,
Which is witbin the power of a Local Lcgislature, be dis-
alowed? No person pretends to assert that doctrine, though
1 believe the resolution in your hands, Mr. Speaker, does
assert it. My hon. friends in opposition to it, during the
time l they were on this:side of the House, clearly laid down

the opposite doctrine; clearly showed that the Acts of the
Local Legislature could ho disallowed, not only when they
were ultra vires, but when they contravened some principle
of legislation, and they were, in some instances, set aside on
the latter ground by hon. gentlemen opposite. No fault could
be found with them. The British North America Act has
introduced this very great change, and this discussion here
this evening shows the importance of the step we have
made. Before Confederation this Bill could have been dis-
allowed by the Imperial power. Application would have
to ho made and applications were made from time to time to
the sovereign power to disallow measures that interfored
with those rights, but now the power is resting, and pro-
perly resting, under the Confederation Act with bis
Excellency the Governor-General, as was pointed out in the
able State paper of which the hon. leader of the Opposition
was the author, during the time he was Minister of Justice.
It is now discussed on the floor of Parliament, whether that
power was properly exercised ornot. To hear the hon. mem-
ber from South Huron talk, one would think it was merely the
ipse dixit of the hon the Minister of Justice, and in Ontario
it is the habit to say it was a French man-the Secretary
who happened te be acting for the hon. the Minister of
Justice is called the Frenchman-who disallowed
and overrode the legislation of the Ontario Parliament.
Does not every hon. member know, even if the hon. mem-
ber for South Huron forgets for a moment, as his speech
will seem to indicate, that it is on the report merely of
the Minister of Justice, and that it is an Order in Council,
made by His Excellency the Governor General on the
advice of his Ministers, that the Bill can bo disallowed.
Will it be thought that the power of disallowance will be
exercised uinan arbitrary manner, that the hon. First Minister
with the large following he has from the Province of
Ontario, the legislation of which was disallowed with the
knowledge that the members of all the Provinces are jealous
of their rights and privileges of local self-government will
dare to disallow any measure unless ho is able to justify to
this House and the country the power ho assumes? I am
prepared to put the ground of this disallowance on this
broad principle. .I have shown the legislation was con-
trary to such principles, that this Act was a violation of the
rights of private property, without pretence of justification,
and if, in this British Colony, we have no means of redress,
we will have to introduce the same law that they have in
the States, put an article in our Constitution that no
Acts of expropriation shall be lawfui unless they be
accompanied by payments of compensation so that the
Courts shall have power to dotermine whether the parties
are properly componsated or not. Either we are unfit to
exercise the right of disallowance that is exercised by the
Imperial Government, without violating the rights of
private property, or we will have, by a law, to piovent the
possibility of a hostile majority in any Local Legislature
despoiling a man of his property for reasons which are
altogether unjustifiable and insufficient. Mr. McLaren
came to the Council with his petition. He set forth the
facts ; and perhaps there is more made of the fact that
the disallowance took place without communication to
the Local Government than of the disallowance
itself. A paper was read by my hon. friend
which was prepared in the early days of Con-
federation by the hon. the First Minister, who
was then the hon. the Minister of Justice. In that
document it was stated-so careful was he and so careful,
I may say is ho now, not to override the rights of Local
Governmonts-that, where there was any necessity or use
for it, before a Bill could be disallowed, communication
should be had with the Local Goverument. But, Sir, that
is not Statute Law or an imperative necessity. It is simply
a reasonable provision. Wby ? Because in the same case
a Bill might pass a Local House without having had that
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attention given to it that its importance deserved, and might Lot me read what a learned Judge, one of the ablest ieîha,
contain provisions that,in the hurry of legislation, had a much that ever adorned the Ontario bench, bas said witi r'efe{en
wider significance than was supposed at the time. It would to this power of disallowance, with reference to this very
be, therefore, only reasonable and proper, if there was no measure. I am not reading the language of a politician,1
immediate necessity for disallowing it so as to prevent am reading the language of the learned Chief Just'ie
irreparable mischiet being done, that communication should Draper, who was thon Chief of the Court of Appeal, and ho
be made to the Local Government. What was the case ? said in this celelebrated Goodhue case:
Mr. McLaren, in his petition, presented to lis Excellency -"In regard to the absence of a Record chamber, it may be further
the Governor General a statement of the facts. ln that state- observed, so far at least as estate or Private Bills are concerned, that
ment it appeared that so early as May, 1880, Mr. Pardee as such Bills involve ordinarily no mere party political considerations
wrote the letter threatening Mr. McLaren, if ho did not ail those whose interests may be touched have a right, in the first place,
permit Mr. Cardwell's timber teCoule down, witti the toexpect a careful examination of their contents on the partof ther. Provincial Executive, and a withholding of the Royal assent if it i
vengeance of his Government. lu the following year this Bill found that the promoters of the Bill are seeking advantages at the
was introduced deli berately by the Ontario Government; it expense of others whose interests are as well gropnded as their own;h and further, if from oversight or any other cause, provisions should be
was passod by the Ontario House On the Very gr'ouids wh c inserted of an objectionable character, such as the deprivations of
were afterwards presented by Mr. MicLarîen to lis Excel- innocent parties of actual or even possible interests, by retroactive
lency. All the facts of the case were known and the press legisiation, such Bills are subject to the consideration of the Governor

General, who, as the representative of the Sovereign, is entrusted with
had very fully discussed the subject, Now, I want to know authority, to which a corresponding duty attaches, to dfsollow any law
what object would there have been in writing Lo Mr. Mowat contrary to reason or to natural justice and equity."
to ask the question: "Wby did you pass that nefarious Now, here is the expression of an able Judge upon the
Bill?" Mr. Mowat did it openly. If the law was clause in our Act which, of course, we all know isl not con-
ultra vires, it could be at once disallowed. If the law was fined to disallowance merely in cases wbere there bas been
within their jurisdiction and could be explained, an an excess f the exorcise f juridiction, but in every ad
explanation should bie caled for; but it it was donc all cases. Lot me now pursue this subject a little further
deliberately, if it was the settled policy of Mr. Mowat to and see what hon. gentleman have thought with
pass a law in violation to the rights of Mr. McLaren, reference to it when the necessities of the case arose. NMy
certainly it would have been the idlest possible ceremony to ho . friends from Piince Edward Island will remember the
have communicated with him in order to have an explanation long strugglo they had with reference to the land laws.
of his views on the subject. Therefore what would, in some1 They will remomber the attempts that were made by Local
cases, have been very proper, was not applicable, and could Legislatures to do away with the proprietary right, and to
not be applicable in a case of this kindA. And why ? In accomplish what was accomplished here at an earlier date
the month of Marci, just about the time that Mr. McLaren in Lower Canada in regard to the Seigneuries. They will
wanted to use his improvements, ho had obtained bis irijutnc- rernember that sevei al appeals were made to England on
tion from the Court of Chancery, and by that stayed Mr. that subject,and that the English Goveinmient iniaiabIy
CaldwelI's interference. The very object, the beneft o his refused to carry ont their propositions because they
suit, would be lost unless His Excellency the Governor Gen- were interfering with vested rights. I will quote on this sub-
eral, on the advice of his Ministers, disallowed it. For ject-becauso it is very apposite, it appears to me-the
these reasons it appears to me perfectly plain, that if ever a language of Sir George Grey to Lieutenant Governor Daly
measur eau be disallowed, other than one which is ultra of Prince Edward Island:
vires, thiis was one, and it was not only disallowed, but
disallowed properly without communication to the Local "Her Majesty's Government have considered these Acts separately

and with an anxious desire to do justice between the community of
Government. Now, the louse bas been treated to the Prince Edward Island in general, and the proprietors of the soil, and to
views of my hon. friend the hon. the First Minister, allow the fullest possible scope to the principle of local independeice

on this question of disallowance, and we are always inl 1eislative matters, subject only to-the paramount duty' not to advise
theo rown tu assent to any measure inflicting anv manifest wrong on

delighted to hear the hon. members of the Opposition any of Her subjects * * * and Her Maiesty's Government canlot
quote the language of' my hon. friend with approval. take upon themselves the responsibility of advising the Crown to give

But, Sir, is it not a strange thing that my bon. friend from its assent to Colonial Acte which are at variance with the principles of

Huron, ardent Oppositionist as heis, should swear only from justice,'and invade those rights of property which are the foundation Of

what fell from the lips of the First .Minister. He appears Nowirat he i n r ogGrey, and I
to have been altogether blind in reading from these Blue- , Sir, that was the opinioncof Sir George Gter anI
Books to what had fallen from the hon. Minster who leads think i wuld net .e difficu.t te- find that other coloial
him. le appears to have ignored from what fell from the Ministers had dealt with this subject in the same way. MY
lion. Mr. Scott, acting as Minister of' Justice. lie appears right hon. friend reminds me that Sir George GreyWs
to have ignored altogether what fell ftom Mr. Justice an extreme Liberal, not one of the old Tories, not oned fthose
Fouraier when ho was Minister of Justice, but ho has given who held on to prorogative rights, but one who was desiibe
to the Hlouse the statements that have been made from time to give, as bis despatch states, the fullest scope to responsible
to time by the hon. First Minister. Now the Goodhue case was Government. W1e1, in 1874 another Act of that kid v.a
mentiened, and I will say this: that if at this ime of day, passed, and it came bore for the consideration of the Gov
after several years of Confederation, if such a measure as ern ment of this country. It was accompanie f the
that was not disallowed, if a measure changing a man's will, despatcb, I beiev, from the Lieutenant Governor n the
as the Local Logislature professed to do in that case, was Province te the Governor General bore, urgingssente
not disallowed by his Excellency, I think the action of the strongest possible manner that this law should be assented
Minister of Justice and the Administration in refusing that te. Mv. Justice Fourmier was thon the d Mbiister he atter
disallowance, would be hard indeed to justify. But it will be et the Government oet that day, and he gees over t aLdwids
remembered that in those days Confederation was young. ln with reference te the petitions that were sent i, an
those days the Provinces wero sensitive, and perhaps the up bis opinion on it in this way:
rights of individuals had to some extent to yield to "The allegations in these petitions are very forcibly urged, and repre'
the publicnece8sities of the day. But, Sir, bocause in that sent features which cannot but be regarded as contrary to the prifliples
cathe ubon. nessiisofte day. But Sir, tece in wtat of legislation in respect to private rights and property. -ie
case the hon. the Minister of Justice failed to do whatt, with "The undersigned is of opinion that the Act is objectionable, intht

more enlarged experience of the working of Confederation ho it does not provide for an impartial arbitration in whîch the proprielors

could not hesitate to do at this time of day, is that a reason to would havea representation for arriving at a decisionn the naturenof

)e urged against the propriety of the course he recently took? ahspeedy detgndiato ade of the pent7ofnomatersd ndis tor
r. McQCAyr.
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"Under ail the circumstances of the case the undersigned bas the operation may have an irjurious i ffect far beyond what may b.- reenin.

honor to recommend that the Bill so reserved, intituled ' The Land pensed by its pecuniary results, bit there a e viewi which, although
Purchase Act of 1874,' do not receive the assent of Your Ezcellency 2a they should be fairly w.ighed, and alihongh they migbi, in s< me cases,
Council." force upon the Canadian Government the necessuy of disallowance."

The right given to poor Mr. McLaren was to go before the The Act was within the power of the legisiation to pass,
I[on. Mr. Mowat who was to flix, in the interest of Mr. Cald- and it was one whieh might be good policy to enact, but the
well, the tolis and dues lie was to pay. Well, Sir, this report hon, gentleman aaid there might be some cases in which
was duly approved, and the Bill was disallowed. the Canadian Government would be forced of neces-

Mr. BLAKE. No. ity to disallow Acte. That le the principIe for
Mr. McCARTHY. It was not assented to. I will come tinaldocre ch I;ven te tounay onttes

to that in one moment. That is one of the fine points 1ima cne, hthere urei tesan te a
may expect from the - leader of the Opposition, one of bencaetl thopethey wale ntnfend ccurere
those things that occur to hinm as of very greatf orce; but I csoui is oeltion have been violted t tha
think to an ordinary mind it will not have much bearing extnt hri cemesteto heGeen edn ouncil
on the subject. In 1876, another law with regard to this
was passed by the Island of Prince Edward, and it was sent upon the advico of his Ministers Io disallow the Act and
here in the same way, and then it was that the Hon. Mr. jhevetil fronog p eaon I th inIaesbewo
Scott, who was Acting Minister of Justice for the pres- that thaw cnt upo renablpriciplesfbe
ent leader of the Opposition-who I suppose approved lation respectg private property; that it within the
of this Act on his return, or else he would no longer have legal power of the Governor Generaiin Concil to disallow
continued to remain in office; of course, it passed the
whole Council, but I believe at that time the hon. member anmesur ofthsnd thatieo ave notlopger
was absent. Now, what was said with regard to this? Itofaseurwt h respet toraleinIaton tedwe
was not very unlike the Act with regard to streams and tfeappein onl, thet o'erbng o ested in
rivers. The first thing the At does is to reverse the law recreant to thir dty if they dd nt giv ay manof the land, to declare that which the Courts at that time whose rights were invaded, as Mr. McLarens rights were
declared to be the law was not and never had been the law invaded by Act of Parliament, that redress which, before
of the land : Confederation, be would have been able to obtain at the

IlTe effect of the firet portion of the Act appears to be that the foot of the Throne; and if have shown that, I have estab-
interprftationof the Supreme gourt of the Island of the Act of 1875, lished that disallowance in this case was ne that eught toupon whhertain awards of Land CmmissionerswereGeldnbadnt o d od o
reversed, and the awards in question declared as valid."hocmed adntodme.Isou b very

Jn conclusion ho saye sorry to think indeed that the rule for one Province should
"Tht itou giin wigt o cnsdeat~n e nygret xtnttenot bo the raie for another. J admit that the largerhi Province, thonles likelihood there is of the viola-the allegations in the petitions which aLre unsupported by any aeuaitin of riwhts of this character. We know for instance,

prof, be is of opinion ehat the reserved Bic t eye retrospective in its Ewffecti
that it deals with riglts of parties now in legisiation under the Act that an Ac of the Manitsba Lgislatre was diallwed
which it is proposed te ameud, or which may fairly form the subjeet of thinkby the piesent leader of the Opposition, though ncilm,
hmgtiou;, and that there is an absence of any provision saving the net quite certain on that peint, with respect te matters

utp ontrheaedvcoiofsMersoisnisters todisalowvtheActandgnts ndroctdgsh ropeav7bJdeitcpeavy within g inojuriodiction, naly, the h alf-breed lands,
Therefore, he recommended that tho Act should net ho bimptly on the griusnd that logilation was net necesary in

the opinion of the Dominion Goverament. But whatever isassented te or approvod. WeilJ think thata is pretty much the râle for Manitoba should be the ie for Ontario; and
lik the present case, yet the hon. member for South Huron wh ve is the le ft reec to h ltherue f Ontario;
overlooked these important State documents. lie has o and whateverle thegule o one provinee eught t be the ruin
faith la the languagein the sentiments, in the State papter, of another, and this eeontal, if we are not the daltr ow con.
which ananate from hbie own side of the blouse, and hereas stitution. If theipeeple are net teyb driven, in sef-dofenc mof
te corne here te get lis cenetitutional law. Well, if hie the rights ew'preperty, t have the Constitution altered by
would only take it altegether we weuld net have se mach intreducing legislative prohibition which a xibts on the
objection to it; but, taking it in part ho does net digest it other side of the lne with respect te the exorcise of eminent
Welp retdoes not assimilate it. the presnt on, leader of demain, tiis power should 17 carefully exercis5d,,it is true,
the Opposition was Minieter of Justice at one time, and i but stili it should ho exercised in very case where the
do net think we will find eo ever disallowed anything, but rights f individuals have been sacriiced by a law passed
that hotgeneray went both wayse; ho would point eut vey by a Local Legisature. Matters f policy are quite
forcibly that the Act shouldpoe disallow d, diffaennt. I do nt intend tcdistuse the vexed quoytian of
and yet it would s iot ho disallowed. That is the New Brunswick chool law. It was, however, one f
tvidealy the haracter of the honu. gentleman's pelicy and net of vested right. It was net discussod as
wid. I have read opinions prepared by the hon. gente- destruction of property or of righco, but as an in
lan, in which ho set forth that this course might eo taken proper exorcise of legisiative power i a matter on

or another course rnight ho taken; that uo e Judge might which mon might well difer The lino is broaly and
think thug and another Judge might think tnt;andyoufo t clearly drawn between a mattr of that kind and thies. If a
OSe frora the perusal wthout knewing very much exactly prîvate Bi had been al wed te pase the Local Legislature,
what hie opinion was on a given case. Se it lc with respect and handing over ne man's property te another, that
te hie Opinions in these questions. But they go ths length would have been a good reason for vetoing the Bll. If the
Of showing that the bon. gentleman was in favor of the priciple r vicios, it s only the more startoing because it
Principle th.,, in some cases at ail evente, Acte which are hias been asseotedf t by the Lieutenant Gvernor. It would
Ctrary te the sound principles of legielation, eught te ho seoni hard that a man who had boen deprived etdispro-
dialowod. The Act before the hon. gentleman at the time perty ehould be told that ho muet wait tilt the nextolection;
wae te COMpel assurers te take ent a license in Quebec. ne that this is a question heyond ail doubt lrpon which thewithpeopl will judge, and they wiilnturde fut the Government
it ,Thepolicylf laying a teaayfwthii nature is open te great objection. e and hand hiak the property.

Musmynatnlduttte end upotithose inaeretted ii the assurancesnIt
assente odto o a p oe teul lp proId n t a d is ptSt m h t ue fs u r e
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Mr. MoCARTHY. If that hon. member -who say

hear. hear, bad property taken from him ho would fin
that the issues of an election were mixe iup with boundar'
questions and matters of much greater importance, and hi
little matter connected with private property would no
induce people to reverse their votes and desert their pro
perty. Practically we know that nothing of that kind car
be done. The elector would say that notwithstanding tha
legislation he would vote for Mr. Mowat and Mr. Pardeî
because there were greater questions at issue, and therefore n<
mar can hope,unless such attacks on private property respeat
edly occurred and became great questions, to obtain tha
redress by turning out the Go% ernment which had authorize
legislation of that character, which he can get promptly by
appeal to the foot of the Throne. I must riot omit to refei
to the difference between refusing to assent and disallow
ance. I venture to say there is no substantial differ-
ence. Can any one pretend to assert that becausE
a Lieutenant-Governor has gone through the form o.
assenting to a Bill which bas been introduced by hi
,Ministry and passed by a majority of the House, there is any
substantial difference between that and the Lieutenant-
Governor reserving that question for the consideration ofth
Governor General ? Why, Sir, what position does th
Lieutenant-Governor occupy? fHe occupies, I suppose
strictly speaking, the position of a Dominion officer. Hit
duty probably would be to see that he assented to no logisia
tion that interfered with the rights of the Dominion oi
Dominion property. He would be bound to do what thE
Govornor General here does; obey the instructions froim
the office here, but, as we know, our Lieutenant-Governort
have no instructions. They are left without directions
what course to take in any given measure, and conse
quently the result istbat they give proforma their assent to
a measure, which thereby becomes law, subject to being
disallowed. It is, in fact, an ad interim allowance and
becomes an ad interim law. I know I cannot convine
my hon. fr end who differs from most other mon and
certainly differs from me on this subject, but i
appears to me that the matter is one of shadow
more than substance. Suppose the Lieutenant-Governor
reserved this Bill to-day, would there be any practica
ditference from his havng reserved it? bWhat earthly differ
ence would it make? l tho law is agood one itis notmade
botter by his assent, and, if a bad one, it is not made good
by the form of the Lieutenant Gevernor assenting to it. The
main question for the Governor General would be whethe]
it is a good or bad law; whether it is beyond their power
or if within their power, whether it controvenes the well
known prineiples of' legislation. The assent of the Crown
to the Acts of a Local Legislature is obtained, in a limited
manner, irom the Lieutenant-Governor, and that assent does
not become perfect until a certait time elapses, when the
assent becomes perfect, and a time is allowed for the Bill
to undergo consideration, as with regard to our legislation
here.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it so with our legislation for the last
two years ?

Mr. McCARTHY. Yes, it is so, and the hon. gentleman
will notdeny it. Ali of our legislation within two years can
be disallowed, but until disallowed it is perfectly good. If
this Parliament could be guilty of passing an Act like this,
-though they could not pass such an Act to-day-would a
man be denied the right to go to England and lay a petition
before the Crown and ask for disallowance? Would my
hon. friend pretend to say that under such circumstances
an Act of this Parliament would not be disallowed.

Mr. BLAKE Yes, I do.
Mr. McCARTIIY. Thon Idifferfrom the hon. gentleman

altogetber. If the hon, gentleman would trace the corres-
pondence bet ween the lime Oûoe and theoIonies upw the

Mr. McAmsTuf.

's timne of (Jonfederation, ho would fee that no 1aw the
d prîneiple of which la to destroy the property of privale
y individuals or do a manifest injustice received the asse]t
s of the Crown. Now, Sir, there is much more to ho said on
ýt this subject, no doubt, but other hon. memibers

)are >to speak upon it and I wonld be taking
n up the time improperly if 1 were to prolong mny rernarks tb
,t any greater length. I have endeavored to state, and I amn
e satisfied I have statod correctly, the facts of the case, and
owhy it was that 1 think the Act was contrary to everv
L-principle reeognizing the rights of, I may iîay, ivilized raa«.

.t The primary objeet of ail Governmetnt is the protection,)flot
d merely of lifo and liberty, but of property. Ail this vast
y scheme of Iaw-making power, whiob la invested in this Par.
r liament, is for the purpose of affording protection.to life,

-liberty and property. Certainly there are other objects of
-legisiation, but the primary matters of legisiation are those
ewhicb I bave mentioned. But what'is the danger that bas

,f been found to exist on the other side of theo une, and is likely
s to arise here ? Let me read an extract from a very eminent
Twriter on Constitutional Law, Mr. Sedgwick, whose work
*on that subjeet is recogrîizod, not only on the other aide of
e he line, but here as well:

IlAnd it is to be observed also that the unlust action of lhe Govern-
ment writers is niost likely to take the shape of attacks upon the riehts

sof property. Ail Government, indeed, resolves itself into the protection
-of life, libe~rty and property. Life and liberty ini our fortunate condition
are, however, littie iikely to be injuriously aff-ted by the administra.

rtion of the body politic-and property is very differently situated."1
eThon lie points out the rule by which we ouglit to ho

s

s governed. lie says:
8 lWith this qualification the great provinionsreferred to, i.e, compen-
sation for private property taken for public uses, sanctioning of con-
tracts and law of the land, seem to furnishi the -principal guarantees of
our liberty and righits."

d

Theso principles have been violated in this measure, and
afor that violation one of tbe parties applied. to the Govern-
1ment of the day for the only redress that was open to hlma,
tthat the Act could ho disailowod, and I say this flouse by
Va large majority, and, I believe, the common sense of the
rcountry, will endorse and sanction the course which wals

taken by the Administration in disallowing a measuire s0
-contrary to every principle of legisiation, se0 contr"i»Y tO

every riglist, SO,; contrary to the spirit of justice.
1 Mr. GULTIIRIE. The hon. gen tle man who bas just takeni
e bis seat told us in the opening of lis speecb that hoe was Do
rlonger an advocate or counsel for the party wbo, hesanys,

bas been injureil by the Local Legisiatitre of Ontario. 13ut,
-Sir, I tbink if wo talze bis stabement-his one-sidel statement
,i-regarding tbe facts of the case, and lis partial statement

1 regarding the meaning and effeet of the Ontario Act, and
sif we refer to the fact that the case is stili pending in which
3ho is counsel, ad that the Act has been re-enactel by th'

s Local Legrisiature of Ontario-and 1 suppose the question Of
i its being again disallowed ia pending now before the GoCVO-rfl

ment here---we can easily see thathowever the hon . gentleman
tmay have tried to divetst himmelf of that feeling of partîZafl-

slip whieh every man in bis position naturally lias, ho cas
failed. What have we heard here ? That Mr. McLaren
had a property said to bo worth $2~50,00. Why, Sir, in his
owa bill in Chancery hoe puts it at $. 00,000 leas, and lie did

Inot, 80 far as I have reud in the proceedings, oflOr a
cvidence that even that loose allegation in bis jî
was sustained as a matter of fact. We find that
this iMr. McLaren, on the strength of having a
parcels of property along that river, professes tO con'
trol the operations on 200 miles of the river, 8nd tc PI"-
vent every other lumberman in that vast region of Counltry
from taki g a log or stick of ti mber down that jsti'OIUl. ;Ot
only so, but lie daims the benefit of a law Of' Ontario to

take lis tituber ilirougli other people'is property9,whule 'q
Uie am ê&elilM« o oya V@,titat&Uas,law ahUfLt tOf

504
ý a
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protct the rights of other people against him. The value

of his preperty depends on the law of Ontario, which gives
him the right to float bis logs along that river for 200
miles. Without that law, if bis extreme contention is
correct, ho would have no right to float logs on that stream ;
and shall it be said that the Legislature of Ontario is not to
interfere to give other people rights as well as him ?
What more do we find ? We find that not only does Mr.
NcLaren's property depend for its value upon the law of
Ontario, but that he absolutely refused to permit Mr. Cald-
well to float his logs over bis improvements, as ho calls them,
although Mr. Caldwell offered him any compensation
that was reasonable, and offered to refer the inatter
to arbitration. When Mr. Caldwell offered him every
satisfaction that any reasonable man could demand,
be acted like the dog in the manger; ho would do neither
one thing nor the other; he said: "I have an absolute and
exclusive right to property at different places along that
river, and I shall prevent any man, no matter what his
necessity may be, from floating logs down that stream, even
though he is willing to compensate me in every reasonable
way." The hon. gentleman bas failed to tel us that the
public interests of Ontario, not only on this stream, but
perbaps on a hundred other streams in the Province, are
seriously jeopardizod. We all know that the Province of'
Ontario derives from timber dues a very large proportion
of its annual revenue-some hundreds of thousands of dollars
a year; and that revenue depends upon getting lumber out,
and upon its reaching market; and in nine e ses out of ten
-yes, I believe, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the
getting of that lumber to market depends upon the use of'
streams that have been improved, as it is called, just as this
stream has been improved. That whole country would be
locked up if Mr. McLaren's claim were acknowledged. If
the hands of the Legislature were tied, as the Govern-
ment here says they shall ho tied, there would be locked up a
tract of timber country consisting of hundredsof square miles
from development or access. These rivers have been treated,
we may say, for generations, by the Legisiature of Old Canada
and theLegislature of Ontarioas public highways for timber.
The law under which the Legislature of Ontario professes to
act has been in force for a great many years, and all that
was done by the Act of 1881 was really to declare what a
great many people believed to be the old law, what was
intended to be enacted by the original law. It is only
by the construction placed upon the former Act by the
decision in the caae of Boale vs. Dickson, that its operationE
was linited so as to enable men like Mr. McLaren to defeatj
the law. That Act said :

"r e it enacted that it shall be lawful for parties to float rafts andcrafi down all streams in Upper Canada durin gthe spring, summer,and autumn freshets, and no person shall, by f Iling trees or placingtany other other obstruction in the course of such streams, prevent thecpassage thereof.'î

That is the law as it stood for many years. What was'
the construction placed upon it in the case of Boalec
rs. Dickson, on which Mr. McLaren based bis Bill in Chan-
eery? The construction was that that only applied to
streams which in a state of nature were capable of floatingf
1, Now, let us see what Chief Justice Spragge,'

"' giving judgment in this case in the Court of Appeal, saysr
With regard to that construction. He says:

n "No such qualification of the right given by section5l a to be found enothe Act, nor in any previous Acts thereby consolid ated. There isiIhting in the context of any of these Acts, showing or tending to show ithat any Such qualification was intended."
Tlat 1, that all streams only meant all streams which in a i
State Of nature wore capable of floating logs.t
ConAi We we from what we find in the Act taken in this case,

g the righit given by section 15 to such streams as are described |
dwhepould goatodfat4havowdpooy'

of the Legislature. Evidence was offered that in none of the streams in
the Province, in their natural state at the date of the passing of this
Act, could saw-logs or timber be floated down without improvements
curing freshets. But upon the evidence that was given in the case, it
is apparent that if section 15 id to be read with the qualification gýven to
it by Boale vs. Dickson, a very lorge number of the streams of the
Province would be excluded from the operation of the Act."
In fact, if the narrow construction which was given to
the Act in Boale vs. Dickson wore to provail, the Act would
be practically useless, because the streams that were at the
time of its passage capable of floating logs with-
out improvements, even during freshets, were few if any.
Well, what do we find ? We find that the whole Province
of Ontario is interested in the passage of this measure, that
the public revenues are deeply concerned, that the lua-
bering interest throughout the Province, which is or enor-
mous importance to ail other interests in the Province,
was jeopardized by the construction which Mr. McLaren
insisted should be put on the law that was never intenided
to bave such a construction. What do we find thon ? Not
that the Ontario Government or Legislature were actuated
by partizan motives. We do not di.cover a trace of parti-
zanship in their proceedings from beginning to end,and the
charge made by the hon. member for North Simcoe is an
unworthy one to make against a Government and a Legis-
lature. They pased not a measure affecting the
Mississippi River alone and not a measure affecting Mr. Mc-
Laren alone ; but a measure affecting the streams througchout
the Province ofOntario, and all the lumbermen in it. We find
that they passed a measure which is calculated to conserve
and properly conserve the revenues which that Government
derives from the timber duos in the Province of Ontario. Is
that not an Act formed in the public interest? Is it not an
Act whirh is calculated in every way to do what is right
and just in the premies ? The hon. gentleman tells us
that this Act does not provide any compensation at all ; ho
says that the payment of tolls is not a proper compensation,
and that there is no mode-I think ho so said-settled by
the Act in which these tolls could be collocted.

Mr. McCARTIY. I did not say so.
Mr. GUT.HRIE. Thon you left that impression upon my

mind He said: "IHow is Mr. McLaren te get these toils ? "
Mr. McCARTHY. Will the hon. member allow me to

correct him. I said, how could ho get these tolls, becaue
they were dependent on the use of' the improvements ?

Mr. GUTHRIE. Let me call attention to what I con-
sider to ho the wise and fairand equitable provisions of this
Act, both for the imposition of tolls and for their collection.
This Act says: That the party who has made improvements
on the river to be used for floating saw-logs and other timber
shall be entitled to receive reasonable tolls. It says furiher,
that in fixing those tolls, regard shall be had to -what? The
original cost of the construction of the improvements, the
amount required to maintain the same, and the
interest on the original cost, as well as such
other matters as under the circumstances may, to
the Governor in Council, seem to ho just and equit-
able. Now, Sir, could any fairer measure of compensation
for the particular circumstanees of the case be devised? What
further do we find ? I stated that there is the most com-
plete protection to men in the position of Mr. McLaron for
the collection of these tolls, Section 6 says.

cEvery person entitled to tolls under this Act shall have a lien upon
the saw-logs or other timber passing through or over such stream or
improvements for the amount of sucb toils, such lien to rank neit after
the lien, if any, which the urown has for dues in the respect to such
saw-logs and timber, and if such are not paid, any Justice of the Peace
having j urisdiction in the locality shal, upon the oath of the owner of
the construction or i'nprovements, or of his agent proving that the just
tolls had not been paid, shallissue a warrant lor the seizure of thelogs.."

Then power is given to seil them and collect the tolls ;
hon we find still further provision for the botter
protection of the owaôrs of thesê improvom.ntâ4 nmEety
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this, that every person entitled to collect tolls under precedents, of the hon. member for South huron
the Aet may make ruaes and regulations for the pur- We hai from my bon. friend from South Huron not one'
pose of regulating the same, anLthe orderly transmission case, not the Goodhue will case alone, not the New Bruns.
of saw-logs, rafts and crafts over the constructions and im- wick Sehool Case alone, but we had instance after instance
provements, these rogulations to be approved by the Gover- given of constitutional practices, constitutional interpreta.
nor in Council; that is, ho may make reasonable regulations, tions of this veto power, interpretations of the most
so that his proporty may be protected, so that it cannot be deliberate character given by the Government
injured; and so that his own use of the river may not be of this country in the course of many years
substantially interfered with. All that the Act requires is from Confederation, and this point was incortro.
that he shall not prevent other peonle having the fair use of vertibly established that- what this Government would
what were always considered in Upper Canada as public regard, and the only thing it would regard, in dealing
highways for the public benefit for the floating of timber with the question of disallowance was the competency, the
and saw-logs. Now, thon, Mr. Speaker, these are some of the power of the Local Legislature to pass the measure. Now,
facts. What do we further learn, Sir ? We find that the de. theseshow that the fact of interference with private rights did
fendants in this case, the Caldwells, allege that fnot warrant this Govern ment in departing from that constitu.
Mr. McLaren's mprovements did not cost anything tianal rule. The fact that the legislation was retroactive did
like what ho said. Further, that they pui chased not limit the rule. The fact that there was legislation pending
the limits on this river in good faith, believing not warrant the Governmont in limiting the rule. They
that they could use the river, and expended an enor- laid down the broad rule that if the legislation of the Local
mous amount of money in acquiring the property in that Parliament was within its powers, and did not affect the
bolief, and that if they were prevented from using the river Dominion jurisdiction, it should not be interfered with, but
their property would be comparatively of little value. They should be allowed to take its course. I contend that this con-
also proved that this Mr. MeLaren himself was using stitutional in terpret ation was put upon the veto power under
the public highways for purposes of his own, and that the British North America Act, not by the Dominion Gov-
he was exercising rights he had no right to exorcise; ernment alone, but by the Home Government in dealing
that ho was dependent upon the goodwill of with the question of disallowing legislation of the Dominion
those who owned the property all the way above him for the Parliament. An Act was passed herein, I think, 1874 to regu-
exercise of bis so-called rigbts; and they say that they were late the construction of marine and electric telegraphs,
perfectly willing to pay him such damages as a Court of law and that Act was reerved for the consideration of
would nward. All 1 hey wanted was that ho shou!d not tako Her Majesty's Imperial Government. Objection had been
proceedings and ask for an injunction which would absolutely taken in the Senate bore to the constitutionality of the Act,
prohibit thein from using the river, even if they were wil- and ont of deforence teo the Senate and possibly to Royal
ling to m ke amp e compensation fr its n-e What do we instructions, as it might be considered to interfère with
find the Dominion Government did ? because this Act of rights and property of subjects of the Queen not residing in
disallowance is, of course, the act of the Government. We Canada, but residing beyond the jurisdiction of this Parlia-
findthat they accepted the expartestatementsofMr. MeLaren ment. it was reserved for ler Majosty's pleasure, although
and his counsel with regard tothe whole of this matter; that the G overn ment here expressed theconviction that it would be
they listened to a tirade-for the petition is hardly any- beneficial to Canadian interests. In regard to this Act the
thing but a tirade of bitterness-giving his partial fact that it was a measure not assented to by the Governor
statement of the case, concealing and affording no light as General, and therefore not law, but re-erved without that
to the defence offered by the Caldwells, saying nothing as consent for the consideration of the Home Government,
to the motives ihat actuateil the Ontario Legislature in strengthens the argument in favor of the view I have pre-
passing this law, and coneealing the fact that the public' sented, immensely, in my opinion. What became of that
revenues and the inteiests of the whole people Bill ? The hon. Secretary ot State in England, said, in re-
of Ontario were deeply concerned. They lay the case fusing to interfere:
before the Government bere entirely from their own point "It seems to me to be clearly within the competency of the Dominion
et view; and more st-range te say, in a hasy and apparently Government and Parliament to legislate on this subject without any
precipitate manner, without calling either upon Caldwell, interference on the part of the Government of this country, it being a
who is the other party to the contest-if it is to be treated local question involving no points in respect to which it would eppar

necessary t-bat Imperial intereste sbould be guarded er the relations Wjth
as a private affair -to give his version of the case or upon "tber clonial or foreigu couatries.do
the Ontario Government to explain the motives and
reasons for this legislation ; and acting on the ex parte Here the principle is laid down most distinctly, that if the
statement, unsupported by evidence or by proof, subject of legislation concerns our domestic interests and
of' Mr. McLaren, this Government rushed to his does not concern Imperial interests, the Home Governmient
aid, at the suggestion of himself, or of his will not interfere, even though they are invited to consider
friends, and disallowed a Constitutional Act, and a proper it, without the assent of the Government here. Not only in
Act, which was passed by the Local Legislature. Now, that case, but in the celebrated case of the removal of Lieut.-
then, how can such a course as was pursued be justified for Governor Letellier, the views of the Home Government are
a moment in view of the principles so clearly enunciated by laid down most emphatically, that it was a matter for our
the leaderof the Dominion Government himselfin 1868, and as selves to settle, although the question, apparently, wasone of
wasshown by my hon. friend from South Huron, invariably almost Imperial concern, and they refused to interfere
followed since that down to the present time. The course then when invited to do so. Now, the power of disallowance
pursued was this; when a Local Act was considered objec- by the Queen of Dominion legislation corres onds
tionable, and was thought beyond the powers of the Local exactly to that possessed by the Government here over Local
Legislature, the attention of the Provincial Government was legislation. The same clause in the British North America
called to the objections, and an opportunity was given them to Act which confers power upon fier Majesty to (isallow
consider tho niatter and present thoir views to the Govern- Dominion Acts, confers power on the Governor-in
ment heroe, and to repeal the Act if it was found Council to disallow Local Acts; and we can have no
that it was not within the scope of their authority. beter guide as to what should be the fair and constitutiOnal
My hon. friend from North Simcoe bas steered practice in considering the questi>n of disalloWane
clear, if I may use the phrase, entirely of a large under the British North America Act than to look at
part of the able speech, supported as it was by the way in which Her Majesty regards it in dealing h
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Dominion legislation, or questions of Dominion Executive
(overnment. It is, therefore well settled by constitutional
usage and by constitutional practice, both in Eng-
lta us regards Dominion legislation, and in Canada by
the Dominion Government with regard to Local legislation,
that the rule is that if a Local Legislature does not step be-
yond its powers, and if its legislation does not affect Im-

peri interests or legislation, or Dominion interests, as the

case may be, its measures arc notinterfered with by the higher
authority under the British North America Act. Wnat does
that Act provide ? In discussing this matter, it is well to

consider the precise language ofour great Federal charter,
the British North America Act. Section 92 says,
il, as plain terms as could be employed, that the
exclusive power of making laws in regard to this matter
:md cognate matters is, in the legisiatures of our Provinces.
We find that, notonly have the Local liegislatures exclusive
iurisdiction over matters of property and civil righ ts, but they
have imost extensive powers in regard to municipal institu-
tions, in regard to education, with certain restrictions in
regard to the Administration of Justice, in regard to the
management and sale of the public lands of the Province
and of the timber growing thercon, and in regard to the
management of other important subject,. If the
principle contended for here by the Government
and its supporters, is correct, there is not an Act of any
of our ProvjneFal Legislatures, dealing with any of
these subjects, that these hon. gentlemen may not choose to
say, for some reason or other, they do not think in the
public interest, they do not think is a good law, and, there-
foc, they may disallow it. If what they have contended
for is correct, if this Govemrnment can sit in judgment upon
ihe wisdom or policy of Acts passed by the Local Parlia-
ments, then, not merely regarding property and civil rights,
but regarding all the classes cf subjects, municipal, educa-
tional, judicial and others that I have mentioned, this Gov-
ernment may exercise the veto power, and so effectually
destroy the independence of the Local Legislatures. Now,
Sir, let us see in what spirit the question of disallowance
should be approached. In the State paper of the 8th of
June, 1868, the right hon. gentleman now at the head of
the Government laid down principles that appear to be
sound. Tae question should be approached in a judicial and
fair spirit, and ample opportunity should be given to the
Local Government concerned to make their explanations
and to change their legislation if just exception is taken to
it. We find it said in Mr. Todd's book on Parliamentary
Government in the Colonies:

, 4 No mere calculations'of political expediency, or difference of opinion
in regard to the policy of colonial enactments, would suffice to induce
the Urown to veto the same, provided only it was within the legislative
competency of the colony, and did not seriously affect the interests of
other parts of the empire."

And again on page 425, it is said, with regard to inter-
ference by the Dominion Government in local concerns:

"But, l the discharge of this duty, in a system so complex and
delicate as that of the Canadian onfederation, great caution and for-
barance must be observed, so as to avoid the suspicion of party
influetces, or of a disposition to encroach upon provincial rights of self-
government But, when we note the zealous care which
as apparent throughout the British North America Act to define and
regllate the evercise of the 'exclusive powers' assigned by that Statute
t1 the Provincial Governments,-whether these powers appertain to theEax.ttive or to the Legislature,-it is manifest thatit was the intention
If the Imperial Parliament to guard from invasion ail rights and powersseCusively conferred upon the Provincial anthorities, and to provide
th t the res'rved right of interference therewith by the Dominion

ecutive or Parliament should not be exercised in the interest of any
Poliuical party, or so as to impair the principle of local self-government.e or t 'onfederation, this principle was earnestly and successfully
conted ed fcr, as a restraint upon undue interference by the Imperial

thorities in matters of local concera. It is no less essential now,
nt he diverse interests of separate Provinces, heretofore independent

i h other, require to be harmoniousîy combined,-without infring-
sttu Upon tbe freedom of any Government within the sphere of its con-
COm na powers,-so as to ensure unity and co-operation for the
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The bon. member for North Simcoe bas treated us to
some extracts from American Constitutional writers, but
those extracts deal with cases where no compensation is
provided for'. What we say here is, not only is Mr. McLaren
not deprived, in the sense of a deprivation to his own ex-
clusion, of this property, but he is not deprived of the use
of his improvements. He is at perfect liberty to use
[hem yet. We find that such a compensation as the nature
of the case will admit of, ample compensation proporly
secured, bas been provided; so that even if the quotations
with which we wero favored were applicable to our consti-
tution,-and the hon. gentleman admits they are not,
although ho thinks they ought to ho embodied in it-they
are not applicable to the circumstancos of the case in hand.
What other provision can you make for the use of a bridge
or of a highway than that of tolls ? What other compensa-
tion is madeïby railway companies exercising run ning powers
over other railways than tat of paying tolls for the use?
They are not compelled to purchase the road. The Grand
Trunk Rail way and other roads using the International bridge
are not compelled to purchase the bridge, they pay tolls
for the use of it, just as this Act provides that tolls shall ho
paid for the use of this timber highway in the Province of
Ontario. I think, therefore, that there are two errors in
the hon. gentleman's statement. First of ail, ho is in error
in speaking of this as a deprivation of Mr. McLaren's rights,
when it is no such thing. He has the use of the improve-
monts, and all they are good for is to ase them in the float-
ing of timber; secondly, it is another error to speak of the
compensation as bing inadequato or improperly secured.
But supposing it were, we say that so far as
our Constitution goes and our Constitutional practices
are concerned, this law, even if it se affected him is still
one that ought not to have been disallowed, because it was
within the competence of the Legislature whieh passed
it. This cry about compensation, about interference with
private rights, has been heard in the Mother Country during
the past year. The Irish landlords have unanimously objected
to the Bill passed for the relief of Ireland on the ground
that it interfered with private rights, with contracts, that
it did not provide proper compensation, and that it injured
their position severely. Is that any reason for saying that
that Bill should not have rcceived the Queen's assent. It
did roceive the Queen's assent and is in operation now. The
mode of compensation may not suit the parties concerned,
but it was felt to be in the public intorest that it
should be passed, and the representations of Irish
Landlords and of men in the position of Mr. McLaren
were disregarded. So here it is idle to talk
about Mr. McLaren being injured. He could use every one
of the improvements affected, and net only so, but he could
make money out of the improvements if he had given a
reasonable and fair use of them to parties up the same
river, who were as much entitled, under the spirit of the
old Canadian law, to use the stream as ho was himself.
The hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) bas
said there is no distinction between disallowing an Act
which bas become law by the assent of a Government, and
refusing assent to a Bill that bas been reserved. In making
that statement the hon. gentleman is affected by partizan
blindness. There is a wide distinction. A Bill reserved
has not the sanction of one branch of the Legislature, it is
not an Act at all; it is merely a proposal an incomplete
Act and it is merely submitted as something that is suggested
as proper to become law, but it bas not the character of law.
Two things are necessary to make a law under the British
Constitution. One is the assent of the Parliament or Logis-
lature, the other is the assent of the Crown; and, in the
case of a reserved Bill, the Act has not one of those essentials,
it bas not the assent of the Crown. It comes before the
a higher power for its consideration more in the shape of
submission for the opinion of that power. It does not
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come before it in the sane way as a Bill which bas been
actually assented to and which, until disallowed, bas the cha-
racter of absolute law, se that a very different rule should
govern the consideration of this question as between a Bill
submitted for the opinion of a higher authority, net sanc-
tioned by a representative of the Crown-and a Bill which
bas formally passed into law and has all the
character and authority of law. I again call the attention
of the House to the fact that we have had, as the hon. mem-
ber for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) bas plainly established,
since 1867, about a dezen cases where Acts have been allowed
that invaded private rights which were retro-active in their
character and did i et meet the approval of the Ministry
here, and even where Acts have interfered with pending
litigation. We have the practice constitutionally estab-
lished that the Dominion Government should not
interfere with any measure passed by a Provincial
Legislature when it is shown to be within its jurisdiction
and did not tiench- on the rights of the Dominion.
We bave the sanie constitutional usage or interpretation of
the veto power established in connection with the dealings
of the Home Government with Dominion legislation and
Dominion Executive Acts; and, we have, moreover, the em-
phatiedeclaration of the British North America Act, that the
exclusix e power to legislate on certain branches is reposed
in the Local Legislatures. If that be the case, then this
interference was of an unconstitutional, harsh and arbitrary
character. Lot us preserve the independence of the Pro-
vinces. It was to obtain the control of her local affairs that
Ontario was induced to consent to the measure of Confe-
deration-that she might legislate upon municipal matters,
private rights, education and other local matters free from
any control by outsiders who did not uundorstand so well as
ber own people the necessities and circumstances of the
country. If we depriveher of the freedom and power to
legislate for herself, and declare that ber legislation may be
interfered with by a Ministry here who may not possess
her tcoaifidence, who may be sustained in power by the
votes of members from other Provinces, then I say farewell
to Confederation and farewell to that boon which Confedera-
tion promised as, independence and freedom of action in the
management of our local affairs.

Mr. HAGGART. I will premiso my remarks by offering a
few observations in reply to the hon. mem ber for South Huron.
He drew a picture of the troubles which had occurred in
this country for the last twenty or thirty years, and the
efforts made to sustain responsible Governments in this
Province, and ho told the flouse if all the efforts had ended
in the action taken by the Dominion Government in regard
to the disallowance of the Streams Bill what the effect would
be on the people of Ontario. The bon. gentleman forgot to
tell the House that the principles which have been violated
by thepassing of the Bill are principles wbich were bought
bundreds of years ago, the right of every indivi-
dual to the property he is possessed of, and that no Gov-
ernnent and exercise of authority by any person who would
lead the people to submit to the taking of their property,
without granting compensation. What is the history of
this measure ? There were two parties te a suit; one
affirmed that he possesses the certain rights on a river situ-
&ted near my county, and another party claimed the right
to use those privileges. Let me give the House a brief des-
eription of the property. The .River Mississippi empties into
the Ottawa River. For sixty miles up the river at every
point where there is a fall the property is owned by indi-
viduals and companies before Mr. McLaren's improvements
are reached. For at least forty or fifty years those
individuals have exercised the right of ownership te those
particular parts of the river, and exercised the right of
collecting tllis-refusing to allow persons te pass over that
poi-tion without receiving compensation. Some of those
properties were expropriated by an Act passed in 1857 by
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the Province of Ontario, which allowed the expropriation
of such property for improvements and allowed anyone to
use them by paying toll. What was the object of that?
It was to prevent any party who became the owner of any
improved property to exercise a sole right, and in a cheap
manner to allow the public to earn the property. Ir.
McLaren and every one who bas used the stream for the
last forty or fifty years has had to pay toll. lIt was the
law' of the land, as decided by the Courts, that where a
stream or any portion of it was impassable in spring, sum-
mer or autumn freshets, the owner of the baiks became
the actual possessor of that part of the stream,
and if ho exercised it contrary to the public interests, it
could be taken from him by allowing him compensation.
Mr. McLaren, when ho commenced operations on the Mis-
sissippi, purchased these improvements; wben he became
proprietor, he exercised sole and only control over the pro.
perty. As bis means admitted he made these improvements
further and further up the stream until they reached the
present dimensions. In some of these cases he had for years
before making these improvements, drawn his logs and
tinber for 15 or 16 miles past these places, and others the
sane. Others have taken their logs, &c., by other streams;
but he, by purchasing land, by digging canals through his
own property, by building slides on his own property, by
blasting and dredging, by the expenditure of large sums of
money, succeeded in making the stream navigable.
In other places whore the stream disappeared
through crevices or under the rocks, when the land lay over
it ho built dams and drowned the lands in that particular
portion, he purchased the land, and for years, wherever a
private owner in that stream owned any particular part of
it, he, believing in the interpretation which ho puts on the
law, and believes to be the correct one, purchased the right
of possessing that place. My bon. friend says it is only by
this law that hie was enabled to pass down the stream, but
there was no part of it that was unnavigable in summer,
spring or autumn freshets of which he bas not purchased or
hired the rights by exponding large sums of money. IIe
does not depend on any other person, or company or (Govern-
ment for the right of passage down those streams. ln sone
cases ho bas paid for the passage of bis own material for a sin-
gle yoar in one of those places $2,000 or $3,000, and for some
of the adjoining properties he has paid as much as 811,000.
What is the effect of the law framed by the Ontario Legisla-
ture ? Who are the public contemplated by that law ? The
fact is there is but one man demanding the use of that
stream, and I ask any legal gentleman on the other side
of the House if it was right that the publie should take an
individual's property for the purpose of handing it over to
the use of another individual. Was there a single peit:On
signed by any person in favor of the Act? There was not a
single man who wished to use that stream but Mr. Caldwell
himself. The hon.gentleman says: "But Mr. Caldwell offered
compensation." But I tell my hon. friend that dreading liti-
gation for the subject ho warned Mr. Caldwell and forbade
him using the improvements, and be offered to allow hi'
down for the compensation which Caldwell himself offered if
ho would acknowledge his proprietary rights over
the same. These are the facts of the case. The hon.
gentleman who has just taken bis seat talks about
compensation in the form of tolls. That hon. gentleman is
a legal gentleman, but I would like to ask him or any other
lawyer if ho knows of a case where ho knows of an exPT'-
priation of property is made in which the compensation i1
not in the form of cash down or about the time of taking the
property. Did he ever hear of an expropriation being Dia,
and a compensation allowed in an uncertain form ye
afterwards, and in which a jury or the party himself las
nothing to do with defining such compensation ? Why, S
the parties who took Mr. McLaren's property from hi a e
te give him what compensation they choosA. They are te
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go to the Ontario Legislature and ask what tolls ho shall
receive, where the rights of eminent domain is exercised.
Where property is taken for public uses, it is a well known
maxim of national law in every country that a just compen-
sation shall be given, and that the compensation shall be in
cash paid at or about the time of expropriation is made, and
that the party from whom the property is expropriated
shall be a party to say what is a just payment.
Well, what does this Bill propose to do ?
It not only takes his property from him, but it destroys it.
Is ho to keep up that property ever afterwards for the use
of the public, if there is not provision for compensation?
Nothing of the kind. But, not only is the property taken
fror him and dedicated to the public, but there is actually
no provision made for the repair of the property. When
was this ? When Mr. McLaren was before the Courts en-
dcavoring to get a legal status to his case and find out
whether the judgment under which he purchased the pro.
perty and the law under which ho held it, was right. The
case was tried before one of the Chancellors of the Court of
iEquity-Mr. Proudfoot, I think-and a decision was given
inaccordance with the case of Boale vs. Dickson,which judg-
ment was supported by, I believe, nine or ton of the first
Judges in Canada. One of these Judges, I believe, was Chief
Justice Draper, and another Chief Justice Richards. I do
not think any legal gentleman will get up and say that Mr.
McLaren had not a reasonable right to believe that ho was
legally possessed of the property which ho was endeavour-
ing to prove his right to before the Courts. The decision of
the Court was left unreversed for fourteen or fifteen years.
Surely if a person acquires property under decisions which
remained unreversed for fourteen or fifteen years, that, if
nothing else, should give him a title to the land. Supposing
the decisions were wrong, the law remained unrepealed on
the Statute-book, and every lumberman knew what the law
was; ho knew that when he came te a part of a river that
was unnavigable during the spring, summer and autumn
freshets he had not a right to use that part without the
consent of the owner of the property through which it
passed. The hon. member for South Huron read a state-
ment made by one of the Judges of the Court of Appeal to the
effect that if a party living upon a highway removed some
obstruction on the highway in the shape of boulders, ho
would not have the exclusive use of such highway. No
pierson advanced such an absurd doctrine. But if a road
leads up to a man's own private property and he extends
that road through his property, and uses it for his own pur-
pose, does ho thereby dedicate it to the publie and give
every man the right to pass through it ? Many streams in
this district are navigable for thirty or forty miles; and
ilpposi g a person digs a canal from one part that is nav-
igable to another part that is navigable, is the publie to
have the right to us that particular part of the stream ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Certainly.
Mr. HAGGART. No, ho has not the right.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is it right for one man to have

the exclusive right of a river ?
Mr. HAGGART. It is not the exclusive right of a river;

it ils the exclusive right of a channel passing through his
oWn property.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Ho is using the water.
Mr. IHIAGGART. Ho bas a perfect right to use the water

from bis own property, passing through his property. Sup-
Pose I dig a channel through my own property from one
lake to another, and put stop-logs at each end of the channel,
sO as only to i}se the water when I want it, bas a person
comig atong one of those lakes a right to take out those
61op-logs, and use the water in my channel in spite of me ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. By paying for it, ho las the
ight.

Mr. IAGGART. There is no such law. Either J am
entitled to the absolute ownership of the property or I am
not; if' I am entitled to the absolute ownership, I arm not
bound to receive tolls for passage through it. Now, I con-
tend that my friend was the absolute owner of these
particular portions of the stream. He did not use the stream
to the disadvantage of the public; the public, represented
by five individuals, could at auy time expropriate those par-
ticular portions ; there was a form of compensa-
tion provided, and they had a right to expropri-
ate them by paying compensation. But this Act
of the Ontario Government takes the property
absolutely from him, transfers it to the public, and pro-
vides no compensation wbatever. If there was a form
provided in that Act to arrive at the value of the property
and the improvements which had been made, and to fix
some legal tribunal to assess tolls or damages, there might
be some show of equity in it. But there is none whatever.
Mr. McLaren's property is given over to another individual
for his use for such tolls as ho chooses togive him. I think
thore nover was a more unjust pioce of legislation in this
country. I think the first duty of every Government,
after the protection of a man's life, is the protection of his
property; and after ho went to the Ontario Government
and urged his case to the fullest extent in his power, ho had
the right of every British subject to appeal to the foot of
the Throne. But that appeal being prevented by an Act
of this Parliament, he came to the representative of lier
Majesty at Ottawa, and complained of the injustice which
had bcen donc hlim, and asked for some remedy. lon.
gentlemen say that the rights of Ontario have been
iifringed. What right has been infringed ? The Govern-
ment of this Dominion are responsiblo to the peoplo of
this country as well as the Loeal Legislatures. las the
Dominion (oçernment no right of veto at all on any Bill
unless it is ultra vires ? If I understand the argument
of the hon. gentleman who has just sat down, ho holds
the doctrine that no Bill ought to be disallowed
unless it is ultra vires or unless it interferes in certain cases
with Dominion policy. This Governient disallowed this
Act, and the Ontario Government have repeated it-and
why ? For the purpose of enabling Mr. Caldwell, a politi-
cal friend of theirs, who exorcises considerable influence in
the riding next to the one I have the honor to represent,
to take his timber through the improvements of my friend,
who happons to bo a supporter of the Dominion Govern-
ment. I venture to say that if Mr. Caldwell had been a
supporter of the Dominion Government they would never
have passed that Act.

Sir AL.BERT J. SMITII. Suppose the opposite case;
suppose Mr. McLaren's polities were different.

Mr. HAGGART. He might not have urged the case as
well as Mr. Caldwell did. I think it was a most unjustifi-
able interference with a man's private rights. The timber
of that district would not have been of any use to the
Crown, and the Crown would not have received any revenue
from it at all if it had not been for Mr. McLaren's improve-
ments on that stream, The hon. gentleman who has just
sat down, said that this question affected numerous streams
throughout the country. We are all accustomed to such
cases in my section of the country; a man who owns
property on a stream which is unnavigable for certain por-
tions of the year, owns the stream; there are a great many
streams owned by private individuals; a great many
streams are owned by the Dominion Government who have
improved them, and the Dominion Government have often
exercised the right of eminent domain. But there never
was such an act perpetrated by any Government as the
taking of a man's property from him, giving it to the pub-
lie, and telling him that he might collect such tolls as the
Governor in Council might decide to be just and fair. I
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congratulate the Government upon the disallowance of this
Bill, and I think when the matter is fully explained to the
people throughout Ontario, their action will be endorsed,
and I will venture to say there are a great many supporters
of hon. gentlemen opposite that think that the Govern-
ment which would take from an individual like Mr. Mc-
Laren, property of which he was possessed, without com-
pensation, will remember it of them at the time of voting
at the next election. I will venture to say that the people
who understand the differences between these individuals
in which these difforences occurred, have no hesitation in
arriving at the conclusion as to who was right and wbo
was wrong, and I will venture to hope, as the Ontario
Government bas passed this other Bill, that the Dominion
Government will find it necessary to advise His Excellency
that this Bill shall also be disallowed as soon as possible.

Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark). I can well understand why
the Governor in Council disallowed this Act. I think that
anybody who understands the history of the celebrated
case of McLaren vs. Cald well must acknowledge that more
partizan and more misleading statements could not bo
made than have been made by the two hon. gentlemen who
preceded me on the Government side; and, Sir,when this last
hon. gentleman states that the people in the constitueney
of Lanark, wheîe this stream is situated and where these
gentlemen reside, are in favor of the plaintiff in the suit
of McLaren vs. Caldwell, and of the disallowance of
this Bill by the Government, I can tell that hon.
gentleman he is quite mistaken, so far as North Lanark is
concerned. I will tell him, Sir, what is more: that
I will resign my seat to-morrow if ho will do
the same, and contest either North or South Lanark on this
simple question-if he dare do so.

Mr. HAGGART. You have no chance of being Qlected
again, and you may resign at any time.

Mr. MACDONELL. When you came into my constit-
uency, in 1880, it assisted me by increasing my majority.
I will not only defeat him in his own constituency on tis
question, but any man who may oppose meon it. It is
true that Mr. Caldwell resides in my constituency, and is a
warm supporter of mine; I must admit that, but I must
also state that the hon. gentleman (Mr. Hlaggart) is a strong
friend of Mr. McLaren, who is his staunch political sup-
porter, and although my staternents may have some
degrec of partizanship, they are not so much so
as those of the hon. gentleman who has just spoken. Now,
this stream, of which we have al! heard so much, lias been
used for years and years. Mr. McLaren never in all his life
refused to anybody the use of the stream except during the
last few years; nobody in fact dared to use it; and what was
the result of this state of things? It was tolock up a large
tract of country, it allowed him to hold all the timber limits
in that section and pay what wages he liked to the laborers
there, and it allowed him to give to the farmers whatever
he wished to give them for their produce. These arc the
facts, and the reasons which Mr. McLaren desired to pre-
vent Mr. Caldwell from occupying and using this streani
was not because ho did not wish Mr. CaldwJt to reap any
benefit from the use of the stream; but the
moment Mr. Caldwell or anybody did so, ho
becamo a competitor in the way of wages and of pay-
ments made for produce in that section, and the result
would be that the farmers would obtain a fair price for their
labor and produce. And more, what is theresult if he could
shut up tbis 250 miles of timber limits? Why, he will
compel the people who have timber in that section to sell
it for a mere trifle. He has already forced farmers there
to self timber for what he is willing to give for it; and why-
because they could not get it down to market as he lad the
only highway for this purpose. Rather than allow the
timber to stand in the woods, they are obliged to sell it to
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i Mr. Peter McLaren, of whom we have heard so Muchthis afternoon; and Mr. Caldwell bought these timber
limits at a sale at which Mr. MeLaren was a
competitor. Mr. McLaren would not pay as much for them- and at that moment he shut down this highway, thinkin

- probably that ho would thus compel Mr. Caldwell to seli
out the limits to him at a reduced figure. These are the
simple facts, which probably the House and those who li-o
in distant parts of the Province do not understand; but the
people of Lanark understand them thoroughly. The hon
gentleman talks about Mr. McLaren being ruined, i Mr
Caldwell is allowed to use this stream. No one ever heari
of such a thing there. The Act referred to makes ample
provision for his remuneration. On the lumber interest Ihe
people of that section solely depend for a living, at:A the
Government of Ontario derives still half a million yearly
from timber dues; consequently it is of vital i,
terest to the Ontario Government the timber limits of this
Province should bc protected and the timber should b cgot
to market. The people were so interested in the linber
trade in 1849, that an Act was then passed which says
that ail perz.ons nay float saw-logs and other timber
and rafts and crafts down all streams during the spring
sunmer and autumn freshets. No one but Mr.
McLaren ever thought that this publie Act was other than
that which it purports to be c; but sorne years afterwards
the case of Boale vs. Diekson arose, My bon. friend on
the other side is mistaken hinbis reference to it. This case
arose in my iding ; it concerned the lndan River-a smail
river that was not navigable under any circumstance.
Dams were ereeted by Boale. Dickson owned a limit above.
le never disputed that Boule lad a right to charge
tolls, after Le got Lis timber over the dams and slides,
until Boule sued for it and the case was tried ut
Perth. The question there was whether Dickson had
promised to pay these tolls, or not ; and this was what the
jury decided; but the Judges, wlien it came up, decided
what had never been raised at the trial,--that the Statute
gave the right to float saw-logs, etc.. down only such streams
as in their natural state will, without improvements duringif
freshets, permit saw-logs, &c.,to be floated down. This wastho
interpretation of the Statute by the Judges in teri. The pre-
sent Chief Justice in Appeal, said it was not construction, bat
it was legislation. Everybody till then thought that the Law
was different, and that they bad the power to float timber
down ail streams. I will quote a letterofMr. De Blacque'r
who was a member of the Legislature when the Bill waS
passed in 18 49 , to show what was the intention of the Leg-
lature in passing this Bill. It is as follows:-

"1As the Adc f 12 Vie., cap. 87, was originated and frarned by mei
and introduced at ny instance by the late Hon. Henry John Borlton,
am able to say that the construction put upon it by Chief Justice
spragge, in his judgment, McLaren vs. Caldwell, is in striet accordaice
wîth its truc jutent. I will not trouble vou with the detail Of Whitt led
to its eactment. I will e8y, however, that it adhnodreference to auy
Act then in force, but was intended to convey a mere right, viz.: 1

allow logs, timber and lumber to be rafted down ail streais, large
small, in Upper Canada during the spring, summer and autumn fnio th
whether improvements were or were not required, whether or not th'
streams were floatable ait such times, and whether the lands over Wi
they ran were held in fee simple or not. Itwasbeld that nolanshoul
allowed to render valueless, timber, the property of others, on streau,
above him."

That is the opinion of the originator of this Bill, but by the
decision in the case of Boule vs. Dickson the Judges put
contrary construction on that Act. We can only ga
what a iaw is very often from cases. I know that laws a
often passed which have a contrary effect to that wh' i
was intended they should, and it is the duty of the Leg:
turc of Canada to re-enact any Act that has not had a proP
construction put upon it by tIe Court. It was throug,17
case of Boule vs. Dickson found out that this Act 1
had a wrong construction put upon it, and it was the dutY

of the Ontario Government to stop in and declarO what 'he
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Act of 1849 was. The Act that the Ontario Government
passed was not a new law, it was not an Act in the true
sense of the world; it was simply declaratory of what the
old law was and had no reference, one way or the other, to
the case of McLaren against Caldwell. The Act which was
passed by the Ontario Government and is now disallowed,
gives the right to all persons to float timber down streams
and provides for tolls. The hon. member for South Lanark
apparently has overlooked that clause of the section which
reads:

''That the Government shal also have the power of stating the
amount required to maintain those improvements."

So far as the Ontario Act is concerned, it makes ample
provision for cases such as that of McLaren v-. Cald-
well. Hon. members who have just spoken seem to think
that the Ontario Act was passed simply with
reference to McLaren vs. Caldwell. It was nothing
of the kind. As stated by the hon. members who spoke on
tiis side of the House, there are hundreds of streams in
Ontario to which this Act applies, and if it were not passed
men who owned land on the mouths of streams could erect
improvements there, and thereby close hundreds of streams
in the Province of Ontario, and shut up large tracts of
tinber. Nobody ever dreamt of such a thing-none ever knew
they had that power except McLaren; and he is the only
one, in my recollection, that ever refused lumbermen to send
their timber through timber slides. If it was known,
if this power existed, there might probably be
hundreds of men such as Peter McLaren who
would close up mouths of rivers and large tracts of
limber limits. The hon. member bas said also that Mr.
McLaren agreed to allow Mr. Caldwell to use these in-
provements. For the information of this House, I will read
a letter fron Mr. Caldwell to Mr. MuLareni:

"PETER McLAREN Esq., Perth. '' LANARK, 5th April, 1880.

"DEAR SiR,-We have some saw-logs on the Mississippi River and
above your improvements. We write to ask what wil be your lowest
charge as slidage per piece, or rate per year, for coming throuigh these
imirovements. Are willing to pay you a fair and reasonable price.

"Please answer at your very earliest convenience.
"Your truly,

"B. CALDWELL & SON."

To this Mr. McLaren sont the folloowing answer:-

"PERT, 12th April, 1880.
"'essrr. B. CALDWELL & SON, Lanark.

" DEAR Sas,-I am in receipt cf your favor of the 5th instant, asking
what would be my lowest charge for slidage per piece or rate per year,

for permitting logs to go through my improvements on the Mississippi
tiver.

"I have to remind you that in the summer of 1878, I permitted you
to take your logs through the slide I have made or acquired on the
river, but you faIled to pay for the privilege you enjoyed for the logs
You took down by means of my improvements. I have further to remind
you, that last year, in violation of my proprietary rights, and after the
men whom I had employed in guardingmy property had (assuning that
You would not attempt to take your timber down on the Sabbath day)
gone to their homes, you, by force and violence, drove your timber over
uy slide at High Falls.

'" Having regard to these circumstances, and to the large amount ofcapital that 1 have invested in the improvements on the Mississippi
River and its tributaries, without which they were neither navigable
uor floatable, and to the difficulty experienced in purchasing expensive
lots for the use of the improvements, I have determined that for the
future I shall not permit you or any person to avail yourselves of thefacilities for the transportation of timber which I have been at such
Pains and expense to create.

"I therefore must decline to fix any charge or rate, or to allow you
to use my slides.

'"I may add, that should you attempt, after this notice, to go through
. Y improvements on the river and its tributaries, that I shall take
tnimediate steps to have you enjoined from trespassing on my property.

"Yours truly,
"PETER McLAREN."

Ilere there is a fair offer from one man to another asking
for the use of his improvements.

M1r. IAGGART. Read the subsequent correspond-

Mr. MACDONELL. I will refer to that in a moment.
There is the offer from one man to use the other's improve-
monts and the decided refusal of the other. But Mr. Mc-
Laren subsequently writes a letter in which he says: "If
you acknowledge my right, I will allow you." What is
the meaning of that acknowledgment ? Once theright was
acknowledged, the next year Mr. McLaren would say: "You
have acknowledged my rights and I will not allow you
hereafter to use the improvements." That is the reason.
There is no sane man who will not understand why Peter
McLaren wanted Caldwell to acknowledge his right. Why,
the moment ho filed his Bill in Chancery, Caldwell's mouth
would be closed, and that was the trap that Peter McLaren,
through his agent and legal adviser, set for Caldwell.
The hon. gentleman may laugh, but the people of
Lanark who know McLaren understand. I can well
understand why hon. gentlemen support the interest
of Mr. McLaren to such an extent. "1 e people who
know ail these facts will hardly credit their statements.
Why did not these hon. gentlemen tell us of the large
amount of property that Mr. Caldwell had on this river ?
Why did they not tell us of the thousands of dollars' worth
of timber now in these streams belonging to Mr.
Caldwell that cannot be floated down to market ?
Why did they not tell us that by this Act being
disallowed a great quantity of timber could not be got
to market ? Did they tell as that the people of Ontario
would be defrauded of the ducs to which they are justly
entitled by the disallowanco of this Act? No, they did not.
Did the hon. member for South Lanark tel us that his own
constituents at Carleton Place were deprived of their
summer's wages by the disallowance of this Act? Did ho
tel t us that Mr. Caldwell's mills at Carleton Place were
closed on account of the disallowance ofthis Act? No, he
did not tell us that. le did not tell us that thousands
of' dollars of the people of Lanark were wasted by
the disallowance of this Act. But the people of
this country understand why ho did not tell these things.
Now. Sir, there are one or two reasons why lion. gentlemen
say that this Act should be disallowed. Orie of them is
that it interferes with the rights of private individuals, and
another is that it is retroactive in its effect. Now, Jet us see
how far these arguments are good. It may be well to refer
to the First Minister's declaration on that point. Every-
body admits that the Governor General in Council las
power to disallow any Act of the Provincial Legislature,
but the justice of disaliowance in ail cases is quite another
thing. When the people of Canada entered into Confede-
ration, the present First Minister gave them to understand,
in the Quebec resolutions, that they were to have exclusive
power over civil rights and property. Again, the First
Minister, in June, 1868, stated as follows:-

" The undersigned begs to submit, for the consideration of Your Ex-
cellency, that it is expedient to settle the course to be pursued with
respect to the Acts passed by Provincial Legislatures. The same powers
of disallowance as have always belonged to the Imperial Goverunment,
with respect to the Acts passed by Colonial Legisiatures, have been
conferred by the Union Act on the Government of Canada. Of late
years, Her Majesty's Government has not, as a general rule, interfered
with the legislation of Colonies having representatives, institutions and
responsible Government, except in the cases specially mentioned in the
instructions to the Governors, or in mat ters of Imperial and not merely
local interest. Under the present constitution of Canada, the General
Government will be called upon to consider the propriety of allowance
or disallowance of Provincial Acts much more frequently than Her
Majesty's Government has been with respect to colonial enactments. In
deciding whether any Act of a Provincial Legisiature should be disal-
lowed or sanctioned, the Government must not only consider whether
it affects the interest of the whole Dominion or not, but aiso, whether it
be unconstitutional; whether it exceeds the jurisdiction conferred on
Local Legislatures, and, in cases where the jurisdiction is concurrent,
whether it clashes with the legislation of the General Parliament.

" As it i8 of importance that the course of Local legislation should be
interfered with as little as possible, and the power of disallowance
exercised with great caution and only in cases where the law and
general intereste of the Dominion imperatively demand it, the under
signed recommends that the following course be pursued ;
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'"M" That on the receipt by Your Excellency, of the Acts passed in any
P-rovinces, they be referred to the Minister of Justice for report, and that
he, with all convenient speed, do report as to those Acts which he
considers free from objection of any kind, and if such report be approved
by Your Excellency in Council, that such approval be forthwith com-
municated to the Provincial Government.

" That he make a separate report, or separate reports, on those Acts
which he may consider:

" 1. As being altogether illegal or unconstitutional.
'' 2. As illegal or unconstitutional in part.
'' 3. In cases of concurrent jurisdiction as clashing with the legis-

lation of the General Parliament.
" As affecting the interest of the Dominion generally. And that in

such report or reports he gives his reasons for his opinions.
" That where a measure is considered partially defective, or where

objectionable as being prejudicable to the general interests of the
Dominion or as clashing with its legislation, communication should be
bad with the Provincial Government with respect o such a measure ;
and that in such case, the Act should not be disallowed, if the general
interests permit such a course, until the Local Government bas an
opportunity of considering and discussing the objections taken, and the
Local Legislature has also an opportunity of remedying the defects
found to exist.'"

That is the opinion of the First Minister, and I think it is
correct in every respect. Now, Sir, as to the assertion
that it is retroactive, there is hardly a Session of the Ontario
Legislature, even of this Parliament, which does not pass
Acts with a retroactive effect. Why, this very man, Mr.
Peter McLaren, had an Act passed at his own instance that
was retroactive-not only retroactive but it interfered with a
judgment of a Court of law where he himself was defendant.
I refer to the Act 34 Vic., cap. 19, relating to the Govern-
ment road a lIowances and granting timber licenses therefor.
Before thisActwas passed the municipalities owned the road
allowances and the timber thereon. Mr. McLaren had a
timber license from the Ontario Government under which he
cut timber on the road allowances,and an action was brought
againsthimfortherecovery of the value of the timber so cut.
The Court held that although the Ontario Government
granted the licenses, and that it had power over the Crown
timber growing on the road allowances, the timber belonged
to the municipality. Mr. Sandfield Macdonald was then in
power. Mr. McLaren went to the Ontario Government and
got this Act passed, which states :

" Every Government road allowance included in any Crown timber
license, heretofore granted, or which may hereafter be granted, under
section 1iof chapter 23 of the Consolidated Statutes of Canada, shall be
deemed and taken to be, and to have been ungranted lands of the
Crown, within the meaning of that section, and liable as such as to be
included in such license."

Then it goes on and gives him power to eut timber, and
even gives him the timber that he had already cut. If
anybody could object less to legislation that is retroactive
in its effect, it is this same Peter McLaren. Did we
hear him or any of his Tory friends coming to this
Legislature and asking this Government to disallow
it? No. And what is more, when this Act came up;
when the municipalities were defrauded of their timber;
when their property was taken from them which they had
recovered in action at law, they petitioned the First Min-
ister (Sir John A. Macdonald) to disallow this Act. And
did he disallow it ? No, because they bad not the warm
supporters, they had not the agents in this House that Mr.
MoLaren bas. What, then, did the First Minister do ? He
said: "iNo, I will not disallow this because it is in the
competency of the Local Legislature." Did it give compen-
sation to these municipalities ?

Mr. HAGGART. Yes.
Mr. MACDONELL. No. Hlere is the Act. The first

clause certainly does not. The second clause says:
" The licensee or nominee named in any sucbhlicense shall be deemed

and taken to have, and to have had, all the rights in respect to every
such road allowance, and the trees, timber and lumber thereon, or cut
thereon, as by the second section of said chapter twenty-three, were
or are conferred upon him in respect of any other Crown lands em-
braced in such license, and the trees, timber and lumber thereon, or cut
thereon, except that he shall not be entitled to take or keep exclusive
possessio of any such toad allowance."

Mr. M.ACDOlELL (Lanark).

The third clause says:
"No by-law passed, or to be passed by any municipal council forpreserving, selling, or otherwise appropriating or disposing of the

timber or trees, or any part thereof, on any Government road allow.
ances included in any such license, shall be deemed, or taken to have
had, or have any force or effect against any such license."

The fourth clause says:
"In case the council of any township, organized as a separate muni.

cipality, or the coun cil of any united townships, have passed, or shal
thereafter pass, any by-law for preserving or selling the timber or trees
on the Government road allowances within such township, or within
the senior township of said united townships, and included in any such
license, the corporation of such township or united townships shall be
entitled to be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of this Pro-
vince, a sum equal to two per centum of the dues received by Her
Majesty for, or in respect of, the timber and saw-logs which, during the
existence of such by-law, were cut withn the said township or withia
such senior township, under the authority of such license ; but no cor-
poration shall be entitled to such percentage of the dues received for
timber or saw-logs, cut during the times or seasons when any timber or
trees on any such road allowances were cut or removed, for which cut-
ting or removal such coeporation shall, before the passing of this Act,have obtained a verdict against any such licensee or nominee."

Mr. HAGGART. The timber in the whole county was
to go to the Government, and the proportion was 2 to 100,
and they got 2 per cent.

Mr. MACDONELL. They owned the lumber and they
were allowed 2 per cent., and only in certain townships ; it
did not refer to all townships. Thore are townships in my
riding which were deprived of that timber and never
received anything. Does the hon. gentleman say that this
Act compensates all.

Mr. HAGGART. I say it does.
Mr. MACDONELL. Do the dues represent the value of

the timber ?
Mr. HAGGART. They represent the actual value

received for the timber by the Government.
Mr. MACDONELL. But who owned the timber before

this Act was passed ?
Mr. HAGGA RT. Timber licenses were described by

limits and bounds and covered all road allowances in the
townships. Upon the trial of the case an order was made
to pay a certain amount for timber eut, which was paid to
the municipalities, which the municipalities held, but which
the Government refunded to the licensees; and the Govern-
ment, in view of the townships owning the particular timber
on the road allowances, calculated what proportion the roads
would be of the whole township, and they gave the propol'-
tion which they received for ihe timber to the muneiph.li-
ties.

Mr. MACDONELL. Now, we have got this: that they
gave 2 per cent. of the dues because the townships owied
this timber absolutely. But how could they have recovered
judgment unless they only had a title to the timber on the
road allowances; they must have had some better title be-
fore the Judge gave a verdict for the full value of the
timber. That is one case which Mr. McLaren should not
complain of with respect to legislation with a retroactive
effect. There is another case, and I will only refer to those
two cases to show that the First Minister has turned his back
on his first record. The second is the Goodhue will case.
The hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) endeavored to
prove that the First Minister had made a mistake in the
Goodhue case; but it would have been better for the
people of Ontario if the hon. gentleman had followed
his course in the Goodhue case. In that case the Ontario
Legislature altered a man's will. A man named Goodhue,
of London, left a will, devising his estate to his children ,nd
afterwa 'U; to his grandchildren. The grandchildren con-
sented to ui agreement to have the property divided, and in

order to do that, an Act of the Ontario Legislature was re-
quired, and that Legislature, under Mr. Sandfield Macdonald,
passed an Act confirming the agreement without the conasent
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of the trustees. The First Minister's attention was rights vested in Mr. McLaren, why do they complain of
cnai2d to this glaring act; but he stated the Govern- injury done to Mr. Caldwcll or the ýublic. But
nent would not disallow the Bill because it was it was not on that particular point that I rose to

within the competency of the Legislature. Those are speak. When I had the honor of filling the posi-
the only two Bills to which I refer as diametrically tio of Attorney-Generai in the Legisiature of my
contrary to the precedent laid down for the disallowance of native Provine we had an example of the power of veto
the Streams Bill, and it is well that the people should know exercised by the Dominion Govcrnmerit some years ago.
that, according to the hon. member for Simcoe, the First As the matter is one of considerable importance as a prece-
Minister made a mistake in not disallowing the Goodhue dent in the present case, hon. inembers will pardon me if I
Bill. The question of disallowance, I think, should not be enter into it somewhat fully, After years of agitation in
considered as a local one, although the hon. member for the Island on the celebrated land question a Bil was intro-
South Lanark (Mr. Haggart) is more deeply interested than duced hy myseif in 1874 for the purposo of cxpropriating
the members of the Provinces. When you find a Province the lands thon held by propriotors over an area et 500 acres.
as intelligent as the Province of Ontario sending representa- Certain machinery was providod, and among other things
ives to Toronto to enact laws that are to govern the people, a court of arbitration;-but here is the point to whichI1wish
only to find those Acts disallowed by this Government, it is you to refer. That Act -vas passed, I believe, by the
tine the people should know what Acts are to be allowed unanimous vote of both branches cf the Legislature, and E
and what Acts disallowed. If the Local Legislatures are to believe it wàs beartily endorsed by every man, voman and
exist, if the Confederation is to be what it was intended to, child in Prince Edward Island. I be!ievc that I drew up
then I tel[ those hon. gentlemen on the other side that they the ieasons for the passing of flic t, and
mlust not interfere with the legislation of the Provinces as it is truc that the Lieutenant Governor withheld
they have done in the case under consideration. The people bis assont to that mensure, not lbat ho disapproved
ot Ontario are too intelligent to allow their rights to be of bbcA, net that ho had conscienbious scruples about
trampled upon in that way. Yesterday, part of their Pro- the Bil becoming law, not that ho w" not as fully im-
vince was taken away, to-day their powers are restricted pressed as any momber of bis Government or any member
by this Government, and if this is to go on the people will ask of his Legisiature, or any suffering tenant on thc Island,
it it is worth their while to send representatives to Toronto that the Ac should become law; but simply on bbc ground
and expend large su«ns of money in their Legislature if their tbat the Act interferet with the righbs of'private property,
Acts are to be disallowed on the mere whim of a political simply becauso there was an expropriation, because it was
supporter of the Dominion Government.. Is the validity of an unusual Actor ono in wbich Ihe exercise of unusual
their Acts to be governed by the fact of whether they are powers were asked for. He considered it of such vital
Peform or Conservative ? If these are the principles upon importance that il was subrnitted to bbc considera-
which their legislation is to be allowed or disallowed, I think tion of the Governor General in Council. I venture 10
the people of the Province of Ontario at the first opportunity say that if you look to the correspondence that eman-
will decide that their Acts shall not be disallowed, as in this ated from the Lieutenant-Governor of'theIland, yoa wilt
case of the Streams Bill, and place in power men who will not find one word or syllable to that
guard over their interests and rights. Act. On the contrary, bhc hope breathing tbrough-

Mr. BRECKEN. It is not my intention to occupy the out the whole correspondence is that us Excellency
attention of the louse for many minutes. I quite agree will sec the propriety ofthe Adthecoming law. Whatwas
with the remarks of the hon. member for North Lanark bcefect? Under bbc Administration ofthe bon. member
(Mi. Macdonell) that this is not a legal question, although for Lanbton (Mr. Mackenzie), bis Minister of Justice (Mr.
ihe Bill which bas brought the matter before the House is Fournier) withheld the consent of the Government, antb

of a legal nature. I feel the force of a remark made by the Bil was vetoed. The peint, I helieve, was raised by the
lhon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCartby) that the leader of the Opposition le-nigbt, that there was a differ-
smaller the Province the more likely is it to suffer fron any ence betweu bbc case in which the Lieutenant-Governor
tyrannical use of this power of veto on the part of the reserved bis assent ard one in which such assent was given.
)ominion Government, and I feel, as arepresentative of tEc Now, the casete wbich I have referred is a striking in-
smallest Province of the Dominion, that it would not be out stanceinpoint. There was an Act which everybody wished
Of place for me to make a few remarks on this subject. Ipassed.ti it was simply on account cf tbe importance of
arn not going into the merits or demerits of this Streams the Actthat bhe Lieutenant-Governer prefèrred sending i
Bill. They have been discussed on both sides with great np b the Governor General; and yet bbc hon. member for
abiiy, and the case has been presented with a special clear- Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), who appears in bbc esti-
ness by my hon. friend from North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). mation cf bis followers to ho incapable of doing any
i think, from all the information I have been able to gather, wrong, incapable of brampling en bbc constitutional
it is quite clear that the law is that in streams which are not ights of bbc Province, ignorethat Bill10 bthesoie
floatable for logs at all seasons of the year private rights disappointment of nincty-nine mon eut of cvery lina-
may exist. The fact does not seem to be controverted that dred in the Province cf PrinceEdward Island. I

Me. cLaren had private rights and had expended a large would ask, in the inberosts of Constitutional Government,
srm Of money for the purpose of rendering the river ser- ln the cause of Liberalism -which my hon. friends on tbc
viceable for the branch of trade in which ho was engaged. obber side profess b favor anticondern us for opposing-
It seemed to me that the question resolved if any hon, gentleman will point out bbe difference betwen
itself into this: Rad Mr. McLaren private rights, and if b the Govornor General veoing an Act, assent o whieh has
had not, where was the necessity of asking the Legislature been refused by a Lieut enant-Governor, ant the veto of an
Of Ontario to legislate on the subject ? Public highways are Acte which tbc Licutenant-Governor bas not assentet.
publie property, and with regard to them the Government ln oui case boli parlies made common cause and bbc
1s the trustee of the people. They are to preserve thect was passet by beth branches of bbc Legislature.
4ghts of the people, and if the Mississippi was such a high- Lot my hon. friends pursue that argument a littie funther.

Way there could be no necessity for going to the Legislature What is a Lieutenant Gevernor of a Province sinee Confed-
tf Ontario for legislation, and the very tact that he went to eration? He is bbc nomincofthe Dominion Governmenb.
that Province for legislation stands against bis case. Why

. he go there if the Constitution and common law had given Johnson was when ho scarcely escaped impeachment; andthe riglts which lie asked? If there wero no private yet, forsoeth, my hon. riends say: dou do not interfere
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with popular rights; you do not check popular aspirations !British North America Act, the powers of the Lc1
because the nomiree of the Dominion Government has put Parlianents should be equally preserved. The Acts
bis imprimatur on the Act." When this Act came back 1 in- of wbich my hon. friend has just spoken were
troduced it a second year. And if it was a crime in this Acts affecting the whole of Prince Edward Island. These
Government to withhold their asnt o this Act because it rights, which are assured to the Legislatures by the
interfered with private rights, it was ten times a greater British North America Act, should be preserved intact
crime, ten times a more serious encroachrment upon popu- The Dominion Parhament should exorcise the powers given
lar rights and upon the independence of a Province, for the to it; and the powers granted to the Local Legislatures
Liberal Government under the leadership and direction of should be cqually preerved. The Acts of which my h>n.
the hon. member for Lambton, to disallow an Act whieh the friend from Prince Edward Island has just spoken affected
people of the Province had dematnded with one voice, but the whole Island; and it was because the proprietaryrights
to listen to the protests of a few absentee proprietors, of the Crown were interfered with that the Imperial Gov.
whose voices appeared to have more weight with the for- ernrnent interfered, and this was the legitimate ground
mer Governor General than the unanimus voice of the upon which the Imperial Government bas interfered with
people of Prince Edwad Island. Under the first Act one Local legislation. i claim that the cases which the hon.
arbitrator was to be choen by the Local Government, an- mem ber from Prince Edward Island has placed before the
other by the proprietor, and the third by two arbnirators. Ilouse are not at all analogous to this question whch
Thhat was considered an uijfair way to consti- affects Ontario as a whole. Objection is taken to
tute the court, and we provided that the Local this Bill, because, forsooth, the private rights of an
Government should appoint one arbitrator, the pro individual are interfered with ; but, Mr. Speaker, no
prietor one, and the Dominion Government the third; law can be passed by any Parliament without more or
and I must make this aclnowledgment, that it was a very less affecting the rights of individuals; and I tale it, as
happy suggestion that the Dominion Government should principle in either Local or Dominion legislation, that the
appoint one of' the arbitraters. Lord Dufferin appointed no question of private rights shall not inîterfere with the public
less a man than the Hon. Mr. Childers, and I have io doubt good. So far as these questions are concerned, we have
that to his ability and the way in which ho presided over nothing to do with thei. My hon. friend from North Sim-
tbat court, was to be attributed largely the bappy result coe gave a pretty strong statement of the facts of the case,
arrived at. The interests of the country were gieatly con- but with these I do not intend to deal. Standing here as a
cerned in those awards, and we introduced an Act to amend member of the Dominion Parliament, I take it that nwe have
the old Act to contirm the awards, and omitted from the nothing to do with the merits of the case between M Laren
operation of the Act a case of Miss Sullivan's, which was and Caldwell. We have only to deal with the principles of
then pending-an appeal to th- Supremre Court. You will polity, which should actuate the Government of the
firn, on looking ut. ti oppe_ tat the Lieutcuant-Govcrnor Dominion with regard to Local legislation. By the British
withheld bis as-ent again. Our Lieutenant-Governor at that North America Act, certain powers are granted to the
time was a very conscientious and extrenely cautious man, Local Legislatures. Within these limits, their powers
and nover was guilty of assuming too much responsibility; are just as paramount as are the powers which are granted
and yet he strongly recommended this Act for confitmirng to this Parliament; and in dealing with Local legislation the
these awards. That At was also passed by the unanimous principles which were laid down by the Premier in the
voice of the Legislature. I think the Minister of Justice memorandum of June, 1868, should be obsorved. A great
at that lime was the Hon. Mr. Scott, who was acting for the deal has been said on this case, in defence of private rights;
present leader of the Opposition, and the assent of the but we, sitting bore, have to deal with an Act of the Legis-
Govern ment was withheld. I will not delay the House any lature of Ontario. This is a general Act for the regulation
longer. If I undcrstand the principle embodied in the of streams in Ontario, and whether it is retroactive or
amendment, and the contention cf hon.-gentlemen opposite, retrospective, the fact is immaterial so long as it comes
it is not that it does not come within the terms within the jurisdiction of the Local Parliament. My hon.
of the British North America Act, but that it friend from North Simcoo urges very strongly that
is contrary to the spirit of the constitution of the .this Act interferes with private rights, and tha
Dominion, that the Dominion Government should disallow it is unheard-of legislation; but we can refer to many
any Bill unless it is ultra vires or interfères with the general cases where Parliament bas stepped in and interfered
interests of Canada. Now, I would ask in the name of con- seriously with private rights, even when actions
sistency why those two important mensures to which Ihave are brought before the Courts. Many ycars ago,
alluded were disallowed, when there was not a foot of land there was a contest between the House of Commons and the
outside of Prince Edward Island that could possibly be Court of Queen's Bench. A man who felt himself aggrieveîl
affected by them. The hon. gentleman who last spoke gave by a publication endorsed by the House of Commons
a timely warning that every Province should beware, as brought an action of libel against the publisher. The Couit
none knew how soon thoir legislation would be attacked, as justified the action; and on the 4th of April, 1840, the Par.
that of the Province of Ontario Lad been. Yes, Prince liament of Great Britain passed a law which stayed the
Edward Island felt that when these Acts were vetoed. proceedings. It was felt to be for the general and the pub-
The case was one of such importance that when we entered lic good that the Act should be retroactive and retrospec-
this Confederation the Dominion G vernment appropriated tive, and that the proceedings should be stayed. So itis in

$800,000 to enable us to attain the position that the sons of every case: private rights must be interfered with more or
the Emerald Isle aie now declaring for. Li beral as that less in legislation. As far as I understand the question, l

measure wa., wise as it was to remove absentee landlordism this case compensation was given in the shape of tolls, and
from the fiee soil of A merica, boit remembered that the tax it seems to me that any stream on the borders OFwhich lie
placed on progress, liberty and reform, was placed on them publie lands from which the Governmi.nt
by a Government which called itself liberal and the friends derive a revenue, is clearly under the pri1

of the people. diction of the Loial Legislature when any
Mr. WELDON. I quite agree with the bon. gentleman individual seeks, as in this insiance, to close its navigati

who bas just sat down that this question affteted not only and thus practically destroy the property from whichihte
the Province of Ontario, but the autonomy of the different Government obtains a revenue. Property and civil rigl t s
Provinces of this Confederation. I also hold that while this are exclusively within the jurisdiction of the Local Legisa-
Parliament should preserve the powers given to it by the ture. No doubt, the arguments of my hon. friends froim

Mr. BREcKEN.
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North Simcoe and South Lanark could be fairly addressed
to the local Legislature of Ontario, but it is not for us to

ass on the mnerits of the case. We have the right to assume
tiat the Legislature of Ontario fally weighed the whole
matter, and that so far as the interests of Ontario are con-
cerned, it was for the preservation of public rights and .the
administration of public justice,that this law should be pass-
cd. If it interfered with the rights of the Dominion, or the
interests of this Government, or destroyed any principle
which is laid down in the Premier's memorandum of
june, 1868, it would be a different matter; and
this memorandum I take it, has been the basis
upon which the right to refuse assent to Acts which
Local Legislatures have passed, bas been based, and it bas
been followed not only by the Ministry of which the right
hon. gentleman is the head, but also by the Government of
which the hon. member for Lambton was Premier. But it
does not appear that such is the case. So far as private rights
are concerned, no more flagrant violation of the rights of
individuals could have occurred, than happened in the case
of a Bill which was passed by the Local Legislature of
New Brunswick. I was counsel in the case. The will of an
individual was under discussion ; a decision had been
obtained from the Court of Equity, and I was appealing to
the Supreme Court, when without notice to the parties, by a
suspension of the rules in both Ilouses, a Bill was 1)assed
and assented to, dividing the property in question. We
applied to this Government, setting forth the facts; but
acting upon the principles laid down by the Premier in that
memorandum, this Government declined to interfere because
it was a matter within the province of the Local Legislature.
So far as the cases I have cited in which 1 was refused the
ptition for disallowance, the petition was refused to a
trong supporter of the Government, my political opinions

being of no avail against the principles of the predecessors
,f the Government I support. So far as the question of
McLaren vs. Caldwell is concerned, we have nothing to do
with that. The Local Legislatures were to deal with pro-
perty and civil rights, and that is the tribunal with which
31essrs. McLaren and Caldwell have to deal. So far as legis-
lation is concerned, if the Legislature of Ontario transcend
the powers given to them in the Act, tho Courts of Ontario
lhave the right to declare their action ultra vires and protect
the rights of Mr. McLaren ; but if the Ontario Legislature,
i itswisdom, pass this law in the interestof Ontario, and it
imfringes any of the interests of that Canada which affect
solely the interests of that Province, its disallowance is not

l Ontario question, but a question affecting every Pro-
vnce of the Dominion by which the autonomy of
each Province is affected.

Mr. McDOUGALL. I think it is very muci to be re-
"retted that a question of such grave interest and consti-
Htional importance as lias been raised by the amendment
lut in your bands, Mr. Speaker, shoild be discussed as an
amendment to go into Committee of Supply. It is, of
(Ourse, the right of hon, gentlemen who wish to bring a
Pr'Oposition of a general character beforo Parliament to
avail themselves of this opportunity, but the difflculty in
which the question is placed thereby is that it is made to
assume the charactor of a vote of want ofe confidence inl the
<overntment.

.Mr. BLAKE. As in the motion of the lion. mrnember for
Nmgara.
.ir. McDOUGALI,. But it happencd that that propo-
ition was fnot moved with that intention and was notreceived by the Bouse as having that effect, so tliat I th nk

the difficulty was overcome in that case. I do not object
to the Opposition making use of this opportunity, to place
their views with regard to publie policy before the coun-
try, but I merely point out that they place a large number
'finlembers in this louse, who have not yet made up their
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minds, whatever they may do in the future, to express by a
solemn vote of Parliamont a want of confidence in the
gencral policy of hon. gentlemen who occupy the Troasury
benches, under the necessity of refusing to affirm in a
particular case, a proposition which they may be ready t)
affirm, becauso the vote they give will have a different
meaning from what they intend it should have. Wit h regard
to this particular question, I think it is unfortunate that a
question of the power of Local Legislatures to pass laws,
and of the power of the Dominion Government to disallow
laws, should be involved with the private rights of indivi-
duals, as they are in this particular case, and especially in a
case which was under the consideration of the Courts
at the time this law was passed. The propositions which
the lion. gentleman bas placed in your hands are such as 1.
for one, cannot affirm or approve of, because I do not tind
them in the Constitutional Act. Part of the argument on
that side to-night bas gone this far. lon. gentlemen ap-
pear to be of opinion that it is improper for the Governor
in Council, acting for the whole Dominion, to disallow any
Local Act that is not ultra vires. What would bo the use in
that case of the power of disallowance, since the Courti
woul disallow any Acts that were ultra vires ? It is cleur
that the provision in the Constitution is intended to apply
to cases which would not beheld by the Courts to bo ultra
vires, but the propositions contained in this resolution go so
far, argumentatively, at all ovents,that no question which is
within the competency of the Local Legislatures, and in
which the Local Legislatures have exercised their legisla-
tive authority, and which is not ultra vires, is within the
power of the Governor in Council1 to disallow, and that to dis-
allow such an Act would be an infringement on Provincial
rights. I might for a moment ask the attention of the
louse to the consequences which would follow such a
proposition as that being aflirmed by a vote of the flouse.
I will put one case which arose in a conversation which I
had with some English gentlemen. It was with reference
to the character and safity of investments in municipal
bonds. We all know that a few years ago State bondsof the
Unitel States were not found to be a safo investment, b-
cause the State passed laws, as they had a right to do under
their Constitution, by which their debts were practically
wiped out and their foreign creditors, the holders of the
bonds, robbed o their money. I was asked-what is there to
prevent your Provincial Legislatures from passing laws by
which the advantages that investors in your municipal
securities now have in the macbinery by which they cai
levy on the property of every taxpayer in the country, m'iy
be taken from them ? What is thero to prevent a Loenl
Legislature, in cases where public feeling has been excited,
as was shown by the hon. member for Queens, P.E.I., in the
case of the Bill passed by the Legislaturo of that
Province and properly disallowed by the Dominion
Government, passing a law that would deprive
investors of their rights and security ? I said thoro was the
power of disallowance by the Governor in Council ; that in
this new Dominion we had, at the time, and probably would
have for many years to come an English nobleman as
Governor Gencral, and it would bo open for them to lay
their case before him and they might be satisfied that in a
case of such gross injustice, the Act would be disallowed.
That answer was sufficient to the Englishman. He said : "If
that is the way your Constitution works, I can sec very
clearly that any change in the law of a Province by
which foreign creditors would be deprived of their
legal remedies and property is not likely to be made. I have
no doubt, on petition to the Governor General, their legisla-
tion would be disallowed." The particular case of disallow-
anceat present under discussion, is perhaps a weak one.
It involves, as it appears, only a question between two indi-
viduals. I feel fully the force of the argument that has been
used by hon. gentlemen on this sido of the House, that
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where there is a practical confiscation and interference with
the rights of parties which would leave tbem without reme-
dy, it is quite within the power-and if justice requires it,
it is the duty-of the Governor in Council of this Dominion
to protect parties against such injustice, and publie opinion
will sustain them when they do it. Now, Sir, this resolution
proposes to declare that hereafter it shall be deemed con-
trary to the principles of the Constitution; they say it
destroys the autonomy of the Provinces; if the power be
exercised of disallowing laws that have been passed referring
to the subjects that are pointed out in the 9)2nd section of the
British North America Act. Sir, Ican affirm no such doctrine
as that. I agree that any interference with the powers which
are given to the Local Legislatures for the framing of laws,
unnocessarily, through political feelings, or national, reli-
gious or other motive, except on the broadest publie grounds,
would be injudicious and improper, and this is the tribunal
to which hon. gentlemen who advise action of this kind, are
responsible. Indeed,the resolution itself points that out, that
the Ministry are responsible to Parliament. It is the people
of this great Dominion, the representatives of all the Pro-
vinces assembled here, whose duty it will be to protect the
people in any particular Province from any injustice or
improper Act of the Administration of the day; and I think
the people have ample protection in this great tribunal,
representing, as I said, all the Provinces, sending, presum.
ably, its principal inen-if the people do not send their prin-
cipal men thon they are answerable for the consequences of
their negligence-but we must assume that Parliament
represents ail the Provinces of the country, and the very fact
that it is composed of the representatives of the different
Provinces who have different local systems and who mus-t
always be jealous of their Provincial rights, eîitle- the
people to leave in the hands of the Administration of the
day, the ultimate authority over these questions, whether
it be composed of hon. gentlemen on that side of the House
or on this side of the Louse. We have scen in the cases cited
that when the hon. gentlemen opposite were in power they
felt that duty to be imposed upon them, and I believe they
exercised that power judiciously, so far as I have seen. In
one particular case referred to to-night I felt that my hon.
friend's argument was a little inappropriate. i apprehend
he felt it was an improper interference in that case on the
part of the Government in refusing its sanction.

Mr. BRECKEN. I expressed no opinion.

Mr. McDOUGALL. I inferred, when ho said ihat l99
men out ofevery 100 were not in accord with the decision of
the Government, that he felt it was an interference with
Provincial rights.

Mr. BRECKEN. I said an interference of political influ-
ence. As to the constitutional right I think it was quite
proper.

Mr. McDOUGALL. I did not hear mv hon. friend say that
the people of Prince Edward Island threatened rebellion.

Mr. BRECKEN. We are too loyal for that.
Mr. McDOUGALL. I have not heard that they were

so resentful against the Government because it interfered,
even iagainst this great majority, and protected the rights of
parties who were living beyond the jurisdiction of the Pro-
vince. I have not heard that the people there were disposed
le revolt against the Dominion because the Government
exercised their power in that particular case; and I do not
think the people of Ontario will sympathise with the cry that
this case, paltry in itself, is a proper occasion for laying down
these general principles of restriction, for niaking a new con-
stitution in fact; or, for putting a limitation upon it by a reso-
lution of this Parliament, because Mr. Caldwell and Mr.
McLaren have had somedifficulty about their streams. I do not
think we are yet properly informed upon this subject; but I
do protest aganst the invitation to lay down such proposi-

Mr. McDUGAILL.

tions and such rules as are contained in the resolution placed
in the Speaker's bands in regard to the duty of the Dorni-
nion Govenment in dealing with laws passed by the Local
Legisiatures. They must exerc*se their discretion and
judgment upon these laws, because if they are injurious to
the people of any province, or of a section of a province, or if
they inter'ere with the trade and commerce of the country
they will bc held responsible for the consequences. I think
that is a question worthy of consideration whether this case
is really provincial; it appears to me that it touches very
closely the question of trade and commerce, for it-deals with
timber which is not confined to the Province. Logs pass
through these various rivers down to the Province of
Quebec, they form part of the great export trade of the
country, and it seems to me therefore that this is one of
those questions which quite justifies the Government in
looking narrowly into the laws which relate to a matter of
that kind, and at all events, it is clearly within tlicir consti.
tutional right to disallow such acts if they think the case
warrants. Even if the question were before the House in a
different shape, I should feel it my duty to record my vote
against any such general affirmation of the inability of the
Government ofthe Dominion to deal with local laws as that
resoluton contains.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not propose to detain the HIouse
more than a few minutes in discussing this question. I pro-
pose to show that the Government cannot shield themselves
behind the reasons they put forth for disallowing this Bill,
namev, th at they were protecting private rights. I am pre.
pare-d to show that, and I believe ihat I can prove before 1 sit
down, that in matters of this nature the Government have
two weights and two measures, one set for its friends and one
set fur its adversaries. 1 know this is a pretty serions
charge, but I make it deliberately though I make it open Io
correction, and I would be glad it were proved incorrect.
But I think it is warranted when I tell the louse that alnost
at the same time that the Govern ment Lad before it the peti-
tion of Mr. MeLaren asking for the disallowance of this Bill,
they had another petition froim two large companies from
the Province of Quebec and thirty-eight different individuals
asking for the disallowance of a Bill of a somewhat similar
character to this one, and if this one is held to be bad the
one I refer to is far worse. These companies and indivi-
duals I refer to were asking for the disallowance of a Bil
passed by the Legislature of Quebec on July 24th, 1880,
which was an Act respecting Mines. This Bill organized
the Province of Quebec into different mining districts, and
section 14 of the Act reads as follows:-

" In the conceded part of the seigniory, called Rigul Vaudreuil, in
the ' Chaudiere 'minirng division, where there iay exist any personS,
firms or companies owning mining rights, under valid titles, any pro-
prietor of land, comprising in such conceded portions, who bas not
already divested himself of bis mining rights, in favor of third parties,
and who takes a license for that purpose,-or in his default any other
miner, who conforms to the provisions of this Act, in such case, may
mine for gold or silver upon such lands; but in all cases, such personls,
firms or companies, possessng the said mining rights, may exact from
any such person mining thereon a sum not exceeding three per cent-
upon the gross amount of the gold or silver ob'ained, over and above
the duty payable to the Crown under the Act-"

That was on the 24th July, 18SO. If iL is lied, as it was
cortended on the other side of the louse, that the Streamns
Bill was an invasion of provincial -ights, by what name
shall we aiequately describe this section, which provides
that a person holding not a doubtful title but a valid title
to mining rights shall not work the mines. Anybody may
go on the land and mine against his will. is not this an
invasion of property ? As was said a ttlie time of the
discussion in the Quebec Legislature, this is a commuistic
principle; it is worthy of the Paris Commune. It is a
glaring violation of the rights of property. It has been
said that the Ontario Act was retroactive in its operation.
Lot the House look at section 15 of this Act from which
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I am quoting. This was protested against by two large com- -a question of right and justice. I say that in such a case
panieis, by three difierent parties, also by 38 mombers of the there is but one vote to give, and that is to hold that the
seignory; but notwithstanding all those petitions the Provinces are supreme in their sphere, anIl that theirjudg-
Government did not disallow the Bill. They did not grant ment sbould not be supersedced by the ijudgment of another
or refuse the petitions, but they allowed the time to lapse power.
and let the Act take its course. What conclusion can we Mr. MOUSSEAU. I am quite sure that the hon. gentle-
cone to except this, that the Government bas two different man's appeal to his fellov countrynen will be as fully
ways of dealing, one for their friends and one for their responded to as was a similar appeal which he made, the
enemies. other uight, with regard to the Mning Act, which the hon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who are enemies? gentleman says the Federal Government refused to disallow.
I wish to point out to him that the private parties affected

Mr. LAURIER. The enemies are the Ontario Govern- by that Bill were heard before the Privy Council,
ment, who are not in sympathy with this Ministry, and the and the Legislature of Quebec repealed the obnoxious
friends are the Government of Quebec who are in close clauses, so that justice was done to all parties.
sympathy with this Administration. It is evident that the That was one point upon which the hon. gentleman
present Government have no fixed and immoveable standard laid great stress and it bas falloie to pieces. Section
of justice, but that the balance of the scales may turn with 71 was repealed, as it bad been agreed to, and the
friend or foe. I do not blame the Government for not parties had declared themselves satisficd. If the Quebee
having disallowed the Mines Act, for I think they acted Parlianent had not donc that I dare say that Bill would
properly. In regard to such legislation the onus lies with have been disallowed as well as the Streuns Bill. The hon.
tbe people of Quebec. It is said that the Provincial Legis- gentleman tried to charge us with having embodied in our
lature may do wrong-and it did wrong in this instance; Quebec legislation comnimunistic principles. When my hon.
but this Government nay also do wrong; and in whose friend tried to act like bis old leader, Sir George Cartier, he
favor shall we decide ? The:e is a standard rule posed as the greatest Conservative in the country; to-day
dividing right from wrong within a Province. ho changes his policy, he becomes more conservative, and
The Legislature should be supreme. Within the charges us with communistic principles. The hon. member
whole Dominion, the Dominion Parliament will be supreme; says it is a pity that wo should agree with the Government
but it does not lie in the mouths of the hon. gentlemen in the disallowance ofthis Bill, because if we commit injus-
opposite to say that the Dominion Parliarnent is responsible tice to Ontario to-day it may turn against us to-morrow.
to the people of the country. It is respousible to the people Well. I am glad that there are in Our Constitution two great
of the whole country, but the Legislature Of Ontario is safeguards which will ensure the success of Confederation;
responsible to the people (if Ontario, and so it is with the first is thut the )ominion Parliament may dismiss
respect to Quebec ; and to allow the Dominion Govermentvernors, and the second that we may disallow
to judge their Acts according to their standard of what is Bills passed by the Local Legislaturos. In the Provinces,
right and wrong, would be to apply a remedy that will be when a 1ssion ruas high, great injustice may sometimes be
tar worse than the evil itself. This is a proposition which cornnitted, and gross outra es attempted. What have we
wilil commend itselfat lcast tohon. members who corne seen in our own Province ? We have seen the Lieutenant-
from the Province of Quebee. It is a well-known fact that if Governor appointed by bon. gentlemen opposite entering
we are to-day iii a Federal instcad of a Legislative Union, into a most outrageons conspiracy to kill their political
itis due to the pecuiar circumstances in which Quebec is opponents in our Province, and to destroy our liber-
placed. It is for the benefit of the people at large, because ties. That conspiracy was approved of, and was blessed
it must be admitted that it would [e impossible to govern by the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken. That
this large extent of territory under any other than a conspiracy had two objects -first, to put out
Federal system. I eall the attention of mv fellow-couantry- a Government which had ithe greatest majority ever
mcn to this question, because it is oneon which we are possessed in Quebec, and to rob us of our liberties, as they
unanimous in sentiment. There is but one sentiment in tried to rob our elections on the lst of May, 178, by
Quebec on this question, that if the Federal system bas to be resorting to all kinds of dishonest means -by calumnies, by
upheld we should not sacrifice a particle of the Federal sys- lies, by falsehools. The consequence was that our Pro-
temunder anycircumstances. Conservative journalsofQue- vince was for several weeks thrown into turmoil, revolution
bec, referring to the Bill of the lion. member for Jacques Car- and great uneasiness. Well, this Govornment and this
tier (Mr. Girouard), respecting marriage with a deceased Parliament interfered, and thanks to that valuable security
wife's sister, have expressed the opinion that the question is contained in our Constitution that man was dismissed. And
not within the competency of the Dominion Parliament, and what did we see two years after? We saw the coup d'etat
is purely a provincial matter. I think this is a debatable of 1878 when the whole Province rose like one man on the
matter, but the more debatable it is, the more it shows how 2nd December and declared that the conspirators had their
keenly the people of Quebec foel on this question. It is end in our Province. The second safeguard is that we have
true this question does not really affect us, but the people the right to disallow Bills not only when they are ultra
of Ontario; still if the Mines Act had been disallowed vires. That would be absurd, as was well observed by the
there would have been a unaninous protest frorn Quebec hon. member for ilalton, because a Bill that is unconsti-
members against the Government's actio.n. It is not, I sy, tutional is not dangerous, as it will bo set asido by the
affecting us as it is Ontario ; but what takes place to-day Courts. But those Bills whieh we have the power to dis-
in Ontario may occur to-morrow in Quebec, and we desire allow are Bills against peace and harmony, against the
to give the saine measure to our fellow countrymen gencral interests of the country, and it is well that we have
ta Ontario, that they would expect to recoive them- the power to deal with them. What is there in this
selves, if the rights of leislation were at stake. country more valuable or precious to a citizen than te feel
The occasion may arise some day when the rights of our that ho is safe in the enjoyment of bis life, his liberty and
Province may be interfered with, and then if we failto get his property. The Bill called the Streams Bill was the most
the measure of justice which we should expect we shall dangerous attempt of a partizan Parliament to rob a man
have only ourselves to blame. While this may be to some of his rights. That outrage bas never been surpassed, and
extent a question of party, I hope my fellow countrymen it has only a parallel in the outrage porpetrated by the
from the Province of Quebec wilt adhere to the view that Liberal party in ourProvince. I am not surprised to hear my
before it is a question of party it is a question of nationality bon. friend from Quebec East, after blessing3Mr. Letellier for
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having kicked out the Quebec Government, now blessing ton is disposed to deal with the form of tbis motion. The
the Ontario Governmont for trying to rob one of our hon. member for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) bas referred to an
friends. I think the House will vote against the motion important question conneeted with the Ministerial cris
made by the bon. member for South Huron, and supported at Quebec. 1ow was that brought up in the House? ?t
by my hon. friend from Quebec East. That hon. gentle- was in the same form-by an amendment to the motion to
man the other day tried to betray his friends on the go into Committee of Supply, and the bon. gentleman foundboundary question; this time he tries to betray bis Province no difficulty about it. They proceeded in that form delib.
by pretending that the Government are interfering with the erately to discuss that question. Another i eason for so
rights of the Provinces. introducing this subject is this: If is the only mode in which

Mr. BLAKE. At last we have hoard from one member we could possibly bring up this question. I do not know
of the Administration some statement of the views which that I will be able to conuvince the hon. member for Halton
the Government entertain upon the important question as far as bis vote is concerned, but, perhaps I may be able
which has been debated for so many hours. That hon. to convince his judgment. Stili another reason for this
gentleman, in announcing the Ministerial view of this mea- course is this: It w as only two days ago, if I remember
sure, bas used language which I think ought to be repudi- aright, that the fpapers were brought down to this House
ated by every respectable man in this Hlouse. The hon. on which hie motion is founded. The subjeet was mon-
gentleman has dared to state that some 60 out of 88 tioned in the debate to the Address. Itwas tion announced
membors of the Provincial Legislature, wbich is as respect- that it would be a subject of discussion here. The papers
able as this flouse is, and a Government wbich is as respect- were ioved for, as soon as it was possible, and we asked for
able as this Government is, have been engaged in a con- thema score of times since. They were not voluminous;
spiracy to rob one of their friends, and that he puts the case but nevertheless they were brought down only after repeat-
upon this ground: that that Legislature and that Govern- ed requests, two days ago. What was the condition ot the
ment having decided to rob one of the friends of fhis business of thel louse two days ago? The Government
Government, they stand by their friend. These good Sama- had taken every day except Monday : the Order Paper was
ritans found himn stripped, wounded and bleeding, and they crowded and it could not have been reached for many days
have applied the cruse of oil and the ointment, have given it was very possible that it could not have been possibly
him assistance and have put him on bis feet again. It is reached even on Monday next, when w-e will have a debate
well, Sir, that ibis debate which vas commenced ou the on the Montreal Telegraph Bill. It was utterly impossible, in
Ministerial side by the counsel for Mr. McLaren, should be any other mole, to bring up this question before the House
closed, so fIr as yet is shown, by the Ministerial announce- this Session. After the action of the Governament, and their
ment of a member of the Government that this is the love, delay in bringing down the papers, this mode was adopted;
this the attitude, and ibis the language which they venture to and so the hon. member for Halton's proposal is that, out of
use towards an independent Legislature-independent at delicacy for the tender feelings wbich the lon. gentleman
arny rate until this vote is taken-and I think independeitas posses:e-, we ohi At not to have brougbt ibis motion on in
it will shortly become by the decision otfthe people of this the only way in wLhici we could bring it on at all. Indeed,
country,with regard to a measure which it hias passed. Now, the on. member for lalton would have objected even if wo
Sir, the lion. member for Halton stated several objections had brouglit it forward in any other way. It is very diffi-
whichli e bas to giving an assent to this motion. I know cult to satisfy the bon. gentleman. He objects to the gen-
that no man can more ingeniously find difficulties with eral proposition, but I think, Sir, that before I have done, I
respect to pursuing any particular course than can ithe will show the hon. gentlemian that there is very good
bon. member for Halton ; and no man suffers more pangs authority for the language used in this motion. I think I
inwardly-and sometimes outwardly-before be reaches a shall be able to read the statement' on which the motion is
happy conclusion; but I observe that before the question is based, which was uttered by an authority to which lie
put, somehow or other, the lon. gentleman does always always pays the gravest deference. Now, that hon. gentle-
manage to find a reason to vote in favor of the Government, man did not give such an account of the motion as its forni
and bis vote is recorded accordingly. The hon. gentleman, fairly bears. lu the first place, it declares that the power of
in the first place, objects to the mode in which the motion is disallowing Acts of the Local Legislatures conferred by the
brought forward. He says, Sir, that it is a vory inconvenient British North America Act is invested in the Governor
mode for an independent member who bas not in Council, and that His Excelleney's Minsters are
yet formed or expressed an opinion on the subject; responsible to Parliament for the action of the Governor
and ho does not like to favor it, because, in the in Council for the exercise of this power. This
mode in which it is put forward, it involves a vote of want proposition is not dispute], and ibis shows that in
of confidence. I did not hear the bon. gentleman so speak dealing with tbis question we are exercising our
with regard to the motion of the hon. member for Niagara right to bold the Ministers responsible to this Parlia-
the other day, or point out a difficulty, because the motion ment for the mode in which they exercised this particular
was one in amendment to the motion to go into Committee power. Secondly, it declares that it is the essence of the
of Suppiy. The bon member for Niagara moved in amend- Federal principle, as embodied in our Constitution, which sets
nient to the motion to go into Committee of Supply, as my forth that this power should ba used only in cases where the
lion. f riend from Huron moves an amendment to the motion law and the general interests of the Dominion imperatively
to go into Committee of Supply; but the lon. member for demand it. Ldo not think that any one objects to that pro-
Ilalton then found no difficulty, no insuperable difficulty in position. Car it be that this is a proposition to
supporting that motion; but on the motion of my hon. which le lion. member objects? Can any member
friend from Huron, although he might approve of the of this louse, who is a real, truc lover of the
motion, it would be quite impossible for him to support it, Federal system, find any possible objection to tbis propost-
because it is put as an amendment to the motion to go into tion? Wiere the law and the general interests of the Domin-
Committee of Supply, and to vote for it would involve a vote ion imperatively demand it, thon and then ouly shall th
of want of confidence in the Government. This is bis first pro- power of disallowanco be exercised; but it would impair the
position. We bave beard a little about two weights and two Federal principle, and injuriously atfect the autonomy Of the
measures, and I think thatwhatever application that princi- institutions of our several Provinces were ibis power to be
pie may have to the general lino cf policy pursued by fthe exercised on subjects which are within the exclusive com-
Government of the country, it las a direct and very serious petence of the Local Legislatures, on the ground that in'

application to the mode in which the hon. member for Hal- the opinion of is Excellency's advisers, or of the Canadian
Mr. Moussmu.
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parliamnt, any such legislation is wrong. The phrase
nay perhaps be objected to. I sco a mark on the resolution
just opposite this passage. I do not know who made it.
Thero is sometimes an advantage in borrowing your
language from an authority; and I will read the
observation, which seems to indicato that this was
once the opinion of the great authority to which
I have lately referred. In the debate on the New
Brunswick School question, the hon. gentleman, the
leader of the present Government, uses precisely the same

phrase. He points ont that it would be impossible to interfere
in these matters, for otherwise this Legislature, instead of
being as now the great Court of Parliament for the deci-
sion of Dominion questions, would become sinply a
Court of Appeal to try whether the Provincial Legislatures
were right or wrong in the conclusions at which they
arrived. Then ho says that the question is, under the Consti
tution, one which ought to be decided exclusively by the
Local Legisiature on its responsibility to the people of the
Province, who are the sole judges of such action, and once
again, terms used in this motion are embraced bythe language
to which I have referred, while he uses other language from
whichI will read a more extended quotation, whieh I intend
to make from the same speech. 1e states thai the only excep-
tion wbich ho would propose in such cases, is wLere the mea-
surein question prejudiciallyaffected the interests of the Do-
minion generally. The motion whieh is beforo the IIouse thon
procoeds to state the mode of dealing adopted in 1868 , and
pursued sinco in the exorcise of this power,, and points out
that it has been the rule ever since lS6S not to exercise this
power, on the ground that a measure is considered partially
defective, or objectionable, or prejudicial to the goneral iii-
terests of the Dominion in thus communicating with the
Provincial Legislature in question, when general interests
permitted such a course to be pursucd, iii orer that the!
Local Legislature might consider and discuss the meas-ure
anew, and remedy the defects that existed. This is bor-
rowed from the hon. gentleman's own recorded views in
1868. It is in the words as well as in the spirit of that
stateiment, and it is not nerely the statement whicl ho then
foriulated, but it accurately represents the practice which
lias, so far as I am aware, without exception, except in this
particular case, been pursued since that time. The resolu-
tion goes on:

" That it appears from the papers laid on the Table of this
House that an Act passed by the Legislature of Ontario on the 4th
of March, 1882, intituled: 'An Act for protecting the public interest in
rnyers, streams and creeks,' was disallowed by His Excellency in
Council on the 19th day of May, A.D. 1881, by order approving a report
which does not assert that the said Act is beyond the competence of
the Local Legislature, but expresses an opinion adverse to the propriety
ot certain provisions of the Act." That the said Act was within the exclusive competence of the Local
Legislature, and was not of such a nature as to render its provisions
subject to the judgment for disallowance by the Government ofCanada."

there was no practical difference whatever between the cases
of dealing with Bills reserved and Acts assented to. That is
an interesting question, but the only importance it bas in
this controversy is upon the question of consistency and the
question how far the action of tie late Governmont and of
different Ministers or Acting Ministers of Justice, in dealing
with Bills reserved, bas proved they adopted a view which,
if it were to prevail, would entitle this Government to dis-
allow this measure. Certainly 1 need hardly say that if it
can be demonstrated that the view taken at the time by
those who dealt with Bills reserved in the way in which
they did deal with them, was that there was such a distine-
tion, that it was an entirely different thing dealing with a
Bill reserved from dealing with an Act with a view to
disallowance, the argument, wliatever its value, and I do not
attachi much to it, deducible from the proposition in the
resolution before us falls to the ground. I shall prove, in a
moment or two by the most conclusive evidence, recorded
contemporaneous with the action on my own part to which
the bon. gentleman referred, that such rightly or wrongly
was my own opinion. The hon. gentleman was pleased,
unnecessarily i think, to inform the House that ho had read
many of my legal opinions and that from the way in which
they we-e framed, representing considerations on the one
side and the other, it was extremaely difficult to draw conclu-
sions from them. I do not know how it could be extremely
interesting to the liuse to know the opinion of one profes-
sional man as to the mode in which another professional
inan discharged bis professional duties. J suppose I was
re'sonsible to my clients, vhen I was happy enough to have
thien fir tihe mode in which 1 gave advice, and if they
thtoght I did not give then clear advico they would not
cone gain ; and 1 an glad to say that I did not want for
clients o loing as it was possible for me to pay them any
attentiron. B1t that is a privzat e matter, and I will discuss
it no1- rter. I am of opiioi that the statement made this
niglht on the subject of dealing with reserved Bills, betrayed
great absence of consideration of the whole question, and
would not have been uttered bad it been given any reason-
able degree of attention. Now, the question with reference
to the rescrved Bill, as it arose with us, was one different in
nany respects as to the lino that was taken by the first

Government froin the question o dealing with Acts. In
the first place, no instructions were given ait any time to
Lieutenant-Govenors on this question of roserving or not
reserving Bills.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not complaining of that. I amn not
saying about it anything except the fact that thore was no
indication on the part of the Federal authority to the officer
pro tanto, or perhaps to a certain extent the Federal officer, as
to whether ho should or should not reserve any Bill, and on
wn_1pn4 pu 151'Uý U U0 AnI WIH tO bL>JUL.lu tilO

t points out that, under these circumstances, bc- second place, while the hon. gentleman chrgcd with the
il not of such a nature as to render it duties, as First Minister and Minister of Justice, ofdealing

MUbject to disallowance, the Governor General and the Mia- with this question, thought it fittin, as early as 1868, te
1ster of Justice had no right to act on their opinion, lay down rules for bis ewn guidance, and for the guidanco
whatever it might be, as to the propriety or impropriety of ef tse Government, as te the mode of dealing witliActs
tile Act, and it points out that no communication which came up, ho nover brought ferward any sueli tate-
'.as had with the Local Government, ard no opportunity ment, or proposed te lay down any such rule witlirefer-
given them to discuss the objections made to the Legislature once te !ho exercise of the power cf advising assent or
'r to remedy the alleged defects, but that ihe rule laid down, declining te act with regard te Bibis reservcd. So that hoth
and up to that time pursued without exception, was without with rcfessnce te the insiructions te Lieutenant-Governers
cause violated in this case; and subnits on all these grounds and the action of the Fedoral Govemem t on cases of
that the position taken by the Government and their action reserved Bibis, that matter te use a simple phrase was lot
on this particular measure was wrong, and tiat the Ac at lucendo lu the early dnys cf Confederation. Il hap-
ought not to have been disallowed. 1 do not sec anything in pened, with reference te seoetthe Provinces, more

.ebe propositions which differ from the generally accepted particularly, I think, from the Province cf Manitoha, and
Iews of our Constitution and the views without which we te sene extent more than tLe otLors. tLe Province of

have nothing as a Federal constitution whatever. The hon. Prince Edward Island after ils admission te the Jnion,lernther for -North Sincoo (Mr. McCairthy) declares that but it happec very aghly oth during the tenure of office

1882. 909
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of Governor Archibald and particularly that of Governor
Morris, that the power of reserving Bills was used in a very
liberal manner; and a great many Bills, considering the
total number of Bills that vere passed and the total number
that were reserved over the whole Dominion, came from
Manitoba. I think the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island-I have forgotten his county-

Mr. BRECKEN. Queen's.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentlenian spoke as a ian who

represents the county of Queen's ought to spcak. IIe spoke
as the advocate of the prerogative. lie seemed to think
that an officer appointed by the Federal Government, thougli
the most unpopular man in the land, had the right as
Lieutenant-Governor to reserve a Bill. I deny it. I say that
fie has no constitutional right as a rule to reserve Bills.
The constitutional rule with reference to reserving Bills and
of dealing with Bills which may be objected to by Ministers
or Governors is clear and well settled under the principles of
the British Constitution, and applicable in its broadest sense
and fullest extent tto the action of the Provincial Legisla-
tures. If a Governor disapproves of a Bill it is his duty to
settle that iatter with bis Ministers while the Bill is yet
before the Assembly. It is his duty tu say " Gentlemen 1
disapprove of your proposed measure, and I will not allow
that Bill to become a completed Act." If Le chooses to take
the responsibility of making the quarrel between himself
and bis Ministers upon that subject ho has right to do so ;
but when he permits the measure to pass through the Local
Legislature and it comes before him for assent, he bas no
right to refuse assent. lIe has no right to turn what would
be a conflict between himself and his Ministers into a much
more serious thirg, a quarrel between hirmself and the
Assembly by declining to assent to a Bill after it Las been
passed. 8o again with referenc to the Ministers to advise
reservation. 1 am, of course, speaking generally. There
may be exceptional cases whieh we have never yet defned,
as almost all rules have their exceptions, but speaking gen-
erally the Ministers have no right whatever to permit a
measure to which they are opposed to pass through the
Legislature and afterwards advise exercise of the power of
rieservation. Their duty is to make the quarrel one between
themselves and the Legislature, and to decide at once
whether their views are to prevail on that body or not. In a
word, avoiding special cases, the power of reservation is to be
used on the advice of Ministers. The question in both cases
must be settled before the Bill comes up for assent. I say that
if the Lieutenant-Governor disapproves of a measure which
is passing through the Local Legislature, it is his duty to
settle that question with his Ministers while that measure is
still before the Assembly, and if Le chooses to take the
responsibility of quarrelling with them on that subject, he
bas the right to do so; but once he permits the measure to
pass through the Local Legislature and come before him for
assent, he bas, at that period, no right to refuse his assent
and provoke a conflict, not simply with his Ministers, but
between him and the Assembly, or the two Houses. So,
again, with the rights of Ministers to advise reservation ; I
am, of course, speaking generally. There may be excep-
tional cases-as almost all rules have their exceptions-but
speaking generally, the Ministers have no right to permit a
measure to whih they are opposed to pass through the
Local Legislature, and advise the exorcise of the powers of
re ervation afterwards. The question, in both cases, must be
Fettled before the Bill comes up for assent. Bagehot puts
the case in which the Queen is supposed to havo
presented to ber a Bill passed by both Houses for
ber execution and says she would have no constitutional right
to decline assenting to it. I am not prepared to go quite so
far. I think there would Le a little too much human nature
in a King or Queen to sign that document, but you cannot
put more strongly the view of that constitutionalist as to the

'Ur. BLAKE.

entire abrogatic;n of the power of refusing assent. O
course, it is a different thing to reserve a Bill and to refuse
assent to a Bill, but this bears upon the question Di
reservation. The true constitutional doctrine with ref,.
once to Local Legislatures and this Legislature is this, thatbarring exceptional cases, local legislation is to be com
pleted within the bounds of the Local Legislatures and is t<
corne up hore for disallowanco or tobe left to its operation
in that state, and that barring exceptional cases Federal
legislation is to Le completed in the Fedoral Legislatureand
is to go across the water in a completed state for disallow.
ance, or to be left to its operation; and the last fragment of
the view that the power of reservation was to be
exercised as an ordinary thing or to be exercised
even in exceptional cases, was, happily for the growth
and developrnent of our autonomy, swept away in the
instructions to the Governor General as the resuit of
representations made to the Imperial authorities
by the late Governnent. Up tIo ihat finie this
power of reservation had been made a practical power
by order of the Governor General in certain classes of
cases. I think there were eight or nine different classes-for
example, the Divorce Bill; but even so far as Bis imposin
differential duties are concerned, the reservation was swept
away, and we are entitled to complete on our own responsi
bility our own legislation and send our laws home to be
dealt with under what, i believe, is almost the effete
power of disallowance. Ti hon. gentleman will stili
persist perhaps in the argument liat it is practically thli
same to decline to assent to a BI!ll as it is to disallow an Act.
I want to show that a very different view was taken, in point
of fact, by both his leader and myself. I think it would le
news to a very large portion of' the community iii
Ontario and through the Dominion to know that the hon.
the First Minister disallowed the Orange Bil. I think tiat
the 12th of July would prese n tta pretty lively scene if it were
determined that the bon. gentleman had disallowed the
Orange Bill. Did he practically or virtually disallow it ? Did
be do the same thing as disallow it ? According to argu-
ments advanced to-night, he did. According Io thei it was
juft tHe same thing to refuse assent to this Bill that was
reer'ved as to disallow it. Was it the bon. Minister Of
Customs who settled this, or the hon. the First Minister?
Has the former been supporting for five or six years vith
all his vigor and energy a man (and is he now the colleague
of a man) who did that most outrageous thing, in the oP1

inion

of that portion of the community-disallowed the Orange
Bill?

Mr. BOWELL. What he did w-as with ny consent aind
by my advice.

Mr. BLAKE. I know that a gentleman high in the Order
thought that he was not disallowing the Orange Bill, and
felt rightly that it was quite a different thing from bwhat di,
allowance would Lave been. t do not charge him with
having disallowed the Orange Bill. It usis own friends who
contend that to refuse to assent to a reserve Bill is practi
cally the same thing as to disallow an Act of Parliament,
that charge him with having disallowed the Orange 13Bil. i
Lad to deal with an Orange Act and left it to its operatioi,
but the hon. gentleman had to deal with an Orange Bill·
and he left it where it was. We both left a tlLing where it

was. I left an Act which it was in the competence of the
Local Legislature to complote, as they did complote it; the
hon. gentleman left the Bill, which he said they ought 10

have completed, where it was, and sent it back to them to
deal with. The principle upon which the hon. gentleman
proves, that to refuse the assent-

Mr. McCARTHY. It depends on the grounds.
Mr. BLAKE. Tt doos not depend on the grounds at

If you refuse to deal with a Bill because it ought te Le co
pleted by the Local Legislature within whose competencel
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is, you prove conclusively it is not your opinion that Mr. BLAKE. Well, the hôn. gentleman said ho was
.ou are disallowing that legislation. What is the hon. going to provo in this particular matter that my views
sentleman's statement? The hon. gentleman says: justified this particular disallowance, and that he was going

"éUnder the system of Governiment which cbtains in England as well to prove it by showing my dealing with a roserved Bill.
in the Dominion and its several Provinces, it is the duty of the ad- Mr. McCARTHY. No; I referred to vour dealing with

isers Of the Executive to recommend every measure that bas passed the
tegislature for the Executive assent. The provision in the British North the Quebec Bill, which was not a reserved Bil.
Arnerica Act, 1867, 'that Your Excellency may reserve a Bill for 1the Mir. BLAKE. I am going to doal with that presenty.
sgnification of Her Majesty's pleasure,' was solely made with the view ish• sow what1Ilhave stated. What 1 stated was this:
te the protection of Imperial intereste and the maintenance of Imperial
policy, and in case Your Excellency should exercise the power of reser- "This power is unlimited, and, under this statute, aloan or investmentration conferred upon you, you would do so in your capacity as the so may be incorporated and Po obtain unlimited power to borrow ; andimperial officer,'and nnder the Royal instructions. So, in.any Province upon the whole, therefore, the impression of the undersigned would havetIe Lieutenant-Governor thoul only reserve a Bill in bis capacity as been (had this Bill come before him as an A ct with a view to bis decision
on officer of the Dominion, and under instructions from the Governor- whether it should be disallowed or not) that it should be left to ts
General.ioperation, but this.is not the question.

4'The Hinisters of tbe Gavernor General and of the Lieutenant- "The question is whetber (Jouncil shonld advise ILus Excellency ta
Governor are alike bound to oppose in the Legislature measures, of asset to this Act, whic he arreserved BilE
which tbey disapprove, and if, notwithstanding, such a measure is "It apiears to the undersigned that,asageneral rule, the Lieutenant-
carried, the Ministry should either resign or accept the decision of the Governor- should himself act with the advice of Ministers upon the ques-
iegislature, and devise the passage of the Bill. If then resta with the tion of assent.
Governor-General or the Lieutenant-Governor, as the case may be, to "To this rule ilhere will no doubt be, from time to time, exceptions,consider whether the Act conflicts with bis instructions or his duty as but the undersignpd submits to Council whether this Bill comes withinan Imperial or a Dominion oflicer, and if it does so conflict, he a bound the exceptions. Upon the whole, considering the difficulties to whichto reserve it, whatever the advice tendered to him may be, but if not, the undersigned bas adverted, and the inconveniences which mightne will doubtless feel it his duty to give his assent, in accordance with result from the Governor in Council being called upon to give vitalityadvice to that effect, which it was the duty of bis Minister to give. to Provincial legislation of tbis description, the undersigned recommendsWith respect to the present measures, tha umdersigned is of the opinion that no action be taken upon the Bill in question. If re-introduced intoiat the Lieutenant-Governor might not have reserved them from Your the Local Legislature, the Local Government will le able to considerExcellency's assent, as lie had no instructions from the Governor- the difficulties which have been stated, with a view to recommend suchGeneral in any way affecting these Bills. They are entirely within the amendments as they may think expedient."cmpetence of the Ontario Legislature, and if le had sought advice
tom his legal adviser, the Attorney-General of Ontario, on the question There you will sec that I thoug'ht, rightly or wrongly, that
cf ccmpetence, be would undoubtedly have received thisopinion, that if hat bil had come before me as an Act it would have
these Acts were within the jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislature.
Thisisevident from thefact that (asiappears by the Votesand Proceedings been my duty to advise that it should be left to its opera-
of the Legislature) the A ttorney-Generat voted for and supported the tion ; while i did think that, coming before me as a Billills, as a member of t h Legislature. Under these circumstances, thesse
underMgned recommends that the Lieutenant-Governor be informed thattnî»,rcî'vcd, it ias my dly Dot b advise lus
Your Excellency docs not propose to signify your pleasure with respet Exc ellency' o give it the vitality wbich would make it an
to these reserverd A ets, or to make an action upon them. The Legisla- A et. -Nw I think that nothing can he more obvious than
tIre will, at its next Session, which must meet before the expiration of that it would bc the muost dangerous thing in the world totlhe year, within which. by the constitution, Your Excellency las the Po V idlolovern
power to signify your pleasure, have the power, if it pleases, or consid- h andiferent view. Me do notwat LocalGor
ring the-e measurs anew, ard re-acting thmn or rejecting thenm at its mentse or Local Governors, or persons in any of the

dacretion. seProvinces, toshuffle hieir responsibilities on to the shoulders
co I er self liouud tL doasseiî theitenant uovernorhour of the (ovon ment bore. We want these nmtters discussed
Eicellency to intervene in matters of provincial concern, and solely in the Local Legislatures by the people who are responsible
and entirely within tlh j irisdiction and com)petence of the Le-gislature for their disposition. If a time had been laid down, ifùf the Prcovin ce.''

instructions had been given, or a Stato paper prepared on
ow, Sir, there was a statement l y whih the ion. gent e- he subject dealing with reserved Act,, which I believe it

man avoidbed ithe respo(nsi ity of saying yea r n Ioy to the would have been prudent for the hon. gentleman to do in
(luestion wiether tie Orange Bills should be sanctioned. the first place, we would have laid down principles which
lie said : "1 decline to give these Acts vitality, not that I would have made it more apparent on what grounds we
tan opposed to tlem, not that I favor them, i say nothing ought to act with reference to reserved Bills. I lay down
about tlhem, but simply because they ought not to have this as a general proposition that the conclusion not to
been sent un." Bec'ause an Act of the same kind in another assent to a reserved Bill is entirely different from
Province had been reserved ard disallowed, by parity of the conclusion to disallow an Act which is com-
reasoning, it was argued that it having come to the know. pleted. For my part I had nothing to do
ledge Of the Governnent they ought to assume that, and to with this Prince Edward Island Bill. I knew nothing of it,
deal with it as if it had been a measure which had been once until I saw it in the Journals; but of course, I had the tech-
disallowed. To-day if we were to pass a Bill and it vas to nical responsibility of a member of the Government who
become an Act, and was to be disallowed, itL would be witbin remained in the Government after that Act came down to
the competence cf the Governor Gencral, if that measure Parliament, and I do not shirk that in the slightest degree.
asonc e again presented for bis signature, to make it an But, in the conclusion, that the Bill sbhould not have been
etu, and the operation of disallowance could be repeated if ho given vitality to bere, I for my part concurred, and the reason
ofcaught fit once again Fo to deal with it. Now, I wish to is because I thought it ought to bave been completed in

ýl"w that we aeted upon the view that the case was entirely the Local Legislature. My opinion is thiat that measure
dîfferent. I will read you a few words from a report of my ougbt to bave been brought into life, oughl to have becomo

on the 4th cf October, 1876, upon a Bill an Act of the Loca Leg-islaturo, and ought then to have
om Manitoba, which will show you that while bean submitted to the Government here for the question

Astated that if that Bill had come before me as an , whether they would leave it to is operation or disallow it.
A 'IWould not have advised its disallowan ce; it baving M. BRECKEN. 0f couse, bhe principle laid down by

àOey before me as a î'eserved ll I advised that Iis Excel- te hlion. gentleman is the correct one, that if a Lieutenant
ta s thould n yot sigmfy bis pleasure at aIl upon it, because Governor withdraws bis aissent from a measure advisod by1gisthe duty Of the Lieutenant-Governor to complete bis Council, that Counc'l must resign; but I will refer the
thevln of that charac cr'. A ndl I wbh to show ihat at lon, gentleman to the Journals where he will find as regards

lta tey lime bbe hon. geteman ar-gues that I tgh the Act of 1875, introduced for the purpose of making those
effet tw-as the same thing lo disallow and todechne t givo awards valid, the Lieutenant-Governor actually advised the't te a measure, my opinion was different. passing -f the Act, and in fact there was no collusion

. MCART HY. I did not say so. between the Lieutenant-Governor and his Council, but he
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simply reserved the Act on account of the magnitude of the
principles involved and of its extraordinary character.

Mr. BLAKE. It was not necessary for the hon. gentle-
man to repeat a portion of his speech, which I still remom-
ber. I knew the point befbre the hon. gentleman made
it; but it has nothing to do with the question. Here you
have a Ropresentative Assembly and Elective Council,
which is also a Representative Assembly, the Local Govern-
ment and the Lieutenant Governor all agreeing with a mea-
sure which they could pass but which they dare not pass.
It is so important that we, the wiseacres of Prince Edward
Island, cannot solve the difficulty but must sond the
case to Ottawa. This is the fact, that while 99 ont
of every 100 of' the whole population were in
favor of the Act, and the whole Legislature, the Legis-
lative Council, the Government and the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, they did not find tnemselves men enough to pass it. I
am ashamed of the Island which the hon. gentleman repre.
sents. I am quite sure they never will commit the folly
again, and there will be such a growth from weakness to
strength that after this discussion we will find very few
reserve Bills, and the L>cal Legislatures will take their own
legislation into their own hands.

Mr. BRECKEX. You did not help us to carry it.
Mr. BLAKE. It should never have come bore, and the

people of Prince Edward Island ought to have been able,
under the authority which they possessed under the Confed-
eration Act, to have conducted their own affairs in this parti-
cular without the assistance of the Dominion Parliament.
The hon. member for North Simcoo (Mr. McCarthy) dealt
with another subject which, 1 think, lie treated in the same
spirit which, not unnaturally, must influence bis mind, ho
not being superhuman, in dealing at all with this case. The
hon. gentleman said that the wholesome, the reasonable, the
safe and the proper rule laid down as to the mode of deal-
ing with Acts which were thought to be defective, was 1!l
right. He could not say anything else, because ho copied
his leader's statement-but it was intended to have a limited
application. That was intended, ho said, to deal with cases
which had been treated without due consideration and which
Local Legislatures had thus passed into law. Under those
eircumstances it was intended there should be an oppor-
tuning of explaining, discussing and considering the
objections surrounding it. But if Local Logislatures acted
with deliberation, if subjects were fully discussed, and if
an Act was carried by an overwholming majority,
it was not intended they should have another opportunity
of considering their views. What a ridiculous proposition.
They were to be allowed to further consider in those cases
in which they were presumed to have acted in mistake, but
they were not allowed to deal with questions on which
they had formed a deliberate opinion beforehand. I appeal
to history. The hon. gentleman had to deal with two
mensures of the Ontario Legislature among some
others. One was the measure for making payment
t o the Judges. Ie believed, and I agreed with him, that the
mensure was an unconstitutional one; and I may pause for
a moment bore to point out how shallow and falso is the
argument that cases ul(ra rires would be entirely answered
hy an appeal to the Courts. It could not b done. Take
this very case- whcre could it have been answered ? The
mensure was beyond the power of Local Legislatures to
pass, but what Court of Justice was to decide whether this
payment of $1,000 to each Judge should be made or not ?
How would you raise the point; who was to raise it ? I
know of no manner by which the question could have
come adversly before a Court at all; and yet the Act
was ultra vires. There may be cases in which such
a general confusion and disturbance of the gencral
interesta of the Dominion may occur, from the
continuance on the Statute-Book of an Act which

Mr. BRECKEN.

is ultra vires, long before that question can be tested in the
Courts -that it may be a reason for exercising the Power of
disallowanco, and in point of fact there are many such cases
in which the hon. gentleman and other Ministers of Justice
thought this and the other portion of an Act was ultra vires
but that it might be inconvenient to obtain a decision of the
Court at that time. We have all allowed Acts to go into
operation which contained provisions that were vltra vires
because the general public could not interfere, and I believe
we are bound not to interfere, although after some disturb-
ance and difficulty and some years have elapsed during
while the Act was assumed to be legal, it was determined to
be unconstitutional. On all Bills supposed to be ultra vires
it is of the utmost importance that we should stay our hands
and use cautiously the power of disallowance. I will tell
the louse why. If an Act is allowel to romain in operation
you leave it open to being tested in the Courts, but if a
Government proceeds to disallowance they make themselves
the final authority and no opportunity is afforded to obtain
the decisions of the Court. Strong reasons of general interest
ought thereforo texis to before resort be bad to disallowance;
that power should bo set aside and cvery Act
possible should bo dealt with by the Courts.
Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman says that we are fond of
referring on this occasion to precedents which hon. gentle-
men opposite have set, and to their doclarations. Why should
we not? Why, Sir, it is a State paper which forms the
fourndation of our action for fourteen or fifteen years back on
this subject-a paper which was not controverted-although
a paper which 1 mnyselfdo not wholly approvo of in every
lino and sVllablo and letter. 1 have had orcasion to deal
with it, and I have guardd ny approval of it in its ontirety;
but in so much as it is practically in accord with this motion,
and moro, I have always accorded and have always testified
iny adherence to it. That paper bas formed the foundation
of the action of the Government for five years. They havo
left it unimpeached in any material respect. It hias formed
the foundation of the subsequent action of that Government
and succeeding Governments. Nothing more solemn could be
found as interpretative of the trun moaning of the statute
as an instrument of that kind issued in such a manner.
Now. whatever, defects thero may be in an unwritten con-
stitution, nd ours is in many ways au unwritten constitu-
tion, this 1vantage is left: that we know that in the
relation of the Executive to Parliament it is the
spit it of the British Constitution to which we look. What-
ever dilficultics may have arisen frorm the absence of pre-
cision, we have one advantage which, in my humble belief,
not merely counterbalances but far outweighs these difficul-
tics, and that is this: that we have a Constitution which is
susceptible of growth and developmont, and we have
an advantago in the practical carrying .out of this
spirit without violent revolutions, without those diffl·
culties which attend a change in any written docu-
ment, but by a growth and development of the principles
of freedoni nOJigst the people who are happy to
be governed undor such a Constitution. So was it under
the British Constitution-a Constitution under which while
there was always, even in the carliest days of which we
speak of Constitutional Government, a strong elementof
popular rulo-evon in these early days when the peoPle
were excited, they were still paramount, but unless you es-
cited the people, unless you had some great cause to bring
before them, the King was the ruling power. Yo see the
same Constitution passing through the period of the revolil-
tion changed it is truc, but still the same Constitution. When
the King had gone further than the governing powcrs
which, under ordinary circumstances, he possessed and chose
to touch Englishmen upon that point upon which Englis
battles for liberty have always been fought, viz., the right
of taxation, you saw in that particular, and in some other
particulars, the old constitutional principles reformed, dan
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what happened? We know that in the practical working reason for saying that there is no need to go further in or-
of that Constitution there came a time whon the King did der to establish the impropriety of this disallowance.
not govern, but in place of the King thore was an aristoc- I do not say there is no need to go further.
racy-a party in England which, by its authority, by its There may be a need to go farther; but the bon.
Iossessions, by its weight in the country, by the defective gentleman admits that within the limits of recorded prac-
state of the popular representation, by the system of bor- tice there is nothing more to say-that this Act should not
oug lmongering, was enabled to govern the country. Why, have been disallowed. What does ho say? Referring to
in the cabinet of the great William Pitt thore was only one the Goodhue case, ho says: "I admit that that was a case in
commoner, all the rest were peers. We had the same which there ought to have been a disallowance, and I justify
Constitution, but we found a Government of peers instead of the act of the Minister, if I justify it at all, on thestatement
a Government by the King ; but by slow degrees the balance that the Confederation was thon new, and that it was not
of power changed, until we find that now the governmont politic to exorcise a power that ought to have been ex-
is in the House of Commons; and we know that ercised." Well, Sir, contrast that Act with this. That was
during the whole of this time the struggle was going on an Act by which the Legislature, without any pretenco Of
to narrow the prerogatives of the Crown, to hold that public interest whatever, without the slighest suggestion that
those prerogatives should be exercised only on the advice the public were were in any way concerned, took the pro-
of the Ministers. We know that under the exorcise of the perty which had been devised to certain devisees and alterod
great principles of freedom there bas been a gradual nar- the devolution of that property. Although that measuro
rowing of the prerogatives of the Crown. There are passed, I think against the vote of the leader of the Gov-
remarkable instances of that, and it is said by Bagehot that ornment, cortainly against my own vote, who occupied a
the people of England would bc as much surprised to find position on the opposite side of the House, the hon. gen-
that an Act which had passed both Houses had not been tleman declares-what ? le bas not one word of objection
assented to, as they would be to look out some morning and to that Bill. He does not say anything about it except that
find a volcano on Primrose Hill. So it is that the great it is within the competence of the Local Legislaturo, like the
blessing of the Constitution, which in this particular we prior Act to which ho refers in his report, which was also an
also enjoy, is that it bas within itself a principle of growth Act interfering with vosted rights; and, therefore, ho says
and development in favor of popular rights ; and it should be left to its operation. If ho felt that the Confed-
if I were called upon to-day, Sir, 15 years after we took eration was a little more knit together, ho would be
the stride which we took in 1867, if my duty wore to-day disposed to disallow ; but thon ho did not think it prudent
to say to you that, whatever were the views thon enter- to do so. Ho lays down the bold principle that this
tained as to this elastic power, whatever were the constitu- is within the right of the Local Lsgislature, and althougrh
tional restraints which were recognized as good and proper it is a wanton interference with private property, a
in the early days of the Confederation, we had outgrown transference of property froin A to B, withont a pretence of
them-if I were called upon to say to you, at the end of 15 public interest, yet it was for them to decide, and ho had
or 16 years after we confirmed the ever-blessed principle of nothing to do with it. That was the case, and I acted upon
the growth, the freedom and the en largement of our powers, it cordially and cheerfully. I was opposed to that Bill, I
that it was found improper and unnecessary to restrain voted against it, but the· hon. gentleman never heard one
whero there bad been restraint before, I should have word from me of condemnation for that disallowanco. I
an argument for which I should have the whole of British never had the slightest misgiving in my own mind but
history at my back. The hon. member for North that the hon. gentleman would act as ho did act on that
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) told us that it might have been occasion; not because I thought he would approve of the
necessary to give greater powers to the Provinces in the Act any more than Mr. Sandfield Macdonald or myself did,
early days of C9nfederation, but that the freedom which but because I was satisfied that lie would feel that it was a
might thon be necessary should now be withdrawn. lHe matter belonging exclusively to the Local Legislature, and
turns back the dial of time. He says the freedom not affecting the interests of the Dominion in any such way
and the liberty which we had in 1867, in 1868, in as to justify interference by disallowance, and that ho would
1869 and 1870, might have accorded with our leave it to its proof. That was the rule the hon. gentleman
condition thon, but it bas now to be withdrawn then laid down and the practice ho pursued; and it is too
-that we are now unworthy of those principles and of that late to-day to donounce that rule and that practice, and to
system of Government which has beon so strong in pro- say that the people of this country were to be deluded into
tecting the popular privileges. Why, Sir, there is a dlause a practical acceptation of Confederation upon a false state-
l our Constitution under which any Act, passed by ment of what the true roading of the constitution was until

ýilY Lcal Legislature, of whatever nature. may be disal- they could ho placed in such a position that more rigorous
jowed. No man, however lost to the feelings which ought to measures could bo safely applied to them. Now, the
aimate a British subject everywhere, daros to say that that hon. gentleman bas said that this course ought
clause has in its wideness a practical application. No man to be pursued only in cases of surprise. I say to
but acknowledges that it is a clause which is limited by him that in the case of the Judges to which I have referred,
OthOr considerations. No man dares to say that there is- the measure was debated in the Local Legislaturo thor-
there may be the power, but that there is the constitu- oughly; it was the subject of an adverse vote; the uncon-
tional right to disallow any Act whatever. All admit a stitutionality of the measure was there alleged. Tho
liitation-where do we find it? We find it, Sir, in the Legislature acted deliberately; yot the hon. gentleman
'pirit of the Constitution. That is the only place where you proceeded after his own fashion. He xpressed his opinion ;
ean find it, and if you find it in the spirit of the Constitu- ho fortified himself behind the opinion of the law officers of
Lo0, you find it carried out. I hope and trust in a the Crown in England. True, ho did not proceed to dis-
9irit Of growth and development in favor of popular allow; but ho proceeded in the proper constitutional course
r]ghts, and not in a spirit of lessening and narrowing down whieh ho himself had chalked out. le communicated his
Popular rights, of centralization instead of decontralization, objections to the Ontario Government; ho obtained from
of informing the people that in the early days, in order them their answer; herejoined to that answer; but headhered
tO prevent them from being irritated, they were allowed to his own opinion; he placed the law officers, as a buffer,
sorne liberties, but now these liberties are to be withdrawn between himself and responsibility, as ho used to do; but
and Mnore contracted principles to be applied. Now, I ho said : "Unless the Local Legislature repeals this Act, it
Inaîntain that we have, what we had at first, very good must be disallowed," and it was not until the last day on
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which disallowanco could take place that it took place at
all; and, therefore, after the fullest opportunity had been
given for discussion and action by the Local Legislature, the
hon. gentleman acted with reference 'to that Statute, which
was not a Statute passed in haste, but deliberately adopted
against remonstrance, and upon division upon the part
which proved fatal. In the same Session the hon. gentle-
man had another Bill, one to alter the tenure of the County
Court Judges, and to make them hold office during pleasure.
That Bill was adopted1 in the Local Legislature, and it was
divided upon. The hon. gentleman formed the opinion that
that, too, was beyond the power of the Local Legislature;
he fortifiel himself in the same way; he pursued the same
course, sent his communication, gave an opportunity
to the Local Government to reply, rejoined to them
again, and not until the fullest opportunity was given
to them to repeal the Act did ho proceed to disallow.
There is present in my mind several instances in which a
different course was adopted, excepting this one, and is it
not wise, is it not a statesmanlike proposition for hon.
gontlemen to avoid as far as possible exciting angry feelings
and the chances of collision with the Local Legislatures, and
to give them the utmost opportunity of making the matter
right and of putting it into shape by these agreements, by
arrangements, by these discussions and by these suggestions,
which should take place; and if that is so, Sir, with regard
to measures in which the objection which is taken by the
Federal Government is one of public policy, which is one cf
great and general interest to the whole country, and in
which this is a question of that kind in which the people
enerally are concerned; how infinitely more obvions is the

argument, that an exceptional course ought not to be pur-
sued, when the Goverument interferes with regard to a
measure which is exclusively within the competence of the
Provincial Legislature, and when the alleged defect concerns
only the private rights of one individuai. a it because that
private right of one individual is the right of a man who is
called Peter McLaren, who is a supporter of hon. gentlemen
opposite, and who is a friend of the hon. member for
Lanark ? Is that a reason why an exceptional
line of procedure should be pursued in this case?
Is that a reason why an insult and a slight
should be offered to an independent Local Legislature
and to a Local Government that was nover offended before,
and yet that is the reason given; because they did this so
deliberately they were not entitled to consideration or con-
sultation or the opportunity to offer an objection. What was
done ? A long paper is put in. I have not road it. It is a greiat
printed volume of-I do not know how many pages long.
What is it composed of ?-of ex parle statements of articles
and suggestions; and that is put in bef re the Government.
A long petition is also put in.

Mr. McC&ARTIY. Il does not consist of newspaper
articles and of speeches altogether. There is in it the
speech of Mr, Pardec when introducing the Bill ad cf Mr.
Mowat in reply.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope that the hon. gentleman does not,
say that this is not an exparte exposition of the case.

Mr. McCARTIIY. It is not ex parte m i cthe sen-e which
you mean.

Mr. BLAKE. Is the speech of Mr. Pardee's the only
speech ?

Mr. McCARTHY. All the speeches are there as far as I
know. There are Mowat's and Frazer's speeches and the.
whole debate.

Mr. BLAKE. And articles from the nevspapers?
Mr. McCARTHY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE: His own seizure of the case is reported,

and then there is a report-a report taken from the Mail.
Mr. BLAKE.

Mr. McCARTIIY. Who says so? How does the hon
gentleman know ?

Mr. BLAKE. Only the speeches were not reprted i
the report is taken from the Mail that it is all.

Mr. BOWELL. Speeches in the -Mail are much more
honestly reported than they are in your own organ.

Mr. BLAKE. I amn not saying that the speeches of oppo.
nents are reported honestlyin either paper. I maintain that
it is an absurd statement to make-to give a report of a man's
speechfrom the paper of the opposite side of politics. But
I do not care about that the lon. gentleman had a right to
be informed of the views of the Govet;nment officially ; but
these were cxparte statements presented on the authoritv
of Mr. McLaren, on his statement. Then there is his peti-tion and declaration as to values and all other things, which
he alleges were laid beforo the Governnient, and on this
petition there is a memorial from the Minister of Justice,
who felt himself qualified to judge. A Minister of Justice?
a Minister ofin-Justice. Why, he does not know the first
principles ofjustice. The old maxim is that he who is called
upon to judge, if he judges without having heard the other
side, although he may decide justly, bas committed an act
of injustice. To hear both sides isthe very first thing whichl
should have been done and was a part of the memo-
randun which bas beon so often referred to. It is
the paramount duty, recognized in all Courts, by
common sense, and by the sense of justice of ail
mankind at large, which of you are to decided
question, to hear what is said on both sides before you give
a decision. Now, Sir, we do not know when this petition
was presented. It is put in without a date. The date ofits
receipt is not marked, there is no acknowledgment of it.
There is not even a letter from my hon. friend from Lanark
accompanying it. There is not even a recorded interview
with the Minister of Justice or with anyone of the Ministers
about it. There is nothing from my hon. frierd from North
Simcoe about iL, not a word. What passed ? Were there
petitions by mouth as well as petitions by letter ? Werc
there representations of any other kind on the subject? Was
Mr. McLaren in the office of the Minister of Justice ? Werc
his friends there? Was there a series of petitions and repre-
sentations and statements because these are just as effective
really as if there are written; and sometimes a little mor
effective, because sometimes arguments by word of moutîi
presented in a private office with a locked door, are more
effective than when they are presented on paper, to be
brouglit down, to Parliament afterwards. I say, Sir, were
there more representations and more consultations presented
on this subject ? But how was the case of the Province()
Ontario represented? How was the Government of Ontario
represented? low was the Logislature of Ontario represented?
How was this case, which you degrade to the level of a private
contention between two individuals, which I do not cboos
to do-argued before the Government? Iow was the case
with regard to the other party presented, if at all? It was
forgotten. It wias ignored. No! iL was not forgotten. Bat
the Government wilfully failed to observe the first of the
cardinal principles of justice. They reached their colclu
sion without giving an opportunity to the great public and
important private interests to representtheir views. I2ov
Sir, theb hon. gentleman, the member for North Simcoe, bas
represented that the law is se and so. There is no doubt
about the law. There is one little difficulty, however, Y0"
know about the law being so-and-so. The highest Court in
the Province of Ontario has said that it is not so-an-
What the hon. gentleman declares to be the law is at p.e
sent, by the judicial decision of the highest Court in. Ontario,
not the law.

Mr. McCARTHY. Allow me to interrupt.i 2Id
such statement. I said merely that, at the tine the
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was passed, the contrary was doclared to be the law of

the Province of Ontario.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes; but the hon. gentleman went a good

Jeal further. What the Legislature said in this caso was
this: They said that they bad the power to declare what
the law was. They said that they knew botter than othors
what their intention was, and that they, as the successors
of the Legislature that passed that law, could declare what
it was. The bon. gentleman lias acknowledged frankly
that we were not hore, so far as we can interfore with

private rights, to do so; but that the Local Legislaturos, in
the much larger measure in which they are in-
vested with authority to deal with private rights,
are not restrained by constitutional prohibitions
which render it impossible for then to do things
vhich it is impossible for the Legislaturo of the Dominion

to do, but ho proposed to apply to the Local Legislatures
the same prohibitions in effect. I will tell you, Sir, what
the hon. gentleman proposed. This is his proposition, Mr.
Speaker. He says that under the Constitution, things, which
it would tc impossible for the Local Legislature effectually
to deprive the subject of his property except under cer-
tain conditions and with certain restrictions, existed which
did not exist here. I admit that under the Constitution of
Canada and ihe Provinces, the Local Legisliatures have the
power to deprive the subject of his property under the-e
conditions; but i say that if we import into oui- Consti-
tution, into the Constitution of Confede-ation a restriction
upon that power and declare it as a majority in this House
propose this night to declare, we will declare it to be the
right and duty of the Government wierever that power,
which he admits exists, is to be cxercised, to nullify its exer-
cise by disallowing such Acts. The lion. gentleman says that
you find this in the Constituti, n. Why? You do not tind it in
tle Constitution. The hon. gentleman says that the spirit
of the Constitution shall be violated ; that the assent of the
Constitution shall be broken, and that a new clause shall be
inserted in the Constitution, giving you inot the certainty of
a Court on the point, but the disceted determination of a
political body trying a case without hearing the other side,
as to whether it comes within their competence, what the
Umted States Constitution wouid forbid, and upon their
arIguments to docide thut ihe law should be nullified.
No, Sir, I am a friend to the preservation of the
rights of propcrty, ntot, perhaps, after the fi-m
of the hon. gentleman, and many of tho hon. gentlemen on
the other side, but I believe in the subordination of those
rights to the public good. Let ne tell the lion. gentleman
what happened under tlie wholesomo influences of that
interpretation ofithe Constitution which he, in
earlier and happier days received. Let me tell
him that the discussions which took place with
reference to the Smith will-to the will of Sir
Hlenry Smith-and followed by the discussions which took
place with regard to the Goodhue will, proved the import-
ance, morally as well as materially of the possession here
belonging, of the power to decide for themselves what
rLould be right and what shculd be wrong in those cases.

efi people of Ontario and the Legislature of Ontario found,
that there was to be no appeal to some good art of
a machine, no appeal to some superior power, but that they
Lad that right as a State, which each of us lias as a mari-
the right to go wrong-and they dotermined to go riglht.
A Session did not elapse after the passage of those misclie-
vlous measures-after they had become the law of the land,i
that Legislature at once taking stops on the resolution
which I had the honor of introducing, to render practically
nPossible for the future any such intei feronce ashad taken
Place in the Goodhue and Smith will cases. They
proceed to pass a law under which estate bills were tO
be referred to the Judges. They passed that law, and su b-
seqUently the reports of the Judgos were made on all estatei

bills, and the opinion of the Judges was invariably accepted.
The hon. gentleman says this is an imperfect remedy; ho
advises that an appeal should b made to the people, and if
it is impossible to obtain a satisfactory settleniont in a Pro-
vincial appeal t: the people on account of the other ques-
tions which would complicate it there, what doos the hon.
gentleman propose by way of rornedy ? Why, that it should
come here to this Govornment, which is rosponsible to this
Parliament, which Parliament is responsiblo to the whole
Dominion; so that the ultinato recourse of an Ontario
subject should be to the goneral elotion of the Dominion,
complicatod with ail the issues of the general election
itself. Just suppose that the action of the Goernment had
been what it was not; suppose that the lion.gentleman had
said " We refuse to deal with this measure ; " what would
havo been Mr. McLaren's romedy? Ilis remedy would
have been au appoa[ to tthc popl-tirs to Parliament, and
if Parliament refused to agrec with his views, then from
Parliament to the people.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALI> Oh !
Mr. BLAKE. Well, what other remn Jy would ho have ?

I know that the hon. gontlemon is aware that that remedy
would b3 wholly iialoquato. As to Mr. McLaren getting
a renedy by appealing to the whole oiinion on the ques-
tion whether the Government was right or wrong in dis-
allowing this measuiro in his privaeinterest, that would b
quite hopoless. The-refor.o this rcmedy, if hopeless in the
Province is ihopeloss in the Domnion. I deny that the
people of ny Province are insensible to or careless about
the truc principles of legisl:uion 1 believe they are thor-
oug.hly alive to themi, and I am conLent that my rights of
property, humbie though they are, and those of my child-
ren,.Uhall belongr to the Legislature of my country to be
disposed of subject to the gol sense and right feeling of
that Legilaturc and the good sonso and right feeling of the
people of that Province. I do not bolieve his own friends
will echo the shameful statement of tho Secretary of State
that the Act of the.Logislature is an act of robbery to oblige
a friend, no more than I impute to the hon. gentloman op-
posite, what I might well impute after this staternent, that
he has disallowed an Oct of the Local Legislature in order
to obige a friend-no more than I might impute that to
himi, and with intinitely greater force, because t say that ho
did it without giving the opposite side arn opportunity to b)
heard. l'Te hon. gentleman has referred to the Prince Ed-
ward Island Act, to whiclh I have also made rllefernco, say-
ing that it was a reserved 111. Ile has referreJ to the
second Prince Edward Act, which was also a reserved Bill,
and he has roferred to two other Acts wbich I had to deal
with-one compelling assurars in the Province of Quebec
to take out a licrise. In the first place that Act was not
disallowed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. No, but the Legislature
of Quebec were told that if it did not amend it, it would be
disallowed.

Mr. BLAKE. No, tlhey wero rot, and they did not
amend it, and it was not disallowcd.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, they were told so.

Mr. BLAKE. No, they were not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, I think ro. Read
it, and you will see if that is not tho meaning of it.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will find that it does
not say so. In the first place, I maintain that Acts with
reference to taxation stand on a wholly different ground
frorn Acts of the charac ter we are now considering. There is,
with reference to taxation of a particular description, a prac-
tical concurrent powor in the Parliament of Canada, and in
the Local Parliaments. The Local Parliaments cannot croate

î taxation of an indirect character, and thiis At was thought
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to be, and was afterwards adjudged to be, taxation of an
indirect character. I wish to point out, in the first place,
that I declined Io interfere. The question was then before
the Courts, and I thought it might be determined by them.
In the second place, I maintained that on the assumption on
which the rest of the opinion preceded, the Act was
within our competence. I maintain that with reference
to direct taxation they have a concurrent power,
and whero there is a concurrent power I have always
been of the opinion that we must have the controlling
power. For example, if we determined to adopt a particu-
lar source of direct taxation-say an income tax-and we
found that the Local Legislature afterwards proposed to
lay another heavy income tax which would interfere with
the operation of our own tax, and render it practically im-
possible or much more difficult to collect it, we have a right
to say that our machinery for collecting the revenue which
is necessary for the whole Dominion must not be interfered
with by your legislation for direct taxes in a way that pre-
vents the success of our legislation. I may be wrong in
this view as to the power of the Local Legislature; if so, I
am going with the hon, gentleman; but such has always
been my conviction. I do not see how, practically, you are
to carry out the powers of direct taxation which are given
you, unless you assume the right-to be cautiously exer-
cised, not without obvious public necessity-to say thatyou
have the right to tax the Provinces directly. We have done
so. We have exercised before concurrent power in a way
with which your action entirely interferes; and as one or
other of us must give way, those who are at the top will
prevail. Then this being the case with reference to taxation,
I maintain that we might interfere. I may be wrong in this
criticism. It nay be that my advice was impertinent, but I do
not think, at any rate, it can be strained or constrained into a
disallowance of the Act. -Now, if even there was a case in
which a portion of an Act was indispensable in point of
policy, it was this very Act. I am not now speaking of
the policy of laying a tax on assurances, upon which I took
the liberty of expressing an opinion, but I am speaking of
that portion of the Act which laid a tax upon existing insur-
ances for life, upon the gross returns from the companies.
You will perceive that if the insurance companies have con-
tracted with you or me to insure our lives on condition of
a payment, of say $50 a year during the term of life, we
have contracted with the understanding that the compan-
ies should get $50 ; if not its net profits, not its gross
returns, are by subsequent legislation exposed to taxation,
it is quite clear the whole basis of the contract, which was
to endure for 50 years more would be altered, and there-
fore it is clear that this is very objectionable. I consider-
ed rightly or wrongly that as this affected the Federal as
well as the local taxation, we had the right to consider it.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.

Mr. BLAKE. I said the right to consider it.

"I Had te Parliament of Canada adopted this as a subject of taxation,
other considerations altogether might apply and it would become
necessary to determine whether the double taxation, which would under
such circumstances be imposed, should be allowed."

'There I stated plainly my opinion, right or wrong. There
is the belief expressed that there is concurrent power.
I may have been wrong, but if I was right, I take it out of
the category of those cases in which power of the Local
Legislature is exclusive. It is these conclusions with which
we are now dealing.

" The policy of levying a tax of this nature is open to grave question.
It must follow the end upon those interested in the assurances. It may
be considered to be a tax upon Providence and thrift, and its operation
nay have an injurious effect, far beyond what may be recompensed by
its pecuniary results, but these are views which although they should be
fairly weighed, and although they might in sorne cases force upon the
Canadian Government the necessity of disallowance, are yet subject to
this observation, that the people o a Province who reqilre to raise a

Mr. BLAKE.

revenue for their local wants and who tax.themselves for the purpose
may rightly caim and must fairly be permitted a considerable latitudein the determination of what their taxes shall be, and that considerable
confidence may be placed in local public opinion, as a remedy for th
indicated evils where they may exist."

Now, Sir, you can point to a score of lives of men in which
as I have pointed out Acts very objectionable are yet not
disallowed because they were within the exclusive compo.
tence of the Local Legislature. I took rightly or wrongly a
different position. I stated nothing whatever inconsistent
with the views which I have always held, and which until
this Streams Bill was disallowed, I always thought the
Government held, with regard to the power of the Local
Legislature with reference to such subjects.

"The undersigned, however, feel3 bound to point out that in one
particular this Act appears objectionable.

"l It is well known that the bulk of assurances on life are effected on
contracts extending on the part of the Company over the whole tern of
life or a long number of years conditioned on the paymentby theinsured
of periodical premiums at fixed rates. This Act, however, requires
payment by the companies of the tax of one per cent upon the premiums
for the renewals of life assurance pohicies, althougli made before the
passing of the Act."

" This imposes upon the company which has already contracted at a
specified premium calculated upon vaiiouselements not, however, includ-
ing a taxation of the gross premium-a deduction not froi its net profits
but for the gross premium. The company is not in a position to recoup
itself by calling upon the insured to pay the tax.

" This seems objectionable in principle, and calculated to produce a
feeling ot insecurity abroad with reference to Provincial legislation,
and the undersigned recommends that the attention of the Lieutenant-
Governor should be called to the provision with a view to its amend-
ment during the ensuing Session, at any rate, in so far as it affects
contracts made before the passing of this Act."

There is no statoment that the Act would be disallowed if
no such amondments were made. I have never heard that
any such namendments were made, and yet the Bill was not
disallowed Then, Sir, the bon. gentleman referred to one
other Act with which I had to do; that is the Manitoba Act
of 1876, with reference to half.breed lands. Now, that
Statute was an amendment to a former Statute which was
assented to at Ottawa, and on page 54 of the book of returns
for 1877, it will be found that Governor Morris reported in
1873 that he had reserved theIHalf-Breed Land Grant Protec.
tion Act, and ho pointed out to the Minister of Justice that
this Act which was reserved was an Act which wasretroactive
and dealing with existing contracts and cancellingthem. I
am obliged, in order to explain the;exact position of the Act,
to read the report of the Lieutenant-Governor upon the
subsequent Act:

I The subject of these grants attracts a good deal of attention, and a
movement was on foot to obtain legislation to prevent such O icEs
lands as fell to the heads of families from being seold by them, in
order that the lands might descend to the children.

"The project was abandoned and the present Bill was introducedjand passed.'>

It seems that speculators have bought largely from half-
breeds their claims to allotment at low prices, ranging as
low in some cases as 815, the maximum being $50. These
sales, of course, only give the vendees a right of action, to
enforce the contract when the vendor would beconie
entitled to bis land. The object-of the Bill is to concel al
these sales, and give the vendee an action to recover back
the price, which, if in goods, was to be charged at ordinary
prices.

I The considerations made a lien on the land, which may be sold
for the recovery of the price paid."

That was the position. This Act eancelled all theso contracto
and provided that the vendees who had paid in money0e'
goods should have the right to receive back or recovel
their money or their goods at ordinary prices -This
came bofore the Minister of Justico at that day,
not as an Act of Parliament but as a Bill. HIe had the
question before him whether ho would sanction and
give vitality to this menasure. Such being its proviSlO"5 î
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the Lieutenant-Governlor procceds to report the objections
to the Bill, as follows:-

"The objections to the Bill, the intention of which is, no doubt, good,
are these-

îIst. It is retroactive-dealing with existing contracts and cancelling

S2nd. It opens a fruitful door for litigation, the pricces charged for
goods being opened up for examination in each case where those formed
part of the consideration.

493rd. There is no machinery provided for carrying out the sale of the
iand on which the lien is established ; but this, uf course, could be
re:nedied next Session."
Ie then adds:
'I have no sympathy with those who may have purchased these claims

to land at inconsiderable prices, or in an unfair manner; but as the law
is novel and retractive in its character, I feel compelled to reserve it
for the signification of the pleasure of the Governor-General; though it
must be borne in mind, also, tht if the Act be sanctioned it may be
taken as a precedent for other restrictions with regard to the holding of
these lands."

lHow did the bon. getitleman deal with that local Act ?
IIe dealt with it by giving il vitality. Ie advised
that the assent of the Governor General should be
given to it, and but for this action it would
never have been in the Statute at all. IIe who is
about, presently, to point out to us the gross injustice
of dealing with existing rights, advised not that the
Act should be disallowed, but that the Bill sent to His Ex-
cellency should be assented to. With reference to the amerd-
-itory Act passed in 1877, and reserved, and which modified
the provisions of the former Act in some material particu-
lars, not to the advantage of the half-breeds, it provided :

" That when a half-breed, having sold his interest and received there-
for a consideration, shall return or tender to the purchaser the full con-
sideration and the purchaser's expenses with interest at 12 per cent, per
annum within three calendar months from the passing of the Act, ihe
agreement shal] not be binding; otherwise the bargain, if in writing,
shall be valid and the half-breed shall assiga the gianted lands wi!hin
three months after the receipt of the patent from the Crown."

It alsc provided that notice of the passing of the Act shall
be given in the Manitoba Gazette for three months after it
has been assented to by the Crown. Let us pause for a
moment by the old Act which had been assented to on the
advice ofthe hon. the First Minister. The contracts had been
absolutely cancelled and the half-breeds had been restored to
their riglits in the lands subject to the lien for consideration,
so that at the time this amended Act was passed, the half-
breed had got his lands back again by law subject to that
ien. The lands were still unallotted and ungranted and
in the Crown, and while in that condition the Act was
anended providing that in case the half-breed would not
return the purchaser the full consideration and expenses
with interest, the contract would be binding. That is, that
the agreements which had been cancelled four years before
were to be revived and were not to be binding only in case
the half-breeds, within three months after the passing of
the Act, return the purchaser full consideration and interest,
IL was feit by the Legislature of Manitoba that they must
give some notice to the half-breeds that their lands were
taken away under this clause. It provided that notice of
the passing of the Act should be given in the Manitoba
Gazette for three months after it had been assented to by
the Crown. What I believe justificd the policy of dealing
With the reserved Act at Ottawa, notwithstandiig my obser-
vations against so dealing on principle, was thelcircumstance
to which I had more than once called the attention of the

1ouse, that it was dealing with ungranted lands of the
Crown of Canada under arrangements made by the Crown
of a peculior nature with refe ence to the half-breeds. I
Inay be right or wrong in my opinion, but to show that I
entertained it I need only to refer to the report I made the
day before in another Act, page 305 of the Sessional Papersof 1877. It is on the Act to amend the Recgistry Act and is
ns follows

"The asnending clause provides that any instrument mentioned inthe
c lause of the original Act, registered in pursuance of the Act

affecting any lands, whether there has been any grant from the Crown
of such lands or not, shall be adjundged fraudulent and void against any
subsequent purchaser unless registered as in the Act provided. This
appears to be a direct interference with the devolution of the title of
lands before patents are issued. When the lands are the property of
the Crown and the Province, the legislation would be within the com-
peteuce of the Local Legislature, and might be beneficial; but the
position of Manitoba in this respect exceptional. The lands, until
patents issue 1, are the property of Canada, and the provision as to
assignments, etc., of unpatented lands ought tobe made by the Canadian
Parliament."

I merely quote that, not for the purpose of raising a discussion
as to what ny opinion was, but to show that was the
opinion I entertained distinctly at the time, of the condition
of the law and the relative distribution of power with
reference to that subject. Where the property was vested
in the Crown of Canada and not in the Crown of a Province,
such as the lands of Manitoba, I entertained, rightly or
wrongly, that we alono ought to decide as to tho
disposal of these lands. Thon they becomo part
of the subject by means of which the Local Legislatures
will deal with them. That places this case which dealt
with unpatented lands in an exceptional position. The hon.
gentleman said it was a change of view to disallow the Act.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not bear any one
refer to the disallowance of that Act.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. mncnber for North Simcoe did.
I an dealing with the lalf brcd Lands Act, which the hon.
gentleman quoted as proof that the hon. member for South
Huron should not have mo'ved his motion, bocause I would
have to vote against it.

Mr. McCkRTHY. That is so.

Mr. BLAKE. I arn poinîtiig out tihat ho says 1 arn right,
on a wr'ong pirinciple; I arn shoving that he vas wrong,
that the principles ivolved are wholly inapplicable. Ihave
proved it was within the conpetency of the Canadian Parlia-
ment only to deal with lands before patents were issued.
Ail that I have to do to show that that was my opinion is
to produce my report. But I go further and show that the
case was probably the most peculiar that was ever pre-
sented, not in the nature of the Bill, but in the circum-
stances under which it came before us. I do not suppose
such a case can ever occur again. I have a witness-the
hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Royal) who was then
Attorney-General in that country. This Act, which
altered the half-breed grants, providei they should not
have lands unless within three months of the year passing
they paid the consideration money and interest; it provided
for three months' notice. I referred it to the Minister of
Interior, who reported as follows:-

" Theundersigned having failed tofind in Ottawa any evîdence of com-
pliance with the 3rd section of the Act, referred for information on this
point to the Hon. Mr. Royal, Attorney-General of Manitoba, now here.
who states that no notice of the passage of tho Act in question was
given, and that the same has not been considered."

There bas been a little misquoting. That is the close of the
Report of the Minister of the Interior, and these are my
words: " Under the circumstances the undersigned concurs
in the recommendation of the Minister that the Act should
be disallowed." I have shown it was intended that the
Local Legislature should have given threo months' notice
to the half-breeds to afford them an opportunity of redeem
ing the lands. The Local Government had not given the
notice, they told us the Act was not considered as in force,
and no notice had been given because it was thought the
Act would not be allowed bore. What would have been the
consequence of allowing the Act ? No adequate protection
would have been given to the lalf breeds, and without
notice their rights would have been swept away,
the moment the Act was placed on the Statute Book. The
circumstance that the Act was not supposed to be in force
would not have moved the speculators who had dealt
with the half-breeds, and the hon. member for Provencher
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(Mr. Royal) would not have failed to accuse us of neglect
of duty if, after the notification made that the notice had
not been given, and that the Act was not considered in force,
we had not disallowed it. The hon. gentleman
next referred to the Caldwell-McLaren case, and
having read the judgment, continued : There is the
judgment-and I notico that the hon. gent!eman smiles
with the smile lie puts on when ho is hard bit-there
is the judgment of the dissenting Judge. lo thought
that vas the effect of the Act. There is the view, not taken
by advocates or agents or political friends in private con-
clave, but by a learned Judge, with the wholo evidence and
the whole arguments of counsel before him. The dissenting
Judge declares that althoughl he cannot concur in points of
law with both his brethren, he is plcased that they arrived
at the conclusion at which they arrived, because a contrary
conclusion would be against the public interesis. The Leg-
islature has declarel, and according to the Court of Appeal
has rightly declared that the law was such, that Caldwell
hadia right to use these improvements and tako the timber
down. They declared, as the Legislature declared, that ho
had a right to take it down without compensation. They
provided him with rights, which rights he has been depriv-
ed of by the disallowaneo of this Act without compensation;
the property has to be used by Caldwell and others, and the
lion. gentleman arguing the matter toniglht, I think led the
House and the country to believe that it will not be proper
to disallow the other Act referred to in order that Mr. Mc-
Laren may be deprived of any compensation. The hon.
gentleman stated that he had no longer any interest in the
matter, but I maintain that, arguing as he lias, we all know
that there is another Act, the ftte of which is to follow the
decision of this House, and the hon. gentleman has been argu-
ing bis elient's case, and the hon. member for North Lanark
(Mr. Hlaggart) has been arguing the case of his principal.
I will not read the two quotations which I promised from
the language of the hon. Minister of the Interior.

Mr. HAGGART. What do you mean by ny principal
and my being an agent ?

Mr. BLAKE. I mean McLaren to whom you bave been
agent. I do not say a paid agent; I do not believe a paid
agent, but an agent.

Mr. HIAGGAIRT. I an his representative bere and his
friend, but no agent whatever.

Mr. BLAKE.
inside.

Ilis agent outside and his representativ e

Some hon. MEMBERS. Shame.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, it may be a shane, but it is truc.

Mr. IAGGART. You are and were his paid agent.

Mr. BLAKE. No. I was his counsel.

Mr. HAGGART. You gave as your opinion that the law
of the Ontario Legislature was bad, and I have your writing.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman knows that the law
was altered.

Mr. HAGGART. Not to the extent that you advised
it should be altered.

Mr. BLAKE. The law was altered after the hon. gentle-
man showed me the law. The hon. gentleman knows also
that that was not an opinion in the sense in which ho would

quote from ithe Mail report, as being the fairer to the lion.
gentleman :

" He bad been frum the first in favor of a legisiative union, and hadbelieved that the best interests of the countrymight have beenproMoted
by a Legislative Union of aIl the Provinces, aided by a subordinate
system of municipal institutions with large powers. Hlowever. he hadbeen overruled in that respect by large majorities in the old Parliamentof Canada. The feeling bal been unmistakable, not only in Canada butalso in the other Provinces, that we could have only re-union on theFederal principle, and as le had thought then, as he thought stili, that
the union of the fonr Provinces was essential to the future development
and progress of British North America, he yielded to his own opinions
and went in with the Government of which ho was a member for the
establishment of a great Dominion on the principle of a Federal Union
andi he had loyally, and to the best of his judgment, power
and ability endeavored to carry out that principle faithfuilly
It was true that lie had been charged by some hon. gentlemen with a
desire to strengthen the central power, to the disadvantage of the Pro-
vin ciai Government and Legislatures; that he had given any doubt
resting in his mind against the autbhrity of the Local Legislatures, and
to strengthen the central power, it might be so, thiugh le had endcav.
ored to prevent his own predilection for a Legislature over a Federal
Union from preventing it. Still it might be that lie had rather leaned
in favor of centralization, but if a resolution like ilis was adopted
formally and solemnly by the Dominion Legislature, he must say that
his original ideas had been fully carried out, that a Federal Union of the
Provinces was at an end; that the Legislative Union had commenced,
and the wholecreal power and authority of ail the powers of Government
had been transferred from the Provincial Legislature to the Dominion
Parliament. They could not draw the lne. It might be, and he did
not hesitate to say, that fron his own point of view it was so in this
case, that the minority, the Catholic minority in New Brunswick,
suffered a wrong by this legislation, but there might be wrongs notonly
in questions of education or religion, but in questions of finance, of civil
liberty, and in questions of every possible kind. And if the ultimate
power of decision as to what is riglht and what was wrong was to be
vested in this Parliament, where was there a vestige of the use of the
power, of the benefit or advantage of all our paraphernalia of Provincial
Governments and Provincial Legislatures. (Hear, hear.) If they were
to deal here aihoritatively and to order the Governor-General, the
representative of the Queen, to disallow such Bills as tbey thought the
Local Legislature ought not to bave passed, they would have wiped off
the slate as vith a wet sponge, the influences and authority of the Local
Governments and Legislatures, and have centred it all in the Canadiai
Parliament. Was this flouse prepared for this ? Was it prepared to
assume that new responsibility and to alter in spirit the Constitution?
It in ght ba that they maight keep up the sham of Provincial Legisla-
tures, but what would they be but shan, if at any time the members of
the other Provinces disagreeing with the policy deliberately adopted by
the Lecislature of any one Province could alter that policy ? Take the
Pr oviîce of Quebec, which was the most obvions instance Le quoted,
hb, believed we might have had a Legislative Union instead of a Federal
Union if it had not been for the Province of Quebec. The other Pro-
vinces were of one race of Anglo-Saxon ancestry. To a great degree
the mojority in the other Provinces were Protestants, and their laws
were based upon the common law and institutions of England. Lower
Canada contained a different race and used a different language. The
majority had a religion which was in the minority in the whole
Dominion, and they claimed, and justly claimed as a protection tO
them, to those institutions which they held so dear, to their old associa-
tions, to their religion, and to the education which in that Provinicee
was based on religion, that we should not have a Legislative Union; but
that in ail the questions relating to the tenure of their land, their
property, their institutions, and so on, they should have a Legislature
having the power to act as they pleased ; as they thought they ought to
act in consonance with the wishes of their people. The Lower Canadi-
ans drew themselves up, and said, if the Constitution were not so drawn
up as to give then the power to protect beyond a doubt their institu-
tions, their religion, their language, and their laws, in which they had
so great a pride, they would never consent to a union; and if that had
not been agreed to, we should inot now have had the Dominion of
Canada. The saine principle applied to ail the Provinces. They had
their rights, and the question was not whether this flouse thought a
Local Legislature was right or wrong. But the whole question for this
House to consider, whenever such a question as this was brouglht up,
was that they should say at once that they had no right to interfere ag
long as the different Provincial Legislatures acted within the bounds t
the authority which the Constitution gave themn. (Hear, hear.) There
was this fixed principle."

And bere the bon. getleman went to the root of the
matter.

apply the word. It vwas not a paid opinion, but simply the "That every Provincial Legislature should feel that when it Was
language of an hon. member speaking to another. legislating, it was legislating ln the reality and not in the shan. If tLey

did not know and feel that the measures they were arguing, discuss
Mr. HAGGART. Certainly. and amending and modifying to suit their own people woulid becen' 0

law, it was all sham. The Federal system was gone forever, and
Mr. BLAKE. I am quite willing to stand by the opinion, systema which he had vindicated was adopted. He did not Lesitate to

and I am willing that the hon. gentleman should produce say that it would have given him great pleasure if he could have ce
the paper. When the question was raised the hon, to the conclusion that the Act was beyond the competence of mtae.Brunswick Legislature. He believed they had made a great mistak
gentleman declared as follows, and I may say that ï and many others agreed with him that they had better have left the aRw

Mr. BrAnE.
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as it was. ie spoke subjulice, because those who passed the law had a
right to maintain its wisdom ; but from his own point ef view he believed
it was a great mistake to have repealed the law and raised this question
for but little purpose.. (Hear, bear.) But that was a question for the
Local Legislature. The question of education, except under the pecu-
liar circumstances of the establishment of separate schools in Upper
and Lower Canada, was left exclusively in the control of the Local
Legislatures. It waB withdrawn altogethér from the supervision of the
General Legislature, so that the people in each of the Irovinc's might
educate their children after their own fashion

Then, Sir, to quote another passage:
"If this Bouse undertook the great responsibility of inteLforing with

the local laws, they must be prepared to discuss the justice or injustice
ofevery law passed by every Provincial Legislatire-(hear, hear)-and
Ihis Legislature, instead of being as now the general Cout of Parlia-
ment for the decision of great Dominion questions, would be simply a
Court of appeal to try whether the Provincial Legislatures were right
or wrong in the conclusions that they came to. (Hear, hear.) If this
House was prepared to take that cou'rse and adopt that principle, then
the (overnment of the day, while it would have much more responsi-
bihty, would also have much more power; for, besides conducting and
administering the affaira of the whole Dominion as one great country, it
would also have the power, the authority, and the control of a majority
over every Bill, every Act, every conclusion, every institution, every
right of every Province in Canada. (Cheers.)

"1e believed that the institutions and laws of no Province would be
safe hereafter. For all these considerations le hoped that this resoln-

tion would not be adopted. If it were adopted, if this House undertook
the great responsibility of interfering with the local laws, they must be
prepared to discuss the justice or injustice of every law passed by every
Provincial Legislature, and this Legislature, instead of being, as now,
the general court of Parliament, for the decision of great Dominion
questions, would be simply a court of appeal to try whether the Pro-
vincial Legislatures were right or wrong in the conclusions they came
to.

That is a position in whieh we ouglt not to be placed ; Ihat
is the position in which the hon, gentleman places us, when
be calls upon us to vindieate his disallowanee of the Act in
question on the ground that it was wrong, that it was an
Act that the Local Legislature ought not to have passed,
though it was withiin its competence. For bis advice, and
for the advice of bis Government, ho is responsible to us.
It is our duty toe consider whether his position is right or not.
If he goes even further in the direction of old Tory doctrine
and says lie is not responsible for that advice, that the
advice which was given is not subject to the criticism of
Parliament, I would say if we are free, as we must be froc
to discuss everything advised by Ministers, then obviously
if they have advised as to the propriety or impropriety of
an Act of the Legislature. on a subject with the exclusive
Competence of the Local Legisiative Parliament, wo must
decide as to that decision. i have nct entered irto the ques-
tion, and I decline to ininimizo this question, enormous as
it is, by consideration, as to whether the compensation pro-
vided in this bill was exactly right, whether even
the principle upon which that compensation was right is
granted. 1 say we have the right to a hearing. The Govern-
ment has no right to take into its hands the discussion of a
question whether this compensation was right or not. My
Own opinion bas been that no plan could be devised to meet
this case except that of tolls, the old and recognized mode
in such cases, recognized by the courts which declared it
proper. But I say that if we are all convinced that this
Act was wrong we are none the less bound to confirm it,
leaving the responsibility with the people of the province.
I suppose that appeal will be fruitless, but I would have
hoped but for the expressions that have greeted us in the
course of this debate, that upon a question of such pre-
?minent magnitude, having such far-reaching consequences,
in which there has been a deliberate attempt to reverse the
free spirit and full and fair interpretation of our constitu-
tien under which, until now, we have lived, to go back,
ilstead of doing what British people have done all over the
world--go forward-and take away from us undisguisedly
sOmething we were told-the hon. member for North Sim-
Ce (Mr. McCarthy) now ays inproperly-was ours in
early days; instead of taking a retrograde and humiliating
step We should by our vote this night announce and declare
that these rights and liberties which we obtained as Pro.

vinces in 1837, which were rocognised as ours in 1868,
which have been recognised as ours ever since, shall not be
tanpered with or trampled upon by any Ministry however
powerful, or the supporters of any Ministry however
servile or subservient. If that hope is to be futile, I place
my hope in that further and ultimate Court of Appeal
before which this question wilt shortly bo tried and I shall
be satisfied to livo under whatever forni of constitution a
najority of my fellow countrymen shall decide to be right;
but as my belief is that they value their federal rights and
liberties beyond anything else that this constitution gives
them, so my belief and my hope is that they and 1, after
the appeal is passed, nay be found in barmony in this, as I
think we shall be in harnohy on many other questions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At half-past three in the
morning I do not intend to occupy the attention of the
liouse for the same length as the hon. gentleman who has
just spoken. I shall, however, shortly endeavor to reply to
some of the remarks ho has made in bis long, bis able essay
on the Canadian Constitution. I am glad we have at last got
a resolution of this kind before the louse. I am very glad
that this issue is brought before the louse was apprehensive
originally that we might have another and not so agreablo
nor paciic a mode of defending ourselves, the Government,
and perhaps this. House on this subject. Why, the belli-
gerent Premier of Ontario had threatened to march with his
armies into the North-West because the present Governmont
had asked for the reference of a disputed question to the
highest Courts in the land; and I did not know but that
the same belligerent might come down here bocause we
had advised His Excellency, the representative of the
Sovereign, to use the Ioyal prerogative of disallowance. I
was afraid that he might cone down here like another
Oliver and order our Sergeant-at-Arms to " take away that
bauble " and break us up. It bas now assumed a milder
form, it has assumed simply a vote of censure upon the
Government. The hon, gentleman said of the hon.
member for Hîalton (Mr. McDougall) that ho
found no difficulty in voting against the resolution,
and that he and other hon. gentlemen on thits side of the
liouse found no difficulty in supporting the amendment of
my hon. friend for Niagara the other day and yet they
object to this resolution. I have great respect for the
municipal law of hon. gentlemen opposite, but I have still
greator respect for the constitutional law of my hon. friend
for lalton. My hon. friend knows the difference between
a resolntion which did not involve a want of confidence,
which did not involve censure, and a resolution expressing
the principle of a grievance or a statement for the public
good. My hon. friend drew the distinction at once. The
hon, gentleman opposite does not seom to understand it, oraL
all events if ho did understand be misi epresented the consti-
tutional principle. The hon. gentleman wound up at near
the conclusion of his speech by stating that ho would not
condecend te go inio the question of compensation;
whether thero was compensation enough, whether
treated rightly or wrongly,-there are much greater
questions and great constitutional questions. Mr.
McLaren might be wronged, his property might be taken
away from him and banded over to another person, but
ho must suffer. Down must go this individual, because the
great constitutional principle that he advocated must be
fought at all hazards, and the hon. gentleman must make
high-falutin spread-eagle speech with the hope that it will
have, in the desperate state of affairs of the bon. gentlemen
opposite, some little effect in the elections of Ontario.
The bon. gentleman commenced bis speech with an attack
on my hon. friend the Secretary of State, He said my
hon. friend had insulted the Legislature of Ontario boeause
ho had stated that a Bill was passed by that hig-minded
independent Legislature to help a political friend.
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Mr. BLAKE. To rob a friend of his. Government with respect to the Orange Bill. The hon.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman gentleman declares that the Dominion Government are

forgets that the Secretary of State was attacked in language trying to crush the independenco of the Local Legislature
disgraceful to an individual and that by a Minister of the notwithstanding the declared opinions of this Government
Ontario Government. le was attacked and reviled, both Mr. Mowat, on the contrary, has chosen to disregard bis
himself and his race by a member of the Ontario Government, own legislation and to invite the Dominion Government to
and the hon. gentleman who was so anxious that we should disregard the rights of the people, to set at naught the
preserve all due respect for the Legislature of Ontario, said expressed will of his own Parliament. The hon. gentle-
in his winding up remarks that I was supported by a senile man spoke about the conduct of the Dominion Government
and obsequious majority. That is the dignified language of being an insult and an injury to the Local Legislature. What
the hon. gentleman towards an hon. member seated in the is the case? Ilere is the Orange Bill which affected no
same House with him, a representative of the people as much interest of the Dominion, Imperial or otherwise, andi yet
as he is, and to use bis own language, just as respectable as he that gentleman spat in the face of bis own Legisiature,
is. The hon. gentleman went into a long argument offered them the insult that the hon. gentleman says we are
to show that there was a difference between disallowance doing, and actually invited this Government to commit this
and reservation for Royal assent or the assent of the wrong against bis own Legislature-tho members
Governor General. Of course there is a difference. If a Bill of that Parliament who are keeping him in his place,
is disallowed it must first have passed-it must have become and what was still worse, he advised the Lieut.-Governor to
law. If it is reserved for the Royal assent it is not law, reserve the Bi!l which he approved of himself and for which
until that assent is given, but in both cases the will of the ho himself bad voted, and we know why that was, and if
Legislature had been expressed. The question of the àssent ever there was an instance of a man who degraded, who
of the Lieute nant-Governor or reservation of the Lieutenant- humiliated himself, it was that of the First Minister of the
Governor is an act I may say of the exocutive branch of Province of Ontario, and for the meanost and most sordid of
the Legislature ; but in both cases the will of the Local reasons. lIe voted for the principle of the Bill that the
Legislature, the will of the representatives had been Orange body should ho incorporated, and yet, as Stephano
equally expressed and I was surprised to hear the argu- said to Trinculo, "Thou shalt bo King, and I shall be Vice-
ment of hon. gentlemen, that the Lieutenant-Governor roy over thee." But there was a one-man power behind the
had a right to reserve Bills for the Royal assent. I was throne, Mr. Speaker, there was a man called Christopher
going to pursue that lino of argument. The bon. gentleman Fraser, and ho said to him, "Pass that Bill if you dare.'
laid down the law correctly. The fact of the matter is this: Then they concocted their little scheme. "We are in a
That the Queen cannot confer on the Governor General, and position we do not like to hold. If we pass the Bill
the British North America Act does notconferon Lieutenant- we alienate the Catholie vote, and if we do not pass it we
Governors greater powers than the Queen herself possesses. alienate the Orange vote. We will commit a breacli
The Queen, as the hon. gentleman has truly said, cannot of the constitution. We will swallow our own words. We
refuse a Bill which bas been passed by both branches of the will say that this Bill ought not to be passed although we
Legislature. If a Bill containing, in fact, her death-warrant voted for it, and we will advise the Lieut.-Governor to send
was placed before ber she would be obliged to give her it down to Ottawa, and we will throw upon John A. all the
assent to it, and the hon. Minister would be obliged to annoyance and all the embarassment which bas now corne
proffer that Bill to ber for the purpose of getting that Royal upon our heads." But, Mr. Speaker, I am too old a bird
asent. The same principle applies here. The hon. gen- to be caught with such chaff. I said, very politely,
tieman is quite right, that the Governor General is obliged in very constitutional language-it was read by the hon.
to pass any Bill that bas passed this House and the Senate: gentleman-" Gentlemen, this is none of our funeral. You
If the Bill is passed against the will of the Ministry, they mnay deal with your own measures," and we handed it back
must either adopt it and recommend it to the Governor to them. No this same gentleman wbo insulted bis own
General for bis assent, or they must resign. So it is1 Legisiature, who, after voting for a bill, stating it was a
with respect to a Licutenant-Governor. The British good bill and ought to become law, supporting the principle
North America Act provides clearly that Lieutenant- of it to avoid this difficulty, broke upon the principle whieb
Governors hold their office during pleasure subject to the lion. gentleman bas contended for so long and 80
any instructions given to them from the Governor eloquently-broke upon theprinciplewhich the hon.gentle-
General, and I say, that withont such instructions the man has defended so strongly. And now he comes through
Lieutenant Governors of Ontario, Prince Edward Island and the hon. gentleman, through -I was going to say, bis
Manitoba would commit an unconstitutional error if, by the agent over there -at all events ho is not a paid agent of
advice of their Ministers, they should refuse their assent to the Government; he comes here and ho gets the hon.
any Bill. The Ministers have no right to give that advice. member for West Durham to get up and denounce cthe
They are not more powerful than the Government in Government for their action with regard to a bill in whieh
England, and that Government is obliged to submit a Bill a great interest was involved and a great wrong was contem-
which has passed both IIouses, and the only difference plated ; while at the same time ho withdrew from bis own
between England and the Provinces arises from our colonial Legislature a measure in which nobody was wronged, nobody
stage of existence. The Governor-General has a two was hurt, and nobody but those who desired to be incorpor-
fold position, first as representative of the Sovereign with ated cared one farthing about it. The hon. gentleman in bis
a responsible body of advisers, and secondly as an im- argument gave up the whole case. He quoted my language.
perial officer, and if ho gets instructions to reserve a Bill ho I am very glad; it read very well. I laid down the sound
is obliged to do so and the Ministers in England are respon- and true princi ple, that the autonomy of every province,the
sible to the British Parliament for the proper use of the independence of every province, the independence of every
Royal prerogative. So in the same way the Lieutenant- Legislainre, should be protected unless there was
Governor bas no right unless instructed from the Governor- a constitutional reason againt it. The Government hre
General to reserve a Bill, because that would be a are not to set up their opinion against the opi
breach of the principles of the British Constitution. nion of the Local Government or the Local Logis;
The fact that a Bill is disallowed, especially on the advice lature. But the hon. gentleman approved of my letter Of
of the Local Government, makes the case much worse for 1868. And, Sir, under those resolutions, those different
the Local Government. How great is the condemnation stipulations, those different conditions and terms upo"
that the bon. gentlemen has pronounced upon the Local which I reported to the Governor General, that I thought
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there might be over interference with the Local Legislature-
SSay, Sir, that this Bill violatod distinctly the most impor-
tant of those conditions. The hon. gentleman knew that
his Government had done the same thing. He knew it
would be quoted against him, and what does he say ? "True,
we did so, but these cases wore exceptional, these were all
exceptional." Well, this was an exceptional case. I do
not say the hon. gentleman was not right in what he did.
I do not say he was not right in every disallowance or every
expression of opinion against Provincial Acts, but it does
not rest in his mouth to object if we follow his example at a
humble distance, when we think great interests are involved
and we desire to protect them from wrong and destruction.
The lion. gentleman to show how strong his feelings were
in favor of the independence of the Local Legislatures, says
many other things. "Why," says he, "I have known
measures in the Local Legislature, when I was a member,
which I disapproved of and voted against, and yet when
they became law I never raised my voice in favor of dis.
allowance." And he mentioned the Goodhue Bill. Why,
Mr. Speaker, he voted for it.

Mr. BLAKE. No, Sir.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, he voti for it.

Mr. BLAKE. No, Sir.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, ho voted for it. Mr.

or wrong; but this at all events, was my opinion, and the
hon. gentleman reads his opinion. There was no division
on the second reading. The hon. gentleman holds the
opinion he gave at the time as conclusive evidence that the
case was an exceptional one; and although the autonomy
of the different Provinces was to beattacked and their in-
dependence destroyed, the hon. gentleman says I gave my
opinion-I may be right or wrong, but that is a sufficient
answer.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. member will allow me
to read:

" The Order of the Day for the Hlouse to resolve itself into a Commit-
tee to consider Bill No. 12, to confirm the deed for the distribution
and settlement of the estate of the Honorable George Jarvis Goodhue,
deceased, having been read ;

"The Hon. Mr Carling moved, seconded by the lon.Mr. Wood,
"That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair.
"The Hon. Mr. Richards moved in amendment, seconded by Mr. Cum-

berland,
" That all the words after 'That' be omitted and the following words

substituted therefor : 'The consideration of the Bill be postponed until
this day three months,' and a debate having arisen, and it being twelve
of the clock, midnight;

"IFriday, 27th January, 1871.
"The debate was continued, and the amendment having been put, was

lst on the following division:-
"Yeas :-Messrs. Blake, Boyd, Cook, Craig (Russell), Cumberland

Finlayson, Gow, Graham (Hastings), Macdonald, McCall (Elgin)
Read, Richards, Wallis-13."

Speaker, there was only one division on the whole Bill, as I Sir JOHN A.-MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman did
am informed by a gentleman who bas just gone out for the not vote against the principle of the Bil at the second read-
Journals. At all events, I will read you what took place ing. This is a vote to adjourn the debate. The bon. gon-
when the Goodhue Bill came up for the third reading. Itleman voted to adjourn the debate for three months, ho-
will just say, before reading the resolution, the Hlouse will cause it would take three months for him to make Up his
see that it was drawn up especially for the purpose of doing mmd on the Bih. 1e found out a few days afterwards that
away with the iniquity which the hon. gentleman says was be would make up bis mmd a good deal quier, and ho
in the Bill, and for the purpose of carrying out the principle voted for the Bil. The bon. gentleman's flrst impulses
which the bon. gentleman says he bas taken care that, for were virtuous. 1e would show great consideration to the
the future, shall always be carried out-the reference to a children, and not take away their property, but bis seruples,
legal tribunal. I will read from the Journals of Ontario, like Bob Acres' resolutions, slipped through bis fingers, and
1870-71: a few days afterwards li voted for the third readind.

vThe Order of the Day for the third reading cf the Biv(Ngo. 12) to Mr. BLAKE. I did neot.
confine the deed for the. distribution and settement of the estate of the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It passed unanimously,
lei. eeorge Jervis Goodhue, deceased, having been read,

The Hon. Mr. Carling, seconded by the Hon. Mr. Wood, that the Bicvuryone iwn the thuse voting for it.He did not maise his
be now read the third time, voice in the protection ofthe culdren's rigats, but le votd

The Hlon. Mr. Richards moved, in amendment, seconded by Honu.hr. againt a resolution whic , if passed, would ave protcted
Grahamn (Hastings),

"That ail the words aftcr that be omitted and the following words in a great measure these children from the nofarions state
8bstiuted therefcr: the Bill be fot now read the third time, but that it of thing wich the bon. gentleman now says was prevented
be rferred back forthwith to a Comittee of the whole House, with an by th at Bi. In this way we see some vidences of theilktucrioeoutoslppgby inserting as the fourth clause tee fol-r10in -71: teewdasftrewdarses andvft is hereoytdeclaredothat the fore- hoght

"in The4 Ordrovthed aDay s hdradin fo te ill (outi 12 stoc-alimadetusateptits ft

going enactments or any of hm blnotaenc ui t shah 'politîcal and social saint. But, after ail, the hon. gentle-
have been decided by a majorityuf the Judges uttl ne of the Superior man's chef complaint is that we did not give notice accord-

ont inieureviacGothue dteuteras hins bhideen whresa being to the memorandum I prepared in 1868. Why, if wo
uthes i Ibs roiethtutheo a intrsts uf the estaosestteyeivoidhaenee

on the death of his said wife, were on his death, or at auy tiine there- lad communicated with Mr. IMowat, esolhaebn
arter hefore the passing of thîs Act, vested intereets in thle children of laying ourselves open only to an insulting answer. That
the testators. And wth a further instruction te insert ihe neheseary bon.gentlemanani.bWover.rWonthad, through theCrown

n r eti teLand Commissioner, endeavored t bully Mr. MLarenut

The amendment was put andmlst on a division of 7 for and of bis rights, and in a letter received by him it was
45 against w and I rend among the nays the following names: said that ho must give up bis rights. This Bih
Audeveon, Barber, Baxter, Beatty and Blake. was introduced, net for the purpose of altcring the

Mr. BLAKE. You wil fnd my vote rcorded againat general law, but for the simple purpose of carrying eut the
the Bia. threat in Mr. Pardee's letter and robbing him f bis prperty.

Something bas been isaid about political reasens actuatiug
Sir JO aN A. MACDONALD. The Bi rh passed. There the Dominion Govement in the disallowance f that Bill.

was a clause introduced for the purpose of protecting those There is one thing clear, the fact that Mr. Caldwell's
vetei nterests which the Bih attacked, for the purpose of nephew, bis stool-pigeon, the young man who was
heferring te case te oe of the Superior Courts ofToronto, elected thereSthruughpbis unle's influence in the cunty, the

ou that the rigointcof tho cheidren would be protected; and agent and representative of bis uncle's estate-aget is a
the hon, igentleman voted that down, and this nefarious Bin, parliamentary word-was holding up bis finger tebis
With bis assistance, wasereac a third time, ad became theme tI. A letter had been sent intimating to Mr. McLaren
tW 0f the land. The iun, gentleman inys there are ex-thatunles li gave up bis property, they would show him
4ptioai cases, but cases are only exceptional when hg m somethig. They did show him something.AU arguments

.te decide tey shall fb ys e says I may be right were used that could be used against that measure, but

th1Bll
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dressed in a littie brief authority, Jacks-in-the-box, tram- its nest, and just as the nest is finished it goes in. Mr.
pling on the man as they said they would do, they pleased Caldwell is the cuckoo who asks the linnet to walk out. je
Mr. Caldwell and robbed Mr. McLaren. An hon. member says : "Give up your proprietary right to me. I anfot in
bas stated that the Streams Bill was not intended for Mr. a position to build a nest, lay my eggs and raise my little
McLaren, but for general application. The highway robber brood." That may bo a very clever trick on the part of
is bad enough, there is something of manliness about him; Mr. Caldwell, but ornithologists all agree that the cuckoo
but it is mean of the sneak who creeps down the backstairs is a very dishonest and thievish bird. The hon. membe,
and steals the kitchen utensils, or the fellow who comes for West Durham (Mr. Blake) spoke in language of con
behind you and picks your pocket-they are men more to be tempt with regard to compensation. He bas a soul far
despised than the highway robber. It would have been more above dollars and cents. I think, however, that the hon.
manly if the Ontario Government had introduced a Bill to gentleman made rather a slip in bis law when he speaks
hand over Peter McLaren's property to Wm. Caldwell; they of the material, earth and logs, and water and stone as an
dare not do so, and therefore, they passed a Bill respecting asement.
Rivers and Streams. It was a wretched, flimsy and transpar- Sir ALBERT J. SMITIH. The right to use it as an
ent device ; it deceived nobody, but it was only by being a easement.
public bully that the Government could introduce and carry Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I know wlat the bon,
it; otherwise there must be a petition. It had the effect of gentleman said. He said the only way to recompenso a
depriving Mr. McLaren of bis property under the pretence man who had an easement was to pay him toil. liow, he
thatitwas in the publicointerest. Nothingmorecontemptible put this up at the expense of some bundreds of thousands of
or sinister could be done by a Government or Legislature. It dollars. It was one of the many enterprises by which Mr.
was a Bill to take from Mr. McLaren bis property and hand McLaren bas risen from a Lorny-handed son of toil, to use
it over to Mr. Caldwell. True, Mr. McLaren had spent, a favorite expression, to the position of a wealthy man. lie
some say $250,000, and hon. gentlemen opposite say from did not know but what his limits might be taken awav
$100,000 to $150,000-I do not know how much it was- from him by Mr. Pardee, and he was obliged to count the
but it was Mr. McLaren's property. The river at that spot sticks as they were going through the slide. H1e would be
was not a navigable river, and the Judge who beard the obliged to make up a report each time, and thon to make a
evidence and viewed the facts stated that it was clear that careful aggregate of the tolls he received for many years
at the place where the improvements were made on account of this easement. That was the argument of the
it was not only not navigable but not floatable. It bon. gentlbman opposite. Supposing an honest old farmer's
would scarcely allow a plank or a slab to go down any more wife would expropriate her neighbor's bon and say: "I shall
than upon a ditch. Caldwell's timber and logs could not go keep this bon, and you shall feed it right and see that it lays
through there until the improvements were made. Mr. and at the proper time, and I will pay you by giving you a
McLaren, with bis usual industryand perseverance, in order share of the eggs." That is the proposition which they made.
to carry on bis extensive business, made a dam and a slide and the hon. gentleman during ahi bis long, instructive and
out of bis own timber, for bis own purposes and on bis own able essay on Constitutional law, did not venture -to say one
soil. Mr. Caldwell Lad no right to use it without bis con- word in favor of the measure. lHe could not do it, for a
sent and without paying for it. It was absolutely the pro- very substantial reason-because he had given bis opinion
perty of Mr. McLaren. Mr. Caldwell said: "Now this solemnly te Mr. McLaren's agent that the Bill was a rotten
slide has been put up I ray as well run Bill and should not pass.
down my timber;" and when he tried to induce Mr. BLAKE. No. no.
Mr. McLaren to allow hin to use it gfr. Mc- Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
Laren said : "I will allow you if you will acknowledge quoted the Bills that were disallowed. I have already stated
my proprietary rights." Mr. Caldwell had set up a claim that it makes no difference whether a Bill is disallowed, or
te use these improvements and sent his timber over them, whether it is reserved; in either case the will of the Legis-
although the stream might be filled with Mr. McLaren's laturo is expressed, and whether the law is set aside by the
own timber. No matter, although ho might be thrown back Governor General by disallowance or by provincial advisers
for the whole season, the improvements tbrew it open to Mr. of the Lieutenant-Governor by their advising him to reserve
Caldwell or anybody else who chose to send their logs that it for the consideration of the Governor General, the injry
way. What he did say was: "If you acknowledge my or insult to the Local Legislature is the same, their indepen-
proprietary right, you can use my slide." The hon. momber dence is equally attacked, and all the fine wire drawing of
for North Lanark (Mr. Macdonell) says that he would not the bon. gentleman to show a distinction between the twO
be caught in such a trap. le was going to use the improve- cases should be set at naught. The argument of my hon.
ments himself. He was going to take the position as if they friend for North Simcoe on that point cannot be answered.
were his own. He wished to set up a claim to use the river The bon. member who moved this amendment had not
and al these improvements without paying for them. He quite the candor of the hon. member who spoke last. 11e
would not fall into the trap. If he was an honest man went in to make a speech against the Government for the
he would have admitted that right. Ie would have said: disallowance of this Bill, and Le made a severe attack
"If you put up these improvements I could use them, upon us, and quoted several Bills that had been dis-
and I have a right to acknowledge your proprietary interest allowed, but ho did not condescend to make a single
and I will pay you for the use of them." That Le should allusion te any one of the measures which had been
have admitted that proprietary right is shown by the Bill disallowed or disapproved by thQ Government of which ho
itself, because the Bill says that Mr. McLaren Las a right was a supporter; and from all we could gather from his
te levy tolls and that could only be by virtue of a proprie- speech, he believes that the Government bave permitted
tary right, because if he had not such a right he would be series of atrocities against the liberties of the Provine«s,
an usurper and he could net ask him to pay a cent. The while they were immaculate always, the friends of the
Bill itself admits that he had a proprietary right athough people, and had always taken the opposite course. Bat the
Mr. Caldwell would not fall into the trap and tried to cheat hon. member for West Durham could not get away from
him out of lis proprietary right. their own 'Acts, and he tried to show the difference botwen

An hon. MEMBER. Nothing of the kind. those cases of disapproval and the cases which came under
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. McLaren put the my former and my present supervision. Their cases Were

improvements there and Mr. Caldwell claimed to have a exceptional cases; but the hon. gentleman argued thst if
rigbt to use them. The cuckoo watches the linnet building any lBill was within the competence of a.Local Legislature,

Sir JoHN A. MACDON&LD.
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wo under no circumstances should interfere with it. The
hon. gentleman read the passage in my speech which I
made on the New Brunswick School Bill, and pronounced
(are rotundo the sentences in which I advocated, as I have
a1ways advocated, the protection of the rights of the
different Provinces. The hon. gentleman read them with
ýreat approval, and yet he himself, as a member of the
covernment and as a Minister of Justice, recommended the
disapproval and disallowance of certain measures which he
admits were within the competence of the Local Legislature.
The hon. gentleman denied my statement across the floor
that ho had threatened the Quebec Legislature with the
disallowance of their bill about assurers taking out licenses.
I say ho did exactly what was tantamount to disallow-
nce; ho did exactly what was the proposition

contained in ny resolution of 1868; he wrote
to the Legislature of Quebec, pointing out all the
evils of that Bill, and called their attention to the necessity
of amending it at their next sitting. That was the proposi-
tion in my resolution; and again and again, as Minister of
Justice, when I saw a Bill that was objectionable, either as
being ultra vires or affecting the interests of the Dominion,
I have called the attention of the Legislature to it, saying
that such and such a clause is ultra vires or objectional for
tIis or that reason, 'and I write you this letter so that vou
may have an opportunity of amending it at the next
Session." We know that that is an intimation that if it was
not amended at the next Session it would bo disallowed.
But what about that second Hlalf-Breed Act from Manitoba ?
The first Act, the hon. gentleman says, was highly objec-
tionable. It was reserved by Mr, Morris, the Lieutenant-
Governor, for the assent of the Governor General, and
although it was a very bad Bill, and very objectionable on
every ground, yet such was his respect for provincial au-
tonomy that ho allowed that Bill to pass.

Mr. BLAKE. It was tho hon. gentleman that allowod it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Then I am very glad to

bear it. So thon I am not the man who trampled on the
independence of the Local Legislature.

Mr. BLAKE. Not then.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They passed that Bill;

and objectionable as it was, I ln my regard for the autonomy
and independence of Manitoba recommended the Governor
(eneral to give it his assent. But a change came over the
Government, and when the amended Act came down it was
disallowed by the party which is now appealing for pro-
vincial rights. The first Act was recommended for the
R1oyal Assent, and I recommended that the Royal Assent
should be given. The amended Act came down when the
hon. gentleman w-as in the Government, and when it was
law-because it was both passed by the Legislature and
assented to by the Lieutenant Governor-the hon. gentle-
man, this guardian of provincial interests, disallowed it, and
gave his reasons therefor-because it was an exceptional
Bill. And I have no doubt that when that hon gentleman
bocomes Minister of Justice again-absit omen-there
Will be many, many of these exceptional cases found
whetherthe patent is issued or not. No matter, the parties
had their own rights, subject to getting a patent and trans-
fer of the Government titlo and of the patent; they must be
governed and ought to be governed by the law of Manitoba,
and not by the Dominion law of the hon. gentleman. The
hon. gentleman said ho thought that the Dominion law should
4PPly. We all know, lie said, that it comes from Ontario.
. y we know, Mr. Speaker, that whether the patent is
'ssued in Ontario or not, the question whether these rights
are legal or equitable, is always considered ; but they cannot
b revised. If the property had belonged to the Queen in
ber royal capacity; if the land were still owned by Her
Majesty and were to be disposed of by the Imperial Govern-Inent, any person going on that land could not affect the title

of the Crown, but the transfer of this property from one man
to another, and the devising of and dealing with this pro-
perty, must be governed by the law of Manitoba and not by
the law of England.

Mr. McCARTHY. It was scrip.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am told, Mr. Speaker,

that it was scrip, which passes froi hand to hand. Why this
land scrip once given is like a promissory note, or like a
bond. It can be handod from man to man, from half-breed
to half-breed, from white to white, governed as they ought
to ho and must be by the law of the locality, subject to tho
rights of the Crown, but the rights of the Crown in the Crown
lands in Manitoba and the North-West, must bo dealt
with here, and as far as this Bill is concerned the separate
rights of the half-breeds must bo dealt with under the
same law, under the same construction of the law, and
liable to the same law. They arc not infants or minors
under the charge of the Government as trustees or guardians.
Half-breeds have the same rights and the same responsi-
bilities and the same independence as the white man; and
thoir properties boing in scrip, or lands, or in goods, must bo
governed by the law of Manitoba; and yet the hon. gentle-
man says that this is a matter which only affects people up
there in which no great intorest could bo involved, and in
which no Dominion interost could bo in any way affocted.
The hon. gentleman in his report said-what did he say ?
Why, ho said that the Bill was disallowed on the report of
the hon. Minister of the Interior, that no notice had been
publisbed in the Manitoba GaZette, as one of the clauses
pretended and recommended disallowance, becauso in his
opinion - and we have no riglt to express our opinion here
-the original Act 37 Vic., chap. 44, conferred all the noces-
sary protection to the purchaser of half-breed lands.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. Now, do not throw ovor

the Minister of the Interior. Do not disavow him because
there is added the words: Ilconcurred in by " the Ministor of
Justice, Mr. Blake, and npproved of by Council, 7th
October, 1877.

Mr. BLAKE. I concurrod in the rosolution, but not in
the recommondation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In other words, the deci-
sion of the hon. gentleman was thiat aithough ail the rasons
given-

Mr. BLAKE. No, no.
Sir JOHN A. MACDOJNALD. Then, although. some

of the reasons given by the Minister of the Interior were
bad, and although he did not approve of them, yet ho comes
to the same conclusion, and ho insults the Legislature of
Manitoba. Ho trampled on their autonomy. lie snuffed
them out, because, forsooth, in their own opinion,
overriding the opinion of the Logislaturo of Manitoba, ho
thought they were botter off with the old Bill than with
the new one. Those are the gentlemen who are protecting
the rights and the autonomy of the different Provinces.
Why, Mr. Speaker, the whole House laughed at him. You
can see the absurdity of the Opposition in which the hon.
gentlemen are placing themselves in their endeavor to
make political capital in this wretched way, as they have
no merits of their own, no acts of their own, by which they
can claim the confidence of the people; they must raise
these little questions; but whon we find written before us
that they have doue the samo things, that they have con-
trary to their speeches, contrary to thoir press, and contrary
to the attacks which they have made on this
Government, again and again carried out that policy,
what can be said of them; and we are compelled to use the
term which was employed with regard to them the other
night, and declare that they are an organized hypocrisy.
Sir, this Bill is retroactive. Oh, but it is a general Bill. It
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was introduced as a general Bill; otherwise it could not
have been got through at all. A Private Bill must be in-
troduced by petition; notice must be given of it. As a
Private Bih, Mr. McLaren must be heard before the Com.
mittee on Private Bills, and it was, even for that Govern
ment, too strong a measure to pass a law expressly to take
one man's property and hand it over to another; and sothe
Government introduced this Bill. The greatest proof of
fraud is shown by the style of the Bill. What would be
said, Mr. Speaker, if the Legislature of Quebec some years
ago- and perhaps it is the case now-when the Magdalen Is-
lands all belonged to Admiral Coffin, who was sole proprietor,
had legislated against Admiral Coffin. le was sole free-
holder, and the Islands were covered by his tenants; and sup-
pose they wished to make Admiral Coffin pay all the taxes,
and would say : We cannot directly say that he shall pay
the taxes of all the people of the Island, but we will pass a
Bill stating that it is proper to declare that all the taxes on
the Magdalen Islands shall be paid and defrayed by the
freeholders on the Island, there being only one freeholder.
That would look very much like fraud. This was the same
kind of fraud, and it was done with the same fraudulent
intent. Mr. Speaker, in the first place, I would say that
the report was made by the Minister of Justice, the present
Chief Justice of Nova Scotia, my namesake, Mr. McDonald.
I heartily approve of it. i take the responsibility
for it, and my colleagues will join me in doing so. We
were protecting a man from, a great wrong, from a great
loss and injury, from a course which, if pursued, would
destroy the confidence of the whole civilized world in the
law of the land. What property would be safe? What
man would make an investment in this country ? Would
capitalisis come to Canada if the rights of property were
taken away, as was attempted -under this Bill? This was
one of the grounds on which in that paper of mine, of 1867,
I declared that, in my opinion, all Bills should be disallowed
if they affected general interests. Sir, we are not half a-
dozen Provinces. We are one great Dominion. If we com-
mit an offence against the laws of property, or any other
atrocity in legislation, it will be widely known. England
is so far off that she is not affected by it ; she
is not so likely to disallow our Bills, however bad they
may be, because the consequences fall on our own heads.
But here where we are one country and altogether, and we
go from one Province to another as we do from one county
to another and from one town to another, is it to be borne
that laws which bind civilized society together, which
distinguish civilization from barbarism, which protect life,
reputation and property, should be dissimilar; that what
should be a merit in one Province should be a crime in
another, and that different laws should prevail. There
may be differences in the laws in detail, but the great grand
principle, that every man should have the right to occupy
his own house and property, sit under bis own fig-treo,
cultivate bis own vine, and be protected in all
this, is the common law of all civilized countries
and must prevail throughout the Dominion. The
hon. gentleman bas threatened us with an appeal to the
people. Sir, we have no objection to go to the people. If
I toldi these hon. gentlemen that the elections were to take
place on the 17th of September, 1883, why, Sir, Grit stock
would go up 20 per cent. Their faces have been lengthened
so that their longitude is almost at long as their speeches.
From the reading of the amendment it is clear that the
hon. member for South Huron is not to be fully trusted.
Sir, I have no doubt that the honest men of the country
will vote to support the Government in this measure. I do
not mean to say the hon. gentlemen are going to vote
against their consciences, but the country will believe that
they were fully conscious of what they were voting.

Mr. CASEY. I do not rise to enter into the merits of
the case of Caldwell vs. McLa en, but I do protest

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

against the tone adopted by the right hon, leader
- of the Goverument. He has treated the whole

matter in a light and careless strain as if
it were one entirely undeserving of public attention

- The right hon. gentleman was occupied trying to give to hi8
supporters some excuse which they might offer their con.
stituents for giving the vote they are now asked to give,

f That excuse took the form it always takes in the case of a
man who is utterly without logical defence of his position
unmitigated abuse of a man concerned in this private suit-.

- a man who is not here, and whose acts are ]not before the
louse, with whose character we have no concern, and

unmitigated abuse of the Ontario Government, which he com.
pared to an arrant sneak thief. Is that dignified ? Is it
language that any Ontario man can listen to tamely with.
out protest ? I am sure my Conservative friends feit
ashamed of the excuse made for the conduct of their Gov.
ernment. They dared not repeat that language in any
Ontario constituency. I do not intend going into the merits
of the question, but I would say with reference to Quebec,
which bas, above all other Provinces, an interest in this
question, that the day may come when the members
from that Province will regret the stand they are taking.
Members from the smaller Provinces, too, are parti.
cularly interested in this matter. Ontario is a large
Province and can afford to be snubbed in this way, for she
can take her revenge, but if it should unfortunately happen
that one of the smaller Provinces should be pitted against the
Government, it would inevitably have to be crushed. The
bon. gentleman speaks confidently of the result of the General
Elections. If he will fix the date early in June, be willb ave
an opportunity of seeing how short his anticipations will fall
of realization.

Mr. CAME RON (Victoria). I risc to correct an erroneous
statement of the hon. membor for West Durham. The hon.
gentleman stated that the right bon. First Minister was
responsible for the disallowance of the first Hialf-Breeds Land
Act. I find, on looking at the Minutes of the Council, that
the disallowance of that Act took place on the 2nd February,
1874. True, the Act was sent here in March, 1873, by the
Lieutenant-Governor, but it remained unacted upon until
the 27th February, 1874, when it was reported by the
Governor in Council. Another erroneous statement was
that the reason why he advised the disallowance of
the Half-Breeds Land Grant Act was that it dealt with the
ungranted lands of the Crown. The right hon. Premier read a
part of that report which the hon. member for West Dur-
ham tried to get out of by saying it was the report of the
Minister of the Interior and not his, but on reference to it, I
find it is signed: "The undersigned concurs in the recom-
mendation of the Minister of Interior that the Act be
disallowed." I should like to know if the hon. Minister of
Justice, upon whose report alone the Bill could bc disallowed,
concurring in the recommendation of one or the other
Ministers, is not responsible for every word of that recom-
mendation and every statement contained in it. The hon.
Minister of the Interior recommended that the Act be
disallowed, as in his opinion the original Act opposed the
necessary protection to half-breed lands. It is assigned as
an afterthought, and is brought up to try to get rid of the
manifest fact that that legislation was disallowed, that the
then bon. Minister ot Justice had recommended the disallow-
ance of that Act as being improper, unjust and unneýlessary
for the Local Legislature to pass, and not because it in-
terfered with the right of the Crown. There is
one point more I have to refer to. If it is a reason
that legislation was unnecessary for the 'disalloW-
ance of the Act. A -reference to the law of Ontario
as it stood at the time this Act now in question was disal-
lowed would show that this particular Act was wholly un-
necessary. The point I wish to make is this: if Mr. Cald-
well had chosen, honestly and fairly, to pay' what he ought
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to bave paid, or to take the proper stops that ho could, under
the law as it stood without any new legislation, have taken,
ho would have obtained ç remedy and the use of Mr. Mc-
Laren's improvements on these rivers without this kind of
confiscating and unjust legislation which the Ontario Legis-
lature passed. There was in force at the time, and is still
in force, an Act for the formation of joint-stock companies
for constructing works to facilitate the transmission of tim-
ber down rivers and streams. Under that Act Mr. Cald-
well could have incorporated a joint-stock company in the
ordinary way with five persons, and could thon not only
have made such works as ho liked upon· the stream, but
could have expropriated all the improvements already made
by Mr. McLaren thon in existence on the stream. Under
the 51st section of the Act of the Consolidated Statutes of
Ontario, it is provided:

In case there is already established by any party other than a cem-
pany formed under this Act or some other Act of the late Province of
Canada, or of this Province, any slide, pier, boom or other work in-
tended to facilitate the passage of timber down any water for the im-
provement of which a company is formed under this Act, such company
may take possession of the works, and the owners thereof, or (if they
bave been constructed on the property of the Crown) the persots at
whose cost they have been constructed may claim a compensation for
the value of such works either in money or in stock of such company,
at the option of such owner or the person at whose cost the same was
constructed, and may become shareholders in the said company for an
amount equal to the value of such Works, such value to be ascertained
by arbitrators."

Now, it is quite evident that under that clause all Mr. Cald-
well had to do was to form a joint-stock company, and then
he could have proceeded honestly and fairly. le could
have gone to Mr. McLaren, or bis company could, and said:
" We expropriate your improvements, we take them for the
benefit of this company, for the purpose of facilitating the
transmission of timber down streams, but we will have to
pay you the value, that is, your expenditure of capital
upon these works, the compensation to bc decided by arbi-
tration," and which undoubtedly would have given Mr.
McLaren fair and reasonable compensation which, under
the operation of this Act, Mr. Caldwell would have been
obliged to pay him. But instead of that Mr. Caldwell goes to
the Ontario Legislature and gets men to pass an Act which
was wholly unnecessary, because under the Act then in force
he could have accomplished all ho desired, but ho wanted
goodfaith. He need not have procured tho legislation he did;
but under the legislation he did procure, all he had to do
was to pay Mr. McLaren the tolls which ho might get bis
friend, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, or the members
Of the Government thatbpassed this, what I deem iniquitous,
legislation, to fix for him.

Mr. MILLS. I wish to correct a mis-statement made by
the Secretary of State, and also by the hon. First Minister
who leads the House. I am not going into a discus-
s:on of the general principles of this measure; I have no
doubt it will soon be transferred to another tribunal where
we vill have an opportunity of discussing the question
very fully. I will only say this with regard to the merits
Of the question. If the hon. gentleman will look at
the second section of bis Land Bill be will sec whether
he can reconcile the statemenc ho bas made here to-night
in regard to the Streams Bill with the provisions ho has
ilserted in the Act we have under discussion. The Secre-
ta-y Of State made a statement with regard to the dis-
allowance of a certain clause in the Quebec Act, contradic-
taig the statement made by the hon. member for
Quebec East. Now, I find by examining the Act that
these sections, which my hon. friend from Quebec East
quoted, have never been repealed.

Mr. ]BOWELL. What ho said was that these portions
of the law have been complained of.

Mr. MILLS. I have the statement here before me. The
POtition and complaint are directed against these two parti-

i

cular sections that allowed companies to appropriatê the
rights of certain parties in mines without any compensation,
and these sections still stand a part of the law. My hon.
friend was strictly accurate in bis statement, and the
Minister was wholly wrong. Now, Sir, with regard to the
other statement made by the First Minister in reference to
the disallowance of a certain Manitoba Act relating to half-
breed lands, I may tell the bhon. gentleman that ho
himself bas always acted on a different principle from what
he bas laid down here to-night. I bold in my hand the
Dominion Lands Act of 1872, of which the 28th section reads
as follows:-

" And whereas effect could not be given to hie above-mentioned
Order in Council until the lands in Manitoba had been surveyed, and in
the meantime many of the said men so entitled as above have assigned
their interest in such free grants, such assignments duly made and at-
tested, and having the certificate of discharge in the case of non-com-
missioned officers or private soldiers attached thereto, and filed in the
Dominion Lands Office before the Issue of the warrant, shall be held to
transfer in each case the interest of the man so entitled in the warrant
when issued, which latter, in every such case shall be attached after
registry, to the assignment on file, and held for delivery to the party
entitled thereto, or for location."

Now, Sir, the question as to whether these lands were to be
transferred under the law of Manitoba,or whether they were
to be transferred under an Act of the Legislature, was in
this Act decided that they should be transferred by an Act
of this Legislature and not by an Act of the Manitoba Logis-
lature. Then J find that the 4th sub-section of the 33rd sec-
tion reads:

" Questions as to the homestead rightarising betweendifferent settlers
shall be investigated by the local agent of the division where the land
is situated, whose report and recommendation, together with the cvi-
dence taken shall be referred to the Secretary of State for decision."

Now, Sir, the question is not referred to some party
appointed under the local law of the Province of Manitoba
for the purpose of being disposed of. It refers to that
local law, and it was referred to the agent of the Dominion
Government, acting under the authority of this Act. Thon
again the 12th sub-section of that section says:

" When both parents die without having devised the land, and leav-
ing a child or children under age,it shall ne lawful for the executors, if
any, of the last surviving parent, or the guardian or giardians of such
child or children, with the approval of a Judge of the Superior Court of
the Province or Territory in wbich the lands lie, to sell the lands for the
benefit of the infant or infants, but for no other purpose ; and the pur-
chaser in such case shall acquire the homestead right by such pur-
chase, and on carrying ont the unperformed conditions of such rigit,
shall receive a patent for the land upon payment of the office fees."

Now bore is a question with regard to the law of succession,
with regard to the manner in which the property shall be
transferred to the heirs and how it shal be disposed of, all
provided in this Act. The hon. gentleman did not then
lay down the doctrine ho bas laid down to-night. He does
not say how the rights of those persons are to ho dealt with
under the local law of the Province. That has nothing to
do with the law of succession, and all we have to do is to
dispose of the land and the law will regulate into whoso
hands the land shall fall. The hon. First Minister misre-
presented theb on. member for West Durham. That hon.
member did not speak of Mr. McLaren having an easement
on those improvements on the river, but ho stated that those
who had the right to float logs down stream and utilise Mr.
McLaren's improvements had an easement which could bo
paid for by tolls on the logs.

Amendment (Mr. Cameron, Huron) nogatived on the
following division :-

Messieurs

Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),

Fleming,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Haddow,

Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Ross (Middlesex),
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Burpee (Snnbnry),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Crouter,
Dumont,
Fiset,

A rkell,
Baker,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bill,
Boldnc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Colby,
costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Domville,
Drew,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,

Holton, Rymal,
Irvine, Scriver,
Killatn, Skinner,
King, Smith,
Laurier, Sutherland,
Macdonell (Lanark), Thompson,
lacDonnell (Inverness)Trow,
McIkaac, Weldon, and
Malouin, Wheler.-50.
Mills,

NAYs:

Messieura

Fortin, Manson,
Fulton, Massue,
Gigault, Merner,
Girouard (Ken.), Méthot,
Grandbois, Mongenais,
Guillet, Montplaisir,
Hackett, Mousseau,
Haggart, Muttart,
Hay, Ogdeu,
Resson, Orton,
Homer, Patterson (Essex),
Hooper, Pinsonneault,
Honde, Plumb,
Hurteau, Pope (Compton),
Ives, Poupore,
Jackson, Reid,
Jones, Richey,
Kaulbach, Rochester,
Kilvert, Rouleau,
Kranz, Routhier,
Landry, Royal,
Lane, Sproule.
Langevin, Stephenson,
Lantier, Tassé,
Longley, Tellier,
Macdonald (Kings), Tilley,
Macdonald, (Sir John), Tyrwhitt,
McDonald(Cape Breton)Valin,
McCfallum, Vanasse,
McCartby, Wade,
McCuaig, Wallace (Norfolk),
McDougald, Wallace (York),
MeDougall, White (Cardwell),
McLelan, White (denfrew),
3feLennan, Williams, and
McLeod, Wright.-110.
McRory,

SUPPLY.

Iouse resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

98. Public Buildings in Nova Scotia. ................... $31,000

In reply to Mr. Mills,
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The reason of this iten

being double that of last year is that it includes the vote of
last year which was not expended because the title to the
property for the Truro Custom House could not be obtained.
The second vote f $750 is for an addition to the Marine
Hospital.

After some discussion, Sir HECToR LANGEVIN moved that
the item of $750 for Marine Hospital be struck out.

Motion agreed to.

New Glasgow Public Buildings .................... $6,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There is an addition
here of $2,000. What position is this building in, what is
its purpose, and what has the $1,000 heretofore demanded
been expended for ?.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Tho money voted before
has not been expended. The site is to be furnished by the
locality, and the money is not to be expended until the site
is [furnished. The building is for public offices, such as
the Custom House and Post Office.

Halifax Cattle Quarantine Station................$5000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is for the erection of
a cattle quarantine station at the request of the Minister
of Agriculture.

Mr. MILLS.

Mr. KILLAM. I would like to ask what is being done
towards the establishment of a quarantine station on
Bunker's Island in the county I represent. Such a station
is very badly needed. A veterinary surgeon could be pro-
curod without much cost to the Government, and facilities
could be afforded to those who wish to import cattie to do
so without running the risk of bringing dangerous diseases
into the country, and at a very small cost to the Depart-
ment. I am sorry hon. gentlemen have not yet decided to
accede to the wishes of the people there, and I can tell themu
that their refusal is only another nail in their coffinl.
It is not to be taken for granted, and the hon. gentleman
knows it. When we -were on the other side of the liouse no
such thing was ever dreamed of or attempted as putting
through these things in this fashion without information,
and hon. gentlemen opposite would have cried out against
us if we had done so. We distinctly object to this item
going through until we get this information.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I move that this item stand until we
have fuller information respecting it.

Motion negatived.
Mr. MILLS. It is very extraordinary that we cannot

obtain this information, but we must discharge our duties to
the people, although we are a small minority. It is also an
extraordinary hour 6 a.m.,'for the Government to rush
through the Estimates in this manner.

Mr. HESSON. It is just the hour when the hardy son
of toil goes to work. It is consequently proper to procoed.

Sir RICHARD J. CA.RTWRIGHT. During my 20 years
experience in Parliament, I never saw an attempt made to
put through Estimates after a 16 hours continuous sitting.
This is a gross abuse, and a gross act of tyranny. The items
are important, and in the nature of things we cannot give
them proper attention. The First Minister knows very well
that this vill not expedite business. When we were in office,
not six or seven days, but six or seven weeks were con-
sumed in getting through the Estimates, although we wero
ready with all the information.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When hon. gentlemn
opposite were on this side of the House, we were again
and again kept until two, three and five -o'clock, inI tho
discussion of the Estimates.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Not till six, eer-
tainly.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps not. But allow
me to point out to these hon. gentlemen that during the
present Session in England, Mr. Trevelyan made a motion
at three o'clock, and Mr. Childers at half-past two o'clock,
and the votes for the Army and Navy were taken at about
this hour.

Mr. BOWELL. It is a most extraordinary thing that
objection should be taken when the item has been repeatodly
explained. The only question relates to the locality at
Halifax, where the building is to be erected.

Mr. BLAKE. We asked where the quarantine is to be,
what proportion of the $5,000 was to be expended on land,
and what in buildings, and of what capacity the station
will be.

Mr. CASGRAIN. low many importers are we going to
have who will import the cattle ? la this station to be for
one, or two, or three importers ?

Mr. BOWELL. For as many as liko to buy cattle.
Mr. LANDRY. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would "ko

to know the color of the cattle.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I protest against this lengthy

sitting. I think proceedings such as this tyranny and
coercion. The night before last we sat up until four in the
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morning and last night until two o'clock, and to insist on
our remaining here at this hour cannot be at all justified.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I notice a new item
of $15,000 for the Truro Custom House, Post Office and
Savings Bank. We would like full information about this.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total cost of land and
buildings will be $20,000. The land is not purchased yet,
becanuse we had no money voted by Parliament. We ask
for $15,000 this year, with which we will be able to purchase
the land, and begin the construction of the buildings. I
suppose the land will cost something like $3,000. The
business and revenue pt Truro have very largely increased
during late years. In 1870 the total amount of revenue
fron Customs and Excise was $10,513; in 18t1, it was
$42,719.

Mr. ARKELL. During last summer the Minister of
Public Works visited various public works in Ontario. The
reception of the hon. Minister at St. Thomas was
most cordial, there being between 200 and 300 persons
present when ho was entertained.

Mr. MILLS. The people expected to be recoupcd.
Mr. CHARLTON. The bon. Minister of Public Works,

it will be remembered, made a tour in Western Ontario. I
happened to be in Detroit and noticed his car standing on
ibe Canada Southern road. I noticed a man in gold lace,
and I enquired whether the hon. Minister was there or would
be present. The reply was in the negative, and it appeared
that the hon. gentleman was going east by steamer, so it
required a steamboat and palace car to carry the hon. gen-
tleman a few miles.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). The hon. menber for Nor-
folk has drawn entirelv- on his imagination. I happen to
know the facts and to be able to correct them. I am glad
there was a servant there, also that the car door was
locked, otherwisethe hon. gentleman's private papers might
have been endangered.

Mr. CASEY. I rise to a point of ordor.
An hon. MEMBER. What is the point of order?
Mr. CASEY. The point of order is that the hon. mcm-

ber for Essex (Mr. Patterson) bas, in the beat of debate,
insinuated that hie bon. member for North Norfolk (XIr.
Charlton) would steal the papers belonging to the Minister
of Public Works. If that is not what be means I hope he
will explain his meaning.

Mr. PATTERSON. Hfon. gentlemen may take it as they
1lease, but I say if the car had not been locked and attended

to by a porter, it is possible that some of Sir Ilector
Langevin's papers would have been missing.

Mr. CASEY. I have no objection to the hon. Minister
of Public Works making a political tour or a stump-speaking
tour throughout the country; I am sure everybody was glad
to sec him personally, and lie made himself agreeable, but
1 do objeet to the statement that the meetings were non-
POlitical. When the hon. gentleman came to St. Thomas
he made no secret that his visit was a political one. Some
of his friends gave him a banquet, and I know that Reformers
were invited to subscribe to it under the impression that it
was to be a non-political affair, but when the banquet took
place the bon. Minister took occasion, as was naturally
expected, to refer to political questions. He enlarged on the
fact that the Government had secured a great surplus, and
he invited all towns and localities in want of public works
to Come and state their needs, and the tone of his speech
Was calculated to evoke such a remark as that made by
lir. iowe,

Mr. MILLS. Since the Ministry are so anxious to go on
at this late hour of seven o'clock in the morning, I think
it is rather strange that the Minister in charge should be
absent.

Mr. CHARLTON. I move that the Committee rise and
report progress.

Motion agreed to; resolutions ordere. to be reported; and
(at 7:30 o'clock, a.m., Saturday) the House adjourned.

HJOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 17th A pril, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'elock.

PRAYERS.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). Before the Orders of the
Day are called, I desire to refer to an incident which occurred
in the debate in Committee of Supply on Saturday morning
last. On that occasion a reference to a visit of Sir Hector
Langevin to my constituency last summer was imported
into the debate in connection with a vote for Public Works
in Nova Scotia. The hon. member for North Norfolk, who
I rerret not to see in his seat, took part in the debate, and
used language that seemed to me to imply that lie lad
obtained his information in a manner not in accordance with
customary usages. I resented the attack on the hon. the
Minister of Publie Works because I knew that his mode of
travelling, whether by rail or water on that occasion, was
exclusively his own affair, and did not cost the country a
cent. I resented it also, because the hon. Minister was the
guest of my constituents and myself, and without premedi-
tation, or that deliberative calm which invariably character-
izes hon. gentlemen, especially hon. gentlemen opposite, in
their language when addressing this louse, I made use of
words from whieh it might be inferred that I imputed to the
hon. member for North Norfolk a capability of descending
to a degree of criminal moanness which 1 would be very
sorry indeed to impute to any hon. member of this House.
I feel that I owe it to my own self-respect, if I have been
wrong, to make amends; and I beg to state franbly to this
House that at the time I used that language I did not intend it
to imply the sense or the meaning which has been extracted
from it; that I have no reason to apply any such language
from anything I know of the private character of the bon.
member for North Norfolk, and that I thought at the time
the hon. member resented it, that he did so in a mock-heroie
strain, because he must have known that, friom our personal
relations, I could not have intended any such attack upon
him in the words I used. I beg, with your permission, Mr.
Speaker, from the consciousness I feel of what a member
owes to his own self-respect, and from the consciousness of
what is due to the dignity and the deliberations of this
Aouse, and also what is due to the hon. member for North
Norfolk, to express my regret for having used those words,
and to ask permission to withdraw them.

INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY.

Mr. BOULTBEE moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 75) to incorporate
the International Construction Company.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. I would like some statement from the
hon. Minister of Railways in reference to this Bill.

Mr. BOULTBEE. The hon. Minister of Railways has
placed in my hands an amendment to be attached to the
operative clause, to which I have no objection, and which
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may meet the objections of the hon. member for West
Durham and other members. It reads as follows:-

Provided always that nothing in this Act contained shall enable the
said Company to release or operate two lines of railway which connect
with each other or have termini in the same city, town, or municipality
without the previous sanction of Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it would be well to add the words:
" railways which connect with or intersect each other
befoie the words " city, town or municipality."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I tbink these words are
unnecessary, and that the object will be attained by the
present wording of the amendment.

Mr. BLAKE. The railroads will not connect unless
proper arrangements are made by some such words as I
propose.

Sir- CIIARLES TUPPER. I believe the amendment
covers the case perfectly as it is. The Bill provides that no
two railways connected with each other can be operated
by this Company without certain conditions and arrange-
ments which will guard the public interest in the manner
desired by all parties.

Amendment agreed to; and Bill read the third time and
passed.

FELLOWS' MEDICAL MANUFACTURING COf-
PANY.

Mr. GAULT movcd that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 105) to: amend the
charter of the Fellowes' Medical Manufacturing Company.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com.
mitiee.

(In the Committec.)

Mr. BLAKE. When this Bill was before the House on
the second reading, I suggested that there was a serions
question whether, without some reason given, the excep-
tional powers asked for by this Company should be granted,
and if there were no special reason, whether it was not a
case for amending the General Act under which the Com.
pany is incorporated, rather than for granting it exceptional
powers. The Bill reads as follows:-

Whereas the Fellowes' Medical Manufacturing Company, a corpor-
ation created by letters patent of the Dominion of Canada issued under
the authority of the "Canada Joint Stock Companies Letters Patent
Act, 1869," have represented, by their petition, that they are carrying on
a large business in Canada, the capital for which is mainly subscribed
beyond the limits of the Dominion; and that it is expedient that such
capital should be proportionately represérnted on the Board of Directors
of the Company, which it cannot be under the provisions of the said
letters patent; and have prayed that they may be relieved from the
restriction created by the said Act, as to the nationality and residence
of the major part of their Directors ; and whereas it is expedient to
grant the prayer of the said petition: Therefore Ber Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate and Bouse of Commons of
Canada, enacts as follows:-

1. It shall not be necessary hereafter that the major part of the
Directors of the Fellowes' Medical Manufacturing Company shall be
persons resident in Canada, or subjects of Ber Majesty by birth or
naturalization: Provided always, that the member of the Board who
shall exercise the chief executive authority of the said Company in
Canada, shall be a subject of Her Majesty, and shall reside within the
Dominion.

The gencral policy of the Legislature, whether that policy
was well or ill-founded bas continued unchanged, and it is
that the major part of the directors shall be subjects of Her
Majesty by birth orinatural ization. It does not appear to
me that while this policy exists, we should depart from it
in the interests of any joint stock company except for
some extraordinary reason. The great benefit of this
General Act is that it should lay down general rules under
which all companies should be incorporated and by which
all companies should be bound; and if it is sufficient to say
that the law should be changed at the instance of one
company without giving a reason, there would appear to be

Mr. BoULTBEE.

a good question as to the necessity of a General Act at al,
and we would have all the companies coming in, and
would be no longer able to point to a General Act a
prescribing the limits regulating the formation of these
companies, but would have to look at special Statutes.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER No doubt something may be
said in that view; but I do not sec any possible objection
that could arise in the case that is now under consideration.
Of course, every case will have to stand on its own merits.
It is well known that this Company has been incorporated
for the purpose of manufacturing what is known as Fellowes
Syrup of lypophosphites. It is also well known that that
remedy has become one possessing a wide-wcrld reputation.
We can readily understand that under those circumstances
it might b desirable to have it relieved from the restriction
which requires the nationality and residence of the major
part of the directors. It is obviously the case that where a
remedy obtains such a wonderful notoriety as this,
it might be extremely desirable to establish i
upon a large scale at some great central
population, such as London or Paris, or on the continent.
When in London, a year ago, I received a prescription fronm
a very eminent physician of syrup of hypophosphites, and 1
went to one of the most famous drug stores in the city of
London, and they told me the only syrup they had was
Fellowes' syrup. I found, therefore, it had obtained a very
high standing in the estimation of the medical profession at
that grand centre of modical literature, London. Undeir
those circumstances, I think, where a person in Canada has
been enabled to establish so great a reputation for a remedy
that bas come in general use all over the civilized world, it
would be a pity to do anything calculated to prevent a com-
pany organizing for its manufacture on the largest possible
scale, and under the most advantageous circumstances.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am sure that the proprietors of this
medicine must be obliged to the hon. member for West
Durham for having given the hon. Minister, himself an
eminent member of the legal profession, an opportunity of
speaking in such high terms of this particular remedy.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Especially when my pro-
fessional repuntation is vonched for by the bon. member for
Gloucester.

Mr. ANGLIN. I wish I could spca- as well of tho lon.
gentleman's political reputation.

Bill read the third time and passed.

MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved that the House resolVe
itself into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 96) to
consolidate and amend the Acts relating to the Montreal
Telegraph Company.

Motion greo( to; and Huse resolved itself into CoM-
mittee.

(ln the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. I move that the following words be
added: "Nor shall each body word beyond ten words,
in such message cost more than one cent." That is, at any
rate, a reasonable arrangement. As we are adopting a
maximum rate for ten words, we should adopt a maximum
rate exceeding ten words.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It is quite true, as My hon.
friend has said, that the rate at present charged is one ent
beyond ten words; but the Company do not wish tohbe
bound peremptorily by that charge, and the reason is, thm
if so they would be laid open to what is known as a systel
of packing messages by sending ton messages in one, a is
done habitually in cabling. They might be compelle i
fact to charge for the additional words at a rate far beloW
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oe cent per word. The system in reference. to packing is
this: a man starts the business of collecting messages and
sending them, through correspondents in the different places,
1ll in one message, and abbreviating in many cases, and
paying the charge fixed by the tariff of the Company of one
cent higher for the message. This is done in cable messages
in a great measure, for the purpose of saving the addresses
and signatures, and also for the purpose of leaving out
unnecessary words. In the same case, if this clause is
made compulsory upon the Montreal Telegraph Company,
the system of packing would no doubt come into use, and a
message or a number of messages for which the charge
would be $2.50, by packing will be reduced to $1.25, and it
is not the intention of the Company to charge more. If
this charge is imposed upon them as an arbitrary condition,
which will extend over the period of ninety years, the result
will be that the Company will be at tbe mercy of these
packers, which will injîre the telegraph and cable com-
panies contrary to the fair interpretation of the Act. For
that reason the companies object to this one cent clause,
and for that reason only. They have never charged more
than one centfor the additional ten words in Canada, and it is
not the intention to do so, and they are reluctant to be
subjected to this limited tariff.

Mr. BLAKE. That is just the sort of argument that
tpplies against Parlianent imposing any tax at ail. We
have hore a state of things which will produce practically
a monopoly of the telegraph system in Canada.

Mr. CAMERON. Far from it.
Mr. BLAKE. The lion. gentleman says far from it. The

)romoters of this measure adopt wholly inconsistent views
of argument. They tell you there can be no such thing as
successful competition in telegraphy ; that all attempts of
that kind are followed by one mistaken result. There is a
period of low prices followed by desires for amalgamation,
and that we cannot have a successful telegraph service on
the principal of competition at all ; that it is in its nature,
as proved by experience, a thing that must be reached by a
monopoly. That is the argument in favor of the view
that if no barm results it is neccssary it should be a
monopoly. But when we come to the other branch of their
argument, we are told that if it is a monopoly we must pro-
tect the public to somre extent. We are told that there are
to-day 100 miles of independent wire, and there will be
many more to-morrow. l lone breath they blow both hot
aind cold. Now, Sir, however difficult it may be to establish
a comnpeting company, after the organization which is te
take place under this Act, it is obvious these difficulties will
be greatly enhanced. It is quite clear that any new com-
pany will have a hard time, or much harder time than any
competing company will have but for this. We are there-
fore interposing additional barriers with respect to
Competition. The Government recognize the importance of
a maximum clause. They recognize the importance of
some protection to the publie under these circumstances.
Tliey insist upon that as a condition of these additional
powers being given to the Montreal Telegraph Com-
pany. They are introduced into the Bill. Why are
they justifiable? What is the reason for introducing a
maximum clause at all? It is because wo know we are
creating a monopoly, practically, and because we know that
as a condition of the monopoly we have a right to protect the
public by prescribing to what extent the public shall bc
charged. That is the only principle which justifies us in
prescribing a rate. The hon, gentleman says: "If you do
this they may pack the messages." But I say, in answer, that
if they do this, the Company may exact other and higher
charges. The measure is in our hands, and now is the time
to deal with it. The question is, what charges shall be
Miade for messages that run over ton words. Your 25 cents
nmay be rendered altogether nugatory with referonce to
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this class of messages that run over ton words if you leave
the Company free to charge any rate they please for the
words exceeding ton. The hon. gentleman says that mes-
sages will be packed to the prejudice of the Company, and
that they will have to subnit. But there will be no temp-
tation, and if the agent receives ton or tifteen messages
and packs them and sends thein off to John Jones, he bas
got to arrange with John Jones to have the delivery estab-
lished, which will enable him to collect and deliver the
messages. We have not heard anything yet of this diffi-
culty. This one cent rate has been in vogue for a long time.
Will the hon. gentleman bring forward evidence to
prove that there bas beei any packing of messages
in the past ? We have not leard any company complain
of this difficulty in the past, and what reason have we to
apprehend it in the future ? If any ditti -ulty of this kind
does arise in the future it will be open to the Company to
come to Parliament to seek a remedy.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I was just about to make
the sane remark. This proposition seems reasonable in
itself, and if these apprehended difliculties follow to the
serious injury of the Company it will always be open to the
Company to appeal to the Legislature to remove those
difficulties. I think that the present proposition, being
reasonable in itself, should be accepted, not only with respect
to this amendaent, but with respect to any other monopoly
in the country.

Amendment agreed to.
iMir. BLAKE. In order to avoid the possibility of the

Company making the date and address a portion of the
message, I would move to insert the word " body " in the
preceding part of the clause, so that the body of the
message of ten words shall be exclusive of the date and of
the address.

Mr. McDO U GALI. i think that the Iouse ough t to bear
in mind that this Bill is asking for a consolidation of the differ-
ent Acts affecting this Company. This question was very fally
discussed in the Committee. A decision was arrived at, and
the Bill is now reported to the House after that deliberation.
The hon. gentleman opposite, of course, has the right to
make this motion, but the House has a right to consider the
propriety of' a motion which regulates rates and fixes a
maximum charge for this particular Company. Now, Sir,
no sucb maximum has over been fixed with ei'eece to
any et.her telegraph company iia this coantry.
There are several other telegraphie crporations be-
sides the Montreal Telegraph Corpany, ad I i-eally
do net sec any principle or any reason which justifies
Parlianent,-because this Company is now before it
asking a very reasonable thing, t- )have eight or ten Acts
consolidated, and another very reasonable thingt to have the
same powers and privileges, which this Parlianont has on
several occasions granted to telegraph companies
organized since the Montreal Telegraph Cornpany, conferred
on it,-in imposing suchi restrictions. The Montreal Telegraph
Company is the pioneer telegraph company in this coun-
try, and it lias conducted its business hitherto by
general consent, I think, with advantage, and at a rea-
sonable cost to the country. The service bas been
well rendered, enormous difficulties have been over-
come, great distances have been covered by this line.
and the result was, that a year or two ago they found them-
selves unable, from*the ordinary business of the Company,
owing to the competition which had sprung up in the
meantime, to pay their proprietors, or shareholders, the
usual and the reasonable amount of income to which they
were entitled on their investment of capital; and certain ar-
rangements were reached between the other telegraph com-
panies and the Montreal Telegraph Company. Now, Sir, I do
not see the principle on which Parliament should take
advantage of such a position to place its peculiar notions-
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or rather the views of the hon. member-on record and put
in the Act the rate they should charge, and how they should
carry on their business. Recollect, Mr. Chairman, that this
is a private Company,they bave not any public advantages in
the way of bonuses or favors. They ran the risk of invest-
ing their capital in this enterprise, and I cannot see, if you
are going to establish this principle, that when any corpor-
ation, any steamboat company, any railway company, any
manufacturing company comes to Parliament and asks for
any amendment to any Act of incorporation, you will im-
pose your own views and your own notions on them as to
the way in which they ought to carry on their business, and
the price at which they shall manufacture commodities or
offer them for sale, what justice there is in it. That is what
it amounts to; and I do not see that we have any right to
make such an interference. This Telegraph Company is
exposed to competition. The hon. gentleman calls it a
huge monopoly. Now, Sir, that is a very easy
word to utter, and it is a very unpopular word; at least it
bas become so very recently. The word amalgamation in
this Act bas alarmed some hon. gentlemen in this House
and some people outside of this Iouse. It is a terrible
thing now for companies to amalgamate; and yet, during
this Parliament, I have seen a great many Bills pass through
Parliamont amalgamating companies having franchises from
the publie and bonuses from the publie, being quasi-publie
institutions iu a much stronger degree than this Telegraph
Company is. Now it is said, it is a very improper thing to
grant these powers. Why, Sir, if there is any business
carried on in this country, in which the power to amalga-
mate and to unite with other lines of communication is neces-
Fary-by the very nature of the business, it is telegraphy.
Wbat does it do ? A man wishes to send a message to New
York, or to San Francisco, or to Edmonton, and you must
send it-if you send it for a reasonable price-under some
general arrangement over a continuous line. You cannot
have this unless you endow varions companies which have
taken up franchises in the different parts of the territory
to be covered, with power, and allow them to make mutual
arrangements, and business arrangements, which will justify
them in reducing their rates andstill make asufficient profit to
warrant them in carrying on the business. This is the very
nature of the enterprise or business of telegraphy. The
use of electricity to send messages and carry on business over
the whole of the continent requires, in its very nature, that
there.shouldbeunion, confidence and amalgamation between
the different companies which occupy this great continent;
and yet, because this privilege is asked for, the same privilege
as I have said which has beeri granted to other companies,
and which you do not propose to withdraw from them, you
hamper it with restrictions. If it is necessary in the public
interest that any change in the law sbould be made, thon
come forward and take over these varions companies'lines
into your own bands. Do as they did in England-take
them over as a Government work. If that will be more con-
venient, and more satisfactory to the public, try that
experiment. These corporations are liable in the public
interest, of course, to submit to such a policy. You have a
law on the Statute-book-in the Consolidated Statutes of
the old Provinces-which authorizes the Government in
the first place to take possession of these lines and use them
for public purposes in case of difficulty. I remember very
well, Sir, that when we were threatened with an invasion
of our territory, a few years ago, it was necessary, and it
was found very useful, to take possession of the telegraph
lines, and ascertain what was going on. Being under the
control of a Minister of the Crown, the telegraph lines were
ours, and we ascertained some very important facts, which
were very useful and which saved a very large sum of money
to the people, due to the possession of this power and right.
We have, under the same Act, also power to take possession
of the Company's property altogether on payment of such

Mr. MCDOUGALL (HaltOn).

1
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compensation as may be found proper. There seems to nme
no possibility of any middle course except to allow the
telegraph linos to carry on their business as any other cor-
porations do, or to take possession of them and use them as
part of the public means of communication through the coun.
try, and make them a Government institution. In the present
case, the Company simply desires to have, as I understand
it, the same powers and privileges with reference to their
line and their proporty, which Parliament bas freely
granted to other companies since they were organized, and
I do think it is unfair to attempt to fix, by an arbitrary
standard as now proposed, the price which should be
charged. The hon. gentleman has another amend-
ment, which wo will be presently called on to consider, a
proposition to regulate a reduction in the charges in the
event of any improvements being discovered, by whichi
telegraph communication eau be carried on with greater
facility than bas been the case hitherto. Sir, there might
be some reason in that if we were to take control of the
matter altogether; but the hon. gentleman makes no
provision for the other case. Improvements may be
rendered practically useless owing to improvements in the
telephone.

Mr. BLAUE. Ilear, eaur.
Mr. McDOUGALL. Aline is established between Toronto

and Hamilton now, and I am told by persons connected
with the Montreal Telegraph Company, that there is a very
considerable diminution in their receipts from the more
frequent use of the telephone there than was formerly the
case. We cannot tell what improvements may amount to,
and I think that the bon. gentleman ought-if ho wishes to
act fairly-to allow companies to increase their price if this
be found necessary. If persons must use telegraphy for
certain purposes and eau use the telephone for other pur-
poses, and are thereby put in the position of having their
large capital invested with inadequate remuneration, we
thon should have the right to inercase the price so as to
secure a fair profit.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. They can thon come to Par-
liament.

Mr. McDOUGALL. The hon. gentleman says that they
can come to Parliament; but after Parliament had put the
Company in this difficult position, and claimed the right
to fix by an arbitrary rulo the amount to charge, I
do not think that this would be a very favor-
able place for them to come to. Indeed, Mr.
Chairman, if the Company would take my advice in this
matter, they would withdraw this Bill. It is not necessary
-for them to corne bore. I believo that they have the power
to do all they wish to do, in the clause to whieh such objec-
tion is made. This is a question of law, and the case is

now before the Courts. The decision of a Judge has been
given adversely on this point; but 1 will leave it to any
legal member of the lHouse, whether the first clause, which
gives the Company power to let, convey, or part with their
property as to them may seem fit, is not as large a power as
can possibly be obtained by the employment of any words
in the English language. This matter is before the Courts,
and the Company desire to have it made clear and plain,
and simply ask that a clause similar to that which was
given to the Dominion and Great North-Western Com-
panies, be placed in their Act of Consolidation,
so that these companies will be on an equal footin-
Mr. Chairman, a very large sumr of money depenâs on the
solution of this question ; in fact, at the present time,
$2,000,000 of capital, mostly owned in this Canada of ours,
and a portion of it in England is in peril. Many of
these people are dependent on the operations of this
Company for their daily income, and we see fron Wb.a
bas recently occurred, how very sensitive this property 1.'
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parliament or elsewbere. We have observed the greati
facility with which the brokers in Montreal can cause this1
property to rise or become depressed in value, so that1
thley may make it a means of profit when it goes up or
comes down. Is that a convenient state of things? Is it
fair to leave this property to all this risk and danger,4
when Parliament can put an end to it at once by simply
giving to the Company the same rights as to other con-
panies ? I object on general grounds to the assumption on
the part Of Parliament, that when any private corpor-
ation comes here for an amendment to its Act of
incorporation we have a right to enquire into its tariffs, to
examine into its affairs, and say how much they shall
charge. We are not competent to do that. We should
have a Committee of Examination to take evidence and
enquire into the whole subject of the expenses, the risks
involved, the dangers and the profits. If we are going to
dleal with the question in that way, we, in effect, say that
because a company carried on their operations for years at
a particular price, we ought to fix that price ; no matter
what changes may take place in the condition of telegraph
communication in this country, no matter what rivalries
may be established, this Company shall not charge more
than so much. This is contrary to the public interests. It
is contrary to the liberty of the subject and it will not do to
apply it in this case, because we cannot apply it to others,
and it has not been applied in previous cases. The
hon. gentleman says there is a monopoly, I say there is
not. There caa be no monopoly in telegraphing in this
country so long as it is open for all persons to combine their
capital, put up poles and string telegraph wires along the
country. So long as they can do that under the law, there
can be no monopoly. The General Act of incorporation
ihrows open the whole subjectof telegraphic communication
to competition by the simple fiat of the Government of
lhe day, so that it cannot be described as a monopoly. The
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) who, I see, by
his approval of this suggestion, to preserve the same rate,
is desirous of securing the interests of the publishers
throughout the country as well as of the public, but it is
open to him and his friends in the newspapor business to
build a line fQr themselves if they wish. Lines have been
built between Washington and New York, and between
other points in the United States by the newspaper
proprietors and brokers, and it is open to ny hon. triend
and his colleagues of the press, who are now large contri-
butors to the profits of the telegraph companies, to build
lines of their own and prevent anything like a monopoly.
A monopoly in its bad sense, as I understand it, is the right
to do something exclusively-do that which no one else can
do. This is the nature of monopolies which public opinion
has so strongly condemned in the past. In the present case
it happens that certain capitalists have taken all the risks
imivolved in constructing a telegraph lino in this country.
They had to build their lino over long distances, they had
to mueur the hazards of storms and every other possible
chimatic difficulty to be met with in a country like this, and
if the wires go out of order by these or other means
the publie suffers thereby. 1, therefore, protest
against the attempt to avail ourselves of the
opportunity presented, on the meroe proposition to
consolidate the Company's Acts of going into other questions
and assuming to regulate their business, and say what the
Company can afford in the way of serving the public. The
Company assented to the 25 cent rate; but even if they bad
not, my argument would have been just as strong against
this attempt to fix the other rate. My hon. friend, having
Suceeded in getting one advantage out of the Company, i8
now attempting to hamper them still more. He is insen-
sible to the arguments of myhon. friend from Victoria (Mr.
Caneron), who has examined the question carefully, that it
Will expose the Company to be plundered by a system of

scalping such as was in operation with regard to railway
tickets. It will be perfectly possible, and it no doubt will
happen, that persons may cheat the Company by putting in
a dozen or a hundred messages and calling it one.
That has been done before with reference to cable
communications, and if these scalpers are given the protec-
tion which is proposed to be given them by this amendment,
there is no doubt that that system of scalping will become
common.

Mr. BLAKE. I admit that I am insensible to the argu-
ments of the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron) as
the hon. gentleman bas stated. I admit, too, that I do not
attach equal weight to that which I usually attach to the
arguments of the hon. gentleman who bas just sat down.
The arguments of the hon member for Victoria are the argu -
ments of the counsel for the Bill. The arguments of the hon.
gentleman who las just sat down are, of course, the argu-
ments of the hon. member for Halton, but speaking for the
Great NorthWestern Telegraph Company, of which he told us
the other day he is one of the directors, The hon. gentleman
exhibited an amount of warmth-a certain electric sensi-
bility on this occasion which I am sure he does not usually
exhibit in his addresses to the House. I can understand it, of
course, considering the curious circumstances under which
the hon. gentleman wishes Parliament to adopt his views,
but they are not reasons why we should accept those views
as possessing any greater impartiality than the views-of the
hon. gentleman wish it to possess. The hon. gentleman
bas discussed some of the clauses which we have not come
to yet. Though I hope some of them will be amended I
shall not anticipate any of those proposed amendments, nor
shall I refer to the discussion of the one which the Commit-
tee bas adopted. The alteration which took place in the
Committee took place at the instance of the Govern-
ment of the day, who were represented by the
hon. the Minister of Railways. Speaking in the name of
the Government he admitted the view that Parliament
had a right to impose a maximum under the circum-
stances which apply in the present case. The clause is
indefensible unless we are entitled to prescribe the maximum,
and it follows from that, that we are entitled to make the
maximum what is a reasonable amount, and prevent any-
thing being done which would render the maximum wholly
useless. I do not understand the objection of the hon.
member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron) as I propose to insert
the word "body " so as to carry out the real meaning and
intention of his proposal as in point of fact it is. With
reference to the statement of the hon. gentleman opposite,
that we have no more right to deal with this Company than
with a steamboat or a railway company, I say they are
two different things. We do deal with railway companies,
but not with steamboat companies. We do not deal with
steamboat companies because the water is free, but do with
railway companies because we give them peculiar privi.
leges which entitle us to deal with them, and, because unless
we incorporate other railway companies, they will have a
monopoly, and even if we do they are practically monopolies
to a large extent. Every railway company is practically
a monopoly as between the smaller way stations of the Line,
because it is impossible to incur the capital expenses which
would be necessary to give railway competition along each
lino. So with reference to a large portion of its traffic, it
is a nonopoly, and that is one of the large reasons why
Parliament has always adopted the rule that the Governor
in Council has to approve of any tariff or tolls and may
alter the rates.

Mr. McDOUGALL. Only on condition that the Company
is earning a certain porcentage on its capital.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not so. That is the condition
applied to parliamentary interference. The interference of
the Governor in Council is narrower, as the hon. gentle-
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man will find if he looks at the Act. The hon. gentleman
says that we do not interfere with railwaycompanies. We
do; a railway company cannot charge a cent until the
Governor in Council approves of its tariff of rates as fuir
and reasonable. I do not think there is any danger, not-
withstanding the bon. gentleman's impassioned argument,
of Parliament adopting this Act without taking certain
precautions for the protection of the public. What these
precautions are is another question. The hon. gentleman
says I evolve my objections from my inner consciousness.
I evolve them from my experience of the practice of
the telegraph companies, and I considered them without
bias of any kind, not happening to be either director or
counsel of either of the corporations concerned.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The hon. gentleman who
has just sat down bas not stated the true position of the
clause under discussion. le las stated it as if the Govern-
ment had assented to advise Parliament to impose on this
Company the obligation of a maximum rate, as if the exorcise
of that power were a proper function of Parliament. I do not
understand that to bo the true position of the matter
at all. When the Bill was before the Railway
Committee, I stated, in reply to a proposal to
limit the rate, that the rate was already limited
by the contract botween the Montreal Company and the
Great North-Western Company. A remark was made by a
member of the Committee that that rate could be altered by
agreement botween the two companies, and that the rate
should be fixed by Act of Parliament. It was on that view
that I acceded to the suggestion of the hon. the Minister of
Railways, and as I protosted then I protest now, against
Parliament imposing on the Company a particular restric-
tion as to rates which it had not thought fit to impose on
other companies. In tho logical roasoning of the hon.
member for Halton I entirely agree; but in the particular
circumstances of the case, as an agreement had been entored
into for the long period of ninety-seven years between this
Company and another company, whereby the rate was fixed
at 25 cents, I was prepared, as that arrangement was a per-
manent one, to allow Parliament to say that it was a per-
manent one; but when you propose to add a term that is
not in that agreement, I think the position is entirely
different. I therefore objected, as I object now, to the intro-
duction of that one cent a word clause, and I stated that it
has been the practice, fora long timo past, to charge one cent
a word for additional words; and, as the bon. inember for
lIalton has pointed out, it is only fair to suppose that
the Company whose Bill is now beforo the House,
may be subjected to the inroads of telegraph
agents who occupy the same position towards tele-
graph companies as ticket scalpers do towards railway
companies, defrauding both the public and the Company,
and therefore the Company opposed this amendment. i
leave the matter, however, in the hands of the House, but
I do not wish to imply that I assent to the amondment.
With regard to putting in the clause relating to body
words, I have no objection to it, becaise the practice is only
to charge for body words. Before I sit down, howover, I
would beg to say to the hon. member for West Durham,
that I think it would be just as well if he were not so ready
to impute motives and make personal reflections. le has
applied to me the term the counsel for this Company. The
statement is not true. I am not and never have been pro-
fossionally connected with the Montreal Telegraph Com-
pany, although, as I stated to the Committee, I am the
counsel of the Great North-Western Company. The hon.
m'ember for Ilalton stated to the Committee that lie was a
director of the Great North-Western Company. I am not
aware that the matter is of vital interest to that Company
one way or the other. It vitally concerns the Montreal
Company, but to the Great North-Western Company it is ai
mnatter of indifference whotber this Bill passes or not; but I

Mr. BLAKE.

would venture to suggest to the hon. member for West
Durham that these imputations of personal motive" would
bo much better omitted, either in the Committee or in the
House. I might just as well assert, with regard to a matter
that was under discussion in the flouse the other night,
that personal motives or personal feelings affected bis action
on that matter in another flouse.

Mr. BLAKE. Which is that ?
Mr. CAMERON. I refer to the Goodhue Bill.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, my action on the Goodhue Bill was to

vote against it. With regard to what I stated, I beg to
recall the term counsel of the Company, and substitute the
more accurate term of counsel of the Great North-Western,
whose President, Mr. Wiman, has been manifesting his
interest in this Bill by lobbying and button-holing bon.
members.

Mr. Mc DOUGALL. I may say, with regard to the
observation of the lon. member for West Durham, that 1
am not much given to the tu quoque style of argument. I do
not think, because one man has done something in bis poli.
tical career that is contrary to correct principles and to his
honor as a publie man, that justifies me in taking a similar
course ; and I do not choose to make ar.y references to the
past, although I might avail myself of this opportunity to
refer to one or two passages in the lon. gentleman's public
career of whieh I have personal knowledge. All i wish to
say is, that I am a director of the Great North-Western
Company, holding just shares enough to make me a
director. I think there is no law which prevents a
member of Parliament from, holding stock in a publie
company, else a great many members of this House
would be affected by it. I take a great deal of
interest in this special telegraph combination, because
it so happened that my opinion was asked in reference
to a matter in whiýh some peisonal friends and relatives of
mine are interested ; and, consequently, knowing something
about it, and ascertaining that a very great injury was
about to be inflicted on persons wbo had invested in the
Montreal Telegraph Company, I have taken a warm interest
in protecting, so far as i could, that property. i have been
in Parliament some time longer than the hon. member for
West Durham, and I can say that to this hour I never bad,
as a director or a person holding stock-in fact I was too
poor, as a politician, to have mach money to invest in stock
-I never had any interest in any matter that I had to pro-
nounce on in Parliament. To be quite sure that I was right,
not only in speaking, but in voting on this question, I have
ascertained from the English authorities that a member of
Parliament, to be prevented from voting, must have a direct
interest in the matter. i have no direct interest in this
Bill. It cannot be of advantage to the Great North-Western
Company, because that Company are under obligations to
puy to the Montreal Company a large sum of money,
and my advice bas been, that if they could without dis-
honor get rid of this agreement, they would be able,out
of the 8 per cent. which they have to pay, to add
to their lines and to their facilities for carrying tel-
graph messages, and thus save a large amount of money.
But they have made a contract and it is their duty to carry
it out in a fair spirit. They would have to come to somfle
pooling arrangement for the same object if the present agre-
ment should fail. They had eut down the rates until ut
the verge of ruin-in fact, until the Dominion CompanY
was obliged to call in the assistance of the great financier,
J. Gould, to prevent its collapse. Knowing all these
facts, I have felt perfectly justified in urging upon Parich
ment, as i still urge, non-interference in the matter, which
does not require it upon any publie ground-non-interfer
ence in the private affairs of a corporation like this.lI
shall not make any further reference to the imputation whiCh
the hon. member for West Durham has chosen to mBake as
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regards My motives and conduct. It falls perfectly harmless strictestlcgalsenseofthe worditdoesnot; forthereisnothing
so far as I am concerned. I have met that hon. gentleman to prevont other people building telegraplinos, except
on the stump on some former occasions, and may meet him the fact that this Company would bc so wealthy and power-
again with the public records in my hand, when I shall be fui, and would s0 control the great avenues and business of
able to defend my motives and public course as quite worthy the country, that no roada would have sufficient capital te
to compare with his own. compote with them. In the same way, if ail the railways

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is quite welcome to amalgamated, there would bo a practical monopoy. The
attack me at any time and place ho pleases, when I hope Ihon, gentleman suggests that bankers, nowspapor mon and
shall bc able to answer him. others miglt combine and build lnes of their own-that

Mr. MCDOGALL. You were not threOn the lasthers always some way in whch the publi can fiee
Mr. MIcOIJALL Vonw'oe nt tere fl ue astthemselves from tho pressure of a monopoly. But I think

occasion. that it is strane that there should be no remedy loft to the
Mr. BLAKE. I do not know what occasion the hon. public except such extraordinary measures. I conclude

gentleman refers to. I have not considored the question that we shouid not propose the limitations to tho efforts of
whether the hon. gentleman has a right to vote or not; but «ompanies unloss îhcy are companies to whicb special
even if ho had no right to vote, ho might have a right to powers are given by tbe public, or unloss the amondmonts or
speak. What I said was, that having regard to the inter- their charters are snch as to croate practical monopolies
ests the hon. gentleman possesses in this question, it is controlling the whole country, oi a considèrable portion of
impossible to attach the same weight to bis acts that we it. In those cases, 1 think it is not only oui-rigbt but our
should attach if ho had not that interest. If it was to the duty to propose sueb limitations as are now under consider-
interest of the Great North-West Company to have this Billation. But'the hon. memberfor Victoria says that tho limita-
defeated, I understand the hon. gentleman could have tion as to tcn wo-ds is very différent from the limitation of
acted in another sense. But the President is using every tbe price to 25 cents. He bld us, in a condescending manner,
exertion to procure the passing of this Bill, and I must that Lo was willing to allowthe buse toputin theagreement
suppose the Board of Directors are harmonious in the because il was an agreement between the two companies.
matter. That Board have agreed that upon the whole, 11e was ldndly Willing to allow us to ratify anything that
whether it is in the interest of their Company or not, they had already been done, but was quite unwilling te allow us
will promote the Bill. do anything to which the Company had not agroed. As

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). One reason whv one of the fur as I can se, the limitation ns to tbe charge for words
directors of the Montreal Company came here and urged over tcn is absolutcly necessary in order 10 securo any
the adoption of the Bill was that ho felt in good faith bis general limitation as to the cost of a message that exceeds
Company were bound to assist the Bill, and get the logis- ton woids. Otbcrwise, tho Company could charge 5 or
lation that would make the agreement valid and binding. 10 cents a w/)i'd or ton, so that roally a limitation of
But so far as the intercst of bis own Company was con- 25 cents fýî- bu wo-ds woild not amount b any-
cerned, i was perfcetly indifferent to him what ho d d thing. The hon. mmbe- says if we make this limit, it
and how it fared. wi give risc 10 what is called the packing of messages, or

Mr. CASEY. I think the hon. gentlemen who have just stnces to oihthatcoin on doc
spoken are unduly touchy in regard to the reference to
their connection with this Company. If they are perfectly Mr. McI)OIGALL. The Company lias now the power
clear that there is nothing in the slightest degree improper 10 prevent it, because t bas no ]imitation.
in that connection-and I am not saying there is anything Mr. CASEY. The thing bas, heretofore, neveu been done
improper in their speaking and voting on the Bill-they 10 any extent, or bhc Company would have exercised iLs
need not object to the Ilouse knowing the nature of their con-power 10 prevent it. The fact that thcy nover had to -aise
nection with the Bii11. I have no doubt that the hon. membor the tarif shows thi operation of pacldng bas nover been
for North Victoria has arranged the matter so that ho is attempted. 1 apprehend the power 10 raise tho tariffwou!d
not in any way interfering with the letter or spirit of the be used in another way. The Company, under pi-oencof'
Independence of Parliament Act. But it is a matter of import- protecting themselves against packing, would -aise the tari H'
anUe to the House, as the hon. member for West Durham on extra words for the pu-pose of obtaining largor profits;
bas said, to know that ho is counsel for one of those com- and il will be impossible for tbc public to say that the Com-
panies asking for almagamation. It is not so important to pany was wrong in thus acting. Another peculiar argu-
know the position of the hon. member for Halton in pushing ment is that possible improvements in belegraphy mighl
his case. If thoir relation to those companies is perfectly necessitate in increasing thc tarif. I nover heard bofore o
harmless, there is nothing offensive to those gentlemen in an improvoment in telegraphy that increased the cost of
the Bouse knowing it. But the argument of the hon.telegraphing; iL has always been the other way, and it wii
ncmber for Halton and the hon. member for North Victoria, be much more reasonablo 10 provide that if the Company

and the general argument that this House has no right t0adoptcd improvments, tey should reduce thoir tarif.
impose conditions on companies asking certain powers or
Powers of amalgamation, is most extraordinary.

Mr. McDOUGALL. Yon have the power but not the right. Sir ALBERT J. SMITII.Il sbould bo understood there is

Mr. CASEY. I think we have exercised both the power no wish on the part of Ibis bouse to do any injustice to any
and the right in almost every similar case that hasco one connected with Iis Telegraph Company. ad the Com-
before us. We usually limit the freights of railways and pany not consented that a maximum rate shonld bo imposed,
control many of their arrangements, and still more wheni would have been unfair timpose a restriction upon it

thi. ragmnsadLii we that is flot imposed on others; but as the parties represent-
proposals of amalgamation come before us. But suppose a ing it agrecd 10 Ibis restriction, I had no hesitation in sus-Bill came before us to sanction the amalgamation of all the
great trunk railways of the country, so as to croate a vast i hno oillwhi pos ei.Te
inonopoly, would the flouse sanction it without strict limi- ameudments now under c
tation with regard to freights, and a hundred other matters the Company could neutralize that restriction entirely W
affecting the public ? This brings us to consider the meaningtey wre raise their tarif on words byond the ton words.
of the Word monopoly. The hon. member for Halton says

is absurd to state thatthis Bill croatesa a onsaythe r ctUrGtat n I s would hagve sith opta o

i t onooly lubbcretrs iht compiesan buildines if thei ornthates
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from selling their lands at more than a certain prico
per acre. If we go into this system of new restriction, we
may extend it indefinitely.

Mr. ROCHESTER. The burnt child dreads the fire.
The name of the man who is at the head of this institution
is quite enough to make the people of Canada careful
how they pass laws for him to handle. That individual has
preyed upon the vitals of the commercial community for
years. H1e bas made himself wealthy by levying black-
mail on our commercial community. We have had, already,
a little taste of this grand monopoly, for whatever
legal gentlemen may say, common sense will teach us it is
a grand monopoly. Immediately after the amalgamation
we had to pay 25 cents for 20 cents, and immediately
after that we had to pay the carrier boy 10 cents for deli-
vering a message-making in ail 35 cents instead of the
former rate 20 cents. Hon gentlemen say they shall not
be restricted to this one cent a word-I say they shall.

Mr. McDOUGALL. Why ?
Mr. ROCHESTER. From the simple fact that they

chargod 35 cents instead of 25 cents.
Mr. McDOUGALL. Cannot the hon .gentleman charge

what he likes for the beer ho sells?
Mr. ROCHESTER. I do not sell beer. i have no more to

do with selling beer than bas the hon. gentleman. But if
I had, and came here to get an Act of Parliament to sell
beer, the probability is that the _House would want to
restrict me just as I want to restrict the vulture that is
preying on the vitals of the community. Every man, big
or little, rich or poor, from $5 to $500 must pay for that
book. If ho does not, notices are sent, not only throughout
Canada, but the United States as well, saying: "Call at the
office." Everybody that gets a book knows it. And thon that
gentleman's credit is gone, he is down if he as not capital
enough to carry on his business. It is just so with a large
portion of the commercial community who have not capital
enough to carry on their business. They are afraid to say
a word. They are under the ban of this vulture. They
have not courage to say a word. The thing was brought up
in this House a few years ago, but the trouble is there are
too many members of this House in the same condition.
They are afraid of this man, and I say the name of this
individual throughout the country is quite enough to make
this House very careful what privileges they grant to
the man at the head of this great monopoly.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPERI. This Bill docs not provide a
jiemedy for the case you put.

Mr. ROCIIESTER. No; but i am only giving to th 0

House the reason why i think they should restrict this
Bill so that Mr. Wiman, who is at the head of the institution,
shall not put on 2 or 3 cents, as yon said, in place of
one cent additional for every ton words. In fact, my own
impression is that the Bill should have been thrown out of
the louse altogether. I do not think the Bill should have
been brought before the House; I do not think the
Committee should have passed the Bill as far as they have.
The hon. member for Halton has said that ho advised the
Company to withdraw the Bill, and I think it would be a
good thing for the country if they did withdraw the Bill.
Now, I will only say that I hope this House will put cvery
restriction in their power to prevent that individual from
tyrannizing over the people of Canada, so fàr as the telegraph
system is concerned.

Mr. CAMERON. I have only a word to say in reference
to what bas fallen from the hon. member for Westmoreland.
His course of reasoning, I think, should iead him Io vote
against this proposedamendment about the one cent, because
the Company do not agree to that, and only agree to the

Mr. McDouGALL (Halton).

other amendment in consequence of its being in the contract
which they had entered into, while the one cent is not. Now
those of us who have had any experience of telegraphy in
England know that there the rate is one shilling for twenty
words, which includes addresses and signatures ; but when
there is one word more than that you have to pay three pece
extra, that is to say, three pence for any number over the
stipulated number, so that one extra word beyond the num-
ber cost six cents. Now, I would have no objection, inasmuel,
as the sole reason for objecting to the one cent is the fear that
the Company will be victimized by this system of packing
-and would have no objection if the amendment was put at
2 cents. The principle is only to charge one cent, there is
ne intention of increasing it, you might send ten additional
words for 20 cents. And inasmuch as four-fifths, at
least, of ail the messages do not exceed ton words, the
public would not practically suffer. It is the interest of the
Company to encourage long messages rather than short one,
because as the address, signature and delivery are alil the
same, the more words there are in it the botter it pays the
Company, even at one cent a word. So the public weould not
suffer in any way, and I think it is unfair that the Company
should be subjected to what would be an imposition on them,
which they have every reason to believe would be practiced,
if they were prevented from protccting themselves against
this unjustice.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I think we are assured it is the
intention of the Company not to charge more than one cent pie
word for each additional word beyond the body often word,
and they eau have no reason to complain if the House imposes
a restriction to that extent. 1 had given notice of a motion
exactly similar to that of the hon. member for Westmore-
land, and I did it for this reason. It will be remembered that
prior to the reduction of the rate from 25 cents to
20 cents for ten words the charge for each addi-
tional word was one cent per word, and it seemed to me, in
view of the fact that the expenses of these companies will be
vory materially reduced by the reduction in the number of
their offices, operators, and general expenses by consolidat-
ing the two companies, there can b no great hardship
in imposing upon the Company the restriction that they
shall not charge for each additional word beyond the body
of ten words, more than uone cent per word, particularly as
the promoter has declared it is not the intention of the
Company to make a greater charge than that.

Amendment, inserting the word "body ", agreed to.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I move, that the word Iltwenty
be substituted for the word "twenty-five" in the said clause. i
do it for the reason that we are now establishing in Canada
what is really a practical monopoly. We know what has been
the history of telegraphy in the United States in reference to
the Western Union. A number of opposition linos have
sprung up froin time to time, have existed for only al
short time, and have then been consolidated with the
Western Union; and when you unite the whole ofthe
present telegraph system of Canada-because the
Mutual Union can hardly yet be called a telegraph
system, although it bas started its work and is
doing it fairly well-wben you undertake to unitO the
whole telegraph system of Canada under a combination
such as this, with the backing of an enormous interest, ]t

makes it simply impossible, unless something should Occlur
in the United States to make the leading financial gemlias
who has control of these telegraph companies on the other
side, feel it to b his interest to drop the Western
Union, and take up the Mutual Union of the 'United
States, unless something of that kind sbould occur
to maintain independent lines. I am satisfied none 0
these lines will exist in Canada, and that as this Mutual
Union will sometime share the fate that the other saller
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companics have done in the past in the United States, this
also will be wiped out of existence and bought up by this
existing company. Under these circumstances we may
fairly assume this Company will have, for all time to como,
speaking in general terms, so far as we aro concerned, at
any rate, the monopoly of telegraphy in Canada. Now, we
know that this Company had a 25 cent rate in the
past with the opposition of the Peoples' Lino and after-
wards of the Dominion Line; we know that with the
opposition of these lines and a 25 cent rate, and
one cent for additional words, it was even then able to
pay large dividends. I have hore their shet showing
that from 1871 down to 1875, they paid 10
per cent. on their capital. and they paid this,
I say, in spite of opposition during the whole'
Of this time, more or less severe, of other tolegraph
companies in Canada, and they, moreover, paid it on a 25
cent rate. They have paid since that time 7½ per cent., and
during the last three years, 7 per cent. They have sue-
ceeded in paying 7 per cent. interest on their capital, at a
20 cent rate, although they had the opposition of the
Dominion lino united as it was with the American
Union, and this too at a time of very great depression in
Canada, when business in that line was not so great as it
now is. Under these circumstances, if we are going to
unite the telegraph companies, to put them prac-
tically under one management, and to do away with the
necessity for double offices, and different lines running into
small towns, consolidating and coneontrating the whole1
system under one management, I am bound to
say I think that they ought to be able to
do the service at as low a rate as they were able
to do it and pay themsclves 7 per cent., when they hal thei
opposition of the Dominion Company, as was the case during
the last couple of years. Under these cireumstances, I do
not think it is atall unîfair to insist that we shall be continued
with an amalgamated system in as good a position as we
were in when we were in possession of two systems, as they
existed in the past. I am aware it is said that during the
last year, the Montreal Telegraph Company allowed their
line to run down ; and I see a statement made by Mr.
Wiman, who takes no possible interest in this measure, who
in fact would rather it was thrown out than otherwise, who
is perfectly indifferent to the whole thing, notwithstanding
that he has paid for columns and columns of so-called inter-
views in the public press of Canada, to show how much it is
o the advantage-not of the Montreal Telegraph Company,

but of the people of Canada-to have his benign
influence over the telegraphie system of this country
-declaring that they have paid out some $150,000
since they got possession of this lino for the pur-
pose of putting the Montreal lino in condition to enable it to
do the work efficiently and properly. Well, Sir, that seoms
a very large sum of money. Where did theyget it ? I find
that up to hie last meeting of the Great North-Western
Ielegraph Company, all they had called in was $50,000 of
their capital. This is the statement made by themselves. Now
they ay they have spent $150,000, and they have only
called in, from their shareholders $50,000. Where did they
get the other $100,000-mind, I am giving Mr. Wiman>s
osvn statement. I will tell you where they got it. It is
from their profit over and above the 4 per cent. which they
paid to the Montreal Company, and the 3 per cent. which
they paid to the Dominien Company on the working of thisline during the first six months of the agreement. Then we
dl know in connection with telegraphy, the improvementsare every year becoming very great. The announcement
"as made only the other day that the Great
Xorth-Western was putting in a new instrument,tel h is going enormously to reduce the cost oftelegraphy. I saw the statement made tho other day-Ilave no personal knowledge, and it seems to me an extraor-

dinary statement, yet it is made by a gentleman who is a
thorough adept and experienced in these matters-that they
have now an instrument by which they can send 1,000
words in a single minute. With the wondorful progress
whieh is being made in olectricity and the application of it
to the necessities of life, one can readily understand that
there vwill be great improvements of that kind going on.
Under these circumstances, I think that it is not too much
to say that as these two companies are combining, they
ought to be able to give us, with the combinod control and
a monopoly of the whole business--and I do not use the
word "monopoly " in the ordinary offensive sense of the
word-as good rates as they wero able to do whea thoy woro
separate undertakings, and at a time whon the Montreal
Telograph Company paid a dividond of 7 per cent. I beg
to move, that the word " twenty " bc substituted foi the word

twenty-five."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Chairman, I hope that
this amendment will not be acceptod by the Committee, as
I do not believe that it will b in the interests of the p ub.
lie. While referring to this matter, I may say, Sir, I
noticed with groat regret a comment upon my action in the
Railway Committee, in the paper for whose utterances I
have usually very great respect. 1 inserted a clause
preventing the Act having any bearing on the litigation
now taking place; surprise was exprosssd as to what
possible motive should have induced me to support
the proposal to grant this amalgamation, and I feel
bound, Sir, to say hore, that the only motive I had
was to endeavor to act justly towards this great
Company, which cornes beforo this louse and asks
for powers, which I tlioight were not unreasonable,
and at the same tiio to consult what I believed to
be tho public interest, 1 believe, Sir, that the intcrests
of the public are moro likely to bo promoted by
allowing the amalgamation to take place, and thus
enabling the work to be donc in a satisfactory manner
and at a fair and roasonablo rate, than by rejeeting the
proposal to allow this amalgamation to take place, and leave
us in the position of having compinies unablo to compete
with each other without agreeing to charge a much higher
rate than that which is at present charged, I bolieve, Sir,
that the proposal to reduce the rate to 20 cents is unreason-
able, and that it would not b fair to the interests involved
to adopt it. The public interest, in my opinion, will be amply
provided for by the proposal to fix the maximum charge at
25 cents and to supplement this by the additional amend-
ment to whiclh I think there is no objection. I consider
that it follows as a corollary with the other, that for
additional words, the charge should bo 1 cent each ; this
appears to me to be a fair and legitimate restriction, but to
go boyond this, and defeat the measure depriving this
Company of the powers which they have a right to ask of
this House-the same powers which were granted to a
rival, the Dominion Toeograph Company, Parliament has
decided to grant these powers of amalgamation to the
Montreal Telograph Company because they believe that the
powers of amalgamation, with reference to railways and
telegraphic companies, should both be obtained by speciat
legislation, and that a case should be made out before such
powers are sought for before Parliament which holds this
control in their hands. I think that this is reasonable
proposition, and the fact that the Montreal Telegraph
Company is not allowed to amalgamate with this Company
ensures competition. If money is to mbnade by
transmitting messages at 25 cents for ton words, the
maximum charge, and 1 cent each for additional
words, we are quite certain to have competition. If,
as my hon. friend who has just taken bis seat,
believes,-we are on the ove of new discoveries-if
in fact new and very great discoveries are taking
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place, by which telegraphic messages can be communicated Dominion Company, unless the rate of 25 cents be
with much greater speed and celerity and at a much cheaper instead of that of 20 cents, so that the fate of the Bi,
rate, we shall no doubt receive the benefit of this by the depends-entirely on the rejcction of the amendment offered
competition which will be thus excited; and if this service by the bon, member for Cardwell (Mr. White). 1 wish
can be carried on at a cheaper rate than 25 cents, throagh however, to eau attention to the fact that Canada undoubt
the agency of any such means, we shall very soon have such edly provides, even at the 25 cent rate, the cbeapest and at
competition established -just as the Dominion Company was the same tine the most perfect and most complete systen
organized in competition with the Montreal Company. I of telegraphy in the world. There is no other country 80
believe, therefore, Sir, that the interests of the public well supplied withtelegraphic facilities at sueh a cbeap rate,
will be sufficiently protected, and, at the same and the resuit of the adoption of this Bil to complete and
time I would press upon the friends and promoters ofmalze permanent this arrangement between the corpanies
this Bill the desirability of accepting .without question the will be to ensure for ail time-for ninety-nine years means
restrictions whieh have been offered, and which we con- for ail of us-that our tolegraphie communication shah
sider to be legitimate restrictions, while I would ask our neyer cost more than 25 cents for a usual teiegram and
supporters in the IIouse to prevent being carried what Ione cent additionai for every additional word. I tbù1 th
believe is unreasonable, the restriction of the charge to 20 country will bc satisfied with the alteration whcn it i
cents per ten words, as bas been proposed by my hon. friend united to the certainty that that rate xiii ha made
who has just taken his seat. permanent, and they wihI bo satisfied that Parliament ha,

Mr. BLAKE. There is very much to bc said in favor of ûnly donc its duty to a company that bas invested s0 large
the view that the great economies and facilities offered by an amount of capital bygiving them security and perma
this amalgamnation, andi which have been adverted to in nence for the investinent they have inado.

-ery glowing torms by its promoters, xvii resuDt as the Mr. GiopTIIRIE. nle Committee I supprted t e 5
meinher for Cardwesl says. I think both the experience of cent rate, as I did not the we had sufficient evience
the past and the hopes of tUe future wil lead td the view te form a basis upon ewnhe e reduce the rate, and becaus
that the tarif of 25 cents is extremely iberal. But bt did not thinkf that under the circumstances the 25
the sanie time, if it oniyenab carriedhin the future-ifoour cent rate was ecessive. that we should aim at is ndot
hands cati bept entirely unfettered-if a motion sometb ing merely roves evheap telegraphie accommodation for the pub.
like whýatI have put in the notices paper cau be carried, lie, but effsam ent and Prompt work, and 1 think we have
in that vie-w wc are not to h considered as interfering with every prospect of baving that sccured by tUe arrangement
the vested rights given by this Billto continue the- max- betweea pte two companies. m rose principaly, how-
imur of 25 - cents. 1-in dwsposed rather to err ever, to ensuea few words regardine an attack
ou the side ofiberity rther thantherwise, and leavethe f ade upon us-t ao the President of the Grenat
rate as thchon. the Min i.,tor ofIRai ways would have ieft if, North-Western ethlegraph Ceompay. I do not thine a
25 cents fer each ten Urt i , however, I othe bon. member can kno y d Mr. Wimal. There are many
ascertaini that the CornmitLoee(lciles to keep the biauds of hon. members who do know him, and wh wil agmaee
Parliamenit perfectly free and iisist on makingee rate for that wnerever he is known e is regard d as a mnas
al time tecorne,Iropose to adopt the -iews of te bon. of loor and of business capacity, andthat Le is ighg
the Minister a fma ilways and not t the present moment respected and estemed. think my bon. friend fio
vote for any reduction ia the 25 cent rate. Carleton (Mr. Reehester) asenly ventured e say wbat li

Mr. SPOUE. think te roason given by tUehon. te Mgardi g Mr. Wiman, because Uc is ignorant of hi
member for Cardwell (Mr. bi te) for proposiug this rate is character as a business man and a gentlemn id.
not a stand one. lie says that when two companies like Mr. ROCHESTER I do net know ir. Win ecaus.
these amalgamate a number ofpersons are eut off, and f u I wold notknow him if t ere tccoumseintc thi 'h5Use,
cost ofoperation must o credued, and that therefore tey but ateil tUe on. gentleman and I tel thi aio ath i
should b cin a position Ioreld ucetheir rates. I tink e have good rason to know him oterwise. I dofy him p
overleoks the f pt that thouoh tUe cost may be reduced the any other man to say a single word against my nreit
retuins are aise reducd. Under tUe oid management if a any way, and yet I was blakmailed one end f atre countr
message was sent te y a place in whis c there was mnly tUet wete other by cois Mr. Wiman, and arn prineplthely
office of a 2aother lne the cost was 50 cents instead of 25, individual wyohas be-en used in the same way. a went to
whereasi ow tieratey ai, of course, a te ordinary rate. the agent of tUe Merebants Bank in Montreal, ho it wat
As te the expense of delivering messages woich was poken said adstarted te strry, and hco told me that iy paper
of by flic hou. gentleman, I was eonnected with a telegraph lad often passed througli the Uank, and that lho lad n-ceel
officenforseven or eight years, and Unever knew the rate to knwn a note of mine tobe-corne ovrdue or te o
Us coliected atthoug mfr distances of over a mile it is colleft- protest. Jeneoer ad a note of mine ho rtested
able Ibenlieve. It is apparent, from tUe- pamphlets which and yet that man or his agent weitto myagret in Montre-a
have been circulated in tUe alousethat business men wo and demanded $80 for bis book time after time. MYagent
have used the lices since the amalgamation arewel satisfed wrete to me. Jcwrete ton im sayintha wha

Mrith the service, a thie lottersnwe bave received point in bave ething te do with if, that I uad nothinrate do withi
tme same direction, namely, that the amalgamation Las pro. tUackmail in my liteandneover woud. T e next day e
duct groater effiiency fa the management. I think that, t e day afe-r I was published from -eue end of aInl,
considering the amount of capital invesoed in it, i would Uco States te the other, a hfrom eoe end of t e Dominion
ucreasonable to restriet tue Company in the manne-r sugb tUe other as a bankrupt. If a vulture preying o the
gested as i pt would c likely to e impair the efficiency cf their commercial ceamunity is an honest man, hMer. Ify hmr
oPerations. euge and if ifis net Le is ntan honest man.

Mr. CAMEROel d (Victoria). Withrefo re ete te Amendmeut negativel
amessant ef theroonwyme-mUer for Cardweal (Mr. Whitea),noon clause 14I
it is quite impossible that te Mon tral Company could accept
i, as ifs adoption rceessarily me-ans tbe treakinga p of the Mr. BUNSTEI. The American commercial it wa
arrangement with the GreIat North-Wetewn Telegraph Cer- syste bas don a great deant discredit commercia nr
pany. Itisutterly impossible for tUem te paya dividend of 8 in Canada, an the sooner the Government t iontal
per cent, te the Montreai Company and g per cent. to the of the fact te better. A plitical oppoonnt d f a commie

Sir Cuiu 5 E8 TtTpPr.
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agent must be pretty careful or he is rated low, The
conimercial agency business in Canada ought to be watched
with a jealo.us eye, and the sooner the bon. Minister of
Finance directs his attention to the affair, the better for the
business community of this country,

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I move as a proviso:

provided always that all rates chargel by any Company purchasing
or leasing the hne of the Montreal Telegraph Company under the pow-
ers by this Act conferred, as respects all classes of despatches, shall be
at ail times charged equally to all corporations and persons, and after
the sane tariff in respect of all despatches of the same class and descrip-
tion, transmitted under like circumstances ; and no reduction oradvance
in any such rates shall be made, either directly.or indirectly, in favor of
or against any particular person or corporation sending or receiving
despatches of the same class and description.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I would like the hon. gentle-
man to state what classes of despatches ho intends this to
apply to, and to state whether there is any grievance, ex-
isting or anticipated, to which it can apply.

MrWHITE. I have no hesitation in saying that the clause
applied to press despatches, and without it, it would be in
the power of this corporation simply to crush out any news-
paper it pleased in Canada. If a newspaper does not choose
to see eye to eye with the manager of the Company, all
be has to say is that: " We will charge you 8100
instead of $30 or $40 for your despatches. " There
can be no objection to a clause of this kind, which
does not fix the rate in any way, but leaves it to the Com-
pany to say what they will charge. Although there are
only one or two newspapers which ventured Io speak against
this amalgamation, the press will find before they are a year
older that a different result from that they anticipated bas
been corne to. Ail t desire is to see that we shall have
something left free from the influence of this Telegraph
Company, and I think the best thing we can have froc is the
press of the country.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Does the hon. gentleman
wish that the same charge shall be made to country
newspapers as to city newspapers ? The result of that would
be to compel all the country weeklies in the Dominion to
pay as much for their despatches as the city dailies,
which they do not do now. The Company at presont
gives special facilities to country newspapers, by -way
of furnishing them market reports, &c., at a low
rate; but a clause of this kind would -render1
it impossible for the country newspapers to get any press
despatches at all. Then again, the Telegraph Company is
obliged to charge different rates for different classes of news
te the same paper, and they very frequently make a special
arrangement as te a particular message. For instance, I
think you heard the other day that a speech of the hon.
member for Cardwell, delivered one evening recently at
Kingston, had been transmitted at the rate of 8 cents
per bundred words, and it only cost him about 56 cents to
publish that speech the next day for all the numerous
readers of the Montroal Gazette. If the Company
were compelled to lay down a stereotyped tariff, they
WOuld necessarily fix it at a maximum rate, and the resuit
would be that my hon. friend and others interested in news-
Papers would be unable to get the benefit of those telegraphic
facilities which under the existing rule they do get. It is a
mnatter of indifference to the Company, but I understand of
Considerable interest to the country newspapers and their
readers.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I may say that the reference
%tade by my hon. friend from Halton the other day to an
ileged report of a speech I delivered in Kingston was incor-
ret. The fact is there was no report of that speech at all.
110w does my hon. friend from lalton know the price and
00t unless the matter has been communicated to him ?

Mr. McDOUGALL. I was told it by an operator.
118

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). All I can say is that this is a
speci mon of the beginning of things under this new arrange-
ment-that the private business of a private gentleman,
contrary to the law,is thus exposed in a Railway Committee
for the purpose of being used in a controversy of this
kind. I say this is a matter that ought not to have been
exposed.

Mr. McDOUGALL. It was a public speech.
Mr. WHITE. But the contract for the transmission was

not a public but a private matter. This incident shows that
this kind of proceeding bas been employed all through by
Mr. Wiman. A contract made by a private party with
this Company was a matter that should not have been made
public, which should have been regarded as sacred. There
was no report of a speech, but simply a short descriptive
notice of the meeting. I do not think that the prices
paid and the amount of work done was a very serious
matter, as the hon. gentleman tries to make out. It is
quite easy to say a speech was transmitted for 56 cents; but
when there was only a short description of the meeting,
involving some twenty-four minutes work of one operator
in the transmission of about eight hundred words, the
smallness of the operation will be understood.

Sir ALBERT J.SMITH. Would it not operate against
the country newspapers?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It would not. They get their
despatches at the same rate as the evening newspapers in
the cities, at so much a word.

Mr. BERGIN. This amendment would work most in-
juriously against the country newspapers, and to say those
papers will receive their despatches at the same prices, is
to say that they will be equally able with the city papers
to pay those rates. I think there is some reason for pro-
posing this amendment of the hon. member for Cardwell,and
if ho will strike out the words " redttion or, it will show
ho is desirous of having a fair rate established for both
country and city purposes. I think this Company will
establish a fair and just rate for newspaper work;
and if we provide that no advance in these rates
shall be made as against any newspapers or corpo-
porations, we shall have secured in effect what is desired.
I do not think we ought to introduce the words "reduction
or," for we would prevent the country newspapers getting
their despatches at tolerable rates; and we know they can-
not afford to pay such rates as are paid by the newspapers
in the cities.

Mr. McDOUGALL. I do not know the particular
arrangement with regard te newspapers; but I amn teld
by those particularly familiar with their moansand opera-
tions, that it is totally impracticable. The hon. gentleman
shows by his amendment that ho either wishes the destruc-
tion of the country press or some other equally undesirable
result. I understand that the telegraph operators in different
parts of the country are active assistants of the newspapers
in every part of the compass; but at all events they save
them an enormous expense. The rates charged to the
country newspapers are a more bagatelle, and wilI satisfy
them tboroughly. A clause that should compelthe Company
not to discriminate in favor of the cheaper and poorer press,
would practically prove their annihilation, and ought not to
ho entertained for a moment.

Mr. BUNSTER. Mr. Gisborne bas got a scheme before
the Dominion that probably will call the attention of the
country seriously to it. Within the next eight or ton days,
he probably will have it completed. Every newspaper
office will probably then have a telephone of its own, and
correspondence from some thousands of miles. I am notable
to say much about the inventor; but I roceived my informa-
tion from Mr. Gisborne who is well known to the House and
country for his many inventions. It would probably be
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well to delay a vote on this matter for eight or ten days, to
allow this gentleman's operations to be finished.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I tbink that in discussing this matter,
we should be rather careful in our zeal not to go too far for
the public good, in fixing the rate at 25 cents. We are going
I think correctly on a very advanced principle; but in
proceeding beyond that, in saying the Company should not
charge more than one cent for every additional word, we are
extending that principle perhaps a little too far. I took a
good deal of interest in this Bill, because I have received
more communications from people interested in this com-
pany than in regard to any measure before the House. My
correspondents all urged the passing of this Bill in the pro-
tection of their interests, and I think we should be careful
in protecting the public interest that we do not ruin the
interest of private stockholders. While I can vindicate the
rate of 25 cents for ten words and even one cent for each
additional word, I think the proposal of the hon. member
for Cardwell is preposterous. I think it springs from some
personal interest of his own, as it seems the general
opinion that it would be detrimental to the smaller news-
papers. It would not be wise or right to give great advan-
tages to great newspapers like the Montreal Gazette and
crash out the smaller, including the country newspapers,
compelling the Company to act on the hard and
fast rule of doing for one set of paper the same as for
all others. It would be simply preposterous. The bon.
member for Cardwell is pressing this matter too much. He
shows a degree of interest in this matter which leads us to
think that he has some feeling and interest in it connected
with his own paper. His proposal would seriously damage
the small country papers, which have not the means to pay
prices that can be borne by great dailies, like the Gazette,
Globe and Mail. No one will say the country newspapers
are not exceedingly useful, fulfilling their purpose well,
nor that anything that makes it more difficult for them to
falfil their mission would be highly undesirable. They
have great difficulty now, exposed as they are to the rivalry
of the ably conducted city papers, without having additional
difficulty imposed upon them in the attaining of news. I
trust this amendment will not be agreed to.

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk). I cannot see how the
interpretations put by hon. gentlemen on this clause can
be put upon it. It only says that the same rate shall be
imposed upon the same class of peojple for the same class
of messages. I do not believe that the country newspapers
get messages as cheap as the city newspapers; the latter
get a great many more words, and it is the rule of all
companies to deal most liberally with those who trade most
largely with them. I do not believe this would be disad-
vantageous to country newspapers.

Mr. GUILLET. I can readily understand that a
company like this contracting our whole telegraph system
might reap vengeance on a newspaper which might have
opposed its interests, and make less reasonable arrange-
ments with it than with others. It would not be right to
give it that power.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. BLAKE. I beg further to move:
Adding to the clause 134 a provision that the Company shall not be

entitled to avail itself of the powers of purchase, lease or amalgamation
granted by the Bill, unless it be provided in the agreement therefor,
that returns of the revenue and expenditure and of the operations of the
Companies concerned therein in such form, as shall from time to time
be prescribed by the Governor in Council, shall be laid yearly before
Parliament.

itself, and also seems material in connection with the pro-
posai I am about to make, that the privileges granted by
the Act shall not be deemed to be infringed, should here.
after the rates provided be found to be exorbitant, and be
reduced. I cannot see any objection to the amendment.
We know that the railway companies are obliged to nake
returns in prescribed forms as the Governor in Council may
from time to time require. There seems to be no reason
now that we are practically granting a monopoly, that w'
should not provide one of the conditions of the new
creation to be the furnisbing us yoarly with this important
information.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The hon. gentleman admits
that this is exceptional legislation, and a proper plan
would be a general Act applied to all cases. I do not know
why this particular Company should have the experiment
tried on it of exceptional legislation. If the hon. gentleman
thinks right and proper that every company, chartered by
Parliament, should be required to make returDs of this
kind, let him introduce a general Bill for that purpose; but
I submit that it is not right to hamper and embarrass this
particular Company with the experiment of a clause of this
kind. That might be well enough if applied seriously to al
companies, but should not be applied exceptionally to this
particular Company.

Mr. CASGRAIN. What harm will it do the Company to
make any statement ?

Mr. CAMERON. That is not the question.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will observe there

are practically, as we know, two Companies-the Dominion
and the Montreal-besides the Great North Western, which
are concerned in the matter, and the clause proposes tl at
they shall not avail thembelves ofthe powerofanalgamatLio
unless the agreement provides that all companies concerned
therein shall make their returns.

Mr. McDOUGALL. I would like to ascertain from the
hon. member whether ho means by that clause to exclude
the Company from the exercise of the powers and privileges
it now enjoys under its charter.

Mr. BLAKE.- Not at all.
Mr. McDOUGALL. If this is to be applied only to the

new powers granted under this Bill, I do not object to it,
though I do not see very much good in it.

Mr. BLAKE This is a tax to the proviso to avail itself
of the new power. I will add the words "granted by the
next preceding section " to prevent any possibility of doubt.

Mr. BERGIN. This is unnecessary as well as exceptional.
There can be no doubt whatever that this CompanY is

obliged to make annually its return to the shareholders. I
do not sec why we should be called upon to insert a clause
of this exceptionable nature. We are not to look upon this
Company as dishonest, and intending to deceive the public
as to their returns.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. BLAKE, I move the following amendment
Inserting after the clause 13a a proviso to the effect following

Provided, also, that whereas inventions, improvements and economie
in telegraphy may hereafter result in a great diminution in the costof
the service, so that the maximum rate herein provided may becOme
wholiy exorbitant, no Act of Parliament passed in that event ad
reducing accordingly the maximum rate herein provided, shall b'
deemed an infringement of the privileges granted by this Act.

Parliament bas recognized it by imposing a restriction o! '
25 cents rate, which restriction can only be justified on tbe

huppu iiI ill b t l n y qIt sems

It seems to me not unreasonable we should insert that pro- 10 me bbc observations made by the bon. meinber foiC»
vision. It is one which ought to be, I think, in all charters. wcl-which are patent to ail of us, and whieh have been rein-
Some objection may be taken, on the score of its not being forced with bis usual abihîty and zoal by the hon. member
in all charters. It may be passed as a general law at any for Vancouver, who bas bld us we are on thee f a
time, but at present, as this amendment is reasonable in discoveries-render il extremely important that we shouhd

Mr. BuNSTEI.
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look a little to the future. It may be said that Parlia-
ment should have the power, without this clause, to reduce
this maximum. I admit that Parliament, of course, has the
power to reduce the maximum. We all know that it would
be regarded as an extremely violent thing, and that there
would be tremendous appeals from shareholders and others,
if there was no such clause in the Act as to the interference
of Parliament. With reference to the railway companies we
have provided in the original charters that they can be inter-
fered with.With reference to the Bell Telephone Company we
provided the same thing when we gave it exceptional powers
a Session or two ago to carry their wires along the poles in the
streets. This was objected to, and the Company replied that
they could not do it in any other way, that there had not yet
been sufficient discoveries, sufficient facilities obtained, to
carry the wire under ground; but we expressly provided that
in case it should afterwards be discovered that there was a
means whereby these wires could be carried underground,
it should be deemed no infringement of the privileges of the
Act if Parliament should, under such circumstances, direct
that they should be carried underground. When investiga-
tion was in its infancy and the invention was new, we
thought that the hands of Parliament should be quite free
to say in future, in case greatly improved facilities were dis-
covered, to say to these gentleman : "Take your wires off the
polls and put them under ground." In the same way in the
present case, when we are on the eve of further discoveries,
when we know that within the last few months great inven-
tions have been made and a new instrument bas enormously
enhanced facilities and encouraged the cost of the service, it
would be a great mistako to declare practically that the
maximum rate should always be 25 cents. This Parliament
shouid keep its hands free to create such a diminished
maximum as shall be both just to the Çompany and con-
sistent with the interests of the public.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. BUNSTER. When you retired from the Chair, Mr.
Speaker, I had just received a compliment from the bon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), stating that I had
afforded some information on this Telegraph Bill. Since
then I have seen the promoter of what I consider will be a
revolution in telegraphie operations in the Dominion, as
well as on the continent. Such will be the revolution that
our telegraphic arrangements will comparatively be done
away with. I aked the Government to delay the Bill in
the interests of the public, as I was in duty bound to do.
Contrary to what Mr. Gisborne told me this morning, which
was ten days, he now claims thirty. I therefore
claim the indulgence of the House and withdraw my request
to the Government, leaving them to do what they consider
right in the interest of the Telegraph Company; nevertheless,
from what I know is going to take place in the next thirty
or sixty days, I am satisfied that my standpoint is correct.
We all remember when the great American nation of
50,000,000 people failed in their attempt to send a
cablegram across the Atlantic, America weakened on it
but the Britishers did it. England came to our assistance,
and hence to-day we, as Britishers, can well feel proud and
boast that the cable across the Atlantic belongs to Britain
and to British America. I also feel just as confident that
the telephone, when the scientific gentlemen who now
have it in hand shall have completed their arrangements,
can operate 1,000 miles as well as it now operates 100 miles.
We have no reason to lose faith that the scientific gentlemen
Will succeed in what they have been experimenting on for
days and for months, and it is to be hoped that Canada will
be able to say that we have completed a telephone system
troughout the world.

j Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). With all respect to my
hon. friend from West Durham, I object to his third
amendment as impracticable, illogical, and not in accordance
with the first demonstration of the laws. His theory
cannot be carried into actual practice. I con-
fess my regret and my disappointment that this
third amendment of my hon. friend bas not come up to
that standard of practical utility, which he usually adopts
in all his utterances, especially when he founds them on the
faith of an idea. The first thing I have to observe with
reference to this amendment is, that it is wholly unnecessary.
It is within the paramount power of Parliament to pass any
legislation which it thinks proper on this or on any other
subject without infringing on anything in this Act; my
next observation is, that it is manifestly one-sided. It pro-
vides very carefully for a diminution of the rate, but wholly
fails tb provide for its increase. Now, it isjust as likely as
not that circumstances may occur hereafter which would
render the contract made on the faith of this legislation, or
already entered into by these companies now in question,
unfair and onerous. It must be borne in mind that
the Great North-Western Company has already under-
taken the responsibility of paying to the Montreal
Company a dividend upon their entire capital stock at the
rate of 8 per cent. per annum for the next ninety-nine years,
and they have no power to cancel that agreement, they
have no power to reduce the dividend to 6 per cent. or to
any other rate, they have no right to say that in conse-
quence of the improvements which have been made it is
impossible for us to earn as much as we expected; we are
carrying on this business at a loss -and therefore hope and
expect and claim the right to be relieved from our contract;
and yet under this amendment, if it be adopted, they will
be placed in this position: that while their charge may be
reduced by statutory enactment, thair charge under no
circumstances could be increased, and that improve-
ments in telegraphy must not necessarily result in
cheapening the service. It is quite true, that improve-
ments in mere telegraphy would probably have
that result ; but you must bear in mind that there
are a great many other branches of the telegraphie art-if
I may apply this term-which come into daily competition,
which competition is being daily increased with the tele-
graph system. Some reference was made just now to the
telephonic system. Possibly some hon. gentlemen are not
aware that the invention of this system bas very greatly
reduced the income of the telegraph companies, and is
likely in the future to diminish it more. Between the
cities of Hamilton and Toronto, the telephone is in daily
and hourly use, day and night, and it is within my own
knowledge that messages ofone particular character, which
were formerly sent from Osgoode Hall to Hamilton, and
vice versa, to the number of hundreds every day by tele-
graph, are now almost without exception sent by telephone;
and the profit of all this business goes to the telephone,
instead of to the telegraph company. It was stated the
other day in the Committee of the House, that a
telephone company proposed establishing a continuous
line from place to place along the whole front of Ontario
and Quebec between Toronto and Montreal, and that for
this purpose a series of links would be formed; for instance,
Toronto would be connected with Whitby, thence to Co-
bourg, Port Hope, Belleville, Kingston, &c., all down the
front of the Lake and River, the result necessarily being
that a very large part of the business now done by telegraph
between these places, if not almost the whole of it, will be
done by telephone. The system of telephoning is pro-
gressing and becoming steadily more profitable. You will
see, therefore, that this clause is practically entirely
one-sided. It proposes that the Company shall be
bound by the existing contract entered into for ninety
or 100 years but that Parliament may interfere and cut
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down'the rates on which this contract is based, and on the
faith of which the Company has undertaken to pay 8 per
cent. dividend to the Montreal Company's shareholders. To
make it logical, it should contain another clause providing
that in the event of the existing Act of Parliament being
hereafter passed, all agreements and contracts previously
entered into, may at the opposition of any company or
person, be rescinded and cancelled. Now, I ask this louse
whether it is prepared to go into wholesale legislation of
this kind and provide for cancellations and dissolutions
hereafter on uncertain contingencies of contracts entered
into on the faith of this understanding, for this would
manifestly be the logical consequence of this resclution
which the hon. member for West Durham has proposed to the
House. The Montreal Company bas wished to make a firm
and certain contract, and to give a permanent value to
their stock, removing it from the field of speculatiQn, and
for these reasons they think that this clause would be
disastrous to their interests, and would render to a very
great extent nugatory the permission which it is proposed
by their Act to ask Pairliament to give to them. Thon,
again, consider the extreine vagueness of it. We have no
expectation-no immediate expectation-that the cost of
telegraphy cariin the near future, at any rate, be materi-
ally reduced. Parliament has the paramount power if
totally altered circumstances arise, to interfere and alter
this Act, without the necessity of having any such clause
in this Bill. The clause is therefore unnecessary. It is
unfair. It is one-sided. It is unpractical; and for all
these reasons, on the part of the Company, [object to the
passage of any such clause.

Mr. BLAKE. If without this clause, Parliament can do
all that it implies, how is it so unjust, I want to know ? how
so unpractical ? If it is quite unnecessary, why all these adjec-
tives ? These are obviously those which the hon, gentleman
would apply to the proposed Act. If it happened to come
before the House, then it would bc urged how unjust this is!
how impracticable it is 1 notwithstanding that you knew the
state of affairs that existed, and notwithstanding the fact
that the costs of telegraphy has been reduced; and how un-
just it is, when you prescribed a maximum rate of 25 cents,
and when you allowed us to enter into this amalgamation, and
knew that we were going to amalgamate, how unjust now to
demand such a modification. The hon. gentleman says that
this amendment would now be extremely unjust. IHow
much louder would the cry be if after this amalgama-
tion had been effected under this Bill, any suchi
change were proposed. Parliament of course has the
power to modify any contract in matters within its legisla-
tion, and to so alter any Act it has so passed; but then
the demand, which the hon, gentleman would make, would
be for compensation. There is no reduction without par-
liamentary action; there can be no increase without parlia-
mentary action, and if the Company applies to Parliament
at some future day-and the hon. gentleman has not pro-
posed to reserve the right for them-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You said there conld be no
reduction, but they may reduce without parliamentary
action.

Mr. BLAKE. Not by law. There can be no reduction
of the maximum without parliamentary action; no increase
without parliamentary action.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. By law ?
Mr. BLAKE, The hon. gentleman told us that the clause

was one-sided, but the House will notice that what the
clause savs is that if Parliament in a later state of thines

giving them an additional privilege. The hon. gentlemn
says that the Company must be bound by its contracts, andthat it is a logical sequence of our putting in this clause that
all contracts entered into by them shall be valid. No. The
Company has to make all the bargains with or without the
clause, and Parliament having, as the hon. gentleman
contends, paramount power to make or reduce the
maximum. It may be so in case Parliament does determine
to reduce the maximum; then the contract shall disappear.
That is for the Company and those who contract with the
Company do. And the hon. gentleman says he will take the
risk of Parliament interfering in this clause when inserted
but I do not want it passed if our present liberal rate should
be regarded as extravagantly liberal, that Parliament shail
not have to continue to do what it is proposing to do
to-day, viz., to show fair play between the Company and
the public.

Mr. McDO UGALL. The hon. gentleman has not satis.
fied the louse, or, at ail events, he has not convinced me,
that there is any necessity for this clause on any ground of
public policy. If Parliament bas the right, as it undoubt.
edly bas, at any time to interfere by its great power in the
legislation of this country and modifying this Bill, why is
it necessary to provide by this clause against its being an
infringement of any privilege given by this Company?
What purpose does it serve? It is assuming that Parlia.
ment, by interfering in such cases, is guilty of an infringe.
ment. Well, it is interfering now, and that objection is
urged, but it does not seem to have had any influence on
the House, nor do I think will it have in the present case;
but I state what I believe when I say that the effect of this
clause will be injurious upon the Montreal Company's pro-
perty and stock. I say at once that I cannot believe that
my hon. friend opposite would lend himself to any
improper action on the part of those who are interested in
putting up or putting down the stocks of the Company;
but still by passing this clause you cast doubt on the value
of the property of the Company; you throw suspicion upon
it; you say that if any mention is made in future tending to
cheapen or simplify telegraphy Parliament may interfère
and cut down the rates. One hon. member tried to per-
suade us to-night that we are on the eve of a great invention
which would revolutionize telegraphy, and that therefore
we should not give them those powers because a reductioQ
might shortly occur. Well, we ail know the effect of these
pretended inventions-how they take hold of the publie
mind, and the effect of keeping this condition suspended
over the two millions of dollars of property of the Company.
of saying to the world that Parliament has been invited to
cut down the rates of the Company, will have no doubt an
effect upon the stock. There is no doubt but those inter-
ested in stock speculations will use that fact for their own
purposes. I cannot see any honest, fair ground for passilg
the clause, inasmuch as it gives us no additional power to
what we have. As such a provision seems of no public us8,
and as it may produce great injury to the value of the pro.
perty, I think it is the duty of Parliament to refuse to assent
to this proposition.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amendment suggested
by the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) reads as
fellows

Inserting after the clause 13a a proviso to the effect following3
Provided, also, that whereas inventions, improvements and econom of
in telegraphy may hereafter result in a great diminution in the cot
the service, so that the maximum rate herein provided may
wholly exorbitant, no Act of Parliament passed in that event nd
reduciag accordingly the maximum rate herein provided, shal
deemed an infringement of the privileges granted by this Act,

,I g o net see Any real £ece"sAty for this ameudmentAbe01use
should in its wisdom reduce them, they shall not interfere I do not see any real necessity for this amendment, becaue
with the privileges granted to the Company, but if Parlia- Parliament will always have the right, in the event Of the
ment should decide that the maximum would be increased state of things arising contemplated in the amendment, Of
that would not be any infringement. It would simply be. incorporating another compauy, and thereby briDnibout

gr.-OAxRnox (Yitoria),
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a reduction of rates if they prove to be exorbitant. Another
objection wbich I have to the amendment is this : that it is
Dot necessary to save the rights of Parliament, because
those rights always remain, and besides, the effect of the
clause would undoubtedly be to lower the value of the
Company without giving us any real power that we have
not to-day. Under these circumstances, I think the hon.
gentleman should not insist on his motion, but I, for one,
will certainly oppose it.

Mr. McCARTHY. I am sorry that I cannot agree with
My hon. friend who bas just taken his seat. It appears to
me that when the Company has asked for power to amal-
gamate, and we have with great reluctance, so far as some
of us are concerned, granted that power, we have a right to
impose certain limitations on the exercise of their franchise.
Well, we have done o. We have skipped out of the usual
course, and said that the Company shall not receive more
than 25 cents for ten words and ne cent for each additional
word. It might happen in the future, and that before long,
that telegraphic science may make such advances
that the operations of the Company may be carried
on at a much cheaper rate than at present. The
cost would be much less, and there ought therefore to be
the power at some future time, without the sense of interfer-
ing with vested rights, of this Parliament stepping in and
cutting down the rates which we now say are sufficient. It
is said that we have that power. Theoretically we have;
but I understand it to be a pretty well settled principle that
where a company is chartered with certain branches ani
certain rights, those branches and rights become a vested
interest which should not be interfered with; and if that is
s0, we have a right to indicate that while granting the in-
creased powers which he have granted to this Company, we
wii them to understand that in altered circumstanees and
without violating the principles to which I have referred,
we can cut down their rates. I au therefore unable to see
the force of the argument that we have the power already.
We have the power but not the right without compensation;
and I want it placed on the Statute-book, that we have a
right to interfere with these franchises in the public interest
without compensation. I shall, therefore, with much
pleasure, support the amendment of the hon. member for
West Durham.

compact made if, having made this arrangement with the
Company, we next year proposed to establish competition
all over this country by establishing telegraphic lines in the
hands of the Government.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, bear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say, therefore, that this is a

barrier in the way of that free and independent action of
Parliament, which it may fnd necessary in order to meet
what is held to be a monopoly, and that the power of the
Government and the power of Parliament would be ham-
pered in taking that very action which we hold it ought to
be essentially in a position to take at any time the
public interests require it.

Mr. BLAKE Hear, hear.
Sir CHA RLES TUPPER The hon. gentleman seems to

receive that in a manner which indicates that the argument
has not much weight with him; but all I can say is this:
that on the grounds on which the hon. gentleman bases
this resolution, we oppose it; it implies that there is a com-
pact between this Company and ourselves to m.intain that
rate unless in the contingency I have adverted to. I do
not think we should place ourselves in that position. They
come here and ask for powers of amalgamation, which the
House appears disposed to grant them, in consideration of
certain terms which we have dictated, and that is
the fixing of a maximum rate of charge. I think that
is going far enough. I quite agree with the motion
the hon. gentleman has made in reference to returns.
I do not see any reason why he should not have
these returns made, although I confess I would rather see
this requirement embodied in some general Act that would
apply to all telegraph companies, and I think it would be
quite proper, when the Mutual Telegraph Company's Bill
comes before us, to embody a similar provision in it. But
I cannot go further and support the hon. gentleman in his
motion, becauso if it is held that this is a compact between
Parliament and the Company, there is an implied intention
on our part of not promoting that vigorous competition which
may be found necessary under the operation of this Act. I
trust, therefore, that the Committee will not adopt this reso-
lution, as 1 feel that it will fetter our hands, and interfere
wiah the wholesome exerci-e of the power which Parhia-
ment possesses over that company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sorry I cannot agree
with my hon. friend who bas just taken his seat. There is, Mr. BLAKE. It is certainly a far-fetched objection to
I think, a very serious difficulty in the way of the adoption rny motion to say that it prevents the Government and the
of the motion of the hon. member for West Durham. In the Parhiament of this whole Dominion from doing that which
first place, it is placing upon the Journals of Parlia- any five individuals in the community may do under the
ment a declaration which I think carries us too far--a law as it stands. I believe it requires but five, under the
declaration that we cannot become parties to modifications General Act, to incorporate themselves as a telegraph com-
in an Act or charter that is brought before us without pany. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that he is
incurring certain obligations to surrender the power this virtually repeahing that Act ? Does he mean to say that
Parliament possesses. But that is not the principal objec. we are bound to prevent anybody else from forming a com-
tion which I have to this motion. It is admitted that unless pany ? Surely not. We do not agree that these people
cheaper means of establishing telegraphic communication shall be monopolists, although we say that the effect of the
are invented, we are bound by this compact between the Bill is to make them monopolists. I cannot conceive that

Cornpany and Parliament, fixing certain rates. Now, I Parliament can be held to be tying its hands in the sense
Btated to the Committee, when this question was before it, the hon. gentleman suggests by the passing of this
that the Government had under its consideration the ques- clause.
tion of taking over the whole telegraphic system of this Mr. PLUMB. During the whole of 1this discussion I bave
country, and that we had decided that it would be cheaper, not uttered a wmord. I have no interest in this matter at
if such a policy were adopted, to construct telegraphic lines all; but a sense of justice impels me, at this state of the
ourselves than to pay the price we at present wou:d have to debate, to interpose and say a few words in justification of
pay to acquire this system. Now, there is no barrier that any possible necessity which may arise for me to record
You could oppose to such a movement on the part of the my vote on this matter. The Mont-eal Telegraph Com-
Government of the day, whoever they may be, greater than pany was chartered at an early day, when telegraphing was
the adoption of the motion now before the IHouse, for this a new art. The gentlemen who put their money into that
reason: that if it would be an injustice to this Company to Company, sunk their whole capital. I think that is a
reduce the rate below 25 cents under any circumstances, sufficient answer to the hon. member for Cardwell, who bas
because they have allowed us to fix the maximum on this asserted that those gentlemen have drawn - per cent, on
9"MQ31% then I say it would be ten4d a violatio tf' he UN thir ospital. They ought to draw a good deal mre t1asqo
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pensate themselves for having risked absoutely and made the fuliest; and having both telegraphy and telephone they
worthiess their whole capital, for there is nothing in their have a decided advantage over any company possessing onîy
telegraph poles and wires that will bring back money, and one. So there can be no objection to the amendment on
7 per cent. does not compensate them. • Thon those the ground that this Company may Buffer serious ifjury on
gentlemen took the risk of inventions, however deficient this score. Thon we have the argument of the hon. memn.
or non-deficient. I do not think the member for ber for Niagara, that it is going te injure the stock of the
West Durham has given to this House a sufficient reason Montreal Telegrapl Company, with a powerful appeal
for adopting the amendment which he has proposed against the stockbrokers who have been making a football
in saying if there is any new improvement by of this stork. What is the fact? This is fot a question
which telegraphing can be more cheaply performed, that affects boneficially the stock of this Company at ai.
these gentlemen who have stood in the fore front and given Theso clauses are aIl contingent on the amalgamation. If
us lines when they were not paying, would get the benefit it takes place the North-Western Company is bound to pay
of it. Why should they not te entitled to the benefit of it? 8 per cent. to the Montreal Company for 96 years. Se thore
It is their privilege and advantage, if any new or cheaper isne danger that the stock of that Company being affected
method of telegraphing can be devised, to enjoy the advan- in the slighest degreo by any clause in this Bil. Thoy se
tage of it. They took the old, cumbrous system; they have fixed the quantity in the meantime that it will s0 romain,
witnessed one or two advances or improvements that inured unless those gentlemen will withdraw their Bill. Se theie is
to their benefit, and are entitled to any further improve- nething in the argument that will injure the stock of the Mon.
ments. I did not relish very much the union of those con- treal Company. Thon we are told by the hon. the Minister
p anies with an unknown company in the west ; but it has of Railways-and I amnbeund te sny that, for a gentleman of
bome a fixed fact, and the proprietors of the Dominion his ability, bis argument shows it was impossible te
and Montreal companies are in this position, if this agree- fiud anything like a eood argument-that if we pass this
ment is not carried out, they will be largely injuring their amendment, we shah break a compact with this Company-
properties, and if the stock goes down there is no reason in if this Parliament should ever charter a new company or
the world why the large operator in the telegraph stock permit the Government te build a new telegraph lino, and
should not make use of a greater disadvantage to the people take the telegraph system into their own hands. There is
of Canada than the rejection of this Bill. You cannot pos- nothing in this clause te offect this in the slightest degree.
sibly conclude commercial operations of that sort that will What is the clause? We have put into the Bil a maximum
be governed by the course ot the market, by the rise and rate of 25 cents, and have declarcd that if it amalgamates
fal of stock, and no legislation here will prevent anybody the maximum rate for Canada shah be 25 cents for ton words
from going into the market to become the possessor of that and 1 cent for every additional word. We desire te go a
stock, and either directly or indirectly overthrow those stop further and have said: If, at any timo, the Company,
companies. You may pass as many laws as you like, but which is net before us new, but is werking these linos, and
the law of supply and demand in the market will rule the which is paying 8 per cent, te the shareholders of the Mon-
matter. The Dominion was chartered as a rival to the Mon- real Telegraph Company, and 6 per cent. te those of the
treal Company, with which it had a right to amalgamate. Dominion, stili make an onormens profit eut cf proportion
This Company is asking nothing more, and when they te the capital put in, this Parliament will ho justifled in
claimed te be put on a par with the other Company, we say reducing the rates, and sncb reduction wil net be
that in the first place they should be restricted to 25 censidered as a violation cf any vested intorest.
cents for ton words. The price was not reduced to tbat, We have beard a groat deal about the Montreal
but with those charters originally granted was set that Company and the sympathy they are entitled te, but
restriction. Then we had another restriction, which I who are the Great North-Western Company. The whole
understand will be adoptedi that they shall only charge oneamount cf their capital was $51,000, according te their ewn
cent for every word ubove ton. 2Now, we aie aked to say staternout; and if the stories on the stroot be truc, the
that in view of any possible improvement or invention distribution ofthe $50,0beld by a number of gentlemen
which this Company may obtain, and which it has as good was simply a distribution of paid-up stock granted te them
a right to use as a railway company has to avait itself cf for the pu pose et obtaining their names as directers ef the
improved machinery, a botter track or steel rails, it shaîl Company. That wa really the fact with refence te the
be tined. That is practically the effect of the amendment of distribution cf stock held by Canadians. Whethor that was
the member for West Durham. A sense of justice compels trre or net, there is nothing in this clause affecting tho
me-without having any communication with the Company, North-Western Company, unless thoy considored it 50

or anything more than the feeling which any man who sits serions a menace to their future profits that they pro-
in the House and in its Committees and listens to their for-ed te withdraw altogothor from the arrangement; and
debatos, ought to have-to aay that I think the in this way tho Montreal Company might be affected in-
amendment would be an injustice to the shareholders of jnriously, theugh I think it wonld be te its advantago.
the Company. I am not going into the discussion as to its If this Bil passes with that clause in it, and the North-
President, whether he is obnoxious to Canada or not ; but I Western Company complote their bargain, tbey are bound
think of the shareholders of the Montreal Telegraph Com- for ninety-six years te give te the Mentreal CompaY8
pany in this matter, and object to any legislation which will cent., nothing more or les; se that we need Det
make its shares any longer a football in the marketcf the oast alarmed as te the effet cf this on the Montrea5
Montreal. Company's stock.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). One must be considerably Mr. GIROUARD. I do not agree witb the hon. member
astonished at the opposition this amendment meets with for Cardwehl, wben ho snys this amendment, if passed, wil
from those friendly to this Bill, or to the clause to which net affect the Montreal stock. The effeot is that if discev-
the amendment was made. What are the arguments eries are made in tehegraphy wbich will render the tel-
advanced ? In the first place, the hon. member for Halton graph systoms cboaperthis Parliament will reduce the rat' te
argues that improvements have taken place in tolegraphy 20 cents or 15 cents according te circumstancoS. I have ne
and in telephoning, so that the telephone is now used or may doubt, if the Great North-Westernow ihdh
be used extensively instead of the telegraph, and that the as it bas been, it wiîî stipuhate in its agreement
Company may find itself injured by an opposition of that Montreal Company, should this arendment be earrieds
kind. I may say that they may also use the telephone, so that that should Parliament, at any time, reduce'the rate, the
i there ie any value in this operatiqo, they can ejoy it toi agremont é'au beome of no ofoo; r thO djidfd W
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reduced pro tento. Purther, for a month or two before
everY Session of this Parliament, brokers and others
interested in stock-jobbing will raise rumors of applications
being made for the purpose of reducing rates, and the stock
will be liable to serious fluctuations. Are we going to
sanction a clause that will favor such a state of things. It
is certainly not one in the interest of the shareholders or
the public.

Mr. BRECKEN. I shall vote against the proposed
amendment, because the most that can be said for it is that
it is merely a notice to the Company that possibly, if great
improvements take place in telegraphy, the rates may be
altered. I am won over to a great extent to this opinion by
what was stated by the hon. Miriister of Railways, that
should we adopt this amendment it might be a barrier
in the future to -the Government taking hold of the tele.
grapb system. In Prince Edward Island we labor under a
very great hardship. As far back as 1852 an Act was
passed to incorporate the Newfbundland and Prince Ed-
ward Island Telegraph Company, to construct land lines
across the island and lay a cable to New Brunswick.
Some few years after this cable was broken and communica-
tion interrupted. After several Acts were passed, in 1869,
an Act, 37 Vic., Chap. 34, was passed granting to the New
York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company, who
had meantime complied with the Act of 1862, and thus
maintained their charter of 1854, a perpetual monopoly to
land cables upon Prince Edward Island, a perpetual subsidy
of £600 equal to $2,000, and authority to add 50 cents plus
the relative proportion upon extra words over and above
the previously existing tariff rates. To send a message
from Prince Edward Island to the mainland costs us 75
cents. We have to pay 50 cents on the usual rate, and
so in proportion for every word above ten words. When
the hon. member for West Durham was Minister of Justice,
an Act was passed in 1875 in the Legislature, by section 17
of which it was provided:

"This Act shall not affect any franchise, right or privilege which the
New York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company, or any
other company or person lawfally entitled thereto, may have actually
acquired and exercised or operated in Prince Edward Island."

We have heard a very warm and interesting debate as to
whether the tariff shall be 20 cents or 25 cents, and how far
the price should be restricted. What would hon. members
say if they represented a Province where we have to pay
over and above the ordinary tariff 50 cents for every
ten words and in proportion for every ten words.
The only hope I sec of this monstrous monopoly being done
away witb is in the suggestion of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, that the whole telegraph system may some
day corne under the control of the Government. I am not
going to occupy your time by enquiring how far we are
jlustified in amalgamating this Company. That is better
understood by hon. Ministers who have taken more interest
in it than I have, but I look forward very anxiously to the
day when Prince Edward Island will be relieved of this
niOnopoly which is weighing down its commercial pros-
perity. I do not go in for repudiation, although I should
say that this Act was passed at the instance of Liberal
Government in Prince Edward Island, and we are now
snarting from its effects. When we have to pay a tariff of
75 cents for what was fixed at 50 cents we are deeply inter-
ested in getting that relief from the Government which we
have a right to expect.

Mr. JONES. I am inclined to agree with the remarks of
the hon. members for Halton (Mr. McDougall) and Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard), that the. effect of this Bill will
e tO encourage stock-jobbing on the markets of Montreal.
he hon. member fer Niagara (Mr. Plumb) appears toargue that because this Bill has passed through the

RLilWay Committee it is a fixed fact, as h e says. Now, I think

a great deal of legislation is brought to this Honse in a very
crude state from the different Committees, and I think the
legislation is shoved through in a summary way, and it be-
hoves us to watch more closely than we do the legislation
which is sent us from those Committees. Now, with regard
to amalgamation itself, I have always opposed the amalga-
mation of telegraph companies, and I think that in arguing
with regard to the rates we are going beyond the question
properly before us. This Company was refused amalgama-
tion some time ago by this Parliament, and what does it
do? Why, it goes off and amalgamates under the Great
North-Western Bill, which was partially smuggled
through this Parliament, and then they corne back here for
us to ratify that amalgamation. When we refused to allow
them to amalgamate they did so in spite of us within six
months, and now they corne back here and ask us to ratify
it. I have always opposed this amalgamation; I have op-
posed the Bill in toto. The moment the amalgamation was
made, although they were working a single line with a less
staff and a less expense, what did they do? Wby, they at
once raised the rate from 20 cents to 25 cents, and the public
suffers. If the Dominion Telegraph Company was making
money even at the 20 cents rate, and worki-n ain opposition
to the Montreal Company, how much more money was the
Montreai Company making? This Co*mpany eau well
afford to guarantee the Montreal Company 8 per
cent., and I dare say they would be willing to make
an arrangement to give 8 per cent. more. If it comes to a
vote I shail oppose amalgamation altogether. This is all
bosh talking about widows and orphans. We do not corne
here to legislate for sentiment, but for the interests of the
public, and I think if we can bave a 20 or 15à cents rate, we
ought to have it. When did this Comuany begin ? Why,
it begins with that very Company. The Mutual Company
and all the others will soon say: " We will sell out to this
grand establishment, we will have a regular monopoly
through the whole of this country." There will be another
Companystarting up, as the Dominion Companydid, and ask
for amalgamation. For my part I shall oppose this Bill in
so lar'as amalgamation is concerned.

Mr. SNOWBALL. I shall have to support the amend-
ment now before the Chair. Hon. gentlemen supporting
the Bill have said that this was tho pioneer company, and
was the best and cheapest telegraph service in the world.
I think that is, to some extent, open to doubt. It may be
that it was the pioneer company, but I remem ber when the
Dominion Telegraph Company was formed and when it
complained very bitterly of the arbitrary conduct of this
Montreal Company. As soon as the Dominion Company
got protection, then the Montreal Company appeals
to this Parliament to give them additional powers.
Now, Sir, as long as they had power over the
weaker company, their affairs went on very nicely;
but matters have chani ed. As soon - as they
find the tables have turned, and that the Dominion Company
have got the ascendancy, they want farther protection.
I think the statement that our telegraph system at the
present time is the cheapest and best in the world cannot
possibly be sustained. It is by no means best. It may be
a very fair system; for so young a country as ours, it is
possible a pretty good one. But that it is good in com-
parison with the British system, I entirely dispute. I aiso
deny that it is cheap in comparison with the system in Great
Britain. I think the hon. member promoting this measure
stated that under the English system the address and
signature were charged for.

Mr. CAMERON. No, I stated that they charged for
words beyond the stipulated numbers, for one word as much
as for five. For each five words additional they charge
three pence, so if you send one word beyond twenty words
it costs you three pence more.
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Mr. SNOWBALL. In many respects the English system

is a great imprcvement on ours. You can send a telegram
to the most remote part of the Kingdom for a shilling. If
at a distance from a telegraph office you can post your tele-
gram at any post-office box. These are taken possession of
every hour, sometimes sooner, and carried to the telegraph
office without any inconvenience to the sender whatever.
The delivery is also f ree of charge. In no case is there any
charge beyond a shilling for twenty words. It is true they
do not make any distinction between twenty and twenty-
five words, each ndditional five words over the twenty costs
three pence, but the rate of twenty words for one shilling is
just one-half what we pay in this country. Now, we are told
by hon. gentlemen that if this Company amalgamates with
others and charges additional rates, ail we have to do is to
build additional lines to secure competition, that companies
will at once spring up and build additional linos over this
courntry. Now, how cau companies spring up and build
additional lines. Has not the Minister of Railways given to
this very Montreal Telegraph Company the exclusive right
of building lines along the whole length of the Intercolonial
Railway ? If he has done this, how is it possible for any
othor opposition company to extend lines along this rail way ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He did not do anything of
the kind.

Mr. SNOWBALL. Then it has been done.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But I did not do it.
Mr. SNOWBALL. Then the bon. gentleman allowed it

to be done.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not.
Mr. BOWELL. Who did it?
Mr. SNOWBALL. I do not know. But it las been done

and this is all that the country wants to know, in the
meantime. If no other cornpany can build opposition lines,
how are we to get redress, if this Company takes advantage
of the Bill permitting amalgamation. This Company having
the exclusive right, when the Dominion Company wished to
extend its linos into the Maritime Provinces, they could not
do so; or, at all.events. they were unable to get right of way
along the track of Governiment railways, because that had
already been granted to the Montreal Telegraph Company,
which Company also has the exclusive right fr-om many other
railway companies, including the Grand Trunk, the Great
Western, and branch lines in the Lower Provinces. We know
the great telegraph companies will not build lines except
along railways at the prosent day. The lines which are run
along highways are too expensive tokeep up, and, in order
to make a profit, they must build along great lines of railway.
This is the only route which they can follow. If this be
so, how is it possible to get other companies to build lines
in opposition to this Company, even if the rates charged
are excessive. All we have to do is to grant the privileges
that are asked for in this Bill; and in a large portion of the
Dominiom, and in the Maritime Provinces particularly, it
will be impossible for the people to get redress. It is
necessary for us to be particular in guarding ourselves
when this C mpany comes before us to get its charter ai-
tered. If they do not want it on these terms, lot them
proeeed under the Act they have, and they can thon charge
what they like, subject to faultfinding only on the part of the
public. But when the Company asks Parliament for addi.
tional powers, we must see that the interests of the mer-
cantile community and of the people are most carefully
guarded. The amendments, I maintain, do not go far enough.
Still, as I find a disposition in this Parliament to accede all
it possibly can to the Montreal Telegraph Company, I will
willingly join in granting these additional powers, but in
consideration of their being granted I want as many safe-
guards, as we can reasonably claim, made for the preserva-
tion of the interests of the public.

Mr. CAESaON (Victoria).

Mr. PLUMB. My' hon. friend from Leeds Misappre.
hended what I said in the few remarks which I made i
respect to the Committee. I did not say that because this
Bill passed the Committee, it was a fixed fact. I had not
the slightest idea of anything of the kind. It passed the
C(ommittee, carne down to the House and is now here for
its consideration. My hon. friend misunderstood me en.
tirely. I only intended to say that the contract between
the two companies made the amalgamation in some form or
other a fixed fact, and I thought that to reject the Bill
would be to play into the hands of the stockbrokers. The
Committee had nothing to do with the original eontract.
In some form or other, the companies were to be amalga.
mated either with or without the consent of Parliament
and if this Parliament rejects the Bill, the stock will
become a football in the stock market, and powerfal
people who wish to monopolize the stock, would buy it
at their own price. The argument of the hon. member for
Northumberland is simply an argument in favor of the
Government assuming the telegraph lines. I would be
very glad if the Government, sometime or other, would see
their way to do such a thing ; and the very fact that the
Government can assume these lines, and get control of
them, is one of the objects on which 1 depend to prevent any
abuse of the telegraph system in this country. I may say the
hon. gentleman has not properly stated to the louse that the
Montreal Telegraph Co. bas no privileges in the Maritime
Provinces. It extends a line to Brockville and that is all.
We depend on other lines for the transmission of intelligence
there; we have not come bore to have their progresseither
curtailed or extended. We must depend on them, and
therefore that part of the hon. gentleman's argument falls
utterly to the ground. I trust that the House will see that
the amendment brought in by the hon. member for West
Durham is exactly in the same sense as if he were to ask
us to provide that we should interfere with railway
traffic and reduce the charges on telegraph lines, because
some improvement was made by which a locomotive was
run with less fuel or because of some improvement in rail-
way tracks. That is the whole story, and if we are
prepared to go so far as that, then we might adopt bis
resolution, but not otherwise. If we are pro-
pared to adopt his amendment it will kill the
Bill that is before us, for it is sustained by
those who, 1 know, are desirous of defeating the Bill,
and the adoption of this proposition would be the readiest
means of accomplishing their object.

Mr. BEIRGIN. I do not think that the mover of this
amendment, or any gentleman who las supported it, bas
succeeded in making out a case which at ail justifies it. It
is quite true, the new discoveries and new improvements
may be made in telegraphy before long; but it they are,
depend upon it, the discoveries of these inventions will be
the means of forming companies which will come to this
flouse and ask for charters to enable these improvements
to be brought into use. In all probability, the Montroal
Telegraph Company may not have one cent of interest in
such companies, and it is not at all likely that it would be
able to get any interest in them. There 18
nothing, at all events, that prevents the promotion
of new companies, nor is there anything that wi l l prevent
this Parliament, even if this amendment could not be intro-
duced into this Bill, from altering this Bill, as it is Dow
before the louse, at any future period. The hon. inembr
f.>r Cardwell said tbat this stock was being made a football
of by stockbrokers, particularly on St. Franiçois Xavier
street. I do not know any way- 

Mr. WHITE. That was said by the hon. member for
Niagara.

Mr. BERGIN. The bon. member for Nliagara was right
There is no way in which it may more readile bo maide
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the football of stoekbrokers than by passing this amend-
ment. What would be the effect? Before the next meet-

in. of this Legislature, all sorts of rumors
wvuld be circulated through the streets of our
jifferent cities, and in all probability, petitions
would be presented to Parliament asking for amend-
ments to the Act. The effect of all this would be that their
toek would be made a football of, it would fall in price,

cutil people would sell the stock; and the same thing would
be repeated at each succeeding Session, to the great loss of
honest holders-many of these being women-of the stock,
and to their great loss of capital. This would occur Session
after Session, until the new discoveries and inventions, of
which the hon. gentleman who bas introduced the amend-
ment bas spoken, were brought into use. The object of
this Bill, as I understand it, is to enable the Montreul
Telegraph Company to carry out its engagement with the
G}reat North-Western Telegraph Company. It is looked upon,
at all events, by a great many that the contract entered into
between these two companies now is illegal, and the conse-
quence of passing this amendment may be that the Great
North.Western Company may refuse to enter into an arrange-
ment with the Montreal Telegraph Company; and we all
know, Sir, that the Montreal Telegraph Company was
almost on the verge of bankruptcy when they entered into
this arrangement which gives 8 per cent. to their share-
holders for so many years, this dividend being guaranteed
by the Western Union, the strongest telegraph company on
this continent. Are we prcpared to so imperil the interests
of our own people -the holders of this stock-as to pass an
amendment like this, that may prevent them from rescuing
their property from destruction ? It may be that
although the Great North-Western Telegraph Company
may not go so far as to refuse to enter into a contract with
the Montreal Company, it nay make such stipulations as
will so reduce the value of the stock to its holders as to do
infinite damage to them, and they may insist upon redacing
the interest from 8 to 6, or even 4 per cent, or less, if the
aniedment passed. For these reasons I shall vote against it.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I rise to call the attention
of the House to the sense of fairness entertained by my hon.
friend for Cardwell (Mr. White). le said the clause was
perfectly fair and would work no injustice, because the
contract between the Great North-Western Company
and the Montreal Company was a fixed fact-that
the former Company had to pay the other 8 per
cent. dividend, no matter what the rate was.
Put if Parliament reduced the rate it would manifestly
be unfair to hold that Company to a contract under which it
would have to pay 8 per cent. The hon. gentleman says
this Company need not be afraid of the telephone com-
pany, because it bas the right to use its own lines for tele-
phone purposes; but ho forgot that the whole telephone
SYstem was in the hands of the Bell Telephone Company,
and that no other company has the right to use their system,
as they would be infringing on their patents. If hon. gen-
tlemen wish that the stock of this Montreal Company
shall continue to be the butt of the stock-jobbers
and stockbrokers of Toronto and Montreal, they had better
adopt this clause, because no more ready way could be
devised of making the stock uncertain and the subject of
tontinual speculation than by adopting this clause.

Amendment negatived on a division.

On clause 14,
Mr. BURPEE (St. John) moved:
To amend the 14th section by providing that the Company shah not

.e entitled to avail itself of the powers of purchase, lease or amalgama-ioni, contained in the 13th section, unless it be provided in the arrange-ient therefor, that the maximinm rate of 25 cents for ten body wordshall apply to all messages sent from any point te any other point
Wl th te Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

119-

wick, over any of the lines of any of the companies connected with or
operated under such purchase, lease or amalgamation, had or procured.

le said : I hope the promoters of this Bill will sec their
way to accepting this amondment, as I think it is one
which it will be in the interests of the analgamating com-
panies to accept. It is well known that the effect of this
Bill will b to put the whoio telegraph system of the
Dominion under the control of' the Western Union.
It will extend from Sarnia to Sackville, a distance
of 1,250 miles, and the distance beyond that in
British Columbia will bo very short indoed. Under
the Bill you could send a message 1,250 miles for 25 cents,
but unless amendment is made they too nay charge 40 or
50 cents if the message is sent another mile.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). We have no objection to the
amendment if the hon. gentleman will strikeout the
words "connected with, or" in the lasi lino but one. I
may say that although the Company bas a connection with
the Western Union we cannot possibly assume to control
the rates of the latter, as it is a powerf ul corporation to
which we cannot pretend to dictate as to rates.

Mr. BURPER. The Dominion Company, previous to
the amalgamation, had lines through New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia. If I were sure that they would givo
us the same privileges that the Dominion lino gave us
I would have no objection to striking out the words mon-
tioned by the bon. gentleman.

Mr. CAMERON. Whatver lines weroe amalgamated
under the provisions of this Bill, we understand shall be
subject to the snme 25 cent rate.

Mr. BLAK E. I understand that the Dominion Telegraph
Company had at one time a considerable network of lines in
the Maritime Provinces. Has there been any alienation of'
any portion of thoso lines, or is the system as complete as
it was established by the Dominion Company?

Mr. CAMERON. The Dominion Company leased
their entire system to the American Union, it was after-
wards transferred to the Western Union, and afterwards
to the Great North-Western. My own impression is
that the Western Union work those Dominion lines con-
nected with bthe cables in order to maintain their local con-
nection, while the local business is carried on by te Great
North-Western. I ut derstand that it is inended, so far
as New Brunswick is concer'ned--l have had no communi-
cation with reference to Nova Scotia-that lie rates there
shall be the same as in Ontario and Quebcc.

Mr. ANGLIN. I undorstand the lion. gentleman to say
that the lines erected by the Dominion Company will pass
under the control of this amalgamated company, and there-
fore be subject to this provision with regard to the maximum
rate. If that b so, it will meet our case to a very great
extent. I think it would also be desirable to extend th
same rule to Nova Scotia, througlh which the Dominion
Company have extended their line. At present it seoms
to be unfair that while messages may be sent for
a thousand miles througli Ontario and Quebc for 25
cents, it should cost 50 cents to send a message
from Ontario or Quebec to the Maritime Provinces, perhaps
only half the distance. For some time past the rate from
Ottawa to St. John bas been 30 cents, but it may be 50
cents, as it was formerly, unless we are protected. As I
understand the clause, however, it will apply to Nova Scotia
as well as to New Brunswick.

Mr. CAME RON. Wherever the Great North-Western
extends in its operations, we are perfectly willing that
the rate should be subject to the 25 cent. rule; but
w'th regard to the lines owned or controlled by the West-
ern Union, we nave no power to dictate to them, and for
that reason I wished the words " connected with" struck
ont. We are perfectly willing that cvery thing we do under
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the powers you are giving us should apply to the Maritime right as to any part of the Dominion. I presume this
Provinces as well as to Ontario and Quebec. More than organization will be prepared to grant us what we ask
that we cannot do. whieh is reasonable and fair.

Mr. BURPEE. The hoading of ail the telegraph Mr. BOULTBEE. It seemns gentlemen opposite imagine
blanks of this Company is "Montreal and Dominion Tele- we should legislate foir them just as we please. My on.graph Companies' lines, operated by the Great North- friend opposite clearly says that hc wants 5 cents struck
Western Telegraph Company of Canada." That, I think, off his telegraph messages. But it would cone out of the
indicates that this Company bas control of the Dominion pockets of the Great North-Western or sonie other cor-
Telegraph Company, as it will have of the Montreal Com- pany, and not out of his pocket. The promoters of the Bill
pany if this Bill passes; therefore I claim that whatever say we will concede 25 cents as our charge; but gentlemen
bonefits accrue from this amalgamation to Ontario and opposite want them to go further, and make this unfortu-
Quebec should extend to wherever the Dominion lines exist. nate CEnpany not only convey messages from one end of

Mr. DOMVILLE. While I should like to see the 25 the Dominion fo the other for 25 cents, but to grant con-
cents rate established in New Brunswick, I do not think cessions in regard to messages over oLher lines for 25 cents.
that it is nocessary to make any alteration in this Bill that Sir ALBERT J. S4ITH. This Company controls the
will embarrass this Company, because we ail know that the Dominicn line, which owns a line from Sackville to St.
Montreal lino comes to Sackville, and that from that point John, and it is upon this lino we have to pay 30 cents.
to St. John and on to Nova Scotia the linos belong to the Now, inasmnuch as this large Company controls that line
Western Union. If I remember rightly, the Dominion line they should give us the same priviloge, as to rates, as people
cornes down the centre of New Brunswick, and consequently elsewhere.
we are dependent on the Western Union. The Western Mr. BOULTBEE. On whatever lines that are controlled
Union will not be bound by any arrangement we can make by this Company, they are willing to concede the reduction
here affecting the Great North-Western. We cannot compel of 5 cents, but not for'such lines as they do not control; on
them to give us the 25 cents rate. them they cannot control or reduce the tariff. It seems

Mr. SNOWBALL. I would remind the hon. gentleman manifestly unfair that thoir revenue should bo reduced by
that the Dominion Company ht.s a line from Sackville te St. carrying messages over the whole length and breadth of the
John, and also from St. John to Fredericton, and I believe- Dominion, under any circumstances, at 25 cents. Theydoit
to Woodstock; it bas also a line from Sackville to Truro, under such arrangements as they can control, and it would
from Truro to Antigonish, and on to Torbay; so that if be most unfair to extort any more.
the hon. promoter of the Bill will agree that the 25 cents Mr. BORDEN. I am informed that the Dominion Coi-
rate will extend over the Great North-Western, the Mon- pany, so far as Nova Scotia is concerned, has been absorbed
treal and the Dominion linos, it would be ail that we could by the Western Union. If* that be the case, here can be no
reasonably ask for. security for a low rate, if the modification suggested by the

Mr. DOMVILLE. I stated that the Dominion lino came hon. member for North Victoria be made in the proposed
down the centre of New Brunswick and thon proceeded to amendment of the hon. member for St. John. Our position
Nova Scotia. If a message went that way, of course this will be a very hard one, and probably we shall becalledupon
Company would have bome control; but if it goes down to to pay the full rate to the Montreal Company, and then
the North Shore, it gets entirely in the hands of the whatever rate the Western Union charges in Nova Scotia;
Western Union. and although the hon. member for Victoria says that the Bill

Mr. WELDON. It would be all right to Sackvillewhencedoes not control the Western Union, a provision might be
there D are two lines running to St. John, where a chny inserted that the Montreal Company should not charge ather ar tw lios nnnng t St Jon, her a ompany higlier rate than they Dow recei vo. I pi-sume tbey do net
is organized by the Western Union, and, as I understand gher rats on they te Nva Ipe hey do no

It a)o h ihso h omno ie oNv cta get 25 cents on a message to Nova Scotia-perhaps but 15it has get the rights of the Dominion linos te Nova Scotia,1 cents. -Bat under this Bill they will ho able to charge 25
whch they control. The difficulty I see is to control the cents> and we shart have te pay an additional charge te5the
Western Union. Tho Dominion Company leased the lino Western Union. There should be some provision protect-
Union is now the assigneo. The transfer would affect the ing Nova Scotia in that respect, towhich I call the atten-
Western Union and the other two linos in c)nnection with tien of the hon. member for Victoria.
the cable. The Western Union bas the lease of our local Mr. PLUMB. We are legislating for the Dominion or
linos which have so far worked satisfactorily to the people Western Union Company. So far as I can see the Domin-
of New Brunswick, and the question is whether we should ion Company bas the right to amalgamate with any other
handicap it by these conditions. I think 25 cents Company, and make whatever arrangements it likes. The
should bo the only charge between St. John and Ottawa or Western Union is out of our reach. I do not see why we
between any part of Ontario or Quebec. New Brunswick should compel the Montreal Company to be an intermediate
should have the same privileges as Ontario or Quebec. Company, and propose to the other companies' terms they
Under this Bill you could send a message from Northum. are not bound to adopt. They come here to unite, and to
berland to Chatham or Sarnia for 25 cents; but for a ask the same privileges that we granted to a rival coný'
message to New Brunswick or Halifax the other com- pany sorme years ago. The position of hon. gentlemen OP-
pany could charge what they pleased. I would like some posite is most extraordinary and illogical.
change to be made by which we would get the benefit of Sir ALBERT J. S3IITII. I would ask whether the Great
this proviso. Western does not control and operate the Dominion line in

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. What we want is plain and ail parts of New Brunswick? If they do not control it by
simple, a telegraphie message from St. John to Moncton or virtue of this arrangement, I do not sce that it is reasonable
Dorchester for 25 cents. This Company have the of us to exact it, but if they do control it it seems reason-
control of linos which enable them to give us this privilege. able we should exact.
We pay 30 cents instead of 25 cents, which is Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I havo just recoived a mem-
very unequal. I submit to the promoters of the Bill orandum from the agent informing me that the Great North-
whether it is not within the competency of the Company to Western do not control lines east of Sackville, but those
grant the concession we ask for. If you want to telegraph lines are under the control of the Western Union; cone-
te Moenton or St. John we should have the same reasonable' quently, supposing the lutter charged 5 cents for transnut-

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria).
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ing a message from Sackville to St. John or Cape Breton,
the Great North-Western would only get 20 cents, as they
would have to pay the Western Union the other 5 cents.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITHI. The lines from Sackville to St.
John, Moncton, &c., are westward, so that they are under
t he control of the Great North-Western.

M4r. ANGLIN. The hon. member for Niagara can afford
to be very magnanimous and generous to this Company at
thle expense of the Lower Provinces. Ontario is alt right
under the Bill as it stands, but we of the Lower Provinces
suffer now and do not wish to suffer any longer. I, at first,
understood the hon. member who has charge of the Bill to
say that the Dominion lines in the Lower Provinces are now
held by the Great North-Western Company, the Western
Union having a certain right of control for the purpose of
confrolling cable messages.

Mr. CAMERON. I said I was aware they had reserved
so much of the Dominion lines down there as was essen-
tial for their controlling communication with the cables.
I do not know the exact nature of the reservation
they made; but it was not only to control the lines for
cable purposes, but to have so much control as will give the
Company entire control of communication with the cables.

Mr. ANGLIN. They have entire absolute control of that
portion of the Dominion lines.

Mr. CAMERON. I believe so.
Mr. ANGLIN. That would b hold to mean all the lines

east from St. John, including all lines in Nova Scotia; there-
fore that resolution would boeof very little value to us.
These lines are not absolutely necessary for the transmission
of cable messages; but only necessary for the purpose of
establishing a monopoly in the transmission of cable mes-
sages,

Mr. DOMVILLE. That is what I pointed out to the
bon. member just now. The motion had better bo with-
drawn. My opinion is it is valueless. The Western Union
have such arrangements down there, that they cannot bo
broken by any legislation of ours. If this clause is likely
to be inoperative, it is far botter to lot it drop.

Mr. BURPEE. I do not propose to witlhdraw the motion.
Ilon. members must remember that while the Western
Union Company are not legally bound by any legislation
bere, they are partners with the other Company. The
Western Union will form part of the amalgamation, and
therefore are as much interested in carrying messages from
New Brunswick on Dominion linos as the Montreal Telegraph
Corn pany. I am willing, however, to let the motion stand
until the third reading, to enable further information to be
given in the meantime. After this expression of opinion I
am willing to let it stand to the third reading and then get
some more information on the matter.

Mr. McDOUGALL. We have all the information noces-
sary to determine the question as to whether it is proper, in
this Montreal Tolegraph Company's Bill, to put in languago
which will operate on othor companies. Now, my hon.
friend bas explained again and again that these words "in
Connection with " are broad enough to include arrangements
With the Western Union, and as this Company is connected
With the Western Union it varies the terms, and it would
be absurd to put language of that kind in this clause : In
amendment to the Montrcal Telegraph Company's Bill, leave
eut the words "in connection with " in the original clause.
Then al the lines operated by the Great NQrth-Western
Company in New Brunswick will be subject to this rate.
That concession has been made. I should have made
it, but I understand from those who are botter informed in
the matter that those who have a right to speak on behalf
Of the Company have conceded that, and the hon. member,
1 think, will do well to take what is offere1, without com-
pelling us to oppose the clause altogether.

Mr. BURPEE. A fter w'hat has fallen from the hon.
members for Victoria and lalton J am willing to take
those two words out.

Amendment agreed to and reported.

On motion for tho third roading,

Mr. BLAKE moved the following amend ment:-

Provided, also, that whereas inventions, improvements and econo-
mies in telegraphy may hereafter resuit in a great diminution in the
cost of the service, so that the maximum rate herein provided may be-
come wholly exorbitant, no Act of Parliament passed in that event and
reducing accordingly the maximum rate beroin provided, shall be
deemed an infringement of the privileges granted by this Act.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think there is some misconception as
to the character of this amendment. It doos not affect in
any way this amendment; it is simply a declaration that
Parliament shall hold itsolf free hereafter to do justice to
the general publie without feeling itself bound to make
what may be claimed as compensation by thisCompany bo-
cause ofany reduction in tolls. I quite agreewith the hon.
Minister of RaiWlays that it would be botter to make this a
general declaration, so that all persons and all companies
may understand that we will hold ourselves absolutely freo
for all time to come to make such modification in the rates
and charges upon all railway and telegraph linos as the
public interests may require.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is quito
mistaken that it had reference to the previous clause. The
suggestion hud reference to the return to be made. I said
it would much better appear in a general Bill which would
apply to all telegraph companies. The hon. member will
remember that I took exception to this clause as being
most objectionable.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think, however, ho was willing to
accept it as a general proposition. I know he did object
that the clause as it stands would to some extent or in
some way impair the powers of this Parliament an I
Governmont in dealing with companies of this kind. It
would be simply impossible for us by any resolution of ours
to impair the powers of Parliament. The powers of Parhia-
ment romain precisely what they are, no matter what we
resolve to do with them. We may impose certain moral
obligations upon Parliament, we cannot possi6 ly impair
their force in the slightest degree. I do not think that iii
passing a resolution of this kind we impose any moral
obligation on this Parliament at any future Session or on
any future Parliament, not to deal as wo think
right in the publie interest with companies of this
kind. When we adopted the maximum rate in this Bill we
fully entered into a contract with this Company. We do
seem to agreo that it is the proper way, and we do soem to
bind ourselves in future Parliaments not to reduce the rate
below 25 cents under any circumstances. If the principle
laid down by the Minister of Railways is sound, we should
not adopt in this Bill any maximum rate. We should take
some other mode of arriving at it, such as leaving it to the
Governor in Council to approve of any rate that may be
imposed. The proposition is simply a declaration which,
I think, it would be well to make-a general declaration,
and though it appeared in this particular Bill, providing
that we shall have the right to fix the maximum rate in
future as circumstances may justify and the public interests

1 require.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says
that we should put a general-resolution into this Bill which
is a private one. How resolutions stating that in case
of any improvements in telegraphy Parliament may reduce
the rate which will affect the railways or steamboat linos or
any other industry, is something which I cannot see. For
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general purposes we nust have a general Act. The hon. gen-
tleman says we cannot bind future Parliaments, and that by
the passage of this clause we give them no legal rights; but,
Sir, I do not think we have a moral right, so wbat is the use
of it in the Bill ? There is one thing quite clear, that the
uncertainty which would be produced by passing this resolu-
tion would have the effect, certainly, of shaking the confi-
dence of the shareholders in the value of their property. It
will deteriorate the value of their property, and do no
good. On the hon. gentleman's own argument, the
sovereignty of Parliament is so great that when we find
that a private Act works against the public interests we
have the right to legislate. I think, if I am not mistaken,
the interpretation of the Act gives us specifically that
right, but, at all events, the hon. gentleman's argument is
clearly that there is neither a legal nor a moral right in
the Company to claim compensation, so what is the use of
hurting these people's property ?

Amendment negatived on a division.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I have not given notice

of the amendment which I have in my hands; but, of
course, if there is any objection on technical grounds we can
also take the objection to the third reading of the Bill and
it must stand over. The amendment is as follows

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power toamend the same, by restricting the
clauses relatingto leasing and amalgamation to companies or telegraph
lines already establisbed.

Now, as I understand the position, the Minister of Railways,
both in the House and elsewhere, asserts that Par-
hament is unwilling to give general powers of amalga-
mation, that when powers of amalgamation are asked for,
the parties asking for them should come down and specify
the particular amalgamation they require, and the object
for which it is sought. This amendment cannot affect the
particular arrangement wbich has been the subject of so
much discussion in the House, so I think the promoters
should accept it. It is important in this respect: If, for
instance, any telegraph company should be established it
might turn out to be in the interest of this country to grant,
say to the Mutual Union Telegraph Company, powers of
amalgamation, in order to enable them botter to compote
with this strong combination. It was thought necessary
to grant such powers to the Dominion Company, and for
that spe&ifie purpose, but we should provide that, having
granted those powers to another company, this company
should not have power to amalgamate in order to swallow
it up.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The charter of the Dominion
Telegraph Company is not restricted in ihis way.

Mr: WHITE. I know it is not; but the Montreal
Company, which was then a strong company, had no
powers of amalgamation, and therefore no amalgamation
could take place between the Dominion and Montreal Com-
panies. The Montreal had its business arrangements with
the Western Union for the exchange of messages, and so on,
and they were of a character amounting almost to amalga-
mation. When the American Union Company was estab-
lished in opposition to the Western Union, the Dominion
Company bore asked for powers to unite with it, in order to
be placed in a more efficient position, it was thought desir-
able to give it powers of amalgamation ; but the amalgama-
tion of the Canadian lines could not tako place, as these
powers were not given to the Montreal Company. The
hon. gentlemen say the Canada Mutual is established and
that this amendment would not apply. That is true, but
some other company may be establishod hereafter. Next
Session we may have an application for another company;
and in case we have I think it is de>irable that we should
restrict the powers of amalgamation in this part:cular com-
pany to lines now in existence.

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Amondment
division :

Arkell,
Baker,
Beaty,
Béchard,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
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Blake,
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Brooks,
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Carling,
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Cartwright,
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Charlton,
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Mousseau,
Muttart,
Orton,
Ouimet,
Paterson (Brant),
Patterson (Essex),

Reid,
Richey,
Rin fret,
Roches ter,
Rogers,
Rosa (Middlesex),
Rouleau,
Routhier,
Royal,
Ryan (Marquette),
Ryan (Montreal),
Rymal,
Scott,
Seriver,
Sproule,
Sutherland,

Tellier,
ho mson,

Trow,
Tyrwhitt,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew), and
W'illiams.-108.

Gault, Malouin,
Gillmor, Massue,
Girouard (Jac. Cartiçr),Môshot,
Girouard (Ken t), Mills,
Gunn, Ogden,
Guthrie, Pinsonneault,
Hurteau, Pope (Compton),
Killai ,Robertson (Shelburre),
King, Schultz,
Lane, Skinner,
Macdonell (Laanark), 8mith,
MacDonnell (Inverness)Snowb1all, and
McDougall, Weldon.-10.

flouse again resolved itself into Committee of the Whole

(la the Committee.)

Mr. ANGLIN. My impression is that this amendment
is useless. It can hardly be expected that even the mo
intelligent of the public will imagine that a clause of this
sort inserted in the Bill is done for no object or purpose
whatever. It will have no effect save to gratify the hon,
gentleman who bad moved it, and who seems 1o
be determined to get through some amendment to
this Bill. We all know that any other future company
may ask for a charter and obtain powers to amalge
mate or lease; and consequently, it will have no effect on
future amalgamations, while all existing lines may amaIga
mate in the one corporation. This clause cannot have the
slightest possible effect on the future logislation of thi
Parliament, but it may have the efiect of injuring the pro-
perty of the Montreal Telegraph Company, as it may create
the impression that it restricts or deprives this Compa1Ž
of some valuable privileges.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman say
in effect that we voted for this amendment because my hon,
friend moved it, but he cannot object that we should hellp
him in a most laudable attempt. The hon. gentleman
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(Mr. Anglin) seems opposed to all amendments or improve-
Inents. I think, Sir, that this clause, instead of having the
effect of injuring the stock, will have the effect of greatly
strengthening it. It is a conservative measure, not in the
party sense, but it is in the best sense of the word, conserva-
tive. We have chartered other companies in our wisdom;
they are in existence ; and this clatise prevents future com-
pfn1ies leading us away, or watering this stock.

Mr. CAMERON. When this amendment was pro-
)Osed, I felt that it was of no importance whatever,
whether it was passed or not; but it seems to me absurd to
deal with companies which are not yet in existence. As
far as the Montreal Telegraph Company is concerned, I do
not consider that the amendment bas on it the slightest
possible effect in any way whatever.

Mr. MILLS. The First Minister says that this is a con
servative and good measure, in the best sense of the word'
and not in the party sense. I quite agree with him that, if
conservative at all and beneficial, it could not be so in the
party sense.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I voted against this amendment, and
am now opposed to it, because I do not see the object of
legislation here unless it is intended to accomplish some
good effect; and this amendment cannot possibly be bene-
ficial, while it may be hurtful. If a company is formed in
this country and incorporated in the future, and it would
be injurious to permit amalgamation, this House would not
then grant the power of amalgamation ; but if in the future
amalgamation with only such companies were then desir-
able, then this amendment would be hurtful, because
another Session must pass over before an Act permitting
such amalgamation could be passed.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. I think that this is not fair
legislation at all. Power to amalgamate was given to the
Mutual Union Telegraph Company.

Mr. WHITE. Such power was stricken out.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. At all events the Dominion

Telegraph Company possesses unrestricted power to amal-
gamate, and why should this be denied to this Company ?
I sec no reason for it whatevei. Our legislation ought to
be uniform, and what we give to one Company we ought to
grant to any other similar Company.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. Wo must vote for this
amendment as the House bas ordered it.

Amendment agreed to and reported.

On motion for the third reading,
Mr. WHITE. I have another amendment which

I think is very important; it is the amnendment
against differential rates. When I moved it in Committee
an objection was raised that it was going seriously to injure
tl) countrv newspapers. I have been a country newspaper
man myself for a long time, and I have as great a sympathy,
I think, with the country press as anybody in this House
Or Out of it. I am satisfied that the country newspapers
wOuld not be hurt by giving them the same rates as the city
nelwspapers. But 1 have altered the amendment in such a
way as to remove that difficulty, if in the mind of any.
body it exists. I beg leave to move:

Provided always that all rates charged by any company purchasing
or leasing the line of the Montreai Telegraph Company under the
Jowers by this Act conferred, as respects all classesaf despatches, shal!

be at all times charged equally to aIl corporations and persons, and
after the saie tariff in respect of al] despatches of the saine class anddescription, transmitted under like circumstances, and to persons or

scomnpanies residing or carrying on busines in the saine place, and noreduction or advance in any such rates shal be made, either directly orIlidirectly, in favor of or against any particular person or corporation so
"siding or doing business in the saine place, sending or receivingdespatches of the same class and description.

Mr. ANGLIN. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman
what the result would be if this became law and the Com-
pany violated it ? There is no penalty attached for the
violation of it, neither do I think it would go so far as to
vitiate the charter.

Mr. HOUDE. I think it would be unjust to the French
press of this country if that amendment should pass. I am
not at all interested now in journalism; I entirely with-
drew from it some time ago; but the French daily papers
have not only to pay for the despatches, but for the trans-
lation of them, which sometimes costs pretty heavily, and
as the amendment stands, I am afraid that it would operate
very unjustly towards the French press.

Amendment negatived on a division.

Mr. WHITE. I beg leave to move:
That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend the same by eubstituting
the word "twenty " for the word Iltwenty-five" in section 13 thereof.
The object of this is simply to make the rate 20 cents instead
of 25 cents, and I think, in view of the lact that the two
companies, when acting in competition with each other,
were able to pay fair dividends with the 20 cents rate, and
when the business of the country was not in anything like
the prosperous condition it is in to-day, that they ought to
be able now to give us the rate of 20 cents. I do not propose
to detain the Hlouse, but I do propose to divide it on this
motion.

Mr. CAMERON. My hon. friend hardly states the
object of the amendment accurately. The object of the
amendment is to kill the Bill, and that would b the neces-
sary result of it if it were adopted.

Mr. McLENNAN. I have not heard any argument yet
to convince me that the telegraphy of this country should
be made dearer than it has been for several years past;
and this is practically the effect of this Bill. It is
well known that this Company and its competitor
paid very fair dividends while the business of this country
was in its most depressed state-dividends beyond those
paid by almost any other interest in the country. We are
told, indeed, that in one year the Company only paid 7
per cent. Does anybody in this House remember that
large moneyed institutions, which were dependent upon
commercial earnings, were obliged to reduce their dividends
in many cases one-half, and in some cases paid no dividends
at all ? The moment business revived, this Company began
to get on its legs again. It is true, it suffered some dimi-
nution in its dividends, but the reason was that for several
years previously, during the time of the depression, the
property of the Company had run down. The other argu-
ment wo have heard has been chiefly intended to warn us
against the operations of the stock exchange, where there is
not so much respect for private rights as appears to have
visited this flouse. From my own knowledge of the Stock
Exchange, I have reason to believe that the gentlemen who
operate there weigh the interests in their bands with great
care, and we have heard that the stock of this Telegraph
Company was something like British ConsolF, with such a
fixed permanent value that it had very little possibility of
variation. The fact is that the stock of this Company bas
varied from par to a premium of 100 per cent.
while it was earning very large dividends,
and we never heard about danger from operations in the
stock market. It is well known that stocks that are on a
much broader and firmer basis than the stock of this Com-
pany have fared in the same way. But what are the facts,
known in as well as out of this House ? That the greatest
stock-jobbing operations we ever heard of in connection with
telegrapby is the amalgamation under which the companies
are proposed to be placed. But while a big company is
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formed there is to be a very small capital; and whilst it
secures a dividend of 8 per cent. to the Montreal Company,
there is no limit to the amount that may be made out of it
by people who put in the magnificent sum of $4,000. That
is the simple fact with regard to stock-jobbing. I think it
is the duty of this House to guard the public interest by
keeping down the monopoly that is being created by all theso
means taken together and the permission to charge 25 cents,
when it has been proved beyond question that a rate of 20
cents is amply sufficient for all the operations of telegraphy,
up to this time, without counting the fact that the pro-
fits of the Company must increase very much wth
the increasing business of the country, and that the pros-
pects from a rate of 20 cents are very much greater than
anything done in the past. For those reasons I shall vote
for the amendment.

Amendment
division :-

Aikell,
Baker,
Bourassa,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Burnhan,
Carling,
Casey,
Colby,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
crouter,
Cuthbert,
Fleming,
Guillet,
Hfackett,

Abbott,
Anglin,
Bain,
Beaty,
Béehard,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Blake,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Brown,
Bunting,
Burpee (St. Jobn),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Caron,
Casgrain,
(imon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Cockburn,
costigan,
Ooursol,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
D agas,
Dumont,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fiset,

(Mr. White) negatived on the following1

YXEs :

Messieurs

Haddow,
Haggart,
Hesson,
Jones,
Lantier,
Macdonald (Kings),
McCallum,
McCarthy,
McLennan,
McRory,
Merner,
Méthot,
Mongenais,
Montplaisir,
Muttart,
Orton,

NAYS:

Messieurs

Reid,
Rinfret,
Rochester,
Ross (Middlesex),
Rouleau,
Ryan (Marquette),
Scott,
Tellier,
Thompson,
Trow,
Tyrwhitt,
Vanasse,
Wallace (!Worfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell), and
White (Renfrew),-4.

Fitzsimmons, McIlsaac,
Fulton, Mc Lelan,
Gault, MeLeod,
Geofrion, malouin,
Gigault, Massue,
Gillmor, Mills,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier) Moussean,
Girouard (Kent), Ogden,
Grandbois, Ouimet,
Gunn, Patterson (Essex),
Guthrie, Pinsonneault,
Ray, Plumb,
Holton, Pope (Compton),
Homer, Richey,
Hooper, Robertson (Shelburie),
Hfoude, Rogers,
flurteau, Routhier,
Irvine, Royal,
Killam, Ryan (Montreal),
Kilvert, Schtiltz,
King, Scriver,
Kirkpatrick, Skinner,
Kranz, Smith,
Landry, Snowball,
Lane, Sproule,
Langevin, Sutherland,
Longley, Tassé,
Macdonald (Sir John), Tilley,
McDonald (C. Breton), Valin,
Macdonell (Lanark), Vallée,
MacDonnell(Inverness), Weldon,
McDougal, Wheler, and
MeDougal, Williams.-9).

Bill read the third time and passed.

BILL IN COMMITTEE.

The following Bill was considered in Committee, and
reported:

Bill (No. 77) relating to the Canadian Electrie Light
Company, and to confer certain powers upon the said
Company.-(Mr. MeDougall.)

Mr. McLENNAN.

THIRD IREADINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Ços
mittee, reported, read the third time and passed :-

Bill (No. 92) to incorporate the Sisters of Charity of tbe
North-West Territories.-(Mr. Tassé.)

Bill (No. 113) to amend the Act incorporating " TI
Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association," and toý
change the name of the' said Company to "The Boiler
Inspection and Insurance Company of Canada."-(Ir.
Beaty.)

Bill (No. 138) to authorize the Canada Co-operative
Supply Association (Limited) to issue preferential shares,
-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 133) to incorporate the Western Bank of Canada
-(Mr. Williams.)

House adjourned at 11.45 p.m.

IHOUSE OF COMMONS.
TUEsDAY, 18th April, 1892.

The SPEAKER tOO< the Chair at Three o'clock

PRAYERS.

BI3LL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introluced and read thie first
time:-

Bill (No. 146) to repeal the Supreme and Exchequer
Court Act and the Acts amendinig it.-(Mr. Landry.)

ÇANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 144) to authorize the construction on certain con-
ditions of the Canadian Pacific Railway, through some
other pass than tho Yellow Ilead Pass. ie said:-
About a year ago I had the pleasure of submitting for
the consideration of this House a contract for the
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and 1
have now the greater pleasure of calling the atten-
tion of the IHouse to the results of the adoption, by Parlia-
ment, of that contract, and of its ratification. The ratifictiOn
of that contract was made, and letters patent under it wer,
issued, on the 16th February, 1881. I may safely say that
the progress made in that great work from that time to th i
has been eminently satisfactory. The most convenient mode
in which I can make a rapid survey of the work wili bO 1t
commence at the eastern end, or the point termed Callander,
at the eastern end of Lake Nipissing, where the contraci
for the Canadian Pacifie Railway properly commences, and
I may say that considerable progress has been made
towards the construction of the first section of the
line at that point. It was hoped that the construction Of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, under the subsidy granted

by Parliament, from Pembroke to Callander would have
been completed at an earlier date, but it has not been
practicable to complete that section at an earlier period than
something like the 1st of July of the present year, and if
will be readily seen that it would be very difficult indeed
for the contractors to make very material progress with the
first section until they had obtained easier access by the
completion of that which was formerly the Canada Central,
now a portion of the Canadian Pacifie Rai1WY,
to that point. Notwithstanding that, I may say
that a careful re-survev and i-e-location of the line h-
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enabled the country to obtain a botter lino in
every respect than was supposed to exisi up to
sturgeon River or the , point where the lino bocame
common to the interior lino, passing away to the head of
Lake Superior or to the branch as it was when proposed from
that point to the Sault St. Marie. The papers which I
have just laid on the Table disclose the fact that an applica-
tion bas been made after examination of the subject by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway for permission to locate their lino
from the point that was common to the Sault Ste. Marie
branch, to the north of Lake Superior in the direction of the
Sault Ste. Marie; that that which was formerly regarded as
a branch of the Sault Ste. Marie, ehall, to a large extent,
become a portion of the trunk line. A careful survey
which had been made of the section from Algoma running
easterly to connect at the point where the Sault Ste. Marie
branch commenced, bas shown a very favorable section of
country for the construction of the road, with the advant-
age that at Algoma Mills connection is mado with naviga-
tion at the waters of Lake Huron.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would suggest thattihe lion. memiber
would state, as ho goes along, what particular survey he
refers to. For instance, in 1877, a survey was made on
nearly a direct lino from Cantin's Bay to the mouth of Peak
River.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. That is not the survey to
wihich I am now referring. I am refrring to the survey
and location which was made under the hon. gentleman's
Administration, and subsequently re-surveyed under my
instructions, from Callander for about sixty or seventy miles
on the first section of the lino which I caH the interior lino,
running from that point north to the head of Lake
Superior; and although a good deal of care had been taken
in reference to that survey, a further examination of the
une with the view of carrying it westward instead
of northward in the direction of the Sault Ste.
Marie, bas resulted in obtaining a very favorable
line from Callander to the crossing of the Sturgeon
River, and away on from that to Algoma Mills. For that
distance, from Callander to Algoma Mills, a distance
of 182 miles, through a favorable country, the most severe
grade encountered is one of fifty-three feet to the mile. It
is confidently anticipated that the Company will be enabled
to lay track upon fifty miles this season west of Callander.
That is the calculation, and they have already placed under
eontract a section from Algoma Mills, running east-
sardly to meet the line from Callander for a distance of
sixty miles, on which it is expected the track will be laid
this season, so that it is, without doubt, ascertained that
coUrnunication during the next season-that is in the year
following the present-will be complete from this point to
the waters of Lake Huron at Algoma Mills, a point 182
files west of Callander Station. The sixty miles east of
Algoma Mills are under contract, and it is expected the
track will be laid upon that portion this season, so that the
seventy-two miles intervening botween Sturgeon River and
the portion now under contract to Algoma Mills will
be attacked at both ends, and be consequently completed
dung the year. The main lino, as it is now proposed by
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, is intended to run
Westward from Algoma Mills to within twenty or thirty
miles fo Sault Ste. Marie, running through ai favorable

ountry. They have made foirmal application for
t1s5 change of location. The Government have passed
an Order in Council, of which I have just placed
a eopy in the hands of the leader of the Opposi-
tin, agreeing to adopt that location provided it is

Pn pon further survey that they are able to show the
ans andprofiles of a through lino from that point within

wenty or thirty miles of Sault Sto. Marie, running nearer
e coast to the head of Lake Superior. Until that plan

and location are submitted for the approval of the Governor
in Council it is not the intention to pay any portion of the
subsidy intended for the Canadian Pacifie Railway upon any
portion common to that lino, and what I call the Ontario
lino, running from the north of Lake Suporior to a point
sixty or seventy miles north-west of Callandor Station. I
have no doubt myself, after the information I have received
from the engineer of the Company, that a very fair lino
will be obtained in that locality. We have only very
recontly received information from the able enginoer who
has been going over the most difficult portion of it, that,
although the lino will be probably attendod with greater
cost in construction, it is believed that a very good lino,
with grades not inferior to those that we would have been
obliged to encounter in the intorior lino in the neighborhood
of the upper part of Lake Superior, will be attained. There
will be very great advantage, as ion. gentlemen
opposite will see, from the adoption of the proposed line. In
the first place, I may say that the lino is assumed to be
no longer, the distance will be no greater in the one case
than in the other; it is about 650 miles, whether you go by
the interior lino from Callander Station to the head of Lake
Superior, or whether you go to within twenty-five or thirty
miles of the Sault Ste. Marie lino and thence away to the north
to Thunder Bay. I may say it will be at once been that as the
lino will run in the neighboriood of the waters of Lake
Superior, there is much less likelihood of its being
obstructed by the snowfall, the snowfall not being so great
on the coast of Lake Superior as it would be on the interior
lino. There will also be greater advantage in construction.
While you would be compelled to carry on the construction
of the interior line to a large extent from the two ends, the
one from the ead of Lake Superior running eastwardly,
and the other from Callander Station running westwardly,
the bridging of the various rivers and inîlets from the waters
of Lake Superior will enable this work to be attacked at
different points along the line, and will enable supplies to be
thrown in much more easily than otherwise would have
been the case, and in that way enable the time to be very
much shortened during which the lino can be constructed
than it would be possible if constructed on the interior line.
As I have said before, I have every reason to believe that
it will bo found quite practicable to construct a good line
in that locality, and it will be obviously desirable to do so
for the roasons I have mentioned, in case it be found practie-
able.When that day arrives it is proposed to adopt the location
of the line, and then to treat all that portion of the lino from
Callander Station running to within twenty-five or thirty
miles of Sault Ste. Marie, on by the head of Lake Superior
to Thunder Bay, as a portion of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way proper. It is also proposed, during the coming
summer, to finally locate the lino from Thunder Bay to the
head of Lake Superior running eastwardly, and it is
expected that by the end of the present season they will be
enabled to put under contract some fifty or sixty miles of
road running from Prince Arthur's Landing in this direction
towards meeting the other line which is being extended
from this side. Now, Sir, I may say that there will be an
additional advantage from having the lino constructed in
the mode proposed, because so soon as the waters of Lake
Huron to Algoma Mills are tappod there is a means of
bringing traffic from these waters on to the lino, and the
proximity of the lino to the waters of Lake Superior will
also furnish an additional means of reaching the main line
and carrying on the traffic in connection with it. It is
expected by the Government, as I held out the
hope a year ago, that we wili open the road from
Prince Arthur's Landing through to Winnipeg in the month
of July next-not that the road will be completed,
but that that will be accomplished to which we have
steadily worked, the getting a through track laid over
that distance, so that we may carry immigrants into the
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great North-West through our own country, over the lines
of railway from Quebec to the waters of the Georgian Bay,
thence by water to Prince Arthur's Landing, and so over
our own lino into the great North-West, furnishing a much
easier, a much cheaper, a much more rapid, and I may say,
so far as the difficulty of getting immigrants through a
neighboring country is concerned, a much safer lino of
communication in our own interests than any which at pre-
sont exists. Of the whole of 433 miles from Prince Arthur's
Landing to Winnipeg, the track has now been laid upon 401
miles, leaving only thirty-two miles to complete the
link. On contract 41, from the 193th mile to the 233rd
mile, the rond is expected to be finished early in the present
season. On contract 42. from the 233rd mile to the 300th
mile, it will take a considcrable portion of the next season as
well as of this to finish the work. The contract time for
finishing that work is July of next year, but I shall be
extremely glad if the work can be quite finished
during the next two or three succeeding months. How-
ever, as I have alrcady stated, I have every reason
to believe that during the coming month of July,
we shall have thiough communication by rail,
there being only thirty-two miles of track now remaining
to be completed on that line. The total expenditure on the
lino from Prince Arthur's Landing to Selkirk up to the
present time is $13,234,000, and the balance, which I
estimated last year would be sufficient te complete it,
of 81,470,100, making $14,705,000, or the estimate
which I ventured to lay upon the Table of the House last
year as the cost of that work ; and after an additional year's
experience the House will be glad to learn that I have no
reason to suppose that that estimate will be exceeded.

Mr, BLAKE. Will the bon, gentleman give the figures
of the present expenditure ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The present expenditure is
$ 13,234,900, leaving a balance of $1,470,100, to complete
the work as covered in my estimate of a year ago. The
moment that the through track is laid in the month of July
now coming, we expect to be able to carry, without
materially interfering with the progress of the
work, some traffie and the through immigrants which
require to be provided for. I may say, Sir, that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has decided to establish
its headquarters in the city of Winnipeg. The station
grounds, the workshops and all Lhe paraphernalia that are
needed to carry on and operate a great line of railway, are
to be placed at that point; and this decision having been
reached, an investigation was made by them as to the most
direct mode of carrying the lino westward. As the House
is aware, the Government had placed under contract the
first 100 miles of that road, west of Winnipeg. The Company
decided that it would bo botter to run a direct line west from
the city Of Winnipeg, in the direction of Portage la Prairie,
than to continue to follow the lino which the Government
had adopted, and they were therefore permitted to abandon
that portion of the lino between Stonewall-a distance of
twenty-one miles-from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie,
and construct the road from Winnipeg in a more direct lino
to Portage la Prairie. By tbis change, the distance has
been shortened between Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie
thirteen miles. The Company, however, are bound to con-
tinue te operate the lino under this alteration-which was
agreed to-for twenty-one miles f rom Winnipeg to what is
called Stonewall, the principal place on the line betwcen
Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie, over the lino which was
being constructed by the Government before the work
passed into the hands of the Company. The lino as now
located is therefore a direct lino between Winnipeg and
Portage la Prairie, and in the same westerly direction crosses
the Assiniboine at Brandon. It thon follows the general
course of the Qu'Appelle River to Moose Taw Creek, a dis-

Sir ÇHARLES TUPPER.

tance of 404 miles from Winnipeg, which is the most westerly
point up to the present time approved of by the Governor
in Council; and I may say bore, that it is not the intention
of the Governor in Council te approve of any further portion
of the lino cf the Canadian Pacifie Railway proper, or make
any payments in regard to any construction west of that
point, until it is ascortained that there is a botter lino in
the interests of the country, so far as we arc able to judge,through Kicking Horse Pass, than that we had previously
obtained through Yellow Iread Pass. From Moose Jaw
Creek, we arc quite aware thore is no difficulty in getting a
lino to the Pass which was authorized by Parliament, and
the Bill, which I have now submitted for the consideration
of the House, asks for authority to make the change onlv
if wo believe it to be in the interests of the country. I will
come more particularly to that point a little later on.
1 may say, however, Sir, that the section of the country
through which the lino runs direct from Winnipeg, in thie
most direct course that could be obtained from Winnipe(
to Moose Jaw Creek, and as it is proposed to be coil
structed, is very favorable both as regards the grades
of the railway and also as regards the character
of the country which is to be opened up. The district is
one of a very promising character, which will undoubtedly
be very rapidly filled with a vigorous and enterprising
population. Now, Sir, it is expected of the Company that
they will be able to lay no less than 500 miles of track in
that direction this season; there are 161 miles from Winni-
peg now under traffic to a point which, I think, is called
Flat Creek, about thirty-one miles from Brandon, which, as
you are aware, is about 130 miles from Winnipeg. The
Company expect to be able to lay some 500 miles of track
iii a direct westerly line during the coming season; but, as I
have already stated, the Government does not intend to
make any payments on any portion of the lino beyond
Moose Jaw Creek until they are satisfied that a botter line
can be obtained for the Canadian Pacifie Railway by
going south to Kicking Horse Pass than had already beei
olitaiued in the direction of the Yellow Head Pass. The
loation of tho Canadian Pacifie Railway being
more southerly than was intended or contemplated
two years ago, I think will be attended with
this advantage: that the branches will require to be
fewer, and, as is perfectly obvious, the fewer the branches
are the longer they will be, and the groater the facility
with which they can be operated. The whole of the country to
the north of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is open for the
construction of long branches running in various directions,
and from their length, they can be operated with greater
advantage and to groater profit than short branches could
be worked. The Company have about 8,000 tons of rails
now at the end of thoir track, and a very large quantity of
sleepers, and an enormous quantity of rails are now i'
transit from Great Britain and the Continent, to carry on
with great vigor the prosecution of these works.
The payments up to the present date to the
Company have been $1,610,000 in cash, and 1,610,000
acres of land. AU the branches of the Canadian PacifiC
Railway, as the House is aware, are, 1st. The branch from
Winnipeg to Emerson, which, including the cost of the road
to Selkirk, bas cost, up to January, 1882, $1,538,083. The
earnings upon this branch during the ton months that the
Government operated it, before it was transferred to the
Company, up to the 30th April, 1881, amounted to $291,498
I mention this more especially because I think that a return
which was moved for by the hon. member for Westnore-
land bas not yet been laid on the Table.

Mr. BLAKE. What have been the receipts since?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will be very glad toe giv
the hon. gentleman that information when we core to that
point. The traffic has increased enormously since thft date.
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Froi lst of May, 1881, to 3lst of March, 1882, there were no
less than 21,486 through passengers, and the present rate
of passengers, as I understand it, is from 300 to 1,000 per
day; the passengers in March last numbered 5,681,
and from the 1stto the 15th April, no less than 3,351. I may
say that as they take all persons below twelve years of age
without tickets, those passengers only embrace what we may
teri adults, or do not embrace what I suppose would quite
double-the number of the passengers, if those children were
included, as was of course the case in the number of
immigrants, as stated by me on a former occasion as having
corne in. I may say, for the information of the hon. gentle.
man who soems very anxious to anticipate jit-that the
receipts from the operation of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
from the time that it passed into the hands of the Company,
on the 1st of May down to the present time, and to
the last date of information was over $600,000.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the last day of the information ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I see by the paper that the
carnings from May, 1881, to February, 1882, inclusive,
amounted to $193,000 for passengers, $391,000 for freight,
and $10,000 for mails and express; making a total of
$603,000 for that period.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. For the whole lino?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, for the whole lino under
operation-from Rat Portage on one side to Flat Creek,

penetrate the best district in British Columbia, that is the
.amloops district-a district which would only be skirted

if the road went by the Yellow Head Pass, at the confluence
of the Fraser River and Lake Kamloops. I will read to
the House the latest information obtained with reference to
the probability of getting a pass by the line which is pro-
posed by this Bill-or rather the Bill proposes that the
Governor in Council, if they believe it is in the intorests of
the country, may authorize the Company to deviate from
the pass which was fixed by the contract and the Act of last
Session. This tolegram is from Mr. Van Horn, the Superin-
tendent who is in charge of all the operations at the central
point of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It was telegraphod
this morning to Mr. Drinkwater as follows

"Major Rogers reports that there is no question about feasibility of
good line with easy grades through Kicking Borse Pass although work
will be very expensive. The crossing of the Selkirk Ranga la ine only
thing in doubt, but explorations have progressed sufficiently to justify
belief that they can be crossed by use of some long tunnels. The wor8t
that can happen in case of failure to cross Selkirk is, that the line May
be forced round the great beod of the Columbia, which would consider-
ably increase distance ; but to save this distance work will be under-
takenthat would ordinarily be considered impracticable on account of
expense.

W. C. VAN HORN.

That is to say, it is now found that the Kicking lorse Pass
is perfectly practicable as we have known for some time.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Since 1873.

thirty miles beyond Brandon, on the other, and from Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, since 1873. But the
Winnipeg to Pembina. The Canadian Pacific Railway, in difficulty, ofcourse, as my hon. friend knows, is that pre-
addition to the line they have constructed from Winnipeg sented by the Selkirk Range, which all the surveys carried
westward, and which is now in operation for the 161 miles, on by the Governmont led to the belief was not practicable.
have also laid some eighty-nine miles of a branch If it be found to be practicable it will only be so by under-
which is called the Winnipeg and Pembina Mountain taking to shorten this lino by some seventy-nine
Branch, running in a south.westerly direction from miles, probably by considerable increase of the
Winnipeg to the border, nnd with a branch of expense of construction over that which would
twenty miles connecting that point with the town be involved by passing through the Yellow Head Pass.
of Emerson at the frontier. For 100 miles this branch The importance of making that saving of seventy-nine miles
it is expected, will be opened for traffic during the present is evidently considered so great by the Company that, as they
season. It is now ready for the rails with the exception of state, they would be prepared to take it even at an expense
the twenty mile branch to Emerson, and it is expected that that would ordinarily be considered quite impracticable. The
100 miles of this branch will be in operation during the com- engineors of my Department-those who have any
ing season. They have also projected another branch from knowledgo of the subject-concur in the opinion that if
Brandon south-westerly, about fifteen miles, to Souris, this shorter lino is obtained by piercing the Selkirk Range,
thence west, in all 195 miles. I should have mentioned it will have to be done at a very great cost indeed. The
also that the length of the Winnipeg and Pembina Moun- lino, I presume, would be considerably shortened by going
tain Branch is 235 miles. through the Kicking Horse Pass, and round what is called

Mr. MACKENZIE. Where does the Souris Branch strike the big bond of the Columbia River; but thero is not suffi-
the maincne? cient information to enable one to speak with any cortainty

as to how the distance would compare with the Yellow Head
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. At Brandon, running Pass. The section of country opened would not bo quite as

thence south-westerly about fifteen miles and thon westerly, favorable in that case as in the other. I will now read the
With about fifteen miles between it and the main memorandum which Mr. Smellie, who is Engineer in Chief
lie. The next section I come to is, of course, at the Company's headquarters in Montreal, has placed in
the one which will be dealt with last, and it is my hands with reference to this matter, as I told him there
the main difficulty with which the Company has was a desire on the part of the House to get the fullest,
to engage-I mean the portion through the Rocky Moun. latest, and most authentie information that could be given
tains to Kamloops. I may say that I only received this on that point. lie says in the memorandum, which is
morning the latest information as to the grounds which led dated the 15th of April :
he te Company to be somewhat sanguine that they would be From the report of Mr. A. B. Rogers, who conductel the surveyaea to obtamat botter pass for the radway than the Yellow in British Columbia during the season of 1881, I obtain the followinglead Passi-not better in point of grades, because that particulars.

Would be impossible. If they get through Kicking "Horse "That a thorough preliminary survey of the country was made
Pass I am afraid it will be by heavier grades than the other; ® between the Kicking lorse Creek and Mount Back, neludng the Vermil-

but t ~~ eviosîyin he nteest ofîe ouuî~yandof, lion and White Man's Paso routes, and a partial survey of the route froru
ut it is so obviously ntin iterests of the country and of a the head of Bow River to the sumnit of Howse Paso, and also of the

great trans-continental lino like this, that it should b Kananaskis route. The time occupied on these surveys extended only
rendered as short as possible, that great exertions are being from the lst of August to the lt of October, the parties not having

and he ompny re e icurgret arri'ved as early ais wss expected.
made, and the Company are prepared to in"ur great 4r The route seleted for location passes up the Bow River to its
expense provided they can shorten the lino, as junction with Bath Creek, thence up Bath Oreek westerly about five
they believe they can, by sorm seventy-nine miles. miles, thence south-westerly about one mile to.Summit Lake, about one

Th a matrhmile long, and from which the waters flow in both directions. ThisThi is a matter which would boeof great importance not lake lies from four to five miles farther east than is shown on the maps
onlly to the lino but to the country, because it would as the summit of the Rocky Mountains. At this point, the line will
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thence follow down the east branch of the Kicking Horse Creek to th
Columbia River.

"From the results of the surveys, as far as made, Mr. Rogers is san
ine that the descent from the Kicking Horse summit to the Columbi

Iti ver will not exceed eighty feet per mile, and that the gradients fron
Bow Kiver to the summit will be raised.

" Mr. Rogers also made a reconnaissance from Kamloops easterly t
the summit of the Selkirk Range, and from general observation and bar
ometric readings he states that gradients will be obtained notexceeding
sixty-six feet per mile between Kamloops and the north fork of the Illi
cille West River, and from thence to the summit of the Selkirk Rang
the gradient will not exceed eighty teet to the mile.

" In consequence of difficulties which beset Mr. Rogers, arising fromn
a scarcity of supplies, lie was unable to specially examine the countr:
between the summit:of the Selkirk Range and the East Branch of thE
Columbia River, a distance ot about thirty miles.

" Before leaving the summit, however, he ascended the "Divide'
and while seeing generally a.very broken country to the.eastward, he
observed that one of the ravines led in the desired direction for a dis
tance of quite ten miles. There is also on the westside of the Columbia
a large stream, Beaver Creek, which bas its source in the vicinity of this
broken country. From these observations Mr. Rogers feels assured tha
the distance in which difficulties may be expected in crossing th
Selkirk Range, will be reduced to ten or twelve miles."

That, I may say to hon. gentlemen opposite, is in substance
all the information we have in our possession. As will be
scen by the Bill now under consideration, it is not proposed
to ask authority from Parliament to permit the adoption of
any pass, however feasible, that is nearer than 100 miles
from the boundary on the United States, which will, I
think, be regarded as a quite sufficient distance to protect
thoroughly the national character and interests of the line
I will now, Sir, refor to the progress of the work from
Kamloops to Emory's Bar. That work, as hon. gentlemen
opposite are aware, bas been vigorously pressed, and the
total value of the work done under the contract covering
that 127 miles, is $1,979,973.

Mr. ANGLIN. To what date?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That i 3to the latest date to
which I have information of the progress of the work.

Mr. BLAKE. What date is that ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. At this moment it is not in
my power to state the exact date to which this information
is brought down. I may say that the date at which that
work is required to bc completed under the contract is
July, 1885, and that I have every reason to belieçe that
the work will be finished within the time stipulated by
the contract. Apparently, the amount of the work is
not. sufficient to indicate that that would bc donc; but
hon. gentlemen will perceive that the expenditure on the
initial works has been applied in such a way as to
render the future progress of the work much more rapid
than was possible until a large portion of very heavy and
difficult work was undertaken, and means ofaccess were thus
obtained to the other portions of the line. As hon. gentlemen
opposite are also aware, eighty-six miles from Emory's
Bar to Port Moody have also recently been placed under
contract, at an amount of $2,486,000, and the date fixed
for the completion of that work is the same as the other. It
is easier to complete that eighty-six miles than some sections,
even in their present condition, above that, in consequence
of the work being reached more easily by the Fraser River
and Barrard Inlet, the contractors thus being enubled to
attack it at various points more easily than it was possible
to do in regard to the other work It may, porhaps, be
interesting to the House for me to glance at the estimates
which have been made for those contracts on the main line
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and to state the results,
so far as it is in my power, down t Uthe present moment.
The first contract from the Kaministiquia to Sunshine Creek
was a contract for forty-five miles of road from the Kami-
nistiquia to Shebandowan, but twelvo and a half miles of
that ine was abandoned owing, to a change of policy on the
part of the Government. The amount of the contract for the
whole forty-five miles was $406,194 ; but if you deduct the

Sir CHALEs TuPPER.

e twelve and a-half miles, it would leave the contract price for
- the thirty-two and a-half miles at $293,360. I am glad to be
a able to say that that contract wil] be completed according
mto the present estimate-and of course the work is so far

completed as to enable one t1 speak with a great
deal of certainty-for $313,200, or only $19,840 in

g excess of the price estimated for in the contract.
- From Sunshine Creek to English River, contract 25 the

present estimate for the work is $1,417,208, and the con-
n tract price was $1,037,061, and the construction of the
Y work will exceed the contract price by $380,14. Frorn

English River to Eagle River, contract 41, the present
estimate for the completing of the work is $1,767,357, and

-e the contract price was $2,300,196, or $532,839 less than the
amount we expecte to e obliged to pay when the contract
was made.

e Mi. MACKENZIE. I thought the contract was for
$2,203,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, it was for $2,300,196
and I may say we hope to bo required to pay a largei
amount, and for this reason: The contract was so made

f that if the track was laid during the past season, by the 1st
of July, and if the contract was completed by the Ist of
July of next year, the contractors wore to be entitled to thc
larger sum named here. Well, it is quite true the rails
were not laid by the 1st of July; but the object the
Government had in making that contract was attained,
and that was to provide the means of attacking
the adjoining contract from both ends ; and so
the work was so far completed as to bave
the track laid at a comparatively short time after the lst
of July. And as the contractors incurred great addi-
tional expense in making tUat advance, an Order in Çouncil
was passed declaring that if they complied with the second
portion of the contract, requiring the completion of the
work by the lst of July nextyear, they should be held to have
complied with the portion of the contract which depended
on having the track laid by the 1st of July this year;
because the expenditure made was commensurately great.
and the advantage to the country is the same as it woulid
have been had the original arrangement been adhered to.
I wish to explain the manner in which I am treating these
figures. Should we be able to complete tbat work for the
closest estimate we could make at tbe present, we shall save
$532,839 as between the cost of the work and the price at
which it was let. H on. gentlemen are aware that great efforts
have been made to improve the location ot the line afterthe
contract was made, and both on this and the adjoin-
ing section Mr. Fleming was able, by great exertion,,
to shorten the line, although most elaborate surveys bad
been previously made. When the Government had under-
taken to do the work, it was found that by great efforts
the linoe could be shortened by several miles, as well
as very considerable reductions made in the work in addi-
tion. There were some changes in the character Of the
structures that were contemplated, which also enabled us,
especially on the adjoining section of the work, to make O
very considerable saving. On the section from Eagle River
to Keewatin, 42, the present estimate is $2,904,153; the
contract price was $4,130,707 ; so we expect to effect a
saving on tbis section of $1,225,554. On the contract fron
Keewatin to Cross Loke, section 15, as the ouse is awre, a
change was made in the character of the work.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the bhon. gentleman describe that
change.

Sir CHARLES TUPPERZ. I think it bas been the suB-
ject of such elaborate discussion, and there is so much infor-
mation in the hands of the hon. gentlemen concerning it,
that I do not think it would be right to trespass on the 1îl'
dulgence of the House by detaining it by a further speci
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statement. But I may say, in general terms, that solid em- te contractprice was $2,727,200, and ve expoct to complote
bankments were substituted for trestle work, and the it for $2,324,000-a saving of $103,200. Sa that I may
reasons for that will be found in the reports ofthe engineers stato, in round numbers, that on contràcts 13, 25, 15 and 14
during the time my hon, predecessor was in office, and also the cost witl be $1,560,139 more than the contract price-
in documents subsequently laid before the Government, and and on contracts 41, 42, 60, 61, 62 and 63, thc saving wilJ bc
which led them to the conclusion that the change would be$4,051,630, or that amount less than contenp]ated when the
in the interests of the country. That change has added to contracts were made. I give this information to the fouse
the cost something like $250,000. So, as estimated, the because it is of very great interost, and I know how glad
figures stand thus: The work is almost finished, or expected the flouse will be 10 learn, that in these renote and difficuit
to be actually finished immediately; the estimated 'cost of sections of country, we have been enabled b make so great
the section is $2,619,583-and the contract prico is $1,594,- a reduction ofcost, to save s0 very large an amount of money
085. Added to that price is $250,003, caused by the to the country. I may Say, that in regard 10 the work that
(bange in the character of the work, and you have $1,844,- i being constructed by the Govern nent, the greatest possible

or an amount at present, of $775,500 more to construet care bas been taken 1 securea firstecassroad. Imaysay,
the work than the contract price agreed upon. in addition to thatthat the policy which 1 propoundod te

Mr. LAK. No mce tht te orginl prce.the flouse by changing entirely the character and class ofM.BLAK E. Not more that the original price.n
CHABES UPPIR. ot he rigial ontactrailway to be cojistructed, by building the cheapesb possible

Sir CARLES TUPPRR. Not the originalcontractlino through the prairie coutry, was abandoned by th
price; but the hon. gentleman will see that you add to the Company when tbey came in possession of the road; and
original contract price $250,100, making a total of I can challenge the closest scrutiny of the subjoct when I
$1,844,845. There is between that and the costof the work say that not only are wo carrying out the portion of the
the sum $755,500. Now, I come to the work from Cross road to be coristructed by ut, notwithstanding these great
Lake to Selkirk, section 14, between the contract just savings in such a way as te securethe construction of a tirst-
referred to and Red River. Tho contract price for that work class railway, but that it is not possible to construet a botter
wras $402,950, and the estimated cost is $733,602, or $330,652 description of railway Ihan is being con;tracted in tie North-
more than the contemplated cost. I now come to the four West by the Company. The finest rails to be found on Ibis
contracts between Kamloops and Emory's Bar, 60, 61, 62, continent are those they are now inporting. They are thean6, making 127 miles ; and I am glad to be able to sayaind 63,mkn 2 mls n angi ohoal 0sY highest clnss of steel rails;- and my hon. tricnd and prede-
that on 63, while the price of the contract was $1,746,150, cesser, will perhaps b- surprised te learn that they use a
the amount we expect to complete the work for is $1,192,600, better fisi-plate ihan that on the Intercolonial Iailway, or
or $553 550 less than anticipated. the Canadian Pacifie Bailwav as ca rried or. by my hon.

)-Ir. MACKENZ[E. IDoes your tiî'st eitimate crnltace friond and wafer him by me nti this change took place.
tlje $rThire adoption of a fis ai-platen oi $4 form of a kte-givingmucbgretier strength than the excellent pattern we used,

Sir CHIARLES TUPPEIR. I armtakinn the actual shows they are dtermined 6 teconomize in the
cstiîniat of the work te be4executed; and in that operation of tho road by the construction of the
'ase, althougyh great attention and expense were very best description of roa possible. Instead of
levoted to as careftul and as thorougir a s urvey as possible, laying out a road upon tire prairie witir merely a
it had ho b-, made tirrouglirse rug-ed and difficult a sufficient amount of ballast to enable ilte be oprated-as I
eco)untry, one almost impas,ýsible, that ilwas iutterly imps consemplated at te time I found so muc o difficulty, owin
sible 10 expect 0 obtain sucir correct locat:on survcys as tor the want of support of hon, gentleman opposit, in carry-
could only have been nade wiren a staff of engineerstwere on ing on the Canadian Pacifi n Railway as a Government
the grou, engaed in the costruction of the road, and und g red so far as snow, water paoil

car as benakentseur d istcasrod, mysy

wvhichi it inay be in tlheir powvcr 10 secure, with a reluctin adtion t ohics arehatthe is bpioc g cy c ropunded nto
ofthework, by evcry potssible means they can devise. only on uebc trunk, but on aIl branh linc . Tr sult of

r MACKENZIE Will the lion.gentlemanstae at isethie country will be cost irnp tat bocause we
duction madeonthegends temshahavein bis country, xtendinfomse the osa a

o railway of tho very hghest character, ovo whieh tIe

Sir CHARLES TUPP E. Ws have sacrificed nothing greatesotamount of speed can be obtained, ano the
in tint respect thnt il!, in tire east degree, injure the largest volume of traffice carrid at te cheapest pssible
character of the rond; and having travelled, as s have, over rate. In the construction of' a national lino cof railway,
the Union Pacifie and Central Pacifie iRailways, around the louse wil see ofwhat vital importance it is teCanada,
curves mucr sharper than any tebe met on tire lino of in view of th competition with tose groat national protei jecth
the Canadian Pacifie iRilwy-at a vcry considerable te the soute of us, tire Northern Pacifie, lte Union and eon-
sped-I arn able te Say that our road will compare, not tral Pacifie Rilways, tt there setiretraffi throug
OnlY mest favorably, but is a flrst-class rond, as comparodCanadiae channels, rh ;Company shorld have adopteda
vith the ronds 10 whici I have referrod. In fact, much higlperhclass of railway tan they were c mpelled,
ail these contracts contemplated tire construction of under tiroir contract, te construct. I mention tint
a first clnss raiîway. On the first section, 1 was because the lat Minister ofhIe Interior labored
saYing $553,550 were saved.on bbc amount stipu. under tie somewiat strange delusion as te the want
latedinthe contract. On section 62, tho contract prico of care in the construction othe lino shown by the Canadian
'vas $2056950. We expes yr fcomlete it for $ m1,368,670, Pacifie Railway. Some person md pointed eut ho him that
r $688280 less than the prie contined ing the conract they were aying rails on the ice. albelieve something of

When granted. For section 61 e contract price is that kind did tako place. I am afraid it took place in con-
2,573)640 and we expeet t complote i for 81,927,000, or sequence of a portion of lhe rond construcled by the Goveru-
I h640 less than the contrt amount. On tho sections mont between Winnipeg and Stonewall, bing overflowe

fron mory's Bar t Port Moody, of course thecontract by wator, and insead of tayiing Up te track it was more
be for a lump suhc, we oxpect, with the conveniyntsaslay.il over bbe ice, and I dare
tareful and accurate survey wrich was made and say some sidings in connoction with bbe braffie
tho thorougb knowledge of tie work obtained before requird 10 bc for te lime tehb laid on ie ico. 1
the contrat was lontho complote i for the amount ea only say that having travelled ovr 130 miles
itated in e cont rit-$2,tS6,00. On section 60, of the rod, fuetm Winnipeg Brandon, in ompany
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with Mr. Schreiber, the Governmont Engineer, and after
a most careful examination of the mode in which
the Company constructed the road, I was delighted with
it. They were making every mile of the road,
whether main linos or branches, the finest description
of road. Of course, it involved in constructing a
road on the prairie no such expense to make a first
class road as in the rougher portions of the country
I may now, by referring to the line through its entire
extent for a single moment, draw the attention of the hon.
gentleman to the position we will occupy when the rail-
way is completed.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Before the hon. gentleman proceeds,
I would like him to state one thing ho has omitted, namely,
the amount expended by the Government on the first 100
mîiles west, and the condition of that flat country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that I have not
mentioned that to the House, because I have already laid on
the Table of the House a full statement of all expenditure
made by the Government, about $700,000, and the state-
ment of the payment of that claim by the Company to the
Government. It would have been embraced here but for
the fact that it had been dealt with in a specific return,
and I will be very glad to supplement that return if the
hon. gentleman finds any point in it in which thero is not
the fullest information.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have not seen it.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that I am not

particularly proud of that portion of the work which was
carried on under my charge, and throw the blame a good
deal on hon. gentleman opposite --

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course.
Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. Who wore very stringeut in

the means that were placed at my service for the construc-
tion of any portion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and I
was compelled, under the difficulties of the position, to tall
back upon adopting through the prairie, another class
of road ; and I am afraid that the contrast botween the
operations of the Company and my own, in regard to the
construction of the railway through the prairie section, is
one certainly that I do not consider particularly flattering
to myself, so that the hon. gentleman will excuse me if I do
not dilate quite as fully upon that branch of the
subject as I might otherwise have been tempted to do.
Now, I may say that, assuming that seventy-nine miles
is to ho saved-and Major Rogers seems to ho very sanguine
that ho will obtain a saving of seventy-nine miles-if it be
not saved of course these figures will have to hoechangd-
but I assume that it will ho saved, and we shall thon stand
in this position: That from Montreal to Port Moody by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway the distance will be 2,850 miles;
from New York to Port Moody, via the Canadian Pacific
Railway and Montreal, the distance will be only 3,260
miles; from New York to Port Moody, by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and Brockville, the shortest means by which
they can reach the point, the distance will be 3,140 miles.
Now, Sir, from New York to San Francisco which is some
500 or 600 miles further to the south than Victoria, via the
Central and Union Pacifie Railways, and the shortest con-
necting linos in the United States, the distance will ho 3,330
miles, whereas from Montreal te Port Moody it is only
2,850, and from New York to Port Moody by our road
is a shorter distance than it is from New York
to San Francisco, showing that for all through
traffie we ought to be able, with our shorter distances,
with our botter line, with our botter grades and curves, and
with the advantage of having a road not burdened with
the enormous bonded debt that the Central and Union
Pacifie roads are charged with, we ought to be able to com-
pote over the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with fast steamers i

Sir CHARLi!s TuPPEa.

connecting San Francisco and Victoria, for a considerable
portion of the trade, even between San Francisco and certain
portions of the western States. That may be thought to
be a very extravagant idea, but I believe that with the
advantages we enjoy and with the character of the road
boing constructed, we may not only hope to hold ail the
traffie of our own country over our own linos, but we may
be able to enter upon a sharp and successful competition
with either the Northern Pacifie Railway or the Central and
Union Pacifie Railways for the traffl between different
sections of the great Republic itself. From Liverpool
to Montreal the distance is 2,715 miles, from
Liverpool to New York, 3,040 miles, from Liver.
pool to Port Moody via Montreal and the Canadian
Pacific Railway, the distance is 6,063 miles; from
Liverpool to San Francisco via the shortest route that
can bo obtained in the United States, the distance is 6,830
miles; from Liverpool to Yokohama in Japan, via Montreal
on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, 10,963 miles; from Liver-
pool to Yokohama via New York and San Francisco, 12,038
miles; so that ve shall have over the Canadian Pacific
Railway the distance from Liverpool to Port Moody via
Montreal 767 miles shorter than via New York and San
Francisco, showing that so far as through traffic is con-
cerned, itwill be utterly impossible for any route on this
continent to begin to compete with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. Then, Sir, from Liverpool to Yokohama, via the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, the distance is no less than 1,070
miles shorter than via New York and San Francisco, show-
ing that not only in reaching the Pacifie Coast, but in
reaching Asia, and for through traffic, we shall necessarily
make our road the highway between Europe and the East.
Then, Sir, looking at it in another bearing which cornes a
little closer home, the figures will be regarded with very
great favor by the House. From Liverpool to Halifax the
distance is 2,410 miles, from Halifax to Quebec 680 miles,
from Quebec to Montreal 176 miles, from Montreat to Port
Moody 2,850 miles, or 3,706 miles from sea to sea. From
Hlalifax to Port Moody the distance is 3.706 miles, from
Liverpool via Hulifax to Port Moody 6,186 miles. From
Liverpool to New York the distance is 3,010 miles, from
New York to San Francsco 3,790 miles, making 6,830
miles.

Mr. MACKENZIE. In the distance from Montroal to
Liverpool doos tlhe hon. gentleman caiculate by the Straits
of Belle Isle or by Cape Race?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think I am taking it by the
shortest line I can get; but I think that in taking the dis-
tance from Liverpool to Halifax it is not usual to go by the
Straits of Belle Isle.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No; but the previous figures referred
to the distance froma Montreal by sea, 6,063 miles.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. FromnLiverpool to Montreal,
2,093 miles, I presume would pass by the Straits of Belle Isle.
From Liverpool to New York and San Francisco, the dis-
tance is 6,830 miles, or 644 miles from Liverpool to SI
Francisco vid New York more than it is from Liverpool te
Port Moody vid Halifax, giving another evidence why, in
our great national line of railway which we have now
provided from sea to sea, we shall not only have ia great
through line of a most inviting character from one ocean to
the other in our country, but we will have a lino fron'
Liverpool to Port Moody on the Pacifie 644 miles nearer
than by the shortest linos that can be obtained by gomig to
New York and thence to San Francisco. Now, Sir,
am quite certain that this statement is one that w-il
be regarded with great satisfaction by the Holuse
and that the Government who assumed the great
responsibility a year ago of submitting this contract vith
the Canadian Pacifie Railway for the considerationf
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parliament, have great reason to be satisfied, that, after a
year's experience, the only change they are obliged to ask
Parliament for, is one to authorize a change in the location
from Yellow Head Pass to one that will shorten the Canadian
Pacific Railway by seventy-nine miles, if it should be found
to be practicable.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman supplement
his remarks as to distances to this extent-if he is so pre-
pared. Assuming that Kicking Horse Pass is not found prac-
ticable, he proposes, as I understand it, that the main line shall
be diverted north to the Yellow Head Pass from the upper
end of the Qu'Appelle Valley, can he give the distance in
that case to the Yellow Head Pass.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, Mr. Speaker, I am
glad that the bon. gentleman has asked me that question,
because it is a very important one; and one to which I have
directed my attention. From Moose Jaw Creek, the western-
nost point to which we have authorized the location of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway viá the Yellow lead Pass,will not
as I believe, increase the length of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way over what was contemplated. when we had this subject
before the flouse a year ago; and when we anticipated the
adoption of a more northerly course from Winnipeg than
has since been taken. The country through which the
road passes is botter than would have been traversed by
tlie other route. The grades and curves-but I noed not
speak of the curves, as they do not affect the question-the
grades are less severe than those we would have been
compelled to adopt on the lino contemplated a year
ago, and the change will not matorially lengthen the
line, if at all, if we have to fall back on the Yellow Head
Pass, while seventy-nine miles will b saved by obtaining
access through the Kicking Horse Pass. Now, Sir, I may
say it is a source of no little satisfaction to me to be able to
make so gratifying a statement as 1 have presented
to the House with relation to this matter. After
we have bad the opportunity of looking at this
question-not in the light of an abstract question, in
which we were to some extent compelled to view it a year
ago, but in the light of a year's experience-I have shown
the House the enormously rapid advance wbich bas been
made in the construction of this great national work, for it
is a great national work, whether it be in the hands of the
Government of the day or in the bands of a Company sub-
sidized-largely subsidized, hor. gentlemen opposite will
say-by the Government of the day, or by Parliament.
And I say it is extremely gratifying to find that the most
sanguine predictions whieh any hon. gentlemen on this side
of the flouse made, as to the progress of this great work,
have been more than realized by the vigor which bas been
exerted on it by the gentlemen who are engaged in it. And
perhaps, Sir. after this year's experience, which wo are
able to look back upon, it may not be unadvisable
before I sit down for me to notice how far the fears,
that were entertained by hon. gentlemen opposite a
yoar ago, have been proved to be well founded, or
unfounded, when submitted to this crucial test. Sir,
Inow think we have the data for expressing an opinion,
and a very sound opinion, on a great many points,
which troubled hon. gentlemen opposite when Parliament
vas called upon to ratify this contract. During last
Session, I have taken up, Sir, a voluime-I was going to say,
Of forgotten lore. 1 have taken up, Sir, the expan-
sion on the Journals of the views of bon. gentlemen
Opposite during last Session, but it has ceased tobe regarded-in the excitement that the country bas
felt, and in the interest that all the country bas
Inanifested, in the wonderful progress ofthis work, and in the
remarkable development of the country under the operation
of this progress-with * any attention ; and that what

seeme.d so fresh and full of life and vitality a year ago hias
actually become forgotton lore. Why, Sir, I forget whether
twenty or thirty amendments were drafted by the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Blake). He will not say to me that ho did
net draft all these amendments. The bon. gentleman will
not say that in the discharge of his duty as the leader of the
Opposition he did not do so. I think that some lion. gen-
tleman referred to an hon. gentleman as having been put
up on this side of the House, because an important question
was moved by him; but, Sir, I will ask the bon. gentleman
if he did not put up twenty members on that side of the House
last Session to move resolutions which were all drafted by
himself, for the purpose of attracting the attention of the
House, and, as was assumed, of reaching the attention of
the country; but what is the fact to-day, Sir. From that
day to this so occupied and interested bas the
country become in the rapid progress of this
work, and in a rapid expansion of the country under
its influence and development, that these resolutions have
been utterly forgotten and if any gentlemen was asked on
the other side qf the House to recite one of them, I am
quite certain it would puzzle him as much as it would
puzzle some porsons to recite the Lord's Prayer, and if some
one of these hon. gentlemen was called upon for instaneo,-I
would not b a bit surprised if I called upon the member
for North Elgin to do so, if ho commenced the recital by
saying " Now I lay me down to sleep." Certainly these
resolations have all been laid down to sleep; and after
having slept, they are now in a perfectly lethargic position,
-consequently if I now stir them up a little, I am sure
that the hon. gentlemen who spent so much time and
ingenuity, will not blamo me if I refer to them;
and I may say that the manner in wbich some of
these resolutions wer e drafted, reflocts a great deal
of credit on the hon. gentleman's head, whatever
may be said of bis heart. Well, Sir, what is the first resolu-
tien with which I think the hon. member for Westmoreland
was entrusted. It was that the said resolution be not now
read a second time, but that it b resolved, that in the
opinion of this House tenders should be invited for the
construction and operation of the Canadain Pacifie Railway
before Parliament is asked to ratify any contract
for the same. Well, Sir, if ever a resolution
which an hon, gentleman proposel in the presence of this
House, exposed him te the imputation of being a Rip Van
Winkle, and a man who had slept for years and did not
know what was going on, certainly it was the character
of this resolution. Did not the hon. gentleman know that
tenders had been asked for, and that the Government of
which ho was a member sent tenders all over England and
the United States and Canada, for months, inviting com-
petition for this work ? Did ho not know that these
tenders declared that the Government, of which ho was a
member, was prepared te give 54,000,000 acres of land and
$27,000,000, and 20 per cent. on an unknown sum, which
tenderers were invited te state.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The time for receiving them
had expired.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh ! the hon. gentleman
says, the time for receiving tenders had expired. But why
bad it had expired. Why, Sir, it expired only because
there was no person to be found in Canada, or out of it, who
would look at their proposition to construct the Canadian
Pacific Railway for 54,000,000 acres of land and $27,000,000,
and an unknown sum, which tenderers were asked to fix
for themselves over and above the maximum price.
This was the offer of tbe hon. gentleman and of
the Government of -which ho was a member.
The hon. gentleman knows that the Canadian Pacifie
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Railway was as dead as Julius Cesar at that time. The
hon. gentleman knows that the people bad ceased to talk
about the Canadian Pacific Railway as a thing in which to
invest any money, and for very good roasons, as I shall
presently show. The hon. gentleman is aware that after
giving it the widest publicity, we were able to make a con-
tract for $78,000,000-valuing the land at $1 per acre-
while they had offered $81,000,000, calling the land
$1 per acre, and they could not get a bid from any
part of the world where they had sent their
applications. Under these circumstances, I think
it was hardly in place for the hon. gentleman to take the
exception that tenders were not invited, for the hon. gentle-
man himself had been inviting tenders for months with the
effect which I have named. The bon. member for Iberville
(Mr. Béchard) also wisbed to explain bis views, the views
of the hon. gentleman who drafted the resolution and placed
it in bis hands-1 mean the leader of the Opposition. I do
not mean to say that the hon. gentleman was not quite in
bis right, or was not discharging bis duty, in drafting the
resolution, or that it was tho slightest reflection upon the
members of that side of the House to accept the resolution
or the services of their leader in preparing it. There
was nothing extraordinary in that, but it reminded
me of a story I once heard of a Presbyterian Church
in which one or two influential parties were
becoming rather restive. They talked about going overCto
the secession or leaving the church with which they were
connected. A consultation was held with the venerable
pastor of the church, and the question was taken up'as to
how to secure these people who were becoming dissatisfied ?
Iis solution of the difficulty was expressed in those words:
" Make deacons of them." So, Sir, when we found the bon.
gentleman putting separate resolutions on this question into
the hands ot various members of the patriotic band who sit
behind him, I concluded tbat he was making deacons of
some of these gentlemen, feeling it necessary to put them
on record as being bound by the resolution for fear they
should become restive. In the resolution moved by the
hon. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard), I find it stated :-

" That the arrangements for the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway should be such as the resources of the country would permit,
without increasing the former rates of taxation, and that the work, if to
be constructed by a Company, should be let only after tenders bad been
obtained therefor, and should be subjected to purchase by the Govern-
ment at 10 per cent. over cost."

Now, Sir, I have a curious commentary to make on that
resolution. There is a resolution drafted by the right hand
of the leader of the Opposition, to which the leader of the
Opposition piedged himself by voting for it-as is shown
by bis name standing recorded for it on the journals
of Parliament-that ho believed it to be true. If the
hon. gentleman believed that the policy of all
parties bad been, as stated, in the resolution, then the
hon. gentleman's memory was sadly at fault. I do not
now know whether ho was a member of the Government at
the time the Order in Council was drarwn up which was
approved by His Excellency on the 8th of July, 1874, but
if he was not, he had ceased to be a member but for a very
short time, and at all events he was a member when the
Tariff was passed to which the Order in Council makos
reference.

Mr. BLA.KE. No, I was not at cither date.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Still I am afraid the hon.
gentleman will have to get the hon. member for Iberville
(Mr. Béchard) and every man who voted for that resolution
to withdraw it, or else ho will be in the positin of charging
his colleagues whom he had but lately left, of going in the
face of their own document, the Order in Council of the 8th
of July, 1874. I will read what was stated there, and you
will remember that they were drawing up an Order in

Sir CHARLs TUPPER.

Couneil which was to be sent to the Imperial Government
that they were solemnly declaring the policy of their Gov'
ernment. And here are the remarkable words they use.:

"In order to enable the Government to carry out the proposais which
it was hoped the British Columbia Government would have accepted, theaverage rate of taxation was raised at the late Session about 15 per cent.
The Oustoms duties being raised from 15 per cent. to 17J per cent., andthe Excise duties on spirits and tobaccos a corresponding rate, both
involved an additional taxation exceeding $3,000,000 -on the taxation of
the year."

Yet, Sir, the hon. gentleman and his colileagues having put
their names to this solemn declaration that the Governmaent
of the day, that the Government of which he had so lately
ceased to b3 a member, while he was a member of if, had
come to Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. No, no.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Was not this iucrease passed

by the bon. gentleman while ho was in the Government?
Mr. BLAKE. No.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Well, ho must have favored
thora witb the light of his countenance but for a very short
time, for this incecase referred to was in the first Budget
Speech brought down by the Government. It would be
like fixing an ignusfatuus to fix the hon. gentleman's move-
ments in the Government and out of it; but I must be
excused for supposing that ho had not abandoned them
quite so soon after having lent them the weight of his name
to get into office. But it matters not whether he was a
member of the Government or not. There is the solemn
declaration toý ihis louse and to this country, as well as to
the Mother Country and to the Imperial Parliament, that
instead of their h lding to the policy that the rate of taxa-
tion should not be increaïed, they had declared that they
thenselves had increased it to a rate which gave them over
$3,000,O00 in a year for the express purpose of constructing
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I think if the hon. member
for Iberville (Mr.] Béchard), who is usually so frank and
candid in bis statements, if bis attention had been called to
t OrderinCouncil-would have hesitated a good deal
before saying thati the policy of ail parties was that there
should be no increase in the rate of taxation. Now I ray
pass on-

Mr. RYMAL. NO; take them all.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think I can find enough in

them to afford plenty of amusement to the bon. member for
Wentworth (Mr. Rymal), and I can see lie is very much
amused already, by the broad smile which illuminates his
countenance at this moment. The hon. member for Iber-
ville closed bis resolution with a remarkable declaration, to
which 1 now invite bis attention:

" That that contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railwa, laid
on the Table, involves violation in the above and other particulars of
the settled policy in reference to the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
should not be ratified till after the people have had the opportunitY of
expressing their opinion through the medium of a General Election.

Well, Sir, a year bas gone over since ail these doleful
predictions as to the effect the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway would have upon the country, and the
people are a great deal botter qualified to pass upon that
great question, that groatest of all questions which have
been su bmitted for the consideration of this Parliament, the
National Policy excepted, than they were a year ago. TheY
have not only the statements, the opinions, the views of he.
gentlemen on both sides of this House, but they have th.
best light with which to examine the question, and that is

the light of practical experience. And yet Sir, these hon
gentlemen, who felt very anxious a year ago to g0 ben
country, now that the country bas seen what has t
accomplished in a year under the operation of this conItr"ct
do not seem so anxious to talk about a General ElectiOn-d"
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not seem to relish a General Election with quite so much
fervor as they did a year ago.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How are they on your side ?

Sir CIHARLES TUPPER. I thank the hon. gentlemen;
there is not a man on this side of the House who does not
know that we are entitled to receive, and believes that we
shall receive, the approval of an overwhelming majority of
the people of this country from end to end. That is what
they feel, and the hon. gentlemen knows it right well. Well,
Sir, as I said, the great organ of their party, after howling at
us because we would not give the people an opportunity of
expressing their opinion at the poils, after the people have
had a year's experience by which to judge of this work,
now says that we are attempting to put a great surprise on
the people, that the taking of the opinion of the people is the
very last thing that a respectable Government would think
of doing. I give that to the hon. gentlemen as a corollary
to what bon. gentlemen said a year ago ; and I say that I
for one would be only too proud of having the opportunity
to show to this country how this Government dealt with
this great question. Now, I come to the next motion, from
which I excuse the leader of the Opposition, because it is a
financial one, and I suppose I must give to the late Finance
Minister the credit of having drafted Ibis resolution for
himself. In fact, there is a recklessness about it that
indicates that its paternity was not far fron the mover.
I will read it to the louse:

'' That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway involves
a total expenditure by the county iin connexion with that work about
$60,000,000, exclusive of interest, and the cession of 25,000,000 of acres
of choice lands, worth at the estimate of the Government last year at
least *79,000,000, making a total consideration of about $140,000,000,
while the railroad itself iE estimated by the Government to costnot more
than $84,000,000, and that thie consideration proposed to be given is
excessive."

Well, Sir, suppose it did cost a good deal, suppose there was
any foundation for the statement that it would cost
8140,000,000 to the country to secure the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, whom bave we to thank for
it ? Who are the men responsible for having spent five
years in exaggerating the cost of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and in questioning its usefulness after it was
constructed ? Does the hon. gentleman forget that
in the first Budget Speech he made, he hiniself said that
to construct it in ten years-though this Company
is going to construct it in less-would cost from $150,000,000
to $160,000,000 in cash ? Does the hon. gentleman
forget that if any man in Canada, or out of it, is
responsible above all others for the difficulty of securing
the construction by his own of the Canadian Pacifie
IRailway, it was the wild, hap-hazard, reckless asser-
tions which the hon. gentleman himself made when he was
occupying the position of Finance Minister of this country;
Why, Sir, no man can rcad the speech the hon. gentleman
made without coming to the conclusion that, to construct
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, would be to irretrievably ruin
the financial credit ofthe country and destroy the prosperity
Of the Dominion of Canada for many long years to come.
And when the hon. gentleman came to consider the question
of operating the road after it was constructed, his utterances
were stili more appalling, because, aithough he considered
that the country would be involved in financial ruin by the
amount of money that would be required to secure its con-
struction, that was trifling compared with the frightfal
bugbear which the hon. gentleman conjured up as to the enor-
mous burden of taxation under which the people of this
cOuntry must groan to the end of time for the purpose of
oPerating the road. Why, Sir, what did he do ? That conf ract
proposed to pay $28,000,000 for the construction of those
Portions which the Government were engaged in construct-
1ng, and which were to be handed over to the Company;
It also provided that we should pay $25,000,000 more, in

all $53,000,000, and 25,000,000 acres of land to secure the
construction of this work, which the hon. Minister of
Publie Works, then at the head of the Government, and the
hon. leader of the Opposition themselves concurred in,
declaring at the lowest estimate must cost $121,000,000 in
cash. Well, Sir, let the hon. gentleman consider the pro-
posal that he himself was party to, and that was to
give 54,000,000 acres of land. Let him multiply the
29,000,000 acres of land, which is the excess proposed to
be granted by them over what we propose to grant,
by the price he estimates, and lie will find that
$87,000,000 would be saved to the country in. the
land grant alone under this contract. And when it is
remembered that in addition to that, he was prepared to give
$27,000,000 of money, it only excites surprise that any hon.
gentleman, standing in the position in which ho stood, and
knowing as he did the gigantie character of this work, the
difficulties in the way of its construction and operation,
should have ventured to put on the journals of Parliamont
such a resolution as this. How can the bon. gentleman be
surprised that all the series of resolutions and amendments
which hon. gentlemen expanded on the journals, have
becomef orgotten lore? Why, Sir, I ventured to say a year
ago, when we were discussing this question here, that when
the time came to go to the people in a General
Election, hon.gentlemen opposite would be only too glad to
forget that they had ever attacked that contract.
And, Sir, I believe now that the last thing any hon. gentle.
man on the other side of the House, on going to his constit-
uent throughout the wide realm of the Dominion, would
think of would be to read one of these resolutions that they
considered so important when they moved them a year ago.
Why ? Because the liglit of one year's experience lias
revealed so much information with regard to this question as
to warrant me in saying that if they are not ashamed, they
ought to be, at the unsound principles to which they formrorly
committed themselves. I do not, of course, mean ashamed
in any other than a political sense. I now come to the
resolution moved by the hon. member for Sunbury, setting
forth that at present the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is premature.

An hon. MEMBER. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The resolution reads thus
' That the resolution be not now read a second time, but that it be

resolved, that at present the construction of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way in British Columbia is premature, and which involves the country
in an expense beyond its reasonable capacity, and would lead to the
maintenance of too high a rate of taxation, while the postponement of
that part of the undertaking till after the prairie section is finished,
would enable it to be constructed at a much less cost and within a rea-
sonable time."

What does the hon. gentleman say in the light of a year's
experience of his epithet premature&? What does he say
when lie finds not only what has been accomplished under the
contract, but that Canada is moving ahead with such giant
strides towards national life, as we have witnessed within
the last twelve months ? The hon.gentleman would require
to be blind and deaf to shut out from his intelligence
the knowledge and information now attainable, and the
fact that everywhere, right and left all over this country,
the influence of the Government, having grappled with this
great work and dotermined to open up that magnificent
country to the industrious thousands and tens of thousands
outside, has, with the rapidity that nothing else could
achieve, given to the position and character of Canada in
retrence to this great national work an impetus
that could not have been anticipated one year ago.
Look at the fact of 21,000 immigrants going into Manitoba
since the 1st of January last, and tell us what that means ?

An hon. MEMBER. Where from?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have already toki the hon.

gentleman that it matters little where they come from if
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they go into that country and develop it, and furnish the
means of inviting industrious immigrants from other lands,
by showing that in that country they can use their labor
and capital in a manner more beneficiall to themselves
and families than in any other part of the world. The very
fact that in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, and
Ontario, at this moment all alive with industries, rapidly
advancing in every possible way-where a condition ot
prosperity exists, affording bread to cvery man in the
country-at a time when ail the Provinces, Prince
Edward Island included-I say the very fact that we have
opened up a region of such unbounded extent and resources
as to tempt people to leave their happy, prosperous homes
in these older sections of the country-affords abundant
evidence that the interests of Canada were never more
thoroughly considered than when measures were
taken to open up our magnificent North-West to
the industry and energies of all outsiders. Well,
what does this mean, so far as our natural wealth is
concerned ? If the hon. gentleman will turn to
the report of the hon. the Minister of Agriculture, that the
28,000 immigrants brought between $3,000,00a and
$4,000,000 of hard cash into the North-West dtring the
past year, and adding the value of their effects, we have a
total of over $4,000,000-an important addition to the
wealth and capital of the country. With such facts, can
any one venture to say that, grappling with this great work,
as a whole, and dealing with it so as to show the world
that we intend to have a great trans-continental line,
stretching from sea to sea, from Halifax on the Atlantic
to Port Moody on the Pacifie, that that policy is not cal-
culated to attract attention to the country and to stimulate
its progress, and to benefit the country as the expenditure
of the same amount of capital in no other direction
could do ? Suppose the hon. gentleman had been told that
no sooner would this contract be entered upon, no sooner
would the attention of settlers be drawn to the greatness
and fertility of this great North-West, that in a short
year applications would be made by colonization companies
fbr no less than 23,000,000 acres of land, what would ho
have said? He then thought it premature, or beyond the
resources of the country, to enter upon this work, but he
was not so considerate when asked to vote $3,000,000 of
additional taxes in 1874, by hon gentlemen opposite, for the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. In 1881,
however, ho was unwilling that 25,000,000 acres shouid be
given to the Canadian Pacifie Railwayforgrappling with this
great undertaking. If the Ion. gentleman had been told that
those 25,000,000 acres were wanted by colonization
companies within on year, would ho have said it was pre-
mature to undertake this great work ? I have mentioned
the $4,000,000 in cash and settlers' effects brought into the
country by those 28,000 immigrants. What does this mean
as a source of revenue to the country, when we remember
how valuable every inhabitant addod to the country is as a
source of revenue? I believe the returns of the Customs'
revenue, at Winnipeg, between the lst of July, 1880, and the
1st of March, 1881 inclusive, show a total of $196,453.58.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This is for 1880 and 1881.
Sir CIAELES TUPPER. Yes; and this was obtained

under the policy of the present Government. In relation to
Winnipeg, hon. gentlemen opposite know that when we
came into power Winnipeg was dead-that the policy of the
late Government struck a fatal blow at Winnipeg. It had
decided to carry the Canadian Pacific Railway from Sol-
kirk, away twenty miles from Winnipeg, across through
the narrows of Lake Manitoba, and with what resuIt?
From that hour until we came into power and changed
that' policy, Winnipeg was dead. Hon. gentlemen know
that there was no enterprise-that everything was in a state
of despondency; any person could then have gone into that

Sir CaARLs Turpma.

town and purchased for $1,000 property which he could not
get to-day for $100,000. That was the condition of things
The hon. member for Westmoreland thinks that an extrava-
gant statement; but I tell him that it has been proved over
and over again that a property which would not have real-
ized $1,000 before that policy was alopted, bas within
a year after its adoption realized $100,000, and instead of
using terms which are extravagant, I am greatly within the
mark when I make that statement. If the hon. gentleman
had been told that this policy would have had the
effect of giving $582,743 into the Customs Depart-
ment alone, for the same period to lst March, 1882, ho
would have hesitated a great while before using that word
" premature," before ho would ask this House to declare
that the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway was
premature. Suppose the hon. gentleman had known that
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway was going
to lead to a degree of attention on the part of Great Britain,
and the United States with reference to Canada, that is ot
incalculable money value to this country, he would have
hesitated before taking that position. Why, what was the
value of the North-West to Canada, or the Crowa, or
anybody a few years ago ? The most marvellous
thing in history is the fact that the Hudson's iBay
Company, employing as they were obliged to
employ, hundreds of intelligent, enterprising men,
were able to hide half this continent from the knowledge of
the world for half a century. Ail that is changed now.
What was the value, of the North-West, when in Great
Britain it was regarded as a frozen wilderness, destitute of
vitality or the means of sustaining a population. It was
as rich and as valuable thon, in natural resources, as it is
to-day, but it had no appreciable value except as a hunting
ground and a country for the raising of fur. But all that
is changed, and I ask hon. gentleman to look at its condition
under the influences that have been brought to bear on its
development, under the attention that bas been directed to
it by this great national work. I say that instead of its being
premature, the wisest and most judicious stop aver taken
by a Government in this country was that taken by this
Government when they not only grappled with
the work of building the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
but succeeded in placing it in the hands of
a Company possossed of unbounded resources and of great
en'erpriso and ability. The hon. gentleman knows the
tone in % hich Canada used to be spoken of a few years ao
in the press of Eno-land. He knows how successful the ex-
Finance Minister was in impregnating the English mmd
with his peculiar ideas with reference to the Canadiai
Pacific Railway, as to its hopeless charactor. But ail that
is changod. Let me read from an article in the ILondon
Morning Post-one of the great organs of public opinio in
England-published the other day. I will not read the
whole article, but only some of the references in it to the
visit of His Excellency the Governor General had
made through the North-West, and I will say here that I
believe that as Lord Dufferin's visit was attended with
advantage to this country, it is impossible to overrate the
value to Canada of the wide notoriety that the resources an
fertility of the North-West have obtained through the able
zealous advocacy of the present Governor General. In
reviewing some of his speeches, the Post says:

.1 First, from a simple point of view, it is of great importance that the
political future of British North America shall be assured, and there is
no more certain method of affecting this than by settling the immense
tract of country between Fort Garry and the Rocky Mountainseat
building a trans-continental highway through British soil. ihe
phase of the matter presented to us is the Great North.West, chn"
appears as an inexhaustible wheat granary for our own conn ound
sumers on this side of the Atlantic The last, but not the least, gho
for congratulation, if ail that is said of it be true, is the convitionthdt
within littie more than a fortnight of London there is an unliited field
for the prufitable employment of British capital and of British thea &nd
sinews. The Monroe doctrine fades into mist before the fact
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1ereage of British America is greater than that of the United States.
gven the miut vanishes as the boundlese undulating prairies
of the North West, embraciflg between two or three millions
cf Equare miles, furnish employnent to countless ploughs
and reaping machines, or become the home cf vast herds of cattle,
claiming for their progenitors high-priced sires from Herefordor Kirk-
levington There seems to be abundant testimony to the quality of the
cereals raised in Manitoba and the Valley of the Saskatchewan. Scotch
and English farmers have been there, and have returned much impressed
with what they saw. Thirty bushels an acre, with no need of manuring
for many years to come, seemas to be a pretty general average. As
regards emigration, it cannot be doubted that if the right man goes
there he will make his way, whether as owner or workman, in a manner
at present denied to agriculturists in these islands. He will be under
the British flag, in a conntry where his own native tongue is spoken,
and where bis sons may come to be legislators for the benefit of a
generation which will see a mighty British American Empire established
between the old Maritime Provinces and Vancouver Island, a chief
factor in the magnificent result being the (anadian Pacific Railway."

I ask the hon. gentleman to tell me the money value of such
an article as that. Look at these great steamers that are
now crossing the Atlantic to this country, crowded with
people, full of high hope and expectation, carrying their
industry into the North-West, where they will bocome
energetic sons of the soil of Canada. It is statements such
as these which have entirely changed the current of public
sentiment on the other side of the Atlantic with reference to
to this counutry. Then, what do we find across the border?
Let us go down among our neighbors in the United States. I
read an extract here from the late Governor Seymour's
speech boaring testimony to the inexhaustible fertility of
the North-West. Let me now give a short extract from a
speech delivered in the United States Senate on January
l0th, 188-:

" The report of ithe Canadian Commissioner of Agriculture shows that
they have in the Canadian Nurth-West uver two huudred million acres of
wheat-producing country ; the reports of the individuai tarmers show
that their yield of wheat varies from twenty-five to fifty bushels per acre,
weighing from sixty to sixty-six pounds te the bushel. Their great
Pacific Railroad will be soon completed, and the trade of China, Japan,
Australia and the Indies will pass over it. It is nearly completed to
Lake superior now ; thence the products of that country pass through
the same chain of Lakes as ours has to traverse, and Fort William is
as near Buffalo as Chicago is. Their now enlarged Welland Canal
overcomes the obstruction of Niagara, and their lne is shorter by rail
through Montreal to Liverpool by over six hundred miles than any route
we can take to get the wheat of Dakota through New York to England."

I ask the hon. gentleman whether a measure calculated to
attract such attention on the part of the United States and
of Europe to the Dominion, does not lead him to doubt the
soundness of his opinions when he undertook to say that it
was premature to eugage in the construction, on the favor-
able terms we were able to obtain, of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. The Chicago Tribune,.referring to the same sub-
ject on September 12, 1881, says:

" The wheat crops of Manitoba and the boundless empire which
stretches far away to the north-west of Winnipeg, must be the test
which intending immigrants will apply to the country. Reports for the
past four years from nearly 159 different localities, show the following
averages of wheat productions: 1877,,26t bushels; 1878, 26j; 1879,,26t;
1880, 29¾, and 1881, 30 bushels. The imagination stands appalled in its
endeavor to contemplate the inconceivable possibilities of this country.

Reports from nearly 100 different localities for 1877, 1880 inclusive,
show that the average yield of potatoes has been 204, 398, 302 and 318
bushels per acre, respectively; peas, 32, 34, 321 and 38½ bushels per
aere. But this is accounted for by the fact that the soil is so rich that
vInes grow too rank. Barley for the same years, 40, 36, 671 and 41
bushels per acre; oats, 59t, 58 and 57t bushels per acre.

I give this to the House as the evidence of what in one
short year has been accomplished in relation to the attention
attracted to our country abroad, and the result of it he finds
ilthetensof thousands of immigrants -I suppose little short
at this moment of 30,000-since the Ist of January that are
Pushing across the border to enjoy the blessings and advan-
tages, aod engage in the development of our country that has
been opened to their view. I give this to the hon. gentleman asthe evidence of the un-wisdom of the declaration that the time
was premature when we could depend upon the contributions
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to the revenue of this country that must come from its rapid
development and from the industry and capital that are
being poured into that Great North-West. Turn to any
evidence you please, take any means of forming a judgment
you please, and you find that not only at this moment is
there no place on this continent that can compare for a
single moment with the rapidity of the progress in our
Great North-West, but that the great western States that
have had such great advantages in the body of emigrants
that have been drawn into their country, have failed in
their efforts to accomplish such results as I have shown
the hon. gentleman is exhibited in relation to our own
country.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reocess.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. When the House rose I was
endeavoring to convince my hon. friend from Sunbury
that we were not premature in taking up and grappling
with the question of the immediate construction of the
whole Canadian Pacific Railway, and I endeavored to
disabuse that hon. gentleman's mind of the fears he enter-
tained when moving that resolution, by referring to the
very great progress and growth of the country that had
taken place in the meantime. I drew his attention to the
fact that the application for land at the present moment, by
tbe colonization companies alone, lias reached the amount
of 23,855,680 acres, and by the end of this week we will un-
doubtedly have applications fora sufficient quantity of land
which, if entertained,would recoup to the Treasury the entire
amount tliat we are called upon to pay the Canadian Paciefi
Rtailway Company in money. I may say that these land and
colonization companies, these parties who are made use of by
the Govern ment to bring immigration into the country have
their lands on the terms that they pay $2 per acre for the
odd-numbored sections, under No. 1 of the Dominion Land
Regulations of the 23rd of December. The even-numbered
sections throughout the district applied for by these
colonization land companies are obtained for free settle-
ment and homesteads, and the companies are obliged, under
their engagement, to put two settlers instead of one upon
every section so obtained, and when two settlers are placed
upon each section within five years to the extent that the
land that has been sold to them at $2 an acre, they receive
a rebate of $1 per acre, and they receive a rebate of $160
for every settler placed upon the homestead and the pre-
emption section. The terms are one-fifth cash, and.one-
fifth annually for four years, so that the hon. gentleman will
see that in a comparatively short period, we have received
applications enough from colonization companies alone,
which, if entertained, would refund all the money to the
Treasury that we are called upon to pay, thus removing
altogether the doubt the hon. gentleman had that we were
engaging in something beyond our reasonable capacity, and
which would involve a high rate of taxation. Now, I may
say that down to the 31st October, 1871, 2,258.163 acres
have been allotted in free homesteads, and applications have
been made for pre-emption for 1,270,751 acres. In addition
to that 1,400,000 acres have been allotted for half-breed
children; there are sales to the extent of 1,277,680 acres;
and there is a settlement belt of 320,000 acres, or 6,526,574
acres, and that is without reference to this 23,000,000 acres
already applied for by colonization companies. Now the
hon. gentleman will see that under the policy of the late
Government that land whieh is now being applied for by
colonization companies, and upon which, in order to
get lands at the rate of $1 per acre they are obliged
to put two settlers upon every section, would all have
gone to the railway companies without any payment
whatever, or any return whatever to the Treasury
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so far as the lands are concerned; because themen, and doing ail this without, in the loast degree, increas
then Minister of the Interior proposed to give ton, twolve ing, and instead of incroasing greatly reducing the taxes cf
or twenty sections according to the locality for every mile tho people,1 think the hon. gentlemen will see we wore quite
of railway constructed as an inducement to parties to con- justifled in adopting not abold policy, but the statesmanîike
struct the railway. Now, Sir, I may say, while touching and common-sense policy ofgrappling with these great ques.
upon that subject, that this is independent of the amount of tions, and putting the country in the position we have. 1
lands that are applied for by various railway companies, think, Sir, I need not detain the buse longer in dealing
and some of whom have received pledges from the Govern- with the motion of my hon. friend fiom Sunbury, but I am
ment to receive lands for the construction of railways by quite certain that hon. gentleman, witb the tair-minded
private enterprise. The South-Western Railway has already candour which I know forms a large part of bis nature
constructed fifty miles; the Westbourne and North-Western will core to the conclusion that ho had been premature.
Railway has constructed some thirty or forty miles, or bas it and not we-in moving such a resolution. 1 will DOW core to
ready for the rails and part of the rails laid ; the South Saskat- the next resolution, roved by my hon. friend from Quebec
chewan Railway Company propose to construct a line in East, and I think that this hon. gentleman would flnd, if he
another direction; the Souris and Rocky Mountains Com- were in th bouse-I ar sorry to see ho is not bere-that
pany in another direction, and they have ail roceived i had been a little premature in moving the resolution
pledges for lands to a greater or lessoxtent, in most whieh heo undertook to proposetle moved, Sir:
instances 3,610 acres of land per mile; and instead of cjThat the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifi Railay, pro
obtaining the land, as under tho policy of the late vides for the cons traction of between 600 and 700 miles of railway to the
Govornment, for nothing, thy pay into the Treasury north oftake Superior between Lake Nipissing and the junetion with
of Canada $1 for every acre of that land along the the road from, Thunder Bay,ithroughea difficultand uninhabtedountry,q eandrata ivastexpene, that a mere fraction of the cost of this road
linos of railway tbey construt or which they rece our wich a basis of credt, secure the construction of those
in connection with the construction of the railways. 63 miles common to the throughioe and to the -aut Ste. Marie Railwy,
Thon, Sir, I may say that the Canadian Pacifie iRailway and also of the remainder of the line to Sault Ste. Marie within

3years; that theluine by Sault Ste. Marie would give Ontario, Quebe,Companyha lntho and the East, raiway connection with the North-West of nearly the
acres, and have agreed to give to colonization co panies same length, and ofmbetter qualiy than the proposed North Shore-ne;
1,930,000 acres, or 2,36370 acres, which are pledged and tha d it w uld also give t e Canada a great inrde from an enormouns

eter prlest te, fohihmofsthe western States, extending fro the bondary to a poit outb of
disposed ,of practicallyU to land per me,ondfnstad f "St. a taul, and even now inhabited by about 1,niR,000 souls; that it
engagements have been made. The piudsons Bay Coin- would secure a way traffic; that it wuld thus give within 3 years, a d
pany have also sold farm lants to tho extent of sore at a fraction of the cost of the other ne, greater benefit than can be
400,000 acres, so that my hon. frieond will seanth marvel- secured by that uner B 10 years, whifh is the period stipulated for its

nstruction that it would bring both the western States and the
ous progresa thateas takn place, and the wondrful Canadian North-West into connectdon by rail wth the oceanusteamers t
developm nt, which, under theose ciiustaoces, is gings o miontreal ad Qebec on a route shorter by but Ot milese than te
in that country. I may mention, Sir, in connectionlwit eisting route to New York; that this adantage, together with ths

further gain of about 250 miles in the ocean voyage to Liverpool, would
the increased strado of the country, whih bears imme- give this route a eomanding position, and secure great benefit to the
diately on the prosperity and progres ofthe older Provines, country at large that the construction of the ue to the Sault or

,well as of th, North West, and its influence upon tea, Goulais Bay woud also give anfirst-cla grail aed water route vi Saret
easSte cuMarie and Thunder Bay, within our own limits, by the shortest
that in the year 1878, the amount of goods taken in bond possible line for the transport of emigrants, goods and produce; that
from the older Provinces through into Manitoba, was the construction of the one from Sturgeon River to or beyond rhunder
$1,34,311, while this amount, Sir, in 1881, rose to Bay to the north of Lake Superior, is nnder the circmstances pre

85,351,665; and I may say, Sur, that, to a very largoex mature, andshould ot be now undertakea."

tout, these are goods manufactured in Canada for the pur- Now, Sir, think that the hon. b ember for Quebec ast,
pose of supplying the North West, thus affording a g neat after having heard the staterent whi h I have matie-antI
icrease of business in the older Provinces, and furnuhing I take this opportunity f sying, I have laid my ands on
varous home industries with mployment.I by say, Sir, the report from the Canadian Pacifc gailway Company
that in the short month of February last, the city ofiamc- asking for the change of route and also on the report of thr
ton sent 103,252 worth of gooda into Manitoba; the city Cbief Engineer, on it, and will send it across the aouse to
of Toronto, $301,213 worth; the city of .London, $60,000 the leader of the Opposition to complote ths papers bear-
worth, all in bond, rnaki-ng, in that short month, no bass than ing on that question-will find, no doubt groatly to bis satis-
$464,965 worth, or nearly $500,000 worth of goods which faction and greatly to r is delight, that evorything which
went into that country and for the six montha ending ho stated in bis resolution as dosirab e to obeattaned if a

3ecember31, 1881w 4,875,991 wort of good were sont different policy from ours was followed, is goiug te re
into that country. 1 am quith sure, that this, will attained byour policy, and this not only without sacri-
sette the question in the md of every hon, member, ficing and making subserviont and subsidiary a great
who is open to conviction, that we made no mistak, were national lino, connected from end to end through aroa
not premature, and had not over-estimatnd the ability of the country, and without making this lino dependont during
conntry, and did not involve it in any unnecessary barthen, any portion of tho year on a foroign country for accoas fl'?ny
when wtook the stop woe did it for the development of one section to another of Canada, and that eoverything
the North-West. Whon wo came into power at the close wich ho indiated bore as w important and o vital tothe
of 1878, there was not a mile of railway in operation in interesta of the country, is al attained uder the policy of
Canada west of Lake Suprior; and on the lst day of the presont Government, and under this contract. The
A4gut noxt, tranfic will pas over 971 miles of rail- hon. gendteman will find rapid construction within wte thre
wa from Lake Suprior and Thunder Bay te Winni- yars heo indicated, during which it mg tobe accoaplished

eg, and on the main lino and branches of thoe Canadian of the road to Sault Ste. Marie, and at thoe same ting tht
intif tailway, without refence te the fifty miles con- the amount from work doue, with thoexception wfthirtyfiv
structed by the South-Westrn and thirty or forty miles miles from the trunk lino of the Canadian Pacifie Rail WaY ge't
built by the Westbourne and orth-Western. 1 am quite Sault Ste. Marie, will al form a portion of thoCaadon
sure, Sir, n dhd not detain the flouseiurther than te say Pacifie Railway. The h on, gentleman will fnd thut the

that with a surplus of $4,000,000 during the past yare direct route to the sea-board at Montreoal and Qobec which

that with the power to remove tho duties from tea and ho o muc dosired to securo, will a scured, and thingtoo
coffee and reduce the duty on tobacco, with the abolition at an earlier periout thani hat at which ho could possiby
of the Stamp duty and the giving1fe150,000 t d the fisher- have expeted toe obtain it. The hon, gentleman will find

Sir CUÂRLES aTupricp-
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that everything that he as stated here in his resolution as gentlemen would have ten times the interest in the
soessential in his judgment, and as being so much botter than Canadian Pacifie Railway that theyhad intheirownroad
the proposal of the Government, is not only all attained, but to the south of it, we would expeet that ail their energies
is attained without the sacrifice of what he proposed to sacri- and efforts would be directed, fot towards keeping people
fice-of a through line through our territory, open at every from going into our ceuntry and passing ever their
period of the year, not leaving us dependent for six months lnes, but in disseminating such information and
of the year On the long, circuitous and expensive route, adopting sucliother neans as would be necessary
through the United States of America. The hon. tedirectthetide of immigration into our twn country.
gentleman will also find that under this changed policy we These two vigorous and energetic mon, Mr. li and Mr.
confidently believe that instead of requiring ten years Angus, are doing their very best to make public the attrac-
which the contract gave these gentlemen for the construc- tions of the Canadian North-West and induce peoplo te
tion of a through line of the Canadian Pacific Rai lway, with- settie in that country. As it appears to have been the case
in five or six years from this time at the furthest this line that in the absence of sufficient material te furnish semany
will be open for the traffic of the country from end toresehitions, some peints were repeated in different resolu-
end. As we have disposed so entirely to the satisfaction of tiens, I shah net refer te them ail, se 1 shah pass ovor the
the hon. member for Quebec East of the only objection resolutien of the late hon. Minister of the Interier merely
ho had to our policy, as set forth to his resolution, I pass saying that while the Bil which the hon, gentleman intre-
on to the next-the resolution of the late Minister of the duced is te be founciamengst the archives of the Canadian
Interior (Mr. Mills.) Ho moved: Parliament, we will always have the mest effective and

' That the contract for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- perfect answer te the reselution which ho moved that i
way, while it gives to the Company the absolute and perpetual right to would ho pessible te present. Tho hon. membor for Glou-
build branch lines of railway from any point or points along their lin, cester (Mr. lin) moved this resolutin
to any point or points within the Territories of the Dominion, and cedes
to the Company, free, all Governnent lands required in connection with "mat the contract, reqpecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway, pro-
such branches, provides that for twenty years no line of r ilway shallbe vides for a distribution cf the money and land te be given for the work,
authorized by the Dominion Parliament, or by any new Province, to bewbolly arbitrary and disproportionate; tbat land and money, far in ex-
constructed south of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from any point at or cess of the proportionate ost, la assigned te the prairie part, the easiest
near that raiuway, except sucb as shall run south-west, or to the west- and most productive portion cf the railway, wbuch is alleged, will be
ward of south-west, nor to within fifteen miles of the bouindary between constructed witbin tbree years, by wbieb time, tbe Company wili be
the United States and Canada ; the same contract cedes to the Company entitled in cash and lands te a surplus amounting, according te the
theonly existing outiets to theNorth-West, namely, the PembinaBrancb Coverument estimate cf the land, cf $318 an acre, te over $34,001),000,
being the outlet southward, and the Thunder Bay line being the outlet wbicb surplus sbould have been reserved and applied towards the con-
eastward ; the Company embraces the chief proprietors of the St. Paul struction and working cf the eastornandwesternends, and that the said
and Manitoba Railw-iy, the only present means of railway communication centract is, ln this respect, objectionable."
with the North-West; and,thus not only is there no provision for securing
competition, but there is provision securing the Company against compe-
tition, and they are securerd in a monopoly of the trade and traffic of the
North-West for at least twenty years, and that the said contract is, in the mest vital importance te Canada, that progress should
this respect, objectionable." ho mado in a mest vigereus and efficient manner, first, in

Now, Sir, it is rather singular that the hon. gentleman epening up the Prairie districts of the North-West. Ho
should have taken so much trouble to expand on the Jour. overloeked the enormous capital and plant required at the
nals of Parliament a contradiction of his own policy. Here outset by the Cempany, in order te carry on the work with
was a great Company undertaking to construct a great lino propor vigr and efflciency, but ho wîll now ho
of inter-communication through our country, and yot reloved te find that vigerous progress is being
Sir, they were to build those branches right and made on the eastern end cf tho road, and
left, without receiving one farthing of money or that the work is being grapped witl in such a way
one acre of land as a bonus towards their work. Yet the that by the middle of next seasen it wiil give abundant
hon. gentleman's policy was to allow any persons who assurance te the country, that se far from neglecting the pro-
chose to organize a Company to construct lines through gress of the eastern end it is hold by the Company tehof
the country, and pledged the country to give them vital importance that thcy should complote that section at tho
ten or twelve, or twenty sections of land per mile earliest possible moment. Thoy propose during the cering
without returning a single cent to the Treasury of season te lay the track on fifty miles from Callander west,
the country. I think, Sir, ho should have been the last and some sixty miles in addition from Algema Milîs
man to censure the Government for permitting linos to be going oastward te met that point, and te place
built which were to be built at the sole cost of the Company under contract fifXy miles from Thunder Bay te the
and not at the cost of the country. The hon. gentleman head cf Lake Superior, thus showing that they are
took great exception to the fact that two of the parties pro- determined te push on the work as rapidly as possible.
inîently engaged in this Canadian Pacific Railway were The great expenditure they arc new making in endeavoring

connected with the Manitoba, Minneapolis and St. Paul te obtain a througl route at Kicking Herse Pass, is alse
Railway, and ho thought that was a very great objection. an evidence of the vigor and energy with which they are
Why, Sir, lot those documents answer this objection. Be- prepared to grapple with the western end cf the lino.
fore the contract was made with this Company we had a The hon. member for South Perth, who las given this
great and powerful Company having the only means of question cf the North-West an amount cf consideration
access by railway to our own North-West-a company who whicl, I may say, las rendered him an autbority on the
Were directly interested in preventing immigrants who subject-and I do not lesitate te say that there is perhaps
Mnight pass over their road from going out of their territory ne hon, gentleman sitting on the Opposition benches, with
lnto ours. But what are the gentlemen connected with this perhaps the exception cf the lon. member for Lambton-
Company doing now. They are scattering thousands of and even ho bas net been able te give the North-West that
documents and pamphlets throughout the country, persenal examination and attention which the bon. member
not showing a little strip of land at the tep tor North Prth bas given it-who is personally familiar
of the United States map calling it the Canadian North- with that country-I say that I am quito satisfied that hon.
West, but we fiud statements, over the signature of the gentleman cannot regard the enormeus dolopment
Managing Director, that the finest land in the world is in taking place in that country without feelings of the
the Canadian North-West. It has happened, just as I told iveliest satisfaction and the keenest possible interest. But
Parliament, last year, it would happen. I said that the minor the hon, gentleman was extremely anxieus a year age as
4trests would W saunkin the major, and that u these te the position tut the settleres would be in who went int
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the North-West. The hon. gentleman was afraid that under
our system, wo were giving too much attention to the
construction of this great trunk line, and were not sufflciently
caring for the position in which the settlers would be placed
who located a long the line of that railway. Now, Sir, I think
what bas taken place within the last year will have con-
vinced that hon. gentleman that his fears were totally
unfounded. I think what bas taken place will convince
him that no ¡person who was settling in the North-West
would be placed at a greater disadvantage than were the
settlers of the older provinces with respect to railway com-
munication. I will direct his attention to his resolu-
tion. It says :

" That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway
exempts 25,000,000 of acres of choice lands of the Company from Domi-
nion, provincial, and municipal taxation, until such lands are either
sold or occupied for twenty years after the grant thereof from the
crown ; that such exemption is unjust, and will impose undue burdens
on the settlers on the alternate sections, who will be obliged to make
improvements and incur expenses, enhancing the value cf the com.
pany's lands without receiving their fair share of the cost of such im-
provements and expenses ; that such exemption by freeing the company
from the burdens of taxation, will reduce the inducements to the com-
pany to sell their lands early, and will enable the company free of
expense to hold their lands till their value has been greatly enhanced
by the labours of the adjoining settlers."

Now, Sir, 1 ask that hon. gentlemen in alu candor to
say whether, what bas taken place between the time that
he moved that resolution and to-day,it bas not given him the
most perfect and complete answer which it is possible for
any person to give, to the resolution he moved. Why, Sir,
what is the fact? The fact is that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company are placing the whole of their 25,000,000
acres of land in the market at $1.25. Instead of adopting,
the policy of holding them which it was alleged they would
adopt; instead of doing what the hon. gentlemen feared
that the Company would be induced to do, namely, hold
their lands until they would acquire a value by
the cultivation of the adjoining sections, which would be
taken for free homesteads,-what have they done? Why,
Sir, they have said to the world: "We have determined not
to sell our lands to speculators at any price." Offer them
$5 or $10 an acre, or what you like for their lands,
and the answer will be: 4lWe do not want your money, but
if you are roady to cultivate the land, you can have it for
81.25." They have put up their lands at the maximum
price cf $2.50 per acre, for the whole 25,000,000 acres, and
for every acre cultivated within four years they return to
the purchaser one balf of his purchase money, thus reducing
the cost of every acre of land to $1.25. They do more-
they treat the construction of buildings and the making of
improvements as meeting the case of the cultivation of the
lands, and accept that in lieu of cultivation to a certain
extent; and ia all their regulations from the very first,
they have aimed at placing their lands in the hands of
persons who would cultivate and settle them at the lowest
possible rate-at a rate that cannot yield them more than
$1 an acre, because no person can say that they can,
administer their lands at less than 25 cents an acre ; so
that practically their 25,000,000 acres of land are open to
ail persons who will chose to settle on them at $1.25.

Mr. TROW. That is on the express condition that the
rebate is paid, which is an impossibility, because the settier
cannot comply with the contract to cultivate, one-half in
four years.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the hon. gentleman
will find that he is laboring under a great mistake. I am
told that persons who make it a business to break land
estimate forty acres for a pair of horses in a year, that is to
say, that one pair of horses, engaged in doing nothing else,
can break the land and make it ready for putting under
Cultivation, at the rate of forty acres a year,

Oir CUARLES TuTppR.
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Mr. ANGLIN. What would the settler live on during

the year ?
Sir CIARLES TUPPER. I am not saying what he

could live on; but I say this : that if a man, with a pair of
horses, can in one year break forty acres of that land-and,
after it is once broken, as the hon. member for Perth knows
if the hon. member for Gloucester does not, its cultivation is
a mere bagatelle, so easy that a man with a pair of horses
can farm 100 acres a year if he wishes-then I say any man
of any energy and vigor can succeed in breaking up within
the four years-especially taking into consideration that
the value of his houses and improvements are held to
balance the want of cultivation of a certain portion, one
half of his land, and if ho does, he gets the whole of it at
the rebate. Now, Sir, I say in that state of things the hon.
gentleman's fears must be removed. These gentlemen
show that they understand their business too
well, to hold their lands at a high price. That
every acre of land put under cultivation is worth
twice as much to them as it would be if they got
$10 an acre for it at the end of ten years. So that that
objection is swept away. I do not wish to detaîn the House
on this point, but I have had a letter. which was published
in the Montreal Gazette by the secretary of the Company,
placed in my hands, which hon. gentlemen may read for
themselves, and f rom which they will find that gross mis-
statements have been made in reference to the terms of
sale and settlement required by the Company. These terms
were too restrictive, i think, in the first instance, but
they were adopted with the first object of shutting out the
speculator and getting their lands in the hands of men who
would cultivate the soil ; and they have been rendered 8o
liberal that every difficulty in that respect has been
removed, anid the best evidence has been given that these
gentlemen are willing to part with the whole of their lands
for agricultural purposes at a price that will not return to
them more than one dollar an acre. The colonization
companies they ask to pay $5.00 an acre, and on what
terms ? They compel them to put settlers on the land to
break them up, and they will grant the rebate of $3.75 an
acre if within five years they will put settlers on and
cultivate the land ; so that the land costs the colonization
companies under their terms, only $1.25 an acre, and taking
off 25 cents for the cost of admnistering the lands,
the House will see that the land granted to them is nOt
intended or desired to realize more than $1 an acre. Now, Sir,
what about municipal taxation, about which the hon. geno
tleman opposite was so anxious ? I have an answer whicb
I think he will regard as entirely conclusive. The city of
Winnipeg is not prevented from imposing taxation to their
heart's content; but what did they do? Show their eager-
ness to get an opportumity to tax these lands and make the
municipality rich by the taxes which they would derive
from the Company who were increasing their wealth a
hundred-fold ? No; they understood the interests of
Winnipeg too well, and the first thing they said to this cov-
pany was: "Make this your head quarters, and we Will give
you $200,000;" and they voted a bonus from taxes th0y
paid themselves, to this Company of $200,000 forthwith

hat is the best evidence of whether the muficiPalitie
consider that to tax the property of this Company, or
whether to obtain a railway to their own doors, is mOSt
in their interest. The little parish of. St Andrew's, on the
Selkirk Branch, actually come forward with a bonus of
$65,000; more, the Manitoba and South-Western RailwaY
also obained from the municipalities along the line $100,000
in bonuses to induce them to bring the lino to those points.
Instead of showing any eagerness to get an opportunitt Oa
taxing the railways, they know that the greatest benefit
that they can receive is railway communiation, fnd Pro'
vided they eau receive that, they are prepared to t" them-
sevos in norder to give is p bonIo nitoba a4
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South.Westernf .Railway. The township of Louise gave
$65,000 more in order to get another location, making
$165,000 altogather granted to that Çompany. Although
the Canadian Pacifie Railway runs through Portage la
prairie, se thoroughly do the people of that town appreciate
the importance of having it made a railway centre that
they ask the Portage, Westbourne and North-West Railway
Company to bring their line to that town, and they will
give them a bonus of $100,000; and Westbourne, which
includes Gladstone, supplements that bonus with $75,-
000 more. So that here is $605,000 or over half
a million in a single year, contributed by these
municipalities for the purpose of obtaining railway
communication, showing whether they think it was
important to have an opportunity of taxing the com-
panies, or whether they believe they will be the gainers by
taxing themselves in order to bring the railways to their
own doors. Under these circumstances, I think I may
venture to pass on from the resolution moved by the hon.
member for South Perth, perfectly satisfied that the hon.
gentleman, knowing as he does the condition of that country
and the intelligence manifested by these various muniei-
palities in taking the course they have taken, will find that
the last thing that need ever concern any hon. member of
this House is to bestow his sympathy upon the mhabitants
of the great North-West, who have railway communication
brought to their own doors without any cost to themselves,
because they are deprived of the power of levying taxation,
a thing which they show they have no desire to do
I now come to the resolution moved by the hon. member
for Brant (Mr. Paterson), who was very anxious to get the
railway out of my bands. It did not look like it, how-
ever, and I may say I felt greatly fiattered when the Gov-
ernment laid upon the Table of tho flouse a contract pro-
posing to sever my connection with the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and to hand it over to a Company, when I found
the keen anxiety exhibited by every hon. gentleman oppo-
site that that contract and work should remain in my hands.
I could not but feel that great mark of confidence bestowed
upon me by the deep reluctance they showed to have
the work taken out of my bands and placed in those of great
capitalists. After a year's experience I am afraid those hon.
gentlemen will have discovered that I was right and they
were wrong; that in the conclusion at which I had arrived
that an independent company could grapple better with
this great railroad than any Government, and that the
work would be advanced more rapidly, more economically,
and be carried on more satisfactorily by private enterprise,
in the light of last years transactions is being clearly
proved. The resolution of the member for Brant complained
that we had not attained a finality. His objection was stated
in the following terme:-

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, laid on
the Table, does not insure finality as to the public obligations in that
regard, but imposes on Canada, besides the grant of large sumo of
noney and acres ut land, the construction by the Government for the
beneit of the 8yndicate of the most expensive parts of the railway
Which are to be built by the Government dnring the next ten years, and
that the said contract is, in this respect, objectionable.
flon. gentlemen opposite, I repee t, professed great regret at
Beeing that work pass from my bands to those of a com.
pany; but he took also the objection that there was no
immediate termination of the connection of the Government
with this work. But he will see how much we have doue
to relieve him. We have reduced the period of our connect.
In with the road to les than five years. His objection

Was based on the fear that that connection would last ten
Years, that being the period fixedfor the construction ofthe
branch from Emory's Bar to Port Moody. But he will see
that by the vigorous course of the Government it is pro-
POsed to have all the works, everything the hon. the
Minister of Railwaysbhas an ing to do with in connection

WM 'C na ai way, entirely out Of Mye-

hande by 1st July, 1885-that the finality the hon. gentle-
man was so anxious about, in three years will have been
attained. I stated with confidence to the House one year
ago, that I believed all the expenditures of the Government
might safely be estimated at $28,000,000, for the sections in
its hande, embracing al[ the outlays up to that time. After
a year of further experience in the subject, having been
able to make closer estimates, I am glad to be able to
reassure the House that I expect before the 1st of July,
1885, to have severed our connection with the construction
of the Government's sections, and to have achieved that
finality the hon, gentleman was so solicitous about a year
ago, without extending that answer.

Mr. ANGLIN. Your connection with them will be
severed long before that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Well, so far as I am per-
sonally concerned I may say that those who have to dis-
charge duties so arduous, so res onsible, and under such
conditions as mine, will net feel great regret at having
their labors lightened and such connections severed. But
I see no hope of it, desirable as it may be so far as my
hcalth, comfort and longevity are concerned. So far as the
country is conceined I am afraid that the course hon.
gentlemen opposite have pursaed in relation te this great
question as well as to others is one that will compel us to
have the pleasure of looking upon them on that side of the
House for many long years. The motion of the hon. member
for Lotbinière has been disposed of already. Ris party was
short of material and he had to make use of material already
used before. It reads thus:

" That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway contains
provision for ceding to the company 25,000,000 acres of choice
lands in the North-West, but it does not. a it should, embrace
any provision that such hnds shall be open to sale to actual settlers at
any maximum price; that the absence of such provision will enable the
Company to lock up the lands at their pleasure for a long time, and so
be injurious to the progiess of the country, and add to the labors and
difficulties ofthe early settlers, and that the said contract is, in this
irespect, objectionabie. "

I have already dealt with that motion which was contained
in a previous resolution moved by the hon. member for North
Perth, and which, therefore, requires no further notice.
The maximum price established by this Company itself, for
its lands makesthem available toall, ready to cultivate then
at the enormous price of $1.25 an acre. The hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), moved this
resolution :

" That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway exempts
25,000,000 acres of choice lands of the Company, from Dominion,
Provincial and municipal taxation, until such lands are either sold or
occupied for twenty years after the grant thereof from the Crown ; that
such exemption is unjust and will impose undue burdens on the settiers
on the alternate sections, who will be .bliged to make improvements
and incur expenses, enhaucing the value of the Company's lands with-
out receiving their fair share of the cost of said improvements and
expenses; that such exemptions by freeing the Company from the bur-
dens of taxation, will reduce the inducements to the Company to sell
their lande early, and will enable the Company, free of expense, to hold
their lands tLI their value has been greatly enhanced by the labors of
the adjoining settlers, and that the said contract is, in this respect,
obiectionable.

" That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway exempts
perpetually the railway and alistations an d station grounds, workshors,
buildings, yards and other property, rolling stock and appurtenances
requiredt for the construction and working thereof, and the capital
stock of the Company, from taxation by the Dominion or by any other
Province to be hereafter established, or by any municipal corporation
therein. That the property of the Corporation will be in substance a gift
from the public; and its exemption from taxes is unjust, creates an
unfair incidence of taxation, and gives an undue advantage to the
Company over other railway companies, calculated to prevent the
construction of competing lines, and the contract is, in this respect,
objectionable.

Well, that hon. gentleman bas also been answered. Ali
that was covered in the previous resolution; and it is
answered by the bonuses given by tbe munic ilities out of
their own tazation, over $600,000, to wecur e boenots çf
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railway communication. So I may now pass to the resolu-
tion moved by the hon. member for West Middlesex, as
follows:-

" That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway pro-
vides, that Parliament shall not have power to interfere with the tolls,
charged by the Company, unless the same produce, first the working
expenses of the whole line, including the British Columbia and Lake
Superior sections, which working ex.penses comprise all expenses of
maintenance ot the railway and of the stations, buildings, workshops
and appurtenances belonging thereto, and the rolling-stock and other
stock and movable plant used in the working thereof, and also hire of
engines, rents, charges and interest on lands not paid for, and all
expenses incidental to working the railway and the traffic thereon,
including stores and all consumable articles, and also rates, taxes, insur-
ance and compensation for accidents or losses, also all salaries and
wages of persons employed in connection with the railway or traffic, and
all office and management expenses, including directors' fees, agency,
legal and other like expenses, and thereafter a profit at least of 10 per
cent. on the capital expended on the construction of the railway which
includes the public money anc the proceeds of the public lands so
expended, thus restraining Parliament fromi interfering unless the Com-
pany receives at least $8,000,000 a year profit, on a private capital of
merely nominal amount; the Parliament ought to have power to regu-
late the tolls on the railway from time to time, as and when the public
interest requires, and that the contract is, in this respect, objectionable."

He charged that the profit will have to be $8,000,000
before the tolls could be lowered. An answer was given to
the hon. gentleman before the House rose last year, by an
amendment to the Canadian Railways Act embodying in
that Act what was the understanding with the Company
and ourselves, that their capital should be regarded not as
the amount which they had received from the Government
of Canada, but as the actual capital they contributed them-
selves. But, Sir, the hon. gentlemen seemed to overlook
the fact that not a cent of toll could be charged to any
passenger or for a pound of freight carried over the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, until the Company had the sanction
of the Goveruor in Council to enable them to charge that
toll. le seemed to forget that the right hon. the
First Minister stated that it was the intention of the Gov-
ernment to fix those tolls that should thus be collected, and
only to make the Order in Councit for a certain specific
term until the condition of the country and the road and
matters appertaining could be reconsidered and the tolls re-
adjusted in such a way as to do full justice to the country.
The answer to that, I think, will be quite as con-
clusive as those I have been already able to give. I
hold in my hand a statement of the tolls that
this corporation are authorized by the Governor in
Council to collect from the inhabitants of that
country who obtained such a large anount of sympathy
from hon. gentlemen a year ago. I have made a com-
parative8tatement of the tariffs of the Intercolonial Railway,
Prince Edward Island Railway, the Canada Central Railway,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway when operated by the Govern-
ment, the Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway, the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba, the Western and North- Western,
the Grand Trunk and others. Hon. gentlemen will see that
while I have taken leading lines in Canada, so as to make a
clear contrast, I have dealt, to a considerable extent, with
railways opening up the North-Western States and running
through, as the hon. gentleman knows, sections of country
where there is a certain amount of similarity with our
North-West, but where there is a much greater degree of
settlement than in our Canadian North-West. As this is a
matter to which the hon. leader of the Opposition devoted a
great deal of attention, and which I understand he deplored
more deeply than any thing else in connection with this con-
tract, I am quite sure the flouse will bear with me ifCI take
the opportunity, at some length, to show the hon. gentle-
man that his sympathy was thrown away; that it was not
required, and that there is no room for him to bestow any
more of it in that connection. Of course, the charges upon
railways are in proportion to the distance that freight is
carried. That is the mode in which all railway tariffs are
oonstructed. The following is the comparative statement;
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It will be seen by this statement that the first thing this (Mr. Guthrie) moved a -resolution, which I need not go
corporation did was to reduce their tariff below the amount over, because it bas been all embraced in two or three of the
which the Government had charged for the same service other resolutions. It is with regard to this question
before the road passed out of their hands, and that its rates of reducing the tolls, and the question of capital which waa
are considerably below those of many roads. The Atchison, dealt with by the resolution moved by the hon. member for
Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway charges 75 cents for the West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), and which I have already
service for which the Canadian Pacifie Railway charges answered, I think, by showing that the first thing they did
45 cents. The Northern Pacifie charges 80 cents for was to lower the rate that the Government were cbarging,
the same service ; the Union Pacifie 60 cents ; the and that the Governor in Council bas only anthorized a
Chicago, Burlington, Quincey Railway, 59 cents; and so on rate that is in almost every instance greatly below that of
the same relation is held with the various classes of freight railways that are similarly situated. The hon. gentleman
for the various districts I have mentioned. I am asked by for L'bslet (Mr. Casgrain) dealt with this question of tolls,
my hcn. friend behind me if there is any one of these whieh seems to have agitated hon. gentlemen opposite very
sixteen rrilways which charges less than the Canadian much, but I need not say anything more with respect to
Pacifie Railway, and to the best of my knowledge, holding that. I now come to the resolution moved by the hon.
the paper in my band, [do not see a single case in which member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron), who said:
the charge of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is not as low as "The contract does not make satisfactory provision for eeuring the
any one I have stated. traffic to and from Montreal and the last by the Que c, Montreal,

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman bas already stated Ottawa and Occidental Railway, against preferential cha gs which the
some instanceshimself. Canada Pacifie Railway niay estaîblish in favor of the Canada CentralsoeintncsRailway, the St. Lawrenc-e > andOttaw aiw7 the Coteau Railway,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Of course, I leave the Govern- or other unes of railway to the south andCeastt
ment railways out of this comparison for the reason I have Well. Sir, I think that objection bas been removed. Thealready stated, but among all these other companies I do first thing this corporation does is to obtain, by an expen-no seeonease.TNorth- diture of $4,00,000, a through line from the capital of the

Mr. BLAKE. There is the Northern and the No country to the initial point of the Canadian Pacifie RailwayW Aestern.r at Lake Nipissing, by the purchase of the Canada Central

cent lower, and the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, and having done that, evidently with the view to
which bas been complained of so much, is also 3 cents meet the anxiety of the hon. member for South Huron n
lower-that is in the short distance and for the first-class this matter of'not giving fair play to the line between the
freight; but, as I said, I will ask permission of the House e ty of Ottawa and Montreal on the Quebec side of the
to publish this table exactly as it stands in the Hansard, as river, tbis Company bas acquired by 9 further outlay of
a matter of record, and a very useful one it will bcin deal- some $4,000,000 the lino from here to Montreal; so [ tbink,
ing with this very important question of freights. Yes, s they have effectualiy dispoed of the objections the
the Northern and North-Western is 16 cents to 17 cents for hon. gentleman stated in this resolution by providing, in
the first-class, which is a cent lower, but on the longer connection with the purchase, for traffic arrangements with
distance I do not see any of these of which I have lhe the line from Montreal to the barbor of Quebec, thus
amounts given which is lower than the Canadian Pacifie obtainingpower to make therate themselves over that road
Railway, and as have shown in the distances of 145 miles to Quebec, and practically giving the country a through line
to 150 miles it is very greatly lower. I taink the same of communication from Port Moody, on the Pacifie, to the
will be found which referred to the charges for 70 to 75 great centres of commerce of Montreal and Quebec, and
miles and from 95 to 100 miles. I think it will be found bringing these mio the most easy and perfect com-
that there are no charges lower tban those of the Canadian munication with the seaboard on both sides of the continent.
Pacifie Railway for the 95 to 100 miles. From 70 to 75 eed not say that it is an open secret with the louse-I
miles, the charges are 29, 22, 19 and 50 cents, but I see no boeve the fact is well known-that it is proposed by
instance in this table, which is compiled so far as the figures. providcig for a ferry at Quebec and shortenng the
could be obtained for the various distances in communication from Levis to the Intercoloial, to make
which the Canadian Pacifie Railway is not that the most rapid and perfect communication from Port
the lowest. From 45 to 50 miles the chargesMoedya o.n the one side dovn over this great national
are 24, 18, 15 and 12 cents according to the class of undertakg to Quebe, and thence alifax, carrying the
freight. I think for the distance from forty-five to fifty trade and business of the country on a through hne from
miles there is not a single instance, so far ast am able to ocean to ocean and providing every facility for bringing

stays, ar te the commerce of the country over our own great nationalsee at this moment, among ail these railways, tbat the highwy hn tebn ebrfrYrot
charges are not higher than the Canadian Pacifie Railway hway. Then the hon. member for Yarmouth
and there are only a very few instances-in the distance fro (Mr. Kllam) was afraid that the revenue would
twenty to twenty-five miles in which the charge is higher. sufer by our prvidg for the admission, duty
Now, tr thehn. mes for H ti (h r. iver) free, of all steel rails, fish-plates and other fasten-w, Sir, thison. member for Huntington (Mr. Sriver) ings, spikes, and nuts, timber and all materials forwas very mauch afraid ngis Compan n the latitude they bridges to be used in the original construction of the rail-were allowed of loeating the lineosbjet ho Ibte approval of way. Well, Sir, I bave already bold the bon. gentleman
the Governor in Council, would deflect the line through the that,. cWe, sriaeafrad.ol he on. gente
Prairie County in such a manner as largely to defeat the finest course, steel rails are free. I have told bim that the
main object of establishing a great central route through are description of steel rails ever imported in this country
the NorhWet Igv hh ognlea h eviec are being imported for the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and
th oh-West. I give the on. gentlema the evidence the fastenings as well, in the construction of that road. I
&ÏSt thing t ey ere unfon e fr the fatot at he may also tell hon. gentlemen that the bridges are ail irontihinegthPe lao is ho rebuild the line from and that the revenue does not suffer on them in the
shinnipeg to Portage la Prairie with one main objoct of lest degree, because they are constructed in the Pro-
Shortening the distanca by thirteen miles, and the evidence slightstdge, beuete r osrce ntePo
that tbey are expending a this moment a large sum of vince of Ontario. Therefore, we may pass by that resolution

thney ain endeavoringg athemmenstdaclrgesum without furtber attention. The bon. member for Rimouski
nyosendeaorin ho obtamn the motdirect lino by the (Xtr. Fiset) moved in amendment, stating :. ckmg Horse Pass in order to,make this a through con-(M.Fst veina nd Dsaig:

ticint ordn it by ever ssible means in That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway makes
ti i. mno sufficient or satisfactory provision for the construction of the work

ehoir power. Then the hon. member for South Wellington 1 in a proper manner, or its efficient operation afterwards, nor does it, au
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It should, provide that so much of the work as is doue by the Oompany
shail, in case they make default in completingthe railway, belong to the
Government, and that the contract is, in these respects, objectionable.

The hon. gentleman has been informed that the road is
first-class in every respect, that the rails were of the best
description, and when I ventured to say a year ago that we
had a botter guarantee than any standard that might be
laid down, in the fact that these gentlemen were obliged to
operate their road for ali time to come, after it was con-
structed, and said that that was the best possible assurance
that they would not fail to construct the road in- the most
efficient manner, because just in proportion as they
did 8o they would he able to operate it cheaply and
efficiently. The evidence is now before the country,
and I have stated to the House that they have taken pre-
cisely the same view of that question which was taken by
me, so that the fears of the hon. member for Rimouski
(Mr. Fiset) have proved as unfounded as the others. The
fact that the Company have been able to handie $603,000
worth of business between May and February is the best
evidence that they are to operate the road efficiently as
well as to construct it in a first-class manner. Then the
hon. member for Bellechase, (Mr. Larue) moved a resolu-
tion in which he exhibited a great deal of patriotic anxiety
that this road should not pass into the hands of foreigners,-
and evinced aise agood deal of jealousy of certain foreigners
connected with the work. He moved the following reso-
lution:-

Tha.t the said resolution be not now read a second time, but that it
be resolved, That the cortract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway
makes no pruvision for the creation or continuance of a substantial
Canadian interest in the stock of the Company; nor does it guard
against the transfer of a controlling interest to foreigners at any time
oftbe incorporation of the Cjompany; and it provines that the Company
may appoint and fia places of busiuess beyond the limits of Canada,
where the business of the Company may be transacted, and at which
the directors and shareholders may meet; that under this provision the
important business of the Compauy may be transacted, and its
directors' and sharebolders' meetings held in St. Paul, Minnesota, or
New York, or elsewhere in the United 8tates; that sich power sbould
not be given, and that the contract in tis respect isobjectionable.

It will be remembered that the late Finance Minister took
very much the same ground. I believe that bon. gentleman
had not the same dread of meetings in connection with the
Company being held in the United States, as the hon. mom-
ber for Bellechasse, but ho exhibited the same great
anxiety that the road should not pass out of the hands of the
gentlemen who had undertakepn it. That hon. gentleman
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright) bore ample testimony of the
high character and standing of the parties to the contract.
He admitted that it would be difficult to find Canadians
possessed of greater resources or means of handling a great
work than this Company. He admitted that George Stephen,
Duncan MIelntyre, J. S. Kennedy, R. 13. Angus, J. J. Hill,
Donald A. Smith, Henry Stafford Northcote, Pascoe du P.
Grenfell,London ; Charles D. Rose of Lo.don,and Baron J. de
Reinach, of Paris, were mon possessed of groat wealth and
abundant resources to undertake such a work. Some
of these men had been engaged in the construc-
tion of a Rimilar work through a prairie country and
in the sale and settlernent oi lands. The late Finance
Minister drew attention to the fact that, eminent as were the
positions of these gentlemen, there was no guarantee that
they would re main in the work, He assumed that they would,
under the contract, put a gigantic operation on the market,
and soli out, at an advantage of several millions to them.
selves, and having divided a fortune amongst thenselves,
they would disappear and that we had no guarantee what,
ever for anyone of these parties remaining in the work and
devoting Io it the skill, the enterprise and ihe energy which
they possessed. But what do we find after a year has
passed ? We fid every one of these gentlemen to the fore;
we find that, just as I said a year ago, they are regarding
their operations with Minnesota and Dakota as compara-
tively trivial compared with the construetion of thieener-

Sir CILAItLms Turrxa.

mous work in the North-West. We find that these
gentlemen, instead of transferring their hcadquartes to
St. Paul and creating this a subsidiary work
to that railway, as was feared by the hon. mover
of this resolution, have not done go; and Mr.
Angus, who had removed from Montreal and was
resident at St. Paul, has changed his quarters, return.
ing to Montreal in order that he might give bis whole and
undivided attention and great financial ability to dealing
with ibis work. We find, Sir, that this Company instead of
transferring their headquarters as the hon. member for
West Elgin-between whom and myself there was a rather
unpleasant mi.sunderstanding in relation to something
which the hon. gentleman said on the subject a year ago-..
feared, his fears are entirely disposed of; and that although
one of these gentlemen who is the manager of that railway
and also lived in St. Paul and lives there still, and
manages the railway, he devotes his time to sending hand.
bills of the most attractive character all over
this and all other countries for the purpose of
showing that the most attractive wheat field in
the world is to be found north of the Boundary Line instead
of in Dakota and Minnesota. Mr. Angus has gone to
Montreal and this Company bas invested in 200 acres of
land in Montreal to be used for their headquarters, and
great machine shops and everything of this kind, costing
$150,000 and paying £83,000 more for their general
offices, or an expenditure already at their headquarters of
$233,000, giving, I say, every evidence that it is
possible to give, that these gentlemen have the most
unbounded faith and confidence in the success of this
enterprise; that instead of being anxious to be rid ofit,
an I letting it pass ont of thoir harndz, thoir ambition is to
make this great international highway the highway
between the Old World and the East; and that they intend
to spare neither time, nor labor, nor money in making their
work first-class work, a credit to themselves and a credit to
Canada. It is not necessary, therefore, Sir, that we should
take up more of the time of' the House in relation to this
matter. But Sir, my friend the hon. member for Inverness
(Mr. MacDonnell) moved an amtndment, and his amend-
ment expressed the fear that the contract respecting the
Canadian Pacifie Railway does not preserve to the Goverl-
ment the ight to give other corporations running powers
over the Thunder Bay Lin, and Pembina Branch, but
improperly codes to the Company the absolute and exclusive
right to those avenues. Now, Sir, that hon. gentleman
will be glad to leain that so far from a desire
to oppress, or embarrass, or obstruet any companies
engaged in the construction of railways in the North-
West, this Company had decided to build, and were
engaged in projecting, a line from Portage la Prairie
up in the direction of Prince Albert, but the Portage, West-
bourne and North-West Company went to see thelm, to
ascertain what terms they could make for the purpose of
their taking up this line. And how do you suppose they
were met. In a spirit of obstruction or embarassment?
Not at all. The Company said to these gentlemen: "Ne
are only too glad to have the aid, assistance and co-opera
tion of any persons who are prepared to take up a work of
this kind and connect their line with the Canadian Pacific
Raitway and increase the traffic and bnsiness which
will be brought over our line. If you will orgaize
and take up that line of railway, we will not Only
withdraw from the ground, instead of building a
rival line and endeavoring to obstruct or em-
barrass you, but we will pledge ourselves and bind
ourselves by a solomn agreement to give you terns o
running and of traffic arrangements, which ail yo
traffic brought to the Canadian Paciflo jRaicwáy, Will no,
only be carried to Thunder Bay, but we wiH give YOU an
independent outiet at Thunder Bay uponrterms of anl egi
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rate with ourselves, and a great advantage over our
ordinary mileage rate." They entered into this arrange-
ment, and this Company have secured an independent outlet,
under these terms, to Thunder Bay, by which all the pro.
ducts which they can bring over their lino, when con-
structed to Prince Albert, will not only have free course
over the Canadian Pacific Railway, and have an independent
outlet, but they will pass over the Canadian Pacifie Railway
upon terms which are eminently satisfactory and favorable
to the Company that is engaged in the building of this
branch. Tbis, I am told, Sir, is the spirit in which they
are prepared to deal with any of these parties. I think I
have said everything with reference to these resolutions
that is necessary, except with regard to a resolution which
referred to there being no other outlet to the trade of the
North-West. Why, Sir, it is perfectly well known that, at
this moment, two lines of railway are not only projected,
but that companies are organized, embracing wealthy
capitalists, who are determined, and have decided to
take up the construction of lines of railway from Winni.
peg to Hudson's Bay; and who believe that they have
satistied themselves that beyond question it is perfectly
practicable for several months in the year to keep open a
short and easy line of communication vid the Hudson's
Bay-so much so as to warrant the construction of 600
miles of railway between Winnipeg and Hudson's B.y,
and thus furnishi ng an independent outlet in that direction as
well as the one to which I have already referred. I think
Sir, 1 have now covered the ground, so far as taking a brief
notice of these various resolutions and objections made a
year ago is concerned; and I am in the judgment of the
House when I ak, whether I am not warranted in view of
the facts as they stand out now in the history ofthe country
and in the light of the experience of the past year,
in making the statement that one single year's experience
has given the most conclusive and complote answer to one
and all of the objections that a year ago were conjectured
in the minds of bon. gentlemen opposite, and which I sup-
pose they felt it to be their duty to give utterance to
by bringing them, in formal manner, under the
notice of the House. I congratulate the House, Sir, andI
congratulate the country upon the immense progress that
this great work has made. I congratulate the House, and,
Sir, I congratulate the country upon the enormous,
the unanticipated and the unprecedented develop-
ment of our great North-West, as has been witnessed during
the past year, and I say that I pity the man
who from any cause-whether it be partizan
political feeling, or party interest, or anything
else, who can regard what is taking place in
this country in connection with the mode in which this
great national work is being carried out, without feeling a
throb of exultation, and a throb of jo.y, that we are striding
in the independent and rapid and effective manner in
Which we are towards national life. I say, Sir, to the great
Conservative party of this country-I say, Sir, to the great
Liberal-Conservative party, to whom this country owes its
present condition-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, Sir, I say that this

contry owes its present condition to the Liberal-
Conservative party. Contrast the life of to-day
with the lethargy and death which was exhibited
in relation to these great interests three years ago,
and then tell me, whether I am not warranted in saying
that to the great Liberal-Conservative party, Canada, this
cOUntry owes the new life and vigor which bas been
Infused into the development of all its great material
interests. I say, Sir, I congratulate the great Liberal-Con-
servative party on what it has achieved-achieved, I would

Very glad to add with the manly aid and hearty co-
123

operation of hon, gentlemen opposite. We were entitled to
receive that aid. We Lad every claim that a party could
have on those hon. gentlemen, owing to the position in
which they had placed the public affairs of this country, and
especially in connection with this work, for that
independent support that one party, whatever they
may be called, is entitled to receive from their
opponents under such circumstances. But I say,
Sir, we sought that aid in vain; and to-day, to the great
Liberal Conservative party, it is not only due, but it is due
to them alone, that this country has been lifted out of the
condition of prostration which was witnessed in our country
three years ago, into a condition of advancement and pros-
perity and progress to-day which will compare favorably
with the advancement of any portion of the civilised
world.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I simply rise to make a
correction. The ion. the Minister of Railways fell into an
error, when he was speaking with reference to a resolution
that I moved last year. Hie did not read it correctly, as I
understood him, but in the sense that it referred to the
postponement of the building of the whole line, while it
only related to the postponement of the British Columbia
section.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I read the hon. gentleman's
resolution word for word as it appears in the Journals of
the House. It is as follows:-

" That at present the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway in
British Columbia is premature and would involve the country in an ex-
pense beyond its reasonable capacity, and would lead to the maintenance
of too high a rate of taxation, while the postponement of that part ot the
undertaking till after the prairie section is finished, would enable it to be
constructed at a much less cost and within a reasonable time."

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman bas taken advantage
of this little Bill-to alter one of the objective points of the
route of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and to enable the
Government to authorize it to pass through the Rocky
Mountains by Kicking Horse Pass instead of Yellow Head
Pass-to make a general statement of the position of that
enterprise, and to engage in discussions, some part of
which may more appropriately come under review when we
go into Committee of Supply. With reference to the
financial aspect of the Government works under contract,
and the works of the Pacific Railway Company, we are to
receive explanations in the Committee, and I think, for my
own part, I shall not trespass on the time of the House by
dealing with that particular portion of the hon. gentleman's
explanations in any degree of detail. It is obvious that a
discussion in the Committee of the Whole, when an inter-
locutory discussion can be carried on, is the proper mode of
dealing with that part of the subject. I am not now com-
plaining that the h-on. gentleman bas given us the informa-
tion which ho gave us on that point, but I am pointing out
that it is impossible to discuss these things effectually except
in Committee of Supply. The ion. gentleman, as I say,
went through a wide range of discussion. He has found,
Sir, at the end of a year, that, after all, itis worth while to
discuss the resolutions we moved a year ago. He
did not think it worth while to say anything
about them before the vote; but a year's re-
flection and sober consideration bas convinced him
that it is well to engage in a controversy on that subject,
and we are quite prepared to meet him as we were then.
But before I enter into a discussion of that subject, on which
I hold views, not unnaturally, opposite to those of the hon.
gentleman, I will proceed to review his glowing account of
the condition of affairs, in order to ascertain how far that
condition of affairs, whatever it may be, is induced by those
parts of the policy of the Administration which were
opposed to the policy the Opposition propounded. Now,
Sir, I aver, as the guiding note of this whole part of the
coûtroversy, that whatever progress has been made, what.
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ever results have been achieved, whatever changes have
taken place with reference to the North-West, are due to
the portion of the policy of the Administration which in
the year 1880, when it was first propounded, in the year
1881, when it was secondly propounded, was not merely not
opposed, but cordially seconded by gentlemen on this side
of the House-namely, the proposition that the North-
West should be developed by the construction of lines
through the prairie as rapidly as settlement required, aye,
and even in advance of its requirements; anid that whatever
drawbacks there are to that country, whatever difficulties
and impediments exist there, dealing with that portion of
country alone, and not considering for a moment the general
effect on the country at large, of the whole policy, the re-
quirements and interes.ts of that section should be
carefully considered. But the views of the Opposition
were not assented to, and by reason of the adop-
tion of the policy to which they were opposed,
and to which they believe events indicate they were rightly
opposed-although in many particulars it will require a
long time to develop the evils to which they referred, the
country is already encountering very serious difficulties.
The hon. gentleman began very properly at one end and
went to the other end of the railroad, and there is a marked
contrast between his language respecting the eastern and
his language respecting the middle section; not that he
was not vigorous, and did not use a considerable number of
adjectives, mostly of the superlative kind, in describing the
progress of the work in any part. But what have we got
with reference to the eastern end? At the eastern end we
are told considerable progress has been made towards con-
struction. Now, the principle was that construction shotild
commence on the lst of July last, and should go on so
rapidly on the whole work to assure completion by the
time mentioned. It was then the policy of the Administra-
tion and of the Railway Company, to adopt an interior route
between Callander Station, and not Thunder Bay, but
linkoping, some fifty-seven miles beyond, on the
way to Winnipeg, and the statement was that
that portion of the railway would be begun on
the lst of July, and vigorously prosecuted,
so as to have that section completed within ien years.
Now the hon, gentleman is obliged to admit, that that
vigorous prosecution has not taken place. I think we have
just cause to complain of the scantiness of the information
we have received with reference to the details of the actual
progress of the work on this portion of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. The report which the hon. gentleman brought
down, giving us a few lines upon that subject, is the only
written information we have received ; and since that time
we have received nothing satisfactory until we got the
oral statement of the hon. gentleman to-night. ie has
told us something bas been done, that' there were some
difficulties and that the Canada Central did not get to
Callander till about the 1st of July. Well, it was about the
ist of July, the work of constructing was to commence
from Callander to the west. I, therefore, do not see that that
bas much to do with the question.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman has
misunderstood me. I said we did not expect they would
be able to lay the track to Callendar much befere the lst of
next July, from the absence of more vigorous work.

Mr. BLAKE. That accounts for the absence of more
vigorous work, but not for the breach of contract. The
contract was that they were to commence on the lst of
last July. What have they done on the first fifty miles from
Callander station up ? What is said here is: that a.staff of
engineers had been operating in the field beyond Callander,
but no information was given as to any practical
work in the way of construction having been performed.
That is all the information that the Rouse and the coungy1
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has as to what has been done on the eastern section. What
has been done ? How much work has been completed--how
much money expended with reference to these fifty tailes?
We know nothing at all about it. The hon. gentleman
however, is satisfied. If ho knows anything, he ought to
have told us; but simply to tell us that the work of con-
struction is in progress is to tell us in reality nothing at all.
Under these circumstances, as promises and assurances of a
very free and emphatic charater had been made in reference
to the eastern section, it was necessary to exhibit on this
occasion, so I suppose, a very great show of anxiety and
energy in another way. It wilt be found that in the course
of debate of the last Session, the First Minister said:

' We stipulated in the contract that the Government should cause to
be completed the Lake Superior section by the dates fixed by existing
contracts for the construction thereof."

Now, I say that this section can only be regarded as the
main line, and we have no evidence of substantial work
having been done from Callander westward. We have a
report, dated lst November, from the engineer as to the
branch lines, including the statement that engineers had
been employed in locating a branch line from Sault Ste,
Marie. But shortly after that another announcement was
made-the hon. the Pirst Minister stated at a public gather-
ing at Toronto, about the third week of last November,
what I shall read:

" They expect by next fall to have built the railway and have it running
between Winnipeg and Fort Calgarry. They are bound to build that
railway in ten years. They are bound to build it.round Lake superior.
They are bound to do so, and, gentlemen, I have it from the Board that
although at first when they entered into the con tract with the Canadian
Goverument they bad a great deal of helitation and a great deal o
doubt.as to the expediency of building the road to the north of Lake
Superior, they now see that the Canadian Government was right. I
have a letter from the Board telling me the tenacity of the Canadian
Government was the cause of the road being so located, and that we
were right, and they were wrong; andB sO strongly are they now con-
vinced off he desirability of having a railway every inch of which shall
run over Canadian soil-(applause)-that they say in a letter to me,
that if the Canadian Government proposed to them to give up that por-
tion of the road, they would refuse to do so, because is is essential to the
success of the une as a whole. I have further to tell you that later sur-
vevs have shown that the railway can be built not far away behind
Lake Nepigon, but on the lake shore and looking into the very waters
of Lake Superior, and that route is in fact preferable in every respect.
It is going to be more costly; but they say they are willing to bear the
additnonal expense, because if they constructed the road ma Lake
Nepigon they could only attack it from one end, and it would take the
whole ten years, but by building the railway close along the lake shore
they can attack it in a hundred different places, and carry by water from
one point to every point along the whole hne of the railway supplies
o build the road. (Cheers.) I have a letter to-day from the president
authorizing me to make that statement to this meeting, that they hope
and believe, in consequence of this change, they will be able to build the
road in five years imstead of ten. (Continued applause.) Gentlemen,
I need not tell you how delighted I was with that announcement. As
I said to-day in the convention it is pleasant toeverybody, and especially
consolatory to a man of my age. I stated last year, on my arrivai
at Quebec, that I hoped to look down froin above on the completed
railway. I now have some chance, if I remain as strong, please God, as I
now am-I now have some chance of travelling over it in person before
I am just quite an angel 1.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Arch-anà:el.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not know whether the hon. gentlelan

expects if he reaches that position ho will travel any other
way than by wings. But he seems to think he will traveî
by rail even after he is an angel. The hon. gentleman con-
tinued:

" I may add that the proposed alterations in the line will be Of great
and especial advantage to Ontario and the cities and commerce of
Ontario, and to no place will this advantage be greater than to the oea
city of Toronto. (Cheers.) The road will rn from Callendar te near
the Sault Ste. Marie. It will not touch that place, however, but strike
near there, and run along the coast; and the effect of that is, by the
construction of the road to Lake Nipissing, the supplies for the great
North-West will in a great measure come freom Toronto and LonldOn;
and Ontario, which was in a considerable degree to have had the go-by
if the road had run to the north of Nepigon, and gone straight thretgh
the wilderness to Montreal, will have its fair chance and full Oppor
tunity in trade and commerce and manufactuaes to supply ail that great
North-West country."

That is an authoritative statement from the First Minister,
the Minister of Interior, annouoi2ng in ver emphtio
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language that a decision had been reached, and that the
main line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway was to go along
the shorO of the lakes and to come within a very short
distance of the Sault Ste. Marie. We ail understand that
tho investigations necessary to reach that conclusion had
been completed, that the information had been handed to
the Government, that the Government bad satisfied them-
selves that that was practicable, that the result had been
achieved, and the hon. Minister announces this great change.
What is the fact ? The fact is that nothing of the kind had
occurred. In March or April instant the Government
reports that that is a practicable through route by
the new line. The fact is no evidence is offered the
Government that there is any practicable route at all
as a through line in this direction. The hon. Minister
reports :

" By a letter dated the 3otb ultimo application bas been made by the
Can adian Pacifie Railway Company for approval of the location of a
section of their line between Callander Station, Lake Winnipeg, the
western terminal point of the subsidized portion of the Canada Central
Railway and Algoma Mills, Lake Huron, such section being part of a
contemplated line between Lake Nipissing and the Sault Ste. Marie,
originally proposed as a branch, but now intended to form part of the
matn line of the railway.

" That the said application having been submitted to the Chief
Engineer he has reported, under date the 3rd instant, to the effect that
the section of location between the points named, appears to be very
favourable ; that the route above described appears to be of no greater
length than the more inland route proposed by the Government, and
that in the event of satisfactory evidence being given that connection
with the existing line at Prince Arthur's Landing is practicable by the
new route, there can, in his opinion, be no objection to its adoption as
part of the main line. As to such practicability, he states that althongh
himself unable to form an opinion, from lack of the necessary informa-
tion, both the Vice-President and the Engineerin charge of construction
for the Company express themselves as confilent upon the point.

"rh indersigned accordingly and upon the further sugg,.tion of the
Chief Engineer, recommends that, as required by their Act of incor-
poration, the approval of His Excellency the Governor General in Coun-
cil be given to the location of the line as now submitted by the Com-
pany and as above described, such line to be part of the trunk line, it
being made a condition of such approval that the C ompany shall at some
future time satisfy the Department of Railways and Canals that the
route proposed is practicable, payment of any subsidy upon any portion
of the Eastern Section which would not be common to both the present
shore route and the interior route surveyed by the bovernment being
deferred until such satisfactory evidence of practicability bas been fur-
nished by the Company."

That is al]. The Vice-President and the Engineer are quite
confident the result will be attained, but no information bas
been furnished to the Engineer of the Government or the
Governmont itself. It is expressly declared by the Govern-
ment, in the Minister's report, that there was no evidence
whatever before them to show that the new route is a prac-
ticable one for the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and without
any such evidence they approved of the new route as far as
the Canadian Pacifie Railway asked them to approve of it.
But they say this approval which we give is to be condi-
tional on you at some future time, proving to us it is a
practicable plan. What is the object of this ? What is to
be gained by this very extraordinary proceeding to approve
of the location of a portion of the line along a route which
you say you have not been shown any evidence to prove it
is a practicable route? Does it advance matters? No; be-
cause the Canadian Pacifie Railway are about to construct,
under any circumstances, a branch to the Sault. All that it
was necessary to say was: Go on; you are building to the
Sault at any rate. We will wait until you satisfy us that
You are proposing a practicable route for the main line, and
then we will approve of the change of location.
but cannot do so in advance. But the Canadian Pacifie
Rilway asked it of the Administration, and the Adminis-tration granted this privilege in advance The hon. gentle-
thaU has said this change will be of great advantage to the'
throug elino in many respects. I am glad he considers it

ow an advantage to go to the Sault. I recollect when he
used to think it treasonable to go to the Sault.

ir CHARLES TUPPER. Never.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, the hon. gentleman called it treason.
I dare say he has forgotten it. I am not surprised that an
hon. gentleman who says so many contradictory things,
should sometimes forget some of them. He says it is a
very good thing, and tells us, amongst other things, the
route will be 650 miles from Callander to Thunder
Bay. The figures he gave us of the former main lino wore,
from Callander to Linkoping Station, 686 miles; from Linko-
ping Station to Winnipeg, 371 miles, which would make 1,057
miles from Callander toWinnipeg; from Callander to Thunder
Bay that ion. gentlemen says will be 6 ,0 miles, though
I do not sec we have any evidence satisfactory to us of that,
but I do not know what the sources of the ion. gentleman's
information are. From Thunder Bay to Winnipeg is 458
miles by the lino, which gives 1,057 miles against 1,036, or
an elongation of 21 miles by the proposed new lino. When
we discuss the enormous saving of 75 miles at one end, it
must be remembered that this proposed change involves,
according to the hon, gentleman's figures, a loss of 21 at
the other end. I maintain that the development of the
country, the progress which has been male, of which the
hon. gentleman boasts so much, is not in the slightest de-
gree due to the surveying, the cutting of timber and other
work done on the eastern end of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. With reference to this same point I might observe
that in an official memorandum as to the prospect and posi-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, dated 21st November,
and issued therefore about the time of the speech of the hon.
First Minister, to which I referred awhile ago, the Gov-
ern ment say:

" From Lake Nipissing, where the Canadian Pacifie proper begins, to
Thunder Bay, on Lake Superior, a distance of about 650 miles, the line
is partly under construction ; and, it havingbeen all but finally decided
to locate it by way of Sault Ste. Marie, skirting the waters of Lake
Superior to Thunder Bay, it is confidently expected that this whole sec-
tion will be completed within the next five years."

Then again, in the statement of their intention, they speak
with the utmost confidence of the location of the railway
being according to the new lino along the shore, and I suppose
that confidence was justified, and that that result was about
to be attained. Under these circumstances, if the voice of
Parliament was to be heard upon the question of the expe-
dience of the action of the Governmont, I think it was the
duty of the Government to point out to these gentlemen
th at they should have used due diligence in prosecuting
surveys with reference to the other parts of the intervening
distance, inasmuch as both the Vice-President and the Chief
Engineer are confident it is all right. I suppose they did
prosecute the service, that they have the information, and
that if not, they should have supplied the information, so
that the Government might have been able to decide and
Parliament might have been able to criticize and pronounce
an opinion on that decision, which we are now unable to
do. We are told there is an additional privilege of a new
main lino, which privilege is conditional upon the new main
lino being practicable and being proved afterwards to be a
practicable main aine Then the hon. gentleman proceeded
to deal with the distance from Prince Arthur's Landing to
Winnipeg. Here I may observe that the hon. gentleman
stated that the lino will be located from Thunder Bay east-
ward, and 50 or 60 miles will be put under contract from
Prince Arthur's Landing along the new lino. I take it,
therefore, the on. gentleman, although for form's sake he
has inserted a saving clause in his approval, bas decided in
his own mind that the lino is to go in that direction,
althougi ho felt that ho could not, without any evidence
being brought before him to show it was practicable, formally
approve of it and decide that this change shall be made.
Now the hon. gentleman proceeds to enter upon the figures
and the transactions upon the intervening distance. This,
I think, will more properly come up in the Committeo of
Supply when we discuss the hon. gentleman's estimates for
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such works as are to be provided for the ensuing year. The
hon. gentleman, dealing with the prairie lin e, said :

" The Company decided to run a direct line west from Winnipeg to
the Portage, and they were permitted to abandon the line from Stone-
wall to the west."

At a subsequent portion of his speech he rather disclaimed
any credit for that portion of his administration of public
affairs which is involved in the location and arrangements
for that line of 100 miles west of Winnipeg. I am glad to know
the hon. gentleman is somewhat sensible of the circumstance
that these transactions do not give him very much credit. It
seems that the Railway Company found the line ill-located
and circuitous, and that it was better to abandon a large
portion of the work and the contract which had been laid
down in order toget a botter lino. The report of the Engineer
states:

"l t passes over a comparatively dry country and runs through a
settlement ail the way, and is also about 15 miles shorter than the exist-
ing line."

That is the description of the new line, a lino which passes
over a comparatively dry country as contrasted with the
country through which the other lino passed, that it is
direct, with light grades, and saves fifteen miles in the
short distance of sixty or seventy miles. I agree with the
hon. gentleman that the lino proposed by the Company was
very much preferable; so much so that I feel very great
difficulty in understanding how the hon. gentleman bit on
the other lino, how it was possible to make the mistake that
was made, as ho found in ail its particulars on this particu-
lar portion of the enterprise. Then the hon. gentleman
proceeded to let a contract for 100 miles more, and that
was let under such circumstances, under such miscalcula-
tion of facts and figures, and under such difficulties, that he
cancelled the whole contract and put an end to it. The
transactions of the hon. gentleman with roference to the
lino through the prairie, I quite admit are evidence that
some companies will do business of this kid botter than
some Governments; I do not say that ail companies will do
it botter than all Governments, but that some companies
will do it better than some Governments; becauseI do not
suppose that, considering the circumstances, considering the
information which had been previously acquired, consider-
ing the facilities for surveys and ascertainment,
it will be possible to point out two mistakes
more grievous than those which are connected
with the letting of the first 100 miles west of
Winnipeg, and the second 100 miles under the hon. gentle-
man's administration. Now, the hon. gentleman has pointed
ont that the lino is now located to Moose Jaw Creek, and ho
says it will not be located any further until the ascertain-
ment of the location of the point of crossing the Rocky
Mountains. He says that the lino is favorable to Moose
Jaw Creek, good grades, and the character of the country
is excellent, and that a contract for 500 miles further will be
let in that direction during the coming year. The hon.
gentleman says truly that the lino bas been deflected south-
erly. It bas been very severely deflected southerly, and the
bulk of the branches as projected are not now projected, as
was suggested at the time of the making of the contract, to
the nort and to the south, altbough, of course, tbey reac
niortherly and southerly necessarily, but they are projected
in a very different fashion from what we were led to expect
they would be, and serve a very different purpose. It will be
recollected that at the time the idea was that the lino would
be a great central lino, and that branches would be made
north and south. The First Minister pointed out this fea-
ture of the proposed scheme in the speech ho delivered in
the debate on the contract. le said:

'To encourage them to build branches, we give them a large and
valuable allowance, so that the whole country may not only be opened
up east and west, but be penetrated by herring bone lies running
northward and southward irto the interior." .

Mr. BLAn.

That was the general idea-herring bone lines. I appre.
hend this plan of deflection was arranged with the view to
securing in the easiest manner the largest measure of
practical monopoly to the Company, for it certainly maeans
that some lines shall go for a certain distance northerly,
and a certain distance southerly, but as a general rule, and
as the hon. gentleman's own description of these lines will
have indicated to the House, the tread of the lines is in a
westerly direction, westerly on the north side and on the
south side-line to the Touchwood Hills, a lino to Edmon.
ton, a lino along the Souris River-lines of this description
which are, in point of fact, lines in the sanie general direc-
tion as the main lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, only
so far altered as to make feeders of them to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, the ~reports as to
these projected branch lines are, of course, more
extensive than the extent to whicb the hon.
gentleman has referred, for ho apparently only dealt with
those which have been located, whereas the Company bas
given formal intimation to the Government of their iriten-
tion to construct them to a much greater extent, only they
are not yet able to lay down the exact lino on the locations.
The hon. gentleman says that this is a very advantageous
arrangement, because there will be fewer branches; and
that these will ho longer and more easily operated.
Well, I believe that there are considerable advantages
in having all these branches running in certain diec
tions, but I conceive, also, it is quite clear that
the change which bas taken place, is one that does
practically cover the country very much more by
means of the Canadian Pacifie Railway and its
branches exclusively, to the exclusion of other lines, than
a central route would have done. The portion to the
southern, the portion to the northern must necessarily-
whoever builds the northern-come into the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. The portion to the southern is compara-
tively limited, and the possession of that has also been taken
by the Company. Now, the hon. gentleman proceeded to
state what the receipts and returns of the Company had
been, and no doubt theso receipts and returns are eminently
satisfactory to those who are engaged in working the lino.
When we reflect that the great Government enterprise, with
all its mileage and all its resources for the development of
traffic, and with the vast amount of train mileage that was
run during the year, has produced gross returns of some
?1,7510,000 in round numbers-for the whole
year-while the Canadian Pacifie Railway in
six months by the report of the Directors has produced
some $460,000, if I remember aright, and in a few months
longer $600,000, it is quite obvions that very large returns
are being reaped even at this early stage by this CompanY.
The hon. gentleman says that this is not due to high rates.
Then, if it is not due to high rates, it must be due to a very
large traffie indeed, because it will be remembered that the
mileage is not treated as the mileage which they are noW
working; it is to be remembered that the mileage of the
Company bas been increasing from day to day, that the
great bulk of this bas been earned over a comparatively small
mileage, and that the returns therefore per mile of a reallY
earning road must be very much larger than what at first
siglit appears. Now, the statement of the-hon. gentleman
with reference to the allowances of the route lead toan
observation; I see that application has been made on sevoral
occasions by the Canadian Pacifie IRailway Company for
allowances on different portions of the route, in different
localities, and that thesa allowances have been made in
almost every instance. I observe that the Engineer, on the
13th of July last, pointed out it was impossible for
him to act intelligently in advising whether the location
was such as should be permitted without receivifg a
profile. I observe that so late as October-I think the
21st of the month-he points out that hohad not Yet
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received this, although more applications had come in, in1

the meantime, and he says that he wants in future to get
these profiles; so that the allowances which had taken
place, up to that time, and which took place at that time,
were made without those materials being before the Engineer,
which he himself declared were essential in order that he
mnight reach an intelligent decision as to whether the loca-
tion was such as should be approved of, or not. I am not
aware whether the last applications which have been made
are accompanied by the profiles; but it does appear that
the great bulk of the allowances which have been made in
the location of the Canadian Pacifie Railway line, have been
made on the face of the Engineer's own report without those
materials being in his hands which are necessary to enable
him to discharge his duty at all intelligently. The hon.
gentleman says it is very important in making the change
to which he refers, and with which this Bill deals, if it is
practicable; and he has given us some information of a very
distant date upon that subject. It strikes me as very
singular that the Company is not called upon for all the
information which is accessible and available before the
Administration decided that they would bring down this
measure; but it appears from the memorandum of the Chief
Engineer, which the hon. gentleman read-and I think that
its date is three days ago-and a telegram, which I think
he only received to-day, that this information has been
detained, not in order to settle the policy of the
Administration, not as a means of forming a judg-
ment, but in order to present this Bill in the most accept-
able shape before the House, because it is felt, after the
observations that were made the other day on this subject,
that it would be wholly unreasonable to call upon the House
to deal with this matter at all, unless the Company
presented some information on the subject. Of eourse, Sir, it
is impossible to crowd much into a brief general statement
and a telegram which is special on the day when the hon.
gentleman speaks, but I observe that the hon. gentleman
says, that the difficulties of the Company are very great;
tbat these difficulties are enormous, that there will be other
sacrifices; and the Company will encounter great difficulties in
order to accomplish that great result; name ly, the shortening
of the line by 79 miles. Well, no doubt, Sir, that will be a great
result. It will be a great result for them. It would be a
very important thing to shorten the line and have i1s main-
tenance through a difficult country by79 miles. We donot
know, of course, the relative difficulties of the country
between the new and the old route, from the foot of the
hills of the Rockies until you reach Kamloops. Assuming
them, however, to be on the average the same, and that these
79 miles will save, that is the calculation of the hon.
Minister himself to be the cost of maintaining the route by
the Yellow Head Pass, and he states it, if I remember
right, at $40,000 a mile. I think that the Engineer
estimates the cost at $43,600 a mile, but the bon.
gentleman takes $3,600 off these figures and makes
it $40,000 a mile. We then find a saving of nearly
$3,200,000 in 79 miles of road, and I need hardly
say that a very much larger expense can be incurred per
Imile on the not very long mileage of this mountainous sec-
tion if you save 79 miles than what it would cost on the
average under the old and decidedly easier route, $3,200,000.
It is quite possible that a very much larger expenditure
may be made, running into the millions, and yet no greater
expenditure. Not so great an expenditure in the lump may
be made in order to pass the road by the new Pass than
as would be necessary by the old route; and it is quite clear
that if the Company have fixed the price of their work and
are able to find a shorter route, for the same fixed price, the
Coipany makes an enormous gain, because all the expense
of lailntaining 80 miles of railway and all the expense of
carrying* rolling stock over 80 miles of railway for all
tiune, is the net saving to the Company. Assuming that it

pays as much for the diminished mileage, reduced by 80
miles. I do not know what the precise percentage that
would be on the whole mileage of the mountainous section;
and it would be 80 miles less than they would pay for on
the other route by the longer mileage. They receive the
same sum from the Govern ment and pay no more in the
cost of construction and get a shorter route, while
they save in the cost of maintenance and in the cost of
transit. Now, Sir, to that there can be no earthly objection.
We must all agree that the best route for the Company in
this particular, at the crossing of the Rockies, is
probably the best for the country. There
can be no difficulty in coming to such a conclusion, but
after we have made a bargain with the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, based on their going to the Yellow
Head Pass and building some 80 miles more railway, based
largely on their obtaining the road and running the trains
over 80 miles more railway of difficult coun ry, which,
according to the hon. gentleman, would not p\ expenses
for a large number of years, and it is found to be to their
interest to change that route and take a shorter line at the
same expenditure of money, it is quite clear that they are
very large gainers by that change. What I say is that it
is not unreasonable to consider that this coding should ne
allowed for in dealing with the change. It appears to me
that if a change is to be made by which the Company is to
be greatly the gainer, the Company should consider the
interests of the public in a pecuniary as well as in the other
particulars. If we had made a change involving a more
difficult enterprise for which we have agreed to pay a more
liberal price, I say that when a change is made
which is to secure to the advantage of the Company some
consideration should ho allowed for ilie change which
involves inauguration in the cuwditious of the contracts.
The hon. gentleman proceeded to declare the results of
further enquiry with reference to Government contracts
between Kamloops and Emory's Bar. Of course we have
not had the figures; the report of the engineer does not
give the details upon which the hon. gentleman estimates
these considerable reductions. When the hon. gentleman
applies for the votes in Committee of Supply for the purpose
of carrying on these contracts, I suppose ho will have pre-
pared this further information, showing how the further
savings are effected, and deal with the questions of align-
ments, and curves, and grades the alterations of which are
detrimental to the character of the line on which the former
savings, it was said, had been effected. The instructions to
Mr. Fleming, and his response to them, were ail based on
the adaptation of the line to the sinuosities and the abrupt
character of the ground, and if further savings have been
made it is important to know whother they have been
effected by a still furiher deflection, or deal with the ground
as it is, or in what way it is that the previous estimates are
incorrect in point of excess. The hon. gentlerman's state-
ment in the gross at another period of his speech indicates
to us that the total results of the whole of his operations,
the calculations he makes as to the cost to the country of
those portions of the work which are to be built or which
have been built by the country, are the same. There is
more in one part and less in another, because he summed up
in another part of his subject the rosait of the whole year's
operations by saying that, whereas last year the estimate
was $28,000,000 for the Government portion of the works,
ho is able to-day to say that $28,000,000 is what the work
will cost. The hon. gentleman excludes, of course, the
$3,000,000 and odd for surveys and other minor
charges, but the estimate is the same-825,000,-
000 of a cash subsidy. There are $2.8,000,000
for the works, $3,000,000 and odd for the surveys,
wbich makes $56,000,000 ; $1,500,000 for the Canada Cen-
tral, which makes $57,500,000; $1,000,000 for the Tele-
graph, $58,500,000; minor charges, $500,000-making, in
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all, $59.000,000, exclusive of the old interest before the con-
tract was handed over; so that the sum we have named
several times 859,000,000 to $60,000,000 is the cash cost of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway according to this arrange-
ment. The hon. gentleman then proceeded to give us a
statement of calculation of mileages from different points
on the globe to other points on the globe. The hon. gentle-
man gave these figures with great energy and vivacity, as
if he were communicating new information ; but the only
difference between his statement and those which we have
had for many years, those which had been in the earlier
reports of Mr. Fleming, is this, that he subtracted 59 miles
by going through Kicking Horse, but he has made no al-
lowance for elongating the line by going along the shore of
Lake Superior. The hon. gentleman says that these results
show a glorioeus prospect, and he points out that fer new
traffic with a shorter distance and a botter line, with botter
grades and curves, and without.any bonded debt, it should
compel e for San Francisco trade as well as for our own.

Sir CHARLES 1UPPER. I did not say: "With no
bonded debt."

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, the hon. gentleman said it and I took
it down.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I said, without the great
bonded debt which presses on the Union Pacifie Railway.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman had, in fact, borrowed
the phrase from the prospectus of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, or rather, I am not sure whether thev borrowed from
him or ho from them, but they say with all the advantages
it possesses, of less mileage, of easier grades, and being free
fromthe bonded debt the Canadian PacificRailwavwill he in
a free position to command its share of the traffiO from
China and Japan, and so on. It seems to me that I have
found the origin of that portion of the hon. gentleman's
speech. Now, these speculations are very encouraging,
particularly as to the absence of a bonded debt which
presses our other railways. The Company itself feels that
very strongly, as I have pointed out. They have stated it
in their prospectus, and I think they should feel happy and
very grateful to the hon. gentleman who placed them in a
position to enable then to make such a statement. The
hon. Pentleman declares that these resu[hs are due to the
policy of making the contract a year ago, and ho takes up
the amendments moved last year, and points out that events
justify him in declaring that these amendments have been
falsified by those events. Now, Sir, as I said before, I repent,
that the progress and the development te which the hon.
gentleman bas alluded, the immigrants of whom ho bas
spoken, the various changes to whicb h hlas referrcd, would
all have been achieved without the serions and growing
embarrassments and difficulties to which I am about to
allude, by an earnest, diligent and vigorous prosecution of
the work from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, and from Winni-
peg through the prairie country-without this contract or
the enormous burdens which it has placed upon the country,
aye, and plaeed largely upon the North-West itself, to the
detriment of that country for a long time Io come, in order
to carry out that portion of the hon. gentleman's policy to
which we objectod as ill-timed, premature and unduly bur-
densome. We complained of the course of hon. gentlemen
in doing more at the time and under th circumstances in
which we were placed than developing the North-West.
We affirmed that that was the prime duty, toe carry the
route through the prairie country, te get in immigrants,
and to so increase the value of the land as to give us a basis
on which we might proceed at a future day to make a con-
tract to construct the ends at an infinitely burdensome cost
than ho will do it.

Mr. BUNSTER. May I ask the hon. gentleman what
kind of emigrants ho alludes to ?

Mr. Bur.

Mr. BLAKE. Why, Sir, look at the kind of immigrants
this policy has braught. Does the hon. gentleman suppose
that the immigration of those three thonsand Chinese now
on the ocean-and I suppose he does not hope they are
drowned-is due to alything else than the policy of hon.
gentlemen opposite. They refuse to cut off their pigtails,
they refuse to allow the Chinese to be taxed, they refuse to
allow any discriminating provision that would prevent themi
from working on the public works of the country. My hon.
friend will not work, his friends over there will not work
and the Pacifie Railway contractor has to get the Chinese
in; for they are coming in, my hon. friend complains, and
his complaints are wholly due to the policy of hon. gentie.
men opposite. Now, Sir, I say that the peaceful progress
of British Columbia would be much more encouraged by a
wholesale immigration of characters such as my hon. friend
and the hon. gentleman (Ur. DeCosmos) who sits beside
him, than it will be when two steamers come together in
the harbor of Victoria, with two or three thousand Chinese
on board.

Mr. BUNSTER. Two have arrived and three are coming.
Mr. BLAKE. With how many Chinese ?
Mr. BUNSTER. Too many.
Mr. BLAKE. Five thousand too many. We main-

tained that the part of prudence was not to make the
contract which was laid upon the Table for the construc-
tion of the Eastern and Western ends. We said that the
business in hand was to develop the North-West itself, and
afterwards to make some other and better contract which
would be open to us in a very short time for the construc-
tion of the ends. Now, Sir, what was happened in the space
of this short year to which the hon. gentleman has alluded?
What was happened in reference to the Eastern end ? We
know perfectly well that last year the hon. gentleman
justified this enormous expenditure of land and money, these
great gifts, these princely donations, on what score ? Be-
eau ie he said: "After the railway is built, we have to give
this gentlemen millions to maintain it; for many years the
Eastern and Western ends will cost an enormous sum of
money to run, and we have to provide for this." That was
his justification ; he could not pretend to justify this contract
as a contract for construction; he did not pretend to justify
this as a roasonablie price for the construciion of the road
which was afterwards to be owned by the company con-
structing it ; but he said that because they were to ineur
such an enormous loss in the compulsory keeping open of
the Eastern and Western ends, therefore it was that this
great price became no more than reasonable. Now, what
is the fact to day ? I refer once again to that interesting
document, the speech of the hon. First Minister made il
Noveniber last, in which he said:

"They (the Oompany) are bound to build that railway round Lake
Superior. They are bound to do so, and, gentlemen, I have it from the
Board that, although at first, whén they entered into the contract with
the Canadian Government, they had a great deal of besitation and doubt
about building the road to the north of Lake Superior, they now se
that the Canadian Government was right. I have a letterfrom the Board
telling me that the tenacity of the Canadian Government was the cause
of the road being so located, and that we were right and they were
wrong ; and so strongly are they convinced of having a rail way, every
inch of which will run over Canadian soil, that if the Canadian Govern'
met asked thei to give up that portion of the road, tbey would refuse
to do so, because it was essential to the whole."

When they first called on the hon. gentleman, theyobjected
to building that line; they told him it was ruinous to bui
it ; they exaggerated the difficulties of going through the
Rocky Mountains and around Lake Superior. They said•
" it will cost us a still more enormous sum of moneY to run
the line for many years ; do not ask us to do it." Well, the
Government insist, and the Company say : "Well, ifyo, ask
us to do it we must charge you pretty steeply foi it," an1d
they named the figures. We do not know what these figures
are, because the first agreement which was made acres"
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the water, and which the hon. gentleman announced
to be a firm contract, bas not been brought down.
But we know quite enough, from the statement of the
Minister of Railways, from the statements of the supporters
of the Administration and the members of it, that they
attempted to justify the price they paid by the representa-
tion that the eastern section was an enormous burden to
maintain and run for many years. One short year has
proved, however, that the eastern section is essential to the
completion of the whole line, and that the Company would
not abandon it on any consideration. It was held that the
view that enormous sums ought to be paid for maintaining
the eastern section is fallacions, that it is a proper and a pro-
fitable line, that it would not be abandoned and that we are
asked to abandon it. We bave got the same little paper
and document of their own in which they speak of that line.
I have already read that portion of the prospectus which
speaks of the location. They proceed to say:

"From Callendar Station westward and throughout the whole
of the Lake Superior section, the road runs through forests of valuable
timber, which will furnish fuel and lumber for building purposes to
settlers in the prairie country, and passes through valuable minerailands
abounding with silver, iron and copper ore."

That is the encouraging description they now give of the
eastern section. So that I beliete I may apply to the
western the observations they apply to the'eastern; and
what I have heard from the authenticated declaration of the
leader of the Government as to the views of the Company
in November last, that having given their contract a trial,
1 have heard that many millions were added to the price
which the county will have to pay lor the road. But we
did not understand wait a little. We did not understand
what we were doing, in making a contract prematurely for
the whole of the line, particularly the eastern and western
ends. Nojw as to the cost, we are not to know the flets;
the Company declined to send down what they call sub-
cuntracts for the construction of some works on the line.
I have not had the opportunity of examining, since I saw
the return made to the Commons on that subject, what the
language of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act is. But I
well remember that under that Act contracts for different
parts of the work on the line were submitted to the approval
of the House. The contention of the Company is that as
they do not contract with anyone individual to complete Ihe
construction ofthe whole or any one part of the line,.wiith any
One to iron the road and build the line, but only with sub-con.
tractors, they are not bound to produce those contracts. So
Parliament and the country is being left in ignorance as to
the cost of the prairie line. We tind a general statement
imade as to the alignment and eurves; and advertisements
by the contractors that 2,400 cubic yards of embankment
per mile is the average on the first 200 miles, and new con-
tracts are called for 500 miles, and that to this extent the
rest of the line will be equally favorable for a new road;
that is, for the elevation of the road above the prairie, the
work will be limited to 2,400 yards of embankment. So
this is all that the Company have got to do in the way of
roadwork, including the proper expense of raising the road
above the prairie. I suppose that is as cheap a road to build
above the surface of the ground as it is posbible to conceive,
and that our expectations of last year with reference to the
cheapness of the prairie line will be more than realized, and
that when we get to the facts-as some day doubtless we
shall-we shall find that the cost was so insignificant that
Probably the Company will be able to construct the prairie
hue for less than their cash subsidy, while they are
receiving 12,500 acres a mile and a certain quantity of cash
bonds for the average line till they reach the .Rocky Moun-
tains. Then the prospects of the Company, as the hon.
gentleman bas said, are bright. The Company, in the
Paper to which I have referred, say:

The 800 mile. of road west of the Red River runs through one of the
91 agisa 4rlw 99uWtris la ihe world, th. settlemen 9 whilb has

been hitherto impeded by the want of railway facilities, but ls now
making rapid progrese. IL is estimated that 20,000 immigrants have
arriveil in the North-West during the past season. The country is a
gently undulating prairie, well watered throughout. Wood is plentiful
along the streams, and the soil is uniformly deep and rich, and fully
equal to the best agriculturai lands in any part of the United States.
Practical farmers reckon a moderate average crop of 28 bushels wheat
49 barley, and 56 oats per acre. The wheat commonly grown, and
known as 'No. 1 hard,' commands a higher -rice than the ordinary
quality of wheat. The soil is also excepuonally favorable to the growth
of potatoes, turnips, etc."

Then they refer to independent testimony, to which the hon.
gentleman bas also alluded. As to the traffic expected, we
have the advantages pointed out as follows :-

" As to the local traffic to be developed along the lino, thore is no
good reason to duubt that the earnings of the entire road, as the country
becomes settled will be as good as those of roade in the United States
similarly situated. The gross earnings of the following roads for the
nine monthu ending 30th September, were-

Per Mile.
On the Chicago & North-Western................. $5,561
On the Chicago, Mlilwaukee & St. Paul............ 3,737
On the Central Pacific.................. 6,304
On the Union Pacific.......... ............ 5,606
On the Northern Pacific (incomplete)............. 3,211

"And on the portion of road operated by the Company in the North-
West, since ist May last, the total gross earnings for the six months
ending 31st Octobcr, were $424,000."

That is the view which the Company presents to the people
as to the prospects with reference to traffic when the road
is completed and as the settlement of the country goes on.
While this prospectus was sending forth ihese advantages,
it is remarkable for omitting certain important advantages
given to the Company, which they stipulated for and on
which they insisted, as that hon. gentleman told us, as a
condition of their entering upon the contract without a
larger sum-the question of monopoly, exemptions from
taxation and other benefits. The estimate of the Govern-
ment the-year previous, for the work which the Company
is now to construct, when preparing to construct it as a
Government work, reached but 48J millions of dollars.
Now, having stated that he bas found everything more
favorable than be expected, including the reduced estimates
for the British Columbia sections, that much less is teobe
paid for various sections, including contracts between Win-
nipeg and Thunder Bay, it is not unreasonable to conclude
that, if there be any ditterence in the figures and calcula-
trons it will bear iii the saume iiproved direction', and that,
theiefore, 4ti millions will be diminished instead of
increased. But, supposing it to remain as it stands, the
position of the Company is that, having to build for 48J
millions they get the cash subsidy of 25,000,000, and bave
mortgaged their land grant for 25 millions nore, which it is
said, is being rapidly disposed of. Although the first lot of
bonds of $,OU0,000 was sold at 90, I suppose te
initiate the operation, the others are being disposed of at
par; so a sum approximating $25,000,000 is to be
realized by the mortgage of those lands, and, therefore,
they will get a sum equivalent to the amount required for
the construction ofthe balance of the works of the Company.
Add to that the proceeds of the land grant bonds, and you
get enough to du all that which the Company bas contract-
ed to do, and you find them possessed of the whole railway,
and the surplus value of the lands, whatever that may be.
Then the hon. gentleman bas not adverted to the value of
the question of the value of the lands in any particular form
on this occasion ; but we have got various estimates of their
value from which we may form some conclusion as te their
value to the Company. We have got, for example, the
Government themselves, who, to-day, advertise odd sections
in districts not-extremely remote from the railway, but not
as advantageously situated on the average as the railway
lands at $8..50 an acre, and we have their advertisement of
other lands in Birtle and other districts, net so well
situated in point of location, but of botter soil, at $2 an acre.
The Ends u'sB-ay ompany are selling their loiad in a ver
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remote district, the furthest for which they have made turned out abortive. It was suggested that large indue
arrangements to seli at all, at from $6 to $7 an acre. We ments would be required, and the proposai of my hon.
find besides that, the question 'of the Colonization friend to insert those large inducements passed through
Companies. I was amused, the night after the withont the slightest objection. What did the hon. gentie
debate on the land policy of the Government, man say in 1880 or 1879, when he discussed this Bil. le
to get a note from a gentleman at Winnipeg saying that said the whole aspect of affairs had cbanged since the pro.
the chief person concerned in one of the new colonization vious Government had been called on to consider the ques.
companies had just been up there offering the townships tion; he said, on the former occasion, there were dif.
which the company had under charter, for $2.50 au acre. culties that did not thon exist and that the position
All these statements prove the value of the lands, and we of things had entirely changed. Far different from his
know the lands alongside the railway are being reserved, attitude to-night, he then declared that during the five
as well as all those with special advantages; and we know a years in which the Government of my hon. frienc was con-
very large sum, many hundreds of thousands of dollars havecerned in this matter the work donc was of great conse.
been made by the Company in the town of Brandon, that at quence and importance, and thatthe progress made towards
their stations large sums have been made, and that the Winnipeg was of much more consequence than construction
system has been adopted by which the Company obtained of British Columbia, and placed the seheme in a much more
practically nearly all the advantage to be derived from the favorable light than hitherto. The hon, gentleman said to.
lands adjoining their stations, which, if the present excite- day, in a vain glorious way, that when the late Goveî Ument
ment continues, and the sales around the stations pay went out of office there was not a mile of road in operation,
anything like those at Brandon and other places, they will and that this season there will be 905 miles running. Some-
go far to implement the cost to the railway section on the body mSst begin railway construction. A period of a year
prairie. There can be no doubt whatever that beyond the elapses before the railway is fit to be usec through aiffienît
receipts of the mortgage on their lands which the Company country. Although the work was going on, and the hon.
have made by their land grant bonds, there is an asset of gentleman gave due and reasonable credit to the Govern.
enormous value coming into the Compa.ny in these ment for it, although the work was going on, I think many
lands. So that they being able with the subsidy and years hefore, the hon, gentleman does not choose to give
the mortgage on their lands to do all the any credit for it, and yet but for the exertions made by ny
work on the railway, they will be competent to obtain the hon. friand, but for the work that was doue and
railway and many other millions of dollars from the redemp- for the progress made during those various years,
tion of the lands. The hon. gentleman adverted to these there would fot have been 905 miles; nay, there would net
events. He proposed to deal with them, one afiter another, have been nir1ety-flve miles running at this time. That is
and he evincod bis unfamiliarity with the Lord's Prayer due to thos exertions, due to those works carried on under
by telling us how muci it puzzled hlm te recollect it amd great difficulties an rqwen the country was in a diffrent
his familiarity with other w,.)d.i of exprewsions of an oppo- condition, that the hon, gentleman at nake the boast ho
site character, when lie spoke of uy devilish ingenuity and bas made. But to refer t this question of tenders. i Say
my hon. friend's deviish ingenuity in drawing up and pro- both the conditions are diffarent and tbe condition of the

ng these amendments. vThese amendments show the country wholly diffrent. The hon gentleman himse f u
dts in this ontract. I cannot pretend to the credit of 1880 said: iDon't you know the conditionof the whole

having xcluively prepared them; I had a hand in the country bas changed tDont you know that whereas yon
preparing of them, and voted for tbombeart and baud, and offered this work for contractand advertised it everywhere
am as responsible for thema as if every word tad been writ- and could not get a single offer, if I were to advertise to-
ton by myvFelf. Tbe hon. gentleman referred to tbose morrow for a week 1 could get offers for it? Don't you knowf
arenedments in a manner which it seems to me is deserving everything haischaged now and the old things have becone
of sone attention. In the fit-ýt place, lie l keriel iny hon. newdBut in 1878, hoesays: "Oh, it was advertised for in
friend from Westmoreland and said the arnendüneî hopro-1878;c and the contract was advertised in 1878 under theso
posed that tenders should be asked for, was eWe that could different conditions of the country, different state ofthe for
only be proposed by a lRip Van Winkle. There are some elgu market, different value of rail way soeurities-bcause it
points, of course, lu wich the experience of the year was advertised for under wholly different conditions, that is
cannot give lght at ait; there are soma in a sufficient excuse for our not advertising for tenders und'tr
which the exporience of oe year la not sufficient these new conditions. Whoever heard, wm oever supposeo,
to give light, and thero are others in whîch the exparience whoever dreamed of such a thing as that there was to be an
of the year eau give a geod deal of Iight. As to thie it expenditure of $58, a i,000 ? Nobody supposed it. I need
does not depend upon the experienue of the year at ail. not go over al the other conditions; they have been g le
The proposition otmy hon. friend was a wholly reasonable over again and again; but it eanbe scown that in twentY
one. We thotight it reasonablo thon and think se now. important particulars the conditions upon which the on.
Nothing that bas happonod in that yoar can altery the gentleman et the contract difflred from the conditions
grouinds of attack ou or sustaining that ameadment. The under which, up to that tire, any tender had beon asked for
hon, gentleman coteuds it was unreasohable and improper or any tender autforized. Next the bon. gentleman SaYS:
because first of ail tenders had been invted; of course ton- "lOh, but we did advertise for tenders." nye refers me again
dors had been invited for the construction of the railway to, the political picnie hld at Bath, at which the leader of
some time before, but under conditions so different that it the Goverement said to his friends.that the Govrme t uad
ib net possible to make any cmparison btween the two under consideration at that moment two offors fronicapi-
s fhemies. The oid sheme under which tenders had been talinps, with reference te the construction of the Caadian
invited was sustantially, with some modifications, the oi- Pacifie Railway, and that they migndt depend upon it4h
ginal scheme ofte previous Goverument; thoid business contractors would go on. p re says this was an advertaspent
of 830OtO cash andetsT0,hes acres of land. for tenders. The wholmscountrye w always watchiesg whe

si i t . retnthe First Minister speaks, every contractr is watch
ini tem ha ha t ing-I do nt doubt but that every contractor watch

Mr. BLAiKE. There are more land and lesa money. ing-everybody interested in publie works is Watching;
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). And more money to th bis words are weighed, and this was bettr than a thousand
mr. BLA . I do not think se. I think it is on the advertiseents i newspapers that a Miister ahoaid Say a

frie gendra ines;9tel seh me of tii.ho . gentleman had a political pir-nio-that the Government had undercOflder
Kr. BL&KI.
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ation two offers-not made under tender-but two offers fori
the construction of the railway, so that he advertised for
tenders. But on what terms was this advertisement made?i
pid he say, did he dream of them at the time? No, he didj
not; he had no idea at the time of these terms. Did he say
they were going themselves to finish the road on the British
Columbia section? Did he say they were going to give1
some $53,000,000, plus the value of the surveys and the other4
risks? Was that talked of? Was it thought of? Were the
monopolies thought of? Were ail these exceptional condi-
tions in the slightest degree talked of at the time ? No, Sir,
not at ail. Therefore, it is preposterous to talk of this or any-i
thing like an opportunity to the public to tender. Thei
hon. gentleman says that it was hardly worth while to
take exception on thiat ground. Well, I think it was quitei
worth while. The policy of Parliament, which policy hadi
been the subject of discussion for years, had been that the
work was to be let, if let at ail, by tender. We had gone
to the elections, and no person had raised their voice againsti
the adoption of that policy. We had come back, and there
that policy remained in the Statute Book, and the lion.
gentleman says: We will prefer the plan of private bar-
gain, of private negotiations-although ho admitted a year
before that ho could not advertise for tenders successflly-
and we will depart from the policy of Parliament ratified by
the popular voice that the contract should be let by tender
oniy. The Government could not let a contract for a sec-
tion of the Pacific Railway without advertisement; itcould
not let a contract for any publie work without advertise-
ment under special conditions which arc prescribed in the
Act of Parliament according to what emergencies may
arise. They could not have let this work in that way
without violating the law. They acknowledged it was
in excess of their powers the course they took, and I say
that not morely the extraordinary conditions which are
embodied in the instrument, but aiso the events
which took plage upon the presentation to the
public of this contract that these terms indicated,
proved and demonstrated that the result of giving
an opportunity to the public to tender upon the terms which
the Government decided would be acceptable, the general
basis of princýiple and action would have been to effect an
enormous saving to the people of this country; and there.
fore as we maintained last year, so we maintain to day that
it would have been proper at that time, when Paîliament
had this whole subject before it, when we were free to say
yes or no, instead of declaring that this contract should be
implemented, to declare that the Canadian Pacific contract
should be a subject of public advertising and tender. Then
the hon, gentleman says that the resolution of my hon. friend
for Iberville (Mr. Béchard) was one which ought not to have
been adopted. I believe that resolution to bo perfectly
sound. The hon. gentleman in the first place, in the recital
la the statement of facts in this resolution, says: " That
prior to and during the general election it was the policy of
ail parties that arrangements for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway should be such as the resources of
the country should permit without increasing the former
rates of taxation, and that the work should be let only after
tenders." I stated a while ago that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Act was the settled polcy at the time of the last
general election. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Act was
net impeached by hon. gentlemen opposite on their appeal to
the people, it remained the embodiment of the common
sense of Parliament and was, in fact, ratified by
the people as to the general sense in which this
question should be disposed of-I do not mean
ia minor details, in small matters, but in the large fund-
anental and vital principles it was disposed of. It was cer-
tainly not incapable of being altered by Parliament, but it
was a natter which ought not to be altered without the
gravest cause and without an opportunity for the people to
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speak upon it. In the particular as to taxes the hon.
gentleman has repeated the statement ho has so often made
upon that subject, but which is wholly incorrect. In the
first place, the resolution deals with a condition of things
prior to and during the general election. Now, Sir, in' the
year 1876, it was resolved, as I have often pointed out before,
by Parliament, that the arrangements for the construction
of this railwav should be such as could be accomplished
without further increasing the existing rates of taxation.
This resolution, as I have often pointed, was reached by a
vote of this flouse unanimously, with the exception
of ten disseritients. There were but ton including
my hon. friend from British Columbia, and thrce or four
more who dissented from the proposition. It was the
common sense of Parliament. It remained unimpeached
during the next Session. It remained unimpeached at the
election; no one, I ever heard of, was found to raise his voice
against that proposal, no matter for a moment whether
the rate of taxation had been raised or not. I will deal with
that matter presently. During the tenuro efoffice of my hon.
friend from Lambton, it had not becn raised since the
passage of this resolution, and that rosolution declared that
the votes of taxation should not be further raised, and it was
practically adopted with unanimity. 1 believe that it was
adopted with unanimity in the country ; I believe that
throughout the country, no man could have been returned
-outside of British Columbia-who would have gone
before his constituents and opposed the resolution, and
declared it was wrong to have carried it; and "if you
return me to Parlianent, I shall favor increasing the rates
of taxation in order to build the Pacifie Railway." I believo
that no man who would have ventured to propound that
policy would have been returned, and I believe that no
candidate did propound that policy outside of British
Columbia; and therefor I say it is correct, and in accordanco
with the facts, that this proposition which in 1878 was
adopted, and which in subsequent Sessions was continued,
remained the policy of this country at the elections. It
was the policy, and it was then the settled policy of Parlia-
ment and the country; but the hon. gentleman is very fond
of alluding to the circumstance, that there was an increaso
in the taxation. Well, there was an incroase in the taxation.
But I pointed out in the debate in 1880, what the actual
facts with reference to this were. Sir, the position
that was taken in reference to taxation in 1871, was
that the then existing rates of taxation were to be raised.
Subsequently in the year 1871 the then existing rates of
taxation were lowered very considerable, and the change
that was made by my hon. friend beside me was a change
which did not do much more in its results thati bring the
votes of taxation up to what they were at the time of the
bargain with British Columbia.

Mr.IBOWELL. HIe did not raise them for that pur'pose.
He raised them for no other purpose except to got more
money.

Mr. BLAKE. Why, I am now pointin- out that the
original bargain was, that certain thon existing rates of
taxation should have been incrcased, and this was the
resolution of the House, but after that, the rates of taxation
were lowered. The lion. gentleman shakos his hcad, but
they were. They were lowered; and after that time, they
were lowered; but before you can ascertain what the real
cause of taxation for this purpose was, you must take into
account this fact. Now, I went into a calculation in 1880,
and I said this :

SIAllowing for the temporary duties imposed in 1870, and ttken off in
1871, by a proceeding which came into operation prior to the date ot the
taxation resolution, the rate of taxation on the imported goods, free and
dutiable, which were consumed in the four years from 1867 to 1871 was,
upon the average, 13.90 per cent. This then, I take it, to be a fair ascer-
tainment of the burden of our Customs) taxation in 1871. But I may
say that, even if you make no allowance for the temporary duties to
which I have referred, the average rate will be raised only to 14.21 per
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cent., an increase which you will see is:not suffieient materially to affec
the results. During the subsequent years (1872, 1873 and 1874), in th
course of which there were considerable remissions of taxation, and i
which also the very large consumption may bave somewhat disturbe
the relation between the quantities of free and dutiable goods, the aver
age rate fell to 12.33 per cent. In 1875, the.first completed year afte
the increase made under the late Government, the rate was 14.32 pe
cent., a larger increase indeed, an increase of nearly one-sixth, on th
average of the preceding three years, but after all a very trifling in
crease, an increase of only one thirty-third, on the average rate betweei
,868 and 1871."

So that the increase which my hon. friend made, as h
stated, was a considerable increase. Undoubtedly it was î
considerable increase. It was a considerable increase ovei
the then existing rates of taxation, but it was not a consi
derable increase over the rates of taxation as they existed
at the time when the resolution with British Columbia waE
ratified. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman says that it was al
wrong to propose that the people should have an opportu
nity Of speaking on this subject. But I do not agree with
him.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Will the hon. gentleman
allow ne to interrupt him. Is this true or false : "In
order to enable the Government to carry out the proposals
which it was hoped that the British Columbia Government
would have accepted, the average rate of taxation
was raised at the late Session about 15 per cent. " Is that
truc or false ? Because, if for the purpose of carrying out
the agreement concerning the Pacifie Railway, the average
rate of taxation was increased 15 per cent,, and increased to
over three millions-and no person will pretend 'that we
had lowered the rate of taxation more than two millions
per annum. Was there or was there not an increase of
one million per annum over and above the rate which
existed at the time that the engagement was made in the
British Columbia?

Mr. BLAKE. I have given, Sir, the exact results of the
increase, as I have ascertained them from the books. The
hon. gentleman has always declared that the taxation was
increased three millions a year, but he knows perfectly
well-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The minutes of Council say
so.

Mr. BLAKE. That while this was the estimated result
of the change in the taxation, it was not the actual resuit.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But was it the policy of the
Government?

Mr. BLAKE. I am not talking about policy, Sir.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear!'
Mr. BLAKE. I say it was not the result. I have shown

you how the rate of taxation was incresed. It was increased
very much. It was increased from an average rate of 12
odd to an average rate of 14 odd per cent. It was increased
very heavily over the rate as it had been during the pre-
ceding years; but what I say and what the hon. gentleman
will never choose to take into account is, that it was not
sensibly increased beyond the rate as it existed at the time
of the bargain with British Columbia.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say it was, most certainly.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, I have shown the figures, which

have never been controverted.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman mean

to say that we reduced the rate of taxation more than two
millions per annum; and yet the late Government declares
here to the British Government, who was informed of it by
the whole of his colleagues, that the increase in the taxation
was to the extent of three millions per annum, for the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Now, if we did
notreduce the taxation over two millións,,ànd ifyouincreased
it three millions, there was clearly an increase of one million
per annum at the very least for the purpose of constructing
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. s

Mr. BLAKE.
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t Mr. BLAKE. I have shown quite distinctly, Mr. Spcaker

more than once, that while it was estimated that it wouîd
d it did not produce thieo millions.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is another story, alto-
r gether, it bas nothing to do with it.

Mr. BLAKE. Allow me to retain my own opinion. What
n is spoken of in the resolution shows that the burden of taxa.

tion had been increased.
Sir CHRILES TTJPPER. No. What is spoken of in

a the resolutien is, that it bas always been the pelicy ef the
Ir Government and bas net increascd the rate of taxation.

jMr. BLAKE. I am nont spcaking of that reselution.
Sir CHRILES TUPPER. 1 thouglit that yen werc de-.

ifending the resolution.
S Mr. BIAKE. The hon, gentleman intcrpolatcd the woffd
i always.",

Sir CHJARLES TUPPEII. No;- it is tbere.
Mr. B3LAKE. Will yen show whore it la ?
Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. It sets eut that ciprier to "it

twas the policy.
1 Mr. BLAKE, Tho hon, gentleman sai iL was thecre

Lwhen he interpolated it; eit is net there.
Sir CHlARLES TUPPER I say it is thore. I say tbat.

the spirit of it is there.
Mi». BLAKE. That the spirit of it.
Sir CHAIRLES TUPPEIR. I say itis there-the spirit is

there.
Mr. IBLAKE. Oh, the spirit. Now, Sir, it is perfectly

clear that the inercase ln the rate of taxation as iL was at
thatý time and as iL stood under the taxation whicb had beon
impesed by my hon. friend, amounted te net more than one-
thirty-third of the whole ceat of paying this enormous sumn.
My bon. friend spoke only of the pcriod prier te and during
the elections whieh la covcrcd by the passage of the legisla-
tien unanimously agreed te hy Parliament, I tbink lu the
year 1876, since which time there bas been ne dissent from
that proposition. Thon the hon, gentleman says: "Oh,
you wanted an election, but yen are net se anxieus for an
election -now as yen were." We wanted an election thon la
order that the people might bave an epportunity of deciding
whether this bargain should be made or net. We wanted
an election thon iu order that the people miglit have an
epportnnity ef deciding for themselves -wbether this enor-
meus burden of thcse tremendous stipulations should
be imposed on the country. We .wanted thon
te cheose the policy te ho given te the people, while
the people migbt cihoose, and the hon, gentleman says now
you do net talk now about having a n election. Why, Sir,
we perfectly understand ail this tallk about an election. If
tlie hon, gentleman is going te hold tbem this year the rea-
son is that ho knows next year wilIl be less favorable te hlmn
-that the ordinary time of holding an electien will expose
stili more than te-day the fallacies, the errers, th e tistakes,
the blunders of this rule. IL is because ho believes it is
dangerous te delay-that ho says te the hon. First Milistor,
"1what thon doest do quickly." I agree with hlm that lie w111

be weaker next year than ho is to-day; that the longer ho
sits there the weaker will ho Ire; that the longer bis poliCY
is ia force, the longer time is given te prove it, the worsO
will it appoar. There are many thina concealed and baîf
understood te-day which will be fully-revealed and brought
te ligit in the course of timo, anrd that revelatien and the
full discussion of these things will weak0n bis
Position,.lie is right, ho is wise in lis own genorat~ion
when ho thinks it is dangerous te wait. Now, Sfr, the hon.
gentleman says that the motion of my hon. friend Who Bits
beside me (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) was a motion Which
ho will net lay on my shoulders becauso iL required the
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peculiar-I think devil-may-care recklessness were the
parliamentary words ho used-of my hon. friend. What
does that resolution say. As to the money it says: "The
contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway involves
a total expenditure by the country in connection with that
work of about $60,000,000, exclusive of interest." Now,
how near is that correct? In the first place we have a paper
lately brought down by the Government, a Minute of Coun-
cil, with reference to the application of the Province of
British Columbia, for compensation.

Mr. BUNSTER. Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. I wish to read a previous minute for the

information of the House and particularly of the hon.
member for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster). Amongst other
things I find this statement, that the contract which has
been let within the last year involves an expenditure of
about $53,OOOOOO in money. Well, we all know how
the $53,000,000 is arrived at, and I quote this passage
to show that we are not far apart, with regard to that.
The $53,000,000 is based on the $25,000,000 subsidy and
the $28,000,000 for works, but it leaves out the amount for
surveys which is stated in another part of this very minute
to be about three and a balf millions; it leaves out the Can-
ada Central subsidy, the telegraphs, and these items added
to the $53,000,000, make an amount approximating $60,000,-
000. I now wish to read a statement which will be
interesting to the hon. member for Vancouver (Mr.
Bunster). The House will recollect that the hon. Min-
ister of Railways has repeatedly insisted, when it
it served bis purpose on the proposition that the action of
the late Government had created a binding obligation on
this country between it and the Imperial Government, to
do all the things which were specified in the award known
as the Carnarvon Terms. Hie hias since and again declared
that the result of the action of the late Government was to
croate that obligation and if even he had to justify some-
thing of his with reference to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
he said: "Consider what you bound the country to, consider
the contract you made by the Carnarvon Terms." Now,
let us hear what the Minister of the Privy Council says
about those terms :

"Lord Carnarvon's suggestions were entitled to every respect, but
although adopted by the Guvernment of the day, they never received
the sanction of the Parliament of the Dominion, and never acquired the
force of a national compact. On the contrary, in the Session of 1875,
with the view of seeking to give effect to these terms a Bill having been
introduced by the Government into the Canadian house of Commons
providing for the construction of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo line, a
step which would not have been necessary, it may be observed, had
that line formed necessarily a part of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The Bill, though þassed by the House of Commons, was lost in the
Senate, and consequently Parliamentary sanction was refused to the
construction of what was regarded by the majority in the Senate as a
Provincial work quite unnecessary to the fulfilment of the terms of
Union with British Columbia.'

So that the bon. gentleman will seo that bis friends in the
Government have declared that the Carnarvon terms re-
quired the sanction of Parliament, and that nover having,
acquired that sanction they had no. force.

Mr. BUNSTER. I believe that the hon. gentleman-
while he was Minister of Justice, and consequently the in
structor of the Government, they accepted the Carnarvon
arbitration.

Mr. BLAKE. Not much.
Mr. IBUNSTER. I have not the documents with me just

fow, but I will take an opportunity later on of proving it;
and if the present Government have ignored the Carnarvon
terms it is no fault of British Columbia or of its represent-
atives.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say so. I am only pointing out to
the hon. gentlèman another reason for reposing confidence
1u the Government, Then, Sir, we were told by the British
Columbians that we were guilty of impropriety and low, il-

liberal and narroW-minded conduct in making allusions to the
financial results between that Province and the Dominion
at large. Business-like, we were sordid enough to state the
amount of the expenditures in and the receipts from that
Province, and to strike a balance which was not wholly
favorable to it, and the hon. gentleman and others were
indignant because we adopted that book-keeper's manner of
dealing with public matters; but our bad example in that
respect has been followed, for I find this in the minutes:.

" It will be seen by officiai statements hereto aunexed, that our
expenditure in the Province since it, entered the Union has 'been made
by the Dominion Government of $5,996,289,.against which the receipts
have been $4,173,238, and this expenditure is entirely irrespective of
disbursements on account of the Tailway,"

And then wefind a
"Statement of payments in the Province of British Columbia from 1871

to 1880 inclusive, with exception of payments made on account of
Pacific Railway, as prepared by the Financial Inspector:

Year 1871-72...... ....... , ....... ............. ..................
1872-73............................................
1873-74............................
1874-75.......................................... .........
1875-76................... ...........................
1876-77...................................................

$481,330
637,544
717,348
741,909
750,082
681,736

1877-78............... ............... 668,685
1878-79 .............. ............................. 682,344
1879-80...............................635,311

$5,996,289

Statement of receipts in the Province of British Columbia from the year
1871 to 1880, inclusive, as prepared by the Financial Inspector:

Year 1871-72....................................... $356,099
1872-73............................... .................. 381,711
1873-74............................................. ...... 387,146
1874-75...................................................... 455,914
1875-76............... 544,952
1876-77................................................... 456,976
1877-78 o... .................................. .......... 493,756
1878-79.......... . ................... 579,144
1879.80..... .... ......... ................... 517,510

$4,173,238

So that the same course which met with such strong repro-
bation on the former occasion has been followed, and the
sanie accourit struck, with similar results, only that the
debit balance is larger. Now, my hon. friend, after
dealing with the $60,000,000, proceeds to deal with the
$79,500,000, as the value of the land, making the total
estimated cost $140,000,000. Well, that is not disputed; we
have it in the report of the Minister of Interior; we have
their own prices, with this exception, that while these
statements apply to the average value of the lands along
the line, and within a wider distance from the Pacific
Railway, the average in this case ought to be higher, inas-
much as all these lands are choice lands. The statemen,
therefore, is a consideration of 8140,000,000, while the road
itself, as estimated by the Government, cost no more than
$84,000,000. That also is true ; that is the hon. gentleman's
own statement. In point of fact, h. said that he only
estimated $82,000,000, but that Mr. Fleming, with his usual
caution, had added $2,000,000 more. We take the figures
in the most unfavorable way for our calculation, based on
the Government's own estimates and acknowledged facts,
and we deduce certain conclusions, which were embodied in
the resolution which the hon. gentleman declares shows a
devil-may-care recklessness. And what is his answer ? He
does not deny that he stimated the class of road we are
getting to cost $84,000,000, but he says: "The year before,
you made an estimate of $1U1,000,000; I know it was on-
tirely erroneous, but you made it, and I adopted it." Well,
we have a score of times pointed out that that estimate of
8121,000,000 was the aggregate estimate of the engineers
and officers of the Government, based.on their view of what
was to be the cost of the class of line proposed. If that
estimate was erroneous, it was not our fault; I could Dot
foi-m a judgment, the hon. member for Lambton could not
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form a judgment, the hon. gentleman himself could not
form a judgment of what the cost would be; but the
estimates of the engineers were taken, and these figures
were arrived at from their statements. But at the time
that estimate was given, it was pointed out that it did not
apply to the hon. gentleman's proposali; it was pointed out
that the same engineer who had estimated the cost at $121,-
000,000, was the same man who was now estimating a total
cost of $84,000,000. The hon. gentleman brings down a
report from his engineer that he can cut down the cost to
$82,000,000 by degrading the road; that was his own state-
ment. I do not question these estimates for that class of
road; it is simply a question of Mr. Fleming's and Mr.
Smith's estimates of one year as to one class of road, and
their estimates the next year as to a road of a wholly diffe-
rent class. Then the hon. gentleman went over the old
ground about the lands; he says, "take those 54,000,000
acres which the bon. member for Lambton proposed to give
and I will value them at whatyou like, and value these 25,-
000,000 acres the same." Time and again we have pointed
out that that 54,000,000 acres was land to Le taken along
the whole line, and therefore in British Columbia as well as
in the North-West territories, that it was not to be choice
land, but the average land along the whole line, and that it
was to be taken from a much greater distance from the main
line, the nearer the railway the more valuable the land, and
the farther away the less valuable, Then there is the ele-
ment of time in fixing the value of the lands. The hon.
gentleman who said in 1880 that much had been donc to
render this enterprise possible and to enhance the value of
the lands, will not regard the element of time, but says that
if that land was worth $5.00 an acre a year ago, we must
not rate it at any more than that to-day, and yet the hon.
gentleman said to-day that land in Winnipeg that was worth
$100 when the late Government went out could not be
bought to-day for $100,000.

Mr. BOWELL. What has given value to the land?
Mr. BLAKE. The enormous and lavish subsidies which

the Government bas given to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, by which it is enableçl to construct that railway
throu h the prairies, the whole cost of which we give them
in cash, and give them the land besides.

Mr. BOWELL. Suppose the road was built under your
regime, would it not have the same effect ?

Mr. BLAKE. I pointed out that railway access bad
already been obtained by-the Pembina Branch, and that it
was about to be obtained by the Thunder Bay Branch into
the country, and that it was quite plain that the expendi-
ture of $100,000 would give you a hundred miles into the
prairie. It is quite clear that it did not want this contract
to give value to the land; the large preliminary expenses
on the railway would give it the railway value; and it is
plain that it had a larger value at the later than it had at
the earlier date. Then the hon. gentleman says that my
hon. friend from Sunbury (Mr Burpee) moved a resolution
which he would argue was a premature resolution.
Now, the hon. member for Sunbury's motion is,
I think, a perfectly good motion still. The hon.
gentleman's resistance to that motion which was
based upon a proposition which can well justify my hon.
friend from Sunbury in supposing that he omitted to look
at his words, including "in British Columbia," because
the whole of his argument was based upon the advantages
that had resulted to Canada in the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway on the prairies; and therefore
he would argue apparently that the motion against any
construction was a premature or improper one. But my
hon. friend's objection was to the construction of the road
at that time in British Columbia. He did not object, not a
single man on this side objected to the construction of the
road that would give value to the North-West-that on the

Mr. BLAKE.

prairies. We wanted it, and we wanted the freedom of the
prairie country and of its lines preserved. We wanted
them constructed without monopolies, without exemption,,
without the country being fettered and bound and taxed
unnecessarily for the construction of unnecessary ends.
The member for Sunbury objected to the road in British
Columbia as premature, and the Minister of Rai lways has an.
swered him by saying that 21,000 emigrants were expected
some make the number 23,000, 24,000 or 2 5 ,000-there is'
great diversity on the point. Where are the peoplegoing-
is it to Winnipeg and the North-West or to British Columb;a.
My hon. friend from Vancouver knows it is the Chinese
that are coming into British Columbia, and the Minister of
Railways will not insult him by saying that they are
desirable or of advantage to the country.

Mr. BUNSTER. Allow me to say British Columbians
never intended to sell themselves to the Chinese Govern-
ment. If they made the mistake of leaving the old flag ani
joining the Dominion flag, they thought the Dominion would
do them justice. But we do not consider it is doing us justice
in allowing the Chinese to interfere with our happy homes.
Our Local Legislature and the United States with 50,000,000
have pronounced against them. I am not sure whether the
member for West Durham was the Minister of Justice or
not, or whether it was the present Minister of Justice, wbo
pronounced our Act illegal.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The present Govern ment, of
course.

Mr. BUNSTER. I am rather inclined to think it was,
and it is not very creditable to them either; and they have
got to take warning that it will be the next plank in their
platform, and that out of office they will go.

Mr. BLAKE. The Minister of Railways, in answer to
the membei for Sunbury pointed to the emigration to
Manitoba as if that had been produced by the work
between Kamloops and Emory's Bar, and he spoke of
the $4,000,000 of cash brought in by the emigrants
and of the applications of colonization companies for
24,000,000 acres in the North-West as if they bad anything
to do with the British Columbia works. Were any lands
asked for in British Columbia by colonization companies, to
interfere with the hon. gentleman from Victoria?~ Not at
all. Those companies all made for Manitoba and the North-
West. Then the Minister of Railways replied that the
Government could receive in a week from such companies
for land the whole $25,000,000 to be paid the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. Well, we all know those cor-
panies do not pay their $1 an acre down, -but only one-
third; so that the hon. gentleman's statement about the
receipt of $25,000,000 from the sale to companies cf
25,000,000 acres, in a week if desired,when those compalies
were to pay only 20 cents an acre, seemed very surprisifg.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say that. What I
said was that already 23,000,000 acres had been applied for
by companies, and within a week the amount would reach
25,000,000, at the rate at which applications were cOming
in,and that at $1 an acre the amount would reach $25,000,000.
I said the amount paid down would be one-fifth.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a difficulty on our part, it would
seem, in apprehending the meaning of the hon. gentleman.
But be went further in reply to the member for Sunbury,
who contended the construction of the road in British
Columbia just to show how wrong he was. He said: "I wm
give him another proof, accumulative proof of how hWrol
the argument of the member for Sunbury is, and wtrese
my next ? That the Customs dues have largely increased
at the port of Burrard Inlet or New Westminster."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. But that is not what the hon. gentleman

said. He spoke of the increase at Winnipeg. I am dealing
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of the way in which he metaphorically knocked down my of settlers will come in, and for the purpose of determining
hon. friend for Sunbury, and I am showing that he was the financial condition of the country with reference to the
proving him to be wrong in saying that the construction of Canadian Pacific Railway, presumes that 20,000,000 acres
the road in British Columbia was premature, for, forsooth, are disposed of; but we have the statement of the hon.
the Customs dues in Winnipeg, not at all affected by the Minister of the Interior that 10,000,000 acres is the extreme
work of Emory's Bar and Kamloops, had increased largely amount he expects to dispose of according to that scheme,
in the last few months. Then- the hon. gentleman asserted but the hon. gentleman takes the applications and uses
that great attention had been excited on the part of Great those figuresto show what resources are available. Then the
Britain and the United States, and, I think he said, on the hon. gentleman yet comes down to hard pan, and gives a
part of the whole civilized world, with that grandiloquence number of acres granted free up to 31st December. Much
of language which besets him, and that was due to what ? money would not be made out of them except in the way
To the building in British Columbia of 127 miles of rail- of increased revenue to the Customs Department. There
way ? Not a bit of it; what has attracted the attention of are a certain number of pre-emptions and half-breed lands
the world is the North-West, and the magnificent article the to which the same observation applies, and the sales
hon. gentleman sent from the Post, which in general does amounted to 1,250,000 acres, yet the hon. gentleman made
not circulate largely among the emigrating classes, and up a grand aggregate of 6,500,000 acres disposed of. The
other articles to which ho refers relate to the North- returns do fnot show a very large balance just now to tho
West. My hon. friend from Vancouver knows that credit of the Government, afterdeducting expenses after the
they speak of the fertility of the soil of the grand sates of land. The hon. gentleman speaks of the sales of
rolling prairies, and of the thousands of miles of Railway Company lands, and referred to the great quantity
railway spreading through the country. They speak of the of goods sent during the last six months. Of course, you
grain to be raised, not on the Pacifie slope but on the cannot have a very large number of immigrants coming in
prairies and to be sent by the Atlantic seaboard to England and you cannot have a country not able yet to produce
and the Old World. These are the conditions of the excite- sufficient for the support of its inhabitants, without having a
ment and attention abroad with reference to the North- large amount of goods coming in, and we must expect a
West. Then the hon. gentleman spoke of a speech of Mr. very large importation of goods for some years to that coun-
Beck, of Kentucky. I do not think he said much about try, if it is at all to progress. Then the hon. gentleman
British Columbia or Kamloops or Emory's Bar, but he says all this has been fulfilled, not by increasing taxation,
spoke of the North-West. but by reducing it; he refers to the reduction made this

Sir CHA.RLES TUPPER. Did the bon. gentleman Session, but omits the increase made before. The rate of
hear what he did say-that the great Canadian Pacifie taxation which before was a trifle over 14 per cent.hlas been
Railway would soon be finished to the Pacific, so soon as to run up to a trifle over 20 per cent. The rate of taxation
attract the trade of China and India, which now goes over had increased 30 or 40 per cent. under the hon. gentleman's
the United States Pacifie. Does that refer to British Tariff. H1e adds on us a heavy burden and takes off a few
Columbia or the North-West ? pounds and then tells us we are doing all this work

without increased taxation. The motion of the
Mr. BLAKE. If does not refer to the development of hon. member for Quebec East was, the hon. gentleman

British Columbia, but to the transcontinental effect of our said, of no consequence, and wby ? Because what my hon.
raihvay. friend submitted in his motion was going to be done. The

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Beck was speaking of the policy of the Administration was t have the railway in
trans continental effect, and the hon. gentleman denied it. the interior, and not to have all railway communication for

Mr. BLAKE. I was talking of the prairies. ton years. Mly hon. friend pointed out that by running to the
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The lon. gentleman con- south there would be railway communication within three

tended that Mr. Bock had spoken with reference to British years., and he suggested that ought to be done, and the
Columbia, and not with reference to the prairie section. I remainder shall not be undertaken at present. The hon.
have shown the lon. gentleman that Mr. Bock bas drawn gentleman has come to assume that position, for while he
the attention of fle Senate of the United States to the fact declares on his responsibility as a Minister that he las no
that the construction of this great railway was going to information that the road from the Sault is at all prac-
give s a position of suc importance as attract the 0ticable h is making the main portion of the line the road
attention of leading gntlmenin flic United States. to the Sault. My hon. friend's policy las been successful.

a flading gentlemen iWhat he suggested is to a large extent carried out, and we
Mr. BLAKE. When I was telling of what Mr. Beck find the hon. Minister applauding as a statesmanlike policysaid, I was speaking of that development of the country the plan to go to Sault Ste. Marie as fast as possible.

itself, which had taken place under the impulse as it was I think my lon. friend may well rejoice that 80 much of his
alleged by the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- views have been attended to, that by the course that is being
Way. I was not speaking of the trans continental character pursued we are getting in a business-like way to the Sault
of the road at all. The hon. gentleman said there would be Ste. Marie, which, as I have said before, is the key of the30,000 people in by the 1st of May; his leader said there position, although we are paying an enormous sum for it,would be 20,000. which we would not have paid had my hon. friend's motion
. Sir CHARLES TUPPER. More than 20,000 have gone pr.evailed, which we would not have paid had all the cir-
m since thel 1st January. cumstances been known which at present are known;

Mr. BLAKE. Of course there are the figuros, but because,.as I have pointed out,fthe Canadian Pacifie Railway
those people are fnot all settlers. We know that hundreds Company itself considered that this road is essential to the
and thousands are going into Manitoba who have no inten- success of the whole line, and, therefore, we could not have
tion of settling there, but are attracted by that land craze been called upon to pay those enormous millions which wC
of which the lon. Minister of Interior spoke the other day. are called upon to pay to maintain that road for ten years,
las the on. Minister of Customs said anythig ? - for it was necessary to the success of the Company, and

need not have been subsidized by us. Then the hon. gentle-
r. BOWELL. No ; I was only thinking aloud. man adverted to the motion of my lon. friend from Both-

lfr. -BLAKE. When the lon. gentleman thinks aloud he well (Mr. Mills), and ho dealt with that motion certainly
thinks something, though it may mean nothing. The hon. in a way which surprised me. Now, Sir, the motion

inister says that under the colonization plans, thousands of my hon. friend from Bothwell was a declaration
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"l That the contract for the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, while it gives to the Company the right to
build branch lines of railway from any point or points
along their lino to any point or points within the Dominion
and cedes to the Company free all Government lands re-
quired in connection with such branches." Now, the hon.
gentleman took up the parenthesis as the motion, and he
attacked the parenthesis, ho attacked the statement
about the contract giving the righ, to build branch lines, as
if that was my hon. friend's argument, as if that were the
motion; and ho said my hon. friend was estopped from say-
ing anything about that because of his Coteau Railway
Bill, but the hon. gentlerman did not say a word about the
rest of the motion. After thait ecital, mv hon. friend's
motion proceeds to say:

"The contract provides that for twenty years no line of railway
shall be authorized by the Dominion Parliament, or by any new Prov-
ince, to be constructed south of the Canadian Pacific Railway from any
point at or near that railway, except such as shall run south-west or to
the westward of south-west, nor to within fifteen miles of the boundary
between the United States and Canada. The sarne contract cedes to
the Company the only existing outlets to the North-West, namely, the
Pembina Branch, beinig the outiet southward, and the Thunder Bay
1ne, being the otlet eastwar&;the Company embracehthe chief propri-
etors of the St. Paul & Manitoba Railway, the only present means of
railway communication with the North-West ; and thus not only is
thers no provision for securing competition, but there is provision for
securing the Company against competition, and they are secured in a
monopoly of the trade and traffic of the North-West for at least twenty
years, and that the said contract is, in this respect, objectionable."

That was the motion of the hon. member for Bothwell, and
that is the motion to which the hon. Minister addressed the
argument that my hon. friend was estopped from saying
anything about branch lines because ho proposed a Coloniza-
tion Bill to Parliament which was not carried. Not a word
about monopoly, not a word in the speech about this pro-
vision in the contract which, as the hon. gentleman
knows, was always one of our gravest objections to this
whole contract, an object in which, however grave it was at
the time, has become grave by tlapse of time and by the
transactions which have since taken place. Now we find
the Company making an application upon this contract.
Let me first of all ascertain how our objections were met.
They were met by the First Minister, who declared in his
speech:

'l In order to give them a chance, we have provided that the Domi-
nion Parliament-mind you the Dominion Parliament; we cannot
check any other Parliament ; we cannot check Ontario; we cannot
check Manitoba-shall for the first ten years after the construction of
the road, give their owu road into which they are putting eo m-ich
moneyadud sa much land, a fair cbance of existence."

Well, the hon. member for Cardwell reinforced the same ar-
gument. What does le say:

" But we are told now that because cf the fifteen miles there never
can be any other railway into this country. To what does that apply ?
Simply to the territories over which the Dominion Parhiament has con-
trol. There is nothing to prevent Manitoba now, if it thinks proper,
granting a charter for a railway from Winnipeg to the boundary line.
At this very moment there is a company in course of organization to
build a railway from Winnipeg to West Lynne, on the boundary. And
after this agreement is ratified, this provision does not take away from
Manitoba a single right it possesses. In fact this Parliament could not
take away those rights. It has the same rights as the other Provinces
for the incorporation of railway companies within the boundary of the
Province itself, and there is nothing to prevent the Province of Mani-
toba from chartering a railway from Winnipeg to the boundary to con-
nect with any southern railway. The only guarantee which this coi-
pany has under the contract is that their traffic shall not be tapped
far west in the prairie section, thus directing the traffic away from their
line to a foreigu line, but there is nothing to prevent a railway being
built in Manitoba within the Province that would carry the traffic to
any railway that may tap it from the American ide."

Such was the attitude taken by the leader of the Govern-
ment, and such was the exposition which one of his ablesti
followers, an independent member of the House, gave on
the faith of his statement. Such was the general under-1
standing. Those of us who sit here on one side or the
other, always assumed that was the result, and what we
complained of was that the license, or whatever it might be,

Mr. BLA.KE.

which was taken away from Manitoba was not a license or
a liberty which was adequate, becauso it might be essential to
ithe freedom of the territories and within the boundaries of
Manitoba, and therefore that this supposed means of
exit was an inadequate means of exit against the
operation of the monopoly. The fifteen mile clause and the
provision as to the west and south-west linos, does not in
terms apply to Manitoba, it does not in terms apply to
Ontario or any other Provinces, it applies only to terri-
tories under the control of the Dominion, and new Provinces
formed out of such territories. Now, Sir, grave as were the
objections to the fifteen mile. and other restriction clauses,
so limited by the Minister himself, they become infinitely
graver according to the new interpretation that has been
placed upon affairs by subsequent State papers. The hon.
gentleman las dealt with the application from the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. That Company, in October last
called the attention of the Government to the passing of
three Acts by the Manitoba Legislature, during the Session
of 1881- the Act incorporating the Winnipeg and Sauth.
Western Railway, the Act called the Manitoba Tramway
Act, and the Act called The Emerson and North-Westerr
Railway Company's Act. The C ompany proceeds to say:

" The Board of Directors regard with extreme auxiety the granting of
such powers to these companies. As you are aware, one of the most
essential of the conditions upon which this Company undertook the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and more particularly of
the eastern division of it extending from the Thunder Bay Branch to
Callendar Station, was that no interference with the traffic which the
Company might reasonably be expected to carry over that division,
would be permitted by the construction of railways tending to tap the
traffic of Manitoba and the North-West Territories, and to divert it into
American channels. I need not remind you that before the execution of
the contract with this Company, the Government had adopted a policy
based upon the considerations which give rise to this condition, and had
put in force on more than one occasion when charters for railway
running to the international boundary came up for discussion in Par-
liament."

Now there is the first point, that there has been a policy
adopted by the Government itself under former circum-
stances restrictive of the rights to build railways of this
description. The second point is this:

'' In the negotiations which preceded the contract your Government
at once conceded the principle that the same protection which it would
have claimed for itself, in respect of lines in theinterest of UnitedStates
railways, if it had buil t the Canaliau Pacifie Railway, should be granted
to this Company."

There is the second point. Now let me deal with these two
points, first, because they are the points based upon con-
siderations outside the contract. The first one, that it was
the policy of the Government formdrly to permit the con-
struction of railways in the North-West, but it was under
an entirely different set of circumstances. First of all, we
say while the Government itself was building and was about
to run the Canadian Pacifie Railway there can be no monO-
poly of a Government railway. There are no interests but
the public interests to be secured. The question is not how
high rates will be charged, but how loW rates
will be charged. There is no difficulty about
rates in public service; there is no contract binding or fixed
to prevent the construction of other lines. The influence
which dominated the situation both as to service and the
rates charged on the Government line, Session after Session,
will also dominate the situation as to whether another
lino should be built. That is the state of things; and
it is not at all unreasonable at any rate that,
pending the arrangements for the Pacifie IRailway and the
direction of the route, we will do so, but while it is whollY
under the control of the Governement, the Government
should keep their hands free ; but to allege that the saime
policy is of necessity to exist and to apply when the
Government las wholly parted with its interest, wben
the road is in the hands of a private corporation, when
private and not public interests govern, and when wo are
acting under the cast-iron terms of a 20 years agreement,
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Lich we cannot change from year to year as the public although it was not in the con tract. What noxt ? What othe

interests may require, to allege that during the existence of terms are we to hear of from day to day? Where are we t
this policy we are to apply under such allowed stand? On the contract? Not at all. But on somethin
circumstances the continuation and prolongation of wholly different. There may have been verbal understan
the state of affairs which existed under Government ings. Perhaps there were written understandings. Perhap
management, is to use a wholly fallacious argument, thero were secret undorstandings. Perhaps there wer
to my mind. I will now deal with the statement. It has nogotiations which have not been brought down. We hav
a most dangerous tendency. I am amazed to sec it in this heard of secret articles in treaties, we have heard of secre
paper, that Company says "that in the negotiations which articles in the treaty who was signed by the Governmen
preceded the execution of this contract your Government at of the Premier's prototype. How the credit of tha
once conceded the principle, that the same protection which Government was enhanced by the secret article
would have been claimed by itself in regard to lines con- that referred to Cyprus. That is to say:a
necting with United States railways should be granted to bargain is to be made~ with a company; certain term
this Company," as much as to say we were dealing with these are put on paper; these terms are submitted to Parliamen
preceding negotiations; we were dealing with concessions as a contract; the Parliament of the country and the pcoplo
ofprinciple mado by the Govornment; we were dealing of the country are told that protection exists agains
with private understandings arrived at between the Gov- monopoly, as private railway companies can be chartered
ernment and the Company. No, Sir, but we wero dealing with which will give competition ; and thon we are to be tolda
a written paper; we were dealing with a contract that was year afterwards, and when the contract bas been made
submitted. We were told that this was the result of that a private understanding existed all the time, that the
long and painful and earnest negotiations which lad lasted veto power should b practically used to prevent competi
many months. The bon. gentleman told us, when we tion. This is to be told something, Sir, wbich it is easier
asked for papers, that we were not entitled to them. What than it is parliamentary to properly characterize; and then
were these papers ? They concerned negotiations based on Sir, the directors says it is essential to the protection of the
the statements of the day, pourparlers. We had nothing to interests as well as of tho rights of the Company, that th
do with them. They brought down the result. This was operations of the lino along the section to the
the conclusion of the whole matter. But it was not. It north of Lake Superior should bo sustained by
secms an understanding was arrived at between the Govern- such other traffic as can reasonably be obtain
ment and the Company, irrespective of what the contract ed for it in Manitoba and the North-West. This is
was, that they should be given the sarne protection, acting their second statement, and I do not observe anything in
on any principle that the Government would ensure and this contention of the Company, speaking from a hurried
apply to itself, if the Government had kept this railway in glance into it, as to the express language of the contrac
their own hands, and so preserved the public from the giving themi this right. I observe that they speak of thes
dangers of a monopoly, and from the protection of private, other reasons altogether, all they speak of is independont of
in contradistinction with public interests, in running the express language of the contract, and they have their
the railway. Now, Sir, I deny, I wholly deny that this claim on the other reasons to which I have referred, whil
Company bas the least right to insist upon any under- the Engineer-in-Chief on the 28th of October, reporting on
standing which was arrived at upon anything else than these charters, says that two of them give powers to their
what appears upon the paper; and I maintain that the respective companies to run lines to the boundary between
Government would have been guilty, bas been guilty, as the Province of Manitoba and the State of Minnesota, "a
this statement as to the contract shows, of a grave breach provision, which undoubtedly conflicts with the spirit of the
of public duty in coming to any understanding, in making Canadian Pacifie Railway Act," and ho quotes section 20 of
any arrangement, in coming to any view as to how they this Act. fHere the Engineer departs alike from his duty
bhould exorcise their powers as to what tbey should do in and from the questions which ho should consider. Hie
this matter, which was not embraced in the contract com- proposes to construe a contract. IIe proposes to give a
municated to the House. Now, Sir, what is the meaning construction to a section of an Act of Parliament. lie pro-
of this statement that the Government has given the same poses to deal with that somewhat difficult question as to the
protection to this Company which it could itself have in- spirit and letter of that Act of Parliament, and to deal with
voked? What is its meaning as applied to the circum- a great question of public policy which he says is not in.
stances of this case? That the veto power would be used. But volved. I do not know, I am sure, how it was; but so it
if the contract had contained this provision, would the First was, that he gave his legal opinion, that this conflicted un-
Minister have been able to say: "We cannot check Ontario; doubtedly with the spirit of the 20th section of the Act.
We cannot check Manitoba," nor would the hon. member for Then comes the Minister of Railways, and the Minister
Cardwell have been able to say that Manitoba is as free after says, that the Chief Engineer had reported that those
it as it was before, to build other lines. What authority would several charters gave running powers to the boundary
there thon have been for saying that the country was pro- between the Province of Manitoba, which undoubtedly con-
tected against the monopoly, the independent rights of flicts with the spirit of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act
Manitoba and Ontario being intact, if this had been in the and section 20; and so ho follows bis engineer, not ouly in
contract; of course this would not have existed, and this mere engineering matters, but also in the exposi-
Would not have been said. But it was not in the contract, tion of an Act of Parliament, which he him-
nothing was said to the contrary, and we had the right to self heard Lis leader declare in this House, had no such
interpret the contract. But now we are told we had no effect at all. We were told that Manitoba was not interfered
right to properly interpret the contract on the faith of the with, that the charter left that Province froc, but the hon.
Act, which was the sole refuge against monopoly, and which gentleman adopts the statement of his engineer that the
was followed up and presented by the bon. First Minister. clause undoubtedly conflicts with the spirit of the 15th
This is all to be put on one side because there was a preced- section. Then the hon. gentleman goes on to state:
ing understanding, that whatever protection the Govern-
n1:ent -d ", "hld be pexte te "thes on- 'That during the Session of 1880, when the Governmont were carry-tcould have, should b extended to tis Co- ing on the railway as a Government work, he was authorized by the
Pany; that is to say, whatever protection the Government, after the fullest discussion on this question in all its bear-
public could extend ,to the public, and give ings, to state to the Committee of the Üouse of (ommons on Railways
te itself had they continued ta own and run he nd Vanals, that the Government would not assent to the incorporation

thnad fe y c te be gron th rntheof any Une running to the American frontier ia an easterly direction, itanadian Pacific Railway, was to be given to this Company, being considered essential to the interests of the Dominion that the
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traffie of the North-West should, as far as possible, be retained on the
Canadian Pacific Railway."
Then he speaks of the state of things to which I have ad-
verted, and he goes on to say:

"That while such was the view taken in 1880, the importance of this
policy became doubly manifest in 1881, when arrangements were com-
pleted for the construction of the new ine running to the north of Lake
Superior, and the same policy was adhered to last Session."

But if it were doubly manifest in 1881, why did we not hear
of it? Why was it not in the contract? Wby was it not
in the Act of Parliament? Why is it that we are told that
the policy bas been departed from: that Manitoba was
free and had power to build lines which would be a check
upon the monopoly.

" For the reason above stated, he is of opinion that the best in terests
of Canada would be imperilled by the construction of the proposed lines
of rail communication, and, therefore, recommends that His Excellency
the Governor General be advised to disallow the Act of the Legislature
of the Province of Manitoba."

Well, of course, it is a large thing to do all at once, and the
Government determines that they would dispose of the
charters one by one, and they began with the Winnipeg and
Great Eastern, and that one was referred, I presume, to the
Minister of Justice. He reports with regard to the 20 year
clause and he says that possibly railways might run
through the new territory of Manitoba, and he proceeds to
call attention to the Order in Council of the 18th April,
1879, which speaks of certain arrangements made by Mr.
Norquay and Mr. Royal, who, I suppose, is the present
member for Provencher. He says:

" The Government will oppose the granting of a charter for the pre-
sent Session, at least, for any Railway in Manitoba other than the other
recommended by them from Winnipeg, south-westerly towards Rock
Lake. The Government think it very desirable that all railway legisla-
tion shall originate here, and that no charter for a line exclusively
within the Province of Manitoba should be granted by its Legislature
without the Dominion Government first assenting thereto."

These hon. gentlemen, the Prime Minister and a loading
member of the Government of the Province of Manitoba, it
is said, agreed in 1879 to this policy. But this was a policy
ulterior to this contract at a time when the proposition was
to construct the railway as a Government work. These
two gentlemen agreed, as far as they were concerned, to
abrogate the rights of their Province to independent legis-
lation; they agreed that no railways should be authorized
there, unless the Dominion Government assented to them.
We do not hear, however, that that agreement was
brought to the Legislature of that Province, that the
people were told of it, but we found only that two
Ministers of that Government assented to a sug-
gestion of this description. The hon. gentleman proceeds
to express a doubt
"which exists as to the power of a Provincial Legislature to authorize
the construction of a railway, the manifest intention of which is to con-
nect the Province with the United States, and practically to extend be-
yond the limits of the Province."

Now, you may talk of the manifest intention, but we are
not going to disallow of a local legislation on account of
what the hon. gentleman calls a manifest intention. The
Local Legislature has only the undisputable powers of
the Local Legislature to charter a railway, which
shall extend from end to end of the Province, and if it
proposes to run outside it proposes to exceed its powers.

hat did the Province of Ontario do ? It authorized the
construction of the Canada Southern Railway, extending
from end to end of the Province, and, in the sense of
the phrase of the Minister of Justice, it was manifestly
intended to connect beyond, but the Local Legislature could
not give it power to make that connection, but it bas power
to authorize the construction of any line which does not
extend beyond the limite of the Province. I repudiate the
doctrine that there is a doubt of the power of the Local
Legislature to authorize the construction of a railway from

Mr. BLAKE.

one end to the other of that Province.
advises the disallownee of this Act:

The hon. gentleman

" Because it conflicts with the settled policy of the Dominion, Revidenced by the clause in the contract with the Canadian Pacific lail.way Company above set out, which was ratified and adopted by Parlia.ment."

Who is right ? The IMinister of Justice, who says that the
construction of a railway in Manitoba, which may go to the
boundary line, conflicts with the clause, or the Prime Min-
ister, who told us, when passing the Act, that this was not
the construction of the clause. Is it to be borne that Par.
liament is to be induced to pass a contract on the statement
of a Minister that such is the construction, and that we are
to b told by a Minister, confirmed by the Privy Council
that it bas a different construction entirely. The other
Acts are left to be disposed of afterwards; and we hear
from the ordinary sources of public information that some
arrangement has been made as to one of these companies;
that in order to avoid too much collision, too much friction
an arrangement bas been made whereby tho Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company bas been good enough to under-
take the construction within a portion of the sacred 15
mile belt, which by this construction is imported within the
Province, though it was not there a little time before. The
Pacifie Railway Company want to keep control, and that
arrangement, which I presume bas been made after the
charter was mutilated, it would not be nocessary to disallow.
There you bave the plain fact that the Minister stated to his
followers, stated to the House and to the country, and the
country understood that by this clause there was a certain
though inadequate relief from the monopoly in the undis.
puted, unfettered, unprejudiced rights of the Local Legis-
lature, to charter railways. We were told that we were
wrong in saying there could be no competition because
these hon. gentlemen said Manitoba could charter railways
and connect in this way. The bon. member for Cardwell
(Mr. White) amplified bis leader's declaration, and pointed
out how railways might run through the railways and tap the
traffie there. The Minister himself compared the railway
to that magnificent river, the Rhine, which ends in bogs
and silt, and ho said .this would be the condition of the
Eastern section if other railways were allowed to bleed the
traffic. Now it is perfectly clear that a construction is
sought to be imported into the contract which is not a true
construction, which we were told was not a true construc-
tion, and ~we have not to go on a principle
which we were told was not the spirit of the
contract. We are to go on the contract, and
I maintain that the suggestions which have been offered to
us to-night by the Minister of Railways, and not for the first
time -bis view as to the freedom from monopoly, his sugges-
tion as to the Hudson's Bay being a source of relief is a
suggestion which was not made by, bis leader, which was
the one to which I have referred. Therefore the hon. gen-
tleman carefully evaded the gist and force ofthe objection Of
my hon. friend from Bothwell, which was that there was a
monopoly by reason of the 20 year clause, by reason of the
15 mile belt, by reason of the prohibition southerly and
westerly, and that was an objection of the gravest possible
character, which exists in all its force and integrity today,
not weakened but strengthened by time, and infinitely
strengthened by the action of hon. gentlemen who have
sustained the proposition that private understandings reached
between them and the Company antecedent to the contract
are to govern their policy, that the old policy of the Govern-
ment applicable to a Government railway is to be applied
in favor of a private corporation now existing, that what
they please to call the spirit of the contract is to prevail, and
that Manitoba is to be placed practically in the same positioni
as the other territories-practically so, because if the veto
power is to be used on every occasion on which the intent
of this clause is violated by the Local Legislature of Manitoba,
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we might as well have a prohibition against the construc-
tion of such railways. Well, it is said, you cannot
limit the exercise of a constitutional power. Well,
if we cannot limit it, this Parliament can control the
exorcise of it, and if hon. gentleman had that
understanding they were bound to make it public
and to say: "it will be our policy to exercise the power
of veto in Manitoba and Ontario, and so practically put
them in the same position as the territories are in." Then
the hon. gentleman reverts to the motion of the hon. member
for Gloucester, and he says that the display of the vigorous
action which has been made in the work at the eastern end
proves that there was no foundation at all for that motion.
Now, what was the motion of the hon. member for Glou-
cester ? It was that the subsidy of land and money were
wholly disproportionate to the cost of the work, and the
hon. gentleman gives as an answer to that that some pro-
gress las been made on fifty miles of the railway on the
castern end. We do not know how much. That is not an
answer. I say there has been too little done, and the hon.
gentleman bas had to make an excuse for it; and if the
argument was to be affected by the operations on a single
portion of the lino, they are in favor of the motion of my
hon. friend rather than against it. But the motion was
against the iniquity of paying for the prairie section three
or four times the price which it was to cost the Company
to construet it. We said, what is quite true, that no doubt
what the Government were doing would stimulate the con-
struction of the prairie portion, because every twenty miles
they built gave them a fortune, gave them a large estate, and
of course they would earn their money fast; it would cost
them nothing, the Government would pay them all the cash
they required, and besides that, they would get valuable
lands; but we said : "These resources which you are
squandering now are the resources which you should reserve
for the construction of the other parts of the road." The hon.
gentlemen next referred to the motion of the hon. member
for South Perth(Mr. Trow), and ho said he would prove by
the events of the year that th.at motion was altogether out of
place. That motion was against the exemption from taxation
of the land grant of the Company; but the hon. gentlemen
took up the question of the exemption of the station build-
ings and the property of the Company in certain towns, and
gave this as an answer to the motion of the hon. member for
South Perth. That is no answer to the motion. He says: " I
will prove that you are all wrong, because the city of
Winnipeg, so far from taxing the Company, is willing to
give $200,000 for their railway station." No Sir, tbey were
not willing to give it, but the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company said to them: "You have offered $200,000 to
another Railway Company, and if you do not withdraw
that, we will not come to your town." Well, the city of
Winnipeg said : "We will not give $200,000 to the other Com-
pany," and then the Canadian Pacifie Railway approached
them and said: "JIfyou will give us $200,000, we will put our
station grounds here." So they gave the $200,000. I do not
think it was an act in which the people of Winnipeg took great
heart; they were perhaps wise in their day and generation
not to want to lose the station; but I wonder what man of
the whole 200 of us thought when they were giving these
great subsidies that one of the first acts of the Company
would ho to exact 3200,000 from the chief city of the North-
WOst as a condition of putting their station grounds there.
Now, the hon, gentleman says that the Company bave placed
their land for sale at $1.25 an acre. We know what they
did in reference to their lands; we know that their lands
were placed at $2.50, subject to certain conditions of for-
feiture. The hon. gentleman has acknowledged that
these conditions were too stringent. They were undoubt-
ediy too stringent-so stringent that they were found
entirely unworkable, and practically preven tel the sale of
their lands in the first instance. These conditions were
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relaxed, I think, three times, each change showing that the
Company were disposed to adopt conditions as stringent as
the public opinion of the country would allow. The hon.
gentleman says this is practically an offer of the land at
$1.25 an acre. T am not disposed to agree with
that view ; I am disposed to believe that it would
be found difficult for the average settler to apply these
terms se as te get the land at -81.25 an acre. In order to
get the land at h1.25 he has te break it, and I do not think
he can break or keep within cultivation the amount of land
which will enable him to obtain It at that price. Then
again, many of the lands are not open for sale at all-the
lands along the line of railway and other lands. I do not
propose to enter into an elaborate discussion of the terms
and conditions of the sale of Pacifie Railway lands, but I
think practical experience will show that these conditions
will produce, not $1.25, but a.much larger return. Under
any circumstances, howevor, that exemption from taxation
is a condition tending to resulta which, as the member for
Perth pointed out, gives a greater opportunity to the Com-
pany to build their linos than they would have if they were
subject te municipal taxation, and rendering them free from
that share of taxation, borne by other landholders, so that
it is acting entirely to the prejudice of the settlement of the
country. The motion of the member for Brant (Mr.
Paterson) is one which the hon. gentleman said was
very unfortunate, because it opposed the Government
remaining so long a contracter or dealing. with those
railways. The motion pointed out that there was an
absence of fluality in the action of the Government.
The argument of my hon. friend was that we did
not know when the Government would cease to be connected
with the railway as a good portion of the work remained to
be constructed. The Minister.of Railways contended that
a great benefit accrued to the country from the arrange-
ments for hastening the completion of the road-that a
great evil was connected with a lengthened Government
connection. But there is this evil from the present policy,
we have to provide the money, and really we double the
annual provision for the immediate cash eonstruction of the
work. The hon. gentleman referred to a motion of the
hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), stating that
the best reply to it was that the Railway Act had been
amended. But that Act was not amended whon the
motibn was made. My hon. friend dealt with the Act as it
was. I deny that the amendment of the Railway Act is an
adequate answer, because it did not deal with the evil
existing at the time. It is a new thing to say
your amendment is useless because we were convinced
by it and your arguments that our law had to be
amended. Then with regard to the tolls on the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, the hon. gentleman made a comparison
with these of a number of other railways. I am not able to
analyse it because I do not know how far it applies to what
is the great question at present and will be for a long time,
the question of through rates. We know that through rates
are very different from local rates, and that the local rates of
almost all these great railway companies are practically
monopolies. It has long been the complaint-almost since
the first, as to local rates-that the Companies charged a
great deal too much ; and what I understood the hon, gentle-
man teobe bringing forward was practically the local rates
on first-class railways.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I had no means of dealing
with anything else.

Mr. BLAKE. Why not ? Dos not the hon. gentleman
know that there is a difference between througli rates and
local rates? He does not seem to know.

Sir CHA.RLES TUPPER. We cannot control rates all
through.

Mr..BLAKE. Does he notknow that there is a different
rate, for through traffic from the rate for local traffie.
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Sir CHARLES T UPPER. There would be a decrease learn. In January last, and it was after they approved of the

not an increase. tariff, they wrote a letter to the Canadian Pacifie -Railway
Mr. BLAKE. That shows how much the hon. gentleman saying : " you will be pleased to send us a classification of thé

knows about trade. There would of course be an increase rates referred to in the tariff approved of in April." The
for local trade, and that is the very point of observation. hon. gentleman says the motion of my hon. friend as to
The question is what the rate for through froights is. On the deflexion of the lino southward is all nonsense, but tbe
the 7th of May next the undermentioned rates will be deflexion bas taken place. Thon the hon. gentleman
charged: From Emerson to Selkirk, $24 a car for a special refers to the motion of the hon. member for iluron
rate No. 6, and for special rate No. 5, $22. There are (Mr. Cameron) as to differential rights; he says
certain other rates-25 cents for first-class merchandise the motion is entirely a mistake. So far from there
for second-class 22 cents, 21 cents for third-class, and 14 cent' having been any such dangerous result in injuring the
for fourth-class all the way botween Emerson and Sel- Occidental Railway, the resuit las proved the reverse. The
kirk. Thon it has its local mileage freight which is of Canadian Pacifie Railwayhlas obtained control of the Canada
course wholly different. Central, also the Brockville and Ottawa, and the St. Law.

rence and Ottawa. It bas all the roads in the OttawaMr. PLUMB. Why should it not be ? country as the people are beginning to find ont, and because
Mr. BLAKE. I do not say that it should not be; but I an arrangement has been made with the Quebec, Montreal,

am pointing out several questions affecting Ontario and the Ottawa and Occidental Railway it does not prove that the
older Provinces and the North-West, all of which are con. motion was not a judicious one at the time, as then no
cerned in getting the enormous quantity of imports to the such arrangement was mooted. But the hon. gentleman
North-West at moderate rates, and in settling the question referred to only half of the motion. The motion began by
as to what the through rates should be. We want to know pointing out the possibility of danger to the Quebec, Mon-
what they are. I do fnot mean the through rate at this treal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway and the Ontario
moment-the through rate from Winnipeg to Montreal-but interests, and the hon. gentleman bas not answered that
the arrangement for the rate to be charged over the Cana- portion of the motion. Thon the hon. gentleman referred
dian Pacifie Railway for that portion of its traffic which is to the bon. member for Yarmouth's motion, and said
not way but through traffie; and the comparison of the he need not be afraid of a loss to the revenue
rates charged by other railway companies similarly circum- to the country, as they were going to build
stanced, which form connecting links between one point iron bridges in Ontario. But would not that
and another for that portion of this trafic which is through entail a loss of revenue ? When the Bill of the hon.
as compared with way traffic, would be of some value. The Minister of Customs becomes law, every shilling of duty
hon. gentleman will find, if ho takes a carload of stuff from paid on the raw material would be returned, and that would
Montreal to Winnipeg, that the Grand Trunk Railway bo in addition to the differenco between the duty on the raw
charges on the through rate for so much of its lino as is material and manufactured articles. Thon. the hon. gentle.
passed over, such a rate; that the other railways between man referred to the other motions. He says that the motion
the end of its lino and Winnipeg charge Fo much for what of the hon. member for Rimouski was in erior because the
passes over them; that those rates are entirely road was first-class. But the hon. member pointed out that
different from their local rates ; that the the contract did not provide that the road was to be first-class,
rates charged by some of those companies and if it be a fact that the railway is to bo first-class that
up to St. Paul, were as a rule, when I last investigated the does not alter the correctness of my hon. friend's motion.
subject, entirely different from the local rates and were The hon. gentleman adverted, in the course of the discussion
enormously lower. Compare the rates charged by each upon this contract, to another great advantage. The
company whose lino is used between Montreal and Chicago Speech from the Throne said, and so did its
and lot us ascertain the rates of the Canadian Pacific mover and seconder, that one of the great advantages
Railway as compared with those of the other companies, we would gain from this arrangement was toe othe
and then we shall know something that is quite as impor- saving of expendituro in the promotion o? immigration,
tant and interesting as the local or small distances from 25 which would be carried on by this great corporation.
to 100 miles within the North-West country itself. Thon But we know that the cost of immigration is larger than
he said we took great care about this; wo saw that the Rail- formerly. I maintain that, instead of events which
way Company adopted f proper seale of rates; the Gover- have elapsed being proof of the unwisdom of this side
nor in Council settled this matter. I want to show how ho of the House, they are proofs of the wisdomn of ou'
settled it. In April last the Canadian Pacifie Railway policy. They have demonstrated that evils, difficulties
applied that its tariffs of rates be allowed. lu April the and dangers of the most serious character will arise il,
Chief Engineer reported it was satisfactory. In April the the North-West froni the restrictive monopoly clause
Minister of Railways said it was satisfactory, and I think on to which I have referred, and the enormous burdens
the 7th of May, the Council approved of it for one year. That which have been imposed prematurely by the construction
tariff was merchandise 1, 2, 3, 4, special rates, and other of the railway, because it bas been made plain, that as to
rates 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; as to these different special rates, it the eastern end it is not so difficult as it was supposed to be,
changes. Unless you know what the different classes are and the western end 'will not be the great burthen expeOCt(
you cannot tell anything about those freights at all, or It is proved that the price we are agreeing to pay is inol-

what the burden and incidence of that tariff was. dinate in another respect, because who can doubt that if the
railway through the prairie country had been built by the
Govern ment during this current year, tho emigration woul

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose he imagines the same classes have gone on, settlement would have gone on, the value of
prevail in all places. They did vary; and you do not know, land would have increased, the boom would have gene
because of.any general provision or understanding of that on, and we would have been able to sel our lands at a
kind, what the regulation is, as often fourth class in one is much botter price than we have sold these 25,000,000 acres
first class in another. The Government did not know to the Canadian Pacifie Railway ? Who can doubt that if
what the classes were. When did they learn ? Perhaps the what we proposed had been donc, if we had our hands free
hon. gentleman thinks it is of no consequence they should to-day, if we could say now that, instead of in April lasd
learn. Perhaps ho thinks without learning, but there came deciding to let this contract for the whole work, we had
a time when they perceived it was important they should vigorously prosecuted the lino through the prairie country,

Mr. BLAKE.
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wewould be able to breathe freer and easier with re-
ference to the development and future of that country ?
We would have had all the settlement that bas been
referred to, all the improvement in the condition of
the country that has been referred to, we would have had
our 25,000,000 acres of choice lands, with no monopoly, no
exemptions, no enormous contract for the construction of the
ends. We would have been in a position to say: Now,
gentiemen contractors, with such prospects as these before

vou, with such prospects as this single year of railway con-
truction in the North-West offers, what chance have you,
what offer will you make for our lands? What offer will
vou make for the construction of the railway? We would
have been ina position infinitely superior tograpple with the
construction of the ends of the lino if the construction
had only been delayed for one short year. If we were in
Ihe same position with regard to the whole road as we are
with regard to the ends of it, we could have made an
infinitely better bargain pecuniarily and in all other busi.
ness aspects for the construction of the rest of the railway
this ycar, than the bargain we made last year. Therefore,
I say it is demonstrated that the policy of the Opposition
was both prudent and statesmanlike. We had proposed to
provide the very points whieh were important. We
had proposed to deal with these very questions, to deal
with them as they arose, as circumstances should point ont
the most advrable way. We had proposed to establish the
North-West as a North-West, to enter upon the construction
of the lands with a basis of lands havng reached an
augmented value. Instead of that the hon. gentlemen pre-
naturely-once again to adopt the words of the bon. mem-
her for Sunbury-would deal with the whole question while
the North-West was as yet in the condition in which it was
last year. They would say that extra price in money and land,
in works, in monopolies, in exemptions, which it is impos-
sible for us to measure. They have agreed to pay it, they
have bound the country by it, they have sadd led the country
with it, and the country, I suppose, bas to bear it, But,
Sir, if the hon. gentleman supposes that we are ashamed of
these amendments or of the position we took last year, if he
supposes that we desire to forget them or to do anything
else than to have an opportunity to demonstrate their states-
manship and the wisdom of the policy they indicated ac-
cording to the circumstances that existed at the time, and
as demonstrated by the events of the past year, and by thei
circumstances of to-day, ho was never more mistaken in his
life.

Mr. HOMER. I do not intend to occupy the attention of
the House at any length in inaking a few renarks on the
question before the Hiouse. In changing the route of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway from the Yellow Head Pass to
the Kicking Horse Pass, I believe the Government will not
only contribute to the profits of the Railway Co., but will
benefit the interests of British Columbia in particular and
the Dominion of Canada in general. The country through
w'hich the rond will pass by taking the southern route is
niuch more valuable in mineral, agricultural and grazinr
lands than the region of the Yellow Head Pass. It will
develop the grazing lands and the agricultural lands lying
to the west of the Rocky Mountains. It will also be easy of
access to the well-known gold mines of Kootenay, and
will decrease the rate of transportation, so as to
enable the extensive deposits of rich lead ore on
the Kootenay lakes to be developed with advantage
and reofit to ihose who invest capital in them, and
Will thereby add to the country a very important industry.
It will thence pass on to what'is known as the gold quartz,
bearing regions of the Big Bend, which only requires cheap
transportation to make it profitable to the country. It will
then pass on to what is known as the silver region of
British Columbia, which is looked upon by all experts as
the great future silver region of British Columbia. This is
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one of the resources of British Columbia which requiros
only cheap communication to its development. From
this silver region the lino will pass on to the fertile
valley of Spillamachein and Shuswap, giving an outlet
to an extensive grazing and agricultural country surround-
ing the Okanagan Lake. It wiIl thon pass through the well-
known Kamloops district, connecting Savona's Ferry with
the second lino now under construction, and at which point
the line to the Yellow Head Pass will terminate. Tho region
at the Yellow Head Pass contains but very little mineral;
but it does contain a comparatively lairge extent of agrienl-
tural lands; but as these lands are ail accessible by water
there is not so much nceessity for a railway as there is
through the southern district. By adopting this southern
route you not only develop this important section of
country but you will croate a large way traffic which will
support the road as soon as it is conpieted. It will thus
prevent the south-eastorn portion of British Columbia from
passing into the hands of our neighbors to the south of us.
At the same time it will secure a portion of the trade south
of the line, which could not possibly be securo if the road
came by the way of Yellow Head Pass, and the House will
sec from those facts the advantage to be derived from the
Government adopting the southern pass.

Mr. BU-NSTER. This is a very important question, deep-
ly affecting the interests of British Columbia, and I would
like to ask for an adjourn ment of the debate until such time
as the Premier and the junior member for Victoria are in
their seats.

Sir CIARLES TUPPE R. Opportunity can be had for
discussion of this matter in Supply on the Estimates.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Does not the hon. gentleman wish to
give an opportunity to any one else to spcak on this subject
save himself.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Cortainly, any one who
wishes to speak on it can do so.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not think that 2 o'elock in tho
morning is a fit time to continue the debate. I must noces-
sarily speak, owing to the hon. gentleman's allusions to
myself. I would consequently like to obtain an adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would bu very sorry to do
anything which would put the hon. gentleman to the least
possible inconvenience ; but, as the leader of the Opposi-
tion suggested, the fullest and most legitimate opportunity
will be afforded in the discussion of the Estimates, for
treating this question in all its bearings--under these cir-
cumstances I think the hon. gentleman should allow the
business of the House to proceed.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think that this is the business of
the House. This is new matter altogether. This discus-
sion was deliberately raised by the Government on a notice
given to the House two days ago, and yet we are refused an
opportunity to discuss it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. If the hon. gentleman wishes
not to speak at the present time, and prefers to deal with the
subject on this Bill, I think bis desire to have an adjourn-
ment should be met; and I shallbe glad to have it met,
because we can adjourn the debate and go on with other
business. I hope tbat the hon. gentleman will move the,
adjournment of the debate, in order that ho may have ati
carlier opportunity at which to make bis remarks.

Mr. BUNSTER. I have already asked for an adjourn-
ment of the debate. I was ahead of the hon. member for
Lambton. British Columbia has grievances to lay before
Parliament, but I think it only fair in the absence of the mom-
ber for Victoria, B.C., that an adjournment of the debate
should be granted. I was pleased to hear the able speech
of the Minister of Heailways, who since ho has visited
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our Province is probably more impressed with
its boundless resources than he ever was before.
I believe there was a celebrated writer named Sam Slick,
who once said that the ports of Halifax on the
cast and Esquimalt on the west, would be the
two greatest ports in the world, and when the
right hon. Premier conceived the idea of making
this one great nation he probably was reading the opinions
of Sam. Slick, botter known by some hon. gentlemen
as Mr. Haliburton. History sometimes repeats itself, and
it has probably done so in the present case. The lon.
Minister of Railways paid a visit to our Province last year,
and I am satisfied he obtained information which will be
of interest to the Dominion at large. I heard him speak
very fluently to-night about bis ride on the Central and
Union Pacifie Railway, but it would afford me much more
pleasure to hear him speak of his ride on our Canadian
Pacific Railway across the continent. It was British
Columbia that gave an outlet to the whole Dominion, and
it is an outlet of which every Canadian should feel proud,
inasmuch as it las not cost the people one dollar, but
British Columbia lias been a heavy loser for the last six or
seven years owing to the non-fulfilment of that con-
tract. Men bought property under the idea that
the contract would be carried out. There bas been a great
deal said about developing the North-West; but what bas
been done in that direction for British Columbia, which gives
an outlet to the North-West ? The Minister of Railways does
not advertise our Province as he does the North-West, though
he knows that we have a superior climate to Manitoba. I see
by a German pamphlet that American immigration agents
are circulating the fact that in our North-West no one can get
any liquor, and the Germans are not likely to go to
a country where they cannot have their glass of
beer or lager. We live in a country where men can
have their grog, and I do not think it was in the interests of
the North-West or of British Columbia, because it is part of
the North-West from a geographical standpoint, to have
passed those prohibitory laws.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. You have beer in British Co-
lumbia.

Mr. BUNSTE R. Yes; and she had beer before ishe
entered the Confederation, and she will have it as long as
the British fag floats over Britain.

Mr. MACKENZIE moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read the second time,
considered in Committee, read the third time and passed :_

Bill (No. 128) to provide for the improvement and man-
agement of the Harbor of Three Rivers.-(Sir Hector Lan-
gevin.)

Bill (No. 129) further to amend the Acts to provide for
the improvement and management of the Harbor of Quebec.
-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Bill (No. 130) to further amend the Act 36 Victoria,
Chapter 60, relating to the Harbor Commissioners of Mon-
treal.-rSir Leonard Tilley.)

Bill (No. 140) to amend the Act 35 Victoria, Chapter 42,
providing for the appoiutment of a Harbor Master at the
Port of Halifax.-(Mr. McLelan.)

SECOND READING.
The following Bill was read the second time:-
Bill (No. 141) to prvide for the allowance of drawback on

certain articles nanufactured in Canada, for the construe-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.- (Mr. Bowell.)

House adjourned at 2 a.m.
Mr. BUNsTER.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 19th April, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAY ERs.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mr. CA&ERON (Victoria). Before the Orders of the
Day are called, I desire to cal. the attention of the Ilouse
for a few moments, to a question of privilege. Two articles
have recently appeared in the Globe newspaper referring to
me. I do not know that I should have thought it necessary
to make any remarks in reference to them, but for the fact
that the other evening some other members of this House
whose names were mentioned, thought it necessary to
bring the matter before the House and reply to that
article. Since then the same newspaper has followed up
the attack made in the first instance by another
more particularly personal to myself. Had I been
in the House on the occasion when the first article was
called to its attention, I should have joined the other
gentleman in disclaiming any liability for the motives
therein cast upon us; but not having been there I did not
think it worth while to occupy the attention of the louse
by any discussion on the subject. But this other article
which appeared in the Globe, on Monday last, renders it
necessary that I should say a few words in reply to it. I
do not, however, wish to be understood as acceding to the
principle, for one moment, that every member of this House
who appears to be personally attacked in foui and scanda-
Ions abuse in any newspaper is to echoose this arena for
vindicating himseif. I think that would be an impro-
per doctrine to urge, and I d(o not intend to do it. But the
charges made in this practical article so specially refer to
the Independence of Parliament and my action in the House,
that I think it is necossary to say a few words in reference
to it. The first article which I will read, said:

" A little light was thrown upon the manner in which some members
discharge their public trusts. This morning in the Railway Committee
room, when Mr. Hector Cameron declined to vote on the Telegraph Bill,
be intimated that his not voting was because of his professional connec-
tion with the Bill. It is more than hinted that several members of the
House largely supplement their indemnity and mileage by fees for pro-
moting Bills. Bow far their constituents approve of their representa-
tives tying their bands in ihis way, so that they cannot vote upon
i•nportant questions, it would be interesting to know. An equally
important point is to know how such members justify their violation of

I the Independence of Parliament Act. A full statement on this point
from Mesdre. Cameron (Victoria), Boultbee, McCarthy, Kirkpatrick, and

The article of Monday last is somewhat lengthy, and I do
not intend to trouble the fHouse with it at length. Aftei
referring to the Bill in reference to the Montreal TelegraPh
Company, it states :

" It was introduced by btr. Hector Cameron, member for North
Victoria, who made several speeches in its support. Thereupon aOse
in opposition Mr. Thomas White, member for Cardwell, who, havifg
been interrupted by Mr. Cameron, retorted that the learned gentleman
appeared before the Comnittee with bis fee in bis pocket, mesmaDg
thereby that be was not, in the advocacy of the Bill in question, a far
representative of the people of North Victoria, but a lawyer employed
by parties interested. To the astonishment of all present Mr. CamerOn
did not deny this statement, but retorted that if Mr. White made such
stateinents he would resort to tu quoque argument, meaning thereby
that Mr. White was open to the charge of personal interest as vell &0
himself. Mr. White denied this, and demanded proof. Soon afterwardâ
a vote was taken upon an amendment to the Bill, and Mr. Cameron
refrained from voting. Mr. Blake drew attention to the fact, where-
upon Mr. Cameron declared that he did not vote because he had a
personal and professional interest in the measure1 A fewMinute
afterwards, however, a member moved an adjournmen4t 'wbe' Mr
Cameron rose, and protested as a member of the Committee agafst Ibe
motion. Thus, in the space of five minutes, he placed ,imself before the
Co:mmittee and the public as a hired advocate, and also as an independ
ent legislator resisting the motion of a fellow member."
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It winds-up in this way:
IlNothing can be more clear from these statements than that Mr.

ilector Cameron, in declaring that he had personal ana professional
interest in the Telegraph Bill, and yet appeared as its advocate before
the Committee, was guilty of a gross breach of parliamentary rule, and
has exposed every act of which he is capable as representative of the
>eopie of North'Victoria to the imputation of mercenary motives. If a-

member receives a fee for supporting one Bill, why may he not receive
bribes for sustaining others ? If a lawyer can be paid for parliamentary
service, why not any member of the Bouse? If the Bouse of Commons
does not purge itself of Mr. Ilector Cameron it will lower its status very
seriously in the estimation of the people of this country, and will justify
auy future accusations which may be made of undue influence. It is
for the Government to take action in this matter. Mr. Cameron is one
of their supporters, and no doubt they will be reluctant to condemn
him, but condemn him they must, and that speedily. Their standard of
purity we all know is not high, but there are some things that Sir John
A. Macdonald will not do, and therefore we hope to see him place upon
the notice paper a declaration of the impropriety of Mr. Cameron's act
with a penalty attached to the repetition of it. we shall leave the
electors of North Victoria to deal with the peccant member as their
moral sense will direct them."

Now, in reference to this matter, I have only to repeat
what I said before, that with the Montreat Telegraph
Company I have not now and never had any
kind of professional connection. I stated candidly
to the Committee that I held the position of standing
counsel to the Great North-Western Telegraph Company,
and that that was the reason why I declined to vote on this
particular question. I did not state, as is falsely asserted
in the last article, that I was personally or professionally
interested in the Bill. I have neither personal nor profes-
sional interest in that Bill, nor any other Bill before this
House, and I have been very carefut on every occasion not
to have any such interest. I have not received any fee and
I have no expectation of receiving any fee, for this or any
other legislation coming before this House, or for any
service connected with my duty as a member of this House.
It will not put one cent into my rocket whether the Bill is
carried or lost. It does not make one iota of difference to
me personally what the result of the Bill may be; but I am
not aware that the fact of a professional or personal interest
towards that particular Company, which is only indirectly
if at all interested in this Bill, precludes me from saying
what I think fit to say as an Independent member of Parlia-
ment in reforence to any legislation before this House. The
legislation in question I should have supported on public
grounds, quite irrespective of any professional intercst in
the matter. If I thought fit to adopt different views, I do
not suppose they would have altered or changed my relation
to the North-Western Telegraph Company. -My connection
with it is a purely professional one, and in no respect
involves any parliamentary duty towards it. The charge
from first to last, as to this Bill or any other Bill before the
Hiouse-and I challenge any member of this louse to adopt
the suggestion put forward by the Globe newspaper, and put
upon the journals of this House, or upon the notice paper of
this louse, a motion to call in question
my parliamentary action on any point as to whether
I violated the Independence of Parliament Act. As a mem-
ber of the late Parliament I had sufficient occasion to study
very carefully the provisions of that Act in the cases that
then arOEe. I am well aware of them all, and I sayiwithout
hesitation that, neither in reference to this Bill oranyother
Bill with which I have been connected, have I ever had any
personal or professional interest which in any way could
Possibly interfere or prevent, or make it an act of impro-
priety on My part, to discuss and judge a Bill and to
express My opinions upon any private or public measure
before the Hiouse. It has usually happened tht I have had
occasion to take charge of a good nany Bills, this Session
niore particularly, possibly owing to what is really a mis-
fortune that I am a reasonably active member of
the different Committees, that I have that kind of
Professional knowledge of legislation that enables me to
take charge of them, perhaps with more rendiness

than members who are not so skilled. I have boen engaged
to accept with great reluctanee the charge of manyBills,
but in no single instance have I had any personal or
pecuniary interest in any one of them in the remotest
degree. I think that is a sufficient answer to the general
charge. I shall only conclude by saying that this attack
upon me is, of course, as every one knows, instigated by
political hostilities. ILt as come to my knowledge that
the idea of it originated in the Committee when this
matter was under discussion; that the managing editor of
the Globe was thon present, and that he said in the
hearing of some of my friends who happened to be wedged
in close to him in the crowded Committee room, that he
would make what thon occurred the subject of an attack
upon me ; that he repeated that statement publicly in a
public conveyance, in a railway train between here
and Toronto, and this article is simply following up
the threat thon made use of by him ; that ho would
endeavor to make political capital against me out of what
occurred in that Committee room. I have been informed
of that, and I have no doubt of the veracity on that point
of my informants. As for that individual, the managing
editor of the Globe, I have, fortunately for myself, for a
great many years past-seven or eight years-not had any
kind of personal acquaintance or intimacy with him. I
have had such a contempt for bis conduct and his action
and the manner in which ho conducts that newspaper, that
I have folt that it was an advantage to me that I was not
obliged to acknowledge an acquaintance with him even
when I met him on the street. The remarks the hon.
Minister of Railways thought fit to make upon him the
other night, I entirely endorse. His action is that of a
cowardly assassin who has not the courage to attack a
political opponent upon public and legitimate grounds,
which ought to afford a basis for attack if any attack
should be made, but he comes behind and tries to stab bis
political opponent in the back in a cowardly and contempt-
ible manner. I do not think it is desirable to notice all the
personal attacks of this kind that are made upon members,
but inasmuch as it has come to my knowledge, as
I have stated, that this article was inspired, and
not only inspired but actually written, by that
individual in pursuance of a thrcat that he openly
and publicly made, I think I m quite justified
in referring to him. Why, he actually has the audacity, in
the concluding sentence of this article, to talk about the
moral sense of the electors of North Victoria, as if ho
could have the slightest appreciation of what moral sense
was. I should like to know whether the articles in the
Globe, in reference to its political opponents, show that the
writer of them as the remotest idea of what moral sense
is ? Why, he has not the moral sense of a dog. A dog attacks
his enemy openly. It barks and flies at him openly and
fairly, but this contemptible journal by its contemptible
managing editor, comes behind in a sneaking and contempt-
ible manner, like a snake, and tries to spit its venoin into
its enemy, trying to kill its victims in the dark and on the
sly. I feel such a contempt for the course which this
journalist has pursued in reference to every man who
happens to be opposed to him politically, that, perhaps, I am
too warm in the expressions I am making use of ;
if 1 am I apologize to the House. But really it is impossible
not to feel indignation against a journal who las for years
past continually violated every principle of legitimate war-
faro. If it las anything to say against any man lot it say
it openly and plainly. If it has anything Io say against
any member of this House let it say so openly and plainly,
and not bring forward insinuations and foui attacks which
neither it nor any of its friends dare attempt to justify openly
against mysolf or any other lon. member of this Muse.

Mr. TASSE. I regret very much to have to follow the
example of my hon, friend and trouble this House on a per-
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sonal matter. In the course of last week, on Wednesday,
the Free Press, a Liberal organ in this city, published the
following paragraph:-

" Is it true that one of the city's representatives received $250 from a
certain dry goodsefirin in Ottawa, as a consideration for his services in
getting for them the job of supplying carpets to the Government?"'

The following day this paragraph appeared in the Citizen:
" The interrogatory form of the above paragraph is a cowardly way of

stating a base falsehood; but it is in perfect keeping with the disreput-
able organ's despicable conduct and notoriously mendacious propen-
sities. If the statement were true, if it were not a malicious invention,
it would have been made with distinctness, and not in the above
contemptible form. We have the authority of both members for saying
that there is not the slightest foundation for the statement."

The Free Press repeated its charge from day to day, not
directly, but by insinuation, and a few days later I sent to
it the letter which I will read; but that paper refused to
publish it, and I had to publish it in the Ottawa Citizen. The
letter reads as follows: -

" Editor of the Free Pres :
" SIa,-I shall consider you as a cowardly slanderer so long as you

decline to name the 'city member,' charged by you with having
received $250 for political influence used in tbe interest of a mercantile
firm for securing orders from the Departient of Public Works for carpet
supplies. Restassured that so soon as you muster sufficient courage to
name the '1city member' referred to, you shall have full opportualty to
make good your infamous charge-which, in my own behalf, I deny in
the strongest possible termas. In the meantime, the public will starnp
as mean and cowardly the subterfuge of dragging in the names of two
city representatives-for in either case one must be grossly slandered,
both by suspicion and the still more reprehensible insinuation.

"Your obedient servant.
"JOSEPH TASSÉ.

"Ottawa, April 17th, 1882."

The Free Press has, since, not withdrawn its statement, nor
has it, as challenged, made a direct charge either against my
very esteemed and senior colleague Mr. Carrier, or myself,
and if I rise now it is not with the view of complaining of
that paper, because in this city it is well known as one of
the most unreliable, unscrupulous and corrupt papers which
exist in the whole Dominion. If it were not out of order, I
would quote from its files to show that in July, 1874, at
the time of the elections, it was then fighting the same
battle with us against our friends on the other side, and two
months later, as soon as its columns began to be filled with
Government advertisements, it commenced to publish
splendid eul.ogiums of those whom it formerly traduced. I
do not rise, as I say, to complain of the Ottawa Free Press,
but as the same slander has been telegraphed by the editor
of that paper, Mr. Carrol Rbyan-who, I am sorry to say for
my confreres on the press, is President of the Gallery-to
the London Advertiser, I wish to take this opportunity to
declare from my seat in this House that the charge made
against me by insinuations is nothing but a complote and
cowardly slander.

Mr. HESSON. I tako this opportunity of calling the
attention of the House to the manner in which I have been
attacked in the London Adôertiser. We all know the char-
acter of that paper, and if the attack had not been copied
in some respectable journals, through mistake or otherwise,
I would pay but little regard to it. Had it been confined to
local papers, I would not have felt any particular cause for
referring to it here, because a man can stand criticism at
home, where he is well known. But when an attack of
this kind is circulated through the length and breadth of the
Dominion, it should be held up to public censure. The
article reads as follows:-

" There are two representatives in Parliament from this Province
who are entitled te special attention, and we invite it from their con-
stituenta. We are opposed to the Administration and te their fiscal
poiicy. We are perfectly aware that many respectable people differ
from us and think their fiscal policy statesmanlike. But they surely
can find men having some regard te the ordinary proprieties of civilized
hfe te represent them There are two men on the Tory side from this
Province who would be hardly tolerated in a council of Digger Indians.
We refer to the renowned Charley Rykert and the pompous Mr. Hesson,

Mr. TAssÉ.

They seem to think that those who are on the Opposition side of polities
have no right to be heard, and that it is a part of their duty to groan
and whistle, and to make all sorts of disturbing noises when a Reformer
rises to speak. It would be diflicult to find a man more ignorant and
more conceited than Mr. Hesson. Se is distinguished for very broad andcomprehensive ignorance, and for sufficient self-complacency to supply
all his party."

I take this opportunity to deny that I either whistled or
groaned in the louse, and that I made no disturbing noises,
as hon. members can all vouch. I repudiate the whole
thing. As to my self-complacency or ignorance, I am pre-
pared to leave it to the judgment of the House and the pub.
lie. I say this article is a piece of rascality that no man
should tolerate, but which is only on a par with the charac.
ter of the paper which published it.

Mr. CURRIER. With reference to what has been said
by my colleague, Mr. Tassé, with respect to what appeared
in the Free Press, I can endorse every word ho uttered as
to the character of that paper, and its unjustifiable attack.
[ have had the honor of holding a seat here for nineteen
years, and have never receivel $250, or any other $um, from
any dry goods establishment since I have occupied a seat
in this House; for anything I have been able to do for my
constituents, pertaining to ny duty as a member, and for
the credit of my constituents, I beg to say, that no one of
them ever approached me with any such offer or suggested
the payment of any sum, small or large, for anything I was
able to do for thom or that I was called upon to do as
pertaining to my duties as a member of the House. I trust
it will not be necessary to again make an explanation to
the House in consequence of any such attack as that which
has been made; 1 think my colleague (Mr. Tassé) has
properly characterized the attack made in the Free Press.

DELAY OF MAILS.

Mr. WELDON. 1 desire to call the attention of the
Postmaster General to the delays which have occurred in
the mails in the Lower Provinces. In consequence of these
froquent delays our correspondence has been delayed twenty-
four hours on many occasions.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed ntion
of Sir Charles Tupper for the second reading of Bill (No.
144) to authorize the construction, on certain conditions, of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway through some other pass than
the Yellow Head Pass.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Mr. Speaker, I take now, as I have
always taken, a deep interest in everything that concerns
the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and, there-
fore, I listened with the closest attention to the remarks Of
the hon. the Minister of Railways, in laying before the
Blouse a statement of the present condition of that work, as
well as its prospects. I only regret that the hon. gentle-
man chose to make his statement, which was couched
throughout in moderato terms, a vehicle for attack on bis
opponents. i have no objection to the hon. gentleman
eulogizing himseolf as mach as ho pleases; that we expoct,
and that he generally contrives to do, so much so that it is

quite unnecessary for any person to undertake it. But I
think, in making a statement of a great work to the House,
ho might have refrained from a repetition of some Of the
charges, or rather insinuations, made in various specbhes,
that have some remote connection with that work. The
hon. gentleman was good enough, in one part of his speech,
to take crodit to himself for everything done on the road.
There was not, he said, when ho assumed office in 1878, though
we had spent public money during five years on the work, On0
mile of the road ina operation, and ho expected within a Year
to bave not less than 900 miles either in operation or close
upon it, thus conveying the impression to any stranger who
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might happen to be in the House that the hon. gentleman's
predecessor and the late Government were sadly remiss in
prosecuting this public enterprise. In the first place, I
never believed, nor did a majority of the members of
the louse believe, in the excessive bargain made with
British Columbia, which bound the Government of
the Dominion to an extraordinary and extravagant
expenditure. Nay more, we know that before we
took office in November, 1873, a protest of complaint
was lodged by British Columbia against the Canadian Gov-
ernment for non-fulfillment of the terms of Union. I confess
now, as I have always done, that I felt it to be my duty as
a member of the late Administration, and in that my
colleagues all agreed with me, to endeavor if possible
to supplement the bargain, without intending on any
account to do so at the expense of any vast increase
in the country's taxation. When we came into office
we found that the previous Government had expended
$1,391,000 in exploratory surveys. I might very easily
say they had expended $1,500,000, and not one foot
of road was located. I do not do that, for I scorn to
take any undue advantage of an opponent in debate.
I think it was absolutely essential in the interests
of the road itself that a thorough survey of the country
should be made. The hon. gentleman who filled the office
of Minister of Public Works during that period, no doubt
acted, in directing the surveys, so that ho would obtain a
general knowledge of the principal features of the country
in order that by studying its topography he might be able
to advise the Government of the proper course to be pur-
sued in selecting a route. After I acceded to office it became
a very large portion of my duties to consider what should
be done. I had, on previous occasions, when not saddled
with any responsibility as a member of the Government,
taken the ground that the first thing to be done was to get
full possession of the North-West country, to throw in a
large population there, which would be the nucleus ofsettle-
ment and enterprise in the centre of the continent, and
towards the adoption of that policy all our efforts were
directed. We felt it absolutely essential that we should
open the prairie region as soon as possible, and our whole
course, whether wise or unwise in the estimation of hon.
gentlemen opposite, was governed by that one consideration.
At the time we assumed office it was practically next t)
impossible for any immigrants to reach the prairie country.
It required a journey of some eighteen or twenty days in the
carts of the country to travel f·orm St. Paul to Winnipeg.
And I remember very well some people coming here,
during the first year of my incunbency in office, who had
been nineteen days upon that journey going out of the
Country. To send in immigrants, therefore, under such
Circunstances seemed to be utterly absurd, and the first
matter to which we directed our attention, therefore, was to
obtain a highway into the country by the best possible
route. It is not interesting to know, as this House possibly
does not know, or as many members of it do not, that one
member of the present Administration denounced us in the
most unmeasured terms, because we attempted to make a
line from the boundary northward, and for extravagance in
,building the road between Thunder Bay and Red River.
Thehon. Minister of Railways seemed to forget all this. Hie
is Possessed of a weakness of memory that is simply
narvellous where it affects any of his particular friends,
but his memory is exceedingly good in matters affecting1
Prejudicially, in his opinion, any of his opponents. Indeed,1
ir, I arn not sure but that the hon. gentleman himself'

said something adverse to us in regard to the building
of the line from Pembina. 1 put myself in communicationj
with the peoplo acting for the Dutch bondholders of the.
road frei St. Vincent to St. Paul. Owing to financial diffi-i
Cilties some time before our acceptance of office, I felt the1
first thing to be done was to build a road to our country, and1

I held out to them the hopo that we would be able to meet
them at the boundary, as by that time they could construet
the road on their side of the line. For some time that effort
was unsuccessful. In the meantime we thought it advis-
able to proceed with the grading of the road, and it was
graded some time before an arrangement was made with
Mr. George Stephen, who had, in the meantime, become
proprietor of the road on the United States side of the lino.
Even that was objected to by hon. gentlemen opposite, for
though the Bill I introduced'in 1878 in the flouse of Com-
mons passed there, it was defeated in the Upper House, or,
at least it was so mutilated as to make it impossible for us
to accept it, and that arrangement fell through. Another
arrangement was made, however, by the same
parties for the operating of the road, so that before
we left office the road was ready for carrying
freight and passengers into the country as far as
Winnipeg. In taking a rapid review of matters connected
with the road, I shall endeavor to avoid anything to which
the hon. the Minister of Railways can take exception. It
is not my intention to discuss the matters which were so
ably discussed by my hon. friend the leader of the Opposi-
tion last night, but to confine myself to the survey and
selection of the route and to matters cognate thereto. i
recollect very well, Sir, the torrent of abuse poured out
upon myself because I had selected Fort William as the
terminus, on Thunder Bay generally. I was not particular
as to Fort William. Whatever place the engineers selected
as the best terminus at Thunder Bay, I was willing to
accept. But Tlunder Bay I fixed upon in my mind as the
most desirable place at which to have the terminus in
preference to Nipigon. The Government, of which I was
a member, decided not to build the eastern portion, between
that port and Lake Nipissing, for some time, the object
being, as I have already said, to have the lino built as soon
as possible into the prairie country from the nearest point
at which navigation could be reached from the side of the
country to be travorsed. Stili, Sir, I might say that in one
sense I had no responsibility for the adoption of the
Fort William or Thunder Bay terminus, because
before 1 came into office at all my predecessor in the office
of Public Works (Sir Hector Langevin) had despatched a
large party of surveyors to survey the line from the mouth
of the Kaministiquia westward, and it was many months
before I could communicate with those parties as the winter
had closed in. It was upon those surveys ordered by hon.
gentlemen opposite that our ultimate selection of the route
depended. 1 recollect also that we had obtained such sur-
veys as satisfiod the Chief Engineer that we could fairly let
the work, and upon that report we proceeded as soon as
possible to do so. The Chief Engineer's idea, as developed
in a memorandum which was published at the time and
distributed among members of the louse, was that it was
desirable to obtain very accurate knowledge of the country
during two or three years explorations, but as soon as any
particular route was fairly !ettled upon, to commence to
clear the track, build telegraph lines, and otherwise make
preparations for the general work of construction which
was to follow immediately afterwards. This policy we
adopted and went on with. We had to give out the contract
for building a telegraph lino upon the route as it should be
located. This was done to the best of our knowledge
and ability. I am not, at present, about to discuss the
questions brought up by the report of the Commission
lately presented to Parliament. They will come up in the
discussionofthatreport. I am merely stating factsin connec-
tion with the road. We had some reason to believe, chiefly
from the writings and observations of the hon. member for
Algoma (Mr. Dawson), that itwould be possible to obtain a
straight line from Fort William, by way of Sturgeon Falls,
to certain islands said to exist in the Lake of the Woods,
but whichb had in the meantime disappeared from view, and
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we should be able, by crossing ta the narrows of the lake,
to obtain the shortest line ta Winnipeg and its neighbor-
bood.

Mr. DAWSON. They are there yet.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am glad they bava come back,
but it is rather too late. Well, Sir, we had also in the
meantime endeavored to keep up our search for another
route if this should fail, and it became evident, in the first
years' operations of Mr. Sandford Fleming on the track
I have indicated, that the country between Sturgeon Falls
and the Lake of the Woods was impracticable for the
railway, and that the crossing of the lake imposed very
serious difficulty. That was therefore given up, and the
route whieh is now about completed between Selkirk,
on the Red River, and Fort William, on Thunder Bay, was
selected by us. Sa urgent were we in prosecuting this
work, that we let a contract on the east end, forty-five and
one-half miles long, very early in 1875, or the fall of 1874,
1 forget the precise moment, thinking we would be able to
take the route ta Shebandowan, which, in consequence of
the explorations showing the impracticability of the conn-
t'y, we had ta abandon. We were able, however, ta take
thirty-two and one-half miles ta Sunshine Creek, and another
contract ta English River, a distance of 116 or 118 miles.
We then let out a contract, No. 14, from Selkirk eastward
ta Cross Lake, in the meantime prosecuting the work under
contracts Nos. 15, 41 and 42, altogether a distance of 200
miles, as rapidly as we fairly could, in order ta obtain a
route preferable ta the one we had abandoned. The hon.
gentleman opposite bas an advantage in one respect in
dobate on this subject, over myself or any other persan,
that he bas had three men to assist him, strong partizans of
bis own, ta make ont as strong a case as possible against
his opponents, and avoid every possible reference ta any-
thing that might be discreditable or foolish on his own part ;
and one of the statements of these three umen who were
selected for a special purpose-and they have prosecuted
their mission with very great zeal-one of these state-
monts is that we made a mistake in locating the
road ta Selkirk, and that by taking it in the first
place from Rat Portage, a common crossing, ta
Winnipeg, we had permanently lengthened tho line
by twenty miles. This was very extraordinary
news to me, and how these gentlemen managed, even with
all the strong partizan feeling manifested in their report, to
reach that conclusion, is a perfect mystery. They have it
on record in the published reports of the Engineer in Chief
that ta take the road from Winnipeg westward ta the south
of the lake towards the neighborhood of Fort Pelly would
increase the distance by thirty miles. Mr. Marcus Smith,
in his second survey, under the instruction of hon. gen-
tiemen opposite, appears ta have reduced that distance ta

-about twenty miles. Now, in the first place, the bon. gen-
tleman endeavored last night ta evoke some sympathy
for Winnipeg, because I had determined that the main line
should not go ta that point. In selecting the line of the
Pacifie Railway I was bound as a Minister, bound in every
sense, not ta look upon Winnipeg or any other place in the
territories as a point ta be reached unless it coincided
entirely with the public interest. Winnipeg was not the
objective point but the Pacifie Ocean, and at the time we
acceded ta office the case appeared ta have been settled;
that after two years' explorations in the Rocky Mountains
south of Yellow Head Pass, it was dotermined by the Chief
Engineer that there was no practicable route through the
Rocky Mountains south of that pass. We therefore doter-
mined ta make all our linos subsidiary to the question of
reaching Yellow Head Pass by the most direct route possible.
I never lost sight of this fact, or those two facts, that
the success of a great trans-continental railway
depended upon two things, ta get the shortest
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route and the best as to grades and curves. That those
could be had at Yellow Ilead Pass was beyond a doubt, and
therefore we had no difficulty in deciding at a compara.
tively early day, upon the adoption of the route laid down
by Mr. Sandford Fleming to that point. It may ho said
that I am trying to place the responsibility upon Sandford
Fleming as Chief Engineer. No doubt I do as far as the
engineering goes, but in respect to the general policy or
the Government I and my colleagues are responsible. I had
this to say then, and I have it to say now, that I am not
aware that at any time any serions difference of opinion
arose betweon the Chief Engineer and myself or my col.
leagues. I am not aware that we ever entrusted the work of
snrveying to any new men after our accession to office.
We found Mr. Sandford Fleming, as Chief Engineer, Mr.
Marcus Smith as Chief Assistant, and Messrs. Cambie,
MeLennan and others able lieutenants of both. All those
gentlemen were continued in the positions they held, and
all their energies were devoted to the best interests of the
great enterprise which for the time was committed to our
care. That those interests were well cared for by them I
have no doubt. That mistakes were made by them is
beyond doubt, and that mistakes may have been made by
ourselves is equally beyond doubt; but I am not able, at
this present moment, to recall anything of importance what-
ever that I would not have done under similar cii-
cumstances in the working of the lino. We had to
consider the interests of the whole North-West Terri-
tory, and it seemed to us that the best mode ot
considering their interests was to have the road pass as
nearly as possible through the centre of the fertile boit in
such a direction as would make it comparatively easy to
build lines to the north and to the south which would
become tributary to the main line. There were two courses
which we might have taken. One was the course which
the Syndicate has taken. They have decided to build the
line from Winnipeg nearly due west, and at present it
seems to be decided both by the Government and the Syn-
dicate that it shall reach Mooso Jaw Creek, and from that
point it shall take the direction which may be found noces-
sary, either in the direction of the Xicking Horse or the
Yellow Head Pass. That road traverses a country which
is comparatively level. The country which we traversed
with our line north of Lake Manitoba, or through the
narrows of that lake, was also a level country. Indeed, it
was pronounced by many hon. gentlemen opposite in their
criticism to be far too level, too wet, but it could hardly be
more wet than that described by the hon. gentleman oppo-
site when ho told us, as ho did last night, that the track
was laid for many miles upon the ice. I do not think any part
from Selkirk westward to Fort Pelly, could have exceeded
that for wetness, nor am I aware that it is more valuable foi
settlement than a very large portion of eastern Manitoba.
The present hon. Minister of Railways himself decided,
after more than a year's exploration, upon making a
change, and instead of taking either the southern or the
northern rcute I have indicated, ho took a line betwOen the
two, and instead of following the country where the natural
features were most favorable for railway construction, he
appears to have chosen the roughest district that could be
found, making his road over hill and valley between the two
routes indicated, in such a direction, and throngh coulntry
as made it impossible to construct a first-elass road, and We
had the humiliating admission in this House that ho had
given up hopes of building a first-class road, and had
determined ho build one suited to colonization purposesi
with very high grades and very sharp curves, whicb wou
have made heavy traffic impossible with profit for ail
years to come. The Chief Engineer recominmended ini,
earlier reports that the Government should confine thoul-
selves to two grades east and west-that going westward
being no more than forty feet tio the mile, and that goilng
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eastward no more than twenty-six foet to the mile, as the
heavy traffic would be towards the east. These grades
have been adopted as far as Selkirk, but west of that point
the hon. gentleman determined to adopt a line on which ieh
could not by any possibility get these grades, without an
expenditure that would be far in excess of anything he
would think of making for the construction of the road. The
hon. gentleman, however, seemed to complain last night,
or he implied a complaint, that we had spent too much time
in surveying-that we had been five years in office and had
not left a single mile of road constructed. But I remember,
and I have no doubt hon. gentlemen around me willremem-
ber, that in the last Session of the last Parliament, that is
in i878, the hon. gentleman and his leader both complained
that we were not giving attention enough to sur-
veying the Pine River Pass nor the Peace River
district; and one of the first things the lon.
gentleman himself did after his accession to office,
was to send a strong party to survey the country afresh
from Fort Simpson on the Pacifie up the Pine River Pass,
and thence eastward towards Fort à la Corne. My hon.
friend behind me, states that ho also determined upon the
selection of a route without waiting for the report of these
parties. My recollection is that ho stated to the House
ho had a telegraphic report, which gave some information
though it was not a full report on which lie acted. In the
meantime, we had, in 1876 and 1877, varions schemes for
reaching the Pacific through Yellow Head Pass. We had
our choice of three routes-o-ne by the Nechaco Valley and
the Salmon River, one to Bute Inlet, and one to the present
terminus at Port Moody. We determined at one time, so
favorable were the features of he country, principally
towards Bute Inlet, to locate the lino as far as Fort George,
at the great bcnd of the Fraser, and we hoped without any
doubt by the next season to obtain such favorable intelli-
gence as would enable us to locate the lino westward from
that point, either to Dean Channel or to Bute Inlet. The
information we received, however, showed that it was im-
possible to obtain more favorable grades than 105 feet to
the mile on one line, and eighty-eight feet on the other.
We determined therefore to have the Fraser Valley
re-surveyed, and before we left office, we determinect to
adopt that as the permanent line of the Pacifie Railway.
The hon. gentleman opposite, cancelled that order, as
ho considered it premature, and after his very hurried
survey of the Pine River country, lie fell -back on our route;
and at the present moment, from Fort William to Selkirk,
and from the Yellow Head Pass to the Pacific Ocean, the
hon. gentleman has followed precisely in our track without
making any change whatever, showing that, after all, the
expenditure made by us was made with such a result as bas
proved most satisfactory to the hon. gentleman himself as
well as the Ministry of which I was a member. Now, the
hou. gentleman bas a Bill before the House to authorize the
Syndicate to choose another place for crossing the Rocky
Mountains. I could have no possible objection to that, but,
upon the statement made by the hon. gentleman, I think
there are very serions objections. During his early remarks
I was led to suppose that a comparatively straight lino
could be obtained seventy-nine miles shorter, with grades
equal to those on the Yellbw Head Pass route. Along that
route there are no grades exceeding fifty feet to the mile ;
but I was astonished to hear that the hon. gentleman
rather favored the adoption of the southern pass with a
grade of eighty feet to the mile. That is a grade at least
Seventeen feet in excess of any grade I knew of on Canadian
!rIways. It is about nineteen feet, I think, in excess of

the highest grade on the Intorcolhnial Railway.
Sir CHAIES TUPPER. The bon. gentleman is mis-

taken. There is a grade of over seventy feet, I think, on
the Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Where is it?
A4

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is at Bedford.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, it is a fatal grade to traffic,

This is what the result will be-we shall save seventy-nine
miles of travelling, but a powerful engine cannot take more
than from twelve to fifteen cars, with an ordinary load, up
that incline, while upon the grade we adopted ot forty feet
to the mile, an engine would be able to take from twenty-
five to thirty cars. On the Canada Southern Railway, on
which the maximum grade is only fifteen or eighteen feet,
a Ireight engine is able to drag forty loaded cars; I myself
have seen forty-four behind one engine. Every-one can see
how very unprofitable it will be to have a high grade of this
character upon so important a lino as the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and I do not hesitate for a moment in expressing
my own decided preference for the Yellow Head Pass
route, with its lower grades, to accepting a shorter route by
seventy-nine miles, with grades so high as the hon. gentle-
man represents. I do hope the Government will not accept
any grade so steep as that, because it will be a loss for all
time to come, and it will require either supplementary
locomotive power on the spot, or some other means to
assist engines in dragging up a heavy train. I am aware that
on the United States Pacific linos there are grades that are
high, and perhaps higher, but we know that they have not
been able to do a profitable trade up these grades, and at
several places they have engine stations to assist the trains up
the grades. This might be done on our lino, but it would be a
thousand pities if we made a mistake by adopting so steep
a grade as eighty feet to the mile, which would practically
destroy the harmony of our grades eastward. I may refer
to what the hon. gentleman said last night about
cheapening the construction of the lino between Kamloops
and Emory's Bar. I was informed, and the hon. gentleman
will correct me if am wrong, that, in order to avoid some
of tho heaviest parts of the works, there are grades on that
part of the lino not more than 660 feet in radius. Is that
correct?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I cannot say at the moment.
I shall enquire.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I may be wrong, but I consider my
authority good. If there are grades so sharp, or many of
them, it is a fatal economy to cheapen the lino with that
result. It is utterly impossible for an express train to travel
with safety and with a high rate of speed along such grades.
I am told there is only one grade on the Intercolonial that
approaches this radius, and that is near Halifax, at a point
which, when Minister I visited for the purpose of consider-
ing how we could have a longer radius, and of course a less
sharp turn upon the road. I have now referred to the
general features of the scheme provided by the late Govern-
ment, in consequence of information they obtained, and will
have a few words to say in regard to the contracts thom-
selves. The bon. gentleman read a statement from the
report of his three Commissioners, showing the expenditure
upon certain contracts and the amounts represented by
the original tenders.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is quite
mistaken, I have not read a lino from the statement to
which ho refers. The figures I rea. from are in the table
prepared in the Department by the Chief Engineer.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He muast have got a copy from the
other parties. 1 have read the figures; I have not compared
the matters, but I saw a table of figures prepared in pre-
cisely the same way, which I assumed to be the same thing.
I may be wrong, but I accept the hon. gentleman's state-
ment.

Sir CHARLES TUJPPER. I have not seen them.
Mr. MACKENZIE. This statement was made by the

hon. gentleman apparently without view. See how gently
and nicely my estimates were paased compared with those
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of my predecessor. They did not show there was a reduc-
tion in cost, whereas on those let before his time there was
an increase in cost. There is one thing that will perhaps
surprise many members. Up to this hour the hon. gentleman
has not let a single contract, except upon tenders obtained
by us, upon our surveys; for sections A, B, 41, 42,
we had sent three distinct parties over the ground
in order to get the figures more correctly. I had not
the slightest conception until a very few minutes
before the close of the Session of 1878 that the figures that
were given upon 14 and other numbers, including 25,
were so delusive. I accepted the estimate made by the
engineer on the tender as approximately accurate, and we
took the greater pains with the other sections which the
hon, gentleman had the credit of letting, though not of
surveying, in order to obtain as accurate information as
possible. With regard to the selection of the line from
Rat Portage westward, I see it is the conclusion of the
Commissioners that there was a mistake made, not particu-
larly with regard to the heavy work upon some portions of
the road, not up or following on to Cross Lake, but notably the
crossing of swamps of almost unknown depths that swallowed
an immense amount of material. But Mr. Fleming, before
the Commissioners, declares that he sees no reason even now
to change the opinion he formed regarding that line. I may
say frankly that if I had known the existence of those vast
swamps, some further enquiry would have been made; but
I was not aware of their existence. I accepted the state-
ment of quantities given by the engineer as sufficient for
the purpose of making estimates upon ; and those estimates
would, as a matter of course, depend upon the accuracy
with which the surveyors had done their work.
Upon section 14 it would not depend so much upon
that as upon the examination of the ground which they
were to traverse, whether the swampy peut winch forms
the soil for many miles in some places, and of a depth of
eighteen or nineteen feet, sufficed to carry a road
even with the aid of timber. All this had to be
looked at afterwards when the road was pretty much
constructed, and accounts for the extraordinary
expenditure over the figures estimated by the
engineers. With regard to the contract of which the
lon. gentleman took so much credit last night, if any one
is entitled to credit for obtaining those surveys, it is my-
self. I was not aware, as I have stated, that the others
were deficient in accuracy; but it was perfectly clear to
any one that that 185 miles which forms the connecting
link should be examined as carefully as possible, both with
regard to getting a shortened route and the smallest amount
of work that could be obtained by re-surveys; and, as I have
stated, three times parties were sent over that road for the
purpose; and I gathered from the hon. gentleman last night
that even after that, some changes were made which
lessened the distance and increased the estimate of quanti-
ties. And I can only say that I am very glad it turned
out so. I regret the hon. gentleman's want of gener-
osity when he took the whole credit to himself,
as he did in such a self-regarding air that was almost
ludicrous to witness. The distinguished position he holds, to
use his own words, should have induced him to be more
moderate in applying praise to himself and censure to his
opponents. lie did not refer to another matter last night,
but I have nothing to shun or keep back, and shall refer to
it myself. I have been blamed by some hon. gentlemen
opposite for steps taken to improve the navigation of the
internal lakes between Fort William and Lake of the
Woods. IfI did wrong, I acted in the interests of the country,
because I sought to obtain an easier way into the North-
West for our people than could be obtained by the railway.
since 1871, parties have been out surveying that country,
and we were told last night it would take another year to
finish the road on these two sections, I take it for granted
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that no time was lost by the hon. gentlemen opposite before
we acceded to office, and I am quite sure that none was lost
by us while in office. The many works at the Fort Francis
Locks and Rainy River were undertaken by us with the
view that we would be able to send, as Mr. Dawson had
done, over the Dawson route, some traffic through our own
territory into the North-West before the railroad would be
available. It was quite uncertain for a year or two after
we reached office whether we would get a connec-
tion with the United States system of railways or not. It
was quite certain in my estimation that six or eight years
would elapse before it will be possible to finish that road
entirely from Fort William to Selkirk, and at the sane
time, obtain the shortest possible line. Therefore, we doter.
mined, if possible, to obtain access to the country, to some
extent, by using these navigable waters. I was taunted
with advocating an amphibious system, part land and part
water. I was quite indifferent whether it was
land or water, so that we used it first, and used
it best for the purpose of getting people into
our country. That was our object, and if it was a crime,
it was one closely allied to patriotism. I have always said,
although it has been denied in some electioneering pamph-
lets issued during the last elections, that not one mile of
road was built but what was in the precise direction
required for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way as a whole. Of course, there is a difference of opinion
between reaching the Red River at Selkirk and at Winnipeg.
Personally, I would rather have reached it at Winnipeg. [
would rather have gone by the south, where the country was
probably more open, and probably more accessible at the time
for settlement; but our object being to obtain the shortest
possible route across the continent, and the lino that would
sei ve the largest extent of country, we deli berately chose
the lino we did, foin Rat Portage across to Selkirk, offering
immediate opportunity for the navigation ofLake Winnipeg.
We did not know very much about the country, except what
information we got from two or three parties that had gone
from Hludson's Bay to Winnipeg, or from Lake Winnipeg to
Hudson's Bay ; but we do know that there is a very large
extent of valuable land, and merchantable timber
around that lake, so that we could obtain ties
and other timber for all purposes in almost unlimited
quantities; and we could not, viewing the public interest as
we did, neglect the interests represented by those quantities
of timber and other materials available for building, and for
shipbuilding, and other industries of that kind. Where
the road now crosses, if it should be continued from Selkirk,
and no crossing afforded there-if it should, in other words,
be taken in a straight lino from some point eastward from
Winnipeg, we shall not be able to obtain the navigation.of
the river without immense cost. We knew that the rapids
between Winnipeg and Selkirk at low water afforded
only two feet of water and it was with great
difficulty some of our rails could be taken down
and others had to be kept over until the road was built from
Selkirk to Winnipeg. Where we made the terminus, there
was some facility for reaching the great stretch of water
navigation to the north. We had this further induceIent
to select that point: that the Saskatchewan River falis into
Lake Winnipeg, and as the Grand Rapida are comparatively
short, means of transit would not be exponsive there, which
would open the navigation of the Saskatchewan River,
north and south, as auxiliary to the operation of the
railway further south. Ali this presented itself tos
when discussing the lino on which we shall ultim=tlYL
the railway, and while I have no objection whatever to of'er
to the lino that has been •adopted by the Syndicate, from
Winnipeg westward, I am stil of opiion that the nQrther"
lino would have been the 'more advantageus one
for the country, and would have afforded every advantag
which the south-west lins »owaffpds. Tb * $ M De
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of the Interior, my former colleague, has been attacked
repeatedly for his extravagance in connection with the
sebeme for promoting colonization roads. I think, however,
if I rernember rightly, that the hon. Minister of Railways
agreed with him that the scheme was a wise one. In the
first place, it must be remembered that that scheme was
brought down solely for the purpose of discussion, without
any intention of passing it that iession. I do not think that
either the Government as a whole were committed to it in
any formal way whatever. We would be committed to it, as a
matter of conrse, if we brought it before the House as a matter
to be carried; but like some other measures which hon, gentle-
men opposite have laid before the House, for instance the
Bill on Elections and the Supreme Court Bill, and several
other measures brought down avowedly for the purpose of
discussion, it was laid before the House without the slightest
intention of having it carried through this flouse. When
the hon. gentleman insinuates, as ho did yesterday, lie only
shows how entirely unacquainted he is with the policy of the
Liberal party in Ontario. He does not appear to know that
twenty-five years ago great efforts were made by the
Liberal party in the west-in fact, it was a plank in their
political platform to obtain possession of that country. We
became aware, through the efforts of Mr. Isbester and others
who were thoroughly acquainted with the Red River set-
tlement, of the vast extent of domain which could be peopled
in that country, and our efforts were unremitting to obtain
possession of it out of the hands of the monopolists who held
it as a barren waste. When the railway question first came
up our only consideration was not whether it was wi-e to
build the railway, but whether we were not premature in
going to such an enormous expense for the pipose of
obtaining it in a given time. As the hon. member lor West
]Durham remarked, last night, no one ever opposed the
building of those sections that led into the prairie country,
and we lost no time in obtaining access through the United
States in advance, by six or seven years, of any possible
access through our own country. Instead of depreciating
the value of the road, no one more highly appreciated it
than we; but, on the other hand, we had to consider the
interests of other sections of the country - whether
it was wise to incur an expenditure of $120,000,000
for the the purpose of constructing the road within
a certain given, very short, and -wholly inadequate
time. It was our discussions in relation to the limitation
which could alone justify the hon. gentleman in imagining
that we had the slightest hostile feeling towards the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway as a scheme. I did not believe thon,
and do not now, that it was wise to incur such a heavy
expense to get beyond the prairie country. Of what
earthly benefit will it be to a large portion of British
Columbia, except the small strip that it passes through, no
one can say. As for the scheme the hon. gentleman has
for Asiatie travel, ho reads Mr. Sandford Fleming's notes of
last year as to distance, and it is gratifying to know it is
the shortest road across, and it is gratifying to know, also,
that by steaming up the coast and taking a slight circle, we
are nearer Yokohama and the other places than San Fran-
Cisco. But the question still romains to be decided whether
the traffic from these countries can be profitably carried
over the road or not. I hope it may be, and it should be
tried. But, on the one hand, our scheme, if carried out,
would have enabled us to have the road opened quite as
soon to the prairie country as the hon. gentleman has
succeeded in doing it; while, on the other hand, our
colonization scheme, or something like the one submitted to
the Hlouse in 1818, would ensure settlement and the building
Of the railway through the prairie country not visited by
Our own great national lino. The hon. gentleman referred
last niglit to the terms of the Act of 1874. He said that
We had ne reason to complain of if they took 25,000,000
acres when we proposed to take 54,000,000 acres. Now, Sir,

we did not propose to take 54,000,000 acre, we proposed to
take 20,000 acres per mile. The mileage was uncertain, but
was generally supposed to be about 2,500 miles, and to
reach the same figure that hon. gentlemen opposite had in
their Bill of 1871 too. Their proposal was to take 50,000,000
acres of land and $30,000,000. Our proposal was to take
$10,000 per mile and 20,000 acres of land, but our land was
to be taken in a very different process from that in which
the hon. gentleman has taken his land. The hon. gentle-
men in their scheme have provided that the Myndicate shall
get the very best land to be found in the North-West. That
is practically, in a few words, the scheme of the hon.gentle-
men, and it is doubtful if they do not own the lands there
also. Our policy was this:

" That a quantity of land not exceeding 20,000 acres for each mile of
the section or sub-section contracted for, shall be appropriated in alter-
nate sections of twenty miles each along the line of the said railway or
at a convenient distance therefrom, eacn section having a frontage of
not less than three miles.nor more than six miles on the line of the said
railway, and that two thirds of the quantity of land so appropriated
shall be sold by the Government at such prices as may be from time to
time agreed upon between the Governor in Council and the contrac-
tors, and the proceeds thereof accounted for and paid half yearly to the
contractors free from any charge of action or management,-the
remaining third to be conveyed to the contractors. The said lands to
be of fair average quality, and not to include any land already granted
or occupied under any patent, licence of occupation or pre-emption
right, and when a sufficient quantity cannot be found in the immediate
vicinity of the railway, then the same quantity, or as much as may be
required to complete such quantity, shall be appropriated at such other
places as may be determined by the Governor in Council."

This, Sir, made it incumbent upon the contractors, whoever
they should be, to have the line which we owned in
British Columbia, made it incumbent upon them, if we
succeeded in obtaining the land from the Government of
Ontario, east of the boundary line near Rat Portage, to take
the land there also. We applied, in fact, as a Government,
to the Government of Ontario to give us the land required
to fulflil this section in their territory. Our request was
not granted, and we thought that as the road was to be
built through that portion of Ontario, the land might pos-
sibly be given us by the Government of Ontario in return
for whatever advantages it might derive from the building
of the road. They, however, took another view of it, and
we did not receive the land. Now, the hon. gentleman is
aware that at the time the contract, was made with the
Syndicate, there was under contract or built from Selkirk to
Fort William, 1,410 miles-I am not sure now as to the
mileage, but it is about that. From Selkirk to Pembina,
eighty-three miles; from Kamloops to Emory's Bar,
127 miles, and ninety miles from Emory's Bar to
Fort Moody, or a mileage altogether of 710 miles,
assuming the entire mileage to be 2;650, leaving
1,823 miles, 20,000 acres per mile for which
would amount to 38,460,000 acres. Well, that is for all
classes of lands a fair average of the quality of the country
it passes through. Now, in the prairie region, extending a
distance say of 1,000 miles in rough numbers, the quantity
would be, of course, just about one-half, or 19,000,000 acres
in the prairie country, and the same quantity will be
obtained in the rough or wooded country. This will show
a very different result indeed, as to expenditure, from what
has been presented in the scheme the Government ulti-
mately adopted. Now, Sir, with regard to that scheme I
have a very few words to say. I do not desire to enter
upon the general discussion, but I have to say this: the hon.
gentleman knows very well that they had no right to enter
upon that contract at the time he did. They had not asked
for tenders in any way, except indeed, as the hon. gentle-
man told us, that they got their leader in a stump speech to
say they had been conferring with some parties. Even ho
did not in that speech invite tenders from any parties, nor
did he intimate that any new policy had been decided upon
or any new departure had taken place. The law strictly
prohibited giving out any contract without publicly asking
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for tenders. Now, no one would object to any small
works being undertaken for which a necessity suddenly
sprung up, without compliance with this condition.
It is a different matter altogether from the present case.
The hon. gentleman says also that we asked for tenders,
and that the tender, as I understand him to say, from
Messrs. Stephens & Co. might be called-he did not say it
was-a response to that invitation for tenders. Now, Sir,
we had named a period in our advertisement within which
we would receive tenders, and I recollect asking the hon.
gentleman after he came into office whether he had
received any tenders after that time. His reply was
that one tender bad been received, but of such a nature that
made its consideration useless or inadvisable. The asking
for tenders was therefore entirely closed, and the policy was
evidently reached by a more understanding, which the
hon. gentleman afterwards followed out. In 1880, there was
a policy laid down of setting aside 100,000,000 acres for
that purpose. They went to England ; they utterly failed
to attract the least notice there. The hon. gentleman
should have remembered that last night, when he spoke of
our failure to obtain any notice to our advertisement in
England, the hon. gentleman made quite as signal a
failure. The fact is that the project is one which required
a good deal of time and a great deal of advertising, to
bring it fairly under the notice of the class of financial con-
tractors who were likely to undertake a work of that kind.
Hon. gentlemen opposite proceeded on precisely the same
course. When they came back, after announcing their
great success, they were obliged to confess an utter failure
in 1880. In 1881, when the House met again, it turned out
they had received some offers before leaving Canada, which
they appeared to have rejected. That is my inference
from what has been stated. After going too long, they
failed to obtain any proposal good, bad or indifferent, or if
they did they have denied it and hidden the fact from the
public. On returning to Çanada, hon, gentlemen opposite
were obliged to throw themselves into the arms of those
gentlemen called the Syndicate. If any gentlemen were to
obtain a good thing at the hands of the Government, I have
no objection to these gentlemen obtaining it. I am not like
the hon. member for Ottawa who said the only thing he
regretted was that such a good thing should have
gone into the hands of gentlemen opposed to the Govern-
ment. I have no feeling of that kind, I believe they are
all good men and true, and I was delighted to hear the hon.
the First Minister one night, and the hot . the Minister of i
Railways another night, pronouncing eulogisms upon
Duncan McIntyre and Donald A. Smith. It shows the hon.
gentlemen are of au appreciative and forgiving disposition.
It is to be hoped that Mr. MeIntyre and fr. Smith will
appreciate the kind references made to them. Time was
when it was different, but perhaps it will be well that I
should not further enter into this matter, because I desire
to discuss the railway question on its merits. I cannot,
however, avoid referring to those matters, because the hon.
the Minister of Railways tempts me to doso by his declara-
tion, last night, that everything done wisely and properly
about the railway was done by himself, and everything done
unwisely was done by his opponents. I might, although I
do not intend to do so, discuss at very great length
many matters connected with the history of the
Pacifie Railway. I have ouly to say this, and it
is all I intend to say, that the past record and
history of the Liberal party in connection with this great
work is one to which we eau refer with every feeling of
satisfaction, for we tried to do our duty to the country, and
if hon. gentlemen opposite can say as much respecting
every step they have taken, I have nothing further to say.
But I protest against the course that has been pursued by
the hon. Minister of Railways in belittling the efforts of his
political opponents, in a scheme which bas given so much
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trouble and difficulty to the Government, abstractedly
speaking, not to my own Government or Administration
but to any Government in prosecuting a work of this kindI do not think in any of my annual statements whenMinister, that I ever gave any occasion to the hon. gentie.
man to refer to myself as having taken credit for every-
thing that had been rightly done, after denouncing every-
thing that had been done by my opponents. If I hadbelieved in such a course, I should have changed the whole
course of proceeding the moment I took office; I should
have adopted the hon. gentleman's plan in other respects
and have obtained men in whom I had more confidence to
conduct the work connected with the railway, and to
have proposed the changes which were inevitably
to be made. The hon. Minister of Railways has
stated that within a year, more than 900 miles of railway
will be either built or nearly built, and that when he came
into office not one mile was built. We had under contract
at the time hon. gentlemen opposite acceded to office, 228
miles between Fort William and Selkirk, 83 miles were half
or actually finished from there to Pembina, constituting
together something over 311 miles. At the present time
no more of the line is built, except 16 L miles constructed
by the Syndicate. Hon. gentlemen opposite complain of
our expenditure on location. We spent 8500,000 and every
inch of the road was taken up and moved some miles to the
south. On leaving office we had nearly half of the distance
of which the hon. gentleman is now able to boast of now as
being constructed or nearly constructed, and yet the hon.
gentleman desires to take credit for the whole work. I
intended to refer to some other matters, but with every
desire to proceed, I find my voice bas failed me, and I must
defer any further observations3 to some future occasion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In reply to a question asked
by the hon. gentleman, I beg to say that the sharpest curve
is one of 700 feet radius, and that trains eau travel over it
at a speed of 40 miles per hour,

Mr. DAWSON. I think it will be generally admitted
that it is highly desirable, if a shorter route can be
found from Moose Jaw Creek to the Pacifie coast,
that it should be adopted. It is very much to be regretted
that the energetie and practical men who now have the
Canadian Pacific Railway in hand had not had contro of
it sooner. If such had been the case, a great saving in dis-
tance between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg would have been
effected. A survey was made from Thunder Bay to
Sturgeon Falls, at the head of Rainy Lake, and the line
was favorably reported on by the engineers. As to the
crossing of the Lake of the Woods it was quite practicable.
It is true that in order to condemn that crossing sevel'al
islands were spirited away, but even that was not enough.
An engineer was set to draw a plan of a tremendous bridge
which the opponents of the route said would be necessarY
at that place, and its cost was put at $1,000,000, and in this
way the line which should obviously bave been followed
was set aside. However, engineers quite as reliable as those
who constructed that enormous bridge, drew a plan of
another bridge, showing that this spot could have been
bridged at a very moderate outlay, and the savifg in
distance from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, without going to
Selkirk, would have been no less thari thirty-five
miles, making every allowance for curvatures. That
is a very important saving in distance-a distance which
would have been saved for all time; and I believe the
original cost would have been reduced by millions, becailse,
for one thing, the great swamp to which the hon. gentleman
has alluded and in which a large amount of capital has
been swallowed up, would have been avoided. I have ne
desire to reflect upon the management of previous days; i
am perfectly willing to concede that everything was doe
with the best intention; but it is very much to be regrette
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that the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) had not
had time to go over the ground. Had the hon. gentleman,
with his practical knowledge and his acquaintance with
railway matters, had an opportunity of going
througb the country, I believe the result would
have been very different; we would have had a much
shorter lino between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg, but
unfortunately the thing has been done and it cannot now
be helped. The hon. member for Lambton, in speaking of
Nepigon and Thunder Bay, said he moved the terminus to
Thunder Bay because he thought it was a botter and more
convenient place and possessed more advantages. The hon.

entleman is perfectly right. Nepigon Bay romains frozen
or a very long period in spring, while Thunder Bay opens

early. I will not now refer to the question of the Kaminis-
tiquia or Prince Arthur's Landing as harbors, as that matter
bas been very much discussed before. All I can say is tbat
if the line as originally laid down and contemplated
to Sturgeon Falls had been followed, taking advantage of
the water navigation between that place and the Lake
of the Woods in the meantime, 20,000 people who have
gone to Minnesota would have now been in Manitoba.
The lino would have been open much earlier, and it
would have been possible to pass through immigrants,
and we would not have lost the immense number of
valuable settlers who, because they were compelled to
pass through Minnesota and saw beautiful and fertile
land in that State, were attracted to settle there.
There is one very remarkable circumstance in connection
with al] these old surveys and explorations, and that is, that
the practical men who now control the Pacifie Railway
have not adopted one single yard of these expensive lines,
but have laid out lines for themselves which are very rnuch
botter than thQse formerly selected. In regard to the
change of the location of the Pacifie Railway from Callander
Station westward, I think it is a very important thing
for that portion of the country which I have the honor to
represent that the Company have decided to keep near the
shores of Lake Huron and Lake Superior. For 600 miles
the lino will pass within easy distance of the shore, and the
result will be that every river valley along that immense
distance will be opened up for settlement. It has long
been believed that this great region, bordering on the great
lakes, known as Algoma, was barren and rocky and unfit
for settlement ; but recent events have shown that this is
not the case. The fact is, there are very large areas in
Algoma which are fit for settlement, and they are being
rapidly occupied. The Census of 1871 showed a population
Of 7,018 in the whole district, more than half of whom were
Indians, while the last Census has shown a population of
close on 21,000 in Algoma proper-I mean Algoma south
of the height of land. That is a very large increase in ten
years, but I believe it is only the beginning of what we shal
see in the future. With this railway passing along the
coast and opening up every river valley, the large areas
of agricultural land and the minerals which abound in that
extensive district, including iron, copper, silver, lead, and I
believe gold, will all be developed. The progress of set-
tlement has been very much retarded of late for the want
Of roads. I received a number of petitions this winter from
the people on the Island of Manitoulin, complaining that
the mails were delayed and very irregular. These I sent in
to the Government. But how is it possible to have the
mail matter of 12,000 people, amounting to over half a ton a
Week, delivered regularly when there are no roads, not even
between Parry Sound and the shore opposite Manitoulin
Island, and the mails have to be carried on men's backs or in
dog sleighs, as they used to be years ago. This difficulty,
however, will be overcome by this railway, and we shall
SOOn see that this very much abused district of Algoma is
fittOd to support a very large population. I remember six
or seven years ago reai.ng an article in a prominent news-

paper published in Toronto which called attention to the
f.1et that wheat had actually been grown on the north coast
of Lake Huron. Why, there is not a botter country in the
world for wheat growing than the north coast of Lake Huron;
the climate is quite as good or a great deal botter than the
climate of the North-West Territorics, where population is
now pouring in. I merely mention this to show that this
change of route of the Pacifie Rail way, the cost of which
will be borne by the lands of the North-West and will not
be a burden on Ontario, will have the result of opening up
that magnificent country for settlement.

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, it is with
reluctance that I rise to prolong the present debate. Had
the hon. Minister of Railways chosen to confine himself, as
he very well might, and I think wisely had done at this
stage of the Session, to an explanation of bis policy and his
proceedings with respect to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
but a short discussion need have taken place; bu- that hon.
gentleman, for reasons best known to himself, choso to incor-
porate with bis statement a series of attacks upon a very
considerable number of the Opposition, and among others
ho chose to draw attention to certain statements made
by me in my capacity of Finance Minister in former vears,
and also to draw attention to a motion whicli I had the
honor to put in your hands about a year ago. Sir, the
whole object of that hon. gentleman was clear enough ;
ho wanted, by a series of .misrepresentations-the public
having probably forgotten to a very great extent the
circumstances of our connection with the Pacifie Railway,
and fortunately for that hon. gentleman and bis colleagues,
having also apparently forgotten some of the circumstances
of their early connection with the Parific Railway-his
desire was, I say, to misrepresent our action with respect
to that great work to the utmost of bis power. Now, Sir,
as my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Blake) and my hon.
friend from Lambton have most truly said, there is
no party, there never was a party, in this country
who have more right to say than the Reform party of
Canada, that for generations back, long before that hon.
gentleman knew anything or was in any way connected
with the politics of the country, it was the object and the
earnest desire not merely of the leaders, but of the whole
Liberal party, to obtain ihe control of that great region and
throw it open to settlement. For many years the
Reform party had seen with great regret that numbers
of the people were seeking homes in the United States;
and of all men, living or dead, no man deserves the
thanks of the country, more than the late Hon.
George Brown for the steady and persistent energy
and eloquence with which ho, not merely through
the great organ of public opinion ho controlled, but by
word of mouth, and in bis place, both inside and out of
this House, directed continually the attention of men of all
ranks and classes in Canada to the value of that prairie
region and of the extreme desirability cf obtaining it.
And if I were to believe the hon. member for Halton (Mr.
McDougall) -whom I do not see in his place-it was w:th the
greatest difficulty, ho says, that ho succeeded in spurring up
his negligent colleagues to take any stops for acquiring that
property. Why, to quote from memory from that valuable
tract which the bon. gentleman on bis return from the
North-West composed, but which is not, unfortunately, as
easy of access as I could wish, I think his words were these:
That on the day when the Government of Canada consum-
nated the folly, ho called it, of throwing eight millions of
dollars into the sea in connection with the Intercolonial
Railway, ho moved a resolution in the Council binding the
Government to make or take the necessary stops for securing
the North-West Territory. And after, at the instigation of
that gentleman, as he states, the Government were stirred
up to take those steps, and bad succoeded in obtaining the
cession, so far as the Hudson's Bay Company could give it,
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of our territory. I should like to know who were the men
who mismanaged our affairs in such a way as to cause
what ought to have been a friendly exchange to be
one stained with bloodshed and rebellion. I say
that those hon. gentlemen from the time they took
possession of that territory till they left office in 1873 had
this claim to our consideration; that they blundered at
every imaginable point in connection with the North-West
Territory, and blundered not least, but most of ail, in that
mort absurd bargain which they made in 1871 whereby they
bound themselves to the hrpeless project of constructing a
railroad across the continent by 18il The members of the
Liberal party never in the slightest degree opposed-and
the hon. gentleman knows it well-any expenditure in the
slightest degree within the means of the people of Canada
for the purpose of opening up communication with the
North-West. What they did oppose was the blundering of
hon. gentlemen opposite, the trifling with the resources
of Canada, and the wantonly throwing away of many
millions for objects and purposes in no degree connected
with the opening up of the North West Territory. And it
was from the effect of those blunders, of that nismanage-
ment, 'of that legacy of trouble and mistakes
which those hon. gentlemen have left behind
them, that my hon. friend beside me found himself
very greatly embarrassed in dealing with that question, was
obliged to make concessions, which, as he stated at the
time, were made simply and solely, because we were
ob!iged by the conduet of those hon. gentlemen to make
them, although we knew they werc straining and over-
burdening the resources of the country intlerably. I fear
those hon, gentlemen are blundering still as badly as ever
before. Tbey succeeded in doing nothing for the opcning
of the North-West, beyond what my hon. friend had done,
for three years after they had taken- office. Nothing was
done by them. Ail that they have done, as my hon. friend
has truly said, was to carry out certain contracts which he
had made, was to perform certain portions of work which
he had already set on foot. But they have done much to
throw away ail the good fruits which were ready to drop
into the lap of the people of Canada. They have suc-
cseded in most needlessly creating new monopolies,
having very bur-densome privileges to be paid for
at the cost and expense of the people of Caînada.
They have fiung away deliberately, openly in the face of
this House, in the face of the country, many millions of
acres of the most valuable land and many millions of the
people's money, and have doue that when there were many
-with ail respect to my friends of the Syndicate-as capable,
as ready to do all that would have been of the slightest
vaine to the people of Canada that these gentlemen are
doing. In addition, they have, besides creating those mono-
polies, besides granting those exemptions, besides throwing
away ail the money and land I have spoken of, further
enormously impeded the proper settlement and
development of the North-West by their outrageous
fiscal policy, which adds enormously to the cost of ail the
articles required by settlers whether from Old Canada
or from the Old World. What they have done bas
been purely mischievous. The resources of the country
are so great, that I believe they will largely over-
come the mischievous fruits of their policy. But
although I believe the Syndicate have pushed their works
with vigor, and so far are doing good work, the hon.
Mifinister of Railways and his colleagues have done
literally nothing. AIl they did was to lay down a certain
number of muiles of road, so badly located and constructed
that the only thing to be done by the Syndicate was to pull
up the rails and alter the location at the cost of many
hundr. d of thousands of dollars to the people of this coun-
try. I believe the course of their policy in a very few
years #ill not eêrely prove the wisdom and foresight dis-
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played by the Opposition in resisting it last year, but that
it will provide troubles for coming generations, of the most
serious kind. As soon as Manitoba becomes frlled up, as
soon as the people begin to feel what sort of à yoke these
gentlemen have subjected them to, either those restrictions
will have to be removed, or the people of Canada will, in
all human probability, lose the North-West for which such
sacrifices are being made. And if the people of Canada,
being warned, do not heed that warning, and exert them.
selves to break down those monopolies, to get rid of those
ehains which they never ought to have allowed to be
imposed-and to do them justice they were impósed behind
their backs-because those things were done without the
slightest knowledge of the people, no man at the last
elections ever dreamt that such terms would be granted the
Syndicate. If the people of Canada do not do that they
will deserve to lose the North-West by reason of apathy,
and supineness and indifference to the commonest principles
of liberty and freedon. I would like to know who it was
that made approach to the North-West country possible?
To whom are we indebted for the possibility of that progress
which, I rejoice to see, is going on from one end of the
North-West to the other ? There were two persons who,
by dint of their energy and determination did a very
great deal, did as much as individuals could, to make access
to the North-West possible, and thereby to enable all
this tide of immigration to flow into it. One of these
gentlemen is my hon. friend the member for Lambton.
Through good report and ill-report, at a time when the
state of our finances might well have excused him for
hesitation-and, as I said before, there was no man in a
better position to know than I myself. I can bear witness
that my bon. friend never flinched, never hesitated, but
always in Council, in Parliament and elsewhere, avowed bis
determination, so long as Canada was able to find the means
to do it, to go on and open up that country. He expended,
as the House knows, many millions in the early constrnc-
tion of the road, from Thunder Bay to Selkirk, which
is one necessary avenue of approach to that country,
and he did it in spite of many severe attacks,
which, if not made by the hon. gentleman immediately
opposite, were made by many of his followers. We
have not forgotten that my hon. friend was often
told, and I think by a member of this Governmnent, that
he had no business t- expend public money in attempting
to construct a road of 400 miles through that region.
The other gentleman was a man who is now engaged
in carrying on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, my friend
Mr. Donald Smith. It was largely due to bis energy
and enterprise that communication with the American
system of railways was obtained. I need not tell the
House what sort of a reception that bon. gentlemen's
efforts met with two or three years ago, from the hon.
Minister of Railways and bis colleagues, and the opposition
which was made to the proposition to give him and bis
friends a short lease of the Pembina branch, which was a
necessary portion, no doubt, of the railway scheme they
were then engaged in carrying through. Need I remind
the House of the torrent of abuse that was more than once
poured on the devoted head of that hon. gentleman by the
very men who are now, in their own despair, obliged to
crouch as supplicants before them, in order to get them to
relieve the Government of the consequences of their own
incapacity. These gentlemen dare to talk to us of tenders.
Was there a man in Canada, in England, la
the whole civilized world, who ever dreamt
that it would be possible in the year 188, t
find a Government so blind and deaf te aIl th
lessons of civilization and to the knowledge Of everything
that had been passing on the other side of the border, as o
deliberately propose to put a country omprising, o-h
of a continent under the absotf p-wor mid under1tha9b
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lute control of a railwary corporation. Well might my hoa. purehased at Winnipeg for $30 or 840. In other words, in
friend,ssy that no man ever dreamt until these resolutions an open market, the right to take land in a favorable posi-
were laid on the Table of the House, that a Government tion in that Province, was then only worth 25 cents, and no
could be found so insane or a Parliament so lost to all con- doubt would have continued to be worth only that but for
siderations of constitutional propriety as to sanction a the exertions of my bon. friend Mr. Smith and his friends
monopoly of twenty years over a country extending from in opening up communication with that county.
Lake Superior to the Pacific Ocean. If that be true, and no My hon. friend from West Durham showed clearly eriongh
Mn can contradict what I say, if it be the simple fact that that in that amendment which I moved, and of which the
such privileges, monopolies, exemptions from taxations, not hon. gentleman complained, not one word had been said,
to say suchl large sums of money and grants of land were not one expression had been used, which was not based on
given to this corporation, as had never been dreamt of by the caloulations submitted formally to the House by the
any man, until that contract had been laid on the Table, hon. the Minister of the Interior, the hon. gentleman's own
how can that hon. gentleman say that fair competition was colleague. There is no doubt the calculation I submitted
asked for, that fair tenders were asked for, that capitalists did involve a very large arnount of money, that it did show
of Europe or America knew anything whatever of what we were squandering a great amount of public money and
the hon. gentleman was going to do. The thing means in the contract which we were making with that
was done in a hole-and-corner manner, and the Company. But, Sir, that was those hon. gentleman's
hon. gentlemen have to thank themselves, if acting own estimate; the cost of the railway was taken from the
thus behind our backs without the knowledge statement made by the hon. Minister of Railways himself;
of their moat trusted friends, their motives have been the value of the lands, which I do not believe to be au
suspected and probably will continue to be suspected. I exaggerated estimate, was taken from the statement of the
must proceed to make a remark or two on the absurd fallacy hon. Miinister of the Interior himself. What right, then,
which underlies the statements, not merely of the hon. has the hon. gentleman to say that I spoke in a jevil-may-
gentleman, but of his followers throughout the country. care manner on a devii-may-careresolution-unless, indeed,
They talk of us as if things were in precisely the some posi- in copying the statement of th rse hon. gentlemen, I had
tion in 1880 as they were in 1872-73-74. They pretend to come into unpleasant proximity to the gentleman he refers
say that because the railway can be built now, it could have to ? Then the hon. gentleman declares that as Minister of
been equally built ten years ago. That is simply an absurd Finance I had again and again spoken disparagingly
fallacy. The whole position of things is altered from the of the railway, spoken disparagingly of the North-West,
bottom up. What was our position in 1874? It was this: that I had enormously over-estimated the cost of that road.
That there was no practical communication whatever with Now, Sir, I defy the hon. gentleman to show that 1 spoke
that count:y ; the nearest American railway did not go disparagingly of the North-West country. I will tell him
within 100 or 150 miles of the Canadian frontier and what I have done: I have spoken again and again-I pro-
there was no possibility of bringing iF goods except at an bably will speak again and again-very disparagiagly of the
enormous expense to our own country. Tho hon. gentle- estimate of men calling themselvos statosmen to agree to
man knows how enormously such a state of things would build a road of 3,000 miles through a country of which not
have increased the cost of that railway had it been one foot had been surveyed, within a poriod of ten years.
then built. Besides that, and wholly apart from But no man ever heard me say a word in disparagement of
the great depression in North America which that great and fertile North-West, upon which, Sir, I look
then existed, and which had necessarily an enormous quite as eagerly and quite as often as the hon. gentleman,
influence on the minds of people on the other side of the as the home of the populations which are swarming away
Atlantic, the gpecial blunder, mal-administration and inca- from Ontario. It is perfectly true, and 1 dict tell the flouse,
pacity displayed by those gentlemen in dealing with the and I now repeat the statement, that had we, in 1874, under
lRed River country, produced an armed rebellion that the circumstances I have related, without uny means of
caused the death of some of our subjects, and which, no communication or approach to that country, gone on and
doubt, created a very unfavorable impression in the minds constructed that railway in a period of seven years, it
of many against the North-West Territory. The very first would have cost every penny of $150,000,000, if it had been
task, therefore, that fell to the lot of the hon. member for decently built. 1 repeat that statement. I say there is no
Lambton was to get rid of the burning embers which those earthly doubt about it, and what is more, I call the atten-
men had left behind them, and to produce, as he did succeed tion of the House to it. I was speaking at the time of a
in producing, peace, order and quietness in the North-West road such as those hon. gentlemen proposed to construct
Territory. Moreover, allow me to recall to the recollection which inclules an enormously extensive piece of railway
of the House that in 1874, 1875, 1876-certainly for twoor along Vancouver Island down Esquimault in British Colum-
three years-there was a very serious infliction in a large bia-that was their bargain, and that would have added
part of the North-West in the shape of the grass-hopper about $30,000,000 according to the statement of Mr.
Plague, which destroyed the harvest of the settlers, and on Sandford Fleming.
two Or three occasions we were obliged to bring down Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman must be
grants of money in aid of the settlers, and if you con- aware that he bas himself passed a Minute of Council and
sider the effects of these influences, the lack of sent it to the Imperial Government, declaring that it was
communication, the fact that the rebellion had been but re- not under an obligation incurred by the previous Govern.
centlysuppressed,the grass.hopper plague,and the great com- ment to construct the road on Vancouver Island.
maercial depression al over the continent of North America, Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am speaking ofand you will see that the wonder is, not that more was not the late Government. The late Government had passed andone, but that my hon. friend's tenacity and perseverance Order in Council fixing Esquimalt as a terminue.enabled him to do the very great deal he did in the time at
his disposal and under the existing circumstances. The, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman passed
hon. getleman talks about the value of the lands at that an Order in Council declaring that the Order in Council that
time, entirely ignoring the fact that its value has increased we passed did not oblige Canada to construct the road on
ten-fold, perhaps ahundred fold since the time it was first pro. Vancouver Island, and denied that any such engagement
Posed to construct the road. It is well known that at the existed.
timeq y hon. friend proposed to give 20,000 acres per mile, Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT, I am not talkiqg
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gentlemen proposed to construct, and as they proposed to
construct it, that is what Ireferred to in my Budget Speech
in 1874, and I now deliberately repeat the statement, that
had that road been completed by 1881, I very greatly doubt
whether $150,000,000 would have covered the cost. I have
very good reason te say so, because in making that state-
ment I am giving the opinion of an eminent engineer
on that subject who had occasion to study it, and
because we have evidence even in so small detail as
the transport of rails to that country before there was
railway communication through the United States,
that the present expenditure would have been neces-
sarily most enormously increased. It is quite possible
that before 1891, that road might be constructed, not
to Esquimault, but to its present terminus, for the sum of
$80,000,000 or $84,000,000, but it was equally true that the
road as it was originally designed and laid out by these
hon. gentlemen would have cost $150,000,040, and I say
that obligation was wholly and entirely beyond the then
resources of Canada. Then, Sir, as to the question of run-
ning that road, the hon, gentleman did not state, as ho
might have stated, and I think ought to have stated, that I
did not presume to give my owri estimate of what the cost
of running sncb a road would be. If ho chooses to look
back to Mr. Sandford Fleming's report on the subject he will
see that at that time that gentleman estimated, under the
conditions which then existed, that it would no doubt be a
very expensive thing to run and keep in running
order if it were completed in 1881, as doubtless it
would have been. Well, Sir, the late Government
saw the absurdity of the position, they saw the
utter impossibility of fulfilling the mad bargain these men
had gone into, and they at once told British Columbia
honestly, they told the British Government honestly, that
the Government of which that hon. gentlemen was a
member had pledged Canada to an impossibility. We said :
" We will do ait titat can fairly be done to redeem the honor
of the country," and we did every thing that could be donc
at the time, more perhaps, than we ought to have done. If
my hon. friend is liable to any charge it is this : That ho
felt himself, perhaps, a little too much bound by the action
of the Government that had preceded him. But I do not
admit ho is liable, I take my full share, and always will
take my full share, of the responsibility of the action of
that Government, and I say that our action in going on
with the Thunder Bay Branch was, as present events
have now shown, wise and well considered. I say
likewise that the action of this Government in
making the arrangement they did, was most unwise and
most foolish, and bas been the source of great troubles, andî
that the present contract is equally unwise and foolish, and
will be the cause of very great trouble and injury to this
country in the future. That, Sir, is what I said, and I say
that we were the men who obtained the indulgence, if
indulgence it can be called-bocause it was after ail, a mere
question of possibilities-to take twenty years which
events have shown was absolutely required to construct
the road. We stated the difficulties fairly and clearly,
so much so that even British Columbia, loth as it
was, had to acquiesce in the justice of the decision, that
twentyyears were required to construct the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to the sea. Then, Sir, the hon. gentleman pro-
ceeded to accuse us of having, contrary to our declarations,
contrary to our pledges and promises to the House and to
the country, added $3,000,000 to the taxation of the country
in order to carry on the work. Well, Sir, what was it we
did ? We found that those hon. gentlemen, after they had
entered into a bargain with British Columbia, had thrown
off about $1,250,000 of taxes. The hon. gentleman said
$2,000,000. I do not think it was as much, but I think they
did remit about $1,250,000 of taxation. We find also that
they had doliberateeynoedlessly and wantonly added a

large amount to the annual expenditure of the eountry
which they were not called upon to do, which had
been done by them of their own proper notion, without
any excuse or necessity eso compelling them. We felt as
honest men that we were bound not to add to the taxation
of the country, but that we were bound to put British
Columbia back in as good a position as she had been in
1871. That we did, and it was for that we added 83,000,000
of taxation-although it did not produce quite $3,000,000.
In so doing, we did our duty and redeemed our pledges, did
ail that Canada was morally bound to do-although I do
not say legally-and that is what the hon. gentleman com-
plains of. Sir, I say that those hon. gentlemen added
81,750,000, or thereabouts, needlessly to the expenditure of
the country, and that they remitted 61,225,000, and before
we could go to British Columbia and fairly say to them:
" We are willing to do what we engaged to do, we are willing
to do what we are morally bound to do, that is, put
you back in as good a position as you were in before."
We were bound to see to it that we had tried to replace
that amount, and that is the entire fact of the
matter as far as regards the increased amount of
taxation imposed. But the hon. gentleman tells
us, in the teeth of the facts stated by the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake), and of the
knowledge of every member of this House who las attended
to the debates, that the Government have provided against
monopolies. Hon. members heard the hon. First Minister
and his followers, the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.White),
and the hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard),
tell the flouse and the people of Canada there was no
fear of monopolies. Why ? Because those clauses merely
affected the land over which the Dominion Parliament had
control, because we had no power and no right to cbeck
the Governments of Ontario and Manitoba, and I say there
is scarcely parliamentary language which will enable me
justly to characterize the conduct of men, especially of a
Minister of the Crown, who will make such statements. I
do not think the iniquity of the railway contract bas a
parallel in civilized times, and you cannot find a parallel
to the statements made by Ministers, and by the First
Minister of the Crown. 1 am aware that the truth and
nothing but the truth is the last thing the hon. gentleman,
who made many allusions to the power in the nether
world in introducing the measure, likes to hear.

Mr. PLUMB. We do not often hear it from the other
side of the House.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Then you must stop
your ears; you must be deaf as well as blind to the signs
of the times. But if the rights of Manitoba are to bo
trampled on, if the rights of Ontario are to be trampled on,
if warnings are to be allowed to pass by as the idle wind,
we stili, according to hon. gentleman opposite, have a
remedy. By the construction of 600 miles of railway, to
Hludson's Bay, those hon. gentlemen propose to relieve the
monopoly they have wantonly and neediessly created. There
is no man in the House and in the country who knows whether
Hudson'sBay navigation is open for three or five months. I
have pressed on the Government, and I take the opportunitY
of pressing again, the desirability of calling upon the British
Government to aid them in settling the question, in
obtaining information which they have not got, which
nobody at the present moment bas got, but which I admit,
viewing the extraordinary state of things which the Gov-
ernment have brought about, it is of great importance to
the people of Canada to obtain. Whether they will take
my advice or not I do not know, but I again call attention
to this, and especially after the declaration of the hon.
Minister of Railways, who points to HIudson's Bay a
the sole means of relieving the monopoly; and I tel
the hon. gentleman that it is his duty and the daty
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of his colleagues to take immediate stops to ascertain,
if they can, whether the navigation of Hudson's Bay is
practicable, as I would fain hope it may be, for four or five
months in the year. I called the attention of the Govern-
ment in the early part of the Session to the subject ; but I
do not suppose, as one of their indepondent supporters s,ays,
they will take any advice from me; neverthoss, I
would again call attention to the fact that very little is
known respecting the navigation of lHudson's Bay, and it
should be an easy matter to arrange with the British Gov-
ernment to employ one or two vessels of the floot in
deciding questions respecting this route. But though
I do not undervalue this route, and though I dosire
that this should be donc, I say this, that at
best no grain can go out of ludson's Bay until
nearly one year after the grain has ripened, and that it wil
be a most inadequate method of relieving the people from
the dangers which threaten them under the present
monopoly. We have seen enough in by-gone days of the
extraordinary misrepresentations in which theli hon. Min-
ister of Railways indulges, but I will venturo to say that,
although lie was a little quieter in his demeanor than usual,
ho never was so thoroughly himself as when, on a lato
occasion, he attempted to show the people and mcm-
bers of this House, some of whom, at ail events,
are cognizant of the facts I have stated, some
of whom must remember those things of which I
bave spoken, that it was due to bis exertions, and
to those of his colleagues, that the North-West bas been
thrown open to settlement and civilization. Once for all I
deny, and that most emphatically, that the hon. gentleman,
so long as the matter continued under his own control,
displayed any energy, activity or skill, in doing anything
for the purpose of opening.up that country. We have the
record of his three years' Administration, and what does it
amount to? Simply to the construction of fifty or sixty
miles of railway, through a prairie section. The bon.
gentleman did absolutely nothing; and yet he attempted,
and his followers cheered him to the echo, to belittle the
hon. member for Lambton, who did all that it was possible
to do to secure an easy approach to the North-West, under
Our own control, and that without being a monopoly for
anybody, whereby would bave been atforded the great
desideratum of cheap freights for thoso who wont to live in
the North- West.

it being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
CANADIAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.

On the Order for the House to go into Committee on Bill
(No. 77) rolating to the Canadian Electrie Light Company,
and to confer certain powers upon the said Company, being
read,

Mr. McDOJGALL. I am instructed to withdraw the
]ill. It is so altered and changed in its character that the
promoters have decided not to proceed with it. I move that
the order b discharged.

Motion agreed to.
THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Com-
Mittee, reported, read the third time and passed: -

Bill (No. 61) to incorporate the Ontario Pacific Railway.
(Mr. Bergin.)
Bill (No. 89) to incorporate the Great Eastern Railway

Company.-(Mr. Massue.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, it was a matter of no little

surprise to me to hear the hon. the Minister of Railways in
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submitting a very small measure te the House-a measure
having for its sole object the changing of the point where
t Can adian Pacfic Raiilway is to pass through the Rocky
Mountains-enter into a discussion of the whole question,
go :gai into the merit of the contract the Government

nîte'ed into with the Syndicate, and discuss in detail the
amendments which hon. gentlemen on tis side of the
Hous'e submitted twelvo nths ago. The hon. gentleman
did not think fit to di cuss those amendments at the timo;
but after cosi(ering thmoi for twelvo months, ho has con-
eluded tha.t it would b well to make some observations
with regard to thei. Now, Sir, why has the bon. gentle-
man adopted this course ? It is perfectly obvious that it is
not because the Government have a great doal of time on
their hands, and do not woll k-now what to do with it. It is
true, they have made very little progross. We have met
here day after day withou t an opportunity of considering
thoe measures which the Government promised at the
beginning of the Session ; we have still Lo have brought
before us some of the most important of thoso measures, and
vet the hon. gentleman occu)ied a largo portion of yester-
day, anïd bas forced hon. gentlemen on this side of
tho flouse to discuss a qnestion that was disposod
of by the vote of this House at the last Session
of Parliament. It is perfectly obvious that the
hon. gentleman secs mischief before him. The hon. gen-
tlemail knows right well that the policy on which the
Governnont have entered is not likely to bear fruits favor-
able to the Administration; ho knows right well that tho
country are already alarmed at the ovils likely to grow
eut of that policy, and that the longer he delays, the greater
the diffieulties of the Governient are likely to becomo.
The hon. gentleman is like Maebeth, who seeing tho ghost
of the murdered Banquo, says: "lD) not shake your gory
lock uat me; do not say that I did it." Bat the hon. gen-
tleman did do it; it was he who forced this policy on
Parliament last year; it was he who refused to give
Parliament the information to which Parliament was
entitled. He bas entered into a discursive discussion
of almost every conceivable topie with which this House
has power to deal, upon a measure consisting of but one
clause. The lion. gentleman, I dare say, has read in the
Arabian Nights Entertainments of the genii who was found
closed up in a keg, and who when set free became a tremen-
dous smoke; but ho did not end in smoke, but assumed the
gigantic proportions of a human form, and was likely to
prove destructive of bis bonofactor. The hon. gentleman
socs the same object before him; ho seos a body of gigantie
proportions,called into existence by the Administration and
the sanction of Parliament at its last Session, and he
secs that this tremendous body is likely to prove disastrous
to its friends. Sir, the hon. gentleman has threatened
the House with a dissolution; ho bas told us
that we on this side of the flouse are very much afraid of a
dissolution. I do not think the hon. gentleman has seen or
heard anything in. the conduct of hon. gentlemen on this
side of the House to warrant him in concluding that we are
afraid of an appeal to the country. There can be no doubt
whatever that if an election had taken place the next day
after the election of 1878, the result would have been
entirely different. The hon. gentleman knows tbat they
succeeded in a great measure because of the over-confidence
of our friends, and if it had been supposed that the Govern-
ment were likely to be defeated there can bo no doubt that
the result would have been different; and the hon. gentleman
knows right well that the Government are not likely to
succeed in an appeal to the country, although they think
their chances of success are botter now than they would
be at a later period. Sir, it is perfectly obvions that if
these hon .gentlemen believed that the country was with
them, and had confidence in their own policy on this and
other questions, they would not have been occupying nearly
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three months after the House met in determining how they Again, in 1858, Lord Russell, in speaking on this saine sub.,
would re-arrange the constituencies in order that they might ject, referred to a speech made by Mr. Disraeli, a short
succeed by the aid of an Act of Parliament in doing that time before at Manchester, in which Disraeli intimated that
which they could not do by a fair and open submission of if Lord Derby's Government were not supported by the
their policy to the people at largo. Sir, they who are con- iCommons, in which it was known they were in a minority
fident of success do not have recourse to such conduct; it Parliament would b dissolved. That was the statement
is because these hon. gentlemen are afraid that they Will attributed to Disraeli as made out of Parliament. In reply,
not succeed that we hear so much of gerrymandering in Lord Russell said:
every part of the country, and that we s;ee seattered about '' It appears that the right hon. gentleman told his constituents that
the floor and the lobbies of Parliament, indications of the if a majority of the House had voted a censure upon Her Majesty's
pressure which bas been brought to bear upon the Ad- Government, they would have to defend their opinions upon the

ministration by their friends in order that they may hustings."
be made secure in the event of an election. WelI, Now , I beg leave to remind the House what hive been the
Sir, I will say that I (o not thinkl that the Govern- miaxims upon this subject, of other statesmen while pos.
ment have any right to a dissolution. I think it would be sssing the confidence of the Crown. They have thought
a gross abuse of the prerogatives of the Crown if they want that when there was a great question depending upon which
a dissolution. I do not hesitate to say it because I find nO satisfactory conclusion could bo obtained in this flouse -

by the British North America Act that the members of this when the House and the Minister of the Crown were
House are elocted to sit five years subject to the exercise of decidedly at variance sueh as was the case upon the great
the prerogative df the Crown when a constitutional reason India Bil of 1784, upon the Reform Bill of 1831, upon tho
for its exercise arises. Let me cali the attention of the question of Froc Trade of 1841-that the solution of any
House-because it is well we should discuss ibis question- such question should ho sought by an appeal to the electors
to the fact that while perfectly ready to go to the eountry,I of the United Kingdom. But it is quite another matter
am not going to be a party, even though certain ofsuccess, where a particular Prime Minister or a particular party
to any such abuse. Yes, I say certain of success. It is not remain in office. And when Sir Robert Peel, in 1846,
more certain that day succeeds night, than that wben a dis- 1 explained his conduct in the louse on resigning office, he
solution does take place the Reform party will sit on the staied that le had declined to propose to or to advise Her
otherside of the House. Thoso hon. gentlemen opposite have Majesty to dis4olve the louse, because it was bis opinion
indicated thoir intention of abusing the prerogative of the; that that was a rnost delicato and sacred prerogative of the
Crown and violating the constitution, by dissolving the Crown, and ougbt not to be exercised for the purpose of any

louse while supported by a majority of the Parliament, individual who migaht be at the head of affairs or for the
before the usual time for which Parliament is elected has purpose of any party. Now, that entirely agrees with my
expired. Let me call attention to the English doctrine on opinion. But there seems to be an opinion acquiring
this question. I will read an extract from the speech of weigýht with the hon. gentleman, whieh I am sorry
Lord John Russell on the resignation of bis Government in to observe, that upon any. occasion he may have
1852. le said: recourse to that which Burke called a penal dissolution,

The same doctrine is laid down by Mr. Gladstone in 1874.
" And then the right hon. gentleman tels me there is a change in the Defeated on the Irish University Bill he resigned his position

opinion I held when [ was i fHer Majesty's Council in which I said-
I would not advise Her Majesty to dissolve the Parliament. There were as Minister. Disraeli was called on to form an administra-
two circumstances at that time, one was that if we had dissolved Par- tion, but declined, and Gladstone rernained in office, but
liament at that time we should have been liable to the objection stated having found a number of clections going against him, and
by Sir Robert Peel in 1846-that it would have been using the preroga- . i n
tive of the Crown. It would have been so understood and represented seeing that ho was unable to carry out bis full policy whk1
in order to maintain a party in power, and thatwas not a legitimate use ho had entored upon in 1868, ho advised a dissolution. Ar.
of th prerogative of the Crown. Sir Robert Peel on the occasion referred Gladstone, in bis address to the electors of Greenwich, said
to by Lord John Russell said-We have advised Her Majesty to accept on
our resignation at once without adopting that alternative to which we that occasion :
might have resorted, namely, recommending to the Crown the exercise "In the month of March last the Government were defeated in their
of its prerogative and the dissolution cf the present Parliament., I do effort to settie upon just and enlarged principles the long disputed
not hesitate to avow, speaking with the frankness which i trust will question of the higliereducation in Ireland, if not by a combined, yet by
offend no one, that if Her Majesty's Government had failed in carrying a concurrent, effort of the leader of the Opposition and by the Roman
in ail their integrity the main features of commercial policy which Catholic prelacy of Ireland. Upon suffering this defeat, the Govern-
it was my duty to recommend, that there is no exertion that I would not ment, according to the practice of our Constitution,placed theirresigna-
have made, no sacrifice that I would have not inured in order to assure tions in the hands of the Sovereign. Her Majesty, in the just and wise
the ultimate success ot these measures, or at anyrfate t o give the country exercise of ber high office, applied to the leader of the Opposition, he,
an opportunity cf pronouncing upon the subject. For such a purpose I however, declaring that he was not prepared with a policy, and could
would have felt justified in advising its dissolution, because I not govern in the existing Parliament, declined to fil1 the void which
think the continuance of doubt and uncertainty on such important he had made. Under thesecircumstances, we thoughtourselvesbotindby
matter would have been a greater evil than the resort toa constitutional loyalty to the Queen not to decline the resumption ofour offices. Butthi5
mode of asserting the opinion of a nation. But there has been fortun- step we took with an avowed reluctance. We feit, that in consequence
ately no necessity for dissolution of Parliament on that ground. Those of what had happened, both the Crown and country were placed at a
who dissented most strongly from our commercial policy drew disadvantage, as it was established that, during the existence ofthe
,al factions in unseemly opposition, and protesting against our measure present Parliament, one party only could govern, and must therefor
they have finally allowed them to pass. Those measures having thus govern with>ut appeaL. We also felt that a precedent had been se,
become the law, I do not feel that we should thuq be justified for any which fast diminished our strength and weakened the general gaarantees
subordinate considerations for the mere interest of the Government or for the responEibility and integrity ot parliamentary opposition. W
party in advising the exerci-es of the prerogative te which i have "Of this diminution of strength we were painfully and sensiby
referred and the dissolution of Parliament. I feel very strongly, that reminded during the Session by the summary and rapid dismÎissal, in the
no administration is justified in advising the exercise of that prerogative House of Lords, of measures which had cost much time and labor te
unless there be a reasonable presumption, a strong moral conviction, the flouse of Commons.
indeed, that after dissolution they would be able to administer the1I "But we remembered that in the years 1868 and 1870, when the mind
affairs of the country through the support of a party sufficiently power- of the countrv was unambiguously expressed, the House of Lords bad,
fui to carry their measure. I do not think a dissolution justifiable for much to its honor, deferred to that expression on matters of great
the purpose of merely strengthening a party. The power of dissolu- moment, and I cannot doubt that it would have continued in thi
tion is a great instrument in the bands cf the Crown; and it course, had the isolated ani less certain, but stillfreqcent and fresh
would have a tendency to blunt the instrument if it were employed indications of public opinion at simple elections continued to be innar-
without grave necessity, if the purpose were merely to enable the coun- mony with the powerful and authentic, butnow more remote, judgaieeî
try do decide whether ministers have been justified in proposing the of 1868.
measures of commercial policy brought forward at the beginning of " This state of things, which was satisfactory at the close Of the msit
the Session. Those measures having passed into law, I da not think Session, and which bas not admitted of remedy by the method oftreosi
that such a purpose alone would be a sufficient ground for a dissolu- nation and a change of Government, has not improved duringthe
tion.". recess especially the latter part of the recess, and the time bas nOW

.Mr. MILLS.
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arrived when the A4ministration, able to anticipate and survey the are going to ask the country to approve of that which the
principal parts and the general character of the work whiclh awaits it, country, if they disapproved of it, have not the power to
bas been called or to consider whether it would reasonably undertake
such work without a fresh access of strength and to frame its advice to reverse. The hon. gentleman referred to the resolution
ler Majesty accordingly. which I submitted last year, and upon which we took the

S The question whether Ministers ought te retaia or to abandon officeoun.se that the
shnuld be decided by a General Election, with the opportunity which it opinienef the louse. The hon, gentleman S .
affords for broad declarations of policy and issues truly national, and twelve months have falsified the statement set out in that
cannot be satisfactorily solved by isolated contests, of whieh the issue resolution; there is one statement I admit,this resolution so
is in a greater degree dependent on close discipline an: fiaished and far as facts are concerned, is wrong in stating. It states:
concentrated organization.

"'For a state of things thus full and casual, we desira to pass to 1' That no line of railway shall be authorized by the Dominion Par-
one in which the nation will have had full opportunity of expres4,g liament or by any new Province to be constructed south of the Canadian
will and choice as between the political parties, The Government of the Pacifie Railway from any point at or near that railway except such as
day whatever it is, will be armed with its just means of anthority both shall run southwards, &c.'"
within and without the Legislature. The Opposition will enjoy the
power, and doubtless will not shrink from the duty of taking offico. The We have found by wiat has since happened that the
iouse of Commons will be reinstated in full possession of Constitu- ex.ception of monopoly in that resolution was a mist&ke, and
tional authority, an:I when it sball see cause to withdraw its confidence
from an Administration, it will not leave the Sovereign without resource." that the Goverrnent has disallowed charters granted by

stc the LegNisiature of MNanitoba, within their constitutienal
Those opinions expressed by three distinguished statesmen deain gil o apntba, pitiwa th i stitutoa
who have been Prime Ministers of England for many years, doemain.t ma1 y say upon that point I was misled by the
are sufficient te show what the constitutional doctrine is. sa his speech.He ig
If the Administration finds it is so weakened that it i in h. e said
unable to carry out its policy, and it has important We know perfectiy welt that it wouid require ail the exertion and

and elives ue ounry wll ustan i onail the skiil and ail the management of the country to make the easternmensures to carry, and believes th country will sustain it o and western sections of this road fuly compensate the and fairy
an appeal to the people, it is entit!ed to advise the Crown te compensate them for their responsibdity and for the expenditure during
dissolve. If, however, it is a mere question of Administra- these ten years. lu order to give tbem a chance, we have provided that
tion, and the opposite party are strong enough to carry on the Dominion Parliament-mind you, the Dominion Parliament;
the Governmnt, it has no right to advise a dissolution not check Otario, we anot check Manitoba -sha, for the firstthe eveu met, t las n rilitte :dvie î disoluion ten years after the construction of the roal, give their own road into
but if some great and important national question has which they are putting s0 much money and so mach land a fair chance
arisen since the last election, and the Government are of existence."
desirous to obtain the opinion of the country upon it, then The right hen. gentleman therefore toM the fouse as
they can dissolve, as, for instance, in such a case as that of explieitly as he could, that he had ne power te disallew an
the contract with the Syndicate last year, which we asked Actcf the Legisiature cf Ontario, or of the Legisiature ef
to be subnitted to the country, but which hon. gentlemen Manitoba on this subjeet. Xhat did the lon. gentleman
refused to consult the country upon. I say it is perfectly mean by that declaration? It was perfectly ebvious liedid
clear from those statements that those hon.gentlemen would net mean us te believe he was geing te exercise the veto
be abusing their constitutional prerogative. if this year they power and disallow Aets cf the Manitoba Legisiature
were to advise a dissolution of Parliament; but I relating te Bailways within thit Province. I say it
do not think that that will be any reason for is obvieus be did net mean us te understand that ho
believing that such advice will not be given. At was geing te advise the exercise of the power -f
every step these hon. gentlemen are prepared to vio- disailowance in the interest cf this Railway Syndicate.
late the principles of the Constitution, as in more than one He teîd us distinctly, ard as explicitly as could
instance they have violated it in reference to this particular be teld, that, this Bili was eue with wbich the Crown bad
measure. It is perfectly true that the hon. member for ne right te interfère. Ho las changed lis view with
Lambton, in 1871, advised a dissolution, but the Parliament regard te the constitutional supervision cf this Government
which he advised the Crown to dissolve was not one elected over the Provincial Legisiatures since we met here last year.
under his auspices, with the view of carrying out the Then I find that the hou. membar for Caîdweli made a
policy he was prepared to submit to the country and upon similar statemeut. He said:
which he asked the opinion cf the country.IlBut wc are toli uow that because ofthefifteenmilesthere neyer eau

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The elections of 1878 were be any other railway into this country. To what docs ths apply?
Simpiy to the territories over which the Dominion Parliament hi*s controt.

not carried under our auspices. There is nothing te prevent Manitoba now, if it biaks proper, granting
a charter for a railway from Winnipeg te the boandary line. At this

Mr. MILLS. More than that the advice to the Crown very moment there is a Company in course of organization ta bud a
for dissolution was proper at that period. We had a state- railway from Winnipeg te West [ynu, on the boundary. And afLer

meutcf ditinuisied ersn i ths cuntr, tat ie im.this agreement le ratifled, thia provision does net take away frem Mani-Menttoa a single riglt it posseses; in fact, tais Parliament could net take
self had carried the elections of twenty-seven members from away those rights. It bas the saie rights as the other Provinces for the
the Province of Quebee, who were elected through corrupt incorporation of railway companies within the houndary cf the Province

itself, and there is nething te prevent the Province of Manitoba fromMeans, for the purpose of giving effect to his wishes and pro-ce
tecting his intcrests. I hold that the facts of that declaration any seathera railway. The only guarautce which this Company has
left no other course open to the Government than to recom- under the contract is that their traffie shah net be tapped far west iu
iend the Crown to dissolve Parliament. But the hon. thcthe prairie section, thus divertiug the traffie away from the lne1 butf mlers is nothing te prevent a railway being hut in Manitoba, wîthin
Minister of Railways tells us that we are going to consult t,'Mtnstr ai was els s hatwear gin tecosut heProvince, that would carry the traffic te any railway that ma> tac 1:
the country to ask it to approve what the Government have frora the American ide. That is the position with respect to this
done with reference to the Canadian Pacific Railway-tomatter."
approve the Syndicate contract, with all the incidents con- Now, Sir, that speech was made after the speech of the
nected with it, and all the consequences which must riglt lon. gentleman, and ne donlt the hon. member
necessarily flow from it. That is the statement of the hon. for Cardwelibased bis contention upon the explicit and
the Minister. Last year, these hon. gentlemen were unwilling emplatie statement made hy the First Minister. We see
to consult the people, they did not believe the people were that the hon. gentleman did this from the statement brought
competent judges ; they had no confidence in the intelli- dewn te Parliament, fromnthc communication made by the
gent opinion of the electors of this country. But after they Syndicate te the Administrationand
have carried their measure,after the mischief has been done, that the Administration las acted upon the assumption that
after it is impossible that what was done can be undone, they eontractcd beforehand with the Syndicate te exorcise
those gentleman are going te, consuit the country. Tley the power f disallowanemearbitrarily antr h akn un onstetu.
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tional way to interfere with the rights and liberties
of the Province of Manitoba. I say that if they had
the power of disallowance, it was a highly improper thing
to enter into a contract with any party to exereilSe that
power on behalf of that party. But I jeny altogether it
was ever contemplated that the power of disaillowance
should be exercised by the Administration with reference to
measures falling within the exclusive domain of the
Provinces of the Dominion. Now, let us look at the state
of things which existed before Confederation. Wbat
was meant by conferring upon tho people of this country
the right of self-government? Was git not that the
Government of England stipulated that they would not
exorcise the power of disallowance upon measures that were
local in their character; that if a mensure passed by the
Local Legislature did not interferc with the policy of the
Empire, did not encroach upon the legislative and govern-
mental powers of the Imperial Parliament, no matter how
objectionable that mensure might be in principle, hie
Government of the United Kingdom would not interfere
with it? Why, Sir, take our Tarift; every one knows that
there is no party in England that approves
of the policy we have adopted in_ tht particular.
There is no party in England who does not
believe that our Tariff policy is a gross violation
of the rights of property. That necessarily flows from the
opinions that are held there upon commercial questions by
men on both sides of politics. But, Sir, has any Adminis-
tration in England ever proposed to disallow our Tariff
legislation because it is contrary to the general policy of the
Empire, because it inteiferes with the rights of properties ?
Not at all; the Local Legislatwes are the guardians of their
own local authority. They are responsible to the people of
the Province, and we are responsible to the people of the Dom-
inion for the proper exorcise of powers that the Constitution
has given us exclusively. Within the exclusive domain of
Local Legislaturos, we have nothing to do, yet we find in this
nwa:suire that contrary to the express declaration
of the Minister to Parliament ho bas advised
the exorcise of the power of disallowance in the
interest of a private corporation and in the fulfilment of a
private contract. Sir, the bon. Minister of Railways cen-
sured the action ofthe former Administration with reference
to the location of this lino. He says that Selkirk is not the
proper point, that the route might have been shortened by
being built directly to Winnipeg. The hon. member for
Lambton has stated that in going to Selkirk he was going
to a point favorable.for the crossing of the river, going to a
point where the lake navigation terminates, and a point at
which the railway would bo brought into contact
with the wbole navigation of Lake Winnipeg and
of the Saskatchewan River. Sir, there are some
matters connected with tbis Railway Bill that it
was highly proper the bon, gentleman should bave
explained to the House. The hon. gentleman devoted four
bours to the discussion of matters which are not in this
Bill, which are not germane to the Bill, but refert ing to the
debates which took place in the Session last vear when this
contract was before Parliament, referring t the policy of
an Administration several years -,go; but the bon. gentle-
man never informed the House as to the position in which
those sections of the road completed from Winnipeg west-
ward stand at this moment. The hon. gentleman commenced
railway construction, and he built some 100 miles from Win-
nipeg westward. The rails had to be laid on the ice, and a
train, until a recent period, was frozon in the ice and stayed
there during the whole winter, rendering it impossible
that the line could be used. Now, how was it the bon gen-
tleman located the road so badly that the Syndicate would
sooner abandon the line than to use it; and how was it that
the Syndicate preferred the construction of another line to
the acceptance of one the Government built ? IHave the
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Syndicate paid for this line, or has the Governmentpaid the
money independent of the Syndicate ? What is the position
of theso contractors for the 100 miles still further west?
We know that when we met here, last year, there were 200
miles of this under contract. We know that 100 miles of
the lino so let were not touched by the contractors,
and they were ordered not to proceed witb the work. Weill
those contractors, no doubt, will ask for compensation ?
What are their laims? ilave the Syndicate agreed to com-
pensateýthem, or have the Syndicate refused compensation
to these mon, and are they to be paid for the damages tbey
have sustained, out of the public Treasury? I say we aie
entitled to information on that subject, but up to this
moment the hon. gentleman, although ho has spoken for
four hours in discussing every other matter except the
particular matter in hand, bas not deigned to give to the
House any information on this subject. The hon. gentle-
man has spoken about the unpatriotic course of this side of
the House, and our disposition to favor any other lines
rather than our own. Why, Sir, tbe hon. gentleman is now
lavoring the construction of this road to Sault Ste. Marie.
Last year the lion, gentleman declared that it was treason
to go there. T lhe Session before he was willing to go there.
He stipulated with the Grand Trunk Railway Company that
when the Government bought the road east to Quebec they
should spend their money in the State of Michigan, before
the Government would enter into a contract with them.
Now, Sir, I think the House is entitled to further informa-
tion on that subject, and after the hon. gentleman has de-
voted so mach time to the discussion of things that ho
thinks may be advantageous to the Administration, it
would be well if he were to devote a few minutes to the
consideration of the Bill, and to giving tho information
which this House is entitled to receive from the Govern-
ment.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). During the discussion of the
subject beforo the House the bon. Minister of Railways re-
ferred to the resolution which I moved last year when the
question was before the House. I desire to read that resolution
again that it may go upon the Ilansard correoctly, for up to
this time it has nover got there in correct terms.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man has spoken.

Mr. SPEAKER The hon. gentleman did not make what
I call a speech.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He addressed the House on
the subject.

Mr. EURPEE. I wish to read the resolution to which I
refer, so it may go upon Jiansard correctly. Itis as follows:-

" Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) moved, in amendment, seconded by Mr.
Rogers, that all the words after ' that 'to the end of the Questioun, be
left out, and the words, 'the present construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway in British Columbia is premature, and will involve the
country in an expense beyond its reasonable capacity, and will resuit il
the maintenance of too high a rate of taxation, while the postponement
of that part of the undertaking, till after the completion of the prairie
section, will enable it to be constructed at much less cost, and within a
reasonable time,' inserted instead thereof."

When the hon. Minister of Railways referred to this resolu-
tion I understood him to leave out the words "British Col um-
bia," thus making the resolution as if it were one for post-
ponement of the construction of the whole hine. I thougnlit
I was correct in what I said last night, and i will give the
reason why I thought so. Last year's Hansard inserted
the resolution as I thought ho read it, omitting the words
" British Columbia." Another reason why I was very sure
the hon. gentleman read it, as I understood lie read it, was the
fact that he referred to it in the same termsas he would
speak of a motion to postpone the construction of
the whole Pacifie line, and he elaborated upon it.
He spoke over half an hoor on that point and referred to it
over and over again as postponing the construction Of the
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-railway. I desire that the whole country should understand
the termas and the resolution which was moved by me and
for which almost 60 members voted. Honorable gentlemen
opposite will declare that the policy of the Opposition is to
postpone the construction of the whole line, and they will
prove it by the resolution as quoted by the hon. Minister
oflRailways and by his speech. I said last night that my
only object was to have the resolution placed correctly on
Kfansard, and I would not accuse the Minister of Railways
of deliberately mistating it. I presume he took it out of last
year's Bansard, where it was incorrectly stated.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is mis-
taken. I read it out of the Journals of the House word for
word.

Mr. BURPE E. It appearsifrom ifansard that the hon.
gentleman read it otherwise, as I have said ho read it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I read it from the Journals.
of the House, and I read it twice.

Mr. BURPEE. It is my duty to correct that mistake.
If the hon. gentleman read it from the Journals of the House
his speech is all wrong, part of his argument being ontirely
out of place and falling to the ground. In fact the bestand
the most vigorous portion of his speech must be eliminated.
As I stated at the time the policy of the late Government as
indicated by this resolution was to have the prairie section
built first by the Government, and to postpone the British
Columbia end until after the prairie section was completed
and the country settled, when the Dominion would be
better prepared to build the British Columbia section of the
road. I make these explanations in order to place mysolf
and the country right in respect to this resolution which
might otherwise place the Opposition in a position which
they did not occupy.

Mr. DECOSMOS. I presume this House is wearied of
this subject, but notwithstanding that fact I ask its indul-
gence for a few moments. The remark made by the hon.
member for Sun bury (Mr. 'Éurpee) just now brings
forcibly before me the fact as to how generous
a man may be with other people's property and
rights. The hon. gentleman, in moving a resolu-
tion respecting the construction of the Pacifie Railway, said
the British Columbia portion should be postponed, that it
was premature. Now, Sir, I deny that it is premature, and I
maintain it is wrong thatit should ever have been postponed.
I will nob, however, proceed to the discussion of that subject
at the present moment. At a future time I wiIl take up the
whole subject of the railway in British Columbia,
either in Committee when the appropriation comes
down for that Province, or when the resolution comes up
for concurrence, so that I may spread on the records of the
House the true state of that question, and place it in such
a way that it may be verified. I will iake this briefstate-
ment to the House, a statement which may be verified
and that cannot be refuted-that British Celumbia has paid
tLe average of the taxation of the Dominion during the
whole period she bas been a member of the Dominion. I
nake this further statement that British Columbia has not
merely paid ber proportion of the taxation of this Dominion,
but that she has paid in excess of that $1,700,000, a sum
equal to the total interest upon the total amount of
mIIoney expended on surveys and construction of the
Pacifie Railway from 1871 down to Jane 30th, 1880;
but I say, in addition to all this, British Columbia had to
PY up to June 30th over $200,000 in excess of paying the
lnterest on the capital borrowed for the construction of the
. anadian Pacifie Railway and her proportionate rate of1
Illterest. I leave that statement for the flouse and country
toconsider. I will hereafter, as I remarked a few momentsago, take up this whole question. I will state further, fori
t." information of this ELouse, and particularly of my hon.j
fliend frorm Sanbury (Mr. Burpee), that during]

the last fiscal year the Province of British
Columbia paid into the Consolidated Revenue of
Canada $685,000. After paying the ordinary and carrent
expenditure of the Dominion in and foi that Province it left
ý116,000 surplus. The hon. Minister of IMilways stated, in
the early portion of this Session, that $1,634,00 had been
expended on the Onderdonk contract on construction, on
which the interest was $64,0JO, and this was not only paid
but a balance of 850,000 odd -was paid to the Dominion
Treasury and is there now. In other words, we paid all the
money that was expended in the Province in
that fiscal year; we paid the wholo interest on the capital
expended on the Onderdonk contract, and $50,060
besides. I would draw the attention of the House to one
fact fnrther. The hon. Minister of Railways told us that we
would have on the lst of August next 951 miles of railway
in operation. Now, Sir, does it show honesty, fairness, or
uprightness, on the part of either this Ilouse or the Govern.
ment or the Opposition, that 951 miles of railway
will be in operation in the eastern part of this Dominion on
the 1st of August, when not a single mile is completed
in British Columbia? Common fairncss, common honesty,
common justice, between man and man, must denounce such
a state of things as dishonorable alike to the hon. membors
of this flouse and the Government of this country, as
unworthy, in fact, of any person, whether in or out of this
House. We entered the Dominion of Canada on the con-
dition that the railway should progress simultaneously from
each end, and here I repeat again before I sit down, wo have
951 miles ready and in operation in the east, and not a single
mile in British Columbia; yet we have paid, I repeat, the
whole interest on railway expenditure up to June, 1880.

Mr. ROSS. I do notintend to prolong the discussion, but
I wish to make a few remarks before the question is put.
Those who remember the plain and businesslike statements
of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), when
he was Minister of Railways, must have remarked the
contrast between his statements and those of the present
hon. Minister of Railways in moving the Bill which is now
in your hands. We expected, Sir, that the hon. gentleman
having charge of the Department since 1878,
no doubt familiar with all its details, acting
on the advice of engineers in whose ability ho
has the utmost confidence, when he made his statement to
this House, would state tha difficulties ho encounter-
ed in the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
would present to tao House such an explanation of the policy
of the Government as would enable us fairly to understand
what to expect in the future. True, Sir, he did for an hour
or less, shall I say, entertain the House with an exposition
of some of the difficulties he had te overcome, but it was
evident throughout the whole prefatory part of his speech
that ho was preparing to indulge in one continual boast as
to what the Minister of Railways had been able to
accomplish compared with the late Minister of Rail-
ways. 1 cannot tell whether I was struck more with
the difficulties the hon. gentleman had• to encouL.ter,
or did encounter, in laying before the House the policy of
the Government, or thec ase with which the ion, gentleman
indulzed in those flights of imagination so peculiar to him.
Sir, in dealing with the policy of the Government from the
very inception of his remarks to the very close it was quite
apparent the hon. gentleman had risen, not so mach to
explain the policy of the Government, as to boast of what
the Government had done or was goirg to do. In the first
place he dwelt very briefly, and I do not wonder that he
dwelt so briefly, with the difficulties encountered in the
eastern section of the road. We were told last year that the
aim of the Government was to give Canada a great through
route from the Atlantic to the Pacifie. We were told that
immigrants arriving at Quebec would be carried along the
dine north of Lake Superior all the way through on
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Canadian territory, and bo planted on the Canadian prairies.
He said ho would be able to show substantial progress in
the eastern section. What does he tell us to.day ? Why,
ho says that ho las encountered almost insuperable difficul-
ties, and that he is not able to begin as ho ex-
pected, in July next, the construction of that section,
that ho bas been obliged to change the location
of the road, that ho las changed the great in-
terior lino to a lino along the lake shore. Is this
done in the interests of the country? le doos not say so.
It is in the interests of the Syndicate. We have here a
fair indication that the policy of the hon. gentleman is one
adopted in the interests of the Syndicate. Let me refer to
a point or two. He says we have abandoned the interior
lino and taken a lino which is less subject to winter snow
storms, and which can be more rapidly constructed. These
are not reasons in the interests of the counitry but in the
interests of the Syndicate, because in both these cases the
cost in the interests of the Syndicate will be reduced.
Had he adopted the lino to the north sixty or
seventy miles from the water lino of Lake Superior
we would have bad an extensive country opened up-;
and the hon. gentleman in Ontario last year, when pleading
in the interests of the Syndicate throughout the Province,
pointed out that the construction of the eastern section
on the proposed lino of the Government was in the interests
of Ontario, that it was calculated to open up large timber
districts back of Lake Superior, and to farnish a market for
the timber products of that country. If Ontario had an
interest in supporting the bon. gentleman last year,
that interest is taken away and the vast timber dis-
tricts on Spanish River, which were to have been
dvc!loped, are left to be developed as they may by
private enterprise. This is the first proposition mado by
the hon. gentleman. The next is a boast that by the 1st
of July next year we will have an ail-rail route from
Thunder Bay to Winnipeg. This is nothing new in the
light of the staterents made in this House a few years ago.
Here is a statement made by the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) when ho was Minister of Pablic Works in
1878. He says:

" It will be, of course, absolutely necessary that we should not merely
control the rates of our own road, but also control them on the road
with which we connect, so as to prevent it possible discrinination.
With regard to the term of the lease, I think we nay fairly look forward
to the completion of our own road, through our own territory, ia the
space, say, of four or five years."

fere we have the promise made in 1878 that in four or five
years, that would be iri 1882 or in 1883, we would have an
all-rail line from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg. But does the
hon. Minister of Railways give any crodit to the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton for the energy ho displayed in the con-
struction of that road ? Is he generous enough-shall I say
candid enough-in making his statement to say that the
hon. member for Lambton had exorcised such foresight,
and had so bont bis energies and the energies of this coun-
try to the construction of that road, that in 1882 we are to
to have an all-rail. route from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg ?
Not at ail; but after coming in to reap what another bon.
gentleman had sown, after coming in to complete the results
of another hon. gentleman's labors, ho takes to himself
credit that doos not belong to him, and boasts in the pro-
sence of the members of this House, who know right well
the energy put forth by the hon. member for Lambton in
the construction of this road, that ho and his Goverament in
completing the intermediate links of that section, have the
right to claim the credit for what could not have been done
but for the energy of bis predecessor. Sir, the bon. Minister
of Railways would have done more'eredit to himself and the
party of which hie s a distinguished member, if ho
had been candid and generous enough to acknowledge
the services performed by the hon. member for
]Lambton lu connection with this gigantic project.

Mr. «Ross (Middlesex).

But the hon. gentleman goes further ; he boasts
that ho has achieved a wonderful reduction in the contracts
already let for the construction of this road. How has
this reduction been accomplished ? By fresh investigations
as to the cost of that railway ? By discoveries of new
routes? By fresh aligniments of the road ? Not at ail. It
bas been accomplished simply by taking the estimates of
the late Minister of Railways, and by finding out that in
certain instances those works do not cost as much as the
previous engineer estimated they would cost. There is
nothing in that for which the hon. gentleman should take
credit. I would be willing to give the hon. gentleman
credit if he had accepted the lowest tender for all the work
that was dore-if, for instance, ho had accepted the lowest
tender for tne work berween Emory's Bar and Port Moody,
and saved the country $209,000; or if ho had accepted the
lowest tender for the work on section A and section B, ho
might have somothing to bast of. But notwithstanding
the fact that in these two contracts the hon. gentleman has
wasted nearly half a million of public money, ho has the
effrontery-I must use mild language, because the hon.
gentleman himself uses mild language-to stand up in the
presence of bon. mernbers of this House and boast that he
has saved millions of money-I think ho said four and a
half millions-of the people of Canada on the contracts which
ho bas already let. Why,the hon. gentleman has not spent th is
money. The expenditure was not required in the public
interest; it was made on the estimates of the previous
Government; it is the natural outcome of a contract over
which the hon. gentleman has no control after it is let;
and in the face of this fact, the hon. gentleman boasts that
he bas saved large sums of money on these contracts, and
that he and his Government are therefora entitled to public
confideuce. The bon. gentleman says further that ho lias
selected the shortest route across the continent, We
heard that years and years ago. Has he readjusted the
geography of the continent of North America? To listen
to the hon. gentleman one would suppose that ho had dis-
covered a fresh parallel of latitude never known before,
and that by readjusting Halifax and Liverpool and Winni-
pog, lie had so reconstructed the map of this world that he
bad shortened the route between England and Yokohama.
What has he done? Ie has just located the line of railway
according to the route solected by Mr. Sandford Fleming in
1874, and if anything he lias lengthened it, on bis own
admission, by some 79 miles. And yet ho attempts to
deceive the people of this country-for his speech was made
to the country-by alleging that he has discovered a shorter
route than the sbortest route ever known to any Minister of
Railways. I said the hon. gentleman was speaking to the
country. We are not easily deceived by the tone of the
speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite, howover they attempt
to bide their intentions; and however they chOOse
to tell their followers that they are opposed to a
dissolution, we hoar it in every sentence that drops from
the lips of hon. gentlemen opposite, we eau discern it in

every statement they make, we know from our experienco
of these hon. gentlemen in 1878, that they are preparing by
disingenuous statements, by concealing half, if not more
than half the truth, to beguile the electors of the Domimrion
of Canada into giving them that support which they received
in 1878 by a precisely similar course. But the hon. gentle-
man goes further, and ho boasts of the cheapness of his
plan, of the plan which he asked this House to ratify last
year for the construction of the Pacifie Railway. Ho0w can
ho boast of its being a cheap plan ? We have not yet seen
the end of it ; we can botter tell twenty years hence whother
the system proposed by the hon. gentleman is a cheap sYs-
tom or not. The hon. gentleman has not yet shown Us
what advantage there is to the Syndicate, and what loss
there is to the country in the monopoly which he has givon
over the trade of the North-West for twenty years to come,
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be bas not told us what the value is to the Syndicate of the
exemption of their property from taxation forever, and of
their land for twenty years; and these are only a few small
items in the cost of the Pacifie Railway to the people of
Canada. The hon. gentleman ventures to make compari-
sons between the scheme he submitted to the House last
year and the plan submitted by the hon. member
for Lambton some years ago. Sir, I am prepared to
take the Railway Act of 1874, I am prepared
to discuss it clause by clause, and I am prepared to compare
the land grant or the money grant of the two schemes, and
I am not in the least ;afraid but that I eau convince the
intelligent electors of this country that the scheme proposed
by the hon. member for Lambton in 1874, under the
circumstances at that time, was infinitely cheaper than the
scheme submitted bythe hon. gentleman last year. Sir,
there is no comparison between the two schemes. There
was a larger land grant in -the scheme of 1874, but not so
large a land grant in the prairie region as in this scheme, nor
was the quality of the land the same. Nor was the scheme
of' 1874 surrounded with such objectionable privileges in
favor of any company that might construct the road as this
scheme. Whether it is taken in the main or in the details,
I venture to say that when the scheme of the hon. gentle-
man is submitted to the intelligent jury of this country, as
I trust it will soon be, there can be but one opinion, and
that is that the scheme of the hon. gentleman is not one
that will commend itself to their intelligence. The hon. gen-
tleman, more than one year after we have brought down our
amendments, chooses to examine them and pronounce upon
them, and to ask this House to condemn these amendments. I
have listened to every word the hon. gentleman sid, and have
read bis speech very caretully through, and I have
risen from the perusal of that speech convinced of this one
thing, that every amendment we proposed last year was sub-
stantially in the interest of the country; and our predic-
tions in regard to the evils fron which we attempted to
divert the country were fulfilled so far as the management is
concerned. Let me take one of those to which the hon.
gentleman made but a passing reference, the amendment of
Mr. LaRue, in which he objected to handing the Pacifie
Railway to a company, mainly foreigners with a foreign
calpital, having their offices in a foreign country, and disposed
Vo do everything to advance the interests of their own com-
pany. I find every day gives fresh proof that what we
predicted is going to be realized. Why, as to the head of
the company, who is the Chief Engineer-who is Superin-
tendent--is be a Canadian ? Do we find Canadian engineers
in that Company? ILhave here a statement received from
Winnipeg a few days ago, which says that in appointing
conductors the majority were Americans; out of eleven six
were Amoricans. I will read a short extract from it:

" WINNIPEG, Man., April 17th.
"It having been stated that only three Canadian Pacifie Railway con-

ductors have been discharged, and these-for drunkenness; further, that
their places have been filled by Ontario men, the Sun gives the fol-
lowing list of conductors appointed :-Kennedy, American; Lovelock,
Canadian; Jallow, Canadian; Steele, American; Smith, American;
Metcalfe, Canadian; Gaulder, Canadian; Milan, American; Bannister,
American ; Bryming, Canadian ; Conklan, American, conductors dis-
charged. Deike, Canadian; Bonter, Canadian; Biscolfa, Canadian;
Millican, Canadian; Gilbert, Canadian, conductors suspended. Hawk-ins, Canadian ; Harding, Canadian; Green, American, formerly of the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, bas replaced Templeman as yardmas-
ter at Winnipeg. C. S. Cameron, Canadian, who has had charge of the
wood tie trains, has been replaced by an American. Fox, American,
caterer of the Chicago, Milwaukee and 8t. Paul, is to have the Point
Douglas restaurant. An American bas been appointed yardmaster at
Brandon. Herring, Canadian, station master at Whitemouth for two
ears, bas been replaced by an American. Egan, Canadian despatcher,
as been replaced by Shields, American. Huff, American, bas renlaced

Itoss, Canadian, as Assistant Superintendent of Construction. Leary,
Aierican, bas replaced Patterson, Canadian, as Superintendent ofBridges and Waterworks. Kilson, American, bas replaced Nelson,Uanadian, in another position. Other Canadians, who cannot be got
rid of for just reasons, are having their berths made so warm for them
that they will have to leave if they want to live in peace."

That was something we predicted last year. Here is a rail-
way subsidized by the people of Canada to the enormous
extent of $25,000,000, and 25,000,000 acres of the most
valuable lands handed over to a Syndicate on the ground
that its early construction would be in the interests of the
Canadian people. Then we have the fact that the hon.
gentlemen opposite were going to preserve Canada for the
Canadians; that they instituted a system that would give
Canadians employment at home, and preserve them from
going to the States to seek their bread; and here we have
Canadians on a Canadian railway already replaced by
Americans in large numbers. I find no fault with the
Americans, per se, but the fact I have mentioned is a fulfil-
ment of the predictions we made last year, that this road
would practically become foreign so far as this country is
concerned.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Will the hon. gn Jleman tell
us an important railway that bas any Canadian engineer or
manager ? Has the Grand Trunk or the Great Western ?

Mr. ROSS. Yes, the Great Western bas.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Is Mr. Broughton a Canadian,

or Mr. Hickson ?
Mr. ROSS. Is not Mr. Schreiber a Canadian ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Schrieber is an English-

man, not a Canadian.
Mr. ROSS. He is a Canadian; ho came to this country to

make his fortune, was appointed to an important position
and occupies it as a Canadian. If the hon. gentleman is
right, halfthe members of this bouse are foreigners, and
in the same sense the hon. member feriNiagara isa foreigner.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Smellie, who is Chief
Engineer at headquarters, receiving $4,000 a year, is not as
much a Canadian as Mr. Schrieber.

Mr. ROSS. Perhaps Mr. Vanhorn is as much an Ameri-
can as the President of the United States. Canada for the
Canadians was the cry of hon. gentlemen opposite, when
appealing to the electors in 1878, and now it is the Canadian
Pacifie Railway for the Americans which suits the policy
of bon. gentlemen opposite.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would like to ask, would
the Canadian people think the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company were consulting the interests of Canada as well as
their own, when they obtain from the United States the
services of a man with longer experience for the work to be
performed than any man we eau find in Canada, or should
they take an inferior man because a Canadian ?

Mr. ROSS. I do not expect the Syndicate to consult the
interests of Canada, but I would have expected the hon.
Minister of Railways to do so, and to sec that when he was
passing a Bill to pay perhaps $140,000,000 to a Syndicate,
that the interests of Canada would have been properly
guarded.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman
mean to say we ought to have provided in the Bill that the
Syndicato should not have liberty to o'btain the services of
the ablest man in the world ? Mr. Vanhorn at this moment
is receiving $15,000 a year from the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company for his services, and I would like to ask the
hon. gentleman if he could find a man in Canada receiving
a similar salary for similar services.

Mr. ]ROSS. I did not expect him to insert a clause in the
Bill to prevent the employment of Americans, but I did
expect, last year, when we had a tender from a company
purely Canadian, including some of the best blood in the
Dominion, that he would have paid it some attention and
deference, instead of allowing that grand, gigantic enter-
prise, as he styles it, to pass into the hands of foreigners.
We warned the bon. gentleman last year, but ho scouted
our warnings, and to-day we have the realization of our
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redictions, in seeing some of our best Canadians displaced gigantic schome forced upon an unwiHing Palliment as this

Americans, and obliged te seek a living in the United Syndicato seheme passed last Session. Amendment aftor
States. ameudment was brought down without a word of reply.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman lis majority know porhaps what thcy wcre deing, but they
mean tosay that the second Syndicate was more Canadian were led, I fear, by that hon, gentleman to their doom, sup.
than the present ? Does he not know that the capital porting him at every stage. Now ho is going to
behind them was mainly New Yorktheountry, and hop h will reive what thse

Mr. ROSS. The capital of the second Syndicate was gentlemen should have given him last yar, viz.

Canadian capital, made by Canadians in this country. ate theeton moved yThe on.gmem bf th.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There are Canadians in the well in regard to the monopoly of the North-West. Did be

present Syndicate who could buy up the whole of them-a show that the Syndicate had not the monopoly of that
single one of them, in fact, could buy up the whole party. trade? Not ut allie brought down a tariff of rates.

Mr. ROSS. Perhaps the hon. gentleman can tell botter Doos that prove anything? It doos net prove that thé
what Canadians can buy up. I know very well that the Syndicato has net the control of the North-West trado.
second Syndicate was quite as competent to construct the What dees the diBallowance, on tho representations of the
road as the first. The hon. gentleman found fault with Syndicate, of the three Acts of the Manitoba Legisiature
the resolution asking for a dissolution; and ho says a moan? Itmoansthatthisfousehasbeengaggedbythese
dissolution would have been improper. He knew last year hon, gentlemen. It means that the Province of Manitoba
that if the Governor dissolved the House, with that scheme has been practically boycotted by the hon, gentleman, and
fresh in the minds of the people, it meant the dissolution of charters passed by Manitoba, in the exorcise of thoir pro-
the Government. The hon, gentleman says in lis boasting, vincial rights, previons te the inception of this gigantie
confident way that ho is rot afraid of the people of this sehemo, have been disallowed at the request ofthe Secrotary
country. Let him try an appeal to the people and test his ef the Canadian Syndicato. Is it for that we are sold
courage. He somotimes thinks ho can browbeat members body and bonestethisgigantic monopoly? flowehave
on this side by threatening dissolution. I speak for the lino on the eastern section changed from an interior to a
myself, and I think for many more on this side. I am pre- frontior lino at the requost of the Secretary of the Canadian
pared now if ho chooses to go te the country. If ho will Syndicate. Now wo are going to change the road fromnthe
give us sufficient time, and will not make a midnight attack Yellow Head Pass te the Kicking Horse Pass, at the request
and spring an election before the electors are prepared, we of the Socretary of the Syndicate. Thon wo have last, but
can meet him any time, and it requires very little prescience not least, the legislation of the Province disallowod because
te know what the result would be. We have a public senti- the Secretnry ot that Syndicate cails the attention of the
ment in this country. The people of Canada are not Canadian Government to the fact that iL interferes with
corrupt. They know when their rights are encroachod their particular prosrves. Where are we going? Are
upon; they know when a Government proves recreant te we a free people, or are we in the grasp of a Ministr of
every promise which it has made; when it falsifies its own Railways who wili sou our doarest rights ta
record ; when entrenched on the Treasury benches itcempany of monopolists that will bo able for yoars
forgets all its promises, and sells the interests of tho teacore te crush the settier and hinder the freo
country te establish a monoply te enable the hon. Minister devoiopment of the country. Hon, gentlemen op-
of Railways to boast ho has been able to do with one stroke posito have attempted te put us in the wrong with roter-
of the pen wbat another Government was advancing slowly once te our railway policy, as in ail other mattors. J do net
and steadily te accomplish. That was the purpose of the propose we shail ho placed in the wrong. Our policy was
hon. gentleman in bringing down his scheme last te openlup the prairies of the North-West as soon as possible,
year; and the scheme may serve its purpose for a or, te quote Artemus Ward, Iimmediately, if net soonor."
time; but once lot him face an aroused public opinion That was our policy. I challenge the hon, gentleman te
and ho will no longer be able te boast of his majority or the establish wherein we have faiied in one iota in the falfil-
sucess of his scheme. The hon, gentleman found fault with ment ef that peiicy. I challenge him te show wheroin ho
the hon. membor from Westmoreland because ho asked the has dane ono iota more than wu would have done or wer
flouse last year te wait until tenders were called for. Sd the doing in the fuhiment of that pesicy. fas ho epened up
hon. Minister Iast night face the tact that he had given th a the North-West more rapidly than we w or doing? Nep
contract te this Syndicate without asking -for tenders? No. at ail. The hon, gentleman las ay got te Brandon, about
Net only the law, but the procedure of lis Department was thirty miles further than we r nached; ho has simply been
against him. Day after day we s0 advertisements caliing carrying teicompetion the wrks wewere constructig-
for tenders for the constructien of a ligîthouse or the He tel s us w will have an nll-through route from Thunder
enlargement or construction of a lock, or somne littge publie nay te Winnipeg, precisely what we would have doie.
work that will cost about two or Lhree tlousand dollars.fie says : lLook at the prosperity of Winnipeg; look at the
The hon, gentleman, however, submitted te this Iflouse a goods that are going te that country and thoeincreased
iseheme for the construction of a railway involving an revenue te Customs; look at tho value of the lands." What
expenditure of $80,000,00 or $100,000,000-1 do net has the ion. gentleman done to improve the price f the
know what figures te assume, 1 ho figures are changed lands. tehbas done nothing more than we should have donh
se often - without any tender asked for or sub- undor our system. The hon, gentleman is simpiy a copyist'
mitted. The hon, gentleman ttok the law into his ho is simply walking in the stops of tw ha mari fora
own lands, and in his own way, in order te serve Lambton, pushing te an ? nrgotie conclusion works that
his own purposes-perhaps in Lhe secrecy of bis own office,were enrgetically begun. If tLe prairie has been opoed
surrounded by his own councillors, perhaps in the dead of for settement; if we are entering upon the possion ofthe
nigît, witl the lights turned down-agreed with the Syn- those lands, iL is because the hon. member fer La'nbton, in
dicate for Lhe construction et the railway, confident ho lad the face of almost insuperabe dificulties, true as Le neelO
a majority athis back tlat would ratIer seohlm tlrough te the Pol Irsisted in opening up he prairies Of the
with iL than return te thoir ceustituents. I challenge the Nort-West t sebLers. The bon, gentleman says tt
hon, gentleman, if ho cleoses te read tho history of this or things were net as lively in 1878 as in 1881 that iaY
any country that las a representative or constitutionai Gev- sh very true; but does ho nt recognize the great
ernment, te show me on the pages of is history any suth changes for which heo cannotgdaim any eito

Mr. Bvoss (Middlesex).;
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Was it the hon. gentleman who built the St. Paul and'
Minneapolis Railway and extended that lino of railway that
runs north of Chicago from Minnpois to St. Paul and St,
Vincent? le knows well that the development of the
NorLh-West depended entirely on the completion of the
Americafn railways, and that were it not for the conpletion
of thatsystem,that development could not go on more apidly
than it did three years ago. The road from Emerson to Slirk
was completed, and in faet the house was all but erceted
when the hon. gentleman came into office. Ail le haal to
do was to enter in, and when he did ho lookel aioundi at
the magnificent superstructure which bis predecessor had
reared, he expandedi bis arras in that rhetorical manner in
which ie often expands his imagination, and said
c Behold the niagnificent superstructure I have croed ;
look at this vast system of railways that is due to my
foresight, due to my genius. See the locomotî;c crossing the
prairie from Winnipeg to Moose Jaw Creek. Sec the road
built from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, ready for immigrants
by the lst July. Sec the land boom in Winnipeg which I by
my genins have cr'eated. See what I have done, me, the
great Minister ofRailways, me, the apostle of engineering of
syndicates and monopolies; the most wonderful inventor,
shall I call him ? No; the most wondcrful high priest of
economy that we ever knew in Cana h." I congfratulate the
hon. gentleman on entering in, on the eleventh hour, and
claiming credit to himself for what others have done. A more
honorable man, a more generous man, would have given
credit to whom credit was due. The First Minister, the
other night, talked something about the cuckoo going into the
linnet's nest and taking possession of her eggs. Tihe hon. gen-
tleman has donc the same thing with the lion. member for
Lambton. lie found a ihce nest-he found the road to Kam-
loops was almost completed; he had scarcely to chip the shell;
lie looked at that and presto! the eggs were ali batched;
thon he turned round and said: These are my eggs, I hatched
them; theso are my chickens, and I will do the eackling.
I was astonished at the hon. gentleman, and trust we will
have no more of this boasting and this self-glorification. I
hope the hon. gentleman will hereafter give honor to whom
honor is duc, and I think that if ho does cross Moose Jaw
Creek and Kicking iorse Pass and connect the railway at
Kamloops with the British Columbia system of railways
which we surveyed and locatecd, and if he does go to
Port Moody on a Canadian Pacifie Railway by-and-bye,
as an ex-Minister of Railways, thon we will rejoice to
know that this great systein is completed, and that Canada
has a trans-continental railway worthy the ambition of this
young Dominion.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There were a good many bold
things said by the hon. Minister of Railways in the H1ouse,
but I think perbaps the boldest thing he ever uttered was
that the Opposition would be afraid to touch upon the sub-
jeet of the Canadian Pacific Railway. He thought that the
events which had transpirec since the subject was under
discussion in the House last year were of such a nature that

u'r monuths had been effectually cosed, that it woald be
'rnpo)sible for us to approach the subject becauso cf tho
deterrent influences of either fear or shame. Such was the
bold avowal he made in our hearing; and, Sir, it must have
seemed extremely ludicrous to you, sitting ii your chair and
observng the actions of both parties in this flouse, to ob-
serve that the bon. Minister of Railways h'ad challenged de-
bate and invited in this marked manner a discussion on this
subject; thatwhile seven or eight members of the Opposition
thut he said would be afraid or ashamed to t)uch upon
this subject, have been forced to rise one after another with-
ont one gentleman on his own side daring to rise in support of'
t'e Position he tok. Sir, the same silence that characterized
those bon. gentlemen when, on the night that we were kept
here till eight o'ecbek in the morning a year ago, the hon.

ser of Railways had influence enough to lead them up
127

ta a silent voting down of principies that stand recorded in
the Journals of the louse, placed there by members of the
Opposition, he had not influence then to cause them to open
their mnonths to defend the votes they gave, and following
their course of last Session not one of them las attempted a
defence of the act perpetrated last Session. The appeal of
the hon. gentleman has been in vain. Net one of them has
dared to rise in his place to ttter one word in justification
of the iniquitous bargain made at that time, in marked
contrast with the seven members who have spoken from
the Opposition side. If te hon. gentleman desires it there is
net one of that little band but is ready to rise, and every one
of them affirm that every rosolution they voted for
before they would re-aflirm to-day. There is not one
mnember of that band who is not ready to re-affirm
t-day that every event that bas transpired from
that day to this bus strengthene the position he took at that
time. Sir', what wai the debate? The Canadian Pacifie
Railway dobato will long be remembered. IL is written in
the annals of the history of this country, it is printed upon
the Journals of the year. Sir, after the Minister of Railways
ceases to be Minister oft ilways, after the membersofthis
liouse cease toe inembers ot' this House, after we have

all passed off this stage, tl'ere will be found recorded the
votes of hon. members composing the Parliament of 1881
and, Sir, I for myseif say that I amn glad, if I lcave any poste-
rity behind me, that not one cf these shall have to blush to
find their fither's name recorded in favor of a bargain while
the men who voted for it dare not rise and defend. Sir,
what w-as the nature of the bargain ? The Government came
down to the louse an-i put a statenent into the mouth of
lis Excellency which was not correct. They came down
to us at the commencement of last Session and told us they
had cntered into a private contract with certain capitalists
to build the Canadian Pacifie Railway and take it
off our shouldeis. That is not truc, as I understand
it to-day. It is not true, I believe, if the Journals
of the House are to bo taken for an authority. Was a con-
tract made by the Government with certain contractors to
build the Canadian Pacific Railway, I ask ? If so, why the
invitation for tenders, several of which were opened only a
few days ago, to buihi a portion of it? If, s, why are we to
be asked to vote millions of'dollars to goon with that work ?
No, S)r, a contr.eet was not made with certain capitalists te
build tie (anadian Pacifie Railway, but a contract vas
made to build certain portions of a raiiway which, when
completed, with other portions to be completed by the
people of Canada, was to constitute the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. Now, Sir, this is purely a question of business,
and business men are not afraid to approach it and to con-
sider it on a business basis. What was the estimate of
the cost of the work the Syndicate was te construct, the
Minister of Railways hinself, giving the figures to the
Huse; these figures were $48,500,000-$15,500,000 from
Jasper to Kamloops, $13,00,000 from Selkirk to Jasper, and
$2,000,000 froin Thunder Bay to Callander. Those were
the figures given to us by the hon. Minister, and if he dares
to deny them 1 can refer him to the pages of the official
l4ansu-ard-given to us only a few months before he set out
in his negotiations with those very mon to whom he gave
this contract. The hon. Minister stated that he had taken
Mr. Sandford Flening's figures, a man whose ability was
only exceeded by his caution, and however much
those figures might be roduced he was sure they could
not be exceed ed. The hon. Minister came down for-
tified with the report of bis engineer to that effect
Then we have the Minister of Railways fixing the price, the
Chief Engineer under the Minister of Railways corroborating
the price-the price, the cost of the work to be done by the
Syndicate at $48,500,000. What did we give them for this
work ? $25,0OOO,00 in cash-there is no trouble in arriving
at that valuc-and 25,000,000 acres of land. What price
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should be put on the land ? Not the price of the lion.
member for Lambton,or the hon. member for West Durham,
or myself, because, as opponents of the Government, we
might be charged with dealing unfairly by them, but
the price which the men who signed the contract on
behalf of the people of Canada placed on it, $3 an acre,
and that is greatly under the average as stated by the lion.
leader of the Government, and I have Bansard under my
hand in which I can turn upthe page. When did thehon.gen-
tleman put that price on the land ? Only a few months
before the hon. Minister of Railways attached his signature
to that contract. You have the 25,000,000 acres which the
man who made the bargain said was worth $3 per acre,
giving $75,000,000 in land, which with $25,000,000 in cash,
made $100,000,000 as the amount given t those men
to build work estimated at $48,500,000. Do the hon.
gentlemen say these figures are ronsensical ? They dare
not say it, as they would be declaring ibat Ihe Minister of
Railways, standing in bis place in Parliament, and stating
on bis responsibility as a Minister of the Crown, talked non
sense, for they are his figures. Do lion. gentlemen opposite
say the price is ridiculous? They dare not say that, because
the hon. First Minister stood in bis place and told the represen-
tatives of the people that this price was greatly under its
value. Thereis $48,500,000 worth of work to do for which the
Govern ment give $ 100,000,000 in cash and land according
to figures furnished by themselves. What more ? Why,
when they had done that they gave the Syndicate the rond
besides. Surely, when they gave the Company $51,500,000
more than the work would cost we might have owned the
road, but the Government gave the Company the road.
Wbat more ? They exempted the Company forever from all
taxation. What more ? The 406 miles of railway from
Thunder Bay to Selkirk, passing through the Lake Supe.
rior region, is to be constructed and paid for with the money
of the Canadian people at a cost of from $16,000,000 to
$18,000,000, and when constructed it is to be handed over a
free gift to the Syndicate, which has already $51,500,000
more than the whole work will cost them. Is that all ? No.
That portion of the rond building in the canyons of the
Rocky Mountains, from Yale to Kaimloops, at an estimated
cost of $10,000,000, is to be built and paid for out of the
pockets of the Canadian people, and when completed it is
to be handed over a free gift to the Syndicate. The ninety
miles from Yale to Port Moody, for which tenders have just
been received, and whieh will involve an outlay of $2,500,-
000 out of the pockets of the people, is, when constructed, to
bo handed over to that Company, to be theirs forever. The
Pembina Branch already completed and in running order
and paying great dividends, is also to be handed over to the
Company as a free gift, although the Company receives
$à1,500,000 over and above the cost. This is the equivalent
we gave them in money and land according to the price placed
on it by the Government. Our position is stronger by the
lapse of a year, because if bon. gentlemen were disposed to
raise objections to the statement of the hon. First Minfster,
as regards the value of the land, we have now
the fixed and determined value by the Syndicate.
What is the price the Syndicate asks for these lands ? The
hon. Minister of Railways will agree that the first offer
before there are many settlers in tho country and the tide of
immigration has set in will b the lowest price. The lowest
price placed on it by the Syndicate is $2.50 per acre. The
hon, the Minister of ]Railways has told the House that it is
$1 and $1.25 per acre; but the price was $2.50, with a
rebate of $1.25 per acre. Does that affect the price put on
the land? No, because the hon. Minister of Railways for-
got himself, and in one part of his speech he furnished a
very important argument to the Opposition. He said thei
Syndicate understood their business too well to hold theiri
linds at too high a price. Every acre of land put underj

Ma. PATERSON (Brant).

cultivation was worth twice as much to them as if they had
got $10 an acre for it at the end of ten years. By placing
the lands under cultivation, the Company would make $20
per acre. The hon. Minister furnishos us with an argument
of very great value. References have been made to certain
amendments moved by bon. members on this
side of the House, and the hon the Minister of
Railways declared we are afraid to allude to them.
I allude to one amendment proposed. It was to
the effect that in letting this contract there should
be a clause inserted giving the Government the liberty at
any time to buy back the work by paying the conti actors
10 per cent. over and above the cost. Allusion bas been
made to the Act passed by the hon. member for Lambton
and it will be remembered that Act contained an express
stipulation that any portion of the road would be bought
back fron the contractors, by paying 10 per cent. over
and above what it cost them, tbey returning bonuses they
reeeived in land and money. We pressed that amendment,
but the majority voted it down in silence without debate.
What would have been the effect of the resolution, if
passed, with respect to the central section? I have the
figures at band, and it is a calculation that every business
man can make. It requires very little skill to determine
it, because we have the figures supplied to us by the hon.
Minister of Railways. It is 1,000 miles from Selkirk to
Jasper. What is the estimated cost? ffansard is under
my hand, in which the bon. gentleman is reported
as having stated that the linoecould have been
built and equipped for $13,900 per mile. In reply to a ques-
tion ofthe hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) the
hon. gentleman said, "Yes, that was it." He would be
justified in saying $10,000, but as he wanted to give the out-
side figure he placed it at $13,000-1,000 miles at that rate
would cost $13,000,000. What did we give the Company?
$10,000,000 in cash and 12,500,000 acres of land, which, at
$3 per acre, being the price given by the Finance Minister,
made a total of $47,500,000. Then give them 10 ier cent.
on their $13,0 0,000, thatwould be $1,300,000. TheSyndi-
cate would give back to the people the moncy bonus we
gave them, the land bonus we gave them, and we would
give to them the cost of the road and 10 per cent. added.
Had that clause been in the contract we could bave
got back fromu the Syndicate, if the figures of the
leader of the Government and Minister of Railwsys
were to be relied upon, the road constructed
with our money, and $33,200,000 cash bosides. The hon.
member for Cardwell (Mr. White) laughs. His laugh is at
the expense ofthe statement of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways and of the Prime Minister. Ransard is here, and if
any bon. gentleman denies it I will read the figures aPl
statements to the House. Take now the actual )rice of tO

lands, the price at which they are being held by the Syndi-
cate, $2.50 per acre, besides owning the road we would have
$26,950,000. Yet the hon. gentleman says that when we
meet the electors we will be afraid to mention to them that
we had moved an amendment intended to secure that result.
But the hon. Minister of Railways says: "Hlow about the
running of the road ? We don't want to own the road. 1t
would ruin ns to own it." Let us see what the hon. Minister
said about the running of tLe road. I have it here il'
Hansard. It is worth while to notice what he says. It is

to be found on page 1422 of Hansard, 1680.

An hon. MEMBER. Dispense.

Mr. PATERSON. No, I will not dispense. It mlay be
all very well for the hon. gentleman who, 1 have no doubt,
is an opponent of the Minister of Railways to want me to

dispense with the reading of the words of wisdom of the hon.
gentleman, but I am toogreat an admirer of the hon. Minister
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to accede to that wisb. In the speech to which i Lave
referred he says:

"I dare say I will be told by the hon. member for West Durharn (\r.
Blake): 'Granted that your figures are correct, assuming that you can
build this railway for even less money than you have estimated, you
have only encountered the first diffiniilty; you have thea to operate the
line, and the cost of that will be so greatly beyond anything you can
hope to obtain from it, that you wilil place an intolerable burthen upon
the people or this country.' I must address myself for a few moments
to that question.

Then after giving a statement of the Pembina Branch'
he proceeds:

"By July, 1882, we will have about 700 miles of this road in operation;
we will have 85 miles from Seikirk to Emerson or St. Vincent; we wilI
have 200 miles in operation west of the Red River, which, with the
branch of 16 miles to Winnipeg, will give us some 700 miles in operation,
without reference at all to this section in British Columbia. I have
every reason to believe that every mile of that road, from the day it is
opened, will make an ample return for all the expenditure incurred in
its operation. I think it is safe to say that in every succeeding year,
as we extend gradually this road towards the Rocky Mountains, it will
furnish such an additionai volum. cf traffic from Red River to Thunder
Bay, which will become the great entrepot of that country, as will pre-
vent it from burthening the people, and give us some fairreturn for the
interest on the money used in its construction."

Thore, Sir, is the declaration of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways that every mile that was opened would pay the in-
terest on the money expended. That is the road we have
given away. It is no longer tie heritage of the people of
Canada. Paid for ont of the people's money-
$50,000,000, and on top of that $28,000,000 of fin-
ished road all going into their hands besides a dividend-
earning road from the very moment it is built, if the state-
ment of the hon. Minister of Railways is to be taken. Yet
the hon. gentleman says that we will be afraid to call atten-
tion to this matter before the electors. Sir, there is only
one thing that would make us hesitate to do so; if any one
came before the clectors and told them the real facts they
would think that he was drawing uponhis imagination and
that what he said could not be true. Knowing that, Sir, I
always appear before them with the official documents of the
House in my hand, so that if any one is skeptical of the
truth of what I say I invite him to the platform there
to read of the business done in this louse, as I invite now
the hon. member for East York (Mr. Boultbee) to rcad that
on the pages of Parliament which even a member with the
audacity of the member for East York dare not contradict,
and cannot successfully controvert. Well, Sir, the hon.
Minister of Railways did me the honor to allude to a motion
of mine objecting to the bargain because it did not secure
finality in the liability of the Government. I had a right
to move that resolution. The Government came down to
the House and put into the mouth of bis Excellency a
statement that they had made a contract for the construction,
maintenance and working of that road with a body of capi-
talists, but when we opened the contraet we found it was
not so. There was no finality in the Government liability.
Canada was te bhurdened with the building of some
of the most expensive portions of the work extending
over a period of years. I declared the contract
was objectionable on that ground. The hon. member for
Hialton (Mr. McDougall) declared that it was peculiarly
objectionable on that accourit, when addressing his consti-
tuents. The hon. gentleman knew it was objectionable, yet
I secured only about fifty votes to my motion stating so. The
hou. Minister of Railways succeeded in inducing his sup-
porters to vote against it, but with all his persuasive powers
he was unable to draw one of his supporters to his fot, to
explain why he voted as he did. Another resolution was
moved against the exemption from taxation of the lands of
the Company. The hon. Minister of Railways referred to
that very little. He referred to the exemption of stations
and road-bed and buildings and grounds, but said nothing
about the land. They told us that it was nothing, that the
Syndicate should hold their lands free, while the settler on

the adjoining lot, with a Syndicate lot on either
side, should have to pay for roads, for erecting school
houses aid all municipal expenses. Hon. gentle-
men think that we will be afraid to mention that before
the electors. The elector's in many cases have read
this c ntract, and others will hear of it when we have an
opportunity to go to them with the official documents in
our hands, and thon we will bo prepared to take the verdict
of the people which we wrere anxious to secure before the
contract was passed npon,and which the Government decided
should not be appealed to, the Prime Minister stating that
no more imperfect tribunal for the trial of such questions
could b found than the people. The Reform party have
faith in the intelligence of the people. They hold ±hat the
expenditure of the people's money is a thing that vitally
concerns the people, and that it is a thing upon which the
people ought to be consultel. It was denied to them at that
time; but thanks to the constitutional safeguard which
we enjoy, the people will yet have the oppor-
tunity, if they cannot prevent that bargain, at
lcast to declare that the men who were instrumental in
making that bargain shall no longer represent them. Sir,
we shrink not from the conflict or from the presentation of
this question as one of the main features of that conflict.
Speaking for myself, one of the chief charges that I shall
bring against the Government will be their having entered
into this contract. Some constituencies in Ontario have
had an opportun ity to pronounce upon it, and the result has
been a loss to the Government of 50 per cent. in those elec-
tions. This carried out in tie next election wll show the
hon. gentlemen opposito, who in their mighty force thought
they could bear down mon struggling for the rights of the
people, that the people ai-e faithful and thit they will
support those who truly represent them in Parliament.
Sir, if there be this great confideneo that we hear so much
of from hon. gentlemen opposite, in an appeal to the
people, why all this talk about legislating us out of this
louse ? Why all this talk about cutting up our counties
iii order that the verdict may not be given- by the same
people who gave it in 1878? How bold t hese hon. gentle.
men are, who dare not take the verdict from the same
constituencies that gave it in 1878, who dare not wait till
another year shows more clearly the effect of their policy,
but who wish to bring on their election now. But bring
on your election when you like, and we can stand up in the
conscioasncess of our integrity, and ask the people of
this country to say whether we are right or wrong. Why,
in tie face of allthese advantages, do we find the rumor in the
papers tiat nio less than nineteen hon. gentlemen, supporters
of tie Government in their Ontario contingent alone,
decline to face the music at another con test? Why do we
find then stepping aside that new mon may take their
plices? Why, except perhaps that it may be alleged by
them-asit was alleged by someof the new candidates in 1874,
when a certain matter was under discussion that would not
bear investigation-" I did not sanction that; I know that
was wrong." So, perchance, wo shall have new can-
didates who may say of the Pacifie Railway con-
tract: " I was not in the House wen that was
submitted, or I would have voted against it." But
let the statements be what they may, the Minister of Rail-
ways bas found out that no less than seven members of the
Opposition have met his challenge, while not one of his
own supporters has stood up yet; and ho will find that
seven mombers more, or three times seven are ready to
take up this discussion and denounce that contract as soon
as any of his supporters venture to defend it. Ion. gen-
tlemen opposite are always kind to me. They know that if
I do have to find fault with their policy, that I do so with
evident pain-that only the oath which I have taken as a
truc representative makes me mention some things which I
would rather not mention. But I would say here, that while
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I would not take from the bon. Ministor of Rtailways one
iota oftheglory that is bis, while 1 would not detract frorm
the credit he deserves for the anount of work no has to
do-for I believe the labor ho is cngaged in is tciling on his
own health, and he brings a great deal of energy to his
own department.-I cannot withhold the praise due to the
hon. gentleman who preceded him, and who ,t day gave
evidence that in the bonect fulfilmont cf his duties in
that office, he had so impaired his health that he coulid not
address the Hcuse to the length that he desired or that the
louse desired. Therofore, 1 think the lon. Minister was

unfair when he sought to take Io hinself all he glory of
the prosperity we see in the North-West a 11the progress
of the Pacific Railway. Grant that thousands bave gone in
and that hundreds of thousands are going into that coutry,
grant the increased value of property there, how do the
immigrants who have raised the value of lands go in? Upon
one mile of railway built by thepresent Minister of Rail-
ways ? No, Sir ; every nan who lias gone into that territory
passed over not one foot of railway built by the present
Minister of Railways, but every man found his way over
the road built by bis hon. predecessor; and if thero is
any developmenc in that country, it is due to the gentle.
man who promoted the railway and successfully built it,
and that is the hon. member for Lambton, who sits there
to-day, a man honored by the people above the man who
seeks to share bis honors.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It is not my intention te occupy
very long the time of this Hlouse, nor would I have spoken
at all but for the course taken bythe hon. Minister of Rail-
ways. It was fair and reasonable that he should have made
an exposition of the progress of that work, aid when
he did so during the first hour of bis speech I was very
much interested; but in the last portion, wben ho howed
an intention to revive the whole discus-sion, and assailed the
resolution which I mov.ed, and the resolutions moved by
other members on this side, and thereby challenged the
discussion of this subject at this stage of the Session, after
we have been in session for seventy days, it seemed to me
that he had not thought of the economy of time, and that
he did not wish to shorten the Session, as we on this sido
are dosirous of doing. Now, I think it was imprudent
and unwise for that hon. gentleman to revive that
question. I do not think any hon. meiber would
have spoken on this side, exc~ept perhaps the leader
of the Opposition, but for bis action; and if two or three
weeks are not consumed in this discussion, it is only duc to
the forbearance of hon.gentlemen on this side of the louse.
The hon. gentleman referred to the Act of 1874. Hie said
that Act offlèred greater advantages to a company to con-
struet this railroad than bas been granted to this Company
by the contract which bas been made. Now, let me say
that in 1874, that country was a comparatively unknown
country; and when my hon. friend acceded to power ho
found that this country rested under an obligation to Brit-
ish Colunbia Io construct that railway within a time in
which it was absolutely impossible to accomplihh it, and he
passed the Act of 1874, by which ho offered certain facilities
for the construction of that road. The country had up to
that time been very slightly surveyed, and it was very little
known. We find in that Act one clause which particularly
guards and protects the peoule of this country, and which
is absent froi the contract~of which the hon. Minister of
Railways boasis. The subsidies to be given were large, but
the Government reserved to itself the right to resuine pos-
session of the road, and pay the contractors the amount
they had expended, with 10 per cent. profit for themselves.
This provision is so important that I will read it:

'CIn every contract for the construction of the said railway, or of any
section or sub-section thereof, the Government of Canada shall reserve
the right to purchase, under the authority of Parliament, the said rail-
way or such section or sub-section thereof, on payment of a suin equal i

Mr. PATERsoN (Brant).

to the actual cost of the said railway, section or sub-section, and ]0
per cent. in -iddition thereto. The subsidies in land and money granted
or paid by the Government for the construction of the said railway
being just returned or deducted from the amount to be paid, the landssold being valued at the full amount the contractors rmay have received
from the sale of such lands as may have been sold."

Suppose, under thatAct, the Government had given con-
tracts, 20,000 acres of land and aiso a subsidy, and reserved
thc right to retake tbat road by remunerating those coU-
tranctors, bv guaranteeing 10 per cent. profits. lave we
any such provision in this contract ? Let us weigh this
provision li the Act under consideration. Let us say the
G'overnment had the right, laving had the same regard to
the public interest, w heu they prepared this measure
thoy would bave reLaincd powers to acquire the road. What
would have been the position of the matter ? What is this
Company called on to expend under this Act? My hon.
friend behind me stated i e learly; the present contractors
are to expend $48,500,000 to complote their contract. What,
under the provisions of this section, would the position of
the Government ilave been ? Tbey would have had the
right to assume this work on paying that amount, with
10 per cent. added, or less than $5;-,000,000. But what is
the conditio of things under the present contract? Theho.
Ministe ofRaiiways said last year that everything was let
by public teonderand compeition, and that the contract was
issued under the provisiois of the Act of 1874, when it was
shown and clearly proved tbat not a single provision of that
Act lad been regarded in the making of the contract. What
aid ho say then ? That it was made under the Act of 1872.
Then we produced evidence to show that the Statute of 1872
had been repealed, so bis assertion was baseless. The pre-
sent Syndicate are obliged to expend $48,500,000 and no
more. Wbat is the Government giving them for that expen-
diture ? A subsidy of $25,000,000, 25,000,000 acres, of land,
$28,000,000 expended in the construction of the road, and
$3,000,000 spent in surveys, besides exemption from taxation
of their property forever, and a monopoly of this country.
And what is this worth ? I was astonished when theuon.
Minister of Railways portrayed the great glory achieved by
his Government in this matter, and particalarly by himsclf
-and that the letting of this contract bad achieved the
present marvellous prosperity. It has been made manifest
that this G-overnment las really done nothing in this direc-
tion. They bad udertaken to build 100 miles of the
railway west of Winînipc, whieh il seems bad been located
wrong, and from which the rails had to be taken. They
simuply carried on the work initiated by my hon, friend tbe
memberI for Lambton, until this contract was ma-le
for which the hon.Minister of Ra ilways takes so muich credit
to himself in the most egotistical fashion. When the hon.
gentleman talked about the boom in the North-West, and
the great enhancement of the value of its lands, he did not
tell us how the Syndicate lad participated in that advantage.
The contract last year was ba-ed on the assumption that
the lands w.ere worth $1 an acre. He says nothing no1w
about their value. How bas the great rush of immigration
affected the value ofthose lands ? Will the bon. gentleman
deny they are to-day worth more than $3 an acre? If 0,
what becomes of the positian ho took last year that the
lands were wortb only $1 an acre ? Being worth $3 an ncre,
how much does that give the Syndicate ? Fuily $132,000,000
in money, railwav and public property for an expenditure,
by it, of $4S,500,000. This is no fiction; this propositionî
can not be coutroverted by hon. gentlemen on the othtr
side. lie did not tell us how much the Syndicate tiade Ly
the sale of their lands at Brandon and olier stations alon('
the line, wherc I understand they made hundreds of tbOu
sands of dollars. Does not the light of experience show te
unwisdom, folly and unpatriotism of having made this co'-
tract, and giving this Syndicate so many millions of pubhli
property which, lad we had the same provision favord
by hon. gentlemen on this side, might have been getfot
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$50,000,000. The hon. gentleman says this contract was
let by public tender and competition. That is a statement
wholly baseless. There is a principle regarded as sacred in
every country that public contracts should be put up to
public competition and tender. To ignore that principle is
to inaugurate a system of corruption and favoritism. The
Statute of 1867 requires that all public works shall be put
up to public tender. It is the Act relating to the Public
Works of Canada. Clause 20 reads as follows:-

" It shall be the duty of the Minister te invite tenders by public
advertisement for the execution of all works except in cases.of pressing
emergency, where delay would be injurious to the public interests or
where from the nature of the work it could be more expeditiously and
economically executed by the officers and servants of the Department'

There is a provision inserted in the first Act passed
after Confederation relating to the Public Works.
What did the hon. Minister of Railways, in 1874, do? lie
had regard to that principle and had it enacted that
any section or sub-section of work should not be given
out except by tenders, Here we find by the Act of 1874
the Government inserting a provision which required that the
railway should be built only after tenders and competition.
There is no other safe principle for the public pro-
tection. The hon. gentleman says that this work was put
up to competition. I challenge him to point out any legal
authority which he or his Government had in making this
contract. I aflirmi that he has violated every provision of
the Act of 1874 which was the only Statutc relating to
the Pacific Railway. What do we tind ? We find that
not only was this contract not put up to public tender, but
that the public mind of this country was lulled into a false
security by the undisguised declaration of the Govern ment
in 1880, that their policy was to construct the road as a
Government work, and not put it in the hands of inaivi-
duals. The statement of the bon. member was this :

"' What the policy of the late Government would have been, we do
not know, but'when we came into office, we decided to undertake it as
a public work."
What changed that policy? There seems to be a mystery
surrounding this transaction that has never been eluci-
dated. What did the hon. Minister of Railways say in
that connection? He said:

"I had no hesitation in saying that the whole sentiment of the coun-
try is changed on this question. I am not at all ashamed to say my own
opinions are changed in relation to the character of this great work. I
remember when the First Minister brought in his Act in 1874, for the
construction of this as a Government work, I felt we were incurring too
great a responsibility. I believed it was unsafe for the Governmeut to
undertake the construction of this great work from end to end; but I
do not hesitate to express my, opinion that the whole condition of
Canada has changed since that time.''
These were the utterances of the hon, Minister of Railways
in 1880. When the hon. member for Niagara comes to
speak, he, being in the confidence of the Government, will
explain, no doubt, how it is and why it is they changed
their policy. They changed their policy in secrct
They did not at the next Session declare their
change of policy before Parliament; but they
changed it in the interim without giving any previous
notice. The hon. Minister of Railways says the Government
advertised for publie tenders. In what newspaper? Was it
the Canada Gazette. What conditions were prescribed ? As
i have shown, the Government violated evory provision of
the Act of 1874. If the hon. Minister wanted honestly to
advertise for tenders, would he have not said: We propose
to give the railway already constructed and to build other
portions of the railway; ve propose to exempt this raitway
frm taxation and to give a monopoly of railway traffic in
that country for twenty years. Now, how much will you take
to construet the balance of the railway ? That would have
been an honest notice to give to the public, and nothing
les should have been given. On what principle can
the bon. Minister of Railway say tenders were asked for this
work? If he can, I pause for a reply, because I am

anxious to know. The strong point we advanced in oppo-
sition to the Syndicate last Session was that the Govern-
ment had changed their policy without giving any notice
to the country. The hon. Minister of Railways says that
the lion. First Minister at some pic-nic-they say it was a
religious pic-nie-I did not know that ho was in the habit
of attending them-declared that tlhe Government were
then negotiating with some parties to build the railway.
That the bon. gentleman said was equivalent to a notice to
the public and an advertisement for tenders. Such a state-
ment as that is an insult to the intelligence of the flouse.
What did the Government do ? They went to England and
entered into communication with individuals thore, and it
was announced on their return that a contract firm had been
made, but no contract was made at all. The contract was
made only after they came to this country, and it was made
behini the backs of the people. I believe t ait the senti-
ments advanced by the Government in 1880 was a sentiment
of which the people approved. I felt myself that in view
of the ligbt and additional information we had, and I think
it was the general feeling of the country, that that railway
would be better built bythe Government than if it were in the
hands of private individuals. We have now a contract with the
Syndicate involving hundreds of millions of dollars and no
information given as to who tendered. The details were not
given to the public. We sought to get the information, but it
was absolutely refused, and we do not know that any persons
excepting those persois constituting the Syndicate ever
tendered for the work. Nover was a Government contract
in any country, as great as this contract, lot wiLhout public
comupetition. Take the policy of England or the policy of
the United States; in the latter case the population by
twolve times greater than ours. Tho contract would
involve $ ,200,000,000 yet the Parliament of that country
would not be consulted before letting it. This Parliament
was called, as a more matter of form, to approve of what
had been donc by the Government, and unless the House
approved the action of the Government a dissolution would
take place. The people of this country were coerced into
approving of this contract. As I said before, I do not
intend to protract this discussion, but I felt it my
duty to repudiate the assertion of the hon. Minister
of Railways that ho bad let this contract by tender.
The contract is not based on a single provision of the Act of
1874, but is in direct conflict and direct violation of the
Statute. le said last Session it was on the Statute of 1874.
Hle them shifted his ground and said it was on theStatute of
1 872, but ho showed that that Statute had been repealed alto-
gother. I think I have shown beyond question that this con-
tract was let without any public competition or tender; that
it was in direct violation of the law of the land, in violation
of that principle which every one of us regards as sacred if
we want to preserve the purity ofthe administration of this
country. The Government ignored that principle, and I
charge them that they stand convicted before the people of
this country with having let a contract involving a
$100,000,000 without giving the people an opportunity of
tendering for the work.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Do I understand the hon.
gentleman to say ho was in favor of doing it as a Govern-
ment work ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITR. I mean to say that the Act of
1874 makes a double provision, it authorizes the Government
to conduct it as a public work or to construet it through the
instrumentality of a company. All the light and all the
information we have now go conclusively to show that it
would be wise and patriotic if this country had built the
Canadian Pacifie Railway as a public work instead of giving
it to a company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then I would like the hon.
gentleman to state why he was not in favor of doing this as
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a Government work. After having carried it on as a Govern-
ment work for four years-ho advertised for tenders all over
this country for a company to take it off his hands.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. We advertised for tenders to
carry it on as a public work. Now, I would like to ask the
hon. Minister at what time, in what manner, lie changed bis
mind whichli he expressed fully bere in 1880. He changed
his mind and ignored his utterances on that occasion and
came to the conclusion that it should not be·built as a private
enterprise.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I dare say the hon. gentleman
bas heard that sometimes it is easier to ask questions than to
answer them.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I see that is your case.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I ask the bon. gentleman whyp

if he considered it was wise on the part of the Government
te construet the Canada Pacifie Railway as a Government
work and not transfer it to a private company, why, af ter
carrying it on as a Government work for four years, he
closed his career as a Minister, and the Government of which
he was a member, at the end of their four years experience,
advertised all over the country for a private company to
come and take over the whole of this work.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I will tell the hon. Minister
what I will do. I think I have alreadv answered the question
satisfactorily, but I will answer it more fully, provided he
will answer the question I have just put to him.

Mr. RYMAL. I presume that the second reading of this
measure in relation to which the bon. gentleman has roopened
the discussion on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, will be
acceded to, and think it is almost useless to present any piece
of legislation to the House that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company desire, because it is a foregone conclusion that
whatever they ask they will receive. I said last year when
this matter was under discussion, that I thought the most
dangerous feature of the whole thing as it thon pre-
sented itself to my mind, was the absolute bondage
in which the Syndicate held the Government, and as time
bas elapsed we have plenty of evidence that the Syndicate
have only to express their desire, no matter what that
desire may be, and it is immediately acceded to by the
Government. If they wish to change the location of the
line, that is acceded to; if they wish the legislation of a
province to be ignored all they have to do is to instruet
their secretary so as to intimate their wish to the Govern-
ment and the legislation of a province is ignored at once,
the autonomy of a province is destroyed; and I believe that
this one thing will tend to a disruption of the whole
Confederacy. I think there is pretty strong evidence that
the Syndicate have only to ask that they may receive.
Last night I saw their paid Secretary on the floor of this
House, pompous and conscious of the strength that he
possessed as a representative of that great Company, inflated
with wine and infuriated with strong drink.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh, oh!1
Mr. RYMAL. After having bulldozed the Government,

after having, as a representative of the Syndicate,
demanded from them what they should not have
acceded to; standing bore, I say, conscious of bis
strength, after having bulldozed the Government, insulting
Parliament by insulting one of the most prominent mem-
bers ofthe Parliament of Canada, telling him his utterances
were false, false, false; that it is not so, that it is bosh,
bosh ! What shall we come to if the paid Secretary of that
Company, who is so conscious of the strength ho possessesj
by being its servant, can come here with impunity and
insult Parliament after having bulldozed the Government?
I do not wonder much at the Government being bulldozed1
if my suspicions are correct, and I venture to say that the
man is now living who will learn of some fearful discl- 1

Sir CARLEs TuppzR.

sures in the near or remote future, which will show that
the hold which the Syndicate have upon the Government is
what compels them to yield to every demand that the
Syndicate may make. What is our country coming to
when the representative of that Company may come on the
floor of Parliament and insult the most prominent member
of the whole Huse by giving him the lie direct, if not in
so many words. I say it is a shame and a disgrace. and the
Syndicate should be taught that their servants, at
least, may not enter the people's House and insuit
the members when they are speaking upon a public
question. The Government should blush to think that the
representative of their masters had no beter manners than
that, and they should blush to think that they had sold
the heritage of the people of Canada to a company
who can so far forget, through its servants, what is due
to the representatives of the people. But having robbed
the people through the Government of their heritage
I suppose they may add insult to injury. This is the first
fruits of the infamous bargain they entered into last year,
and when the full fruition of this bargain may be reached
remains to be seen. I venture to predict that the time is
not far distant when the country from one end to the other
will shake off the insatiate grasp of this grinding monopoly.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I was not intending to say anything, but
I wished more particularly to bring up the conduct of one of
the servants of the Company on the floor of this House, in
order that public attention might be callel to the impudent
and insolent manner which this Syndicate assumes towards
the representatives of the people in Parliament assembled.
If the Government has been bulldozed I have no doubt theie
was good reason. I said a moment ago that I believe the
time will come when disclosures will be made which will
bring a blush of shame to the cheek of every man who
has been connected with the concoction and carrying out
of this infamous robbery of the Canadian poople. How
soon that may come remains to be seen. We know a
few years ago things were going on smoothly, and the Tory
party was so strong that they fancied they would have a
long lease of power, but Providence, I trust it was, sent a
stroke of lightning, and in a few months they were obliged
to retire from the positions they had disgraced. I hope
and trust that Providence, on behalf of the Canadian
people, may send another stroke of lightning that will
reveal some of the dark doings which I believe have taken
place in connection with this transaction, for I believe the
Government have donc more to bring reproach upon the
Canadian people and to rob them of their heritage than
all other Governments combined. I asked a year ago
of the hon. Minister of Railways the same question
which lias been put to him by the member for Westmore-
land (Sir Albert J. Smith), why it was that asudden change
in the Government policy took place. When that is suc-
cessfully explained to me, perhaps it will remove some of
the ugly suggestions that have taken possession of my
mmd. I do not wish to leave Parliament and public life
with the impression on my mind that any of our public
men have been engaged in transactions which they are
ashamed to explain. I think they should have taken Parlia-
ment into their confidence and told it why this sudden
change of opinion took place. The hon. Minister of Rail-
ways will case my mind by telling me why it was that he
so suddenly changed his opinion as to the propriety of
carrying on the construction of the Pacific Railway, as a
Government work and giving it to a private company, and
he will do much to remove some ugly impressions which
have taken possession of me.

Sir CH A RLES TUPPER. I rise, for the purpose net o
discussing the question whieh has been asked of me
by the hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J.
Smith), and repeated by the hon. member who bas just
taken his seat, but for the purpose of explaining to
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the Ilouse that I am unable to answer the question. The tion li las asked. The hon, gentleman wlo las just taken
question asked is to state the time when and the reason ha seat will feel that it is not in my power to explain why
why it was I changed my opinion from being in favor of I changcd my opinion, for the best of ail reasons that I
constructingthe (anadian Pacifie Railway as a Governinent neyer lad but one opinion.
work and reverted to its policy of having it curried on by a Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. J suppose it will be admitted
private company, aided by the Government. The reason I that the leader of the Gouernment propounds and setties the
am unable to state when that change in my opinion occurred Governnent'spolicyand that theutterancesofthe leader will
is because no change ever did occur in my opinion. The overshadow the private opinion of the Minister of Railwayi.
reason I am not able to say why it occurred is because I Doos the Minister of Ilailways mean to say that lierepu.
have never held such an opinion. More than that I stated a diates the policy whicl was announced by lis leader, who
year ago, when submitting the policy of the Canadian
Government to the House, that it had been the invariable
policy from the commencement down to that time of all "What the policy ofthe late Gevernment would have been, we dopOliCy net*k* w but when we came inite office we decided te indicate
parties in this House and country, that this work should be it as a publicwork."
construeted as a private work aided by the Government.
I may recall to the recollection of the hon. member for
Westmoreland the fact fhat the Government of whichdhl gentleman tlat there was ne alternative but to takohet up as
was a member gave the most conclusive testimony they a public work and carry it on as we wore doiug.
could give that that was their opinion at the time, but I Sir ALBERT J. SMITF. But the First Minister said:
have only to turn up the speeches of the leader of the late"whon we came into office we decided to undortake it as a
Government to show that from the very inception of thepublic work."
work ho declared he was compelled to deal with the Cana- Sir CHARLES T1PPEI. Certainly, because notbing
dian Pacifie Railway as a Government work, not because else could be done. The lon. member for Lambton did the
he desired to do so, but because all attempts to get it done same thing but li did not change bis opinion.
by capitalists, aided by Government, had entirely failed,
and the hon. gentleman consistantly maintained the position Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. WhatIrmenutosay18thatwe
and said again and again in this House that while mu8t look to the announcement of the leader ofthe Govern-
compelled to proceed with it ex necessitate rei as a work iu ment. The opinion of an individual mombor cannot be
the hands of the Governmont, ho would be prepared to taken. Tie policy of the Govorument must be taken fror
revert to the policy of handing the work over to a private the leader of the Government. Thc Minister las Dot under-
company. True to that policy the lon. gentleman as one taken to make any announcement that the policy was
of his last public acts published advertisements broadcast chauged. He may have bad an individual opinion as to the
over the country inviting tenders and endeavoring to ascer- policy of the Government but that could not affect the
tain if a company of capitalists would undertake to carry annoncement as made by the leader.
out the work, take it out of the hands of the Government; Mr. ANGLIN. Te hon. Minister of Railways yestorday
finish tIh construction of the road and operate it. I will undertook most unnocessarily to run amuck in this fouse,
give to the House the most conclusive proof it is possible to to take hon. gentlemen on ibis aide to task who lad taken
givo of the statement, but I nover changed my opinion a prominent position in thc debate on the Pacifie Railwny
because I never entertained any other opinion than that it question mat Session. I am sure, Sir, that on tbis
was most desirable that this work should be carried on by sîdo of Vie fouse the attack was entii-ely unoxpected, but
and in the hands of a private company aided by the Govern- bowever we mny regret tînt 80 muclitime las been
ment. When I found myself in precisely the same position so unexpcctedly occupied we feel that our thanks
aS the hon. member for Lambton was in when leading the are due to the Minister for bnving nfforded us tbs uncxpect-
Government, when I found as Minister of Public Works cd opportunity Vo declare before tho Ilouse and the country
there was no possibility of proceeding with the work by wlat 911V views upon tbs question werc and what tiey are
anly other mode than as a Government work and carrying it to-day. Wly the hon. Miisier said that wv were nfraid to
on as suc, I was compelled to adopt that policy; but I wiIl repeat what wo lad ibî-merly stnted, wby le imagined that
read to the House as the most complote answer to the ques- we would willingly recede frote position we had occu-
tions of hon. mombers opposite the statement I made when pied, why ho chose to spcak ofthe resolutions of last year
I cane down and asked the House to place 100,000,000 acres ns forgotten litorature, it will be for hLm to explain; but
at the disposal of the Government to assure the carrying on the hon, gentleman know that througiout tic Lower Pro-
Of that work. vinces of tbis Dominion, at al oveuts, during the wlole

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. That was in 1879. summer wo called upon the people in every important centre
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In 1879. I am now stating to coreand bar wbnt the leaders of our party bad to say

the view I held, and it is the one I still maintain, was that upon the National Policy and upon tic question of the
when dealing with it as a Government work, and when Pacifie Railway contract, and ho must kuow wc'l, Sir,
asking the House to carry it on as a public work, I never becausebeoundertook to reply towhattleader-of tieuppo-

chaned l sid- ar frm pae 194sition and other membors said-wlat the topies discussed
ohanged my opinion. I said-I am reading from page 189 befor the pople of is country wer. S long as te state
Of the 2nd volume of the Iansard of 1879: of the wotier permitted public meetings Vo hold we went

"Exception may be taken to the appropriation of such a large extent in arnongat Vhe people. I wilI not aay we went down
Of land for the building of this road, as exception was taken by hon. amougst the people, because we -are nlwaya down amougst
gentlemen oppasite to the appropriation of 50,000,000 acres of land, teothe people, on bis side of the llouse-aud asked tlem tobe under the control of a company. We do not propose here to put the
land under the coutrol of a company, although I confess, so far as I amhear our explanations of tie nature and character of tlii
concerned. I would be glad, did the condition of things permit of it, if a contract, and unleas we were greatly mistaken in tie im-
company, liberally aided, could be found to take this work up, and, atro
their own responsibitity and risk, carry it to completion. But, in the
absence of that means of attaining our object, we believe we are right 1Î'ovinces, with arcely an exception, joined in the con-
l placing in the hands of a Commission-m which the Imperial Gov- demnation of that contract which wo asked them to censure
ernment shall be with us, jointly represented-100,000,000 acres of land and condemn. Mr. Speaker, a more extraordînary chargefor the construction of thewok.for~~ tecntuto fhe work." even Vhe hon. Minister of Railwnys nover chose te ninke

I trust that the hon. member for Westmoreland as the againat bon. nembers on tus aide of the fouse, tlan tInt
fulle,%t and most complote answer Jeaumike Vo the ques- I haeynad forgoten or wihed bo forget or would shrin from
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bringing before the publie their conduct on this question. He sites, ail mili sites, and ail timber and minerai lands, and
chose to say that I as one who movel a resolution on this when ithe settler goes in to select land for settlement, he
matter must have seen reason to believe that I was, at finds that his area for selection is very much narrowed
least, entirely mistaken in the resolution Iproposed. That and that the Company retain so much valuable land subjeet
resolution was a very plain and simple one, and so far as I to their own controi, that it is absurd to estimate the value
can judge of the effects of what has transpired of the lands on the basis of the price the settler has to pay.
during the past year the truth of the statements made and The value of the lands, we know, is very much greater.
the value of the objections then urged have been very much We hear of enormous sums paidfto the Syndicate thenselves
strengthened and confirmed by what has taken place. I for town lots in the paper towns along the line of the rail-
moved in effect, I believe, that in giving so large an amount way, and we hear a good deal of the enormous sums which
in money and lands for the construction of the central por- are extorted from some of the towns and cities by the ex.
tion of the Pacifie Rai lway the Government was acting inju- traor iinary powers the Company possess under their char-
diciously and improperly. The amount given, as I find ter, and the still more extraordinary powers they possess
frorm the contract already referred to-and I shall not dwell by their influence over the Goverument of this country.
upon it at leng!hb-was, for the 900 miles of the prairie sec- The hon. gentleman aetually boasted that the Company had
tion. $10,000 a mile in cash. And I believe the hon. Minister obtained $200,000 from the city of Winnipeg, and 60,0 0
referred to what lad aetually taken place and to the cost of from some other town. Why do the Syndicate extort these
construction of 101) miles through the swamps selected moneys from these people, who find themselves suddenly at
for the purpose, whi was $10,000 per mile, and their mercy, compelled to accept any terms the Syndicate
this lie said was allowance enough for the construction of like to impose, and compelled to pay money bonuses or
the road through the prairie country. Aillthat we have surrender one-half or two-thirds of the lots in the town or
beard of the work in that part of the country goes to city where the station is to be placed ? Entirely because
show that $10,000 a mile is a very liberal allow- of this-that while the Syndicate are nominally subject, in
ance indeed. It is said the Syndicate is building a the selection< of their lino of railway, to the control of the
much better road than they were bound to do Governor in Council, they possess the absolute power of going
under the terms of this bargain or than the where they please, and of saying to the people: "If you do
hon. Minister intended to construct when he degraded the not choose to submit te our terms, we will
character of the whole lino, declaring that he would build fot carry flii of railway flrougl your prerty, but
a new colonization road, but still it is by no means an ex- fen or fiftecn or twenty miles away." Wly, Sir, il is
pensive road. I have been told by those who seem to beimpossible tocaiculafe, at this moment, what the value of
familiar with the mariner in which the work is done on the fliafland reaily is. Shouliltlicpresent cxtraordiaary
prairies that it is of the siniplest possib!e kind. A furrow or excitement continue, slould the tide of population mb fliat
two is run on one side, anel a-furrow or two on the othercountry go on as ic anticipated, tbese lands will beconi
side of the proposed road and then by means of a machine very valuabie. They arc vastly more valuable to-day Ilan
called a scraper the earth or gravel is thrown up into the they were wlen I spoke last year, tley are vaslly more
centre and forms the road-bed, and that is in fact the mode valuable than tliy werc twe or tîrce or five ycars ago, and
of grading hie whole of tlie road along the prairie section, some will be vastiy more valuable four or five yeais
except in some spots whore it is more difficult. This may lence, long before fli Syndicate will have disposcd of al
be an effectual process, but it is by no means an expensive of their lands. Weil, Sir, were this a Governmenf road,
one, and $10,000 per mile for a railway so constructed is were these lands udete control ofthe Govrnmcnt stili,
ample. But in addition to that we propose to give them we-e tley te lbe disposed of by tlicGovernmont on fair
12,500 acres per mile of choice lands, the Syndicate taving Icims te actual selers, tli Governmcnt woild obtain a
power to select it themselves, and laying right along the large portion of flicexpendilure on this road, and we
line of railway. For other parts of the country the1y mightvould have a people froc and independent, and flerefore
have to choose their lands some distance from Ithe able f contribute more largciy te thc revenue of the
lino, but in the prairie section they have it on country flan it is probable fhey will le able te de. Sir,
either side of the road and if the land through- tle lislory of flast year bas proved ail this. If, as Lis
out the country is worth $2 or $3 an acre surely this must been announced by fli Minister cf Railways, some 21,000
be worth $3, $4, $5, in some cases even $10, per acre. or 25,000 people have alrcady this year gone mb fIat
The hon. Minister of Railways told us that the land would ceunt-y, thc gr-ater portion, I suppose, te sette in the
sell at the nominal price of $2.50; but oving to the liberal country, ail this gocs te slow fIat instead of over estimafilig
rebate allowed by the Syndicate, the real price to the actual fhe value of tIc lands last year, and fhecvalue cf
eettler will be $1.25, that a rebate of one-half the price is thc bargain te tIe Syndicate, I enfirely under estima1 -
allowed on conditions under which, however, in the opinion cd tIc value cf flic lands, and 1 did ot
of nire out of ten of the practical men of this country il put as slrongly as I mugît have put fIe cxtraordinary
will be impossible for the settlers to become entitled to their character of this airangement-an arrangement wlicb
land. It is said that it will be utterly impossible for a mangives te fIat Company a total of 11,250,000 acres ofland
going out the-e with the amount of capital tat ordinary im- over and above ail fiat thc road wili actually cost tlem, ail
migrants possess, to settle on the land, build a house for that if would have cost fIe GovernmeDt if thc Govcrnont
himself and shelter for his cattle, break up and cultivate his lad closen te bulld if. If was said last year that fhis was
land, raise food for himself and family and for bis cattle and given to them for two reasens. First, in order te fürnisl
bring eighty acres into actual cultivation within the time thom with a basis of credif, and se enabie them te cary o
prescribed. By the modification of these ternis lately made, flicwork. Tic Minister cf Raiiways did not fake flal p)-
it is said somothing will be allowed for the house the settler sition ; tînt was fli position taken by flicFirst Ministel.
will build and that this willh e taken into account in the TIc Minister of Railways is fend cf boasling of flicample
calculation which will determine whether or net he is enti- means cf the gentlemen wlo fcrm fIe Syndicate,
tled to his lands; but in nine cases out of ten the settler fond of feiingus fIat thc capital furnisled by thes,
will be unable to fulfil the conditions. There is by themacives or on their own credif, and fIat fhey rnaY
another very important point which the hon. Minister cf go on expending untold milio6s in fli sane way but we
Railways, l suppose, chose not te speak of. It is this: tind fIat ilese gentlemen lave set been very slow in gel-
that so far as we eau ascertain, the Syndicate does not put ting $25,000,000 of their land bonds placed on the market,
all their lands upon the market. They withhold all town and fhey are able te draw frem fhe Governmont thtishare
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of the cost as the work progresses ; so that without calling
at ail on their own resources or their own credit, they have
ample means not only to carry on this work, but also to
purchaso other roads in the country. They have bcome
possessed of the Canada Central road, not by any payment
of cash, but by a subscription of stock; and we heard lai ely
of their purchasing the road on the other side of the river;
and ail this is pointed to by the hon. gentle-
man as evidence of their unlimited resources and
their great credit. The people of this country have
furnished them with means enough to do all they have
yet done, and the probability is that as the work progresses
they will have money enougb to do all they have to do.
Like a huge spider they are spreading ail over this country.
They are men of great energy, no doubt, who thoroughly
understand the position of the country and their own
position, and who are doing no more than they are perfectly
justified in doing; but whether that is consistent with the
well-being of this country, whether it is a state of things
which the Government and the Parliament of this country
should promote and foster is another question altogether.
So much in defence of the position I took last year. I do
not wish to speak at any length, but really, after the chal-
lenge the Minister of Railvays chose to hurl at each one of
us, ho scarcely could have expected that we could do any-
thing eise than hurl defiance back and tell him that
we are prepared to meet him on this ques-
tion, or any other question, either beloro this
House or before the electors of this country.
It is amusing to hear the hon. Minister brag and boast as ho
did of his own wonderful achievemerts, and of ail his policy
had effected. You would suppose by that policy the whole
of the North-West had been almost brought into existence,
and had ceased to be a wilderness; that his restoration to
office vivified that vast territory and inspired the whole
people of the country to go in and possess themselves of
the land. According to him Winnipeg was dead when the
late Government was in office, and Winnipeg became alive,
active and bustling when ho returned to power. Winnipeg
might bave been hurt by the sclection of Selkirk as the
crossing place of the railroad and by the running of the
lino north of Winnipeg; but Winnipeg is not the whole
North-West, and to the country as a whole it may not have
mattered whether the chief town was at Winnipeg or Sol-
kirk. For Winnipeg the present state of things is very
much botter. But, really, what ground is there for ail this
boasting in the hon. gentleman? Why does ho seek in
this manner to challenge enquiry into his whole conduct ?
Did he think his boasting would be allowed to go forth to
th people as something the Opposition dare not con tradict,
knowing it to be well founded-boasting in bis own grand-
iloquent way? We are not prepared to admit the truth of
One-half or one-quarter of what he asserts, or that the late
Government were lacking in energy, and failed to do ail
they sbould have donc to open up the great North-West.
We certainly admit ho and his colleagues did do much
towards opening it up. But what have the bon. gentlemen
Opposite done for the North-West? What is there
to justify ail their boasting and self-glorifica-
tion? Years ago, on that side of the House,
when the hon. Minister of Railways had no seat there,
during the time of the Parliament of old Canada, if I have
read the history of that time aright, the Liberal party were
the party continually clamoring for the opening up of the
North-West. They adopted the patriotic view that it should
belong to the' Provinces of North America, that the Hud-
son's Bay Company were usurpers, whose clain should not
be recognized and that the country should be thrown open
at once. I think they created that demand for that terri-
tory which finally effected so much. But I never heard of
any Tory joining in that demand, or taking any special
energetie steps towards opening up the North-West. It
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was only after Confoderation, only when the Imperial Gov-
ernment desired, for purposes of its own policy, to see al[
those countries formed into one confederacy, that the Tories
suddonily awoko to the importance of the great North-West,
whicl they thon determined, for the first time, should be
openedi up. But they took a very extraordinary way of
opening it up: instead of insisting, as they should have done,
ihat the North-West did not belong to tie Hudson's Bay
Company, and that the British Government only had
proprietory rights, and should compensate that Company
for its c!aims, and hand over the territory without price to
the people ofCanada-and more than that that the imperial
Government should assist Canada, 1b[en struggling and not
wealthy, in opening up and governing the North-West.
That was the position taken by the late Mr. Howe, when
the proposal was first brought up, and it was one in which
he had the support of most, Liberals. But hon. gentlemen
opposite took a different course; they bought out the claim,
of the Iudson's Bay Company for £300,' 00 sterling. I
said then, as now, that it was a mistake to pay
that anount, but a greater mistako to allow them
to retain 5 per cent. of all the lands in that
territory. Next, those hon. gentklmen went to work
and commenced tho Dawson road. We do not hear
them boast much of that work, though we hear something
of the Fort Frances Lock. Nor do we hear much of the
steamnboats built up there, at that lock, which, I am told,
are now niearly rotted, though they might have been very
useful in opening that part of the territory, as might aiso
have been ihe lck if properly looked after. What next
did they do? They granted a Constitution to the North-
West which recognized no rights on the part of the peopie,
and which treated tihem as more worthless than the buffalo.
It did not recognize in them rights in property possessed by
themselves and fathers for generations; and hon. gentle-
mon opposite selected a Governor for them whom the people
up there had learned to foar. The people were thus goaded
into rebellion. Is that something of which bon. gentlemen op-
posite are proud? Will they recall the memory ofthose times
with all the self-satisfaction and glorification which the hon.
Minister of Railways likes te engage in ? We had a robel-
lion and sent up an army to subdue the rebels. We had all
the cost and glory, and we found the people there quailed
before our armed force and showing a desire to -be peace-
abie. I do not know that we treatecd them very well; they
lost a large portion of their independence and were branded
us rebels and outlaws ; and it was not till the successors of
bon. gentlemen opposite had time to deal with the
subject, some time after, that peace was finally restored.
Thon they made with British Columbia this extraordinary
bargain that we were to commence within a certain time and
to complete within ten years a railway from the existing
system of Canadian railways across the whole continent to
the Pacific Ocean.

Mr. PLUMB. The Americans did it in six years.

Mr. ANG LIN. If all the Americans were like the hon.
gentleman they would build it in less time. We never
thought that it was a thing we could do in six years, and
hon. gentlemen opposite have been in office for more than
six years since the day the bargain was made, and the
road is not yet completed. They made that extraordinary
bargain, and many times since they bave endeavored to draw
public attention from the nature of that bargain, because
the bon. member for Lambton consonted to the Car-
narvon Terms. The bon. First Minister has said
over and over again that by consenting to those terms,
the hon. member for Lambton increased enormouely
the obligations of the country, seeking te excuse his
policy by repeating that assertion - an assertion
which is entirely contrary to the fact. Well, they made
that bargain, and introduced a Bill to provide for the con.
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struction of this railway. As we found out afterwards they
passed also about the same time charters for rival lines.
Their proposal then was, as it is now, to build, though on
different terms, by means of a private company assisted by
a subsidy of money and lands. Tiey chartered a company
which undertook the construction of ihat road, but ailed.
What then did they do to show this extreme energy, their
great zeal for opening up the North-West. They Lad
their surveying parties out it is tire, and spent $1,500,000
to $1,750,000 in a work of surveying the North-West.
During all the twenty odd months they werc in power those
men of unbounded energy and great ability did not locate a
single mile of that railway. Nothing but the most scanty
information was obtained by then. When the hon. member
for Lambton was called upon to form a Government
he had to meet this heavy obligation, and what
support did ho receive from hon. gentlemen
on the other side ? How was it that the very
policy since pursued by the hon. gentlemen then-
selves, as the only policy under the circumstances, was
attacked and derided by theni. We all know how year
after year the hon. Minister of Railways denounced the
policy of tho hon. member for Lambton, laughed to scorn
his proposai to use water stretclies, and demanded that an
all-rail route sbould be commenced and completed friom
Nipissing to Nepigon and from Nepigon away across the
prairie to the Pacific Ocean. Hon. gentlemen complain
because we sometimes object to their policy. We are
obstructionists, traitors to Canada, because we do not choose
to agree with every thing they do. But during those years
the hon. Minister of Railways never ceased to find fault1
with the policy of the hon. meiber for Lambton, never

that letting the work by schedule rates, as was done, it made
no difference in reality whether the actual quantities were
ascertained nearly or not. Thoy do not pretend to argue
that the hon. member for Lambton, as Minister, was guilty
of any improper conduet in acting upon the advice of bis
ehief engineer in the matter, or that ho wilfully did anything
wrong, and their opinion as against that of the chief engi.
neer, must just go for what it is worth. But this much was
ascertained, that the quantities were not properly ascer-
taincd before the work was done; that the amount of work
to be done, and actually done since, was largely in excess of

thcir estimates; but as Mr. Fleming says, it does not matter
much if it had been correctly ascertained what were the
original suns calculated on the schedulo rates. They would
have been very much larger than they were, but the couU-
try has actually paid no more. But the hon. member for
Lambton is now chargcd with having been too precipitate
in letting these contracts, though at the time the charge
was that he was not going fast enough. The continual cry
in those days was that be was not going fast enough. But
the hon. member for Lambton, when Minister of Railways,
proved that he was in earnest. le pushed that worr as
fast as possible. WLen he had proof that the origi-
nal surveys vere defective lie had new ones made.
When he found it was necessary to alter the location of
portions of the road that were let, he did not hesitate to
alter them to points where the water-stretches might be
utilized. He had surveyors ail through that region and
beyond the Rocky Mountains, to find out the most passable
pass. No man in the Dominion has done more than the
then Minister of Railways to secure a passage to the
Pacific coast as far north as possible. The Minister of

ceased to hold it up to the ridicule of the country. The hon. Rdlways was nover tircd cf dweling upon the value,
member for Lambton proceeded with hiswork,and as ho came oxtent and fertility cf' bbc Peace River district ; hoenover
to the end of his term he was denourced for having done so tricd npon the Ministry of that day the importance cf
luttle. The lon. gentlemen succoeded. What have they onstructing the road so as to open up that district. Well,
done? When the hon. member for Lambton went ont of the hon. member for Lambton seems to bave had the same
office he left the line between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg view ; he appears, at all events, to have thought that the
almost completed at both ends. He had surveys made over view might be well founded, for I find ho surveyed the pass
and over again so as to obtain the best possible route, and made the greatst efforts to find a passage tothe Pacific
through one of the muost difficult countries in the world. coast north of the Yellow Head Pass. Everything in fact
There were difficulties to ho encountered lhat perhaps night was done that the Minister could do, whatever might have
have been obviated. The railway was not cornpleted as been the faults of the engineers employed on the works, to
cheaply perhaps as it might bave been, after some time had ascertain the best )ossible route to the Pacifie coast, and to
been devoted to the work of survey and examination, but ascertain it as quickly as passiblo. Meantimo the policy
it is very easy to be wise after the event. What did the of the Goverarnent thon, like the policy of the
hon. member for Lambton do then that ho ought not to have present lime, was that it was desirable to open
done; where was he wanting in ability or energy ? Did he not up the prairie region as soon as possible, that
push this work forward in all directions? le put those see- the first work to be done was to build as good a roadi as
tions under contract. it is now said ho did so too soon. could be built with the easiest possible gradients, running
Perhaps he did. At all events we had not sufficient infor- from west to east, between Thunder Bay and Red River.
mation. One of the results of the Commission of hon. Another work, the importance of which coulid not be over-
gentlemen opposite which lias acted as a boomerang in rated, was the Pombina Branch, as a means of opening up
retorting upon themselves is that it has exposed their mode the North-West Territory. Why ivas that not constructed
of doing business and defended in overy possible respect the at once? Simply because there was no railway with which
policy of the hon. member for Lambton. to conneet. The Northern Pacifie Railway, as W0 all

Mr. BOWELL. You have net rend the report. know, had become a failure, other roads up there bad
broken down, and thereforo it was useless to push tho

Mr. ANGLIN. I have devoted a great many hours to Pembina Branch. But just as soon as there was a probability
the report, and I find that with every disposition manifest of being able to get railway coinnection the construction o0
upon the part of those selected to bring in the hon. mcm ber that branch was puslhed forward. As the hon. member for
for Lambton guilty of sorne dreadful malfeasance, they Brant said a while ago, not a man, wonan or child in the
have not been able to do so. Every one of thoso old North-West to-day bas reached that country over a part of
charges were revived; they fished for evid ence in the any railway built by the present Minister of Railways. Every
endeavor to find something that would tell against the hon. one of them has gone in over the branch built by the hon.
member, but in vain. They are now making charges member for iLambton. In the old times it required eighteeni
against the chief engineer, Mr. Fleming's mode of cond uct- or twenty days to go merely trom the frcntier up to Win't-
ing the work, which was not at ail to their satisfaction. peg. Now, 8ir, a few hours ill carry an emigrant to he
They find great fault with him and all employed under him North-West over the same road. And because facilities a"
with regard to the work along those particular sections, greater to-day, becauso there is a railway system to-day by
and with the mode of letting ihose sections. Mr. Fleming which you can take a car in this city and be carried
lias always maintained before Committees of this liouse in that car to Winnipeg, is the reason why we see such a
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large number of emigrants going into that country. By another swamp, and o 150 or1 0 miles on tho
whom were these facilities afforded, Mr. Speaker ? Not 1y prairie after the manner 1 have decribed. Was that the
the Minister of Railways, who boasts that all the progress of cause of ail the prosprity wo car of? fas that done
the North-Westis due to him and his coileagnos, but by the mueh towards carrying the peopîe to the North-West ?
hon. member for Lambton. Sincethen thoe de1 rssion which Would they not have beonimore willing te go if the policy
prevailed at that time bas passed away, and it is not found of the hon. member for Lambton had been carriod out, if
possible to proceed with an all-rail route to Vinnipeg. theBut, Siweeaetogonsfralte asting- and the ho, not where it wou]d prove the most profitable to theBuSir, where arc the grounds for all the boatngadh
self-glorification to which we listened last night and at Company baving the contract andihaving their own
whioh the House was amused, and with which we mIlt intcrests oniy in vicw, but whcre it wouid be most profitable
have been content to remain amused but for this, that we to the people cf the whole Dominion, and where it would
knew it was intended for the country, and there iay beopenlup must cf thý hlnds of the fertile region to settie-
still some people in the country who, if those assertions had ment? If thc railway had boon built just as rapily as was
been allowed to pass unchallenged and uncontradicted, necossary, keping not merely abrcastofscttiement, but far
would have believed that the Minister of Railways lhad in advance, leading settiers into the wilderness, would net
really some claims for thoir thanks for all that had been the peoplo, kncwing they had to deal with the Govern
accomplished. But what has ho reaily done ? Re found themont, who were responsiblo to thom as wcll as te the other
sections between Thunder Bay and Red River comploted cirlion of the1)0)0cfcflth niriion for the management
and the railway located furtheci on. He says he bas made of thc road, knowing il wouid ho froc from moaopoly, have
a further survey, that ho ha since obtained variou:s been more rcady le have gene the country when it
improvements in the lino. It is possible ho bas became openel ns it now is rather th:în when lhoy know
donc all that, but the samo thing was donc that the rod bas been handot over to a Company whieh
precisely under bis predecessoi. But he ladcllocales thc lino whero it pi-omises te be most
not the letting of those contracti. Now, thc lettingofthose profitable, which iiolds btce best region under
contracts, especially contract B, bas caused more talk than hock and key, tho membors cf tho Goverament
the letting of all the contracts under tie late Administra- being merely thojailors for tho peoplof that cenntry, ro
tion. There bas been more said about it, whethier rightly fusing them Ihe right b cerne eut cf it by any other mens
or wrongly, than about the contracts that have beon let for than the Syndicale choose te providc. Wu knew thal a
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. lowover, the contract was much larger number of selers, who will boe the strength
let and a way has to ie provided for th- cxpeditious com- cf the countrY, would, undcr those conditions, have cntcred
pletion of the work. Even this has not been quito success- the country than have donc se unter the proseat systcm.
fui, although ho tells us that ho intends to propose that the loti. mcmboîs who cane te look at the matter from a cer-
contractors shall bo paid as they finish their work within mon-sonso standpoint, and people who have enquired, wilI
the time they stipulate, provided the work be completod -greo witb us en that point. Thus il appears that the
in the other time stipulated. Stili, so far, the work bas net glorification cfte Ministor cf Railways, insload cf being
been carried on as the Minister ofiRailways intended. But aomething rospocting which the can bolast, isil reality,
ho has now been nearly four years in office. He took office an noV whieh thoy must really doploro, for tho hon. gentle-
when one of these sections was completed, another one man bas donc nothing ante Sydicate lias donc very utIle.
nearly completed, and when facilities were afforded them The Syndicale was te have comcnced the Lake Superier
for carrying on the work, when there was nothing more to section, but nothing ba, been donc, the diffieuhties haviag
be donc but to let the works out to tenderers. Nearly four boon toc great, and although it wvas supposethatlte read
years have elapsed, and thoughl he over and over again would ru along t1) Lako Shore rather tian mb bbheinter-
charged thlie hon. member for Lambton with delaying it, 1cr,ltaI is now a malter ontîrciy unscttlo ant undetermin-
because he had not within five yenrs succeeded in building cd. Caî'rying the line along the Lako Shoro-%as, acco-ding
the road from Lake Superior to Red River, the e lite Prime Minîstor, tho very bestlhingwhich tho Syedi-
hon. gentleman himself, four years afterwards, finds cale dosired ; but wien the Company proposot
it matter for boasting that he bas succeeded in doing te«pass ltreujh the inlerior thon te samo
what my hon. friend bad done five years previous. hon, gentleman bld the people of Ontario that onc cf the
He takes all that bas been done in five years, andi he requiros great avanlages they would derive fromlte railway was
four years more to complote the work which ho says should the opeaiag up cflte vast timber regien in tat portion cf
have been commenced and completed within five years.te Province. lon, gentlemen opposite vary their story
Such is the boasting of the bon. Minister of Railways. What from day te day, lhey lake up our ideasco day and the
else bas ho donc towards opening up the North-West ? nexlday daimItem as their own. Tiis was notable; te
Nothing as yet. Not an immigrant bas yetpassed over any case in regard te thon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
section of the railway. But te hon. gentlemen says: "Look Laurier). lon, gentlemen opposite aise took credit for
at a contract let on the Rocky1untains." Has tiat any- the change made lnlte standard cf the railway; but they
thing to do with opening up the North ost. Does nv ardil knew what w ant at the entact, and our agita-
crne imagine that that contract bas brought a single seter ;ionocht point hatiietre ct cf preducing a change l
mito the North-West ? But the crownjing glory cf th Lon. the policy propounded by te Company. The character cf
Minster of Railways, is the making of the Syndicate con-lte undertaking iad been altered somewhat, but as yet very
tract, which ho claims has changed the whole face of things, slighty. I cannet resumo îny seat without entering my
not only in the North-West but tbroughout Cnnada; and bas protest againstlte position taken by the hon. Mînister cf
altered the position of Canada in the eyes of the world and Railways wilh respect te the empicyment cf Canadians on
is the means of attracting bore a flood of immigrants, ofipublic works cflte country. If 25 years ago, before we
'which we have sen not much as yet. We say that the had any coasiderabie oxperience of railways, ebjectien had
contract is cálculated to inflict incalculable injury on the been taken 10 lhe introduction, net te ene or two, but te a
people; that it is a contract which should never have been whole State cf American officiais,lte Ad might be held te
entered into; that it has not one good redeeming quali-ty,jho
and that it is irremediably and absolutely bad and oh-iRailwnys hinseîf underslood how far ho was carried away
jectionable. The Syndicate put their hands on the by exces cf zeal on beiaîf of te Syndicate in Ibis respect.
material and sold some of them, they have built 100 Hoeperiaps did inlend te imply that we have net in
'iles cf railway tbrougli ee swamp ii order te avoid. Canpda mon ahanintedr Ihvte management cf raihayse
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and yet nothing else can be inferred from what the bon.
gentleman said. He said: "lWhere in Canada is there a
man having a salary as large as Mir. Van horn is getting."
Mr. Vanhorn gets $15,000 a year, and is, perhaps, worth
it in the position lie occupies. Perhaps there is nobody
else in Canada getting so much, but can no man in Canada
discharge the duties so well as Mir. Vanlhorn does ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. J do not tbink there is a
man in Canada with the experience and ability necessary
for that position, and that is the roason the authorities who
required the services of such a man go to the United States
and pay $15,000 to secure the one they want.

Mr. ANGLIN. That isprima facie evidence that he is
a good man in the position he occupies, but it does not prove
that the people of Canada are different in experience,
intelligence, educ tion or energy, or any of the qualities
that would fit a man to fil] such a position as creditably as
does Mr. Vanhorn, and tie hon. Minister holding the
position he does ouglit notto insinuate that itdoes. He talks
about our being unpatriotic. If wc object to a single state-
ment made on the other side, we are nupatriotic; if we doubt
that thero were so many millions of acres of fertile land in
the North-West, we are accused of hein g unpatriotie; if,
while we admit that we have a vast and ferde region in the
North-West, we fail to accept the same exaggeriated state-
monts made with regard to it, we are told that we are unpa-
triotie. Yet, at the sane time that the hon. gentlemen werc
crying "Canada for the Canadians," they believed in no
Canadians except themselves and that Canada was all for
them.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Will the hon. gentleman
allow me to say that lie is very much mistaken if lie sup-
poses that the Canadian Pacifie Railway have not been de-
sirous of obtaining the services of Canadian engineers. I

may say that there is not an engineer of ability in my ser-
vire I have not found it difficult to retain, in consequence
of 1 he greater inducements offered by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. Mr. Smellie, who was the chief in the office here,
was receiving $3,000; they gave him ?4,000. Mr. Duncan,
the division engineer in one of the lmost important sections,
has been taken out of my hands-a Nova Scotia engineer,
a man of ability and standing-because they are able to give
him a much higlier salary than I could offer.

Mr. ANGLIN. I was not at all finiing fault with the
Company. They are doing what they think best in their
own interests. They give high payfir the services of those
men they believe will serve them most efficiently; but what
I am finding fault with is the way the lion. Minister replied
to the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), that on
this work a very large proportion of Americans are being
employed. The on. gentleman quoted a telegraphic des-
pateh, that a number of conductors had been dismissed
lately. The hon. Minister surely does not imagine that we
have not men in Canada fit to be conductors; that we have
not men in Canada with enough of brains and experience to
fit them for such positions; that we turned out of positions
the conductors, and Americans were put in their places, and
the hon. Minister at once jumped to his feet-to defend the
action of the Company, by saying that they had to procure
the services of the best men wherever they could be
found.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman seems to 1

to-day Americans are being put into the places from which
Canadians are removed, and he spoke in general terms of the
principal positions being held by Americans, and the hon.
Minister of Railways defended the conduct of the Company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. ANGLIN. And more than that, he attributed to us

Canadians the want of intelligence, ability and other quali.
tics to fit men for these positions, and then he took the
very extraordinary position that many of us are not Cana-
dians at all, that those who have corne here within five or
ten or twenty or thirty years to throw in their lot with the
people of this country, were no more Canadians than men
who had crossed the line to accept employment and who
would go back to the United States as soon as they could
get better positions. He would have none Caniadians ex-
cept those who are born Canadians, and perhaps he would
make it necessary that their parents should be Canadians
also. It is not a matter of great importance, but I object
to the statement made by the hon. Minister, after the iong
experience he has had in public life, afterthe experience he
has had at the bead of railway affairs in this country, that
he is of opinion that we bave not in Canada men to be trust-
ed in such positions as that of Mr. Vanhorn. If he holds
this opinion why does he not give this gentleman control of
the very difficult portions of the rond in his own hands.
Why are Canadians put at the head of these most diflicuit
parts of the road, if the plea is to be urged that we have no
mon to fill the casier ones under the Syndicate? fHe, as
Minister of Railways,is carrying on the work in the infinitely
more difficult portions of the. Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and I do not think that any one of us
has ever asserted that be had not ability to fill the
psition which e holds, though a Canadian; and I do not
know, Sir, that we are inclined to charge any gentleman
employed under him with want of ability, though they are
Canadians, one of them I believe, however, being an English-
man who came here ten or fifteen years ago, hoping to
become a Canadian. The rcal bard part of the work, the
contract thrcugh the iRocky Mountains and the Cascade
Range, is entrusted to Canadians, but it secms that no one
has the ability to carry on the work on the prairie section.
We object also very strongly to the extraordinary power
possessed by the Syndicate over the Government, and
through the Goveriment over the Parlianent of this
country. The complaint made by thle hon. member for
Wentworth was a well-founded one. The man who so
misconducted himself here last night would never, twelve
months or two years ago, no matter how full of wine, have
displayed the gross malevolence which he did towards the
leader of the Opposition. He was inflated, not merely with
wine, but with his sense of power. lHe who lad tO com ey
the will of bis masters to the Goveroniiet on the oppositO
side, naturally thought, when ihe was a little elevated, that
he was at liberty to come into this Parliament and attenpt
to browbeat the leader of the Opposition while engaged ia
the discharge of his duties to the people of this country. It
was an exhibition that we all deplored, and I have no
doubt hon. gentlemen opposite deplored it as much as we
did, but they did not rosent it, not as servants against their
riasters, but as the manifestation of the power which to-day
controls the legislation of this country. low does their
Secretary, writing to the leader of the Government, express
himself? He says:

forget that the gentleman whom Mr. Vanhorn succeeded "In the megotiations which preceded the contract, your Governmefl
when they gave him this inducement to leave a road in the at once conceded the principle that the same protection which it would
United States was an American, Mr. Stikney. have claimed for itself in respect of nes on the interes of Unisedh tated

, Mr.Stieney.railways, if it had buit the Canadian Pacifie Rail way, should be granîed
Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman, I am glad to see, tries to this'Company."

to recede a little from the position to which he was hurried He goes on to say, with reference to the railways which
by his zeal. The hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. were chartered in Manitoba:
Ross) was pointing out the fact that under the control of "lThey are directly in conflict with the declared policy of the Govern-
the American influences that are paramount ii the road ment, with the conditions of the contraQt of the Company with the

Mr. ANOLIN.
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Government, and with the terms of the charter which had been granted
to it-"'
Well, Sir, 1 find that after this letter goes through the
ordinary routine of being reported upon by Mr. Sebreiber,
and in turn by the Minister of Railways, the charter is
disallowed ; but before it is disallowed, the question goes
before the Minister of Justice, and I think the statement
made by the Minister of Justice on behalf of the Govern-
ment, should be held up as soon as possible and as strongly
as possible to the reprobation of the people of this country.
lie says that in an Order in Council previously passed and
forwarded to the Government of Manitoba, this extraordi-
nary principle was propounded:

" The Government think it very desirable that allIrailway legislation
shal originate bere, and that no charter for a line exclusively within
the Province of Manitoba should be granted by its Legislature, without
the Dominion Government first assenting thereto."

to what its utterance may bo. Hon. gentlemen opposite
may hope they will take the country by surprise and snatch
a verdict in their favor. But I believe they will not be
able to snatch a verdict or to come back and boast of a
majority. Some of them will come back, but when they do
we shall not hear any such boasting and glorification and
great distortion of facts such as wo have listened to last
evening, and such as we were compelled to occupy nearly
all this day in refuting and rebutting.

Mr. CASEY. I think, like the hon. gentleman who bas
just sat down, that the Minister of Railways is perhaps
rather sorry for having excited this discussion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. How can you think he is
sorry?

Mr. CASEY. Considering the amount of the hon. gentle.
man's shortcomings it would be hard to say when he could

If that is good doctrine for the Province of Manitoba, it is be sorry enough. The words, devilish ingenuity, was used
good constitutional doctrine for Ontario and Quebec, and it by him in describing the manner in whieh this amend-
lays down the broad principle that we have seen so much of ment was drawrn, and that word may become after
lately, in attempts to tighten the control of the bis use of it, a proper parliamentary expression, but I do
Federal over the Provincial Governments. If not impute that phrase to the policy of the hon. member in
this doctrine is laid down, then herealter no challenging this discussion. But I think, on the othe-r hand,
Provincial Legislature must venture to legislate on any bis intention was excellent, pcrhaps, te carry off n triumph
important railway matter without first obtaining the assent by cballenging a discussion that be tbought would not core
of the Dominion. This is almost equal to what was known on; but the contrary bas been the resuit and bis plan bas
in the old time as Poyning's Act-an Act which required miscarried. I tbink it was the duty of everyone wbo at-
that every Bill presented to the old Irish Parliament should tacbed lis name to any of the amendments of Last year to
emanate from the English Government, or first go to the meet the hon. gentlemans challenge, and show wbether ho
English Government for its consent. Another letter from held to his sentimcnts and was preparcd te meet bis con-
the Secretary of the Company bas been placed in my hands, stituents on the motion to whieh he set bis name. During
in which he requests the Government to consent to a this discussion it bas been plninly sbown that many of the
change of the location of the lino of railway from Portage ovils then forold bave core te pass. Tho bon, gentleman
la Prairie to the crossing of the Assiniboine River. They daims great credit, bocause some oftbese evils have net yet
simply in timate to the Government that a particular change core to pass; but the falness of time bas not yet ar! ived
of location, made entirely for their own benefit, is necessary for tbe culmination of tbose evils. Ho bas net told us, how-
to be sanctioned, and forthwith the Government of this ever, that a single evil we thon predîctod bas been shewn
country ratify the decision of the Syndicate. Taking all te be impossible, or improbable. That being the case thi
these things into consideration, I do think, Sir, that we are balance of the whole discussion is in our favor and against
placed in an extraordinary position ; but I have this conso- the poliey of the Minister of Railways. If part of our pre-
lation, that I think the bon. Minister of Railways probably dictions have come true, the ]est is likoly te bo realizod,
wishes in bis heart by this time that ho had confined him- whieh casts the balance in our favor. Take the
self to bis statement with regard to the progress of the question of monopoly in the North-West; it bas been
work on the Pacifie Railway, and that ho had not attempted clear]y shown that monepoly bas existod, and in a
to slash and cut down, right and left, hon. gentlemen on sense that nobody anticipatcd xhon theSyndieato contract
this side of the louse. 1 wonder if lie fanhed that we were was beibronthe wlise aerwhiae the leader ofthe Goveru-
af'aid te discnss this mattor. I wonder if ho thought tat mnt said culd ntexist. In that respect our prodictionsof
wo would allow bis eriticisms of these resol utions te pass, se evil bave been more than verifled. Tho Minister of Rail-
thatt by-and-byc ho might stand up at public meetings and ways attempted te do away with the force of an objection

aY: " I said so-and-so in the Parliament cf Canada, before with regard teo this mnopoly by showing that the local
these bon, gentlemen, aud they did net contradimt me." If the rates of the Canadian Paciti Railway was in soste cases the
hon, gentleman made any calculation of that kind, ho finids rates of other roads owncd by private parties. oe admitted,
bîmaself greatîy mistaken. We have dared te centradimt of course, that those rates were bigher than they would have
bim , and we tell bim that we denounce this contract as been if this had been a Govern ment rond. De t us tako
injurieus te Canada, subversive of the intorosts and the the case without considering the question of what the rates
hiberties et the people of Canada, and we wihll bodcighted wvuld have been on a Government rend and foi then ake f
te go before the people of this country and ask them tebis comparison with other railroads eo gave us only local
ocndemn the mon who imposed this bargain upon them. rates of roads whss e length was only 145 miles, in other
The people will cendemn them, and hon. gentlemen know words, the whole completed lino of the Canadian Pacifie
that amongst their own frienda, whe for other reasens sup. Bailway from Emerson t Brandon. But e forghtab etot
port them, this cbarter is net approvd of-that it was net us what is realy the fact that whil other railways give
ilpproved of by many bon. gentlemen oppobite who were through invoics at vastly roduced rates, the Canadian
''duced to support it last year; but the Pacifie cRailway, for the simple reason that it has ne
remonstrances and the censures of the people cf this comptitor gives through rates very litte les, if
eulntry wilI net se easily be set aside or supprossed. anything less, than local rates. The local rates are

I trust the people will soon speak, and speak loudly, plainly, als the throngh rates and are vastly higber than those
itolligently and honestly-speak as people whe love their cf any other railway of the same ength. 0f course
euntry, who are true-harted and truly inteligent-people through rates as a rule are very much lower than loeal

Who detest mismanagment and who will nover beuwihling rates, and for what reason? Simply because on through
to become the tools of a policy whieh is calculated t involve, traff i railroads have competition. In this case the railway
their bontry in sch difficulties and misfortunes. The has necompetition, and bas wn objecttiihin a lower
ceUnthese h l speak, and we, on our side, have ne doubt as rate for a car of wheat from Brandon for Miontreal than

1882. 1021
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from Brandon for Emerson. It must go over their line to place in land, instead of being a cause of'congratulation b
Emerson, in any case. Therefore, the exporter of grain hon. gentlemen opposite, is a standing disgrace to their
from Manitoba and the Manitoba importer of merchandise power of forcight in making the contract. Tiire is n
have to pay as much for their froight over these 145 miles doubt that one feeling which urged supporters of the Gov.
as they would have if only using the line from Emerson, ernment to accpt the Syndicale bargain was thatthoywould
instead of going 100 miles further. The hon. gentleman's thereby have something liko finality in this contract, that
comparison is utterly fallacious and should not have been îhey woald know what they were going to pay for the
brought up in serions discussion. Thon he discussed the railway. This axpectation has beau destroyed, there
price we are paying for this road. H1e enlarged at very is no finality undar the terms Of the contract.
great length and with bis usual verbosity and eloquence, Instead ofthe finality we were to have we have been landad
with that vigor and force and fire which ho puts into every- in a wider sea of nncertainty than we were before, because
thing he utters on the vast prosperity of that country, and while the construction of this road was in our banda bis
I am bound to say, from what I personally know of it, that conduet was noticed more c0os8lY, More Closely watchod
ha bas scarcely spoken in too high terms of its prosperity. by bis supporters and by the country, than when ho is
It would be almost impossible to overrate the prospects of simply acting as the adviser oftho Govarnment in making a
a country that is having railroads built through at an extra- private arrangement and giving knowtedge which he ,a
ordinary rate, and which contains the most fertile lands inauthorizod 10 give by the terms of Ibis contract. lu fact,
America, if not in the entire world. I quite concur in these Sir, the mannar iu which tho Government have acted
praises; it would be urpatriotic to deny these facts. But towards this Company la the most disheartaning thing in
ha a8cribes this vast prosperity, this sudden and wonderful connection with the wholeontract. So far from Govern-
increase in the value of the lands of the North-West to the ment acting as a controlling power over the Company, we
fact that the contract for the construction of the Canadian find the Company acting as a controlling power ovor the
Pacifie Railway was let to the present Syndicate. Government. Justead ofthe actions ofthe Company being
Hon. gentlemen then tell us that it was in consequence of watchad by the Government in the intereats of the
the Syndicate bargain that prices of land had so gone up. country, the actions of the Governmont are carefully
He must know that in such a statement ho was nisleading watched by tho Directors of the Company in their
the House. It is not the bargain with the Syndicate which own interests. Even on the Railway Committea, whou
bas caused the tide of prosperity to flow in there; that private Bis with regard b other railways are up, we have
had begnu and was already progrossing at a very rapid seau the solicitor of that Company sitting beaide the Minis-
rate while the Government had control of the road. It tcr of Railways and dictating to him from time b lima what
had begun when the hon. gentleman's predecessors had let policy the Government should assume with regard toîher
the contract for the road from Emerson to Winnipeg, and private railways. We bave sean the rosuit of that domina-
grown in volume cvery year with increasin knowledge of tion in the dilIowance of those local charters about whieh
the country ; and wheiî tie Government de cd eir so muh lias been sid. W havasean in the grants of tim-
policy of building a lino across the prairies, at the rate of ber which hava beau made in territory which wa do not
100 miles a year or more which was thon considered a very yet know whether il belonga to thia Dominion or not. We
rapid rate, this boom certainly took a new impetus. If hava sean il in the proposai to allow the Company 10 shorten
the hon. gentleman had gono on building the road as a ils route in ordor tadimiuish the subsidy il will have Vo
Government road, tho boom would have been as great and pay. We hava sean it in a hundred instanc&, and as chal.
as enduring and have reached as high a culminating langes are in order I must challenge the Minister of Eau-
point as it now seems likely to do. But thare waysi0nama oua instancein which Ibisrailwayhave asked
would have been one grand difference, the profits arising anything Of any importance and had it refuscd 10 them.
out of the euhanced value of the lands sold would have such bas beau the casa we will al ho glad 10 hear of it.
inured to the Government instead of to this private Com- faet the hon. member for Wentworth (Mir. Rymai) was too
pany, and the settlers would have had to deal with the Govern- Iimitcd in the scope of bis*remarks when ho callad the lion.
ment, whose interest it is to get the country settled, instead gentleman who was aI your left lat uight the Servant Of
of with a company which is only a land speculating com- bis masters, meauing the Railway Company. Ithinkthîse
pany. Let -us look for a moment at the enhanced value of mastershavemany servants,and tbe opinion iscartaiuly
the lands caused by the building of the railway. The bon. borne out by the whole course of the Goverument since last
Minister must know that farm lands close to the railway year, showing as it does that the mosî obedient of their
are now held by private parties at $8 or $10 an acre. The servants are the members of the Government ot
land sales at Birtle in the early part of this month, averaged Ibis country. lu fact, they ara eztonding thcw
nearly $i n acre cash, and the choice lands sold at from $4 influence over the whole railway business of Canada.
to $7, and this at a distance of 60 or 70 miles from the 1rack ara constantly using their influence to mako thamscîves
of the railway. The hon. First Minister referred to those more wealthy and more powarful than we ever imagincd
sales the other night in congratulatory accents, and said the Vhcy could be, and tending t0 make thomselves the dictalors
Opposition would be surprised to hear what pricesof Ibis country. The rai power behind the Throne, whieh
these lands had bronlght; the Opposition were not surprised, regnlates the action of the Goverument lu conueclion with
but gratified to know that their predictions of last ail railway business, appears 10 be the influence, of what-
yeuar bad proved true as to the prices the Government ever nature iI.may be, if it la not political inflaenca, of this
could have got for the 25,000,000 of acres, had gigantic cry of railway mon and land apeculators.
they kept them in their own hands. If we take the Birtle Billread the second lime, considored in Çommiîtee and
lands alone at an average of $3.50 an acre, we have eighty
or ninety million dollars for the 25,000,000 acres of land, -

but if we take the bigher prices which lands close to the
railway are worth, say86 an acre, we have $150,000,000 as
the price for that land grant; and this does not include the Sir LEONAID TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do DOW
enormous sums that the Canadian Pacific Rail way have been ave the Chair for the-fouse b go again into Committea of
receiving from the sales oftown sites. The plotof Brandon Snpply.
alone, with the additions made to it, must have netted the Motion agreed b; and House resolved itfo
Syndicate more than 81,000,000. This boom which is taking mittee.

.Mr. iy
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(In the Committee.)

99. Publie Buildings lin Prince Edward Island.........$3,600

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The $600 asked for the

Charlottetown Marine Hospital is to meet a balance on the

contract that has been given.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon.

Minister explain about this $5,000 asked for the Summerside
public buildings ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. For a Custom fouse and
Post Office in place cf the present old building. We pay
over $300 per annum rent., and the buildings, which are
very old, do not belong to the Government. I think the
new building will be brick.

100. Public Buildings, N.B........................... ......... $84,000

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). $10,000 were voted last year
to the St. John Marine Hospital; $15,000 additional were
asked. Will that gross amount complete the building?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The estimate is $25,000 for
the whole. The ground is the property of the Govern-
ment. It is proposed to go on with the work this summer.

In reply to Sir RicHARD J. CARTWR1GIIT,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The cost of the building
for the Woodstock Post Office and Custom Hlouse will not
exceed $10,000, and that of the land $3,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Woodstock, I
believe, is an inland port, and it is somewhat unusual in
some cases to erect special buildings for Custom House pur-
poses.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The value of the exports
is $65,000, imports $58,000.

Mr. IRVINE. Is it the intention of the Government to
proceed with the work this summer, and what kind of
building is it proposed to erect ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention is to go on
this summer as soon as the plans are prepared. The building
is intended to be all stone. With respect to St. Stephen's
Post Office and Custom House, $15,000, I may state that the
population is a little less than 3,000; Postal revenue, last
year, $1z,000; Customs, $46,000; exports, $96,000; imports,
$368,000 ; value of goods entered for consumption, $320,000.
With respect to Sussex Post Office and Custom House, the
population is 3,584; the Postal revenue about $1,500. The
intention of the Government is to proceed with the building
as soon as the vote is obtained.

' Mr. CASEY. Has the hon. gentleman a return of col-
lections made at this port ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN.. Not in the surrounding
country. I have only a statement for Sussex; the amount is
$3,000.

Mr. CASEY. But as the hon. Minister proposes to put
up a building costing $12,000 for a population of 1,000, and
to collect a Customs revenue of $3,000 it certainly seems a
Very extravagant estimate.

Sir HEUTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think so. It is a
place that is increasing and will increase. It is an impor-
tant place, and will yield a large revenue.

100. Moncton Post Office and Custom House........... $15,000
Mr. SNOWBALL. I would like to call the attention of

the hon. Minister to the necessity for Post Office accommo-
dation at Newcastle. The trade of the port is very largely
increasing. The town is a very thriving one, and with the
benefits' of railway communication and the increasing
laInber trade itis growing very rapidly. The hon. Minister
Visited the place last summer, and I have no doubt his

attention was called to the need of Post Office accommoda.
tion.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I suppose the $15,000 does not
represent the whole amount of the expenditure. Property
is very dear on the main street, and it will cost considerable
to get a good site.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I know that the place is a
thriving one and will increase largely. It is calculated
that $2,000 will pay for the site, and the balance of
the vote is to be expended on the building. That will be
enough, itis expected, to finish the building.

Mr. ANGLIN. Bathurst had the honor last year of a
visit from the hon. Minister. He found the town not a very
large, but a thriving one, a great deal of business being
done at the port. The Post Office and Custom House are
very much separated, and I bave no doubt the hon. Min-
ister's attention was called to this.

Mr. KILLAM. I would like to ask whether, in cases
where new post offices are to be built, it is the intention to
pay the postmasters by salary ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position to
answer the hon. gentleman: If he will renew his question
when the hon. the Postmaster-General is here, he will, no
doubt, receive an answer.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think that the postmasters in all these
places are paid by salary.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITIH. I would like to ask whether
there is any change in the contractors?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The original contractors
were four brothers named McManus, but one of them died,
one, I believe, left the country, and one lost his health so
that he could not continue the work. The one wbo remained,
the active partner, asked to be recognized as the contractor,
and the Governor in Council agreed to that.

100. Dorchester Penitentiary ................................ $253000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like to ask
the total expenditure upon this penitentiary ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There were $270,000
besides this $25,000. The total amount will be $380,000.

Mr. CASEY. Will this vote be used for enclosing the
grounds so as to do away with the necessity of keeping so
large a number of guards?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; a separate vote will
have to be taken for that in another year.

101. Public Buildings, Quebec.

Lévis Fortifications and Military Buildings.. ...............
Quebec Fortifications.......................................
Dufferin Terrace -To complete........................................
Quebec Citadel.............................
Quebec Examiing Warehouse .... ..................... ...............
Securing cliff under Citadel, &c., Quebec-To complete.....
Cartridge Factory for Small Arms, Quebec..................
Three Rivers-Fitting up old Barracks for Public Offices.....
Sherbrooke Post Office, Custom House, &c .............. ........
Montreal Inland Revenue Building-To complete additions

to and alterations of ............................ ...............
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary ......... ............ ...... ........
Hull Post Office and Inland Revenuo Offices....................
St. Helen's Island Military Buildings ....... .......... . .... ......

$ 2,500 00
15,000 00
6,000 00

15,000 00
20,000 00
2,500 00
2,300 00
4,900 00

20,000 00

9,800 00
8,750 00
9,000 00
2,000 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The $2,500 for Lévis Forti-
fications and Military Buildings is for repairs. The vote of
$15,000 for Quebec Fortifications is to continue the renewal
of the walls that was be-gun some years ago. The sum of
$6,00 is asked to complete the Dufferin Terrace. Wehave not
rebuilt the whole, but the lower portion of the wall between
the buttresses has been filled in with timber painted the
same color as the stone, which was done to save expense,
and when we have more money we will replace some of that
timber work with stone.
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is the work on these

fortifications done by public tender, or by day labor ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We began by calling for

public tenders and by giving the work to the lowest
tenderers; but the work was delayed a good deal by
strikes, and for a time we tried to keep up the work our-
selves, but it cost us much more than if we gave it to a
good contractor and paid him well for it. So we finally
adopted the system of calling for tenders from ton or twelve
of the best masons, and giving the work to the lowest
tendorer. The next vote is for the Quebec Examining
Warehouse.

Mr. CASEY. Does the vote for the Citadel include any-
thing for armament ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; only the walls. We
would require $25,000 for that purpose; but we propose
$10,000 for next year.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will that put them
in thorough good order ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think another $10,000
will. As to the Quebec Examining Warehouse, we have no
Government building. We have a number rented from the
town, old and unsafe. We think it botter to have a Govern-
ment building on Government land, and I think we will
require $10,000 more. The next item as to secure the cliff
under the Citadel, $15,000.

Sir RICIHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. - I observe this is to
complote the work; what has been its total cost?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $35,000. With regard to
the item of small arms, $2,300, we had a previous vote of
$2,000 for heating apparatus, for additional machinery,
repairs in the central section, &c.

Mr. CASEY. Will that finish the building to be used as
a cartridge factory ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $6,000 will be wanted. The
vote for Three Rivers public offices is to repair and make
the buildings complote.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Aro-these works
done by tender?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Does the item of

$10,000 for the Sherbrooke Custom fHouse complote that
work?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think it will complote
the old building, including the fittings and furniture.

Mr. CASEY. The cost will be 635,000.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It will be nearly $40,000.

We have a balance in hand of $14,000, and there is required
to complote $24,000. We are asking $20,000, leaving over
$5,000 to next year.

Mr. CASEY. Will the hon. gentleman give some expla-
nation as to the population of Sherbrooke, and the collections
at Sherbrooke.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The population is 7,227;
Postal revenue, $7,220; Customs 846,678; Excise, $49,600;
Weights and Measures, over $1,000; total exports, $154,000;
imports, 6779,000; entered for consumption, 8778,000.
With regard to the Montreal Inland Revenue building, to
complote additions and alterations, we had two votes, $9,000
in 1881, and $10,000 in 1882, and we need $8,800; the total
will be a little over $24,000. With regard to the
item St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, $1,000 will go
towards providing offices for the stores, and $500 for tools
for the carpenters, &c.; repairs to prison and buildings,
$600; cast-iron fonce and gates, $350; temporary wooden
building for storehouse, $600; salaries to clerks, keepers and
trade instructors, $3,000. With regard to the Hull

Sir HEOToR LANGEVIN,

Post Office and lnland Revenue Office, $9,000 will be wanted
A site bas been donated. It will require a little more tocomplete the work, probably $2,500.

Mr. ANGLIN. What is the population of Hull ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Not quite 7,000. The vote

for St. Hlelen's Island is for repairing the military buildings
-this completes the work.

102. To defray expenses in connection with public
buildings in Ontario ........................ $196,025

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would have beenglad
if the hon. gentleman would have allowed that to stand till
the member for West Durham was present, as he wanted to
speak on it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. He will have abundant
opportunities.

Mr. BROWN. I am glad to see the Government are
allowing $20,000 for the Belleville Post Office and Custom
flouse. I think the lot there is a suitable place, and there
is a decided want felt for the construction of the building in
which the Post Office, Customs, Inland Revenue and Weights
and Measures may be all combined. I have no doubt the
hon. Minister of Customs will see that the building is suitably
put up and is worthy of the city which he hails from, a
city which, I think, will compare favorably with any other
in the Province.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total cost will be
$48,000, of which $5,500 will be for the land. I am now asking
for $20,000 of that sum, and next year we will have to ask
for $15,000 more. The land was purchased last year for
$37,000. The $40,000 will be towards the erection of the build-
ing, which will cost, when finished, over $200,000. That will
include the Post Office, Custom Hlouse, Inland Revenue and
Weights and Measures. The Stratford Custom House will
require $13,500, and we may have to ask for two or three
thousand more next year. St. Thomas, $20,000-this is for
the Post Office and Custom Hlouse. The whole amount
required will be $40,500. The land alone cost $7,000.

Mr. CASEY. I notice that this is exactly the sum
which is put down to Cornwall and Brockville and
a number of smaller places. Now, St. Thomas is a
city of over 20,000 inhabitants, and is growing much
faster than some of these smaller towns. Now, we
must come to one of two conclusions, either Cornwall
with its population of 4,300 is getting too much, or
St. Thomas of twice the size is getting much too little. St.
Thomas is a place more strictly comparable to Belleville
and ought to have a sum corresponding to the allocation for
Belleville. If $40,000 is too much for Cornwall I think you
ought to give $90,000 to St. Thomas.

Mr. ARKELL. I give credit to the hon. member for
West Elgin for being so solicitous for St. Thomas. I have
been working this to.night pretty well, and I am quite will-
ing to leave it in the hands of the Gevernment.

Mr. CASEY. I suppose by working it up the hon. mel-
ber must refer to those little transactions which took place
last summer, although I di not for a moment suppose those
reasons could have influenced the hon. Minister.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As the hon. gentleman has
seen fit to make another allusion to the matter which came
before the Committee at a previous meeting in regard to my
trip to Ontario last summer having been muade at the ex-
pense of the country, I will now take the opportunity to
reply to the insinuations then made. The hon. gentleman
stated tha t I was travelling in a special car and was attended
by a man with gold lace, and that I had a steamer at My
disposa. I may say now that it was so late the other eVO-
ing that I could not answer the hon, gentleman, and I did
not desire to prolong the debate. But I aM
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bound to inform this Committee now and the hon. member 103. Parliament Buildings, Winnipeg..........$30,000
who made the accusation, and who, I regret te say, is not Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is te continue the
present, that the special car was placed at my disposal by contract given last year. $90,00 was stated as the expected
the Great Western Railway Company free of charge, that it cost, but I think we will have te ask a tbousand and more
did soin complimentto myself as a representativeotf myPre- on accunt of the increase in labor and material.
vince and of my race and a member of thec Government.
I need not speak of the steamer, because the hon. member Mr. CASGRAIN. fow is it that we are obligod to build
for Essex (Mr. Patterson) truly stated that all the cost of Parliament Buildings for Manioba.
that excursion on the river was paid by my friends, Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the other Provinces
Reformers and Conservatives, in that region. I may add came inte Confederation they had their Parliament Buildings
now that the Grand Trunk Railway Company also placod and these were allowed by the Federai Government te ho
thcir special car at my disposal under the same circumstanee used by he Province. As Manitoba was a new Province
and that none of these cars in which I travelled in Ontario and had ne buildings Parliament lait year voted a sum for
cost the country a single cent. The journey cost nO One the purpoSe of constructing public buildings and a residence
anything, but myself in the work, anxiety and fatigue which for the Leut.-Governor.
I experienced. I think that even the most robust of the
hon. gentlemen opposite would have been considerably
fatigued had they been obliged to undergo the samejourney. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The cest of the Lidut.-
Now we come to the next item, the St. Catharines Post Governor's residonce was expected te be $55,000, including
Office and Custom House, $16,500. The total amount voted furniture, but I think we shah have te have more owing te
for St. Catharines in 1881 was $6,000; in 1882, 815,000; and the increase te which I bave referred in labor and
$16,000 is now asked for, making a total of $37,500. 816,000 material.
will be required. At Chatham the work would cost $41,000. Mr. CASEY. Thera is ne vote this yoar for the Post
We have 8,000, and $20,000 is now asked for. London Office in Winnipeg. We know by bitter experience that
Post Office would require for minor improvements, $7,500. the Post Office accommodation there i net goed and that

Mr. KILLAM. On what principle are applications for letters are much delayed.
Custom Houses and Post Offic'es granted ? In many cases Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We intend doubling the
Custom Houses and Post Offices are being provided in post Office, and putting in twe doors se as te alew a sepa-
towns which are net so important as others which are rate exit and entrance. The Gevernment bas aise under
entirely neglected. In regard to the salaries of postmasters, consideratien the prejeet of building an entiroly now
it may not be known that the Post Office Act fixes the building.
salaries of postmasters in different towns on a certain fixed S CJ
principle, that is they are paid 40 per cent. of the receipts,Sv
taking the average receipts for a number of years. In sone ery serieus deficiency in the accommodation for immi-
towns allowances are made for fuel and light, but in certain grants, and some of the hardships suffered by people
cities where buildings are provided by the Governmentgoin
fixed salaries are paid to the postmasters. this. I wouH like te know if any improvements are te bemade.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the attention of the Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Gevernment is in-
Department is calied to a want of public buildings at any creasing the accommodation of the immigrant sheds
place, I send an officer to examine the facts or I go throughout the West and we will have in the Supplementary
myself. Last summer I visited Ontario, Quebec, and the Estimates a sum of money voted for that puîpose.
Maritime Provinces, especially such points as were stated
to require public buildings. I informed myself about the Mr. CASEY. I would like te euh the attention ef the
wants of the different localities. When 1 found publicGeverument te the fact that by following the example of
buildings were required I reported the fact to my colleagues, enterprising hotel preprietors in Wiunipeg and erecting
and the result is seen in the Estimates before the Committee. large tents they could accemmodate immigrants perfectly

Mr. KILLAM. Then no comprehensive system has been well for the summer, and avoid the delay that would bo
adopted by the Government, but only such places as the hon. aused by putting up buildings.
Minister bas seen fit to visit received the benefit of his Mr. TROW. I would like te ask if there are any regu-
attention. He bas net taken the trouble te look at large lations as te the time when immigrants shah remain lu the
over the Dominion and has visited some places of minor sheds.
importance to others that have been omitted. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman wilI

103. Public Building in Manitoba..................$87,500 see that that is a matter that eau best ho rogulated on the

Mr. HOOPER. The Immigration Office at Emerson spot. Immigrants are sent on with the land guides asoonMr. [IOPER Th ImigrtionOffce t Eersn 1as tboy have ascertained deflnitely where their lots are.
not worth $400 or $200, but I observe that last year $400 Mr. TROW. I spoke of this because I know of
were voted to complete it. The immigration shed isc. im
a!together too small, and a farther sum should beplcdn h siae o ulig e h sheds while the boad of the family was off working, theplaced in the Estimates for buildings for the yn om nteimgatsest h 'tiaccommodation of immigrants and an immigration office. people cup or

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. I did not expect the meut of others more deserving.
hon. gentleman to put a question ab9ut the Estimates 104. Public Buildings, North-West Territories...$15,0w
Of last year. If he wishes the information, I shail Sir ECTOR LANGEVIN. This is t keep Upthe
be happy to give it to him on concurrence. So far as buildings and prevpt them from being destroyed.There
I arm informed there is an officer there maintained by the i $ 10,000 re-vote for the lunatie asylum.
Department and one agent, and the shed has been enlarged.

103. Manitoba Penitentiary.....,, ......................... $33,000 105. Publie Buildings, British Columbia...... $w),000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is for the heating In reply te Mr. BUNSTER,
apparatus and for alterations in the cells and the roof and Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. For a quarantine station,
blinds and charges. Authorized but not paid for, $3,000. at Victoria $5,000 is asked by the Miister of Agriculture,
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in order that the Province of British Columbia may have
the same facilities in this respect as the other Provinces.
The vote of $16,500 for British Columbia Penitentiaryis for
general repairs, including a new flooring, a heating appar-
atus and an hospital for contagious diseases. For a Post
Office and Custom House at New Westminster $11,500 is
asked, and $4,000 or perhaps $5,000 more will b3 requirod.

Mr. CASEY. It does not seem prudent to spend such a
large sum at New Westminster in view of the size of the
place, and also in view of the fact that the great-city of
that district will be a few miles from that point, at Port
Moody, the terminus of the railway.

Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. There was a contract last
year for the work.

107. Public buildings, repairs, furniture, heating,
.......................... . .... ............ ....... ... $255,309

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The increased number of
buildings in the Dominion makes the claims on this vole
greater every year, and therefore we have to ask for
$165,000 this year for outside bui!dings, though hon, gen-
tlemen will remember that when we had the workshops
this vote amounted to $225,000, and sometimes more; so
that there is a saving now of $55,00J or 860,,000. We
ask for $6,000 for the Parliament gr-ounds, as $4,000 was
not sufficient, the expenditure last year having been $5,924.

Mr. ANGLIN. What is to be donc with the Leautiful
fountain in front of the main building.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is a question whether
that basin should be there, or whether it would not be
botter to have two fountains, one at each side, and leave
the place where the present fountain stands as open ground.
Until that is decided, I think it botter not to purchase a
fountain.

109. To defray expenses in connection with the
harbors and rivers in Nova Scotia ... the.$583,000

Mr. BORDEN. I would like to make one or two obser-
vations before the hon. nember makes bis explanations, as
I want to refer to a few matters not mentioned before, and
perhaps h- will be able to answer me. Is there any general
principle of public policy upon which these grants are given
for wharves and breakwaters; are engineers sent impartially
to the different parts of the Province in reference to
these expenditures of the public money, or are they
sent, and is money voted to those counties that happen to
send representatives here to support the Administration ?
At the time of Confederation there was a question as to
whether these piers should receive grants from the Dominion
Government at all or not. Most of them have been con-
structed by grants from the Government of Nova Scotia, and
the people conjointly. They were situated in districts
inhabited by fishermen and seafaring people not able to
keep them up. I think, in 1871 on 1872, the policy was
adopted to givegrants for the maintenance of those break-
waters, and in some instances for the construction of new
ones. J, myself, during the previous Administration was
able to get a number of grants for work of this kind in my
county. Since I have made application, by petition and
otherwise, to the present Administration, but never have
been able to get any. I think it is proper the enquiry should
be made,upon what princi ple these votes are given-whether
the Government is justified and whether the publie expects
it to use the public money for the purpose of influencing the
different counties in the Dominion favorably towards them
or in the case where a county is represented by a member
opposed to them, in attempting to punish those people for
not having sent a representative to support the Administra-
tion ? I think I can give a case in point. Previons to the
election of 1878, in my own constituency, I had succeeded
in getting the Minister of that day to set apart, out of thej

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN.

general sums voted for breakwaters, two amounts for two
places in my constituency.

Mr. BOWELL. Was that just before the elections of
1878 ?

Mr. BORDEN. I said before that it was. That will
prove the position I am now taking.

Mr. BOWELL. It proves that is the principle on which
your friends acted.

Mr, BORDEN. Two sums of $500 each was set apart
for two harbors-Baxter's Harbor and Pickets Harbor, and
the engineer had recommended the expenditure, having
visited the localities, but after the election, as soon as the
change of Govornment took place, I was informed that the
grant had been cancelled. Now, I think there is a case in
point. Those expenditures were justifiable and they should
have been carried out. But it seems because there was a
change ofGovernment, because my constituents happened to
elect me opposed to the present Administration, they were to
be punrihed by striking out these grants. At that time I
called the attention of the bon. Minister to the fact, not the
present bon. Minister, but the member for Cumberland, but
ho gave me vory little satisfaction. In the early part of
this Session I sent a petition to the present hon. Minister
and addressed a letter to him, calling his attention to Bax-
ter's Ilarbor but could get no satisfaction. I have not
received even an acknowledgment of the receipt of that
petition. I have made similar applications for other places
in my county, but without avail. Now, my constituency is
paying a very much larger amount into the revenue to-day
than under the previous Administration, because taxation is
higher. I think it is not fair or in the public interest,
and not contemplated by our system of Govern-
ment, that we should be entirely eut off from public
grants because I oppose the Ministry of the day. The
Ministry will find that pursuing a course of that kind will
not bring about what they might desire-a change of senti-
ment in that constituency. I will simply call the attention
of the Minister further to two applications I made the other
day for surveys in that county, and I respectfully ask him
to grant them during the coming summer. They will not
cost much and I think it would be in the public interest to
have them made.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the bon. gentleman's
petition bas not received any acknowledgment it must
have been an oversight of my Department, because as a
rule all letters and documents are immediately acknow-
ledged.

Mr. BORDEN, I never reccived any.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry; the hn.

gentleman may be sure it is not intentional. I rememnber
receiving two letters last week, when I gave orders to
acknowledge them. I do not know whether the hon.gentle-
man has received the acknowledgment.

Mr. BORDEN. Not yet.
Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. There is a great pressure

of business in that Department, but he may .be sure they
will be acknowledged and considered by myself as soon as
ï can do so.

Mr. BORDEN. Favorably?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will do my best, but I am

now so busy in Committees all morning that I cannot spend
more than ten minutes in iny Gfice every day. Then we
remain in this louse a little late. As to the principle of
these votes, the bon. gentleman must see ho is entirely
mistaken if he thinks we make distinctions in favor or
against a county, according to its representation. Just a
minute ago we passed a vote for Moncton, which I do nto
think sends a member to this side ofthe House. It was the
same thing with regard to West Hastings.
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Mr. BORDEN. Is the pier at Annapolis to be a public the sum necossary for the construction. He told me that

pier ? Will there be a Dominion official appointed to take was the principle upon which they wore building one in
charge of it, and will other vessels that come into that port Bonaventure county, just opposite the county of Rostigouche
besides this particular lino of steamers be allowed the use of and on the other side of the bay. Last year I put the
it? Also, will it be used in the public interest and not question to the hon. Minister ani found that nothing was
simply in the interest of this particular steamship company ? granted to us. In the county opposite, on the north side,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It will be a public pier for two wharves have been maio during the last year, and
the public in general, and I suppose it will be under the surveys have been made for nve wharves altogether in that
same regulations as other piers in the Dominion. county, while in my county there has only been one survey

made, which the hon. Minister ordered two years ago, but
Mr. ANGLIN. This is the introduction of a very no money has been granted. Chailo is a station on the

important innovation, the policy of ibe Government in Intercolonial Railway, and while it wouild be an accommo-
regard to public piers and harbors. Hitherto, so far as I dation to the people in that neighborhood it would be au
know, all Governments have acted on the policy of only equal or greater accommodation to the people of Bona-
voting public money for the erection of harbors of refuge venture, and I think the hon. Minister will
and for breakwaters to make thom safe, but they have al- find in his Department a petition from the
ways refused to spend public money in providing accommo- people of Bonaventure asking that this wharf should be
dation within the harbor for the benefit of trade and built at Charlo for their accommodation also. It is a mat-
commerce. Hitherto, in my own county, when I have been ter worthy of the consideration of the hon. Minister of Rail-
asked to apply for aid for piers of this kind, I have replied ways, as well as of the hon. Minister of Public Works, to
that it was contrary to the policy of the Government to have a pier at that place which would, as I have shown,
appropriate public money for the accommodation of trade accommodate the people of two or three counties. There are
and commerce within a harbor. also two other stations, New Mills and Jacquet River, on the

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a special case. Intercolonial in Restigouche, fronting on the Baie des Cha-
There is here a line of steamers that is doing a great deal leurs, at which it is desirable in the interests of the railways
towards encouraging trade. This county has expended and the public, to have piers erected. The distance across
a large sum of money. I was there last summer, and they the Bay is but a very few miles, and the residents in Carle-
have changed the appearance of the place altogether. The ton, Maria, New Richmond and New Carlisle find it very
other day a steamer sailed from Annapolis carrying 9,000 inconvenient to cross the Bay in their boats to ship and
barrels of apples and 400 barrels of herring, and another receive supplies by the railway. The Minister explained to
steamer was to sail shortly after. my hon. friend that the Govern ment makes no distinction in

Mr. KILLAM. The hon. member for Gloucester is right favor of or against a county according to its representative.
i.new principeiathe Bonaventure county, on the opposite side of the Bay, whose

in saying that this raises an entireyi representative supports the Government, bas had grants for
construction of piers by the Government. Now, this is a three wharves and five surveys, while my county has had
splendid wharf and it suits the purposes of the Company only one survey and ne money granted, although it was
exactly. It furnishes facilities to the counties on the surveyed two years ago. People can draw their own infer-
Windsor and Annapolis Railway to ship their productions ences from these facts.
easily and cheaply. However, the real question is, whether
it is the business of the Government to build the pier in a Mr. ANGLIN. It is important to promote trade between
particular harbor to accommodate a certain business. The the two sides of the Bay, and this could be largely promot-
Canadian Steamship Company was incorporated last year, ed by establishing small piers at some points.
and everybody wished it success. They intended at that Mr. CASGRAIN. The item would be creating a very
time to purchase or build steamships aud run a line. Upto strange precedent, as I understand the wharf belongs to a
this timo they have not done so, but they have chartered private company.
a number of steamers and have carried on, I believe, a suc-
cessful trade. But the point is, whether the Government are Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I took care that when pay-
justified in establishing a precedent which will enable thomn ment was made to the Company the wharf should not be
hereafter to assist any other harbors along the shore an exclusive one for the Company but for the benefit of the
where it is necessary to have an outlet. For this reason I country at large.
moved for returns concerning this pier early in the Session. Mr. LONGLEY. I am very glad to find there seems
I have the returns and I am quite satisfied the representa- an almost unanimous feeling in favor of the grant, and I am
tions to the Government made by the individuals concerned well assured the Minister has fully satisfied himself that the
are perfectly correct. They are no doubt patriotic indi- Company is deserving of it. In addition to the wharf it has
viduals who are working for the country and making their nearly a mile of substantial railway, and the expenditure
own fortunes at the same time. Tho principle still remains up to a certain period is $30,442. The wharf in question
to be decided whether it is in tho public interest to has been thrown open to the public already. An iron
build a pier of that sort in a particular harbor, as steamer belonging to another line has already loaded thore,
the hon. the. Minister of Public Works says, to recoup and two vessels could have beon loadod if the wharf had
the Company for the expenditure they have incurred, and been prepared in time. Yesterday I road a telegram
thus serve a private company at the public expense. I to the effect that a steamer is loading 9,000 bar-
have no objection to the expenditure, but let it be under rels of apples for the English market. The trade which is
certain restrictions. The hon. gentleman must remember likoly to be opened out through the instrumentality of the
that in consequence of this vote other places will be asking Acadia Steamship Company will be worth thousands of
for similar favors, and no'doubt will be getting them under dollars to the western part of the Province.
bomne future regime.110. Harbors and Rivers, N.B.............................. $49,000

Mr. HIADDOW. Two years ago a petition came to the
Government from a district called Charlo, in my county, Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $35,000 was placed in the
asking the hon. Minister to build a pier in that neighborhood. Estimates for a breakwater at Negro Point, which has cost
I called upon the hon. Minister and ho gave me to understand since 1874 $280,000. At Port Hood there is to be a break-
the terms on which they would build such works were that water on the western side of the harbor, 300 feet in length
the people in the locality would be required to contribute half and twenty feet in width, at a total cost of 815,000,
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Mr. ROGERS. I would like to call the attention of the

Minister to a work at Anderson's Hollow, in my county, to
which I called attention two sessions ago. The former
Government made an expenditure, and the work was com-
menced of building a harbor of refuge. I would like to
have a further amount voted, but I notice there is nothing
in the Estimates.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My attention bad not been
called to the matter.

Mr. ANGLIN. I would like to ask the bon. Minister if
ho intends to go on with the Charlo Harbor work.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Supplementary Esti-
mates not having been approved in Couneil, I am not in a
position to answer the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I would like to enquire with
regard to the-work at Oromocto, and to ask if it would be
gone on with. Certain recommendations were made by the
Chief Engineer for the improvement of the River St. John
at that point by the erection of another breakwater to
deepen the channel.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the plans were
shown to me last year, I found that the brakewater had not
been constructed aecording to the plan, that it leaked very
much. J ordered the necessary repairs to be made, but I
must say I have not been able to recommend to my
colleagues the construction of any large pier on the other
side of the river in order to still further confine the current
and give greater depth of water.

112. Harbors and Rivers, Quebec...........$137,000

Mr. FISET. Before this sum of $137,000 is voted, I hope
that the hon. Minister of Publie Works will allow me to ask
him if of the item of $10,000 set aside for repairs and
improvements of ports and rivers in the Province ofQuebec,
a portion is to be applied to the improvement of the barbors
and breakwaters in the county of Rimouski ? I speak of
this particular item, because in the preceding items I do
not see any sum set aside for the county of Rimouski,
which I have the honor to.represent. The hon. Minister
knows as well as I do that the barbor of Matane needs
improving, and that the works, begun under the late
Administration, are insufficient for the general wants of
navigation. The breakwater at Rivière Blancihe, although
of great service, such as it is, cannot be considered complete
until it bas been connected with the mainland. The quay
at Rimouski requires to have its height increased and to be
widened; in its present state, especially since rails have
been laid on it, to allow the running of cars on it, it does
not meet the requirements of trade. I may also mention
Bic Harbor, so favored by nature, and which requires but
slight improvements to become the safest harbor of the
south shore of the St. Lawrence. The hon. Minister will
therefore greatly oblige me if he will let me know whether
ho intends to apply a portion of that item to the improve-
monts which I have mentioned, and concerning which
petitions have, at different times, been forwarded.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. With regard to the quay
at Rimouski, I have to state that it is not inder my control.
The hon. Minister of Railways, under whose control it is,
and to whom I spoke about it some tirne ago, seemed to me
to think that the quay was sufficient for the requirements
of the railway. With regard to the quay at Matane and
the one at Rivière Blanche, I will ask the hon. member not
to press for an answer. I have received petitions from
these two places, which are now being taken into consider-
ation by the Council. When the Supplementary Estimates
are prosented, I am certain that if the hon. member sees an
item allottod to these works ho will be content; in the
contrary case, I shall b glad to explain the reason why.

Sir HECTOR LAiqEVIN

In reply to Mr. KILLAM and Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The vote of $20,000 for

harbor of refuge at Nicolet is a continuation of the vote of
last year. There will still be required between $35,000 and
$39,000 to complote the works, which will cost altogether
between 855,000 and $59,000. The work at Yamaska wilI
cost about $55,000 altogether, and about $7,000 more will
be required to complete it. We are building a lock and a
dam there. At Three Rivers, $25,000 is asked to deepen
the river and remove boulders, so that large ocean vessels
may have sufficient space to swing round. The vote of
$4,000 for Philipsburgh Harbor is for the construction of a
pier, of which the locality will furnish the same amount.
The total cost of the work will be about 819,000.

113. Harbors and Rivers, Ontario............ $159,000
In reply to Sir RicHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We are progressing with

the works in the Cobourg Harbor. We had difficultieswith
the contractor, and had to take the work off his hands.
We have had very unsatisfactory contractors there.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Did the hon. gentle-
man pay the workmen ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the contractor failed
we took possession of the plant and there was a drawback
and a deposit of money in our hands, and we used as much
of that as was safe in paying the workmen and persons who
had furnished them with materials and supplies. The Gov-
ernment may have had a deficiency of $500 or $700 to do
this.

JâIr. BROWN. I think the item for Belleville, $5,000, is
not sufficient for the work. The work was not completed,
and the dredge is there now. A very little more would
complete it, and clear the west side of the harbor of earth
and debris, so it would be of great advantage to have it
completed now, as it would cost less than at any other time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Tho 85,000 has not been
expended altogether there.

Mr. BROWN. Not quite.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My idea was, after the lst

of July, should the amount not be quite sufficient and
should $500 or $600 be required, to take it out of the
general vote for the work. I did not think it worth while
asking a special vote.

Mr. TROW. What is the expenditure on Toronto lar-
bor for ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote of $12,500 was
set down before Captain Eade's report came in, for the
dredging of the harbor. But since I¯have recommended an
additional amount, which will be made known to the Com-
mittee by a Message soon. It will take a little time tO
complote the harbor work. I will give explanations whel
the messages are received.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What about Goderich,
-is the vote for repairs or for now works.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. To complete the works
contracted for by the lowest tenderer; to make repairs; to
dredge the shoal at the entrance, and open the mouth of the
Maitland River; and construct crib-work on its north side.
We shall have cribwork built on the north side of the Mait-
land to catch the sand, make a new beach and relieve the
Maitland. With regard to Wireton, a railroad has been
built to it, and Government intend to build a pier in con-
nection with the railwny, which will complete the works,.
This $35.000 will be our contribution and sufficient.

No. 114. Harbor and river expenses Manitoba.. $13,000

Mr. TROW. Are the Government in a position to dredge
the mouth of Red -River.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have set down a larger
sum to induce some contractor to put a dredge on that river,
on account of the amouit before not being sufficient. There
may be some cribwork to be constructed to close some of the
mouths of the river and throw all the water into one course
to scour the entrance.

No. 115. North West Territories Rivers........... $20,000

Mr. TROW. Will the hon. gentleman explain this item?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We had so many works in
hand last Session that we could not attend to the Saskat-
chewan. But an engineer is going to that river this season
to remove boulders and set dams.

Mr. TROW. The prineiple obstruction will be at the
junction of the North and South Saskatchewan, at Coal
Flats.

Mr. ANGLIN. When may we expect the dredges to
commence operations. The hon, gentleman, I believe,
made some promises.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My promises were very
few. They only amounted to this, that I would consider
the matter, see whether it could be done, and submit it to
my colleagues. Otherwise I would be binding my col-
leagues.

M1r. KING. Is it the intention of the Government to do
anything in Grand Lake or Washademaak the coming
season ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry the hon. gen.
tleman did not call my attention to Grand Lake before;
this is the first time I heard ot it.

Mr. KING. I hope, when the hon. gentleman does come
down, he will favor us with a visit. Application was made
for a dredge at McMahon's Cove two years ago, and re-
ceived a reply that a survey would be made. Nothing bas
been done since. Very great difficulties are experienced at
certain seasons of the year in consequence of the shoals at
M cMahon's Cove and Janiseg. I hope the hon. gentleman
will look into the matter, and have the channels dredged.

Mr. KILLAM. I think we ought to have some general
explanation of the operation of the dredges during the
coming season. I would like also to call attention to some
localities which required dredging and have been neglected
since the hon. gentleman came into power. At Yarmouth
and Pubnico dredging requires to be done. In Pubnico,
a large harbor and settlement composed of people
of the bon. gentleman's nationality, some consideration
should be paid to its wants. One of the dredges should be
sent there to enable the people on the west side to get a
botter approach to the place where they have to bring their
vessels up and ]and their fish.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN read a statement of the dif-
feront places where the dredges were employed.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). The New Dominion was not at
work?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. She was laid up for repairs.
She will be in repair to work this season.

Mr. BURPEE. Last year she was to be employed at a
port in Sunbury.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is true, but she was
Out of repair.

Mr. BURPEE. She was sent to another place, and if I
ara not mistaken, the hon. Minister of Public Works him-
self gave orders that she be sent to Marble Cove.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I remember that. I was
visiting the place myself and a deputation waited upon me.
The deputation wanted to dredge the channel to get to the
Public landing, and the people said they had been waiting

several years to get it done, but the Minister of Public Works
had not been able to visit them. I thought their request was
a reasonable one and accordingly ordered the dredge to be
there the next day, and the work so performed was a public
benefit.

Mr. BJRPEE. I am glad to hear the hon. gentleman
state that ho was entirely impartial in the expenditure 6f
publie money, and I felt quite indignant when some of his
supporters meanly said that no public work should be
undertaken in any ceunty that did not support the hon.
gentleman. I was fully aware at the time that they were
misrepresenting the hon. gentleman. I have no objection
to the hon. gentleman dredging this Marble Cove, which is a
private place, but i would remark that ho leaves uncared for
the river St. John, where many vessels pass every day and
have to unload their cargoes to get over a sh al. I think 1
have some reason to complain of that. :Thon with reference
to the point of which tho hon. member for Queens has
spoken, in reference to the shipping of coal. It is an im-
portant point. At a certain period in the year it is impos-
sible for bouts carrying coal to get up to the wharf -and the
coal has te ho shipped in scows. Although this is in the
county of Queens, some of my constituents are much
interested in these desired improvements, as there are coal
mines in the county of Sun bury, and it would be a great
relief to them if this dredge could be sent there for a few
days.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am very sorry that any
of our supporters should have circulated statements that
caused so much indignation to the hon. gentleman. I hope
they will never do it again. As to the Oromocto shoals
the hon, gentleman must remember that we have expended
a large sum of money there already, and there was no com-
plaint about them when I was there last summer. However,
this matter will be looked into again. The hon. gentleman
is perfctly correct in supposing that the Government will
construct publie works in whatever county the public in-
terest may require them, whether the county supports the
Government or not.

Resolutions ordered to bo reported: and (at 4 o'clocka.m.)
the louse adjourned.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS,
TFiuRsDAY, 20th Apr 1 .

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'cloek.

pAYms.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUIPPER moved the third reading of
Bill (No. 144) to authorize the construction on certain
conditions of the Canadian Pacific Railway through some
other pass than the Yellow Head Pass.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think the hon. gentleman should
insert a proviso in the Bill that a change shall only be
sanctioned upon obtaining grades equal to those upon the
Yellow Head Pass route.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I can only say to the hon.
gentleman that I think that would ho fatal to the Bill. I
do not expect it will ho possible to obtain gades equally
favorable to those of the Yellow lead Pass.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am sure the hon. gentleman sees
the extreme disadvantage of having such high grades as ho
mentioned. It would be no advantage to the~ Company in
the running of the road. It seems to me it would be far
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better to take a route seventy-nine miles longer and have
easier grades.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I entirely concur with the
hon. gentleman that every foot that is added to the grade is
extremely objectionable. Of course, it will become a mat.
ter for the most careful consideration of the Government if
they find a practicable pass there, to go thoroughly into the
question of grades obtainable, and how far we would be
justified in increasing somewhat the severity of the grade in
order to obtain the important object of shortening the dis-
tance. That matter will, of course, receive the most careful
consideration, but I think it would not be right to put it in
the Bill because it is not in the least degree probable that we
shall get a grade equally favorable to that of the Yellow
Head Pass. I fully entertain, however, the principle the
hon. gentleman has laid down as to the desirability of
having easy grades.

Mr& MACKENZIE. I will not put the hon. gentleman
to the trouble of dividing upon the question, and as this
conversation will be reported I shall ask it to be passed on
a division, because, as far as I am concerned, I am entirely
opposed to the Bill.

Bill read the third time and passed.

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT FOR IRELAND.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now
leave the Chair for the House to go again into Committee of
Supply.

Mr. BLAKE. It was understood that the hon. member
for Victoria, N.B. (Mr. Costigan) had some motion to make
upon the House being asked to go into Committee of
Supply.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I beg leave to move an amendment to
the motion now made by the hon. the Minister of Finance,
that this House do now go into Committee of Supply.
Before placing that motion in your hands, it is my duty to
trespass upon the time of the House in order to explain the
reasons why I invite the attention of the House to the
subject of the motion which I intend to move. At an early
period of this Session my attention was called to this
subject. i was consulted by friends who sympathize with
our fellow-countrymen who arc suffering in Ireland, and
who have been, for a long series of years past,
seeking relief from what they consider the un-
satisfactory system of Government under which they
now live. I felt, Mr. Speaker, that this was a questioi, the
introduction of which into this Parliament was of very
great importance. I felt that to invite the consideration of
this Parliament, and to ask this Parliament to express an
opinion, was to ask it to take a very serions step. I have
given the question all the consideration that I could, with a
desire to discharge my duty faithfully towards my fellow-
countrymen, and also towards the people of Canada. When
I was approached on the subject, I stated at once that, so far
as I was personally concerned, I would not hesitate at any
time to undertake the duty of moving a resolution similar to
the one of whichI gave notice some time ago, in favor of reform
in Ireland; but I would much prefer that the proposal should
come from the people outside the House, and not be made
subject to the mere desires or opinions of any individual
members of this flouse. After a very short period
I received such indications as led me to believe that a very
large portion of the people of this country would view with
very deep satisfaction a movement of this kind in order to
obtain from Parliament an expression of opinion on this
very grave subject. Believing that I was fully justified in
undertaking the discharge of this important duty I at once
took the stops necessary in order to bring it about; not
only did I take the stops necessary to bring about the moving

Mr. MACEMZIE.

of the resolution, but also to secure the harmonious adoption
of the principle by this House. I feel that to invite the
flouse of Commons of Canada to express an opinion, to
ask anything that the representatives of the people here in
Parliament assembled might consider unreasonable, would
be not to advance the interests of those whose case I seek
to advocate, and in whose favor I ask an expression of the
House. In consultation with friends, it was decided that in
regard to the form of the resolution which should be moved
in Parliament it would be well to consult those hon. nem.
bers who might be expected more particularly to sympa.
thize with us on that question. Those gentlemen from
both Houses, the Sonate as welt as this House, were invited
to attend a meeting to take the subject into consideration.
A meeting was held and the subject discussed. A special
Committee was formed at that meeting with a view of
preparing resolutions which might cover the ground as
expressed by resolution passed in the different cities an d
towns in Canada. I am glad to say that that duty was per-
formed without any great difficulty ; that those gentlemen
gave their assistance cheerfully, and that there was on the
part of those who did attend and took part in the work, an
earnest and honest desire to frame such a resolution as the
Parliament of Canada might be asked to adopt. The gen.
tlemen present were equally anxious with myself that the
sympathy of Parliament should be enlisted with the people
of Ireland, and I am sure they felt they would not be justi-
fied in the discharge of the duty they owed to Canada to
ask the Canadian Parliament or its members to pronounce
in favor of a resolution which might be inconsistent with
the position this Parliament occupies towards the Mother
Country. I felt from the first that perhaps no
motion which was brought before Parliament would
obtain more real sympathy from the members than
a motion of this kind. It would be well, perhaps, at this
stage of my speech to say that after several drafts of
resolutions had been prepared and submitted, after they
had been carefully considered, many changes were made,
all with a view of avoiding difficulties which we knew we
had to contend against. When the resolutions of which a
copy stands on the notice paper, had been before the House
for some time, when hon. members had become familiar
with the terms of those resolutions, I had occasion to feel
my way among hon. members on both sides. I may say
that I did not make a particular canvass, I did not make an
individual canvass, either of hon. gentlemen on the other
side of the House or on this side ; I trusted to the honesty of
the cause, I trusted to the resolutions thomselves, I trusted to
the history of Ireland and its government, I trusted to the
sense of fair-play and justice which every man representing
a Canadian constituency must foel and be influenced by, and
it is in full confidence of the existence of that sentiment that
I introduce the resolutions to-day, and ask for them the sym.
pathy and support of hon. members of this House. But I
found that even though all our caution and tact wore used
in framing the resolutions so as to avoid objectionable
features, they were still objected to by so me hon. members
on both sides of the House; therefore it is that in moving
the resolutions to-day I hope the House will not be sur-
prised if the wording of the resolutions has been rnodified,
not interfering, however, with the principles involved,
from that which I gave notice I would move. In moving
these resolutions I cannot call it a difficuit duty
I have to perform, because I can say it
sincerely and honestly that the difficulty appeared
trifling to me. The importance of the duty I
have to discharge, the conviction I entertain of the rig
have to di.eharge that duty, are sufficient justification for mY
rising in tisii Parliament and taking advantage of the posi-
tion I now hold and have for some time held, to move reso-
lutions which I believe every * fair-minded main in this
country admit to be unobjectionable and unassailable. It
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is because I feel in the Canadian Parliament, where the
liberties and rights of the people are so safe and so well
secured-it is because I believe in the Canadian Parliament
that we have rights and liberties not enjoyed by the people
in Ireland, that I think the people here, feeling and enjoy-
ing those blessings, having had experience of a wise
Goverfnment, and a wise system of government, will readily
extend their sympathies to those less fortunate in that
respect. I believe the force of the old maxim will be
admitted by bon. members of this House, and they will be
willing ta do to others as tbey would wish to be done by.
I am satisfied there is a feeling in the House, and it is
shared by the people of this country, that Ireland stands
alone among countries; where hardship has existed, where
harsh treatment has been used towards its people, where we
in Canada and this Government under which we live-the
British Government-have not been foremost in expressing
not only a sentiment of sympathy in favor of oppressed
people in all parts of the globe, but in taking active steps to
carry relief to those people; and it will be hard to convince
me that, in the opinion of any public man or intelligent
man, Ireland alone should remain mis-governed and
bave no hope of a better state of things. It
will not be my place to attack the policy of dif-
ferent Governments that have ruled Ireland in times past;
it will not be my place to show to what an extent the mis-
government of that country has been carried. I might
create a hostile feeling if I were to attack the Government
of any particular party ; but I say this, witbout fear of con-
tradiction, that I need not mako any accusation against any
Government, in order to establish that point, but I need
only quote the opinions of leading Ministers themselves, to
prove that it bas been admitted by all parties that Ireland
has not been wisely and well governed. We find recently
that on Mr. Forster visiting Ireland, he was the first, on
meeting with the people of Ireland, to declare that they
were mis-governed, that they were rendered unhappy by
mis-government, and that he would do every thing lie could
to give them that good government which they had not had
before, and he trusted that they would be as happy and pros.
perous as the people of England were. These, Sir, are admis-
sions which prove, beyond a doubt, thatthere is a necessity
for some change in Ireland, and in the resolutions I shall ask
this House to express its sympathy mu favor of some
measure of self-government for Ireland. I hope I will not
be accused of interfering with the riglits of the Britishl
Parliament. I hope I will not be accused of attacking the
policy of that Government because I move in this direction,
authorized by the leader of the Government of the day and
by bis public expression when he announced that the timeI
had come when the self-government of Ireland was a debat- 1
able question. It being admitted by the leader of the1
Government that it is a debatable subject, that is one reason h
why we, to-day, ought to feel that we bave a right to
approach it. That is one of the reasons why we offer the
long experience we have had as a people of self-govern-
ment and the happy results of it, should respectfully
represent that a like systern in Ireland would
produce a like favorable result in that country.,
I believe, Mr. Speaker, that a great change bas come over
the public mmd, and that that change is going on from day
to day, and that the time is not far distant when men will
not say it is too soon to grant this reform, and the wondera
will be that it has not been granted many years ago. We
all admit that the question of governing Ireland is a very1difficult one, that there are difficulties almost insurmount- F
able; but it appears to me, Mr. Speaker, and I think itt
appears to the majority of reasonable men in Canada, thatg
il Some experiment were made in the way of extending to
the people of Ireland a systeru by which they could legislate i
for their own local wants, leaving Imperial matters to thenraperial Parliment, that would find thé solution of thatj
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difficulty that bas puzzled them for so many years. There
is, Mr. Speaker, another point to which I may be
allowed to allude. I know how difflcult and dangerous
it is to deal with questions sonetimes, which, either
in the past or present or possibly in the future, might give
rise to discussions of a religious character. Sir, there is no
one in the Dominion of Canada who would- regret the
expression of any word in this debate that would tend to
wound the feelings or excite the hostility of any special
body of people in the country more than I. I intend,
Sir, to make some few allusions, and in the allusions it will
not be to decry the minority of our countrymen in Ire-
land, but to disabuse the mind of some who cling to the
fear, more often expressed in the past than the present-but
I trust these expressions will disappear in the future-that
if Home Rule were granted to Ireland, the minority would
suffer persecution at the bands of the majority.
At this day that fear is not entertained by a large number
of people either in Ireland or out of it. I would be sorry to
think, and I have no reason to believe, that there was
ground for that fear. The facts of history are all sgainst it.
Many men who have laid down their lives and have sac-
riflced liberty and all they held dear for the rights which they
believed Ireland ought to bave, many influential men who
have ranked among the greatest of Irish patriots have
been those who were not Roman Catholics. I will not,
however, rely upon my own views or ask you to consider
what may be my own opinion upon this important question,
but I will quote the words used by a man who was not a
Roman Catholie, of a Protestant who took a very active
part in the politics of Ireland, and who did a great deal to
remove the prejudices that existed in that country, and to
secure harmony between the differont elements of the
people. Sir, I allude to the expressions made use of by Mr.
Butt, a prominent man in the history of Ireland:

"Immediately on the fall of the Irish Church, he saw what was
coming in Ireland. He knew the feelings-the fears, the hopes, the
questioning-that surged in the breasts of his fellow Protestants. fie
determined to use the great power which now rested with. him in an
endeavor to close forever the era of revolt and bloodsbed; to unite in
the common work of patriotism Irishmen long divided by class and
creed distinctions, and to establish between Ireland and England a
union of friendship ard justice which might defy the shocks of time.
At this Bilton Hotel Conference be listened long to the utterances of
bie fellow-Protestants, many of them the familiar associates of his
college days. He marked their fears, their apprehensions that the
Fenians and the Romanists would be content with nothing less than
separation. He roe to bis feet and spoke with great earnestness. '1It
is we-it is our inaction, our desertion of the people and the countryo
the abdication of our position and duties-that bave cast these men into
the eddies and whirlpools of rebellion.' He said: '1If you
are but ready to lead them by constitutional courses
to their legitimate national rights they are. ready to
follow you. Trust me, we have all grievously wronged the
Irish Catholies, priests and laymen. As for the men whom mis-govern-
ment bas driven into revolt, I say for them that if they cannot aid you
they will not throw out your experiment. Arise!i beholdi have faith;
have confidence and you will save Ireland; not Ireland only, but
England also."

He concluded by proposing:
" That it is the opinion of this meeting, that the true remedy.for the

evils of Ireland is the establishment of an Irish Parliament, with full
control over our domestie affairs. The chairmnan put the resolution to
the meeting, 'As many as are of opinion that this resolution do paso
say, 'Aye.' A shout of 'Aye' rang tbrough the room. 'The contrary
wili say, 'No.' Not a dissentient voice was heard. Then every one,
greatly astonisbed, burst into a cheer ; the first heard that evening, so
grave, and earnest, and almost solemn bad been the tone of the deliber-
ations.

''That was the birth of the Irish Home Rule movement."

This expression of such sentiments as this must do much to
pacify conflicting passion and to bring about in Ireland
that state of harmony and good feeling without which,
good government is impossible in any country. Doubts
have been expressed whether it would be expedient, even if
it were possible to give to Ireland a system of self-govern-
ment. I bave been asked during the present Session, since
this question came before the attention of the House, what
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gaarantee, what reason had I to believe that if Ireland had
Home iRule, it would be more prosperous than it is at
present. Well, I will not take up the time of the House,
y dwelling upon details, I will not give my own opinion,

but what may be accepted as facts by this louse. In order
that the flouse may.judge whether a system of self-govern-
ment for Ireland would prove beneficial to the Irish people,
I will give .them the true record of the past, when the
Irish people possessed the rights which they want to have
once more:

Self-government had not been an idle toy, but an efficient weapon in
the hands of Ireland. After 1782 her commerce was extended, ber
manufactures fostered, wages roRe, and the value of land increased.
The bankers and merchants of Dublin, naturally a cautions and con-
servative class, declared in petitions against the Union, that the
prosperity of the Kingdom had wonderfully grown under the care of a
native Parliament. But statistics spoke with more stringent force.
During the period of parliamentary independence, when the use of tea
increased 45 per cent. in England, it increased 84 per cent in Ireland;
the une of wine increased in England 22 per cent, in Ireland 75 per
cent.; coffee increased in England 79 per cent., in Ireland 600 per
cent ; and so of the other taxable articles, the consumption of which
measures tbe rise of prosperity. After the Union the proportions
were.reversed; in some cases, notwitstanding the growth of population,
an actual decrease of consumption followed the loss of independence."

Sir, at the same time, we all know, the population of Ire-
land was much larger than it is now. We have been told
that the true remedy for the evils of Ireland is to find an
outlet for the population, to tell the people to pack up their
traps, and come and find a home on this continent. But,
Sir, where a national dissatisfaction exists, this is no
remedy. If there is any people on the face of the earth
who love their own land, who are attached to the soil on
which they were. born and brought up, it is the Irish
people ; and to tell them that their liberties are to be fet-.
tered, that their system of governmeut is more stringent
and opp:'essive thari any other system of government in the
world, and still tell then tailt the only hope for them is to
pull up stakes and come to our North-West or the north-
west of the neighboring republic, is to add insult to injury.
Sir, I would like to sec any of our people come and take up
their homes amongs4 us: I would like to sec those who
leave Ireland come and settle in our North-West, where I
know, by their industry and toil, they would soon become
independent, happy and prosperous, establishing comfort-
able homes for themselves, and contributing to the pros-
perity of Canada in which they would become citizens.
But still I do not think that is really a truc and gererous
way of meeting the grievances of the Irish people. I had
hoped for a better feeling; und if there is any
people in the world whom I would like to sec
exhibit that better feeling, it is the Canadian people;
if- there is any people in the world who ought to prize the
rights and liberties they enjoy, it is the people of Canada,
who are living under a form of the most perfect self-govern-
ment in the world. Sir, I will not appeal to the warm
septiments which might arise in the breast of every man in
this Parliament, by asking him what ho would do in the
same circumstances ; but I will ask them, when the wire
flashes accounts of outrages in Ireland across the Atlantic,
not to be hasty in their judgments ; I will ask them not to
be too severe against the Irish people. I will go half-way
and tell them that I blush at some of the crimes committed
in Ireland ; J will tell them that tLe great body of the Irish
people condemn anyindefenible acts perpetrated in Ireland
as ýstrQngly as any people in the world condemn them. We
are told also that these agitators are responsible for all
these acts. Sir, I take a very different ground. It is my
s@alemn conviction that if the leaders who are imprisoned in
Ireland to-day were still at liberty to use what they bolieve
to be constitutional means to advocate the cause they have
at heart, there would be more order among the people than
there is to-day. I believe that the fact that the outrages, of
which the telegraph wires tell us from day to day-though
I believe they have been exaggerated in .many cases-have
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not been more numerous, is largely attributable to the fact
that the men who are imprisoned from the time they first
headed this movement to the time they were imprisoned, con.
fined themselves to constitutional means of agitation. 0n
this point, I admit there is a diference of opinion. There are
many who claim that Parnell and his associates did use
means that were not constitutional; but even to these maen
I will say, will you criticise with so much nicety and so
much severity men who are striving and struggling to
bring about reform, men who are seeking the redress of griev-
ances that have been endured century after century ? Sir
I think it would be only fair to say that the Government
themselves are responsible for a great deal that has taken
place in Ireland. 1 do not ask the members of this H1ouse to
hold the Govern ment of that country responsible; but in
asking the House, in judging of the merits of this question,
not to b too severe in thoir estimation of the men at the
head of this movement, I may use this argument in order to
show that a good deal of consideration ought to be allowed
for the circumstances of these men who are found battling
for what they call their rights in Ireland, and for what are
generally conceded to be their rights. We, Mr. Speaker,
are not the only people who are influenced by a desiro for
Home Rule. The very proposition itself, independent of the
claims of the Irish people or the Scotch people, is on the
face of it one that ought to be welI considered by the people
of Canada. Our own experience of the system of govern-
ment we live under shows us, and many able writers
are beginning to express the same view, that the time
must soon come when the system of legislation in England
must be changed. Suppose that, to-morrow, the House
of Commons, in England, were relieved of that
portion of legislation which might fairly be distributed
among the different portions of the Empire; it would
certainly be in a better position. We can imagine the
difficulty we would labor under in this country, if we had
to legislate for all the Provinces in this Dominion; and,
how much more difficult it must be for the House of
Commons, in England, to legislate for the whole country,
on subjects which, in this country, are settled by the muni-
cipal council. Sir, we find that the people of Scotland are
also awake to the idea of a measure of self-government.
I am aware that many who have admitted the necessity of
self-government for Ireland, believe that it would be a
prelude to separation from England. I think that the
majority of Irishmen, who have suffered in their own coun-
try and fought for it, are not open to such a suspicion.
But, while Irishmen have suffered, more than any other
portion of the Empire, I say that they have not been
behind any other element that constitutes the British
E mpire, in the defence of the country, and in building up
that power, of which Englishmen, to-day, are so
proud. I do not, for this reason, think that Irish-
men have a right to ask what is unreasonable,
unconstitutional, or what is inconsistent to the rights,
liberties and freedom of. their neighbors; but they
have a right to ask the same measure -of freedom and
liberty freely conceded to other elements in the Empire.
My own opinion is that the more yon relax the bonds
which now fetter Ireland, the more strongly you bind her
to England. I believe, and will appeal to the experience of
hon. uembers in this House and to that of the old Pro-
vinces of Canada, as well.as the experiences of those other
Provinces now constituting the Dominion, which did not
always enjoy that measure of freedom and responsible
government that we are now so proud of, to say if the
concessions that have been made te these Provinces by the
Imperial Government have weakened the tie betweenf then
and the Mother Country.? I say no. Nothing has tended
more to strengthon that feeling of loyalty and attachmcnt
to the Mother Country now prevailing thain the fact tlat
ehe was willing to extend to tûis country those libertie
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which every free man has a right to expect. The samo
resuits would follow concessions to Ireland. You can make
Ireland faithful. Irishmen have been as faithful as Eng-
lishmen in every great battle and in every grcat under-
taking for adding glory and lustre to the British
flag. If you deal with Irishmen as with other intelligent
beings-if you admit that they aro created by the same
G(od, and are entitled to the same rights as other men, and
give them a measire of self-government-givo them t he
rights that every man has a right to expect, you will find
them, like Canadians, loyal and true, ready and willing to
support that Empire which would shelter and not crush
thein. I think that argument is ono that will shortly
disappear. I am satisfied it has no great force. I an not
one of those who generally feel angry at expressions that I
may consider declared by prejudice to my country or creed.
I entertain a very different feeling when arny such attack
is made. I experience a sense of pain rather than anger-
a sense of pain to know that any fellow man who should
treat me ai a brother, should refuse to conlcede to me tbe
same rights and liberties that I would concede to him. And
I am a firm believer in that broad1 principle that actuates
cvery right thinking man, in every country, that we arc all
necessary to one another, and that we cannot do too much to
discharge the duties we owe each other, and that every thirg
we can do to promote the harmony and well-bcing of that
society of which we are al component parts, we shouid do,
to discharge our duty as fellow citizens. I might turn to the
pages of history, and suit the car and tate of any manr n
this audience by selecting different authors to show the
cruelty and oppression that l4is been dealt out to the people
of Ireland under the land system that exists and has existed
for centuries. But I will not undertake that. I do not appear
here to-day with the view of making a brilliant and effee-
tive speech. I think hon. gentlemen who have sat in this
House for fifteen years will acquit me of any vanity of that
kind. I have never troubled the House except when I felit it
my duty to speak, and then I have felt how weak I was and
how far short I fell in discharging the duty I desired. But
my only desire is, if I can in my humble way, with ny
humble abilities, state my case in such a way as it may
recommend itself to the hon. members of this House, and
enlist the aid of those of our friends who are more eloqueut,
to give me the benefit of their eloquence. Should I succeed,
I shall feel that I have dischargedi my duty in a humble
manner. I will not read the reports or eall the attei-
tion of the House to fiacts and pictures which members
have often seen respecting the harsh and cruel
tragedies often enacted in Ireland, in the turning ont of
their littie huts, or if you will call them homes, men and
women who have in them reared their families and earned
their humble livelihood. In many cases it is a painful and
dreary livelihood they have earned ; but the places wear the
sacred character of home, and if you could go with me in
imagination and see the landiord with his bailiffs and police
turn out from those little huts an aged father or grand-
father, on his dying bed, to leave him on the roadside to
die without shelter and without covering, your deepest
feelings of pity would be stirred. This is rio fancy, but a
true picture, and one of the resuits of the land system
igainst whieh the people of Ireland have long cried aloud.
1 will say what bas been often said of the Irish people, that
neither poverty nor oppression could beat them lown nor
crush out those feelings of nationality by which they bave
been sO long animated. They feel they have the rights; but
it has taken a long time to convince their rulers that ai
better and wiser policy should bo adoptei towards them.
L me give you the words of a British statesman, spoken
in the flouse of Commons, with reference to landlordism
in Ireland .

tCir Robert Peel had a general horror of exterminating landlords,
though he had not adequate courage to restrain them by law. A
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few years later, speaking in Parliament of the extermination in Clare,
he said: 'I most, say, I do not think the records of any country,
civilized or barbirous, ever presented such a statement as that which
has been prented to the Houe in a letter by Mr. Kennedy. This
gentiman-an olicer, I believe, in Uer Majesty's service-I presume
of unquestionable veracity, state uthis fact, that in one union, at a time
of f.ainine, within one year 1.500 prsons have been driven from their
homes; and thiat within the last month, 1,200 more persons have had
their louss levelled to the ground. I know not, Sir, if it be possible

for the law to apply a remedy to that system, bat in the House of
sat least, it provokes the expression of our deepest indigna-

tioni."

I would like to cali the attention of the lHouse to the opinion
of a Protestant writer, who has written an extended history
of the difficulties in Ireland, on this question. With regard
to the cry raised in Ireland to divide an) separate the Irish
peole, ho saysu:

" The dread that the Uatholics would usurp all the power of the
State were concessions made to them is a phantom. No such danger
exists. An increase (f their power is much more to be apprehended
from a continuaice of their restraints. Their accumulation of numbers
alone must in time render them formidable; but, before that period
arrives the voice of wisdom will be beard, and we shall then see in
what consists our danger. FHow often was it repeated in the flouse of
Commons, durng the discussions on the slave trade, that the suppree-
sion of the slave trade, that the suppression of that detestable traffic,
would sign the death warrant of the few white inhabitants
in our West Indian Islands? Events have falsified the predictions.
And are not the negro slaves as tractable and obedient as before
that memorable Act, which has shown them that the British Legislature
is alive to humaniîty and justice? If the prophecies of interested men,
respectiig the West Indiaun negroes, have been falsified by events, is

1 there notthei same reason to believe that the pretendel dread, that thu
Roman CaUthles, if admitted to a full enjoyment of their rights, would
seek an undue superiority over the Protestants, andin theirturn become
the oppressors, is entirely void cf foundation."

In moving this resolution at this stage of the Session, to
trespass oue moment longer on tho patience of the Ieouse
than I might be justified in doincr, would, I think, be com-
mitting a great mistake. I knHow, perhaps, how disap-
pointed many of my friends may feel. I know what those
hon. gentlemen who sympathize with me in this movement
may think, that I might bave done more in the discharge of
my duty in introducing these resolutions. But if I arn
deficient in those qualities which constituto an able
applicant in introducing a measure to the attention
of an intelligent body like this, it is my fault, and it
is their miFfortune. But I hope that any deficiency in the
arguments I have tried to use in the feeble manner I have
introduce these re;olutions, may be supplied by the good
w'Il cf those bon. gentlemen with whom I have sat se long,
though I am far friom sking thaL they should decide as a
mere questi n of sympathy with myself or my friends.
No; I ask them to decide on this question on higher con-
siderations, but I ask them to give me any favor in the
discharge of my duty, which this sympatby will prompt.
I mention this, because, in moving my resolutions, as I am
forcd te do at a time when, if the ordinary rules of debate
were strictly applied, I would not be allowed to move it.
I feel that I am under an obligation to the House and
knowirg the anxiety of hon. members to «et through withebt b
the labors of a long Session. I will bring my remarks, at
present, to a close, and ask their indulgence for a few words
at the close of the debate. I thank the House for the
attention they have given my remarks, and beg to move
the following resolutions:

That an humble Address be presented to the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty, in the following words:--
Xost Gracious Sovereign:

We, Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the
Commons of Canada, in Parliament assembled, desire most earnestly,
iii our own name, and on behalf of Ihe people whom we represent to
reew the expression of our unswerving loyalty and devotion to Your
Majesty's person ard Government.

1. We have observed, may it please Your Majesty, with feelings of
profound regret and concern, the distress and discontent which have
prevailedl for some time among Your Majesty's subjects in Ireland.

2. We would respectfully represent to Your Majesty that your Irish
subjects in the Dominion of Canada are among the most loyal, most

Iprosperous, and most contented of Your Majesty's subjects.
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3. We would further respectfully represent to Your Majesty that the with ha

Dominion of Canada, while offering the greatest advantages and attrac- rror and of buman crime almost indelible and
tions for those of our fellow-subjects who may desire to make their homes
amongst us, does not receive that proportion of emigrants from Ireland n g, thero car be no douht, even to-daythe
which might reasonably be expected, and that this is due, in a great difficulties of the situation. I say it is needless for t*ie pur-
measure, in the case of many of our Irish follow-subjects who navepe
sought foreign homes, to their feelings of estrangement towards thepdeifor iardiuingthat this quesin hol emtin
Imperial Government.

4. We would further most respectively represent to Your Majesty, not UIof the history of the past eighty years, but upon the
that in the interests of this, your loyal Dominion and of the entire history of the government 0f Irelandh
Empire, it is extremely to be desired that Your Majesty may not be
deprived in the development of Your Majesty's possessions on thiconstitution ef the UnitedIJiigdom. That bistory begins
continent of the valuable aid of those of Your MajestyI's rish subjects with thc Union At-an Aet secured, as you ail know, by
who may feel disposed to leave their native land to seek more prosperous ineans of the bascst corruption. lowever beneficial Ibe
homes.

5. We desire respectfully to suggest to Your Majesty, that Canada publie men who carried that measure may have believed
and its inhabitants have prospered exceedingly under a Federal system, it to be, 1 do not suppose it willte urged f0 day that the
allowing to each Province of the Dominion considerable powers of self- end justified the means, and I bave myself a strorig belief
government, and would venture to express a hope that if consistent
with the integrity and weil being of the Empire, and if the rights and that tle nefarious neans by wbieh that measure was
statue of the minority are fully protected and secured, sure neans may carried, operated very largely to inrease the diffiCulties of
be found of meeting the expressed desire ofso many ofYourIrish subjects its working and prodtced a state of feeling which gave ifa
in that regard, so that Ireland may become a source of strength to Your poor chanceo? b ti t' te thep of tecoun-
Majesty's Empire, and that Your Majesty's Irish subjects at home and
abroad may feel the same pride in the greatness of Your Majesty's try which was by such means brougbt into more intinafo
Empire, the same veneration for the justice ofYotur Majesty's rule, and connection with the Empire. iBut, Sir, since that
the same devotion to, and affection for, our common flag, as are now perîod, for a little more tIan eîgbfy years has Irelan(
felt by al classes of Your Majesty's loyal subject.s in this Dominion.

6. We would further express a hope that the time has come when been managed by the Parliamen t o? the United Kinodom and
Your Majesty's clemency may without injury to the interests of the I do not besite to say that the result of that man-
United Kingdom be extended to those persons, who are now imprisoned agement bas been a dreadful failure. There bas been
in Ireland charged with political offences only, and the inestimable
blessing of personal liberty restored to them.

We pray that the blessings of Your Majesty's Reign may, for Your in the history of a country, and such eighty years
people's sake, be long continued. as Ireland bas experienced. is surely time enouglite

Mr. BLAKE. If no other hon. member proposes to try the question out.. NoxvlJt us apply some
address the House on the subject, I do not, for my part, obvions, plain and palpable tests as to whether tbere
feel disposed to give a silent vote upon it. It is now two bas lien a good and successful administration cf Iribh
years ago since, in the course of a very important discus- affairs nder ic cxisting system. The population cf
sion bere, I ventured to suggest in my place in Parliament ircland in1726-was 2,300,00, in 1805 it was 5.400,000, and
that the accession to power which had then recently taken thnt itercase, more t han doubiig, ccurrcd during a timu
place of the Liberal Administration in England, would lead cf dificuity, of religions proscrIption and of emigration
very shortly to the concession of some measure of Home In 1841, the population had abnormally increased unde-
Rue to the Irish people. I believed, as I said, that sucli a cireumstances which it is not iieccssary te discuss, but it
solution as could bc obtained of the laind question, sueh a soiu- had inereased tethesurhberac f 8,t200,h m0ar.But siofce 1841
tien as had been fim time to time rcaclied o? othor ques- the history of Ireland bas ceen alhistory o periodical
tiens, would, after ail,not settie the Irish question, and thot dstrecss, h famine e canf emigrntion, and tho resut is tht
unless the dictates of prudence and o? justice alike wcre the sopulation,whituat the time I have statedl siod et
observed and fnlfilled by the granting of sore measurpoof 8,200,000, stands todiy at 5,160,000 only, or 235,000
confrol over thei- local iffairs, wcdwoeld sec that wlaich les , than cighty years ugo at the time of the Uuidn,
lias been the disgrace and the humiliation et the Britiant d 3,000,000 less than it was forty years eago. buthe pat
Empire for maniy years stili confinued. I rlso observed, as thirty yoars from 1851 to 1881, ttnre bas been a eirse
the hon. gentleman in bis speech andinhis motion bas tionsfto n othft cuntry cf no lss that ib2,750,00
observed, that wciad one fimongst maiy materiai intercsts Xow, it may be ctaid that srela d is oer-crowdcd
here, in Canada, in the solution 0f that question, la theIeny that Irelnd, as a whole, is overcildet.
change which might be expcctcd from if in the attitude cfTheroire parts cf lwo eland in whi h the distribution cf tue
the great bulk o? the Irish p)eople towiards the Empire, t tbppulatio d is probably too dense; but I maintain that,
we had a material-although I regard that ris a u enh judginst by ail the tests which we ms reasonably applYte
lesser interest than the intcrcst wieh bas been mainly it, Ireland ns a county, is nbt an over-crowded country.
discssed-we bad a materia inteiest 'cf a serions chaicacter The numbercf inhabitrats te the square mile infFrance of
,with reference to the chances mand the opportunity cf immi- 1ý,0; Italy, 225; Bclgitni, 421; Fianders, 718; England andu
gration te our sou so long as the present state of feeling Wals, 442; in th wholed f fereetritain, 333 in Irelaeit
continued. Now, I proposetojusti1p the attitude oorc 161. The acreag cfsrelan tis thp acres, of wleh
took upon that occasion and whicb did net thon meet Nith te-r isc t presbct aheabl a 13,465,000 acres and an additimal
aîy very animated reFponFe in the lieuse or in f c ountry; a-cagoecasil rade Emailablo fr tillage of 4,000s,00 atcs
I propose te justify ifhy a reference to some obvions bis- moei, aking a total of land actualy arable nd available
torical ?acts which if appears te cacrin led to onycean for tillage cf 17,465,000 acres. tow many acres ai-cculn -
inevitable conclusion.ln order that we mIay understand vated nt this tiae-oaly 5,t00,000; d this is the cas
the gr-ounds upon whicb, as 1 concive, some action in fis with respect te a enadryf whficb the scil is indbitabe

direction is demonstrmbly necessmry, it is by ne me-nas very fertile, wiiehlbas raised in tir-aes past enorIuoUS c0.
needful te go furtber back than te, the time o? the Union. cemparing favcmably in pmst times wîth crops ait the s.n
If is not needfui here to recur in detail to f.lic more ancient fime raised lu Englan d, cf wberit, rye, bfnrley, peas, beanit,
events in connection with Ii ish histery, to the bistorycf the ptaleesnou tuotrnp, unie one donubts thccapacity yCi
cenquest, te the Listez-y of the confiscutions, te tîze biste-y inelaad for risig ca f lo. It bas very gscat edi-antay
o? the proscriptions, te the history cf the pena lawsIt bas great quantifies o? bog land from, e hich is prodei
dirccted at one time against Protestants, and rt one rne as eychenap fuel, aud wich lands whn reclatined fris
against Catholics, te the bistory o? theopenn lraws o? the inffrir te none in the iorld wheterns whert or as of
most serions and terrible description, lrws and eventsIrtune land. it bas splendid ceai8 fields, although thes ac
te, wbichI bave briefly aliuded, but which onght hcirdly used rat ail. wI bas magniflent, perha pscunequai

to rake us al, beben we recur tetem, blush fisao eries inregard to the quantifies of fish caughtandh4
Mr. CosTiGix.
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bor and other facilities in connection with the industry.
It is possessed of valuablo mines of gypsum, gold, silver,
lead, copper and zinc. It bas, besides, great facilities for
marnufacturing both as regards facilities for the transport of
manufactured goods, for the supply of raw material, and
for the cheapness of the labor to bo employed. It

as, rmoreover, great water power, encouraging the nmnu,
facture of the raw material into the perfected article. It
bas a people corfessedly very free from crime of the,
ordinary kind; a people which, whatevcr thoir prospects
and chances and capacities may have beon demonstrated to
be in their own country, have shown in every other country
than Ireland, that they posseses the capacity to rise, and,
by their industry, their ability and their force of character
to take their own place in the world, wherever their lot may
be cast. They are also a people confessedly affectionate,
and grateful; and possessing, in a large degree, the organ of
veneration, are easily impressed by any act of kindness
shown towards therm. With such a people, with such a
soil, with such natural advantagès, how does it corne that
we have such a result, with respect to population, as I have
mentioned? How doos it corne to pass that the population
of Ireland should have diminished instead of increased,
that the emigration should have been so great,
and that the condition of the country should be such
as we know it to be? The whole is due to the
chronically wretched state of Ireland-its miseries, social,
material and political. That is the reason why.
Although there may be, although thore has been, as
we ail rejoice to know, some improvement in the physi-
cal condition of some portion of the population during the
last few years, this is to-day a pressing question, and no
man holds that the condition of Ireland is satisfactory when
viewed in those aspects to which i have referred. The con-
dition of the people materially, in this as well as in other
respects, is one which ought to create in all of us who call
ourselves British subjec.ts a feeling of shame. I say that
the condition of Ireland to-day is due largely to the want of
security and contentment, to the want of identification
with the soil and attachment to the Constitution, to the
want of hope of improvementand of bettering their condition,
which is really the most essential thing to induce
men to labor. i say that it is due to a feeling
that their grievances are not redressed, to the Iack
of a feeling that their Government is conducted according
to their needs and wishes, and to the lack of any
machinery for the management of their local affairs.
There can be no doubt that Ireland, at and before the
time of Union, was subject to some great political griev-
ances. There can be no doubt that those grievances were
not of a sentimental character, but were such as to a large
extent are to-day, acknowledged to be grievances which
demand the attention of legislators, an:i should be redressed
by legislation. If yon go back over the history of the
Parliamentary government of Ireland for the last eighty
years, and if you begin your enquiry by a reference to those
great and important land marks or grievances, and should
enquire as to the time when, and the circumstances under
Which, those grievances have been, so far as they have been,
redressed, you will find a very good reason there, if you
sought no further, for a deep-seated and justifiable dissatis-
faction in the parliamentary government of Jreland, by the
Parliamentofthe United Kingdom. There was the question
-at that time as much a question of justice and of right as
it Was at any later time-of Roman Catholiec omancipation.
There was the question-at that time as much a question of
jutstice and of right as at any later time-the disestablishment
cf the nominal church of the minority. There was the ques-
tion-at that time as much a q uestion of what was called here
the lamentable question, but still in the condition of the
country none the less a pressing question--of a proper
mleasure for the relief of the poor, required because of the

unnatural conditions that ruled distribution. There was a
question of reform of the land laws, by the creation
of proper interest in the soil by those who occupied
the soil. There was the question of creating local
institutions to manage local affairs, and rendered
very important because of the abrogation of the
rights of the Parliament of Ireland and the transfer
to Westminster of the management of those minute
affairs which, up to that time, was under the control of
the Legislature whi-eh sat in the capital city of Ireland.
These leading questions, to which I have referred, have
been in part-all but the last one, and that one has never
been substantially dealt with-disposed of, and it may be
asked, since such is the fact, why do I refer to them. 1
refer to them, because I see that the circumstances under
which, and the time under which, those questions were
dealt with, demonstrate more clearly than anything else
can do, the unsatisfactory character of the Government
of Ireland by the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
When was the question of Roman Catholic emanci-
pation dealt with? It was not dealt with until nearly
thirty years after the time of the Union. Thirty
vears is about a generation, and it required about
a generation for the Parliament of the United Kingdom to
nerve itself to the task of dealing with that question. And
how was it then granted ? Was it granted them as the
boon of a cheerful giver ? No, Sir. It was granted
grudgingly and of necessity. It was granted, avowedly
granted by the Ministry because they were forced to do it,
not becauso it was just, because they had been proclaiming
to the ends of the earth that it was not just. Not bocause
it was right, because they had been proclaiming that it was
wrong. It was granted, because, as they themselves stated
in Parliament, the question was between granting that
concession and civil war. The condition of things had como
to that pass that there was to be an immediate outbreak, a
civil war, unless Roman Catholic emancipation was granted
Well, Sir, did that do good ? Of course, you could not
remove, even under such circumstances, a monstrous injus-
tice of that description without some good being donc; but
I say the good was minimizcd by the delay which took
place, and the attitude which was assumed by those who
received and by those who gave that Act. The Irish
people were taught that dreadful lesson, so far as the Admi-
uistration Of the Parliament of the United Kingdom could
teach them it, that England's difficulty was Ireland's oppor-
tunity. They were taught this by the delay, and by the
disposition with which those Ministers acceded to th&grant.
They were taught not to rely upon that constitutional
agitation which is the proud basis of our system, and
which every one is free to engage in, but upon other and
worse methods of accomplishing by unconstitutional revolt.
I say that no doubt something was donc by the removal,
even under those circumstances, of that great blemish,
yet nothing was done towards relieving, or eonciliating the
feeling of the Irish people, towards leading them to believe
that they bad a right to expect from the unconstrained
sense of justice of the British Parliament the relief which
Lhey had a right to have; or towards obtaining those golden
fruits which might have been reaped from a great act of
justice cheerfully performed, in sufficient season. The
next great measures of relief for Ireland-and I am dealing
now only with remedial legislation-I am dealing with
those measures to which the English Parliament may point
with the greatest pride as marks of its parliamentary gov-
ernment with reference to Ireland-the next great measures
of remedial legislation occurred, how long after? Nearly
twenty years after. It was not until nearly twenty years
had elapsed that we had the measure for the relief of the
poor to which I have reforred, followed shortly by, and
intended at the time to be followed as soon as possible by
an Act for the sale of encurnbered4 estates The years,
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1846 and 1849, are, I think, the years in which those two
measures were passed ; one fhily twenty years after, the
Emancipation Bill, and the other a fcw years earlier. These
Acts, as I have said, were not of a late date, they were not the
offspring of fresh institutions latcly developed. They
were the approach by the English Parlia ment, the Parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom, to dealing with old difficul-
ties, and how again was it that tbey vere brought about ?
How was it, that the public opinion of the British people
and the opinion of the Parliament of the United Kingdom,
was aroused to action, such action as was then taken
in these two particulars? Sir, it was not the band of the
insurgent upon that occasion, it was not the hand of
the agitator, so much as the hand of famine
and of pestilence. It was nlot until the direst
calamity which has beset the modern Christian worid
came upon us, and until a famine took place in
which more human lives were los4 than in al the
wars with which England has redlened the soil of
Europe or the w orld, it was not until that had happened,
that the public opinion to which the House referrel was
sufficiently aroused to deal with this question. Such was
the unbappy condition of Ireland, and the measure passed
for the relief of the poor was a great boon to them. The
Encumbered Estates Act, too, was greatly needed.
It was hoped, however, that that Act would have had an
indirect effect very beneficial to the tenants, but that hope
failed. The condition of the tenants as a whole from the
practical operation of the Act was not mitigated, because ii
happened that the sales of many of the lands that were roýd
under the Encumbered Estates Act were made to persons
entirely new to the country, and who, in a great many
instances, were wholly negleetful of and defiant of those
customary-1 cannot call themu rights-but those customary
favors which were granted by tle former proprietors to the
tenants, and the system Of rack-renting and the other
difficlties which might naturally be expected to grow from
F2 h an unnatural system as existed, were aggravated and
intensified by the new proprietory; and so it hap-
pened that the demand for the tenant rigbt became
more-pressing as it was before-becarne still more
pressing by reason of the practical operation of the Eneum-
bered Estates Act. Well, Sir, about twenty years more
elapsed before the next great remedial measure for Ireland
was carried through the British Parliament. It was, I think,
in 1868 the law f;r the disestablishrent and disendowment
of the Irish Church was passed, nearly fifty years after the
Union took place. Now, who can pretend that that
act of justice was not las much an act of justice at the time
of the Union as it was at the date it became law. The
principle on which the disestablishment was carried is
immutable, eternal, and tbe question had been raised, as we
all know, generations before. Public men in advance of
publie opinion of the United Kingdom and of Parliament-
intelligent men, statesmen, had raised it, lad pointed out
that it was impossible that that establishment could bel
defended and maintained-had proposod that an act of1
justice should be performed, but it was utterly impossiblei
to make progress in that direction. An old, od
grievance, a grievance so old as to be almost out of date, ï'
grievance of the most pressing character-how, I ask, was
redres to that grievance obtained ? Now, Sir, I shall give
you an authentie account of how it came that Parliament
and the people of the United Kingdom decided te remove
that ancient grievance. I shall give you the account which
the author of that great measure for Ireland himself gave
in 1878 in the Midlothian campaign. These are the words
Mr. Gladstone uâed in explaining how it came about that the
Irish Ciurch was in 1868 disestablished and disendowed:

I Down to the year 1865, and the dissolution of that year, the whole1
question of the Irish Church was dead. Nobody cared for it. Nobody
paid any attention to it in England.

Mr. BLu .

"That is the nobody in England and Scotland, not the nobody ia
Irelaad, n',body paliany attention to it in England. Then circinn.-
stances occurred which drew the attention of the people to theis
Church. T said myself, in 1865, and [ believe that it was out of the
range of practical politics, that is the politics of the coming elections."

Now, what was it that brought it within the range of
practical polities ; what was it made it possible to carry
that measure of reform ? Some new events, some new
ehain of reasoning that led to conviction on the part of the
people that it was a just measure ? I will read you what it
was :

" When it came to this, that a great jail in the heart of the metro.
polis was broken open under circumstances which drew the attention of
the English people to the State of Ireland ; and when in Manchester
policenen were, murdered in the execution cf their duty, at once the
whole country became alive to Iri, h questions, and the question of the
Irish Church revived. It c me within the range of practical politics."

That is the reason in this great measure of lcgilaition by
which the people and politicians of the United Kingdorm
were leld to the belicf that the question was within the
range of practical politics, and led to see what was their
duty to the people of Ireland. Once again there was the
same moving cause to the remedy. Once again there was
the same long hcait-breaking delay, and once again English
and Scotch opinion would not act until çompelled to do so.
Once again, therefore, there was no meed of grace in the
measure so obtained. It was forced from the British Par-
liament, and was so acknowledged, and therefore if it did
remove the grievance it did not-as timely and cheerful
legislation would have donc, ns any consideration et justice
would Lave done-contain the element of grace and
did not excite a feeling of gratitude in the hearts of those
to whom the benefit was granted. Sir, that measure
was a great measure in two distinct aspects. First ofall it
destroyed the pre-emiinence of the church of the minority.
It removed a crying injustice; it changed a condition which
had combined the religion of the majority with their patrio-
tism, a patriotism which, so long as it was the policy of the
Parliament and people of the United Kingdom to maintain
the church of the minority, was necessarily an anti-national
patriotism. Besides that, there was the material gain that
Irish funds lo the amount of many millions were set free
for legitimato and properIrish purposes, not denomninational,
not sectarian, not for the minority, not for the majoi'ity,
but fir the wlhle people. Besides all this, the practical
results of the disestablishment of the Irish Church, it
had the indirect effect hardly less important. It was the
first effective measure for giving to the occupiers of the
irish soil a great and tangible interest in the soil, and
for incei'asing the nurnber of Irish proprietors
The just provision which gave to the tenants, on church
lands the pre-emption right to purchase those lands on
moderate terms, a very small sum being payable down,od
the residue being spread over i L.uslomts for thirty-two
years, compounding principle and interest at a low rate,
which made the annual payment not materially more
than the accustomed rent, gave the tenants of churcli
lands an opportunity of which they gladly availed them-
selves of becoming the owners of the lands they occupied.
And thus it added no less than 5,000 to the number of Irish
proprietors of the soul. With our notions, having regard to
the figures I have given as to the population, you may saey
that 5,>000 Iish proprieters is a trifle. What is
the use of saying so much about 5,000 Irish propr'ietoirs?
h admit that it is a drop in the bucket, but thon
the bucket had very littile more thau a drop in 1t
at the time. The total number of Irish proprietors
at that time was but 16,000 ; se that this measure
in its operation added no less than 5,000, or very
nearly one-third, te the number of Irish proprietors,
and a measure which has such an effect cannot but
be regarded as a very important measure o relief.
Now, Sir, Ireland is a country of small agricultural holding5,
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and in considering this question, we must not forget that
circumstance. There are in Ireland no less than 533,000
distinct farm tenancies, of which no less than 450,000 are
under 50 acres, and no less than 50,000 more are between
50 and 100 acres, showing that the great bulk are under
fifty acres, and no less than 500,000 out of the total 533,000
are under 100 acres. Although there are exceptions, as we
know, principally in one of the provinces of Ireland, but
also in the case of many estates scattered through other
parts of that country, yet the bulk of these 533,000
holdings are yearly, and they are yearly in a country
in which the custom bas been that the tenant shall make
the improvements, a custom which is wholly incompatible
with the conditions of yearly tenancy. Now, Sir,
while that is the number of Irish farm tenancies,
let us see to what extent the ownership of farm lands
prevails. In Ireland, one in every 257 persons, owns
farm lands, while in France one in every eight persons
ownsfarm lands; in central and northern Europe, the tenure
of land is widely diffused ; and while we have seen a very
gradual growth and a very imperfect development, in the
continental countries of Europe, of the principles of popular
and responsible government-while in that regard they
are far behind the United Kingdom, yet we have seen, since
the days of the French revolution and the Napoleonic age,
large advances made-much larger advances than have been
ever dreamed of in England towards diffusion of the tenure
of land, and the abolition of that most objectionable portion
of the feudal system. lu the Rhine Provinces, including
Westphalia, there are 11,000,000 acres of cultivable land
-and how many proprietors ? 1,157,000 proprietors, or one
to every ten acres of land ; and if you read the history of
the contentment and comfort, the work and labor, the
energy and industry-the indomitable industry-that is
displayed in many of these countries by the proprietors of
these small areas, you must be convinced that the only
thing that enables the Government of these countries to be
carried on at all, burdened as they are with enormous
expenses, with an imperfect development of constitutional
government, with great military armaments, and with an
oppressive system of conscription and military service-the
only thing that gives the people heart and hope, and enables
them to struggle on at ail, is that wide diffusion of the
ownership of land than which there is nothing better
calculated to promote the stability of the people,
te whom the land belongs. Take the State of New York, in
which there are 22,200,000 acres of farm lands, and in whieh
the holdings are large, as is natural in a new country, where
there is so much land undisposed of as there is on this con-
tinent. There the owners of the land, in 1870, were 216,000,
against 21,000 in Ireland, including the owners of church
lands. Look at two portions of Ireland, which may be
selected as examples : take the agricultural counties of
West Meath and Cavan, which comprise 1,360 000 acres, and
in which there are 612 owners of less than 50 acres in that
whole district ; in the counties of Galway and Mayo there
are 2,760,000 acres, and there are oily 225 owners of
less than 50 acres. The number of small owners
is insignificant in England, but that number is computed teobe

about ten times as large in proportion as the number is in
Ireland, and that in a country of which I believe the greatest
practical blemish to-day is its own land laws. I believe there
cau be no doubt that the greatest blemish in England and
Scotland to-day is the condition of the ownership of land ;
but even there that difficulty was diminished relatively to
the condition of things in Ireland. Now, Sir, there can be
Do doubt that the old penal laws, which among other relies
of barbarity prohibited for a long time Roman Catholics
either from owning or inheriting lands, had much to do
with the creation of the present state of things as to the
landholding in Ireland, and that state of things being once
created and rnarked deeply upon the country, it became of

course proportionately difficult to obliterate it. The
result was a practical scrfdoin; the people who cul-
tivated the lands were only left with enough to
subsist on in a miserablo manner. All concede that
there were many landiords in Ireland who granted
proper leases, and behaved with propriety towards
their tenantry; yet in the main, the, practical result
was that the whole profit of the lands, with the
exception of a poor, uiserable subsistence to the
tenant who worked them, went to the landlord, and also
that where improvements were made, an early opportunity
was taken to increase the rental of the lands to the extent
to which they had become capable of produeing, by virtue
of the improvements which the tenant and his family had
made. This was a state of things which of course did not
merely diminish, but destroyed, that hope of bettering
himself, wich is the spur by which you can expect men to
rise, and under the influence of which you can expect
happiness and contentment to be diffused. The first or one
of the earliest writers on the subject of land holding-Young,
I think-says : " Give a man but nine yea-s' lease of a
garden, and he will turn it into a desert ; give him a free-
hold of the naked rock, and he will turn it into a gardon; "
and I believe that not untruly represents the relative con.
dition of things between the short holder under the customs
that prevail in Ireland, and the proprietor. Now that situation
would have been bad enough, if the rents so exacted from
the tenantry were rents in any proper sense of the term;
but the whole produce of the soil goes, not to enable the
unfortunate people to clothe themselves, but to live in rags,
not to feed themselves, but to keep starvation from them,
and above that, the whole of the produce of the soil is taken
by landlords who do not live in the country, because a
certain measure of improvement and prosperity would
necessarily have arisen from the expenditure on the soil by
those enormous rents. But to make a condition miserable
enough, God knows without it, still more miserable,
the bulk of those who received these rents were
absentee landlords; and so it happened that, speaking once
again in the main, not morely a fair share and increment
of the production of the soi], but the whole produce
of the soil of Ireland, with but wretched livings for those who
raised it, went away froin Ireland---was rather a tribute paid
by lrelnd to foreign countries, than legitimately applied
within the land itself, and which would have occasioned the
developrment of trade and manufactures, which would have
givcen more emploiyment, agriculturally as well as other-
wise, and produced some mitigating circumstances at any
rate to relieve the darkness of the picture to which I have
referred. I say it happened there was luxury for the absentee
landlords, misery for the resident tenant, as the rule, and
that in a country of which it has been said, not 1 believe
rhetorically, but in sober truth, that if you wiped ont
the tenant's improvements you would convert nine-tenths
of Ireland into a desert again. I have said enough to show
that the question of tho land is at the core of the Irish ques-
tion, and to show how great was the importance of any
measure, such as the Irish Church Act, which should have
tended even in a moderate degree to unite the diverse inter-
ests of the occupant and of the land ho occupied, and to
create a land proprietory in Ireland. That measure was
followed within a year or two by the Land Act of 1870, an
Act which was, no doubt, a useful Act, and which was,
probably, in effect, I have no doubt, quite as strong and
sweeping a measure as the public opinion to
whM I have referred, and the people of the
United Kingdom would suffer to be passed at
that day, but which in consequence of that public opinion
not being sufficiently appreciative of the situation,
was far behind what the necessities of the situation
called for, and both the Church and Land Act,
were brought about, not from a sense of the need of,
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either or both measures-were brought within the domain tion of the previons remedial measures, attended this. It
of practical politics, not because interested or selfish came so late that a large portion of the benefit, so far as
landlords or wealthy tenants had come to the conclu- feeling was concerned, and so far as the conviction that
sion, from some new turn of reasoning, that the con- Ireland could depend on the justice of the Parliament
dition of Ireland was one of injustice that required amelior. of the United Kingdom, that there was any pros.
ation, but because a great gaol in the heart of London was pects of an ending to their sufferiags, that this last
broken open, and some policemen in Manchester were killed. remedial measure had wholly lost its grace. I say it is
That it was this that aroused England's attention to Irish as plain as the day that true statesmanship pointed to
affairs and rendered possible those measures of reform is earlier action, to action under other and different circum-
beyond doubt, and again the same fatal error, and again stances when a measure, even less thorough going than this
justice and measures of propriety and prudence too long one, would have produced an amelioration in the condition
delayed, and again those lessons taught the Irish people, and temper of the people of this country, much greater
has borne for so many years such fatal fruits which than could be expected from the measure brought in and
as those to which Mr. Gladstone referred. That carried at the tirme, and underthe circumstances and under
Land Act *as useful in its way but it was not wide the pressure which attended its being carried. That is the
enough; the land clauses most hopeful in theory, which record of eighty years of remedial legislation for Ireland.
struck largely at the root of the question, turned out in These are the important land marks of the acts for the
practice not so useful as the land clauses with reference to remedy of wrongH, and the delay of justice that have
the Iish Church owing to difference of condition. The distinguisbed British legislation in the past eighty years.
truth was that in other respects the land laws of Ireland, There are others, no doubt, subsidiary acts;
as of England and Scotland were grievously defective, and it did not take quite so long-I forget whether
the expense of a voluntary transfer of land in small par- more than a couple of Parliaments-to induce the
cels was almost prohibitory. The search for titles, and Parliament of the United Kingdom to pass a Sun.
copies and conveyances and conveyancing itself were such day closing Act, wbich was demanded by the unanimous
that whatever price you might fix for those moderate por- voice of the Irish population, and was applicable to them
tions of land, which were the utmost aspiration of the only, but which did not agree with the sentiments of the
occupant would in many cases fail to meet the expenses of British publican, and which, therefore, it was thought wrong
conveyancing. That was one difficulty with which legisla- to give to the Irish people. But, it came at last, and minor
tion was unable to grapple. There was another, in the want measures of this description have come to Ireland from time
of sympathy on the part of the Treasury and other depart- to time, but the large and important measures of statesman-
ments of the Government with those classes which savoured ship which had agitated the public mind are those to which
a little too much, in the then public opinion of the I have referred, and which have been accomplished only after
country, with a feeling of int rfering with the sacred the delays and under the circumstances I bave briefly stated.
property ii land-which looked a little too mnuch Can anybody wonder thon that there should have grown
towards a denial of the divine right of landlordism, up early, and that there should continue with an ever
which looked a littie too much like a practical recognition increasing volume and urgency, a ery for a measure of Home
of the motto that property has its duties as well as its rights, Rule. Put the question to ourselves. If we had been for
and it so happened in practice that there were but 1M0 sales eighty years in the position that theso people have been in
a year on the average, or a total of 800, by the last return for that time; if we had to agitate for one generation for
r have been able to obtain under the provisions of the land one measure of justice, for three-quarters of a generation for
clauses of the Act of 1870. So, therefore, you will observe that the next measure, and two-thirds of a generation for the
the Act was wholly defective as a remedy for the evils com- third; if as each of these measures had been obtained, it was
plained of, and, which by experience, was proved to be wholly due not to the recognition of the justness of our cause, but
inadequate. Then, in 1880, the last Land Act was passed, to the recognition of the danger of further delay,
under continual pressure, under similar pressure increased wbat would have been our feelings and how
and aggravated by events; a great measure, but in tself not earnestly we would have demanded somo portion
likely to settie the great question. I will not discuass the of control over our affairs. But there is a darker side to the
complicated details of that measure; but I will sav that a picture than that. While remedies were refused, force
measurewhichis based upon thegroundand foundeduponthe was at the sanme time constantly applied. While you
reason upon which that measure depends, and which makes have the miserable record of remedial Acts to which I have
no provision atall for dealing with cases of arrears of rents- referred, you have the record of Arms Acts, Coercion Acts,
cannot be regarded as a final or satisfactory measure, if there Restraint of the Press Acts, Suspension of Habeas Corpus
were no other defect. If you look at the history of the ills Acts, and all those legislative moans of coercing the peoplo
which preceded that measure, and at the circumstances of passed from time to time with the utmost freedom by
the country, as stated by others, yon will sec that such a. the same Parliament which was denying and delaying
measure must be to a large extent wholly inadequate what is now admitted to have been only justice
and entirely beyond practical application towards many, or to the people. I do not mean to say that the con-
most of the grievous cases that can be supposed to exist duct of the Irish people-a large portion of it-under these
under it, unless it deals with arrears. The most grievous circumstances was justifiable. Far from it, I do not mean te
cases will be those of parties unatble to py their rents. say that it might not have been necessary sometimes
liowever, no one can doubt but that that measure was an to pass these Acts. True f riends of Ireland
immense active relief-that it was a measure that gave more have, from time to time, concurred in their passage,
than was expected by many, or thought possible to be but I do mean to say that the condition of thinga
obtained from the Parliament of the United Kingdom, and lasting for eighty years, with such a record on its
nobody can doubt that it was obtained also from Parlia- brighter side of remedial legislation and such a record
ment only by eontinued difficulties. The state of Ireland, on its darker side of coercive legislation, is a record
as it had been, was becoming more aggravated still. Things that proves that the experiment of Local Government
were growing worse and worse before the adoption of the for Ireland by the Parliament of the United Kingdoma,
last remedial measure, and the conviction at length has been a disastrous failure. Besides, legisiative coercion,
impressed itself on the United Kingdom that something there were other methods of coercion employed. There
more must be done to remedy those evils. But the same ,is an army under the guise of a constabulary,
fatal errors which attended the agitation for the introduc- 1 of 12,000 or 13,000 of, I suppose, the best troops
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in the world, the Irish Constabulary, and we have had from
time to time large portions of the military forces of the
Empire quartered in Ireland. From time to time not less
than 50,000 men-I believe to-day not less than 50,000 men
of the British army are stationed in Ireland to keep the
people down, and large detachments of the British fleet
frequent Irish harbors for the same purpose. Whether right
or wrong in this controversy it cannot be contended that
the Governmont of Ireland for eighty years has been
a Governmeut by constitutional means, but it must
be admitted that it is a Gover-nment by force. That
is the large result of the whole business. Now it
is acknowledged-as the hon. member for Victoria
has said-freely and frankly acknowledged-fthat Ireland
was being misgoverned ail these years. What a humiliating
condition is that which the mother of Parliaments, the
mother of -constitutional freedom throughout the world,
occupies on this question. Which of us did not feel with a
pang of humiliation the keen shaft of the satirist, who
forged, so to speak, the letter from the Sultan of Turkey,
not long sinco calling, in response to some calls that had
been made in England on him to remedy some grievances
of his subjects, on the British Government to remedy tbe
condition of the Irish people. Who did not feel that such a
letter might have been fairly written, that such
a complaint might have been fairly made, and that the
argument sometimes urged in this louse of tu quoque
might have been fairly used. Of these resolutions it is
needless to speak. No doubt Ireland is largely in a state
of anarchy, ruled as far as the Kingdom is concerned,
mainly by forc'e, mainily by, so far as a large portion of the

eonle is concerned- an orcanization without and bevondl

crushed out by the pressure of other affairs, have not been
reached. It takes years as a rule before that which is
deemed sufficiently ripe for legislation to be actually
brought into Parliament by a Government on its responsi-
bility, can reach that stage of discussion, unless there be
some extraordinary reason of urgency such as lately
attended tbe discussion of the Irish question. It has so
happened that men have been too apt to say with reference
to the large questions to which I have referred, and
which have boen settled: "Oh, that question is not yet
within the range ot practical politics," just as Mr.
Gladstone said on the Irish question in 1865, and so they
say of these questions until gunpowder, murder, assassination
explosions, a condition of chronie disaffection breaking out
in some particular manner, brings thom to the conclusion
forthwith that the question is within the range of practical
politics and has got to be dealt with. Now, iay that even
if Parliament could now take up what it ought long ago to
have taken up, we might hope it would be dealt with, but
it also was dealt with so late as to obviate all chance of its
settlement boing concurrent with a resolution of botter feel-
ing between the people of the two countries, and thus it is
that I am brought to the conclusion that it is the duty of
every man who entertains a strong feeling for the Empire,
who entertains a feeling of pride in its glories and of shame
in its failures and its faults, to do what he can in his sphere
towards pressing forward this Irish question to a solution
while there yet be time. Now, so long ago as 1878 the
statesman to whom I referred a while ago, Mr. Gladstone,
spoke in this manner, prior to the Gencral Election which
took place at that time :

p p, g yl 'lIn the matter of Local Government there may be a solution of
the control of the law, and I mention that it is the delays some nationil and even Imperial difficulties. •l•4• If you ask me
which have taken place in their passage and the circum- what I think of Home Rule I must tell yon that I will only answer yon
stances under which these measures of pressing just ice and when you tell me how Home Rule is related to Local Government. I
importance have been at letigth radual which are am frien.dly to Local Government, I am friendly to large local

Prad l, privileges and power, and desire, I may almost say, I intensely
responsible for the distressed condition of that country. desire to see Parliament relheved of some portion of its duties.
There were, for these delays, two reasons: Reforners, I see the efficiency of Parliament interfered with, not only by
and I do net use the word in a part sese or as definin obstruction from Irish members, but even more grossly by the

aP 7 > asenormous weight which is placed upon the time and minds of those
whloeale the Reform party of England, as com- whom you have sent to represent yon. We have got an overweighted
pared with the Conservative party, though I might so Parliament, and if Ireland or any other portion of the country is
use it-but still there have been honorable exceptions desirous and able to arrange its affairs, that by taking the local part or

part of its transactions off the hands cf Parliament, it can liberate and
in th- Conservative party-Reformers, in the larger sense of strengthen Parliament for Imperial conceres, I say I will not only
the torm, have from time to time pressed upon the public accord a roluctant assent, but I will give a generous support te any
and upon Parliament, long before these rcforms werc ,ech schemne." One linit, gentlemen, one limit only, I know to the extension of
granted, their justice and necessity; but the great body of colonial Government, it is this, nothing can be done in my opinion by
)ublic opinion was unquestionably hostile to Ireland. any wise statesman or right-minded Briton to weaken the authority of

y a Parliament of the United Kingdom, in which the Imperial Parliament. Because the Imperial Parliament must be
.Y .Imperial je the three Kingdoms, nothing that creates a doubt upon that

the opinion of the majority must rule-it was impos- supremacy can be tolerated by any intelligent and patriotic man. But
sible, under the constitutional system, that that iusticeisubject to that limitation if we can make arrangements under which
or exnediency, hy which the majority were not alive, Ireland, Scotland, Wales and a portion of England, can deal with ques-

Cd htatiois of local and special interest te themselves more effectually thancould e pushed forward. I believe that long ago many of Parliament now can, that, I say, will be the attainnient of a great
these measures would have been carried by far-sighted national good. The Scotch members who always show in Parliament-
statesmen, except that they felt it was impossible to carry I must say, speaking ofthem as an average, and perbapsitis all the more

tthat they were, as Mir. Gladstone has put it true because the majority of them are Liberal-who always show in thetbm, exceptap transaction cf Scotch business remarkable shrewdness and efficiency,
beyond the realm of practical polities, because the aristo- yet all find cause to complain and complain seriously and gravely, that
cratie, the large land holding interest, the Conservative they cannot get the Scotch business properly transacted.
interest and many other interests were entirel too I"The Parliament is over-weiehted. The Parliament is almost over-

whelmed. If we could take off its shoulders that superfluous weight by
strong to enable the relatively small band of the constitution of secondary and subordinate authorities. I am not
advanced Reformers froe te carry them at all. In going te be frightened out of a wise measure of this kind by being told

a word the publicopinion of the United Kingdom did that I ar condescending to the prejudices of the Home Rulers. T will
pubi Pngd. condescend to no such prejudices. I wil ecensent to give to Irelandn1ot recognize the importance of it, and was not sufficiently upon principle nothing that is not upon equal termis offered to Scotland

advanced to discharge the duties of efficiently managing and to the different portions of the United Kingdom. But I say that
Irish affairs. The second difficulty was the want of the man who starts to devise a machinery by which some portion of the

s i excessive and impossible task, now laid upon the H.>use of Commons,
. e. Parhament was overweighted with its concerns, shall be shifted to the more free and therefore more efficient hands of
it had to deal with large imperial concerns it had secondary and local authority will confer a blessing upon this country,
to deal with local concerns which were supposed to tll1entitie him to be ranked among the prominent benefactors
be More pressing, and it was unequal to its task. We J the land."
know that for a great many years Parliament has I think Sir, having regard to that speech, I was justified in
been unequal to its task in that regard. Wo know hailing the accession to power of the Liberal party, as I did
that measures have been brought in by strong Govern- in the ycar 1880, as giving an omen of some measure of
Ments Session af ter Session and have been just redress for Ireland in this particular. But Sir, another
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speech was delivered by that same statesman, under
the responsibility of office, in the Imperial House of Corn-
Mons, not very long ago, in which he once again recurred
to this subject and said:

" We attach great value,' said Mr. Gladstone, 'to the extension,
perhaps I should say to the establishment-(hear, hear)-of the
principles of Local Government in Ireland. We believe that one of the
great evils under which Ireland labors is the want of local administra-
tion, and a more central system of authority. We believe that the
state ofIreland never can be satisfactory until its people have acquired
and learned by tradition and practice to exercise those powers of Local
Government which were so beneficial in other portions of the Empire.
Moreover, we believe that where the Irish people bad the opportunity
within a limited range of giving proof of their powers and qualities
and capabilities for Local Government, as they have done under the
Poor Law Acts avd tbrough some other channels, theyhave administer-
ed well. Indeed, no one can doubt that, or their perfect capacity for
such a duty. But this is speaking on the question of purely local
administration. The motion of my honorable friend embraces matters
of wider scope. I wish to point out to those honorable gentlemen that
neither they, nor so far as I know Mr. Butt before them, nor so far as I
know Mr. O'Connell before him, ever distinctly explained in an intel-
ligent and practical form the manner in which the real knot of this
question was to be untied. The principle on which they profess to
proceed is that purely Irish matters are to be dealt with by a purely
Irish authority, Imperial matters to be left to the Imperial authority of
a Chamber in which Ireland is to be represented. But they have not
told us by what authority it is to be determined which matters taken
one by one are Irish, and which matters are Imperial. Until they lay
before the House a plan in which they go to the very bottom of the
question, and give us to understand in what manner that division is to
be accomplisbed, the practical consideration of this subject cannot
really be arrived at, and I know not how any effective judgment upon
it can be pronounced. I am well convinced that neither this Parlia-
ment nor any other House of Commons will at any time assent to any
measure by which tho one paramount centre of authority necessary for
holding together in perfect unanimity and compactness this
great Empire can possibly be in the slightest degree
impaired. (Ministerial and Opposition cheers.) We are
entitled and bound to ask a clear and explicit explanation as to
the mode in which that vital matter is to be determined. Who is tosay
what purposes are Imperial? Who is to determine the circumscription
within which the Irish authority is to have a final voice? Quotations
have been maae in reference to the positions of other countries-for
example, Finland in relation to Russia. But this affords no practical
illustration of the matter. It would be just as rational for those gentleý
men to quote the case of the Channel Islands. With regard to the Isle
of Man, we have sometimes interfered in the matter of Custom duties,
but not in my recollection have we interfered in the legislation of the
Channel Islands. Ve have left it entirely to their own authority, and
we have not felt any inconvenience flow from that arrangement. Thus
while some development is given fo the principle of Local Government
without any practical inconvenience, I think the case of Finland and
Russia is not different from the case presented by England and the
Channel Islands. The case of Austria and Hungary bas also been
cited. I fully grant that the magnitude of that case is such that if you
can, by the development of that case, show it affords a precedent for us,
you certainly make out a strong case. have heard of the alleged and
the great and paramount difficulty of this question to which I have just
referred, namely, the establishment of a dividing and a divided authority
-as in the case of the Austro-Hungarian Empire-by a reference of the
matter to the personal a.thority of the Sovereign. If that be so, am I
really to understand that it is the proposal of those members of this
Bouse who take the view i am now referring to that the personal
authority of a Sovereign in this country is to decide the question of
what subjects are to be referred to the Parliament of Ireland and what
subjects are to be referred to the Imperial Parliament of this country.
If that is the doctrine held, then I say you are immediately involved in
a dilemma more hopeless than any that bas presented itself to you,
because on the one hand the subjects are to be decided on the authority
of 1esponsible Ministers, or on the other band by a personal will or
whim. If the decision is to be determined on the authority of respon-
sible Ministers-the responsible Ministers of Great Britain or the respon-
sible Ministers of Ireland who are to exist under the plan that is now
proposed (hear, hear), evidently you can't refer to the responsible
Ministers of Great Britain the power of drawing a distinction which
involves the most vital, delicate and practical parts of the subject.
Then, if in the bighest and nicest matter of. Government you are going
again to set up the personal responsibility of the Sovereign apart from
the advice of responsible Ministers, you are at once proposing a revolu-
tion in this country more profound than you need brin g about by the
establishment of any form of Government whatever. (Hear, hear.) I
express for myself, and I am sure for my colleagues, that we are most
favorable to the introduction of a rightly understood principle of Local
Government in Ireland, and most desirous to promote it. For the first
of the purposes they have in view they cannot take the first step, they
canrot establbsh one foot of ground upon which and from which to
address their arguments to the Bouse of Commons until they have
proposed a plan in which it shall be clearly set forth by wbat authority,
by what machinery, they mean to divide imperial and local questions,
and so to give satisfaction to the inembers of this Bouse upon its first
and most paramount duty, namely, the maintaining of the supremacy of

Mr. BLAKE.

the Imper~1 &uthr~rity ~or every practioal purpose relating to the inter.
the Imperialnathority for every practical purpose relating to the inter-
ests and the purposes of this great Empire." (Oheers.)

Now, Sir, in that speech, while announcing once again his
adhesion to the principle of Local Government, that great
statesman has endeavored to shift from the shoulders of
the responsiblo Government of the Empire to the
shoulders of those who are in a hopeless minority, a ques-
tion which belongs to that Government to solve. I My
that it belongs to those who are responsible for the good
government of the Empire, who have the majority, who
have the power, who can initiate legislation themselves to
grapple with the difficulty. I say that those who admit
that the present system is unjust, who admit that the
present condition of Ireland cannot be satisfactory without
some change, who acknowledge that a change can be made,
are in an untenable position when they tell the minority :
" Gentlemen, come forward, propound some plan, solve
every difficulty, tell us how you would settle this question,
and until you do that we are not called upon to act." That
is not, in my opinion, language worthy of any statesman,
be he Conservative or Reformer. It is not upon such state-
ments that the Irish question can be settlod. It would be
folly to blink the consideration that any measure that Mr.
Gladstone may propose on this question would b unsatis-
factory to many, and at any rate it would not be accepted
by the Irish people as a final settlement ofthe question. But
I maintain that the longer you delay,the greater the difficul-
ties, and I maintain that though the proposition you are
able to propose may not be satisfactory to all, it is no ground
whatever for declining to do that which you yourself
acknowledged it is just should be done. True justice will do
that which is right, and will give that measure for relief
whicb it knows is just, and which believe it will give that
added measure of safety and security which will result from
the changed state of affairs. What is the state of affairs ? The
Prime Minister of England says the condition of Ireland is
unsatisfactory, because the Irish people have not the measure
of Local Government which they ought to have, and he
says : "I will not give that measure of Local Government
to you; I will not stir hand or foot in the matter until the
Irish members in the House of Commons, who are in the
minority, and are powerless to do anything, shall propose a
measure which shall be satisfactory to themselves, and that
they will undertake to deal with this complicated and
exacerbated question, so full of difficulties and in the light
of all the errors and circumstances of the past.

lt being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. BLAKE. I will not engage in a discussion of the
various hypothetical cases and somewhat strained difficulties
which it seems to me are dealt with in that speech on that
question. I frankly admit that the division power, local
and federal is one of them; but how there can be a difficulty
in deciding how that is to be regulated and in determmiing
how it is to be regulated by a general Act of justice, I can-
not at all see. There can bo no doubt whatever that the
difficulty which occurred to the Prime Minister on this
occasion, was the view which he has entertained and
expressed so freely and which is that same difficulty which
has prevented justice being done to Ireland in former years
and under other circumstances; it is the difficulty of havi ng
to deal with. a recalcitrant and inert mass of public opinion
not sufficiently advanced ti enable him to grapple with the
subject. To him I believe the words of the great poet of
the adjoix ing republic apply when he says:

"His statecraft was the golden rule,
His right of vote a sacred trust,
Clear above threat and ridicule,
All heard his challenge 'le it.just?' "
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I believe that a love of justice and of generous and liberal deliierod opinions of this kind. Well, I oannot recan ail the
treatmentis an instinct I might say ofthat statesman's nature; speeches I have dolivered on the subjeet, but I have taken

the pains to recail sir cf them -(laughter)- which seemu to
but ho must be sustained, his hands must be held up in order me a Tory tolerablo allowance. One was made in 1872 at Aberdeen,
to give him the power to accomplish the task whicb, when I was Prime Minister. Th,.neit was in 1879 in Mid-Lothian, and
though advanced in years, romains for him to do in order anoier was made in:the Quildhall in 1881. But the three speechesC made out of Parliamnit were baianoed by three made in Parliament, for
to crown a life spent in the service of his country. The in1872 as Prime Minister I made a repiy to Mr. Butt precisely in the
hon. gentleman who moved the resolution (Mr. Costigan) samo spirit of the.declarations I have now made, andin the spirit ofthe
said that Scotland was also moving on the subject. Within sentences 1 uttered last week. I did the same in 1874, when I was fotPrinie Minister, but leader of the Opposition, and I did the. same thing
the last ton days a very important meeting was held which in 1880, when 1 sat on these benches as an independent member.
came to the conclusion to ask for a Local Legislature for Perbapa I may be allowed to read a few words of that speech. My hon.
Scotland with triennial elective Parliaments; and there can triend the member for Cork (Mr. Shaw), in the beginning of 1880, on the
be no doubt, notwithstanding the remarkable business tact h of February, made a remarkable speech upon ts question. Bebo n dobt, otwthstndig th rearkale usinss actmade a proposition whiich I conid flot accept any more than I could
and talent by which the Scotch business has been managed accept the proposition ofmy hon. friend the nember for Tipperary (Mr.
in Parliament, there have been great and injurious effects PJ_ Smyth) the othor ni htandprofessing himself an advocate of what
in the management of that business. What has been I think ho termed Home ule, argued fer it and ploaded for it ina spiritù~~~~~~~~~~~ hemngmn o tatLU1l5.Ioiwi 'won my sympathy and regard, and I did not hesitate, as I do not.
accomplished, has been accomplished by a sort of imperfect wixinow, to use these words. (The.bon. gentlemen then quoted the
federation in that regard. We know that, in regard to ail words in which he said that from te tone of the honiemher'sremarks,

parlametar inasuesthe coth m~nbrs avemetif the relations between England and Ireland were to become satisfacto-
parliamentary measures, the Scotch menbers have me rythemost important contribution to that essential nd would have ben
together and agreed as to what was wanted for the country, mado by 1r.Shaw.)That was the spirit in which I received the declara-
and what was agreed upon has been passed through Parlia- tion made by the hon. member as leader, for ho then was leader of the
ment, unless it trenched upon the prejudices and views party from Ireland, and every one of the speeches to which [have refer-

withut ebae. Tey ave not red is, I believe, in complote and exact conformity with the brief out -of others almost without debate. They have n of my opinions upon this question."
succeeded in all things-they have not succeeded in Now, Sir, I have read that speech for two or three reasons.
many important things. They have bad strong fights when First cf aibecause yen will observe that the bon. the
questions came up which involved the interests of other Prime Minister, after an interval cf reflection, comment
parts of the United Kingdom ; but this agitation in Scot-
land cannot fail to have an important influence in matur-adriicsriterathdnsn ssetial contion
ing public opinion on the Irish question. I maintain that rh
the English Parliament cannot deal efficiently with these tory solution cf ail these difficulties should ho propounded
questions, that from. lack of knowledge and sympathy, in by thos who ask for it on the Home Rule beuches. There-
consquence of being, as Mr. Gladstone has said, wholly fore we find the suggestion that it stand until o day

over-weighted, it is not competent, and its incompetency as which may nver coe. Secondly, there is a declaration
been proved and confessed by the present Premier, to deal f ino a e lis viewstupets qu eo as]y
satisfactorily with these questions. Lot the British peopleindm to rtantly, w fin nhim sgteseisame ftl
thon give to the Irish people this legitimate vent for theiraw ost ic rish qesin s I hepesehave
somewhat restless energies, and utilize them in the legiti- been aways postporeh utionte ay ofhaece and, havt
mate occupation of dealing with their own concerns. I
have once again to trouble the House with another extract
from a still later speech by Mr. Gladstone. Spoaking of expeet te ho called upon te deal with it. I care nothing for
Parliament the hon. gentleman said: these speculatiens. I say it is a practica, a burning ques-

tion. It is the mest practical and burning question we can
"Sir, this a subject on which I have very distinct and'clear opinions, conceive, and when the Minister bas stated that the

which I have nover scrupled to declare. They are not shared by many results are not satisfactory as they stand, that there ought
gentlemen; probably in this House they may be considered of a specu- te ho a change, that there ouglt te ho a grant of local rights
lative character, and it is highly unlikely that I shall ever be called
upon to take a practical part in any matter relating to these opinions, and privileges, that justice demands it, and that it cannet hc
but I have the very strongest opinions, upon the advantages of Local expected that they will ho satisfled il the Parliament of tho
Government, and I have the strongest objections to the tendency which United Kingdom doos net diseharge that duty, justice
I see constantly prevailing to centralization. Not for Ireland merely,
but for England, I would take and profess it at all points a cardinal demands that those who have the power and the respon-
rule of policy, so far as I can with safety to the general structure of the sihility should propound that legislation. Now, Sir, I corne
Empire, to decentralise Parliament. We believe that the institution of te the consideration of another hranch of this question, and
secondary and local authorities in a country is a great source of
strength, and that in principle the only necessary limit to these powers
i an adequate and necessary provision for the supremacy of the central calling upon us te interfere in it, and I deal with thai
authority. (lear, hear.) I believe that when the demand is made from brandi of the question now, partly because the hon.
Ireland for bringing purely Irish affairs more specially or more largely genteman bas aluded te it, and partly hecause it is not the
under Irish control outside the walls of Parliament the wise way to
meet that demand will not be the method recommended by the member first occasion on which a great Irish question has come under
for the University of Dublin, who, if I understood him aright, said that the consideratien of this flouse and has heen treated by this
anything recognising purely Irish control for purely Irisa affairs must
be necessarily a step towards separation, and must therefore be fraught
with danger. (Opposition cheers.) That I do not believe to be either a question ef the disestablishment cf the Irish Church as one
wise or a just method of dealing with that demand. In my opinion the of vast importance hoth in its direct and indirect relations
Wise and the just method is to require that before any such plan can be tindet
dealt with or can be examined with the view of being dealt with on its
F erits, we muet ask those who propose it ; and this is the question 1 question was under debate a late repeeted member of this

have invariably put- " What are the provisions which you propose to liuse, the ion. Mr. Holton, seconded hy Mr. Mackenzie,
make for the supremacy of Parliament." That has been my course, and moved on the 3lst of May, 1869that is the course I entend to pursue. I am bound to say I have not
received an answer to that question. I have never heard in the time of "That this Honse do immndiately resolve itself into a Oomnittee te
Mr. Butt or from the mouth of any other gentleman any adequate or consider the following proposed resolutions
satisfactory explanation upon that subject. To this declaration I have Il. That ln the opinion cf this House the measure now pending.
only one limitation more to add, and that is I am not prepared to give before the Imperial Parliament for the disestabiishment and disendow-
to Ireland anything which in point of principle it would be wrong to ment cf the Irish Chnrch wiil, if it becomes law, by the removai cf one
?Ve to Scotland if Scotland ask for it. (Home Rule cheers.) That is, cf the chief causes cf the.dooply rooted discontents which have long

aPprehend, what Irish members, those members of the most popular existed among a numerous body of Her Majesty's subjects, promoto the
Classes, will be ready to accept. (Cheers.) The right hon. gentleman tranquility, increaso theprospority and add nnmeaurably te tii
was determined to make out that these declarations on my part were a strength as wen ai the.juet renown cf tho great Empire cf which tus
formidable novelty and ho said ho believed that I had in Mid-Lothian- Dominion forme no inconsiderablo part
the scene of so many misdeeds-(langhter)--and likewise at the Guild- I"2. That tus opinion is strengthoned and supported by the recenthall, whih might have been considered a more consecrated precinct- experience cf the lato Province of Canada; for the controversies which
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had during many years disturbed that Province and retarded its pro-
gress were finally and happily terminated in 1854 by an Act of the
Provincial Legislature, bearing a close resemblance in its essential
features to the measure now before the Imperial Parliament.

"3. That a royal and dutiful address, founded on the foregoing reso-
lutions, be presented to Her Majesty the Queen. and that a Special
Cormittee of mlembers be appointed to prepare an
Address and report the saine."

To this the hon. gentleman moved, seconded by Sir George
Cartier, the previous question, and the previous question
was upon that occasion carried by the hon. gentleman with
the assistance of lis supporters, against the vote of the
Liberal party. The hon. gentleman supported bis motion
for the previons question by a speech. He said :

" Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD replied that be did not doubt that the
hon. gentleman was influenced by patriotic motives, but it was quite
certain that bis object was just as mischievous as bis mode of bringing
it up. The hon. member appeared to give up the whole case when he
admitted that, as a matter of legislation, we had no right to deal with
it. The Parliament of the Dominion, he acknowledged, was only
authorized to pass laws for the good order and peace of Canada,
Therefore, the lion. member said that all we could do was to give a
simple expression of opinion-nay, more, that we should not do so ordi-
narily, except on important occasions, or in respect to a matter of
supreme necessity. Now, the question immediately suggested itself-
Where was the necessity for the present motion? The measure
bas been approved by the public opinion of Great Britain-it had been
sanctioned by an overwhelming majority of the House of Commons, and
the bon. gentleman himself bad been certain that the House of Lords,
in due submission to the popular sentiment, would agree to its passage.
Now, surely, it was an extraordinary course on the part of the bon.
member to ask the House to deal with a matter with which it had no
concern, and render itself amenable to the answers that 'it should
mind its own business.' The hon. member acknowledges that our
Parliament should not deal with such a matter except in a case of
aupreme neeessîty.

" Bon. Mr. BOLTON. I said on a question of supremeimportance to
the Empire.

'' Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There was no supreme"necessitv for
tLe motion-it was not of supreme importance to the Empire what our
opinions on such a question might be-whether we were favorable or
opposed to the disestablishment of the Church in Ireland. The hon.
member had asserted that we were in the habit of passing addresses to
the Sovereign on matters of interest, affecting herself or family. Now,
the Queen of England was the Sovereign of Canada, every one had an
interest in herself and family. In the very Act of Confederation, the
first clause (sanctioned .by the British Parliament), declared that the
Sovereigi of Great Britain and Ireland shall be our own Sovereign for
all time to come; and, therefore, it was quite within the limits of our juris-
diction and propriety torefer tomatters connected with the propriety and
happiness of Her family. The hon.member had also said that we had ex-
pressed an opinion respecting peace and war; but every one would see
that the moment such a state of things arose, every section of the Empire
was virtually affected. Therefore, as loyal and devoted subjects, it was
o:r duty and interest to sympathize with the beart of the Empire. But
in the case of the present question, neither our loyalty nor our interest
was at stake. He for one would not go into the discussion of the
merits of the measure-he would not say whether it was good or not,
for it was not the place to debate it. The bon. member had no rigbt to
force an expression of opinion in the Canadian Parhiament, and be must
have known that there was a very consideràble and respectable mino-
rity in the country immediately affected, who received the Bill with
beartburning and the deepest dissatisfaction. The people of Canada
lived in harmony and peace-or had no religious or other antipathies to
excite us ; and yet tbe hon. gentlemen wished to transfer to the Domi-
nion the heart-burnings and animosities of the Old World. If the
policy of the hon. member were sanctioned, then we should see the sai
Saectacle of different religious sects in this country coming forward,
einbodying their respective feelings on this vexed question. The bon.
member had not even assumed to discuss even the merits of the
question-to go into details, and show that it was wortby of the
support of the House. Yes, he was calling upon the Hou3e to express a
decided opinion on a question respecting which it had only a general
idea. There could only be one object in such a motion, and that was, to
create an ill-feeling between the Protestants and Catholics, to bring
discord into this now happy country. It was quite obvious, that if the
cause of the course of the hon. member was legitimate,then it would be
within the province of the Legislature todeal with the Reform Bill, and
other questions of equal importance affecting Great Britain. On the
same principle, the House would be found interfering in the affaira of
Spain, and referring to ber ecclesiastical establishments. Nay more,
the Parliament of the Dominion, with equal justice, might be caliedi
upon to give a strong expression of sentiment respecting separate1
schools, or church endowing, or other matter of interest to the people1
of Lower Canada. In whatsoever light he viewed the question, he
could not avoid seeing the imprepriety of the motion brought forward
by the hon. member for Chateauguay, and was convinced that the
Bouse would deal with it promptly and effectually, so as to prevent the
introduction of similar resolutions in the future. In conclusion, he
wouldmove the previous question in amendment to the motion before
the r.ouse."

Mr. ]BLAKCE.

Now, Sir, I maintain that tbe hon. gentleman was on that
occasion mistaken as to the real feelings and sentimentsof
the great majority of the Canadian people. I believe that,
so far from that motion being, as the hon. gentleman said,
calculated to excite discord, heart-burnings and religious
difficulties, we would have all agreed-had he but seen the
question in another light-in favor of that solution of that
question, just as we had, in the old Province of Canada, lively
though were the feelings of religious difference in that old
Province, when we settled a somewhat similar question. I
refer, Sir, to this statement, because I wish to express the
hope that in the interval between 1869 and 1882, the hon.
gentleman bas advanced in bis views, has observed the cur-
rent ofevents, and will now be disposed to take a different
line, and instead of arguing on the precedent which lie him.
self created by moving the previous question on that occa-
sion, as he stated there would be an effectual barrier to
similar resolutions in the future, he may be disposed to
admit our right to tender some advice on this occasion, and
give bis support to the motion before the House. I say we
have an interest, as a part of the great Empire-as sharers
in its prosperity, as sharers in its shame; we have an
interest in everything which will tend to develop the
strength and the unity of that Empire; we have an
interest in every great and important question affect-
ing the general constitution and organization of the
Empire at large. Nobody can doubt that, through
chaos and without any formal system, the gradual tendency
of the constitution of the Empire bas been more and more-
perhaps through drifting, perhaps otherwise-towards the
adoption of the federative form. We ourselves are the ont-
crop of that idea. Our present position is due to its par-
tial, unsymmetrical, unreasoned, but practical develop-
ment; and I say, Sir, we must consider that, without power
effectually to intorfere, without power of legislation, we yet
have a right, as members of the Empire, to express an
opinion upon this subject. As a part of the Empire largely
peopled by old country men-by Englishmen, Irishmen, and
Scotchmen-we have a deep interest in a question which
must materially affect the prosperity and happiness of our
countrymen in the old land. As a country wanting immi-
grants, as the hon. gentleman bas said, we have a material
interest of a very great degree. We all know where tho
Irish immigration goes; we all know that those who cross
the sea and land upon the shores of America, go almost
wholly, particularly those of the Roman Catholic faith, to
the United States instead of to Canada; we know that our
share of the Irish immigration is insignificant, and that our
share of Irish Roman Catholie immigration is but a very
small proportion in these latter days of even our share o
Irish immigration. We know, on the other hand, that
enormous numbers of that people have gone to the
United States. Whon I said two years ago that that was
due largely to the difficulties to which I referred, and hoped
that a better feeling might be engendered by remedial
measures applied to the state of Ireland, hon. gentlemen
opposite did not seem to sympathize with that remark.
was glad to hear the hon. gentleman repeat it to-day, and .
hope it bas become, to a large extent, the accepted senti-
ment of the people of this country. We are interested
materially in another sense in this question. We and our
neighbors have a common frontier of 3,000 miles long.
That country is, and must always be, a country in Our
cordial and friendly relations with which, must lie a
great part of our own prosperity; and no man eau doubt
that the existence of the Irish question is a main eature of
the difficulties between the United Kingdom and the UJnited
States and cannot but react most unfavorably upon us.

y d werecol-We recollect what has happened in former days; w re
lect when our peace was broken, our territory invaded more
than once, expense was incurred and blood shed ;we recol-
ect that such a state of things existed in the United States,
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that redress, whether by expression of regret or by pecuniary buta scant justice to the fooling of Canadians, French,
compensation, was absolutely denied, on the score, I presume, Scotch, English or Irish to suppose that there is any
that the state of feeling in that country rendered it impos- material diffrence in the intonsity of their feelings on this
sible for any such concession to be made. If you look at subject from thoso whom the bon. gentleman who brought
some of the figures of the recent Census, you will see how forward the motion more partieularly seems to represent.
directly and indirectly-directly, as wanting immigrants I believe our sentiments are based on the general prin.
ourselves, indirectly as those with whom the people ciple of political action to which wo have baon edueated
of the United States should be on friendly terms-and which has advanced our prosperity and our intellectual
we are interosted in this question. Take the State of and moral standing in the world. Now, I heard the
Massachusetts in which out of a population of 1,625,000, hon. gentleman's resolution with soma regret, for one reason
the foreign-born people, if I remember rightly, number that I find it emasculated. I find it very much weaker than
some 420,000 souls, and of these no less than about 240,000 the resolution wbich he put on the p in the firat
were born in Ireland ; so that more that one-half of the instance. In soma particulars it dýes not legislatively suit
foreign-bori population of the State of Massachusetts is of, my view. Ie has fallon into soin2tling h ko the error
Irish birth, while if you add to those the number who are ascribed to Mr. Gladstone, and fot willing myseif to repeat
the descendents of Irishmen in that State, you will see that error, I would prefer to vote for the best resolution
what a powerful factor in the prosperity and the progress we eau get. Yet I will vote ith reluctance for the
of that country is the Irish immigration. Of that immi- mensure which hypothetically refbrs to the grant of a
gration we want a sharo for ourselves and we want stillmeasure of self-government to lreland. The hon. gentle-
more earnestly that those who choose the Republic instead man says in the altered rosolution:
of the Dominion, shall not choose the Republic with feelings And we would venture to exnreFs a hope thit if consistent with the
of nnimosity and disaffection towards the Empire Ot integrity and well-being of the Empire, and if the rigts and statua of
which we form a part, but with those friendly feelings the minority are fully protçýcted and Beenred, sure means may be found
which animate the Englishmen and Scotchmen who also of meeting the expressed desire of so miny of your Irish subjects in
happen to prefer, for inaterial reasons, the republic to the that regard,"16. We would farther express a hope thant the time bas corne when
Dominion. Now, Sir, there is another reason why we should Your Majesty's clemency may, without injnry to the interests of the
interfere-we can speak with authority on this subject ; we United Kingdom, be extended to those persons who are now imprisoned
are federalists ourselves; we are experienced in the benefits in lreland charged with politicai oflences only, and the inestimable
of Home Rule; we know what it means; we know that it is
our most precious possession ; we know that there is nothing have no idea that the rights aud interests of'tho
that we will part with with greater reluctance or more minority will be other thaa fully proteeted and secured. I
difficulty than our portion of Home Rule; we know beieve that its bost seeurity is to bo found iu a united Irish
that there is nothing that we would sacrifice more to people, managing their owa affiirs. I say that the posses.
retain than our portion of Home Rule, whethor you revert to sion of sucb a measure is essential to the maintenance of
that portion which the Dominion bas in relation to the Em- the Empire. There oUght te bo no if- Or andS in the
pire, or that portion which the Provinces have in relation to expression of' the views of the 'Canadian' people
the Dominion. In reference to the important Federation upon this most important subjeet. It is only upon the
which exists between Canada and the United Kingdom, or tbeory, only upon the strong view that the possession
the more perfect form of federation which exists between of such a law is essential to the integrity of the Empire that
the Dominion and the Provinces, if any people in the wide we eau agitate or net with the effeot in dcaling with this
world can speak of the difficulties engendered from the want matter. I ar not disposed to net hypothetieally. I ar
of Home Rule, and the benefits to be secured by the grant of not disposed to deal with this question with if's and and's.
Home Rule, it is the people in whose name and for whose I ar willing to advise coneiliatory measures and ample
interests we sit and deliberate in this hall this night. Now, justice to Ireland. I should like the Canaclian people,
Sir, the descendant of Irish men myself-my grandfather by tbrough their represeutatives in Parliament, to say te the
the father's side a rector of the church to which I have Imperial Government, polîtely, that, iu their opinion, aï
referred, and sleeping in his churchyard, and my ancestor 4,000,000 of British subjeets, they believe that, the iutegrity
by my mother's side slain in confliet with insurgents, while ofUhe Empire demards self government fer Ire!and.
it might have been my misfortune, had I been born and bred So with reference to the clause that speaks of those men
il the old land, to adopt from prejudice views very different deprived of constitutional rigbt of trial byJury, I do fot
from those I hold this night, yet, it having been my good understand them to invite the clemency et the Crown. 1
fortune to have been born and bred in the free air of Canada, do net uuderstand them to ho charged with political
and to have learned those better, those wiser, those more offences. I understand them to be irprisoned under a
Christian and just notions which here prevail, upon the law whieh does not eul on the Government to charge them
subjects of civil and religions liberty, class legislation, and with an crime whatever. What we ought to have asked
Home Rule itself, I have always entertained ever since I have for those gentlemen is the resteration of the habeas cor-
had the opportnnity of thinking on this subject, the senti- pus and a trial by-their peers of any charge which
ments to which I have given feeble utterance this the Government of England may think fit te make agaînst
evening. I believe that these are the sentiments them. It is net an application for clemency and mercy
native to our own sense of freedom and justice, that they demand and that we should express, but a hope
of forbearance and toleration, and a desire to deal that the oriinary constitutional right of every British
in this subject, as the hon. gentleman said who subjeet may be extended te these particular British subjeets
Inoved it, in that spirit whieh says: " Do unto -namely, the rigbt of habeas corpus ani of trial by their
others as you would they should do unto you," I had been peers for any offense with which they may bc chargei
anxious that this discussion should be raised, and had against the law of the land te whieh they belong. I hope
nyself prepared a motion on the subject when private cir- that the resolution, weak as it is, unstisfactory as it is-

cumstances called me from my desk bere. On my return I failing, as in my opinion it dees in those two points, in a
learntthat the same hon.g&tleman towhom the hon. member manner which I do net myseîf admire, will yet pass;
for Victoria bas alluded had taken the matter in hand, and because it is net amendable, and it is inflnitely better that
it Was thought better not to meddle with them, or witb it should pass than be rcjeeted because some may think it
the course that they, under his leadership, might propose. too weak and others teo strong. In this question I haveBut although I remained silent I feit that it wobld be doing showu we are interested u many ways, althongh we have
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no direct voice in the legislation of Great Britain, notwith-
standing we have a right to venture our counsel and
express our views. We have a right respectfully to
approach our Sovereign and strengthen the hands of Her
Prime Minister whose sentiments are not hostile to reform.
We have a right to give the influence of 4,000,000 of
British subjects to the redress of grievances too long main-
tained, to attainment of rights too long denied, and so to
enlarge the strength and increase the unity of the mighty
Empire of which we form a part.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think I can congratu-
late my bon. friend from Victoria, on the manner in which
he introduced the resolution now under consideration. Bis
tone and manner were unexceptionable. With bis usual
modesty bu disclaimed the idea of using any rhetorical
artifice. No rhetoric ean be so effective in this House or
country, as plain, unvarnished statements, such as made by
my bon. friend, in the fullness of bis heart and in the exercise
of bis reason; and notwithstanding his overflowing sympathy
with bis countrymen in Ireland, bis speech clearly,loyallyand
logically forced itself effectively upon the calm consideration
of every member. It must have in the louse and out of
the House, a greater influence than if he had adopted a
different and a stronger tone, but this bu bas always followed
in taking up a question of any kind, showing sincerity in his
advocacy of any question. fie had no sinister object,
political or otherwise. But his object, his sole reason for
addressing the House was that bis proposition, sincerely
offered, should bu carried out. How different is the appeal.
the carefully prepared, the elaborate address of the hon.
gentleman who bas just sat down, spoken, or rather read
with great vigor and energy to this House. The object of
the one. hon. gentleman was quite different from the other.
The onu wanted to secure the object of bis resolution, and
the other wished to make political capital. When this
resolution was first placed on the notice paper, I am free to
confess I looked at them with considerable apprehension of
the consequences that might arise from the discussion in
this House and Parliament. But in carefully looking at
the resolutions even as they were originally prepared,
and still more as they have been modified by my
bon. friend, I can see no objection in the world,
but much good, from an expression of the opinion of this
House of Parlianient. The hon. member for West Durbam
speaks disappr ovingly, almost sneeringly at the emasculated
resolutions-of the changes that have been made in them
by my hon. friend. Then again you can see the, difference
in the objects of the two bon. gentlemen. ·le mover of
these resolutions wished to draw them in such a manner as
to attract the strongest, the most united vote of the House,
a unanimous vote to secure for them the greatest influence
on the converts of England. What does the bon. gentle-
man opposite care whether Home Rule is carried in Ireland
or not ? What does h care whether the suspects are kept
in gaol for this, or next, or for many years? HRe would
rather there should be a crying grievance tbat he might
address, as h las done to.night, a speech to the Irish
Catholics of the Dominion, to, produce an effect on their
minds, without the most distant care or consideration of
the mischievouseffects his speech would have in England and
with the British Government What was the object
of my hon. friend for Victoria? He knew that he was
powerless to force the matter in this Address upon
fier Majesty's Government or the Parliament of England, so
he desired in the firet place that we should, by a moderate,
calm statement of the fact that we had good, prosperous
Home Rule in Canada, and by the statement that we hoped
that as Her Majesty would find it opposed to the disintegra-
tion of the Empire, she would grant the same mode of self-
government to Ireland as similar to ours as the different cir-
cumstances would permit. He asked that as the notion of
force with the British Govern ment is out of the question,

Mr. BLAKE.

that we should pass a resolution praying the British Gov
ernment and Parliament to adopt a somewhat similar
system -to that which happily prevails in Canada.
For that purpose language of presumption must
not bu used, but language of approbation so far as
we could approve of the course of ler Majesty's Government
in that direction-but not language of disapprobation.
While the hon. gentleman spoke with great laudation of the
ability of Mr. Gladstone-an opinion in which every one
shares-he bas told us that he bas withdrawn his confidence
from Mr. Gladstone, although two years ago he was the
greatest statesman in the world, and now the hon. gentle-
man tells us that every one of bis measures was ineffectual,
from one cause or another-one, the Land Act of 1870, being
too late, the other, the disendowment of the Irish Church,
being inadequate; and last of all, the present land system
on which Mr. Gladstone bas pledged the standing and status
of bis Government by a perfunctory measure, which is
destined to be as unsuccessful as every other measure bas
been for the relief of Ireland, and must be followed by more
drastic measures. That hon, gentleman bolds a position
too high in Canada, and holds it deservedly from
his great ability, not to warrant us in believ-
ing that the words which have fallen from bis
mouth will be read by the members of the British Gov-
ernment and the House of Commons and generally in Eng-
land. Mr. Gladstone is human, and, like every leader, is
strong in his opinions, and does not receive kindly anything
like disapprobation of bis measures. When, therefore, this
measure goos to England, if it does go, as I hope it will, the
commentary will be that all Mr. Gladstone's measures will
be failures, because in that one instance they were too late
and in the other imperfect; and Mr. Gladstone's Government
will not meet with much favor resolutions propounded and
carried in that spirit. But they are not and will not be
carried in that spirit. The moderato tone, the loyal tone,
the beseeching tone of my hon. friend asking for sympathy
for his follow-countrymen, asking for what b
considers to be for the good of his country, will be
contrasted with the mischief that would be caused
by that strong disapprobatory speech of the leader
of the Opposition, of all that bas been doue by
English statesmen. It will do much to neutralize it,
and I believe that the good sense and moderation
and the generous tone that will be adopted in this
discussion, will wipe out to a great extent the mis-
chievous and improper language of the hon. gentleman.
Suppose that the bon. gentleman had moved these
resolutions in the place of my hon. friend from
Victoria; suppose that no other person had spoken on that
debate but he, and these resolutions had gone home with
the bon. gentleman's speech as a commentary.
what chance would there be that any attention
would be paid to an Address based upon and
supported by the one support of a speech like that of
the hon. gentleman. Why, they would have been thrown
at once to one side, because, on reading th~rough the lines
of the hon. gentleman's speech, its object appears to be
solely to secure political advantage by keeping up distractions
in Canada. The bon. gentleman quoted some portion of my
speech in 1869 in sympathy with the motion for the di4
establishment of the Irish Church, and says he hopes that
since then I have learned something. . I approve of everY
word of my speech, and under the same circumstances, on
the same measure, I would take the same course I did in
1869. The measure for the disestablishment of the
Anglican Church in Ireland was safe. It hald, in effect,
passed. It was known it was safe.' It required no expres-
sion of approbation or sympathy from the people of
Canada. That measure was destined for good or evil tO
become the law of the land. Therefore, the late Sir George
Cartier and I objected to the motion because its object was
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to throw the apple of discord among the people of Canada.
It was moved, simply, for the sake of trying to get a vote
that would either irritate the Irish Protestants or the
Irish Catholics. The object was so clear that the lamented
Sir George Cartier and I joined in saying, by moving the pre-
vious question, that we should not express any opinion on
that subject, as it could only do mischief by increasing dis-
sensions on a religious question, and could do no possible
good. The hon. gentleman says that the conclusion the
louse came to on that motion that the question be
not now put, was not in accordance with the
feelings of the majority of the people of Canada.
NZo man is more nistaken than he. You know
that the disestablishment of the Anglican Church involved
the deprivation of the Anglican Church of all its property,
of all its endowments. The two went together, and the
whole of the Roman Catholic population of Lower Canada,
the whole body of French Canadians who were yet a quasi-
established church under the Treaty of Paris, who have got
legal rights that cannot be affected, who have got large
estates and endowments that are secured to them by the
Treaty of Paris, and the arrangements botween France and
England when this became a British colony, the whole
Catholie hierarchy folt that if the representatives voted for
a measure of this kind, the next thing they might expect
was their disestablishment and disondowment, the
taking away of their own property. The whole
of the hierarchy and the priesthood of the Roman
Catholic laity felt that if they voted for a measare of this
kind, praying for the disestablishment and the deprivation
of the property of an established church, that if their repre-
sentatives did that in the Parliament of Canada they might
next expect their own disestablishment and disendowment,
the robbing and taking away of their own property as a
consequence. And so I say now with the sane confidence
that the people of Canada would say, if a similar question
of this kind arose in England, we cannot and ought not to
allow this question to be brought up in Canada. That is
the ground Sir George Cartier and I took, the p ainly sen-
sible ground, and it met with the cordial approval of Par-
liament; and, Sir, the attempt failed-the wretched attempt
to introduce religious dissension amongst us, and God knows
we have enough of it, even in this free country-and we
heard no more about it. But, Sir, while I say that if that same
question, involving the same consequences and the same
disturbance of public opinion, were brought up now, I
would take the same ground. The question in these resolu-
tions is not a question of that nature. I said a little while ago
that the hon. gentleman has voted want of confidence in Mr.
Gladstone, certainly hé las no want of confidence in
himself. The hon. gentleman says that ho disapproves
altogether of what Mr. Gladstone did. He read a para-
graph of his speech made the other day, and said he was
wrong, that it was a fatal error-unhappy man that lie was
i not having the hon. gentleman opposite at his elbow to
advise him-when Mr. Gladstone said, and lie still adheres
to that opinion-that when parties proclaim they have a
grievance and desire to have it redressed, the grievance
being admitted, the answer is this: " Well, you claim you
have been aggrieved, what remedy do you propose? " That
is what Mr. Gladstone said, and what any man of common
Sense would say. But it does not meet the views of the
hon. gentleman, and he pooh-poohs, he sneers at the weak-
ness, the folly, the want of statesmanlike wisdom in Mr.
Gladstone, because he says: "Well, if yon want a thing tell
us what you do'want." Sir, I said before that at first I looked
with apprehension upon the consequences of these resolu-
tions, but I think they can do no harm-they may do much
good. In -the first place, they are based on the one single
object of doing good to Ireland by their effect on
the British Government in legislation for Ireland,
and that is a businesslike foundation. The lon.

gentleman is kind enough to approve the motion.
Lt says, and truly, that we do not get a fair proportion of
the emigration from Ireland. That is an unfortunate fact.
It states that these fellow-subjects of ours, the strength of
the Empire, are going to a foreign nati:n, and'it may be,
in the course of evonts, a hostile nation. It states that fact,
and it regrets it, it regrets it on the best grounds, because
while we can improve the condition of the distressed who
come to this country, at the same time it adds to the strength
of the Dominion, and if it adds to the strength of the
Dominion it pro tanto adds to the strength of the Empire.
This is a proper ground, the ground of self-interest, the
interest we have in having peace, prosperity and
satisfaction restored to Ireland, and a position of unity and
affection restored between Her Majesty and fier advisers
and the population of Ireland. Then, that basis
being laid down, the resolution goes on and asks a
favor of the British Government. The bon. gentleman
who moves the resolution bas no selfish object, he
does not desire to raise himself at the expense
of the Irish people in Ireland, to raise himself up as a great
leader among the Irish in the Dominion,not desiring to make
political capital out of it,not desiring to place himself at the
head ofa popular movement amongst bis countrymen here,
nor with a single mind to carry out the object of is address.
Above all things he assures Her Majesty and the people of
Ireland, that the Irish people in Canada are happy, con-
tented and loyal subjects of Her Majesty, as desirous, as we
are, to remain under Her benoficent rule, as ready as we
are and others are, not of that race, to shed our blood in
defence of the old flag which is alluded to expressly in the
resolution, and if need be on cur soil in Canada, in America,
to renew the glories which Irishmen have earned on every
field of battle where Englishmen have been martialled
against a foreign foe. The hon. gentleman might have
made himself a popular demagogue, ho might have pursued
the same political objects which moved the bon. gentleman
opposite with scarcely a disguise, not a thin veil to hide
the nakedness of that object-he might have raised himself
up as a demagogue and might have ranged bis countrymen
under him to take extreme measures in the polities
of Canada. But my bon. friend desired that one
thing, and Sir, ho will succeed, notwithstanding the
speech of the hon. gentleman which, I dure say,
may have disinclined many hon. gentlemen in this
House who have hourd him to vote for this resolu-
tion, who without that speech, might perhaps have had
no hesitation. I hope and believe that these resolutions
will be adopted by this House; I hope that Ireland will in
some way be advantaged. How we cannot see, how we do
not venture to dictate, how it would be folly in us to dictate,
not having the same infallible confidence in our own opinion
as the hon. gentleman, not having the same ability to settle
the whole question. But we hope it will be settled in some
way to the benefit of Ireland, and consistent with the integ-
rity of the British Empire, but so that the Irish people
may be governed according to their own wishes, and gov-
erned by Irishmen so far as is consistent with our common
good and the integrity of the whole Empire. It is easy to see
the difference between a demagogie speech and a patriotic
speech. My hon. friend, in bis resolution, asks for Home
Rule in reland in so far as is consistent with the interests
and well-being of the Empire,that the rights of the minority
shall be fully protected and secured. My hon. friend is an
Irish Catholic. From bis great ability and long parliament-
ary experience, and froin the general sense of bis political
and personal honesty he stands high among bis countrymen,
and yet he knows he is more than an Irish Catholic; he is
an Irishran and he desires the happiness and peace of all
Ireland. He knows that there is a powerful and wealthy
and intelligent minority, and he, a Catholic, asks that
the Protestant minority, as Gladstone asks, that
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the rights of his Protestant countrymen shall be protected. effected in regard to the release of persons charged with
This is the language of a man rising above everything like political offences only. I have Celtie blood running in my
being a demi-god, it is the language of a man who riEes veins. I have always had great sympathy with the people
above sectional or religious differences, it is the language of Ireland, who have suffered from the centuries of misrule
of a man who seeks the prosperity, not of the Colts or inflicted upon thom. The hon. mover of the resolution is
Catholics, but of all Ireland; and by the wording of the not so violent as hon. gentlemen opposite would like lir
resolution, by the care with which it bas been drawn, after to ho. Ho is not so unwise as to make a request which
consulting, as ho told us ho had done, with members on would lead to our resolution being returned to us with a
both sides of the House, ho bas a reasonable hope that if reproof which wo would richly desorve. The hon. membor
adopted it may meet with the favor of the Government and for Victoria expresses tho hope that the time las core
Parliament of England. The hon. leader of the Opposition when persons charged with political offences, whether
has delivered a lecture against landlordism. Well, landlord- rightly or wrongly, may be reieased, enjoying the estimable
ism may be bad. We have none of it bere; every man is blessings of personal freedon. The hon. gentleman will,
his own landlord, as we say in this country. I hope, sueceed in having his rosolutions adopted by the

Mr. CASEY. Except in the North-West. fouse; I hope they will reccive the votes of a majorityof the flouse. This is not a Government question,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. An hon. menmber says although it was mord as an amendment to go into Com-

except in the North-West. We have homesteads there for mittee of Supply. But it is certainly not a Government
every Irishman and every Irish family. If the whole popu- question, and I, as First Minister, and I believe speaking
lation of Ireland, man, woman and child, Catholic and Pro- with some influence, would ask ail my hon. friends in this
testant, Jew and Gentile, were brought bore by Her fouse who can conscientiously do so-I ask no man to vote
Majesty's feet and every transport and steam vessel belong- acainst his conscience-to support the rosolutions. And it
ing to the Empire, there is room for them and for thousands is only by Lhe support of the Ministerial majority in this
besides. Every man in this country is his own landlord. fouse that this resolution can ho carried. Lon, gentlemen
Landlordism may, however, be good or bad, the ownership I dare say were disappointed that these resolutions were
of property may be good or bad. I dare say the hon. not brouglt up as substantive resolutions and deait with by
leader of the Opposition would like to have a large estate a motion of the previous question. Thoy would thon suc
even in Ireland. Some bon. gentlemen beside him have cecd in the object which they are opposing with so
large estates now in the North-West and are much eflect, and the bon, gentleman with so mucliability,
landlords, speculators, and they have been des- of beiug the defenders of the wronged Irishmen, and thon if
cribed by a gentleman, who ought to know the an election sbould core on they would say these people
feeling on that side of the House, as harpies. on the otber side voted for oppressing tho people of
But this Home Rule, ifgranted at all, must be granted by a Jreland. They are disappointed, Iknow, theyarerightly
Parliament of landlords. It can only be carried in the disappointcd. I say distinctly tînt the stand taken by the
House ofCommons and afterwards in the flouse of Lords, hon. gentleman shows that ho wants only to mako an appeal
through the votes of landlords in those Houses. They have to the Iish Catiolies of Canada, that ho is regardless of the
a predominant interest and an overwhelming influence in prejudicial effocts upon Irish people in the Old World; but
the House of Lords, as well as very large power and influ- I hope a majcrity of this fouse will ho able conscientiously
ence in the flouse of Commons; and yet, in order that our to vote for this Address ani send it to fer Majesty. And
humble request for Home Rule may be granted by the land- J hope the ifansard going home to Englalid wiIl ho delayed
lord Parliament of England, we tell the landlords that webylvh printer to snch a late day that Mr. Gladstone wil!
are doing it for the purpose of removing them, for the pur- huvo assented to the principle of this Address before ho
pose of letting Ireland be governed by Irish ideas; that a gets the speech cf the hon. gentleman, for if thnt comes into
process should be adopted by which landlords would behis bauds thc Address will surely ho rejocted. Mr. Speaker,
exterminated, and the Land Act of last year extended and J shah vote for those resolutions with every plolsure and
followed up by legislation both in England and Ireland, sowiti soma hope thnt tbey will bave somo influence with
that landlords would ho swept away altogether. This is a fer Mnjcsty's Governmeit.
specimen of the gentle tone in which the bon. member for Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I
West Durham wishes us to tell the Lords and desiro to say a kw words on tus question, but flrst, Sir, I
Commons of England that we want to des- wish to correct as gross a misrepresentation as in the course
troy and take away their property and crush out the of my parliamentary experience I bave ever hoard. I
landlords and reduce them to a position of Qperative laborers. appeal to you and to the members of this fouse, J appeal
With respect to the release of political prisoners, it is well te every man witbin the sound of my voice, was evor any-
known that this is a question of the greatest importance thing more grossly incorrect-and that is far too mild a
and oe which is agitating the United States and Ireland. word-thnn the words put by the leader of the fouse in thc
It is a burning question in every sense of the word ; it is a mouti of bis opponont than those placod by the Minister of
question on which much must depend, and regarding which the Interior into tho mouti of my hon. triend from West
the Parliament of Canada must exorcise the utmost caution. Durham (Mr. Blake)? Ho said my bon. friend proposed
Therefore, my hon. friend who moved the resolution was to lot loose on demand-that the Englisi Governmelt should
well advised when ho used these terms :"We venture to hope lot loose-criminals guilty of certain offences upon
when the time bas come when Her Majesty's clemency the country. He asked nothing of the kind, but
may be exercised in the cases of those persons who are now this only: that mon cbarged with certain offences
suffering imprisonment in Ireland charged with political sbould have the right of trial. Could there ho a
offences." In regard to mon who are in gaol for committing more just or fairer or more reasonable demand than tint?
murder or outrage of any kind, the hon. member for West and yet, said the hon. the First Minister, hi proposed te lot
Durham would ask that they should ho released. The hon. loose upon society mon guilty of the worst offences mn
gentleman takes this action in order to have an effect eould commit on their fellows. I desire, as I sai te nake
upon extreme men who sympathise with the most a few romarks upon this question. I have been long an
extreme parties which unhappily are existing in intimately connocted with Ireland. On the mother's side I
Ireland. My hon. from Victoria (Mr. Costigan) is am an Irishman myseif; and I bave reasonably well proved
well aware that it would be worse than useless to seek for it.-I have spent net a few years in ireland; I may S&Y 1
the release of such persons. Already some good bas been kuow the Irish people well. I have had the opportufitY Of
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seeing how they live, how they are treated, and of seeing
and dealing with all classes of society in Ireland ; and I
may venture to say, Sir, if the hon. the First Minister him-
self had ever resided in Ireland but for a few weeks, if he
had seen anything of the condition of the Irish people, lie
would not have used the language he bas seen fit to use on
this present occasion. Sir, that hon. gentleman talked of
the contrast between the hon. member who introduced this
resolution and the speech of the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake). I think, Sir, every member who
listened to him must have been drawing a contrast be-
tween the statesmanlike mode in which my hon.
friend beside me handled the question and the
evasions to which the bon. gentleman had recourse. Sir,
that hon. gentleman dared to charge my bon. friend with
insincerity. le talked of his being a popular demagogue,
and of his taking up this question for political effect-that
he held no honest and true motive in it. Who is the man
who makes this charge of insincerity, when dealing with
questions of this kind, against my hon. friend ? Why, Sir,
it is not soi nany years ago that there was a burning ques-
tion in this country, when all classes of people were irritat-
ed to a very great degree by reason of troubles in the North-
West, and I can recollect the hon. gentleman atter expressing
a wish to his Maker that he might succeed in capturing Mr.
Riel, deliberately turned round and charged my bon. friend
from West Durham (Mr. Blake) with having induced that
person to leave the country, to the great danger of Canada.
That is one reason. I have the record here, but I will not
mar the occasion by referring to the facts, but I will
remind the man who talks of insincerity on the part
of my hon. friend that eighteen months had
barely elapsed before le, before a Committee of
the House, was obliged to confess that he had furnish-
ed Riel with money to enable him to leave the
country. That is the man who talks of insincerity, who
talks of boing influenced by a desire to make political
capital. Sir, ho alleged that my hon. friend had lost con-
fidence in Mr. Gladstone. le told us that my hon. friend
thought poorly of Mr. Gladstone's statesmanship; but the
whole argument ho addressed to this House was intended to
show how powerless Mr. Gladstone was to carry out his
desires for the benefit of the Irish people, by reason of the
fact that their affairs had to be dealt with in the Parliament
of Great Britain and Ireland, and he showed conclasively, I
think, how it was that proper attention was never paid to
the affairs of Ireland until they had passed a stage at which
it was almost impossible to remove the evils complained of.
Is that my hon. friend's opinion alone ? Is it not the opinion
of every man who bas written with any degree of care
on the affairs of Ireland for the past thirty years at
least. Ho threatens us with the displeasure of Mr.;
Gladstone if we presume in our capacity of Canadian
legislators to deal with a subject which affects the interests
as well as the sentiments of a very large number of the
people of Canada. The hon. Minister paid an involuntary1
compliment to my hon. friend when he mentioned that he-
would not likely be swayed from the path of his duty wheni
ho thought anything was to be done which the interest ofi
Canada required him to do, by the desire to propitiate the1
Ministers of Great Britain.. That has not always, I fear,1
been the course pursued by that hon. gentleman himself. I
think I could name more than one instance in which ho hasi
Sacrificed our interests, and in sacrificing our interest, has(
sacrificed the highest interest of the Empire itself, for the(
purpose of currying favor for a time with Mr. Gladstone ori
sore of Mr. Gladstone's colleagues. Sir, he talks of the1
eloquent language of my lion. friend as mischievous and(
improper. I would like to know is there one Irishman in1
this House, is there one man of Irish parentage or Irish1
desent in Canada who, whon he peruses those words, will1
echo the sentiments of the hon. gentleman; and if there is,1

I would like to know that man's name, and I think the
Irishmen of Canada would like to know it too. He talks, Sir,
of the disestablishment of the Irish Church as an act of
spoliation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say so.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It meant nothing else.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I said nothing of the

kind.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The languago used by

the bon. gentleman could have no other meaning. He used
language which implied that hie meant that the Irish Church,
by being disestablished, were deprived of the property which
properly belonged to them. '

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I said nothing of the
kind. I said it involved this endowment as well ; I neither
expressed an opinion for or against the disestablishment,
but I said the two went together.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman's
language went further and meant more. If he simply means
that they ceased to bo an established church, he said the
truth ; but if ho means that they were improperly deprived
of any property, thon I say no church was ever more
liberally dealt with than the Irish Church when it coased
to be the nominal church of the nation-a thing which the
hon. gentleman well knows it never was really; and we know
that a very large proportion of the funds that belonged to it
were assigned to the individual members of it. Sir, I do not
believe there ever bas been found a case in which, under
similar circumstances, the members of any church were
more liberally dealt with than the members of the Irish
Church; and any man who has seen the mode in which the
services of that church was administered, and the mode in
which that establishment was kept up, knows that it was
a crying shame and injustice to the majority of the people
of Ireland that that courso had not been taken long before.
He tells us, Sir, that ho looked with apprehension on the
resolutions as they were originally framed, and ho goes on
to tell us that no doubt the hon. member member for Vic-
toria was welladvised when ho amended them. I have no
doubt that the hon. gentleman makes that statement with
cause; I have no doubt that tho hon, gentleman, when
ho calls them well advised, speaks with proper
respect to the advice which he himself gave ; I have no
doubt that they were carefully and well considered over
by the hon. gentleman and the bon. member for Victoria,
and although I do not question the motives of that bon.
gentleman, still I say that in the main I agree with my hon.
friend beside me, that the resolutions as ho originally pro-
posed them were botter adapted to his purpose, and likely
to have more effect than the weaker ones which ho has
subsequently submitted. The bon. gentleman tells us that
my hon. friend beside me had no business whatever to make
any attack on the land system of Ireland or on the land-
lords who ruled Ireland; and ho tells us, with a certain
amount of truth, that it may be ill-advised to do so, because
the Parliament of Great Britain is almost entirely dominated
in both branches by the landlord interest. Sir, could there
be a stronger argument advanced than the argument used
by that hon. gentleman in favor of the proposition of Home
Rule for Ireland ? Does he not know that at this present
moment the landlords are on one side and the vast majority
of the Irish people on the other ? Does ho not know that
of the 108 Irish representatives on the floor of Parliament,
a large portion are not landlords or representatives of
landlords, and are pledged to Home Rule ? And if ho be
correct, although 1 do not think ho is, in saying that the
landlord interest is paramount in the House of Commons,
ho supplies, I repeat, the strongest argument that could
possibly be supplied, why the destinies of the Irish
people should not be left to depend entirely on
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the caprice or the decisions of such an assem-
blage. Sir, the hon. gentleman tells us that he desires
that none of hia friends should in this matter vote against
their consciences. Well, Sir, unless the hon. gentleman has
been much misrepresented, but a few months have elapsed
since at a meeting which he attended in the city of Toronto,
he was good enough to tell his followers that he did not
want them te support the Government when they were
right but when they were wrong ; and this is the man
who first attacks my hon. friend for insincerity, and thon
tells his followers that h3 does not want them te vote
against their consciences when he does not particularly
desire or want them to do so. Now, as I understand, there
are two questions in these resolutions. One is a question of
fact. I agree with the mover, with my hon. friend beside
me, and with the lon. Minister himself, in thinking that
only in circumstances of an extreme character would we
be justified in offering any formal expression of opinion te
the British people; but, Sir, no man who knows anything of
the state of 1reland for the past thirty years at least, no man
who has paid any. attention to the way in which that
country has, from decade te decade, been depopulated, no
man who knows anything of the condition in which the
vast mass of the Irish people hive, can pretend te say
that the condition of Ireland does not warrant every
man in the British dominions who las any connection-
with Ireland in expressing his opinion-and that is all we
propose to do-that that condition is eminently unsatisfac-
tory, that the condition of the Irish people is one te which
no civilized people before have ever been reduced, and that
no exertion is too great, no measure too stringent or too
drastic, if it will give relief and satisfaction te the Irish
people. My hon. friend alluded to the extraordinary depo-
palation which had taken place in Ireland. Ttiat, Sir, will
bear a few words of further remark. It is well known that
prior te the Irish famine the population of Ireland
approached 9,000,000 of people; 8,750,000-J speak from
memory-was, I believe, the estimated population of Ireland
by the Census in the year 1846. Five years from that time
that population had fallen te 6,500,000, in ton years te
5,750,000, in ton years more to 5,400,000, and in thirty-five
years it had fallen te 5,159,000. Now, Sir, no man who las
paid any attention to the way in which population moves
can fail te know that these figures in themselves alone
reveal a tale of depression, a tale of distress, a tale of mis-
government, such as no other country in Europe can show.
It is well known that men of the most opposite opinions,
men as wide apart as Mr. Carlyle and Mr. Lecky, who differ
in all other points almost, agree in this, that the whole con-
dition, the whole Government ofIreland, not forthe timemy
bon. friend speaks of, but for centuries back, has been suchl
as te cali for the reprobation of the wt ole civilized world.
And though I would deprecate as much as any man acts
committed by many of those people within the last few years
-although I am net a friend of anarchy, or of communism-
still I am bound te say that nothing the law can do ought
to be omitted te provide a better means of existence, greater
means of comfort, and of leading a reasonable Christian-like
life than have recently been within the power of the Irish
people. But I will not waste words on a point which the uni-
versal concurrence of all impartial observers bears out.
From my own knowledge of the condition of the people of
Ireland, I can say it has been such as to deprive any Irish-
man of bettering his condition se long as he remained in Ire-
land. I shall proceed to consider what is perhaps more
pertinent te our present purpose, our rights as subjects of
the Dominion te express our opinion on this point. In the
firet place the whole c>mposition of our people, which is te
a large extent an Irish-Scotch colony rather than an
English one, gives us a very large interest indeed in this
Irish question. It is 5well known that we have not
succeeded in obtaining as large a proportion as could be de- i
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sired ofIrish immigration,probably one-fourth ofthe English-
speaking part of our inhabitants are Irish by birth or
descent. It is only too well known what that great mass of
Irishmen must bring with their descendants. Several
millions who have gon'e to the United States have been
unfortunately, I am sorry to say, but not unnaturally,
imbued with a feeling of very bitter hostility to the English
people and the English institutions. Now, how has that
reacted upon us ? Does not every man know that the whole
position of (anada has been jeopardized, not once, but again
and again, by reason of the animosity felt toward us by Irish
Americans? iMust I recall to the memory of hon. members
the fact that for five or six years together we were obliged
to stand in arms against attempted inroads on the part of
these peeple, and that hundreds of thousands of dollars of
the people of Canada, and many valuable lives, were sacri-
fliced to repel those invasions. And must I, in the last
place, recall to mind this unfortunate disgraceful fact that
the Government of England proved themselves quite unable
either to exact any reparation for those inroads. I am wil-
ling to make all reasonable concessions for the sake of
peace. I know how deeply our interests are involved in
maintainingfriendly relations withthegreat people opposite;
so I am always desirous to speak of them with the utmost
possible consideration, but no such consideration should
warrant the British Government in consenting, as they
did, at the time of that ignominious capitulation, to forego
our just right to have satisfaction for the outrages com-
mitted on us by the Fenians, and at the same time to con-
sent to reparation for injuries inflicted on American com-
merce by cruisers fitted out in British ports. I believe it
is not one of the least reproaches against the hon. Premier
that he is the first Minister of Canada who put his signature
to a treaty which practically deprived us of all right, or
power at any rate, of enforcing our just rights in that mat-
ter, or of obtaining any satisfaction. We stand in a posi-
tion such as no other colony of England does or can occupy.
We have experienced in our proper person the bitter fruits
of the English misgovernment of Ireland for many years;
and we therefore have the right which belongs to men who
have suffered injuries to lend our advice to the Throne in
this matter, if in no other. Moreover, as was observed
justly by the hon. member for West Durham, we have
special grounds for saying that we ourselves having tried
the experiment for nearly fifty years, having previouslY
had a different form f Government, are able to speak
with knowledge and experience of the advantages of
a local form of Government for Provinces of widely different
character. No man, 1 think, at any rate no man who
really desires the welfare of.his country, will desire to see
the old Legislative Union brought about. Therefore, having so
far, with reasonable success, carried out this project, which
the best statesmen are admitting would be a very desirable
thing to carry out in England and in Ireland, we are able
to speak with some authority on that branch of the subject.
It is no secret, it bas been no secret for many years, that
English statesmen of the highest rank-Mr. Gladstone
himself and a great many others of equal note-have been
obliged to point out again and again that the attempt to
carry on the enormous affairs of the British Empire in a
Parliament charged with the pettiest local details as well
as the most important issues, was, from the very multitude
of affairs thrust upon their hands, becoming a failure. What
is it, at this moment, the British Parliament are engaged
in doing? They have got great questions to decide. They
have this burning question before them, yet almost their
whole time until now has been taken up in devising some
means whereby the very cumbrous procedure may be i81-

plified and they may be able to carry on their ordifarY
business. I cannot but regret that the right hon. the First
Minister should have taken the line he did towards my hon.
friends. My hon. friend had a right to speak as he did.
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This is a subject on which he bas thought long and thougit
well. Hie, if not an Irishman born, is so closely coinnecte(l
with Irishmen and Irish iuterests that hbe may be pardoned
for feeling wardly and expressing himself warmly. I can
well believe, as the right hon. the First Minister has stated,
that my hon. friend's speech will be read and pondered on
and quoted largely by many men in England, but I differ
entirely from the views taken by the bon. gentleman that
Mr. (Gladstone will be so small minded as to take umbrage
at the expressions my hon. friend has used. I say the fact
that this fHouse will pass, as I hope it will, by an overwhelm-
ing majority, these resolutions, will have the effect of
showing Mr. Gladstone and the people of England that this
question of the righL t of sotilement of the wrongs of Ireland is
much more than a mere question afocting the British Isles,
that it affects in the largest and highest degree the British
Empire, and we still believe that until the wrongs of Ire-
land are fulIy redressed, the British Empire will be shorn
of a very large part of the strength, not to speak of the
honoW and dignity that properly belongs to it.

Mr. WilGHT. It appears to me that the iesolutions
introduced by the hon. member for Victoria, are couched in
such loyal, liberal and appropriate terms, as to merit the
favorable consideration of every member of this House.
That a state of things exist in Ireland discreditable to the
Empire, and discredil ble to thecivilization of thenineterenth
century, must be.adnitted by every one. If this cvil is to
become chronic, if this deadly canker is to eat up and
destroy the Irish body politie, then we must mourn the
destruction of a gallant and generous people. Connected
with us by the closest tie of consanguinity, and whose bis-
tory is bound up with many of the brightest and some of
the darkest portions of that of the Empire, I think that,
under the circumstances, the Canadian Parliament might
with propriety suggest that a great political problem which
has received a favorable solution in Canada, might, by the
application of the same methods, produce the same results
in Ireland; that the concession of a system of self-gov-
ernment similar to our own, and an amelioration of the
landed system, might make Her Majesty's subjects in Ire
land as happy, conternted, prosperous and loyal, as are Her
Majesty's subjects in Canada. It may be said that we have
nothing to do with this matter, and that this Parliament
has no right to diseuss the condition of things which exist
in another part (f the Empire. We might be told that it
is ultra vires, and that 'the inferior cannot advise or
dictate to the superior Legisiature; but I would submit that
what touches the honor sand wellsbeing of one part of the
Empire tquces the hong of al. At any rate, we are free
men, in a free Parliament, nd from time immemorial
every Britigh qubject has hd th e right to lay his petitions
and remontrances at th.e foot of the Throne. Only the
other day wbn fer Majesty's life was attacked by a vile
assassin, iýt was thought right and proper that the Can-
adian Parlipment shourd ive ,xpression to the feelings of
loyaty and devrt1>n w4i eiigiated the wnole Canadian
people. Jf tbiis wts fitting in 4 case affecting Her Majesty's
life, it Canont, aut.ly, bpi proper in a case affecting Her
Majesty's 1;onor, o irIe' Mqjesty's honor is intimately
cononed with whateyer agects the well-being and good
governgfst of every pprticWg fHer Dominions. We have
a great degti¡ny befqre e. ,It 4 as fallen. to our lot to build
up aad u4 intain a grea$ posnipion for Her Majesty in the
northern part of tbi# 9gntinent. We are bound to
hold agait all Q4d» this outpost of the Empire.
It is, 1#gefore, of t greatest importance to us that
every ship t4 cosse 4 . Atlantic should be freighted
With gl ip aud gqpgo!p defenders, and not with deadly
and dgngerqu fqes.. I Is qf the greatest importance to us
thit the- en -o qqme tesid us in this great work should
hoit QEd iovere JBr 1iah 1 titutions, and not be imbued

W4 f91iàg9f h e4, so#o horror of tIe English name,
las

Contrast the condition of things which existe in Ireland with
what exists in Canada to-day. Every one muet bave read
with feelings of pain the reports of the progress of Her
-Majesty's Secrotary, Mr. Forster, tbrough Ireland. In hie
visit that gentleman was protected by an army of soldiers
and policemen. It was regarded as a most daring act that
Her Majesty's representative was able to pass through that
portion of Her Dominions with safety. These reports remind
ns of Russian, and not English life. One can fancy such
things occurring under the sway of the Czar, but not under
the rule of the noblest monarch and the most loving woman
that ever the sun shone upon. In Çanada Her Majesty's
representative is protected only by his own nobility of
nature, and by the love, loyalty and respect of the entire
body of the Ca.iadian people. It will be a happy day for
Ireland and the Empire when her people are as happy and
contented as the people of Canada. The history of Ireland
is a sad one. Ail historians and statesmen agree as to this.
Mr. (Goldwin Smith tells us: '"that during one period of the
reign of Queen Elizabeth the eagles took wing and flew to
the Spanish main while the vultures swooped down on
unhappy treland. And from that day to this they have never
left ber. With sharp beaks and cruel claws they have
tugged at the heart-strings of these unhappy people." Ail
classes, Protestant aud Catholie, have become the victims
of these birds of prey. The race of Valentine McClutchey,
the vulture tribe, fattened and still fatten on this unholy
feast. It bas been one long saturnalia of the laidlord, the
middlimau, the informer, the process-server, and the Sheriff.
Ireland, like a caged eagle, has beaten its wings against the
bars in a vain attempt to escape from the talons of its
tormentors. The best and the proudest of her sons were
forced to seek in foreiga lands that prosperity and position
denied in their own. We are told that a like fate befel the
Jewish people, and that on a dark night Jerusalem agonized
and died. The great city was lost to the Jewish people,
but they took the world in exchange. The Irish land was
lost to the Irish people, but practically they took the
world in exchange. By dint of dauntless valor and
patient perseveranco, they succeeded in obtaining
that position in foreign lands which was denied them
in their own. Only in Ireland were Irishmen out-
laws from buman reason and justice. In the face of
what Lord Beaconsfield calls this great misgovernment,
it will be well to consider what bas been suggested as a
remedy for these evils. The main object of every
(GTovernment is the greatest good for the greatest
number, and in almost every country in Europe
this bas been observed, except in England and
Ireland. The rule bhas been to give the land
to the many instead of to the few. The most
practical suggestion for the relief of the Irish bas

en resolved into three propositions: lst. A local
system of self-government similar to that which exists
in Canada. 2nd. A re-arrangement of the landed
system, so that the land may be divided among
the Irish people, the landlords to be paid in full for
their property, and the land resold to the Irish people.
3rd. In sections which are over-populated, emigration
is the remedy proposed. Some years ago, I was intro-
duced by the bon. the Minister of Agriculture to an
English gentleman, of the name of Tuke, who had given
much attention to this subject. He had, I believe, been
Commissioner for Mr. Gladstone for the sale of the globe
lands belonging to the Disestablished Church. He informed
me that the lands had been sold in smali parcels to the
peasantry. I understood him to say that sales had·been
made to ten thousand people, and in every case the pay-
ments had been promptly met. The result being that
some of the most disorderly districts in Ireland had been
converted into the most peaceable and law-abiding. Ris
remedy for the existing evils was the elimination of the

a
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landlords, and the establishment of a peasant proprietary,
self-rile and emigration from over-populated districts to
Canada. He asked me as to the condition of the Irish
people who settled in Canada. I was happy to be able to
inform him that they were just as happy, contented, prosper-
ous and loyal as any other portion of fier Majesty's subjects.
That the Irish people were men of marked ability, energy,
and enterprise. They had secured by their sterling
qualities some'5T the finest positions in the country. They
have become Ministers of the Crown, Members of Parlia-
ment, Judges, eminent Lawyers, Wardens and Mayors, and
are prominent as successful agriculturists. These men were,
succeeded by another class of emigrants, the survivors of
the Irish famine. These also have been successful under
discouraging circumstances. I recollect a visit 1 made to a
newly-settled township. Our meeting was in the open air,
in the very heart of the forest. I was much struck by the
appearance of the settlers as they came to the place of
meeting; some were suffering with fever and privation, and
were most unhappy. They looked as if they had escaped
from some beleaguered city, where plague, pestilence, and
famine had done their deadly work. They were imbued
with an awful hatred of the English name, and every man
had his tale of wrong oppression, misrule and outrage to
tell. A few years after I revisited this scene; it was trans-
formed as if by magie. The dauntless valor, the patient
perseverance of the exiles had done their work. The forest
had been replaced by broad fields covered with waving grain.
The tall pines had given place to pleasant farm-houses The
pallid looks and wasted forms had been replaced by the hues
of health and the strength of manhood. Stalwart sons and
blooming daughters gathered about the hearthstone, and
altogether they were as contented and happy a population
as ever the sun shone on. If to-day Her Majesty's throne
was attacked, among the first to rally round the English flag
would be the gallant exiles and their descendants. We have
been told that the Irish are malcontent, and will never be
satisfied, we have been told that they are unable to govern
themselves, and we are pointed to the outrages so frequently
occurring that disgrace a noble cause, and a gallant and
generous people. It is -admitted by every right-thinking
man that taese outrages should be sternly suppressed. No
country is worth living in where life and property are not
protected. It is a proof of what Lord Beaconsfield calls the
great misgovernment, that life and property are not pro.
tected in Ireland. It is likewise a proof that there is some-
thing radically wrong when a Government is unable to

erform its natural and legitimate functions. I think that
ord Macaulay has considered a similar state of things in

terms which are singularly applicable to the Ireland of
to-day. Hie refers to the outrages that occurred during the
great English rebellion:

" We are not careful to answer in this matter. These charges, were they
infinitely more important, would not alter our opiniou of an event which
makes us to differ from the serfs who crouch beneath despotic sceptres.
Many evils are, no doubit, produced by civil war, they are the price of
liberty, la the acquisition worth the sacrifice it is the nature of the
devil of tyranny to tear and rend the body which it leaves. Are the
miseries of continued possession leas terrible than the struggles of the
tremendons exertion. If it were possible that a people brought up under
an intolerant and arbitrary system could subvert that system without
acta of cruelty, half the objections to despotic power would be removed; we
should in that case be compelled to acknowledge that it produced no
ernicious effects. We deplore the outrages which accompany revolution,
ut the more violent the outrages, the more we feel that a revolution

was necessary; the violence of those outrages will be proportioned to
the ferocity and ignorance of thepeople, and the ferocity and ignor-
ance of the people will be proportioned to the oppression and degrada-
tion under which they have been accustomed to live. The Government
had prohibited free discussion and had done its best to keep the people
unacquainted with their duties and their rights. The retribution was
only natural. If the rulers suffered from popular ignorance it was be-
cause they had taken away the key of kuowledge, if they were assailed
with a blind fury it was because they had ezacted an equally blind sub-
mission ; there is only one cure for the evils which acquired freedom
produces, and that cure is freedom. When a prisoner first leaves his
cell lie cannot bear the light of day. The remedy is not to remand him to
his dangeon but to accustom him to the rays of the sun, The blase of
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liberty may at first dazzle and bewilder the nations accustomed to the
house of bondage, let them gaze on and they will be soon able to bear
it. In a few years men learn to reason, the extreme violence of opinion
subsides, hostile theories correct each other, the scattered elements of
'truth cease to contend and begin to coalesce, at length a system of
j ustice andorder is educed out ofchaos. Many politicians of our time are
in the habit of setting it down as a self-evident proposition, that no peo-
ple ought to be free till they are fit to use their freedom. The maxim is
worthy of the fool in theold story who would not go iRto the water
until he had learned toswim. If nations are to wait for liberty until they
grow wise aud good in slavery they may well wait for ever."

I think there are unmistakable signs that the dark night for
Ireland is passed and that the hour of deliverance is at
hand. It appears to me that English statesmen and
people are at last aroused to the necessities of the
situation. Lord Beaconsfield said that while they
had not listened to earthquake and lightning, that the still
small voice would reach the conscience of England.
I think that before long the English Parliarment
and the English people will concede those rights
which they claim for themselves. It may be said that this
is a question which will create dissensions among our people.
I do not believe that this is the case. Protestants and
Catholics alike are interested in the solution of this great
problem. I am assured that Irishmen and their descendants
all over the world would like to see the same rights given
to Ireland which are enjoyed by other portions of Her
Majesty's dominions. Mr. Forater, at the close of a long
and eloquest speech which he delivered in Ireland, con-
cluded by making use of the form of words appended to all
revolutionary documents, namely, "God Save Ireland," and
I am certain that every generous heart thronghout the
world will earnestly and devoutly repeat that prayer. We
trust that the prostrate form so long bowed in the dust
may at last stand erect in all the dignity of freedom; that
the people of Ireland may be as happy and prosperous lu
the future as they have been unfortunate in the past; that
there may be the most perfect union among all classes of
her people and that they may be guided by wise counsels
and just judgment; that they may be saved from their own
fierce passions and those outrages which disgrace a noble
cause and a gallant and generous people; that they may be
saved from the wiles of desperai e demagogues, and that at no
distant period Her Majesty's subjects in Ireland be as happy,
loyal and contented as Her Majesty's subjects in Canada. And
that the Irish land may belong to the Irish people, and that
with her own free Parliament she may prove the glory and
pride, the strength and bulwark of England, instead of
being, as she now is, the weakness, the menace, and the
abomination of desolation of the Empire.

Mr. COURSOL. It will be my pleasing duty to vote for
the resolutions which have been submitted to this Ilouse.
This duty will be the more pleasant to me as I have had in
the course of my life to express on many occasions the
sentiments contained in those resolutions. I have lived in a
city where the Irish population is nupierous, and where wc
have had ample opportunity to appreciate the qualities of
that noble race. On many occasions they have proved
themselves worthy citizens, and loyal to their Queen and
country. Notwithstanding the grievances of which they
have had to complain in Ireland, they have nobly done their
duty in this country in circumstances where a different
course on their part would net have been sur-
prising. But I sympathise with the Irish people
in their desire for a greater share of self-government. I
speak from the standp.int of the experience of my Own
countrymen; no people ean be subjugated by measures Of
coercion. They may be temporarily subdued by the force of
arms, but only temporarily; we have had an example of this
in Lower Canada. The French Canadians claimed a right
of self-government, which claim was resisted by the In"
perial authorities, and many of my countrymen were shot
down, imprisoned and exiled, but they persisted in their
demand, and fmally a sense of justie of the Imperwil Govern

a
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ment granted them what they asked for. Great Britain I shall be glad to see the resolution unanimnously adopted,
bas granted responsible government to this country, and and that we dotermine to set aside in this discussion party
the French Canadians have proved themselves well worthy of politics in decidiuig to make representations to the British
the trust, and on all occasions have been loyal and true Government, and I am sure that when the interest we man-
subjects of the Queen. They have proved themselves just as ifest bore is observed, that our resolutions will not be the
capable for self-government as the people in any other portion only resolutions adopted by colonies of the British Empire.
of the Empire. Now, why should we not grant to Ireland
the same rights that we have in this country ? Why not Mr. CASEY. It is pleasarit to an Irishman to hear such
restore once more to the Irish people the longed-for Parlia- words as have fallen from the hon. member for Montreal East
ment of their own choosing at College Green ? I am not (Mr. Coursol), an hon. gentleman of a different nationality,
referring to past history, but I am speaking of the present but entertaining deep sympathy with the Irish race. If
position. I remember the words used by that great states- anything were wanting to add to the force of the arguments
man, Mr. Disraeli, when he said: "It is the business of the addressed in favor of the resolution it is furnished in the
English statesmen to confer upon Ireland by policy what, if experience of his compatriots in this country. No stronger
she were strong, she would gain for herself by revolution." arguments could be urged in favor of the claim to Home
Those are noble words, and fitly expressed. Yes, I think Rule for Ireland than is that furnished by the French Cana-
England, at the present moment, could do a great service dians in the Province of Quebec,that a large majority differing
to itself, to humanity and to Ireland. If Mr. Glad- f rom the minority in race and religion have been able to
stone, who is now guiding the destinies of the British manage the local affairs of the Province, including property
Empire, really desires, as I believe ho does, that and civil rights, without trampling on the rights of indivi-
Ireland should become happy, ho can do so by adopting a duals. It must go far to remove the prejudices of many a
bold and straightforward policy. Nothing else can save Protestant throughout Canada and the Mother Country to
Ireland and nothing else can relieve England from its pre- know that a Catholic majority of a foreign race in the Pro-
sent embarrassing position. It is an embarrassment to any vince of Quebec bave not hitherto shown any inclinations
Government, strong as it mav be, to have a part of the to oppress, 4njure, or wrongly use the Protestant minority.
Empire disturbed, to be obliged to keep on a war footing Why is it? That majority is placed upon its honor. Tbey
thousands of soldiers and to expend millions of pounds l'ave the power in their hands to do right or wrong, and
to maintain the peace in a country like Ireland, or they act honorably. If that majority had been for a long
indeed any portion of the Empire. Let England, period ground down and oppressed by the minority, as the
noble as she is, come to the rescue; let ber pass laws l'on. gentleman says they were for a short time, the result
which the Irish desire; let Ireland have a Goverument, might have been different. Oppression makes tyrants, and
and seo what it can do. Let the Irish people be able to if the French Canadians had been compelled to bear a long
discuss their own affairs, and we shall thon see whether seres of oppressive acts, they would not have been quite so
they will not prove themselves equal to the task. temperate in the use of their present power. But we feel
They have done so everywhere, they have done it is not too late for Ireland in that respect. We
so in this country, and they do so now. Surely when feel that if a power was placed in the hands of the Irish to
I see myself surrounded by so many bon. gentlemen of Irish govern their local affairs, perhaps gradually and with
descent, when I see the hon. leader of the Opposition, who restrictions, it would be exercised as temperately and as
bas made a magnificent oration on Ireland, i cannot fail to well as it is exercised by the Roman Catholie French
feel that the Irish in Ireland will be the same as here, and majority of Queboc. So much for the valuable contribu-
I hope the day is not far distant when that extension of tion which the hon. member for Montreal Ealst has given to
Irish privileges will be accomplished. Let England, instead this discussion. But I must say a few words in regard to
of paying money to keep the peace in Ireland, spend it t4e extracrdinary speech which bas been delivered by the
as it bas been done in this country. Did not Canada, leader of the Government. The hon. gentleman began by
a few years ago, pay three or four millions to abilish seig- eulogising tbe temper and tone of the speech in which the
norial tenure, although it was not a great burden on the resolutions were proposed by the hon. member for Victoria
country. Did not that measure relieve Canada of great (Mr. Costigan). We are all aware that that bon. member
difficulty and increase the contentment of the people ? We bas the faculty of treating delicate questions in a tone cal.
want to live in peace bore, and Irishmen will feel culated to prevent the trouble that might naturally arise
when they land on our shores that they are as happy bore from the nature of the questions themselves. It is not the
as at home. I am satisfied and convinced that no part of first time the hon. gentleman bas done so, and I hope
the British Empire will be more loyal than the Emerald Isle, it will rot be the last. It is with strong
if the Government could be made satistactory to ber. I am feelings of satisfaction that I heard oae of the hot-blooded
satisfied that Ireland would prove equal to any part of the race of Irisbmen discussing political affairs with
Empire if that were done. Irishmen bave added much calm impartiality and with complete control of tom-
glory to the British flag, because in every sphere of life we per when he bas an object to obtain. And, Sir, I think this
find Irishmen prominent: on the battle-field, adorning the speech not only stands on its own merits as a good speech
Bench, and in every possible position where science and art upon this question, but it gains very much by comparison
are displayed, you find Irish names everywhere. Marshal with that of the leader of the Government on the same
MeMahon, the famous general, is descended fron an Irish question. The Prime Minister has to'd us in effect why the
family, like Marshal O'Donnell in Spain. Most distin- hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Costigan) was so quiet and
guished citizens of Irish descent are to be found in all restrained in his manner of dealing with this question. He
provinces of Canada and in all the other British colonies. bas pointed out to us that without the support of the Minis-
The Imperial Government is contemplating at the present terial majority in this House these resolutions could not be
tune to extend representative institutions to ber newly carried. He bas let us sec rather clearly by the tone of his
acquired colony of Cyprus. Is not Ireland hundreds of speech that ho himself has some prejudices upon this ques-
tiues more entitled to Home Rule than these new members tion, and bas allowed us to infer that his supporters may
of the British Empire? Let England give Ireland Home have prejudices also, and it must be that the member for
Rule and change a tenure of land which is the most back. Victoria was less passionate in urging the evils under which
ward of ail EuroDe and more oppressive than slavery; for Ireland suffers than ho would otherwise have been did ho
with this system' slaves are sure to bave a home whilst inot fear to arouse those prejudices and so prevent the pas-
Irish tenants are not. Let those facts be remembered, jsing of the resolutions. I think ho did wisely, and I hope
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his fellow-countrymen will feel that it is not from any fear
of irritating the English or Irish landlords, or of hurting
the feelings of Mr. Gladstone, that my bon. friend was so self-
restrained in his advocacy of these resolutions. The hon
leader of the Government says that we ought to take a be-
seeching tone in approaching the Parliament of England,
many of the members of which are Irish landlords; that we
ought to go to them very much in the attitude of a poor
tenant who is a year or two behind with his rent and begs
not to be evicted. That is not the tone natural to an Irish-
man in conducting a discussion of this great national impor-
tance. They are not apt to take a beseeching tone when
discussing something which they believe to be due to them,
as a matter of right, and I hope that no Irishman will so far
forget his dignity as to take such tone on any such
question as this. I do not say that we should take a bullying
tone. There is'a medium between the two. We feel that
we are asking something that belongs to us as a matter of'
right and justice. We should demand it firmly on grounds
of principle and on grounds of principle alone, and it is just
because the hon, leader of the Opposition has taken that
tone and expressed that demand firmly and strongly,
backed by the facts of history and by argumnents drawn there-
from. that the hon. leader of the Government affects
to find fault with his tone-because he did-not adopt
the beseeching tone, because he was not humble enough.
He complains that .the hon. leader of the Opposition has
found fault with the whole of British legislation on the sub-
ject, and pointed out how utterly some of their measures Lad
failed and how others came too late to be of any real value.
If those measures had not failed, if all the evils which exist in
Ireland had been overcome by wise legislation, there would
have been no grounds for those resolutions. and no renson
to demand Home Rule. But, Sir, if the right hon. loader of
the Government had merely criticized the effectiveness
with this House and with the Home Government, of the
speech of the hon. leader of the Opposition, his remarks
would have been unobjectionable, for that would have been
within lis right. But he went further. He imputed mo-
tives which I do not think occurred to any other hon.
member of this flouse. le was the first to import into this
discussion that feeling which it was the object of the hon.
member for Victoria (Mr. Costigan) to exclude from
it and which every other bon. mem ber wished
to exclude. He tried to do so, but I am ghd to say
without effect-because I notice in the discussion that
two of his supporters have alluded to the speech of my
hon. friend in the terms which it deserved, which they could
not have done had they believed it was a party speech made
from party motives; and 1, Sir, as a humble follower of the
gentleman, repudiate, on behalf of myself and others with
whom I have conversed in this House, any intent to
import a party feeling into this discussion at all. I think,
Sir, that if anything could injure the prospect s of the success
of this Address when it is presented to the Home Govern-
ment, it would be the factthat the leader of the Government
had attempted to make it appear, perhaps successfully with
the Home Government, that the support this resolution
had received in this Hlouse was due to an
intention to secure the Irish Roman Catholic
vote of the. Dominion. But, Sir, the hon. leader
of the Government, in dealing with the resolutions, adopted
by no means the same aggressive, active, fiery tone that he
did in speaking of the address of the leader on this side of
the House. He did not speak heartily or warmly in favori
of the resolutions. In fact he did what he himself referred
to in the course of his remarks-he damned with faint1
praise. He "hoped it would do some good;" andin that faintq
hope he advised his followers to support iL. And, Sir, was
it because he thought it was going to do some good he ad- 1
vised his followers to adopt it, or was it because, as he
hinted himself, the Opposition. were not Soin& to catch i
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him advising his followers to oppose anything whil
was known to be so popular as this resolution? He said
we were disappointed at their not opposing it, We were
anxious to have this resolution passed. If we were disap-
pointed it was an agreeable disappointment, because we
knew, as the hon. leader said, that without the assistance of
the Ministerial majority it could not be carried. I do not
know that we were disappointed in any sense, because we
knew, as the hon. leader of the Opposition has said, that pub-
lic opinion of all shades in this country is distinctly favor-
able to the principle involved in these resolutions, to the
nrinciple of Home Rule for each part of the British
Impire that has interests peculiar to itself. Now,
Sir, as to the question before the louse, I do not
intend to go into the state of Ireland or the remedy therefor
in any detail; that has been done more eloquently than I
fancy can be done by any other member of this House. I
simply wish to say in general terms that it was evident,
fron the fact that the measures which have been hitherto
introduced have not corrected the state of affairs there exist-
ing, that some new cure must be tried. It is clear that the
cause of tiese evils does not lie in the nature of the Irish
people themselves, because we all know that Irishmen wbo
have the opportunity become industrious and prosperous
members of the community, and have as great an aptitude
for politics and the different professions and occupations as
men of any other nationality. If, therefore, the man who
succeeds everywhere else, stagnates, falls into mischievous
idieness, becomes the prey of agitators, becomes almost un-
civilized, in the home of his race, it is elear that there must
be some cause outside of himself for his condition. It has
been stated that that cause is landlordism, and there is no
doubt that is the chief factor in the degradation of so mrany
Irishmen; but it is not landlordism in the abst a t. The
hon. leader of the Government asks why we shouîd attack
landlords, and says that when we attack them we attack the
rights of property; yet there may be rights of property
apart from landlords, by the expropriation of land and its
resale to the peasants. But there are landlords and
landlords. It is the peculiar kind of landlord that exists in
Ireland that has made that feature of the case so fatal in
that country. Landlordism prevails in England, Scotland
and other places; and yet in no place are the results of
that system so bad as in 1rcland. This is partly because
the landlords are absentees, partly because they are aliens
in race and religion from their tenants, unable to sympa-
thise with them or take that paternal care of them that
other landlords do; but I think it is also due to the fact
that these landlordes are the governing body of Ireland in
all local affairs, and politically, too, as members of the British
House of Commons; it is because the landlord is not only
the landlord but the ruler, and in many cases the despotic
ruler ofhis tenants, that landlordism bas wrought such evil
in Ireland. That is the sort of landlordism that could be
done away with by introducing Home Rule in Ireland-a
system of local government, which would enable them to
look after their own municipal and provincial affairs. If it
should be found impossible for one body to manage those
affairs, if the orange and green could not pull together, there
are natural divisions in Ireland which have existed from
time immemcrial, and each of these might have its oWn
governing body if one was not found to work. If that
peculiar phase of landlordism were to disappear, I believe
Ireland would be no worse off than any other country where
individuals own large estates and rent tbem out to tenants;
and if nothing else were produced but a change in theîcur1-
rent oflandlordism, even though landlordism itself were not
obliterated, I think it would le worth the while of the
British Government to try the experiment of Bomne Rule
for Ireland. With regard to the second of these resolutio",
which relates to the release of the suspects-the men Who
are not charged with anything, but who are held in 2risn
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under special legislation simply to keep them out of mis-
chief-there is, possibly, some difference of opinion. It
might be held, with some show of force, that it is out of our
province to give advice to the Home Goverument ii, regard
to the treatment of these men; but, i think, considering
the peculiar and exceptional nature of the legislation under
which they are imprisoned, considering the liberty of
speech that ought to be allowed between a daughter country
and a mother country, that we are quite justified in giving
our opinion, and our not too pressing advice on this motter
in the terms in which it is embodied in these resolutions.
The hon. leader of the Opposition thinks they ought to be
made stronger. I think perhaps it might have been better
if the phraseology had been arranged so as to express the
real state of the case more clearly-not to ask for clemency
for these men, but to ask that they should have a
trial, and that their offences should be established
or they acquitted. As to the propriety of ad-
aressing the Home Government on that subject, I
entertain no doubt. If I did, I would still desire to sec the
resolutions adopted by the House, because of the other
things they contain; and as they cannot be amended in
this particular, I would vote for them as they stand. The
bon. leader of the Government referred to the Irish Roman
Catholics as the only ones whose sympathy and votes he
said were sought for in this connection by the leader of the
Opposition. He seems to infer that nobody but Irish Roman
Catholies take an interest in the aflairs of that country. I
can speak with perhaps some authority on this subject, as I
arm connected with both the Scotch Protestants of the North
of Ireland and the Irish Roman Catholics of the South-and
the Protestant Irishman of the North is as thorough an
Lihman, I might even say as much a Fenian, in
maifny of his views, as the Irisfnxan of the Suuth
it may seem strange to say so, but I know mren of the most
truc blue North of Ireland blood just as thoroughly Irish,
just as glad to see a little advantage taken of the British
Government, who would glory just as much in acts of ob-
struction and home rule as any man in the South could do,
and these men and their descendants, even of half Irish
blood, take as much pleasure in laudable Irish movements
as the Roman Catholics and pure Celts. I think eve:y
person who speaks in support of this motion, should
say hc has no sympathy with any of those crimces
often, but I hope wrongly, imputed to the Land
Langue. It is disgusting to every true Irishman
that people who claim the naine of Irishien
should so disgrace their nation and make i a byword.
The assassination of fellow farmers and the mutilation of
brute animals, are crimes which it is disgusting to sec com-
muitted by men of Irish blood. We claim they are not truc
Irishmen, though perhaps of Irish birth and utterly
unworthy of Iaish sympathy. The member for Ottawa
County wound up his remarks very appropriately by the
well-known motto and prayer, "God save Ireland." We
eau all say that from our hearts, and do something more.
We know that Providence makes use of human assistance in
carrying out lis ends. I think we may rejoice that we have
On this occasion an opportunity of assisting Providence in
lis great and benevolent designs in regard to Ireland. If

We can do anything tending to promote the salvation in a
moral, material and political sense of that island, we
may feel we have done something worthy of us as Canadian
legislators.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex.) When the member for
Victoria did me the honor, and I esteem it a great honor, of
asking me to second his resolutions, I had not the slightest
idea of the reception they would meet with in this House; and
fbeling that it might need some support, I addressed myself
to the subject and prepared some notes. But I find!
from the unanimous tone from both sides of the House

n this subject that much which I would have thought

necessary to have said under different circumstances,
can properly indeed be spared this hon. llouse. 1
had thought it possible it would be nece-sary to
defend the right of the Canadian Parliamenit to
address lier Majesty on a subject affecting the welfare
of the Empire; and I had prepared myself to prove,
by precedent, that we were within our right in passing the
resolutions of My bon. friend. I think that this matter
nearly and deeply touches the interests of Canada as well as
the Empire as a whoe, and I must congratulate myself, as
an Irishrnan to-night on seeing so many mon of Irish blood
and descent cropping up in Ibis House, even the honorable
and gallant gentleman, the member for Central flutorn, bas
pulled for us a sprig from his genealogical tree, and bas in-
formed the House of his Irish descent on the maternai side.
I am sure in future we will bear with him " Iwhen that rash
humor which his mother gave him makes him forgetful."
I am free to accept him as a brave Irishman, for 1, for one,
have never failed to admire his courage in dealing with his
foes in Parliamentor elsewhere. i regret the passing allu-
sion to local politics which marred the harmony, as a whole,
of the speech of the member for West Durham; and 1, for
one, if disposed to be critical, might take advantage of some
expressions in it; 1 might remind the hon. gentleman
of a resolution similar to the one we are diseuss.
ing to-night, still it would be unworthy of me, as an
Irishman, to meet a brother Irishman in that fashion,
after listening to the lengthy speech for the benefit of
Ireland, which he has addressed to this assembly to-day. It
is indeed nost satisfactory to me to find that the liou-e is
a unit in sympathy with the resolutions of my hon. friend
from Victoria. It is more than I had anticipated, bectuse
I was led to suppose that some bon. gentlemen had certain
doubtts as to our right to address the Crown on the subject
at all, and that others differed from us as to the view that
Home Rule was possible in Irelanid, and as to the claims of the
gentlemen, some of them members of the imperial Par-
liament, who are now suffering imprisorînent for political
offences to an immediate release or an immediate trial by
a jury of their countrymen. For my part, knowing as I do,
the history of ny country, while I listened with
pleasure to the speech of the hon. gentleman for
West Durham, I think ihe scarcely went far enough back
and scareely located the coreof the discae. IIe might h-ve
shown what is among the greatest causes of iriih grievances
the deprivation of the Irish peasant of the ownership of, or
of tribal rights in Irish land. I was glad to notice lately a
speech of the Marquis of Salisbury, leader of the Opposition in
the House of Lords, in which he laid down as a policy for
his party in case they attained power the parchase ofthe land
rigbts of the landlords on the voluntary principle, and the
sale of the land on reasonable terms as to price and time, to
its peasant cultivators. That indeed would be a great
remedy for snch grievances. We, in this country often hear
of Irish crimes, and I am satisfied there is often much exa-
geiation in the reports. I also believe we should make
allowance for the people who suffered such wrongs so many
hundreds of years. In speaking of them we are not speak-
ing of a class of men who have had the education and the
opportunity of the lowest class among us. We are dealing
with a people who have been kept in a state of
semi-serfdom for centuries, who bave been deprived
of the most common justice, and ground down
under penal laws, such as will scarcely be
believed by this House. Do we suppose thatremedial legis-
lation brought about in the 19th century can wipe out the
wrongs of 700 years. The iron bas sunk into the souls of
the people. There is not a green hillside or sequestered
valley that does not remind the Irish peasant of some
wrong, some act of tyranny on the part of his oppressors.
When we remember the wrongs they have treasured up in
that unwritten history handed down from father to swa
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and which is far more accurate than any published history
of lrish affairs, wo must make allowances for some of the
outrages we all deplore. For my pa t, as regards the politi-
cal prisoners, I would not have hesitated voting for these
resolutions, even though more strongly couched. I think
that to find a parallel to the irnprisonment of Mr. Parnell
and his colleagues, members of Parliament, we have to g>
back to the early days of Charles the First, and the suffer-
ings and imprisonmerit and death in prison of Sir John
Eliot, whose sole offence was defending in Parliament the
constitutional right of the Eunglish peoplo. I find no parallel
in 250 years for the treatment accorded them. I d )not
agree with many of their sentiments. I disapprove of the
"No rent" programme; I think that is injurious in its
character and calculated to weaken that sense of
moral obligation for which the Irish race are famous;
but I think they have done much good to Ireland, and
I bolieve had it not been for the agitation carried
on by Mr. Parnell and his colleagues the measure of
justice contained in the Land Law would not have
been dealt out for years. In my humble opinion Mr.
Parnell, Mr. John Dillon, and their fellv p ,isoners in Kil-
mainham are higher in the estecmn not of men of Irish
blood merely, but of ail lovers of freedom, than are the so-
called statesmen who have violated in their persons the
rights and liherties of tho subject. I believe with the hon.
member for West Durham that what has been given has
been given, not from a sense of justice, but from a sense of
danger. I think it is a reflection on the civilization of the
nineteenth century, that a nation which has aided every
suffering race throughout the world could not afford to treat
her sister Ireland as a sister should be treated, that she could
not treat Ireland as an equal or give her the rights which she
gave to Scotland or tor Vales and the various colonies in her
possession, but instead ground her down and made the Irish
people feel from generation to generation that they were a
conquered people. I have felt it to be a melancholy illus-
tration of the inverse ratio which Radical promises bear to
Radical performance that the first piece of legislation intro-
duced by a Government in which Radicals hold the balance
of power was a Coercion Act. The Coercion Act seems to
be the tirst piece of legislation that a Liberal Government can
for years offer to Ireland. It is really a repetition of the
p1icy igain anwl again o(ndemw d by O'Conne whe he
spoke of the base, bioody and brutal Wligs. Thl'oey seem to
be unable to comprehend the country with which
they deal, and fail to rec)gnize the differences of race,
customs and situation. Reference has been made to the
weakening of the force of these resolutions as now intro-
duced, compared with those on the notice paper -as far as
I an concerned it would not have made any difference
had they been introduced as first moved. I will vote for
them with pleasure and feel that in so doing we are only
doing some smail measure of justice to the cause which my
lon. friend had at heart when he introduced those resolu-
tions. But we must remember that wo are sending these
resolutions to men who understand very accurately ail the
niceties and refinements of the English language. We are
dealing with English statesmen and diplomats who can read
between the lines, who can as readily appreciate the point
of the rapier as the stroke of the bludgeon, and my
hon. friend's object was to have these resolutions worded in
such a fashion as to gain unanimous approvat; they are
sufficiently plain to let the British Government know the
sentiments of the Parliament and people of Canada as
regards what would be doing justice to Ireland. I might,
did I desire to dwell on this subject at greater length,
quote, not from the writings oflrishmen, but from English
historians, from Lord Macauiay, from Mr. Green in his
recent history of the English people, from the
speeches of Lord Beacosfield and mauy others, to show
what the opinion was of the manner in which Ire-
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land has been mis-governed. But to come back to
a subject. more prosaic perhaps in its nature, that
is the mnanner in which we are affected by the
inlifference of the English Government, the question of
immigration, it cannet be denied that we are unfavorably
affected as regards immigration from the older countries of
Europe. With the possible exception of England and Scot-
land there is not a country in Europe where the emigrants
do not prefer when leaving their homes to live under the
flag of that so-called ideal Republic, to living under the
flag .of a country which is connected in any manner
with monarchical institutions. While we cannot con-
trol that as far as foreign nations are concerned,
hlad the policy of Great Britain towards Ireland
been different in the past, we would not have labored under
that disadvantage as far as the Irish immigrants are con-
cerned. If I do not weary the House, I would like to quote
here some remarks from the views of one who will not be
accused of senti ments too favorable to Ireland. Mr. Froude,
the English historian, says:

" During the last quarter of a century, nearly four millions of British
subjects-English, Irish and Scots have become citizen, more or less
prosperous, of the United States of America. We have no present
quarrel with the Americans ; we trust most heartily that we may ne ver
be involved in any quarrel with them ; but undoubtedly from the day
that they became independent of us, they became our rivals. They
constitute the one great power whose intere ts ard whose pretentions
compete with our own, and in so far as the strength of nations depends
on the number of thriv ng men and women composing them, the United
States have been mide stronger, th English Empire weaker, to the
extent of those millions and the children growing of them.

" The process is still continuing. Emigration remains the only practical
remedy of the evils of Ireland."

I do not give them as my sentiments I think there are
other practicali remedies for the evils of Ireland, but at the
same time I am reding to you the sentiments of an English
writer:

" England and Scotland contain as many people as in the present
condition of industry they can hol. The annual increase of the popu-
lation bas to be drafted off and disposed of elsewhere, and while the
vast proportion of it continues to be directed on the shores of the
Republic, those who leave us leave us for the most part resenting the
indifference with which their loss is regarded. They part from us as
from a h ird stepmother. They are exiles from a country which was the
home of their birth, which they had ao desire to leave, but which
drives them from her at the alternative of starvation.

'' England at the same time possesses dependencies of her own, not
less extens've than. th-e United States, not less rich in natural resources,
not less able ti provide for these expatriated swa: m,, where they would
remain attached to her Crown, where their well-being would be our
well-being, their brains and arms our brains and arms, every acre which
they could reclaim from the wilderness so much added to English soil,
and themselves anl their families fresh additions to our national
stability.

" And yet we are told by politicians-by some directly in words, by
almost all in the apathy with which they stand by and look on-that
the direction of our emigration is of not the slightest consequence to as,
that there is no single point in which an emigrant who settles on the
St. Lawrence is of more value te us than one who prefers the M ssis-
sippi. In either case if he does well for himself ha becomes a purchaser
of English goods, and in this capacity alone is he of use to us. Our
interest in him, so far as we acknowledge an interest, is that he should
go wherever he can better himself most rapidly, and consume the
largest quantity of English calico and hardware in his household. It is
even argued that our colonies are a burden to us, and that the sooner
they are eut adrift from us the better.

" They are, or have been, demonstratively loyal. They are proud of
their origin, conscious of the value to themselves of being part.of a
great empire, and willing and eager to find a home for everyindustrious
family that we can spare. We answer impatiently that they are wel-
come to our people. [f our people choose te go to them, but whether
they g) to them or to America, whether the colonies themsives- remain
under our flag or proclaim their independence, or attach themuselves te
some other power, is a matter which concerne themselveS entrely and
to us of profound indifference.

"Such an attitude of a Government towards its subjects je se strange,
so unexampled in the history of mankind, that the meaning of it deserves
etudy if oniy as a political euriosity. The United States have spent
six hundred millions of money and half a million lives in preseýrving
their national unity The Russians, wuen they find a pressure o popu-
lation in Finland, load ships of war with as m-tny as desire to emigrate
an i give them homes on the Amoor River. gglishsubjects were <)nce
su precious in the eyes of our Government, that we did not allow then
so much as a right to change their allegiance. When we look down tue
emigration tables we find only theGermas who re doing.anythingin
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the least resembling:wbat we are doing, and the Germans cannot help it up, but on the COntrary go to a foreign country and live
themselves, for they have no colonies. America is not a rival of Ger-
many, and the strengthening of Ameries threatens no interest of any
German State. Had Prussia settlements in one hemisphere and Franceviews entertained on the sulject by an eminent English
in another, do we suppose the Coirt of Berlin would see the peasants writer, like this writer, are well worthy of the attention of
from the Elbe and Oder denationalize themselves without an effort tothe buse I believe it to be the duty of the Governmeut
reclaim them? No intelligent person will believe it. The Spaniards
and French indeed parted with tens of thousands of artizansto England of the day to bring a matter of tDis kind under the notice
during the wars of religion, but they did not part with them willingly, of the Imperial Goverument, and even at this late hour we
nor was the result of the experiment such as to tempt a repetition of it may yet succeed, with the aid of the Inperial Goveimnnt,
It used to be considered that the first of all duties in an English citizen
was bis duty to his country. His country, in return, was bound to pre- insecuring a large immigratian fron lreland. 1 desire to
eerve and care for him. What change bas passed over us, that alle- make core further quotations from the saine writer, Mr.
gian ce can now be shifted at pleasure like a suit of clothes? Isit from prond James A. Fronde, the historlan, who certain]y ladot
consciousness of a superabundant strength? Are our arms so irresis-
tible that we have no longer any enemy to fear. Is our prosperity so prejudiced in favor of the Irish race. Relating again
overflowing and the continuance of it so certain, that we can now let to this question of emigrion to the colonies as agaînst
it flow from us elsewhere becanse we can contain no more ? Our enigraLon to the United States, Mi,Fionde savs:
national ar ogance will scarcely presume so far ! Is it that the great
powers of the world have furled their battle flags ? Is the Parliament "Thal Mali Gazette, the Times, aid the Liberal press in general
of man an the way to be constituted, and is the rivalry of empires to be ais ibat the English intendingamigrant cao earn ball-a-crown ie tbe
confined for the future to competition in the arts of peace? Never at United Stataswhare heaanebit a florin in Canada, snd that it is
any period in the world's history was so large a share of the profits of theratore sentimental nonsense to expect or even desire him torprefer an
industry expended upon armies and arms. Ia it so certain that we shall English olony. The fâci, in the first place, is net true. Thara is a
never be entangled again in the quarrels of the Continent? bettar organization at New York for the receptin and distribution of

" Is it that the experience of the results of the emigration to America so the eigrants. but the wages of labour in Canada are as high as tbay
far bas been so satisfactory as to convince us that we have no occasion are in ariy Part of the American continent except (alifornia, and tha
to interfere with its direction ? The Irish in Australia and New Zealand coat cf iiviag is lass. If, howavar, the American wages wera distinctly
are as well-disposed towards us as the rest of the colonists. The Irish bigber, it is the first lime that the chief duty of man bas been proclaimed
in America are our bitterest enemies. The Irish vote will be given un- se nakedly to lie in making money.
animously for war with us if at any time any question between the two I"Admirai Maury was offered rank and fortune if he woli take charge
countries becomes critical, and their presence in America, and the influ- (f an observatory in Russis, fi prefers a ittanca as a sehoolmaster in
ence which they are supposed to possess there, is the immediate cause of the crushed and stîl suffrring contederacy. At Ihe risk of being callad
the present humor of Irelan d itself. The millions who fled from the famine sentimental, 1 daclare that 1 would sooner myseif earn reasonabla wages
carried with them the belief that it was England, which, in one shape in ihe English dominions than be a milhonaire in New York. The
or other, was the cause of their misery ; that it was England which workîug men themqelves do net appreuiste tha kindnass cf their
was driving them from their homes The land was theirs and we hal advocate3. Tha Irish coosider il tha fanit cf the Englisb Gev-
taken it from them, and therefore they were starving. ernment that tbey cannot ramain at home. The who stay

" It was their belief then. It is their belief now. Nine parts of it may hata us. Those who go bate us. We have four miiion8 cf dia
be absurd, but one part is reasonable. We had superseded the Irish law bittarest cuemias in dia Irish Americans. We hive Fanianism in
and Irish methods of management by English law and Eîogliih methods Irrîcrîl tself, anil the danger is growigteil itb every fre.h
of management. Landlords holding under our system had allowed the hirt -,ad wbicb is Ianied ondahe>res tftlî.i Union The
ppoulation to outgrow the legitimate resources of the cîntrv, bcnre Lrnisiî anti Scoch lqho'er o- artiQan hss snîwglad liard hitherto to
subdivision increased their rents without cost to th mselves, and then fastbis nationîaiiî.,. ilui ge etecanaca, te dia (apu, tu Aue-
when the change came, and the landlords' interest lay the other way, traiia or te New Zealaul. lia Sates, se far, haebas gona sparingly
they said to their tenants, 1'There is no room for you here; you are not and unwillingly. The tide is cbauging aI Ist. The hondreds cfa f-w
wanted, you are an expense and a trouble to us ; and you must go.' years ago aie now becoming theusands, but thera is the same rasent-
Their remoeval in itself was inevitable. In many instance%, the coso cf ment amonz tbem which wa açeinthIish.
1he remioval was paid for them; but they identified the system under "The Eglish woikman dues net caider that haeougut te be
which they suffered with English tyranry, and they went away with eutbled to live at home, but lie dw's ot like te be finng aside as
bate in their bearts and curses on their lips. Those who went hated us, if ha was cf ne value. The Statalha thinka, ougbt te belp bim te go te
because they were obliged to go. Those who stayed behind hate us, nue cf us own dapaudanicias. Ha, te,, goas awny bitter sud savage
because fathers have lost their sons and sisters, brothers and friends wiîh the old country. His friands at home are ne betar pleased. la
have been parted from their friends..few yaars wv may htva, wa indisputably shah have, a miliou or two et

"In all ranks families have to learn to be separated. England suffersAuglo-Amanican citizaus wib au equmily agreabla disposition te de us
from it as much as Ireland, and does not complain. This is quite true. ail the harm they cat, sud the great mass of EugLish workingmaîî aI
But if 'wben the famine came we had said to the Irish peasants, home louking te Ameica as iheir best friand
' Through no fault of yours, a terrible calamity bas fallen upon you; 'Yet, lu the face of these phenomena, even the Prime Minister holds
there are more of you living on the land than the land will support, up the Irish emigrtin as an example b be imtate, as a splendid
and we take blame to ourselves, for we ougbt (or those who by our proof cf tue auccass of the voluntary priocîpla, sud as an argument
mneans are placed above you cught) to have prevented the multiplication against tha interposition of the State. The amigraut believes himnelf
of you where the decay of a single root might be your destrnction; thevictim cf injurions neglact. Ris oeathuughî thance forward is the
when we look back upon our management of Ireland, we cannot acquit hope cf ravanga. Ha is a itizen cf the greai rival nationality, and
ourselves of being responsible for you; and therefore, as you must go ahould se frightful a calamiry as a wan with America ovantake us, he
away, we will give you land elsewhere; we will take you there and may ha neiad ou te de hia worst for or humiliation. The situation 18
settle you, and belp you to live till you eau maintain yourselves,'-if se transparent ihat writers whe stili insist that the stiLîe shah remaîn
we bad said this, there would have been at least a consciousness that we passive cannet ha bind te i.'
bad done our best to soften their misfortunes. The million that we
might have sent to Canada or Australia would have drawn after them I1will net trouble the fouse with furtber quotations, possibly
the millions that have followed.

"Our coloniet would have doubled their population, and there would other hon g el sire t oad cohiqetion; but
have been no Irish vote in America for party demagogues to flatter by
threats of Englaind, and no Fenianism ait home. far bcyond the sphere of more party poliies in Canada,

" We are told that Government bas no business with emigration; thatand 1 nover would have aeconded the reointions had 1 net
emigration, like wages, prices and profits, must be left to Eettle itselfbe
according to laws of nature. Human things are as much governed by
laws of nature as a farm or a garden, neither less nor more. If we cul- from party politics, and I will net believe that heu. gentie
tivate a field it will yield us corn or green erops men opposite in addressing the bouse, as cone of then did

" The laws of nature will as assuredly overgrow it with docks and with evident sinceity, were fot as honest in their no-
nettles if we leave it to govern itself. The removal of a million poor
creatures to Canada and the establishment of them there, would bave J tives as the hon. mever and myseif.With respect to the
bee under present circumstances considerably more easy. It was a question of Home Rule 1 wiî,h te touch une point. I amnan
,question of money merely.

"To send them to Canada, might have cost, perhaps, as much as the
Abyssinian war. Had we feared ti ey might cross the border after al but while Iara willing te support the resolutions as they
nto the States, and had preferred Australia or the Cape for them, it stand, guaranteeiug ights te the rninonity I would have

might have cost a little more, and it would have probably turned out been willing te support the reselutions had the rights
on the whole a profitable investment." of the miuerity net been speciauy protected. I have

Perhaps in making quotations of this character I am wan-'entire confidence in îy fellow-coutrymen. It is ail a myth
dering a little from the subject before us, but in one sense
I do not think I am. When we allude to it as a grievance t a tossibty arie inOfrehed in consequentetherinh atpiriti h igcontu rofost to the a atfirk tha the

th». j~i~1 donotcore t tb~ coiinry nd elvtoewsl o ent toie onppose su bjanevet by s an emin e Englis
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the Irish people were the only people who stood still for the
last 210 years, and that because outrages occurred in 1641,
when the state of civilization throughout the world was en-
tirely different, we should have a repetition of -uch lamen-
table occurrences if local self government were restored to
Ireland to-day. No; I do not believe that a race so intelligent
as to be capable of governing other countries with the most
conspicuous ability is incapable of governing itself in
the land of its birth, so I am confident that the
Imperial Grovernment might, with safety, leave the
control of local Irish affairs in the hands of Irishmen.
I am satisfied from what we see in Ireland to day
that Catholics and Protestants will harmonise together and
seek to govern the country for the good of the whole.
Have we not seen that in the most Catholic county
in Ireland, a Presbyterian minister has been elected
to represent the people in the Imperial Parliament?
In resuming my seat I desire to express my conviction
that as regards the position of Irish Catholics
and Protestants in Ireland, it bas been largely brought
about by the tools of the Government, whose policy was to
divide and conquer, and it was niot due to the spirit prevail-
ing among the Irish people themselves. The day
was when tbe population of Ireland, as regards
religion, was much more equal than it is at present. The
trade policy of tbe Eiglish Government drove the Protestant
nonconformists out of Ireland. Their fiscal policy, by
which they crusbed out the manufactures of the country,
drove out those men, those intelligent mechanics and
artszans-a policy, the consequences of whieh were seen at
Bunker's Hill and Lexington. I am satisfied fron my
knowledge of Irish histy, from infoimation derived fom
friends and relatives in Ireland, that had it not been for the
machinations of unscrupulous politicians-I speak iow of a
century ago:-the unfortunate differences between Protest-
ants and Roman Catholics in Ireland would never have
been brought about. It is within my knowledge as a stu-
dent of tbe bistory of my country, that up to that time
and even to a liter period the Presbyterians in
the North of Ireland were in perfect harmony
with their Roman Catholic fellow-countrymen as to the
rights of the country and the reforms which were neces-
sary. I do not desir'e to detain the House. The speech I
might bave made bas been anticipated by gentlemen who
preceded me. I am glad to notice the kind and brotherly
feeling which bon. gentlemen opposite bave shown to us on
this side on this question; and that feeling I wish to re-
ciprocate, and to thank them for. That brotherly feeling bas
enabled me to dispense with mueh that I might have said
iii vindicating the rights and exposing the wrongs under
wbich mv unfortunate country bas suffered. It is my
earnest hope that these resolutions which it has been my
privilege to second may have some weight with the Imperial
Government. That British statesmen may be aroused to
deal with the Irish question, not grudgingly and of necessity,
not in the old-time spirit of jealousy and of distrust, but in
that broad spirit of British fair play which is claimed to be
the mainspring of their constitutional system, and that the
result may be a new order of things in Ireland, which in
tut-ri must moit beneficially affect England, Canada, and
the Empire as a whole.

Mr. BRECKEN. I do not intend to occupy the time of
the House, and 1 am the more confirmed in that intention
when Isee the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) ready
to tell his sentiments on this question; but being from a
Province where, perhaps, Irishmen are more numerous than
any other nationality and where we have had a taste in a
milder forn of absenitee landlordism, perhaps you will par-
don me if I make a few remarks. I must congratulate my
hon. friend the member for Victoria, N. B., (MXir. Costigan),
the mover of the resolutions. 1 must congratulate him,
Sir, upon having made a very temperate, a very patriotic,

r. PAmaTTON (Essex).

and a very manly and judicious speech; and I must con-
gratulate him, Sir, in presenting a cause before this honor-
able House that very often people look upon with a
degree of sensitiveness; and I think the manly and temper.
ate way in which he las introduced these resolutions bas
gone very far to win for him and for his cause the sympathy
of every free man irrespective of nationality and irrespec.
tive of creed. I listened also with pleasure to the speech,
or to that portion which I heard, delivered by the leader of
the Opposition. It was a practical speech, and it was a
resumé of the history of Ireland since 1880. I was not pre-
sent when be attempted, if be did attempt, to turn it to a
partizan purpose, but if he did, I think he made a mistake.
Tnis is a subject which ought to be approached above
and beyond all partizan feeling. When I heard
these resolutions, my first idea was as to how far
we could interfere with matters which strictly belonged to
the British Parliament and people. But the remarks which
have fallen from the leader of the Opposition, in which he
claimed that these reforms should be brought forward by
the Government and not left to be propounded by the
occupants of the Home Raie benches were justified, then I
think the Parliament of Canada cannot be charged with
officiousness or impertinence in entertaining these resolu-
tions and discussing this important matter. Coming from
an Island which has been redeemed from the forest and
made a smiling garden by the strong arms of the sons of
Erin, knowing them as I do and living among them
as I have lived, and being most intimately acquainted
with them, I cannot but feel that there is no privilege which
any other nationality enj ýys to whi-h they have not as
girat a ighht If the Government of their country bas
been unfortunate, it is timo that that unfortunate state of
things should be remedied. I am not going to detain
you, because no doubt the hon. member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills) has something more philosophical
and more original than I have. 1 may say that in the
Island of Prince Edward we bave had many thousands of
immigrants from the Emerald Isle, and when they landed
on our shores they were, in a money point of view, probably
not worth $2 a head. They have made excellent pioneers;
they have been successful farmers; they are contented
and loyal people, and when the agitation against
the system of absentee landlord-m was going on,
I believe they acted in as temperate and as restrained
a manner as any other nationality could bave done,
and when the lands of absentee landlords were expro-
priated, while they stood up for their rights they did
so in a dignified manner. Through the generosity of the
Government led by my right hou. friend, a sum of raoney
was granted which rendered us free from that disadvantage,
I was abnut to say from that curse. A prominent member
of the present Administration in England, a friend of Mr.
Gladstone, was appointed by Lord Dufferin to OCCuPY
the position of arbitrator to settie our difficulties.
The hardships that the tenantry of Prince Edward Island
had to endure were nothing compared with the hardships of
the tenantry of Ireland. The hon. leader of the Opposition
told us of' the hundreds of thousands of tenants in Ireland
who held their farms from year to year, and he told us that
the practice was that not only the temporary, but the per-
manent improvements were made by the tenants; and in
Prince Edward Island, although speaking generallY the
leases were for 99 years, and the rent perhaps nothing for
the first five years and gradually advancing to not more
than a shilling an acre, still that was considered a grievance,
and for this reason: The settlers when tbey first
came to Prince Edward Island were poor, perbaps without
money enough to buy a hoe or a spade, and they had to go
into the forest and cut their homes out of the wildernass.
The consequence was that the rents accumulated. The
landlord, it is true, did not prese them, and why ? B0caus
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they were not worth the powder and shot. Like the men
engaged in the seal fisheries of Newfouridland-who, when
they find any young seals basking on the rocks, leave them
because they are not worth taking, and return in two or
three weeks and slaughter them when they are large enough
to be slaughtered-the landlords of Prince Edward Island,
while their tenants were toiling among the stumps,
enduring all kinds of privations and obtaining hardly
enough to clothe themselves and their families or
to give them the scantiest support, did not press them;
but after they had improved their farms, and were about to
lay themselves in their graves after having spent a lifo-
time of toil, they had >not the consolation to know that
there was a stick or an implement on thoir farms that did
not belong to the landlords. That is the reason that the
uncongenial plant of absentee landlordism does not flourish
in the neighboring republic. lt has been rooted out of Prince
Edward Island, and will soon, we trust, be rooted
ont of the Emerald Isle, and possibly out of every part of
Great Britain. It is a matter that we ought to b thankful
for, that when political questions, affecting Ireland, have
corne to a crisis, fortunately for that country we have had a
Liberal Government in power-a Government led by the
Right Hon. Mr. Gladstone, who has gone through all the
phases of political life from the time ho wrote his book on
Church and State to the time he disestablished the church
in Ireland. We have a Forster, a Bright, and a Chamber-
lain, men as broad and liberal in their views as the leader
ot the Opposition, the hon. member for Bothwell, or the
hon. member for Gloucester. And those who call them-
selves Liberal-Conservatives may raise their hands and
thank God that Toryism is not to be blamed for the policy,
that refuses to redress the grievances of Ireland, and that
the howl cannot ho raised that if a Liberal Government
were in power everything would b done for her. As
soon as the sons of Erin enjoy the same blessings
of self-government as we do in this country, the sooner
will peace, contentment and harmony roturn to Ireland. I
believe with the hon. member for Victoria, that there is no
desire among the masses in Ireland to sever their connec-
tion with the British Crown ; and while we look with
horror and detestation at those crimes of assassination, they
are perhaps the natural outcome of misrule and misman-
agement, and of a reluctance to grant to Ireland those
privileges which on this side of the Atlantic we claim, not
as a favor, but as the right of a free people.

Mr. MILLS. I was a little surprised at the violent coin-
demnation of the hon. leader of the Opposition by the leader
of the House. I did expect that when the First Minister made
up bis mind to support this resolution, ho would rather have
made a speech pointing in the direction of conciliation,
than a speech seeking to excite party hostility upon a ques.
tion which it is admittedly beyond our power to deal
with directly and efficiently. It is well known to this
Hoeuse that the hon. leader of the Government is an advocate
Of a legislative union, that he opposed the introduction of
the Federal system into this country, and that he bas over
and over again expressed lis regret that the Federal system
has been adopted; and I must say that on this ground
alone, I was rather surprised not to find him opposing the
proposition of the hon. member for Victoria. I thought,
Sir, that an hon. gentleman who considered a Federal
sYstOm of government a very defective one-one which
he regretted we had adopted in this country-would
not himself have become an earnest advocate of the
Federal system for the people of another land.But the hon. gentleman has thought proper to support the
mo1tio 0of the member for Victoria, and I trust in future
We shall have fewer attacks on the rights of the Provinces,
seeing that he now thinks the Federal system well suited toIreland., I have no doubt myseif that it is of immense
Consequence to the peace and well beingof the Empire that
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Home Rule should be granted the Irish people. I believe
that the legislative union of the United Kingdom is wholly
unsuited to a heterogeneous population. I do not believe
that any such Government will ever prove satisfactory in
a country where the people do not sympathize with it or
its legislation. It is obvious that if a legislative union was
a failure in this country, it could not be successful in a great
country like the United Kingdom. My ho. friend has
said that, the Irish and English legislative union has had a
trial of eighty years, and has proved a great failure. No doubt
ot it. Wherever it has been tried it bas proved unsuccess-
ful. Austria sought to strengthen ber Empire in 1848 when
she undertook by revolutionary violence to take away the
parliamentary rights of Hungary and to unite all portions
of ber Empire in one legislative union, and the experiment
was tried for nearly 20 years, proved a disastrous failure, and
the Austrian Government was obliged to restore to Hungary
the rights she enjoyed before 1848. I have no doubt that
the Parliament of the United Kingdom will be obliged to
bestow on the people of Ireland, in part, those rights which
were taken away by the Union of 1800. The people of Switzer-
land, composed of Germans, Frenchmen and Italians, of
different languages and religions, have been a loyal united
people for several centuries; and we find the people of the
United States, some portions of them favoring universal
freedom and others slavery were enabled to exist in one
Federal Union, notwithstanding hostile interests for more
than a century. We know there are serions diffi-
culties connected with the Governmont of Ireland1, with
which the English people have never sympathized. In the
first place there are two distinct races in Ireland,
one the governed and the others the governors.
Ireland has not merely suffered from the want
of British sympathy, but from the system of jus-
tice administered by the dominant population. We have
the testimony of Archbishop Whatley and others to the fact
that the administration, as between landlord and tenant, bas
been most mischievous. lu fact Arthur Young, to whom
the member for West Durham referred, bas told us that if
a magistrate were to grant a warrant against a rich farmer
or proprietor in the interest of a tenant, ho would certainly
be called out for it. While justice might be administered
between one peasant and another and between one proprietor
and another, there was no such thing as a proper adminis-
tration of justice in many parts of Ireland between peasant
and proprietor. The magistrates were, in many cases, the
agents of the landlords, and they often issued warrants
on their own behalf, in the name of the landlord,
as against the tenants, who would be flned by the
.agent who had issued them. The great mass of the
people of Ireland found the law simply an instrumentin the
hands of a dominant class, administred in their own interest
and regardless of the rights of the masses. As a result, the
people have been compelled to combine in self defence.
So you have had in Ireland almost since the establishment
of the union two governments-one the formai govern-
ment administered from Dublin Castle, in the interest of the
few, and the secret organizations which have everywhere
existed throughout Ireland for the protection of the interests
of the peasantry. That is a very unsatisfactory state of
things. It necessarily leads to anarcby. No such thing
could exist in a properly governed country. If there was a
government in which the people had the slighest confidence,
those secret organizations among the peasantry, would
never have had an existence. My hon. friend from
West Durham has referred to many important
remedial measures that were carried through Par-
liament long after they were demanded by the interests
and well-being of the country. Many other changes
were required besides those to which he as referred.
Many abuses bave still to be dealt with, including the ad.
ministration of justice by the ordinary magistracy of the
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country. There are many local -wants that can only be
dealt with by those possessing local knowledge, and to
which the Imperial Parliament gives no attention. It is
just as necessary in the interest of the Irish people that
they should have a local Parliament as that we should have
a local Parliament for Canada. What would be our condi-
tion if you were to abolish this Parliament and the Local
Legislatures, and give the people of this country in propor-
tion to their numbers representation in the Imperial Par-
liament. Our local interests would be wholly neglected.
The important public questions which present themselves
to the attention of the 1mperial Parliament would be first
considered. The external relations of the Empire or the
relations between one foreign country and another which
might affect the welfare of the Empire would be considered
to the exclusion of our local interests. Such a consideration
of things would cause the very same -dissatisfaction bore,
that is exhibited by the people of Ireland. When we look
at the subject of Federal organization we sec that it grows
out of the local circumstances of the population. I will
venture to say that it would be impossible to establish a
single Legislature for the Dominion of Canada that would
give this country the satisfaction obtained under our present
system. We have many distinct Provinces. How was it
that the whole of British North America was not under
our Government from the beginning ? It was becau:e such
a Parliament could not properly deal with the local interests
and wants of the population. What iaterest could we have in
Ontario with the local wants of the people of British Colum-
bia or Nova Scotia, or New Brunswick. Serious abuses
inight occur in the local administration of affairs for want of
the necessary local legislation, which would not in the
slightest degree affect other portions of the Dominion. We
wisely, in my opinion, created local Legislatures to take
charge of those local matters. In a country possessing up-
wards of 5,000,000 people, as Ireland does, there can be no
doubt it is just as necessary that a local Parliament should
exist for the purpose of dealing with local matters. I was
rather surprised to hear the hon. First Minister speak in
the manner he did with regard to the resolution submitted
to this House by the hon. member for Victoria. It seems to
me that that resoluticn is not at all so decided in the ex-
pression of opinion as it ought to be, coming from this
Legislature. I do not, myself, feel disposed to ask the
Imperial Parliament. as a matter of grace, to set froc those
who are confined in Ireland for political offences. This
resolution does not refer to pIarties guilty of murder or who
have gone about as midnight marauders destroying the
property of their neighbors. This does not ask that
Her Majesty shall extend her clemency towards them,
but it asks that Her Majesty shall extend her
clemency toward those who are , guilty of differing
ia opinion from the Administration and from the
ordinary Opposition in the two Houses of Parlia-
ment. I do not think that to say that the Land Act does
not go far enough, or, to use the words of the hon, the First
Minister, that it is not drastic enough, is to be guilty of
an offence that should be punished by deprivation of liberty.
They are not asking for clemency, they arc asking for jus-
tice, and it seems to me that if this liouse is to speak on the
subject at all, it is a pity it should ask for clemency for those
who do not need it. If they are fairly dealt with thoy' do
not need the clemency of Her Majesty, but only
the ordinary rights and privileges accorded to British
subjects in other portions of the Empire. The hon.
member for West Durham said the Land Act of
last Session did not go as far as it ought to have
gone. I think, in ail probability, that it went as fari
as Mr. Gladstone felt he could safely go, and that if,
he had gone further ho could not have succeeded in getting1
his measure through Parliament. We have a right to say,]
if we think so, that that measure was not sufficiontly cnm-

Mr. MILLS.

prehensive. We know that for several years there has been
a failure of the crops, and the Irish peasant was unable to
pay his rent. We know that exorbitant rents were charged
and the consequence was that when his crops failed he was
unable to pay his rent, and the measure of last year did not
deal with the cases of thousands who wore in this position
and it left them to the tender mercies of the landlords. The
hon. the First Minister said that ho supported this motion
and that he opposed the proposition relative to the
disestablishment and disendowment of the Irish Church
because it was a mischievous proposition, calculated to set
Irish Protestant against Irish Catholie. I believe the hon.
gentleman is wholly mistaken. I believe that nine-tenths
of the Irish Protestants who may bave been in favor of the
State Church have after residing in this country become
satisfied that the Disestablishment and Disendowment Act
was abeneficial one. There isno analogy between the position
of the Roman Catholic Church in Quebec and the Protes-
tant Church in Ireland. The latter was the church of the
minority, and the former is that of the majority. The
Protestant Church in Ireland was supported by those who
are not members of it-by the poorest class of the popula-
tion, who, in consequence of their zeal for their own church,

.supported it out of their poverty, and who were compelled
besides to support the church of those who possessed the
wealth of the entire country and were in a minority in
that country. I do not know an instance where the Roman
Catholic Church of the Province of Quebec has called upon
the Protestants of that Province to contribute towards the
support of that churcb. In what instances, under what
circumstances, have the Roman Catholics of Quebec
undertaken to deal with the minority as the
Established Church in Ireland deait with the great
majority of thb population ? Sir, there was no danger
to the Roman Catholic Church of the Province of Quebec,
in consequence of any action that the Parliament of this
country might have taken upon the proposition submitted
to it some years ago by the late Mr. Holton. Now, the
First Minister said that my hon. friend from West Durham
was all wrong in what ho said with reference to Mr. Glad-
stone's observations on Home Rule. But he misrepresented
the position taken by the hon. member for West Durham.
What is the position of Mr. Gladstone? Dies ho say it is a
doubtful question ? Dues he say, " I do not know whether
Home Rule is a proper measure or not, but when you sub-
mit your proposition I will consider it? " No, Sir, he says
that he is convinced that a measure of Home Rule is neces-
sary not only for Ireland, but for Scotland, England and
Wales. He says Parliament is altogether overweighted,
that there are many questions requiring to be dealt with that
there is no time to deal with; that the country is suffering
in consequence of a large accumulation of work in the Par-
liament of the United Kingdom. It seems to me, there-
fore, that the hon. member for West Durham took a consis-
tent position in saying that if you admit that Home Rule is
necessary, that Parliament is unequal to the work it has
in hand ; that when you are in power it is your business to
provide a remedy; it is your business to give effect to the
convictions you entertain and to grant the ineans of
relief which you bolieve will remove the serious evils that
exist at the prosent time. The hon. Premier says the hon.
member for West Durham delivered a long lecture on the
evils of landlordism. Now, ie did nothing of the sort, but he
did point out that serious evils grew out of absenteeism in
Ireland, and there can be no doubt of that. Anyone who
has read Mr. Taine's book on the ancient reqime of France
will remember that before the revolution he describes a con-
dition of things existing in France almost precisely like that
which has existed in Ireland for many years past. The land-
lords resided in Paris, there was famine and suffering, and thc
people were unable to pay their rents, and many abandonhi
thoir holdings and took to the- wayside. According tohi
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statement, in 1119 nlot fewer than five million people died lency's anxious attention, distract that country. A portion of its popu-
of starvation. So tbey had there almost the same state lation is attempting to sever the Constitutional tie which unites it to

Great Britain in that bond which has favored the power and prosperity
of things, produced by the same causes, that you have had of both.
in Ireland since 1840. Well, Sir, we have, as the hon. "lIt is to be hoped that all men of light and leading will resist this
member for West Durham bas said, and as other hon. gentle- destructive doctrine. The strength of this naton depends on the unity
man have said in the observationis they have addressed to the of feeling which should pervade the United Kingdom and its widespread

a t . dependencies. The first duty of an English Minister should be to conso-
flouse this evening, the fact that this country is very detri- lidate that cooperation which renders irresistible a community educated
mentally affected by this state of things in Ireland in conse- as our own, in an equal love of liberty and law.

there; and the Irish- " And yet there are some who challenge the exiediency of the Impe-quence of the disaffection which exists rial character of this realin. Having attempted, an<1 failed, to enfeeblemen who leave that country do not come to this country, do our colonies by their policy of decomposition, they may perhaps now
not go to othèr portions of the British Empire, but they go recognize in the desintegration of the United Kingdom a mode which
to a foreign country and contribute to increase its wealth and ill The oeyacctemisb, ut nfecipitate their tur lise.d an opuortunitybecome useful and important citizens of that country. Now, to the nation to decide upon a course which will materially influence its
Sir, when we find that a people thrive in every country except future fortunes and shape its destiny.
their own, are prosperous, contented and law-abiding in ever " Rarelv in this century has there been an occasion more critical. TheS . . iy power of England and the peace of Europe will largely depend on thecountry except their own, it shows the evil is not verdict of the country."
with the race or the religion that race professes, but it is.
with the Government which produces that state of things- it 1 perfectly obvieus freom this letter which Lord Reacons-
that poverty and discontent which we find existing in Ire- field ddresd fo the V ry m eand , that e
land at the present time. It seems to me, therefore, that in that any demand for Home Rule meant disintegration, that
the resolution which has been submitted to the flouse the you cannot confer on the people of' Ireland the right of
opinion is not expressed in sufficiently pointed terms that, local self government, without seriously weakening the
on account of Home Rule having been tried and found bene- bonds by which the Empire is held togother. We know
ficial here, it would in our opinion be found to be beneficial i in this contry that has eot been ou exUperience. The
Ireland. We knowwhat is the result of a Legislative Union Legisative Umon which existed bet.ween Upperand Lower
here. There are some who think that a Governrment having Canada, instead of consolidating thein into one people
a large amount of power is necessarily a strong Government had the tendency of arraying or anitagonizing the people
but that is not our experience. Our experience was that ofconesection ofthe Provice iagainst the people ofanother
the attemptto establish a Legislative Union here and to weld section. It is well known that no snch feeling cxists at
dissimilar populations into one people had the effect to pro- this moment between Ontario and Quebec. From the very
duce a conflict of races between one section of the Dominion moment each Province took charge of its own
and the otber. Under a form of Legislative Union we had local affairs, the Union becarne stronger. So soon
practically two Governments. We had an Attorney- as certain portions of ie executive power passed
General for Quebec and one for Ontario ; we had two sets into the United Parlarment, and other powers were
of Ministers, two systems of legislation and jurisprudence, vested in the Local Legislatures, it str-engtened, and
we had one set of laws for Quebec and another for Ontario, did net weaken the Umon. The same effect wil be produced
one municipal system for Quebec and one f'or Ontario, oe by a federation of'the United Kingdom. We believe thatour
assessment of property for Quebec and a diffrernt system experiment shows this fact, that if yon give to a united
in Ontario. so that all those things which a Federal system body power to deal -with questions mn which only a portion
exists to give effect to we had, in fact, under a Legislative of the community are interested, and geographical sections
Union. What was more we had the mischief that arises out ofthe communty are alone iterested, you weaken
of havinn measures distasteful in one Province instead cf strengthemng the bond between the peo-
forced upon it by thie representatives of another Pro- riLe so united. Ths as been the case with thse
vince of a different race and a different way of thinking. United Kigdem. If the pople cf Ireland hal been
Now, Sir, it is a common notion among Englishmen that a allowed a measure of local self-government, and had
system of government that is good for England must be been permitted to manage their local affairs im. their own
good for all the world, and Ireland has been largely governed way, there weuld have been no standing ground for
on this principle. The dissatisfaction existing in Ireland. Fenianism-fer those who advocated the disitegration of the
under English rule may be in a large degree a matter of Empire or the entire separation ofIreland from the United
prejudice, but it is necessary to the well-being and progress Kigdom. In my opion this ouse would have been
of a nation that some respect should be had to its preju- ju ing very much further i the expression of ifs
dices as well as to its intelligent convictions. As far as opinion than it has done in the Address proposed by the
Ireland is concerned, not only its prejudices have been dis- hon. member for Victoria. We on this side of the fouse
regarded, but its sentiments have been almost wholly over- have no doubt that a Federal system of Government
looked. In fact, no important remedial measure, as the s the only ene suited te a large country.
bon. member f>r West Durbam has said, bas been carried We believe a Federal system would prove a
ont for Irelaud, unless it bas been secured by threatened great improvement if it were tried in the United
civil war or by a revolution. I know that a Government ingdom; we beieve it would give contentment te Ireland;
who will undertake to do justice bas a very formidable task that in givg tie people confrol of their own local affairs and
because its difficulty is that it has to overcome the prejudices the right te manage them in their own way, the sense of
of 25,000,000 of people who reside outside of Ireland, and justice would save the minority firom being dominated over
whose Opinions and prejudices in the Government of Ireland by the majority. Holding these views and opinions, that
have to be consulted. Now lot me cali the attention of the men ought not to e mcarcerated for political opinions
flouse to the address that was issued by the late Lord Bea- expressed in a constitutional way, as many of the Home
cOnsfield, when he went to the country in 1879. When ho Rulers were doing, we were prepared to vote for
dissolved Parliament he knew that a«large section of the resolutions in which those views are exprossed in a
Irish peoplewere demanding Home Rule, and that the ques- 1 much more clear and decided tone than that n which they
tOn would be made a very important issue in the elections are enunciated in the resolutions befbro the House.
im Ireland. Lct me call the attention of the Bouse to the Mr. BUNSTER. As the resolution asks for a simple act
view which lie entertained of this question of Home Rule : of justice to be donc by Her Majesty's Government in the

" Nevertheless, a danger, in its ultimate results scarcelr less disas- interest of Ireland, I do not understand why so mueh timerou, than pestilence and famine, and which now engages Your Excel- ihas been occupied in the discussion. It should have been
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allowed to go to a vote after the hon. member for West
Durham had made lis able speech, which will not be soon
forgotten, particularly by Irishmen. I am sorry to observe
that hon. members do not take more interest in securing
the release of my fellow-countrymen, who are incarcerated
in felons' celis for exercising freedom of speech. Hon.
members may laugh at the idea, but freedom of speech is
just as pleasant to one British subject as to another. But
I for one do not blame the British Government so much as
I do the bailiff in Ireland, who bas no interest farther than
to get bis percentage for the collection of rents for absent
landlords. When a corpse is brought back to Ireland to be
interred in a coffin which happens to be a valuable one,
the bailiff sells the coffin for rent, as he holds a plain wooden
coffin will be sufficient. Hon, gentlemen may think such
is not the fact, but I know to the contrary. Many people
send corpses from Australia, and they do not send them in
cheap coffins. Therefore, when the bailiff with bis Jew's
eye observes them, he removes them after the wake bas
been held. Would you blame any person for shooting
the bailiff? I would not. If I could not make a
good shot once I would shoot twice. I could go on to
relate for one or two hours cases nearly as bad as
that to wbich I have referred; but it is bad enough
to show that the people of Ireland have a grievance.
There bas been a great deal said about the religious ques-
tion in this debate. Where I was raised in the old country,
as a matter of course, I was taught that it was wrong to
have anything to do with Catholics; but since I have trav-
elled and have had opportunities to form opinions of my
own, I have seen a great deal of good that priests have
done, particularly in British Columbia. In British Colum-
bia, Mr. Speaker, let me tell you the priests, and they
alone, have civilized our Indians, who are now a superior
class, and our settlers and farmers are proud of them.
There is a scheme, I understand, before the Parliament of
Great Britain by which they intend to do justice to Ire-
land, a scheme to divide up the land of the absentee land-
lords and allow the tenantry to purchase it at a small rate
of interest. I think that will be a great step in the right
direction. TLe address, Mr. Speaker, is sufficiently mild,
and I am glad to see it so ably drawn. There is nothing in
it objectionable, and nothing but what I would like to sce
the Parliament of Canada endorse. It will probably have a
good effect with the British Parliament in inducing them to
grant the prayer of this House.

Mr. ANGLIN. Mr. Speaker, I find, Sir, that it is
entirely unnecessary for me to make a speech on
this subject. I retained my seat until this hour in
the morning for two or three reasons. The first
was that I desired to give way to hon. gentlemen
on both sides of the House to express what seems to have
been a universal feeling of sympathy for the people of
Ireland in their present state of suffering and trial, every
bon. gentleman who has spoken supporting the resolutions
now before the House. I thought it possible that in the
course of the debate, even those who meant weil might fall
into some errors with regard to the condition of affairs in
Ireland whieh it might be well for me to correct. But I
find there has been shown on the whole a knowledge of the
condition of Ireland which it was scarcely possible or at
least reasonable to expect. The errors have been so
few that it is hardly worth while to take any notice
of them. There were a few slight historical errors, and
some created by the deliberate misrepresentations of
the cablegrams to which we have all to resort for
information regarding Ireland. I was sorry to find my
hon. friend for West Elgin (Mr. Casey) fall into the
very common error that the Land League is in sorne way
responsible for such outrages as have unhappily been per-
petrated in Ireland of late years. The Land League were
not in any degree responsible for those outragea. The

Mr. BUNsTER.

simple fact is since the Land Lengue has been suppresèed
the number of outrages of a serious character, as well as
those that owe their importance to the misrepresentations
of the cablegrams, have greatly increased in number. The
people, driven from the modes of a peaceful and constitu-
tional agitation, have in far too many cases had resort to
what bas been called the wild justice of revenge; they have
taken the law into their own hands, and in many
deplorable instances crimes have been committed that
have sent a thrill of horror throughout the civilized
world. None have more deeply deplored these outrages
than those belonging to the Irish people who
have Irish blood in their veins, Who sympathise most
cordially with the people of Ireland in their struggles. But
the number of these outrages bas been deliberately exagger.
ated. We have had the most circumstantial accounts of
murders which it bas afterwards been found never were
committed. We have had the full particulars of houses
blown up, how they were entered, how undermined, and
have afterwards found that nothing of the kind had
ever taken place. We are aware, Mr. Speaker, that in
England, in proportion to the population, the number of
crimes of violence is vastly greater than in Ireland, which
is reported to the rest of the world as steeped in crime, and
almost reeking with the blood of its victims. In almost
any great city of this continent more crimes are comnitted,
sometimes in a week, than are committed in
a whole year among the five millions in
Ireland. All the crimes in late years have been
attributed to the Land League, and were all set down as
agrarian. There is no doubt that too many crimes have
been committed ; we must abhor bloodshed, no matter what
the provocation is, but it is not right to saddle the Land
League, nor any other league organized openly and fairly
for the purpose of constitutional agitation,with all the crimes
of violence committed in the whole country-crimes corn-
mitted often under the greatest possible provocation, which
-would almost exculpate the unfortunate men who committed
them. In that error I was sorry to see the hon. member
for West Elgin (Mr. Casey) fall. He did seem to exempt
the leaders of the League, however. Other errors of the
same character hon. gentlemen fell into in the course of the
evening, but they were remarkably few indeed. I was sorry
to observe the tone and manner in which the bon.
leader of the Government replied to, or rather commented
on, the very able and powerful speech of my hon. friend
from West Durham (.Mr. Blake). 1, myseif, would have
some reason to eomplain with that speech if I had intended
to put the case of Ireland before the House this evening, be-
cause he covered so much of what I would have had to deal
witb. There is still more to be said, but I will not call the at-
tention of the House to a full argument upon the question.
The hon. Prime Minister appeared provokcd by the refer-
ence made by the hon. member for West Durham, to a
speech the right bon, gentleman delivered in 1869, on a
motion of the late Mr. Holton ; but that reference was justifi-
able on this ground, that the hon. member for West Darham
had no reason to know that the Premier- had changed bis
views since that time as to the right of this Parliament to
meddle in affairs not coming strictly within its purview.
He had a rigbt, in that view, to make that reference and the
right to argue that in that case the right hon. gentleman
was mtistaken, and to anticipate as he did that the views of
the right hon. gentleman had in the meantime changed.
Perhaps, Sir, that reference was of a provoking character,
though I thought not so intended. At all events, the hon.
Premier chose to commence by charging the hon. member
for West Durham with having made his speech and taken
the position he did in a partizan spirit and for partizan pur-
poses. Surely, after the statement made by that hon. gef-
tleman that he had himself, in the early days of the Se88io"n
contemplated moving resolutions in this same direction,
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but going somewhat further, that lie had been prevented instalment of justice-and somo of them wcre very small
from doing se by the calamity in bis family, in his sorrow instalments indeed-was extorted by agitation, by threats
for which we all, I presume, sympathized, and that on bis of rebellion or insurrection, or by some othor methods te
return, finding that some of the other Irish gentlemen in which the people of lreland should not have been compelled
the House and the Senate were holding conference to resort. The resuit of every one of these struggles for
on this matter with the view of introducing a justice was that the Irish people were taugbt that from the
resolution, he forbore to move his resolution- BritishiParliamont they need nover expeet to receive spon-
surely after that statement, unless the hon. gen- taneous justice or fuir play. The lesson was often tauglt
tleman thought it was a fabrication, it must be to them that if they were Ioho well governed-governed
clear to every hon. gentleman that the hon. member for according to Irish feeling, and for the promotion of Irish
West Durham had no party object in view. Had bis able intersts-they must le governed by an Irish Parliament
advocacy of this question been for the purpose of obtaining sitting in Irelaud. The bon, gentleman also said that
a greater amount of Irish Catholie votes in the next elec- the band Act of IS70 provcd to be a failuro. The
tion, he would have taken quite another course; it was quite fact that Mr. Gladstone himself introduced another Land
open to him to have put bis resolution on the notice paper Act last year is evidence that the Aet of 1878 proved a
and to have brought it before the flouse ; but instead of failure. I believe that ho thouglt the Act of 1870 would
doing that, ho chose in a spirit of fair play--shall I say of effect a great and beneficial change in the land laws of Ire-
self-denial ?-to withdraw from the position lie held and land-that thereafter the rights of tenants, at lest to tho
await the action of those other gentlemen. The hon. mem- property they had themselvcs created in the sou, by their
ber for West Durham said ho preferred the first resolution iudustry, would ho protected. But the fundamental weak-
to what ho called the emasculated resolution now before us. uess was regardiug the freedom of contract as toosacred to
Perhaps that phrase was also somewbat provoking ; because be iuterfered with, wheu a short time the laudlords found,
no hon. member can doubt that the changes made in the to use O'Conuell's phrase, that they could run a coachiand
resolution are the work of the right hon. leader of the four through the Act. IIroland ne real freedom of con-
Government himself. If he did not write them all, I think tract existed, men bid for and bad to take land on such
ho wrote the greater part of the amended resolutions, or at terms as the landiords chose to prescribe; for centuries
all events dictated the changes that were made, bis style is they and their aucestors had oced it, but now they had
se familiar to the whole of us that there ceau hoino to contract thoselves out of al enefits which the law was
doubt - on that point. WeIl, the right ion. gentleman calculated to confer. u the Bill of 1880 ther is uo such
lerhaps feit that wben the hon. member for West tbing as freedom of coutract and this Act is also defective.
Durham der3ignated these as the emascuhated resolutions, it Some charge Mr. Gladstone with dishonesty of purposo and
was an attack upon bis own pride of authorship or ipon desiring rather teo build up the handlord system than rcde
himself personally, and in the course of bis speech ho justice t TIe reind.u Ibeieve that opinion entire y urfounded.
alluded te these resolutions in the highest possi- I bewieve Mr. Gladsto e is actuated throughout by the
le terms. lRe aIse chargcd the hou. member most hoest, couscientieus and patriotiec motives, desirous
for West Durham with having attacked Mr. of disng the fualest justice te the tesanty and the whole
Gladstone-with haviug said something calculated te give peple of Ireland, aud w do net think him blameab e for any
offéee te Mr. Gladptone when Mr. Gladstone should, as ho failure. It lias been said the present Land A-ct gees
said, read that speech. Iamn glad te think that that speech practically as far towards creating tenant propioty in th
will be read-that speech seweli conceived and se well soin as was possible in any A-ct that ho could hope tecarry.
delivered, se eloquent, powerful and telling as itunquestion- I must cnfess when ho introducd bisget im , althougb it
ably was-a magnificent oration, as the hon. nember for saowed many defctastonuesefamiiar with the condition
iontreal East described it; a powerful and conviAcing of Irish affairs as I an, my first impression wa that it was
tspeech, as the hon. member for Essex described it-a speech a Bi h nbver couhd get through the Commons, net to
net euly of rmarkable ability and great power, but delivered speak of the flouseef Lords. It was otly by the coudition
with ail the evident earnestness and sinccrity which was net of affairs in Irelaud, by the height tet which the agitation
Onhy the eutpouri•g of the intelligence and the historical ad reached and the formidable appearance of the combined
knwledgeof the on, gentleman from bis acquired stires, but tenantry, under the guidec f the aund League, acting
aIse ile swehing eut of his affection for the land ofhbis fathers strictly within coustitutional imitês, but still wielding the

-that speech, I have ne doubt, willen read by the states- powers they possesed se effective y as te render the colec-
men of England, and give force and efflcacy te these resolu- tientef rack rents, but stih more the arhitrary evictions f
tiens we are about te pass, which they otherwiso would net tenants, impossible in may cases and difficult in al, that the
have. I arn gîad te think, tee, Sir, that it wilIho read by Engish Goverument was crnpelaled te take the action
ail the Irish petple throughout the world, that in every which ended in the ast Land Act. To tae surprise of ahi
paper that circulates among rishmen this speech will be who know thecondition of things in the Old Country, it was
repubtjshod, and that Irishm u everywhere wihl learn the a great surprise that the most earnest sup-
gratifying fact that bore i hCa nad,. mteybave amanholding porters of the Laud Bih in the Cormons, were
a high aud preminent position, a man of great ability, who those who represented the landiord interest cf'Irehand.
Ympathises thoroughly with them and with the pe e They wanted te go mc further. some respects they

il the old fatheraud. The rig dt bon. gentleman aisebcer- assisted tho powerful Act of Mr. Gladstone, and in some res-
pained that the hon. member for West Durham ad said pects they renderedri.ess beneficial than it otherwise wouîd
that rnuchefthe remedial legislation cf the British have been. They introduced amendments and struck eut
Pariament came t late-too latetob effectiveee some sections which impaired thheusefulnoss of the mensure;
hte te produce the good effects which it might bave pro- bu nteIoete eewligt c h c as
diced ad it corne at an gardier day, had it beencthebtndthe whofethey were wiîl esethe Act pass

windlthe fact-ofathepreehgeonwellhcopeeitee A-ctstewpas

1SPontaneous effering from the EugWiAi people, a desire te do se, readily through the Lords. But even thoen the deleetsJusticerather tha n soemthing extort d fron an unwiling of the measure wern-manifcsted.iMr. Gladstone wished
PareiamlEt nd that is the historical fact. Mr. Bright that wlin ho ostablished bis land courts, ad those courts
hi is he reported er fave said net very long ago, before had investigated som cases and deternined the rates te
lhb change f Government, that duringtbe last fifty years establish a scale upon which the renta ceuhd be fairly flxed,

n lritis h Governgent lad ofteidone justice tetreand, that the landords thorsehves wouhd core ferward and
but Wan overknown te oe justa for jstice sae. Every agree with the tenants ou that subjet. And it was reason
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ably said that after all there would be a few hundred or a the high position he holds, that Ireland ought to be ruled by
few thousands to be disposed of; but those who know the Irish ideas and feelings. It cannot be through an Im:perial
landlords of Ireland and the agents of the absentee land- Parliament. That Parliament is over-weighted with work
lords felt they would do anything to facilitate a change and evon with the best possible disposition there is a want
beneficial to the tenantry, calculated to reduce their own of information and sympathy in it that renders sound legis-
inco mes, or more than that, to remove the tenantry from lation for Ireland almost impossible. We have unfortunately
a condition of bondage in which they were placed. It was in Ireland a governing class and a governed class, and the
not merely that the tenantry wore intended to pay every- former has to a very great extent the sympathy of the ruling
thing that could b3 abstracted from the land, save class in England. We know also that many of the
their own share of the coarsest of food, but land- landlord class hold land in both England and Ireland
lords and agents would come into their families and the landlord classes of the two countries are se bound
and, prescribe how they should live and even the together by alliances and by interests that the Irish land-
persons whom their children should marry. Even on the lords in the enforcement of their peculiar ideas, have
estate of the Marquis of Landsdown, who lias been held up always had the sympathy and the support of the English
as a model landlord, it was absolutely the law that if a man landlord class who are still the most influential class iin the
allowed his son to get married without the permission of Legislature of that country. The conviction is growing
the agent he forfeited bis right to the holding, and it is that Home Rule is the only remedy for the evils and
notorious that that penalty has been enforced. That was misfortunes of Ireland, and that if the Irish
the condition from which it was hoped this Land Act would people were allowed to govern themselves ac.
relieve the tenantry of Ireland. The hope, unfortunately, has cording to their own ideas of what is right they
proved unfounded. To-day there are 70,000 to 90,000 cases. would succeed in obtaining such a measure of happiness and
The landlords are fighting thoso cases inch by inch and on prosperity as other people governing themselves have gen-
the most trivial grounds appeal froïm the decisions of the erally succeeded in obtaining. i have gone more at length
Courts, and the tenants are absolutely unable to contest the into this question than I intended when I rose. lion.
appeals through lack of money to pay costs. Another point gentlemen on both sides of the House have, with great
which the hon. member for West Durham pointed out was, unanimity, with great earnestness that is most gratifying,
this Act does not deal with the question of arrears. A year and indeed somewhat surprising, accepted the broad pro-
before it was introduced, the Government provided that position that Ireland has been sadly misgoverned and is
no eviction should be permitted for arrears until the still misgoverned; that it is to-day in a deplorable condition
Act thon in contemplation had been introduced and for itself and a dangerous condition when we look at its
passed. The people, no matter how they sustained themselves, relations towards the Empire at large. They have also ad-
though in many cases they receivel relief from abroad, mitted that Home Rule, such as we enjoy in this country, is
were unable to pay their rents, and arrears bad &ccumulated the true remedy for that state of things. Ijoin in the re-
which were not arrears of fair rents, as determined by the gret that these resolutions are not more direct and positive.
Courts, but arrears running forty to sixty per cent. above 1 expressed the wish from the first that the resolutions, no
fair rents. In cases where an account was open for several matter by whom presented, should be so drafted as to give
years preceding, had a fair rent been charged the whole not the slightest umbrage to any member of this House, or
time, instead of the tenants being in arrears the landlords hurt the prejudices, if any prejudices existed, of anybody
would be in their debt ; yet although the House of Commons b ongng to any nationality or religion. I folt it was of
recognized the justice of such a provision and passed a Bill tLh highest importance, if we moved in this matter at all
to that effect, dealing with arrears, which was rejected by that we should succeed in carrying with us the unani-
the bouse of Lords, yet when the Land Act was passed it mous, or nearly the unanimous opinion of this bouse,
contained no provision whatever affecting those tenants. and I felt that in order to do that, the resolutions ought to
They could still be evicted for non-payment of those arrears. be drawn in the mildest possible manner, and that we ought
The right bon. First Minister should not find fault with 1 to ask what we desired in such a way as to meet with the
anybody for simply saying that the Land Act had net concurrence and the approval of all the bon. gentlemen in
proved beneficial. To-day that question is the burning ques- this House. Therefore, I have not the slightest objection
tion. There are many others that demand the attention of that the resolutions prepared by a number of members of
the Irish people and of the Government, but the land ques- both Houses of Parliament should have been modified after-
tion overshadows them all. Last year the Parliament felt wards by the Primo Minister or any other hon. gentleman
itself called on to ote $100,000 towards the Irish people. in this House, provided the modifications were evidcntly
We felt then we had a right to interfere in the affairs of the calculated to render the resolutions more acceptable to the
Old Country by generously voting that handsome sum of House, and provided, at the same time, that they did not
money. We have a right to-day to interpose in this behalf give expression or suggest anything that would be in itself
also by asking for such remedial logislation as will put an objectionable. But I think they ought to have been, so far
end to their sufferings and trials. At the time this land as they went, direct. They do not deal with the land ques-
agitation began to attain its enormous proportions, Home tion, and that is quite proper, perhaps, because Home Rule
Rule was placed in abeyance by the more active spirits of embraces the land question. Give the Irish people Home iRule
that movement, because they felt if the people were to be and it is to be presumed you give them at
saved and Ireland remain a nation it was absolutely essen- once every remedial measure that it is possible they
tial this land question should be settled. This very attempt could obtain, because they would thon have in their
of the British Parliament to deal with this question, and its own hands the power to deal with all those matters
deplorable failure, bas revived the feeling that Home Rule relating to their internal affairs. But I think that if we
alone is the true remedy, the drastic remedy, to use the thought they were entitled to Home Rule we should have
expression of the hon. the First Minister, for the situation. asked for it directly and plainly without the "ifs " and
The people of Ireland feel they are able to legislate for them- the "ands " and conditions I find in the resolution.
selvos, they have shown in their management of such local I quite agree lu saying that we desire respectfully te sug-
affairs as are entrusted to them-the Poor-law Unions and gest to Ier Majesty that Canada and its infiabitants have
corporate bodies-a capacity for self-government that bas prospered exceedingly under the Federal System, leaving to
i ather surprised those who were formerly disposed to treat each Province of the Dominion considerable powers Of self-
them as a people to be ruled and unfit to rule themselves. government. That is the recital of a simple fact in which
Mr. Gladstone deserves the credit of being the first, holding we all agree. When Mr. Gladstone chose, in that extraor-

Mr. ANGLIN.
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dinary speech he made a short time ago, to admit that the meeting the expressed desire of so nany of your Irish subjects in tha

quesionof slf-ovenmen ba becme prcticl qes-regard, so that Ireland xnay b1ecome a source of strength to Your Maquestion of self-government has become a practical ques- jsy mie'
tion, but at the same time to demand from the Home
Rulers that they should formulate their demands in such a I regard that as seriously objeetionable and to bo contrary
shape as to be acceptable to the people of Great Britain, hm te the opinion expressed by many bon. members who ad-
certainly demanded what he had no right to ask, and by dressed the buse. We have ail dcclared that we believe
making that demand he seemed to wish to evade the HomeiRule should be extended to Jrcland, and thut sucl ex-
responsibility which rested upon him as leader of the tension is not unpatriotic with the safety of the Empire.
Government. If he believes the time has come when there Some have declared that it bas become absolutely neces-
must be a reconstruction of the parliamentary system of sary-for the maintenance of the Empire in its integrity
Great Britain, and when there must be a central and local and power. In this resolution we are raising considerable
Parliament, it was for him to frame such a system as would doubt on that point. We are also expressing doubts as to
be applicable to the present state of things and which is the good faith of the Irish people, for the resolution says:
best calculated to maintain intact the power and the interestIlif the rights of the minority are fully protectod and
of the Empire, and it was not for the forty or fifty gentlemen received thon wc hope" certain things will be donc. If
who represent the Home Rule party in Parliament, and who there is a country in the world whero the rights of the
have no power to give effect to anything they may propose. minority, and more than their rights almost their privilegos
I think the hon. member for West Durham offered no have at ail times been respected and held sacred, it is in
opposition to Mr. Gladstone in dissenting from his own views Ireland. It will be impossible to point to a singlo instance
of what the duty in this particular is, and I think that Mr. whcre the rights oftbe minority have been disregarded by
Gladstone was mistaken as to what his duty is, and I think any body of Irishmen. There have been times in the
he was also mistaken when he argued as if he were not history of Ircland since those religious différences have
aware that there was in existence anywhere in the world a occurred, wheu Catholies wcre in the ascendancy, when they
system which might form the model for the system lehe ad control of the Goverment of the country. They had
seemed to think was desirable. There was in the United it iu thc reiga of Quecu Mary, and during those years there
States a Federal system which might have formed the were prosecutions or persecutiens of Protestants in England.
groundwork of some such system. There is also here in Many fled froru England te Ireland; they werc received in
Canada a Federal system which the Imperial Parliament Dublin hospitably and wemaintaincdnuttc expense of
itself las created and upon which ho might have formed a the city; there was again another time wbcn what was
scheme to suit the necessities of Great Britain. It is truc know as thc Confederation of Kilkenny lad control of
that in our Federal system there is a considerable amount Ireland, and in no one instance did the minority
of friction which it is desirable to avoid, but even in that suifer tle slightest injustice or injury at thc bands
system he could find something worthy of imitation. It is of tle maority. To-day wlat is the state of things? For
not impossible to devise a system, and it was scarcely just years and years the corporations of Irelnnd have been close
to throw upon the Home Rulers the duty of formulating a borougîs, Protestants only being admitted te a siîre jr
scheme when, according te the English Constitution, it is the Civil Government, and in sone cases, Protestants wcre
the duty of theI n-perial Parliament te provide for tle only permitted te be burgesses. One of tic measures obtained
proper legisiation cf every portion of the llJuited IKingdom. by O'Connell was a change of the municipal law iu Ireland.
We do net ask our Governer General te determine any ques- Tmi Catholies possessed a large majority in many of tfe cities
lion of thc kind. There wns a lime in thchistry of the ad twns. Irelwd they treat t miuority? h tDublin,
old Irish Parliament, whea uotwithstanding restrictive te this day, it las beceine thc rule that thc mayor shahl e
legisiatien that crippled it and rellydeprived iIt of ail right eue year a Cahlie and o e eiar a Protestant, aleogntle
of independent action, it certainly awakeaed te a seuseof Catoliesareot thoio e eue in he Common Couneil which
its ewn riglits and without asking thc sanction cf tce appoints the mayor and six te ae in the city. The saie
Br'itish Parliariient, i simply declared its own power te is true cf other cilie and towns in Ireland. itht regard
renew and exorcise ils pwers. But tat was thc case of an teo parliamentary representation, one cft e most Conserva-
independent Parliament, having n. seperate existence, net tive hounties electeda ftw years ago, aPresbyterian Minister,
one depcnding on thc British Parliament, -by its owu r sght. and we have every day Catolie constituencies prferrint
To-day, hewever, there ie nobody, certainly no eue whose Protestant candidates. I neyer heard of a case in Ireland where
Opinion possesses the sligltest value or influence, who pre. tledfact tht tc candidate was a Protestant w s onsadered
tende te say tlat the Imperial Parliament is net absolutely ebjectionable; on theI cenrary it is rather in te candidate's
SOveroigu and supreme in tlis maîter and may pase ju"t favor thatlehbelngs te me religion of ule mneority. Te
sud laws reguîating legisiative action and ereating new day tlevery leader of 1e great agitation, n t tie man te
legisiation or apporîieuing new legisiative powers, wherm itewes i ngryin, but ws parliametary leader, M -
as tlcy sec fit te pass. Thc Imperial Parliamient las th Parnori, is him ef a Protestant, as are manv others f tie
rigît te pass sudnets, and the Legisiature passes such same class, and tey arenetptle less admired and esteemed
pewers as tle Aci describes. There is therefore, ne n wces- because they happen te blong to tc religien cf e mine-
sity of resorting te sud a clumsyand unconstitutionan rity. Therefore I do not Think it is deFirable i i the
nanier te determino theo matters, as Mr. Gladstone Canadian Parliament should, by adopting a resolution of
secms te think le the only course open for the tos character, threw any doub upon the libenality ef the
Home Hulers te adept. But whiie I believe ail ibis, and whilc majority lu Ireland. If believed the results of Home Rule if
Ive are glad te sec, noîwiîsîanding our party diffirences, obtained by tecIrisg people would le tnt the minerity
Iai we are iu an eminent degree slowinoe ail the esseutial woudbe oppressed, wrenged or aggrieved in any degree

exceilencies of tle Federal system applied te a coMntry by île majerity, I would nover record my ve in rs fever.
grewn tee large for a single Legielature, we might lave And I believe, Sir, a very great number ef Irise Catholics
said very plainly that a similar sysîem slould be adopted trougoutthee wald are of tIcmsane belief. And ten

Irelandland;in no onelinstanceudidbtheiminorit

in eIgvnd; that re wdshic he bessings of, tesextraordinaryexpression w find ere, is ytle rigts and
8eflo lierîlen ofds: - ail cherisl. Therefore, I do s f the majorinrity protected." What dofs h mean by

talus? One las te almostiguessi at. Iarn t aware, Sr,
l" We venture te express a hope ttat if consistent with the ihtegrity tivat legallyvte minority holds a differena statusfrn wee

andwell being of theE mpire,alnd Pi the right and atu of the mi-ymajerit ut as a matter of fact they mld a very differet
nrity are funy prtected and tecured, sure ieans may be fonnd of statuhe indoed, inasmuch as thc majority occupy ail the
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lucrative appointments under the Crown. The law prohibits
the appointment of a Catholic Lord Lieutenant. There has
nover been a Catholic Secretary, and at the Castle I have
never known more than one or two Catholics in important
offices. There are a few Catholie judges, and several Catholie
lawyers have forced their way to the bench; but though the
great majority of the lawyers are Catholicsthe great majority
of judges are Protestants. Is that what he meant by the
status of the minority ? Are we to ask that they are to
be put on an equal footing with the majority ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Lord Lieutenant is
the only one. -

Mr. ANGLIN. Does the lion. gentleman mean that for
all time to come that that shall continue ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He is a representative of
the Queen. The Constitution provides that the Sovereign
must be a Protestant.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am aware of that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very well, it is held by

constitutional lawyers that the office of representative of
the Sovereign there-the Lord Lieutenant is a Viceroy-
must be a Protestant also.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am aware of that, but that is a matter
that can be changed by due course of law,

Sir JOHN A. MACD)ONALD. Oh, yes.
Mr. ANGLIN. Materially it was not a matter of much

consequence, but considered as one of sentiment and be-
lieving it is a matter of very great consequence that we are
by law prohibited from occupying that office.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think so. J would be
glad to see it repealed.

Mr. ANGLIN. I an trying to find out what this means,
" the status of the minority is to be protected and secured."
That is the only case in which the law makes any difference.'
I think it would have been very much botter if those words
were omitted. I shall not propose that they be omitted, in
fact under the rules I could not, but I do not want to do
anything that would prevent the unanimous passage of these
resolutions. I think it of the greatest possible importance
that they should be passed unanimously and the people and
Goverument of England should hear us with one voice ask
that Home Rule be granted to Ireland. There is another
point I object to in those resolutions, that is, with regard to
those called suspects. The passage says:

' We would further express a hope that the time has come when Your
Majesty's clemency may, without injury o the interests of the United
Kingdom, be extended to those persons wlio are now imprisoned in Ire-
land charged with political offences only, and the inestimable blessing
of personal liberty restored to them."

I hope the hon. leader of the Government misunderstood
the remarks made, for if not ho treated very unfairly what
was said by the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake). le assumed that the hon. gentleman wished to
ask that persons charged with the most serions offences
should be set free, that the jil doors of Ireland should be
thrown open, and that persons guilty of the most enormous
offences b allowed to go out. The hon. member never
stated anything of the kind, and I cannot understand how
the leader of the Government could have misunderstood
him. What ho did say and what I am prepared to repeat
is that men who have been arbitrarily arrested and who are
arbitrarily held in prison on no charge whatever, but on the
extraordinary charge that there are reasons of thoir being
suspected of committing some crime, and this in a country
supposed to enjoy the glorious privileges of a British con-
stitution, surely, Sir, it is a monstrous state of things that
the Government of the country should sweep over that
country, and upon information furnished it, may be by the
very members of that landiord class who are affected by

Mr. ANGLIN.

this agitation, and have learned to hate the agitators, seize
them and put them into prison, without trial or hearing
of any kind, merely because it is said
they are reasonably suspected of being guilty
of some political crime. These men deny that they
are offenders of any kind. I find that there are, according
to a telegram we received a few days ago, 510 of these mon
now in prison throughout Ireland, some not charged with
political offences at ail. There are men imprisoned for
being suspected of murder, of arson, of violence against the
person, others of provoking, others to like crimes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The original resolutions
which, I believe, the hon. gentleman saw and approved of,
referred to the political prisoners in much the same terms
as these.

iMr. ANGLIN. The original resolutions were defective
in that respect, and I should probably have spoken of them in
the same way that I am speaking of the present ones.
Among these prisoners are such men as Mr. Parnell, a
member of the British Parliament, a man of high character,
of whom no one has ever been able to say that he has ever
been guilty of any crime even the most venial; Mr. Dillon,
another member of Parliament, as well as four or five others
also members of the Ilouse, are also among the suspects
accused of being suspected of the same treasonable practices.
Mr. Arthur O'Connor, in Parliament, succeeded in extorting
from the Irish Attorney-General an admission that a war-
rant was awaiting him Ëhould he ever set foot in Ireland,
and yet he had the right to sit in Parliament the peer of
any member there. H1e challenged the Government to put
him on trial, that he was prepared to meet the charge
against him openly, moving all plea of want ofjurisdiction.
That challenge was, of course, not accepted. That is a state
of affairs that is, in my opinion, utterly unjustifiable and
inadvisable. I have always deeply regretted, with my
great regard for Mr. Gladstone and my high opinon of his
ability and honosty of purpose, that ho has allowed
himself to be driven to resorting to means of this
kind for the purpose of suppressing crime in Ireland.
Some state, and not without sorne show of reason, that for
the mere indulgence of personal spleen or pique he allowed
himself to resort to measures which in history will attach
to his name a stigma that I would gladly see removed from
it. Bat we ought to ask for these men no clemency; when
we ask for clemency, we place them in a position fron
which clemency only can relieve thom. They would not ask
clemency for themselves, Sir; they ask for justice and
fair play; and only what they would ask for thomslves
should their friends ask for them. I would be ashamed,
were I the mover of that resolution, to ask for clemency; I
would ask for a trial and fair play. I know it has been
said that it would be useless to put these men en their
trial-that it is impossible to obtain the conviction of a
political offender in Ireland; but for that there isno founda-
tion whatever. A short time ago a number of persons were
arrested charged with being members of a band of what are
called "Moonlighters, " charged with intimidating through-
out the country, with seizing arms, and committing other
illegal acts. The person who gave the information, as it
turned out, was the person who organized these mon. He
was himself an old soldier, and when he was arrested by the
police, on his person were found a watch and various other
articles. That man's evidence was scarcely worth receiv-
ing against men charged with any serious offence;
but in this case, which was tried in the City of Cork,
which was said to be the very focus of discontent,
there was no difficulty in obtaining a conviction of five of
these men. That fact is conclusife proof that if these mnl
were put on their trial, their would be no difficultY, if they
were guilty, in convicting them. I have no hesitation i
-voting for thepassing of these resolutions, but I wish lit toho
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understood that I do not believe in asking for clemency for
these mon, because I do not wish to ask for clemency for
men who have been convicted of no offence. These words
were not in the resolutions originally agreed upon, and I
am sorry they are used here. I am glad, on the other hand,
to find that the resolutions are going to pass unanimously,
and that they have been received in such a kind and sym-
pathetic spirit by hon. gentlemen of various nationalities in
this House. The hon. oeember for Ottawa County (Mr.
Wright), I am glad to know, has always manifested a warm
sympathy with the Irish people; one of the first speeches
I heard from him some years ago was on a similar subject,
and he spoke then with the same earnestness and ardor
and generous feeling that we all admire in him. I am glad
to find that a botter sense of the condition of things in
Ireland is prevailing; I am glad to find, as the hon. mem ber
for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster) said, that prejudices which
came with the mother's milk are gradually disappearing.
We are learning to appreciate and understand each other
more thoroughly, and to find that if one man is a Protestant
and another a Catholic, one an Episcopalian and another a
Presbyterian, it matters little, that every man should act
and think for himself, and that notwithstanding these differ-
ences we ought to combine in all that relates to us as a people,
by having one heart, one mind, one thought, and one vote.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I am very glad that hon.
gentlemen have discussed this resolution in such a catm,
gentlemanly, courteous manner, which has removed a
great deal of the opposition I had to it. The hon. member
fbr West Durham certainly made a speech that was very
creditable to him as an Irishman, and I was proud to hear
him, though in some instances ho went too far; He found
fault with one of the best friends Ireland las ever had in
the English Parliament, and that is Mr. Gladstone. But in
the remarks made by the different speakers, not one has
told how a great deal of Ireland's troubles could be reme-
died. The hon. gentleman who has just sat down speaks of
Home Rule. Home Rule will not do it, unless the tenantry
of Ireland own the land; and I would ask, how in the name
of common sense, if they get Home Rule, are they to obtain
the money to purchase the land from the Irish landlords ?

Mr. WRIGHT. From the English Government.
Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman has struck the

key note; the only way the Irish people can own the land
is by the credit and capital of the English Government,
which voted the people's money to liberate the slaves,
and the world honored it for what was done. Home
Rule means nothing without the people owning the
land. It is saidthe late Land Act of Mr. Gladstone was very
defective. But who did the most to make it defective ?
Parnell and his followers, its great enemies in the Commons.
I say unhesitatingly that were there a Parliament in Dublin
composed entirely of Irishmen, no such liberal bill would
have been passed. The most tyrannical landlords in Ire-
land are those who belong to the Roman Catholic Church,
and the most tyrannical agents and most unreasonable con-
stables are Roman Catholics. No reform bas ever been
given to Ireland but the present Protestant minority has
accepted and worked it out most industriously. I heard the
words that foll from the member from Ottawa with whieh
all will agree.

Several hon. MEXIBERS. Oh, oh, and interruptions.
Mr. WHIT E. I desire to say that I have been a

menber of this House for thirteen sessions and have never
interrupted anyone during that time by making noises onthe desk. Mr. Vallée ought to be ashamed of his conduct.

Mr. VALLEE. The hons gentltman is entirely mistaken;
aI lot disturbing him.
Mr. WHITE. If mistaken I beg pardon. I do not intend

t. ay a word to offend any one. But what do these resolu-amount to ? What will tie Engliah Parliament and

Government say of them ? The member who has just taken
his seat knows well that the great difficulty the English
Government bas in regard to Home Rule is that a large
portion of the people of Ireland are opposed to it.
The minority fear it, convinced they would not enjoy the
rights and privileges they now possess. I believe the day is
not far distant when Mr. Gladstone and Lord Salisbury will
find a solution for the great difficulty that now overshadows
Ireland, and that if we did not pass this resolution it would
be botter for the Irish people and the English government.
Why should we interfere and petition the Home Government
as to how to govern Ireland ? Do they not know better
than we? iHow should we like their passing resolutions
that we should impose a duty on this or that article or to
manage in this and that way the different Provinces of the
Dominion ? We would delbberately tell them to mind their
own business-that we could manage our own affairs.
I am not going to divide the House on these resolutions,
which can be carried on a division; but I think there is a
good deal in them of a political nature. I believe one of the
great political parties of this country is anxious to pull the
wool over the eyes of the Catholic Irishmen of this country,
by bidding for their votes. But a large majority of the Irish-
men of the country are satisfied this motion will not benefit
Ireland to the value of the paper. 1 may be
wrong, but I think that if a large number
of hon. mombers expressed their own convictions
they would use the language I am employing. If we
petitioned the Home Government to purchase the land from
the landlords and give them to the poor, afuerwards Home
Rule would come, when the people would manage their own
affairs well. I believe also the majority, if they held a stake
in this country, would do justice to the minority. The
remarks of the hon. member for West Durham as to the
sufferings of the Irish people were very true-everything
had to go to the landlords and tax collectors ; but in many
instances the landlords are not quite so much to blame. The
people liked to live close to each other, and cut up their
farms smail and paid high rents for the purpose. Bosides
many good landlords were willing to spend their capital and
live among the people, but they would take offence at them,
shoot them and drive them out of the country. I believe
these resolutions will do harm by encouraging parties in
Ireland to do that which the good Irishman is ashamed of,
and will discourage the friends of peace, prosperity and
happiness. Trouble is largely maintained in Ireland by
parties going from the States, for not treating whom more
severely the Government is to blame. If those Irish Amer-
icans were kept out of Ireland a solution of this difficulty
would soon come, and peace and harmony be quickly restored.
1 believe that the Land Bill passed by Mr. Gladstone could be
so worked that much good would be derived from it, and I
trust the day is not far distant when the remarks made by
the Earl of Salisbury lately in Liverpool will become fact,
that is that the Governmont will assist the Irish people to
own the land, and then I believe peace and prosperity will
come to that unhappy land, thon the English Government
could well afford to give to Ireland a system of Municipal
Rule. The hon. member for Gloucester said that he objected
to these resolutions bocause there was a clause in it that the
minority should be protected. I bolieve that portion of the
resolutions. It is the best part of them, and will show the
minority in the old country that they have friends here who
are willing that they should be shown justice and fair play.
As a whole I am opposed to the resolutions. To interfere at
the present time would only give more trouble to Mr.
Gladstone in his anxiety to try and get over the Irish diffi.
culty. Had the hon. gentleman not brought the resolutions
before the House at ail it would have been much better,
What do they amount to? Not the paper they are written
on. Al that Mr. Gladstone can say, as the right hon. First
Minister and the hon. leader of the Opposition knQw, i4
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that ho bas done ail that he could and must bide his time son to feel proud that I have been the mover of these reso-
to see what the result is. I only rise to enter my protest lutions. I have reason to feel proud of this Parliamert
against this House interfering directly or indirectly with and proud tht I live in a country where these resolutions
the affairs of the Imperial Parliament. find such hearty and unanimous approval in a Parliament

.Sr representing ail classes, creeds and nationalities in thisMr. LAN.,DRY. Mr. Speaker, if I take a part mn the. onr.M ojc sacmpihd u ms icagdbt tis nrl to prertta- ain -,ii utterances ofconty My object is accomplished, but I must disoharge.
debate it serely toprotest against another duty. 1 must say in the first place that listened
the preceding speaker. Answering the hon. member for with pride, as an Irishman, to the specch of the hon. leader
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), the hon. member for Hastings of the Opposition. It is not for me to thank that bon.
(Mr. White) has attributed to the large Catholic landiords gentleman for simply doing his duty as an Irishman and as a
and their agents the acts of oppression complained of by the member of this House. In that respect he hasdone no more
Irish people. I do not know whether ho itended to con- than myself. I think everyone will read that speech with
vey thereby the idea that Cathoiics were more or less the pleasure and interest. But I have been more pained, I
cause of the oppression endured by the Irish peoplo. If such musT say, by the remarks of the last speaker than by any-
be his intention, iJ have to protest, and I do so encrgetica!ly thing that has occurred during this debate. It i very
against sucb an assertion. It may be that in a country painful to me that my motives should have been called in,
where the majority are Cathohes, that Catholies are accused question as they have been by a charge that I have been
of certain misdeeds, but from that it must not be concluded, actuated by a desire to make political capital ont of a
in regard to those misdeeds that we are now dealing with, that motion which I hold to be one of the most sacred, and to
it is because certain men are Catholies that they have com- which I adhere with the most earnest conviction.
mitted the acts for which they are blamed. The hon had no political motive to serve in this resolution. If my
member bas found but one feature to please him in the motive was te strengthen the party with which we are both
motion ef the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Costigan), and connected it would ill-repay me by the remarks he made.
that is to be found mi that part which provides for the I was only actuated by a sense of duty towards my
rights of the minority being respected. Ifthe hon. menber people, and I feel proud to-night that I did not miscalculate
is of opinion that the rights of a minority should be the tone or temper of the Parliament of this country whon
respected, the first thing ho should do would be to respect I moved these resolutions. I tbink the tone in which this
those of the minority in this House, to iespect their discussion bas been carried on is most creditable to this
religious belief. If, on the other hand, his words are not Parliament. If an attempt wore made to give this
intended to convey the idea which they seem to imply at first a political character, I should feel it my duty
sight, he should in all justice explain them and divest them of to do ail in my power to prevent it. Objection has
the acrinionious intent which are implied by them. been taken to the reading of these resolutions. There is a little

Mr. WALLACE (York). Mr. Speaker, I have listened inconsistency in the argument of the hon. member for
with great interest to the discussion which has taken place Gloucester (Mr. Anglin). If he las proved anything in bis
to-nght on this important question. I have listened witLh able and lengthy speech on the merits of theso resolutions
great interest to tho remarks of the hon. member for Glou- ho las proved that ho was wanting in his duty as an Irish-
cester (Mr. Anglin) and of the other members who have man in this regard. If the resolutions are not what they
spoken in favor of Home Rule in Ireland, and I have still ought to be; if they do not contain principles which ho
to learn definitely what these hon. gentlemen mean by cannot endorse, it comes with a bad grace from him to
Home Rule for Ireland. Are powers to be granted similar criticise them as he las done. I hope I shall not be accused
to those given to the Provinces of the Dominion ? I do not at the close of a happy debate with an intention of wound-
think to-day that if Irland got those local powers it would ing the hon. gentleman's feelings, but I must say that
be any great advantage, unless she also got powers although we are not on speaking terms, and have not spokeri
of concurrent legislation. What Ireland requires to-day to each other for many days-and that is not my fault, per-
is what Canada has-a protective policy. No policy baps, more than his-I must say that I did take the necessary
could be more beneficial to Ireland than a pro- stops to have that hon. gentleman's co-operation. I invited

tective policy. I disagree with the remarks cf the hon. him to attend the meeting, and through his friends,
member for Gloucester, when he objects to pressing the as wel as personally, did ail I could te obtam
clause referring to the rights of the minority. That bon. the benefit of his wise counsels in framing these

gentleman was anxious a few years ago to have the rights resolutions. I think the hon. gentieman might join me,
cf the minority respected in his Province. By the Act of after this happy debate, in thauking this Parliament for

Confederation the rights of the minority of Quebec were having gone further-if these resolutions are adopted-than

respected; and I am very much surprised that this clause any legislative body have yet gone on a similar question l
should be objected to, I am not very mach in favor of these any colOny under the British Urown. I will not delay the
resolutions, and I believe, with the hon. member for Hast- iouse any longer, but will thank the House for the kind
ings, they were introduced for political purposes. Though manner in which they have listened to me.

Sobjeect to a certain extent to the principles contained in Resolutions agreed to.
them, and to what I believe to be the motives of the pro- Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. As these resolutiOns
moters, I agree in great part with what has been said, that have now passed the House it will become the duty of the
Ireland has great grievancos, and that they ought to be Government to present them to His Excellency for trans5-
redressed; and that the English Government are not taking mission to Her Majosty. I am not at this moment prepared
ail the steps they should to redress them. If the passage to say what will be the best course for carrying Out these
of this resolution would have the effect of inducing Mr. resolutions, but the necessary stops shal beo taken to have
Gladstone to pay more attention to Irish affairs, and intro- the addrees prepared and ail the forms carried Out when we
duce measures for the relief of Irish grievances nobody send it to the Sonate for their concurrence.
would be more gratified than the people of Canada. Mr. COSTIGAN. 1 hope that ln my desire te rturn

Mr. COSTIGAN. At this late hour and after the manner thanks to the louse, which I do most sincerely, I shail not
in which the resolutions have been accepted I hope the be charged with having forgotten another duty-tt Of
House will not consider that I am abusing a privilege if I thanking sincorely the leader of the Hlouse for thOkind
t4ke the liberty of briefly closing the debate. I have roa- manner in which e has reoeived the resl1QiOnfs.

Xi. WuirsE (Eatirp).
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fouse again resolved into Committee of Supply.
178. Salaries of Officers and Inspectors of Excise $198,466 66

Resolution ordered to be reported ; and (at 2:15 o'clock

a.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 21st April, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

BILLS OF LADING.

Mr. GUTTHRIE. I beg leave to introduce Bill (No. 147)
to annul unjust conditions in bills of lading. I may
briefly explain that the object of the Bill is to declare
that carriers shall he liable for the loss of or damage to goods
resulting from their negligence or that of their servants,
notwithstanding any condition to the contrary, in the bil of
lading, or general notices of the company. The immediate
occasion of bringing up the subject, I may mention, is that
very serious losses have lately occurred in au impor.
tant branch of the trade, namely: the exportation of live
stock from Canada to the Mother Country. Shippers of Ive
stock have lost in some cases as many as 100 ciittle, and
have had no redress from the steamship companies, but on
examination of the bills of lading, by eminent counsel,
it was found that they contained most extraordinary
provisions. It was found, in fact, that the carrier
was protected from claims by the shipper in every
eventuality which could occur. It was found that the
bill of lading entitled the carrier to full freight upon the
live stock,irrespective of the number landed, and irrespective
of whether or not the ship reached her destination. It was
discovered also that the bill of lading empowered the
carrier to throw every animal overboard and set aside th3
general law of average, wbich would enable the owner of
the animals to compel contribution from the carrier; bat,
on the other hand, if any other part of the cargo was thrown
overboard, the owner of the animals was compelled to con-
tribute in general average to that loss. In fact, looking,
at the bill of lading as now used, it provides for the protec-
tion of the carrier, as I said before, from every claim for
damages on the part of the shipper, no matter how those 1
damages may have been caused. Now, the ordinary bill ofl
lading in common use, as given in the latest works on the
subject, is very short. It would not cover more than perbaps
half a page of writing, and it only contains three or four ex-
ceptions, very reasonable ones, such as that the carrier shall
not be liable for damage resulting from fire or from the perils
of navigation; but the bills of lading in use by some of the
steamship companies will cover six pages with various
special conditions, and they are printed in such small type
one almost requires a magnifying glass to read them, and
they are drawn with such skill, and cover so many cases,
that it is almost impossible for the shipper to recover for
l1s of his goods, even if the carrier has neglected his duty
or been guilty of wilful misconduct. The principle I
seek to incorporate in our law is not a new one. This is
simply an endeavor to restore the old common law. Similar
attempts have been made before, and in some cases success-
fully. For instance, in our Consolidated Railway Act!
of 1879 we provide that in an action for damages the
company shall not be relieved by any notice, condition or
declaration, if tbe damage arises from any negligence or'

omission on the part of the company or its servants. We
have something of the same kind in the Act passed in 1874
respecting the law of carriers-I think myself that only
applies to carriers upon inland waters-and we have in
England the celebrated clauses in the Railway and Canal
Traffic Act, 1854, which may be briefly described as
embodying this principle : That no special condition
in any notice or receipt will exempt the railway or
canal company from liability for loss of goods resulting
from negligence of the company or its servants. That is the
principle I wish to see embodied in our laws in regard
to carriers generally, and particularly in regard to carriers
of goods from this country to England. I hope that,
although it is late in the Session, something may he done
to forward the passing of this Bill, because it will have an
important effect upon one of the greatest branches of trade
in this country, namely the trade in live stock from Canada
to England.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

PERSONAL EXPLPANATION.

Mr. BUNSTER. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I desire to call the attention of the louse to an item
in the Montreal fHerald, personal to myself. It is there
announced that I am not going to be a candidate at the
forthcoming elections. I beg to announce that I amcoming
back here after next elections.

THE IRISH RESOLUTIONS.

Mr. WILLI A MS. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I wish to direct your attention, Mr. Speaker, to an
error which appears in the Votes and Proceedings of yester-
day. I think it was distinctly understood that the motion
introduced by the hon. member for Victoria, was earried on
a division, whereas it wouId appear from the Votes and Pro-
cee:dings that the motion was unanimously agreed to. I would
only appeal to the hon. member for South Simcoe (àfr. Tyr-
whitt) and other hon. members,to sustain me in what I have
already said. Many of us were not wholly in favor of the
resolutions introdieed, but owing to the moderate tone of
the debate, we thoight the motion might be allowed to be
carried on a division without taking any vote. We desire
to have it understood that we did not approve of ail that
bas been said in the debate on the motion. I think it will
only be necessary to call your attention to the matter in
order to have the mistake rectified.

Mr. BLAKE. No division was called, and the hon.
leader of the House announced immediately after you, Mr.
Speaker, declared the motion carried, that, as the House had
unanimously agreed to the motion, he would take the noces-
sary steps for a concurrent Address from the Senate.

| Mr. TYRWHITT. I, myself, did not wish to enter into a
i discussion on this much vexed question, for the simple
reason that I am not in the habit of ventilating my opinions
as much as some other hon. members. 1, however, raised
my voice against the motion -being carried unanimously,
and the hon. member who sat directly in front of me
(Mr. McCarthy) heard me.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member for East Hastings
and the hon. member for West York, said they were goiig
to vote against the motion, but when I put the motion no
one said -1on a division."

M r. TYRWHITT. I beg your pardon, Mr. Speaker, I
did.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). The hon. gentleman said
carried on a division," and you, Mr. Speaker, said "car-

ried on a division." The hon. member for West Durhain
cannot contradict this statement.
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Mr. BLAKE. I was quite prepared if any hon. member early day; but which have not been brought down-I refer

had called for a division to have given him an opportunity to the papers on the subject of our commercial relations
of recording his vote; but when no division was called for with other countries. My belief is that such advances have
by any hon. member I allowed the motion to go. taken place, such information has been obtained from other

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). The hon. member for South sources than those authentic papers to which I have
Simcoe said in my hearing "carried on a division "- -that referred, that the time has arrived for a definition of what
was the remark he made, and I sat beside him. There were the views of the representatives of the people of this country
eight or ten members who asked for a division. We wish are on this subject; and for a definition, as I hope and trust, in
the motion to be entered as carried on a division, and it the sense of a step in advance. Our constitution, as I ventured
will not hurt any one if that is done. I hope the motion to observe to the flouse the other day, is in many of its fea.
will be so recorded, because the hon. member for South tures the British constitution. Some portions of that
Simcoe and the hon. member for East Durham both insisted constitution which are embodied in our own are unwritten;
that it should be carried on a division. and I repeat that with the disadvantages-disadvantages of

vagueness, of uncertainty, of the absence of accurate defini.
Mr. SPEAKER. I did not hear any such remark, and tion---which are inseparable from an unwritten constitution

I waited long enough to give an opportunity to every mem- there are great, practical, countervailing advantages which
ber to express bis opinion by bis voice. If such a remark were we have experienced ourselves, and which the people of the
uttered, it was said in such a low tone of voice that I did United Kingdom have experienced, in the unwritten torm
not hear it. I am afraid it is too late to alter the record of the constitution. The capacity for beneficial change,
now. for development, for progress, without the difficulty which

ORDER OF BUSINESS. is involved in the change of something so rigid,
so cast-iron as a written paper, is an important advantage,

Mr. CHARLTON. Before proceeding with the Orders and one which bas been made available on many occasions
of the Day, I wish to call the attention of. the Government with the best results. There bas been, as I have said before,
to the fact that Bill (No. 25) to amend the Criminal Laws and as I repeat, in reference to the British constitution in
and extend the provisions of the Act respecting offences its application to the people of the United Kingdom itself,
against the person by providing for the punishment of an almost continuons growth and development. The
adultery, seduction, &c., stands at the head of the list of underlying principle and spirit of the constitution bas been
Public Bills on the Order Paper,and,in all probability,will not the development of the popular principle of government;
be reached this Session in the regular course. The hon. and this bas been continuously enforced and realized, to a
the First Minister was kind enougli to promise me that an greater and greater extent, as there existed and were made
opportunity would be given to have the Bill taken into apparent, greater capacity in the people to exercise the
consideration, and I take the liberty of asking the G;overn- powers of self-government, gieater knowledge, greater
ment at what time this promise of the hon. the First information, greater training on the part of the people to
Minister will be redeemed. take a larger share in their own government; and what

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If the hon. leader of the applies to the constitution as it exists with reference to the
. . ~internal orgamization of the United Kimgdomapem

Goverument said an oppotunity would be afforded the hon. ineniognzto fteIntdKndm, applies ini

memberen may depend upon it that it will be given. quite as marked a manner, in later years, to the relations of
the Empire to the colonies and to the political condition of
the various dependencies of the Empire. There was a

RE-DISTRIBUTION OF SEATS' BILL. time in the early history of many of these dependencies
when they were supposed to be governed by the rerogative

Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I of the sovereign, and not by the power of the arliament.
desire to direct the attention of the Government to the fact The Parliament absorbed that share of the kingly preroga-
that we are yet without the Bill for the re-distribution of tive, and I am not at all certain that that absorption was
Seats, which was promised in the Speech from the Throne, an unmixed good, because my belief is that had the
and which was repeatedly promised to be brought down Executive power and Government continued in that which
early. The last occasion on which I asked the hon. leader of was even at that time the weaker branch of the Governument
the Iouse as to the intentions of the Government was just of the whole country, many things would have been left
before the Easter recess, on which occasion he told us that undone, which the groater and more sovereign power of the
it would be brought down immediately after the Easter Parliament dared to do; and the measure of self-government
receas, and it is quite indefensible that the Bill bas not and freedom to which the colonies attained, would have
been laid before the House before this stage of the Session- been attained at an earlier day, and events on this side of

-Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If the bon. leader of the the water, which we are all familiar with, could not have
Government were in bis place, I think he would be able occurred. But, Sir, so it is, that at home and abroad, and
to state that the Bill wili be down in a day or two. particularly with regard to the relations of the Empire to

the colonies, while there is no system, while our whole
COMMERCIAL TREATIES. arrangements are full of anomalies, while you cannot

discern any particular plan or system out of which you cau
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now logically evolve a series of propositions, you perceive a

leave the Chair for the House to go again into Committee principle of growth, of vitality, of development, and of
of Supply. progress. It would be impossible that it should be other-

Mr. BLAKE. Before this motion is adopted, I desire to wise, so vast are the dominions of the Empire, and so
cail the attention of the House to a subject which appears variously composed-composed of small military posts, of
to me to be ofgreat and growing importance. I should have Crown colonies, of small dependencies inhabited by popdla-
been glad to have taken this stop earlier and in another form; tions, scanty in number and untrained in represeiltative
but the circumstance to which allusion bas been so frequently government, of enormous dependencies also inhabited by
made this Session, that papers moved for are brought down persons wholly untrained and unfit for represeiltative

late or not at all, bas compelled me, in the first instance, to government, and also composed of those colonies which, in
delay; in the second, to proceed in this form, which is the varying numbers, are filled with a population from the
only form available; and, in the third, to proceed in the three Kingdoms, and from other countries instructed and
absence of papers which were ordered by the House at an 1 trained in self-government, and to whom bas been

Mr. WHITE (Iflstings).
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accorded, from time to time, as they demanded
them and were deemed fit for them, a greater or
less share of representative institutions, of freedom,
of self-government. Indeed, no one can survey
the condition of the British Empire in this particular
regard, without being convinced, not merely that a cast-
iron system, applicable to all the dependencies, is impos-
sible, but that the various dependencies of the Empire
present, in their conditions and circumstances, in the
character as well as the number of their populations, a
problem which must be a changing problem from day to
day, or at any rate from decade to decade-that one com-
munity may in its circumstances and situation, be fit for a
greater, another for a less, another, as yet, for no share of
self-government at all; and, therefore, taken as a whole, the
relation of the Empire to its dependencies must be one of
flux, of change, of progress, just as in earlier days, in those
days which preceded Confederation, the relation between
United Canada and the two parts of United Canada, Upper
and Lower Canada, though in form original, was, in its
substance and its practical working, an approach and
struggle towards the adoption of a federative system-under
great difficulties, in a most imperfect form of development,
contrary to the letter as well as contrary to what one would
suppose to be the spirit of the constitution; but, Sir, the
feelings and wishes of the people, their condition, and their
sentiments overcame to a considerable extent all these diffi-
culties. And if you look to the form, if you look to the question
raised with reference to double majorities, if you look upon
the system upon which matters peculiar, or thought to be
peculiar, to the people of each Province were disposed of
in the joint Legislature, you see a struggle however imper-
fect, in the days which preceded that Confederation, for that
which was a more equitable condition of affairs than that
of a legislative Union, the struggle towards the adoption of
a Federal system. So here, with reference to the relation of
the Empire to the colonies which are capable of self-
government, you observe, not in terms, not written in a
book, not declared in a formal Act of Government, but none
the less substantial, none the less palpable, none the less plain,
anomalous it may be, with defeets, laxes, deficiencies, with
excrescences, with many difficulties, but still you observe the
struggle towards a federative system. In the essence of a
federative system is the recognition in part of a great
community which is for some purposes united-of the
exiitence of separate rights and interests, political and
otherwise in different parts of that political community to
be disposed of, handled and c ntrolled by the loeal bodies.
And it is this application of that portion of the Federal
Systern to which I refer, when I say that of late years it has
Witnessed, and in no case so markedly as in our own, a
marked development. What in the case of our part of the
Empire may be the exact range of the subjects committed
to the charge of the local community- what may be the
divisions of powers, what may be the limitations upon the
rights of local government, these are questions which you
cannot answer precisely. The answer varies from year to
year, and from generation to generation, and to this question
the same answet cannot be returned in the case, perhaps,
of any two dependencies. A different answer will probably
be returned at one part to that which would be fitly returned
to another dependency. Applying these general proposi-
tions to the condition of the country, I say that this proves
the existence of those conditions which indicate the con-
clusion that there is no dependency of the Empire entitled
to such a proper measure of self-government as
Canada. Take simply the question of our number
We number over 4,000,000, a very important number.
counted only by the head, which is able to exert an

important influence upon affairs abroad, and able to maintain
itself in the vigorous state of self-government at home. But
I count it not by the head only i but in the quality, and

conditions which we fuifil, which in a certain sense enhance
our actual number. This is no community such as that
other great dependency of the Empire, Hindostan India,
with its many millions, who are all of them incapable of
and unaccustomed to self-government, who are governed
still, for their own good it is true, despotically and as a
conquered country. We are 4,000,000 of Frenchmen,
Englishmen, Irishmen, Scotchmen, and Germans, instructed
in, trained in the right of self-control and of selfgovern-
ment. Educated with the system of primary education of
which we have just cause to be proud; having learned
through trials and difficulties, but, as we have good cause
to know substantially, the great lesson which ought to be
apprehended from the true consideration ofcivil and religious
liberty; having struggled in the past for that measure of
rights which we thought we were entitled to, and having
won them, proved our capacity for the self-government
accorded to. So with reference to territorial extension
The vastness ofour area is such-even if itwere wholly, as its
in the largest part, unp'opled-as to attract the attention of
the world. It is as yet, in its greatest expanse, unpeopled.
But there is there a source of wealth, of'strength, of power,
of capacity, of progzress and development which places us
even with our number of 4,00,000, in a position infinitely
superior to that which we would occupy had we 4,000,000
of people cribbed, cabined and confined, within some con-
tracted sphere and without those possibilities of development
and of enlisting additional strength from the world at large,
which are due to the vast territories we control. So with
reference to the form of our government, which, so far as
it is a local government, prosents an imperium in
imperio, which shows here a state with its central
part, dealing with those concerns common to the vast
territory comprised in diffèrent Provinces and dependencies
of the Dominion-which shows no less an exemplification of
the Federal system in no less than seven Provinces of
greater or lesser dimensions, already existin, and which
exhibits one of the proudest attributes which can belong to
a free people, the capacity and power of creating fresh
Provinces from time to ti me out of the unpeopled terri tories
of the North-West. So, again, with reference to the variety
of our important interesis-our agricultural, our lumbering,
our fishing, our mining, our manufacturing, our commercial
interests, all important, many of them largely developed
now-our maritime interest, also largely developed now-
many of them with a capacity for growth and extension.
And so again with relation to our responsibility, including
the development of our North-West Territories-re>ponsi-
bility especially great with relerence to the circumsiance
that we are neighbors to the great republic to the south,
with a frontier cornmon to both countries of 3,000 miles-
naturally involving u,, whatever the torm may be, practi-
cally in the responsibility of the conduct of those affairs, of
the management of those affairs arising out of so close con-
tact along such an extended line of two people having so
many mutual relations-the true management of which
may tend to the perpetuation of cordial relations-of rela-
tions of which it is of consequence, not merely to us, but
to the people at large, should be, and continued to be, of
the most cordial character. Our possibilities under these
circumstances are great. The possibilities, not yet devel-
oped, the expectation whieh, we may fairly entertain,
if only prudence, firmness, and wisdom should guide our
relations, are such as we have a right to be proud of.
But, Sir, our developments must be not merely material.
It consists not merely in an addition to our territory, to
our population, or to our wealth. It must consist also in
the development of the moral, intellectual and political
character of the community. And as it must, so it has
been. W e have from timd to time received a greater measure
and exercised a greater measure of power and control
over affairs corresponding to our increased growth and
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increased capacity in the management of our affairs. We
control now our trade, we establish our own trade relations,
and we thus praetically decide by legielation our commer-
cial relations with other countries. It is quite true that is
an imperfect mode of adjusting those relations, but it is none
the less true that we had in that imperfect mode, by the
practical absolute control we have over our Customs duties,
decide ilargely, as far as action on one side alone can decide,
the commercial ralations which should subsist between the
Dominion and ail other countries including the United
Kingdom. The last relie of exceptional subordination in
this regard was swept away upon the instructions which,
up to the time of the present commission, had required that
Bills imposing differential duties should be reserved were
altered by the elimination of ail instructions with reference
to the reservation of Bills. From that time it has become,
as it ought to have become before, that we had our right to
complete legislation upon ail matters within the legisla-
tive control of the Parliament, to complete that legislation,
make it valid, effectual and final, subject only to the
reserved prerogative of disallowance. Thus, even, although
we might decide to create a different tariff, that tariff would
become the law and properly become the law in this coun.
try without reservation, subject, as of course ail other Acts
are, to the p'owers of disallowance. While such is our legis-
tive power with reference to our commercial relations with
foreign countries, I maintain that it is abundantly
clear that our numbers, though as large as I
have described therm, are, comparatively to the
the question, sparse. There are many classes of manufac-
tured commodities capable of being produced in this
country, which require, for their economical produetion, a
large market. Thete is nothing clearer as to numerous
classes of eommodities, that. within certain limits which far
transcend our population, the larger the market the cheaper
the goods can be produeed ; and long ago, in some par-
tieular caQes, we had eupplied to the full the home market,
created to some extent a foreign trade, and were dependent,
for the further extension and growth of our manufacturing
interest, upon the facilities that one might obtain by cheap
productions and reasonable arrangements with foreign
nations, in sending forward our goods into their countries.
That development of manufaeturing to which I bave
referred is one not interesting to the manufacturer alone,
but of interest and importarnce to the whole community, to
the consumer as well as to the producer, because it is based
upon the theory that economy of production will ensue Irom
the largeness of the production, and from that economized
production, the consumer will obtain a portion of the benefit,
so that if it may be argned that there are in other respects
apparent or real divergencies of interests between the
manufacturer and consumer, it cannot be said in this
respect that there is even an apparent still less a real
divergence of interest. A fair and reasonable arrangement
by which foreign markets can be obtaine I for domestic pro-
ducts, whether natural or manufactured, must redound to the
benefit and advantage of ail classes of the communily,
and a gain te each class without being a lotss to any. In
this, [ think, all pai ties would concur. We may differ about
the means. We may be of opinion-some of us-that in
order to obtain an effectuai expansion of our manufactures,
it is essential that the cost of production should be
further reduced, and that some provisions of this Tariff are
peculiarly hurtful to trade in that regard. I do not discuss
the subject of the drawbacks because practical experience
has shown us, that that is of no consequence in this matter,
and if I were to enter into that subject I would have to dis-
cuss the question as well as to the domestic as the foreign
consumer in that regard. I maintain that while there
are serious differences of opinion as to the effect of the
Tarif upon the manufacturing interest; in so far as it lightens
thecost of the raw material, we are agreed abeut our enda,

Er. BiAtz.

i though we may differ about our means. We are agreed it
is important to extend the trade of the country, to enlarge
its commercial relations, whether in natural or manufactured
products, as far as we possibly can. I have said, that we
exercise to-day the right by legislation of completing, as far
as can be done, our trade relations with other countries, nor
is it necessary to do more in order to establish that proposi-
tion than to refer to three clauses of the Tariff of 1879, the
sixth clause provides:

"6. Any or all of the following articles:--that is to say: animals of
all kinds, green fruit, hay, straw, bran, seeds of all kindis, vegetables
(inclnding potatoes and other roots), plants, trees and shrubs, coal and
coke, salt, hops, wheat, peas and beans, barley, rye, oats, indian corn,
buekwheat and all other grain, fiur of wheat and flour of rye, indian
meal and oatmeal, and flour or meal of any other grain, butter, cheese,
fish (salted or smoked), lard, tallow, meats (fresh, salted or smoked),
and lumber, may be imported into Canada free of duty, or at a less
rate of duty than is provided by this Act, upon proclamation of the
Governor in Council, which may be issued whenever it appears to his
satisfaction that similar articles from Canada may be imported into
the United States free of duty, or at a rate of duty not exceeding that
payable on the same under such proclamation when imprted into
Canada."

There you find a regulation by Act of Parliament which
enables the Administration to alter the fiscal system with
the express view of reciprocating Tariffarrangements hoped
to be made and expected to be made by another country, to
what end ? Obviously in order to encourage under those
circumstances freer commercial intercourse between the
two countries, and we completcd this ourselves, within our-
selves, by an Act passed here which enables us, without
reference to the authority of the United Kingdom at all,
if by any means we can secure the adhesion to our views
of the United States; which enables us, I say, to alter the
fiscal system with a view to improving the commercial
relations between the two countries, and rendering less
restrictive the trade and commerce between thom. So
again, in another direction; but demonstrating once more the
practical extent of our legislative powers exercised com-
pletely within ourselves by the seventh clause of the same
Act it is provided that:

" If at any time any greater duty of Customs should be payable in the
United States of America on tea or coffee imported from Canada, than
on t'a and coffee imported from any other country, then the Governor
in Council may impose on tea or coffee imported into Canada from the
said United States, an additional duty of Customs, equal to the duty
payahle in the United States on t-a or coffee. imported from Canada;
Provided that tea or coffee imported into Canada from any countrY
other than the said United States, but passing in bond through the
United States, shall be taken and rated as a direct importation from
the cguntry in which the tea or coffee was purchased."

Once again, you find completed by ourselves legislation
with a view to regulating the commerce and trade relations
botween ourselves and a foreign country in a particular
article and under a particular circumstance. Lastly, by the
12th clause it is provided :

" That the whole or part of the duty of thirty per centum ad valorem,
imposed by this Act upén wines imported into Canada, may be remitted
upon proclamation of the Governor in Council, which mav be issued
whenever it appears to his satisfaction, that the Governments of rance
or Spain, or eithe.r of them, have made changes in their Tsriffs of duties
impoQed upon articles imported from Canada, in reduction or repeal of
the duties now in force in the said countries."

There, again, you have another instance, the third in the
same Act, designed to produce Free Trade relations between
oureelves and the countries of France and Spain, if only the
conditions which the wisdom of this Parliament thought fit
to impose-the condition of a reduction of duties Ou their
part- are acceded to by the Governments of those 00untries.
Now while that is so, while we thus insist rightly and act
upon our view that we have the right b regnlatO practically
our commercial relations by the scale of duties we impose,
by the conditions placed upon that imposition, by the relax-
ation of furt her imposition according as we deem the inter-
ests of the country in its relations to a foreign countrY ay
be advanced, it is equally obvious, and has been confess'd
by all parties for a long tme, that moreis wanited than puk
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ting this clause in the Act, that more is wanted in order to
accomplish the purpose which the clause would serve, that
vhat is wanted is communication and negotiation wi th those
powers and countries with which we desire to enter into freer
commercial relations. We want communication, we want
to give information, we want to enter into negotiation to
give full information as to our position, to ask for full consi-
de, ation of our mutual interests in order that satisfactory
conclusions may be reached, and that effectual arrangements
may be made to carry out the objects which are indicated in
the clause to which I had referred, and which are indicated
in a larger senso by the policy which those clauses fore-
shadow in this direction of procuring by negotiation and
communioation freer foreign markets and botter trade. What
bas been done ? What bas been done since tho period of the
Reciprocity Treaty ? Nothing effectual lias been done since
the abrogation of that treaty. England in ber commercial
treaties bas not-speaking in the large-helped us. She
has, as a rule, regarded in the making of these treaties her
own trade only, her own interests only. She bas negotiated
only with reference to that trade and those interests. She
hasnot, as a rule, invited information. She has not, as a rule,
ilvited negotiation on the subject in the consideration of
this and, I suppose, her other dependencies, and
it is admitted that-from the circumstances that
the French Treaty was of the limited character
to which I had referred-disastrous resuls ensued at a
period at which those unfavorable results could least -of all

ave been fortunate for the ship-bnilding trade of Canada,
and particularly Quebec followed. We know that some
twelve or thirteen years afterwards the Government of the
Prench decided that it was a wrong interpretation of the
Fronch l'reaty, on the assumption that it extended to the
dependencies of the Em pire, when in truth it did not extend
heyond the United Kingdom. The duty was raised from
2 francs to 40 francs and the trade was thus impaired,
and it languished, and we also proceeded to fortify ourselves,
under those circumstances, by raising the duty upon an
article which we have largely imported from France, the
article of wine, and the consumption of that article was
iargely diminished; while in our export in ships, although
there was some increase between 1874 and 1877 it was so
triing and disproportionate that it was quite obvious that
the trade between the two countries suffered, and was

impaired by the construction which was placed on the
Frenclh Treaty, and upon the logislative action in making
that change to which I bave referred, our efforts have
been futile. We have accomplished nothing. There bas
been much cry but little wool. Thore bas really boen
Inothing done excejt to make a stir and to pay some large
bills. We have been unable as yet to make any efficient pro-
gress. All our efforts have been complicated and embar-
rassed by overshadowing English interests, and by that
eomplicated system of diplomacy which prevails under tbc
existing arrangements. I cannot do botter perhaps in this
connection than to quote the words of the present High
Commissioner of Canada, Sir A. T. Galt, delivered in 1870,
wben this subject came up for discussion in this House.
H1e said:

" There is another advantage that would arise from the adoption ofthe course indicated by these resolutions. Itis the avoidance of repeated
reference t. the Imperial Departments in connection with negotia-a'01s for trade relations between other countries and Canada. If therela one thing tbat embarrasses such negotiations more than another, it isthe fact that they have to go through so many bands. Firat, they haveto le reported on by one Department, then referred to another, and stillanother before they can possibly come back to the Government of the
People rlost interedted in them.'

Xow, it is said that great recent improvements have been
effeOted. I deny it. I find no proof of any improvements
having been effected since that time. I cali for the results,
for the proofs. I want to see what the change is that bas

n Pla@ for he bettr, 1 aY t6he rOult are nil, and 1

say that the fact that those results are nil is partly due to
our being unreasonably embarrassid by supposed British
interests. For example, we send our Commissioner to Spain,
and we, ourselves, built some castles in that country in the
expectation of the fortunate results of his mission. But
like other castles in Spain they came to nothing, and
why. He says be postponed negotiations in Spain because
they mightpossibly interfère with and embarrasssome trade
negotiations of Her Majesty's Government for some better
trade with Spain. Now, I have been unable to find, in the
correspondence or by any examination of the question,what
there could be of real complication or embarrassment if
only the true fundamental and underlying principles were
once clearly set out, and that is that circuinstanced as we
are, and as the LJited Kingdom is, our trade relations with
these countries ai e separate and distinct, each to be managed
and settled for on terms suitable to each different com-
munity, not one in the slightest degi ee dependent upon the
other. The other day the hon. First Minister declared that
he was proud to be able to inform the House that the British
Government had graciouly agreed that ifand after the nego-
dations with the French Republic failed, we might be
allowed to try our hand for Canada, after the negotiations
for a larger trade bad failed. Once, again, you find the
complication of such a conjunction of these things which
are really separate, which have not and cannot bave any
practical or substantial relation with each other. But
there are other proofs than those that the circumstances
still exist in our present system to which Sir Alexander T.
Galt alluded in 1870, in the passage which I have read,
and that difficulty bas resulted disastrously to us.
In explaining last Session the fruitless mission made shortly
before to France, the bon. First Minister-I quote from the
Iansard March 8th-used these words :

" When Sir A. T. Gait went first to France the Canadian Government
were within an ace of obtaining an important result ; if it had not been
for a delay in the Londo2 Foreign Office of forty-eight bours we would
have succeeded in obtaining a reduction of duty on Canadian vessels of
from 4 francs to 2 francs per ton, but unfortunately the Government of
Austria gave notice in the meantime to ail the European nations that
they with trew from all their commercial treaties a d at once prevented
France, in consequence of the favored nation clause in several treaties,
going on with the negotiations for a time, and solely over which Sir
A T. Galt had no cor.trol, the arrangement whicih was ail but com-
pleted was thrown cver."

A little later the hon. gentleman substantially repeated the
statement. le was in Paris waiting for official authority
from Lond on, and before that arrived the notice from Austria
came. Now, what I say is that it is proved by this very
example that the difficulties resulting from our not being
allowed to manage what is exclusively our own business, it
practically resulted in evil. You find bere the hon. First
Minister telling us that Sir A. T. Galt had made his arrange-
ments, but officia[ authority was wanting from London to
enable them to beformal and binding. Why ? Why shouldwe
not decide for ourselves our arrangements for the reduction
of duties on wines imported into Canada, and in considera-
tion of that get a reduction from 4 francs to 2 francs per
ton on ships ? What in the world has any Foreign Office to
do with that ? They have nothing at all to do with it.
Any arrangements in that direction are in one sense
British policy because they involve a reduction of duty, but
this arrangement in spirit and substance bad been com-
municated beforehand to them, and such is the diplomacy
that burdens the system to which we are tied under present
arrangements that we could not conclude a matter, iowever
vital and essential to us. until the Foreign Office took its
timue to decide. Probably it was returned in the Board of
Trade, and though we had the benefit of a telegraph and ail
tbe facilities for the quick despatch of business, we were
forty-eight hours too late, the Austrian notice had arrived,
and so the negotiatioris miscarried. I do not blame Sir
Alexander Galt, but I maintain he ought to have had control
over the queotion, 1 maintain ho Quaht to bave be»9n gble tç
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conclude that arrangement, that the occasion for the delay
ought not to have taken place, and that, in this most recent
instance which is beforo us, it is proved that there i, not
merely in theory but in practice also, a defect in our
present ari angements. Now, Sir, there is a great deal of
talk about the efforts of British diplomacy, and I want to
point out to you the difileulties that beset negotiations for
treaties arising out of that system. I wish to reinforce the
position taken by Sir A. T. Galt in 1878, by reading you a
few words from the private journal of Mr. Cobden,
the Joint Plenipotentiary with Lord Cowley in the
negotiation of a French Treaty some twenty years ago. He
speaks thus of the result to him of the Foreign Office
meddling in connection with the French Treaty:

'' This convention was ready for signature, so far as the nerotiation
here was concerned, on the 18th September. and the delay which has
taken place is attributable to our Foreign Office, to their habitual pro-
crastination, the desire to meddle, and 1 fear also to the willingness on
the port of some of the officials in that department, to find fault with my
performance. My position is that of a poacher, and their feeling
towards me B akin to that of a game-keeper towards a trespasser in
search ot game."

That is the view which, in the privacy and unconstrained
circumstances in which a man writes in his private journal,
he took of the situation. There is the true inwardness of
Foreign Office management, as he conceived it. Now, there
was the case of a gentleman, towards whom this jealousy
was extended, though he was appointed at the express wish
of the hon. the Prime Minister, and he was trained to the
diplomatic service in England. If he was regarded as an
interloper, how much more would that apply to a Canadian
agent occupying a more qualified and subordinate position
as our representative under the present circumstances? low
much desire would there be to show that he was wrong, to
show what difficulties there was in the way, to criticise, to
deiay, to create more difficulties, not on the part of the Gov-
ern ment, but on the part of these subordinates, which in
these matters are very powerful indeed ? Once, again, the
same eminent statesman spoke on the same subject:

"I am paraded at meetingg of plenipotentiaries, with my hands tied,
without the power of solving the merest question of detail. When I
filled the post of commercial traveller at the age of twenty, I was
entrusted witb more discretionary power than is now shared by Lord
Cowley and myself while filling the office of Fier Majesty's Plenipo-
tentiaries. The name mirht be more appropriately changed to that of
multipotentiary, the points on which this delay is created by the
Foreign Office are so trivial and unimportant as almost to defy compre-
bension."

Well, Sir, neither in the character of the transactions of the
office, nor in that human nature which animates officials, is
there I apprehend any very great change between the year
1860 and the year 1882. In the life of Mr. Cobden, from
which I have taken these extracts, a few further words are
used with reference to this policy, which may also fitly be
brought under the attention of the House. I quote the
substince only:

"From the proposed reference to the Foreign Office a most dangerous
delay would take place. Lord Cowley did not feel that he couId give
way, and a copy of the Tariff was sent home. When the Tariff reached
London, the Foreign Office hesitated to accept the figures witbout
reference in detail to the Treasury, the Customs and the Board of Trade.
The president of the Board of Trade was away on his yacht and nobody
knew where to find him. Meanwhile, his Department advised that the
Commissioners act sbould be adepted. The Board of Trade said one
of its precedents is merely an opinion-giving Department aud our advice
Is often disregarde', especially when it is right It was disregarded
now, and the Tariff was brought up in the most stubborn of all the
circumiocution offices ; the French Ministers were astonished at this
unintelligible delay."

There, Sir, is, with reference to this treaty, a little practical
exemplification of the difficulties which surround negotiations,
even when the negotiation is by a British Plenipotentiary,
and involving the interests of the United Kingdom. Ilow
much greater must these difficulties be when the negotia.
tion is conducted in the manner and under the ci rcumstances
þy which this treaty wa coniduoted, ngl-h foling is t9
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day just about the same as it was in 1865, and in that year
the Foreign Office, through Mr. lammond, now Lord Ham-
mond, used these words:

"I am to request that you will state to Secretary Cardwell, that hisLordship coneludes that, as regards foreign countries, the agents who
are sent from the British North American Colonies will not approre of
any independent character,or atempt to negotiate or conclude arrange-
ments with the Guvernments of foreign countries, but will only, as pro-
posed by the seventh resolution of the Council on Commercial Treaties,
as regards negotiations with the United States, enclosed in Lord
Monk's despatch of September 23rd, be authorized to confer with the
British Minister in each foreign country, and t) afford him information
with respect to the interests of the British North American Provinces.
A similar process has been adopted in various negotiations for commer-
cial treaties, in which lier Majesty's Government have recently been
engaged with foreign powers."

That was the idea in 1865. You are told to make no
arrangement, you are not to conclude anything at all, but
you may talk to the consular representative, you may give
him information, and we wili keep in our own hands the nego-
tiation and the determination whethor what you may deem
reasonable, or what you may deem to be feasible, shall be
adopted. Something of the same spirit appears to have
pervaded the manner of the negotiations with respect to
Sir Alexander Galt's appoiutment. The memorandum
which was sent in by the hon. First Minister and two of his
colleagues to the English Governnent upon thesubject sug-
gested :

" Tt is further submitted that the very large and rapidly augmenting
commerce of Canada, and the increasing extent of her trade with foreign
nations, is proving the absolute need of direct negotiation with them for
the proper protection of her interests. In most of the treaties of com-
merce entered into by England, reference has only been had to their
effect on the United Kingdom; and the colonies have been excluded
from their operation, a fact which has been attended with most unfor-
tunate results to Canada, as relates to France. This is, to a certain
extent, unavoidable, in consequence of the control of all Customs having
been granted to Canada; but a necessity has thus arisen for providing
separat- and distinct trade conventions with all foreign powers with
whom Canada has distinct trade. With the differing views held by the
Parliament of Canada on such subjects, from those of H1er Majesty's
Government, there is a manifest difficulty in asking the latterto become
responsible for the representations required to be made, and foreign
Governments find it difficult to understand our present system. The
Canadian Government therefore submit that when occasion requires
such negotiations to be undertaken, Her Majesty's Government should
advise Her Majesty specially to accredit the representative of Canada to
the foreign court, by association for the special object, with the resident
Minister or other Imperial negotiator."

That was repudiating it in as far as this particular question
is concerned by this statement, as to the position of the
proposed officer:

" ' 1e would therefore,' says Sir Michael Hicks-Beach,. 'primarily
communicate with this Department ou the various subjects which
might be entrusted to him, and while Her Majesty's G>vernment would
:eadilY availi hemselves of anyinformation he might afford, and give
the fullest consideration to anv representatio is he might make on behlif
of the Canadian Government. it would, of course, rest with the Secre-
tary ot State for Foreigu Affirs to determime in each case in what pre-
cise capacity hie services might best be rendered in the event of any
aegotiations with a Foreign Court, on subjects aiffectig the interests o
the Dominion. In some instances, for example, it might be desirable
for him to remain in London and advise with Her Majesty's Govern-
ment there, while in other cases he might, in accordance with the pre-
cedents which have been quoted, be more usefully engaged in assisting
Her Majesty's Representatives abroad."

Once, again, you find a position which is inconsistent with
the position taken in the memorandum, indicating the
terms of the proposed appointment-a condition of entire
subserviency. The Secretary of State for the Colonies is te
decide as to the capacity in which the Canadian agent may
be made most useful; ihe is to determine how the agent i

to be used. Sometimes he will say to him go there and he
goeth; sonetimes he will say to him stay here and he
stayeth; sometimes the Canadian agent will remain in1
London and give information to the Foreign Office; som-
times he will go abroad and advise with Ier Majesty's
representative. Hlow was that answered? It was answered
by declaring:

" Tue Committee would further respectfully submit, in elucidati'on0
Ù q viw8conaweta in te 1h moardqu1 h$ t
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Canada, in respect of negotiations with foreign powers, in no respect
desire to be placed in the position of independent negotiators. Ou the
contrary, they are fully convinced that it is through the influence and
support of Her Majesty's Government, and by the effective use of their
carefully trained and thorough diplomatic service, that they can alone
look for any measure of success. And it is iith the view most thoroughly
to satisfy foreigu Governments of the identity of interests of Her
Majesty with themselves that they have soa trongly sought the most
officiai recognition possible for the representative."

So we find an express declaration in accordance with the
Colonial Secretary, that it is not a position for independent
negotiation at all on this subject, but one simply of giving
advice and availing ourselves of that Foreign Office, which
has done so much for us, and so successfully in the past, and
through which we are to continue to carry on our negotia-
tions on trade questions in future, after the same manner,
being a singular discordance with the view contained
in the memorandum, which pointed out there was
a difference in the interest, in the commercial
economy, in the principles of negotiation, which referred to
the difficulty of making Her Majesty responsible for the
representations, whereas this memorandum is in order to
show how thoroughly identified in interests the two
Governments are. There is this mistake in my opinion :
Her Majesty's Government, on those matters which are of
local importance to this country and to this country alone,
should act by the advice of Her Majesty's Privy Council in
Canada, and negotiations should proceed direct, and if not,
until we decide to make that request no effectual
change will take place, no effectual removal from the
groove and the rut in which we have been, I can hardly say
travelling but standing still for so long a time in this matter,
will take place. None are so fit to negotiate as our own
people, who thoroughly understand our situation, our capa-
bilities, our wants, our requirements, what we have to offer,
what we want to attain. The very principle of the nego-
tiation, as they observed in the memorandum which I have
read, was different. The very principle of the regulation
of trade relations as it is to be looked at in our country and
as it is to be looked at in England, is different, is opposite.
England endeavors to convince the nations which have high
Tariffs that a high Tariff is injurious to the nation that
imposes it, more injurious to the nation which imposes than
to the foreigner upon whose exports it is imposed, and
endeavors to establish, by reasoning, that propo -ition, with
a view to throwing down Tariff rates in the sense that
they are injurious to those who set them up. Some of us
believe that Tariff rates are injurions to those who set them
up; but Tariff rates have existed bere in the past; tbey are
made higher now; and they will exist, no doubt, for a long
time to come, and, therefore, for a long time to come, we
will be in a position which, whatever may bo the relative
merits of the one and of the other great commercial systems,
is essentially different from and antagonistic to
the English system, and one which unquestionably,
althougLh its advantages may far counterbalance the
advantages of that system, whatever its advantages may be,
gives this advantage in dealing with a protectionist nation,
that you can meet them on equal grounds, and you can say:
" I quite agree with you that your Tariff is a benefit; I say
our Tariff is a benefit; but if you will pull down your wall a
little we will do the same," and that which was a benefit
under other circumstances by reductions made on the
prUiniples of mutual concession will become a greater
benefit still. We hrve something to offer, we have set up
a wall and offer to pull down a stone or two; that no doubt
in view of those countries which have adopted a similar
system is something deserving of attention. But there
has been and is, as has been stated in this mem-
orandum, a great practical difficulty in English diplo-
miatists bringing forward any such arguments. They
do flot believe in them. They think they are mis-
taken. They think they are contrary to sound principles
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of political economy, and they have acted on that theory in
their negotiations. A large school of them believe
that commercial treaties themselves are an entire mistake
because they are in violation of those principles. I do not,
myself, share that view, but that is beside the question,
because whether they be in violation of those principles
as they exist in practical application in England, thore can
be no question that they are not in violation of the prin-
ciples that have been, since we were confoderated and
before, in existence in this country. I say, Sir, that the
circumstance of this difficulty has been called to our atten-
tion before to-day. In the negotiations with reference to
the Treaty of Washington Lord Kimbeley, in a despatch Io
the Canadian Government, in June, 1877, used these words :

" Her Majesty's Government are bound to add that whilst in refer-
ence to the strong wishes of the Dominion Government they used their
best efforts to obtain a renewal in principles of the Reciprocity Treaty.
They are convinced that the establishment of Free Trade between the
Dominion and the United States is not likely to be promoted by making
admission to the fisheries dependent upon the conclusion of such a treaty,
and that the repeal by Congress of duties upon Canadian produce upon
the ground that a protective Tarif is injurions to the country which
imposes it would place the commercial relations of the two conntrieson
a far more secure and lasting bsis than the stipulations of a convention
framed upon a system of reciprocity."

They, therefore, advised us, circumstanced as we were,
having ourselves a very considerable Tariff, and our fiscal
condition being, and necessarily being, founded upon a wholly
different view, they advised us to abandon all the arguments
which might fairly arise from our own state of circumstances
as it practically stood, and to go on a basis of English eom-
mercial diplomacy, and to argue with the United States that
their Tariff was injuring them and ought to be put down,
instead of proposing a system of mutual concessions which it
was in our power to carry ont. The Tariff was there, and i t
would have been the height of pedantry not to take such
advantages as were properly to be obtained from the
existing fiscal conditions and Tariff of the country. Now,
Sir, our system is wholly different, as I said. We do
restrict. We restrict both for revenue and for protective
purposes. We designedly restrict importations, and we are
prepared to lower those restrictions if under par-
ticular circumstances with foreign countries we can
obtain corresponding concessions which may be advan-
tageous. We admit the great importance of improving our
c-ommercial relations with foreign countries. We admit the
great importance, therefore, of successfully arranging con-
ventions upon that subject ; yet we make no progress in pro-
moting them. Now, Sir, I say this can be done effectually
only by altering our system, and by dealing with the subject
through our own negotiators and according to our own
views. But, Sir, objections are made to this. What are
those objections ? The first that occurs to mu is the state-
ment that our Envoy would not be treated with respect. I
repudiate that suggestion. The Queen is the Queen of
Canada as well as the Queen of England, and an Envoy
sent by tbe Queen, through her representative in Canada,
is the Queen's Envoy as much as if he would have been sent
from the Court of St. James, and we need ouly ask that it
should be so looked at, and that is the true constitutional
view in which it is to be looked at. The authority is
vested in Her Majesty; it is exercised by ber representa-
tive here in her name, upon the advice of the
Queen's Privy Council in Canada, and obtaining his power
our Envoy would be received with all the respect due to the
Queen's Envoy. Again, it is said we are a small country
and that our interests are trifiing. That, also, I entirely
repudiate. I suppose they are trifling, but they will receive
no more attention in consequence of the medium through
which they are presented. In matters of trade, the magni-
tude of the interests involved measures the attentior
bestowed. The question in a matter of business is, w.ta,
have yon to sell and how much do you want froma us.
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Therefore, trifling interests will receive trifiing attention,
no matter by whom presented. It is not a question of
influence, not a question of favor, not a question of affec-
tion, but a question of business; and the question between
business people is what business can we do with you and on
what terms can we do it, and even though our interests
were trifling, which I deny, the respect paid would not be
affected by the manner in which those interests were pre-
served. Once again, it is said the United Kingdom would
not go to war to enforce the provision of any treaty that
might be made. I do not believe they would; I do
not hope they would, and I think at this time, at this
period in the world's history it is preposterous to think
that sensible people would go to war in order to keep their
trade. The smallest war would create a greater interrup-
tion of the most restricted relations between two civilized
countries than the breach of any treaty, and we find apply-
ing more and more, at least to business matters, and I
hope more and more, extending beyond business matters,
and into those affairs which more arouse the feeling of pride
and passion of the overpowering sense of importance,
which still exists amongst States, though they have largely
vanished amongst individuals-a botter feeling, and
that more and more we will scorn to. bolieve that for such
treaties as this at any rate, we have the best safeguard of
their maintenance in the sense of honor and of justice of
civilized nations, and general public opinion throughout the
civilized and Christian world. I do not believe that for the
breach of any commercial treaty made by England to
France, or any other country in which her interests were
involved, though that breach were wanton, that she would
go to war. And further, it is suggested that we cannot
have the guns and fleet of England to maintain amicable
trade relations. I pass this point by as too ridiculous to
demand further answer. It is said that we cannot have the
benefit of the diplomatic service of England. Much good
it bas done us, Mr. Speaker. The history of the diplomatie
service of England, as far as Canada is concerned, bas been
a history of error, blunder, wrong and corcession. It is
certainly not a history which would lead us to believe the
service was specially valuable to us. The diplo-
matists of these modern times who have been
most successful in matters of business have been
those who were most conversant with the matter
in hand, who knew best the needs, the wants, the capabili-
ties, the resources of the country and the details of the ques-
tion. Business men dealing with business questions are
most successful. Mr. Cobden, who conducted the negotia-
tions which resulted in the treaty between France and
England, stepped into the position without the slightest pre-
vious training. The wisest, best and most acute of diplo-
matists, if only crammed sufficiently, will make a miserable
failure, compared with a man of even less ability, born to
the soil and thoroughly familiar with the details of the
matter in which he is concerned. But we should not lose
the benefit of the diplomatie service of England. We could
ask for it when we want it, and when we think our interests
are concerned. Again, it is said it would cost a great deal
to maintain a useless staff of ambassadors and consuls. This
is ridiculous, becausc our present system could be continued
by which we would send an envoy where we want him, and
when we think we are justified by the favorable result.
As tO having, in consequence of this, consuls and permanént
ambassadors at foreign capitals, that is quite out of the
question. It does not follow because you negotiate a treaty
from time to time, a treaty which in its esserce is one en-i
during for some years, that yon should have any represent-
ative at a foreign capital pending the existence of thej
treaty; and if the arrangement be by mutual legislation, it1
is only when some proposals are made of change that theg
question of negotiation would arise. Then it is said that1
this is practically a separation from the Empire. I deny1

Mr. BLArm.

that with equal strength. To-day, as I have pointed out
we make laws to accomplish this result. To-day we have
on the Statute-book a law which would enable us, to-
morrow, if the United States Congress would pass a cer-
tain provision, to alter our fiscal system entirely by order
of the Governor in Council, in order to get better trade
relations with them. To-day we have laws which would
enable us to reduce the duties on articles we import from
France and Spain, if the French Government or the Spanish
Government made laws or other provisions reducing the
duties on certain other articles in which we trade with them.
To-day, therefore, this latter is in such a position that ail
that is required is the intermediary, the negotiatory, to
bring what we want into practical execution, by whom this
foreign Government will be induced to do that thing which
by our Statute we have said we would induce them to do, by
which, without the intervention of the British Govern-
ment at all, we could at once reduce our
Customs duties. Then it is said the interests of England

-.might be prejudiced by our acting. Not at ail; I cannot
see how that might be. Her interests are that the duties
should be reduced; her advantages and interests are that
we should arrange our fiscal system as best suits ourselves.
If she has-which I do not believe-selfish interests, I
deny that she has the right to judge between us and ber on
the subject of our selfish interests; I deny that she has the
right to decide any more than we have the right to decide,
and I maintain that by the law, by the constitution, by the
amount of practical self-government which has been accord-
ed to us, we have the right to decide for ourselves what our
rate of duty shall be-and that is the whole of this question.
We decide for what reason we shall lower duties or elevate
duties, and our reasons do not concern any other people
than ourselves. We determine to lower or to heighten-we
determine to lower in order to attain a certain object,
namely, to obtain concessions from other States as to the
admission of our products; we determine to heighten for
the protection of our products against theirs. We do this
without the interference of England, maintaining our right
to do so, although England may entirely differ from our
policy, may deem it unjust and unfair, may deem that it
operates harshly and injurionsly on her trade with
us. But it may be said that there will be a direct
negotiation with a foreign power. Yes, but by the Queen
of this country, and our Acts by the advice of the
Privy Council of this country. But that is a mere question
of form ; the question of substance is the direct conduct of
the negotiation ; and I propose, as sound principle demands-
as is done and as ought te be done I believe in ail treaties,
as is done in almost ail commercial treaties, as was done in
the Reciprocity Treaty, as was done in the Treaty of
Washington, as is done in the Tariff arrangements with
France, Spain, and Italy, as was proposed by the hon.
Minister of Finance to be done in case Sir Alexander Galt
succeeded in negotiating a treaty with France, the hon.
Minister saying that the negotiation was necessarily sub-
ject to submission to and ratification by the Parliament Of
Canada-I propose that our commercial arrangements
ought to be, in that sense, made subject either to the prior
assent or the subsequent ratification of the Parliament of
Canada by an Act. Such an Act would be, like ail other
Acts, subject to disallowance. There would be the safe
measure of authority, whether substantial and real, or
technical and formal, in respect to that matter as in respect
to other matters in which we pass Acts of Parliament; and
if it were thought fit by those in power to take the
responsibility, they would have the power of nullifying the
arrangements by disallowing the Act. I believe that bY
proceeding in this direction, we shall b taking a practi-
cal step towards obtaining that which the country wants-
towards obtaining an extension of our commercial regul-
tions; we shall be taking a practical business step in addi-
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tion ; we shall be doing matters of business in a business
way. I believe that we shall be acting on these same

principles of growth and development to which I referred a
while azo-that we shall be evolving those principles of
vitality~and development upon which the continuous growth'
and expansion of the Empire really depend; that we shall
be proceeding in the direction of accomplishing that on
which the maintenance of the Empire really does depend-
such an organization of its internal parts, such an arrange-
ment of external regulations, such a system-unsymmetrical
and full of anomalies, if you please, but partaking of
the federative character-as will be calculated to make it
continue and exist more and more, not indeed as the arro
gant dominator over any power, but as the mighty moral
force-proving, as well by its internal organization as by
its external relations, the truth by precept and example of
those principles of freedom. justice, and liberality, which
should sway the modern Christian world. I move, under
these circumstances, this resolution :

" That Mr. Speaker do not nowleave the Chair, but thatitbe Resolved,
that Canada no longer occupies the position of an ordinary dependency
of the Crown ; she numbers four millions of free men trained in theprin-
ciples of constitutional Government; she comprises one-half of the
North America Continent, including seven Provinces federally united
under an Imperial Charter, which recites that.her Constitution is to be
similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom; and that she pos-
sesses executive and legisiative anthority overbvast areas in the North-
West, ot of which one Province bas already been created, and in time
others will be formed.

" That special and increasing responsibilities devolve upon the Govern-
ment and Parliament of Canada in connection with the development of
ber resources, the improvement of her condition, lier general progress
in the scale of nations, and her geographical situation which renders
her even more responsible than the Government of the United Kingdom
for the maintenance of international relations with the United States.

t That having regard to these considerations, there is no possession of
the Crown, beyond the limits of the United Kingdom, which is entitled
to such an ample measure of self-government, or so full an application
of the principles of constitutional freedom, as the Dominion of Canada.

"That it would be for the interest of Canada to obtain fieer access to
the markets of the world ; and that a more extended interchange of
commodities with other countries would augment the national pros-
perity.

SThat in most of the treaties of commerce entered into by England,
reference bas only been had to their effect on the United Kingdom, and
the Colonies have been excluded from their operation, a fact which bas
been attended with unfortunate results to Canada, especially as relates
ta France.

IThat the condition of Canada, and the system on whicb ber duties of
Customs have been, and are now imposed, vary widely from those
existent in the United Kingdom, and open to the basis and negotiation
of commercial arrangements with other States or British possessions,
views and considerations which do not apply to the case of, or harmo-
nise with the policy of the United Kingdom; which it is difficult for the
Government of the United Kingdom to advance; and which can be best
realized and presented by the Government of Canada through a nego-
tiator named by ber for the purpose of providing separate trade conven-
tions with countries, with which Canada bas or may expect distinct
trade.

' That the complications and delays involved.in the reference to the
Departments of the Government of the United Kingdom of points arising
in the course of trade negotiations enhance the difficulties of the situa-
tion, and diminish the chances of success; and have already resulted inlois to Canada.

l That it i expedient to obtain all necessary powers to enable Her
Majesty, through Her representative, the Governor General of Canada,acting b y and with the advice ofthe Queen's Privy Council for Canada,
to enter b an agent or representative of Canada, into direct communi-
cation with any British possession or Foreign State, for the purpose of
negotiating commercial arrangements, tending to the advantage of
Canada, subject to the prior consent, or the subsequent approval of the
Parliamjent of Canada signified by Act."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I suppose that the main
proposition of this resolution or amendment is, in the first
place, that it is expedient we should extend the trade
relations of Canada with other nations. There can be no
objection to that. It is for the advantage of Canada to havetrade relations with every nation that will trade with us.The next proposition is that it is expedient-I do not know
whether the resolution goes further, and says that it is
absoltutely necessary-that we should have direct communi-
cation by an envoy of our own with those foreign countries.
If Her Majesty's Government, the Queen of England and
the Queen of Canada as well, will etend our powers and

enable us to send special envoys to foreign countries she
will, as Queen of England and Canada, see to the enforce-
ment of treaties we may make. That would be toour advan-
tage. Nobody could object to it, and we should be grateful for
it. But I think the hon. gentleman is far too sanguine in his
expectation that Her Majesty's Government would agree to
the proposition so long as we reinained-however important
we may be, and far be it from me to minimize the import-
ance of Canada as regards its numbers and wealth-a colon
of Great Britain. England is not likely to consent, so long
as we remain a dependency, to our having separate
ambassadors and envoys of our own; and more than
that I think the motion betrays an absence of knowledge
on the part of the hon. gentleman of the principles that
actuate other Governments in dealing with Canada, se long
as it is a dependency, and while the relation between
nations are carried on by accredited ministers, several
ranks are established. There is great jealousy between
nations as to the rank of their envoys sent from one nation
to another. If it is an important nation they have
ministers, plenipotentiaries and ambassadors in, the highest
sense of the word. Then they have resident ministers;
they have chargés d'affaires and secretaries of legation.
And if England made aproposition to France or to Spain, that
her colonies should bave that power, both nations particu-
larly would resolve, as history bas shown, to maintain the
dignity of the diplomatie service, and they would refuse, so
long as we are a dependency of England. Nor could we ex-
pect consequently to be able to confer the necessary rank
upon an officer who would be our envoy. No foreign nation
would deal with it on these terms. We must remember that
France and Spain, two nations to which the hon. gentleman
especially alluded, have colonies; and they would not and
could not according to the principles that govern their
policy with regard to their several dependencies, accept the
proposition. And we all know how important their colonies
are. They could not and would not grant power to
colonies of England which of necessity they would
refuse to their own. Spain has coatinuously and deliber-
ately refused to allow direct negotiations with
the Chaplain-General or local authorities of Cuba or the
Phillippian Islands. Cuba is her principal and wealthiest
colony. France would not allow for a moment Algeria or
the West Indies, or ber colonies and dependencies in the
east, to enter into direct communication with any foreign
nation. They would say it was altogether inconsistent with
the colonial relations and would refuse to their own colonies
such a demand or such a request, if it was made; and,
therefore, as they would refuse it to their own colonies,
they certainly would not grant it to the colonies of England.'
The new born zeal of the hon. gentleman for Canada, in
assuming this position, is rather amusing, when we look
back for the last seven years. -I am not aware that the hon.
gentleman or those with whom he acted, ever considered
that our commercial prosperity ever depended upon direct
relations with foreign nations. I am not aware-my
memory may be at fault-that those hon. gentlemen
opposite ever made a single advance to any foreign
nation or sought to develop the trade of Canada
in any part of the civilized or uncivilized world.
I believe it was in our time that the development and exten-
sion of our trade was commenced, and I am proud to say
that our Mother Country is truly a Mother Country, in the
best sense of the word, always assisting us, especially of
late, in any attempt or any expressed desire of Canada for
the development of ber trade with any and every country
in the world. England is an old country. She, eof course,
does not move with a revolutionary rapidity that the hon.
gentleman would desire, therefore it is she marches with
a steady and distinguished pace. Perhaps a querulous
gentleman like Mr. Cobden would grumble because the
various responsible departments in England carefally
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watched the progress and checked the untutored zeal with Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
respect to the French Treaty, and I believe that had the exeeedingly mistaken, there are not many; there were one
French Treaty, if it had been left to bis unaided exertions or two and there is one of these that works so prejudicially
without the delays, restrictions, conditions and red-tapeism to Canada-a treaty with some of the German States-
which the hon. gentleman complains of, would not have that it greatly hampers and would greatly hamper her in
been so satisfactory to the people of England, and its negotiation with other countries. As I have said before, it
renewal was earnestly desired. Those delays, although is useless to talk of asking the Queen to allow us to send
curbing the desires of Mr. Cobden to come back to England our envoys to other countries unless those countries are
as a successful negotiator 'and thus annoying him, willing to receive us. We bave the example the other day of
eventuated in a satisfactory treaty-satisfactory to England, what France did. When M. Lefaivre, the French Consul
though I am sorry to say not so satisfactory to France. in Canada, opened an un-official correspondence with the
Canada bas been progressing rapidly in prestige, in popu- best intentions-an officious correspondence they would cali
lation and in wealth, so that although I rather dislike the it in Franco-for the purpose of developing trade between
want of taste shown in these resolutions in saying that we France and Canada, the French Government were exceed-
are the most important of lier Majesty's colonies and ingly annoyed at it, and M. Lefaivre received a rebuke and
entitled to have a different position from the others, yet we a reproof at the hands of his own Government.
are, with a population of 4,000,000, rapidly approaching to Mr. MA(KENZ[E. That is because ho was never auho.5,000,000, a people of sufficient importance to claim of the . dMother Country the important advance in our position that rized.
we have a right to claim-additional assistance, greater Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. Of course ho was never
energy and a larger meed of independence in our nego- authorized. The hon. gentleman knows that the consular
tiations than when we were scattered, separate system of France is altogether different from that of Eng-
and feeble Provinces and colonies. I must say land. Consular agents in England are merely commercial
that, rapid as our progress bas been, we never yet agents, holding no diplomatie character whatever, while in
made an advance that England bas not, after due con- France they are a branch department, they rise from being
sideration, met more than half way and assisted Canada consuls to being ambassadors, while in England the two
in ail the negotiations she bas made. She is not a step- services are entirely separate. And so M. Lafaivre, as
mother, she is as anxious to see Canada prosper as she is consul here, was not authorized to deal with any particular
proud of Canada and her colonies, and if we look back we subject. We opened an unofficial correspondence for the
will see that Ganada never desired assistance without purpose of seeing whether steps could not be taken so as to
obtaining it at ber hands. Even in cases when the com- superinduce an official negotiation, and yet this act was
mercial policy of the Mother Country might vary from ours, repudiated. Sir, as matters stand now, I think Canada's
she bas always tried to carry out our wishes. The hon. position is as favorable as it well can ho. The hon. gentle-
gentleman rend in contravention of that statement, a des- man bas pointed out that we can, by legislation, without
patch of Lord Kimberley when he was Colonial Secretary, anything like a treaty, regulate our commercial principles
stating that while in obedience to the express wishes of the and practices, and the bon. gentleman quoted three of the
Canadian people, the British Government would do any- clauses of the Tariff of 1878, showing that we have exer-
thing that they could to promote a renewal of the Recipro- cised that power by logislation-in fact to make treaties
city Treaty of 1854; yet in the opinion of Her Majesty's according to those three clauses, with every nation who
Government-that Government which was then a Free chooses to meet Canada on those terms. But the bon. gen-
Trade Government as it is now, and Lord Kimberley, a Free tleman says that is not sufficient. Well, what is sufficient ?
Trade doctrinaire of the most restricted and illiberal kind, As we cannot have ambassadors he says we must have
if I may use the term-yet, neither he nor Her Majesty's special agents of our own. Well, Sir, besides the impossibility
Government, I am satisfied, by word or expression at of our agents boing received in a foreign country, and the
Washington in the negotiations with the American Govern- importance the language of the resolution would claim for
ment, ever for one moment allowed their own opinions as them, I can see that, great as we are, powerfl
to what would be best for Canada, to interfere with their as we are going to be, when we have the presaige
pressing her claims and expressing our wishes. The of England, the whole diplomatie service of England, how-
whole correspondence will show that Ebgland did every- ever strong and able we may be, we are greatly strength-
thing that persuasion, -argument, ingenuity and pressure ened and aided in advancing our interests and developing
could produce to induce the United States to renew that our trade. Now, Sir, I am not aware that before 1878, any
treaty. The bon. gentleman says that we are exceedingly step of any kind was taken by the Government to develop
embarrassed, because England makes treaties, having refer- our trade. But the first thing we did was to attempt to
ence to the Mother Country. Sir, whenever Canada or any develop our trade with foreign countries, and after the deli-
of the colonies 'express a desire to be included in those berate expression of the people of Canada in favor of the
treaties, I am satisfied that that wish will be granted. The National Policy, we at once, as it was our duty to do, made
reason why England of late years-I do not speak of old a forecast of the future, and we had to discount posteritY to
times-of a quarter of a century ago-had limited a certain extent. We had to provide for an occasional Over-
those treaties with foreign nations was this : It was production, we supposed there might be sometimes a
to leave the trade of Canada and the colonies unre- plethora of manufactures, that our markets would be
stricted by any of the conditions of those treaties. glutted, and so we commenced at once negotiations, pari
The " favoured nation clause " that England bas until lately passu with our National Policy, in order to make arrange-
put in all her treaties is a clause that would operate greatly monts with foreign countries which would be likely to
against the interests of Canada, because wherever Canada exchange commodities with us. I am not sure but that we got
entered into a reciprocity treaty we would be obliged to a great deal of sympathy from the bon. gentlemen OPPO
grant to every nation the privileges we had granted to site, though we did incur a good of ridicule, and I do not
the country with whom we had made a special arrangement. know but that before we get through this Session we may

have a special vote charging us with our extravagant course.
Mr. MACKENZIE. You do that now. in our first humble attempt to have an ambassador. We

are told now that he is good for nothing, that we had botter
Mr. MTJa. There are many treaties in which this i withdraw him, that our very first attempt to have con-

applied tO Canada. ALmercial independence is costing us tens of thousands of
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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dollars, and that it would be true economy to withdraw our
ambassador altogether from England. Sir, that is not our
policy. We commenced at once. In the first place, we
went to a nation on this side of the Atlantic, and we have
now got the official-the not ostentatious, but to a great
extent the expressed assistance of Her Majesty's reprosenta-
tive at the Court of Brazil, and we now have a lino running
monthly between Canada and Brazil, and although that
trade is in its infancy, I think the indications are clear that
one of our best markets in the future will b Brazil. The
commodities of the two countries are of such diverse
nature that we can profitably send our productions to Brazil
and receive bers in exchange. Then, Sir, considering, in
the language of these resolutions, that our interests are of
greater volume and value than they were before, we took
the stop of appointing Sir A. T. Galt, a gentleman well
known in Canada, a gentleman who has beld adistinguished
position in the Canadian Parliament, who bas been a
Minister of the Crown, and bas administered the finances of
Canada for a number of years. We sent that gentleman to
England, notwithstanding the reproaches of the
waste of money involved in the appointment. He
has been there ever since, and, Sir, he has
doue good service, notwithstanding the remarks
of the bon. gentleman who moved this resolution, that all
our negotiations have been unsuccessful whenever they
have been opened with foreign countries. That is a mis-
take. The first thing we did was, through Sir A. T. Galt,
to apply to fier Majesty's Governnent to strengthen his
hands and authorize him to go to these countries. He first
went to Spain, and Mr. West, now the very able ambassador
at Washington, then ambassador at the Court of Madrid, was
specially instructed to assist him in every possible way, and
to put him in direct communication with the Government
of Spain.. Of course any official arrangement would have
to be signed by the accredited Minister of England at
Madrid. No other signature wvould give validity to a treaty,
because treaties are not made between colonies and a foreign
country, but between two nations. Any arrangement that
Sir A. T. Galt as our agent might have made must have
been countersigned and approved by the ambassador to give
it validity and effect as a treaty, and of course it had to be
ratified by the Government of the Mother Country who under-
took the great responsibility ofsanctioning it or disapproving
it. Sir Alexander Galt, our agent, was in communication with
the Spanish Government, and he made great progress there.
Signor Camaras, thon First Minister of Spain, and a great
statesman, was in power at the opening of the negotiations.
We did rot think at first when the instructions were
given to Sir Alexander Galt, that it would open so large a
question as the establishment of trade between Spain, the
Mother Country and Canada. We commenced more
modestly and more practically by asking, through the
British Government, with the consent of the Foreign Office
and of the Imperial Government, for leave to enter into
direct negotiations with Spain, iv order to open up a trade
with Cuba and Porto Rico and the Spanish colonies in
America, and that was at once granted; but Signor Camaras
stated that ho would prefer, now that propositions
had been made, that negotiations should be made wider
and that the negotiating parties should deal not only
With the Cuban trade but with the trade between
European Spain and Canada. Negotiations were afterwards
suspended not only with Canada but with England until the
Cuban representatives bad been elected. By the Spanish
system, as well as by the French system, their colonies have
direct representation in the Cortez and Chamber of Depu-
ties of the two nations, and the Cuban representatives to the
Cortez had not arrived, and the Minister said those Cuban
representatives would be consulted on the various questions
before direct negotiations would be entered upon. By the
tine the Cuban members arrived, or rather before it, one of
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r those political revolutions which occur so frequently in Spain
took place, and Signor Camaras was unseated, and a period
of semi-anarchy, not in a warlike but a political sense, or
rather not a period of anarchy but of paralysis occurred in
the struggle between the contending parties, and Signor
Camaras' successors were not at all in favor of
enlarging commercial relations either with Eng-
land or Canada. If Sir Alexander Galt failed in his
praiseworthy and able attempts to secure an arrangement
between Spain and her colonies and Canada, the failure was
an equal failure on the part of England, because Spain

1 refused to negotiate either with the Mother Country or with
Canada. But we ought not to be discouraged by obstruc-
tions of that kind, and Sir Alexander Galt bas closely
watched the various political currents and especially the
various changes of political disposition in Spain on economie
questions, and he bas lost no opportunity of pressing the
subject on the attention of the Spanish Minister, because
having once got the right to communicate with thom, ho
keeps that up either by communications with Spain or more
directly or more indirectly through the Spanish Minister,
in London. Although I have not authority to state officially,
because I have it not officially, Sir Alexander Galt stated
in one of his letters to me that the Spanish Ambassador
was exceedingly anxious-porsonally, of course-and when
ho speaks personally, ho speaks in his representative as
well as bis personal character-to see the development of
trade between the two countries, and he told him, not offi-
cially, that it was his intention at an early day to come to
Canada in order to see this country, ascertain its production
and resources. and aid us in obtaining a treaty. So we felt we
must do as Lincoln said, keep pegging away until we suc-
ceed. So with respect to France. France is now an
intensely protectionist country, and England cannot renew
her commercial treaty with her. England's offers have
been refused unless she makes concessions, which she
declines to make. An unfortunato circumstance occurred
which might have occurred with any Government or
Department. Our request that the duty of 40 francs a
ton on Canadian ships, should be reduced to 2 francs, would
have been acceded to if it had not been that Austria gave
notice to every nation with which it had commercial
treaties that they were to b terminated, and
on that account the wholo negotiations failed.
Now, however, France by a general law allows
Canadian ships to enter at the same rate of duty
per ton, namely, 2 francs, as ships built in England, the
United States, or elsewhere. So we only suffered a short
and temporary inconvenience in that sense. Sir Alexander
Galt bas several times gone to Paris for the purpose of
carrying on direct negotiations, and as in Spain so in
France, Lord Lyons was instructed to offer every aid, to
give the whole force of any influence that England might be
supposed to have with France, to carrying out the wishea of
Canada for direct negotiations, and for the interchange of
commodities under an arranged system of Tariff without
reference to England ; and Sir Alexander Galt as our agent
was placed in direct communication with the various
Ministers of Finance and of Trade and Commerce there,
whether Mr. Girard, the great protectionist, or bis successor
or M. Gambetta, who is as great a Free Trader as ho dare
be without running counter to the general feelings of the
Governmont and the people of France. Sir Alexander Galt
has communicated with them, and we hope he will be able
to make an arrangement, and a promising sign is
that the Ministers of France have expressed themselves
strongly in favor of adopting joint action, whereby we
would have a lino of steamers running between France and
Canada, just as we have now betweon Canada and Brazil.
And Sir Alexander Galt says, that ho thinks that proposi-
tion will be carried out, and if carried out it will result in a
trade which will so attract the attention" of the French
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Government and French people so that we may hope that
they will find that we can give them something by reducing
our duties, and that they can give us something by reducing
theirs, thus giving us reciprocity. So, Sir, during our
short period of three years or a little more, we have not
been idle. We have pressed the claims of Canada in Eng-
land, to have her interests urged in all foreign ports. That
has been granted in no stinted or restricted manner. Sir
Michael Hicks-Beach's despatch, which was read by the
hon. gentleman, was the inception of the negotiations
for giving a higher status to Canadian commerce
and more direct means of communication with the
various nations. Things have gone on rapidly since that
time and we may hope, we know, experience shows, the
manner in which Sir Alexander Galt las acted, that wo are
only in the beginning of a great enterprise of this kind.
The despatch of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach was guarded as a
despatch at the opening of negotiations and from the repre-
sentative of England should have been. We have received, as
I have already told you, perhaps at too great length, not
only the assurances, but those assurances carried into action,
as well as the earnest co-operation of the Mother Country
to strengthen our bands. The hon. gentleman pooh, pooh's
the idea of war arising out of the breach of commercial
treaties. Sir, war may not break out, but what is nearly as
bad, in a commercial point of view, a cessation of political
intercourse mny take place. At this very day, and for
years and years there has been no diplomatic communication
of any kind between England and Mexico in consequence
of the action of Mexico in matters in which England thought
she was injured. There is no communication now between
them, considerably to the interruption of trade between the
Mother Country and that nation. But, Mr. Speaker, com-
mercial treaties do not signify merely the interchange of
commodities. The Reciprocity Treaty was not only an
arrangement, a convention, a bargain for the interchange
of commodities, free or at a regulated duty, but it handed
over for a consideration the rights of fishing in our waters.
We know, Mr. Speaker, what trouble Canada has had
respecting these same fisheries, what expense Great Britain
has been put to to guard our rights, and that a serious andi
angry diplomatie correspondence with the United States
occurred because she upheld the interests of Canada with
respect to those fisheries, and we know that Her Majesty's
ships and Her Majesty's seamen have been employed in
guarding and protecting Canadian interests there without
asking us to pay a single farthing of the
cost. I think we would not be benefitted by
becoming in ef*ect an independent nation, making our
own treaties ard being obliged to enforce them or to sub-
mit to the breach of them without any means of protecting
them. Now, Sir, we have England at our back. England,
if a treaty is once made with ber, whether it affects ier'
Canadian subjects or her South African su bjects, or the
people of England, Ireland or Seotland, will use the whole
force of the Empire-I do not say necessarily in war, but
will bring the whole force of her national prestige to bear
-in vindicating the rights sanctioned by those treaties. I
think we would be penny wise and pound foolish if we-for
the sake of a little immediate advantage and for the pur-
pose of avoiding a few delays by the round-about-way of
communicating by the Foreign Office or the Colonial Office,
and in order to have more speedy communication, and the
immediate advantage of having a treaty made for the bene-
fit of Canada-threw away the advantage we now have
in having all our treaties made between Great Bri-
tain and the nation, not between Canada and the nation.
If this be so, Mr. Speaker, I think these resolutions will do
no harm in England. Disguise it as you will, this means
separation and independence. The hon. gentleman is mov-
ing on by slow degrees to that point. This is a com-
mercial movement; by-and-bye we will have something

Sir .ouN A. MACDoNALD,

else ; until at last we take a step for political independence.
I have said to the House before, that a British subject I was
born, and a British subject I hope to die. The best interests
of Canada are all involved in the connection between the
Mother Country and her loving and loyal colony. I think the
adoption of this resolution would do a great deal of harm. I
think it would be calculated to frustrate and obstruct the kind
assistance that we have received from England. England
might say at once, if you are going to have ambassadors of
your own, if you are going to make your own treaties, we
will no longer trouble ourselves about you, fight your own
battles, do your own business, and see what you will make
of it. The people of this country do not want
that. They desire the cjntinuance of this connec.
tion, and they believe as they give a most loyal
affection to the Mother Country, so they believe the results
to Canada, morally, financially and.in every way, will be to
enhance the progress of the country, and that we will receive
the strongly pledged and never forgotten promise of the
Government of England that they will stand by us, that
they will not treat us as strangers but as a portion of the
great British Empire, bound by loving ties to the Mother
Country though separated by miles of sea. I think this
resolution is a boastful assertion of our coming strength
discounting our future, containing an ill-concealed wish that
this should be the stepping stone to something further, that
in some way our independence should increase and our
dependence and support decrease, and that we should, as
soon as convenient, be cast upon our own resources. This,
Sir, would be an injury, a destruction, a ruin to Canadi.

It being Six o'clock th Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Com-
mittee, reported, read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 80) respecting the River St. Clair Railway
Tunnel Company.-(Mr. Arkell.)

Bill No. (95) to amend the Act incorporating "The Bell
Telephone Company of Canada."-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria).

Bill (No. 97) to incorporate the Calais and St Stephen's
Railway Bridge Company.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Bill (No. 114) respecting the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa
and Occidental Railway.-(Mr. Abbott.)

THE TRUST AND LOAN COMPANY.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 35) to amend the
Acts relating to the Trust and Loan Company of C.nada,
and for enlarging the powers of the said Company.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the .Committee.)
Bill reported.
On the motion for third reading,
Mr. WALLACE moved, that the Bill be not now read a

third time, but that it be referred back to Committee of the
Whole for amendment, inserting the words "lnot exceeding 8
per cent. per annumi." after the word " whatsoeve,
in the third clause. He said : I think 8 per cent. is a
sufficient rate of interest for any loan company. It is said
that by making a limitation of the raie of interest, w
should prevent money from coming into the country. This
Company has been doing business in the country for a very
long time, and has been satisfiedwith 8 per cent. and I see
no reason now why that rate should be increased. In fact
I think it rather ought to be decreased. Money is lent the
farmers gt suci a rinous rate of interest as it is impossible
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to pay, which accounts for so many having been sold out.
As it is, I do not believe it is beneficial to the country te
draw foreign capital into it at such a rate; the more that
this comes in the worse for the country, and therefore I
move that resolution.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I know that the sense of fair-
ness which characterizes my hon. friend will prevent him,
after a moment's reflection, to support that motion. If
he thinks the law respecting the rate of interest should be
changed, it is perfectly right that he should take such steps
as lie may deem proper for the purpose; but he will hardly
say that one law should be applied te one loan company, and
another te another. While the law remains as it is, nothing
can be fairer than to allow companies to obtain in the
various Provinces the rate allowed by the law.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). We are a just Parliament and
ought to be generous. Why did we pass a law the other
day limiting the rate of interest with a company only a
short time in the country, and which in all sections of the
country has donc a great deal of good. There company has
been in existence the last twenty-five years, possessing the
reputation of being a good and fair company, and which has
treated justly all borrowers. If they did well for the last
twenty-five years at 8 per cent, why now ask an increased
rate? We refused the other company a higher rate of
interest, and should certainly refuse this application.
Within the last twelve months the Trust and Loan Cem-
pany have changed the interest on mortgages from 8 te 7 per
cent., without solicitation. Why do they now ask more than
8? In order that they can lend their money in the
North-West. So far as we are concerned the N orth-West has
very few representatives te look after their interests in this
House, but I believe the representatives from all over the
Dominion will sec that the people of the North-West should
not pay too high a rate of interest. 8 per cent. is more
than should be paid on mortgages of any kind in any part
of the Dominion, I had hoped, after the hint thrown out
by the lion. Minister of Railways, that the hon. gentleman
who has taken so deep an interest in the financial matters
in this country, the hon. member for South Norfolk, would
bring in a Bill to limit the rate of interest to 7 per cent. in
all parts of the Dominion. I believe, had he done so in the
earlier part of the session, it would have gone through both
flouses and became law. We would then have less loan
companies and less farms to be sold, because it is a
fact that throughout the length and breadth of
Ontario, go where you will, notices are posted up
Of farms for sale by those companies. They have
charged interest as high as 10 and 15 per cent., and
some even as high as 20 per cent. The time has come

when this House should put a stop to this wholesale charge
inflicted on parties who are ignorant of the amount of interest
they pay. .1 hope the hon. gentleman will press his motion
to a division and we will sec whether those members who
refused to allow thel "Credit Foncier," which contributed so
much to'reduce the rate of interest during the year, to
increase their rate, will now allow a company that has donc
business for a quarter of a century to charge what interest
they please.

Mr. BÉCHARD. I do not sec why we should deal more
leniently with this company than we did with the "Credit
Foncier." The latter appealed to this House, a week ago,
to be authorized to loan money at a higher rate than its
present rate; its application was refused. Hore is a com-
Pany claiming new powers, and among those that of lending
loney at any rate they please. I do net see why we should
grant te this company what we refused to the other. I
think the hon. member for South Perth is still too generous;
he sehould ask that this company should be limited to 6 per
cent., and if his amendment be not carried, I intend to
"love one, providing that the rate be limited to 6 per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Tt will be remembered by hon.
members of the Committee of Banking and Commerce, that
the " Credit Foncier" was incorporated with extraordinary
privileges not given to any other company incorporated in
Canada, and their incorporation was agreed to because
they agreed to furnish moncy at not over 5 per cent. under
their charter.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. That was the local chai ter.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That company was given

these privileges on account of that engagement. That they
came to this House and asked that the rate be increased to
7 per cent., but their Bill was rejected on account of these
privileges. The Bill now under discussion was referred to
a special Committee of the Committee on Banking and
Commerce, which reported the provisions of the Bill as now
before the House.

Amendment (Mr. Wallaec) agrced to on the following
division:-

YEÀs:

Messieurs

Amyot
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Béchard,
Benoit,
Bolduc.
Brown,
Casgrain,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daoust,
DeCosmos,
Domville,
Dumont,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Flynn,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Geoffrion,
Gigault,
Gillmor,
Girouard(Jac. Carter),

Anglin,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Bill,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Victoria),
Cartwright,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Daly,
Dawson,
Drew,
Fitzsimmons,

Hiouse reolvedl

Grandbois, Pinsonncaulti
Guillet, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (SheIburne),
Hesson, Ross (Dundas),
Holton, Rouleau,
Houde, Routhier,
Irvine, Royal,
Jackson, Hykert,
Kranz, Rymal,
Landry, Shawl
Lantier, Skinner,
Macdonald (Inverness), Smith,
Marmillan, Snowball,
McCallum, Sproule,
McIsaac, Sutherland,
McLeod, Tassé,
MoQuade, Thompson,
McRory, Trow,
Malouin, rana8se,
Merner, Wade,
Mongenais, Wallace (Norfèlk),
Montplaisir, Wallace (York),
Muttart, Wheler,
Orton, White (Hastings),
Ouimet, White (Renfrew>, and
PattrRon (Eonsex), Willia(sh-79.

NÂYs:

Messieurs

Fleming,
Girouard (Kent),
Guthrie,
Hackett,
Haggart,
Hay,
Hiomer,
Hooper,
Huntington,
Killam,
Kilvert,
King,
Lane,
Langevin,
Mackenzie,
McCarthy,
McCuaig.
McDongald,

McDougall,
Mills,
Ogden,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Plumb,
Pope (Compton),
Richey,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Rogers,
Ross (Middlesex),
Scriver,
Tilley,
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Valin,
Weldon, and
Wright.-55.

again itself into Commit ee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS. I think the proposition now before the
Committee is one they ought to consider with great care.
We have had, for a number of years, Free Trade in money,
and the result is, very large sums have been sent by Eng-
lish and French capitalists for investment in this country.
The rate of interest is lower than it has ever been in the
history of these colonies, even when we had laws against
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usury. It is neither in the interests of the lender or the
borrower that restrictions of this sort should be imposed ;
no doubt the effect will be to induce capitalists to withdraw
money from investment in this country, and the rate, instead
of being reduced, will actually be increased. It is perfectly
obvious if we introduce the restriction in one matter we
can not stop then. We cannot impose restrictions on one
class of lenders that we do not impose on others similarly
situated. But here upon a measure that would be regarded
by many a measure of subordinate consequence, we are about
to lay down a principle which cannot be confined to this
measure, but must be applied to the same thing, seeking to
invest money in this country. I would therefore move that
the Committee rise.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not think the hon. mom-
ber for Bothwell is right. If we have to-day
a legal rate of interest of 6 per cent. for all
debts that have accrued, on the worst kind of security, then
I think that as you lessen the security you can afford to
lower the rate of interest. Many storekeepers in the
country are doing business on the strength of their accounts
and they get no security at all for payment. If after a
certain length of time these men come to collect their
accounts they find that the law allows them only six per
cent. If a company loans money to a farmer the principle
is generaily adopted that it does not loan for more than half
the value of the farm. Landed security is the best secuiity,
and if we are to say that the legal rate of interest shall be
6 per cent. upon the worst security, then upon the best
security why should we not say that it should be more ?

Mr. GIGAULT. The hon. member for Bothwell, a few
days ago, wheu the Bill affecting the Crédit Foncier Cana-
(lien was before the House, voted not to allow that institu-
tion to loan money at a higher rate than 6 per cent., but
now he is opposing a reduction in the rate of interest. I
voted to allow that company to lend money at a higher
rate than 6 per cent., and I think we should adopt the same
rule for all monetary institutions. I thought that on
account of the crisis in France, we should allow that com-
pany some more latitude. If we had four or five millions
more of French capital in this country to compete with
British and Canadian capital, the rate of interest would be
lowered. I think it was not fair to say to the Crédit Foncier
Canadien: You shall lend your money at 6 per cent. or
close your doors, while we allow other institutions to lend
money at 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent.

Bill reported.
On motion for the third reading,
Mr. BÉCHARD. I voted for the amendment because I

thought it was preferable that the Bill should pass with the
amendment than that it should pass in its original form. I
repeat now that the rate of interest at 8 per cent. is too
high, and I behieve other hon. gentlemen in this House are
of the same opinion. I therefore move that the Bill be
remitted with instructions to amend it so that the rate of
interest imposed by the company shall not exceed 6 per
cent.

Mr. McCARTHY. There has been no notice given of
this amendment, and therefore it is not in order.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think, according to the 67th rule of
the House, the amendment is not in order, because according
to that rule there can be no important amendment to a
Private Bill in Committee of the Whole, or at the third
reading, unless one day's notice of the same shall have been
given.

Mr. BÉCHARD. I have seen it donc many timues.
Mr. SPEAKER. Not with Private Bills, it may have

been done with Public Bills.
Bill read the third time and passed.

Mr. MILLS.

COMMERCIAL TREATIES.

House resumed the debate on Mr. Blake's proposed amend-
ment to Sir Leonard Tilley's proposed motion for the HIouse
to go again into Committee of Supply.

Mr. MILLS. I propose to address the House briefly in
reply to the observations made by the First Minister on the
amendment proposed by the hon. member for West Dur.
ham. The right hon, gentleman, at the head of the Gov-
ernment, has laid down a number of propositions in
reference to the motion of my hon. friend for West Dur-
ham, to which I cannot subscribe. I neither concur in the
principles he las enunciated, nor in the line of argument
he has adopted. The hon. gentleman said in the first place
that England would not give her consent to the principles
laid down in the resolution before the House, and
that it was not our interest that she should do
80. The hon. gentleman also stated that we were
quietly feeling our way in precisely the same direction.
The right hon. gentleman next contended that if the policy
set out in this resolution were acted upon it would
lead to the separation of Canada from the United Kingdom,
Now, Sir, I do not concur with any of the statements
which the right hon. gentleman has made. Let us consider
for a moment what are the principles of the motion
before us. Sir, the arguments which the hon. gentleman
addressed to the louse this afternoon were similar to
those which were addressed to the old Legislature ofCanada
and to the people of England when we asked for responsible
Government in this country. A good many members in this
House no doubt will recollect a pamphlet that was issued
many years ago by the late Chief Justice of Canada, Sir
John Beverley Robinson, in which he argued that if local
self-government were conferred upon the colonies
it would lead to the separation of the colonies
from the Mother Country. He said that the
Governor of a Province was an Imperial officer
acting under instructions from the Colonial Office,
and he asked how he could possibly obey the instructions re-
ceived from the Colonial Secretary and at the same time act
upon the advice of responsible advisers in this country.
He held that the necessities of bis position rendered it
impossible that responsible Government could be established
in any of the colonies. That inference was denied by those
who were friends to the introduction of responsible Govern-
ment; it was combatted by Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Lafontaine
and other gentlemen acting as leaders of the Reform party.
Those hon. gentlemen said that it was perfectly consistent
with loyalty to the Empire and with the continuance of the
connection that the people of the colonies should exercise the
rights of self-government, that so far from leading to
the separation of the colonies from the Mother Country
it would tend to strengthen the bond of union which existed
between them. We had had almost a half century for the trial
cf this experiment, and we have little doubt as to who was
right in the line of argument which they adopted. We find,
instead of the bond between the colonies and the Mother
Country being weakened by an extension to the colonies
of the principles of self-government, it has been strengtbened.
The people instead of being dissatisfied are satisfied, their
own opinionsare respected, their own views are acted upon,
and there has been no time in the history Of the
country when the bond of union between the British North
America Provinces and the United Kingdom was stronger
than it is at this moment. The same reasons which neces-
sitated the adoption of responsible Government, which made
it right and proper we should exercise control over own
local affairs, have made it necessary that we should seek for
a wider sphere of government than that which we have
enjoyed. We are not asking for the introduction of any
new principle, we are simply asking for the extension of an
old principle, to new circumstances ; we are met by an old
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argument, applied to an altered condition of things. What affect the well-being of the people of the United Kingdom.
we¢re our circumstances when responsible Government was They know the Government of the United Kingdom
established in this country ? We were simply great is responsible to the Parliament that sits at Westminster,
municipal corporations; we sought to build roads and and not to the Parliament that sits at Ottawabut if they
bridges; to provide for internal improvement, and to furnish do anything at all by way of promotion of commercial
facilities of communication between one portion of the interests, they do it by looking after the interests of
province and another, and one settlement and another; and the people of the United Kingdom and not those of any
the result of those local improvements has been that the dependency or colony. If we wish the Agents and Am-
whole of British North Amorica has been prepared for the bassadors residing at foreign ports to take a special interest
establishment of this Federal Union. We have increased in the commercial well-being of this country, we must have
in woalth and in populat'on, and we have at the presenttime men whose positions are more or less affected by the atten-
a more extensive commerce than the United Kingdom had a tion which they give to the interests of the people of this
hundred years ago. To-day the commerce of Canada amounts country, and it is only in this way that these people will
to $200,000,000; we carrying on trade with the West ever seeik to promote our commerce and give our manufac-
Indies, South America, the adjoining iRepublic, with Spain, turers, merchants and farmers that information regarding
to some extent with France and Gormany, and to a very foreign markets which will stimulate industry at home
large extent with the United Kingdom. The question that and contribute to the wellbeing and prosperity of this
presents itself to us is, should we direct the policy and country. The hon. the First Minister told us of the ranks
control the operations of our people in the field of commerce of Ambassadors and the different ranks to which they are
as we have con trolled them in ordinary local affairs ? It is raised in proportion to the dignity and importance of the
just as necessary to exorcise the principle of self-government country they represent, and I could not but think from the
in the one case as in the other. It is not held, that before observations he made that he was reading the condition of
we possessed local self-government the United Kingdom the diplomatic corps of foreign countries as it existed a
desired to do us any harm. They desired to further our century and a-half ago rather than as it exists at this
interests as far as they attracted their attention, their actions moment. Hon. gentlemen will remember a description
being such as they believed would be most beneficial to us; given by Macaulay of the difficulties of negotiating peace
but we know they were not the best judges of our circum- between England and Holland on the one side and France
stances, that they did not take the same interest in this on the other, how the Ambassadors were afraid to approach
country as we felt ourselves, and every attempt to extend to each other for fear that they would seem to be making
us those kind attentions was folt to be an injury rather than improper concessions, how they watched each other's legs
a benefit. By the concession of the principles of solf- for fear one would sacrifice the dignity of his country by
government we were enabled to deal with those mqftters in taking the first step; and we know that at the Treaty of
the way in which the people desirod. We have outgrown O(inabruck, before negotiations could be entered into, a circu-
that condition. Our interests are no longer confined lar place of meeting had to be erected with as many doors as
within the limits of the Dominion. Our relations with Ambassadors, as no one would consent to another taking pre-
foreign countries aie moe extensive, as I have said, than cedence of him by entering first; and in order that all might
were the relations of the United Kingdom wi h foreign I be on a footing of equality a round table was made andplaced
countries a century ago, and we have just the same interest in the centre of the room. Well, Sir, I did not know that in
in promoting our external interests as any other people these days of common sense and commerce men wasted
with the same wealth and commerce, in any other portion their time in that way, and I think the hon. leader of the
of the globe has in theirs, and the Government of the UJnited Governmont must have been looking at the musty records
Kingdom and its officers are no more competent to take of former periods rather than at tie acta of living mon of
charge of those external relations than of our internal and commen sense in this day. Now, Sir, the hon, gentleman
dornestic affairs. This is a reasonable proposition. Why told as on a former occasion, when a subject similar to tua
should we not seek to promote our own commercial well- was brought before the fouse by Sir Alexander Gaît, tiat
being ? Why should we entrust our external relations to if we were to appoint an Ambassador to negotiate a treaty
other people who are pre-occupied with other affairs? Cer- with a foreign State the first question wouid be: Who are
tainly we have more leisure, we have a greater interest in you, who do you represent, where do you come
attending to what we believe the commercial well- from; and it wouid ho said: We do not know such
being of this country than it is possible any other people a country as Canada; and that tley wouid refuse to nego-
can have, and it can no more interfere with the existing tiato with us. The hon, gentleman said something very
relations between Canada and the Mother Country, than much like that to-day, but he also made statements of fact
can legislation upon the Tariff, upon property and civil hardly consistent with thia lino of argument. Re told us
rights, upon the ordinary domestic affairs of the country. that Sir Aloxander Gaît had gone to Madrid, tlat le had
I say that no people have so much interest in our well- boon put into communication by the British Miniater with
being as ourselves. I was reminded, by an observation the Premier or representative of Foreign Affairs in the
made by the right hon. leader of the House, of what came Spanish Government, and tiat tiat hon, gentleman was
under my own notice some years ago at Buffalo. A Canadian moat happy to enter into active negotiations with him, and
vessel carrying a cargo of poles, was obliged to throw a the lon. gentleman assured us that Sir Alexander Gaît was
large portion overboard. The result was that when the juat on the point of succeeding wheu le faiied to succeed. If
vessel reached port, duties were charged on what were the hon. gentlemans statoment is correct the Goverument of
shipped and not on what reached port. The owner brought Spain, at ail events, made noobjection toenteringintonegotia-
the matter under the notice of the English Consul, tions with Sir Alexander Gaît as the representative of Canada.
but he not being responsible to the Government of I wouid like to cati the attention of the fouse to this fact
Canada and not feeling specially interested in the subject of Supposing fier.Majesty, instead of sending Sir Alexander
the complaint, paid no attention to it whatever; and I Gait thero with Jettera to tho BritisIMinister, and the
said then if we had had a consular agent at Buffalo, respon- British Minister giving him an introduction to the
sible to the Canadian Government, who muight be removed representative of the Spanish Government, ho had been
for neglect of duty, his conduct would have been wholly appointed by the Qucen a Plenipotentiary exbraordinary te
different from the ambassadors and consuls of Great Britain. deal witî tua important question of the trade relations
They are looking for omotion to the Government between Spain and Canada, wiil the hon, gentleman pretend
Which appointe them, Tiey look after the affairs which that the Spanisi Government would have refused to acknow-
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ledge or to receive him as Her Majesty's representattve, be- with France, but the hon. member for West Durham sbowed
cause he was a native of Canada ? What 1iis it the business of the roundabout and dilatory manner in whicb these negotia-
aforeigu Court to ask aBritish Ambassadorwhence hecomes, tions were carried forward. The ancient rules and redta-
and if he is a native of England, Ireland or Scotland, or lives peism stili adhered to in the Foreign Office, rendered it almost
beyond the limitsof the United Kingdom? They have no right impossible that the negotiations should be carried toaspeedy
to put such a question; such a supposition is preposterous. conclusion. t is perfectly obvious that Sir Alexander Gait
The only thing is, are you properly accredited in this busi- failed to secure commercial relations with France because of
ness; are you properly accredited to this Court by the the obstacles which this routine placed in his way. Lt is true,
Queen. It is not the English Ministry, not the English the rigbt hon, gentleman said, he failed, but that we lost
Parliament, but ier Majesty that is known abroad. nothing by it; it is true, li said, at that time France
Negotiations are carried on in her name, and the man was imposing a tax of 40 francs a ton on Canadian
who goes to a foreign State to carry on negotiations for the shipping offcred for sale in the French markets, whule
United Kingdom or for any part of the Empire, has the only two francs a ton werc charged on British
right to deal with a foreign State and is subject to the shipping, but that now the tax was reduced to 2
instructions he bas received from ler Majesty. As the francs on Canadian slips. But the bon, gentleman only
bon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) said, the Quwen stated haif the truth, and bis statement was threforemnis
is not increly the Queen of the United Kingdom, but the leading. At this moment, athougi the duty on Canadian-
Sovereign of this Dominion, and if she appoints an Ambas- bult ships lias been reduced from 40 francs a ton to 2
sador or Plenipotcntiary or Agent to act on her behapf for francs a ton, Canadian ships are in a worse position than
the purpose of communication and treaty between this thcy werc when Sir Alexander Gat was carrying on these
section of the Empire and any foreigu State lec is just as negotiations. What are the facts? Why, that France at
competent to act as the resident Ambassador. The hon. this moment pays a bowinty of 30 cents a ton on bone-bu ilt
leader of the Government made the extraordinary statement srips for every teousand miles of sailing they do; she pays
that no treaty, no engagement, is binding, or ean be made a bounty of $12 a ton for the construction of these sips,
with a foreign State unlesw it is signed by the resident and a bounty of $22 a ton on the engines and machinry
Ambassador. Now, I say this ls a most preposterous state- employed in ordinary stcamships, so that these bounties to-
ment. Hec could not have remembered tbe negotiations day are a greater impediment to the sale of Canadian-built
botween the American representatives and those of thc ships in to French markets tha was the old tax of 40
Ulnited Kingdom, in 1783, in Paris. Ail wiIl rememberfrancs a ton. The hon, gentleman has roferred to a censure
the disputes between Mr. Fox and Lord Shelburne, as to thate lh says was pronounc d on the Frenhe Consul at
wlictler the negotiations witb tbe American representatives Qucbec, because be undertook to negotiate here witlit the
sould be carried on by the Colonial Office or the Forlegn authority of the Fren aGoverument. Now, Sir, the hon
Office. The American colonies ad claimed their independ- gentleman misstated the dct. Lt w ras on the colloaguc f
ence and it ad not been rcognized; and there was a con- the rigt ion. gentleman that the censure wan
flict between the two Departments as to whith should carry rnounced, not by tbe Frencl Government, but
on tic negotiation; but there is no doubt about this, that by the Under-Scretary of Foreig Affaira, S r
whoever tbe Government appointed for tspurpose of carry- Charles Dilke. If I am rigbtlyo informed, t hBritisl
ing on these negotiations was the propcrly accredited person Minister asked thorigit bon. gentleman-for o was in
for the purpose, no matter wether ie wanted the autbority England at the time-how this matter came about, and hie
of ithe Foreign Office or of the Colonial Dpartment. Well, asserted that yis colleague had no authority for entering into
Sir, wen you look at the treaty that was negotiated any negrotiations; and Sir C tarles Dilke censuredtabilon.
in 1855 by Lord John Rssentat Yienda, for the putpose Minister of Publiec Works in Canada for entering jntof n-
of concludingtoc Crimean war, it is true it was notratified gotiations without any authority with th eFench Consul
by the iouse, but it is truc also that it was not ncgotiatcd at Quebc. The rigt bon. gentleman saes that wc have
by the resident Minister, but by a Plenipotcntiary extra. begun by sending an Ambassador-where? Why, to the
ordinary, a Minister of the Crown who wassent for the pur- Goverument of the United Kingdom, toa Governmnt with
pose of carrying on that negotiation on bhaf f the Brit- wom we are in the mo t intimate relations, to a Govern-
is Government, t is therefore utterly preposterous for ment wihtave a representative tre to whom we can
the bongentleman to stand ere and undertak to mislead sprak-sending a representative werewc oave least need
and misinform this ouse by making suc a statement. ofone. When Sir Alexander Gat was appointd, the rigSit
There is no doubt that the representative reosiding at hon gentleman did not represent that this was the principal
a foreign Court could conduct these negotiations obje t in appointing him; the principal obje.tgo said, was
as he is tbe accredited agent of bis Soverign to save a large expenditure to this country by the visits of
le is specially acquainted wit the manners, custom l and Ministe to England for e transaction of business iWo
circumstances aving long resided on the spot, aving in required to borrow money iu the English market; we h'e-
this respect an advantage over a person specially appointed quired to do something to promote emgraton from the
for the purpose; but tliere , no doubt that, if the Sovereign United Kingdom to this country, and it was aid that Min-

hooses toi confer upon a Plenipotentiary extraordinary tre isters would no longer require to visit the Capital of the
power todi negotiate a treaty or to carry on any business with United Kingdom, and Sir Alexander Gat was apponted
a foreig Staie, tha Sovereign bas t bright to do so. t is for this purpose. But we larn that now Sir Alexander
is cr, tIen, when we look at the frets, tliat if fer Gat was appointed not for tis, but to act as our Ambwsador,
taesty gavelmus te power, if taeEngli n Goverument con- not only to te Court of StJames, buttv toewth e wole universe;
santed that we should have tb m power asked for in taereso- e was to be our Ambas-ador to Madrid, to Paris, to Berlin,
lutions submitted by t thon. member for West Duram, we and to very other Court on e continent of EuroPe. We
souldbave t right toladvisc ner Majesty to appointsome are also assured that hi l; tobe our Plenipotentiarv extra
one from Canada to act on our behaf-to negotiate a treaty ordinary to tIh Emperor of Brazil. T hon gentleman bs
with a foreign State; aund th personu appointed would be told us that we are opening up trade relations with the

perfectly competent, and would act by the autority, not of Empire of Brazil, that an extensive trade is growig UP
thI Government of Canada, but by the authority ofier between te two countries, that te productions of to twO
Majesty, and it would e simply as 1er Majesty's represin- countries are suc that ty are well adapted to trade wt

tative that e would he known at that forign Court. TI is dlifother, that there is no rivalrny or competitir betwn
hon, gentleman las referr d t e to attempt at negotiation thom, but that one is supplying t a large dogree tbwaor

M.r. MMLLe.
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of the other. That we have subsidized steamers for that
trade, but that while we are carrying on these trade-rela-
tions, it would be snapping the tie that binds Canada to
England if we were to deal directly with Brazil on our own
behalf. I cannot see how it would sever Canada from the
United Kingdom to appoint a representative to Brazil any
more than it would if the Government of Great Britain
appointed an Agent to act on our behalf. Is it not absurd
to say, wh.le we are carrying on an extensive trade with
Brazil and are negotiating with the view of promoting that
trade, that no one from Canada should go there to enquire
into the natural products of the country and to ascertain
how far these trade relations could be promoted and
the trade augmented ? We have no representative
there now. The English Ambassador at Rio Janeiro
and the English Consul at every port is interested
in looking after the trade between Brazil and
the United Kingdom; they are not to make any
enquiry into the trade between Canada and Brazil; that
is not a matter which interests them; they are not to receive
any reward or promotion, or any recognition for what they
may do on our behalf; we are not represented in the Par-
liament of the United Kingdom, and we have no power to
bring to bear on their condition. Therefore it is not our
interests that specially concern them; their interests point in
a wholly different direction. They are acting properly and
wisely; they aie doing an essential service to the Government
that appoints them; but they are not doing a service for us.
We, Sir, must act on our own behalf if we are ever to promote
our own commercial relations, or to secure to ourselves that
share of the commerce of the world which our population
and our wealth entitle us to expect. The hon. gentleman
has told us that it is inconsistent with our position of
dependence. Let me suppose that Sir Alexander Galt were
sent by the Queen upon the advice of the Government
of Canada as Plenipotentiary extraordinary to the
Empire of Brazil for the purpose of reporting upon
the prospects of establishing more intimate commercial
relations between the two countries-would that
in any way affect our relations with the United Kingdom
or tend to sever the tie ? On the contrary, if the Govern-
ment of tbe United Kingdom offered us facilities for carrying
on those enquiries, if it seconded our efforts, and we in
consequence secured a more extensive commerce with Brazil,
would it not, on the contrary, tend to strengthen the
tie that- binds us to England rather than to
sever it ? I can see no difference whatever be-
tween negotiating on our own behalf and being negotiated1
successfully for by the representative of the Government of1
Great Britain. That we are more likely to succeed,1
acting on our own behalf than by entrusting our business
to others who have no special interest in the success
of such negotiations, I have no doubt. I do not believe
th"t if Sir Alexander Galt was commissioned by Her
Majesty, at the instance of the Government here, to go to
Brazil to negotiate a commercial treaty, that he would be
asked : Where do you come from ; are you a native of Can-
ada?-and that if he were to say be was, that they would
reply: We cannot negotiate with you-you have lerE
Majosty's commission,which shows that you are authorized to
negotiate only for that portion of her Empire, called the Do.
linion, and therefore, we will not treat with you. It is pre-
pOsterous to suppose that any such objection would be made.t
The hon. gentleman has said that the Government here hast
a National Policy, that they expected there would be over-(
production in consequence, and were anxious to secure com-
mercial relations with foreign States, in order that a mar-
ket might be found for the excess of our products. We
have always had an excess in certain lines-in lumber, fish
and agricultural products, for which we have needed a
f'oreign market; and we have for years required the right
to negotiate treaties with Foreign States in order that

greater outlets for our trade might be found. If our foreign
trade depended upon the surplus products flowing from the
miscalled National Policy, I am inclined to think that it would
be a long time before it would be necessary to submit to
the House a motion like that of the hon. member for West
Durham. The right hon. gentleman also referred to the
case of Mexico, and spoke of the great inconvenience that
exists at present in consequence of Great Britain having
withdrawn lier Ambassador from the Mexican capital, and
he stated it was. owing to the non-fulfilment of certain
treaty obligations on the part of Mexico. That is not
correct, I believe. The Mexican Government appropriated
the property of English residents, it despoiled them of their
rights, and refused to compensate or give any satisfaction, and
the English Government withdrew its Ambassador, and broke
off negotiations with the Mexican Government. The hon.
gentleman has also said: Supposing you had power to nego-
tiate treaties,how.would you enforce your rights? If we make
a treaty, it will be a voluntary compact between a foreign
State and Canada; we shall have an interest in the treaty
which we believe to our advantage, and the foreign State
will be similarly placed and will act in good faith for the same
reason ; and it is absurd to suppose that each party, seeking
to advance its own welfare, would put impediments in the
way of the carrying out of engagements beneficial to both.
The hon. gentleman has also expressed the fear that
commercial independence, so to speak, or the powes
rather to enter into commercial relations with foreign
States, would lead to the separation of Canada from the
United Kingdom. The proposition of my hon. friend is
that the Government of the United Kingdom shall
have a veto, to be exercised in cases similar to its
exercise upon our legislation. We do not ask
for anything more, and believe that so far from
the change asked for, tending to sever the ties that bind us
to the United Kingdom, it would be the very means of
promoting and strengthening those relations. You cannot
govern the boy of seventeen or eighteen as you would the
boy of five, or apply to him the same rules, or subject him
to the same absolute commands. No more can you deal
with a people of 5,000,000, who have extensive commercial
interests, in the way in which you would deal with a new
colony with no commercial relations whatever. If this
country is going to continue an integral part of the Empire,
the Government of the country must change, and be
adjusted to the altered circumstance of the people of this
country. Just as we required the right of self-government,
for the purpose of dealing with our own domestic affairs,
to the exclusion of Imperial interference, so now we require
to extend the principle to our foreign commercial relations.
They exist; we best understand them; we alone are
specially interested in them, and we have the same right to
deal with those interests, to protect and promote them as
the people of the United Kingdom have to deal with theirs,
and make such foreign engagements as those interests
demand. So far, then, from the power asked for by this
resolution, tending to the early severance of Canada from
the Mother Country, I beliove it will tend to prolong the
existing relations which, certainly at an earlier day, would
be terminated, if it was found that our foreign
interests, which are daily becoming more im-
portant, were not regulated and directed by the mind of
this country. It is rather extraordinary that the hon. gen-
tleman should be so much afraid of the separation of
Canada from the United Kingdom, when, during the elec-
tions of 1878 his organ-a newspaper published by the
hon. member for Welland, acting under his direction,
speaking his sentiments, and inspired by him, declared that
if it was found the connection between Canada and the
Mother Country was incompatible with the National Policy,
it was so much more the worse for the connection. Those
hon, gentlemen were ready to sever the connection be-
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tween Canada and the Mother Country in the interest of te Madrid. Lt appears, therefore, to me thatboth parties i n
that small class who have enjoyed the fostering care of the this fouse are net satisfied with the wa
Minister of Finance. He at present is not prepared to run affairs have been managed by England, and new the Oppo-
any such risk when it is to protect a commerce that'sition ask that some address or despatel, or Order in Coun.
amounts to upwards of $200,000,000 a year. I have no cil, or Minute ef Council may be sent te England in erder
doubt upon this question that just as the recognition of the that Uer Majesty may place this country in such a condi-
principle of local self-government tended to quiet the publiction that we may be able te attend te our ewn commercial
mid, to allay dissatisfaction and to cultivate a spirit of affairs. Although my heu. friend who has just sat down bas
contentment towards the Mother Country, so the promo- labored te show this fouse ah the minutiof diplomatic
tion of the right to deal with and regulate treaties, to enter affairs and te show us the history of the past hundred years,
into commercial relations with foreign States when our in- I think it matters littie te us what was done in the respect
terests demand that it will, instead of severing the tie te this matter. As the hon. gentleman bas said to-day it
which binds us to the Government of the United Kingdom did net require a first-class diplomat te attend te more
only tends to make that tie more durable. We know that matters of business. I amoeeef those who believe that
the people of this country are a progressive people; their this country should have the right te negotiate its ceamer.
circumstances are changing; they are every day becoming dat treaties. J go a step further, I believe this country
more and more a nationality, and we propose not a sham should have the right te negotiate every treaty. The ton-
National Policy, which means class legislation, the promo- dency of this resolution is, as the right hon. First Minister
tion of the interests of one portion of the community at the pointed eut, in the direction of independence. J seeDnerea-
expense of the rest, but a real National Policy that will son why the people of Canada sbould net look frward te
promote the interests of a whole people, give them control Canada beceming a severeign and independent State. The
over their own affairs, and enable them to manage those right hon, gentleman stated that he was born a British sub.
matters with which they are especially concerned, and ject and hoped te die one. Sir, I was a British colonist, but
which they best understand. It was said many years do net wîsh te die a tadpole British coloniat. J do net wish
ago by Mr. Gladstone that the people of Canada ought te die without baving ail the righte, privileges and immu-
to provide for their own defence, that the Imperial troops nities of the citizen of a nation. The tendency of the right
ought to be withdrawn from Canada, and he said no people hon. gentleman's remarks is that we must stili bang on te
could be any more than a dependent population unfit for the Imperial Goverument. J believe it would be well for
self-government in the highest sense which did not provide Canada if she would bang on for some considerable time
for their own self-defence. I believe that that was true, longer, because p believe the Constitution of Canada is nt
and I neyer desiredte, see the burden of our erdinary de- adapted t well-working under Independence. Before this
fence thrown on the Imperial Treasury. For the same country can assume the position of an independent State its
reason, J have ne wish the Imperial Government s aould Constitution muat be changed. I ,eld to the view
diacharge a duty on our behaif, that we are weil qualified that obtains on the American ide, that ech
te diacharge for ourselves. J decy the proposition by the Province shocd be an independent State. As it is
right bon. First Minister. I believe that if we ask fer the naw, instead of the Provinces having similar rights
power te negetiate commercial treaties, we haal have ne to the reserved rights, the expressed rights, they have
difficulty in securing it, and se far from its severing the none.flding these views I congratulate the bon. member
ties which bind us te the Uited Kingdom, it will tend te for West Durham l bringing forward the resplution. I aso
prolong the existing relations between Canada and the congratulate the Government in sending Sir Alexander Gat

Motb er Coudtry. te lEngland, te France and te Madrid. Altough bis mission
Sir IHIECTOIR LANGE VIN. J have euly a word te say was very success.fl, it soews that publi opinion in Canada

fer the hon, gentleman who bas just sat down. It is about is driftiug in the direction pointed eut by this reslution.
the correspondence alluded te between Mr. Lefebvre, the If Canada is ever to become a uteparate and indepedent
French Consul, and myseif. Thie hon, gentleman saîd that State without the sheddingef blood, it will be by a unen
Mr. Lefebvre bad net been censured by bis Goverument d or of the two great parties in this cour try. Sir I Maneref
if hebadj that at ahi eveunts the Minister of Public Works of those who beieve that this country la not in a condition to
Canada had been censured by Mir. Dilke in England. ask foi Independence. s the fir t place, our territery is not
that what the hou, gentleman said? complete, Newfoundland lies on the ast, and British

Columbia on the west, a Province that has been oppressed

Sir HECTOhR LANGEoVIN.nr may say this teatherkonsisthataw
gentleman that, as a Minister of the Crown la Canada, ïtSeveral bon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
was net under Mr.DilkeluCEnglaad.n f had ne responsi- Mr sDECOSMuOS.lhon, gentlemen may sneer and
bility te him or any one else then. I was responsible only laugh, but every word i state wiil prove ot be trutha sf
te the Governor General of Canada and tbe people who bave history, and w en the time comes for the peop e Of
elected me, and the correspondence which totk place be- Britiio Clumbia te raie hisorical monuments, they viW
tween Mr. Lefebvre and myself, teok place upon the reapedn raise one te the perfidy of Canada; and it ay be that
sibility of the Goverume t in Canada, epecially bf the somve f those bon, gentlemen who haw-baw nowa sd
right hou. First Minister, and a correspoadence that can ser wi l find their faces ou the panel, and the childre
be defended anywhere. There bas been ne censure either of the preset generation epfBritish Columbia have

in Engiland or here of the Minister of Public Works. At point tethei withseorn. I repeat that Jconcur e
ail events a censure u England I would not bave accepted, the objeet of this resolution. I do nat say I can concur in

bocause ad e responibility that direction. ail its terms, but do eartily cncuring te spirit of it. I
Sr ECORLANGVI. I ngldhavte ou, ge n ton ams veue ethoseswho believe that tbhe mperial Governaiet
fr. hehoI ahio rasoluth o sat a ahon. tsabout is net capable e doing the fo ign business of Canada, but

mye crht presdene ed t, that Canada ought te do ber ow foreigu busiiissy and 
on his part and ou the part of his supporters, they believe t aa wtheretore vote for the resolution.
the Imperial Governent are unable te manage the trade o
affaira of Canada. We had a statement by a similar nature Mr. OUI ET (in French). Mr. Speaker, withot wishing
made by the right hon. leader of the Gveromnt when he said te make a speech, am desirous of stating in a few word the

hey had sent au Ambassador or a Chief Commissioner te reasons for whieh Irarn about t record my vote en.favor ef
tngand te attend t the a im of Canad, and teParl a and the rewolution. AU that im come for bytheme ple of

Mr. MIlLo.
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Dow before the House, is that a humble address should be and I do not think it is forbidden to give utferance to one's
presented to Her Majesty, setting forth that it is in the opinions on subjects of this importance in this Parliament,
interest of Canada to bave the contìrol of the commercial simply because we are told that it is inopportune to make
treaties which we may have to enter into with foreign such a request. I do not look at matters in that light, Mr.
countries, and this request is not an excessive one. So far, Speaker. I do not see that the matter implies an insult or
no one has ventured to say that such a request was not a that it is inopportune to make the request to the Mother
legitimate one, or that it was not the natural crowning of Country. If she refuses, we will repeat our request; we
the National Policy inaugurated by us in 1879. This re- wili insist, and before the unanimous expression of that
quest doos not embody anything disloyal; it does not em- feeling by Canada she will have to give in some day, as she
body anything objectionable to the Mother Country if she bas already given in on many other points. That day will
wishes to treat us as a mother treats her children;- she can- bc a grand one for the country, and those who have to-day
not take umbrage at it except in the case that she would the courage of their opinions will be able to congratulate
wish to keep this country under the control of her own themselves later on for having rendered so great a service
merchants, in contradiction to the interests of our common to their country. For these reasons, Mr. Speaker, I will
country. Now, Mr. Speaker, I am myself in favor of these vote in favor of the resolutions of the hon. member for West
resolutions, although my vote is not to be considered one Durham (Mr. Biake).
of non-confidence in the Government on that question. On
the contrary, I maintain that this proposition is not a vote Mr. COUiRSOL. I amn prepared to express my
of censure against the Government, for to the present day approval of this resolution in the abstract. I bave devoted
the Government, instead of being open te censure on this a goed deal of attention to this question, and after full de-
subectivesmerving of rai fopenfa cethatuthe olicyliberation I have come to the conclusion to give my assentsubject is deserving of praise for the fact that the policy toth poosition. It may appear at first sight to ho a
that it inaugurated in 1879 is the policy upheld by the to the propositon.it mayiapear attgt todbeDa

resoutins nw mved.If e ma cotrolourownTarif. motion of non-confidence in the G-overn ment, but I do not
resolutions now moved. If we may control our owommrilri view it in that light. if we are to believe the remarks madewe may also and we should control our commercial relations b h o.mvri nrdcn h eouin.Lk h
with foreign countries. We ought to have control of those by the hon. mover in introducing tbe resolutions. Like tb e
commercial treaties which will enable us to utilize and dis- hon. gentleman who has just sat down, I do not consider
pose of the surplus products of our manufactures in the that in voting for the resolution I arn expressing a want of
nerftr.P0 ontthnM.Spaetat0 sIsi confidence in the Govern ment, but I wish te affirm a prin-near future. 1 do not think, Mr. Speaker, that, as 1 said cil which I believe to be correct. If the riglit of petition
just now, these resolutions are injurious to our interests. I cIPOle whichube tBrrectItherihtofeton
do not, moreover, think that they bring us directly towards belongs to the humblest Britisli subject it certainlynelongs
pDotcalinependencefroth ohe e r oun d tyThe Im- to this Parliament, and in this instarce the resolution asks

perial Government is net obliged to grant them to us, an Her Majesty the Queen to take into consideration a certain
sbould it net see fit to do so it will not, to use popular request which we make. We ask the Government of Great
language, give us a beating for making it; we shall simply Britaim t consider whether it would not be advisable to
be told that the Imperial Government does not feel inclined grant us certain concessions which we beheve will be for
to grant us so great a latitude as that that would be given us the benefit of this country. It may be said that this is not
by conceding to us our commercial independence. Possibly the proper way to approach Her Majesty, that in our present
thon the country may give vent to some expression of the circumstabces we cannot obtain such a power, and that it
popular feeling; it may happen that upon our request beng must nocessarily e refused. Mr. Speaker, if the English
refused the country will onquiro if an injustice is net hein g Government were te refuse sucli a request, l, for one, would
done to it. Time will settle these matters, and when 1 like to know the reason why. But if, because we are in the
speak of time, many years may go by until it does come, dependent position of colonists, we are refused this petition
but with time will rest the settling of that important ques- thon, as loyal subjects of lier Majesty the Queen, we should

tion of the independence of our country. We have a sufficient accept the situation. I would have preferred that this reso-
extent of teritory, we have a sufficiently large population, lotion shoulddhave been made at another time and under

our country is rich enough to aspire to a national existence. other circumstances, also that it should have been expressed
We have oftontimes been told in the course of the debates in clearer and plainer language. Nevertheless, their prin-
on the National Policy, that the object of that policy was ciple I approve; I see ne impropriety i voting for this
to build up a country and to establish the basis of a great resolution. I declare again that it is not, in my opinion,
nation. I do not, therefore, see, Mr. Speaker, why we a motion of want of confidence in the Government. We
shouldnotation n t the coneseqe sof S ear, prince W have already had two instances, this Session, of resolutionsshould not at once adept the consequonces efthtle principle en oe naedett h oint oit upy
which we have established, and I consequently fail to see beg moved n amendment te the motion to go ito Supply,
why the resolutions now before the House should be charged when the resolutions were moved by the friends of the
With being disloyal. I repeat it-my intention in voting Government. Last night we voted in favor of an .Address
for these resolutions is not to show disloyalty to the Mother to lier Majesty, asking her to accord certain political
Country. She has granted as much already, and will probrights to Ireland. If we may pray for political rights for
ably grant us this new request, for the Mother Country ap- Ireland, why may we not pray for our own rights i There-
parently sees that our country is making too rapid strides; fore, holdug the views set forth the conclusion of
that this country is already too great a one for ber to con- the resolutions-views which I have already expressed
trol its destinies in an arbitrary or despotic fashion. Thue, before my constituents-I feel it my duty to vote for the
if our request be granted, so much the botter; it will be a resolutions.
cause of rejoicing for the country. Since it has been con- Mr. ROYAL (in French). Mr. Speaker, I will vote agains1
sidered advisable to spend such considerable amounts the resolutions of the hon. member fer West Durham (Mr.
to obtain for us commercial treaties with France, Blake) for two reasons: First, because I look upon it as a vote
Spain and the East Indies, there is no doubt that of non-confidence in the Government, and, secondly, because I
if the present request is granted to us, that we shall do not think that this method of discussing the independence
at Once have obtained the object which we have had in of the country is the one wh ch should be adopted. I
View up to this day. Mr. Speaker, as I said just now, the believe in matters that are clearly defined. Place the
vote that I propose to give on this question is not one of question in a pure and simple form before the Parliament,
non-confidence. It is a vote expressive of an opinion which divest it of all that can take away from the force of debate,
I have held long since, an opinion which I have expressed and my opinion will not be an undecided one. Moreover,
1] QOthr oooauions before 1h electrs and before -th-public we have no comptlant to make so far agas the Gvr&
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ment, for in its appointments of commercial agents abroad, I the day following that, should their interests demand it,
by its National Policy inaugurated in 1879, by its several, from violating those treaties. Thus will we find ourselves
administrative measures since it is in powor, consciously or stranded, without the strength, without the power, without
unconsciously, its policy bas tended towards independence. the authority to cause our rigbts to ho respected; for we
What really does the word National Policy mean if not a have neither army nor navy. Perhaps the hon. member
Tariff made by an independent nation, or one striving to be- will say: "But if we are placed in such a position, we shah
come so. Mr. Speaker, I think it is but logical to vote against necessari1y have the necessary force to enforce our rights."
the resolution of the hon. member for West Durham, That is wbere the question of the political independenco of
because it proposes an impossible method of attaining what ho the country will at once core in, for England will, as a
seeks, and, secondly, I repeat it, the policy of the Govern- matter of course, say to us: I You have wished to conclude
ment itself tends towards national independence. Moreover, your commercial tr aties by yourselves; those treaties are
I think that the time is not far distant when that question not in harmony with the polioy of the Imperial Govern-
wilI force itself upon the attention of the members of this ment, now defend yourselves." Such will ho the necessary
House. I think the time is not far off when we shall have consequence, and the force of circumstances will compel us
to take that question into consideration a d pronounce the to have prematurely an army and a navy to defend us.
word independence without fear of being charged with dis- And I would very much likQto know who there is in our
loyalty to the Crown or to the constitution of our country. midst who could go before the electors of the country at the
But the question must come before us in a clear, precise next election and say to thei:IlWe are ready to incur the
and defined form, and thon we will discuss it, but not in the responsibility; we are desirous of enjoying commercial
shape in which it has been placed this evening before the independence. We wish to have tho right of concluding
House by the hon. member for West Darharm. This ques- commercial treaties with foreign powers, but remember
tion, which is already a theme for discussion in the house- that this brings with it the obligation of having an army
hold, in merchant's offices, in the press and.in public, and a navy; millions will have to ho spent to keep them
must ultimately come before the louse and compel us to up; but it 18 the necessary consequence of the policy which
discuss it. But, Mr. Speaker, the present moment would be we have adopted." Mr. Speaker, I do not think that the
inopportune for its discussion, when Ontario, or at least an country is ready to assume sncb a responsibility. We are
important portion of the Province of Ontario, is uttering but 4,000,000 of a population; we are now opening the
threats which threaten to imperil ouir very constitution, and country by railways and canais from one end to the other.
when we see the hon. member for Victor ia (Mr. DeCosmos) We are calling thither a population from abroad to
give utterance to a wail which bears a strong resemblance sottie upon our sou and to people it, and it is not a
to a threat of secession. Consequently, I say and believe suitable time for us to incur the responsibility of having an
tnat at the present time it is the duty of ail to vote against army and a navy, and to send ou' consuls and ambassadors
the resolution, because the affirtning of it would be to cast a abroad. Nevcrtheless, the bon. member eannot Say that
blame upon that poliey which logieally tends towards inde- such is not the 1ogical consequence of tho position wbich
pendence, a policy which has been approved of by all the the hon. member for West Durham wiShos us to assume to-
members of the great party to which I have the honor to day. We saw a short time ago the junior member for Vic-
belong; to resume, because the method proposed by the toria (Ni-. DeCosmos) in conversation with the hon. member
resolution the hon. nieruber for Durham West is not the for West Durham; the hon. member for Victoria took
proper eue according to which a question wf this importance special care to speak of bis.: on. friend on his rigbt in order
should hodnscussed. to cosntenance him and endorse bis contention, und ho told

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN (in Frenich). Mr. Speaker, the as that ho supported that. policy, because the natural
bon. member for Lavai (Mr.Ouimet) fiîdTs that the motion of consequence of it was the independence of the country, and
the hon. member for West Durham (ir. Blake) doos not that houimself was in favor of eat independence. Nw,a
nuc-ssarily tend to tLhe independence of this country. MyxfiiidSpea er, it is wel thatsu a policyshoul reveal itslf
hon. Èriend from Lavai shoutidneveîtheless have remem- clearly before rheireuse and tho couvtry; it is as well that

bered that the motion of the lion. membcr for West Dur-ham we should know what we are to expect. If wo are to have
must have, aï a natural consequence, the political independ elections this surm mer, or next year, it is as weli that the

once of the country, althougb it does not say 8e in 0 many peontO snould knw by thoe vote we are about to record thiy

words.ovening if we are t favor of that independence, and if W
hare prpared to assume the responsibiity of the expendi-

Itre which we should haveto incur, wore we to adopt the
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. member for position which it is attempted to make ustat h

West Durham, wno thoroughly understands French, will For my part I do not toink that the population of Lower
permit me, and will gîve what I say a little of bis attention, Canada, or ofthe Dominion, is iufavor ofthe indepedence

ho will seowbat I want to say. The hon. member wishes of the country. At present we ehjoy, relatioly speaking,
us te go to the British Government and ask of it to allow us a considerable amount of independence. We enjoy rndse
te appoint diplomatic agents abroad, and to condutt our- pendence almost wholy, and the large cost of it i paid by
Selves our diplomatie and commercial negotiations, with tbe Mother Country. If we get into difficultios Wthem
foreign powers Now, lot us Suppose that the Mother foreign power, who pays for the army and navy? Whio
Country allows us te appoint our agents abroad, the firat comes t our defences It is England which supplies the
thing we shah have te do wil be te pay those agents, necessary funda, merely calling upon us te owupplyir pro
acredited te the varions foreigc Courts, providod always rata share, as indeed w ought te do, te the expenditntte of
that those foreign Courts are willing te recoive them; and the Empire on our soi. But should We becom independ
tben, wben the tîmo shal corne for us te enter into nogoti-out to-morrow, we are left entirely te our own reso inga;
ations with those powers, what additional strengtb can we wo are le t alongside a neighboring power which basadopu-
bring te bear upon them te that wbich wo enjoy te-day ? lation ton or elven times as numoeous, and that will 1't
We shall flnd ourselves alono, a country witb a population as do s every neighbor in poitics; theo big swallew theo sich
of 4,000,000, pessessing neithor an army nor a navy te and we sha bfnd ourselves at his mercy. We are, to-day,
enfore our riglts, and being consequently without any the best of friends bocase England is thore with her arne
moral force in tho eyes of those pow s; ant if those same ber fest, er money, her prestige, ami ber flag to defed too
powers enter into c mmercial treaties with us, what and hence it is that we are respected. It is net bee"e WO

wiIl therebe oprvent tham, te day following or are ti of ourselves, but bocam.England atands b us
Mx.r&. À..
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and guides us in the ways which we have adopted. It seems
to me that the policy adopted by the country is wide
enough; that we have enough to do within the limits of
our attributions, without attempting to put on important
airs which ill-becomes us, because we have neither the
numbers nor the money, nor the necessary resources. All
this will come later on; our population will increase and so
will our resources, and if our descendants do not find that
their position is the proper one, they will complain to the
Mother Country. She will not raise any difficulty as to
terms; she has already shown that on several occasions,
and if in those days our descendants find that they are too
grown up to ho guided by England and to be protected by
ber, they will see what it is best for them to do; but in our
day, I do not see that we have anything to gain in
that direction; we have, on the contrary, everything tol ose.
We shall lose England's protection; we shall lose the
resources afforded us by its revenues; we shall lose its fleet;
we shall lose its army; we shall lose its flag, which in itself
is a safeguard of our liberties. England does not meddle
with our affairs in Canada; we are as free as a foreign
power; we are simply told that we cannot negotiate our
own treaties of commerce. Yet we have to-day in London
our commercial agent, Sir A. T. Galt, and when we asked
that he should be allowed to be present at the negotiations
with France and with Spain, so that ho might give advice in
so far as our affairs were concerned, was this request
refused? No; England assented. Now, what does that
cost us? We have incurred no responsibility and such a
position has not cost us anything. We reap all its advan-
tages without having to bear its burdens. It is to be
regretted, Mr. Speaker, that the hon. member for Laval
should have seen fit to separate himself frort us on this
question. I know that he is right when lie says that the
idea is not a new one with him, still I had hoped that he
would have seen that the time has not come to develop it;
that, on the contrary, that it is more opportune for us to
romain in statu quo. We are growing in the shade
of the British flag, let us continue to do so. Have
we not made considerable progress during the past ten
or fifteen years? We have been granted Confedera-
tion and the charter of our liberties, and it
is a Confederation and a charter which many other
nations would gladly enjoy. We have at times heard other
nations tell us that they would be glad to possess our
charter of liberties. We should not therefore change that
position, for it is one worthy of ovation of 10,000,000 and even
20,000,000 of a population. We are not in the position of
India which is simply governed by a Council, which I might
call- a Special Council and a Governor. Ilere it is the peo-
ple who govern themselves through representatives freely
elected by them; we have no other Council than that of the
nation. We have our representatives of the various Pro-
vinces, not only chosen by the representatives of the
Sovereign, but the organs of the great majority of the
national representation in this House. It is consequently
the People who govern the couuntry, and what more can we
desire? We wish to change our position simply to be able
to say, that instead of obtaining a commercial treaty with
France through a British ambassador in France, that we are
going to obtain it direct through a Canadian commercial
agent. I do not think that this position will be accepted by
the House or by the country. On the contrary, I think
that the position which we have accepted is the rational
One, and that which the people desire to see maintained;
the people wish for a long time to come to romain in the
shade of the British flag, under the Sgis of the British fleet.
We and our children will grow up under such a condition,
Our country will become peopled, important and happy, and
bappier than it is to-day, for we are as happy as any nation
Of the globe, but a powerful country, a numerous people
capable of deoiding what we have to do. (The hon. gentle-

man continued in English): I regret that my hon. friend
from Montreal East (Mr. Coursol) bas taken the course he
has adopted. The hon. gentleman doos not believe that this
isavoteof wantof confidence against the Govern ment, because
if ho thought so ho would not cast bis vote in that way,
for he would not separate himself from his political friends.
Ho says that the reason why he does not consider this a
vote of non-confidence is because ho bas seen during this
Session two motions proposed in amendment on the motion
to go into Supply, and the Government did not take them as
votes of non confidence. The hon. gentleman forgot that
those two motions were moved by friends of the Govern-
ment and were accepted by the Government, and that they
having been so moved and so accepted, could not be con-
sidered as votes of non-confidence. But this a different
motion. It is a motion made by the leader of the Opposition,
and he proposes therein a policy entirely contrary to the
policy of the Government, and therefore we have to select
between the policy of the leader of the Opposition and the
policy of the leader of the Government. That is the
position which the hon. member for West Durham has
taken and that is the position ho wants us to take. Well,
we have no hesitation about it. We saw the hon. member
for West Durham alongside of the junior member for
Victoria. He was, no doubt, encouraging the hon. gontle.
man.

Mr. DECOSMOS. I rise to a point of order. I ask that
the words of the lion. gentleman be taken down. I ask the
hon. member for West Durham if I said a single word to
him about this question or he to me.

Mr. BLAKE. Not a word passed botween theb hon mem-
ber and myself in respect to this matter in the slightest
degree.

Sir HECTOR LANGFVIN. The interruption is out of
order. The hon. member had no right to interrupt me
because I was stating this. I was saying that theb hon.
member for West Durham was alongside of the junior mem-
ber for Victoria, and I said I had no doubt he was there
encouraging the hon. gentleman. But the junior member
for Victoria did not give me time to finish my sentence. He
says : "I want those words taken down." "That lie was
encouraging theb hon gentleman." If that is not a parlia-
mentary expression, I would say he was discouraging the
lion. gentleman. The hon. member for West Durham was
encouraging tbh lon. gentleman by bis presence alongside
of him, and the junior member for Victoria rose and
assented to the proposal of the .hon. member for West Dur-
ham. He said he was in favor of the motion and that ho
would vote for it, because ho found that the
principles advocated by theb hon. member for West
Durham would leai as a necessary consequence
to the independence of the country. It is that point 1 want
to bring out. The hon. gentleman is quite logical; ho must
not think I want to speak against bis reasoning-these are
his own ideas; but I want to have them out to show that
the necessary consequence of the motion of theb hon. mem-
ber for West Durham, the leader of the Opposition, is the
independence of the country. It is as well we should know
it in this House; it is as well the electors of the country
sbould know it. The House bas to select between the
principles of the leader of the Opposition and those of the Gov-
ernment as advocated by the First Minister. The leading
principle of hon. gentlemen opposite is the independence
of the country; we on this sie wish to remain as we are,
connected with Great Britain. Wben I so speak I speak as
the representative of my Province, on behalf of the French
Canadians of the Province of Quebec and of French Cana-
dians all through the Dominion. We do not want a change,
we are quite satisfied as we are. Our religion and language
are different from those of the Mother Country, but
that does not matter-that is not the question with
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us. It is whether we, as a body politic, are well
off as we are or whether we are not. We find we are
protected by the flag of England, by its navy, by its
armies, and by its diplomatists, and we do not
want to change that condition. Why should we ask Eng-
land to have diplomatie agents of our own all through the
world? Do we think we would gain anything by taking
that position, that we would secure more authority, influ-
ence and respect at thoso Courts than we do to-day, were
our affairs are transacted by the Ambassadors and chargé
daffaires of England? No, we would be in this position;
we would be a small people of 4,000,000 without any army
or navy as we are to-day, begging those powers that they
would do something for us. But when we are represented
by the mighty Empire of Great Britain, then we have in-
fluence, power and authority. Our representatives, that is
to say, the British Ambassadors, speak on equal terms with
the men whom they address; but we could not be i such a
position otherwise. The hon. gentleman will say: IIfyou are
in that position and you have Ambassadors and Consuls ail
through the world you must take the consequence, and
therefore you must have an airmy or navy in order to be
respected," which means a very large sum of money an-
nually to be added to our Budget. I wish to know from
those hon. members who wili vote for the motion of the
hon. leader of the Opposition, whether they will go
to the electors of this country and tell them: "Gentlemen,our
policy is changed since we came before you on the last
occasion, our policy is now one of commercial independence
which will involve political independence as well, and as we
are now separating ourselves from tae Mother Country we1
must have a navy and army, Ambassadors and Consuls, and,
as we shall have to tax the poople to pay the expensos we
must add so many more millions to the expenditure." I wish
joy to the hon. gentlemen who go to the electors and tell
them this, if they hope to receive their votes. We are content
with the position we hold as a country, with the protection
of England; her flag is there to protect us and
ber flag is a power that gives us safety. When
we have required the help of Great Britan, when we
have required the protection of ber flag, of her navy, of
her army, did they ever fail us? Tbey never failed us, and
they will never fail us. When we wenit in 1866 to England
as the representatives of this country to ask England to give
us a charter for our Confederation, to change our position in
order that we might better serve the country and the Empire,
did they refuse us? They took our charter, word for word,
as we laid it in their hands and passed it so. And why
should we change our position in order that we may have
the pride and consolation of saying : "This man at Paris, this
other man at Lisbon, this other man at Madrid, this other
man at Berlin, these men are the Ambassadors of this great
and mighty people of four millions." Well, Mr. Speaker,
we do not wish that. At all events on this side of the
House. We wish to speak of our British Ambassador at Ber-
lin, at Paris or Madrid, and wish to be able to say that
these gentlemen represent us as well as the rest of the Em-
pire. We prefer to remain attached to England with ail its
power, authority and influence than to have the small satis-
faction of saying: "We are independen t." Indepentdence may
come perhaps, but it will not come in our days nor in the
days of our children, nor, I believe, in the days ofour grand-
children. When this country has a population of 40,000,000
or 50,000,000 of people, it will be for-the people of that day
to say whether it would be better to change the position
they hold to-day, or, all being well, whether it would not be
best to leave well enough alone and cling to the old flag of
England under which their forefathers fought and under1
which they would fight as well. I regret exceedingly thati
my hon. friend from Montreal East (Mr. Coursol) should1
have taken the course he has, and separated himself from us1
on this question. ie sai- there was no reason why thisi

Sir EOTos LANGEVIN.

should be considered a want of confidence resolution, seeing
that two other motions of amendment for a Committee of
Supply were passed, and yet the Government did not with-
draw. As I said in the first place those two motions were
prepared by our own friends and in the second place the
Government assented to them because they met with our
approval. laving said so much, Mr. Speaker, I resume my
seat, confident that the large majority of this House will
vote against this resolution.

Mr. HOUDE. Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to say more
than a few words, and I shall not detain the House long. I
wanted only to say that I approve of the principle involved
in the motion which the hon. member for West Durham
made, but I had decided not to vote for it, considering
the way in which it was presented to this House. But the
manner in which the hon. Minister of Public Works bas put
the question betore this House and before the publie obliges
me to vote for the motion directly as it stands, for this
reason, that I understand the motion of the hon. member for
West Durham did not go so far as the Goverument
intends to go on that question -that is to say,
to put the question of the complete independence
of Canada before the people. I understand that the hon.
member intended only to put the question before this House
and the country of obtaining greater facilities for nego-
tiating treaties with foreign countries directly through our
own representatives, but the Government say that iee eau-
not follow such a course without going directly to the com-
plete independence of Canada and her complete separation
from the Mother Country. Mr. Speaker, I regret that the
bon. Minister of Public Works contended that we could
not vote for the motion of the hon, member for West Dur-
ham (Mr. Blake) without voting non-confidence in the
Government. I just explained wby I was obliged to vote
for that resolution, yet, notwithstanding the position the
bon. Minister takes, I do not intend to imply by that thatI
vote non-confidence in the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You cannot do that.
Mr. HOUDE. We had some instances of that during the

present Session, and if we want other instances to justify
such a vote, I can refer to the vote of this flouse in 1873,
when it passed a similar motion, made in amendment to the
motion to go into Supply, bearing on the policy of the
Government, and the Government did not consider it a
motion of non-confidence and did not resign. And I think I
may congratulate myself and the country on this modi-
fication of the extraortlinary and unreasonable interpre-
tation of Ministerial respousibility which some .would try
to continue to this day, interpreting adversely to the Gov-
ernment a vote of this kind. We must not carry that idea
of the responsibility of the Ministry so far as to leave tO
private members no opportunity of expressing their opinion
on the merits of questions submitted to them. Well, Mir.
Speaker, the bon. Minister of Public Works told us that we
were going before the country either this year or next, and
that we shall have to discuss this question before the
people. I thought we were not to make that question
an issue in the next general election; but of course the
Government can make it a question of the day and oblige
their friends and the Opposition to debate it before the elce-
tors. I can say this, it will not be the firsttime I shall have
discussed this question before my own constituents. When,
four years ago, I was discussing before them the National
Policy, propounded by the hon. members of the present
Government, I foreshadowed that the next step to be taken
would be to look for more foreign markets, outlets for
the products of the country, which products would be
increased by the policy we advocated, and that opinion has
been so far justified -that no later than two years afterwards
the Government themsel, es folt the necessity of looking for
more extensive markets for this country and sent a delegate
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to England to bo accredited to the different countries, espe-
cially France and Spain, purposely to open new markets
there for Canada.

Mr. STEPHENSON. The substance for a shadow.
Mr. HOUDE. The hon. member asks mc, why ]eave

the reality for the shadow. I believe we arc looking for the
reality; I think that in our worthy reprosentative in England
we have only had the shadow for- the reality. While I
approved of that appointment and thought it was a stop in
the right direction, yet our roprosentativo has encounter-
ed so many difficulties that he bas not had until now very
great success-at least not as groat success as we expeeted
when we sent him across the Ocean. What do we ask by
the resolution now before the House ? We ask the power
to negociate commercial treaties with foreign countries.
Well, I consider that step, Mr. Speaker, the crowning of the
National Policy which wo inaugurated three years ago, and
I do not interpret it as a stop in the direction ofour complete
independence of the Mother Country. I know there is in
Canada a party, very few in number, who look after that
complete independence; but shall we allow ourselves to be
intimidated by the cries of those who say treason ? No,
Mr. Speaker. When responsible Governmont was asked for
in this country, a party cried treason. Were they
right? No, Mr. Speaker, they were wrong; experience has
proved that when the Mother Country granted responsible
Government to Canada, she only made closer the tie
which united Canada to herself. And again, when
the policy of - the present Government-a policy which
met with my sincere approval-was propounded, with
such ability and talent and force by the present
Government, we heard the party whose chief organ
is the Toronto Globe cry treason, and try to make the
people believe that if they adopted a policy of protection it
would tend to our complote separation from the Mother
Country. Well, we know that it had not that effect-that
it will not have that effect; and I contend that the prin-
ciple involved in the resolution of the hon. member for West
Durham will not have that effect either. The lion. PrimeF
Minister said that ho was born a British subject, and that1
be hoped to die a British subject. I have no doubt that he
will die a British subject, although I hope ho will still live
many long years, for the advantage of the country, and to1
seo the bonefits of the policy which he has helped toi
inaugurate. He said that in presenting that resolution, the1
hon. member for West Durham had an afterthought. It
shall not defend the hon. member for West Durham, who is1
able to speak for himself; but I can say that my hon. friends(
the members for Laval and for Montreal East and myself1
have Do afterthought ; we go for the motion for what itcon-î
tains only. I believe, Mr. Speaker, there is no danger oft
Separation from the Mother Country, unless it be by the fault
of England herself or by the fault of her statesmen. Somet
years ago, when Lori Lisgar was Governor General of thisc
country, he tried to make us understand-and I suppose he
was the mouthpiece of the thon Government of England-c
that the Mother Country would be satisfied to let us go.r
Well, if the Mother Country has statesmen who do not wishc
Canada to be united closely to the Mother Country, it isf
lot our fault; and I contend that those who seek for greaters

commercial liberties for Canada are just a loyal andr
attached to the Mother Country as thosewho believer
differently. I should be very sorry, Mr. Speaker,c
if in the next general election, should I have the
strength and health to solicit again the suffrages of myt
constituents, not to be among the supporters of the presenti
Governmert; but it will bo no fault of mine if I arn not.
They know, and the House knows, that I have been a firmf
and Sircere supportor of that Governmentsiuce I have beenq
a member of this flouse; but apart from this particular ques-ition, upon whieh I am afraid the Government anticipatc toor
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much, and try by the voice of the hon. Minister of Public
Works to carry us too far, and to make us pronounce upon
a question which is not now, and ought not to be, before the
public-the questionof complote independence-ifapartfrom
that question, I cannot be counted as one of the supporters
of the Government, I will be vory sorry, and as I have just
said, it will not be my fault. J approve of the intelligent,
patriotic policy of that Government, and I still trust to be
able to continue to support them, although on this particular
question of commercial treaties, it is my misfortune not to
be able to be convinced by the arguments they have
advanced.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. There is no man in Canada, Sir,
who holds party obligations stronger than I do, and no one
in Canada who would sooner reject party obligations than
lift a hand or a fingor, by motion or otherwise, to disturb
the relations that exist betwoen Britain and her Colonies;
and although something very like threats may be used
occasionally in order to compel an argument that
is otherwise devoid of force to be presented to
some persons' minds in a forcible way, we must
look at the facts ii the case, and consider for
ourselves whether the policy propounded by my hon.
friend from Durham is one that would have a tendency in
the direction I have indicated. I have lived long enough,
Sir, in Canada, to know that it has been the policy of the
Tory party, almost from the beginning of our history,
whenever it iovement was made tending to expand the
liberties of the people, to cry out that thore was danger
of the connection with Great Britain. I have found from
the earliest period of our parliamentary history that this
bas been the case; and I am surprised and pained to find
that, at this advanced period of our history, leading states-
men in the country can still resort to that paltry policy. I
listened, Sir, to-day, with the greatest possible care,
to every word that fell from the lon. leader of the
Government in his somewhat impetuous declamatory
reply to the member for Durham. I can only say
ho failed entirely to convince me that there was the
slightest danger of what ho pretended to fear. The
hon. gentleman usually makes a much botter appearence
in argument than ho did to day. What position are we in ?
The Minister of Public Works spoke with great contempt of
tho number of our population, our patry four orfive millions,
and asked were they to be compared with the interests of the
Dominion ? Why, I believe, on the other hand that every-
thing that extends the liberties of Canadians, everything
that accords to Canada and ber statesmen greater breadth
of view in the management of their own affairs is more
likely to conduce to the advancement of Imperial interests
and greatness than any curbing policy that keeps us down
to the grindstone. It has been the policy of English
statesmen who have had the management of our affairs from
the first to consider colonists as inferior to thomselves. I
can recall the words even of such men as Lord Grey, Lord
Russell and of Lord Metcalfe, everyone of whom had placed
on record their belief that full responsible Government was
not well suited to colonists, and I have read the despatches
of Lord Russell and Lord Glenelg to the Governor General
frequently warning him not to extend the principle of re-
sponsible Government to Canadians further than so far as
might be consistent with the maintenance of the colonial
relation. I believe we are really as capable of managing our
own political affairs as the House of Commons in England.
Some years ago when visiting England, I happened one day
to be in the company of a leading statesman. He asked me
in reference to a bill that had been passed through our
legislature, if I thought it was just to a certain
interest. I told him I thought it was. He en-
quired, did I not think there were interests
iuvolved. I replied, No; but if there are, we have provided
means whereby they can be brought before and dealt with
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by the courts. "Oh yes," said he, "you mean Canadian
judges." "Yes," I said, "I mean Canadian judges, and let
me say to you that the judges that sit in our Canadian courts
are quite as bigh in point of honor, if not of ability, as the
judges in any English Court of JuAtice, and that the interests
of any Englishman, in any company or society such as that
you have mentioned, are just as safe in the custody of our
officers of justice as they are in yours." There is an inevitable
belief, a belief that cannot be dispelled from the minds of
leading British statesmen of all parties, that there must be
something inferior in the colonial relation. Now, I do not
believe that. I recollect very well when Sir F. B. Ilead
was Governor of Canada, that he thought the establishment
of municipal institutions was sure to Jead to our permanent
sefparation, ata very early day, from the British nalion ;
and ho was pleased to characterise them as sucking repub.
lies which woald gradually grow up until they became a
great republic. At a later day another Governor occasion-
ally was pleased to express an opinion of the saine sort, and
the late Lord Derby, in one of his speeches, so late, Ithink,
as 1854 or i855, expressed his opinion that if .n menasre then
sought-that is a change in our relations as to the Upper
liouse, if i recollect-a right became law, thon we might say
farewell to British connection with Canada. Such have been
the opinions of leading mon in Britain for many years, of
which I have given some examrles. But I am surprised to
find the Premier of Canada countenancing such.opinions at
this time of day. Has not every measure passed for the
extension of the franchise, for the consolidation of the
Colonial Empire on this continent, tended to promote that
connection and make it stil[ stronger? If I believed the
adoption of this resolution, and still more the adoption of
the policy indicated by this resolution, was to bave any
permanent or immediate injurious effects on our relation to
Britain, I for one should immediately oppose it. I look
forward with great anxiety and great pleasure to the result.
I antieipate no danger to the relations of the colonies to the
Mother Country. I believe that Great Britain and her
Australian Empire, and Canada and the other portions of
that Empire will possess a growing influence which will
make itself felt in every quarter of the globe. I believe our
commercial and political relations are safer, giving the
utmost possible latitude to Canadians, than they would be
if a restrictive policy, conformed to the ideas that prevailed>
in former times, existed. As an example of what we may
expect sonietimes, from English statesmen, we heard Lord
Kimberly eulogized very greatly to-day by the hon. gentle-
man opposite, on his liberality and breadth of view.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I spoke in a directly
contrary sense. I stated he was a Froc Trade doctrinaire of
the most restricted, bigoted kind.

Mr. MACKENZIE. A doctrinaire in Free Trade, but a.
model of liberality otherwise.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I said nothing of that kind.
Mr. MACKENZIE. le stated he did not say that and

does not believe it-neither do I.
Sir JO-HN A. MACDONALD. I did not express any

opinion.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Lord Kimberly, six or seven

years ago, sent a dispatch to Earl Dufferin, stating
that it was not -necessary to consuit his ministers
except where it suited his purpose. That is a specimen
of the modern whig .stateman. I think it of the first,
importance that our statesmen should manage our
own affairs. One thing is perfectly certain, that we can
unders3tand our own interests, and another thing is clearly
certain, there would be a method contrived if we should
rouee that stage, by which the general assent of the English
Orowa c.uld be obtained to any such negotiations. There
co ald be no serious difficulty about that. Of course the

re. MAOKENZIE.

right hon. gentleman, some ten years ago ridiculed a motion
brought up for the saie purpose. But I was glad to-d ay
to find that even ho had made some progress; because
when denouncing the resolution of the member for West
Durham, ho afterwards glorified himself and his Adminis-
tration for having made some progress, because they had
appointed Sir Alexander Galt, as a sort of quasi-ambassador
to Europe. Ho has been ambassador to France and Spain,
and as proof of bis status, bas to sit in an outer room
when the two ambassadors are discussing matters and if
bis opinion is thought to be worth anything, ho is called
in, and asked questions, and that is the position which the
hon. gentleman desires to assign a Canadian ambassador.
The excelleney and usefuilness of the position is such tlhat it
appears from the papers that he is not disposed to submit
to it any longer. Phe bon. gentleman said that great pro-
gress had been maIe with Spain and France, and related to
us with great gusto interviews with certain statesmen in
both countries. We know that it bas cost us some $20,000
or $30,000 a year, and not one step bas been gained yet by
Sir Alexander Galt or the Government he serves in the
direction of trade and commerce with other countries. The
establishment of a steain service once a month with Brazil,
which bas not yet begun to run, is not an ambassadorial
function at all. It is a more matter of business, which any
moruhant could arrange. As to the tendency of such a
motion as this leading to a complote separation of this
country from Great Britain, we need only consider the fact
that there nover bas been a discussion on constitutional
changes but what wo have had the saie threat presented to
us. When we first began to advocate a Federal union of
the Provinces, when in 1859 the Reforra Convention of On-
tario decided on some method of uniting the Provinces by
a Federal compact, with some general authority for the man-
agement of general business, we were at once assailed by
the Tory members, and if I recollect rightly by the right
hon. gentleman, as taking part in a movement which had
for its end the separation of the colonies from Great Biritain.
Yet, who does not know that the relations of Canada to the
Empire when Lord Durham came out here were of tho
most delicate and tender kind; that the grievous political
wrongs suffered by this country, the tyranny exercised by
Goverrnuents and persons in authority and the nopotism and
corruption which prevailed; who does not recolleet the
anxiety with which the peopile, especially in Lower Canada,
entered into the consideration of those political grievances
in 1839 and 1840, and who would have been surprised, look-
ing at the history of that period, if those difficulties had
culminated in the separation of the colonies from the mother
Country. But from that day to this the growth Of publie
sentiment has been in one direction. The extensiol ot 1he
freedom and privileges of the people bas gone on rapidly,
almost uninterruptedly; and keeping.pace with the progress
of publie opinion,actions and measures have shown the loyalty
and devotion of the people of Canada to the Empira of
which we form so important a part. Ihave no patience with
that littleness of soul which instead of using argument
throatens us with being vain reactioneries and revolutionists.
Such efforts form no portion of my argument. Lot us consider
this measure on its merits. If the hon. gentleman could
show one single argument or reason which could lead to
the conclusion ho maintained those resolutions would resul t

in, 1 would join him with the greatest alacrity, for I prefer
maintaining the existence of our relations with Great
Britain, to obtaining a temporary triumph at the expenso
of that connoction. I hold, therofore, that gradual action
in relation to obtaining perfect freedom of -commerca
relations with other countries is entirely consistent wîth
our duty to, and our present relations with, the British
Empire. But assuming the hon. gentleman was a earnh at
as he was vigorous in bis declamatory speech to-day wbst
reason does he give for sending Sir Alexander Galt to Eng
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land. Why should Sir Alexander Galt bo sent there if it is
much better td obtain all we want through the British
ambassador ? If a Canadian ambassador is to be sent there
does the hon. gentleman always desire he shall enter at the
back door while the other ambassadorgoes in by the front?
This almost leads me to digress for a moment to enquire if
Sir Alexander Galt was really sent to England because of a
pressing necessity to have a quasi-ambassador residing in
London. We remember that Sir Alexander GaIt was the
very champion of the principle embodied in the resolutions
which are now before the House; he spoke for it and
voted for it, and, if I recollect aright, ho characterized
the right hon, gentleman on that occasion as the
«Peeksniff" of the House. Was it because Sir Alex
ander Galt was estranged until 1878, was it because
ho declined any relationship with the right hon. gentleman,
was it because ho could not be taken into the Government
here that room was made for him in England, and an office
created for him full of profit, full however of national degra-
dation and productive of no benefit to the country. The
hon, gentleman said also that no progress was made in
regard to commercial treaties or our dealings with foreign
nations up to 1878. That wonderful period ending on the
18th September, 1878, is an epoch inaour history. On that
day the right hon. gentleman came back to power and from
that time onward to the present, he told us to-day, that
great efforts bad been made by himself and his colleagues
in order to develop the growth of national traffic, and trade
and commercial relations with other countrieû. I would like
to know a single stop that has been taken. To be sure no
grievious error has been committed which will tend in the
opposite direction. The bon. gentleman, by his National
Policy, has deviated from the Imperial policy of lbritain
which characterizes the legislation of all lier colonies but
one and ourselves and has thereby dealt a blow at the Im-
perial relationship which it will net ho very easy to make
good by remedial legislation. And that is absolutely the
only thing he bas done. We find that during the last two
years our foreign trade bas declined under the pressure of
the incubus he as placed upon it by his policy. le
stated there was another method by which commercial
relations could be carried on. There was nothing to prevent
Canada presenting by an Act of its Parliament certain
advantages in its relations to another country and having that
country reciprocate by passing a similar Act. Both being
put in force wolid enable the two to excliange products on
equal terms. I object most seriously te any attempt to obtain
commercial advantages by legislation of that kind. A logis-
lative reciprocity is in my opinion not only impracticable1
but most mischievous. Suppose we pass a bill admittingi
certain products of the United States free on the condition
that they should pass a bill admitting some of ours free.
That would not bind us or them for any specifie term of1
years and the next season inight find circumstances so0
altered in their legislature as to lead to the repeal of the
enactment, and tle reconsideration of former relationships,
while in the meanti me commercial establishments would have1
been established which the change would greatly injure. 1
There is nothing in my opinion more dangerous than to
taiper needlessly and carelessly ivith commercial legislation.,
What our business men want is permanence of purpose (
and a reasonable consistency in our policy. That is that(
there shiould not be constant changes made. I would ratherF
have a large measure of protection even than a constantt
change Of policy and a constant change of duties in the leg-iislation cf the country. I deny the proposition of the hon. 1
gentleman that nothing was done in the way of advancing
commercial business of a colonial kind during my own Ad- f
Iiimistration. We set on foot a negotiation at Washingtoni

1n order to obtain if possible a new treaty; we succeeded in c
havîng that treaty negotiated, but failed in getting it1
'Plemented by the Congress of the United States. That é
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was not our fault. We endeavored to do that, and we ob-
tained from 11er Majesty's Government a commission as
plenip)tentiary to our agent who went there, a thing un-
precedentcd in the history of any colony. I do not tbiMk
thore was any instance where a colonist was appointed a
joint plenipotentiary in order to negotiate a treaty. The
right hon, gentleman was himsolf a joint high commis-
siorer on one occasion in 1871 or 1872 at Washington. lie
had an opportunity to distinguish himself if ho chose to do
so, bat he di.stinguished himself in a retrogade fashion by
being a consenting party to a treaty which was
onie of the most shameful capitulations in English
history in matters between nations. Everyone knows
the humiliation that was experienced by almost every one
in the country at the consent of the hon. gentleman to that
legislation ; and so far as I am concerned I can only say that
I hoard that opinion expressed by men of high standing in
the uld country whon considoring the results of that treaty
in regard to the Fenian outrages on the frontier and the
Alabama claims.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Has the hon. gentleman for-
gotton that one of his colleagues in the Government at his
right and another one behind him voted for that shameful
capitulation ? Yet he toock thom into the Government of
this country.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have not forgotten it, Sir, but I
dare say if my lon. friend had to give that vote now, ho
would not vote that way. I cannot at this moment recat
a single treaty-with the United Statos managed by British
statesmen---and they were all managed by British states-
men--in which Canala and British America did not get the
worst. Our boundaries were dealt with by English com-
missioners, and in their ignorance of the country and of
the maps and of the people they had to deal with, we were
deprived ofa large extent of territory, and I believe that the
onfly real diplomatic work that was ever done by Canadian
statesmen was that of the arbitration at Halifax and man-
aged by ourselves.

An hon. MEMBER. The Washington Treaty.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The Washington Treaty had

nothing to do with that. It provided that there should bo
an arbitration, and when that arbitration was delayed from
day to day and from year to year by the American Govern-
ment, we entered our protest and with. some difficulty got
the English Government to make a protest for us. At last
when we obtained the requisite authority to enter upon the
negotiations the English Government sent a gentleman out
here to attend to the matter, whom we declined to act with,
making a demand upon them that a Canadian should be ap-
pointed, whom wo would nominate. We did nominate a
Canadian and we managed the whole business ourselves, and
the result was the obtaining of twat large award--not any
larger than it should be, but still an award that was on the
whole reasonably satisfactory to all parties. Now, I do not
desire to occupy any more of the time of the House. I rose
for the simple purpose of explaining my own position and
pointing out to the House the constant recurrenceof accusa.
tions of the kind mentioned by the hon. gentleman opposite,
having been so frequent in his history and the history ofbis
colleagues that they should be treated very lightly by
other psople. I have sat, I think, two Sessions, oppo-
site the hon. gentleman, and I am sure during that
time I have bard the same threat many a time, and
many a time have seen gentlemen like the hon.
Minister of Public Works raising the British flag
with the greatest enthusiasm in order to rally his dispirited
followers. It is an easy matter to raise the flag, but let us
raise the flag of common sense for a little while, and let us
consider, not those high.flown sentiments of extreme deve.
tion and loyalty which the hon. gentleman dealt in Eo
greatly to-night, but let us consider soberly and reasonably
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what is best for Canada as Canada, and what is best for to them by hon, gentlemen in this House some of whom are
Canada as part of the British Empire. i have no doubt Ministers to-day, I take courage, for I can, in being
whatever our true policy is to obtain ·self action in almost able to look back upon that time and upon the events
everything which relates to our own business. Only one which have since occurred with respect to those
Act, I think, of this Parliament has been disallowed by Her propositions, and to-day I fmnd every one has sub-
Majesty, that was one relating to the Governor-General's stantially been passed upon and adopted into the
salary, if I recollect aright. We have the most perfect free- constitution and laws of my country, except one, which is
dom of action in legislation. Why, Sir, twenty or thirty embraced in the resolution moved by ihe hon. member for
years ago-certainly forty years ago-it would have been West Durham, viz. : That Canadians ought to have,
accounted extremely dangerous by ail British statesmen, and also should seek to have the right to make
Wbig and Tory alike, to have accorded to us the freedom commercial arrangements with other countries suitable
we now possess, and to have trusted to us the legislation to our own condition and wishes. We have made
connected with half a continent under the British flag. a good advance in that direction. We have been
Now, Sir, English statesmen know that British interests permitted through communications which have passed
are just as safe in our own hands as they can possibly be in between this Govern ment and the Goveinment of the Mother
theirs. They know also, and must be taught if they don't Country to send an ambassador, as be is called, with semi-
know it, that a Canadian Privy Councillor is Her Majesty's plenipotentiary powers, and in connection with the English
Privy Councillor, and as such they occupy no inferior posi- representative he bas discussed various questions with
tion, and although the position may not be precisely similar to France, Spain and other countries. But I do not know that
that of Austria and Hungary with reference to the capital our experience of that step in advance, so far' as it goes, is
in each country, they discharge duties very much the same, calculated to give us very much confidence in its beneficial
and there may be other changes which may, perhaps, draw us results, and I, for one, unable perhaps to understand aU
quite as close as we are under our present relationship. But the delicate relations which exist between Canada to-day
whatever may happen we know this as an established fact, and the Mother Country, cannot sec what damaging
that we now have perfect liberty of action in legislation, and effect it would have upon the relations of the Mother Country
that Great Britain trusts Her Majesty's Ministers and Her with us, in what respect the tic which binds us to the
Majesty's Ministers trust us, and why sbould we not have the Mother Country would be weakened, by simply agreeing to
same freedom of action in negotiating business with other an arrangement by which Canada itself would, through its
countries. The hon. gentleman spoke of the- ambassadorial own agents, propose and make arrangements wit h any coun-
duties to-day as if they were something that required a try which night be willing to make an arrangement with
training school, a college for training diplomats, whereas a ber, under the protection, under the supervision and
business man, a statesman who has any knowledge of con- with the support of the Mother Country. Why,
mercial affairs, knows tolerably well what will suit and what what is the spectacle we have before us ? We have here
will not suit, and surely men enough can be found in our a Government representing what is called the Con-
own country to disebarge those duties with which we have servatif'e party in this country, which claims,' to
hitherto trusted English statesmen, and generally greatly to be, and many of its friends claim it to be par excellence, the
our sorrow. I for one give my cordial support to anything custodian and rightful heir of British principles. Yet we'flnd
that will extend our liberty of action and make us entirely them going as an opposition to the country at the
equal in all respects to other Legislatures and the Ministers last election and proclaining a policy with respect
(f the Mother Country itself. to our Tariff which we ail know was obnoxious to

Mr. McDOUGALL. I must repeat an observation I British statesmen of both political parties and by the British
made on a previous occasion, that it is unfortunate, and people, as being contrary to their policy, and objected to
inimical to the fair discussion or consideration of a great their views of what was for the interest of Canada
matter of public interest, that it should be presented to this itself, because Free Trade and Protection do not form a
Parliament under the circumstances in which this resolu- dividing line between English political parties. The
tion comes before us. But, Sir, it is one of the privileges present leader ofthe Conservative party, Sir StaffordNorth-
of an Opposition in Parliament, and it is availed of by cote, is as strong a frce trader, if wo may judge by his
them, and bas been availed of by hon. gentlemen on this writings and speeches, as is to be found perhaps in the
side when they sat on the other, to bring up their views, ranks of the Liberal party. English parties, I say, are net
no matter how embarrassing it might be to the Government divided by any such line ; and yet in this country we pro-
of the day, and the Government of ,the day in that case poscd, and I was one of those who concurred in the proposi-
voted down, without any hesitation or difficulty, proposi- tion to change our Tariff, to impose duties upon foreign cor-
tions which, perhaps, they approved, because they came up moditios and upon the products and manufactures of thc
under such circumstances. And I have no doubt that a Mother Country herself so as to serve our own needs and
great many members of this House, without perhaps purposes, to obtain revenue for the conduct of our own affairs5
expressing otherwise their opinions with respect to this in- and to afford protection to our manufacturers. We considered
portant matter, will find themselves in a position, politically, that those local and Canadian objects were of more impor-
to take the same course on this occasion. But, Sir, for tance than any consideration of what might be in accordance
myself, occupying, perhaps, a peculiar position in this with the policy of the Mother Country or the
louse and country as a public man, I cannot sit here as a political relations subsisting between Canada and the
member of Parliament and hear the views and statements Mother Country. lon. gentlemen opposite who took
made by responsible Ministers of the Crown with regard to the platform against this policy resorted to the arguWeC>t
the consequences which are likely to follow from the that it would tend to weaken the connection between Canaad
assertion on the part of this Parliament of its desire to have and the Mother Country, but this argument did
the control of its own commercial affairs and the settlement not have very much effect even in the ranks of their
and management of commercial treaties with other coun- own party. I take the decision of the PeePO
tries without protest. Thirty-two years ago I had the honor- at the last election on that question as the
Iconsideritan honorto-day,when 1 look back upon that time strongest evidence we can have that the wishes of the
and at what has since transpired-to propound a political people of Canada, that the rising aspirations Of the youne
platform,as the editor of a public journal. In looking over the men of Canada, are in favor of our assuming our own I)nP
various propositions, the opposition that was made to them, dence in the management of our own affairs, and especiatY
theridicule that was heaped upon them, the opposition offered in regard to all commercial matters. 1 believe that is the
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sentiment, and we have had here an exhibition of it in the
speeches made by three or four hon. members on this ques-
tion. Without regard to the effect it might have on their
political friends on the Treasury Benches, they have
asserted their determination to support the motion even
when moved bythe Opposition, which declares the right of
Canada to be the arbiter of ber own destinies in regard to
ber trade and commerce with other countries. I think hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury Benches, instead of endeavor-
ing to put down opinions of that kind, or to
prevent their expression on the floor of this
House by holding up to the House the threat of evil
consequences, or assuming that consequences of the
kind indicated would flow from such expressions, would do
well to look about and to ascertain what is the condition of
the public mind, and as they have done on many former
occasions take a stop in advance, It will be a better policy
to adopt in discussing this question, especially if we are
now to have a general election, as it is rumored in and out of
this Chamber. For my own part I do not know whether I
shall offer my services to any constituency at the next
election. I did feel on the occasion of the last contest that
it was my duty as a Canadian to support the National
Policy, as it is called; and one of the chief reasons probably
in my mind was that it contained the principle which is
embodied in the resolution moved by the leader of the
Opposition-that it was a declaration of the right
of the people of Canada to make their own Tariff
and to regulate their own affairs. I do not know-
but if this is to become a political question, if the Govern-
ment of the day expect to rally their followers at the next
election upon the cry of the flag, upon the declaration that
we must not make any further advance on the road to
nationality than it has pleased them to agree to, J do not
know but that I may feel it to be my duty, though having
spent as many years in parliamentary service as one
man ought to be expected to do, and very fruitlessly in
some respects, to take the field again; and I have no
fear but I will be able to find a constituency. I do
not think, Sir, there is any reason to fear, in the first
place, that the Government of England-the present Gov-
ernment of. England or even a Conservative Government, if
one should succeed to power-will object for a moment to
give Canada the authority she asks, if it follows in the
track which was pointed out by the hon. gentleman opposite.
I have had some little experience as a member of a Govern-
ment, I have had communications with Ministers of the
Crown in England of both political parties, and with respect
to matters involved in this very question. It is known to
those who have taken the trouble to look into the history of
this country prior to Confederation that I was appointed
chairman of a Commission that visited England and the
West Indies and other countries, for the purpose of negotiat-
ing with and making better arrangements for commercial
relations with those countries, and though it is not exactly
proper, perhaps, to refer to the discussions which took place
with lier Majesty's Ministers, that they may have regarded
as confidential, yet I may say, in the first place, I did
not find, and my colleagues did not find, that
there was any disposition on the part of the Gov-
ernment of England at that time to encourage the attempt
to establish new relations in commerce and trade with
our own colonies. A very extraordinary doctrine was
propounded by an English Minister at that time, he said it
was contrary to the treaties with other countries, particu-
larly those containing what is known as the "Favored
nations clause," that the West India colonies should make
any special arrangements with Canada, that we, portions of
the same Empire, members of the same family, should make
arrangements between ourselves by which commodities
were to be interchanged at differential rates of duty. That
doctrine was laid down in a formal correspondence. It

was finally withdrawn, and we were allowed to make
propositions to foreign countries and to the West Indies.
But nothing came of it. I had a very strong suspicion-1
shall not mention the particular facts upon which it was
founded at the time-that the despatches which we carried
were not the only despatches sent to those Governmonts
and those colonies. 'If we had the power conceded to us of
making such arrangements open and above board, I believe
a very different result would follow from nogotiations.of
this kind, but I will say as the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) bas said, that if any arrangements of that
kind had the effect of loosening the tie between the
Mother Country and Canada, or lessening the loyalty which
we feel toward her, would make us less glad to be' asso-
ciated with England, to be subject to Canada so far as an
independent colony ought to be, and must be subject, if it
would have the effect of- weakening the intense loyalty of
the people of Canada to the .British authority, I would say
so far but no farther; we have gone as far as we can ;
by going a step further political consequences
are likely to follow which will be injurious and oblige us to
change our political relations. I believe it would be a relief
to British statesmen if Canada were in a different position
from the one she occupies. Consider the position of Canada
with respect to the United States in regard to the late nego-
tiations. Do you think it was not a subject of great embar-
rassment to England that England insisted upon the Impe-
rial Government using its power for the purpose of socuring
to Canada compensation in money for the fisheries ? We
have only to look at the despatches. When I beard that
this question had arisen-I did not hear the speech
of the hon. mover of the resolution, nor did I hear
the reply of the Prime Minister, though I heard of it
-I referred to the despatches sent by the Imperial
Government to the Canadian Government on the
occasion of the Washington Treaty negotiations, and
there was one despatch that struck me as being particularly
pertinent to this question. Lord Kimberley in his despatch
showed the reasons why Canada should accept the terms of
the Washington Treaty. It was conceded to be our privi-
loge to dissent from that Treaty and the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake), I remember, moved a resolution
which practically amounted to a refusal to agree
to it and to pass the necessary Act for the purpose of carry-
ing out that Treaty, and he was perfectly right in a consti-
tutional point of view. I took the opposite course. I
thoughLt it to our advantage. I thought it was the duty
of Canada, considering the results to the Mother Country
and the difficulties that would arise between England and
the United States with regard to this matter to agreo to the
terms of tho Treaty. I have not changed that opinion, but stili
it was our right to disagree, and even the little Island of
Prince Edward might have disagroed with the Treaty
which the Mother Country had made with a great people
like the United States. And in the argument intended to
persuade us that it was our duty to concur in that Treaty,
Earl Kimberley says :

" Canada could not reasonably expect that this country should for an
indefinite period incur the constant risk of serious misunderstanding
with the United Sates, imperilling perhaps the peace of the whole
Empire, in order to endeavor to force the American Government to
change its commercial policy; and Her Majesty's Government are con-
fident that when the Treaty is considered as a whole, the Canadian
people will see that their interests have been carefully borne
in mind, and that the advantage which they will derive
from its provisions are commensurate with the concessions which they are
called upon to make."

And in another passage:

"I Her Majesty's Government have no desire whatever to attempt to in-
terfere with the entire right of the Colonial Legislatures to refuse to
pass the Acts necessary to give effect to the Treaty, though they would
deeply deplore that a course which they believe would be most impoli-
tic, should be taken; but on th- other hand they have too much con-
fidence in the wisdom of those free assemblies to aaticipate any such re.
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sult; and they are confident that the Canadian Government would be
as desirons as Her Majesty's Government that no untoward collision
should occur during the present season which might prejudice the fili
consideration of the Treaty."

Now, Sir, that shows us that even under the relations
which existed at that time between these British North
American colonies and the Mother Country that we had the
right, and that we might exercise it of disagreeing with the
policy of the Mother Country in her relations with the
United States. Still our position was an embarrassment,
for so long as this question was in dispute there was dan-
ger of collision between England and the United States.
There was danger to the people of England, Ireland and
Scotland, that they might be called upon to engage in a
great national contest for the purpose of defending or pro.
tecting the interests and rights of the people of Canada in
respect to their fisheries. Do you think it would not be a
great relief to the Mother Country if ail danger of any such
consequences as these were removed? And thereforo, if
the roposition which is embodied in the resolution in your
hands, or the policy which that proposition would noces-
sarily lead to, were adopted, I think England might say,
and England would say, that she was relieved of great
dangers and great difficulties by Canada having to make
these bargains and these arrangements herself, Well, Sir,
suppose we were ln that position, do you think there would be
any great difficulty on our part ? Do not we know, botter than
any one on the other side of the Atlantic, what will be for
our advantage, understand better the character of our neigh-
bors, their industries, their commercial operations ? We know
all about them, and they know all about us; and we can
make botter bargains for ourselves, if bargains are to be
made, than anyone in England for us. We came near losing
some of the advantages we had achieved in this fishery
arrangement. I know there was a very strong dis-
position, of which we see evidences in this des-
patch, to restrain Canada in the demands she was
making with respect to the Fishery Treaty. They
thought we were asking too much, and pushng
the matter too far; it was of no consequence to
them; they were indifferent whether we got a million or
half a million or nothing at all; and, therefore, it was only
by pressure, by insisting on our right-not merely by the
Government that finally concluded the negotiations, but by
the preceding Government-that English statesmen, Eng-
lish diplomatists were pushed along, and almost compelled
to take that high ground which nltimately resulted inso
favorable an arrangement being made as was made. By the
adoption of this principle, we would be relieved of all that
difficulty, and England would be reieved; England would
be disembarrassed in all such relations betweer the great
Dominion of Canada and the United States. I for one as a
Canadian have no apprehension of the future. I believe we
shall find Canadian statesmen, Canadian politicians, Canadian
parliamentarians, sufficiently versed in the facts, sufficiently
patriotic in their impulses and their determination, and suffi-
ciently wise, to make proper and satisfactory arrangements
in all commercial matters with our American neighbors;
and I believe, Sir, if our position were recognized to be such
as I have described, that our American neighbors would be
botter disposed to make favorable and friendly arrangements
with us' than they are at the prosent moment. It is not
the people of Canada that they are dissatisfied with..
When attacks were made upon us, as we ail remember, a few
years ago, it was not the people of Canada, it was the diag
over our heads that excited animosity; but if Canadai
were practically indopendent, if she acknowledged but the
Imperial Sovereignty, the Imperial Crown, and had the
management of her own local affairs altogether, I have noi
doubt, in any commercial arrangements and transactions
that might take place between the United States and Canada,
that the most favorable arrangements would be made

Xr. MODOUGALL (Halton).

betweeun us, for there would be no disturbing element
to interere with our negotiations. Now, Mr. Speaker,
this question is brought before the House, as I said,
in a way that is not calculated to give it a fair position.
Several hon. members who bave spoken on this aide have
expressed their approval of itstut one must see th.at
they have done·so under great difficulty, and we must see
by the leeture they have received from the Minister of
Public Works that others are inclined to take the same
position. It is. not giving the question itself fair
play, and therefore I regret that it has been pro.
posed in this manner. Yet we have had two examples
of motions made by hon. gentlemen on this side of the
House in amendment to going into Su.pply, not
made with the, view of expressing want of confidence in
the Government, and not received by the Government in that
sense; although, with respect to the important question
raised luat night, of which I may be allowed to say a word,
not having had an opportunity to speak on it at the time, I
think we were travelling a little out of the record. I think it
would have been far better for the Parliament of Canada to
concern itself about the affairs of Canada, to deal with
matters over which. we have constitutional control and
personal knowledge, than to travel across the Atlantic and
attemnpt to direct Mr. Gladstone how he should deal with
the Irish question. I intended to say so much last night,
and I say it now. At the same time, the terms in which
the motion was proposed, and the unhappy circumstances
of the case, perhaps may have justified a parliamentary
expression of opinion; but I did not feel, as the representa-
tive of the c9unty of Halton, that I was authorized to say
what their views or opinions might be upon a question of
that kind. It seemed to me that I ought to have inform a-
tion from them before voting on the subject; I had no
petition, no letters, and the question was sufficiently long
before the public for them to form an opinion-and I really
believe the resolutions did not express the opinion of a
majority of the electors of that constituency. I believe,
when we go back to them, and have an opportunity of dis-
cussing this matter, that we shall be told that they did not
take the same view of the causes of the evils which afflict
that country, or the remedies best adapted to remove those
evils,which the hon. gentleman expressedin his very eloquent
speech. But reverting again to the resolution now
before us, I am disposed to vote for that resolution,
which I do not think expresses or is intended to
express want of confidence in the Government. But I may
remark that I have want of confidence, and strong want of
confidence, in the doctrines announced hy the hon. Minister
of Public Works, and the position he takes with respect to
the right of members of Parliament to express their
opinions upon a question which so intimately concerns the
best interosta of Canada.

Amendment (Mr. Blake) negatived on the following
diviion:-

Messienrs
Anglin,
Raine,
Béeh r '
Blake,
Borden,

Burassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),

casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Coupai,
Coursol,
Orouter,

Fleming, Malouin,
Geoffrien, Mille,
Gillies, Ouimet,
Gilmor Paterson (Brant),
Girou ard(Jacq. Cartier),Pickard,
Guna, Rinfret,
Gnthrie, Robertson (Sheiburne),
Haddow, Rogers,
Holton, Ross(Middlesex),
Honde, Rymal,
Hentington, Scriver,
Irvine, Skinner,
Killam, Smith,
King, snowball,
Laurier, Sutherland,
Ma Oonnel (Inverness), Thompson,
Mackenzie, Trow,
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DeCOSm2os,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Allison,
Amyot,
Arkell,
Baunerman,
Barnird,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Banting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Cimon fChicoutinu),
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Domville,
Drew,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fitzsimmons,
Fulton,
Gigault,
Girouard (Kent),

MoDougall,
McIsaac,

Weldon, and
Wheler.-.58.

NAvs:
Messieurs

Grandbois, Msttart,
Guilet, O'onnor,
Hackett, Ogden,
Haggart, -Orton,
Bey, Patterson (Ussex),
Hesson, Pinsonneault
Homer, Plumb,
Beeper, Pope (Oompton),
Burteau, Richey,
Jackson, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Rose (Dundas),
Kranz, Rouleau,
Landry, Routhier,
Lane, Royal,
Langevin, Ryan,(Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Moatreal),
Macdonald (Kings), Rykert,
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
MeDonald(Oape Breton)Shaw,
Macmillan, Sproule,
McCallum, Stephenson,
McCarthy, Tasse,
Mcouaig, Tilley ,
McDougald, Tupper,
McGreevy, Tyrwhitt,
MoLelan, Valin,
McLeod, Vallée,
McQUade. Vanasn%
McRory, Wade,
Manson, Walace
Merner, Wa&lace (York),
Mongenais, White (HasingR), and
Montplaisir, White (Renfrew).-101.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

68. Oanada Central Subsidy.. ..... ...... $120,w00

Mr. MACKENZIE. Iow mach of tha't subsidy is un-
paid ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This completes the payment
of $1,440,000.
* Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Was that used in
the way of a grant, a sort of endorsement in the hands of
the contractors, or paid in actual hard cash?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They adopted the alternative
of using the moneys and raising the money.

69. Prince Arthur's Landing to Red River
(Pacifie Railw y)......... .............. $1,567,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I should like to amend that
resolution by substituting the figures $1,067,000, which is
all that is required for this service.

Mr. MACKENZIE. low is this to be spent ? le it
altogether upon 41 and 42?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mainly upon these portions;
a small amount will be required for all the contracts.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have heard that a considerable
portion of the work at A and B is beirig contructed with
a selt of tramway, upon trestles in the meantime.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is right
80 far that there was a considerable alteration made in the
form of crossing a number of those ravines, and that trestles
Were substituted to a larger extent than originally intended.:
The work is being finished by the substitution of trestleî
bridges, where originally it was intended there should be'
mere embanknents. It is to be a permanent mode of'
crossing those sections.

Mr. MACKENZIE. In that case, the saving in many
cases the hon. gentleman referred ýa few days age is largely
connÎected with this thange of strutmure.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The expenditure bas been
considerably 7educed by the alteration of trestle work and
bridges for the more permanent embankments.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am desirous of seeing the work
proceed in every way, and would be glad to see it done well;
but I have been told, on what seems very good authority,
that those structures are anything but stable, iand some are
partioularly dangerous.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They have been most care-
fully examined, and the work is of the most substantial
description.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I am glad to hear they are going to
be substantial; but I was an eye-witness of the modes of
construction of some of them, and if a more disgraceful
piece of work could be turned out by an engineer than some
portions, I would like to see it. I was over some of the
work from Thunder Bay to Red River and may rofer to the
piece at Muskrat Lake; and if thore was ever an engineer
who turned out a disgraceful pieco of work it was the man
at this place. The piles were running in every way, looking
at one another. I do not blame the Minister, but think it
right to bring the matter up.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My hon. friend is entirely
wrong in saying I am not responsible for the work. I have
gone over it with engineers of the bighest standing,
and whose interest it was to criticise it, but all con-
curred in the opinion that it was of the most croditable
eliMracter. And I am very much astonished that ho, who
is not an engineer, should utter an opinion so unfounded.

Mr. DOMVILLE. It is not the first time I have been
criticised by the hon. member, and I am not prepared to
take bis censures on this occasion. I repeat the work is
most disgraceful. I am not an engineer; but I know when
a pile stands perpendicular in the water, and when a train
is to cross over works at such places, they should have a pro-
per foundation. I do not know that it reflects any credit
on a Minister to pitch into a member for expressing his
honest opinion. If the hon. members of this louse are to
be made more voting machines it is time we knew it. I for
one will not subrnit to it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will
have to submit to tho truth being told; and whcn ho states
this road bas been constructed in tie way described or that
thore has been any want of first-class engineering skill, he
is making a statement unfounded on fact. The engineering
work on those contracts is of the highest character, reflect-
ing the greatest credit on its authors. I will not permit
my hon. friend or any hon. member in this House to make
sueh an unfounded statement, derogatory to the Depart-
ment over which I have the honor to preside, without meet-
ing it by an explicit denial. No doubt a great many of
these places were crossed over by pile work for the purpose
of carrying trains over and to enable permanent embank-
monts to be more choaply and easily construetcd.

Mr. DOMTILLE. J am not going to take back one
word I said. I am sorry that my remarks should have
aroused the ire of the hon. Minister. I think it is too bad
that representatives in this House should criticise anything ;
it is unfortunate that there are any members at all, that the
counties could not vote by proxies and having passed the
Supplies we might all congratulate ourselves on tho happy
event. I have a great deal more to say about that road, but
I do not wish to say it now. I could point out where the
rails were laid and became twisted and bent, because net
looked after, but I will reserve my remarks, and may state
that I do not blame the hon. Minister but the engineers.

Sir RICHARD J.CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. Minister
tel as roughly what numberof miles of trestle work was
ýonstrueted om that road, and give us an idea of the average
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height ? If I remember rightly, Mr. Sandford Fleming
expressed a strong opinion adverse to the use of trestle-
work, and mentioned among other things the extreme
danger of a large portion being destroyed by fire in the dry
season.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER That referred to section 15
where embankment bas been substituted. I cannot state the
amount of trestle work that has been substituted, or the dis-
tance, but the trestle work bas been reduced as much as
possible. We went to great expense substituting a permanent
embankment for trestle work. It was found greatly to the
advantage of the road, both in point of time and in saving
of expense to use a certain amount of trestle work.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man obtain the information I ask for ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Chief Engineer bas just
sent me word that there is about one and a-half miles of
trestle work from fifteen to fifty feet in depth in the 410
miles.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister of Railways stated
that he had caused such alterations to be made in the plans
of the railway between Lake Superior and Red River as to
very materially reduce the cost. He admitted the character
of the road was very considerably degraded.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not.
Mr. ANGLIN. If the hon. Minister did not use that

statement exactly he made one to the effect that alterations
were made which would reduce the expenditure-altera-
tions in the grades, &c.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not. I stated that we
had reduced the length of the road several miles by careful
location.

Mr. ANGLIN. And that the road was to be in-
ferior to what he had previously intended; and he found it
desirable to reduco the expenditure by building a less
expensive road. I feel it my duty to convey information
to the bon. Minister, which I believe to be well founded
and which corroborates the statement of the hon.
member for Kings. I received it from a very high author-
ity. I am informed that some of these trestle bridges of
thirty or forty feet deep, did not rest on piles, but were
driven not more than three or four feet in the soft mud.
There is not the soft tenacious bottom that was supposed to
be there, but merely a deposit of three or four feet of loose
mud on a rocky sub-stratum into which the piles have not
penetrated. They are merely held in their places at most,
and it is dangerous to use thtm for the purpose of running
trains on them. That is the statement I have received from
a person whom I do not feel at liberty to name, but he bas
a very intimate knowledge of the state of things in these
sections. The Chief Engineer of the Department no doubt
receives the report of lis engineers and relies upon them,
and the Minister receives the report of bis Chief Engineer,
and makes a statement which he believes to be strictly cor-
rect, but my information goes to show tbat both he and ist
Chief Engineer are mistaken with regard to the charactert
of those trestie bridges. It is a serious inatter if my in-
formation is correct, and it is strongly corroborated by the
hon. member for Kings, (Mr. Domville).

Mr. HESSON. With reference to the statement that thec
hon. Minister spoke of degrading the character of the roadt
I recollect well that he referred to the prairie section, and
as I had a trip last season over the prairie section of thet
road I am aware that the portion the Govern ment have beent
prosecuting until they let the contract, was of a very
degraded character indeed. I remember distinctlythat it
was to be considered merely as a temporary means of send-
ing emigrants into that country, and that something better
might be substituted. The rails were laid upon the sod ofr

Sir RiLCUAa J CarmwaRieT.

the prairie without the slightest embankment whatever.
That portion of theroad, with tho exception of a little piece
that goes to Stonewall, is now of the very best character. I
carefully observed the road while I was passing over it,
because I expected that it would be made the subject of
criticism in the House. With reference to the remarks of the
hon. member for Kings, I know nothing of them. I have
heard other gentlemen say who have gone over the road,
that it was of a very substantial character and would
do credit to the country.

Mr. DOMVILLE. We are not discussing the prairie
section at all, but the section from iRed River to Prince
Arthur's Landing. There are no trestle work bridges over
any lakes. I went ýover the prairie and did not see any
trestle work, and I have no reason to find fault.

Mr. HESSON. The question was raised as to the cha-
racter of the work that was being prosecuted, and the
Minister was charged with having stated in the House last
year that the portion the Government were constructing
between Prince Arthur's Landing and Red River, was going
to be deteriorated in its quality. My recollection is just
the contrary. I did not misrepresent the lon. member for
Kings at al]. I said distinctly that I had not seen that
part of the road, but that I heard no complaint made by
gentlemen who had gone over it.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In any case the
Minister admitted that he had substituted an inferior class
of work by reason of expense. I desire to ask him what
amount he calculates was saved by the substitution of trestle
for embankment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. About $650,000.
Mr. McCALLUM. In reference to this trestle work, it

may not have been completed at the time the hon. member
for Kings went over it. If the work was reduced and it is
a cheaper road, that is the business of the Syndicate, and
the hon. gentleman need not be uneasy about it. If we save
money that way we think it will be all right. I am
satisfied that the hon. member for Kings was mistaken in
looking at the road.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Were any altera-
tions made in the road ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The grades have been pre-
served in all respects both east and west.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I moved for returns some time
ago asking information with regard to the amount of gross
and net earnings on the railway built by the Goverament
and handed over to the Syndicate on the lst of May last,
Why have we not those returns ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I told the hon. gentleman at
the time that it would be difficult to comply with his request.
lie asked what had been received by the Govern-
ment up to the time they handed it over. In making my
statement I gave the hon. gentleman the exact amOunt
received by the Government, but I did not expect to be ab!e
to teli him how much the Syndicate receivea for that por-
tion .of the road subsequently, because they do not keep a
separate account. All I could get was what I had already
stated. I hare given the hon. gentleman the amount the Gov-
ernment received from the roads until they handed them
over to the Syndicate, and the $603.000 received by
Syndicate for the operation of the roads was earned from
the lst of May to the 28th of February.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The Minister's return shows
the amount they received up to the time they tran sfered
the road to the Syndicate. I asked for the amount the
Company had received from the|Government since tley bail
taken possession of the road-the gross and net earnings.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. At what time is the
road likely to be completed throughout for trafic.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Under the contract the road

is to be entirely completed from Tnunder Bay to Red River
on the 1st July, 1883; but I do not expect it will be com-
pleted at that date. I anticipate that it will take a large
portion of the following season's work to finish the road.
The contract time, as I have said, is July, 1883. In July,
1882, the track has to be laid by that time; but we expect
it will be September or October, 1883, at the earliest, before
the road is thoroughly completed.

70. Pacifie Railway in British Columbia............. $4,t00,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That amount covers
$3,000,000 on the contract from Kamloops to Emory's
Bar, and $1,500,000 from Emory's Bar to Port Moody.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What isthe number
of miles?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 127 miles from Kamloops to
Emory's Bar, and 86 miles from Emory's Bar to Port
Moody.

Mr. MACKENZIE. How much has been spent on the
section fron Kamloops to Emory's Bar?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. $1,900,000 up to st March,
which is the last return I have.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon.
gentleman expect to spend $4,500,000 on 200 miles of
railway in one year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am assured by the con-
tractors that they expect to require that amount. There may
be a balance next year, but we must be prepared to meet
whatever expenditure is rftade.

Sir RIÇHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is at the rate of
$22,000 a mile on the whole 200 miles. How long would
the work last at such a rate?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I believe the contracts will
be completed at the time stated, which is three years from
1st July next, 1885.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Could the hon. gentleman give
an approximate cost of the railway over the prairie; 180
miles have been nearly completed from Winnipeg west-
ward.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I know what it cost me to
build the portion I constructed, but I am not able to say
what the cost is for the construction which is taking place
at present. We expended $700,000 on the portion of the
road we constructed from Winnipeg; we opened communi-
cation with Portage la Prairie, a distance of seventy-five
miles, and laid the track in a very imperfect way for somo
thirty miles beyond that point.

Mr. DECOSMOS. Can the hon. gentleman inform the
Committee when the contractor will commence the con-
struction of what is called the Port Moody and Emory sec-
tion of the railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER.. As such an extensive work
bas to be executed and the time is so short for carrying it
out, it will be attacked from every available point. Access
can be had at Port Moody, and no doubt it will be attacked
there, and also at Fraser River where the road runs near
the water for a considerable distance, and it also can be
approached at a short distance from New Westminster by a
road that is being opened up there. I understand it is the
intention of the contractor to attack the work at the various
Points at which access can be had in order to hasten the
construction as much as possible.

Mr. DECOSMOS. I thank the hon. Minister for his informa-
tion, but at the same time, Mr. Chairman, I take occasion
to enter my protest against any money being spent at Port
Moody. Every gentleman of any experience in that coun-
try, who knows the geography of that country, would not

138

support the Minister in spending money at that point.
Beyond the possibility of a doubt, Sir,-and I may paren-
thotically remark that it is not my intention to make a
speech, as I propose to deal with this matter when it cornes
up in concurrence-the railway ought to proceed to English
Bay and no other point, and any money expended at Port
Moody, in my judgment, will be a mistake.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is thirteen miles away.
Mr. DECOSMOS. Fifteen miles according to Mr.

Cambie's report. I remark that this gentleman, who was
sent specially to examine the country, refers to Port Moody
as the temporary terminus, but to English Bay as the per-
manent terminus. I may further remark, Sir, that the road
by reaching English Bay, will enable a railway ferry to be
put on to reach Vancouver Island within thirteen nautical
miles, landing passengers within sixty miles of Victoria, se
that we can have a through railway ferry across the Strait
of Georgia that will carry freight trains and cars.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The question raised is a very
important one and did not escape the attention of the Gov-
ernment. My hon. predecessor had located the road down
the Fraser, from Kamloops to Port Moody, and the view
presented by the hon. gentleman has been presented to me
by gentlemen from British Columbia, and full investigation
was made into the matter. With the reports of the best engin-
eers and after the fullest investigation we concludel that the
decision of the late Government to carry the line to Port
Moody was best. I visited the place personally and found
that Io carry the road down to Coal Har bor or English Bay
-and then we would only have reached an open roadstead
-would increase the cost by something like half a million
dollars. At Port Moody there was a safe and commodious
harbor where easy access could be had to the road. After
full investigation we confirmed the late Government's loca-
tion.

Mr. DECOSMOS. My reading of the Orders in Couneil
did not lead me to the belief that the late Government had
settled definitely on Port Moody. The ex-Minister of Pub-
lic Works is here, and I would like to hear him speak on
the subject. I can assure you, Mr. Chairmain (with all due
respect to the Minister of Railways), from personal
knowledge of the country, it is as certain as that the gas-
light shines upon us that the road will run on to Eng-
lish Bay, and that the ferry will cross to Vancouver Island.
Engineers say that in order to have a town at Port Moody, it
will have to be built on terraces, like some of the villages on
the Rhine. To make the terminus at English Bay would be
much more in the interests of the country. I would like to
hear from the ex-Minister of Public Works as to whether
Port Moody was finally chosen as the terminus or not ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not exactly remember. The
Admiral for the coast looked upon English Bay as probably
the best place for some purposes, but we found a good
harbor at Port Moody, and that by going there we could
reach the ocean in the meantime, and if in the future, it was
thought desirable to extend to Englishi Ly, it could be
done.

Mr. DECOSMOS. Will the hon. gentleman say whether
they looked upon Port Moody as a permanent or only a
temporary terminus.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no definite recollection of the
matter.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was as far as you expected
to go for some time.

Mr. MACKEN ZIE, Yes.
In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The calculation made is that

the 213 miles from Kamloops to Port Moody will cost
$11738,100, which gives an average of 855,100 per mile.
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In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is a large amount of
tunnelling. The longest tunnel will be 1,600 feet.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. My recollection is that there will be
about two miles of tunnelling to be done.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. About that.

71. Telegraph Lines.......,-................ .............. $35,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, Sir, that $35,000
is to pay Messrs. Oliver & Davidson, for maintaining the
line from Prince Arthur's Landing to Selkirk wh;ch is still
under contract, at the rate of $4,160 a year. For interest
on drawback, $1,463; also in accordance with the express
termas of the contract, cost of maintaining the lino from
Prince Arthur's Landing to Edmonton, $9,377.

In reply to Sir RicArD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The contractors get the re-
ceipts. As will be observed the telegraph from Selkirk to
Edmonton can in no way now be considered as in connec.
tion with the Canadian Pacific Railway, as it is a source of
considerable expense, and as several applications have been
made to me by tolegraph companies and other parties to
take over that lino and operate it, an Order in Council has
been passed authorizing an advertisement, inviting tenders
from parties who will take over the lino from Selkirk to
Edmonton, and maintain telegraphic communication from
Winnipeg to Humboldt, Battleford and Edmonton, and
asking them to specify the rate they would charge and the
terms on which they would take it over.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. .Purchase or lease.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The terms on which they

will assume it and operate it as their own property, so that
it is practically a purchase. In that case, as hon. gentle-
men will see, a considerable portion of this sum will not be
icquiied to be expended; but I thought it safer to take the
vote.

72. Station accommodation, Pacifie Railway..$32,000

In reply to Sir RrCHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Under the contract, we are
obliged to provide stations on the portions of the lino being
constructed.

73, Subsidy, Canadian Pacifie Railway Co.....$8,500,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGBT. Do Iunderstand that
the $4,000,000 voted last year have been paid over to them ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, only $1,610,000. The
reason the balance is not put down as a revote is that it is
retained for the purpose of meeting any expenditure before
the 1st of July.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. The two sums amount
to 812,500,000, which is half of the whole subsidy. Half of
the work will not be done before the lst of July, 1883.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, there will be a consider-
able balance remaining; it does not really matter.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. It does not matter very
much, but it is desirable that the Company should know
what the Government expect. As I understand, the Syndi-
cate themselves hardly expect to construct more than five
or six bundred miles additional by the 1st of July, 1883,
and that certainly would not entitle them to anything like
the sum of $12,500,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Of course, having made the
contract, we have to take the estimate largely from the
persons engaged in the construction of the road, and their
calculation furnished to me is that there will be 600 miles of
the Western division constructed during the year, and 150
miles on the Eastern division, which would entitle them to 1:

$ir CAnLEs Tuppa.

a total of $8,317,691. They have 60 miles under contract
f rom Algoma Mills, running easterly, and they expect to
.construct 50 miles running westerly frorm Callander Station
during the present season. From Thunder Bay they expect
to put under contract from 50 to 60 miles, running easterly,
during the present season.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. Minister of Railways bas
made no provision whatever for the railway on Vancouver
Island. The bon. Minister knows that, according to agree-
ment, and according to the Order in Council that was
passed, Esquimalt was to be the terminus and not Port
Moody. This vote will bring the railway only as far as
Port Moody; yet it will be found that commercial neces-
sities will requiro it to be carried ultimately to Esquimait.
The hon. Minister would be the gainer by bringing the
railway there, because the land that bas been ceded to him
by the British Columbia Government would build the whole
road through British Columbia. The portion of the road
that ought to bave been commenced first was that at Esqui-
malt which to-day would bave been a paying road. It
would bave yielded enough money to have built one-half of
the Canada Pacifie Railway,and probably more than enough
to build the whole, taking the royalty they charge on coal
and coal lands in British Columbia that the Government
and people were willing to con cede. In this matter great in-
justice has been done to British Columbia. The hon. Minister
of Railways who has been out there and knows the value of
those coal lands, will admit that injustice. American capi-
talists have offered to build the road from Esquimalt to
Nanaimo, for the sake of the coal lands of the Island,
that coal being the best on the Pacifie coast. If
they do us justice they will see the iron road
completed early. They have now got the land ceded to
them by the British Columbia Government, but by their
neglect they have retarded the settlement of the Province
at least ten years. The Government have been unjust to
the commerce of the Dominion in nominating Port Moody
as the terminus of the Pacifie railroad, as will be seen when
we have to compete with the Union and Central Pacifie, at
San Francisco, and the Northern Pacifie at Puget Sound.
They will have to bring the Canadian Pacifie to Nanaimo
yet. We were proud and independent enough not to take
from the late Government $750,000, for the sale of our
rights, and we are now entitled to demand from the present
Government the fulfilment of their contract with Briti h
Columbia. We have a claim against Canada for
the injustice done us, in fnot fulfilling the agree-
ment entered into with British Columbia. So far
as I am concerned I will see that we get justice
and damages. The Premier got the best seat in our
gift, and lie should do bis utmost to secure us the justie \wO

are entitled to. I am aware that the Government bas many
difficulties, but when they see the value of the land, they
should endeavor to turn it to proper account. I want to
draw the attention of the hon. Minister of Railways to the
great injustice that has been done our Province. No one
knows it botter than he, inasmuch as he as totally left ont
our Island railway from the Syndicate bargain.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The subject to which the hon.
gentleman has alluded is of very great importance. At the
request of the late Government a bill was passed by the
Local Legislature ofBritish Columbia reserving for the use of
the Government for the construction of the railway a belt
of land on each side from Victoria to Nanainmo. The present
Govern ment were very much in hopes that the Syndicate
would have found it to their interest to construct the road-
When I went to British Columbia, I conferred with the
Government of that Province as to the land they would give,
and an informal arrangement was made to appropriate I1
addition to that twenty miles a further concession oft an,
running up the Seymour's Narrows, and I was very sanguine
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that the Syndicate would be induced, for the lands thus
offered, to construct that portion of the road; they sent a
very able contractor, Mr. Ross, to examine the country and
report, but bis report was not of a sufficiently favorable char-
acter to induce them to undertake the work. I am glad to
learn however that a San Francisco Company are prepared
to construct the road for the lands which the Government
are prepared to give. I have a telegram from Mr. Trutch
saying that the Government of British Columbia have given
the charter to Mr. Clements and bis associates, and have
repealed the Act of 1875 reserving the lands for this Govern-
ment. The difficulty, therefore, to which the hon. gentleman
referred is removed and theso lands are now in the hands
of the Local Government free from the restrictions placed
in the Act.

Mr. BUNSTER. Lot me state the difference of opinion
between the hon. gentleman and myself. We have made an
agreement with Canada which they have not fulfilled. It
is not right that this Government should let a San Fran-
cisco man make a contract with our Government.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the bon. gentleman will wait
until concurrence we will be botter able to discuss the
subject, for then we will have full information.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have looked through the speech of the
hon. Minister of Railways and find that his recollection was
correct and mine incorrect with reference to the quality of
the road. I hasten to make the correction. Will the bon.
Minister state whether the Government has yet resolved,
what they will do in regard to the road to Hudson Bay ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The bon. momber for South
Renfrew will be able to give a great deal of valuable infor-
mation in connection with that subject. I may say, in
answer to the question of the hon. gentleman, that applica-
tions are before the Government, but no decision bas been
reached in reference to that matter as yet.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Have the Govern-
ment had any communication at all with the Imperial Gov-
ernment in the matter? I have suggested more than once
the desirability of endeavoring to have some of Her Majesty's
ships explore the navigable waters.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not able to state defin-
itely with reference to that. I shall ascertain and let the
hon. gentleman know.

Mr. BANNERMAN. I shall be glad to give all the infor-
mation I have got concerning it at any time. I think I
have information that will satisfy the bon. gentleman that
a route is practicable to take the year's crop out to groater
advantage than by the St. Lawrence or by New York. Our
Company have been at large expense during the last two or
three years in that direction. At the present time the fur
trade is of secondary importance for the Hudson's Bay
Company to their interest in the land country in the North-
West. i think I can show to this House that it is not a mat-
ter of six weeks, as was stated in the Railway Committee two
years ago by Mr. D. A. Smith, but from the information I
have we have six months of open navigation.

74. Increased accommodation at St. John, N. B.,
in connection with the Intercolonial Railway. $150, 000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is known to those who are
at all acquainted with the subject that the accommodation
at St. John bas been of a very inferior character, in fact only
of a temporary make-shift character. A large and important
contract was entered upon there by my predecessor in the
construction of the wharf which furnishes wharf accom-
modation for shipping. The station buildings, and every-
thing connected with the St. John arrangements, are on a
sale altogether inadequate to the interests of the city.
The expenditure of $150,000 for the improvements is asked
for to purchase additional land, renew buildings and com-

plete sheds. Bonded warehouse, $20,000 ; flour sheds,
$20,000; grading streets, sidings, &c., $20,000; building a
branch servico, $15,000. It is not proposed to go down nearer
the water. We take more ground at the side.

In reply to MI'. BURPEE (St. John),
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Tho work will take up more

space. The hon. gentleman knows it is entirely inadequate
to the business of the place. No passenger station is pro-
vided in this. It was proposed to deal with the freight
accommodation in the first place.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire to call the attention ot the hon.
Minister to railway accommodation on tho Intercolonial
in the County of L'Islet. The rond is in very good order,
satisfactory to the public and well managed no doubt. Last
Session I called his attention to Elgin Station, which is fod
by the long road, going as far as the Townships. Thore is
no accommodation there at all for freight or passengers,
except what is afiorded by a building belonging to a man
named Bourdeau.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I know the hon. gentleman
takes a great interest in that, but it is impossible to 'meet
ail the domands for additional station accommodation. The
business there, as the hon. gentleman knows, is very limited
indeed. Howeveir, I will look into it and see what can

Mr. CASGRIAIN. I have no doubti
will have to be built, but I desire to
the hon. Minister to it se that ho will
having something done there.

some day or other
call the attention
see the necessity

Mr. DOMVILLE. I call the attention of the hon. Minister
to the fact that the employes on the Intercolonial recoive
very little remuneration for their services in
proportion to the increased rate of wages other em-
ployes are receiving in other parts of Canada. If you
can get good men to operate the railway, to
work night and day and risk their lives and lose them, as
one man did the other day from fatigue, they sbould be
properly paid. It is true it is said that this man over-
worked himself at his own risk. In the interest of the
public, men should not be allowed to work over hours, for
in such cases justice cannot be done to the public, and loss
of life and property is liable to ensue. The men should be
adequately paid for their work. In some branches no fault
can be found on this score. The heads of the Department
and the engineers are well paid, and live in comparative
ease, while those men who are seeking to earn a little more
are overworked. I hope the hon. Minister will take into
consideration the condition of the mon and if possible try,
in view of the increased prosperity of the country, te do
something for them. I am glad the man did get
something done for him. Aftor bringing a great deal of
influence to bear, and waiting on those under the hon. Minis-
ter who had charge of the subject, this person, who holds a
position in St. John, received the munificent advance of five
cents a day on his wages. I hope if the men are unable to
obtain more they will be able to securo that amount.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sorry I am not able to
agree with the hon. member on this occasion any more than
on the other. I have no doubt he considers he has only dis-
charged his duty in making this reprosentation, and calling
my attention to the alleged fact that the higher officers of
the Department are being highly paid while their sub-
ordinates are being underpaid. It is the very reverse. I
tell the hon. gentleman ho is entirely mistaken. He cannot
find me a railroad to compare with the Intercolonial,
in point either of length or importance, on
which the higher officials are so poorly paid as on
the Intercolonial. lHe will find from the Chief Superin.
tendent down through all the higher officers, that the
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average of their salaries is smaller than that of officials on
any railway in this country. While as regards other
employes we have been enabled to increase their pay, and the
payment made to conductors and the various employes in
connection with the road, from laborers upwards, will
compare favorably with the rates paid on any railway in
the country. From time to time, as we have increased the
receipts and diminished the expenditure, we have been
enabled to make these increases. When it was necessary to
reduce the expenditure in order as far as possible to make
the receipts and expenditure balance, I stated on the
floor of Parliament that it was with great regret I
was obliged to decrease the emoluments of those in
the publie service, especially those who were
in a comparatively humble position, although as
regards the laborers tleir wages have never been dimin-
ished but maintained at the same rate. From time to time
wages on the Intercolonial have been increased until I
think the payment made to officials on that road will com-
pare very favorably with those paiid on other roads.
There are some cases in which it may be desirable still to
extend the increase, and I shall be only too glad to do so
when it is within my power. I travelled from one end of the
railway to the other, and as far as possible came in contact
with the employes, personally investigated the cases and
their merits, and the manner in which they discharged
their duties, and I endeavored by readjusting the payment
to do justice to all.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Is it true that men worked forty-
eight hours without rest.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If any person has been over-
worked it has been not because he has been required to do
so, but because he sought it. As is well known, conductors
on all railways are allowed extra pay for extra work. The
conductors on the Intercolonial Railway, are as well paid or
better than the conductors on the Grand Trunk, and the
rank and file are better paid than on the Grand Trunk. It
is quite impossible to maintain a staff of officials that will be
equal to every emergency without drawing to a greater or
less extent upon their energies, If there is a sufficiently
large staff to meet all emergencies, and large and neces-
sary expenditure is involved, the officials as far as possible
are careful fnot to permit men to work to the injury of their
health.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Did the hon. gentleman see a letter
in the Halifax Chronicle, making certain statements and
giving names and dates.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, I sent it to the Superin-
tendent for report, but I have not yet received any state-
ment. I need not say to the hon. gentleman that it would
be very unwise to accept the statement of disappointed
officors or of those who have been dismissed from the ser-
vice.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I admit that, but this letter gives
names, dates and facts.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It gives dates and names. I
am not certain of the facts ; those remain to be investigated.
The matter is being investigated as is everything of the
kind. You cannot work a railway without accidents hap-
pening occasionally.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No doubt; but we have had the same
kind of accidents on other roads. There was one at Trenton,
where the conductor being overworked was unable to keep
awake. Then there is the case on the Intercolonial which
has been mentioned. Il it be true that this man was forced
to continue at work so long as is stated, some one must be
blameable, and it becomes a very serious matter. I would
like to ask if the statement is true?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not true. No person
deplores his untimely death more than myself, but ho was

Sir O na"as Tuprpa.
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not compelled to perform the duties. It was entirely volun-
tary, and I suppose ho fell asleep and the accident was the
result. It is a source of gratification to me to state at the
end of three years that notwithstanding the great number
of persons carried such a long distance over the Intercolonial

i not a single passenger has lost bis life. The hon, gentleman
knows the difficulty of avoiding accidents on a line of road
of such length. The instructions of the Department have
been not to overwork any official, and if any case of that kind
should be brought to my notice it would be followed by a
strong reprimand. I saw the letter the hon. gentleman refers
to, but I do not attach much importance to it. It is very easy
for discontented parties to write in that strain. i have called
upon the Superintendent for a full report on the case.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He does not appear to have been
dismissed. He appears to have left.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Any person knows that per-
sons are sometimes unreasonable, and it is impossible to
meet the demands always of those in one's service.

Mr. BORDEN. The hon. Minister says that the officials
were allowed to do extra work voluntarily, but if there was
a proper number of officials on the road this would rot be
necessary. With regard to the pay of officials I do not
object to the payment to the higher officials of proper
salaries; but I have certainly heard that in many cases the
lesser officials are underpaid. I am glad to hear from the hon.
Minister that recently their salaries have been increased,
because it is understood that when he first took charge of
the Department the salaries were reduced and a large num-
ber of officials were dispensed with. Now, this matter
leads to the consideration of two accidents which have
recently occurred on the road, and which are oxciting a
great deal of attention among the people of the Maritime
Provinces, and which may have a very serious effect upon
the welfare of the railway. Thereis an impression that
these accidents have been the result of overwork on the
part of the officials. With regard to the first accident,
the matter js certainly, at this moment, in a very unsatisfac-
tory condition. A collision occurred somewhere near
Windsor Junction, resulting in the death of one of the
train hands, a man by the name of Cameron. An inquest
was held to ascertain the cause of death. It appeared
that there was a conflict in the evidence as between the train
despatchers at Truro and the station masters at Windsor
Junction. The train despatchers swore that they had tele-
graphed Harris, the station master at the junction, to stop
No. 13 train. He distinctly swore that the instructions he
received were to stop No. 15 train, and this misunderstand-
ing or failure to act upon instructions resulted in the death
of this unfortunate man. No w, the coroner's jury brought
in a verdict which did not amount to very much or did not
throw very much light upon the question, except a sugges-
tion that letters should be used in transmitting
messages instead of figures in future. The friends
of the man who was killed had Harris, the
station-master, arrested for manslaughter. Subsequently
further investigation was held, and ho was released. The
books of the train despatcher at Truro, which, strange te
say, were not produced at the inquest, on being examuined,
it is said, showed marks of being tampered with. Since that
some of the officials at Truro have been dismissed. INow, I
think it is of the highest importance to the country to knoW
when that mistake occurred first, and I think the hon. Minis-
ter will not be discharging his duty to the friends of the un-
fortunate man and to society at large if ho does not cause a
further investigation to ascertain all the facts in cOnnection
with the accident. The second accident resulted in the
death of conductor Gcldert, which las been referred to
already. There can be very little doubt that that accident
resulted from two causes; first, that he had an enginO too
weak to carry the train it was required to carry; 5Oeondly,
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because he was over-worked and unable to perform were leaving because they were getting botter paid else-
his duty and fell asleep while on duty. These where, and that they could not be replaced by good men at
facts seem to be pretty well establishded. At any rate a the wages paid; and I only hope, if any accidents eccur, on
letter written recently which bas been referred to by the this account, that my warning may be renembered.
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)-written by an Mr. BORDEN. las the suggestion contained in the
engine driver-makes that charge most specifically. This verdict of the jury at the inquost, that letters or words
matter has been considered of sufficient importance in should be used instead of figures, been adopted?
another place to be made the subject of a motion, and the
hon. gentleman who made that motion said :

"In the first case the station master at Windsor Junction was com- not done by writiug at ail, but by sound.
mitted for manslaughter, but the result of the enquiry'was that the man iMr. LESSON. Along the wholo lino of tho Grand
was diacharged and the fault seems to have been laid to the system not Trunk, perhaps one of the most important on the continent
so much to the station master. la the second case there appears to Stratford las the largoat number ef omployes connoct d
have been no excuse except the same system that permits a triin leaving
one station before it is known that the track is clear and running on with the running department, somothing like 300. 1 have
recklessly to another."reckessl to nothr."occasion te sce many' of those people, an.9m acquainted
It is very clear to me that there must be something serions- witl their position and experiences. With regard to timo
ly wrong in its management to have induced that hon. and overwork, it is a matter of choice to do s,ý. They like
gentleman, who lives in the county represented by the itasafavortegranted. They are frequeuidy roquired te
Minister of Railways, and is his strong personal and political lay off while their engines are in fer repairs, and te mako
friend, to make this a subject of a motion which was up that less thoy desire te work ovortime. Accidents will
certainly a motion of want of confidence in the adminis- always occur, despito the utmost care. A good doal deponds
tration of the Intercolonial Railway. We have upon the management of the telegrapl operators, in whidb
frequently heard the statement from the Govern- some carelessness is occasionally shown. Perhaps it would
ment that the expenditure had been cut down very be well that these men should ho on duty enly a certain
largely on this road, and that a wonderful systern of ecou- number of heurs by night and day. But the mon in harge
omy had been inaugurated. It is well to have economy; of the trains ought te be well protected between tho telo-
but 1 doubt very much if the people of this country will graph stations. TIen again, the effeet of an accident on
justify any system of economy which results in a series of the Intercolenial is ne proof either of carelessness or
unfortunate and fatal accidents such as those that occurred ineffciency on the part ef the bands. Good mon are always
lately. I hope the bon. Minister will take steps to enquire going away and other geod men taking their places, but
into the circumstances of the first accident I referred to, and they must have an oppertunity ef getting the necessgry
ascrtain where the cause of it lies. experience.

Sir CHAIRLES TPPEIR. In answer first te what th e 75. To pay for Wharf and Elevator at the Hali-
on, gentleman said last, I may say that the safety of life fax Terminus......e...................o$125o

and preperty on the Intercelnial Railway is net exceeded Sir RICHAeRD J. CARTWIGieT. Is that the total costr ?
by that on amy ether ralway in Canada, se that there is ne Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is net more than is
ground for the imputation that amy ecenemy lias lad amy- been feund actualty necessary te carry eut the work in an
thing t do with the unfortunate accidents whichave n rt t bud
ccurred.E There is nereadStheIongentlemanhapeintneoher

te where sucli a staff of officiais is kept that extra demands appreaches, $36,00; elevater, $57,60O0; removing build-
are net sometimes made on their time; there are occasions iTngs, p5,700.
wben there is such a press ef business that, unless y wu Mr. ANGLIN. W at is the total cest of the wrk?
keep1 a large staff ef mon idle most of the time, Sir CAoRLES TUPPER. The expenditure last year
a littwe extra exertion is required on the part iftthehofficials, e ps oon.
but, etf course, that must be confined within narrow lirnits, -
and over-werking must be aivoided. With reference tethea ovr. KILLAM. Is tere likely to be, next winter,
accident at Windsor Junctien, the matter was enquired into ay grain trade to employ prefitably this elevater and wharf
by a coroner's inquest, and tley attributed the collision te extension, for the benefit of the portiofm Hacifaxd?
a mistake on the part of the station master, and the friends Sir ChAtLES TUPPER. We hope s.o
of the deceased mainlad tse station master arrested on t o Mr. KILLAM. On whait ground las the ln. gentleman
charge ebe manslaughter. Ihad a fula report sent up tetniefoutded bishopes?
byre which I went into closely, annd I came ti the conclusion
that ai serions oversigît aid taken place. Te rcsuît was Sio CHARLES TtPPER I am assured by merhants
that the cosest investigation was made, the evidence was inHalgfax, that when we provided the proper faciiti s they
submitted in court, the station master was btnorably would bring the business.
acquitted and discharged, and the investigation ici t no Mr. MACKENZIE. Wlere is the elevator te be built ?
doubt on my mid as ti the parties who wnre te blame, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. At Wet's W arf e
and One of tham anticipated lis dismissale by resigning, and
the ether was disntissed. As I say, it is quite impossible, Mr. MAvCKENZIE. Would it not be more convenient
wile trains are meved by tlographie cemmunicatixn at Ricemond.
between stations, that errors will net semetimes Sir CIHARLES TUPPEIR. No.
Occur that collisions will always be avoided.
The gmotion referred te bys the on, gentleman, Mr. A TNGLIN. W.at would .the whole xponse of tho
an having bon proposd by an honorable gen- extension of the railway, thepurcHase of proprty along
tbltan in another place, that ion, gentleman eldsnaovery the lino and the improvement in tht warf ?
strong Opinion about the introduction tf the systemofwarn- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Altogether about $4,271
ings known as the Block system-asystem which hv lasbeen expended, and the sum now asked will complote
ocmined a year a g o and concludd that it would be ntirey the work, and we shah lave one of the finest dep wter
inpracticable, whieit would double thercest. termini a y railway culd desire.

Mr. DOMVILLE I was down te the Province the other Mr. MAC ENZIE. Will the ho, cgentleman aork
dacy a I feund that a groat many of our valuable mn thing about Mr. Shanly's position at prsent. an
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have taken no vote for Mr.

Shanly at present, because his services will terminate by
the end of the fiscal year.

79. Rolling Stock.........................................$305,000
Mr. MACKENZIE. I call the attention of the Committee

to the extraordinary increase on capital account of rolling
stock.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have a detailed statement
which I will lay on the Table of the House and it can be
discussed on concurrence as the hour is too far advanced to
discuss it now. The capital expenditure of the Intercolo-
nial Railway, exclusive of the expenditure in connection
with the Riviere du Loup Branch, is as follows: 1876-7,
$314,295; 1877-8, $408,819; 1878-9, $226,829; 1881, $268,430.

80. Superannuation refund.................. $986

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was the practice to have a
large number on the superannuation list. That has been
changed and those parties who are no longer en the list are
entitled to have the money refunded which they paid into
the fund, and this is the amount required to be repaid.

81. Snrveys and Inspections ... ......................... $10,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is to meet expenditure
entailed in consequence of our being called on frequently
to make surveys in regard to projected roads, &c.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That same charge appears in three
places. You cannot want this item of $ 10,000 for service
on capital account.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Well, I will not use it then.
Sir RICHAiRD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is-there any refund

from various railways for inspection.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. KILLAM. I would ask the hon. Minister of

Railways when we are to get the returne to the motions
that we moved some time ago for the tenders for materials
furnished by the Intercolonial Railway and the prices
generally.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have instructed the Depart-
ment to use all possible despatch, and I hope to be able to
place it in his hands before concurrence.
p Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 3 o'clock,
a.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 24th April, 1882.

The SpEAckr took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYBRS.

THE QUEEN'S ESCAPE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message from
is Excellency the Governor General.
Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:

LOENE
The Governor General transmits, for the information of the House of

Commons, a copy of a despatch from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, acknowledging the receipt of an Address from the Senate and
the Hlouse of Commons of the Dominion of Canada, congratulating fer
Majesty upon her escape from the recent attempt upon her life, as fol-
loweth

Earl of Kimberey to the Governor General.
Copy

Canada
General.) DowNIN STREET, 30th March, 1882.

My Loan,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Lordship's

despatch, No. 39, of the 3rd March, and to request that you wiUl inform
Mr. MoKxmIqzE.

the Speakers of the Senate and of the House of Commons, that the joint
Address from both Houses has been laid before the Queen, who was
pleased to receive it very graciously, and that I am commanded to
request you to convey to them Her Majesty's thanks for their congratu.
lations on ber escape, and for their assurances of loyalty and devotion
to ber person and Government.

I bave, &c., &c.,
(Signed)

Governor General
The Right fHonorable

The MARqUIs oF LORN, K.T., G.L.M.G.
&C., &c., &c.

GOvEENUENT HoUsE,
OTTAWA, 21st April, 1882.

KIMBERLEY.

1 PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. BUNSTER. I rise to make an explanation. lian-

sard attributes to me part of the speech of the hon. member
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) on the subject of the Irish
resolutions, submitted to the House on Thursday last.
Inasmuch as we are totally different in politics, and, I may
say, in religion, I, of course, could have nothing to do with
any such error. I suppose it was merely a clerical error on
the part of the reporter, but I hope, when the proper time
comes, it will be placed in its true light. I do not want to
steal any hon. gentleman's--

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Thunder.
Mr. BUNSTER. Whatever you like to call it. I

would say eloquence, because the hon. gentleman certainly
did speak eloquently. I hope the fouse will accept this
explanation in justice to both the hon. mermber for Glou-
cester and myself.

CHIIGNECTO SHIP RAILWAY.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved that the House

resolve itself into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 57)
to incorporate the Chignecto Marine Transport Railway
Company, limited.

Motion agreed to and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
On clause 16,
Mr. MACKENZIE. We find resolutions placed on the

paper by the Government which, practically, make this a
Government work. The Railway Committee did not consi-
der it to be a Government work at all, and I do not think
it is treating this House fairly to allow it to go through the
Committee, and before it could reach the House to announce
the intention to grant a subsidy to it.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It was stated in the Com-
mittee by the promoter of the Bill, Mr. Ketchum, that he
hoped and expected to receive Government aid.

Mr. BLAKE. We all hope to receive Government aid.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hope was so near fruition at

this time that it caused some surprise. Was this matter
considered by the Government before it went to the Rail-
way Committee ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was considered by the
Government before.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Doos the hon, gentleman not think
it would have been courteous to have announced that to the
flouse before the Bill went to the Railway Committee ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think that at all.
Mr. K1LLAM. We want to know distinctly what the

policy of the Government is on this matter. My county is
deeply interested in it, and I think the hon. the Minister of
Railways ought to explain his views on the subject. Has
the Government abandoned the policy of building the Baie
Verte Canal ?

Mr. CAMERON. I do not think this is. the occa-
sion to diseuss the policy of the Government. The
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proper time will be when resolutions of the Government
come up in the usual order.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This clause provides that the Com-
pany shall receive 10 per cent. in addition to the cost if
the Governmont assume the work. The Government have
undertaken to provide $3,000,000 of the capital, and the
total cost, as estimated by the promoter, is 84,000,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the hon. gentleman
opposite has a little understated the cost of the canal, and
overstated the amount of the proposed subsidy.

Mr. MACKENZLE. That depends on what you estimate
the rate of interest at.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. I do not think so. I think
my hon. friend will find that the amount of the subsidy
proposed, capitalized at 4 per cent, for twenty-five years, is
about $2,343,000. The hon. gentleman will see that, under
these resolutions, the entire capital for this work, which
is estimated to be over $4,000,000, requires to be
raised by private enterprise, and the work must be
completely finished and put in effective opera-
tion before a single dollar of the subsidy is given ;
and that the subsidy then stops at the moment the parties
have constructed that work with a capital, raised in the first
instance by themselves, or have failed effectively to operate
it; so that the entire responsibility of the construction and
the efficient operation of the road is placed in the hands of the
Company. They are obliged to raise a capital of $4,000,000
for the purpose of accomplishing the work, and then to take
the entire risk of it. The hon. gentleman knows that
this work has been demonstrated to be practicable
by the hydraulic lift, put in effective operation in the
London Docks, where it raises vessels higher than it is
proposed to raise thom here, vessels of much greater weight,
and that being raised and placed on the rails they can be
managed without injury. In this case they will be moved
over what is a dead level. The cost of the work is expected
to exceed $4,000,000. Mr. Page, to whom the estimates
were referred, thinks that is the minimum that can be set
down. The work will require teobe done in a substantial
manner to avoid being ruinons to the Company. The
lowest estimate at which it was proposed to construct a
canal to do a similar work in this locality, was between
$5,000,000 and $6,000,000, if I remember aright. The Chief
Engineer of Canals thought that altogether an under-esti-
mate. The cost was really found, according to his view, to
approach something like 88,000,000 or $9,000,000, There-
fore, it was the promoters of the Company who accom-
plished the object which they had in view, when they pro-
vided for the construction of the canal at that place, and
at a cost which is only equivalent to $2,343,000, and which
places the entire risk and responsibility upon the Com-
pany. I think it is a proposal that ought to commend itself
to the very favorable consideration of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I was complaining that this Bill was
dibcussed in the Riailway Committee during the hon. gentle-
Inan's presence, and that not one word was said as to the
intentions of the Government to do anything in the matter.
The -Railway Committee therefore discussed it in ignorance
of the Government's proposals. What ias been said now
proves it as a Government Bill. The hon. gentleman is
mnistaken about the estimate of 82,340,000. The position of
the 'matter is this: the promoter stated to the Committee
that the cest was estimated at 84,000,000; and this grant
of 8150,000 would enable anybody to go into the London
lmarket at Present and raise $83,750,000 at the same percent., contingent upon the completion of this work. lu
Other words, the $150,000 would pay 4 per cent. upon
$,750,000.

Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. Yo are treating it as a perman-
ent arrangement, instead of a twenty-five years experiment.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is a question for discussion-is it
or it is not a Government work? What I complain of is,
that we were not informed of that in sufficient time to influ-
ence the discussion. If I had known the Government
proposed to do this, I would have asked for some time to
look up the reports on the canal system formerly contem-
plated at that place. I never believed for an instant that
such an enterprise could or would be carried on by private
parties, and therefore gave comparatively little attention to
the subject. The hon. gentleman also proposes to make the
interest 10 per cent. instead of 5 per cent., should it assume
the work, and that means the Government should pay 10
per cent. over and abqve the cost of the work, to the pro-
moters after assuming it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may be wrong, but I think
10 per cent. was the amount stated in the Pacific Railway
Bill of the hon. gentleman opposite that was to be paid the
Company in addition to the cost should the Government
assume the work. If so, we had a very good precedent.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not 10 per cent. interest only. The
proposal is that the Government should add 10 per cent. to
the cost. But I observe the hon. the Minister of Railways
has rectified his views as to the mode of calculating an
annual subsidy for a certain number of years. I recollect
very well when it was the hon. gentleman's desire to ascor-
tain the cost of the Georgian Bay Branch, he assumed an
annual rate per mile was to be granted for a number of
years for which it was granted; ho funded the amount of
the charge, stating that as a portion of the cost, and upon my
arguing that that was not a true calculation, or a true way of
ascertaining the true value of the subsidy, lasting a certain
number of years, he pooh-poohed that idea. Ie does not
take that mode of calculation to-day; but tells us tho
capitalized value is $2,313,000, I think, subject to the rate
of interest at which it will be capitalized. I agree' with him
as to tbe treatment of the temporary subsidies. I am glad
to sec that he takes a juster view on this subject than he did
formerly. There is no allusion to the position that any
Government aid which may be granted shall be taken as
part of their profits upon the work in the calculation of what
should be due to the Company on its assumption by the
Government. The next point is that ne rate ot interost is
stated as what may be payable by the Government to the
Company in case tho work is assumed. Lt is material that
the terms upon which this woik may be assumed, should be
settled upon proper principles, and this inasmuch as the
Bill indicates the possibility of it actually being received. It
seems right that any Govern:ent aid received should be
accounted as part of the profits of the enterprise. And,
second, that the rate of interest which is to be computed on
the capital account in case of the assumption by the Gov-
ernment, ought also to b agreed upon. But at any rate
there is nothing at al] said-as to the rates of interest at
which the work is to be taken over, nor is anything said as
to taking an account of the present value of the works. It
may be the works would give a high degree of profit, but
adequate attention not being paid to them might lead to
their being given up; practically the repairs might absorb
the annual profits, and when the public interests require the
taking over of the work, they would, under this plan, be
obliged to pay the whole of this principle although low
profits should be realized by the Company, which were not
in reality profits, because a portion was not devoted to
repairs.

Mr. CAMERON. The Bill effectually provides. for
what my hon. friend has pointed out. As it went before
the Committee of Railways and Canals it stipulates that
the amount to be paid by the Government shall be a first
charge and the interest also, and the profits received by the
Company in working the project. Now, the profits mani-
festly must mean, the balanco after giving credit for
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the amount of any subsidy received. But they will come
under the Income Act with regard to any profits received.
Inasmucrh as a clause provides for arbitration, we may
assumethe arbitrators will not lose sight of the Govern-
ment grant, which expressly requires them to give credit
for the amount of the profits received by the Company on
assuming the road.

Mr. BLAKE. I cannot see how the subsidy is to be dealt
with as part of the profits on absorbing the road.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. The remedy is obvious; the
original figure is 6 per cent. You can add "that deducting
the profits, including any Government subsidy." That will
meet the case.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It will.
Mr. BLAKE. These two positions will make the first

two points clear; that it is the intention of Parliament that
the rate of interest shall be 6 per cent. Then remains the

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH moved to amend the clause byadding the following words:-
Provided, however, that no tolis sha llbe exacted until a tarift of

toils shall have been submitted to, and sanctioned by, the Governor in
Council, who may, if the public interest require it, revise the same from
time to time.

Amendment agreed to.
Bill reported, read the third time and passed.

CANADA LANDED CREDIT COMPANY.

Mr. BEATY moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 47) to extend and
amend the Acts relating to the Canada Credit Company.

Motion agreed to ; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committeo.)

other point which demands attention. Suppose the Com- Mr. BEATY. I propose te strike out the hast four unes
pany builds a railway; suppose it is operated for six or eight as printed and adding the words: "In the Province of
years, the works being new and no repairs made, and that Ontario, and in the saine manner the sare rights, powers,
the whole sum granted by the Governiment is absorbed in and privileges as are now possessed by the sare Company
profits over the running expenses; suppose the practical in the said Province of Ontario This is intended simply
resuit to be that a profit exceeding 6 per cent., or a so- to extend the charter under which they can charge 8 per
called profit of 6 per cent. is received, that then the Gov- cent. to Manitoba and the North-West Territories. ln the
ernment think proper to take over the work, they will have amendment suggested in Committee it was intended to allow
to pay the whole cost and 10 per cent. over, though the the Company te charge the same rate of interest as could
works may have largely deteriorated by the management of lawfully be taken by individuals, the saie as the Joint
the Company, who may have received a second profit from Stock Companies' Act. In consequence of the vote the
the annual wear and tear. other night it was thought beet to bring forward

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the suggestion of the the amendment now proposed. This is to bring it witbin
hon. gentleman for Westmoreland is a reasonable one, and the charter and within the vote of the House.
will meet the difficulty raised by the hon. member for Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk). No notice has been given,
South Durham. and I thiYk I will have to objet to this amendment.

Mr. MILLS. It seems to me that the provisions of this Mr. CheAIRMAN. On that ground I mustrule it omt,
Bill are wholly inadequate t such a measure, under the Mr. BEATY. I consent to the limitation of 8 per cent.
circumstances of the case-aid being received frcm the incManitoba and the North-West Territories; but I do not
Goverument. There ought to be some provision by which want the charter limited as it applies to Ontaro.
the Governinent could ascertain the actual artount of money Mr. BOWELL. If the rate iaOntario is now imited te
expended on this road ut the timne of completion, and care8pecntIs oobciat dpigthsuetonf
should be taken that the mneylsubsequentlyaexpended w eb.etaeno bjionodol th e ast Jo
kep it in repairs should nt be counted as capital. There to m e t o
ought to be some provision for thefixing of rates of to ths Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I understood from the mover
by the Governcr in Concil or Parlianent.* It would be of this Bithat under thoeir charter this Company are
better that the Committee should rise and the hon. Minister limited to 8 per cent. inOntari, and, therefore, I did net sec
of DRailways take ti e t consider what changes should be any objection to the amendment; but now it would appear
made t make the Biameet the aptered circumstances of the that in Ontari they are unimited.
case. Thie Company stands in a wholy different position M . BEATY. Net ut al. The origal charter bruits
fronm what it would were it an ordinary business entrprise the Company te 8 per cent.; but this Bil is sirply intended
It is perfectly obvious, from an examination of these clauses, te extend the pewersycf that charter tmMeanitoba and the
that the m isure wial not at al meet the requirements cf NorthWestreThe hon. member fer South Norfolk wishes
the case. te insert the words: "onetyexceer cent.," te

Sir CjIALES TUPPER. The houn gentleman is quite which I agree; but if this le made applicable to Ontari
right t ar certain the law provides that the to s sha be the preamble must be changed and the whole Bil recon-
approved by the Geverner in Councile . structed.

Mr. CAMERON. I meve that this clause be added te Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. If the Government wised, it
meet the views of the hon. member for Bothwehl: weuld be easy te amend the Act se as te cover the whole

The toUm and charges te be levied and collected by tie Company for ground; the inthertion three words would secure a preper
th* use of their sid woxks sahI be subjeet to the s.pproyal from time to amendment.
,Mme #f t.he Governor ini Oouncil, and shail thereafter be collectel by, Mr. HIESSON. It muet be evident that the feeling and
cdpa.id t, tie Company.

ro a w e a orr benienfethenlouse is atainet sueh legirspation
ý]4.,B,&E. ýe ppova frm imeto im wold oi d enable corporations te coltect a higher rate than8

refer te the approval ef exieting tous which might, frei per cent. The feepine is that per cent. would be eoLItmoh,
t te e e i ad by se that it excessive. I will support the

Ur. CA MERON. I think that is provided fr by the ment cf tbehon. member for Suth Nerflk with bele e,
words, bySha thereafter be colected by the Coinpany." althongh I wuld prefer 7 te 8 per oent. te be the it.

Mr. BLAKE. I am quite aware that after the Goverment Mr. BEATY. There need be ntomisaN)r6h*fsiOn on
have tppreved of one systen cf o tils, they might subse- this subjet. Under the charter cf the CanadaLanded
4enC1 lisapprcgve f it. We want a power cf revision of Credit Company theyhaveoPor'er te take orily-8 per cent.
tie ekietieg tarino by tie Governor in hertincil. This Bioedeirtde to etend tis pcwor Manitoba nd

Mr. CAMERON I(Victoria).
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the North-West. The Conimittee has reported this Bill
according to the terms of the Joint Stock Companies' Act
on which they were enabled to take such a rate of interest
as they might lawfully take in the Province in which their
transactions were carried on. Now, we abandon that in
consequence of the decision of the House the other evening,
and we say we will take the same rate in Manitoba and the
North-West that we take in Ontario. I see no difficulty
about this matter.

Mr. WALLACE. If the hon. gentleman is sincere it is
very easy to provide that the rate of interest shall not
exceed 8 per cent. Insert that limitation in the Bill, and
strike out the last clause, and I shall withdraw my opposi-
tion.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The hon. member for South
Norfolk should bring in a General Act, or the Government
should do so, limiting the rate to 8 per cent. But 8 per
cent. should not be allowed in one case and refused in
another. The rate should be uniform.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The observations of the
hon, member for Westmoreland raises a large question, I
think the majority of the House would not fix an arbitrary
rate of interest. I do not think that special provisions as to a
special company, are re3oncileable to the theory of legislation.
1 would prefer that the matter be left open, but as the pro-
moters of the Bill assent to a limitation of 8 per cent., of
course there can be no objection.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I suppose the Ion. member. for
Westmoreland thinks there bas been so much retrograde
legislation the last three years that a little more would not
make much difference. I hope the Government will not
go wrong in this matter as in other commercial legislation.
We are bad enough now, but to chase capital out of the
country by restrictive laws is an act of folly we should not
be guilty of.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We voted against that the
other evening, but were defcated.

Mr. WALLACE. I think I heard the hon. member for
Lambton say that it would be bad to restrict the interest of
money and drive capital out of the country. I believe
there has been no greater wrong done to the country than
allowing a free rate of interest. It has brought in money,
but at a rate that bas ruined the people of Canada. I heard
an hon. gentleman the other evening eloquently discourse
about the wrongs inflicted upon Ireland, by high rents and
otherwise. Now, whatis the interest on farm mortgages but
rent, and what more obnoxious landlordism could exist
in any country than that. It bas been well said that
corporations have neither bodies to be kicked nor souls to
be damned ; they have no feeling whatever, though the worst
wretch of a landlord has some shred of feeling.
They say that absentee landlordism is wrong. What is this
Company doing but borrowing moner in England to loan in
this country? Is not this absentee l'andlordism of the very
worst kind ? These hon. gentlemen speak of rack-renting
and middlemen. What is this Company but a middleman,
that borrows money in England and loans it out at a higher
rate of interest to the people of this country, and rack-rent-
ing the people by taking all the interest they can ? Hon.
gentlemen will say that men have violated the law.· That
is true. But is it any reason, because men will extort that
this House should legalize extortion ; because men will
steal that theft should be legalized; and because people
Will kill, that murder should be made lawful? That is
the reasoning of these hon. gentlemen. Because a wrong
is done you must give it the sanction of the law. They
'peak of evictions in Ireland. I ask them to look over this
countIry for the last eight or ten years, and see the number
Of eictions made by these loan societies, growing out of180
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extortion by lending money at a rate higher than it is
possible for the farmers to pay.

Bill reported, read the third time, on a division, and passed.

QU'APPELLE LAND COMPANY.

Mr. Boultbee moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee on Bill (No. 103) to incorporate the Qu'Appelle
Land Company.

Motion agreed to, and louse resolved itsalf into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk) moved that the second clause
be amended by adding the words: "not exceeding 7 per
cent." He said: With regard to the old charters, I could
not limit the rates more than I did, because I thought it
would be unjust to the shareholders to limit them to a lower
rate of interest than they had invested their money at.
This is a new Company, and I am convinced 7 per cent. on
real estate is a high rate. I would have gladly made it
lower if I thought there was any chance of its being
carried.

Mr. PLUMB. I understand this clause enables this
Company to furnish needy settlers with the material for
carrying on their business. I think it would be against
the interests of the settlers that the rate of interest should
be limited as proposed by my hon. friend. It would simply
prevent the poor man frorn being able to get farming
material and supplies from this Company, which
would be of great service to them. This is not like an
ordinary land company. It does not and cannot have the
same sort of security. IL does not come within the same
category at all, and I think my hon. friend who is probably
opposing this through a principle which he bas adopted in
respect to all these companies, is quite mistaken, and is
really, by his amendment, restricting this Company from
doing what they propose to do. He is acting against the
interests of the poor settlers who must be helped if we do
not want to confine the settlement of the North-Weat to
men who go there with a large amount of ready money in
their pockets. That clause should be permitted to stand. In
the western States, which have flourished tolerably well, in
the State of Iowa, which has a population of 1,650,000,
being an increase from 300,000 in 1860, the regular rate is
10 per cent., and nobody is hurt, the people can pay it
more easily than people in England can pay 4 per cent.
The land they buy doubles in price in a year or two. There
is no hardship to the people; the lands are sold from $6 to
$7 per acre, and the purchaser gives notes bearing 10 per
cent. interest. They are free to take any rate they like,
and it is not hindering the settlement of the country, nor
has it wrought, in the slightest degree, any hardship on the
people. This system means that the Governmeiit may
supply material for the people who are going there to work,
and if you take a man's note, you can sell it for whatever it
happens to be worth. There will be plenty of rival con-
panies, and if these gentlemen charge too high a rate,
somebody else will come forward and loan money for less.
I am sure the rates charged in the western States bave
been infinitely higher than these, and they have in no way
worked any hardship, nor has their been any complait nor
any attempt to change the rates.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not think the hon. member for
South Norfolk is consistent, because he has not fixed at
what chattels, horses and other animalis may be sQld.
Why not place a limit on the sales of other things as well
as on the sales of money ? If that is done there will be
some consistency in it. There is as much competition in
selling money as there is in selling grain and horses. At
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any rate, let us be consistent and fix the price of every- looking at the &et of 1817, and ilam under the impression
thing that people have to buy. that thero was a Company incorporated in England that are

Mr. WALLACE. The hon. member for Lambton has doing business in Manitoba and the North-West to-day, wbo
evidently given the matter very lititle thought, otherwise are not limited in the rate of interest they shah charge if
he would never say that money is like everything else that that is the case, of course, a limitation of other companies
people have to sell. No man can make money; he can miglt place them at a disadvantage aà compared with the
earn it, but only the Government can make it. There is com)anies that are incorporated in England and doing
nothing exceptmoney that is of no use to a man until ho business here. As tho hon. member for Wostmoreland said,
parts with it. There is nothing else a man can be com- we sbould have a uniform rate of interest, and that it ray be
pelled to take in payment of a debt, except money. It is a question for theGovernmont to deal with. Thre may h
because money has so much power, that that power ought something in what li says, and if the opinion of Parliament
to be restricted, and if the hon. gentleman thinks a little la that the rate of interest should ho Iimited, thon it would
more ho will know more about what he is talking. b3 a question whother wo should allow parties Vo do business

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am sorry that all the thinking of there without any limitation as Vo Vhe rate of interest. n
this flouse ls confined to the hon. member for South seems Vo me that, on Friday night last, we decded on 8 per
Norfolk. cent., and to fix it at 7 now would ho a new deviation fromthe principle of the Committae. However, I think we

Mr. WALLACE. No. should have a uniformasystem so far as possible.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Re bas thougltVo very littae pur- Sir ALBEiT J. SMITin. The legal rate of interet is

ose when hoe is coming back to thre dark ages witlihis 6 per. cent. e overy Province of the Dominion, when the
I mlation. rate is not specialy fixed by the parties, and it is pne to
Mr. WALLACE. That is your opinion. ail parties to agree to any rateof interest th y choose.
Mr. MACKENZIE. 0f course, it is everybody's opinion There is ns limitation whatever, but it does seem to me that

nearly. The lon, gentleman says we cannot inake money; if you limit one company you ougit to limit tie mal.
well, neither can le make oxen, a presume. Mr. WALLACE. I cannot quite agree with the hon.

Mr. WALLACE. I can raise them. inister of Finance when ho says that if w limit Vh rate
in ths case it will give tolhitother companios an unfair

Mr. MACKENZIE. There la nothing more absurd than advantage who have shouriglt lo lend without any limita
to attempt Vo fix thre price of one article witloutfixing the tion as to rates. I think if two or three respectable com-
prie, of evory article, because thes is more extortion in panies are toaning mony for 8 per cent., the new company
sellng goods than in sellng money. will not o fikely to get any more. I apprehend the effect

Mr. WALLACE. That shows til more ecarly that tle wll be Vo bring the general rate of interes o 8 per cent.
hon. g-entleman does not know wbat he is talking about.1 instead of allowing them. Vo lban at a higlier rate. If it
Te price of money is fixed by law, and the money itself is were possible to bring in a Bi tohimit ih rate of iiitherst
a flixsd.quantity by law. to 6 per cent. or even a lower rate, would hring it in and

Mr. RESSON. I think it would o impossible o fix the carryti tlrough if possible. Xnock usury on the head
profitsVo ho derivedhfroon e the sale of goods as the hon. every time you ca, that is my motto.
member for Lambton suggests. We do know Vpst money is Mr. ROCLESTER. I propose Ite rate h made 8 per
rostri.td, noVonly in quantity but resricted in its produci cent. I a r of the opinion ehat it will be unjust to lirit

ion by the Govornment. Every man is at liberty Vo go one company to 7 p r cent. and another o 8. I s a true
into trade, Vo manufacture goods in he country, and there- the former company may ho, an older one and hs is a new
fore there liE.l tho competition which oaue afforded by one, but why we should make a difference of i per cent.
ftoir play. But we have no occasion to complain of a betwoen thema I nuot ses. i ove thathes rate be 8 per
limitation of iterst wben 1tisresembered that no ans cent.
shan $2,500,000 are lying in the banks, according to hewAmendmoent agre d to, Bll reported andread the third
bank reports of lasV Mardi, and $47,500,000 of that is on tîme and passed,
demand, and therefore I presume no tbaring interest. Now b
it he said there is a disadvantage mo i estricting Ve rate of TIgiRD iREADINGS.
interst in this country, that it is going Vo shut ont foreigntr
capital. Whle we have i90,000,000 in our banks unused W Te Th following Bis were severally onsidered in C
have ns riglit Vo say that intereat shail ho rostricted. I feol mittee, reported, read hs third timo uind passed:
satisfiedths ehou. member for South Norfolk is proceeding Bibi ou co rate my motto.
in Vhe right direction. The incorporation of new companies Mr.OCHESTEIropoethe ratedbeOmade88per
here ongbt 10 o b imited, and I arn sure thers is nothing in ciation.-M.Crrier.) Ct eta
the state ofnth money mark t luhs country to warrant Bib (No. 139) topincorporate the Rapid unus tai
an unbmtd rate of ntere t ou money.y iswn impression e company7pr.n.and an t . is true
is that 7 per cent. is a ivery fair rate, when it la consîdered, hBt ih no. 94 inycopate Vhs r. aetAmVioria.)a
that bank are noV attaining mors than three, and thateel SheBor i cNs.ia2lw Com pany ean eoneand hisCial
hs deposit in athe bank to-day are no earning a cent. n (Nt w)y Vsou mncrate Vh diffrea af orcent.l
Sir LEONARD TILLE . Whon thi cubjet was under twnada cannot see.)I(Mrv Fato rb)

conideration, it was thougt fair by he Committe that i MIL TIA CLOTHING AND ACCOUTREMENTS
shonld ho lefV subjet Vo Vhe Iaws in force with reference Vo
ths rats of intereet in gh country whereh s CompanY W M. T OmPSON edquired, l iphs intention ofthe tiov
oprating; but a majorit ofhe Committee decided adversoly eriment to lay before, tis flous, the report of militia
Vo that principle,.and fixd Vs maximum rats of interest aofficer rcently mae Vo the on. Miatsr of Militia and
8 per cent. Defence, on hs clothing and accoutrements of RhD MREDtIaN

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. The rate of interest oa uniformAnd When?
ail overighs Dominion. or. CAhRONe This question nae been for sever

Sir LEONARD TILLE . Butit referresd othi Pro on ht paper, .ud I tod Vh hon. member that ntbroug
Ya esnim which te operations nre y rr yd o n I mphve bo n Rath i Co mppr w anyom rpo.i anUei . pre• an

Cîarn R w o a -ruz. t
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on the Table of the House, and I hope to lay it on the Table
to-morrow or the following day.

INFORMATIOâ RESPECTING TUHE NORTIH-WEST.

Mr. IIOOPER enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to maintan permanently, at Ottawa, the
office recently opened by the Department of the Interior,
to afford Members of Parliament and others, facilities for
obtaining official information from the Public Records
respecting Dominion Lands in Manitoba and the North-West
Territories?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. All the facilities which
are now offered will be continued, and I hope there will be
additional facilities ere long.

ELGIN STATION, INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr. GUTHRIE for Mr. OsGEAIN, enquired, Is it the
intention of the Government to build some sort of station or
shed for freight and passengers at Elgin Station on the
Intercolonial Railway, County. of L'Islet ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My colleague has not yet
decided this question. It is stili under consideration.

LAND PURCHASES BY RAILWAY COMPANIES.

pany than the Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway Com-
pany, the Manitoba and South-Western Colonization Railway
UCompany, the South Saskatchewan Railway Company, and
the Portage, Westbourne and North-Western Railway Com-
pany, of a large quantity of land? If so, what Company
and at what price, and what is the estimated acreage?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government has not
made any arrangement with any other companies than
those named.

PIER AT QRANE ISLAND.

Mr. L ANDRY enquired whether it is the intention of
the Goverunment to placé in the Supplementary Estimates a
sum sufficient to complete the construction of the pier
between the "block" and the shore at Crane Island, now
in course of construction?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot answer this
tjuestion either way to-day, as the Supplementary Estimates
are still under consideration.

SURVEY OF THE BASIN OF MONTMAGNY.

Mr. L&ANDRY enquired whether it is the intention of
the Government to cause a survey to be made, at a suitable
neriod durinp the cominL season. of the Basin of Montma fnv

Mr. BLAIK inquired, Whether arrangements have been ~ ~ ~ ~Mr. LAK inuird, Wethr aranemens hve eenin order to ascertain the possibility and nece.4sity of msking
made to permit the purchase by the Souris aud Rocky it a harbor of refuge?
Mountain Railway Company of a large quantity of land ? If
so,' at what price, and what is the estimated acreage? Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have received a requet

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Arrangements have been fronithe bon. member to that effeot, and I have instructed
made to permit the purchase of 3,840 acres per mile at the Engineer in Chief te study the question so as to enable
$1 per acre by Order in Council of the 5th of July,on to decide it iii the affirmative, if possible.
1880. The area of the land cannot be given as it will SEMÂPHORE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN GROSSE
de pend on the mileage of the railway built. Application
bas also been made for an additional grant of 2,560 acres
per mile. This application bas not yet been complied Mr. IANDRY enqnired wbether the Goverumeut have
with. decided to establish, this year, communication by means of

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether arrangements have been Semaphoresbetween the Quarantine Station at Grosse Isle
made to permit the purchase by the Manitoba and South andthe Village of Montmagny, or any other place which
Western Colonization Railway Company of a large quantity may be found to be Most suitable?
of land? If so, at what price, and what is the estimated Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That question bas net yet
acreage ? een decided.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. An arrangement has
been made to grant to this Company, provided certain con- CANAPIAN PACIFIO RLWAY PRINTING.
ditions described in the Order in Council authorizing the
grant are complied with, 6,400 acres at 41 per acre. The Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether any printing work la
quantity granted will depend on the number of miles con- beendone for the G-overnrent in connection wîth the
structed. Canadian Pacifie Railwsy Company or the Dominion Lands,

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether arrangements have been or both, by the Company ownigthe Rerald, cf Halifax?
made to permit the purchase by the South Saskatchewan If Fo, in- what yoar, sud te what amount, snd whether
Railway Company of a large quantity of land? If so, at under tender or contraet, or net, and under what heade in
what price, and what is the estlxnated acreage ? the Public Accounts are the sumo charged ?

Sir JOHN A.- MACDONALD. This is one of the rail- Sir CHABLES TUPPER. Se far as I arn aware, thxe
way corporations te which by Order -in Councilcf the 5th Halifax Herald bas not done any w erk for the Canadian
July, 1880, 8,840 acres per mile areto be grarted at $1 per Pacifie Raiway Coempany or the Dominion Lnds.
acre. Sir JOHN LMACDONALD. They have certainly net

Mr. BLAfE enqrired, Whether arrangements havr been doue ahy for the Dominion Land.e
macle te permit the purcsase by the tPortage, Westbourne
and North-Western IRailway Company cf a large quantity GOVE]ITEN LIFE INSURANCE.
cf laod?nIf so, at whatepricethid what is the estimated
acreage ? 1 Mr. ROGE R enquired, Whether the Government have

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAILD. By Order lu Concil cf abandoned the echeme of Goverument Life Insurance recom-
the Ilth cf February, 188 , this railway lete receive mended to the conideations cf Parliamunit in the Speech
3,840 acres per mile at il an acre, aud a further grant from the Throe in 1879, sd outlined in the rosutiens
cf 2,560 acres per mile at S1 an acre, on such evideuce propoaed iy the hon. Minister of Finance uthat Session?

eigffurnished that the ompany ba completed one-halfe

bein U -thsiHECTOR a NGtbEN. That qu,*estion has not yet

cf te lune for which it has ebtained its charter, te introduce it te Parliament?
1fr. BLAKE enquired, Whether arrangements have beerSir LEONAR eTIILY. Tthe overment have hot

madle te permit the purchase by any other railway cen- abandoned their intention of bringing this subjeot underst1,
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consideration ofthe flouse, but they do not propose doing
consideration of the House, but they do not propose doing
so at the present Session.

CODIFICATION OF DOMINION LANDS.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether the Government have
appointed a French Secretary to the Commissioners for
the codification Qf the Dominion Laws; and if not, whether
it is their intention to make such appointment?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is at present only
some preparatory work to be done before the issue of the
Commission for the codification of the Dominion Laws.
When that Commission is issued there will be either a
French Commissioner or a French Secretary.

FISH HATCHERIES IN NEW BRUNSWICK.

Mr. WELDON enquired, Whether the fish-hatcheries are
to be continued on the St. John, Restigouche and Mira-
michi Rivers; and what quantity of salmon fry it is pro-
posed to place in these rivers; and in what other rivers in
New Brunswick during the coming season; and what quan-
tity was placed during the past season in the rivers of that
Province ?

Mr. McLELAN. The fish-hatcheries are to be continued.
There will be about 1,750,000 of salmon fry placed in these
rivers. It is not yet determined how much will be placed
in the other rivers in New Brunswick.

Mr. WELDON enquired, Whether a hatching or fisb-
breeding house is being erected at Indian flouse, on the
Restigouche River, from whom was the site purchased, and
the amount paid for the same; also, the probable cost of
the building?

Mr. JtcLELAN. Some expenditure has been incurred
in procuring material, but operations have been suspended,
pending the selection of a site. The building will cost about
$3,000.

FISHERY WARDEN MOWATT.

Mr. WELDON enquired, Whether any action has been
taken upon the Report of the Commissioners appointed to
investigate the charges against Fishery Warden Mowatt,
and whether any other person, and who, has been appointed
Fishery Warden in his place ?

Mr. MoLEL AN. Mr. Burt has been appointed in hie
place.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have received a duplicate
of the classification sheet, which will be laid on the Table, I
think, to-morrow. 1 cannot state the date when it was
received.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether the Government bas
received an application from the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company for the approval of a Tariff to come into force on
29th April instant? And whether such application and
Tariff will be laid on the Table ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have not yet received it.

PRICES OF HARDWARE GOODS.

Mr. PLUMB for Mr. KIRKPATRICK, enquired, Whether
the prices quoted in the Iron Age newspaper, are to be taken
for Customs duties as the prices of hardware goods pur.
chased in the United States ? And if not, where the standard
of prices or market values of hardware goods for the pur-
pose ofCustoms entries can be from time to time ascertained?

Mr. BOWELL. The Iron Age is not accepted as the
standard of price; the standard of price can be obtained in
the markets in which the goods are purchased.

DAMAGE TO THE WELLAND CANAL.

Mr. ARKELL enquired, What was the extent of the
damage done to Lock No. 1, on the Welland Canal, by a
propellor belonging to S. Neelon, carrying away the gates
in the fall of 1881 ; whether any and what amount was paid
by the owner of the propellor; whether any security or
bond was taken from the owner of the propellor before
releasing it, and whether or not the lock bas been properly
and efficiently repaired, and at what cost, since the
destruction of the gates?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The vessel Europe is now in
St. Catharines in the dry dock undergoing repairs. Mr.
Neelon, the owner, has been served with a bill of costs,
amounting to 83,599, and a bond has been prepared with
two sureties; the vessel, in the meantime, is held as security,
and will not be released until the bond is executed.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

INSTRUCTIONS TO GOVERNORS GENERAL OF
QUEBEC, &c.

4 ~Mr. MILLS movcd for copies of the following papers:
THE POSTAL SAVINGS BANK SYSTEM. Instructions to ail the Governors General of Quebec, of Upper Canada

M WALLACE (Norfolk) for Mr JONEs, enquied,anada, fr 1773 to 1847.
Mr. ALLAE (orfok) or M JONS, nquied, The proclamation of Lord Dochester, 24th. July, 1788, wherein the

Whether it is the intention of the Government to assimilate District of Hesse is described.
our Postal Savings Bank system, as far as may be, to the The proclamation of Lieutenant-Governor Simcoe, l6th July, 1792,
ytem exising in Englandividing Upper Canada intocounties.systm exstin in nglad ?The Commission of Governor Simcoe, as first Governor of U9pper

Mr. O'CONNOR. That subject is under consideration. Canada.The correspondence between the Colonial Office and the Hudson Bay
Company, relating to their territories in North America, betweefl 1855

THE STEAMER RIMOUSKI. and 1870.
Correspondence between Canada and the Colonial office, npon th,

Mr. FISET enquired, For what purpose and for what same subject and for the same tins.
reasons the Government have ofered for sale the steamer The opinions of the aw officer of the Crown, for the same period,

f snteGvrmethv fee orsl h tae on the same subject, ineluding the report of Sir Fitzroy Kelly and Sir
Rim ski ?ughair 3th of October, 1858.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The steamer Rimouski has Aicomunications from Chief Justice Draper, during his mission tOhsEngland, including that of 12th of June, 1857. Also, ail instructions
been pronounced unfitted for the service by the Post Office addressed to him upon the subject of hie mission. Aise, report of

Deparment.Hon. George Brown to Goyernor General, 1865. A.eo, ail permits andDlepartment.
licenses toeut tixnber west of the Provisional boundary Une.

TIRECANDIAN PA IFI RALWAYTARFF. Also, copies of ail grants, licenses, permits, regniations and paperos
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY TARI . relating to transactions affcting the diputed territorynd

IBLKE nqnred Whthe bb Goernentbas Reports of grante to the Pacifie Railway Company for the railWaYa
Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whther the Government as rpplying tmber.

received a classification sheet of the articles classed 1, 2, 3, 4, Ai maps, field notes, &c., relating te eurveys in the disPuted
under the head merchandize in the Canadian Pacifie Railwayjtritories.
Tarif approved 29th April, 1b81 ? If so, when such sheet Mr. DAWSON. As the return moved for by the hon-
was received, and will it be laid on the Table ? gentleman will require years for ils preparationy I coiibnI

Sir T4yoNip TILLET.
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it should be made as complete as possible, and I therefore
beg to move the following addition be added:-

Together with all documents and correspondence whatever relating
to the claims of the Hndson's Bay Com-any, the evidence taken before
the House Of Commons of England in 1857, and the instructions to
Lieutenant-Governors of Upper Canada from 1791 up to the date of the
Union of the Provinces."

It is highly desirable, as this large volume will cover over
100 years, it should be made as full as possible, and the hon.
member can have nO objection to the addition.

Mr. MILLS. I have no objection to part of the addition,
but I do not see the particular relevancy of the evidence
taken before the louse respecting the Hudson's Bay Com.
pany. My anxiety was to obtain certain Commissions and

apers which are not in our possession, and perhaps it will
be necessary to go to the Colonial Office for them. Some of
these papers will prove exceedingly valuable in the dis-
cussion of this question, and are equally as important to the
Dominion Government as to the Ontario Government. A
few of these papers are, no doubt, in the office of the
Secretary of State, but many of them will not be there,
and it is very desirable we should get them. None of the
evidence adduced before the Einglish ]House of Commons
Committee, in 1857 or 1858, has any particular bearing on
the subject, except two papers put in by Chief Justice
Draper.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We might as well obtain
all the papers possible. No delay will result from adding
what the hon. member for Algoma wants, and in this way
we shall obtain a full return.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

LEGAL TENDER NOTES.

Mr. WALLACE (Norfolk) moved the following resolu-
tions:-

Resolved,-1. That all payments bereafter to be made by the Govern-
ment of the Dominion for the construction and maintenance of Public
Works in Canada, shall be made legal tender notes issued under the
authority of Parliament, such notes to be a full le gai tender within the
Dominion for the payment of all debts, public and private, and to be
convertible at the option of the holder thereof into either of the follow-
ing securities:-

lst. A bond or bonds of the Dominion which shall be reconvertible
at any time by any of the holders thereof into the legal tender notes,
and which shall be payable by the Government at its option at any time
after three years from the date of issue, such bond or bonds to bear
interest at the rate of 4 per centum per annum, payable semi-annually
on the first days of January and July, in each year.

2nd. A bond or bonds bearing interest at the rate of 5 per centum per
annum, the said bond or bonds to be receivable together with the
accrued interest thereon, in payment for any lands sold or to be sold by
the Dominion.

That the Government shall set aside ont of the revenues of the Dom-
inion, a sum equal to the total amount of land bonds issued in each
year, and to ail the net yearly proceeds of the sales of Dominion Lands,
such sum to be used as a sinking fund to be applied to the payment of
the foreign public debt of the Dominion.

Ie said: I regret, Sir, that some hon. gentleman possessing
more ability than I do, and whose utterances would have
more influence and weight in the country than mine possi-
bly can have, has not undertaken the advocacy of what I
believe is a great reform. But, Sir, while I say this I would
flot have it understood that I am either afraid or ashamed
to advocate the principle of paper money as it is commonly
called. I submit, Sir, two propositions which I think will
lot be gainsaid. One is, that it is a fact that the periodical
pasic or crises which sweep over the commercial world,
bringing ruin and misery in their train, are caused by a
defective monetary system; and the other fact that there is
inothing without a cause. I ask what is the cause of these
panies ? I aver and shall endeavor to prove that they are
the result of a false monetary system. Money is an invention
whic.h is a benefit to the world, but by a false system it is
mIade the means of misery. I will now undertake to show
whfat molney is, what are its uses, and why it causes theg
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panics to which I refer. Money is unlike anything else.
It is not a natural product. There is no such thing among
the productions of nature as money. Men cannot make
money. They can earn it, but if a man makes money and
puts more gold or silver into it than should be in the coin
he is making, it is called a crime, and hoe is liable to punish-
ment. What is money thon ? It is simply a creation of
the law. And what are its uses ? Its use is to measure
values, and facilitate their exchange. I may be told. as I
am often told: "Start a printing press and you can make
money, and make men rich." That is not impossible, if
money is wealth, because if the Parliament of this country
were to start a printing press and create millions of
legal tender notes, and give a grant of them to any
individual, I apprebend that grant would make him
rich. And if you were to start a printing press and
make bonds and debontures, if they are wealth, you can
make mon rich by giving them these bonds and debontures.
What is the value of money? It ls not valuable because it
is made of a commodity of value; its usefulness is its value.
Then what is its usefulness? Its exchangeable quality;
and what creates its exchangeable quality is its legal tender
quality. Then money is a commodity created by the law,
and it is a commodity of value, and like all commodities, it
is subject to the law of supply and demand. Quantity
regulates the selling price and marketable value of every
commodity that bas value. So it is with money; the quan-
tity of money regulates its selling price, its marketable
value, the samc as any other commodity; but it does not
regulate its money price, because that is a fixed quantity by
law. A barrel of flour that costs $10 is no more valuable
as an article of food than if it only cost oeu dollar. So it
is with a dollar of money; a dollar of money that would
buy twenty pounds of butter is no more valuable than a
dollar that would buy ton pounds of butter. Es exchange-
able quality is no greater; it will pay no more debt. A
dollar of money that takes two days labor to earn it is no
more valuable for the paymont of debt than a dollar that is
earned by one day's labor, because it is a fixed quantity by
law. Then, again, it is said you cannot make value by law.
Well, the law can take an article that is of no
value, and by converting it into money, can give it
a value. Paper or metal money will rise and fall
in accordance with the law of supply and
demand ; but neither can get below the value of the com-
modity that is in it ; and allithat there is in a dollar is this :
that a man who owns a dollar bas the guarantee of the
Government of the country that he bas something that will
buy or pay for an equal quantity of the production of some
other man No man can be compelled to sell anything for
money, whether it is made of paper, gold, or silver; but,
having sold, ho can ho compelled to take money in pay-
ment. The truest and most perfect money would be that
which of itself had no value, because then it would not-
fluctuate as a commodity; it would only fluctuate in accor-
dance with the law of supply and demand in the thing
itself; but money being a double value, fluctuates both as
money and as the commodity of which that money is made.
Then I hold that gold or silver, or any other commodity of
value, is not fitted for money, because money is a measure
of value, and a measure to be of any value must be a fixed
quantity; but this money, being made of a com-
modity of value, never can bo a fixed quantity,
because it is subject to the law of supply and demand.
Money does not make value; it cnly measures, just like a
yard or a pound weight. To attempt to make any com-
modity of value a standard, is an absurdity, because, being
a value, it fluctuates. You may take a commodity of value,
and a man may say ho will give so many bushels of wheat
for so many grains of gold; but neither is a standard or a
measure of the other. The wheat is as much the measure
of the value of the gold in that case as the gold is of the
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wheat. If that is not money, it simply becomes barter
exchanging one commodity of value for another. Money
should have no real value; because its increase in volume
may so decrease the value of other articles that they cannot
be produced at the price at which they would have to be
exchanged into money, and their production would have to
stop, because they would not pay for production. Money
of value, that is. made of a commodity of value, should have
no price, then it could rise or fall without increasing or
depressing the price of the articles which you undertake to
pay or exchange for it. Money they say Is like everything
else, but money earns nothing and produces nothing. If
you put away $1 for one hundred years it will only be $1
at the end unless the value bas been changed by law.
Unlike other things in this respect, it is of no use to any
man until he parts with it. A man might possibly have in
bis pockets ail the money in the world, and yet it would be
of no value until parted with. A man may make use
of everything else while in bis possession, but money to
do anything for him must be parted with. The best money
is that which is most convenient, and no hon. gentleman
will say that paper money is not more convenient than
silver or gold. It would be inconvenient to carry about a
thousand dollars in gold or silver, but convenient enough to
carry it in paper. The truest is paper money, because it has no
value of itself; and therefore is the least subject to fluctuation
from the law of supply and demand. A valueless money is a
patriotic money, because every man who bas a dollar knows
it is of no value except for its use as money, and he bas this
in addition to his patriotism to induce him to sustain and
support the governmental institutions of the countrv. If a
man bas $1,000 in paper money the value of which exists
only in the country of its creation, while it may not be
worth 10 cents outside that country, he bas an incentive to
support its institutions, in addition to bis natriotism,
bocause he knows if the country goes down bis money will
be valueless. But the rran with a $1,000 of gold in the

.bank, which he knows will be taken in any part of the
world, can readily withdraw it and leave bis country if it
should get into difficulty; he is not obliged to fight its
battles. Therefore a valueless money, that is a money
made of a commodity of little or no value, is a perfect
money. We often hear hon. gentlemen speak of a limited
money. Unless money is limited it will depreciate in value
or become of no value. Money is the motor by which produc-
tion and commerce are moved, and as they are a const antly
inereasing quantity, I ask why money should be a limited
quantity ? You might just as well say you will limit the
number of railways, although the business of the country
demands more, or limit the number of steam vessels or any
other convenience for carrying on trade, as to say you will
limit money, because it is simply a medium for stimulating
the exchange of productions; and as production increases by
inventions and the increase of mankind, therefore I hold
that a limited money is a bad money. Money ought to be
able to expand in accordance with the expanding commerce
of a country; and if it cannot do this, it must be an
insufficient and bad money-a depreciated money we hear so
much about. Money, whether of gold, silver or paper, will
decrease in purchasing power in accordance with its increas-
ing quantity. But I do not believe that the history
of the world can show an example of the money of
a solvent country depreciating. I may be referred to the
American greenback. What was the reason of its deprecia-
tion? The first $60,000,000 of Treasury notes the American
Government issued were made a legal tender for Çustoms
duties and all debts due the Government, and these notes,
never depreciated, always commandiig as good a premium
as gold. But I care not what money the American people
might have had at that time, it would have depreciated in
its purchasing power, because it was superabundant. If!
they had two or three tbousand of millions of gold money

Mr. WALLAc (Norfolk).

to-day, without an increase of the goods to be bouglht, or the
payments to be made, the tendeney would bè towards the
depreciation of the purchasing or paving power of that
money. Another reason for the depreciation of the Ameri-
can greenbacks: It was not money to be used everywhere;
the American people issued it as paymonts between man
and man, but not for tbe payments of debts owing by the
nation to the Government. The Government would not
take it in payment of debts due them which fact caused its
depreciation, I do not propose to issue a promise to pay. A
promise to pay may depreciate in accordance with the
ability of the promisor to fulfil his promise. But I pro.
pose to issue a note that shall be a legal tender for its face
value, and be receivable in Oustoms or other debts due the
-rovernment in the country. Then again lon. gentlemen
will say: "This money may be ail very well to carry on the
internal trade of the country, but it will be of no value
outside." This is incorrect ; for instance, if it be a
paying power in this country it would have value ont-
side of it, the same as the American note had.
The American greenback had always a value in this
country because we knew we could always buy a dollar's
worth of anything with it in the United States, althouzh
not so much as a dollar would purchase in our country. But
labor was much higher in the United States, on account of
the larger amount of money in circulation and its reduction
in value. Hon. gentlemen will speak of an inconvertible
currency. There can be no such thing; the very use of
money is its convertibility. If it were incapable of being
converted into anything, men could not use it. People also
speak of irredeemable money, there is no such thing.
Money is a finality-if I may be allowed the expression, it
is the instrument ofredemption. Every time yon exchange
money you redeem it. If the baker pays it to the miller or
the miller to the farmer is it not redeemed. It is true I
advocate a money that would not be convertible into
a given quantity of gold ; but it is a money that
would be convertible into other things, and empowered by
the law to be convertible into everything else, though notre-
deemable in any given article, but redeemable in everything.
The worst money of all is a scarce money, because it being
scarce stops commerce for the lack of a medium of exchange
by which the productions of one man can be exchanged for
those of another. Commerce is stopped and production
ceases, this I hold is one of the causes of the depression
through which we have passed. The scarcity of money
prevented the exchange of productions at profitable rates,
therefore production had to cease as no man could pay the
rate of interest domanded for money. Scarce money, has
begotten credit and usury, the two monsters, one of which
creates debt which demoralizes and destroys a man, and
the other eats up bis substance. Scarcity of money has
begotten credit in this way, that there not being enough
money to carry on the business of the country, credit takes
its place, and the expansion of credit carries on the indus-
tries of a country for a while, until, perhaps, some'man
o-verstrains bis credit and fails. His failure brings down
others, and through that cause we have all panies; and I
believe that a scarce money and a fluctuating money are the
causes of a panic. Scarcity of money begets usury. No
man can deny that usury is to-day eating up more of the
profits of the producer than anything else, and what does it
do ? It only keeps a lot of men living in idleness, who
produce nothing, but eat the substance of those who work.
How would it be if yard measures or pound weights were
scarce. Would it not stop commerce to a great extent-
It is just the same with scarce money. It stops production
and commerce, puts back the trade of the country, and
creates misery and ruin. Scarce money is always dear
money and every man knows whenever money is dear
everything else becomes cheap. We have had an illustra-
tion of this in this country during the last four Qr five
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years. Money was scarce and labor was low and the requirements of the age. I think they are intelligent
country was in a depressed condition. The result is enough, and why do they not do it? Simply because they
different now. Money is now abundant and cheap, and do not study the question, that they do not give the matter
men must employ their money to get a living. They there- thought. They are willing te accept what is and go along
fore employ labor and make the country more prosperous. in the old rut without undertaking to make any change.
This is one of the great causes of the prosperity Then, Sir, I ask why should the Dominion borrow money
of this country to-day. The National Policy and and pay interest upon it whon they can make it ? When
the compelling of the people to manufacture more the (Government go to Great Britain to borrow money
and buy less, was one of the causes, but one of what do they take? They take paper, they take bonds of
the principal causes is the increased quantity of this country over there and get the money for them. Now,
money In circulation. The increase bas made it cheap and why can they not issue smaller bonds, and let the people
given an impetus te the business of the country, and any have the benefit of them, and save the interest upon them?
hon. gentleman can convince himself of this truth by com- There is no reason except that they will not undertake to
paring the bank returns of to-day with those of 1878. do it. Again, Sir, I think the Government of this country
In 1878 our circulation was under $16,000,000; at the end can save to the people the interest on the $32,000,000 of bank
of last month it was nearly $32,000,000. A fluctuating circulation. I hold that if the Parliament did its duty in this
money is a bad money because as you increase the quantity respect, and- saved te the people at any rate the interest on
you stimulate business, and as you decrease the quantity this $32,000,000, the Government would have the use of
you decrease the quantity of business, and the value of that money and pay it out for public works, and the people
every article; so that you see that a fluctuating money and would have the use of it to do their business with and save
and a scarce money are the two great evils and causes of nearly $2,000,000 interest at 6 per cent. that is paid on this
the panics that inflict the commercial world. I hold that money. The Govern ment would also save te the people the
if there was no credit, there could be no panics. A man losses on their notes that the banks now get the benefit of,
might lose all lie had in speculation but his loss would not if the Government did, as I think they ought to do,
create any disturbance. It would injure him but the money issue the circulating medium of this countiy. I hold it is
would have passed into the pocket of someone else. There wrong to allow any set of men to issue the circulating
would be no loss of money te carry on business with; but medium and make money out of it, when it is both the duty
you take the failure of a man who is carrying on business and the right of the Government te create money, or any-
at credit. His failure hurts someone else and thus disturbs thing that passes as money. Then, I say that gold is not
the trade, and the disturbance creates a panic. If there was fit for money bocause money is the measure of value,
an abundance of money there would be no necessity for and gold being a cemmodity cf value cannet be a measure,
credit and this is the cause of depression and panics. Thes because a measure te be of any value must be a fixed
panics intensify themselves in this way: the men who have quantity and this ne quantity of geld ever can be, because
capital withdraw it from circulation, and that withdrawal being a commedity of value, P. is subjectve the law of supply
intensifies and magnifies the difficulty. This is the experi- and demand and must be regulated thereby. 1 say gcld is
ence we went through a few years ago. I do net believe net fit fer money because it weuld make a fluctuating meney.
that the wealth of this country from 1874 te 1678 was less The moment that gold N of more value iu any country
than from 1870 te 1873 when the country was much more than it is in thîs it wculd go there because it is a commodity
prosperous than it was in the three later years; but there of value, because it is net money eut cf the country in which
was no credit te carry on business, and men with capital it is created, but it is a commedity of value and would go
were afraid te invest because they did net know whom te out of the country where it is made meney te another
trust. They would net invest because they could not sell country where gold, as a comnodity, was of more value
what they produced at a profit, and men would net borrow than in that country, and therefore gold money must be
capital te do business because they could net afford te puy always a fuctuating quantity and will go where it can buy
the interest that owners of capital charged. more than it could in the country of'iLs creatien,
This was the principal reason of the great and make meney scarce in that country, changing the
depression that existed in this country from 1874 te quantity etmeney in that country, therefore it je a fluctuat-
1878. It was not because there was less wealth in the ing money, and a bad mneey. Gold is net a standard of value,
country, net because the productions of men were less as seme hon. gentlemen say, because it dees net measure
required, because there were as many men te feed, clothe its own value, it 18 measured by the labor it cesta te find it;
and house as in previeus years, but they could net get any- it N not a standard et value, nothing can be a standard of
thing te eat, comparatively speaking. Their trade was value. A man's necessities are the only standards of value.
destroyed and they had te stop consumption; the stoppage A man would give ail the gold in the wrld, if he had it, for
of consumption stopped the demand for goods and the stop- a loaf cf bread when lie was starving, or a drink et water
page of the demand stopped the production of them. Now, when he was thirsty; se yen see geld is net a standard of
I hold that the way te preserve credit and te prevent these value. As 1 said before it dees net measure its own value, it is
panies is te make money abundant, and how can that b determined by the labor it cests te find it. If gold je a
done ? I say by the Government making it, for the Govern- standard of value, as hon, gentlemen con tend, it would at ai
ment can alone make it, and paying it out for the public times buy the same quantities of every article, but iL dees
works we carry on, and for the services rendered te the net. We know that to-day four may be $10 a barrel, and
Government, and supplies furnished te the Government, a week hence it may ho only $8 or $6, and that shows yen
muake it a public duty te pay for value received until money clearly that gold le net a standard of value, because these
18, as it ought te be, the cheapest thing in the country, until ai ticles fluctuate. If they were regulated by the value of
a man could net live by loaning money but would have te gold it would at ail times buy 'the same quantity of al
go te work and earn his money as the toilers do. Then these articles, but every man knows that it does net, there-
I ask why should Government make it necessary te pay a fore gold is net a standard cf value. Thon, again, IL is sud
high price for the use of that which it can create and make that gold i vaîuble for money, because it is indestructible,
cheap? It seems te me sometimes, as if this Parliament but indestructibility dees net make value. If an article
were in league with the usurers of the country te rob the is of ne ueo k je of ne value, and if an article is of ne use
r Ople, but knowing the hon. members, I think this cannot be. indestructibility wculd make it a greater nuisance, because

enÎ1 agaii it seems te me that they ought te have intelligence yen could net geL rid of it. Therefore, indeâtructibility dees
0ftOUjIi r*me a ptm ip Qfm e'y bat wouW ifie the m clbeoae a k meaure t, beofý a value muy bet fi
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value; if a tbing is of no use it is of no value. Then, again,
it is said that gold is suitable for money because it is
divisible. This is another absurdity. You take an article
that is a nuisance and divide it and you would only have
a greater number of nuisances. Take a silver dollar and
divide it into four parts; you bave not four quarters and you
bave destroyed a dollar. You have four pieces of silver
that will ho worth so much, but you have destroyed the
amount of money so far as that is concerned. Then scarcity
doos not croate value. If an article was the only one of its
kind in the world, but of no use, it would have no value. If
an article is valuable its scarcity will regulate its selling
price, but it will not croate value, because an article that
costs ten times as much is of no more real value although
its seling price has increased. As I said before, take
a barrel of flour costing $10, it is of no more intrinsic value,
it will feed no more men; it will be of no more use as an
article of food than if it only cost $1, but its price has
increased. In this resolution I am about to submit to the
House there is a guarantee that money can never become
too plentiful, because the moment a man bas more money
than he can use at a profit paying hin more than 4 per
cent., le cari invest it in Government bonds and
thon draw off the superfluous quantity of money.
On the other hand, it can never become too scarce, because
the moment it becomes of a higher value than 4 per cent.
the bonds will be converted into money again, and that will
be a regulator preventing it becoming too scarce or too
abundant ; it will relieve an abundance of money by giving
men the power to invest in Government bonds, and it will
prevent a scarcity because if the interest becomes too high
a man would convert these bonds into currency, being able
to do botter with the currency than by keeping the moriey
in bonds. I sec the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb)
laughs. I do not believe ail the wisdom o the world lies
in his little head, although ho thinks a great deal lies there.
It is not always wise. men who laugh. It will be said if
there is no interest for money how can men derivo an
income from it. There is another side to this question and
perhaps the payment of interest on it makes it much
harder for men to make a living, and when you take this fact
into consideration and put it against the other of the pay-
ment of interest it will appear that the latter prevents more
men and women froni earning a comfortable living than
there are of men who get a comfortable living from interest
on money. It will be further said, how would women
make a living if no interest is allowed orf money, On the
other side perhaps washerwomen and women of that class
would make botter livings if it were not for interest
chai ged on money. If more people had to work in order
to live instead of living on interest I believe it would be
botter for ail classes of the community. Thon, again, capital
is only labor realized, and if labor realized, receives more
than active labor, thon the former is getting more than its
share; and I apprehend there is no hon. member acquaint-
ed with the business of the country for the last fifteen years
who does not know that capital has had more than its
share when interest has ranged from 6, 8 or 10 per cent.
Farmers have sold their farmas and lived on the interest,
because they could do botter than b5i tilling the land.
Business men retired from business and became money
lenders, because they found it more profitable to lend money
than to conduct an active business. I apprehend also that
4 per cent. is a high rate of interest, because the aggregate
wealth of the nation has not exceeded 3 per cent., and in
view of this fact 4 per cent. is an excessive amount. If the
average wealth of countries bas not increased more than 3
per cent., why should money bring more than that rate
of interest? I know the difficulty of getting the rate
reduced. The monetary institutions have such power that
they almost compel men to vote for their interest as against
the neral interest of the publi, I admit tbat a higher

rate of interest on bonds payable in lands is justifiable
because the country has plonty of lands and it is better to
pay 5 per cent. on bonds secured on lands than to have
4 per cent. taken out of the earnings of the people. I
think if this country is ever Io get out of debt we ought to
set apart the whole receipts from the sale of public lands
in the North-West for the payment of that debt. It is the
only possible way of doing it, because for three or four
years past this country could not raise sufficient revenue to
meet the current expenditure. We were absolutely borrow-
ing money to- pay the enrrent expenditure.

An hon. MEMBER. No, no.
Mr. WALLACE. Was that not the case three or four

'years ago ?
An hon. MEMBER Not in our time.
Mr. WALLACE. We cannot tell how soon our circum.

stances may change and this country enter upon a period
of adversity. We are liable to do so, and the more prosper-
ons a country is the greater is the danger, because the more
prosperous a country becomes the more quickly will it out-
grow its money or gold basis, and the more it outgrows that
basis the greater is the danger because more business is
done on credit, and credit is the cause of the disaster. I
am, therefore, an advocate of setting aside the product of the
sales of all lands in the North-West for the payment of the
present debt and the construction of the Pacifie .Railway, and
I believe if this is not donc Canada and the people of
Canada will be heirs to a debt that will be upon them for all
time to come, because after the lands are sold how are we
going to pay the debt? Where are we going to get the
money ? It is a debt payable in gold amounting to
$157,000,000. We have no gold, and where are they now
going to get it ? We may get it by selling the lands to
poople who bring gold with them, and as I have said the
money thus realized should be set apart for payment of
the debt and for the construction of the Pacifie Railway,
and for all other purposes we should not go beyond what we
ourselves can pay. In this way we could convert a large
share of the debt into a debt due to our own people. It will
be held that there is no difference whether we
owe the money to other countries or to our
own people; but it is mach more desirable to pay a
debt within ourselves and give employment to our
labor than to send our money to foreign countries, as has
been doue. Look at the condition of things at the present
moment. This country is paying $6,000,000 or $7,000,000
in interest to foreign countries; it goes out every year and
is lost to our people and that might have been avoided by
a different mode of carrying on the public business.
We are rich enough to hold the debt ourselves. It may be
asked, is this impracticable? What has been done in the
past may be done again. The Americans floated a loan
among themselves of $476,000,000 to carry on a war, to
destroy life, to waste property and to make a large portion
of the country a wilderness. Out of that sum $346,000,000
is still in circulation. On that amount the country never
had a cent of interest to pay. These notes were always at
par with the bonds of the country which bore interest.
If the American people could loan their Government $470,-
000,000, or, taking the population of the Northern States,
about $15 per head in three or four years, the people of Can-
da can surely loan a sum of money sufficient to carry On
the public works of the country and keep the interest withiln
the country, if the Government had only courage enough,
and if Parliament will only give them power, to adopt this
system of carrying on the business of the country. The
hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) says that $470,O0O,000
of paper currency were so discounted as to be only
equal to $120,000,000, but he will remember that they only
paid their soldiers $14 a month, and they could not have
paid them muoh leus than thLt in any oase, But admitting
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that it was true that this amount of money was only worth benefit of the country. I believe the can. I believe it is
$120,000,000 of gold, their bonds were equally depreciated wrong te compel the peoplo of this country to borrow
and if they issued $470,000,0:0 they had the twenty years money and pay interest which can be avoided; and there-
since the war discontinued to pay them. They would fore I beseech hon. gentlemen, catmly and dispassionately
have paid twice that sum in interest, but they never to look at this question and see if they cannot devine some
paid a cent of interest on greenbacks which were botter plan of raising money than the eeDow adopted.
issued and which have been in circulation since that time. Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The bon. mover of this reso-
Under this system the power of the people in this lutien spoke at the close of lis remarks of the imperfeet
country to construct public works could only be limited m
in one way, and that would be until so much of their ner, slas s please tosy, in 'whih i a r
surplus production was invested in public works that they sentlcan o ii nofaadbuiherbais an
would not have enough to pay for the necessities of lifether genteni eDoiion oCnad hbsie
which they could not produce. There will be no limit in t beet ore cosdration whoind r e sb-
this way, because the money invested would be given to the ,jetht honcoulresentit in a umor fob
people, wotild circulate amongst them, would give employ- withstanding that, 1 for one, am so obtuse that I have not
ment to labor, would create more wealth, which would been able te accept my lon. friend's proposition, nor arnI
enable them to do more business to advance the interests and
developth the Aorcan anhe country. There is no lon. membor, in advocating it, makes use of this language:
doubt that the Amrican manufacturers started into Wy brrow and pay interest for mney whn y can
business immediately after the war when there was make it?" Now, that is a taking proposition; if we can
abundance of money and men felt disposed to go into make meney for ail the purposes for wbich we roquire it,
all sorts of enterprises. Hon. gentlemen opposite said b sim I the authorit of Parliament it is a verea
that they started too many manufactures and that hence aopaY Y bYlP
there was an over-production and ruin. But ruin was notbuay o pay inr de tndbildingvournp u rks;
caused by over-production, but by contraction of the cur- b uthon iriend, i rer ee a val esd atre
rency in the United States as any hon. gentleman will seehahaveIpy an interst on it pracically, because ho
who takes the pains to trace the history of that depression. says that any persen in Canada, holding $100 or $1,000 or
It was not over-production, but t he couid te consuming 100,000 could go te the Geverument and obtain a 4 per
power of the people was stopped. They could not earn th cent. security for it-er a 5 per cent. seurity under cer-
wages theyad formerly earned and they were thrown outain circumstancs for which could afr Dminion
of employment. But why were they thrown out ofemploy- Lands. Now, what is the practical effteto this? I
ment? It was because the currency was contracted and admit that this proposition weuld give te the meney a value
money was so high, that they could not use it in their busi- that it would net possess under the ordinarypropesition in
ness. Again, why is it that we who have more wcalth in favor of an irredeemable currency; but if ny lon. friend
this country than England, have,however,togo to England to were te succeod in ebtaining an issue of $15,000,0GO te pay
borrow money ? Do not all our fertile lands, our forests, for the public works fer which Parliament will vote the
our minerals, constitute wealth ? In only two respects is supplies thi
England more wealthy than we are. She las more labor, s Sesson, thae oul oretr ee
and consequently more labor realized. But we cent. on it. ad weu dovete pa 4or pe
have the labor and we have the wealth. Were we only to nt No, tesetwdneeuir e asmucna
utilize that wealth so as to enable us to use it within our- in

seleswe iglt, nstad f orrwin mo~y u Egladpeople of the Dominion te-day at 4 per cent.; and if weselves, we might, instead of borrowing mony in England, t take this paper money and use it for publiworks,
use our own money and develop our own resources. Money we wouîd have te say te the industrial classes every-
itself can do no good; it must be labor which creates. Now where, who4e money we are new receiving: "-Ve can-
what is the difference between the labor employed with net recoive it from you at ail, unless you buy 4 or 5
the gold dollar, and the labor employed with the paper
dollar ? Would not a paper dollar carn that labor ? Is it
not as imuch a representative of the labor that earned it as printing the notes, besides laving te puy 4 or 5 per
the gold dollar is the representative of the labor that cent. instead of 4 per cent. Supposing we paid t) con-
earned it? Would not one be as useful as the other tractors and othors $15,000,000 in these notes, in the first
for the purposes for which a man requires money? place would they take thexu-would they be bound te take
I hold that it would, and I say it is humiliating them under their centract?
to seo our hon. Finance Minister running to Sir ALBERTJ. SMITIL Pass a law te make them take
England to borrow money when we are more wealthy than them.
the people of England. I say it is humiliating to see the Sir LEONARO TILLEY. Suppose tho law made them
bon. Finance Minister of this country going, hat in hand, take them, and suppose they went te pay them inte a bank
to the Shylocks of Lombard street to beg a few millions te from which they lad obtain-d advaaces teuable tbem te
carry on the public works of this country. I say it is ath
degradation to any Canadian to hear their hon. Finance Min- take these at 20 per cent. discount."
ister saying that he had to show the silver side of the Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Make the banks take them
shield in order to get the financiers of Great Britain to lend aise.
him their money. What was that but getting money
under false pretences? Has it come to thiq, that the people Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yen can do a good Many
of Canada have to play the part of swindlers, as the things by law; but if a man wanted te pay these notes into
late hon. Finance Minister said they had, in order a bank,'and liefeund that hoould net couvert then
to borrow money in England ? I ask hon. gentlemen inte gold except at a discount, the resuit would be that, if
on both sides, not to think of the imperfect way to which I hoe ad te accept a discount of 10 or 20 per cent., he would
h'ave been able to bring these propositions hefore them, but core back te the Government and say: "You mua us
to throw aside their partizanship and do what thoy believe for what we lest on this circulation." It 18 quite elear that
to be best in the interests of the country ; and although we ceuld net issue circulation for any lge amant, -as18
this scheme may not be the best, let them see if there may proposed by tus resolutien, te pay for publie works charge-
not be evolved out of it something which may be for the able te canital. We ceuld net put into circulationthis
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year, $15,000,000 of this irredeemable paper without depre.
ciating its value. The discount might be large or small,
but still it would be a discount, and every man, woman and
child, for every dollar we gave them of it, would only
receive 90 cents, or whatever the discount would be, and
would lose the balance. My hon. friend makes some pro-
vision against loss by saying that if the banks would not
take these notes the Government would have to take them
in payment of Excise and Customs duties; but when the
Government wanted exehange to send to England in pay-
ment of interest, I doubt if we could get it for anything
like what we can at present. The hon. gentleman's propo-
sition that the proceeds from the sale of lands in the North-
West shall be taken and used for the redemption of deb and
the construction of publie works, I arn entirely in accord
with. I may say that the Government have decided that
the money we shall receive during the present year shall1
be so used, either for the redemption of debt or the con-
struction of the Pacifie Railway. Aithough the hon. gen-
tleman has given a value to his notes by providing that
they could be exchanged for 4 or 5 per cent. securities,
thit would not prevent them from depreciating,

Mr. McDOUGALL. Would the interest b paid in the
same note-, or in other money ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There would bc some little
saving in that, but that would not make much difference,
because if we paid the interest in them, we would have to
take them for Customs anid Excise duties. Under the
circumstances, whenever the vote is taken, I cannot promise
to support the proposition of my hon. friend, although the
latter part of the motion is important and I am entirely at
one with him on it. But on the circulation of notes, I will
not be able to support him.

Mr. CHARLTON. There can be no doubt the member
for South Norfolk deserves respect for the earnestness and
hi> esty with which he advocates his views, but I cannot
but regard them as radically wrong, and in the highest de-
gree dangerous. He informs us that the truest money is
paper, because it bas theleast value ; and that the less value
money bas, the more properly it fulfils the functions of
money. We have had several experiments in history with
that money. Several nations have used money perfectly
worthless, and in every case it hts been found quite the
reverse of good. Money of that character bas invariably in-
volved the nation in serious difficulties, and in almost every
case in bankruptcies and ruin. The hon. gentleman tells us,
that if a man has gold, he can take it to any part of the
world and that is not truc money; that we want a money
kept at home and that wiil not circulate abroad-that can-
not be exported. Well, there are various articles that can-
not be exported that we do not consider of value. We can-
not export rotten eggs, spoiled bacon, or anything worth-
less; and it is simply for the reason that paper money is
valueless that it cannot be exported. -Gold, on the contrary,'
is an article worth its nominal value in any part of the
world; consequently it can bc export-d. But it is au
article which, he inforis us, is not money in his estimation.
Then he tells us we ought to have a money
that we can expand. Under our bank system, we can
expand our money; the banks are always ready to extend
the circulation, and the amount of circulation they can
secure is actually in proportion to the demand for money.
Scarce money croates usury, he says. Now, it is a singular
fact attendant upon the issue of irredeemable and worthless
money, that the rates of interest are always high. Iri the
United States, during the greenback period, interest in New
York ranged from 13 to 18 per cent. per annum. It is be-
cause the lender of money has an article that he is certain
will return to his hands depreciated, that he requires a very
high rate of interest, not only to afford legitimate rate of

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

interest, but to cover the supposed depreciation between the
time ho lends and receives back that money. Consequently,
it is a leature of depreciated money in all cases, that the
rates of interest are extremcly high. There is no country
in the world that the rates of interest are lower than in Eng-
land, which has the most stable currency, based in gold and
the smallest amounts of money current in proportion to its
business. Besides, the effect of paper money on labor is
uniformly disastrous. When money begins to depreciate,
it is always found that the price of food rises more rapidly
than the price of labor. In the United States, while such
articles of necessity, used by the laboring classes, advanced
100 per cent. in value, the advance in the price of labor
was only a trifle over 50 per cent. The saie state of things
existed when the people of the United States attempted to
return to specie payments-the fall in the price of labor
was uniformly more rapid than the fall in the necessaries
of life-so in both cases labor was the principal
sufferer. The tion. gentleman tells us also that a fluctuating
money creates scareity and is bad. At different seasons
and in different years the demand for money varies. In
the fall when the crop has to be moved a larger amount, of
couise, is rcquired than in spring, when there is no unusual
demand; and the most commendable feature of the present
feature is that when money is not required it is drawn into
the bank. When it is required it goes into circulation, and
the amount in circulation conforms to the want of the pub-
lie. When money is not redeemable it has to be kept afloat,
and various serious evils result. The hon. gentleman seems
to mean that he could croate a state of things when we
should have a perfect Utopia for the impecunious, for the
improvident and the shiftless, when but little interest would
be exacted. J think ho is much mistaken; the experience
of the world shows the exact reverse of the case. He tells
us wo have gold to pay our publie debt with. What does ho
propose to do with that debt, exceeding $157,000,000. It is
contracted on the condition that it shall be paid in gold or
its equivalent ? Does ho propose we should repudiate that
debt, when ho succeeds iu'getting the country to adopt his
theories; or how does ho propose to dispose of it? fHe then
proceeds to tell us that the American notes were always 0on
a par with bonds. He is entirely mistaken. The American
bonds almost inmediately after the close of the war vcero
at a premiumr, which have advanced since. These bonds wero
payable in gold, however. The notes issued by the Govern-
ment were not recived in Customs dues, which were pay-
able in gold, and for that reason as soon as it became appar-
ent that there was a prospect of the Goverument ultinmatelY
redeeming their bonds, they at once advanced beyond their
par value in the currency. They are above the value
of gold to-day, and have been above the par value of Ame-
can notes ever since 1865. He also te!s us that in i il
United States was caused by the contraction of the curreneY,
I will rot deny that when attention was turned upon thOso
notes, upon the vicious course in fiscal matters pursued by
the Government, when the people considered the large
amount of irredeemable currency, that when the time came
for the Government to retrace its steps that the proceAS
was discovered to be an injurious and painful one. ThereO
will, in the course of the getting rid of the irredeemable cur-
rency and arriving at a specie basis, b some difficutltyin
the way, of course. That difficulty-was experienced in the
United States, but the fact that depression in the Unietd
States continued for five years up to the very moment tlat
they resumed specie payment, 1st January, 1879, and fr-m
that moment a tide of prosperity set in that has continled
to the present day, is conclusive evidence, in my opinlio,
that a currency basis of gold is a proper currency forisa
country. I do not intend to detain the flouse with Ïbit
question at any length. I rose for the purpose of present
ing a few plain facts that would set at rest forever in the
mind of any intelligent man, allfine specie theorios, suCI
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as those propounded by the bon. member for- North
Norfolk. The world has had a good deal of experience in
this matter. It extends back many ages, and bas uniformly
been diametrically opposite to the theory of my hou.
friend. As long ago as the ninth century Cluna anticipated
ny lon. friend by issuing fiat money and secured its

circulation by making the penalty death to refuse it.
Yet the fiat money, after entailing loss and ruin upon the
country, finally passed away. The American Colonies, also
thinking that they were wise above thoir day and genera-
tion, tried the same policy, and suffered serious distress in
consequence of issuing money of this character. When the
thirteen colonies revolted, they issued a large amount of
"continental" money. That money fulfilled to the letter
the requirements of my hon. friend. It being an abun-
dant and a worthless money, some $250,000,000 of it were
floated, and it was finally got rid of by repudiation and
bankruptey-three thousand dollars being purchasable be-
fore it passed finally out of circulation for one dollar
specie. The French Republic also failing to profit by the
experience of the George Law scheme, tried the same
plan of issuing abundant money. IL was issued to the ex-
tent of many billions of francs, and it is the testimony of
history that the result entailed more disaster, more hard-
ship upon that country than all the horrors of the revolai
tion and all the wars that followed the revolution. That is
the testimony of history, of every public man in France;
and the experience that France has had in iis matter was
so salutary, that I venture to say ages will pass beforo that
country will ever make a similar attempt. England, under
the press of circumstances, was obliged to suspend specie
payment, and England is one of the very few cascs where a
nation which once embarked on that princip!e rcturned to
specie payment without going by the road of bankruptcy
and ruin. At a great sacrifice she returned to specie pay-
ment, and lier struggles lasted until specie payment was
resumed. The Confederate States of America issued a cur-
rency almost exactly conformable to the requirements of
my hon. friend. It was not redeemable. They did not pro-
fess it to be redeemable until after they achieved their in-
dependence. That currency was worth only three cents on
the dollar, and finally was obliterated by bankruptcy and
disaster. The United States issued greenbacks, and
it is the testimony of men conversant with the sub-
ject that had the United States, at the time it required $275
in greenbacks to purchase $1.00 in silver, bad a further issue
been made the result would have been the utter prostration
of credit, the utter ruin of the United States, and their
inability to suppress the rebellion. They had the wisdom
to refrain from a further issue, to decree that no further
issue would be made and that the Government would resume
Specie payment at the earliest possible date. This declara-
tion inspired a degree of confidence sufficient to carry the
nation through its great crisis. At the present day we are
able to point within a reasonable period to the fact that
England, having tried the currency system, returned to the
specie payment; that the United States having tried it also,
returned to specie payment; that the Kingdom of Italy,
after having tried an irredeemable currency for manyyears,
is taking steps to return to specie payment, and will speed-
ily do so. I repeat that the lessons taught us by history
Point uniformly to the fact that the adoption of this prin-
Ciple advocated by the bon. gentleman for South Norfolk
bas in every instance entailed great loss, and in the majority
of instances bankruptcy and utter ruin upon the nation that
adopted it. The greenback party in the United States bas
almost ceased to be a party. It bas passed away before the
stern and logic effects which have demonstrated that the
theory is entirely wrong. I hope the day will be far distant
When any but a few theorists will ever entertain any views
such as those propounded by the hon. member for South
Norfolk to-night.

Mr». McCALLUM. I nay not go the length that the hon.
member for South Norfolk goes, but I go this far: I hold
that the Govorn ment sbould issue all bills for this reason,
that a dollar would bo good in all portions of the Dominion.
I hold further that if the Government should issue all the
money, and if the Government made currency in notes and
bonds drawii: 4 per cent. interest, the interest being
payable in gold, semi-annually, and have the one convertable
into the other at the option of the holder, it would give
cheap money to this country, and cheap money is very
desirable in the interests of the people. The hon.
Minister- of Finance says we cati borrow all
the money we want from our people at 4
per cent.; that is Fornething new to me, and I hopc
hereafter we shall not go to Englhnd for any more money.
If the Government had the issuing ofall the money, whother
notes or bonds, the one convertible into the other at
the option of the bolder, that money would keep np to par.
Supposing we issued tothe extent of$80,000,000, $40,000,000
bonds and $40,000,000 notes, that $80,000,000 would cost the
people but 2 per cent. If the one was convertible into the
o ther, at the option of the holder-if money bocome as doar
as 6 or 7 per cent. in the country, a man holding bonds would
get them converted into paper money and obtain the benefit
of th is incrcase of interest. When that money would go into
circulation it woul1 lower the rate of interest down to 5
per cent. If the value of interest fell belox 5 per cent. a man
would rather have Govern ment security,and the money would
come back for bonds, and these changes would take place ac-
cording to the law of supply and demand. It would keep
money cheap, ard cheap money is very necessary because
capital and labor jointly produce wealth, and whenever capi-
tal gets more than a fair share of co:-se labor must suffer. I
was surprised to-night to hear the hon. member for North
Norfolk abusing the American grecnback. Well, he must
admit that the people of the United States tried to borrow
money from the capitalists of New York, and all the money
they could borrow amongst their own people was something
like $20,000,000 for which they had to pay 10 or 14 per
cent. Then they issued paper money and compelled people
to take it. If our Government issued greenback money it
would be for the purpose of paying public improve-
monts, whereas the United States issued money to carry
on their war. If we issued money it would come back here ;
certainly, the Government should take it for all debts due
the Government. Of course it would not cost them any-
thing but the printing; that is very little, and I say now
that the Government of the country ought to use its credit
in order to save the interest on the circulation. Then
whatever is made in the circulation will belong to the
people collectively and not to the banks as at present. The
Government should not give the banks the power to issue
money, but they should have kept that power in their own
hands. The Minister of Finance says that the contractors
would not take this money because it would depreciate and
be bolow par. Now, I do not think that money issued by
the Government of this country, backed by all the resources
of the country, is going to depreciate. The Minister of
Finance asks where we are going to get gold to pay our
foreign indebtedness. Would you have any less gold thon
than you have now if the Government were to issue paper
money? You would not. How do you get gold now ? By
digging it out of the ground and byreceivingit in exchange
for our products. Now, if the Government issued paper
money in order to save the interest on circulation, are we
going to have less production in this country and less gold-
mining out of the ground ? I say no; but I say that we
would have less use for it, and we would have the same
facilities in making our exchanges with foreign coun-
tries. I believe if the Government of the country
were to take the power for themselves it would be a
good thing for this country. You may say it is a little too
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lite and that it ought to have been done before the bank
charters were granted; but there is no harm in agitating
this question and I think it will do good, and I think the
time is coming when the Government will be called upon to
take the issue of money into their own hands and mako the
profit on it for the benefit of the people.

Mr. HESSON. I rise to express my sympathy with the
resolutions of the bon. member for South Norfolk. They
may net be in a shape perfectly acceptable to the House
and the country, but I think there is something in this
proposition that would be in the interest of Canada. The

on. member for North Norfolk said a few minutes ago
that the greenback issue had been an injury to the United
States during their civil war. Sir, I hold that the green-
back issue of that time by the then Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. Chase, saved the nation. Notbing else could
have saved it but the issue of paper. It did depreciate for
a. time, owing to the gold brokers of the country. The
necessities of the country required a very large issue just
then, and the brokers naturally commenced to fix a value
according to the gold basis; and it is no surprise te me, in
looking back te that time, that the greenbacks should depre-
ciate. I think theb hon. member should net have instanced
that as a case in point. The hon. member for South Norfolk
does not propose te issue greenbacks to pay the national
debt, te destroy trade and commerce by a war, but he pro-
poses just the opposite of it. His purpose is to create wealth
in the country by building up great arteries of coin-
merce, railways and canals and other public works, and surely
ne purpose can be more directly opposed to the purpose
designed by the United States Government. The wealth of
the country does not consist in the gold and silver we pos-
sess, but it consiste in our mines, our minerals, ourforests, our
lands and fisheries, and above all it consists in our labor. It
takes all these to create wealth in the country. The great-
est portion of the gold and silver in the country is held by
the banks, and yet we find from the last returns that they
held only $6,719,595. Sir, there is no gentleman in thisiHouse,
and there is no intelligent man in the country, who will
say to-day that that is a fair basis for the trade and com-
merce of this great country. We find that on the 31st of
March last the paper circulation issued by the banks
amounted to $32,124,142. Besides this liability they owe
to depositors no less than $92,500,000, and they owe to the
Government deposits of $5,726,118 payable on demand;
they owe te the Government, payable on notice,
$4,968,516 ; to the Provincial Governments, $2,444,082 of
deposits; total deposits, including circulation, $144,619,988.
Will the hon. gentleman say that $6,919,595 is a sufficient
reserve and a fair proportion to hold against liabilities such
as I have named, and I must confess they are liabilities in
the true sense of the term. I refer to the deposits, and I
will say nothing about paid-up stock and capital. On thoso
two items alone we have an amount which would pay only five
cents on the dollar, held in banks to-day in the shape of specie
reserve. I know hon. gentlemen will say that the banks
have large assets besides that sum. What are they ? They
are composed of promises to pay. Discounted notes amount
to $129,165,593. I will ask any hon. member if that asset
is equal to gold ? If individual promises to pay are equal
te Government promises to pay. It is a surprise to me
that the bon. the Finance Minister bas not affirmed that the
notes isoued by the Government are not botter security than
those issued by the banks; and I have proved from their
own returns that the amount of specie in reserve
is equivalent te not more than five cents on the dollar
on all the liabilities of the banks, their deposits and circula-
tion. I have another reason for supporting this resolution.
I feel we have great public works te construct, and I know
that unless the receipts from those sources on which the
hon. Finance Minister is now depending, the Savings Banks
deposits and the Post Office deposits, continue to come in to

Mtr. MCCALLUM.

such an extent as will meet the expenditure there
is but one other course to adopt, the Finance Minister
again goes to England and borrows money. I will trouble
the House for a few moments by reading a brief statement
of the amount of interest this country has had to pay, not
to our own population, not to circulate in Canada, but to go
to foreigners and to increase their wealth. In 1867 we
paid in interest, $4,851,710; in 1868, 84,974,279;
in 1869, $5,188,641; in 1870, $5,355,614; -in 1871,
$5,371,082 ; in 1872, $5,435,599; in 1873, $5,549,-
374; in 1874, $6,122,844; in 1875, $6,340,056; in 1876,$6,753,171; in 1877, $7,132,408; in 1878, $7,100,038; in
1879, $7,281,018; in 1880, $7,625,065; in 1881, $7,703,785.
Tho total debt in 1867 was 693,046,0al. If bon.
members will look at the figures and consider the
rate of progress made from that time to this in the national
expenditure, and remember that the interest has gone out
of the country, it will no longer be a matter of surprise
that the banks have such a small amount of gold in reserve.
There is no hon. gentleman who will deny that the Govern-
ment must meet this interest, and that it will be more
prudent if the interest were paid to our own people instead
of sending it abroad. Almost all the receipts rising
from the labor of this great country have to be
exported surplus, because after the products of the farm,
the forest and the mine have gone to the Old Land, they
have to be sold for gold to pay the foreigner interest,
instead of being sent back here in gold. I hold
we cannot have a gold basis und.ar such circum-
stances, and if the Government do not alter this present ar-
rangement in that respect and not allow the interest to con-
tinue as it bas been, the increase in the last fifteen years
averaging no less than $6,000,000 omitting fractions, a most
alarming state of things will present itself; the Government
bas great works still to carry on, it has still to go abroad to
increase our national indebtedness by borrowing, thereby in-
creasing the interest we have to pay and exporting that back
again to the Old Country in gold and silver, it is impossible
we can ever reach that position in which we can reduce our
foreign indebtedness. The issue of Dominion notes bas not
been as satisfactory, according to the hon. the Finance
Minister, as he had a right to expect. I believe that any
legal tender is redeemable if a Government will accept it
and make it to bo accepted by ail parties. It is not neces-
sary to have paper money that would be accepted for pur-
poses of exportation; even if such were not the case, it
might prove very beneficial in ourown country. If I wanted
to buy a sterling draft I would have to go to some bank or
broker; I cannot export Bank of Montreal bills, but Imust go
and exchange therm and pay the current rate. The Dominion
notes, would occupy a better position because they would
be employed all through the country. The dealers
in cattle and farm products, fish, and other commodities,
would gladly accept Dominion notes, and commercial
mon engagod in the exports of the products of the
country would bring back here sterling bills or
gold ; and by that means the Government would be
placed in a position to obtain what they required for the
purpose of paying the foreign indebtedness, either the sink-
ing fund or interest. Again, the Government requires an
amount in the neighborhood of $26,000,000 a year foi
current expenses. The bon, Finance Minister says ho
will find it necessary -during the present year to issu
no less than $15,000,000 or obtain no less than that,
he hopes to obtain that from the prescnt deposits in the
banks and borrowing further from the deposits. They require
larger quantities of sterling exchange than any private
individual possibly can require, and they eau go into the nar-
ket and get it on satisfactory terms. I think the Governiment
will have no defficulty under such circumstances, especiallY
with the energy which we possess, and also from the fact that
we would not be creating a national debt and are to a large
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extent relievincg ourselves of interest, and thereby placing these great publie works may be proceeded with imrediately
ourselves in a better financial position than any country and with rapidity, so that they may stand no longer in a half-
can hope to be placed in under other circumstances. Hold- finished state, in a state alrost disgracefiltho two ends heing
ing these views I feel that I am justified in supporting the finishcd while the middle is irperfect. It would ho ia the
resolution of my hon. friend from South Norfolk (Mr. interests of the taxpayers to have theso works comploted, sup-
Wallace). I would go even further than ho bas sug- posing thero was not a toli collected on them, oxcept sufficiont
gested and would give the banks five or seven or to pay the cost of management; and it is fot beyond possi-
ton years to. redeem the circulation gradually. The bility-it is within the reacb of the Governmont-to devise a
banks have a paid-up capital of $59,702,637; their cir- plan by wbich that work could be proceeded wîth at a rate
culation is $32,524,142; their gold reserve is $6,19,595; and in a manner which would not ho injurions to the finan-
their Dominion note reserve, and which they are compelled cial condition of the country. Our national debt is a very
to hold by Act of Parliament is $9,598,431, making a total large one, and we sbould bo very careful of increasing it,
reserve of $16,318,026 lying idle to protect a circulation of and although the prosent may not be the best plan, stili it
$32,524,142, and beyond which tbey dare not issue without is in tho direction ot'a plan by whicbwe could proceod with
further locking up their capital by increasing the reservethese works without exciting tho people of this country
required to be beld under their charter. It will be seen with the idea that we are piling up a national debt which
then that the $32,524,142 circulating bas to earn interest cannot be wiped out. With tho great doi-vn we have to
not only for itself but also for the reserve locked up and sou and the other means wo have ut command
which they dare not circulate. Now, if their whole paid- by which money could ho roproduced, thore is no
up capital stock of $59,702,637 were in Government notes roason why monoy could not ho put in circulation to
they would be at liberty to lend every dollar so long as they wipe out this debt and to carry on our public works. I have
got good security, and thus a lower rate of interest would in no apprehension that our currency would ho depreciated;
the end prevail, possibly botter for themselves, and most cer- I believe the people would be only too ready to make use of
tainly for the borrowing public. No panic could b possible, it. The only thing that stands in tho way of tho adoption
nor would they be called upon to redeem these notes, or limit of such a systom is the groat banking interests ofthe coun-
their loans as at present. On this basis I assume their own try, with which wo seem afraid to interfere with. Those
issue would be called in gradually and Government bills banking people build beautifl and costly edificos; they
take their place. I say it is aot in the interests of the become millionaires; they are almost above doing anything
people of this country that any private institution should like work, but ail their gains core ont oftho pockets of the
have the advantage of issuing promises to pay to such an people, and if our Government bad the nervo to say to
unlimited extent as the banks now possess that advantage. these people that the Government of the country
The Government as the representatives of the people would assume the circulation, the people would ho the
sbould share in that advantage. Under the proposed gainers. J do fot intend to protong the debate, but 1 think
plan the $32,000,000 required to do the business of the bon. member for South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace) deservos
the country would be paid out by the Government the thanks of the fouse and the country, foi the earnestat-
for labor. They would receive full value for it, tention ho bas devoted to this subject, and I believo bis reso-
it would circulate through the country in legal tender lutions are in the rightdirection. I hope ho will livo to seo
notes; and upon those notes there would rot be a dollar of the day when the schemo ho has initiatod to-night will tell
interest to pay. The laboring man and the mechanic or in bis favor.
business man could go to the Government with his savings Mr. WALLACE (South Norfolk). I cannot agree with the
and say: "I will exchange the circulating medium for Do- Finance Min ister that it is necessary to make these notes con-
minion notes at 4 or 5 per cent," and it is only upon that vertibleintobonds to mako thom current in this country.
that the hon. Finance Minister would be called upon to pay I think the fiat of the Government alone would ho suffi-
interest and that amount would be retained in the country dent to do that, Lot the Governmont croate money and
instead of being exported as it is to-day. For these reasons make it a legal tender, and every man will ho glad to got
and others I support the resolutions. it for the payment of debts. h is only for the paymont of

Mr. ROSS (Dundas). I think we should feel thankful to dobt that money is of value, and it would not ho a begal
the hon. gentleman for the able manner in which ho bas tender unless it bad the fiat of the Governmont upon it
placed his resolutions before the House. In my opinion The hon. mom ber for North Norfolk taîka about fiat money.
they are a step in the right direction-they are in the I would like him to tell me of any money that had not the.
direction of a measure which would meet with the hearty fiat of the Governrent. Tako a sovereign and meit it
approval of the people. There is nothing that would be down and it vould not ho money, because it would coase to
more popular with the people than a feeling that the Gov- have the fiat of the Government on it; it would ho value,
ernment are prepared to give them every opportunity to but it would not be moncy. Thon the hon. Finance Minister
placj their money at the disposal of the Government and says these notes wonld retwrn to iho Governmnnt. I
receive for it a certain rate of interest, and this is a apprchend that many of tbem would ho wanted for circu-
question which ought, it seems to me, to en- lation. Ho says that this year wo want $15,000,000, The
gage the earnest attention of the Government. difference between this year and 1878 in tho circulation of
We have great public works whose completion is necessary the country is $16,,0, and J do not believe thero i8 a
to the progress of this country, and we should, if possible, man in Canada wbo would say that we have too much circula-
devise some means whereby to carry them on without going tion, or enough. Wbat a-e the facts? To-day our circula-
to foreign countries to borrow money. I do not believe it tion is equal to eigbt dollars a bead of the population; that
Would be a popular movement for the Government to go to of the United States is twcnty dollars, of ngland twenty
England to borrow fifteen or twenty millions to comploteDn dollars, of Franco forty-four dollars a bead of the
these great works, yet I believe the people will demand that population. The hon. membor for North Norfolk says the
theso groat works should be comploted. It is well known business of England is largely donc iu gold and silver.
that in the United States there are groat railway monopo- Why, Sir, I read that the business of tho world-ninety
lies, and we are getting the same thing in Canada, but we transactions out.of cvery hundrcd, are donc upon eredit.
are in a position superior to that of the United States, That hon. gentleman refers to the money of the United
because if we had our great water communications under States Confederacy. Why, the Confederacy itself was
way I defy the establishment of any great railway mono- swept out of existence; and the power of the Con-
POly. I believe a scheme can ho introduced by which n fedorate monoy or of any money is only equal to the power
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that created it; when the nation ceased to exist, its money
was of no value. It is true if its money was made of gold
and silver, as a commodity of value, that would bave value,
but it would not be money. The hon. gentleman also refers
to the assignats of France. They were promises to pay,
and not money at all. But there was paper money in
Venice, and for hundreds of years the paper mon ey of that
city was at par, and many times at a premium over gold,
and they had to pass a law making it criminal to take a
greater premium for it than 20 per cent. And the hon.
gentleman cannot point to an instance in the world in
which the paper money of a solvent country bas depre-
ciated. The promises to pay of a nation may depreciate, as
those of an individual do. Look at the absurdity of a
country or of a man promising to pay what they have not
got. The Government of Canada are making promises to
pay $100,000,000 with only $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 of gold
to pay for it. The hon. Finance Minister asks where are
we going to get gold to pay the public debt with? Well, I
apprehend the only way is to sell our productions and get
gold for them. As my hon. friend from Monck has said,
would the paper money give us any less productions to sell,
or bring any fewer people to this country to produce, than
if there was no paper money ? No; the increase of paper
money would increase the employment of the people, and give
us better facilities for getting gold than we have now. The
hon. Finance Minister says that if wo went to a bank and
wanted to buy exchange on England, he apprehended that
the bank would ask us a discount for exchange. If the
balance of trade were against us exchange would be high,
just as it is now. I do not believe there is a man in this
Dominion who to-day would not rather have the money or
the note of this Dominion than the note of any bank in it.
I would like to know if the money issued by the Govern-
ment of this country, backed by all the property of this
country, is not better than any bank note backed by gold,
when the gold is not there-as we have learned to our
sorrow in many cases -in the case of the Bank of Upper
Canada, the Commercial Bank, the Consolidated Bank, the
Farmer's Bank and many others. Then my hon. friend
says that paper money cannot be exported. To-day the
American greenback is at a premium over gold in England
because it is more easily transported to this country than
gold There is no trouble in exporting paper money. Sup-
posing an English broker has a thousand dollars of Can-
adian money; ho says: IThat will buy so much wheat,
so much butter, s many head of cattle, and these articles
brought to this country, are worth so much, and therefore
I wili give that for it." As long as the country that issues
the money is solvent, it bas a value in every country with
which that country trades, while gold might go to some
country and never come back to us, our paper money would
come back to pay for labor aud to increase production in
this country. The hon. member for North Norfolk says we
have a system of money expansion now. Where is it?
Bank notes are not money; they are promises to pay
money; and all the money we have is the little quantity of
gold, amounting to $6,000,000, which the hou. member for
North Perth has mentioned. It is impossible to get gold
enough to do the business of the world, and this is one of
the causes, as I have said before, of the panics and disasters
that accrue to business periodically. The hon. gentleman
said this money was hard upon the laboring classes. I would
like to ask him if there ever was a period in the history of the
United States when the laboring classes were so well em-
ployed or bad better times than during the abundant circu-
lation of paper money. There was greater prosperity .in
that country at that time than there ever was before or bas
been since, and the decrease of the circulation was what
caused misery and ruin in the country, and caused
it to be filled with tramps a few years ago. And
what to-day is making things better? It is the largej

Mr. WALLAOE (Norfolk),

amount of gold pouring into that country for the produce
of the soil. The gold has given them an increased circula-
ting medium to afford a stimulus to business. When
England was in a state of ruin, with ber trade paralyzed,
what did ber statesmen do ? They suspended specie pay-
ments, and immediate relief was given to the depression.
At another time they issued a large amount of Treasury
notes which rolieved the pressure of the people and increased
their prosperity. You cannot sbow in the history of the
world when money was abundant and labor not high, and
the country prosperous; and, on the other hand, you can-
not show you cannot give an instance of the scarcity
of money unaccompanied by depression and ruin.
My hon. friend opposite says the greenback party
in the United States has past away. I think
he is not a good observer of current events, because
in 1876, when Peter Cooper ran for President, the green-
back vote only amounted to 80,000. But last time, when
General Weever ran on that ticket he had nearly 500,000
votes-that does not show that the greenback vote has
passed away; and the State of Maine elected a greenback
Governor. But were it as stated, that would not alter the
principle; because the Americans did not issue any money
but promises to pay-a debased money that they would not
take in payment of debts due them-but which they only
made a legal tender as between individuals, and as to debts
due by the Government to individuals. It could not be but
expected that that money would depreciate under such
circumstances. My hon. friend from South Perth
has just given me a memorandum, which shows
that in 1876 our national debt was $93,046,051,
and since that period we have paid almost an
equal amouut in interest, namely, $92,791,690. The hon.
the Finance Minister said he would not save anything in
interest by my scheme. I believe, if a good paper currency
was put in circulation, a large amount would be used by the
people, and we should thus save the interest, which now goes
to the banks as a profit on their circulation. Instead of
having a bank circulation, we should have a Government
circulatio, thus saving that money to the people. In con-
clusion I must say that I spoke rather hastily to my hon.
friend from Niagara, which I now regret; but I thought he
was sneering at me. Perhaps I was over-sensitive and did
him wrong, and therefore I apologize for it.

Mr. RYKERT. I move the adjournment of the debate.

Mr. PLUMB. I accept the graceful apology of the memf-
ber for South Norfolk. There could he no hostility or ill.
feeling between two old friends like ourselves, who have
stood side by side for years flghting the battles of the
Conservative party. But I cannot agree with my hon.
friend in those theories which he periodically puts before the
House. I do not believe it is possible for any country to issue
a paper currency, unless it is absolutely redeemable at par
upon a gold standard and basis and to escape the disastrous
consequences of its depreciation. I do not believe there is

any power in any Government to stamp a pieca of irredeeml-
able paper and put it into circulation, and enable it to per-
form all the functions of gold, which is the recognized cul-
rency of the world, and to prevent its purchasing power
from being reduced or lessened. That is the experience of
the world everywhere. It is entirely beside the argument
to talk about the product of labour or about the outlay of
the Government upon public workswhich lead to the most
dangerous temptations to spend easily created paper moneY-
The truth is that every dollar expended by the Government,
or by corporations or individuals, on publie works, suce as
railways. eanals, and the like, is so much money actually
sunk, and the labor expended is absolutely, for the time0
being, unproductive, and unless these works pay returns
upon the capital expended the money is absolutely •lst.

Labor, in the sense of producing that which will support
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the community, that which produces the necessaries of life.
has a certain value, that labor put into railways or canals
or anything of that kind is absolutely so much capital
buried until the time comes, if it comes at all, when they
yield returns. My hon. friend bas uttered a fallacy, be-
cause he bas made a general statemient which is only true
in one or two particulars, and has built an argument there-
Upon, and berause he bas net taken into consideration the
fact that the world in general long ago, by common consent
and necessity, adopted a certain measure of value. That
ineasure is net theoretically perfect, but is the best we can
get because it represents, as a general raie, the very lowest
reward of labor in its production. It is said that all the
gold of California, put together, only represented in the ag-
gregate one dollar a day for the people engaged in mining
it. Gold is chosen at a measure of value for several reasons:
first, because it is indestructible; next, because it is ductile
and easily divisible; and next, because it is everywhere
diffused ; next, because it contains great weight in a small
bulk; and next, becauso it represents as nearly as possible
the lowest reward of labor and is the scarcest of the
generally diffused metals. No country can afford to
depart from it as a measure of value, no country can
nake a standard of its own, no Government or country

can issue a paper currency which is not redeemablo in
gold on demand, dollar for dollar, and by any enactment
prevent it from fluctuating and declining in value. It
can have no settled value unless it bas some sort of absolute-
lY permanent purchasing power, which is ascertainable by
exchanging it for an equal sum in gold. There is no
doubt that no device is se eminently calculated to defraud
labor of its just reward as an irrodeemable currency. The
'Zan who bas te sell bis day's labor each day in the market
mist accept what he can get for it, and take the risk of loss
if ho is paid in a currency which is net measured and fixed
by a gold standard. The effect ofdepreciated paper fluctuat-
ing in purchasing power is te make the rich richer and the
poor poorer. Its evil effects fall upon those who by each
day's labor gain each day's bread; and if at the end of the
day they are compelled te take the paper dollar which will
not briug more than 90 cents in gold they must bear the loss.
1 intend always te raise my voice against theories advocat-
ing an issue of practically irredeemable paper, which,
though not nominally, must be really depreciated
while it continues to b. enasured by the comrmonly
accepted standard of the world. We have heard
some11 very curious theories propounded about the difficulties
We are under with respect te foreign debt. Why do we
owea foreign debt? Because we have net capital to loan
at he same.rate at which foreign capitalists are willing te
end. .Our Finance Minister can borrow money at 4 per

cent. i England ; we in Canada cannot afford te lend it at
that rate, we can make more proitable use of our money
To obtain money at that rate we must go te a country
Where there is a large amount of capital seeking invest-

oent. In a country like ours in prosperous times the de-
iand for money foi busino4s pu-poses is too active to admitof low rates of interest. Such rates are an evidence of de-

p&resson and stagnation. The late commercial disasters iniingland were accompanied and followed by a very low
"ate Of interest. The first note of revival in trade was theilifrease in the rate of interest. I do not believe it is pos
Bible for the Government te issue paper money in any sucb'ay a. my hon. friend earnestly proposes and keep i
In circulation, at par with gold, even by the devic

Urged by my hon. friend, of having it redeemable in
Per cent. bonds. It would be absolutely a forced loanifmade a legal tender, and when he proposes te have thnd" paid in currency again le is simply reasoning in

s ious circle. I do net believe there is any possibility of tha
'YStemi being adopted in this country with the slightesegree of success. One can see the fallacy at once. If w'Want to lend money at 4 per cent. we can purchase th

Government bonds at par. Lnk at the position of the
Bank of Montreal. The transactions of that bank, from
day te day and from year to year, are more than ten times
as great as the whole financial transactions of the Canadian
Treasury. It is their interest to keep in circulation just
-v much of their own bank notes payahle on demand and ie-
deemable in gold as the public will take. How much
have they got in circulation ? Five million dollars.
That is the extent which, in these flourishing times, with the
machinery which the Bank of Montreal has, beginning at
Halifax and ending at Winnipeg, it can keep afloat.
That suggests what the Governiment might do. The
Government have a nominal circulation to-day of legal
tenders te the amount of $14,000,000 or $15,000,000-at least
three-fourths of that is in the vaults of the banks. If it is paid
out te contractors and returned again, what machinery bas
the Government for re-issuing it and keeping it afloat ?
It must be redeemed, and if people do not want 4 per cent.
bonds, what then ? It is depreciated currency and the
football of stock-jobbers, money-brokers and usury sharks,
who fatten on the necessities of other men. I do not want to
see any such system adopted here. There can be no objection
te the Government making a moderate issue of paper based
on a gold currency, redeemable absolutely in gold. The bon.
member for North Perth seemed to think he was making a
point when he said that the banks only held $6,000,000 or
$8,000,000 in coin against their enor mous liabilities. H1e did
not take into account the fac t that they had at least $18,000,000
or $20,000,000 which they could draw from their agencies in
London. They had of Dominion notes, $,800,000; specio,
$6,719,000; at agencies, $22,234,000 more than enough in
all te redeem their whole issues on demand, of which they
had, on March 31, $32,000,000, and making with other assets
$219,000,000, against total liabilities of $144,000,000. The
hon. gentleman ought te know that it is impossible for the
whole liabilities of banks te come in upon them at once. It
is well understood by ail bankers who live upon credit, deal
uponÀcredit and issue upon credit, about how far and how fast
they will have te redeem their liabilities. If they are called
upon te pay, the public will be called upon to pay them, for
the public are in their debt, and their profit is made very
largely, not in circulation, but in deposits which they hold.
It would be exceedingly inconvenient if anything were done
te affect the banks holding large amounts in deposit. Ifthe
people should withdraw such deposits or close up their
banîking capital, commercial lenders instead of going
te banking institutions to make lans, would be compelled
te make personal negotiations with individual lenders-a
thing which would not be tolerable to the business men of any
country. Nothing could be more injurions te Canada as a
young and grewing country, than te made a tilt against
vested capital in the shape of our banking interests.
There bave been some instances of failures in these
institutions, but the loss bas fallen upon the share-
holders and not upon the general public. I an net aware
efany instance in which any except the sharehotders have
ever lost a shilling in the curr'ency of Canada. The B.mk of
Upper Canada redeemed its notes, dollar fer dollar; ne mati
lost anything who chose te keep them. There las
been ne instance that IJ know of here where the
issues bave net been paid in funl, but if there were any the

- loss weuld be paltry compared to that which would accrue
te the people generally through a depreciated currency.
The Nortern States borrewod, upon their interest-bearing
e bonds, as long as they could sell them te carry
on the war, until they ran up a debt of $2,200,000,000 or
82,300,000,000; finding they ceuld borrew money ne longer
ethey made a ferced an on the people by compelling them
to take legal tender netes which were issued te the amount
et f nearly $750,000,000. The public were ompelled te
receive 1hem in payment ef debts contracted upon a gold
Sbasis. Tbe lss was almost incalculable in the payment of con-
etracts prevously made ina depreciated currency. There neyer
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was such a case known since the Mississippi scheme of
John Law a hundred and fifty years ago, which ruined
France. A legal tender or greenback dollar lost its pur-
chasing power so largely, that compared with the gold
standard it was worth only from 40 to 50 cents. I, myself,
bought on one occasion, two thousand eight hundred dollars
of greenbacks for one thousand dollars of gold, and the money
I bought was legal tender for the payment of debts. The
bonds that were issued for the war debt were bought up in
immense sums by speculators. I know one case where a
syndicate of Hamburg bankers bought $50,000,000 United
States bonds bearing interest at the rate of seven and three-
tenths percent. peryear-the "seven-thirties," as they were
called, and they sold the gold with which they bought that
enormous sum at a premium of 2·30, or, for each dollar in gold
they paid for two dollars and thirty cents of bonds, so thatin
fact the United States received less than $22,000,000 for
$50,000,000of their bonds, which were redeemed at a pre-
mium afterwards in gold. But it is no argument at all, except
against my hon. friend when he speaks of the United
States. It is well knowa that no country bas ever issued
paper currency except unler the greatest possible neces-
sity, and I trust the time is far distant when wo will be
compelled to do the same thing. Russia, with all her
power-a nation of 100,000,000 of people with vast resources,
and, at that time, with unimpaired credit-issued only
8400,000,000 of paper currency during the Crimean war, and
yet the depreciation was nearly 40 percent. During the
twenty years that England was under the necessity, at the
beginning of this century, of suspending specie payments,
with all ber great wealth, with the Government fiat,
her currency, the legal tender notes of the Bank of
Englar.d, sutfered depreciation. So it always has been,
and so it always will be. There can be no infation of
paper currency without disastrous consequences. My
hon. friend soems to think that the mint stamp makes
the value of the English sovereign, that the stamp makes
the value of the Amrican gold dollar. Why, I can tell my
good friend that when a quantity of American coins are
sent to England the first thing they do is to obliterate the
stamp and recoin them. I can tell hrm, too, that gold in coin
and bullion are precisely the same thing in value. The mint
charge is less than one-tenth of one per cent. All the gold
that goes into the mirt in bars comos out again in coinage,
with a very small percentage charged just enough to pay the
expenses of the mint. It doos not adl to the value of the
metal a single penny. You can pay your debts with a bar
of gold and send it off to any foreign country just the same
as if it had received the Governmnont coinage. G-old and
silver in enormous bars are simply weigbed by the ounce,
a'ssayed and stamped with their weight, and hell in the
-United States Treasury or in banks as bullion. All wo
have to do is to send them to the mint and, at a charge of
one mill on the dollar, or less, have them turned into money.
It is simply a quibble to say one is money and one is not
money. The stamp does not make the money. No paper
currency, unless it is promptly redeemable in coin, can
perform the functions of coin. I did not intend to make
such extended remarks on the subject, but I believe that a
fallacy, which my bon. frieni1 f.om South NK2rfoik has not
been able to see, uriderlies the propositions which he urges
so ingeniously, and I believe it is of the greatest importance
that our currency should remain upon a sound basis, upon a
basis of gold. Though it may be painful to differ with
friends of my own while defending what I consider to be a
sound system. I am impelled by a strong sense of duty to
take issue with several of my hon. friends who have pre-
ceded ie. I speak from a large range of personal experience,
and because I have had occasion during that experience
to study and examine those abstruse questions connected
with systems of banking which are not easily understood
by those who take a simply empirical view of the subject

Mr. PLUM.

and which are less perfectly understood by those who have
what is technically called the currency craze.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Before moving the adjourn.
ment I think it was understood that hon. membors who
were absent when the notices of motion were called before
should have another opportunity of moving them now, pro-
vided no debate arises upon them.

Mr. KILLAM. Before six o'cloek we were talking about
moving a motion of which I had given notice and which
was on the paper, and which we were talking about discus.
sing at the time. The understanding was, I think, that at
this stage of the proceedings I should have an opportunity
of moving this motion and of discussing it at length.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The bon. member will have
an opportunity, because on Monday next his motion will
stand fourth on the list and there will be no doubt of its
being reached.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for returns were Eeverally agreed
to:-

Copies of advertisements and tenders for reports on and
correspondence with the contract for new lock gates for the
Cornwall Canal, given last summer, and copy of such con-
tract.-(Mr. Blake.)

Correspondence and reports on the subject of the possible
effect on the level of Lake Ontario, of the works for improv-
ing the navigation of the St. Lawrence.-(Mr. Blake.)

Detailed statement in item of the particulars comprising
the charges made against the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company for work performed on the first one hundred
miles west of Red River, $760,604.71 ; rails and fastenings,
$280,736.09; rolling stock, &c., $281,914.58, total, $1,323,-
255.38; with all reports, valuations and correspondence on
the subject.-(Mr. Blake.)

Return of all import duties collected at or near the boun-
dary lino between the Province of Manitoba and the Rocky
Mountains.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Correspondence between any of the municipalities of
Manitoba and the Government on the subject of aid in the
construction of roads and bridges.-(MIr. Schultz.)

Copies of all reports, petitions, papers and correspondence
addressed to the Government, or any Department thereof,
by the Huron and Ontario Ship Canal Company, or by other
parties, on the subject of the construction of a ship canal to
connect the waters of Georgian Bay with those of Lake
Ontario.-(Mr. Hay.)

Copies of all correspondence, invoices, evidence and
papers in connection with the valuation for duty of vault
doors imported for the use of the Halifax Bank fron
Herring & Co., New York.-(Mr. Blake.)

Correspondence on the subject of the extent of the lands
comp-ised by the words "adjacent to, or near the railway"
in the charter of the) Pacific Railway Company.-(Mr.
Blake.)

Return showing what rivers of the Dominion are leased
for fishing, to whom leased, for what length of time, and
on what terms-.-(Mr. Haddow.)

List of ail persons appointed as tobacco inspectors under
the Act 42 Victoria, Chapter 19, together with a statement
of the salary and expenses paid to each of them in the
discharge of bis duties.-(Mr. Béchard.)

Copies of ail correspondence, reports, evidence and papers
relating to duties unpaid by the Pullman Car Comnpany, and
to any seizure made in respect thereof, and departnieltaî
action thereon.-(Mr. Béchard.)

Copies of ail papers, letters, telegrams, reports, plans,
specifications and other documents in connection with the
improvement of the River and flarbor at Owen Sound.A
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statement in detail of the expenditure from Municipal and
Dominion resources, and of the present condition of the
work; of the amount (if any) due to contractors for work
done; of the amount of contract work still unfinished; ofi
the amount of work remaining to be done in order to gi7e
the uniform depth of fourteen feet in the harbor.-(Mr.
Blake.)

Statement, in detail of all sums paid to Octave Laurin, an
employee in the office of the Collector and Paymaster of
Beauharnois Canal, from the 1st October, 1879, to 1st Janu-
ary, 1b82.-(Mr. Holton.)

Statement, in detail of expenses of the enquiry under
commission, into the conduct of Mr. Beique, as Superinten-
dent of Beauharnois Canal.-(Mr. Holton.)

Copy of contingent accounts, in detail, of Antoine Dosithé
Danis, as Collector and Paymaster of Beauharnois Canal,
from 1st July, 1881, to present date.-(Mr. Holton.)

Copies of all cerrespondence, affidavits, or other papers
in the Department of Customs, concerning charges against
the Collector of Customs at Margaretsville, Nova Scotia.-
(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne.)

Copies of all correspondence, evidence and departmental
action in connection with the recent seizure of a boat and
certain articles therein contained, the property of one Moir,
on the Niagara River.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all departmental action and correspondence on
the subject of any member of the Civil Service holding auy
municipal office.- (Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all documents relating to the claim of Felix
Caron and Henriette Chouinard, both of St. Jean Port Joli,
against the Intercolonial Railway.-(Mr. Landry.)

Copy of any general Instructions or Circular issued to
Telegrapb Companies or Operators, referring to the trans-
mission without pre-payment of any Telegrams connected
with public business.-(Mr. Killam.)

Return of papers, communications and documents in
possession of, or received by the Government, with reference
to any scheme or company for laying a Cable from the
western shores of Canada across the Pacific Ocean.-(Mr.
Houde.)

Return showing, in detail, the number of square feet of
lumber, of different kinds, shipped from the ports of
Kingston, Brockville and Prescott, during the years 1879,
1880 and 1881, together with the total value of each
description. Also, a return showing the number of thou-
sands of shingles and laths shipped from the same ports
during the same years, together with the total value
thereof under each head.-(bir. Rochester.)

Return showing, in detail, the number of square feet of
lumber, of diffèrent kinds, shipped by cars only, from the1
port of Ottawa during the years 1879, 1880, and 1881,
together with the total value of each description; also a
return showing the number of thousands of shingles and
laths shipped by cars only, from the same port during the
same years, together with the total value thereof under
each head.-(Mr. Rochester.)

Return showing the number of pieces of each kind of
timber (logs included) passing the Chaudière and Gatineau
Slides during the years 1879, 1880, and 1881, giving, if
Possible, the cubical contents ofthe same.-(Mr. Rochester.)

.Return showing the number of feet, board measure, of
all kinds of lumber, also of the number of thousaads of
shingles and laths which passed through the Grenville
Canal during the years 1819, 1880, and 1881, and upon
which tolls were paid, the said return to show whether
the tolls were paid at Ottawa or Grenville.-(Mr.
Rochester.)

Copies of all correspondence relating to the Cape Tor-
mentine Railway since the lt of May, 1881.-(Sir Albert
J. Smith.)

Copies of all correspondence, papers, documents, petitions,
reports, and Orders in Council in connection with any

lia

arrangement for the purchase by the Souris and Rocky
Mountain Railway Company, the Manitoba and South-
Western Colonization Railway Company, the South
Saskatchewan Railway Company, the Portage, Westbourne
and North-Western Railway Company, or any other rail-
way companies, of any lande in the North-West. For copies
of all correspondence with the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company on the subject of any such arrangement.-(Mr.
Blake.)

Return of all bills, accounts, and other papers, showing
the cost of a quantity of coal landed at Cape Traverse, in
the year 1879, for the use, as was supposed, of the Northern
Light, the charges for landing, wharfage or storage and
care, the manner in which the coal was disposed of, and the
amount realized for it and paid into the TJreasury.-(Mr.
Anglin.)

Copies of any correspondence, telegrams or other com-
munications between Samuel Merner, Member for the South
iRiding of Waterloo, and the Government, or any Depart-
ment thereof, touching the leasing, purchasing or settlement
of Dominion Lands in Manitoba or the North-West
Territory.-(Mr. Cockburn.)

Copies of all reports, correspondence, plans and other
papers in reference to wharves or blocks adrift in the Mira-
michi River since the fall of 1878; also all reports,
correspondence, plans and other papers in reference to
wharves or blocks built in that river; and also all reports,
correspondence, plans and other papers in reference to all
ballast wharves on that river, the whole to embrace from
1878 to present date.-(Mr. Snowball.)

Copy of the report of the commission appointed to
investigate the working of the post office of Montreal.-
(Mr. Houde.)

Copies of any correspondence which has passed between
the Department of Marine and Fisheries and persons in
Montreal in relation to the taxation and expenditure under
the Port Warden Acts, and for copies of all documents sent
by the same persons to the Department relating to the sanme
matter.-(Mr. Gault.)

Copies of all correspondence, petitions, plans and surveys
in connection with L'Ardoise Breakwater in the County of
Richmond, N. S,-(Mr. Flynn.)

Copies of the report of the section-men and of all corres-
pondence with the officialis of the Intercolonial Rail-
way in relation to damages caused by fire from the
locomotives to the property of Mr. Ferdinand Bellavance.
-(Mr. Fiset.)

Copies of petitions, correspondence and all other papers
relating to the construction of a branch railway between
Hlarmony Station on the Prince Edward Island Railway
and East Point.-(Mr. Muttart.)

Correspondence in reference to leases applied for or
granted by the Government, of the islands in the River St.
Lawrence, at or near Brockville, since the first day of Jan-
uary, 1878; also the names of all persons to whom leases
have been granted, and the rent payable therefor; also, a
statement showing what rent has been paid and by whom.
-(Mr. Fitzsimmons.)

Copies of all orders, instructions, letters and telegrams
relating to the auction sale of public lands at Winnipeg, on
the 15th instant; also, all orders, instructions, letters or
telegrams relating to the sale of public lands in Manitoba
or the North-West Territories.-(Mr. Mills.)

Statement of payments made on account of the contract
of Williams, Anderson & Williams, for the erection of the
Custom louse at St John, N.B.; for copies of all powers of
attorney and orders for payment given to or in favor of
Henry C. Phillips, or to any other parties, by the con-
tractors, or any of them, upon the Department of Publio
Works; also, copies of all correspondence and telegrama
in reference to any order in favor of the said Henry 0.
Phillips had between tho said Henry O. Phillipe, the said
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contractors, or either of them, with the Department of
Public Works, or with any other person, received and
handed to the Department; also the affidavit or declaration
of Thomas Anderson, forwarded by the said Henry C.
Phillips to the Department of Publie Works in May last;
also ali papers in relation to the subject.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Copies of all letters, reports or other documents relative
to complaints preferred against the keeper of the lighthonse
on Brown Po.nt, Wolfe Island, Ontario.-(Mr. Gunn.')

Copies of all Orders in Council and instructions to officers
of the Department of the Interior, or others, relating to
claims of the Hudson's Bay Company to lands in the Red
River Settiement Belt; also, lst. A statement of the Ists, or
parcels in the said Belt (if any) which have been granted
to, or reserved for the Company, and the acreage thereof
respectively ; 2nd. A statement of the grounds or reasons
for making the said grants or reservations respectively ;
3rd. A list, with the names of the persons (if any) who have
claimed the lots so granted or reserved as deriving title
thereto under the Manitoba Act, or as settlers or squatters
thereon, subsequent to the 15th July, 1870 ; 4th. A list,
with the names of persons who have been dispossessed by,
or compelled to become tenants of, or purchasers from the
company, or otherwise prevented from acquiring title from
the Government, together with a map, or maps, showing
the lots granted to or reserved for the Company in the said
Belt, and alo showing the lots so claimed by settlers or
squatters, but which have been granted to or reserved for
the Company.-(Mr. McDougall.)

House adjourned at 11.40 o'clock, p.m.

HOJSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, 25th April, 1882.

The SpiAmmn took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERas.

CIVIL SERVICE BILL.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee on Bill (INo. 36) respecting the Civil
Service of Canada.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. ROSS. Would the hon. gentleman give some
information as to the qualification of the examiners ?
The Bill provides nothing as to their standing, though it isj

any corrupt, partial or improper action on the part of
1 Canadiat examiners also. The Bill proposes nO control
i over them, which I think a defect.

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not believe in any
penalty. The fact that the examiners will be men of good
position and well qualified will be a guarantee of good con-
duct and efficient action in the discharge of their duties;
and an additional guarantee will be the knowledge that the
Governor in Council will have the right to remove them
with a stigma attached to any misconduct. I do not think
we should impose a penalty beyond a provision ýfor their
removal. Nor do I think that we should require gaduates
of a University ; for though I have great faith in Universi-
ties and High Schools, I have known maDy who were not
graduates, who were a credit to society, and learned men,
every way able to compete with such graduates. I think
the House should leave the matter in the hands of the
Executive to select the best men.

Mr. BLAKE. I regret having been misled by the
Ministerial statement as to what measure would be taken
to-day. I have, therefore, not prepared myself by the study
of certain papers and memoranda requisite to the satis-
factory discussion of this measure. But the hon.gentleman
in charge of the Bill bas made an observation which calls
for some remark from my point of view. He stated the
securities for the efficiency of those examiners and the
high standing of the supposed nominees, and the
circumstance that, at the pleasure of the Government, the
examiners were susceptible of remnoval, would, he thought,
afford a guarantee of the proper performance of the
duty. Of course, the nominations should be in the hands of
the Executive. The appointmonts to office is a responsi bility
which can be best discharged in that way; but as to the
tenure of office, that is one of the difficulties of the measare.
My opinion is, that the efficiency of this Bill and of those
examiners, limited though their scope is to be, would be
largely reduced by the circumstance that the persons are to
hold office during the pleasure of the Government. I think,
with the report of the Commissioners, that the officers ought
to form an independent board. I think the tenure should
be far superior to the pleasure of the Governmont. We
know the difficulties by which they will be surrounded,
and that their probable functions will be to examine persons
who will be in fact, though not in form, designated for
appointments, and to whom, through the influence of politi-
cal supporters, the Government will be to a certain extent
committed; and we know that if they did not accede to the
wishes of those political supporters it would be a very great
disappointment to those candidates who should be found
unqualified. Under these circumstances, if yon appoint
examiners removeable at the pleasure of the Government
only, you run the risk of partial decisions in the passing of
candidates known to be supported by friends of the Govern-
ment, and in whose success the Government has an interest.

important that their standing should be sufficiently high to1
've general confidence in regard to the decision arrived t. Mr. ROSS. I see that, in clause 3, we are te form rega-
e should have some guarantee as to the high standing of lations for the guidance of the Board of Examiner@.

those examiners. On claase 5,
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention of the Gov- Mr. -BLAKE. This section appears to me to be out of

ernmenL is to appoint the best men we can find, and to order. It proposes a money payment, and it will be neces-
make this measure a success. We wish the examination to sary tbat a resolution be introduced.
be real and thorough, so that the certificates awarded may Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The clause can be allowed
command the contidence both of the publie and the Gov. to stand and a resolutiBn introduoed later.
ernment. On clause 6,

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Will the hon. gentleman pro- Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It would be of ser-
vide in bis Bill that a certain number of the examiners vi c to the ublic if an absolute time were fixed for the
should be graduates of some University ? In the Bill of vice t? the pubnceif aolear r
Senator Pendieton of the United States, a penalty is pro- examinations once or twice a year.
pped fer any aet of favoritism- or any wrong conduct on Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That would be determined
he part o£thêexEamines. Thore>uQid- b a- poty-fer by the-reg&g gttenaggotd In-gOUg ge;

MirKWTOi LAxeivmar.
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Mr.1BLAKE. ls it intended that the Board of Examiners the local examiners. You expect them to write down

shall not examine a' all, but that all examinations shall be questions, but you cannot expect them to write down
conducted by others. answers for report, that would be an utterly impossible

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. - The Board cannot make all thing, unlese it was only one man that was going to be
the examinatiofns. They will conduct them within a cer- examined briefiy. So it seeme to me practically that the
tain radius; beyond that sub-examiners will be selected for making of the measure, so far as it is designed to afford one
the purpose. test of competency for all persons who are candidates for

admission to any particular branch of the Civil Service, will
Mr. ROSS. I understood that those who were to be wholly fail untees it is based on this fundamental principle,

employed at the different points named, were merely that the examination is to e oa written one, and that those
to superintend the writing of the papers, prescribed who conduet these examinations, in the various localities are
by the examiners, but that the examiners themselves should those who were recipients of papers sent to then by the Board
read the papers, as is the system followed in the High of Examiners tobe submitted with due precaution as to thoir
Schools of Ontario and the University of London, England. previous divulgence to the parties tobe examined, to be
The hon. Minister will weaken the value of the examina- present while the answers are being recorded and to
tions if he allows the sub-examiners to do this important transmit them to the main Board. If you incorporate the
work. In the first place, you appoint a Board, and that element of oral examination, you will incorporate an element
Board appoints sub-examiners, charged with similar respon- of complote uncertainty into the case. Though I admit
sibility. It is a case of a delegate appointing a delegate. that an oral examination is of some importance, yet I am

Mr. BLAKE. In connection with my hon. friend's satisfied that the basis of it must be in writing, or it will
remarks, will the hon. Minister explain, because the Bill be one mass of uncertainty and dissatisfaction.
does not explain, whether it is intended that the examina- Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman is
tions should be in a riting. right that the examination as a rule must be in writing,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That will be determined by but ho will see that in certain cases and for certain offices
the rales and regulations adopted afterwards. No doubt there must be an oral examination; for example, suppose a
the best mode will be adopted. As L said, it is impossible young man comes forward to be examined for the post of
for these examiners to ho at all those places, therefore they messenger. One of his qualifications should be an ability
must have the assistance.of sub-examiners in the different to speak both languages; of course, his examination on that
localities. The papers in the written examination will point must be oral. Thon ho must be roquired to know a
necessarily have to be sent to the Board to be adjudged by little arithmetic and other primary branches of that kind,
them, but there may be certain oral examinations in which as well as to write a fair hand, and in these particulars I
case the result must be communicated to the Board by the admit that the examination must ho in writing.
assistant examiners. Mr. ROSS. I called the attention of the hon. Minister

Mr. ROSS. We must ask the hon. Minister to allow a littie while ago to the necessity of securing a
us to amend the Bill, so that it will state distinctly that high standard on the part of the examiner, and I
the examinations shall be in writing. We have no referred to the propriety of annexing a penalty to any
examination in connection with our Ontario iligh Schools malfeasance on their part. Now, these examiners may
that are oral. appoint assistants and those assistants may bave the papers

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Some may require to be in their custody. They may dispose of them or allow them
oral. The hon. gentleman must suppose that those to be used by the candidates at an examination. But what
entrusted with carrying into force this Bill, whon it becomes precaution is ho going to give to the next candidate that
law, will take care that the best mode will be selected in these assistants had not furnished other candidates surrepti-
order that justice may be done to al]. As a general rule tiously with some of these papers ? l he going to provide
these examinations will have to be made in writing, and in that the assistant is to be of such high character as to be
this case the Board will have to decide on the papers sub- beyond any conduct of this kind, or is he going to annex
mitted. some penalty to the misconduct of an assistant, so that we

Mr. BLAKE. Is it intended there shall be more than will have a reasonable guarantee of honesty in the conduot

one assistant at each point ? of these examinations ?

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. That is not decided. In Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I would not attach a penalty,
the beginning it will be a trial, and experience will tell but would leave it as it is. The best guarantee will be the

whether we should have one or two; but I suppose Iwo wiIl honor of the man himseolf. Confidence is reposed in clerks
be required. The number will be limited as much as in commercial bouses or in publie offices, and a certain

possible, consistent with efficiency. am( unt of confidence muet necessarily be reposed in men

Mr. BLAKE. Speaking from the experience of the in the position the hon, gentleman has referred t h.
Province Of Ontario, which is not based upon pecuniary Mn. ROSS. You take a guarantee bond from thos
-onsiderations, but on those of older and more advanced e
euntries in educational matters, it is utterly impossible to Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, not from public officers;

establish any uniform standard through the medium of and they deal with much more important matters. Neverthe-
different examiners at different points by an oralexamination. less, you rely on their honesty, and as a rule they discharge
Now, as to deciding with reference to the competitors them- their duty honorably. We muet not suppose that these
selves. Where you have more than one to be examined, and officers so selected, men of positio1 who have to examine
where you have an oral examination, you muet, of course, several young men as candidates, will tamper with
unless you are going to ask different questions of each one, the answers given by the candidates to the great
cal them into a room one after another, you cannot have injustice of some of these young men. I admit that it is
them in the room together while the oral examination is possible, but I do not think we had botter attach penalties
going on. If you decide that these questions may be asked yet. It will be time enough to deal with the evil when it
by different persons who may ask different questions, you manifesta itself. While I am on the subject of dismissals I
practically apply a different standard to the candidates. may say that this Board of Examiners will be in the same
Thon, as to the replies, it is obvious that so far as the position as all other Boards that are appointed by the
exanination is oral we muet take as official the report of i Government. For example, there is the.Board of Dom4nion
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Arbitrators, and they are appointed and are subject to
dismissal for cause.

Mr. ROSS. Are they not sworn?
Sir Ht«CTOR LANGEVIN. They may be sworn, but I

rely more on a man's honor than upon his oath. If ho is
dishonorable ho makes his oath as well. We must suppose
that these men will be selected for their education and gene-
ral high reputation and competency for their duties.

Mr. ROSS. I think the hon. gentleman's line of argu-
ment is bardly logical. I think ho was Postmaster-General
at one time, and took security from every postmaster in
the Dominion for the faithful fulfilment of his duties. Why
not in that case trust to the honor of the officiali? Why
does not the Minister of Oustoms trust to the honor of his
officialis? Why do not the managers of banks trust to the
houor of their clerks? I think for almost everyresponsible
clerk there is either an official guarantee at the back of it,
or else there is some obligation over and above the more
appointment to the office. I think the hon. gentleman is
allowing this matter to be initiated in a very loose way.
Unless botter precautions are taken, the result of the first
or second year's experience will be to vitiate the whole
Bill, to disappoint the public, and we will have no security
at all that the best man will get appointed. The whole
system of competitive examinations will be of no value
whatever, unless these precautions are carried out. I
simply warn the hon. the Minister of Public Works that ho
is proceeding with all those dangers before him. We
know in Ontariô how many attempts have been made
among the very honorable and respectable professions, to
which I had the honor to belong mysolf,to obtain possession
of examination papers in order that young mon might
recoive certificates as Public School teachers. I think
there is perhaps as much honor amongst that as any other
profession. We know the attempt made in the
Law Society to get possession of examination papers, and
that at McGill College some of the young men got posses-
sion of the papers. If there 's any collusion between the
examiners and the candidates the whole examination is of
no value, and there is no guarantee of the candi date's fitness.
As we have au interest on this side of the House, as well as
hon. gentlemen opposite, in seoeing the service filled with
compotent!men ,and young renwho wish to obtain a certifica: e
honestly, we have also an interest in seeing that those not
qualified do not obtain certificates. In theexperience of this, as
of all other countries, the safest course i the best course, and
the same security against misconduct on the part of
appointees is desirable in the interests of the public service;
and the Bill which the hon. gentleman seems so anxious
should be adopted, is one, although defective in many
respecta, which may conduce to the improvement of the Civil
Service of the country. In Ontario school examinations
we have another protection. The persons appointed to
conduct the examinations are always teachers whose stand-
ing as such would be osacrificed if they were found guilty of
any misconduct, and the Minister of Education has already
cashiered one or two persons. Although that is a more
powerful lever than any financial obligation could be, some
irregularities have occurred.

Mr. BOWELL. There will be the same protection under
this law in regard to the dismissal of any of the appointees
in cases of irregularity. No doubt the hon. gentleman's
experience in school matters has taught him the truth of
the remarks; indeed, in many cases school teachers will
attempt to bribe examiners, and it was thought that by4
amending the mode of examination and by appointing special
inspectors instead of county insactors, the difficulty would
be obviated. In various High chools I am aware, as I was
one of the Board for thirteen or fourteen years, that attempts
were made to obtain possession of the papers; but I never
found that any member of the Board whose duty it was to

Sir HETOR LANGEVIN.

defend the interests of the honest teacher, ever lent himself
to an act of that kind. It seems to me, under this law, that
if any examiners were guilty of any impropriety, the Power
resting in the bands of the Government would be a sufficient
guarantee of the public interest, and no penalty, except a
penal one, would be more effective.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Would the hon. Minister add the
words, "the examinations as far as practicable shall be in
writing ?"

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I accept the amenduent.
Mr. CASEY. No doubt it is the intention that the exarn-

ination for the same class of appointment shall be uniform
throughout the Dominion. If that is the case it should be
stated in the clause.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The rules and regulations
will be made by the Governor General in Council, and they
will be framed with due regard to uniformity. There is no
doubt those will be laid before Parliament at the proper
time.

On clause 7,
Mr. BLAKE. Is it the intention that no promotion of

any person at present in the service shall take place until
after he passes the probationary examination prescribed by
the Bill.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bill apphies to appoint-
monts which are to be made hereafter, and the hon. gentle.
man will see, by the subsequent clause, that his objection
cannot apply.

Mr. CASEY. I understood it was the intention to confine
the first appointments to the lowest grade in each Depart-
ment, except under special circumsntanoes. The Bill pro-
vides, as it must provide, for special cases of appointment
to any grade in the discretion of the Governor General in
Council. No doubt, cases might arise where it would bo
absolutely necessary to place some outsider in a high place
in the service. I think that where you are laying
down a general rale as in this section, it should be provided
that all appointmonts should be made to the lowest grade in
the Department.

Sir LECTOR LANGEVIN. That would not do. If a
vacancy occurs in a first or second class office, and if the
Head of the Department feels that there is no one in his
Department that really can fill that office, you could not
take one from a low office and put him in the vacant office
just because he happons to be in the Department. You
would have to look at the list of those who have passed the
examinations, and ascertain if one of them is fit to fill the
office, and then ho could be appointed by the Governor
General. It might be that the vacant office required a nan
of special qualifications, and in that case the Head of the
Department would endeavor to find the man best qualified
among those who have passed the examinations.

Mr. CASEY. Of course, there must be exceptions to
every rule, but these exceptions are, as I understand, pro-
vided for in the body of the Bill further on. As the
Bill stands the Governor in Council is in fact authorized
to break all the general rules whenever it is considered
that there may be special necessity for breakifg
them, and iu this I quite agree. But this section laying
down a general rule as to first appointments, and andthink
the gencral rule should be here as it is in England and
everywhere else, and as I conceive it was the intentionsOf
the Govern ment to make it, that the first appoindtmenh
should be made to the lowest grades of the service, and the
upper grades filled afterwards by promotion. 1 hope 'iS
not mistaken lu supposing that that was the intentionlof
the Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, you were not.

1124
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Mr. CASEY. It is a most important point, and one which that, is: IAnd te sucb other offices in the Iower gradesas

wilL have a great deal to do with the efficiency of the may ho determined by Order in Council." But, itwould
officers who are in the service, that they know that they be giving an entirely différent cast te the wbole measure if
have a right prima facie te be promoted te the upper gradeslit were understood to bc the principle, that qualifying
unless there are special circumstances which make it impos- examinations were te ho held for admision te the other
sible to promote them. The hon. gentleman says that hegrades. La that point of view I was a8suming that
would go back te the first list, but he would net be likely the new admissions would ho almost witbut exception
te get a better qualified man there, because in filling the to the lewest grades, foi which, as I undeîstoed,
lower offices in the first place he is supposed te have taken the examinations were prescribed. I think it would b.
the very best men available. a meet unfertunate thing'if the Head of a Department

Sir HECTOR'LANGEVIN. Yes. You take the best wero te say: IIf I find ne one in the Dopartment
men on the list for a claiss for which yen have a vacancy te ompetont te be promoted te any office which fails vacant,
fill ; but if the vacancy te be filled, of the second or first-class, I will look outside." I would give the same right te suob
or if it requires special qualifications, then yon would net promotion t any one in any other Department of the ser-
go te the lowest grade, but you can take from that portion vice, who may have passed the qualifying examuation for
of the list which gives you the names of parties qualified a clerkship of that particular grade-i mean the same sort
specially for that particular office. of right as. any clork in a Department has te promotion. Ln

Mr. CASEY. Yes, of course, if special qualifications are a Word, 1 would make the prizes bf the service open te the
required, as in the case, say of surveyors, but I am speaking whole of the inside service; I weuld say te every third-
of the ordinary run of officers in the Department. The ser ifoh pr ioe avaconeefthopcrn-
rule, I think, should be and was, I believe, intended to be,
that when a vacancy for a first-class clerk occurred the first ments, though frst of ail, those in the Department
choice should be amongst the second-class clerks, the shallbeo cousidered te have the primary chance,
second choice amongst the third, and lait of all y
that youshould have recourse te an outsider. only change I have te suggest, in view of the general

that yenapplication eof thus clause. I understand its genoral applica-
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If there is a vacancy iu tiou tebc te make appointments te the frst grode, and that

the third class we look at the list and choose from amongst it will only be in quite exceptional cases that aptointments
those who passed the examination for a third-class office. wili be made te a higber dass from outside,. With regard
Nothing, of course, would prevent the Government from te the clause providing that frerueigbteen te thirty-five
taking from the second list to fill a third-class office if they shah hocthe limit ef age, it seems te me 'that while it may
first thought the officer would be one that shuld passho proper te permit appointments te hichor grades in thome
through the third in order afterwards to ho promoted,
thereby preparing him for the higher grade, but the e range evn as hig as th'rty five years, yet itwold ho a
should be te take from the third-class list candidates te fillgreat mistake te permit that range te ho established as the
vacancies occurring in thethird class in the Departments. tule. The whole system is based on getting men inte the

Mr. CASEY. That appears te be a uew idesaltegether, servi ce very ymung, and though I thi nk eighteen years i
and it is net the one whicb we understood was the principle pereap u the right minimum, think the maximum should
of the Bill. fles the hon. gentleman intend te have different net exceed tweuty-two or twenty-f vo yeare. Your 13ystem
examinatons for the different grades ? is one with iow salaries at the start, with an assurance of

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is provided for fugther increment, whi thai very weil for a young man ef eighteen
on as the hon, gentleman will soo. te begin with, but i net applicable te ose who is somewhat

Mr. CASEY. I have net found it. advacedinlife when ho begins; therefore, while i would

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. t is there. not object tenappointmentsin the higber classes of partont
of the age of thirty or thirtyfive yers, there can ho ne

Mr. OASEY. No, iL only provides for eue case in hich the publicservice would be promted by the
examination for mon îeeking te enter the service eof appointment of a man nearly as old as thirty-five years te
this instance. There je ne provision for first, second, or azthird-elass clerkship or messengership. I weuld éay that
third-class primary examinations. The Bill previdos that, yen should begin young in ail cases.
there sha a preliminary examination fr al mn wishA Eage it on

S enter the service, that al applying for places sha o a i I e th o
begcipelled te pais it, but eut of that lust there shal ho gentleman, and that je the intention. But if it is found
chosen mon tefIll the office. If it ais the intention of the necessary te appoint a prieon otside the service who is
Goveumont te have a separate claie of examinations, that vaable for a certain position-it may ho a second-elass
ie a tetaly new cernplication :in the previtions of the Bill. clerkship or a first-elass clerkship-we muet fix a limit,
There je-nedoubt that ne system of eform je a reform at asd therefore in that case we have said the candidte can-
al unlese it prvides for a regularssystem of promotion fro d net ho taken at a greater age than thirtyfiv tyears But, as
the lowor grades upwards, except in any case where it s the hon, gentleman isys, if is dosirable that, in making p.
abî3olutely necessary te take an outsider, because thera je nepintment of messengers or fret tas clerkm, we hould
Outsider competent for the office. What the service and take young mnlrom eighteen te twenty-two te twenty-tur
the public have been complaining et' ail along is, that men yer; they grow with the service, and we hal ave
were taken fromouteide and put over the heade of others the bnef c of their expepience fro the higer offices.
Who had acquired training and experioncein the service. With regard te examinatieus, the hon, gentleman wil
If the intention of the Bill je as the hon, gentleman hassee that the ide of the Bil jes that theyphould be
iformed us, it le different fronw what the public have been net only fer third-clase clerko. The.r uldtb ne
led te expect, and it is a change which tliey wiîî stronghy objection te a young ma who had passed the third-lae
and, L. think, justly ebject te examination, aIse offering himseif fer the second-clams, se

,BLAKE. Thougith a that if at a future Lime a vacancy occrred for a second-
lss thij cneecla pclerk, the Goverm ment might findhoa in the office fit

e pioaasiwihBilyoinaanticipation,pIpcertainlyointfromethet
stod the 29th clause t indicate that the examinatins forte to
admission were examinations for admiesio te the l iwest M. CASiY. se. the hon. gentleman basentirely
gasde& t th t he clause saye about anything more than abandoned thue ides that I supposed ho entertained ofmmak
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ing a real reform in the service, by compelling people to that the Civil Service Oomrissionors igpeed with theno
enter at the bottom and work their way up. One of the ber for West Durham, and recommeeded thatthatlimit
erying evils in the service at present is that this is not thould Le from eighteen to twenty-five. No doubt it is a
done, and the same system is to be continued. grout iistake te bave the limit for the firat appointmente

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman mis- a" high as tàirty-five. It takes about twenty-five yearg to
understands me. The object is that if there is a man work up from the third up to thefirst claas; and in ordinary
already in the Department fit to fill the office of first-class cases that would bring aman appointed at thirty-five to the
cerk, he should be promoted from the second-class, or if ageof sixty bef

there is one in the third-class, ho should be promoted. If je the firstciss we should have men of thegreatest vigor,
there is none in the Department, the hon. gentleman saysmf
that one in another Department might be selected, andm n as old as thirty-fivewould till the first-elas8 clerkships
should have the same chance as if ho were in the first with men in their dectino instead of je their primo. A good

Tepartment. I take it that the Governor in Conneil will any of those mon are very efficient at an advanced age;
have that power to take one from another Department; but btit it ie net te be expected thst those mon now filling the
in many caseq, the effect of taking a clork from one Depart- highest positions in the service, advanced in life, eau devote

mentandpromtîn hm in noter Dparinet rnght~ as much energy te those daties as if they had core ne jtebment and promotingy him in another Department mighit bey
to demoralize the whole Department from which you take sorvicp yourîg enough te reach first-class positions iu the
him, because yon would create a vacancy, and have to putPrime of life. You cannot expeet as mach from a man of
a raw man in to take the place ot that ma'n. But where sixtyaqfromamancfforty-fivo. Tho on. gentlemansaid
there is a vacaney in the Department, it is botter that i that a candidate would be allowed te pas the first year his
should be filled from that Department than from ontside, third class oxanination, and afterwards an examination for
unless yen find one in another Department who might pro- the second class. li quite absurd to talk of letting any
perlyh bemted. We should give them faith and courage man who bas nover been in the Department before stand
in their po-ition. They should be able to say: "Well, if wefnealaninthetonualify him se hecond
enter that service, it is not necessary we should languish in aee
it for years without any expectation of promotion; but if or acquire ipf-rmation reepectiug it only te Le learued
we do our duty well, and improve ourselves, learn more by a consderable period of service in the Departmont.
than is requisite for carcwn class, wtshahthCilproSrotid Sir Ho snCTORrLAgNGEeVIN.e har, hear.
when a vacancy occurs." That is a proper aystbm. Mr. CASEY. The ho , gentleman lauehs at that, as if

MrBLAKE. The observations of my hün. friend are there was tny diffrence btween qualifications for such
ucouraging, but the practical arkplication is the very reverse, offices and ordinary office duties outside. Men can only

-ie saya that certain Civil Scrvants will have a lar ' ze rchance, learn Civil Se-vice duvlies 1)y service in the Department. It
but atise, that their chance of promotion is limited te the lis a thwing ulhard r; quaifying a man for a socod-clas
chaince of risng iu their owu office. But there may ho a clerkship before ho las learned the dutas cf the lower
man if irnn fratae.df strong constitution, andtgreat powers grades.

cf vitality above thom seo that they may have te stick in Mr. MILLS. Is intuded, wh o a vaeacyiciursinthe
the same office aIl their livos. Yen have on larged the area. isecond-chas, thprtymote a third-elase clerk; and if se, wilp
cf thoir expectations, and certainhy that is one wf the great- ho have tn uindergo a second-cins corkshipr xamimtioeg?
est stimuli that ye caau give te good civil servants. But Sir ofECTOR LANGEVIN. Ne.
wbat dtei the aont gentleman in effest saynoWet x hmh
admit, that in general your ability and superier quahifi- Mr. MILLS. I think it woeld have bedn well tc express
cation deserve practical recognition, 'but in practice ho s ays thatminthe Bi tt. In manye ases as in overthirty-five ye
that if the man whonhoj- aiving hat stimnulu-sis sjesiaely might be takentogfil a second orfirst-classclrkhip. it sOeis
valuable te the public administration by hie great zeal it wouhd Le paoper to fix the diforeat minimum fr the
ability and capacity, it will nover do te sa te hlm: Il"Yeu diffret classes. While twenty-five cr thirty might do for
shah bho pnrmoted -yen are tee valuable te rise-you have the second and first-clasq clerks, it seamb that, to fix thirty-five
shown yoursolf evaluable where yen are that yen mu mt for a third clas es ehgh minimum, and which Ido eotthink
stick in the positon cf the second or th-dchas tili a geod( wouhd crntibute teo the efcicincyf the publicservice, cIt
Providence shal have removed the superier officer in your would be moire satfatory for the qualification of the
own bepartmeyt, when ye may get aorise. difforenet grades.

Sir ECsTOR LANGEV N. No. On clause 8,

Mr. BLAKE. I objert tv thatmothod of deain g with Mr. BLAKe.naWhatreethe ison for giving the solemn-
suoeofficer. b thiek the more valuable an offieer reowver tystethe.appontment and removal cf the Dopnty lleads,
Hiesey j cin Department the more vaiable wold ho ewho are appointed by the G-vernor in oenui, and held
lsewhere, atd the more entitled t prmolion. This offiee duîing plea8uro, Parliament beieg informed of tha

siipericr ability sbould soeure bis promotion instead cf re8a8ons fer that removal ?
beinghie fresiport te a continuance. B the lower grade ta Sir HECTORILANGEVIN. The leputy Ileuds are Dot
whin the on. gentleman wuld eonsig him. tedga appoited i the satpo way as othr officers but t

lir. CASEY. I a ree witb what bhas been said by the i eapen the occurrence cf'vacarcies, &c. The
thember fe Wthr li.urham, that the honagentleman'sead will, under this Bil, have very special poweri,

practiexl application, cf iscprinciples dties neot carry them i reased powers, sethat-h, in the absence f the ainitter
aut. de further sd. that it eathe intention f the Bill. t wiIl direct the Dcpartment, and when a change cf Goveru-
mae regit ar promotions. W at ho bjected absoiotely tem- nt takes place ho is net. te be removod without the
was proviin inje cicl that preomtionuishonld go in regeular reasns boingmade kown at the begieniug cf the Sessiof
curse. He ant hte leave the inatter open, net for promo- al Parliamnt.
tiens aial, but for importations fron outd the service. al rBLAKE. I do not see any paxtioalar resSOflfor it.

0f e nai, it weinelery tebave ito l as a ast oesr" But it doo net li the slightest degraey affect the dicussiYlouf
ho advanced noe argument againabt akirg, as a general the Gevernment. Tino removal la ta Le abeohute, sd al te Le
rtie, mppointiet' to the loweat grades o f the service, and doue is teodtate the reaodo. it is te My-mmd ceOf the

ApseÀt the age lizit,f lud featir.scf thl C AB Whih. istema tinuhsato that an

threwstn.dferneCewen uliiatos o sc
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apparent position of authority is being given to Deputy Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN agreed to the suggeetion.
Heads, which is not substantial. They are to make certain On clause 11,
recommendations, and if these are concurred in by the
]iead of the Department, certain results will follow. My Se b
Opinion is that the Deputy Heads will make the y making it read thus: "In the absence of any
suggestions in accordance with the views of the Head Deputy Ilead, a chief clerk to bo named by the Ilead of the
Of the Department. The whole system is one which Department shah perform the duties rf sucl Deputy Head,
Presents an illusory appearance of independent action unless the performance ofsuch duties is otherwis3 providcd
Oni the part of an officer who, from his situation, must for by Ordor iri Couneil, aud there shaih be in the office of
necessarly be in accord with the Minister who is the Auditor General a chiof clrk who shah at ait times
his chief. It is utterly impossible that the business of a answer for the Auditer-Generai in bis absence."
Department can be effectually carried on unless there is a Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the intention is to preserve the
hoarty concurrence of sentiment between the Deputy Head peculiar position of the Audit Office intact.
and the hon. Minister himself. If there exists that con- Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
currence of sentiment, this formality in this Bill had better Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed by the other portion of the
be thrown out, and we had better come down to the reality Bil to pi escribe by whom this first assistant clerk of the
Of the case. What is that ? It is the hon. Minister Auditor-Generai is to bo appointod? Lt is possible the
who will do these things. may be Iwo chiefclerks in the office of the Auditor-General.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are certain powers Who is to nominate the chiof cierk, and who is te act for the
given to the Deputy Heads which it is necessary they should Auditor Goneral in bis absence?
have. The hon gentleman socms to think that it might not Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The officers are appointed
be a very proper thing that the Deputy Heads should speak by the Governor in Council.
to the Headsof the Departments. In many cases the Deputy- Mr. BLAKE. Suppose there are two chief clerks in the
Read will be a man of experience who has been fifteen or offie, is the Governor General in Council to prorote the
twenty years in the service, and a new Minister coming in junior chief clcrk, or have the power of doing s0 i the
'Will be glad to profit by his experience, and even have his absence of the Auditer-General?
attention to certain provisions of this law in order that they Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bil provides there shah
Inay be followed. It would not be extraordinary that the be one chef clerk in the office. if the Auditor.General
beputy Head sbould try to fulfil his duty, and if he and the found that a second one was required he would ask for
Mead of the Department should not agree, that would flt another officer, and then, of course, the Government weuhd
Prevent him doing what ho is authorized to do. In such a ask Parliament for authority to create that new office. But
Case the Head of the Department would take his own respon- the chhf clerk, who was then in cilice, would bo thesibility. one who should replace the Auditor-General in his aence.

Mr. CASEY. While there is an appearance of independ- On clause 12,
ent action given to the Deputy Head it is not possible for Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman here sys that the
hima to exercise it. He must act in accordance with the
views of the Minister, unless he is head of the service. Con-
sequently ail these things will be as directly under the Auditor-Generai a Deputy kiead, thoretore the Auditor-
okntrol of the Minister as if there were no pretence of General would report the propriety of the creation of a chef

giving independent powers to the Deputy Head at ail. clerkship, thon, secondly, a8k the concurrence of the Head of
the Dopartment in such report. Now, who is the Hiead of

Mr. BOWELL. Would you suggest giving independent tLe Department of the Auditor-General?
Powers te a Deputy Head? Sir HECTOLb LANGEVIN. The intention is that tho

Mr. CASEY. That is not the question. The question is Auditor-General shah communicato with the Council, report
whether this Bill gives him indopendent powers or not? under the Audit Act te the Ministor of Finance, tho the
1 Say it does net. It provides te give him independent Minîster of Finance comes te Ceuncil and makes bis report.
POwers, but does not do so. If the hon. gentleman would Mr. BLAKE. 0f course it is a maLter of indifférence
read the Bill before ho speaks, it would be better. It is hrough what memberot the Govcrnment the Audîtor-Gen-
adnitted on all hands the Deputy Head would net exercise oral shah communicato with the Government, but it is net
these powers except as ho was told by the hon. Minister. a maLter of indifference, having regard te the peculiar office
]Y opinion is that a Deputy Head should have independent cf Auditer-Generai, that you should premcribo tht aûybody

ers of action in certain matters ef discipline. He would is the Head cf this Department except himselL Tho
a fairer arbitrator than 1 ho responsible Head, because ho whele efficacy and utihty cf the arrangement will b.

1e supposed te have no political leanings. This particular dependant upon bis occupying an entirely independent posi-
clause should go a little further. Net only the dismissals L
Of Deputy Heads, but all the proceedings of the Civil Service botween the 'ovornment and larliament, and is responsible
relative te appointments and dismissals ihould be laid before te both Houses cf Parliament; thereforo it is that I foot a
Parliament during the first fifteen days of the Session. That the Ministo th Crw s te ied
was provided in the Bill I had the honor to introduce. I
think it is the practice in England to bring down the Civil ef the in aroong te the ugton ih e m

ervice report at an early day, which contains a full state- ptm cf L hE uGerAuruent of what was done during the year. This would save
a great many returns being asked for.Auditor-enera is te commuiatE with the Govornment,
an clase 10,or and ho must conimunicate through 012e cf the Minister8;

On clause 10,Mr,. CASEY. This clause is very vague. What are tehe
lie-CASY. his laue i ver vaue.WhataretheMinister cf Finance, thon Lbe Minister of Finance presental

other duties and powers referred te in it? his communication te the ouncil.
'r. BLAKE. The only objection I see te that is that it Mr. BLAKE. Tho hon. gentleman will see that the pro.

night be interpreted te give a very high measure of esses te be gene tlrougb would bo these: That tbe
authority by the Governor in Council to a Deputy Heach. Auditr-General, who is td b. calod the Hend of the Depat

clue bywt mthat aking wid read twhu b" Itnotr oht.ea ay
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there is to be concurrence of the Head of the Department in
such report. Now, who is the Head of the Department of
the Audit Office ? The difficulty is not that some one Min-
ister of theCrown is to be the Minister through whom the
Auditor-General is to communicate with Council, but it is
that there is to be somebody's concurrence as the Head of
this Department.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman must
understand that though the Auditor-General bas certain
powers under the Audit Act, yet when he requires a new
officer he must apply to the Government, and it is for the
Government to say whether they will grant it or not.
Under these circumstances, we say that he shall communi-
cate to the Council through the hon. Ministeor of Finance
The hon. Minister of Finance will see whether the office is
required; he will then report to the Council, reporting
the request of the Auditor-General, and his own enquiry
into it, as to whether the request shall be granted or not.
Some one of the Ministers must tell us whether the
request should be assented to. That does not
change the position of the Auditor. The Auditor-
General has the power under the law; we cannot
take it from him, and we do not wish to do so, but
we desire to regulate the service, and in order to do so some
Minister must communicate between the Auditor-General
and the Council.

Mr. BLAKE. I admit there must be avehicle between
the Auditor-General and the Council, but I do not agree with
the arguments of the hon. Minister of Public Works. The
Auditor-Generalihas to keep a watchful eye over the Minister
of Finance more than any other Minister, and therefore he
should be in no degree under his supervision.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot understand why the
Minister of Finance has to be particularly guarded, because
the Auditor-General has to exercise a check over the
spending department. My experience as Finance Min-
ister is that I am not able to put my hand on a dollar of
public money, and I repudiate the statement that the
Department of Finance requires to be more carefully looked
after than the other Departments.

Mr. CASEY. It should be provided that the Auditor-
General should report bis recommondations direct to the
Governor in Council, and, in cate of Leir beil!g cincurred
in, they should be carried.

On clause 21,
Mr. CASEY. There is no provision that a Minister shall

make himself responsible for the number of third-class'I
clerks in his Department.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The first step in the service
is to be made as third-class clerk. If a Minister requiries
such assistance he reports to the Council and obtains it, pro-
vided that the amount has been voted by Parliament.

Mr. CASEY. The object of making the restriction is to
prevent a waste of public money, and to prevent the appoint-
ment of an unnecessarily large number of clerks; and
whether an appointment involved a promotion or a first
appointment the waste of public money would be equally
great, if the clerk was unnecessary. No doubt, in
usual cases when the Heads of Departments required
additional clerks, they reported the case to the Privy Coun-
cil and the appointment was made. In a great many cases,4
however, as the Commissioners stated, clerks were appointed1
by the Governor in Council although they were not(
required by the Head of the Department, but were simply(
placed in their position by the responsible Minister, or by
him acting, at the request of hie supporters. In this way a1
greater number of clerks than were needed were forced 1
into the Department where they were not wanted. I think j
à is more aecessary that therç hold bo a mit to drtl
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appointments than to promotions, because promotions wili
at ail events do some good to some one in the service,
whereas in the other case outsiders would be benefitted
at the cost of the publie. Another difference is,that promotions are not nearly so likely to be made the
subject of political pressure as appointments. It is much
easier to induce the Government to put in a new man at,
say $400, than to increase the salary of an officer from $600
to $1,000.

Clause amended so as to include third-class clerks, pack.
ers, sorters, &c.

On sub-section 2, clause 20,
Sir ALBERT J. SHETH. The sub-section rnads: "The

said increase may be suspended," &c. Does that include
only the last increase, or the suspended increases?

Sir HECTOR LANGRVIN. Simply the last.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Then I think you should so

state them,
Clause amended by inserting "for the then current year."
Mr. GUTIH RIE. I desire to call the attention of the hon-

Minister of Public Works to this 20th section, which seems
to me to conflict with the powers conferred upon the
Auditor-General under the 15th section of the Audit Act.
The latter gives the Auditor-General power to promote,
suspend, or remove any officers or clerks employed in his
Departiment, which power was considered at the time of the
passing of that Act to be essential to that independence of
action which it was thought that officor should possess.
But this clause appears to deprive him of that power, and
make his action subject to the concurrence of the Govern-
ment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I stated formerly that it
was not intended to curtail the Audit Act.

On clause 22,
Mr. BLAKE. I suppose it is not intended to take any

power to create any offices but those for which Parliament
has provided.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; it is provided that no
officers shall be appointed unless salaries are voted for
them.

On clause 23,
Mr. CASEY. This is a clause that will probably give

rise to some discussion, and I intend to put my views with
regard to it on record in a permanent form, unless the
leader of the Opposition does so. I object to the principle
of a qualifying examination, conducted by a board of Civil
Service examiners, appointed during pleasure, which I can.
not think could be a thoroughly impartial examination.
Besides, if there is to be a qualifying examination, why
have a preliminary one before that ? Will not one exami-
nation sufficiently show a man's knowledge of arithmietic,
orthography, handwriting, and everything else required un
him. It is not necessary to have a preliminary examination
to settle whether a man is to go up to a qualifying exami-
nation or not.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This preliminary examina-
tion is required in order that if a man does not know the
elements of arithmetic or orthograpliy, or is unable to write,
he should not be allowed to waste the examiner's time in
examining him. This provision is necessary to weed out
the number of applicants. If they have not the elementary
qualifications they should not be presented to the higher
examinations.

Mr. BLAKE. T confess myself utterly unable to see the
policy of this preliminary examination. We have agreed
that the exam nation should be in writing, which would
show the knowledge of writing and orthographY in the
applicant, Now, wha are you doing? lu the fir8t pAW
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you require the attendance of all tho candidates twice instead
of once. Does the hon. gentleman intend the preliminary
shahl immediately precede the qualifying examination ?

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. BLAKE. If so, what is the sense of it, because it is

quite obvious that a part of the examination will be in writ-
ing. If you decide that a candidate's knowledge of writing,
orthography, or arithmetic, which are the elements, is
defective, where is the use of proceeding any further? I
am not aware of any case in which there is, for a qualifying
examination, a preliminary examination to ascertain his
knowledge of these elements. If he is deficient in those
respects, that should at once dispose of bis pretensions.
This double examination would be a mere expense to the
country. The ordinary course is, in these examinations, to
test a nian's knowledge by the state of his papers on such
elementary subjects, and to notify him, if ignorant in regard
to those cardinal requisites, that he need go no further. It
seems necessary by this Bill to provide two separate sets of
papers, one for the preliminary and the other for the quali-
fying examination. It is an entirely changed course as
regards my experience. I would ask the hon. member for
Middlesex, who bas had a large experience in such matters,
whether he knows of any precedent for it?

Mr. ROSS. I could not understand that provision in the
Bill myself, and I intended making enquiries regarding it.
I do not know what is meant by a qualifying examination, I
sce no necessity for it either. I know it is not required for
Normal School work.

Mr. BLAKE. Nor in any University examinations.
Mr. ROSS. No. I hope the hon. Minister will eliminate

that feature of the Bill, and allow candidates to go through
for what they are worth. The examiners could soon see
whether they were deficient in orthography, writing, &c.,
and govern themselves accordingly:

Mr. CASEY. I am sure the insertion of this clause has
arisen from a confusion between this examination and the
English system recommended by the Commissioners, who
renommended a prehminary examination. I think, by an
oversight, this preliminary examination clause bas been
copied into the Bill along with the qualifying examination.
The qualifying examination is simply to see whether the
man is fit for the office. There is no use in testing him
twice. As to this clause saving time, the candidate will
have to go through two examinations. With one they
would save time, but not with two.

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. Our object is to save time
and money. The examination will take place in Ottawa,
when candidates will have to pase their preliminary exami-
nation, testing their orthography, writing and arithmetic, in
regard to whieh, if they pass well, they will be subjected to
a qualifying examination. Why, if those candidates are
unUit, should you have them present to pass an examination
with their papers and afterwards reject them? It is a great
deai better to reject them at once if not able to pass a prior
examination. I think the preliminary is required.

Mr. CASEY. The worst thing in the double examination
Would be the loss of time. The examiners would have to
spend as much time over the preliminary as if there was no
other examination. One paper showing ignorance of the
elemaents, such as writing and arithmetic, should, with a
single examination, decide the candidate's rejection. One
examination would save the examiners trouble and the
country great expense.

Mr. ROSS. How would the hon. Minister do in the case
Where préliminary examinations were to be held, say, in
British Columbia or Prince Edward Island, to see who would
be fit for the qualifying examination, which preliminary
examinations would be held a month or two anterior to the
quali g, that the central Board might see how many
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candidates could pass the preliminary? A report would
have to be sent from British Columbia or Prince Edward
Island to prevent the unsuccessful fcom coming here for the
qualifying examination. Under another system the whole
work could be doue at once. It is not necessary to hold
this preliminary examination to weed out the stupid and
ignorant candidates. Every Board should have a crucial test
on one or two subjects, upon which the fate of the candidate
is decided; if hopelessly bad, they read their papers no
further. It would be a work of supererogation to do so.
By this Bill the examiners are having additional and
unnecessary labors imposed upon them. I know that in
my experience, I would far rather entail the expense of
doing this with one than two. I am quite satisfied that
the work would be better done, and there would be les
expense.

On clause 34,
Mr. CASEY. Why should the limit of thirty-five years

of age be applied to the inside service only ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the outside service

special qualification might be required as in the case of an
appraiser, who must be a man of experiencein business. By
putting a minimum and a maximum age the idea was that
for the lower grades of the service we would not take men
younger than eighteen or older than thirty-flve, but in
cases where men in the Department are not available,
special men who have passed examination may be taken,
though thirty or thirty-five years of age.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. Minister's answer in regard to
appraisers is very satisfactory, but I cannot call to mind any
other cases to which the same reason would apply. I think
that the limit might be put at thirty-five years of age in
the outside service, excepting for appraisers and a few
others requiring special qualifications.

Progress reported.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills (from the Senate) were severally in-
troduced and read the tirst time:-

Bill (No. 148) to amend the Acts respecting the Militia
and Defence of the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Caron.)

Bill (No. 149) to remove certain doubts as to the effect
of " The North-West Territories Act, 1880," and to amond
the same.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 150) to incorporate the Royal Academy of
Arts.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD 'moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole on Bill (Noé
102) further to amend "An Act to amend and consolidate
the several enactments respecting the North-West Mounted
Police Force."

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(in the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the Bill be
amended by striking out clause 12.

Amendment agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that clause 13

be amended by inserting the following words:-
" A ny member of the force other than a commisioned offloer convict-

ed of."
Amendment agreed to, and Bill reported.
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On motion for third reading,
Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not intend to divide the House

on the Bill, but as I believe the increase of the force was
not necessary, 1 must ask to have this Bill passed on a
division.

Bill read the third time and passed on a division.

TRINITY HOUSE AND HARBOR COMMISSIONERS
OF MONTREAL.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
126) to amend the Act respecting the Trinity House and
Harbor Commissioners of Montreal.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I would like to draw the atten-
tion of the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries to the
second clause, which provides that thefHarbor Conmissioners
shall have power to make by-laws respecting certain por-
tions of the River St. Lawrence, and for the use of those
portions of the river by craft of a different character. lt,
seems to me very considerable hardsbip might arise under
the operation of that Bill as it stands at present, and I would
suggest that some amendment to that clause be made.

Mr. McLELAN. To meet the views of the hon. gentle-
man, I move, in amendment, to insert the following words in
the second clause at the end of the sixteenth line: "Except
in case of accident or stress of weather."

Mr. WHITE. I am afraid that the amendment will
hardly cover the whole of the difficulties which would arise
under the operation of this clause of the Bill. I aam informed
that at a certain point on the River at Cap à la Roche, which
is on that portion of the river between Batiscan and Cape
Charles, a ing steamer tugging rafts finds it impossible it
certain stages of the tide, owing to the strength of the cur-
rent, to keep those rafts out of the deep water channel, and
the result of an accident occurring to any large vessel
through coming in collision with any raft would be exceed-
ingly disastrous to the owner of the craft, which was
improperly using those channels, even though using them
under circumstances beyond the control of the owner of
those crafts. I would suggest that after the 36th line the
hon. Minister insert these words:

"Provided always that no such restrictive by-laws shall apply to
any craft, barge or other vessels of light draught which may be carried
inte the deep water channels at the points above named upon the river
Et. Lawrence, by accident, stress of weather, or force of current."

if that addition was made to the clause I think there would
be no objection to it; without it I think it would be very
objectionable.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Have the Harbor Commissioners
been consulted in regard to the Bill?

Mr. McLELAN. Yes, it bas been referred to the Harbor
Commissioners and carefully considered by them.

On clause 2,
Mr. WHITE. It is a great hardship to declare

by this Bill that owners of rafts carried into the
deep water channel by the force of the current or by
accident shall be liable. In that portion of the river
between Batiscan and Cap à la Roche, it is impossible
to keep vessels from entering into the deep water channel.
It seems to me it would not be straining the clause if the
hon. the Minister would allow the words "force of the cur-
rent" to be added. I think when extraordinary powers
like these are proposed to begiven to the Harbor Commis-
sioners, a concession might be made to prevent the possi-
bility of people being rendered liable for damage from an
act over which they had no control.

Mr. McCUAIG. It is of the utmost importance that the
channel should be kept clear, as they are always difficult to
mnanage, ospeciallyin currents. 1I' the principles mentioned
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by the last speaker were applied, it would be found that
small vessels would be getting in the way of larger ones,
which would be towed up and down the river. I think the
Bill is much preferable as it stands.

Mr. McLELAN. If it is found, when the regulations are
submitted to Council, that exceptions of this kind should be
made, they can be made by the regulations.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). If the hon. Minister refuses to
add those words, I shall only have to give notice to add
them on the third reading.

On clause 4,
Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me that this clause grants

powers with reference to railways, of a very extended
character, and we should certainly have some explanations
from the hon. Minister as to whether the by-laws' provid-
ing for the enforcement of these arrangements with the
railway companies are to be compulsory upon the railways
with which all arrangements may be made. The Railway
Committee of the Privy Councit can give certain facilities
to railways with regard to connections, and so on, but cer-
tainly it is unusual to attempt to enforce such arrangements
by by-law. Are those arrangements voluntary or not?

Mr. McLELAN. It is intended that the Commissioners
shall have power to arrange with the Grand Trunk and
other railways for increased facilities for conveying and
carrying by such railways to and from vessels in the har-
bor and for making connection between such railways
eastward and westward. It is intended that such powers
shall, of course, be voluntary and the by-laws for the purpose
of carrying them out.

Mr. BLAKE. If thesn arrangements are to be volunfary
they could be made between the different railway conipanies
themselves, and I would like to know what powers it is pro-
posed to give to the Harbor Commissioners. Is it power
to compel any company to agree to anything ? No, the
hon. gentleman says. Have they not power at this time to
allow any railway company they like to go down to their
wharves ?

Mr. MoLELAN. They say not, and they want to make
a general regulation with all the railway companies.

Mr. BLAKE It does seem to me that the provision
that the Harbor Commissioners, instead of the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council, shall have power to arrange
for connections between the railway companies, to define
terms, &c., is wholly unsym metrical. Wh.y should not the
Railway Committee of the Privy Council dispose of these
connections when no voluntary agreement can be made?
What power is to be given to the Harbor Commissioners to
enforce arrangements ? The ordinary laws of the land are
the usual resort for their enforcement; and if these are
inadequate in this instance, in what particular are they so;
and in that respect is it intended to empower this flarbor
Commission to enforce these arrangements?

Mr. McLELAN. The Harbor Commissioners have the
power to enforce regulations for the transmission of freight
on all the wharves under their control. Draymen and all
transport companies doing business in Montreal are under
the control of the Harbor Commissioners, and they have
power to adopt rules in relation to them, and they ask
the same power to be given to them in respect to any
regulation they may make with railway companies for the
transmission of freight.

Mr. BLAKE. I move to insert in the second line of the
4th clause, between the word "make " and the word
" arrangements," the word "voluntary," so that a may be
made clear.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the hon. gentleman
Iad botter consider the effect of that. The object Of
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Bill is to empower the Harbor Commissioners to manage
the business entrusted to them in an efficient way. They
have no possible interest or object in view, except to make
such arrangements with the persons doing business on the
wharves, under their charge, as are essential to tbe pub-
lic good, and I do not see why the hon. gentleman should
wish to prevent them from making the necessary arrange-
ments with railway companies who are permitted to lay
tracks upon their wharves for the purpose of carrying
on business in the harbor. It seems to me that the
proposal is a perfectly reasonable one, and that the
suggestion of the hon. gentleman is calculated entirely to
deteat its object.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister who has charge of the
Bill tells us that these are only to be voluntary arrange-
ments. I propose that what the hon. Minister in charge of
the Bill assures us is intended, shall be embodied in the Bill,
anti the hon. the Minister of Railways tells us that to
embody bis colleague's proposal in the Bill will be entirely
to defeat it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It may be intentional to
have voluntary arrangements, but the putting of the word
" voluntary " in the Bill is an invitation to any person who
does not wish to make the arrangements to refuse, to make
them.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is said that the Grand Trunk Company
have already extended their rails along several of these
wharves. There was sonm dispute as to their right to run
their rails where they did. If that is the case this House
will ompower the Harbor Commissioners to compel the
Grand Trunk, who have their rails there already, to enter
into such arrangements as they choo-e to dic!ate. If at
prosent there are no rails on the streets adjoining those
wharves, and we are simply enabling the Commissioners to
induce the Companies by some means or other to extend
their lines along the wharves, that is a very different thing.
It is a question whether there are not private rights involved
in this matter, which we ought most carefully to guard and
respect.

On clause 4,
Mr. ANGLIN. Would it not be well before the clause is

carried, to require that the by-laws for the regulation of
these matters and the enforcement of the provisions of the
Bill, should receive the approval of the Governor in Council?
I think they should.

Mr. McLE LAN. With regard to the suggestion of the
hon. member for Renfrew, as to the portion of the river
mentioned, there may be some force in his objection; so I
have no objection to adding the words he suggested.

Bill reported, read the third time and passed.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS.

Mr. MOLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
121) to exempt vessels employed in fishing from the pay-
ment of duties for the relief of sick and distressed mar-
mers.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mfittee.

(In Committee.)

Mr. KILLAM. I suppose the hon. Minister can now
give us explanations regarding this Bill. I am scarcely yet
satisfied that there is any neeessity for its introduction at
all. Ie ought to be able to inform the flouse how much
is spent upon the sick mariners of foreign vessels, and
Whether the larger amount of the fund is paid by thefishermen of our own vessels or the steamers that call atOur ports.

Mr. MoLELAN. Very little of the Sick Mariners' Fund
is paid by the fishermen of the Dominion. Al the small
coasting vessels coasting from one part of the Province to
another, are exempt from the payment of these dues, or con-
tribute very little; and in any case they do not participate
in the benefits of it unless they go beyond the Province in
which they pay the dues which enttile them to that Advan.
tage. Our own vessels which fish one part of the year, and
the other portions make voyages beyond the limits of one
Province, will therefore be called upon to pay those dues,
and will be entitled to the benefits of the fund. But foreign
fishing vessels seldom enter our ports and pay any dues
unless they have a sick mariner on board, in which case
they enter the port, pay a few cents or dollars, and leave a
sick seaman on our hands, causing large expense. In one
or two cases when that has not happened, but when they
have entered our ports for this purpose, and been called
upon to pay the sick mariners' dues, their Government has
represented to this Government that it was an infringemnent
of the spirit of the fishing treaty. It is thought, therefore,
that it would be simpler and better to abolish the dues for
vessels exclusively engaged in fishing, or whon upon a
fishing voyage.

Mr. KILLAM. My information is that fishermen, as a
general rule, are willing to pay the dues and receive the
benefits. I am afraid the Bill will have an injurions effect.
What is a fishing vessel? Just now, as ho says, fishing
vessels coasting about one province do not pay hospital
dues; but if they go from one province to another, they do
pay them. During the early part of the season a fishing
vessel may be carrying oats, for instance, from Prince
Edward Island to Halifax, in which case they are liable to
pay those dues. Is she thon a fishing vessel, and are the
crew entitled to the benefits of the marine hospital ? I
think the owners, as a general rule, prefer to pay the dues,
and get the benefits of the system now in force.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman willunderstand
that if a vessel goes from one port to another, carrying
produce other than fish, she is liable to pay the dues and
participate in the benefits of the fund, and in almost all
cases our own fishing vessels do not contribute to the fund.
Our own fishing vessels do not contribute to the fund,
because they are chiefly employed coasting within the
province.

Mr. ANGLIN. A groat many of our small vessels pass
from the ports of one province to those of another, and
many of themr go to Montreal and Quebec with cargoes of
oysters and fish.

Mr. McLELAN. That is not a fishing voyage, and
would not exempt them from the dues.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). One of the leading
firms in my constituency asked me to object to this mea-
sure, but if the explanation of the hon. member is correct,
they will have no objection to it. Supposing a vessel
is employed three or four months in fishing, and the
remainder of the year in coasting trade, and paid during
the latter portion hospital dues, would she have benefit of
the fund during the whole year?

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes. You cannot draw any other
conclusion from the Bill.

Mr, FLYNN. As the Bill now stands it exempts fishing
vessels from those dues. Our vessels commence fishing
early in the spring and continue until October. During
that time they are exempt from paying the dues. Pre-
quently, however, after that, they make trips with produce
to Halifax, and are then liable to pay into this fund. While
they would not participate in the benefit during the sum-
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mer, they would be compelled to pay the dues toward the
end of the season.

Bill reported, read the third time and passed.

FRENCH DOMINATION.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do
now leave the Chair, for the House to go again into Com-
mittee of Supply.

Mr. TASSÉ. As we discussed the other day the
Irish Question in a manner which I sincerely trust will be
beneficial to the parties interested, I will take advantage
of this motion to offer some remarks on a subject
which concerne more directly a large portion of
the Canadian community. I wish I could avoid
bringing this subject under the notice of the
House, but the responsibility of the action does not rest
with me. This subject is pressed so unfairly and so per-
sistently on the public mind ; it has caused so much agita-
tion and so many misrepresentations; it will become such
a live issue during the approaching electoral campaign,
that no alternative is left than to put the matter in its true
light before this House and the country. The subject is
undoubtedly a difficult and a delicate one, but having
learned to respect those feelings in others, which are the
dearest to a man -his national and religious feelings-and
representing, as I do, one of the most mixed communities in
the country, the Capital of Canada; having been roturned
by a French as well as by an English majority, by a Catholic
as well as by a Protestant majority, I am confident that,while
standing up in the cause of truth and justice, to defend the
people of my race, I will say nothing that can hurt the
feelings of, or that can be properly objected to by my hon.
colleagues of other origine. For some time past you may
bave heard of the so-called French domination of this
country. For some time past you may bave read in the
newspapers which exercise a great, a controlling influence
sometimes on the other side of the House, that Frenchmen
were the ruling power in this Dominion, that they were
securing all the sweets of office, and had practically muzzled
the British Lion. For some time past you may have read
in the same paper that the hon. Prime Minister-although
styled sometimes one man power-was but a pliant
tool in their bands, and that this great Province of Ontario
bad to suffer once more the humiliating sway of her sister
Province. Snch is the temper of that press, that even the
name of my hon. friend the Secretary of State has been
cited lately by the Globe as a "conspicuous repre-
sentative of the bleu interest"-these are the words of the
paper-in order to scare the good people of Ontario--and
why ? Because my hon. friend had signed, in his
capacity of Secretary of State, a document touching the
much vexed boundary question of Ontario, which document
emanated from His Excellency the Governor in Council. It
is. true this cry of French domination is not new in
this country. During more than fifteen years it has beer
echoed and re-echoed on almost every stump, on almost every
husting from one end of this Province to the other, and in
almost every Grit journal from the Globe down. It is
questionable, if but for it the Grit party could have existed
at all. In fact, that cry was put into its mouth as its war
cry, as its watch-word on almost the very day of its birth.
Hatred of the French Canadian seems to have been, I am
very sorry to say, the first love of the Grits. No wonder
that the French Canadian has been compelled sometimes
most reluctantly to return the compliment. We all know
that this cry of French domination has a most injurious
effect in inflaming the passions of the people, in creating
an ardent jealousy between the two Provinces of Uppor and
Lower Canada, and an intense rivalry between two races
which have spent already too much of their vigor and j

Mr. FLYNN.

energy in fruitless struggles. We all know that,
owing to that agitation, the administration of public
affairs became almost impossible in this country,
and Confederation became a political necessity. We all
know that, owing to that agitation, the Conservatives
of Ontario had to suffer seriously, had to lose many an
election, being branded as the enemies of their Province, as
the enemies of their creed, as the enemies of their race.
But, Sir, thanks to the sober second thought of the people
the clouds of public prejudice have been dispelled, and
we have seen the great Conservative leader recognized as
the best champion, as the truest friend of the interests of
Ontario. Although the hon. member for Lambton, when
inebriated with power, predicted that the Conservatives of
Ontario would never regain the confidence of this
Province, we have seen the day when the hon.
gentleman himself scarcely escaped defeat in the
very county which he represents; we have seen
the day when his party almost found a grave in that
very Province in the great Liberal slaughter of 1878.
When the Grits joined the Conservative party and estab-
lished Confederation, and it is one of the very few acts in
their history that commands my admiration, we heard no
more of the cry of French domination. The French ghost van-
ished for a time in the pigeon-holes of the Globe office. When
the Grits succéeded in capturing the Government in 1873,
we did not hear of French domination, nor during the whole
of their term of office. To speak of French domination in
those days would have been indeed like a sneer and a farce.
The French element was represented in the Cabinet by
men who were not always creditable to their race, and whose
sole ambition, in most instances, was to serve their country
in the capacity cf governors and judges, far, very far, from
the verdict of their electors. Such mon evidently could not
possess that fair share of public influence whieh they should
otherwise have exercised. Js it necessary to men-
tion M. Antoine Aimé Dorion-a distinguished demo-
crat fascinated by what the on. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) would call the "flummery of titles "-who
was appointed Chief Justice of Quebec after having declared
from his seat in this ouse that no such an appointment
was contemplated; Mr. Letellier, who became Governor of
Quebec, and who did, Sir, what Queen Victoria with all her
might has never dared to do, thus inflicting what would
have been a death blow on responsible government had
such an act remained unpunished at our hands; Mr. Four-
nier, who became a member of the highest, if not the most
popular, tribunal of the land; Mr. Cauchon, whose crime
smelled to heaven, according to the Liberal organ, and who
was then thought fit, in that capacity I suppose, by that
very Government to represent ler Majesty in the Prairie
Province, when my hon. friend from Quebec East,
out of self-respect had refused to sit in the same
Cabinet which made him Governor. It seems certain aise
that Mr. Laflamme would have been requested to adorn the
Bench, but for the untimely transaction of the ballot box in
Jacques Cartier, where our friends opposite showed to the
people of this country how they could fabricate and manu-
facture votes in order to raise what they calilthe standard
of public morality. Sir, as my opinion on the personnel of
the late Cabinet might be supposed unfair or prejudicedi
let me adduce some witnesses whose impartiality cannot be
questioned. My hon. friends opposite will not deny that
La Patrie is the recognized official organ of their party In
the district of Montreal. Weil let us see what La Patrie
stated in an article of the 25th November, 18hO:

" Mr. Dorion, although serving under the leadership of Mr. Mackenzie,
was really the chief of the party. Hia withdrawal from othece Was 800
after followed by that of Messrs. Fournier and Letellier. It is needtes
to recall the events which followed. Power was concentrated inthe
hands of Messrs. Mackenzie and Cartwright who had no one to check
mate themi."
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Ido not attach much importance to the Octawa Free Press,
but as it is the recognized organ in this city of my hon.
friends opposite, I will quote the following opinion pub-
lished on the 12th October, 1879:-

"Previons to the 17th of last month none were more obsequious than
those who are now denouncing the late Premier as the marplot of the
Liberal party, whose defeat they attributed to Mr. Mackenzie's tyranny,
stubbornness and want of tact. Referrin to the ingratitude thos
expressed, the Montreal Gazette aye:- iNo aser kind of igrati:ude
can be imagined,, than that of men willing to serve leaders %rben in
power, and turning upon them when power passes from their han de.
Tlhe Liberal party of Quebec added neither strength nor respectability'
to the Liberal party of the Dominion during the last five years.'
Although we are far lrom includingall the Quebec Liberals in the list of
ingrates, yet there is much of truth, manfully spoken, lu what our con-
temporary utters. That the Liberal party of Quebec added neither
strength nor respectability to the Liberal party of the Dominion during
the last five years, is too sweeping an assertion, as few will deny that
the Hon. Mr. Dorion brought strength and respectability to the party.
The Gazette's remark migbt apply to the situation during the last year
or two, when the accessions to the Cabinet were not always accessions
of strength or respectability."

Well, Mr. Speaker, there was no French domination in those
days but there was. French humiliation All around. Since
the triumphant return of the Conservatives to power
we have again heard the famous cry of French dom-
ination. The French ghost, which is more frightful than
all the ghosts painted by Shakespeare, has i e-appeared and
is now lhaunting, agitating, disturbing, every Grit camp,
every Grit meeting; that ghost 'even made its appear-
ance the other day within the walls of the Chamber. Sir,
I draw the attention of the flouse and country to the faet
that this cry is always raised when it is thought proper by
the Liberal party to excite and lead astray the
publie opinion of the country, especially in the Province
of Ontario. Mr. Speaker, when the last canpaign took
place In Ontario during the year 1879 the same appeal was
again made by the Liberal party, and a good many people
caught the infection, and now that the day cannot be very
far distant when both parties will have to give an account
of their votes and conduct to our common judge, the people
of this country, the same mean, disloyal and disreputable
tactics are resorted to. So common is this practice that
you can hardly open a Grit newspaper in the Province of
Ontario, from the Globe downwards, without seeing articles
against that so-threatening French domination. I will
not worry the House by reading long extracts from these
papers, but as that kind of evidence, I am sure, is familiar
to many, if not most of hon. members, I will fake the liberty
to read a few lines which will givean idea, however imperfect
it may be, of the work of misrepresentation and demagog-
ism which is now so eagerly prosecuted by the Li beral
party in the great Province of Ontario. The controlling
organ of that party the Globe stated on 4th May, 1879:

' When Ontario joined the Confederation her supposition was by
doing so she had escaped from Lower Canadian domination. The
present subservience of the Government to Quebec Conservatives
tbrows a doubt on this and our future position, and brings up the whole
subject again. • • •0 • The Tories frllow the lead
of their precious chiefiain, and would put Ontario, which Province they
know they cannot either cheat or control, back again under the rule of
the Frenchmen, whom Sir John can humbug and swindle if he cannot
control."

In another article, 4th Nov ember, 1879, the Globe com-
plained still more bitterly of the supposed French
ascendancy:

" The old saying that Ontario i the milch cow for the remaining
Provinces, was never more forcibly preven than it is by the action of
the Present Government in relation to tae distribution of patronage.
Ontario with nearly one-half of the population of the Dominion, and
directly and indirectly contributing a larger proportion than that to the
Dominion revenue only at the present time receives about one-fifth of
the Patronage. The Department of Finance, Justice, Railways and
(anals, Marine and Fisheries, and of the Speaker of the senate, are
devoted to the three Maritime Provinces, while of the remaining
Departments those of Public Works, Inland Revenue, Militia and

efnoe1md4he-ouse of commons, re given te the Provinee-of Que-

bec alone. In the Department of the Speaker of the Commons the
Fzeneh Canadians are receiving the lion's share of the Patronage, and
the English speaking employees are being plundered to satisfy them.
Last Session of Parliament in this Department pages and messengers
were employed who could not speak a word of Engliah. These are
specimens f the manner in which Speaker Blanchet is administering
the affairs or his Department."

Let us see now what says another leading Grit paper which
is understood to represent the hon. member for Bgthwell,
the London Advertiser, which fulminates almost every day
against the Frencli domination. The following article is
very recent, being dated the 15th February last:-

"The French Tories envy the prosperity of Ontario, and they are
determinedc to dismember ber, if possible. Mr. Meredith and his
followers are not representing Ontario, they are representingthe Quebec
Bleus-they have become their servile instruments-Ontario was for
years subject to the annoyance of Quebec roryism They obtained local
self..government to maintain their local independence, and tbey find a
band of conspirators, who, for tte sake of the support of the most
narrow-minded and unprogressive party in ail Christendom, are ready
to betray thm. Sir John Macdonald bas upon this question surrendered
himself to Sir Hector Langevin and his followers.'

In an article still more fresh, on the 22nd February, the
Ottawa Free Press used the following language:-

" The Dominion Ministry aim at nothing lees than reducing this
Province to a position subordinate to Quebec, in order to vest the
Government of the country in the hands of a party which could not
even exist without the aid of that most stupid. bigoted, retrogressive
faction, the Quebec Bleus."

The French element ruled this Dominion to the detriment,
prejudice and exclusion of our Eniglish fellow-citizens-at
least such is the gist of these articles and of a great many
other articles written in the same style and animated in the
same spirit, but ail calculated to stir up and revive the
national feuds of former days. I know sufficient of the
feelings of the people of the Province of Quebec to know that
its members and its population do not wish to deprive or
rob Ontario of a single inch of territory which properly,
legally and constitutionally belongs to that Province. The
unanimity with which the French members of this House
voted the other day for the reference of the boundary
question to the highest tribunal either in Canada or the
Mother Country, is the best proot of the spirit of justice
and fairness which animates tLem, and they were aided on
that occasion by followers of the hon. member for Quebec
East.

Mr. LAURIER. Your party could not show so mnuch
independence as that.

Mr. TASSÉ. No doubt I have a strong faith in the
French Liberals of Quebec, ithough there are not many in
this House. The hon. mem ber, in speaking of the question
of boundary the other day-

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member has no right to refer to
a past debate.

Mr. T ASS9. J am referring to a speech made by his hon.
friend and supporter, as reported in the papers of the day,
and I will make only a short quotation, which will be very
agreeable to the hon. member for Quebee East. Ilere is
what the bon. member said, when opposing the reference of
that question to the Privy Coucil-

Mr. SPEAKER. I am afraid the hon. member is refer-
ing to a past debate.

Mr. TASSÉ. I quite understand why the leader of the
Opposition is so anxious that the utterances of the hon.
member for Quebec East should not be read in this House
to day. Have you, Mr. Speaker, decided that I have no
right to read the uxtract.

Mr. SPEAKER The hon. member as no right to refer
to a past debate.
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Mr. TASSE. I am only reading from a report of the

speech.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member cannot read it.

Mr. TASSE. So the hon. leader of the Opposition does
not wish to hear the reasons given by his colleague for
opposing the reference of the boundary question to the Privy
Council. We all know that the hon. member for Quebec
East has been lauded by the Grit press for the exceptional
broad-mindedness he displayed on this subject. Well, let me
state that the great argument adduced by the bon. member
for Qnebec East was, that by allowing the question to be re-
ferred to the Privy Couneil it might add a great deal to
the Province of Ontario, much more than was awarded.

Somehon. MEM BERS. Order.
Mr. TASSÉ. If you deny that such language has been

used I will have to rend the speech. Now, that
the question of order is disposed of, and I hope satisfactorily
to my hon. firiends on the other side, I will say this: that the
French Conservative members of this Bouse are not respon-
sible for the fact that the Ontario Government has refused,
for electioneering purposes-for party purposes -to accept
such a fair proposail as a reference of the question to the
Privy Couneil or the Supreme Court, because that proposal,
if I am well informed, was made by the present Premier as
early as 1872, and for it the Freneh members would have
voted as they voted on a similar proposition the other day.

Mr. SPEAKfER. The hon. member will be kind enough
not to refer to a past debate.

Mr. TASSÉ. I amr speaking of now 1872.

with the amounts of their salaries.
lowing statement for the year 1881:

Let me give the fol-

INSIDE SERVICE.
(From the Publie Accounts of 1881.)

Department.

Governor Genl's Secretary's Office...
Privy Council ....... 3......................
Justice .... ... ... .......................
Militia and Defence. ..................... 10
Secretary of State ...................... 7
Interier . .. ... .. ...... ............. 6
Auditor General's Office.......... .. 2
Finance ».............. . ........ .......
Treasury Board ......... ... ,..............
customs .. ........... ................ 2
Inland Revenue...................ô
Public Works ................... 12
Railwayq and Canals..............8
Post Office Department ................. 13
Agriculture ..... ................ 22
Marine and Fisberies ...............
Civil ServiceBar. . . .

95

Freneh.,

No. ISalaries.
$ ets.

3,750 00

12,529 15
8,566 67
6,150 00
1,444 55

4,050 0
4,984 63

13,756 09
14,275 00
8,860 17

212 '0
5,100 00

$103,696 26

Other origins.

No. Salaries.

S ets.
7 12,875 oo

13 10,349 60
17 19,039 05
20 22,568 28
32 28,234 98
50 55,881 48
15 19,866 63
42 49,925 00
2 2,133 38

24 26,511 97
21 24,249 23
il 14,008 48
18 24,477 73

101 92,383 46
8 11,775 00

20 24,347 50
2 600 00

403 $439,217 77

It is impossible to find a similar return as far as the officers
of the Parliament and those of the outside service are con-
cerned, their names, for some unaccountable reason, not
being given in the Publie Accounts. But a return like

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The rule is that no allu- thatwhich 1 ask lor was protuced in 1872, and fron it I
sion shall be made to a previous dehate in the same Session, wili draw the fol1owing statement which probably has not
but there is no rule preventing a reference to a debate in a been materially altered since that year:
previous Session.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman has been refer- PARLIAMENT.
ring to -a debate of this Session. (Prom an ofciai return publi8ked in 1872..

Mr. TASSÉ. I was referring to 1872, and I said that

the French Conservative members cannot be held respon-
sible for the fact that the Ontario Government has refused
for party purposes to accept the proposal which the
present Premier made as early as 1872, and that we would No. Salaries. No.ISalariei.
have voted thon for it as we voted for it the other day.. ----
Now, Mr. Speaker, so far as the public patronage
mentioned in the Globe is coneerned, a return for which I
have given notice in the Orders of the Day will settle that Commons......19 17,910 00 33 38,919 50Seuate.......... ..... 9 10,400 00 il 8,900 00
point. I trust that it will be tnade as accurate and com- Parlianent Library......... 6,500 00 7 8>5500
plete as possible. If sueh a grievance really exists, let us3- 48-5-e6-

know it and let us remedy it. We ask no favors, and I
think I am fairly echoing the sentiments of the mass of
the French people of this country when I say that
we only ask fair play, and equal rights with our
fellow citizens of other creeds and origins. We Cu8tom, Poat Ofice, Inland Revenue Marine and FisheriesFUMO
aski nothing more but nothing less. A similar returnW ,c.
was ordered last year by another Chamber but it has not
been biought down. In the meantime, I have taken the French. Other Origins.
trouble to collect a certain amount of statistics and other
information, and while a portion of them may not be very No. Salaries. No. Salaries
complete or very fresh it will throw sufficient light on the I
matter to show that there is nothing like French domin-- _ _-

ation in the shape of public patronage; that such domination
exists," figuratively speaking," only in the minds of the Nova Scotia .. ...... I114 3,299 00 891 »3,193 25
Grit pres and their stump speakers. Nay, they fulyNew Brunswick......... 14 3,100 00 509 216,579

Gritpre8 ad teirstup seakrs.Nuy thy fllyQueabec,................. .... 321 135728 50 431 220,474 50
demonstrate that not only have the French Canadians not Ontaro.................15 5,780 00 714 393,899 25
been treated with favor or partiality, but that they do not a . 1 600 00 6 3,2bO0
receive even a fair share of the patronage if representation Brllu.ia..... ... 126,2200

by origin is to be the determining basis. From the Publice.
Accounts we may ascertain who are the French and 372 153,217 50 2,604 11171,5W 50
English-speaking employees belonging to the inside service

MF.rcOeri
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As it may be interesting to know how we arrive at such
figures touching the Province of Quebee, I will submit the
following detailed statement:

PROVINCE OF QUEBEc.

French. Other Origins.

No. Salaries. No. Salaries.

@$ e. $ ets.
CustomsU........................ 75 34,634 50 156 78,225 50
Post Office.............. 70 35,180 00 77 51,239 00
Inland Revenue........ ......... 37 j 24,365 00 35 29 000 00
Public Works,....... .... ..... 35 13,199 00 39 18,636 00
Marine................... 104 28,350 00 123 42,576 00

321 135,728 50 431 229,474 50

Now, if we include the foregoing figures touching the
inside with the outside service, we obtain the following
result:

ABSTRACT.

French. Other Origine.
- No. Salaries.1I

No. Salaries. No. Salaries.

$ ets. $ ets. $ ets.
Inside Service.....:582 634,093 53 128; 138,506 26 450 495,587 27
Outside Service... 2976 1,324,756 00 372j 153,217 50 2604 1,171,b38 5r)

3588 1,958,819 53 5001291,623 7630581,667,125 77

This would give a proportion of French employés in those
branches of the public service of 7 per cent. As those figures
are partly from 1872, the number of officers has undoubted-
ly much increased since, but I do not think, I repeat, that
the proportion of their relative origins has been notably
altered. In connection with this statemènt, it may be proporly
asked what is the relative strength of the French population
in Canada. The last Census puis it at 1,298,803 souls,
apportioned as follows: Quebec, 1,01 3,820 ; Ontario, 102,147;
New Brunswick, 56,635: Nova Scotia, 41,219; Princ
Edward Island, 10,751 ; Manitoba, 9,949 ; North-West
Territories, 2,771, and British Columbia, 915. As
the French element represented an aggregate of
1,082,940 in 1871, we have thus an increase of more than
200,000 souls during the last decade-a result which is
wonderful if we take into account the emigration to the
United States and the fact that such an increase is due
entirely to their prolific qualities, qualities unsurpassed in
the history of iiankind. The population of Canada
being cailculated at 4,324,810 souls, the French
element is thus a little more than one-fourth
while it receives but one-seventh of the patronage.
lu the face of these facts, I may well ask where is the
French domination ? Where is the ghost, the horrid ghost
which is evoked every day by the Grit press to terrify the
people of Ontario ? French domination!1 Do you see it
in the fact that if the French element has more than its
sharein a few branches of the Dominion service, it is not
fairly represented in some while it is almost ignored in
others? Do you esee it in the fact that if yen except Quebec,
there are very few officers of French origin employed by
the Local Governments of the other Provinces? French
domination!1 French domination!1 Do you see it in the fact
that there is not a minority treated as justly and as gener-
Ously as that of the Province of Quebec-a treatment which
I would like to see imitated in all the other Provinces, in
order to show to the world t"at thre is not a spot on the

surface of the earth where the rights of every one are more
carefully guarded than in the free and happy land of
Canada. French domination I French domination!1
Do you see it in the most startling fact that
in the very Province of Quebec-the very bulwark
of our race-.-where the nine-twelfths of the people are of
French origin, the minority bas secured even the greatest
number of the federal offices; that in 1872 there were in
the Department of Customs, Post Office, Inland Revenue,
Public Works, Marine and Fisheries, 431 English speaking
officers receiving $220,47150, against 321 French employés
receiving $8d5,728.50-that is to say, there were 110 more
Englitsh-speaking officers than French ? French domina-
tion ! Do you see it in the fact that French constituencies
or constituencies with a French majority have elected, and
are still electing mon of another origin, of another creed,
to represent them? At this very moment, the hon. member
for the county of Ottawa-the King of the Gatineau,-the
hon. member for Richmond and'Wolfe, the hon. member
for Gloucester, one of the lights of the Oppoitiomn, the hon.
mermber lor Chateauguay, the hon. member for Shefford,
and te hon. member for Victoria, New Brunswick, all
represent counties having a French majority. In the past,
we have not been less generous, as it is fully exemplified by
the following facts as related by the late lamented Sir
ELienne Pascal Taché, the very man who predicted that the
last gun for Erglish supremacy on this continent woul: be
fired by a French Canadian :

" That the people of Lower Canaia always acted towards the English
with liberality was best exemplified by facts. Before the Union, while
the constituencies were almost exclusively French, English Protestant
gentlemen were frequently returned to Parliament; and he had now
opposite to him an hon member who hal for twenity years represented
an entirely French and Rtoman (atholic county. He doubts that in the
course of these tweaty years, the hon. gentleman had ever been
asked whether he were Scotch or Protestant. They took the man for
Lis sterling worth. It was even a fact that the French had elected
members with extraordiaary names, and, as eve.ry body knows, there
was sometimes a good deal in a name. Now, it there was one name
which French Canadians disliked more than another, it was that of
Luther. Yet they had elected a gentleman bearing that significant
appellation. He was glad they had, and he bad no doubt he had been
elected because of bis personal worth; but it unquestionably showed a
great deal of liberal feeling on the part of the electors. But if an
Engli3h Protestant was bad in the eyes of a French Canadian, a French
Protestant was infinitely worse, and jet the county of Lotbinière had
elected a French Canadian Protestant, without even questioning his
religion. Buit again, quite lat'ly in a division in Lower Canada, num-
bering only 50,000 sonle, of which only 1,400 wcre English, an election
of a membe.r tu this Chamber bad taken place, the candidates being a
French Roman Catholic gentleman, long and weli known, and an
English Protestant--and with what resuit? Why, that English Protes-
tant had beaten the French Canadian Roman Catholie by 1,000 votes.
Could any greater proof of a tolerasnt and liberal feeling be exhibited."

French domination! Da you see it in the fact that the
English minority, in the Province of Quebec, has five or
six representatives in the other Chamber and in the Legis-
lative Council of Quebec? DPo you see it also in the fact
that the last nominee to the Senate from the Province
of Quebec is a genleman, well and generally respected, but
who bas not a drop of French blood in his veins? French
domination ! Do you see it in the fact thatwhile the English-
speaking minority of Quebec is largely represented in the
Upper Chamber-and I am glad to see a minority
largely represented-the 102,713 Acadians, who differ
from us French Canadians only in nane, but who are the
same as oursolves in language, religion, politics and his-
torical associations-that they and the 108,605 French
Canadians scattered throughout the Province of Ontario
have not a single representative in the Senate-an injustice
I sincerely trust the Government of the day will repair
at an early opportunity. Those 211,345 Frenchmen
scattered throughout Ontario and the Maritime Provinces
will become, ere long, a very important factor in the
Canadian community. And their claims are the more
entitled to the consideration of the Government, that its
hon. leader, at the ime of the debate on0 «on4"ration,
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stated that the Senate had been established especially to lishmen against Frenchmen, to shake the very foundatbons
protect sectional rights. His very words were: of our political system, to break up the Union. The hon.

"l To the Upper House is to be conflied the protection of sectionalleader of the Opposition will claim, perhaps, that h le not
"Tntere., Uresponsi ble for the utterances of the Globe and the Grit press.

I know that before his promotion to that distinguished and
French domination 1 Do you see it in the fact that handreds responsi ble position-which I sincerely trust fbr the good of
of thonsands of dollars, if not millions, have been spent to the country he will occupy for a great many years-he
attract a foreign emigration to our shores, which, however was accused by that very paper of delivering "disturbing
desirable and useful it may be to the country at large, can- speeches," one of which I presume was the Aurora
not certainly increase the influence of French Canadians speech ; but I believe his views and those of that organ
Now the Government should spare neither pains are now quite in accord. The bon. gentleman bas been
nor expense to facilitate the returr of Canadians from the trumpOting his views over one-half the Dominion,
neighboring Republic. Thousands of them have been the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and even the
induced to return to their native land, which they wore Atlantic coast have resounded with the echoes of
compelled to desert under adverse circurmstances. Let us his eloquence-but ho never thought proper to state in his
do for them what we have done for the Mennonites and the numberless harangues that he had no sympathy with thatcry
Seandinavians. The other day several hundreds of French of French domination. The hon. gentleman visited Mon-
Canadians left New England to become settlers in our treal before the last local elections of Quebec, to organize, or
great North-West. Let us encourage that movement by all rather to reorganize a mach disorganized and dispirited
possible means, and we shall see ere long not only hundreds party, and I trust he is satisfied with the result of his
but thousands of Canadians of al' origine returning labors. He then could exclaim at the end of a speech:
to their country, which they love, to give it the benefit of Moi aussi, je suis Canadien, "I also am a Canadian ;" but ho
their intelligence, labor and industrýy. ln the face of these did not dare to oppose the power behind the Throne and
facts, it is quite evident there can be no eincerity in the satisfy the legitimate anxiety of his French supporters in
cry of French domination. The Globe and its satellites that Province, by stating that ho had no sympathy with
know perfectly well, unless more ignorant than fanatical, that anti- French policy. The hon. gentleman, who knows so
and that would be saying a great deal, that such a cry has well how to make prospective judges "speak now, " could
not the slightest foundation, that if any ascendancy existe, not find a word to say for the poor Frenchman. I will
or is to be dreaded in this country, it is not cer- have to conclude that, though not willing to sow the wind
tainly that of the French. Minorities can have no hoeis desirous to reap the whirlwind, though he will not
power or influence in a country like this, such as himself plant the bad tree of discord in our midst, he bas not
bas been asuribed to the French; they cannot rule the slightest objection to gather the bad fruit. If the hon.
except in exceptional cases with our well bulanced systemu le der of the Opposition has no sympathy with that cry of
of Goverrnment. How could the French minority rule French domination, how id it thut not only the Grit papers,
when this Government is not only supported by a but some of the most active members of hie party have
najority from Quebec, but by one still larger from the great denounced from the hustings and in the Local Legislature,

Province of Ontario, and by a majority from Nova Scotia, that so-called threatening French domination? How is it
Prince Edward Island, Manitoba and British Columbia? that the hon. the Socretary of State has been grossly in-
And this majority is not a "brute majority " as it was so sulted by a member of the Local Government on the sole
styled by the courteous member for Centre Huron the other account of his origin, that Mr. James Young, a former mem-
day, nor is it a majority of " slaves," as was described by the ber of this House, and one of the most prominent sup-
leader of the Opposition; but it is the majority of a Bouse, porters of the Government in the Local Legislature of
whieh, nccording to old parliamentarians, constitutes one of Ontario, bas used the following language in the debate on
the most intelligent and patriotic a,-emblies that ever sat in 1 the Address on the 18th January last:-
Canada. If ever the French minority had an occasional "In the old Province of Canada Sir John kept office for fifteen years
chance of ruling it would not abuse it. Its unsurpassed by denying the rights of Ontario to obtain a French 0anadian majority,
generosity towards other races, where it is the controlling and his action on the boundary award was evidently dictated by the
power, constitutes an everlasting monument that no penny- same motives. . . . The dovernment at Ottawa evidently hoped

.u.erto ingratiate themselves mnto the confidence of other Provinces, and par-
a-liner can either deface or destroy. And were it dsposed to ticularly Quebec, by dismembering Ontario and cutting it down to one-
be either unjust or intolerant, we know that nuo such temper halfits actual size.'
would be tolerated by our English fellow-citizens, who, how- If the hon. leader of the Opposition has no sympathy with
ever divided by party lines and barriers, know of no that cry, how is it that the hon. member for Contre Huron
division when the interests of John Bull are supposed to he haï qualified the French Conservative party in this louse
imperilled. Why thon is the Liberal party raising the cry as a small selfish clique. Here are the very words uttered
of French domination ? They raise it for more electoral and by him in the last debate on the boundary question:
political purpoes? They raisri to wkeup anim sities "'I do not believe that the majority of the people of Quebec grudgethat should have been buriod for ever. Tbey ra:se iL Lu divert us our rights, 1-ut I do fear, from past experience, that there is a smati,
the public mind from the real issues of the day-to make tbe selfish clique in Quebec who desire to deprive Ontario of her rights in
people forget, if possible, the great boon of the National this matter; and I fe r they have too much influence in deciding this
Policy, and that they are now, instead of suffering from question in-tue councils of the Dominion."
poverty and depression, enjoying unusual prosperity, and, If the bon. leader of the Opposition bas no sympathy with
instead of huge deficits, large surpluses-that they are ruled that cry, how is it that another of his colleagues, the hon.
now by statesmen who are not more muddlers of figures, member for North Norfolk, is reported to have uttered the
nor mere flies on the wheel, but who are statesmen succees. following observation-not from his seat in the House; I do
fulby working out the great and glorious deetinies of not believe he would dare to use such language from hie
Canada. Power is their sole object. Power is their magnetie seat in this House-but in a stump speech delivered a fort-
pole. To reach power they will sacrifice overything. To night before the opening of this House at Aylmer, county
reach power they deposed their former leader, and of Elgin. He said :
now they extol him to the skies. He may well " Why should Ontario submit to sBch injustice? It is the Province
exclaim: "Save me from such friends." To reach that pays three-fifths of the revenue of the Dominion; it is the heart of
power they are prepared to sow the seeds of civil w Canadian virtue, intelligence and enterprise, and it intenda to aseert

its rights. It has long enough oeen made the catspaw of French Ick-
A sProince aginst Provinee, Qred aipn (Grwd, E ng apites and hbild Ute hab.Mmmpublic work4f g- b.O.?
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I do not wish to misrepresent the hon. gentleman; but if he
bas really used that language, even in a stump speech, even
in the backwoods, I can on ly say as a member of this House
that it is to be regretted that a man of the ability and
standing of that bon. gentleman, who pretends to possess
liberal and broad views, should have so forgotten himself as
to use sncb coarse and unjust language towards a race
which deserves better treatment-a language which
I am sure, if it has been really used by the hon. gentleman,
wilI be resented by every Frenchman worthy of that name.
If I am told that it is not incumbent on the hon.
leader of the Opposition to stand by my countrymen
when they are unfairly and unjustly assailed, when they are
treated, for instance, as they were by the hon. gentleman for
North Norfolk, as lick-spittles, such an excuse could not be
urged in behalf of the member for Quebec East. Still that hon.
gentleman, who is supposed to be entrusted with a peculiar
mission in this flouse, bas remained as silent on that most
important point as bis hon. leader-I will not say bis
master -nlthough that would be a very fitting return for the
epithet of slave addressed to us by the hon. leader of the
Opposition. One would have thought, however, that the hon.
gentleman had made sufficient sacrifices to please bis leader.
Was it not enough that he should have sacrificed the views of
his party, or rather the remnant of bis party-and even that
remnant is not always true to the hon. gentleman-on a most
important question, the question of protection to Canadian
interests, without accepting silently the most humiliating
role which has been assigned to him. No, my bon. friend
and bis friends are party to a comedy which is being played
by the opponents of the Government at the expense of the
people at large. Let me draw the attention of the louse
to the fact that while the Liberals of Ontario claim that
Quebec reigns supreme, the Liberals of Quebec contend loudly
that their Province 4s shamefully neglected by the Govern-
ment, and that Ontario secures for herself the lion's share.
In this way the Liberal party have pursued a wholesale
policy of deception. -They can exhibit at one time what
the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) would call the two sides of the shield, in one
Province the silver side and in the other Province the
brazen side. To prove my assertion let me quote another
article of the Globe of the à0th January last:

"Sir John A. Macdonald has thrown overboard every affectation of
regard for Ontario, given up even the wish to conciliate this Province
and now looks for his main force to Quebec. By bribery and political
arts he trusts to keep ranged alongside his Bleus a sufficient number of
members from Ontario and the other Provmces to give him a working
majority. Sir George E. Cartier promised his followers that they ehould
rule the Confederation, and by the aid of Sir John the pledge is at
present being fulfilled with a vengeance."

As a matter of history, Sir George E. Cartier never
promtised, and never could have promised bis fol-
lowers in this country that they would rule under
Confederation. That assertion is a deliberate falsehood, a
deliberate perversion of facts. That great patriot promised
his fellow-coantrymen that under Contederation their rights
as a distinct race in this country would be protected, and
but for that solemn pledge which was given to them the
French Canadians never would have consented to enter
the Union. But, unfortunately, the French Canadians
have to come to the conclusion that that pledge
Witl not be respected by the Liberal party. Sir, at the time
ef Confederation one of their leaders, the late bon. George
Brown, stated in a spoech that the people of Lower Canada
lad consented to enter the Union, had consented to concede
representation by population to the Province of Ontario on
the express condition that Quebec would have an equality of
representation in the Upper Hlouse. Here are the very
words of Mr. Brown. -

. "Our friends from Lower Canada have agreed to give us representa-tion by population te the Lover flouie on the ex pres condiàion that
they should a egdty ofpreeaivn in tho ppr aoum."

Well, do we not know that the Liberal party is striving
to-day for the. abolition of the Senate, which would be a
violation of the Federal Act and a breach of faith fraught
with the most alarming consequences, and tantamount to a
dissolution of this Union. But oven the maintenance of the
Union does not much concern our friends opposite. At the
present moment I see unfurled in the city of Montreal the
flag of independence, and they mean to cheer with the hon.
Mr. Jones, a former member of a Liberal Cabinet, when
the British flag shall be hauled down from the citadel of
Halifax. Now, Sir, that we have fully ascertained, accord-
ing to the Grit papers and the Grit politicians, that the
Premier of this Dominion is sold to the Province of Quebec,
is sold to the "lick-spittles " of Quebec, to use the delicate
expression of the hon. member for North Norfolk.

Mr. CHARLTON. That is an expression I have no re-
collection of having used. I disclaim the language attribut-
ed to me by the hon, gentleman. A report of my remarks
on that occasion was made by a person who at the
time was a stranger to me, I never revised them, and
I disclaim the words vhich have been put into my
mouth. I never used them with reference to the French
Canadians or, to my recollection, with reference to anybody
else. I should be sorry to use so vulgar an expression, and
if I had done se I should feel it my duty to make an
apology.

Mr. ARKELL. I wish to inform the hon. gentleman
that I have his speech here word for word, as published in
his own organ, the St. Thomas Journal.

Mr. CHARLTON. I have just referred to that speech,
and stated thaL the report of that speech had never been
revised by me, and was not authorized.

Mr. TASSÉ. I am very glad to hear the hon. gentleman
say that he never uttered that language, which would have
been most abusive to my countrymen, and which would, I
am sure, be resented by every one of them. If I have cited
that language it is because in the debate on the boundary
question, these very words were quoted by an hon. member
from the speech ot the hon. gentleman, and that I fnd
those words in the report of the fansard. I am sorry my
hon. friend has not taken an earlier opportunity to say that
the language attributed to him was not used by him on that
occasion. Well, now, let us see the other side of the shield as
it has been exhibited lately to the electors of the Province
of Quebec by a French Liberal paper, La Concorde, of Three
Rivers. The article which I wilI cite has been complacently
reproduced in the organ of my hon. friend for Quebec Bast
(Mr. Laurier), L'Electeur, and aiso in La Patrie, of Mont-
real, which is the recognized Liberal organ of that district,
and it wiIl be quoted by the supporters of my hon. friend
on all the hustings of that Province. Let us see the article
in that paper which will be an antidote to the French
domination cry:

'' Never since the 17th September, 1878-the date of the last Conserva-
tive victory-has Lower Canada been so clumaily and so openiy ill-
treated as ever it was or probably ever it will be. la it not a fact that
the Macdonald-Langevin Oabinet bas refused to our French (anadian
members nine-tenthe of the requeste made them on behaif of their con-
stituents? I it not a fact that the present Government refused Mr.
Vailee's application for a subsidy in favor of the Lake St. John Riailway?
is it not a tact that the Goverament refused Mr. Laniry's request that
it should build the St. Obarles Branch ? Did it not refuse Mr. Casgraia
the building of a station at Elgin in the county of L'Ile&? Did is not
refuse Mr. iSourbeau the printing of pamphlets on the cultivation ef
tobacco, beet-root and agriculture generaliy? Did it not refuse Mr.
uigauit the dredging of the Chambily River? Did it not refuse Mr.
bergeron the wideningof the iBeauharnois Canal? Did i& not refuse mr.
Mongenais the building of the Cedars Canal? Did it no refuse Mr.
Lanary the building ot railway stations at St. Francis and at dt. Peter
in hie county? Did it ot refuse Mr. lurteau the dredging of the
asompuon River? Dia it not refuse Mr. Bourbeau the printing and

distriuuing of pamphiets which would made our mines known? uid it
not refuse Mr. Biergeron tue building of a line between Lachine and
diaughnawaga to facihtate winter navigation? Did it not refuse Mr.
Grandbois the erecuoa of a ligathouse at Rivière du Loup? Oid it not

reuse(M. Vanass, we beliete}> the abolition of duties on Qaaaia
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tobacco? Did it not refuse Mr. Mousseau help for the people burnt
out at Upton, St. Helene and St. Liboire in 1880.? Io it not a fact
that the Geological Museum, an institution belonging to fontreal,
a Lower Canadian city, bas been removed to Ottatwa, an Upper
Canadian city, by this same Conservative Government? Is it not
true that several unjust refusals made by French Canadiaps are so
flagrant that they h ave been loudly denounced by the Courier
de Montreal, by Senator Bellerose and other autborized
persons? Lastly, is it not true that the influence of the Province of
Quebec at Ottawa, amounts to a cypher to-day, as is shown by the
distribution of portfolios under the present régime and that under the
Mackenzie Administration ? Liberal régime: Hon. L. S. Huutington,
Post Office ; Hon. W. Laurier, Inland Revenue ; Hon. R. Laflamme,
Justice; lon. C. A. Pelletier, Agriculture. Conservative régime: Hon.
A. P. Oaron Militia ; Sir H. Langevin, Public Works; Won. J. H.
Pope, Agriculture ; Hon. J. A. Mousseau, Secretary of State ; or two
portfolios to-day against the four we had formerly. Can we ever be
more crushed, more powerless and more neglected that we are in the
year of our Lord, 1882, under the reign of these political pigmies whose
names are Langevin and Mousseau? Let electors remember this."

I will not enter into the merit of these articles. They
speak for themselves. They are nothing but shams,
but frauds. I have cited them to expose the base-
less tacties to which the Liberals are resorting tow
excite sectional jealousies against the Government. Such
electoral dodges may succeed with some, but I trust
that the vast majority of the electors are too intel-
ligent to fall again into the trap laid for them. I
see that a great fuss is made to-day by the Liberal party
in relation to various matters touching the autonomy of
the Provinces. Well, Sir, I am a Federalist in the fullest
sense of the word. I am quite ready at any time to uphold
the letter as well as the spirit of the Constitution. I regard
the Act of Union as the true charter of our liberties. I
regard our system as more perfect than the British or the
American Constitution. I regard it as an improvement on
both. But let me warn those who are raising this cry of
French domination, that they are acting as the worst enemiesi
of the Provinces, as the worst enemies of the Constitution.

strong terms in the celebrated ninety-five Resolutions
adopted by the Legislative Assembly of Lower Canada in
1833. Those conversant with history know nlso that when
that worthy Governor, Sir Charles Bagot, undertook with so
much success to conciliate Lower Canada, one of- his first
acts was to confer some of the most important offices
on those in whom the people had the greatest confldence.
Let us not repeat that page of our history. Let us benefit
by experience. It is true that these destinetions of race
may complicate to a certain extent the problems of govern.
ment, but their inconveniences are counterbalanced by still
greater advantages. Lord Dufferin has, expressing an
opinion on that subject well worth recalling, said:

"I do not think that ethnological homogeneity is an unmixed benefit
to a country. Certainly the least attractive characteristie ot a great
portion of this continent is the monotony of many of its outward aspects,
and I consider it fortunate for Canada that her prosperity should be
founded on the co-oporation of different races. The interaction of
national idiosyncrasies introduces into our existence a freshness, a
variety, a color, an eclectic impulse which otherwise would be wanting;
and it would be most faulty statesmanship to seek their obliteration.
My warmest aspiration for that Province has always been to see its
French inhabitants executing for Canada the functions which France
herself bas so admirably performed for Europe."

Before concluding I will take this opportunity to refer to
a statement made some time ago by the hon. leader of the
Opposition, in the course of an answer to the congratulatory
address presented to him by the Liberal Association of
Ottawa:

"I thank you for the very kindly allusion to my father. I am old
enough to remember, though I was but a young lad at-the time, those
days in which we took part in the great events to which your address
has alluded. I was in Montrea1 a portion of the time, and saw and was
mucli with some of the leaders of that day, Mr. Lafontalue and Mr.
Bald-win. I remember the spirit which animated these men then and for
some time afterwards. I remember the strong phalanx of Lower Ijan-
ada Liberals who were then the backbone of iwiberal Governinent."

When the great seheme of Uonfederation was discussed, one Times have changed, as, no doubt, the hon. gentleman feelsof the main reasons urged by the late Hon. George Brown it severely when he contemplates the much mutilated bandfor its adoption was the following: from Lower Canada-not even a corporal's guard-which
"I favor this plan because it will put an end to the warfare between surrounds him. But how can le expect that this small band

Upper and Lower Canada. A most happy day will it be for Canada will ever become the backbone of the Liberal partywhen this Bill goes into effeet, and all the subjects of discord are swept with the daily and violent onslaughts of his pressfren the discussion of aur Legisiature. " and of is colleagues against the so-called "French
Well, it must be evident to every one that in prosecuting domination." I only wonder that he can obtain
their mischievous work, in arousing Ontario against Quebec, support at all from that quarter. The hon. member
the Liberal party is assuming a most dangerous responsi for Quebec East, who was present on that occasion, in order
bility and destroying one of the very objects for which to encourage the few French Liberals of the Ottawa district,
Confederation was established, which was to put an not only endorsed the statement of his leader, but even
end to the irreconcilable strifes of the old Provinces. expressed the conviction that "if the grand old leaders,
There are some who hold that national distinctions should Baldwin and Lafontaine, returned to earth they would
not be made or recognized, but I could not favor such a not be found in the ranks of the so-called Liberal-
view. These distinctions alone have created Confedera- Conservative party, but among the Liberals who believed
tion. But for them a Legislative Union would have been not in legislating for personal aggrandizement, but for
established. They are essentially a part of our political the greatest good of the greatest number." Truly, Mr.
system. But for them I could not speak here my own Speaker, Lafontaine and Baldwin were two great men.
language when I choose to do so. But for them the practice of Their names cannot be too much honored, too much
having three French members in the Cabinet would not pre. respected. Their names will be forever enshrined into the
vail. But for them you would not perhaps, Mr. Speaker, oc- hearts of a grateful people. Both will occupy a high place
cupy to-day the proud position of First Commoner-a posi- in the Canadian Pantheon. But why should the hon.
tion for which you are so eminently fitted otherwise. But for member for Quebec East insult their memory in stating
them it would not have been necessary to enact that the that if they were living to-day they would be found
limite of twelve counties in Quebec-another safeguard in the ranks of the Grit party. Boldwin was a Liberal, but
against French domination -could not be altered without he was not a Grit. fie was chased out of public life by a
the assent of a majority of their members. I have no hesi- Grit. Lafontaine was a Liberal in the broadest sense ef the
tation to state, Mr. Speaker, that if this Union is to be word, but he was not a Rouge. Lafontaine was the embodi-
maintained, we must take into account these distinctions as ment of the political unity of his race, and that unity Was
much as possible. This Union rests on a diversity of in- broken by the friends of the hon. member for Quebec East.
terests, national, religious, educational and social, and theso lis bitterest enemies were the Radicals, headed by Mr.
interests must be represented. Those conversant with Papineau, whom the on. member for Quebec East seems to
history know that one of the main causes of the political discard, to repudiate now. Lafontaine has founded s
commotion of 1837 was the fact that the French element political creed which is the creed of the French Conserva.
was not fairly represented in the Legislative Council or in tives of to-day; hi associates and is disciples were the
the Public Service. That rievance is set forth in very Morins, the rachés, the Cartiers who have been, wiluhthiA
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great man, the real founders of the French Conservative to maintain and to extend the principle of responsible gev-
party. If any one doubts that Lafontaine was opposed in ernment, which Papineau and his party repudiated
the most violent manner by the party represented now by and which the Liberal party have endeavored to destroy by
the hon. member for Quebec East, the following extracts foui means. Baldwin would neyer have raised the sham
from Le Pays and L 'Avenir-the French Liberal organs at cry of French domination, He who had beeu received with
that time-wiIl show to what extent the leaders of the open arme by the ceunty of Rimouski when rejected by his
Opposition iiisrepresent history in claiming Lafontaine as old supporters. Baldwin would neyer have aroused the
one of them On the 5th December, 1852, we find the fol- prejudices ef the people to reign thereby. No, lie was too
lowing language used by Le Pays: much the friend of truth, the friend of liberty, the friendof

" Decentralization and democracy are one, but he who says centraliza- good government te assume the role of a demagogue. He
tion says despotism. Now, Mr. Lafontaine did nothing but centralize had learned to appreciate the virtues of our race, and le
during tour years, thus ignoring democracy. His supporters ignored it knew that if they could be combined with the sterling
aiso. Centralization has always been to this country the hydra-headed
mnonster of the table, the beast with seven heads of the Apocalypse." hai of tient ishthp e e feature ft ateet
Now, what will one think of the Liberals who claim as peolescltenw If the voi es of the greatem
their own a man w m formerly they carged with beingcoud again resound in our Lgisative Assem ies, it would
not only a despot, but with having introduced into the be to denounce the llform party as degenerated, as a party
country the hydra of the fable and the beast with seven
heads. That is indeed a strange fashion of eulogizing one's country, those agitators, those demagogues whe, regardiese
leader. But let us proceed. In another number Le Pays, of consequences, under the false name of Liberals, are
speaking of Mr. Lafontaine's retirement, says: endeavering te undermine, to destroy hie noble work of the

"Messrs. Lafontaine and Baldwin, the two most backward men in the union of the varions races wbich inhabit our young Domin-
late Administration, have both gone back to private life. Mr. Lafn ion-a union which, I am proud to say, the Conservative
taine, the greater tactician of the two, feigns ill-health; as to Mr.
Baldwin, he was simply shown the door."

If the Liberal party do not understand the interests of the the safe guidance of its illustrions leader-a union which
country, no party understand better how "to show the door yen will admit, Mr. Speaker, le necessary, is indispensable,
to their leaders." if Canada je te become, what should be our common aiia,

''Now, we are of those who believe that Lafontaine retired from our common ambition, a great, a glorieus and a free country.
public life simply because he had abindoned all hope of being able to
continue his system of restricting the rights of the people, of invading Mr. LAUIER. J have lietened with a greatdealofatten-
the privileges of the House, and of increasing the prerogatives of the tien and a great deal of cnriosity te the speech cf the hou.
Ministers......... The Journal de Qubec acquirel its Conservatives ideas gentleman, thinking that it would cerne te seme conclusion,
at the school of the Baldwins and the Lafontaines." but I find that after a very laborious effort le has breught
On the 24th August, 1853, we also find: forth nething, and that the only thing in bis mmd is a com-

" It is notorious that Mr. Lafontaine, notwithstanding the silence of plaint that hie ceuntrymen and mine de net secure, at
his retirement, stood as a perpetual skeleton in the cupboard of the the bande ef the Geverumeut, their legitimate share
present Ministry. For us, we had no cause to fear Mr. Lafontaine, for of the public patronage. I am aware that the question cf
his return to public life was an impossibility, owing to the principles
with which he bad tried to inculcate the Legislature during the last patronage le always for the Con-
Parliament. We do not wish to say that Mr. Lafontaine would not servative party, or at leaet fer the Conservative party in
have found an electoral division to return him to Parliament, but he ny ewn provine
could never have found in the House the elements wherewith to recon-eatet r f t'a t thesfhiv
stitute the despised party which governed us from 1847 to 1851. Mr. net their legitim ofpatronago
Cauchon is the only member of that party who has remained in the Government I do net care, and e would have thonght by
House; and this small individuality, embodying in itself the debris of the lofty toue whicb the hon, gentleman bas aesumed thatthç)t Party, could not send forth the sligbtest ray of hope." lie weuld be above sncb mattere. But it seeme lie attaches
Now, let us Bee the opinion expressed by L'Avenir, cf the some importance to them, and let me tel s him that he is
th October, 1850 : cemmitting au injustice te the Government f which e is a
"The cause of Democracy is nothig new. Fromthedayawhennthese supporter. Ie bas given us in detail tho enumber

reactionary men (f3aldwin and Lafontaine> shal faîl, wept away by of gentlemen f the French race emplyed in the
the floodcf light of public opinion shed- upon their deeds or by one of seea eatnet fteGvenet u eba vrthose occurrences in aparance accidenta, and which noneafore- r mnt He en e eve
Bee, but which are so jàstly called providential, from that day our pro- ooked s ebof the mot important of the employes cf the
gramme (that cf democracy) will again be that of the mass of the Houes and the Goverrnent.ie bas forgotten to mention
French Canadian population." that al the fcrrespondnts f the French prees f Lower
I may observe here, that it is net surprising that" our op- Canada, whe sit in thi gallery, are employed as sessional
ponents sbculd try te steal our mighty dead, wben we see clerks, and paid by thi oue. It is a fact, Sir, thateught
Pominent members cf the Liberal party eulegizing new teq be known, and fer which the Gover ment which the
the late lamented Sir George Cartier, wbem they dis- hon. gentleman support ought te have ful credit. Now,
paraged, whom- thsy maligned in his lifstiine, and even Mr. Speaker. I weuld net take the trouble te, answer the
op)resented as the assassin cf his natienality. But there charges the hongentleman he made weret notforthe

is anether reasen why tbe Gritecf Ontario and the fact that ie ba chosen to speak disparagingly cf the pity
Ro0uges cf Quebse cannot dlaim Baldwin and Lafontaine as to which I belong. le ias represented that we are merely
the founders cf ther party. These tw great ment would a rmaly band in this leouse. Se we are, Mr. Speaker, but
nlever, te rises tepower, have attetnpted te kindî civil dif- the Liberal party of the Province cf Quebo have nereasen
cord luOur midet. Their whole political life was devoted te, feel ashamed cf their position. If we are but few this
te unite two races whicb had been se divided in the past. lueon te-day it o because we have been decimatedin the
Their wboie pelitical life was imbued with the same lofty defence of a noble cause; because we have defended freedom
entnent whicb animated a British Governor wben and constitutional goverament againt the attack of the
ho elovated a common monument te the memory of two party te whichleblong. The on. gentleman say that
great soldiers, whe nobly fouglit and died fer their country, the Grit press of Ontario makes appeals te the prejudices cf
WeolfO and Montcalm. Their whole political life was devetedtheir fellowccnntrymen. If they do se-a matter which I
te teacli the people that a spirit of compromise, cf mutual oi Cat knw ef, but which tho bon. gentleman seemm te have
forbearane, e indispensable te the eovernmentof this thoroughly invstigated-he is right to denounce the , and
<X)IlIlLrY. Their whole political life was devoted te fbtain, I anotonly ah that he would only urge in the pap ie edit4
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that the Conservative party in the Province of Quebec
should profess the same principles which lhe professes here.
If we are decimated, is it not due to the fact that the press
and the party to whieh he belongs have always traded on
the prejudices of our people ? The hon. gentleman and his
party would not have a standing in this House, were it not
that for the last twenty-five years they never dared to meet
us on political questions, but have always appealed to the
prejudices of our countrymen. Who can deny the fact ?
The hon. gentleman objects to the remark I made some.
where that if Baldwin and Lafontaine came back to this
country, they would not recognize the party to which they
belonged as their party. Can the charge be denied ? Is it
not a fact that the press to which the hon. gentleman
belongs has always represented it a heresy to belong to the
Liberal party or to be called a Liberal ? When we attack
the Government, when we condemn their principles, when
we try to engage them in a battle on political grounds in
the Province of Quebec, we are always met with the same
cry: "These gentlemen are enemies of your religion,
they are Liberals, and it is not possible for a
Catholic to be a Liberal." How often have we not
found these words in the press of the hon. gentleman.
How often could I not find them, if I had
time, in the very paper of which he is the editor. It is
because of such cries that we are so few here to-day. But,
as-I said before, few as we are, I would rather stand here a
defender of the rights obtained for us by our fathers than
to belong to the so-called Conservative party ofthe Province
of Quebec. Any hon. member of this House can judge
what that party are by a single utterance that
has fallen from the lips of the hon. gentle-
man. He las spoken with glee, with jubilation
iu his countenance as well as in is voice, of the fact that a
large section of the French Liberals sitting on this side of
the House voted against their party the other night on the
boundary question. It is inconceivable to the average Con-
servative of the Province of Quebec that a man belonging
to a party can be independent; he cannot realize that a
man belonging to a party should vote accord ing to his con-
science. But we are Liberals, and it is our own pride that
we will not submit our individual judgment to any man,
living or dead, when we stand up and vote. We express
what is in our consciences and our hearts. I voted on one
side and some of my friends voted on the other side; but
they never received a reproach from us, because we knew
that they were voting according to their consciences. But
not later than Friday last four hon. gentlemen
opposite had the courage to do what our friends
did, and the moment the whip was cracked over their
heads, and the hon. gentleman who- has just spoken knows
it, they were driven into line again. If they were of the
same metal as the hon. gentlemen on this side, I do
not say that they would have voted otherwise, but they
would not have submitted to have the whip cracked ever
their heads as it was done the other night. There is another
remark in the hon. gentleman's speech to which I wish to
take exception. I protest with all my heart and with all
my might against his utterance regarding the Chief Justice
of Quebec, Mr. Dorion, and I think the hon. gentleman
himself ought to regret it. If there is a man in Lower
Canada who has the esteem and respect of his fellow country.
men of all shades of opinion in politics and religion, it is
the present Chief Justice-the hon. A. A. Dorion. What
is the reproach attempted to be made on him by the hon.
gentleman ? The only reproach was th.at he said he had
abandoned a political station to take a judicial station.

Mr. TASSÉ. After having stated in this flouse that ne
such appointment was contemplated.

Mr. LAURIER. Well, did he state an untruth ? Will
the hon.g entleman dare to make such an assertion ?

Mr. u .

WiIlihe question the word of the Chief Justice
when he stated in this House that he did
not contemplate taking sueh an appointment?
Is it not a fact that a man can change his mind.? I have
been told several times that the Government which the hon.
gentleman supported changed their minds between six and
eight o'clock in the evening. If such a thing is possible, is
it not too bad that the hon. gentleman should bring such a
charge as that against the Chief Justice? Chief Justice
Dorion said at one time that he did not contemplate taking
office. I am sure he did not. At another time he accepted
it, and how ? I am sure I am not betraying any secret
when I say that it was only at the earnest solicitation of his
personal friends, and that he made a great sacrifice in doing
se. He only transferred his usefulness from one sphere to
another, and to-day I blush formy country, which possesses
so few eminent men, to hear such charges brought against
one of her worthy sons. The hon. gentleman bas mentioned
another name, that of Mr. Letellier. What bas he to re-
proach him with? Is it accepting an oifice ? What does
he complain of in this case ?

Mr. TASSÉ. With a very serious offence-with violating
the grand principles of responsible government.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman will not evade the
question in that way. He did not make that charge, which
now only comes in as an afterthought. Does he reproach
him for accepting an office un 1er the Crown? Iam glad to
see he as not the heart to repeat it again. It is a shame
to make any such charge. Did the late Mr. Letellier com-
mit any offence in this respect? Did he violate the laws
of honor when he became the Lieutenant-Governor of his
native Province ? Not a charge circulated day after day in
the press of the hon. gentleman against such men has a
shred of foundation. This is a very serious charge, however;
and the party opposite must be very much reduced indeed
when it can stoop so low as to utter a name they should
never mention in this HEouse-the name of a man which
their wicked persecution las driven into au early grave.

Mr. HOUDE. I must protest against the judgment
passed by the hon. member for Quebec East, on the majority
of his and my compatriots ofQuebec. The smallness ofthe
party of that lon. gentleman in this Hou-e, to which ho
alluded, is not due to the bigotry and intolerance of our party.
I have been in many constituencies in Quebec, including
those of my hon. friends from Iberville and St. John's,
whom I see here present, but have never heard any French
Conservative drag in religion on the hastings. But I have
several times heard French Liberals introduce it and try
to provoke and draw us on that ground. What is the
cause of the present condition of that party ? The member
for Quebec East himself, in an eloquent lecture which he
delivered five years ago before a Liberal Club in Quebec,
the Club Canadien, acknowledged that the founders of the
Liberal party of to-day were so extreme in 1848, 1850 and
1852, and so radical, that they not only frightened the
Catholic clergy but the Protestant citizens of Canada, and
especially of Lower Canada. Though he might be re-
proached for it, he had to acknowledge the fact, saying
there was more honor in acknowledging a truth than trying
to conceal it. He also explained why the Protestant
Conservatives of Quebec were united with the French Con-
servatives-namely, because they liked liberty and also
liked order; and it was because they were in favor of order
and well understood liberty, that they were obliged to
stand against the new Liberal or Radical party. I arn glad
to say that that party was modified as to its political aspi-
rations and utterances as time passed. It is possible that
in some instances members of that party may have suf-
fered an injustice from illegitimat f in regard te them.
But whose fault was it ? The falt of the founders them-
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selves, whose extreme principles were so dangerous that my Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I have to solicit the hon. Min-
hon. friend himself, in spite of all the respect and esteem he ister of Finance for anotber nationality. We have had a
always entertained for them and enjoyed at their bands, field night for the Irish nationality, and I may say we occu-
was obliged to repudiate. The reason the 'Quebec pied the time very well indeed. We have had a field night
Liberals in Parliament are so few is, that they for the French nationality, and my hon. friend has done
made promises to the people of their Province credit to bis race. Would not the hon. Minister of Finance
when they propounded what they called the National Policy give us a field iiight for the Scotch, the despised Scotch, who
in 1871 and 1872-this name was not invented by the Con- are not represented in Parliament or anywhere else accord-
servatives, but by my hon. friend and his supporters them- ing to their capacity, and who are not represented in the
selves ; and when they came to power in 1873 and 1874, they Departments as they ought to be. But if I talk in the classie
failed to carry them out. When the day of trial and the day language of my native country and speak to any man in
of judgment came, they were found wanting by the electors, Scotch, there is not a single one who can answer me.
and most of them were condemned.to exclusion from Parlia- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yon do not go to thement. I know that in every party there are extreme men, Department of the Iriterior.including the Conservative party, although in far smaller
number than amongstitsopponents. But to-day, look atbthose Mr. ROSS. I know the hon. Minister of the Interior
extreme men who have been found occasionally in our could do it. That accounts for his nationality. ButI know
ranks. They are in complete accord with the friends of my there is scarcely an individual-only one to my certain
hon. friend the member for Quebec East. Take the Canadien knowledge in al the Departments, among the 585 quoted by
of Quebec and its mighty editor Mr. Tarte. With whom is the hon.member forOttawa-who can use these classic terme,
he and ail bis party acting to-day ? They are en- who eau speak in that language in which a man can neither
tirely in accord with the chief of my hon. fr end in the lie nor swear; and i think the hon. Minister should give us
Province of Quebec, the hon. Mr. Joly. My hon. friend a night for that nationality. Why is it that we have had
and his friends are not so scrupulous as to prevent them such a séance-I was almost going to call it a farce-as we
using these extreme men for their political ends. During bave had here to-night in tbe speech of the hon. member
the election-I should say defeat-of my hon. friend in for Ottawa? I must not be unkind, 1 most not be severe;
Arthabaska, in 1877, I heard there a Liberal leader, and he as been so kind and polished himself; but is it
later on in 1879, another Liberal leader, boti of my own not, after all, a farce to keep the House of Commons
origin, speaking of the leader of the Conservative party in in session nearly two hours to hear a grievance that
terms of fanatical abuse which no Conservative speakers or no person complains of but the hon. gentleman himself.
organs in the Province of Quebec ever used towards their Surely bis nationality are quite able to take care of them-
opjponents. It is a well-known fact, both in and otside selves outside the House as weil as in it without such a cry
this louse, that the hon. member for Lambton, when for political pap, without such a shriek for political patron-
leader of his party, and the hon. member for age, witho'ut such an appeal to this flouse and to the people
West Durham as leader of that same party of Ontario, not to speak so unkindly of the French popula.
bave always been respocted by French Conservatives. We' tion. Sir, what we have heard spoken by the bon. member for
believe it te be our duty te oppose their policy because Ottawa, from the political standpoint, was the strongest
we do net think it is nu the interest of the country, but we charge any hon. gentleman could make against the party
have always respected those bon, gentlemen. I shall net the hon. gentleman supports. His leader and his party
make the hon. nmember for Quebec East responsible for have been in power since Confederation, and for many years
the utterances of Mr. Langelier on the occasion I have jut before; and if the French element, that I appreciate very
alluded teo, but I wih te remind himn that if there was ahighly, thatI respect very highly, is not properly represent-alldedto>but1 wsh o rmid hm, hatif hor wa aed i h varions Departments of the D)miniin, te whernsmall number of our own compatriots who have forgotten i theios .epatments of theDmnothom
themselves so far as to abuse political oppOnents, they are is it due? la it owmg te the Liberal party that the Senate
not on our side. I an glad to say, to the honor of my com- does not contain more French Senators? Is it owing to the
patriots, that in spite of ail the eloquence of the hon. member Liberal party that the varions Departnents are not better
for Quebec East and his prestige personally and as a Minister stocked with French officeis, many of them very competent
of the Crown, he could not receive any benefit from such and capable? Surely not. Then it must follow from the
fanatical utterances as those made by the lon. Mr. Lan- argument of the hon. gentleman that if the French element
gelier, and repeated two years after by the Hon. Mr. Mercier. is not properly represented in the varions Departments his
What did they say ? They represented the hon. leader of party is responsible for it, bis leader is responsible for it,
the Conservative party as a man who was trying to put the and he, notwithstanding that g ross insult heaped upon that
rope around the neck of the French Canadian nationality, heroic race, in supporting the hon. leader and blaming the
and wishing to walk knee-deep in their blood. Was that Liberal party. Every citation from statistics and from the
worthy of men who call themselves the most liberal, in fact Departments to which he referred is but another argument
the only liberal class in the Province of Quebec ? We are to show that, notwithstanding the fact that the
represented by the friends of the hon. member for Quebec French of Quebec have kept his leader in power
East in Ontario, especially the Reform press, as enemies to since Confederation, and keep him there to-day,
progress, as retrograde and as bigoted. Well, can they cite that leader and that party are committing that
a single instance, when we tried to deprive any of our com- great wrong of which the hon. member for Ottawa is such
patriots of other creeds or origine of their legitimate a distinguished representative. I want the hon. gentleman
rights or of rights which we wished to enjoy ourselves ? to reflect upon that simple fact; although he spoke of the
Never. More than that, when the question was before the people of Ontario, of whom I am an humble representative,
country of encouraging progress, building up this great Con- as bigoted, I think he will find, if he visita Ontario, as much
federation, acquiring and opening up the great North-West, toleration, both religions and political toleration, as there is
it was the French Conservatives and not the Liberals who in any Province under the sun.
favouredthose measures. The Liberals opposed almost every Mr. TASSÉ. I am sure the hon. gentleman does not
enterprise of progress from the Grand Trunk to the Pacific wish to misrepresent me. I never said the people of Onta-
Railway. I think the hon. member for Quebec East will rio were bigoted. I said that the Grit press was bigoted,
regret of the judgment he bas just passed in the heat of that the Grit orators were bigoted, and I repeat it.
debate on the mass of his countrymen of French origin in Mir. ROSS. The statement is true as respects the Conser.the Provinee of Queb..B S vative prS. nd the Conservative ortos; they ar bigoted
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a% well as the Grit presti and orators, as the hon. gentleman man could diseuse more than the measure before the Houe.
kindly calls them. But I took the wor !s of the hon. gen- Lt is fot the first person wbo happens to catch yonr eye
tieman down. Ie was referring to the people of Ontario that has the exclusive right to diseus a question of griev-
and lbe spoke of them in this way "The bigotry of that ance. 1?ut after a motion is put into your bands no further
race." Now, the race of the people of Ontario is Anglo- motion eau be proposed iu amendmeut to the motion to go
Saxon. into Committee of Supply. If that motion is with-

Mr. TASSÉ. No; I was mentioning the Globe and the drawn or carried then it 18 competent to nake
Free Press, and [ said such is the bigotry of that party that another motion to go into Committee of Supply.
even the name of my bon. friend the Secretary of State bas That one hon. merber should occupy the attention of the
been cited by the Globe to scare the good people of Ontario. flouse and state bis views upon some subjeet, withont an
That is what I said. opportunity for criticism being allowed to the other side, is

Mr. ROSS. I woul 1 ho verv happy to accept the hon. net lu accordance with common sense, with fair play or the

man ouldhdiscus sIorestand thmuebfreteHue

gentlemIn's etsttinationntbot that is not as I tnthekris wordsst
et the lime. The words struck me a-.-4 ut of fone with the Sir JOHIN A. MAOJDONALD. The hon, gentleman
generai c e of the hon. gentleman 's remarks4. Lt m'ty neel irnet misrepresent me. I did not rise to a point of
have been a esil af the tongue, but if ho order. I simply said that the practice u the English
deaies thie stirtement,Iam very glad to. stand corîected, as loue of Commons wai, whenever snc h questions arose, as
I would bo sorry ti charge the hon, gentleman with any- they did every Session, and there was net a motion, after
thiug like intolerance. I have dnlyformed the acquaintance tw or threerspeehee, it is considered a matter of practice
of the French people since I came inte thisflouse, and I do that the regular business of the ouse should go on. I a
not find any bigotry uer intolerance on their part, but I not mistaken about this question of practice.
want to caIl the attention of the flouse to the fact that, H Mr. MACKE hIE. The hon, gentleman may ho mis.
think, we bave grown teeliorppe now as a people, we have taken, for ho bas been mistaken before. On June 3tb,
tried tee long as a pirt of. this Cnfeleration, etf which the 184 -to q ote fro a Englih Hansard:
hon. gentleman spoke in suh glowing terms, to waste ourf
tthéattention of the Honse to the state of the Irish fisheries. A dbatew Frencour9 Are we Duteh, or erish, or English here? I took place, t the conclsion of which, Sir Charles Napier (who had
say ne, say we are Can dians hre; and my idea in regard already spoken) rose to bring forward the subject of the defences of the
te political appointments is this, nt is th s man an r is Natl forts and arsenals.

"TheSpeaker ruled that twhon. member, havungspokenalready, hadCatholie, is ho a Protestant, or is hc aFrenchman, but is helosan hic opportunity. It was ot Objected that he had norigbt tospesk,
capable of discharging the datie ito that office? That I but that e could not speak twice ou the one motion t go int Com-
wyidea. all t orry that at this stge eof Confe leration, mit'eeOfSuPPlV."
whn we are endeavoring to estabiish its osperity, when A genleman had lost the opportunity, hving already
we are, as it were, poring our wings to show the strengthspoken. Anýhon. member, except that hon. gentleman,
and vior of our flight, that an hon, gentlemanshf the could seak. The First Miniter will admit houwar mis-
capacity and the talent and the culture of the hon. member taken for once.
fer Ottawa, shold raise such a cry as the French domination Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do net.
cry, the lack o wFrench patronage and the lack of French
sympathy. If there is any way by wich the great work Mr.haeNZIe. th olng are the speeches t
of national consolidation can be prevented, if there is anyheWharte meakereth ength? Wh tepply
way by whichnational tesires fa hpreventedi t is by the tes? Ihe Speaeteobeahagdntthhatpn
taking a course such as the hon. gentleman hasrtaken.bty?1I dnoteno cf spig on thisbemtrian
Though may net he old enough inyears to lecture the hon.th
anTheon. gentleman was se unjust as te attack thoamemory

cpaity rand he tllalent and thexltresofthe hn.memberdýfth edadtoatc h lvn h reasn.Wt

to tell bîm, frankly and earnestly, that 1 do net believe thîs c h edan eatc helvn h0reasn.Wt
Sta ra se sc a e r ati respect t the accusation that Sir A. Dorion nt quite onest

cry the plack tof rechospa tona adrteacof Frhi ten h isdcaaino h ujc fhsapitet

place te calattention to those little differences of race and einJi eltonthesueaet of biseaonmentWhInatiohality, which, after ail, amount t littie the great exp aieJ, n tefthadr ofthe emnentofho
problem of making eut our national existence. atheredis any

Sir JOHiN A. MAC DONALD. Thereiseno motion by appintment with the Chief Justiceship was neer dis.

fore the ouse. Thhe hon. gentleman on his right had ussed btweenaknr A. A. Dorin and mysef or ay member
e i ao s en tof the Govermnt until some days after prorogation.

Steatn as a n le e Whenfirt mentied it tehimwitthatenerosity whic
servatiens are nt repied te alway characterized him, ho at firt decrins, and I aked

Several on.MEMBiRS. No, ne, ne. hlm te reconsider at the request of bis friindt. I regret
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Alow me to proceed that such a scandai, for it is a scandai, should be applied te

As a general rue those observations are not replied te, but Sir A. A. Dorion,for whom 1 have tegreatest possible vouera-
if the nature of those observations are sner as obviobsly t- tien -a man whos namo la a honsebold word through Upr
catl for a reply the reply is reorded, but it is always îim- and Lower Canada, who would at any titoe have been
ited te two or three speeches before proceeding te the elected for an Ontario censtituency, as a man whoe patrio9t-
Orders of the Day. I think that is the constitution of the ism was above suspicion, and whose charactor was beyolid
law. repreach. I regret exceodingiy I should have occaion

Mr. BLAK . No, ne . again te vindicate hlm.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know it iso Mr. MIprS.oThceeon. Firt Minister a mistaken ia the
Mr. BLAKE. do net at ail understand it as the bo,. ule laid down by hm.

gentleman bas stated it. On the motion te go into Cern- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I laid down ne iiile.

if~~~~mrl thete natue o thoe oservtios ae suh a obvousy"t

cttee of Supply it is competent teo anyb on, gentleman t o
raise a debate up'on any question cf gêneral public interest, Mr. MILLS. If it is net intended that we shonld fol low the
ad I coud disus the question wbich the bon, gentleman English practice, I amnmistaken as te the intentions of
has btarted if the bon. gentleman bad net started it. We the hon, gentleman. The English* practice la, on motions

n ail dise t eveything, and after th st every hon. gentie- 1 te go into Committee of thpplyethat itis h t of me"'-
Mr. oAs (idloei).
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bers to discuss any grievance whatever, and although, as the
hon. member for Lambton has said, the party who has
spoken once on the subject is not ut liberty to speak a
second time, yet upon it members of the Hloise may continue
the discussion as to the particular grievance which is under
consideration; or the discussion may bo continued on a
new subject introduced.

Mr. BÉCHARD. I desire to offer a few remarks on the
question before the House. I did not happen to be in my
seat when the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Tassé) made
his speech, but I was informed that he complained bitterly
that the French people of the Province of Quebec, in the dis-
tri bution of patronage, did not get their right share. We all
know that for the last twenty-five or thirty years, with the
exception of five years the Conservative party, the party to
which the hon. gentleman belongs, have been in power, if
the French population of our Province do not get their
legitimate share of the Government patronage the hon.
member must throw the blame on those who lead the party
to which he belongs. I am told also that the hon. member
complained of the fact that some Liberals voted with
the Government on the question of the boundaries of
Ontario. Well, surely the hon. gentleman should praise us
for having voted with him and his friends on that question.
I will tell the hon. member for Ottawa, and the hon. leader of
the House, that when I gave that vote I did it conscien-
tiously and because I thought the proposition was a reason-
able one under the circumstances. I belong to
the Liberal party. As a general raie I will sup-
port my partyi but while 1 belong to a party I
do not consider I am the slave of any party or
any man, and it bas been my practice, whenever 1 thought
I could not conscientiously vote with my friends, never to
hesitate in reeording my vote with my opponents. The
hou. member for Maskinongé iMr. Houde), in the course of
his remarks, seemed to deny the assertion made by the hon.
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) that the
general course pursued by the Conservative party
had been to appeal to the prejudices of the people and to
their religious feelings. He said that he went to soveral
counties, even to the county of iberville, and in the county
of Iberville he had never heard a speech about religion on the
hastings. of course, the hon. gentleman never beard such
a speech in Iberville. I met the bon. member there, and
I am sure he told the tiruth when he said he never heard in
that county a religious speech on the hastings. Such is not
our practice in that county. An attempt to di so was once
made, but the intelligent electors frowned it down, declar-
ing they would not have an appeal made to their religious
feelings on account of politics. I wish all the electors of
Quebec were sufficiently well educated to know that they
can be Liberals without jeopardizing their souls. ln
Iberville they know they eau belong to the Liberal
party and be good Catholics at the same time, but we
know it is not so in all constituencies. In several consti-
tuencies in Quebec where the Conservative element is pre-
dominant it is not so. The newspapers tell us that in a
large number of constituencies appeals have been made to
religions feelings in favor of the Conservative party, and
that party have received the benefit of that practice. If the
hon. gentleman will read the history of an election investi-
gation which took place a few years ago, he will find that
appeals were constantly made to religious prejudices and
to such an extent that the election bas been anulled after
being decided. Will the hon. gentleman deny that it
18 a fact that in many constituencies appeals were
Made to religious principles in favor of the
Conservative party. I do not wish to be understood as
drawing any blame upon our clergy, who, as a body, are
entitled to our respect; but while we know that many of
them were wise enough to shut their mouths and keep
awa from mixing in election strifeý others partioipated in

these contests and decided elecf i ns in favor of the Conser.
vative party. So much was this the case, that List fall
decrees came from the Court of Rome foibiIing the clergy
from taking part in the elections in the Province of Quebec.
Why were these decrees publishe 1 ? Obviously because
information had been received at Rome that great abuses
had taken place with regard to that question. The hon.
gentleman said that the founders of the Liberal party
preached doctrines which frightened the priests and a
large number of the Catholics of the Province, and that
that was the principal cause of our small numbers in
this House. I do not know whorn the hrn. gentleman
means by founders of the Liberal party. I have always
thought that formerly the greatest mari of the Liberal party
was Papine i, and aftor him, as the r'c-organizcrs of th&t
party, after the rebellion of 18.3i, carne Lafontaine, Morin
and others in the Province of Quebec. AMterwards Mr. Dorion
was the leader of the party; and 1 have yet to learn that
any oneof these illustrious mon ever preachod or exp<ounded
anly doctrine which was of such a - character as to
frighten the conscience of any man in the Province of Que-
bec. My hon. friend said that another cause of our being
small in numbers in this louse was the fact that a few
yeai s ago-

Mr. HOUDE. Perhaps the bon. gentleman will allow me
to explain. I did not say that that was the principal cause
of the small number of the Liberal party in this louse. I
said that the principal reason was that they had repu-
diated the National Policy, which had formerly been pro-
pounded by the same party.

Mr. BÉCIIARD. I accept the hon. gentleman's correc-
tion, but I do not believe that the Liberal party as a party
ever propounded the National Policy. I have been inform-
ed, and I know that a few men in that party have expressed
opinions in that sense. We know that very well, but these
men were few. They were not the Liberal party, and I
maintain that so long as a doctrine has not been propounded
to the people as the doctrine of a party it cannot be con-
siderod as accepted by the party. The National Policy was
never propounded to the people by the Liberal party.
There were several men who expressed their individual
opinions in that direction, some of them of high standing, I
admit; but the National Policy was never accepted by. the
Liberal party.

Mr. CASEY. I am afraid the speech of my bon. friend
from Ottawa (Mr. Tassé) was not caused so much by the
existence of a sectional feeling between Ontario and Que-
bec as because there is too little of that feeling, and my
hon. friend is anxious to stir up a feeling which did not
previously exist. • I hope he bas found by the response he
bas met with by the French Canadian members on this side
that there is no possibility of the success of euch tactics.
There were times when English children used to be fright-
ened by the bogie of Napoleon Bonaparte, or Boney, as they
used to call him ; but my lion. friend is trying to frigliten the
French Canadians by the spectre of Gritism It may be
on account of attacks made on himself by certain news-
papers printed in the English language that his bile bas been
stirred up on this occasion. I do not say that those attacks
were justifiable or that they were not, but it does net fol-
low that because the hon. gentleman was attacked by an
English newspaper that the French race generally was at-
tacked by the Engliish-speaking people or their press. The
hon. gentleman's case is an exceptional one, and there are
very few of the French members in this flouse who have
drawn on themselves attacks by the English-speaking
papers. It is easy, of course, to call from the newspapers
which the hon, gentleman sees in hie capacity as editor, a
lot of articles which appear to reflect on the French nation-
ality; but if he will take the average editorials in the
English-speaking papers in Ontario he will Ui that the
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number of attacks on the English members of the Cabinet
are nich m' numerous than those on the French mni-
bers-in fact, it is an exception when a French
rmiember is attacked. Of course, we must draw
the inference that the English-speaking mem-
bers of the Cabinet commit the greatest number
of atrocities-using that word, of course, in a jocular sense.
It is an utterly artificial and forced effort on the part of
the hon. member to make it appear that there is any such
thing as a general attack on the French-speaking members
or on the French nationality by the press of Ontario. It
would have been easy at different times to cull quite as
strong a list from the French newspapers pitching into the
Grit party, or into the race which inhabits Ontario, but
nobody would believe from that that there was any sectional
feeling in Quebec against Ontario. Nobody in Ontario
fancies that the people of Quebec have any special grudge
agairnst us on account of our nationality or
religion, and it would be absurd to try to make
the people of Ontario believe any such thing.
My hon. friend from Lambton spoke truly, when he said
that Mr. Dorion could have stood for any Liberal consti-
tuency in Ontario. The same is true of many French
members on both sides of this House. The hon. Minister
of Public Works and the hon. Minister of Militia, can boast
of many personal friends they made on their trips last
year. Tiiey were received as well as if they were English-
speaking Ministers; and these hon. gentlemen would be
gladly elected in a Conservative constituency of Ontario, if
circumstances required them to go there. But if anytbing
could stir up any of the feeling the hon. gentleman objects
to, il would be the sort of attack he has made to-night. I
am sure that feeling could not be stirred up against the
French peop>le as a whole, but only against tho e individual
specimens with so few of those characteristics of the race,
courtesy and politeness, as some hon. gentlemen opposite
have shown to-night.

Mr. MILLS. I wish to make an observation or two,
before the House goes intô Committee of Supply.
We were promised several measures in the speech
of His Excellency, and a number of these measures have
not yet been submitted to Parliament. The ancient rale of
the Hfoucetof Commons was to consider grievanees, which
legisltuion has re -ently taken the place of. betore the louse
went into Committee of Supply. We have for several weeks
been voting supplies; and these measures to redress inequa-
lities in the representation of the country, to provide for the
Government of the North-West, and otbers which the Gov-
vernment promised to submit to Parliament as necessary
for the good ;government of the country, are not yet before
the House. It was the old rule of the louse of Commons
in England that before Supplies were granted to the Crown,
the Crown was asked te redress those grievances which were
read by the Speaker from the Chair. At the present day,
in England, it is the practice of the Government to submit.
their measures to Parliament in time to give the country
an opportunity to become acquainted with the intentions of
the Government before the supplies are granted. It has
recently become the practice in this country-- a most per-
nicious practice, I contend -to first deai with Supply,
and at the last moment to submit important
measures when there is no time for their con-
sideration by the louse. One measure last year
-that relating to the boundaries of Manitoba and
bringing Ontario into conflict with Manitoba-was sub-
mitted on the last day but one, and passod on the same day,
when nine-tenths of the members had left.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They should not have
left.

Mr. MILLS. I say the Supplies should not be granted
b"fo»e&ma impaotan4 eumue as ao'hidAr%4. Now, let

Mr, Vsar.

me call attention to the practice in England by citing a few
measures and showing how long they were before Parliament.
In 18.1, when lhe Reform Bill was passed, Parliament met
on the l4th of 'June, the Bill was imnediately introduced,
and it was not till the 19th of September that it was read
the third time. In 1866, when the Reform Bill of Lord John
IRussell's second Administration was discussed, Parlianent
met on the lst of February, the measure was introduced on
the 12th of March, and it did not receive its third reading
until the 15th of June in 1867. A Reform Bill was intro-
duced by Mr. Disraeli, in Lord Derby's Administration;
the House met on. the 5th of February, the Bill
was introduced on the 25th of the same month,
and it did not receive its third reading until the 15th of July,
1869. When Mr. Gladstone's Government was in power,
Parliament met on the 16th of February, 1869, the Bill
for disendowing and disestablishing the Irish Church was
introduced on the 14th of March, and was before the House
six weeks InL 1870, Parliament met on the 11th of February;
the Irish Land Tenure Bill was introduced on the lath of
February, and on the 30th of May it received the third
reading. ln 18S0, Parliament met on the 29th of April, and
the Compensation for Disturbance Bill was introduced on the
18th of June, and was before Parliament for six weeks; and
in 1881, the Irish Land Bill was introduced on the 17th of
April, and was not carried through the Commons until the
29th of July.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Because it was debated
all the time.

Mr. MILLS. So it was; but the hon. gentleman takes
precious good care that no opportunity shall be given for
the discussion of important measures submitted to this
Hoiuse. Now, I am pointing out that the practice the
hon. gentleman is introducing is wholly irregular and un-
constitutional. The Government is supposed to be carried
on here according to the weil understood wishes of the
people, and their wishes cannot be ascertained by the
present practice. When the Bill for disendowing
and disestablishing the Irish Church was intro-
duced, Mr. Disraeli asked that the measure might
be introduced at a sufficiently early period to give the
members of the House of Commons an opportunity of con-
sulting their constituents on the subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who did that ?
Mr. MIL LS. Disraeli. I read that very extract from

bis speech last year to show that we ought to have longer
time to consider the Syndicate contract than the hon. gentle-
man was disposed to givein the first instance. I mention these
facts to point out that we ought to return to a more healthy
practice, and that as to Government measures it is only fair
and courteous to introduce them at a period of the Session
which will give ample time for their consideration by the
House and the country. There is an intelligent public
opinion outside this House, and which on some measures
largely controls the opinion that largely directs the policY
of this House. There is no opportunity.of consulting that
opinion, or of fully considering the measures submitted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says
that the Government is introducing a new practice, but I
will venture to say that the present Governmgnt has
brought down their measures earlier and pressed them more
rapidly than the Gbvernment of which he was a distin-
guished member, I will not throw that statement across
the floor singly, but shall take occasion to look into the
Journals, which I think will prove my statement. The
hon. gentletnan says we should not grant supplies until
grievances are deait with, or legislation, as he says, which
represents that action is effected. I cannot quite agree
with that. The practice in England, as I understand it, i
tha ithre or four days aftr tbe pe b is g»ugh th
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Orders, the naval and military supplies are, as a general
raie, brought down. They do not in England follow our
practice of discussing the Estimates de die in diem; they
sprinkle thom through the whole of the Session, and the
most important votes are generally carried before the ques-
tion of grievances or legislation in view of grievances can
be brought down. It is quite true the Reform Bill of 1831
was introduced at the beginning of the Session. The people
elected the members for the purpose of carrying that Bill,
and on the same ground when our Parliament was called,
three months before the time, to settie the important ques-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, we met in November;
but I do not think we made mach by our abnormal action
on that occasion. I do not think we received much sym-
pa hy fromi hon, gentlemen opposite who deliberately set to
work to oppose us. We said we called Parliament together
with a view of getting its opinion so as to enable the work
to proceed; and the opposition at ail events, I will not say
obstruction. we received with the unconcealed purpose of
delaying the measure, cannot be forgotten. I think we
brought down all our measures early except that for the
readjustment of the representation.

Mr. MILLS. And the Bill for the division of the North-
West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have already explained
that the division was simply for postal purposes and nomen.
clature, or the names of those divisions, but the House ap-
proved of it. They might cover the areas of future Pro-
vinces; but there is no legislation required in regard to
them. All the other Government measures are down. We
took the very proper course of introducing several of the
Bills in the Upper House. It is of great importance the
work should proceed simultaneously in both Houses; so you
see the Senate has worked industriously and sent us a
number of Bills, and in this respect, I think we have made
an improvement. That House now largely exercises the
work of revision, which it is eminently qualified to perform.

Mr. MACKIENZIE. When does the hon. gentleman intend
tointroduce the Re-distribution Bill?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In a day or two.
Mr. MACKENZIE. You stated last Thursday or Friday

the same thing.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I only gave notice,

on Thursday or Friday, of the introduction of the Bill.

SUPPLY.

flouse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

83. Lachine Cana...................................... $790,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTW RIGHT. What is the position
Of the mwork, and what will be required to finish it ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER Of this amount there is a
revote of $523,000, and a new vote of $267,000. This amount
1S for the purpose of completing the work.

Sir RIGHARD J& CARTWRIGHT. What depth does
that give.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEBR. Fourteen feet at Lachine, and
it completes the work with that depth of water. This will
complete the work, including the two St. Gabriel Basins.
IDeepening the bed of the canal between the locks will cost
8500,000 more, and that will not be required until 14 feet
navigation is acquired throughout.

Mr. MAOKENZIE, What has become of the St. Gabriel
Basin ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We are constructing two
additional basins for the purpose of providing addtional
faciliti. That is inciuded in the vote of $790,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. As I understand,
this vote closes ail the expenditure, piers inclusive.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Only for a depth of 12 feot,
of course it is more at the lower entrance.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is there any dif-
culty as to the supply of water to the mills?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The difficulty was about the current,

and I myself partially determined to limit the granting of
applications for water on that account. There was a current
of from three to four miles an hour.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is quite
right, and the intention is to limit the supply of water for
manufacturing purposes to such an amount that will not
interfere with the navigation of the canal, which we look
upon as the primary object.

Mr. MACKENZIE. At the other canals it was always a
source of loss instead of profit to the Government. There
were always claims for compensation, or demanda for arbi-
tration or valuation which swallowed up more than
the entire amount received. When we get to the
items for the expenses on the canais, I would like to know
the state of the accounts between the Government and the
lessees. Some of them are of long standing and large
accounts.

Sir C0hARLES TUPPER. I will give the hon. gentle-
tleman that on concurrence. I may state, without being
able to give the exact amounts, that the Government have
made great efforts during the past season to collect arrears,
bad debts have been written off and the most stringent
measures adopted for the porpose of compelling paymient of
ail arrears on the whole canal system.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Could the hon.
Minister state to us roughly what he expects will bo the
effect of competition on the canais by the railways ? To a
considerable extent I am afraid our anticipations, from the
enormous expenditures on these canais, hardly anything
will be realized.

Sir CHARLWE TUPPER. There is no doubt that the
discovery of steel rails, and their general use on railways,
have had a very serious influence upon canal traffic. It lias
enabled large amounts of freight to be moved with so
mach greater facility and at so much less cost than could
be done before, that ram afraid we cannot expect the great
amount of traffic for the canais that they formerly secured.

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The vote already taken will

finish all the works at the Cornwall Canal. The works are
not quite finished yet, but the amounat remaining unex-
pended will be expended by the lst of July, and wili com-
plete the works at Cornwall. There was one contract lot
at Cornwall which was to give the same depth of water,
twelve feet on the mitre sills, as in the Welland and Lachine
Canais, and that contract will be oompleted by the lt of
July, and that portion of the canal will b. on the sane
scale both above and below.

84. St. Lawrence River and Canals................$154,O00

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is to complete the
works under contract, which will cost about $300,000, in
addition to the $154,000 now asked for. This will complete
a channel of 300 foet in width adapted to a navigation of
14 feet through the Galops Rapide. The sum now asked
for is as much as will probably be expended this year
on that section of the canal.

85. Welland Oanal ..... ............. .......... $600,000

Sir CHA bLES TUPPER. The vote which is now aakod
for is only about half what will be roquired to complte the
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Welland Canal, including the aqueduct. There is a revote
of $492,000 as part of the 8600,000. It is expected that
the entire sum will finish section 34, complote the aqueduct
and enlarge the old lock No. 2, and settle the esti-
mates still unpaid. It will complete all the work excepl
increasing the Welland Canal from twelve to fourteen fect.
Certain portions of it are now fourteen feet, and to deepen
the rest to fourteen feet will require an additional amount.

87. Carillon Canal, Dam and Slide............. $180,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, The hon. gentleman will be
glad to hear that the amount required entirely to complote
that work will not exceed the original estimates, which
were $1,170,000. There is now expended and will be
expended on the 30th June, 1882, including what will be
required, $939,348, and the total required from the 1st July
is $230,651, and the vote for the present year, with 850,000
more, $180,000, will complete the work within the original
estimate. In addition to this amount of 8180,000, the sum
of $50,000 will be required to complete those works.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman stated in his
report, I think, that the amount of quantities moved would
be $446,600. I would like to know how that estimate has
been carried, out by the actual facts.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The total expenditure up to
30th June, 1880, was $571,023; to 30th June, 1881, $191,-
326; and from 31st December, 1881, to 1st July, $131,-
080; total, $893,428. The estimated expenditure to the end
of the present year, $45,920, making a total of $939,348 as
tlie amount required to lst July, 1882; that leaves on the
original estimate of 81,170,000, $230,651; and there will be
required $50,651 to complote the work, so that it will be
completed within the estimate.

Mr. MACKENZIE. When I lefG offiee, tenders
had been received for this work. The lowest was
about $420,000.. This contract was taken from the
old contractors in consequence of their not
proceeding with the work. The hon, gentleman
gave them part of it, and gave the lowest tenderers, Messrs.
McNamee & Co., another part. He estrmated then that
the amount, mon'eying out the quantities according to the
contract schedule, would conle to $446,000, and McNamee &
Co.'s tepder was $420,000. What I wanted to know is the
exýpediture since that tim. The statemnnt the bon. gn-
tleiuan ias mde rfofrs te anothercontract. if I recolleet
aright, 3A4,0Otwe p aid on the contrAct of Cook & Co.
bore the work was aken from thei in June, 1878.

SirCHAIRLES TLPPER. Itaisnot in my power to give
the bQj .gentlemp, the preeise figures to whcb he rtorefe
but i may state bny; the result on these. Cook I Co.
weré thé contractprs ; difficulties arose in carrying on the
work, and the contract was cancelled; new tenders were
asked fok' and when the present Government came into
offoç,, they were w4iting decisioi. Mr. McNamee's tender
wa thelowest and b was notified that the contract would
be awarded to him. 'Subsequntly it became a very grave
question as to whether we should go on, in the then tinappial*
condition of the country, wifh these works or not, and it
was decided not. Mr. MeNamee was informed of thisi
depision, an4 his deposit returned. Subsequently, on the
reporut fMr.,Pagethat the work was deteriorating and
wgul4 s , serious injury, it wasdetermino to carry out
the deign of deepening the navigation of t, Ottawa Canals]
and rAceejîng with this work. In the r eantime the
formrcontra.Qrs ,madea large claim on thq9,Goyernmq4 J
foi having been dispossessed of thoir co4tractý, and afWer]
the vote was taken Mr. McNamee notified the. Department
that hx Would not proceed with the work under bis former
tender because they had in themoantime became seriusly
deterioraWe4 by thfeaçtieou.of îthe.water- Oook&3Jo., who

Pir O nÀLn Turiza,

had been dispossessed of their contract, said they would be
willing to abandon all claims against the Government if
reinstated at thoir original prices. That offer was accepted,
because it was found that the cost would be less than the next
lowest tender to Mr. McNamee. They were, however, called
upon to strengthen themselves as this workwas an extremely
difficult one; and an agreement wps come. to between Mr.
McNamee and the old contractors, to divide the work. The
more difficult portion of it, the dockand;slide, was taken by
Mr. McNamee, and the remainder by the original contrac.
tors. The work has been vigorously carried on, and will be
comploted for the amount already stated. The new works
consist of a dam across the River Ottawa, three-fourths of a
mile above the village of Carillon, and of, a canal throe.
fourths of a mile long. The construction of the dam has been
completed, and the gates closed the 9th November. The work
has been completed very satisfactorily, and there is every
reason to beliove the lock will be opened for navigation in
the spring of 1882.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The gist of the whole thing is sim-
ply this, that by not accepting Mr. McNamee's tender the
work has cost 826,000 more than it would otherwise have
cost. Mr. MeName, whatever he mary be..is a vigoroup con-
tractor who has always carried out his contracts very
efficiently.

Sir CHARLES .TUPPER. I explained to the hon. gen-
tleman the reason for our proceeding; we accepted
Mr. McNamee's tender, but under the circumstances did not
go on with the work. The hon. gentleman is quite correct
in saying that had the work been then proceeded with, it
would have been completed for a smaller amount.

88. Grenville Canal....................$575,OCO
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. At all these places the

vote is very large in proportion to the amount asked. Only
one-third of the amount voted is asked. W.hat is the reason
of that ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They naturally over-estimate
the rate of progress at which the work could,be carried on.
The amount now asked for, is for the completion of this
section of canals.

89. Murray Cana. ........................ $200,OOO

Mr. CROUTER. May I be allowed to enquire if the
Engineers have finished the surveys and made a report to
the Department ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mir. Rubridge has finally
completed a survey. There was a survey also made
by Mr. Perley, and ,Mr. Rubridge subsequently
made a very careful examination and survey, and
there is a question yet to be decided as to which of the two
routes should be adopted ; but Mr. Perley's estimatefor this
work is $i00,000l

Mr. MACKENZIE9. Which will suit better for election
purposes_? ,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I hope the hon. gentleman
does not mean , to insinuate.that- the consctiae, of an
important section of navigation in connection with the.great
canal system of the.St..Lawrence would be in, the, s0alest
degree infiuenaced by consì4erations whichat pogerydistant
time seeme1 to heve.had so muicinfAuence on anotler por-
tion of the line, > am quite certain the hgp. gentilemal
recognises as fully as i do the great importance ,of estend-
ing thé interior or barge navigation, as it will be etenaed,
to Presqu 'Isle or Witter's Bay.'The iongeatlmaln koPws
that perhaps the most dangerons portion of th.- navlgatlon
in connection with our canal system will be avoided by the
construction of this work,ý and if an, expendimure ofW0,0;00
will enable ns to avoid the dangerous part of gS Canal syA-
tem, the-expenditurwillbe nielujnded.n
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Sir RICHARD ,. CARTWRIGHT. Where are the inhabitants of all the towns, villages and ports on

$700,000 to be expended ? What route is that which Mr. both Lakes Ontario and Erie. It was signed by some
Perley has estimated on? of the most influential mon of Upper Canada, including

Mr. McCJAIG. I desire to ask whether the estimate of master mariners who are not likely to be influenced by
the cost of the work is for the route by Weller's Bay. From local considerations. On the other hand, the petition in
Presqu'Isle to the waters of the Bay of Quinté it is five and favor of the Presqu'Isle was signed only by bargermen,
a-half miles or six miles, and from my own knowledge of a master and a few seamen residing in the locality. I hope
the locality the route through Weller's Bay will be much the Minister will give these petitions respectively the
shorter and more advantageous to the country at large, as weight to which they are entitled-one being
the length of the canal will not exceed twe miles. I may signed so numerously and inffuentially, 'and the
state, without fear of contradiction, that in navigating Lake other by a few men whose intereets are purely local. Mr.

state, gg Pagre stated that a vessel on Lake Ontario approachingOntario, you cannot with a south-wost gale enter Presqu'Isle. Pae statedHatbarvesstelo Lake Ontarapproch
I have before me the report of Mr. Page and Mr. Rowan, Presqu'Isle Harbor, must, before getting in range of the
and it is very clear from that report Weller's Bay is a natural nner light, with a view to entering the harbor, change its
harbor of refuge and easy of entrance. If that be the case, course fully 270 degrees, which in certain winds it is barely
a vessel navigating Lake Ontario, and forced by winds into possible to do. When up with Salt Point (upon which there
Weller's Bay for safety, although within a mile of the 1s a light, and behind it about 1,000 fet distant a range
entrance to the Bay of Quinté @he would be obliged to light) the course must again be changed to north-westerly,
remain in the barbor of refuge until the gale had subsided, se as to clear Calf Pasture Shoal, and enter the wider
whereas if the canal were cut from the Bay cf Quinté direct portion of the harbor; in fact the direction of the entrance,
through to Wellers Bay, she could proceed on her voyage crookedness and insufficient width of the channel are found
down the Bay of Quinté to Kingston. The matter is of such by masters of vessels te prove serieus obstacles te its being
consequence, aside from any question of more loal freights, used either as a harbor of refuge or for commercial pur-
that I trust the Minister will look carefully into the matter poses. Again, he says that at the outrance to Presqu Isle
before coming te any decision. Harbor, there was in October, for a short distance, a depth

of only ton feet which at extreme low water would be
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In reply te the question reduced to eight feet, therefore a very large quantity of

asked me by the hon. member for Centre Huron, I may saY dredging must be done in order to obtain the proposed
that we expect to obtain a depth of fourteen to fifteon feet. depth; the channel being intricate, it would require a width
There are two routes-one by Presqu'Isle and the other by j of at least 250 to 300 feet, and at the outer end should have
Weller's Bay. The latter is the shorter, but rock bas to additional depth to allow for the plunging of vessels in a
be encountered, whereas the other, though longer, is heavy sea. A comparison of distances from a point in the
entirely free from rock cutting. Mr. Page, who is just now lake, which may be taken as common to the navigation into
carefully considering the estimates on both rutes, previous Presqu'Isle Harbor and Weller's Bay shows that the length
te an ultimate decision, has roughly estimated the cost to from this point via Presqu'Isle Harbor to the Bay of Quinté
be the same by both routes. With regard to the point raised would be fully twice that via Weller's Bay to the Bay of
by my hon. friend from Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig), lie Quinté. Moreover, ho declares that were the channel
would soon settle the matter in favor of Weller's Bay, but through Presqu'Isle Harbor, and other improvements made,
we are not certain that it is the best, and it is the unavoidable difficulties to be encountered navigating it,
possible that Presqu'Isle may be found to be the would still present an insuperable objedtion to the adôptioi
most available point. I can only say that after of the route to Presqu'Isle Harbor, and that in this view of
having obtained the report and the judgment of the the case the selection must lie between the two other roites,
engineer on the whole subject, we shall consider it carefully, both leading to Weller's Bay.
and that we expect a decision will be arrived at at an Mr. BROWN. I find, from Mr. Page's report in 1867 orearly day. 1868, and also from that of Mr. Rowan, that it was almost

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like to ask impossible in a south-westerly gale to get into the Presqu'
the hon. gentleman if he knows, after entering the Bay of Isle Harbor. A vessel going oast comes to Presqu'Isle
Quinté, what depth of water can be secured from the head Point, thon a range of lights leads into the harbor; butit
down to Belleville and past it. I rather doubt whether has to tow back and sail two and a-half or three miles to
there are any vessels now navigating the bay which draw reach the point where the canal is contemplated to load into
more than 10 or 11 feet of water, so that the matter would Presqu'Isle at Weiss' Creek. They say that a vessel
be one of considerable importance. I am informed, though rounding in that sort of gale would b ;liable to the disasters
I do net pledge myself to the statement, that there will be that occurred there last year. Masters of vessels inform me
considerable difficulty in obtaining a channel of the neces- that the anchor would not hold there owing to the presence
sary depth after you get into the Bay of Quinté. of what they call eel grass, which fills the flakes of the

Sir CIHA RLES T1PPER. That mattor bas lico fullyanchors, so that the vessels drift down to the beach below.
looked int RLR TUPeR. That mter has ee fl According to Mr. Page's report the route by Weller's Bay
clyd intotand it is beieved that there will eo no diffi- is a perfectly straight course ail the way. The channel enter-ty i obtaiing a navigation of four te aeen feet ing into Weller's Bay is fourteen feet deep, and the bay is
in the canalofcurse, it would be useless to get that depth thirty feet deep. As early as 1833, Mr. Beard recommended

Weller's Bay,which route would only require a mile and three
-Mr. McCUAIG. When I called at the office of the Min- quarters or two miles of canal work, while the Presqu'Isle

ister of Railways I saw a petition which had been circulated route would require eight miles. The entrance into
in favor of Presqu'Isle. I may Bay, in the first place, that Presqu'Isle Harbor is also condemned by that report. The
I disclaim being influenced by any local considerations in channel is crooked, and there are only from eight to ton
the natter. I am of opinion that our large canal system feet of water in the barbor, and vessels have great diffleulty
shoulId be taken out of the channel of local prejudices and in approaching it in a westerly gale, which generally pro.
interests, and that t should be viewed entirely in the light vails there. This project, which is in the interest both of
of a national work. Believing that this should be our policy, navigation and commerce, would obviate all the dangers ofi say that Weller's Bay is by far the better route for navigation along the southern coast of Prince Edwardthe canal. I am supported in this view by a petition county, and prevent such great disasters as those which
Presented by X;. Pio bearing the signatures of the occurred last year. At present a vessel loading in the Bay
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of Quinté and going westward has to travel 150 miles to get
to a point on the lake within two or three miles from the
place where she was loading, while, if this canal
were built, she would reach the same point in
two or three hours. I am speaking from prac
tical knowledge, although my principal informa-
tion is derived from the reports of Mr. Page, Mr. Munro
and Mr. Beard. I believe Colonel Philpott, Royal Engi-
neers, also reported in favor of Weller's Bay. That route
is both the S ortest and the cheapest, and I hope the
Government will look carefully and seriously into the
matter.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I can assure the hon. gentle-
man that the subject will engage the most careful considera-
tion of the Government before any decision will be arrived
at, and I am quite sure the interesting speech the hon. gen-
tleman has just delivered will have satisfied my hon. prede-
cessor that this work is entitled to the support of the coun-
try, irrespective of any political considerations. I may say,
after a good deal of examination of the question, there is
very strong reason to believe that a lock may be dis.
pensed with altogether. If that should prove to be the
case, it will reduce the estimate by $120,000.

Mr. McCUAIG. I wish to say that the matter of a
harbor of refuge on the north shore of Lake Ontario is of
great importance. Mr. Page states that vessels on Lake
Ontario running for Presqu'Isle Harbor must, before getting
to the inner side, change their course 270tdegrees, which it
is impossible for a vessel under canvasto do against a
south-west gale,

Mr. CROUTER. The member for Prince Edward bas, of
course, entered into this argument with great zeal. le las
stated that there are petitions from a large number of sea-
going people in regard to the impracticability almost of
getting into Presqu'Isle Harbor.

Mr. MaCUAIG. They have been presented.
Mr. CROUTER. No, Sir ; there is a petition in the

office of the Minister of Railways and Canals, bearing the
signatures of over 100 practical sea-going men from the
vicinity, while people throw cold water on them. But why
should they not be botter acquainted with the real merits of
the question than gentlemen from the farther portion of
the lake. It is very well known that Presqu'Isle Harbor is
the only real harbor of refuge on the north shore east
of Toronto.

Mr. MoCUAIG. Except Weller's Bay.
Mr. CROUTER. How long has that been a harbor of

refuge ?
Mr. MoCUAIG. Twenty-five years.
Mr. CROUTER. I well remember the channel there

being filled np with sand, and navigators having to dig out
a channel. Thon in a few years this sand was blown away,
leaving an entrance into Weller's Bay. Where is the
guarantee that this sand will not blow away again and leave
the whole harbor open to the lake ? Presqu'Isle, with a
little more dredging, will always afford a safe haven for
vessels. For perfect safety to the shippîng at large
Presqu'Isle is the real course and destination.

91. Dredging Buain No. 4, Lachine Canal......... $2,000

Sir RICHA RD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will this bave to be
dredged all the time ? This is charged to income. Will the
basin have to be dredged out every year?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; this dredging is to put
the basin in order. One of two small basins was deepened
while the Lachine Canal was being enlarged. This is for
the purpose of giving it the same depth as the others. At
the basin deepened the improvement is supposed to be
permanent. .

Mr. Baow2z.

92. Construction of a Swing-Bridge at Valleyfieid... $8,000
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is this a new bridge?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; there were two plans

for construction, one for above and the other for below.
The site we have selected is aproved of, and the Chief
Engineer is of the opinion that w ile the upper works should
be of wood, the basement should be of masonry. The popu-
lation of the town has largely increased, and it is absolutely
necessary to have a second bridge.

93. Chambly Canal-raisingbanks, loweringbottom
of Canal, &.c.........................$31,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is this to give
greater depth ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is to greatly improve the
canal, including the following works: to rebuild the east
side, $6,000; to build two cross dams, $1,000; to build the
upper walls at lock 4, $1,000; to build a wharf at St.
John and a long new revetment wall, 83,110; operating the
dredges, $8,855 ; approaches and gravel, $1.250.

94. St. Ours Lock and Dam-Construction of gates,
piers, deepening and widening channel........ 321,350

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is a similar class of
work to that provided for by the last item; but here there
are two pairs of gates to be made.

187. Repairs and working expenses of Canals..... $402,190

Mr. McCUAIG. It may be pertinent to call the attention
of the Government to the dry dock at Kingston. We are

7 spending millions of money for the enlargement of the
Welland Canal, for the purpose of attracting the western
trade via the St. Lawrence, and a dry dock is absolutely
necessary at Kingston of sufficient capacity to take out
those large vessels that we hope to attract to her port.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Government has this
question under consideration.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I observe that the working expenses
are 8411,550 and the income $369,597, leaving a loss on the
whole canal system of $41,953 as the result of last year's
operations.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The expenditure last year
was exceptional, the Welland Canal was foand to be in a
very bad state, and a great deal of work had to be done to
put it in an efficient state of repair.

184. Intercolonial Railway......... ......... $1,909,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The details of this vote are
as follows:-Locomotive power, 8628,000; car expenses,
$445,000; station and train expenses, $254,000; general
charges, $143,000; maintenance, $140,000. Total 81,900,-
000. There is an increase of $300,000. In former yoars
we had to pay more than a dollar to get a dollar's worth of
traffic, this year the accounts are nearly balanced and the
additional traffic has involved this additional expense.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gen-
tleman make an ystatement as to the cost of working the
Rivière du Loup Branch, and the receipts obtained from it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The accounts are not kept
separate. I do not know of any mode by which we could
ascertain exactly what accounts apply to any particular
portion. The acquisition of this branch has been of great
value to the Government; ithas enabled as by putting down
steel rails on that track, which was in very bad condition,
to make more regular connections, and also to hold the
traffic over the road by the rapidity with which we c8n
put it through.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman stated that a
very large portien of the increase was for rolling stock.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER Not in this vote.
Mr. MACKENZIE. With regard to another vote, I say.

Now, I find that in July, 1878, the total amount paid and
chargeable to capital was 82,006,047.26; averagemileage at
the time, 714. This gives 82,809.59 as thn amount per
mile for roiling stock of ail kinds. In July, 1882, there
were 889 miles in operation; amount paid out of capital up
to that time, $2,753,001, or at a rate of 83,099 per mile for
rolling stock. I would like to know how much
of the rolling stock got during the last ten years, bas been
chargeable to income. There is no statement in the report
that gives it, and it is interesting to know. My conviction
is that much too large a proportion is charged to capital.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. The hon. gentleman is en-
tirely mistaken in that impression. The rolling stock of
the road was stated by Mr. Brydges to be working to its
fullest capacity in 1878, and he reported that the rolling
stock was barely sufficient to perform the trafflc of the road.
Now that there has.been a great increase in the volume of
traffic, the hon. gentleman will see that it will be impossible
to do it with the existing rolling stock and additional rolling
stock will be provided from capital account. What the
road is obliged to do in order to make a fair exhibit, is to
maintain in a state of thorough efficiency the road and the
rolling stock provided from capital account to the traffic.
If the volume of trafflc has increased 40 per cent., as it has
done, of course you must from capital account furnish the ad-
ditional amount of rolling stock. That is the practice of all
railways. Al a railway undertakes to charge for working ex-
penses is to maintain the thorough efficiency of the roiling
stock. Capital account is closed until there is a great ad-
ditional volume of traffic which requires to be provided for.
On the Grand Trunk and Great Western Railways, the
moment there is a great additional volume of traffic, rolling
stock sufficient to handle that traffic is provided and charged
to capital account. I had a communication last summer
from the managers of both those roads, and they both stated
that was the practice with reference to both those roads.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like to see those communi-
cations.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I asked specific questions
and had specific answers.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The Great Western have new lines
built, and that is a totally different thing.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Idonotreferto the extension
of the lines at all. I refer to the rolling stock required for the
increased volume of traffic, and both gentlemen stated to me
that the practice on these roads is to provide for such an
increase of expenses by charging them to capital account.
The hon. gentleman will at once see that it would be quite
impossible to furnish the amount of rolling-stock
required to do $500,O00 worth of additional traffie
a year. If the traffic amounts to a million dollars a
year instead of half a million, you cannot handle it with that,
nor is it possible to obtain it from working expenses, espe-
cially where ou have a deficit to draw from instead of
a surplus. itmust be furnished chargeable to capital
account. Now, I think the bon. member for St. John
fell into some serious errors in dealing with the
subject of the operation of the Intercolonial Railway.
LIe endeavored to show that the comparison made by the
hon. Minister of Finance between the results of the
Operation of the Intercolonial Railway under the late Gov-
ernment and under the present Government, is incorrect;
and lie lias brought forward an array of figures in support
of this position. But I shall show the hon. gentleman that
he as not placed the facto correctly before the House. I
have always admitted that the late Government were not
"esPonsible for the expenditure of 1873.74, as the obligations

for that year, ncurred by their predecessors, had to be
carried out. I therefore take the five years from the lst
July, 1874, to lst July, 1879, and I find the following
facte:-

Revenue. Expenditure.
1874-5.........38i miles in operation
1875-6.........518 do
1876-7..-------714 do
1877......714 do
1878Y9e.er s714 do

Yearly average, 608

$ 861,t931
848,862

1,154,445
1,378,947
1,294,100

$1,107,589

$1,143,157
1,092,775
1,661,673
1,811,273
2,010,183
-..-----..

Having, for the reasons given, omitted the years 1873-74 in
considering the working of the railway under thelate Govern-
mentiI begin its administration under the presentGovernment
for similar reasons,with the year 1679-80, and find the corres-
ponding figures for the last two fiscal years to be:

Years. Revenue. Expenditur.

1879-80........ 825 miles in operation ...... $1,506,298
1880-81........ 840 do do ...... 1,760,394

Yearjy average.......832 $1,633,346

$1,603,430
1,759,851

$1,681,640

These figures prove that the average yearly earnings of the
Intercolonial Railway, during the Administration of our pre-
decessors, wore less by 8525,712 than under the present
Government, while the average annual expenditure was less
by only 8137,827, although the average length of line
operated during the five years ended the 30th June, 1879,
was only 608 miles, and in the following two years 832
miles. Had the expenses of the last two years borne the
same proportion to the milea-e under the operation as
those of the preceding five years, the average annual
expendiuro would Lave been, not $1,681,640, as I
have shown it to have been, but 82,112,448, showing an
economy to have been effected, under the present Administra-
tion, of $430,808 per annum, the cost of maintenance of way,
renewals of bridges, fences, rails, &c., being charged in each
year to revenue, as I continue to charge it from year to year.
The cost of the change ofgauge in 1875 and 1876 did not enter
into this account, and in stating that this amount, about 8843,-
000, formed part of the expenditure embraced in the figures
submitted by him, the bon.member for St. John (Mr. Burpee)
was in errer, as ho aiso was in stating that the cost of
steel rail renewals, which form a charge against
maintenance of way, are charged to capital under the
existing Administration. The hon. gentleman states,
moreover, that items which formed a charge against
revenue under the late Government, are charged to
capital by their successors. This is not correct. It is true
that works of extension at the termini of the railway are
still charged to capital as hitherto (the capital account for
works along the line having been closed), as also old
accounts in connection with the construction of the road
under the Commissioners. But in this we only follow the
practice laid down by our predecessors about a year before
they surrendered the reins of Government, for several years
previous to which extensive works were charged to capital,
which if doue at the present time would form a charge
against revenue. The capital expenditure during the five
years ended the 30th June, 1879, was:

1874-5 ............................. ............. $377,452
1875-6......... --......... .............. 316,641
1876-7......... ....................... 314,925
18778.......4.......................... 408,811
1878-9..........................226,639

Average per annum............ $328,895

And for the two years ended the 30th .une, 1881:

1879-80 ................................ $161,439
1880.1.......................................... s68,430

Average par annum ............ $114934
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It will thus be seen at onnce that the statement that we penditures were created in order to save the etpenditures in
charge to capital what our predecessors charged to revenue, the next year, and the result was that $126,737 wepe spent
is incorrect, the fact really being that we charge to revenue that year in excess of the previous year, 1877-78, -and in
items which they, until a year or so before resigning office, the following year the expenditures descended-aa it weil
systematically charged to capital. I have, of courtie, not might after everything had been rushed into the previous
taken into cornsideration the capital expenditure in connec- year that was possible-to $385,000. The increase in the
tion with the purchase of the Rivière du Loup Brauch, expenditure for station expenses, which are a kind of ex.
which 'would be out of place in the comparison I penses that may fairly be contrasted, because the
have given of the operation of the Intercol- same work bas been in effect, was :
onial Railway during the two periods under consideration. 1878-79, $4,987, and for reneral charges, $5,52'. Now,

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). The basis on which we started station expenses and general charges occurred almost
from for different years. I took from 1874 to 1878, as did entirely in the time when hon. gentlemen controlled the
the hon Minister cf Finance, who made a comparison of work. They had nine months and we had three. I admit
those years c that considerable savings were effected by hon. gentlemen

in the matter of cutting down wages and salaries. i never
Sir LEO NA RDTILLEY. From July,1874, toJuly, 1879. approved of that, nor do I approve of it now. I believe in
Mr. BURPEE. I am speaking of the stateient made in employing the best men and paying them the best wages,

the Budget Speech in which the bon. Minister took from and I do not believe in cutting down the wages of working.
1874 to 1879 to make a conmiparison. men to an inordinate degree, as was done in this case.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman said in my That savirg was made at a vast expense to the country,
hearing that he was not responsi ble for the years 1873-74. because the force em ployed bas not been sufficient to Min-

tain the road efflciently.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I took from July, 1874, to July, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is

1879. entirely mistaken in arriving at any suchb conclusion as he
Mr. BURPEE. I took the receipts and expenditures bas just stated. I have no hesitation in saying that there

from the Public Works Report. After taking out what was is no road on the continent with which the Inter-
charged to capital account, the mileage in certain years is colonial will not favorably compare. Lt bas been visited
undoubtedly different from that of which the bon. Minister by railroad men from varions parts of the United States,
ofRailways bas spoken, as ho has leftover five or six miles of wbo have been carriedoveritat aspeed ofeighty miles anhour,
branch railways. Taking 1874 to 1878 and deducting the and the condition of the road bas excited the admiration of
amounts of $150,000 spent on steel rails anid $177,000 and every railroad man fron the United States who has visited
$200,000, the figures, according to the returns, are correct, the country to such an extent that they have again and
tî.king the six miles differeiice mileage into account. The again spoken in the highest and most eulogistic termas of
amount spent on capital account was in 1879, $226,000; in the condition of the road. All the savings whieh have been
1880, $548,000; 1881, $608,000. effected have been real and genuine, and it is impossible for

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman includes the bon, gentleman to take up the statement which I laid

the Rivière du Loup Branch. I left _that entirely out of bl on the Table of the House, at the request of the hon. mem-

theRivire L pB c Iber for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), without
arriving at the conclusion that we have been enabled to

Mfr. BURPEE. I toôk it from the report that the hon. o btain a very large amount of increased traffic and to handle
Minister submitted to the House. In 1882, the amount that traffic at a greatly decreased expenditure. I find that
was $446,000, and a Supplementary vote asked this year one error bas occurred in the table which I had requested
reaches $333,000 odd, making $730,000. The Estimates for to be prepared, making the average number of miles under
1883 amount to 8609,000, on capitul account. Notlinig i, the late Government 510 when it should have been 608.
said in the Public Works Report about any grant being for The rest will be found to be strictly accurate and te afford a
the Rivière du Loup Branch. just and fair comparative statement. Ail the stock

Mr. MACKENZIE. According to the figures the average furnished from capital account has been maintained,
is 615 miles a year, and not as the hon. gentleman stated. and, as Mr. Brydges stated in bis report, it was barely suffi-
The hon. Minister has included what is net in the annual cient to do the ,traffic then. It bas been maintained in a
reports charged to working expenses; the bon. Minister thorough state of efficiency, without any charge to capital.

gave $1,661 instead of $1,461, and 81,811 instead of 81,611. All that has been expended from capital aceount for the
purchase of rolling stock has been legitimately expended te

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I tbink the bon, gentleman meet the additional volume of traffic required to be bandled.
will find the statement I have given perfectly accurate. The reduction which took place in the wages and salaries of

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think it is not perfectly accuiate. employees, and which, I must say, was cheerfully asseuted
I am not counting anything at all for the original expendi- to by the parties concerned, was not-mcb as at ail to affect
ture on the Ri% iôre du Loup line. Then, Sir, let us look for the efficient operation of the road. A few persons, it is

a moment at the expenditure for the year 1878-79. In the true, did leave and went to the United States, but in almost
year 1876-77 the expenditure for the maintenance, which is every instance the parties have applied for permission to
one of the heavy items, was $384,280. The expenditure in return to their old positions. The porsons who have be"
1877-78, our last full year, was $451,114. Now, in the suc- engaged in operating the road have devotedtheiitmoslt time
ceeding year, 1878-79, we were in office three months. We and attention to the duties they bad to discharge, and thoy
undertook ino extraordinary works on the railway at all have worked with a -success which, I think, ,should have
during those three months. We werte engaged mainly pre- excited the admiration of hon. gentlemen opposite rather
paring for the General Elections and were away from the Cap- than their -criticism. An enormous public saving has been
ital a part of the time, but the expenditure for maintenance effected; the work ha. been carried on in the most
of roadways increased suddenly that yeur from $441,000 vigorous and efficient manner, and never was th traffic
to $567,000. I have never obtained a statement of handled with the same degree of success as ha attended
the expenditures under that head, though I have trequently the handling of this largo additional volume of trafic. I
asked for it. I recollect picking ont a few òf them, but have furnished the House with data from whieh every per-
only a few, and no account of them is rend, red in the re- son would be able to judge exactly how the matter stands.
tun. lu the fit year there de nedombt that enormous ex-1 All the inoresses of he eapitaleipendirewhio>h-havbn

Sir Au&.z.a Turyza.
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charged against the hon. gentleman for the five years have that is the last year the hon. member for Lambton hadbeen correspondingly charged for the two years. charge of the Treasury. But even from that sum a large

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman bas failed amoun willhavetobedeductedforreconstructing therolling
to notice this point: that ho paid nothing for steel stock, the construction ofsidings, station buildings, tanks, &c.
rails. Yet ho charges us with the amount we ex- The Minister of Railways, in comparing the results of the
Pended. If you. deduct $200,000 from 1876-77, 1877-78 and management of the Intercolonial with those of the manage.
1878419-taking the saine view of the last year that the ment of the hon. member for Lambton (à&. Mackenzie) takes
hon. gentleman does with regard to the responsibility for the year which was really the year of his own administration,
it-and we have a difference of $168,000. The entire lino for the road was really undor his absolute control for nine
was laid with steel rails before I left offe. months of that year. But the Minister of Railways statea

that the Opposition invariably insist that the present
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not the entire line. Minister is responsible for the expenses of 1873-74. They
Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, the entire lino. have nover done anything of the kind, except in so far as
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The line between Moncton saying that those gentlemen are responsible for so much of

and Shediac has not been wholly laid with steel rails yet. the expense of that year as they rendered inevitable. For
that year, for the obligations they contracted, they muet be

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not count that as part of the held responsible; but the present Opposition claim credit
ntercolomial Railway• for not having spent all the money estimated as necessary
Mr. ANGLIN. It is perfectly amazing that the hon. by hon. gentlemen opposite. We boast we suceeded in

gentleman should stand up and make the statements he keeping the expenses several hundred thousand dollars
muakes hore deliberately-statements which he says are facts, within the estimates, and p-trticularly with regard to rail-
but which we say are contrary to the fact-repetitions ways. Unless it can ho shown that hon. gentlemen oppo-
Of statements made by himself and the Finance Minister in site had incurred some obligation or entered into some con-
the country, disputing the evidence which their own books tracts in 1873-74, which the succeeding Government would
could afford them if they choose to look into them. The have been glad te escape from and would net have under.
hon. gentleman has gone through this country declaring taken had they been free, it will be absurd te hold the late
that through bis skilful management and his prudent Government responsible for the railroad expenditureduring
economy ho bas succeeded in saving some that year. But it suite the hon. Minister just now to claim
8150,000 a year in the working expenses, de. that year, for that gives him a prctext for charging the
liberately withholding from the public the facts which hon. member for Lambton with the expenditure on the road
would explain what that economy meant. He knows that for nine or ton months after he had ceased te control it. There
ho charged against the hon. member for Lambton, as was no other obligation resting on the Minister of Railways
Working expenses, 8146,000 for steel rails renewed, and but that of extending those bridges. He constructed thitteen
somue 8470,00 for raising the bridges, both of which were new tidings which were not necessary. But if thcy were
extraordinary expenditures on capital account. The hon. necessary, when you come to the point of the hon. gentle-
gentleman knows too that in the expenditures of the same man's wonderful saving and working expenses, is it reason-
3.ear- there was something like $100,000 expended in fit- able te set this among the working expenses ? Would it not
ting the old rolling stock to the narrower gauge, wlich ho fair and honest te take that out of the working exponses?
ought aise to ho charged to capital, but he chose to charge The hon. gentleman defended himself two years ago by
it to working expenses. All these sums ought to be deducted saying: " Oh, I continue the road under the management of
in all honesty and fair play; if the hon. gentle- the late Government. " Mr. Brydges was continued in the
re4n had the slightest sense of justice or fair same extravagant management. Buthehadthesamopower
Play te thoir opponents, they would deduct them. If state to dismiss Mr. Brydges, if necessary, the day after ho took
mnents of this kind are made, the public ought to be given office as when he diti dismiss him. He ought to have been
the facts honeâtly and frankly; but they are not, they are quite prepared, when ho took office, to undertake his wunder-
deliberately misled; misstatements are put before them as tul task of economy. But, in hie coaparisons of the, manage.
facts. The bon. gentleman stands up and compares years ments of the late and the presontGovernments, he ought te
When ony a portion of the railway was open, and when the state the whole facts frankly. Let him tellthe public that
working expenses could not be so great, with years when the year he credits Mr. Mackenzie with was hie own year,
the Ontire road was open. The true mode of comparison is and that ho might have curtailed or reduced that expendi-

c 0Onence at the time the road was opened, in 1876, and ture had it beoen absolutely nocessary. If ho will fairiy
balance the receipte against the actual working expenses of compare the expenditure under each Government, let him
each year. The hon. Minister of Finance, in order te give take 1877-88, during which the member for Lambton had
valq te his statement, said that he got it from Mr. Tims, the entire control of.the road, for which he is responsible.
the accountant. There is no doubt Mr. Tims made his When ho talks of obtaining new traffic for it one would
8tatement from the books, but Mr. Tims was net directed really suppose that the incroase of the traffi was due te
te go into the question of how much was unfairly charged something he had done. Everything done te procure addi-
to working expenses for the purposes of comparison b. tional traffie was done before he took charge, One of the
tween the Administration of the hon. member for Lambton sources of this new trafflo was the calling of the Allan steam-
and the hon. Minister of Bailways. The report for the ers at Halifax, and the landing of a large portion of the
Year 1877418 says: goods intended for Canada. Agaip, the calling of those

In 1876-77 the ex nditure for renewals amounted to $543596.68 steamers at Halifax bas led te the development of the cattle
he was entered in the Publie Accounts, Part III, page 58, under the trade which is rapidly expanding. It was not the Miister of
toM Renewals, Suspenae Account. Of that sum $200,000 was eharged Railways who compelled those steamers to stop at Halifax,
the frkig expenses for renewals in that year; $200,000 is charged for butthe member for Lambton. A trade, of course, dose net
ehar518 4 year 1877-78, and the balance, $143,591.68, will be included in,r f rer -wal7an the ba acconet of 1 978.79. b i i spring into full existence at once; it is a matter of graduai
log **08t Of workiGg the line, with maintenance, is $1,811,273.56, includ- development. These two great sources of revenue were
to $200.000 for reewais chargeable to 1877-78, fron the total expeadi- supplied and developed without any action of hon. gentlemen

ire $ýý54ae988 made in 1876-77."' opposite. One of the great freights of the railroad is the,
uodn0ting, therefore, $200,000 for renewals from 8432,326, fish trade, which aise wassdeveloped while the member for

Lwnomnùai excesa of expenditure over revenue, the' reat Lambton had control of the road. It has grown since he
'ee Ver.xpenditurewoUkt be roduced to4282826, an. wasin .pOWen . uadidnerythingto foster ta-rad., NO
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new railroad through a new country of comparatively sparse was that the expenditures made by the late Governent were
population can be expected to have as large a tracte the first, very much larger than they wouid have been. Then, again,
second or third year as afterwards; railways foster and between the lot of July of that year and the Sth of October
create business. Depression may affect it for ayear or two; something like 88,000 were paid out-in increased salaries to
because as we all know that depression began to be severely officiais. IL was fouad very urgent to obLain political.support
felt in 1877-78, the last year of the management of the by the appointment of-a number of people hereand there,
member for Lambton. The increase of the receipts from and the resuit was that I see in that short period no les than
freight that year, as compared with the year preceding, was S8,000 increae was expended in salaries. I will ask the hou,
19-44 per cent., and the uniform growth and red.uction of gentleman now to take the year 1878, which ho says is a fair
the deficit was $74,901, showing a very rapid development year to test the comparative economy of the two Govern-
of the trade of the country and of the road. But it soments. They had then 714 miles of road in operation, and
happened that the depression continued and became more the expeuses wore 81,811,273.
severe in the year following, notwithstanding the advent of Mr. MACKENZIE. No; 8200,000 is to core off that.
the present Minister to office,-notwithstanding the pro- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Suppose I give the hon.
mises of the National Policy which were to restore gentleman the benefit of this 8200,000. I take them as I
and revive business the moment they got into power. find them.
Notwithstanding the declaration of the Minister of Rail-
ways that a new era had dawned on the Dominion, the Mr. MACKENZIE. They are net that way.
depression not only continued but became intensified. Sir CHARLES TUPPER I maintain now, as I always
That was one of the reasons why the deficit was so much maintained on that side of the fouse, that the renewals of
larger that year than the previons one. When ail these the road of whatever character, required to b. charged in
facts are taken into account, I really think the hon. gentle- the year iu which they were made. They require to be
man ought to have more regard for the reputation of the spread over the five years. No one will pretend to state
Government-though it be a bad one-than to persist in that renewals do not require to ho charged te working
repeating statements entirely contrary to the facts as dem- expenses, and I charge that way ail the renewais of the
onstrated in the official archives. When the railway was same chaiacter since thon to the present Administration.
handed over by the hon. member for Lambton it was prob- Now, you will find that in the year 1877-78 thoy oxpended on
ably the finest road in America. The road-bed, superstruc- 714 miles of road, $1,811,273. Now, Sir, I only expendod on
ture, and equipment were ail that could be expected, 825 miles of ioai for the year 1879-80, leaving out
and the road was all laid with steel rails ex-altogothor the intervening years, $1,603,432, $218,000 less
cept from Painsec Junction to Shediac. That is for operating 111 miles more road. Now, even if you take
to-day in a very wretched condition. Only a day or two away the amount for steel rails, yen seothe enermous
ago a train tumbled off--and the locomotive is still, I economy offected. With regard to that table I presented I
believe, in the ditch. Tho bon. gentlem:rn pretends that regret that the clerk made a mistake in statingthenumber
the slight repairs necessary from time te time on a new ofmites in oporation during the five years avoragod 510,
road are to be compared to an entire renewal of super. instead of 608 as i should have beon. That, of course,
structure, rails and all. He must see this is a perfectly involvesa change in the figures I subsequently gave, show-
unfair way of putting the case. The hon. gentleman says ing that the aveeage anruai expenditure, instead of being
that in the present condition everybody abuses the road. 82,515,653, it shoulc have been 82,112,448, showing an
No doubt,even in its present condition i t is an admirable road; economy under the present Administration of
but it is not in the condition it was when handed over te$438)808. With the exception of that orror I have
him. The rolling stock is in a deplorable condition. The no heditation in saying that the strictest accuracy of
other day I referred te a letter of Mr. John Murray, who every item submitted te the Committoo can be maintained. I
describes the locomotives as being almost useloss. Onebave gone into the figures on the table submitted andihave
especially, No. 73, has figured in a number of serions acci- workod ont the whole question iii such a way as te place it
dents thiough its being put te draw more cars than it is within the power of any bon. gentleman, with the PubliO
able te draw. The Rivière du Loup Branch did net Accounts in his hands, and the reports of the varions yearo,
entail any large addition to the rolling stock because te verify accuratoly every statement. Now, I may SaY,
the Government rolling stock was formerly used with reforonco te the Picton Branch, that a certain portion
over it, and at greater wear and tear than ýat present, while is not in se good condition, and that is the reaon why I have
the old rails have been repLaced by steel rails. With been oxpecting, as the hon, gentleman knows, from month te
regard te the bon. Minister s statement of the amonnt ho month for the past year, te h called upon te hand it over.
has saved, there is room to doubt its accuracy. The Public 1 did net wish te lay down a dozen miles of steel rails ou 3
Accounts are before us, and lhe hon. gentleman cannot road that wuste ho soon ont of the hands of the Goverfr
pretend to say that the deficit, under the hon. member for ment, and thus make a very vauablo present te parties
Lambton, was more than $232,000 on the working of the whom I thought had received quit. enougl before. The hon.
road. gentleman did re-lay with steel a large portion after le had

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. When an hon. member passed a Bil te transfer the Picton Railway, upon which steel
undertakes to speak againet time he should select some other rails were laid, and I thonght that was doing quite enongh for
hourbesides 2 a.m. I will give the hon. gentleman a reason a company which was te recoive the road as a present. JISd
why the expenses in 1878-79 were larger than in any other I suppOsed the road would romain in my bande 1 would
year. I believe the resuit of that was that the expenditures have en eompollod te do more to-day than I have doue.
which were required were deferred until after the last Session For ail the rost of the Intercolonial Railway, for ail the
previous to the General Elections, and thon I have this roling stock and evorything connected with it, I Clile0
evidence that the manager of the road and the chief the strictest scrutiny te show that everything bas net on Y
superintendent engaged-immediately after the HIouse been maintained in a thorough state of efficioncy, but the
rose for the last time, and when no returns road te.day is in the fineet condition it las ever been. Newo
could be again exhibited to the House-engaged in these I will add the testimony ef Mr. Sohroiber, Chef Engineer of
expensive operations, and that he allowed the road te romain Government Railways, and at present in charge of this work.
in abeyance until that period. The improvement can be Tliy are preparod by the (ief Esgineer of RailwaysWho
made matter of proof by aIl the persons connected with the islwell known to hon, gentlemen Opposite, Who ooMmSu<d
xiad, and by the works th W ap undetakon, ad tho rsult very pStandoSLdenoaxd whoi.knownAS AU WM
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painstaking officer; and if there is any inaccuracy in this
statement, that gentleman is responsible. I have told him
f-om the first hour I had anything to do with the railway
and that he was put in charge, that he must not allow the
road to run down or the rolling-stock to deteriorate, and that
instead of such being deemed an economy it would be con-
sidered as the most blameworthy act of which lie could be
guilty. I told him that all the money required to maintain
the road and the rolling-stock in thehighest condition of effi-
ciency was at bis service, and I would recognize it as the
greatest fault of which he could be guilty to allow either
to run down. Hon. gentlemen opposite are aware
that the chief mechanical superintendent, Mr. Whitney, has
for twenty years filled the position-and I confess I place
implicit confidence in his statement; and having myself
visited every part of the road with the officers, and having
taken the superintendent and mechanical superintendent to
examine everything and obtain all possible information, I
feel myself in the position to declare that all statements
respecting deterioration either in the road or rolling-stock
are distinctly unfounded. I have taken all the means that
a gentleman, not being a professional man, could take to
obtain accurate information, and that I have laid before the
House fairly and impartially, and I challenge the closest
scrutiny into those statements and the most carèful exami-
nation by any person who wishes to look into them.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Whoever is to blame, every state-
ment that bas come before the House is a false statement.
The hon. gentleman can locate the blame where he pleases.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman cannot
say that thei statement is a false one. I stated that ail the re-
newals for the five years he was in power have been charged
against him, and that all the subsequent renewals have been
charged against the present Government.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There have been no renewals since
the ion. gentleman came to office. fie cannot show there
was a line laid down which was then beyond re-,
pairs. The renewals for 1874-75, was $292,000; for 1875-76,
$215,289; for 1877, $200,000; for 1878, $200,000; for 1879,
8143,000. Nota dollar was spent by the hon. gentleman or
this Government corresponding with bis figures, and, there.
fore, ne fair comparison can be made except by deducting
those expenditures that were abnormal. In every instance
in the Public Reports it is stated with that deduction
made, yet the hon. member comes down with a statement
which is a false statement and one calculated to deceive thej
public.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER It is perfectly true, every1
une of it,1

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am stating the facts, and I inviteI
every member present to go and look at the reports andi
ascertain what is correct. The renewals in every year
have been deducted in making a comparative statement. I
Wish a statement to be prepared and brought down before 1
concurrence to show the precise condition of the road over
the entire line, the amount of the rolling-stock in each year
and the revenue,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will give the information
the thchon. gentleman.

Mr. IACKENZIE. 1 want also a statement of the expense f
and maintenance of way in 1878-79, and I believe that expen-
diture was deliberately made by the Minister for the purpose
of making it as large as possible, and reducing the expendi- 1ture for following years. Expenditure for 1877-78 for%
maintenance of way, was $441,114; for 1878-79, only three t11onths of which was under our control, there was expended e
on steel rails, $567,851; the following year the amount i'Was reduced to 8385,536. I hope if the hon, gentleman is J
geing to present full information to the House he will with-c
dJrw the falso statement he made.

lg

Sir CHARLES TUPPER It is impossible to withdraw
false statements as such have not been made. The false.-
hood rests with the hon. gentleman in making such a
statement. When I sat on that side of the House I stated
that it was an untrue policy to bring down accounts
in which the renewals were not charged, and I maintained
they should be charged each year. The renewals are al-
ways charged to the year in which they are made. I
might differ with the hon. gentleman as to the proper
mode in which to charge the amounts, but if I bring down
a statement in which the renewals in both cases are charged
to the year in which they apply there would be no falsehood.
The hon. gentleman may differ from me but he forgets what
is due to himself when he characterizes a statement as false
which is a perfectly true and frank statement. I defy the
hon. gentleman to put his finger on any statement I ever
made in this House or any document I ever submitted
that could properly be characterized by any terms so
insulting.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have just put my finger on such a
case, and I challenge the hon. gentleman to deny it. I in-
vite every hon. member to look at the Public Accounts or
the Report on Railways and say if I am not right. The
hon. gentleman will not get out of it in the way he thinks of
it. I say that we laid the whole lino with steel rails and
that he did not lay any, and I s2y that nothing could be
more false than the comparison he makes in that respect.

Mr. WELDON. I spoke the other night with regard to
the number of casualities on the Intercolonial, and I find
from statistics that that road occupies a very unfavorable
position compared with others in this respect. In the
whole of the railroads of Canada last year 99 lives
were lost, while 147 persons were injured, making a total of
246. I find that on the Grand Trunk Railway 25 were
killed and no others i, jured. On the Great Western Railway
9 were killed and 27 injured, making a total of 36. On the
Intercolonial Railway 14 were killed and 67 injured, making
a total of 81, or nearly one-third of the whole. We find also
that many accidents occurred which are not reported, and I
call attention to the following paragraph from the St. John's
Globe of April 20th, entitled: "Another smash-up on the
Intercolonial :"

"Rumors were current to-day that a collision had taken place on the
Intercolonial yesterday, near Springhill, and that one of the new engines
recentlybuiltby Messrs. Fleming & Sons had been badly wrecked. A
reporter enquired at the railway station, but the officiais there proclaimed
ignorance of any accident. From other sources it was gleaned thatatan
early hour yesterday morning, somewhere between Springhill and
Moncton, Conductor Brown's coal train was run into by a special and
both engines seriously damaged. No One was injured. The last engine
put out by Messrs. Fleming & Sons was one of the number. It wasalso
stated that Engineer MeNair, who was in the accident with the late
Conductor Geldert, was driving the engine of the special train. The
alleged cause of the accident is that the brake on the van would not
work, but railway men assert that there are other and better reasons."

If it be true that these accidents are caused by the men
being overworked it is false economy. It is noticeable, too,
that in most of these accidents it is the employes of the
road who generally suifer.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see
at once that if all the accidents occurred which are reported
we would not be able, after repairing locomotives and so
forth, to effect the enormous saving which we have effected.
Tbere is no truth in the statement that the officials are over-
worked. There are occasions, of course, when the officials
perform more than their usual amount of labor, but it is
voluntarily undertaken, and it would be impossible
to carry on the work of this road by maintaining
a sufficient staff to meet the traffic at particular times
without increasing the labor of the regular staff.
This would be utterly ruinous to any road, so that at parti.
cular times of pressure the road must be operated by calling
upon the regular staf.
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. With respect to the profession, Mr. Hodgson, and bis report leaves no doubt

Prince Edward Island Railway the hon. gentleman must be on mymind ofthe most glaring perjury by witnesses at that
aware that the recent decision of the Court here, so far as trial.
the evidence has been given to the public, seem to show that Mr. MACKENZIE. Then I presume the Government
it was not in good condition. Damages were awarded i will take immediate steps to have the perjurers arrested.
one case, if I remember a right, to the amount of $40,000 to
one man, and upon the ground mainly that the road was not Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that I hold in my
in a fit condition to be travelled upon, that there was both hand the report cf Mr. McNab. On the 24th August,
negligence in construction and negligence in keeping it in 1880, a train left the track on the Prince Edward Island
repair. CHAIRailway, in consequence of which several persons were

Sir. .TUPPER.1 regret the accident injured. It was alleged that the accident wae caused by
Sir HARES UPPR. reget he ccientthe bad condition cf the track. Mr. McNab held an inves-

on the Prince Edward Island Railway; but I think we have tigation and reported thatM:
sufficient margin, as compared with the late Government,
to pay a good deal more than the amount mentioned by the "The accident is unaccountable, as the investigation which has

bon. gentleman as having been awarded under the ver *een made show@ that the road-bed bas received a t deal of atten-hon getlean s hvin ben wared nde th vry tien thi8 summer, it having been Ievelled and gauge ad provided with
extraordinary judgment of the judge, should that judg- new sleepers where necessary, and no reduction has been made in the
ment be confirmed, of which we have no expectation. That number of men employed.'
judgment has been appealed against, and we shall be pre- Speaking of the place of the accident, Mr. McNab says:
pred to show that that finding of the judge was based upon.

timony of the most undoubted perjury. I shall be able "It had been examined by John McQuade, one of the section-men
to show that the gentleman in charge of that railway at on the morning of the 23rd instant, and it was then in good condition.'

the time was one whom my predecessor advanced. Ie And further:
found him in the service at a salary of $2,400 a year, and As the investigation which has been made, combined with a per-
increased his salary to $4,000 a year. sonal examination of the ground, satisfies me that the road-bed had no

Mr. MACKENZIE. But I required him to give up an connectionwhaterer with causing the accident."

appointment with the Nova Scotia Government from which The road-master, Mr. H. Houle, is a man of great expe-
ho was receiving 81,000. rience, having been connected with railways for thirty-two

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But we were giving him only years, eiefly with the Calais and Baring Railway, the
82,400 a year. Ho was chief engineer of the road and Grand Trunk, the European and North American, the
ought to have been able to see that the track was main- Western Extension, the New Brunswick and Canada, and
tained, and that gentleman's testimony proved that where the Prince Edward Island Railway. His connection
this accident occurred the road was in first-class condition. with the latter lino dates from its commencement.
The track-master, who had been in the service during all So all those parties who wore on the spot and responsible
the time of the hon. gentlemen opposite, a man of great abil- for the condition of the road, and who wore trusted by the
ity and who is there now, swore in the most positive terms late Government, concurred in saying that the road was
that the road was in the best possible condition, But in first-class condition.
a dismissed section foreman was brought there from Mr. ANGLIN. Very respectable people in Charlotte-
the States who swore that the road was in very bad town said that they went outside the place and were able to
order. As the matter is still before the Courts, it kick some of the sleepers off the track after the accident
is not necessary for me to say more than that I have occurred.
no doubt whatever that the extraordinary damages given Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not require any other
to a man who is at this moment performing the duties statement to prove that the man who asserted that gave false
of cashier in a bank at Charlottetown, are much too great. evidence. The hon. gentleman knows that over a sleeper
The deficits on the Prince Edward Island Railway have that you could kick to pieces, a train could not be taken.
been as follows:-For 1875-76, $96,869; for 1876-77, Certain parties swore that they could pick the spikes out
897,930; for 1877-78, 885,700; f r 1878-79, 897,457; for with their fingers and kick the sleepers off. Wi that be
1879-80, 857,789; and for 1880-81, 871,992. believed in face of the statement of Mr. McNab, Mr. Houle

Mr. MACKENZIE. As to the capacity of the engineer and others, all able and accomplished men, who examined
that is to be measured by instructions received from hcad- and declared the road in first-class condition.
quarters. I saw a statement in some of the papers that Mr. MACKENZIE. Were those parties examined on the
a very large number of new sleepers were put in immedi- trial ?
ately after this accident.

Sely tr Hi a cidentI . I abSir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; and the verdict was
Sir CR er TUPPER. I think a large number of founded on the testimony of the parties who had been dis-

sleepers were put in.missed. The people in the neighborhood got excited on the
Mr. MACKENZIE. That would show that there were subject.

no arrangements to put the road in a good condition. The Mr. MACKENZIE. The verdict seemed to me a veryhon. gentleman soems to think it extraordinary that ho has Mn .AenZIe. Te erdct ed te mea ery
succeeded in reducing the amount of the deficit. Well, it heavy ene ideed. I enquired and wae told by somo peop
ought to be reduced. During the last year I had charge of that the rails could not be kept together.
that road, a large party was engaged during the whole year Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have the good authority
in renewing portions of the road, extending some parts, I have mentioned for the falsity of that statement.
straightening curves and so on, and the hon. gentleman Resolutions ordered to be reported.
found all these worke done when ho came in. The hon.
gentleman says there has been undoubted perjury. Thon, ORDER OF BUSINESS.
have the Government taken stops to have the parties
arrested ? Sir RICHARD .. CARTWRIGHT. What business wil

Sir CTAHRLES TUPPER. No steps have been taken that be taken uP tO-mOrrow?
I am aware of. I make the statements on a report made to Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am not prepared to say
me yesterday by the officer who represented the Govern-. exactly; probably some Government Bills, and thou
.nent at the trial, a highly respectable gentleman ofthe legal Supply.

ßir QOaLzI Tuman,
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is the Redistribu-

tion Bill to be taken up first ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not at the next sitting of

the flouse.
flouse adjourned at 3 o'clock a.m.

HOUSE OF OommoNs,
WEDNESDAY, 26th April, 1882.

The SPEAKa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRATERS.

THE IRISHI RESOLUTIONS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the Address
adopted by this House on Thursday last, the 20th inst., to
Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, in relation to the
affairs of Ireland, be engrossed.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman announced that he
would take steps to prepare an Address, which would have
the assent of their Honors in the Upper House-a joint
Address.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is the subject of
my nexi motion.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that a Message be

sent to their Honors, that this louse has passed an Address
to ler Most Gracions Majesty the Quoen in relation to the
affairs of Ireland, to which they desire the concurrence of
their Honors.

Motion agreed to.

RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS BILL.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the Order for the
House to go into Committee on Bill (No. 5) respecting the
sale of Railway Passenger Tickets, be transferred from the
Public Bills and Orders to Government Orders.

Motion agreed to.

]RE-ADJUSTMENT OF THE REPRESENTATION.

Mr. BLAKE. When is it the intention of the Government
to ask leave to introduce a Bill for the re-adjustment of the
representation ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. To-morrow or next day.

NEW BRUNSWICK MAILS.TTS

Mr. DOMVILLE. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I would like to call the attention of the Government
tO the fact that there are no mails to-day from New Bruns-
wick. Every day we are without mails from that Pro-
vince.

. Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). There must be some defect
the post-offlce arrangements, for three times a week

our mails do not connect. The Postmaster-General, or
the Minister of Railways, should pay some attention to
this matter; the present condition of things is too bad.

CIVIL SERVICE BILL.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the House again

rOlve itself into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 36)
resPecting the Civil Service of Canada.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into
moanittee.

(In the Committee.)
On clause 26,
Mr. CASEY. This clause appears to hold ont to the

young men of the country a prospect of entrance into the
Civil Service by passing that examination. But we flnd
further on, that although a young man may be suocessful,
ho bas no chance of being taken on probation as a
member of the service, unless he is selected by the
Minister at the head of some particular Department.
From the explanation which we have already received, I
gather, that no matter how little examination any man may
pass, he does not require any right even to be taken on pro-
bation by passing his examination, and, as a matter of fact,
that he will not be taken on probation unless recommended
by some supporter of the Government of the day. I have
no doubt that the system of nominations by political
patronage will romain exactly as it has been. Now, I think
it would more correctly express the actual state of things
which will exist under this Act to provide, as it was pro-
vided in one of the English Civil Service Acts, that only
those who have been recommended for positions by
members shall have an opportunity of going to these
examinations. There will be no use of any one else
going up, and it will involve a waste of time and
money on the part of the applicants and the examiners,
as only those who are on the right side of politics
can obtain a recommendation to any influential position,
and I think it will be much fairer to the applicants
for such positions that the examinations shall be limited to
those who are recommended by supporters of the Govern-
ment, because that is what it really amounts to.

Mr. BLAKE. J perceive that the young men will have
to pay a fee. There is an old proverb "what I keep, that I
lose; what I gain, that I save.' I want to know on what
principle these fees are to be exacted, and what the
probable amount will be ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position now
to say what fees will be required, but I suppose that if a
candidate is selected to pass his examination, ho will have
to pay a small fee for his certificate. That, of course, is
done everywhere.

Mr. BLAKE. The examination shall be open to
all persons, upon the payment of a fee, therefore
it is nota preliminary for taking advantage of the certifi-
cate, but it is a preliminary ta going into an examination.
I am not opposed to the payiment of a nominal fee.
In one of the institutions with which I have been connected,
the Law Society, the fe required to be paid is one dollar.
It is required upon the principle that there should be some
check-upon porsons first giving notice and afterwards not
coming up. But I think it would be extremely objectionable
to put on a fee which would be an obstacle or barrier to
coming up, who will say to the young man: "You have no
certainty of getting into the service, there is no certainty
of you getting a certificate, but there is a certainty of
losing $5."

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no intention, but
the contrary, to put any obstacles in the way of candidates
coming up to pass their examinations; but, as the hon.
gentleman says, there must be a certain check on parties
giving the notice and putting the examiners to trouble and
thon failing to come up. There may be a fee exacted in
that case, perhaps a fee from those who will receive their
certificate. The thing is safe in the bands of the Govern-
ment of the day, no matter of whom composed, because
they are responsible to Parliament.

On clause 27,
Mr. CASEY. A notice of one month is scarcely sufncient

for examination in British Colunbia for instance, because
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it would take the Canada Gazette a fortnight to go out promotion. The objeet of the qnalifying examination is to
there. secure the entrance of young men who are fit for promotion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is a question of detail I Object to the principloof selocting second or first.
in the regulations. We May still give special notice in the class clerks by a higler examination than that for third
local papers, but it is absolutely nocessary to be published dues. JIadhere W the only true system followed in every
in the Canada Gazette. thoroughly organized system of Civil Service, that a man

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is it intended that this that the
the pelimiary a wellas W theatained by special qualifications and not on the ground ofclause shall apply to the preliminary as well as to the igher literary attainmnt. The principle of competition

qualifying examinations ?qusifyig exmiratios? s that the man with the highest qualifications should be
Sir B.ECTOR LANGEVIN. It is. appointed. But in England, examinations are applied only
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It really seems to me to be to the lower grades; they are fot considered a test for the

quite unnecessary. I am sorry the Chairman has consented higher grades, the test for those muet be experionce. In
to strike out that preliminary examination. England, wben a list of successful candidates is made out,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is nothing to prevent ttey are given to understand that their daims will not
the two examinations taking place at the same time. extend byond the period ofthe next examination, 80 as W
Notice may be given for the same time if the examiners prevent a number of men hanging on indefinitely in the
find, on the preliminary examination, that, say, two young expectation of getting Government employnent. This sec-
men out of ten are not able to pass the examinatior ùi tion doos not stato whether the list will be made ont so as t
arithmetic and orthography, they may tell them to with- show the order in which the candidates have passod. This
draw, there is no chance of passing their examination. should be done, as thore may be considerahie difference

Mr. CASEY. I see the notice is to state the time and
place of examination and the subjects. Now, a notce of a Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It je not the intention to
month or even six weeks is too little to give on those sub- make the candidates pass a new examination each followiug
ects. The subjects should be settled by the Board of term. Some of them ray bang on, but they will soon find

Examiners as early as possible after its organization, and oui what chance they have for appointment. Othors wilI
they should then be published, so that all those who intend core np, and those who have passod, but have not heen
to come will have proper notice to prepare themselves onappointed, ray not possess the other qualifications necessary.
the different subjects. J think the House should have a Tho regulations may provide for discrimination as to capa-
general statement as to the character of the examination. 1 city, but that must of course ho left to the regulations.
We know the character of the qualifying examination in Mr. CASEY. It je really necessary W mark their stand-
England, because we have the examination papers for some ing, because it is quito possible for a highly educated ma
years back. The qualifying examination i8 pretty severen
but the competitive examination is excessively and unduly knowledge which might ho useful W the Departments, and
severe, and gives an improper advantage to those who which the Minister should know.
" cram " as is the practice in England. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A candidate who cores up

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the Board is for examination Wo admittod into tho third clase may, if
appointed it will have to go to work and prepare subjectse chooses, pass an examination to qualify him for the firet
for examination, and submit them for the examiner of the or second clase; and if lie shonld pass it succesfully, that
Executive, and the subjects will necessarily have to be pub- would ho a strong recommendation W the Minister to select
lished in the Oi:cial Gazette. That is the practice which him in preference W another for the firet or second chue
obtains in regard to examinations for the Indian service should ho be otherwiee qualified.
We could not, eof course, ask a young man who proposed to
have an entrance as a third-class clerk to have an examina- On clause 29,
tion in classics, Latin and Grreek, but in the elementary sub- Mr. BLAKE. Tho examinations are, by this clause, pro-
jects which he must know to make him a good clerk. If hevidod enly for appointmonts te third-class clerkships and
wants to pass an examination for a higher degree the sub- messengerehipe. The hon. Minister has stated that a candi.
jects must be more difficult. date may have the option for paeing for firet and eecond-

Mr. CASEY. I de not think this matter rests entirelydelappointmente. If that ho the intentionsncb examina-
with the examiners. The members are not, underthis Bill, an tione should ho providod for in this Bih.
independent -Board of Commissioners as they are in Eng- Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That may ho provided later
land, charged with the policy of the Civil Service; but this in another clause. We will lot this clause stand, and if not
will simply be an Examining Board, the policy of the service will add te it a provision of this nature. But, in the MOST-
remaining in the hands of the Governor in Council. time, J would ask that the clause ho adopted as it stands,
Therefore, the service of the examination is a matter of and I will take a note of the suggestion.
policy not of detail, and the Government will decide it with- On dlause 30)
out the interference of the Examining Board. Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I would like mucl if tho

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. The Government may Minijter would insert an amendment which I propose in the
consult with the Board.conuitwiti to Bard Ififth lino, on the sixth page of the Bill, provîding -that in

Mr. CASEY. The examination should not include the the selection ne consideration shah ho given te the politidal
higher branches of classics and scientific subjects. It isprodilections of the candidates. 1 hold that the prizes of
merelya qualifying examination intended to test the fitness of the service should ho opon W the yonng mon ofthoiiInty
young mon for ordinary clerical employment, and it should without regard to polities. In England, w bre there are
not exceed the capacity of an average well educated young competitive examinations, politics are ignorod altogether;
man. Young mon should not be admitted into the third and J think, when we are creaing provisions for a
class who could not be qualified to rise to the second and new Civil Service, we slouhd, as far as possible, put Z
first. One of the complaints made against the service by restraint upon the Goverument in the matter of makifg
several of the Deputy-Heads before the Committee of appeintmonts eut ef political considerations. I WOfld rOVO
which J was Chairman, was that the service was filledted ba
with young men in the lower grades who wore not fit for no regard te political party consideratiens."

Ur. CAUr.
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Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the clause should

be adopted as it stands, without the amendment. The
fact is, we do not speak of politics in this Bill at all. We
are settling the Civil Service without reference to one party
or the other. When 1 introduced the Bill, and also at the
second reading, I said that I wished to have the counten-
ance of hon. gentlemen in the measure, as I thought it was
a matter in which both sides were equally interested. Hon.
gentlemen may some day or other come back to this side,
and they will, of course, have the law to work upon ; but
we, as a Governmont, having the countenance of Parlia-
ment, must be left to select these men, who baving passed
the examination are found to be qualified for office.
We will select the men, who, in our opinion,
are the best men to be appointed, and if, after
six months, any man is found to be unfit for office,
of course he will be replaced by another. If hon. gentle-
men have not confidence enough in this or any other
Government, to allow them to select the officers under the

rovisions of the Bill as they stand, they will not succeed
etter by inserting the few words proposed to be added.

What guarantee will the hon. gentleman have with his
amendment, that a selection would be made without
reference to politics ? Here is a list of twenty men, and
out of them will be selected those who are considered the
best. What effect will these words have? How can you
prove that there was no reference to politics, or that there
was a reference to politics in any particular appointment ?
It would be impossible to establish the one thing or the
other, and, therefore, the words are useless, and the clause
should be adopted as it stands.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. You should add the words
since they would do no harm.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman bas frankly admitted
that he would pay no attention if they were in.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We pay no more attention
than we would without them, because we would select the
best men in any case, according to our opinion of their fit-
BeSS.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman practically says
that amongst the qualifications the best men are-

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps the hon. gentle-
man, in his experience, will be able to give us all those quali-
fications.

Sir RICHARDJ . CARTWRIGHT. We know that
without the safeguard of competitive examinations this
would be nothing but a political farce or dodge.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps the hon. gentleman
knows it by experience.

Mr. CASEY. It is true that nothing short of political
examinations can prevent the introduction of a political and
Personal favoritism. I object to this clause, which simply
leaves the choice of officers entirely in the hands
of the Minister as before, with the exception that he must
choose from a certain list of qualified men. I wish to cali
attention to the very strange words of the Commissioners
mn regard to this matter:

"!Notwithstanding the reluctance of witnesses te commit themselves
to any specific statements as to the inefficiency of their subordinates,
there is sufficient in their general statements on that subject to justify
the conclusion that the service is susceptible of very great improve-
ment, and that there have been many appointments to it of persons
whose habits, lack of educational requirements, or inaptitude for
business could not fail to îroduce a state of affaira flly justifying most
of the propositions state in the reference to the Commission. But,
apart from any specific statements made in the evidence, we find in its
general tenor and in what we have ourselves observed, abundant
reaBons for the conclusions that the service requires reform, and that it
has not been sufficiently guarded against the evil eff-cts of political
Patronage. To his baneu influence, we believe, may be traced nearly
ail that demanda cha. It iaresponsible for admission to the service
of those who are to tob ent; of those whoae impaired health

and enfeebled constitutions forbids the hope that they can ever beeome
useful public servants; of those whose personal habits are an eall
fatal objection; of those whose Jack of education should disq halify
them ; and of those whose mental qualities are of an order that ba$
made it impossible for them to succeed in private business. It la respon-
sible too for the appointment of those w ho desire to lead an easy and,
what they deem, a genteel life.I

What I wish to call attention to especially, is that to this
baneful influence may be traced nearly all that demande
change. It is not merely the admission of unfit men to
the service, but the promotion and treatment of these men
after being in the service, the general management of the
service, its general tone, and its reputation before the
public who are debased and degraded by the fact that the
men are appointed by political influence. It is not merely
an educational qualification that is required, but a radical
change in the method of promotion. I heartily agree with
the Commissioners that political influence is at the root of
nearly all the evils of the service, and therefore I object to
the clause as it now stands.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Perhaps the hon. Minister will
accept the werds "and the appointments shall be made from
the three highest names on the list." This would be botter
than this mode of allowing the Government to select in
this promiscuous way, from among the successful candi-
dates, those who may be particularly recommended by
political favoritism.

Mr. BLAKE. It is provided that they shall be seleoted
in order, is it not ?

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). This is the pith of the whole
Bill, and unless there is some safeguard bore against politi-
cal influences, which have depraved the Civil Service, the
Bill will be utterly useless. We were looking forward to a
Bill providing subskt:itial reform, but there eau be no
reform unless the appointmenta are given to the men who
stand at the head ofîbe list, other qualifications being equal.
The hon. gentleman knows that the system whichu t>een
so successful in the New York Post Office under ex-Post-
master-General James, was based u po ncompetition ; ho
knows that ali the Bills at present re the United States
Senate are based upon this systom ; ho knows that all that
has-recommended the English system to all who have con.
sidered the question is this feature of competition; and he
knows that these Commissioners, appointed by the hon.
gentleman himself, base all their denands for a change in
the service on a system of competition. Another clause of
their report says:

4 We claim that it la the most effectual, indeed the only, means of
completely and permanently cutting away al opportunities for the eter-
cise of political influence, which we believe to be so injurious to the,
public interests."

Now, the hon. gentleman appointed Commisioners to supply
us with information with regard to certain evils in the
Civil Service; they have supplied this information very
fully, but the whole pith of it is discarded by the hon.
gentleman. Yet we pay for this work; these Commission.
ers have been on duty for several years, and, I thmnk, we
have paid them $3,000 or 84,000. The hon. gentleman
is using the time of this House with a Bill which
is perfectly uselesse; my opinion is that it will be used as a
protection to cover up some of the worst cases
of political appointments in the service. Now, theb hon.
gentleman surely will not go back on the report of the
Commission, or refuse to be guided by the experience of
England and the United States, or ignore the kindly
admonitions which ho hears on this side of the House from
gentlemen who know a good deal about competitive exami-
nations, and as mucb as the hon. gentleman about reform
in the Civil Service. If theb hon. gentleman refuses all
hints which we give him, he might as well adopt the course
suggested, and do, by Order in Couneil, what he proposes to
do bybthis Bill. I think the hon. gentlema4 ls practically
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insulting the intelligence of this House when he refuses to Deputy-Head concurs in a report to that effect, thon the
entertain the slightest amendment we offer, and I am Governor in Council may select any person deemed best
almost prepared to say that he might as well put his Bill fitted to fill the vacancy. We are thus not precluded from
through Committee pro forma, have it signed by the taking an officer from any other Department, whom we may
Speaker, and just have the House prorogued. I never select as well as an outsider; and therefore we cannot put
knew a Minister on the Treasury bouches, when initiating in sub-section B the words: "That the euiste qualifications
sch a great measure, to treat the intelligence of the House are not possessed by any person of that epartment or any
with so much contempt as he is doing. other," because the Deputy-Head could not report that. H

Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed that this clause shall apply is not supposed to know the qualifications of officers in
to the office of the Auditor-General ? If it is, it seems to other Departments. But, by stating what is proposed, ho
me to be subversive of the Audit Act. may say: "I concur in your report, so far as the Dapartment

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The new clause which I sl concerned ; but if I find that in another Department there
pro pse to add vides that the powers and duties of the another officer qualified for the position, who can ibe re-

pro e toead proe ha placed without destroying the efficiency of that Department,Âuditor-General are saved. I shall recommend him." And, therefore, it will fall under
On clause 31, the second sub-section, which says that ho may select that
Mr. CASEY. This clause seems to ho peculiar. If a person from another Department, or from the outside.

man is rejected, another clerk is selected in is stead, and Mr. BLAKE. I did not argue that the Governor in
then the Head of the Department decides whether the man Council was precluded from selecting a person from some
rejected is utterly rejected or taken on trial again. That other Department, although I might have pointed out that
would secem as if two men were to be put in the place of sub-section A does seem to indicate such a difficulty.
one. But I do not say that that is the effect of the whole clause;

Sir HECTOR LANGEVTIN. Not at all. If a man is whereas, according to the hon. gentleman's limited inter-
rejected, he, of course, goes out of the office and another pretation of the Deputy-flead's report, it ought to be simply
man is selected in his place; and thon the Head of the that no one in the Department itself possessed these quali.
Department decides whether the name of the person rejected fications-that he does not know any more as to the qualifi-
shall be struck off the list-not the list of the Department, cations of individuals in other Departments than in an
but the list prepared by the examinere, as being unfit for outsider; nor can ho know any more of the working of
the service generally. other Departments than an outsider. So he is not qualified

Mr. BLAKE. I understand, however, that this rejection to say that such a person in another Department is or is not
shall be definitive for that particular Department. Is ho to fit for the office. But what I wanted to emphasize was, not
ho allowed another trial in that Department, or in the other that the Governor in Council is precluded from selecting an
Departments? officer of another Department, but that the scope of the

Sir HECXTOR LANGE VIN. The trial ho bas lied in that clause indicates that the outside ie to ho looked to inetead of
Department shows whether ho je fit for the service or not. the inside; and 1 want the clause te recognize the proprioty
Âfter havingz been triod for a year, and the Doputy-Head of looking inside firet, of widening the area of oxpectanit
reports that he is not fit, hoeis rejected; and thon it is for the promotion to deserving persons ainside the service as far as
Head of the Department to see whether the reason for his possible. That was my object.
rejection is sufficient to render him unfit for the service Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. On principle, I would have
generally; in that case hoestates so, and the officer's name no objection to meet the hon. gentleman in this way: in
disappears frorm the list. the second sub-section to prpvide : "If the Head of the

Mr. CASEY. I think the provision should be limited so Department concurs in such report, the Governor in
as to specify that ho must not have a ti ial fr th same Council may appoint such person if found in other Depart-
Department; otherwise an unscrupulous Minister might ments, or from outside, as shall be deemed beat fitLed to fill

state that ho was unfit for the service altogether. the vacancy."
Mr. BLAKE. It might read thus: "Such persone as shall

On clause 32, be deemed best fitted to fill the vacancy from any other
Mr. BLAKE. On sub-section B of this clause arises a Department, if there ho any other available, and if not, an

portion of the suggestion I made the other day. I maintain outsider, could be taken." I have just one other suggestion
that the report of the Deputy-Head ought to be that the with reference to eub-section 2. It will be observed that the
requisite qualifications are not possessed by any person clause in sub-section C provide that it would be for the public
thon in the service of that or any other Department, and interest that the examination, herein provided for, should,
available for the office. If the qualifications are professional, as regards such vacancy, be wholly or partially dispensed
the range is of course rarer ; but there may be other with. I am strongly of opinion that the examination pro-
qualifications for an office, such as tha. of an accountant, vided for by this Bill, which is only a qualifying examination,
and there might be some person in the other Departments need never be dispensed with at all. It is quite different
who would possess those qualifications, and who ought when it is a competitive examination. I ehould be disposed
surely to have a chance for the office. The bon. gentleman to say that any person, however advanced in years, or
suggested that this might demoralize the Department, and special his qualification, who cannot pass the qualifying
I have endeavored to phrase the amendment I propose in examination would hardly be fit for any situation at ail.
such a way as to meet that objection, my language being: But the clause provides that it shall be wholly or partially
"Not possessed by any person thon in the service of that or dispensed with; and thon, if the Governor in Council shall
any other Department and available for the office." So that select such person as ho may deem best fitted to fil1 the
if peculiar circumstances should render an officer not avail- vacancy, I suggest the introduction of these words: "The
able, but wanted elsewhere, still we could go and find another persons selected shall undergo such examination as may be
person outeide. suggested in the report." If there le to be only a partial

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government or Head exam:nation, the persone should be selected finally after
of the Department, by this clause, is not precladed from passing it.
selecting another officer from another Department. The Mr. CASEY. On the question of examination, before
clause means that if the qualifications required are not that alteration is finally made, I wish to say that the reasOn
po es.ed 1y persone in the other Departments, and the1 here given for deviating frôm the ordinary rules of appoint-
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ment is chiefly that professional requirements exist
which cannot be tested in the ordinary way. I think it
should be made obligatory in cases where professional
requirements are in question that a candidate should pass
an examination for those requirements.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Ne.
Mr. CASEY. Then the hon. Minister abandons the idea

of test qualifications; he goes back on the spirit of his
own Bill. A man to be admitted to the third class muet
pass an examination, but a man requiring professional
knowledge or special requirements is not subjected to
examination at ail, so that there is no attempt to secure
efficiency in this claes. It has occurred again and again,
as testified before the Committee by Mr. Sandford Fleming,
that men utterly ignorant .of professional duties were
appointed as surveyors under him.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have accepted the sugges-
tions of the hon. member for West Durham, which I
thought were carrying out the idea of this clause; but I am
sorry to say that I cannot consent to the amendment
of the hon. gentleman-it is not necessary. The
examination is for admission into the Civil Service as
ordinary clerks, but I do not think it should be extended to
gentlemen who are selected on account of their professional
qualifications. We should not ask a chief engineer, or a
chief architect, or any person in that position, to paso an
examination.

Mr. BLAKE. I quite agree with the hon. Minister so
far as regards the higher offices. It is by his professional
knowledge, his own high reputation, his skill, certificate
and approved record, that you appoint such an officer; but
that does not apply to subordinate officers, who do not
require skill and knowledge of that kind. I do not go quite
go tar as to say, that in the latter cases there should always
be an examination. Even under the English Act a wise
discretion is given, which was exercised not long ago by
Sir William Harcourt in the case of an inspector of mines.
The person appointed had no great educational advantages,
but had speciat advantages of training, and the possession of
the confidence of the people among whom he was to discharge
hie duties, and his appointment, without examination, was
defended on those grounds. The Deputy-Head should be
allowed a certain amount of latitude, in deciding whether,
in cases of professional appointments, an examination should
be undergone or not.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I differ with the hon. gen-
tleman on this point. I do not think an engineer, or an
architect, or any other officer of that kind, should be sub-
mitted to an examination. Ie has already passed his exam-
ination and received his certificate of admission into his
profession. His certificates are well known to the men of his
profession and to the clerks, by whom hoeis considered qua-
lified to fultil hie duties, and he is selected by the lHead of the
Dopartment, and confirmed by the Governor in Council for
the position. Thon he is not there permanently. Under
this law he may be discharged after a certain time if he is
not found to be competent. I think, under the circum-
Stances, the clause should remain as we have amended it.
I now propose to add the following as a new clause, to meet
the suggestions of the hon. member for West Durham:-

" If a vacancy oceurs in the office of the Auditor-General such
rePort shall be made by that oficer to the Minister of finance, whoshail
laY it before the Governor in ouncil, and in any case in which the
Auditor-General deems i necessary to report for the information of
the Governor in Council, such report shal be made through the Ministerof Fiance."

Mr. BLAIKE. I do not know how that is going to work.
As well as I remember the Audit Act, it provides that all
aPPointments to that ofice shal be made by the Governor
n CQUnIoi. Yeu delehere only with theM as of a vacancy

occurring in the office. Supposing there is a now appoint-
ment, that an additional officer is required for the staff.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In any case in which the
Auditor-General deeme it necessary to report to the Governor
in Council-that will cover the case.

Mr. BLAKE. I am discussing whether it is a workable
provision. I now refer to the case where a fresh appoint-
ment may be required, not a vacancy at all.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The first portion of the
clause provides for a vacancy, thon "and in any case uin
which the Auditor-General deems it necessary to report for
the information of the Governor in Council; " that will
cover any new appointment.

Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me that ie a very awkward
attempt to provide for the general run of the office of the
Auditor-General, hitching it on to the 32nd clause, which
deals only with exceptional cases. Clause 32 deals with
a certain class of vacancies which require to be filled by
persons having some special or profes4ional knowledge.
The report to be made by the Deputy-Head is only in
exceptional cases.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It is very clear this amend-
ment now applies only to these exceptional cases specified
in clause 32. I think it would be botter to make a separate
clause for the general application.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The second portion of the
clause reads: "in any case in which the Auditor-General
deems it necessary to report." Perhaps it would be botter
to say: "in any case in which the Auditor-General has
reported and deems it necessary to report." He may find
it necessary to com.municate with the Governor in Council;
he may require some change to be made in his department,
and I think the clause as amended would cover the case.

Mr. BLAKE. I think if the hon. gentleman will have
the Bill looked over by some of the legal officers with
reference to the whole case, he will find this is a very
imperfect way of accomplishing the object we all have in
v1ew.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I instructed the Law Clerk
what we required to be provided for in the Bill with refer.
ence to the medium of communication between the Auditor-
General and the Council. However, before the Bill is
finally passed I will again call his attention to the point
raised by the hon. gentleman.

On clause 33,
Mr. BLAKE. In thie clause it is of great consequence

that we should also recognize the right on the part of clerks
in other Departments to expect, if there be not clerks avail-
able for promotion in any Department where a vacancy
occurs, to have a chance of promotion. I maintain that the
practical business of the service, except for the highest
grades, require in all the Departments somewhat similar
qualifications.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I admit that in the event of
the Head of a Department being unable to find a clerk
qualified for promotion within the Department, he might
select a clerk from some other Department.

Mr. BLAKE. If the hon. gentleman agrees to the
application of the principle bore, it will require other words,
because the clause there deals with peculiar qualifications,
and not with the ordinary promotions. If the hon. gentle.
man agrees to the principle, there will be no difficulty in
settling the terme.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I stated that yesterday
in regard to the other clause, and I think it follows here.

Sir ALRERT J. SMITH. What do the words "unles
the Goyernor in Cofunoil shall Ptherwbe order" mai? I
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it not intended that every one in the Department shall have!dûeiding how the whole sur voted for the Civil Service
an opportunity of undergoing examination, or a chance for shah be allocated among the civilservants.
promotion ? Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No. After the passage of

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This has reference to the this measure, the Governor in Couneil wilI bave to put it
previous clause, which suggests what shall be done in the into execution, and the Governor in Council will have b do
case of a vacancy of office requiring peculiar qualifications. what was done once before, when there was a theoretical

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think, as it appears here, it tomernor hounilfeterm s.an rde l
will apply to the 32nd clause, which is a general one. sy h oenri oni eemnsb uOdriwil ppy 0 he32d lase wic i ageerl ne Couneil that in such a Department there will be a sub-Ilead,

Mr. CASEY. Though I do not think that it was intended a chief clerk, a first-clas clerk, and Ro many others, and so
by the Government, the effect of the words. as they are many messengers; next, the salaries they shah receive. In
placed here, will be as the hon. member for Westmaoreland this case, to put the Act into force, we shaiL have bu retain
(Sir Albert J. Smith) suggests. the whole Civil Service and see what number of officers wil

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no objection to strike be required in each Department to execute the work; and
out the words. then the Governor in Councii will determine the particular

organization of the Departments, and follow the law as to
On clause 33, the salaries. Tbe salaries will bo fixed by this Act. On
Mr. CASEY. I think the wording should be changed to the other hand, we do fot interfère with the present

express more clearly what are the facts of the case. Pro- incumbents who will retain their salaries. We will take
motion by examination means promotion made in conse- those clerks able to fil the offices and say: IThat chief clerk
quence of having passed certain examinations; but that is shaH occupy this office, &." But we wish also bu say that
not what is provided here. The clause provides only that in expenditure we shah not exceed the amount votod by
selections for promotion shall be made from those passing Parliament. So, if we should require more officers than are
qualifying examinations. I would suggest the words: "pro- provided by Parliament, we cannot appoint them; and
motions shalil only be made from amongst those who have shah have to ask Parliament for more as welI as for the
passed the prescried examinations as hereafter provided by money to pay them. That le the object of the clause.
the regulations," and so forth. Mr. BLAKE. That may be its object, but it le not its

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That would alter the effect, because it does not provide that the total amount
meaning altogether, ànd I think the clause must stand voted for each Department shallflot ho exceeded, but only
as it is. that the total amount voted for the wbole Civil Service

Oncshah Inot h exceeded. So that out of the total anount,
On cause35,$700,000 or $8o,000, they may appropriate enough tu

Mr. CASEY. I would Fke to ask if this clause would support extra officers, exceeding, in one Departmcnt, lu this
interfere with the arrangements existing in the Excise
Department, and perbaps others, for competitive examina- a*theCTolaNG eVIN. W ectedoithat, beu
tions for higher positions in the service. SrICO LNGVN eantohteastione forhigher poitions inthe srie b money appropriatod by Parliament is so mucli for cach

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; those examinations Department, aud we cannot violate the Supply Act in regard
will stand as at present. to any.

Mr. CASEY. I would here again urge that this list Sir ALJBERT J. SMITHI. Does this Bihl require the
should bo made lu the order of menit, for the same reaisons reorganization of the fleparîmente altogther ? Will the
which I mentioned in the case of thc outrance examina- officers require bu be re-appointed ?
tions. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Il will enable the Governor

On clause 36, i mCouneil to remodel the Departments, and appoint frit-
Mr. BAKE.This clause proceede on tho theory that clase, second-dlase and third-clase clerks. At present there

Mr. LAKy are first-class, senior secoud-class, junior second-class and
thore are always persons available for promotion in the thoen third-clas clerks, or fourth class; while, under thi
ranrs of the I)epartment, and while this may be the rule, Bil, there will oe but three classes, the time wihl be longer
epecialy the larger Dpartments, but in my ow a iAt n e e ern i to
exprience, having charge'ofaDepartment with few reounl eahA inat en oeptmn tereribeaube

eaployer, I found more than once that there wasnt- e rknd soay o

inlu the ranke of the Deparment whomm I could Mr. CASeY. The second eh-section requir s some explan-
tairly, having regard bu the public intereete, promote tu a ation. A man's rank ct the future reorganized hDepartment
highor office. I wouhd, ln view of flic recurrence of that will be decided altogether by the salary ho happons bu ho in
diUiculty, suggest sume sucli amendment as the following: receipt of when the roorganizaion took place; so that any

IlPro'ided that where no perbon employed in the Department isefond existing inequa chiy will be prpetuated. This clause also
avable for promotion therein, then an examination sha be held of provides the a where there are i o l many clrke, the acVer
persona employed in the service of other Departments with a view to norginiounil shah select those who are o the acting
the promotion being made as far upratcticable from the service." clerks, and the balance are wil bsupernumeraries. DOes

Amendment agreed to. that mean that they are o retain their rank with the psarY

Mr. OÂSEY. I muet again prubeit againnt the fact that or the sahary wihout the corresponding work?

th*s clause baves potitical influence in regard h promotions Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. d sy b rorganiztiofle

la shalld h vrot is off iice c." But ih alo to rsathatb

exactly as il was before ; that tho recommendations of the twosi e pdit erno sl Cunilt eeed the amnthe d shaby
Commission are totaly disregarded, and that n reform re re re th ar
whatever le made in the method of promotionsa. Thieclause ment, ho will appoint two; but the other will retain hid

hrank and salas but wiamperfor the duties of the noxths ontmad bory ofmiaon, ud bave s hepor o romo- hallower clas. When a vacatcy occurs ut ohe firsclaseho
blon mae y nder thontrond l oftheMipisterofpM BLAwill K. hmappoinaedybisitoreceiving-the rank and salr oofcthat clas. We do not wantrovdegrade any officr but the

Ohclause40torg zation of the Departments whll obe diffrent, sburinga

shallnotfb exceded.Southt outof tes ttlamut

sThelattepor number ofclers incertain Clse. D After whils
gIres tho G«rn*r in C7blncl thé lut wpowaer ofth sup anuherari swillbvb« i teh ianyiv or."O
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and disappear. The intention is that these clerks will
fuitl their proper duties.

Mr. CASEY. While retaining the same salaries as at
present, the new supernumerary first-class clerks will be
doing inferior work. As I said, the clause must mean
either that a man retains his rank without his salary, or the
rank and salary without the appropriate work. He retains
the rank and salary for doing an inferior class of work, It
may be a little inconvenient for the moment for the officers,
but he is remunerated at all events. How is the difficulty
to be met? I suppose after the allocation in the different
Departments regard will be had to the amount voted as
salaries, and the number of clerks allotted to each Depart-
ment will be only such as can be paid the salaries allotted
to the different grades.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If after the reorganization
of the Department the Governor in Council thought that
one or two clerks of higher grade were required, and the
money was not available in this year's vote, these clerks
would be appointed, but would fulfil the duties of a lower
grade until Parliament would decide whether to vote the
money or not.

Department more cr less work to execute, and therefore
these clerks, if they were to become permanent officers,
would cost a great deal of money, and hence these officers
must be temporary clerks or temporary officers. I have
always found that it is botter to divide their labor between
the different works. For example, here is one who
is specially employed for three or four months, preparing
plans and specifications. Well, his salary is taken out of the
appropriation for the special work on which he is engaged, in
the same way as the clerk of works who is on the spot look-
ing after the work. I think that the rule which has been
followed from year to year should not be discontinued. I
think it is a proper rule that each work should carry its
own expenses with it, and these are legitimate expenses.
However, these officers may be called extra clerks, they
must still be paid, and if you put them on the permanent
staff, or on the special staff of the Department, thon they
will be considered as belonging to the Civil Service, and will
be considered as a source of increasing expense. Whenever
a vacancy occurs in a higher grade amongst men of that
class we know that we may promote one of their number
who has performed his duties well and reward him for his
long services. In this way I think the public service is as

On clause 42,.well accomplisbed, and at-a cheaper rate than if we made
Mr. CASEY. The principle of employing temporary the appeintments in the other way.

clerks to do permanent work which has gone on for many Mr. BLAKE. I want Vo point out one great defect
years, will, I hope, be remedied by this Bill. I have known which arises from the continuation of the prosent system,
temporary clerks to have been kept in the service for eight and whieh ought to be remodiod by some change of practice
or ton years, while many permanent clerks have been in the reports furnished to the public. There is ne check
dismissed after shorter terms of service. Matters should whatever upon extravagance in the Department of Public
be so arranged that a Department would know how many Works. The only check which we have with reference Vo
clerks it wants for ordinary transactions, an i beyond that salaries is the annual vote, and the only check we have
the employment of temporary clerks should be strictly with iefercnce te contingoncies is the annual vote and the
temporary. scrutiny of it; but we do not know at ail what is the real

Mr. BLAKE. The present provision provides that the staff, or what the real amount is, how much is covered by
employment of temporary clerks should not continue longer the salary account for persons employod in Vhe different
than six months. What is the rule to be in future with public works; therefere, we bave not that scrutiny we
reference to other employment of temporary clerks ? What- onght to have, tbere being ne publicity at ah given Vo the
ever that may be, it should equally apply to those at present roal staff of the Jepartment, or the real expenditure that
doing temporary work. They are paid out of contingencies, occurs in Vhe Department. Now, that is an objection far
and the public do not know what is paid at present, as my more than counterbalancing the suggested improvement of
hon. friend has pointed out, for what is practically a perma- eacb work being charged heoretically in Vhs Publie
nent service. You are providing no limitation as to the Acceunts with the precise expenditure which belongs Vo it.
length of time those now temporarily employed should be In order Vo carry that eut yen will have Vo charge each
continued. Every person now temporarily employed ought work te the acceunt of the officer at the bead of euh
to be discontinued ccntemporaneously with your new flepartment. The bon. Minister did noV direct bis attention te
theoretical organization. Thon, if there is a pressure of the oxtended autherization which le given by this Act Vo
work you may employ temporary clerks, and will no doubt Vhe continuance of the temperary clerks, now under
select those at present so engaged. I wish to object to the appointment by the hon. Minister. According Vo my memory
system of charging salaries of clerks employed on public of the Act ne emporary clerk can new ho continued fer
works against the different works. They should come out more than six monthe; but the hon, gentleman proposes Vo
Of the vote for the salaries in the Department of Publicgive an ndefinite right te continue the service as temporary
Works. I think that the officers who are in the employ- clerks of ail persons yet se employod. That aeems Vo me
ment of the Public Works Department, temporarily or Vo ho wholly indefensible.
permanently, ought to be paid out of the public revenues, Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The objeot of this wu
and so far as possible ont of the moneys especially voted, and that, after Vhoy had been there sevoral years, we would deal
that only those who are regularly on the work itself can with thom in the same way as we have been deing
reasonably and properly be paid out of tho vote for the work. with the permanent staff of the Department. While we are

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman may new adopting a new Civil Service Act, we ought Vo take
be theoretically right, but practically he is wrong. Into acceunt hs service rendered in Vhe past by Lhose who
Suppose that in the Public Works Department are new in Vhs Department. I hink these clerks who
a number of civil engineers or architects are have been employed for a number of years sbould ho dealt
required for a special service, and that we have in the with liberally, and therefore we sbould make an exception
bepartment a number of mon belonging to those profes- in their faver. I think Vhs clause should pass as it is.
sions, who have been for several years employed as clerks; Bll reported.
15 it right and proper that we should call upon these to per-
form this special work ? The bon. gentleman made a dis- INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY RETURN.
tinction about clerks -who are working on the spot, and a
professional architect; but if the plans have not been pre- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg te lay before ths Hous
pared, the work has to be done in the office. We have more a return correcting the errors that were found in Vhe retnrn
Or less officers according as the Government has given the of the earninge, per train mile, on ths Intercolonied IaiI-
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way, which I promised to procure for the hon. member for
Centre Huron. The following are the corrected figures for
the year 1876-77: earnings per train mile, 65-09 cents;
working expenses, 93-69 cents; loss, 28-60 cents ; train
mileage, 1,773,671 miles; average tons of freight moved per
engine purchased on capital account, 4,214. Then, for the
year 1879-80, the capital expenditure, exclusive of expendi-
ture in connection with the Rivière du Loup branch, was
$158,439; and the capital expenditure in connection with
the Rivière du Loup branch was $1,889,575. These are the
correct returns.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

THIRD ]READING.
The following Bill was considered in Committee, reported,

and read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 100) to incorporate the McClary Manufacturing

Company.-(Mr. Carling.)
THE DUTIES ON COTTONS AND WOOLLENS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now
leave the chair for the House to go again into Committee of
Supply.

Mr. ANGLIN moved in amendment:
"That the Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be resolved,

That the system and scale of duties on cotton and woollen goods have
resulted in the imposition of a rate of taxation on those articles chiefly
used by the masses inordinately high and greater than the rate imposed
on thosearticles chiefly used by the rich,tand that thetsaid daties should
be amended so as to reduce the rate of taxation on the maeses, and to
make it more nearly proportionate with that levied on the rich."

He said: We on this side of the flouse objectto the present
Tariff, mainly on two grounds: firat, that it takes from the
people of this country many millions of dollars more than
are required for the proper maintenance, in the most efficient
state, of the :various public services of this country;
and, next, Sir, that the burthens it imposes are
unequally and unjustly imposed, because they bear
more heavily upon the poorer people than upon the
rich, because it burthens the masses more than those
who are supposed to have large means, and who could
afford to pay excessive taxation, were excessive taxation
of any class necessary or desirable, It is probable that
because we move this resolution the charge will be repeated
against us that we are the enemies of the industries of this
country, that we are the enemies in a special degree of the
manufacturing interests of this country. Now, Mr. Speaker,
even the day after the election of 1878 took place, we, small
as our numbers are in this House, represented nearly one-
half of the whole of the people of this Dominion. To-day,
small as our numbers are-and we have not
increased much in numbers in this House-to.
day I believe we represent considerably more
than half of the people of this whole Dominion,
and that we could be in thought or in fact the
enemies of any great interest of this country, is an
assertion that scarcely requires refutation. It is an asser-
tion, however, which has been repeatedly made, and I have
no doubt will be made again. I have no doubt that when
hon. gentlemen on the other side go to the country, whether
it be in the month of June next as some say, or next year
as others still think, one of the cries on which they will
seek re-election will be the cry that they are the friends of
the manufacturing industries of this country, and that
we are their inveterate enemies.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Ilear, hear.
Mr. ANGLIN. I see that hon. gentlemen intimate that

that will be one line which they will take in the approaching ,
contest ; but I say that we are prepared to meet them on i

&ir CaàuaLE TUPPa,

that line, that we are prepared to show that we are the
r friends of the working classes of whom they once talked so

much, but of whom they say so little now. We will be
prepared to show that we are the, true friends of the
manufacturers, and, indeed, ofevery industryof this country,
because our policy is the policy of even-handed justice and

- fair play to all classes, because we refuse to
create monopolies, because we refuse to impose
unjust and undue burdens upon any industry of this coun-
try. The cotton industry, Mr. Speaker, is one of those to
which we are said to be especially hostile, because we urge
that, under the present Tariff, undue and unfair advantages
are given to those interests, and that the working classes
especially, on aceount of these advantages, have to pay
enormously high prices for the goods they are compelled
to purchase from those manufacturers. We, Sir, were glad
to observe the progress of the cotton manufacturers of this
country under the old system. We would be delighted to
observe the progress of the cotton manufactures of
this country to-day, and though we object to what we
find to be unfair in the Tariff in respect to
the duties on cottons, we would not infliet
the slightest injury or do the slightest wrong to
those interests. Under the old system cotton manufac-
tures were fairly progressive. It was comparatively a new
industry, and only a few years ago was comparatively a very
small industry indeed. Probably the factory built in St.
John some y ears ago was one of the first erected in the
Dominion. One bas existed at Cornwall a great many
years. The Hudon cotton factory at Montreal was estab-
Iishod in later years, but I find from some statisties taken
from the Trade and Navigation Returns the following facts
which show the growth in the manufacture of cotton in th is
country for a number of years. So late as 1872, after
hon. gentlemen on the other side had been
a great many years in power, after they had had
ample opportunities of encouraging the industries of
this country, and promoting their growth, the whole of
the raw cotton imported into Canada was but 1,701,210 lbs.
In the following year, 1873, when they were still in power,
the quantity had increased by about 250,000 lbs., being
1,982,848 lbs. Then they went out of office, and immediately
after they went out and the Liberal party obtained power,
there was an extraordinary increase in the quantity of raw
cotton imported. It increased from 1,982,848 lbs. in 1873,
to 3,514,281 lbs. in 1874. Were 1, Sir, to follow the system
of logic, so called, of which hon. gentlemen opposite are so
proud, I would assert, and produce these figures to prove,
that the downfall of the hon. gentlemen, in 1873, gave a
valuable impulse to the cotton industry of this country; the
quantity manufactured certainly increasing nearly
twice. In 1875, there was an increase to 3,778,10J
lbs., and we find a still further remarkable in-
crease from that quantity to 5,527,428 lbs., in 1876.
There continued to be a steady and most satisfactory pro-
gress in the development of the manufacture of cotton in
this country. Then, as we know, hard times came upOn
Oanada; the business depression which prevailed for some
time previous in other parts of the world began to affect us in
Canada, notwithstanding the admirable administration Of
public affairs at the hands of the hon. member for Lambton
and bis colleagues. Consequently, the quantity of cotton
fabrics imported, amongst other things, began to decline. In
1872, the value of cotton imported was $10,182,c00, i
1871 it was slightly less, but still over $10,000,000,
and, in 1876, it had fallen to $7,160,013, a falling
off of over 25 per cent. Notwithstanding that
decline in those importations, the manufacture of cotton
in this country steadily increased. If I chose te
adopt the mode of argument of hon. gentlemen opposite, I
might say that that increase in the manufacture of cotton
under the more favorable administration of the hon. mem-
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ber for Lambton, had led to this large reduction in the imports the cost of the articles? Would we or would we not be able
from Great Britain and the United States; but I dopot choose to procure those articles more cheaply, had the duties fot
to follow that mode of reasoning ; I prefer to follow the plain, been increased? We say the price to-day is as much more
manifest ways of truth and fair dealing. As we know, the than the price otherwise would be, or very nearly as mucl
depression inereased very greatly, yet the manufacture more as is the duty to-day more than the duty of four or
of cotton went on increasing. In 1877, the quantity of raw five years ago; that the manufacturers everywhere of al
cotton manufactured was 5,578,222 lbs.; in 1878-that year kinds of articles, charge just as mucl for them as it is
of woe and mourning and suffering, according to hon. possible to get and yet avoid competition with the imported
gentlemen opposite-the quantity of raw cotton imported article, unless in one or two instances, including boots and
rose to 7,243,431 lbs., or 1,700,000 lbs. more than in 1877; shoes, where the competitiôn bas always been so great as
and, in 1879, only a part of which year was influenced to prevent the manufacturera from keeping up the prices.
directly by the National Policy, the quantity increased to The hon. Finance Minister admits that cottons are somewhat
9,721,700 lbs. Thus we find a steady, natural and most dearer than they were a few years ago, but only because of
satisfactory growth of this particular manufacture under the the increase in the Cost of the raw material, and only mas-
financial system then in existence-a growth that much as the cost of that material bas increased; that there
was scarcely affected by the extraordinary busi.-has been since a very considerable average addition to
ness depression then prevailing throughout the civi- the cost of raw cotton. I hold in my hand a statement
lized world. We find, of course, a very considerable prepared hy a gentleman whose knowledge of such matters
increase after that. The effect of the National Policy on bas been repeatedly proved correct beyond question, of the
this particular branch of manufacture bas been what we on prices of cotton in the several years from 1877-78 up to the
this side of the House always anticipated it would be. It present time, and this gives the average for each montb
stimulated the growth of that industry, so that we find it in the year. It commences with wbat is known in the
jumping up to 13,000,000 lbs. in 1880, and again to trade as Vie beginning of Vhe cotton vear, lst September; and
16,000,000 lbs. during the financial year ending on the 30th if I take the average of tie each year, I flnd the average of
June last. Now, I contend that there was a more healthy 1871-78 was 112 cents par lb; 1878-79, in wbich the hon.
and satisfactory growth of this particular industry before it Minister started the National Policy, average 1Acents
was stimulated by the extraordinary taxation imposed per pound; 1879-80, 12-4, or one cent and a fraction dearer
on cotton imports by the National Policy. If there had than in the year preceding. But, from the beginning of
been no National Policy it is but fair and reasonable September, 1S80-8I, up Vo August llVb, 1881, the price was
to suppose that after the business depression had passed 11-H, or nearly 1 cent a lb less tian in 1879-80, and
away, the growth of this particular manufacture would very nearly as low as ia 1878-79,-? of a cent difference in tie
have been far greater than it was previously. Taking the production of the wholeycar. Apoundofcottonwillmake
ratio of importations of cotton fabries as the basis, our dJ yards of cloti, and if we divide tus fraction of f by 3j,
importations of raw cotton would probably have increased, we will ascertain the almost infiniessimal extent Vo which
in 1880 or 188j, Vo somcwhei-e about 12,000,000 lbs. witbout the price of the raw material advanced, and to whici it
any extraordinary impetus or stimulus. Under these ougot Vo bave affected t price of the raw material. t is
circumstances, it is absurd Vo allege that we did any injustice so small that I arcsure cat if the bon Finance Minister had
to tbe cotton interest in our time. 'Wile the facbory at looked nto it be would scarcely have dwalt on the fact that
Cornwall, for some reason neyer clearly explaiaed, did noV the price ofVthe raw cotton had advanced, or have given that
pay large dividends for some years, or paid no as a reason wiy cttons are considerably highert an when
dividend at aV al, and it bas been alleged Viatie National Policy went into operation. e also stated
this was due to defekts in the construction of tint to-day we could purchase in this country, cottons of
Vie establishment in the first instance and Vo mismanage. al. grades, at prices only exceeding by 5 Vo 7n per cent. the
ment afterwards- the factory at St John grew from a very pricesat which similar goods are soldgaeVie milas in Vie
srnailVo a very lar-ge establishment, andpe Hudon factory New England States. If Vat were correct, it wou d only
at Montreal, it was announced in the public press, ccclared prove thnt ice was no necessity whatever for any change
a dividend, the year before Ve new policy went into dper- in the Tari f in ordere o proteet our Cotton manufactures.
ation, of 27 per cent. If otier facteries did noV pay Five and one-haf per cent. deducted from Vtei ld Tarifrate
B0 well as Viat, it was noV for the want of higmer duties, of 17, would give 10 to 12 per cent, protection to Canadian
but because tic factories wcre noV prhperly constructed, over and above the price ciarged by Ve manufacturers,
were noV located in Vie proper place, or were noV managed and in addition would be, the cest of importation.
witi the skill necessary Vo ensure success. But we are The con. gentleman, in making thint statement proved to

old Vint tic necessi ies of Vie eountry required Vie impo- muc, if tie statement wore Vo be accepted. I have no
sition ofbigier du ies. Duties could have been imposed s doubtee made it in good faitc, but on information furnished
as Vo produce al Vie revenue whici Vie hon. Finance Min- him by pesons interested in Ve trade. But why is it that

ster and bis fricnds boast Vey possess, without being 50 we are always asked to compare car cotton price with
rcgulated as Vo weigh unduly on Vie poorer classes in Vie tise in the United States, wose manufacturers require
country. An increase in Vie Tarif of tic ad valorem duties snc extraordinary protection, 30 Vo 40 per cent. ? We
Would have given Viese gentlemen additional protection. kow that, in spite of that big proteVion, ihe British
Tint it wouîd have been impossible Vo refuse hem hmd we manufacturerasforce an immense qualtity of cottons into
found itnecessary toincrease Vie Taritf. We, therefore, do noV, Vie United States mrkets ; and since the return of good
by this amendment, cbject 80 muciVo Vie increase of Vhe Vîmes,etVe boom of we0cru we have heard,8 thmuc ie
rate of taxation as Vo the manner in whiihVie Tarif distri- importation of British cotton into Vue United Staes bas
butes Vie burden of taxation. It makes Vie burden of tic rich increased enormously. We siould sometimes compare ur
onîy a litt evier, wileitincreouses enrm usly e burdens prices ratier with the prices in Great Britain. Whatgood
Of tie poorer classes. Tic hon. Finance Ministeras said tht reason oabe given why our manufacturera should n.t proi
Vie generan articles of merchandise on whicd hig duties duce cotton 0f any grade or class at as low a price as tVe
are now imposed have net been made dearer. That is somply manufacturer win e Unitced Statesd? We get our raw cotton
bCggngl Ve question; it is a subterfuge, a rick cf wiici quite as cheap as teyt ad our fuel; and if hey have
dien wio desire to stand hig in Ve opinion of their water-power in some districts so have we, and labor mustbe
tis: wes ordeet should be ashamed. Tcnquestion is at least quite as dear in Vie United States as in Canada, for we
thioe blishme nt the increase of Vie duties add te flnd thousands cf our people flcking every week and month
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to the United States to find employment and botter pay than mill. Yet the hon. Finance Minister will say. on the
they can get in this country. Why should we be asked to authority of gentlemen engaged in the trade, that the
pay 5 or 7J per cent. more for cottons than we could buy Canadian article is sold at a lower rate in the store than the
them from foreign manufacturers for? Under the old system imported article of equal quality. There is another case in
the Tariff was 17½ per cent., and it might have been neces- which cloths known as Congress American shirting costs
sary to make it 20 per cent. or more, in order to raise more abroad 11-87 cents, and the duty on this is 23 per cent.
revenue to meet the increased expenditure of the country, and This is a high priced cloth. We dealt a moment ago with
to that extend the cotton manufacturers must have been the Oxford shirting which cost only 5-20 cents and paid
protected, but thereis nothing to show thatspecial protection a duty of 42 per cent. When we come to this
ofthatmanufactureis necessary, ortojustifythepeculiar mode higher quality of goods, goods not worn, I presume, by
in which those taxes have been imposed. The hon. the Minister the humbler classes, the duty is but 23 per cent. Then
of Finance laid on the Table, some time ago, anumber of papers take American brown duck. Here we have in actual opera-
in which it was alleged that the prices in this country are quite tion, a very simple exemplification of the working of the
as low, and in some cases, even lower, than the prices of goods Tariff in this respect. The American brown duck of famous
of a similar character at the factories in the United States. I brand, of Woodbourne, Baldwin & Co., weighing ton ounces,
observe, that in some ofthose papers the price per lb. of cotton sold, in 1880, at the mill, at 14J cents. The duty was 25 per
goods of a particular kind is stated to be lower in Montreal cent. and the cost laid down in the store in Canada, 18j
than in the United States. That is not a means of ascertaining cents per yard. Cornwall manufactures a somewhat simi.
conclusively whether the one class of goods is cheaper than lar article weighing also ton ounces, and also called brown
the other or not. We all know that the coarser the article duck ; that was sold, in 1880, at 18 cents or a-half cent less
manufactured the more it is likely to weigh. There may be per yard than it cost to import this famous American class
very material difference in the character of articles bearing ofgoods. In the following year we find the American
the same name in Canada and the United States. i made it goods lower in price selling at 14 cents instead of 14j, and
my business before I left St.. John to consuit on that very costing laid down in store, 18 cents a yard, and the Cornwall
question, a gentleman, who is admittedly one of the very price reduced just in prop ortion, down to 17J cents from 18.
best buyers in the dry goods trade in that city. I asked The gentleman who furnished me with this information
him to show me goods of the same quality imported from alleges that the Cornwall article is very much inferior in
Great Britain and the United States, and obtained from the make. It must have been inferior in make, or else that dif-
factories in this country, and to tell me honestly how the ference in price would have been sufficient to exclude the
goods could compare in cost and quality. He told me, what American article altogether from our market. Now, Sir,
I found to be the fact on careful examination, that a com- if these statements are reliable, as I believe they are, ifthey
parison of any kind was exceedingly difficult, that the cannot be controverted except by other statements from
qualities were essentially so different, that only one parties interested, they go far to contradict the statement
thoroughly experienced in the trade could attempt to of the Minister of Finance, that Canada cottons are so!d
institute a comparison, and even to one of the largest to day in Canada at prices much lower than British or
experience a comparison was still difficult. The texture of American cottons could have been imported under the old
the goods, their appearance, and what I may call their Tariff-in point of fact, at 5 to 7 per cent. higher than the
selling qualities, were very different. llowever, I said to price of the American articles at the American mills.
him, select if you can two pieces of goods, the one American, Then, with regard to the manner in which the burden is
the other Canadian, which you as a man of experience distributed, with regard to the fact to which we take special
eau say are intrinsically of the same value, no matter what objection, that the articles used by the masses of the people
may be their outside appearance. He did select are theheaviost, taxed letmesaythat notonlythe casesI have
two such pieces, and laid them side by side. just referred to prove it conclusively, but also the Trade and
I could not attempt myself to institute any comparison Navigation Returns which I have carefully examined. I
between the two, their texture and appearance were so dif- find that during the year ending 30th June, 1881, we im-
ferent. He assured me that intrinsically they were exactly ported, of British grey and bleached cottons, 5,002,952 yards.
of the same value and that the imported goods cost him Well, Sir, that is a large quantity, and the very fact that so
j of a cent per yard more than the Canadian goods. He large a quantity has been imported is itself not merely
showed me, lhowever, some goods which , were more salable prima facie but conclusive proof that the articles sold in the
than the Canadian goods, and he said: "On these I can country of the same class and quality must have been sold
have a larger profit than I possibly can on the Canadian at as high a price as the imported article, otherwise so large
article, and these my customers will purchase much more a quantity as 5,000,000 yards would not have been imported
readily at tho same price." Let me now give you one or and sold. These British goods cost only 6j cents a yard
two cases taken from actual experience of calculations on the average, the duty paid on the whole of
based upon intimate knowledge of this particular business. them was 30 per cent; and I have shown that ia
With regard to white cottons, I found an instance where ah some classes of these cottons, the duties run as high as
article which cost 3J pence in England, equal to 6-44 cents, 42 per cent., that is on the very cheapest of the articles
on which the duty was 30J per cent. cost laid down in the used by the people generally. But, taking the whole
market on this side 8.68 cents. That the gentleman who of that class, we find that the duty was as high as 30 per
furnished us this information, and who is of unquestionably cent., nearly one-third of the origiual cost imposed as duty
high standing in the trade, told us was equal to Valleyfield on the article; ad, in addition to the 30 per cent., the cost
cotton that cost here 9J cents. Another case of imported of importation must be taken into consideration. From the
cotton cost 2¾d., on which the duty was 35 United States, in that same year, notwithstanding their
per cent., and which cost laid down 7½ cents. Large quan- high Tariff and all the other difficulties in the way of their
tities of cottons of that class are imported and pay high producing articles as cheaply as we ought to bé able te pro-
duties and are sold at a profit. Yet hon. gentlemen opposite duce them, we imported of that same class of good,
will say these goods cost no more than if the duties were 3,892,779 yards, so that altogether, we imported nearly
very much lower, any advance in price being caused by the 9,000,000 yards of grey, bleached and unbleached cotton
advance in the raw material. All these are actual transac- during that year, and no doubt the whole of it was sold Il
tions. Oxford shirtings, which cost 520 cents and duty 42 the country. The facts that it was imported and
per cent., cot laid down in the store 8·47 cents, and those sold is corcnlusive evidence that the hotne-made
are sold against Dàiudas shirling, Which cost 9 cents at"the aitiole was sold at a prie reletiIy '
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as high. But the article we imported from the United
States is of a higher class than that which comes from
Great Britain. The article from Great Britain cost 6j cents
per yard, and that from the United States a little over 9icents
per yard, and just because it was a botter article and there-
fore was used by the well-to-do classes of the country, not the
poorer classes, it was taxed only 25·4 por cent. So again with
British ginghams. I find British gingham costis 10-8 cents,
paying a duty of33 per cent. I find that United States ging-
hams cost 14 cents per yard, and paid 29-3 per cent. Thon we
come to another article that can hardly be compared with
anything in former year3, because of the great change in the
classification. In former years I find the quantities of goods
described as denims, drillings,and that sort, were something
very small. Last vear, they assumed very large proportions,
and the importation was 5,352,537 yards from Great Britain.
These goods costalittleover 11-2 cents per yard,and they paid
an average of over 85 per cent. From the United States in
thatsame yearwe imported 4,383,424 yards. These, again,like
the other cotton goods, were of a higher quality, cost ing 14-3
cents per yard. We find that the rate per cent ad valorem
duty is very much smaller, being 28·9 per cent., nearly 7
per cent. less than on the British goods. So through the
whole of these articles, we find British goods the cheaper but
paying a higher rate of duty, and they are the goods chiefly
used by the working masses of the people, than
American goods of greater intrinsie value. In all these
various classes we find the same thing. We find an
article of higher intrinsic value, costing more in its manu-
facture and requiring more labor for its production,
yet paying a lesser rate of duty than the coarser and
cheaper articles which are used by the masses of the
people. Let me say en passant that the operation of this
Tarif hias been similarly to exclude more of cortain ulasses of
American goods from our markets than of British goods. The
intrinsic cheapness of the British article has overcome the
operation of the Tariff to such an extent as it overcomes
the operation and effect of the American Tariff in the United
States. But, Sir, a diminution had taken place in the
quantity of American cotton imported before the National
Policy went irto operation at all. The six years which
the Minister of iRailways is so fond of describing as
years of unexampled prosperity, were yea.rs of great
depression in the United States in the cotton trade. The
manufacturers of that country were compelled, not being able
to sell their goods athome, to send large quantities abroad
and to sell at very low prices, and just as trade improved
and things began to 'mend, so was there a falling off in the
importation of American cotton goods. We find a
Verylma ked diminution before the National Policy came
imitoiOperation.Now,Ithink I have proved,if figures can prove
anything, if authentic public returns can prove anything,
that the advance in the price of raw cotton has not to any
appreciable extent caused the advance in the price of cotton
il Canada. I think I have proved, moreover, that the price
of cotton manufactured in this country to-day is quite as
high as the cost of the imp>rted article of the same clas-,
plus the duty and the cost of importation. Moreover, I have
proved beyond all doubt that the rate of duty imposed on
the articles consumed by the masses of the people is very
Iuch more onerous than the rate of duty imposed on the

goodS ýwhich are supposed to be used by the well-to-do
classes. Weil, we will look also at the question of woollens.
The hon. gentlemen opposite have adopted a like policy as
with cOtton. Not only do they tax woollen goods at a very
high rate, but they tax to an enormous extent the goods
which are more especially used by the working people. The
WOOllen industry is a mnuch older industry in the country
than the Cotton industry. The woollen industry attaimed
Véry TeMarkable proportions many years ago. We heard
Of *tole n mils nging up ait over the country longbdii'he $wie foiey was eer hrd of or thought

of. When hon. gentlemen opposite wero in power in 187.-73,
a very large number of woollen mills were in existence, and
their number continued to inerease. Looking at the impor-
tation of wool, I find that the 8,000,000 lbs. towhich the hon.
Finance Minister bas referred, was not a very remarkable
importation, not in fact, very much in excess of the quan-
tity imported in other years; it was not more than the
natural growth, of population and trade would lead us to
expect. I do not believe there bas been, as the result of
this policy, any very great expansion of the woollen trade.
There has been a revival in that business as in
every other business. It may be that in 1878-79
those mills found difficulty in disposing of their products,
and were compelled to sell at little or no profit; that is a
fact of which we are all aware, and which no one will derny.
But we do deny that sneh a state of things prevailed for
want of Protection. The cause is obvious. The depre-sion
which prevailed throughout the world necessarily and inevi-
tably affected this particular branch of business, and the
producers found no customers for their goods. If there had
been no change whatever in the fiscal policy we would
have found a great revival in this industry, because it is one
in which Canadian manufacturers have excelled. Some
of the cloth they produce is of its kind equal to
any manufactured in the worli. I lately visited some
mills at Almonte, and I admired beyond measure some of
the products of the manufacturers in that district, which
can favo-ably compare with any goods of a similar char-
acter to be found. The manufacturers learned to excel in
that business years ago, and with a revival of trade their
business revived. It bas not revived because of the
exclusion of foreign goods ; notwithstanding the high rate
of duty now imposed on foreign goods they have not been
excludcd ireign importations are now as largo as in
1878; in that year the whole value of imported wooliens was
$8,535,133 ; the year before it was a little more;
in 1876, it was $8,462,000 ; in 1881 it was
$8,742,000, so that it was not the exclusion of foreigu
goods that caused the revival of this branch of industry.
The heavy duties on certain classes of foreign woollens
gave to Canada manufacturers almost a monopoly of the
home market, and enabled them probably to charge higher
rates than those at which the goods would have been sold ; but
the effect on the general imports bas not been remarkable.
The hon. Minister of Finance is fond of saying that the people
obtain their wooliens at much lower prices tban before
the National Policy came into operation. That bas been
disputed; even if that were true it would be a mere begging
of the question. The question for the people to consider is
this, could we procure our woollen goods at lower
prices than we are now compelled to pay, if the duties
had not been increased? The answer to that is that they
could have been purchased at much lower prices. This
branch of industry flourished under the old system ; the
depression reached it long after other industries had begun
to suffer. The recovery would have been as rapid as in any
other branch of busine-s, even had no change of policy
taken place. Let me say, that if there had been a manifest
necessity to increase the rate of taxation for revenue pur-
poses the woollen manufacturers would have obtained an
advantage from the increase of duties-that certainly would
not have been refused to them. What we now complain of is
the improper distribution of taxation which i8 unfair, unjust
and bears heavily on the mases. We are no more hostile to
them than to any other manufacturers; we are delighted to
see them grow and prosper; we are mach pleased to see
new mills and manufactures springing up, and success
achieved by theproper investment of capital and use of skilled
knowledge. Let us see how the duties bear on this clas of
goods. The figures furnished in the Blue-Books are not sach
as enable you easily tojudge ofthe progress of the trade ; they
ae implU prepared for puyrpose of Oustms u4tiewhih
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is quite proper. I looked for a long time to discover what than in former years, and while the hon. Finance Minister is
grounds the hon. Finance Minister had for his statement, ready to tell us that there has been an advance in the raw
that the wealthy people of the country voluntarily paid material of cotton goods, he forgets to tell us that thero bas
an additional $400,000 in duty on their fine cloths, during been a serious decline in the raw material of woollen
the last year, more than they had paid in former years. I goods; that the cost of wool is very much lower, for
am not aware that people pay voluntarily what they have which of course the farmers are very thankful. But
to pay in duty on articles they are compelled to purchase. owing to the National Policy our people are deprived
I find, in the Trade and Navigation Returns, that of any advantage from that decline in price. Take
cassimeres, cloths, tweeds, and goods of that class, are again the article of carpets, and here you find
all put down together at so many cents per lb. But another illustration of the fact that under the present Tariff
I will give the resuit of my figuring to the hon. gentle- the cheaper the article the higher the tax. Upon Brussels
man. I find that of that class of goods, we imported from carpets, of which we import a very large quantity-
Great Britain 5,469,519 lbs.: the average price per ILb. of ail 1,3,000 yards-and which are used almost exclusively by
those cloths, tweeds, broad cloths and so forth, was 61L the richer classes, a duty of 20 per cent. is paid. Of two-
cents, and the rate of duty was 32-19 per cent. Prom ply and three-ply carpets ingrained, all-wool, we imported
the United States we brought a very small quantity of from Great Britain 120,119 yards, costing 66-2 cents per
these goods, but they must have been of a superior character, yard, on which 36 per cent. was charged, while the Brussels
12,695 Ibs., costing $1.25 per lb., and instead of paying 32 carpet, the carpet of the rich man, paid only 20 per cent.;
per cent. duty on them, we paid 25-9, or more than 6 cents of Union carpets, which are especially those of the poor
per lb. less than upon those imported from Great Britain. classes, we imported 150,000 yards from Great Britain,
Take another class of goods-blankets. I find that is on which a duty of 31-6 per cent. was paid, and
an article very highly taxed. We imported of blankets, some from the United States, on which 33-3 per cent. was
from Great Britain, 599,477 lbs., and the fact that we paid, while the rich man's carpet only paid 20 per cent.
imported this large quantity of these goods, and that they Now, i have endeavored to show that the statements made
were sold in the country, is prima facie, I may say conclu- in the amendment in your hands, Mr. Speaker, are well-
sive, proof that the domestie blanket-maker charges as much founded-that the duties charged on the cotton and woolen
for his product as he can possibly get. That is the goods of the poorer classes are proportionately higher than
average, but there are instances in which the cheaper those charged on the goods uf the wealthier classes. I know
blankets are taxed enormously higher. From the United it will be alleged that the reason for this is that in this
States we imported only 7,067 lbs., but instead of costing country we manufacture the cheaper and coarser articles,
29J cents they cost 59-4, and the duty, insteîad of being 45-4, and do not manufacture the finer articles-that there is
was 326 per cent. I have here a statement taken some manulactory producing the union or other lower-class
from one of some invoices of blankets, and it is carpets, and therefore they are protected in order to give
very remarkable indeed as going to prove the policy ofibon. our own manufacturers cornmand of our own market. But
gentleman opposite of charging the higher rate on the I have shown that our own manufacturers have not yet
poorer article. In September 9tb, 1881, these blankets were obtained our own market, and that our manufacturers do not
imported from Great Britain. In that importation were seli their goods at the price at which they can produce
goods that cost 231d. per lb. on which a duty of them, but take care to obtain the highest price the duty
35 per cent. was paid. There were others costing 17d. per enables them to get for the articles they sell. This is more
lb., but upon those a duty of 43 per cent. was paid. Blan- particularly the case with regard to woollen goods. I am
kets of a much poorer quality, costing 13d., paid a duty of informed that heavy pilots and cloths of the class which pay
491 per cent. A still cheaper blanket costing 9d. paid a a duty of 50, 60, 70, and in one case I know of as high as
duty of 61 per cent. Then, again, on a much cheaper article 80 per cent., are not manufactured in the country at all,
-one of the poorest I suppose that could be imported, and therefore there is not even that pretext for imposing
costing 71d per lb., scarcely the price of the coarsest the duty, while the people have to bear the burden. A St.
kinds of wool-a duty of 70 per cent. was actually John merchant told me that on a quantity of heavy
paid. Let me go back a moment to cloths in order to bhow cloth which he imported specially for the purpose
how the duty atfects the price of those articles. I will take of making up winter cloaks for girls, and which cost
an actual invoice in this case also On a quantity of woollen 1s. 2d. or Is. 3d. per yard, ho actually had to pay a
goods imported, English naps for children costing Is. 41d., a duty of 80 per cent. at the St. John Custom house;
duty of 57 per cent. was paid. Then there was a heavy and that class of goods, ho said, is not manufactured
class of clothes for ulsters and jackets, which costs 7id, and in this country. Now, 1 may state exactly what WO
upon them the duty was 49 per cent. Then we have what are paying for our cotton and woollen goods under the pro.
are called heavy presidents for ladies jackets sent Tariff. We paid into the Treasury on our cotton goods
which cost ls. 9d. per yard, and the duty on imported $2,271,9à7 last year, or $486,156 more than wo
that class was 46 per cent. On another class of goods which would have paid under the old Tariff. On our woollen
cost 4s. the duty was 35 per cent. So it is throughout, the goods we paid $2,345,627, or 8815,773 more than We
poorer the article and the cheaper the more heavily is it taxed. would have paid under the old Tariff ; on these textile
Then with regard to goods called black presidents, one fabrics, which are absolutely necessary for all the
article which cost 2s. Id., paid a duty of 45 per cent. Now, people of this country, rich and poor, we paid in all
in former times, under the old Tariff, this particular class of $4,t17,564, or $1,301,729 more than would have been
goods sold wholesale in Canada at 75 cents, but to-day, under paid under the old Tariff. If it were necessary to
the operation of this Tariff, the price is 92J cents a yard, or raise this enormous amount on the clothing of the peoplO
17J cents more than it would be were the old Tariff in opora- of the country, I presume none of us would complain,
tion. Another class of goods costing Zs. 7d., paid a duty however we might regret the necessity ; but what we do
of 39 per cent., and these goods, which formerly sold at 95 complain of is that not only more is raised than la
cents a yard wholesale now sell at $1.10 per yard. necessary for the country, but that this burden i,
Another class of goods which cost 2s. 10d. in Great Britain unfairly and unequally distributed, and bears enor-
paid a duty of 37 per cent. These goods formerly sold at mously on those who can least afford to bear 10.

$1.05 here. They now sell at $1.20. Hon. gentlemen In addition to that we have to pay, under this Tari, a
opposite nevertheless assert that woollen goods are no very large amount more to the manufacturers of the
dearer because of the duty. They say they are cheaper 1 country-how much it is difEcult to ascertain, Supposing
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the 16,000,000 lbs, of raw cotton imported lastyearwere manu-
factured into 60,000,000 yds. of cloth orthe equivalent,wepaid
$471,520 more to the manufacturers than we would have had
topay if the old duties had been maintained. For woollens,
we paid $700,000 more than we would have paid if the old
Tarif had been in operation. Now, what we complain of is
that under this Tarif more money is taken from the people
than is required for the public service; we complain stili
more strongly that the amount is so unequaliy distributed
that it bears harshly and cruelly in many cases on people
who, even in these prosperous times, flnd it
exceedingly difficult to buy clothing enough to
protect them against the cold of winter. We com-
plain and protest against this policy, particularly
on that score-not because we entertain any hostility
towards the manufacturers-not because we do not wish to
see them flourishing, and exhibiting every satistactory proof
of prosperity-but because we feel and believe that a large
number of the people are unduly burdened and cruelly
oppressed by the taxation now imposed.

Mr. BLAKE. As there does not seem any disposition on
the part of hon. gentlemen opposite to answer the remarks
of the member for Gloucester, I am anxious of taking this
opportunity of stating to the House some of the reasons
which have led me to differ with the bon. Finance Minister,
in the statements which he bas made to this House as to the
eflects of these duties on certain classes of goods largely
consumed by the people. And I am not sorry the hon.
gentleman bas omitted or delayed to answer statements
made from this side, because I am anxious he should have
the opportunity of responding to the observations which I
shall now present. Before dealing with the effect of the'
duties on cottons, I wish to read to the House a let ter sert
to me very shortly after the bon. Finance Minister read, with
reference to woollens, a letter from a manufacturer of
Montreal, Mr. Greene. The hon. gentleman brought
forward some precis of evidence to sustain the proposition
which ho advanced with great boldness and positiveness,
and without any reserve or qualification, as to the practical
effect of the Tariff on prices-as to the pricos the people
were paying relatively to the prices in former years. And as
the hon. member for Gloucester observes, the hon. gentleman
declared that we were paving lower prices for the varions
domestic manufacture of woollens than in former years, to
prove which statement he read the letter from Mr.
Greene. A friend of mine in Montreal applied to the senior
partner of a large bouse, Maclean, Shaw & Co., upon that
subject, and immediately afterwards I received from that
gentleman the following letter addressed to him by Mr.
Maclean:

"In answer to your enquiries as to the causes why goods in our line
are sold cheaper now than in 1878, we find, on examining our English
invoices, that we are buying the same grade of bats from the same
houses 20 per cent. cheaper to-day than in 1878. So that, even with the
lRcreased duty, they cost us less laid down in Montreal now than in 1878.
It is clear to any sensible merchant that if the duty was 17J per cent.,
instead of 25 per cent., that these geods ceuld be sold stili cheaper.
The sealleteo and astrachan cloth simported for use in the manufactureof cloth caps, are also bought at a less figure than in 1878; and if these
goods could be laid down as cheap now as underthe old Tariff the cloth
Caps used by the poorer classes could be sold at a less figure that at
présent. It cost 50 per cent. under the old Tariff, and 85 per cent. under
the present Tariff to lay these heavy goods down. The true reasons for
the general reduction in the class of goods haDdled by us are, first, that
ce1npetition is cutting prices every year, which competition was in
exitence before the National Policy came into force; and, second, that
the goods used by us are bought at a much less figure in the English
narket now than in 1878. As you know, I am a supporter of the National
Pai' but1dfeo not believe in supporting it by a misrepresentation ofcauses and facts" I

am sory that the hon. gentleman should have thought1
it consistent with his position as Finance Minister, to have(
brought forward letters to prove, and to have alleged him-i
self; as a fact, that the cost of the domestic production of?
those articles to which he particularly referred, had been1

reduced-by virtue of his policy, while in fact, the operation
of those causes of greater competition, and particularly of
lower prices abroad was to keep the domestic manufactures
down. And while as this supporter of the hon. gentleman
and his policy states, those goods to which ho referred,
and to which particularly Mr. Greene reforred, being
sold 20 per cent lower in the foreign market, they came
into this country at about or a little below the prices of
1878, notwithstanding the inerease of the duties. But
it is plain that if the duties had remained where they were,
we would have got our goods 20 per cent cheaper. That
observation applies to the manufactured articles of woollens
to which I referred, and the proofs are apparent. In almost'
ail particulars of the consumption of the masses, there bas
been some abatemenL in prices abroad more or less. I wish,
in reinforcement of the argument of the bon. member for
Gloucester, to give a few statements of actual transactions in
woollens,in connection with which there wili be found some
reference to the relative cost abroad, of woollens in 1878
and 1881, indicating the very low prices abroad in 1881 as
compared with 1878, and furnishing a good reason why even
the enormous increase of Canadian duties should have made
prices relatively not very different-but indicating also that,
in a word, the increase of the duties bas absorbed the
reduction in price, of which the people of the country other-
wise have had the benefit. The particulars which I have
to give are actual entries of transactions in the Custom
bouse by merchants. Among these is an entry of 2nd
February, 1882, as follows: Blue serge, cost 6d; duty 44J
per cent.; cloth for workingmen's suits, cost is 3d;
duty, 39¾ per cent.; fancy tweeds, gentlemen's suits,
cost 2s 6d ; duty, 29J per cent. The enormous duties
are on the materinl used by the poorer classes, while
the duties are relatively light on the stuff worn by the
people in better circumstances. The facts which my
hon. friend for Gloucester presented are exemplified
by those figures. Let me give a few other instances: Cloths,
is 5d, cost laid down, 55î eents, duty over 50 per cent;
cost 9d., duty 50 per cent, used for boys' children's
and men's suitings ready-made and ulsters by the
better classes and used by mechanics and farmers,
cost 1s. 8d., duty 50 per cent. Cloths cost 1s. 10d.,
duty 40 per cent. worn by wage-receiving people
exclusively. Cost Is. 6d., duty 3-i per cent., very extensively
used in town and country. Cost 2s.2d., duty 40 per cent. Cost
1. 4d., duty 60 per cent., cloth used for men, women and boys
clothing. Cost 4s., duty 27 per cent. Scotch tweeds used by
first class tailors. Cost 10s., duty 25 per cent., used by high
class trade. Cost 13s., duty 23J per cent,, used by high
class trade. In black and bine broad superfines and higher
qualities of French cloths the duty sometimes comes below
23 per cent., and as freight is ail charged by measurement it
is therefore the same on cheap and dear goods and adds to
the iDe uality. The same merchant who gave me these
prices from actual transactions in bis trade, adds that woollen
goods of ail kinds, medium and low grades, are much cheaper
in Great Britain than in 1877-78, but the Tariff bas absorbed
the reduction. Another merchant gives me these partie-
ulars: He paid in Great Britain, in 1881, 2s. 2d. for heavy
woollen goods, which cost him, in 1878, 2s. 6d., or 4d. less
in 1881 than in 1878; but bis selling price for the 2s. 2d. in
1881, was 5 per cent. in excess of what ho sold the 2s. 6d.
goods for in 1878, though his percentage of rofit is the
same, thus showing that the duty not only asorbed the
reduction, but actually increased the price of the goods. It
is stated by this merchant that the letter on which the hon.
member relies, although it may be true in one or two special
lines, is not true on the whole, as to the general class of goods
consumed by the people. As to an article costing 2s. 6d.
in 1878, the selling price wholesale was 92J cents, and, in
1881, the article costing the same price could not be sold
under 81.07J at the same percentage of profit, showing an
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advance of 16J per cent, entirely necessitated by the in ordér toascertain what the actual profit of the enterprise
increase i duty. Flannels, of which the sterling cost, in is. Take, for instance, the Hochelâga or Hudon mil.
1878, was 9½d., cost at the wholesale price in Canada, 2'-Thé original stock of that enterprise was $400,000e which,
cents; in 1881, the sterling price was 9d., and the whole- it is reported, was not ail paid up in cash. That Company
sale selliig prie was 30 cents. The advance in this ca1e is said to have made, as théhon. gentleman for Glouceïthr
on the sterling price was, in 1878, 47J per cent., and in 1881, points out, 27 percent. on its capital in 1878, before thé
661per cent., theadditional ad vance being required to pay the néw Tarif Act, and after providing for depreciation n that
increase of duty; so that the cost went up instead of going year. The stock bas since been watered in the proportion
down, although the sterling price was less than in the of one share in evéry three. Since that timé acash divi-
former year. As an example of the ad mirably graduated dend has been paid of 10 per cent. on thé watéred stock
scale of duties, which the hon. gentleman's Tariff imposes on equal to 13J per cent. on the original stock. An enormous
goods more expensive, as compared with less expensive actual value lis been put into theoncern bésidés. The
gonds, I will give a series of quot·.tions in the articles of mili and machinéry was flrst of al doubled, and aftér
ladie jackets and mant es, showing how the duty goos being doubled was trbied out of thé earnings. So
down as the price goes up: thé miii and machinery now represent thrée times what

Sterling cost ......... 33. ld. Duty........54t per cent. they réprescnted when this Tarif was imposed. Thé resuit
à ''l........ 4s. 8 . '....... 48 ' '' of this, andthé statément of théir actual earnings and profit

l '..........5s. ld. ". 42 " " as given to me, is that thr earningsave ben, at least, 50
"i ......... 7..3d. ........ 40 63 ' '

S ......... 94. ild. 37·85 per cent. on thé original stock of $400,000, or at least
" ".........12s. lId. "........3 " "200000 a year for th last year or two, and their watered

S ......... 19. 9d. ". 30 " stock mark-not th original stock of 400,000, but th
" ".........293. 91. ........ 28 watered stock as been quoted at 275, and is said not to

That is the general application of the hon. gentleman's purchaseable under 300, but at 275 it wo nid bé équal to 365
Tariff. If you take the articles which are cheapest and per cent. on thé original 8400,000 which k supposod to have
dearest, the duty, speaking in a general sense, may be said béén invésted, thus bringing up its market value to ovér
to be twice as heavy on the cheapest as on the dearest class of $ 1,400,000. Thé stock k about to bé again watéred, 1 bélieve,
goods. Thatis ail I propose to say at présent on the question to bring it Up to about 8 1,000,000, and whén it réachés that
of woollen gonds. I wish particularly, as I said in my figuré upon thé original $400,000, it wili bé saléabie at a véry
opening remarks, to deal with the hon. gentleman's state- higl premium. Now, thèse arc startling resuits, and these
ment as to thé practical éffcct of this Tariff upon thé suject oresuits havében attaind aftr very libéral allowaneés for
of cotton manufactures. I quite agreé with thé hon dépréciation, for ikèping up the stock, and afor an arrange-
gentleman's proposition that wé should try bis Tarif ment had been mase whidh of itsnif indicates how large
by its practi-al résuits, and if wéflnd thrtt it bas ar the transactions whichocan ge carrid on on un
opérated benéficially-that iooking at ail thé con- original capital of 400,000. c wil only mention
sidérations--thos on thé surface as weli as those whieh that thé commission paid to thé mi agent who sis
have to by ascertained and do not dwell so much on thethr gonds was $27,000, or 6 per cent. on thé
surfac,-it lias opératéd beneflciaily, thon théhon. gentle- original capital. You can imaginéeby this what thé profit
man will have proved himself in thé riglit. Thé broad and of théénterprise must bédwhen thé commission paid was 6
général statement made by thé hon. inember réquirés a per cent. of the original capital. Now, I propose to refr
very considérable amount of détail aad examination to to thé Valleyfleld mii as anothér example. Théeoriginal
ascortain whétbcr it is foundéd on fuét, whéthmr in truth thé stock was $374,000, and that ias b dn watored to 8500,000,
resuits are such as thé hon, gentleman déclares they are. or by 28 e r cent. sinc this Tarif. Theédiidnd
Theré are a number of considérations with référence to thé déclarted last yar was 20 per cent on thé
cotton manufaotures whîcl are inatéill, iiiodci, that wu waterd stock, equal to over 27 pr cent. on the
may reach a cnuclusion. Wé havé hoard of thé gréai pr'os- original stock, bésides which they laid np about 823,000,
perity of that manufacture. Thé hon. Minister i o bis and spent about $15,000 for improvments and additions,
général statemants, and other hon, gentlemen, have said and a commission was paid by théeminh over and abo eal
répeatodly, that it is due to thé circumstancé that théré is a its profits of $18,000. Thé commissions paid by thé two
very machi largér production, and not to enhanced pricés or milis theréforé amountd to 45,000 in that year. There
enhancéd profits per yard. It is due they gay téthé very stock was-quoted lately at 187, equal to 215 on thé original
large production which enabies a large profit té be mad w by stock. Now, as I have said, if thse enormouis profits, if
thé manufacturer, évenu pon a reducéd price per ya rd, so that thèse enormous éarnings of the last year or two, of 50 Per
thé con-sumer gains whilé thé manufacturer also gains, centeo. the part of thé Hoche ga mii, and of a sum about
Lot us firet ascertain, so fur as we are able, what thé margin équal upon the original capital stock, upon ai thé stock-
of profit is, and I agrée with théhion, gentleman that a holders put into thé brallyfield miii, w re due to théecir-
large margin of profit honestly obtainéd, not by Iaw, but cumstances I havé arferrd, it is a subjeet of congratulation
by thé exercise of those virtues, talents and industries, for us ail; but if they hé due to an excessive and inordinat
which léad to suéehs, in thosi walks of life in which a frie protection which has obliged thé people of thiscounty to
comptition mxista is a thing not to be dprewd, but rather pay an inordinate priée t thése manufacturra of cotonse
to hemrégarded as a source of satisfaction. Lot us first ascer- then they are not a subje t for congratulation, bat they are
tain what thé rate of profit is. On that suijett I havé som a subjet for lamentation aid regret. The on memb r
information, which I drived largiy atrom ashareholders in said that owing to th large production thé pric of Canadian
sime of thétilis, and which sbliae to e authenti 0 whctotton had gone down, and ho tsoke as if it were a Mère
course, in particular i is somewhat difficut tégel trifl to 5 or 7¾ per cent. aboyt United States mi he pricés.
authentie information. The sharhelders meetings le declard hé had a statment that eotton cosat no more,
of thé cotto hmilis are not public, their state- bofth bleached and unbleached cottonmthain aidrom t7
mnts if they are laid on the Table, are not taken per cent. in excossif thn mil pric of similar toited
from the Table. Thé largst portion of their profits is not States gonds. Now, in the first place the comparison
deslsar in forn of a dvie nd. There are bonuses in of théhon, gentleman d. not a reasonabie one, bfc.use W
theshape of watering stocks aid of éther kids. There are kow that théyAmerican goods are nade ouider
large incrément of capital in thée way of improvemnte and a systeo, which greatly inerups thbo ,0of
enlagem nt audo whichare a ltobetuinto adaby those go ls to theespeoplrmusofprthoittsi4ty.W@, if
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well awaro that they are made under a very highI
protective system, enhancing the cost of labor and of every-1
thing involved. I will not enter into this subject further
than to say, that the circumstance that America exports to
Great Britain an enormous value of raw cotton and do-s.n9t
export the manufactured artiek. while Great Britain exports
enormously of it, proves that the cottons that are made in
the United States are inordinately high priced. Great Britain
is able to take the manufactured matorial across the witer ani
to return someportion of it rnanufaetured to the UniteI States,
and send it to ail the neutral markets, while the United
States is utterly unable to compete with her in those markets.
That shows that the comparison of the hon. gentleman pro
poses to make is not very satisfactory, even if his statement
were correct that we do pay only 5 to 7ý- per cent. more
than the American millprices. Nor is it very satisfactory
even considering the figures. My hon. friend from Glouces-
ter pointed out that our imports of raw cotton, last year,
were 16,000,000 lbs. Now, I assume that 2,000,000 pounds
would represent a liberal allowance for cotton used as waste
and otherwise than in the mills. I assume that 14,000,000
pounds went into Canadian production. The product of
16,000,000 pounds in varlous forins was probably worth, at
Canadian mill prices, $5,000,000, and if there were 7± per
cent. only in excess of United States mill prices, it is clear
that there would be $350,000 paid by the people of this
country for the donestic cotton product on in excess of the
cost in the United States. According to the hon. gentleman's
own statement, this will prove the fallacy of that state-
ment. But it is enormous. One proof my hoi. friend
from Gloucester has already referrel to, that is the
circumstance that enormous importations have been made
of cotton goods at an enormous duty of fr 26 to over
40 per cent. The Canadian supply was unequal to the
demand, and it is impossible to suppose that the Canadian
goods were kept so far below the duty here as the hon.
gentlemen would suggest; when you find a range of duties
fromi 26 to over 40 per cent., and the domestic supply
unequal to the demand, you find the answer in those tacts
alone to the hon. gentleman's arguments, even if we were
to have no more lacts to deal with. The cotton imports to
which the hon. gentleman has alluded, show theso facts.
I will not enter into the details of thlese various imports, but
I will point out that the grand totals indicate that an aver-
age rate of duty such as proves tho general fact f o b. that
what we import costs us over 30 per cent. in duty. The grand
totals of both articles denominated grey and bleached,
&C., and denirns, drills, &c., indicate an import fromu the
United States and Britain combined, of 18,645,613 yards, at
a cost of $1,928,499; average cost per yard of all.these
goods was 9-15 cents, and the average duty was 30-36 per
cent. On the smaller importation, ginghams and plaids,
the average duty was 32 per cent. over ; wadding, &c., over
27 per cent.; knitting yarn, over 27 per cent.; wax, on
beams, 34 per cent, so I am quite sure I am correct in
stating that the rate of duty which we pay on ail such
COtton goods we import exceeds 30 per cent., irrespective of
fright and charges.

Sir LEONARD TILLUEY. On ail cotton goods ?
Mr. BLAKE. No ; not on all cotton goods, but on ail

Cotton goods of those classes which are manufactured i n
the country. Of course, when the hon. gentleman propos es
to include prints which we do not make, for the purpose of,
proving some illusory statement as to the advantages of
his Tariff in this particular, ho is welcome to repeat that
calculation for the twenty-fifth time, and it will have as much
Weight as it did the twenty-fourth time. But I am dealing'
vith the classes of goods manufactured here as compared
with the importation of the same classes of goods, and I am
averring as a generai proposition, that these goods that we
buy in Uanada cost us approximately, including the dutyi
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and the cost of transport, within a shado of the cost of
analogous goods which are mn:ufactured abroad. While tho
hon. gentleman deait in genoralities, it was of course difti.
cult to grapple with him. li said cotton goods are s>ld
withiri 5 or 7 per cent. of lJnited S!ates miil
p;ries ; bu t when we ask him to bring down the
evidence on whiehi he makes tiat h gly important
statement, he brings down a letter frorn Mr. A. F. Gault,
an i that is the only evidernco on this particular subject
on which tbe hon. gent1lemen based his statemon t. The
hon, gentilenîA is a-ked to bring down aill the evidoneo,
and that is all the evidence ho can afford us. IL is unfor-
tunate that the lion. the Finance Miînister ventured a state-
ment of that kind upon that paper without having made
further enquiry, without having obtained information from
other quarters -however respectable, and I am the last to
impugn the respectability of the quarter to wbich hi
appliel-from opposito points of view, from those intorested
in other phases of the question than that in which Mr.
Gault is chiefly interested, full information in ordor to
enable him to reach the b>Ltom of the question, and see
how fàr Mr. Gault's views accorded with the actual views
of the case. That lutter is.1 very important contribution
to the literature of this question. It deals broadly with a
number of propositions which have formel the subject of
discussion in various ways. Amongst other things
it deals with the cost of' the raw material.
The prices of raw cotton says Mr. Gault, such
as is generally used in Canadian Mills, run as follows:
1878, 10*c.; 1879, 13*; 1830, 1 -; 1881, 131 cents per lb., thus
indicating a range of prices which are imnportant when
we deal with the cost of the manufacture 1 article. This
statement indicates a riso of 2U- cents between 1878 and
1sc1, but it admitsï a slight fall o on j of a cent between
1879 and 1881; and I ask therefore the attention of the
House to the tact that the raw material was rather cheaper
in 1881 than in 1879. Dealing with the cotton manufac-
ture, we may look at the public statements as they appear
in the Trade and Navigation Returns, and see what was
the valuation as to the actual cost of the cotton imports.
The hon. member for St. John (Mr. Burpee) gave us that state-
ment the other day, but in this connection it is worth while re-
peating it. In 1878, according to Mr. Gault, it wa.s 10-50 cents,
while, according to the Trado and Navigation returns, it was
10-70 cents. In 1879, according to Mr. Gault, it was 13-50
cents, according to the Trade and Navigation Roturns, 10-12
cents. la 1880, aecording to Mr. Gault, it was 13* cents,
according to the Trade and Navigation Roturns, 11-30 cents.
In 1881, accordingto Mr. Gault, it was 131 cents, according
to the Trade and Navigation iZeturns, it was 10-65 cents;
making for the fiscal year a slight fall between 1878 and
1881, and a slight rise botween 1879 and 1881, and showing
absolute values far below those Mr. Gault gives, except
for the year 1878, with which it is desired to make a comn-
parison with the year 1881, the Ti-ade and Navigation
Returns give 10-65 cents, as against 13-25 cents by Mr.
Gault, or an excess of nearly 25 per cent. We take another
test. The quality of cotton used in Canadian factories is
probably on an average inferior to the general standard of
quality of middling uplands in the New York and Liverpool
markets. Some may be used, perhaps, superior to that
description, but probably all round it is an article inferior
to that; but taking the standard quality of middling
uplands in New York either for tho cotton year or the
calendar year, for J do not know from which Mr. Gault
gives his figures, this is the result : the cotton year
begins on lst September and the quotations, are generally
taken from that period. The average price of New York
middling uplands for the year ending 31st August, 1878,
was 11-23 cents; 1879, 11-17 cents; 1880, 12-32 ; 1881,
11-40 cents. There is thus no very material difference
between 1878 and 1879, but I think it probable that Mr.
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Gault's statement may have been for the calendar year,
though that is now conjection. In view of the
possibility that ho took the average for the calen-
dar year, I give the following quotation : For
the calendar year 1878 middling uplands in New York
were 10-81 cents; 1879, 11-37 cents; 180, 12-62 cents;
1881, 11-50 cents, or a rise of 0-69 or 6-i4 per cent. between
1878 and 1881, and j of a cent. or 2-13 per cent. between
1879 and 1881. I have established that neither the absoluto
nor the relative prices of raw cotton as between 1879
1881 present appreciable distinctions. We all know that
for a certain number of months in 1878 raw cotton
was very low, but the prico for the year is such as I
have pointed out. The Trade and Navigation Returns, the
New York prices, and Mr. Gault, all protty much agree as to
the price for that year, and as to the prices for the succeeding
year they also fairly agree, but Mr. Gault has, to an extent
that I can not understand, exaggerated the prices in 1>79-
80-81 beyond tho price of New York middling uplands,
whether you take it for the calander or the cotton year,
or whichever way you choose to take it. I deny, therefore,
the accuracy of Mr. Gault's statemont as to the cost of the
raw material; but supposing bis statement to be accurate,
I call attention to the fact -which bas an important bearing
on other facts which I shall bring before the House, and
that Mr. Gault acknowledges the average price for 1879
was a trifle higher than that for 1881. In instituting com-

parsons between the prices of cotton in 1879 and 1881, we

may leave out of account the question of raw material.
There is a practical agreement as to prices even by Mr.
Gault himseif. As to the cost of labor we have no
statisties. The hon. member for NMontreal West gave
us a number of statistics, but he did not give us statistics of
this particular manufacture which I believe is outside of the
limits of the city, but to which ho knows something of the
rate of wages prices. Now, my belief is that some professional
and skilled workmen in the cotton milis have botter wages
than in former years, but so far as I have been able to learn, if
you go down to the large wage-receiving classes no material
advance in prices bas taken place up to the point to which
I willnow speak, namely, Docember, 1831, whon Mr. Gault
gave hisstatement of prices on which the bon. Finance Minis-
ierrelied. I am of course unable to deal with the topic accu-
rately in the absence of accurate information ; but the state-
ment I have rece ved is, thatiirrespective of the raise of prices
among a few of the more skilled and higher priced men,
there bas been no sensible advance in wages up to the date to
which I have referred. Thore is, however, an element, no
doubt, one to which the bon. Minister bas referr ed, which
ought to lead to greater economy of production, and if we
allow on the one hand for the reduced cost due to a larger pro-
duction and improved maehinery, the Hochelaga millb as
been trebled in that respect, and therefore those conditions
more than counterbalance any slight advanco if, there bc
any, in the price of labor. Let us deal for a moment, before
passing to the consideration of prices, with tho cost of some
standard cottons in the freo markets of the world. I hve
obtained a statement of the cost of standard goods of the
world wide known firms of Horrocks, Miller & Co.,
and James Findlay & Co. The former list shows these
variations in what is called A clotb, a well-known standard
number from January, 1877, to January, 1882:

January 26, 1877............................ 32i
June 1, 1877.......................... ,....
October 25, 1877 ..................................
January 12, 1878 ........ ...... .........
June 19, 1878. . ..................
December 4, 1878 ..................................
January 22, 1879...........,........ ........
March 31, 1879............ ......... .................
April 7, 1879........., ...... ............
May 22, 1879...... ......... .......................
July 1, 1879....... ..............

Mlr. BLAKE.

Pence stg.
inch A

"' 3

tg

tg

"24

"3"£3

"£2

January
February
February1
May
July
August
January

1880 ......... ............... 32 inch A
1880 ......................
1880......................
1880.........................
1880 ............ .........
1881........................
1882 ......................

Giving you the range which bas been obtained witb the
fluctuations such as they are largely dependent on the filc-
tuations in the raw material, showing no material change
from 1S77 to January, 1882. The pricesffrom Findlay & Co.,
for J shirting another standard nunber, are as follows
from August, 1876 to January, 1882.

Pence stg.

August, 1876............
January, 1878..............
January, 1879....... .......
Febrary, 1880....................
January, 1881......... ......... .........
January, 1882......... ...... .. .... ,.

32 inch "J"I
Li 99

49 Li
cc Li

£49 £

ci £

Thus indicating again that there has been no marked rise or
any serious variation in price in theso standard goods in the
froc market of the world. Now, to advert te Mr. Gault's
letter in which he proposes to deal with the actual and
relative cost of the two large classes of goods to which he
refers as compared with their cost in former years. The
points of comparison which I take arc January, 1879, which
is same as the end of 1878, May, 1879, a period at wbich
changes were made in the price lists, and the average of the
whole ycar of 1879, comparing each of these with Decen-
ber, 18)1, the point of comparison which Mr. Gault gives.
Now, Sir, let me once again state what his comparison
of prices is. The prices realized for the average run of
Canadian greys were, as ho says, by the pound, in 1878,
26½ cents; in 179880, 27-cents; in 1881, 28½
cents, giving an increase of but one-half cent on 28 cents
between 1879 and 1881. As I bave already pointed out the
ave.rge cost of Ithe raw material I will only add that in
May, 1879, middling uplands cost 12-1 cents in New York,
wbile in -December, 1879, they were 12 cents only. As the
raw 1ñaterial is generally contractcd for some time before,
the monthly average is perhaps of less importance,
except to point out that in the particular instance to
which I referred tie raw material was consider-
ably higher in May, 1879, than in Decembor,
1881. Now, to get at the advance in cost of
grey cottons, which I aver to be considerable contrary
to what bon. gentlemen has said, contrary to what I
observe is being gencrally stated-I aver tbat there bas
been a very material and marked advantage in gray as well
as in.bleached cotons, and the mode I have adopted to get
at the advance is this: I have taken three mills and five of
the best known and most largoly consumed brands at these
mills, and these brands are also of a kind which will bear
comparison one with another, being as nearly as possible
the same in weight and texture. The mills I have taken
are the Hochelaga, the Cornwall and the Dundas mills, ani
the brands aie :-Hochelaga, G, H, H1H, XX, and
XXX. The Cornwall brands are: AW, AD, AC, AE
and AA. Tho Dundas brands aire: D, C, B, A, AX.
These brands corresponding as nearly as possiblY
one with another in the order in which I have
stated them, These represent very fairly the total product
of these mills. I tini that the average cost of
these cottons was, in January, 1879, by the yard, 7'18
cents. Tho average for the year 1879, was 7-40
cents, and thaIt average is obtained by taking the
price lists foi- the months during which those price lists
were in force, estimating a like average consumption per
month, and thus reaching the average for the year. The
average was, as I have said, 7-18 cents, in January, 1879;
7-40 cents, for the var 1879; 7-57 in the month of May,
1879; and 8-39 in December, 1881. Of those brands
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Hochelaga HII, B, H, and the analogous brands
of Cornwall AC and Dandas are most in consumption,
and in them the average increase over January, 1879, was
21.5 per cent.; over May, 1879, 14-13 per cent.; and over
the average of the whole year 1879, 17¾ per cent. The
average iierease in the price of ail these brands, making
allowariee for the proportion consumed of each brand, in
December, 1881, over the price in January, 1879, was 17-95
per cent., and over the price for the whole year 1879, 1435
per cent. These results are derived from the mill lists. I do
not interfere with the terms for cash, but I have taken the
trade discounts, which, in the early portions of this period,
were allowod on the mill prices, and I have reduced them to
net terms, subjret tothe usual credit. The prices to which I
have referred of the various classes of goods are perhaps nia-
terial to be given in detail, at rate for the month of January,
1879, for the average of the year, and for Deccmber, 1881.
The brands I bave referredi to are consumedin about these
proportions: 15 per cent. of the fir-st brand, 15 of the second,
40 of the third, 20 ofîthe fourth and 10 percent. of the fifth.
There are some other brands of which, however the con-
sumption is, relatively speaking, insign ificant. The prices of
Canadian greys at the Hochelaga mill are quoted as fol-
lows:-

-- Jan. 1879 May, 1879 YearI879 Dec. 1881

G .............. ....................... 5,781 6,012 5,881 6,625
H.......................................... 6,240 6,475 6,338 7,125
HH H........... ............ 7,170 7,630 7.408 8,625
XX...............................8,095 8,556 8,325 9,375
XXX ............ .................... ...... 8,550 9,020 8,752 9,875

The prices of the Cornwall goods and the Dundas goods,
with which I shall not trouble the Ilouse in detail, show the
general results, with certain variations, producing the
general averages I have given. Now, you will observe that
Mr. Gault's letter, upon which the hon. Minister relied, gives
the average price of Canadian goods in 1879, as 28 cents
per lb., and for December, 1881, as 28r cents per lb., being
an increase of only 1-80 per cent. The increase, as ascer-
tained by thcsc figures, is no ]ess than 14-35 per cent., and
that is the real measure of the incase in the cost of grey
cottons between 1879 and )ecember, 181. Now, theduty,
as I have proved to the louse, is a little over
30 per cent. ; it was 17f, per cent. ; the increase in duty
is therefore 12½ per cent., and the manufacturer bas
increased his price to the extent of the duty, and a little
more; while the duty has increased 121 per cent., the
manufacturer's price has increased 14-35 per cent. To pause
here and enquire what the effect on the Canadian people
would have been, supposing a like increase had taken place
in the cost of ail Canadian cottons to that which has taken
place in the cost of brown cottons, the increased cost on the
cottons mnanufactuied from last year's imports, assuming
11,00,000 lbs. or more of raw cotton to have been manu-
factured, would have amounted to about SG25,000 over
the cost in 1879. The next question to be disposed
of is, how near the makers do, in fact, go
tO the duty point. I have already shown that
the manufacturers have increased the cost of cotton
to an amoun t more than commensurate with the increase
of the duty. Now, how near do they go to the duty point ?
I say they go as near as ibey dare; that is natural and
reason.i:be. The duty was put up in order that they might
raise their price-in order that they might have an advan-
lage; Isay they tak, all the ad% antage they dare take of
l, and Mr. Gault admits that. Fortunately, we are not met
here with ibe statemont that there is any patriotic or
Philanthropie feeling oin the part of the manuaLcturcrs

which induces them to take any less advantage than
thev can take; but, this gentleman says they do go as near
the duty as they dare. I will give you his own words:

" You will see that the manufacturers are not really availing them-
selves of the extra cent per square yard, the principal reason being that
they require to be this much below the regular market price of the
United States trade to prevent enough odd lots coming in to disturb the
market."

That is, they go as high as they can without allowing odd
lots to come in to disturb the market. But there is no ques-
tion of reasonableness of price or of consideration for the
consumer. Nay, more; there is no question about the
dealers' legitimate profit; there is no question about the
wholesale merchants' or the retail merchants' legitimate
profit. The arrangements are such that these profits are
absorbed Ly the miller. There is an amusing statement in
Mr. Gault's letter on this subject. le says:

"It is worthy of remark that nearly all the wholesale houses, as well
as retail, sell Canada manifactured cotton to their customers at or
about the mill price, certainly in few instances in which more than
5 per cent. profit, while imported goods of the same class usually pay
10 or 15 per cent. profit, customers getting the advantage of the close
competition between the dealers."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Ilear, hear.
Mir. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman cheers it. Is it for

philanthropie reasons that the dealer retails or sells it
that way ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The consumer gets the
benefit.

Mr. BLAKE. Not so. It is because the manufacturer
takes the whole profit in his dealings. Goods must be sold
at a living profit; but, as Mr. Gault says, the Canadian goods
are sold at cost by the wholesale merchant and retailer.
Now, even cotton manufacturers do not seli their goods for
love. They sell them to make money; so the wholesaler, so
the retailer, and this is certain that the wholesaler or
retailer must get on his average sales a living profit,
or advance, or else he will get into the Bank-
ruptcy Court, if there is one, or into trouble if
there is not. What le docs not get in cottons, as what the
grocer does not get sugar, he has got to make up
from the consumer on other classes of goods. It
is no advantage to the consumer, when a certain
average rate of advance must be obtained by
the mtiddleman, in order that he may live, to be told that a
particular article is sold at cost; he will have to pay more
for some other article to make up the differcnce. Whar
happons in this case is, that the cotton mannfacture,
absorbs not merely his own sharo of the profits on cotton
but also the ishare of those who intervene between
him and the consumer; and, therefore, the consumer not
paying to the middleman a profit on this article, has to pay
to the middleman on other purchases his living profit in the
prices of cotton and other articles as well. The consumer
must pay in the end as much as will enable the middleman
to live, on his average transaction. Tho manufacturer
gets the whole profit, the mills have a perfect monopoly at
presenton many of' these goods, securing their own prices
and terms; and the question, being reduced to a purely
business question, is -how near do the mills go to the duty
point without permittingodd lots, as Mr. Gaultsaya, to corne
in and disturb the market ? That is the question which
agitates and disturbs their minds. The duty is on the
average over 30 per cent.; to that is te be added
the advantage from freight, which, so far as the
American goods are concerned, is of course a varying one,
dependent on the market for consumption. It may take as
much to carry goods from Boston to Toronto, as from
Montreal to Toronto ; and therefore there would be no
advantage to the Canadian manufacturers of Montreal, over
the American manufacturers of Boston, in the way of
freight; but no doubt there would be some advantage, oven
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in the case of American goods, to the Canadian manufac- which ho gives as' a measure of comparison. Conse.
turer, because there are cotton mills in various parts of the quently, by that mode of calculation the measure of
country. Still, for the purpose of eliminating a disputable advantage, instead of being 5 per cent. as the hon. member
point, put aside the question of freights, and the said, instead of being 7ý per cent. as the hon. Minister sug-
amount of additional advantage the Canadian manu- gests, is really 12 per cent. Suppose that that were the
facturer has in freights, and deal only with this general result in the case of Canadian cottons, it would
advantage in the way of duties, the question is whether they moein an extra payment to the Canadian manufacturers of
dare take only 5 or 7 per cent.-whether they are $540,000 on the product of 14,000,000 Ibs. of raw cotton
obliged to leave 22½ to 25 'per cent. of a margin in used in the mill. But thatis farfrom it. Mr. Gault acknow.
order, irrespective of the advantage in freights, to prevent ledges that the Canadian brown sheetings are chiefly from
the American goods coming in. That is perfectly absurd. three to four yards in width. Let us say an average of 31
The hon. the Finance Minister misread Mir. Gault's letter yards. He makes ont the average price of these goods in
when be extracted any such statement from it. The December, 1881, was 28- to 29 cents. I make out that the
statement which the hon. Minister applied to grey cottons average price was 29 46 eents, having taken the prices of
is the statement which Mr. Gault made with reference to the five brands produced by the three mills to which I have
bloached cottons. The statement he made with reference referred. Mr. Gault, in taking Hochelaga alone, is as nearly
to blcached cottons, did not give the whole facts of the correct a; possible; but taking the three mills to which I
case; because, what is applicable to grey cottons is have referred the real result is, that the average
not applicable to bleached. I shall show that the bon.|price in December, 1881, was 29-46 instead of
gentleman misread Mr. Gault's letter when he ,from 2 to 29. But I will assume the price to
assumed iat that gentleman, in speaking of grey cottons, be 29 as Mr. Gault suggests. To what does ho con-
declarod the manufacturer took only 5 to 7½ per cent. over pare these average Canadian brown sheetings 3ý yards in
the American prices. 11e gave an account of United width which he says cost 29 cents? Ho compares then
States grey or brown sheetings, and he says the average with flmer, narrower and better goods altogether, made of
laid down -price is 33 73, while the average for Canadian finer yarn and in a different manner. I will give you
of a like kind is 28 to 29. " You will sec," ho says, proof of this by reading extracts of letters from numerous
"the manufacturers are not availing themselves of the merchants in the highest standing in the country, with
extra 1 cent per square yard, the principal reason being. whom I have corresponded on this subject:
that they r'equire to bie very much below the market pr'ice."....
fiat hey w ithregard t hegîery ucottonsthe a etyare not "Mr. Gault omits to state that the American grey cotton is intrinsi-
He says with regard to the grey cottons, that they are not cally a better cloth, fluer in make. For example, the Great Fails E is a
availing ihemselves of the specificduties. Hedoesnotsaylthat well-known cloth in Canada. We know of no grey cloth made in
they demand only 5 to 7- per cent. over the mill prices. When Canada equal to it at the present date. It could be imported to sell at a

ho comes to white good, le speaks of them as bein sold at profit if it recedes half a cent in price which, it may do. Or take the
Atlantic H, the Canadlian mills make no such cotton.

from 15 to 20 per cent. less than they can be laid down for, "The Canadian mills are not improving their cloth as they should.
or from 5 to 7½ ýper cent. less than the American kinds. The tyrannical protection they get obviates the necessity of this. The

What Mr. Gault says as to theg rey goods is that the Hochelaga greys approach nearer to the American goods than any other
mill in Canada. If it had not been for protection granted to them that

manufacturers do not take advantage of' the 1 cent, the they did not require they would have done better. Since the new duty

specili. duty, and that is all he states. What would that went on they have not improved. They have deteriorated. The Dundas

be? The specifie duty would be as near as may be about mills made better goods years ago than they now do. Any housekeeper
in the county cf Wentworth could speak to that. The reason is the

15 per cent., and the statement of Mr. Gault is that they take same with them all. They have no incentive to excel. Their goods are
advantage of that arrount. I have ,hlw n that the duty is sure to sell owing to the enormicus protection they have.
about 30 per cent. specific and ad raloren; yet he says I Reaarding white cottons, the English market is the check on the

Valleyfield mills, who are the sole makers of bleached goods in Canada,
the specific is nlot availed of. That would be a very thle new mili at St. Henri, near Montreal, not having got started as yet.
serious thing; it mould make thc cost of grey cottons at Many wholes':le houus is spring have kept English bleached cottons
least 15 per cent. over the United States cost; but the solely in stock. The English goods are to-day better value than the

statmeu law'hilyfiLlocons li gies tale f bownCanadiain.statement is w'holly fallacious. He gives a table of brown CanRegarding colored goods the Massachusetts milis send their goods
sheetings of American make, of whieh ho asks you to bere yet. They are superior in coloring and styles, and in spiteof the
dtaw the conclusion that ho deduces. He gave the brands 2 cents specifie duty in addition to the 15 per cent. ad valorem, are
and qualities and widths, which are not at ail comparable ae Parp -otton yarn, the American yarn is finer than the Cana-
with the Canadian goods. He gave a number of light dian and doesnot take so well in this countrjy.
and narrow and fine goods of different qualities IlThe Canadian is a coarser thread and compai'isons between the
altogether, and they are unfair even if the comparison two are scarcely in order; indeed in making any comparison beween

American nnd Canadian goods the samie renark apkhiei. As before
were made by the yard. They are still more mentoned thie American cloth is a fiuer fabric as a rule,
unfair when the comparison is made by the lb. There <'More pains have been taken with it to make it good value.

are in this list of brown sheetings, of American make, only "Nothing could illustrate the fallacy of excessive protection better
than the fact that Free Trade England is to-day sending us more

three or four brands which were at all extensively coming bleached cottons than either Canada or the United States, and they
into consumption even und'er the old Tarif. The hdd down are improving fast, in fact beating us on our own ground irrespective
prices ho gives, also, are obviously incorrect. But of ail the protection accorded to the Canadian mille.

1 will assume the fable te be coreet lnailaîicu- I" Mr. Gault's coucluding remark that nearly all wholesale bouses as
wellii as the retail sill Canadian manufactured cottons to their customiers

lars, and will give you its results. The average cost at or about the mill price, certainly in few instances not muchover Sper
of United States greys, taking all the print clothss, cent. profit, while itaported goods of the sane clps ,enallv pay 10 to 15

-the narrow and fine good, and the highppriced per cent. protit, is a startlhag one. llow could his cliuts ive if they
soid their goode for cost price ? Are they philanthropists or do they find

goods which he goes on to compare with our average Can- the English goods better value that they can get 10 to15 per cent. more.
adian brown sheetings, is 25·89 cents per lb., and the laid Mr. Gault bas impaled himself on the horns of a dilemma by such a
down cost at Montreat, 33-73 cents, or an addition of 7-84, statement."

or 33'15 per cent., which constitutes the average advance in Another gentleman says:
price on account of duty and cost of transport. The "With reference to print cloths and the other fine United States
Caiadian price is29 cents. So, by his own table, without greys, they differ from our greys in being finer texture and I have 12
disputing a single one of his comparisons, without investi- doubt are made of a higher priced rawrmaterial; at any rate, they are of
gating a simple one of his figures, and taking bis own a smaller, finer yarn, which yarn must be worth mure per lb-.tha

.l the coarser yarn that Canadian greys are made from. The Grent
retults, Canadian brown sheetmg cost 12 per cent. in Falls F and the Atlantic H and Atlantic V are made of similar yarn
excess of the cost abroad, of the United States goods, I to Canadian cottons, at least as good yarn as any of the Canadian grey,

Mr. BLAr,.
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and better yarn than the Leybster greys; I think quite as good as the
Dundas or the Hochelaga. With reference to the white, the Dwight
Anchor and Wamxnutta are a very fine, high grade of cotton and are still
imported into this country by high-class retail trade such as some of
the best stores who serve wealthy families."

Another gentleman states :

" I have merely to state that even Mr. Gault must admit that given
the same weight for the same number of yards, of Canadian and Ame-
rican cottons, the make and quality of the latter are much superior.
Prices of American manufactured cottons ruled high last season, in
consequence of great demand, and there were more English than
American cottons imported into Canada, as the prices were much
lower of the English.

"I might also add that the knitting cotton sold, aithough bulky, is
of very small value, and in comparison te other descriptions of
cotton and woollen goods imported, on which the Tariff is excessive, the
entire value of the whole comsumption is a mere bagatelle ; and it is
not fair te single out an article of this kind, of trifiing value, to prove
the success of an exorbitant duty on other geods."

Another gentleman says:
" Mr. Gault has selected special brands from different mille which

from their peculiar make and quality would hardly under any circuma-
Ptances corne into consumption in Canada. I have no means at band of
testing whether the prices he quotes are mill prices or jobber's prices.
They should be mill prices te compare with Canadian mill prices. No
business man could say that the quality of cotton put into Canadian
cottons is as good or fine as that usually put in the United States cet-
tons. As to the bleached shirtings, it is a difficult matter te sell them
(Valleyfield) quality deteriorated, shirtmakers alone buy them te any
extent. British white cottons preferred even though it cost more. His
statement regarding cotton yarn is simply net correct, but that is one
staternent against another which could only be proven by having them
tested.

" As I before stated it is a very unfair and unbusineEslike comparison
for Mr. Gault te select lines of cotton that are net suitable for this
trade (Canada), and with two exceptions so far as I can rernember, that
were never brought into the country under the old Tatiff'; these were
the 30 incli " Atlantic V " and 36 inchI ''Atlantic H " and the
36 inchI " Great Falls F " ; but a very small quantity of any of the
other brands could then be sold, as they are fine quality and more suit-
able fJr a city trade than for the million, and I will ask you not te lose
sight of the fact that Yankee cottons are made from better stock than
Canadian ; hence the impossibility to institute a fair and just corn-
parison, having such a large market in the States, the makes are
adapted te different localities and printing cloths are net used in
Canada.

" The Valleyfield goods. It would be difficult te induce any house
to buy a quantity of them; they are run down so in quality."

Another gentleman says:

parison in white goods. In the greys the Adriatic Standard, 36 inches,
weighing 2.84 and the Great Falls E 2.90, are tbe only two that from
experience I am in a position to compare with Canadian goods.

" The standard will weigh about the same, probably a shade more
than the Hochelaga XXX.

" The Great Falls E about the same as the XX, but we are using a
Black Hawk which weighs about 2 80 or between 2 80 and 2 90 wbich
counts 44 x 48, costs us 9i cents laid down and is preferred by many
when placed side by side with the Hochelaga L, costing 9# and
freight from Hochelaga (which, in passing, is quite as high as the freight
froi Boston. The Great Falla E costs us 7t cents in Boston and is laid
down at 10-10 while the XXX costs 9î and freight.

" There does not seem to me to be much use in comparing Canadian
and American white cottons. The fact is the English white cottons
bave had the effect in this market of keeping the price of Valleylields
down. If we had not been able to draw supplies from Manchester our
whites would have cost us a great deal more than they do. There are
very few English greys imported excepting lower qualities, than are
made in Canada, and wide thin goods for cheese bandages.

" In whites they are imported largely for two reasons. The value
is much better and the supply of Canadian is not equal to the wants of
the country."

Mr. PLUMB. Name these authorities.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not intend to name these parties.

The mill manufacturers of this country have at present the
command of the trade, and to name them would bo to
expose them to be boycotted. I read these letters on my
responsibility as a member of Parliament, stating they are
given to me by the first houses in the trado in the various
cities of the Dominion. I am not bound to name them.
Another gentleman says:

" The largs quantity of the better grade of English and American
white goods that are imported do not core into competition with those
made at Valleyfield which are a much lower class of goods and much
used and are easily sold at a price jast a little below what the same sort
can be imported for. As the duty on low priced goodj is much higher
than on the finer, manufacturers will naturally make that which pays
best.

'' I might say that the best grey goods found in our large retail stores
are American, and though not weighinganytmore peryard than our Cana-
dian they are usually better made, bave a nicer finish and consequently
sell higher, so that retailers prefer to haudle them. This will also apply
to the white, which up to a short time were disgraceful in make and
finish, yet they sold, and the company made last year not far from 40 per
cent. on the paid-up capital."

The relative proportion of grey and white cloth made in
Canada is about 5 to 1. Another gentleman says:

" To my own mind, the whole matter lies in this simple question: "Brown cottons are certainly kept Out Of the market, and the Cana-
Can grey aud white cottons be imported into our market in the face of dian prices are a little under American 'laid down,' but the manufac-
the existing tariff ? The answer is, they can. turers cannot claim that tbey are not taking fulladvantage of the tariff

" Mr. Gault's method of reasoning as to the profits derived by the because if th-y do notgive some margin the fluctuations of the Ameri-
wholesale and retail merchant is singularly specious; he wisely makes can market would occasionally permitof theimportation of certain lines.
no reference to the manufacturer. I may refer to the question which I You will observe ibat according to Gauli's figures the duties on brown
Ppoposed in my former letter? Out of whose pockets cornes theincreased goods range frm 33 per cent. on the best line ihequotes to 3l per
price of the manufactured article ? Out of the pockets of the consumers. cent. on the lowest. With tuch a tariff they canwell afford to sell a little
Who receives the spoil? The manufacturer, and bie alone. under what the tariff wouldallowthern to get. Acomparison on between

" Our sales Of Engl:sî whites have been greatly in excess of Cana- Amnerican and Canadian brown cottons, based entirely on weight and
dian, being better value in spite of the enornious duty. count is not fair because the American goods are much purer and cleaner.

Canadian mills send out goods as perfect which no American maker ofnother gentleman says : any repute would sell except as sconds.
" The mille are so far behind in their delivery that we are sold quite "Note the point he makes about the small profit thejobbergets and the

Out of their make, but the fact that English white cottons are imported advantage to the consumer in the close competition between dealers;
largely and sold at a much larger profit, after payin lie exorbitant compare the profite lie says the jobber gets with the dividends paid by the
Tariff, shows how much the mill is appropriating of the Tariff: in fact it mills. '. he jubber takes nearly all the risk, and the 'profit' would not
sbows that the mili is taking all the Tariff in addition to legitimate pay expenses, se that according te his owu showing the jobbers are only
IanUufacturers' pices. The same can be said of colored goods, as the servants of the mills and handle the goods for nothing. I think you are
comrnmsinn tirmes of Wright, Bliss and Falyan, lately Bliss. Falrin & Co. quite safe lu stating that it costs m0 re than 5 per cent. on the business
and Gev. C. Richrdson i. Co., of Bostor, have beei aud are seling da.k to carry on jobet.
lirgely to the wholesale trade of Toronto and Montreal, and every live itespecting the white cottons, ccmparing these witli American is
wholesale dry goods louse in the Dominion is importing English out of the question, as the Americans make theirs so much better in
shirting largely. every way. You can readily unterctand how easy it would be to make

"You are quite right in pointing out the misrepresentation of Mr. cottons weigh well by adding starch and other kinds of dressing, and
Gault when he averages print cloths and such other fine cottons along this is dcne by the Canadian mills whilst the Ameican goods are
With regular'grey cotton to get a higher average price per lb than almost puie. In our business for the present season nearly one-half of
greys like Canadians would show. The Great Falls F is a brand wel 1 the total sales in white cotton bas been in English and Arnerican goods,
known by Canadian merchants, as it came in here freely under the old i and this is also the experience of otbers. There are no 'Janadian goode
Tariff; and you notice by his own statement the Great Falls E and the J made like the last three, and especially the last two, on bis list. If he
Adriatic Standard only show lc. per lb. over the average he ives for j had gone on and quoted still finer gocds he could have made his average
Canadian cottons while the specific duty alone on these bran a would price per lb. higher. Regarding the yarns, thie statement bear its
Le about 3c. per lb. in addition to the ad valorem duty. own refutation as if the American yarn was inferior in quality it could

" The list cf grey good given includes only three or four brands not be sold, there being no scarcity in Canadian yarns, and jobbers can
Which went into consumption ere even under the old Tariff, get all they require."

IThe others being light or narrow are not fairly comparable with An
Canadian made goods, more particularly when the comparison is sought other gentleman ay:
tO be made on the basis of an average price per lb. weight of manu- " It is most unfair on the part of Mr. Gault (and be must have known
facured cotton cloth. that it would be misleading, to) for him to include in his comparison of

aThe same applies to a great extent to the white goods enumerated, grey or unbleached cottons, printed cloths and the finer makes cfalîlough as has been stated it is more difficult to even institute a com- grey such as are not made in Canada.
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" We are not able withany degrce of success to import anyunbleached

cottons from the United States Our CanaJian cotton manufacturers
regulate the price just so as to leave us no, or very little margin in im-
porting from the States.

'From the enormous protection the Canadian manufacturers have
(1 cent, say 1 cent per square vard, and 15 per cent. ai vlorem)
we verily believe that they have fron five to ten times greater profit
per cent. in selling cottons by the bundred bale lots to responsible
whilesale men than w, have in selling from one to five pieces to mer-
chants of different standing all over the country.

"We know less about the relative values in United States and Cati-
adian bleached goods than we do in unbleached. We know, however,
that we import largely ufm England in bleached goods, and sell them
side by side with the Canadian bleached goods at , much better profit
thît we can get on Canadian goods, and of course the Canadian manu-
factures gets the difference in profit."

Now, Sir, I bave shown you by this statement how unfair
in the general is the basis of comparison upon which Mr.
Gault's statement rests. I have shown from the testimony
of numerous persons that the average of the goods he refers
to cannot be properly referred to as a-basis of comparison
with the average comparison from sheetings manufactured
in Canada. lis comparisons, while he admits the average
Canadian goods are about 3½- yards to the lb. include
printed cloths, weighing 7 yards to the pound; Monadnock
greys, weighing 5-30 yards to the lb. Newberry BB's,
weighing 4-20; Continental K's, 4; Nashua R's, weighing
3-45, out of a very high count increassng the cost. The
brands wh7ch may be most fairly taken in comparison with
our very best are such as Adriatie Standard and Great Falls
E. I have prepared a table showing cost abroad, rate of duty,
and the cost duty added of Gault's samples, divided into two
parts. I have not alded freight and charges, an additional
protection varying in amount according o the point of dis-
tribution, and therefore disputable, through the charge at
Montreal inay be taken at about 2 por cent. The table is as
follows

Yards to U. States Rate of Cost duty
lb. cost duty. added.per lb.

cents. per cent. cents.
PrintingCloths................ 7-00 28-00 33-75 37·45
Monadaock Greys............. 5-30 30-475 29·49 39·46
Newbury BB's................ 4'20 28-35 29-81 36-80
ContinentalK's................ 4-00 27-60 29·49 35-74
Nashua R (High Count)..... 3·45 26-737 27·10 34-20

Average..................4-79 28-23 30-09 36·73

I have taken as a second part the remainder of Mr. Gault's
table:

U. States R United
Yards to Uwta Rate of States cost

lb. cost duty uper lb. duty. dadded.

cents. per cent. cents.

Massachusetts 1................. 4-00 25-60 28-02 32-71
Atlantic V........................ 3-70 24-97 27-31 31-80
Laurel D...... ................... 3·15 23-62 28-3,) 30-32
Atlantic H.................. .... 3-05 23-61 27-90 30-23
Adriatw Standard............. 2*81 22-72 27-5 28-96
Great Falls E................... 2-90 23-20 27-5 29-58

Average .................. 3-27 23-96 27-76 30·60

Now, I do not admit that second part of the table itself to
be a fuir comparison with the average Canadiau brands at
all, but even assuming that it is, these are the results.
Now, I have taken, as I have said, the fire staple brands of
Bochelaga, Cornwall and Dundas, and their weight is, as
Mr. Gault says, about 3j yards to the ILb., and taking, in the

Mr. BLÂca.

first place, Mr. Gault's own statement of the cost at 29 cents,
the result is this: Canadian cotton costs 29 cents; United
States cottons at mills costs 23-96 cents; excess of cost of
Canadian cotton cost, 5-04 cents, or 21 per cent. in excess.
Then add cost ofrduty to United States cotton and it will be
3ô-60 cents, or l-60 cents in cost of Canadian cotton, or
about 5 per cent.

Mr. FARROW. Is -the hon. gentleman reading a letter
or is it bis own speech he is reading now.

Mr. BLAKE. I am referring to certain figures which I
do not propose to carry in my head, even to please the hon.
member for Nort h Huron. I say that the excess of United
States duty addcd is by these figures only 5 or 6 per cent.,
and if you take the average cost of Canadian, as it is at 29.60,
the result is that the excess of Canadian over United States
at mill is 23 per cent; and the excess of United States duty
added only about 3j per cent., and the truth is if you were
to lake a fuir comparison, which even the second branch of
this table does not give you, of goods of equal value, you
would find, instead of being, as I have pointed out, 21 or 23
per cent., the mill cost of Canadian goods would be between
25 and 30 per cent. over the mill cost of United States goods
of equal value. I have shown that Mr. Gault acknowledged,
in effect, that they took 15 per cent. on the brown, but that,
in truth, they took nearly 30 per cent. These figures prove
another thing: By reference to the relative cost which is
given for these goods at the three Canadian mills, it appears
there is a practical understanding as to the rate to be
charged, and there is not, except under particular circum-
stances, any competition. So much with respect to brown
shectings and Mr. Gault's statement in respect to them, and
I once again ritcrate that the statement which the hon.
Minister attributod to Mr. Gault respecting brown sheetirngs
is a statement whieh Mr. Gault does not make, but he con-
fines himself, in that regard, to bleached shirtings, to which
I am now about to refer. Mr. Gault admits that in wbite
goods the comparison with United States goods "can't be
made so clear " on account of the varicty of styles and makes.
Ie gives a list of United States goods. Low fine shirtings cost
abroad, 5 cents, duty 30 per cent; Manantic E cost abroa i
6T cents, duty 28-9 per cent.; Chapman X cost abroal
7 1cents, duty 28 per cent.; Elerton VS, cost abroad SF
cets, duty 27-09 per cent.; Hill Semper Idem, cost abroatd
9j cents, duty 25-42 per cent.; Dwight Anchor cost
abroad 10 cents, duty 25 per cent.; Langdon, G B,
cost abroad I1- cents, duty 23-22 pcr cent.; Wamsutta,
cost abroad 11¾ cents, duty 23-10 per cent. The average
cost per lb., in the United States is 37-38 cents; ave'age
duty 26-34 per cent.; average cost per lb., duty added, is
47-12cents. Now, Mr. Gault compares these with Valleyfield
goods, of which he says the average price is about 38 cents
a pound. I bave taken the brands of Valleyfield white
cottons-X, XXX, O, OO and OOO-being almost the
whole consumption of Valleyfield, and find the average
cost 38·89 cents. There is no comparison whatever betwcel
these goods. It is true that Langdon, GB, and Wamsutta
may be looked at, but they compare, if at alil, only with
Valleyfield brand, LLL, of which the consumption 18 insig-
nificant. These aregoods made in the protetted United States.
It is the low price of English bleached gools that bas kept
Valleyfield down. It is with them the compelition is; and
a fair comparison would be with them. Valleyfield has,
however, increased seiriously in price. The price of October,
1878, and January, 1879, was of the brands nentioned.
Average per yard for October, 1S78, anid-January, 1879, 6-80
cents; for May, 1879, 7-24 cents; for year 1879. 7-32 cents;
for December 14, 1881, 8-475, an increase over October, 1S78,
and January,1879, of 24-7? per cent. ; over May, 1879, of 17
per cent.; over average of 1879, of 15 per cent. The
brand X presents the following results: Increase over
October, 1878, 31-94 per cent; over May, 1879, 21-08
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per cent. ; over year 1879, 20-25 per cent. While th
price has gone up the quality has deteriorated seriously
and it is only from necessity that the goods are bought
The competition is with England. Here the oceai
and inland freight is a clear gain to home producer.
have already given a statement showing the rates o
of duty on cottons imported. To this must be added a con
siderable sum for freight and charges, making an enormou
protection. Yet goods are coming in in great quantities
The mills keep just low enough to enable them to get th
orders. Instead of getting the goods (as would be assu med
by Gault's letter) at au advance of only 5 to 7 per cent
over similar goods, or the goods in competition, we ge
the goods at nearly the highest point which duty anc
freight allow manufacturers to charge. Then, as to colored
goods, Gault says it is impossible to arrive at any accurate
estimate. But we have once more the best test: the demand
is greater than the supply; the foreign supply is hainpered
with duties of 30 per cent. and over. Therefore, the home
market can and does charge almost all that. The genera]
result is that we are paying within a shade of duty point.
That duty point may average (without freight) about 30
per cent.; and therefore we are paying that much, leaving
out freight and charges for fluctuations. If the home product
was at mill prices, $5,000,000, and assuming only 25 per cent.
advance over cost abroad, we would have paid for our
home-made cottons $1,000,000 more than the cost abroad. No
wonder cotton men grow rich. But I will
add some further proofs of the proposition I
have advanced. I have some letters and a memorandum
of actual transacions in addition to those already given.
Now, these are the comparisons we are to take. What is the
sense of the Minister bringing forward a lot of grades and
styles of American white cottons which betr no comparison
whatever with the Valleyfield cottons ? Of the brands to
which I referred only one or two may be compared with the
Valleyfield LLL, the consumption of which 1s insigni-
ficant, and he omitted to consider what the goods were and
what their cost was which did come in competition with
Canadian goods, the British goods, and what the rate of
duty is, and how the prices go with reference to them. The
prices with reference to them go as above stated, that the
Canadian manufacturer charges almost within a shade, the
whole advantage, the cost abroad, duty and freight added.
Now, the general result is, that the duty being over 301
per cent, we are paying between 25 and 30 per cent. for,
Our varions commodities of cotton beyond the cost abrcad.
As I have stated the mill prices would be
about five millions out of a total product of from 14
to 16 millions pounds, and if we pay 25 per cent. more than
the cost abroad, that means that if the price abroad were
four millions while we were paying five, the duty enhances
Ihe price of Canadian cottons to the people of this country
by one million dollars, which I believe is the lowest
estimate which we can rmake of the cost to this country of
the system which the hon. gentleman bas introduced. 1
vish to give some further evidence of the proposition I
have advanced and I will read some further letters on the
subject.

" Of cotton goods mentioned, such as tweeds, ducks, bed ticks
colored shirtings (Oxford), although made in Canada, the heavy duty
charged on imported goods of some classes is not sufficient to keepthen out of the country. In some or rather in nearly every instance
the inported article. are much the best, and most desirable, and more
than hold their own with the Canadian manufactured articles so that theactiuai cost to the consumer is not only increased by the amount of duty
Paid on each and every description of goods but als2 by the merchants,
Percentage of profit on that duty paid, as the profit is put on to the
actual cost of goods delivered, including duty, &c.

" In the matter of bed ticks, ducks, bleached cottons, &c., the pricesare so regulated by the Canadian manufactureras to take the faul benefit
Of the protective tariffby giving the wholesale buyer the very smallestinargin of choice in favor of Canadian-made goods. They eut it sofine in many instances as to defeat the end they seek to obtain.

I note your remark, the statement is boldly made, that in domestics,
grey, ald'whites, and indeed generally, the prices are but slightly above

> United States miii prices, and are snpplied as thoy would be if irnported
at a 10 per cent. fiuty.

'If, however, the duties were reduced to 10 per cent , these are the
very parties who wouid most object. When the 17ariff was 17J per cent.,

n manufacturers of domestie stapies did not find it sufficient to keep ont
Americatn goods, and if the duties were reduced to 10 per cent. there le
not a miii ln Canada that wouid be able to continue operations, as

fEngiand and the United States both would suppiy ail Canada at iower
1- prices than the same qualities could be macle in the Dominion.

IlIn many goods, calied by the samie names ln Canada and the United
States, the inakes are so dissimiiar as to be quite unsuitabie to the smre

*purposes of use. 1 more especialiy allude to grey or unbieacked cot-
etoni, which in Canada are ail of stout or thick threads, very rough in

finish, and flot so fine in texture as those of the United States.
IlThe firat cost of these goods is so low in both countries, that theJ.Canadian duty of lc. per square yard and 15 cents ad valorem, le suffi-

t dient to compel the people to use the Canadian, though not as desirable.
lIn the fluer grades costing in the United States at present 7j cents, and
Supwards, we stitl import.

"There are no such goods of fine thread and ciosely woyen, made iii
BOanacia.

'IThe duty paid, as per eopy of entry, yen wiii see amountu te 28 per
cent., and as the goods are to be obtaine d at ail tim-'e, n ordering, it ie
only necessary to purchaae iu small quantities.

tgCOPY of Entry.

"1 baie unbieached cotton, $68.58, $59 at 15 per cent.....$8 85
"808 Yards ati1cent...........,, ... ... 808

"About 28î per cent. duty. $16 93
"In 29 inch unbleached drill, Pepereil & Lyman Mille (twilled

grey cottori), the duty amounîs to 24t per cent. as per entry foilowine.
The cost ln the United States at present is 81 cents per yard ii
Canada, at Hochelaga Milis, 101 cents.

"C'opy o Entry, November 15, 1881.

"2 baies unbieached cotton, $97.02, $97 at 15 per cent ... $14 55
"947 yards at 1 cent .................................... ..... 9 47

$24 02
Il 24-a per cent. duty.

"The above cost us ianded at our door l0iý cents per yard; the Can-
adian exactiy the same, inciuding freight and cartage; and there is no
choice whatever in quaiity or make between the United States Peperel
Milîs. Lyman M11ilîs, and the Canadian Hochelaga. You wil perceive,
however, the duty 24Î per cent. is considerabiy in advance of 10 per
cent.

lu bleached or white cottons the difi'erence is more marked. In Can-
ada there le oniy one mili making these gaode, at V'alleyfield. We have
imported a few from tiue United States this season, but not many, as the
demand for manufactures of this ciass in the United States, in conse-
quence of the generally iiveiy state of trade in that country, han forced

up ~ I th Copy of Entry, October 6, 1881.

"1 case white cotton, $119, at 15 per cent ......... $17 85
2163 yards, at le.............o,....21 63

Percentage of duty, 33J. $39 50

IlThere le no Canadian bieached cotton of similar make -or q1iaiity of
the above, but the per centage of duty is a long way from 10 per cent.
From England, however, we have had considerable bieached or white
cottons since Juiy, a3 they were cheaper there this season than in thie
United States. We give beiow a cop)y cf Customg Houe. entries to illuE-
traie per centage of duty and comparison withi Canadian ; 30t per cent.
diity is, however, a long way from 10 per cent. Goode as under we
have received several tintes this season, that is to say repetîtions of the
same guods -

"Copy j Invoice, October 7, 1871.
£ s. d.

"1 case 30 per cent. white cottans-
34 inch, 20 per cent. mediumn cottons, 2ti.,

1,057 yds .... .................... ......... 12 2 3
31-inch, 10 per cent. diamond cottons, 3d.,

843J yds.......................... ..... ... 10 10 10
Packiug case ....................... ......... O0 12 0

Total........................... 23 5 1

tg£xtractfrom Cueloms Entry of above, ex SS. 'T7oronto,'
October 31, 1881.

"1 case bleacbed cottons, £22 13e. Id., $110 at 15 per cent., $16.50;
1,724 yds. at le , $17.24-$33.74.

"Percentage duty, ý0 per cent.
"0f the aboe., the cotton eosting sterling 2*4. cost us, landed at eut-

door, 7il9c-, and Is very much superior to Canadian, costing us 8*0. net,
irrespective of freight. Aithough placed side by side with the Canadiau
at higher percentage of profit for price, the Engliah invariably »W.14 i
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dreference to the Canadian referred to. The white cotton at 3d. is a
double warp, no such goods being made in Canada, but very essential
for household use.

"Copy of Customs Entry, October 27, 1881, SS. ' Ii5ernian.'

"2 cases white cottons, value £45 4s. 4d.-$220
at 15 per cent. ...... .............. ..................... $33 O')

"c3,376 square yds. at lc.. ........................ 33 76

"Percentage of duty, 30Î per cent.
" The above cost, sterling, 3id., and cost ex-landed 8¾e , being about

jc, more per yard than the Canadian, the net prire of which is 8½c. The
English cotton is, however, worth tc. per yard more than the Canadian,
and notwithstanding the daty of 30 per cent., which is a long way from
10 per cent, we sell the English more readily at jc. higher price than
the Canadian.

'' In bed ticks, the lower grades we do not now import, as in consequence
of opposition amongst Dundas, Cornwall and Stormont mills, the prices
are very slightly in favor of the Canadian, about 5 to 7j per cent.
average on those costing up to 15 cents. At this price, however, the
'Millbury Feather,' a Boston tick, surpassed all competitors in Canada.

"ICopy of Customs entry, October 101h, 1881.
1 bale bed tick, value $98.10, $98, at 15 per cent. $14 70
581 square yards at 2 cents...........................11 62

$26 33

" Percentage of duty, 27 per cent. Cost landed peryard, l96 cents.

1 In the matter of checked and striped shirtings, on which the duty is
2 cents per square yard, and 15 per cent. ad valorem, we herewith sub-
join copies of Custom entries.

.' August 24th, 1881. SS.' Teutonia.'
"1 bale shirting, £26 18s., $131 at 15 cents...... $19 65
"1,316 yards at 2 cents.....................26 32

$45 97
" Percentage of duty, 35 per cent.

" The sterling cost of above was 41d., and 3¾d.; cost landed respect-
ively, 11¾ cents and 101%% cents.4

'' The 10f1% cents are much better than any goods offered by Parks,
bere at 12J or even 13j, and are also better than Cornwall or Dundas
Manufacturing Companies. The 3id. cloth is much better than what
was recently offered by the Cornwall Cotton Manufacturing Co. at 13
cents and 14 cents, less 10 per cent.

'' Copy of extractjrom Entry, September 171h, 1881, 'SS. Toronto.'
"1 Case shirting £13 6s. 9d....$65 at 15 per cent.....$ 9 75
"871 yards at 2 cents......................,.................... 17 42

$27 17
"Percentage of duty 401 per cent.$

" These goods cost 21d. and 3d., and were bought merely as a sample
lot to show customers with a view to spring trade, as they are altogether
sold at that time of the year.

" The cloth at 3d. is heavy and more durable than the lowest made
by Cornwall or Dundas Cotton Co. It cost us landed 8j cents at the
above duty, and is better than the lowest made in Canada, which is by
the Cornwall Co., and cost according to price list at present in our pos-
session (not the latest) lo cents net, exclusive of freight. On a
few 'Cornwall' goods that we know, the present quotations of prices
have advanced j cent per yard, and the whole list is sure to be higher,
as prices have advanced everywhere.

"In conversation with the Montreal agent at the Cornwall Cotton Co.,i
when here (in October last I think), he stated he was formerly agent in
Montreal for the Boston Duck Co., and that the Cornwall Co. now
regulate their prices by the cost at which the Boston can be landed here,
so as to be below.

"He quoted Cornwall checked duck at 15 cents net, irrespective of
freight, that of the Boston being 11 cents, and equal in quality. The
Boston Checked cost landed at our door 14%,% cents.

" In plain brown ducks the difference is more marked and we sell as
good qualities as the Canadian at 2c. per yard less.

" The duty on checked duck, American costing lic., at 2c. per
square yard, and 15 per cent. ad valorem js 27î per cent. I give copy of
one entry to illustrate :1

4 July 7th, 1881.
" One case Checked Duck $161, at 15 per cent.........$24 15

1,099 yards at 2c............................ 21 98

" Percentage of duty 271 per cent. $46 13
I We have a great many entries for American ducks, mostly made in

the early part of the year, when they are mostly used and the duty
generally averages upwards of 30 per cent.,-long way from 10 per
cent.

"In reply to question would give copy of our last entry of bed ticks :

'December 21st, 1881.
"1 bale bed tick, $145.84- -$146, at 15 per cent...............121 90
"823 yards at 2 cents ........... ,.......................... 16 46

" Percentage of duty, 26J per cent. $38 86
Mr. 13L Ax.

I The above cost 15a cents, and we sell it readily at 2 cents per yard
higher than Canadian (Stormont A A A), the net price of which is 18
cents. As stated in previous letter, the 2 cents per yard, and 15 per
cent. ad valoi-em on the lower grades, makes such a heavy percentage
that we do not now import them, and this is about the only illustration
I can give, which I think a good one, as it shews we get 2 cents per
yard more for an American tick than we can get for a Canadian costing21 cents higher.

" A few days after writing you on December 8th, I received some
prices quoting amongst others, plain brown duck marked 9 oz., at 14
cents. This is much inferior to that of Boston Duck Co., marked
XX, the price of which at the time was 11 cents.

" The classes of cotton goods (imported) which enter into competition
with Canadian goods are: 1st white cottons; 2nd demins ; 3rd heavy
colored shirtings; 4th grey cottons.

'There may be a few other lines but compared with these they are
insigaificant, and consequently not worth anything.

" As to the white cottons the consumption is large. The Valleyfield
company have hitherto had the market exclusively. A new company
will share the trade with them during the coming season, and may
somewhat affect the price. We have a large standing order but from
the enormous number of orders which the mill claims to have are unable
to say when it will be reached.

"The duty, as you know on this class of goods is 15 per cent. and 10
per cent. per square yard specific. English cottOn3 are imported from
21d. or 2¾d. up to 5qd., taking the lower price for example call 21d.
sterling, 5 cents, specific duty 20 per cent., ai valorem 15 per cent.
Total 35 per cent.

" The consumption of Demins plain and striped is very large. The
duty is 15 per cent., ad valorem, and 2 per cent. square yard. These
goods are imported at prices from 4d. to 5d. Taking the lowest
price then say 4d. or 8k cents currency, the duty would be say 1½ cents
per yard specific, the width being 27 inches, the duty being 2 cents per
square yard, and the ad valorem of 15 per cent. or nearly 35 per cent.

" Heavy colored shirtings are very largely used and largely imported,
the prices varying from 21d. to 4d.

" Taking the lowest at 21d, or 5 cents and the duty specific, say 2 cents
per square yard, this for 27 inches would be............ ..... 30 per cent.

"Ad valorem.. .... ........... 15 "

45 per cent.
" Grey cottons of which the consumption is enormous, are quite shut

out. The English here neverbeingable to compete, but the American grey
cloth with the present Tariff would be subjected to a duty varyin g rom
30 per cent. to 40 per cent. Ail the goods referred to are used by the
masses, by the working men of the country and in no instance save in
very small quantities find their way to dwellings of the wealthy.

IThe questions will arise if goods can be imported and sold after the
payment of duties bearing from 30 per cent. to 45 per cent. what must
the manufacturer make and from whom does he make it? Literally
who pays these enormous duties.

.'None are so benefitted as the manufacturers, who feeling the protec-
tion which they enjoy under the existing Tariff are simply arrogant,
giving larger discounts for cash when they were earning but small
dividends than they do to-day with their enormous earnings, pleading
for orders before which they now regard it as a favour to execute and
giving merchants to realize painfully that they are the masters of the
situation.

" In no part of the world (and our own operations include China and
Japan, in addition to the United States, Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, Switzerland) save Canada do we know a single instance where
manufacturers don't realize that business is something designed to be
ultimately beneficial. That merchant and maker are alike to feel that
their interest is a common one. In Canada the manufacturer virtuallY
says to merchant and people, we have you under our heel and we pro-
pose that you should feel it."

There are numerous instances which I could give in detail
of invoices, of statements of actual transactions, of compara-
tive statements of different linos of Canadian with A merican
and English goods, indicating that in almost ail cases the
Canadian goods are sold at a price approximating the cost
of the foreign competitive article. I have here iany
instances at hand, but I will not add to those I have
given. With reference to bail knitting cottons, to
which the hon. gentleman referred, I hold in mY
hand two letters from the Montreal agents of Morse,
Kaley & Co., one dated November 18, 1881, and the
other April 12, 1882, which state that the discounts on
Morse, Kaley & Co.'s knitting cottons are 25, 5, 5, and 5 per
cent. offiirrespective of the cash discount. Thus. it
appears that while Mr. Parks' charges are 39-O cents net
cash those of Morse,Kaley & Co. are irrespective of duty 31½
cents, m2king the cost of Morse, Kaley & Co.'s cotto ,
with the freight and duty added, 40-08 cents against
39'60f or Mr. Parks', or very nearly the whole
advantage of the duty. So that in ail instances
in which I have j made enquiry-and I have here
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fifty or sixty additional statements in proof of the same Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In the ame broath he also
fact, I come to the conclusion that it is not, as Mr. Gault said that those men stated they could inport into the Do.
contends, essential to the Canadian manufacturer, in the minion and seil a better article of goods, and obtain botter
present condition of trade, that he should go as far below profits from tbem than from Canadian goods. If Bo,
the duty point as he is said togo; but that, on the contrary, therewas no reason why they should not give their
to retain bis trade, ho bas only to keep a shade names, if 80 independent of home manufactures. It is
below the duty point; and the practical resuit of this exceedingly difficuit 1 admit, and the mover of the rosolu-
Tariff, instead of being to supply us with domestic tion says tho same, and as says one of the writcrs of the
cottons at the old rate, has been to charge us an letters communicated to me, which I road to the buse, for
enormous tax, bearing disproportionately on the goods persons even intimately acquaîntod with ail the prices and
consumed by the poor. The effect bas been to im- business of these different branches, to givo correctly com-
pose an enormously added tax to the goods which we buy parative prices, so that there can ho no question with regard
from the British or United States market and to increase to them. But if it 18 difficuit for persons in tho trado to do
the price of the domestic article in favor of the domestic so, it must nocessarily be more difflouit to othors when con-
manufacturer to the extent of 25 per cent. or about one sidering both aides of the question. But thera are some
million of dollars. points on which there eau be no great question. I must

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I confess that I would have refer to the question of woollen goods. Why, tha movor of
preforred that my hon. friend should have delivered this the resolution, and the gentleman wh has just sat down, if
speech on Monday next, as ho no doubt proposed doing, on neeessary, could establish by certain ovidence that the con-
a motion he intended to prosent to the Hlouse, because I struction of railways had injured certain tocalîties in the
understood that he had been provided with a brief, that Dominion. I know localitios where property is worth less
would require two or three hours to speak from, prepared by than boforo railroads wve built in their vicinity. But
the importers of cotton goods.thoug you can fnd suc cases, it would be an insut te our

Mi,.BLAK. N. gods.intel igence to say that railroads have not been a blessing toMr. BLAKE. No.te
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Will the hon. gentleman say factures. Take tho coarse shoddy blanket, and I admit tho

no after having read these letters from different persons ? duty upon it is high. 1 know that that blanket ai been
Mr. BLAKE. I will say no. shaken before the people of tho Dominion overywhere to show
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Well, I do not object to it. the injustice of the Tarif, as the hon, gentleman gays, liko a

Whon I was a very young man I used to attend the courts yod flag. But is it necessary lu the interest of tho
in the city of St. John, and nothing struck me so much as country that that blanket should bo imported? I
the wonderful ability displayed by members of the legal believe it is not, because tbey eau ho replaced by
profession. I found that a gentleman of eminent ability, blankets made iu the Dominion, of Canadian wool,
who had perhaps arrived in the city the previous night, and that will last in the mber shautios for two or
his brief would not be many hours in is bands, before ho three years instoad of only one, and by a cheaper and
would appear in the court and make a most elaborate state- botter blankot. Therefore there is ne uecessity for us to
ment, which certainly did great credit to bis ability and his import sucb blankets. It is the samo with roference to
skill in addressing a jury. I have heard that same gentle- several other articles, somo that we are not making may be
man a year after, having been retained with a brief on the imperted with advantage. 1 think the mover ofthe rosolu.
other aide, not in exactly the same case, but in a case tien misstated what I said, that the fluer woollen goods that
involving the same principles, making as clear and forcible were importod paid iu duties last year $400,000 more than
an argument on the opposite side of the case. It las often the year previous.
been said that there are too many lawyers in the Commons Mr. ANGLIN. What was said was that our wealthy
and Local Legislatures. But I do not know, considering class vo]untarily paid $400,000 more on these goods.
the nature of the duties involved, whether all the members
should not be members of the legal profession, in order Sir LEONARD TIILEY. I said, with rofonco to
that they might not, from time to time, present their views alkand satins, and spirits and wines and varions other
under different circumstances--both aides of the case-as articles, that the users paid last year M0,000 volantarily,
has been ably done by a lay momber on bocause they vere net tho nocossaries of life. I wont
this occasion. The hon. member for West Durham further and said that $400,000 more was paid on the bost
has presented bis views in a very lengthy and elaborate and clasa of woollen goods, which 18 a fact; and that cotton
complete form from bis standpoint. He commenced by geods that paid 20 per cent. yielded 3300,000 more last
censuring me as Finance Minister for presenting letters year than the year before. While a great deal has been
written by gentlemen in the Dominion, upon which I formed said tbroughout the country of the iucreased duties paid by
My judgment with reference to the effect of the Tariff on the poor man for tho cotton dress that his wit' wears-aud
the prices of certain goods manufactured in the Dominion.I ask the hon. momber whetbcr the average of dutios on

Mr. BLAKE. I did not censure the hon. gentleman for cotton geods is 30 per cot.-that coLtun dreas pays
reading the letters, but I said ho got more. inte the Troasury i cents more than iu 1878. But that

Sir EONRD IUIJEY I ave he amo oftholetorsduty and the $300,000 and 8400,000 addi tioual that was justSir LEONARD TIL LEY. I gave the names of the lettersmntioned, os oly tomak up the deficit that exited
read, whict came with the weight of their names through- before the prosent Govornment was formod. The state-

Out the country; and I know they did not mislead me in monts I made on woollen goods in my Budget Speech were not
their answers to my questions. I told thon I proposed using made on tho uthorityofMr. Groonsbields, but on the autho-
those letters in Parliament, and asked thom for all the facts rity of Mr. Catellier, or Gatellier& Co., Montreal, naming dis-
and nothing but the facts. But the hon. gentleman opposite tinetly tho classes of woollou goods produced ln this con*-
declined to give the names of the writers ho read, which is try. I read this letter to show that the prices were cheaper
the difforence between us. And what reason did ho give for than beforo. The auswer that the bou. gentleman gave,
his refusai? That the writers were manufacturers of the that woollon goods of this class are lower in England, doos
Deuminion, poisessing a monopoly of their business, that they not amount to much. If they are Iower in England it is
were under obligations to th-îe Tariff, and ho feared to give just the same percentage. This proves that the increased
their names lest it should injure them. duties have fot incresed the prices here, to say the loast of

-Mr. BLAKE. I did not say that. it. The iuorose of duty has not incroased the price. If
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the statement that is made bas not been controverted, if
that description of goods sold 25 per cent.· less than in
1878, and if it be true that the same article is worth 25 per
cent. less in England than in 1878, it does not establish that
the imposition of a higher duty bas increased the cost to
the people. I recollect that, in 1879, when hon. gentlemen
opposite were explaining vhy they had a deficit, they
spoke of the falling off in the value of goods as compared
with 1873. I admitted that had a very great effect on the
Tariff, and undertook to show that the increased Tariff we
were imposing in 1879 on the value of goods at that time
was per yard no greater than in 1873 whcn we
applied the duty in 1873 to the 20 or 22 per cent., as the
case might be in 187.9. Now, we find, notwithstanding as
bas been said by the hon. gentlemen opposite, there has
been a great depreciation in the value of cotton and
woollen goods in the English market, our revenue has
increased wonderfully. I reafirm what 1 said in February
last, that the woollen goods manufactured in the
Dominion, including blankets and tweeds, consured by the
masses of the people, are sold to-day less than in 1873. I
am prepared to prove further that, though the prices bave
decreased in England, a large portion are sold lower than
they could have been if imported under the Taiiff of 1878.
It is quite true we have not yet renched, either in cotton or
woollen manufactures, all the description of goods we hope
and believe we will manufacture here ore long. Last year
I had to admit, from the calculations and estimates placed
in my hands, that we paid on refined sugar during the year
1879 and 1880, 25 cents per 100 lbs. more than we would
have bad to pay if imported under the Tariff of 1878. Then
we had but two refineries in the Dominion. What is the
result now ? With five refineries in operation it is estab-
lished beyond doubt that the description of sugar called
yellow sugar is sold less than it could be imported at underi
the Tariff of 1878. Suppose all that bas been said by thei
hnn. member had been correct, with reference to the effect'
of this Tariff upon cotton goods, as far as their price is con-i
cerned, would that be a reason why this House shouldf
abandon the policy that induced us to increase the duty on1
cotton? Certainly not, bocause we know perfectly well that,i
though we have had additional cotton factories put into1
operation, there are not yet sufficient in Canada to supply1
the whole market, and until then, especially upon some i
articles not extensively manufactured in this country, we t
should have to pay into the Treasury a duty on importedî
goods, but the time is not far distant when there will bE
but little importation, and the prices will be less thanc
they are at present, than they have bpen or than they t
would be under the Tariff of 1878. The hon. gentlemans
who bas just taken his seat made somewhat strong state. i
ments with reforence to the operations of two cotton1
mills. I do not know if I took him down accurately,a
but I understood him to say that the Hochelaga mill 1
had increased the value of its stock $1,000,000 in two t
years, that $400,000 was the original, which is now worth t
$ 1,400,000. t

Mr, BLAKE. I said that the stock, which was 8400,000
had been increased by one share on every three, and thaï
watered stock of8 533,000 was quoted at 275 premium. tt

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is about trebled in a
value. Then the hon. gentleman said with reference to an- c
other mili, that it had increased in stock valueabout $450,000. c

Mr. BLAKE. No. I said the stock of the Valleyfield e
mill was $374,000 and had been watered, so that it was now
$500,000 and is quoted at 187 premium.b

ti
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That would give an increase t

of $450,000. There is, if the hon. gentleman's statement be 1l
correct,81,500,000 ofincreased value of property in those two w
mills alone, whereas the whole amount of labor expended in ir

Sir LEoNnRD TILLET.

the manufacture of cotton imported in the two years, the
whole amount of interest on capital, the profits and every-
thing else over and above the value of the raw cotton, is
$2,300,000. The inference to bedrawn from the hon, gentle-
man's statement is that these capitalists have in the last
year, in these two mills alone, made $1,500,000. That can-
not be ; there is nothing to warrant it. Thore may be spec-
ulation in this matter. When I state that the whole value
of labor expended, interest, capital and profits in the cotton
manufactures of the last two years have increased the value
of cotton imported from its raw value to about $2,300,000,
the facts of the caseo do not warrant any such high prices
as those quoted. The hon. gentleman understands very well
how to put a case. He said that the finer descriptions of
woollen goods could be laid down at 60 per cent. and the
coarser at 80 per cent. Hon. gentlemen opposite are very
solicitous about the poor man with reference to the rates of
duty on the articles ho consumes. Would it not be out.
rageous to pay 20 per cent. on the tea ho used, as ho did
when they were in power, while the more wealthy classes
had only to pay from 10 to 16 per cent. on their tea.
There was no escape in that case from unequal impositior,
whereas, with referenco to woollen goods, the articles that
are made in Canada of the coarser class are those upon
which the people pay no duty whatever. If I used to-day
a garment the material of which is supplied to me at a price
as low as it could be imported at, from England or else.
where, no matter what the duty may be, it bas not increas-
ed the cost. He states it is $5,000,000, but there is no state.
ment that can be presented by any importer that will show
anything of the kind. On the contrary, it is quite clear-
and this is confirmed by the evidence of a gentleman
thoroughly underatanding the cotton industry which was
given before a Committee sitting last week-it is clear that
in order to obtain a market the Canadian manufacturer
must seil for less than the article could be imported for.
The hon. mover of the resolution stated that the Canadian
manufacturer in some mills here charged 9 cents while a
similar article imported caU be sold for 8 cents. I cannot
understand how that is possible. We all know perfectly
well, however, that there is a certain prejudice among the
people against domestic manufacturers. We are all aware
that there is a popular impression that the imported article
is botter than the article manufactured here, although
there may be absolutely no difference between them. But
after two or three years' trial, and when it is clearly
established that we manufacture just as good an article as
can be imported, that prejudice will be removed. More
than that, it will be to the interest of the manufacturer to
sell their productions for less than the article can be
mported for. That being tbe case, it may vary from 1
per cent, A statement bas been furuished to me that the
average price of the Canadian article is 12J or 14 per cent.
higher than the article imported. Thon the consumer gets
that under botter terms than under the old Tariff, where
.hey paid 17J per cent. When you import an article from
the United States under a duty of 17 per cent., yoU will,
of course, sell that at a higher price than a Canadian article
hat costs 12 or 14 per cent. It is only a question between
he hon. member and mvself, as to whether it is 5 or 71
per cent. That is tne only point at issue. But as far'
as the consumer is concerned, he has the article at a
heaper rate than before. Now, in the inauguration
Of any great policy such as this, as I have stated over
and over again, all ils beneficial effects cannot be realized
ntil it bas been in operation a number of years,

but a number of years will be required to croate the cmpom
ition that is now being created by the National Policy and
he Tariff of 1869 which will give to the consumer prices as
ow as they possibly can obe; and the marvel tO me is that
we are able at the prosent time, only three years after the
ntroduction of the National Policy, to manufacture thirty
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or forty of the leading articles here and sell thom at a less ho has read, which bas been furnished to him by parties who
price, or as low, as they wore sold for before this duty was have been bis attorneys in preparing bis case, the people of
imposed. With reference to the cotton industry, we have this country would say we throw asido any sucb statements
at present 200,000 spindles, within twelve months there will as these and stand by the poIicy we inaugurated in 1879.
be 400,000, and within a year probably 500,000, and thon SirRICHARDJ. CARTWRIGHT. I am no more desirous
competition will be so sharp that we will find that the than the lion. gentleman to prolong the debate, but I would
manufacturers thomseolves, though they may not be reduced like to say a few words in reply to somo remarks he has
to the point referred to by tho hon. ex-Minister of Finance mado. First rf all let me say that the hon. gentleman has
that their capital will be ruined by competition, certainly wholly failed to apprehend the argument submitted by my
we will be in the position that whatever may be said to-day bon. friends. Their argument was not an argument
as to whether the true price is 12J per cent. or 7 per in favor of Free Trade or against Protection. They
cent., or as may be said here, 224 por cent. in excess of confined themselves, and, very properly, to these two things:
what they were before, there is this important fact as shown first, to pointing out the excessive character of the profits
by the public documents and the Trade Roturns, that the and monopolies granted to half-a-dozen people of this com-
whole imports of cotton goods in 1880, yielded a duty of munity by the bon. gentleman, to the groat detriment of the
22J per cent. upon the whole of therm, or 5 per cent. above masses of the country ; and secondly, to show how atroci-
what was collected in 1878, or contributing to the Treasury ously unjust to a large proportion of the people of this
of the Dominion of Canada $450,000 a year more than was country is the scale of duties the hon. gentleman has
collected in 1878. As I said before,I ohre repeat, that we must adopted. Neither of those two points bas the hon. gentle-
necessarily expect a roduction in the revenue from this source man attempted to moet iu the slightest degree, and for ex-
as these establishments increase, though we may obtain in cellent reasons, he could not meet them. IIe bas no evi-
return a portion of the revenue that would be lost, or the dence which in the least disproved the statements of my
goods consumed by the people engaged in these manufac- hon. friend beside me (Mr. Blake) and my hon. friend
tures. Still we have a right to calculate that a consider- bebind me (Mr. Anglin). Whon he talks about my
able portion of the revenue now collected on these articles hon. friend presenting bis case, arguing first on one side
will no longer be collected, and that the day is not far dis- and thon on the other, does the hon. gentleman forget how
tant when a larger portion of the goods consumed bore will he and bis colleagues in 1867 inaugurated thoir rule by
be made here and not imported, and at a price less than the enormously reducing the whole taxation of this country,
average in 1878. I do no.t desire to go into this matter at and told us through the mouth of the Prime Minister that
greater length at present. There was something said about it was a step in the right direction. Has ho forgotten how
the prices of our cotton. I bave had placed in my hand two years ago he himself declared it to be the aim and
recently a statement, that since 1880 the cotton landed in object of bis policy to gradually reduce the imports of this
Canada cost 124e., in 1881, 11c., in 1882, 1?zc. I have this country, whereas, as a matter of actual fact, ho bas largely
within the last two or three days. With reference to the incroaqed them. Sir, the hon. gentleman talked to us just
value of cottons it is difficult to arrive at the true value. I now about the shoddy blankets introduced into the country.
understand that the value given in the Trade Returns isThe hon, gentleman bas spent a great deal of lime
that of the article in the country to which it is imported, in visiting tbe varlous manufacteries of this
and that the price given by the hon. gentleman country, and had ho made proper enquirios ho would have
was the price of the cotton landed in Canada. Therefore, fouud that lnone tbing bas the rosult of his policy been
there bas been nothing said by the hon. gentleman in the more marked than in the extent te which shoddy las beeu
very elaborate statement furnished to him by the importers intreducei into the woollen manufactures of ibis coun-
of cotton, that has shaken materially the statement that was try in a great many cases. le told ns that 1i
made by me sometime since, of that description of cotton cents was the amont added te tho ceet ef the Cotton
that is chiefly manufactured in Canada. Speaking of dresses woru by the people of tbis country. If the bon. gen-
bleached cotton at the present moment, I think the hon. tleman lad told the exact fact ho would have said that under
member stated there was one mill making bleached cottc n. bis present policy overy farmer's wife pays one-third more
In six months another bleachery will be established in con- than ebo ueeded to pay fer ail thoso articles she uses for
nection with one of the largest mills boing erected in New ersoîf and ebldren. The lon, gentleman has inffictod on
]Brunswick, whore there will be sharp competition by the the people of this country, and more particularly on the
ablest Canadian manufacturers, with great capital at their poorer classes, a tax ranging fron 30 to
disposal. I am satisfied the moment their establishment is 40, and even 50 per cent, on-ai the articles of
completed for the bleaching of cotton, we will find that the miment which they chiefly use. Ho ays we pay ne more
competition will result in the reduction of prices, and that than wo used te on woollen goods. Lot me take bis own
when we meet here next year it will be found that there will Trade leturns, and soc frem thom the figures at which tlose
not be so great a discrepancy between the prices in Canada goode could ho laid dewn ln every morcbant's shop. Let
and the United States as there is to-day. But suppose the me add the amount which on the inferior classof goeds are
hon. member was correct, that we paid a little more for these dharged by hie Tarif-an amount making from 40 te 49 or
articles that we consume, so far as the general policy is59, or oven 69 per cent. Wly, Sir, at tbis moment I Could
concerned, the very fact of the erection of these largegolIe auy shop iu London and could obtain goode proba-
establishments throughout the country, investing millions bly for two-tbird, and lu many cases one.hadf the suam
of dollars of capital and employing tons of thousands compelled te pay lu Mentreal, Toronto or any other City,
of people, the result will be that the indirect and if that 's Irno, asI1kIiWite ho true, in my owf
advantages we will derive from it will far out- oxperience, it is ton or twenty limes as true--if it je true
Weigh any disadvantages we may have to undergo of the high-priced geods, it le ton or Iwenty times as
at present. But I hold that is not the case; true of the lowpriced geode, which pay a vast deal more.
and while there is a higher rate of duty paid on some arti- Ile talks about 22 per cent. being paid on our total ira.
Clos and money is received by the people of this country for ports. Hew le that made up? By paying a certain
the payment of necessary expenditures for the redemption amount eut on Ihose goods which we did net manufacture
of the debt and for the future relief of the country from in Ibis country, and 30 or 40 per cent. on Ihose goods im-
taxation, and while we are in our present prosperous posi- ported in cempetitien with our own manufacturers.Cannot
tion and going to prosper, as I feel satisfied we are, if the the hon, gentleman uuderstand the plain fact that it dee
hon- gentleman could show Iliat every statement wbieli net matter te the people a straw whether they pay
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their taxes into the Treasury, or to the manufacturers of this
country. The amount cames alike outof their pockets; and
if, Sir, as the hon. gentleman knows, when we purchase goods
from the manufacturer here, that manufacturer avails him-
self of this Tarif to raise the price to us to within 1 or
2 per cent. of the sum which we would bave to pay after
paying the duty, that is just as great a tax on us, and on the
consuming people as if it was directly taken out of our
pockets by the Custom bouse officers. Now, the bon.
gentleman cannot deny the figures submitted by my hon.
friend, as to the enormous profits made by these people.
I have always admitted it was a matter which
was perfectly plain and easy to be seen when these gentle-
men came to me and demanded increased protection,
that those who were on the ground, those who had the
control of capital were likely to make enormous profits and
how ? Not fairly, not justly, not reasonably, but out of the
power of taxing the rest of the community for their parti-
cular benefit; but I and my hon. friend and the party with
which we were connected refused to allow ourselves
to be made a catspaw or the instrument of a
small class to the detriment of the whole. We
desire by all reasonable and fair means to aid the manu-
facturers of this country. 1 have made enquiry, and more
particularly with reference to the cotton manufacturers. I
knew the faicts stated by my bon. friend ; I knew that where
due skill and diligence were exercised and a proper amount
of capital employed, the cotton manufacturers of Canada,
before 1879, were making large and liberal profits-as high
as 20 and 25 per cent.-and I was not disposed to add, as
the hon. Minister bas truly stated, one and a-half millions
te their individual profits-in the case of two mills alone-
at the expense of the rest of the community.

Sir LIEONARD TILLEY. I did not state that.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman

took my hon. friend's figures and he was not able to gain-
say them.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I said it was impossible that
they could be correct, unless there was some speculation.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is possible. You
give the proprietors of two mills the right to tax four
millions of people; and it is just as easy for them to turn
stocks of $400,000 or 8500,000 mbt stocks of $41500,000, as
it is for the proprietors of halt a dozen sugar refieries to
tax the people one million and a quarter per annum, as
they have done for the last three or four years, through the
instrumentality of the hon. gentleman's Tariff; and if the
hon. gentleman has no better proof to giveof the success of
his policy than these sugar refineries, lie stands self-con-
demned as false te his trust, as having abused his power,
and the power the majority at his back gives him,
te tax the many for the benefit of a very few.
Now, Sir, I grant freely that there is no use of discussing
this question on the basis of Free Trade; we are not in a
position to adopt Free Trade here; we have to impose a
heavy Tariff, as I have always pointed out, te obtain the
revenue we require, but the difference between us and the
hon. gentleman is, that we desire to have a tariff just tothe
poor as well as the rich; and it is plain -o a demonstration
that the Tariff the hon.gentleman bas imposed is one of the
most unjust that could pessibly be devised as between these
two classes of the community. When you have specific
taxes as heavy as the bon. gentleman bas imposed upon
articles which form a very large part of the clothing of all
classes, and which range in value from 3 or 4 cents to 17 or
18 cents, these specifie duties must necessarily infliet a gross
injustice; and I was astonished at bearing the hon. gentle-
man denounce us because we refused to repeal a specific dutyi
on tea, a specific duty much less than the bon. gentleman1
himself had imposed when he was formerly Minister of(
Çustoms. -Hon. gentlemen who heard his speeches1

Sir BrIoAIn J. CARTWRIGT.

may remember that on no one point was that hon. gen.
tleman louder than the inherent injustice of the specifie
duty on tea. It was idle for me to show that that duty
worked a loss of about one-half a cent per head to the people
of this Dominion, and was compensated for in other ways.
Why, the hon. gentleman does not hesitate to inflict a loas
of 6 or 7 cents on every individual yard of cloth which
goes into the dresses of the children or the wives of the
poorest men in this country, and at the same time talks of
bis disinclination to inflict an injustice on these people.
Take the bon. gentleman's own remission of the tea duties.
In the case of many poor families, we know that they can.
not afford to use more than ten or twelve pounds of tea, and
the hon. gentleman's total remission in these cases would
not amount to more than 60 or 70 cents per family. I tell
him that One single dress for a child costs at least 60 or 70
cents more than it need cost, under the operation of this
specific duty.

Mr. BOWELL. That would be ten yards of stuff for a
child.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. No, it would not.
The hon. gentleman has an enormous specific duty and an
enormous ad valorenm duty besides. I am speaking of the
duties on the articles which the workmen of this Dominion
consume, and I say that on an enormous number of articles
of heavy stuff you have put 17 or 20, and in some cases 25
cents a yard. Now, Sir, what is tbe result of this, even to
the manufacturers themselves? Why, Sir, there are other
manufacturers in Canada besides those who are manufactur-
ing cotton or woollen goods, and by this unjust and oppres-
sive system of taxation you injure all these other manufac-
turers very considerably. You add considerably to the
cost of living of their employes, so that they
must either raise their wages, or their standard
of comfort must be seriously deteriorated ; you
interfere with their power to sell their goods to the
community, and you interfere materially with their chance
of carrying on an export trade. We notice by the returns
that the export trade of corn is falling off, that our shipping
trade is declining, and no wonder, when we have paralyzed
the introduction of any foreign goods into this country, at
the same time we add to the cost of production in this
country. Now, apart from the article of food, the vat
expentiture of evcry workingman in thiscountry is neces-
sarily for the clothing of himself and his family. I have
always felt that our late Tariff was put up as high
as it ought to be, having regard for the comfort
of the great mass of the community. In somo
important respects I thought it was too high, and,
apart from the requirements of the revenue, I regretted to
have to impose it, because I hold the simple straightforward
doctrine that itis a great injury to the community to increase
the taxes on any account whatever. Now, Sir, the other
day, when the hon. Minister of Agriculture was giving as
an estimate of the cost of each child in this country, I think
he put it as high as $50 per annum.

Mr. POPE. No, I never did.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. 'be hon. gentleman

did so. No doubt he has forgotten it, but he entered into a
calculation of what it would cost to rear a child in this
country. But it is not a matter of mucli consequence whether
the hon. gentleman was right or wrong in that contention.
My point is that the large proportion of the expenditure of
the people goes either for food or clothing, and the hon.
gentleman has -dded enormously to the cost of clothing
by these excessive taxes on cottons and woolens.
As it involves some 40 or 50 per cent., taking the average
of both cottons and woollens, on all the articles that go into
the clothing of the poorer classes, it is easy to see how
enormous a tax the hon. gentleman has inflicted on each
family, and he cannot inflict that tax without at the same
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time largely diminishing the whole standard of the people
of Canada, and injuring to a large extent the self-respect,
both of parents and children. There is no one thing more
desirable for us to do than to provide that the children of
the people of all classes shall be well and properly clothed.
That is a matter of the greatest importance in a moral and
social point of view as well as in a political point of view,
and the hon. member, by this Tariffrendersit to agreat extent
impossible for a great number of people to clothe their
children as they wish and ought to clothe them. That is
the effect of the hon. gentleman's policy, an effect which is
ever produced to a large extent in other countries where a
similar unwise system of taxation has prevailed. The hon.
gentleman had a great opportunity in his lands. By no
skill of his, by no exercise of ability, but by fortunate
chance or by fortanate decrees of Providence which gave us
good harvests at a time when other nations in the world
were afflicted by something like a famine, we obtained a
very great advantage and the revenue very largely increas-
ed. We bad at the same time thrown open a large extent
of country in the North-West, which it is of great import-
ance we should settle. What the hon. Minister has done is
this : He bas to the uttermost of his power thrown away that
advantage. He has done all that inhim laytormakeit possible
by this monstrous Tariff, which cannot ever be ealled a pro-
tective Tariff, but which is an unjust Tariff, especially to the
poor, to deprive us, to a very great extent, of the advan-
tage which we might otherwise have fairly expected, and
which our agents might have held out to the people of the
Old World.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
opposite does not appear to understand, and I am sure his
followers do not, judging from what I have seen and known.
I dare say they suppose the people of the Old World are as
benighted and ignorant of the first principles of common
sense as, I regret to say, are a great many people of this
country. Hon. gentlemen opposite had an opportunity to
give a great impulse to immigration, and to be able to show
that here they could obtain supplies of necessary goods
more reasonably than in the United States, and place them
as far as they could, on a par with the people of the United
States, as regards the cost of living. What they have done is
to throw away that advantage, to increase the cost of living
and to add to the difficulties of settlers in the North-West.
A.part from the tax on coal, the hon. gentleman has
secured no addition to the revenue, because it is perfectly
clear to a demonstration that the Tariff which we had in
force, if applied to the scale of importation, would naturally
have given a- much. The increased exports we were able to
send across the ocean, would have -given us to-day quite as
large a revenue as the bon. gentleman now boasts of. The
present time of prosperity may receive a check, as bas oc-
curred several times previously, and what will then be our
position? It will be simply this: we shall have thrown away
Our advantage. The savings which our people are able to
make are being absorbed, not for the benefit of that people
but for the benefit of a select few. We will find when
the day cornes, which the hon. Minister partly expects,
that Our imports are checked, and the temporary inflation
bas passed away, that the taxes will remain and the cost of
living will romain, while the position of the people under
this Tariff will be infinitely worse than ever before, even in
the worst days of the depression.

Mr. PLUMB. We have heard very much the same line
Of argument addressed to the louse bythe hon, gentleman
before, and we are quite accustomed to being told that we
know nothing of the first principles of political economy,that we are utterly ignorant and are slavish followers of
hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches. Well, I think

there was a ti me when the blind, ignorant, servile followers
of that bon. gentleman followed him over the precipice of
1878, and I think we will have wisdom enough to avoid the
downfall to which that hon.gentleman led his followers by the
insatiate policy which he and bis associates pursued while in
office. The hon, gentleman says the Finance Minis;ter has been
false to bis trust, and bas abused bis power. That is the
sort of language the hon. gentleman uses, who was re-
jected by bis constituents and forced into another constitu-
ency, and -who stands to-day in the estimation of the people
of Canada as being entitled to the adjectives given him by
the Globe in 1872 before hoe left the Conservative party and
went over to the other side, when it declaredhe was a
" mixer and muddler of figures." No man with his oppor-
tunities bas mixed and muddled figures more than the bon.
gentleman who bas just taken bis seat, and who always
poses as an authority on financial matters. The hon. gen-
tleman says we have imposed a beavy ta:( on the poor
man so as to prevent him from enjoying the comforts of
life, and he asserted that the Tariff imposed a tax
on a baby's dress of no less than 70 cents. It is well
known that in no case could the tax exceed 1 cent
or l. cents per yard, the baby's dress must therefore have
had a skirt forty-six yards in length. The hon. gentleman's
idea of baby clothes are quite equal to those of the leader
of the Opposition, who stated in one of those arguments
which he labors over, and gives to the Hoase from a brief,
that it requires seven yards of material to make a man's
shirt. The garment must have, in such a case, been very
large or the man very tall. The hon. member for Centre
Huron further declared that the present Tariff actually pre-
vented the poor man from clothing his children properly, I
can remember well when the passages of this building were
besieged by the starving men during the régime of hon. gen-
tiemen opposite, and the late hon. First Minister was com-
pelled to escape through the basement of this building in
order to evade the masses who were pressing him for work.
What difference did it make to them whether goods
were cheap or not at that time ? What a mock-
ery to say there were no prices at that time
when there was no labor for the workingman,
while now every man is employed and is receiving full
wages, whon it is impossible in Toronto to find a laboring
man not employed. I know that labor in Toronto is both
scarce a.nd dear at present. Parties who wanted laborers
the other day had to send to the Emigration Office, not being
able to get them in the city. They could not find a single
man idle; and if the workingman now pays a cent or a
cent and a-half a yard more for the cotton in bis baby's
dress than formerly, he is perfectly happy to bring it home
to bis wife, because he buys her botter food and provisions
than under the régime of hon. gentlemen opposite, no
matter h¶w cheap cottons thon were. But these bon.
gentlemen are such friends of the poor man, that
under their régime they kept him poor-the poor were
always with them; and if they attained power again they
would reduce him to the poverty ho was plunged in while
they held the reins of power during those five disastrous
years. The hon. gentleman says that it was by no skill of
my hon. friend the Finance Minister, but by the fortunate
decree of Providence that we had a good barvest, but that
we have failed to take advantage of our opportunities te
open up the North-West. But after five years of struggle
the hon. gentlemen opposite completely failed to open up
the North-West. They had a policy for settling up the
North-West, by which the lands for 40 miles on each side
of the railway were reserved so that no man could buy an
acre, no settler could go there unless le paid $1.25 an acre,
and agree to pay such further sums as the Government
might please to exact. We ail know what kind of a pres-
sure would be put on the settlers if in the hands of such an
unscrupulous Government like that of hon. gentlemen op-
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posite, if there were dues to collect during an election. Not
only would they have to pay heavy prices for their lands,
but they would have the screws put on them most heart-
lessly. I am glad that settlers never entered into that
transaction. Does the hon. gentleman know that from
January till the 10th April, 1882, 21,000 emigrants
have gone to the North-West, and since the 10tb April
10,000 more, a larger number than during the whole five
years during which these hon. gentlemen attempted to
carry out their singular policy in regard to the Pacific Rail-
way, which culminated in their bringing in a Bill during
their last year of office which promised any fifteen persons, no
matter whom, that associated together a title and certificate
from the Minister of the Interior, to become a railway
corporation, to pay them 10 per cent. or $6,000 a mile, aid
to give them 6,250 acres a mile bonus. There were no
restrictions either as to the kind of rails they should lay,
the kind of grade they should make, or as to the time
in which they should build the road or the price for hauling
the traffic. The member for North Norfolk, when advocat-
ing the passage of that Bill, said the scheme would only
absorb half the lands of the North-West, thus favoring the
granting of 125,000,000 acres to irresponsible parties who
should girdle the whole country with railroads and tap
the Canadian Pacific, and utterly destroy the chances of its
bringing one ounce of traffic in Ontario or Quebec. And yet
the hon. gentleman who bas just sat down says that this Gov-
ernment has failed to take advantage of the opportunities in
opening up the North-West. The scheme of hon, gentle-
men opposite was to destroy the Pacific Railway, and give
a bonus to every bogus railway company-to give the
whole of that property to irresponsible parties,
who could have built railroads without check or
restriction. Yet wo were told by the hon. the Minister of
the Interior in the late Administration that it was only in
this way the North-West could be opened up; and the hon.
member for North Norfolk stated that it was useless to
attempt to get capital into the North-West, unless you gave
it every privilege that the whole of the western States
were settled by such a policy, and that it was silly for us to
haggle upon a few hundred acres to the mile. I repeat there
was no restriction in regard to the railways to be built in
that region. These hon. gentlemen were not so critical
then as when criticising the present contract for the Can-
adian Pacific Railway. Such was the feeling in regard to
the scheme of the late Government, such was the disagree-
ment among its supporters themselves, that the Premier
dared not bring his Bill to a vote, and had to withdraw it
ignominiously; and that was the result of five years' cogita-
tion on the part of hon. gentlemen who now find fault with
my hon. friend for his supposed neglect of his opportunity
to open up the North-West. Hon. gentlemen ought never
to open their mouths with respect to the railway policy of
the Government, after the exhibition of that scheme ex-
posed in the House, during a late debate. They should
never presume to go before the people and talk about
monopolies in the North-West when they intended to
hand over one-half of the lands to parties over whom the
late Government would have had no control-whom they
would have permitted to build roads without fixing any-l
thing as to the freights, alligument, grades or curves. They
took power to alter their whole homestead and land laws in
order to satiate the sharks who were invited to come in and
build thoso railroads. But I rise simply to show briefl-
the evidence of one of the most intelligent gentlemen of
this country, an experienced merchant and manufacturer, a
man well known for business ability and an authority on
all subjects on which he speaks; a few extracts from the
practical, plain, common-sense evidence of that gentleman,
to dispose of the special pleading of the hon. gentleman t
who has treated us for the last two hours and a-half to the |
most tedious tirade which was ever made or read in this i

Mr. PLUM.

House, contrary to the rules of the House, and which he
has imposed on the House to try our patience in a way in
which I believe the flouse by-and-bye will learn to resent.
He rose, and with a hundred or two hundred pages of man-
uscript he read page after page on subjects on which I arn
quite sure he could not have been examined ten minutes
after he laid down the papors. We have had evidence
striking enough, that he dare not show the name of the gen-
tlemen who gave him what he considers proot of his views.
He dared not produce the names of those who had furnished
him with that information, and he expects that the country
will be deluded by that kind of wire-woven argument which
he brings here. Ho imagines that that sort of thing is
going to fill the popular heart. Why, no man, unless he
were an expert in the trade, could possibly follow him for
five minutes, and I undertake to say there is not a man who
sits bohind him that understood one word of the argument
ho was endeavoring to make. 1 noticed that the hon.
gentleman for Bothwell, his greatest admirer and most
devoted follower, calmly resigned himself to slumber dur-
ing the speech of his leader, and was probably dreaming
about anything except the theories that the hon. gentleman
discussed. I am going to read the evidence of a man who
is not ashamed to put his name to what he says, and who
knows what he is talking about, and I call the attention of
the flouse to his statements:

'' Woollen goodsof Canadian manufacture are cheaper now than they
were prior to 1878, but of course you will understand that the price of
raw material muet more or less affect the price of manufactured articles.
The prices of wool were as follows from 1876 to 1878 ;-Rio averaged
17î cents a pound, and since 20 cents a pound. Cape wool, 17J and 20t
cents respectively, and Canadian flieece 26 and 251 cents. 1 may say
that Canadian fleece wool is not used now very largely by Canadian
manufacturers, except in makin gblankets. It is too long. It is true it
is utilized in the manufacture of the coarser classes of carpets, but our
carpet industry is not yet extensive, although it is growing, and I am
satisfied that it will continue prospering more and more under the
present Tariff. Pulled wool averaged 261 cents a pound prior to
1878, and 29t cents since, and Monte Video 17t and 19,à cents respec-
tirely, and generally speaking woollen goods, which were 72 cents
a yard prior to 18"9, have been since 71 cents a yard. I am connected
with cotton and woollen mills in Oornwall and with the Londonderry
iron works in Nova Scotia, where alone pig iron is producedin Canada.
The effect of the Tariff bas been to advance the price of Canadian pulled
wool, which is being grown in steadily increasing quantities, as it is
more suitable for Canadian coarse tweeds than fleece wool. Southdown
and Oxford wools are largely used in the manufacturing of medium
tweeds and flannels. The duty on woollen goods affects the price of
wool by enlarging the home market and increasing the demand for
wools in the country, by which farmers can be materially benefitted.
At the Cornwall mill we make both blankets and tweeds, coarser
medium tweeds, and white and grey blankets. We have now succeeded
in turning ont very beautiful blankets, wbich, in my opinion, are superior
to the imported article. For these purposes I think Canadian wool1ij
mostly-employed. The blankets are now as low in price as they were
at any time previous to the Tariff. We made them at Cornwal from
1859 to 1874, when we ceased owing to foreign competition, which
prevented the enterprise yielding any return, but the prices during the
last three years have been lower than they formerly were by fully 20
per cent. We are supplying a market which was previouslY
occupied by imported articles, but now the importation does
not compare in the proportion of one to ten to what
it was previous to the introduction of the National
Policy. That an increase in the market enables manufacturing to be
carried on more cheaply is a great principle in the business. Anyone so
engaged will understand that the great thing is to get a continued run
upon ene clase of goods. The manufacturer is net like a merchant.
The profit of the former je measured by the production of hie rnachiilerY,
and the larger the production the cheaper he can manufacture. This
explains why we are now selling our blankets cheaper, and this applies
to every class of goods. The wages we pay have increased in some
instances as much as 30 per cent., and in all branches of manufacture
they have been advanced. There is a most useful class of fiannels which
are used very largely by the people of this country, grey fiannels.
These were first made at Chambly, but the prices remain as low as ever
they were, excepting one year, when the Chambly mill endeavored
drive competitors ont of the market by cutting prices, but failed.
Canadian etoffes are supplied at from 42J to 45 cents per yard, weighing
14 or 15 ounces, and this proves that these goods have not been ad-
vanced inprice by the Tarif.f Iwilo use a statement contained
in a letter troui the agents for such goodes in MontrOW'J
Seeing that there is no advance in prices, it may well be
asked, where is the benefit of the Tariff to manufacturers? Our
answer to thie is simply that the mille are ail kept fally emplOeyds and
are turing out more goode, and the Tarif is se evenlyb.ancd t if
the prices were increased the manufacturers, in Our opiniOn, would l'M
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gales by importer turning their attention to foreign goode. Youn'
the National Policy has enlarged our market; it has isplaced foreig
goods and we are supplying the consumers. That is the whole thin1
No manufacturer can live, it dees not matter what priceyou give hii
unless he can sell hie goods as fast as he can make them.'"

I rose more particularly to read this important extract, on
ounce of which I think is worth a ton of such arguments a
were given us by the hon. gentleman who detained us tw
or three hours reading from his brief. These hon. genti
men are addressing themselves now in the interest of th
importing merchants, and if the hon. gentleman venture
to give the names of his informants it would be found the,
are importing merchants, men who are in direct hostility t
the manufacturing industries of the country. Sir, this i
the hon. gentleman who addressed the House on a previou
occasion at two or three o'clock in the morning, when hi
followers were wearied out, when he spoke an hour and a
half on the manufacture of window glass, in which he sai
that we could not compete with Belgium, although we ha
cheaper taxes and cheaper material. I merely wanted t
say that we have been told that Belgium woul
undersell us in our window-glass, no matter how muci
protection we put upon it, and I wish to call the attentioz
of the louse to the fact that Belgium is a higher protecte
country than any other country in Europe, and has a highe
protective tariff in many respects than even the Unite<
States. Under this tariff she has so far prospered that sh
can undersell England in window-glass in her own market
She takes heavy iron works and undersells England in th
very markets where iron and coal are produced together
The evidence I read just now was given by the Hon. D
McInnes, President of a Manufacturing Association in Corn
wall, a practical man whose word, I think, will be accepte
by this House quite as ready as the anonymous statement
given by the hon. gentleman whose authors were ashame
to give their names.

Amendment (Mr. Anglin) negativedIon the following
division :-

YuÂs:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (fluron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Dumont,
Fiset.
Fleming,
Flynn,

Abbott,
Allison,
A myot,
Arkell
Baker,'
Banneran,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,

ergeron,
BiBi
Boldue,
Boltb
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken
Brooks
BUnster,
Bunting,
Burnhanra

Messieurs
Geofrion, Olivier,
Gillies, Paterson (Brant),
Gillmor, Pickard,
Gunn, Rinfret,
Guthrie, Robertson (Shelburne),
Haddow, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Irvine, Scriver
Killam, Skinner,
King, Smith,
Laurier, Snowball,
McDonald, (Vie., N.S.),Sutherland,
MacDonnell, (Inv'ness),Thompson,
Mclsaac, Trow,
Malouin, Weldon, and
Mille, Wheler.-52

NYs :
Messieurs

Fulton, Méthot,
Gault, Mongenais,
Gigault, Montplaisir,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Grandbois, O'Connor,
G uillet, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,
Haggart, Ouimet,
Hay, Patterson (Essex),
Hedson, Pinsonneault,
Hilliard, Plumb,
Homer, Pope (Compton),
Hooper, Poupore,
Boude, Reid
Hurteau, Richey,
Jackson, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Rochester,
Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Kranz, Uouthier,

ee
g-
g.

le
as

d
y
o
s

s

Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Costigan.
Coughlin,

Coupai.
currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Dejardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fortin,

Landry, Royal,
Lane, Ryan (Marquette),
Langevin, Ryan (Montreal),
Lantier, Rykert,
Longley, Scott,
.Macdonald (Kingq), 'sh iw,
Macdonald (Sir John), Sproile,
McDonsild (Cape Breton), Stephenson,
Macmillan, Tassé,
Mccallum, Tellier,
McCuaig, ', illey,
McDougsld, Tyrwhitt,
McGreevy, Valin,
McLennan, Valée,
McLeod, Wade,
McQuade, Wallace (Vorfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Massue, White (Renfrew), and
Merner, Williams.-118.

SUPPLY.

d House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
o
d 157. Expenses connected with the Geological Survey....16O,OOO
h Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The report of the Director
n of the Geological Survey shows how much as been expend-
d ed, and the additional vote of $10,000 is simply to do so
r much more field work on the survey.
e Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I suggest that much

might ho done if some borings were caused to be made at
e points in the North-West. Some attempt, Itluink, was made
.two years ago, but to the best of my recollection only a

smail sum was available, and some members of the Geologi-
- cal Survey told me they were completely stopped for want
d of funds. Of course I am quite aware that anything like
s close boring would be inconvenient, but it would be a matter

of great importance that a few borings at a distance of 100
or 150 miles from each other were made along the Manitoba
frontier for the purpose of ascertaining the junctions a little

g botter than we know them now, and also of locating one of
the coal fields that we know to exist in that region.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Selwyn went himself
to the Souris district at my request and examined the coal
measures there. There have been no borings westward nor
north towards the Saskatchewan, but the surveys have shown
that there was a large coal measure there oasily available,
and of good quality. When we were discussing a resolution
about coal, I mentioned that some English gentleman, who
has dealt considerably in coal, bas procured a portion of the
coal region and is now sending out einplo3 és and
machinery in order to commence work this sumnier.

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT. If I recollect aright
from the account I read the explorations of Mr. Selwyn
only extended ovor 200 miles of country. My 1r,>osition
had reference to a series of borings to be mado up to the
foot ofthe Rocky Mountains. What Mr. Selwyni has done
is available so far as it goes.

Mr. CASRY. I should be very glad to know that
$10,000 were intended to be expended on furLher explora-
tions in the North-West. It is time, we should protest
against the course pursued during many years
of expending the principal portion of the grant on mineral
explorations in Nova Scotia. No doubt it is an interest-
ing field, geologically and economically, but the lands belong
either to the Provinces or to individuals. Increasd atten-
tion should be given to the North-West, where the publie
lands belong to the Dominion. Borings have been carried
on for some time. Mr. Selwyn conducted borings for coal
at distances twenty miles opart, but did not make any fresh
discoveries. It is absurd, however, to make borings at such
distances apart, because if such were done even in the case
of Spring Hill important deposits might not be touched.
One boring made by Mr. Selwyn was on the banks of the
Souris River where an outerop of coal occurred. The next
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boring in the same neighborhood, but instead of it being
commenced from the bed of the stream which is 150 feet
below the prairie level, it was commenced on the top and
it did not reach the depth at which coal was found
at the first boring. The borings wero not carried on to the
depth contracted for. I hope the hon. Minister will sec,
not only that a large amount is voted to geological explora-
tions in the North-West, but that the money will be effici-
ently spent, as Mr. Sel wyn did not efficiently spend it during
the last summer.

Mr. MILLS. Arc any steps being taken towards com-
plCting the collection ofthe Natural History Department ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This amount is for field
work only.

Mr. MILLS. With respect to the Geological Survey, it
is of special consequence that a large expenditure should be
made in the North-West for some years, in order that we
may more thoroughly ascertain its natural resources. There
are salt springs and petroleum beds as well as coal fields,
and it is bighly desirable that their location and value
should bc ascertained at a very early period.
Salt was of very great consequence, and the salt springs
were found capable of being worked.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This was a general vote
for field work. Before Mr. Selwyn makes his arrangements
the suggestions would be considered; and I agree that a
large portion of the money should be expended in exploring
the new territory.

Mr. ANGLIN. The value of the Geological Survey in
the Lower Provinces is as great as anywhere else, for
although the lands belong to private individuals their
development contributes to the general prosperity of the
Dominion. I have, however, no objection to the surveys
being carried on more largely in the North-West, and they
will probably prove of great value.

158. Indians, Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces, $25,600
In reply to Mr. MILLS,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is an increase of

$1,800 for the Indian schools in these Provinces. The
usual annual. grants for the Indians of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick is $4,500, and it is found that that vote is
fully absorbed in taking care of the Indians, and though
the Indians of those Provinces are worse taken care of than
those of the other Provinces, $900 has been annually taken
ont of the grant for each Province to support six schools.
It is now proposed that a special vote shall be taken for
these schools, and it is shown by the reports that five other
schools are required, tbree in New Brunswick and two in
Nova Scotia. These five schools make $1,500, which with
the $1,800 for the others, make $3,300, the increase to the
vote.

M r. MILLS. I think it would be well to consider the advisa-
bility of putting these schools under the charge of the school
authorities of the respective Provinces, the Government
bore paying the salaries of the teachers, as thereby more
careful examinations and better work would be secured.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The matter has not
been brought to my attention, bat I will consider the sug-
gestion.

In reply to Sir RrcHARn J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The reduction of annui-

ties under the Robinson Treaty is owing to there being an
unexpended balance of cash on band with interest.{For Indians of British Columbia generally.... 23,300 00

162< Surveys ................................. .............. 7,6'0 00
ReEerve Commission..................11,249 31

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In British Columbia

Mr. Sproat has resigned, and Mr. O'Reilly, Governmentj
Mr. CASEr.

Inspector, is his suecessor. He is a very efficient man, and
the salary isaaved so long as he serves. He is now actively
engaged in settling the matters of the Reserve Commission.

Mr. CASEY. A missionary from British Columbia, who
came here to see the Department about Indian affairs in
that Province, informed me that there was really a prospect
of trouble with the Indians there unless something definite
was done for them, as has been done for the Indians in other
districts. It appears that to tho present time nothing has
been done in regard to their reserves or payments, and they
seem to think they are ill-treated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have a Reserve
Commission which has been laying out reserves for several
years. The Indians take to these reserves very well, and I
do not think the Indians are at all aggrieved unless they are
told so by designing whites.

Mr. CASEY. I think a missionary living among the In-
dians should know their condition better than the hon.
gentleman. If this Commission has been working for years
at an expenditure of $11,000 a year, it is very strange that
it has not been able to locate the Indians on their reserves.

Mr. MILLS. I must say I think the Commission is being
protracted very long. I think it has been in existence for
upwards of seven years, and during that time it ought to
have succeeded in locating 30,000 Indians. I think it is
highly undesirable to suggest to the Indians that they are
entitled to be pensioned eut of the Public Treasury; but
there is no doubt that they were dissatisfied and that the
Government of British Columbia were not disposed to deal
very generously with the Indian population. One of the
difficulties of the Commission in its early days was to find
reserves marked out, because in many instances territories
that the Indians claimed had already been granted as pre-
emptions to white settlers. I think the Government ought
to be able to bring this Commission to a close very soon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is true there has been
some difficulty, from the disinclination of the Government
of British Columbia, to enter early into the question of
settling the reserves. But I do not think there is now any
obstruction in the way, and I am quite sure that Mi.
O'Reilly's report will be accepted by the British Columbia
Government, and I believe Mr. O'Reilly to be an active,
energetic officer, full of zeal for the service, even to the
neglect of bis own interests, and from what I have seen and
known of him I am satisfied that ho will not remain in the
office any longer than there is need for him to do so.

163. Indians in Manitoba and the North-West..........830,499.39
Mr. MILLS. I called the attention of the hon. Minister

last year to the largeness of the sum for annuities, and to
the fact that when you collected the payments made of the
annuities due for different years, it was pretty clear, from
the Public Accounts, that we had not an accurate return of
the number of Indians of the various bands, and thatthrough
Indian dishonesty a considerable number were paid twice or
even a third time. The sums paid last year and this year
are very much larger than four or five years ago. In 1879
the amount was 8164,000, or nearly $40,000 less than at
present. Of course there were some bands of Indians in
treaty No. 6 who bad not accepted the provisions of the
treaty a few years ago, and were not paid, and this will
make some difference. Stili I think there are frauds
practieed on the Government in the receipt of those
annuities in the North-West. Another thing I will
mention, before 1876 the Public Estimates were made up
just as these are, when the hon. gentleman, now Minister of
the Interior, strongly insisted upon receiving a detailed
statement as to the number of the Indians in the different
treaties who were to receive annuities, and the
amount paid. Thus, in the Estimates for 1879 it was
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stated the Indians in treaties Nos. 1 and 2 were to receive
$27,000; No. 3, $15,640, &c. Now, the hon. gentleman,
instead of adhering to that rule, bas asked for a lump sum,
and the same with regard to the purchase of agrioultural
implements, provisions, payments, &c. It is very much
more difficult to follow the expense when only a lump sum
is brought down than if a detailed statement were sub-
mitted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no doubt that there
have been some frauds and some Indians paid twice. They
are very clever fellows, and some of the agents cannot
know one Indian from another, they look so much alike;
but of course these frauds will become more difficult by
degrees. True, these annuities were not so large in 1876;
but the hon. gentleman gave the reason in stating that the
Indians are coming in very largely and claiming their an-
nuities, and now the American Government are driving
British Indians who were in the United States into our
North-West and insisting that they shall not be allowed to
come back.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There were about
8,000 families receiving annuities; families of about five
persons each to judge by the amount paid.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot say; I do not
know much about the prolific qualities of the Indians.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is clear from the
vote that there is an average of about five Indians to each
family and that we are paying about $100 a family, which
is an enormous sum per se.

163. Agricultural Implements...............$23,616

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How is that enor-
mous increase going to be distributed or arranged ?

Mr. MACMILLAN. I woud like to call the attention of
the Minister to the fact that it would be desirable, in asking.
for tenders, that the articles should be inspected in Ontario
before being sent to the North-West. The inspection would
be an easy matter. Thus would be created a greater compe-
tition than at present; because compotitors object very
seriously to taking such articles to the North-West and then
having them refused. In the notices calling for tenders we1
are really advertising the lAmerican manufactures, partic-
ularly when they ask for a plough that is equal to the
John Deer Plough, Chicago. I am quite sure we can man-
ufacture as good articles as the United States, and we should
not advertise their manufactures. Besides, in advertising
for reapers, attention is called to another United States firmi,
the McCormick Manufacturing Co. We are thus holding out
inducements to peopleto believethatthey manufacture better
farm implements in the United States than in Canada. By
imspection in Ontario, and proper competition, I am positive
we could get those implements 10 to 20 per cent. cheaper
than when inspected in the North.West. The work would
not take over one week or twelve days at the outside, and
Would prevent the rejection of articles on their arrival in
that region after the payment of freight on them.

Mr. TROW. The hon, gentleman is wrong as to the
Amecrican plough, which las been made a specialty for a
quarter of a century. It is better than ours; and the soil is
80 tenacious in the North-West that an ordinary plough does

alot eean. Scarcely a farm you pass in the North-West
that you do not see one or two Canadian ploughs thrown
48ide. I think there is no harm in saying that Canadian
Ploughs are equal to that good American plough, because it
18 a particularly useful one; and if people here can make as
gOd it is right to advertise it.

9Mir. MACMILLAN. I am very much obliged to the hon.
gentleman for his views on the subject, but I happen to
have travelled as far in the North- West as he, and can
Bpeak with some little knowledge on the subject. In many
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instances, they prefer the Ontario manufacture to the John
Deer plough. All along Portage la Prairie and Brandon
ithey consider our ploughs quite as good as the John Deer.
Because the latter have had heretofore a reputation, I do
not think wa should desire to continue it as against our own
manufactures.

Mr. IESSON. The hon. member 'for South Perth (Mr.
Trow) ought to know that in the very tovn in which he
resides ploughs are made not atallinferior tothose made in the
United States. In the little town of Millbank Mr. Coveny,
a large manufacturer there, is manufacturing a similardes-
cription of ploughs, and selling them at the lowest prices.
I do not see why the Government should apply for a Deer
plough or any other plough made outside of Canada, when
we can furnish them here of the highest quality. 1

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman is asking for $12,000
more for agricultural implements than last year. No doubt
the Indians in all the various bands have been supplied
with agricultural implements, &c., which the Government
were obliged to give them under previous stipulations. I
suppose the Government are now procceding to give the
Indians implements and cattle gratuitously.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In Mr. Dewdney's report
the hon. gentleman will find the matter fully gone into. As
the Indians are now settling on the reserves, the desire is to
furnish them with implements which will remain the pro.
perty of the Government.

163. Provisions for Annuity Payments.......$43,440 07

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is really not an increase
over last year, when the expenditure was much greater than
the vote. The on. Minister of Finance and the Depart-
ment of the Interior thought that was an excessive esti-
mate, and it was cut down; but the result proved that the
local authorities were right in their estimate. Then it was
hoped that the Indians, as soon as they were settled upon
their reserves, would relieve us from this expenditure. It
is important to sec whether any portion of this expendi.
ture for provisions has been incurred in the payment being
made to the Indians who are located upon the reservation.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How many does the
hon. gentleman suppose will be added to the Indians already
in our territory from that cause ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. From 4,000 to 6000.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is he satisfied that

these are Indians who properly belong to us, and who really
had their domicile north of 49°0?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no fear but
that our own Indians will sec that those who come across
are really British Indians.

Mr. CASEY. I understood the hon. Minister to say that
a great many Indians had been rather arbitrarily forced
across thei hne into our territory, but I did not underatand.
him to mean Indians who had gone south.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are British Indiana
who may have been living south of the line for some time.

163. Supplies for destitute Indians........ $294,525 20

Mr. MILLS. That is a large item.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The original estimate

for the current year was $406,000, afterwards reduced
to $102,000. That was the estimate of last year,
which latter sum has proved to be quito inadequate
to the requirements of the service. Up to the
31st December, 1881, the ascertained expenditure was
$221,194, more than twice the amount of the reduced esti-
mate of last year. Although half a year only has elapsed
nearly as much more, it is estimated, will be required for
the approximate half year,
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Mr. MILLS. Then I must say it is pretty evident that reached $90,000, and aithough the experiment hs been two

the Indians have become pensioners upon the Public Trea- years on trial there are no resuits therefrom', nothing ade-
sury, that we are called upon to feed them, to clothe them, quate to warrant the expenditure.
and that they are doing little or nothing for themselves. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Indiana eat the
Now, I believe a barbarous population like the Indians may produce.
very easily be made wholly dependent upon the Govern- Mr MILLS. Then that shold be statei in order that
ment. I felt satisfied that that was the danger in dealing
with the Indian population of the North-West, and I think we ay arrive athacort70,000 a sto he oat oith
that the extent to which they have been provided 3indIn e e rt-e ne.
for during the past two or three years has produced 30,
àuch a condition of things that it will be Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. More than that.
very difficult to induce the Indians to devote themselves to Mr. MILLS. Whatever the number may be it ie not
industrial pursuits. I am of the opinion that the Govern- very large. No doubt if there was a white man on each re-
ment is largely responsible for this large sum. Ihave been servation working with the Indiana, showing them how to
told that in some instances the agents have told the Indians farm and at the saie time impressing upon them the fact
that if they did not hunt that they would be provided for at that they must produce food for their sustenance, much
any rate, and the Indians have become discouraged. One greater resuits would have been accompli8hed.
party wrote me that a friond of his had been offered a very
large sum if he would remain with an agent for the pur- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon,.gentleman le
pose of assisting him in feeding the Indians. He said the mietaken. The farm ie there on the reserve or just conti-
bands under him were not going out to hunt, and there gu to it. We try to get a practical farmer with an as-
would be a handsome thing in providing food for these sietant to work with the Indiana. The expectation of the
Indians. Now, it is easy to see that unless there is some Commissioner is that the Indiana will sow about 4,000 acres
stringent check upon the appropriation that is being made in the epring of 1882.
for the Indians in this way, at a great distance from the seat Mr. TROW. There is considerable force in tho remark
of Govern ment, and without any special supervision, there of the hon, gentleman for Bothwell (Mr. Mille), in reference
i s great danger that the agents may ho tempted to malap- to indulging the Indian. It would be wrong, f course, to
propriation of these funds. allow them to suifer, but they ehould h thrown on their

Mr. HIESSON. An 'agent can have nothing to do with own resources as far as possible. I have known bande of
furnishing supplies to these bands. We are driven iute a Indians to ho lounging about when tliey miglit have been
large expenditare of thie kind. We were told a year ago providin for themr elves. Last faliwe asaw them in large
that thie expenditure would go on increaIing, by nanmrs begging at points in Montana, when we counted
reason of the efforts made to induce the Indians l3 one day moie than one lundred carcases of buflalo on the
te settle down under a systent of farming. prairie.
I desire tv ascertain if the agents had control of the supplies Mr. BANNERMiAN. The hon. gentleman is speaking
ander this item. If s, it ie an anfortunate state of affairs; of the country sout h of the bondary lie, and not of our
but I undertand that the goods are furnished by contraet own territory. There ie inothingin whic the Canadians
*Mr. OASEY. At whose discretion are supplies ieeued ? compare more favorably witti the Ipeople of the United
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Iu case of apprchended States than in their treatment of theIndianse.

famine the matter is te ho deagt with on the 16. North-West Mounted Police.....s.............$413,
spot ; but the whole matter ie deait with by Mr. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thie amount is estimated
iDewdney, who lias charge of the wlole reserves. for00men inteadrite o. Thheaverage cost of a Monted
Wben the Indians are starving they have bgn Policeman and a torse, prior to 1879f was $00 per
helped, but they have been reduced to one-basf and annum. The co t durindg the carrent yearwii oe
one-quarter rations; but when thcy fuit into a state of desti- $875, whie the estimate for 182-83gje $820. The average
tutin we cannot altow them to die dr want of food. t sannua cost of an infantry soldieral the United States is
true that Iidians so long as they are fed will net work. t $,000, and of a cavalry soldier, from 1,600 to $2,000
have reason to believe that the agents as a whole, and I aap The ct per an and boise of the Mounted Police is
sure it o the case with the C mmisioner, are doing ail they $875; the pay of the orce, including the staff and gar
can, by refusing food until the bd ians are on the verge ofstar- encre, is $160,000; the vote for 1881-82, was $110,000. The
vationtenreduce the e kpense. The buifalo bas disappearedv
daring the paxt few yeare. Some few came over thinyear, p osen votoler 500fmoad5e c a r
and althouib their arrivandrlieved thuIndians,l rswaseto
rather sorry, looking te flie future, that sucli was the case, iResolutions ordered te be reported; and (at 2:55 o'clock,
as the Blackfeet, Blooda, and Piegans who had setoed on a.m.) the touse baujourned.
resorves at once returned te their nomadir habits and abane
doned the settlementv. It will occasienallyhappen that the
agents will issue food tee liberally, and the Government
munt depend on their ageutm-tb e agente advocated by HO ISE OF COMMONSw,

aon. gentlemen opposite and who are duing the work well.i an urdarcase fbuf18o2h
I do eto ear any complainte of dislonesty. One case e
ocurred i which th i agent wouid neither issue food or The Smc R teok the Chair at Three oclock.
allow the Indiand to take i, and the agent thought it wae
bettr. le sould issue it. We hope that e s lndians will ?PAYEUS.
now settie down; but Indianaare Indians, and wemuet CIVIL SERVICE.
fabmit to frequent disappointments in the way of civilizing

them. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the s.se rOlV8
Mr. MItLS. Nedouin t the Indian will bear a great de- itaelfinte Cemmittee of the WboIe te considercertain re-

gree of tarvation before they will work, and se long as thcY lutions te be embodied in Bi (No. 36) respectifg the
are certain the Governrent wil corner t their aid th y will Civil Service of Canada.
net do mach for themeelves. The maintenance eoffarm has Motion agreed t, and paoure reeolveditsoîfi-toCOmmitteO

Sir JJasL .A.ÂpDONrLDa
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(In the Committee.) Mr. CASEY. I think that is a stop in the right direction,

On resolution 1, 1 and that, indeed, the hon. Minister might go a little further.
Mr. CASEY. Is the hon. member satisfied with the I think the annual increase in pay should be more rapid in

propriety of making a per diem allowanceo? the ranks of the service, because it is while a man is in the

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. The Government will take lower ranks that he is really improving.
care to limit the time as far as possible to save expense. Amendment agreed to.

Mr. BLAKE. The possibility of travelling expenses On resolution 6,
ought not to be recognized in the case of persons named to Mr. CAS EY. I think it is during the first two or three
assist the Board. Those persons should belong to tho years of clerical service that a clerk improves in the
localities in which the examinations are held, and not knowledge of bis duties. After that time no ircroase of
require travelling expenses. salary should take place, unless ho changes to more difficuit

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I move that the words work. I would prefor that such clerks should obtain an
"exclusive of travelling expenses " be struck out in the annual increaso of $100 for three or four yoars, and after-
case of sub-examiners. wards roduce it to a lower ratio, instead of the provision of

Amendment agreed to. $50 a yoar.
Mr. CASEY. I suppose these local assistants are merelythirLthis reaon: tThrd-cla aks

to sec that the examination is fairly conducted, that theyareneaîly ayung mo whosont r basshanthos
ave nothing to do with the sending of papers.ave a number of persons dependent uponthm. The
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The papers will be sent to incroase is given in ordor that sucliclorks xay improve

the local examiners and they will come back. during soveral years, in ordor that thoy may Show them-
On resolution 2, selves worthy of promotion.
Mr. BLAKE. I think this is objectionable. It is quite Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Thehon.Ministerin

possible that the salaries of the Deputy-Heads ought not to pursuing thi course, is practically giving upprhaps th8
be all at the same figure, but I cannot perceive any reason moat important recommondation of the Civil Service Com-
whatever for the proposed discretion which is to be given mission. In the English service it has been the practice for
to the Governor in Council to determine what shall be the a considerable time to givo fair salaries to the higlir grades
salary of a Deputy-Head. The Government knows, by this of officera, and to have a purely clerical staff at low salaries,
time, what are the duties and the responsibilities of the office quite distinct from tho ordinary Civil Service. The prac-
of Deputy-Head of each Department. We ought to have a tical result of the hou. gentleman's policy will be to givosuch
statement made of what the salaries are to be. I object, clorks about $1,000 a yoar, while the Service will beflled
also, that there is no necessity for this discretion to the with a largo number of third or fourth rate mon who are of
Governor in Council, because the Government knows to-day no use excopt for purely clerical work. It would be much
as well as it ever will know what the salaries ought to be. I botter to abohish the third claqs and have them placed on a
object that it is contrary to sound principle to permit the milar footin
Governor in Council to have this discretion without reason. aI MgA E IItemp ry clef
object, further, that so far as I can judge, it is intended to give Committee to the prevailing salaries. The average salary
a latitude to the Governor in Council subsequently toi
incroase the salaries, and the salary of a Deputy-Head ought
to be a fixed sum. I would ask the hon. Minister if it is
intended that this salary shall be the sole emolument of allBranci, andin the Penitontiaries Branch, $1,362; Militia
the Deputy-Heads. At present we have a system under and Defence, $1,344; Secretary of State, $1,090;
which, in various forms, additional emoluments are paid toIDepartment of the Interior, $1,200; North-West Mounted
certain ofthe officers. Police, $1,200; Department of Indian Affaira, $1,010;

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the on. gentleman's Auditor-General, $1,150; Departmentof Finance and Treasury
objections are not well founded as to giving the Governor Bo a n and Revene, $91250;cutm,
in Council power to fix these salaries. The hon. gentleman Mavin an d PstOffie9 ricultr, $1.084;
miust see that by this Bill, tho minimum and maximum d4;Pbi ek,140 tiwyMus So hatbyths Bl art e nmmadmxmr and Canals, 81,580. Many of those salaries are paid for
salaries for these Deputy-Heads are fixed for this year. pu
The Governor in Council will have no right to increase e trey eraw rsuha ofyilttesand docu-
salaries for this year, because we have no money voted te mon. at heoleam tof Milith a ee
enable us to go beyond the maximum. But in the future, salary is $1,334, the lowost salaries being $600 te $8QO.
should the Governor in Council think that a salary is not suffi- It is evidont the country is paying some officers more than
cient, thon they would have to ask Parliament for a veof they are worth, whie probably som' of thohigher officers
money to increase the salary; therefore the whole thing is are nt paid enougi. The worst fýattire of the Bil is that
in the hands of Parliament. The same rule will hold as to all
oLhhr salaries. These provisions are not new, they are the j reposes te continue this system instead of adopting that
Provisions of the present law. Not a single dollar abewhich prevails in England. I discussed the matter W

P~oisins f te peset lw. et sigledolar~eaubuthe Chairman of the British Committe once or twiee, and 1
added to a salary without the previ<fus sanction of Parliament. îearnt frem him the great saving which had taken place in
In answer to the hon. gentleman's question, I may say that England, and I regret the same has net been adopted here.
no additional emolument of any kind will be given to these rt
officers, whose maximum salaries shall not excoed $4,00J. LIserecîly cl that it as ho introducedthat i

Mr. MACKE NZIE. What is to be done with those who ought te bu introduced, and that it would Serve an exeellent
are above 84,000 now? purpose and enable us te do full justice te those classes L

Sir H1ECTOR LANGEVIN. There is a provision in the have referred te as being absolutely necessary in every
B1ill by which the position of the present officers shaîl Department-tose pessessing the higher grade ofdtieo
not be disturbed. and the higher average of intelligence te perform them.

On resolution 5,
Sir HEoTOR LANGEVeSiruHECTOR LANGEVIN. I think tht by tsiEnTORA NGEVho IN. I would a that the measure wwilobtain asgoo a cans t o meffleu

Wo)rd " replaced by the word 1nnu4l." wouldbave had under the previus system ; bt I think tio
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average will not increase so fast as under the existing
system, bocause now we have four classes instead of three,I
while the time a man may remain in a classi
is five years, by this measure the time fixed for
the third class would be twelve years, Of course, an officer
may be promoted from one class to another if there is a
vacancy, and he is fit for it, and he bas passed his examin-
ation. The increase from $400 to 8 1,000 will be slow; as
it is by steps of $50 a year, it will take twelve years to
reach that maximum, so that if a young man enters the
service at eighteen he will be thirty before he gets $1,000,
and if ho enters at twenty-two he will be thirty-four. I
think 81,000 would not be an excessive salary for a man at
that age, after spending that time in the public service.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The bon, gentle-
man misapprehends our point. We say that it would be
much better not to have any third class at all. If he
likes he could admit a man into the second class, reducing
the minimum salary and allowing them to work their way
up. I am sure that that would add materially to the effi-
ciency of the service within a few years. We do not want
to bring into the service a class of mon, respectable enough,
but of very mediocre ability, who would regard $1,000 as a
very handsome salary. We want to secure men for the
highest class of whom something can be made, and we
would better the service considerably if we adopted the
scale of salaries that the lon. gentleman proposes, because
it would not allow him to give fair salaries to those who
deserved them.

Mxr.BLAKE. I do not think the hon. gentleman's argument
is sound with reforence to those classes of officers wbo attain
the maximum efficiency in two or three years, and who can-
not rise any higher except by fitting themselves for what
you may call the more intellectual classes of the service. I
think the Commission demonstrated the fact that a large
proportion of the whole work is of a routine, clerical,
mec haiiical character, and they suggest that every man who
is simply a good writer, and nothing more, ought to have
eight or ton years in which to reach a salary of $1,000. It
is not our experience of that class of persons that they earn
any more, and why should they in the Civil Service? I
should be sorry to say that writers should not have the
opportunity of promotion in common with others in their
ranks; but I think it is a mistake to perpetuate au error by
which, as the Commissioners ail agree, there is a culmina-
tion in the higher classes of the highest salaries irrespective
of the work performed by the great bulk of the service.

Mr. CASEY. I agree very strongly with the remarks
of the hon. members who have just spoken. I think, if there
is an increment at all it should be the most rapid in the
lower grades. It is important too that there should be an
opportunity afforded for the promotion of those who display
a special aptitude for certain of the higher classes of work,
as recommended by the Commissioners ; a system which
gives regular annual increases of salary to oeficers so long as
they do not misconduct themselves is utterly ruinous to the
system, and unfair to those who display special abili ty in the
performance of their work. The Civil Service should be
regarded as any other profession in which the highest
salaries should go to those who display the highest merit.
This may be done by employing a considerable number of
non-promotable, temporary writers, such as are employed in
En gland, and reserving the prizes of the service for those
who display ability in the discharge of their duties.
I notice from the returns that a number of clerks who were
appointed several years ago, between 1873 and 1875, have
not yet been promoted from the third class, and have not
yet received any of the annual increase of $50. I would
like to know whether they will be placed as receiving the
salary they ought to have received, and whether the arrears
of increases will be paid to them.

Sir HEoTo3 L&NGzViN.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not able to answer
that, but the policy of the Government is to preserve to the
officers in the service the rights they have now. Besides,
there will be some weeks before the law can bo put into
force, and during that time the Governmont may see what
the rights of those officers are.

Mr. BLAKE. I wisb to observe, with reference to the
marine mail clerk, that I do not see what there is in our
situation to render it important that we-should preserve a
class of officers which is not preserved by any other country.
fails for Europe are leaving New York every day, and I
believe none of them are accompanied by mail clerks.
What reason can there be for our retaining permanently,
for that fraction of the mails which goes by the Canadian
linos, these marine clerks, when we know that the great
bulk of the correspondence is carried by other linos without
them?

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. If the fion. gentleman will
allow the resolution to go, when we come to the third read-
ing of the Bil, I shall be able to obtain from the Post Office
iDepartment the reason why this is done.

Mr. BLAKE. I have received, as I suppose every other
hon. member has, a statement with reference to the railway
mail clerks. May I ask whether the hon. gentleman has
considered their position, or whether the original plan
romains unaltered by the proposai now made.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I myself received a state-
ment from some of these officers, who are very deserving,
but the Post Office Department, which I consulted, are of
opinion that third-class clerks should romain. The proposal
of the railway mail clerks, so far as I recollect, was that
there should be only two classes, so that the salaries would
be higher at the beginning, and they might advance sooner
than at present. The Post Office Department, however, is
of opinion that the present salaries are sufficient, because
there are certain additions given for extra work such as
night work.

Resolutions agreed to and reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, moved

resolve itself into Committee of the
(No. 35) respecting the Civil Service of

that the House
Whole on Bill

Canada.
Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Con-

mittee.
(In the Committee.)

On clause 44,
Mr. CASEY. 1 think the power to grant leave of absence

for twelve months, for any other reason except sickness, is
not well founded.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Iam of a differont opinion.
Mr. CASEY. What other reason can you give?
Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. An officer may have a very

important case in England, France or Germany, and will
requiro leave of absence. Of course, the Governor in

Council will have to provide for a successor to be paid out
of the salary of that officer.

On clause 45,
Mr. CASEY. In regard to this power of suspensiofl, I

am not in favor of putting too much power in the bands of
the Deputy-Hlead, though the initiative should be taken by
him, as he is more directly in contact with the clerks and
knows best their conduct and deserts. I think this power
should be primarily in the hands of the Deputy-Heads rather
than with the responsible or political Heads who will know
little about the clerks. This change would remove a great
deal of trouble from the hon. Minister's shoulders, and
relieve him of the suspicion of suspending any one through
personal or political motives. The hon. Minister need not
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shake his head and sneer at that remark, because we are
told distinctly by the Commissioners that clerks have been
continued in office, unpunished for misconduct, purely for
political reasons. Some clerks enjoying the friendship of
the Government can act as they please, regardless of the
Deputy-Heads. The power of discipline should be in the
hands of the men most interested in its maintenance and in
the good working of the various offices.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The principle proposed by
the clause is not a false one. Surely the Head of a
Department should have the right to suspend an officer
himself, without begging the co-operation or assistance of
the Deputy-Head.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. But the Deputy-Head cannot
suspend except his principal ho absent.

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. Certainly not. If the
Ilead is absent the Deputy has to administer the Department,
and if ho finds an officer misbehaves himself ho may sus-
pend him and report to the Head his action and the reasons
therefor. It will ho for the Head thon to consider the pro-
per final action.

Mr. CASEY. Of course, in such extreme cases as per.
sonal insolence on the part of a clerk, suspension should ho
exercised by the Head of the Department; but in ordinary
cases the power should rest with the Deputy-HFIead. I sup-
pose while he is present in the office, if insulted, the
Deputy-Head must come and ask the Head if ho can sus-
pend the officer ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Why not?
Mr. CASEY. Because in many cases where the Deputy-

Head has asked the suspension of a clerk, the political Head
has refused on political grounds. The power of enforcing
descipline should be in the hands of the Deputy-lead,
whether the political Head is prosent or not.

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. It is the first time I have
heard of the Head of a Department acting in that way.

Mr. CASEY. Instances were given in evidences before
my Committee. With regard to the fines mentioned in the
sub-section, one day's pay is a very trifling penalty.

Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. No; the burden of the
punishment will consist in the shame cast upon the offender.

On clause 46,
Mr. BLAKE. There may ho cases in which additional

remuneration should be paid to a Deputy-Head, but it ought
to be specially stated in the Estimates that a surm is voted
for such remuneration, so that Parliament may know to
what officer the rnoney is given.

Sir HECTIOR LANGEVIN. That is the intention, and
to make it more clear I would suggest adding the words:
"for that special purpose " to the clause.

Mr. BLAKE. The third sub-section may be construed to
mnean that an officer who has obtained leave of absence to
attend to his private business during three months or more,
may continue drawinz- his full salary, while a junior officer,'
who performs his work, will receive additional salary. The
clause should be altered to prevent any such construction.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon, gentleman is right-,
I would suggest that "through illness " should be substituted
or " or by illness."

Amendment agreed to.

On clause 47,
Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN moved to insert the words
including the office of the Auditor-General " after the

Words " there shall be kept in each Department."'
Amendment agreed to.

On clause 49,
ir. COSTIGAN. It appears that, under this Act, second.

class clerks will be entitled to only a biennial allowance,
while first-class got an annual allowance of $50.

Sir HECTOR LANG'îVIN. That is changed now,
and second-class clerks get an annual allowance.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I suppose it is the intention that the
clerks in the Department may continue to receive the
emoluments they now receive notwithstanding the passing
of this Act.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I stated just now that the
position of an officer is not changed, in so far as ho receives
emoluments.

On clause 51,
Mr. BLAKE. This, I observe, is a sort of amendment of

the Superannuation Act, and perhaps the hou. Minister will
explain the changes proposed,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is an improvement on
the Act. To-day, the Treasury Board makes an enquiry,
but it is not bound to make it as fully as is bore prescribed.
For example, an officer in a Department becomes old or
unfit for work by reason of paralysis or accident, and it is
in the interest of the Department that ho should be superan-
nuated. The Head of the Department so reports to Council.
The case is referred to tho Treasury Board, and that Board
reports that the officer has been so many years
in the service, that ho is in a certain position,
and that bis superannuation would amount to so
much per annum. Thon the first thing the
Treasury Board would look into would be whether the per-
son proposed to be superannuated was eligible and within
the Act, and thon whether lis superannuation would result
in benefit to the service and be in the public interest. There
is a guarantee here. After the Minister las reported the
Treasury Board may find that the Head of the Department
was not cognizant of certain facts with which they were
acquainted, and they were therefore in a position to say
whether they would recommend bis superannnation or not,
because it might be found, by obtaining an additional medi-
cal certificate, it might appear that the officer would recover
after a short period.

Mr. BLAKE. I know there havo been great abuses in
connection with the Superannuation Act, and anythirg that
would tend to remove abuses would be desir'able; but this
proposal in its practical operation will not be very different
from the existing law. Enquiry is made at present by the
Treasury Board. There have been cases in whieh it has
been difficult to understand upon what principle the super-
annuation bas been directed. I wish to reter to another
point in connection with this question. One of
the greatest abuses that bas resultcd from the sytem
of superannuation las been in the addition of yofus
to the ton years' clause. The addition is not, as a rule, bast d
on tho services the officer las rendered. The law does not
contemplate that. The law contemplatea that the addition
shall be made in the case of those who enter the service
late by reason of special qualifications existing, which could
not be acquired by those of younger years. Motives of
compassion often decide these cases, as the hon. Minister
will find, if ho enquires, irrespective of special or particular
qualifications. I would suggest that the Treasury Board
should decide when such an officer is appointed, whether
an additional number of years shall be added, and if so, how
many; as I believe that would largely do away with the
abuses which undoubtedly occur under the ton years' clause.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As the hon. gentlemàn will
see that his remarks do not apply to the inside service, and
with regard to other officers, I think it is a great deal
better to leave the particular cases to be decided when they
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come, especially as the number of such cases is exceedingly
small. I know I attend the meetings of Council tolerably
regular, and I am not aware they have granted an
aciditional nurnber of yeairs in more than two or three cases.
Not only must the offLer show that he comes with special
qualifications, but he must show by his actual services that
he is entitled to the additional number of years. I think
the hon. gentleman will see that the carrying out of his
suggestion would involve more danger from political pres-
sure, and so on, than exists under the present system.

On clause 53,
Mr. CASEY. If this report is to be made at all similar

to the report of the English Civil Service Commission, it
should include copies of the examination papers, so that
Parliament and the public might be able to judge what sort
of test the candidates were subjected to. The examination
papers of the U niversity of Toronto, the Normal Schools,
and of every examining body, are published, and there is no
reason why these papers should not be brought down, but
strong reason why they should.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These papers, like all other
papers in the Departments, will be always at the call of
Parliament, on the motion of any hon. member.

Mr. CASEY. It is very important that they should be
brought down as part of this report, because they are the
most essential feature of it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will meet the hon. gentle-1
man's suggestion by adding the words at the end of the 24th
line, "copy of the examination papers."

On clause 54,
Mr. CASEY. I would like to suggest an addition to sub-

section 2. I think we should know what dismissals have
taken place during the year, as well as what appointments
and promotions.

Sir HEC TOR L INGEVIN. I do not think so. Why
should you destroy the prospects of a man who may have
misbehaved and been dismissed, by parading bis name
before Parliament and the country ? 1 think we do well
not to give the names of those dismissed, or the reasons for
their dismissals, and, for my part, I will not consent to
change that.

Mr. CASEY. I think it is absolutely necessary that the
public should know why their servants are dismissed. The
hon. gentleman takes refuge behind the cry of compassion
for dismissed officers. I say it is just as often in justice to
the man himself that we should have the reason of bis
dismissal.

Sir HEÇTOR LANGEVIN. In this case, if the lon.
gentleman thinks it is an injustice to an officer, he will come
with a motion to Parliament, on the subject. I remember
some years ago a gentleman, not now in Parliament, put a
motion on the paper, asking information for such a purpose.
He was a friend of the officer, who was no friend of mine.
I went to hfin next day, and said: "lere are the papers, if
you wish them, but if made public they will destroy that
man." He looked at the paper:, thanked me, and withdrew
his motion. If the hon. gentleman opposite will take the
responsibility of asking for papers in any particular case, he
may get them.

Mr. CASEY. Papers have been refused myself in certain
cases, on the ground that they would injure the man, when
it was my conviction that the production ot the papers,
instead of injuring,would have removed any unjust accusation
under which he lay. The Government dismisses persons
for improper reasons, and then takes advantage of this cry,
that the production of the papers would injure the officials,
when, in reality, they fear it would burt themselves. It is
absolutely necessary for Parliament, as men are liable to be

Sir EaCTo LANGEVIN.

improperly dismissed, to know all the facto of the case.
There has been too much working in the dark in respect to
the Civil Service, which has been regarded as the concern
of the Government, and not the concern of the public. Yo
cannot create a stronger incentive to a man to be honest,
supposing ho has dishonest intentions, than establishing a
rule that bis dismissal, and the reasons for it, shall be
published throughout the country. For instance, a man
who has swindled the Government ought to have his
character exposed to the country.

Bill reported.
Mr. BLAKE. Is it the intention of the hon. gentleman

to move the third reading to-morrow ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman pro.

fers to wait until Monday, I should be satisfied.
Mr. BLAKE. I think I would. So far as I am con-

cerned, there will be no debate on it of any length; but it
is possible I may have an observation or two to make, and
a motion to record on the principle of the Bill.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills (from the Senate) were severally in-
troduced and read the first time:-

Bill (No. 151), to define the rights in certain cases to
assault, wound or kill certain prisoners.-(Sir John A.
Maedonald.)

Bill (No. 152), respecting bridges over navigables waters,
constructed under the authority of Provincial Acts.-(Sir
Hector Langevin.)

GENERAL PORT WARDENS' ACT.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
120) to amend the General Port Wardens' Act, 1874.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman explain the
measure.

Mr. McLELAN. As I explained, when the subject was
before the Heuse before in the form of a resolution, the
object of this Bill is to provide that when a consignee can-
not be found, the Port Warden shall take charge of the
property until the owner or consignee can be discovered.
Also, that the Port Warden may have the power to appoint
a deputy in case of absence.

Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. This Bill gives the Port Warden power, in
the case when the consignee cannot be found, to initiate pro-
ceedings so as to avoid loss or damage to the parties
interested in the vessel or cargo; but does not say how far
he may go, whether he may carry those proceedings to their
conclusion.

Mr. McLELAN. He is to perform all the acts thit
would have been performed by the consignee or owner.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I can scarcely coneive of a
case where there will be no consignee. I asked the hon.
Minister the other day if ho knew of any such case. If such
a case has occurred this provision of course might be made.

Mr. MeLELAN. That same power is given to the Port
Wardens of Quebec and Montreal, and this Bill will make it
apply generally.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I suppose it is intended that
the Port Warden shall be responsible for the action of bis
deputy. To make this clear, I think the words " shal be
responsible for the eendoet of is Deputy" shaould be
inserted.
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Mr. McLELAN. I think the Bill is clear as it is; but I

have no objection to the amendment.
Amendment agreed to and Bill reported, read the third

time and passed.

MARINE TELEGRAPH.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reading
of Bill (No. 127) to make further provision regarding the
incorporation of a company to establish a marine telegraph
between the Pacifie coast of Canada and Asia, and for
repealing the provisions of any Act inconsistent therewith.
He said: When I introduced this Bill the other day, I had
the intention of asking the House to allow this Bill to go
to a second reading, and to adopt, not only the first, but also
the second clause, giving exclusive right for twenty years.
The fact is, we incorporated this Company last Session to
establish a cable across the Atlantic, and also one across the
Pacific Ocean. That Company, up to very lately, seemed to
have stirred very little about organizing and raising their
capital. From time to time the rumor came that the
Company was succeeding in obtaining their capital, and so
on. I do not want to. say anything in disparagement of the
Company, because if they can raise the capital so much the
better. As the Session proceeds, I intend asking the House
to adopt this first clause, giving an extension oftime to this
Company of twelve months, and I will drop a few of the
other clauses.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course that removes one of the great
objections of this Bill. But the hon. Minister bas not given
us any information as to how it happons that the Company,
which is under this peculiar favor, bas not made any pro-
gress either. It las not even been incorporated, and the
hon. Minister has had no opportunity yet of exercising that
power which, under very exceptional circumstances, we gave
to the Governor in Council to incorporate the Company,which
was promoted by Mr. Fleming. Now, is it the case that
that Company will not proceed unless its promoters obtain
exclusive rights ? Is it the case that they abstain from
procuring their incorporation because they have not
exclusive rights, and that they are waiting to see whether
this other Company will succeed, and if it does succeed they
will not go on, and if it does not succeed, they will come
here next Session and ask for an exclasive right because the
others have failed ?

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. BLAKE. That would rather seem to be the case

from the hon. Minister's statement. It would seem as if
the promoters of the Act are not themselves advancing
until they obtain an obnoxious privilege, which the hon.
Minster was about to propose to give them this Session. I
think we are entitled to know, since a public Bill bas been
proposed in the interest of certain promoters, what progress
they have made, what expectation they have of proceeding
during the recess to do those things which have not yet
been done. We are the more entitled to know it, because
when this Bill was introduced we enquired whether there
had ùeen any correspondence at all, and the answer was
there had been none, and in consequence there is nothing to
show that the present extension of time will be availed of.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The reason why the incor-
porators have not proceeded are those I gave last Session
when I proposed the Bill, namely, that there is no chance
for two companies to succeed in that way. If one Company
does not succeed in raising their capital the other Company
'will try and see if they can do botter. The fact is, that.
when Mr. Fleming asked for his charter last year we had
nO idea this other Company would ask for rights in the
Pacifie Ocean. The rights that had been given in their
Bill was only for the purpose of laying a cable across the;1
Atlantic, therefore any other company could ask I
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for privileges on the Pacifie Ocean, and Mr.
Fleming asked that he might be incorporated for
that purpose. From the energy Mr. Fleming has
displayed already, I have no doubt he will prosecute his
undertaking. When the other Company was incorporated and
promised us such great results, of course Mr. Fleming was
justified in hesitating about raising another Company while
the first Company was supposed to le able to
raise the capital and go on at once. He told
me himself that had the other Company failed, he did not
think that would prevent him from going on. At that
time he had obtained certain powers for the landing of a
cable in Japan, and other attempts were made by hirm to
obtain privileges elsewhere, but this other Company being
in the field and boing known as desirous to raise capital,
Mr. Fleming did not think that he should attempt the same
thing, and deceive those that were trusting i n him by trying
to raise capital that might not be used aftern urds. Under
these circumstances, he was not able to go on, and we
ask Parliament to give him another twelve months so that
during that time things may shape themselves better, and
if the other Company does not raise their capital he will try
his hand at it, which, however, does not mean that he will
ask any more privileges. From the attention that has been
called to these schemes, he might then be able to raise capital
and work the Asiatic cable without asking any privilege of
Parliament; but if he requires the privilege, of course Par.
liament may grant it or refuse it. At all events, I do net
think we should refuse hin the twelve months extension.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The hon. gentleman says that
the fact of this Company being incorporated has had the
effect of deterring Mr. Fleming from going on. May it not
aise ho the case that the Act passed last year in favor of
Mr. Fleming was the reason this Company did not go on ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Fleming was the first
in the field, and when the other Company came to Parlia.
ment they changed their scheme, and asked not only for
privileges on the Atlantic, but for the privilege of laying an
Asiatie cable. What they asked for, in the first place, was
an Atlantic cable and nothing else.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Ido not sounderstand it. It was
contemplated to extend the lines beyond the Atlantic when
the petition was presented, and it was so stated by the hon.
member for Ottawa (Mr Currier). Why did not Mr. Fleming
make the application for a charter in the ordinary way ?
Why did the Government not take charge of the Bill and save
him the fee of $200. It seems to me that, both last year and
this year, Mr. Fleming should have stood in the same position
as any private person applying for an Act of incorporation,
No reason has been given why the Governmentshould have
taken such an interest in Mr. Fleming's project. I under-
stand that this is a bonafide Company, and they are taking
measures to have the work prosecuted. I am not opposed to
the extension of time for twelve months, but Mr. Fleming
should, like an ordinary individual, have proceeded in the
usual way to obtain a charter of incorporation.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee,
reported, and read the third time and passed.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
196. Post Office........... ......... $2,018,900

Mr. MACKENZIE. I desire some information in regard
to the increase in Ontario.

'Ur. O'CONNOR. It is due te increased mileage and
the extra trains. Some of the extra mileage is on the Port
Dover and Lake Euron Railway. Thon on the Great Western
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we have to provide for the probable increase of service
on account of additional trains, and the same with regard to
the Canada Southern, Northern and North Western, Credit
Valley and the Grand Junction. Thore is an increase of
$10,000 in the ordinary land conveyance, to provide for
additional routes and the cost of additional services. Then
there is an increase of $4,000,for mail bags, locks, princi-
pally owing to our having had to return the American
bags, which were formerly in use. In Ontario, there is an
increase of the salaries in clerks, and one additional clerk
in Ontario, making in all $4,000, the increase
being necessary on account of additional work,
owing to the constant increase of correspondence.
There will probably be an increase of the clerks and letter
carriers in the city post offices. Then we have to provide
for the increase of the postal business, which will
probably demand more supervision, and there are other
increases of a miscellaneous character.

Mr. MILLS. I sent a petition to the hon. Minister ask-
ing for the establishment of a post office near the boundary
between Kent and Bothwell, on the line of stage from
Thamesville to Dresden. I have received no communica-
tion with regard to it, and I would like to know whether
any action has been taken.

Mr. O'CONNOR. I have no recollection of the petition,
but I dare say it is being dealt with by the deputy.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I observe that, under
the head of Ontario-though I do not see why it should
appear under that head-that there is apparently an increase
of $4,000 for ocean mail clerks. I would like to know what
the hon. gentleman proposes to do with respect to that
branch of the service.

Mr. O'CONNOR. That charge has heretofore been made
against the Province of Quebec, but now it will be divided
between Ontario and Quebec.

Mr. BLAKE. The charge is one which would not appear.
to belong to either Ontario or Quebec alone, or to both of
them.

Mr. O'CONNOR. It has to go somewhere.
Mr. BL AK . Yes, but it belongs to the service gener-

ally. I would like to ask what is intended to be the per-
manent policy of the Government with reference to this
branch of post office expenditure. I pointed out a while
ago the fact that, so far as I know, ours is the only country
which incurs these expenses for ocean mail clerks.
The mails between England and the United States
and between Europe and America generally, with
the exception of - those on the Canadian mail
lne, are not sorted at the expense of the country.
Their sorting proceeds at either end of the journey, and we
know that the necessary arrangements are made for very
expeditions transport and sorting of the mails. At what-
ever period of the transportation this work is done, it is
not, so far as I know, with reference to the vast bulk of the
mail matter that passes from Europe to America, done on
the journey, and I do not understand why it is proposed
that we should be permanently saddled with this extra
cost.

Mr. O'CONNOR. All I know is that this estimate has
been taken for a long time, and that it is continued. I do
not know of any change of policy on the subject. With
regard to what is done on board the boats, I am told that
the clerks are busily engaged during all the voyage in
making up the mails.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, I believe a considerable amount of
work is done by clerks; but I say that, so far as I know, it
is work that is done ashore with reference to the great bulk 1
of the European and American mail matter. If the hon. g
gentleman has not been informed as to the advantages 1

Mr. O'ÇoWNop.

derived from continuing this item of expenditure, which is
not incurred by England or the United States, he will
perhaps be able to give us some information on concurrence.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When this matter was
under discussion in connection with the Civil Sorvice
Bill, I stated to the hon. gentleman that I would
enquire of the Department, and be able to give
him an answer at the next stage. I have had
no time to confer with the Department since then, but
he may rest assured that at the next stage of the Civil
Service Bill, I shall be able to tell him why this system has
been continued, and also whether he is correct with regard
to other countries.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is an illustration of the
advantages of occasional changes of Govornment. The hon.
gentleman, who is so extremely anxious to save this expen-
diture and to obtain information on this point, was content
for five years, without a murmur, to vote this same estimate
to the Government which he supported, and I believe that
this is the first time that this estimate has been attacked.
Now, it appears to me that the fact that the mails are
carried in a different way between Canada and Great Britain
by the Canadian lines of steamers from what they are
carried by the United States steamers may have a reason
for it. The hon. gentleman knows that a subsidy is paid
for the conveyance of the Canadian mails, while in the
United States there is no subsidy. I shallh be greatly
surprised to find that the same method, which obviously
facilitates the distribution of mail matter to such a great
extent, is not followed in connection with the transmission
of the mails from the United States to Great Britain. I
know that the mail clerks are almost constantly
engaged during the entire voyage in distributing the mail
matter, and if that work were all required to be done after
the arrival of the mails, it would entail a great deal of delay
in the distribution, and defeat the increasing desire felt by
the general public for the greatest possible dispateh in the
transmission of mail matter. The reason for the adoption
of the system, as practised in Canada under the late Gov-
ernment without a question, or a surmise that it was pos-
sible in the public interest to save anything in this regard,
is, I think, based on such obvious advantages as to commend
it to the judgment of the House.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken in think-
ing this to be the first time that this item has been referred
to. I brought this matter to the attention of the Govern-
ment when I was a supporter of it, though not in the
House, and expressed the views I now express. The
observation of the hon. gentleman does not meet the case.
There is a difference, it is true, between the mode in which
we remunerate our ships for the carriage of the mails, and
the mode in which the great bulk of the ships are remuner-
ated. We pay a great deal more than what is involved in
this particular item.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Minister of Rail-
ways,asusual, is quite mistaken. Irecollect that this question
was brought before the House, and that the thon Postmaster-
General stated that the service would be gradually discon-
tinued. Now, I find that, in 1878, only $5,000 was asked for
this service, but these two votes together are $6,500, show-
ing that the policy then intimated, to the bestof myrecollec-
tion, by my hon. friend the late Postmaster-General, appears
not to have been persevered in, but to have been reversed.
As the hon. gentleman is anxious to remind us of what
happened on our side while in office, I may remind himand
the House of the extraordinary attacks that used to be uade
on my hon. friend by the hon. gentlemen opposite for the
enormous expenditure on this service. Now, in 1878, we
required $1,760,000 for it, but the present Postmiaster-Gen'
eral $2,018,000, besides, probably, Supplementary Estimates,
being an increase of nearly $260,000. This is a very clear
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proof of the renarkable alteration in the views of the hon.
Minister of Railways since he entered office. There may be
some reason for part of this increase, and there may be this
reason also, that hon. Ministers are not careful in their
expenditures and not anxious to check items like those.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no service that Par-
liament is called upon to provide for, perhaps, which it
provides for so cheerfully as this service, and there is none
that it is so anxious to see increase. What I crit:cised with
some sharpness, perhaps, when sitting on the opposite side
of the House, was the great difference between the expendi-
ture and the revenue. The more we expend on the Post
Office the better, provided we get the money back; and,
notwithstanding the great increase in the postal accommo-
dation of the country, it is given at less cost than formerly.
The deficit at present is less than that of the late Govern-
ment, and the hon. gentleman will find that there was not
that same reason for the close examination of the accounts
that existed formerly.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. The deficit the last
year was $555,000. I do not think in our last year of office
it was any greater-probably it was not quite so great,
although that does not affect the explanations of the Post-
master General on the subject.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The annual deficit was less
from 1879 to 1881, than during the four years previous to
1878; and for the present year, judging from the receipts so
far, I think there will be $100,000 in excess of the estimates,
showing that the deficit is likely to be much less than last
year and the year before. The increased business will, of
course, necessarily increase the expenditure, as most of the
postmasters are paid a percentage on the revenue, as much
as 4Ô per cent.

Mr. RINFRET. Before this item is passed, I would like
to ask the Government whether it has decided upon giving
the parish of St. Flavien a daily mail. Some time ago, I
made this enquiry of the Government, and the hon. Minister
of Public Works replied, that the matter was under consi-
deration. Has the Government come to any decision ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention was te give
the matter a favorable consideration, should it be found
practicable. I do not yet know what additional amount will
be required. If the thing is possible, and if it is within the
limits of the attributes of the Department to alter the line
ordinarily followed by the mails, I feel convinced that it
will be granted. I cannot give the hon. member an answer
to-day, but I will make a note of the matter, and will proba-
bly be able to do so Monday or Tuesday next.

Mr. RINFRET. The parish of St. Flavien is situated
close to the Grand Trunk Railway, and the mails might
easily be transported daily by that road. It is a very
Important parish, and I think that it is the only one in the
county that receives mails twice a week only.

Mr. DAWSON. Bofore the item passes i would draw
the attention of the Government to a part of the country
where the mail service is not very efficient, not from any
fanult of the Post Office Department, but probably from cir-
eurstances over which it ha3 no control, and that is in the
carriagdeof the winter mails between Parry S-rund and the
Island of Manitoulin, and along the north shore of Lake
Huron. The mails are often very much delayed, and peti-
tions were sent to Parliament and to the Govern-
ment this winter complaining that they had been
over a month without mails. Of course, it arises
fr'Om the circumstances of the case. There is no winter
road along the Georgian Bay, and the mails have
1 0w to be carried, as they were halfa century ago, on men's
backs and with dog-sleds. I think this Government should
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enter into communication with the Government of Ontario,
to get a winter road along the Georgian Bay, from Parry
Sound up to Killarney. It would not be a work of great
expense, and it would greatly facilitate the carriage of the
mails. We have now east of Sault Ste. Marie and in Algoma,
a population of 12,000; and there is not another instance in
the whole history of the colonies, of 12,000 people having
their mails carried on dog sleds during winter. I hope that
some botter system will be devised for next winter. Of
course, we know that when the railroads, including the
Canadian Pacifie, are completed up to Spanish River, alt
this difficulty will vanish; but something should be doue in
the meantime to remedy the evil.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have to notice and protest against the
statement of the hon. Finance Minister, in comparing the
expenditure previous to 1879 with the expenditures since
that year. Under the late Administration a great many
changes were made tending to reduce for a time the income
even if the business had continued as large, if there had
been no general business depression; but some of those
changes were very important. There was the reduction in
the charge on letters, and on the rate of postage between
Canada and the United States, and other changes all
calculated for the time to reduce the revenue, and all, after
a time, to increase very much the business of the
Post Office. These changes, including the reduction
in postage, have led to an incroase of the revenue.
There was aiso, of course, an improvement in business
generally, which led to a larger business being done through
the Post Office. The position of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways is untenable. He would have it that the accommoda-
tion given to the public must be limited, if the revenue from
the IPost Office itself is not nearly sufficient to cover
expenditure. That is net the principle on which we
proceeded, and it is not fair to say that at any particular
period there was room for complaint, because the expendi.
ture did bear the same proportion to income that it did
at some other period. I presume there is nowhere too
much accommodation given to any portion of the people.
Once you croate a post office it must necessarilybe sustained,
whether the times be good or bad, whether, owing tochanges
in business, there be an increase or decrease in the mail
receipts. I think the late Government acted very properly
on that principle, and very properly increased the accom-
modation to the publie in various ways. To day, notwith-
standing the increase in business, there las not been any
increase in the post office accommodation in the North-
West, yet the deficit last year was quite as large as the last
year of the late Administration. The hon. Minister of
Railways has no right to try and cover up the facts by a
system of averages which does not apply in this particular
case. The changes were made in the earlier years of the
late Administration, and were only producing their beneficial
effect in the latter year of that Administration and during
the term of the present Administration.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I quito agree with the hon.
gentleman from Gloucester as to the benefit teobe derived
from increased accommodation. My attention was drawn
to the large increase in the postal service; and in the Post-
master General's report for the past year, I found the fol-
lowing statement, which accounts for a large proportion of
the increase referred to by the hon. member for Contre
Huron. The country postmasters, who were left for quite a
number of years during the late Administration without
receiving any increase, have, daring the present Adminis-
tration, had their salaries readjusted in proportion to the
work done. In 1877, the country postmasters of Ontario
received $180,493; in 1881 they received $230,779. In
1877, the~country postmasters of Quebec received $59,201;
in 1881 they received $68,758. In 1877, the postmasters of
Nova Scotia received ,41,329; in 1881 they reeived
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g46,061. In 1817, the postmasters of New Brunswick ment have reaped from the new system Of doubling the
received $25,614; in 1881 tbey received $29,863. In price of the post office boxes. I know it has been a serions
1877, the postmasters of Manitoba received $1,339; in inconvenience te many citizens. fas it increased the
1881, they received $5,255. In 1877, the postmasters of revenue?
British Columbia received $4,205; in 1881 they received Mr. O'CONNOIR. I cannot say whether it las or net.
$5,046. In 1877, the postmasters of Prince Edward Island There bas been no return yet made on that subjeet. The
received $3,814; in 1881 they received $5,449. This is for change was made during the incumbeney cf my prede-
the country postmasters alone; the difference in these two 1essor.
years amounts to about $75,000. No one will say they Mr.CASGIIN. I would hke to Cai the attention Of
are not well entitled to the increase they have receivod, and
which was based entirely on the amount of work done and ha
the mail matter that went through each office. since the post office boxes have been increased, the lettersare now distributed very late. When we paid $1.50 for a

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What steps have box we received oui letters early in the day, now we are
been taken to remedy complaints as to insufficierit postal paying $4 to $6, and we get oui letters very late.
accommodation at Winnipeg ? I am aware that owing to the
influx of population there, the present provision can hardly te the Postmaster General to say whether the rumor is wel
be expected to be sufficient, but the complaints which have or ill-founded, which States that tho uniforms for the letter-
reaehed me, both from private and public sources, are carriers in severai chies and towns of the Dominion have
both numerous and loud. been iiportcd ready made from Great Britain.

Mr. O'CONNOR. The clerks in the offices there have Mr.O'COOR. There has beenagreatdealsaid about
been larely increased; seven or eight experienced clerks that malter, but the rumor is altogether unfounded. Tho
have been sent from Ontario and Quebec up there. Besides uniforms are made in this country, thougi others have
that letter boxes have been established in various parts of contended that it would bo botter Vo import them.
the city, and letter-carriers have also been increased in order Mr. ROSS (Dundas>. I desire te bring Vo the notice of
to relieve the office.to relieve ~the iie h on. the Postmaster General eue or two matters that

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. the Finance Minister should daim lis attention. In some country post offices, the
be good enough to give the figures which ho said bore out postmaster gels only a salary of $10 fer altending te the
the statemen t that the difference, tbough large, was less now mails twice a week. Now, la tiat tie way te pay the ser-
comparatively than in former years before 1878. vants cf the Govcrnment. We pay City postmasters and

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have made the statement in their depulies large salaries, ycl we ask eounlry postmasVers
my Budget Speech, and am taking out the figures now. te attend te the post office, te n o bonds, for a salary

Mr. MACKENZ[E. The exponditure of 1874-75 wascf$10andupwards. Tien there laanother point. Inlgrge
$ 1695000 an ti dfict, ~88000 o abut aîflas ~ and thrivingm villages, sucli as I have in my couuty, the$1,695,000, and the déficit, 88,000, or about half last year's tmasters have t devote their whle time oe office,

deficit.and employ assitant, for oly $600 a year. They have
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If the hon. gentleman will te furnish the office, employ compotent assistants,

take the four years following, and compare them with the and te distribute te sene flfteon or twenty corres-
two years, 1878-79 and 1880-81, he will find a different result. pouding offices, and for'ail these duties they only
I recollect it was said that I did not, in my comparison for receive from $600 to $900 a year. It seems te me there
the post offices, extend the five years, as I did in other should ho sorne radjustmeut in the allowances te couutry
cases. That was quite true, because, in 1874-75, we had a postmaslers. The postal service la becoming cvory day
higher rate of postage. We were then receiving a larger more important in tbis couutry, aid people are every day
sum for perforning the same work, therefore I took the four appreciating and demanding better postal facilities; yet, in
years when the rates for postage were the sanme as in 1879- mauy neighborheods, people have get te put their hands
80 and in 18t0-81, for compariton. I cited the figures to laV their peekets aud pay a certain sum yearlyto keep the
show there was a reduction in tit average cf tin four yearsc postmaster in office.

Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTWIRIGIIT. The invariable result Mr. O'CONNOR. Ther must be very few offices whore
hithertolias been that reduction in rates have produced a tiheposhmasters receivene more lin h10 a year, and hatis
larger revenue, iu Vie course of a very few years. That has in places wher there is but very little te do. Morover,
been the experience in England, and is cerreborated, te athese offices are gencrally kept by person ho are caryiug
certain extent, by our wn experience. Tuis is what my on some other business, and they are glad enoug Vto get
.on. friend pointed eut as entirely vitiating my hou. friends charge of die post office la order te attract people te their
cbmparisons. place cf business. As olite large villages and towes, I

Mir. MILLS. lias Vie hon, gentleman, in thal calcula-lhink my on. friend exaggerates alile the state of affaive

to te.hPostmsersneral t ahe therthre pruma or i ell

tien, included tle expeuse in the first four~ years cf Chang-here. ionthed pichletas a il e uns re epa a tter-c,
in0 Way offices ln Nova Setla and New Bruusw'ick intopostare s u in evcollecitions, anede s ofe 4eromient. havi
offces. Tie re was a very considerable expense încurred lheo ro'CeonO colles, theo h arsbeen ageecatodealsaio
during those years t consequence cfoose changes, andieng th nd.
hon. gentleman's comparison la mauifeslly unfair if il bas general i r u, I think, thiy arc crtLy fiuy dct r ltab.
nct inoluded this expenditure. Mr. MC AIG. I an bfree to admit that thesalaries

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I admit thre was semne paid o posmasters tIroughout teountry are small, but

additional expense incurred lu chaugiug Vhe way offices uteo we are applyi g for an increase to the umber f post
salaies jtdin 878offices. Whenever we add Vo the number we inereaise by a

poist offices, but the sumoe rate cf slre xse n17 large amount lie expenditure which 18 already very large.and lias net clanged. Tie only différeace I know ia thatIftis iuse is prepared to vote double the prsent suer
the priuting was very large duriug four or five years w ven the Postmaster General will be quie willing t oinrease îe
these way offices were converfed, and il was tmaller salaries of tie postasrers, but unlesk itcoa prepased te vote
afterwards. a large sum in addition te that already granted, the salaries

Mr. CIUBIIEIR. I would like Vo enquire cf Vhe Post- cannot be invcased.gI consider il h iduty o bear my te-
master General what advantage tbe public or Vie Depari- timoyo o the very fait devmanner luwhichtl e PosV Ofice,

Mr. PaTTnsrON (o 0 yTex).
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Department is conducted. We have few instances of irre-
gularities taking place in that Department. A visit to the
Dapartment will reveal the fact that persons are constantly
asking for increasing postal accommodaton. It is wonderful
to me that the Department, having so much to do with the
inhabitants of the country, should be as succssful as it is

and be so free from blame. In my county they occasionally
complain of the small accommodation they receive, never-
theless if a vacancy occurs there is no trouble in securing
the services of good men.

Mr. SCOTT. At the last Session some hundreds of dol-
lars were expended for lock-boxes in the Winnipeg post
office. Although a year has elapsed they have not been
placed in the post office. With the large immigration that
is taking place into that country, and the number of people
desiring to receive and send letters, the city lacks necessary
post office accommodation. An attempt bas been made to
increase the postal facilities, but it is absolutely necessary
that Govern ment should provide a sum for the construction of
a post office commensurate with the increased demands for
postal facilities in the North-West. The Government have
lately assisted a little in increasing the facilities by
appointing letter-carriers, but without a building
of sufficient size the officers cannot discharge their
duties. I read a letter to day stating that people were
paying from $1 to $1.50 for the privilege of getting in
ahead with their postal matter. That is not a fair way to
treat the North-West, and I trust, iI ihe Second Supplemen-
tary Estimates, the Minister of Public Works will insert a
sum sufficient to construct a post office which will suffice
for the requirements of the North-West.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter has not
escaped the attention of the Government. The hon.
gentleman bas called the attention of the Government to
the subject, and pointed out the requirements of the Winni-
peg post office in order to afford accommodation in view of
the large number. of people who are going up to
reside, to see the country, and to speculate, and the
reports from Winnipeg were that the post office
accommodation was not sufficient. Oh receiving those
complaints directions were given to the Government
architect to increase the accommodation, first, of the clerks
inside, and, second, of the public. The space inside has
been more than doubled. The outside of the post office,
for the use of the public las also been more than doubled,
and a second door is being provided, so that parties enter-
ing the post office will not have to return by the same door.
This increased accommodation, with the extra clerks whom
the Postmaster General bas appointed, and the boxes placed'
through the city, as well as the letter-carriers appointed,
must have relieved to a certain extent the pressure. We
bave to complain of the Winnipeg municipal authorities,
that they bave not numbered the houses. If that had been
done at the proper time, we would have been able to place
carriers on the route sooner, and relieved the post office.
The municipal authorities have since given directions that the
bouses shall be numbered so that the population may be
attended to by the carriers. I may add this information for,
the benefit of the hon. gentleman, that when the Estimates
come down, he wil find in those for 18S3, an item for a
new post office.

Mr. ROSS (Dundas). The hon. the Postmaster General'
thought I was exaggerating, but I have the figures here. I
made no charge, because, as far as the hon. the Postmaster
Gen l i dl hi hn ihanvrx d iqnitian rntt m 1e

has te rise to go te work at 6 a.m. and is employed te 9
p.m., with an assistant, and he receives $911 for that
work.

M BURPEE (St. John). Thohon. the Finance2M inister
in bis Bu lget Speech referred to the Post Office expenditure.
Hie took the years 1875 to 1879, showing the average annual
expenditure to be $1,709,000, and the average aniiual receipts
$1,149,000, average deficits annually $560,000, for the late
Government; while for the years 1880-81, the average
arnual expenditure was $81,847,000, and the average annual
receipts $1302,000, average deficit $545,000, or a deficit of
$15,000 a year less than the late Governmont. Now, the
expenditures were as follows:-

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

$1,387,270
1,520,861
1,622,827
1,705,311
1,724,939
1,784,424
1,818,271
1,876,638

Showing an increase of $59,000 in 1879, and $58,000 in 1881.
The reecipts were:

1874........ ............ ............. ..... .. $1,139,973
1875 . ...................... ............ 1,155,332
1876 .................. ................................... 1,102,4
1877 .................. .......... ... ............ 1114,916
1878. ....................... .... ,...........-::,:, 71
1879 ............... ................... . 11172,498
1880 ...... ,..,..... ,.. ...... ........ .... , .................. 1,252,48
1881 .......... ...... ...... ... ............. ,....... 1,352,110

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is important, for the pur-
poses of comparison, that such years may be taken as may
afford a fair comparison. The hon. member takes 1873--74
and 1874-75 and places these years against 1878-79 and
1879-80 and 1880-81, but he should remember that in
1873-74 and 1874-75 the Government wore receiving
a larger rate of postage on letters and news-
papers and had not at that time granted in-
creased accommodation to cities, which involved increased
taxation. If we take 1875, we find that the expenditure
vas $1,622,827, and the receipts $1,114,000, being a deficit

of $607,802. The deficit in 1876-77 was $590,316; 1877-78,
$517,148; 1878-9, 8612,005; 1879-80, $507,773; 1880-81,
$544,002. The average deficits for the two years 1878-79 and
1880-81, was $545,000, against $556,849; making a differ-
once of some $ 12,000 or $13,000 as between the last two years
and the years previons. In the last two or three years a
new syster was adopted. As the late Postmaster General
will recollect, a commission on sums is retained by post-
masters, but I think in bis time the whole sum was sent to
the Department and the commission sent back. Of course
this does not effect the balance, but it does effect the aggre-
gates.

Mr. BURPEE. The hon. Finance Minister selects those
years of the late Government when there was a decline of
revenue. The rates were reduced, and therefore the revenue
naturally fell off.

Sir LEONARD TILLIEY. The facts show that the
revenue in1875-76was $1,114,000, andin 1878-79 $1,172,000.

Mr. BURPEE. The hon. gentleman will find that the
receipts were, in 1875, $1,155,000; in 1876, $1,102,000; and
in 1877, $1,114,000.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The same rates are charged
now.

eralUllt s conlcerne(i ,ie as s or(Wlw vry t5uiiL uLVL M.R NIGO.De h o.gnlmndn
the wants of the people in the most generous manner. Iwish .atthe resUtIofthese amelioratieons as been teinrene
merely to substantiate what 1stated by giving the figures. At the matter transmitted by mail?
Morrisburg, the postmaster, who has to employ an assistant,
receives a salary of $694, which. with allowances has Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is very likely, but I find in
brought it up to $874. At Iroquois, the salary of the post- the four years to which I refer there was a slight inereaseof
inaster is $511. I know that the postmaster at Iroquois the revenue notwithstanding.
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Mr. ANGLIN. The expansion is a slow process com-

paratively. It does not take place immediately after the
reduction, especially if there is not material. Thereduction
is not very considerable, however, in our local rates or the
rates on foreigu letteis-those to the United States andi
Great Britain. The reduction was a material reduction, no
doubt calcrflated to increase very considerably the corres-
pondence between these countries and the Dominion ; but
that increase would be gradual. Notwithstanding the
general depression in business, which must have affected
the amount of business donc in the Post Office, we flnd that
the income from the postal service increased gradually
until it became as large as it was before the reduction was
made. In 1874, the income was $1,139.000; in 1875,
81,155,000; in 1876, $1,102,000; in 1877 it rose to

1,114,000, and, in 1878, it increased still further to
$1,207,000, or considerably higher than it was in 1874 or
1875 notwithstanding the depression; proving conclusively
that this decrease in the rates of postage led to an expan-
sion in the revenue, and that expansion should have
increased still further. But we find that, in 1879, when
the country should have recovered rapidly and have at-
tained a condition of unbounded prosperity under hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, the revenue declined to $81,172,000 ; and
after thegreat depression of 1879 passed away, the revenue
again expanded, until, in 1881, it reached $1,352,110, that
increase being the result of two eauses-the reduction in
the rate of postage and the increase in the general business
of the country.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Public Accounts do not
show that there was any great loss of revenue as the imme-
diate result of the change, or that there was any very
steady or graduai increase. There was some increase, but
not so large as might have been expected under the circum-i
stances, It is quite evident that any change made in the
rates in this country does not affect the number of letters
sent as a similar change does in the Old World.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). What I wished to point out
was the ingenuity of the hon. gentleman in selecting 1875,
1876, and 1877, three of the smallest years of revenue
collected by the late Government for comparison, which I
think was very unfair.«

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I took the years in which the
receipts were charged in the same way, and every hon.
member will admit that that is the fair method.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Certainly not.
When you determine to reduce the rates of postage, every
man knows, and the experience of all countries teaches,
that you must submit to a considerable loss of revenue for
three or four years, and therefore until the system has had
full time to get into operation, that basis of comparison is
false and unfair.

Mr. BUNSTER. I regret to see that the item for
British Columbia is reduced some $200, when it is a
well known fact that in all new countries the Gov-
ernment should always try to increase the postal
facilities of the people. I merely want to draw the atten-
tion of the Postmaster General to this great injustice to
British Columbia, hoping that it will not occur again.
There is an outlying district known as Comox which has
been greatly neglected, and I have drawn the attention of
the Postmaster General to it year after year without much
effect. The paltry sum of$1,200 would give that settlement
a weekly mail. At present they have a fortnightly mail
while in the cities of Ontario, and the older Provinces, the
mails are carried to the people's doors. But the residents
of Comox are obliged to remain without a mail for a fort-
night though they are as good British subjects and as well
entitled to frequent mails as the people of any other
Province. The postal service in British Columbia should

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

not be starved, while the service in other Provinces is
increased. If we had a proper Post Office Inspector in
British Columbia this injustice might not be prolonged.
Albernia, and the west shore of Vancouver Island, which
promises to be a city, bas had no provision made for mail
facilities, though there are over 250 settlers who might,
with proper postal accommodation, be increased to 500.
There is also the district of Sook-

An hon. MEMBER. Spell it.

Mr. BUNSTER. I don't know how-it is an Indian
name, but letters are not sent to Sook as they should be.
The settiers have to travel a distance for them different to
the provincial system before we joined the Confederacy,
and whoever made the recommendation for the change did
so against the well understood wishes of the settlers, and
the Department made the change without consulting me,
and my constituents are displeased with me for the
said change. There should be mail facilities to Sook,
continued to the end of the islands from Otter Point
to Cape Bear. In all new Provinces, Governments
assist the establishment of mail communications though
at a loss, for the convenience of the settlers wbo, on
their part, contribute to the revenue in the paymaent of
tea, sugar and other duties. But it is not fair to reduce the
postal facilities of British Columbia which is increasing in
population, even if they are Chinese. The rights of British
Columbia in this respect has been shamefully neglected. I
hope the Postmaster General will demand of his agent in
British Columbia a description of its postal facilities. le
has, in reply to my own enquiries, said: "We do not want
to bother the Government with many reports about the
requirements of the district." The people will sometimes
say to me: "Bunster, where is your political influence-why
do you not get us a mail to such a place or weekly communi-
cation to Conox ? " I must admit the late Government did
give us a weekly communication, but, through the operations
of a bogus contractor, we are compelled now to take a
fortnightly mail. I do not think that is very creditable to
the present Government, since the population ofthe district
is decreasing. I hope the Postmaster General will do us
justice in this respect.

Mr. HOOPER. I wish to call attention to the arrange-
ment doubtless entered into some years ago for carrying the
mails from east of Toronto to Southern Manitoba, but-whioh,
under the present circumstanees of the country, should be
changed. It is this: Al the mail matter sent to Southern
Manitoba, to Emerson for instance, which is the distributing
office for that point, gocs to Winnipeg-that is, if carried
by the Grand Trunk, which does not make up any mail
bag for any other point. If carried by the Great Western,
a mail bag is made up which goes direct to Emerson. The
result is that you are paying the railway for taking a large
amount of mail matter from Emerson to Winnipeg; it is
there redistributed and mailed back to Emerson, which is
the distributing point for* all Southern Manitoba. Any
business man will understand how great the incon-
venience is of letters received two or three days
later than they should be delivered. Again, take the
country post offices. If it is an office for a
weekly mail, and the mail from Winnipeg arrives one day
late, parties in business and other people will get no mail
for a fortnight. If a monthly mail should be a day or twO
late, the people will not get their letters for two months.
I suggest some alterations, so that al[ mail matter intended
for Emerson and west of it, should be sent direct to it and
not to Winnipeg. Thore is another consideration. In con-
sequence of the very large amount of mail matter which
goes to Emerson-and few hon. gentlemen are awaro how
great is the quantity-it should go there direct; but at
present it entails in the office at Winnipeg, a very large
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amount of labor, which should be performed at Emerson,
and the postmaster at Emerson should have, at least, two
assistants and a proper post office building. I have not the
least doubt that the post office is flooded and probably the
postmaster has been obliged to take the whole of bis mail
matter out of the building. Again, you are paying in Win-
nipeg a very large amount in the shape of salary, whereas
the postmaster at Emerson receives a very small compen-
sation. I see by the last returns he simply receives $645
as a salary, whereas if he had $ 1,000 it would be little
enough for the work; he is also paid $100 for forwarding
and $80 for fuel, rent and light. A proper building should
be erected in the town for a post office. The large increase
in the population and the business done, require a proper
building.

Mr. O'CONNOR. The matter will be looked into, and if
found convenient and necessary, the changes will be made.

Mr. BUNSTER. I find, on a more careful examination
of the Estimates, that the decrease is $ 1,200, instead of $200
in British'Columbia. I hope the hon. Postmaster-General
will explain why there is such a reduction against British
Columbia. If he thinks the population is decreasing, he is
mistaken. If lie will give better postal facilities it would
increase faster than it does. It is really an important
matter that the settlers in British Columbia should have
proper postal communication, but instead of being en-
couraged by the Government, by increased facilitics, the
opposite course is taken at present.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. I desire to make a single observa-
tion in a sense which, I am sure, must recommend itself to
the mind of every hon. gentleman who has been familiar
for the past few years with the question under discussion.
The hon. the Finance Minister bas shown a gift in the way
of comparisons, that does deserve a great deal of credit. I
should like to see him compare his party, as it stood on this
side of the House, with his party as it stands
on the other, in relation to Ibis - single Depart-
ment. When they sat here there were no words
too long, no denunciation too deep in regard to the mal-
administration of that Department, its gross extravagances,
its profligate waste of money. These hon. gentlemen went
to the people, as it is said they are going before the people
now; and t think before tbey go the hon. Finance linister
should-explain why it was that when they came into power
they did not check the extravagance of this wastefully con-
ducted Department, get rid of some of the useless employes
and change the administration they had so loudly con-
demned. I have heard the hon. gentleman complain of
having words put in bis mouth. Though something of a
ventriloquist I will not put words in bis mouth, but would
like him to give utterance to explanations as to how it was
that aft r pursuing this course toward the unfortunate
Department, lie did not when lie came into office carry
out the views whieh his friends and he whien in Opposition
thought had so much to recommend them. I would like to
hear the hon. gentleman admit frankly that wben bis party
got into office they found they had been previously talking
about what they did not understand. The bon. Postmaster
General could explain, that when he got there ho found it
was not so easy to make any change, and that the evils ho
denounced were purely imaginary. I am not speaking as
to whether tic increased expenditure under this Adminis-
tration is justifiable or not, but am simply drawing a com-
parison between criticism out of office and the conduct in
office of hon, gentlemen opposite. If it be really true that
they maligned the administration of this important Depart-
ment, that their position in regard to it was untenable, tbey
should either acknowledge their error, or be able to point to
some change of policy which would justify their former
attacks.

166. Miscellaneous Printing................$10,000
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This item is made up of

printing Budget Speech in English, $344; in French, $133,
and Parliamentary reports $8,721.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Halton). This item affords a favorable
opportunity for me to make a remark which I make for the
benefit of all parties concerned, as we are told that we are
to go before the people very soon. I confess that there was
some force in some remarks made by the hon. gentleman
who spoke from the other side of the House with reference to
claims which are put forth at elections by political parties
and aspirants to the confidence of the people, because they
promise if they get into power to effect great economy in
the public expenditure. I confess that for myself at the
last General Election I did arraign bon. gentlemen opposite
for having, during the five years of their Administration,
failed to carry out those pledges with respect t the publie
expenditure and reforms in the administration of the pub-
lic service, which they had led the people to believe would
be carried out; and, Sir, the gentlemen who opposed them, the
party of the then Opposition, on their own behalf, and I, as
a supporter of the policy which they then professed, on
their behalf also, did arraign the Government of the day for
their failure to carry out their promises to the people to
make those reforms, wbich seemed to me necessary to the
circumstances of the country. I must say that I have the
same feeling of regret that hon. gentlemen upon the
Treasury benches have not devoted themselves more
carnestly towards effecting administrative reforms. They
have carried through some very important measures, they
have had matters of great public concern to deal with, and
so far as these are conceîrned I have no fault to find. I feel
that their pledges have been redeemed, that the promises
made in behalf of that party bave been, to a large extent,
accomplished, but in the administrative department
of the Government I do fnot see that activity,
that zeal and that desire to remove admitted
evils, and to effect promised reforms. which I had
hoped and expected from them. laving said so much, I
will call the attention of the members of the Administration
to the state of the public printing, to the manner in which
that printing is accomplished, to the enormous expense,
and to the delays which occur in the execution of the publie
printing. Some years ago, before Coilederation, it was
proposed to remedy the difficulties we had experienced
in that Department by establisbing a Government printing
office, and on the occasion of a visit to Washington in
connection with the Post Office Department and some other
matters, I was instructed by the Government to inake
enquiries into the system which prevailed there. I diLcov-
ered that after trying the contract system for a number of
years, and after trying varions modifications of that system,
Congress had discovered there was only one method
by which the public printing could be satisfactorily
performed, and they established a public printing office
under the control of a public officer ; and any hon.
gentleman who chooses to go into the library and examine
the public documents for a series of years prior to the
establishment of a Government printing office, will see what
a great reform was effected in the character of the printing,
in the binding, and in all those branches which belong to that
department, and they will sec also, by an examination of the
Public Accounts with respect to the public priinting, that
there was a great saving of expense. It struck me at the
time that a great benefit was obtained in consequence of
the efficiency and the promptitude with which the printing
was done. The manager of the printing establishment
called my attention to the delay that had occurred at the
meeting of Congress, from the reports of the various Depart-
ments and the public documents that it was necessary
for Congress to consider, not being in a position to
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be put into the hands of members. The reports
were behindhand, and, under the contract system, it took a
long period to get them ready. He even asserted that
Congress was continued in Session some weeks longer than
was necessary because of their inability to proceed with the
pubiic business for want of the printed documents which
they ought to have had earlier in the Session. He said that
was now remedied, because he made a list of the various
documents and reports required, and was accustomed to go
to the Departments and call for the manuscripts, and the
consequence was that those reports were printed and in a
form to lay before Congress as soon as it meets, and the
members could go to work immediately upon them. On
the ground of expense, on the ground of facility and,
promptitude in obtaining information in a form in
which a parliamentary body could deal with it, there
is no question whatever, I think, that there is a
great advantage in having a public printing office.
Now, Sir, if you look at the nature of the work, you will
see that all you require is the plant and the salary of a
superintendent, a book-keeper and one or two others;
because the printing business is of that kind that when
there is a sudden demand for printers, they are of that
circulating class, that you can, by offering them fair wages
and certain employment, get as many as you require, and
when Parliament is dissolved, you dismiss your extra
printers, while there is always enough work required in the
meantime to keep a certain force employed. On other
grounds, it seems to me, great advantanges could be secured,
a saving effected, and a much more satisfactory result i the
work itself. A report was made to the old Government of
Canada with respect to that matter, but from one cause or
another, it was not taken up; the fact that the gentleman
whowas in the officeof Queen's Printerenjoyed agood dealof
sympathy, which contributed to delay the matter a couple
of years, and then Confederation took place, and from that
time to the present we have been going on in the present
fashion. At present I beliove it is doubtful whether we
have any legal existing contract between the Government
and the gentlemen who perform the public printing;
It does seem to me that this is one of those adminis-
trative reforms that ought to be taken in hand,
and if accomplished I am satisfied we would reap beneficial
results. I trust that having called the attention of the Gov-
ernment to the question it will be considered, and they willi
earn for themselves great credit if they succeed in making
the change. At present there are charges of mis-manage-
ment, charges of political intermeddling, and political objects
being secured through contracts for public printing. I
do not know how much truth there may be in these, but
all that would be removed if we had a public printing office
under the charge of a competent printer to superintend it,
and the publie printing done in a workmanlike manner, done
promptly and efficiently, and I am sure, under these circum-
stances, done satisfactorily, and to the great advantage of the
public Treasury.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It will be remembered that
two or three years after Confederation this subject was
brought prominently before the House and discussed, and it
resulted not only in the printing that had formerly been
performed for the public Departments without contracts being
placed under contract, as well as the printing of Parliament,
but also the distribution of the stationery of the publie
Departments was placed under the charge of the Govern ment.
I do not hesitate to say that the change made at that time
has saved the country a very large amount annually and
been a great relief to the Government; and it is a question
whether this country has reached such a position as to war-
rant it in establishing a separate printing office under the
direction of the Government as is the case in the United
States. As regards the publication of public documents
and records the United States possess advantages over those

Ur. MoDOveALL (Halton).

we possessed here last Session, but the Government was
then placed in an exceptional position that may not occur
again. The inconvenience felt bas been less this year,
but it is a question for Parliament to consider whether we
have arrived at that point in regard to the importance of
the work that has to be performed to lead us to establish a
Government printing office. If we have not done so no
doubt we shall arrive at that position, because it is only a
question whether the extent of the work will warrant the
Government in establishing a printing office.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How much is paid altogether
for printing ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A very considerablo sum, and
it might include the printing of llansard. It is a question
whether the Government will be able to do the work as
cheaply as under contract. There can be no doubt whatever
that the work will be more satisfactorily performed.

Mr. McDOUGALL. At all events, the Government will
not be sued for damages for sending printing away to other
offices.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The firm of Desbarats had the
contract for the printing of the Statutes in 1860, and Mr.
Thompson had the contract for Parliamentary and Depart-
mental Printing. In 1862 or 1863, the Government of
which the hon. member for Halton (Mr. McDougall) was a
member, entered into an arrangement for the purchase of
stationory by the Clerk of the House, and it has continued
ever since. One thing is quite apparent, that the printing
and binding of our laws and papers, are far inferior to the
work donc for any other colony.

Mr. McDO UGALL (Halton). Even British Columbia.
The Statutes of that Province are printed like English
books.

Mr. MACKENZIE. In New Zealand they are done at
the Government printing office. It is, no doubt, desirable
that we should avoid as much as possible, doing work by
public contract. I am disposed to cast in my view with
the lon. member for lalton, but our work is badly done,
especially the binding of our Statutes and Sessional papers.
It is very nearly impossible to read the earlier volumes of
the Confederation Statutes. They are printed exceedingly
chcaply, but 1 would prefer to pay a little more and have
an article that would wear and give us more satisfaction. I
have often felt ashamed at sending away some of our docu-
monts, that thoy were not better specimens of printing.

167. Unforseen expenses ; expenditure thereof to be
under Order in eouneil and a detailed State-
ment te be laid before Parliament during the
first fifteen days of the next Session............ $50,000

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The amount paid under this
head last year was $24,128.

168. Commutation in lieu of remission of duties
on articles imported for the use of the Army
and Navy..... .......................... $4,000

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Last year we paid $1,749.
So many difficulties occurred in the matter that a fixed sum
is given in lieu of the allowance to the officers, no matter
how much or how little they drink.

Mr. ANGLIN. While I have not the slightest objection
that the officers should obtain their wines free of duty, I
think we should be careful not to pay out of the people's
pockets an amount under such conditions so as to be
merely an addition to their pay.

Sir LEO NARD TILLEY. Complaint is made on the part
of the olficers that a sufficient amount is not allowed, and a
protest has been sent from the Imperial authorities calling
our attention to the fact that we should increase the Oum ;
but the Government has not increased it.
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Mr. BLAKE. What is the allowance paid out of the

public revenue.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. $1,749.
Mr. BOWELL. I think it is about $50 or $60 per

officer.
Mr. MACKENZIE. What has been done in the case of

the officer at Halifax who was charged with fraudaient
practices in connection with the importation of brandy?
According to the newspapers he was suspended from his
functions and a subordinate was released.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, I do not think any one has
been released by order of the Government.

Mr. BUNSTER. Esquimalt is supposed to be the head
naval station on the Pacifie coast for Her Majesty's fleet.
Many of the naval officers, instead of going through the
circumlocution of going to the Custom house and paying
for the goods at the bonded warehouse, and then going back
to the Custom house with the officer's receipt, say: "No, you
can keep the duty." This is a great injustice to the port.
An officer going to sea and wanting to buy a small quantity
of goods has to go from Esquimalt to Victoria, at consider-
able cost and great inconvenience. I hope the hon. Minister
of Customs will take the matter into consideration and
endeavor to give us a more simple form of collecting these
duties. There should be a bonded warehouse at Esquimalt
as well as Nanaimo.

169. For the expenses of Government in the North-
West Territory, including roads, bridges, ferries,
and aid to schools....................................... $20,000

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, Last year the sum voted was
$30,000, and the sum expended, $18,279; therefore, we
ask for only $20,000 for next year.

170. For the expenses of Government in the District
of Keewatin ............-........ ............................. $5,000

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The sum voted last year was
$7,500, but only $1,265 was expended, principally for the
care of insane persons, and therefore we reduce the vote to
$5,000.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Was none of it expended for schools?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No.

171. To meet expenditure estimated to be required to
put into force the Act respecting the traffic in
Intoxicating Liquors ................... ......... $5,C00

Mr. BUNSTER. This item applies in a wholesale way to
the North-West, and the Amuericans take advantage of it by
warning emigrants that if they come here they will be
deprived of their beer and other refreshments,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They get pain-killer.
Mr. BUNSTER. That may be very good for them to

get from a drug shop, but it would not appease the appetite
to which they have been used. Many Englishmen, and
particularly Germans, who are in the habit of using aie as
their natural beverage, do not care to be deprived of it, and
i hope next year the Government will sec to giving every
man his natural beverage, as they do in Ontario, and strike
this item out.

175. To compensate members of the North-West
Mounted Police for injuries received'in the
discharge of duty..... .... .............. $2,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This, I observe, is a
new item. On what basis does the hon. gentleman calculate
the amount? I think such claims have hitherto been paid
oUt of the vote for unforeseeL expenses. I am not prepared
to say, however, that it is not wise to have a special vote for
the purpose.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We do not suppose we
have any special ground for including that sum, which is

moderate. There have been no large claims paid at any time;
a few small sums have been paid. The settlement of these
claims is a difficult question. A strong young man was
seriously injured, and claimed large damages because he was
an educated man, or almost a medical man. My answer
was that he was a soldier, and his liberal education would
not make any difference. So there has been no rule laid
down on the subject. I propose a scale somewbat similar
to that of the British service, though a little higher, as our
mon are of a superior class to the infantry soldier, and better
educated, and are really to be considered as always in the
field. Their work is so hard that a great many drop out for
want of physical strength.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I know it is. In
the case of present enlistments, has the hon. Minister dis-
continued the.land bounty?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Long ago.
176. To reimburse D. H.'Waterbury for loss sustained

by his removal froin the St. John post office.. $4,500

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Why is this vote
proposed.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think there is equity in
this proposal. Mr. Waterbury, a post office clerk in St.
John, was dismissed from bis office, in 1874-75, because the
Inspector of Post Offices at the time thought him guilty of
a very serious offence. The young man, in order to vindi-
cate his character, brought an action against the Inspector,
Mr. Dewe, which extended over two years. H felt hoe
was innocent, and that was the only course left him to
vindicate bis cbaracter. The Courts of New Brunswick
gave him a verdict for $6,500, from which an appeal was
taken by the Government to the Supreme Court, in order
to test the point as to the liability of an officer in îuclh a
discharge of bis duty; and it was decided that the Govern-
ment was not responsible. But this young man, having
established bis innocence, the Government felt, about a
year ago, that the least they could do was to give him
employment, and pay him the salary before received; and
considering his great anxiety of mind, for a long lime, and
the position he and his family were placed in, not having
beei able to find employment, owing to the suspicions
against him, we rcported in fhvor of giving hirm $1500 in
compensation. I am not blaming any one, and I believe
that Mr. Dewe acted honestly in the discharge of bis duty.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). There cau be no doubt about
the justice of this proposal. The Minister of Finance bas
placed the facts before the flouse correctly. The young
man thoug-h innocent was a long time in compuisory idle-b
ness, and this vote would no more than com) pensate him for
his loss of employment and mental suffering,

Mr. DOMVILLE. I am very glad that the IMinister of
Finance bas spoken so favorably of Mr. Waterbury. I have
advocated his claims since ï874-75, but always failed. He
was inj-rd and deait w i in a most ai-bitary way. We all
thought se, and a jury ofhis countrymen gave him an award
of $6,500, his claims being sustained in every court. The
people of the country knew him better than Mr. Dewe
and stood by him. So, at the heel of the hunt he comes out,
after several years Of great anxiety and compulsory idle-
ness, for nobody would employ him in the face of such a
charge, with bis character vindicated, and yet after eight
years of suffering and much loss he does not get the amount
the jury awarded him. Still I am glad that even this com-
pensation is granted him, and he stands before his country-
men with his character fully vindicated.

Mr. WELDON I was the counsel employed in the case
and can confirm the statementsof the bon. Finance Minister.
The action brought against Mr. Dewe was one of slander
for bis statements in his report as Chief Inspector in the
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Post Office. The young man brought the action to have
an opp-rtunity of proving bis innocence, in which he
succeeded in doing. Perhaps Ur. Dewe was over zealous,
but I think ho acted from a sense of duty and not from
malicious motives; because, on a subsequent ocasion, he
expressel anxiety that ho would bo able to clear Waterbury
entirely of the charges made against him. The question
was tested and resulted in a point of law being de ided in
favor of the Governiment. Under the circumstances Mr.
Waterbury was perhaps unfairly dealt with, although at the
time Mr. Dewe thought ho was doing what was right.
Under the circumstances this grant is a very fair and
equitable one.

Mr. McCUAIG. I would like to call the attention of the
Government to two cases in my own county where injustice
was done to two public officers connected with the Customs
at Wellington and at South Bay. They were appointed
years ago at a salary of $450, and the officer at South Bay
was transferred froin Bath at 6450. Daring 1873-74 the
salaries of these two officers were reduced down to
8350 without any explanation being given, although
they had been about twenty years in the service, The
officer at Wellington, who is of a very advanced age, bas
applied for superannuation. Instead of allowing him, upon
the average receivel for many years, the Government pro-
po3e to superannuate him on the lesser sum, giving
him in his old age about ninety dollars per annum. 1
consider this is a very great injustice, and poor lencourage-
ment for officers in the service. I hope the hon. Minister
will take my representation into consideration.

-Mr. BLAKE. From statements made by hon. gentlemen
on bolh sides, there may le exceptional circumstances in
this case to justify this vote, but it ought not to be construed
into a precedent. The officers in the service are held during
pleasure, and while there is no power of Executive action,
which ought to be exercised with a more scrupulous regard
to fair consideration for the incumbance of the officer, still
I have always held it might be quite within
the duty of the Executive to remove an officer, although
they could not prove him guilty of any malfeasance. We
cannot lay down the rule that there must be absolute
proof of his being guilty of some impropriety. I am glad
to say, from the statements from both sides, that not only
wore the suspicions unfounded ia this case, but this young
man demonstrated his complote innocence. This vote,
however, must not be construed as an admission of the
principle that the Government must be fettered in its dis-
charge of its duty in removing oflicers without absolute
proof, or submit to a demand for compensation, as to admit
this would be very seriously to cripple the efficiency of the
service. Therefore, I have felt it right to make these
observations on this question. The rale should be, that in
the case of an officer dischargel on an unjust suspicion,
reparation should be afforded him by re-appointing him to
the service, by restoring him, with honor, to that service
from which he was removed. That would be a sounder
mode than to propose that Parliamont should give pecun-
iary considorations for lois of office, which offico after all
is held during pleasure, and from which the officer might
be removed without cause assigned or suggestion of impro-
priety at all.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I quite concur with the
remarks of the hon. gentleman. This case is a special one.
I doubt wbother for the next quarter of a century a similar
one will arise. I agree that it would be a mistake to
recognize the principle that the Government could not dis-
pense with the services of an officer when they thought it
desirable te do so. In this case the Goverument did
restore the party to his position. ie was not
taken into Court by the Goverument but was dismissed.

Ur. WELDoN.

There was only one means of establishing bis innocence
before tbe country. Therefore, ho took the case into
Court himself. A young man without any means of his own
whatever, exeept his own character, and with a wife and
four children dependent upon him, ho felt it important ho
should establish his character. The evidence produced
before the Court, as well as subsequent circumstances,
established beyond doubt his innocence. He claimed damages
and got them for $6,500. I must say it is exceedingly
gratifying to me to hear the remarks on both sides of the
House, because the value of this vote will be incroased
beyond the pecuniary value by the way it bas been accepted
on both sides. I quite agree this case should not be
taken as a precodent.

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I do not rise to oppose
this vote, but I think it establishes an important precedent.
I cannot draw any great distinction between this case and
that of a person who is prosocuted at the suit of the Crown
for a crime of which ho is found to ho innocent. Every-day
we find that innocent persons are arrested, kept in jail
without trial, and when the trial comes off and they have
expended large sums in establishing their innocence, they
get their discharge from the criminal box without receiving
compensation. The hardships suffered in such a case, is equal
to that suffered in the case before the
louse. I had a case bore a few years ago,

when the Government prosecuted a man in
my county on a charge of keeping an illicit still. This
man was put to a groat deal of expense at the suit of the
Government, and was proved in a Court of Law teobe
innocent; still he could not tax his costs against the
Government, The one case is of equal hardship with the
other, and I think it is establishing a precedent which, if
carried out to its logical conclusion, would involve the
country in many large actions for damages.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWREGIT. I would like to hear
from the hon. leader of the Government a declaration of his
views on this subject. I am afraid that the hon. the
Minister of Finance will find that a vote of this kind will
open the door to a considerable number of claims. It may
be very desirable to compensate unfortunate parties who
have been wrongfully deprived of their position, but it is a
far worse thing to have been condemned to imprisonment.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. I quite concur in the
remarks of the bon. member for West Durham, that this
ought not to be taken as a precedent. I do not think there
is much danger of that, from the fact that there will
be very few dismissals where the party is cleared
afterwards and bas the good fortune teobe able to
establish his innocence. If it were proved beyond
a doubt, it could be published, if it did not affect
other parties. Mr. Dewe made bis report in the
exorcise of bis duty. He was not liable for anything in
that report, but that report ought not to have been known,
and the bon. Minister ought, if ho was satisfied of the mis-
conduct of the party, to dismiss him, as ho did. He ought
to have dismissed him and no reason given. It is well known
that no reason could ho given for the dismissal of an officer
during pleasure. Of course, that is a correct statement of
the principle. When the conduct of the Government is
impugned in Parliament, of course Parliament is paramount,
and can enquire into the circumstancos, and see
whether injustice bas been done. As a general
rule Parliament refuses to interfere except thero
is grave suspicion of improper conduct on the part Of
the officer responsible for the dismissal. In this case,
Mr. Dewe unfortunately said to some person, or in some
way, that the party was diaii@ssd becaus hie had cen-
mnitted a felony, and upon that upriviloged statement, which
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could not be held as official or protected by law, there was an
action for slander brought against Mr. Dewe. The Govern-
ment undertook the defence of Mr. Dewe, and I did not at
ail complain of that, although Mr. Dewe was not acting
officially in making that statement. The case was fought
out and carried from Court to Court, the Governmont stand-
ing between Mr. Dewe end protecting him in this action.
Aithough Mr. Waterbury satisfied the Court and the jury
that ho was innocent, he got a verdict of $6,500-he
remained for years under the suspicion of having committed
a grave offence. Afterwards his innocence was established
beyond a doubt by other circumstances arising quite
independent of the cvidence at the trial. For about six
years this case was dragging, and during the whole of that
time this young gentleman was under the imputation of
being a felon, and it was thought allowing him $750 a year
would not be too much compensation under the exceptional
circumstan ces of the case. I suppose in defending himself
he spent fully that amount. It is an exceptional case, and
I hope we will not sec a similar vote appearing in the
Estimates for another year.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Would it not be botter, instead of
-putting it down as compensation for loss of office, to put it
down to pay expeuses incurred by Mr. Dewe ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. That would be botter.
Mr. BLAKE. There is a little difficulty in reconciling

the statement of the hon. gentleman with what I understand
to ho the law. - He says it was becaus Mr. Dowe, in an
unofficial manner, made a verbal statement of the circum-
stances of the dismissal, and the action was. brought. Yet,
if I rightly understand the case, the legal defence, upon
which the verdict turned ont to be inadmissible, was that
the communication was a privileged one, that Mr. Dewe
had communicated only to such persons as he was warranted
in doing in the discharge of his duty.. If Mr. Dewe did
make such a communication as that, and the case was
brought under those circumstances, Government ought not
to have taken up his defence, and the Government could not
have succeeded in saving him from the consequences
of such an act. The hon. gentleman has said that
the officer must be dismissed without cause being
assigned, and so it is unless Government chooses to
assign the reason. If a man be dismissed for immoral con-
duct I would not have any objection to let him know the
reason if ho ask-ed it. If that is all that occurred, if there
was no more said by Mr. Dewe, what lias this young man
suffered more than any man who after being charged with
an offence, afterwards proved himself to be innocent. By
the wording of this vote the House is laying down the prin-
ciple that if a man is wrongfully removed from office he is
entitled to compensation.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITHJ. This is a dangerous principle
to establish. I am not opposed to this vote, but it should be
manifest to all future Parliaments that we did not commit
ourselves to this principle. What right has this young
man to compensation any more than a person who is
ajdicted and acquitted. The young mar instituted proceedings
against the Government and was acquitted as bing inucent
of the charge. This is no doubt an exceptional case. I
will not vote against the appropriation. The language
should be changed so as to show Parliament has the right to
remove officers. The difficulty was that Mr. Waterbury
asked for an investigation and Mr. Dewe refusod it, and ho
thon had recourse to the Courts.

Mr. ANGLIN. It was after the dismissal of Mr. Water-
bury that the statement appeared that he was dismissed,
because lie was suspected of having rifled letters. He
suspected Mr. Dewe as boing the author of the statement,
which ho denied, and Mr. Waterbury complained of the
manner in which he was treated. It was because of some-
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thing said by Mr. Dewe that the action was brought. Mr.
Dewe had Mr. Waterbury brought into the pres-
once of the postmaster and the clerk, and in his
presence charged him with being guilty of the
offence, and stated what led him to that conclusion. Mach
sympathy was felt for Waterbury in St. John, especially
after it became known that the offence was committed by
some other person in the establishment. I am satisfied the
grant would meet with approval in St. John, at the same
time there is room for serions doubt as to the epolicy of
establishing such a precedent as is now proposed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. It might be changed to
read "to reimburse Mr. Waterbury his costs in the case
of Waterbury vs. Dewe."

Mr. MACKENZIE. A case bas come up in the English
Parliament this year, where an innocent man was convicted
of attempt to murder. The Home Secretary agreed to ask
a vote to compensate him for the injury done by the unjust
sentence.

Mr. ANGLIN. I trust that the hon. Minister will see
that the money is paid into Mr. Waterbury's hands and no
one else.

Resolution, as amended, agreed to.
197. Surveys of Dominion Lands................ $450,000

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The increase in this vote
is in consequonce of the necessity of keeping pace with the
constructiou of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Last year
about 9,000,000 acres were surveyed into lots for settlers,
costing $350,000. The projected surveys for this year
embrace 10,000,000 acres along the main line of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and 8,000 square miles of out-
lying townships in preparation for sub.division surveys
next year. In addition to these, there are to be three out-
lying surveys-one at Edmonton, one at Battleford, and
one at Prince Albert. Complote surveys are to be made at
these points with the view of meeting probable settlement

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I understand that
this work will be completed at an average cost of 4 cents
an acre. Will this vote of $450,000 enable him to survey
the full belt of twenty-four miles on each side of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, in addition to those side lines?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I fancy so.
Mr. MILLS. Does tbo hon. gentleman expect to survey

the whole of the remaining lands to the Rocky Mountains
this season ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We are going to try and
keep pace with the construction of the railway. The Com-
pany hope to get the road built by the end of next season
as far as Calgarry, near the Rocky Mountains, and we are
going to try to keep pace with them.

Mr. MILLS. I understand that at present the whole
country is surveyed as far as those surveys have made
progress. It will be a waste of moncy to survey inferior
lands on which people will not settie. 1 think it would be well
to block out the country in outline surveys, unless the land
over any large area is utterly unfit for settlement. But we
should be in no hurry pressing the sub-division townships,
except at points to which immigration is being directed. A
very large portion of the land so surveyed will not of course
be occupied for many years; settlers will pick out the best
lots, and the others will be neglected.

Sir RICHARD. J. CARTWRIGHT. I have it stated that
sufficient means have not been taken to render the surveys
practically useful in years to come; that the wooden stakea
and other marks made cannot be expected to be permanent,
and that surveys will have to be made over again, if means
be not taken to mark more pormanently and distinctly the
outline surveys.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The land marks of all thopaltry sum of $10,000 is concerned in exploring British
surveys are liable to displacement, but means must be taken Columbia, 1 woîuld sooner see it struck out than see the Pro-
to prevent that as much as possible. People crossing the vince insulted by snch a small item as that. He ought to
plains have often pulled up stakes and made fuel of them. have put down $110,000 instead of $S0,000.
I n tho block surveys it is intended to mark the points with Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would mention te my
ir-on pipiug which eau be useful for no other purpose. Only bon. friend that we cannot commence surveying the landa
woodon posts will be put dowa in the sub.divisions, as the that are to be granted in aid of building the railway, until
spots can be easily ascertained from the main points. we know where the railway is to be built. Whenever the

* Dominion Lands (Outside Service), covering railway line is finally located and confirmed by the Goveran
sAlaries and contingent expenses of Land and -ment, then we have twenty miles on each side of that line
Timber Agenies, inspections, &c. ............. 61,095 and such portions of that lino as are likely to b available for

198 -1 Extra Clerkî at Head Office, Ottawa, publislun-gen
maps, advertising and other similar expenses. 20,000 settlement, of course, will be surveyed. The Governaml1o

Outside Service, British Columbia, staff contin- will ask for a vote to survcy those lands, and hope to be
gent expenses, &c ........ .............. ...... 10,645 recouped afterwards hy thoir sale. The first item included

Land Guides in Manitoba and the North-West. 7,90 in this sum for British Columbia, is to cover hle expen805

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This is nearly double of Mi. Trutch and his ostablirhnent. Mr. Trutch, as the
the last rate; what is the cause ? House knows, was sent there as Government agent. JLe

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONAL D. Tho r'apid incrase o!'the has general supervision of our interests in that portion

business in tus branch in the publie service. A LInd com- t'e Dominion, and ho has general supervision over the rnail
missioer adan inspector of land ageces lias been way mattce's ther'e and ovOI' land nU.ttors, and is contintially

nul .refèrred te ou aIl suhjects, Customs, Inland Revenue, sud
appointed with headquarters at Winnipeg. Mr. Walsh is
the Commissioner, at a salary of 85,0J0, and Mr. Perey is evey question et publi mnterost. lt is arianged thatto
the Inspecter at $3,200-be is the Deputy-Head. They expenses of this establishment should bo divided betWhoCl
form a Land Board. Mr. Walsh will attend to the land eWo to epartments of Railways and Interior. lhe the
business generally, instead of having it inconveniently and expense is 89,840, for which $4,900 is te be charged te d
ineffectively transacted, a system which the North-West has Department of the Interior and the rest to Railways an,
out.grown. Settlers willgo westward, as westward the star Canals. Then there is a branih of the Surveyor-Genera

of empire holds its sway. There will be an increasing Department, consisting of a surver in charge ith a
number of land agents, who will have responsible duties to salary Of $1,000; a draughtsrnan, $1,200; two clerks andu

perform. These mon are liable to great temptations in that messenger, costing altogethor $5,700.
country just now, to which, I am happy to believe, only few Mr. BUNSTER. It is very seldom that British Columbi'a
of them have yieldei. Still tiere must be an efficient super- is heard on tie floor of tie louse here. It is not Many
vision, and I beliere that Mr. Percy, who possesses the years ago sinco I drew the attention of tho Government to
bighest testimonials, is physicaliy and mentally well fitted British Columbia. Now, the leader of the Governmllenlt
for the office. The Commissioner will attend to land granting, refers to Mr. Trutch, who once drew a map of Britis t
while the inspector will examine those agencies, report upon Columbia, and wben I accused the hon. member for Weât

themo, and maintain the machinery in good working order. Durham of having done injustice to British Columbia, ho
Land disputes will be settled by that Board, whose decisions, answered by holding Mr. Trutch's map so fashion on l"8
the members agrecing, of course, will bo considered as final, head, whici has ever since been a curse to British ColiIn'
subject to reference to the Courts and to Parliament. Should bia.
the Commissioners differ, there would be ground for an Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Whicb, bis head?
appeal to the Department and the Government. As fast as Mr' B TER.• N (Bcamp. I bis tea? ntiol

ossible all the land granting business will be transferred to M . BUNSTE . No, the map. I wish to call atte
innipeg and the Norh-West. It is the policy of the to the great injustice Mr. Trutch has done to British

Government and the Department that all general questions Columbia in drawmug any suci map, when it is well knOhva
and regulations shal bc attended to at Ottawa from whili British Columbia has never been surveyed. There basan reglatouî noai beve amtndc te itt Ottnd thon patr sr $0,0
patents will ultimately issue. There are some new offices bon no survey made of it, and the paltry sum f $10,00
established : a land agency for Qu'Appelle district, and an offercd it m place of abeut $110,000.
agency at Edmonton, these are provided for in this estimate. RPesolutions ordered to be roported ; and (at 12.05 o'clock,
The expense of the new agency at Qu'Appelle will be a.n.) the House adjourncd.
$3,800. There are seven land offices, or cight, including
the land office at Edmonton. The land office at Edmonton
has been removed. There is no land office et Rat Portage HOUSE OF COMMONS.as they have not reachod there yet.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is the $10,645 exponditur in FnInAT, 28th April, 1882.
Aiîish. Columbia for, we have no lands there ocept the The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
imilway belt ? PRAYERS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am very glad to find
that there is very good land there, in the opinion of the RE-ADJUSTMENT OF REPRESRNTATION IN Ti
settlersin theKamloops country. Compiaints are made that HOUSE OF COMMONS.
the Government have not laid out that land, and people are Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. i beg to more foi' lave
an:ious to come in and settle. It is really a large and to introduce Bill (No. 153) to readjust the representation in
valuable grazing country and there is a certain amount of the House of Conion'ns. The Bill, of course, as the louse
lW f lt agdoelterglipurposes. knows, is introduced under the British North Arnerica Act,

yy. BUNSTER, I am very sorry to find the insignifi. and in consequence of the Census of 1881. By that COnusS
cant sum- of- 8,10,640 put down for this service. The it appears that the representation of all the Provinces "
Domion does not object to take $700,000 out of British remain as it is, with the exception of the Province O
Jt4'nmbi'a for Custom.s, but can only afford the paltry sum Ontario, which obtains four additional representatives by
of'$1,fee fbr opening up a certain boit of land reserved the increase of population, under the scale established in
at the request of the Government. For my part, so far as the British North America Act. It is also proposed in tl"s

Sir JoN A. MACDONALD,
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Bill, in consequence of the increase of population in the
province of Manitoba, to give it one additional member;
that will be five additional members added to the House,
211 instead of 206. The principle upon which the readjust-
ment of the constituencies is arranged in this Act is to
equalize as much as possible the population of Ontario.
In consequence of four new members boing added, there
must be, of course. a locus standi for these additional
members. Besides these four members it is proposed to
unite the town of Niagara with the county of Lincoln, and
also to unite the town of Cornwall to the county of Stor-
mont, leaving six constituencies to be provided for in the
Province of Ontario. The arrangement with respect to the
additional members will be as foilows: The county of
Essex, which, s the Census shows, is a county of a large
population, is to be divided into two; tho county of
Lambton, which als- ias a large population, is to be divided
into two; Bruce, which has two ridings, will have an
additional electoral district; Middlesex, which has three
ridings, will have four; Simcoe, which las now two, will
have three; and the county of Ontario, which has two, will
also have three. These are the arrangements by which
these six additional new constituencies wiil be provided. I do
not propose to enter into minute details as to the different
constituencies, bocause, until the Bill is in the hands of hon.
members, and they have the Census before them, they will
gather no information by reading the Bill; but I will
point out how the principle of representation by population
has been applied. Of course, there is not and cannot be a
perfect adherence to the principle, pure and simple, of
representation bypopulation. In sone cases it is impossible
to follow strictly tnat principle, and to provide strictly that
ail electoral districts shal have the same body of population,
but the alterations have been ail in that direction. In con-
sequence of the readjustment of so many of the counties
there will be a considerable alteration in the arrangement
of the different constituencies. I will point out most
of them, as I have therm in my memorandum.
In Cornwall and Stormont the population is the same, and
there is no alteration; it is merely joining the towns. Car-
leton (Ontario) is altered. Tho population, in 1871, 24,689, is
reduced to 20,287, and the reduction will be applied to the
adjoining county, the north riding of Lanark. I may mon
tion that the average population in the different constituen.
cies is about 21,000. The north riding of Lanark is too
small according to the average. It had 13,943, and it will
be increased to 18,345. So in Leeds and Grenville thero is
an alteration about the same.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the alteration ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is reduced from 12,929

to 12,423. I now state the fact generally, and I will give the
particulars a little later. Brockville, which bas a population
of 12,514, by the addition of the township of Kitley, will
be increased to 15,007. Victoria North, with a population
of 13,799, will be increased by the readjustment to 16,540.
The whole population of the county of Ontario is 60,809.
By the readjustment and the addition of some townships from
Muskoka, which bas some 27,000, South Ontario wili have
20,244; North Ontario, 20,823; and West Ontario, 19,730;
the constituencies being thus very nearly equalized. Mus-
koka, which bas 27,204, will have 17,610. East York will
be reduced from 23,312to 22,853. North York, from 24,501,
will be reduccd to 21,730. The three Simcoes, by the read-
justment, will stand as follows: South Simcoe, 22,721; North
Simeoe, 26,120; and East Simco, 27,185. Lincoln and
Niagara, with 26,408, will be roduced to 20,901. Monck,
from 17,145, will be increased to 17,380. South Wentworth,
which had a population of 14,993 will be increased to 16,229.
North Brant, which is now very small, 11,894, will be
increased to 17,635. South Brant will be reduced from
21,975 to 20,482. North Oxford, from 25,361, will be

reduced to 24,389. South Osford will be reduced from
24,7-32 to 23,133. South Perth will be increased from 20,778
to 21,889. Nnrth Perth wili be reduced from 34,207 to

6,276. North Wellington will be reduced from 25,870 to
23,082. By sone accident the figures have been leftout for
the three ('reys.

Mr. BLXKE. Are the Greys to b changed?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; slightly. East

Bruce will have 22,355; North Bruce, 17,655; West Bruce,
25,618; East Elgin will b reduced from 28,147 to 26,301;
WestElg> avill be incrcased from 14,214 to 23,480. The four
Middlesexes will stand thus: Centre, or South Middlesex,
as I think they are going to call it, 18,889; East Middloex,
24,552. However, a suggestion has been made to me
to-day, that East London, which is really a portion of the
city of L->ndon, should bc takon away from East Middlesex
and added to the city, of which it is merely a suburb.
West Middlesex will have 19,491; North Middlesex, 19,540;
South Huron, which had a population of 27,103 will have
23,042; Centre Huron will be reduced from 26,474 to
22,321; Bothwell, from 27,102 to 22,268; Kent. from 36,626
to 28,112. Essex is divided into two ridings. The popula-
tion of South Essex will be 22,385, that of North Essex will
bc 25,6-9, the division being very nearly the same as for
the Local House ; and Lambton West will be 24,356, and
Lambton East, 18,260. North Norfolk, which is now
17,'19, will be increased to 20,869; South Norfolk will bc
increased from 16,374 to 19,019. Hon. gentlemen will sec
that alterations on the whole have been in the way of
equalizing the population.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt of it.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Equalizing the Tory population.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. No; you eannot equalize

a majority.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). There is no majority.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Well, we will see. Hav-

ing made this general statement, if hon. gentlemen wish, I
will read the names of the different municipalities compos-
ing the constituencies.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONA-LD. The following are the

divisions:-
ONTARIo.

1. The county of Cornwall and Stormont shall consist of the towa of
Cornwall and the townships of Cornwall, Osnabruck, Finch and
Roxboro'.

2. The county of Carleton shall consist of the townships of Nepea,
North Gower, Marlboro', March, Huntley and Goulbourn, and the
village of Richmond.

3 The north riding of the county of Lanark shall consist of the
townships of Ramsay, Pakenham, Darling, Dalhousie, North Sherbrooke,
Lavant, Fitzroy, Torbolton, and Lanark, the town of Almonte, and the
village of Lauaik.

4. The south riding of the county of Lanark shall consist of the
townships of Bathurst, North Elmsley, Beckwith, South Sherbrooke,
North Burgess, Drummond and Montague, and the town of Perth, and
the village of Carleton Place.

5. The north ridingofLeeds and Grenville shall consist of the towa-
ships of South Elmsley, Wolford, Oxford and South Gower, and the
villages 0t Smith's Falls, Kemptville and Merrickville.

6. The electoral district of Brockville shall consist of the town of
Brockville, and the townships of Elizabethtown and Kitley.

7. The east riding of the county of Peterboro' shall consist of the
townships of Asphodel, Belmont, Methuven, Burleigh, Anstruther,
Chandos, Douro, Dammer, Dysart, Dudley, Harcourt, Guilford, Har-
burn, Bruton, Havelock, Eyre, Clyde, Nightingale, Livingston,
Lawrencp, Cavendish, Glamorgan, Cardiff, Monmouth, Otonabee and
larvey, and the village of Ashburnham, Lakefield and Norwood.

8. The north riding of the county of Victoria shall consist of the
townships of Eldon, Fenelon, Fenelon Falls, Somerville, Cardon, Dalto,
Bexley, Laxton, Digby, Longford, Lutterworth, Anson, Hindon, Gal-
way, Snowdon, Minden, Stanhope, Shelburne, McClintock and Ridoat.

The county of Ontario shall be divided into three riding", each of
which shall return one member.
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9. The south riding of the county of Ontario shall consist of the and St. Elmunds, and the village of Southampton, Wiarton, Chesley,

townships of West Whitby, East Whitby and Reach, the towns of Tara and Paisley.
Whitby and Oshawa, and the village of Port Perry. 35. The east riding of the county of Elgin shall consist of the town..

10. The north riding of the ccunty of Ontario shall consist of the sliips of Yarmouth, Malahide and Bayham, and the whole of the village
townships of Scott, Brock, Thorah, Mara, Rama, Scugog, Morrison, of Port Stanley, part of which is now in another electoral district, and
Ryde, Draper, Oakley, Macaulay, Maclean, and the villages of Brace- the villages of Aylmer and Vienna, and the town of St. Thomas.
bridge and Cannington. 36. The west riding of the county of Elgin shall consist of the

11. The west riding of the county of Ontario shall consist of the townships of Southwold, Dunwieh, Aldboro', Orford and Howard, and
townships of Whitchurch, Uxbridge and Pickering, the villages of New- the village of Ridgetown.
market and Uxbridge, anl the whole of the village of Stouffrille, which 37. The electoral district of Bothwell shall consist of the townships
now extends partly into another electoral district. of Sombra, Dawn, Camden, Chatham and Zone, and the villages of

12. The electoral district of Muskoka shall consist of the townships of Bothwell, Wallaceburg, Dresden and Thamesville.
Watt, Cardwell, Humphrey, Conger, Stephenson, Brunel, Franklin, 3'8. The county of Kent shall consist of the townships of Dover East,
Sinclair, Chaffey, Bethune, Perry, Proudfoot, Foley, Cowper, McDou- Raleigh, Harwich and East Tilbury, and the town of Chatham and- the
gall, Parry Sound village and island, Ferguson, Carling, Burpee, village of Blenheim.
Shanaga and settlements on the lake shore to the mouth of French The county of Essex shall be divided into two ridings, each of which
River, Christie, Monteith, McKellar, bagerman, Spruce, Croft, shall return one member.
McKenzie, Ferris, Wilson, Mills, McConkey, Hardy, Chapman, Strong, 39. The south riding of the county of Essex shall consist of the
Maganetawan, Joly, Lount, Machar, Laurier, Ryerson, Armour, townships of Anderdon, Malden, Colchester, Gosfield, Mersea, Romney,
McMurrich, Stisted, Pringle, Gourd, Himsworth and Nipissing. the town of Amherstburg, the villages of Leamington and Kingsville,

13. The east riding of the county of York shall consist of the town- and Pelée Island.
ships of East York, bcarboro' and Markham and the villages of Yorkville 40. The north riding of the county of Essex shall shall consist of the
and Markham. townships of West Sandwich, East Sandwich, Maidstone, Rochesterand

14. The north riding of the county of York shall consist of the town- West Tilbury, the towns of Sandwich and Windsor, and the village of
ships of King, East Gwillimbury, West Gwillimbury, North Gwillim- and Belle River.
bury, Georgina, and the villages of olland Landing, Bradfordf and The county of Lambton shall be divided into two ridings, each of
Anrera. which shall return one member.

The county of Simcoe shall be divided into three ridings, each of 41. The west riding of the county of Lambton shall consist of the
which shall return one member. townships of Sarnia, Moore and Plympton, the towns of Sarnia and

15. The south riding of the county of Simcoe shall consist of the Petrolia, and the villages of Wyoming, Forest and Point Edward.
townships of Mulmur, Tossorontio, Essa, Innisfil, and Tecumseth, and 42. The east riding of the county of Lambton shall consist of the
the village of Alliston. townships of Enniskillen, Brooke, Warwick and Bosanquet, and the

16. The north riding of the county of Simcoe shall consist of the villages of Oil Springs, Alvinston, Watford, Arkona and Thedford.
townships of Nottawasaga, Sunnidale, Flos, Vespra, Barrie, Colling- 43. The north riding of the county of Wentworth shall consist of the
wood and Barrie, and the village of Stayner. townships of Fiamborough, West Flamborough, Beverly and Nelson,

17. The east riding cf the county of Simcoe shall consist of the town of Dundas, and the village of Berlington,
townships of Tay, Medonte, Oro, Orillia, Matchedash, Muskoka, Wood, The county of Middlesex shall be divided into four ridings, each of
Medora, Monck, and Tiny, the villages of Gravenhurst, Penetangaishene wbich shall return a member. ,
and Midland, and the town of Orillia. 44. The centre riding of the county of Middlesex shall consist of the

18. The county of Lincoln and Niagara shall consist of the town and townships of Westminister, Delaware, Caradoc and Lobo.
township of Niagara, the city of t. Catharines, the townships of 45. The east ridirg of the county of Middlesex shall consist of the
Grantham and Louth, and the villages of Merriton and Port Dalhousie. townships of London, West Nissouri, North Dorchester, South Dor-

19. The electoral district of Monck shall consist of the townships of chester, and the villages of Eat London, Petersville and Springfield.
Gainsboro, Moulton, Wainfleet, Canboro', Pelham, Dunn and Clinton, 46. The west riding of the county cf Middlesex shall consist of the
and the villages of Dunnville and Sherbrooke. townships of Adelaide, Metcalfe, Mosa, Euphemia and Ekfrid, and the

20. The south riding of Wentworth shall consist of the townships villages of Glencoe, Newburyand Wardsville, and the townofStrathroy.
of Saltfleet, Binbrooke, Barton, Glandford, Grimsby and Caistor, and 47. 1he north riding of the cou nty of Middlesex shall consist of the
the villages of Grimsby and Beamsville. townships of East Williams, West Williams, McGillivray, Biddulph and

21. The north riding of the county of Brant shall consist of the Stepben, and the villages of Ailsa Craig, Lucan and Parkbill.
townships of Ancaster, Blenheim, East Brantford and South Dumfries. 48. The south riding of the county of Huron shall consist of the town-

22. The south riding of the county of Brant shall consist of the ships of ay, Stanley, Goderich and Colborne, the towns of Goderich
townships of West Brantford, Onondaga and Tuscarora, the city cf and Clinton, and the villages of Exeter and Bayfield.
Brantford and the town of Paris. 49 The centre riding of the county of Huron shall consist of the

23. The north riding of the county of Oxford shall consist of the townships of Tuckersmith, Hullet, McKillop, Grey and Usborne, and the
townships of East Nissouri, West Zorra, Woodstock, Blandford, South villages of Seaforth and Brussels.
Basthope and North Easthope, and the village of Embro. 50 MThe north ridiig or the county of Huron shall consist of the

24. The south riding of the county of Oxford shall consist of the townships of Ashfield, Wawanosh, Morris, Turaberry and Howick, and
town of Ingersoll, the village of Norwich, and the townships of Oxford the villages of Blyth, Wingham, Wroxeter and Brussels.
East, Norwich North, Norwich South, Burford and Oakland.

25. The north riding of the county of Norfolk shall consist of the MANITOBA.

townships of Townsend, Windham, Middleton, Dereham, the township 51. The electoral district of Selkirk shall consist of the municipalities
of Tilsonburg, and the village of Waterford. of Rhineland, North Dufferin, South Dufferin, Lorne, Louise, Argyle,

26. The south riding of the county of Norfolk shall consist of the Derby, Brandon, Turtle Mountain, Dennis and Souris.
townships of Houghton, Walsingham, Charlotteville, Woodhouse, the 52. The electoral district of Marquette shall consist of the municipal-
town cf dimcoe and the village of Peterboro'. ities of Portage, Norolk, Westbourne, Cypress, Beautiful Plain, Minne-

27. The south riding of the county of Perth shall consist of the town- dosa, Riding Mountain, Shoal Lake, and Russell.
ships of ulanchard, Hibbert, Downie, Fullarton and Logan, and the 53. The electoral district of Provencher shall consist cf ithe munici-
town of St. Mary's and Mitchell. palities of Cartier, Morris, Montcalm, Emerson,, Youville, Hanover,

28. The north riding of the county of Perth shall consist of the town- La Broquerie, flespeler, Sainte Anne, Taché, Saint Norbert and Saint
ships of Ellice, Elma, Mornington, Wallace and Listowel, and the town Boniface.
of Stratford- 54. The electoral district of Lisgar shall consist of the municipalities

29. The north riding of the county of Wellington shall consist of the of Assiniboia, Belcourt, St. Francois Xavier, Macdonald, Kildonan,
townships of Marysboro', Minto, Arthur, Luther and Amaranth, the Saint Paul, Springfield, Saint Laurent, Woodlands, Rockwood, Fairford,
whole of the town of Palmerston, part of which is now in another Gimli, Saint Andrews Plessis and Varennes.
electoral district, and the villages of Arthur, Shelburne, Harriston, 55. The electoral district of Winnipeg Ehall conaist of the city Of
Clifford and Mountain Forest. Winnipeg and the municipality of Fort Rouge: Provided that any tract

30. The south riding of the county of Grey shall consist of the town- of land annexed to and made part of the city of Winnipeg by Act of the
sbips of Bentinck, Artemesia, Normanby, Glenelg, and Egremont, and Legislature of Manitoba, extending the limits of that city, shall, by
the village of Durham. such extension, become part of the electoral district of Winnipeg, and

31. The east riding of the county of Grey shall consist Of the town- detached from the electoral district of Lisgar or Provencher as the case
ahips of Collingwood, Euphrasia, Osprey, Melancthon, Proton and St. may be.
Vincent, and tbe town of Meaford.

The county of Bruce shall be divided into three ridings, each of QUEBRO.
which shal return one member. All that part of the parish of Ste. Monique, now in the county if

32. The east riding of the county of Bruce shall consiet of the town- Terrebonne, is hereby detached from the said county, and annexed to
ships of Cuirons, Greenock, Brant and Carrick, the town of Walkerton the county of Two Mountains.
and the village of Teeswater.

33. The west riding of the county of Bruce shall consist of the town- Those are the provisions of the readjustment. The Bill wll
ships of Saugeen Bruce, Kincardine, Huron, Kinloss, the town of be printed and distributed immediately, and plenty of timo
Kincardine, the villages of Tiverton and Port Elgin, and the whole of the -
village of Lucknow, part of which is now in another electoral wiibc given for discutssing it in ail its details.
district. IMr. BLAKE. Before this iBill is rend th.e first tiM-e,

34. The north riding of the countj of Bruce shall consist of the
townships of Arran, Elder8lie, Amabe, Albemarle, Bastior, Lindsay, Wish to make a few remarks. Of course, it Will DO be

$ir Jomq A. MACDONALD.
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expected that I should enter, in any degree, into the details
of the proposed readjustment; but I wish to make some
general observations with regard to the measure, so far as I
have been able to apprehend it. Sir, this measure has been
brought down too late and too early. It has been brought
down too late, because a measure of this description, which
affects very deeply the political interests, feelings, wishes,
and opinions of a large portion of the constituencies of
Canada, ought to bave been brought down at an early
period of the Session, when there would have been ample
opportunity for its details to be mastered, not merely by us
here, but also by those for whom we are legislating. So far
as the public basis of the Bill goes, it is based upon informa-
tion which was in the possession of the Administration as
long ago as before last midsummer. The Census returns
were published about midsummer, and they were in the
hands of the Administration and available to them for
a considerable time before their publication; there was,
therefore, so far as the public basis of a Bill to alter
the representation is concerned, all that period for
its preparation. But although its necessity was known,
aithough it was announced in the Speech from the Throne,
although it was repeatedly asked for, it is not brought down
until the eleventh or twelfth week of the Session, when the
hon. gentleman has upon the paper a notice to take
Saturday ; when we are wearied with our work and all
anxious to go away; when, alth6ugh the hon. gentleman
says there will be time for discussion, he knows perfectly
well there will not be time for discussion; when there will
not be time for that communication with the people to
which I have referred, and for their responses to come-I
say it is not until this hour that this measure is brought
down. It is brought down too soon, for the reason that
such a measure as this ought never to be brought down at
all. We know the name of a politician which bas become
historical in connection with the use-the profligate and
outrageous use of political powers in the interests of a par-
ticular party in the neighboring Republic, to alter constit-
uencies; and I venture to say that this Bill will associate
the hon. gentleman's name for all time to come with a
similar practice. Sir, what are the principles of the
hon. gentleman in reference to readjustment ? So far
as I gather from bis stalement, there are over fifty
changes proposed to be made in the Province of Ontario.
Over fifty constituencies are to have their boundaries
changed by this measure. The political mnp of the Pro-
vince of Ontario is to be entirely reconstructed. What is
the excuse ? The excuse is that four seats had to be added
to the Province of Ontario. What is the justification
beyond that ? That tbe hon. gentleman's nice notions of
justice and equality to the different parts of the populaton
are offended by certain discrepancies in the numerical pro-
portions of the different constituencies, and he is obliged, by
that strong sense of justice which animates him, to see that
these are removed in consequence of the addition of those
four menbers. What is he doing in order to accomplish
Ibis ? Disregarding, so far as those statements we have
can give us information at this moment, wholly the prin-
ciple which he himself stated should govern us in making
the changes ten years ago, when a similar duty devolved
upon him-the principle, in respect of which bis views were
assented to on that occasion by this side of the House, of
having regard to the municipal boundaries and divisions, a
proper consideration of which should guide him in regulat-
lng the Constituencies. He is wholly disregarding that
P.rinciple now. le is detaching townships from their coun-
ties and adding them to other counties, and making bis
divisions under the pretenco-and I repeat the
Word pretence-of equalizing the population, but with
the real result of doing what lie threatened h would
do to an hon. friend of mine not now in the House, hiving
the Grrits, lion. gentlemen may laugh at it, but if they had the
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spirit and honor of men they would repudiate it. They laugh
at it as a good joke that the majority in this House should
legislaite themselves into power. They laugh at it as a good
joke that they sbould take advantage of their power and
majority to do what I have stated is the ruling principle of
the right hon. gentleman, so far as he can accomplish it-
to collect together a number of townships where the
Reformers happened to be in a strong majority, and detach
them from the adjoining counties, and so to weaken the
strength of ihe Liberal party in a large number of consti-
tuencies, giving them in return an occasional constituency.
That is the main feature of this measure so far as redistri-
bution is concerned. Let us consider how far this affects
the natural municipal boundaries of the counties, and how far
this business of equalization is really the honest intention of
this measure, or ought to be adopted by this House. I will
deal first of all with the question of detaching , he townships
from the counties, and making in effect electoral districts,
which, although the hon, gentleman calis them ridings of
counties, are not, in a great many cases, ridings at al]. The
name is nothing; it is the substance we look at. In many
cases he takes a township from one county and adds it to
another and calls it the north, east or west riding of ibis, that
or the other; but it is no longer a portion of the original
county, a segment of that organization-it is something
added to another county for political purposes--for the pur-
pose of strengthening the Government and weakening their
opponents. I wish to read what the hon. gentleman thought
-n this subject ten years ago, when he had a similar duty to
discharge:

l With respect to the rural constituencies, the desire of the Govern-
ment bas been te preserve the representations for counties, and sub-
diùvsion of counties as much as possible. It is coneidered objeetionable
to make representation a mere geogrnphical term. (Elear, hear). it is
desired as much as possible to keep the representation within the
county, so that each county that is a municipality of Ontario should be
represented, and if it becomes large enough, divide it into ridings-that
principle is carried out in the suggestions I am ab >ut to make. That
rale was broken in 1867 in three constituencies, viz.: Bothwell, Card-
well, Monck ; and 1 do not think on the whole that the experiment bas
proved a successful one. I do not think it was unsuccessful as far as
the representatives of those new constituencies themselves were con-
cerned, as they are well and ably represented by the gentlemen who
now hold seats for the constituencies; and I hope that if am returned
again to the next Parliament I shall meet those hon. members. But it
is obvions that there is a great advantage in havingeounties elect men
'vhom they know. Our municipal system gives an almirable oppor-
tunity to constituencies to select men for their deserts. We ail know
the process which happily goes on in Western Ontario. A young man
in a county commences his public life by being elected by the neighbors
who know him io the Township Council. If he shows himself possessed
of administrative ability, he is made a Reeve or Deputy Reeve of is
county. He becomes a member of the County Council, and as his exp3ri-
ence increases, and his character and abilities become known, lie is
selected by bis people as their representative in Parliameut. It is, I
think a grand system that the people of Canada should have the oppor-
tunity of choosing for political promotion the men in whom they have
most confidence and of whose abilities they are fully assured. All that
great aivantage is lost by cutting off a portion of two separate counties
and adding them together for electoral purposes only. Those portions
so cut off have no common interest; they do not meet together, and
they have no common feeling except that once ia five years they go to
the polls in their own township to vote for a man who may be known
in one section and not in the other. Th!s tends towards the introduc-
tion and development to the American system of caucuses, by which
wirepullers take adventurers for their political ability only and not for
any personal respect for them. 8o that as much as possible, from any
point of view, it is advisable that counties should refuse men whom they
do not know, and when the representation is increased it should be by
subdividing the counties into ridings."
Then he went on to point out that he had acted on that
principle :

"I omitted te state that it is not intended to divide either Ottawa or
Hamilton. Although we have adopted in Old Canada the principle of
electoral divisions, it has not been considered in England a proper mode
of representation, inasmuch as it totally excludes minorities, and in

rome constituencies in England they have introduced the system we
now propose for the purpose of protecting minorities. It is therefore
proposed that Hamilton shall return two members."

Phen replying to the bon. gentleman, I said:
"l e did not intend to discuss the details, butagreed that theprinciple

of the division of the counties adopted was judicious, making the elec.
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toral divisions conterminous with the caunties ; and that it was n ot one member. Sheiburne and Queen's together make 25,490
weII to urge the doctrine of population too far, although it should be and ha
regarded as far as possible. The principle of representation by popula- while Lunenburg, with Z8,583, bas
tion had been properly disregarded, the charges having been made O11Y0One. To Cumberland, which las 27)36Souls, the
evidently for political reasons, and he was not surprised that the BillSame observations would noasureably apply. Take
had been brouglit down at this late stage of the Session when there was New Brunswick. The county of York with 30,397
scarcely time to discass it."yscrclytmetodicssht"souls, returns one member; Westmoreland, witli
Then at a subsequent stage of the debate, the hon. gentleman 37,719, one menber; Charlotte, with 26,089, one
said in reply that ho believed the lHouse generally agreed member; Northumberiand, with 25,909, one momber;
with him that the county organization should be preserved while Queens, with 14,027, or les than half of York,
as much as possible. He had observed this principle, and lees than half of Westmoreland, and a utie more
po county in Ontario had been split up. That was the than haîf of Charlotte or Northumberland, las one
opinion of the hon. gentleman then. But now we find not member. Sunbury, with 6,651, has one member; and
merely electoral districts which have learned to act together,iRestigouche, with 7,058, las one member. Thus two
which have learned to consider themselves as an organiza- persons are returned by 13,709, as against one by 37,000 in
tion and as an entity, disturbed by the county divisions, dis- Westmoreland, and one by 30,000 in York. Add Sunbury,
turbed with regard to one municipality, being taken from Restigouche and Queen's, and you have 28,026, returning
one county or a riding and added to another, merely in three members, as against one returned by 37,000 in West-
order to carry out an extensive scheme of the hon. gentle- moreland; add Victoria, 15,686, and you have four members
man-not to equalize the population, but to strengthen his by 41,600 as against one by Westroreland with 37,000.
hands politically in Ontario. Let us consider how wide his That is the etate of things which the hon, gentleman does
sense of justice extends with reference to the equalization of fot propose b interfere with in the Province of New
the population. Is there one law for Ontario and another Brunswick. Wlat are these principles of eternal justice
for the rest of the Dominion--.one sense of justice in dealing ofrepresentation? Are they principles whicl are appli-
with Ontario and another in dealing with the rest of the cable b mon in one part of this Dominion and not to those
Dominion ? Is that what is so offensive that the majority in others? Je it esential to diegard those considerations
of the flouse feels, with a stern virtue that they mustwhich have induced the hon. gentleman b leuve tbese
remedy it so far as Ontario is concerned, at whatever cost county and municipal divisions undisturbod, although. the
to their political prospects,wholly inoffensive,wholly delight- exerescences and deficiencies of the system, consequent on
fui, and to be continued, preserved and extended in all other leaving tiem undisturbed, are even greater than those ho
places? Let us consider what those inequalities are, proposes to remedy la Ontario. Look again atthe Pro-
which the hon. gentleman is bound to redress, as vinceofQuebec. Idonet takefor the purposes of Ibis
compared with the inequalities which he thinks he should comparison the urban constituencies. I leave ont Montreat
not, and which are favored by the mrajority in the other and Quebec, becauso I always thouglt that peculiar con-
Provinces. Let us consider the condition of things which it sideratione apply 10 capital cities; and arnnt going te
does not disturb in the other Provinces-for he is not dis- discuss to-day how far those considerations ehould apply.
turbing a single constituency, with the exception of a trifling-Rimouski, with 33,791 souls, returns one member; Beauce,
alligation of both parts of a parish into one district in witl 32,020, returus one; Drummond and Arthabaska, two
Quebeo. What is the condition of things in Prince Edward counties, with 37,360, relurn one; Chicoutimi, 32,409e
lIsland ? Each county there returns two members. returne one; Hochelaga, with 40,079, reîurns one; Ottawa,
Queen's returns two, with a population of 41,111, or 21,505 with49,452, returus one; making a total of six mombers
soule return one member. King's returns two members, returned by 225,091, or an average of 37,513 te a member,
with a population of 26,433, or 13,206 persons return a in those six constituoncies. Take sovon more. Gaspe,
membor in that constituency. But tlielion. gentle- wit 25,001, returnsone member; Temiscouata, one with
man is not moved by Ibis circumetance. Hie doos not tbink 25,484; Lavis, one with 27,980; Nicolet, one with 26,611;
we have anything t do with Prince Edward asland. Richmond and Wolfe, one with 26,39; Portueuf,
Thonlie must leave Prince Edward Island just as it i, and one with 25,175, and Champlain one with 26,818,
give to thirteen mon in KingNs the sae power that twenty- or a total of 183,408 in the seven constituencies,
four men have in Queen's, and say 17,000 men may resurn making an average of 26,201 soue to ach member. Add
a member there, s0 that mhe proportion of political power the whole together, and you find thireen mombers returne;
in the different conetituencies ls twenty-four in one t w by 408,499 sous, or an average of 31,422 to caih. That is
thirteen lu another, and tl twolve in a third; and that ess ae tate of thing in thirten rural constituencies ir
condition of sucl great oquality that the han. gentleman's Quebc. Lot us look at the other side of the pictre, lot us
reforming tendencios did not lead hi te pro'pose ny sec if the hon, gentleman lias cons-Idered the inequalities tin
amoudment tb the representalion 1 equalizo themrepresenta. Quebe. Montmorency, with 12,322 souls, return; ne

Rion in Prince Edward Island. Take the Island of Cape mesber; Three Rivers, on with 9,296; Saint Maurice, one
Breton, N. S. Invernesreturnp a member weth 25,651 wieh 12,986; reontcan, one wit 12,766; Jacques Cartier,
votes; the adjoining county, Victoria, returs one with oewith 12,345; Lava , one with 9,462; Sherbrooke un
12,470; thus 'Victoria bas two votes 10, one lu Inverness, with 12,221 ; Brome, eue witli 15,827 ; Iberville, one with
because its population je-not baif that of thoRoteher. Take 14,459; Verchres, one wih 12,449; Chambly, one with
the county of-michmond, also in Cape Breton, and yon find 10,858; Napiervill, one with 10,511; Laprairie, one with
the aggregate population of Richimond and Victoria la 11,436; SI. Join, one with 12,265; Chateauguay, onemith
27,591, against a population of 25,651 lnInvernebs. Thus, 14,393; Soulanges, one withb 10,220; Vaudreuil, one with
practicallyihose two counsies return two members, whilo 11,485; Lslet, one with 14,917; Montmagny, one with
Inverness, with an equal popultion, returne only ene. You l526; Stanstead, one with 15,766; luntingdon, one with
have one haf the pelBtical power in the rne case that you 15,45; Beauiharnois, one with 16,000; L'Assoeption j e
have in the other. Halifax, City and cornty, with a popu- wih 15,282; Two Montains, one with 15,856; givisgw an
lation of 67,917, returue twe members; Lunenburg, witb a average for twenty-five constituencies of 13,048 Vo aci
population of 28,583, returne one; and Qucen's, wich a mmbor, megainot an average in thirteen of the larger
population of 10,577, returseue. Thus one mani in Queen's constitueIcies of 31,500 soute a member. Take afewof
lias nearly three limes as mucl political power asaman in Jhexsenemallnr constituencies: Three Rivers , 9 q96 Lavai,
Lunenburg, and more than Iree Limes as mcli as a ianin ei 9,462; Napierville, 10,511; hambly, 10,858; Laprairieh

alifax. hepburne, wih a population of 14,913, return r o e i10n220, and you have at thet lo
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these six constituencies of 61,583, or an average of 10,297
souls to a member. Take seven others: Sherbrooke, St.
John's, Vaudreuil, Montmorency, Verchéres, St. Maurice
and Montcalm, and yeu go thirteen constituencies with an
average of 11,421, as against thirteen others with an
average of 31,422 souls to a member. The hon. gentleman's
opinions of political justice and the rights of the people
extend just as far as the Province of Ontario, and he thinks
it unnecessary to disturb the constituencies in the other
Provinces, by any attempt at equalization at all. To use a
vulgarism it is too thin. It is impossible to contond that
the people.of Quebec, Nova Séotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince Edward Island are to be treated in a different way
from the people of Ontario, that they are entitled- te have
any greater regard paid to their rights, or any different
measure applied to them from that which is to be applied
to the people of Ontario. The hon. gentleman had a duty
to discharge. That was to propose to Parliament a mode
by which add itional members should be assigned to Ontario
and he takes advantage of the occasion to propose 4 a com-
plete reconstruction of the political map of Ontario, based
upon a violation of the principle which I have read from
his speech, of ton years ago, and that violation is obviously
made to strengthen his political party, as the great bulk of
these changes is intended to do, and to weaken the political
party of those to whom he is opposed. Why, Sir, we know
how this bas been going on. We know there have been
caucuses, gatherings, meetings of local politicians, inter-
views with the Tory- candidate mombers, and discussions of
this subject from one point of view only. We know that
this discussion las been: "How shall we be strongest ?
What change shall there be, how shall we be strongest ?
What change is there which will alter the political map of
Ontario il our favor ? What change can be made which will
weaken our opponents and strengthen ourselves ? " Why,
conventions have met, the LiberalConservative Convention
of North Bruce met in solemn assembly and have passed
resolutions on the subject. They unanimously resolved, and
the bon. gentleman bas heeded them, that the north
riding of Bruce, if both townships, Bruce and Saugeen
were dotached from it, would be a safe Conservative
riding, but that if the township of Saugeen
were left it would be dangerous at present and
disastrous in the near future And so the hon. gentleman
abandons his boasted plans, ho cuts the north riding of
Bruce below its population and adds to the other riding, in
order to do what the Liberal-Conservative Convention,
through its delegate Mr. MeNeil, or whatever you call him,
told him was necessary in the political interests ofhis party,
and a necessity to mould tho riding so that it might return
a Consorvative instead of a Reformer, even without abstract-
iing from each township a Reforn majority of 300 or 400
voters. That was not enough, and af ter taking 300 or 400
from the Reformers, the lion. gentleman is told by his
political supporters that ho must go further, that ho must
dock S augeen too, else it would be dangerous now and
disastrous in the near future ; and ho takes Saugeen and
adds it to the centre part of Bruce in which there is a
Reform majority closenpon a thousand in order tosti-engthen
himself in the two other constituencies. This isone instance
of the mode in which this plan las been arrived at. I say
that having a great duty to discharge which demanded from
the hon. gentleman that he should discharge it upon princi-
ples of general public justice, he las determined to
use his majority to load the dice in the political
game which is shortly to be played, and so far
as ho can to take care that the free senseof the people of
Ontario, as spoken by the constituencies which ho is never
tired of boasting returned him so large a majority atthe last
election, and which ho knows, such is the present sentiment,
would return him in an equal minority at the next election,.
to alter tihse constituQucies so as to prodace by force of law,

if you can call such a thing a law, a result which he feels,
without this interference, would never be procuced at all.
Why, Sir, we hear hon. gentlemen talking of their strength;
they say they are strong as ever they were Well, thore
are two omens that they do not feel as strong. First of all
they talk of precipitating the elections because they know
they would be weaker next year than they are this year;
they talk of anticipating it by aun appeal to the people,
bocause they feel it is dangerous to wait, and they say that
even now, in the Province of Ontario, it is dangerous to
appeal to the people with the present bounds. They say:
we must proceed legislatively to expound in advance what
the vote shall be of the people -of Ontario by cutting and
carving up the constituencies, by arranging them so as to
concentrate, so far as they can, the Li beral streng th in a com-
paratively limited num ber of constituencies, to weaken as far
as he can the Liberal strength in a great many of the con-
stituencies, that is the general plan and scope of the hon.
gentleman's measure. i hope, Sir, that the sense of spirit,
of justice, of goodfeeling of the Province of Ontario will
resent the hon. gentleman's course; that they will say it is
a very unfair advantage in a party, by their power in
Parliament to carve out the constituoncies in the way pro-
posed, and that they will refuse their assent to a measure so
highhanded, so arbitrary, so unjust, and that the hon.
gentleman may not reap from it the full benefit which he
expects. But at any rate it will net be our fault if the full
iniquities of this measure be not disclosed. They must be dis-
closed, and we must ask and we demand 'an answer why
this measure is of so different a character from that which the
hon. gentleman proposed ton years ago as the county divis-
ions; why a measure so different from that which he is
applying to.day to all the other Provinces of the Dominion,
shouldI be extended to that Province for which and in
whose namo to-day and upon this occasion, though si tting
here in a minority, I believe I speak.

Mr. MILLS. Before the motion is put I wish to mako an
observation or two. I had made an extract of the speech of
the hon. gentleman, which he delivered here in introducing
a measure in 1872. My friend who bas spoken has read that
extract, and I shall not trouble the House with it. But, it
is quito obvious, the hon, gentleman has departed entirely
froin the principle ho laid down then. I believe that was a
just principle, which exercised the necessary restraint over
the Administration of the day, that it secured to the
minority of Parliament something like fair protection
against the power which the majority in the Houie
possesses for purposes like this. We do not say the hon.
gentleman will reap all the advantages he expects froi
this measure, but what his friends anticipate there can be
no doubt of whatever. The hon. gentleman has beeau boasting
here for the- last threo years, and his friends have beei
boasting behind him the extent to vhich they enjo)y the
confidence of the country, have been toling u of their
popularity, yet we see to what extent they dist:ust tho
people by the measure the hon. gentleman haubmitted.

he hon. gentleman profrsses that lie is anxious te cqualize
the representation of the people in the .Province of On.tario.
I deny that the hon. gentleman has any such object in
view. His object is to legislate himself and his friends into
Parliament, that is the object disclosed in the face
of this measure. LeL urs take the county of
Essex. That county has a population of 46,962,
more than sufficient to return two members to this louse.
Why then does the hon. gentleman take a township off the
county of Lent and add it to Esex? Why the two consti-
tuencies- of Essex, without that township, will have each
23,481, and yet the lon, gentleman detaches a township
from the county of Kent and adds it to a riding of Essex,
which will have after that addition more than an ade-
quate population to entitle it to a member. The hon. gen-
tiemanr hai whlly ignored the factthat the county of Both-
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well is not a municipality, that it is part of Kent and a part
of Lambton. Kent bas upwards of54,001- population. Now, if
the hon. gantleman wished to deal fairly, why did he not
give two members to Kent and two to Lambton ? Why not
do away with the couinty of Bolthwell altogether. The east
riding of Kent would not hive been mre populous than
the we4 riding is at ihis moment, and ifhe wishes to adopt
the principle of repre-entation by population, why not give
t) the two counties of Kent and Lambton five members in
thi-s House ? They would have 21,000 of a population for
each representative. If ho had wished to adopt that prin-
ciple, he could have formed a new county ont of these two
counties, whieh would have had upwards of 21,00o of
a population. Then the hon. gentleman has taken
off two townships and a town in whieh there is a large
Reform vote, as I shall show when the Bill comes up for the
second reading, and tacks them to the west riding of Elgin ;
but when we look at the county of Elgin we find it bas a
population of 42,161, and if the hon. gentleman wished to
equalize the population, ail that wasneeessary was to detach
the city of St. Thomas from the east riding and add it to the
west riding; then we should have had about the same
population in the two ridings. But it is perfectly obvious
that that would not have served the purpose of the right
hon. gentleman ; it would not have served the interests and
objects of his friends; for it is obvious that the intention ot
the right hon gentleman is to legislate himself and his party
into Parliament, no matter what may be the views of the
majority of the electors of the Province of Ontario. The
Bill is a disgraceful measure; it is a disgrace to the right
bon. gentleman who submits it, and it is a disgrace to hon.
members who support it. It is neither just nor magnan-
imous, and I say no person who has proper respect for the
principles of constitutionai government, and of giving to the
political sentiment of the country a pro-per influence, will
support the measure which the right hon. gentleman has
submitted. It is a violation of the principles laid down by
him in 1872, and it does not carry out the objeet wbich the
right hon. gentleman stated was his object to-day, but
which we know is not bis object, because bis object is to
secure to himself and bis friends that power which be
believes the country, if fairly represented, would not give
him.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I arm not at all surprised
at the great warmth displayed by the leader of the Opposi-
tion and the hon. member for Bothwell. They do not like
the Bill, and why do they not like it? Because they think
by a fair and equal adjustment of the population of Ontario
they may loose some seats which they have to-day, When
Mr. Fox made the great mistake of declaring that the
Prince of Wales had a right to assume the Regina without
a vote of Parliament, Mr. Pitt said triumphantly:

4'I will unwhig that hon. gentleman if he ever goes baek on whig
principles."

The sole objection of bon. gentlemen opposita to the Bill
is because we are equalizing the population.

Several bon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Sir JOIhN A. MACDONALD. Their sole objection, I

say, ils that we are equalizing the population, which wasi
the great Reform principle of representation by population.i
In former times William Lyon Mackenzie raised the cry,
of representation by population, and made it ring1
through the Provinces of Upper Canada, and Upper1
Canada demanded that measuro almost at the1
point of the bayonet. Now, bon. gentlemon opposite(
do not like representation by population. They do notE
like that the population should ho arranged in constituencies1
nearly equal in nurnbers, and which would express, at allI
events much"more equally, what the deliberate opinion ofi
Ontario ,is than can b done now with constituencies1
varying from'30,000 to 34,000. This Bill secures in a great1

Mr. BLAKE.

measure equality, and the different constituencies repre-
sented, if this BiIl passes, will come here with equal force,
authority and voice, and will represent more clearly and
fully the views of al sections of the Province than is now
done with the present inequalities. The hon. gentleman
bas quoted my speech in 187J. I do not go back on a single
word of that speech. Although the hon.gentleman bas said
we received the support of the Opposition at that time, we
received no such support; we were attacked as we have
been now for gerrymandering, and making changes with
political designs. I remember very well a distinguished
and illus3trious friend of my own, who sat on the other side
of the liouse producing the picture of one of the ridings of
Huron. and said they might worship that, because there
was nothing like it in heaven above, on the earth beneath,
or in the waters under the earth.

An hon. MEMBER. That was true.
Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. The same objections were

taken to the Bill of 1872, as are taken to the Bill of 1882,
and with just as little reason. The same changes were
brought ten years ago as now; but notwithstanding that fact
hon. gentlemen opposite are so convinced we acted justly
in that re-adjustment, that they are anxious to adhere to
it; and, in 1892, if the hon. member for Bothwell and my-
self are sitting in the same relative positions as we are now,
no doubt ho will argue, and the leader of the Opposition
will contend for the settlement of 1892, just as ho is fighting
now for the re-adjustment we made ton years ago. I do not
go back on a single word of what I said then. I said then,
and I say now, it is of great importance to keep the arrange-
ment of the electoral and municipal divisions which were
the same; but if the hon. gentlemen wiil take up the Con-
solidated Statutes of Ontario they will sec what the Liberal
party headed by Mr. Mowat did.

Mr. RYMAL. What has that got to do with the question?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I contended thon that it

was of great importance that the municipal counties should
be the electoral districts, and I gave my reasons: that
young men would become first councillors, thon reeves and
then wardens, and there would be municipal as well as
political uniformity. But wo see that the Ontario Govern-
ment have disregarded that-as is their businezs-and they
have changed the municipal and judicial divisions.

Mr, BLAKE. llow did they do it ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will produce, in

future discussions, a calculated statement, showing exactly
what they have done. I say that Ontario has disregarded
this principle, and bas made the municipal districts
different from the electoral districts. The hon. leader of
the Opposition bas said it is very wrong to take a township
from one electoral district and add it to anothe. Mr.
Mowat split townships and villages into two ; and when I
find that Ontario had, by a Liberal government, acting on
Liberal principles, born, cradled and raised in accordance
with the principles of responsible government, disregarded
that principle, drawing a distinction between electoral and
municipal representation, the whole object of my argument
is gone and the impropriety of the change, if there be an
impropriety, rests on the Liberal Goverament of Ontario,
which is regulated by the power behind the Throne-
the bon. gentleman who leads the Opposition bore.
I did not hear what the hon. gentleman exclaimed against
the redistribution of seats for the Province of Ontario. I
did not bear his indignant tones ringing either on the
stump, the platform, or elsewhere, against the legislation in
that Province, and if the principle which I laid down in
1872 is to be destroyed, the blame rests thero and not with
us. Great was the sin, according to the hon, gentleman's
language, and great will be the retribution of justice under
this Bill. I remember something which happened in
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this House when the hon. gentlemen were sitting on this
side. Do not we remember that there was a contest for the
seat in North Wellington-there was a cross protest, one
against Dr. Orton the other against Mr. Higinbotham.
The latter held the seat, but while the matter
was under trial before the Courts, Mr. liginbotham intro-
duced a Bill to so dispose of a township-to gerrymander
it-so that if the protest went against him and he was
unseated he would certainly be elected again. We did not
hear the hon. gentlemen protest against that. They con-
doned it, they supported it and they acquiesced in it. There
they sit, these purists. They countenanced that Bill and
they countenanced the gerrymandering of the township of
Tuckersmith to another riding, but we all remember that
the whole country declared: "Thank God,we have a Senate
to prevent such a course." This Bill which was introduced
in the ýcase of Mr. Higinbotham was onlv dropped at the
last moment; first, because it was too late in the Session,
and, second, because the Senate would not stand it, as they
saw by the way they had acted in the Tuckersmith case-
they would not stand the infamy, to use the language of
hon. gentleman opposite. I declare that this Bill is an
equalization, in a very large degree, of the population; that
it cures many anomalies in the representation. The hon.
gentleman says :" Why do you not includo the Lower

rovinces in the re-arrangement? " Why, Sir, Ontario
was the only Province, I believe, that fought
the battle of representation by population. Quebec,
I think,went against that prii2ciple, and if they are satisfied
with the mode of distribution I do not think it is at all
necessary, when there is no alteration in the number of their
representatives, that we should interfere and force that
principle upon them; but we, the majority of the
Ontario representatives in this House, are fighting
the battle of representation by population against
the indignant protests of hon. gentlemen opposite.
We, Sir, stand on the great principle of repesentation,
by population on the floor of this louse. Then,
again, they say it is done for political purposes.
It is an unworthy, an unparliamentary and un-British idea,
that political majorities go by geography and that opinions
are cast iron. Look what a shifting sand are the poli-
tical proclivities of any portion of the country. In 1874,
the hon. gentleman opposite had a large majority in
the counties, and in some of them, which hon. gentlemen
cali Tory counties, they had majorities. They would have
had no objection then to representation by population car-
ried out on the return of 1874. Then, Sir, in 1878 there was
a complete change. There was a much larger
majority returned against the hon. gentleman opposite
than there was for him in 1874. It shows that the argu-
ment to be drawn from the supposed political proclivities
of any locality is worthless-there is nothing in it. It is
a proud thing for the Province of Ontario to be able to
show by the manner in which they decided in 1874, and
reversed their decision in 1878-the hon. gentleman says
they are going to reverse their decision again in 1883-that
tiey are not governed by hereditary or ancestral politics,
that they are not governed by any tie of party, but
that their decisions, whether they are right or wrong in
individual cases, are given freely and independently; and
as we are threatened that thecy will decide against us again
if we do, so we will have to submit with Christian resig-
nation. It is a proud thing for us to say, while we are
carrying out the principle of equalization of representation
by population, that there is no fear or dread that the people
will be less independent, less inclined to use their votes
when they are members of a large constituency, than when
they are members of a small one. But there is a timidity
across there. They would rather bear the ills they have than
fly to others that they know not of. They are afraid of the
change. They are afraid of having to go to a new element
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-to trust a new element in any given constituency. They
thought they had their little arrangements with the present
constituencies, and they do not want any new elements
which would alter or free the constituencies from the
alliances, right or wrong, of party caucuses, party organiza.
tion and party manipulation. I stand on the principle
that this measure is a fair one; that it is a Bill
which equalizes the population, which acknowledges the
principle which was pressed to a successful completion
by the Liberal party-the old Reform party of Canada-
since that time adopted by all parties as being the true
principle, the real basis of representative institutions.
This, Mr. Speaker is, I think and hope, a sufficient answer
to the fears and apprehensions and the declamatory denun-
ciations of hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Daring the twenty-two years I have
sat opposite the hon. gentleman, I never recollect any
speech ho made, less pregnant with argument of any sort
than the one he dehivered to-day. It is perfectly
manifest that this is a scheme from end to end for
the political aggrandizement of the hon. gentleman
and his friends. There is no excuse whatever for the
measure as he as brought it in. I was surprised to hear
him say that his reason for doing so was that the principle
of representation by population had never been asked for
in the other Provinces, but that as Ontario had demanded
it as a recognized principle, he used it in order to aggran-
dize his own followers. Sir, he ought to be ashamed, if
shame can be brought to his countenance, to introduce
such a measure as this. Hie lias proved on all occasions
during this Session that he is a traitor to his own
Province in its feelings and interests. The hon. gentleman
has not failed to try, by every effort in his power, to
thwart his own Province; he has denied it political power
in the aggregate, and now he brings in a sub-division of
the constituenctes in order to do it in detail. The migra-
tion of agents and candidates to the capital from all parts
of the west for the last few weeks has proved that his
sole object has been the aggrandizement of the political
party of which he is the head. I can put my fiuger on
gentlemen who were brought here for the purpose of being
consulted with regard to the division of the constituencies.

Mr. BERGERON. Do it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Was
North York brought here?

not the Tory candidate for

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; he was not.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I had the pleasure, if it is a ploasure,
of travelling with him in one of the cars one night, and I
heard my own name mentioned and my own constituency
canvassed by one of two gentlemen, one of whom was a
Tory candidate at the last election; and I heard the assur-
ance given that York would b so arranged that neither
Mackenzie nor Widdifield would have the slightest chance-
that Mr. Anderson had just returned, and had scured such
an arrangement, and the arrangement mentioned was pre-
ciscly what is carried out in the Bill to-day. Why, Sir,
there is a gentleman from Middlesex here at present, who
has evidently come in at the last in order to be sure that
West M iddleser, for which he is a candidate, will be
properly attended to. The same thing is boasted of by
Conservative candidates all over the country. The hon.
gentleman knows that in the Lower Provinces no division
that he could make would benefit him ; that he calculates
to be able to destroy largely a political party in his own
Province by such infamous schemes as that which he has
proposed to-day. The hon. gentleman endeavors to mitigate
his iniquity by saying that Mr. Mowat and the Local Logis-
lature interfered with municipal divisions. Will hg tell one
case in which that was done ?
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Mr. FARROW. In my own riding. The town of

Wingham.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The town of Wingham was partly

in two counties..
Mr. FARROW. The township of Turnberry.
Mr. BOWELL. For the county of Dufferin the town-

Bhip of Mono was taken from Cardwell, the township of
Amaranth from South Wellington, the township of Mulmur
from South Simeoe, and I could name others. This is dis-
arranging municipalities.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The case the hon. gentleman bas men-
tioned is not in point. I do not wonder that hon. gentlemen
opposite are impatient. If they have the feelings of men
about them, they ought to feel impatient. They ought to
feel scandalized by the measure which their hon. leader has
brought forth. The case mentioned by the hon. Minister of
Customs is the case of a municipal district created ut the
instance of the inhabitants-a municipal county created
which was not in existence before.

Mr. HAGGART. What about Cardwell ?
Mr. MACKENZIE. It became necessary to give

additional members, and the county of Cardwell was made
an electoral district for that purpose. What harm was there
in tbat? Who ever complained of it?

Mr. HAGGART. The district of Cardwell was to consist
of Caldon, Albion, Adgela and Tecumseth, all townships
takn from South Simcoe, and the village of Bolton.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Exactly. The additional representa-
tion bad to be given where the population lived. Here
we find the county of Middlesex, with a population
of 72,000, getting four members, while the coun-
ties of Kent and Lambton have a population for five
members, and two or three thousand over, and yet they do
not receive that representation. It is so arranged that part
of Kent goes into Elgin, and part of Lambton goes to the
old county of Bothwell, while the part now in Bothwell is
included in Lambton. The bon. gentleman has so arranged
Lambton that he las given the villages that are in the midst
of one municipality to the other county, in order to secure,
if possible, one member. I shall discuss the matter in detail,
however, when we go into Committee. The hon. gentleman
has given no reply to the statements presented to the louse
by the hon. member for West Durham in regard to the
populations in the large counties in the Lower Provinces.

e on. gentleman says that he wishes to have the popu-
lation evenly divided; but ifhe can show me a single instance
in which his manipulation of the population has not been
in the interest of his own political party, I shall be very
much surprised.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I will mention one. The
county of Essex is divided for the purpose of representation
exactly as it is for the Local Legislature, with the excep.
tion that a Reform township is taken from Kent and added to
Essex. For my own part, I would be glad if that was not
the case.

Mr, MACKENZIE. Well, it is thought that the one
county would be obtained, while the other was safe, and that
Vas the hon. gentleman's own view, I have no doubt.

Mlr, P4TTERISON. No; it was against my wish that it
w4p done.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He protested strongly
against it, I know.

Mr, C4LING. I think the hon. gentleman will find
that the wât riding of iddlesex has not been changed
politieçally.

Mr, AÀ]MENZI4. Well, I have not gone into it in detail,
but« Ihave no doubt it is changed politiielly, ap I have no
doubt my hon. friend from London (Mr. Carling) was a con-

Mr. MACKENZIE.

sulting party in these arrangements. If the hon. gentleman
says he was not consulted I will accept his statement. He
does-not answer me. I recollect many years ago that I had
to trot out the hon. gentleman, but he would not come.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Somebody had to be
consulted.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course, and therefore ail the
sitting mem bers and political aspirants were called together,
from Dan to Beersheba, in order to make known to the head
of the clan the precise measures necessary to secure success
in each of their districts. And this is done by
a gentleman at the head of the Goverument,
who is supported to administer the affairs of
the country with some regard to fair play, and to
respect the interests of the country more than the interests
of party. I believe that, notwithstanding the hon. gentle.
man's trickery-I think his masterpiece of political trick.
ery-it will do him a great deal of harm in some
districts where the manly feelings of some will be partially
aroused to the injustice he is trying to perpetrate. He
told us he is the guardian of the sacred principle of repre.
sentation by population-a sacred principle that he devoted
a lifetime to oppose, but which he was willing to accept and
act upon when it became absolutely necessary to secure
himself in power, as he would to-morrow or next day accept
any principle however violent and revolutionary that
would keep himself and party in power. It is the duty of
the Government, even if possessed of a large majority, to
pay some regard to the principles of justice and equality
to all classes in administering the affairs of the country.
He has ever placed his party interests, however, before
patriotism; ho subjects everything that concerns the in-
terests of the country, or that in any way affects bis
opponents, to the crucial test of party advantages to be
reaped by himself and friends. I can only say that I trust
the direct effect of the hon. gentleman's measure will not,
to the extent lie is calculating upon, increase his power,
as it certainly will not increase his prestige in the country.

Mr. RYMAL. I will sav a few words in reference to the
change proposed in South Wentworth. It was not sufficient
that Wentworth, as at presentproposed, should be made out of
two counties; in order to make it Tory, the Government
have drawn from three electoral divisions. They have
come within a mile of the .county buildings, the county seat
of Wentworth for seventy years, ever since Upper Canada
was settled, and takon one of the most populous of her town-
ships from her, and transferred it to Brant. They have
gone some thirty-five miles to draw a portion of the popu-
lation to the south riding of Wentworth. The hon. the
First Minister says he did it to equalize the population. Tho
south riding had 14,993, and as it is now it will have 15,539
residents. To effect this change he is transferring this
populous township to Brant. I have heard a great many
stories told by the right hon. gentleman, but did he ever tell
one showing as little common sense and reason as that?
No. I had some idea before I came here what was being
devised by his Tory friends in Wentworth. le says
ho has not been waited upon by delegates from
the different counties, to consunlt with him upon
these matters; but there lias been more than one
delegation from Wentworth to advise the hon. gentle-
man, and ho las followed their advice. To tell me that
this change was not made with a political purpose!1 Why,
I have read the Arabian Nights Entertainment, the
Travels of Sinbad the Sailor, and of Gulliver, but any of
those narratives would commend themselves to myjudgment
and faith, more than that statement of my lon. friend.
Prom first to last those charges wore all in the one direction.
They are calculated to throw the Iýeform strength of a group
of three or four constituencies into one and to make it abso-
lutely Reform; and then we have taken from one, two, or
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three surrounding districts, which have been depleted of
their Reform strength, portions of counties, in order to
make two or three Tory constituencies where possible.
There is not a change that does not run in that direction.
To talk about justice after a game like that is to insult the
common sense of every man in the House. I do not wonder
that some of the hon. gentleman's followers hang their heads
with shame. Oh, they can howl as loud as
they like; if they had the power, they would
be demons. They may well hang thoir heads with shame,
for, fearing to meet us before the people, of whom they
boasted they had the confidence, they have used their strong
legislative power to legislate us out of Parliament. But
they meet us with loaded dice and gerrymandering
the constituencies to beat us at the polis by trickery
and not by the unrestrained voice of the people.
I have not had an opportunity of looking at the map,
which will show something, I dare say, that would
recall a document exhibited by me a few years ago, and to
which the hon. the First Minister referred by saying 1 de-
scribed it as not the likeness of anything in the heaven
above or in the earth beneath. The population of Huron
in 1871 was so Grit that the county had to be gerry-
mandered-it did not answer his purpose. I understood
him to say that a township was taken off it, which I
believe was to insure the catching of a Tory gudgeon in
that constituency. During my twenty-five years of
political life, I have never witnessed so infamous a proposi-
tion as I believe this to be. Infamous as I believe it,
infamous as I regard it, I believe it will be carried
out. It is brought down in the interests of hon.
gentlemen who will vote for it, because it will secure
them seats that they know they would loose,
if the unchanged constituencies were appealed to.
If it had been done in the interests of equalizing constitu-
encies, Ontario would not have been the only Province
that would have been dealt with. The other Provinces
has as large inequalities as that of Ontario, with
the exception of the favored borough of Niagara, and
nothing has been done with them. The principle
acted on is that Ontario alone is to be dealt with in this
matter. Knowing that defeat stared them in the face, the
Government have so gerrymandered the constituencies in
Ontario that no doubt many of them will have changed
their political complexion under the manipulation, and hon.
gentlemen opposite will succeed to a very great extent in
the object they have had in view. To say that the sup-
porters of the Government interested have not all been
consulted in this matter is sheer folly. The hon. member
for Essex just now said that changes were made of which ho
did not approve. Was ho consulted, or did ho voluntarily
come forward just now for the first time to say ho did not
approve of that change? There is not one of the Tory
party in Ontario from the lowest to the greatest, that has
not been consulted in this matter, and there is not a con-
stituency represented by a Liberal from Ontario that has
not had Tory delegations down here consulting the Minis-
ters in reference to this iratter. I could see them two
weeks after the beginning of the Session, coming in day
after day, and they were received by certain members who
had the matter in charge. The whole thing has been going
on as regular as clock work and now we find the result. I
do not believe it will have the effect they desire, for I think
that the feelings of an outraged people will revolt against
such scheming fs this. I have not patience to express my1
feelings on tbis subject. I feel a little like the
man who was addicted to a great deal of profanity
and was driving a waggon load of pumpkins up a hiL.
Some of the boys thought they would hear some tall
swearing and lifted the tail-board out of the wagon. He
drove his oxen until ho got to the top of the hill, when ho
looked back and saw the pumpkins rolling down and the

boys watching him to hoar what he would say; but he said
very little. One of the boys said: "Why don't you
swear? " " Why," ho said: "I could not do justico to the
occasion." So I feel. The amenities of this House would ho
outraged were I to give expression to my feelings, and I do
not want to outrage them. But if any hon. gentleman
wishes to talk this matter over with me outside the louse,
there would be some stronig denunciations used.

Mr.BOULTBEE. It is rather an unfortunate thing that
this Bill should, on its initiation, produce arather bad effect
on the House, at least on some portion of it. Hon. gentle.
men opposite seem to have lost their temper to a very
unfortunate extent, except one of them who generally loses
his temper quicker than any one else, the hon. gentleman
for Centre Huron. He appeared smiling in a much more
genial manner than I ever saw him in before, I conclude
that ho must feel secure and pretty comfortable about his
seat. It is rather apparent that bis colloagues do not feel
very comfortable about theirs. It is an instructive
example in this louse, to find the sort of feeling that ani-
mates these gentlemen. We never knew before wvhat a
pure set of patriots they are. If they had to distribute the
constituencies they would do it in such a way as patrioti-
cally to serve the Conservative party, to aid it by consult-
ing those supposed to be best informed on the subject. In
the way they did it in the Ontario House, we have
an indication of the way they would make the dis-
tribution on this occasion. From what I know of
what took place in the arrangement in the Ontario
House, and from what I can bear in mind of what
is proposed in this Bill, there is no such gerrymander.
ing hore as was proposed and actually carried out in Ontario.
Oh, but they say then it was all right. Now the boot is on
the other foot. That was done in the interest of Gritism, of
the faithful. But with this Bill these hon. gentlemen have
lost their temper and made use of language which properly
ought not to be used on the floor of this House towards their
opponents. However, the hon. member for South Went-
worth made a different speech in this House from what he
ever made before, for I never heard him make one unless to
damage an opponent or hurt his feelings; but on this
occasion ho was so affected that ho compared himself to a
man who was driving a waggon load of pumpkins up a hill
and lost them all before ho got to the top. That is what I
expected it would look as if some one had taken the tail
boards out of the waggons of the hon, gentlemen opposite
and their pumpkins lad rolled down the hill, for Inever
saw a set of mon looking so downhearted. They have
attacked this Bill in an unfair manner. Not one of them
said this was an arrangement to distribute the seats strictly
according to population and geographical propriety. They
cannot deny that.

Some hon. MEMBERS. We do deny it.
Mr. BOULTBEE. Their abject demeanor shows that

they think a re-arrangement of the constituencies in Ontario
strictly according to population and with geographical pro-
priety, wipes <Gritism onut of existence. Why should that ho
so? I am unable to follow the effect of the re-arrange-
ment, and I know the political complexion of Ontario as
well as any one. I say, as was said by the hon. leader of
the Government, you cannot define that in that sort of way.
You do not know from one election to another what the
result is going to be, but we gather from these
hon. gentlemen that re-arranging the seats so as
to divide Ontario into ninety-two or ninety-four
constituencies-I do not remember the number-so as to
give them as nearly equal population as possible, and be as
geographically correct as possible, means the utter defeat
and extinction of Gritism, I am not surprised it should ho
so. These gentlemen are determined in carrying out their
own ideas, and have set tbemselves against the will of theé
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people in every possible way. After baving been four the bon. gentlemen who sit about him will regret the step
years here they continue to oppose that National Policy, that has been taken to-day, this shameless gerrymandering
which was passed by a larger majority than any other of the constituencies of an entire Province, this outrage
measure. The general feeling bas not failed but it is inten- upon popular rights. I believe that the time will come, if
sified, and the people are more in favor of that policy than they can feel a sense of shame-perhaps they cannot, some
before. Yet we hear those hon. gentlemen, because there things can be done by men which would bring a blush of
is a re-arrangement of the constituencies, arraigning that as shame to the great Prince of Hades-but if they are capable
a reason why they expect to be ignominiously defeated at of that feeling the day will come when they will regret this
the next elections. It would be impossible such a state of step, a step which I verily believe will be like a boomerang
things could exist. If the people were not s0 strongly opposed which will recoil upon them to their own discomfiture and
to the policy of these hon. gentlemen it would be impossi ble to loss.
make any re-arrangement which would result in the entire Mr. BUNSTER. I would like to draw the attention of
destruction of a party. When we come to debate this the hon. the First Minister to the desirability of having
measure clause by clause we shall bu able to show that, as that part of British Columbia known as Vancouver Island,
compared with the arrangement made by the friends of redistributed, giving all north of Nanaimo one representa.
these hon. gentlemen in the Province of Ontario, this is a tive, and all south of Nanaimo to Cape Beale one represen.
fair and statesmenlike measure, and one that will commend tative, except Victoria city which ought to have one in
itself to the favor of the whole people. place of the two she now has. This would be only fair to

Mr. CHARLTON. Before this Bill passes its that part of British Columbia known as Vancouver
first reading I wish to offer a few remarks, Island. I would like to call the attention of the hon. the
and I first refer to the assertion made by the hon. Minister to a map which I have caused to be made, showing
gentleman who bas just taken his seat, as to the the geographical situation of Vancouver Island. Vancouver
geographical propriety that bas been observed in the con- Island is not the inhospitable country that bas been repres-
struction of ridings under this Bill. I have a little diagram ented to him.
here which shows North Norfolk as it exists under the
rearrangement. If that is a specimen of the geographical It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
proprieties that have been observed by the right hon. gentle-
man, then I do not want to know much about such pro- After Recess.
priety. Ilere is a riding forty miles in length and fbur
and seven-eighth miles in width in the centre. Now,
geographical propriety would have been observed had the FIRST READING.
township of Norwich been taken in the riding would then
have been symmetrical. But unfortunately the township of The following Bill (from the Senate) was introduced and
Norwich gives a Reform majority, while the township of read the first time.-
Dereham gives a Conservative majority; consequently the Bill (No. 154) to amend "lThe Extradition Act, 1877,"
geographical proprieties are observed as we find them -(Sir John A. Macdonald,)
in this diagram. Well, Sir, I apprehend that when we
come to examine this Bill-a Bill which marks one THIRD READINGS.
ofthe scandalous epochs in the his tory of this Dominion-we
shall find the geographical proprieties observed in much the The following Bills were severally considered in Çom-
same manner in many other cases. This is the Govern- mittee, reported, read the third time and passed:-
ment who boast of their strength before the people, of the Bill (No. 150) to incorporate the Royal Canadian
popularity of their policy, and that they have nothing to Academy of Arts.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
fear from an appeal to the people; this is the Government Bill (No. 5) respecting the sale of railway passenger
which is about to bring on the elections one year in tickets.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)
advance of the proper time, in order to snateh ai
verdict. Not daring to wait for the fruits of $TEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT AMENDMENT.
their policy to ripen twelve months longer, it
now resorts to this scandalous scheme of gerrymandering Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
the constituencies in an entire Province for the purpose of 117) to amend and consolidate the Acts respecting the
obtaining a verdict by fraud from the people. Well, Sir, Inspection of Steamboats, and the examination and licens-
they may succeed. It is possible this scheme will add to the ing of engineers employed on them.
influence and to the number of votes of the party now in power Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time, and House
at the next General Election ; but I apprehend that the net resolved itself into Committee.
result of this thing will not be as favorable as the bon. gentle-
men imagine. I believe the better sense of the people of (In the Committee.)
Ontario, that inate sense of justice which exist in the breasts On clause 7,
of the people, will in thousands of instances lead them to Mr. McCALLUM. I think any one appointed inspector
repudiate this scandalous outrage upon the rights of of hulls should undergo an examination to prove his coin-
the minority, although it seems, at present, that the etene
result will be to the advantage of the hon. gentle- etc'
men opposite, who are, if I may use the term, Mr. McLELAN. This clause is put in so that in cases
drunk with power. But, ultimately, when the record of of necessity, we may call in the surveyors for the English
history is made up, these men who are guilty of and the French Lloyds. They are the very best men who
this outrage will be ashamed of the action of this day. I can be found in the country for the inspection of shipping.
regret that a gentleman so long connected with the public Mr. McCALLUM. If they are'such good men, they can
affairs of this country, who las expended here so many have no objection to being examined.
years of his life, I refer to my right bon. friend, should
allow his character to be sullied as it will be sullied by this Mr. MeLELAN. The very fact of their being surveyors
measure. The hon. gentleman, however, seems to think it for Lloyds s a proof that they must have been exammed-
is a political necessity, but he must have very little regard Mr. MoCUAIG. I have no doubt that Lloyds' surveyors
as to what the verdict of the future may be, and I am sure I are well qualified to give an opinion as to the construction

Mr. BOULTBEE.
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of ocean-going vessels, but they have no experience of lake the control of the Chairman of the Board; the man appointed
vessels, which are built on an entirely different principle. to inspect knows how to inspect. I, thofore, move that

Mr. McLELAN. It is provided that on the upper lakes, the word Ihuit" be struck out of the 2nd lino of clause 9.
where there are no Lloyds' surveyors, competent ship- Amendment negatived,
carpenters shall be provided by the Department. On clause 10,

On clause 9, Mr. MCCALLJM. I have sometbing to say on this
Mr. MoCALLUM. I do not see that a man who is simply clause. The master should report to the owner and the

qualified to inspect the hull of the vessel can inspect the owner to the inspector; the master should ho made hable.
inachinery also, or should be called upon to perform such Mr. MOLELAN. Suppose the slip was away from the
work. At present there is a heavy penalty provided in the owner, how couid the master report then?
case of owners who have failed to obtain the inspection of Mr. McCALLUM. Say the owner or agent.
engines and boilers.

Mr. McCUAIG. What is the object of appointing Mr. McCUaiG. Yofrthof adend terigliteo
a bull inspector, unless ho is qualified for hiseapnting anispectoraothit ad eninenfter
work? If qualified ho does not require a Chairman of a
Board of Inspectors to exorcise jurisdiction over him. I own inspector, and ho negleets his duty, you subjeet the
contend the Chairman of the present Board is not qualified owner to a $200 fine for any negleet. Wiiv hou1ciyou
to inspect the hull; he is a mere engineer and unfit to dine the mn wh ougho suifero
pronounce on the hulls.

Mr. MoLELAN. He is competent to discover and On clause 14,
report any damage or defect in connection with the hull Mr. McCALLUM. I move that thie clause be struck
which will come to his knowledge when ho is examining out, it le entirely unnocessary, and is putting power in the
its boiler and machinery. bande of the inspector wbich be should not have.

Mr. McCUIG. What las lie got to do with the bull? Amendment negatived.

Mr. MCLELA.N. Hoe is to go aboard to examine the On clause 16,
machinery and the boilers, and if he should discover or Mr. McCUAIG. I feel it my duty to say publicly on
suspect anything wrong with the hull, it is proposed to give the floor of this fouse that this inepector has bult several
hlm power to cai a meeting of the Board and procure an vesels for men inUpper Canada, and lu every case they wre
investigation; and, as a matter of course, the Board would rwined. AfterthecaamityutLodowhichbefesthipw ountry
seud the hull inspeetor to report upon the vesset. it is an by the operation of this very aw, the bou. Minister tries to
extra precaution for safety. give hlm more power than hhe ad before. The power given to

Mir McOUAIG. Tho owners of steambouts have boon him in this Bi is more than any man shoutdhn entrusted
callod upon for the last sixteen or twenty years to -uy the with nthecountry. eay le l unfit to examine the hule
charges of inspection, and have not been aftor ail relievod of bouts, and his experionce is not sud as to justify
from the riek of unqeawortbiness, because the inspectors 'the givilng to him of these.- powers. I saw thie
of engines and boilers have not been able to stisfy the Bil before i t as printed, and it bas been since altered very
Courts thoy were qualified to pronounce on huil.1i materi only, ? suppose at the instance of this inspector.
oject to the Chairman of the Board, wbo is nothing more Mr. McCALLUM. I know the Chairman very well and
than an engineer, having anything to do with thc bull of a I know him to be a good and efficient offic po the dis-
vessel. charge of his duties as l' as tbe inspection of eteamboat

Mr. McCALLN The ilt clause gives protection bolers and englues are concerned. The very fact of there
enougli to the publie, because if anything happons, if the baving beon so few accidents in Ontario proves that ho dis.
vessel injured ih ber machinery, huit or equipments, theo charged bis duty efficienty, but ut the same time I object
ownerc je able to a fine of $200 for every day ho negiectetrongly to putting anything in this Act but what le lu
reporting the matter toi the inpector. After ail that, more the interests of steamboat ownrs ad the people, because
protection ie proposed. anything yo putin it Mr. BRisouy wil carry out towtheodter.

Mr. MeLELAN. The word lull te vsslft in for th As to te accident wich took placlst yea at London on,
reason that the inpector of machinery aissupposedto viebit tecnwbt1muy cut a frog pond, I consider it was the fanît
vesseis oftener than the inpector of hule, and if ho dscoversultogether of the man in charge of that boat ut the time and
fnything wrong wit thebull, ho is to cati a meeting ofthe not tho fault of the inspector. Tccptain took four
Bourd to have the inspector of ulrs sent to the vesse. It passengers on bourd whcre le ougît to have taken onlyone,
le not provided the inepector of hul sall have power to and if ho could not keep off th crowd ho ought nover to

give aacnrtificate.ybaveth eft the wharf.

Mr. McCUAIG. The moment you do that you raise a Mr. MoLELAN. We are not giving the inspector any
confiiet of opinion. 1 have a rigît ae the owner of a vessel more power than ho lad before.
to know whut my responsibility le, and if you appoint an Mr. MoCALLTJ. I I objoet to euh-section 2 of clause Il.
inepector, to eatisfy the Court that a boat e eeaworthy, bisb It reuires the bofler to be swept out in order thiat tho
cortificute shouid suffice. I objeet to an enginoor baving inepector muy not get bis clothes dirty. it wouid ho
anything to do with the huil. Do you give the came power heaper for ptGovernment to provide h.m with a pair of
to the inspector of bulle to examine the englues and boliers overls to kep hie clothes dean.
of wich ho knows notbingi Mr. BERGIN. it seeme to me this legiving the inspee.

Mr. McLELAN. Yes. If the inspector of hule csees orI tor a greut deul of power. Hoe may muko bimseif, not onty
suispectis thut unything le wrong witb the boiler it wihlhoI very obuoxious to owners of veseis, but lh may do mui
hie duty to inforn the inspector of macbinery. injury to them. it gives himfthe power to remove the bulk-

Mr. McCALLIJM. The hon. Miîmeter eays fIat fluemherdsiat any time in order to facilitute his inspection.
clause wasin tIc former Bill. Thatle no argnimetbecuuse 'e Mr. McLELAN. It kwilo avery simple procees, juet
'Wontwrong before. The objeet of thie Bill ebouid be f sot unscrewi sg tdnuts. aNos man ea inspect a steam-boiler
rsrigt.g objet to the inspectionof boers bing under withoutrequiring that towner de,
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Mr. McCUAIG. Any inspector may come on board a

boat and test a boiler with the cold water test which will
stand as high as ninety, but ho must lock her up at sixty.
By this Bill the inspector may knock off twenty or thirty
pounds from any boiler after being locked up at two-thirds
the test pressure, ut his own discretion; conse-
quently I am precluded from using that boat to its full
capacity, and am unable to connect with the railways.
Are you going to give the engine and boiler inspectors power
to go on board and reduce the prepelling pressure so as to
render the steamer valueless ? It is simply preposterous.
Before this Bill was printed I asked the Minister to amend
sub-section 3 so as to refer any dispute between the
owner and the inspector to skilled arbitratorS, yet I do not
find that in this Bill. Our property now is à1most valiue-
less and this will make it entirely so.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think this clause might be
amended. As it stands now, any inspector may subject a
boiler to a hydrostatic test whenever he takes it into his
head, no matter whether the owner has a certificate or not.
He may go every week and subject it again to this hydro-
static test, and may require all these bulk-heads to be taken
away at the expense of the owner. It is evident that the
best feeling does not exist between the inspectors and the
steamboat owners. I think it would be well to amend the
clause, so that inspection should only take place upon the
application of the steamboat owner, and not whenever the
inspector pleases to do so. I think that when a boiler is
certified in the spring, that ought to be sufficient for the
season.

Mr. McCTJAIG. The hon. member for Frontenac (Mr.
Kirkpatrick) forgets that the engineer is an officer under
the control of the Inspector of Steam-boilers, and it is his
duty to notify the owner and inspector if he sees any
defects in boilers. But for twenty-five years I have never
heard of an instance where an inspector examined a boiler
twice during a season.

Mr. McLELAN. Suppose an engineer calls attention to
the fact that the boiler requires inspection, although it was
inspected five or six months previous, it could not be done
if the amendments were adopted. It would be better to
adopt the clause in its present form as there would be no
danger of an inspector making an inspection too often.

Mr. ROOHESTER. An inspection once a year is all
that is required.

Amendment negatived.

On clause 18,
Mr. McCALLUM. I move that the word "and" be

substituted for the word "on " in the first line.
Amendment agreed to.

On clause 19,
Mr. McCALLUM. I move that in sub-section 2 the word

"boiler-cocks " be struck out.
Mr. McLELAN. It is important that these words should

remain in, as I am informed that accidents have occurred by
the boiler-cocks being screwed loosely in the boiler, there
being very little hold on them, so that when pressure is on
they fly off.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. McCUAIG. The OCty of London, a vessel lost at

London with 208 passengers, was inspected by Mr. McNeely,
and yet my hon. friend says she was not. She had been
inspected by him, however, before the accident.
That is about the general result-the owners suffer, and
these men get off scot free, and this Bill is put through the
House without being properly considered and understood.
Steamboat owners have paid some $25,000 or $30,000 over

Mr. McLELA.

and above what has paid these men, who are extravagant
in their general expenees.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I wish to amend clause 33, *hih pio-
vides that these boats shall have a siipply of fire-btickets of
metal, leather or other similar rnateiál by striking out the
the words "metal, leather or other." I believe wooden
buckets are the best, as one of them thrown to a man over-
board would enable him to float and save lià life whie a
metal or a leather bucket would carry him to the bottom.

Amendnent negatived.
On clause 35,
Mr. McCUAIG. This clause provides thst each esteam-

boat of 200 tons and upwards, shall be protid d *ith 200
life-préservers; and each steambodt of less that 200 tons
sha be p-ovided vwith not less than three life preservers
for every five passdngen. The figure ought to
be 250 tons instead of 200, as the measurement
of vessels have been materially altered of late, in con-
sequence of the saloons and staterooms. As has been
pointed out by one of my correspondents, under this clause
a vessel of 195 tons would carry about 117 life-preservers,
while one of 200 tons must carry 200 life-preservers. If
200 are necessary in one case, the other number is quite
too small. This shows that the Billihas been put togother
without proper consideration.

Mr. McLELAN. That is the law that bas worked well
for years. I wish to amend the clause by inserting after
the word "passongers," the word "crew," in order to pro.
vide water-floats for them also.

Mr. McCUAIG. These wooden floats are of no avail to save
a man, as we know by experience; they have been thrown
away, and by this Bill it is proposed to revive them. I do
not see the use of having a number of them besides the cork
life-preservers, except in cases of excursions, and thon in
such cases I would place a standard pine board, 18 feet long,
10 inches wide and 1 inch thick, for every passenger or
excursionist on board the vessel.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. My hon. friend knows that
these wooden life-preservers have been used for a long time.
Experience has suggested no difficulty regarding them, and
it is scarcely worth while to make a change.

Mr. McCUAIG. Since this Bill was framed originally,
the late Government altered the measurement of vessels s0
as to make it about three times what it really is. I have
been forty years connected with the transport trade, and
have not very often imposed on the indulgence of this House,
but I look on this clause as very important for the
preservation of life. Our whole inspection system for
years past bas been a myth. These different clauses are
pushed through the House without being properly con-
sidered. Our property is rendered almost valueless as an
investment, and bankrutcy stares every vessel owner in
the face.

On clause 40,
Mr. McCALLTM. I think that steamboat owners should

be allowed to say they will place a pump on board their
vessel without being dictated to by the inspectors. A
steamboat owner knows his own requirements. I protest
against the way this Bill as been carried. If the lon.
Minister will not allow what is right and reasonable, I will
divide the House on the third reading on every single
amendment that I have proposed, if it takes a week to
do it.

Mr. MILLS. I am glad to see the hon. gentleman has
woke up to the importance of observing the well-known
parliamentary rule, that supplies should not be voted until
tegislation is brought down. He sees now the mischief
arising out of the policy the Government has pursued.
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Mr. McCALLUM. I do not see what the supplies have
to do with it, and as far as that goes the supplies are not
passed yet. I do not want to say I am going to obstruct
legislation, but I intend to exercise my right in the interests
of the people, and I ask the hon. Minister for a reasonable
concession to the steamboat interests. I move that sub-
section 5 of clause 40 be struck out.

Amendment negatived.
On clause 41,
Mr. McCALLUM moved that the word "passenger" be

added before the words "main deck of the vessel."
Amendment agreed to.
On clause 43,
Mr. McCUAIG. When the Chairman of the Steamboat In-

spection was here from Toronto I was asked to go over to the
Marine Department. I suggested that each sailor should
be provided with a kind of cork waistcoat, which ho should
wear in storms and which would preserve him in case of acci-
dent. As a rule, the more intelligent a sailor is, the more he
appreciates danger, and if he has something about his
person to preserve him when he jumps into the
water ho would not be the first to jump into the
lifeboat in case of accident, but would be the last to
leave the ship, while assisting the passengers to escape
before him. This suggestion was entirely ignored. One
would suppose that the Minister would readily have
consented to a thing of that kind, but no heed is paid to it.
I think the Minister ought not to be above advice
coming from members of this House, who, having had
experience, can give intelligent advice.

matter is a serious one, and should engage the attention of
the Government.

Mr. McCALLUM. So long as we are engaged in naviga-
ting the waters in this country accidents will occur. The
men who are in charge of the vessel, who risk their lives
upon her, and who know how she will act in a heavy sea,
are the best judges of how heavily she may be loaded. The
hon. gentleman says that there were no survivors of the
accidents ho mentions, and he'then goes on to say that the
cause of their loss was overloading, but how does ho know.
I have beard that the Jane Miller was built with only a
single frame, and was not strong enough for the
lake service though she would do well enough for a river.
How would an inspector be able to tell how a vessel would
behave on the water? You cannot lay down a cast-iron rule
and spy that every vessel shall only be loaded so much, as
a proper load depends altogether on the make of the vessel.

Mr. DAWSON. The hon. gentleman bas mentioned the
loss of the Simcoe on Lake Huron. The reason that vessel
was lost was because she was loaded with wheat in bulk,
which shifted. Wheat is not allowed to be carried in bulk
in ocean vessels, and I think a similar provision ought to be
made with regard to vessels on the lakes.

Mr. McCUAIG, The best guarantee that a vessel will
not be overloaded is that the master and mariners risk their
lives on the vessels they sail.

On clause 55,
Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). This clause, which

is intended to prevent the master of a vessel from overload-
ing it with passengers, is an important one, but I think the

lnxclx ;Qfi lm l 'W a llk h7,%mf-z --- n f n fý f l 4

On clause 44, ity1isYtooU 5ai1. VYU II J4-ue great acUi Linat

Mr. MCALLUM. I disagree with the suggestion of my k place at London, on wib ocasion it was proved the
Mr. cCALUM I isagee iththesuggstin e myvessel was overloadod. I think the penalty of $200 for such

hon. friend from Prince Edward. The poor sailors have a crime is tee h ttle; and it ougît te be at least 8 1,000.
quite enough to carry now. Let the owners of vessels pro-
vide them with life-preservers if they wish. With regard
to the number of fire-extinguishers which a vessel shall fiieud. Whou the captain of a vessel is se regardiess of
carry, I think it should be fixed by this Bill and not left to human lifo as te allow it te be overloaded, I thiuk ho ought
the whims of inspectors. We want no Orders in Council, tebc held te ho guilty of a misdemeaner, and be subjeet te
chauging the numberfrom one year to another.'impriseument as well as a fine.

Mr. MoCTAIG. As an owner of passenger steamers, I Mr.McCALLIJNI. If tho penalty wore made anylarger,
consider every possible requirement for the extinguishment I do net tbink yen would be able to enforce it.
of fire should be given, and I am quite willing to leave that Mr. MoLELAN. I will agrce te strike out $200 and
in the hands of the inspectors. With reference to cork insert $500, making the fine net less than $50 and net more
waistcoats, my hon. friend happons to be engaged in tug- than $500. If it were mace tee large, actians rnigbt net be
boats and not in passenger steamers as I am, and I think I brongt, and the moasure would therefore ho inoperat've.
know quite as much as he does about the necessity of deck-
hands beingprovided with life-preservers.Mr.ROCHESTER. This ousecanot t

On clause 45, in providing that captains and erigineers do ther dutyproperly. 1 saw last suinmer, wbile on a steam bout on the
Mr. McLELAN moved to amend it, so that applicants for St. Lawrence, an officer f anether steamer lie down on tho

the post of engineer, in case the Board is not sitting, may safety-valve, and incroaso the head of steam se much as te
obtain a certificate until the next meeting of the Board. cause the vessel te rush ahead with mueh grenIer speed,

Amcndment agreed to. aud tlere were a great number of passengers on board.
On clause 52, Mr. McCIAIG. Thut was a very remarkable case,
Mr. LANE. I think something should be added to that because there is always an iron case over the safety valve.

clause. I believe accidents, which have occurred I i it should bc previded that any violation ef the
during the last few years, have been chiefly caused
byverloading the vessels with freight. Last clause respecting the number of passengers a steamer
the Jane Miller went down in Georgian Bay withshouId carry sheuld bc punished with the penalty of 6500;

soe thirty lives on board; two years previously pass
the Waubuno was lest, and a year or so before the ,imcoe, not sheuld be the victim.
one being left in either case to tell how the accident Mr. MoLELAN. This is a new rogulation nover tried
occurred. But it is well understood that two causes were before, and tee high a penalty weuld make it ineperative.
nainly to blame: one, the overloading, and the other that Mr. McOALLUMS motion, that clause 56 liestruck eut,
the vessels were not properly constructed. There is gener- was negatived.
ally an accumulation of freight at the last of the season,
and there is a great anxiety on the part of steamboat
oWfners to carry 1ll thoy eau he last trip or two. I think Mr. McCUAIG said that this provision for goed and 81f-
thOre should be a reidet inspector at the chief ports on 1ci1gang-boar4s wâw nover carried eut, and ihere is ne
the great lakes te see that =sla arD tpDveayoa set. The uo .in netainotg it in this eBigc.
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Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Why can it not be enforced ?
Mr. McCUAIG. Because these iron hand-rails on the

gang-boards are never used.
On clause 62,
Mr. McCALLUM. I believe this clause violates the

principles of British law, which says that a man is always
considered innocent until found guilty. The clause reads:

"If any damage to any person or property is sustiined in conse-
quence of the non-observance of any of the provisions of this Act,
imposing any duty on the owner or master of any steamboat, the- same
shill be deemel, in the absence of proof to the contrary, to have been
caused by the wilful detault of the master or other person having charge
of the steamboat, in respect of which such non-observancehas occurred,
or such damage is done, and the owner of such steambiat, in all civil
proceedings, and the mastr )r other person having charge thereof, in
all proceedings whether civil or c-iminal. shall be subject to the egal
consequence of such default " (31 V., c. 65, s. 36 )

This goes very far ; if a man is brought up before a court
f>r anything that has happened, he will have to prove his
iunocence. This should be amended.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This provision only applies
in the case of wilful default.

Mr. McCUAIG. No man in the world will be able to
observe all the provisions of this Bill.

Mr. McCALLUM. It is time enough to punish a man
when you find him guilty. A man should not be obliged to
clear himself of such charges. I wish to amend that clause to
provide that the owner of such a steamboat in all proceed.
ings whether civil or criminal, shall be subject to the
consequences of such default. I think that will meet the
case sufficientlv.

Mr. McL ELAN. I do not think it is any improvement.
Mr. McCUAIG. If sucti laws are passed, with their

restrictions and penalties we shahl soon have no steamboats
at all. Most of these clauses are ill-considered and useless.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. This seems to me a most reason
able clause, which does not violate any principle of English
law; because in the first place a complainant, before taking
action, must have sustained some injury in consequence of
the non-observance of some rule or regulation which ought to
have been observed; and the clause simply provides that if
a man sustains damage in this way that, prima faecie, it shaill
be considered as donc wilfully by the maste or owner. It
is open to the master to show that it is not done wilfully.

Mr. McCALLUM. You violate that principle of British
law, if you hold a man guilty before he is proved to be
guilty. It is a most monstrous provision.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. If default is made ho is presumed
to be guilty.

Mr. SPROULE. If the accident occurs through any
violation of rules of course there must be proof, and if the
rules are violated of course the penalty is a fair one.

On clause 64,
Mr. McCUAIG. I move that "Justice of the Peace " be

struck out. There are justices of the peace in Ontario
unable to write.

Amendment negatived.
Bill reported.

THE IRO'N INDUSTRY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now
leave the chair for the House to go again into Committee of
Supply.

Mr. BURPEE. Before you leave the Chair, Mr. Speaker,
I beg leave to place in your hands the following amend-
ment :

That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be
resolved that pig, bar and sheet iron, boiler plate and tubing are mater-

Mr, MoCuia.

iale for a large numberof important Canadian manufactures in exten.
sive use.

That the increased burden of duties now imposed on sucb materials
enhances the cost thereof to the damage of both the manufacturera and
consumers, and that the duties on such materials for manufacturers
should be reduced so as to enable the manufacturer to supply the con-
sumer at a lower cost.

In placing this amendment in your hands I may say it is so
much in tbe interests of manufacturers that I hope the hon.
members of this House will support it unanimously. This
was part of our policy from lhe introduction of the Tariff
in 1879. We advocated it on the ground that while the
revenue of the country was large and necessarily inereasing
yearly, it should be so adjusted as to give a fair and reason-
able protection to the manufacturing interests and the
interests of all classes of the community. We took the
ground that some parts of that Tariff wore very objection.
able indeed, that the taxes of breadstuffs, fuel, sugar, and raw
material were injurious to the best interests of the country,
and this resolution is carrying ont the poicy we then advo-
cated. The raw material of iron enters largely into many
of our most important industries, and taxation on it affects
mechanics as well as manufacturers. There seems to be no
advantage whatever to any person in the tax placed upon
iron. There is one industry in Nova Scotia, the Canada
Steel Company, who were supposed to be benefitted some by
this tax, but to little extent. 'lhey themselves have said,
over their own signature, that the tax on other articles
entering into their manufacture destroyed entirely all the
benefits they got from the duty on iron. I will read you
a letter written by the agents of that company on the 4th
of April, 1879:
"To the Editor of the Montreal Gazette.

" SiR,-We notice in yonr letter of this morning a telegram froin
Londonderry, N. S., stating that the Steel Company of Canada
' intends branching out in very extensive and enlarged works.' This
statement is incorrect-as the duty of $2 per ton put on pig iron is
barely adequate to counterpoise that put on coal, and will neither
encourage the Steel Company to enlarge its operations, nor be likely to
induce other companies to establish iron works in this country.

"Your obedient servants,
"GILLESPIE, MOFFATT, & Co.,

4"Agents Steel Co. of Canada.
" Montreal, 4th April, 1879."

This testimony was given one year after the Tariff was
passed. We find by the returns that the imports of iron for
the present year are larger than they were last year, or the
year previous. We find also, that whatever advantage that
bas been taken from the existence of the Tariff on iron, the
Steel Company of Canada have taken that advantage, and
just as the English iron advanced in price they advanced
their price. I will read you the following table showing the
imports of iron:-

Years. Cwt's. Value. Average Duty
Year. cLIO Vaue. Duty. Gollected.

1878 . ..................... 1,773,237 $2,852,6441 3 p. c. $104,289
88,662 Ton 1

1880. .............. ,...... 1,587,817 2,815,984 131 p. c. 388,117
79,391 Ton

1881 .......... 1 2,704,859 3,299,188 13J p. c. 441;631
135,243 Ton

also anufactures of iron imported:

AverageDntyValue. . rrge Dt
Duty.acoilected.

7 .............. ........... ...............
1881.......................................

$4,449,997 îafi p . S c.8
3,882,29 24 p. c. 934,6

6,115,686 24 p. c. 1,226,889
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Now, Mr. Speaker, this is an enormous increase in imports
which was due no doubt in a great measure to the increased
volume of business done and to the great. rise of railway
stocks going on in the country, and to the cheapness of
money; but there is no indication whatever that the Steel
Company of Canada supplied any more than they did beforo
the tarif was adopted. To show how near the London-
derry Iron Company keep pace with the iron market of
Canada, I have prepared a table of the prices of bar iron for
the years 1878, 1879, 1880 and 1881, imported, and the
prices of Londonderry iron :

BAR IRON.

1878. 1879. 1880. 1891.
£ s.d. £ s.d. £s.d.

In Liverpool............. 5 15 0 6 8 9 5 17 6
Freight ............. ......... 10 0 18 9 10 G
Duty................17 1 0 21711 2 6 1 0 7
Other.,............... ....... 2 0 2 6 2 6

£7 7 2 £8 12 6 £7 11 1

$c $c. $c. $
English per 100 lbs.

in Montreal................. 1 63 1 89 1 70
Londonderry per

100 lbs. in Mon-
treal................... 1 80 2 15 2 00

Londonderry per
100 lbs. in St.
John ....... ......... 1 90 2 10 2 45 2 20

"Londonderry has the advantage in time, free from rust, delivered
as made. Interest, &c., merchants' per cent. on duty as well."
The price for 100 lbs. of English iron in Montreal in 1879
was $1.633; 1880, $1.89; 1881, $1.70. Londonderry iron
in Montreal, 1879, $1.80; 1880, $?.15; 1881, $2.00. Price
of Londonderry iron at St. John: 1878, $1.90; 1879, $2.10 ;
1880, $2.45; 1881, $2.20. So the prices for iron landed in
Montreal from Londonderry have kept puce year by year
with the corresponding prices from Liverpool, keeping about
10c. per 100 lbs. higher than it could be imported from Great
Britain. Sheet iron is worth more, and they could afford to
have that additional price on Londonderry iron on account
of the damages it may receive fromn rust, &c., on the voyage
out from Liverpool. They have taken advantage not only
of the insurance and the duty, but ofthe damage liable on
iron imported froni Great Britain. So, in the iron trade, the
imports have not fallen off buit have inereased rapidly, and
the Londondorry manufacturers have taken the full boneit 
of the duty on it as comparcd with the English iron, The
interests that are large consuniers of iron and manfactures of
are farmers composing 500,000 of the population. Iron they
use is increased 51 to 17J per cent.; nails, 171 to 30 per cent.;
horse-shoes and nails, 17 to 30 per cent.; tools, saws,
hammers, chisels, axes, adzes, augers, 17J to 30 per cent.
Agricultural implements-Mowing, threshing, reaping,
fanning, &c., such as shovels, spades, forks, &c., 17½ to 25
per cent.; carriages and waggons, 171 to 30 per cent.;
harness, 17J to 25 per cent.; chains, &c., 17J to 20 per
cent.; boits, nuts, screws, 17½ to 35 per cent.; wire for hay,
5 to 15 per cent. ; hardware, 7 to 30 per cent.; seules, 17J
tn 30 per cent. The average advance is 12 per cent., and
the Tariff is no advantage. Lumbermen employ 75,000
hands. lis iron is increased from 5 to 171 per cent.;1
saws, 171 to 33 per cent.; files, 17J to 30 per cent.; ehains,i
17J to 20 per cent. ; sled fing, 17* to 80 per cent ; axes,1
17* to 30 per cent.; tools, &c., 17-1 to 30 per cent. Theî
average advance 12Î per cent., and no advantage accrued
from the National Policy. Blacksmiths employ 10,000 to
11,000 men. Iron is increased from 5 to 17J per cent. ;
nails, 17Î to 30 per cent.; horse-shoes, 17* to 30 per cent. ;
anvils, 30 per cent. ; vices, 17J to 30 per cent.; bellows, 17J
te 30 per cent.; boits, &c., 17J to 30 per cent.; tools of all
kinds, 17J to 30 per cent.; machinery, lathes, &c., 10 per
cent. if not C, 17J per cent if C, 25 per cent. all; coal,
Iree to 50 cents per ton; iron screws, 17J to 35 per cent.
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The additional tax on every $100 is 12½ per cent., or $12.50
per $100, and there is no advantage from the National Policy.
Carpenters employ 6,000 people, who have to provide their
own tools. Nails are increased from 171 to 30 per cent.;
locks, 171 to 30 per cent.; hinges, 171 to 30 per cent.;
screws, 171 to 35 per cent.; bolts and nuts, 171 to 30 per
cent.; tacks and finishing nails, 17 to 30 per cent. The
materials used annually cause an additional tax of $12.50
on every $100, or 12 per cent. Of coopers, there are 3,500
employed. Iron is increased from 5 to 17 petr cent.; tools,
17J to 30 per cent.; screws and rivets, 17J to 35 per cent.;
nails, 17* to 30 per cent. The increase in raw materials
is equal to 122 per cent., or $12.50 on every $100. Cabinet-
makers employ 5,000 hands, and the home production is
971 per cent. of the whole consumption. Tools, a large
item, as saws, axes, chisels, planes, vices, &c., are increased
from 171 to 30 per cent.; locks and hinges, 17ý to 30 per
cent, ; scrows, 171 to 35 per cent.; bolts and nuts, 17J to
30 per cent,.; tacks and brads, 17ý to 30 per cent,
Carriage-makers employ 8,000 or 9,000 hands, and the homo
production equals 99 per cent. ; iron is increased from 5 to
17* per cent.; screw bolts and nuts, 17* to 35 per cent.;
screws, 17J to 35 per cent.; malleable castings, 17½ to 25 per
cent.; tools, a largo item, 171to 30 per cent.; E.P. trimmings,
17* to 30 per cent.; hardware, 17* to 30 per cent.; axtes
and springs, anvils, 17* to 30 per cent. Agriculture imple-
ment factories employ 3,000 hands, and the home produc-
tion is 95J per cent.; pig iron is removed from free to $2 per
ton ; iron, 5 to 17* per cent.; iron bars, 5 to 17* per cent.;
iron rivets, 17* to 30 per cent.; iron bolts, 17* to 30 per
cent.; iron castings, 17* to 25 per cent.; nuts and bolts,
17* to 30 per cent.; nails and tacks, 17* to 25 per cent.;
rivets and trees, 17* to 30 per cent.; screws, &c., 17J to 35
per cent.; sieve wire, 17* to 25 per cent.; brass and copper
castings 17- to 30 per cent.; iron wire, 5 to 15 per cent.;
tools (all kinds), 17* to 30 per cent.; machinery, 10* to
25 per cent.; coach screws, anchors, bars, &c., 17j to 30
per cent. The average increase is 121 per cent. On manu-
factured goods the increise is from 17J to 25 per cent., or
7i per cent. ; raw materials, from 6L to 16 per cent., or 9î
per cent. Nail and tack makers employ 1,000 hands, and the
home production is 95 per cent. Nail iron increased from
5 to 17* per cent.; machinery, 10 to 25 per cent.;
nail rocs, 5 to 17- per cent. ; tools, 17* to
30 per cent., Swede iron, 5 to 17* per cent.
INow, the increased Tarii of 1879 over the one existing
previously was, on the raw material, 13- per cent., the
increased duty on coal was 7* per cent., t1herefore the Tariff
discriminated against the nail makers, as comparod with
the Tariff of 1876, to the extent-of 6} per cent.; and they
are that much worse off than tbey were before. Thus the
nail-makers complain, especially as they get no drawback
on the nails they export.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If they export they get a
drawback on the iron.

Mr. BURPEE. On the Londonderry iron ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No.
Mr. BURPEE. Next we take the case of foundrymen.

In 1879 they produced 93 per cent. of the articles consumed
in Canada made in their foundries. They employed 8,000
men. The following are the increases in the various
articles they use:-

Pig Iron..............free..........
Bar Iron............
Russian Sheet..... ..
Sleepers*............5.
Iron Plate...... 5.
Screws...............17.
Bolts and Nuts... ".
Oopper, Ti,.free

Solder, Spelter j
Wire .'.... ....... 5.
RivetsandScrews.174.

to ........... $2.00 per ton
........ per cent.
............ per cent.
............. l2 per cent.
............ 85 per cent.

..............30 per cent.
" 10 per pent,

" ............ 15pereçont,
".......35 peeeu,

1882. 1217
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The total result of the Tariff as it affects raw materials used diminished it; and that ifthe Govornment would put a higher
by the foundrymen of the Dominion, as compared with 1878, duty on iron, the selling price would be far less than it is
is an increase from 4½ to 14J per cent., including coal. now, because the competition would keep down the price.
Then on boiler plate there is an increase of 12½ per cent. 1 Now, my bon. friend bas referred to theincreaseof the duty
do not intend to take up the time of the Ilouse more than on iron from 17 per cent. to 35 per cent.
to show first of all the effect of this duLy on . the raw Mr. BURPEE. I said from 5 to 17j. per cent.
material which enters so largely into the farming, Mr. DO IVILLE. I took down from 17 to 35.lumbering and other industries of the country. A large
number of our population have to pay the additional duty Mr. BURPEE. That was on screws and bolts and nuts.
on the iron and the additional profit on the duty paid on the Mr. DOMVILLE. Well, that is a small matter, be-
iron, for the merchants, I presume, in all cases charge not cause I might remind my hon. friend that screws and
only the duty on the iron, but the profits on the outlay as bolts and rats are cheaper to-day than they were in previous
well. Thus we fnd that the carpenters and the blacksmiths years. My hon. friend found fault with the price of nail,
pay $12.50 on every $100 worth of materials used for build- plate and bar iron. Notwithstanding the increase in the
ing purposes, toolp, &c. So> with the cooper and all other duty, bar iron, nails and nail plate, are cheaper.
]aboring classes, while, on the other hand, we find that the Mr. BURPEE. The price of bar iron in Montreal, in
manufacturers who are largely consumers of iron are no 1878, was $1.80 per owt.; in 1879, $1.80; in 1880, $2.15; and
botter cff than they were before. I maintain that this in 1881. $1.85. It was about 10 cents per cwt. higher inamendment contains elenenits of larre taxation to the
several industries I have alluded to. I desire to place these tJo.
things specifically before the House, in this amendment, Mr. DOMVILLE. My bon. friend shows that it was
becauee it is part of our policy to place on record tho worst 5 cents per cwt. or $1 a ton dearer n 1881, than lu 1878.
features of the lion. Finance Minister's policy. Mr. BURPEE. Besides the difference in the price in

Mr. DOMVILLE. I am sorry this question has been the English market, where it was 16s. 3d. less in 1881, than
sprung upon the liouse without notice, as we aIl know that in 1878.
the iron industry is a very large one. Iron enters Mr. DOMVILLE. Never mind theEnglish market. My
into almost everything that is used in the avocations hon. friend has shown that bar iron is only 5 cents per cwt.
of life, from the spade with which we till the soil more than it was before. Now, I ask the hon. gentleman
soil up to the highest form of machinery for the purpose of if he can refute the fLact that rails were cheaper in 1881
saving manual labor. Had my hon. friend taken up the than they were inl 1878, notwithstanding the increase of 5
que-tion of putting more duty on iron, I would have sup- cents per cwt. in the price of bar iron.
ported him willingiy. Pledgod as I arn te support the M.BRE.Tepiec al uMurai 88

Goem t- ga e uncerain sound pport th was s2.60 akeg; in 187r9, $2.65; i 1880, $3.15; andin 1881,question mn my constituency-pledged to suppoet $2.70; and the price in St. John in 1878 was $2.45; in 1879,any Tariff which would benefit the producers of $2.25; in 1880, $3.10, and i 1881, $2.70.
iron and tend to the employment of labor, I would 1
have joined with the hon. gentleman in asking for this Mr. DOMVILLE. I entirely disagree with my hon.
increase. We all know that for every ton of ion that is friend, because I know as a fact that nails were selling
produced four tons of coal are required in the various stages in St. John last year at $2.40 and $2.45 a keg.
of its manufacture. If we produced the iron which we now We can easily find out the prices of these grades of iron by
import we would burn the coal down in the Lower telegraphing to the manufacturers, My lion. friend speaks
Provinces instead of shipping it to Lte Upper Provinces, so of $.70( and $275 being the price of those nails, but they
that not oniv would we have a griater amount of coal mined, were small. But if he takes the average between the ten
but we wouid have to employ a vast number of people in aid twelve penny nails, he will find the price is very much
the varions ramifications of its manufacture. But the lion. cheaper in 1881 than in 1878. The hou. gentleman did not
gentleman argues that the (ilty hould be taken off, and [ take the average.
will try to show him presently that some of his grievances. Mr. BURPEE. I took the large size.
are ill-founded. He does not try to find a remedy for the Mr. DO'VILLE. Exactly; but I can produce figures
state of things in this country. Whilo ether industries from the merchants in St. John to show. What have the
have been largely protected iron has not been sufficiently managers found fault with ? That the Londonderry peo-
protected, and the reason is simple. If the Government ple were in a position to supply them with nail plate for
were to tax iron what would hon. gentlemen opposite say ? nails, without comnetition, and could make the difference
They would say: 'We cannot build ships, because you tax between the two n , and were eake toe dinthisiletomarlfets, ai-d were euabled te geL in this
iron so heavily that it makes ships dearer, and we cunnot country the full price of iron as against English iron
compote with the rest of the world," Now, I do not agree -they could not import English iron to very much
with that. I believe that if a duty were placed ou the ironl botter advantage than they could purchase the London-
coming into this country, which we manufacturers cali a derry iron. The hon. gentleman says it was 5 cents
raw material, viz., pig iro, then, instead of the price of iron per cwt. higher than the English iron; but everyone knows
being increased the competition amongst ourselves would the Londonderry imakes a superior nail plate, that the Eng-
be so great that pig iron would be as cheap, or cheaper than lish makers; rol out any serap left and make an article of
the cheapest we now import. If all the pig iron wo now unceitain qtuality. But the quality of the Londonderry
import-the hon., gentleman said it was 45,000 tons last article is quite superior, for they only roll one description
year-were made in this country, what would be the of iron; and any manufacturer would rather pay 5 cents
result ? In Pictou, where exist the finest iron beds in the more for that quality.
world, side by side with abundance of coal, pig iron would
be produced in large quantities, whereas now it cannot be Mr. BURPEE. I said 10 cents higher was the average.
because iron dribbles into Canada from all parts Mr. DOMV1LLE. I took 5 cents down-he said $1.80
of the world. That is the complaint of the to $1.85.
iron manufacturers, and not that the duty is too high. I j Mr. B JRPEl. I said 10 cents, but admitted the Lon-
had the honor of being Chairman of the Ironmen's Associa- donderry was worth 10 cents more, being cleaner and free
tion, at their meeting here last year, and they proved that from rust, and that it was botter to use it than tho cheaper
the duty had not only not increased the price of iron but 1 article from England.

Mi. Bunaxm (Sunbury).
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Mr. DOMVILLE. My hon. friend said that the London-

dery was slightly in advance to the English, and that the
Londonderry people got the full bonefit of the advance on
duty.

Mr. BURPEE. That is all right.
Mr. DOMVILLE. He admiits that the Londonderry iron

is cleaner and botter, and yet ho complains it is 5 cents
dearer.

Mr. BURPEE. My argument was that they kept pace
with the English iron, and charged in addition 10 cents
per cwt. more-that they took advantage of the duty.

compulsion to make the people pay 10 cents higher ? Why
does the manufacturer who is consuming that iron give 10
cents higher ? If my hon. friend had said the iron was raised
in price in Eugland anti consequently in this country, in
consequence of this duty, there would have been something to
find fituit with. But my hon. friend says the iron in England
ch-nged in prices, and that whilo it could be imported from
England for $1.80, we were paying in tbis country $1.90;
but he does not attempt to show that the iron increase 1 in
price.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is procisely what ho did say.
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Mr. DOMVILLE. I took down his words-that the cost M.BU1VSE. 1 also expiaineciwhy the charge was 10
of the Londonderry iron was 10 cents more than the cents more.

English; but ho stated in another place that the figures Mr. DOIVILLE. The lion. member says that the iron
were $1.80 against $1.85, showing that his figures do not from England was iiported at a certain price. That the
tally. Montroal consumer was compelled to buy nail plate in Can-

Mr. BURPEE. That was bar iron. ada. If they were compelled, why did they pay 10 cents

Mr. DOMVILLE. But my hon. friend said that ho did per 100 lbs. more than they could import it for? He

not mean bar iron, but sheet iron. When I spoke of nuts, ollows it Up with saying the quality is better; conse-

bolts and screws and said the manufacturer was getting bis quently the deduction musL be that it is of botter value.

iron quite as cheap as before, the hon. gentleman said ho i oThn my hon. friend states that the prices in England had

did not mean nuts and boits but nail plate; but I showed, altered. He goes as far back as 1879, and contrasted the

according to his own ßgures, that thp English cost $1.80, various prices of iron i the London market and in this

and the Londondrry, $l,85. Then he answered, the Cana- country. le says that it cost the consumer in

dian cost 10 cents more. What figures are we to take? -1878, 1.63 per 100 lbs., and continues bis quotations
until he brings it down to another when it cost $1.80.

Mr. BUIRPEE. Iwill give you theexact figures. I said le has failel to show that the Tariff lias increased
the English nail sheets, laid down in Montrea!, cost in 1878 the cost of iron in a greater ratio than before, except as ho
$1.70, and the Londonderry, $1.80; 1879, English, $1.70, states, 10 cents per 100 lbs. Thon he follows it up and
Londonderry, $1.80; 1880, English, $2.05, Londonderry, loses his case, because lie says they are compelled to buy it
$2.15; 1881, English, $1.70, Londonderry, $1.85. Bar iron, in this country and pay 10 cents more per 100 Ibs., which
1879, English, 8$L63 per cwt., laid down in Montreal; Lon- nobody can comipel them to pay, and at the same time
donderry, $1.80; bar iron, 1880, English, $1.89, London- qualifies his statemont by saying the quality of iron for
derry, $2.15; 1881, English, $1.70, and Londonderry, $2 many reasons is botter. There is no argument in that.
per 100 lbs. My hon. friend has talked about boiler plate. Can ho say it

Mr. DOMVILLE. My hon. friend knows that the Lon- is any dearer than it was, comparatively speaking, before
donderry is very different from the English and that those the Tariff?
people roll horse-shoe iron. Mr. BURPEE. Each merchant charges the duty.

Mr. BURPEE. I quoted our ordinary refined iron which -Mr. DOMVILLE. That is not the point. I want to
was $1.70 in 1881, and $2 for the Londonderry article. take up what is tho selling price to-day. Will the hon.

Mr. DOMVILLE. We know the ordinary rofined iron gentleman bring down the prices quoted in the past two
is not equal to the Londonderry iron, and that if you roll a Ilyears, and say that, taking into consideration the various
good quality of horse-shoe iron it costs 2, cents per lb., rates in England, and conparing thom with those in this
while common barrow is as low as $1.50 and $1.45 in New country, boiler plate is any dearer.
Brunswick. At the time of the Fraser-Reynolds investiga-M1 ro
tion, it was stated they had imported iron worth $1.60 andir.BURPEE. It is doarer by the tutyon the iron.
sold it to the Government at 4j, 5 and 6 cents per lb., and Mir. DOMVILLE. Will the hon. gentleman who has
Mr. Brydges and Mr. Cunliffe were put on the stand and been so elaborate with his figures, say the difference in
showed invoices, when the Committee saidI: "lHere is a gross price in boiler plates between 1879 and 1881 «shows an
piece of extravagance, charging those high prices for such increase ?
cheap English iron." Those invoices showed the cost to be Mr. BURPEE. I have told the hon. gentleman twice
$ 1.60 or $1.55, and Fraser-Reynolds' invoice was produced the price was higher.
showing their charge per lb. But we found that of the Mr. DOMVILLE. The hon, gentleman told ns what bar
thousands of dollars worth imported, costing $1.65 to $1.70,r
they hadsupplied theGovernment with about $50,000 worth, tlon cost, and to us what nail plate cost, but I ak hit wt
ovals, spread iron at 6 cents per lb. Here is the case-telt us tîow mucticarer boiter plate is to-day than it wu
they tried to swear away the reputation of those men. That in .
is very much a parallel case to the one I mentioned, as! Mr. BIJRPEE. It is about 8 per cent. dearer.
there is so much difference in the grades of iron, shaped Mir. DOMTVILLE. I want the exact flgures~; I do not
and spread. If my hon. friend cannot show the liouse the want any 8 per cent. My lion. friond as not perhaps
exact grades, dimensions and qualities there is no debatable looked into that, perhaps he is dealing with the question
question before the louse, because we do not know what in the abstract fcrm his point cf view. We believe
we are dealing with. in giving ihe people employment, and in encou-

Mr. BURPEE. There is one quotation for iron of a size. raging the manufacture f boiler plate in this
The iron I have quoted is for one of the largest iron mer- county, anti are preud te see our hon. friend support
chants in Montreal, who takes the two qualities and for us by admitting that the iron we produce is so far aheadi of
comparison compares the English iron equal with the London- the iron imported that we are prepared to pay 10 cents
derry iron. more per 100 Ibs. for it. Had my hon. friend come

Mr. DOMVILLE. The hon. member's complaint is that forward and proposed a duty of about $4 or $5 per ton on
it costs 10 cents higher from Great Britain. lis there any pig iron; had ho said, we arec going te develop Nova Scotia,
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we would understand his position. My bon. friend isi
interested in all the varions intorests of this country, and
everybody knows ho bas never failed to work them up as
far as he is concerned, And ho should have said bore: 1 am 
mistaken, I see these beautiful fields of iron and coal, con-
tiguous to one another; I sec a market at home, the great
North-West, which wants steel rails, fish-plates, bolts, &c., and
instead of bringing it from a foreign country, I an willing
to pay 10- cents per 100 lbs. more, and will bring in a resolu-
tion saying I do not agree with the policy of the Govern-
ment, but as the country has decided for this policy, I will
gracefully come in and acknowledge my error by proposing
a tariff lhat will set ail the iron mines in Nova Scotia
going. Let us sink party differences and do what wecan
to build up this country. We may be wrong and those
hon. gentlemen may be right, but still we are endeavoring
to do what we can to fiud employnent for our people; and I
hope my hon. friend will withdraw his motion, and join
us in asking for an increase in the duty on pig iron of $4 or
$5 a ton, and an inerease in the duty on bar iron.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). My hon. friend from King's
(Mr. Domville) bas sufficient parliamentary knowledge to
know that the bon. gentleman to whom ho made his appeal
for an increased duty on pig iron, is not in a position to
comply with bis request. He might have turned to the
hon. gentleman at his left and made the appeal to him. It
is not necessary to follow the hon. gentleman through the
whole tone of his argument. le was unable to hear the figures
that had been given by the hon. member for St. John, and
consequently made some statements upon them which were
entirely unwarranted. Ie bas made one thing clear, how-
ever, and I have no doubt he has succeeded la convncng
the Minister of Finance that, though he cannot concede the
motion of the hon. member for St John to be a proper one,
he should be convinced surely by the argument of the hon.
member for King's that in imposing a duty of 82 a ton on
pig iron le, instead of benefitting the country or any
industry in the country, he bas donc an injury to many of
the manufacturing industries of the country. My hon.
friend las been consistent in his lino of argument. Last
year, I think it was, he presented, as Chairman of a Com-
mittee, a petition signed by some forty members of this
Bouse, stating to the Minister of Finance that the $2 duty
per ton on pig iron was inoperative in its nature, so far as
the development of our iron mines were concerned. That,
Sir, is a fact that must be apparent to everybody. I myself
share in the desire of the Ion. member for King's,to sec our
iron industries developed, if that wore possible without too
great a permanent injury upon our other industries. Iti
has already imposed a serious burden upon those of our
manufacturing industries that employ the greatest number of
skilled workLmen and mechanics, and bas produced no bonefi-
cial results. It las been in operation three years or more, and
has been fairly tried. The Minister Of Finance, in responding
to the memorial presented by the forty members of
Parliament, promised that he would give it his serious con-
sideration before the present Session. le las introduced
certain Tariff changes, but we see nothing in the direction of
oither increasing the duty, which te hon. mem ber for King's
says would produce beneficial results, or of removing the
duty which is injurious so far as the development of the
iron industry is concerned and highly dotrimental to many
other industries, as las been pointed out by the bon. mem-
ber for St. John.

Mr. DOMVILLE. My hon. friend from the city and
county of St. John did not claim that it had been detri-,
mental to any industries, but that it had increased the cost
of the articles to the consumer.

Mr. PATERSON. So I understand by the inercas dà
cost my hon. friend means it las imposed burdens upon the <

Mr, DI VILLE.

people, taxes which they have had to pay. Now, I will
consider the position of my hon. friend from King's with
reference to the operation of the duty on pig iron. The
bon. gentleman's utterances are recorded in Hansard when
ho brought this natter before the House last Session, when
ho said that a duty of $2 a ton on pig iron had succeeded
in doing only one thing. What was that one thing ?
It was to give the Londonderry Iron Company a com-
plote monopoly so far as they were concerned. The
operation of that duty upon pig iron serves no other
purpose than putting $2 per ton on Londonderry iron that
the country uses. The hon. gentleman will not deny
that, because he puts it in language as forcible as I can do,
He says:

" The House will perhaps allow me a word or two in reply. I claim
that on the adjustment of the Tariff there was not sufficient difference
made in order to enable us to be on the same basis as before; and we
ask to be placed upou that basis. We believe that while a duty of only
$2 a ton is put on pig iron, the Londonderry Iron Works have practically
a monopoly, and they will not offer sufficient inducement to anybody
else to put up blast furnaces, because they say that with a duty of $2 a
ton they have a market, and if you give us $3.50 we have an assured
market, we know ihât we have an assured consunintion market, and
we aneaffford to sell iron as cheapnas it is sold to-day. Wendo fot ask
the difference in the duty as a bonus to ourselves; ail we ask is an
assured market The Londonderry Iron Works have really no competi-
tiun, because the duty hoEs been placed that no one else would put up
works on an uncertain market. They are unable to sell pig iron and they
follow two trades, for they are not only pig iron producers, but they
enter into competitior, as manufacturers of iron, for they have a rolling
mill ; and while they decline to sell pig iron to those who are enraged
iu the roiling miii trade, they useit thexuselves, andsay theyougbt tobe
protected, bese hatheyeare produpers oipig iron. You fldgthatoin
running these furnaces they produce from classes of iron, Nos. 1, 2, 3
and 4; and they oniyhproduce No. 4 iron fit for puddliug enough for
their own use; they have nu-e to sç41, and consequently thpy enjoy a
monopoy. When the Minister of Finance framed qis Tariff it wouid
have worked aimirably on a high rate of duty, but when the market
rules low, it rules very severely against us.'

Now, that is the narked effect of that duty upon pig iron,
put upon the Statute-book and maintained there in face of
the fact being pointed out by the bon. member for King's,
that the practical effect was to give the Londonderry Iron
Works 8 2por ton on every ton of iron they made. Now,
when this duty was inposed hon. gentlemen opposite pro-
phesied the great benefits that would result froin the im.
position of the duty on pig iron. I an froc to say that if
these anticipated results had been in any degree realized I
would not have objected to that item remaining on the
Statute-book. We find the hon. Finance Minister saying this
wheu le spoke of pig iron in the Tariff debate:

" If this be so, we may reasonably expect that in the western part of
our Dominion, in Nova Scotia, in the valley of the Ottawa, in the Pro-
vinces of Quebec and New Brunswick we shall have some branches of
this manufacture springing up and producing the most beneficial
results."

Th-ose were the predictions of the Finance Minister as the
result of the duty on pig iron. Blast furnaces in western
Ontario and in the valley ot the Ottawa were to be estab-
lished ; the sun was to be almost darkened with
clouds of smoke arising from thoso furnaces ; the
sound of iron industries was tobe h eard in New Bruns.
wick, and away in Nova Scotia, where they have iron
of good quality and coal lying sidA by side, there was
to be a great development of the iron industry. That
was the reason assigned by the Finance Minister for
the imposition of the duty; and three years afterwards ho
finds that the industry has not developed in the slightest
degree, that the foreign trade in pig iron bas been in
creased, and that the duty has enhanced the cost of the
article and taxed the people for the benefit of one firm. I
ask the House if it is not roasonable that, in view of this
state of things, the resolution now before the Houseshould
bc allowed to pass ; it has utterly failed in developing the
iron mines of' the country, and it has resulted in placing 82
per ton in cash in the pockets of the Londonderry Iron
Company for overy ton produced.
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Mr. DOMVILLE. The hon. member for St. John should

not be placed in a false position, because he stated at the
time that the quality and class of the Londonderry iron
was superior to that of any other'iron.

M. PATERSON. I should be very sorry to do any
injustice to the hon. member for St. John, and it would
only be with more regret that I would do any injustice
to the hon. member for King's. But if I understand
the question I do not understand that the $2 per ton
duty makes the Londonderry pig iron any botter. That
Company, no doubt, would produce as good iron without the
$2 per ton duty as with it. We now come to consider the
effects of this duty on manufacturing industries. It has in-
jured them by imposing a duty on raw material. It is
perfectly useless for the hon. member for King's, who
is an intelligent business man, to venture on the
line of argument in Parliament, that because they had to
impose a high rate of duty on certain articles and it vas
found the price, notwi thstanding the imposition of the duty
was even lower than before, the imposition of the duty did
not compel the people to pay extra taxation. The hon.
gentleman should know the fact that markets rise and
fall. It has been already pointed out by the hon. member
for St. John that the price in Canada has increased relative-
ly with the price in Great Britain and other counti ies, and
if iron ruled lower at one time in the foreign markets it would
sell at a correspondingly low price in this market. The
argument is fallacious. What we have to consider is this:
Would the iron have been sold at $2 per ton less if tihere
had been no duty to pay. The hon. Minister of Finance,
who is a candid and discerning man in business affairs,
must answer in the affirmativo, that if $2 per ton!
duty were removed the price would fall by an
equal amount. We bad the prediction of the Finance
Minister, that in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Ontario,
there would b a sufficient number ofiron furnaces, and that,
as in the United States when their blast furnaces more than
supply the home demand, the prices would fall, but with a
large importation of foreign iron every business man must
know that the imposition of the duty must be paid not
partially but wholly by those who purchased the articles.
I know from conversation with one of the manufacturers in
my own town, that ho made a bargain for a quantity of
iron with a British morchant, the terms varying with or
without duty. The difference in price was the amount of
the duty levied by the Government. Take some of the
manufacturing industries of the country and sec what bas
been the effect of the duty.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Will the hon. gentleman state the
price of pig iron previous to the imposition of the duty and
the price at the present day.

Mr. PATERSON. I will not state that; I have not the
figures with me and it is not necessary for me to do so.

Mr. DOMVILLE. How thon can you say it is dearer?
Mr. PATERSON. My line of argument is before

the Hlouse and it is sufficient to convince any man.
Let me take the quantity of iron imported and
what do we find ? In 1878 there was $2,152,644
Worth imported, in 1881 it was $3,299,188. That cer-
tainly proves that we had to be supplied from abroad, and
as our home consumption is not sufficiently strong we must
be paying the full amount in enhanced duty. I do not
believe it is possible that the American producer of coal
who knows that not one ounce of anthracite is mined in this
Dominion, except possibly British Columbia, supposes
that the manufacturer would -pay the duty on the article,
And se with reference to this article of pig iron. I will
grant the position of my hon. friend if, as I said before,
you had furnaces in sufficient nunber here to compete with
the foreign market. It might be the position in a certain

state of the market; there might be some slaughtering
going on. I will admit that for argument's sake, though I
do not believe it to be correct; but forced as we are to huy
iron in foreign countries, is it not the height of absurdity
to suppose dealers in iron, wbo know that we must find our
way to their market, who know our necessities to buy
are greater than thoir necessities to sel], would share in
paying in the duty. It cannot bo. Take some of the
large industries of this country. Take the articles of wag-
gons and carriages-and I may say hore that my figures
are taken from the Census of 1871. The hon. member for
King's (Mr. Domuville) and the Finance Minister were
hardly fair in attempting to pooh-pooh the statements
of the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Burpee) because ho
took the figures from that census. Will the hon. the
Finance Minister or anyone else tell me if, in speaking upon
this matter in the House, where we may get fbLures upon
which we may argue other than these ? 'e hon. the
Finance Minister himself endeavours to get some approxi-
mate figures by special Commissioners with regard to certain
industries in this country, but ho himself had to admit that
they were not correct. There is only one place where we
can get anything approaching correct information as to
the home production of certain articles, and that is the Cen-
sus of 1871; and I nay say that we are a little at a disad-
vantage, especially those on this side of the House, in dis-
cussing the question, because, while we produced largely
the goods manufactured in this country in 1871, the Census
return of the quantity of those goods in that year will repre-
sent nothing in comparison with the products of those
goods in 1881. I trust that when hon. gentlemen
opposite find it necessary for them to send us to the coun-
try when this Parliament shall have reached its ftll time
Jate in the fall of 1883, that they will be able to present us
with the results of the Census of 1881, before that time, s0
that we may be able to address the electors, and base our
statements on returns ton years later than those which are
now aL our command ; and I know that these later figures
will be much more favorable to the Opposition than those of
1871. In 1871 the carriage and waggon makers of this
country produced S3,580,920. That production bas gone
on increasing. These manufacturers have shared in the
general prosperity, and have benefitted by the increased
population of the country during the last ton years, and the
extra demand for their goods caused by that increased pop-
ulation. Practically there is no more importation of foreign
goods of that kind now than there was then, and at that
date, I believe, something like 97 per cent. of these goods
was home production. They had the practical control
of the Canadian market and the imposition of a higher rate
of duty was of no benefit to them. But how have they been
affected by the duty on the raw material ? The duty on their

Iron. ,.... ....... ........ increased from 5 per cent. to 17J
Bolts and Nuts,............. . do 17 do 35
Screws...........,r..... ........ . do
Malleable Castings d........, do
Tools, a large item........... do
Electro-plate Ironing s..... do
Hardware ..................... do
Axles and Springs......d... o
Anvils.. ... ......... , do

174
17½
1714
17

17q

do
do
do
do
do

do

35
25
30
30
30

30

Take next, our foundries and machine shops ; and I believe
there is no industry in this country that gives employment
to more mechanics than do these establishments, many of
them being the longest in operation in this country. They
were flourishing before the National Policy was introduced;
and what lias been its effect upon the large class wh'ich
they are present ? lt is but a repetition of the others I
have nentionedi. Thero is an increase on thoir bar iron,
their Russian sheet, their serews, their bolts, their nuts,
their solder, their wire, their rivets and all the othor articles
they use, amounting to over 10 or 121per cent. Take next,
agricultural implements, and what does the Census show?
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The product of that branch of manufacture in 1871 was
82,6S5,393; and who will say that it bas not been trebled or
quadrupled since that time ? At that time 2,546 men were
employed in manufacturing agricultural implements, and I
say that the number of hands has been increased four times
since that period. The effect of the National Policy upon·w
this industry is but a repetition of its effects upon the others
I have named, an enhancement of the duties upon ail the
articles they consume. I am now speaking only of the
articles connected with iron, and have no reference
to the paints, oils, cloths and so forth which
also enter into the manufacture of their products. Taking
the whole list we find an increase of from 17J to about
25 or 30 per cent. They had 95 per cent. of the home
market in 1871, and who will say that the home market
was not as effectively theirs as it is now. I will not g:)
through all the industries that are affected by these duties
on iron, but take for example the sewing machine industry,
and what a large one it is. It has been injured, as eau be
abundantly proved by the return of drawbacks on manufa.
tured goods brought down a short time ago. Before doing
that, let me prove from the hon, Finance Minister himself
that the imposition of these duties on raw materials do
operate injuriously upon the manufacturers. Speaking on
the question of drawbacks in 1879, and referring to this
very sewing machine industry, he stated:

I The drawback is for the purpose of enconraging those industries
and enabling them to compete successfully with manufacturers in other
countries. I am satisfied that this system can be carried out success-
fully, but some regulations xuay be necessary in regard to it. t will
doubtless entail a great deal bftrouble in the Departments, but stili
there can be no difficulty in practically working out a system."

If the duty did not increase the cost of that article to the
manufacturer, why does he want a drawback to enable him
to compete with foreign manufacturers in other countries ?
By their system of drawbacks, the Government gave their
case entirely away, because it shows that the hon. Finance
Minister knew that these duties were handicapping the
manufacturer; and here we have him telling us plainly that
the imposition of a duty on the raw material of sewing

Mr. PATERSON. I do not think I misinterpreted my
hon. friend's remarks; but let me ask him, as a business
man, if the duty on the products of pig iron has not en-
hanced the price.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I will state that bar iron and pig iron
have not been increased in pice in consequence of the
duty; not only has pig iron been cheaper during the past
year, but bar iron has been cheaper, and so havo nail plate
and nails. I state that without fear of contradiction.

Mr. PATERSON. Whatever his opinion may be, if ho
chooses to say that the price is not to be enhanced by the
duty, then be must answer the question of who paid the
duty, and if he says the foreign producer then he is wrong,
and his testimony will be entiroly hostile to that of the
manufacturers on this point. I have stated that the only
reason for the Finance Minister's instituting a system of
drawbacks was that the manufacturers wero hampered, and
I can reinforce it by the statements of the Minister of Rail-
ways on the subject. Speaking in 1878, when the Cart-
wright Tariff was in operation, he said:

" Not only was that the case, but everything a Government could do
to foster the manufacturing interests of this Company was done by the
late Government. As the hon. gentleman knows right well we put the
material the manufacturer used on the free list. We protected the
manufacturers by relieving the raw material as far as possible from tax-
ation. The hon. gentleman knows that we allowed machinery that
could not be manufactured in this country to be brought in free of duty,
thus assisting those who were engaged in such manufactures."

Then you fmnd the Minister of Railways declaring that the
policy of his Government, when in power before, was to
afford protection to the manufacturers by placing their raw
material on the froe list; and he condemned the Cartwright
Tariff becauso certain articles of raw materials had been
taken out of that list. Again, wC find him saying:

"1 may tell the hon. gentleman further that what little protection
was given to the manufacturing industry of Canada by the imposition
of 2 per cent. additional duty,raisig the Tarif from 15 to 17 per cent.
was swept away by taking the raw material that our manufacturers used
and taxing it so that the policy was as completely a reversal of that
which had existed as was possible."

machine manufacturers and all othur manufacturers of iron, There was the testimony of the Finance Minister and the
places them at a marked .disadvantage in competing with Minister of Railways to the fact that the imposition of
foreign manufacturers in other countries-and why? Be- duties on the raw material of manufacturers was a direct
cause it enhanced the cost of the article we produced; and burden on them, and that their plan of protecting the
in order to get over that difficulty the Government pro- manufacturers prior to 1874, was by having that raw mater-
posed that drawback- ial on the free list. And yet the members for King's and

Mr. DOMVILLE. But the iron manufacturers are not the Finance Minister will now be forcod into the position of
finding fault. taking back their statements, and to assume the position

Mr. PATERSON. How does the hon. gentleman know? the member for Kings does to-night, that you may put
MrDOMILLE. We have no vidence of it. duties upon raw materiais of manufacturers and not burden

Mr. DWthem. The statement ot the Finance Minister and the
Mr. PATERSON. Yes, if I remember rightly, a little Minister of Railways are against him, and the imposition

while ago I rend in Ilansard that a Mr. Domville, one of of the drawback systemn is against him. What has been the
the most enterprising iron manufacturers of this country, effect of our drawbacks ? They will show the amount of
had found a great deal of fault with the Tariff, the burcens heaped on soine of the industries. Last year

Mr. DOMVILLE. I did not complain that there was too two firms engaged in the manufacture of sewing machines
much duty, but asked that more should be put on. were paid in drawbacks on the raw material $2,931, which

shows that they were burdened that amount-on their
Mr. PATERSON. I rather think my hon. friend's whole product ? Nothing of the kind; but on their pro-

argument was this: "You put $2 a ton duty on pig iron; ducts exported to foreign countries. And if they were
that is a practical monopoly for the Londonderry iron taxed in that way on their exports, they were equally
works, and they charge me more for my iron, so that it taxed on each sewing machine that went into every Cana-
costs me more for the finished article that I use in my dian family. Take the manufacture of fence wire. Four
rolling mill; and I want you to take the duty off pig iron, firms were paid $6,998 in drawbacks, which proves, on the
s0 that I and other rolling mill proprietors can get our barbed wiro for fences made and exported, they were burden-
gooda cheap." ed to that extent with the duty on raw material; and

Mr. DOMVILLE. No, not at all. I eertainly stated if so, they were burdened to a like extent on every yard or
that if we had active competition in this country in the mile of wire fencing purchased by our farmers. On our
production of iron rod, iron would rule as cheap as it could machinery, we find claims from a large steam englue firmf
have been imported from England without any duty. I did in Ontario, for $750, which the Government bas not allowed,
not state that, in consequence of the duty, iron had become but the owners claim thatthey are burdened to that exteIt on
dearer. their limited exports to foreign countries. If burdened tO

Ma. PATEaSON (Brant).
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tlbt'ertent on their exporte, they have been burdened in a
like manner and to a proportionate extent on their much
larger sales in or own country. It is idle in the face of
theso0 facts, and still more idle in the face of the money paid
back to these manufacturers on their raw material used,t W
ay that they have not been damaged by the duties on it.
d~OW has our foreign trade been afected by it ? The

ance Minister and the country know that our foreign
~ade which we boasted of with some feelings of pride in

18'78, as, largely through the imposition of duties on
matterials, been prevented from competing successfully with
Ulat of foreign countries. There is a reduction of over 25
per cent. A few more years of like docroase, and our
eprts of manufheturere will be a thing of the pat. I have

ti my pocket the statement of eue of the largest manufac-
oreg concerns in my ewn town, giving me a
tailed liat of the onhanced cet of raw matorials

directly through the operation of the Tarif, amountng W
e 6,000, for the amount they used. s not hat a burden

11 our manufacturlng industries? I do not often notice
IWspaper paragraphe, but I have seen one lu the Mail,
saying :

" If we remember right, and are not mistaken, Mr. Paterson, of Brant,
Pde statement in the House as from a certain letter, which was after-

saM fnnd eha had netqate reety at he member from West

6XPrnBis o 0 manfitrs taing a c at o t hi ofhepu. bv

it doe not remember right. I presume the statement they
rn to se the statement f made on the publc rlatform that

ihad figures to rove that that firn paid, through the
ehatnced cost of their saw material, over 86,000 more hast
yar than previouely; a Conservative pa r in my town

Otd the sum was only $700, but a mem r of that firm,
u au letter, said that my statment was in very respect
lue, that the duties had cost them over 86,000, and that

'«y had never told the Minister of Publie Works that the
amutwas only' $700 ; but that they had told him they' had

Malms5 to the amount of over $700 for drawbacks, wich
hw1 1 s that while the Government was ablo to mako fumr 
rlomises, it was quita a able to break them. I challenge

"ontradiction on that point. Testimony migt b o given by
a hnufacturers in other ines a cases whero thousands of

dOllars have been imposed on them, and yet the hon. mem-
efor King's says the mannfaturers have net been in jurcd.

y mighlt say in one sense they were not injured, per-
hap, and that they take the prico out of the purchasers.,

e member for North Norfolk stated that the enhanced
00st of agricultural implements, owing to the duty On a ft

mteriale was somothing like $2 each. But, besides, hon.
gentlemen opposite have lostst g of the fae that lies
naterial was put into those machines at present, and that
dhie the pri e may not have been increased, had it not
been for thc enhanced duty, the competition and impre-

Ients in machinery would have enabled the manu-
fat urers to sell those implements cheaper than before.
1Stands true that they have sufered meanwhil , or one
oTher thing has happened, that je they have taken the
*lhanced rico eut ef the consumor. The proposition of tho
hn.i has folthbn l e oe ut. I believe the

ti, asbeen an injury W the manufacturer in part, the0 Onsumer in part, becauso the emanufacturer as borne part
of the os himself, and has been forcd Wt put part of the
lots on th consumer. Let us sec how this afects the con-
#4mlier. I takelhe blaosmithe for instance. In the year 1871

er stwere, according to the Censue, 10,213 men employed
11 the trade. They have been vastly increased sinco then

erough the increase of population. How are they afofoted
by thie Tarlif-the extra tax on them averaging about
12 per eent. ovr what it was under the late Tarif, or

1u2.50 on every $100 worth of material they use ? bither
O thp a8y this tax or it cornes out of their customers. Take

Pbeje ters and j. There were 5,408 in 1871, and ne
dowt there ls double the number at present. What has been

the efect on thein. We sec that the carpenters are on a
strike.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. That is exactly the sound 1 expected

to recoive froin gentlemen who impose heavy burdens on
those men, and refuse te remedy them; such derision is
quite appropriate with the course they have pueSued. Who
will say they have net reason te strike; that, as far as the
Tarif is concerned, the hon. Finance Minister has net
given them reason t strike. As the hon. member for
St. John has pointed out that as far as these men are con-
cerned they have reason te demand increased wages ; if they
cannot get them any other way, they are net te be blamed
for taking the steps they did. Each carpenter has t buy
hie own set of tools, and those in the trade know how
large a tbing this is t one of these mechanics. What has
been the effect of this Tariff ? Tools are raised
from 17½ te 30 per cent.; hinges, from 17½ te 30 per cent.;
screws, from 17 te 35; bolts and nuts, from 17J t 35;
tacks and finishe nails, 17Î te 35. I suppose if I were t say
that 8100'is the average cost of a kit of carpenters' tools, I
should not ho out of the way. This gives an increased tax
of $12.50 t be paid by the carpenter. Let the hon. Minis-
ter show whathas been the effect of the duty on these articles
that are boing imported into the country in larger quantities
than ever before. Will he say their cost is net enhanced
or take refuge in the subterfuge that things are no higher
now than they were formerly. But admitting that, how
can ho say they would net be sold much cheaper if the duty
were off. Take coopers, of whom 3,442 were employed in
1871. You find the same relative increase te tin and sheet
iron workers, of whom there are three or four thousand, in
the same catalogue. Mark you these taxes imposed on the
artizan are net ail they have t pay. I am net speaking of
outside subjects, with reference to the clothes they vear or
other goods they consume, but simply of the products of
iron. Hon. gentlemen opposite feel disposed t say there
bas been no increase in referenco te the Tarif. I have in
my hand a circular issued by certain hardware, harneus and
saddlery dealers.

Mr. PLUMB. Name.
Mr. PATERSON. There is more than one name, there

are the names of all the leading dealers in the Province of
Ontario, and they say: " That in consequence of the groat
advance in the cost of ail classes of goods, and the increaso
on custom goods prices are advanced fron 15 te 30 per cent.,
with a prospect of a stili further advance." This cireular i
dated 29th October, 1879, six months after the new Tarif
came into operation. The articles consumed by the pople,
if produced in the country, must mean enhanced pricoi te
the consumer. I have no desire te detain the Iouso furtor.
This amerdment is One te develop the nanufictuimig in-
dustry. Under the present Tarif." the Londondorry i ron woî ks
romain eolitary in their glory, unable to skuppy lhe trade.
This proves conclusively that their tarifîf ieais on the mauu-
facturing interests of the country, and through them on the
consumers. I share in the opinion expressed in the resolu-
tien that an increased burden has been placed upon the'
manufacturers who import under the oporations of this
Tarif. That being the case, the Tarif having proved
utterly inoperative for good and powerful for evil, I would
ask the House te allow the proposition of the hon. member
for St. John te pass, that we may give the sewing machine
manufacturers, the foundry and machine mon, the agricul-
tural implements and carriage makers-give tW over one-
half the manufacturing industries of this country- a fair
share of protection which ought te be given te them by
taking off the duties on their raw material, and placing this
raw material on the free list.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is one advantage we
posess on this aide of the House when my hon. friend from
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Brant speaks-we can always hear him distincQly and under- the iron industry you require a large capital. In Lndon
stand perfectly well what he says, and are consequently derry, something over $2,000,000 have been invested, though

.able to answer his remarks. But we are not so fortunate perhaps, some ofit has not been judiciousty expended. We
when the hon. ménber for the city of St. John (Mr. Burpee) know that men, when they iuvest their money in an indus-
speaks. For myselt I was unable to hear try of that kind, want to bc assured of the permaney of
many of his statements, and, therefore, am not pre.the piicy of the Govrnment. Within a twelvemonth I
pared to answer him until I will have read them in the have ben visited by several gentlemen represonting a large
Hansard. There is something very remarkable in the arnount of capital in the United Stato8--.one of theinrepre-
course taken by the bon. gentlemen opposite on this ques- sentine $2,000,000 capital, another $5,OOO,0O-who
tion of protection. Resolutions have been offered in the came te Ottawa to cousait me with reference to the estab-
past declaring emphatically that this policy is taxing the lishnont of this industry hore. Their statement was thia:
people unnecessarily for the benefit of the manufacturers; " Il we wero sure that this poiicy would be permanent we
but to-night iwe have the hon. momber for the city and would invest our capital, but we are in doubt." I asked him
county of St. John strongly imbued with the principles of why howas in doubt.IlWell," ho said, "the paperthat la read
the National Poliey, and therefore he was no doubt the rnost in Canada is tho Toi onto Globe, and that paper tellsus
proper person to move a resolution of this kind to show that when the people give their judgment on thi8 question again
the maniufacturers are damaged by this policy instead of they wîll reverse it, and, therefore, we are in doubt as to the
being benefitted byit. That is the prpoitio submitt permanency of this poliy."
this Huse, and the hon. member and those who think with
him will stand up bore and denounce the Government for
not having given sufficlent protection to the industries to Sir LEONKRD TILLEY. We have ne doubt about the
which ho refers. These are the Froc Trado gentlemen who wisdemn of it, neither had ho; ho wanted te know about the
are new% corning out and declaring that we are recreant in permnaneney. This was my answer " Sir, in My
the interest of that industry iniiet impesing more duty judgment yeu may iuvest your capital without a
upon it. deubt. In the election of 1818, the peple spoke

Mr. PATERSON. No; it is te take the duties off instead ut emphatically on the subjet, and since theneut ef
of putting thoik on. thirty constituencies that were opened, we have carried

Sir LEONAII) TILLEY. Yes, and for tbe purpese, ho ail but tw, and to-day our majority o eight more in Par-
says, of giî ng protection te the nipnufacturers. One word liamont, as a resut of these delarations than it was in

1ihre "-c't3 L baemns fte oilebe o 1878; and I said such a thing is scarcoly te ho known iaBra We hae tolnerd the so statements t on. berfr athe history of ur country, indieating as learly as any-Brm ant m have wf l te soad 'or it eeone e themothinuncau owhat the verdict ofSthe people will b when they

Iiirn.y andsentingbe$2,000,000scapitald anotherore5,000,000-who

absurdity of his position -vhen ho says that the diminution agan pronounco with refoerence te this policy.SlThis very day, ait over the Dominion, poleuof th po atiof antPii odrtinleslndb oabsr " If weewere sareugring on and establishing be industries.d ofwthe wionl'glivÇotyi.niyullustoratwoairnvThey are many American capitalists who are intereatedhad wpcI i h gine l a ieueustrSesioncAîing in the Dominion; and will guarantee the time ist far distant wh n we hanso Ghose iron industries stab-
attention te th:4act and declaring- it wa-3 an evidence ofiie.lasntngbedoclrdyYnwodtin
the failurpohf tehe National Ponicyth gentleman in this Do-

that net w ne pound ofironmore has been producel, and thatf r s s s d e ag in abmnu-d thenestopshave been taen for p ducing it; but what is ."e
te Bfact? Ther T are twS furnaces instead of one bing con-"crtem of te bn. mth o n t'qt ub.nat. I e tw structed at Londonderry, a.W froe that date the onstruc-he sihde iers.thesari wio o r hse f hre wed w abot t

years since, whcu xve weie obligcd t- go te f'lic Dni,i 1 1bciuld.Toefuncswol aeheni
market for the coarser de-cription of boots and ses that peraiency b TfrhIis was my anenetbeefr "nfruinte
we aresmautctuin in the Dominion today.n ow, my judent ou hay invent our mital wihutepon i te Company obtained eoal with whh t make coke. soNewMr. itpATERS n a ;te s I aeha thunf ian mBrunswick owere we had industries in operatien, i ows

r p tgt eIna ofthouit that the whoie trade would fait into deay. Same
IarL onR te sILLEY tesn; for Le purpose, he al A ertcans came in ayd owing to the Ni onai Policy teygoodsa, oIvmihnrteonetuthemtuheseut, dearai an At cesm

position tooday th dimiish that export becauso mIbave ambr or188;ad Iesaid s cthig os carcel ton om
profitable homo market, and esagve increased epoyment pany has bon established u Miontreal for the manufact r
te thed with botter wages, and do a botterbness ofeharcoal-irn, and they have asked the Govern ment ither
tha bsforio" This isiion illustration of the effect of the Nut aga plow to imuort crule petreleuin t a low rate
tional Poiey. Itbas given ompcoyment in the bore of duty from the nited States, or t make some arrange-
market for aur peple agid makei it unnoce.ssary for tho ment for petrleum produced in this country, because it ed
he hadadehisseesol! itheIofsi astesi l in ended to manufacture iron with petroleuin as well.
ateon o tsit was anuevidence. Look a the movements that are taking place in Blevill e

Mr. PT RSON. Did ho tl you howmany ho his -x andild the Ottawa Valley, and 1 do net doubt that it only
ported? requirs the verdict of the people te introduce and bring

Sir LEO boots D TILhEY. Wll, e k"ow ii apretty ino tbis heuae an taens ount o itbtwhat is jre
large ameurit that they exported du being tIs yer, and ho is abeyance, and is ony fnbecau e ho . gentleman opposieo
going on with is contrac te this day. A ward with refer- have net in many cases declared thair sentiments ontho
ence s the walged weuiure of the NationalPolicy Iubjet. I may quote a speech made by the bon. member
with regard tthn encouragement of the iron indstry. i for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) in order te show that hon.
loi says I prphosied grea things. did prophesy gentlemen opposite shuld o with us on this iren que tiOn.
great thinS; and lt me tell hio bore that while the manu- Referring t theiren industry in the Unied States the hon,
facture cf ironbas sn tpr ng up wih as great rapidity as gentleman said when the protective dty was imposed iroe
other industries, there are rthiens for t. la the firsi place manufactories were established, and t a short ime the pricy
yon may start a manufactory for clothing, for instance, with cf iron was brought downasveral dollars poar ton and
a capitale omf m0,000, and varions other industries witl a now sold cheaper than MBritishrmanufcturera an do
capital ocf freIt 50,000 tie 100,000; but when ye come to lin this market Ifte Sta. gentleman weould eak

ir L EONA RD TILLEzy.
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ont that new sentence we might have a suffi-1
cient declaration for the country and the capitalists
outside to satisfy them that this policy was a permanent
and successful one. The hon. member for Brant said tho
hon. member for King's might appeal to me, and declared
he spoke as if he were making an appeal to the Govern-
ment to do something more for the iron industry, and that
when the memorial signed by forty members was presented
last year to the Government asking for a readjustment of
the Tariff with respect to iron, I said the Government would
consider it. The Government have considered it, and I do
not hesitate to say that if he erred in any particular it was
on the side of a low rate of duty. That is my judgment
after three years' experience. It was a difficult matter to
deal with, inasmuch as iron was the raw material for so
many indnstries; and with respect to the duty on steel we
have simply extended the time during which it will be
admitted duty free until the close of the next Session,
because we have already declared that so soon as it is
manufactured in the Dominion the duty will be restored.
Iron and sugar were two of the most difficult questions the
Government had to deal with in order to provide that no
particular industry should suffer, and at the same time give
encouragement to those particular industries. The statement
bas been made by the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson)
that the duty imposed was largely imposed by the consumer
-that the manufacturer paid a part and the consumer
another part. I frankly admit that to a certain extent manu-
facturers are additionally taxed upon some of those articles.
but I assert that as far as the consumers are concerned they
have paid only a slight increase in the cost. But what
compensation have we given to the manufacturers, admit-
ting that they pay 12J per cent. duty on iron? With re-
spect to agricultural implement makers, the cost of malle-
able iron is about the same as it is being made in Canada.
What compensation have we given to the agricultural im-
plement makers?

Mr. PATERSON. Nothing.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have given them not

only the market of Old Canada, but the market of New
Canada. Were it not for the 25 per cent. duty the North-
West would be 6ooded with American agricultural imple-
ments. As I said two years ago, on the evidence of a
leading manufacturer, who had sold the year previous 1,800
reapers and mowers, and would soll that year 2,500, and was
preparing to sell 4,000 the following year. Take the
sewing machine manufacturer, for whom hon. gentlemen
opposite have shown so much sympathy, and who
had to pay eomething for castings. Thoso manufacturers,
however, sold to-day four times as many machines as
mn 1878, and are in a much more prosperous condition.
They are selling at a lower price owing to the fact
that they have a larger market. As one of the manu-
facturers told me: they did not require to expond as much,
in order to sell their goods, as they formerly did -because
they sold four times as much as before-and could thero
fore sell them at a less price. The hon. gentleman says the
fact of our allowing a drawback is an evidence that an addi-
tional duty is paid. Accept the hon. gentleman's proposi-
tion, and we give it back to them on their own industries,
and therefore they are in as good a position as they were,
while Ihey are seliing four times as many goods as they did
in 1878.

Mr. PATERSON. One of them failed the other
day.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Some mon will fail in the
management of any business. The position which one of
the sugar refineries is in at Halifax to-day is entirely on
account of bad management. Sometimes perbaps thev may
fail on account of the sharp competition, and, at all events,1
their failure would go to prove that they are not enjoying1

1I4

the undue advantages which the hon. gentleman says they
are enjoying.

Mr. MILLS. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that
the frorign manufacturers had three-fourths of theýCanadian
market ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I did not say so.
Mr. MILLS. How are they selling four times as much

as before ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The ioduction in the price

enables them to sell more, and so do the improved times
which have been brought by the National Policy.
Talk ot strikes. Had we any ,strikes in 1878,
except strikes for aid and assistance - striking
the Minister of Public Works to give them bread and
keep thom from starvation. If it was a question to-day with
the people botween istrikes and starvation, they would say:
lot us have the strikes. Let us have things in such a state
that we may be able to employ a large number of poople;
let us have the better times. If it were not for the pros-
perous condition of the country; if the manufacturers wore
not able to make something out of their goods, they would
resist the strikes rather than yield to them, and the infer-
ence is, that thero is mora wages for the men, and that the
people desire the botter times rather than the poverty for
ail as in 1878.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. Hear, hear.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. member for West-

moreland says hear, hear; but I say that in no part of
the Dominion is the National Policy more appreciated than
in his constituency-nowhere have they shown more zeal
or more enternrise. He will find growing up in that county
a manufacturing industry which promises to progross as
well as any other in the Dominion, owing to the industry,
enterprise, and the capital of the men who have engaged in
it; and if it should be a question with me whether the
mon of Westmoreland or the men of the United States
should make money, I would say the men of Westmoreland.
There ls a great sympathy exhibited for the mechanic be-
cause it is showed the duty on his tools has increased 12J
per cent. This is a terrible business, seeing that his whole
kit is worth about $100. Now, with reference to a large
proportion of his tools, such as broad axes and narrow axes,
I know they are not dearer to-day than they were in 1878.
All the steel that goes mto them is free. They have a
larger market because they have a home market, and, as I
said, you may go to Dundas, or any other place, and you
will find that they are making them and selling them as
cheaply as before. The sympathies of the poor mechanics
are to be traded upon here by hon. gentlemen opposite,
rather than support a policy which would give more
work and botter facilities to the workingman. Sup-
posing it is correct that ho pays . 12J per cent.
on the value of his kit of tools, compared with
the result of his year's labor, that is a mere
bagatelle. The hon. gentleman says nails are high. l am
prepared to prove, from one of the largest manufacturers
in Canada, who went through his books, that the average
prices arc 5 per cent. less than they were in 1878. With
reference to nuts, evory man in the business knows that
they are less than in 1878, owing to the large competition
in that branch of manufacture. Then, in reference to
carriages and waggons, I showed, by a reference Io the
prices, which no one has attempted to controvert, that they
are cheaper to-day than in 1878 by about 10 per cent. The
foundrymon say that they have added about 15 per cent.
to their prices this last year, and that that just about
covers what the increased wages amount to. Malleable
iron is furnished as cheaply to-day as before, or at least that
was the case when I saw the deputation who came

1 to Ottawa on that subject. With regard o spikes they
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wore lower in 1881 than they were in 1878. Some of the cireumstanees 1 hold that if there is any proposition sub-
manufacturers gave me the avera.ge prices of 1881 as cor- mitted to this use thatwe should rejeet it.is this proposi-
pared with 1878. tion of the hon. gentleman, to reduce the duty on iron and

Mr. MACKENZIE. What are spikes ? withdraw the encouragement now given te the people ofthis country to establish a mammoth industry which will
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They gave me $2 per ton as benefit every maR, woman and child in the comrunity,

being the amount of roduction since 1878. and te develep a policy which will make this country the
Mr. MACKENZ[E . What are the figures? great country that Providence has dcstined it te be, and

ScircumstancesdInhold that many gentlemen here wifl live to seo
SirLEOAIR TILEY I o nt kowiMr. ANGLIN. If weremained suent while statements such

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do fot bolmeve it. as those we have jaest hoard rjade in the ilds mphatic
Sir LIONAIRD TILIEY. Ail I can say is that it t was manner, we might eopen to the charge ef nt being able

a reliablefirm of manufacturerw that gave me the informa- te controvert then. When tho hon. member for West
tien, and they say tley toek it from their books fron 1878 Durham, two or threeavbnings ago, made somo statements
te 188 1. .If these outside manufacturers couid crush eut of which be had been informed by etheis, ho was called
our own industries, they weuld have the controla of the upon toe furnish the o aes, and if I remembr rightly, the
market, and vote their own profits; but as long as we have hon. Finance Minister himsoelf was one f those who chose
competition at homo and mon struggling te keep te impugn the veracity of the statemnts made. The hon.
the market, we shall get the articles at a loss price MinistGr makes a statement in this ieuse of a very remark-
than we could otherwise. I admit that som iron articles able character. le tolls us that some gentleman repre.
which are imported by the manufacturershcavt themesmnting $2e0he,0ifraf capital, and anothor represnting
omething more; ut even these manufacturer are botter $5,0sh,0ou, have coe te Ottawa te consuit hir as te the

off than they were before thoupelicy was adopted. I re- repriety of investing that money in ihon works in this
inembor visiting a smali manufactory of herse-shoo nails in country, and ho tolls us that they were quito satisfied with
the eity of St. John-and tho hon. member for St. John this protection of hv a ton, although the hon. eember for
(Mr. Burpeo) knws al about it-and wbat have thoy doneKings (Mr. eopville) says it is entirely insufficient.
since the adoption of the National Policy ? They have The hon. Finance Ministr would have us bolieve
erocted a large building and widely extended their business, that the i-en industry is te be largoly deveioped. I
thoug we have charged 12. per cent, more on their raw remember some tuee asgo meeting a Church of Eclsand

aterial. clergyman in St. John, who, spimking of the Finance in-
ister and some statements ho had mad a short time befureb

Mr. BURPEE. u do net mean te say the Tarif has at a laig meeting in St. John, said: Well, 1 have always
benefittod them any? remarked with regard te Tilley, that, when ho could net

Sir LEONARow TILLEY. Yes, I do. find factwttesuheain his statements, ho was ever rady te
Mr. BUiRPEE. The propritor of that nail factory told indulgo in prophcy." And truly ho has indulged in pro
er d r ina w lyetn r im. phecyto-night. e admits, however, that the iron industy
S e ave ag y is nt very largely developd.H aims, however, the

Sir LBONAIRD TILLEY. Well, I should like te know, second blast furnace at Londonderry, as every otheý- new
when we have increased the daty on the raw material but industry or development of an old one, as a result of tho
14per cent., when we have increased the protection on National Policy. ocsp ho net know that some months
their labor upwards of 25 per cent., when we have made after the Tariff went into opoî-atien the glass factory et
the increa-se of protection tothem even more than tht dif- Londondrry went eut f operation altomether? ooestho
ference in the raw material, why they should be worso. net know that, as regards the Londonderry iron industî-y,
The hon. gentleman says, however, that they are net in as $2 a ton was said te bent sufficient protection, and
good a condition as they wero beforo. There is some- that other p aotoctien must be given ? Doees, hne t know
thing, perhaps, in the politius of a man. I believe there that that led te a snriaes modification of the rates eharged
are many mon te-day engaged in manufacturing who, on the Intercolonial Railway for the cartage of c a and
if you asked thm, would say that the Tarif had been ne other matorials te that establishment; and that t heday it is
benofit te thom at ail; and yet, when Mhe next election prtectd im two ways: in thefirst place by$2 a ton on al
comos, the ballets of these mon will invariabay be cast for the iron eonsumed in Canada, and in addition by the carpry-
the National Policy. Therefore, I say that whiie we are n et ing on the Interclonial al tha heavy feight used by that
propared at presnt tecere down with a change in the duty establi,ment at a price that d oes not pay the road. Some
of iroin, yet-speaking for nyself, thougp, I think, I speak years ie the boeot and shte manufacturera were suci dis-
aiso for my col leagues in this matter-if it beeme a question tresuthat they wer forced teasend their preductions te Groat
ofthe introduction offive or to millions of capital into this Bitain for sale; but the National Poeiiey, weo are teld, has
country for the establishment ofthese industries in Ontare, given the a market, with abindant iemployment for ail
in Quebec, in the Maritime Provinces, jenPictou, where we their capital, t homo. What is theo simple faetwith regard
have beds of ceai and iîren within five miles of each te this boot and shoe trade? Why, that at ne period for
other, the capital would remove the difficuty we yoars pat have weimperteda ingt al Canada, lof Elakinds
are now iu te give tho manufacturera usingji-ono cbootand shes, from the Freih anticle, bought by thos
their raw matorial as cheap as we do at this moment. who can pay high prics, te the cheaper kinds imported for
While the number af these industries that have sprung up ebldrenmo-eo than $250,000 or $260,000 woth; and the
bas exeed6d our mot sanguine Yxpetations, stilf I amnse imposition of tho additinal dty did net increase Canadian
hopoful of the iron industry to-day that I believe the day is production by more than $120,000 a year. Wil ho
ne ofar distant whe thatindustry will take as prominent prtend tsay that the inoeras, f $ 120,000 a ytr
a position as any industry brought inte succesaul operatien nffected by the National Policy as an addition te the quan-
by ths TaRif. And we know that the iron industry is ne tityo boots and shoos n danufacturrd bore, bas producd
mean indutry; on the dontrary, it a one of the moati- this wonderful revoltion in the boot and shoe traulto? Or
portant industries n the world; it s one ofthose thathave boot and shoe manufacturera had already amonopoly o the
me England what she is te-day. An Ameican gente- trade o this country. That there was a diminution inthat
men said t leme that theyrnon ore from near oBellville is the trade as in othes duig the yearo sfidepressien, la doubt-
finet and beton the continent of Amoreica. Tnder these- thats true. Economy had te be practised everywhre. B t

Sir ImoNARD TILLE!Y.
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the National Policy could not possibly ronder any service
to a trade that already had a monopoly of the whole busi-
ness of Canada. With regard to agricultural implements,
of which he has spoken, he has added burdens to the maun-
facturers in some cases by heavy additional taxation on
their raw material. But thon the Finance Minister asks,
what have we done for them in return ? We have given
them the whole market of old Canada, and in addition new
Canada. But they had the market of old Canada before the
National Policy. The whole of the agricultural implements
imported into old and new Canada in 1878 amounted to
$126,326. If that had been utterly wiped out, by reason
of the National Policy, would that additional business
bave produced such a wonderful revolution in the
trade of Canada, as the hon. gentleman boasts he
bas produced ? What else is the fact? That after the
imposition of the National Policy, the importation
of those articles actually increased. lu 1879
it rose to $245,523, I think. The year after it fell again to
$169,714, but even that was $43,000 more than in 1878 ;
and this last year, 1881, they rose further to $177,888, or
$51,500 more than before the National Policy went into
operation. Where, thon, is the wonderful revolution effected
in our markets ? As to bis giving this industry the trade
of new Canada, and asserting that without the present
duties the United States would have furnished Manitoba and
the North-West with their farm implements, how can it be
argued that if those manufacturers were not able, under
the old Tariff, to sell their implements at a profit, they
could have competed in the North-West with our own man-
ufacturers ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Because some of them are
nearer our North-West.

Mr. ANGLIN. They have some factories nearer, it is
true, but what advantage could that have given them with
the old duty of 17½ per cent. against them. Have they not
to pay a higher price for iron than our manufacturers ? Had
the Amoricans not to carry to the North-West the material
of many of the articles they produced, and is that not as
expensive as the carrying of the manufactured article ?
There was, therefore, no increase in the duty necessary
in order to give our manufacturers a monopoly
of the markets of the North-West. Take the differenco
between the cost in Toronto or any other cityl in
Ontario and the cost landed in Winnipeg, and it wiil
be seen there was no increase of duty necessary to give our
own implement makers the absolute control of the North.
West market also. I believe there were some causes in
operation that prevented the agricultural implements of our
own manufacture from being used in the North-West for
some time. One was that our manufacturers did not for a
time learn to produce the article specially required in the
North-West, that the ploughs sent from Ontario were found
fnot to be as useful breaking up the soil of the prairies
as those manufactured in the prairie countries of the
United States, that otlher agricultural implements were
fduud also not to be so well adapted as the Anerican article;
but as Our manufacturors found what was necessary they
began to provide what suited the wants of the country, and
even driving out the American article. It is an insult to
the skill and enterprise of the agricultural implement
makers of this Dominion to say that they could not, with a
protection of 17½ per cent., compete successfully with the
United States manufacturers in the great North-West. As
they succeded in excluding the American implements from
the Provinces of old Canada, they would succeed in exclud-
ing them from the great North-West. If that be true, and
it cannot be controverted, what becomes of the statement
cf the hon. gentleman, tbat bis National Policy has conferred 1
such wonderful benefits on the agricultural implement
nakers to revolutionize that trade, and though it has reduced

their profits has enabled them by selling a mclh larger
nu mber to realize larger profits on the wholo every year.
The implement makers are not at all satisfied with this
Tariff. We have had statements from time to time
during this Session to show that some of the
very largest agricultural implement makers in Ontario
are very much dissatisfied with the Tariff. With
regard to carriages, the hon. Minister told us
they are cheaper now than ever before, and would have us
believe that his magnificent policy has given carriage
makers an extended trade by giving them a monopoly of
our own markets. He alleges that although h e as taxed
so heavily nearly every article that goes into the composi-
tion of a carriage, notwithstanding carriages are now at a
much lower price than they were before, and higher wages
paid, the carriage makers are making botter profits. There
is no system of arithmetic that would enable the bon. gen-
tleman to figure out such a result. Higher taxes on the
raw material, higher wages for the workman, lower prices
for the article sold and botter profit for the carriage maker.
The hon. Minister alleges he has enlarged the market, that
there is such an increase of wealth that people can afford
to buy more carriages now than formerly. I would will.
in gly believe this to be true, but I know it is not true. In
St. John we do not see as many carriages as we did ton or
fifteen years ago. In 1878 we imported altogether in all
Canada but $154,858 worth of carriages. Did the Tariff
reduce very materially the number imported or the price ?
In 1879, during the depression, the quanlity importedwas
smaller and the value lower, but the next year we imported
to the value of $137,378. In 1881, when we may suppose
the National Policy was in full operation, we imported
$151,433 worth, or just $3,400 less than in the year before
the National Policy went into operation. Where did the
National Policy, in this particular trade, confer any benefit
on the manufacturers? With regard to sewing machines,
the hon. Minister made another extraordinary statement.
For once he forgot to credit the National
Polidy with all this increased trade, and said it
is partly the effect of lowor prices. Far more are
sold but at cheaper rates. The people, he says, can
afford botter to buy them. It is a most gratuitous assertion
to say that people buy sewing machines only when they are
well off; nine-tentbs of them are bought by persons to bo
used as a means of gaining a livelihood, tbough no doubt
the general increase in their use is very large. When we
look at the number imported we find that the Tariff could
not have enlarged the market for the Canadian n mufac-
turer. In 1878, the whole value imported was $101,404. In
1881, was the q uantity imported smaller? Had the Na-
tional Policy the effect credited it ? Not at all. The
amount imported was nearly twice as large, $193,337. There
were double the number of machines, so that instead of hav-
ing once and a half as many machines wo had three times
as many machines imported as in 1878.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We manufactured and sold
four times as many.

Mr. ANGLIN. I admit that to be unquestionable. Surely
it does not prove that the National Policy was the cause of
the increased production and sale of these articles, because
if it had any effect it would be to increase the sales at home
by the exclusion of the foreign article; but instead ofexclud-
ing the foreign article, we find that under the operation of
the National Policy the value of the sewing machines im-
ported is nearly twice as large.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The reason is that they im-
port the heads now and put them up here, and make and
finish the frames here.

Mr. ANGL1N. Then the case of the manufaoturer i
worse.
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is one reason why they

are reduced in value.
Mr. ANGLIN. I do not deny the price has been re-

duced. We are progressing in all these things every day;
we are discovering new and more expeditious modes of
manufacturing sewing machines, and they are now manu-
factured much cheaper than they could be four years ago.
Human ingenuity and enterprise are effecting improvements
every day, but the bon. gentleman would not have them ex-
ercised in this country. I have run through several articles
to which the bon. gentleman especially alluded in order to
prove that the National Policy had effected so wonderful a
revolution in the business of this country, and that it had
given more employment and better wages. Where or
when have the people obtained better wages than they did
five or six years ago ? Where are they put lower to day
than they were then ? lion. gentlemen opposite have to
comparo the presont state of things with 1878; they would
like to compare the state of things to-day with the state of
things when the business depression was at its very worst
and people everywhere were suffering for want of
employment; but if they are to claim credit fbr
the National Policy, that it has elevated the working
classes, or if they were to contend that the National Policy
gives to the working classes better wages, they should.com-
pare the present state of th.ngs with that which existed in
the country in former years of fair average prosperity-in
1874 or 1875; and if they do they must admit that the cases
ar very few indeed where the working people are earning
as much in nominal wages to-day as they earned in those
years, while a dollar earned to-day will purchase no more
than 80 or 90 cents six years ago. Now, to come back to this
ether question, the hon. member for King's, usually so keen
and sharp to comprehend a statement, seems to have mis-
understood-perverselv, I thought-the position taken by
the hon. member for St. John. le would persist in arguing
that the hon. gentleman endeavored to prove that the duty
of $2 per ton on pig iron and the other duties on iron,
enabled the Londonderry mines to charge a higher price
for their iron in the market than ls charged for
other iron of the same character. The hon. mem-
ber for St. John, on the c>ntrary, took the ground,
and proved by the statenents he produced, that this
duty imposed on pig iron adds at least $2 to
the price of that iron in our own markets to- i
day. Then the hon. member for King's claimed that iron is'
cheaper now than it was two years ago, which is a begging
of the question itself, an attempt to mislead the popular
mind by saying they can get this article lower than former-
ly. We allege that there is room for doubting even the
accuracy of those statements, but without questioning their
accuracy, we assert that the addition of a duty adds so
much to the cost of the article to the importer, and the
importer has to charge his profit as well upon that duty as
on the original price in the market in which ho buys it.
The hon. member for St. John showed that all through,
before this increase of duty as well as afterwards, the
Londonderry people not only cbarged 10 or 15 cents on the
'U lbs. more than the imported iron cost, but that their
pric*e went up and down-kept pace, were the words he
used-exactly with the cost of the imported iron, and that
therfore the imposition of this duty, and the encouragement,
se far au it ha, gone, of the manufacture of iron in Canada,
hm marked the effect which hon. gentlemen opposite
prom4uod with regard to all these protected manufactures,
that competition would keep, the prices down to a fair rate;
but the manufacturer in this case, or in every other case,
ehawges juet as much for the article he produces as the im-
ported article ect plus the price of duty; and in this par-
ticular case it cost more because the article to-day is of in-
trisiaUy gneateir value thau it was four or âve years ago. We,
allege that even if all kinds are made dearer by reason of thel

Mr. A NGLIN.

duty, and that all kinds of iron would be just so much
cheaper were these duties reduced to-day to the same low
standard, that the farmers, lumbermen, fishermen, ship.
builders and mechanics are all interested in obtaining cheap
iron. Any addition to its price is a burden to every class
and industry of the country, and, therefore, not merely ou
behalf of the manufacturers, but also on behalf of the peo-
ple I claim that this burden should be taken from the
industries of the country in order that the people may
obtain from the domestie manufacturers and importera
goods at more reasonablo rates, and that the duty on iron
should be reduced.

Amendment (Mr. Burpee, St.
following division :-

Y'S:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee'(St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,

Abbott,
Allison,
Amyot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beatye
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowelly
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunting,
Burnham,
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
(Jostigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
C oursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Domville,
Drew,
Dugas,
Elmott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,

House again roi

John) negatived on the

Messieurs
Geoffrion, Oliviér,
Gillie, Paterson (Brant),
Gilimor, Pickard,
Gunn, Rinfret,
Guthrie, Robertson (Shelburne),
Holtou Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Skinner,Laurier, Smnith,
McDonald, (VictoriaNS)8utherland,
MacDonnell(Inverness),Thompson,
Mackenzie, Trow,
Mclsaac, Weldon, and
Malouin, Wheler.-47.
Mills,

NAYS:

Messieurs
Fulton, Mongenais,
Gigault, Montplaisir,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier) Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Grandbois, Orton,
Guillet,Ounimet,
Hackett, Patterson (Essex),
Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Ray, Plumb,
Hesson, Pope (Compton),
Homer, Poupore,
Hooper, Reid,
Soude, Richey,
Hurteau Robertson (Hamilton),
Kaulbachi Rochester,
Kilvert, Rouleau,
Kirkpatrick, Routhier,
Kranz, Royal,
Landry, Ryan(Marquette>,
Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, Rykert,
Lantier, Scott,
L on gley, Shaw,
Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
McDonald (C. Breton), Stephenson,
Macmillan, Stran go,
McCa]lum, Tassé,
McCuaig, Tellier,
McDougall, Tilley,
McLelan, Tupper,
&fcLennan, Tyrwbitti
Mebeod,' allée
McQuade, Wade,
McRory, Wallace (Norfolk),
Manson, Wallace (York),
Massue, White (Cardwell),
Merner, White (Renfrew), and
Mêthot, William.-l14.

SUPPLY.

solved itself into Committee of Supply.
Intercolonial Railway.

218. To pay J. 0. Nolan for rent of a building at
t. Octave............................ $132

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is an-amount found by
Mr. Shanly, the Chief Engineer, due to Mr. Nolan for the
reMt of a building whieh was made use of by the Governiment
after taking possession of the railway contract.
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219, To pay J. B. McNutt, of Onslow, N.B., laid

dam ages.... ................... O...............O.............. 5

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is an amount due to
Mr. McNutt by the official arbitrator, Mr. Cowan, who was
selected to examine and report and take testimony on the
subject, and ho reported that the flooding of the lands caused
by the destruction of the road compelled the removal of the
buildings belonging to that gentleman at an estimated cost
of $1,000, one-half of that amount to be paid by the Govern-
ment.

222. To pay heirs of Geo. Moftat for transport of rails...$4,777 25
Mr. MACKENZIE. The Government never employed

Mr. Moffat to carry the rails. Ho himself doclared on his
honor to this House that he had no such contract.

Mr. MILLS. When the hon. gentleman was charged
with the violation of the Parliament Act, Mr. Moffat denied
ho had any contract with the Government whatever.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The claim arises in connection
with the transportation of rails for the construction of the
Intercolonial Railway in 1875, between Dalhousie and
Campbellton. Messrs. McDonald & Co. had the contract,
but Mr. Moffat claimed to have performed the service for
the Government. Messrs. McDonald & Co. however claimed
they did the work, and payment was made to them.
Mr. Buchan investigated the matter, and reported in
favor of Mr. Moffat; but it was subsequently re-
ferred to Mr. Shanly, who reported in the same terms.
The Order in Council was passed after the fullest investiga-
tion, authorizing the payment to the heirs, and providing
that proceedings should be taken against Messrs. McDonald
& Co., to recover the amount erroneousiy paid them. Mr.
Shanly found that the money was improperly paid to
McDonald & Co., and was due to the persons who performed
the work.

Mr. MACKENZIE. But the persons whe performed the
work performed it for McDonald, who was the contractor,
and Mr. Shanly does not controvert that in the least. The
matter was examined into fully by the officers of the
Department, and they all refused to recommend the pay-
ment to Moffat.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I can only say that the pay-
ment was authorized after the fullest and most elaborate
examination. Mr. Shanly, in his report, shows that Mr.
Moffat did not act on the authority of Mr. McDonald at all,
but on the orders of Grant, who was an ongineer of the
Government.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I recollect speaking to Mr.
Moffat several times and he told me more than once that
ho had no claim himself at all. He said that his son
was the party entitled to make the claim if anyone was. I
understand that Mr. McDonald was the party who made
the contract.

Mr. DOMVILLE. .But ho said at the same time the
steamers were then worked by his son, but when the estate
came to be wound up it, of course, had to have the
benefit of any valuation of the steamers.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is quite clear
that Mr. Moffat distinctly denied having any contract with
the Government, and bere we are called upon to pay over
a sum of money which has been already paid. I must pro-
test against this, no matter what Mr. Shanly or anyone else
may say.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Wbat stops have been taken to
recover the money from McDonald.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the intention of the
Government to collect the money from McDonald. The
Minister of Justice advises that proceedings should be
taken to recover the money or that it should be stopped
out of any money that may be due to him by the crown.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Can you collect the money?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume so.
Mr. MACKENZIE. McDonald had the contract and he

procured the carrying on of the work, and the engineers
gave him the necessary certificate for the performance of
the work. I do not bolieve that the Deputy Minister of
Justice ever gave the opinion that it could be collected.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say so.
Mr. BLAKE. Has the hon. gentleman obtained any

advice that there is a claim against McDonald? and on the
statement made to-night I do not think there would be any.

Mr. HESSON. This work was not done by Mr. Me
Donald, and I think it is worth while to consider whether
the party ordering that money to be paid should not be
responsible. I think it is quite right and propor that the
Government should pay the man who did the work, and it
was the duty of the Government at that time to see that
the contractor was not paid, not having performed the
work.

Mr. MA(KENZIE. He did perform the work. We had
no business to interfere between the contractor and his men
along the line, to see whether ho paid them. If the
Moffats chose to do this work for Mr. McDonald, it was
none of our business. The work was paid for according to
the regular usage of the Department.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no doubt the hon.
gentleman thought, when he paid Mr. McDonald this money,
that ho performed the work; but it is proved that Mr. Mc
Donald did not perform the work or obtain its performance,
and that the work was dono by the person for whom this
payment is made, upon the direction of the officer of the
Government in charge, viz., the resident engineor, Mr.
Peter Grant.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Mr. Grant had no more business to
give the order than the hon. gentleman himself.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the date of the arrangement with
Mr. Moffat ?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. The date of the telegram
from the Department is the 3rd of June, 1875.

Mr. BLAKE. lHere is Mr. Moffat's statement made in
the louse on April 23rd, 1877:

''I never had a contract for the Intercolonial Railway in my life, to
the best e my knowledge and belief. I know nothing about this, andf
deny the whole of it. 1 have never obtained a cent ot money from that
railway, either for contracts or anything else. I have never sought a
contract and never got one."

Mir. MILLS. Besides, Mr. Moffat, occupying a seat bore,
bad no right to sit here; and it seoms to me an extraordi-
nary thing, in the face of that denial by Mr. Moffat, that the
hon. Minister should pay his heirs or executors.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Mr. Moffat stated distinctly in this
House that his sons did the work, though he adiniued that
he owned the steamers, but ho did not know that it was
done, as the arrangement had been made by telegram ; but
as they did the work, they ought to be paid for it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There are no facts, and it was not
made improperly. The work was done according to con-
tract and paid for in the regular course.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. My hon. friend supposes this
was the only contract, but Mr. McDonald was a railroad
contractor, and this work was an incident to the other
work he had in hand.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It appears in this case that
the Government assumed that McDonald had performed
the work as ho ought to have done, or had procured
some other person who had the means. Motfat was
the only person who had the moaa of remov-
ing the rails, and, under the ciroumetanes, the resident
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engineer employed another person, and the official arbitra-
tor having obtained all the facts, roported that we owed
that man so much money. I would like to ask the member
for Westmoreland whother we wore not bound to act upon
the fading of our own officer:?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Yes; if these are the facts.
But Moffat testifies he never was the contractor. Did not
McDonald asknowledgo his indebtedness to Moffat for ser-
vices performed, and is it not the fact that McDanald never
repudiated bis liability?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. I cannot say.
Sir ALBERT J. SU[[TI. I would like to know whether

McDonald was interrogated on the point ?
Sir CHAIRLES TUPPELR. I will get the evidence

before concurrence.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Doo the report of Mr. Shanly'

brought down on my motion, cover all the cases he has
in ve.tigated.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; but all the papers the
Governmentwere able to bring down were those on which
action had leen taken, an I thAt ie Government had dealt
with. Tbey reLard Mr. Shanly's reports as confidential
until they act on them. Some of his reports have not beca
dealt with.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think wo are entitled to those
papers. Parliament made an order for them unreservedly.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. We do not consider the
reports proper to bring down until the Government had
dealt with then. It would be prejudicial to the public
interest to publish some of them.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I wished to get the opinion of
Parliament hefore it rose on the Government's course
of taking cases out of Court and snbmitting them
to the arbitrament of a single individual, and I am
deprived of that opportunity by not having the papers
whereby to know the claims submitted to this Government.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have taken no cases out
of Court. The Order in Council was brought down under
which Mr. Shanly was appointed, and it distinctly con-
fines his duty to investigating and reporting up;n cases
that have not not been adjudicated upon.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It may be true that cases are
not taken out of Court, but the arbitrator is considering
cases that might go into Court, which is the proper place
for the decision of claims. Does the hon. Minister recollect,
and will he enquire whether the claims of Frank Jones,
in my county, for damages sustained by a fire have been
settled ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; but I do not remember
the amount. It was charged to the working expenses of
the Intercolonial Railway out of which it was paid.

225. Extension of the lntercolonial Railway into Halifax...45,000

Mr. ANGLIN. Is that work completed.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There will be a further sum

in the Supplemntary Estimates which will complote it.

227. Rolling Stock ............... $309,800

Mr. MACK ENZ[E. I asked for a statement of the entire
amount of rolling stock paid and charged to capital account
up to July, 187-, and from that date to the present time;
aLso of the amount expended by the Government on repairs
or new stock chargeable to revenue.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. The statementis will be laid
on the table. I

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Part in Canada and part
outside. There were 100 cars from Quebec and 200 from
St. John; 200 box cars at $700; 200 cars at $700; 2 mail
cars at $3,500 and 100 hopper coal cars at $228.

295. Repairs and working expenses on the Inter-
colonial Railway........................................$300,00

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see
that this is in conformity with the vote I took last year.
T took a vote of $1,600,000 last year and was obliged to ask
for this supplementary in order to cover the expenditure
involved by the increased traffic. Every dollar of that is
returned to the Treasury by the receipts of the road.

Mr. MACKENZIE. If we allow that item to pass at
present we may have something to say about it on con-
currence.

98. Repairs and working expenses, Windsor
Branch Railway..........................$8,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. That also I desire to discuss.

Sir CHARLES TIUPPER. I think the hon. gentleman
will not find any necessity for discussing that. It
is a mere matter of account. The Governmont placed
the Windsor and Annapolis Railway in the hands
of the Companv upon practically the same terms as the
original lease. The Company receive two-thirds of the gro8s
earnings, and the Government one-third to maintain the road.
This is simply an expenditure in the maintenance of the
road, all of which is returned to us by the money received
from the road. It is regularly paid, and that is a mere
matter of account so far as this vote is concerned.

Committee reported; and (at 3:25 o'clock a.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 1st May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

SURVEY OF THE HARBOR OF ST. ROCH DES
AULNETS. ,

Mr. RINFRET, in the absence ofMr. CAsGRAIN, enquired,
Whether the Government have recently caused a survey te
be made of the harbor of St. Roch des Aulnets; if so, what
has been the result and the cost thereof, and is it the inten-
tion of the Government to make improvements in the
said harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No survey has been made
recently, but one was made two years ago, and from that
survey the Government concluded that it could not make
any improvements to the said harbor.

IMMIGRATION AGENCY AT NE W YORK.

Mr. COURSOL enquired, Whether it is the intention Of
the Government to establish an Immigration and
Repatriation Agency at New York, specially for the 10-
patriation of our fellow-countrymen in that State ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government has not
,i,--,i. and Re

1lthe intention of- estab lhing an Immigration a±flu -'-

Sir RICIHAIRD J. CAIITWRIGIIT. Where wa8 thiepatriation Agency at New York, but it has already one tO
that effect in the State of Massachusetts.

Sir CHARLEg TUppr.
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ASSISTANCE TO THE MUNICIPALITY OF ST.
MICHEL.

Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to grant assistance this year to the munici-
pality of St. Michel, in the county of Bellechasse, in relation
to the repair and maintenance of the wharf on the River St.
Lawrence in that municipality?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I'regret to have to tell the
hon. member that the Government is unable to come to the
assistance of the municipality of St. Michel, in the county of
Bellechasse, this year, in relation to the repair and the main-
tenance of the wharf on the River St. Lawrence, but a sur-
vy is to be made during recess in order to obtain a report
which will give the Government more information than it
is possessed of at present.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT SYDNEY AND NORTH
SYDNEY.

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton) enquired, Is it the inten-
tion of the Government to make provisions for publie
buildings at Sydney and North Sydney, this year?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is not the intention of
the Government to make provision for public 'buildings at
Sydney; but it is their intention to make 'provision for
buildings at North Sydney

printed and distributed to members; but, of course, we conld
not ask for the second reading until the Bill was printed,
and members had an opportunity of reading it, and I am
told it is being printed to-day -

Mr. BLAKE. The point was not that the Bill could not be
read until it was printed. We knew that. The point was
that the Bill introduced in print was retained by the hon. gen-
tleman who introduced it, although it becamue the property
of the House, according to the language of the Speaker of
the English Uouse of Commons, although, according to our
reading, the first reading should be marked by the Clerk at
the time. As I understand, it is the property of the House
and not of a member. I do riot think the hon. member
who introduces it is expected to see to the printing, but it is
put in the hands of the Clerk, who transmits it to the proper
officer, who sees that the printing is attended to. Various
efforts have been made to get access to the BIl. There are
many representations as to what it says, aid a conflict of
opinion exists as to what its contents are. It seems to me
an extraordinary thing that we should not have access to
the .Bil.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a matter of every
day practice, and bas been ever since I have been in Parlia-
ment, that tLe person immediately in charge of the Bill feels
that it is his especial duty to see that it is got ready as soon
as possible for the use of the House.

INDEMNITY FOR DUTIES ON FISH1 AND FISH OIL. DOMINION LANDS ALONG RAILWAY LINES.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's) enquired, When an answer
may be expected to the memorial of W. H. Pope addressed,
to is Excellency the Governor General, dated January,
1879, asking indemnity for duties paid on fish and fish oil
exported from Prince Edward Island to the United States
in 1871 and in 1872; and also the letter on the same subject
from the members of the House of Commons and Senators
representing Prince Edward Island, bearing date 20th April
instant, and addressed to the Right Hon. Sir John A. Mac-
donald, Premier of Canada ?

Sir JO HN A. MACDONALD. This subject is now under
the consideration of the Government. the attention of the
Government having been called to it by a letter addressed
to me about the 20th of April, and received about the 22nd.

DAMAGES TO THE SCHOONER A. C. UPPER.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Has any claim been preferred upon
the present Government for damages to the schooner M. C.
Upper, on the Welland Canal? H1asthematter beensettled?
lias any sum been agreed to be paid? If so, what amount
and when ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A claim has been niade fori
damages to the schooner M. C. Upper. An amount will be
submitted to the consideration of Parliament in the Supple-
imentary Estimates of the coming year.

THE RE-DISTRIBUTION BILL.

Mr. BLAKE. I desire, Mr. Speaker, to enquire what is
the position of the public Bill which has been introduced
by tho hon. the First Minister, and read the first time ?
According to our practice, no Bill can be introduced in blank
or in an imperfect form. I make the enquiry because many
hon. members are unablo to understand what the provisions
of the 3ill for the re-adjustment of the seats are; and the
Bill was found not to be in the possession of the House, and
access could not be obtained to it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Bill was introduced
by me after I had asked Icave to introduce it. It was
Printed in galley shape, for the purpoEe of having it,

Mr. BLAKE moved that the House do now resolve
itselfinto a Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution :-

That the present system of administering the Dominion lands
situate along the lines of railway is likely to result, practically, in the
acquisition by the railway companies of almost all the enhanced value,
not merely of their own lands, but also of the Dominion lands in
immediate proximity to stations on such railways ; and that steps should
be taken with a vie w to secure to the public, as far as practicable, such
enhanced value in cases of stations hereafter to be established.

He said : This motion was placed on the paper on
the 14th of Mareb, but, owing to various circum-
stances, it has been postponed to so late a period
that I do not propose at this time to engage in any
lengthened argument on the subject ; butI desire, briefly, to
state the purport of the motion and the reasons I have for
bringing it to the attention of the House. As the House
knows, Dominion Lands Acts of various dates, including
the one now in force, and tho Bill which is now under the
consideration of the House, contemplate the reservation
of towns, cities or plots from ordinary occupation, and their
sale by auction or otherwise as the Governor in Council
may decide; and not long ago-I think in 1880-this
principle was extended to tho case of school lands in a
manner which appeared to me to bec somewhat arbitraiy,
but it was presumably in the general public interest. It
was provided that if any section falling in the school lands
list should happen to bo suitable for a station, it should bo
withdrawn fron the school lands list and sold by auction
or otherwiso for the public benefit, and the school lands list
was to be credited with an amount equal to the highest
value of other lands sold iii the saine township by cither
the Goverument or the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
I mention these facts to show that the general principle of
obtaining such value as could properly be obtainable
on account of eligibility of situation in reference
to locations for towns or stations is contemplated
in the various Public Lands Acts provisions as a proper
thing. Now the general system under which land grants
are made to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and
also to the other raiiways, is that alternate sections only
are given to the Company, the others being reserved to the
Government. The practical result has been, so far asmy
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information goes, that the Railway Company gets almost the
whole enhanced value of these lands. The Company has,
of course, the power to a considerable extent of controlling
the location of these stations, and it is able by the exercise of
that power, when a private individual bas obtained posses-
sion of a lot cornering on its own lot on the lot on which
the station may be-if the Railway Company is passing
through a lot which is now the property of the Company-
then it is able, I say, to point out to the individual, that
unless he comes to terms with the Company, the station
will be placed somewhere else, and is thus able to obtain
cessions of the individual's interest in the property at
moderate rates. I understand that various cessions have
taken place under these circumstances. In some cases a
bulk sum bas been paid, and in others it has been agreed
that the Company and the proprietors shall share in certain
proportions in the enhanced value of the property which
is to be sold by fuction, and so on. Take the case of Bran-
don, which was fixed, I believe, by natural circumstances,
for a station. A very large sum was paid by the Railway
Company to what they called there a syndicate-a sum of
$100,000 or so, and it is said that many hundrods of thon-
sands of dollars have been realized by the Company out of
Brandon station. That is the way in which the matter is
operated in reference to these parts of country which were
more or less settled, or had been possessed by private indi-
viduals prior to the present time. We are now dealing with
the state of things in which a large extent of country is
to be tapped or reached by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and its branches and by various other railways.
Now, I am told that a systema prevails of sending out home-
steaders and preemptors-that of a fine morning you may
sometimes see four or five individuals started off along the
line of railway to homestead and preempt choice and
eligible sites. They homestead and preempt, not for
themselves, but in reality for those who employ them for
that purpose; and thus possession is taken of the choice
Government lands along the railway, not for settlement or
for the advantage of the settler, but to obtain the advan-
tage of the enhanced value of the lands by their selection as
stations or town sites. Where, on the other hand, a bona

fide homesteader or preemptor has gone into possession, he
is dealt with in the way I refer to, and he gets but a small
part of the advantage, while the great bulk goes to the
Railway Company which controls the situation. This is a
very serions question. The tract of country through which
the line of railway goes cost but a trifle, and the whole
value of stations and town sites, if the present impulse in
Manitoba and North-West settlement goes on, is almo'st
equivalent to the cost of constructing the railway through
the prairie country. Now, it does seem to me that the state
of things under which it is possible for the Railway Company
to acquire almost the whole of this advantage-the public
getting nothing, and the real settler getting nothing,
or an insignificant fraction-is objectionable, and that
steps should be taken and the control of the Govern ment be
used ; that the Government should communicate to the
Railway Company the importance of their being sharers in
the enhanced value of the lands selected for station grounds
or town sites, so that by their being sold on joint account
or in some other way, the right of -the publie to get the
benefit of the enhanced value of the stations and towns
being established on the line of railway, should be recog-
nized. At the present time, as I have stated, the practical
result is that the Railway Company is gobbling up the
enhanced value of the Dominion lands as well as of their own,
and are thus, to a large extent, paying the cost of building
the road from the public lands of which the public ought
to receive the benefit. I, therefore, move that the House go
into Committee on this resolution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, I presume
that the hon. gentleman has moved this resolution at this

M.r. BLAKJ.

stage of the Session for the purpose of expressinrg the
opinion he as now doue. He does not point out in the
resolution any mode by which the end he desires to attain
can be attained. He says something or other must be done
to enable the country to gain the advantage of the
favorable sites. I explained some time ago, in answer
to an objection that came from the other side--an
objection to the Government's having reserved one
range of townships along each side of the Paeific
Railway-that the Government had been informed, as the
hon. gentleman has been informed, that persons professing
to be actual settlers had gone along the line of the railway
witb no intention of becoming bona fde settlers, but with
the purpose of setting up a colorable claim as settlers, in
order to speculate on the enhanced value of these lands
from their peculiarly favorable positions. We were
informed that scores of people had gone out and squatted, or
professed to squat, on lands along the railway for the pur.
pose of selling them at an enhanced value afterwards. Of
course, we could not object to people taking that course ; but
when we heard of it we withdrew from homesteading all
the lands along the lino of railway, until the bona ide
settler had an opportunity of having a fair start, and of
getting possession of these lots. Of course, we know that
the odd-numbered sections on each side of the railway
belong to the Railway Company as fast as they earn them.
The Government cannot dictate to them where they shall
put their different stations. Like other railway companies,
they will choose the most advantageous points in their
opinion-points where roads from the country will converge,
in the vicinity of streams, and so on ; and, as a matter of
course, they will, if possible, place them on their own lands.
Whenever they do this, the Government bas a section
adjoining, and the Government can either allow the bona
fide settler to get the advantage, or, under the reservation I
have mentioned-which was rather objected to by hon.
gentlemen opposite-lay it out as a portion of the station or
town or village which bas been laid out by the Pacific Rail-
way (jompany on their own property. That land has been
deliberately withdrawn from immediate settlement for the
purpose of gaining the end which the hon. gentleman
desires by bis motion. I fancy it will answer no purpose
for the hon. gentleman to press lis motion; and I do not
suppose he will, having called attention to the fact, and
having been assured that the Government are quite willing
to enable the country or the bona fide settler to gain any
advantage from proximity to a station. I, for one, do not
think the Governmort should be eagerly anxious to engage
in speculation. If it should be the good fortune of any
emigrant to get a better farm than another, either for
fertility or any other cause, fromu being in the vicinity of the
railway, I shall not grudge him that advantage. If we can
get bonafide settlers to take up the lands in the first place,
and if we can get ont of those lands sufficient payments to
recoup the people of Canada for their great expenditure of
the Pacifie Railway, valuable results would have been
obtained. The Government are keeping steadily in
view the objects mentioned in the resolution.

Mr. CAS MY. I am aware that there is great danger of
speculators homesteading the lands adjoining the railway,
and that the Syndicate themselves have the greatest benefit
from these speculations. I was told by a gentleman in
Winnipeg that he was going ont on the 1st of March to the
Qu'Appelle country, to settle squatters in the interests of
the Syndicate-the lands to be held ostensibly for actual
settlement, under a bargain that the squatters will transfer
them to the Syndicate as soon as the titles are obtained.
I think thit the reservation of the range of townships on
each side uf the route, which the Premier said was reserved
to prevent such abuse, is excessive. If the Government
reerved a range of sections, the sections adjoining the
railway on each side, it would quite answer the purpose.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I meant one range of or there making little difference, to suit the interests of the

townships-that is all right. Company. The Company is able to say to any locality,
Mr. CASEY. I thought it was a slip of the tongue, and uiless you make such terms with us as we approve of we

I think that provision is sufficient. Even that roservation shall locate our station elsewhere. This policy has resulted,
is hardly just to the actual settler, as it is a reservation or is going to result, in depriving the Governmen t from any
against the actual settler as well as against the speculator profit from those lands, while the Railway Company will
in lands, if means could be found for differentiating the absorb the whole value of station sites as well as public
actual settier from the speculator. Governmont lands. That is a state of things that ought

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How can that be donc ? not to exist. I regret that the hon. gentleman having
taken the step ho has, which seems to me is rather calcu-

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman in this resolution does lated to injure than to benefit the bona fide settler, is not
not point out a remedy, which is for the Government and now able to hold out any hope that any different result
not the Opposition to do. I think the real remedy should will take place.
have been the Government's reserving, in theirgrant to the
Company, all the odd sections adjoining the railway. The Mr. MACMILLAN. I know perfectly well, as far as
Company had quite sufficient payment for their work, in Brandon-whch is one ofthe places where, according to the
the twenty-four mile belt on each side, without getting the hon. member for West Elgin, injustice was done to the
town sites. The Government would thus have acted as they actual soi tier-is concerned, no injustice was done under any
act in the case of all grants to other rings of speculators, and circumstances whatever, for actual settlers were the per.
retained a great source of revenue. Every town site along sons who have received the benefit on all sides, except the
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, from Winnipeg to the Rocky north side, where I understand Mr. Ross owned a section
Mountains, will be worth, on the average, over $500,000. on which a squatter had placed himself, and tho Gev-
As these town sites are struck about every twenty miles, it ernment were bound to replace by selecting one immediatoly
is not hard to see what a source of revenue the Government north of that locality. He was the only person who
would have acquired from the building of the road. Those received any benefit from the solection in that way. I am
sites would have realized about 610,000,000. The hon. also aware that the hon. member for West Elgin discovered
gentleman says that it is intended, after the stations have cunningly that there was to be a site in a certai locality,
been located, to open the adjoining sections to homesteading, and he with some of his friends set to work to buy up, and
or sell those reserved sections. I think that would be very actually did buy up, a very important locality on the
unfair, as the earliest comers or squatters, being certain of southorn extension of the road. They had the authority of
the places selected, could seize and get all the benefit of those the locatinig engineer at the time, who managed the road,
favored localities. If the Government roserves those sec- that this was a point at which there was to be a town, and
tions to get the benefit of the town sites, they ought to purchased, to a considerable extent, land on this site.
reserve them altogether. Subsequently they discovered that their information was

unfounded, and begged the parties from whom they hadMr. BLAKE. The course which the hon. gentleman bought the land, to let themn off the bargain. The hon.
says ho has pursued, in order Io accomplish his object, I mombor is one of those who accuse the Governmentof being
think will entirely fail of any beneficial result. The very parties to anything of this kind. To my mind railway
object he has in view will be thwarted by it. He says :1'I companies have a perfect right to select the localities where
issued an order reserving those sections immediately adjoin- cities are to be built, and I do not think that the hon. mem-
ing the railway;," but he said aliso: " I will open them some ber for West Elgin ought to complain, after having been
day or other. " This means that, of course, the persons on treated so generously, when he and his friends had placed
them will get them when they are opened, and also an themselves in an unfortunate position.
invitation, not to the bonafide settier, who does not wish to
run any risks, but to the speculator and Railway Company Mr. CASEY. As the hon. gentleman sees fit to attack
to sell, sond bogus homesteaders and preemptors on these me personally for having done something which he considers
lands, to be held and disposed of afterwards, not for the improper-
benefit of the settler, but for the benefit of the Com'pany Mr. MoLELAN. Not improper-speculative.
and the speculators, that is the practical result of the order. Mr. CASEY. I admit that I, with certain othors, didI do not believe a single man of those speculators, going out suppose that. we had bought a certain place which wasin the early spring, will be thwarted by the circumstance suppiclythatlareddbyethetChief rain of thcndan
that there has been a temporary withdrawal of those lands publiciy decarod, by the Chief Engineer of the Canadian
from homesteadug. Most of them can get other persons Pacifie .Raiway, to be the located terminus f a certain
to avoid for their bonefit the restrictions thus imposed. It branc lin. That gentleman had writtan a letter, stating
is one thing altogether to say to the new bona fide settler that was the location and which was allowed tho
on the spot that he ought to have the benefit of any risg own te tho public. I bought from second hands-
value of lands. I agreo with that. It is an inducement to st a At gon ad afr o a numbersuch a bona fide settler to go into the terior and open up setter. Atter investigation, and afor having sotd a number
unexplored portions of the country, in view of getting of lots in ts new twn site, wo found that the oan frino
choice sites; but the practical result of this system, as it is to we had bougwt ad no tite, so that instead of baving
carried out by the Railway Company, is not to give such te boseec him, we wee in a position te compel him to
actual settler anything more than a more fractional interest, rturn thoe many. on did net require compulsion, ho was
reserving almost the whole of the profit to the Company hoest man, and on representation of the case returned
itself. I have been told that the Company's profits will be the monoy, and wo were in a position tI do the samt by
three-fourths of the value of those sites, leaving ony one- tiose wiho had beught lots from us. I do nt se what this
fourth to the settler or homesteader. Those figures may behas te do with tho question befere the fouse at ail.
maistaken, but they would indicate that the large share of Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
the profit is to be absorbed by the Company, which is tho a right to speculate in property and make the most out of
advantage of knowing tho sites cf tho future towns. At it, and I am glad that ho ard others are investing their
the crossings of rivers and some other points there may be money in the North-West. I think the hon. member has
clear indications of town sites; but taking the railway as a rather misunderstood me, or I failed in making myself
whole, it is equally clear that far the larger portion of the undorstood. I quite agreo with the hon. member that it is
stations may be located at one place or another, a mile bore very difficult to find out who is the bonafide and who is the
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pretended settler; and we withdrew the first section on each suppose the land is $2 an acre, have they to pay $160. i
side of the road, all along the lino of the railway, for further cash besides giving money for the warrant.
consideration, until spring opened and a full tide of emigration Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, that is the case,
set in, when everybody would have the saine chance-on the
plan, first come, firbt served. There is agreat deal in watthe Mr. BOUL TBEE It is quite evident the hon. membei
hon. gentleman says, that there is no greater security now, for Lambton wants the Government to exercise the, same
that bona fide settlers will get these lands, than there was supervision as ho did in the case of the terminus of the
three months ago. As I understand, his views which I Canadian Pacifie Railway at Kaministiquia, where the
lake to be those of the Opposition, are, that these lots on whole town plot got into the hands ot a ring of speculators
each side should be reserved for the purpose of selling to before the station was fixed there.
the best advantage, and that speculators or pretended settlers Motion withdrawn.
should not be allowed to get possession of them. These views
are worthy of all consideration, but the difficulty was that CHARGES AGAINST CHIEF JUSTICE WOOD.
the Government had announced their policy, that a number Mr. SCHULTZ moved for lie reading of the Journals of
of sections all over the country should be reserved for the ouse of Monday, March 7th, 1881 so far as they
actual settlers, and btis would e an apparent infrngement relate to the petition of Henry J. Clarke, Q.C., and others,of that rule. No precaution can prevent a person setthng setting forth certain charges against the Hon. Edmund Burkeon a lot of land and improvng it for speculative purposes' Wood, Chief Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench for thewithout really having settled himself, and the land being Province of Manitoba.
settled and improved, that is all the Government and the
country can want. The difficulty was, we did wish to be Mr. BLAKE. It was the understanding in the House,
supposed, as withdrawing from the plan laid down, that the agreed to by the hon. gentleman at my own suggestion, that
even-numbered lots should be held for pre-emptions and the papers in this case should be printed and distributed for
homesteads. Still, under the circumstances, I think the the use of members, before we should be calied upon to give
Government will be slow to act in putting a range of sec- a vote. They bave not yet been distributed. They were
tions on each side of the railway into market for homestead ordered some time ago, but we have not yet got a copy of
and pre-emption, without taking every possible pre- the petition, nor a copy of the reply.
caution against speculators getting hold of the land. Mr. STEPHENSO.N. They were ordered several days

Mr. BLAKE. I did not suggest the policy the hon. gentle- ago, and I requested Mr. Hartney to expedite the printing
man proposes. I suggested to him that it would be reasonable as rapidly as possible. I cannot say why it has not been
that the Government should confer with the Railway Com- printed and circulated.
pany as to those lands on which stations are to be erected. Mr. SPEAKE.R. .os lie on. gentleman withdraw bis
lhe Company knows where the stations are goi ng to be, and motion?
the Government and the Company ought to share the profits.
If a railway company chooses to put a station on a lot of Mr. SCHIULTZ. It is evidently quite impossible to reach
land it owns altogether, il bas a right to do so, but then any result with this motion were it to pass the House at
there is a profit on the surrounding lots, and the Govern- this time, therefore, as ample time bas b'een given for the
ment's adjoining lots may be very close. The Government production of these papers, and as I have reason to believe
ought to have early information where the stations are the papers themselves are not important as bearing upon
going to be, and that land should be reserved. Under the the decision of the House as to whether a Committee shail
present system, neither the Government nor the settler gets b granted or not, I object to withdraw the motion.
any profit, but the Company gets it all. Mr. BLAKE. I would like to know the right bon.

Mr. MACKENZIE. These sections on each side of the gentleman's views on the subject. Of course, it bas been
railway will not be sold until all the conditions are com- tic praclico heretofore in dealing witi tieso cases-liat
pleted. of Judge Loranger for instance-to have lie papers printed

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. We bave corne to no and brougit down and made accessible b members. The
conclusion ; but the tendency of the advice from the other hon, gentleman iimselfsaid tit was reasonable. I slaled
side, and from my own mind, to accept that advice - lat 1 would take the very earliest opportunity of calling

bis attention te lie prinling, and ho agreed te lihaI. If ho,
Mr. BLAKE. I must say that the hon. gentleman mis- as leader of lie liuse, thinks a different course ougil le

understands me. bo ado ped
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I was answering my hon, Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I do net. Il was

friend opposite. Understood liaI lie practice siould be carried out, and tbat
Mr. MACKENZIE. I wish to understand what the ion. wienever a complaint was made against a Judge, lie printed

gentleman meant. copy of tie complaint and lie evidence in immediate rea-
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that is the lion ihereto siould bo put ie bands ofthe iembers in

tendency, still I cannot speak exactly. We have only order liaI we migbtjudgo of lie malter wilh connaissance de
suspended the sale of the sections on each side, and we cause. The difficully tiat I sec in this malter is liaI if tic
siould biink well of it before we open that suspension. Journa ere read new, I presut we culd notfoow I tup

his % attnintotepi tin, nh;1à e i"ag retoh at. If he,-

Mr. MACKENZIE. Perhaps the hon, gentleman will
allow me to ask him a question, though it has no particular
reference to this subject? Where there are warrants granted
for 160 acres, are there warrants still for the 160 acres,
or only for a certain amount of money?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For a certain amount of
money, and it can apply on the purchase of the land.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have been applied to by parties in
this position. They supposed they could get a quarter sec.
tion with a warrant, but were told by the Government
officials it was only payable as security for the $160. Now,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

LJ apoiJnting a uommitiee at z i t s ate periou Vi ine,-jes'v"n

as there would be no time for a Committee to do anything.
I do not know what my hon. friend from Lisgar (Mr.
Schultz) proposes with respect to moving for a Committee,
or what progress he hopes to make in Committee. There-
fore it would be no object to read the Journals, unless there
can be effectual action taken upon the charges that are
brought against this judicial dignitary,

Mr. SCHULTZ, I would ask that the Journals of the
House be read, and then that the motion should be put for
a Committee, Of course, I am aware it is impossible to do
anything with that Committee this Session, but there
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may be an alternative suggestion made which will therefore, should we depart from the custom which lias prb-
reach the object we have in view. vailed since Confederation of appoiuting a Committee to

Mr. SPEAKER. Does the hon. member withdraw his deal with charges againstJudges and enquire into the case?
motion? A charge against an exalted funtionary like a Judge of a

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not see that the House Superior Court or against a Chief Justice of a Province
objects to reading the Journaîs. should certainly be deait witb; but if it is fot deait with,and it hangs over for a considerable time becauàe no porson

Mr. BLAKE. A discussion took place on that very proposes that it should be deait with, and subsequent delay
question. I ventured the suggestion that we ought not to should be due to circumstancus connected with the printing,
read the Journals except for a purpose, and that that pur- thosu facts afforded no reason for a departure from the
pose must be the papers of which notice had been given. mie which the fouse'bas hitherto foilowed in dealing
My hon. friend opposite agreed in that view, and the with sucb questions. I look with jealousy for the proposa[
motion to read the Journals was postponed until the hon. tbat the Governmcnt should have power to appoint a Com.
gentleman should put on the notice paper a subsequent mission to try a Judge. There is no reason, under the cir
motion. At the same time, I suggested it would becumstancus, why we should depart from the rue establishud,
necessary that the papers referring to both sides should be and thu precudent foilowed, and why the fouse shouid not
printed, and the hon. gentleman also acceded to that. deal with care as with otber cases by appointing a Com-
Therefore, I say that if the motion is not to be followed up mittue to conduct an investigation, to sit during the Session
effectively by a motion for a Committee, it seems to me witb open doors, when every member bas a right to attend
contrary to practice, and cannot occasion any good result to and watcb the proceedings takun on the evidence adduced.
read the Journals, unless wo are going on with the discus- The Judgcs of this country hold thuir offices during good
sion of the subject as to the appointment of the Committee. behavior, and at only be removed on a joint address by the

Mr. CASEY. As the hon. member hirmself bas admitted Sonate and fouse of Commoas. In my opinion, any sucl
that there is no possibility of carrying out bis object by the address should bave for its basis evidence taken before the
appointment of a Committee, there can be no use in reading Committee, and probably repeated at tbe Bar. Fortunately
the Journals. in tbe number of cases wbich have occurred we bave neyer

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thebon,.gentleman speaks been obliged to proceed further than the preliminary investi-
of an alternative mode. What does he mean by that ? gaton, and we bave not settled the practicu whether evidencein such cases should bu taken at the Bar, as bas been done ini

Mr. SCHULTZ. Some of my friends, and I believe all two or three cases in Engiand, in addition to the evidence
the hon. members from the Province of Manitoba are as taken before tho Committee. I speak withont much con.
one in this matter, have proposed an alternative suggestion siduration, as this motion bas been taken up contrary to tho
by way of an amendment to the motion. If I am not understanding arrived at. I believe the question was raised
allowed to put the motion, of course, an amendment can be and settled lu England ln one case, but evidence witb respect
made. to a Judge sbould bc takun at the Bar of the fouse. How-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You can put the motion, ever that may be as regards tbe preliminary proeeedings,
of course. we bave settled the practice that a Committeu should bu

Motion agreed to; and the Journais of the flouse read. appointed to sit hore during the Session with open doors, so
that every member of tbe flouse couid watch its pmoc'ied-

Mr. SCHULTZ moved: ings. There is nothing to justify the proposai in asking the
That a Special Committee be appointed, composed of Messrs. Ryan Government to undertake the task of naming a Commission

(Marquette), Royal, Scott, Schultz, Robertson (Hamilton), Rykert, under the Crown, to sit and take evidunce during the rucuss.
Girouard (Jacques-Cartier), Weldon, Daly, McCarthy, Kirkpatrick,
Colby, Ives and Sir Albert Smith, to enquire into the Administration ef W u bure to the precedent adopted and the course
Justice in the Province of Manitoba; and that the Petition of Henry J. bitherto followed, and if the question bas to bu disposed
Clark, Q.C., and others, and ail other Petitions complaining of the of it should bu disposcd of by our decision as te
conduct of the Hon Edmuund Burk Wcod, Chief Justice of Manitoba, be
referred to the said Committee, and that the said Committee have power wbcther thure is full gronnd for investigation; and,
to send for persons, papers and recordg, and to report from time to second, if there is ground.for investigation it should take
time. place before a Committue. I fuel myscîf unabie to Hay

Mr. RYKEIRT moved in amendment: whether there are grounis for an investigation, or Uut. The
That all the words after " that " in the said motion be left out, and bon. mombur for Lincoln (Mr. Rykemt) bas put in your

the following inserted instead thereof:-" it is inexpedient and highly bands a resoiutîon which declares that themu are grave charges
detrimental to the administration of justice that such serions charges as against the Chief Justice contained in the petition ; but I
appear in the Petition of Henry J. Clark, should be made against the do not know what the petition contains> and I amnunablo
Ion. Edmund Burk Wood, without an opportunity being offered to him
ofanswering thesame; therefore,.inthe opinion ofthis House, the Govern-
ment should cause to be issued a Commission to investigate the charges thuy are fivolous-or wbuther the petition is 50 framed
contained in the Petition, and report thereon to this House. that it should receive oui attention. I agre

Mr. BLAKE. I object to the principle involved in any that if theru are grave charges in thiS peti-
Freh disposal of tc case as is now proposed. If those tion, tbuy shouid bu made the subjeet of enquiry; but I
charges have not been investigated by this House, it is do not agree with the proposai to decide the question with-
because the petition was presented very lato last Session, ont our baving an opportunity of pemusing the petition and
and because no hon. member took any effective step this the Judge's answur, nom te the proposai of the hon. gentle-
Session to place on the paper a notice for the appointment man that we sbould decide affirmativeiy thatthere is a case
of a Committee until as late as the 15th of March. If, even for enquimy, nom do I agree with the means-eupoi'
under those circumstances, a Committee bas not theru bu a case-by which the hon. gentleman proposes to
been appointed, it is owing to circumstances conduet the enquiry.
which I do not know; and the Ilouse at the Sir JOHN A. MAJDONATID. I ar mressed wîth
present time is not in possession of facts which would the difficulties of the case, and 1am glad that the matter his
enable it to form a judgment on the case. Which of us been brought up 11W, 80 that we may decide something
know what the charges are ? I certainly do not. Which of like the practice that sbeuld be followed eonsidering the
us knowvs that they arè f such a nature as to require inves..peculiar'position of the Dominion. Ourjudicial system, owing
ligation, either by a Comtnittee or in any other way? te the extent of ur limits, iÈ altogether duffeent fromthat
'Wbich of us knows what the answer of the Jùdge is ? Whyeoutained in Englaind. Tere, Whth ite io hnglishe
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Scotch or Irish Judge whose conduct is accused, the petition
can be received by the liouse of Commons, and can be
disposed of easily during the course af a parliamentary
Session. Thore, of course, the Sessions last from six to
seven months in the year, and sometimes more, and from
the proximity of the Courts and the Judges, and al[ the
evidence that would be adduced in the case, there is no
difficulty in disposing of the matter in the same sitting in
which the charge is made. Here, from the groat distance
at which some of the parties may be from the seat of Gov-
ernment, it is almost impossible, no matter how grave the
charge may bc. A charge mayhomade against a
Judge in British Columbia, or Manitoba, but it is
almost impssible to have the petition presented, the Com-
mittee appointed, and the evidence brought before the Com-
mittee in one Session. So that from Session to Session
the gravest imputations may be banging over a
Judge-his conduct may be impugned to the utmost extent,
in a matter, which, if true, or at all true, would altogether
incapacitate him from acting as a Judge,
and yet the circumstances cannot be enqutired
into. I have not read the petition nyself, but
it is a matter of public notoriety that the learned
Chief Justice made the charges the subject of a charge to
the Grand Jury in Manitoba in which he went elaborately
into the charges against him and answered them; and ho
distributed his answer to the charges all over the country.
I received a copy of the charge and read it at bis request. I
did not read the accusations, but I gathered from the charge
to the Grand Jury that the petition involved his capacity
to administer justice fairly and impartially. There is
a great deal in what the hon. gentleman savs about
the issue of Commissions by a Government, because the
Government takes the responsibi lity of selecting the Com-
mission. I think such a Commission ought not to go fur-
ther than a Commission to take evidence. It should cer-
tainly not in any way be a Commission to try a Judge, as
tatua would be exceeding the powers given us under the
Constitution as a legislative body. But it is quite clear
that a Judge will practically escape the consequences of his
impropriety, or will run a great chance of
escaping altogether, if a Committee is to sit bore
in Ottawa, if ail witnesses are to be brought bore,
the evidence considored and the Committee to come to a
conclusion, and then that that conclusion or report should
be submitted to the House of Commons, and perhaps the
evidence examined over again at the Bar. This might go
on from year to year, and the Government be freed from
all responsibility. That is the fact.

Mr. BLAKE. Manitoba is only three days from us.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman

would find it difficult to go there in three days just now.
On the whole, I think, it would be -better to carry the
original resolution.

Mr. BLAKE. I would prefer the original resolution, but
I do not know whether there is a case to enquire into.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We can have the
original resolation, and the Committee can meet at any-
rate.

Mr. BLAKE. Let us observe the constitutional forms
of the House at all events. None of us have had an oppor-
tunity of knowing what the charges are, and we should, at
any rate, let the petition be read and the learned Judge's
response. I think decency would require that we should
have an opportunity of studying both. The petition is there
in manuscript, if not in print, and it can be read.

1 Mr. BUNSTER. Iunderstood the leader of the Govern-i
ment to refer to the Judges of British Columbia; but I hopei
there is no aspersion on their character, because they enjoy1
the respect of the inhabitants of that Province. We all feel î

Sir JoUN A. MACDONALD.

proud of our Judges, and I think the Government ought to
feel proud of them too, particularily when they learn that
all their decisions have been accepted by the people. They
are men of superior ability, well able to carry out the law
of the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe the Bench of
British Columbia is a verygood one, and stands deservedly
high, not only in the estimation of the people of British
Columbia, but of those who are the best able to judge of their
efficiency, and that is the Bar. I believe they are highly
respected both by the Bar and people.

Mr. CA M ERON (Huron). I would like to ask if there is any
probability of the answer to the charges being brought before
the House within a day or two, because if there js it would
bo better to let the matter stand over and allow it to come
up again by consent of the hon. First Minister. It is quite
clearthatwe are not nowin a position to discuss,intelligently,
the question ofwhether or not it is a proper question foran
investigation of any kind. We bave before us a petition
presented some time ago by theb on. member for Lisgar
(Mr. Schultz), and though I suppose most of us bave read
the charges, for my part I have not seen the answer which
has been made by the learned Chief Justice. I do not
think it is fair, under those circumstances, to ask
the House to adopt either the original resolution or the
amendment. The rule is clear that an investigation of this
kind should not be entered upon unless the Government
are satisfied that there are reasonable grounds. Lord John
Russell said in a similar case: INothing but the most
imperious necessity sbould induce the House to adopt such
a course as enquirg into the conduct of a Judge." Now,
we cannot say whether there is any imperious necessity for
enquiry in this case or not until we have become acquainted
with the charges and the answers to them. Mr, Todd says:
"Before consenting to a parliamentary enquiry Ministers
should investigate the cause of complaint to see whother
tliere should be any enquiry." Now, I understand the
hon. First Minister bas not had an opportunity of consider-
ing the petition, and, under those circamstances, it is
impossible to say whother or not this case is one that
should necessitate an enquiry either by a special
Committee or by a Royal Commission. Of course,
the charges, if there is anything in them, might
be proper enough for an investigation; but before we can
pronounce on that point, we ought clearly to see the charges
themselves as well as the answers made by the Chief
Justice. If there is a reasonable probability of our having
the answers in print this week, would it not be botter to
allow the matter to stand, and thon we can give an intelli-
gent decision on the subject. I have read over the charges,
and, so far as I can see, with one solitary exception, none of
thom come within the rule laid down by the Imperial Par-
liament on this subject. I, therefore, suggest that the matter
might be allowed to stand over.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend bas started a point of some
importance. It may be that some of these charges are such
as the House might think not fit to be entertained; it may
be, that others are fit grounds for an investigation. On this
ground it is well to be guarded; it might be verydamaging
to refer to a Committee a charge aganist a Judge in the
dark. As I understand the rule, you do not refbr matters
of enquiry unless you are able to lay down this proposition;
if these things are true they will form a proper ground for
the removal of a Judge.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; I think that is the
rule.

fr. BLAKE. And surely the charges ought te be 80
substantially alleged and of such a character that if you can
say these charges are proven, we could follow up the inves-
tigation with an address to remove the Judge; but can WC
say thatnow ?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a very grave

mfatter, and we should look at it on both sides of the House
in such a way that no difficulty can arise, I think the
suggestion of the hon. rember for South Huron is a good
one-that this matter should be allowed to stand over for a
time; but at this period of the Session, I think the hon.
gentleman who bas taken the responsibility of bringing it
forward should have an opportunity of bringing it up again;
and if it be understood that it may come up on a Govern-
nient day, it might stand till this day week, and then the
papers mnay be in the hands of hon. members.

Mr. SCHULTZ. I, of course, assent to what is suggested,
but I wish to point out the difficulty of the Printing Con-
mittee. The answer is voluminous, embracing nineteen
quires of foolscap, and it will take a long time to print this.
Whether that answer contains any evidence on these
charges or not, this bas been stated, and must be stated
again, that this is not the first charge made against the hon.
gentleman. The Legislature of Manitoba passed a resolu-
tion, which was transmitted to this Government, making
serious complaint of the administration of justice by that
Judge; and the action which was taken unanimously last
Session has been repeated this Session; ani if the Printing
Committee find it impossible to have this answer printed, it
will lead to the conviction in the mind of Chief Justice
Wood, and of other culprits like him, that all that is necessary
to prolong his case indefinitely or to save him from investi-
gation is to fill an extra quire of foolscap.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a large amount of money voted
for printing outside of the parliamentary printers. I think
this is a case for applying the rule which bas been applied
by hon. gentlemen opposite in cases in which it was not so
much required. I understand that the parliamentary
printers printed the report of the Pacifie Railway Commis-
sion for the Messrs. Stephenson, of Chatham, the Messrs.
Stephenson taking the profits. That might be done in the
present case.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
fertile in expedients.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved the adjournment of the
debate.

Motion agreed to.

FISH TRAPS AND BRUSH WEIRS, N. S.

Mr. KILLAM moved for copies of all Orders in Council
passed since lst May, 1879, in reference to fishing for sal-
mon in the Dominion; also copies of all departmental in-
structions issued in pursuance of any such orders to fishery
officers in Nova Scotin, together with a statement showing
the scale of foes chargeable to licensees; also a statement
giving thc names and address ofall persons in the said Pro-
vince who paid such fees, together with the amount of fees
paid by cach, and the names of the fishery officers to whom
such fees had been paid; also a statement showing the num-
ber of licenses granted for fish-traps and brush-weirs for
catching any description of fish in each of the
Maritime Provinces, with the price paid for such licenses.
le said: My object in moving this resolution is merely to
call the attention of theb hon. the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries to the irregular system which prevails of charging
for licenses for fish traps and brush weirs in the Province
of Nova Scotia. In that Province there are, in all, 1,081 of
these machines for catching fish. Of these very few pay
license. The only fish traps that pay licenses are in the
Counties of Yarmouth and Shelburne, with the exception of
one in Lunenburg and one in Queens; they pay a license of
$40 each. Of the rest, only four brush weirs pay licenses
of $10 each, and they are in the county of Yarmouth. So
that nearly the whole revenue derived from fish catching is
derived from the counties of Shelburne and Yarmouth, and

these counties have never been assisted by the placing of
spawn in the rivers therein. No application that I made
to the hon. Minister or his predecessor had the least effect,
although I placed the case strongly before them. I hope
this motion will have the effect of relieving the people of
the county I represent from this charge of $10 each for
weirs, and that the hon. Minister will see that the rivers of
these two counties will receive the consideration they are
entitled to in connection with the distribution of spawn
from the different hatcheries. I think it was suggested,
the other day, that this motion and that of the hon. niember
for Antigonish, should be combined, as they are on the same
subjects, and I think labor will bo saved to the officers of
the Department by preparing the information in one return.

Mr. McISAAC. My object in giving notice of this motion,
which is added by way of amendment to the motion of the
member for Yarmouth, was to elicit information which I
failed to obtain in any other way. It will be remembered that
in June, 1879, an Order in Councit was passed prohibiting
salmon fishing in all the Provinces of the Dominion, except
under the authority of a license or lease. The order was
to be universal in its application, but its operation bas beon
but partial-a matter that I could not explain to several
parties in my own Province engaged in this fishery, who
knew that the order was to be universal, but that some
persons in Nova Scotia wero exempt from its operation,
while other parties were subjected to heavy fees. Besides,
it was impossible for them or me, since I came to Ottawa,
to find out the scale of fees chargeable for license for
salmon fishing. I applied to the proper authorities hero
for the information, and the only satisfaction I received was
that instructions were sent to the different fisheries officers
to charge in fact such fees as they thought proper. I
could bardly believe then, and I can hardly believo yet,
that such unrestrained authority would be left to any such
body of men as the fishery overseers of the Dominion. I
have nothing to say against any of them, but still there is a
temptation to an abuse of their power, and to partiality
to which such officials should not be exposed. Until
1879 no person in Nova Scotia had to pay one cent for the
privilege of salmon fishing. The fishermen now consider
this charge a very great injustice. The uncertainty, the
elasticity of the tax is also a subject of complaint. Nobody
can tell what amount may be charged, uiless there are
Orders in Council which I failed to obtain. I have also
been written to since I came here, and askl whether this
year licenses should be taken out. I have found thoy are
to be taken out. What is the object? It bas been alleged that
the objectwas to establish fishing stations or bcrths. If that
is the only object, can it not beconstitutionally ani legally
attained without extracting money from every poor fiSher-
man ? 1 think it can. This is evidently nothing lse but a
device to extort moncy from those poorni me; who are
already too much taxed. I would ask the Presideoit of th
Council, himself a Nova Scotian, and acting Minister of
Marine and iFisheries, to caasider this matter. It is not fair
that the Province of Nova Scotia should be obliged to pay
this tax, while the Province of Prince Edward Island is
exempt, or that salmon fishing should be prohibited in one
Province, unless licenses be taken out, while permitted in
another. The regulation of the amount to be paid is at the dis-
cretion of the fishery officers. We may infer from the amount
of the penalties attached to the violation of this regulation,
the maximum figure that the fishery officers can charge. In-
vested wii magisterial authority. Tbey can fine a man $20
for every offence ; and for every day a fisherman bas his nt
out he is liable to a penalty of $20, unless licensed.
Another clause states that ail material and appliances used
in fishing shall be seized and confiscated. Now, the outfit
of a net-salmon fiserman amounts to something between
$200 and $400, which may be all forfeited, in addition to
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the other penalty, if he does not take out his license. This
is the only mode by which we can arrive at the maximum
figure which the fisherman can b) charged if he does not
take out bis license. There is another evil which, with all due
respect to these overseers, should be mentioned. Their
opportunities of favoritism whieh are sometimes turned to
account. A fisherman may select a particular spot for his
net, and the fishery overseer may have a friend whom he
prefers to serve; the first party may then be told by the
overseor: "Unless you pay me so much, you shall not have
that place," and as bis authority is discretionary, ho may
give the place to his frierd for a merely nominal amount.
I am sorry tbat complaints of this kind have been made. I
feel confident that the acting Minister of Marine and the
Government, when they consider this matter, will
put an end to this injustice at once. It is said
the charge is only nominal, and some fishermon in
my own eounty pay from $2 to $3 for their license. But
any money taken from the fishermen is by some considered
only nominal, while anything given them is considered
substantial. The penalty may be $40, $50, $60,
or $400. I hope there are checks which can be
applied to the action of those officers. I have only
to bring the subject before the bon. Minister of Marine,
I feel certain, in order that such an injury to bis own
Province will be removed, because he understands as well as
anv one that such a thing was never known in Nova Scotia
as taxing the sea, for this is nothing else. I hope that this
Order in Council will bo cancelled, and the fishermen
allowed to enjoy the sea and its products, as their fore-
fathers have fron the first settlement of the country.

Mr. McLELAN. I shall endeavor te have all the in-
formation asked for brought down as spjeedily as possible.
So far as I have been able to enquire in this matter, it arose
from the fact that the fishermen were disagreeing amongst
themselves, and breaches of the peace occurred. It was
necessary to make some regulation in order to maintain
peace. Of course the value of the different locations vary,
and must be judged in a large measure by local officers.

Mr. MAcDONELL, I am aware that much difficulty and
inco)nveiience arose among fishermen owing to disputes as
to the rights to fish in certain localities. I have, on various
occasions, made application to this andl hie late Goveriment
for the appointment, within certain jurisdiction, of officers
te settie such disputes or prevent their occurrence; but I
was quite unprepared to findi any such applications would
result in a tax being imposed upon fishermen for the privi-
lege of fishing in the sait water. I could not believe that
such an Aet was on the Siatute-book, and when informed
that it was, when I saw the Statutes and ascertained that it
was, I felt it must have been due to an inadvertency or a
misitake. It was something new for. our fishernen to be
told that tbeycould not fish in the high seas witbout having
to pay a tax. I hope that this tax, which is unprecedented,
and should never have been proposed, will be removed from
the Statute book.

Mr. BLAKE. It does seem to me that the procedure is
of a most extraoidinary and ojectionable character. I
could hardly believe, when told by an hon. gentleman of
this louse, thai the practice is as lias just boen explained
by the hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. I agree
with my hon. friend behind me. I am entirely opposed to
this motion of imposing a tax upon fishermen, for the
privilege of fishing in fthe bigh seas. If, in orderto prevent
disputes, it is necezsary that an overseer should give out
permits to fish, they should be free; or if you are toe charge
anything the charge ought to be a mere nominal charge,
fixed at the lowest possible rate, to cover the extra expense
occasioned by the issuance of permits-a dollar or so, as a
sort of registration fee. But what is the £ase? The local
overseer is allowed to fix a varying license fee according to

Mr. McIsAAc.

bis discretion, according to what he thinks is the value of
the holding. How many are there that have this right?

Mr. McISAAC. Two hundred and forty in Nova Scotia.
Mr. BLAKE. Two hundred and forty in Nova Scotia

alone, and each one within bis own locality bas a discretion
to decide how much each fisherman to whom he gives a
license shall pay for bis license. To one he may charge
$2, another $5, another -$10 and another $20, as the case
may be, and ho lias the right to enforce the taking out of
licenses, and to punish the aet of fishing without a license
by as high a penalty as $20 for each breach, so that the
punishment which the law describes as most effectual, is
wholly out of its reach. I call earnestly for the immediate
revision of this practice.

Mr. McLELAN. There are about 240 overseers, but
very few grant licenses.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not care if there were but ton or
twelve. I should equally object.

Mr. MeLELAN. Their instructions are just to charge
a nominal- fee, sufficient to make the man holding the
license feel ho has a right in it, and sufficient to keep
order. Most of these cases are in trap-nets, there is a dis-
tinction between trap-nets and those that are located. In
most cases where they are fixed, a scale was charged. The
charge for a trap-net is $40, in some other cases discre-
tionary powers are given to the overseer, and in most of
these cases reports are made as to the location. They have
to report to the local inspector in Nova Scotia as to the
value. The general instruction is that a nominal fee only
is to be charged when licenses or permits are to be
granted.

Mr. BLAKE. I understood the hon. gentleman to say
the charge was according to the value of the holding.

Mr. MoLELAN. That is where the nets sare located,
except the trap-nets. These are fixed by the Department
at $40 per head. In some cases when nets of other descrip-
tion are to be set they are varied according to the locality.

Mr. CASGRAIN. To what extent do these licenses cx-
tend ? I understand they govern the right of going within
three miles from shore. I am afraid that if we took the
right over ocean fisheries our neighbors might object.

Mr. McLELAN. It does not extend to ocean fisheries.
Mr. CASGRAIN. Then I am incorrectly informed by

my hon. friend's colleague.
Mr. McISAAC. It is the Atlantic coast, the 'Straits of

Northumberland.
Mr. McLELAN. It is the coast fishing lying upon the

Atlantic.
Mr. CASGRAIN. Then it is within three miles from

shore. It is important to know the exact jurisdiction of
these overseers.

Mr. ANGLIN. In the first Session after Confederation
the right hon. gentleman at three o'clock in the morning,
moved the second reading of a Bill for the fishing inatters
in the Dominion. I protested against it being introduced,
because I was then the only person present representing a
constituency interested in fisheries, and I stated it was the
intention of several membei-s in the House to move3
an amendment which would seenre in permanence
the rights claimed by persons holding property
along the coast of our bays and creeks to
the fishing in front of their property. They claimed it as
a right, and had sometimes by force exclxded others froin
what they considered as an ehtoacuhrent on their own
fishing districts. It came to be regar-ded on all sides'as tho
right of persons holding a farin that Éaû doWn to thb 'sa to
set nets for the salmon fish' BS . T Ihe 1iîht tión. gotleman
then requested that I shuld hôt ovo
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or delay the passage of the Bill in any way, as we were ail
anxious to rise ; and he told me it was the intention cf the
Government that these riparian rights should be thoroughly
respected for ail time, and that if I wished it the Minister
of Marine would write me an officiai letter to that effect. I
replied that as the right hon. gentleman, in his position as
leader of the Government, had made me a promise of that
kind, Iwould accept it as quite equal to any written promise
that could be made, and I have ever since regarded it as
almost in the light of law as bearing upon this particular
subject. Now these riparian rights are not respected.
These owners are compelled to pay licenses for
the right of setting their nets in contiguity to their own
lands. I am aware that disputes have arisen from time to
time as to the extent of these so-called rights, equitable
rights, that required the intervention of the fishery officers.
In my own county fishermen were induced to take out
licenses in order finally to settle disputes of that kind. I
did not care to interfere in the case for they seemed to be
satisfied with the arrangement. If an amount at ail
equivalent to a rent is to be charged in any of these places
to persons who are proprietors of land on the banks, then
that, I think, would be a very distinct violation of the
pledge made to me, and through me to the fishermen of the
Dominion, on that occasion by the right hon. gentleman.
My recollection of that pledge is strengthened by the con-
tinued irritation existing for some years, and I trust that
the right hon. gentleman has also a distinct recollection of
the promise he then made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am sorry to say that
I have forgotten it altogether, it is so long ago, though I
have no doubt what the hon. gentleman says is correct.
This is a matter of considerable importance, and I can
promise that the subject will engage the immediate atten-
tion of the Department of Marine and Fisheries. The
question of the rights of riparian proprietors on the bank of
a river, or on the fore-shore of the sea, are two diffierent
questions altogether. However, I fancy the fisharmen
have a right to fish in the deep sea without licenses from
anybody. As regards the fore-shore, I will engage that this
matter shall be lookod into, and that if there are any
improper practices they shall be removed.

Mr. GILLMOR. That practice is observed already in
the county I represent. I think every man has tho pre-
ference to set one of these traps opposite his own land.
The catching of fish in these traps or weirs is a very Lirge
industry in my county. It will not do to allow every
person to build weirs indiscriminately. They must apply
to some officer and have the location fixed, because the
great difficulty is that one weir would necessarily destroy
another unless they are a certain distance apart. Every
man who wants a weir in front of his own land should have
the preference, but if he does not occupy it the officer may
grant it to another. The price is fixed: formerly it,
was $15, now I think it is $10. With regard
to fishing in the deep sea with nets or seines, I do
not know that an objection is urged to that. A large part 1
of the fishing in the Bay of Fundy and along the coast in
the inner bay, is done now by nets. There is no objection
to any person catching fish by nets, and there is no license
or tax imposed upon thcm for that purpose. With regard!
to these weirs, it is a very large industry indeed. I do not
believe that the practice can be improved u pon. It mustj
be regulated by these officers, and the fisbermen themselves(
Would rather pay a tax of $5 or $10 than to have it left1
Without regulaLion. The county of Charlotte is one of thej
largest fi'shing centres in the Province of New Brunswick,
and I do not thitnk any improvement can be made upon ithe
practice thgt, now exists. There bas been a groat deal of
trouble, because no man can build a weir for less than1
$1,000, and no one will build a weir and take the run of theî

fish unless he is certain that ho will not be interfered with.
Therefore it must be regulated by a Government officer,
and that is now attended to as weil as it can be.

Mr. FLYNN. I was not aware, from the notice, that this
reguiation of Counel applied. It says in the 19th section,
'' if the regulation shall be found necessary or deemed
expedient for the regulation of the sea coast and inland
fisheries." I would ask the President of the Council if the
words "sea coast " applies to the Atlantic coast.

Mr. McLELAN. It is only on the shore, the foreshore.
Mr. FLYNN. I am glad to hear that any injustice done

to the fishermen will be remedied. It may be necessary
to have an officer te superintend the weirs, but fishermen
who set their nets in the deep sea will be subjected to a
great injustice if they are compelled to pay a tax. I take
the guarantee of the Government that any such injustice
will be remedied.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. This can only apply to fisheries
within the three-mile limit, because Canada has not jurisdic.
tion beyond that limit.

Mr. MDOUGALL. It las not exclusive jurisdiction
within the three miles.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Yes, for fishing. While I would
object to heavy taxation being imposed on fishermen, it is
necessary to have some regulation, and to have a registra-
tion fee which should be small. While the late Government
compelled parties to take out licenses, they gave the pro-
prietors of the land bordering on the shore preference
over strangers.

Sir CHARLES TJPPER. How far from the shore ?
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Canada has exclusive jurisdie-

tion within three miles from the shore.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Would we prohibit a man

fishing one mile from the shore without a license ?
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The regulation applies to all

waters within three milés of the shore, and all the fisher-
men were amenable to those regulations.

Mr. DALY. When the regulation referred to was first
issued by the Government, no doubt it was considered in
many quarters an oppressive tax on the fishermen of Nova
Scotia. The license to be taken out for salmon fishing was
considcred burdensoe, and it was thought that it would
injure the fishermon very materially ; but, as far as I have
been able to ascertain, the feeling which was at first instilled
into their minds by interested parties, has since worn out, as
it appears that the feo is simply to enable the overseers to
know who wished to set salmon nets and what were the berths
they wanted, in order that proper order might ho maintained.
I believe at present there are no complaints-at all events
noue have rcached me fromu my county-of tho regulations
which prevail, though, as several hon. members have urged,
the fee should hoeone merely for the purposes of registration
and issuing licenses, se that overseers may superintend
with regularity and see that fishermen do not interfere one
with the other as respects their stations.

Mr. KAULBACII. 1 feel deeply intcrested in the pros-
ont discussion respecting the regulation for charging of
licenses for inshore fishing, as the county I have the honor
to represent is more largely interested in that industry than
any other county in the Dominion. When it was first
intimated that a charge for a license was to ho imposed in
order to avoid dispute for berths, the fishermen asked
to have Lunenburg county exempted from the payment of
a tax, which request was acceded to by the Department
upon my application; they (the fishermen) preferring
through the overseer to draw for berths rather than be sub-
jected to a tax. Finding that the draw system is practically
botter, 1, on their bohalf, feel constrained to oppose the
license system.
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Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). The amount of license

charged for fish traps, $40, is a very heavy charge, and
one that should be reduced at least one-half. I am glad
the bon. member for Lunenburg (Mr. Kaulbach) is aware
of the fact that the fishermen are very heavily taxed,
because all his votes and speeches and the legislation of the
present Government have been directed with a view to
more heavily taxing the fishermen; but I am gratified, even
at this late date, on the eve of a General Election, that ho
seeks to reduce the burthens on this class of the people in
which he now feels so deep an interest.

Mr. McLELAN. The Government does not desire to
tax the fishermen, but to maintain order. The traps men-
tioned by the hon. member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam)
are very large seines and catch a large number of fish.

Mr. KILLAHM. I do not know that very great objection
is made on account of the traps, which cost $2,000 or $3,000,
or even more. If the compulsory inspection fee were
removed, it would give more satisfaction than the removal
of the license. I see no reason why a few brush weirs in
Yarmouth should have to pay, when a thousand over the
Province do not pay a cent.

Motion agreed to.

GOVERNMENT LANDS WITHIN TRE RAILWAY
BELT.

Mr. HESSON moved for copies of all Orders in
Council withdrawing from homestead and preemption all
Government lands within the Canadian Pacific Railway
belt. He said: When this notice was placed on the paper
five weeks ago the Order in Council having been
passed, an impression got abroad that the Gov-
ernment had- withdrawn from settlement all that
ertion of their lands within the twenty-four mile

lt on both sides of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
When this motion was placed on the notice paper, now
nearly six weeks ago, it was to obtain correct information
from the Government as to the meaning of the Order in
Council withdrawing homesteads from settlement along the
line of railway. I have received several communications
from parties in the West, who feel aggrieved over .what
they supposed to be the meaning of the Order in Council,
and I was induced to put this notice on the paper in order
to obtain the information sought for. It bas been a very
slow process reaching that information, and having learned
meanwhile, that it was the intention of the Government
simply to withdraw the first belt of one mile on every side,
throughout the length of the railway, as it is being located,
and not as the people supposed, so large a portion as
twenty-four miles on eaeh side of the railway-I say, hav-
ing obtained that information, 1 beg now to ask leave to
withdraw the motion.

Motion withdrawn.

ROBBERY OF ALMA, N.B., POST OFFICE.

Mr. DOMVILLE moved for copies of al papers, correspon-
dence and affidavits in connection with the robbery of the
post office kept by Nathan Cleveland, at Alma, Albert
County, New Brunswick. He said: This man, Nathan
Cleveland, suffered a loss by the robbery of Alma post
office, the robbers having carried off stamps and other
things for which he was accountable. There being a differ-
ence of opinion between Mr. Cleveland and the inspector
as to what took place, and as his bondsmen were being
pressed to recoup the loss, I wish to have the proceedings
stopped so that we may be in possession of the facts. I
understand he was held responsible for some things for
which, as he says, and as I believe, he was not responsible.

Motion agreed to.
Mr, KAULB&ou.

DEATII 0F - BUCHANAN.
Mr. DOMVILLE moved for copies of all petitions,

correspondence and recommendations relative to indemnity
to the friends of-- Buchanan, who was killed at Sussex
last summer by the explosion of a shell. -He said : I
brought this matter before the House when the militia
estimates were under discussion, and at that time the
hon. Minister of Militfa and I did not agree as to the facts.
I tried to show that the Government were responsible for
the death of this man by the explosion of a shell at Sussex,
or, if they were not responsible, that this rich and
powerful Government should contribute something
towards the support of Lis family. I may have
been wrong in supposing that the Government
were responsible for bis death, but I cannot say
as to that until I am in possession of the facts sought by the
motion. I understand that when the matter was brought
before the Department it was recommended by the Major
General Commanding the Forces, and I do not think he
would recommend it if it was not a proper thi ng to be paid.
It may be that the Government could not be compelled to
pay the amount by course of law, and that the parties are
too poor to proceed by petition of right, but that should
not prevent the Government from doing justice in the
premises, and contributo a small sum to the support of this
man's family.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What was the young man's age ?
Mr. DOMVILLE. I think about eighteen.
Mr. MACKENZIE. To wbom would the money go ?
Mr. DOMVILLE. To bis aged father.
Motion agreed to.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

SECTION 27, WELLAND CANAL.
Mr. MACKENZIE moved:

That by the Public Works Act of 1867 Section 20, it is provided as
follows :-

"It shall be the duty of the Minister to invite tenders, by public
"advertisement, for the execution of ail works, except in cases of press.
"ing emergencies where delay would be injurions to the public
"interests, or where, from the nature of the work, it could he more
"expeditiously and economically executed by the officers and servants
"of the Department."

That the contract with H. J. Beemer, laid on the Table, for the con-
struction of the works on Section 27, of the Welland Canal, for the sum
of $759,170, was made without inviting tenders for such works, by public
advertisement.

That the said contract was made after six tenders only had been
received in response to private circulars, issued to ten personS only,
namely:-

Robert Wilson, of Granby, Ontario,
Alexander Manning, of Toronto, Ontario,
Alexander S. Brown, of Belleville, Ontario,
Merrit A. Cleveland, of Port Colborne, Ontario,
James Worthington, of Brockville, Ontario,
H. J. Beemer, of Montreal, Quebec,
Messrs. Smith & McGaw, of Port Hope, Ontario,
Messsrs. Beldon & Co., of Syracuse, United States,
Charles Raynor & Co., of Syracuse, United States,
G. Peterson, of Lockport, United States.
That no opportunity was afforded to other contractors to tender for

said work.
That the said contract was ordered to be made subject to the

approval of Parliament.
That subsequently the said contract was ordered to be made, and

the same now is binding, unless disapproved of by a resolution of the
Bouse of Commons

That this House will thus share the responsibility of Ministers
unless it disapproves of the said contract.

That the said contract so let, without inviting tenders b. public
advertisement, and on circulars addressed only to ten perions, was a
violation of t he law and the policy of Parliament, and deprived the
country o the securities and advantages to be derived from adherence
to the law and policy which prescribes a free and open competitien for
such works.

That this House cannot approve of the contract ,so let in violation
of the law.
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He said: The Public Works Act sets forth very particularly take Do exception te the terms in which he bas made it..
the necessity of advertising publicly for tenders. This was, I do think that tho hon. gentleman is serions in pro-
however, disregarded in this case, and circulars were issued posing that tbat conLract should be annulled, or that if
by the Government addressed to several parties. This the matter were loft to his decision, he would assume
action was done, no doubt, on the advice of the Chief the reponsibility of annulling it. le treats it as a
Engineer, Mr. Page, but no claim of that kind can be put question of aw. The law is as the hon, gentleman ha
forth by- bon. gentlemen opposite as a justifcation for their stated it. I do not intend, at this late period of the
action. It is very evident that a practice which may do Session, to take up the time of the fouse wîth this
in the case of small eontracts, and which has been followed subject at any length. The subject was referred te before,
on the Intercolonial Railway, for instance, to a certain in connection with a motion for papers, which are now ait
extent under both Governments with regard to supplies, is a laid on the Table, or in course of being submitted. Though
very different thing when applied to a large con- I have urged their production, the pressureofwork bas thus
tract like this, involving $750,000. There are also far prevented it. The papers wiii; however, disciose the
some circumstances connected with the transaction cause of this contract being let without public tender in the
to which I would refer for a moment. The contractors manner to remeve any necessity of lengthy observation on
were contractors of some standing on the Welland Canal ry part. As the bon. gentleman stated, the law required
and elsewhere, and were financially strong men, who ought that contracta lot in the Public Works and in My own
to have been, in my opinion, compelled to finish their con- Departmnt, should be by public tender, and there la ne
tract. The hon. gentlemen opposite, however, chose to doubt, it is the duty of the hon. Minister in ail cases,1con-
relieve these contractors of their contract without sufficient sistent with the public interests, te carry out the law. I
reason, so far as I can ascertain from the papers presented te contend it was carried eut in thia case. The hon, gentleman
the House. The circulars were sent round on the 20th of wilI probably say that I arnmnt in a position te set up my
September, if I recollect rightly, and tenders were received authority against that of the Chief Engineer of Railways and
on the 4th of October. There was no necessity, on the Canais, as te what constitutes a pressing emergency. le
part of the parties tendering, to make out lists, as an stated that this was a case of meat pressing emergency. It
estimate of the quantities accompanied the circular was a very large contract, originally for some $750,000, and
in every case, and the estimate of the quantities Mr. Page, having encountered great difficulty in gctting
could have been sent as well by those who tendered on a the contract executed. The difficulty was se great that
publie advertisement, if it had been issued. I am quite at when thoso works came te a stand-stiil, the very able
a loss, therefore, to understand what could have been engincer on the spot, Mi». Thompson, directed the water te
gained by issuing a private circular. There are occasions, be leI into the coffer dam, and li says if that had not been
whieh the Public Works Act anticipates, on which the properly done, the whole side of the Welland Canal,
Government should Lake work it their own hands; but in involving a most terrible destruction as wmll as an
this case I cannot sec anything that Ion. gentlemen could enormous expense, would have gineout. Mi. Page
possibly gain by this method of making contracta. Invita- came te the conclusion that Ibis was not a case of
tiens or circulai-s were sent, I think, in al, te ten parties, an ordinary contract, but a case in which the contracters
and of those ton parties enly six responded by sending i a had been unabileto carry it eut in a manner tesecure
tender, thug limiting the cempetition undqly, and far more the objet in view. Th e Chief Engineer considered that
than there was any necessity for. There was ono inexpli- the prices werc net hall lar-ge enougli for a very large
cable circumstance connected with the invitation, and that and important portion of those wrks. The hon. genfte-
is that the parties who had se recently failed in their man ays that the contracter should have been copelled
contract, and whom the Government lad relcased in order to carry on wthis contract notwithstandinge no alm
te lot the contractte stronger men, were inviLed te tender net aware of any instance in whichn is or any preced-
afreIh. I cannot undhrstand why that should have been h ing Goverment compelled contracter or their
donc.J recollcdtene or two cases unde' the late Govern- !,faureties-in the case of the lntercolonial Railway,
ment, notably the case of the Ottawa post office, in 1S74, contractera wore obiged te be joined with sureties,
when the Govera ment had te takm a contract eut of the responsible men, for the carrying eut of the works
handa of the contractera, Messrs. latdh, and they tendered -to finish thoir works in sucl circumstances. Nor
again, but the Govermment declined te receive any -tender! wre the suretiesu ither obiged tedexecute these co.itracts.
from tbem because they had failed previously. Thedaome Again and again works were taken o ut of the hands f con-
practice, J hoid, ought te have been pursued in this case; tracter and were flised at great expense on the part e
after the parties had failed te finish their contract, otheGovernament Nor am awae of a single case in
thcy stould net have beau. allowcd te tender again p regard to the canaIs, whore, wh on the contracter broke
for the works which they lad a short time before!downte asureties, however wealthy, were calld on te
given over. When I gave notice of this motion, finish thc work at their own expenso. When it was repre-
ià waa my intention te go mIet the question of sentcd that it, was of the greatest possible moment 1 hat this
quantities and the pricûs of the materiala furnisCed; but wrks ahould b propnrly proceeded with, ie Chef Engineer
after the remarks et ths hon. gentleman opposite concerning reporting ther wasa a pressing emexgercy, and when I
ilr. Page, wheNvas ithe sole valuater, 1 Mave confidence Phonesty concurred in that opinion, gtdink the hon. gentie-
eneugh in that gentleman te decline asking the prices and man will sec that I lad ne course but te submit te the
the quantities ofîbe malorialis, cspecialHy as thhon. gebthe- Councit bct report of the Chef Engineer and my own views
nan opposite promised t brin,, themw down ifh they as te ose neceswity of the case an the public interevt. That

Were required. My wbole intention was teroter te the was doe.it h woudm t have been wse t neghe t the
question cf letting publiccontracts by private cirpulars. counsel one high and experienced an authority as Ma.
N debt Mr. Page strongly urged this course, but m believe Page. Mr. Pages proposai te send eut private circular
le is in favor of hat as a general principlewhich. infer ahowing thec haracter co the work te be performed, and
ftom is letters. But we have nt yet adopted that pien- recommending tc bslection only of contracther whom ho
le, and while bis argument may be a reason fer changing believedn ad tec knowledge, experience and resourcea

the law, itau limne reaso forviolating tha terms Of te that wouid enable them the carry it eut to a sue&
Statute as it now exets. ffuli completion, while possessinou great weight and

SirCmARLES TUPPERanThe hon. gentleman is entirely autherityand commending itsef to my judgmen gwaa
in is rilt in making thi motion, and h can cerainy mest unpalatable se ofaras the position of theGover -

met1oal h ae fteOtw otofie n17,cnrctr eeolgdt e ondwt ueis
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ment was concerned. The Canadian contractors
embrace a numerous ar'd -impo'tant section of the commu-
nity. They possess great influènce in their localities, and
no step the Government could take was so likely to involve
them in unpopularity with this large class, as to shut them
ont from public competition by adopting the views of Mr.
Page. It was with very great reluctance I adopted that
advice, simply because I believed the public interest
demanded it. And as the papers diselose, when those pri.
vate estimates were sent out to the parties selected by Mr.
Page, who was au horized to give any counsel lie thought
proper, and to se'ect the parties himself, I had no more
idea to whom ho sent those tenders than the bon. gentleman
opposite himself. Mr. Page bad asked to have that respon.
sibility placed upon him, and I believed he could be safely
entrusted with it, always regarding publie interests.
The hon. gentleman bas criticized one of the parties, Mr.
Cleveland, whom I was as much surprised as the hon. gen-
tIleman to find associated with those contractors.

Mfr. IMACKENZIE. Cleveland & Murray.
Sir ÇRARLES TUPPER. I think it was Cleveland

alone.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Murray, in reply to my question,

sid he was with Cleveland.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Murray may have said so,

but the question is: did Mr. Page send a circular to Clevelar d
& Iurray? HRe saut one to Cleveland. The contract was
let upon the assurance, on the part of Mr. Page, that be
believed that Beemer & Co. were the lowest tenderers, but
yet that he believed the work could be done by them suc-
cesfully and thoroughly. There were a number of similar

eass during the time of the late Gover nment. I will only
refer the hon. member for Lambton to his own return, laid on
the Table, in which he will find a dozen cases-I at&
not saying he did wrong-but in which, without bis being
abli tu plead any special emergency, he entered into con-
traeta without publie tender or advertisemont. I think I
have sbowed a precedent for my action, thouLh, perhaps,
not in matt r f tq i d ti Y t I b li

tion of this work at the very lowest possible - cost. The
voluminous papers laid on the Table of the House, contains
full particulars connected with this matter, and, from the
terms in which the hon. gentleman has made his motion, I
do not feel disposed to go more fully into tbis subject. At
the same time, when making this contract it was provided
not that the usual course should be taken in connection with
the contract, that it should become ratified when laid on
the Table of the House for a month, but it provided that,
made under these peculiar circumstances,this House could at
any moment, so long as the contract lasted, interpose and
cancel it, and the contractors would have no right to make
any claim for compensation. Mr. Lash suggested that as
the best mode of dealing with this case. I trust these
explanations will bc satisfactory to the fouse, and I arm
sure that I might safely leave to the hon. gentleman hini-
self to say whether that contract should be cancelled or not.

Mr. BLAKE. Unfortunately we have not been able to
examine into the papers, as they are now in the hands of
the printers and the manuscripts are not available.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have done my best.
Mr. BLAKE. I am not implying any blame to the

bon. gentleman; but we are not qualifiod to deal with the
case. If I had derived, from the perusal of the Chiof
Engineer's report, the impression theb hon. Minister bas
derived from it and convcyed to the fHouse, I should have
thought bis answer to the motion perfectly satisfactory, and,
in fact, thought the motion should not have been made. But
I derived, and maintain the opinion, that a wholly difforent
impression is to be derived from the report, not that it does
not strongly recommend the adoption of the course adopted,
but as to the grounds on which that course is recommended.
As the bon. member for Lambton has stated, and as is stated
in his motion, the law provides:

"It shall be the duty of the Minister to invite tenders, by public
advertiseme nt, for the execution of ail works, except in cases of pressing
emergencies where delay would be injurions to the publie interests, or
where, from the nature of the work, it can be more expeditiously and
economically executed by the officers and servants of the Department.''

thee ls one case in which I believe a work had been re-let, The impression which I derived from a careful perusal of
in which he stated it was re-let for something like $ 1,000,00 Mr. Page's report is this: I think that the louse will see,
without a eal fer tenders. when the papers are printed and laid before them, that Mr.

1fr. Mt a CKl fr ten es.b w tPage made a direct attack, supported by very strong lan-
Mr. MACKENZIE. What case was that ? 1guage and argument, against the principle of that clause of
Sir CIARLES TUPPER. A case on the Lachine Canal, the Act of Parliament, against the principle of letting con-

I think; at all events it is mentioned in the return. Diffi- tracts for public works by public competition. It is upon
culties had occurred with the contractors,and the hon. gentle- that principle he tells us that what has happened in the
man founid abler contractors to take up the work, when, past, when contracts have been lot by public competition,
with some slight modifications of the contract, and without will happen in this instance if the contract is let in
asking for tenders, he gave them the work as the best the same way. He says that when you let contracts
arrangement. by public competition, a number of contractors come

Mr. MACKENZIE. What contract was it ? forward to tender; amongst them, a great number are
incapable of properly executing the work, and a certain

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was a contract for the number who corne in with still more unworthy motives,
Montreal section No. 1, two locks and a basin, and section obviously referring to that class of tenderers who
No. 2 of the Wellington basin. The contract was originally come in with a view of selling their contracts. He says
given to A. D. McDonald & Co., and was cancelled on accouat that the parties iesponsible for letting the contract are
of the unsatisfactory progress of the work. I am now embarrassed by the existence of these low tenders, that the
reading from the hon. gentleman's own return. He says : beat tenderers' will not tender at tbso low rates, that the
" Cousequently, no tenders were called for, and that contract low tenders are in the way, and that the consequence of the
wa lot to James Worthington & Co., at 61,089,012." I letting of' this description of work by public advertisement
merely mentioned this to show that there are cases in is that the work is not let to the best men, who are best
which contracts were entered into by the late Government fitted to carry it out, and that difficulties will ensue. That
i4 the public interest without calling for tenders, establibh- is his résumé of the practical effect of carrying out clause
ing precedents if any were required. I do not think in 20 of the Public Works Act, and he advises the Government,
this case any precedenit was required, because the work in consequence of this, his experience, not to apply that
was a very mportanti one, and with the strong declaration clause. It is not because the case is one of pressing orner-
of a genitimgn of Mr. Page'a experience, we thought we gency, where delay would ho injurious to the public inter-
woud nDot be justiged in interposing our imperfect judg- esta, but because to let by public advertisement will induce
ment li opposition to the plan which he proposed, and the presence of a number of low tenderers, unable to perform
which I befieve will be effectual in obtaining the construce- the work, who will embarrass the letting of the work.

Sir CHAULs TuppRa.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Is not that a pressing orner- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think he leans in that

gency ? direction.
Mr. BLAKE. That is the law, and if it is a pressing Mr. BLAKE. The report is decisive upon it, and there

emergency the proper way to meet it is to repeal the clause. it is that Ithink the question is a serions one. Ue#evor
It is not an emergency connected with the work. Parlianient-because Parliament was invitod to express an

Mr. MoCALLUM. Does the hon. gentleman mean toopinion on this contract, and if this eontract paed
say it was not a pressing necessity to have that work com- withot an expression of that opinion, Parliaen
plted at once ?would bo taken to acquiesce in letting a contraet

plete at nceupon tenders reoived under private circuilar, upon
Mr. BLAKE. I say it was; but I say that the ongineer goneral grounds, largoly applicable to ail tenders

did not tell us that to advertise would take a longer time for large public works, net specially to this work but tu
than to send a private circular. I say that ho did not tell . Thengincor,ir
us that that was the cause of the delay in letting the con- duce botter resuits for the public by repealing this law, and
tract by public advertisement. What ho tells us is, not that by substituting a provision that tendors are te ho asked for
it was a pressing emergency where delay would be requisite from selected contractors." Arguino from that gentle-
to the public interest, but that if ho advertised for tenders man's stand point, overy case that ho proposes to the Minister
as the law required, there would come in a lot of inadequate it should apply it to that particular case. Now, I say that
and improper contractors, the existence of whose lower thatapplied tethat particular case on that basis, it mus thet
tenders would embarrass the Government in allocating the wo areasked to agrue to the repeal of that clause or to its being
contract to the proper person. Now, I venture to assert ignored; and yen will find, if you have public werks of An
that Mr. Page's report is an attack upon the generalprin- important character te lot during recess, the same
ciple of the law, and it is an affirmation that the truc way report made, unless Mr.-Page bappened to change
of letting important and difficult contracts for public works his mmd after the changed experience ho haî had in
is not by public advertisement, and by compotition. but by the letting of contracts in this way. That i tho true, and 1
issuing circulars to selected contractors. Whero I feel the have ne doubt that it is his sincore conclusion; but where I
Government orred was in yielding to that advice, differ witthe hon. gentleman is this: the hon.gentleman
and that if they were determined to yield to that says:Iwould have takon a grave responsibility if 1 had
advice they could only d- it upon the thoory that differed from Mr. Page." Tiue, if ho bad differed as te the
they were propared to propose to Parliament a modification delay boing injurious te the public fnterest, but net true if
of the Act of Parliament itself; because if you do not modify itis directed te the goneraI proposition that the law is a
an Act of Parliament itself, whicli I do not recommend- bad law, that it produces iii rosuits, and that that law should
because I find from the report that you do not propose te ocdepartediror. That, it soems te me, was a question of
modify an Act ofParliament-then you destroy the basis ef policy whichthe hon. gentleman was perfectly correct in
Mr. Page's report. It is, I ropeat, not a piece of argument submitting te bis celleagues, an 1 having it decided as a
directed to the special circumstances of this work, but a governmental question; but wheve it appoars te me the.
piece of argument to the view that difficulties supervened Goverument errod was lu censidering the law itselfas impac-
in the letting of great public contracts by adopting the ticable instead of net being applicable in this case. We ha
principle which the law prescribes of letting them by sen to-night one instance of the exceptienal resuits which
public advertising. That is the difference between the hon. follow; because in this very case one of the threo persons te
Minister and myself as to what the meaning of Mr. Page's whom the centract had been lot, about whom we have a
report was. If Mr. Page reported, giving reasonable ground, volume of correspondenco, showing how the difficulty came
as I have no doubt he would, if ho did so report, that this tbreugh hlm, and from whem the work was taken. Tho
was a case of pressing emergency, and that delay would bo eogineer himself says: II can procure for yen a high-class
caused by advertising which could be avoided by letting the tenderer by adopting the system of private tenders," and ho
contract by circulai', that would be another thing. But 1 chooses from contractera in the United States and 'anada
say ho does not bring the case within the law. His report ton mon, amongst whom is the very man who had failed in
declares the law is a vicious law which will get you into the con tract and created ail the trouble. NowJreatlyfind
trouble, and that it ought to be repealed. it impossible te justify that, and the hon. Minister bas net

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Page, as I uinderstand, attcmpted te, justify it. Ho snys ho was much surprised.
took the greund: if I send circulars te a limited -numboref Sir CHARLES TUPPER. i is explanation is that their
contractes and tell them that I arn only calling for mon of prico was utterly inadequate, that there was an impes.siH b
great exporience and ability te ask for tenders for this lityaeo doing the work at their price.
work, J have a botter chance te get such mon te come for- Mr'. BLAKEI. I ferget that statomnent, because it did net
ward than 1 woutd have if they knew this was te ho thrown apa o evr aeil hsmnwsteoeGv
open te general publi ccmptition ; and that they would apiena oteh u onractande . this eacontract oua
have te compote with the very class of centractors toe &Co.Myon.ih ot acne expre in caeeathpiiontractoran

tho ho, genteman bseforedld Ce. takeon ftod acuesce i hetin al coterat

upontenderstreceivedunian observation, by-tho way, on that subject. But it i eloa
Mr. BLAKE. Why, Sig, that is the very thing; that is that it gave great dissatifaction tthe engineer in charge,

an attack upon tho systemeof letting by public tender. It Mr. Thompsen, and aise te Mr. Page. tot is etraordinary
is net because this wa8 a pecul iar werk that ho says se. t that the hon, gentleman did net apply te, his Chiot' Bngineer
is a centract of a quarter of a million for a special piece of for an explanatien; and ho dos net tender us an explanation
work, but ne more spocial than many other pieces of publie of how it happened that having determined te take th
work that have been lot, and net rcquiring peculiar qualifi- and refining process for selecting his tenderers, ho pute
cations more than any othor. t is net the most difficubt among then a person who was thocause of the sdble
Piece of canal work that bas beon lt;- and 1 maintain that Thera is another curions thing iu the correspondance. W.
the fact of Mr, Page sending eut te select contractors, frnd a gentleman wh is a contracter, combining the occé

mhom ho thought it expedient would result in pro- pations t a lawyer, either telegraphing or writingterthe
curing tenders from btter centractem's and a more Primo Minister to say that sr e onu, and oi hink named
selectod centract for the public, suggests what I have said. Lt Bannerma, was much surprised at n t having an opporta
is an attacken the law; that is the position. Lt is a position nity t tender, that there was some suggestion tha thi
that the law produces the genera resuit. hwasenly a favor d lot te whom circulasi were awreeed
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You find the Prime Minister either writing or telegraphing,
or directing a letter or telegraph to be sent, that he thought
Mr. Bannerman ought to have been allowed an opportunity
of tendering, and you find Mr. Page announcing that the time
had already passed in which tenders were to be received.
So the Prime Minister declared that the charmed circle of
ten contractors should include, at all events, this gentleman
who was a few hours too late. Tenders were received, and
it was impossible to deal with other would-be contractors,
The Prime Minister felt disposed to conciliate the body of
contractors and recommended Mr. Bannerman, but the
Minister of Rai lways was above all such considerations and
would not say anything in favor of that gentleman. In re-
gard to the McDonald and Worthington matter, I happen to
know something of the facts of that transaction, and unless
I am incorrect the McDonalds proposed the introduction of
Mr. Worthington as an associate, and he was so introduced.
But a new contract was made. The question in this
case is this: The Chief Engineer in effect reports
that section 20 of the Public Works Act is wrong in prin-
ciple; that it embarrasses the Government of the country
by introducing tenderers of inadequate standing and dis-
couraging higher class tenderers; and he advised that this
clause be abandoned in this particular instance.

Mr. MACKENZIE. If the hon. Minister of Railways
and Canals will look at page 85 he will find the first lcttin<,
of these two contracts there set out. The figures appear to
be as follows: Lemay & Bowie, $462,284; A. P. Mc Donald!
& Co., $626,728. If the hon. gentleman will add those two
figures together, he will find they make a total of $1,088-
012. A. P. McDonald & Co. took the work from Lemayj
& Bowie, as well as the other. I paid several visits
myself to the work and found it dragging very much; and
the McDonalds proposed to take in Mr. Worthington, and
as I knew Mr. Worthington bad been very successful in
contract work, 1, as Minister, expressed my gratification at
the prospect of taking him in. Mr. Worthington, how-
ever, declined to come in as a partner unle-s his name was
in thA i%%frt tn nipx -nf.-t t was mfAade ou includino-

by it. Only six tenders wero received, and I have bore a
statement of the prices. The Government were slow in re.
lieving Messrs. Hunter, Murray & Co. of the work. The
late bon. Minister of PublicWorks let the work on Septem-
ber 26th, 1877. The hon. gentleman stated that the
Welland Canal should be finished in 1876; but he
did not let the contract for the acqueduct until
1877. Theb on. gentleman had so much to do in regard
to public works and canais that he had not time to consider
how the work was progressing on the Welland Canal.
The Government, as I have said, were very slow in taking
the work out of the contractors' hands, and it was only
after several letters bad been reùeived from Messrs.
Hunter, Murray & Cleveland, asking to be relieved of some
portion of the work, that this was done, and the Govern.
ment engineer was appointed to settie with the contractors.
The Government have done so, and the work ought to be
carried on. It was Mr. Page who suggested that the work
should be let by circular, and the Government gave the
necessary- authority for this to be done. Let me read the
prices of the tenders: No. 1, H. J. Beemer & Co.,$759,140; No. 2, F. A. Manning, $787,414;
Beemer's tender being less by 828,274. No. 3, was
Gibson & Co., $853,093, or $93,953 more than that
of Beemer. No. 4 was Mr. A. Cleveland, this much abused
man who knew ail about the work and the difficulties he
had to contend with, his tender being $890,427, or $131,287
more than Mr. Beemer. No. 5 was R. Raynor & Co., $956,99,
or 8197,852 more than Beemer's contract. No. 6 was
Peterson & Co., $966,591, or $207,451 more than that of
Beemer. I hope this firrn as sufficient money to finish thoir
work. Mr. Page would deserve censure if, under such circumni-
stances, he did not recommend the contract to be let as in the
present case. The hon. gentleman opposite did not always
take the lowest tender, and I am surprised to find him
making this motion. I believe the present leader of the
Opposition was acting for the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) when the latter was in England, and I
would like to know what were the facts about contract

n e econ jract ,8s a new co rai c w EIýi, tLU ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Jlu'' No. 1U on, UIAV '.IUÂV ~ ±~~1 tIcWelland Canal. The contract was taken fromhis name, for the two contracts, but there was no tenderingo. 1 onthe endCa. The cotractask n
at all. This was done in order that Mr. Worthington .Denison, Belden & Co., who were good contractors, and
should obtain security for his payment of the money. given te tho highest tenderer. Why did not

shudoti euiyfrthe bon, gentleman carry out the Iaw of
Mr. McCALLUM. I know something of this very the land in that case ? I do not say that the hon. gentle-

important work, and that all the expenditure that has been man did wrong in not always accepting the lowest tender.
made on the Welland Canal is of n'o benefit until this work In act, I think ho did perfectly right, I can refer te this
is completed. 1 bave gone through the papers, and know retura and show several instances where he did not accept
that the Minister of Railways ought to be censured by this the lowest tender, but, as I said, I bolieve thero are circum-
country if h lad taken any other course in this matter. I stances in which this should be done. He lot a contract on
found fault with the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. the Canadian Pacifie Railway, section 25, for building a
Mackenzie) when lie was in office for leaving the most tunnel, additional work, without any tender and without any
important contracta on the Welland Canal to the last, and security, for $70,830.
for withbolding the letting of works that should be first Mr. MACKENZIE. No, no.
completed until the Jast. With respect to the hon. gentle.
man's remarks as to Mr. Cleveland, I consider Mr. Cleve- Mr. McCALLUN . Yes, yes. I take my information

land is as good a contractor as we have in America; ho as frothcorret, and ifte fr f ations, the ret-
done a large quantity of work for the Government, satis- is not correct. 1 find another f'or fortifications, Levis, plat-

dono a large quantity ef work forhe oennetsti-nier for guns, $1,005, in which there -was ne security and
factorily, on the Welland Canal, and it should not be said no tenders. Another contract was a subsidy for running a
that ho should be eut out, because Mr. Page said it would
take double the money to put in the coffer-dam than that steamer botween Gaspé and Campbellton, $5,000 a year, in

for which he offered to do it. If a man took work at half which no tenders wero asked for. Another contract was

price and afterwards found himselfunable to do it, the Gov- the transport of spikes from iDuluth to St. Boniface,
prie ndaferard fun -ta whidli ne tenders wero aisked, Thon thetO

ernment should net ruin him; no doubt, ho went on as fhlar t wihenotncr o e d Tn there
as possible. But bon. gentlemen opposite have found fault is the Whitehead contraet on tie Canadian Pacific Railway
with Mr. Page and declared ho wants to destroy the system iu which no tenderswre recived and no seurity given.

of letting contracts. Mr. Page, in recommending the Gov- The hon. gentleman should not find fault with Mr. Page

ernment to let the work by circular, did so in order to secure fr he was glad enough to shelter himself behind t

an energetic and rosponsible contractor who would go on oficer Whenhe was inpower.
with the work at once, otherwise they might have obtained Mr. MACKENZIE. I made no attack on Mr. Page.
a contractor who would have taken the work at lower prices ; Mr. MCUALLUM. Why this motion thon, if there is no
but this was an important work and should be proceeded j attack on Mr. Page ? And we remember the Goderich
with immediately. The oountry bas not lost any money IHarbor job, where the people of this coutitry lost $30,000 by

Mfr. BLAKE.
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certain shady transactions ; and the hon. gentleman States, and the hon. gentleman will admit that a stranger,
got a letter from this able officer and sheltered himself' not knowing Denison, Belden & Co., would say that this
behind his back, though he attacks him to-night. I have was a primafacie case against them. I take up the London
known Mr. lPage for a long time, and there is one thing Times, and I find its Philadelphia correspondent expressing
that is to be said about him: he always finishes his own astonishment that the Canadian Government should have
work-he clears it up as he goes. The contractors in the such men engaged on its public works. All this made it
present case I consider to be the best in America, either the necessary for the Department to look into the conditions of
United States or Canada, and I consider that the Govern- the tender of Denison, Belden & Co., to whom the contract
ment is getting the work done very cheaply if it can be was about to be awarded. But, Sir, the hon. gentleman's
done for this amount of money, and I hope the work will friends wero not entirely silent on that occasion. I find
be completed in good time, inasmuch as we cannot get the the Mail quoting the paragraph from the correspondence in
benefit of the expenditures upon the canal until this work the London Times to which I have referred, as follows:-
is done. "In New York the campaign of the State Government against the

Mr. HUNTINGTON. I should be sorry to protract the 'Canal Ring' bas assumed practical shape in the form of an action at
discussion, and would have taken no part in it, but for the law against some of the contractors. At the last session of the Legis-

Slature the Civil Remedies Amendment Act was passed for the better
remarks of the hon. gentleman who has just taken his punishment of this kind of peculation, and under it tbe suit is brought.
seat. These remarks he made in good spirit, except that The Investigating Committee appointed by the L<egz1qture exposed a
he was entirely mistaken in reference to contract No. 1, on number of fraudulent contracts, and their report LIg sent to the

.ryAttorney-General, he bas fyled a bill of complaint in the New Yorkthe Welland Canal, with which I was connected in the Supreme Court founded upon one contract for about $76,000, upon
absence of the Minister of Public Works in 1875. Denison, which there has already been paid out over $417,000. Suit for the
Belden & Co., no doubt, are good contractors. I do not know, recovery of the sum is brought in the name of the State against the

contractors, Henry D. Denison, James J. Belden, A. Caldwell Beldenin fact, whether tbey are -now or not, because I have flotand Thomas Gale. An attachment for that amount bas been issued
followed their career, but I know that at the time of this against their property and an order for their arrest accompanies it, bail
contract, when they presented the lowest tender, there were being fixed at $200,000 each. This suit will probably open vigorous
serous charges made against the in the State of New action againt the ring. It is stated that owing to peculations the New

York, and tbey were of such a nature that but for the Ths aubjec a
rmarks of the hon gentleman, I would have made This subject also attracted the attention of the news-
reference to them. I will, however, as briefly as possible, paprs of this country. The Mai had an article about
read some extracts from official documents in that case. that time, headed, "More Denison-Beldenism," in which it

states:
Mr. McCALLUM. That matter passed through the.n n . "More developments are coming to light respecting the very peculiar

pl amanner in which Nir. Huntington's friends, Denison, Belden & Co., 'fix'
The whole thing has been repudiated. their contract schedules to their own vast profit and the people's griev-

ous loss. A despatch of Saturday last, from Saratoga, where GovernorMr. HUNTINGTON. If the hon. gentleman feels an Tilden is at present staying, says:
anxiety to protect these gentlemen he should not hold "'The Canal Commission appointed by Governor Tilden made to-day
them out in the position in which he held them to-night, as their second report. It comprises another contract of Belden, Denison

& Co. for work done near the city of Utica, which was to cost about
men who were badly treated by the late Government, and $10,000, but on which the State bas paid about $50,000. The case iseven
though the hon. gentleman did not impute motives, the more flagrant than the one which is the subject of the present suit. Tne
worst possible motives have been imputed. I do not know Governor immediately transmitted the report to the Attorney-General

eto-day, with a reques; underthe lawoflast winter, that the suit becom-
what the result of the investigation may have been, but lmenced in behalf of the State to recover moneys wrnngfully paid. This
I propose to throw some light upon the subject. When is a case in which Horace Seymour, jr., nephew of Horatio Seymour, was
the contract was made and when they were understood to appointed engineer to superintend the execution of the work. H1e insisted
be the lowest tenderers, the New York Journal of Commerce upon its being performed on the term of the con tract, and the corflict

arose. The contractors endeavored to have hlm instructed to measure
came under my eyes, in which appeared a report submitted work that bad never been done and to acquiesce in their fraud against
by the Canal lnvestigating Committee to the Governor on the State. Vhen they found they could not succeed in this purpose,
th Dnison contract. Tho whole story is too long to h and could not get it removed, they recklessly abandoned the work,the enion ontrct. Thowhol stry s to Iog t bcleaving a siop wall, which they h&d pulled down in the canal, from
repeated bore, but its framework was fraud from beginning which it had to be removed to render navigation possible. This suit will
to end, according to the reports of the Commissioners. They also be presse.. forward with the utmost vigor. Other cases are par-
wind up a report of considerable length by stating: tially investigated.'

" That the parties interested in this contract, to whom it was unlaw- The .3ail goes on
fully awardedforwhose behoof its conditions were unlawfully changed, I - An Albany despatch of tbe same date announces that the Attorney
and the work on it, and materials furnished under it falsely measured I General has been instructed to take action upon the Utica contracts,
and estimated, were H. D. Denison, James J. Belden, A. Caldwell Bel- i and that su:ts will be forthwith pressed against Henry D. Denison, James
den, and Thomas Gale." |J. Belde ". Caldwell Belde, and Mcad lBelden. Governor Tilden tells

the New York Herald ofStinday that the canal men can march well withThat is Denison, Belden & Co. i muffied drums; they cau ifght well in ambush, but when we get them in
"That the false and fraudulent measurements, estimates and allow- | the open field they are beaten at once.' Unless Mr. Huntington cancels

anees under this contract were only possible through the culpable neg- the contract awarded them, Denison, Belden & Co. wiil carefully establish
lect or connivance of the canal commissioners, engineers and inspectorsthemselves behind the torres vedras cf the parallel, and bid defiance to
in cargs with the contractors. m ec Governor Tilden and proceed to assault our Treasury with all the auda-

city they have displayed and the experience they have gained in their
Well, Sir, that was enough to make one open one's eyes to great campaign on the Erie."
the character of the men who had already two large con- Again the Mailgives the following despatch from Ottawa:-
tracts on the Welland Canal. in the New York Journal of "The Dominion Government bas awarded the contract for the enlarge-
Commerce we find the subject again reforred to, as follows :- ment of the Welland Canal, section No. 1, to Denison, Belden & Co. of

"The Canal Fraud Prosecution.-Judge Westbrook to-day granted Syracuse.
an order of attachment, directed to the sheriff of Onondaga County, The -Mail also published the following despatch fromagainst the property of Denison, Belden & Co., canal contractors, at
the suite of the State, for $417,000; and also an order of arrest requir- Albany:-
ig bail from each in $200,000. The complaint of the Attorney General "The Argus to-morrow will contain the first report of the Governor's
dne 'that 150,337.02 has been paid the defendants for work never Canal Investigation Commission in ful]. It relates mainly to the Denison

a contract between Port Schuyler and the Lower Mohaw-k Aqueduct, on
The artile then oes on to give a long list of works chiar-ged which more than $400,00al as been paid for work contracted to be doue
for, wn na for less than $80,C00. l hibis report the Commission have developedhich wre never done. Therowerc a greatmany the prafligate system upon which extraordinary repairs have been made
reports of thiis kind * circulating throughout the United 1 for the last eight or ten years throughout the eastern division of the
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canals. It is understood that the report will be followed by a succes-
sion of reports on other contracts, as fast as they can be put into form,
and the suit to be brought by the Attorney General against Denison,
Belden & Co. is based upon the facto set forth in this report."

I could go on quoting from Ministerial journals of that time,
but it appears unnecessary. Of course the hon. Minister
of Railways, finding this to be the state of things as to a
matter which I am sure he has not much investigated, will
be glad to know that in imputing improper motives he is
mistaken, and that the course urged by all parties to be
taken in this matter was pursued by the Government. It
does not, therefore, lie with the hon. gentleman, nor with
the hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat, to blame us,
unless they declare that allegations of fraud made in the
warrant of the Governor of New York, and the general
voice of the State, given expression to in all the newspapers
on both sides of politics, were to be utterly dieregarded as
to the placing of great contracts in the hands of these
people. I am mindful of the hon. gentleman's remark that
he did not wish to protract this discussion, and I am willing
to follow bis example. I had intended to say more on this
matter, but I satisty myself with this statement, that it is
not my fault if Denison, Belden & Co. are spoken of in
these terms in this fHouse. I never reproached them, but
acting with my colleagues, and with a sense of the delicate
position of responsibility I occupied, and acting on the
advice of those in whom I had confidence, I simply felt
that it would be an act of impropriety to give a contract to
parties whose characters were impugned as theirs were.
As to the other statement that I gave the contract to a
higher tenderer, I do not want to apply the adjective which
the hon. gentleman applied to Mr. Patrick Larkin the other
day; but his tender was only $300,000 more than that of
these people, and he took the contract at their price; and I
conclude my observations by simply asking the hon. gen-
tleman whether Mr. Patrick Larkin has concluded his con-
tract on the Welland Canal to the satisfaction of the Govern-
ment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may, perhaps, be allowed a
single remark with reference to an expression made by the
leader of the Opposition, that there was scarcely sufficient
foundation for the position taken in Mr. Page's report. It
is right that I should give a brief extract from Mr. Page's
report in order to point out that Messrs. Hunter, Murray
& Cleveland could not carry on their contract. Ile says :

"l The construction of the coffer-dams, and the unwatering of the
foundations for the new structure, could not be done by the most exper-
ienced contractor under the best management for less than double the
amount stated in the contract for that parpose."

And the hon. gentleman knows that there is nothing so
fatal to a contract as the price being utterly inadequate to
do the work.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is only a part of the work.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; but it is a very important

and a very expensive portion of the work. Mr. Page goes
on :

"l It appears to me that the only certain way of getting the aqueduet
built now is to place the work in the hands of experienced, energetic
contractors, at rates that will enable them to form proper dams, and
otherwise conduct the undertaking advantageously, and in the manner
contemplated."

So that Mr. Cleveland might have been a very good con-
tractor, and able to do a good deal more at double the price
than with half of it. Mr. Page says:

"I therefore advise that the offer of Messrs. Hunter, Murray k Oleve-
land to relinquish their contract, be accepted."
lHe says, in addition, on this subject:

" In regard to the question of proceeding with the works immediately
under the Department, 1 venture to say that this is a case in whîch an
experiment of that kind is the least likely, of any course that could be
lnied,1 to resuil satiisfaclorily; whilet no ene couilc possibly ferm% any,
idea ofthe time it weld take, or what would b. the probable cosat of
completing the undertaking under such an arrangement. The best-

gr. HUNTINGTON.

if not the only way, in my opinion, at alH likely to be uccessful-would
be to invite tenders for the execution and completion of the works by
'circular' letters addressed to sneh experienced, competent contrac-
tors possessing means and of sncb standing that they could be reietd
upon to carry out wiat they undertake."

Then be goes on to give his resmons for that opinion. Mr.
Page's repart goes very strongly in the direetion of show.
ing that public o'mpetition is not always the iost sue.
cessful mode of procedure. There was a time when hon.
gentlemen opposite gave a great deal of weight to Mr.
Page's views. My predecessor, after tenders were in for
half-a-dozen of those last eantracts, on precisely similar
views of Mr. Page, gave them as a roeaon fr settinyg aside
all those contracts, and re-inviting tenderers, to obtain botter
tenders. As the hon. gentleman who has just sat down
asked me a question on this subject, I will say I believe that
Patrick Larkin executed his work verysatisfactorily, and in
a way to prevent fault being found with it. I do not remember
having used any adjectives calcalated to reflect on bis
ability; but if I did so it was unintentional. I think the
hon. gentleman did wrong in referring to Denison, Belden
& Co., who were attacked, as he says, violently by newspapers
and political parties in the United States. A heated elec.
tion had taken place, when Tilden ran for President, and
they took a very active and influential part in defeating
him. The result was, as I am informed, a violent political
conspiracy was entered into to crush them. I am informed
that when their case was tried by the highest Courts, that
they wore acquitted in the most honorable manner. But
this I know, and my predecessor knows, that we never had
contractors in Canada who performed their duties more faith-
fully, efficiently and successfully than Denison, Belden & Co.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman must admit
also that when my hon. friend was attacked a few evenings
ago by the hon. Minister of Railways, it became absolutely
necessary to refer to the circumstances as they existed. 11e
also knows, from observing the papers at the time, on his
own side of the House, that a very strong case was made
out; and also, although it turned out afterwards that it was
very different from what we supposed, every one at the time
believed that this was the case. The hon. member for
Monck seemed to think that I was not consulted about the
matter. I was; the matter was not fully settled till my
arrival here.

Mr. MoCALLUM. That was my understanding of it-
that the matter was closed. before the hon. gentleman got
here. But if wrong I am glad to be set right.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. Minister of Railways to-
day, and on former occasions, referred to the six contracts
which wore not let upon tenders received by them before
they went out of office, and I was blamed by him for asking
for tenders afresh, and was reminded that the fresh tenders
cost somewhat more than the old. Perhaps the hon. gentle-
man will remember that they had the contractors before the
Privy Council before we succeeded to office, and that they
themselves decided not to act on those tenders. That is a
little secret before not known.

Mr. KIRK PATRICK. I come from a constituency deeply
interested in the works on the Welland Canal ; and we knoW
from the way in which that work dragged its weary length
along, that the country was deprived of the use and
profit of money voted by Parliament, and expended on that
work. For years, as the hon. member for Monck las
stated, I remember two or three in succession, when sittiug
on the opposite side of the -House, asking the hon. member
for Lambton, thon Minister of Public Works, when this
work w-ould be completed, especially the aqueduct: and 1
remember him stating it would be finished in 1876; after-
wards it was to be finished in 1877, and thon in 1678. But
we found that it was not till 1882 that this work could be
made ready for vessels to pase through, and that it is nou
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finished yet in its entirety. Why, if the hon. Minister themselves hard pressed they rotort by saying: "You did
of Railways and Canals had not exercised the right given something quite as bad or very much worse." -We have
him by the Public Works Act, of considering this work as a heard a great deal about the Fort Frances Lock, and we
work of necessity, of emergency, of letting it in this manner, know the mode in whieh the work was carried on. The
so that the trade of the country should have the benefit of hon. Minister of Public Works of that day believed ho was
this canal at the present day, ho would have fallen short of carrying on the work in fuill conformity with the Act, and
bis duty. We know the contract was not let by any the mode he adopted was the best calculated in the public
favoritism. Hon. gentlemen opposite do not desire to charge interest to carry out that work, which was remote from the
that, nor was it let on account of any private lettors to ordinary means of conveying supplies or material into that
Ministers, from their friends, unlike some other works in part of the country. At that time it would have been im-
this country, but it was let upon the report of Mr. Page, the possible for contractors to ascertain what the work would
trusted officer of the Public Works Department, whose cost. Therefore, if any reliable contractors tendered at all
praise the hon. member for Lambton has often sounded. they must, necessarily, in order to protect themselves,

Mr. MACKENZIE. I will do it yet. have tendered at so high a price, that having the alternative

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It was upon bis report that the of selecting reliable contractors at those high rates or let-

work was let; the hon. the Minister of Railways did not let ting to less reliable contractors at low rates, on the one hand,
it by public contract, but ho invited ton men to tender for and doing the work as a publie work on the other, my bon.
it, the most skilful contractors in the country, and out of friend folt that bis duty to the country required him to

those ton tenders the best was selected. Can hon. gentle- carry on the work as ho did. His interpretation of the

men opposite say that anything wrong was done in letting Public WorksbAct as been cbailenged. Itwassaid that the
this contract ? Not a word. They simply say that it is provision as to what may be done by the officers of a De-

the policy of the country to adhere to the Public Works partment, only justified him to employ such persons as were

Act. Well, we agree with them in that respect. We have ordinarily in the employ of the Dopartment, on depart-
often impressed upon them when they were in office that mental work, but did not authorize him to employ them on

that was the proper way to let public works. They will a work of that kind. The hon. gentleman says the lock

remember very well that we called their attention to a was placed out of the way; that there is not, nor ever wiLl be,
great public work, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, use for it. I have been told by persons in that part of the

for which no contract was made and no tender invited by country, that if this lock was used and the improve ments

them. Did hon. gentlemen opposite then say this Act made, which would not cost a great deal, it would be of

should be adhered to ? Did they say that was a work of great utility and open up a vast extent of valuable water

emergency? No, it took years to finish it; and though communication. I am further told that there are in that

finished two or three years it bas never been used to this neighborhood two steamers contracted for by the present

day. Government, when formerly in power, at an enormous ex-
pense, which are now lying rotting away and might have

Mr. ANGLIN. Why? been very properly employed to very great advantage to
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Because there is no trade to go the people resident in that country, for the purpose of open-

there. ing up a country where, although the lands on a whole are
Mr. ANGLIN. There are no gates. not of much agricultural value, there are valuable resources

Mr. KIRKPATR[CK. There are gates there to be put of various kinds. I have heard it stated and reiterated that

on, but there is no possibility of using it; there is no trade if the lock is allowed to remain in its prosent state, it is

to go through, and if vessels did go through they could not simply as a reproach to the late Government and a stand-

get back, because the Rainy River has neyer been deep- ug proof of the charges made against them. Ilowever,
ecthRee whether the Fort Frances Lock was well advised, basened. nothing to do with the present case. This case must stind

entirely on its own merits; nor is it any use to the present
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It would take this country discussion to say that the work on the Welland Canal was

thousands of dollars to build vessels to navigato that lock, not pushed forward during the existence of the laie Admin-
which has simply been left there as a monument to the late istration as rapidly as it might have been. No doubt on
Administration. I have heard it remarked that that, as on nay other works of similar magn:tudo, there
some 2,000 years hence, when some explorer will were some nistakes as to the amount of work
pass through that country to visit the ruins to bo (lone, and the time in which it should be donc.
of the great empire which is to be erected there, ho will I do not think the bon. member for Lambton, while Min-
find this great cavern filled up with debris of all sorts, and ister of Public Works, could justly be charged with vant of
wonder what commotion of the earth caused this great zeal in the prosecution of that work. I think he Vas too
curiosity. We ought to have put in large letters on the side desirous of seeing the work comploted, to omt a.ything
of the lock something to say under whose Administration that he could reasonably do. It is not for hon. gentlemen
it was nade. "Mackenzie fecit A.D. 1877.' That was a opposite to blame the bon. member for Lambton for not
work which was not of public emergency, and which was having completed that work within his five years, though
built in violation of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, or he brought it near completion, when they themselves
the Public Works Act, yet hon. gentlemen opposite now have been four years in office withouat completing it.
Sirulate indignation because a work of emergency, for With regard to this being a work of emergency, the bon.
which the wholo trado of the country was waiting, was meraber for Monck, especially, speaking of the manner in
let without calling publicly for tenders. Hon. gentlemen which the work was carried on, seemed to indicate that
Opposite should be the last to complain of any apparent 1 there was a great deal of delay, that though the loss of time
Violation of the Public Works Act. The hon. Minister bas was not connived at by the Department, it was half toler-
shown conclusively that the action of the Government was -ated, and that no active measures were taken to compel
fair and proper, considering this work as one Of public those contractors to proceed rapidly with their work. No
emergency, and was not done in violation of the Public doubt representations were made to them, perhaps remon-
Works Act, but in accordance with the report of their strances were made to them ; nevertheless, they were
eminent engineer. allowed to go on dallying with the work. Time might

Mr. ANGLIN. Hon. gentlemen opposite are very fond have been saved if the work had been taken off their
of this trick of carrying war into Africa. When they find hands sooner, and the emergency would not have been so
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great. In reality it appears that no time was saved by the
hon. gentleman; he does not pretend to argue that an emer-
gency existed from the necessity of saving time, but that
course was adopted in order to avoid trouble and worry of hav-
ing to deal with contractors by whom Mr. Page thought the
work could not be perfectly done. There was another
mode in which the hon. gentleman might have proceeded.
He might have invited tenders from al[ parties who chose
to tender. Not only those selected, but al] parties might
bave had an opportunity of tendering, and when the tenders
came in the hon. Minister migh t have put aside those
parties whorn Mr. Page did not consider trùstworthy, and
he inight have seiected from those that were really eligible,
and then take the lowest of them and so arrive at a result
quite satisfactory to the couniry. Now, let me say to that
hon. Minister, that I have myself hourd some of the most
respectable contractors in Canada complain very bitterly
that they received no intimation whatever that tenders
would be received with regard to that matter, that the
gentlemen who obtained the contra-t are Americans, while
respectable Canadian contractors of known character and
standing wero never invited to tender at ail; and this fact
lias given rise, in maniy parts of the country, to very serious
complaint, and, let me say, complaints that really are not
unreaisonable.

Motion negatived on a division.

QUARTERLY STATISTIOS OF TRADE.

Mr. ROSS (Middiosex) moved:
That, in the opinion cf this House, it is desirable that the Depart-

ment of Agriculture should publish qaarterly statisticA of the trade of
Canada, the eondition of its fiiances, shipping, railway and canal
traffie, and such other information in regard Io trade and commerce as
might be considered valuable from an industrial or economie point of
view.

He said: Many members of this House must have felt a
difficulty in getting current statisties of the trade and
commerce of Canada or of the different Provinces, or any
of those matters in which we are deeply interested in this
House, and which so frequently occur in discussion. I am
anxious that a Department of Agricultural Statistics should
be created as a sort of sub-department in which statisties of
this kind might bc compiied aind pubi-sned quarterly or'
annually. It is exceldimgly difficult to Canîadians, or to
strangers coming bere, to ascertain our standing, either
financially or commercially, in order to know the progress
we are making in exports or the extent of our imports. It
is very often necessary to turn over several volumes of
Trade and Navigation Returns, and if we wish to see our
finarcial condition we might have to refer to various
volumes of Publie Accounts. In the same way, if we want
to ascertain our standing among commercial nations, we
must look over various reports of theý Marine and Fisheries
Department. Now, not only is this inconvenient, but it
often prevents us being sufficiently informed in regard to
those matters. I am strongly impressed with
the idea that the Minister of Agriculture could establish, in
connection with his Department, a sub-bureau, where these
sLatistics could be cotn;led. I believe it would effect an
important saviug in the publication of the Departmental
reports. Our rep.-rts are exceedingly voluminou< and very
expensive, and olten nearly all that is valuable in them is
the statistical part. I thiink if the Minister would issue
annually, just before the meetirg of the Iouse, statistieal
inîformaîion of all the reports of the Departments, it would
save ihe members a great deal of trouble and expcnse.
Besides, we are getting to be a sornewiat important people.
If we are no>t putting on airs of indepeiidence, at lea4 we
are feeling a little like it-we are assuming, at least, the
importance of a new nationality. I notice that in almost
ail the colonies of the Empire thero is such a Department as

Mr. ANGLIN.

this in connection with the Government. The colonies of
Australia and Van Dieman's Land, and the larger Austra.
lian colonies, have such statistical reports as I referred to,
from which I think the Minister could get valuable hints.
For these reasons, as well as for economical reasons, I think
it is desirable the Minister should undertake this work; and
we will be delighted to sec, lying upon our tables when the
House meets, a careful compilation of all the statisties of
Canada-statistics of its commercial progress, of our com-
mercial standing and of our financial standing, and of the
number of immigrants arriving here. If the Minister
should think it within his sphere to extend the scheme
a little further, I think ho might very conveniently, with
the library at his elbow, make sone comparisons such
as are made in the statistical reports at Washington, in the
Statesman's Year Book, and in that valuable compilation of
Mr. Gosford, the librarian at Washington, which would
enable us here to see at a glance how we stand relatively
with other ceontries. I need orrly say that the hon. Min-
ister was kind enough to ascertain from me privately my
undivided view on this question, and I think he is favorably
impressed with the suggestion, and I commend it to his
consideration individually as well as to the careful considera-
tion of the House.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not quite understand why
the hon. membsr has formed the opinion that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture would be the proper Department to
furnish returns with respect to the country. It strikes
me this duty would fall more properly within the Depart.
ment of Customs. That Department issues every month a
statement-it is true, not as complete as is desirable-of the
exports and imports, and of the character of the exports, for
each month. Without incurring a large expense this state-
ment might be enlarged and perfected; but while I have
seen the importance of obtaining not only these statisties
but also agricultural statistics, it is just possible that in the
Supplementary Estimates a vote will be asked for the par-
pose of obtaining faller agricultural statistics, especially in
a certain portion of the Dominion which is creating a great
deal of interest. Nevertheless, it would be unwise to take the
matter of trade returns out of the hands of the Minister of
Customs, whose Department is particularly employed in
obtaining and collating that information. It is very desir-
able to Lave a Statistical Department where ail information
may be obtained, but I am not quite sure that if the Gov-
ernment were to ask the House to spend $50,000 or $75 000
in procuring that information the hon. member for West
Middlesex, on the stump in 1S83, would not point out to the
country that this was an extravagant expenditure by the
Administration.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). When I suggested that
the House should impose the responsibility on the Depart.
ment of Agriculture, it was because I noticed it is desig-
nated the Department of Agriculture and Statisties, and
I thought such work would be germain to that Department.
That was my only reason. I am not particular as to what
Department undertakes it, but, as the louse will see, I had
good reason for naming the Department of Agriculture.
Besides, that Department publishes criminal statisties. In
my opinion, the cost need not amount to $50,000 or $75,000,
and if the Finance Minister suggested such a large sumI1
would charge him with extravagance. If a cost could be
kept wi!hin reasonable limit by the employment of one or
two efficient clerks, making the expense $4,000 or $5,000,
then I promise the hon. gentleman in advance that I will
not charge him with extravagance.

Mr. SPROULE. If the information desired could be
obtained for a reasonable sumrit should be procured. It
would be of great advantage during the debates on
the trade of the country, its industrial prosperity
and agricultural advancement, if correct data could
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be obtained on which to base arguments. It is only by pilation of these returns before thom at the beginning of
means of such information that we are able to ascertain each Session. The only information asked for in the
whether the country is prospering or not. The fIouse resolution which is not laid before the Iouse, in the
should have information, not only in respect to our trade, annual returns of the d ifferent Departments, is a comparative
but as to our agricultural resources, the quantity of grains statenent of our trade and commerce and railway and
and the kinds grown, the increase in railway business, and canal traffie with that of other countries. There are now
other particulars. If we had some such statisties produced in these returns comparative statoments of the trade of one
once a year, if not oftener, it would be of great benefit to year with that of other years, and I amnsure, so far as my
the fHouse in determining what the country requires. It own Dcpartment is concerned, if any suggestion conl& e
would also be a means of ascertaining what the pursuits of made which would enable us to make these returns clearor
the people should be, for we would be able to learn how and more concise and more easily comprehended by the
many are engaged in agriculture, the number engaged in buse, it would be accepted and adopted. But I do not
manufacturing, in professional life and in other occupations, think that the benefit which would be dorived from
and we would thereby be enabled to determine whether it the adoption of the principle involved in Ibis motion
was in the interests of the country that the people should would be commensurate with the expense which would
continue in the same lines of business, or that tbey should devolve upon the Government in preparing these returns.
develop new industries and give employment to the people. Sr H . MACDONALD. I think after what my
I am of the opinion that if such information can be fur- i>
nished for a reasonable outlay, it is very important that hon. fricnd has stated, the fouse will rather hesitate before
the Government should, at as early a day as possible, adopt undertaking this vast work, for it is a vast work. If this
measures to procure it. resolution is carried out it would require for each quarter

Mr. OWEL. Te ojectof he bn. entlman noa revenue as large as the annual Trade Returns. The bon.
Mr. BOWELL. The object of tho hon, gentleman, no

doubt, is a very praiseworthy one if there was any possibil- gentleman docs net ask for a more summary.
ity, without incurring a much larger expendituro than he Mr.ROSS. Ycs, a suinmary.
anticipates, of procuring those statistics referred to; but Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, li asks that we
the motion involves more than the hon. member has any should publish quarterly statistics, and we know what
idea of. It asks for the publication, quarterly, of the finan-statisties mean. To be of any value they must be fuit. He
cial state of the Dominion. That applies excl usively to the asks for statistics ofthe condition of our shipping. A return,
Finance Department, and altbough the debit and credit stating that there are so many ships sailing from so many
account of the Dominion is not publisbed quarterly, still ports, is not what ho wants. So with regardto ourrailway
everymonththe amount of receipts from ail sources, together and canal traffie. le docsnoîwant a return statingthat there
with the expenditure for that month, is published in the have heen so many trains running, or such an amount of
Qflcial Gazette; and comparing that with the annual reiurn traffic carried over the Government or other railways for
made by the hon. Finance Minister, together with that of the past three months. That would bc of no value. Statis-
the Auditor, any person desirous of obtaining the financial tical returns must be full to be of any value, for otherwise
state of the country can do so every month. The motion they would ho misleading. The hon, gentleman says lie
also asks for a statement respecting shipping. On does net desire that any great expense should be incurred;
referring to the Trade and Navigation Returns a full and as I wish always to meet the views of hon, gentlemen, I
statement of all the shipping of the Dominion would suggest a change in the wording of the motion. It
by Provinces is to be found. There would bewill not do b have it read Ithe Department of Agricul-
some difficulty in publishing that quarterly, and I cannot ture," because although that is the Department of
see that any particular advantage would be obtained. The Agriculture and Statistics, it does not of necessity
motion further asks for statistical returns quarterly of the apply to the trade returus, for to the railway
railway and canal traffic. By referring to the return and canal returns which core fron other Departments.
laid on the Table by the Minister of Railways and Canals, Supposing it should read this way:
statistical returns in regard to the traffic will be found. In the opinion of this liuse it la desirable that quarterly statistioe
True, it is annual and not quarterly. The balance of the of the trade of Canada, the condition of its finances, its shipping and
motion in reference to the trade and commerce of the railway and canal traffic, and such other information regardinr its
country is given very flly in the Trade and Naviga trade and commerce as may be considered valuable from aindutrial

counry s gven eryfuly intheTrae an Naigaionor economical point of view) be published if it can be had at a moderato
Returns. If these returns are to be given quarterly, and are expense."
to be extended as they are in the Trade and Navigation Mr. ROSS. I do not object.
Returns, they would require, so far as the Department of
Customs is concerned, at least double or treble the present
staff. Si far as I could understand tho hon. member for
Grey (Mr. Sproule), ho desird to have the motion extended COMMERCIAL RECIPROCITY WITT EdII AWAIIAN
te agricultural returns, but I am not aware whether my hon. ISLANDS.
friend the rMinister of Agriculture would have the statistics in
is Department which would enable him tes supply these re- M er. BUNt STER moved tat a Select Committee a ap-
turas in the manner in which they are asked. There is pointed te draft an address to Her Most Gracies Majesty
nt one way in which the objects sought by the motion the Quren, t bseechiver Majesty te obtain for the

could be accomplishyd, and that would be by quadrupling Dominion of Canada, commercial reciprocity faith the
Our present staff; but a synopsis could ho given of theru as llawaiian Islands; embracing corresponding advantages to
nearîy as possible by some one officer, with probably one or those embodied in the existing treaty between theUlnited
two clerks under him. He would have te obtain lis infor.IStates of Amoerica and eus Majesty the ring of the
mation froma the different Departments, and keep constantly nawaiian Islands, which was entered into in
at the work in order to have the returns pubtished quarterly. the year 1875. e said: The dawaiian Island
31't as the hon, gentleman must know it would be almost will probably have a great commercial future which will
impossible to place them before the country have an important bearing on the interests ofthis Dominion
Uflltil a menth or twe after the quarter had 1and in the way of furnishing work for the Canadian Pacifie
eXpired, as îhey could rot possibly ho preparodvRailway. As we are a t aware the Hawalian Islands.lie
ear ier. I readily admit that it would ho a great in the tropies, and we want tropical fruits in Canada and
convenience te the embers of this flouse te have a cehn- .particularly in British Columbia. I know that we have neot
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the power of making treaties without the assistance of the day-my hon. friend (Mr. Bunster) I am sorry te say
Mother Country, but I hope the Premier will urge this assisting them-and induced them to take a step which
matter on the Home Government. I notice that would bave facilitated our taking these proceedings. I m
the Government did not see fit to press on King very glad to hear of the interesting conversation whidh the
Kalakua the importance of a commercial treaty hon. gentleman had with Ris Majesty, and I am sure it
between the Dominion and the Sandwich Islands; would have been interesting to all of us if ho had given us
but the Americans saw fit to negotiate a treaty with the some of the details of it. iut if my hon. friend had placed
Hawaiian Islands, from which they reaped a considerable himself in that position by which we could have sldcteéded
advantage, and to-day it is a question before the Congress bis motion with an address to appoint the hon. gentleman
of the United States which had the best of the bargain. It from Vancouver as an envoy to make thèse negotittions, I
is generally conceded that the Hawaiians had the best of am satisfied the matter would have reached a conclusion by
the bargain, and the United States people are trying to a much shorter way than the roundabout way which iy
break off the treaty. While they are doing that, if the bon. friend's vote has inflicted upon us.
people of the Hawaiian Islands see that they can make a
treaty with Canada, they will probably give us more favor- Mr. HOMER. Before the existence of this treaty bêtweën
able terms than they otherwise would. If trade relations the United States and the Hawaiian Islands, there was a
can be opened up between that country and British Colum. comparatively large and growing trade between that
bia, the receipts of the Canadian Pacific Railway will be country and British Columbia; but since this treaty bas
greatly added to. We are within some twenty days' sail of come into operation, that trade has dwindled down to
the Hawaiian Islands; we claim to be able to offer the almost nothing, If reciprocity can be established
best rural scenery in the world to tourists; we claim that between the Dominion of Canada and the Hawaiian
if this treaty is carried out we will be able to offer induce- Islands, we might not only recover that trade,
ments to tourists from Europe and elsewhere to visit our but increase it very materially. British Colum-
shores. I think, therefore, the importance of my remarks bia can supply them with fish, lumber, coal and
will sufficiently commend itself to the Government to justify other products ; and you, in the present :tate of your
them in granting the request. Although it is late in the manufactures in the Eastern Provinces, will be able to supply
Session, still the gentlemen whose naines I have taken the them with all the machinery and all the descriptions of
liberty of placing on the Committee will, I dare say, give1 manufactures they may require. In return, you will be able
their attention to the matter, and probably present such a to take their sugar, fruit and other products for which there
report to the Government that if they do not pass it this is now a large and growing market in British Columbia,-and
Session, they will pass it next year, when they return to which will be increased by the opening up of the North-
power. West when the railway is finished. Taking this view of the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite appreciate the matter, it is very desirable that some action should be taken
motives of my hon. friend in moving this resolution, and I for the purpose of establishing reciprocity between the

agree with him that it would be well if commercial relations Dominion and thefHawaiian Islands, more particularly as the

could be established between the lawaiian Islands and the present treaty between the United States and those Islands is

Dominion of Canada. At this late period of the Session, I likely to came to a sudden end, if we are to judge of the

nresume my hon. friend does not mean to press bis motion, feeling between them and the United States. Sbould that

ut he has moved it for the purpose of explaining his views treaty cease and a reciprocity treaty be established between

and calling the attention of the Government and Parlia- the Dominion and those Islands, I believe the result would
ment te the imprtance of this question. That trade is net be highly beneficial to both contracting parties. I hope that
te be undervalued at ail. The United States took great during the recess the Dominion Government will devote a
pains te obtain a commercial treaty with Hawaii, and I portion of its time to the consideration of this matter, and
think we ought to do something whenever we are indepen- that it wili be able te report a good result at the nex
dent enough to open direct negotiations with these Islands. meeting of this Parliament.
I think if my hon. friend would be satisfied with the re- Mr. BUNSTER. I wish to thank the Prime Minister
marks he bas made, I can assure him on the part of the Gov- for bis gracefuil assurance that ho will give this matter his
ernment that they will endeavor during this summer to see serions consideration. Notwithstanding the threat of the
wbat eau be done in the way of opening these negotiations. member for West Durham with regard to my vote, I must
Her Majesty, I believe, has no representative at Hawaii say that I hold myself not so much responsible to the
just now; but there is a Consul, who in the absence of an House, as to my constituents, for the manner of casting it.
Ambassador, I suppose, bas certain diplomatie duties and I think my independent manner of voting will materially
functions, and I think without much difficulty some quasi- conduce to their sending me back to Parliament, The
official communication could be had with the Government Premier's influence in London may have a considerable
of the Islands on this very important subject. I may saY effect in bringing about such a treaty.
to my hon. friend that lastsummer I had the honor of being
presented to Ris Majesty when I was in England, and he Motion withdrawn.
entered with me into a very long and interesting conversa-
tion as to the productions of bis kingdom, and spoke very THE PACIFIC RAILWAY,
strongly about his desire to open negotiations with British
America on the Pacifie, and made serious enquiries as to Mr. BLAKE moved for a copy of the memorandum of
what our probable products would be; and I, as represent. Senator Macpherson on the subject of the Pacifie Railway,
ing one of' the constituencies there, was able to give him and Mr. Sandford Fleming's position, roferred to i the
the most full and explicit information with respect to all evidence taken beforo the Canadian Pacific Ralway Corm-
the productions of British Columbia. So that the initiative mission, at page 1G8. He said: On this page of the
has been taken in this way for the establishment of com- evidence will be found a memorandum quoted by Mr.
mercial relations between the Islands and Canada. I hope Fleming himself, explaining his position relative to certain
my bon. friend will be satisfied with this explanation and matters in connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I
assurance, and will not press bis motion. think the House is entitled to the correspondence or memo-

Mr. BLAKE. This is a painful instance, Sir, of the short. randa on that subject.
sightedness which besêt hon. gentlemen opposite the other Motion agreed to.

Mr. BuNsTEz.
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DAM AT LAKE TEMISCAMINGUE.

Mr. ROCHESTER, in moving for a copy of all survoys,
&c., in relation to the building of a dam at the foot of Lake
Temiscamingue, said: My object is to draw the attention of
the Government to the fact that the River Ottawa requires
some more improvements in order that the lumber trade on
the Ottawa may have more than the present convenience.
& great change has taken place with regard to the Ottawa.
I should like to sue the Government build a dam across the
Ottawa at the foot of this lake, in order that a reservoir
might be made to hold back the spring freshets and utilize
the water later in the season when it is actually required
for navigation. Now that the country opposite on the
Ottawa is becoming greatly cleared, and the sun has
a chance of getting at the snow in the woods,
we find, as in other parts of the country that have
been çleared, that the snow goes away so much faster as to
make tremendous freshets in the spring, so that it is almost
impossible to build works strong enough to withstand it.
While this water comes down almost all at once in the
spring-high water, of course, can last but a very short
time-its highest stage lasts about ten days. Then it
begins to go down, and early in July it is so low in the
Ottawa that it is very hard to get our timber and logs down
the river; and it is equally difficult for vessels on the Ottawa
carrying lumber, and doing the trade of the Ottawa, to find
water enough for navigation, from the simple fact that this
water goes off so very fast in the early spring, much more
than it used to do some years ago when the country west was
covered with wood. My objeet in bringing this before the
Government is simply to explain that it is a plan adopted by
the lumber trade on a smaller scale. In all parts of the
Ottawa west we have to dam up the smaller lakes every
spring to hold the water back, in order that we may bring our
logs and timber down. If a dam were put across the Ottawa
River in order to hold back a certain amount of the spring
freshet, there would be navigation on the Ottawa during the
months of low water, I believe I am correct in saying
that of the logs and timber got out on the Ottawa last year
not more than one-half was got to the mills. This is a
very serious loss, because by sawing this lumber and sending
it to foreign countries a larger amount of capital is brought
into this country. Instead of sawing, as we usually
do, about 3,000,000 feet of lumber, we only sawed about
1,500,000 or 2,000,000 at the outside. There are no Gov-
ernment works in any part of the Dominion that pay the
same rate of interest into the Dominion Treasury as the
works on the Ottawa. I think I am therefore justified in
asking the Government to make a survey and examination
of this place. Temiscamingue Lake is about 90 miles in
length, and varying from one to five miles in width, with
very bluff hills on both sides nearly the whole length. That
part of the country is not an agricultural country. The
land is inferior with the exception of some at the head of
the lake. Raising the dam there to the extent I propose
would not drown ihese lands and do little or no harm to any
One in that direction, while it would be of great convenience
to the staple trade of the country. Besides the loss at
present incurred through the sticking of logs froin May to
the midd-le of July, our water mills run at full speed, andi
from that time until the fail th(y! un at not over half speed.
If we had water at the average height iL would not ouly
aid navigation, but also enable the mills to run at full speed
during the whole sawing season. I believe that the Kip-
Pewa Lake, which empties into the Temiscamague, could
also be dammed,, and those two immense reservoirs would
hold sufficient spring water back to enable the mills to run
full time during the whole sawing season, and there would
he a good depth of water for sailing craft the whole season
through. I may mention that the trade between bere and
Montreal ii very large, and between here and the United

States. I was not in the iFonse when the Estimates came
up in regard to the Carillon Dam, from the completion Of
which the country has received sucb great benefit. I am
sure there is no dam to compare with it in this country
or in the United States. It is some 1,800 feet
long and 18 feet high and dams the whole of
the Ottawa tributaries for two or three hundred
miles above hero, down to Carillon. It bas been built and
completed on the plan of an old and tried Superintendent of
Public Works on the Ottawa River, Mr. Merrill,who was sup-
erannuated some years ago. A large amount had been spent
on that dam, and no benefit derived; in fact, it was carried
away every spring. I was the means of bringing the old
gentleman back to the Minister,to whom he submitted a plan,
which was approved, and since that the dam has been built
and completed. That dam was to raise the water between
the foot of Grenville and Carillon and drown out what was
called the Chute à Blondoau. Now, I would say, for the
information of the House, that all the lumber on the Ottawa
River bas to pass through this small channel of the Chute
à Blondeau, only wide enough to admit of two barges pass-
ing side by side. Last summer one of these barges swung
round and blocked up the whole channel, not a boat could
pass for two or three days, and finally the barge had to be
sawn in two and turned off. Now, this dam being built, a
steamer can go anywhere over the Ottawa River between.
the foot of the Grenville Canal and Carillon, eighteen miles.
That is one of the benefits Ottawa bas derived from the im-
provements on the river below here. As soon as Ste.
Anne's Locks are completed, with one or two more improve.
ments that require to be made between here and Montreal,
we will have excellent navigation for the transport of our
lumber to Montreal. I think we need to have a survey
and examination of this dam at the foot of
Lake Temiscamingue. The bon. member for Ottawa
(Mr. Currier), who is also acquainted with this scheme,
may raise some objection to a dam at the foot of the lake,
and may want it further down in order to aid navigation;
but I would say that the present dam the timber trade is
asking for now would be no detriment, but wodld aid the
navigation of the river, because some years before the canal
could be built, such as I know he is in favor of, we would
have the benefit of holding back that water and getting the
use of it during the summer months. The House will
understand this question when I show them the difference
between loading a barge at this season of the year and
loading it in the month of July. The average load of a
barge in the month of July would be 275,000 feet, board
measure, while the average load of the same barge, Irom the
middle of July to the middle of September, would only be
107,000 feet, or a difference of 168,000 feet. The expense
of taking that barge from Ottawa to Montreal, with the
275,000 feet, would be just as much as the expense of taking
it with 107,000 feet. This will show the House the benefit
that would be derived by the trade if we could retain a
portion of this spring freshet and hold it back until the
first of July, and let that water gradually com down and
keep up the Ottawa -River to a fair depth during the
summer months, so that navigation would be benefitted by
logs and timber being brought down the river. I am
satisfied that when the water gets low in the month of July
it costs $2 to drive logs more than it costs in June. This
will give you some idea of the difference it will make if
we eau retain a portion of this water and be able to use it
when it comes from the lake. I hope the hon. Minister
will, in the Supplementary Estimates, bring down some-
thing to pay for a survey and an examination, such as will
prove satisfactory land adequate to existing circum-
stances.

Mr. CURRIER. I quite agree with my hon. friend from
Carleton, especially as to the necessity of something being
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done by the Government towards regulating the flow of Mr: ROCHESTER. I would suggest the old Superinten.
water in the Ottawa River. It is well known to many dent of the Ottawa Works and the Superintendent of ail the
people in this country that as the country becom es cleared improvementa on the Ottawa should be sent to make this
up and the land exposed to the sun in large tracts up the examination.
Ottawa, we have from year to year an increase of high water Motion agreed to.
at the spring flood, and in the same proportion low water
in the fail. This will go on increasing so long as the extent MRFLEMING'S GABLE SCIEME.
of cleared land increases, whether from the operations of
the lumberman or the farmer. This ought to be provided r. BUN ER mveforeail doctetcablegrma fnd
against, and only the Government can afford a remedy. crepond avng rfeecto the ableahe Cafa-
While I qite agree with my hon. friend from Carleton in
this point, I cannot agree with him as to the scbeme of dian, American and Asiatie Cable Company. He said:
building a dam at the foot of Lake Temiscamingue. I know During these days of the march of progress this question
that country pretty well, and I am certain that scheme can- la of too mucL importance to be aliowed te drop. 1 am

flo li carie eu. Tat ak isabot~ evety-lveorsorry to say that Mr. Fleming (the promotor) lias joinednot be carried out. That lake is about seventy-five or isltoheHdnBaCmpyadi o aig
eighty miles long, and on the north side of it there are large hîasenito Hds Cmpanytandcountyînu
tracts of splendid farming land, as good as can be found in tetantion .to tis ochme that t cotho.
any part of Canada, and even on the prairies. Atdmin frnd him.ast is ofo mre imporanceopte aoe
the bead of the lake is a large tract of country mîniof.ndthefE at mov t annyB peoleba
which I believe is an Indian reserve, and which cannot be a Lt p
surpasscd as to quality. If a dam be built ut the foot of the inasmucis she furnishes the key for the commencement of
lake it would completely overflow these lands, and it the cable work, and the Government sheuld Sec that the
would submerge the Hudson Bay station. It would alsoscheme is propenly carried ont. No doubt, tho Minister
submerge the village on the Ontario side of the lake where Of Public Works; will sc that the papers are brouglt
the Roman Catholic mission is established. Then there arc down.If Mr. Fleming dos not care to carry it on
inany farmers on both sides of the lako who would be can form many other companies lor the purpose
flooded eut. I believe, however, that if a dam were con- Motion agreed to.
structed at the foot of Seven Leigue Lake, which is about
30 miles below the place indicated by the hon. member for IMMIGRATION TO BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Carleton, a dam hero with a slide to overcome the rapids Mr. BUNSTER moved for all communicationsoncerning
for running timber, wouid be of vcny great advantage, -not immigration to British Columbia; aso the report oCf the
only to the lumber trade, but to extend the navigation Dominion Agent in Victoria, on thlsame subjet. He said:
upon that lake down to a point within thirty miles of the J amDsorry to say the close of the Session precludes my doing

attawa on the netf thc Canadian Pacifi Railway. Thise o etr

woul be f imens advntae, nt ony t the~ jsticeto thay tion ar. F leming (the Grmr) for thie

bertrde buttoihesetnteent cf thathart cf waythey have neglected Baiti Columbia as far as immig-
the ration is concerned. While many to f documents respect

country. I agree with my hon. friend lu wliat ingManitoba bave been sent from this city, nothing bas been
ie a .as said with regard te the imprivements on thte regardig B

Ottawa Canai, and especially te that at Carillon.t e worknd o a the Govrr-nm d see that the

Theyhav enble ou luber oat tocary treetim schnetmue is prorly carred out.i mNo dout that Ministe

The qhaveitythey arried befboustorecrryip rveet s f Pince,secWing it on the promise tbai Id the Pacifie Railway;
mae eoethe enlargemen they care woet e mroeml e t ee but the people cf British Columbia have a gnievancofade. B 0,00 te 00,000 foot wrethy awe no with the Governmeint because thy have no t deait
carry with them as they have with Manitoba. puos
bult to carry 30,00feet, whieh was an immense advan- otindeed that the Govermentlis neglected us to
tage te the lumbermen of this district, If my hon. frienid sucli an extent, and I particularly draw the attention of

stmtdattefotiof seven teageLkwihi neot M

will extend biso t a invite the Govrnment, f the inisterGf Railways and CanaIs te tho matter, becase
onlyto examine that place, but aise rcKppewa and otherapie was BUT o ovince, all commiveinsoe ning
lakes, w iose w aters could b e reserved to advantage, it i mi ra tin o Briis c olum b i e eo rtb of t

would le desirable. as well as the salubrity of our elimate. If a y other mnaps
Ma RonCh ie o net ask the G-overnment te dof the Dominion are publisnedg thope ho will Seo that
wr ]ROu Ef EnseIadvanot ak he, ot o mnltote doBritish Columbia is ineluded as we l as Manitob4.

the work without making a thonoug t survey. With respecttf e tion icnrn.
to the assertion that this work would interfere with the d on witad rts C
Otds'a Cayfort at the sead of Lake Temiscamingueon. mentJ ustfelCpR EbagNmad NWI t.
think the fort is atleastthirtyfeet abovethe level cf theti i nase, cUing CHAo GES IN to b UNSIC
and we tld net be affected by the improvement; but if the S ALBERT J. SMITH movei for copy cf ail cgrre
fort adt beremoved higher np, such a difculty sbould pondence between the Government cf New Brunswick or
net standgeu the way cf the tradecf the district. Ihope any of ita embers, and the Dominion Government or any
the Government will place in the Supplmcntary Etimates cOf its membe s, in rielation to the creation bfa uew CoutY
a sumt large enonthate make a thorough investigation i Court in that Province, and the appointment f a Judgo
resecttothe works. thereia.sw le saidb I have some remark te omake onthis

ir eTOR LA.NGEVIN. With the data we have subjet, but I ahlreseive thed, until the aippropriation
before us we could nt Ik Parliament te give us a grant for the purpose refenred te in the motion las bronght do
of money for this purpose. The information is nlot suffi- Motion agreed te.
cient y ful, and we sha have teo make a new survey. I
ntendte send there the wrhief Engineer; but with the data CONQ iERALL BANK, NOA SCOTIA, pOST OFFiCE.
in hi he possin he did net feel safe in making a recom-,
mendwatioun this matter The hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. theMSir AbE move d foraco cf opeoife aldr res.d8
Carrier) has suggested that we sucld make an examilnationeponncebe the ovternmena if Nebnick r,
of two or three other lakes u that eighborheod. PerhapsraYng for the re-opening of the po t offier t ora
the Gon. member will communicatelfficial y with the stank, Lunenburg County, Nova Seotia.
repartment lu regard t the matte, and if the lakes are Mr. KAULBAC: This request as ma ke bym on
net far apa t te engineer m glit ais examine them. a fniend for the purpsecf satisfying toe ide eo itY o

Mfr. Cuiauzp.
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another party. A similar request was made to me, but hav-
ing a knowledge of the circumstances I treated it withI
silence. The prayer of the petition is simply this: that
the post office, as at present placed, is most inconvenient
for the public, and it asks that it may be removed to a plaee
which would be more satisfactory. It does fnot ask for the
removal of the postmaster, but simply for a change in the
location of the post office.

Mr. WADE. The hon. gentleman bas made observations
which are not respected in this House, and which, I think,
he should not have indulged in. I have simply been doing
my duty to his county, and he should rather have aided
me than have spoken in the way he did.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURN.

The following motions for returns were severally agreed
to:-

Statement showing the names of the persons in the second
Registration District of the County of Rimouski, who have
paid the tax on tobacco of their own growth sold by
them; also, the amount paid by each of them to the several
postmasters or other officials authorized to collect the
revenue.-(Mr. Fiset.)

Copies of the last regulations of the Montreal lar-
bor Commissioners, and of the petition of the boatmen
of St. Francis, St. Thomas and St. Michel de Yamaska,
complaining of the said regulations.-(Mr. Vanasse.)

House adjourned at 11:10.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TuEsDAY, 2nd May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL.

The following Bill was introduced and read the firbt
time:-

Bill (No. 155) to amend the Patent Act of 1872.-(Mr.
Pope, Compton.)

WINDSOR AND PICTOU BRANCHES OF THE
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in the absence of Sir
CHARLES TUPPEiR, moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 156) respecting the Windsor and Pictou Branches of
the Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon, gentleman give some explan-
ation of the Bill ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I had hoped that my hon.
friend the hon. Minister of Railways would have been
present to introduce this Bill, but he is obliged to be absent
on account of illness in bis family. I need not go over the
circumstances connected with the papers and the legislation
in reference to the Windsor Branch of the Windsor and
Annapolis Railway, as they are in the recollection of those
hon. members who were here at the last Parliament,
and will be fully gone into on the second read-
ing. An agreement was entered into in 1871 between
the Government of the day and the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway with regard to running powers on that road.
The Nova Scotia Government, in the exercise of certain
statutory powers, are about to assume the ownership of the

Windsor and Annapolis Railway, and this Act declares that
upon such ownership being transferred to the Government,
the running powers granted under the agreement should
belong to the Government of Nova Scotia. It is in fact
legislation to correct the imperfect legislation of 1875.
That Act intended to transfer absolutely the ownership of
the Windsor Branch from the Windsor and Annapolis Rail.
way to the Western Counties Railway. The Goverument
of Nova Scotia will, under the arrangement I have referred
to, acquire all the rights of the several railways, and the
running powers will be transferred to the Government under
this Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. I would like to hear if there is any corres-
pondence between the Government, or any member of the
Government, and the Government of Nova Scotia, or any
other party, touching this proposed legislation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is very likely there is
correspondence. I know that the diflerent parties have
been heard before the Privy Council, where they were
represented by counsel on both sides.

Mr. BLAKE. Then, as I understand, the arrangement
has not received the assent of all the railways of Nova
Scotia. There are opposing parties.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; the Windsor and
Annapolis are, with regard to certain terms.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

SALARIES OF JU4DGES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that, to-morrow, the
House resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider
the following resolutions :-

1. That it is expedient to provide for payment of the salaries of the
Judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature of Ontario, constituted by
the Judicature Act, 1881, passed in the 44th year of Her Majesty's reign,
by the Legislature of that Province, and that the said salaries shall be
as follows:-

The Chief Justice of Ontario...............$6,000 per annum
Three Justices of Appeal, each.............. 5,000 "
The Chief Justice of the Q ueen's Bench... 6,000 t
Two Judges of the High Court of Justice,

Queen's Bench Division, each........ . 5,000 "
The Chancellor of Ontario............-..6,000 "
Two Judges of the ligh Court of Justice,

Chancery Division, each...........5,000 "i
The Chief Justice of the Common Pleas.. 6,000 "
Two Judges of the High Court of Justice,

Common Pleas Division, each.......... 5,000 "

2 That it is expedient to provide for the payment of the salaries and
travelling allowances of two County Court Judges in the Province of
Manitoba, the salary of each Judge being $2,000 per annum for the first
three years of service, and $2,400 per annum after such three years; and
the said travelling allowances being such as the Governor in Council
may from time to time determaine.

3. That it is expedient to provide that the salary of the Judge of the
County Court of the city and county of St. John, N.B, shall be
increased to $3,000 per annum.

4. That it is expedient to crovide for the payment of the salary of the
Judge of the Count Court for the counties of King's ani Albert, lately
established by the Legislature of New Bruuswick, nad that such salary
shall be $2,000 per annun

5. That it is expedient that the said salariesand travelling allowances
shall be paid out of any unappropriated moneys .forming part of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.

He said: The salaries referred to in the first clause are
just the same as those paid at present, but it becomes
necessary to make the proposed change so that the salaries
may be properly paid and audited in consequence of
the change in the Judicature Act of the Province of Ontario.
The second clause is necessary from the fact that the Local
Legislature have provided for two County Court Judges in
the Province of Manitoba. With reference to the third
clause the salary at present paid the Judge is $2,400, and
he has to attend to duties both in King's county and in the
city and county of St. John and, at the hast meeting
of the Legislature the powers of County Court
Judges were largely increased. I think, under
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the powers given, it is nearly double, and
theref)re it will increase the duties of the Judge. In the
city ani county of St. John it will perhaps double the
duties he will have to perform, and it will relieve parties
who bave suits before the Courts. During the last three or
four years the remanents have been frequently fifty or sixty,
and persons have had to wait more than two years before
their cases were tried. This will enable them to have their
cases tried by the County Court Judge, and it will relieve the
other Courts, while it will increase his duties. That Judge
bas very onerous duties to perform, not only in connection
with his chamber practice in his own Court, but in connee-
tion with other Courts-duties that would otherwise
devolve on other Judges were they resident in the city of St.
John; but many of them are rosident in Fredericton. I
move the House into Committee of the Whole on these
resolutions.

Mr. BLAKE. Not to-day; these are money resolutions.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not suppose the hon.

gentleman will object.
Mr. BL AKE. We supposed that he was going to take

the preliminary motion. I am very anxious to read some
correspondence in the papers in relation to this question,
and in relation to the creation of a Judgeship in the counties
of King's and Albert, which, so far as my information goes,
is an entirely indefensible proceeding.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. The Government are, of course,
acting under the provi#ons of the Local Act, which they
consider warrants them in asking the louse to consider
these resolutions.

Motion agreed to.

PENSIONS FOR COUNTY COURT JUDGES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that, to-morrow, the
House resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider
the following resolutions:-

Re8olvea,--That incase of a Jndge of a County Court, after having
continued ioffice as such Judge for aaperiod of at least ton years,
becomes affiicted with some permanent infirmity, disabling him from the
due.execution of his office, or in case a Judge of a Connty Court, after
baving continued in office as such Judge for a period of at least twenty-
five years, resigns his office, Her Mjesty may, by letters patent under
the Great Seal of Canada, grant to him a pension equal to two-thirds of'
the annual salary of which be was in receipt at ihe time of his resigna.
tion, to continu thenceforth during his natural life, and be payable pro
rata for any period less than a year during such continuance.

Resolved,-That if a Judge of the County Court be -removed by the
Governor in Council for inability or incapacity, and the inability
or incapacity bas arisen from the old age or ill-health of the Judge, Her
Majesty may grant to him the .4ame pension which might have been
grnted to him had he resigned his off e at the time of his removal.

Resolved,-That ail such pensions shall be payable out of any unap-
propriated moneys, forming part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Caads.

Resolved,-That if any person receiving a pension becomes entitled to
any salary in respect of any public office under the Government of
Canada, such salary shall be reduced by the amount of such pension. j

Mr. BLAKE. I object to going on to-day. These are
money resolutions also.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I would request that the bon.
Finance Minister, before this matter in regard to the County
Court Judgeships for New Brunswick-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I rise to order. There
is no question before the Chair.

Sir ALBERT J. SUITH. I move that the louse
adjourn.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Spoken.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman has already spoken.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. I was simply going to ask the

hon. Finance Minister-
Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. I rise te order. If we are

going to have order, we must have strict order.
Sir LEoNAu TILLEY.

Mr. ANGLIN. I move that the House do now adjourn.
- Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. What I was going to say is

this: I did nt wish to take up time, as we are all anxious
to get away, and Iam surprised that the hon. First Minister
should interpose. I wish to ask the bon. Finance Minister if
ho will furnish the cor respondence I moved for in the resolu-
tion which was adopted last night relating to this question.
That is ail I rise for, and I presume hewill do that.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Oh yes.
Motion to adjourn withdrawn and main motion agreed to

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD moved:
That for the remainder of the Session this House do usit on Saturdays,

and that when it adjourns on any Friday it shall stand adjourned until
Saturday at Three o'clock, and that on every Saturday for the remain-
der of the Session Government business have precedence.

He said : With leave of the House, I will add to the motion
that for the remainder of this Session Government business
shall have precedence every Monday.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not object to the motion for sitting
on Saturday, but I object to the arnendqient to give Govern-
ment business precedence on Monday. No notice has been
given of this.

Mr. BOWELL. I move that the motion be amended by
adding the following words:-

" That for the remainder of the Session Government business have
precedence every Monday."

Mr. BLAKE. This motion will deprive us of the oppor-
tunity of proceeding with any motions that romain on the
paper between now and Monday, and of asking questions.
It devotes the whole of the remainder of the Session to
Government business. It seems to me premature to take
away Monday from private members, I am of opinion that
the amendment is not free from objection either.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe that the amend-
ment is in order, and that we can move that one, two or
three days the Government business shall have precedence.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

NAVIGATION ON INLAND WATERS.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the order for the second
reading of Bill (No. 135) to amend Chapter 29 of
38 Victoria, intituled: An Act to extend certain-provisions
of the Seamans' Act, 1873, to vessels employed in
navigating the inland waters of Canada, be talnsferred
fron the Public Bills and Orders to Government Orders.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman explain the
motion ?

Mr. McL ELAN. This subject bas engaged the attention
of the Government for some time, aid we desire to make
some amendments in the Act 38 Vietoria, in the interest of
seamen navigating our inland waters, to w.hich we desire
the application of amelioration, contained in the Admiralty
report. We desire, in the meantime to meetactual bard-
ships arising in the case of seamen on our inland waters,
with reference to an operation of an Act passed in 1879.

Motion agreed to.

DRY DOCKS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that, to-morrow, the
louse resolve itse!f intoCommittee o? the Whole to con-

sider the following resolution:
That it is expedientto provide .that if ýy ioçra er

Company apprøved by the Governor in Vouncil as bavipÉthe bîit.* to
perform the work, enters into an agreeinent with He estft .on-
struct a dry-dock, for the reoeptior.a.nd repairiàng of vesls, ata plaCe,
and According to a plan wd ip ipa pPNved ¡byuhe Qq9rnpen
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Couneil on a report of the Minister of Public Works. as sufficient for
the requirements of the public at such place, and to be completed within
a convenient time to be limited by guch agreement; then provided the
company performs the work accordin to such agreement, and to the
satisfaction of the Minister of Public Works, under the supervision of
whose Department the work shall be done, the Governor in Council
may authorize thepayment out of any unappropriated monies forming
part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, of a subsidy not exceeding two
per -cent. per annum on the cost of the work, during twenty years from
the time ef its completion and acceptance by the said Minister;. provided
that such subsidy shall not exceed $100,000 per annum, and that the
cost on which it shall be calculated shall not be greater than the value
of the work as estimated by the said Minister, and the subsidy shaIl not
be payable for any portion of the said twenty years during which the
dock shall not be in complete repair and working ordér.

He said : At present there are applications from several of
the seaports of the D}ominion, and from some of the lake
ports, including Kingston, asking aid towards the construc-
tion of dry docks, and it was considered the safest and best
plan to adopt, in order to insure some merit in the applica-
tions that the parties should receive a certain percentage
on their outlay on such work. It was thought advisable to
submit to the House this proposition, in order to deal with
all applications that may have merit-that the Governor in
Council might think entitled to this consideration. The
value of the work is not to be settled by the persons them-
selves, but by the hon. the Minister of Public Works, after
which the percentage will be paid.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Governor General
has given notice that he assents to this proposition.

Mr. BLAKE. I wish to recall the hon. gentleman's
attention to the possible inconveniences which may arise
from dealing with other than with incorporated companies
in the manner which is proposed. He will see, on reflection,
that while he proposes to pay a subsidy for so long a period
as twenty years, unless there is some corporation actually
in existence, there is very considerable difficulty in making
any engagement, for we do not know with whom we may
ho dealing. The present owners may assign their interests
to any party and they may assign it to others. This
provision also is worthy of consideration-that the
dock shallh be in complete repair and working order.
There is no provision for its actually being kept open for use
during twenty years. It may be in complote repair and
working order, and may have been kept open for years
falling short of the twenty. The hon. gentleman bas stated
that this general proposition is brought down in consequence
of bis having received applications from several places. I
should ho glad he would state from what points he received
them, and if ho would bring down the papers with those
applications at an early stage of the measure.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That I will do. Speaking
from memory, I think we have applications from Halifax,
Sr. John, KingstonjRimouski, and Moncton, and shallhave
another application later. A report of the action of the
Council and the papers shall b biought down.

Motion agreed to.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the flouse resolve
itself into Cominittee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution :-

That it isexpedient to repeal certain provisions of the General Inspec-
tion Act, ]b74, and to make other regulations with respect to herrings
Packed and inspected in NeWfoutdland.

He said: Under an Act passed some years ago, it was pro-
vided that berrings imported from Newfoundland, after
inspection in that Island, should be free from inspection in
the Dominion on payment of 2 cents per barrel. It bas
been found by experience that the fishermen themselves
ai-e appointed inspectors, and inspect their own fish, and the
fisl come in here and are sold without any inspection what-
ever. The Govern ment propose to place the fish, imported

from Newfoundland, on the same footing, as far as inspection
is concerned, as our own fish.

Motion agreed to; and resolution reported.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 157) to

repeal certain provisions of "The General Inspection Act,
1874."

Bill read the first time,

DRAWBACKS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Mr. BOWELL moved that the House resolve itself into

Committee on Bill (No. 141) to provide for the allowance of
drawback on certain articles manufactured in Canada, for
use in the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee,)

Mr. BOWELL. I fully explained this Bill when the
resolution was passed in Committee. It is simply to change
the wording so as to enable the Government to pay the
drawback to manufacturers who may furnish spikes and
other articles, provided to be admitted free under the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway charter. Under the present Act, a
drawback can only be paid to a manufacturer after proof is
given of their actual use in the construction of the main
lino. I propose to place the manufacturers of these articles
in precisely the sane position as the merchants who import
any article for a special purpose freè, or at a lower rate of
duty than other articles.

Mr. BLAKE. We have already a paper brought down
showing the estimated amount payable out of the Treasury
in respect to certain classes of these goods. It does not
include the iron bridges, of which the hon. gentleman
stated it was impossible for him to make an estimate. But
could the hon. gentleman state what the amount is of the
duty on the raw material, so to speak, as compared with
the amount he estimates he will have to pay in the shape
of bounty on the manufactured goods ?

Mr. BOWELL. The amount paid back to the manu-
facturers is a sum equal to the specific duty, as neariy as we
can calculate. the duty which would be paid upon the value
of the article in England at the time it was imported.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman proposes to pay a
bounty equivalent to the duty on the value of the manu-
factured article in England. What I wish to have is, what
is his estimate of the amount of duty which would bo pay-
able but for this provision, and which, in point of fact, is
payable by the manufacturer here upon his raw material
used in the manufiteture of these articles, if that raw
material were imported into the country-the iron, for
instance, fror which bolts and nuts are made ?

Mr. BOWE LL. I have not made any calculation of that
kind, the calculation has been based upon the value of the
manufactured article, not upon the raw material. A large
quantity of the spikes and boits manufactured in this coun-
try are made from Canadian iron.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The duty, for instance, on
bolts and spikes is specific and ad valorem, and the draw-
back under the Order in Council is not for both, itis simply
a specific duty, so that they do not obtain the full amount
of duty. It is in the form of a specific duty.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not in the form of a duty, nor in the
form of a drawback, but is in the form of a bounty, and of
a specific bounty, and it is a larger sum specifically than the
specific duty.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). As I understand it, it is the
duty, that it is payable on those articles imported into
the country, both specific and ad valorem. There is one
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thing the hon. Minister might easily give us, that is the
amount that would be payable on spikes alone, or bolts and
nuts for putting the rails together. «He might easily find
out the number of tons from the number of tons per mile
and the number of miles. If the mileage is something like
it was when the Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill was passed
through the House, the amount would roach nearly 8150,000,
if the whole length of the lino were taken into considera-
tion. As I understand it, it is a drawback, not on the raw
material, but on those goods as if imported into the country,
which is, of course, greater than on the raw material.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no change in the principle of
the Bill as adopted last Session. It is only changipg the
mode and the time ai which this drawback, or an equivalent
sum, can be paid to the manufacturer. Under the present
law the Department is preven ted from paying drawback on
any article used in the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, until evidence has been produced that it bas
actually been so used. Now, all I ask by the Bill is to
enable the Government to treat the manufacturer in the
same way as we treat a merchant who imports an article free
for a specific use, upon his making a declaration that it is for
the particular purpose, as provided by law, and ho is thon
permitted to pass the article froc. Under this Bill, upon
evidence boing given to the Department that a cer-
tain quantity of spikes or bolts have been furnished
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway to be used in the construe-
tion of the main line-not the branches-thon the Depart-
ment will b enabled to pay the manufacturer a sum
equal to the drawback of the duty under this Bill. I ex-
plained to the lIouse, when I introduced the resolution, that
in order to prevent the payment of a larger sum through
mistake or design, I proposed to have regulations
adopted by which the manufacturer will have to make an
affidavit that the articles furnished to the Company are for
a special purpose, and another declaration from the Company
that they are purchased for that purpose and will b used
for no other. Thon I propose to have a debit
and credit account open with the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company, so that when the road is completed we
shall be able to come to a direct decision as to whether a
larger amount has been paid than they are entitled to.
iHon. gentlemen can understand the difficulties in the con-
struction of a road of that extent with its numerous
branches, and if these articles were put into a warehouse,
in Winnipeg or Brandon, or any other depot in the West,
some of their men might take out these spikes and
use them in the construction of a branch lino, which would
be in direct violation of the law and of their contract. In
order to protect the revenue we shall be enabled to tell
whether we have paid more than the Company is entitled to
receive, by reference to this debit and credit account. We
have calculations made and obtained from the Railway
Department by competent experts in the construction of
railways, Mr. Schreiber, for instance, as to the quantity of
spikes, bolts and other materials that will enter into the
construction of every mile of road ; and when the road is
completed and measured, we will be able to arrive at a
correct conclusion as to whether a larger quantity has been
imported from a foreign country and admitted
free, or whether we have paid too large an amount
for drawbacks. In case it should be shown that an
error had been made in that way, then the bond which the
Canadian Pacifie Railway has agreed to give will be
sufficient to hold them and to enable the Government to
deduct from the subsidies which will be paid to thom, a
sum equal to that which had been overpaid. Every pre-
caution has been taken that could possibly be taken, in
order to protect the revenue.

Mr. BLAKE. It does not appear unreasonable, the
principle of the provision having been settled by the

Ir. BuariE (St. John).

Canadian Pacifie IRailway contract, that some relaxation
should take place in the manner proposed. The hon. gentle-
man says ho proposes to keop an account with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company to rest until the completion of
their line and then to clear up the accounts. Now, it is
quite clear, from the course which ho las taken, that there
will be a very large amount of miloage of branch lines built
before the construction of the main lino will be completed,
and therefore, it may be quite possible to anticipate this
arrangement with reference to spikes, bolts and nuts to be
used upon the branch lines, when the application, or
purchase, or withdrawal is in advance of what the Company
requires for its main lino at all. It seems to me that a
periodical reference to the question of how many miles of
main lino they had, and how that compared with their
account in order to prevent an ovor draught in earlier
years, perhaps to be remedied in later years. That would
obviously have a great advantage; so that the hon. gentle-
man's precautions are not fully adequate to the occasion,
unless ho provides that from time to time the figures of the
Railway Department may be compared with the amount of
mileage of track that has been laid. Then ho will know
from time to time how many miles of main lino are built,
and whether the amount of drawback paid bears a proper
proportion to the amount of the lino built.

Mr. BOWELL. The proposition of the hon. leader of
the Opposition is quite correct; that provision has been
already adopted. The accountant bas already called my
attention to the fact that the demands are in excess of the
millage already constructed, and instructions have been
given to compare the account frequently-I would like the
House to understand this-and the account will not be finally
balanced until the road itself is completed. That will be a con-
tinuous check. Every demand that is made by the manufac-
turer for a paymont under this law will be checked ; and, in
order that we may know exactly what amount of material has
been used or brought into the country, instructions have been
given to collectors that every entry which is made by or on
behalf of the Canadian Pacifie Railway of articles which are
free uncaer their contract, shall be at once sent to the
Department and there entered, so that thore will be the
continuous check to which the lon. gentleman has referred.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course, I apologize to the hon. gen-
tleman, but ho did not mention that precaution.

Bill reported, and read the .third time and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the third reading of
Bill (No. 36) respecting the Civil Service of Canada.

Mr. CASEY. During the previous stages of this Bill
we have frequently protested against the total disregard of
the opinions and reconmend ations of the Civil Service Com-
mission, shown in this Bill. I need only briefly recapitulate
that in consequence of the agitation which this subject las
received at different times, the Government appear te have
fot it their duty to enquire thoroughly into the actual
state of the service, and they did so by means of a Royal
Commission. That Commission sat for several months in
different places, and made an exhaustive examination and
report. In appointing that Comniission the Government
intended it to enquire into the truth of a list of grievances
which was laid before them. The Sub-Committee of Council
stated in their report to Council, on which the appointiment
of the Commission was ordered-after rocapitulation-that
legislation had already taken place in regard to the Civil
Service:

"Since the period above referred to a series ofyears have elapsed and
many changes in the character as wel as in the extent of the service
required in each Department have developed themselves, the duties of
some Departments an d some branches of each Department and ot certain
ocers in each Department have been varied, duminished or increaed,
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and many men have, by old age, incapacity, bad habits or continued

llonaa bA-nm- lnL ilablA fii pifial n-r ap thp bt . nfn ii part, but thoir friends worked for the party with that
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idieness, Uecome unavaa eor useui purpose-t e umuer oU men in

each Department has increased, it is thought out of proportion to the cia objet. They obtain offe because they are parti-
needs of the service. Young men have been appointed who, from want zans, and they romain partizans when they are in office, and
of education or strength of constitution or general unfitness, have not they continue te be an integral part of the party te which
made, and will never become, efficient public servants. The general they owe pelitical allegiance, thoîîgh, perhaps, net in ah
expense has been increased by the teidency of the existing rules to the
gradual culmination of officers by mere force of survivorship into the Cases 50 Openly. We know bow this party sy8tem prevaits
more highly paid classes. in the IJnited States, that the employes in the publie

"A carefal reconsideration of the dutiesof each Department, including Departments are taxod to assist the election func and te
both inside and outside service, is eminently desirable, with a view to
seeking greater economy in all the Departments, by the weeding out of support the party which placed thei in office. We have
men who, from any of the causes named, are no longer efficient publicflot got quite so far yet. We take it out of the offi-ia1s in
servants, by the creation of a new theoretical organization for each anotb r way, we expect them te use influence wiùh their
Department, which should regulate the number of each class of officers
required for its work, the promotions from class to class, and the stepsfo
by which salaries should be increased. Govrnment-we do net expeot thernto contribute menoy,

I' Your Sub-Oommittee are of opinion that it is expedient, in the publicbeause we do net give them sufficient monoy te enable
interests, that a full, intelligentand painstaking enquiry, by the best men them
wbo can be selected for the purpose, should be made during the present
summer into the whole subject, with the main objects above referred to, Sir ILECTOR LANGEVIN. That wasnoverdenebafore
but with instructions, as on the previous occasion, to 'make such other
suggestions and recommendations for promoting the efficient and econo- we came into office.
mical administration of public affairs as they deem proper.''' Mr. CASEY. I Io netsay tat; I wish it te be distinctly

The report goes on to suggest who shallh be the Commis- understood that I am speaking in ne partizan sense. 1
sioners. The liouse will observe that this point of giving do net make these charges cspecially against this Gev-
them authority to make other suggestions as they might crnment. Every Government, se long as this system
deem to be for the advantage of the service was held to be continues, will be compelled more or less te do partizan
a very important part of the reference. The Com- acts in confection with the service. 1 say the officers
missioners so considered it, because they take great care in romain partizans in the service. That is an evil. When a
making recommendations. They first examnined into the change ef Government occurs, the incoming Govornment
present state of the system, and reported the evils that firds ai the confidontial places in the service filod with poli-
existed; they also examined into the systems ofother coun- tical oppenents; especially if ope party bas been long in
tries, including France, Belgium, England and the United power. The Governmont cannot feel omfortable, and its
States, and they state briefiy what is the system in opera- intentions cannot be preperly carried out under sueh condi-
tion in each of those countries. They especially devote tiens. We knew how lcaky the Civil Service is in
themselves te the Civil Service of Great Britain, which- such circumstances, and ihat the secrets of the
as being the outcome of the common sene and practical Governent are divulged, it annet bea suppnosed in
ability with which we always crtdit John Bull in govern- any other way except by the action cf seme partizan.
mental operatins, and as having aise had a trial foi' about I do neot mean t say that suc a thing, is generaot but il
twenty years in a more or ess complete form-is the frequently occurs. The obaracter of the Çivil Service is
system te the resuits of which they attachod theoise degraded and made le s attractive toenergetime n.
greatest importance. That system is based Dntirely on A ynm man who feels ho is able telmake is way in the
admission jute the service by cempetitive esamination, world is net attract d t the service whon be knows that
tempored by six months probation. This systein they bis promotion deptnds entirely on political favor, even
found, according te the reports made year after year if ho gets a large salary on entrance; and it is for that
by the Civil Service Commission, te have succeeded reason that we find that theDecputy Postastr GenAral
admirably well in the Mother Country, te have remeved testifies that the Civil Service cannot obtain as geed servants
entirely ail tho evils that at eue turne dformed the service at an uetrance salary of $40 as baiks can at an entrance
there, evils which were exactly similar te those whichn tw salary of $200. The différence is that in the oes case a
deform our service, and they beliove the saie remedy here man is promoted according te efficiency, and in the other
will produce the same results as in England. This the according to political favor. t was stated by several
Cemmissioners make the vital part ef their rocommînda- members of the Commission that tho averago of young
tions-that that systein or somo modification of it shouid bc mon whe entored the lewer 'grades of the Civil Service
adpted in Canada, and this, the principal peint in thoir ai-c net fit foI promotion, because mon wo are fit

ecommendations, is the very eue which the Govorument for prometiEn have toemch ambition te enter a service
have choson tc disregard and overlook, I consider this is of that kid. Now, I think the Civil Service
neo slight negleot, it is ne negleot of matters et detail, it is should bc as honorable and respectable individually and on
an inteutional rejection of a great principle, the principle acoint cf thedtiesithpeforms, as either law, medicine, the
on which J beieve thn Civil Service of eveîy ceuntry amyn er the navy. It shervi require and should obtain as
sbeuld be based. We have hitherto borc adopted, i a good a class of recruits. The inducoment te obtain themis
modified form, the ci-ced that prevails se strongly ou thenet higheor salaries, because the salaries t present given on
other side of the beundary-thatte the viotors in political entrance are higher than tho e ogivea a the initial stages
contesta beleng the spoils ; that orployment sbould enly becpf most professions. m t is the fear that promotion wil
givon te the friends of tbe party in power; that ne moey net follos according te oerlt, ani we sha unover obtain as
should be allewed te be drawa from the publicTreasury good a clas kf recruits for te Civil Service as the banks,
except by a Grit or a Tory, acceordig te th complexion of insuranccompanies and learned professiens obtain, so long

the Gevernmeont thon o pwer. believe wa do net sce as thoeblet cf political patronage romains on thoservice,
the dyfewts of the system, because it has been for a long poeriod oithr as t admission or as te promotion. Ther p is another
existing here; but I blieve it invlves the m st corrupt, cosideratien ta cennectien with this matter-a general
unust and oppressive principle evr adopted in any Govera- principle which w should observe. beieve that ail citizens
gent. t tends directly te degradm the toe of the publi o f Canada have an equal right te obtain a share of the
service, bocauso that service becomes neexssarily composed public mono pad for the service of the publie. Takosuh
t stredng partizans, of mon who have ne other objet than a state of things as prevaile somn time before Confedera-
tnat of getting into office when their party should c ymea jtetien, an t for some years after it, whrn one party was in power
pbwer. I do net say this is the invariable rue, because almost cntinuously for tweDty years, and the other party
admie neminets are too yeung t have taken an active was practically excluded from any share in the public services
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That is simply an injustice-an oppression of those who did pondence which bas taken place between the Lmperial
not belong to the ruling party. I say that both parties have Government and the Canadian Government relating to the
an equal right, as citizens of the country contributing equally old Fugitive Offenders Bill. ler Majesty's Government
to the revenue, to earn the money of the public in this way passed a Bill some time ago, to enable the transfer of
if they show equal ability. If we pretend to reform we offenders from one part of the Empire, especially the
should strike at the root of the evil and abolish the system colonial part, to another part. After full conaidepation,
of political patronage. For the purpose of putting my the Government here came to the conclusion that certain
views on record I move the following amendment:- objections which had been taken to the legislation in Eng-

That it be resolved,-That by the report of the Sub-Committee of land should not be pressed. In order, however, that the
Council of the 14th June, 1880, on the subject of the Civil Service, it position ofthe Dominion and the jurisdiction of this Paria-
was declared that "many men have, by old age, incapacity, bad habits ment should be affirmed, fier Majesty's Governmen.t was
or continued idleness, become unavailable for useful purpose-the nuim- informed that an Act would be introduced here fbr the
ber of men in each Department hasincreased, it is thought out of pro-
portion to the needs of the Service. Young men have been appointed purpose of iegislating in the same sense as the Imaperial
who, from want of education or strength of constitution or general legislation. This Bill is introduced for that purpose.
unfitnesshave not made,and will never become, efficient public servants.
The general expense has been increased by the tendency of the existing Mr. -BLAKE. The mode in which the Government bas
rules to the gradual culmination of officers by mere force of survivorship chosen to assert or maintain the authority and powers
into the more highly paid classes," and that a reconsideration of the of the e a of Canada seems to me to
question is desirable with a view to seeking greater economy in all the oihegislaturo
Departments by the iweeding out of men who, from any of the causes be not a very effectual one, and liable to lead te
named, are no longer efficient public servants, and a Commission was considerable confusion. While agreeing to withdraw the
recomniended.

Th t by the report of the Civil Service Commission appointed accord- objections which have been taken to Imperial legislation
ingly objection is taken to appointment by political influence and upon a subject professedly within our own powers of legis-
patronage; and the Commissioners say: lation-practically within our exclusive power, unless our

"To this baneful influence, we believe, may be traced nearly all that charter is revocable at the will of the Imperial Parliament
demands change. It is responsible for admission to the Service of those
who are toc old to be efficient; of those whose impaired health and -the hon. gentleman proposes to maintain the authority
enfeebled constitutions forbids the hope that they can ever become use- and autonomy of Canada by passing, verbatirn et literatim,
fui public servants; of those whose personal habits are an equally fatal the sane measure. Is the Imperial Act to be in force in
objection; of those whose lack of education should disqualify them ; .naP
and of those whose mental qualities are of an order that bas made it anada or not ? It is intended to embrace Canada, Under
impossible for them to succeed in private business. It is responsible, too, which of the laws will fugitive offenders be arrested under
for the appointment of those who desire to lead an eaEy and, what they the Imperial law, the Canadian lw, or both ? Are warrants
deem, a genteel life.

deT chesatme influence may be ascribed most of the appointment of to be issued under both Acts ? You are practically asserting
men taken from beyond the Service to the best places over the heads of your power to legislate exclusively by a slavish imitation
iried and efficient servants. ol Imperial legislation, by passing the Imperial Act, and

" Political patronage is responsible for other evils, and we do not thus making both laws applicable to the country. It is quitohesitate to express the conviction that many unnecessary Civil offices
have been retained, and that new places have been created for no better clear that one of them is enough. It is quite cleqr that if
purpose than to provide for the followers of influential politicians " you admit the power of the împerial Parliament to legis-

That the Commission declares that the only remedy for the evils it late in this direction, this law is effectual, and would answerd4sloses can be found in completely eliminatong all traces of political
patronage, and proposes probationary appointment by open competitive the purpose. No doubt our legislation would be subject to
examination under an independent Civil Service Commission. those questions which arise with regard to the transfer of

That the said bill does not adopt this principle. offenders beyond seas-into which~ I do not propr'so teThat the Bill be referred back to the Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend it so as to provide for enter to-day, although I think much is to be said on that
probationary admission to the Civil Service by open competitive examin- subject- and even assurning that that difficulty would
ation under an independent Civil Service Commission. be surmounted b lmperial le-islation it would be

That the report of the Sub-Committee of Council of the 14th June, e . y i le ,
1E80, on the subject of the Civil Service states, that the general expense limited to that portion of territory where the
has been increased by the tendency of the existing rules to the gradual agreement of the partios would be obtained, and might be
culmination of officers by mere force of survivorship into the more beyond our jurisdiction, if any would. That is no excuse
highly paid classes.

That the report cf the Civil Service Commission finds that, "while for such a wholesale measure of legislation as that which is
by far the greater portion of the work of the Departments is of a purely about to take place by the consent of the Legislature of
routine character,and Euch as in private business would be performed by Canada with regard to offenders in our own country. I
men receiving comparatively low salaries, it bas heretofore been largely cannot therefore myself congratulate the Government ondone hy clerks who, by mere force of survival, have been advanced to .n, , y g
the highest grades of the Service. This, we believe, is a fruitful source this mode of asserting and maintaining the autonomy of
of unnecessary cost," and declares that "the routine work of the Canada, and the rights which by the Act of 1867 were
Departments, such as checking, comparing, copying, compiling and ~ranted to the Dominion.transcribing accounts and documents, so far as we can ascertain, con- ge
prises four-fifths of the whole work to be done, and requires for its per- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question is not
formance no special attainments beyond w hat can be acquired in the
common sehools. The clerks in this class should be promoted only on certainly free from the difficulties the hon, gentleman has
having passed a competitive examination, and thereby attained such a pointed out. But, in the first place, this Bill was passed by
positiou as the lists herein referred to of clerks eligible for promotion as the Imperial Parliament for the purpose of aiding the
will establish iheir fitness to fill the vacancies that may occur in the
higher grades. The salary at first entrance, we propose, shall be $500, colonies to send criminals from one colony to the other. We
advancing by biennial increment of ï100 to $900." cannot legislate, of course, beyond our own bounds; we

That the said Bill be referred back to a Committee of the Whole, with have no power, under any legislation of ours, to arrest a
instructions that they have power to amend the sane by providing for i and send
the creation of a class of writers to discharge such routine work with cI'ffflh adV him across the ceas, either te New
salaries proportionate to the nature of their duties with a view to greater Zealand, A ustralia, or to any of the other colonies. 11er
economy. Majesty's Government, for the convenience and the good Of

Amendment negatived; and Bill read the third time and the colonies, passed a general Act applicable te all the
passd on a division. colonies, by whieb criminals escaping from any one colonlY

to another can be arrested by a certain process and tried

FUGITIVE OFFENDERS BILL. in the country to which ho has escaped. Ail the colonies,
with the single exception of Canada, have assented te the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in moving the second legislation on the request of lier Majesty's Goverument, and
reading ofIBill (No. 108) respecting fugitive offenders in we think that we should noV be theonly recalcitrantoloniY,
Canada from other parts of ler Majesty's Dominions, said : or that we should not give our consent to this Act, which
The papers sent down to the House show all the corres- was passed for the benefit of our colonies, and for their sake

Mr. Ca~sEY.
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alone. But in order te vindicate the autonomy of Canada,
we informed Her Majsty's Government that we would pass
a law here for the purpose of authorizing the arrest of parties
and holding them subject to be transmitted across the seas.
I do not suppose that any particular difficulties will arise
from a confliot of the jurisdiction. I take it that the Ontario
Statutes will be upheld by the Courts, and that the moment
a party is put on board a ship to be transported to anot her
colony the Imperial Act will thon take effect; so that really
we can preserve our autonomy and gain the benefit of
Imperial legislation.

Motion agreed to and House eresolved itself into Com.
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. This is a transcript as far as possible of
the Imperial Act.

Sir JO]EN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN THE
DISPUTED TERRITORY BETWEEN ONTARIO
AND MANITOBA.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the second reading
of Bill (No. 109) to amend and further continue in force
for a limited time, the Act respecting the administration of
criminal justice in the territory in dispute between the Gov-
ernments of the Provinces of Ontario and Manitoba. He
said: This Bill in effect continues for another year the
temporary Act 43rd Victoria. In consequence of the logis-
lation of last Session, the words "l or in Manitoba" are
introduced in the Bill after the word "Ontario."

Mr. BLAKE. The title of the Bill is objectionable.
While it is called an Act to amend and further continue in
force, for a limited time, the Act in question, as the Act
itself shows, it is an Act respecting the administration of
criminal justice. So the title incorrectly describes the Act
which it proposes to continue in force. For the word
" Manitoba," we should have the words " the Dominion of
Canada."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am willing to correct
the title.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, re-
ported, and read the third time and passed.

FIRE-ARMS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in moving the second
reading of Bill (No. 111) to amend the Act 40th Victoria,
Chapter 30, intituled : An Act to make provision
against the improper use of fire-arms, said : This is to
provide that pistols seized under the Act should not be des-
troyed, but handed over to the municipality, to be used
by constables and other peace officers.

Mr. ANGLN. Can the hon. gentleman inform us
whether the number of weapons seized under the Act would,
if used, instead of beirg destroyed, be of sufficient value to
pay the cost of this legislation.

Sir JORN A. MACDONAL D. I really cannot tell.
Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, re-

ported, and read the third time and passed.

COUSTY COURT JUDGES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in moving the second
reading of Bill (No. 112) respecting County Court Judges,
said: This Bill owes its intròduction to certain circum-
dances eonnected with the county judiciary in western
(anada, that it is not necessary to specify just now. This

is a law under which a County Court Judge can be dismised
after trial before the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, W.t
the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario proferred net to set
under it. Clauses 6, 7, 8 and 9 are money clauses, pro.
viding for superannuation, &c.

Mr. BLAKE. I regret that, se far as I have been able to
ascertain, the return for which I moved at an early
perio I of the Session, and which would have a bearing on
this Bill, bas not been brought down. I moved for the
judgment of the Chief Justice, for the writ of prohibition
against an officer appointed by this Government teo enquire
into the conduct of County Court Judges, and for all corres-
pondence on the subject. If I rightly understood the case,
from reports of the Local Legislaturo debates, the Ontario
Government did not act on the power contained in thei.r
Statutes, after a declaration from the Government here that
the Statuto was ultra vires. The history of that old legis-
lation is familiar at any rate to two persons in this House.
The hon. gentleman caused to be disallowed the legislation
making the tenure of office during pleasure, and left that in
operation providing for the possible removal of a County
Court Judge for inability or misbehavior after enquiry by
the Lieutentant-Governor in Council. That mode of prose-
cuting the enquiry was an objectionable one. I have a great
aversion to the executive political power being in anyway
directly or indirectly connected with the question of a
removal of a Judge. It is important, no doubt, that the
door to assaults on a Judge who has committed improprieties
should be an open, obvious and plain door, and, at the same
time, I think the more we free the Judge from
the possibility of executive interference the more
likely we are to secure a really independent judiciary.
Therefore, I do not myself approve of the principle of the
Act, though it may be an improvement upon the preceding
Act. I am glad to notice that in this Bill, apart from the
delicate and doubtful question of jurisdiction as to with
whom the power of removal rests, I am glad te notice that
the mode proposed here for the trial of the question of the
collation of the evidence is a satisfactory mode. It is well
to leave it in the hands of the Government to select
from one of the Superior Court Judges, and to give
to a functionary of that kind this power. But there
is still the power and the discretion resting with
the Government itself of dealing with the ieport. I
should personally have preferred two Judges te one
for the investigation, and a larger share of power. Our
old Court is a very solemn one, but it is too cambrous. Our
full Court of Appeai, which was at one time conposed of
nine Judges, was the Court of Impeachment of a J uJge, but
it was too cumbersome, because it was difficult te get al
the Judges together, and detain them for the period of timne
necessary. I think more than one might prope4y be
allotted te the discharge of a responsible and particularly
invidious duty such as this. There is another point te
which I will refer. In a measure which has pssed its third
reading to-day, we have provided that if you remove
the Deputy-Head of aiDepartment you shall lay the causes of
the removal before Parliament at its next Session. I really
think the judicial office is entitled te as mach respect and
consideration, and Parliament is entitled to as much and
more representation on that subject than it is to the removal
of a Deputy-lead. I think the whole proceedings-the
proceedings upon which the Commission was founded, the
Commission itself, the evidence taken, the report of the
Commissioners, and the action of the Governor in Council
in every case ought te be laid before Parliament, at apy
rate in the very next Session after the removal of a Judge
bas been made. In other cases it might be proe to leave
these papers unproduced, except on demand of a member
who might move for them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with ih
the hon. gentleman has sait. I would like as uiMh a
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does that there should be no interference by the Govern-
ment of the day with the trial of Judges. Only the other
day we had a discussion in the House about a Supreme
Court Judge, and my hon. friend mentioned that the Gov-
ernment must take the responsibility of looking after the
papers.

Mr. BLAKE. No, it was the hon. member for Huron,
who mentioned it. I took a different view of the subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At all events, it is a sub-
ject worthy of every consideration. I think that the whole
matter as to the best way of disposing of charges against
Judges, should be taken up and settled upon a satisfactory
basis. We cannot well do that now. The Ontario Govern-
ment felt themselves unable to do as they desired in a par-
ticular case,on account of the doubt as to their jurisdiction. I
can say, however, that I shall call the attention of my hon,
friend the Chief Justice to the subject, with the view of
establishing some satisfactory tribunal for the trial of such
cases, entirely removed from all poliLical pressure in the
matter. Meanwhile, I hope.the Bill will be passed. I do
not propose to go into Committee of the Whole to day, be-
cause the many resolutions are not yet passed.

3Mr. BLAKE. I agree with the hon. gentleman that the
Session is to far advanced to legislate on the matter now.
At the rLme time I retain my opinion that this is not a sat-
isfactory provision, and I would venture to suggest that the
clause be contirnued in force only till the next Session of
Parliament, and if the hon. gentleman makes an improve-
ment upon it, he can continue it next Session.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will think of it, and I
would like to consult my hon. friend the Chief Justice in the
matter.

Bill read the second time.

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill
(No. 119) further to amend the Pilotage Act, 1873, and
the other Acts therein mentioned. H1e said: It is proposed
to amend the Act so that the pilotage authorities may
examine witnesses on oath, and that the Pilotage Commis-
sioner cf Halifax or St. John, absent twelve months without
leave, shall forfeit his office. It also proposed to limit the
time in which complaints may be made against pilots, and
it delines the power to limit or cancel a pilot's license.

Mr. ANGLIN. When the resolutions were before the
Committee, objection was taken by several hon. members.
Frther enquiry has given increased force to those objec-
tions. I speak more particularly with respect to the pilots
of the city of St. John, who have presented a petition
to the House in which they state their case. Long
beforo Now Brunswick came into Confederation,
indeed almost froin the foundation of the city of
St. John, the pilot laws have been strict there.
Persons desiring to become pilots are compelled to pass
an examination in order to obtain pernission to become an
apprentice. The apprentices were compelled to serve in a
pilot boat for five years in order to obtain a knowledge of
the business. After serving five years, the apprentice hadi
to make two voyages across the Atlantic in a square-rigged1
vessel, performing duty as a seaman, in order to become«
thoroughly acquainted with the working of the rigging and
for cther reasons. After that time the apprentice had to
pass a rigid examination before he obtained a license. That
is substantially the law still with respect to the qualitica-
tions of St. John pilots. I consider it hard that a man who
bas thus become qualified should be liable to be deprivedE
of this license by a majority of the members of the Pilot1
Board. If this Bill should become law it would give this,
Commissioner the arbitrary power of withholding a license I

Sir JoUN A. MACDONALD,

for two years without any cause assigned or complaint made
or trial had ; in respect to men of this class-and they are
generally very respectable men indeed-who might have
given offence to some members of the Board, they would
thus be placed at their mercy. That, I think, is such a
strong objection to the Bill as to lead the hon. Minister not
to press that portion of the Bill to which I have referred.
It is a matter of justice and right towards these pilots who
have everything at stake. Deprive them of their licenses,
and they are at once reduced to the position of common
sailors; they would have no other means of livelihood, and
they would be obliged to go to sea as common sailors.
That they should be held to strict account and compelled to
conduct themselves with the greatest possible propriety,
and always be sober, steady and careful in d.ischarging their
duties, I quite admit; but they shouild not be deprived of
their licenses until specific charges have been brought
against them, and they have had a fair opportunity of
proving their innocence. This arbitrary power of with-
holding licenses from pilots is a power that should not b
given to any body of Commissioners.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). I should be glad if the hon.
Minister would explain the reasons why this proposal bas
been mado. The hon. gentleman stated that ho had
received applications from St. John and Halifax to have
the Act amended, and the House would be glad to know
what reasons were given. I know the people of St. John
are much opposed to the present Bill, and especially in
regard to the proposed power given to the Pilotage Board
with respect to licenses. I understand there has been no appli-
cation made during the last two or three years for any change
to ho made in the law. If no such application has been
made, on what ground has the present proposal been made?

Mr. MoLELAN. One of the reasons given for the change
was, that in many of the smaller districts of the Maritime
Provinces, pilots who obtained a license performed their
duties for a year or two and thon absented themselves.
After they had absented themaselves without the knowledge
of the Commissioners there was a want of pilots; and when
they returned and resumed their occupations there were
more pilots than were necessary. This evil had been
brought to the notice of the Department, and it was repre-
sented that the Pilotage Board should have power to cancel
certificates. This question had been iaised in St. John,
among the pilotage authorities there, and after the
opinion of the Department of Justice had been taken, it
was found that the pilotage authorities did not
possess the power to limit the period for which
licenses were granted. Considering the number of cases
that had arisen in the smaller ports, where persons bolding
pilot licenses absented themselves after performing the d utis,
it was thought desirable to give the Pilotage Commissioners
power to limit the period during which licenses should bo
granted.

Mr. WELDON. I think that some of the provisions in
this Bill will prove a serious injustice to the pilots who are
a very nmmerous and important body of men in the city of
St. John. A certain sum is taken from these pilots every
year which for-ms a fund out of which they are entitled to
receivo pensions. They are obliged to undergo a long appren-
ticeshi p, and a course of training which includes two voyages
to Europe, and they are also obliged to hold a share in a pilot
schooner. I think that, under the provisions of this Bill,
they will feel a disinclination to enter the service, as they
will consider themselves to be at the mercy of the Board. I
object to the provision which enables the pilot authoritieS at
their discretion to limit a period during which a licenf-e
shall be in force to any term not less than
two years. As suggested by the hon. Minister, if a man
absents himself for two years, or is guilty of any dereliction
of duty, his license might be taken from him. I agree that
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if a man neglects his duty, he shall be severely punished,
because a great deal of property and many lives often
depend upon their faithfulness and efficiency. I think, if a
man as passed bis examination, so long as ho conducts
himself properly, ho should retain his license. That would
be the only way in which we could secure and retain an
efficient body of pilots. I believe, too, that a different pro.
vision might be applied to the smaller orts from that
applying to larger places like St. John, where the number
of vessels is very large.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I quite agree that the pilotage
authorities should have extensive powers, but I do not
think the reasons given by the bon. Minister, for the
enactment of the fifth clause, are satisfactory. The Act of
1873, says:

" Every branch pilot or licensed pilot who shall pass two full and
consecutive years without acting as a pilot (unless in case of sickness,
unavoidable absence, or special permission from the pilotage authority
of his district) shall forfeit his license."

The hon. gentleman says that if a man goes away for
two years and comes back, he may resume his occupation,
but meantime others are appointed and he is not required.

Mr. McLELAN. I said any time less than two years.
If ho is away six months, say during the season of navi-
gation.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. But ipsofacto, if he does not
observe any of these conditions he forfeits his license. I
believe in giving the authorities every reasonable power,
but I do not see the necossity of this clause. It does not
make it imperative on the pilotage authorities to make a
l-rina t rv nl f d itxr%-r,0.Q cni-hcy OT "vrl; 01

which in one case may be quite propor, but in another case
would be entirely wrong and oppressive.

Mr.' McLELAN. No; this measure is less oppressive,
because it makes the licenses of pilots extend over two
years.

Mr- WELDON. In St. John all the officers of the Cor-
oration, including the pilots, were required to renew thei;
icenses every year and pay their fee. Under the present

law, they could not refuse to give a pilot his license if he
paid bis fee; but under this law, at the end of two years,
they may for some reason or other refuse to give a pilot
his license, and thus it makes him dependenton the pleasure
of the Board. As bas been pointed out, the pilots in St.
John and other large harbors are not allowed to assume
any other business, but in the smaller ports the pilots only
follow piloting incidentally to their principal business.
What we want is this: that as long as these men are quali-
flied to act and conduct themselves properly, they shall be
entitled to their license as a matter of course. The third
section, I think, is a salutary provision, because the captains
do not complain of the pilots. The Pilotage Board should
have complete control over the pilot, but so long as ho con-
ducts himself properly, it seems to be only fair that he
should be allowed to continue to pilot, and if ho becomes
disabled or aged, that he should be entitled to a portion of
the fund to which ho bas contributed a portion of bis
earnings.

Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
iicense permanen or tWo years, anat ey may give it for a
less period than two years if they choose. I have leard of On clause 3,
no demand for such a provision, and though I approve Mr. AMYOT. I must tlank the Government for tho
generally of the Bill I do not think this clause is necessary. kindness which they have shown to the pilots of the Queboe

Mr. MeLELAN. I have been informed by the Pilotage harbor and below, for tle amendment to their tarifi'whieh
Commissioner of St. John, that ever since 1875 their by-laws tley bave promised to sanction, but 1 regret very mueh
have required pilots to renew their licenses annually, and that the third and fourth clauses of this Bil are brouglt
the question came up in the Courts of Justice as to whether before the fouse. The law at present in existence las
this was legal or not. always worked satisfactorily te everybody-to the propri-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. That is for the purpose of fees, etors cf tho ships, te commerce, and te thepilots. Nobody
but the renewal comes as a matter of right, unless there is a
formal exception, world. The propriotor cf a slip knows when hoecores into

Mr. McLELAN. As I have said, they have been acting tle river lh lias four days te cinplain of anvaccident due le a pilot, and uio more. Now, 1it is pî-op, -«d
upon it since 1875, and theywant to have power to do sote change that, I ask wby? I understand that a fow
hereafter. They want Lo have power to fill vacancies in the years ago such a measuro was attempted te bo carried
outlying sections for a limited period as they occur. through nbis liuse, and h was afterwards withdrawn.

Mr. ANGLIN. This taking of the licenses annually isan Whatistle powerbehind thronewhidhbringi hanthis
old practice in St. John, -which prevailed before Confedera- measure which noboiy wants, but which everybýdy protcsts
tion, but it is merely for the purpose of taking the fecs.jagainst? It is net in favor cf the slip owner, tho pilot, 1101
There was not any power of dismissal created, or any power commerce. I tbink at this late period of the son these
of withholding licenses, and we object to the arbitrary clauses should be withdrawn. It is nothing!Litahsard
power now established of withholding licenses for two years te give this period cfco year. A captain of' a Wp cornes
without assigning any cause, and without perhaps any te Quebec; an accident ceurs; ho dûes flotl IÀs con-
cause existing. Surely the hon. gentleman would not plaint, but sailsoffte anrir portîeai'ordisIant, and, r.fter
have such a stato of things existing with regard cUber accidents, perljs goes te England. lie lcaves
to a class of men who require to undergo such training as lis log-book thero and one year after cores Lack to Queboc,
the pilots undergo, and who devote their wholo tirne to this when ho lodges lis complaint. But wlere isthe log-book,
pursuit. With regard to smaller ports the case is entirely where are the 802 mon, and tle wlole of the crew te give
different, and it is absurd to apply the same rule, and at evidence? The pilou may be thus at the mercy of one man,
those outports sone skillful fisherman or sailor acts as pilotwlo may ho part owner of the ship ; at how is tle
without having proved his competence in a general way, Harbor Commission te find ont tle facts about the acci-
and without having to undergo a special apprenticeship or dent? There may have been five or six sinee. Thon
to acquire a special training. These men are selected by these clauses give an immense autherity, whieh is net
the authorities and the licenses are granted. Sometimes, asked for, te the Harbor Commissioners. What kind
because there is not a great deal to do, lie devotes a great of a tribunal is this ubat we ereet? You go before
deal of his time to other pursuits. He does not require, tlem and need net give your Dame or secnrity, and lodge a
like the pilot in a large harbor like St. John, to be on the complaint which is net even written, and upou that coin-
ground every day. There is nothing of that kind in a plaint, net written or sworn te, if tle ilarbor Comnissioners
small harbor; the conditions are entirely different, and happen te ho unfriendly te theepilots, they grant an
thorefore it is absurd to attempt to enforce regulations 'equête. The judgment is given thon, et by lawyers nc
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sworn Judges, but by parties who know nothing of the law,
an i it may take aw ty from the pilot his license and certifi-
cate: and this judginent i- finai. The Harbor Comiimis-
s anrs arc gije! evCry po.-ssible power over the property of

that pilot withouti is b uing en titled to the assistance of a
fi iend or attorney. You would thus leave the pieLs at the
mrery of an irresponsible tribunal, after giving the ship-
owner a duey of a year to p epare hi-s plams of persecution ;
and if the Cominis-sioners hape i to be the enenies of the
pilots, they wil lave o reonedy whatever. There is no
reasoni for this B 1l, which will injure trade as well as the
pilots, who are invaluable in the promotion and protection
of ouir St. Lawrence navigation and commerce generally. I
trust, therefore, the Goernmont will kindly withdraw
these clause&, and refuse to the larbo>r Commissioners the
powers now proposed.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

A fter Recess.

Mr. AMYOT. I was speaking before recess ofthe injuries
which this clause would inflict on the pilots. Is it the in-
tention of the Govornment to anend these clauses.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. AMYOT. I expect that these clauses will give great

arbitrary powers to the Harbor Commissioners without any
guarantee of protection or justice to the pilots. The Com-
missioners will sit as an unsworn tribunal, before whom
complaints need not be made in writing, and tle defendant
may net know by whom they are made. There is also no
guarantee as to the truth of the accusation; and there will be
no appeal from their judgment. Nor does the law state what
will be the offences tried ; they may be imaginary. There is
nothing specified neither as to the punishments. The Pilot
Act of 1873 was passed as a compromise between the trading
classes and the pilots, and the interests of every person were
carefully weighed and examined, the Act specifying all the
offences which a pilot may commit with the punishments
that may be inflicted therefor. The law proposed leaves
that to the arbitrary fancy of the Harbor Commissioners,
and the amount of the penalty is net fixed. By the law as
passed in 1813, al the offences are desciibed and the penalty
is described. Everythng is provided. By the law us
proposed, we create any amount of imaginary offences
which it may please an arbitrary power to create at a given
moment. I think there is no reason why we should give
that powe' to tihe Harbor Commissioners; it is not asked
for. We are not here simply to pass laws, but to pass laws
when they are asked for and when they are necessary in
the public interests. In the present case, that arbitrary
power is not asked for, nor is the delay for complaints
against pilots asked for. Since 1849, the four days after
arrival have always been found sufficient. I do not see why
we should extend that delay to a year, or thirty or even
lifteen days. The proposed law speaks of a delay after the
occurrence of the accident. Now the delay begins to be
computed afier the ar-riral of the ship in the harbor.
If you give the delay provided in this Bill, a wrecked ship
may arrive in harb 'r after the time specified, so that it
will be too ltc. In any way we look at this Bill, it
seems dangerous and tyrannical, and appears to treat the
Corporation of Pilots as if they were more school boys, or
toye, not, I an happy to say, in the hands of the hon. Min-
ister of Marine, who has always been willing to do them
justice, but of' somebody who deceives him. Two years
ago something of the same kinid was tried, but was irefused.
Circurstanees have not changed since then, and I am sure
the lion. Minister of Marine wiil b the firist to remove these
clauses.

Mr. VALLÉE (in Frencb). Mr. Speaker, I have been en.
trusted by the pilots of the district of Montreal, who ply

Mr. AMYoT.

between Montreal and Quebec, with the care of looking after
their interests in the matter of this Bill. It is necessaryto well
understand the position of these pilots, in order to compre-
hond how odious is the legislation now proposed. For
thirty-three years has the old law existed; no one bas ever
complained of its working or of the nanner in which it bas
been carried out, and yet it is now proposed to amend it. It
is a fact generally admitted that respect should be
shown to what is old and antique. The law passed in 1849
regulates the pilotage between the ports of Montreal and
Quebec. It has been in operation from that date to the
satisfaction of both pilots and merchants, as also of owners of
vessels sailing between these two ports. Why should we
now seek to amend the law in a fashion odious to the pilots,
who bave always fulfilled their duties to the satisfaction of
shipowners ? Now, who are really those whom we should
consider when legislating on this occasion ? Wby, the ship
owners and masters of vessels sailing between the ports of
Montreal and Quebec. If they are satisfied with the con-
duct of their pilots, who is there who as the right to com-
plain ? No one. The only other people who might com-
plain besides those I have already named, are the marine
insurance companies. Now, in the present case, not a single
company has had any occasion, or has felt capriciously
inclined to bdge any complaint against the pilots of the
district of Montreal. Mr. Speaker, I am, moreover,
authorized to protest against this Bill by the whole body
of pilots, the majority of whom, I may almost say the
whole, reside in my county, for of the forty-nine pilots
who ply their trade between the ports of Montreal and
Quebec there are, I think, thirty-five who reside in my
count.y. These pilots belong to both political parties. I do
not, therefore, come bore to take up a cause in the inter-
ests more of one party than of the other; I am merely de-
fending certain rights in the interests of justice. These
mon, by their social position, by the knowledge of
their profession, have acquired public confidence,
and their public character and responsibility should not be
made the subject of attack without a serions cause. Now,
according to the amendment suggested by clause 3, this is
what can take place: A pilot starts from Montreal in charge
of a vessel which ho takes to Quebec; at the latter port, ho
must, on.leaving the ship, reccive a certificate from the
master to the effect that ho has faithfully performed his
duty. If no accident has occurred during the trip, he ob-
tains a clean sheet; if, on the contrary, an accident has
happened, the captain becomes the pilot's judge, and if ho

demanded of any ordinary man, and that the accident was
beyond his control, ho will not lodge any complaint against
him, but ho will state that it took place owing to the car-
rent, or to darkness, or again ho will lay the blame of it to
some other ship which was coming from an opposite direc-
tion. Therefore the captain takes upon himself to exoner-
ate the pilot and delivers a clean sheet to Lim. Now,
what will be the result of the present law if it is adoptedi?
H1ero is a pilot who is discharged on arriving at Quebec;
at that port the captain takes another and proceeds on bis
jOurney. The ship owner who did not feel inclined to com-
plain of the pilot to the Harbor Commission of Montreal
when he discharged him, might do so in a year's time. We
all know that a ship's crew is engaged from one port to that
of destination. If the ship left Montreal for Sydney
or Liverpool, the crew which brought ber from Montreal t
Quebee, will be discharged at Sydney or Liverpool; yet a
year later the Harbor Commission, on any informatioln
whatsoevor, with or without any one complaining, wiil be
tllowel to try that pilot before its Board. But why shold
ho be thus tried ? If he has been in fault, it should have
been taken cognizance of immediately, and a report woild
have been made against him when he arrived at the port
of Quebec. But why allow a ship's mauter
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or a ship owner to come a year later and say that his ship
has sustained damage ? If such damage has been sustained
during the trip between Montreal and Quebec, it was known
to him, and he should have immediately reported to the
authorities, who have to judge the conduet of pilots, the
damage sustained by his vessel. If lie is given a year in
which to lodge his complaint, a serious injury may be done
the pilot, for the ship magy sustain damage in some other
port, and through some caprice the captains, aware of the
fact that the pilot cannot disprove the charge, may then
lodge a complaint against him. IL is easy to be seen how
odions this law would become were that clause adopted.
According to the old law, the ship owner or the master of a
vessel is compelled to report to the authorities within four
days of the occurrence of the accident. IL is now sought to
extend this delay to a whole year or at least to the thirty
days following such accident; but during these thirty days
the ship will have been under the control of another pilot,
viz., from Quebec to Bic. Now, let us suppose that an
accident takes place after the ship leaves Quebec; if a feel-
ing of friendship exists between the captain and the Quebec
pilot, the ship owner or the master of the ship will be able
to lodge a complaint against the Montreal pilot, and in what
position will lie thon find himself ? A year, six, or even
three months after the accident, the master will alone
remain of the ship's crew, which will have been discharged,
and how is the pilot to establish his defence ? The answer to
that question suffices to show that that clause is entirely
useless. Now, Mr. Speaker, we are bore to legislate either
in the public or in the private intçrest. In the interest of
the public it must be established that the pilot has
acted wrongly, and that he bas been the cause of injury to
the public; but if no report is made to the authorities there
is no principle on which the Government can base itself to
put in force such a measure. Now, besides the public
interest, there may be a private one. In the present case
have any private interests been affected? No, Mr. Speaker,
they have not, for the Government las not, and cannot,
bave reeeived a single complaint from either the merchants,
the Board of Trade or the pilots themselves. Now, there
are but these three parties which can lodge a complaint
from the point of view of private interests. I am authorized
by the President of the liarbor Commissioners of Montreal,
Mr. Robertson, to state that there are no complaints against
the pilots plying between Montreal and Quebec; and I am
moreover authorized to state that Mr. Robertson lias
dclared that it was not the Harbor Commission of Montreal
that was asking for this change in the law. The Govern-
nient is therefore not guided in its opinion by the body
which bas authority over the pilots; thus, neither the
public nor the private interest demands that the law should
be changed. Are the merchants or the insurance com-
panics complaining? No, there are no complaints on their
part. Well, thon, who remains then but the pilotb ? Now,
the pilots are on this occasion represented by me; they
entrusted me with the care of defending their rights
in this louse, which will, I know, listen to me, and which
is desirous of doing justice to so important a body.
Now, the pilots say that this legislation is
useless. Hlow is it then that a law is placed
in the hands of the President of the Council, who is
acting simultaneously for the Minister of Marine ? How is
it that such a lav comes before the House ? Two years ago
a similar law was introduced, but it was withdrawn at the
request of members interested in the question. Why is it
again agitated in our midst? HoW is it that every time a
new Minister takes the place of the Minister of Marine that
One should introduce in this House measures which o one
asks for ? Who are those who are entrusted here with the
rnission of persecuting that public body, which is an honor-
able body, ag ainst which there is no complaint, either on the
part Of the authorities who have the control of it, or on the

part of the merchants ? Why not respect a law which exists
now for thirty years, and against which no one has a word to
say ? Let things therefore remain as they are, and it wili
be but doing justice to the pilots of the district of Montreal.
Such are the few remarks that I had to make against the
third clause of the present Bill. (Theb on. gentleman
continued his remarks in Englishl) This clause is to amend
the old Act which has been in force for thirty-threo years,
and against which no complaint whatever has been made
cither before this House or the public. Who are the p'Irties
interested in the conduct of the pilots ? They are surely the
owners or the masters of the vessels, or, perhaps, the insurance
companies,and it is on those we must cal tojudge the conduct
of the pilots. Under the present law, the captain and the
owner have a right to make a complaint before the legal
authority, within four days after the vessel has suffered
damages. This Bill proposes to amend that law as follows:-

Or of any other A ct or law, as requires complaint or information of
the master or owner of any ship, steamer or other vessel sustaining
damage through the fault of any branch pilot for and above the Har-
bor of Quebec, before the pilotage authority of Montreal can declare
that such pilot bas forfeited his branch, is hereby repealed."

Thus, neither the ownor or the captain will have the right
to put the complaint before the legal authority. This claim
will be replaced by the following:-

And the said pilotage authority may, in their discretion, investigate
the matter and declare the branch of such pilot forfeited, at any time
within one year after such loss or üamages sustained through his f4ult,
and upon such information as they may deem sufficient, and with or
without complaint by any person whomsoever."

This clause is creating a tribunal. The pilotage authority
may investigate the conduct of a pilot when no complaint
bas been made. Have we any such tribunals in this country ?
Have we ever seen such tribunals in the world ? Nover 1
This Bill provides that information may be laid by any one.
I admit that the proprietor las a right to complain when
he has suffered through the misconduct of the pilot. Tne
Bill provides that the pilotage authority may instirute pro-
ceedings upon such information as tbey may deem sufficient;
that means that they may enquire into the conduct of the
pilot without any complaint being made against him. The
ainendment is nonsense, and I cannot believe that the Gov-
çrnment or the hon. Minister have originated it; neither can
I believe that it has come from tho President of the Harbor
Commissioners, and certainly it has not come from the
pilots, for they are opposod to the Bill. They have told me
themsoives that they did not ask for this legislation.
This provision relating to the Montreal pilots
is very unfair. When a pilot takes charge of a
ship from Montreal to Quebec, when he lands at Quebec he
has his discharge fron the captain or the owner of the ship,
and the ship is put under the control of another pilot from
Quebec to Bic. Is it fair that the Montreal pilot should be
under the control of the owner or the captain of a ship
during one year after ho has left the ship at Quebec under
the control of another pilot? I think it is very unfair.
When a pilot takes charge of a ship from Montreal to
Quebec there is crew who were witnesses ofb is conduct,
but after le has left the ship where will be the witnesses to
sustain the, charge of the captan? I hope the Minister
who has charge o this Bill will withdraw that clause.

Mr. McLELAN. I think my Ion. friends are unneces-
sarily alarmed on behalf of the pilots. We are not pro-
posing to try them by any new tribunal, but by the same
tribunal that has tried all officers for the last thirty-three
years, and against whieh I believe there las been no com-
plaint by the pilots. In the old law the saine provision
existed for trying charges and imposing penalties as is now
proposed. All the change that is proposed relates to the
time within which a complaint may be made agaimst a
pilot, and for that my Ion. friend says that I am not res-
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ponsible. I tell him I am responsible for it. A case
came under my own observation in which I went1
to the authorities to demand an investigation into
the conduct of the pilot, and found I was a
few hours too late, that it should have been made
within four days after the accident. Consequently, I camei
to the conclusion that a longer time should be given for the
captain, or any person interested, to bring the charge.
After an accident has occurred, through the misconduct of
a pilot, the captain and those in charge of the ship have
enough to do to attend to the ship, to keep her floating or
to provide for her safety, and are frequently unable to
formulate a charge against an offending pilot within four
days from the accident. The hon. gentleman complains
that the pilotage authorities may investigate a charge
without a complaint being made. Well, the Pilotage Com-
missioners are the authorities that licenses the pilots, and
they are responsible for their action. They have an
interest in their well-doing. The captain may be lost in
an accident, and there may be no other person legally
qualified to prefer a charge against the pilot, in which case
the Commissioners should have power to take the matter
up. Other cases often occur where there is collusion
between the pilot and the owner or captain, purposely to
wreck a ship, in which case neither the captain nor the
owner will prefer a charge against the pilot, who escapes
scot free, though he may be guilty of a serions crime.
The Ilarbor Commissioners are most anxious te have the
power, upon sufficient evidence being placed before them,
to order an investigation, even where the owner or the
captain do not come forwaad to lodge a complaint, and
they, being responsible for the conduct of the pilot, desire
authority to hold an investigation and impose penalties
when misconduct is proved. It has been considered
desirable, in the interest of commerce and in the interest of
the pilots themselves, that the time should be extended
within which a complaint may be made. I inserted one
year, in order that discussion might arise and the opinions
of those interested in the subject might be gathered. I ask
that clauses three and four may be allowed to stand until
further consideration.

On clause 5,
Mr. VALLÉE moved that the words " except the districtsi

of Quebec and Montreal respectively " ba inserted.

Amendment agreed to; and Bill reported.

MILITIA AND DEFENCE.

Mr. CARON, in moving the second reading ofiBill(lNo.148)
to amend the Acts respecting the Militia and Defence of the
Dominion of Canada, said: Under the law as it now
stands re-enrollment of the sedentary militia takes place
every five years. Under the proposed Act, power will be
given to the Governor in Council to make this enrollment
when in his discretion it may appear necessary to make it.
An expenditure of $55,000 is required for the enlistment, and
it is thought better that it should only take place when it
may be deemed necessary.

Mr. BLAKE. When did the last enlistment take place?

Mr. CARON, The last enlistment took place about six
years ago.

Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(in the Committee.)

Mr. SCRIVER. I would like te onquire of the hon.
Minister of Militia if the Governnent, in making this
change, intends practically to do away with this examina-
tien altogether, unless in a case of somo great emergency as
threatened now, or something of that kind.

Mr. IcLELAN.

Mr. CARON. As the hon. gentleman will see by looking
at the Bill, the Government wish merely to save this expen-
diture of $55,000 for re-enrollment whenever it can be saved.

Mr. SCRIVER What I would like to know is, under
what circumstances the Governor in Coancil migbt think
it necessary to have such enrollment ?

Mr. CARON. Tho hon. gentleman is asking a question
which I am not prepared to ariswer. The Governor in
Council will have power, if an emergency occurs, to decide
whether or not it will be proper to incur this expenditure.

Mr. BLAKE. As I understand, under the law at present
the enrollment takes place at certain specified periods, but
under the proposed law the Governor in Council can order
an enroilment as often as he likes.

Mr. CARON. True; but the purpose of the Bill is to
prevent it being made unnecessarily. Last year, as the
hon. gentleman will remember, a Bill was brought before
the House and passed for the purpose of preventing this
enroliment; but we wish to place the matter within the dis-
cretion of the Governor in Council.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

BRIDGES OVER NAVIGABLE WATERS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, in moving the second read-
ing of Bill (No. 152) respecting bridges over navigable
waters, constructed under the authority of the Provincial
Acts, said : It has been found in practice that, in regard
to bridges constructed only in one Province, there was a
difference of opinion about the mode of passing them.
Formerly the Local Legislature granted charters for the
construction of these bridges, and thon it was found that it
could not deal with questions of navigation, and it was
thought that the parties wishing to build the bridges should
apply to the Federal Parliament. When they applied
to the Federal Parliament, the difficulty found was that
though we had the power to deal with navigation, the ques-
tion of tolls, the character of the bridge, the kind of vehicles
allowed to pass over it, and so on, were within the jurisdic-
tion of the Local Legislatures. By this Bill it is proposed
to deal with those bridges by a general plan. The Local
Legislatures, under this law, will grant charters for the
construction of the bridges, and the plans will be submitted
to the Railway Committee of the Privy Council and the
Minister of Railways for their approval. If they fnd them
satisfactory, and that the navigation will not be interfered
with, thon they will declare that the bridge is a lawful one.
If tbey find otherwise, they will declare that the bridge is
an unlawful one. That is the substance of the Bill.

Bill read the second time ; and louse resolved itself
into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On clause 9,
Mr. BLAKE. I observe that there is a provision here that

"No approval shall be given under this Act of the site or
plans of a bridge over the River St. Lawrence or the River
St. John." I suppose this is because of the importance of
those rivers as boundaries.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me there are other streams to

which the same observation will apply, as the River St.
Clair, the Niagara River and the Ste. Marie River.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will include these
rivers in the Bill.,

Bill amended and reported.

PORT WARDEN OF MONTREAL.

Mr. MOLELAN, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 122) to amend and consolidate the Acts relating tO
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the office of Port Warden for the Harbor of Montreal, said:
This Bill is mainly intended to consolidate the various Acts
under which the Port Warden of Montreal has been acting
for a numniber of years, and to .make some provision for the
better examination and survey of ships both on arriving at
and departing from that port, especially on clearing. The
old Act provided for a survey of vessels laden with
grain wholly or in part; but it bas been found necessary,
for the protection of life and property, that this survey
should be extended to vessels laden with other products.
It is therefore proposed to give power to the Port Warden
to make suchB survey and examination as may be necessary
for the safety of life.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, re-
ported, and read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY.

iouse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

238. Grounds at Ottawa.-To pay amount of award
and judgment in favor of Marshal Wood.$13,900.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the total
amount this gentleman bas reccived in all, for his services.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 813,050, and the balance
was to provide for the future possible costs,making $813,900.
The amount he claimed was $29,050, we contested that and
he offered to compromise for $15,000, we contested that
again, and the Dominion Arbitrators allowed him $13,050,
and they confirmed the judgment of the arbitrators. There
was a Commission, I think, to take evidence in England,
because Mr. Marshal Wood contended he should have more,
but the Court held lie should have brought that evidence
before, and the cost of that evidence taken in England was
given against him.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.. I do not know that
the hon. Minister or any one was to blame, but I am sure
we got very little for our money. All that resulted was
simply what was done in front, and the hon, gentleman
could have laid that out without consulting any one.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I would not have taken
that risk. What shows that Ministers of Public Works are
not disposed to take risks is this: that after my successor,
the hon. member for Lambton, came into office, he sent the
Chief Engineer of the Department to New York to see the
Commissioner of Central Park there, who gave him some
plans, and who has now a claim against the Department.
That claim was only lately brought to my notice and is not
yet decided.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. From what I know of this
work, my impression is that Mr. Marshall Wood had not a
claim for a dollar. It seems all that is necessary for a
man to do is to make a claim, and if he cannot get it this
year, he will get it next, or the year after. It will be
referred to the Official Arbitrators, who seem certainly to
take very loose views, and are disposed.to give parties much
more than they are entitled to. This man, I believe, had
no claim whatever, the only success le had was in per-
severing with his claim. It was referred to the Official
Arbitrators, who awarded a certain sum and the Court con-
firmed that award. The evidence seems to be all ex parte,
and the Government had scarcely a hearing.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My hon. friend is mis-
taken. This case was defended on both sides before the
Arbitrators, and it was only after a long trial and much
deliberation that they gave the award. Then the Govern-
ment decided to take the case to the Exchequer Court, and
Ion. Justice Fournier went through the evidence with
great care, and, as I said before, when Mr. Mar-
s hall Wood's counsel asked for the evidence in England
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Mr. Justice Fournier gave a Commission, and when it came
back and he saw the evidence, he said:

"This proves your case in my opinion, more than was preved before
the Arbitrators, but you should have brought that in the first iustanee
and not put the Government to this expense ; therefore I will not allow
you the cost of this Commission,çand the Government will pay only the
regular cost of the case before the Arbitrators."

So the case was well investigated and judged on its
merits.

Sir ALBERT J. SM1THI. Who defended the case.
Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. I think Mr. Lash on the

part of the Government, and on the other side the Hon. Mr.
Cockburn.

- 239. Contract of Jas. Goodwin, grounds at Ottawa $5,359.46

Mr. CURRIER. I would call the attention of the House
to the necessity of an enlargement of this building. We
have a Railway Committee composed of some 140 members
who assemble in a room which is none too large for fifty
men. I would suggest that some alteration be made. I
believe an extension might be made on one of the wings so
as not to change the appearance of the buildings in the
front while it would improve the looks on the western side.
The rnembers of th OttawaValley have never been able to
get a room in the building for their own private use, where
they could write and converse, as we have always felt it was
our duty to give the unoccupied rooms to those who came
from a distance. I think an extension could be added which
would give a room 100 feet in length for the accommodation
of the Railway Committee, besides affording rooms for other
purposes.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think it would
be wise to increase this building by adding wings. I think
it should remain as it is. It has been so planned by the
architects, and it would be a pity to damage its appearance.
If we have not space enough in this building we might get
it by completing the western block which, as the hon.
gentleman knows, is not yet completed on the square.

243. Balance of contract for quarantine station,
Grosse Isle ......... ...................................... $5,144

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Has this quarantine
station been put to any use of late ? There seems to have
been for many years an annual expenditure on this institu-
tion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. So long as there is no war
an army seems to be useless; and so it is with respect to a
quarantine station. There have been only a fow patients
each year, and the annual expenditure has declined.

246. Expenses in connection with Bis Excellency
the Governor Generals quarters at Quebec
Citadel. . ........ ............................ ...--. $5,700

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is to provide a reeep-
tion room which is required in the building.

247. Expenses in connection with the Suprerne Court
of Canada, new furniture and repairs to old.... $1,600

Sir ALBERT J. SMIITff. .I do not rise to oppose the
item, but to express my regret that the Supreme Court has
been removed. In my opinion, it occupies an entirely
unsuitable site, it is very ineonvenient of approach, and
very few people are found attending the Court. The Court
should be more convenient and accessible to the members
of the House and the public generally.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I regret to say that I
differ with the bon. member. I think the Supreme Court
when in this building was in the way of communiention
between the different sections. It is much better that the
Court should occupy its own building. It is a substantial
building, it has a nice court-room, well ventilated~ an&
lighted. The legal professio1 complain of the accommodation
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in this parliamentary building. It is a change for the
botter for the Court as well as Parliament,

Mr. WELDON. I think the new quarters are not half
so convenient as the old. The smell in the building to-day
was dreadful. The building is away from the Parliamentary
Library, and that fact tonds to injure the efficiency of the
Court.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think le hon. Minister is
entirely in error as to the views and wishes of the
lawyers who practice at the Court. The opinion of the
profession was a4nost unanimous against the building.

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I quite agree with
the remarks of the hon. the Minister ofPublic Works. I
have been in other Çourts that have been distant from other
buildings, and I think it was most desirable that this Court
should be removed from this building, particularly when
the flouse was in Session. The library was constantly
occupied by those in attendance on the Court, and the
Court interfered with members of both Houses.

248. Ottawa Geological Museum, Heating apparatus $5,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. How much is this building, which
I have always held to be most unsuitable and most expensive,
already cost,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVTIN. The amount spent in 1890
was $38,000, in 1881, $9,000 more, and now $5,000 are asked
for heating apparatus. I think the building serves its
purpose very well, though of course, a great many repairs
had to be made. We had to buiid the front of the building
in order to put it on a level with the main building. The
museum is in the very best order, and if the hon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has visited it lately he would
find it well arranged, though some improvements may yet
be required; but I do not think they will cost much. The
amount asked for was, however, absolutely necessary, as I
could not go on with the work until the appropriation was
made.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This means that we have expended
$53,000 on this old building, and there is no doubt in my
mind, that the Government could have had a botter now
building for $3D,000. I have not visited the building lately
for the simple reason, that had I done so, I would have
had so much to say against it that the hon. gentleman would
not have been pleased.

Mr. GAULT. I have visited the building, and must say
that it is most admirably situated. I find that there are
more people come here to see the museum at Ottawa than
there were in Montreal, and I think Professor Selwyn
deserves great credit for the manner in which ho las
arranged it.

Mr. ANGLIN. The number of visitors does not prove
that the place is a proper one, and it does seem an extraor-
dinary thing to spend $5,000 for heating up a museum in
which there are nothing but mummies and fossils. The
building looks out on what? On a cart stand, a pile of
filth, with a stench pervading the atmosphere all the time;
with dust in summer and mud at other seasons.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Still it must be admitted that it is
not bad for a fossil Government.f

Mr. ROSS. In connection with this item, I think ther
cost of printing the report of the geological survey mightt
be reduced, It is now printed in Montreal, by Mr. Dawson,
at special rates, and costs some $5,000 or $6,0,'0. It is
printed there for the reason that Mr. Solwyû could more,
easily revise the report and have it printed under bis eye, i

but now that he is here, it might be printed by the Govern- a
ment contractors at the regular rates, and thereby save,1
perhaps, $2,000. I had the pleasire of going through the a
Museum, and though I need not gay anything particularly t
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about the building, it is due to Professor Selwyn to say
that his arrangement is most admirable, under the cir-
cumstances, and that a visit would well repay any hon.
member of this House or any other gentleman of a scientifie
turn of mind.

Mr. -ROBERTSON (Hamilton). With regard to the
geological reports, I have letters in my desk urging that a
larger number should be printed to encourage a taste for
studying our mineral and geological resources. By printing
a larger number, the cost would not be very much enhanced
when the matter is in type, and everything in readiness for
printing it.

252. Winnipeg Post Office, additions and altera-
tions ......... ...... ,....... ........... .................... $11,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I believe this amount
is needed, but I should be glad to hear what the hon. gentle-
man proposes.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course, we had to go on
with these repairs, for the fact is that there was very nearly
a rebellion in the Winnipeg post office every time a mail
was about to be delivered. People would stand about in
hundreds outside, and I was told that certain places were
bought from the parties occupying them on the street
for $2 a head, so one can imagine what the crowd must
have been. Then the accommodation inside was so
small that the people could not get in, and had a
struggle every time they tried to get their letters.
We have doubled the accommodation for the officers inside,
and more than doubled the space for the public. We have
also made a new exit from the building, so that parties
coming to the post office may come in one door and go out
another. These will not be permanent if there is to be only
one office. Hon. gentlemen will most likely find in the
Second Supplementary Estimatés, lrhen they come down,
an item for a new post office in M innipeg. The question
is whether we should abolish the present post office and
build a large one, or whether we should have two post
offices. That point has not yet been settled; but we are
quite alive to the necessity of having additional post office
accommodation in Winnipeg. Of course, the city council
there have something to do themselves. As the louses
were not numbered, it was difficult to have letters delivered
at domiciles; but J understand that the louses are now
being nunbered, and the Post Office Departmont are in a
position to have letter carriers employed, and we have also
ordered some boxes to be placed at different points through-
out the city to receive letters. In these ways the post office
will be relieved, and when the money is voted for the new
post office, we will try to build it as fast as possible.

258. To cover expenditure for alterations, &c., in
Parliament Building, owing to removai of
Supreme Court Offices................ $10,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is this large expenditure for ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the Court was
removed, the Cour t roorm, whicb was converted irto a reading
room, and the other rooms around this Chamber had to be
changed in order to be made suitable for the purposes for
which tbey were intended. The old reading room was
fitted up for the press, and the ceilings of three rooms
upstairs over that room were lowered to afford accommoda-
tion for the translators. The accommodation provided
everywhere is much better than it was before.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In the course of the
discussion about these buildings last year, or the year befor e,
the hon. Minister, I think, stated that he had undor consider-
ation the adoption of the electrie light instead of gas.
That would be a great improvement in two ways, the gas
adde very much to the heat of the buildings, and destroys
the air very much more than the electric light would do. I
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would be glad to know whether, among other improve-
ments, he is disposed to give us the electric light in the
future.1

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It was my intention at the
time to try the electric light in this Chamber and in the
Senate Chamber, but when this intention became. known I
was besieged with offers from electric light wompanies; but
I thought, as improvements were stili going on in regard
to the electric light, that I might allow these companies
to cool down a little, and we might probably be able to
obtain the latest improvements in the electric light. The
matter has not been lost sight of, and I hope that next
Session we may be in a position to have the electric light
put in tbis room, and also, perhaps, on the square.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Will the hon. gentleman
tell us what use he intends to make of the shelving
in the reading room? If it would suit the arrange-
ments in the library, a certain portion of the shelving
might be very well used to stow away our Sessional
Papers and Journals. The Sessional Papers are the most
inaccessible papers in the library. If they were in the
reading room, close at hand, it would bo a great convenience
to mem bers.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The shelving in the read.
ing room has been erected for the accommodation of books
of reference, such as the Journals of the House, the
Appendices, and the Statutes of the Dominion and the Pro-
vinces. I called the attention of several of the members of
the Library Committee to this matter, and was told at the
beginning of last week that the Committee had decided to
call upon the Librarian to put those books of reference on,
the shelves.

Mr. HESSON. I desire to express my own gratitude
and I think that of most of the members, te the Minister of
Public Works for the admirable arrangements he has had
carried ont for the proper ventilation of this House, from
which, as well as the passages, foul air has been expelled,
with great benefit te our balth.

259. Mabou Harbor-To pay Dr. Cameron for services
rendered by him in connection with dredging... $126

Mr. MACKENZIE. My hon. friend no doubt wants
the doctor sent to his afflicted harbor; but the Minister of
Public Works has not stated what kind of services the
doctor has rendered, or whether there was a gentleman of
that name a Conservative candidate at the last election, and
who is the prospective candidate for the coming election ?
Is it possible that the Government has, in consequence of
his position politically, engaged him to do work on a har-
bor ? What professional knowledge of a harbor can ho
have ? It is simply outràgeous to ask a vote to pay a Con-
servative candidate who is simply a medical man, for
attending to that harbor, which I suppose is now as well as
can be expected.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I see the hon. gentleman
knows exactly the party who has been employed; and
though ho may find fault with that gentleman for being a
Conservative, I can assure him it did not disqualify the
doctor in our eyes for such employment. I am pretty sure
that if the hon. gentleman had found him at work, he would
have considered him a very good medical man, and quite
competent to improve the harbor. Mr. Cameron was
employed and has to be paid.

M1r. MACKENZIE. What did ho do ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. lie was inspector of works

for forty-two days.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I think that medical mon in the

country charge only $1 a visit.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Ie may have made three

visits a day.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Is there any charge for medicine.

262. Owen Sound Harbor-To complete works......... $7,500

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a work that was
begun a year ago. The contract was $58,985. The
locality furnished $13,000 in money. This was for the
moving of the bar outside the harbor. There was also
piling to be done, and a good deal of obstacles in the shape
of sand and boulders which had to be removed.

263. New hull, &c., for dredge vessel, Maritime Pro-
Mr. MACKENZIE. This is the first time we have been Vinces.......................... . . .

called upon to pay a medical man for services in connection Mr. IIADDOW. Will the hon. gentleman give me an
with public works. Is it for the administration of pilla answer now te my question?
or ointment for the improvement of the harbor ? I would SiriHECTOR LANGEVIN. These applcations havr
like to know the precise services ho rendered that harbor? r
What sort of therapeutic remedies or dredging instrumentstleeion. heheevotes cf moneyhavmben ebtaned
did lie apply for the purpose ?tneso.IWho ablevteseet theyeuieen.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no doubt ho is a very no IouBIRTSON (lhoîburh e)Wielen.
good medical man, and that his patients had no reason toMaiseRd EiTOtbe p etiti n
complain of his absence while superintending the works at
that barbor. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannet say wlat I shah do

Mr. IIADDOW. I would like to remind the Minister of in the matter new, but shah give the subject my attention.
Public Works of a petition which was sent to him last year Mr. DOMVILLE. Wlat is Ibis new bull for, fer the
by the inhabitants of Campbellton, asking him to send a Lower Provinces?
diedge to deepen the channol a short distance below that Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Lt is for the dredge New
place. The lumber trade there is rapidly increasing, and Dominion. Tenders wero advertised fer in eight or ton
it would be very much promoted by having this improeit~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~t 17l0ovr ac rmtdb iaigti mrV6- papers, but only ose man tendered; ho asked $1 1,200, which
ment mado in the navigation of 1h2 river. At present was above the estimate cf the engiseer, but ho bas since
vessels of large size requiring great depth of water cannot stated thatle will do tbe work at the engineers estimate.
conveniently load there, whereas, if the improvement asked Mr. ANGLIN. Who is the party?
for was made, vessels of almost any size might be employed.
The lumber merchants in that vicinity are placed at a dis- Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Olive.
advantage because of the increased rate of freight required 264. Union Suspension Bridge, Ottawa, additional
to be paid owing to these hindrances in the navigation of the amount required..... ........ ... $1,0
river. I cannot suppose that the necessary expenditure
would be very great as the portion requiring to be dredged Sir RICHARD T. CARTWRIGHT. What waa the total
is sot very extensive, and the outlay will prove a greut amount?
advantage not only to Campbellton but to the whole Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We çxpended last year
cthntry. h4,eSo this will makç $5o00.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. This is a work which should not be British Columbia by his negleet. The Dominion of <an.d

on our hands, but be handed over to the municipalities. agrced to build a tolegraplino through Britsh Columbii
Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. Complaint was made and inasmuch as British Columbia is attracting more atter

several times that tolls were collected on that bridge. We tion than eould bc expectod, I would like te enquire wh
have not yet made up our minds to ask Parliament to make the hon. Ministor has so grossly noglected the lino froù
tis a free bridge. If the municipalities had made an ofer

of some kind by whieb they might have paid a reasonable Nanaimo to Aiberni. British Columbia bas been totali
sum, we might have brought down a measure to make it a neglect0d, and' I hope the hon. Miniater will give it hi
free bridge. serions consideration. The company la now building

Mr. MACKENZIE. The bridge is not a source of railway in that much-abused country, but the Dominie
revenue. $3,000 were collected last year and $4,000 spent.Govermentdeclinea to dojustice to the Province, by building tho telegrapli lino. I want the Govornmont to buil(

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This was for repairs that thc lino between Nanaimo and Aiberni, and I hope th
will last several years. hon. Miniater of Publie Works will tako the subject int

.Mr. MACKENZIE. I merely point ont the inconvenience bis favorable consideration.
of keeping the work on our bands. The intention was Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This mnnoy la te pay th
original)y to have it pass as soon as possible into the hands Great North-West Telegraph Company for the lino fror
of the municipality, so that it would be a source Of no Murray Bay to Mille Vaches and a smail land and cabl
expen8e te the Goverument. Bines on the islands of the Lwer St. Lawrence and the Gu

2M6. Compensation to Patrick MeFlale, for damages and the Maritime Provinces. e pay $1,B00 a year to tbi
to bis land by the erection of a dam near the Teerp opnmoriri h io
heada sB the rhats Siides, Ottawa Rivert.iCu a tri me$435eatt

Sir iRICHARD J. CAIRTWRIIGHT. Wbcn was tin Mr. GAULT. I hope afIer soml time tho ensytm of tew
damage donc? graph linos will be owned by thoGovernment.

Sir IIEOTOIRLANG EVR.In. the month efApril,l812, Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In regard te the tolegrapi
Patrick Mllale, of the township of Fitzroy, purchased, lino from Nanaimo to onox, and the otherline tfAberni
from William Rehoe, a piece eN land without being we. the Government, are nt in a position this year to enter
aware that the dam, wbich the Government had tain the projeet. It is a seheme that will require Sm
eommeneed to build in the fall of 1871, would have the attention, and I sha Tbe vcry glad if we are in a psitio

elffect of submerging thenoat valuable portion of tho farm, another year to meuet the viewaout the lonDgentleman.
otherwîse ho would net have purchased Kehoo's property. 2o. To provide for expenses i connection with the
The Superintendent says that the claimant is a poor man training-ship arnjbditG......b.........ul2,0
ud bears a very good character, and tht his assertions are Sir nRIC ARD J. CAiTWRIGT. b ink the olouse

fully corroborated by Mrv. Kehoe and by Mr. McFarlaud, will bc glad te bear something about this wondorful engira
oputy Master of tho station. Hoe did net make lia laim of war. W want to know what lias been done, what i

wooer, because some of his neighbora told him it was use- being doe, afd waatvas intended tdeb.tdon. with respect t
lesi goiug tolaw with th e Geverameut, as sudh a proceeding thi addition te the Canadian fleet.

ight cot him more than the whole land was worth. Mr. McLELAN. As te what as been doue, the shi
Mr. MACIKENZIE. Was anyone sent te value thislias been brougt toe St. John. This vote will cover be
Sire HETOR LANEVIN. Yes, th station master and expese of the repairs in the dock-yard and of britgiug he

the Superintedent of the Ottwa Works, dM. Brophy. eut and mooring liergt St. John. As teawmat is teabgedon
S-r' ALBERT J. SMTH. Thi oly verifes wbat I teier, that is et under tle consideration of the Govern

said beforethata of lthe party bas gOt te do, w.o...as a meut.
daim against flicGovernmcnt, is te pursne it, and hoewill Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We have had a vote

Sir HeECTOR LANGEVnN.1In the monthrof A pril, m872

receivc ompeosation for isl ofw, that z ,aim bas been beforfor this vese1,
allowed terest ton years, which is conclusiveevidence thatreacli622,000 at least, or perbapa $30,000. I would like te
hom adnoedaim at a . If there is aytirg uecessary te know what is the total expeuso.
eetabia the faet that this man can have noeraim equity, Mr. McLELAN. The total amunt expended up te the
io is thefaet that ho allowed it te Slepse long. . present time $13,000, a portion etyw.icl is previded by

Sir inECTOR LANGEVIN. The man delayodris Goveror General's warrant during the maat fincal yar.
oair because the ofsneighbrs told hlm that it wuld b Sir RICHARD J. CARsWeRIG T. Ithorefre appear
rfused. i e came fiward himo f and made bis claim tetgat the Goverument are nt able tetel us what tiey intend
Lie Gover met, and it las been investigated and found teht.dowitltlevessel. ItbadbecuunderstoodthatiLwaste
b. correct. I is net because ho is a poor man and an

uneduated man tLat we should refuse him on tscontrary
it was exactly because oe was Weples ard unedu ted th t Mr. BURPE (St. John). Lt la ime Lhe Goverument
I tàought lie hould get justice.flie lad none te look aater should know wlat they are te do wit th vessel. u St.

his euae, and 1 thought, under those circumstancTs, I weuld John harbor the vessel was a nuisance hlast year. The v
l* aft.r iLfor him, and I sent the Superintendent up to sel slould b taken oeut er the harbor as ye bas don. dam-

invgçtigate it and he reported the claim welI fouuded. age there ad twe olive ave been lost. Tue sooner the vos-
ir ÂLIBEFT J. SMITI. I sbou.ld like te know who his Sl H takenCeut of St. John laber Ine botter tho people will

repreintntiveoifN.rtom, strange that a poor man antuldhbhPeadr
have allewed ten years te elapse before presenting his daim. Sir.ALBERT J. SMITI. Thia vessel seema to enan
What eonnty doees ho live in ? extraordinary one, as ah. is unguidable, ike a vesse1 with-

Sir IHEiCTO.R LA.NGEVIN. t la in Lhe county of eut a rudder. Thisestimate etfS819,000 is tew cover expenss
CaraettIeeOntarii. already incurred.

2<~ 24; o t*mt telem lines te Mille Vaches M 2r. McLELAN. And te b inurred up te3n0twtJunh.
andtosethetaritimerProvancisn.nghi4,510 Sir ALBE.T J. SMIT....ow mu..d.es ah. cotp r

will b glad oer smthimn abou his wndrfulengin

Mr.r3UNSER. I deoirte toe attention of the day, for what pn te sh
hon.ý Minister 'ef Public Works the injustice doue to i use iathe vessel te bapphiedo? The bringing out this

Sir flzeTeuIA LÂGEviN.
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wessel was a most consummate piece of folly, and was ai winter port. I did not think at that time ho was sincere
fraud on the country; it would be in accordance with the in making that claim, and I thought he was only jesting.
general sentiment of the people that this vessel which runs Now I know he was not sincere, becanse if the
on her own account and does damage should be set on fire harbor of St. John is not able, as he says,
and burned. to accommodate a vessel like the Charybdis and allow her

Mr. McLELAN. She is securely moored and is not safely to ride at anchor it certainly is not a proper place
doing any damage. The Government will carefully con- for a winter port. I would say that the people of Halifax
ier watsd eh e done with lier. would gladly receive that vessel. They have a harbor

sider what should which is safe and commodious enough to accommodate the
)Ir. DOMVILLE. I always objected to the Charybdis whole British navy, and where Ihe anchorage is good

being sont to St. John, as I thought we in the Lower enough to prevent them going adrift. I therefore suggest
provinces should not be charged with a publie work from that she be sent to Nova Scotia, but I think there is
which we would receive no advantage. She is anchored in another and a better port than Halifax-a port which will
the harbor, but breaks away now and then, and I presume eventually be the winter port of this Dominion. We would
this item of $12,000 is to pay for damages. I do not blame beglad to receive the Charybdis in the harbor of Whitehaven
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. I am merely dealing -the best port on the Attantic coast-and I am glad to
with facts as I find them, and I am ot prepared Lo say that know that the members for New Brunswick have come out
the Government is responsible. Nobody is responsible. boldly and acknowledged that St. John is not a
This vessel was sent out from England, probably in pur- suitable port to accommodate the British navy. 1 there-
suance of some high-flown notions in England at that time. fore suggest in all seriousness that the Government should
We knowthat Mr. Brassey and others had the idea of raising a seriously consider this matter, and in making this suggestion
mercantile navy all over the world, and this vessel may have I am only doing my duty to myself, to this House and to my
been sent out as part of that scheme. I want it to be sent constituency in asserting that the harbor of Whitehaven
to Halifax; I think Nova Scotia should have it. The other is one sufficiently large to receive all the ships that may bo
night I was severcly commented upon because I made some sent there and accommodate the combined navies of the
renarks thinking that something was not going right, but world.
I hope I shall not get the same- Mr. DOMVILLE. I cannot allow such a slur to be cast

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Castigation. on the Province of New Brunswick and the harbor of St.

ir. DOMVILLE. Yes, castigation, I beHeve that is the John without resenting it. The hon. gentleman, no doubt,Mi.IOYLL.Ys asiain ble.tati h svery cleveri rig omk oiiacailinfv f
word-I hope I shall not receive the same castigation to- 1r n trying to make political capital in favor of
night. I tbink the Charybdis should be towed out of the the harbor ofWhitehaven and his own constituency. When

harbor of St. John, so as to protect the shipping, and that this the han. gentleman asserts that the barbor of St. John is

money will be paid for the damages she may commit when not large enough to contain that vessel and has not a good
she breaks down vessels. We want a training :ship; we anchorage, I think somebody should correct him.

want all we can got, and I trust that we may have vessels Hon. gentlemen talk about my asking for a winter port.
that may train our mercantile navy, but I am sure this Yes, I have asked for a winter port, and I shall continue to

vessel is no good for us or anybody else, and the sooner she ask for a winter port. I may not have the honor to repre-
is got rid of the better. I find no fault with the hon. Minis- sent my constituency here next year-many of us may be
ter of Marine nor the Government, bocause I am sure the defeated-but while I have a seat, I shall endeavor to see

Government did not bring her out. I have reason to believe that New Brunswick bas the winter port of the Dominion.

she was forced on them. My suggestion is that she be If there is any harm in that, and if the bon. member for

towed to Halifax and handed over to the Imperial authori- Guysborough (Mr. Ogden) is to be offended because I ask

ties and let them do what they like with her. that New Brunswick shall have her share, and that we shall
have a winter port terminus at St. John, m spite of his slur

Mr. MACKENZIE. I object to punishing Halifax in of that harbor, I still hope my people will support mue
that way, and if there is no hon. member to speak up for because I support them, and I truAt that other hon. mcm-
Halifax,1 am ready to put in a word for ber. bers of this House may stand up and defend the harbor of

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. member for King's (Mr. St. John as a harbor fit te hold a navy, and that wo may
Domvillo) deems either that the harbor of St. John is toonet sit bere te have a sir cast on that barber as fit for
small for the Charybdis or that the Charybdis is too large nothing compared with the barber cf' lifhx.
for the harbor, but if that place advises us to take the Mr. OGiD EN. I wish te say that I did not cast a FOur on the
vessel to Halifax there will be abundance of accommoda- barber cf St. John or insinuate that it was net agooliarbor.
tien for lier there.tion fr her hor.I know St. John barber very wcl, and I know it te le a vvry

Mr. DOMVILLE. I cannot allow a remark of that kind good barber; but J understood the hon. ventleîn :osiyhat
to be passed on the harbor of St. John. St. John haibr this sum was placed in bore Estimates te defray tho co.t cf dî
has certainly never been frozen over in my time, but I have damai-e doue by this vessel Lrcaking adrit and loaing down
walked on the ice from Halifax to Dartmouth. the barber, and 1 arnserry that any bon. gentleman should

se forget bis allegianco as te condemn this ship, whicli ia
Mr. OGDEN. 1 am surprised to bear the momber for free gift from fer Majesty. Another hon, gentleman ays

King's (Mr. Domville) assert that the harbor of St. John sho should ho burnod. If the gifts of fer Majesty are net
1s not sufficiently large. sufficiently apprecîated in New Brunswick, we bhah gladly

Mr. DOMVSLLE.t s did not asstrt it. redoive thom in Nova Scotia.

Mr. OGDEN. The bon. gentleman said sonuthing in Mr. DILLAM. Thero bas been a rumor afloat that the
that direction. H1e said that $12,000 wss probably in the bridge across te St. John River at Navy Islad was te b
Estimiates to psy for the oxpenso caused by this vessel rernoved, because there was net roem eneugli in the liarbor
baving broken adrift and danaged other porsens' property for teI bridge and thrCb rybdis at tho same time.
in the barbor. I arn sorry te hear that thg harbor of St. Mr. DALY. tI donethink it was at ail necessary for the
John is so amail and its ancborage st poor that a vessel hon. member for Lambton te rise to defend th interests of
like the Orybdis cannet romain eafely at ancltor Halifax. r and mrely say that those aquainted with the
Last year the lion. member for King's (Mr. .Dornville)barber of llatfax-and y Iknow the hon. member for La b.
Mid lie was anxious that St. John should bic-made Lle ton son e of that number-will hear testimony tthe net
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that the harbor of Halifax has ample room for not only the
Charybdis, but for more than half the navy of Great Britairi;
that the Charybdis can ride in safety there, will not be
injured, and wili not ho likely to break adrift and do darnage
to property there. I have been surprised -it the number
of han. gentiemen, not from Nova Seotia, but from New
Brunswick, who, if I judge righitly the meaning of their
words, carne to the conelusion that the harbor of St. John
was not capable of affurding anchorage room fbr the
Charybdis. I think botter ot the harbor of St. John than
the opinion implied in the representations made by
tho hon. member for the city and county of St. John
(Mr. Burpee), tho hon. meaber for Westmoreland,
and others who bave spoken on the subjeet. Now, I beileve
St. John is a fine harbor, and it would be far from
my desire to cast the slighltest slur upon it. 1 would
like to see Halifax a winter port, and I would be
glad to see St. John a winter port also. I believe
the interests of both ports ean be advanced by the
present Governiment, and I believe they are taking steps
every Session to pronote thern, and we may expect to see
the day when both IIalifax and St. John will be shipping
grain to tbe ports of Europe. I believe there is no jealousy
existing between either port. I dIsclaim any feeling of
jealousy towards St. John; they are both good ports in their
way; but so far as the harbor of Halifax is concerned, if
the Government send the Charybdis there, she will have
plenty of room, and I believe the Government will fird some
useful object to which she can be applied.

Mr. OGDE T. That is a mistake. I have seen in that
harbor three hundred vessels.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Fishing boats ?
Mr. OGDEN. Vessels from 50 to 1,000 tons every year

for the twelve years I have resided in the county.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Three hundred at one time ?
Mr. OGDEN. Yes; and ice is never known in the har.

bor of Whitehaven.
Mr. ANGLIN. If what the hon. gentleman says is cor.

rect, and if at :iny time from stress of weather or other
adverse circumstanees, 300 sail are compelled to take
refuge at Whitehaven, they had better not station the
Chyrybdis there, because she is a most formidable vessel,
and trentlemen on the opposite side are censurable for not
knowing it. The hon. member for King's, in his speech,
shows that the Charybdis is the very representation and
incarnation of the National Policy, so to say.
It is the National Policy put into wood and iron.
There she stands; with her they can defy the whole world,
particularly our neighbors of the United States. We can
shako our National Policy in their faces, and say: " We will
impose duties on your products, and we defy you to find
fault with them " We can say to our enemies: " We are
safe, the Clarybdis stands, not behind us, but in
front of us ;" and if there is any excuse for having
her at St. John, it is that she stands in front to
defend us against our neighbors and all others. Even if she
has no cannon or guns, no vesselin the American navy dare

Sir LiEONARD TILLEY. When Raqsard was first estab-| approach our frontier, for the Charybdis will run into her
lished; I bad some doubts about the propriety of it, and the and sink her at once.
advantage it would be to the country; but I am satisfied it Mr. McCUAIG. I would suggest to the hou.iMinister of
will ho a matter of great interest to the people of New Marine that ho should first have the Charybdis measured and
Brunswick to read the discussion which bas taken place on inspected under the new Steamboat Inspection Act, and
this vote to-night. They will ascertain how highly the after that she should b cexposed for sale. This should bo
barbor of St. John iq appreciated by some of their repre- donc under a Bill hefore the House with fourteen new
sentatives in this House; but, happily, they cannot injure clauses and thirteen Orders in Council in regard te 'it-a
that barbor, because its aivantages and its central position Bill with forty clauses and six amendments-inspection
are sueh that they are well understood. But I must say I under such a Bill would produce wonders.
thought a more favorable view would have been taken of
the position and the facilities of that harbor by those hon. Mr. BUNSTER Since Canada basrefused such agracious
members who have spoken. With reference to the compliment as the Charybdis, I can tell the Government
(Charybdis breaking lose, she bas been anchored there how to utilize her.
safely all winter, and bas not interfered with any vessel, Mr. MACKENZIE. Send her to British Columbia by
so far as I know. She is in one of the best positions that railroad.
could be found for ber in the Dominion of Canada. It Mr. BUNSTER. The least you say about the Canadian
is central, and in every way a desirable point; but you Pacifie Railroad the better. Your ideas arc too amphibiouswouldjudge, by the remarks made to-night by some bon. to build the Pacifie Railway. I have a grievance so far asgentlemen, that that harbor bas no capacity, and that if a your Government is concerned in that respect. You didship should drift from ber moorings, she would come in not do much for the railroad. In order to facilitate corn-contact with some other vessel. That is quite truc, because merce botween the eastern and western Provinces of theit being tbe principal port of the Dominion, it has vessels Dominion, the best thing the Government could do would
for it to come in contact with, while other ports have nlot- bo to place this vessel on the route between here and
But all that the hon. gentlemen have said to disparage that British Columbia. She has been there before and we lookedport will have no effeet, because it is impossible that any- 1 upon her with pride and pleasure when the British tars and
thing any hon. gentleman can say can damage the position officers were in our ports. Any such magnificent gift friomof that barbor. old England should be hailed as an heirloom, and if the

people of old Canada are not willing to receive ber theMr. ANGLIN. In the country .came from, a man wbo people of British Columbia are. The merchants and
was very angry and yet did not want to be profane, instead manufacturers of Canada, under the National Policy, will b0
of sending a man to a certain warm place, was aC- able te send eut in er a ship Ioad of goods te British
customred te say : "Go to Halifax. Well, we in Columbia, when we will be able to send back a cargo to
St. John are quite wihng te say, "Go to Halifax." the eastern Provinces. We want eastern goods, for which
If we had taken or sent her further in that direction than we can easily make a return in the production of our
Halifax, we should say-go to Whitehaven. The hon. Province.
Finance Minister very properly, in reply to the hon. mem- M.ANGUIN.
ber for Guysborough, who boasts of the capacity of White- . 0f what?
haven, and says it pos-esses ample room for the Charybdis, Mr. BUNSTER. Wheat, coal and other things.
made the statement we have heard. No doubt in Mr. DOMVILLE. I eontend with the hon. Minister of
Whitebaven there would be no danger of coming in contact Finance that hon. gentlemen have no right to find fault
with anything except ice. I with the harbor of St. John. I endeavored, in the few

Mr. D.Y
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remarks I made, to show that the Charybdis is totally unfit
for the work she was intended for, and A would be better
to hand her back to the Imperial Government, to Mr. Brassey
or anyone else who wants to carry ont some Quixotic idea
of their own. At the same time I stated I did not think the
Goverflment were responsible or to be blamed for the ineffici-
ency of the vessel. The hon. member for Halifax under-
took by faint praise to damn the harbor of St. John and
inake out that the harbor of Halifax is the finest in the
world. The harbor of St. John can speak for itself, and it
is out of place for the hon. rember for Nova Scotia to find
fault with it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The bon. Minister says the entire
money expended was $13,000. I felt certain he was mis-
taken. I know that a certain amount was expended in
England to make her fit for the voyage, and a certain sum
was expended to bring her out, the two amounting to
$20,000; $9,040 were expended on her last year where she
lies, and 'the whole expenditure cannot be less than $30,000.
The vessel is not worth keeping: she is a source of expense
and of no publie utility. If nothing else can be done with
ber she might be sold to Barnum. The Government bas no
policy in relation to ber. Why should we vote money every
year to keep a vessel which is utterly worthless.

Mr. WRIGHT. The hon. Minister of Marine appears to
be in a somewhat singular position between this Charybdis
and the Scylla of the Opposition. It appears to me that
this vessel which is denounced by both sides of the House
might, perhaps, provide a solution of a great
problem. Every one must be satisfied that under
existing conditions almost all representative in-
stitutions in the great constitutional countries of the
would have belied their character. Mr. Gladstone appears
disposed to put a stop to free discussion, by introducing the
" cloture " in England, thereby interfering with those
institutions which, Mr. Green tells us, came from the green
pastures and the pleasant farm-houses of Schleswig. In
our country we have the introduction of the power behind
the Throne, which appears practically to control the busi-
ness of the country, and ail representative institutions in
the United States, as well as here and in Great Britain, are
somewhat anomalous in their character. Perhaps the
members of this House who are going out of public life,
might embark in the Charybdis, and as the hon. member
for Vancouver suggests, "go round the Horn," taking
several horns on the way, and in that way we might leave
the country practically in the control of abler and stronger
mon than we have proved ourselves to be.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). Leaving all joking aside, the
hon. Minister of Marine should inform us what the policy
of the Government is regarding her. With regard to the
port of St. John, the hon. Minister of Finance, with his
usual ingenuity, bas tried to make ont we ran it down.
We did nothing of the kind. I said that she was a nuisance
to the port, and so she is&

.Mr. ANGLIN. What is the Government going to do
with this vessel ? If there is any possible purpose to which
she can be applied, they sbould let us know. My own
opinion is that the Imperial Government should be asked
to take ber back: If they will not, she should be run up
On the beach and left there till she falls to pieces. There
1s no reaison why we should spend $10,000 or $12,000 for
the care of a vessel which is of no use to us.

Mr. McCALLUM. Hon. gentlemen opposite are
making a great mistake in finding fault with the small
amount of money spent on this ship. Theso hon. gentle-
men who are now trying to get the power to make our own
treaties, will want this ship to commence with.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am glad the hon. member for,1
Monck bas found out a use for the unfortunate vessel. It!i

seeins when the Government appoint ambassadors they are
to embark on board the Charybdis, and all nations will
capitulate at once rather than have this formidable vessel
enter their ports. In the meantime we must proceed like
business mon and ascertain from the Government how much
money bas been spent on this vessel.

Mr. McLELAN The vote last year was $15,000; we
are asking now for $12,000 more. The amount that bas
been actually paid is about $13,000, which bas been made
under the Governor General's warrant. This covers all the
bills that have been made.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is a mistake.
Mr. MoLELAN. I am speaking from a memorandum

given me from the office-cheques that are sent out and the
authority under which they have been given as to the cost
of the vessel now. It bas been 7noored and is compar-
atively free from expense. She bas one care'aker on board
who is paid $25 a month. What other disposition we
may make of her is not determined.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is to be done with the
money?

Mr. McLELAN. Whatever disposition we make of ber
will cost some money; if you send ber back to England or
send her up to Halifax the moving of a large ship like that
will cost several thousand dollars. The whole of that
$13,000 bas already been paid, $12,000 are now asked for,
and the $5,000 for last year, makes e17,000.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The hon. gentleman is mis-
taken as to the amount this vessel has cost. He will find,
on reference to the correspondence, that a thousand pounds
sterling was placed to the credit of Captain Scott in the
agency of the Bank of Montreal in London. Two or three
months afterwards Sir A. T. Galt communicated with the
Canadian Government stating that a further sum of a
thousand pounds wa, required, so that $10,000 were spent
on the vessel before sLe left England. He will find, I
think, in the Public Accounts a sum of $9,000 in addition
to that, and row the bon. gentleman wants $12,000, which
makes altogether $31,000.

Mr. McLELAN. I stated that there might be outstand-
ing accounts.

Mr. CAMERON. May I ask the hon. gentleman if ho
bas accounted for the $10,000 that was placed by the Gov-
ernment of Canada to the credit of' Captain Scott in
England before tho vessel left England at all? The hon.
gentleman will find that a sum of over 630,000 bas been
spent on this vessel.

Mr. McLELAN. The expenditures the hon. gentleman
bas referred to are some charges by the British Govern-
ment that may not have been paid yet. That was all done
by the British Government.

Mr. CAMERON. Not a farthing of it. Dos the hon.
gentleman mean to tell us that that was done by the
British Government? They did not spend $1 on it.

Mr. McLELAN. Re pairs on the ship were done by the
Government in England and paid by the British Govern-
ment.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No, they were not.
Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman is wrong. The

ship was put into the dockyard on the other side and
repaired as to ber copper and tanking, and the bill probably
will come before the Dominion Parliament. -But there has
been no bill paid yet.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Yes, there is; it is all paid.
Mr. McLELAN. I beg your pardon. I find the amount

last year was $10,000, and the $12,000 now asked for is
expected to cover all expenses.
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Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister is entirely mistaken.

The British Government simply gave us the hull of the
vessel, the spars and the rigging. They took out of her the
guns, the coal, the stores, the small arms, .and gave us
nothing but the hull. The hon. Minister will find, if he
looks into the account, that $10,000 were paid on the other
side in repairs which even thon made her barely fit to cross
the Atlantic in summer. Now he says she is of no value
whatever to us. What is the policy of the Government with
regard to her ? When the British Parliament is asked to
vote money the Government is always expected to tell what
the money is for-how it is to b used. Why is this large
sum asked for now? The ship, as she lays in the St. John
Harbor to-day, is utterly untit to go to se&. If the hon.
member for Monck and the forty or fifty gentlemen around
him could be induced to make a sea voyage in their political
entity-I would be sorry to have them embark in
her in their personal entity-I think we, on this side, would
be willing to vote any amount of money to promote their
voyage. But we ought really to know what the Government
intend to do with this very expensive and ugly toy of ours.
Are we to go on year after year voting money for the
Charybdis, simply because she is there and must be taken
care of ? The Imperial Government probably meant well by
presenting her to us, but the Goverument should, in this
case, have adopted a policy in regard to her and announce
it to the House.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was stated in the House last
Session that Rer Majesty's Government had placed at the
disposal of the Dominion Government this steamer for the
purpose of establishing a naval school in the Dominion of
Canada. It was placed at our disposal by the Imperial
Government, and it was considered a valuable property. It
was found after we had obtained possession of this ship,
which had returned from two or three years' service in the
Chineso sea, that considerable repairs were necessary before
she could be brought to this country. The amount of
£1,000 sterling was placed at Mr. Scott's credit to bring ber
here. Then it was found the construction of the vessel, on
account of ber being built so as to be propelled both by
steam and sail and with heavy yards, was such
as to require a very heavy crew. When she arrived we
found she was not so desirable a vessel for the
purposes required as we hoped for. It was stated last Ses-
sion that the Government had not decided what course it
would pursue, that enquiries would be made during recess
and a vote taken sufficient to bring ber out. It was found
on examination, that the vessel required very considerable
repairs in order to place ber in a perfectly seaworthy con-
dition. The position is this: With the best intention on the
part of the Imperial Government the vessel was placed at
our disposal, and we are not desirous to throw the vessel
back again on the Imperial authorities if we can make any
use of her. If it is found practicable or desirable-becausei
there is now a question whether a smaller vessel would noti
answer that purpose better-when further Supplementary
Estimates come down, the leader of the flouse will either
ask a sum of money to maintain the vessel as a naval vessel
or he will be asked that she shall be returned to the Imper-j
ial Government. Al we ask at the present time is a vote'
for the payment of expenditures down to lst July.

Mr. ANGLIN. The explanations made by the Finance
Minister are so far satisfactory, except for the "if " intro-
duced. As we understand Ithe leader of the Government
will explain his policy before the close of the Session, I ,
think the vote may pass without further discussion.

Mr. WRIGHT. I have discovered a solution of the
difficulty. The hon. member for Vancouver (Mr Bunster)1
last night declared himself in favor of tie treaty with the 11
Hawaiian Islands, and those members on both sides of thel
House who intend to leave Parliament can proceed thither.i

Mr. McLELAN.

In this way the good intentions of the British Government
in offering us this vessel would not be ignored.

271. To provide for repaira to and maintainance
of the.steamer La Canalienne... ......... $12,000

Mr. McLELAN. This vessel was wrecked last Noven-
ber on White Island, and it was with great d.iMeulty she
was got off and taken to Quebec, the cost involved being
$7,000 or $8,000. An estimate was made of the coat of
repairing the vessel and tenders invited, and a additional
expeRditure of 8,0 was incurre.

272. To provide for expenses incurrred by the Water
Police -i coanection with the Mosntral labrers'
strike, and the employ»out of extra men.......... $7,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How was this ex-
penditure inciurred?

Mr. McLELAN. During the laborers' strike last sum-
mer an additional force had to be employed, and this is the
continuation of the vote of last year.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have always objected to the principle
of the Dominion Government meddling with the affairs of
the harbors of Montreal and Quebec, or any other ports of
this Dominion. It is not a part of our duty, of the Federal
Government, and I think as soon as possible these matters
should be relegated to the local authorities. The troubles
to which this particular vote refers was one with which the
Federal Government had nothing to do, and now they are
asked to pay this expenditure.

274. To provide for the maintenance by the Harbor
Comissioners of buoysand beacons inthe portof
Montreal, for the year ending 30th June, 1880... $3,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Explain?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The buoying of the river

has been performed in the past by the Harbor Commis.
sioners ot Montreal. It was said by them, and I
think with a good deal of foi-ce, that whatever
might be their duties as Harbor Commissioners, there was
no reason whatever why the expense of buoying the river,
which was not within the limite of the harbor, should be
borne by them. When I introduced the Bill last Session,
reducing the rate of interest on advances to the Commis-
sioners, I stated that we purposed at the same time to
relieve them of this expense. The work has been done by
the Commissioners for the year; and this sum is to reimburse
them for the amount. Hlereafter the duty will be performed
by the Government, and no special vote will be asked.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I can see no reason why they
should perform the duty one year more than another, though
I admit that I can see no reason why this expense should
be borne by the Harbor Commissioners.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman admits
that the system is wrong, and yet he objects to our chang-
ing the system.

275. To provide for the paymment of salary and dis-
bursementseto S. A. McVicar, Fishery Overseer. $541 65

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What are the cir-
cumstances of this claim?

Mr. McLELAN. It is for two years and eight months'
salary as fishery overseer. He did not draw his salary
during the time he performed his duties.

Sir RICHARD J. CARfWRIGHT. Was the matter
simply an oversight?

Mr. McLELAN. Not wholly an oversight. The Depart-
ment withheld his salary, asking for further returns than he
had sent ia. The matter went on for some time, until ho
was relieved or left the office, and he made a claim for his
salary. On enquiry, it was ascertained that lie had dis-
charged his duties, and that the money collected was faith-
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fully paid over, and all that was wanting was that ho did
not send in a complote return for his term.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Was he dismissed ?
Mr. McLELAN. I am not sure whether he resigned or

was dismissed, but lie is out of the office now. On the
enquiry being made it was found that either from negli-
gence or attention te other duties he had not sent in full
returns.

Mr. MACK ENZIE. My recollection of the matter is
very faint at present, but my impression is that ho deliber-
-ately refused to attend to his duties. But ho is a good
Tory editor, and the Government have no hesitation in
going back several years and paying a claim which should
not be paid. I hope the papers will be brought down so
that we may see what the claim amounts to before we are
asked to pay it. I have not the slightest doubt that the
claim is a bogus one, and it is at least five or six years
since it was rendered.

Mr. McLELAN. The claim has never been presented
until within a year-at all events it never was passed upon
by my predecessors.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. When was the service per-
formed ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I think from 1875 to 1877.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. And ho never presented a

daim before ?
Mr. MACKENZIE. There was no claim to present.

Mr. BOWELL. He was in the service of the Govern-
ment. He was relieved, I think, by hon. gentlemen op-
posite of any duties ho had to perform, and they refused
positively to pay him for the time ho was in their
employment.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I do not think that was the
case.

Mr. BOWELL. I am speaking from knowledge
that came to me from himself when he made
the claim. He said ho had asked the Government
to settle with him, but that they had refused to
settle because ho had failed to make a certain return. I
then told him distinctly that it was his duty to make a
return for all the time he was in the employ of the Govern-
ment, and that whatever salary was due him would be paid.
A thorough examination was made by the officers of the
Department, and it was ascertained that all moneys ho had
collected during his tenure of office had been correctly and
honestly accounted for, and the Government considered that
ho was entitled to the salary for the time ho was in office.
It may have been because he was a good Tory editor that
hon. gentlemen opposite thought it necessary to relieve him
of the $200 a year that ho was getting, and I have no
doubt that the fact of his being an editor of a Tory
paper in the town and county the hon. gentleman repre-
Bents brought down on him the odium of the Government.
I think it is the duty of the incoming Government, having
due regard to the proper treatment of their officers, whether
they bulong to one party or another, to sec that they arei
properly remunerated for the services they rendered. 1

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. There is a discrepancy
between the statements of the two Ministers. One says
that a claim was made, and the other says that no claim was
made; I would like to know which speaks the truth. I
suppose the hon. gentleman means to insinuate that I
refused to pay this man because he was an editor of a Tory
paper. I entirely repudiate that charge; it is utterly un-
true; and I think, before we are asked to concur in this
vote, the papers should be brought down .

M r. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman's rebuke ought to be
aPPlied to the hon, gentleman beside him (Mr. Mackenzie).1
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It appears to him to be quite correct for his friends to impute
improper motives to the present Government. I would not
have referred to the fact of his being the editor of a Tory
newspaper, had not the hon. gentleman's late leader doclared
that to e the reason the Government were paying his claim.
There is no discrepancy between the statement made by
my hon. colleague and that made by myself.

Mr. McLELAN. Year by year ho claimed his salary,
but ho never made the claim as a whole.

276. Fish Breeding-to provide an additional sum.$2,000

Mr. ANGLIN. The other day the hon. Minister stated
that somewhere on the Restigouche or the Metapedia, a new
hatchery was likely to be erected, but ho was asked who
owned the ground, and ho evaded answering it.

Mr. McLELAN. I did not evade it, and my attention
was called to a report in the llansard which was incorrect.
I stated the site had been selected and a contract made for
some materials and some work, but that I had suspended
operations until a title could be purchased. Under the old
arrangement it was proposed to take a lease of the property;
but I did not consider it proper to make a large expenditure
on properties for which we had to pay a rent. I stated this
and did not evade the question.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman evaded one part of
the question, viz.: who was the owner, or who claimed to
be the owner of that property, upon which that hatchery is
to be erected.

Mr. McLELAN. Judge Clarke claims to be the owner,
and the proposal is to lease it from him.

Mr. ANGLIN. Surely it was a strange way of proceed-
ing, to erect a hatchery upon a property to which the Govern-
ment had not obtained a title. ]Rumor says the owner is
Mr. Wilmot, and that ho wants the building on it that he
may obtain for land for which ho paid some 50 cents an
acre, a large sum from the Government. The hon. gentle-
man did evade the main point of the question, which was to
the ownership of that ground-as to the person from whom
the Government had leased or purchased it. They have
contracted to erect a hatchery, and have carried materials on
to the ground without obtaining a title.

Mr. McLELAN. The terms of the lease had been
arranged, but the title had not been completed.

Mr. ANGLIN. Is the hon. gentleman prepared to say
that Mr. Wilmot does not directly or indirectly own the
property.

Mr. BOWELL. Mr. Wilmot does not; it belongs to
Judge Clarke.

Mr. ANGLIN. Why did you not say that before ?
Mr. BOWELL. You gave us no chance. You did all

the talking yourself.
Mr. ANGLIN. The question was put some days ago:

who was the owner, or who claimed to be the owner ?-to
which the hon. Minister made no answer. But ho has
repeated what ho said that evening as to bis giving orders
for the suspension of the work. He ought to be able to
say on his own authority, after investigating the matter,
that Mr. Wilmot is not the owner.

Mr. McLELAN. I told you that Judge Clarke was the
owner.

Mr. ANGLIN. Mr. Wilmot's management of this
whole business is very much impugned, and there is grave
doubt as to whether we recoive value for our money. I
had no idea how the impression went abroad that Wilmot
had an interest in it, but that impression was current, and
the statement that-Judge Clark is the owner will scarcely
remove the impression unless it is proved that Mr. Wilmo
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is mot directly or indirectly interested in selling this ground
for the hatcbery in question.

Mir. BUNSTER. In the whole of the Estimates there is
not a dollar down for our fishermen, although they send
out $1,000,000 worth of fisb yearly and pay a large amount
of duty into the revenue. $700,000 go from British Colum-
bia into the general Treasury of the Dominion, yet we are
omipktely ignored. I trust the hon. Minister will remedy
this injustice.

277. To providé the expenses ofinspecting the rivers
and mill-dams in Nova Scotia.................. $1,000

Mr. McLELAN. This is for the salary of a special in-
apeetor, Mr. Meath, who was sent out on complaints as to
the condition of the rivers on the southern coast of Nova
Scotia and the eastern coast.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How is it that Mr. Rogers
was not employed? le is an official of the Department, a
very competent man, who has made some invention for
fishways.

Mr. MoLELAN. Mr. Rogers bas all he can do i the
supervision of all matters connected with the Province of
Nova Seotia-

219. To provide for arrears of rent in connection
with building cecupied by the St. John Ob-
Eervatory .............. .................... . . $449 81

Mr. ANGLIN. What observatory is that?
Mr. MoLELAN. It was in a public building pending

the eoustruction of new buildings.
Mr. ANGLIN. What building ?
Mr. McLELAN. I cannot point that out now.

290. Expenses connected with 'the charges against
Fishery Inspector Mowat........................... $675 80

Mr. McLELAN. Charges were made against the over-
oseer on the Restigouche which I found lying in the office
when I came there. I felt that they were of a serious
nature and sent Commissioners down to examine and report
upon them. The Commissioners were Mr Brydges, one of
the fishery inspectors, and Mr. E. M. Roberts, of Truro.
Circumstances detained them and the investigation occupied
nearly a month. the expenses for which are asked for by
this vote. Sufficient was beard of Mr. Mowat to warrant
the Government in dismissing him.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is there any objection to
submitting these papers without a motion ?

Mr. McLELAN. Certainly not.

292. To provide for a grant to fishermen on the coast
of Nova Seotia who suffered losses by storms
in April, 1881............................................. $1,000

Sir RICIIAR D J. CARTWRIGHT. This is an unusual
vote and requires some explanation, I think. What were
the circumstances which induced the Government to ask
for this vote?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A very heavy gale took place
in Aprii, 1881, whieh destroyed the buildings of a great
many fishermen, and destroyed their boats and nets, and
left them without any means of obtaining a livelihood.
This money was not given to them, but was placed in the
bands of as agent there to purchase boats and nets as a loan
to them, so as to enable them to earn a living. I do not
recollect what part of Nova Scotia it was, but there came
l à report show*ig great distress on the part of the people,

htihe tentuber of boats, nets and buildings that were

Sir ICÂARD . CARTWRIGHT. I suppose it was
done by Order in Couneil?

9 IZONARD TIiLLEY. Y«e,
Tr. ANGLIN,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Then the hon.
Minister no doubt wili produce that Order in Council?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CA RT WRIGHT. I am very loath to

oppose a thing of that kind, where the distress may have
been very great, but at the s me time it is a precedent
which might become a very awkward one. Does the hon.
Minister propose, in the event of any serious injury oecar-
ring to the fishermen along the coast, to introduce thesystem
of loaning money from the publie Treasury.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; it was becanse the Gov.
ernment appreciated the peculiar hardships of this case that
they advanced the money. They did not give it, but they
loaned it. We saw the difficulty, and therefore put it iii
the position of a loan.

Mr. MAÇKENZIE. The practice has been to grant aid
to sufferers where there has been an overpowering calamity,
such as the St. John lire; in other cases a loan of money
has been made on security taken for it. lt will not do to
take absolute ground that under no circumstances shaîl
money be loaned or given. At the same time, it is quite
clear that if we are not very careful demands will be made
upon the Government for minor calamities, and the greatest
care should be observed in making loans. In this case
there will be no means of paying back the loan, so it is
practically a gift.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It is stated in the vote as a
positive grant.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I will bring down the Order
in Council, which states that this is a loan.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Of course, while having very
great sympathy for these distressed fishermen, it does seem
to me to be a dangerous practice to adopt to afford relief
from the Treasury to unfortunate people in different parts
of the Dominion. Almost every year, in Prince Edward
Island and some parts of Nova Scotia, fishermen suffer
very severely from storms or other calamities, and it would
be a dangerous thing if it is understood that the Government
are to come forward and Ioan these people money to
indemnify them for their losses.

Mr. RICHEY. I think this case comes under the do-
nomination of those serious calamities which are for the
time overwhelming. The principle that is generally acted
on is, that when the case can be made a local charity the
Dominion Government does not interfere; and I do not
think in this case there was any expectation this principle
would be transgressed. If this harbor had been properly
protected by a breakwater from the effects of the storm, it
would not have been folt to the same extent; but tho
calamity occurred at the season of the year when the pop,-
lation were about to prosecute the fisheries, and it rendered
them unable to prosecute their business that year. Under
those circumstances an appeal was made to the Government
for a loan of money, and an investigation was made by the
agent of the Marine and Fisheries Department, and the
loan was granted. The disaster occurred at Prospect Har-
bor and extended to Dover, in the county of Halifax.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This is a matter which should have
received the attention of the Local Government. A stori
occurred on the Labrador coast a few years ago; and although
an application was made to the Dominion Government for
relief, such was not granted.

Mr. RICHEY. The expense might fall on the munici-
pality, but it would be inconvenient that it should fail on
the Local Govern ment, which had really nothing to devote
te a case of that kind, unless from the grants for roads and
bridges.

Mr. DALY. I desire to know whether hon. gentlemen
opposite intend tob ppose this motion, for I think I ca(
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give reasons why it should pass. The circumstances under
which the money was loaned were sunh as render it neces-
sary. At that season of the year the fishermen were
prepared to go to sea to prosecute their calling, but they
were deprived, by a storm, of their nets, boats and fishing
tackle in a single day. They swarmed into Halifax in a
destitute condition, and subscriptions were taken up but
did not prove sufficient; a loan from the Dominion Govern-
ment to those fishermen was just, in view of the calamity
which had befallen them; and if any vote could be justified
it was such a vote as this which went to alleviate the desti-
tution. I hope hon. gentlemen opposite are not going to
oppose such a vote as this.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Weare able to protect ourselves,
and while no hon: member bas'opposed the vote hon. gen-
tlemen on this side of the flouse desire to make themselves
acquainted with the principle which underlies it.

Mr. McCUAIG I have many fishermen in my own
connty, and in view of the very precarious nature of this
occupation, I am quite willing to support the vote; and if
the House were as careful in all expenditures as in this it
would be more to the credit of its members.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. member for Prince Edward
(Mr. McCuaig) evidently knows more about this calamity
than any hon. gentleman on this Bide or the hon. Minister
of Finance, who did not know where the calamity occurred.
There are circumstances which justify the lending of money,
but we desire some statement of the particulars so that we
may be able to judge, not merely whether the case is one
deserving reliefbut as to what is to be the principle adopted.
It is rather singular that a calamity so widespread was not
better known. A year ago a Government steamer was char-
tered to go to relieve the people at Guysborough at I do not
know what cost to the Dominion. Now other fishermen-a
portion of Halifax-wanted to be relieved.

request. I am also thankful to the hon. member for Glou.
cester (Mr. Anglin), for giving me this opportunity for
making the matter plain. I am surprised at hon. gentLe-
men opposite taking up the time of tt e Rouse for one
moment in discussing this question, Hon. gentlemen on
the other side single ont the poor fishermen as groaning
under the hcavy taxes imposed upon them by the
National Policy, but when $1,000 is asked for to alle-
viate their suffering, they say it is a bad principle
to establish They fight on princip!es in questions of
this kini. Hon. gentlemen opposite and hon. members
on this side of the flouse did not hesitate to give $100,000
to the starving people of Ireland, and it would not be
fuir for the members of this House to ignore the wants or
requirements of their own countrymen. Tho faet that
these hon. gentlemen have brought up this question shows
that after all their pretended sympathy for the suffering
fishermen, when it comes to a question of dollars and conta,
they are always anxious to fight for the almighty dollar,
and they are always ready to impose upon the poor fisher-
men as severely as any other class. I will always stand up
for the fishermen, and I congratulate the Government for
making provision to pay the fishermen a bounty so as to
assis t them in adding to the wealth ofthis country, because
there is no class more deserving of assistance than the
noble fisherman. I wish the hou. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) to understand that the present Government
in all their dealings with the fishernmen have endeavored
to do what was right and just, and they have acted most
favorable to them in every respect.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentle-
man evidently does not belong to that charitable class of
individuals who desire to hide their light under a bushel.
We are glad, of course, to receive information -fom him
showing how extremely liberal he dealt with bis constitu-
ents, but when he talks about teaching us our duty, lot 1ia
uinderstand that whether it -leases him or his constituent-

Mr. OGDEN. I desire to state the circuistances of the case when we Ldato bor whiimpars a bad recedent,
referedto y te ho. mmbe. Tree ear ag, oingwhen we :find a vote here which imparts a bad precedent,referred te, by the bon. member. Throe yoars ago, owing we wiîî net fail te record our opinion about it whether we

to a scarcity of fish, many people in my constituency came deom it expfdient to expose it or not. do not intend te
short of food. An appeal was made to me from different dtheethexpeintto1expose tt. I do nt ateare
parts of the county to try and obtain assistance from the oppose the vo, but I know that such rants asth
Dominion Government. At that time there was some money constantly made the means of very gross jobs throughout
placed in the Estimates for a public work. The Minister of this cuntry.
Public Works allowed a certain sum to be drawn in advance, Mr. KILLAM. I would like to ask the hon. member
which was paid back in labor and material by the fishermen for Guysborough (Mr. Ogden) whether ho regards the dnt.y of
in one part of the county which I represent. In another 40 cents a barrel upon this same corn meal as one of the
part of the county an appeal was made for relief. There blessings which the Government have conferred on the
were no public works to be constructed in that fishermen ?
part of the counity, and knowing that many of the people Mr. OGDEN. I paid every cent of duty myself.
were destitute and were suffering, and that perhaps some
might die for want of assistance, I did not hesitate te put Mr. ANGLIN. The Government must have had
my hands in my pocket and purchase $300 worth of an extraordnary idea of the hon. gentleman when they
meal, which I sent to the people of my county, telling them were so particular as to stipulate that ho should not make
that if they could pay for it I would gladly receive it; and any profit out of the meal or the freight upon it. The
I asked the Government if they would permit me to send hon. gentleman's statement reflects not much credit on the
this meal in the same steamer which carried the meal Government or himself-some on the Government bocanse
to the other part of the county where the Govern- they were excoedingly careful, but not much on the hon.
ment work was going on. The Minister kindly con- gentleman because of the stipulations which tue
sented on condition that I was to receive no profit Government thought it necessary to impose on
from the freight. I did this, as I thought it was my him. The hon. gentleman is not correct in saying we
duty, to assist the people in my county when they needed oppose relief to the fishermen, but we are anxious tok kow
assistance, and I think the Government did right in grant- why, where and how the grant was made.
ing My request, as it cost them nothing. The steamer bad Mr. OGDEN. I wish to inform the hon. meraber for
to pass the port-in fact she had to enter within a hundred Gloucester that I did not make as great a profit en this
yards of the wharf where the moal was landed. It meal transaction as ho did upon his printing contracts with
cost the Government nothing extra. The only cost was to the former Government.
myseif, and I believe that many hearts were made glad by 303. Telegraph Lines, British Columbia..............$20,00this assistance and that somo lives woeo saved. I feel veray
thankful to a kind Providence which enabled me at that Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote is caused by the
time to be in a position to grant this aid to the people, and superintendent of the telegraph linos in British Oolumbia
thankful to the Government for having acceded to myjhaving counted the revenue from the tolegraph linos as o
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receipt against the expenditure, and these earnings were
employed without being put into the Receiver-General's
hands, We corrected that and said that all that money
should be placed to the credit of the ReceiverGeneral. The
receipts, which were $5,000 or $6,000 previous to the change
of Government, will this year be about $25,000.

305. Additional amount required to pay for the en-
graving of plates and printing of Tobacco
8tamps for the stamping of Tobacco under
the provision of 43 Vic., c. 19 .... ............ $30,000

Mr. BOWELL. IL is a very large item, but it was
necessary to procure the stamps, to carry out the
provisions of 43 Vic., cap. 19. When the law was
passed it provided that all packages, no matter how
large or small, should be stamped, it was necessary
to procure a very large number of stamps. I
noticed, in many cases, the Customs Department had
applied through the head office for 500,000 stamps at
a time, in order to meet the requirements of the law
and prevent the illicit sale of tobacco, which might
either be brought into the country, or be replaced by the
native grown tobacco which probably would, in the market,
take the place of the eKcised tobacco.

306. Additional amount required to pay to Cus-
toms Officers commissions on Excise duties
collected by them............................ $1,000

Mr. BOWELL. This sum has been paid by the Depart-
ment to the Customs officers at ports where they have no
Excise officers, and where the labor is not sufficient to
justify the appointment of Inland Revenue officers. The
clerks of the Customs are paid 5 per cent. on the amount of
their collections.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is a good arrangement.
Mr. BOWELL. A very large amount would be saved if

the principle could be extended.

the expenditure ought to have been advanced by the Gov-
ernment for the purpose of having a decision from the
highest Court in the Empire in settlement of this great con-
titutional question. I believe the whole people should bear
the cost of such decision.

Mr. WELDON. The appellants never asked for it, but
took proceedings at their own expense.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is not a question as to whether this
question ought to be settled at the publie expense. The
Government supplied funds to enable one party, the pro-
hibitionists, to test this question, while the other parties
were willing to pay their own expenses in the Superior
Courts. This interposition on the part of the Government
was not a fair one, but was intended to enforce the Scott
Act and establish its validity at the publie expense.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. When the argument took
place before the Exchequer Court on both sides, the
Government paid for it, and they believed they
should pay for the present argument on both side s,
when it is to test the constitutionalitv of such an Act of
Parliament. I agree with the hon. niember for Westmore-
land that whatever may be the difference of opinion as to
the character and wisdom of the Scott Act, it is of the
utmost importance this should be definitely settled.

Mr. WEL DON. It is to be regretted the Government
did not arrive at that decision earlier.

Mr. KILLAM.. It is absurd for the Government to
spend money in carrying ont elections under the Scott Act
in counties where no license previously existed, when there
is no force to carry out the Act.

213. For payment of the transport of immigrants from
Quebec to Toronto ................................... $28,000

Mr. BOWELL. This is to meet the expense of forward-
ing immigrants from Quebec westward, that was agreed to

203. Civil Government...................................... $1,000 hepaid under the arrangement made with the Dominion

Mr. MACKENZIE Is this to make additional paymentGovernment by the Ontario Goverment, that that overn-

to r the Departmental officers ? ment sheud pay two-thirds the expense of transprting
te he Deprtmnta eficesimmigrants from Quehec westward. That arrangement

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This amount vas paid them continued until 1881, when the Ontario Government gave
until the last year or two ago. It is to pay officiais of the notice to the Dominion Government that they would no
post office savings banks in the Maritime Provinces for ex- longer ho party to thatagroomont. The Estimaies had been
tra work, keeping them late at night, in reference to des- laid before the liuse hy the Dominion Government before
patching notices to depositors who have balances to their the withdrawal of the Ontario Government from the bur-
credit, in order to the correct keeping of the accounts. gain, and consequently a deflciency arose which this sum
They receivedG payment for this work previously. is intendtd to meet.

204. Administration of Justice-Payment of expenses
in the case of Russell vs. Woodward, now be-
fore the Privy Council on appeal from the Su-
preme Court of New Brunswick.....................$5,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. Is this the case of the Scott Act?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. ANGLIN. Does the hon. gentleman think the

Government is justified in paying the costs in this matter ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes; it was very important

that the question should be settled, and as the Government
has paid for the argument of the case before the Supremo
Court they thought they .would be justified in asking Par-
iiament for enough money to have the case settled defi-
nitely.

Mr. ANGLIN. It would have been supplied anyhow.
The parties tbemselves were taking the case before the
Courts and were prepared to fight the matter out. They
wanted no assistance, but the Government chose to inter-
pose, as I understand, because the parties who wanted to
prohibit the sale of liquor did not want to contribute to the
contest.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think this was a subject
that ought to have been determined in this way. I think

Sir IIECTOa LANGEVIN.

Resolutions ordered to be reported ; and (at 1.40 o'clock,
a.m.) the louse adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 3rd May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs..

PENSIONS TO COUNTY COUIRT JUDGES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider cer-
tain proposed resolutions respecting County Court Judges.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The only change which
the first resolution makes in the law is to substitute ten
years for fifteen years. It is thought reasonable, if a
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County Court Judge becomes disabled after serving ten
years, that ho should be entitled to the pension.

Mr. MILLS. Is that irrespective of his age when
appointed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). Oh, yes.
Mr. MILLS. It seems to me there ought to ho some

furtber provision, as the hon. gentleman might appoint a
man sixty-five years of age, who would be unfit for service
in ton years.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. Of course, the same
principle will apply to Judges of Superior Courts.

Mr. BLAKE. That is true, but the hon. gentleman
himself explained, on a former occasion, the difference that
exists practically between the appointment of Judges of the
Superior Court-when he first introduced the provision for
the retirement of the County Court Judges. Then lie gave
the term of service, of twenty-five years, as the minimum,
explaining that the decision to apply the provision as
regards the Superior Court Judges would be a
very considerable check on the Executive in making
appointments, including persons of advanced years and
imperfect health. That the same check does not
exist in relation to the more numerous County Court Judges,
and that it would be dangerous to give an uncontrolled
power to the Executive, because it might be exercised in the
appointments of persons of advanced years, who might be
soon in a position to apply for pensions. Now, we found it
expedient to reduce the term from twenty-five to fifteen
years, which was made with some doubt. The bon. gentle-
man has now gone further, and reduced the term to ten
years. I think that is very objectionable, unless we pro-
vide the maximum age for the appointment of the County
Court Judges, as it might lead to a large number of such
applications, the number of those Judges now exceeding
fifty; and it might lead to the appointment of persons of
advanced age and infirm health, who would not otherwise be
appointed, as the hon. gentleman himself said when he first
proposed the clause. I am not disposed, unless the hon.
gentleman advances strong reasons, to agree to any further
liMitation of the period beyond which pensions on account
of age or incapacity should be granted. I think the period
we bave already fixed is narrowly consistent with the
retention of those securities which the hon. gentleman him-
self proposed for the prevention of abuses.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is quito time I called
the attention of Parliament to the difference between the
case of the County Court Judges and the Judges of the
Superior Court. Stili, experience bas shown the reasons
for the proposed change, which is proposed upon the strong
remonstrances of the whole body of the County Court
Judges. I understand there are some cases of these J udges
lot being fit to perform their duties; and really after al,
after a service of ton years, when a Judge is broken down
or is afflicted with some disease or infirmity, it is not too
much to ask for the continuance of bis salary, I admit
there is much in what the hon. gentleman says about the
duty of fixing a maximum age for County Court Judges.
Of course, the Government must take the respohsibility of
making proper appointments, avoiding the selection of
parties old or unfit. I am not at ail aware that during our
time, or that of any preceding Government, that appoint-
ments to the Superior Court or County Court Bench were
governed by the principle of providing for persons advanced
i years.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know whether the charge of
making such unfit appointments can be brought against the
hon. gentleman's Government-I do not make it. But it is
to be observed that during his Administration there was no
Provision for pensions, and therefore there was no possibility
of getting rid of a Judge, and that was a check on Govern-

monts formerly. He knows the difficulty of the situation,
and the pressure to which ho will be exposed, and also his
weakness, and it was himself, as leader of the Government
and Minister of Justice, who pointed out these difficulties if
he possessed the power intimated of granting pensions to
those County Judges. That no abuse of the power has
occurred, when there was no opportunity to abuse it, with
reference to prospective pensions, is but a poor argument
against the proposition that such abuses may occur when
the opportunity arises, and the creation of sueh oppor-
tunities is what the hon. gentleman is proposing to effect to
a larger extent than the law now permits.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What would ho done in the case of
a County Court Judge who served a number of years, and
resigned his position, and served a further period of years
on the Bonch: would the first years count in his claim for a
pension?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. He would get the benefit of
the former years.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. J think he ought.
Mr. BLAKE. I think the aggregate of the two

periods of service ought to be counted, within the spirit of
the law. In questions of precedence, &c., the Imperial
Government have decided that former terms of service in
an inferior Court, under somewhat similar circumstances,
counted in the matter of giving precedence as botween
the different classes of Judges.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. There is some question as to
the right of a Judge, after serving twenty-five years, to
resign and be entitled to a pension.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Some Judges believe they have

that righ t.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think that any

question can arise.
Mr. BLAKE. The clause is the same as that with

reference to the Superior Court Judges, except that we
have fifteen years of a term prescribed. That clause has
always been interpreted as leaving the Judges at perfect
liberty to resign, with a discretionary power in the hands of
the Government to decide whether they should be pensioned.
It would not be proper to grant a pension to a Judge able to
execute the duties of his office.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Statute has always
been so construed.

Mr. BLAKE. The 7th clause seems open to some
exception. One of the great difficulties the hon. gentleman
will have to deal with-and I speak from a little experience
on that subject-is to persuade a Judge that ho is too old
and incapable of continuing the duties of his office. Not
that the Judge does not feel, in one sense, that it is fit for
him to retire, but he feels that it is not fit for him to retire
on two-thirds of his salary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is very true.
Mr. BLAKE. I repeat it is a very great difficulty.

I think this clause will have the effect of causing Judges,
who may be unable to fulfil their duties, to hold on to tbeir
position as long as possible, confident that they will run no
risk by such a course, as they will be entitled to a pension
after the Commission has been issued and proceedings
taken against them. I was in correspondence with the
friends of no less than two learned Judges, both of whom
were declared by common consent unfit for the discharge of
their duties. They had served the twenty-five years period,
but neither would retire because they wanted the whole of
their salaries. One of them had a junior Judge who did all
the workand another wanted a junior Judge to be appointed
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so that ho might practically be made a pensioner at a
full salary. Under this clause you would never get a Judge
to retire after the twenty-five years period.

Sir ALBERT J. SH1TH. What this means is that it
authorizes the Government to remove a Judge for inabiliity
or incapacity arising from old age or ill helth, and should
this removal take place two years after the appointment he
would ho entitled to a pension as if he had served ten years.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a good deal in
what the hon. member for West Durham says. This cuse
was introduced to meet the case of a Judge in the corunty
of Wellington, Judge McDonald, who had performed bis
duties very satisfactorily, but who is now aunable te perform
them and incapable of resigning, and if ho was removed fbr
incapacity under the law ho oould not receive any salary.

Mr. BLAKE. There is no provision for porwer to deal
with this case in the resolutions, nor do I think the clause
bears the interprotation put upon it by my hon. friend from
Westmoreland.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Any doubt as to the con-
struction of the second resolution would be cured by putting
in the word "so " before "removed."

Mr. BLAKRE. I should object strongly to a provision
which in fact got rid of the ton years clause. Does the
hon. gentleman propose to introduce a clause providing for
the filling up of vacancies on the judicial bench in any
reasonable time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the second
resolution be struck out.

Motion agreed to and resolutions agreed to and reported.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committees on Bill (No. 112) respecting
County Court Judges.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
On clause 3,
Mr. BLAKE. It would be well to specify the manner in

which the enquiry is to be made, since clause 4 following
is merely permissive. This clause obviously gives power to
the Governor in Council to make an enquiry in any way
they please, notwithstanding that the Judge may oppose it
and may prefer a Commission. Therefore, it is practically
investing the Governor in Council with power to remove a
Judge, not with the security which the Statute provides,
but only with the security of an enquiry which may ho
made in an unsatisfactory manner by the Executive
Department of the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A Judge might prefer
to bo hoard by the Governor in Council rather than by a
Commission. lin any case I think any Government would
ho exceedingly anxious to avoid the exercise of that power.
This is precisely the same provision as before, only it gives
power to the Executive Council of the Dominion.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

AN ACT CONCERNING THE INLAND REVENUE.

House resumed the adjourned debate on Mr. Mousseau's
proposed motion that the House resolve itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole to consider the following resolution:-

That it is expedient to amend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880, 43
Victoria, Chapter 19.

1. By prescribing the license fee to be paid for a bonding warehouse
when in the same building with a Custons warehouse.

2. By repealing the duty of 4 cents per lb. oa common Canada twist,
mposed by section 35, sub-section 10, and providing that it shall pay
the same duty as other Tobacco manufactured excluuively from leaf

Mr. BLAKE.

grown in Canada, under sub-section 8, such duty to be reduoed from 14
cents to 8 cents per lb., for the two years nerxt after the passing gf thr
Act, and to 10 cents per lb. for the two years then nest.

3. By reducing the duty, under sub-section 9 of the said section 35, on
cigars made selely from Tobacco grewn in Canada, from 30 cents to 20
cents per lb.

4. By providing for a monthly psyment, equal to the cost of properly
surveying the establishmen't, by any party lieensed to use a 1hemical
still.

5. By making certain amendments to facilitate the woiking of the said
Aet, hut net aftaeeg the rates -of duty imposed by it.

He said (in French): I now move that to clause 2 of the
foregoing resolution, the following be substituted:-

"2. By providing that the daty on tobacno manufactured by liaensed
manufacturera eidlusively from leaf grbwn In tanada shall be reduced
from 14 cents to 8 cents per lb, for the two years next after the pas.ing
of the Act, and to 10 cents per lb. thereafter."

This change has been made in conformity with the pro.
mise made by the -Govenment when the hon. Minister of
Finance made his financial statement. I think that I have
already had occasian to explain the roasEns that
have caused the Government to make these changes,
but it may not be out of the -way to refer once more to the
matter to-day. This policy with regard to Canadian
tobacco is far more important than it appears at first sight.
I have already submitted some statistics in this respect.
We wish to try and cultivate in the country the immense
quantity of tobacco which we import from abroad. Pre-
liminary experiments have been made, and it has been
established in the Inland Revenue Department, that the
tobacco produced, both by the growers of Lower Canada
and those of the Province of Ontario, is of such quality that
we can manufacture as good cigars and as good smoking
tobacco as those we manufacture from foreign tobacco. I
have already given statisties showing the number of pounds
of tobacco which we import from abroad. One well-known
manufacturer alone, who yearly imports foreign tobacco te
the extent of 8100,000, has said te us: " With the changes
which the Government is about to introduce, I am con-
vineed that within two or three years I will take at least
half my tobacco in the country; in other words, instead of
sending $50,000 per annum abroad that sum will remain
at home." Of course there are great obstacles to be
encountered. lit is an experimental policy, and many
difficulties will always arise during the transitory period,
i.e., between the time when we are importing largely and
that when we are changing the fiscal policy in order to im-
port less, we shail manufacture in large quantities. Sevefal
means have been proposed, and I think this one will work
perfectly. Since it has been known that we are about to
extend the margin heretofore existing on manufactured
tobacco, manufactories are being started that will be in
working order this fall or next year. Formerly the margin
on cigars was from 30 to 40 per cent.; we are reducing it to
20 per cent., or a difference of exactly one.half. On manu-
factured tobacco the duty was 20 per cent. on imported
tobacco, and 14 por cent. on Canadian tobaceo; we are
reducing that to 8 cents for two years, and after that to 10
cents per pound. Those figures have been declared to be
sufficiently low by the manufacturers in the country to
enable them to compete with foreign tobacco. With regard
to the tobacco manufactured by the grower, in the shape of
twist or roll, the duty will continue to be 4 cents per
pound as heretofore. I srall have occasion to speak of this
more fully hereafter; if these resolutions are reported, i
will have a Bill to introduce, and I will give explanatiOns
later on.

Mr. LAURIER. If I understand the hon. Minister, the
duty of 4 cents now in force on Canada twist is to remain
unchagl ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Yes.
Mr. LAURIER. And the change now proposed will

simply affect manufactured Canadian tobacco ?
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Mr. MOUSSEAU. The first resolution reduced the tax

from 14 cents per pound cn Canadian twist, to 8 cents per
pound. We now remove it altogether. It is the only change
made in the resolution. Other changes are announced in the
Bill which is to be brought down later. Thus, for instance,
there is no longer te be any license necessary for the culti-
vation and sale of tobacco in the leaf?, which is to be entirely
free of duty for some years to come. -

Mr. LAURIER. Then, if I understand aright, the first
resolution is simply modified by removing the duty from
roiled tobacco ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Yes.
Mr. HOUDE. Will the manunfacturers of tobacco be al-

lowed to manufacture in the same building, imported and
foreign tobecco.?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, there is no change in
ibis respect.

Mr. BECIIARD (in French). Mr. Speaker, it was with
pleasure that I heard my hon. friend, the Secretary
of State, declare that we could cultivate in Canada
as good tobacco as that imported from abroad; and
if I understand my hon friend aright, the policy of
the Government will henceforth be te encourage the
development of that branch of agricultural industry. 1
regret, however, that my hon. friend was not able to inform
the House that the Government was disposed not to impose
any Excise duty whatever on the produètion of Canadian
tobacco, and to allow it to be sold free and exempt from all
Excise duty. It seems to me that such would have been
the best means of encouraging the cultivation of Canadian
tobacco. 1 reeolleet that my hon. friends opposite, or nt
least several Among them, have onfreveral octasions blamed
the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) for having
expressed some doubts as to the success of the cultivation
of Canadian tobacco, and for having, last year, changed his
opinion and accepted that of the majority of the members
from the Province of Quebec, viz.: that Conadian
tobacco can be cultivated to advantage in Canada.
Now, I will add that as long as the Govern-
ment does not encourage the cultivation of tobacco
by the total exemption of Excise duty, I shal have the right
to tell my hon. friends opposite that they are doing pre-
cisely what they formerly blamed my hon. friend the
member for Quebec East for. From my point of view-I
do not speak here in a political sense, I am speaking as a
French Canadian member, not in a hostile sense to the
Government, but as favoring the cultivation of Canadian
tobacco-from my point of view, I say, it seems to me that
the surest way of favoring the development of that branch
of agricultural industry, which is apparently a most profita-
ble one wherever it is carried on, would be to allow
Canadian growers to cultivate and sell their tobacco with-
out paying any Excise duty. If you impose any duties, you
discourage the grower, you place obstacles to the cultiva-
tion of toacco, and the slightest obstacle in this respect will
Cause a l-argo number of growers to abandon its cultivation.
I repeat, therefore, that I regret that the hon. Secretary of
State bas not been able to state on this occasion that the
Gover nment has decided to encourage, in a more decided
fashion, that branch of agricultural industry. The agricul-
tural class forms an important part of the population, and I
think that this Legislature should favor it as much as possi-
ble. On referring to an official document laid on the Table
Of the Hlouse during the present Session, I see that the total
anount of revenue collected on Canadian tobacco amount-
ed during the present year to $22,946.89, and that the ex-
Penses incurred by the various officials entrusted with the
collection of that duty were $12,832.39, which would leave
the Department of Inland Revenue a balance of $10,114.50.
Rkeally it is not worth while discouraging a large number of
those who would be inclined to develop that important
agricultural industry for the meagre pittance of $10,114.50

per annum. This revenue is not safficient to compensate
the obstacles thrown in the way of farmers who wish to
grow Çanadian tobacco.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN (in French). Mr.Speaker, I am
glad te hear the hen. member speak as he bas just done, because
the Government measure is exactly what he asks for; for
it has looked into the amount of revenue collocted from that
souree, and seeing that it amounts to very little, it has
sought to encourage the cultivation of Canadian tobacco.
Consequently, as just stated a moment ago by my colleague
when ho was introducing the measure, the cultivation
of tobacco is henceforth to be free. What more does the
hon. member require for the encouragement of the cultiva-
tion of tobacco in Canada ? Henceforth the farmer will be
able to cultivate tobacco as ho cultivates wheat and oats,
and he will be enabled to sell bis tobacco as he sells bis
potatoes and bis oats. If the farmer wishes to manufacture
Canada twist ho may do so for his own use wilhout paying
any duty, but if he wishes to sell twit ho will pay a duty
of 4 cents per pound the same as every other manufacturer.
Now, as to the large manufacturers, those who convert
tobacco into cigars, &c., they will have to pay the duty
mentioned by my colleague-20 cents on cigars, I think,
and 8 cents for all other kinds of manufactured tobacco. An
hon. member asked me just now if the manufacturer of
foreign tobacco might manufacture Canadian tobacco in tho
same building, and I answered that ho might not ; two
buildings will be necessary, but I presume that the manu-
facturer will work both buildings with the same machinery.
At all events, the hon. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard)
must be content that the Government bas donc exactly what
ho wished.

Mr. BÉCHARD. I am glad of the concessions made by
the Government since the beginning of the Session, but I
would have been more content had these concessions been
complote. There still romains an important tax that wilI
naturally be a considerable obstacle to the cultivation of
tobaceo.

Mr. HOUDE (in French). Mr. Speaker, I am very much
surprised to see the position taken by the hon. member for
Iberville (Mr. Béchard). When he rose, i expected to hear
him congratulate the Government on the measure that it has
just introduced in favor of a number of the agri-
cultural class. But perhaps it is because ho sits on the other
side of the House that he sees fit to look upon measures
coming from this side in a different manner than if they
emanated from his friends. The hon member was not so
hard upon his friends when they were in power as he is
to-day upon the present Government, and yet bis friends
were far from introducing a measure as favorablo as the
present one towards the reduction of the duty on toba -co in
the interest of the Canadian grower. M'r. Speaker, as shown
by the hon. Secretary of State and the hon. Minister» of
Public Works, the production of Canadian tolaco 's
fectly free of duty, and my hon. friend fron Ib ville is
mistaken when ho says tiat obstacles are placed in thu way
of the cultivation of tobacco. On the con trar y, the obstacles
are removed by the measure now subrnitted to our consi-
deration. Moreover, the sale of unmanufactured tobacco is
equally free. Some of my friends asked this boon of the
Government, together with myself, and we are glad to see
that theC Government bas granted our request. As for
myself, I cordially congratulate the Government in the name
of that large portion of the agricultural class which is to be
benefitted by the present measure. I notice that the great
objection of the hon. member for Iberville is that there
stili remains a duty on tobacco in roll. Well, ali
those who have practical ideas on the subject, and who have
studied it under its various aspects, have come to the con-
clusion-at least the majority has, and I regret that my
hon. friend from Iberville has not corne to theo sane cou-
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clusion-that it is in the interest of the farmer that a tax North. Up to that time it was regarded mainly
should be placed on tobacco in roll, in order to improve its as a fancy or experimental crop in the Northern
cultivation. Our object is to cause the native product to be States, but since that time it has become
conmumed in lieu of foreigri tobacco. Now, that is the only one of its great staples. Tobacco is now grown in Con-
wny to cause Canadian tobacco to be consumed and to im- necticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin,
prove its cultivation. Although, generally speaking, Cana- Illinois,and Indiana and other Northern States, and, ofcourse,
dian tobacco is of a passable quality, yet the greater part in the great tobacco growing states of Kentucky and
of it is not so. I am aware that a few persons have incurred Virginia where it was cultivated largely before. The crop
the expense of going to study its cultivation in the United in the North is grown to such an extent that it is nowvery
States, but the quantity which is of excellent quality, and much larger than in the South, a fact which shows what
almost equal to the best imported tobacco, is relatively can bc done by assiduous culture and proper. and well
small. Now, as long as the unserupulous farmer manufac- directed encouragement. Tobacco is one of the most profit.
tures roll tobacco, ho will have the means of defrauding, able rotation crops, two or three acres of tobacco realizing
to the detriment of other farmers; ho will be inclined to as much as eight or ten acres of any of our cereal crops, and
introduce tobacco of an inferior quality, and by placing bad therefore it may allow a large proportion of
tobacco within the outer leaf he will take away ail its the land to lie in fallow. I have at hand a
value. Now, if the farmer prepares his tobacco merely to few statistics 0f the growth of tobacco in the
sell it to this one or the other, and at any price that ho United States, and I think it wll be of interest b
can obtain, ho will never improve tbe cultivation of that the House to hoar, as showing the enormous strides the
plant; but if ho cultivates it with the intention of selling it growth oflobacco has made in the Northern States sinco
to manufacturers, ho will produce an improved plant of 1861, owing largely to the encouragement il roceived froi
superior quality, for which ho will obtain more remunera- a6-ovrament which bas adopted as its cardinal principlo
tive prices. On the other hand, should rolled tobacco not the encouragement and protection of ils own people. The
ho taxed, it will delay the establishment of special manufac- tobacco production of ail the Northern States for 1862, did
tures of Canadian tobacco. I feel certain that in future not amount to more than probably about one-eighth ofthe
only bad tobacco will be made into rolls, because, in the crop altogether. The preduets of the Stabe of Kentucky
first place, it always gives some trouble, and next because very nearly maratains ils former relations to the whole
tobacco, offered for sale on the market in that shape, is not crop, as il preduced iu 1880, 171,120,784 Ibs. Virginia,
in itself to be commended. Consequently, Mr. Speaker, the whieh was in itg best days one of the great tobacco
Government has taken the necessary precautions to protect growing States, producing about haif as mucl as Kentucky,
the grower and to remove obstacles from the production or 79,988,868 lbs. 0f the lNorthern States, Pennsylvania
and the sale of tobacco; whilst at the same time it aids its produced 36,943,272 lbs.,valued at $4,612,894; Obio,34,635,-
improvement, the result being that in future Canadian to- 235 lbs., valued at $2,653,234; Connecticut, 14,044,652 lbs.,
bacco wll realhze more remunerative prices. valued aI $l)929) 982; Wisconsin, 10,608,423 lbs., valued at

Mr. PLU MB. As I was a member o? the delegation f899,118; Indiana, 8,872,842 Ib., valued t $443,642; New
which waited upon bbeUMinisner of Inland Revenue in the York, 6,481,431 Ibs., valued t 872,868; Massachusetts,
early part of tho Session, witb referonce te this question, 1 5,369,436 Ibs., valued a $683,575; Illinois, 3,935,825 ibs,
feel that il would net be improper for me te say a fcw valucd at $202,14.5; and West Virginia, 2,296,146 lbs., valued
words, espeially as 'the constituency I represent one in ut $10,374. While the wole productiortrn Stobacco in the
which tobaooolias 1een grown te a considerable extent, United States amounted te 470,000,000 ms. valued ut $36r624e,
and it is a érop which bas also been cultivated succossfally 357, of wich nerly 123,000,000 bs. are raised in the North-
in Kent and Esse.y, and doubtless extcnded te many other ru States. Peunnsylvania stands next te Kentucky and
parts of On'-ario. It could not, howover, bo expected that Virginia iu the quantityprodaced. Il mustble remembered,
the cultivator of thesoi would expiýrnnoent uptn a new a m pointed et before, that it is co paratively a new crop
crop whicb reqaire.mnci special skcill and minute labor, pa the North. A new industry, owing ils rapid growth teuc
when ho was fellowcd at every stop by a revenue officer manner ea which the United States Government have fos-
who was ready teseize whatever ho should produce beyond tered it The United States Customs duty upon cigars, cigar-
10 lbs. weigbb if the Excise onotries were net made and ettes, cheroots of al kinds, including wrappers, is 82.50 per
the duty paid thereon. Under sucli embarrassrnents it is net lb. and 3b5 per cent. Ts.ointernai revenue tax upon cigars of
surprising that the bobaccoerop lias beer f3uctuating and ail descriptions is $5 per theusand; upon cigarettes o net
uncrbain and he quality unsatisfactory. Il N bowevor over 3 dbs. por tousand, 8 1.50, and upon blose over 3 bs.
certain that w umoderate encouragement the farmers of per tkousand, $5. The Customs duties upon manufactured
Quelc will be stimulaoed largoly incroase the acroage tobacco net otherwise provided for, is 30 cents per lb.;
devoted t its culture, and I venture te say that the import- and bth internai revenue tax, 16 cents; in leaf unmanu-
ancesopcallmeasur enow cnder consideration t tione agrin factured, nt stemmed, 35 cents; and stems unmaufactured,
cultura comunity of that Province an scarcely be 15 cents. The arrangement proposed t hob made by tho
over estiwated, and, furber, that they will easily se 3t Government is quite in accordance with be general policy
what party they are indebted for a valuable concession which bas characterized tin Liberal-CoKservative party
worth a whole delage o theoretical, talk, wbich furnishes sinco il came int power-a policy which shows that we
ns fuel tvboit the po and newasIodptdput in il. believefohc Goverumet should, aL any'rate, endeaver1op
c trust tht the qovernmch eavig taken Iis important foster this industry, contrary ts ie statements of

step lu the riglt diractiov, will ti bi advrsable te procere an hon. mwmber representig eue o? the leading city
and te disseminat throughoattrhe country d p very best censtituoncies of Quebec, who averred, four years
tobacco seed of varieties adapentr beb Canadianclimae, age, that the climate of Lowcr Canada was unsuit-
and that the best i>fobrmation crato au be procured will ae able te the growth o? tobacc. pt i an industrY
obtainedin respect te the culture f the plant, and the whic bas nover boeu fairly fostered and cherished, and ur
propermethtd t (drig i. It n known, perhaps, temos polcy is ne which promises to brng abiut great reslts
of the bon. members of the dlause that, af ser the war broae for Qucbe, as did a similar policy in the neigering
ont between t Norltern and euthor sStates the growt Republi for te cold, strile and wo n lands oleMassachu-
and culturet tobacce, w bich was largely restricted to the setts and Conneticut.i remomber well when that bon.
SoutheruS tattesi vrcame neessary te supplement the gentleman, then a Minister o? the Crown, derided those who
supply by the cultivation tofh t ne plant in the deired to encourageth otobacco growers of Quebec, and
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he said that the climate of that Province was such that it
was impossible to grow tobacco there advantageously. I
remember, too, that not long afterwards when the tables
were turned, and the hon. gentleman took a seat on the
Speaker's left, the same hon. gentleman supported, and I
think seconded, a resolution of an entirely opposite character.
In a later Session, with the patriotic consistency usual
to hon. gentlemen on the Opposition benches, who
seem te take delight in decrying the ability of the
country to do any good thing-the hon. gentleman
again stated that it would be impossible for the tobacco
growng industry to flourish in the Province of Quebec.
But I believe the policy now adopted will prove the
inauguration of a great and important movement in the
agricultural interests of that Province, and I believe that
if the Department of Agriculture takes proper care, we
shall soon see results commensurate with the importance of
the great industry which we are now discussing. I con-
gratulate the Government upon having solved a great diffi-
culty, which I believe will tend to the great prosperity of
the Province of Quebec, and of those parts of Ontario which
are favorable to the culture of a plant which, though some-
what exhausting to the soil whon constantly cropped and
and re cropped for a series of years, will yet be found to be
a most profitable one for the farmers of Quebec and Ontario,
and a great factor in our agricultural prosperity.

Mr. DUGAS (in French). Mr. Speaker, when a few days
ago the Government submitted to the consideration of the
hon. members of this House certain resolutions, and that the
hon. Secretary of State was called upon to explain those reso-
lations, the object of wbich was to amend the [nland Revenue
Act of 1880, I did not hesitate to state thatîI was opposed to
the duty imposed on Canada twist. That declaration seems to
have surprised certain members of this louse. The object of
this resolution is to hasten the progress of the cultivation of
tobacco in this country, and to develop that industry by
encouPaging those who are engaged in it. Now, how can
we attain this object ? By granting to farmers the right of
cultivating tobacco without a license, to sell it in the leaf,
and to give manufacturers alone the right of manufacturing
it, so that they should manufacture it of such quality as to
make it acceptable, not only to the market of the
Province of Quebec, but also to those of other
Provinces and of foreign countries. I now rise,
Mr. Speaker, to congratulate the Government, for it
certainly deserves our congratulations, for the measure
that it bas introduced; that measure is entirely in favor of
the producer. I will tell the hon. member for Iberville
(Mr. Béchard) that what the producer finds a want
of to-day is a market for the sale of his tobacco, and it
is by decreasing the duties on the manufacture of Canadian
tobacco that we shall succeed in getting this market. I
have every reason to believe that the producer will be
satisfied with the resolutions submitted for our consideration,
and I hereby declare myself in favor of them.

Mr. L AURIER (in French). Mr. Speaker, it is evident
that the Ministerial members are grateful to the Govern-
ment for what one calls in English a favor. They
have in turn declared their gratitude to the Government for
its line of conduct in encouraging the cultivation of to-
bacco. There are two kinds of duty on Canadian tobacco;
in the first place, a duty of four cents on rolled tobacco;
that duty remains as it was; on that point the law is un-
changed, an that duty will henceforth continue to be levied
as in the past. Now the duty on manufactured is 14 cents.
In this direction the Government grants a temporary ad-
vantage to producers; it reduces the, duty to 8 cents
for tho next two years; then the duty witl be increased to
10 cents and remain so for years to come, until it pleases
the Government to alter the law, when the duty will again
be 14 cents.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The law does not say that.

Mr. LAURIER. The proposed amendment says that
for the two years following the passing of the Act the duty
will be 8 cents per pound and for the two following
years 10 cents.

Sir 'HECTOR LANGEVIN. The duty is 8 cents for
the two first years, and then 10 cents in deternuni.

Mr. LAURIER. The resolution does not say that, but
the Governmentis advancing in the wiy of concessions, and
if its partizans will but exercise a little pressure they may
perhaps obtain that result. If such be the policy of the
Government, it will be sufficient to alter the resolution in
that sense by excising the last words of it.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Such is the policy of the Govern-
ment.

Mr. LAURIER. I an very glad to learn this, but it is
not the policy expressed in the resolution. I am very glad
that the Government commits venial sins only instead of
mortal sins. As for me, I cannot do otherwise
than give the Government credit for the good that it does,
but I cannot help admitting also the harm that it does.
The following is the state of affairs such as it appears to me:
The duty for next year and the following one is to be 8
cents per pound, and for the following years, 10 cents per
pound. My hon. friend who introduced this Bill, has been
congratulated by bis colleague, " because," said he, "the culti-
vation of tobacco is now as free as that of oats and wheat."
Again am I glad to notice-and if it is true that we must
give the devil his due, there is no reason why the Govern-
ment should not get it-that if the Government now per-
mits the farmer to grow tobacco without taking out a
licenee, it will protect those who produce tobacco. But my
hon. friends, the Minister of Public Works and the Secretary
of State, are they really logical in their views? Iremember
that a few years ago I expressed some doubts as
to the cultivation of tobacco in our Province. I
thought at the time that our climate was so variable
that tobacco could not be profitably cultivated. Everyone
told me at the time that I was mistaken, not only then, but
during one of the debates that recently took place in this
House. The hon. member for Montcalm (Mr. Dugas) stated
that the cultivation of tobacco was one of the most profitable
of cultivations in the Province of Que bec; that the caltiva-
tion of tobacco was more profitable than that of wheat, and he
thinks that ail hon. members opposite share his views. I do
not ask for anything better than to be convinced that I am
mistaken. I admit that I was, and I am disposed to think
that the cultivation of tobacco is among the most profitable
that we have; but is the Government logical in levying an
Excise duty on' a cultivation which is more profitable than
that of grain, which merely pays Customs' dues. I respect-
fully submit this action of the Government to the considera-
tion of the Ministerial members. As they hold the opinion
that cultivation of tobacco is more profitable than that of
grain, is it reasonable to impose on it an Excise duty, whilst
they content the mselves with levying Customs on the latter?
It seems to me that the conclusion is a logical one, and that
if the cultivation of tobacco is as profitable as it is repre-
sented to b2, more freedom should be granted to it so that it
should become general throughout the country. But what
is your position to-day? You say: "We have no more pro-
fitable caltivation than that of tobacco." Yet, you place in
the Statute-Book a law which imposes on this cultivation a
duty of 8 cents for the two first years and of 10 cents for
the following ones. You bave not imposed an Excise duty
on grain, but merely Customs' dues. Now, if you wish to
protect Canadian tobacco, you should do for tobacco what
you have done tor grain, viz., merely impose Customns' dues
on it and leave its cultivation as free as possible.
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Mr. AMYOT (in French). I am surprised to hear the hon. the public Treasury intact. We are told that it is but a

member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) express the opinion small boon that the Government bas granted thepeople.
the that Government ofthis country could altogether dispense Well, Mr. Speaker, 1 do not think any one wilI dare repeat
with an Excise duty on Canadian tobacco. It seems to me to such an utterance in présence of an audience personally
be the position which the Liberal party intends to take when interested in the present law. The grower who will no
meeting its opponents before the electors. We know that longer have to purchase a license to grow and sei tobacco
the Liberal party when in power never afforded any pro- will tek us that a great boon has been conferred on him;
tection to the cultivation of tobacco. On the other hand, th&grower who will have the manufacturer eau upon hin
we know that the Conservative party when it came to power and buy allis tobacco, without bis having a cent to pay
in 1878 inaugurated a system of protection which brought before selling it, will tell us that that is another great boon.
money into the public Treasury, and we know that it is But if the boon is a small one, I will ask why did fot the
owing to that policy that the Government is to-day enabled Liberalpartygrantitbefore o-day? TheLiberalswerein
to bring forward a measure which will give a real pro- power for five years, and they neyer drcamt of granting this
tection to the cultivation of tobacco, and that the small boon. If it was a small one they are doubly guilty
Government can diminish its revenues by several hundred for not having granted it. The resolutions now submitte
thousand dollars. Mr. Speaker, there is a fact to our consideration foreshadow a Bil that wiIl prove that
admitted by al], and that is that in every the country is prosperous, and that the Government is
country the first things to be taxed are animated with the best of intentions, and that it las a
the articles of luxury, such as tobacco and daim on the gratitude of growers, traders ad manu-
spirituous liquors. Why should not my hon. friend put forth facturers.
as a principle before this House that since the Government Mr. FISET (in French). The hon. member forgets that in
is desirous of protecting breadstuffs in Canada, it should 1878 we voted in an entirely opposite direction. At that
remove the duties on spirituous liquors manufactured in the time the majority of Libéral menbers from the Province of
country? le does not dare to go thus far, but with regard Que bec votcd in favor of a motion asking for the total repeal
to tobacco he goes so far as to say that no duty whatever of the duty on Canadian tobacco.
should be imposed on that product. Mr. Speaker, I lay Mr AMYOT. The country was not rich enough then;
down as a principle that tobacco and spirituous liquors are
the two articles of luxury that should be the first to be
taxed in any country. But there is an intelligent way of state of our finances wnas btter.
evying that tax, and the Government lias foslowed it. It Mr. FISET. Neverthelers, several of the on. m mber's

begins by saying to the grwers: Il"I wilW give you every friends voted with us. The niotion proposd by the hon.
possible freedom to sel your tobacco in tbe leaf. I ar member for Beauce (Mr. Bolduf) was conceived in the
going to rid you oi that host of officers, tax-collectors and folowing terms p
appraisers, who pursuedyou eveninto your dwellings;"and lMr BOLDUC, seconded by Mr. BLANCHET, pronsel in amend-
it adds :"If you wish to seli your tobacco in roll you shai ment, that al the words after that' to the end of the resoltion be
pay a duty of 4 cents per lb., as you frequently con- struckeout, ad that the following be saubstituted: cTht whereas one
ceai in it an inferior quality of tobacco. Secondly, if you million dollars' wortb of tobacco is imported every year, and wbereay
wisi to manufacture it y ill have to pay a dt f o e that plant might be cultivated te advantage in this country, th s House

Bisof the opinion that she cultivation there f should be encouraged by
8 cents per lb." Now the diffLrence between that the abolition of duties on tobacco grown in Oanadb
duty of 8 cents and that of 20 cents levipd on foreign tobacco The following voted for that motion: Hon. Mr. Blanchet,
estabishes a sufficient protection in favor of the Canadian M la sa n th r Lgi
grower. Let us suppose that Canadian tobacco is werth sfrsa nodin Couanit thersolnutibns nLaonbtedvfo
2 cents less per lb. han foreigu tobacco, there wilî still ter ae nd innnessrst.courwialso voteido
rmain a considrable margi n for theprotectionofCanadian t ur consdmetin oMresawrs Bithuasa, walraov ad
tobacco. I amnconvinced that Canadian tobacco xil now Fist. hs ose, Mi'. Spleaker, tîthescv-alo us di
be grown tnd be sold in large quantities in our country dis-ntqhesitrye irtospterousves fthao the Government on
Irits, and in a short tîme tiose who cultivate that tobaccottM (estion Frote.in Tfaeo nmmbr of iet tt ion
will o able te sel it lot only in the diffrent Provinces of 18 be orteduca ntiarelyot oppose dr thatin future
the Confederation, but expert it te other countries. Cana, tobacco ris o eas reeof dua, tthe gain. Ifini
dian tobacco being less lieavily taxed tian foreign tobacco, 'thruite f Quénecutyaonweaibte ti frrins
tic former is going te take the place tf the latter, and instead im tne moityof beras wembers frtitomther Provincesof
of bringing in $b10,000 per annum teTretsuryiitowiP a i o et pa
bring in ere long several hundred thousankl dollars, and tax te have it grouind, and wc would like to se net only
muci of tic money tint was sent to the States te buy tint the tax on tobacco should b removed, but tiat the
tobaccowill romain at home. I need net tell yeu, Mr grower sall be frebto inebt twist or in rol without hav-
Speaker, that we would have ik rnment Govedit ing tE pay any Excise duty. We ar tharged with net
have alowed the manufacturer of foreign teobacco e ving aboised that tax when we were in power, but we
to manufacture Canadian tobacco in tic same estabisment eau hur the same argument at our oponents. In 1872,
I must nevertheless state that several manufacturers have when tic Conservative party was in poer, thnt tax was i
told me tit they preferred tint te two estabisments existence, m:nd why did it net abolis iL? 1 think we should
should be separate, and there are conscquenty two o nisns be grateful te o atovernhent for thaving assented t abeolisl
on the subjeet. T eGoverbment must nocssarly aopt the duty on tobacco in the leaf; but we wuld be stili mooe
te sfet, taint by meani quf whic ticpublic revenue wi su milad it removed it on rolled and twist tobacco.
net be defrauded. On the wele, 1think the measure now Mr. BCHARD (in French). I do nt wisl cte prolong the
propoîyed is most acceptable. I arn of opinion that tItGv- débute, but I tmerely wish teake up the words spoken about
ernment bias committed a beld aet in depriving the Treasury me by tic hon. meru ber for Maskinongé (Mr. ilonde). Tho
e8 its prpsent large revenue; but it feels itsclfbstrong bocause ion member stated t t if our friend wcre in power, and that
ail tic other depnartments yield considerab revenue; it they proposed a mesure similar tets one, it isprobable
dees not fear tic future, and it is making a supreme effort tiat my attitude on te question would M a diffren t e
t2 make our oppcnents undrstand tbc extent of the princi- f-o tantI assume to-day. I willteil my hon. friend tit
pbe of protection, and how far itun possible te go in tc if o wishes to take the trouble of asert ning what as
direction of bnefitting tic people, al the wheu holding been y conduet on thit quesation in the past, nt wil an
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that it was the same as to-day, even when my friends were
in power. I was absent when the motion to which the hon.
member for Rimouski (Mr. Fiset) bas referred was made,
but it will be seen that I myself in 1867 presented a motion
for the total removal of the duty on Canadian tobacco. It
will also be seen that later on I voted in favor of a similar
motion brought forward by the member for Joliette (Mr.
Godin); and at the last Parliament I voted for a motion of
the same kind introduced by Dr. St. George, member for
Portneuf.

Mr. HOUDE. The friends of the hon. member were not
in power in 1867.

Mr. BÉCHARD. No; but they were in 1873, 1874,1875,
1876, 1877 and 1878, and I voted for a similar motion intro-
duced in this Parliament when my friends were in power.
I mention this, Mr. Speaker, to show that our conduct has
always been in unison with the position I now take. The
hon. member for Maskinongé (Mr. Houde) and the hon.
member for Montcalm (Mr. Dugas), as also several others
who have taken a part in this debate, contend that the duty
of 4 cents per lb. on the sale of tobacco in roll and in twist
is advantageous to the producer, because they say that the
producers who sell their tobacco in that shape introduce
bad tobacco in it. In the first place, I say that this does not
concern the Government. We know that the man who is
known to sell a bad article will see that the price of his goods
fall, and consequently it is not in the producer's interest to
sell bad tobacco within a good outer leaf. On the contrary,
it is bis interest to sell a good article if* be wishes to preserve
his good name. Again, I do not see that this is in favor of
the producer, for a number of them prefer making up their
tobacco in rolls because they obtain a better price for it in
that shape than if they sel[ it in the leaf, the tax on tobacco
manufactured in this fashion is an obstacle to the free culti-
vation of tobacco. Now, we have seen by the motion read
just now by the hon. member for Rimouski, and which was
made in 1878 by the hon. member for Beauce, that the
policy of my hon. friends representing the Province of
Quebec, and who sit on the opposite side of the House, was
then in accord with the opinion which I have always held on
the subject, viz., they were in favor of the removal of all
duties on Canadian tobacco. I regret very mueh that they
should have changed their attitude on that question since
they came to power.

Mr. BOURBEAU (in French). Mr. Speaker, when the pre
sent Government came into power, it was difficult to sell
tobacco in the leaf on our market, because our growers were
compelled to make up their tobacco into rolls or into twist.
Now, I know by experience that growers prefer to sel[ their
tobaccoin the leaf rather than in twist or in rolls. We know
that all growers are not able to prepare tobacco in that
fashion, and consequently they will be glad to offer their
tobacco for sale in the leaf both on the markets and in the
stores. Now, the hon. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard),
has said that the growers who sells good tobacco is well
known as doing so. This may be true when he sells it ii
his parish, but when he goes to dispose of it in a parish or
in a town where he is not known, how can the buyer be
aware of the fact that this man is in the habit of offering a
good article for sale. The buyer may be allowed to be sus-
picious of the honest man who will have prepared bis
tobacco, and thus, the man who will have acted honestly, will
come to lose on the value of his tobacco, because the one
who will have placed bad tobacco within a good outer leaf
will destroy the buyer's confidence in tobacco thus prepared.
I must consequently congratulate the Government for
having introducd a measure that will tend to make roll
tobacco disappear from the market, I think that we may
consider that it has already disappeared. Where is to-day
the grower that will roll tobacco and pay a duty of 1 cents
per lb. when he can sell it in the state he grows it without

paying any tax ? We know that the rolling of tobacco
comes to 2 cents per lb., if we take the wages
of the roller at 50 cents a day. And if we con-
sider that the wages of the roller are $1 a day,
the rol ling of tobacco will come to 4 cents per lb. Now,
if we add to that a duty of 4 cents per lb. we obtain a
difference of 8 cents per lb. between tobacco in the leat'
and in roll. Moreover, it is easier to preserve tobacco in
the leaf than in roll, as by pressing it, it is kept in better
condition. Consequently-I repeat it-I congratulate the
Government for having been so good as to grant us the
right of selling our tobacco in the leaf without paying any
duty. The difference between the duties to be paid now-a-
days by the manufacturer of Canadian tobacco and those
which were in force when our bon. friends opposite were in
power, is a considerable one. The difference amounts to
this: instead of having to pay 20 cents per lb. on
tobacco in the leaf, the manufacturer will merely have 8
cents to pay, or a difference of 12 cents per lb. We
have gradually diminished the duty, and we cannot doubt
of the good intention of the Government for the future when
the time will come to make further changes. I heard the
hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) state that
instead of 10 cents the duty would be 14 cents in two years.
It is not so, I say, for since the present Government has
been in power it bas always reduced the duty on tobacco,
and perhaps it may reduce it to 6 cents per lb. Conse-
quently I have full confidence in the Government-in the
present Government-which is working in the interests of
the farmer, and I cannot but support the present measure.
I will assuredly take great pleasure in proclaiming this
measur uin the country districts, and I intend doing so as
soon as possible, so that the farmer may prepare bis hot-
beds and take steps to have a good crop of Canadian tobacco
this year.

Mr. RINFRET (in French). The hon. member who hasjust
sat down bas stated that the grower would be free to sell his
tobacco in the leaf without paying any duty. I do not
know if I understood the hon. Minister of Public Works
aright, but I think that he said that the cultivation of
tobac(o, as far as the leaf was concerned, would be free.
Will the hon. Secretary of State say if the grower will have
the right to sell the leaf in open market ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The sale of the leaf will be entirely
free, and the grower may sell it in open market or wherever
ho pleases.

Mr. TELLIER (in French). Mr. Speaker, the policy which
Government bas just declared, with regard to Canadian
tobacco, will be received with pleasure not only in this
House, but throughout the country. The grower of tobacco
will now be allowed to plant it without let or hindrance,
without being compelled to take out a license, and he will
be able to sell it to whomsoever ho pleases without paying
a cent duty. Through the proposed reduction of the duty,
the manufacturer will be enabled to manufacture native
tobacco, on a large scale, a thing ho could not do before.
The new measure which is brought before us will have the
result of encouraging the culture and the manufacture of
Canadian tobacco, and of doing away with the obstacles
which are the feature of the law now in force. Both
producer and consumer will have cause to be satisfied
with the changes wrought, for the former will have
a market, and will obtain a botter price for bis
tobacco, whilst the latter will get an article of good
quality on more advantageous terms. That policy
will establish a protection, in the true sense of the
word. It may not be out of the way to recall the policy
followed in that respect by the two political parties in the
country. The placing of a duty on Canadian tobacco dates
from 1864. It was the Liberals who first had the idea of
levying that tax ; that idea was subsequently accepted and
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put into execution by the Conservative party. This first
tax bas been increased at various times. You will remem-
ber, Mr. Speaker, that by the Statute of 1870, it amount ed
to 15 cents per lb. on manufactured tobacco, to 7 cents per
lb. on rolled tobacco, or tobacco in coils, and to 30 cents per
lb. on cigars. The Canadian product was on the same foot-
ing as the foreign product. Our growers did not enjoyany
protection, and the manufacturer found it more to his
advantage to use foreign tobacco. The grower could not
cwing to the law, sell his tobacco to any one but the manu-
facturers, and as they would not use it in their manufactures,
their was neither market nor demand for this important
agricultural product. The grower had but the resource o
making bis tobacco into rolls, of paying the duty, and o
then selling it at a low figure. Discontent reigned among
the agricultural classes, and advantage was taken thereof to
stir up prejudices which tended to render any tax on
Canadian tobacco odious. Who are those who
stirred up these prejudices ? It is the Liberals.
They spread in all directions that our grower
was not free to cultivate tobacco, and that that plant should
be exempt of all duty. We had to struggle against these
prejudices. Whilst declaring ourselves tavorable to the
encouragement of the cultivation of tobacco, we sought to
inculcate the principle that taxes must be imposed rather on
articles of luxury than on articles of necessity. The
Liberals came to power in 1873, and we had a right to ex-
pect that their policy would be totally different from that
of the Conservatives, and that they would remove the duties
imposed on Canadian tobacco. We were mistaken, Mr.
Speaker. They took up the question as early as 1874, and
modified the law, but not by removing the duties, but by
increasing them. We have seen these gentlemen increase
the duty on manufactured tobacco from 15 to 20 cents; the
duty on rolled tobacco, or on tobacco in coils, was raised
from 7 to 10 cents, and on cigars to 40 cents per lb.
Thus, far from encouraging the cultivation of tobacco in the
country, the Liberal party cbecked it by considerably
increasing the duties and by keeping them in force as long
as they were in power. According to that law, the
grower could not sell is tobacco in the leaf, and to be
allowed to sell it in rolls, he was compelled to pay a tax of
10 cents per lb. That tax 'weighed, therefore, heavily
on the cultivation of tobacco, and could but have the effect
of injuring it. I have just heard the hon. member for Iber-
ville (Mr. Béchard) and the ion. member for Rimouski
(Mr. Fiset) pride themselves on not having
followed their political leaders on that question,
and of having voted with the Conservatives. Those hon.
gentlemen must have had very little influence with their
party since they could not cause it to adcpt their views;
and yet they continued to support leaders, who, far from
encouraging the cultivation of tobacco, placed serious
obstacles in its way. The Conservative party came into
power in 1878, and what did it do, Mr. Speaker? It went
to work and, during the Session of 1879, reduced the duty
on; tobacco, in roll, to 6 cents per lb., in order to encourage
its sale. The change was an advantageous one, especially
to the consumer, who did not assuredly complain of it.
The discontent which I spoke of a while ago, existed among
the growers, He might grow tobacco on his land, but he
was not allowed to dispose of bis crop except to the manu-
facturer, and as the latter preferred using foreign tobacco,
there was neither market nor demand for Canadian tobacco.
Now, in 1880, the law was so altered as to give protection
to the grower, and the duty, which amounted to 20 cents on
each lb. of manufactured Canadian tobacco, was reduced
to 14 cents, whilst the duty on foreign tobacco was left at
20 cents, thus giving the Canadian product the
benefit of a 6 cents protection. The duty on rolled
tobacco and tobacco in coils, which the Liberal
Administration had increased to 10 cents, was

Mr. TELLIZa.

reduced to 4 cents. Moreover, the duty levied
- on foreign tobacco used in manufacturing cigars, was raised

to 40 cents per lb., whilst the duty on cigars manufac-
tured from Canadian tobacco was reduced to 30 cents per

r lb.; this gave the Canadian product 10 cents per lb. protection.
- That protection did not bear any fruit as it was insufficient.
y The present Govern ment, which is ever making progressive
s strides, seeks to-day to give the Canadian producer a still
, greater protection, and proposes to remove the obligation
- for the grower of taking out a license to cultivate tobacco.

It wishes also to allow the sale of tobacco in the leaf, without
t subjecting that sale to any duty. In order to encourage
f the manufacture of tobacco, it announces that on manufac.
f tured Canadian tobacco the duty is to be 8 cents per lb.
D during the next two years, and 10 cents per lb. for the

following ones, and that the duty on foreign tobacco will
romain what it was before, i.e. 20 cents per lb., or a protec.
tion of 12 cents per lb. in favor of Canadian tobacco. There

. is no change on tobacco in coils. With regard to cigars,
r the duty on cigars manufactured from foreign tobacco is to

romain at 40 cents per lb., whilst on those manufactured
from Canadian tobacco, it is to be reduced to 20 cents per
lb. The consequence of this change in the law will
encourage the cultivation and manufacture of native
tobacco. The grower will be enabled to cultivate his
tobacco, and to sell it in the leaf without paying a cent of
taxation and without taking out a license, and he will
have a market wherein to dispose of his product.
We have, therefore, every reason to be satisfied with the
resolution which is now submitted to our consideration.
The Government is now granting a protection which will
create a demand for Canadian tobacco, which will establish
a real market for our growers of tobacco, and which will
cause the substitution of Canadian to foreign tobacco in our
manufactures. That protection will have the result of
creating in all directions manufactures of Canadian tobacco.
The manufacturer will find it more to his advantage to employ
Canadian than foreign tobacco. The consumers do not com-
plain of the tax levied on tobacco, and as has been said by the
hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot); they understand
that taxes must be levied on articles of luxury rather than
on the necessities of life. Now, if there is an article which
does not belong to the latter category, and which can be
called an article of luxury, it is assuredly tobacco. Tobacco
should therefore be taxed, but in such a manner as to weigh
on the consumer and not on the producer. The Govern-
ment bas just solved this problem; it is an improvement on
the old system of taxation, and has my approval.

Mr. LANDRY (in French). Mr. Speaker, I do notintend to
prolong the debate, but I think that on this occasion where
one bas seen fit to refer to past documents in this House, it
will not be out of the way to quote likewise some of the utter-
ances of hon. mombers now in Opposition, who, when they
were in power, held views diametrically opposed to those they
hold to-day. The hon. member who has just sat down fully
agrees with the remarks made by the hon. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot), and both are of opinion that if
there is an article of luxury it is tobacco; that if there
is an article that should be taxed, it is tobacco, and
those two gentlemen are not alone of that opinion. If we
look at the debates of the House of Commons, for the year
1878, we flnd the following words spoken by the hon. meni-
ber for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier):

"And more than this, as the hon. member for Beauce had stated, if
there was an article whish ought to be taxed, it wae tobacco."

And in those days the hon. member occupied a prominent
position on the Treasury benches. And he adds:

"No one could to-day, in a civilized country, pretend that tohacco

1>u~ to ba exempt from taxation ; and it was above ail an article onl
wu ,t by every Government, revenue ought tobearaised. At the Prseot
time * • 0 0 • •
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He fondly returns to that expression:

" There was no civilized country which would venture to remove this
Excise duty and make toba cco free from duty. Spirits and tobacco were
always articles on which all civilized Governmentsraised a part of their
ordinary revenue."

Thus you see, Mr. Speaker, that it is in the name of civi-
lization; it is in the name of the brightest light that shines
upon the nineteenth century that the hon. member for
Quebec East, ex officio, speaking as a Minister, cornes and
says that there is not a civilized country in the world which
would take upon itself to remove the duty on tobacco. Such
is one of the reasons ho gave at the time, and later on ho
added :

"In the second place, it is impossible to levy a duty on foreigntobacco,
without levying the same on Canadian tobacco. If the duty were
removed from native tobacco, the effect would be to deetroy entirely the
revenue obtained from this source. I am of opinion that tobacco is one
of these articles on which a duty should be levied, and consequently it
would be an eroneous and ruinous policy with regard to the revenue to
remove that duty."

Such were, Mr. Speaker, the ideas given utterance to by
the hon. member for Quebec East when ho was in power.
It was in those days that the hon. member for Beauce intro-
duced the motion spoken of by the hon. member for Rim-
ouski (Mr. Fiset). The highest praise than can be awarded
to that motion, the best testimony in its favor, are contained
in the speech which the hon. gentleman made just now.
He stated that ho had himself voted in favor of that motion.
If the measure was a good one at that time, the vote of the
hon. member for Rimouski was a good one, but to-day, he
does not dare say whether that vote was a good or a bad
one. He commenced by reading the various names at the
foot of the motion, but when he reached his own name, he
stopped. We merely heard, as a feeble echo, the name of
the hon. member for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain). The hon. mem-
ber proves that at the time the hon. member was in power,
we asked without being able to obtain anything. The past
is thus clearly deflned, and we can now see the difference
between the two parties. In those days, hon. members
opposite could not obtain anything from their hon. leaders;
lo-day, we make ourselves the echo of the popular wish, at
a time when prosperity has returned to the country, at a time
when the Treasury is overflowing, so to speak, and we ask
in our turn, and what is the result ? We succeed. Mr.
Speaker, since we are now exposing the hidden relies of the
past, it is also well that wo should know what is the senti-
ment on that question, I do not say of the chief of the
French section of the Liberal party in the Province of
Quebec, but of the would-be leader, the hon. member for
L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain). This is what ho said thon:

c Nevertheless, the people complain of the tax which is imposed on
native tobacco. I think it would be a very difficult matter to remove
this tax, though it contributes very little to the revenue; perbaps, the
duty paid on home-grown tobacco does not even pay the cost of collec-
tion, but this does not imply that it ought to be entirely removed. I
behieve that the lime will arrive 0 0 0 0 *

As early as those days, the hon. member expressed his pro-
phetic views. As early as that he lifted a corner of the
veil which hid out the future, and ho saw the new Govern-
ment take the place of the one he was supporting, and
acceeding to the popular wish, grant what it asked for in
those days:

"* • • • • I think that the time will come when it
Will be possible to somewhat reduce the duty on Canadian tobacco and
slightly increase it on foreign tobacco."
lu those days, the hon. member declared himself in favor of
protection because we had not got it. I think that to-day
his sentiments must be the same. I think that his silence,
when so important a question is being discussed in the
Hlouse, when it is his interest to let the country know his
views on the subject, is a golden, an approving silence; it is
the approval of the measure introduced by the Government.
What else have we seen since that question was submitted

to our consideration ? We have seen hon. members of the
Opposition rise in turn and say tbat the measure satisfitd
them. It is a measure which they are glad to soe pass into
law. They are glad to see that the Conservative party is
able to carry out its ideas. Mr. Speaker, 1 can understand
their joy. I eau understand their gladness. As was shown
to us by the hon. member for Iberville, the only grief which
ho feels, is that from a political point of view, we may
derive some advantage from this measure; bpt I know that
hon. gentlemen love their country too much, they are too
fond of their Province, to allow such a consideration to
prevail and to prevent them from uniting with us to con-
gratulate the Government and to approve the policy which
it submits to-day to the country.

Mr. BECHARD. And to render the measure more
complote.

Mr. LANDRY. I do not know if that expression means
that there is something supplementary or complimentary
needed; but such as the measure stands, if it is not com-
plete, at least I consider it entire. At that time, in 1878,
the hon. gentleman for L'Islet added:

1' The present duties on Canadian tobacco are not too high."

Such was his utterance,and yet every one knows that tie duty
on Canadian tobacco was 10 cents higher than the duty of
Il cents now proposed. Well, if that duty was not too high
then, I understand that the hon. member cannot find it too
high now; this quite explains to me his joy, and I can
understand that it chokes him and prevents him from
speaking. One would think, Mr. Speaker, that at this
phase of the discussion, this measure produces on the two
hon. members of the Opposition, who have over sought to
throw obstacles in the way of measures introduced by the
Government, the effect produced on the body by a balm
which is not the good Samaritan, and which goes by the
name of St. Jacob's Oil. I will close with these few remarks,
as I see that the bon. member for Lotbiniére (Mr. Rinfret)
is burning with desire to speak on this subject; I see that
ho has the intention of supporting the Government, and as
this measure is meeting with the approval of all the hon.
members of the Opposition, I wish to give him the oppor-
tunity of telling the country and the House the views he
holds on the subject.

Mr. RINFRET. I have but a word to say to the hon.
momber for Montmagy (Mr. Landry). The hon. member
bas quoted a speech delivered on Canadian tobacco, in 1878,
by the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier). That
ouotation had already been made by hon. members on the
opposite side of the House who have spoken on the subject.
I regret that they should not have taken the trouble to look
a few pages further and to read the speech delivered at
that time by their leader, the hon. Minister of Public
Works, by the hon. member for Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins)
and by others. They would have seen that in those days
these gentlemen spoke in favor of the motion of the hon.
member for Beauce (Mr. Bolduc), and that they asked for
the total removal of all duties on Canadian tobacco. But
those hon. gentlemen asked for the repeal of that tax when
it was well known that the Liberal party, then in power,
was suffering from a deficit in the Treasury, and that couse-
quently it was impossible to grant their request as the
revenue was insufficient, and that the repeal of that tax
would have deprived the Treasury of a revenue of $500,000
or $600,000 per annum, according to the calculations
of the hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot);
but now that the Treasury is full to overflowing, I think that
it is the proper time to repeal that duty. The demand
made in those days was not a reasonable one, as hon. mem-
bers must have understood that the Mackenzie Administra-
tion could not grant. But they were sincere when they pro-
ferred it, and when, during the last elections, they promised
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on the hustings to repeal the duty on Canadian tobacco,
they will never have a better opportunity than the one
they have to-day of demontrating their sincerity, as to
have a surplus of several millions in the public Treasury.
The hon. member for Montmagny has remarked that we
are pleased with the concessions made by the Government.
It is true, as I have said already, that the Government bas
made a step in the right direction, but I think that it las
not sufficient$y protected Canadian tobacco to permit of its
being manufactured with advantage in the country. In
order that tobacco should be really protected, the duty
should be reduced another few cents; if the duty is left at
8 cents on manufactured tobacco, it will certainly not be
sufficient protection, and 1 think that, to give real protec-
tion, the duty on manufactured tobacco should be 4 or 5
cents only.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. MOUSSEAU (in French). The policy of the Govern-
ment, on the question now under consideration, has been to
give the farmer all the possible protection on the cultivation
of tobheco. Our efforts in that direction have been crowned
with success, and it is with pleasure that I have seen our
friends, and even our opponents, recognize the wisdom of
the legislation inaugurated by the Government. Recently,
in a debate that has remained memorable, the hon. leader
of the Government had occasion to say that we were not
like the Bourbons; that we Conservatives could learn
something, and also forget something. It is for that reason
that we have listened with so much pleasure to the requests
of our friends, and that we have acceded to them. There
is also, Mr. Speaker, a botter and higher reason, that has
induced us to adopt that legislation. It is because we
understand exactly our mission as Ministers. We are not
in office to govern the Dominion in the interests of the
Ministers, but to govern it in the interests of the people,
in the interests of the Dominion represented in this flouse
by its members. We Ministers are but a large Joint Com-
nittee of the House and of the Senate; a Parliamentary
Committee, wherein the two branches of the Legislature
are representated byMinisters from the Senate, and Ministers
of the House of Commons. We deem it an honor to give
an ear to the just demands of our friends, because our friends
who sit in this flouse represent the interests of the Domin-
ion, and when we submit to their demands, we are not
showing weakness, but we are following a wise policy. Mr.
Speaker, when the sitting was suspended at six o'clock, I
was desirous of continuing the debate, not to enjoy the
childish satisfaction of making a speech, I have no speech
to make, but I wished to lay before the House a few facts
that will show that the people approve of the proposed
chances with the same gratitude as do hon. members of this
House. I have also to note a curious fact in the shape of
private letters, which I desire to make public, because they
bear on public interests. One day, a friend of mine, a Con-
servative elector of the Province of Quebec, wrote me a letter
precisely on the subject of that light duty of 4 cents per lb.,
levied on manufactured tobacco. Impelled rather by party
interests than by those of the cause, he thought he was
giving me wise advise. This is what he wrote :

"Sm>- -A number of Conservatives of St. Hugues called upon me
yesterday, Sunday to ask me · to write to you with regard to the tax on
tobacco grown and sold by farmers in the country districts, and to beg
you to use your influence to cause this wretched tax to be repealed. The
public returus show a revenue of $7,000derived from that tax on tobacco,
and it costs some thousands to cullect it. It is absurd: and, moreover,
the repeal of tbat tax would be most popular. The Government would
show an set of cleverness and would show a great deal of tact, under
the present circumatances, if it removed that duty from the shoulders of
the habitant who grows tobacco, whilst maintaining the tax on tobacco
imported and manufactured in the country. You have a few millions cf
a sur ow is the time for the Coneorvative Goverament to take

advantage of its splendid position to prepare the impending elections.
The repeal of that tax would have a magical effect on the mind of the
country population, and would prepare public opinion for a glorious
triumph for the Goverument, at the inauguration of the coming cam-
paign * * *."

Several hon. MEMBERS. lear, hear.
Mr. MOUSSEAU. Such is exactly the object of that

letter. It is a frank one and expresses exactly the thoughts
of my friend. When the House will have heard the reply
I sent to that letter, I hope that my hon. friends opposite
will continue to say: hear, hear.

" *I * The farmers detest that tax, aIl the more so that it does
not yield any profit. It is a nuisance to everybody, and it is not wise of
the Government to keep it in force. Had the administration of the Gov-
ernment not been more fortunate in other directions in its collection of
taxes, we should not have the pleasure of seeing a surplus this year. If
you wish to receive formal petitions let me know, I can procure them."

Mr. CASGRAIN. What is the date of that letter ?
Mr. MOUSSEAU. Thus did an elector of the Province of

Quebec write to me. And this is how, rising above party
considerations to consult public interests alone, I answered
his letter:

I I received last night yonr letter of the 27th February. You are
entirely mistaken on the question of Canadian tobacco, and let me tell
you so frankly; should I convince you of the fact, I hope that you will
take the necessary steps among my friends to correct the error into which
they have fallen. Let us take as a point of departure two well establish-
ed facts:

1 « 1. We import from abroad several millions of dollars worth of to-
bacco.

S 2. The result of investigation shows that Canada can produce
excellent tobacco which can compete with foreign tobacco, and which
consequently will keep in the country the millions which we send
abroad.

b oeu will admit a third and equally important fact : tobacco is essen-
tially an article of luxury, real smoke in fact. At all events, it is an
article of utility to the grower, since the law exempts his own provision
of it from duty. A fourth and well established fact can also be admitted.
Generally speaking, our Canadians manufacture bad tobacco, and thus
its fame is so much damaged by bad cultivation that many manufac-
turers will not bandle it. With these premises, my dear Doctor, you
have all the policy of the Government, which follows therefrom as a
matter of course. We do not at present require the tax on Canadian
tobacco to keep the Government in existence ; you are perfectly right
in that respect, but we require to watch tobacco, to be cognizant of its
quantity and quality, and especially to direct the fiscal policy of the
coantry so that producers accustom tbemselves to take their tobacco to
manufacturers and have it manufactured into smoking and chewing
tobacco and into cigars. By that means will Canadian tobacco take the
place of foreign tobacco; hence the necessity of our inspection laws, and
of the insignificant tax which we have imposed, and which will, I feel
sure, be looked upon favorably by the whole people and especially by the
growers of tobacco if the intention of the Government is made known
and explained to them.'

."Mr. Aikins, the Minister of Inland Revenue, said to me last week:
'Mr. Mousseau, 1 can assure you that the experiment has new been made,
and that the growers of Lower Canada produce tobacco that is equal to
the best that is imported.' Now, why should we take abroad, every
year, millions cf dollars, which we might keep here, when it is an
established fact, as babeen shown, especially in thecounties of Mont-
calm and Joltette, that fine and good tobacco can be grown, and that its
cultivation is extremel>, profitable, more so than any kind of culture in
the country. It is with the object of indueing growers to seli their
tobacco in the leaf to manufacturers or to their licensed agents that we
have this year reduced the duty on manufactured tobacco from 14 cents
to 8 cents for two years, and to 10 cents afterwards, and that we have
likewise reduced the tai on cigars made from Canadian tobacco froin 80
to 18 cents. This reduction creates between foreign and native tobacco
so wide a margin that several manufacturers have thanked the Govern-
ment for it, and are preparing to manufacture Canadiai tobacco on a
large seale, thus establishing a real market for our producers, and
which will gradually bring about the substitution of Canadian for
foreign tobacco. Thus we eau overlook the small inconvenience of this
insignificant tax when one obtains so grand a result. Ten yearsago the
county of Montealm was overburdened with mortgages; the farmers
took to growing tobacco (it is common enough to find among themu
some who produce from 15,000 to 20,000 lbs. per year; others 40,000 lbs.
and some even 50,000 lbs.), and to-day that county is one of the richest
in Lower Canada. I hold this information fromb Mr. Dugas himself, the
intelligent member for Montcalm, who approves in every respect the
fiscal policy of the Government in this direction; but yesterday he waI
telling us that the farmers would be furious to see that duty on tobacco
repealed, because it affords protection to those who cultivate carefully.
With regard to the duty of 4 cents on roll, twist, &c., manufactured by
the habitants them1selves, it wil disappear as soon as there will be sufl-
cient manufactures te establish a competithon on the market, and a
more profitable sale for leaf tobacco, which will take one or two years,
perhapU three. The tax will then be completely repealed and the laW
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will prevent the producer from selling roll, twist, &c. You know as
well as I do, that this roll, twist, &c., are the real cause of the disfavor
which Canadian tobaccu meets with, because many of our growers seil
cabbage leaf or musty tobacco enveloped in a fine yellow leaf, as good
quality tobacco; thus do they lower the price and harm the production
of the good Canadian tobacco. I hope that you wili be satisfied with
all these explanations, and that, as I feel sure you will, you will share
my opinion,"
Such, Mr. Speaker, is the whole policy of the Government,
viz., to obtain the object of causing our tobacco to be better
prepared and to take the place of the tobacco which we
imported in large quantities from abroad. After having
received my explanations, my friend became of the opinion
of this House, and thanked me in the lollowing terms for
what the Government has doue. I skip the first parL,
which flatters me too much. My hon. friend the member
for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain) wilIl see that my friend, that
that elector, is as wise as ho is, and that he has come over
to the policy of the Government, which Governîment,
according to the confession of one of his own leaders, bas,
during the whole of its existence, committed several
sins, which is saying a good deal:-

"SIR,-You are the right kind of Minister, you, who as a Judge would
say, have taken the trouble of sending me almost a factum, in order to
give information to your constituents, and that during the time the
House is in Session. Were Iin the House, I would not fail to tell your
colleagues that yon are a model politician. If ever, as I still hope you
will, although you are now far away from us, you come back to St.
Hugues, I trust that ail my friends who grow tobacco will present you
with a fine roll of Canadian tobacco, as a proof tha; with you we appre-
ciate the duty which the Government has imposed on the production of
that article in the country. You have made us understand, that on
looking at the question from a different point of view, that the tax is
niot an absurdity, as I stated in my first letter to you, but that it will, on
the contrary, bring about the good results which you anticipate for the
future. The only tbing that I would ask you to do ; would be to get
some friend to make a motion in the House in favor cf the removal of
the tax, so as to enable you or some one else to mnake the explanations
which you have done me the honor of transmitting to me in your letter
of the lst March inst. These explanations would be reported by the
papers and every one would at once see the object of the tax. I do not
pretend to give you any advice, I merely wish to tell you that it would
be the best way of thoroughly enlightening our population on the
subject, without being compelled to repeat these explanations to all
those who approach you on the subject. flowever, do as you see fit.
Sugaring has begun in our woods since yesterday, a nronth earlier than
customary. Were it not that the House is sitting, I would ask you to
come and see us and eat some maple sugar, and smoke some good
tobacco thathas not paid any duty yet."

I am glad to be able to read this letter. I do not do so to
glorify myself, nor for an electoral purpose. I do not know
when the elections are coming off, although our opponents
know it botter than we do, but I do so to establish the fact
that the best friends of the party and the country are in
perfect unison with the House, as we have seen this even-
ing from the speeches delivered by the hon. members for
Quebec East, Iberville, Rimouski, St. Hyacinthe, Belle-
chasse, Montniagny and others.

Mr. ÇASGRAIN (in French). The hon. Secretary of State
bas been good enough to read us the letter we have just
heard. I asked him to beo good enough to give me its date.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I feel too much friendship and esteem
towards my hon. friend not to gratify his legitimate
curiosity. The first letter is dated the 27th Febrnary, last;
the date of my answer is the lst March, and the date of his
approval, March 4th.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I am very glad, Mr. Speaker, to have
those dates. They show to what extent my hon. friend the
Secretary of State is consistent with himself. He goes as
far as to take the trouble of writing a factum to one of his
electors to prove that this tax on tobacco is useful,
nlecOesary, indispensable, and he so succeeds in convincing
hirn that he receives a letter approving of his factum. But
now he shifts round and changes entirely the poliey of the
Government which is considered to-day to be an import-
ant question. If that is the approval which that com-
Placent elector grants to the policy of my hon. friend, I eau-
n'otpay him the same compliment. Mr. Speaker, the position

which I have taken on that tobacco question is the same to-
day as that which I have ever held. I have always held
that that tax, from the timo that it was established by the
Conservative Govern ment in 1868, was a wretched tax, as
was said by the elector of tbe hon. Miniter, rather noxions
than useful, and the collection of which bas cost more than
it was worth. I still hold the same views to-day, and I am
ready to support a motion in the terms of the one introduced
in 1878, by my hon. friend the member for Beauce (Mr.
Bolduc). Now, it may ho said that tobacco should be looked
upon as an article of luxury, but the habitant does not look
upon it as a luxury, but rather as a necessary. Smokers in
the country who are deprived of a number of thingsenjoyed
by town folks, really enjoy smoking thoir tobacco whatever
its quality, so that one cannot really say it is a luxury. I
can understand that it should be considered a luxury for the
well-to-do class which wishes to get finer tobaccos, and I am
not opposed to the increasing the duty on importedl tobacco ;
but since theGovernmentgoes back on the attitude itassumed
in 1878, why not make the tobacco trade as free as
that of groceries and breadstuffs? If it is, as certain
members contend, an agricultural resource equal to
the cultivation of the best grains in the country, why not
make it entirely free for purposes of trade and manufacture ?
If bon. Ministers wish to be consistent in their system of
protection, they should prevent the importing into this
country of foreign tobacco, and content themselves with
seeing native tobacco grown here. That would be the
natural consequence of their so called policy of Protection.
Now, I consider that Canadian tobaccos can and should be
cultivated to advantage in the country. I will not go so far
as to say that one might succeed in producing a tobacco
equal to or of superior quality to that produced in more
temperate climes; it would ho asking for more than nature
will ever grant us; but we can produce a quality of tobacco
that will meet the requirements of the agricultural com-
munity. As to producing a tobacco that can be sent abroad,
I do not think tbat we can do so for some time to come,
because the climate does not permit it, and moreover the
preparation of tobacco is almost unknown in this country.
Under those circumstances, I am prepared to support a
measure tending towards the complete repeal of all
restriction on the cultivation and sale of Canadian tobacco.
Now, I will leave the hon. Secretary of State to his change
of policy, and I am very glad to hear him say that ho
serves his country rather than his private interests, and
1 hope ho will continue to follow that lino of conduct.

Mr, BOLDUC (in French). Mr. Speaker, I must con-
gratulate the Government upon the policy which it bas
adopted with regard to Canadian tobacco. In 1878, I
took up that question. I introduced a motion asking
that the sale of leaf tobacco should ho free. The
bon. member for Rimouski (Mr. Fiset) bas made
comments on that motion, and bas stated that the
Government did not grant all that I asked for. I think
the bon. member did not read the whole of the motion
I made at that time, or ho would have seen that I
was merely asking for the free sale of leaf tobacco,
and not that manufactured tobacco should be free of duty.
Mr. Speaker, the Government is granting us, to-day, all
that we asked for in those days. The hon. member for
L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain) bas just reminded us that he was
always in favor of the complete abolition of duties on
Canadian tobacco. If I remember aright, the bon.
member voted for my motion in 1878, but before
recording his vote, he spoke for an hour or an hour
and a half to prove that ho was called upon to give
a vote contrary to his personal opinion and merely
to please his electors. Such was the position assumed by
the hon. member in 1878, but instead of congratulating
the Government this evening for having adopted the prin-
ciple ho supported then, hoecan do no better thau blame it.
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The Government bas done well, and has gained public
apwPoval in aliowing the grower to cultivate his tobacco
frecly, without being compelled to take out a license, and to
be able to sell it to whomsoever he pleases without paying
a cent of duty. But if the grower wishes to do as the manu-
facturer does, then h cmust submit to the duty of 4 cents
imposed on the preparation of tobacco. Once more do I
congratulate the Government, and I am convinced that the
mensure now submitted to us will meet with the approval of
all the electors of the Dominion.

Mr. LANDRY (in French). Previous to the Committee
rising, I think it important to take up a remark that has fallen
from the lips of the hon. member for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain).
Ho is evilently under a m3sapprehension. He says that
the Canadian grower would like to see his tobacco
completely free of duty. But the hon. member
ought to know that the Canadian grower does not
pay a cent of duty on the tobacco which he grows;
the Treasury does not derive a cent from the cultivation of
that. tobacco. Consequently when the hon. member
cornes and makes a display of his superabundant love for
the Canadian grower, I think that he is speaking without
cause, and the bon. member for Beauce (Mr. Bolduc) was
quite right in saying just now, that when he made his
motion in 1878 the hon. member for L'Islet had made a
speech in favor of the Government of the day, and that he
ended in voting against his own speech. I sbould not be
surprised to sec him do the same thing this evening. I
should not be surprised to see him support in his speech the
motion introduced by the hon. the Secretary of State. and
to vote against it when we go into concurrence. But I
think, Mr. Speaker, that we may dispel these fears, for the
hon. member, who is in awe of his electors, will set aside
what he believes to be the interest of the country to save
his own. I hope that in this case his own interet will com-
pel him to vote for him in the general interest, it he does
not think the two incompiti ble: he may fallinto that error,
and be will beperfectly justified in doing so.

Resolutions agreed to and reported.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AUENDMENT.

Mr. MOUSSEAU, in moving for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 123) to amend "The Inland Revenue Act, 1880, and for
other purposes," said: In the few remarks which I have
made on the resolutions which have received the sanction
of the House, I dealt with the objects of this Bill. It pro-
vides for the removal of some of the duties on Canadian
tobacco, and the modification of others. The Bill also pro-
vides distinctly that the producer of this tobacco may raise
and sli it without paying any tax or inspection dues in the
market or elsewhere. A great many of the provisions
apply to matters of minor importance which I can explain
on the second reading.

Bill introduced and read the first time.

SUPPLY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do
now leave the Chair for the louse to go again into Com-

were eonsidering a measure to the same effect, and that
be was awaiting the result in order to judge what should
be done with my Bill. I will give him credit for being sin-
cere, but it is with the greatest effort that I make that
admission. I would like to ask the Government if it is
possible this Bill can be passed this Session ? If not I will
adopt some means of ascertaining the opinion of the House
on the subject, in order to see whether the Government bas
decided that the end of the Session is to prevent the passing
of this measnre.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I told the on. gentle-
man I would give him the opportunity he seeks, and I will.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

9. Indian Affairs.................................... ......... ... $23,315

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The difforence between
the estimates for 1881-82 and for 1882-83, is $4,215, which
is made up thus: A statutory increase to the amount of
$500 The Indian Officewhich has been so long in Toronto,
is to be removed to Ottawa, there being no necessity for
keeping up a separate staff at Toronto. Mr. Plummer,
who is at the head of the office, and whose salary is $1,800,
and Mr. Dalton, whose salary is $1,100, will therefore be
brought to Ottawa. Those amounts, with Mr. Cuttler's
salary of $750, make a total of $3,650 which, with another
small item, gives the aggregatp of $4,215.

173. To meet expenees connected with the sonsoli-
dation of the Dominion Statutes.................$5 6,000

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Commissioner is to
get $4,000, the secretary $1,000, and the balance will cover
printing, stationery, &c. The hon. gentleman asked for
some statement as regards the progress made in the
collation of statutes. The following letter is from the Com-
missioner:

"To the Honorable OTTAWA, 1st May, 1882.

"IThe Minister of Justice of Canada.
"Sin,-In compliance with your request, I have the honor, as Com-

missioner appointed under a Commission, dated 15th November last, in
connection with the proposed revision and consolidation of the Statutes
of Canada, to report as follows:

" 1. I bave, in pursuance of the said Commission, continued and coin.
pleted, to the present time, the Schedules (referred to in the Commission)
of Acts requiring examination for the purposes of the said revision and
consolidation.

" 2. I have examined the Statutes, passed by the Parliament of Canada,
since the first day of July, 1867, and have collected therefrom such of
thein as are still in force, and incidentally thereto,have noted the enact-
ments of the old Provincial Statutes, which have been repealed or
amended by the Statutes of Canada.

" 3. I bave also, pursuant to instructions received from you, in that
behalf, proceeded with the examination, collection and classification of all
unrepealed enactments of the Parliament of Canada and of the several
Provinces coming under the general subject of Criminal Law, and I have
made considerable progress with this branch of the work.

" Before receiving the instructions last referred to, I had made some
rogresa with the collection and classißcation of the unrepealed
tatutes of Canada and of the several Provinces with reference to other

subjects of legislation, but upon receiving said instructions, I confined
my attention to the subject of Criminal Law only, and am stili engaged
thereupon.

" I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

4JAMES COCKBURN,
SCommissioner.

mittee of Supply. "ALEZÂNDUR F&GtSON,
Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker, before yon leave the Secretary.

Chair I desire to call the attention of the Government to Mr. BLAKE. Was it not the intention to enlarge the
this matter: I have on the paper a Bill, which I consider in Commission and employ other persons?
the public interest, and I think also in the interests of thei Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, that is the intention.
Government and all thcir employes-the Bill for the preven-
tion of frauds in contracts involving the expenditure of Mr. BLAKE. If the on. gentleman proposes to enlarge
public money. So far as I can sec this Bill cannot be the Commission, does he intend asking for another vote?
reached at this stage of the Session. The hon. Minister of Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. It is proposed to have
Public Works, when I proposed the second reading, gave as another Commissioner act with the present Commissioner
a reason for delay the fact that the English Parliament I during the preliminary work before the work of consolida.

Mr. BOLDUC.
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tion commences. Then another Commissioner froni Qubec
will be added. We do not ask for another vote, bec.use we
will ask next Session for that vote if the present scheme is
carried.

Mr. BLAKE. A great deal of the preliminary work to
which the hon. gentleman refers was done some years ago,
and it is a great pity it should be done over again. It
seems to me we ought not to ignare the work doue by Mr.
Langton in the consolidation of the Ontario Statutes, which
necessarily involved a consideration of the whole question.
The consolidation was not merely a consolidation of the
Statutes of Ontario but of the Statutes of old Canada so far
as they fell within the limits of the legislative system of
that Province. Wili the hon. gentleman state about how
long the Commission is to sit, and when we may expect
sono fruit of its labors ?
, Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not able to answer

that. I have no doubt the Commissioners are making all
possible progress. I should think it might take another
season to do the work. I can perhaps speak more confi-
dently on Concurrence.

Mr. BL.AKE. Who is the secretary to whom the money
is to be paid ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Ferguson, barrister.
at-law, Ottawa. .

208. In connection with Penitentiaries, John Cooper,
late Chief Keeper of St. Vincent de Paul
Penitentiary ............... ........................ $366.20

l reply to Sir REcAnD J. CARTWRIGRT,
Sir JORIN A. MACDONALD. At the time Mr. Cooper

was transferred from Kingston to St. Vincent de Paul, the
Board of Directors agreed that hoeshould have a dwelling-
bouse rent free. Notwithstanding this agreement, he was
compelled to pay rent for a certain time, and this is to
reimburse him.

209. To cover the amonntawarded by the arbitrators
a pointed pursuant to the Oraer in Council
of 24th May, 1881, te adjudicate on the
laim of S. T. Drennan ford s stained by

him for the non-falfilment of a contract
made with the Warden of the Kingston
Penitentiary, together with the expense of
the defeace and the fées of the arbitrators... $l0,668

Mr. BLAKE. I think some information is required with
reforence to this item. I have an indistinct recollection of
a very ancient claim of Mr. Drennan's, which had been for
a long time in the pigeon holes of the Department of
Justice when I was there. If I rightly remember, some
disposition was made of it, and I hope the hon. gentleman
will have the papers looked up and brought down before
Concurrence.

Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. I know something of
the claim. The arbitrators were Judge Clarke, Mr. Wm.
l artney, of Kingston, and Mr. McInnis. They were a special
board of arbitrators. There were two claims pending
in connection with the fire in the Penitentiary many
years ago. One was by a Mr. Evans, who had a contract
for iron ware of some kind. That was left to the arbitra-
tion of the late Justice Burroughs, County Judge, who
awarded a certain sum of money in favor of Mr. Evans.
Mr. Drenn an had the furniture contract which was swept
away by the fire. His claim was so excessive that I would
not look at it unt,1 it was reduced to reasonable dimensions.
1 suppose the same thing occurred in the hon. gentlemane
time. Latterly Mr. Drennan thought it prudent to reduce
his claim to roasonable terms, and thereupon a special
arbitration was allowed as in the Evans case, and this award
is the consequence.

Mr. BLAKE. Would the hon. gentlem-n bring down a
memorandum, before Concurrence, of the casé, showing the

162

dates and the decisions of previous Ministers upon the
subject, and how it came to be investigated so late as the
10th of May, 1881 ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will bring it down.
211. For difference of salary payable to 'H. B.

Mackay, acting Warden of the St. Vincent
de Paul Pententiary, from 21stJune, 1880,
to 24th January, 1881, at $98 per month,
and for e3alary for November and Deceni-
ber, 1881, asacting Warden, at $212.33
per month............................ $1,121 20

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On the 21st of June,
18,0, the then warden of St. Vincent de Paul was given
leave of absence pending the investigation of the charges
made against him, and Mr. Mackay, the deputy warden,
was appointed acting warden, and continued to act in both
capacities until the 24th June, 1881, wben, upon the
warden's dismisal, ho was appointed acting warden, at a
warden's salary. It was thought only fair that ho should
be paid the regular warden's salary, inasmuch as during
that time ha had the whole responsibility of the manage-
ment of the Penitentiary, in fact did double work. M. La-
violette, the present warden, was appointed in November
last, fron which time his salary dated. Mr. Mackay
was sent by the hon. Minister of Justice to Manitoba
Penitentiary where he served two months, the warden being
sent to St. Vincent de Paul. $264 is the balance due for
travelling expenses on that occasion.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not know
anything of the gentleman, and Idare say ho is an efficient
officer, but I observe in several newspapers reports as to
state of discipline in that penitentiary, and in particular I
saw a statement made the other day that when Mr. Bedson,
the warden of the Manitoba Penitentiary, took charge there
ho caused an examination to be made of the prisoners, and
quite a large number of deadly weapons were found upon
them. I should like to know from the Minister whether
such was the fact.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is some truth in
the statement, but it is greatly exaggerated. No doubt a
bad state of discipline prevailed. Mr. Bedson was sent
down as an officer free from influences of any kind, to
introduce a botter system. He made a search and found
some concealed weapons among the convicts. That, how-
ever, cannot always be avoided. In times past the warden
of Kingston Penitentiary has occasionally, owing to cunning
and secrecy of the convicts, been unable to prevent them
from secreting weapons or iron that can be made into
weapons, and that cannot be altogether prevented. I am
afraid there was laxity in the general management at that
time. Mr. Bedson introducod a new system, and I believe
Mr. Laviolette is carrying out that system successfully, and
complaints which have existed for some years will nolonger
be hoard.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I desire to ask the
hon. Minister of Public Works whether the buildings are
thoroughly completed, all the cells in proper order, and the
stone wall which was intended to surround the building is
properly built, and the convicts in a state of proper
discipline ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The buildings and walls are
not completed. Lately we built a large wing which will
give 110 or 120 new cells. Tùat has been completed anl
is, no doubt by this time, occupie.]. We are going on with
other builings. There is now a large, dining-room being
built. The walls are not c:>mpleted; they are going u by
dogrees and the work is being executed by convicts. It is
well known that convicts will not work with th3 stune
energy as men who are paid so m ich per day.
We give them. proper ma'erial, an in f eed fthe
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stone is of the best quality quarried in the
neighborhood, and the work is of the most substantial
character. The visit of Mr. Bedson had a good effect in
re-establishing discipline, and the new warden who went to
Kingston for several months and made himself acquainted
with the discipline there, and the benefit of Mr. Benson's
experience, bas taken the matter in hand and bas succeeded
very well. The Government ask a small sum of money to
put iron gratings or wires on the lower openings.ofthejail,
because it was thought some of the weapons must have
been handed in to the convicts through those apertures.
No doubt when this work has been done and the walls com-
pleted we shall be able to do without so many jailors.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Is there any truth in the reports that
tbree or four convicts have lately escaped ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position now
to answer the hon. gentleman.

Mr. CASGRAIN. It appears that two or three more
convicts have managed to escape, and that one or two have
been captured.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know; but escapes
will occur occasionally. At Kingston, where the discipline
is very good and the arrangements very complete, a couple
of men happened to escape some time ago, but they were
captured and brought back.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Under the former warden the estab-
lishment was better managed than it bas been ever since.
I do not think the change has been at alt for the better.
On the contrary, it appears from public reports and from
other information, that since Mr. Desaulniers bas left, the
establishment has not been equal to the wants of the public.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I would not like to enter
into any comparison between Mr. Desaulniers and bis
successor. I have no doubt he did bis best as well as the
gentleman who is now in charge as warden, but I think
mistakes were made in his regime as well as in others. The
hon. gentleman must see that the enclosure is not a proper
one, and that there is always a temptation to convicts to
escape. When, however, it is completed there will be less
trouble of this kind.

MIr. MAÇKENZIE. I notice that there appears to be
two items in the Estimates for the same service, one of
$1,200, which we are now considering, and the other of
$264.95, for the same purpose in another item. There
must be some mistake. I objected last night to this sum
of $1,200, thinking it a very large one, but the total
amount seems to be $1,464.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When we come to Con-
currence I will be able to say whether there has been any
mistake.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I hope the hon. gentleman will
not forget.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It will not be forgotten.

has been sold for $10,000, half of which has been paid and
the other half bas been secured by mortgage. The sums
make up the balance.

Mr. MILLS. In order to vote intelligently on this sub-
ject, the hon. gentleman should have brought down a state-
ment of the products of these farms, and the manner in
which they have been consumed. I mentioned the other
evening when the Estimates were under consideration,
that our Indian expenditure, if those farms were
at all moderately productive, was much larger
than the Estimates indicated, because we have no report of
the products of those farms, their value, or the manner in
which they are used. The sum which the hon. gentleman
now asks is a large one, and unless the country bas been
wholly misrepresented, unless it is not productive, unless
the crops are subject to be destroyed by frosts, we should
have, now that we have tried the experiment four years,
some report showing what the productions are and how they
have been used. It would have been well to have had astate-
ment showing where these expenditures have taken place.
There are bands of Indians scattered over the whole of the
North-West Territories; which of the bands is so destitute
that this large sum is now asked, or does the destitution
extend to ail the bands? If the voting of supplies of this
sort is not to be a farce, it is necessary that the hon. gentle-
man should give to the House the information we are seek-
ing. In addition to the large su.ms already voted, we have
an estimate here for the purchase of agricultural implements
for the Indians. Before I retiired from office, I think, ail
our obligations in this respect were met, except in Treaty
No. 6. I do not say that it is improper, if the Indians -show
a disposition to turn to farming, that we should supply
them with additional agricultural implements, and if we
are sure that they will make use of them 'for the purpose
for which they are given; but, so far as I can learn, in a
great many instances that is not donc. The oxen we give
them are sometimes consumed for beef, and the agricultural
implements are sometimes sold to the white population for
a mere trifle, and, I think, in some instances they bave
never reached their destination. It is perfectly obvious,
from the varions estimates brought down, that the Indians
of the North-West are costing us to-day, in the matter of
food, upwards of $100 per family. These Indiaus are being
pensioned on the public Treasury ; instead of being taught
habits of self reliance, they are being taught habits of
dependence, and, at this hour, they are more dependent on
the Government for their means of subsistence than they
have been at any former period. Before the hon. gentle-
man asks for the concurrence of the House in this appro-
priation, I think lie should be prepared to give us the fullest
information on ail these points.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I observe an item here of $24,000
for provisions during the payment of the Indians. That is
surely a perfectly monstrous expenditure, and I should like
to know what necessity there is for it. I am quite aware
that for years this expenditure bas been going on more or

280. To cover expenditure ineurred in provid. less, but it is a practice that the Government should put a
ing supplies to destitute Indians, Mani- stop to. Surely it can be arranged that the payment shal
toba,and North West Territories.... .$327139 47 be made promptly, without keeping tribes of Indians in one

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This sum includes two place for days.
Governor General's warrants and important expenditures Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. For some years back the
which were absolutely necessary to prevent the Indians Indians have been allowed to collect together iii large bands
from starving. The first was altogether for destitute when being paid, and it became a time-honored custom to
Indians, $147,789; the next was $197,350. Some of this feed them while they were waiting, and I suppose they
was caused by a short estimate, and the other amouants are gorged themselves when they had the chance. The only
as follows: Dues unpaid, $20,072; cattle under treaty, way to correct that is to. pay them on their reserves. The
$8,440; seed grain under treaty, $16,000; provisions during Indians are settling fast on their reserves-much faster
payment, 624,000; provisions for destitute Indians, $70,000; than I anticipated they would. The agents are now
clothing, 8156; farm instructors, wages and expenses, instructed to allow no band of Indians who bave settled on
$12,000; for ordinary general expenses, $25,000; grist mill, a reserve to go to any other place for pqymentt Somne
62,00. With respect to the grist mill, I may say that it nomadie Indians still assemble at some central point, but I

Sir RECToR LANgEVIN.
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hope that in a year or two this charge will disappear alto-
gether. I am happy to inform the Committee that the
Indians are now away from the frontier altogether, except
an Indian called Big Bear, and his people, who are still on
the American side, but they are expected to cross the bor-
der shortly eight or nine hundred strong. With the
exception of that band, we hope to have all the Indians
moved away north, so that they willu no longer be able to
assemble in the neighborhood of FortW alshWood Mountains,
Cypress Hills, or Qu'Appelle, and they will all be paid on their
reserves. Those Indians come back always in a very destitute
condition, half the horses are sold or traded away, and they are
often short of clothing, so that there will be some expense
in moving them away towards their reserves. But I hope
we shall get them all on the reserves. As soon as they will
be, every band will be paid on its own reserve, when this
charge I hope will fade away or, nearly disappear. Of
course, there is some disappointment in managing the
Indians. We cannot be sure of success with the best and
most auxious exertions. The report of the Indian Com-
missioner states geuerally the products of the farms. Some
of the crops were hurt by the early frosts last year, and
bands of Indians went away to hunt on the first information
of the buffalo crossing the line. Still we hope to have them
settled, and the Indian Commissioners speak very hopefully
indeed of the progess that will be made, and of the number
of acres that will be cultivated nextyear. The hon. member
for Bothwell said that the Indians are being rendered more
dependent than self-supporting. There is no use in putting
Indians on a reserveto .teach each other agriculture. There
must be Government instructors, and all but two or three
of them have proved successful. I think the hon. gentle.
man is misinformed as to the agricultural implements not
reaching the Indians. There may have been some cases of
failure for want of transport, which is sometimes difficult to
obtain in that country. We hope, however, in another year
there will be a railway and other facilities to overcome the
difficulties and enormous expeuse of transport. The whole
matter is an anxious one. We are quite in a transition
state, and only by patience and perseverance, and consider.
able expenditure, can we hope in a few years to bring about
a better condition of affairs.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How many farm
instructors are there now at present ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Twenty-six.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In what way are
those men looked after ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By Mr. Wadsworth, the
Inspector of Agencies, a very efficient man. He has to
visit ail the agencies and see that their work is done. Then
we have the Commissioner, the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West, and also the Assistant Commissioner, Mr.
Eliott, who are constantly moving about.

Sir R[CHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Do the Government
intend to put farm instructors on every reserve on which a
band of Indians are settled, or is there any limit as to the
number ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have twenty-six
instructors now, but the country is being settled fast, and
largely from Ontario, and we must have a farm instructor
for any considerable band on a reserve. But instead of
sending a Government officer to each settlement we shall
be able to get the assistance of some good practical farmer
settled near the reserve, who, by precepts and example in
working his own farm, can teach the Indians for a small
sum in comparison to the salary given a man whose whole
time is spent as a farm instructor. We shall thus save a
good deal of money with as much advantage to the Indians
as8 would be secured by the other system.

Sir R[CHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I think the item is
wrongly entered bore. So far as I can judge from the
explanations of the Minister this is not an item to cover
supplies for destitute Indians in the proper sense of the
term, but one which contains quite a number of supple-
mentary votes for almost all the purposes named in the
Estimates under this heading. I think this estimate ought
to have been divided into as many parts as there are
separate services.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tho first amount issued
was altogether for destitute Indians, the chief sum being
$147,728; then there is a second sum of $71,000, after which
comes the other charges which the bon. gentleman truly
says are not for destitute Indians. But as they are for
subsidiary purposes and of small amount they were
included in this one warrant and brought down in this
general way.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Some $219,471
went to destitute Indians, the remainder going to the other
services.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Docs that destitution still continue?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That destitution still

continues to some extent. When the Indians come around
the forts for food it is impossible to refuse them. They are
now moving away from the forts where they usod to hang
about and are going to the reserves. They will have to get
supplies until the crops are in. There is no large game in
the North-West, only fish and small game and very little of
that.

1Mr. MACKENZIE. How are these supplies provided.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By contract.

310. Head Office, Ottawa---Printing maps, adver-
tising payments of extra clerks ................. $10,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What number of
maps have been already issued or will be issued this year ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. About 15,000.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I dare say every

hon. momber of this House who represents a western con-
stituency can corroborate my statements, that we are
deluged with applications fo r these maps, more particularly
the large maps showing the lands located. I should like
to know whether any steps have been taken to allow per-
sons to buy them. Of course, the Government would supply
thein at first cost.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are now on sale.
The large maps of which the hon. gentleman speaks of, are
being sold in Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, and here at Durie's
for 25 cents, and other maps at 10 cents and 12 cents. The
demand was so enormous, especially from this House, that
it ran out,-some hon. members asking for 200 sets at a
time.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I did not get them
anyway, though I could have easily disposed of them. I
am bound to say the officers of the Department were very
courteous in supplying me so far as they could. In the
country districts, I am probably within the mark in saying,
that every second family has a relative going to the North-
West, consequently they are very desirous of getting a map.

Mr. CASEY. I would like to ask the hon. Minister
whether the Government are taking steps to advertise this
country largely on the continent ? I am aware it is being
well advertized in the United Kingdom, but rather from
the reports the emigrants send home than from the efforts
of the Government. We are given to understand there
will be a large emigration from Germa4y and Switzerland
this year, I would hke to know whether any special effort
bas been made to secure a portion of this emigration for
Canada,
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Sir JOHN A.3MACDONALD. Yes, maps and pamphlets

have been printed in German and disseminated in Germany,
Switzerland and Holland. As far as possible, the agencies
of the different steam lines have been employed for the
purpose ofdisseminating such information on the Continent.

Mr. CASEY. It was understood that the Canadian
Pacific Railway would take a great deal of this business off
the hands of the Government. Are the Government aware
whether they have been actually advertising this country in
Europe, or is the whole weight of advertising still borne by
the Government ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. So far as I understand,
they have special agents in Europe with maps and plans
and all the usual inducements, which they have learned
Irom the United States companies, both from the Conti-
nent and from the United Kingdom.

Mr. BLAKE. Wben the immigration estimates were
before the Committee I could get no information whatever
from the Minister of what the Canadian Pacifie Railway was
doing in this direction. The Speech from the Throne, in
announcing the railway contract, held out, as an induce-
ment to its ratification, that the Company would effectually
promote the work of immigration, relieving the Govern-
ment largely of this duty and expense. We were also pro-
mised that there would be concerted action between the
Governnent and the Company in promoting emigration,
and I think it is desirable that the House should be put in
possession of information as to what action has been taken
and with what result.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If I understood the
hon. Minister correctly, these maps are only on sale at the
larga centres. I think it would be a great convenience if
arrangements could be made by which these maps could be
attainable at the leading post offices, one or more in each
county.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am very glad to say
that in Western Canada there is perhaps no town, and very
few incorporated villages, that have not a book store of
some kind, and these maps are not only sent to these points,
but every bookseller or person dealing in stationery can
procure these maps, and a commission of nearly one-half is
allowed them. That regulation has been in force about a
monih.

Mr. BLAKE. I think if we allowed even more liberal
commissions to booksellers it would result in a rush of orders
to the Department, and that would be a more sensible and
business-like way of disseminating the maps.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite right. The demand for the first issue of the maps
was unexampled. The supply is, however, being renewed,
and will be kept up. The suggestion of the hon. gentleman
will be adopted, and booksellers and stationers will be able
to get supplied, and the amount of commission will be
stated in advertisements.

' Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I notice that under
the head of Intercolonial Railway, there is an unprovided
item of $137,000 for rolling-stock. Was the amount
required for engines ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was for locomotives and
rolling-stock owing to increased business on the road. The
increased receipts for the last year amounted to $300,000
and the expenditure bore a like proportion, and it became
necessary in order to perform the increased business that
additional rolling-stock should be obtained.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There was a vote taken last year,
and another vote for $300,000 for this year.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. For next year.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The total is $1,900,000 or$2,000,000.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I see that this

general item includes $4,040 for the vessel Charybdis, and it
was stated last night that the hon. the First Minister would
make a statement to the House with respeetto the intentions
of the Government. The hon. the First Minister stated, a
year or two ago, that it was intended to make this a train.
ing ship, but that idea appears to be entirely abar doned and
there now remains the alternatives suggested by the hon.
members, of towing the vessel out to sea and sinking her,
or of sending her to Halifax where it was estimated the
vessel would do less harm, and other alternatives were
named; but the House would like to bear what the Gov-
ernment proposes to do with respect to the Charybdis.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand the bon.
Finance Minister stated last night that I would give a true
and particular account of the Charybdis,her future prospects,
and our future prospects with respect.to her. I will do so
before Concurrence.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. An amount of
$10,000 appears for aid to sufferers by the Quebec fire. By
whom was that noney distributed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This and subscriptions of
private individuals were placed in the hands of a Commit-
tee of which the mayor was chairman, and the funds were
expended in affording relief to people requiring food and
clothing.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I observe there is
an item of $36,000 for working expenses on the Pacifie
Railway.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was owing to increased
business which necessitated increased expenditure.

312. Militia Drill Pay and other expenses eonnected
with the drill and pay of the Militia ... ..... $37t,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. Before this vote is adopted I wish to
call the attention of the Committee to an extraordinary
order which appeared in the Oficial Gazette. It reads as
follows:-

Ile Major-General Comm adin t r"ft bh Pall d t i sure
AUUinaur-eLera U011anan regret s0oce caleu on Io cenLupublicly an officer of long service and good character.311. Unprovided items of 1880-81, by the Auditor "By evidence produced before a Court of Enquiry which investigated

G&eneral's report, page 446 ...................... $392,358 the case, it appears tbat Lieutenant-Colonel Walter Ross, 16th Battalion,
when in temporary command of the camp at Picton, Ont, on the 6th

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I observe that September, 1881, gave orders, without instituting sufficient enquiries,
$10,356 were required for Departmental contingencies. What for an armed party from the battalion under his commnd to pull down
is the cause of that expenditure ? a certain building which was bein g erected as a canteen under authority

of the Minister of Militia and Defeuce, and which, when pulled down,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was an excess of the was by tbis armed force thrown over the fence upon the highway."The blajor-General considers that Lieutenant-Colonel Ross actedestimate by the employment of additional clerks and addi- precipitatey in caling for an armed force. Rian herefore sereby eri

tional telegraphy and other expenses stated in the Public ously censured for this grave military indiscretion, and the iajor-
Accounts. General hopes it will be a warning to this officer, and to ail future

officers commanding in camp or quarters, to be very careful before
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That brings the proceeding to such strong measures."

expenditure for contingencies up to $150,000. In the firsi place, so far as I am informed, it is an unpiC-
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. $137,000 or $139,000 were cedented thing to censure for such an offence as this by a

voted. general order in the gazette, and I am not able to find from
Mr. CAsEy.
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the papers which were brought down in response to a
motion I made, that the Major-Genoral ever recommended
such a course to be taken. The Minister of Militia has,
therofore, taken on himself to order this censure contrary
to the intention and the disposition of the officer in com-
mand of the forces. I am surprised that such a course
should have been taken, because we have no officer in our
militia force more competent to discharge bis duty than
Colonel Ross. At a critical time in the history of the
country ho turned out a battalion nearly 500 strong, and ho
would have done good service if required. He kept this
battalion up for many years in a state of rather more
efficiency than almost any other battalion, and it was
quite equal to the test as.the evidence in these papers show.
Yet the Minister of Militia in this manner undertakes to
censure Colonel Ross in defiance of the inten-,
tion of the Major-General Commanding the Forces.
This is one of the most extraordinary instances of
petty tyranny that bas ever occurred in the history of the
militia affairs, and I warn the hon. gentleman that if he
continues to act like this, ho and bis Department will have
very little to do, so far as the active militia force is con-
cerne: The bon. gentleman appears from the papers to
have assumed that Colonet Ross had been guilty of disobey-
ing orders. He says in the papers submitted to the Major-
General in command:

" According to the evidence of Lieutenant-Colonel Ross that officer
has been guilty of disobeying the orders of Lieutenant-Colonel Villiers,
commanding the district, who acted under directions frorn headquarters
in respect to the canteen building.

"(2 ) Was Lieutenant-Colonel Ross justified, iin your opinion, in using
an armed force to pull down the building erected by Heffernan ?

" (3.) If Lieutenant-Colonel Ross disobeyed the order of Lieutenant-
Colonel Villiers and was wrong in using an armed force for the purpose
of pulling down the canteen building, what punishment do you consider
should be awarded?"

Major-General Luard says in bis reports on these points:
" As regards No. 1, I cannot see that 'the action of Lieutenant-

Colonel Ross 'establishes that 'he was guilty of disobeying Lieutenant-
Colonel Villiers' orders.' So far from this lie states as follows:-' I
was not in any way notified by Lieutenant-Colonel Villiers, Major
McGill, Heffernan, or his legal adviser and prompter."

I believe that the hon. member for Prince Edward (Mr.
McCuaig) is mentioned, and ho had a great deal of difFiculty
in connection with this affair:

" That Heffernan was the man authorized, that had the promise or
authority, to come into the camp-ground and build a canteen.

'' I kept every intruder from interfering with the camp-ground,and when
Colonel Villiers came into camp, about 6.30 p.m;, I at once waited upon
him and gave up the command and obeyed all orders from the OCm-
mandant-and the evidence taken as regards bis conversation
with Heffernan, goes to show that Heffernan did not produce any
authority from Lieutenant-Colonel Villiers or headquarters, and that
Lieutenant-Colonel Ross acted in ignorance of such authority.

" As regards Lieutenant-Colonel Ross having determined to stop the
further building of what he supposed an unauthorized building, he had a
Perfect right, as the senior officer in camp, in my opinion, to make use
Of armed force, and that, I think, was wise, so that the display of over-
Powering force might prevent any disturbance or fighting.

" Having answered Nos.1 and 2 as I have, it appears to me unneces-
sary to reply to No. 3."

elore we have the evidence of the Major-General in com-
mand of the Forces, that Colonel Ross acted properly and
promptly in regard to this inatter. The trouble appears to
have arisen from the fact that the hon. member for Prince
Edward (Mr. McCuaig) had great difficulty in distiibutiiig
the patronage in connection with this small business. He
nade some journeys to Ottawa, and no end of letters and
telegrams were sent, in order to have this Heffernan, who
iS supposed to hav 3 some local influence on some section of
Voters in that county, appointed to take charge of the can-
teen. The Minister was telegraphed to all over the Lower
Provinces to find out where he was, in order that ho mxight
stop the granting of canteen provisions to anyone in con-
nection with the camp; and an order was obtained from
the minister, dated at Camptellton, I think, thatno appoint-
nent was to be made until ho came, and afterwards an order
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was made that the nominee of Mr. McCuaig should get
the appointment. Major McGill was notified that Heffeu-
nan should be allowed to go on the camp ground to buiId a
canteen, but Colonel Ross being in command, pouding the
arrival of the superior officer, objected to his building it on
the camp ground, and on his declining to go off ho brougbt
a number of mon and forced him to desist and put all the
materials over the fence on the roadway-what scemcd,
indeed, a very proper proceeding-the only proceeding that
apparently could be taken. Yet the hon. Minister
deliberately assumes, in the face of the evidence
that is presented, that Colonel Ross was made
aware of this distribution of patronage, and Mr. Heffernan
himself was not able to show any authority whatever for
his appearing on the camp ground. Nay, more; it appears
from the evidence that the ground on which the camp was,
was the property of the trustees of Colonel Ross's estate,
and that the ground was obtained on the express condition
that if any canteen provisions should bo given they should
be given to some one in connection with the camp for the
benetit of the band, if I recolleet aright.

Mr. CARON. The papers do not show that.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I have seen nothing but the-papers,

and I think they show that.
Mr. CARON. You will not find it in the papers.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I am sure I will. The statement is

here.
Mr. CARON. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I will find it when I sit down. This

was the arrangement made, and this undeserved and
unparalleled censure upon an excellent officer in defiance of
the opinion and recommendation of the officer in command
of the Militia, was because this Mr. Heffirnan, the nominee
and protege of Mr. McCuaig, was not allowed to erect a
canteen and sell liquors on the camp ground.

Mr. CARON. It will show that no liquors could be sold.
Mr. MACKENZIE. No ardent spirits wore to be sold,

but there was no provision against beer and porter and
liquors of that kind.

Mr. CARON. Yes, there was.
Mr. MACKENZIE. What was to be sold ?
Mr. CARON. If you had read the papers you would

know.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman ought to know

without the papers. Whatever there was to be sold, there
was no authority shown to Colonel Ross. There was no
reason why the Minister should interfere at all; and for the
sake of distributing this little bit of political patronage, all
this trouble has been incurred and all this censure bestowed
on Colonel Ross. It was soiely at the instance of Mr.
McCuaig and Mr. Heffernan that a military court of enquiry
was authorized to make an inquisition into the conduct of
Colonel Ross ; there was no complaint from any officer, or on
the part of the Minister himself; but Mr. Heffernan, on the
ground that he had obtained Mr. McCuaig's permission, and
through him the assent of the Minister, to the erection of a
canteen, puts in a claim that a commission of enquiry should
be issued, and it is issued at once without any interview
with or recommendation from any officer whatever; and the
Gencral in command has been apparently directed to issue
this order which I have read, and the language of which is
very remarkable-" The Major-General commanding regrets
to be called upon to censure." Who called upon him ?

Mr. CARON. His duty.
Mr. MACKENZIE. No, Sir, but the hon. Minister called

upon him. I am sure the hon. gentleman cannot find in
the annals of the Department any other case in which such
proceedings were resorted to. Although he expected to
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show that Colonel Ross had disobeyed orders, the evidence case as made out for him by his old political friend, Colonel
.showed that ho disobeyed no orders ; but the hon. Minister Ross. The order was transferred to Colnnel Ross by Brigade
shows bis animus against the officer by assuming that ho Major McGill, who said to him'that he had received instruc-
has disobeyed orders, and he asks the Major-General, in bis tions, not from the Minister of Militia, but from the
grandiloquent way, what punishment ho should inflict on commanding officer of bis camp, from the DeputyAdjutant-
Colonel Ross. I am only surprised that Colonel Ross should General, to take control of the canteen. Did Colonel Ross
submit to any such censure. No one could occupy bis posi- attempt to ascertain bis duty in the matter? If ho had
tion botter than he did, and for this act which lie was fully done so, ho would have gone and enquired who that man
justified in doing, ho is thus to be brought into the contempt was. But ho did not want to know who the man was who
of the whole militia force and insulted. There can be no would "take control of ny canteen." What has been the
remedy applied in the case now; the mischief, whatever it result ? As Capt. Johnson says: "When we came within
is, is done; but I think that an officer of Colonel Ross' twenty paces of the canteen I ordered my men to fix
standing in the militia and his standing everywhere in the bayonets and there was a small war in a camp that had not
country, deserved better treatment at the hands of the yet been properly formed, because the Deputy Adjutant-
Government; and I determined, therefore, to bring the mat- General had only arrived that evening." Considering all
ter before the House, with the view of expressing my own the facts, I ask whether the whole of that investigation
opinion of the gross harshness and injustice with which ho does not show that Colonel Ross acted in such a manner as
was treated, and also of calling the attention of the House commanding officer as to deserve not only censure, but to be
to the fact that the Min ister of Militia bas usurped the func- forever deprived of a position in which ho could command
tions of the General Officer in command. It is for him to men and run risks in a camp like that held at Picton, where
make a recommendation in a matter of this kind, and not mon were exposed to be brought into a conflict that might
the Minister, and the General recommends simply that ho have produced lasting effects upon the militia of Canada.
shouldbe censured for bis indiscretion; but this censure is The hon. gentleman talks of itsbeing a very grave offence,
communicated through the Minister to the public, by means and being looked upon as affecting the future of the Force
of this order published in the Gazette. Anything more in Canada; but if the Militia Department had not taken the
blameable I think I have never known in connection with position it assumed, it would have been impossible at any
the military force of the country. time to have allowed a camp to be formed in any district in

Mr. CARON. I regret exceedingly that the hon. gentle- Canada, because men like Col. Ross might have been put in
man], who used to be a distinguished officer in the Militia command and risked not only the future Militia Force, but
Force of Canada, should have so completely forgotten the broughtit into discredit. So far as I am personally con-
rules and regulations of the service in a matter of this kind. cerned, I have known Colonel Ross for many years and knew
I can understand very well that the hon. gentleman should him when ho sat n this Parliament, and I have no personal
be true to the few friends who remain to him, and that ho feeling against him. The action of the Departmont could
should show the feeling ho bas shown in the discussion of not possibly have been avoided, unless it had doue what it

the question before the House. But the hon, gentleman should have done-discharge him from the Force. The
forgets completely or ignores the fact that matters of post of the General commanding Militia Force shows there
canteen are left absolutely under the control of the was no pressure brought to bear by me as Minister of Militia
Minister of Militia. If there is one thing that can be urged upon him; in that respect the report speaks for itself.
in favor of the action of the Department of Militia in the What the General advised was done, but nothing further.
present case, it is that we have shown that we did not want Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. Minister says that Colonel
to deal as harshly with Colonel Ross as we should have Ross was informed by Major McGill. I have already read
done; and I say that, after making myself acquainted with Major-General Luard's statement that ho was not; that is
the facts, and not interpreting the record without having borne out by Colonel Ross' own evidence. -He says: "I
read it, as the hon. gentleman evidently bas donc, the was not in any way notified by Captain Villiers, Major
matter was brought up, and a court of enquiry was appointed McGill, Mr. Burlind or bis legal adviser and prompter,
to investigate it. Mr. IIeffernan, who had charge of this that Captain Heffet-nan was the man who had the authority
canteen, had been authorized to take charge of it to come to the camp ground to build the canteen." The
by the Department of Militia, and the authorization had Minister said that he carried the order of the Major-General.
been sent to him through the officiai channel. The Dcputy- If the hon. gentleman will show me where the Major-
Adjutant General, commanding that very camp, sent orders General recommended that this should be set over the
through bis Brigade Major that this man was appointed to general order, I will admit that I am wrong. I have read
take charge of the canteen; and I ask, under these circum- the papers from beginning to end, and there is no such
stances, whether it was right for Colonel Ross, who came statement. The General in command never recomrmended
into the temporary command of that camp for a few hours, the issue of this general order. I ask the bon. gentleman
to give an order to twelve men under the command of Capt. to find the authority for bis statement.
Johnson to go down to that canteen; and, would you-be- Mr. CARON. I recommend him to read the evidence of
lieve it-this Colonel, lu command of a regiment, a man the General.
supposed to have the responsibility of bis acts, when they
came within the presence of Heffernan and the canteen Mr. MACKENZIE. There is no such report, but there
ordered these men to fix bayonets and charge Heffernan. is simply this statement, that he should be censured for his
Supposing Heffernan bad resisted, what would have been the indiscretion.
result ? There would have been bloodshed, and Colonel Ross, Mr. CARON. I admit that,
instead of being censured, might have been tried for murder Mr. MACKENZIE. Major McGill is censured for not
or manslaughter. I ask whether the Department o Iilitia i-. MACKlneR Major eGlI is ensuhad If the
did not act towards Colonel Ross in the most lenient possible informinig Colonel Ross of the telegramr ho lad. IfIhe
manner. I extended the bon. gentleman opposite the Colonel was fully iformed by Major McGilI, why was
courtesy of sending him the papers before I laid them on the censured by the hon, gentleman himself for net inforing
Table; but I fancy he did nottake the trouble of reading them him? The statement reads: "I beg, therefore, to add freia

Mr. MACKENZIE. I did.1i the evidence adduced that Major McGill gave no informa-
1 tion to Colonel Ross, and that Colonel Ross acted without

Mr. CARON. I am afraid the lon. gentleman did not ! due discretion, unintentionally causing the trouble which,
carefully read that record. Instead, he has taken up the followed, and which will be a lesson to him in the future-

Mr, Mr.oMsa,
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Then the Brigade Major is censured for not informing him.
How can the hon. gentleman possibly hold both positions ?
As to the hon. gentleman's alleged courtosy to me, in giving
me the papers, I presented the case without showing any
feeling, or using harsh words, and I have taken no
advantage of him. I have made n'e complaint as to his not
acting courteously, and I am sure he bas no complairit to
make as to anything I have said to day. I think and say
that ho acted in an unauthorized and unusual manner, and
contrary to the directions of the General in command, when
he censured an officer for what is not a military fault at all.
If a military fault at all, it must be one of a most trivial
kind. If the hon. Minister was driven to such straits by
bis political supporters as- to appoint Mr. Heffernan can-
teen-keeper, the officer in command, no matter how tem-
porarily, should have been informed. Thon, if he sbould
have refused to accept the appointment, ho would have
been censurable. le was censured simply for clearing the
ground of obstructions. I am quite sure our gallant
officer, a member of the Cabinet, the hon. Minister of
Customs, would have been the first man to take such a
course. More than that. A precisely similar affair occurred
in Ottawa at the very cars of the hon. Minister of Militia,
and no action was taken,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This statement of
General Luard most decidedly does not agree with that of
the hon. Minister of Militia. General Luard declares ex-
pressly that the evidence taken, as regards Colonel Ross'
com ersation with Heffernan, shows that Heffernan did not
produce any authority from Colonel Villiers; that conse-
quently Colonel Ross acted in ignorance of that authority. If
that is the case, a most harsh construction bas been put on
Colonel Ross' conduct. The bon. Minister nay count himsýel!
exceedingly fortunate he did not carry out bis threat, now
expressed, of dismissing Colonel Ross. If he had, I doubt
whether he himself would not be obliged to send in his
resignation, at the instance of the volunteers of Ontario.
No officer bas done more for the service than Colonel Ross,
or shown himself more ready to act in an emergency. In
1865 his regiment was one of the first and the best equipped
to respond to the demand of the Government.

Mr. CARON. I would ask the bon. gentleman whether
the General in command does not say in bis report that
Colonel Ross is deserving of the most severe military censure
for the indiscretion which ho committed in that camp. I
Icave it to the bon. gentleman to say, after reading the
whole report, not a portion of it, that General Luard
advised me, as head of the Department, that the officer was
liable to the greatest possible military censure. What was
the result of that advice ? Did I act up to it ? I simply
censured Colonel Ross in the general way, though I might
have cashiered him from the service.

Mr. MACKENZIE The hon. Minister might do any-
thing, but the law supposes that Ministers will always exer-
cise duo discretion. What I complain of is that there is not
a single case in the Department where an officer was
punished for indiscretion by having the punishment pub-
lished in the Gazette. This is the first case of the kind,
and I do not believe that Col. Ross deserved any such
offensive mode of censure. Major McGill was also censured,
but it was not published in the Gazette. Why should one
be censured when the other was not? Major McGill never
gave Colonel Ross a copy of the order he had, and Colonel
Ross was surely less deserving of censure than ho.

Mr. BLAKE. I would like to know from the hon.
Minister whelher he differs from the views of the bon.
Member for Lambton ? I understand there is no instance
of a censure of this kind having been published before this one.

Mr. CARON. That is because such a case never came
before the Department before, consequontly I cannot fail

back upon precedent; and it was in consequence of a matter
ofthat kind coming before the Department for the first
time that I acted so leniently, and if the matter had occurred
before certainly I would have insised upgn his being
cashiered.

Mr BLAKE. I have not read all the proceedings, but
the hon. gentleman says ho will leave it to those who read
the record, while the trouble is that le does not bring
down the papers in time to give us facilities for reading
the record.

Mr. CARON. The hon. gentleman is completely wrong.
The hon. member for Lambton will say that I sent the
papers to him as soon as I could get tbem copied.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Last Monday week.
Mr. BLAKE. That observation does fnot meet my

point at all-a communication of that kind from the Min-
ister to the bon. member for Lambton, when the papers
were moved for early in the Seion.

Mr. CARON. They were not moved for early in the
Session.

Mr. BLAKE. They were moved for a long while ago.
They were asked for many times, and the Minister told us
many times that they would be down the next day or two.

Mr. CARON. That is another set of papers.
Mr. BLAKE. Both sets of papers were asked for and

the same answer was given. The bon. gentleman savs
that ho sent them to the hon. member for LambLton, but I
complain that ho has not given the members of this liouse
facilities for perusing this correspondence, even if they had
been laid upon the Table in manuscript a good while ago.
We consequently cannot enter upon this discussion. The
hon. Member for Lambton read a document, a categorical
demand by the Minister of Militia upon the GJneral Com-
manding with reference to the proceedings of the court of
enquiry, and it appears that the Minister called upon
the General Comnanding to state bis opiniln on three
points. The General differs obviously from the view of the
Minister as to the conduct of Colonel Ross.

Mr. CARON. No, Sir.
Mr. BLAKi. I speak of that partion which has been

read, and I say it is obvious ttrat the General commanding
made a different reply from that of the Minister. It is true
that on one point the Minister makes a statement-he does
not ask for advice or an expression of opinion-but on that
point the General differs as to the three questions, and they
are not such as would-justify this cen-ure. Now, what
other portions of the record justify the bon. Minister's view
I know not, because I have no opportunity of reading these
papers. The Minister is called upon to defend himself.
That portion of the record which seems to show the impro-
priety of his action is read; but instead of referring the
louse to the other portions of the record, and pointing out
that my hon. friend has drawn an incorrect opinion from
the record, he reads nothing; and ho says: "I refer you
to a stack of papers that are scattered about the desk, and
if you read them all you will fid1 I am right." The hon.
Minister bas the question at his finger ends; and ho ought
to have established that the position taken by the hou.
member for Lambton was wrong by the papers. I dare say
thero is no case precisely like this in the records of th'e
Department. I hope there is not; and I think it would be
an indication that the Department neaded very seriously
to ho reformed if there were two cases like this. But
if there be no precedent in a public censure upon an
officer for what is called a military indiscretion, thon I say
the course pursued was not merely unprecedented, but was
unjust. We have had statements made in former years
with reference to the conduct of the officers of the volunteer
force, who presented reports saying such a one was present
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at drill, when in point of fact lie was not, and making other
mistatemonts of facts of a character infinitely graver than
this one, but I had never seen any censure published in the
Gazette.

Mr. BOWELL. Those charges were dismissed.
Mr. BLAKE. Perbaps so, but I never saw any censure

published in the Gazette upon officers before.
Mr. CARON. The hon. gentleman does not take much

interest ini niltary affairs.
Mr. BLAKE. No, but I take some intorest. What I

maintain is, that if there bas been no instance heretofore of
publishing in the Gazette a censure upon an officer thus
making a military indiscretion the subject of a public
degradation such as this, this certainly was not a cade in
which that precedent should be established. I am not now
discussing whether upon the whole of this record Colonel
Ross was censurable at ail or not, because the hon.
member for Lambton shows some evidence that he was not,
and the Minister says th.at if the whole record were read it
would prove that ho was censurable; But admitting that
the whole result established a cae of military indiscretion
-it was not a case of fraud or dishonesty, but of mistaken
judgment-I do say that it was an extreme punishment of a
distinguished officer of long standing in the volunteer force
to publish in the official Gazette a censure upon him.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like to read this portion of
General Luard's letter in full:

41 By this it would appear th;t Heffernan was not named to Lieut.-
Col. Ross as Mr. MoCuiaig s nominee. Col Ross appears to have read
telegram D, received that morning, 6th September, bat was not shown
the letter E, received the previous .ay, nor fuily informed of its contents
by Major McGill. T e lnk of evidence required to prove that Lieut.-
Col. Ross knew that Heffýrnan, as nominee of Mr. McGuaig, represented
the or ter3 from Lient.-Col V Illers. ar d therefore from headquarters,
appears to me tobe wanting I must therefore reply to question 1, that,
in my opnionar, evidence is la4cking to prove the grave military offence
of disobedience of orders from beadqnarters against Lýeut.-Col. RoAs.
At my interview with the Minister of Militia to-day, however, it appear-
ed to me that lie wished to know my ouiion more geuerallv thaa the
questions in writing already asked of me would elicit. (V4de memo.
3306 and Col. Powell's memo)

"I beg, therefore, to aid that, on the evidence aiready addnced, I con-
eider that Major McGill, in not fully informing Lieut.-Col. Ross of the
contents of letter E, acted unwiseiy and without due discretion, and
unintentionally cau3ed the trouble which followed-it will be a lesson
to him in the future-and that Lieut.-Col. Ross displayed great indis-
cretion and waut of military judgment, when he saw Reffernan, in not
asking him at once whether he was the nominee of Mr. McCuaig."

I do not think it was his business at all to ask a stranger if
he was the nominee of McCuaig. Suppose ho said he was
the nominee of .McCuaig, was ho to accept that as a state-
ment ?

" Had he done so all must havegone right ; but inflated, it would
seem, by the sense of the importance of this brief and temporary com-
mand, and acting precipitately in calling for armed force, Lie>ut.-Col.
Ross was guilty of a very grave military indisqretion, an act deserving
very serions censure. On his previous' history and condnct should
depend whether he may be considered competent to retain command of
a battalion The case impresses on me how unfortunate it was that
Lient -Col. Villiers was detained at Kingston, and how important it ls
to discover why the transport for the troops was so long delayed, so as
to prevent recurrence of such an error

That is the entire letter on which the censure is based. I
bave pointed ont to the Committee that immediately before
this was written General Luard reported formaly that
Colonel Ross had acted with perfect propriety in taking an
armed force to dispossess this party who held the ground.
Another reason why I think the hjn. gentleman acted
partially for some reason is the fact that Major McGili, who
was also an offender against military discretion-that is the
phrase-was censured privately and was told not to commit
the offence again ; but Colonel Ross, being in a different posi-
tion in the hon. gentleman's eyes, must be, reprimanded in
the Gazette. I say it is an unusual act. Anything Colonel
Ross dii, as far as I ca see at present, any officer in com-
mand of a battalion would have done in clearing the ground

Mr. BLAKm.

of intruders who, according to the information of the
Government, had no business there.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I differ a good deal from
the bon. member for Lambton and the hon. member for
West Durham in regard to this case. Colonel Ross, I
believe, is a gallant and a good officer, and deserved well of
his country for bis long services; but he comimitted, as the
best of men are liable to commit, a grave military offence
for which there was no excuse. There was to be a camp,
and it was to have a canteen. The camp was held, but
particular care was taken in this instance that the canteen
should supply food and tea, but that no intoxicating liquor
should ho sold within the camp. The command devolved on
Deputy Adjutant General Villiers and Major McGill was there
as a Brigade Major. The commanding officer was Colonel
Ross, who was his superior officer on the ground, but ho had
not command of the camp. The officer having command of
the camp was the Deputy Adjutant-General, Colonel Ross
having no right to interfere, and he was informed
verbally by the Brigade Major that HefTernan was to have
the canteen; but ho disregarded it, and the censure is be-
cause ho did not conform to the instructions of Adjutant-
General Villiers, and every one knows that according to
military practice, if a staffofficer conveys a verbal com-
municated to a superior officer, that information is to be
taken as correct.

Mr. MACKENZIE. In action.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In ail cases. There was

a letter written the day before, but which was not delivered
to Colonel Ross. A telegram was offered to him, but
Colonel Ross said ho did not want to read it. H1e was told
by the staff officer, what the commanding officer desired;
he was told, by authority of the commanding officer, that
Mr, Heffernan was to have the canteen, and the hon. gentle-
man says it was a miserable little bit of patronage that the
hon. member for Prince Edward Island (Mr. McCuaig)
dosired to exorcise; but it was the desire of Colonel
Ross to put a political friend in that position instead
of Mr. Heffornan, and ho sought to frighten Heffernan
to surrendering his claim. Such was the conduct of this
officer, and when those facts were explained to the General
ho said it was a most grave military offence. The soldiers
were ordered to fix bayonets in order to drive the duly
appointed caterer off the ground. No doubt Colonel Ross
thought Heffernan would charge him, and so ho anticipated
him by charging first. But instead of charging with a bill,
as the canteen-keeper would have done, he wanted to charge
him at the point of the bayonet. Sir, it is a disgracoful
thing, it is a mean piece of spite, and because ho did not
get his man appointed canteen-keeper ho took advantage
of the temporary and unavoidable absence of the officer
really in cotiu;and, and it was an act for which ho richly
deserved cesure. The bon. gentleman doos not deny that
he objects to the publication in the Gazette.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do deny it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sir, it is a thing which

the publie ought to know. The offence was a public one-
it was a grave breach of military discipline, the General says.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He does not.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Theb on. gentleman read

the language.
Mr. CARON. A grave breach of military discipline.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL[D. The hon. gentleman

says the censure should be administerei privately.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not say that. What I do say

is that McGill was censured privately, and Colonel Ross
publicly through the Gazette.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The only offence against
McGillwas that he did not read the letter; he thought Colonel
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Ross would take bis word first, but Colonel Ross' offence
was a public one, and I say that if anything like!
discipline is to be observed, if a perEon is liable
to be censured at all for a grave military offence, that
censure should be public. If Colonel Ross had received a
private letter calling it a grave military censure, he would
simply have put it in his pocket or torn it up, and there
would really have been no censure at all. The hon. gentle-
man says there bas been no precedent for anything of the
kind. I have seen again and again, in my experience of the
Militia Department, statements that officers were removed or
cashiered, some allowed to retire as a gentle Punishment,
some allowed to retire retaining rank, showing that they
retired with bonor. If there is to be any censure it
should be known, or there is no censure at all. Private
censure from the commanding offleer is no censure-at all
events, it does not convey the weight which should follow a

A. P. C., Minister of Militia." The General knows more
about these matters and the custom in Her Majesty's
Service a good deal than does the hon. Minister of Militia,
although he has been supreme arbiter of the defence of this
country for eighteen months. The Major-Goneral thought
that the proper way was to communicate privately his
opinion before one or two proper persons to Lieutenant-
Colonel Ross, but the Minister of Militia overrides the
General's opinion and declares he is to be published in the
General Orders; and that is precisely what we complain of
and what the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
justly says is an unprecedented thing; and bearing in
mind the relations which existed for many years between
Colonel Ross and the Minister of Militia and his friends,
these facts jastly expose them to the charge of abusing
their powers for the purpose of injuring the character and
reputation of a valuable and excellent officer.

grave ureau of ci 1scipline. Uolone -Ross xnewînau tnis man Mr. ORTON. The question is one which strikes verywas appointed, and when he knew that he was to be canteen- forcibly the whole duestion of our volunteer system, andkeeper he marched a body of men with fixed bayonets the question whether volunteering should be brought intoand ordered the man off the ground, which he had no right party politics or not. It seemas to me that the opinion ofto do. Colonel Ross is perfectly in accord with that of the leader
Sir RICIHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. It appears that when of the Opposition, for if there is any portion of our peoplo

the matter was first presented to the General, the General who more than another are determined to sacrifice them-
not only believed that Colonel Ross Lad been guilty of no selves in the interests of their country and in the interests
offence at all, but he explicitly stated that he appeared on of the connection with Great Britain, it is the volanteers of
the evidence to have acted in ignorance of any authority Canada; but when we find the leader of the Opposition
given to Heffernan. There is General Luard's statement openly advocating a policy that means independence and
on that point. Now, as to the statement of the hon. gentle- separation from the Mother Country, and the taking away
man that Colonel Ross had been guilty of a mean piece of of the esprit de corps of our voltinteers, his conduct is per-
spitc, if any one bas been guilty of a mean piece of spite fectly consistent with that of Colonel Ross. I think it is very
in this matter, it is the Minister of Militia and the Govern- desirable that we should preserve the connection with Great
ment which sustains him, and not Colonel Ross. Colonel Britain. This is an instance in which the colonel of a batta-
Ross had acted perfectly right and exactly as other lion attempted to interfere in order to benefit his political
military men under similar circumstances bave repeatedly friends at the expense of the volunteer force. I have had
acted, and it is a matter of great misfortune that this out- the honor of being a volunteer for several years, first as the
side gentleman, whoever he may be, should have been per- captain of a company, and then as the surgeon of one of
mitted to nominate the canteen-keeper of the camp held the best battalions in the country, and I am glad to say that
under these circumstances. The evidence does not go to the colonel of our battalion is a Reformer-the Speaker of
show, according to the statement of General Luard, that the Local House-a gentleman with whom I and every
McGill did inform Colonel Ross that Heffernan was the officer in that battalion have worked in accord; and I regret
person authorized, and so Major McGill was censured for exceedingly that a Colonel of a battalion in Ontario should so
not doing so. I have here a memorandum regarding the far forget himself as to use his position to create division in
Court of Enquiry at Picton camp, signed by General his battalion. The hon. leader of the Opposition has yet to
Luard. He says, regarding the action to be taken regard- face the spirit of the volunteers of Canada on his independ-
ing the court of enquiry: once question, and as to whether they will endorse his views,

"1. Lieut.-Col. Villiers te be informed that he is acquitted of blaine, or the views of the present Government as to the import-
in net having been at the camp on the morning the troops were ance of keeping up our volunteer force; and I wish to sug-
expected. in future, however, he will be se good as teobe at the camp gest to the Government whether it would not be Wise to votebefore the arrival of any troop, leaving the transport question te be e .
settled by the department which is responsible for it. a certain portion of the lands in the North-West Territory

' Major McGill to be informed that the Major-General commanding to those who have tried to keep up the volunteer force of
considers that he acted unwisely and withoat due discretion, in not Canada. I maintain that the military spirit of Canada hasfully informing Lieut.-Col. Ross of the contents of the letter marked E dea
and that the Major-General hopes it will be a lesson te him in the had a great deal to do with creating respect for Canada
future." among foreigners, and confidence among the people of
Now, it is quite evident from that that the Major-General Canada in our position as a portion of the British Empire. I
still continues of the opinion that Colonel Ross was not in- maintain that Colonel Ross has not acted in the interest of
formed that Heffernan was appointed. He deliberately the volunteer force. The volunteers of Canada have, Po far
censures Major McGill for not informing him properly; and as my experience goes, desired to unite together and eschew
here cornes the gist of the whole matter, showing that in all political feeling, and I regret exceedingly that any
spite of all the skill and ail the lessons given in a period of officer in the force should have been the means of exciting
two months, that there was a difference between him and any such feeling.
the Minister of Militia: Mr. BL \KE. For some time I was at a loss to perceive

"The Adjutant-General et Militia te have a meeting with Lient.-Col. the relevance of the remarks of the bon. member for
Villiers, D. A. G. of No 3, Lieut.-Col. Ross and his next senior officer, Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton); but when I reflected that
at which the opinion of the Major-General regarding his conduct shall it is now after dinner, and that the subject was a canteen, Ibe read to Lieut.-Col. Ross and he shal be informed tbat he is now
iseriously censured for his very grare military indiscretion,' and perceived ai once île relevance cf île Ion. gentleman's
warned teobe more prudent in future." remarks to the subject under discussion, and at the sanme

What the General recommended was that bis opinion be time that it would be utterly absurd for me to reply to him,
communicated to these two or three witnesses and Clonel Mr. DOMVILLE. I do not think the leader of the
Ross; but, Sir, there is a paragraph attached to this effect: Opposition has any occasion to bring in the quest ion of
"That Colonel Ross be censured in General Orders-signed, after dinner. What does it mean ? Has not he dined him-
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self ? What has that to do with the militia question? The
question relates to Colonel Ross, and to whether he was
properly censured or not. As belonging to the militia, I
am willing to accord to Colonel Ross every sympathy that I
think ho is entitled to, and I am sorry to see such warmth
of feeling displayed on both sides, and especially by the
leader of the Opposition, who would be glad to have any
support he can get from the militia of Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. And will have it.
Mr. DOMVILLE. I only hope he will live long enough

to come back with all the support lie expects. We know
that there is a motto among the Turks:

"May you live till you die, and may your shadow never grow less."

Mr. BLAKE. The Turks of Ireland.
Mr. DOMVILLE. The hon. gentleman says ho wants

justice to Ireland, and I have no doubt that every Irishman
will have it written on his heart that the hon. member for
West Durham is the champion of the Irish people in this
country. le says: "It is truc, I cannot alleviate any
difficulties for you, but I am with you;" and that is his
position to-night-although he leads the Opposition, he is
not able to do anything for the country. I have sat in the
House with Colonel Ross, and I think he is a good man ; le
may have made a mistake, but I do not think ho should
have all this punishment turned on bis bead. Now, for the
future, it would be well to understand that as the militia of
Canada serve the country voluntarily-for the pay eau b
no temptation to them, they believe they are doing their
duty to Canada and promoting its welfare-as much should
not be expected from them as from regular soldiers; and
they should not be censured for any little dereliction of
duty. What militia officer can be expected to know the
whole of the regulations and orders. lIe does the best he
can, coming forward for six, ten or fourteen days, and says:
I will endeavor to marshall and drill the men to fit
them for any duty required by the country. If
Colonel Ross made the mistake, lot us have
straightforward orders, and let the commanding officer of
any camp be placed beyond the risk of misunders-anding
any orders. I know Colonel Ross, who was formerly a
member cf this Hlouse, and I should not like to expose him
to censure. Though ho may differ with us in politics and
may have made a mistake, still he endeavored to serve lis
country as a militia officer, and I have failed to discover
there is any charge against him that ho did not know bis
duty and was not a good officer.

Mr. ORTON. I wish to make a personal explanation.
I regret exceedingly that the leader of the Opposition should
have found it necessary to utter the unworthy remarks
heard to-night. fis insinuations were utterly unworthy
of the leader of a great party and of a man of ability. The
point to be noticed is this: Whether we are going to bc
retained as a portion of the British Empire or not, because
the retention of the volunteer force is involved in this
point.

Mr. CASEY. I rise to a point of order. I yielded the
floor to the hon. gentleman only to enable him to make a
personal explanation. le las no right to enter into a
discussion at this time.

Mr. ORTON. I have a right to finish my remarks in
reference to the allusions peculiarly personal made by the
leader of the Opposition.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think the member for West Elgin
bas the right to the floor. You eau finish your speech
afterwards.

Mr. CASEY. I was glad to hear the manly, soldierly
and proper sentiments to which the member for King's las
given expression on this occasion, to the effect that Colonel

Mr. DOMVILLE.

Ross should not have been censured in the first instance;
and that even if he should have been censured, the punish-
ment should not have been out of proportion to his demerits.
What we complain, lst, is that Colonel Ross was censured
contrary to the opinion of the chief military authority in
the Dominion; and, 2nd, that his censnre was most unduly
severe; and not only so, but that we have an additional
cause of complaint in the fact that, in addition to the publie
censure, justice has been violated, and a strong spirit of
political partizanship has been introduced on the subject on
the floor of this House. I am sorry the leader of the House
is not present, for I wish to notice his expression with regard
to Colonel Ross, respecting the petty party spite which he
said was shown by that officer. le thus attacked a man
whom he had often to face on the floor of this House, but
who is not here to defend himself, for having shown party
spite. He also accused him of a great breach of military
discipline, and of disobedience to orders, and all this in
the t~eth ofthe authority of the Major-General commanding,
who says he was not guilty of this offence.

Mr. CARON. He does not say so.
Mr. CASEY. He does. His words are:
" I cannot see that the evidence of Lieut.-Col. Ross establishes that

he was guilty of disobeying the orders of Lieut.-Col. Villiers."

And he goes on to give evidence showing that Colonel Ross
did not disobey those orders, that he was not in any way
notified by Lieut. -Col. Villiers, Capt. Heffernan or anybody
else of what has been alleged.

Mr. CARON. That is not the opinion of the Major-
General.

Mr. CASEY. I am reading from the report signed by
General Luard.

Mr. CARON. You are reading the evidence, but not the
rep.rt.

Mr. CASEY. I must call the Minister of Militia to order.
He insists that I do not know what is in my hand. I repeat
I am reading the report of General Luard, and I must
resist the interruption. It appears, then, that Captain
McGill had authority to come into the camp and build the
canteen. Colonel Ross says, as soon as Lieutenant-Colonel
Villiers came into the camp, 1 obeyed him from that time
out. This statement is included in General Luard's
report. ie goes on to say:

"As regards number two, Lieut.-Col. Ross having determin-
ed to stop tne further supplying, what he supposed to be an unauthorized
supplying, had a perfect right as the senior officer in camp, in my
opinion, to make use of an armed force, and I hold that was wise, be-
cause a display of force might prevent any disturbance. The same
reason appears to me to apply to nutnber two."

General Luard, when the case was first present-
ed to him, said Colonel Ross had not disobeyed
orders or oommitted a breach of discipline, but acted very
properly. But, according;to the right hon. gentleman, he
was made Lo understand, and was induced to give, a some-
what different opinion. le said Colonel Ross was guilty of
grave indiscretion, not a breach of discipline or disobedience
of orders. I believe the whole thing was planned by the
member for Prince Edward county to damage a political
opponent, but that hon. gentleman will find his course will
only succeed in hurting himself.

Mr. ORTON. I rise to protest against the unworthy
remarks of the hon, leader of the Opposition. I stila
recelleet bis ceming jute my riding and making simiilai'
unworthy remarks. He said at a public meeting that he
had been my lawyer in carrying a case through Court, and
that I was the last man that ought to find fault with his
political course. After making that statement he loft
amidst groans and hisses.

Mr. SPROULE. I think Colonel Ross mght well exclaim:
"Save me from my friends." Were it not for their efforts
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his case would only have been referred to in the
official Gazette, which only very few people see, whereas
now it will be read all over the Dominion. It is said a great
deal of allowance ought to be made because he belonged to
the volunteer force, and volunteers were not supposed to be
posted in military discipline. I think Colonel Ross is above
a mere volunteer, he is an officer; but there is the strongest
evidence that he did not want to be exposed in this thing,
because he refused to read the telegram. The whole thing is in
keeping with the conduct of the Opposition here to-night..
There appears to be no discipline amongst them. Colonel Ross
desired to use his position for his own aggrandizement, and
his friends here desire to turn this question to account-the
very men who are endeavoring to estrange this country
from the Empire. But Ross' friends here have done him an
infinitely greater injury by dragging this question into Par-
liament and calling the attention of the whole country to it,
than if they had allowed it to rest with the official Gazette
where only one man in five hundred would ever have known
anything about it.

Mr. BROWN. There appears to be a doubt as to who
commands-the volunteer forces, whether the hon. Minister
of Militia or the Major-General. I recollect a short time ago,
when Lieut.-Colonel Ross was Adjutant-General, and came
before the Public Accounts Committee in connection with
some question which it is not necessary to refer to now, he
said lie had nothing to do with the hon. Minister of Militia,
but he was an Imperial officer and only responsible to the
Governor-General.

Mr. BOWELL. What was the decision of the Committee
and of the Government of the day upon that declaration of
ColoneliRoss?

Mr. BROWN. I believe he resigned without being asked
to do so.

Mr. BOWELL. He went on and tried to shirk the re-
sponsibility from himself onto the Deputy Adjutant-General,
Colonel Powell, and when lie was called to account for it he
retired from.the service.

Mr. BROWN. He was an Imperial officer.
Mr. BOWELL. Paid by us.
Mr. BROWN. There is the Governor-General.
Mr. BOWELL. The only difference is the Governor-

General is appointed by the Imperial Government, while we
appointed the other.

Mr. BROWN. You do not appoint the Major-General.
Mr. BO WELL. Yes, we do; and it is provided for in the

Militia Act.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Government

selects him.
Mr. BOWELL. No, they do not.
Mr. BROWN. Well this is a serions matter, and it has

engaged the attention of the Militia Department for some
timne. In 1880 the Minister of Militia, at that time Mr.
Masson, brought down an amendment to the Militia Act, that
canteens should be allowed. However, that clause in the
Bill was struck out, and canteens have not since been
allowed in camps. Now, neither the Major-General of the
Militia Department nor anyone else has a right to estab-
lish a canteen in any camp, according to the
Militia Act. It may be said that this canteen
was not for the purpose of selling liquor ; at all events the
man who desired to establish a canteen there was not actuated
by patriotism, but by a motive of making money out of it.
It is to be regretted that a man outside the volunteer force
should have been allowed to put up a canteen there. The
limits of the camp have been laid down, and the officer in
command has a right to keep out all persons who do not
belong to the militia, so that they may not interfere with
the drill and discipline of the camp. As to the orders that

were given, Colonel Ross was acting upon his own judgment
at the time as being in command of the camp, and he was
authorized to prevent this man from going in there and
putting up his canteen. Hie was an officer of long standing,
and it is poor encouragement for a man after twenty years'
experience, to be treated as he las been. However, this is too
important a question to engage so much of the attention of the
House; it ought tohave been leftwith the Militia Department.
I know several occasions where a canteen has been ordered
to be removed. Colonel Ross gave orders to go down and
remove the canteen; I suppose the troops were out with
muskets and side-arms, and whether the Colonel gave an
order to fix bayonets or not, I know in removing the
canteen the men would be more useless with muskets in
their hands than without them. Without them the men
would have two hands to remove the canteen and put it
over the fence, and how they managed to do so I do not
perceive, for those in charge could not have made much
resistance. It was put out of the ground in the first
instance, and when Colonel Villiers came and took over the
command the canteen-keeper came to him, and the
canteen was stopped until communication could be had
with headquarters. After it was put up the second time
it was thrown over the fence, and no efforts were subse-
quently made to establish it there. I.think it is a matter of
deep regret that a subject of such small consideration as the
profits that would be made out of keeping a canteen should
engage the attention of this House, when no canteen,
according to the Militia Act, should have been established.
If such were permitted the Act should be amended.

Mr. WRIGHT. I cannot allow this debate to close
without saying a few words on the subject before the
House. 1, too, have the honor of being an officer in Her
Majesty's militia, and, therefore, 1 think I have a right to
participate in this debate. Gentlemen of the legal profes-
sion are in the habit of telling us that we outside of the
profession are laymen; this is, perhaps, specially the case
in regard to military matters. I know that those who have
studied the action of the Minister of Militia must be satisfied
that during the brief period of his occupancy of the office,
ho has done very much to bring about a state of things
that would promote the improvement of the militia of
Canada. For my part, I read with much pleasure the Ion.
gentleman's progress through the Dominion, and the
speeches he delivered, which gave evidence of a desire to
infuse a true military spirit into the great body of our
people. I know in these respects the lon. gentleman las
been eminently successful, but every old member who
shares in that esprit de corps of the service on both sides of
this House, must have read with feelings of great pain and
humiliation the censure passed on an officer so well qualified
as Colonel Ross. I, for one, shared in that feeling, which I
believe was entertained by everybody. I have known this
officer since 1863, and I have found him foremost in every
militia movement. Many will remember when he was at
Quebec, at a time when it was expected that the Fenians
would come over, and he as occupied a foremost position
among the volunteers of Canada. Those who knew that
officer best, and the attempts he made to keep up our
militia organization, will sympathize with him under the
circumstances, and consider that what perhaps might be a
lack of discipline, committed by a gallant and generous
officer, who might be somewhat impetuous, was not of such
a character as to justify a public censure. I read with pain
the order in the Gazette censuring that officer. When the
hon. Minister said he would do the same thing again, I did
not believe it, as he must have regretted adopting that
course. I think it is a poor compliment to pay to
volunteer officers who have done so much and exerted
themselves to make the militia a great success, to censure
them for what I annot conceive to be anything more than
a trifling breach of discipline. In my county there are
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four or five companies, and we have very great difficulty in
maintaining them. But although far up in the interior we
send men to Wimbledon, where they acquit themselves as
Canadians always do, in an able manner. It is, perhaps,
well that this discussion has taken place, because I am
quite satisfied that so far as the Canadian militia is con-
cerned, many of the measures adopted by the Minister of
Militia will conduce to thoir efficiency, but I do not think a
censure of this kind is likely to bring about the result.
Knowing his generous nature, I am satisfied that the hon.
Minister must regret, as much as I do, that this order was
issued.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I moved for papers in the case of
Colonel Campbell, an officer who served in my battalion
with myself for years, and who is a credit to the
battalion, I know he is a patriotic man ; and when I con-
ceived that hie had been somewhat ill-used, I moved for
papers in order to obtain information in regard to the true
particulars of the case. I knew that although Colonel Camp.
bell was a very strong political opponent of my own, ho
was a zealous volunteer, and was prepared to do his duty, as
ho did for some time, and I found that the usage he received
was not such as was proper towards an officer occupying
his position. I am glad to be able to say, after looking at
the papers, that the ion. Minister is justified in that case.
The substance of the decision is satisfactory to Colonel
Campbell, to his officers and myself.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I have no desire to prolong the dis-
cussion, but I cannot allow the remarks of the hon. member
for Ottawa (Mr. Wright) to pass unnoticed. His remarks
would imply a censure on the Minister of Militia. I
always find the hon. gentleman casts his vote on the right
side and that ho is actuated by a generous spirit, but his
remarks on the subject were very wide of the mark.
Knowing the particulars of the case, and being connected
with the militia force and iaving been in the camp where
this little unpleasantness occurred, I must say that as a
militia officer and one who desires to act fairly with all
parties, I am prepared to affirm that the action of the Min-
ister should be sustained by this House. ·The hon. member
for West Hastings (Mr. Brown) endeavored to lead the
House to believe that the Minister of Militia was stepping
beyond his powers when ho appointed a canteen master or
tenant for the camp. In order to set the mind
of the ion. gentleman at rest, I will read from
the Queen's Regulations, which, under the circum-
stances, constitute the only authority on the question.
Our Militia Law or our Militia Regulations do not deal with
the question, so we must fall back on the Queon's Regula-
tions, and under them we find that the canteen-keeper is
appointed by the Secretary of War-which I suppose is
virtually the Minister of Militia-and is removable only
by him. I am sor-y that the papers in this case have not
been printed and put in the hands of hon. members, as I
have not seen the comments of the Major-General on the
affair. I know myself, however, more of the circumstances
perhaps than he did, and if he pursued a wrong course it
does not follow that we should endorse it. The facts are
that there seemed to be a very hospitable effort on the part
of the officer commanding the local corps to have one
local canteen, and a grasping or grabbing desire
that the local corps only should realize the profits. As an
officer of a regiment and one always desiring to control his
canteen an d to keep it under strict care, I strongly objected
to this course. I suppose the lon. Minister of Militia
may have heard the circumstances, and knowing that it was,
a matter entirely under his control, he would refer to a
gentleman in whom he had every confidence, to recommend
some one who would give satisfaction and he would naturally
apply to the member for that particular constituency.j
Under these circumstahces I think it most uufair to make

Mr. WRIGHT.

a personal attack on the Minister of Militia, From what
I know of the case Colonel Ross cortainly was instructed
by Colonel Villiers, through the Brigade Major, of the action
of the Minister,

Mr. MACKENZIE. No, he was not so informed.
Mr. CARON. Yes, lie was. The papers show it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Looking at them and forming my

opinion from what I know myself-
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will permit me to say

that-ho must see that the case must be judged on the evi-
Once beforO us.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am willing to take the evidence
before the HlQuse. I understand that the Brigade Major
was instructed by Colonel Villiers, and that he notified
Colonel Ross, who was in temporary command, that a
certain canteen was to be constructed, and that the place
was pointed out where it was to be erected, and I think the
name of the keeper was also mentioned. I do not desire to
prolong the debate, for it seems to me to have already reached
a greater length than was nocessary considering the trifling
character of the affair. I have not heard the whole debate,
having just dropped in, but I understand that the hon.
member for West Hastings (Mr. Brown) made a violent
attack on the hon. Minister of Militia.

Mr. BROWN. In reply to the hon. member for East
Durham (Mr. Williams) I desire to say that I made no
attack on the lion. Minister of Militia. I simply wanted
to arrive at the fact of whether the lon. Minister of Militia
or the Major-General had the right to authorize the estab-
lishment of the canteen under the Militia Act of the present
time. When a Bill was brought in to settle this question, I
would like to know why that particular clause -wa struck
out? So far as theQueen's Regulations are concerned they
refer altogether to the regular service. We have rules and
regulations governing ourselves, but there is nothing in
them at all which refers to the canteen, and if we are to
have canteens we must amend the Act authorizing them to
be established.

Mr. WRIGHT. I beg to assure the hon. gentleman who
has referred to me that the Minister of Militia has no more
faithful supporter or greater admirer than 1, but as a mema-
ber of this House I will never hesitate to tell him when I
think ho is wrong. I think he was decidedly wrong in the
present case. I think it was not fair to an old offleer like
Colonel Ross to censure him in that way, and; I have no
hesitation in saying so. So long as I hawe a seat in this
House, I shall never hesitate to tell the hon. gentleman or
any other Minister what I may, think of any act of theirs.

Mr. BLAKE. But you will only censure them, privately.
Mr. RYMAL. Early in my parliamentary history 1

became acquainted with Colonel Ross, and I ha-vo long
known him as an energetic and enthusiastic officer of our
volunteer force. At the time of the Fenian invasion in
1866, when the other-members of this House were attend-
ing to their duties, Colonel Ross went to the front in com-
mand of a body of volunteers and did his duty as an offier,
jeopardizing his life in defence ofhis country. I have always
understood from that time to this that he as been one of
the most effective and enthusiastic of our officers, and that
he has been at considerable expense in devoting himself to
his military duties. I think it was dealing out an extra
measure of justice, when for a trifling indisaretien such
as that reported by the Major-General he roceived a
public censure at the instance of the Head of thO
Department. It would tend to disgace him in tho
eyes of the volunteers and would- seem as if merited
reproach was heaped upon his name. I perfeCtlY
agree with the hon. member for Ottawa County (Mr.
Wright) that, considering the services that Colomnel R5ssIaS
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rendered, an indiscretion of that kind has been punished
severely; for what can a patriotic and enthusiastic Colonel
of our volunteers think who is censured through the official
medium by the Head of the Department? It appears to me,
speaking for myself and giving expression to my own opin-
ion for what it is worth, that we bave growing up in this
Canada of ours a lot of young men who do not seem to
recognize or properly appreciate the services of the men
who were men when they were children, men who proffered
their services in the hour of danger. These young men
think that when placed in an official position it becomes
them to censure unnecessarily older men who have jeopar-
dized their lives on behalf of the country. I am sorry to
have to say this of my hon. friend, for he is a genial
and a good fellow, but I agree with my hon. friend
from Ottawa County (Mr. Wright) that the hon.
gentleman deserves some reprimand from this House for
the extra severity of the sentence which, without the re-
commendation of the Major-General, he inflicted on a
worthy and gallant officer.

Mr. LONGLEY. I do not propose tooffer any remarks
on the general question, but I desire information on one
point. Two or three years ago, when the Militia Bill was
brought before this House by the predecessor of the pre-
sent Minister of Militia, I understood that the clause relat-
ing to the establishment of canteens for the benefit of
volunteers was struck ont of the Militia Law.

Mr. BOWELL. It never was in.
Mr. LONGLEY. It was proposed to put in such a clause.

The hon. Minister of Militia, if my memory serves me, at
the instance of a few members of this House, kindly agreed
to strike ont that clause, and I think it was struck out. It
does seem to me to be a matter of regret that our volunteers
cannot meet for drill without being under the necessity of
establishing a canteen. The fact is, this canteen seems to
bave been at the bottom of all the trouble that has arisen in
connection with this matter. Hlad there been none, Colonel
Ross would not have been subjected to censure, and we
would not have been called on to spend hours over a matter
that might have been settled in fifteen minutes. I hope the
hon. Minister of Militia will kindly explain to us
why, in the state of the law, it was proposed to establish
the canteen.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Will the hon. gentleman kindly let ns
know what a canteen is, and what it is established for ?

Mr. LONGLEY. A canteen is supposed to be something
for furnishing provision or eating; but these canteens are
like taverns, which profess to be established in order that
people may get something to eat, whereas the primary
object is to get something to drink.

Mr. AMYOT. fHaving belonged to the Canadian militia
for about twenty years, I will be allowed to say a few
words. This is a most important matter, because the whole
militia system is interested in it; every battalion in the
country will read what is said here to-night, with
the view of understanding exactly the responsibility
of every officer, and the responsibility of the Minister of
Militia to this House. For my part, I think it is wrong to
say that the Minister of Militia is to be blamed because he
bas gone beyond the report of the Major-General ; I think
the reports of the Major-General, of the Adjutant-General, or
of the Briggde Major, are to be submitted to the Minister of
Militia, who is responsible to this Parliament. If we were to
be bound by the reports of the Major-General, there would
be no necessity for having the Minister of Militia here. The
Major-General comes from England; we do not suppose that
England sends us her best officer, but if she did, he would
not understand our habits or the spirit, of our system, and
if we were to be bound by his reports, there would be no
responsibi,;ty at al we would be under the despotism, of

one man. Ail our militia officers hold their commissions
by the good pleasure of the Queen, and that good pleasure
exists so long as the Minister of Militia advises Her Majesty
to continue it, and the Minister of Militia is responsible to the
Parliament of the country for the advice he gives. As to
this particular case, 1 am sorry that the papers have not
been asked for before, and have not been givento us in time
to enable us to peruse them and form a just opinion on the
matter. For my part, I think the past services of volunteer
officers should be respected; but because an officer has been
long in the service it is no reason why he should
be at greater liberty than another to commit a gross
injustice or a gross blunder, for political or other purposes.
In the present case I am not able to express an opinion, or
to give a vote against the Minister of Militia, in whom I
place the fullest confidence, because I do not know the facts
sufficiently, and I cannot either praise or blame one or the
other.

Mr. CARON. I wish to answer two questions which
have been put. Several bon. gentlemen have expressed their
dissatisfaction at the papers not having been brought down
and placed upon the Table of Parliament. It may be my
fault, although I do not believe it is. When the papers
were asked for in this House, I had them copied, and as the
hon. member for Lambton asked for these papers, thinking
that possibly I might save him some little trouble, I sent
the papers to him, expecting that he would return them to
me, so that I might place them on the Table of the flouse
before the question should be discussed, so that every hon.
member might have the fullest information; but I little ex-
pected that the discussion would have taken place before
the papers were laid upon the Table of Parliament.
However, the discussion took place, statements were made,
and I can readily understand at what a disadvantage mem-
bers wh> discussed this question to-night were placed
through not having seen the record. Upon that record I
am ready to put my case before Parliament and the
country; I believe I did my duty in taking the course I
pursued in the light of the facts shown to me, and I would
do the same again. The member for West Hastings las
asked whether the Minister of Militia had a right to appoint
canteens, tenants or not. The existing Act shows that he
has. And let me tell the member for Annapolis, whose
views on canteens I know, I foresaw the difficulty that
would occur in renting canteens where spirituous liquors
would be dispensed, and anxious as I always am to obtain
bis approval, I gave strict orders against the serving of
such liquors. But a canteen is almost indispensable, where
men can obtain articles of the best quality not included in
the regulation allowance. Nothing could have been more
painful to me, knowing Colonel Ross as I did, and having
often met him as a member of this House, than to carry out
the recommendations ofthe General in command, in censur-
ing him as was ordered.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Mr. CARON. The hon. gentleman says: hear, hear;
but he admits himself that he as not read the papers
containing the whole of that evidence, and the case as
I have tried to submit it to the House. Taking up that
record, and reading the report of the General commanding,
it was impossible for me not to carry out the General's order,
censuring Colonel Ross. The bon. gentleman in dealing
with the case, read the report of the General, but not the
last report sent me, on which I was bound to act, a Min-
ister being always obliged to act on the last opinions of the
officer who advises him. In carrying out that report I
thought I had shown a leniency to Colonel Ross which,
possibly, his former association with me in this Parliament
and my knowledge of bis services as a militia.officer, might
excuse. In fact I thought that I had been prevented,to a
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great extent, by these considerations, from carrying ont
fully the recommendation of the report.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman persists in say-
ing that he carried out the Generai's order and recommenda-
tion.

Mr. CARON. Ido.
Mr. MACKENZIE. That is not the case. The final re-

port read recommends that Lieutenant-Colonel Ross be cen-
sured in presence of two officers, and that Major McGill be
censured for his inciscretion in not communicating the in-
formation to Colonel Ross. That is implied in the initials on
the margin, W. P., for Walter Powell. There are also other
words upon the margin in the hand of the hon. Minister,
directing that Colonel Ross be censured in General Orders.
That is not in the General's recommendation, and the hon.
gentleman should know it.

Mr. CARON. The report of the General was submitted
te me, and upon it I had to act. I had to give the order
which nobody else could give that Colonel Ross should be,
as lie was, censured.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman did not act on the
General's report in the sense of obeying it. That report re-
commended that the censure of Colonel Ross should be ad-
ministered by one officer in the presence of the Colonel and an-
other officer ; and th e hon. gentleman did not say, "Let that
be done," but he said, "Let censure issue in General Orders,"
which was not what General Luard had recommended, but
something se different that the First Minister, in speaking
on the subject, said the private censure was nothing-the
public censure was everything-so different was the conduct
of the hon. member from that recommended by the
General. The hon. gentleman had the power to determine
whether the report of the General should be agreed te, revers-
ed or modified. The report suggested one thing which the hon.
leader of the _House said was nothing. The last report re-
commends that this censure be administered by the Brigade
Major in the presence of the next senior officer. But the
hon. Minister says he felt great pain in being obliged te
follow out the report of the General. His pain was se great
that he went entirely beyond the report, by making public
the censure which the General had intimated should be
made before only one or two individuals.

Resolution ordered te be reported ; and (at 1 o'clock, a.m.)
the House adjourned.

H9OUSE OF COMMONS,
THtTmsDAY, 4th May, 1882.

The SpzA.KEn took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYras.

MONTREAL AND CHAMPLAIN JUNCTION
RAILWAY.

Mr. MÉTHOT. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
may I be permitted te ask a laver of the House. I have
on the papers a question to the Government, and as the
Session is approaching its end, I would desire, by per-
mission of the House, an answer te it to-day. It is as
follows:-

1. Whether the Montreal and Champlain Junction Railway is in
existence ?

2. If it exists, how it happens that its name does not appear in the
Statistical Return of.Canadian railways?

3. Whether the Government have hitherto taken steps to cause that
Company to comply with the law which requires the making of an

Mr. Casoii,

Mr. BLAKE. I rise to a point of order. When the
Government took every day, the other day, I pointed out,
among the inconveniences of that course, that hon. mem.
bers would be deprived of the opportunity of asking ques-
tions. But no exception was made to that resolution; they
did not leave us that opportunity, and, consequently, though
I have been asked myself to put questions on the paper,
I have not, feeling it would be but a mockery,. since
the Government has taken every day for the remainder
of the Session. Now, but one measure of justice can be
meted out to all members, and as I did not receive the
support of the hon. gentleman, on asking for the privilege
of putting questions for some time longer, I object to his
asking the present question, because other bon. members
have not the same opportunity.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question can be put only by the
unanimous consent of the House. You cannot prevent the
Government from answering it otherwise.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. member for
West Durham objects to the question, of course we cannot
answer it. Nevertheless, I am afraid I shall have to find
some opportunity of answering the question in the House
before the end of the Session.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that Bill (No. 117) to amend and
consolidate the Acts respecting the inspection of steamboats
and the examining and licensing of engineers employed on
them, be not now read the third time, but that it be referred
back to the Committee of the Whole for amendment.

Motion agreed to; and House again resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. McLELAN moved that "May " be struck out of
clause 69 and "September " substituted.

Amendment agreed to and reported.

On motion for third reading,
Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). I renew the appli-

cation I made to insert a provision in place of clause 55, to
punish the master who allows bis steamer to carry more
passengers than allowed by his certißcate. We know that
on certain occasions, especially on excursions, captains of
steamers often allow their vessels to be overloaded. I have
only to mention the great disaster which took place last
Queen's Birthday, at London, Ont., which indeed was not
the first occurrence of that kind which bas occurred in this
and other countries. I think the punishment provided by
the Bill in section 55, is quite inadequate to the crime-for
it is a crime, and it should be made so by the Bill. I, there-
fore, move that the Bill be recommitted, with instructions to
substitute for the 55th clause the following:-

The master of any steambòat who, knowiagly, shall at any time
allow to be carried on board said steamer a greater number of passen-
gers than that provided by her certificate shall be guilty of mis-
demeanor, and who, on conviction thereof, shall be imprisoned for two
years in the penitentiary, or for a less term or place of confinement, or
shall be subjected to a fine not exceeding $500, or shall suffer both fine
and imprisonment within the above defined limita as the Court iMay
order.
The clause will provide for cases like that which happened
last year near London. If the violation of the law is not
aggravated, then the Judge may impose a small fine; if it
is a gross violation of the law, if life be lost, then the Judge
may impose both fine and imprisonment. I may aiso
mention now that I intend to move a clause to prevent
steamboat racing, which is becoming quite alarming in this
country. The Richelieu Navigation Company is opposed by
another line running on the St. Lawrence Und the UpPer
LakeSland steamboat racing betwen t1hese two lines hw
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taken place even in the rapida. There are also other oppo-
sition lines running on the St. Lawrence, and these races
are becoming alarmingly frequent. I shall, therefore,
propose that the Bill be recommitted to make provision to
insure the safety of steamers and the lives of passengers, by
making steamboat racing a misdemeanor. Clause é5 pro-
vides for the same offence, but only punishes it by a fine of
$500.

Mr. COCKBURN (Muskoka). I think the present
clause is more forcible than that proposed by the hon.
maember for Jacques Cartier. Under the former clause a
captain is bound to ascertain and know whether he has too
many passengers on board or not, but under the latter
clause he is not compelled to know and would not be liable
to punishment, because he might claim he did not know hie
had too many on board.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It is the captain's duty to see
how many passengers are on board, and if he carried too
many passengers he would be held guilty of a high crime
and misdemeanor, and two years in the penitentiary would
not be too severe.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). In the event of the captain
not being in command of the vesse], the mate, or whoever
is in charge, should be held responsible.

Mr. GlROUARD. The clause is proposed with the view
of meeting a case like that which occurred at London,
Ontario, on the Queen's Birthday, when every one on board
knew that the vessel was over-crowded.

Mr. MACKENZIE. From the newspaper reports I
gathered that the cause of the accident was because the
boiler was set loosely on the deck, the vesse'l being without
a hold and flat-bottomed. When the vessel tilted the boiler
got loose and carried away the supports of the other deck,
and the passengers were swept overboard. Whether the Bill
provides for such a case I do not know. If vessels on the
Thames are still constructed after this manner, that circum-
stance is more dangerous than mere over-loading.

Mr. McCUAIG. It was proved at the coroner's inquest
that the boilers were not fastened, and when the boat
lurched it slipped to one side and carried everything before
it. That was the real cause of the accident. It is very
important that the louse, before dealing with this question,
should understand in what way it is to be determined how
many passengers the steamer can carry. For instance, the
hull of a boat will be 200 or 300 tons measurement, but by
the more recent system of measurement the state-rooms are
all measured and the total wonld reach 900 or 1,000 tons,
and a vessel with an upper deck would carry more pas-
sengers.

Mr. MeLENNAN. There was a further cause of the Lon-
don accident which must be corrected by the more strict
system of inspection now established, I seconded the
amendment of the hon. member for Jacques Cartier, because
I think an evil of this magnitude affecting the risking of the
lives of the people must be prevented by something more
deterrent than a more money fine, and this can only be
effected by making such an error a misdemeanor and sub-
jecting the party to punishment. I hope the promoter of
the Bill will se# the propriety of adopting the amended
clause.

Mr. McLELAN. The desire of the Government is to
Provide for the protection of the lives of passengers
on steamboats. The clause was so drafted
that masters and owners sbould become interested,
and watch the passengers as they come aboard and
see there was not an excessive number. I think we have
Made a great step in advance of the old regulations. I admit
it is a grave crime for the master of a vessel to knowingly
go te sea with a large excess of passengers, and I would

suggest that there be inserted at the end of the clause such
words as these :

" The master or person in charge of a vessel who shall proceed to sea
knowingly having an excesa of passengers on board, should be held to
be guilty of a misdemeanor."

Motion agreed to; and flouse again resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. GLROJARD. I propose - to add a new clause
after clause 55, to the effect that the master of any
steamboat, or the officer in charge of such steamboat
for the time being, who knowingly shall at any time allow
to be carried on board such steamboat a greater number of
passengers than that permitted by the certificate, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall
be imprisoned for two years in the penitentiary, and so on.

Amendment agreed to and reported.

On motion for third reading,
Mr. GIROUARD moved:

That the Bill be not now read a third time, but that itbe recommitted
with instructions to add another clause immediately after clause 56, to
the effect that the master or officer in charge for the time being, of any
steamboat carryng passengers, who shall allow his steamboat to race
with any steamer so as to endanger the lives of his passengers, shall be
punished as provided for in the preceding clause.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I do not think the amendment as it
stands, will have the effect which the hon. gentleman wishes
it to have. How can you say racing will endanger the lives
of passengers or not ?

Mr. GIROUARD. That would be a matter for the jury
to decide.

Mr. McCALLUM. It is already provided in the Bill
that a steamer shall only carry a certain amoant of steam,
and il it is allowed to carry more, the owner or master is
liable to the punishment provided. How can a man race
his boat if he is not allowed to raise his steam to a racing
point, It seems to me, therefore, that the amendment is
unnecessary, as it is amply provided for by the preceding
clause. It is very desirable that there should be every
protection to life and property, but we need not go too far;
we need not go so far as to drive off our waters all the
steamboats of this country.

Mr. McCUAIG. It is provided in the Bill that the
pressure shall only be so much and the safety-valve is
locked up, so I agree with the hon. member for Monck (Mr.
McCallum) that it is unnecessary to add this new pro-
vision.

Mr. COCKBURN. The only question that can come in
after the provision with regard tothe maximum pressure, is
the question of crowding and the right of way, and there
can be no difficulty in regard to that, because they are pro-
vided for by the general navigation law of the country. I
think, therefore, that the new clause will only encumber
the Bill.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. As it would be a violation of
the law to put on more than a certain amount of steam, it
seems that this clause is unnecessary. I do not see any
objection to our steamers racing a little on our rivers, if
they do not put on more steam than is allowed by the Bill.

Mr. MoLELAN. This matter was considered in pre-
paring the Bill, and we thought that the provision in
regard to locking up the safety-valve would be sufficient,
because the question of crowding and the right of way in
narrow passages is dealt with by the navigation laws of the
country.

Mr. BUNSTER. I hope the hon. member for Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard) will withdraw that clause with
regard to racing. In British Columbia we have
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a strong company that owns a considerable num-
ber of boats, and %we have other enterprising
men building boats, and they are vieing vigorously
with the large monopoly in steamboats that has existed for
years. I hope the hon. gentleman will see fit to withdraw
that part of his motion relating to racing.

Mr. GIROUARD. I believe the clause as framed will
meet every objection. It says that when a captain of a
steamer shall allow bis steamer to race so as to endanger
the life of bis passenigers or the safety of his steamer, he
will be guilty of a crime. That will be left to a jury.

Mr. McCUAIG. What is the meaning of the word race ?
It means an increase of motive power to produce greater
speed, and the moment a man inereases the power of the
engine, he violates the law.

Mr. McDOJGALL. It appears to me the question is
a simple one. It is quite true that you may not be able to
put on steam enough to make a race; but we know that
when people want a race, there is a way of getting at this
locked-up safety-valve, I apprehend, and what proof can
you give whether the safety-valve has been maintained at
the proper pressure or not ? A race is a thing which a
hundred people may be spectators of and may be able to
give proof of; but as to whether the safety-valve was kept
in its proper position, or whe ber too rmueh steam was put
on, cannot be ascertained except from the officers of the boat.

Mr. McCALLUM. I think the hon. member for Halton
cannot have read the Bill, because it provides that under a
certain penalty the certificate granted by the Inspector is
to be hung up, so that everv pasenger can see it; and that
tells the number of pounds of steam which the steamer ought
to carry, and the steam-gauge tells what amount it is
carrying. Does the hon. gentleman want more than that ?
In this Bill ample punishment is provided for any man who
violates the law. The amendment cannot hurt the Bill
very much. With regard to racing, suppose two steam boats
leave a wha! f together, both carry ing aill the ,team that the
law wili allow, and both running at about the same speed ;
you might call that racine, but it is not, because they are
running aceording to the law.

Mr. MoLENNAN. The explanation that is made of the
safety that arises from locking up the safety-valves does
not cover the case. The test of a boiler is made with refer-
ence to its strength, and not ils ability to propel craft.
That will depend upon the size of the vessel for lading, and
many other circumstances, and if the boiler happens to have
strength enough to stand the test of a high pressure of
steam, the vessel may be able to race without violating the
law. Thus speed might be produced, measured only by the
capacity of the boiler, not by the danger of racing, and
everybody knows that racing is very dangerous.

Amendment negatived on a division.
On motion for third reading,
Mr. McCALLTJM. Sub-section 6 of section 19 of this

Bill provides that :
Every boiler, safety-valve, steam-guage or other appendage to a

boiler, or machine placed on board a steamboat after the coming into
force of this Act, shall for the purposes thereof ,e considered as having
been made after this Act is in force, and subject to the reqairements
thereof accordingly.
I consider this a very severe provision, because it.
will have the effect of condemning ail the boilers
made up to the time this Act comes in force. which
are not made in accordance with this clause. I do not
think that is the intention. I cannot understand it,
and I have not seen a man who can explain it to me. It
is not right that we should have this provision applied to
ail the boilers aiready made which are good enough, that
Mir. Rietysbouid try his hand at :such <experiments. I,
therefor., move:

Mr. Bu»Tn.

That the Bill be not now read a third time, but it be referred ;bock to
a Committee of the Whole, to amend the sane, by striking out the
word "boiler-cocks," in sub-section 2 of section 19, and by striking out
sub-section 6 of section 19.

Mr. McLELAN. The effect of this ameudment would be
to permit boiler-cocks to be sarewed into the thin shell ofthe
which proves a very slight hold. The Bill now requires boiler,
there should be a fiange to connect the boiler-cock to the
boiler, or connection by a nut, to give it a better connection
between the boiler and itself. In some cases the boiler-
cock bas been simply screwed into the thin shell of the
boiler by a very slight thread of a screw, and has after.
wards been blown out, lives beng lost in consequence.

Mr. McCALLUM. Never.

Mr. McLELAN. I know of some cases. The Bill pro.
vides for additional security by setting in a flange, and by
allowing the boiler-cock to pass through the shell with
a nut inside, and attaching it more securely to the
boiler. Under the amendment a difficulty would occur in
leaving the time unlimited. Every boiler made after the
passing of ihis Act, whether in one, two, or ten years, and
set in a steamer, under this proposition, would be free from
the requirements of this Act. This motion would destroy
the effect of the whole Act Again, you could take an old
boiler out of an old steamer and put it in a new steamer,
under the operation of this amendment, and would be free
from the provision ot this Act. This Bill bas been known
for two or three months, and it will not operate till the 1st
of September next, and all boilers in course of construction
will be placed on board of steamers before that time.

Mr. BROWN. With reference to placing the flange
inside, and the boiler-cock, as proposed in the Bill, if a boiler
is likely to burst with a pressure of steam, it would be
better to let the cock go altogether. If we could place a
plug there on the presusure of steam, it could not do any
harm. It is difficult sometimes to get the washer inside the
boiler. The guide-cocks sometimes become unscrewed and
frequently have to be taken out, and it is difficult to place
them inside. Boiler explosions occur very seldom. The
pi inciple point is to see that the plates are of good quaity
and well riveted down. I neverknew of a boiler exploding
when the engine was in motion. It will generally work off
the steam faster than it can be raised. If the steam is
likely to get very high, the engineer will be able to let
go altogether, which would be a better protection to the
boiler.

Mr. McCUAIG. Although I am over forty years in the
steamboat business, I have never known of a cock of a boiler
being blown out. Previous to a steamer leaving the wharf
she tests the cock at 90 lbs. pressure and 65 Ibs locked up.
A good many boilors are so constructed as to render it
impossible to put this flange in. This is a new clause
altogether. None of my engineers either, have known of
such accidents as the hon. Minister bas mentioned. Steam-
boat owners ought not to be put to unnecessary expense
simply because the Chairman of the Inspection Board wishe8
to test some new-fangled experiment which he learned of
in England. Withthe present precautions and protection I
do not see how any accid ente can occur.

Mr. COCKBURN. I. believe there was an accident in
Montreal from the blowing out of a steam-pipe, but I do
not think any danger exists when the proper screws are in
the boilers as at present. It would impose a very great
hardship on the trade were they compelled to take out all
their present connections and put in bolts. I have consulted
practical men on this matter, because I know the inspeOtors
have been in favor of connections on those fanges. In
some cases they have had to break the pipes ali to pieces.
When screwed into the boiler they were more ýseoure than

4heycould have been ip.ade by any fange, therfore thOY
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are perfectly safe. The accident that took place is no been made after this Act is in force and subject to the requirements
reason why we should adopt this change. A clause might thereof accordingly.
be introduced applying to future boilers, but none should be If that is not retroactive I do not know what is.
made retroactive. If it is the desire of the Committee to Mr. McLELAN. - No; it only refers to boilers placed on
make it apply in new cases only, 1 do not object. When board after the passing of the Act. With regard to sub-people are putting in uew machinery they will net object section 2, the boiler-cock may stand, as the hon. gentleman
te putting on flanges, but if the inspectors wisa to put has said, 90 lbs. pressure when the screws are new, but
those on in old boilers it would be a great hardship. after they are worn a while and corrosion sets in-

Mr. CURRIER. The heads of boilers, I presume, are Mr. McCUAIG. That makes them stronger.
generally considered the weakest part, and I think the Mr. McLELAN. After continuai handling the thrcad
obligation to rivet on flanges wiil do harm. Boring holes weakens and the pressure becomes too heavy. The hon. gen-
to rivet on flanges and putting on try-cocks, will serve totleman lias referred to one case of loss of lîfe, in consequence
weaken the head of the boiler. The try-cock of a b9iler is
small, not more than half an inch in diameter. That it is a custm to provide safety-plugs f lead, which met
would only be one-third of a square inch the and allow the steam to escape, and no damage is doe.
pressure would come. Boiler bolts are scarcely less than
three-eighths of an inch in diameter. That would take about Mr. IRKPATRIOK. The steamboat owners through-
nine threads of a screw in the thickness of a boiler bolt. I out the country are very much excited over this 131. Their
do net see how it is possible a try-cock put on with business is new reduced te almost a non-paying basis through
nine threads, taking hold of the thickness of the boiler,tth raiiroads,
could possibly be forced out, because the pressure on it is se and the ou-look is that their business wil be stili further
small, net being more than one-third of a square inch. It reduced la the future. They naturally feel aggrieved that
would be a great hardship to steamboat owners to be com- any unnecessary, if they are unnecessary, or irksome
pelled te change their boiler beads by putting on ail these charges should be put on them. The amendment which
flanges. the hon. member for Monck proposes will net

Mr. McCALLUM. It is very important there should beboers th myBe adel betwen now and te
plenty of water in the boiler ail the time, and a glass tube time of the coming into force of this Act.
is attached that shows you the quantity of water in the Ie ouly asks to have this clause amended by adding: IAny
boiler; but in case this tube should by accident be broken, boler, safety-valve, steam-gauge, or other appendage te a
there are three of those gauge-cocks in every boiler te boler or machine, and placed on board after the Act comes
show the amount of water. They are not any larger than into force."
my finger, and the holes are net more than one-eighth of an
inch in diameter. In a boiler that will carry 100 lbs. of Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. What wiii be the standard of
steam, there is net more than a pressure of 30 lbs. on the oid boler?
the size of my finger. But as far as valves are concerned, 1Mr. KIRKPATRJCK. The same standard as at present.
it is greater. A man at Montreal when screwing one of It will have to go througl the same inspection, te be subject
these valves did not make it sufficiently fast, it was blown te the hydrostatic test and every other test now required.
out and killed him. On that an Order in Council was Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Wouid that test be aboiished
passed, on the 26th March, 1880, providing that ail by t s clause?
valves and ail boiler cocks and everything of that kind
should be put on with a flange. In the pipes of any size as rc
high as an incli and an inch and a-half, that has been carried This amendment wiil net state that these bolers wili net
out in the past even on board my own boats ; we had to be subject te this Act, but that they wili net be required te
destroy pipes te get them out and they were afterwards put have these new coutrivances that the steamboat owners are
on with a flange. I do net object at ail that in case of valves compiaining of I think, thon, tIt these two words
when there is any pressure of steam against them andIlmade and" might be inserted there without injuring the
there is the slightest danger of their being blown out, Act at al.
flanges should be put on; but I know the louse does not Mr. MACKENZIE. The proposition of the hou. member
want te impose this useless expenditure on steamboat for Monck seems te me a most reasonable one, and I think
owners of putting flanges on gauge cocks and making a the hon. Minister ought te give way te it. There can be ne
boiler weak by boring these holes in its weakest part. dangerous resuit frein It in making it prospective aitogether
The hon. Minister says if we strike out sub-section 6 of sec- in its eperation.
tion 19 you can put any old boiler on board a vessel. But Mr. McLELAN. Made and placed on board,"'made
he has got the same law as we had before, and the whole Act wheu? Made in ten years? If I understand te hon.
itself, even should this sjub-section be struck out. I do not gentleman he wants te be allowed te lace on board boilers
'want this Bill teobe made retroactive so that steamboat that are rade or may be rade.
owners will be obliged to destroy the boilers already made Mr. MoCALLIV. No. My amendment strikes eut that
up to the present time, which they woiId have to do under'
this clause which provides that all the boilers made before
the passing of this Act must come up to the standard of Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I wouid ask whetler a boler
this Act although they may be safe and good boilers. By one made new wiii be subject as it le now under tle law after
stroke of the pen you are going to destroy people's property.thisActpasses?
If a boiler does net corne up to this standard the inspecter Mr. MoLELAN. It wiii be subject te the saie tests of
will have te condermn it. I hope the hon. Minister will inspection, but it may be excepted frm some of the partie-
Strke eut this clause because it is retroactive. ulars of construction.

Mfr. IMoLELAN. It is net. Mr. McCALLUM. TIhave ne objection te striking o t the

Mx. McOALLIJM. ThM clause reads: clause altogether; it wiei suit me botter.

very boilerw a valve, steam-gauge or other a , Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). ooa afraid this el hmay
bolier or etyappndge o that, anteusedreasucvea manner by the inspecters as te make great

ftmachine placed on board a stearboat after the coming intootf this Act, shah e for the purposes thereof be considered as havgng hardeship t steambeat owners, net required by a fair con.
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sideration of the public good. I have received several
communications as strongly opposing some of the provisions.
While it is absolutely necessary to provide for the publie
safety, we ail know that Government officers are sometimes
apt to perform their duties in a rather austere manner,
without due consideration to the interests of private parties.
Of course, it is undoubtedly our duty to see that every
reasonable prevention is taken to secure the safety
of the public, but I do not think it is desirable that
we should confiscate the property of steamboat owners by
making rigid regulations which, when administered by a
very severe inspector, would virtually render valueless pro-
perty that can be used for the convenience of the public,
and without any injury to the public by the present owners.
Now, a boiler may be perfectly safe and adequate to pass the
existing scale of examination, and the boat in which it is usea
is burned or wrecked, but under this clause that boiler
could not be put into a new hull without violating this
new Act, and would be practically useless, and the owner
would be compelled to purchase a new boiler or else
abandon the boat altogether. In my county there are some
fifteen or eighteen small or large steamers navigating inland
waters, and if a very rigid system of inspection is applied
to every one of these boilers, and the owners were all
required to build new boilers, the result would be that the
public will be deprived of that accommodation which is so
useful to them. I do not think the safety of life will be
improved in consequence, but an almost irreparable injury
will be done to the owners of these vessels. If the Minister
intends to strike out that clause, I certainly think the public
would suffer no harm, while the property of a good many
steamboat owners who are largely interested would be
secured.

Mr. McLELAN. I have no objectionto strike out the
clause altogether rather than amend it. As to clause 2,
that has been in operation two years by an Order in Coun-
cil. I understand from some steamboat owners on both sides
that all the boilers are brought up to the requirements of
the Order in Council passed two years ago, therefore it
cannot be hard in its operation.

Mr. McCALLUM. I can tell the hon. gentleman that in
the inland waters of this country not a single gauge-cock is
ever put on, and the present inspector does not insist on it.
But another inspector might adopt a new policy and
cause a good deal of trouble. I shall agree if the hon. gen-
tleman strikes out gauge-cocks altogether. That is a useless
provision. As to the valves, I know the inspector insists
on their being put in, and they are being put in in many
cases at great expense to the steamboat owners.

Mr. McLELAN. It has been in force two years and no
harm has resulted from it. I move, in amendment, that the
Bill be re-committed for the purpose of striking out sub-
section 6.

Mr. McCALLUM. Then I will withdraw my motion.
But I am determined to insist on getting these words:
"boiler-cocks " struck out.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. McCALLUM moved to strike out sub-section 6 of
section 19.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. McLELAN moved the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. McCUAIG. The object contemplated by the amend-

ments to this Bill is to secure greater safety to the public.
It has been found, in cases tried before Ontario Courts,
that the present inspectors are deficient in knowledge in
regard to the bulls of vessels. The members of the Board

Mr. CÂMon (Victoria).

of Inspectors are wholly uninformed as to the manner of
constructing hulls, and, in recent cases, they failed, when
brought before the Courts, to satisfy either the Court or the
jury that they had sufficient knowledge to qualify them to
examine inspectors. In consequence of that fact, steamboat
owners generally have asked the Government to appoint a
hull inspector, one practically familiar with the building of
vessels. I observe that clause 7 of the Bill runs as follows:-

7. No person shall be appointed Inspector of boilers and machinery
of steamboats, unless nor until he las passed a satisfactory examination
before the Board of Steamboat Inspection, as to his knowledge on the
subject of boilers and machinery of steamboats, and the working of the
same ; or an Inspector of the hulle and equipment of sucin vessel, unless
he has passed a satisfactory examination as to his competency for the
officé, before a Board of three practical shipbuilders, to be appointed by
the Governor in Council, or is a certified surveyor of a recognized
society for the classification of shipping.

The Courts and juries have declared, time and time again,
that the Chairman of this Board of Inspectors and the
Board itself are not competent to examine these men.

Mr. McLELAN. Read on a little further.
Mr. McCUAIG. The clause continues:

Nor shall he be appointed an Inspector for either purpose unless he
has received from the Chairman of the Board, or from the said practical
shipbuilders (as the case may be) a certificate in writing that he las
satisfactorily passed such examination, or is a certified surveyor as
aforesaid.

I do not wish to leave it in the power of the Government
to say that these men shall be examined by the Board of
Inspectors. What I desire is, to separate the hull inspecting
staff from the inspectors of boilers.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. They are separated.
Mr. McCUAIG. I beg to move :
That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend the same as that in clause 7
after the word "his, ' in line 32, page 3, the words "skill and
experience in the construction, fastening and strength of a steamer's
hull and of his" shall be inserted,-and after the word "Council," in
line 34, page 3, the words "from arnongst the residents of the Province
within which the inspection is required to be made" shall be inserted,-
and after the word "from," in line 38, page 3, the words "a majority
of" shall be inserted. After the word " Council," in lines 34 and 35, of
the same clause, the words "or is a certified surveyor of a recognized
society for the classification of shipping,"-and after the word "from,"
in lines 37 and 38, the words "the Chairman of the Board or from,"-
and after the word "shipbuilders," inlines 38 and 39, as the case may
be,-and after the word "examination," in lines 40 and 41 of the same
clause, the words "or is a certified surveyor as aforesaid," shall be
struck out.

What I really aim to secure by the amendment is this: I
wish the hull inspectors to go before practical ship-builders
and undergo an examination, and that their certificate shall
be satisfactory. I object decidedly to this clause, "or a
certified surveyor of a recognized society for the classifica-
tion of shipping." Because we know that political pressure
is brought to bear on the Government, and the men
appoint ed are not qualified to discharge their duties properly
and to the satisfaction ofthe public. I, therefore, want them
to be brought down to a practical test,

Mr. MoCALLUM. I agree with my hon. friend from
Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig) that it is desirable that life
and property should be protected as far as possible, and L
believe that we are going a long way in that direction in
passing this Bill. I objected in Committee to some parts of
clause 7. The Bill provides that the inspecter
of hulis shall go before a board of qualified
shipbuilders and undergo a certain examination before
receiving his appointment, and I think that is sufficient, I
objected to the words "or is- a certified surveyor of a recOg
nized society for the classification of shipping," forfthis
reason, that the Bill provides that they sha1 go before a
qualified body of men who understand their business.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. That applies entirely to the
inspection of hulls.
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Mr. McCALLUM. Weil, who is better qualifiel to

inspect boilers or machinery than the Board of Steamboat
Inspection. I object to the inspector of hulls being under
the control of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat
Inspection, because the Chairman of the Board of Inspection
can go on board a vessel and supersede the inspection made
by the hult inspector. If these gentlemen hold certificates
now'from the society spoken of, it certainly would do no
harm, if they understand their business, to go before the
Board, and show to the world that they are qualified. We
have societies in the Province of Ontario for the inspection
and classification of shipping, and they may be as well quali-
fied as those the hon. gentleman speaks of. If the hon.
gentleman will not withdraw the motion I will have to vote
against it.

Mr. 3McLELAN. I think everything the hon. gentleman
really asks for is provided in the Bill. The inspector of
hulls has to be examined by a Board of three practical ship-
builders, to be appointed by the Governor in Council, and
must receive a certificate from them, and I think this pro-
vision meets every requirement.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think the clause provides for
all my hon. friend wishes. He seems to think that the
Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection bas some-
thing to do with the examination of hulls.

Mr. McCJAIG. Unquestionably le is, under this Bill.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The hon. gentleman is entirely

mistaken. The Chairman of the Board of Inspection has
nothing to do with the examination of the person proposed
to be appointed inspector of hulls. They are entirely dis-
tinct. I think the provision with regard to the inspector
being a certified surveyor of a recognized society for the
classification of shipping, is a very wise one. It is the
strongest possible evidence of confidence in every respect.

Mr. McCUAIG. What I object to is this provision with
regard to the inspector being a certified surveyor of a
recognized society for the classification of shipping. If you
are going to adopt that provision why not adopt at once
classification of insurance companies. The Board of Under-
writers examine vessels every year, and I should be per-
fectly willing to accept the classification of the insurance
companies. It would be a much more independent classifi-
cation than the one provided for.

SirALBERT J. SMITH. The Government could authorize
the person who is agent of these companies to examine and
certify vessels. The Government may appoint the same
men.

Mr. McCUAIG. They may notý-appoint these men
though.

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the
third time and passed.

THIRD ]READING.

The following Bill was read the third time and
passed:-

Bill (No. 152) respecting bridges over navigable waters
constructed under the authority of Provincial Acts.-(Sir
lector Langevin.)

SEAMEN'S ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
135) to amend Chapter 29, 38 Victoria, intituled: "An Act
to extend certain provisions of 'The Seamen's Act, 1873,' to
vessels employed in navigating the Inland Waters of
Canada, and to provide for the collection of the wages of1
seamen and other persons employed on board vessels
trading on the inland waters of Canada, in a summary
Inanner." He said; This Bill is intended to remedy a

hardship of which seamen in Ontario complain. In most
countries where seamen are employed, their wages are
regarded as the first payment to be made by the owners or
captains of vessels. In 1879, an Act was passed in this
House allowing mortgages on vessels on our inland waters,
to have precedence of sailors' wages, and several cases of
great hardship have arisen in consequence. Seamen have
found at the end of a season's work on board these vessels,
that some mortgagee could corne before them and deprive
them of their wages. It is proposed to remedy this evil
and to give the men who sail the vessel and make her
profitable to the owners and mortgagees the right to claim
their wages first. I propose to amend the Bill very con-
siderably in Committee.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How is this Bill originated, is
it applied for by parties interested in shipping in Ontario ?
It makes great changes, and unless it has been asked for by
a very considerable number of parties engaged in the
shipping business, it does not seem necessary to change the
law as proposed, because the sailors have the securities of
the owners of the vessels for their wages, which is ample.
It would be a serious matter to interfere with mortgagees
rights, and allow sailors at any time to take steps which
would have the effect of destroying the priority of a
mortgage. I would like to hecar lhe opinion of the mom-
ber for Prince Edward on this measure.

Mr. McCUAIG. Under the Maritime Court Law of
Ontario, the sailor has at present a prior claim for his
wages.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. No.
Mr. McCUAIG. Yes; the sailor las a prior claim on the

vessel over a mortgage and everything else, except where
a mortgage was created prior to the establishment of the
Maritime Court. Perhaps there are not more than half-a-
dozen vessels in Ontario that have such old mortgages rest.
ing upon them. I wish to impress on my Ion. friend for
Monck this one point: most of those steamboats cost from
$50,000 to $60,000, one-half of which perhaps is furnished
by the builder, who receives a mortgage on the vessel. for
that amount. Is not that mortgage then created to pay the
laborers, the carpenters and others engaged in building the
vessel, as well as for the materials, and through these means
does not the sailor get employment? What right, then,
las Parliament to destroy that security created for
the building and working of the vessel? So far as
I am concerned this provision will make no differ-
ence to me, but the matter should be carefully
considered by Parliament with such laws destroying the
securities of property and railways aided by Government,
competing against steamboats, we shall soon find them
driven out of existence altogether. At present the stock of
the mail line, which boasts of some of the finest steamers
afloat, running from Hamilton to Montreal, can be bought
at from 25 to 30 cents on the $1. It is the constant passing
of such Bills-for every year we have an Inspection Bill-
which destroys the public confidence in those boats. This
frequent legislation should be terminated.

Mr. GUILLET. The hon. member for Prince Edward
has made a very extravagant statement; it is not a new
thing to grant a first lien on vessels to the wages of sea-
men, and the argument of increased employment is not
worthy of much consideration if wages are insecure. If
there are but half a dozen mortgages, there is the less
reason for refusing thé protection which is granted by uni-
versal Maritime Law.

Mr. McC UAIG. You have it now.
Mr. GUILLET. On the upper lakes the Maritime Law

of the United States recognizes seamen's claims as the
prior lien on shipping to everything but, perhaps, sal-
vage; and as that law las not existed with us, our seamen
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have been placed at a great disadvantage to those of the
United States, and consequently many of them prefer
sailing under the American flag which gives them security
for their wages. I know many instances of seamen finding
themselves at the end of the season deprived of their hard
earnings on which they had depended upon for support of
themselves and families through the winter, in consequence
of the existence of mortgages ahend of them. Several
cases of hardship have occurred to my own know-
ledge. I know there is a btrong feeling throughout the
Province among the seamen with reference to this matter.
It is well known that our seamen are men who are not very
fond of money for its own sake. They are generous, hearty

After Recess.
SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

On Resolution 1,

Charges of Management............................... $169,834 10

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is the item on which
the hon. member for Centre Huron asked if we had any
communication to show if the engagement made by the hon.
Finance Minister in 1860, in respect to the English loan,
was 1 per cent. I have a letter here which I will read:

"LoNDoN, 17th January, 1860.
fellows, anything but mercenary in their characters, reck- IlGENTLEEN-I think it desirable before my return to Canada tn
less of life and limb in the performance of duty, but keenly place in writing the arrangement agreed upon between us in relation to
alive to their rights. They feel very keenly the wrong the new Canada an. The nancial agents are to charge the commis-imposed them by their being placed in an exceptio n of per cent. stipulated in former cases of lons negotiated by

im o fl nte ytei en lcdina xetO them for Canada, to be taken into account as the loan is realized.
position different to that of seamen in any other part of the Brokerage of one-fourth of 1 per cent. to ho charged where it has been
world. I am extremely glad the Government are giving claimed by and clarged to the brokers.

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I Bi hi upradpoetn h neet foi The small incidental expenses of. printing, postage, &c., to bethe Bill their support, and protectig the interests of ourcharged to Canada.
seamen, as they have done in regard to every other class of I"No commission ig to be charged on the exchange orfuture purchaser
our citizens. of the currency or Consolidated Municipal Loan Fund Bonds, made on

account of, or out of the proceeds of boan, but where bonds are bougbt
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). When the Act was passed in the market the brokerage acîually paid is to be charged.

in Upper Canada it was received with great satisfaction by I"No commission is to be chargcd on the conversion of the sterling
all parties interested in shipping matters. The sailors, up 6 per cent. and 5 per cent. bonds, but brokerage of one-eighth of 1 per

cent. mayýe paid to brokers through Wihom snch conversion takes
to that time, had no remedy for obtaining their wages lnplace.z
cases where they had difficulties with the masters of vessels. In lieu ùf the commission to which the general agents would be

This.A.t wa pased a 177,but u 179 a Ac waspased ntitled, on the redemption of the outstanding sterling bonds, a com.This Act was passed in 1877, but in 1879 an Act was passed issionof per cent. it be cbarged upon the amount annually
changing its spirit by excluding from its operation vessels on invesled in the sinking fund, including the accunuhded intcrest
whieh there were mortgages prior to the passing of the Actthereon.

iMir K IRKPTIICK. et he esses bt th mot- In case any of the outetandin g bonds shall not be converted before
Mr. KRKPATRICK. Not the vessels but the mort- urity, the agents will, in sucase, entitled to commissin on

gages. their redemption (1 per cent.)Il

Mr. PATTERSON. That is the same thing. I think That is the letter of the agents acknowbedging this con-
it was a retrograde stop, and tangladt that the hon.t h munication and accepting it.
the Minister of Marine has decided to wipe out that law Sir IRICHIARD J. CAIRTWIRIGHT. J do net, however,
from the Statute-Book. I have personal experience, as noticeany express stipulation of 1 per cent. of final pay
Proctor of the Maritime Court, of the great hardship inflicted ment.
on common saibors by the operation f that Baw passed in SirLEONAeRD TILLEY. It cayset the end if they are
1879 and have aready, in former Sessions, protested against ed d rres
its continuance. have known cases in whih sailors at the T em in ea sesor ining te te

careto Caayprc.fo hipucae

end of a season did nt receive one dollar of thir wages. i e hr chae
The soonor that Iaw is repealed the botter. I nndorstand Sir RICIyARD J. CARTWRIGiT. lun case any eut-
that this Bil provides to extend te Ontario the provisions standing bonds shae poet be convorted before maturity," oes
already existing lu the Maritime Provinces lu relation te that refèr te this mode?
the summary obtaining of wages within a certain amount. Sir ILEONAIRD TILLEY. It refers te, the 1 per cent.
As we bave established a Maritime Court in Ontario, it is charged as ini former loans, unider former engagements
onby reasonable we should have the benefit of the Seamen's which we know were entered onte by O Id Canada.
Act in Ontarpo tec tho same extent as lu the Maritime Pro-e.b tbro Ofoe o
vinces.Isuppose this Act is nlyintendedtei a tom- n. m e pAiD J. Ckrto hom t f conrs itae
porary Act, if we are to judge from the rosointions passed net, without cai-eful considertehostecnadtth
in the other lieuse in relation te the unifrm" maritime juris- construction whiech the hon. Finance Minister puts wupn it,
diction iu the Dominion. lu the meantime, I think, it is a but it seemed te me te bear somo donbt as I hourd i- ead.
matter ofthe morest justice that this Act should become law. Ther wonre a lot of other securities, according to my reollem

t ion at thetime. Part of the arrangement made by Sir A. T.
Mr. MLENNkN. A most prominent feature in s Gait had rfrenco t a conversion into 5 per cents. of certain

Act is, net the question of the lien that is hebd by the saibor outstanding 6 per cents. J should think that with thcie
for his wages, but an unfortunate provision iu clause 7, that outstanding bonds, which natured ut different dates, runiging
on a seaman or other person on board such vessel making ovor several years ufter 1860, wero what we referrcd to il'
an affidavit or affirmation before a Police Magistrate, o any th's, and not the whosasum f £5 ,al00 or £6b01e 0eo
Justice of the Peace, where the vmssel is lying, that the sterling which constituted this 5 per cent. loan.

ater of such vessel is indebted thm for wages or refusesiON e.

Mr P T TE RSON Thevs at is the sae thing. I think That tis hif the agetsacnole gn ti om

te py temthevesel ay e dtaied.reuds the second letter he will soc it refers te the 62,800,Oov0
Mr. McLELAN. Pending the result of the resokition ioated ln 1860.

moved elsewhere, and the carrying ont of the intention of SrRCADJ AT RGT hs usfnit
the Governmont to make some genera Bibi applicable te Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Idof noho wvster,
the whole maritime cases of the Dominion, I simpiy propose bonds teichlled stheleattenton o1 p the on. fina ipay
to make their wages a lien on the vessel and give them the nict were colbecte telettedw ,Iith our od
right te recover that they had in the Act of 1873.se c capiloanic lnoatd embcnse s ca e duIn fhiu, t ddenth

Bii oread the second time, considered l Committee and1pere t rpe rn fo 6thar s puante
reported. the ran, as 1 read hese twR communications. e anout-

It bein Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.o judge, with only these two before me, that the pointwas
Mr.UtTILLECT.
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left undecided except as regards the several outstanding!
debts of Canada, which came in in 1864 or 1865.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Does the hon. member
recollect when the last 5 per cent. loan was issued by Old
Canada?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That was the last
one. None was issued after 1860.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. And that may- be redeemed
in 1885.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Yes.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Exactly. Then that refers

to that loan.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. As the bargain

seems to have been concluded now, I do not know that it
will affect our position materially one way or the other, but
it would affect, to some extent, the terms which the agents
had got. I would not venture, without further examination,
to pronounce a positive opinion one way or the other upon
it, but I think you had better put this on the Table.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes, I will do that. If I find
to-morrow there are any other papers I will bring them
down.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am inclined to
think that our legal friends will say that the matter was
left in abeyance, that they had neither conceded nor waived
the point. As regards that particular £50,000 or £60,000,
I remember having had considerable discussion with Sir
John Rose about it in 1874 or 1875, though whether ho pro-
duced that letter, or whether the agents produced it, I can-
not say from memory, but I know we both came to the
conclusion that the matter had been left open.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. The correspondence that has
been placed before me has not been with reference to their
right to claim 1 per cent. if they redeemed it. One point
was whether it was a contract we were bound to carry out
with them as a firm or a banking house.

On Resolution 44,
To meet expenses in procuring and taking care of

Archives............................... $5,000
In reply to Sir RIcuARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. POPE. I have directed Mr. Brymner to make

further enquiries regarding the documents in Boston, but the
appropriation is so small that it has ist so far been possible
to obtain copies of them.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I think that at
Albany aliso, valuable documents having reference to the
early struggles between the French and British colonists,
and the settlement of Upper Canada can be found. Our own
archives are singularly deficient in these respects.

Mr. BLAKE. I would suggest that there should be a
very full and ample index of the archives prepared and
carried on from year to year, and printed in some journal.
I think some sort of index or catalogue is now issued, but
it does not appear to me to be at ail as full as it ought to be.
What I propose would not be expensive, while it would be
extremely useful; so far as anything is known except to
those in the Department, these archives might as well be
sealed books altogether.

Mr. POPE. A. full and complete catalogue is now in
course of preparation.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I have been informed that the Govern-
ment of the Province of Quebec is getting copies of
all plans and maps of Old Canada which are in
the library in Boston. I have been informed that
application has been made to the Government here to obtain
a duplicate of these maps and plans, for the library or the
archives of the Dominion. Perhaps the hon. Minister could
give some information on this subject.

Mr. POPE. My attention has been Falled to this matter,
but the appropriation is so small that I am no' yet able
to devote any money to tþet purpose. I hope this year,
however, to be able to malt enquiry into this matter.

On Resolution 47,
Expenses in connection with the Census..............$60,000

Mr. ANGLIN. Does the Minister intend to make any
change in the Census returns to correspond with the gerry-
mandering of the constituencies in the Bill before the
flouse ?

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). Will the Minister not find
it convenient to publish a few volumes of the Census on
botter paper and with better binding than the Census of
171 ? If it is the same paper, it looks very bad.

Mr. POPE (Compton). It is botter.
Mr. ROSS. I would suggest a better paper and better

binding, to make the volumes appear respectable. The
United Statles work is far in advance of onrs.

Mr. POPE. We bave obtained the best paper we could
find in the country, which I think very good. The answer
to the question of the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) must depend on this House. We have distributed
one copy to each hon. member, and it is intended to give
each hon. member four as hitherto. It will take some time
to get the other copies ready. One volume has been pre-
pared much earlier than that of England or the United
States, though the Census in those countries were taken a
year earlier.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. mem ber for Gloucester enquired
whether it was proposed to gerrymander the Census in the
sanie way as the constituencies. If you have to go to three,
four or five political constituencies to get the facts in
relation to the numbers of former political units, great
difficulties will occur. Had the Administration always
continued the course of dealing with the municipal
organization as the units for electoral purposes, that diffi-
culty would, perhaps, not have been so marked. But we
have now neither political nor, in the units proposed to be
used in any sense, municipal units, so that we have really
no means whatever, without very considerable time and
trouble, of applying any unit of any size larger than a town-
ship or town, and ilearning what the statistical facts of the
Census are.

Mr. POPE. It must be understood that the Census was
taken in April of last year, which will account for the non-
appearance of certain names and facts which would be
included in any Census taken at present.

Mr. BLAKE. I pointed out that the redistribution was
not arranged on the principle of counties, but on the prin-
ciple of ridings, and as the ridings have to be all changed
we have neither counties nor ridings.

Mr. POPE. The Census having been taken in April of
last year could not refer to any divisions of constituencies
that have been made since.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly not.
Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman will find that every

village or municipality has been enumerated and dealt with
in proper form.

Mr. BLAKE. My suggestion was that they should be
aggregated with reference to one or other of two sets of
aggregations in force in the Province-one set is the county
aggregation, and the other set is the Federal political aggre-
gation. We have had them here before in the Federal
politieal aggregation of ridings or political districts. We
have now not one of them in that form, or in the county
form either; and unless something is done to remedy the
difficulty, much trouble and expense will be the resuilt in
working the new soheme.
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On Resolution 39,

To meet expenses connected with health statistics.. $10,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH T. With respect to this
however excellent the object may be, there seems to bc
very considerable divergence of opinion among the mem
bers of the medical profession in this House in regard t<
the utility of this vote. If I am not mistaken, many
asserted no good results will flow from it. The hon
Minister himself had no very clear idea as to what value h<
could get for the money. He spoke of the vote as being
experimental, and said he was going to confer with th<
Medical Council and ascertain what they would do. Has
the hon. gentleman any further information on the subject

Mr. POPE. I have no further information than what ]
gave when the item was first brought down. The Medica
Board said that if a certain amotint were placed at their
dispo'sal they could collect health statisties much cheaper
thari we. They will submit a plan for approval.

On Resolution 51,
Quarantine........,.......... ...... ................. ,.............. $68,266

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. With respect to
cattle quarantines in the West, have the sites been fully
determined ?

MIr. POPE. One will ho at Sarnia. It is possible there
may be anotber one, but I am very loth to have another if
we can avoid it. If we do it will be in a place.where it can
be run very cheaply, and will be for a short time in the
year.

On Resolution 128,
To provide for one year's subsidy, to be granted

at the rate of $50,000 per annum, to 11ne of
steamers to trade between Canada and Wtst
Indies and Brazil, provided a like amount be
paid by the Brazilian Government........... $50,000

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A steamer belonging to this

lino left -Halifax in February, I think. The Brazilian
Government have formally agreed to pay the subsidy on
their part.

Sir RICHA RD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is the hon. gentie-
man aware, at this moment, whether any formal communi.
cation on the subject has been addressed by the Brazilian
Government to Her Majesty's Government?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot say positively. if
the bon. member wishes I will allow that to stand.

On Resolution 131,
Subsidy to steamer between Campbellton and Gaspé,

and intermediate ports....................$,00

Mr. ANGLIN. Has anything been <one towards pro.
viding for this accommodation ?

Mr. MeLELAN. Arrangements are being completed
for placing a fortnightly steamer upon that service.

Mr. ANGLIN. This is a matter of much interest-to a
large population. I endeavored, two or three years ago, to
induce the Government to have these boats run also on the
other side of the Baie des Chaleurs occasionally, where there
is a large population far removed from a lino of railway,
and to whom the regular running of a steamboat during the
season would be a very great advantage. Some attempts
were made to create a trade, which were not very successful.
t think, at the time, Parties tendering asked a higher um for
this additiona service than the overnment were willing to
give. As it is a matter of great interest to a large population
in that part of the country,[ would ask the Minister,whenever
he does open negotiations on this matter, to turn his atten-
tion to that part of the subject, and make provision for
supplying a pressing want to 15,000 or 20,000 people. If

Mr. BLAKm.

they were afforded facilities they could do a mach larger
trade than they do at present.

Mr. McLELAN. Complairnts have been made that the
steamers put on the route ist year were not sufficient for
the work, and negotiations are about closed with a view to
get a better boat to run in summer, to be succeeded in
autumu by a screw boat.

Mr. ANGLIN. I speak mainly for the purpose of
directing the Minister's attention to the claims of this
particular portion of the population on the main shore, who
were really neglected in the old arrangement, the object
seeming to be merely to accommodate Gaspé and Bona-
ven ture. It is of great importance a boat should run there
as late in the season as possible, because there is there a
large quantity of fish and other produce waiting to be taken
to market. I trust the hon. Minister will look at both sides
of the Bay with an impartial eye, desirous, as I hope he is,
of promoting the public service and affording facilities to
all classes and parties and sections of the country. I find
the necessity for this service is quite as great on one side of
the Baie des Chaleurs as it is on the other.

On Resolution 132,
For steam communication from Port Mulgrave, at

the terminus of the Eastern Extension Rail-
way, to East Bay, Cape Breton...................... $6,000

Mr. BORDEN. I desire some information from the
Government with respect to this item. An offer was made
to perform this service for $4,000 by Cap. LBeaty, a man
who has run a steamboat in that locality for a long time.
This offer was made to the Government last year and
-efused. The Government employed a steamboat from

Quebec, and brought her to this locality to porform the
service, for $6 ,00. The ves3el went there late in June and
left in October, and complaints have been made that the
service was not efficiently performed. I understand this
year the same offer was made to perform the service for
$i,000 by the same party. I would like to know from the
Government why that offer was refused. The service
should have been offered to tender. It is said there are
some political reasons wby the members of the county of
Cape Breton did not care to give the contract to Capt. Beaty;
but certainly the public interests should not suffer to such
an extent for this reason. The service should be offered to
public competition, as I have said, as is done in other cases.
I believe, for example, the service at Gaspé is offered to
public competition; and the mail service to which I have
referred should be placed in a like position. I should like
to know from the hon. Minister whether an offer was made
last year to perform the service for $4,000, and why it was
refused; and whether the same offer was repeated this
year and refused; and whether any arrangement has been
made for the service during the present season, and if so,
to whom has it been given ?

Mr. McLELAN. This matter is under the management
of the Postmaster-General. I know of no such offer.

Resolution ordered to stand.
On Resolution 134,

For steam communication between Halifax.and.t.
Pierre ....... i c.........n...........-. ....................... $2,000

In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,
Sir LEONARD TILLE Y. There can be no doubt

the position of St. Pierre is a very embarrassing
one to the Dominion, and especially to te hon. Minister
of Customs, whose duty it is to see Ithat goods are
not brought in without paying duty. This is one of the
points from which it is difficult to prevent the introduction
of smuggled goods, but arrangements have been made whicb
have decreased the quantity largely. When the vote wa8
first given it was for $4,000, butit has since been reduced tO
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$2,000. There is a larger trade between Nova Scotia and
this Island than is supposed. During the summer a large
quantity of cattle and agricultural produce were sent over
from Cape Breton and different parts of Nova Scotia, and
business has considerably increased. The trouble has arisen
with sailing vessels over which the Government has no
control; and although the Minister of Customs has had
secret agents on the Island to report the vessels which left
with a cargo on board, it is quite evident that the existence
of the steamboat lino has nothing to do with the prevalence
of smuggling.

On Resolution 135,
To provide for a subsidy of $1,500 a voyage for

voyages of steamers from Prince Edward
Island to Great Britain or Continental Ports.. $7,600

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I desire to ask the
Government how long is the arrangement with the Montreal
Steamship Company, and what is their intention in regard
to renewing it.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The arrangements made by
the owners of that lino with regard to the landing of freight
were not very satisfactory last year, but they are in a more
satisfactory condition at the present moment; and the
agreement is terminable at one year's notice.

Mr. ANGLIN. Last year, in making enquiry as to the
growth and progress of the cattle trade in the Lower Provin-
ces, of one who is largely interested, 1 was sur-
prised to learn that shippers found great diffi-
culty in getting accommodation on the Allan
lino, and had to engage room a long time in advance.
He told me that he had to pay a rate, I think, of 10s.
sterling bigher-at Halifax than could be obtained at Boston.
If these steamers were doing an ordinary business in their
own way we would not perhaps have a right to complain.
It might be said that competition would regulate it, but
when we subsidize this ne so largely, I think we have
some right to interpose in the matter and ask that the rates
imposed on our own people for the shorter voyage may be
at least no higher than the American charge on the longer
voyage.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I know nothing about the
charges on cattle. The charges I referred to were those
for froight on goods delivered in Halifax and the freight on
goods delivered in Boston. There was a great distinction
and great dissatisfaction resulted, but I believe this has been
remedied. I did hear, last year, that the difficulty
exporienced by shippers of cattle from the lower
ports was that space was engaged ahead at
a high figure by certain parties, and that if
other parties wished to ship they made them pay
high prices, but before the season was half over
the prices fell completely, so that the Allans and other
steamers roduced their rates 33J per cent. on the cattle
shipped in their boats. My impression was that the
difficulties which arose in this connection had been removed,
and I am a little surprised to hear the hon. gentleman say
that they charge more at Halifax than at Boston. It may
be so, but the circumstances as they were presented to me,
led me to suppose that they woald have been glad to take
cattle at almost any price at the close of the season.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am speaking of the early part of the
season.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think that arrangements
have been made now by which a large portion of the freight
passes over the Intercolonial instead of going to Boston over
the American lines.

Mr. McLELAN. The facilities for shipping cattle at
ilalifax during the past year have been largely increased,
and the improvements will now compare favorably with
those of any other port in the Dominion.

Mr. MILLS. If cattle can be shipped at Boston at
10-. a bead cheaper tban at Halifax, that is a good
reason for going there, and the superior accommodation at
Halifax will not secure the traffic over the Intercolonial
as long as the subsidizod steamers prefer the traffic at
American ports.

Mr. ANGLIN. The shipper whom I mentioned com-
plained loudly of the difficulty ho experienced in getting
space, and said that this hardship was calculated to prevent
the growth of the cattle trade in the Lower Provinces.

On Resolution 137,
For the providing of a steamer to replace the

Glendon............... ............ $30,000

Sir RIC ELARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is the vessel named
the Fox Round which I see mentioned as the one which is to
take the place of the Glendon?

Mr. McLELAN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What sort of a

steamer is it, and what did the hon. gentleman do with the
Glendon ?

Mr. McLELAN. The Glendon was offered at tender,
and the tender was accepted at between $4,000 and $5,000.
She was condemned by the inspector. The Fox Round is an
iron vessel employed in the fishery service. She was pur-
chased in England and is now at Quebec for repairs.

On Resolution 141,
Expenses in connection with Canadian registration

of shipping..............................................
Mr. ANGLIN.

There was an old
strictly Canadian
abandoned.

$500

ias this item any meaning at all ?
idea at one time about establishing a
system of classification, but that was

Mr. McLELAN. This is in connection with the
measurement and registration of shipping.

On Resolution 152,
Grant for Meteorological observations, ineluding

instruments and cost of telegraphing weather
warnings..................... ........ $40,000

Mr. CASEY. I hope the hon. Minister has arranged for
a more thorough system of weather warnings for agricul-
tural purposes than has heretofore been in force. The
warnings have been issued at too late an hour in the morn-
ing and have not arrived at their destination until all good
farmers are at work; and they have not been issued to a
sufficient number of telegraph offices. They should be
issued to all the telegraph offices in the country. If these
warnings are worth anything, they are worth millions of
money to the farmers, and I think the least that could be
done would be to give them the benefit of the warnings
during the months of harvest.

Mr. MoLELAN. It is the hope of the Department to
increase the service, and to give fuller, earlier and more
frequent reports than hitherto. I am afraid we have not
asked quite enough money to perform all that the hon.
gentleman asks, but additional information will be given,
and this valuable service will be gradually extended.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The evidence sub-
mitted by the weather observers in the ~United States tends
to show that the great storms, lasting for several days, are
usually indicated for a considerable time before their
approach, and I have no doubt those in charge of this
Department could similarly furnish information which
would be of incalculable value to the farmers. Who is sup-
posed to supervise the distribution of this money ?

Mr. McLELAN. The distribution is submitted by Mr.
Garpmael and his officers to the Department and sanctioned
here.
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Mr. CASEY. The weather is not reported in sufficienti

detail to be of any use in some parts of the country. The
lake region is the smallest division covered by the reports,
and in the summer, during harvest, the weather may be
very different at different points i this region. Severe
thunder storms sometimes rage in one part of Ontario, while

laces not far distant are free from them. I think it would
e well to ask the weather office to define when po8sible

with greater particularity the districts likely to be visited
by storms, say, for instance, eastern, central, western, or
northern Ontario, and to ask those officers, when they can,
to predict the general weather for a week in advance. That
would be very useful to the farmers. It is often within the
knowledge of the weather officers what the character of the
weather for the next few days may be. They should try to
give a longer forecast than for the next twenty-four hours
only.

On Resolution 114,
Manitoba,.............................. .... . ...... $13,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I wanted to know
whetber any steps had been taken to ascertain whether
Lake Winnipeg, which lies north of the country adjacent to
Winnipeg, cannot be permanently lowered. A very large
portion of the country immediately surrounding it bas been
for a year or two flooded, and was formerly supposed to
be of very considerable value. An examination was made, I
believe, and reports were handed into the Government. It
would be of some interest to know what the opinion of the
Government is as to the possibility of draining those lands.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think the hon, gentleman
is quite right with reference to some enquiry having been
made, and I think the hon. the Minister of Public Works
reported that he thought it desirable to make some further
enquiry before asking for a sum of money to carry on the
improvements that might be found necesary after full
investigation.

On Resolution 158,
Indian achools in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick..................... . $9,800
Mr. ANGLIN. Where are those new schools in New

Brunswick to be?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. One of them is at Indian

village, above Fredericton, one in the neighborhood of
Burnt Church, and the other is in the northern part of the
Province-I do not recollect the locality.

On Resolution 176,
To reimburse D. H. Waterbury for loss sustained by

his removal from the St. John post ofice...........$4,500
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I thought that item

was to be altered in shape.
Mr. McLELAN. The change was made back again. It

was thought the alteration would give it all to the lawyers.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. The objection was

this: that it is proposed to reimburse this gentleman for
losses sustained by his removal from the post office. A
good deal of objection was taken to placing in the Supply
Bill a statement that we recognized the principle of reim-
bursing any man, appointed during pleasure, for the loss of
his office.

Mr. ANGLIN. Would it not be better to say it was a
gratuity-put it in soma shape that would not commit us to
a dangerous principle ?

Item amended by striking out the words "for loss
sustainedbyhis removal from the St. John post office."

On.Resolution 182,
To meet expenus under the Act respecting the

adulteration of food.................$10O,00
ur. MOaux,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Are there no other
points at which analyses are made than Montreal, Toronto
and Halifax ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They are made at these
places and at Quebec and St. John.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I suppose the
analyses are purely voluntary ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think they are.
Mr. ANGLIN. I suppose there is no policy of restraining

dealers from selling impure articles?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It would be very expensive

to have persons visiting every part of the Dominion for
that purpose.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It seems to me that this is a matter
which is entirely within the province of the Local Legisla.
tures, and I think the Government should consider the
advisability of expunging this item altogether from the
Estimates.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have never heard the right
of the Government to deal with it questioned before.

Mr. MACKENZIE. We discussed the question years
ago. We might as; well undertake to examine the quality
of leather to sec if it is fit to make shoes.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have inspectors of flour,
Ieather, and fish and other articles of that kind, and I sup-
pose this would come in the same category.

Mr. MILLS. It used to be the custom to have reports of
the analyses of sugar sent to the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment. I would like to know if any such report has been
made lately, and if it has, whether it will be brought down.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am not aware of any such
report.

Mr. MACKENZIE I have observed that the Inapector
in Toronto has occasionally advertised the results of his
inspection, in some of the local papers, showing the quanti-
ties of adulteration found in the various articles of food he
inspected.

On Resolution 180,
Weights and Measureo, and Ga................$76,000

Mr. ANGLIN. What is the explanation of the decrease
of $6,350 in this item?

Mr. BOWELL. The Minister of Inland Revenue has
found that there were more officers than were required to
do the workand he has been steadily decreasing the expendi-
ture in that particular by not filling vacancies when they
occurred, and by promoting members of the Weights and
Measures branch to that of the Excise.

Mr. MILLS. At an early period of the Session, I called
attention to the manner in which the duties on imported
articles are collected, and I mentioned two or three cases
which had come under iny notice. Mr. James Dougall
bought some nursery trees in the United States for
the purpose of increasing his assortment, and reported
to the Department that ho had purchased them
at the same price at which they were sold
to the wholesale dealers at the nursery, and the answer he
said he received from the Department was that there Were
other nurseries in the United States where a higher price
was asked for trees of the same sort. I also referred to the
importation of mills for grinding sorghum and of vacuum
pans which were purchased at gincinnati. Upon enquiry,
I ascertained that the Canadian purchasers of these articles,
Mr. Patterson and other-farmers in the West, who wished
to make experiments as to the profitableness of engaging in
this sort of agriculture, and. the statement they made to me
was that the ustomis omcer.at Amherstburg had charged
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them duties on an increased value on the articles, that thoy Mr. BOWEIL. Th3 hon. gentleman will seo the diff-
objected to his valuation, that an appraiser was sont for culties that prosentod thcrnslvos to the collectors in the
who valued them at a higher price than was actually paid cases to whi:h ho basjust i'forroI. The are, it îs
for them, and thatthey were not only charged the duty on true, sonne manufacturers of a particular article Who wili
this additional price, but wero fined for not having agreedgsol at les than othors. Thoie wa;, for in3tance, the case
to the arbitrary valuation fixed by the Customs officer. of the in!nrtttion by tho Canadian Pacific Jailway of a
Since then, the parties have forwarded to me the affidavits large number of locomotivos -vhich were entcrod ata certain
of the manufacturer and the shipper, which I sent to the prico. Ail the evideaco that coald b o wai to the
Department, and I have not yet been informed what action effect that those ongines cost the Canadian Pacific Riilway
lias been taken on the matter. It appears to me that this $9,500,ouiy. Atthetirotheywereimportedwvhadentrios
is not the way to encourage higher agriculture. The hon. for the saine sized engines precisoly, siwd fira-boxes
Minister of Customs may be able to tell us now what course andy and, as fln' as an invoice could indicate, of the
he intends to adopt with reference to importations of this sama character, from another manuf.actory, bowover, nt
kind. $14,000. The collecter stopped the enginos in transmission,

Mr. OWEL. he oins bougt bfor th liuseand although ery evidence possible was proiucod to showMr. BOWELL. The points brought before the House 1
by te hn. gntinnu nveve te wole uesionthe actuai value to the importer was 89,500, they wereby the hon. gentleman involve the whole question icesdt)$100oc o uyfrterao htta

of the Customs laws as they exist, the duty of theiasto i rkeac hr ty ftheeotatita
officers, and the principles involved in that law. The hon. fromsthe Uair edrktalue attertimo of thex rtion
raember for Bothwell complains that Mr. Dougall of Wind-
sor, who had bought trses in the United States, imported coste its value for duty la that ut the time it was exported.
them in' Canada; that he paid the ordinary market price in Ar. MILLS. Supposingth-e price hal diminished, would
the UJnited States, but that the Customs officer or appraiser the Government bave made a corresponding reduction?
in i Ianada had decided they were undervalued, and set a new Mr. BOWELL. Cortainly. I ar surprised that a gen-
value upon thein and charged duty accordingly. Thon it tiera i who pays so mach attention te the business of this
appears the samo course was pursued in retrenco to the IIousc, doos not rornomber that during last Session 1 intro-
question of vacuum pans and cane mills, and that the dccc an amendrnent to the Customs Act, which provided
importer demurred to the valuation put on the article by for this very case. Uder tho Act introluced by the lato
the collector. In that case the law provides that in case of a Governunt.neallewance couid bc made for reductioa of
dispute of that kind, appraisers shall be appointed who are price ovon shoali an article have gone down 50 per cent.
acquainted with the value of the article to be appraised, and before it was exportod, while if the price vent up the duty
also that such appraisement shall be final, aid if it be 20 per xas charged on tbeoincreasod value. I believed this was
cent. higher than the price at which the article was entered, not fir te the imp)rter, and introducod an amendmont te
the importer shall be subject to a return of the extra amount rornedy this injusice. As to the case in question, we
of duty imposed on the article. If those appraisers were arrive ut as correct a calculation of the actual value as
'ipointed, and the value of the article 20 per cent. higher possible. We have cataloguos and price lista of ail the
taan the price at which it was entered, the law itself nurseryron in the United SLates, who seli to this country,
imposes the fine; nor doos the law give the power cxtoudiug as far west as Delaware ln the Southera States.
to the collector or Head of the Department to Porlaps the hon, gentleman wil hocsurprised to learu that
remit that fine unless there be extenuating circum- rany manufacturers have an expert price l and a price
stances. From the facts that were stated by the hon. lisL for home consumption. lu this case we have to mako
member for Bothwell, which, I have no doubt, ho related a comparison alvays finding the expert list rnneh lower than
as ho heard them, the collector has not gone beyond his the price for selling to their own people. They have a very
duty.. The Department in Ottawa has nothing to do with perféct system of paying drawbacks in the United States,
this question, unless it be brought before it on appeal from and the manufacturera can afford te soi te foreigu markets
the collector's decision. In such case the Department will le3s the ameut of the drawback, and niake as mudl roney
take all the necessary stops to ascertain the actual value of as by solling in.thoir ewn conntry. With regard te trees
the article as far as possible. Frequently, however, people w have tried teetablish a uniforra price fer certain
will go to the United States and purchase articles which qualities and standards. If Mr. Dougail las suffered ln this
come into competition with the manufactures of Canada at case, and if any evidence ho preduced that ho has been
much lower rates than they are sold for ini that market improperly treatof, justice will be doue te him.
for home consumption; that is not the fair value on which Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I have ne doubt Mr.
te levy the Canadian duties, but the value at which thestatements are correct. Mr. Dougaîl was annoyed
articles are sold to the home consumer. That is the principle at the maune' in whidh bis communicatio
on which all Customs duties are levied. Mr. Dougall may mont was answerod, and]h- did net press the matter because
have purchased at lower prices than was charged American ho did net n the amount involved was of sufficient
purchasers; but whether the vacuum pans can be classedimportance te carry on the correspondence. I have ne
under that head or not, I am not prepared to say. doubt, if iL had boon brought unlor the notice of the hon.

Mr. MILLS. I think the hon. gentleman has scarcely Miister et Customs himsoîf, the arneunt would have beo
apprehended my observations with referenco to therofunded. ur
trees. I stated that the price Mr. Dougall paid was ally se, that a mase woit known as ho is, whose respecta-
the price universally paid in the United States, and that bUity and credibility are beyond question, should have
whether those nurserymen were charging a higher price rocoived the uncourteous answer ho received whon ho flrst
in the United States seemed beside the question ; that themade lis complaint.
law was complied with; that thecane millsandvacuum pans MESSAGE PROM 1115EXCELLENCY.
manufactured by this Company were sold to thoir American
customers at the same price charged Mr. Patterson, and 5h' LEONARD TILLEY presentod two Mer3ages from
that it did not seem to me that the Minister of Customrs or us Excellency the Governer Goneral.
bis officer were at liberty to go beyond that price, assume 1Mr. SPEAKER road the Messages as follows
they were entered below their value, and charge what ho LoNu.
considered was the proper amount of duty upon the value The Governor General trs.smits to the Bouse of Commous, the addi-
which ho chose te conuider the correct one. tionae Suprlementary Edtimates el' tth amouas recired for the Serrice
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of Canada, for the year ending 30th June, 1882 ; and in accordance
with the provisions of "The British North America Act, 1867," he
recommends these Estimates to the flouse of Commons.
GoVERNMENT EoUsE,

OTTAWÀ, 4th May, 1882.

LoBiîz.
The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, Supple-

mentary Estimates of sums required for the Service of the Dominion, for
the year ending 30th June, 1883; and in accordanco with the provisions
of "The British North Americ% Act, 1867," he recommends these
Estimates to the House of Commons.
GOVERNMENT HoUsE,

OTTWÂ, 4th May, 1882.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the Messages, with
the accompanying Estimates, be referred to the Committee
of Supply,

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:50 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 5th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PAmEs .

I1NSOLVENT BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES AND
TRADING CORPORATIONS.

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved the second reading of Bill
(No. 145) respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance Companies
and Trading Corporations. He said: There are two saient
features in this Bill, by explaining which I explain the
whole Bill. In the Act of 187à, there are provisions for the
discharge of debtors but none for the discharge of insolvent
banks, insurance and trading companies A year ago Mr.
Chamberlain, in a speech in the House of Commons, Eng-
land, on presenting a Bill relating to Insolvency, poined
out abuses flowing from the Insolvency Laws which are
similar to those tb.t exist here; that is, that what is every-
body's business is nobody's business, and by leaving to the
creditors the entire control of insolvents estates, they, trust-
ing to one another, did nothing, and the whole business went
from bad to worse. He suggested that Parliament should
take some control from the creditors and give it to a Court.
There are important differences between the law of insol-
vency which we adopted in 1875 and this Bill. This Bill
applies to insolvent banks, insurance companics and trading
corporations, and the proceedings in it are those set forth in
the English Act of 1879, and in our old Insolvent Law of 1875,
with this difference, that there is no discharge to be granted
to insolvent corporations as there is under the Insolvent
Law, and the control of the assets is placed more in the hands
of a council of Judgos than in those of creditors.

Mr. BLAKE. The distinction the hon. gentleman makes is
onlya formai ono, because under the old Insolvent Law, when
dealing with an insolvent corporation of any description, the
assignee gets everything that can be got, including the
liabilities of shareholders to pay up the stock in full, There
is, therefore, nothing to discharge the company from because
there is nothing more to be got. The corporation being
left without any assets, bas nothing whatever left which
would enable it to subsist any longer, therefore the dis-
charge is immaterial. I did not exactly catch the measure
of control which the hon. gentleman proposes to give to the
Judges over the assignee or the assets of corporations;
but I quite agree that one of the difficulties in
Insolvent Laws in all countries, is the apathy and negleet
of the creditors. If the hon. gentleman bas succeeded in
finding a method by which that great difficulty, inherent inJ

Ul.r. Spz,&A R.

human nature, may be removed, ho will prove himself a
benefactor to his country, in giving us a sample legis.
lation which, I am sure, will be extensively copied in ail
parts of the world.

Mr. OUIMET. I would like to know from the hon.
Minister if in these insurance companies, mutual insurance
companies arc comprised. We have in Quebec, as in Ontario,
a lot of these mutual insurance companies, and in some
cases where they have been put into liquidation in con-
formity with some Local Act, it has beon decided that the
Local Acts are unconstitutional. In the third clause, I
would suggest that mutual insurance companies ho
included, and in the commercial joint stock companies I
would suggest that building societies, incorporated in
conformity with the Dominion or Local Act, be included.
It will be easily seen that wben these companies, although
incorporated by a Provincial Legislature, are insolvent, it
romains with us to deal with them. I would suggest that
building societies be included in the operation of the Act.
That would be a great relief to the business community in
Montreal and the whole Dominion, I think, because at pre-
sent we bave no power to deal with these insolvent com-
panies. Ail that is requirod is simply to mention these
companies in the Act.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I think my hon. friend is correct as
to mutual insurance companies, but I do fnot think it wouild
be well to include building societies. I always looked upon
building societies as essentially civil corporations, since
their business consists in civil contracts and loaning moneys.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). I am glad tho hon.
Minister is willing to amend the Act, so as to apply
it to mutual companies; but I believe the roason ho
has given for not including building societies, is not a sound
one. I admit that tbey are civil corporations, but when
this Act provides for the winding up of insolvent corpora-
tions, it ought to include building societies as well, over
whom we have undoubted jurisdiction. Within the last
few years a great number of building societies have become
insolvent, and considering the great advantages which this
Bill affords for winding up insolvent corporations, civil or
commercial, I think it is very desirable, indeed, in tbe
-nterest of the community, that this Act should also apply
to building societies.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I cannot agreewith the hon. member
that because building societies are civil corporations they
must fall under ourjurisdiction whon tbey become insolvent.
That question has been decided otherwise by the Courts. In
1867, the Quebec Parliament passed an Act relating
exclusively to commercial insolvencies, the proper word for
which, in French, is de corpfiture. It w-as for the windingup
of civil corporations. Actions were taken under the Act,
and the Superior Court maintained that it was constitutional.
Appeal was taken to the Court of Queen's Bench, which
declared the Act unconstitutional. It was thon taken to
England, and the Privy Council declared that the Quebec
Parliament had a right to legislato on these matters pre-
cisely because these corporations were of an exclusively
civil nature.

Mr. GIROUARD. The Dominion Act was not
an Act to provide for the insolvency of building
societies, it was only to provido for the winding up of
building societies, a very different case. We have juris-
diction over civil or legal corporations, the moment oUr
action has reforence to the insolvency of these civil corpor-
ations, and the case cited by the bon. Minister bas no appli-
cation whatever to a Bill like this, which provides for the
winding up ofinsolvent corporations, and should;I believe,
also apply to building societies.

Mr. BLAKE.
Jacques Cartier.

I quite agree with the hon. member for
I think the distinction is obvious. With
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reference to any corporation over which the Local Legisla.
ture has jurisdiction at all, it has jurisdiction for the volun-
tary winding up of such corporation; because the voluntary1
winding up may take place even when the corporation is
solvent. It makes no matter what is the character of the
corporation, if i is a corporation you can provide for its
insolvency just as we could provide for winding up the
insolvency of any company engaged in trade. We have
absolute jurisdiction over insolvency, not only trade insol-
vency, but insolvency generally, and if we choose to extend
our Insolvency Law to persons who are not traders it would
be quite right. If we extend it to any class.ofthe community
which incur debts at all, it would be within our jurisdiction,
because if these corporations, no matter what their character,
incur debts, we can provide for their winding up.

Mr. ABBOTT. It seems tome thore are important points
to be provided for in this Act, in the general winding up of
corporations. I see it is called in this Act " to liquidate,"
and, so far as I understand the Bill, this liquidator is
appointed by the Judge, without any consultation with any
one, without any consideration for the wishes of the
creditors or the shareholders. Now, if am right in that
respect, I think it would be a mistake to give to the Judge
unlimited jurisdiction to appoint whon ho likes to so
important an office. As for the liquidation of these large
companies, I would call the attention of the hon. Minister
to that point, and ask him to considor how far ho
can arrange so that the wishes and the interests
of the shareholders and the creditors, or of either of them,
can be consulted in the appointment of the liquidator.
That, I think, lis one of the most important features of the
Bill. Its efficiency will depend greatly upon the impar-
tiality and the good judgment of the person appointei to
wind up the affairs of a company in liquidation. It does
not appear to me, as the Bill now stands, that there is
sufficient provision for acquainting the Judge as to who is
the person or company that can most efficiently perform
the functions of liquidator. I quite agree with the hon.
member for West Durham with reference to the jurisdiction
of this Parliament; I think we have a perfect right to make
provision for the winding up of any person or company
who may become insolvent.

Motion agreed to; and Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee and reported.

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY.

Mr. STEPHENSON moved:
That inasmuch as certain niembers were delayed on their way to

attend the present Session of Parliament, by reason of travel being
unusually obstructed by snowstorms, such members be not deprived of
their indemnity allowance for the time so lost, and that they specify
Buch time, in their declaration of attendance.

Motion agreed to.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

On Resolution 69,
Canadian Pacifie Railway, Prinie Arthur's

Landing to Red River....................... $1,067,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I think, with respect
to this item, some information was to have been given]
on the amount of trestle work and otlior matters of that
kind.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think the hon. the Minister stated
that, as nearly as ho could remember from conversation
with the engineer, there was about a mile of this trestle
work, but he said he would give more accurate information
on Concurrence.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that I have looked
into the matter, and find that instead of having at all
increased, the amount of trestie work which was originally
estimated between Kaministiquia and Selkir' has been
greatly reduced, and the amount of square timber has been
reduced by a very large amount. The amount of trestle
work has been reduced on section 15, and it has been
increased on sections A and B.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The exact inerease you are not pre-
pared to state.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I had a table prepared, which
I cannot now place my hand upon, giving the quantities of
the different kinds of work as estimated in the first instance,
and as they stand at present, and [ will lay that upon thp
Table for the information of the lion. gentleman.

Sir R[CHARID J. CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. Minis-
ter state whether this trestle work is now concentrated in
a small number of places ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is applied to a number of
places to a much larger extent than was originally intended,
but the character of the road as a whole is greatly improved.
I may say that the Chief Engineer will be only too happy to
show any hon. gentleman who will call at the office the
plans and specifications for the whole of this work as
originally devised, and the plans and specifications showing
how the whole work is now being constructed, and the lion.
inember for Lambton will sce that they bear out the state-
ment I have made as to the character of the road being
greatly improved.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The net result, however, is simply
this, that the trestle work on section 15 is reduced $250,000,
while it is increased on sections A and B $650,O00, that is,
there is $400,000 more of trestle work than the original
contracts provided for.

On Resolution 78,
Subsidy-Canadian Pacific Railway................ $8,500,000

Mr. RYKERT. Before this item is concurrad in, I desire
to make a few observations in reference to the Pacifie
Railway. During ihe last Session of Parliament, hon,
gentlemen on the other side of the House found a great
deal of fault with the contract which was brought down to
this House in reference to the Canadian Pacific Railway. A
large number of resolutions, in the shape of amendments,
were formulated by hon. gentlemen opposite, in which they
attempted to show, among other things, that the effect of
that contract would be to create a great monopoly ii the
country. They referred particularly to the fact that the
Government were exempting that road from a very large
amount of taxation, and certain hon. gentlemen placed those
exemptions at a very fabulous amount. The reason I bring
up this question now is, that the louse and the country
may ascertain the exact position bon. gentlemen opposite
occupy in reference to this matter. I do so particularly
because I find these hon. gentlemen circulating throughout
the length and breadth of this Dominion a quantity ofcam-
paign literature, which, in my judgment, conveys te the
people of this country a very large amount of trash. There
are statements made in these documents which are not
borne out by the facts, and I desire to show the country
what kind of gentlemen there are on that side of the
House who are attempting to educate the people.
It was said that the result of this contract, if
ratified by the House, would be to create a great monopoly.
That cry, I think, has now about ceased. lion. gentlemen
are shifting thoir sails, and endeavoring to find out some
other cry on which to found their case. Instead of being a
monopoly, instead of holding the land at a fabulous price,
instead of retarding settlenwent and preventing the settler
from enjoying that prosperity which he ought to enjoy, we
find that the Pacifie Railway Company, as a matter of their
own salvation, are compe'led to sell their 14n4 at a very
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moderato price, and are endeavoring to bring settlers irnto of $5,000,000, or a difference of $4,498,050. Thon,
the country. We find that certain prophecies made by hon. again, those gentlemen state that the amount they save
gentlemen opposite have not been fulfilled. On the contrary, by the exemption of the road and the capital
the result shows that the Government, in adopting that con- stock, forever, was $7,250,000. On the occasion of my
tract, were legislating in the right direction. Now, it seems addressing the louse last year, I pointed out that they
very singular that these bon. gentlemen, who themselves, in were stating what lhey knew perfectly well were not the
the early part of their Administration, were committed to facts. However, in my absence, having been obliged to
the exemption of the land of that railway from taxation, ]eave the louse, when the vote came up the hon. member
should now make such a cry against this Government for for North Norfolk estimated the exemptions would amount
taking the same course. I think I will be able satisfictorily to between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000. I had previously
to show the House, and the country through the House, that shown they would not amount to over $160,000 if the annual
these hon. gentlemen are playing the part of political payment was capitalized at 6 per cent, and the land valued
hypocrites when they are professing to show such great at $12.14 per acre. I am going to show that the hon. gentle-
alarm becau e this Government are exempting the lands of men were mistaken. I will assume there are 1,000 miles of
that road from taxation. In one of these celebrated sheets, road built by this Company, which is perhaps excessive, and
one of which I find issued by the second lieutenant on that that it is 200 feet wide, which would give a total amount of
side of the House, the hon. member for West Elgin (1r. land cf 32,000 acres, 1 xiii estimate that land at $2 an acre.
Casey), I find the extraordinary statement that the country The hon. member for North Norfolk last year stated that-
is going to lose $5,000,000 by the exemption from duty ofJ1amnsorry I was net present te contradict-tbat the
rails, cars, engines, lumber, wire, and alil other material. property cfa raiiway company should be assessed at its
Now, Sir, these hon. gentlemen know that that state- cost price. Why, nny person familiar with the municipal
ment is not correct; because they cannot be ignorant law cf this country knows that you have te assess the
of the plain words of the contract. They know that there railway land at the price of the land adjoinintc. 'hat i8
is no exemption on cars or engines. So far as the cars and the law cf Ontario, which it may ho assumed isthe strongest
engines are concerned, a very material portion of the possible law, against the Company; and it may alse ho
stock of the Company, tbey are nat exempt from laxaticn. assumed that in the North-West Territry ther will h
Howevcr, in order te blindfTld the elhctors, they place on Provinces estarblished which w;l have the p wer cf taxatio ,
record the fiâct that the exemptions would amount te and whose municipal law will o largely based on the law
85,000,000 for rails, cars, engines and tumber. I proprose of Ontario. According to thi law, every railway cei-
now tecal into t'Lie witness box, the leader cf the Opposi- prUY must annually deliver to the Govrnment a memo-
tion, to show that that statement is wrong fromtho very randum showing the quantity o f land taken, and fixing the
commencement. Iu the debate iast year, in enumerating price by th atverage quantiyof the land in the neighbor.
thoso different exemptions that hon, gentleman carefully hoed; so the only property taxed is the land itsolfeThe
analyzed the wholo question, and wound up by siug that rails and capintalstock are not taxed, althongh the campaig
the total hf hoe exemptions would amount tea$x1,000,000 shoets states the capital stock will hobtaxed.1 challenge
-and ho wvs vry particulr ti is enumeration. 'fhe the writers teprove that statment, wich they know is
llrst item is the exemption on t h count of rails, which evero- nut truc. Thesyalso, that they have a right teo tax the
body know are exempt te every railwy for a cotain ti, cai's and other things. Now, section 29 of the Asssment
t believe for another year frotmthis date. ft te assumed Law cf Ontariw ovides that the personal propyrtyo f any
thoe timenwold expire on the lst e January, 12, and incorporated company sha net bo assesscd, but eac ishare
the amount cf duty the Company enuld e compelled te holder shl tho assessed foer the value cf his shares, unles
pay at that Lime wouinddhob5ys6,000,aassuming the railway sndc stock is so exempt by tais Act. By sub-ection 18 cf
will require 1o,000 tons; so that the dut y on fishplates section 3, the wheh cfi thal t stock is exempt by law. I
would ho 42,000;rs v pdiy on engines, $60.000 ; on spkes, estimate the value cf the land at $20 an acre, wich is
$108t00-making e totalxempto f a000, and th n there wre very hih andligher that thwill ever b ringhar lifetime.
exemptions for telegraph a eethr material, making a total Now, I showed last year that the average price cf las d in
o b1,000,000. Now, instead o tel.ing the lieuse and the richest countieso f Ontario was $1214 an acre. o an
country that that was the amount, the on. gente- going to take that land at $20 an acre througheut the ne
man who had tho engineering of this litt e campaig of the raillay, 32,000 acres, wvich would amount te

eet has set it at $50 ,000. If you will turn st 640,000. I am going tb takh 100 station bouses at $1,500
page 507 o the dansard of last year, you will find that the a piece, whioh is an extravagant estimato, s very f w
riglt bon, leader of the Opposition thep stated that the station houses cost over $ 1,000 a pice. That will amount te
whole amount wold ob $796000,000; but yoh must dedu t $ 150,000. Tho werkshaps, whieh are now exempted in
fromi them theerails, because they came in froc. But evory place where thro eare workshops, I place at $250, 000,
inclding the rails, the total wuld ho but $1,000,000. W making atogethereH1,040,000. Now, take the assessmcnt at
find, from the reports, that the total amounts t exemptions the ighest rate in any municipality in Ontario, h cents on
the ompany will gain by the purhasell cafmibots, tho dollar, which will make $15,600 a year on that land;
nuts and fsh plates, will be$ 160,950, fnsteado fl 210000, capitalizo that and it amountse 1 260,000,o that the totl
as stated by the hon. leader cf the Opposition. Thesn,taxation er thoe roadway itself ani station ouses, whioh

agithe ameunt o? exemptions for telegraphing material, these gentlernen estimated at $7,050,00O, at the very
la e at 50o000, wbich very one wi,0; say is a large outside wuuld woktop w!yhia r a difference cf

estimate. The on, leadersf the Opposition gives oley $6,9,000. Idefye ontradictinon that point. These
the total exemptions as at 1,000,000, while the .ampaign gentlemen, last year, were askcd by me te show that at
shnt makes i t5,000,000a But an err emr f a fow figures were incorrect, and they could net do i; but aster o
millionsthe kes very little difference witbthase hon.p e ntle-left the liuse thehon. member for North Norfolk, Mr.
men. Instead o? er5,000,000, however, O estimate tho total Charlton, wohe oalway swise ina is own genortio, weit
at g510,950 including the exemption for spikes, bots, nuls on te say:
and flsh-plates at $ 160,950. calculate there might tre out is proper toasses a road for what it costs to construt it n
bridges osting 100,000 each, a very large estimate indeod.
A dttya f 30 per cent. on $1,000,000 would tbe 300,000 n Did you ver hear anything so insane as that?
telegraph inatdrial, 50,000, d f160,950 as befrotstates oAnd, addition,yte:asses the locomotives, cars, station bouses, and
for spikes, bolt, &o., making a total of $510,950, instead ail appurtenances for the future transaction of business."

Mr. RYKERT.
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Could you imagine a more insane statement than that1
And yet these hon. gentlemen go about the country making
this statement in the school-houses and other places wher
it cannot be rcfuted. I have already pointed out that only
the roadway is liable to be assessed by law. Now,
Sir, thb hon. member for West Durham, the hon. leader
of the Opposition, had repeatedly declared that the
exemption was a very great privilege, and in ordei
to stir up the country against the Government he
pointed out the enormity of exempting these people
from taxation on land to the amount of $5,000,O00. Now,
let me make an estimate. I think we carn safely assume
looking at what we have seen during the past year, that this
Company will not hold over half the land for the next ton
years; but supposing they do, we will put that at $2.50 an
acre in the wilds of the North-West. Place that
assessment at 1 cent on the dollar, amounting to $250,000 a
year, and in ton years to $2,500,000, instead of $5,000,0001
as statcd by thoso hon. gentlemen, and as stated last year
by the organ of the party at $16,700,460. I find that state-
ment in the Globe of Decomber, last year-they might just
as well say $20,000,000 as $16,000,000. Iwantto show
the country what absurd statements are made by these hon.
gentlemen outside Parliament where there is no one to con-
tradict them. I do not wish to use a strong adjective, but
I say a greator amount of hypocrisy never was exhibited
than on this question. These hon. gentlemen themselves
were always in favor of exempting the land for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Do they deny that? The
ex-leader of the Opposition, when ho controlled the Govern-
ment, and when the present leader of the Opposition was
hon. Minister of Justice- both those gentlemen were in
favor of exempting the land for the Canadian
Paciflc Railway. Yet the country is now told that
the Government is committing an enormous crime in
exempting the land from taxation. Lot us come to the
proof. Let us have a few facts in order that these gentle-
men may bave an opportunity of saying whether they were
in favor of taxation or not. It will be within the recollec-
tion of this House that in the year 1872, an Act was passed
by the British Columbia Legislature taxing this very land
4 cents an acre. That Bill was placed before the present
leader of the Opposition, then Minister of Justice, in order
that ho might pronounce upon its constitutionality, and
ho rocommended tho disallowxance of that Act, unless the
Legislature revoked what thoy had done. That Act was not
allowed. In 1873 the Legislature of British Columbia
amended the Act in accordance with the wishes of tho
Dominion Government. In 1876 another Act was iassed
affecting these samo lands, which on reference to their
Minister of Justice (Mr. Blake), that gentleman refused to
allow, as ho was of the opinion that it was not the intention
of the British Columbia Legislature to tax railway lands,
and over his own signature endorsed the action of the
presen t l ader of the Government, and fully set forth in
lis report the roason why iL was inexpedient to tax the
said- lnds, repeating the proseat leader's report thereon.
That report showed that the taxation of that land would be a
great detriment tro the building of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way; and that the taxation of that land would render it
perfectly valueless, and he instructed the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor to have the legsiation so altered that that land would
lot bo taxed. Those were the views of that hon. gentle-
man thon. le las forgotten them now no doubt, ho forgot
thema last year, because, in the speech ho delivered in Par-
hament, ho spoke about the enormous privileges conferred
Upon that Company by exemptions from taxation. I will
now read a few lines from that speech which will show
What he thought about this exemption then:

By the contract all that property station houses, their harbors,their elevators, telegraph hnes, road-bed, rails, rollin gstock, the
equipment, and all their property and capital stock are wholly free for-

ever from Dominion taxation, from taxation in new Provinces, and from
taxation by municipalities in new Provinces. Hon. gentieman will
observe that here is an important departure from the Canadian Pacific

e Railway Act, a departure of great consequence, npon which it will be
my duty, and the duty of others, further to enlarge at a later stage,
while under the Act the land grant of the Company would remain sub-
ject tu taxation, under the contract that grant is exempt from taxation
of all kinds, until used or occupied for twenty yearsfrom the date of the
grant. That also is an exemption of great value to the Company, of

r enormous value to the Company ; an exemption which added to the
right of selection, makes the land grant a wholly different tbing from a
land grant subjoect to taxation. A land grant subject to taxation, in a
country like that, is as different from a land grant not subject to taxa-
tion, as a fertile field is different from a rugged bill. There is an annual
burden increaaing as the country grows and prespers, of the most
serieus character, upon al the lande which are subject to the common
burden, and this makes the contract altogeiher different, and makes the
value of the company's possession enormously greater.

That was his opinion then. Now, let me read the report
made by the present leader of the Opposition in October,
1876 on the BiIl of the British Columbia Legislature, which
he thought taxed these lands, being referred to him. I
hope ho will listen to that report, because it was so differ-
ent from the tune he played last year. At page 288 of
Sessional papere for 1877, No. 88-it is as well to be exact
on this subject-I find the following:-

Il The British Columbia Assembly passed in its Session of 1872, an
Act to impose a wild land tax, whîch was reserved. Upon that Act
the following observations were made by the then hon. Minister of
Justiceeviz :

il35th Victoria, 1872. This Act imposes a tai of four cents per
acre upon ail lands, with certain exceptions.'o

" By sub-section A, of the first clause of this Bill, lands vested in, or
held in trust for Rer Majesty, or for the public uses of the Province, are
exempted from the tai althongh under this exemption, the lands to bu
conveyed in trust by the Goverument of British Columbia to that of the
Dominion, under the eleventh section of the Terms of Union between
British Columbia and the Dominion, will be free from the tax, it is clear
that whenever these lands are conveyed to any company incorporated
for the purpose of the construction of the Pacifie Railway the exemption
will cease.

" Now, the imposition of so hravy a tax as four cents an acre upon
this large tract of wild lands, will render it particularly useless.

" The Government of Canada are taking active steps to endeavor to
induce capitalists to engage in the great undertaking of constructing a
railway to connect the two oceans. The chief inducement to such
capitalists is the promise of a large grant of land in aid of the enter-
prise, and the imposition of such a tax upon these railway lands would
greatly diminish the prospect of a company being formed.

" He also begs to suggest that the Lieut.-Governor of British
Columbia be instructed to press upon the Goverument the expediency
of exempting these railroad lands in any Act that may hereafter be
passedl impesing a la: d tai.

" The Aet was not assented to. In 1873 the British Columbia Legis-
lature passed an Act exempting land now or at any time liereafter to be
vest'9d in Ber Majesty.

"It is by the Actynow under consideration (passed, 1876) repoaled
and the following enacted:-

''Section 8.-All land in British Columbia shall be liable to taxation
except all property vested in Her Majesty, and all lands to be conveyed
to the Dominion Government under ith section of the terms of Union
(for Pacifie Railway).

"'Section 10.-In addition to the tax hereby imposel on real estate,
an annuiai tax of five cents per acre shall b2 levied upon all unoccupied
land in lhe Province (with certain exceptions).

"It will be observed," says Mr. Blake, "that the exemption from the
fixed tax of five ceLts on unoccupied land is not a ext'tnsive as the
exemption from the tax on the assessed value; andi t might be argued to
include lands 'held as Dominion railway lands,' which are exempted
from the operation of the 8th stection.

'' The undersigned (&ir. Blake) presumes that this cannot have been
intended, and le suggests that the attention of the Lieut.-Governor be
called to the difficulty, with a view to the amendment of the section
before the period arrives for disallowing the Act.

"Signed,

11Msrnwter of Juftee."

What botter evidence can we have of the fact that the
leader of the Opposition and his friends wore in favor of
exempting these railway lands ? I think I have satis-
factorily shown that the leader of the Opposition while a
Minister of the Crown, expressed the opinion of the Govern-
ment that it would be impolitie to tax Pacifie Railway
lands because it would render them valueless ; yet the hon.
gentleman seekit to condemn the present Government' for
doing the same thing. Why do they not tell the House and
the country that such was the course they proposed, but they
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do not follow that course because they desire to play a
political trick in order to deceive the electors. Their policy,
as expressed in the document of October, 1876, shows that
they themselves weire in favor of exempting from taxation
this very land. I have brought this matter to the atten-
tion of the House, because I had no opportunity of discussing
this question during the Pacific Railway debate. I think
the country should know what hon. gentlemen opposite are
doing, and, if they are deceiving the public, the public
should know it; and as campaign literature is being sont
out at the expense of the Leogislature (they complain of our
friends, but they themselves are sending it out by thd ton),
I hope they will issue a supplementary sheet showing that
the present Government have simply adopted the course
they themselves pursued. I am not in favor of tu quoque
argument, still, when we find hon. gentlemen acting the
part of political hypocrites, the pliblic should know it. I
feel that I should fail in my duty to my constituents and
this House, did I not, at the earliest opportunity, expose
the actions of hon. gentlemen in Opposition, which are
calculated to mislead and deceive the public.

On Resolution 79.
Intercolonial Railway-rolling stock................. $305,oo

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. Minister was to bring
down a full statement of the expenditure for rolling stock
on capital account and revenue account for some years
back.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I laid on the Table of the
flouse to-day, a full statenent respecting rolling stock
from the commencement of operations on the road, from
which the hon. member for Lambton will find that the
quantity of rolling stock, including all that I am asking for
this Session, for the Intercolonial, was much less in propor-
tion to the present length of the road and the amount of
traffic than it was in 1878, when Mr Brydges declared that
the rolling stock was taxed to its fullest capacity. The hon.
gentleman also siated that rolling stock purchased for other
roads, owing to increased business. was not charged to
capital. I think I spoke of the Grand Trunk and Great
Western ; it should have been tLe G-rank Trunk and the
Northern. I requested of Mr. Schreiber to send a telegram
to tiese three leading roads to ascertoin what their
practice was, and I will read to the louse the telegrarns and
the answers:

th e x .answe r" OTTAWA, 28th October, 1881.
" J. flcKsoN, Montreal,

I Will yon please inform me, for the information of the hon.
Minister, if it is customary for railway companies to add to their rolling
stock at the expense of capital, or is it made a charge against working.
expenses?

other than making good damagea which are clearly ohargeable to wo4.
ing expenses.

"(Signed) G. GREIG,
"Northern and North- Western Railwzay."

The hon. gentleman will see that the practice is te furnish
and equip the railway in the first instance, at the cost of
capital, as was done by the hon. gentleman. As I have
said, Mr. Brydges, who was their Chief Superintendent of
the road, said that the business then on the road required
all the rolling stock. It was worked to its fullest capacity,
and in charging te capital account the additional stock
required for increased business, the course has been
pursued on the Intercolonial that has been pursued by all
oher companies. I hold in my hand a table showing the
quantity of rolling stock on the road, and the quantity of
freight moved, showing the amount of freight moved per
engine is much larger at present than it was in 1877-78.
In 1877-78, 100 engines moved 522,710 tons of freight equal to
5,227 tons each, and 121 engines moved equal te 5,996 tons
cach. In 1882-83, 130 engines are expected to move 900,000
tons of freight, equal te 6,923 tons each, instead of 5,227 tons
each, which was the case in 1877-78. The cars being of differ.
cnt capacity I have reduced te ten ton cars for comparison.
In order to make the comparison we could not take the
number of cars, because, as the smaller cars were worn out,
they were replaced by cars of double capacity and not so
many in number, and that was done at the cost of working
expen-es. In 1877-78, 2,640 cars moved 522,720 tons of
freight, or 198 tons each. In 1880-81, 2,780 cars moved
725,a77 tons freight, equal te 261 tons each, and in 1882-83,
3,639 cars are estimated to move 900,000 tons of freight, or
247 tons each, being forty-nine tons each more than in
1877-78. So that the hon. gentleman will see that in asking
for the rolling stock I am asking for, I am still providing a
much smaller amount in proportion te the freight to be
moved than was the case when the hon. gentleman was in
charge.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There is one thing te be remem-
bered about the tonnaze of freight cars, and that is the road
was only opened in 1876 for freight and a very large num-
ber of the trains were running constantly with less than the
full freight. We had to create the traffic, and the saine
amount of rolling stock would have donc a great deal more
than the business they were required to do. Thon the hon.
gentleman took credit for having 120 miles more to work,
but it should be remembered that we furnished all the roll-
ing stock for the traffic on the Rivière du Loup Branch.
We carried all the passengers to and from Quebec in our
own cars.

"I(. SCREIBER." -Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. That practice had been dis-
The answer to that waa: continued long before the change of Government, the whole

MONTREAL, 28thctober, 1881. traffic was being done by the Grand Trunk Railway and
"toLLINGWoOD SHREIBER, Ottawa. Rivière du Loup, with the exception of some passengers'

" The stock of railway companies is constantly increased at the cost stock.
of their capital. Stock once supplied should, however, be maintained
at the cost of revenue, the charges forming a portion of working Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no recollection of that
expenses. " iJ. HIKSON.'' change. Was there no agreement?

That is exactly what has been done. The following Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The agreement was aban-
message was sent to Mr. Greig. the Manager of the Northern doned for tic work was beig donc by the Grand Trunk
and North-Western Railway: Railway.

"OTTAw, 28th October, 1881. Mr. MACKENZIE. 1 have no recollection of its aban-
" To MANAGER NoRTHERN AND NORTH-WEsTaiR RAILwAY, Toaojro: don ment, but I recollect the agreement being made, and we

"Will you please inform me, for the information of the hon. Minister were running these twg years previously the same mileage
of Railways, if it is customary for railway companies to add to their that the hon. gentleman has been running 8ince with
rolling stock at the expenses of capital, or is it made a charge against increased force. The agreement shows that we supplied tho
working expenses.HREIBER. rolling stock for the traffic except the engines, and to rny
The following answer was received:- knowledge, some of the engines used were also ours. I

Il"Toio,1st October, 1881. observe there is an item in the Supplementary Estimates of
"CoLLINGWQoD SCHREIBRE, Ottawa. $65,000 for additional rollipg stock at the expense Of

"Our upderstanding is that the original eqn• inent of rolling stock capital. I Wish to examin †Pý *‡atemqt wbic lhas been
l chargeable to capital, alze any necessary additions to rolling stock laid on the Table, and which It is impossible for me to do s

Mr. RYmaT.
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now; but before we come to this item, I will have an oppor- is another objection to this plan, and that is that it appears
tunity of discussing it. a considerable inducement on many occasions to throw sums

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the Prince Edward improperly into capital account in order that the Adminis-
Island Railway. That does not stand on the same footing tration may appear more economical than it really is, and
as the statement I make in reference to the Intercolonial. also that it quite vitiates all comparison on these points.
The rolling stock of the Prince Edward Island Railway has Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Thore 18 no0doubt some force
been adequate to the traffic, because there has been no in one of the staterents made by the bon. gentleman, and
great increase of traffic there; but while the rolling stock that is that during tbe four or five years of my hon. frien&s
bas been adequate for the traffic of eight months of the administration of the Intercolonial, a very large amount of
year, it bas always been utterly insufficient to do the busi- money was expended on renewals for steel rails which
ness of the other four months, when almost all the freight that did not require to ho made since. These renewals wère,
moved on the Island requires to be moved. i have asked of course, made a charge against revenue, as ail renewals
for an addition to the rolling stock that will cost $65,000 must be. Every road must be renewed as a charge against.
for Prince Edward Island, Aitnply on this ground. I have revenue, and the hon, gentleman adopted the mode of
laid a full statement with regard to the supply of rolling spreading over a number of years an amount of work
stock on the Intercolonial, as well as the Island Railway which was done in a single year. I feel that it is due to
on the Table, and when it is printed the hon. gentle- the hou. gentleman that be should have tho advantage of
man will have an opportunity of informing himself of the that expenditure, against -N hich there 15 no0equivalent ex-
details. penditure since the change of administration, and e have

Mr. MACKENZIE. If the Clerk would send it to tho laid on th Table astate ent showing the exact amount
printer's at once we might have it printed for to-morrow. charged tosteel rails renewals nweash year he was admin.bstering the road. But I dos not agree with te

oficourseEmade aEharg1 against reveuecasuallnrenewal

Sironc. R TPusthon. member for CentreHuron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
at once.that it is desirable to close the capital account. I hope it

Sir IRICHIARD J. CAiRTWiRIGHIT. I arn not prepared will be a long time before it is closed, because the capital
to dispute the statement made by the hon. Minister of account, according to the proper mode of carrying on the
IRailways that capital accounts on Government railwiiys accounts of the Intercolonial as well as other railways, will
and other roads are kept open forever, but Iarn prepared ong beoproperly and lugitimately losed whon the incrkase
to say that both in Governrnent ronds and other roads I ofbusiness ceases, and tgerefore I eope it will ue a long
believe that system is fruitful of abuses. There is an excuse time. The hon, gentleman surely would not consider it
for itls doubt, and in the English roads, apd the American rightreif ry hon. friend equipped the road to carry 500,000
ronds more particularly, this practice of constantly keeping tons of fright and charged the cost to capital account, that
open a capital account has been used and is constantly shoud not be allowed to charge to capital aceoant the extra
being used to cov.r up a great many expenditures whith equipment required to carry 1,000,000 tons of freight.
ougiHt propErly to go on income instead Of Where would it cone fromn? The hon. gentleman mst se
capital account. Now, without the full details that if there ab only rolling stock suflicient to hand e
and a very carefDl examination, it is not possible for es to 500,000 tons of traic, yeo must, in the nature ofthingstif
decide how far that bas been the practice i the present that traffic doublerin the perm sde ckfcarrying

Railays hat apial acouns onGovrnmet ralway acountaof;he nrooias e llinasoher ailwta swl

case. Iknow that many hundreds of thousande of dollars legitimate charge to capital. We have had a great additional
have bton charged for rolling stock, both ei connection volume of traffie. I bave a letter under my hand from the
with the Intercolonial, and u connection with the Axpendi- Chif Superintendnt, stating that in a single month, te
tures inurred for the purchase oft e Rivière du Loup Brane incroascd traffi chandled was $34000; and it h
-in ail about one million dollars, though I speak from it is quite impossible to have an increase of traffic or 40 or
recollection. The point to which I wish b call the atten- 50 per cent. witbout providing for it frorn capital account.
tien of theo fose is ths: It isman unquestionable Point I have endeavored to brin 0 down the fulest possible infor.
whether, in the case of the Goverment railway, the capital mation l io as to place f eryo act in relation te the rcad
account should be allowed to ho kept open, whther it would within the reach of evory member, so that ho may give the
not be botter to spread the items over a reasonable number of question the most sifting oxamination that is possible.
years, saythreoorfouroreve, incertain exceptional cases, as hrACdEsIncseeroln tok, and that

aany as fivo years perbap. I euld also say tis: that a li e chare 0fca oure I had a ge itional
coiparison between the management of my hon. friend the examination before I reply to the bon. gentleman's observa-

uember for rLambton (Mr. Mackenzie) and that of the hon. tions, because te last retura brought down was sgrossiy
Minister ofnRailways, is entirely vitiated by reason of this iaccurate and so wrongly compiled as to o intended
practicon.Mr. hon. friend practicaly, in f t, I thik alto- deliberatwy to place my position in an unfavorabelight, and
gether, closed the capital account of th Intercolonial and to place tendhon. gentleinan's position lu a more favorable
he ctarged a very large amount for several years to incaome light. It was a comparative statement eto the expenditures
accrthouly bad aotedi to behto, ch r t w d which he and I incurred, and I was charged y it overnoc beoettr toan reladg thtemsc Ier orne nmarti fi s$500t000more than I should have been. Th hon.gentle-yar, th a hres ofus or he cetaInex ongalcae, ans manhas refused to reduce that, and how do I know thatan te fie harg es caused by h dalsobsauthingsteean tha s tatementl not cooked also?
fo iron rails. t is also clear that a very large suin oght Sir CHAiRLES TUPPEI . The hon. gentleman has ne
lm fairnss to bo deducted from the charges for the past ight to apply such terms to that return. If I a sbringily
three or four yars of my bon. friend's administration, down a statement ofthe charges on revenue for the differ-
during wich ho systematiically placd to account of income nt years, ask the hon. gentleman if arm not right in
helns which undur the prosent arrangement hcertainly taking his own figures; and they embrace a charge fer steel
wold have bec i justified in charging toe capitalwaccohnt. 1rail renewals, which was a proper charge on revenue. The
I regret that e hon. Ministorerolds out ne hope Ofcosing only inaccuracy 50 the rourn was in favor of the hon.
Capital account. According tehis view ofthe case capital ac- gentleman, becauso coois statoment of renewals hohad
fount can resain open to an indefinite extent and for an in- included a large anount for fonces and other thing which
definite psriod In tact it wll nover be closed as long as it isw have abituallycharged to working xpenses. Ther
onvenient for the Administration to cal upon usfrom timo to was no mistatement or attempt teo mislead, but a dsire to
Uine fer large sumse for rolling stock oncapital accunt. There place the tacts, i the fullest light before the louse.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. I can only say that if there was no

desire to mislead the House, it was very singularly misled.
The hon. gentleman did not use my figures. My figures
give in one instance $1,461,000, while lie makes them
$1,640,000, and in another instance my figures give
$1;611,000, while the hon. gentleman makes them $1,811,000.
The annual reports stated the actual amounts, less renewals
Tor steel rails, and the actual amounts including the renew-
als, and this the hon. gentleman took. fe had the two
statements there, and yet he took the one that showed in
his own favor, and not in my favor.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no return that
could be brought down that would be in the. hon. gentle-
mans favor, and that is the reason of these strong and
unwarranted statements. A fair and honest statement
is not in favor of the hon. gentleman, and he
knows it right well. Since the Intercolonial bas been
a railway, this House has never been furnished with the
full and accurate detail of figures that I have laid on the.
Table of the House, and it is because these figures place the
hon. gentleman in the position they do, that he makes
these unwarranted and unwarrantable statements. I tell
the hon. gentleman that there is no possibility of bringing
down a comparative statement that would be favorable to
him. If he wants to refer to a question of inaccurate state-
ments, I ask him why it was that when lie was responsible
for the statements that were brought down, that he had
$545,000 voted by this House for capital expenditure,
expended by himself as capital, declared by himself to be
capital expenditure, declared by Mr. Brydges to be capital
expenditure, and yet that amount stands in the Public
Accounts to-day, brought down by his own Finance Minister,
as chargable to revenue. I ask was that a false statement
or a true statement ? The statement I have made is a
strictly accurate one; it was found that there were a few
unimportant clerical errors in it, which were immediately
corrected ; but every statement I have made to the House
is as thoroughly well founded as any statement can be, and
was a fair honest exhibit of the true condition of things in
every particular.

Mr. ANGLIN. In the early part of the evening
the hon, gentleman seemed disposed to recede
from the position whichhlie took with regard to
railway expenses and management, and to admit that
charges for management should properly be deducted from
the gross charges for working expenses in any comparative
statement intended to show the relative merit of his
management and the management of his predecessor; but
he seems to have courage enough to assume his old position,
and to assert that no statement could possibly be made
that would place the Administration of the han. member for
Lambton in*a favorable light. What we complain of is that
the statement which h e as placed before this louse-no
doubt, in order that it may be used throughout the country
before the next election to prove that the hon. Minister of
Railways has managed the railway efficiently and economi-
cally, while his predecessor has bungled it-is intended to
create a most mistaken and erroneous impression. There
is no misstatements so gross as a misstatement conveyed in
words or figures which, taken merely by themselves,
appear to be absolutely correct. Judging from the Public
Accounts or reports of the Railway Department, the working
expenses seem to be what they are represented in this
paper. On the 20th of February last I made a motion for
the return of the number of locomotives, cars, and other
rolling stock, purchased during the past year or contracted
for by the Minister of Railways, which could surely be
made up in an hour or two; but though I have asked
for it again and again, to this day I have been unable
to get it. But this document, which required tan times
the amount of labor, was scarcely spoken of by the

Sir CARLEs TupPR.

member for Centre Huron when, presto, it appeared on the
Table ready for distribution. Why ? Becauso the return
I moved for would damage the G-vernment, but the other
return produced was considered profitable and advantageous.
In this document it is stated that the working expenses of
1877-78 were $1,811,273; that, nodoubt, is a strictly correct
transcription from the Public Accounts, but it conveys a
most erroneous idea of the actual expenses of that year.
In the report for that year we find that, in 1876-77, the ex-
penditure for renewals was $544,513, entered in the Public
Accounts. Now, $200,000 was charged to working ex.
penses in that year, and 8200,000 for the year 1877-78, the
balance being charged iu the accounts of the next year. The
cost of working the hne was $1,811,273 ; but this report goes
on to say, including $200,000 for renewals. Subtracting that
8200,000 for those extraordinary, unprecedented renewals,
including all the steel rails on the road lu the Lower Pro-
vinces, the working expenses are reduced to $1,611,000. We
have had it stated over and over again that of
that sum for the working expenses, the cost of
converting the rolling stock of the old road into a
condition to suit the new road, and of the narrowing
of the gauge formed a large portion. We have had before
the House the statement of Mr. Brydges, that the expendi-
ture on that account came to another $100,000; and if a
comparative statement of the expenses of the road under
each Administration is to be made, this sum also should .be
taken from the amount charged for working expenses. If it
was deducted, the expenses would reach but $1,511,500.
There might be some excuse for overlooking an item of that
kind, of which no special mention is made; but there is no
excuse for overlooking the other item, of which mention is
expressly made in the official report. In that same year
we have the statement that the deficit, as compared with the
year previous, was reduced by 874,901. The earnings of
the road increased very rapidly indeed that year. In 1876-717,
the first year that the whole road was open, the earnings
were but $1,154,245, andin the year following, $1,378,947.
The next year, under the Administration of hon. gentlemen
opposite, the earnings decined ta a very extraordinary
extent. The official report plainly states that of this
$1,811,000, which the hon. Minister of Railways is so fond of
bringing before the House and country as the amount of
the working expenses under the Administration of the hon.
member for Lambton, $200,000 was fairly and properly
chargeable ta extraordinary renewals. Therefore, in a com-
parative statement, that sum should have been deducted. If
you come to the following year, for which the hon. Minister of
Railways has often, before the flouse and public meetings,
beld the hon. member for Lambton responsible, although for
nearly nine mouths of that year he had the manage-
ment of the road himself, you find a very remarkable
state ofthings. The hon. Finance Minister has united with
the hon. Minister of Railways3 in boasting ofhis consummate
skill, and great energy and wonderful ability, by which
ha has succeded in converting a deficit of over
$700,000 into a small surplus; and for that deficit ha holds
the hon. member for Lamhton responsible-but he is not
responsible. The railway year commenced on the lst July,
1878, and the hon. member for Lambton retired from office
in the following October. In that first portion of the year,
the exponses could not have been very large. The great
bulk of the expenditure which swelled up the deficit was
incurred under the Administration of îhe present lon.
Minister of Railways, and for which h is directly respon-
sible. By the reports of his own officials, we can see the
character of that expenditure. Mr. Schreiber says on that
point;

"In 1876-77, the expenditure for renewals amounted to $543,59168,
and was entered in the Public Accounts, Part III., page 58, under the
head of renewals, surplus account. Of that sum, $200,000 was charged
te working expenses for renewais in that year ; $200,000 is charged for
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he fiscal year 1877-73, and the balance, $143,591.63, will be included in
chtrges for renewals in the account of 1878-79. The gross earnings of
the year have been $1,378,946.78, being an increase of 19-44 per cent., as
compared with last year. The cost of working the line, with mainten-
ance, is $1,811,273.56, including $200,000 for renewals, chargeable to
1877-78, for the total expenditure. $513,5188 made in 1876 77. The
renewals of the year previous were nearly double. In the former year
they required 354,000 rails, and in the latter 167,742, showing an
increase ofthe expenditure in the former year of 143,943. I think, if
there is anything that the hon. member for Lambton can fairly boast, it
was the condition he left the rolling stock of the Intercolonial Railway."

We find that this year, under the administration of theon.
Minister opposite, an extraordinary expenditure was
incurred for improvements and repairs, which produced
this strange result of a deficit of $700,000. Tho rolling
stock was, to a considerable extent, reconstructed, a great
number of railway cars being rebailt, a number of others
repaired and considerable alterations made in passen-
ger cars, and extraordinary offorts were mde to put the
track in avery much botter condition tan it was before. A
great number of additional sidings were put down, water
tanks, and other icoessary appliances wore provided, and
every expenditure possible was crowded into tiat year in
order to put the road in the highest possible state of
efficiency to do all the business likely to be doue for some
years. By this extraordinary exponditure incuired in that
year the bon. Minister was enabled to effect a very large
reduction in the expenditure of the years following. The
hon. gentleman's object which was not then apparent las
since become apparent. His object was to hold the hon.
member for Lambton responsible for this expenditure and
deficit, and therefore ho las gone through the country
proclaiming every where that the deficit under the Ad min-
istration of tbe hon. inember for Lambton amounted to
$400,000, although in renlity that deficit occurred under the
hon. gentleman's own Administration. Under the manage-
ment of the hon. member for Lambton the deficit never
exceeded $200,000, and that was when the road was new
and the trafic had to be created, and many things were
necessary to render perfect the equipment of the road.
Immediately after -July Ist, 1876, the hon. member
for Lambton, dotermined in the public interest tbat
construction account must be closed once for all.
lad ho chosen to charge to construction account
a great many of the items which he charged
to expenso account the balance wuld never lave scemed so
large as it was, even though wo admit those extraordinary
renewals must proporly be charged to construction account.
Thus we found the hon. Minister declaring, with a great
flourish of trampets and display of economy, after having
wasted a whole year before mak ing a single move in that
direction, that we had discharged officials, clerks and
employees of all kinds along the line of the railway. I
have before me a return of the number of oficials
discharged, and I find that the total was 15 out of 119
employés, and on further analyzing the return I found
that this change was accompanied by another. A very
considerable portion of the work formerly done at Moncton
was transferred to the Departmont here in Ottawa, and
the money which it cost to do that work in Ottawa is not
charged to th Intercolonial, but to the Civil Service
Account. The hon. Minister may perhaps claim credit for
having reduced the expenditure by some trifl'ng amount,
on account of dismissals and reductions of that kind, but
there his whole claim must really end. We find next that
station-masters, telegraph operators, freight clerks, checkers
and baggage-masters weredischarged to the number of fifty-
live. Now, Sir, comes the question, as to whether there was
any unnocesary number of men of that class employed on
the road. Surely, the station-masters could not very well
have been reducei in num ber. J ani not aware
that any stations were closed, and telegraph operators being
generally cunnected with station-masters, some arnalga-
lmations might have been effected. Then we come to
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engined rivers, conductors, brakemen and baggagemen, and
hore we find the numbers were reduced from 539 to 451, in
all eighty-eight. Now,here is a point where, I think, the hon.
gentleman made a most egregious mistake. He told us
when first announcing his changes to the House, that a very
large number of persons were employed in cleaning locomo-
tives-an absurdly large number ho seemed to think. Well,
I am not prepared to say, there was not more of that clasm
of men em iployed than were required, but we all know that
there could be no improper motive for the Ministry of the
day or the Superintendent of the railway in employing more
mon of that class than were absolutely necessary, benause
it is well known that persons who are willirg to
accept employment in that capacity, are rarely possessed
of much political influence. We found soon after what that
macant, to some extent. The country was surprised to find
that this economical Minister was proceeding to paint over
the brass work of nearly all the locomotives employed on
the railways-a most ridiculous pieceof economy which bas
distinguished the hon. gentleman during his action of the
railway. Since then we bave heard various complaints
with regard to the condition of the locomotives. The hon.
gentleman asserts that they are maintained in the highest
possible state of efficiency ; but, as I have had occasion to
tell him before, the publie have had a very different opinion
of the condition of the railway and rolling stock. Within
a few davs we have had letters published over the signature
of Mr. John Murray, who fot years acted as fireman, and
afterwards as engine driver on the road, in which ho gives
a most deplorable account of the condition of the locomo-
tives. He attributes three unhappy deaths on the railway to
the fact of the inefficiency of the locomotives, par-
tLiclarly locomotive No. 73, which was absolutely incapable
of shunting a train. We find, moreover, according to the
hon. gentleman himself, that conductors, engine drivers and
firemen are at least permitted on that railway to work many
more hours in the week than is compatible with the
efficient discharge of their duties. He tells us that they do
this work voluntarily, that theywere nover compelled to do
it ; but ho did not tell us that in consequence of these men
being overworked most deplorable results have occurred on
that railway. Mr. Murray asserts that ho was requested
to work more hours than ho was willing to work, that ho
was threatened with dismissal if lie did not work over-time,
and that after having been forty-eight hours without sleop
he refused to take charge of a train. The coroner's jury,
sitting in inquest on the body of Conductor Geldert, cor-
roborated, to a great extent, the statements of Mr. MUray,
because they recommended that thereafter persons in charge
of trains should not be required or permitted to work more
than a reasonable number of hours. Why, Sir, the story of
the case of poor Geldort was one of the saddest
that we have ever heard of on any railway. This man
started with a heavy train and found himself in
what is technically called a bole-J presume a place
graded on both sides--with this heavy train and
this incapable engine. So weary was ho that ho
fell asleep on that train, and other hands on that
train being apparently also wearied out and aîleep,
they were incapable of discharging their duties properly,
and consequently this deplorable accident took place. Ail
this was in consequence of the admirable management of
the hon. gentleman, who boasts bore, as ho boasted else-
where, of having dismissed fifty-five conductors and engine
drivers. Under such admirable management a train
stands still on the road, another train dashes into it, and
poor Geldert is killed. A short time before that, I am
credibly informed that a train started from Moncton
towards the north, in charge of men who were ail exhausted
for want of sleop; that soon alter starting these men all fell
asleep, a portion of the train somehow became detached and
remained behind and they never missod it. When about
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thirteen miles from Moncton this train, conducted by men
who were asleep from over fatigue, dashed into another train
on the siding and great damage was donc to proporty, though
no life was lost. The hon. gentleman boasts that
he has effected great economy in the dismissal of these
conductors and engine men, but it appears these men
were paid by the number of hours tbey were employed,
paid for each trip, and, therefore, no more money would
have been paid for these fifty-five additional railway men than
would have been paid if they had not been dismissed. That
is a kind of economy that will not procure the hon. gentle-
man much credit before the country. Now, lot me come to
the item of repairs made apon the track. We sav that,
according to the ·statement of Mr. Schreiber, so many
hundred thousand sleepers were laid down, so many sidings
were constructed in that year, and then we find him coming
in when this extraordinary work was all donc and dismiss-
ing a nunbeor of men, and then boiasting that he had redueed
the staff. He does not attempt to say that the number of
men regularly employed on the track was reduced. We
know that the nunber was reduced, and that very serious
consequences resulted from that reduction. We find also
that alargenumberof roadmasters, section men, and laborers
were dismissed, rtducing the number from 624 to 449.
Now, how many of these did the hon. gentleman discharge,
because so large an extra number must have been employed
during theyear previous todo this large amount of extra work
described by Mr. Schreiber ? We <annot say, butI think we
may reasonably conclude that the proportion was very
large. Then, again, we come to machinists, carpenters,
painters, etc. Now, Sir, to ascertain the meaning of the
dismissals here we must also look at what Mr. Schreiber
tells us. le states that during the previous year a great
number of cars were being built, that extensive changes
were made L many other cars, and extensive repairs were
made requiring a large additional number of hands for that
particular period, a larger number than would be required
thereafter, even if the hon. gentleman had eontinued to
build the locomotives required from year to year at
Moncton, and had continued to mke alil necossary repairs.
.But we find the number 720 red ced to 593, a reductionwhich
was a matter of great boasting on the part of tho hon.
gentleman. Those were ail reduactions of a mixed character.
Some of them were proper reductions, quite justifiable and
even necessary, because the extraordinary work in which
the various departments have been engaged was thon
completed, and there was no longer need for their services.
Those who remember what transpired at Moncton before
the hon. member became Minister of Railways must
remember that the hon. member for Lambton found it
necessary from time to time to discharge large numbers of
men, not discharging thema all at once, not throwing them on
the labor market of the Lower Provinces, but selecting men
who would be likely to obtain employment elsewhere, and
so reducing the staff. That reduction went on, and the
friends of hon. gentlemen opposite, especially about Mone-
ton, raised a loud outcry when men werc dismis.sed; they
said the hon. Minibter was throwing whole families out of
employment and on the cold charity of the world. When
the hon. member for Cumberland came into power he found
it desirable to stop for a time that system of dismissals, and
found it desirable to make employment for the men then
retained. At all events there is the fact that a great deal
of extraordinary employment was found for the men for
that particular year, but at the end of the year the hon.
gentleman found it necessary to discharge a large number.
There was no economy, no claim for credit to statesmanship
to be based on such an operation; but that is exactly one
of the points on which the hon. Minister founds his claim
to administrative ability and efficient railway management.
I have shown that the hon. Minister is not justified in
charging the hon. member for Lambton with any degree of
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responsibility for the expenditure of 1878-79, that he him-
sel is responsible for the expenditure of that year, and that
the expenditure of that year was a reason wh y many men
were employed in the various departments, and why it was
folt desirable, at the end of a vear. to discharge a large
number of hands. I say, therefore, the hon. Minister bas
no right 'to claim credit in this regard. But the hon.
gentleman says, the traffic is growing from day to day.
Traffic grew rapidiy under the hon. member for Lambton.
The road was opened only on the 1st July, 1876; it was
under the hon. gentleman's control a little over two years,
during which period trade expanded most satisfactorily. A
number of new businesses were developed-the fish business
was developed, the cattle trade was created, the Allan Line
was compelled to call at ialifax, and English goods were
brought baek in return. The hon. Iinister has told the
HIouse the increase of traffic between Halifax and the West
was a justification for obtaining a largo quantity of new
iolling stoci. One ofthe difficultiesof- the railway was to
find return freight for the cars which went down to Halifax
from the Upper Provinces. Cars went down full and returned
empty, but instead oi thoir returning empty, they now
carry European goods and West India sugar- change for
which hon. gentlemen opposite'is entitled to credit. That
fact should add to the net profits of the railway, the cost of
moving trains from Halifax to 'Levis being very nearly as
large for an empty as for a full train. The number of passen-
ger trains is no larger than those of four years ago, the
number cf cars attaehed being slightly larger, the cost of
moving goods being just as groat ; but the increase
returns and profits should be much larger. So it
is with respect to freight. When the road was
opened it was necessary to inove trains which
had only a few car loads ; but since the development
of the traffie such is no longer a necessity, and therefore
there should be css expenditure to niove one ton of freight
per mile than in olden times. The carnings of the road
were as follow,: During the last year of the Administration
of the hon, icnber for Lambton, $1,103,708; the year
before last $1,506,000 ; last year, $1,760,000. Last yean the
amount was 51,700,000, au increase of $254,000, and in
comparing the gross earnings as well as the expenditures
we must not fog-tet that wo have added 120 miles to our
railway fronm Rivière du Loup to Point Lévis. On the
other hand we find that the number of employees bas been
greatly increased. The number, in 1SSO, wns 1,910, and
this number has been increased to 2, 54. We find also that
the rate of wages has increased by $8G,813. I am aware
that many persons employed on the railway, steady, skilful
and capable men, complain very bitterly that the wages
they receive are very much less than they couil
receive elsewhere. We find that the working exponses
have increased $156,422, while the earnings have increased
only $254,000. Now, I do not think that that is a very
extraordinary or creditable showing, taking into account
the fact that this is comparatively a new road, and that
therefore, the expenses should be eut down by the annual
increase of the earnings. I would now point to one or two
particular instances as specially exemplifying the poculiar
character and quality of the hon. gentleman's ad ministration
of this railway. We find in the mere nonetary arrange-
ments of the road some very peculiar transactions. In the
Supplementary Estimates there appears an item for coal-
hoppers purchased from Mr. Burland. I moved for the papers
in that transaction,and the papers which came down are quite
as remarkable for what does not appear as they are for
what they contain. Tho first paper ;s a report from the
mechanical superintendent, dated at Towanda, Pa., -2nd
November, 1881. The hon. Minister told us that he was
urged very earnestly by the proprietors of coal mines and
others to put on additional rolling stock, that he resisted
their solicitations for a time, but finally yielded. It appeArâ
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that he ascertained by some means, that coal hoppers were
for sale by Mr. Burland, but ho does not say how
ho came into communication with that gentleman. He does
not say that any tenders were asked or anything of that
kind, but at all events communications began which resulted
in the purchase of a number of coal hoppers. One would
have thought tiat in a transaction of this kind, in which
the hon. gentleman's conduct was impugned, in which there
existed a suspicion of impropriety, that ho would have mado
a clean breast of the whole matter and provcd that his
conduct was beyond question; but we have among the
papers no copy of applications made by the owners of coal
mines or others, nor of any proposal recoived from Mr.
Burland, nor of any letter addressed by the Minister to Mr.
Burland, nor by Mr. Burland to the Minister. We have no
copy of any instructions to the mechanical superintendent,
but on the coiítrary the hon. gentleman appears to have
rushed in medias res, so to speak. We begin with the report
of the superintendent, who, at somebody's instructions, found
himself in the State of New York inspecting certain coal
hoppers. What does ho tell us about then:

'<I reached this place yesterday A.M. and found that nearly al] the
coal cars that I came to see had.within the last few days been put in
service, after havingbeen idle, it is said, since last sprin g. I saw about 120
yesterday, part of them here and part of them at Waverley, 20 miles
away; last night 118 came in and I looked at them this forenoon. Some
of these cars are about nine years old and not in very good condition,
while others vary from less than one year to five, and ail in very good
order, most of them quite serviceable, a few, about fif ty, as good as new,
having been used but little.

" The wheels and axles, of which there are three sizes, are altogether
different from anything we have in use, and if they should be purchase d
would involve the procuring of new patterns and castings to be used in
repairs.

" As I wired you to-day, I think about two hundred could be selected
from the whole lot that would be really serviceable, the principal objec-
tion being that they are different from our cars.

Mr. Lyon, the superintendent here, says that if they are purchased
they will be put in condition to run should any require it.

" If we take them some person should be here to select unlessyou are
willing to trust Mr. Lyon not to send any bad cars. I understand he
bas a market for forty or fifty of the poorer ones.

"&I do not think it worth while to stay any longer."

This is the first report. So it appears that these cars which
he supposed were five-ton cars, but which I believe were
only four-ton cars, were being abandoned by this rond. That
report is dated the 2nd November, and whether the Minister
saw that report from the 2nd to the 12th of November
there is nothing to show, but on the 12th ho wrote a remark-
able letter to Sir Hugh Allan in those words:

Sir lugh Allan allows seven days to elapse, and thon ho
telegraîphs on tho 19th of November, from Montreal, to Sir
Charles Tîippor:

"If assured of permanent possession of Pictou Brancb, I would buy
B urlaud's rolling stock at once, but under the circunistances you should
buy it, and if 1 g2t the road [ would take over from you. Reply before
four oclock, as Burland leaves for New York to-night."

We find Sir Ilugh Allan's interest excited in this Mr. Bur-
land ; but as to wbether anything passed between these
geit!cmen during that weekc, we are left iii the dark. We
find Sir Charles Tupper, however, responding ut once to
Sir Hugh Allan's telegram, all the way from Stewiacke,
N. S.:

" If found good, 1 will take 200 on terms proposed by you.

What are those terms? There are no terms mentioned in
Sir Hugh Allan's telegram.

" Provided they are delivered at Chaudière Junction within ten days
after I receive report of inspector, and notify Mr. Burland of their accep.
tance, and that the price does not exceed $2t0each, delivered atthat
point"I

Up to this moment, so far as these papers show, the bon.
Minister had no means of determining the value of those
cars, and yet he offers this large sum of $210 each for them.
That tclegrarû was on the 19th of November; on the 21st
of -Novem ber, Mr. Whitney tolegraphs from Philadelphia to
Mr. Pottinger:

"I leave this morning, There has been trouble with some of the cars
jumping the track, and for this reason were refused by another railway.
Better not close trade at pieseat. Ara making further enquiry."

So Mr Whitney reports two days after Sir Charles Tupper
has promised to purchase this large number of cars. On
the 22nd of November Mr. Whitney writes from Young's
Hotel, Boston:

"I wired you to-day from New York that Barrows & Company had
made awritten offertosupply 100 twenty-ton gondola cars for$555 each,
delivered at York, S. W. I think this a much better offer than that of
the five-ton cars, provided the time of delivery will suit, viz., i5th
January. You did not let me know the price asked for the amall cars
and 1 did not think to ask for it, and 1 may say here that fifty of them
would be worth about $250, 100 about $190 to $200, and fifty not more
than $150, though the latterare insuch condition as to be serviceable for
some time yet. still they are old cars and would not last long; this is
supposing they run well and do not jump the track, as I was informed
they did by a person on the train to Philadelphia, and there is the other
objection of their different sizes and description of axles and bearings,
spoken of in my former letter."

On the 23rd of November we find Sir Hugh Allan tele-
graphing to Sir Charles Tupper :

"g The p llawt it iu r yf Sl aiturnoonhein
M DAn S HUH,-Just befre leaving Montrea y gave me. Buan, dated New York this day. About fifty of the cars

verbal notice that you intended on my return to demand possession of bave only been used twe or three times; balance of 200 in good cendi-
the Pictou Branch.I ave agreed to go over the Eastern extension next Friday with in. Will yn kindly address any instructions t me at Mrton House,
the officers of my Department, and, at the request of Captain Melbourne, tiS ure, yers ifhearesmrct, o ieM.slland t
to inspect the condition of the road. me,1 wiîî for

"You are, no doubt, aware that the greatly increased coal traffic bas t
created an imperative demand for a large number of coal cars, and I am - dt
now asking tenders for the immediate construction of 400 cars, a large welfare of Mr. Borland. Sir Charles Tupper telegraphs
proportion of which will be fifteen-ton cars, It wculd be impossible
for you to take over the road without something lhke 400 cars, in addi- fron Moncton on the 2Gth of November te Sir Hugh Allan:
tion to the supply that would be furnished you by the Intercolonial.

" Mr. Burland, of Messrs. Burland, Watson & Co., has proposed to 'Fro.n inspecter's report, 1 dont think it advisable te take any of
sell 300 goed second-hand coal cars, now in New York. Of course if tbe cais offeîed by Mr. Burland."
the road is to be taken over by you, the -Intercolonial will not require There is his conclusion which seents te be a fair and propor
these cars in addition to the number I am contracting for.

" Having received notice that yen intend to demand possession ofthe conclusion. Wo flnd next in these papers agroat gap.
branch immediately, it would be impossible for me to assume the Evidlntly sene papers are not furnished, se as te enablo us
Purchase of these cars while their acquisition presents a favorable oppor-
tunity of equipping your road with coal cars that are absolutely neces- seo the whole of this transaction clearly. The noxt wo
sary to your assuming its management, and at small cost, and meeting lind is a telegram from Mr. Barland at New Glasgow to Sir
the present necessities of the traffie under these circumstances, I bave Charles Tupper in Montreal:
decided to propose te you to purchase these 300 cars, at a price to be
lled by our inspector, who will be sent from the Department for that "Have îeceived answer. Yen oan select fifty, and will deliver at
purpose. Chaudière Junction ah $238 cash, or 100 at $228, delivered same place

"In case yon do not obtain possession of the road, I will take the cars Kindly advise me bere ah your eaîliest cenvenience, as I have been
at cost price. requested te reply te-mnrrow."

"Hoping that this proposal will be satisfactory to yon, flre Mr. Burland says: "Have receivod your answer.
"I remain,"Yours faitfully,Wher is that nswer? The last document frem Sir Chares"li o H&R TUPPER. Tupper says:lnI don't think itadvisable ty. tako any of the

"Sir 11I ALLtN, Mentreal." carssu We next have adpeculiar document, dated themlOtI
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December, 1881, by telegraph from Montreal to Mr. Pot- figures in order to provo prima facie that his own admin-
tinger : istration was so much more ecoriomical and able than that

" We wiIl take delivery at the Chaudière Junction, of 100 boiler and of bis predecessor-when he claims credit for having con.
hopper cars, which Whitney may select, price $220., verted a deficit of $710,000 into a surplus of some $500 or

$600, and whcn ho charges that bis predecessor, either by
Surelythere musthave been sometelegrams passing between waste or extravagance, want of ability, skill, or due atten-
these gentlemen before that extraordinary conclusion was tion to the public interest in the management of the road,
arrived at. The last statement by Sir Charles Tupper was: created that unfavorable condition of things, he
"We willt net have the cars;" and the next th ing we find is this must expect bis statements will not go unchallenged.
order for the delivery of the cars at a certain price. i have While he charges his predecessor with extravagance, want
only to remark that here is an account in regard to the of ability and skill, ho cannot expect this statement will
Intercolonial Railway dated 3rd January, 1882, and there pass unchallenged. All the official figures aind facts dis-
is a receipt as follows: "IReceived from the Intercolonial prove his statements and throw light on his own mode of
payment in full, $22,800," dated 25th February, 1882. The managing the road. The hon. gentleman now ventures on
cars were taken possession of about the 3rd of January. I another course, and says that whatever may be the com.
find also that on the 22nd December, Pottinger telegraphs parison of results, he, at all events, has managed the 840
te Schrieber: "Shall I enter the cars free ? " Schrieber miles of road for no greater amount than the hon. member
telegraphs back: "Yes, enter them free." We also find for Lambton expended in the management of the shorter
that there is a pretence of obtaining the authority of the distance.
Governor in Council to this transaction. On 3rd January, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. For much less.
Schreiber telegraphs: "100 coal cars having been offered at Mr. ANGLIN. According to his own statement, thethe Chaudière Junction at $228 each, I recommend the
offer be accepted." Already the cars had been delivered. workig expenses in 1877-8 amountdd to $1,811,173.
After Schrieber recommended the offer be accepted, Sir t t $7,a i off that shou b oan
Charles Tupper makes bis report recommending that that to8$1,61 173, and maintain that off that should be takien
recommendation be carried out, when an Order mn Counci $100 9 more for the rbuilding ant reconstruction of
of the 23rd February is made, orderng the purchbse of the rolling stock. But lcaving that aside, we have
coal hoppers which hatid been purchased by telegraph 1879 and 1,75'1,000 in 1881. The bon. gentlemanweeks before. This is one of the most extraordinary will perhaps saythao w did a larger trade in 1880-1. Notransactions that could be discovereti even in the ilphasaylutwcddaaretaein18J. otran scetionstatcoulde discoereent ofanyi the1doubt we did, but it would require a very elaborate calcula-most secret history of flhe management cf any railway tion, which probably only a railway accoun tant could make,on this continent. The fact that those papers are brought to ascertain exactly how much more or less the hon. mem-down n this condition, and that many documents have been ber for Lambton's expenditure was than that of 1880-1deliberately suppressed, although the House ordered them to ber fo acont enditfre in thantt cf freight
le brou ghlt down, is in itself evidenceocf a transact ion cf a takirng into accounit thc differonce in quantity of freigit
very extraorin y anti reprehensible caaracter. Tie and passengers carried. If we look at the earnings we have
ve extrardar ind repehesic lec aracato ofThe cs not grown per mile so nuch as the hon. gentleman wouldwere purchased in spite of the reeommendation of the i e me lead us to suppose. Iin the first year the road earned $1,600chanical engineer and of the decision of the Minister himself, per mile; the next year $1,931 per mile; the year following,who deeided they would not suit and tbat a much higher under the administration of the hon. gentleman opposite, itprice than the value set upon by the mechanical engincer. fell to $1,812 ; the year following it rose to $1,825, and theThe dellvery was appointed, and they were put into use on
the Intercolonial, though entirely unfit for the railway. Theycar after te 82,019à per mile.
experience of the Intercolonial Railway bas shown that Mr. PLUMB. What objection is there to that?
the small boppers were not the best kind for use. Mr. ANGLIN. I am not objecting. I merely point out
With regard to those hoppers what do we find ? They the fact that the increaso of earnings bas not been so very
were scarcely put in use when they excited a strong feel- rapid or wonderful as the bon.gentleman would have us sup-
ing of indignation anong the employees of the road, pose it has been under his administration. For the two years
They cannot even bring the coal in safety from the Spring under bis administration thec earnings were less than the
Hill mines to the market place. I got a letter telling me last year of the lon. member for Lambton's administration.
that, of five of those hoppers, two came in absolutely empty Tbcn when we come to talk of the acquisition of the
and the other three nearly empty. I have been told also, Rivière du Loup Branch we must remember that that was
that it was necessary to fasten the hoppers at the bottom not a road running through a wilderness at a loss of money,
and remove the coal by shovelling. I find from a return, but a road which had netted even under the miserable man-
that six of those hoppers were undergoing repairs, and no agement of the Grand Trunk Railway an actual profit of
less than 114 were awaiting repairs; and rumor says, that $38,000 the year before we got possession of it, so that Our
a very large number of these were practically condemned earnings should have increase in agreater ratio afterreceiv-
as entirely unfit for the purpose-that the evil repute they ing this additional mileage. The incrcase, however, was
possessed, of jumping thé track, is well founded, and that not so great as the on. gentleman woulid have us believe.
they are exceedingly dangerous. I am told, whether truly I have said the working expenses could not bo
or not, that a young man, Brown, killed at Amherst, owed calculated fairly according to the additional mileage.
his death to those hoppers. But this is one of the We ran our own trains over that road during tho time
transactions which exemplifies in a remarkable light the lit was run by the Grand Trunk iRailway. Under our
political economy of the hon. gentleman opposite, bis great arrangement with the Grand Trunk Raiiway, it was
ability, great prudence, great public opinion and entire specially providcd that no charge should be made by the
disregard of all personal and private motives in the manage- Intercolonial for the use of our cars. We gave them all our
ment of the Intercolonial. I think the hon, gentleman trains. ivery pnssenger aind freight car employed on the
hereafter should put bis case before the ouse and public, 1 Intercolonial, to and from Qrebec, belonged to us, that went
in such a way as to do justice at once to his opponents and over this 120 miles of road-which caused more wear and tour
himself. We are not at all disposed to deny to the on. gen- to roiling stock than two or thre times the lcngth of road
tileman any credit to which ho is fairly entitled for the elsewiere would. The maintenance of way for the iast
management of this railway. But when he challenged the year or two, since the hon. gentleman has taken possession
management of the hon. member for Lambton, and used ,of that road, is very trifling, because during that period the

Mr. AiNuLÎN.
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road underwent extensive repairs chargeable to capital the question. I met the stery at every point by stating te
account. The whole road-bed was renewed, and the the liuse that 1 first snw Mr. Burland when I was at
superstructure was also renewed during that time and Shediac on my way te Prince Edward Island. At Ihat
charged to capital account, so that the maintenance time it was expected the Eastern ertension, wbich belongs
of the road during this time could have cost but a te the Company of wbicb Sir Hugli Allan was President,
trifling sum. I am sorry to have detained the Hiouse would shortly take over the road, Tbey bad given us notice
so long, but I felt it was necessary to answer the hon. gentle- that they intendod te take the read off our handa, and under
man's statements. Let me add one word more. I charge these circumstanccs, I referred Mr. Burland te Sir i"gh
the hon. gentleman with baving unnecessarily gone out of Allan, as a party who would likely avail himself of the
the country to obtain a very large quantity of rolling stock opportunity of making a purchase of these cars; thathe could
that with proper precautions, prudence and oversight, we net take over the rend until1he had necessary rolling stock to
might have obtained within the Dominion. I do not know eperate it, and that would naturally belong te that section
how much of the rolling stock purchased last year has been etthe rend from Truro te the Strait cf Canse, which would
purchased outside the Dominion. It is said a large portion bas then pass into Sir HughiAllan's bauds under the contract
been made in the workshops of Quebec. There is no reason made with the late Government. That I should suppose
why it should not have been manufactured in the workshops would bc a perfotly natural sep for me te taie, and when
at Moncton by the Dominion Government itself. But there is I feund on my arrivai at Picton, after having visited Prnce
less fault to be found with them for that than in going out- Edward Island, and was waited upon by ile coi' owner
side the country te purchase roliing stock that could have there wbo urged the neessity of having a large additienal
been provided just as well in this country, though I admit not supply cf ceai cars, in order te fl the orders and engage.
quite so rapidly. But we could furnish ail the rolling ments they had made, I was obliged to take up this 9t]:
stock we want, and it is the duty of the Government to ject on short notice, and being on that tour cf inspection,
afford every possible facility te our own manufacturers. I having the Chief Engineer cf Government Railways and
go for fair play to our manufacturers. For whatever is the Chief Superintendent with me, and being iu communi-
fair and right they will find no more earnest advocate than cation frem time to time with the Mechanicat Superinten-
myself. The hon. gentleman last year went out of the dent, who was aise with me on that occasion, it is quite
country to purchase in the United States $164,000 worth of evident that a part cf this transaction would naturally be
rolling stock, and last year he probably purchased twice as conversational and a part wonld be reduced te writing. Ai1
much outside the Dominion. This is one of'the charges I make the papers and ail the correspoudeuce 1 am aware of that
against bis administration of the railway, that ho bas not was not embraced in personal communications were
taken the pains and care which should have been incumbent brought down te tbe buse, and the bon. gentleman ought
upon him as a member of the Government to afford an te knew frei the varions places at whicb these cemmunica-
opportunity to our own mechanics and artizans of supply- tions were dated that 1 was on the rend, that the
ing the railway stock required on the railway. I have officers connected with the Department were with
hurried over these statements in order to occupy as little me, and he ought to ho nble, with the exeroise
time as possible, and I thank the louse for the kind atten- of a very liftie intelligence, te sec why
tion with which they have listened to me. eve'ything is net expanded in correspondence in relation

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I shal not reply at longth to the istransaction. New, findingthat 5rHughAllan was
remarks of the hon. member for Gloucester for the reason net willing te make the purebase, but was prepared te take
that almost ail the statements he bas made to-night have them ever ut tbe price at which they were purchased, I could
been made again and again before, and have been again and net very well meet bis objection from that standpoint, and
again refuted, and I have learned by painful experience that it was necessary te get additiouai supplies; and being
there is one thing the hon, gentlemen opposite cannot for- assured that the statoint that these cars would jump the
give, and that is any effort at saving money. I have track was an errer, baving learnt frem Mr. Whitney-that
learned by painful experience that you can bring down any the persen who had bld hlm 50 had-ne personal knowledge cf
amount ot expenditure you like, and these gentlemen will it, I decided te take a certain portion of these hopper cars,
cheerfully vote it, but if a member of the Administration previdcd we wcre allowed te select the best quaiity. The
is able to show that by care and attention ho is effecting a hon, gentleman eau understand wby we ouid net select
considerable economy and eaving hundreds of thousands cf one bundredeut of bbc whole lot, most of wbieh we
dollars to the country, it is a crime that these hon. gentlemen comparatively new, without obtaining them at the same
cannot forgive, and there is more irouble in getting an item price for wbich bhey were offered te us for the who4o lot.
through this House in connection with what a great saving I now lay upon the Table cf the liuse a supplementary
lias been effected, than any other vote that can be asked return centainiug a letter received frei Mr. Whitney that,
for. The hon. gentleman has referred te the question of I Ibini, will set the hon.<getlemans mmd entirely at rest
obtaining rolling stock outside of the Dominion. The hon. on the subject. Iu a lotter addressed te tbe Chief Super-
gentleman has had his answer two or three times before; h intendent, under date cf April Stb, 1882, liesays:
knows right well that it was done in consequence of the
great and unexpected volume of traffic which demanded"INTEECOLONIÂL RÂILWAY,

measures to be taken in order to handle it that were beyond" IONTON, Nt1the capacity of the couDtry to furnish. The bon. gentle- "D. POTTINGER, Esq.,
inan bas been told before and knows right well that not a IlChief Superintendent, Moncton.
single dollar bas been expended outside the country for 9"DoÂR S,-In reply te the encosed lettr from Mr. Scbreiber
rolling stock that could have been procured in the country refereuce te the Burland Hopper Cars, I have te say that these cars
at the time it was iequired. Yet again and again we have hold five net tons,
the same ld stry repeated, which as been again and again Tey are net very iferior stock most of them, of course, arethesam ol stry epeted wheh as eenagan ad aainsecond-hand cars; seine of theni, the firat time 1 saw theni, had fnot
refuted. Now, the hon, gentleman sees something very a pound ot ceai in them.
spicious in the purchase from Burland of 100 hopper cars. I"About fifty of them were from ten months te a year old, and had

Wh, Sir, the explanation was not only made to the ous been used but very litte. The hers had been considerably used, buthy, iteepaate a eyuymaet h iue were ail sound cars. They are flot dangerous te couple any more than
but it was apparently satisfactory to the hon, gentleman, any ordinary car, and Lhey keep the road as well as any Roppers do.
who voted the money for these cars without a single com- Il Tbe drawbarsbeing somewhat lower than our standard height for
ment until to igt he found it was nessary, in order t box and platfom cars, a crooked cupling required, whe they are

thcoupled wihother cars, otherwise they are ne more trule or daing
tmime, at this late hiur te go elaboratemyj eitaedustt use than the cars we have.
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4 r had a report the first time that I went to see tbem, that they would

not keep the road, but I found that that report was incorrect.
" You are aware that I objected to these cars on the ground that

they were of different construction from ours and necessitated our
getting new patterns made to correspond to castings.

Yours truly,
"H. A. WHXTNEY,

"IMechanical Superintendent.">1

An Order in Council, authorizing the purchase of rolling
stock, having been made long before, and the purchase
having been made in this particular mode, authority was
subsequently taken for it when we returned to Ottawa.
So the hon. gentleman will find that the story which has
interested him so greatly is one that only requires a word
of explanation in order to place it in a perfectly clear and
satisfactory light to the hon. gentleman himself. The hon.
gentleman says, with respect to 1879, that the expenditure
during that year should be charged to the present Adminis-
tration, because we were in power for a long period of
years. But the hon. gentleman knows that Mr. Brydges
was the General Superintendentthat he had theentirecontrol
of the Intercolonial Railway, and from let July, 1878, until
the last of February, 1879. Mr. Brydges was in sole con-
trol of the road, and hie administration was not interfered
with, nor any arrangements made for introducing economy,
and these were not brought into operation until after the
close of that year. The hon. gentleman has referred to the
large number of sleepers put in that year. Those expen-
ditures were made by Mr. Brydges when the road was
under hie control. They were entered upon to a very
large extent-the bulk of the expendituro was made-
before the change of Administration, and were carried
out by Mr. Brydges until the end of February, and
after that the works in which he had been engaged were
completed. The hon. gentleman referred to a graver
question, and the only one to which I intend to call
the attention of the House at this late hour-the danger
to which employees are exposed arising from those econo-
mies and the accidents which have occurred in consequence
of it. Wby, the hon. gentleman knows there is no founda-
tion for that statement; he is perfectly well aware that the
present winter has been an exceedingly severe one. Since
1872, no such difficulty has arisen on the Intercolonial as
during the present year. The hon. gentleman knows that
we have increased the car mileage on that road since we
undertook the management by 10,000,000 miles, and notwith-
standing we have had a number of accidents, I regret to say
during the present season, our position in that respect, on
840 miles of road with this increase of car mileage, in regard
to those casualties, will compare most favorably with 1877-
78 under the management of Mr. Brydges. The year end-
ing 30th June, 1878, shows the following:

"Ballast train ran into freight train ; engine and nine cars damaged.
Conductor, driver and brakeman all injured. Ocal train collided with
No. 17 freight; two engines badly damaged and one coal car wrecked.
Train collided with engine, breaking pilot off. Train parted; parts
collided, damaging three cars. Pullman and first-class car left track;
both damaged. Engine ran into train; four cars damaged and employee's
leg broken. Pullman and postal car damaged by tarainjain track.
IEmployee killed by overhead bridge. Thirteen cars lefut track; one
damaged. Engine and four hoppers left track. Engine thrown from
track. Van left track and upset. Van left track ; engine thrown down
embankment, baggage, second-class and postal cars damaged. Em-
ployee bad hip dislocated. Train divided; another train ran into one
division; van damaged and two cars thrown from track. Engine
thrown from track: tender smashed, engine and two cars damaged.
Thirteen hoppers left track; four broken up."

Yet the hon. gentleman, knowing that was the record, that
on that comparatively short road and on that comparatively
short length of car mileage, six men were killed and all
this damage was done to rolling stock under the manage-
ment of their political friends, he never gave the matter an
hour'e consideration or said it arose from bad management.
Every person knows that no man in Canada har had greater
experience than Mr. Brydges, and I do not refer to these
accidents as showing in the least degree any want of care

Sir CHuEAL. Tuppri.

on his part, or lack of attention in maintaining the condition
of the road or the rolling stock, but only to show how
bard pressed are hon, gentlemen opposite who have brought
up one or two accidents to throw discredit on our manage.
ment of the road. The hon. gentleman has also occupied
much of the time of the House in regard to Murray's state-
ment. He has sprung into unwonted notoriety; ho has
been induced even to leave the road, where his services did
not receive that amount of consideration to which ho
thought they were entitled, for the purpose of devoting his
services to a political party whose great exigencies reuired
his assistance; but if the hon. gentleman would~read
Murray's own statement, ho will find that ho gives three
different, distinct and contradictory reasons why ho left
the road. He bas said ho left the road because life and
property were unsafe-because his life was unsafe; yet
Murray wrote this letter:

wPTo D. POT"BaDouRD STATION, 2nd April, 1882.

"Uhief Superintendent, Moncton.
"I hereby tender you my resiguation as driver on Intercolonial Rail-

way. 1 wish to comply with the book of rules and regulations. If you
eau relieve me from duty at once, you will oblige, as I cannot stand the
humbug there is at Richmond and other stations.

leYours truly,
"J. MURRAY."

On April 4th, Murray wrote:
"SuuÂ»mCÂI STATIoN, 4th April, 1882.

"To H. A. WmHT»NE, Moncton.
"I tendered my resignation last night to the Chief Superintendent. I

would like to be relieved from duty to-day on arrival at Richmond. I
am not feeling well."

" l Driver,"

We have three distinct statements for Murray's leaving
the service of the road. The hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) asked me if my attention had been called
to Murray's statement as to the manner in which the
ployees of the road were overworked, and whether I had
received any report on that statement. I told the hon.
gentleman that I had callod on the Superintendent to report
on Mr. Murray's statement, and also applied to Mr.
Schrei ber, the Chief Engineer of Railways in operation, for
a statement in reference to the important point as to
whether the hands were overworked? Mr. Schreiber
reports :-

"In reply to your enquiry as to the train hands on the Intercolonial
making extra trips and working overtime, 1 may say that their doing so
is by no meaus compulsory. On the contrary, I am iformed, that they
are so desirous of making extra time that each presses his claims for
permission to do so. They, of course, receive compensation."

I have already explained to the House the utter impossi-
bility of maintaining a staff which will be sufficient for dis-
charging all the duties that occasionally make an extra
demand on the services of the employees, without having a
large body of mon 1de, their wages being paid at the same
time by the public. These parties are paid for the work
they do, and they complain bitterly if a large number of
persons are employed, bocause it diminishes their remuner-
ation. I have now a letter written by the Superintendent
on Mr. Murray's letter, which I will read, as a great deal
has been made out of this matter, and as the letter is not
vory long:

"INTERcOLONIAL RÂILWAY,
"Office of the Chief Superintendent,

"e .'' Moncton, N. B., 24th April, 1882.

"Chief Engineer, Government Railways,
IlOttawa.

"DEAR Si,-In answer to your telegram with reference to John
Murray, whose letter appeared in the "Morning Chronicle " of a recent
date, I find on enquiry that he entered the Railway service, as a fire-
man, at Pictutu Landing, in October, 1874. He appears to have been
promoted rapidly and was made a driver in 1876. On the 3rd of the
present month, he telegraphed from Bedford his resignation.

"I am informed by those who know him that he is a confirmed
grumbler and that it is almost impossible to satisfy him.

1326 MAY 5,
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"His statements are quite untrue and carry no weight with those who

know him.
'' During February and the first part of March, the weather was very

stormy and trains were in consequence delayed. The Enginemen were,
therefore, sometimes delayed an unusudi length of time upon the road,
but were, of course, paid accordingly, and the detention was unavoidable.

" This was the case upon the Sunday morning he refers to, when he
was ordered to assist a Freight train from Londonderry to Folly Lake,
as there had been a heavy snow storm.

i' I find on examining the time sheets, that he was not on duty 126
hours, as stated, and 48 hours without rest. In January I find that he
did not work on the lst, 8th, 13th, 15th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th
and 29th.

"l In February he did not work on the 5th, 1lth,:12th, 19th, 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th.

"l In March he did not work on the 5th after 9.30 A. M., he did not
work on the 12th, 19tb, 24th, nor 26th. So that he seema to have been
able to refrain from work wheuerer he wished.

" Engine No. 73, which he calls an old trap and fit only for the
scrap-heap, was purchased in 1874 from the Portland Company. She
is a Passenger engine with four driving wheels coupled. The diameter
of the drivers is 66 in. and the size of the cylinder 16 x 24.

" This engine came out of the shop in December last, afterlhaving
receiyed a thorough repair.

" The life of a locomotive is not less than fifteen years, so that this
engine bas ouly been in use half the time that she is capable of serving.
The engine was perfetly capable of hauling 36 empty cars and has
frequentlv, since that time, hauled as beavy a train.

" His statement that engine driver Hunt was fined for setting off cars
in false. Hunt'is one of the oldest and most careful drivers on the Une,
and he is a good man in every respect and a good driver. Why Murray
should refer to him so prominently in connection with the collision of
trains at Grand Lake, I cannot understand, for Hunt was entirely
blameless in the matter.

" Murray's letter is somewhat rambling and inconsistent. In one part of
it he blames us for overworking the men ; in another part he blames us
for employing new men ; and talks about Hunt's fireman being a green
hand, who had only fired for four weeks.

" Our enginemen are as good a lot of men as can be found on any
railway in the country, but there are a few among them-very few I
am glad to say, -who, if they were allowed, would shirk their work and
haut fewer cars than their engines are capable of hauling. The conse-
quence is that such men have to be looked after and made to do the
work that other men are able aild willing to do under similar circum-
stances. There is no road in the country where the enginemen are
allowed to manage the traffic and say what number of cars they shall
take in a train.

" With us, the Mechanical Superintendent and the skilled men under
him state what each engine's capacityof haulingis, and this information
is acted upon by the Traffic Department.

"I wish it understood that we have very little trouble with our engine-
drivers with regard to hauling train, it is only with a few of them-
Murray being among the number.

"This wirter there has been a large and unexpected increase in the
traffic, both in Passengers and in Freight, and we have therefere had
considerable difficulty in moving it.

" This increase of traffic should be a source of great satisfaction to
every well-wisher of the country, and it should be especially so to the
persons living along the line of railway and to the railway employes
as it is the strongest possible evidence of the general prosperity of the
country.

" The great majority of employes in all departments have been glad
to see the increased traffic and have done their utmost to facilitate the
work. And I am sure that they do not thauk Murray for lis mis-
directed efforts in their behalf.

'' You are aware that there are a large number of people leaving the
Lower Provinces for Manitoba and the North-West and ofcourse some of
the railway cmployes, thinking to better their condition, have gonosto
the North West also, but the number of our men who have left is really
very smatll.

' The statements that rails and mate'rials are not furnished for the
repair of the track; that the rolling stock is not in good order; that
the snow is not shovelled from the sidings; that men are run for 380
miles wvithout rest and without food, &c , are unitrue.

" lu is letter in the I Chronicle '' o'April 22nd, Murray refers to
Samuel Camueron, mechanical foreman, at l'ictou Landing, and states
that be as left the service in consequence of his pay having been cut
dowu $10 a mcn'h.

" Cameron's pay was reduced $10 per month at the time that the reduc-
tion in salaries was made, but his pay was again raised to the original
aoiunt and for a long tine lie hbas been receiving as much pay as he
ever did. Cueron bas gone to the North West, taking bis two grown
up eons with him, because he thinks he can give them a better start
lu life in that new country. Hle is a good man and he parted with the
railway in a friendly way and is deserving of success wherever he
goes.

"l There lias been a good deal said in Murray's letter with reference to
oerworking the men. I have already explained to you, in previous

letters, that men when running special trains are paid by the trip, the
llne being divided into sections and a certain value counted in days or

Parts of a day assigned to a trip over each particular section. For ins-
tance, from St. J.hn to Moncton is 89 miles and this is counted one day,
although it may only occupy four or five hours. From Moncton to
Campbellton, 185 miles, is counted one day and a half, and it may only

occupy six or eight hours. From Truro to Halifax and- return, which
is 120 miles the round trip, is counted one and a quarter day.

" The enginemen are paid at a certain rate per day. Murray'spay
being $2.31 per day.

"Prom this explanation you will see that the men areopaid according
to the work they perform, and if they work overtime, it results in no
economy whatever to the railway. The question will naturally occur to
a person unacquainted with railway work, if this is the case, why not
employ more men. In answer to this I may explain that the business of
almost every railway, fluctuates very much, there being sometimes a
rush of freight, as we have for a short time in the winter and at other
times very little. vies

"It has been found by experience that when men are once promoted
and afterwards have to be reduced to an inferior position,-such a case
for instance as a fireman being made an engine-driver and afterwards
being set back to be a fireman-that, in genoral, the promotion has had
the effect of spoiling a good fireman-the man being afterwards dissatis-
fied in any position inferior to that of engine-driver.

" The same is the casewith brakesmen and conductors. Again, if many
new conductors and engine-drivers are made during a busy season, the
chances of accident are necessarily increased, because these men, who
have not had long experience in their new duttes, are employed at the
very time when the greatest degree of skill and care is necessary. It is
usual therefore to use, as far as possible, the regular staff.

"I think I have referred to all the matters in Murray's letters that
are deserving of notice.

" It seems to me that the more letters of this kind that Murray writes,
the better it will be for the railway management. When the first letter
came out, I suppose that a number of people, outside of the railway and
unacquainted with its working, thought that his statements were fact,
but by the time he writes a few more letters, the public will be able to
estimate him at his true worth, and is own letters will be the bestvindi-
cation of the railway.

IlYour obedient servant,
"Signed, D. POTTINGER."

That letter from the Chief Superintendent gives the most
effective refutation to any statement of M r. Murray's that
required the slightest attention at his hands. Now, Sir, I
think I have said everything that requires to be said. As I
stated before, all the other statements of the hon. gentleman
have been again and again refuted, and if they are of any
interest to him, I think they have ceased to be so to any-
body else.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not know that
it is due to the faults of the hon. gentleman's officers, or of
his administration, but I do know that the last railway
statistics laid on the Table show a most unusual percentage
of accidents as having occurred on the Intercolonial Railway
during the year ending the 30th June, 1881. Ail the
persons killed and wounded in Canada during that year
numbered 240, on nearly 7,000 miles of railroad in actual
operation. On the Intercolonial Railroad, of which 840 miles
are in actual operation, cighty-one persons were killed and
wounded during that year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. How many were killed?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Fourteen were killed.
and sixty-soven injured. I do not know that the railway
authorities are specially to be thanked that the injuries did
not result in actual death; and this is a very Ligh percen-
tage, bearing in mind the fact that many of these ratlroads,
such as the Grand Trunk and Great Western, carry a very
much larger number of passengers than the Intercoion.al,
and show a smaller number.

Mr. McLELAN. Under the management of the hon.
Minister of Railways, there has not been a single passenger
killed or seriously injured. With respect to this matter of
Mr. Murray, it seems strange that hon. gentlemen opposite
should desire to attach so much importance to that letter.
I can understand Mr. Murray or any other employee of that
road, who did not get a promotion ho sought, endeavoring,
if possible, to injure the road; but I cannot understand hon.
gentlemen opposite, who ought to be above such an action,
giving that letter so much importance as to create the im-
pression in the country that the road is not in a safe con-
dition to travel upon. A considerable portion of this road
runs through the county I have the honor to represent. A
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number of my constituents feel anxions to obtain emPlyi Mr. MACKENZIE. The report of the hon. gentleman's
ment on the road, and the complaint I have received from own Department gives the names of fourteen killed in one
them-and I have a number of letters in my posession at year.
present from some who are usually employed as conductors Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The damages on account Of
or firemen or drivers-is that being paid by the piece or by accidents to men, animals and property on the Interco-
the day, they do net get sufficient employment. Theroibre, lonial for the years 1878 and 1879 were 86,000 and $7,000.
b.invln this fact in my possession, I do net attach any im- Tbey have not been as high as $4,000 any year since.
port ane to the statements made in Mr- Murray'sletter
that the employees are so overworked that it is uinsafe to Mr. WIELDON. 1 aaked on the 9th of March for a
travel on the road. return of the- accidents on this road, where there were

neither lives lest nor injuries to persons, and also a return
Mr MACKENZIE. The letter of Marray was published of damages to goods; but it has not yet been furnished,

in the newparers, and as it had every appearance of being although the information has appeared in thepapers of the
authentic, I was entitMed to bring the matter before the Lower Provinces.
House and have it explained. I said nothing either for or
against hlim; I knew nothing about him or his statements, Sir CHARLES TTPPER. The largest number of
but they were thore and had te be met. Whether they are employees killed was seven, killed beyond the track.

ugleiently met by Mr. Pottinger's letter is a matter of Mr. PLUMB. We have heard from the inember for
opinion ; I think to some extent they are. With regard te Gloucester his annual attack on the Intercolonial Railway,
the accidents in my time we invariably put down the and the usual discussion in the usual temper
number of accidents not only te individuals, but the rolling on the other side of the House. We have been
stoek, According te this last report, it would appear that treated by the hon. gentleman to a speech lasting
net s single engie or -car was injured during the whole of an hour or two, in which ho exemplified, ds ho usually
laut:year. la that thecase? does, the Italian proverb-that the tongue is like a race-

Sir CHARL ES TUPPER. Certainly not; the hn. herse, which runs faster the leu weight it carries. The

gentleman knows that is net the case. hon. gentleman bas exhibited lis utter ignorance of railway
it is net correct; but matters in the most striking degree in everything he has

Mr MACKNZIE. I suppose it is nt o btO said respecting the Intercolonial But it was reserved for the
what l very remarkable is this. We have an entry of two member for Centre Huron to make a direct attack on the
Gpad& Trank engines havitng got off the track and got On road with a view te alarming people and frightening then
theirefdesm As they did not belong te tho Government, the from travelling upon it.
aaeident is mentioned, but we have no means of knowing
tho-number of enginesor cars belonging te the Government Sir RICHAR D J. CARTWRIGHT. Hear, hear.
that were injured during the year. Then the hon. gentle- Mr. PLUMB. If the bon. gentleman had been a
man made another statement, which 1 presume was a mis- railway tenter for other roads, ho could net have more effo
take; ho stated that there was an increase of 10,000,000 of tually served the interests of his employers. There were
train mileage. no passengers on the Intercolonial Railway killed during

Sir CRARLES TUPPER.: I intended te say car mileage, the last three years.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. The train mileage of 1881 was Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And nono the lasttbree years
2,813,723, and of 1877-7P, 2,160,080. The increase in busi. Mr. PLUMB. I was speaking of the report from whicl

ses does net at all correspond to the increase in the mile. the hon. gentleman read. Thère were faur employees an
age. For instance, in 1872-73 and 1873-74 the number Of another person killed by falling from the engiies and cars
trains per mile was 1,147; in 1874-75, 945; in 1875-76, 695; That is a kind of accident which certainly tho Compau
in 1876-77, 590 ; in 1b77-78, 732; in 1878-79, 715; in 1879- could net be responsible for. Five othors were injured i
80; 681, and in 1880-81, 863. Taking five years, including the same way, and in jumping off or six pensons wer
1873-74, the avenage would ho 822; five years, commencing injured. I am net aware that the Superintendent or th
1874.75, average 735; the three years of the hon. gentle- Manager, or the Minister of Railways is responsible fo
men opposite, from 1878-79 te 1881, average 752; and for accidents toeople who choose te jump off the cars o
the two last years, 772. Se that the difference in the ton- engines whi e in motion. Twenty-three were killed a
age as per mile is practically nothing; and if we include work on or near the track making up trains. It is imposa
the year 1873-74, it is more in the years of the late Ad- ble for the most carcfil superintendent of a railway te pr
ministration than in any other period. The hon. gentle. vint mon employed on a railway from becoming reckles
man declared, a few evenings ago, his firm conviction that or te prevent accidents of that kind. Another kind of acc
ali steel rails, after the road was once built, should properly dont ocours te mon coupling cars; twenty-six mon wer
and could only be properly charge.l te a revenue acceunt. injured in thia way. That had nothing te with the ru
low does it come that ho charged te capital aceount the sum ning of trains or the management of the road-nothing t
of $40,000 for nut looks two years ago, upon his own showing do with the condition of the track. Thus we have go
of what a proper revenue or capital charge i. The fact is, fifty-nine out of eighty-one accidents the hon. gentlema
the ouly difforence between the hon. gentleman's expendi- brought before the House with such earnestness. Tw
ture and that which ho bas been criticising is this: that he persons were killed by c-llisions and by trains thrown fro
made use of thé capital accotnt in order te cover aii the track, and one person was injared. That is the onl
deficiencies, te an extent more than suffloient te wipe ont class of accidents which can in.any way, even remotely,
the entire diiferenice. attributed te the management or renning of the, road or

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. In refereuce to the remark its condition. The report further says, under this liea
of the hon member for Centre Huron as te the accidents, ing, walking, or standing, or, lying, or being on t
they are numbered in this way in the railway statistics: track, one person killed and no other person injure
the amallest possible mishap or damage is put down as an We cannot tell whether the nian was an employee of t
accident and is included among the serions accidents, road or not. Probably he was. not. lie may live b
whereas the practice on most of the other railways is only a person staggering acnos the-taak. That is4heowhole sOI
to take notice of very serious accidents. The hon. gentle- of the accidents on the Intercoldnial Rail*ay which, tt
pnan.xnutt be mistaken as te the number killed, the largest hon. gentlemen have made g1pLveiy the banse of a cha
nuciber of employees for any one year being only seven; against the management of the Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. McLarsa.
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is only necessary to read that statement to show what is the
character of the whole attack that has been made on the
road by these hon. gentlemen to-night. Prom that one
can see the animus of the whole. The fHouse and the
country will judge these gentlemen according to their
merits as shown by the disingenuous statements they bave
to resort to in order to make out their case.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Can the hon. Minister of Railways
tell the House for what reason Hamilton, the train des-
patcher at Truro, was dismissed ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He was dismissed in conse-
quence of having given a wrong order, and probably in
connection with it the habit of falsifying the books.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Was there any trial of the case?
Sir CH1ARLES TUPPER. The matter was thoroughly

investigated by the Department, and in the Court where the
testimony was produced. A charge of manslaughter was
brought against one of the station masters. In the first
instance there was an investigation under oath on the
coroner's inquest; and in the second instance one of the
relatives brought a charge of manslaughter against the
station master at Windsor Junction. Upon sworn testi monv
the station master was honorably acquitted, as the evidence
proved that the order had been wrongly sent by Ilamilton,
and that the figures had been afterwards changel from 15
to 13.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course I only saw an ex parte
statement of the case, but it did seem to me Hamilton was
harshly treated. The evidence did not seem to me to bo at
all against bim. Of course the bon. gentleman is botter
informed than J. It seemed to me from the evidence I saw
that Harris was more to biamethan Hamilton.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Harris was, after a most
thorongh investigation before the Court, when he was
brought up on a charge of manslaughter, honorably
acquitted and discharged, and I have not the slightest doubt
properly so, because I investigated the matter very closely
myself.

RATES OF PILOTAGE.

Mr. McLELý.N moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 119) further to amend
"The Pilotage Act, 1873," and the other Acts therein men-
tioned.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Corn-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. VALLÉE. I bave already explained to the Com-
mittee why clause 3 should not apply to the pilots between
Montreal and Quebec. According to the old law, when a
pilot, having charge of a ship between Montreal and Quebec
arrives in, Quebec, he is discharged and the ship is put
under the control of another pilot. from Quebec to Bic.
Thu clause provides that complaint against the pilot
may be lodged within thirty days after an
accident has happened. Iow can that be done ? If an
accident bas happened between Montreal and Quebec the
Captain can make his complaint to the pilotage authority
on arrival at Quebec, and a delay of thirty days is altogether
unnecessary. Pilots between Montreal and Quebec ought
not to be put on the same footing as those from Quebec
downward, because, in the former case, the captain or the
Owner have far botter facilities. The bon. Minster has sup-
pOsed a case where the pilot, the captain and the owner
nave agreed together to wreck a ship, and where, couse-
quently, there would be no one to make a complaint before
the pilotage authority. That is a very unlikely supposition.
According to the old law, ifa ahip bas been wrecked between
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Mon treal and Quebec, the pilotage authority may be informed
of it by telegraph communication, when it can at once take
the necessary stops to have an investigation. The case is
qaite different when a ship goes out to sea, and, therefore,
tho same provision shotlti not appily te both cases. The pre-
sent law has been in force for twonty-two years and ought not
to be changed upon a more supposition like this. The pilots
are a responsible body who have well performed theirduties
in the past to the satisfaction of all parties. Then why
change the law. The President of the Council quotod the
other day the case of La Canadienne, which was wrecked
last year, and he said that he could not secure an investiga-
tion because the prescribed delay had clapsed. That is only
one case and is not sufficient to justify this change. I ask,
therefore, that this third clause be struck out.

Mr. VALIN moved that the 3rd clause be struck out.
Amendment negative.
Mr. MeLELAN. I beg to move an additional clause to

this Bill-one limiting the number of pilots in the district
of Quebec. Ujnder the present law, the number of pilots
is fixed at a minimum of 150 and a maximum of 200, and as
there are norgpilots there than are nocessary, it is pro-
posed to give authority to reduce the number to 125.

Mr. AMYOT. If I understand this clause, it will exclude
apprentices who have not served more than three years.

Mr. McLEL2AN. They will have to wait till the number
gets under 125.

Mr. AMYOT. How many are on that list?
Mr. MeLELAN. I think the whole number of pilots are

184; thirty-five are over sixty-five years of age, and thers
are about thirty-flive apprentices, who have to serve seven
years for thoir license. The apprentices who have served
over thrce years may be made pilots under the regulations
until the number falls below the number of 125. Those who
have served less than three years will have to await an op-
portunity of filling out their tern, or adopt some other
profession.

Mr. AMYOT. The official list showed on the 14th of
September last that there were thirty-four apprentices,
of whom fourteea have not yet served three years.
So the Bill proposes that these fourteen apprentices,
who have paid from $200 to $300 to be admitted,
and have spent one, two or three years studying
this business, will be deprived of the bonefits of the exist-
ing law and of their acquired rights. This is nothinig but
stealing under pretext of law. Pilots do not ask this Bill,
but would be pleased to grant licenses to their apprentices
when their apprenticeships were served. Why paws this
retroactive Bill and steal away the rights eof these young
men under the protection of a law ? I believe this Parlia-
ment should not degrade itself by passing this law.

Mr. VALIN. I am of the opinion of -he bon. member
for Bellechasse that it is not right to deprive these appren-
tices of the right of completing their apprenticeship. We
want to reduce the number of pilots, but it should be done
regularly even though it takes some time. I therefore
move an amendment:

" That the apprentices now admitted should be exempt from the
application of this Bill."

Mr. MoLELAN. The bon. member for Bellechasse says
that the pilots did not ask for this Bill; but the pilots have
asked Lhat the scale of fees should be inereased upon the
whole commerce of the St. -Lawrence, in order to give
them an additional allowance per annum. The 184 pilots
on the list demand that the fees should be increased to give
them, after setting apart a sum for the maintenance of
widows and orphans aud decayed pi1ets, an allovwance of
at least $600 a year, Now, the wapte of Qiumerce cAn b
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supplied very well by 100 pilots at the outside. Useful as district were an inferior class of men if they cannot be tried
are the services of these men, it would be unjust to the after four days have elapsed from the time of an accident.
commerce of the St. Lawrence to compel it to maintain Mr. VAIIN. Pilots have about $350 a foot in the
double the number of pilots that are required. If you do the year, during the sumner time it is a littie
not restrict the number of apprentices, so as to allow allessand
the thirty-four to finish their apprenticeship, it will be afoof oebri nery . theo.ieer
generation before you can reduce the number of pilots to pilotage to Quebec, Liverpool, the English Channel and the125. The Bill will allow all apprentices over seven-Iinitcd States.
teen to serve out their term and take licenses. It
will only strike out apprentices from seventeen to fourteen Amendment negatived on a division, and Billreported;
years of age. I think there would be no great hardship in and (at 2:10 o'clock, a.m) the buse adjourned.
rending then to learn another trade. Unless the Govern-
ment increases the taxation on the shipping, the present
number of pilots are so large that they cannot obtain $600
eaeh with the number of vessels likely to visit the St. Law-
rence this season. HOUSE 0F COMMONS,

Mr. VALIN. Navigation to-day is more by steam than
by sail. In 1873 a compromise was made amongst the SATURDAY, 6th May, 1882.
pilots, the Government and the trades, that small vessels The SPEAKER took the Chair at Throe o'clock.'
under 250 tons would be free of pilotage. It was also
understood that if, during these years, the pilots did not PRAYERS.
make an average of $600 a year, the tariff should te re-
vised so as to enable the pilots to make thaitverage. The POSTAGE ON NEWSPAPERS.
first year they did, and also the three following years;
but the past three years they did not make that average. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALDmoved the following reso-
While the number of sea-going vessels arriving in our ports Iutioii
was less, their tonnage was greater. A ship of 1,000 tons That it is expedient to provide that, onand ater thefirst day ofJune,
draws as much water as a steamer of 5,000 tons that carries in the present year 1882, newspapers published in Canada, mailed by
three times as much cargo as the smaller vessels. WCth, ublisher at the place ot publication, and addressed to regular sub-scribers or news agents, in Canada, shali be transmitted to their adclressshould impose a fax on the tonnage and not on the diraught free of postage.
of water. We are bound to give our pilots a means of Motion agreed te.
living. It would not be fair to deprive those young men
who have completed their third year of apprenticeship of REDISTRIBUTION 0F SEATS.praccising their calling.

Mir. SPIaOULE. I think that in these days when every The Order being read for the second reading of Bin
effort is made te carry on commerce as cheaply as possible (No. 153) to readjust the representation in the bouse of
it %vuu1d be no injustice to attempt to curtail expenses. . Commons and for other purposes,
These young men are at an age when it wil be no hardseip Sir JOiN A. MACDONALD. On the introduction of
to theni to adopt another carmer, and what they have learned this Bi I explain d at length the mode of readjustmeont
in thoir apprenticcship rnay be useful to thcm ia many ways. and the changes proposed to bc made in the representation
There is no reason why piIotaze should be chaîpged on ton- in consequence of the Census. I ngw m ve the second
nage, because it is asCasy to pilot a large vessel as a smat reading of the Bi, and no doubt, in a fu adiscussion eothe
ene. When we are trying to do away with tolas on canais changes proposed, the Government wil bequite prepared
we should aiso redace ehargres on sea.going, vessels. to listen to al the argum nts that may be adduced on ither

Mir. AMYOT. I move that the words Ilnow under inden side with respect to the redistribution of the representation.
tTre" be added to the clause. Tho pilotage in Quebec costs Mh. BLAie. I ris to a question of order. The B
less than in any part of the world. Lt has been agrecd by which is jut now placed in yo r bands is not the Bil which
the hon. Minister that the actualtariff, instcad of being we int odued and read a tirst toe.n objeet to the read-
increasod 15 per cent, as rocommendedl by the Quebec ilar. ing of the Bill at the present tume. By the Bill which was
ber Commission, wiil be increased to 7s per cent. and if the presented the other day, and rea d the first tte, crtai
pilots de net then receive $700 per year iteannot be helped. provisions were made as te 'the component parts of tho
Lt has been also agreed that the numben of pilots will be various doctoral districts of the Province effOrtaeio, and in
diminished gradually until it is reduced to 125, and also that point of fnot that was the objet of the Bi. By that Bi,
the number of apprentices shouid be graduially reduced Prom the township of Logan was taken from. the existing north
fifteen ttwenty. Itwouldnotberigttodeprvetboseyoun riding of Perth and placed in the south ridigg.ut Perth; by
men who Uave served their two or thee yers apprenteery the BiI now introducd, the twnship ofLogan is nottaken
ship of the right te follow ont their calling and compel the Cfrom the nort riding of Perth, and does not form part f
toe adopt another.cahey have seected this mode of exist- the south niding of Perth. By the Bid oas read the fijsttime,
once, they have passed their examination, yet thipbBie athe towsh chaof Cinton was taken Prom the county of Lin-
proposes te drive them Prom their occupation. Let us give coln and aded to the edctodat district f Monck; by the
them time and they will thodselves reduce thoir number te Bil new proposed tehbe read, the township of Cinton
propr numbers. romains part of the county of Linco n and e n et part hf

Mr. EILLAM. The hon. gentleman rom Beechasse the electhrai district of Monck. By the Birl which was read
says that this is the cheapost pilotage in the world. That the first time, the village of Beamvile was taken
may bo the case, but when 1 ask hi what the price of the rom the the county e Lincoln and put into eue of the

bor~idng Commissio, will b increasdito 7owprpcent. nd if th

pilotage is botwen Bie and Montrear ho said hedid.nt I f
Seread Beamsvile remains in the county of Lincon. By themn. a utBiread a firt time, the township ofSouth Cayugremained

the nuMberOf. aprtis hou ld b te aragll educedfth o fromllimn; yth il o o h

Mr. KILLA. One would suppose rom the rmarks of abe, it romains art of the electoral district ertMhonckBy
the bon. gentleman from Bellechasse, that the pilotof e thmI lart of the utsttim a g oy te Bianwaonmtde

Mr. MLELAN. he
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a part of the new eleetoral district of Lambton ; by the
present Bill it is made part of East Lambton. By the Bill
which was read a first time, the township of Jsborno was
left part of the electoral district of South Huron; by the
Bill now in your hands, it is made a part of South Perth.
By the Bill read the first time, the township of Wallace was
left part of the electoral district of North Perth ; by the
Bill on the Table, it is made part of North Wellington. Ey
the Bill read the first time, the township of Colborne was
left part of the district of Contre Huron; by the Bill on the
Table, it is taken from Centre Huron and made part of the
district of South Welland. There are other changes in the
Bill which is on the Table.as compared with the Bill which
is read; but I have specified these to you as adequate to the
purpose of pointing out that very malorial alterations have
taken place in the Bill read the first time, as it is now pro-
posed to be read the second time. The law upon the
subject is contained in May's book, the oldest edition, at
page 500:

" After a Bill bas been presented, and read the first time, it is not
regular to make other than clerical alterations in it. On the 28th March,
1873, notice being taken that the University Tests (Dublin) Bill had
been materially altered since the first reading, in order to meet objec-
tions raised in a debate upon another Bill. The Speaker ruled that after
the first reading, a Bill was no longer the property of the member him-
self, but passed into the possession of the House. The order for the
second reading was accordingly discharged, and the Bill withdrawn ;
and leave being given ta present another Bill instead thereof, another
Bill was at once presented. The same course was adopted in the case
of Hypothec (Scotland) Bill, in 1878. It frequently happens that before
the second reading of a Bill it becomes necessary ta make considerable
changes in its provisions, which can only be accomplished, at this stage,
by discharging the order for the second reading, and withdrawing the
Bill. The orlinary practice has been ta order a Bill to be withdrawn
and to give leave to bring in another Bill. And this course is always
necessary if there be any change of title ; but when the Bil is with-
drawn for the purpose of making numerous amendments, without any
change of title, a simpler form of proceeding has occasionally been
adopted. Sa soon as the first Bill has been withdrawn, the order of
leave for bringing in the Bill is read and leave is given to present
another Bill instead thereof upon the same order of leave. This was
done in 1814, and the practice has since been revived, with much con-
venience."

Some of the authorities on which these propositions are
founded very clearly state as to what was the opinion in the
House from which we draw our practice.With reference to the
University Tests and Discipline Bill, a debate arose on the
question of the second reading. Mr. Callan pointed out that
it was not the same Bill which had been read the first time,
and, referring to the case of the Marriage of Deceasod Wife's
Sister Bill, the Speaker of the day, Mr. Shaw Lefebvre,
ruled that it was not competent for an hon. member to make
any other than clerical errors in a Bill which had been in-
troduced and read the first time. The Speaker said :

"I am bound to say that the hon. member for Brighton (Mr. Fawcett)
bas exercised a sound discretion in taking the course which he proposes
ta adopt.">

The course pursued was to discharge the order.
" There is no principle more clearly laid down in this House than this:

when a member bas introduced a Bill to the House, it ceases to bc in
that member's hands and passes into the possession of the House. No
essential of that Bill, at any stage may then be made without the dis-
tinckorder of the House.

Likewise on the Hypothec kScotland) Bill in 1868:
"Mr. J. Lowther said that in connection with the measure he desired

to direct the Speaker's attention to a point of order. Leave had been
given by the House to an hon. and gallant member (Sir George Balfour)
to introduce a Bill on the subject of hypothec, for which Bill another
had since been substituted, and had only been delivered ta hon. mem-
bers that morning."

To this the Speaker replied that-
"He had noticed that some material alterations had been made in the

Bill. Hon. members might make clerical or verbal alteratious in Bills,
but it would not be in order for an hon. member to move the second
reading of a-Bill which, although having the same title, differs materially
and substantially from the measure which he bad obtained leave ta intro-
duce. The Bill which the hoa. and gallant member now asked the House
to read a second time was not the one which he was allowed tointroduce,
and, therefore, the only course open ta him was to withdraw or ask for

the second reading of the Bill, and to ask leave to introduce a Bill in
substitution for it."

The same view was taken in the case of the Marriages Bill,
the report of Hansard on which says:

"Mr. Speaker said it was not competent for an bon. member to make
any other than a clerical alteration in a l3ill which had once been intro-
duced and read a first time.

The evidence, I may say, on which I statcd to the House,
that the Bill contained the statements I referred to, is the
speech of the hon. Minister of the Interior as reported in
the Official Debates, which show the absence of these various
changes to which I bave i eferred, and verify the staternent
that it differs in the particulars I have stated from the Bill
now proposed to bc read.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In answer to the hon.
gentleman's technical objection which was taken only for the
purpose of delay-I have to state this-that the practice
proposed which was objected to at the time by the hon.
gentleman on the first reading, bas been the uniform prac-
tice in Canada. As regards the particular case ho cites, of
alterations in some of the clauses of the Bill, for which ho
refers to my speech, if there are such alterations it is open
to hiim to take his objection in Committee of the Whole.

Mr. BLAKE. But my objection is to the principle of the
second reading.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Do not interrupt me, Sir, if
you please. The whole principle of the Bill is the read-
justment of the representation. There may be a township
misplaced here, or a town there; it is open for the hon.
gentleman to take objection in Committee of the Whole. I
shal hold to my speech, and if it be found that in any of
the clauses there is an alteration or misplacement of town,
township, or village, I will agree that it was not in the
original Bill. I press upon you, Mr. Speaker, to hold to our
uniform practice.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman bas not apprehended
my objection. This is not the objection I took a while ago,
that ho ought not to have retained possession of the Bill
after it was introduced. You, Mr. Speaker, disposed of that
objection, and I have not renewed the controversy. I take
this objection to the second reading of the Bill on the dis-
tinct ground that it was not the Bill which was read the
first time. That is the ground I take, and it is consistent
with the evidence I offer, which is clear and conclusive,
which the hon. gentleman does not deny, cannot deny, and
which is confirmed by the English practices and precedents
to which I have reterred.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man is speaking a good deal from the sheet that was stolen
by the Globe people.

Mr. BLAKE. No; from the speech.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think so. The reason

why I did not place it in the Clerk's hands, is that it was in
galley form mercly, and inaccurate in some respects. That
I stated at the time. I think that our practice should be
held to establish the rule in this case. The hon.gentleman
is quite at liberty to move in Committee, or to show that
the name of any township has been misplaced.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The question is simply whether that
is the Bill that was rend a first time or not. I called upon
the hon. gentleman for a copy of the Bill. He said he
would send it to me, but had to see the Law Clerk first.
The Bill never came. There is one simple way of ascer-
taining whether this is the Bill or not-let the Law Clerk
be called and examined.

Mr. BLAKE. The report in Bansard shows it.
Mr. BOWELL. The hon. the leader of the Government

asked me to get a copy of the Bill, if I could and send
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it to the member for Lambton. I went to the Law
Clerk and tried to obtain one, but could not. i say thi
merely to show, that if the Bill was not given to him, i
was becatuse it was impossible to do so.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I mentioned that merely as ai
incident, showing that the Law Clerk bad the Bill at th
time, and he can show whether or not it bas been altere
since it left his hands.

Mr. BOWELL. I spoke merely to show that the effor
was made to keep the promise made to the bon, gentleman
1He seemed to convey the impression that there had been
neglect.

Mr. BLAKE. With regard to the statements made by
the hon. First Minister, which I think he had no right to
make, as to the source from which I drew my information
I may say that it was from the official report of the speech

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). That the Bill was altered
after it was introduced is beyond controversy. I paid the
greatest attention to the statement made by theb on. First
Minister, as I supposed he would make some alterations in
my riding. ec stated that the township of Usborne
would form a part of the riding of South Huron, while the
Bill now before us says that it does not form part of that
riding, and that the Bi!l must have been altered after the
time the hon. gentleman introduced it, and is not the Bill
first presented to the House. I find also, in the organ of the
hon. gentleman in this city, the- Citizen, which I suppose
would not misrepresent him, it is stated that the township
of Usborne is to form part of the riding of South Huron.
There is not a member of the House, who listened to the
speech, who does not think that the bon. gentleman made
that statement.

Mr. BOWELL. Whatever may have been reported, I
know this: that it never was intended that the township of
Usborne should form part of the riding of South Huron.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is an easy matter to have the
point decided by having Ransard read.

Ar. MILLS. The terms of the Bill, as introduced, are
pretty well known to the members of the House, because
there is hardly a thing contained in it which the hon
gentleman did not read. He had the galleys in his hands,
and from them he read the description of the limits of the
varions counties and electoral divisions being changed, and
nearly every member of the House noted the observations
he made, and they are in perfect accord with the right hon.
gentleman's speech as it appeared in Jansard. Now, Sir,
we have before us a Bill which is not that Bill, which does
not contain the same description of the clectoral divisions,
but another different description. The right hon. gentleman
is asking to have this Bill read a second time, as the Bill
be submitted some days ago. There is no room for two
opinions on this subject. It is perfectly clear that his is
another Bill, and not the Bill read the first time, and it is
not treating the House with proper respect to muake alter-
ations in this surreptitious way. I say surreptitious,
because we seem to be goverued by a conspiracy rather
than by a Government, anil the proposition now made is an
illustration of the fact.

Mir. GUTHRIE. The report in Hansard confirms what
the hon member for West Durham has said. It will be con-
firmed not only in regard to the population in the various
districts, but in regard to the details. For instance, in
.Hansard, Sir John A. Macdonald says that the south riding
of the county of Perth shall include the township of Logan,
which is not now in the Bill; also that the north riding of
Perth shall contain the township of Wallace, which, in the
Bill as it appears for the second reading, is transferred to
the north riding of Wellington. Tho north riding of Weiling-
ton, it was stated, would include the township of Mary-

Mr. BOWELL.
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borough, which is now transferred to Centre Wellington. I

s think that it will be found that in every case cited by the
t hon. member for West Durham, fBansard bears out his recol-

lection and my own.
n Mv1. SPEAKER. Thero is no doubt thal, the point cf

e order ia very important, and shouhd bo carefully decided,
jwitb a view to settle sucli questions in the future. Ib is truc

1hat a hoose practice bas pi'evailed in this House, an(1 that
Bis have been even allowed te be introduced in blank,
without objection being taken. But tbc rule isabsolube, and
such a pr'acticesbould nothe permitted. Ibisaso equally estab.
lished that wheu a Bihla once before tbheIlouse it becomes its
property, and cannot be materially altcrcd, except by the
House itseif. I bbink, since this point has been raised, ib le
best te follow the setbled practice of the Englisli fouse of
Commons, and not te permit bcrcafter any change, exccpt
mere clerical alterations, in a Bill, wbcn lb ha been once

1regularly introduced. 1 therefore decide that bbc point of
3order is wel taken, und that the proper course, under tbc

circumetances, is bo discharge thc ordeî', and re-introduce
tbe Bill ou bbc pievious motion for leave.

Order discharged and Bill witbdrawn.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I ber, to more for leave

te introduce IBill (No. 158) to readjust bbc representation
in the Ilouse of Cominons.

Bill introduced and read the flrst time.

TilE PUBLIC EXPEND1TUP4,P,.

Sir LEOINARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker dû
now Icave bbc Chair for tbheflouse te go again into Cern-
Mittee of Supply.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRiIGHT. Mr. Speaker, before
the flouse resolves itscîf into Committec of Supply, I desire
te eall attention te bbe very remarkable inflation of the Esti-
mates which bas taken place within thc last year or two.
Ha-d bbc present Supplementary Estimatecs been of a moder-
aie chaî'acter I woul'd bave gladly dispenscd with the task,
but in view of bbe large addition whieh is prepesed te be
made te the extraerdinary lai-ge amount already demarided,
I tbiuk ib is our duty again te caît attention te tbc enor-
mous and unprecedented sums with wbicb net merehy
bbc general exponditure, but bbc fixed charges
Lire being incrcaaed. Sir, it appears te me that in this
matter we are goingr frem bad te werse. I 'theugb t, hast year,
that in riew of the declarations cf the bon. Minister of
Fi nance bimselg, in view of thbc repeated attacks whicb bave
been uade upon us when we sat on that aide cf bhc bouse,
on accounit cf our unparalleled extravagance lunI ncreasiug
bbc expenditure, that hou, gentlemen would have pauscd
before bhey demanded from the people cf Canada an
amount lu excess of $.'8,00,OOO for the Pervies for (ho
years 1882 and 1883. But it appeara we were mistaken. Ib
appeara that thoFe bon. gentlemen, baving beon possessed cf
a surp)lus due te thc exorbitant sysbemn of taxation, have
ver'y lttle idea ef anything eisc than how te raise bbc
exp)enditure se) that the surplus wihl ditsappear. Lat year
the case wvas bad enough. On tho occasion of bbc br'inging
down of thc Suîeplementary 'y istmaeos ln 18 0-81, 1 cald
attenition te the ibtct thlat Our expeuditure for 1878 wvas, in
round figuiies,$30,O, that our expenditure foi'
1880 was $24,850,000, ivid that bbc Estimnatea for thû
year 18,>2 amounted te ne lo>s thun $26,4 7 5,009. Si", I
repeat that these Estimates i'eveal a lar'go proposed expon-
diture. I rep)e.-t that, in coniiideration cf' bbc statements
ruade, net merehy by bbc hon. thc Alinister of Finance, but
by alniost ail bis followers, they show a great diffèi'CncO
between bbhe5sains wbich that hon, gentleman and bis
f'ollowers hwd decmed neccssary whcn in Oppoiitioul, an~d
the sums tbey tbought w'oper t0 expend when iu poWer.
But I regret te say that, on bbe prescrit occasion, thOSeD
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Estimates bave been greatly increased. Sir, the actual
Estimates, the bare Estimates, without counting
future Supplementary Estimates, wbich, no doubt,
will come in due time for the year 1883, amount to
no less than 827,999,483, which, apart from cer-
tain large sums, to which I will. presently cat attention.
are dangerous-I cannot say reprehensible, because
some arenA so unreasonable-because they involve addi-
tions to our fixed expenditure, which is already larger than
that of almost any other country in proportion to our
means. On this occasion we are asked to expend about
84 0,000 in the shape of sums tobe granted to the fisher-
men of the Maritime Provinces, in the shape of additional
subsidy to Manitoba, in the shape of a proposed resolution
which the Government bas for granting a subsidy of
$150,000 a year to a ship railway. So that apparently about
$28,409,000, very nearly $28,500,000, will be required
for the service of the future year, being an excess
of the sum found requisite for carrying on the busi-
ness of the Government of Canada in 1878, of no less than
$4,906,000, or an excess over the ascertained expenditure
for 1880 of $2,906,000 in round numbers. In dealing with
that, I have entirely left out of sight the fact that over and
against both charges wbich are made to the ordinary ex.
penditure there are large sums charged to capital account
of a dubious character. Large sums are charged on account
of rolling stock for the various railways under the
control of the Government, and large sums are
charged on account of Dominion Lands expenditure.
Waving the question of the propriety of those
charges, as to both of which I express considerable
doubt, there is this objection to them: that in our time
those charges formed a part of the expenditure chargeable
to income, and for the purpose of instituting a fair compari-
son between the expenditure of hon. gentlemen opposite
and their predecessors, it is quito clear that such amounts
as we charged to income and to which they charge to capi-
tal must be taken into account. Were I to include those
sums, $365,000 or more for rolling stock and $450,000 for
Dominion lands, which, as I say for purposes of comparison,
at all events should be included, the total amount would be
$29,224,000. I have often called the attention of members
of the House to the fact that a great proportion of our
annual charges are now fixed, and that a very large pro-
portion of the expenditure on account of Indians,
which now amounts to nearly $1,000,000 annually,
must be regarded as a fixed charge. We have
besides charges amounting to $3,500,000 - rather
more with the addition of the súîm to be granted
to Manitoba-for subsidies, and we have charges of
a similarly fixed character which, in 1881, amounted to
$12,500,000 in round numbers. So that, putting all
these things together, itis perfectly plain that of our annual
expenditure something like $17,000,000 or $18,000,000
-1 will not weary the House by going into minute
details--aro fixed charges over which, to all intents and pur-
poses, the people of Canada have very little control; and
when you reinember that of the other charges a very con-
siderable amount is a charge for maintenance of railroads,
post offices and similar services, it will appear that
we are trenching again in spite of our surplus, perilously
On the margin that we might have available for the future
fnecessities of this country. The answer that is made by
these hongentlemen is two-fold. First of al], we are told
that is no matter whether they take three, tour, five or six
millions of money out of the pockets of the people of Canada,
because, they say, it goes back into their pockets or into
the Treasury. I say that answer is faulty in more respects
than one. I deny that a great proportion of this money
taken fron the whole of the people goos back into their
pockets when it finds its way into the Treasury, or
if it goes back into their pockets at all, it goes into the

wrong pocket-it goes to the pocket of a small select set of
favorites of the bhon. gentleman, and cannot be said to be
employed for the general benefit of the whole people. I
say that it is bad economy, bad statesmanship, to take more
money than you require out of the pockets of the people
under any system, no matter how just the taxation may be,
no matter how well distributed it may be, and it is doubly
unwise and unjust under a system like ours, under which,
in addition to the sum actually paid into the Treasury, an
enormous though uncertain amount is paid into the pockets
of certain private individuals of this country.
Then, Sir, the other answer is that it is no
matter because money is abundant and plentiful now. To
that I reply that had that money been obtained without
enormously increasing the burthens or taxes of the people
there should now be some little sense in that answer ; but
when that reply is made by a Government, who have
enormously increased the burthens of the people, and have
so distributed them that they press most heavily and
unduly upon those classes of the people less able to bear
them, I say the answer is a mockery, and it is a disgrace
to us that we should, under the circumstanees, continue to
exact many millions of money from the people more than
the real necessities of the Govern ment require,
even at the very extravagant estimates which
are now submitted to us. Sir, the hon. gentcman hardly
appears to be aware of the enormous positive charge which
is inflicted on the people of this country by this taxation.
What the total amount of the taxation this year will be, it
is hard to say, but I find that, in 18-1, our total receipts were
$29,635,000, and tbat of those there were raised by taxes, as
nearly as possible, $23,942,000. We find, Sir, it is probable
that, in 1882, judging from the returns to April, which are
ail we have got, that the taxation exacted from the people
will be $3,500,000 or $4,000,000 in excess ofthe large sum I
have already named. Now, Sir, as our population, without
including Indians-who are certainly non-productive in a
high degree, and who are rather a charge upon us-I find
that the result of these enormous taxes is that, in round
numbers, we are obliged to pay in the gross $7 a bead, and,
rermembering that every family in this country has an
average of tive members, we would have $35 per family; or
even if we take the net sum which is exacted frora the
people of this country, I find that the total amount per
family equals $30 at least. Sir, unhappily that is very far
from representing the truc amount of the burthen on'the
people of Canada. Unhappily, over and above these taxes
which go into the Treasury, a very large, although, as I
said, an uncertain amount is paid under our present system
to certain private parties throughout Canada,putting further
and more heavy burthens on the people of this country.
And, what is more, Sir, our system of taxation is se
ar-anged, our systerm of distribution of these taxes is so
un fair and unjust, that a very much larger percentage is
levied on the poorerr classes othe community than upon
those who are botter ofi'; so that I am within the mark in
saying, that this amount of taxation, huge as it is, probably
falls short by one-fourth or one-third of the true burthen
inflicted by these hon. gentlemen upon the people of Canada.
As it is raised by a most unjust system of taxes-as this
surplus includes taxes on fuel, taxes on light, taxes on know-
ledge, taxes on clothing and taxes in fact on everything,
the hon. Minister should endeavor to avoid taxing, or
he should be compelled to tax as lightly as possible,
and should endeavor so to distribute his taxation that
the poorer classes of the community should be taxed less
according to their means instead of more, as under the
present system, and I say, Sir, that as he has not done
o these results are trebly mischievous. Now, it is quite

true, that so long as we continue having this prosperity
the mischief of tbis may not be so apparent; but even the
hon. Minister of Finance will hardly venture to say in
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view of our own experience, and the experience of the
United States-in view of the experience in England
and every country which raises money at all in
the same way as we do ourselves-that he las
any patent which will enable him to secure a
continuance of this prosperity forever, and the
moment the check occurs, the moment the
times become in the slightest degree hard, then, Sir, this
result follows: Our surplus will disappear, and, unhappily,
our taxes will remain, and the scale of expenditure, which
the hon gentleman is now fixing, will remain too. I speak
with knowledge-I think the hou. gentleman will not con-
tradict me-that there is no more difficult task than to cut
down or materially reduce the expenditure of any co.untry
consisting in a large degree in permanent charges, when it
has been allowed to attain a certain figure. Now, I regret
this exceedingly on many accounts. Canada is becoming
rapidly an exceedingly dear country to live in. I am not pre-
pared to say it is so extravagant and expensive as the country
beside us, but in many most important respects the scale of
living in Canada-the price of articles in common use has
become enormously enhanced, and compare disadvanta-
geously with the prices on the other side of the Atlantic.
Now, Sir, a great opportunity has been given to us. We
have become possessed of an enormous tract of country well
calculated to attract immigration from the other side of the
Atlantic. One of the first things which will necessarily
attract the attention of these persons is the prices at which
they can obtain the articles of every-day use, and which
are absolutely necessary here. I am sorry to say
that by no fault of Canada or by our own position, but sim-
ply by the foolish and unnecessary system of taxation, we
are deprived to a great extent of the advantages we might
naturally have possessed, and instead of this surplus having
been used to any practical extent to reduce the beavy ex-
penditure of living here, we find the hon, gentleman,
although he has perforce, perbaps, for the purpose of pro-
moting the chances of his friends with the elections, been
compelled to make s->me concessions and reductions, has
been careful not to reduce any of those articles which most
require reduction at his hands. The taxes he las reduced,
as they now exist, do certainly take as little from the peo-
ple as any taxes that can well be devised. These he as
reduced, but he as left nutouched the great mass of the
taxes to which I have referred, under which the burthen on
the people is far greater than the, actual amount placed in the
Treasury. Moreover, Sir, he as, beyond all question, added
very seriously to the diffleulties, which always encompass
persons of very small means, to make both ends meet. I
do not know that these persons have placed their complaints
before the hou. gentleman, although I have been
informed that some of the employés in the Government
service have remonstrated in vain with that hon. gentleman,
and have pointed out that the salaries they get to-day are
far from possessing the purchasing power of the salaries
they enjoyed a few years ago. I knuw that all that class of
persons, such as clergymen, school teachers, and clerks, who
are as valuable a class as any in the community, do find'tbe
hon. gentleman's Tariff more and more oppressive every day.
But, Sir, I also notice that in the case of that large portion
of the community who depend on their daily wages, the
increasing cost of living is making itself more and more
apparent from day to day. It cannot have escaped the
notice of the House that not merely in Canada, but in the
United States, there is a great and growing tendency to
strikes on the part of these laborers; and I say there is
nothing more calculated to produce dissatisfaction in the
minds of these persons than to sce that the whole system of
taxation contains, not in one particular, but in all par-
ticulars, more unjust preferences in favor of the wealthier
portion of the community, and against those who have to
earn their livelihood by their daily toil. Now, hon. gentle-

Sir IRIO aD J. CAnTWRImUT.

men may think this is a small matter. Ail I eau sayis that
when this Tariff was introduced, and before its full effect had
time to make itself felt, J was at the pains to ascertain fron
various quarters how, and in what way, the working com-
munity were in the habit of employing their wages. I
obtained some returns within the course of the past few
months, and, in looking over these, no one thing was more
apparent than the fact that a great number of tinse persons
were compelled to stint themselves to au extraordinary
degree, as compared with their scale of living in former years.
I feund that in the amount they devoted to food, to cloth-
ing, to educational purposes, in almost all points these men
were materially worse off than they were three or four
years ago. This is coming home to them now; and our manu-
facturing friends will do well to remember that if they have a
Tariff that increases the cost of the necessaries of life all
over the country, they may rely upon it that in the present
state of civilization, they may be speedily compelled to
increase the wages of their employés all round, and it is
very proper that they should do so. But that is putting
manufacturers at a great disadvantage in carrying on many
of the manufactures in which they are engaged, and at a
special and serious disadvantage when they meet, in export
trade, with persons engaged in the same trade in foreign
countries. At this late stage of the Session, I do not care
to delay the House, particularly as these subjects have been
pretty well exhausted before, and therefore, I shall content
myself on the present occasion with moving:

That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be resolved,
That the expenditure for the year 1878 was $23,503,158;

That the expenditure for 1881 was $25,502.554-
That the Estimates for the year ending, 30th June, 1883, amount to

$27,999,483.86 independent of large amounts, proposed to be
added to the annual expenditure, involving a further addition of $410,000
more ;

That many of the items charged to Capital Account, are of a character
which might more properly be charged to Income ;

That a very large proportion of this expenditure consists of paid
charges, or of charges of a permanent character, which when once
created are either incapable, or very difficuit of reduction ;

That recent legislation and the completion of existing engagements
will result in a steady increase of the fixed charges within a few years ;

That experience has shown that the consequence of rapidly increasing
the fixed charges, is to produce great embarrassment in the Public
Finances;

That thîs House views with regret the proposal of the Government
to expend for the year 1883, $2,906,627, more than the expenditure for
1881, and $4,906,325, more than the expenditure for all purposes in 1878.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman who
moved this resolution has been brief in is remarks, and I
shall be equally brief in my reply. I must call, however,
the attention of the House to the fact that, notwithstanding
it has been intimated to the country, on what grounds
I do not know, that whenever our friends opposite go to
the country, they do not intend to make the National
Policy or Pacifie Railway two of the questions they are to
divide the country upon, I should judge, from the speech
of my hon. friend, that whatever may be the policy of his
party he intends to make the National Policy and the ques-
tion of protection to our industries leading planks in his
platform, at all events. In calling attention to the sums
expended in 1873, 1878 and 1881,lhe has compared them with
the Estimates now on the Table. Well, it has often been
stated that a comparison between the Estimates and the
expenditure for a year is not a fair mode of comparing
expenditure; for instance, it will be remembered that in
the Estimates of lastyear the actual expenditure was a little
under $500,000 less than the estimated expenditure, and,
therefore, though the hon. gentleman may state the figures
carefully and correctly-I have not examined them-that
the Estimates for all purposes, laid on the Table, reach
$29,OO0,003, still it does not follow that those Estimates
will exactly show the amount of expenditure during the
next year. As a rule the expenditure keeps below the
Estimates. Now, this resolution is misleading, though the
figures may be correct, inasmuch as it indicates that the
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absoluteexpenditure for which the people are to betaxed, has
increased $2,900,000 between 1881 and 1883, and $3,000,000
or $4,000,000 over th3 expenditure of 1878. Now, I think
it would have been fairer had the hon. gentleman, when
giving his figures, conveyed to the House some idea of the
items of this increased outlay, and confessed that a consider-
able portion of it is not taxation upon the people at all.
For instance, I may state as -to the public works, that the
expenditure for our railways is considerably increased in the
Estimates for 1882 and 1883 as compared with the expen-
diture of 1880 and 1881, and as compared with the mileage
of rpilways in operation in 1878. It is well known to him
that, since 1878, we have purchased, and taken possession
of and are now working 127 miles of the Grand Trunk
Railroad, lormerly not worked by the Government. In the
discussion of the Estimates, last evening, it was stated that
$300,000 additional had to be asked to pay the increase,
chargeable to the working expenses of that railway, because
its business has increased, giving us a corresponding reve-
nue. Still, from the language of the resolution, it might be
supposed that this has put an increased tax upon the people.
We are now not only working these 127 miles of road, not
worked in 1878, but are doing 40 to 45 per cent. more busi-
ness on it than in that year. Is it fair then, to say that,
because we may expend $2,200,000 more, in 1882, in the
working of railways than in previous years, and receive the
82,200,000 back, supposing the receipts meet the expendi-
tures, that we are in a worse position than we occupied
when the average deficit was $300,000 or $400,000 a
year, so far as the taxation upon the people
is concerned ? Then, with reference to the
post office, its expenditure is considerably increased
within the last two or three years-not because the geo-
graphical dimensions of our country have increased-but on
account of the large increase in our population in the North-
West and elsewhere. Besides, we are constructing railways
in British Columbia, where the contractors are now employ-
ing from 6,000 to 10,000 hands, who must have additional
postal accommodation. We are giving such increased
accommodation throughout the length and breadth of the
Dominion, and while we have increased the expenditure
considerably in the last two or three years, if the House
does not relieve the people from the burden of taxation on
the country newspapers, we shall havo a sinaller deficit than
in 1878. Therefore, any increased expenditure in thaL
direction is not an increased tax on the people. We obtain
a return from it just as much as from additional cars on our
railways, which carry an additional number of passengers
and a larger quantity of freight. The men carried over
those roads pay for the service, and this outlay does not
represent additional taxation. If we give additional postal
accommodation to the people, and obtain an equivalent in
revenue, the people or the House should not be misled by
the idea that that increased outlay means additional taxa-
tion, though it nominally represents increased expenditure.
There is another point woirth noticing: during the next year,
we will pay into the sinking fund $500,000 more than we paid
in 1877. Now, what does this mean? It is the redemption
Of our deht to that extent since 1878. Therefore, though
we have to provide for this charge, under the terms on
which those bonds were floated, the increase of this fund
by $500,000, within the last four years, is not necessarily
lncreased taxation; it is a laying aside of that amount
over and above what we paid in 1877 for the redemption of
the debt. l this respect, then, the Government are not t
chargeable for any dereliction of duty or increase of the
taxation on that accout. Then, with referenco to the
expenditure on the Indians, the hon. gentleman takes a less
hopeful view than ours. True, that expenditure during the
last few years has increased very considerably. It is very
heavy the present yenr and may be heavy nextyear. But if
hon. gentlemen opposito were on tEe Governmeit side of the

House, and had been during the last and all that is expired
of the present year, and if they were providing for the
future, I bélieve they would have arrived at the conclusions
we have reached, that this money is well spent if it prevents
Indian wars-if it prevents not only Indian difficulties that
would require an increase of our police force-but outrages
upon the lives and properties of the settlers. And, there-
fore, apart from the humane considerations, as a matter of
policy, I am satisfied the country will sustain the action of
the Government in providing for those Indians and saving
them from starvation. But we are more hopeful than the
mover of this resolution with regard to this expenditure,
because the time is not far distant when the Pacific Railroad
will extend into the Indian territories, and we shall be able
to say to the aborigines: "IlHere is work for you as for the
Indians in British Columbia at presont, and so long as it lasts;
if you will not undertake i t you must abide the consequences."
And we will be relieved from the necessity of providing
for the prevention of starvation. That state of things is
rapidly approaching, and we are more sanguine on this
side of the flouse with reference to our future expenditure
in relation to the Indians, than we were in the past. As that
country becomes filled up, as the population takes possession
of it, it is of still greater importance that we should increase
our police force so that order may be maintained and the
Indians placed in such a position that there may be no
justification on their part for taking possession of the
property of settlers to keep themselves from starving. The
hon. gentleman says that if we increase expenditure it will
be exceedingly difficult to reduce it. That is the case with
reference to certain classes of expenditure. In the Esti-
mates, now before the House, it will be seen that there is
at least $1,000,000 voted for Public Works more than thero
was in 1878. It may be said that involves additional tax-
ation. Well, the Government have asked Parliament this
Session to vote more money than they did last Session or
the previous year, because our revenue is increasing to such
an extent, that though I estimated there would be no
increase of Customs during February, March, April, May
and June on account of the reduction made in taxes, the
increase in the last six months bas been something like
$600,000 in the item of Customs alone, showing that Parlia-
ment can increase the expenditure on Public Works noces-
sary to be built or completed in the public interest. The
Government have asked Parliament therefore to appropriat,
as I have no doubt Parliament will appropriate, something
like $1,000,000 for the next yeareover and above the expendi-
ture of 1878. Let us take up a few of the items contained
in these Supplementary Estimates whieh are larger, I
admit, than I expected they would be when L made my
financial statement, and see on what grounds the increase is
based. We know that a gale took place since I made my
financial statement that swept away part of the island which
protects the harbor of Toronto, and in order tbat the damage
shou!d not be increased by delay, we have had to ask for
$87,000 to remedy it. Then we come to the question of
expenditure in the North-West. So strong bas been the
pressure of business, so universal bas been the denand for
greater facilities in the delivery of postal matter in Winni-
peg, that the Government felt called upon to ask an appro-
priation of $50,000, in addition to the sum nsked fer >elore,
in order to provide sufficient postal accommodation in that
city. We have also provided in the Supplementary Esti-
mates for additional accommodation for emigrants in the
North-West. The flow of imiigration jito that country is
so great tLat the Government feit they could not hesitate a
moment in providing, no matter what it might cost, for the
accommodation of immigrants, not only in the vicinity of
Winnipeg, but in the far West. A very eonsiderable sum is
also asked for the erection of gaols and buildings for the
police in the for West. The whole of these additional esti-
mates, including the harbor of Toronto, amount to over
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8200,000. The interest on the publie debt is also increasing, from 1874 to 1878 with a much smaller sum required as
though not so rapidly as it was supposed it would, because interest, and not more than $500,000 paid in the
the expenditure on our canals and the Pacifie Railway has Sinking Fund, with a much smaller sum expended for
been made, to a certain extent, out of our surplus. There- public works and on the Indians than we are asking for
fore, the interest on our public debt bas not increased as the next year. Even with other expeuditures that can-
rapidly as was expected. But it cannot be expected not be avoided, the result will still be that all the expen-
that the interest on our public debt will be no ditures made during the year will amount to only 10 cents
greater in 1882 or 1883, than the average interest from a head over and above the average, with a much larger rate
1874 to 187-z, when but little bad been expended in the of progress in our publie works and canals and in the
enlargements of canals and the construction of the completion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The hon.
Canadian Pacifie Railway. From the fact that the construc- gentleman says that we are in a state of prosperity just now,
tion of this railway is being so energetically pushed forward but that by-and-bye there will be a diminution of imports,
that it is expected 500 or 600 miles will be completed by and therefore we are embarrassing ourselves by askin: for
July ist, 1883, a very large sum will be required for a large expenditure that cannot be curtailed. Sir, if at any
subsidy; the completion of the canals and other various period within the next four or five years it should be found
expenditures of that kind will also require a sum, so that that a reduction was taking place, we shall simply have to
the interest on our debt cannot remain at the average of reduce the expenditure for publie works, harbors and
from 1874 to 1878, or as it stood in 1881. To this expendi- improvements of that kind, from $2,000,000 to $1,000,000.
ture I have named, must also be added the item of $365,000, I admit that so far as the remaining expenditure is
for rolling stock. As the hon. the Minister of Railways concerned, it i$ not easy to do that, that if you have an
explained, both last' night and on a former occasion, it increase in the general expenditure of a fixed cbaracter it is
cannot be expected, that as we increase our mileage and as difficult to do it; but with reference to the expenditure of
the work increases on our mileoge, it will not be neccssary public works, which forms a large item in tho present in-
to add to the rolling stock, to provide additional engines crease, it is susceptible of being controlled by Parliament
and facilities for the moving of freight, and that that should without any difficulty whatever. The hon. member speaks of
b taken out of the recei pts. I have prepared a statement, increased expenditure as the result of the increased taxation.
which will be increased by the increase of the Estimates yct He may say: "Very well, but you are taking more than
to be brought down, showing what the taxation upon the $22,000,000, you are taking $3,000,000 more." Well, Sir, I
people will be, as compared with previous years. That is admit that. We are expecting to raise, during the next
a fair way of putting it. You cannot consider as increased year, at least $3,000,000 more than necessary to pay the
taxation, the increasod expenditure on railways or postal expenditure. But the hon. member says that it is unwise
service, which give an increased revenue owing to increased to take this additional sum of money out of the pockets of
business. The true way to test the matter is, to look at the the people, but I answer him with his own statement, that
expenditure of the country and the taxation pcr bead of this state of things cannot continue. We are in a very
the population, nccessary to pay that expenditure, as prosperous condition to.day, and it is possible that a change
imposed in Customs and Excise duties. The question is, may take place; but I asked him, would it be prudent, when
what sum of money would have been necessary, under we are in a period of what I hope will boeone of long
the statement I submitted some time ago, in the prosperity, to reduce our revenue to the present expendi-
shape of taxation during next year, and what ture? No, Sir, the hon. member himself would be the first
would that amount to per head of the population? to declaim against anything of that kind. He would say
When making my financial statement in February that though we are now enjoying great prosperity the
last, I took the expenditure from 1874 to 1879, imports might fail off in a year or two, and thercfore we
and I took the taationi that would bc necessary to be would not b justified in reducing the revenue. That is
collected during those years ta pay that expenditure. I whathe would say were he on this side of the House. I would
stated that the expenditure was not paid out of taxation answer by saying: "Very welH, as long as we are pros-
during that period, but I added to the taxation collected perous our peoploecan pay this $2,000.000 or $3,000,000 and
from Customs and Excise the sums that would be nece-sary it will go for the reduction of our debt, or the construction
to pay that expenditure. I took the average of population of public works, which will save the payment of interest
for five years, and showed-and rny statement has not been and thus reduce for all time to come the taxation of the
controverted, nor can it be successfully controverted-that country." Then the hon. member refers to the strikes in
the taxation during the five years from 1874 to 179, the United States and to the strikes in Canada as boing the
was $1.88 per head, which from 1879 to 1881 was result of this policy; he says that men are asking for
23 cents per head less. In the Estinates that were increased salaries bore in the Civil Service on account of the
before the IIouse, and that varied from t he Estimates since increased cost of living, and that it is desirible that this
submitted, we find that though the estimated sum to be should bo made a cheap country to live in. Well, Sir, we
received froi Custorms and Excise for the next year was might discuss how far a cheap country to live in bas
35M0,0,00 it was estimate i that there would be reference to the question of prices, because it is altogether

$3,000,000 of a surplus, which would make the taxation a relative question. If you can only earn $1 a day, and it
necesary to pay the expenditure, $22,000.000. Now then, costs you 95 cents a day to live, and if you can earn $1.50 a
Sir, the population of 1882-83, allowing simply the increae day, and it costs you $1.25 to live, relatively the last state
of the last decade, which is 1P, per cent. will be $4,502,000, of things is the best for those who are placed in that posi-
and if you divide $22,000,000 of the taxation by that figure tion in any country. The question of strikes was referred
we have exactly $81.88 per head, notwithstanding we are to the other night. It is regretted that strikes do take
asking for a large sum to be expended for public works more place ; but can say, from my communications with manu-
than last year, more for Indians, more in the payment of facturers throughout Canada, that I know of many cases
the Sinking Fund, and more interest than in the past ; not- in which an advance of wages bas been made
withstanding all that, the taxation per head would have by the employers without any demand from the
been, had the expenditure been for what I stated when employés at all. I believe that in many cases the strikes
I made my estimate with an addition of $300,000 for Supple- could be prevented if the same course had been taken
mentary Estimates, 81.88 per head, and adding a little earlier. It is a struggle to a certain extent between
the additional Estimates brought down for publie works it capital and labor, and the very moment it is in demand thon
would be $4.98 against $4.88, which was the expenditure of course it has a riglit legally to ask to get the beneft of

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.
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it. When capital is in the ascendent then you will find
that capital, as a rule, if it is not remunerative, wili noces-
sarily press upon labor and demand that the latter shall
make some concession. If the same liberal course thab has
been pursued in many cases, had been generally pursued
in Canada wo would have had much fewer strikes. The
hon. Minister has given us a list of increased prices. Let
me say that the increase of the price of living-and I speak
from my own experience-is but slightly affected by the
National Policy, but the increase is chiefiy in the higher
price of food. Fuel to-day is higher than formerly. Why ?
Because men were without employment, and had to go into
the woods in winter to get their fuel because they had
nothing to buy it with, and consequently the price went
down; but now when labor is more remunerative and men
have more money the price of fuel has gone up. 0f course,
there is some increase of expenditure in the Dominion,
and there must necessarily be an increase when
we are constantly extending our public works. Well, Sir,
the taxation of the people during the last year was 23
cents less than the average from 1874 to 18-9, and should
all this money appropriated now be expended, it will only
be 10 cents per head of the population more than was
collected, or ought te have been collected, by our friends
opposite. Therefore, there can be no great alarm on the
part of the people in this matter. If we collect more it goes
to the reduction of the debt and towards preventing the
necessity of floating loans that would be subject to interest,
and in this way we effect a direct saving to the people. It
is out of one pocket into the other. It is not increasing the
taxation without obtaining an equivalent; and therefore the
amount for which the people would bo taxed in Customs and
Excise, even with the reductions we have made in that
Department, with the proposed reductions from the revenue
of $50,000 now received from the postage on newspapers,
the Dominion will still be in a position to have a handsome
surplus that can be appropriated in the roduction of our debt.

Mr. CASGR AIN. I desire to challenge the figures of the
bon. Minister, and to show by bis own figures that bis
statements are incorrect, in so far as regards bis assertion
that $4.23 is the average of the taxes paid by the people
for some years.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I did not say $4.23; I never
used those figures.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I undorstood the amount stated was
$4.23. What were the figures ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. To what figures does the
hon. gentleman refer? I said the average expenditure for
which taxation was necessary for the period preceding 1874,
was $4.88, and for 1878-79 and 1880-81,1it was 23 cents less.

Mr. CASGRAIN. It is a matter of a few cents, the
amount being $4.88. I take the returns of the hon. gen-
tleman himself, and apply them to the Province of Quebec.
I have them here, they being taken from the Trade and
Navigation Returns for 1880-81, and they show that the
taxes paid by the people of Quebec for Customs duties,
anounted to $6.94 per head; and I desire these figures to go
to the public in order that they may not be deceived by the
declarations of hon. gentlemen opposite. When I made
this assertion previously, I did so because I was sure that I
was making a correct statement, and I then complained
that the taxes were not imposed in an equitablo manner, as
regards the Province of Quebec.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. What proportion of that sum
does the hon. member suppose was paid by the people of
Quebec, and what by the people of Ontario ?

Mr. CASGRAIN. I can tell the hon. member exactly, ac-
cording to his own returns. In order not to make a mistake
I am in a position to give him the amount of Customs duties
paid per head by the population in each Province, from
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1868 to 1881. I will not occupy the time of the House by giv-.
ing théèstatistics from 1867,but 1 will confinemyselfto 1880-81.,
In 1880, Ontario paid $3.14; Quebec, $5.03; Nova Scotia,
$8.14; New Brunswick, $;.05. In 1881, Ontario paid
$3.22; Que bec, $6.94; Nova Scotia, $3.40; New Brunswick,
83.'t. I have compared these figures myself with the
Trade and Navigation Returns and they are correct. I
repeat that the Province of Quebec bears an undue share of
thé burdens of the taxation of the Dominion, and we have
not a return for it. That is what I complained of
before, and I do so now. I do not impute to the hon.
Finance Minister any intention to mislead the public more
than Ontario, but I say his figures are totally incor-
rect as to averages. You can make an average over the
whole population, and that might give $4.88, but by the
hon. gentleman's own figures it appears that the Province
of Quebec pays an undue taxation. We paid $3.62 per
head, It is my desire that these figures from the official
documents, prepared by the Department of Customs, should
be laid before the public so that there may be no mistake
about them, and in order that the people may ascertain, and
especially the people of the Province of Quebec, as to
whether the figures I have given are true or not, and judge
between the hon. gentleman and myself on this point.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think the hon. gentleman
understands the matter botter than the House would suppose
he did from the statements he made. It is quite truc that
the amount collected at the ports in Quebec is larger per
head of the population than any of the far older Provinces;
but it is well known that a large portion of the goods
imported into Montreal pay duty thore, and are consumed in
Ontario. I merely wish to put the hon. gentleman right
on this point, because the impression might prevail among
people outside the House who have not looked into the
matter that Quebec paid a much larger sum per head than
any other Province in the Dominion. In 1878.79 the sugar
refined in the Dominion was refined in Quebec. It was
brought to Montreal, the duty paid there, and it was then
distributed through the country, and the Province of Quebec
had credit for that in the revenue raised. It will be found
that the stai ements made by the hon. gentleman are accu-
rate so far as regards the Trade and Navigation Returns,
but you must take into account the goods consumed in
Ontario, and in some cases in Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and that Ontario obtains very
large supplies from Montreal. There eau be no doubt that
the consumers in Ontario pay the duty rather than our
friends in Quebe.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There can be no doubt the hon.
member for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain) is ontirely wrong in the
use ho made of the figures in regard to Quebec contributing
a much larger sum than Ontario, but it shows the necessity
of having statistics correct in future Sessions. I remomber
we took some pains to obtain the proportion from Montreal
and Quebec, and my recollection is that either 53 or 63 per
cent. of the amount was actually paid in Quebec, but the
balance was paid on goods consumed chiefly in Ontario, and
partly in Ontario, for a considerable quantity of goods has
passed over the railway to the Lower Provinces during the
last few years. I desire, however, to say a few words upon
the remarks of the hon. Minister. He bas endeavored to
demonstrate a very difficult problem, namely, that the
people were heavily taxed and yet paid no taxation. It is
one of the most curions illustrations of, what I was going
to say, mental imbecility-it is a strong phrase-that 1 ever
heard of. .

Mr. MILLS. Hallucination.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, anything you like so long as it

affects the mind. The simple fact is, and it is an appalling
fact, that within the laet three years the taxation of the
people has been increased by $4,500,000. The hon. gentle-
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man endeavored to soften the impression that might be increase of Sinking Fund and interest precisely as if it were
derived from this one point, by stating that a great dpal of a matter for which we were wholly responsible. ln the
ià was paid for public works, Indians, and so on. No debate on the Budget I contrasted their expenditures with
doubt. We are not accusing the hon, gentleman of appro- ours, but I gave them credit for ail thos;e increases relating
priating the money to bis own use, but we do accuse him to the interest on debt, Sinking Fund, Indians, North-West
of unnecessarily and extravagantly increasing the taxation Police, Weights and Measures and items of an abnormal
of the people, He proposes next year to levy from the character, and yet 1 was able to show that their expendi-
people the sum of $27,000,000 from Customs, Excise and ture had increased more than ours byasum considerably in
minior revenues, an increase of $4,500,000 in the excess of $1,500,000.
course of three years. The hon. gentleman en- Mr BOWELL. Weights and Measures, did you say?
deavors to show that cireumstances existed wbich
compelled him to increase the taxation of the Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, that was included as an
people to a considerable extent. The hon. gentleman, inabnormalexpenditure. Hou, gentlemen opposite decline
the course of his remarks, alleged that the expenditure upon to accept the existence of strikes as an evidenco of the
the canais was not necessary, because hon. gentlemen oppo- derangement of thc labor market. There is no doubt, as
site-meaning the present Opposition-commenced them. many professional men have told me who have keptan exact
Will the hon. gentleman tell us what canals we commenced? account of their personal expenses, that the increase of their
Will he mention a single one that we commenced? expenses, owi ng to the taxes laid upon them by bhe new Tarif,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman took amounts to 10 per cent. of their income, and if that is
getlma-to case with them how inuch more will ba thc increase in

tenders for the enlargement of the canais. e did not that of the laboring classes who have not the samnefacilities
accept th tenders invited by us, but asked fortnew ones. for obtaning immediate credit and cheap goods as the

Mr. MACKENZIE. And were none let before that ? general rua of our professional men. Iuring the late
Sir EONRD TLiJY. Sme ere.Thee ~ strikes ln Toronto a statement was macle by the working.-Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Scme were. There was yý

paid during the time the bon. gentleman was in office mencùdming an increase, because their taxation was 20 per
#3,000,000 and odd on contracts which were in existence cent. instead of 10 per cent. There is ne doubt that the
when the hon. gentleman came into office. increased cost of living caused men in Toronto, Hamilton

Mr. MAKNZIE. We expeded together something d other cties to strike for higher wages.31r.MACKN on,.gentemendoppoite commencc the there has been no strike ln Ottawa, because ali the woiking-
like 825,000,000. lio. gentlemen opposite commenced the ave been driveotf Ottawa. This city, sfas
canal system and we carried it on. Itam nlot blaming them
for doing it; I an only blaming them for givig us theworkinge are concered, is a desert. As long as thefor oin it 1 m oilyblaingthen fr gvin asthelate G;overument were ln offico, efforts we made by hon.
credit or discredit -it there was any-of beginning them gentlemen Oppositeb inflame thom againat*thc Govern-
when the hon. gentleman knows that the Government of
which ho was a member commenced all these works.rnent, and 1lrernember well when a mob was encouraged to
We, of course, carried them on, doing so tentatively cecBEildiN rso a
The hon. member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
arid the hon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum) blamed Mr. MACKENZIE. Ycs; aithonglitbe members of Par-
me very severely the other evening, because we proceeded liarent who were encouraging that demonstratien kncw
leisurely-we did not go fast enough. I believed then that
these canals would be a greater success than I1 ear now they the labor market.
will be; but, nevertheless, I considered th at for works of that Mr. ROCHESTER. Will the hon, gentleman name bhc
character re uiring strength and solidity, and therefore
requiring time to settle, it was net well to proceed too
hastily. Now, instead of being blamed fornDot hurrying the Mr. MACKENZIE. I could Dame them very well.
iworks, the hon. gentleman blames us apparently for com Mr. ROCHESTER. Well, name tbem.
mencing them, forgetting that we never commenced them. Mr.MACIENZIE. I have aodoubt the hou, gentleman

Sir LEOiNARD TIILEY. I never blamed you. I think knowstheraswell asIdoand perhaps beter-justtho
ye, were right la goiug on wigh them. same as other members ofeParliament stimulated riots la

Mr. MACKENZIE. The only work cemmenced and Motreal on gc ni2th of July, lusorder teabrin wodias0per

arried -on was the small canai at Sb. Peters; bbc others t c Goverei ment. u p act, there is no sort of lawless
were prosecuted lu consequence of obligations assumed by or revolustonary procediugs tn ion, gentlemen oPn
hon, gentlemen opposite. Thc hon. Finance Minister of thc posite have eot been ready to resort te, in order
labo Goverument (Sir Richard J. Garbwright) lu lis first to bring discredit on their oppoents. It will always bo a
Budget Speech, gave a recapitulabion of bbe various suras matter of difficulty o restrai n Tories, eut f office, from suas
we were necessarily compelled te, spend toencrry out the demonstrations; they becomo insatiable, their rapacity is
policy et hon, gentlemen opposite. The hon. geutleianublas uexwaustie, and othingeau restrala tîem while they are
accomplished this feat: in thc course ef' tbree years out of office. We can remain la Opposition philosophically; in
mneum ncy cf office ho proposes to irierase the taxa- facb, it is mu pmoe comfortable tele ont of office than in
tien of the people by $4,500,000, wbich is enly it. T e hond gentleman says lhe uderstands, from certain
paralleled by tle last year cf bis former incuimbency esoymptoms, that noBhing is to be said about the National
office wbcn le raised bbc expenciture from $1.9,000,000 to Policy lu the coming contcst. Wcll, 1 ean bell hlm,
82)Ù0O0,000, I admit, Sir, tbc pIea cf the hon, gentleman for myself ont notbing will restrain mNofrooexpressi.g
with respect te the lucrease of îubcresb and bhc incase on my vicws freely on the National Poly, whic I consider
account of Sinking Fud. There i!s ne doubt that wîatever tebe a national frly and a national crime. Nothing knlw
sum the interest wa8 incased by, it is net eue which t pe restrain me frotaputting forward those views whic haveo
Ilinistry cf thc day should be chargeci witb baving pro- always held as to bhc fixity cf tuxation wbere it is possib]e

lucc.d; nor is lb fair te charge contributions te Sinking Pund telave l. I Have said-and the hon. gentleman maY
as an increase againsb the Ministry of bIc day. JIt is truc, make of ir what hEpleases-that whcn a particlar policY
atthe samnetime, thabbon. gentlemen opposite, whc n arguing becomes thclawREt' be land, ne incoming Governmt
about the expeuditure et bhe labo Goveru ment, invariably would be justified lu violently interfering with existillg
refused tk make this admission, and have charged us with the interemts.

M. MCKENZI.ThonywrwecmecdadMnraonte1tofJyioretobigdumpn
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. He9ar, hear.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman may say

hear, hear, but if he will look at my speech
at . Hamilton, in 1874, or at Brampton, in 1877,
when I was in office, and without the slightest thought of
the present condition of affairs turning up, he will find that
I propounded those views at that time, precisely as I do
now. But, Sir, whatever may be our policy in f uture years,
it is perfectly clear that every one wbo has a love for bis
country must 'protest against a policy which is already
beginning to produce such disastrous effects within three
years of its inception; a policy which has destroyed our
national trade abroad ; a policy whicb is bringing us into
discredit with the British Empire, where a different policy
prevails ; a policy whioh is levying all its extortions on the
industrial classes of the country and making a few people
rich at the expense of the many; a policy which refuses to
give tie slightest protection to labor, but imposes all kinds
of restriction upon labor and increases the taxes on thcse
who till the soil, and those who eUrn their bread by the sweat
of their brow. Sir, it is easy for the hon. gentlernan
and bis colleagues, it is easy for those who possess large
incomes, it is easy for those who have large and prosperous
manufactories, to lanud a policy which imposes severe taxa.
tion upon the poorer classes of the country; but the time
will come when these working classes will resent this
interference with their just rights, and will call hon. gentle-
men opposite to account for the manner in which they have
abused the power which they obtained accidentally three or
four years ago.

Mr. BOWELL. I was surprised to hear the remarks
made by the hon. gentleman who bas just taken his seat,
particularly those with regard to the Trade Returns. No,
one knows better than the hon. gentleman himself, that these
calculations and tables were made upon the same principle
that prevailed when he was in office; and if it be necessary
now to change this principle, and to present these figures
which will show the exactconsumption of goods in the several
Provinces, it will be equally necessary to apply the same
rule to the period of the hon. gentleman's Administration
of affairs. He knows that when goods are imported into
Montreal and then purchased by any merchant in the Mari.
timé Provinces or in.tho North-West, it is a!most impossible
to keep an exact account of these sales in order to learn the
actual amount of goods consumed in fhé Province of Quebec
or any of the other Provinces. Goods may be purchased
and sold out of bond. If the articles that paid duty in
Montreal were confined to the Province of Quebec alone,
then there might be a comparative statement made, such
as that desired by the hon. member for Lambton; but he
knows, and every merchant knows, that when goods on
which the duty is paid, are sold to merchants in other Pro-
vinces, it is impossible to prepare such a statement as
he says this Governnment ought to prepare, unless he is
disposed to enact a law to compel every merchantc
who sells an article in another Province than that into
wle'h it is imported, to keep a debit and credit account oft
the transaction. TIb hon. memberi for L'Islet (Mr. Cas-
grain) was out Only' $1 in ilie figures ho gave inî
reference to the Province of Quebec-by the substitution ofr
a six for a five; but ‡he error, I have no doubt, was uninten-
tional, because:he did not prepar Ithe table himself, but cutt
it froin a newspaper.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Frora your paper ?

Mr. MACEENZIE, I did not expect the Government to
give an exact state nent; what I proposed was that ant
estimated statement should be made up.

Mr. BOWELL. .The Ion. gentleman is fertile in explana- b
tiods.' What the hti. géhtlêü an said was that the result0

was not correct in the modo in which the hdn,
Finance Minister applied his figures; and ithdt it
only proved that the Governrment should tik steps
to furnish a statement by which it could. he as-
certained what anount had been consumed in the differ-
ent Provinces, and I have pointed out that it is almost
impossible to prepare a table of that kind. The hou. gen-
tleman also spoke of the hon. Finance Minister's
mental imbecility, and it was suggested by the hon. mem-
ber for Bothvell that he should not use that word, but speak
of an ballucination of the mind. It is possible that, as we
grow old, we may grow imbecile, but I fancy that remark
may be hurled back to sone hon. gentlemen opposite, to
whom it is more appropriate than to the hon. Finance Min-
ister. The hon. gontleman is not slow in using epithets
towards hon. members on this side of the Iouse that may
be considered improper; it may not bo improper in him to
hurl epithets of' that kind towards the hon. Finance

initr--I Ieave that to himself and his supporters. The
hon. gentleman aiso declared that the Finance Minister
had declared that strikes were not an evidence of
the derangement of the labor market. My hon.-
friend said nothing of the kind ; ho made no roter
ence whatever to that point. What ho wished to impress
on the Hiouse, was the fet that strikes occur in all countries,
and at almost all times, and under different circumstances.
If he argues that the late strikes are attributable tu the
present trade policy, how does ho account for the strike that
occurred and extended from Portland to Sarnia, upon the
Grand Trunk Railway, at the time the late Premier was In
office ? How does ho account for the strikes in the United
States, with the immense destruction of property, during
the same period? There was acombination oflaborat that
time, and a derangement of the labor market, resulting from
the belief and declarations of trades unions that the men
were not properly remunerated for their labor; the resait
was the strikes. Strikos ocour in England more than in
any other country in the world, thé most Free Trade
country in the world.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The only Free Trade
country in the world.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, the only one. I shall not refer at
length to the remarks of the bon. member for Lambton, in
reference te the difficulties that aiose in Ottawa w1en ho
held, office, when ho accused members of Parliaiment of
having incited those troubles and difficulties. I think ho
should in response to the hon. member for Carleton, have
named them, if ho knew of anything of the kind. I know that
hon. members who were not inàéèoi-d ~Withhi~niior hisG6
erument, used every endeavor possible to allay that
excitement; and no ,.man was more active . hau
the hon. members for Ottawa, Carleton and Northurn-
berland, in New Brunswick, in striving to quieE and
wisely direct the men. Those members, with others,
did all they possibly could-not at the risk of their
perhaps-but at the risk of personal injury-to prevont
those men even calling on the hon. gentleman, who has
complained so bittorly to-dayof the exciting of thegor#r
ingmen at that tine. As to his insinuations respectingthe
riots in Montreal, I do not .know whom ho refbrred to.
I hesitate not to say that he is quite as incorreet ip
this instance as when he atiiibuted unwerthy mIo Y'
to members of -ParlhameÏnt, in roference to the >la'r
difficulties in Ottawa. I know of* no member. wh'
incited those troubles, or who did aîiything other th an
to allay the difliculties that occuirred at that tinie.. if also
know that members on this. side of the House attfiat
time used those troubles on every stump in- Ot-rio,
n denouncig prominent mem rs of thle..rpge. .ogoty
bcause they would not lerid,themselves to .th aggtavatioii
of the difficulties that occurred at that time -and if~thèi
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was political capital made out of them, it was by the
gentlemen who followed the member for Lambton.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes; I know this charge was applied to

myself and the hon. member for East Hastings, whoalso did
all he could to allay the troubles. I repeat, it comes with a
very bad grace from the late Premier to bring such charges
against members of Parliament unless he is prepared to
designate them. The hon. gentleman in his remarks
referring to the trade policy of the country, and
to the Trade Returns, misstated the facts, as the
returris show clearly and distinctly that the National
Policy bas inc.reased our trade with Great Britain,
that it turned to the advantage of the manufactures of Eng-
land and to the disadvantage of the United States; that
while our imports from the United States had decreased,
the imports from England have increased, and that our
exports, on the contrary, to the United States bave increased
as compared with 1878, showing that we have bought more
from English merchants, that, too, with money obtained from
the larger exports of our products to our A merican neigh bors.
I have another point to notice. In naking a comparative
statement in reference to the weights and measures, as well
as in reference to the other Department under the present,
as compaied with the late Government, i believe it will be
found the result will not be to the disadvantage of
the present Administration. The hon. member for
Lambton knows well that when he brought the
Weights and Measures Act into force, he expended over
$52,000 in paying officers in the different sections of the
Domin'on, before they had done a single hour's work. And
yet, in face of these jacts, we have had from every stump
almost in Ontario- do not know as to the other Provinces
-whenever a speech was made by bon. gentlemen

opposite, this question of the weights and measures
was hurled in the faces of the electors, and the statement
made that the present Government not enly increased the
expendituro of the weights and measures branch, but on
almost every thing else connected with them. I may just
as well inform the House how this Department was
administered, because we may expect, during the next
campaign, the samae stories told over and over again.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). lHear, hear.
Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman says: hear, hear. I

know no hon. member who is so apt in using these figures
for party purposes as that bon. member. Perhaps the
House will be surprised when I point out how the Weights
and Measures Act was brought into operation, how many
officers were appointed, how much money was expended,
and the anount of work performed for the pay. We
remember well that the hon. member for Gloucester,
for one or two Sessions, made a particular point of claiming
the refund o that proportion of an officer's salary which
was retained for superannuation purposes-an officer of the
Weights and Measures Department, residing, I think, in his
own county or neighborhood. The hon. gentleman argued,
and perhaps fairly, that though that officer had nothing to
do, and did nothing, it was not his fault, but the fault of the
Government who never furnished him with any materials
with which he could perform any work. Ifirid, on examining
the matter, that the amounts spent by the late Government
on this Department, without one hour's or one minute's
work ever being performed, reached the nice little sum of
$52,282. In case there should be any doubt on this point, I
will give the localities in which those officers lived, and their
names, from which it can be ceen whether my statement is
correct or not.

STATEMENT showing Divisions and Names of Officers appointed under the provisions of the Act 36 Victoria, Chap. 47,
with date of appointment, when salaries began, when supplied with Standards, when operations commenced, how
long unemployed, and amount of salary drawn during period unemployed.

ONTARIO.

Divisions. Oficers' Names.

Algoma...... ...... Wm. Carney..................
Brant...............John Allan...... ........ ........
Brockville ............ S. Carruthers ....................
Bruce..................... (C. B. Stevens ................ ......
Dandas..,,.......... E. F. Loucks..............
Durham..................... P. R. Randal1.......... ......
Elgin......................'John Campbell .................
Essez.........................Geo. Rankin....... ...............
Glengarry..........F.McRae. . ................
Grey......................D. Ca.. pbel.... ........
Halton.....................Thos.Smith ..............
Hamilton.................H. Sheppard.............

do...............M. Murphy ...............
Wentworth. .......... J. Rymal ................
Hastings..............J. P. Macdonnell. .........
Huron....................Chas. Morrow............
Kent..................John Watts ..............
Kingston...........W. L. Bater .............
Lambton................Wm. cLean.............
Lanark....................J. W. Manning...........
Lennox...... ......Geo. W. B. Sis..............
LondonD............ J.J. pettigue................
MiddlesexT............James .apell....................
Mukoka. ...........Ja hepSharde....................

.......... L.D. Winchester..................
Norfolk.............T. R. Slagbt..........................
Nortmberlnd... .Willoughby..................

Onare..J. Wi. oman................

Ln Bou......... .......... . . B.rSa l1......................

Lo do .................

Date
of Order in

Council.

Sept.

Date Date Date
when Salaries when Standards'on which Op

commenced. were supplied. tions bega

1875...iNov. 29,
.Oct. 26,
'Nov. 4,
Nov. 2,
Nov. 1,

.Oct. 26,

..Oct. 30,

..Nov. 3,
... :Oct. 29,

.Oct. 25,

.Dec. 28,
... Oct. 25,
... Oct. 25,
... Nov. 5,
... Oct. 30,
... Nov. 5,
... Nov. 6,
... Nov. 1,
... Nov. 2,
... Nov. 27,
... Nov. 15,

Dec. 6,
Oct. 29,

... Oct. 26,
Nov. 2,

... Nov. 2,
... March8,
... Oct. 20,

1875.., June 26,
1875... July 3,
1875... Nov. 14,
1875:... Oct. 24,
1875... March 6,
1875... May 17,
1875... Aug. 12,
1875... May 15,
1875...!Sept. 15,
1875... July 4,
1875... May 12,
1875... 'July 7,
1875... July 7,
1875... July 31,
1875... April 12,
1875...Aug. 12,
1875 ... Spt. 16,
1875...iay 17,
1875... Sept. 28,
1875 ... Mar, 17,
1875 ... April 12,
1875... July 13,
1875... May 19,
1875... Oct. 24,
1875... July 4,
1875... June 2,
1876..,April 12,
1875.,.A pril 15,

1876... Oct. 7,
1876..., Oct. 3,
1876... Dec. 9,
1876... Dec. 10,
1877... Mar. 15,
1876... June 26,
1876... Oct. 10,
1876... Oct. 4,
1876... Dec. 11,
1876... Aug. 19,
1876... June 14,
1876 ... Aug. 12,
1876... Aug. 12,
1876... Aug. 12,
1876... June 2,
1876... Sept. 25,
1876... Dec. 4,
1876... Aug. 1,
1876 .. Dec. 4,
1877... Mar. 25,
1876... Nov. 18,
1876... Aug. 28,
1876... Aug. 2,
1876... Jan. 31,
1876... Sept. 2,
1876... Nov. 14,1876... May 20,
1876 ...! Aug. 6,1

18
18
18
18
18'
18
18'
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18'
18'
18'
18'
18~
18~
18~

L 4. og
w

era- T: °to.-

n..

76... 313 427 44
76... 343 465 94
76... 401 657 90
76... 404 551 98
77... 500 684 90
76... 244 334 18
76... 346 472 73
76... 336 459 42
76... 409 r58 71
76... 299 407 93
76... 169 231 61
76... 292 558 83
76... 292 558 83
76... 281 342 50
76... 216 354 83
76... 324 53333
76... 394 538 56
76... 52497
76... 398 544 12
76... 485 661 89
76... 369 503 94
76... 265 725 77
76... 277 380 28
77... 464 I 63296
76... 304 499 99
76. 3783 16 47
16:: 3 73 9880
76... 291 477 41
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STATMENT showing Divisions and Names of Offieers appointed under the provisions of the Act 36 Victoria, Çhap. 47,

with Date of Appointment, when Salaries began, &c.-Continued.

ONTARIO-Conclude.

I Date Date Date Date 0
Divisions. Officers' Names. of Order in when Salaries when Standards onwhich Opera- 1

condil. commenced. were supplied. tions began.

Ottawa..................... A. Lapierre ............. Sept. 30, 1875...Oct. 25, 1875... March 4, 1876... May 3, 91 524 16
Oxford ................... H. Hotson..do ... Nov. 11, 187... Aug. 25, 1876... Oct. 3, 27 538 66
Peterborough.......... W. Hall .................... do ... Oct. 27, 1875... April 12, 1876 June 30
Prince Edward ........... RBoyle........... .do ... Oct. 26, 1875... June 26, 1876... Aug. 1, 1876... 280 383 00
Renfrew .................. James Stewart........do ... Oct. 28, 1875... do 14, 1871876... 279 381 63
Simcoe.. .. ............... H. W. Laird .................. do ... Oct. 25, 1875... July 4, 1876.,Sept. 5, 1876... 316 517 95
Stratford............W Pierson....... .......... do ... Oct. 29, 1875... Sept. 16, 1876... Oct. 31, 1876... 368 503 95
Toronto............W. ngfied.. ................ do ... Oct. 23, 1875...2.1876.Ma 31,1876 221 546 77

do .................. Thos... erkinshaw............... do ... Nov. 6, 1875 J a1y207 39858
Victoria ...................W. A. Silverwood............... do ... Nov. 8,1875... April 11, 1876... April 11, 1876... 155 212 45
Waterloo...........J. McDougall.................. do ... ov. 13, 1875... Aug. 21, 1876... Aug. 21, 1876... 282 462 25
Welland.............A. A. Davise.................... do ... Oct. 27, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876...Se t. 4 1876... 313 427 46
Wellington ......... ... H. H. Swinford............... do Nov. 20, 1875... May 26 1876... Ju 21, 1876... 244
York .......... .. .H . He.. ................ do ....Nov. 2%,1875...,0et. 11, 1876... Oct. 11, 1876... 317 552 78

R Total.. ........................................ . .. 19,89744

JamesStewat ..................

Beauce.............J. B. Mercier.............
Beauharnois ............... C. B. Dewitt ....................
Bellechasse. ............... F. Lamontagne ................
Berthier ................. A. Coutu.........................
Chambly ................... E. Lamoureux............
Champlain................. H. A. Cinq-Mars...............
Drummond ................ P. N. Pacaud .....................
Gaspé. ...................... G. M. Michaud............
Hul.................... ...... A. Quesnel...............

do .......................... P.Lynch .....................
Iberville..................... J. M. Lansier.........................
Joliette. .................... J. L. B. Derochers.............
Kamo'raska.........J. O. Chamberland............
Labrador....... N. Grenier.............................
Laval.. . .. H. Lalonde........................
Lévis......................... A. Leveque ......................
Lotbinière.. ............... H. Q. de St. George;...........
Mississquoi.. ....... B. A. Haskell........................I
Montmagny................ N. Nadeau...... ..................
Montmorency.............. T. Larue..........................
Montreal...........L. N. Roy.......... ..................

do .................... S. Quinn...... ....................
do .................... D. Lyons...........................
do .. ................. 0. Fautaux......... ..................

Quebec. ............ Jos. Gregoire...... ...............
do .......... . E. Dubord............................

Richelieu. .................. Chas. Blais......... .................. 1
Rimouski............... D. Ouillet ........................
Saguenay...................H. Simard...................
Sherbrooke. ............... H. J. Pennoyer...............
St. Hyacinthe. ............ F. L. Desrivières...............
Terrebonne................. Thos. Lamb..................
Three Rivers .............. L. A. Lord.................

Total .......................

Sept. 30, 1875... Dec. 27, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Dec. 31, 1876... 370 506 64
do ... Oct. 25, 1875... May 2, 1876... Oct. 3, 1876... 344 470 29
do ... Oct. 20, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Jan. 31, 1877... 7 627 59
do ... Oct. 28, 1875... do 4, 1876... Nov. 28, 18763... 97 42 55
do ... Oct. 27, 1875... do 4, 1876... Nov. 2, 1876... 372 08 02
do ... Nov. 12, 1875... do 4, 1876... Dec. 4, 1876... 388 30 23
do ... Nov. 8, 1875... do 4, 1876... Nov. 6, 1876... 364 497 09
do ... Nov. 2, 1875... do 4, 1876... Sept -, 1877... 675 922 Il
do ... Nov. 1, 1875...;June 1, 1876... June 17, 1876... 229 313 83
do ... Nov. 3, 1875... July 18, 1876... Nov. 4, 1876... 367 501 28
do ... Oct. 27, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Jan. 31, 1877 463 631 2
do ... Oct. 25, 1875... do 4, 1876... do 31, 1877... 465 634 30
do ... Dec. 17, 1875... April 18, 1877... May 31, 18771... 66 228 46
do ... Nov. 20, 1875... Never acted. ........................ 1,319 1,806 89
do ... Nov. 11, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... June 30, 1877... 446 609 66
do ... Oct. 25, 1875... Aug. 22, 1876... Nov. 6, 1876... 378 516 23
do ... Nov. 1, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Dec. 19, 1876... 414 565 16
do ... Oct. 26, 1875... May 26, 1876... Nov. 3, 1876.. 374 510 74
do ... do 20, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876...J&n. 31, 1877.. 469 627 59
do ... Nov. 1, 1875... do 4, 1876... Dec 4, 1876... 399 54551
do ... Jan. 13, 1876 233 50962
do ... Oct. 23, 1875 July 5, 1876... Sept. 2, 1878 65 6047
do ... do 22, 1875 3165 6027
do ... do 2.7, 1875 i 11 594 97
do ... do 25, 1875 July 5, 1876... Dec. 4, 1876 406 985 31
do ... do 25, 18751 l1 406 766 34
do ... Nov. 20, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Oct. 31, 1876... 346 473 53
do ... do 20, 1875...1........................ May 31, 1877... 559 765 15
do ... do 20, 1875... July 4, 1876... Aug. 7, 1876... 261 356 41
do ... Oct. 20, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Jan. 31, 1877... 470 753 22
do ... Nov. 6, 1875... Aug. 22, 1876... Feb. 28, 1877... 481 659 61
do ... Oct. 22, 1875...,May 12, 1876... Aug. 3, 1876... 286 391 00
do ...1 Nov. 8, 1875... Sept. 4, 1876... Feb. 28, 1877... 479 490 19

.............. .... 20,04854

......... ..... 1 ...... 372...508.....2

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Fredericton. ............... E. C. Freeze....... ...........
Ring's....... ................ W. O. Slipp... ..................
Moncton..................... J. T. Carter.......................
Northumberland ......... R. B. Cutier.......................
Restigouche ...... ....... T. Blanchard......... ...............
St. John..................... J. Macfalane.......... .............
Woodstock................. Wm. Dibblee...... ..............

Total...... .. ............

Sept. 30, 1875... Nov. 6, 1875... June 26, 1876... Oct. 16, 1876 345 470 96
do ... do 20, 1875... Dec. 16, 1876... May 31, 1877. 559 805 15
do ... do 4, 1975 .. JMay 25,- 1877.. Auý. 31, 1877. 667 912 41
do ...j do 1', 1875-10fct. 11, 1877... Res gdMay3l,'78.... .. ..... 1,291 54
do .. do 11, 1875 ... !Never acted ............. ..... i.........1....... 1 819 39
do .. do 7y 1875 ... April 13, 1877... June 1, 1877. 207 566 64
do1 ... do 9, 1875... do 13, 1877... do .14 218 29856

........... ............................ ....... j 6,164 65

1
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STAr NT showing Divisions and Names. of Officers appointed under the provisions of th At6 icto a p.7

with Date of Appointment, when Salaries began, &c.-Concluded.

NOVA SCOTI.

Date Date Date Date e.
Divisions. Officers' Nanes. of Order ln when Salaries when Standards on which Opera- * .

Council. commenieëd. were supplied. tions began. n 4' I

- -s $cts.
Anna-polis ..... ............ E.-É. Tupper ................ ......... Sept. 30, 1876A.. Nov., 13,Auaoi. ........ T. Taiper....... ...... Set 3 q185.. ov. 13, 1875 ... Ag 2,17... Nov. 9, 1876 ... 362 494 30
Cape Breton.........L. Tremaine.................... do ... Oct. 28, 1875... May 21, 1876... Aug. 14, l8î6... 291 399 13
Colchester................. A. McKay. ..................... do ... Nov. 1, 1875... Nov. 9, 1876... Dec. 18,1876... 413 564 42
Guysborough.............. A. J. O'Maguire.................. do ... Jan. 18, 1876... Jone 26, 1876... Aug. 7,'1876... 202 276 63
Halifax..... ............. James Pr v or ......... ......... do do 15,1876... April 15, 1876... June 17, 1876 ...t1 154 1 423 47
Harts .... ....... S. G. Kerr....... ..................... do ... Nov. 15, 1875... Aug. 8, 1877... April '0, 18M.. 897 1,230 44
Inverness................... Peter Grant.................... .do ... Oct. 28, 1875...,June 7, 1876... Aug. 8, 1876... 285 38949
Lunenburg............. J Hendry .......................... .do ... Nov. 16,1875... do 17, 1876... July 31 1876... 258 1 354 Il
Pictou...................t R. McConnell........................ do ... do 4,18-5... April 15, 1876... Sept. 5' 1876... 306 1 417 93
Yarmouth ..........[J.M. Lecain................... do ... Oct. 29,1875... June 17, 1876... do 5, 1876... 322 431 46

Yarm-o'uth .1875.....Aug...22,.1876... Nov. 9, 1876...***362

Tota1875....Ma 1..... Ag.1 .... 291 4 1

MANITOBX.

Manitoba... .L.ayward..................Sept. 30, 1875.... INo. 19, 1875...May 19, 1876...Feb. 28, 1877... 468 770 0

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

...................................Sept. 9,1877..Oct. 23, 1877... Sept. 15, 1877... Dec. 31, 1877... 0 95 41
Kingla ...... .. a...............J.MDoad .... do ... Sept. 20, 1877 ... 1 do 15, 1877... do 31, 1877 ... 102 140 25

187... jApril 15, 1876.. Junie17, 187 ... 15

Prince. ..............Peter Gun...............April 3, 1878. April21878 Au 3, 1878... A 30, 1878 80 109 68

Tot7.......................... .. .. . ... 34534

BRITISH COÉUMBIA.

........ ... 7.5Good.J............ Juy 12, 1877 ,1879... 137 74 97

_______ ______________________________ 1 Se.t.16,1878... Apri 13, 1878... Septi. 31, 87...~ 306

SUMMARY.

Ontario.................................................................. ... ......... $19,897 44
Quebec ................................................ ......... .................... 20,048 54
New Brunswick ........................................................... ......... 6,164 65
Nova Scotia....................................J 1.............4,981 38
Manitoba............................................ -........................ ......... 770 0
Prince Edward Island ............................................................... 345 34
British Columbla...................................................................... 74 97

Total,..........«........................................................ $52,282 32

N. B.-The -salaries of these 97 Officers began on the date of their approved surety bonds.

1 eaul t e attention of hon. membors from Ontario to the faot declare across the floor of thée Ibluse that the present Gov-
that while in Ontario there were for-ty-two officers receivirig erninent have been the moat extravagant that ever existed
only $ 19,800.79 for doing nothing, in Quebec there wero in this Country.
thirty-three fi'iends of the Government receiving $20,048 It being Six o'clock the Speaker ioft the Chair.
for doing the same labor. If iny hon. friend from Ottawa (Mr.
Tm"s) -knew theose lacta he would admit there was French A.fter Recese.-
domination in this country. These facts and figures are
taken fromn the officiai record of the iDepartinent, and they Mr. BOWEILL. I closed niy remnar#s before reeess by
show that hon, gentlemen opposite squandered the public -saying that the late Government hadp aid in Salaries o? the
money, payed their political supporters out of the publie t officers of the Weights and Measures b ranch of the service,
ehests to the extent of over $52,000 in this branch of the $52,282.32 before they had performed any work. The hon.
.ervi -e alone, efrethey ?urnished officers whom tbey had Imerub r for Westmorela.nd (Sir Albert J. Smth ake
appointed by Order in Council with any instruments or the question, who paid this money ? I scarcely knew that
toos with which they could commence the duties to which it was necessary for the hon, gentleman to ask that
they were appointed; yet those hon. gntlemen constantly go question, when I gave the dates of th Ord ers .ii-do6uncil

Mr. ]3OWÈLL.
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appointing these different men, and fixing the dates at
which they commenoed òperations. HIad ho reflected for a
moment ho would have known that from the 30th day of
September, 1875 to some of the last dates montioned,
snch as 30th June, 1877, whieh were the periods during
whieh these gentlemen did nothing. That being the
case, he must have known, when asking that question, who
paid the salaries during the time they were unemployed.

have a record of one case here which is pertinent to the
present discussion as showing the manner in which some
of these officers were appointed and the method by which
they were paid. I refer to the appointment of a man
named Sands, in Port Fiope. I find that as early as
the 23rd February, 1875, ho was recommended for
appointment by the thon member for the riding, Mr.
Ross. lIowever, not until 4th April 1876, was
Mr. Sands appointed, and thereupon Mr. Ross was
notified of the fact. Mr. Sands, on the 11th April,
forwarded his bonds and sureties. The next entry I
found was that ho was paid the sum of 8350 on account of
salary, which, by-the-bye, had never been fixed by
Order in Council or in any other way. Again, in 1877 ho
had another choque sent him for $252. In February, 1878,
ho was forwarded $636, being bis salary from the 10th April,
1876, to the 31st January, 1878, at the rate of $700 per
annum. This salary was paid out of Contingencies, the
Order in Council never having fixed the amount, and
the late Goverument never did a better thing than
place on the Statute-book a law appointing an auditor,
for since his appointment and under the law, trans-
actions of this kind cannot again occur even if hon.
gentlemen opposite returned to power. 'Having been
wearied doing nothing for two years Mr. Sanas ten-
dered his resignation on the 24th of September, and the
economical Government accepted that resignation.
On the 4th of October, they appointed his successor, a
nephew of Mr. Sands, two days before they went out of
power. Mr. Perks continued in office for some time after,
never having performed any labor other than having taken
charge 6f the office, and in 1878 the gentleman very coolly
proposed to the Government that if we would give him a
yoar's salary ho would retire, but the Government did not
deem it in the intorests of the country or of the
revenue to do as ho proposed, but, on the contrary, they
dispensed with his services. In this transaction
we have a very fair sample of the manner in which the
office of Inland Revenue was eonducted by the late Govern-
ment, and the manner in which they rewarded their political
friends, whether for services rendered or for anticipated
services in future. Having disposed of that branch of the
subject, I turn to another interesting fact, and that is while
these gentlemen were doing nothing, the Government were
employing their officers in stocking the cellars and lower
flats of the Eastern Block with a large quantity of material
that never was used and, as it is useless, will nover bo used.
Without wearying the House by reading the quantity of each
particular article, I shall content myself by saying
that there is now in the lower parts of the building, weights,
measures, scales and other articles which are comparatiî ely
useless to-day, amounting to $37,399.49, and if you add to
this the $52,282.32 which was squandered on the officors for
doing nothing you have a nice little sum thrown away on
one branch of the service alone. I propose now for a
moment to give a comparative' statement of the receipts
and estimates in that branch for a few years past. I find,
on looking into this question, that a statement showing the
annual receipts and expenditures in connection with the
Weights and Measures equipment and inspection branch, is
as follows: From 1876 to 1877, equipment cost $22,000.73;
contingencies, $23,382.93; salaries, 855,025.48; total,
8100,409.14. The receipts were $51,657.85. An Order
in Council was passed in July, 1877, by which the tariff

of fees was reduced, but not uniformly, the reduction
varying from 11 to 66 per cent., and by 40th Victoria,
chapter 15, when the weights and measures were found, on a
second and subsequent inspection, to be correct, only 25 per
cent. of the full fee was charged. This will account for the
reduction in the amount of the receipts for the work per-
formed after that date, and it is a sufficient answer to
the charges which have been made that in the manage-
ment of this branch of the service under the present Admi-
nistration, the receipts have largely fallen off, while the
expenditure in the performanco of the work has been in-
creased in the same ratio. In 147-8 the equipment
amounted to $4,484.37, contingencies, 825,788.21, salaries,
$J1,720.27, while the receipts amounted to $29,688.81, as
against $51,657i85.in 1876-77. ido not bring that forward as
a charge against the late Government, because they had
relieved parties for whom the work was performed of a cer-
tain portion of the fee, and consequently they hal less to pay.

STATExENT showing annual expenditure and receipts in connection with
Weights and Measures equipment and inspection from 30th Jute,
1876, till 30th June, 1881.

Year.

*1876-7
1877.'8

†1878-'91
1879-80

11880-'1

EXPENDITURE.

- l~eoeipt...

Equipment. i en. Salaries.T Total.t n- cl s alres

$ ets. $ ets. $ cts. $ ets. $ ets.
22,000 73 23,382 93 55,025 48 100,409 14 51,657 85
4,484 37 25,788 21 51,720 27 81,992 85 29,683 81
3,474 38 17,384 69 51,195 17 72,054 24 13,222 59
1,750 37 13,426 31 32,371 34 47,548 02 17,080 Il

240 22 15,554 31 44,201 28 59,995 81 34,584 55

* By Order in Council of loth July, 1877, the tarif of fees was reduced
but not uniformly; the reduction varied from il to 66 per
cent., and by 40 Vie., cap. 15,.when.Weights and Measures were found
on second or subsequent inspections to be correct, only twenty-five per
cent. of the full fee was to be charged.

t The Weights and Measures Act of 15th May, 1879, only required a
biennial instead of an annual inspection, which necessarily great'ly
reduced the gress amount of fees collected.

‡ The amount charged for equipmentin 1876-77 contains some expenîdi-
ture for Gas Standards. As there was at that time a vote generally ap-
plicable for equipment of Weights and Measires and Gas Btandarda, it
was necessary to show all such expenditure together, but since that
date there has been nu special vote, and therefore whatever amount bas
been spent for that service has appeared in the statement for the serviçe
interested, whether Weights and Measures or Gas.

I have given this statement, Mr. Speaker, in order that the
House may be placed in possession of the full details of the
amount expended for all purposes in connection with that
branch from 1878 to 1881. It has been alleged that there
are a much larger number of officers in that branch now
than there were under the late Administration, and on the
surfàce, without investigation, there would appear to be an
increase; but when the matter is irvestigated it will be
found that the increase is ouly apparent and not in fact,
for the reason that a number who are entered as being in
the Excise Branch are also engaged in the Weights and
Measures Branch, and as Inspectors of Gas. Thus one
officer sometimes represents three, and this circumstance
is made the basis of the statemont which is circulated
broadcast over the. country, that throe men are doing
the work that was previously done by one. As regards
gas inspection, the number of places at which gas
was inspected in 1877-78, was eleven ; in 1880-81, it
was seventeen. The number of gas inspectors in 1877-78,
was eleven; in 1880-81, it was thirteen. Of the thirteen
inspectors in 1880-81, two received only $150 each per
annum; one received only $250 per annum, for this service,
as these three were also inspectors of weights and measures,
instead of new officers being appointed for this service.
The amount of salaries paid for gaa inape oIp, in 187748,
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was $9,153; in 1880-81 it was $9,038. The inspection ofl
gas meters is compulsory only once in five years. Afteri
the first inspection was completed only meters newly taken1
into use, or those found in new inspection districts, would be
inspected. But the testing ofgas for illuminating power and(
for purity goes on continuously, and is of infinitely greateri
importance and requires much more work than the inspec-1
tion of meters, though it yields no revenue. I find that the1
Excise revenue and the Excise salaries in the different years
are as follows:-

1877-78 4,888,069

1880-81 ,400,903

The increased number
for as follows -

$135,305

174,272

189,528

of officers in 1880-81 is

81U 28

10 81

accounted

Specially appointed for the survey of tobacco culti-
vated in Canada ................ ......... 15

Conted aloa nspectors of Weights and Measures. 3
"i ci " s Gaoi.............. ........... 1

Employed as Inspectors of Petroleum imported into
Canada (for the Customs Department at the
principal places), and for the more effectual in-
spection of. Canadiau .. Petroleum un der. the. Act
of 1880......... 1............. ...... ... ...... 6

Additional Excisemen required for the survey of
distilleries, it having been fotnnd neeeesary to
provide additional secnrity for the collection of
the revenue.................................................. 8

Making a total of ......................... ;î

The employment of the nine unaccounted for above We
came necessary in consequence of the additional work
imposed on the Department in stamping Canadian
tobacco and in providing and distributing stamps
to the Customs Department for imported tobacco.
There was a total number of forty appointed, as necessary
on account of extra and additional work imposed on the
D epartment by stamping for the different Custom Houses.'
Icould show just as favorable a statement for the Depart-
ment over which I have the honor to preside, for both the
inside and outside service during the period of the present
Administration, but as that bas not been attacked by any hon.
gentlemen on the other side, nor in the couritry either, I do
not deem it necessary to refer to it. But there is just one
othor point to which I will call the attention of the House in
order to show how the money of the country was spent by
the late Government, and then I shall leave it te hon. gentle-
men who may speak after us to explain how the $52,000
was thrown away on men who did nothing, and why they
had $30,000 or $40,000 worth of material in the vaults of
the Buildings useless. In October, 1878, when the present
Government took office, we found about the Buildings, for
such purposes as keeping them clean, fourteen men and
sixty-one charwomen, making a total force of seventy-five,
as against thirty or forty in 1873, when the late Govern-
ment assumed office. Why it was necessary to increase the
number to that extent I leave it to hon. gentlemen opposite
to explain. One case, however, may illustrate the whole;
one woman was appointed, who never made her appearance
at all but sent her servant; the reason for ber appointment
may be found in the fact that ber husband had a good vote,
and the inference is that this rapid increase of those em-
ployees during the last days of the reign of the hon. member
for Lambton was connected with political objects. We have

Mr. BowiLai.

the work now as well done as in 1878-79, when we came into
power, by twelve men and thirty-seven women, or a total of
forty-nine against seventy.five. I have no doubt, if the prun.
ing-hook was still further applied the number could be re-
duced still further. This fact may be considered one of minor
importance, but it is on a par with the whole administra-
tion of the affairs of the country during the five years that
hon. gentlemen opposite occupied the Treasury benches.
You may investigate every branch of the Service, and yon
will find the same extravagance prevailed and uinnecessary
employees on the staff. Not only were there too many
charwomen, but too many inspectors of weights and mea-
sures, as woell as superflnous officers in other branches. I
think I have said enough to show the country andi the
House that when hon. gentlemen opposite declain in the
future as they have in the past against the extravagance of
the present Government, under this particular branch, they
should compare its present management with that of the
late Government, and notice the smallness of the return in
work formerly received for the money paid. In fact under
the late Government there was no work performed. Then
let them ask themselves who have governed the country
properly so far, at least, as the Excise Department of
this country is concerned.

Mr. WRIGHT. I wish to make a few remarks in con-
nection with a statement which was made before six o'clock?
by the hon. member for Lambton. -He stated, if I under
stood him correctly, that the riots which occurred during
his term of office were caused by the intrigues of hon.
nembers of Parliament, and, as I thought, by inference,
he members from this Ottawa region.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not mean that.
Mr. WUIGHT. The hon.gentleman said: "The troubles

were caused by hon. members of Parliament," and 1 natur-
lly supposed that we were the men pointed at.
Mr. MACKENZIE. On the contrary, every one knows

hat the hon. gentleman, as well as the hon. member for
'arleton, did everything they could in the opposite direction.
never dreamt of imparting anything of the kind to these
on. gentlemen.
Mr. WRIGHT. I accept the hon. gentleman's explana-

ion; but I understood him to have spoken in a different
ense. But, with regard to some other statements
e made, I may venture a few remarks. He stated
bat the workingmen were driven out of Ottawa.

can tell him where they are: they are driving our
afts, running our saw-mills and engaged on our
rms and in al[ our industries and operations. I think,
ideed, the change bas been a marvellous one so far as these
en are concerned. So far as I am concerned, and without
2tering into the economic discussion which at times
cupies the lHouse,that the hard times which appeared to fol-
w my hon. friends now in Opposition so inevitably, appear
have passedaway under the presentAdministration. n my
rn section, where I used to get men under the old régime at
Scents aday, I am now obliged to pay $1.50. That is rather
ard on me; but as the object of all Governments is to secure
.e greatest good to the greatest number, it is a great deal
tter for the masses. I am quite satisfied with the explana-
>u of the hon. member for Lambton, because I was certain
at whatever good was done with regard to the men con-
rned in the troubles in the time of the late Government,
is due to my hon. friend the hon. member for Carleton.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Especially to yourself.
Mr. WRIGHIT. I thank myhon. friend for the compliment.
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). 1 propose to say a few words

on this motion, and first to address my attention to the
chivalrous hon. member for Hastings, the hmn. Minister of
Customs. He undertook to make a defence of his Govern-
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ment, because of their large economies, and particularly in
the Department of Weights and Measures. It must have
been apparent to every hon. member of the House, that he
was giving us in advance the campaign literature with
which we expect the country to be strewn during the forth-
coming elections.

Mr. PLUMB. You have been scattering yours.
Mr. ROSS. If the dying swan will restrain his music a

little longer, perhaps I will address a few remarks to him.
We know that in such speeches we have the advance sheets of
the campaign literature of 1882, and that evidently the hon.
gentleman spoke from a prepared brief, although he did not
speak briefly. His remarks were tedious in the extreme,
and were not very pertinent; they were not a completely
accurate statement of the facts. They did not prove half
as much as he wished te prove. Lot me address myself at
first to almost the last remarks ho made. le challenges
the confidence of the country, for this good Government of
bis, because when they came into power they inspected the
lobbies. They came cown here early in the morning and
found there were some thirty, forty, seventy or eighty
charwomen engaged; and this gallant, chivalrous, Minister
of Customs, truc to the interests of the Conservative party,
with a heroism wcrthy of the great work which ho under-
took, dismissed a number of these poor charwomen, eut
down the number of employees in that Department, in
order that this country might not be driven into financial
ruin. If this is all the hon. gentleman can boast of, as an
evidence of his economy, I commiend him to the tender
mercies of the charwomen; I know how they will deal
with this mattter when thoir husbands come to vote, If I
were a member of the Govern ment I would net, in the face
of an expenditure of $5,000,009 over and above the
the expenditure of 1878, point to a reduction in
the number of charwomen as one of the most significant
features of my economy. The hon. gentleman dealt with
the Weights and Measures in detail. Let us begin at the
beginning. In the first place, who is responsible for the
Weights and Measures Act ? Evidently not hon, gentle-
men on this side. The hon. Minister of Railways is re-
sponsible for that Act, and boasts of it as one of the bene-
ficial Acts of his legislation. In 1875 the hon. Minister of
Railways, when the expenditure under this head was chal-
lenged, said:

" He held himself entirely responsible as a member of the late Gov-
ernment for this legislation. No measure had ever been passed by this
Bouse upon so clear testimony of the strongest character as te its
necessity. Se strong was the testimony in its favor that it passed
the House unanimously and he was glai that the present Government
in the discharge of the duty that devolved on them had incurred all
the responsibility of putting it into operation."

So here we have a complote eûoneration of the expendi-
ture incurred te put that Act into operation. I have only
cited that because I know it is an authority which the hon.
gentleman will acknowledge, to satisfy him that that ex-
penditure was justifiable; for although the hon. Minister of
Railways may waste hundreds of thousands on public con-
tracts, we hear not a word of condemnation. How, thon,
will the hon. Minister of Customs condemn the hon Minis-
ter of Railways for having expended, as ho says, $52,000,
perhaps unnecessarily, under the Weights and Measures
Act.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say that.
Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman said that $52,000 had

been expended unnecessarily.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes, but I did not say by the hon.

Minister of Railways.
Mr. ROSS.

Act of which
approved, for
rosponsible, and

169

Well, it was expended under the
the hon. Minister of Railways

which ho held himself entirely
was expended, as I will show pre-

sently, necessarily in connection with that Act. The point
now settled is that the hon. Minister of Railways, as the
colleague of the hon. gentleman, is responsible for the
Weights and Measures Act, passed when the present Gov.
ernment was in power before their present term. Thon he
L responsible for the expenditure incurred in connection
with the purchase of weights and measures. The hon.
gentleman referred to the large quantity stored in the
Eastern Block. I will tell the hon. gentleman how they
came there. Here is a report of the Commissioner of In-
land Revenue on that question laid on the Table of the
House in the Session of 1873.

" Arrangements have been made in England for the construction of
their standards and for their verification with the standard of the
United Kingdom. * * *fn consequence of an unexpected delay in the
delivery ot the aparatus and standards ordered in 1872, only $559.90
out of the $4,000 was disbursed prior to the 30th June, 1873."

Then we have the building stocked with standards and
weights that were ordered in 1872, and the hon. gentleman,
with a candor which is almost appalling in these later
days, tells as: "IWe are responsible for tue purchase of
these weights and measures." The hon. gentleman says that
a number of men were employed under the late Administra-
tion who rendered no services for their wages. "852,000,"
he says, "were expended in salaries before these mon entered
on their duties." That may be true. No doubt it is; but
under what circumstances? Why, we have it in the report
of the Commissioner that it was expected the Act would be
enforced in 1874; the weights and measures had been sent
to England, and were unnecessarily delayed in their return.
The proclamation was issued for putting the Act into force,
and these men had to be appointed to take charge
of their offices as soon as the weights and mea-
sures arrived out. They had besides to be in-
structed in the discharge of their duties, and it was
necessary a certain delay should occur before their entering
on the discharge of their duties to give them time to be
instructed. These 852,000 were expended preliminary to
their entering on the discharge of their duties in order that
they might be instructed. Does the hon. gentleman say
that was wrong ? In any similar change in any Department
men would have to be instructed until appointed to office,
hence this expenditure; but admitting, for the sako of
argument, that we spent $52,000 on salaries in 1872, for
which no value was received in service, did that state of
affairs exist only under the late Administration? Let.the
hon. gentleman turn to the first'year of his own adminis-
tration in the Department of Weights and Measures, and ho
will find similar cases of gross management, if we choose to
to call it gross mismanagement. Take the town of Brook-
ville: There was paid in salaries at Brockville, in 1878 and
1879, $80l.58, and the revenue collected was $92.54. That
does not show admirable management in the Department.
In Halton County there was expended in salaries, 8611.00,
and the revenue was only 83,25. Docs the hon. gentleman
call that good management ? In Kent there was expended
in salaries, $695.00, and the revenue was $7.50. In Niagara,
reprosented for the time being by my hon. friend shortly to
be represented no more by him or by anybody else, I am
happy to say, the expenditure in 1878 and 1879 was 8764.26,
and the revenue, $98.80. In the County of Ontario the ex-
penditure was $728.00, the revenue was $5.75. If I went
over, as my hon. friend did, the various counties and
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec the same result would
follow. Take Missisquoi, the expenditure there was $191.14,
and the revenue, nil. Take Northumberland and Resti-
gouche in New Brunswick. The expenditure in the one
was $116.00, and in the other $535.0i, and the revenue, nil.
Take the County of Guysborough, the expenditure
was $580.00, and the revenue, the enormous sum of $2.52.
Take British Columbia, to which my hon. friend referred.
The expenditure was $410.69 and the revenue was $39.
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That was in 1878-79, when the Department was in charge
of the bon. gentlemen opposite. There is evidence from
their own report which was officially laid on the Table,
that these men were discharging duties of revenue officers
without contributing to the revenue in some cases not one
dollar, and in others a mere trifle. The whole expenditure
for that year was $66,487,67, and the revenue was only
$13,085, over $5 of expenditure to colloct $1 of revenue.

Mr. BOWELL. Were they not ail your own officers ?

Mr. ROSS. They were appointed by us, but they were
under the control of the hon. gentlemen opposite. When
they were appointed they were discharging their duties.
I will take the year 1877-78, when our revenue was $30,084.
How is it that in 1878-79, with the same officers, the hon.
gentlemen opposite only collected $13,000 ? Does that not
prove that there was some mismanagement? Evidently
these men's labors were suspended, but their salaries went
on precisely the eame as the salaries of the officers in
1874-75. But if the hon, gentleman does not like that I
will take the next year, which was entirely under the con,
trol of the hon. gentlemen opposite. If it would not
weary the House I could show that officer after
officer appointed by the hon. gentlemen opposite were
discharging duties and receiving very high salaries, but
collecting a very small amount of revenue in proportion to
their salary. I take the management of that Department
for the last five or six years, and it simply shows that in
1877-78 under the Reform Administration, it took $3 of
expenditure to collect $1 of revenue. In 1878-79 the first
year of hon. gentlemen opposite, it took $6 of expenditure to
collect $1 of revenue; while in 1879-80 it tock 84 of expen-
diture to collect $1 of revenue. Last year I admit they did
a little better, they did it because they were driven to it by
the Opposition, because they knew the iniquity which they
were perpetrating was being exposed. In order to save
themselves late in the day they sought to urge these men to
a botter discharge of their duties, and now they claim
that they are managing this maitter economically. I have
shown their responsibility for the expenditure incurred in
the purchase of weights and measures, and I have shown
that during the first two years of their Administration the
revenue was much less in comparison with the expenditure
than it was under the Liberal Administration. But he says,
these mon were our political friends, that they were draw-
ing their salaries simply because they were our political
friends. Sir, I did think the hon. gentlemen would have been
sufficiently careful not to trench upon sucb precarious ground.
Does he not know that the very spirit of the Administration
of the Government by hon. gentlemen opposite is, rot the
interests of the country, but the interests of their political
friendsa? Does he not know that the Departments are filled
from garret to basement with the appointees of hon. gentle-
men opposite, not so much that the public service may be
advanced, but that political friends may have clerical and
material advantages? Does ho not know that a large con-
tract on the Canadian Pacifie Railway in British Columbia
was awarded to political friends of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, and a lower contract set aside? And yet the bon
gentleman charges us with tbe waste of $52,000 in the
inspection of weights and measures, when we have it on
the records of this House that the hon. gentleman and bis
colleagues sacrificed the interests of the public to the extent
of over $200,000 on one contract alone, for no other purpose
that I can see, but to benefit political friends. But there is
something more in connection with the inspection of
weights and measures that I must refer to. In 1>78-79, the
hon. gentlemen opposite came into office, and they found a
set of ninety-seven men for that Department who were dis-
charging their duties well, and against whom no fault
acosd be found. The bon. gentleman bas not to this day dared
to say that these officers failed to discharge their duties;

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

and what was done? In the face of the most satisfactory
dischargeof their duties that could be required, ninety-five of
these men were sacrificed by the pilit ical guillotine erected
by the hon. gentleman opposite and bis political friends
appointed in their place. On the plea of economy ninety-
five men were discharged, and on the plea of economy
sixty-four men, political allies of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, were appointed in their place. More than that,
they were not appointed simply because they were political
allies, but they were appointed to do the political wórk of
the hon, gentlemen opposite, as I know. I have a vivid
recollection of a contest that took'place in West Northum-
berland in December last at which the bon. Minister of
Finance was present. I also went into that county, and
the first gentleman I met on the public platform the first
night was a paid servant of the Minister of Finance. The
next afternoon I met the same gentleman again, and also on
the following night I met him in the town of Cobourg
cheek by jowl with the Minister of Finance at a publie
meeting. I bave not heard that ho was discharged. Was
he appointed because ho was a political friend of the hon.
gentlemen opposite ? Why, Sir, if the bon. gentlemen had
any sense of political decency, they would have discharged
that man. I heard further that the same gentleman was
appointed Inspector of Weights and Measures for the Prov-
ince of Manitoba, but his instructions were not to go to
Manitoba till after the general elections. Is that the doc-
trine of the hon. gentlemen opposite ? I have a statement of
the hon. First Minister on that subject taken from the _Han-
sard of 1878, and of several of the bon. gentlemen on the
same question. Perhaps I might refresh their memories a
little on the point. Sir John A. Macdonald, in the debates
of 1878, said :

" Every Government selected for the Civil Service their own friends,
and no one could object to it. He now contended, and had always con-
tended, that civil servants should not be political agents. They should
have the right to vote, and the Government of the day should give
them a fair opportunity to do so; but the Government should sternly
put their foot down against the civil servants becoming political
agents.',

Sir Charles Tupper said:
"If, in a political struggle, members of the public service were

allowed to go out and take an active, energetic part in such a struggle,
a state of things as would be a great misfortune to the country would
be brought about."

Sir Hector Langevin said:
"To allow officers to go away electioneering in that manner and for

that purpose was at once unfair and unjust. They were the paid
officials of the country, and it was their duty to devote their time to the
service of the country and not in the interests of a party. Public
officials should not be deprived of their votes, but they should not mix
up in politics or canvass."

That is a good doctrine.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On what occasion was
it said ?

Mr. ROSS. It was said, no doubt, in 1878.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On what occasion ?
Mr. ROSS. 1 cannot give the bon. gentleman the par.

liculars. -Does the hou. gentleman repudiate the stat-
ment ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Just look at the paper
and say what th occasion was.

Mr. ROSS. That does not alter Uhe fact. The hon.
gentleman cannot get ont of it thateway. Does the hon.
gentleman mean to say that his enunciation of political
principles depends on the occasion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What was the occasion?
Mr. ROSS. Does the bon. gentleman want the House

to understand that he bas ore set of political opinions for
one state of things and another set for another stato of things?
I was statiug to the hon. gentleman a sound political
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doctrine, and was asking him to apply it to the case
in which an officer of his violatel that principle; and
if the bon. gentleman repudiates it lot him say so.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On what occasion was
it said? Is the hon. gentleman afraid to state on what
occasion it was said ?

Mr. ROSS. I have said I do not know.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That cannot be the case.
Mr. ROSS. If the hon. gentleman will allow me an

opportunity, I will quoto those·statements from the debates
in the course of the evening and givo him the occasion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Give it now.
Mr. ROSS. Tho hon. gentleman cannot get out of in

that way. I ask him whether that is a sound political
opinion or not. If ho says it is a sound principle, thon it
has been violated by an employec of the hon. gentleman, by
a paid servant of the hon. gentleman, and unless ho repudi.
ates that principle Icall upon him to dismiss that officer and
not let the country be insulted by having a public officer
traveling up and down it to advance the interests of hon.
gentlemen opposite. I think I may dismiss the hon. Min-
ister of Customs for the time being; I may say something
more about him by-and-bye, as wo are likely to romain here
a week and perhaps longer, and I may refer more fully to
bis sayings and doings. I think I have established con-
clusively that the late Government was not re-
sponsible for the Weights and Measures Act or the
expenditure incurred under it, and I have shown by
statements from the Public Accounts that our adminis-
tration was more satisfactory. For my county I
know this, that whereas the expenditure was nearly $26,000
in 1880-81 only $580 were paid into the revenue, and I
know under the Administration of the late Government
the weights and measures were inspected thoroughly, and
I could name places in Middlesex where weights and mea-
sures have not been inspected since hon. gentlemen opposite
came into office. So as far as the administration of the Act
is concerned there bas been woeful negligence of the public
interests, and at the same time the officers are to-day draw-
ing liberal salaries. I have a word or two to say in reply
to the statements of the ho,. Minister of Finance on the
motion of the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright). I was struck with the apologetic tone
the Minister assumed in answering the charge of gross extra-
vagance. I could fancy the Minister from a platform in New
Brunswick in 1878 denouncing the extravagance of the late
Government. I fancy hearing now the melodious tones of
bis voice ringingthrough some great hall, and doclaring that
the average expenditure of the country need not exceed
822,500,000; and I can fancy a few weeks hence that same
Minister going to the same Province and telling the
people that a different state of affairs now exists:
" True, I said that in 1878, but I was not then
invested with the responsibilities of office, but a change
came o'er the spirit of iy dream: I have found a lot of
needy political friends at Ottawa whose interests had to be
attended to, and I found it was necessary to construct public
works, custom bouses and post offices, and make improve-
monts in order that our political friends may have a fair
chance at the elections." It was not enough that the leader
of the Government gerrymandered constituencies in order
to make things pretty safe ; that to make them doubly sure
ho built custom louses and other public offices and incurred
a large expenditure on account of public works; and so the
bon. gentleman might say I have no doubt the expenditure
on public works has been increased since 1878, but look at
all the advantages derived ; look at the buildings erected
through the Provinces; go where you like in OLtario and
you will find similar buildings; this accounts for a large
portion of the expenditure. Supposing positions were

changed and the late Government were in power in 1882,
and we had an incrcased exponditure from $23,500,000 in
1877-78 to an estimated expenditure of $23,500,000 in
1882-83, what would the hon. gentleman thon have said ?
He would have pointed to those expenditures and publie
works in the Departments, and ho would have told the
electors of this Province and of the country that he held
those mon responsible for every dollar, and it was proof of
most intolerablo extravagance on the part of the Govern-
ment. I intend to take that line with the hon. Minister
himself, and Ihold him and his Governmont responsible for
that enormous increase. Docs ho attempt to jastify him-
self ? There is not ono word of justification said. He did
not show this louse that the expenditure was justified; ho
did not show that the increases in the various Departments
were necessary; but in an apologetic tone ho tried to break
the force of the charges made by the bon. momber for
Centre Huron. That apology will not do, the electors know
right well that the burdens of taxation are pressing heavily
upon them, that the Government are exacting from them
millions of money unnecessarily, and if the hon. gentleman
expects under cover of snch an apology to escape con-
demnation, I can say, that I know the electors of Ontario
will not condono such extravagance as I find visible on
every page of the Public Accounts. Look at the controlable
expendituré alone. If the hon. Minister will allow
his recollection to go back for a moment, ho
will know that the late Administration increased
that expenditure by only $186,000. What do I
find ? That hon. gentlemen opposite tound the con-
trolable expenditure to b $6,065,420 in 1877-48, and
by the Estimates now before the House, it is proposed to be
increased to $8,560,000. While we increased that item
$186,000 in four years, hon. gentlemen opposite in four
years increased it by over $2,000,000. What is the explan-
ation of that increase? None is offered. The hon. Minister
says the people do not feel the burdens of taxation. I have
made a careful investigation as to the burdens imposed on
the people by the hon. gentlemen, and I find the expendi-
ture per head is not exactly as the hon. gentleman stated it.
The taxation for Customs and Excise for 1878 amounted
to $4.35 per hend; in 1881, $5.54 per head, and according to
the Estimates brought down by the hon. Minister whon ho
made his Budget Speech, the charge for the curront year
will be $5.83, or an increase of $1.48per head. Can the hon
gentleman justify that increase ? His only reply is that the
people do not feel this burden. Look ail over the land
and you will find disturbances; what for? Because the
people feel that the expense of living is pressing upon them,
there is not the slightest remedial measure proposed by hon.
gentlemen opposite to alleviate that distress. There is no
proposal to alleviate it, but the expenditure of the country
has been day by day increasing, not at the rate of thousands
or hundreds of thousands, but by millions per annum, and
the burdened taxpayeýrs will have te recoup the Treasury
for every dollar. It is appalling that duiing four years the
expenditure of this young country should have been
increased by $5,000,000. It is something we cannot under-
stand. It did not prevail under the late Administration,
and yet we were charged with extravagance. We have
already charged the hon. Minister of Publie Works with
locating some custom bouses and post offices with a view
to secure political advantages to his own party. I repeat
that charge. I am prepared to say bore or anywhere, and
I believe it to be true, that my hon. friend, in making those
expenditures, had more in view the political interests of his
party than the public exigencies. Look at the case of
the cuvtom bouse which is to be erected in Amherstburg
which has a papulation of only 2,876, while towns nearly as
large as cities have no provision made for the public re-
quirements. I do not ask the bon. gentleman to make an
exenditure on my town for political purposes, but we
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have more than a thousand more population than Amherst-
burg. If these matters are to be guided by any principle
let the public expenditure be made according to that prin-
ciple, and lot not these smaller places, or the membor repre-
senting them go to the Minister and importune him for
these expenditures, in order that his political chances of
success may be rendered better thereby. The whole system
is wrong so long as it is not based on some
principle, and I say that the large expenditure
on public works is not based on any principle, and is con-
sequently wrong. I referred in the Budget debate to the
large expenditure in the Post Office Department, and the
whole substance of that expenditure can be thoroughly
grasped. I find that the expenditure in 1881 increased
over that of the previous year by $110,000; and that out of
that expenditure only $24,000 was owing to increased mail
accommodation for the people of Manitoba and the North-
West Territories. Has the hon. genileman justified that
expenditure? Not at all. That expenditure was
incurred through increased salaries and other unnecessary
increases. We on this side of the House are wiilling to
support the Minister in all necessary expenditures for
affording mail facilities to the people of this country, but
not on any such extravagances as appear on the face of the
public records. If it were not too late in the night, and
too late in the Session, I would take up the challenge of the
hon. Minister of Customs, and go through the expenditure in
every Department of the Public Service-go through the
items in the Public Accounts, and challenge the hon. gentle-
man to justify the increases, for there is scarcely a single
exception to the fact that in every Department of the
Public Service there have been enormous increases in 1881
over 1877-8,and a still greater increase in the Estimates which
are now being pushed through the House. I hardly expect that
the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) will justify that
expenditure. I do not think it can be justified. I do not
think the hon. Minister of Customs, if he would reflect for a
moment, would attempt to justif1y it. The hon. gentleman
may say that in calling attention to this increased expendi-
ture we are diverting attention from the National Policy,
but I tell hon. gentlemen opposite that we are not afraid to
meet them either on the National Policy or any other issue
for which they hold themselves responsible. Whether it
be the National Policy, the increased expenditure,
or the re-distribution of seats, we haive no hesitation
in saying here or elsewhere that when the day of
reckoning comes, the number of men from the other
aide of the House who will return here to give an
account of the battle will be small indeed. Dcfeat
is written on the faces of these hon. gentlemen.
Why all these attempts to bolster up afailing cause? Why
the resort to all these expedients, so well known to hon.
gentlemen opposite, in order to strengthen their candidates
in the various constituencies, were it not for the fact that
hon. gentlemen know right well that tho country will re-
pudiate them and their policy they have advocatcd for the
ast four years. They say they are going to snatch an early

verdict f rom the people, and is not that an evidence that
they are afraid to abide by the well-considered verdict which
the people would pronounce upon them at the proper time.
la it notan evidence that they are alarmed, and that before
the situation becomes more chaotic than it is, before the
people will more fully understand the political intamy-
shall I call it-which they have committed during the last
four years-before the people are more fully convinced in
regard to the varions acts which they have committed, they
expect to snatch a verdict which would entitle them to
occupy their present seats for five years longer. The apolo-
getic tone of the hon. Finance Minister assures me that he tears
the verdict which will be rendered. Rumour has it, indeed,1
that my hon. friend the Finance Minister is not going to
face the music. It tells us that a distinguished gentlemanj

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

from England will come and occupy the seat which ho now
occupies with so much complaisancy; that he will desert
the Treasury Benches and become a Commissioner at Her
Majesty's Court in England-a very comfortable position, in
which, no doubt, ho would look after the interests of
Canada with honor and integrity; but it is another evidence
that rats desert the sinking ship; another evidence that
hon. gentlemen thomselves are afraid of the results of their
policy, and are not anxious to allow the people of this
country to decide these issues on their merits. I am
satisfied that the motion of the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) will command the
sympathy of the people of this country-i bat the electors
will not justify this extraordinary expenditure-that while
hon. gentlemen bere may seek to condone their extrava-
gance the electors will conclude that those who run up the
expenditure $5,000,000 in four years are not such men as
should be entrusted with the affaira of this country.

Mr. ROCHESTER. My hon. friend appears te have
worked himself into a fit of excitement about a civil servant
who appeared on a platform with him in a western constitu-
ency. - Everyono who heard that hon. gentleman talk
would think that the Government of which ho was a supporter
were perfectly pinks of perfection in this respect; but what
did they do in the city of Ottawa when they were in power?
What did a member of the lato Government do? He
ordered out every civil servant in this building to vote for
their party in the county of Carleton, and they even sent
out buggies to help in the election, and a detective was put
at each polling booth in the five villages around Ottawa.
One was placed there with a book and pencil in his hand te
record every man who came to vote; and although they
could not tell how they voted under the ballot, this man
was able to show the Hon. R. W. Scott the name
of every man who voted and the name of
every man who did not come forward to vote.
To hear my hon. friend from Middlesex talk, you would
think that hon, gentlemen opposite wore such paragons of
perfection that they would never think of doing anything
of this kind. This gentleman who belonged to the Civil
Service who met my hon. friend on a political platform in
some constituency up west-I do not know who the gentle-
man was-must have been a match for the hon. gentleman,
or else he would not have been se irritable to.night. But
what I rose for, Sir, was to refer to a remark of the hon.
member for Lambton with regard to the visit of the Ottawa
workingmen to the Parliamont Buildings while his Govern-
ment were in power. Whcn he spoke of some members of
Parliament encouraging these mon, I took it for granted
that he referred to some of the mombers living in the
vicinity of Ottawa, either to the hon. member for the city
of Ottawa (Mr. Currier), the hon. member for Ottawa
County (Mr. Wright), or myself. The bon. member for
Lambton bas assured us that such was not the case, for
which I am very much obliged to him, and I do not think
any one of the three deserve any remark of that kind.

Mr. MACKENZIE. B~ear, hear.
Mr. .ROCHESTER. I know that the hon. mem ber for

the city of Ottawa, the hon. member for the county of
Ottawa and myself did everything we could to prevent any
disturbance or any annoyance to the Government.

Mr. PLUMB. Mr. Speaker, this discussion bas been
carried so far beyond the precise scope of the resolution of
the bon. member for Centre Huron, that the real question
has been nearly lost sight of. The debate began on an
amendment to the motion to go into Committee of Supply,
which was offered by the hon. member for Centre Huron,
after a violent speech in which ho ventured to censure the
expenditure of the present Gorvernment. That hon. gentle-
man bas special advantages in bringing before this House
any financial question; he was the Minister of Finanoe until
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our indignant people having for five years endured the and that he repudiated every contract and every agreement
mixing and muddling and something far worse of made by the previous Government. He knows that ho re-
which ho was guilty, rose up in their highest indignation fused to be bound by the policy of his predecessors. The pre.
and hurled him and bis evil associates from their seats. sent member for Centre Huron, in bis Budget speech of
That hon. gentleman's habit of mind, bis course in debate, 1874, said in substance: "Although there is a prospect of a
bis manner of addressing the House, is so well known to us diminished revenue, although I am compelled to impose
all, that whenever ho rises we fully expect such a personal $3,000,000 of additional taxation, you will not expect me to
and offensive attack as he made to-day. The bon. decrease the expenditure of my hon. friend the Minister of
gentleman when abnsively criticising the public expendi- Public Works." No, there were too many hungryjobbers
tare bas an invoterate habit of dealing only with possibilities to be appeased. What did the subservient Finance Minister
and probabilities. Hie is fond of discussing the Estimates do in order to conceal bis reokless expenditure? He reducod
as if they were actual expenditure, although ho knows, or the militia vote from $900,000 te $500,000, and bis expendi-
ought to know, that the ascertained and fixed expenditure ture on Public Works chargable to income was eut down
of the country only eau be accurately discussed as it $500,000 in 1876-77, and in 1874-75 the expenditure, adding
appears in the Public Accounts themselves; and I venture what had been improperly put into the expenditure of
to say that I can show from the Publie Accounts that the 1873-74, would have been $24, 62,000. In 1875-76, it was
hon. gentleman bas no ground of complaint against the $24,488,000, except for the starving of the Publie Worke
Government. I would say, in the first instance, that he chargeable to income, and the realuction of the militia ex-
departs entirely froi the rule which was insisted upon penditure, the outlay for 1876-77 would have been
by himself and bis friends in discussing questions $24,400,000, and in 1876-77 it would have been an equal
of expenditure when they were in power. In amount. In 1877-78 also, it would have reached
November, 1873, these hon. gentlemen came into nearly $24,500,000. They could then no longer
power, and took possession of the Treasury Bouches. keep it down, but were compelled to acknowledge
The expenditures of the year 1873-74 should ha'e been $24,500,000 as the expenditure of 1878-79, and that is why
made on the Estimates adopted by the Conserva- they disingenuously seek to evade responsibility for that
tive Parliament in April, 1873. We contend year. Now, Sir, I beg to enquire what was the late Govern-
that the succeeding Ministry added to the expenditure of ment doing all those five disastrous years ? Were they
that year by Supplementary Estimates and Votes, a very carrying on great public works, opening up the North-West,
considerable sum during their first Session in 1874. They or endeavoring to do something towards constructing the
hold us responsible for the whole expenditure of 1873-74, Canadian Pacific Railway? No, they were busily engaged
amounting te $23,316,316, on the basis of the Estimates in -decrying the advantages of the country, in warning
passed in April, 1873. But what did the hon. gentleman, immigrants from our shores, in exaggerating the amount of
then Finance Minister, do when ho came into power ? Why, our liabilities, and understating our ability to fulfil them.
Sir, he took $540,000 that belonged to the capital account They had delivered themselves over to an army of con.
of the Intercolonial Railway, and charged it against us as tractors, and they were compelled to go on with public
current expenditure against revenue in those Supplementary works in order to give those men their wages. I can show
Estimates; he charged nearly $200,000 for the cost of a by irrefutable testimony that the hon. gentleman who was
general election which he and lis associates sprun'g upon so savage in bis denunciations of bis successors to-night--
the country as a midnight surprise; ho charged us with that I almost fancied he had recovered bis old vigor-made
about $222,000 for other expenditures for which we were a contract with the late Mr. Foster, for constructing the
in no way responsible. Of the expenditure of that year, Georgian Bay Branch of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
we were responsible for about $22,400,000. On the same prin- before an engineer had made even the most superficial
ciplewhich they urged in our case,we charged these hon. examination of the route. I can show that Mr. Hazlewood,
gentlemen with the expenditure of 1878-9, which amounted to the engincer who made a general exploration of the Nipis-
$24,455,000, and that is why they do not want this principle sing country, did not go within twenty-five miles of the lino
applied. Why, Sir, the expenditure of 1878-9 was made upon which it was hurriedly decided to build the Georgian
upon their estimates, not upon ours. In 1875-6 their ex- Bay Branch, and that upon an unknown route. In mys.
penditure was $24,488,000. Why, Sir, in the face of the terions haste tenders were asked for, and the contract was
greatest depression that ever befel the commercial world, awarded upon specifications that bound the Government to
what did these hon. gentlemen do ? After they carne into particulars as to which they had no information whatever.
power they increased the expenditure in every direction. The gradients were required to bc twenty six feet to the
They were not bound, although the hon. member for mile on the eastern slope and fifty-two on the western slope
Lambton insists, when it suits bis purpose, that they wer cof the divide. It was found utterly impracticable to obtain
by any agreement of ours to build the Canadian Pacifie such gradients, owing to the broken character of the route,
Railway; they were not bound toe carry out our undertak- and having virtually undertaken that such gradients were
ings to construct other public works. Our undertakings possible the Government were compelled to relieve Mr.
were only theoretical ; we expected to carry them through Foster and to pay him $104,000 for their blunder. The
if we continued to have, as we had during the time we were contract, I repeat, was based upon a lino which had never
in power, such a surplus rolling into the Treasury as had been suiveyed, ran through a wildernoss which the foot of
always, prier to 1874, enabled us to make all the yearly no man but the Indian or the trapper had ever trod. The
charges against revenue and expend $11,000,000 in useful hon. member for Centre Huron in bis Budget Speech of 187,5
public works, as the late Finance Minister himself acknow- endorsed the stupid seheme. I cau show that the hon. gen-
ledged and adopted as a motte forthe silver shield which ho tlenian began to make bis contracts between the Red River
exhibitedtocEnglishbankers. If the timeshad continued pros- and the Kaministiquia beforeehis engincero had madeeven a
Perous those projects would probably have been carried out, thoroigh preliminary exploration o' the r.ute selected, and
if we had held the purse strings. But we had no idea of roll- that tenders were based upon a bill of works which onlle t
iflg up the public expenditure upon a series of increa ing for specific quaitities of the ditffrent kinds of work: grub.
deficits such as were piled-up under the financial rule of the bing, clearing, rock and eart h excavation,tilling, grading,
hon. member for Centre Huron. Tho hon. member for brdging, ballasting and track-laying, which were tenideied
Lambtou came into offioe untrammeled. He knows that for item by item thus moneyed out, and the aggregate of
eue cf bis first acts was te take the-Pacific Railway into his the whole was the amount of the comipetitive tender.
oWn hands as a Government work, under his Act of 1874, Nothing eould be more delusive, as the hon. gentleman
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found, to the contingent cost. Mr. Carre, the resident
engineer of sections 14 and 15, testified before a Committee,
of which the hon. gentleman from Lambton was a member,
that while ho was runuing a rough preliminary line with
eye and compass, on section 14, having traversed but fourteen
miles, ho was ordered to Winnipeg to prepare plans and
profiles of the whole section and make up quantities for ten-
der for that section, a route of whieh ho had scarcely even
seen a sixth, and of which ho absolutely knew nothing.
The contract on that route extended from Red River to
Cross Lake; 77 miles was let upon such imaginary data as
ho was compelled, under peremptory orders, to furnish
which ho never pretended were anything but the wildest
guesswork, not even approximating a semblance of
aecuracy. Mr. Carre never pretended that they were other-
wise than imaginary. The bill of works at the prices bid
by Sifton, Ward & Co., of Petrolia, ardent supporters of the
hon. member for Lambton, who got the contract, amounted
to $402,950. Mr. Carre's surveys. such as they were, had
been begun at Cross Lake, from whence ho was working
westward, and consequently there was no lino established at
Red River-in fact the contractors and the engineers arrived
at Selkirk at the same time, and in one case the contractors
claimed and got some $3,308 from the Government for pay
of mon while tbey were waiting for the engineers te find
and establishi a point at which they could begin work on
the contract. The cost up to 1879 had reached $722,000,
about 60 per cent. increase. In regard to section 15, from
Cross Lake te Keewatin, a worse condition of things was
disco ered. No attempt at accurate survey had been made;
the lines were run by Mr. Carre by eye and compass; a
common bush profile was taken and heights were scaled by
it at Ottawa. Mr. Carre warned Mr. Rowan, the resident
engineer, that the estimate quantities were more guesswork.
The bid upon which the contract was finally awarded was
$1.594,000. When the Committee investigated the matter
in the Session of 1879, it was estimated that an additional
sum of $136,000 would be required te complete the work,
and I think its actual cost has been ncarly double the sum
for which the original contract was matie. An attempt
was made tu build section 13, westward from the Kamin-
istiquia, by way of Lnake Shebandowan. Tenders were asked
for. Sifton. Ward & Co. also obtained that contract. The
distance was 45 miles. Mr. Fleming himself says that no
accurate survey had been made; te use his own words: "they
did not know where they were going" At Sunshine Creek,
32½ miles from Fort William, the attempt to reach Sheban-
dowan was given up and the contract was cancelled, not
without considerable loss to the Government. The line
from Sunshine Creek to English River, section 25, was un-
dertaken by Purcell, Ryan & Co., upon the same hasty and
incomplete surveys-if the mere preliminary exploration
can be called surveys. The amount of their tender, moneyed
out on the mimleading principle I have mentioned,
was $1,032,000. The bill of works called for 1,000,-
000 cubie yards of earth excavation at the liberal
price of 33 cents a yard. The amount paid for was 1,970,000
yards; the price per yard was 10 cents higher than on No.
13, of which No. 25 was partly a substitute and partly an
extension. 10,000 yards of loose rock at 90 cents a yard
was increased to 100,000 yards; on No. 13 the price was
but 50 cents a yard. The solid rock excavation, which was
taken at the low price of $1.50, was reduced from 240,000
yards called for in the bill of works to about 77,000 yards.
It is very easy to see that it is absurd to argue that con-
tracts such as those were given to the lowest bidder. Any
inconsistency in prices might give the contractor far more
than would have been received by a higher bidder; it all
depends on the final adjustment of quantities of work per-
formed. If items taken at very high prices are largely
increased in quantity, and quantitios of those taken at low
prices are largely reduced, the consequences are too obvious c

Mr. PLuXB.

to be disputed. This was shamefully the case
in the contracts which I am now considering.
The most suspicious circumstances attended the letting of
section 15, 38f miles, and I think a brief statement of
the revelations in respect to that work will prove a sufficient
answer to the hon. member for Middlesex; for, as ho started
the discussion, he must be held responsible for it, and we may
as well have it out. In October, 1876, the hon. member
fer Lambton, thon Minister of Publie Works, called for
tenders for section 15. The lowest sent in was that of A.
P. Macdonald & Co. for 81,443,175, and the next lowest was
that of Martin, Charlton & Co. at $1,562,ObO, the next
lowest was that of Sutton & Thompson for $1,594,085.
Tenders had been twice previously advertised for-once for
a lino with heavy rock-work and again upon a meagre bill of
works, which we were told was intended to be supplemented
at a future letting. Tenders were made in each case, but
none were accepted. The construction upon wbich those
tenders were asked for did not contemplate the adoption of
trestle work. After a delay of several months, an advertise.
ment for tenders was published in September, 1876, to be
sent in in suspiciously short time, and it seems to have been
then decided to substitute for earth and rock as a road.bed an
enormons quantity of trestle-work,estimated at nearly 15 solid
miles of timber, iii a country in which it was notorious that
there was no suit able timber to be found. In fact it was not
obtainable at a nearer point, according to evidence, than
the head waters of the Mississippi. When the twenty-one
tenders were opened in October, 1876, the lowest
was found to be that of A. P. Macdonald & Co.
The tenders included ballasting and track-laying on secti-n
14, of which section 15 was an extension eastward. Sifton,
Ward & Co.'s contract required section 14 to be completed
and ready for ballasting by July, 1877; but after the bids
were opened A. P. Macdonald & Co. heard that the time
for completing Sifton, Ward & Co.'s contract had been ex-
tended two years They had based their tender upon the
completion of that section over which they expected to take
in their supplies. They saw that the change would mate-
rially alter the conditions upon which they hai made their
calculations; and on the 13ih October, 1878, they wrote to
the Minister to enquire if such was the case, becauso they
said, as I have just now mentioned, their contiract was based
on the idea that Sifton, Ward & Co. would have fulfihled
their ceontract at the tirne fixed, so as to enable them to get
in their supplies for section 15 by railway over section
14; and that they could not get them round by way of
the now notorious water stretches by the amphibious
route from Fort William by way of Rainy Lake and
River and Lake of the Woods, without incurring great
additional expense. Tho secretary of the hon. member
for Lambton aiswered in effect thus: "No explanation
whatever will be given-no modification will be made of any
conditions-sign the contract immediately." Messrs. A. P.
Macdonald.& Co. thon wrote to the Government, that unless
they could be assured that the conditions of the contract
with Sifton, Ward & Co. would be enforced they could not
safely undertake to sign the contract, and they gave good
reasons as sound business men for their decision.
Martin & Charlton were the next lowest tenders, the latter
had a somewhat doubtful reputation as a contract jobber,
if we may believe Mr. Joseph Whitehead, who do-
nounced him as such, in a letter written during
bis negotiations with Mr. Mackenzie Ostensibly
Martin was a partner in the bid, but ho seems
to have had a secret understanding with Baird, Arnold & Co.,
a firm in New York, and to both of these parties ho seemS
to have committed himsolf. Mr. Charlton only appears in
the correspondence at first, and bois notified on the 17th Octo-
ber, after Macdonald & Co. had withdrawn,to put up bis socur-
ity, ho does not offer anything satisfactory, and the correspon-
dence continues til the end offDecember, when ho writes that
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ho fears he cannot give the security required. Meantime Mr. 1 startling results: the greater portion of the timber, amount-
Marcus Smith telographed the Government from Wiinipeg ing to $299 000, was dispensed with, leaving but $:16 00
to defer letting the contract till be returned to Ottawa. His worth to deliver; th earth excavation at 37 ceit a yard
request was disrigarded. At last, on the 27th December, was increased from 80,000 to i,657 000 yards, inereasing
after nearly three months delay, the Minister received a the cost by a trifle of 6583,645, and I think about
telegram from Mr. Charlton, saying that ho was compelled, 1,000,000 yards more have been added since my
by dissension from within and extraordinary pressure from investigation was made, making the increase in that
without to give up the contract. On the 29th, Mr. Martin, item alone 8953,645-a sum which would absorb ail the
the partner, came. and offered to put up the security which alleged iniquities of sections A and B,, the Carillon Canal
was five per cent. of the tender, and to perform the work. and the Onderdonk contract put together, and leave a
He stated that Charlton had nover lot him know that ho handsome balance still to ho accounted for. But, Sir,
could not make up the security, and earnestly protested we bave not done with this model contract which
against any act depriving himself of the contract. The seems to contain a combination of every possible form of
New York firm, Baird & Co., telegraphed on 28th Docember jobbery and blundering from its inception toits completion.
that Mr. Charlton had been dodging them for three weeks, The specifications called for 300,000 yards of solid rock
had used them shamefully, and they had rot been excavation at 02.75 a yard, the quantity was increased to
able to find him, but they were prepared to 525,646 yards at that respectable price, making an increase of
put up the balance of security required and to fuitil the con- cost on that item of 8620,526. Loose rock at $1.75 a yard,
tract. To Baird & CO. the Minister replied that the parties increased 30,000 yards in quantity and $52,500 in cost. To
who signed the tender having retired, the Department sum up the whole, the increases up to 1879 on that economi-
cannot deal with proposed partners who have not signed it, cal contract, that model of the ex-Premier's care and skill,
but to Martin who had signed it no reply at all seems to were $1,256,800, or about 83 per cent., of which perbaps the
have been given. The very next day after Martin's offer Globe will make a note, and 1 venture to say that
Was made, the Minister sent in a minute to the Council 8500,000 more has been added to the cost since the
stating that Macdonald & Co., and Martin & Charlton were investigation was made. That is a specimen of the con-
unable to furnish the necessary security-note that, Mr. tracting of the Reform Government, and the eminently
Speaker--and recommending that the contract should be practical gentleman, who formerly mismanaged the public
awarded to Messrs. Sutton & Thompson for 81,594,085, or works, and who now sits on the opposite side of the House,$150,000 more than the offer of A. P. Macdonald & CO. and presumes to criticise the railway administration of the
Disregarding the offer of Mr. Martin to furnish security and Government. There is more than that. The hon. gentle.
fulfil his contract, who earnestly protested against having man went before the public in the campaign of 1877-78,
the contract taken out of his hands, the hon. gentleman and claimed that ho was entitled to a renewal of the
proposed that Mr. yoseph Whitehead, who had written a confidence of the people of the Dominion on the ground
letter urging him to give the contract to Sutton & Thompson that, by his superior management of the Pacifie Railway
should be associated with them, which was donc construction between Fort William and Re River, ho should
accordingly, and in a short time it was found that the be able to complote the sections thon under contract, mak-
work had passed into Mr. Whitehead's hauds exclusivelv. ing 228 miles of road for $24,500 a mile, making ample
The specification or bill of works on which the tender and allowances for rolling stock; that it would be equal to the
subsequent contracte were based, required 80,000 yards of Intereolonial, except that the bridges would ho wooden in-
earth excavation only, more stripping of the rock. The small stead of iron, and would ho finished at half the cost of that
lakes and deop cuttings were to ho passed by trestle-work work, which ho put at $48,000 a mile. He made a state-
involving for that work and for woodon bridges and culverts, ment in the House in 1877, showing how ho arrived at that
2,250,000 lineal feet of large-sized and round timber, which conclusion. He there took the amount of the contract,
at the prices named in Sutton & Thompson's tender, wbich I have mentioned at $3,302,568, and added, for engi-
amounted to about $335,000. Another tender put the neering, rails, rolling stock and station grounds and build-
timber at $975,000. In fact, the lino was to be built in a ings, 82,300,425; in ail, 85,603,093, or $24,521 a mile. But
country that had a splendid growth of rock, but no timber. what wore the actual facts? Every one of those contracta
The hon. member for Lambton showed his practical wisdom had already shown an enormous increase of cost, and the
hy rejecting the use of rock and earth for his road-bed, hon. gentleman now knows, and ought to bave
!here a superabundance of both could ho found, and adopt- known thon, that the 228 miles to which ho referred
ing a perishable'and inflammable trestle-work where there would cost nearIy, if not quite, $40,000 a mile.
Was no suitable timber nearer than the bead waters of the The increase on every contract ho had made was enormous.
Mississippi. It would have been absolute ruin to have On section 14 it was 80 per cent.; on section 25 it was 32
delivered the timber if it had been possible to procure it at per cent.; on section 15 it was estimated at 60 per cent.,
aIl. The loose rock excavation called for on the specifica- and will doubtless be 100 per cent., and with the facts
tion was 30,000 yards; it was taken at the high price of before him that all these contracts were rashly entered upon
$1.75 a enbie yard; solid rock, 300,000 yards, at $2.75; without surveys even of the most proliminary character,
eartIr excavation, 80,000 yards, at 37 cents a yard. It will Georgian Bay Branch and ail, for sublime audacity com-
be seen that price of the timber was very low. mend me to the assertion made by the hon. gentleman at
Mr. Whitehead had not long entered upon the work before Kingston in June, 1877, when ho asserts that:
he proposed to change the whole character of it by dis- "By his wise policy, his elaborate surveys and examinations of the
pensing with the trestle-work and substituting earth and country, and his proper system éf letting contracta, he has succeeded
rock fbr the road-bed and filiiu. Mn. Rowan the resident in building aud letting contracts for the road west of Lake superior,e ' tor les than haif the cost of the Intercolonial, and hopes to be able to.ngineoer, recommended the change very strongly, and it establish that as far as the administration ot the great public works of
seems to have been thon suggested to the Departmont that the country are concerned: he has succeeded beyond his expectation in
enoeugh trostle-work timber was not to ho found in the realising that economy which every Government proposes and desires

to secure, but which very few eau reach exoept b devoting theirCountry, and that such work was inflammable and perish- wbole energies to the tak and introducing essentia reforme in the
able--considerations that ought possibly te have occurred management of the Publie Works."
beforehand to the eminently practical mind of the hon. Even in 1875, when probably not an axe or a compass had
muenber for Lambton. lu some mysterious way whicb bas been used on the lino, ho asserted in regard to section 15:
never been explained Mr. Whitehead seems to have suc- 't It so happened that a most elaborate survey bad been made. Iteeded in having his plans adopted, with the following would be impossible to have a more careful survey, a closer examinatigu
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or a more careful calculation than were made on those thirty4even
miles. There had been no such survey on the Intercolonial.''

I am quite sure, Mr. Speaker, that the last sentence is quite
true. In regard to the other assertion, I can only say Mr.
Carre stated in Mr. Mackenzie's presonce, and was uncon-
tradicted, that there had been no survey at all worth the
name where the contract was let. More than that. The
hon. gentleman, in order to show the startling ingenuity
with which ho could waste the public money, built 110
miles of road at one end of a route and 112* miles at the
other-to do what ? To connect his water-stretches and
portages, a detour of 400 miles which led from Port Sa-
vanne by a descent of 400 feet to Rainy Lake, and thence,
by Rainy River, through Lake of the Woodsto Rat Portage.
The hon. gentleman would have expended on these 112
miles of road nearly $8,000,000, and the capacity of the
water-stretches which ho said he intended to use for years,
with thoir eight or nine portages, was stated at 1,560
bushels of wheat per day. From the time of the harvest
in the North-West to the freezing up of the shallow
waters he could only get two fair vessel cargoes from one
bit of railway to the other by means of the water-stretches.
The capacity of 1,560 bushels of wheat a day would make a
total for the season, say of sixty days after harvest, before the
setting in of the October frosts, which close the shallow
waters of that district, of 93,000 bushels. He would have done
better to have bought that wheat at $1. per bushel, dis-
tributed amongst the Mennonites gratis, and allowed his
railway and water stretches to lie idle. That, Sir, was
another specimen of the intelligent, economical, practical
policy of the hon. gentleman in the administration of the
Public Works Department. The history of the contract for
section 15 is one of the most damning records that there is
in the archives of Canada, and I do not intend that the hon.
gentleman shall forget it; but there are many other very
unsavory .transactions with which the hon. gentleman is
connected indissolubly. The $52,000 expended uselessly
by the hon. gentleman under the Weights and Measures
Act, so graphically placed before the House by the hon.
Minister of Customs, this afternoon, reminded me of the trns-
action in which the hon. gentleman from Lambton deflected
his railway line ten miles above the terminus upon the Kam-
inistiquia, brought it down by a curve in front of a paper
town,and paid $600 an acrefor the terminal grounds, when he
could have got land nearer the mouth of the river, avoiding
a bad bend in the stream, for fifty dollars an acre at most,
if ho had not disclotsed his purpose of establishing the ter-
minus there. The hon .gentleman complains of delay in
bringing down returus. I applied for returns in regard to
the Fort William town plot two years in succession, and was
insulted by the hon. gentleman from his seat in the House
the last time I asked for them, and they were never brought
down. It was amusing to hear the hon, gentleman com-
plain of a slight delay in bringing down returns on our
side. One might suppose he noever had withheld a return
in his life. I was surprised when I saw the hon. gentleman
get up to-night, and with such violence and virulence sup-
p ort the resolution of the hon. member for Centre Huron.

e reminded me of something in a fascinating child's book,
written by a grave Oxford professor a year or t wo ago,
called "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland." One of the
principal curiosities that Alice saw in that land
of strange creatures was the proverbial Cheshire cat,
which, after displaying its wonderful arched back and
its claws and whiskers, vanished slowly until nothing was
seen of it but the malicious grin. Alice remarked that she
had seen a cat without a grin before but had never seen a
grin without a cat. I certainly could not but think when I
listened to the hon. gentleman that scarcely anything re-
mained of his old fighting self but the malice, which was
like the grin without the cat, and I think the application
'will be evident enough. The hon. member for Centre

Mr. PLUMB.

Huron complains that the expenditure is increasing from
year to year. Sir, that is the greatest evidence of our
prospority. A country fonced in, a country stagnant, a
country of cheap expenditure is a co untry that I for one
would wish to get out of. It is a country that is flnished,
completed, (liko- Venetia, for instance, as it was
twenty years ago) with its capital containing
mouldering palaces and stagnant canals, so long the
refuge of those who had declined in fortune and went from
the more busy capitals of Europe in order to economize there.
It was so with many other Italian towns. They were cheap
places to live in, but the people were in the condition of the
wretched inhabitants of Paris in the days of the splendor
of the court and the misery of the masses, of whom Marie
Antoinette said: "Why should they starve whon they could
get such nice cakes for a penny ?" Ah ! they had not the
penny. The Ion. gentleman has often said that he wished
Canada to be a cheap country to live in. Whon it is a choap
country to live in its prosperity will be gone. When we
talk of limiting the legitimate expenditure of the country
and stopping its increase, we might as well talk of keeping
a boy always in a short jacket after ho became a man and
far outgrown his boyish garb. The best evidence of revived
prosperity ls the fact that it has become necessary for these
hon. gentlemen to oppose an incroase of public expenditure.
They have done it because they have been driven to it by
the fact that the Great West was advancing with such giant
strides that it became necessary to provide for the needs of
that country, the prosperity of which is due to our policy.
The bon. gentleman knows that every mile constructed of
the Canadian Pacific Railway is a signal that they will re-
main in Opposition; they know that every settler that goes
into that country bears living evidence to the successful
policy of my friends on the Government Benches. , They
will be forced to abandon their insensate attacks on our
Pacific Railway expenditure and our land policy and its
wonderfully successful results, as an issue in the coming
campaign, because, having tried to fire the popular heart
by those attacks, they found it did not enthuse, as my hon.
friend the Premier, who is now listening to me, would say,
worth a cent. Then there is the National Policy, and I
was very much surprised to hear my Ion. friend from
Lambton denounce it in such venomous terms after his in-
genious attempt to dodge the question in Lambton not
long ago, in his farewell address to the little band of mourn-
ors in Sarnia, but I was highly gratified to hoar him do so.
Nothing could be more acceptable to this side of the House
than such utterances as that hon. gentleman ventured to
indulge in this afternoon, What did he say ? Why, Sir,
ho saidthat the National Policywas national follyand national
crime. He said that what we had done to make the
country prosperous was a national crime, and that
the people who supported that policy were guilty of
national folly; and loud applause greeted him from
his quondam followers. I want those words emphasized to go
before the peoplo of Canada. I desire every man in Canada
to know that the party opposite is the party of reaction, the
party of obstruction, the party which decries and disparages
the resources and ability and advantages of this country,
whic hbas no other capital except an attempt to pro-
voke jealously and dissension between the sister Provinces,
an attempt to croate discontent in the chief Province of the
Confederation; an attempt to despoil one man who does not
vote for them for the benefit of another who does ; an
attempt to revive the cry of independence or of annexation,
which means the same thing. Those will be the substantial
issues of the next campaign, and we are ready to meet them
and any othiers the ingenious Opposition leader may invent
in the meauwhile. Sir, whenever there is a lard task in the
way of meeting bard facts by perverted, disingenuous states-
mon, which require special boldness of assertion, when the
Opposition have a desperate thing to do in this House, thO
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man who has to do that work, who is put up to
do it-to use the courteous expression of the hon. meinber
for Lambton in regard to myself--is the lion. member for
West Middlesex. There is no man in the louse who rises
with more alacrity to do that sort of job than the hon.
member for West Middlesex. Though I do not say that
that hon gentleman ever strains his figures and perverts
his facts to suit the exigency of the occasion, yet I always
look at the record after the hon. gentleman bas made a
statement, and always with satisfactory results-results
that do not increase my confidence in him. He reminds
me of a story I heard in the South, where a gentleman of the
negro pursuasion was speaking about a companion of whom
he said:-" Well, I think that nigger is a very prayerfilù
nigger, and I have great confidence in him. Ho is a very
good pious nigger in every possible way, but I tell you
what it is, I always advise the chickens to roost high
when he comes round our neighborhood at night." The
hon. gentleman made the same as-ertion in the speech
with which ho treated the Ilouse at the beginning of
the Session that he has made this evening. le took the
record of 1877-78, as the termination -of the fiscal rcspon-
sibility of the party which he supports. The hon. gentle-
man knows perfectly well that they are responsible for
every item of the exponditure upon their Estimate3 of
1878-79, voted by him and his friends in the Session of 1878.
But the bon. gentleman went out of the record in every pos-
sible direction. He alluded to everything, to every issue
that is before this House and to many issues tnat are not.
I will not attempt to follow him on these points, because
there will be an opportunity of discussing them before the
people when the proper time arrives. But the hon. gentle-
man talked about the charge that had been made by my
hon. fiiend from North Hastings (Mr. Bowell). I have
never seen since I have been in this House, so damaging an
effect produced upon an opposition party as was produced
by my hon. friend in respect to the reckless expenditures
of the late Government in connection with the Weights
and Measures Act, and by those figures which he laid
before us, I knew that the hon. member for West
Middlesex would attempt to cover up and throw dust
over the issue by a cloud of words which he, more
than any other man upon that side of the House, is
an adept in using. The hon. gentleman dared not ieet the
issue, he dared not face it, he did not face it, he knows he
did not face it, lie knows that he attemptel every other
device to break the force of the attack, except to attempt a
defence against the damaging statements that were made by
my hon. friend. He said that we put this Act into opera-
tion ; we did no such thing.

Mr. ROSS. I did not say so.
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman knows that the leader

of the late Government is responsible for the Weights and
Measures Act. It was on the Statute-Book when he came
into power, it is true; but to put it in force a proclamation
was necessary which le was in no possible way compelled
to issue. It was on the Statute-Book, to be sure, but it could
not go into operation until it was proclaimued; and the hon.
gentleman, if he knows anythiig of the law, knows perfectly
woll that that was the case, and lie dare not and cannot
deny it. There is where the whole responsibility rests.
The truth is the faithful wanted easy employment, plenty
of pay and leisure for spending it. There was a splendid
Opportunity to illustrate the beauties ofreform and retrench-
ment. Before the instruments were bought, long before
the Act was or eduld possibly be put into operation, this
hon, gentleman attempted to persuade us that that horde
who wore fattening upon the public Treasury were boing
instructed in their duties.-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, How could they bej
imstructed without instruments ?
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Mr. PLUMB. Cortainly. Although some instruments
and machinery were purchased, which .the hon. gen.
tleman says are now rusting in the cellars of
the Public Buildings, ho knows porfectly well that
a sceond order vas given by bis friends far larger
than the first by ours, thus largely and as it resulted
neellessly and prematurely adding to the expenditure ; and
ho knows perfectly well that thehon. gentlemen opposite
used that law for the purpose of rewarding political friends.
Why, Sir, on the coast of Labrador where there is nothing
to be done except to weigh and measure the seals-put
them under seal, 1 suppose, according to law-a man was paid
over $1,800 fer some 1,400 days services in doing nothing.
lu fact he had nothing to weigh, and was willing to wait.
I must say that if he was under instruction all that time
ho mast have been a dull scholar. I would say, as some
gentlemen in the United States said, it was a great mistàke
to attempt to give a $5,000 education to a $5 boy; and I
rather think we were giving an $1,800 education to a two-
penny officer. Sir, lie was never instructed, they never
gave him instruments, and he never did anything fpr
bis monoy except to sign bis orders on the disbursing
officer and bis receipts when they were cashed.
The bon. gentleman attempted to show that because after
the Act was put in operation the returns at certain points
were not large, and that ho considered an answer to the
argument made by thb hon. Minister of Customs. We will
]eave him just whore ho foundered and allow him to make
all ho can out of that kind of argument. When we came
into power we found in 1878-79, men appointed by the hon.
member for Lambton occupying positions under the
Weights and Measures Act. The very mon of whom that
hon. gentleman complained that they did not collect money
enough to pay their salaries, were of his own political
stripe, and everything he said recoiled upon the late Govern-
ment; and thebhon.gentleman musthave been sorely in need
of an argument and must have become desperate indeed
when he found it necessary to attack his own friends in order
to attempt to make a point against the damning charges
which were brought to-day against lis party from this side
of the House. As usual we have turned the tables and put
the hon. gentlemen on the defensive. I would not want any
botter campaign document for our side than the trench-
ant statement of the Minister of Customs. The hon.
member for West Middlesex says, it is to be part of that
document, but I do not think so, we have material enougb
and te spare without it, but it will make a very pretty, neat,
attractive little postscript. It will be far more
easily understood that the prolix theories of the
Ion. gentleman's hair-splitting leader. With the material
that we draw from the five years, during which the hon.
gentlemen exhibited the consistency and sincority of their
professions and their performances, I am quite ready to
meet the hon. gentleman from, West Middlesex, or his
leaders on any platform ho may select, and I can show
beyond dispute that the figures a lduced by our side of the
House from the Public Aécounts are such as the hon. gegtle-
man, with all his sophistry, can never controvert. I have
only in conclusion to offer a remark with respect to the hpn.
gentleman's statement, that a Governiment official took part
in the late contest in West Northumberland. The tu quoque
argument will answer there. I say that the whole of the
riding was flooded with employés of the Province of OnLarlo.
I tel the bon. gentleman, and 1 ean prove it, if Çpo"sary,
that there were men among them who, beyond all question,
ought not to have been there, an I may remind the hon.
gentleman himself that ho is iot entirely free fror. the
imputation of being an employé of the Ontario.Govern-
ment. I can tell the bon. member that it is credibly atated
that ho is, and that ho bas been for:a long time the recipient
of honorariums at least, I might say of a regular y.ariy
stipend from the Ontario Goverffle1t, a.nd it ill-beeoffe
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him to speak of officials meddling in election affairs. I can
tell.the hon. gerrtleman and bis friends opposite that we
arefperfectly willing that they may gather any
consolation they can from the present aspect of
affairs, but tbey are like the nervons boy who
whistled aloud to keep his courage up as he passed
the churchyard. They fear that there is a spectre behind
them, and it is the spectre of their own misdeeds. These hon.
gentlemen know perfectly well that within the last week
the leader of the party gave up everything as lost. They
know they are a forlorn hope, desperate indeed, and their
position frightful, and it is bourly proving worse. Every
move thus far that they have made against us has proved
disastrous to themselves. We are ready and able at any
time and place to justify the acts of the Government we
support, and we believe that the people at any time and
place will refuse to accept again the mixers and muddlers,
the blunderers and plunderers, the helpless incapables,
utterly blind and deaf to the most apparent omens and the
loudest warnings, who showed their utter incapacity to read
the signs of the times, their utter lack of political foresight
and capacity, their utter want of sympathy with the people,
and their contempt of the distress and suffering by which
they were surrounded; deaf to ail appeals they went their
way, and we know that the history of 1878 will repeat
itself as the Nemesis of their infatuated career si nce they were
repudiated by the people, whose confidence they betrayed.
Upon what tenable ground can they claim to be taken back,
for, since thoir great disaster, like the French Bourbons,
whose hopes for restoration are almost as well founded,
they have learned nothing ard forgotten nothing.

Amend ment (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) negatived on
the following division :-

YBus:

A rglin,
Bajin,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Cssey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cock burn,
Coupai,

Allison,
A&myot,
Ârkell,
Baker,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Oolby,
Conghlin,
Coursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,

Mr. PLxa.

Messieurs
Dumont, Mills,
Fiset, Olivier,
Fleming, Paterson (Brant),
Flynn, Pickard,
Geoffrion, Rinfret,
Gillmor, Robertson (Shelburne),
Gunn, -Rogers.
Guthrie, Ross (Middlesex),
H addow, Rymal,
Irvine, Smith,
Killam, Sutherland,
King, Trow,
McDonald (Victoria, NS) Weldon,
MacDonnell(Inverness), Wheler and
McIsaac, Yeo.-47.
Malouin,

NÂrs:
Messieurs

Fortin, Massue,
Fulton, Merner,
Gigault, Méthot,
Girouard (Jac.Cartier),Mongenais,
Girouard (Kent), lontplaisir,
Grandbois, Mousseau,
Guillet, Muttart,
Hackett, O'Connor,
Hay, ogden,
Hesson, Patterson (Essex),
Homer, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Plumb,
Hurteau, Reid,
Jones, Richey,
Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Rochester,
Kirkpatrick, Ross (Dundas),
Kranz, Rouleau,
Landry, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, Rykert,
Lantier, Sproule,
Longley, Stephenson,
Macdonald (Kings), Tassé,
Macdonald (Sir John), Tellier,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Tilley,
Macmillan, Tyrwhitt,
Mo0allum, Valin,

DeCosmos,
Desaulniers,
Domville,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,

McCaaig,
McDougald,
McLelan,
McLeod,
MeQuade,
McRory,

Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York), and
Wright.-99.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I desire to inform the First
Minister that ho will find the speech co which I referred on
page 2218 of the Hansard of 1878, and I do so merely lest it
might appear that I was not quoting the hon. gentleman
correctly.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.

SUPPLY.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Sapply.

33s. Publie buildings in Manitoba................ $19,550

Mr. BLAKE. What would be the extent of the accom-
modation at any time at Winnipeg and Brandon respect-
ively in the immigration buildings ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot state the number
of people. The amount is for frame buildings 51 x 27 feet,
and wel put up and connected. It would appear to be
rather a small room, considering the number of immigrants
that may arrive at one time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. In addition to the per-
manent building, in consequence of the great and unex-
pected rush of immigrants, the hon. Minister of Agricul-
ture has given instructions that a temporary shed shall be
put up, the timber and boards of which may be used after.
wards. In addition to this, the barracks which were occupied
by the Militia will be used for the same purpose, except the
portion occupied by stores.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I see it stated that
communication had been made by Mr. Brydges with the
hon. gentlemen opposite to stop the arrival of immigrants
at the present time, in consequence of the flooded state of
the country. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman if
such a communication has been received and if any steps
have been taken in consequence.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was learned from
various sources that there was a temporary cessation of
communication at Winnipeg and a shortness of supplies, and
it was recommended that immigrants had botter move
slowly-that they had botter stop at Quebec, Montreal or
Toronto at lcast for ten days rather than go on to Emerson,
and it was hoped that after that time communication would
be restored.

339. To cover expenditure for salaries of engineers,
firemen and contractors of Dominion Buildings
(hitherto paid by the respective DepartmnenLa
for which the services were performed) ............ $13,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In what items were
these charged in the Public Accounts ? Were they charged
in the contingencies?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Thon in that case

it is clear that our contingencies are in reality increased by
a large sum, though that does not appear on the face of the
accounts.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These salaries were not paid
out of the contingencies of the head offlee here,
but out of the moneys voted for the outside
service, but it was thought by, the Government
that those officers should be paid under one Depart-
ment. By this means we can more readily ascertain
what their duties are, and equalize their salaries according
to the kind of work they perform. There are twentY-
eight of these officers 4t various places throughout the
Dominion.

1364 MAY 6,
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Mr. BLAKE. There seems to be one difflculty connected

with this change, and that is that we can no longer charge
to each building the expenses in connection with it. There
will be an apparent economy when in reality the amount is
only finding its way into another part of the Public
Accounts, and we will have diffliculty in comparing one year
with another.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These figures will appear
in the reports of the various Departments.

340. Telegraph and signal service generally...... $2,500

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount voted for the
year was not sufficient. We require this for instruments
for the different stations, for preparing maps and for con-
tingencies.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What sort of agree-
ment is made with the telegraph companies for the trans-
mission of weather bulletins ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. lIn many cases they allow
the despatches to go free, in other cases there is a very
low rate charged; and of course they are free over our own
lines, unless they are for private individuals.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I suppose there is a
system of exchange with the American weather service.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

QUEBEC.

Grosse Isle Quarantine Station...................... $3,000 00
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.................. 750 00
Montreal Drill Shed-New roof, etc........ 20,000 00

384.Montreal Post Office................ ,500 00
Bury Drill Shed-Repairs............................ 600 00
Oartridge Factory, Quebec................2,700 00
flull Post Office and Inland Revenue Offices-

Additional amount required for grading site, 1,200 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the total
cost of the Cartridge Factory? There has been five
separate items for it, I think.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $40,000 to $43,000.
Mr. MACKENZIE. What arrangement respecting this

Drill Shed bas been made with the Montreal Corporation ?
The vote proposed is large. I understand the City was to
pay half.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The repairing of this roof
bas been left in abeyance for years, it has practically left
Montreal without a drill shed; $20,000 is required to roof
the building. At a meeting of the Aldermen in February
last, a resolution was passed in favor of properly repairing
the building, the Corporation to pay half the cost, 6 per
cent. on the corporation outlay, and an annual rental of
$1,200 for the use of the building by militia; or that the
Government give the drill shed to the city for the use of the
volanteers without rent. Of course, before the money is
spent upon the building, an arrangement will be made be-
tween the Government and Montreal Corporation as to the
duties of each.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The arrangement will be that we
shall have to pay 6 per cent. and the $1,200 besides.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The first alterativo of the
corporation is that they should pay one-half and the Govern-
ment pay the other and $1,200 besides; and that the city
should give up the drill shed to the Government for the use
of the militia, without rent, the Government to have the
option of deciding what method would be adopted.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would not adopt the plan of pay-
ing 820,000 and rent for the remaining $20,000.

Mr. CARON. Nothing is decided so far.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Something should be decided, and

We should know how the money is to be spent. We do not

vote money at the diseretion of the Government. The cor-
poration should pay so much and the Government pay so
iuch and control the drill shed. Than to pay $20,000 and
give 6 per cent, on the other $20,000, it would be botter to
pay the whole $40,000 as we can get the money at less than
6 per cent.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $20,000 is half the cost of the
roof; and the corporation wiil pay the other half.

Mr. RYAN (Montreal). The Corporation of Montreal do
not know whether the Government or they themselves are
to blame with regard to the state of this drillshed, but they
feel that the volunteers have been ill-treated. For years
they have had no place, even in the depth of winter, to
drill in, although there is not a more efficient body of mon
in the country, or a body that has made more sacrifices for the
public interest. The Montreal Corporation have expended
on this building $150,000. The roof fell in some years ago.
During the time that the drill shed was complete the
Government paid an annual rent to the Corporation of
$1,200; since the roof fell in that has ceased. Wben the
drill shed was originally constructed the Government con-
tributed $10,000 or $12,000 to its construction and agrecd
to pay a rent of $1,200 per year. The Corporation has
made a proposition to the hon. Minister of Public Works to
concede this property, which cost the city $150,000, to the
Government, provided the Government will put a roof on
it, whether that roof wiil cost $20,000 or $40,000, and the
Government will have no rental to pay. On the other
hand, the Corporation say that if they are called on to con-
tribute half the cost of the roof they should receive the
annual rental of $1,200 a year as formerly, I would have
preferred that the hon. Minister had asked for a vote of
$40,000 to put the building in proper repair in every
respect, and that would be a saviug to the Government
because they would be thereby exempt from the rental of
$1,200 per year. As the Government can borrow money
at 4 per cent. the saving by this course would be $400 per
year, leaving out of question the probability that it would
not cost $40,000 to put a roof on the shed and properly
repair it. I hope that before those arrangements are com-
pleted between the Government and the Corporation the
Government will see their way clear to accept the proposi-
tion of the Corporation and assume the entire control of the
property.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and
o'clock, p.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

(at 11:25

MONDAY, 8th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PAxyzas.

INDEXES TO STATUTES.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There has been for some time in
the office of the Chief Law Clerk of the Hlouse, a very useful
index to the Statutes since 1867, also a table of the Statutes
showing the various amendments made, also an index to
the Orders in Council, authorized to be made under pur-
suance of those Statutes. These indexes are lying in
manuscript form in the Law Clerk's office, and if they were
printed and distributed among hon. members, they would
prove most useful. The cost of printing, as estimated by
the parliamentary printers, is as follows: Index to Statutes,
$150; Orders in Couucil, $80; Table of Statutes, $150.
This estimate is for 600 copies, and if printed in Frenci
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there will be an additional charge of 50 per cent. I beg
leave to move:

" That the Joint Comnittee of both Houses on the Printing o
Parliamient be instructed, to cause to be prnted six hundred copies o
the Index to the Statutes, Index to Orders in Council, and Tables o
Statutes, now prepared in the Office of the Chief Law Olerk, 300 copie
to be distributed to the members of both Houses, and the remaining 300
copies to be kept in reserve."

Motion agreed to.

PERSONAL EXPLANA&TION.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Mr. Speaker, before the Orders of th
Day are called, I desire to say a few words in order tc
p lace myself right with my constituents and the people of
New Brunswick. In the debate the other night in regard
to the Charybdis I took the ground, and was very careful to
state, that no oe had a right to run down the harbor of St.
John, and I spoke in favor of that barbor. I find in the
Government organ at St. John, the following:-

" As a good many things appeared to have been said-by New
Brunswickers too-which reflect credit neither upon themselves
nor the people they are supposed to represent, it is not yet too late to
give our citizens the benefit of these deliverance ."

The journal gives from the Hansard ali the remarks I made,
except the last remark. It makes a statement that I rau
down the harbor, and it winds up by saying:

"The whole of the statements ot Messrs. Burpee and Domville are
injurious to the port and calculated to do it great injustice."

And it further says:
.NTake the discussion as wbole it was most discreditable to certain

New Brunswick representatives."

As I am assured that the omission could only have been
made by mistake, as the journal says:

" Want of space and the late hour at which it was received compelled
us to hold over yesterday our parliamentary correspondent's summary
of the discussion anent the Charybdis and the St.. Juhn harbor."

I can only say I presume it could not have been
intentional, and that it could not have intentionally given
certain parts of what I said and left out the last part. I
wish to get this in the Hansard, in order that I may be able
to point it otit to my friends and the public. According to
lansard, I said:

"I contend with the hon. Minister of Finance that bon. gentlemen
had no right to find fault with St. John barbor, &c"

I wish to bave it appear that in my remarks I said nothing
detrimental to the barbor of St. John, but spokie lu a
contrary sprit, and that these remarks in no way reflected
discredit on those people that I am supposed to represent.

FRENCH TRANSLATION OF THE DEBATES.

Mi-. VALIN (in French). Mr. Speaker, I wish to call
the attention of this bouse on the French translation of the
debates. I see that the publishing of the French Jiansard
is behind time. Here we are at the end of the Session, and
we have not received, so far, one-half of the debates in
French. The consequence is that if we wish to refer to
the Bansard for information, we bave only the English
copy ; and if we have something to explain to anyone not
understanding English, we are compelled to make a trans-
lation, which may not always bc satisfactory. We were
told the other day that we did not understand Engi.sh.
Well, if we had the French translation of the debates, we
could understand the speeches of hon. members. It seems
to me that it would b but justice to the French members
that the French translation of the debates should be ex-
pedited.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the second reading
of Bill (No. 158) to re-adjust the representation of the J
Hlouse of Commons and for other purposes.

Mr. KIRRPÂTRCK.

9 Mr. PLIJMJ. As the constituency whieh 1 represent is
interested 'very largely ini the contents of the Bill, the

Df second rending of which. has now been moved, I venture to
Df ask the indulgence of my bon. friends on this side of the
pf Huse, as weil as of hon, gentlemen opposite, ini treapassing
"'for a short time on their attention wbile I state tbe pot3itioný)in which. I stand, and tiie position in which the old bistorical

constituency which. I repre8ent on the floor of this bouse
also stands, with regard to the changes which are made by
this Bill. The clause of the Bill which specially interests
my conatituenen first and myseif afterwards, is as
follows

0

F "The connty of Lincoln and Niagara shall consist of the town and
townships of Niagara, the city of St. Catharines, the townships of
Grantbam, (Jlinton and Louth, and thLe villages.of Beams-ville, Merriton

0and Port Daihousie."ý

The ol constituency which Ias jurt been merged in andeonnected with the county of Lincotn, was originally the
seat of the capital of Ontario, an which the firt Parliament
of Upper Canada mot After the Treaty of Paris, in 173,
when the Canadas wero ceded to the British Cown
the'e vas Do division of the Provinces untilt he Act of
1791. In 1791, IJpper Canada waa separated from Lower
Canada, and by that Act ach was entitled to reprc-
sentative institutions. The Lieutenant-Go vernor was
directed to call Parliament together by proclamation, nd
the qualifications of the members of that Parliament were
defined, and tbe electoral divisions of the Provinces wer
established. The r Oth section tates:

And be it ereby further enacted by the athority aforesaid: Tat
tae members for the several districts, ir counties or circ]esof the sai
Provinces respectively, shall be chosen by the.m8jority of votes of sueh
persons as shatsevernly for their own ase ud benefit of lande or tene-
ment within snch district or county or circle as the osse shah be, sncb
lands being by them held in fieehold, or in fief or ie roture or hy certifi.
cate derived under the autority of the Governor PCounrl of the
Province of Quebec, and being f the yearly value of forty shillings
sterling or tipwards, over and above ail rente and charges payable cetà
oforin respect otheaaer; and, that the members for the several
towns or townbips within the said Provinces resectively sha be
chosen by the mrity cf votes of snchb wersons as edlher shaebe
severaly pess ssei for their own use anL benefit of a dwerling-houe and
lot of ground in sncb town or townîship, such dwelling-bouse ani lot of

iground beig by tbem held in like manner as aforeoaidc and bingof e
yearly value of five pounds sterling or upwards, or as aving been
resident within the eaidtown or townsbip for the space of twelve

"alendar moths ntxt b4ore the date cf the writ of summosa fr the
election sha, bona ide, bave paid coe year's rent for the dweling-
bousein whcb tiey shallhbae so resided, at the rate of teu ponds
sterling or npwards."

IUder the authority of that Act, in he year 1o2, Lieuten-
ant-Governor John Graves Simcoe ordered an election of
members of Parliamet. is letters patent orderiug the
election were dated 9th July, 179ofh 1e divided the
Province of Upper Canada into the folowiug conties:
Glengarry, with two members; Stormont, wih one mem-
ber; Dundas, with one member; Grenville, with one mem-
ber; Leeds and Frontenac, with one mem ber; Ontario and
tddin ton, with e me aber; Prince Edward, with one
mem ber;- Lennox, Hastings and Northumberland, with one
mom ber; Durmam and York, with one member; Lincoln,
with one member; Norfolk, with oneno ember;gSuffolk and
Essex, with one nember; Kent, with two members;

naking in al nineteen counties and fifteen members. The
frest members twho were elected to represent the country
were as follows: John MeDonneyl, Speaker; Joshua Booth,
James iBaby, Alexahder Campbell, who Leinr a Quaker
would not be sworn and was eplaced by Philip Dorlad,
Peter Van Astine Jereaiah Frenche Ephraim Joncs,
Wiiliam Mocomb, llngh Mel)oDnell, Benjamin I'awliug,
Nathaniel Pettit, David William Smith, Haziton Spencer,
Isaac Swazy, - Young, John White. The Lieutenant
Governor and bis Legislative Council convened Parliament
on the th day of September, 1792, and the first Parlia-
ment of Canada was held i a matll building at
Fort George in iagarae the town in whieh I
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reside. William Osgoode was Speaker of the Legislative
Council, and the members of the Couneil were
William Osgoode, James Baby, Robert Hamilton, Richard
Cartwright, jun., John Munro, Alexander Grant, and Peter
Russell, who was afterwards Lieutenant-Governor. An
elegant writer who has made important contributions to colo-
nial history, and whose writings have more than a colonial
celebrity,writes as follows in regard to this first historie meet-
ing of the Parliament in the Province of Canada. He first
speaks of the meeting of the Parliament of Canada in the
Bishop's Palace, Quebec, and then he contrasts the meeting
of that Parliament with the meeting of the first Parliament
that convened in the great Province, which I have the
honor to represent in part in this louse:

I lYow let us leave the Bishop's Palace, among the rocks of Old Que-
bec, and visit another scene, much humbler in its surroundings, but
equally characteristic of the country as it was, and equally eloquent in
the lesson that it teaches. In Quebec, the descendants of the Normans
and Bretons of old France, had opened the first act of a political drama,
which, in its later stages, would illustrate the struggles of an impulsive
and generous people for free institutions as well as their ability to
understand parliamentary.government. While the French Canadians
were thus engaged in the initiatory stage of their political history, we
pass on to the wilderness Province of Upper Canada, where their
fellow colonists were also called to show their ability for managing
their internal affairs in a Legislature composed of two Houses.

" The theatre in which the Upper Canadian bad toe act had none of
the attributes of historie interest which surrounded the first Legislature
of Lower Canada. The little village of Newark was but a humble
settlement on the confines of civilization; and it was here that Gov-
ernor Simeoe decided to open bis first Legislature under the new con-
stitution. A cross the rapid river was the territory of the new Republic,
which was entering on a grnd experiment of government, in contrast
with that just set in operation in Canada. Newark was the most con-
venient place in which to assembl the s•nall and scattered pop)ulation
of the western Province. But if the village was unpretentious in its
architectural appearance, its natural surroundings had much to attract
the eye. The roar of the mighty cataract was heard in calm summer
days; below the bridge rushed the dark river, seeking rest in the bosom
of the great lake not far beyond. Within sigbt of this unrivalled river
the little Parliament of Utper Canada assembled for the first time, in a
small framed building, a short distance from the village. It was but a
mean Parliament flouse compared with a massive pile which was chosen
for a similar purpose in Quebec; and yet each was appropriate in its
way. The B shup's Palace illustrated an old community which had
aimed at the conquest of the largest part of America, and had actually
laid the foundations of an empire. The littie Legislative cabin of
Newark was a fit type of the ruggedness and newness ot western colonial
l:fe. The- axe was wbirrLg amid the foret, and only here and there,
ihrough a vast wilderness, could be seen the humble clearings ot the
pionce:. But, nevertheless :

"The rudiments of empire here
Were plastic, still and warm,

The chaos of a mighty world
was rounding into form.

We hear the tread of pioneers
Of nations yet to be,

The first low wash of waves Where accu,
Sha rol a human sea.e r

In this unpretentious building Governor Simcoe met his Legislature on
a day in the early autumn of 1792."

At the opening of that Parliament, Lieutenant-Governor
Simcoe delivered an address-one of the most eloquent
which I think can be found upon the pages of colonial
records, one which deserves to be embalmed in the history
of the country and in the memories of the people of Canada.
A. few brief extracts from that speech will, I think, be per-
tinent te the present occasion. Governor Simcoe said :

" i lie wisdom and beneficence of our Most Gracions Sovereign and
the British Parliament have been eminently proved, not only in impart-
ing to us the same form of Government, but also in securing the benefits
by the many provisions that guard this memorable Act so that the bles-
Sînga of our invaluable consttution, thus protected and amplified, we
may hope will be extended to the remotest posterity.

" The great and momentous trusts and duties which have been com-
mitted to the representatives of this Province, in a degree infinitely.
beyond whatever, till this period, have distinguished any other colony,
have originated from the British nation upon a just consideration of the
energy and hazatrd with whichite inhabitants have so conspicuously sup-
Ported the British constitution.

"It is from the same patriotism now called upon to exercise, with due
deliberation and foretight the various offices of civil administration
that your fellow subjects of the British Empire expect the foundation ofi

union, of industry and wealth, of commerce and power, which may lait
through all succeeding ages.

"The natural advantages of the Province of Upper Canada are
inferior to none on this side of the Atlantic; there can be no separate
interest through its whole extent; the British form of Government bas
prepared the -way for its steady colonization, and I trust that your
fostering care will improve the favorable situation, and that a numerous
and agricultural people will speedily take possession of a soil and
climate, wbich, under the British laws and the munificence with which
Uis Majesty bas granted the lands of the Crown, offer such manifestand
pecualir encouragements."

It may be mentioned that one-seventh of the Crown lands
were at that time given to the Province. The Legislaturo
met, and its first act was to establish British law in the new
Province ; its next act was to establish trial by jury; its next
Act was to prepare for the speedy manumission of persous
held in slavery or bodage; and in the succeeding Parlia-
ment it provided a liberal fund for the purpose of having
translated into French the laws of the country, the proceed-
ings of Parliament, and such public information as should
be necessary for the information of the French population
of Upper Canada, in the eastern and the western di@.tricts.
When Governor Simcoe dismissed bis Parliament which sat
for a month in the town of Newark, better known as
Niagara, he uttered these memorable words:

" Ris Majesty in bis benevolence having directed a seventh from such
lands as shal be gran ted to be reseryed to the Crown for the public benefit,
it wdll become my duty to take those measures which shall appear to be
necessary to fulfil His gracions intentions, and I make no doubt but
that as citizens and magistrates you will give every assistance in your
power to carry inio full effect a system from which the public and
posterity must derive such peculiar advantages.

"I cannot dismiss you without earnestty desiring to promote by
precept aud example among your respective counties, the regular habit
of piety and morahity, the surest foundqtions of aIl public and private
t'licity ; and at thi> juncture, 1 particularly desire to explain that this
Province is singularly blessed, not with a mutiLated constitution, but
with a constitution which bas stood the test of experience, and is the
very image and transcript of that at Great Britain by which bshe bas
long establizbed and secured to ber subject as much freedom and
happiness as it is possible to be enjoyed under the subordination
necessary to civilized society."

With expressions like these, who can wonder that the
foundations of liberty and freedom-freedorn, not license-
were laid broad and deep inthis Province of Ontario? The
Legisiature was then discussed. Six yeurs afterwards there
was a change in the representation. It was not very
material; the Parliament, however, ceased to meet in the
town of Niagara, and was removed to Toronto. In 1823,
an Act was passed, by which it was provided that whenever
the town of Niagara could show that it
had 1,000 inhabitants it should be entitled
to a representative in the Legislative Assembly.
In 1825, the population having reached the limit which
was provided, Niagara became entitled to a representative,
and from that lime it bas been represented in the Councils
of the country. The Act fixing the conditions under which
the town should become entitled to return a member to
Parliament, was passed in 1821; but the Census was taken
in 1824,when its population exceeded the specified number.
Accordingly, in 1825, it first sent a membertotheParliament
of Upper Canada. It was the ninth Parliament of Upper
Canada which met in Toronto. Niagara was represented by
Edward McBride ; in the tenth Parliament by Robert
Dtckson, the brother of the prosent Senator for that district,
who was subsequently a member of the Legislative Council.
Its representative was Henry John Boulton in 1831, and
Chas. Richardson, in 1835 and 1836-37. After the Union it
was represented by Edward Clark Campbell in 1840 and
1841 ; the hon. Walter Hamilton Dickson, now a Senator,
represented it from 1844-45 till 1848, and then until
1852, when the hon. Francis Hincks was elected and
represented it in 1852 and 1853. Joseph C. Morrison sat
for the constituency in 1854-55, and John Simpson
represented it in 1858, and again in 1862 and 1863. Mr.
Simpson was succeeded by Angus Morrison, who sbt for
it the Session after Confederation. ie was again electod
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in 1872, but at the dissolution of Parliament in 1873,
Mr. Morrison, against my strong urgency, declined to be a
candidate. I was then nominated and returned for the
town and township of Niagara, the township being then
attached to the town, thus enlarging the constituency, and
I have sat as its humble representative from that time till
this. It was, perhaps, my misfortune that 1 came into
public life at ail. It certainly now turns out to have been
my misfortune that I was elected to the loyal borough which
I have represented so long; and I claim that the greatest
misfortune that falls upon any hon. gentleman in this
House, under the Bill now introduced by my hon. friend,
with perhaps a single exception, fails upon me. I live in
the midst of the district with which I had been identified
for more than twenty years. Al the constituents of that
district, with perhaps a very few exceptions, are, I believe,
my personal friends. They are not all my political friends ;
and I have had some severe contests in retaining my seat in
this Honse, verifying the old adage: the smaller the area
the more savage the fight. There is quite as much politics to
the acre in the borough of Niagara as in any place
represented in this House.

"But the tree of deepest root is found,
Unwilling still toquit the ground."

-and if I took any other position in this House, which is
exceedingly doubtful, as an old tree is not to be easily
turned up by the roots and transplanted to take root in
some other place, at least every association of my political
life is severed by this Bill. If there should be any com-
plaint about gerrymandering, for I believe that is the word
applied to the Bill by hon. gentlemen opposite-if anybody
is affected specially and absolutely by it-I am more
affected, and have more reason to complain, than any
one else. If I have been wounded in the house of my
friends, by the Bill of the hon. gentleman, whom I have
endeavored in my feeble way to support ever since I have
been in public life, I must believe that such changes as are
proposed by it must arise from some overwhelmingnecessity,
and I have reason to believe that the saie disregard of
personal considerations which has marked the policy of this
Government in other cases, has dictated its course in the
Bill now before us. Very strong arguments indeed may
be urged in favor of small boroughs. I do not believe
myself in cutting the Province of Ontario, or any other
Province, into mathematical squares on a question of
changing the representation. I believe that some variety
in that is necessary to the free and harmonious play of
our institutions. I believe it has been acknowledged in all
cases, by all parties in England, that the system of small
boroughs was one which did not work evil, but, on the con-
trary, there are almost unanswerable opinions given in its
favor. The small borough of Arundel, disfranchised by
the IReform Act of 1867, having 174 registered electors,
actually represented the largest constituency in England;
because for many years it was the sole English constituency
which returned a Roman Catholic to the fouse of Commons.
After its disfranchisement the Isle of Wight for a time
returned the only Englisb Roman Catholie. Since thedis-
franchisement of the small boroughs, the remaining larger
ones either chose very rich or local men, thus excluding
men capable of legislating for the interests of the
whole Empire, and as little as possible hampered by
local ties and prejudices. Again, there used to be a direct
connection between young men of talent, fresh from univer-
sities and public life, so long as nomination boroughs made
it possible for young men of ability and ambition tW achieve

olitical distinction at a comparatively early age, without
ong purses, or a surrender of their intellectual individu-

ality. The eminent Liberal leader, Henry Fawcett (now
Postmaster-General), wrote his opinion in 1871, that since
the extension of the suffrage and the extinction of nomina-
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tion boroughs, "important opinions are unrepresented and
considerable sections of the community are virtually
disfranchised." And, in 1877, Mr. Gladstone deplored "the
rapid and constant advance of tbo money power " in the
constituencios, and "the reduction, almost to zero, of the
chances of entrance into Parliament for men, who have
nothing to rely upon but their talent and their char-
acter." Well, in 1874, it was my good or ill-fortune,
after what was called the midnight attack, to
accept the nomination for the borough of Niagara.
I was at that time opposed by Mr. John Currie, the brother
of the then Speaker of the Local House. I had no political
ambition. I had no desire to take any part in public life
further than that I had pretty decided opinions upon
political matters, which I had never hesitated to express
whenever the opportunity offered; but I never expressed
them before the public, for I never had made a speech in
public anywhere in my life, and I was not "a wedding
breakfast spouter," as I was at that time styled by the
Globe, but I folt that a great wrong was being done, that an
attempt was being made to hoodwink the people of.Canada,
to steal a verdict which I thought was an unfair one, and
atter much hesitation on my part and great urgency on the
part of my constituents, after endeavoring in vain to get
Mr. Morrison to accept the nomination, I accepted it. I had
ton days in which to canvass, and during that time was
compelled to leave my constituents for three days. I made
no personal canvass whatever, but I was elected by a
majority of thirty. There had been, contrary to my express
instructions and without my knowledge, a small expenditure
of money on the part of my over-zealous friends. On the
other side there had been, as I ascertained by means which
I shall not now state, an enormous expendituro in propor-
tion to the size of the riding. The expenditure on the
other side, I believe, amounted to at least $3,500. I know
the disbursing agent, I knew where the money came from,
how it came,and how it was distributed, for I had the whole
evidence ready, in case the gentleman who opposed me
and through whose direction my election was protested,
should claim his seat. However, he did not venture to do
so. I was unseated, and when the trial in which there
were more than 100 witnesses subpænaed, and which
was conducted on the part of my opponent by Mr. Thomas
lodgins assisted by Mr. J. G. Currie, was about half
through, it was disclosed that a small amount of money
had been expended in my behalf. I was then asked by the
opposing counsel if I would throw up the sponge, for there
had been a device at that time invented to cover up the
shameful expenditure of the party of purity, by which
device a member whose seat was protested, could, during
the trial, the very instant a single act of bribery was proved,
acknowledge it, and he was unseated and any further develop-
ments prevented. I do not know exactly to whose ingenuity
that device was due. It has been credited to an hon. gentle-
man whom I see before me, but I may be mistaken in
supposing that he was the author ofa system which certainly
was calculated to screen and did largely screen the gentlemen
who were elected upon the elevation of the standard of purity
and the disclosure of whose election cases do not form a
very savory page in the history of the Reform party. We
refused. My counsel demanded that the investigation
should proceed to its extremest limit, and said that if I were
not called into the witness-box by the opposing counsel ho
would put me into the witness-box himself. They did cal1

me. We defied them. We told them to proceed as far as
they liked. The consequence was that an expenditure of
$125 was proved and I was unseated; but the Judge, in his
charge, specially and explicity exonerated me from any
participation in bribery by any unproper act. I then ran
again, atter purging the voters het in the Township of 41
votes. At that time, the party then in power in Ontario
had disfranchised or wiped out Niagara as a borough for local
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representation although there was a good deal of indignation
feIlt at that, for it seemed to be an entirely uncalled-for
procedure, I did not perceive that the loudest ofthose on the
other side who denounced it in the borough, left their party
on that account and voted for me. But I had a large majority;
I was elected by a majority of 105. Since then I have had
another very notable contest. For some reason or other it
was deemed desirable that the borough of Niagara, which had
for many years elected a Conservative, should change its
allegiance. It was said by a prominent gentleman, the
leader of the opposite party, just before the election, that
means had been found by which I was to be forever excluded
from this House. He said that I never would come back
again. I also am told that the late leader of the party
in this House was also influencing a gentleman to oppose
me. That gentleman's case has been commented upon
in this House, and I am always reluctant to speak of it,
but I have been forced, very oflen by statements made,
particularly by inuendoes from my hon. friend from West
Middlesex, to drag before the House and the public matters
which are not or which ought not to be very pleasant
to hon. gentlemen opposite, or to those who have acted
as thoir agents or allies. I told the gentleman who was
put up to oppose me that I knew he could not be elected
if the election was a fair one, and I gave him notice that
if he expended money corruptly I would follow him to the
last extremity and punish him if I could possibly do so.
The election came on and I was defeated by two votes.
Some of the. money which was lavishly thrown about the
constituency was brought to my friend on the very
night after the election. The gentleman who came
there claimed that he came in the interests and
at the suggestion of the late leader of the party, and
of bis great supporter, whose name I will not mention
here. He claimed he was acting for them. That gentle-
man made the most lavish expenditure that has ever
been made, I presume, in any constituency in Canada,
not excepting South Huron or North Simcoe, or London,
or Chambly or any other of those illustrations of the
remarkable elevation of the standard of purity by hon.
gentlemen opposite. The gentleman himself confessed that
he expended in that election $17,500. He got a majority of
two votes. I protested the election in my own name-the
first man that ever dared to do it. I claimed the seat-the
first man that ever claimed a seat under the Election Law.
My opponent was disqualified, and I gained the seat without
an election. It was only necessary to strike off three, or
four of the corrupt votes to give me the majority. The
case disclosed that my opponent by himself and by his
relatives and other agents had been guilty of the most
flagrant bribery, and after my counsel had succeeded in
establishing enough to secure the seat for me and his dis-
qualification, it was not deemed desirable to proceed fur-
ther. It was agreed that no more witnesses should be
called, and that votes enough should be stricken off my
opponent's list to give me a majority. If I had proceeded
further I couId have secured a larger majority. My opponent
not only lost his lavish outlay, most of which went into the
pockets of agents and never was paid to voters at all, but lie
had an enorrmous bill of costs to pay swollen by his counsel by
rmany motions not directly affecting the main issue, and
also notably by the contention that the Parliament of
Canada had not the power to enact the Election Law of
1874. 1 came back to my seat in the middle of the session
of 1879, at the time that the Conservative party, having
succeeded by an enormous majority, was carrying out
their National Policy, one of the great pledges they
had made during the election campaign. 1 came here
at that tine, and I have remained to do whatever
duty might devolve upon me in my humble capacity. I
believe the constituency I represent is still' faithful to Con-
servative interests; I beliove that constituency, if I wero to

go back for election to-morrow, would return me by a
majority ranging from 50 to 100 out of the few votes
which that small constituency polls. I can only say that by
wiping out that county, or in attaching it to the county of
Lincoln-for which, of course, I cannot think of com-
peting with my hon. friend who sits behind me-I
think in doing so, I have been deprived of a sure seat
in this House, that my constituents have been deprived
of a representation which, to them, was of inestim.
able value. One can imagine that an old county having
been in existence for more than sixty years-it is sixty-
one years since they were first made by law, entitled te the
privilege of electing a representative-must feel with great
chagrin, with bitterness, with humiliation, the deprivation
of a privilege which they have so long enjoyed. It is no
fault of their own if the old borongh bas been so unfortunate as
to be declining in population. The Welland Canal and the
Grand Trunk and Great Western iRailway system diverted
from our noble harbor and magnificent river, the great
part of the carrying trade from the limited point
upon which the beautiful town in which I live is situated,
that growth, activity and prosperity which have signalized
most other places in Canada, and yet it is beautiful for
situation; it is the garden of western Canada; it is a
place where the finest productions of nature are growa
with lavish profusion; it bas a climate of unequalled salu-
brity, where the severe winters and bleak springs are
unknown, it is inhabited by the descendants of the United
Empire Loyalists, who settled there after having dared the
great and terrible wilderness, the dense forests, the deep
and rapid rivers and the dangerous swamps and morasses
that barred the way from the Mohawk to Lake Ontario, an
undertaking full of hardships and dangers which it is now
scarcely possible to imagine,-floeing from the revolution of
1776 to remain under the British Crown, and leaving their
farms on the Mohawk and in New Jersey, leaving their
crops ungathered, leaving everything that could contribute
to their material prosperity, to be true and loyal to the
Crown. In that district first settled the pioneers of
a great part of western Ontario. Lands are still held
by the descendants of those families, and that explains
why there is Fo large a Conservative element in my
county and the adjoining counties. They will see with
the most intense regret that they have been depiived
of their ancient privileges. They cannot see it with
greater regret, with greater pain, than I do. While I
feared that some necessity of the kind was pressing itself
upon my right hon. friend, I received resolutions adopted
at a meeting held in Niagara in respect to the redistribution
of seats which I sent to my right hon. friend, aceompanied
by a letter which I shall venture to read to the House :

s: 23rd March, 1882.
" DEAR SIR JoHN,-Au infinential meeting of the electors of Niagara

was held on the 19th inst. at which the resolutions enclosed herewith
were unanimously adopted, and 1 beg to commend them to you in sup-
port of the strong efforts that Ihave alreadv made to prevent the dis.
franchisement of the old constituency in the impending readjustment.

" Its historical position as the former seat of Governmentwhere the
first Parliament of Upper Canada was held under Governor Simcoe, and
as one of the earliest points of seulement of the brave and devoted
United Empire Loyalists, who gave up every advantage they possessed
in the revolted colonies for the sake cf the Crown, would seem to give
it peculiar claim upon the consideration of the Government, and its
unswerving attachment to the Conservative party, evideneFd by many
a clos'ly and bitterly contested election, seems to entitle its prayer to a
favorable hearing from the chief of the party.

"I ven ture therefore to express the hope tha t some means may be found
of avoiding the sacrifice which is feared, and of either continuing the
district as at present constitutied, or of enlarging it in such a way as to
preserve the name and to give it additional weight in public councils.

' I am, dear Sir John,
"Yours faithfally,

"J. s. PLUMB.
"To the Right Hon. Sir JoH.q A. MÂCDONÂLD, K.C.B., M.P.»

I wish to put that letter on record as an evidence that I
made every possible effort to save the constituency fron the
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doom which I feared was impending. I could not suggest
an enlargement which contained an approximate
equalization,-without which an enlargement would have
been only a temporary expedient, -without making it
liable te interference in the future, and without seriouasly
injuring Lincoln or Welland or both. The Jeeling of my
constituents with regard te absorption, led me te fear-that
even an apparently satisfactory solution of the difficulty
would be threatenel bv the resentment of the etectors who
woud be taken from old associations and forced into new
ones. I felt strongly impelled t met the situation by
placing, when I now ait down, my resignation. in the bands
of the Speaker. If I had taken my own counsel, I1
certainly would have done so; but, Sir, I have talked with
those who, perhaps, are better able te decide my course of
action, in such a trving position than I am myself, and now
that the exeitement is over, I think I have best done my duty
te my eonstituents, and bave bet done my duty tothe party I
represent, and through the party my duty te the country,
nôt te take any sueh step, for certainly I would not do any-
thing, even at a grave and solemn juncture like this, ¥1l91
Would ln the slightest degree embarrass my right hon. fbiM4ai
or ii the slightest degree weaken bis hands in carryqbg Mt
a plan whieh involves the greatest diffleulty, involvs- the
greatest possible complications, involves emtbarrassments it
may b' 'mach easier te aceSpt upon the othei. sidé
of : the House, than upon this side ; for I verture teà
âay, that there is more dissatisfaction really felt among
friendé tha" among foes, at the inevitable necessities vhich
have compelled imy right bon. friend and bis colleagues to
make the apportionment under which the Bill is now before
the Rousé. WhenI found that I personally had so large a
stake in the BIll, and thatmy constituents were personally
so largely concerned, I abstained from any interforence,
after making my own remonstrance and using all the
arguments 1 could use for my constituents more than for
myself, and I can say thut I did net know one single item
of the contents of the Bill which is now before the
House, until the day on which it was laid on the Table.
I can say, also, that I decided it was best for
myself and for my constituents that I should se abstain ;
but I now wish te appeal te my right hon. friend te say
whether I have not, se far as in me lay, lulfilled the duty
which I felt devolved on me, with respect te the sacred
trust placed in my hands te protect the constituency
which bas honored me with its confidence, and through it
te protect those generous friends, the ardent supporters who
bave always been ready at my call te stand firmly shouldo
te shoulder with me and to fight the three severe battles
which I have been compelled to fight in order te ho returned
te this Hoise. Sir, those friends will be deeply grieved t
find that ail their labors are henceforth no longer te be
extended in that direction, but I will say te them that 1
bow te the inevitable. I believe that nothing but th
absolute necessity which compelled my right bon. frienc
and bis colleagues te take away a seat from the borough o
Cornwall, having three times the number of inhabitant
of that which I represent, would for a moment have induce
him te do what ha bas done in my case. I say I wil
submit, but I submit with sorrow, I submit with a feelin
which seems te me te indicate that I will net long any
where stand in the public councils of the country. As t
myself I may say-" The shadows lengthen as the dai
decline," and it is net important that I, or any other indi
vidual, should be in the councils of the country. Ontari
has mon enough te represent her, talent enough comin
forward in tûe young mon of the country te enable us te sa1
that taking the whole Dominion together one man more o
les will never b missed, when the general election come
I bolieve, we having established -as we have established-
the poliey which bas brought this country into a state o
proritZ although it may be disputed by hon. gentl

,. P&hus.

men opposite, is net denied by the practical-thinking
people of the country who are net warped and biased by
party prejudice-I believe that having adopted that polic'
we, the majority, which is now represented on the floor Of
this House, and which I believe, will be largely augmente4

whenever an appeal is made to the people, notwithstanding
the bitterness of the press on the other side, and of sofme
hon. gentlemen on the Opposition benches-I believe that
having established that policy, whether one man more or
less is here to represent that party is comparatively of littlà
sequence. I only wish, in the statement which I am
making, to bave my friends remember and belieV6
that I have, so far as in me lay, discharged what I beliele
to be my duty te the country through the party which t

have sustained. I trust that in doing so I have net gonG
far out of the way of strict parliamentary propriety-
When hon. gentlemen opposite sat on this side,
a persistent effort was made to prevent me from addresSil1
the Bouse and te frighten me out of my position s
and if I had some little revenge to gratify-and we
ail buman-I think by this time we on both si les, myself and
those on the other side who took a promin3nt part in the
endeavor to crush me, are pretty nearly even-at ail events
what ever may happen, I will cherish no unkindly feeling
I carry anger as the fint bears fire, which being struck
gives ont a heated spark and straight is cool again, and
if I have in the heat of de bate unconsciously and unwith
ingly, for I'would not do it otherwise, dons injustice to bon.
gentlemen opposite, I humbly beg their pardon. W't'
this statement I intend to close my remarks. I will take
no general part in the debate which is now to proceed in o
present stage, but I deemed it necessary, before excitemenB
had arisen int bis Iouse respecting such an exciting subOd
as the present, that the statement I have now made shoU2
be made at the, earliest possible moment, and I thba8
the louse for the great attention, and the great kindfle
which it bas shown me while: making these explanatioIi5
fo' I have made them not so much for myself as for the,
faithful, the true, the honest, and the unpurch8as
friends who first urged me te enter public life,
who have so energetically and se truly sustainel sa
supported me since I entered it ; and I close by appeali
to my right hon. friend, whenever it may be possible in thé
course of this debate, te exonerate me from any lack of datl
which I owe te those kind and true friends, from whom as a
public man I must henceforth be separated. I wili say
this, that it falls with peculiar hardship upon me beetee

r I an a resident in the midst of that communityt
I must live among them, I will stay among themn, 1
expect te spend my life among them, and it is peenhiaf

o bitter to me that I am te live among them while they f<il
in some degree pehaps I mi ght ho held responsible for th
position in which they are . But I tell them tha&
they are te be represented, Itrust heretofore, by one wbo' 9

d entitled te their fullest confidence, by one of the
f ardent supporters of this Government, by a indefatiga

and resolute fighter for the right; and I say the
d that if I can endure the change, who am at present 004
1 affected, I think my friends who were my former sUPPoe
g tors can also take the same position, and I believe, Wb"'
- the time comes, they wili ra ly with me as one mian t
o the support of my bon. friend.
y Mr. BLAKE. The second reading of this most impo
- measure, a measure which the bon. gentleman who has.
o taken bis seat bas described as even in bis view possessoin
g most complicated and difficult considerations, a moese
y which ho says has crated disappointmentand disatifac tih
r even greater on bis side of the House than on this side of the
s. House, a measure, which therefore, if the secret hearO
- hon. gentlemen were te be revealel-for accordin tould
f hon. gentleman, it pleases bardly any body, anWoU
e- be rejected by the vast majority of this AssbY
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the second reading is moved in silence. And although
its justice, its propriety, its principle, the fairness with
which it dealt with the subject under consideration were all
challenged, no attempt is made in this debate, by the hon.
Minister who introduced it, by the Government who at e
responsible for it, to answer that challenge or to vindicate
the justice of their measure. So much with reference to the
portion of the Bill which deals with the redistribution of
seats in the Province of Ontario. But there is another pro-
vision of the Bill upon which not even a word has been
said, not even on the introduction of the measure-that
clause which at a blow sweeps away one of the securities
for fair dealing between Governments and Oppositions,
long fonght for, but unsuccessfully, by the Liberal party,
but which they placed on the Statute-Book when they had
the opportunity of obtaining the reins of power,-the
clause which prescribes that men of local station, men of local
rank, having a certain stake and interest in the local com-
munity, and living amongst the people whom they are to serve
on this occasion, and who ought to act, from their general
position, in a judicial manner and in manner commanding
respect-the choice or the limiting of the returning officers
who may be selected is wiped out and lefL to the absolute
and uncontrolled discretion of the Government of the day,
and that added change to the Electoral Law is made without
a word on the introduction, without a word on the first
reading, without a word on the second reading of the Bill,
and the House is asked to assent to the change. Now, Sir,
first of all, dealing with the subjeet of redistribution,
the avowed object of this Bill as stated by the hon.
Minister on a former occasion, and as set forth in the
preamble, is to deal with certain necessities arising out
of the British North America Act, and arising ont of the
determination of the Administration to consolidate the old
county ot Lincoln and the old county of Cornwall by
uniting the borough of Niagara to Lincoln, and uniting
the borough of Cornwall with the county of Stormont.
I say the preamble of this Bill states as the measure of
necessity, as the ground work of those changes which are to
be made by it in the Province of Ontario, these two things and
these two alone. You find in the preamble of this Bill no
statement that it is necessary or expedient to provide a
greater equality among the various constituencies of
Ontario than now exists as a reason for re::djustment, but
you find this and this only:

Whereas by the Census of the year one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-one, and in accordance with the 'British North America Act,
1867,' the Province of Ontario is entitled to four additional membera
in the House of Commons.
Then, omitting the reference to Manitoba: "By reason
thereof," that is to say by reason of the right of Ontario to
four additional members:

By reason thereof and of the intended union of the electoral distriét
of the town of Niagara with the township of Niagara thereto, attached
with the electoral district of the county of Lincoln, and the union of
the electoral district of the town of Cornwall with the township of
Cornwall thereto attached, to the county of Stormont it is expedientto
readjust the boundaries of certain of the electoral districts in the said
Province of Ontario.

There, Sir, you have the groundwork. By reason of the
necessity of giving four new members to Ontario, by reason
of the determination to unite the old county of Lincoln, all
the parts of it into one, and the uniting of all the parts of
Stormont into one, which is necessary to readjust the repre-
sentation of Ontario, and it is on that narrow fouidation-
that narrow basis-that the hon. gentleman proposes to
justify the revolutionary measure and the readjustment of
the whole political map of the Province of Ontario, which is
Contained in the clauses of this Bill. Now, Sir, we stated
on the occasion to which I have referred, ton years ago, the
general principle which, according to our mind, ought to be
adopted in giving new seats to a Province entitled to them
by reason of increase of its population; and that general
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principle--not bounded, however, byanyhard and fastlaws
-as we stated it was, that the new seats would, as a rule,
be given te the population to which new seats were due. If
you found a ve-y large and rapid increase of the population
of a county thus giving to the whole Province, it is fit
and proper that some regard should be paid to this
increase, and to the use of the power given to
Parliament of having additional seats to besttow, to remedy,
so far as practicable, the most gross and glaring inequalities
at that time existing in the representation. Adopting that
principle which I advocatod ton years ago, I agreod thon, as
I agroe to-day, it is fromi that principle the hon. gentle-
man bas wholly departed, that electoral representation was
not a more geographical term, and that it was of
the last importance for various and most cogent
reasons, that the municipal county boundaries should
be respected, and that electoral districts should not
be carvod out of various portions of different municipal
counties for the purpose, and in search of a fancied equality
not attainable accurately, not attained even approximately,
either by the Act of 1872 or by the measure now beforo us.
Now, Sir, the duty which devolved upon the hon. gentle-
man assuming the consolidation of Lincoln and Stormont,
and thus that forty-six seats had to be disposed of, might
very easily, in my opinion, have been dischargod, and in
very considerable measure discharged in the direction
toward which the indications were so plain, that they have
moved even himself. If you look at the county of
Essex, it is plain and clear that it ought to have been,
as it is proposed to be, divided into two
electoral districts. But there was no necessity
for the addition to cither of these ridings of townships froin
other counties, or for taking any township from them to
add to other ridings. Taking the municipal counties of
Kent and Lambton, divided at present into the electoral
districts of Kent, Lambton and Bothwell, it is clear these
three would be entitled to five members, and that by
dividing the electoral district of Lambton into two, by
resuming and reattaching to a portion of the county of the
electoral district of Kent, those townships of the municipal
countly of Kent which belong to the eloctoral district of
Bothwell, two ridings might be made, reattaching a portion
of Bothwell, and the remainder of Bothwell would form-
one separately, and you would find a reasonable result as to
equality of population and the distribution of political
strength. By giving to Bruce an additional member,
and by giving one member to the municipal county
of Dufferin, created some years ago in accordance
with the petition of the people, and by dividing
what would remain of Simcoe (aftor Dufferin had been
dealt with, and after Cardwell had been readjusted as
would be necessary in order te deal with Dufferin) into
three instead two, the whole six seats would have
bsen established, while at the same time reasonable regard
would have been had to thoso principles which ought to
apply-the recognition of municipal county bounds, and
the assigning of new seats, so far as that principle would
permit, te those places where there was the greatest
discrepancy of population, and whore there was the largest
number of persons reprosented by only one member at the
time of making the arrangement. Now, Sir, such an opera-
tion as that, or an operation anything like it, or proposals
made by the hon. gentleman in any other reasonable way
to deal with the seats remaining after ho had dealt with
those he has disposed of, after the fashion to which 1 have
referred, demandhd hardly a touch upon the map of
Ontario. They demanded no such wholesale reconstruction,
no such wholesale change, no such adding of townships
to other ridings than those to which they at present
belong, no such cutting and carving of the constituencies as
the hon. gentleman proposes by this Bill. I say it is
plain and clear, both from what tho hon. gentle-
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man has himself proposed, from bis own mode legislated for. I say you flnd to-day, asserted by the hon.
of dealing with the six new seats, from the gentleman-though before I sit down, I think I shall be ablo
considerations I have briefly stated as to the true mode of to prove that the pretence of the application of that principle
dealing with those seats, f rom an inspection of the Census is hollow and unfounded-that the prominent and
returus and the map of Ontario, that the basis which the predominating feature as applied to Ontario only, mark
hon. gentleman provided these wide-spread changes is a you, is equality of members in the persons who are
basis too narrow altogether, and that these changes are not to send a member from each county or district,
required by the discharge of the duty he vas called upon to and that the equality of members which he says he is
discharge, but are the outcome of a decision on bis part to desiring to give to the Province of Ontario, but which he
alter the political map of Ontario in a manner which he does not give-desirable in itself, so far as you can attain it
thinks will be advantageous to himself. What did the hon. consistently with other and more important objects-is to
member for Niagara say? Ie said that he would not insist be attained at the sacrifice of those other and more impor-
that the boundary of Niagara should be enlarged so as to tant objects, at the sacrifice of that county autonomy, at the
render it reasonable that that borough should be retained, sacrifice of those arrangements sanctioned by old usage, by
because it would endanger the counties of Lincoln and common interest, by the circumstances and working of our
Welland. Those are the considerations which the hon. municipal institutions-is to be sacrificed, I say, for the Pro-
gentleman's loyalty to bis party led him to believe of such vince of Ontario, in which the municipal svstem las been
weight that he withdraws bis proposal that the boundaries more highly developed, and exists in its greatest strength
of the borough should be enlarged. fHe feels that nO changes and viger, while for the other Provinces the eentrary prin-
should be made which would endanger the party's prospects ciple is te be justly maintained. Now Sir, a measure like
in those two counties. this, dealing with such a subjeet as this, on sucl a prin-

Mr. RYKERT. He did not say so. ciple as this, and on such an extcnded sele as this,
Mi. ought of alrucasures te have been breuglit down

Mr. BLAKE. I think ho did. I hope my hearing is as earlier in the Session, se as te have givon the arplest
good and my memory as reliable as the hon. member's. epportunity for full consideration in ail its bearings, net
H1e may differ from me, I differ from hi m. The operationnrely by us whe are now preneuncing upon it, but aise
in which we are engaged, which, as I have said, is nothing by ourcenstituents, who are se deeply, directlyand divertely
less than a wholesale change of the electoral bounds of thc affected by it. The lon. member for Niagara bld us
Province of Ontario, is, in its character, a most difficult one. ln touching terms, when le departed from that most impor-
There can be no doubt of that. It is one which, if you t8nt suIt-et te which ho devoted the greater part of bis
abandon the principle we have been hitherto agireed upon, attention and touched upon is constituents-ho told us of
the principle of county representation, we are wholly at the feelings which tley eniertained at the wrench te their
sea. It is one which, under any circumstances, even otd associations by the change which liad just core upon
retaining thatsafeguard, requires the exhibition un our part theL. Does the hon, gentleman net suppose lhat.other
of some of the great tests which exist for the capacity of a constituencies, other rosidents ef municipalities, other
people for self-government under our system. It requires, lolders ef the franchise in cembination with their own
in the minds of those who are te exoercise thus Powell? a vountyeor their own riding, wi l aise entertain feelings bike
snise of moderatien, of jumtice, of fair play, an exhibition of theseiDoevseoe anupposo tin t sey also w tuld have a
the spiritwhieli ouglit te animata legislation and whic n desire t ho i cousu lted and convidred, and have time and
waB so 5 wel referred te by the hou. gentleman oppertuity to refle t upon this ujet; andmsurely tikt
wio prcceded me, of doing unto others as yon would lime atdepportnity ught te have been allowed tethm.
that they shonld do unto yen ; that witout which our But that time and that opporunity ere net a wed te
institutions weuid become wholly different fom what repre- t ofm, becausl tl s measure is brought in towards the end
sentative institutions properly analysd ouglt tebe. The-e ofrtic Session, and is being sastssad teg a secend reading
is ne right on the part efthte majorityin Parliament, or out within a ve-y briof poied frein ti time at which is true
of Parliament, te pass ]aws designcd te, opprees a minerity. menit was communieated te the flouse. It was more
There is neriglt on the part of tlie majority, ontside or necdcd tan in tho case of mot g-cint monsures, becauso
inside of Parliament, te pass laws designed te do injustice. in this case tie Government doos net pretend, cannot
The only moral sanction fer ail laws is justice and fair play pretend, tit it - stands indifferent t tic legislatien
to ail sections et the emmunity; and wien yen depart from wbict i is proposing te Paliament. It cannt pretend
these principles in tlie aims and objecte yenhave in legisn- tint as toe ti details of this measure it stands indifferent as
tien, you depart, I say, from the only moi-ai sanction for te wbat townships shh be aggregated te croate con-
reaI legisiation, and you deprive the legisîntion propounded stituencies. It oe at once jndge and party. It cannot
and brought forwa'd with tiose aims and objects of tliose prtend but tat a mensureettis description may have a
sanctions upon whicli legisiation ouglt te depond for its very great effet upon the cntost which is sirtly toe take
being respected and enforced, and yen deprive it of-tic right place. t canneot pretend but tat ipfoiming these con-
te the respect of the peopie which ougit te rest upon the stituencies it bshed regard te its effect upen tiateontest
conviction liat the aim and ebjectbas been-however far and thereftore irstands in a position altogether different froi
we may have falwen short ef'it-to do justice, and tiat tint owich a Governmnt may ordinarily amsume tnrds
justice las been attained. I say you wil find in tus mca- measures of publiclegislationiswhica n they propound. On a
sure an attempt profesedly to apply te th Province of mesureanf public legisîntion, net afiecting censtituencieS
Ontario a principle net beretofore apphed te tiat Province or tie franchise, ye may say: Well, wat omjeeteaotwh
in thes sense, except vry sightly, and tws sight applicationave, except te p-omote the general good, except te inciease
was fotmerlyeondcmned hy the bon. gentleman himecif ton ouistrengt and pcpolarity, by proposing some measdres
years ago, thus repudittiDg bis own andiwork.epeinted sncb aswior ieccurethesypathy andsupport of alarger
eut at that tirne tint ths principle was se false tnt it was portionof tie public than we even iyw gather al-ound u."
nt ton b repeated again, and tiose observations werepre- Bt, withreausnce tehti s mensure, it deals with considera'
ehoed ronm thcoter sid of the ma ouse, and se it tion outiens dirctly touciing toe mmd tf timeGover ment itsele
bocame tie unanimous sense of Palianent that a departure in its pnrty intereste. I o net suppose Itt eaof thosoe
frem tint principle teas at to tbecaommndcd, nd bon. gentlemen who ave taken part ine bconcoction
that from that lime eut Ontane yu ths particullar-ef this mensure wili say-if they did say it we would al
was tebc legislated for as the other Provinces were tugi at them, some f us aloud and others not
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aloud-but none of them would say: "We never
considered anything in framing this measure, except
equalizing the representation. It never occurred to
us to look at the electoral returns. We never
considered what the balance of power would be in the
various constituencies. Oh no, we declined to tdvise with
our political party friends, we would not consult with the
members or the county wire-pullers, or the political
committee men. We would not do such n thing; we felt
that it would be wrong. We knew we were the party and
the judges, and therefore we blinded ourselves, and blotted
out from our memories al! those things and dealt with the
question merely as one of representation." No, they will not
say that, but perhaps they wili sayI: "But while we con.
sidered the interests of ourselves and our friends, we have
allowed to you what we think is your just due." That is a
proposition which will indicate the exceptional delicacy of
this measure in which, in point of fact, the Government is
judge as well as party. Therefore, I say once again that the
measure. was-one which, beyond ail other measures, wC
should have had early in the Session, and which there should
have been ample time to discuss in the municipalities and
in the different sections of the country, and to analyze its
effects here and there. Full deliberation is needed for
another cause-because this measure is exceptional in its
character in this: All other measures of legislation which
you bring before Parliament, you submit, when tho time
of trial comes, to the constituencies which sent you to do
their business ; you submit to the same men and the same
set of tribunals throughout the community; you go before
them, and you say: "Five years ago you entrusted mewith
power to act as your representative, such-and-sucb things
have I done, 1 bring them before you as the fruits of
my labors in that capacity, and I ask you who
sent me to judge whether I am deserviig of your conti-
nued confidence or no." But this is a measure, Sir, which
proposes to alter the jury, to alter the tribunal, to provido
for a different set of jurors to try those who are to come
before them very shortly for trial upon the events of the
last four or five years. No longer are we to appeal to the
same set of men before whom we fought the battle four
years ago; no longer are we to say to them : " You returned
me by such-and-such a majority, or you defeated me
by such-and-such a majority, and I appeal to you, on
the one hand, to continue your confidence, on the other
hand to reverse your vote of want of confidence on thé- issues
whieh have been raised during those four or five years."
No, it is proposed to provide for a different set of jurors, to
whom hon. gentlemen, afraid to appeal to those who
sent them here, propose to appeal to vindicate their conduct.
Now, Sir, the operation is most delicate of all in this: that
the Province of Ontario, perhaps beyond any Province-I do
not know whether I might not say beyond any country
possessing representative institutions, in a very marked and
extraordinary degree-is composed of constituencies very
closely balanced, constituenees in which the range within
which you may mark tho strength or the weakness of either
party is a narrow and limited one, and in which, therefore,
a strong popular impulse or a good cause may change very
markedly the representation in this House, although
with a comparatively slight change in the gross numbers of
those who poli on the two occasions which are being con-
trasted. The hon. gentleman in the course of the debate
on the first stage-not of this measure, but of the measure
which he introduced-deelared that it was idle to speak of
the constitueucies as being of fixed opinions, that they
changed their opinions according to the times, the circum-
stances, and the issues which were before them. We know
that there are certain changes in opinion, but we know
also--and it is unnecessary to do more than analyze a few
election returns toprove it to you-that these changes in
Opinion!are-slow ad *light, and that it .requires, in the'

Province of Ontario but a very slight change in opinion,
under the impulse of a popular cause, or with the strength
of a very good cause, to create a very great change in
results. What follows ? It follows, of course, that a change
in the electoral districts of Oiitario,constituted as they
are very largely of closely balancod costituencies, is a very
delicateoperation, capable, unless it be veryjustly performed,
of producing very great resuits. Unier these circumstances
it is that we are called upon to decide this great question,
involving the general principle to which I have referred,
involving so many complicated details to which it will
ho my duty to allude- this great question, in which,
as I have pointed out, the Government is acting not
nerely as the promoter of publie legislation, but also
the judge in a case in which it is a party-this great
question, in which the majority is dealing with the matter
in a sense in which it is bound to consider what its effect
will be upon its own chances at the next elections;-we are
called upon, 1 say, toenter upon and complete the discussion
of this question within a very few days, and before the
country has had a proper time for its consideration, before
it has been possible for the members of this House even to
apprehend, by that communication with constituencies,
with friends, and with persons in all parts of the country,
what the wishes, the wants, and the feelings of the people
are, and what results by the measure may be. This, Sir, is
the position of the Liberal party and of the Parliament of
the country on the one hand, while, on the other hand, we
know that for months the Government of the day has been
concocting in secret this scheme, with the assistance of
Tory members, with the assistance of Tory candidates, with
the assistance of Tory manipulators, with the assistance of
Tory political agents -

Mr. PLUMB. That is no-Tory.ous.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, it is too notorious-with the assistance

of all thoso whom they eould gather round them, to dis-
cover what sort of measure they might make, whieh would
do most good to them, and do most hurt to those who are
opposed to them. You have had private caucuses, you
have had private gatherings, you have had your little
arrangements with one another. Why, look at the Bill;
compare it with the Bill the hon. gentleman brought in;
look at the changes that were made in it. We can imagine
the hon. mem ber for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) saying: "I won't
stand this-I won't stand losing the good township of
Clinton; I must insist on the county of Lincoln-

Mr. RYKERT. I will resign to-morrow, and try;yon in
the county of Lincoln, if you dare.

Mr. BLAKE. Why, the hon. gentleman is making the
county of Lincoln to suit himself, and thon he aaks an
antagonist to meet him in it.

Mr. RYKERT. I beat the strongest man yon ever had,
with all your money,

Mr. BLAKE. We all know, Sir, because we have had
the bon. gentleman's assurances for it, repeatedly this
Session-and who so well qualified to speak of himself as
hi mself ?-we all know what an invincible opponent he is.
We hear from himself that he has been on every platform;
we hear from himself that he bas conquered everybody and
that he is quite invincible; but, notwithstanding thât, we
can imagine the hon. member for Lincoln saying: "I won't
do it; these gentlemen from- Niagara will be annoyed-at
the old borough of Niagara being wiped out, and I will
have to coneiliate them; it is true, you are tmaking some
other arrangements which may lighten my load, alittLe, but
I cannot do without the township of Clinton; although you
put it in your Bill, although yon brought it up in your
caucus, I insitt on getting back my own township of
Clinton;" - and ho got it. And the hon. member for Monek
(Mr. McOallum), who, we ll know,le i sturdy ma deter.
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mined to do his best, was obliged to content bimself with
the loss of the Reform majority of Caistor and without the
addition of the Conservativo majority of Clinton. I can
imagine my hon. friend from North Perth saying: " Well
now it is quite true that your Bill gratifies me very largely
-that it puts North Perth in a very different position from
what it was a while tago-it is quite true it gives me, on
the return of 1878, instead of 40, 200 or 300 of a
majority-but for ail that. I do not like losing my good
old township of Logan with its Tory majority of 208, and
I insist on getting it back again. Take Wallace or some
place else, but do not deprive me of that good old township
of Logan-I will have it; " and e got it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He says lie will give it
back.

Mr. BLAKE. I must say I thought the party cowardly
putting in North Perth and insisting on Logan.

Mr. HESSON. Wallace gave 175 Tory majority last
time.

Mr. BLAKE. The arrangements were such, according
to the returns, that at amy rate Noirh Peith did not want to
lose Logan, and has got it back again.

Mr. HESSON. I wanted to preserve the shape of my
county.

Mr. LIAKE. Of course, he did, and to preserve the Tory
complexion of bis county; and he himself felt that the
county, after carrying out the Governments proposals,
after six months of deliberation, would be a shapeless
county ; but there are other shapeless counties whieh are
simply monstrosities.

Mr. HESSON, Come up and try our county.
Mr. BLAKE. It is remarkable to see those bold, gallant

men who proposed to carve up the constituencies to suit
themselves challenge us to come up and try conclusions
with them. "Come on," he says, "I have prepared the
bat tle field, and am ready for the encounter." Then it was con-
sidered expedient toe strengthen the hon. member for Centre
Wellington, and to give him the township cf Maryboro;
but the hon. member for North Wellington said, with great
propriety- I can imagine the conversation, though I was not
present: "I have no objection to a fair exchange, to swap a
township, but to lose Maryboro without getting something
for it, is more than I can bear; and, therefore, if yo take
Maryboro to strengthen yourselves in the centre, I must have
Wallace or some other place." And my hon. friend will
probably'say, also: "I challenge yon to come and meet me,"
after the constituency is prepared to suit himself. So that
we had to get a new Bill to remedy those difficulties and
alterations-to remedy the alterations hon. gentlemen
opposite had made to suit themselves in various particulars.
I have already announced the considerations which led to
the arrangement respecting the north riding of Bruce. I
have stated to the House, % bat I repeat, that the leading
Conservative Association in North Bruce met in solemn
conclave and passed a resolution to the effect that it would
be a safe Conservative constituency if' you took out the
townships of Bruce and Saugeen, which includes Port Elgin
-that to retain Saugeen and Port Elgin would make it
dangerous and disastrous in the near future.

Mr. BOWELL. How does the hon. gentleman know
that ?

Mr. BLAKE. I know it to be a fact.
Mr. BOWELL. I will tell you how you know it ?
Mr. BLAKE. I will say to you that what has been done

in the north riding of Bruce, at the instigation of the Con-
servative Association, is another proof of the equalization
spoken of, which cuts that riding down to a little over
17,000 inhabitants, while the west riding of Bruce is
made up to 25,000, a difference of over 7,000. If the

Mr. BLAXi.

equalizers had left the township of Saugeen in the north
riding, Bruce would have produced two constituencies very
nearly equal in point of number. These are some of the
events which took place almost on the surface, which
appeared to us after the first reading of the Bill, which we
know from the changes in the Bill, and as to which we can
conjecture the moving causes of several of them. But we
do not know, of course, all the precedent discussions-all the
arrangements which were in process of execution for so
long before the measure assumed the form in which it was
first presented in this House. I say the Bill is not a just
Bill for the redistribution of the representation of Ontario;
it is a personal, a party, a political measure, framed with
regard to party ends and aims, with a design to use power,
so far as those who are in power can, unjust.y to promote
their own objects. I arn amused at this commentary upon
the boasts of these bon. gentleman for the last four years,
and this testinony to the sincerity of these boasts. Why,
all the time they have been telling us how proud they were
to considor that the day was approaching on which
they would go back to their constituents and invite thema
to endorse thcir action. AIl the time -they have been
telling us they were growing in strength, growing in popu-
larity, particuilarly in Ontario. All the time they have
been telling us about their superior strength in Ontario,
under the returns. I do not know the exact figures; it bas
not been worth my while to count them up. I suppose
they give about three to one in favor of bon. gentlemen
opposite, and they say they are stronger to-day, and are
more than three to one. I do not know in what way they
lead themselves to this belief; but 1 know it to be au
unfounded belief. I know this Bill .proves, and they have
a shrewd suspicion of it, that they cannot carry their
present seats and retain thoir present majority: and this
Bill is designed, so far as they can make up by legislation,
for the strength they have lost by their misdeeds for the
last four years and by the results to which they have led.
Now, they confess that they expect to be strengthened by
it. They confess that and say : "Oh, yes; but that is
because any measure which enabled the principle of the
equalization of the population to be carried out would
strengthen us." On a minor scale that thing was done in 1872,
in the case of Monck and Haldimand, and in the division of
Huron and Wellington. The bon. gentleman was assistDd on
that occasion as ho believed by that measure. The changes
were, on the face of them, looking at the returns and at the
apparent streng t h of parties in the divisions,obviously and pal-
pably designed to give him political strength at the elections.
That did not succeed any more than this measure will suc-
ceed. The hon. gentleman had on that occasion this legis-
lative string to bis bow, the Redistribution Act of 1872; and
ho had that other string to bis bow, which came of ihe
arrangement made ia Montreai with Sir lHugh Allan,
and by bribing the constituencies of Ontario, as had
been agreed upon, he hoped and expected to obtain a
majority. Of course, we do not know what are the arrange-
ments which the hon. gentleman bas made for the supply
of money on this occasion-whether they are of the same
character, or from what source they are to come. But bis
political arrangements which are upon Ibe surface, which
are before us, which are toe homae by Act of Parliament,
are plain, and they are very extensive indeed. They, are
contained largely in this measure, though they are contained
also in other measures which, if I had time, I would be
glad for a moment to allude. Now, I bave said that I believe
this measure will fail of its obvions and. intendel effects;
and I say so because, in the first place, a measure so
treacherous, unjust and indefensible as this will arouse, as it
has aroused, to the uttermost the zeal, the enthu-
siasm, ithe indignation of those whom te hon.
gentleman is endeavouring to oppress; because,
in the second place, there are a considerable number in
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every constituency of fair-minded persons who do not take
a very active part in politics, who are not very much
enamoured of party, but who will rosent, as upon a former
well-known occasion they did rosent, what they believe to
be an abuse of a high trust, an attempt to trample those
who are supposed to be in the power of the'oppressors; and
will give their voiceb in favor of those who are sought to
be oppressed, and against the shameless oppressors; and
lastly, because I bolieve that even in the ranks of the
Conservative party there are to be found, if not in this
Ilouse, at any rate in the constituencies, out and carve them
as you will, many men who will repudiate the claims of
party, if the cost of allegiance to party be the support of a
measure of this description, who will prefer the recognition
of the just and sounder principles to which I rofer, which
the hon. gentleman himself propounded in 1872, of adherence
to the county and municipal boundaries, who will not be
compelled by the disguised suggestion that that principle
is no longer in force, and that some new
principle is triumphant, and is to blot out all
former ccnsiderations ; but they will recognize the fact, that
without cause, without reason, without any just pretence for
the action, the hon. gentleman has departed from lis own
views publicly expressed as the leader of the Government
and endorsed by Parliament in 1874, and departing from it
to tour asunder men who are solemnly associated together
as one community for electoral purposes, to break cherished
associations, to break the associations of business and of
local and municipal interests-and all for the purpose which
ho does not even accomplish in fact, which ho barely
professes to have in view, of equalization, and for that
purpose to disregard those close ties, those higher and more
important considerations. I am glad to say that these views
are being largely adopted, that there is a very great deal of
dissatisfaction with this measure, not confined to the lon.
gentleman's opponents, but existing also among the hon.
gentleman's friends. There is a great deal of dissatisfaction
amongst those who believe that no sufficient cause has
been urged for that departure from former plans
of representation which obtain everywhere exceptin Ontario.
The hon. gentleman will find that though ho may
by the force of bis majority transfer territory and meti's
bodies, he will not transfer their minds or their opinions.
He will find that though he may transfer the voters, he will
not transfer the votes. They will vote in another loeality
and also in another way; and they will vote another way
just because they condemn the action of the bon, gentleman
in proposing this measure. It is my daty to lay before the
House the objections in detail to this measure. I have
already stated the conclusion, viz.: that it is a measure
breaking down altogether the hon. gentleman's principle of
action as heretofore stated, not accomplishing ut all his new
principle of action, the equalization of population at all
hazards, but dealing with the constituencies in a low, party
spirit, with the design, if he can, of strengthening himself
and hurting those who are opposed to him. It is my duty
even, within these walls, to appeal, not to the supporters
who have concocted this measure, but to those who como
from other Provinces and have a cherished system of county
representation which bas not been interfered with, to look
at what is being done to-day m Ontario by this Bill,
to consider how they would like such a measure
applied to themselves ; and if their answer
be as, if honestly given, I know it will bo, that
they would not endure such a measure as
applied to themselves, that they would rosent the proposal,
that they would consider it a thing to be rejected
with scorin and indignation, I ask them to apply thoso
principles to the Province of Ontario which they would
desire to sec applied to themselves, and as they would not
like to be so deait with, not to so deal with us. It is unfor-
tunate that the details haveto be entered into; but, of course,

a general statement on the one band, that the Bill is just,
and a general statement on the other that the Bill is unjust ;
a general statemeat on the one band, that it interferes
slightly with county boundarios, and, on the other band,
that it interferes greatly with those boundaries; a general
statement on the one hand, that it is an equalizing bill,
and on the other, that it leaves inequality so gross as not to
deserve that name, or to be defended under that title -these
general statements balance and neutralize one another.
Therefore, it is that I feel bound to go through this measure
and show wherein it sins against the principles to which I
have referred, and against every view which ought to com-
mend a measure to the acceptance of a Legislature. In the
first place, I say that county boundaries are violated most
flagrantly, and I refer once again, upon this subject, to the
hon. gentleman's statement and bis mode of observing it.
ln introducing bis Bill of 1872, ho said:

I With respect to the rural constituencies, the desire of the Govern-
ment has been to preserve the representations for counties, and sub-
division of counties as much as possible. It is considered objectionable
to make representation a m-re geographical term. (Hear, hear). It is
desired as much as possible te keep the representation within the
county, so that each county that is a municipality of Ontario should be
represented, and if it becomes large enough, divide it into ridings-that
principle is carried out in the suggestions I am about to make. That
rule was broken in 1867 in three constituencies, viz. : Bothwell, Card-
well, Monck; and I do not think en the whole that the experimert bas
proved a successful one. I do not think it was unsuccessful as far as
the representatives of those new constituencies themselves were con-
cerned, as they are well and ably represented by the gentlemen who
now hold seats for the constituencies; and I hope that if am returned
agaiu to the next Parliament I shall meet those hon. members. But it
is obvious that there is a great advantage in havinLg counties elect men
whom they know. Our municipal systemn gives an admirable oppor-
tunity te constituencies to select men for their deserts. We all know
the process which happily goes on in western Ontario. A young man
in a county commences his public life by being elected by the neigbbors
who know him to the Township Council. If he shows himselfpossesced
of administrative ability, he is made a Reeve or Deputy Reeve of his
county. He becomes a member of the County Council, and as is experi-
ence increases, and his character and abilities beco ne known, he is se-
lected by his people as their representative in Parliament. It is, I
think, a grand system that the people of Canada should have the oppor-
tunty of choosing for political promotion the men ix whom they bave
most confidence and of whose abilities they are fully assured. All that
great advantage is lost by cutting off a portion of two separate counties
and adding them together for electoral purposes ouly. Those portions
so eut off have no common interest ; they do not meet together, and
have no conmmon feeling except that once in five years they go to the
polls in their own towaship to vote for a man who may be known in
one section and not in the other. This tends towards the introduction
and development to the American systen of caucuses, by which wire-
pullers take adventurers for their political ability only aud net for any
personal respect for them. So that as rnuch as passible, from any point
of view, it ii advisable that counties should refuse men whom they do
not know, and when the representation is increased it should be by sub-
dividing the counties into ridings."

The hon. gentleman's speech was commented on from this
side of the louse, and at a subsequent period of the debate,
referring to this commentary, he read thesie words:

" [ believe the House generally agrees with me that the county orga-
nizationsshould preserve as mnch as possible their municipality limits."

So that I think I have proved clear-ly, not merely what was
the principle that the hou. gentleman enuneiated mn 1872,
but also the tact that it was generally accepted by the House,
and that the hon. gentleman himself, in closing, so far as ho
was concerned, the debate, once again reiterated the prin-
ciple. Now, Sir, what is the hon. gentleman's answer to all
that ? He says: " I thinkso still; I would not withdraw a
word of it; those words express my opinion of to-day ;
but the whole state of things is altered because Mr.
Mowat passed a Bill in the Ontario Legislature to readjust
representation, andthat was quite wrongr; the Bill was a
very bad one, it violated my principlesi and views; it, was
contrary to my opinions, which I still hold. Le bas not
converted me to those opinions, and I hold then yet, but I an
going to follow him; as ihe did wrong 1 shall do wrong too;
as he violated the principle of counkty representation I shall
violate it as welil; as he inflcted upon this Province, so far
aa ho could, these great evils, I will do al in my .power to
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complete the infliction, and as he bas done in the Province is divided into two ridings. -o yon and her eby Mr.
I wil al-o Jo in the Dominion. what I can to deprive the Mowat's Bill, in advance of the hon. gentlemans action,
cou nty orga-'zation,, in Ontario, of the advantage but in accordance with the hon. gentleman's professed
they now posoe of affording a suffivient mode of principles, a restoration of the principle of the county
elevatirng their young men hy degrees from the municipal boundary as the true limit, and of the plan of
municipal and township councils to the county councils, dividing the largest counties into two or three ridings as
from the town councils to the county wardenship, the mode in which the representation should be applied.
and firom Ihe wardenship to a seat in Parliament, What followed ? The county of Kent was divided into two
and say thai M r. Mowat bas bro'zen that system down so far ridings. Thus you find the second marked application of
a, the Provincial LegLislt:,ure is concerned, he bas donc a the same principle-Bothwell blotted out of the
great wo g l'Ontario. anrd Iwill completeit: Iwill destroy map, Kent and Lambton, the two municipal coun-
the last chance there is for keeping the representation of tics of which Bothwell was composed, actually divided
the country upon a sound principle, and I will violate a good into two ridings. You find that not merely in
prin<iple because he bas done it " Well. Sir, I will show you those changes which were necessary in order to add
in the way I put it, how absurd this answer would be if it seats for the simplo purpose of adding seat., but in
were truc, how utterly preposterous it would be to assign the other modifications which were made. The Bill goes
as a reason for doing this thing that a wrong had been done upon the linos of recognizing the importance of municipal
by anoher legislator in another Legislature. There still county representation, and UpoL no other linos. The county
remains, supposing it to be truc, the principle of carrying of Essex was divided into two ridings. Once again, you find
out, with reference to this great Legislature, with reference a municipal county having the largest population divided
to this more desired object, with reference to this higher into two ridings, and the same principle of not making
object of aspiration than is stated in the Local Legislature, meroly the electoral districts but of keeping the county
the full opportunity of carrying out the first principle, It united, and where it was too large, or was entitled to more
is all with us. We have it here, it cannot be taken away representation, dividing it into ridings, exemplified by this
from us. Are we to give it up? Are we to abandon it? Bill. The municipal county of Dufferin was provisionally
Are we to go in a wrong path because in the Local Logis- established after many efforts had been made by the people
lature it is said Mr. Mowat has so gone ? The proposition in that neighborhood to attain what they thought was a
is absurd; but the argument bas another weakness, and that boon to them. The counties from which it was cut off are
is that it is founded upon an utterly and entire misappre- counties of enormous size, and their county towns Mr.
hension of the Bill to which the bon. gentleman has alluded. Mowat formed from the localities out of which Dufferin
Well, an hon. gentleman suggests misreprescntation, was formed, and upon the petitions of the localities inter-
and I will believe that the hon. gentleman had that argu- ested the provisional municipal county of Dufferin was
ment put in his bands while lie was speaking by somebody formed, and it was erected into a county upon proclam-
whom he had told that Mr. Mowat's Bill had done this, and that ation after a vote of tho people had been taken in each
he used the argument in the heat of debate, not having read locality, if I rightly remember, affirming the view that
the Bill, for I cannot believe, if this were not the case, that those townships and municipalities which constituted
he would have said what lie did. Now, what were the Dufferin should be constituted into one municipal
changes made by Ibe Act to which the hon. gentleman bas county. That municipal county so created, was
referred, and which I read, I must confess, for the first time given one ofthe additional seats. Once again, you find an
after the bon. gentleman's speech ? In the first place, the emphatic and expressed recognition of the principle of muni-
representation of Ontario was settled by the hon. gentleman cipal county representation. Dufferin was formed into muni-
himself in the first instance, it was settled by the coalition cipal county and is given a member in the Local Legislaturo.
government which passed Confederation, and it stood, if I Then, Sir, Dufferin municipal county was formed in pait of
rightly understand the question, wholly unchanged until Grey, Wellington and Simcoe, it comprised a part of the elec-
the close of the year 1874-when the Act was passed, after toral district of Cardwell. Obviously the formation of that
the Census, to give additional members to the Province of county of Dufferin, taking away a part of the electoral
Ontario. Now, the first change that took place, taking them district of Cardwell, not very large in its population, ren-
by the order of the sections cf the Bill, was that the muni- dered it necessary to add a township to Cardwell in order to
cipal county of Huron was divided into three ridings instead make it proper that Cardwell should be continued as one
oftwo. There was surely no departure from the principle electoral district ; and if i recol lect aright, a village was
of county municipal representation, there was simply a divi- taken from South Simoce, adjoining the townships in Card-
sion of a riding, one of the largest in the Province, and most well and added to Cardwell, not altering the political com-
entitled by its increased population, as recognized by the plexion of the south riding of Simcoe, which was
bon. gentleman himself, to three representatives. The second Conservative, as far as I remember a convenient modo
change which took place was the abolition of the electoral of effecting what was a necessary readjustment
district of Bothwell. The oast, division of Bothwell bad There wLs in this action no disregard of the principle cf
been established by the hon. gentleman, it was one of the county representation; the only alternative that could bave
three electoral districts to which he referred in 1872 as baving taken place would have been to abolish Cardwell. Suppos-
been unsuccessful experiments-not successful in the char- ing you were to continue Cardwell, it was essential to add
acter of the men whom they had sent to represent them one township, and that was what was done. Then the
here, but unsuccessful experiments on the whole, and not to county of Grey was divided into threc ridings. There was
be repeated. So far from going on lines different from those no alteration there of county bounds. The municipal
of the hon. gentleman, it appears the Ontario Legislature county of Wellington as it existed atter the creation of tho
proceeded on his lines, only they brought into action in this municipal county of Dufferin was readjusted because its
instance that about which he simply spoke. He declaimed bounds were changed, its extent and area were changed by
against Bothwell, Cardwell and Monck as mistakes. He the formation of Dufferin. There, again, there was nO
mad: "Yes, they are such great mistakes that we will departure from the principle of recognizing municipal
abolish Bothwell." For what purpose? For the purpose county representation. The districts of Muskoka and Parry
of applyirg in a new direction the principle of county Sound, which I think had been formed iute rovisional
representation. What was done? Bothwell is aboliebed, one judicial districts, but which had not receivedseparate
of the three electoral districts, not identified particularly with representation, received that representation, and someln
counties, is abolished, and the municipal county of Lambton townships that had therefore been added to North Victoria,

Mr. BLAKY.
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but which were not part of the county of Victoria, which
were a municipal part of Simcoe, but not an electoral part
of Simcoe at that time, were transfertred from North Victoria
to the new provisional district and electoral district of
Muskoka and Parry Sound. There was, again, no disruption
of municipal ties. There was the recognition of the pro-
visional judicial district as entitled to more than a town-
ship, not a township from the electoral district of Simcoe,
but from the electoral district of North Victoria.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Those townships are still a
municipal part of Victoria.

Mr. BLAKE. No; not as I understand it.
Mr. CAMERON. The warden of the county of Victoria

is reeve of-one of those townships at this moment.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not so understand it.
Mr. COOKBURN. The hon. member for North Victoria is

correct; a portion of Muskoka is connectedwith the county
of Victoria for municipal purposes.

Mr. BLAKE. However that may be, those were arrange-
ments which were connected with northern and north-
eastern townships, and if it be the case (which I have not
been able to ascertain myself from a hurried perusal of the
Bill) that certain townships were abstracted from Victoria
and put in the new district, it is an exceptional case, and is
by no means a justification of the proposition that the
principle of the Bill is to abolish and abrogate municipal
and county divisions, as the hon. member has said. East and
West Poterboro' were readjusted, but as far as I can ascortain
no change was made in the principle to which I have referred.
C rtain townships were taken from Lanark and added to
South Renfrew; the same abstraction applies to Brock-
ville, a township was added, but there is no change in the
county and municipal bounds. Niagara is abolished, and
Lincoln, of which Niagara is municipally a part, is con-
stituted one electoral district as if one county. A general
provision of the Bill says:

"IE very village, township or place lying within the territorial limits
of any electoral district, and not specifically ineluded in other districts,
by the Acts hereby amended or by this Act, shall be taken to be and be
part of the electoral district in which it is so locally situated."
Thus you find that whether you regard the general provis-
ions or the details of the Statute, the principle elacidated
is the recognition of the municipal county divisions and the
application of that principle by giving a member to every
county and more than one to such counties as by their
population are entitled to more members than one, in which
case the division would be into ridings. No fair ininded
man can reflect on the Statute without deducing from it as
its principle and underlying basis that view of representa-
tion to which I have referred ; and therefore it is I
maintain that the excuse of the leader of the Government,
if it were true, that Ontario was cut up by that Act, is no
excuse because it is accurate to say that the principle of
this measure is non-recognition of the municipal and county
bounds.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. BLAKE. The question to which my hon. friend

from North Victoria referred, so far as it concerns the con-
nection of certain townships of North Victoria with
Muskoka, is occasioned by these townships being also con-
joined to Muskoka in the Act of 1872. The same townships
which, be.onging to Victoria municipally, form a part of it
electorally aiso formed part of that county
electorally in the Province of Ontario. He says
also that another change was made in that
direction by the formation of the provisional and
judicial county of Haliburton, including some portions of a

township formerly belonging to Peterboro', and the con-
junction of these with the North Victoria. Those are the
only instances in regard to which the observation
might be made that we have simply the fact
that following the legislation here they attached the
townships forming the provisional county with
the north riding of Victoria with which they naturally
belong. I repeat that on the whole it is utterly impossible
te demonstrate by any fair process of reasoning that the
Bill furnishes any ground-if its being analogous or based
on the same principle would form a ground-for the present
legislation. But I proceed to discuss the mode in which the
county municipalities have been dealt with. I wish to
analyse for a little what the resulta are of this great measure
of equalization, because, mark you, this enormous disturbance
of the political map of Ontario is founded on one proposi-
tion, that it is proper to equalize the voting population,
that it is proper to arrange that thore shall i>e the same
number of persons entitled to return a member in
one part of the country as shall be entitled to
return a member in another part of the
country. I wish to enquire how far the Bill as it is
before us reaches that object, how far this can be said
honestly to be a Bill having that in view, how far it can be
justitied disturbing as it is as a Bill accomplishing an
approximate e4 ualization of the population. Take the
eastern district-the eastern third of the Province considered
by the nuaber of seats-take the eastern thirty-two seats,
extending as far west as Durham and Victoria inclusive. It
will be observed that, so far as representation goes, the
eastern district comprises little more than one-third of the
total number of seats to be allowed to Ontario by this Bill,
the centre and west comprising sixty. Now, there are for
that allotment of thirty-two, 511,674 souls, or an average of
18,550 to a member. The quota under the Act which gives
an increase is 20,908, and, therefore, the eastern district,
with its thirty-two seats, averages 2,358 per seat under the
quota. The centre and west, with their 60 seats, have a
population of 1,329,654, averaging 22,161 souls to a member,
or 1,253 per seat over the quota. The difference between
the eastern and centre and the west is no less than 3,611
per seat on the average. This is the condition of
things with reference to the division en bloc between
the east and the centre and west. To give the same
power to the contre and west which is given to the
east by this Bill, the centre and west should have more
than 7i members instead of having only 60 as they have at
present, and if you allowed to each member in the west
and centre the 18,550, which is the average in the oast,
you would have 11 more in the centre and west, than you
have by this Bill. I say that that brief statement of ftcts
demonstrates that this measure is not defensible on the
ground that it is a measure for equalizing the people, because
it is a measure which does not give even an approximate
political strength in proportion to the number of persons in
e ach constituency. But while tbat is the general result in
a large sense, I can exemplify it more strikingly by
referring to some details which will show how utterly
absurd is the ground taken that this is a measure of equali-
zation. Take eight of the smaller constituencies: South
Grenville with a population.of 13,526, North Leeds 12,423
-the latter having been actually reduced by about 500
souls from its previous population-Brockville 15,207,
Frontenac 14,993, Kingston 14,091, West Peterboro' 13,310,
Ottawa-with two seats-27,412; making a total of
110,962 souls, with eight seats, or an average of 13,870. In
the same district is to be found Russell, with 25,000 souls or
nearly double the population, Lennox with 16,314 souls,
Addington 23,470, Frontenac 14,993; and consider if you
please that a large portion of the territory and population
of Addington belongs municipally to Frontenac. Take
seven other small seats seo as to get a larger
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average South Wentworth 15,599, as readjusted, and Brockville. The population of North Janarirs
Monck 15,940, which has been readjusted by 13,943, of South Lanaxk, 20,032-a total of 33,975; an
being reduced, Peel 16,387, Cardwell 16,770, Lennox average of 16,987 souls. As 1 have shown you, the
16,314, East Hastings 17,315, West Hastings 17,400-total average ofthe whole of the thirtytwo eastern ridings, in the
115,665; to which add the population for the eight smallest middle of which the Lanarks are, is 18,552- The
seats and you will have a total of 226,627 for fifteen seats, average of the Lanarks is therefore only 1,565 below
or an average of 15,108 under this equalization Bill. Now, the general average. But there are eiglt seats in this enstern
take eight of the largest constituencies: Kent 28,112, East district, the average of whicb, as I have shown, is 13,870, or
Simcoe 27,185, South Wellington 26,618, East Elgin 26,303, 2,608 below the average of the Lanarks. There la therefore
North Perth 26,538, North Simcoe 26,120, North Huron no especial reason why the Lanarks should be changed in
26,098, North Wellington 26,024, a total for the eight of respect to county boundaries. An easy arrangement is
212,998, an average for the eight largest pf 26,624 against capable of being made to avoid the disparity of population
an average in the eight smallest of 13,870. Proceeding, as between the ridings. There is a tier of municipahities to
I have already done, and taking the seven nexthighest con- the southward of North Lanark, by adding one or more of
stituencies, we find the following: West Bruce, which to the south riding, you could equalize the popula.
23,618; South Grey, 25,703; East Grey, 25,909; tions of the two ridings without adding anything to Lanark
Russell, 25,802; South Oxford, 24,798; North Ox- or taking anything from it. Any hon. gentleman who will
ford, 24,390; East Middlesex, 24,552, or a total of look at the map will sue how that conld be dose. But Sir?
176,053, to which add the eight already quoted look at North leed and Grenville and Brockville. These
and you have an aggregate for the fifteen ridi-ngs of comprise 40,886 souls with three seats, or 13,828 on an

389,05,627 of the other ff3teen, or an average, which Lantoaho reduced to 12,423. North Lanark
average o i,936 each-almost 26,000 souls-against an was too smail, but it was not so small as North Leeds
average of 15,108 souls in the imallest townships. No Iess s to be. It ad to hs made larger, but it ould not be
than 162,423 persons are loft unrepresented in the fifteen made larger by taking a township from my hon. friend
large districts as compared with the fifteen emaller eues, and who sits smiling a tme there, but by cutting a piece
to give the same proportiosate represeutation to a the from Caeton, and South Lanark efo be readjusted by
larger that you do t the smal leryou wil have togive them taking a piece from some other place, so a portion is taken
twenty-aix members, and to give the same proportionate from South Leeds to add to il, thus reducing the popu-
representation to the eight largeaI that yod would to ihe, lation cf that riding down hc 12,423. Yet South Grenvillo
eight smallestyou would have to give them sixteon membera.2 is lelf at 13,256. Brockville will he 13,000. But his feelings
Iu fact, Sir, if you want Io equanize, if you want a overcae hlm when ho thought of Lauark, and ho feit
reality insead of a rham, you muet proceed frome one that a crying wrong had to ho remedied. A nd how did he
end of the Province to the other, taking off the malleat remedy it? o e takes two towuships ont of the county of
municipalities from the more populous ridiiag and addig Carleton iu North iLanark. Careton, as we ail know, is
theni 1 the bs populous ones witbouî regard to anythiug a strong Tory county, though my bo. friend had another
else than this one consideration. If yondid that youmigbt hiard time of i0secure, ho election there on the last
accomplits one thing, thougut I believe il would be at a occasion.
coot in excers of any value to ho derived from Mr. iROCHESTEiR. No, no.
it-the equaoization ofo the population. But this Mr aBLA pE. Weill, I think it wa close eough. The
measure dos not accomplish that, it dos not l o thLedsandGenvind BroviTs
approacu even an approximate equalization of the popula-f homprgisenteman48 sos wh den th m eats o a 2si oran
tion a the consti2uencies. You adopt that plan by which iwstoheTie bndvereuent, d tho 1l4e2 oth canakesD
lu effet yo 2a say and do say that whenever2you6 an was th oismha e e, but iwnoosm s h L
streughon yorself or weaken your adversary, we mu s do do toe. It hag t
a tle equalization are; but iunra elastie and where you find Mr. ROCHESTER. We wauted to equalize the number.
you eau strengthen your own cause, or weaken that of the Mn. siL E. We ail know jut where the hon. getle-
other ide, there sa not much diffoculty found leven teducing man is desirous of equaliaing the number. Ho is
already inadequate populations. Where i would reduie the quite ready to make a change where the Reformern
strength of conties on the other ide therepis not much diffi can o hurt, but elsewhore the numbrs are topho
culîy even in increasing auperabundaut populations. A very loft where Ihey are. Now Lauark was too amall.
sight variation for the averagegh quite aufficient t prose t It did no have enough of population to1, adju4. it withinit
a cause of over-ruling nocesity which obligeasthese bon. own bounda, and se two townhips had to Badded from
gentlemen to absorb ounty corporations ad omake a new Careton. But that made Lanark too large, and 0hefaving
arrangement entirely regardles of them. Therela a gros added on somthing ha the orthmiding, Aomething bas
violation of county limita having as a resut, upon the basis got te i off the southw iding. By a piece of ill-luck
of the figures of the contest of 1878, the weakening of one or mifortune, which I a sure my hon. fniend for
party and the sorengthening of the other. It i y idonc in such the south riding ( r. lhaggart) deeply deplore , it
a way, with such persistency, and with sc a general reult bocame absolutely ncessarylu pursuing his poliey of
that il is impossible that any but the mobt prejudiced eau absolute justice which. is the eading idea of Ibis BiVo
cote e any other conclusion than phati. t the design thd take from it the village of Smih'as Fals, which. polled a
and objedt of ebis meacure. Now, S h, i order to establish majonity of ninsty-sevdn voles agains the hon gentleman.
that proposition, a shar deal with a large numbor of the I am sorry for my hon. fiend that such cutihg and carving
constituenies dealt with by the hon. gentleman u wgroupa, up of the southr iding of Lanark was nelessary, and that
as neaely as possible deaing with those that are interfored bis political strengthshod have been impaired by the boss
with in the same connection. I yu notposasible do so of a municipality which, in 1878, polled against him a
always, because the intetlacing la so varied and extensive. m rjority of ninety-seve nRefom votes. The village of
Not much change is made n the easern district. It did Smith's Fas lladded bj the litto wriding of North Leed.
not suit h em s mae im, and as Il say, ho uas of t great dis- I do net thi e North Leds would have been very mueh is
parity as betwoenteasi, Contre sd West Ontano, as the barge if Smih's Falls had been left on, but that would ot
figures I gave a moment ago established. Butlotustakea do. That lit addition of a couple ofthousand sous would
group in the east ho does deal with, made up of North not anbwer, and so the township of Kittley la taken off
lanark, Souh Lanark, Caneton, North Leeda, Grenville North Leedan ud added t n Brockville. We al seo what
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this little game is designed for. It is not equalization, but
it is a disturbing of the county boundaries in order, as the
hon. gentleman hopes, to weaken the Reformers in North
Lanark, to strengthen himself in South Lanark, to have
North Leeds and Grenville safe, and to weaken Brockville.
And this, while Lennox is left with a population of but
16,314, and Addington with a population of 23,470, which
is taken in a large measure from the municipal coun y of
Frontenac, comprising only 14,993, while West Peterboro'
is left with 13,310. In the whole eastern district there is an
average of 18,523, or between three and four thousand souls
less than the average for the centre and western districts.
But there was not much change made in the eastern dis-
trict. The hon. gentleman thought that changes in that
district would not bear much political fruit, and so
he leaves this collection of the smallest constituencies in the
province untouched, except to reduce one of them and in-
crease another a little. He passes by these sinaller consti-
tuencies and goes on to Centre and Western Ontario, where
he makes his great changes. Take the map, and look at
North and South Ontario, Muskoka, North, Eist and West
York, North and South Simcoe. What is the state of things
there as it stands ? The county of Ontario, south riding,
has a population of 20,708; the north riding has a popula-
tion of' 28,434,-a total of 49,142; or an average for the two
of 24,521. I have shown to you already that the average
for the whole sixty constituencies in Centre and Western
Ontario is 22,161, so that the average for the two Ontarios
would be but 2,411 above that average. The population of
those two counties is perfectly capable of adjustment within
thoir own municipal bounds, with the result of giving to
eaeh riding a population of 24,500 souls. As to the Yorks,!
there are at present three ridings,-the east riding with a-
population of 23,312, North York with a population of 24,-
502, and West York with 18,804 souls, an aggregate of 66,
618, or an average of 22,206 for each riding. The quota is
but 20,904, so that these three counties are but 1,296 each
above the average quota. The average for the central and
western districts is 22,161, so that the average for the
Yorks is but 40 above the average of those groups
of constituencies, and they can be easily adjusted
within their bounds, adjoining as they do, a lai-go
number of municipalities which want readjustment most.
The west riding of York, with a population of only 18,804,
is left untouched, because the hon. gentleman thinks
ho bas a strong cause there, and ho wants some change
in the other riding to effect his purpose. Take the
Simcoes, the south riding, with a population of 20,891,
and the north riding with 49,238, or a total of 79,129,
and an average for three seats of 25,376. This num-
ber is above the general average for the sixty con-
stituencies by 3,215, but the county is easily capable of
readjustment within its own bounds. That municipal
population to which I have referred, would of course bo
diminished, if, as is right, a meimber were given to the
municipal county of Dufferin, part of whose municipal
bounds are within the bounds of the district of South
Simcoe, and if an additio ual portion were taken, as would
necessarily follow upon giving a member to Dufferin in the
readjustment of Cardwell. So that, now while that is the
state of things as it is, what are the actual results of the
proposed change? There is the new riding of West Ontario,
with a population of 19,730, and the riding of South
Ontario, which would have 20,241 as against 20,348.
The riding of South Ontario has 20,241, against 20,348, or
107 less in population than it is now; North Ontario has
20,828, instead of 28,434; Muskoka is eut down to 17,648
from 27,204; East York is 22,853, against the present popu-
lation of 23,3 12; West York, the most defective in point of
population of all, is left where i t was; i orth York is
21,730, against 24,502 at present; South Simcoe is 22,721,
against 26,981; North Simeoe is 26,120, and East Simcoe,
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27,185; and such revolutionary changes have been made in
order to accomplish the equalization at the very spot whore
the equalizing process should go on most freely. You find
one of the Yorks left where it is, a new riding made up of
19,730, another reduced to 17,646, and yen find two new
ridings, one with 26,120 and another with 27,185, ail in the
same batch. Now, to accomplish these admirable results in
the process of equnalizing tho population, what has been
done ? The municipal bounds have been violated and the
electoral bounds changed thus: West Ontario is
made up of Whitchurch, taken from North
York, Newmarket from North York, Stouffville
partly from North York and partly from East York, Pick-
ering from South Ontario, Uxbridge from North Ontario,
and LJxbridge Village from North Ontario, being made up
of parts of two counties and parts of four ridings-that is
the mongrel constituency of West Ontario. The south
riding of Ontario is changed by adding the township of
Pickering to West Ontario, by taking Reach from North
Ontario and by taking Port Perry from North Ontario;
and North Ontario is changed by adding Port Perry and
Rech to South Ontario, by adding Uxbridge and Uxbridge
Village to West Ontario, and by taking Oakley, Macaulay,
Morrison, Ryde, Maclean and Bracebridge from Muskoka,
and Ieaving Scugog Island, whose electore will have to
travel seven miles through South Ontario to reach their
own division. East Simcoe is made up of seven municipalities,
from North Simcoe, which would give it a wholly adequate
population, as I shall show presently; but thatwould notdo for
the hon. gentleman in his equalizing process, and so ho takes
five Reform municipalities from Muskoka, including Wood,
Monck, Gravenhurst and Medora, with the result of producing
a very great inequality in the populations. The south riding
of Simcoe has transferred Bradford and West Gwillimbury
to North York, and the old north riding of Simcoe bas
transferred seven municipalities to East Simcoe; the north
riding of York has transferred Newmarket, Stonffville and
Whitchurch to West Ontario, and has added West Gwillim.
bury and Bradford from South Simcoe; and East York has
transferred Stouffville to West Ontario. Thus you find
changes in the municipal bounds and in the electoral bounds,
the whole face of that country changed to accomplish these
results. Now, as I said, the east riding of Simeoe which
has bad an adequate population without having added to it
from Muskoka the five townships I have mentioned; without
this addition, the population of East Simcoe would have
been 23,118, or in excess of equity, and in excess of the
average of those constituencies in which it is placed; but in
order to hive the Grits, the 180 majority in these townships
had to go, and so thoy are transferred to East Simcoe, which
is raised from 23,118 to 27,185, the county bounds
are broken, and Muskoka is lowered to 17,646.
Seven townships are also taken from Muskoka and added to
North Ontario. Now, what is the political effect of this
transaction, taking for convenience sake, the figures of 1878 ?
In South Ontario the hon. gentleman hopes to weaken the
Reform interest by 198 votes; in North Ontario by 260
votes ; in Muskoka by 163 votes; in East York by 42
votes; in North York by 181 votes; in North Simeoe
ho hopes to get a Tory majority of 287, and se weaken the
Reform interest by 237 votes. In East Simcoe ho puts
together twelve municipalities from North Simcoe and
Muskoka, of. which eleven had a Reforn majority and one a
tie, giving a Reform majority of 558; and in West Ontario,
lie puts together six Reform municipalities, giving a ma-
jority of 583; the general result being to give te the
Reformers great majorities in two ridings, and to weaken
them, according to the hon. gentleman's expectation, in six
ridings. The third group of' counties te which I shall refer
is composed of Lincoln, Niagara, Monck, South Wentworth,
North Wentworth, South Brant, North Brant and Haldi-
mand. The present population of Lincoln is 22,963,
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and the population of Niagara is 3,445, making
an aggregate of 26,408 in the old municipal county
of Lincoln, apart fron certain parts of Lincoln
which had previously been taken away, or 4,247 above the
average of the sixty constituencies, equal to a very large
number that are left and smaller in population than several
that are left. But it was necessary to add another township
to Monck, which had a population of 17,145 before the
equalizers put their hands upon it. North Wentworth has
a population of 15,998, and South Wentworth 14,993, or a
total of 30,991, being an average of 15,495, being higher by
1,631 than the average of eight of the smallest ridings to
which I bave referred as left by this scheme, within 435
of the population of readjusted Monck, and over 300 beyond
the average of fifteen of the smallest ridings which are left
by the equalizers. The south riding of Brant comprises
21,975 and the north riding 11,894, or a total of
33,869, giving an average of 16,934, or higher than
some eighteen or twenty constituencies which are
left untouched. Haldimand bas a population of
18,619 as it stands.Now,what are theresults of the change?
Lincoln and Niagara are made 23,400, instead of 22,96.3,
Monck is reduced fron 17,145 to 15,940, the north riding
of Wentworth is changed from 15,998, to 20,406, the south
riding of Wentworth is increased from 14,993 to-what ?
Why, to 15,539, and there is where the equalizers have left
it. The south riding of Brant is changed from 21,975 to
20,482; the north riding of Brant is changed from 11,894
to 17,645; and Haldimand, which is below the average,
numbering 18,619, is still further reduced to 17,660. So
that those who were so anxious to equalize Haldimand and
Monck and to get tbon upon the standard of 1872, have
now found it their duty in the pursuit of the same
phantom, to reduce Monck below what it was
in 1872, and to reduce Haldimand as well.
They must be equalized even at the expense of a general
equalization. Now, to accomplish that resuit, municipally
and electorally, they proceeded thus: Grimsby town and
village have been withdrawn from Lincoln and added
to the south riding 'of Wentworth; Barton township,
belonging to the county of Lincoln, municipally and elec-
torally, to the district of .Monck, has been added to South
Wentworth and withdrawn from Monck. The hon. gentle-
man who represents Monck 1 am sure will have regretted
the abstraction of the Reform township of Caistor from that
riding. Ie contended very earnestly, when it was proposed
to add the Tory township of Dunn in 1872, that he thought
ho was quite as competent to represent those extra thousands1
as any other man, and he wanted them added and it was all1
right. But ho does not seem to feel himself as competent-
to represent those thousands of souls in Caistor which basi
been taken from Monck, while Cayuga was taken fromi
Haldimand and added to Monck. The figures fer Moncki
are 15,240; so you have two changes in Monck-the
abstraction ofCaistor and the addition ot Cayuga. From South
Wentworth the township of Ancaster is withdrawn and
added to North Brant; the township of Caistor, municipally
belonging to Lincoln and electorally to Monck, is handed over
to South Wentworth; Gainsborough township and village are
taken from Lincoln and added to Monekl. Froin South
Brant the townships of Burford and Oakland are taken
away and added to South Oxford; Paris and Onondaga arer
transferred from North to South Brant. First of all, they
add to the weaker riding of North Brant, to the South, the(
strenger riding, two portions of the weaker; then theyt
take away from the stronger two of its townships and add1
then to another county. The north riding of Brant is
too small, and so Paris and Onondaga are taken away froma
it. But to make up for that abstraction Blenheim ia takent
from the north riding of Oxford and added to North Brant, i
and Ancaster is taken from Wentworth and added to Northa
Brant; and the constituencies formed from two townships,S
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one from North Brant and one from South Oxford, are
forty to forty-eight miles long and forty-four to forty-five
miles broad. Haldimand, as I have said already, which is
considerably below the quota, is equalized by being reduced
nearly one thousand. What is the purpose effected by this
business of equalization ? Lincoln and Niagara are con-
solidated; but then Grimsby village, with six of
a Tory majority, is withdrawn ; and Grimsby town-
ship, with sixty-four of a Reform majority, is
withdrawn; and Niagara., with two of a Tory majority, is
added, making a net result of weakening the Reformers by
62 votes. From Monck they have taken Caistor, which
had a Reform majority of 34 and Cayuga is added to it,
making a net Rerorm majority of 32. From South Went-
worth a township has been withdrawn and added to North
Brant. From South Wentworth, Ancaster has been with-
drawn and Grims by and Caistor added,weakening the Reform
majority by 177. To North Wentworth, the Tory township
of Nelson lias been added, which gave a Tory majority of
73, and also Burlington village, with 13 of a Tory majority,
thus weakening the Reformers by 86 votes. As regards
South Brant, Onondaga, which bas been added, gave a Tory
majority of 40, and these with the votes from the
other new additions weaken the Reformers by 241
votes. AL those results cannot bo accomplished with-
out hiving the Grits somewhere, and one place where
they have hived them largely, is North Brant, a riding
in which, on a poll of 700, we had a majority of 191
and which was perfectly safe for us. But by the
additions made where they did not do any good to us, the
Reform majority is increased to the handsome figure of 723.
The result is that our majority is incrcased in a consti-
tuency which was perfectly safe, while we are attempted
to be weakened in five ridings in this group. The next
group to which I will refer is that of North and South
Norfolk, North and South Oxford, and North and South
Perth. The population of North Norfolk comprises 17,219
seuls, and South Norfolk, 16,734, and an average of 16,846.
There are then 18 or 20 rid!ngs which are left by this
scheme very nearly equally divided as the constituencies
now stand. South Oxford comprises 24,732 and North
Oxford 25,361, giving an average of 25,046. South Perth
has 20,778 souls and North Perth 34,207, or an average of
27,492, a very fair average, but not so large as sonie of the
constituencies created and some altered by this sch 'me. It
was easy, if desired, to take 13,000 from South Perth and make
a new constituency without disturbinîg anything. It would
have been better to divide the counly equally. What are
the actual results of the changes in the population ? Old
North Norfolk had 11,219 of a population as against the
rew population of 20,293. Old South Norfolk had a popula-
tion of 16,294 against the new of 19,039. South Oxford was
too large bvfore, having a population of 21732, so it is
equalized by being increased to 24,778. North Oxford bad
25,361, which is reduced to 24,390. South Perth, old
population, 20,778; increased to 21,608. North Perth bad
34,207, and bas now less than 26,538. So the equalizers
did not get perfectly equalized in this division, when you
find the south riding with 21,008 and the north riding
with 26,53S, under this process of equalization. To accomn-
plish this result, what changes have taken place in the
municipal and electoral bouuds ? South Easthope has been
withdrawn from Perth and added to North Oxford, and
Osborne is taken from South Huron and added
to South Perth. From the north riding, East-
hope is withdrawn and Wallaco is added to
North Wellington and Palmerston is withdrawn and
added to North Wellington, so North Perth con-
tributes to two different constituencies. As to North Ox-
ford, North Easthope ls taken from North Perth and
added to North Oxford, and South Easthope is taken from
South Perth and added to North Oxford. Blenheim is
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withdrawn and added to North Brant; so the Oxfords bled of making any correction. I know that the hon. gentleman
in the north riding in those ways. From South Oxford, has these figures at his fingers' ends, for he had
Durham is withdrawn and added to North Oxford, and a great deal te do with them, being sort of
Tilsonburg is withdrawn and added to North Norfolk. sub counsel to one or two other persons in manipulating
Burford has to be taken from South Brant and also Oak- the constituencies of Ontario. What has been done to
land and added to South Oxford. What is the political accomplish these results? The township of Erin is with-
effect of these transactions? To the north riding of Nor- drawn fron South Wellington and IIInexcd to Halton in
folk a Tory majority of 46 is added by the attachment of order to make South Wellington below the quota and
Tilsonburg, 56 being added by the township of Durham, unequal to the other constituencies of Wellington. It is
giving a total Tory majority of 94, and weakening 'he total not added to the constituency which it adjoins, and which
Reform vote by 8. The realobject to be attained was to do it would raise up to something near the quota, but it is
my hon. friend from North Norfolk little hurt, but to make added whero it will do no harm by swelling the Reform
South Norfolk safe to the Goveru ment. So it was necessary majority already arranged for in Halton. Maryborough is
to take a Tory municipality from the north riding and add transferred from the north to the centre riding of Welling-
it to the south riding, to make him feel a little more com- ton, part of Shelburne village to East Grey, and Wallace is
foitable, and Simcoe was taken from the north riding with transferred from North Perth to the north riding of
a Tory majority of 94, and added to the south riding, thus Wellington; also a part of Palmerston. Halton, which
rendering necessary serions additions to the north riding of comprised a population as near the average as one can
Norfolk. The sole reason why any change was made in the hope to get, is mutilated by the abstraction from one corner
north, is that my hon. friend from the south riding may be of the township of Nelson and the village of Burlington, in
strengthened. The lion. gentleman having taken something order to weaken the Reformers in Wentworth, and by the
from the north had to add something to it from some other addition to another corner of the township of Erin taken
constituency to make things square. Frcn the south from the south riding of Wellington. What are the political
riding of Perth, South Osborne is withdrawn and Logan results? In the south riding ofWentworth the Reformers are
was added. But Logan was afterwards taken away, and weakened by 220 votes, in the centre riding by 36, and in the
the net result is that the Reformers are weakened by 195, north riding by 48. Halton, already a Reform riding, is
according to the return of 1878 in that south ridirig, and made more so by the withdramal of Nelson and Burlington
in the north riding of Perth the Reformers are weakened 1 to gerrymander North Wentworth, and Erin is now added to
205. But I admit we are strengthened in two constituen- Halton from South Wellington, in order te make the
cies of this group. In the south riding of Oxford, where gerrymandering complete, so that the Reform majority is
in 1878 we had a najority of 361, the hon. gentleman Las made 300 in the county o Halton. The general result is
been thoughtful enough to strengthen the Reform majority that the Reformers are weakened in the thrce ridings, and
by 327 votes by taking away somoeof the Tory municipali- strengthened in the county of Halton. Lot me deal with
ties which Le wanted, making a total majority in our inter- the case of the Middlesexes and London. Their present
est of 680 votes. He is generous to us when we are population is:
perfectly safe. He adds strength, but ho adds it by some North Middlesex ................................ 21,239
portion of Lis own supporters and putting them where they East do........ .......... 30600vill de most good. So with reference to the north riding West do.21,496
of Oxford. It is well known that there is a small Reform ""o"so""'"".........".............1 6
majority in that riding. In the last contest tliat majority London ..................................... .... 19746
summed up 903, but the hon. gentleman must add te it by Total.93)081
the changes he as made, 262, making a Reforn majority ""'".''""'""""'"" ,8
of 1,165 in the north riding of Oxford. The result of the This comprises the whole municipal county of Middlesex
lon. gentleman's various efforts in search of justice and with its city. East Middlesex comprises the town of
equality in these six rîdings is that he weakens the Refortm London East and the village of South London as suburbs of
interests in four and strengthens it in two, where Middlesex, and East Middlesex is the constituency in which
this strength is wholly useless, because it was there is the greatest equality. The average for these four
utterly impossible, as tbings stood, for any of his districts would be 23,270, a sum hardly in excees of the
friends te have the slightest chance. I will now deal with average to which I Lave referred. The average of
the Wellingtons and Halton. The present condition of the Centre and West Wellington could be easily adjusted by
Wellingtons is that South Wellington has a population of the addition which was suggested on the first reading of
25,40o-; Centre Wellington, 22,265; North Wellington, the Bill by the First Minister himself, by the addition
25,780, making a total of 73,445, or an average of 24,461, of one of the suburbs of London te London, and its with-
not seriously above the average of the 60 constituencies I drawal from East Middlesex; and the three ridings of
have mentioned. lalton bas a present population of Middlesex would be represented in accordance with their
21,919, while the quota is 20,908, and the average of the population, and with a full, fair and unusual degree
60 counties, 20,161. What las been accomplished in South of equality of numbers as bctween themselves. But what
Wellington ? The old population was 25,400, the new Las been done ? North Middlesex of which the old popula-
riding is 20,270. Centre Wellington Las now a population tion was 21,239, bas a new population of 19,540. East
of 26,818, as against the old figure, 22,265; and North Middlesex Las its old population cf 30,600 reduced to
Wellington, whose population was 25,780, is now reduced 24,552. West Middlesex whose former population was
to 26,024, or a total of 73,019, being a total change of 21,496, Las now but 19,491, and South Middlesex is given
only 326 souls in the three ridings, but with the result, in 18,S89. London is left as it is. This gives an average of
their distribution, of producing slightly greater inequalities 20,423 to the five ridings as against an average of 23,270 to
among the three than exists at present. Halton, which the four ridings according to the present numbers and dis.
had a population of 21,119, or 200 over the quota, bas been tribution, and all this although West Middlesex and North
moved up to 22,632 by the change, and te do that the Middlesex are made a little further from the quota.lhan
municipal boundaries have been changed. they were before the readjustment. Stili South Middlesex,

the new riding, is furthestremoved from the quota. Now,
Mir. POPE. It is net true. to accomplish these changes in North Middlesex, Lobe is
Mr. BLAKE. Well, it is according to the figures as I transferred te South Middlesex and Adelaide te West Mid-

read them. The hon. gentleman will have an opportunity 1 diesex. Stephen is transferred fronm the cQunty of Iaron
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and added to North Middlesex; Westminster is taken from
East M ddlesex and transferred to South Middlesex; South
Dorchester is taken from Elgin and added to East Middlesex;
Delaware is transferred from West Middlesex to South Mid-
diesex, and Caradoc is transferred to South* Middlesex;
Euphrasia is taken from Bothwell and added to West Mid-
dlesex ; Westminster is transferred from East Middlesex,
Lobo is taken from North Middlesex, Caradoc from West
Middlesex and Delaware from West Middlesex, and all are
added to South Middlesex. I need not tell you that South
Middesex is the new county, and you will have already
learned from the experience you have derived in the history
of this Bill that these four townships are four Reform town-
ships. The political results of these results are that the
hon. member for North Middlesex, who got in by eight
votes-

Mr. McCALLUM. You did not get in by that many.
Mr. BLAKE. I got in by acclamation this time, but I

do not think the member for Monek, of al] hon. members in
this flouse, is a man to twit persons about small majorities.
1 congratulate the hon. meirber that there is one advantage
in a small majority. His majority last time was twenty-
eight. Not very serious changes have been made, but they
have been big enough to more than double the majority.
He bas taken care of it; he dislikes a small majority; be
knows the trouble, and he takes care of the mammon of1
unrighteousness. Now, Sir, the hon. member for North
Middlesex did not feel happy, and the leader of the Govern-,
ment did not feel happy about the north riding, and so he
equalizes things by turning 8 into 271, or thereabouts, to
weaken the Reform party. East Middlesex was a fighting
riding. I think the bon. member got in by eighty-six
votes, and the riding was a condition which the hon. gen-
tleman knew was precarious. Well, it is adjusted. It is
well known what the strength of the Reformers was in
East Middlesexithere the township of Westminster was
their main strèngth, but it is taken away, and they have
added a little township from Elgin and they have
made a Reform weakening in East Middlesex, according
to the vote of 1878, of 252. The west riding of Middlesex,-
of course it is impossible to make a tremendous weakening
everywhere, and where they could not bit a man very hard
they bit him as hard as they could-my bon. friend who had
a majority of forty-eight is weakened by eight votes. The
south riding of Middlesex, as was the natural outcome ofthese1
magnificent changes, is composed of the Reform munici-
pality of Westminster with a majority of258 ; of Lobo, with a1
majority of 251 ; of Caradoc, with a majority of 61 ;andi
Delaware, with a majority of 12,giving arn aggregate majority1
of 581. In fact the Grits are hived in order to strengtheni
the hon. gentleman in the three other ridings. That is the ;
result of the change. Take next Kent and Essex, Lambton, j
Bothwell and the Elgins. The present condition of these 1
is as follows: the electoral district of Kent bas a population 1
of 36,626, that of Lambton, 42,616, and Bothwell, 27,102,1
making an aggregate of the municipalities of Kent and1
Lambton of 106,344. Essex bas a population of 46,P62;1
the electoral district of Lambton bas a population of 42,616,i
giving an average of 21,308, or almost literally the quota.1
Rlectoral Kent bas a population of 36,626, whieb, if you take1
from electoral Bothwell part of the old county of Kent, about1
6,500 souls, and add them to Kent, you get 42,000,1
giving an average of 21,000 odd, and leaving electoral Both.
well about 21,000, thus making, by dividing electoral Lamb-t
ton, and by restoring to Kent a portion of the townshipsv
in excess in Bothwell, a division natural, convenient, dis-V
turbing hardly at all the existing state of things there.s
Essex bas, as I said, a population of 46,692, which wouldg
give an average of 23,346, in excess of the quota, it is true- t
considerably in excess, but not so much in excess of the quotao
that an ualizerought tohesitate about leaving Essex as it is;V

Mr. BLAKS.

and the equalizer did not hesitate because it was a little too
large, but ho hesitated on the other side. Hie was like the
Irishman whose wall was more than plumb, because,
altbough Essex is in excess, the hcn. gentleman equalizes it
by taking a township from Kent and adding it to Eseex.
Tben, Elgin is comprised of 28,147 souls in the east riding
and 14,214 in the west riding, a total of 42,391, with an
average of 21,195, as near as possible correct, requiring only
the subtraction of St. Thomas from the east riding, and its
addition to the west riding to make the numbers, as
between these, as nearly accurate as you could hope for,
which would leave East Elgin 19,780 and West Elgin
22,581. Was it possible to adjust these two ridings within
the municipal bouinds to give to the old county of Elgin the
two representatives within its own mnnicipal bounds, to
which it is entitled by all considerations which can possibly
be brougbt to bear upon that question of population ? Well,
now, what is done? Electoral Lambton is divided into two,
as I suggested would be right, West Lambton having
20,917 and East Lambton 21,975. Instead of subtracting a
portion of old Kent from Bothwell and adding it to Kent,
thus creating the equal constituencies, Kent bas taken from
it only a small portion of its 36,000 souls, and bas left no
less than 28,112 by the equalizers, and Bothwell is reduced
from 37,102 to 22,497. East Elgin, too large already, having
a surplus probably to be applied to an increase of West Elgin
,and to readjusting the couuty within its bounds, is made
from 28,147 to 26,303. It is not brought down to the
proper point as it would have been brought down by a
transfer. West Elgin bas 14,214, and the Essexes about
equally divided, with the addition of a township from Kent,
making them 23,176 for the north riding, and 23,786 for the
south riding, by virtue of the addition of the township of
Romney, in the county of Kent. Now, to accomplish this
result, what bas been done? iRomney bas been taken off
froin Kent and added to South Essex. The hon. member
who now represents the whole county of Essex said the
other day that ho objected vey much to that, but I under-
stand that the bon. member is going 'to stand for North
Essex, which ho does not affect particularly; but what he
objected to was the addition to the south riding of a town-
ship which gives a small Reform majority, which would no
doubt add to our strength in the south riding of Essex
where we have a majority, but which would do a good turn
to the bon. member under the new arrangement. So it was
hardly brotherly on the part of the hon. member for Essex to
object to a transaction which would relieve the hon. member
for Kent a little without doing any body any great harm,
since the Reformers could carry South Essex any way.
Then Bothwell, Chatham, Wallaceburg, are added to Kent;
instead of restoring some of the surplus Kent townships
to Bothwell, thus making two divisions, they take from Kent,
Chatham and Wallaceburg, and add them on to Bothwell.
laving taken some from one side they have to take off
from the other side. They took off Orford, Howard and
Ridgetown are taken off Bothwell and added to West Elgin
and Euphemia is taken off and added to West Middlesex.
In South Essex, Romney is added from Kent, Port Stanley
is transferred to the east riding. In East Elgin, part of
Port Stanley is transferred from West Elgin and South
Dorchester is taken away and added to Suith Middlesex.
How would it stand according to the vote of 1878 ? In
.Kent, according to that vote, there remains after all that has
been doue, 375 majority; and the bon. gentleman, I suppose,
thought the county was quite safe with that majority, and ho
would spread the overplus among other places where it
would do the most good and still leave the hon. gentleman
safe-not so safe but that the hon. gentleman is auxious to
get Romney transferred to his county; but the result is that
there is a Tory accession of 154 where there was a majority
of 375; but in Bothwell there bas been a net Reform
weakening of 473, and in West Elgin, a constituency Of
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sa11 l proportions, where the majority in 1878 was 108, 23,334; East Grey, old, 29,668-new, 25,909, the change
and which by corisequence was perfectly safe, the Reform being that Artemesia is takeD from the eust and added te
strength is increased by 355, making its strength now 463. the south riding. There is ne change, as I have stated
It is made safe for the hon. gentleman, but it was safe before, lu the beunds of Bruce and Grey' but in Huron-
before. Objection was made not so much with respect to the scoîe of a larmer exhibition of carving and
the charge as it affected West Elgin but as to its effect on cutting-changes are made. Goderich town and Coborne
other constituencies. In East Elgin the Reformers are are added te South Huron. Frei the centre, Stephen
deprived of 41 votes, and the Reform strength in other is removed to North Middlesex; Usborne is removed to
constituencies are also reduced. Next we come to the South Perth. The townships in which Exeter is situate are
counties of Huron, Bruce and Grey. Huron it will be net taken away, but Exeter la taken from the centre and
remembered was the scene of the attempt at gerrymandering added te the aoutb. My hon. friend from the south riding
in 1872. (Mr. Cameron) is made a present of Exeter because it gives

Mr.PLUMB.2n31874. a Tory maority of 116; tey go away, but the tewnghip
in whicha xeter is situate could not be spared. The centre

Mr. BLAKE. I theught the hont gentleman had riding eof Huron bas part f Brussels transferred from the
pronouincedbis final eration and wns net about te take north, Coborne and Goderich transferred fron the south;
part lu the business ef the Huse for seme tirne tecerne, and the north riding bas part of Brussels fcom the centre,
but ho is a lively copse. Why, we must have an Irish and part of lLucknow is added teo the new riding of West

wake ever him, and aftev the appeal be mado th the bon. Bruce. Now, what are the political resuit? The hon.
leader of the flouse ho will expetan answer with usury gentleman ad hived the Grits" pretty wes in 1872 se
and that ho will net only obtain a certificate of good far as South Huron was concrned-ho had made it as
character for which he bas bumbly inplered, but strong as ho crnld, i do net say as stroerg as h e decently
that will use his influence with his supporters could -but lhe has found that theso Grits bave swarmed
ln the varieus ridings which be thinks he bas and the hon, gentleman bas te mako fro8h arrangements
mnade safe by this BilltbgiVO the hon, gentleman a saf ory mbiavjng. The majority of 362 in 1878 a t be inerased
county, se that ho may cene back and interrupt us ence by tirty-six of a iajrity in Cntre Huron, givinea
again. It appears that this was net, after ail, a final rationd Reforin majority of 446. I need hardly telye othat the
but as n hion gentleman behind me says it was an apothesns, abstraction e these Refoeri townshipse from the county was
it was net an absoluto political denth, but a transition jnet in order te increase the Reform strength in ene place,
te a serener upper air teine heard stil in the pelities of theHotbut tehweakenthe Reforinhstrength iu another place. I do
country, in a Chamber wbere, perhaps, bis speeches nt suppose the most audacieus or the coolet of thesdi-
wil be as much app ciated as theey have been ohre. Huron, viduals wh discusa t h subjet wil venturete ?dny that.
I say, was the scue of the gerrynandeaing in 1872. The Thon as te tha suth, there " a net Rform weakening of
bon. leader of the Government bas found thatthe hon. 163. My on. friend's majoerity at the last eiectiontin a
member for the south riding of Huron is a bard man te constituency alredy gerrymandered was 163, and tho hon.
beat, and se ho has tefgerrymander the Hurons again in gentleman bas framed bis Bil se judiciosly that ho bas juat
irder tedo the business. The ceunty which was eut and taken away bis majnrity.
carved ton years agoi tte o eut and carved again, and neot Mrv. CAM eRON. Tey cannot do i very well.
content wt that, portions bave tbce abstracted and put
outsaide the bounds. The present population of South Huron Mr. BLAKE. Well, they towk away the old majority,
it 23,93; Centre Huron, 26,474; North Huron, 27,103; or but my on. friend bas made a new one ninco. They pay it
tn aggregate per 6,90, giving an average ofl o5,656. In is so far right as it stands the south and north that even
Bruce ther are but te mmbers for the c ieey. The that is not enough, and thuat ayhapif the delegations
south iding bas a populationea 39,803, and tbhe west riding, frin thos ridings, f which I have rceived advice to-day,
24971, giving an aggregate er64,n4, or an average for succeed in their persuasive efforts ho may makefurher
three members eof21)591) or slightly over the quota. South Changes. They say: lra You have nt doc 1yu awrk wel
Grey bas a population et' 21,127; East Grey, 29,688; West enougb. You have doncenoiigb te croate ail the odium, te
Grey, 23,334; or an aggregate e 74,149, giving an average excite ail the indignation, t do al the mishiet ye can te
et r4,16. The readjustment boundariesd f Bru e and yourself, but yeONave net donc enough te produce the
Grey are nt touched, but Huron must sufer thoug atere political reutita which yen want te produce," and houtay
la -ne appreciable difference in population. What la the beo teld : " If yen rob tako possession, if yen kill take
proposed population? The old population of South Huron th plAnder.et'the man yen kil. Do something more; ye,
was 23,393, enthe Hnw, 28,042. Tho old population of may as wel be hunga or a nheep as for a lamb, particularly
Centre Huron was 26,474, ef thv new riding, 19,808. when you will n t get the lamb; and yon may, perbap ,
The populatirtn of old morth Huron was 27,013, have a chanc eno getting the sheep." Se in South ltironMy
andofthe new 6,098. Tbre is a greatr proposed eoquai - on. friend's majorityof 78is cleaned eut, and the membefor
ity than exist to-day. Nerth Bruce bas now a population North c uron is trying te take a litte tter care et'fhimerl
t' 24e871, and it as ed -olt 17,335. The wost riding wilau d that portion s " Lucknow which blgonged te o riding,
bave 253618, and tho southriding, 21,502. fore is ane of the but of whichhe iis net very fond and which gives a Rform
mot gros and flagrant departurea from, the professed prin- yajority of 39, is put te another riding. and a portion ef
ciple ar equalization that existin the wsole Bit. By lere Brussels wbich gves a ieform majrty o dis aise removed,
ing in tho north riding the townsbipou'Saugeon and includ- e that th Rfroera are woakened in that ridilg te the
ing Port gin, 13,490 wil h added te its population, making tune e 42. Bt they are going t carrythat riding noet-

was 2333Cfth e,2,02 h ldppltonovaos elb un o h e a.fotatambfprticlal

t H825; North Bruce would o6 22,12 South Bruce 21,502, withstanding their o s of 42 vsb aS ouh ay ahas ,
or ns near y equal as they Noay be. Yeculd make th3 Huions are coneernod, jdcious airangements have been
anoe noarly equal tan T doue by i e Bi l by dividing the made tp ai s mary Reormrs ans pousible whre theywil
preent soutb riding into two, and a slowing the north riding ntryingavail]ble fbîr doctoralk upisteeand te weaken thelf
o 2em,in as it is. They howver take Saugeen and Port as fatas posilo of othe' wiling. belNorth B e it Was
Elgin 2 8rom the north ridiing, net te equaliz the population, t uot enough tedetah the tntew hip e'Bryi-e wih 19 Re-
but to nake the norah riding safe for the Corservatives. fea ajorityfrin the northe riding. Ai doug thiswould
The opulation et'South Grey, uder the old arrangement, have left an apparent Tory majority of 163, yet they wore
Ws 2,25 1-new25,03; Nouth Grey, old 23e 2l1n0w, athraid te face my hon. friefd wtl oven that majority on th»
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figures for 1878. This would have left the riding with the
proper population. it would have left a population nearly
equal, it would heve done that part of the business correctly
and would have given them a majority of 163. But no, say
these valiant and chivalrous gentlemen, we will eut
down the population of Bruce to 17,300 and we wil.)
raise up the population of the adjoining riding to
25,000. Was this done in order to equalize ? No, of
course not. That is not equalizing; that is croating inequa-
lities of the most shameless character and in the most
wanton manner. No, not wanton for a purpose-for the
purpose of taking away another large Reform town and
township which gave a Reform majority in North Bruce;
and this is done by creatirg inequality absolute and relative,
an inequality by cutting North Bruce down, by putting the
other riding away up; by making about 7,000 difference in
the populations ; and in their endeavors to destroy the
Reform interests in North Bruce they have weakened the
Reformers by 493 votes. Then the difference between
these two iidirigs, Sir, the product of the hon.
gentleman's equalizing business. is about 8,000 souls.
In West Bruce are e(ncentrated eleven munici-
palities with nearly 26,000 souls, Reform majorities
of 1,086, less Tory majorities of 130, leaving a net majority
of 956; taking almost the whole Reform strength out of
two ridings; taking a portion of the Reform strength out
of North Huron and crcating a Reform riding with a
majority of 1,000, with an unnecessarily and unduly large
population in the centre of tbese two ridings-equalizing
again to hive the Grits and get Tory constituencies around
them. In South Bruce four townships are taken off to form
a new riding, giving 461 of a Reform majority in the last
contest; and the Reform interest in South Bruce as it stood
before is weakened to that extent and by that amount. In
Grey Réformers are weakened by adding from East and South
Grey the township of Artemesia with a Tory majority of 153.
And they may say: "We have helped you in East Grey."
Well, Sir, it is just tle way they like to help us. The majority
was 531 in that constituency, and, of course, tbey could
afford to take off 153, the majority in Artemesia, leaving
them 378, se my bon. friend need not be so much alarmed,
although Artemesia does go over to cook the goose of his
brother p-ractitioner, s ho stands for the south riding.

Mr. SPROULE. All right.
Mr. BLAKE. I hope he is all right, notwithstanding the

machinations of this Bill. Now, Sir, the generaîl result is
this : In these last groups, whereas there were before eight
seats, there are now nine, and the Reformers are weakened
in five of those seats, and strengthened in the centre riding
of Huron, where they were strong enough before. Now, I
have shown by these statements of details and which follow
irresistibly the conclusions which , I state to you,
the result as designed by hon. gentlemen opposite of
this measure. I have shown, with reference to the municipal
counties, enormous interference. I have shown you that
two townships are removed fiom Carleton, two are added
to North Lanark, one township removed from Lanark to
Leeds and Grenville, townships removed from North York
to West Ontario, townships taken from Muskoka, to Ni' th
Ontario, from Muskoka to West Simcoe, from South
Simcoe to North York, from Monck to Wentworth, from
Wentworth te Brant, from Halton to Wentworth, from
Brant te Oxford, from Oxford to Brant, from Haldimand
te Monck, from Perth to Oxford, from Huron te Perth,
from Perth te Wellington, from Oxford to Norfolk, from
Wellington te Halton, from Elgin te Middlesex, from Kent
to Essex, from Oxford te Middlesex, from Kent to Both-
well, fron Bothwell te Elgin, from Huron te Middlesex,
making in aill five-and-twenty changes of municipal county
boundaries. I have shown too that the electoral divisions
are changed, carved and cut up in more than 50 cases, of1

Mr. BLAi.

nine instances onl[y are in this eastern division which the
bon. gentleman thinks it better not to interfere
with largelv, and in Centre and Western Ontario, where his
greatest struggle is to take place, no less that 41 changes
are made in electoral divisions. The result as the hon. gen-
tleman hopes and expects it to be is, that the Reformers are
weakened and the Tories strengthened in a great number of
what I may call fighting ridings -those in which contests
may be expected to take place: North Lanark, South
Lanark. Lincoln, Brockville, Monck, South Wentworth,
North Wentworth, North Ontario, South Ontario, Muskoka,
North York, East York, North Simcoe, North Norfolk,South
Norfolk, North Perth, South Perth, North Middlesex, South
Middlesex, West Middlesex, South Wellington, Centre Wel-
lington, North Wellington, South Huron, North Huroa,
North Bruce, East Bruce, South Grey, Bothwell, East Elgin,
Haldimand. I have shown you that the Tories are weak-
oued, where they think it will do them no harm because
they are so strong-ir Carleton, South Simcoe, East Grey,
North Simcoe and Kent, and in the fighting riding
which they give up, knowing it to be lost. The Reformers
are given for the purpose of living West Bruce, South
Middlesex, West Ontario, East Simcoe, and their strength
is closely concentrated in North Brant, South Oxford,
North Oxford, West Ontario, East Simcoe, South Middlesex,
West Bruce, Centre Huron and West Elgin. The Reform
majorities, applying the figures of 1878 to those
new constituencies, are as follows:-North Brant, 723;
South Oxford, 688; North Oxford, 1,165; West Ontario,
583; East Simcoe, 558; South Middlesex, 581; West Bruce,
956; Centre Huron, 446; West Elgin, 463; ilalton, 290;
a total of 6,445, or on the average of 645, for ton ridings;
while in the same districts which are tho subject of these
manipulations the Tory majorities by the same figures, are
North Simcoe, Nortb Perth, West Middlesex, East Mid-
diesex, Kent, North Essex, North Bruce, East Grey, South
Simcoe, a total of 3,506, or an average of 350 as against an
average of 625 in the ten Reform constituencies I have juast
referred to-being a concentration with Reform counties,
with the design of weakening us in the fighting ridings.
Now, Sir, will any man outside of this House,wiIll any man in-
side of this louse, pretend that this is all accident, that this
is the result of an honestand fair effort to discharge the duty
of giving four, or almost six, new seats to the Province of
Ontario? Will any man pretend inside or outside that such
a concatenation of circumstances as I have pointed out here
does not indicate, does not make plain and conclusive, that
tho intcnt and object of this Bill is something utterly
different ? Not to equalize the constituencies in point of
population, not to equalize them in point of voting strength,
but to use as a miserable pretence some attempted equaliza-
tion in order that the bon. gentleman can convert a mino-
rity of Tories amongst the people to a majority of Tories in
the House. That is what he is aiming to do by this Bill, as
I have proved. I say, Sir, honest men cannot afford to vote
for such legislation. I say this legislation is dishonest and
fraudulent, a disgrace to those who propose it and a disgrace
to those who support it. I say it is an insult to the people
of Ontario, whether Conservative or Reform; to the people
of Ontario whose legislation yon wantonly disalIow, to the
people of Ontario whose bounds you wantonly and impro-
perly refuse to concede to them; to the people of Ontario,
whose municipal arrangements, most cherished amongst
them, whose legitimate aspirations in connection
with those arrangements, whose cherished associations il,
connection with Federal representation you are about
wantonly to interfere with and to violate. I say you dare
not to do this with the other Provinces. Yon dare not pro-
pose that with reference to the members from the other
Provinces. I toll the members from the other Provinces,
who would resent this Bill if administered to themselves,
that they are not behaving as men ought to behave, as
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upright and honest men should behave, if they support an
Administration enforeing upon one Province what they would
rosent and resist if attempted to be imposed upon another.
I ask them to judge as they want us to judge them. I ask
them to consider what their feelings would be if such a mea-
sure as this were proposed with reference to them. I ask
them to realize how they would denounce such a measure,
with what vehemence they would declaim against it, with
what obstinacy they would declare it was an outrage and
that they would not submit to it. And if these be the
feelings with which the Province of Quebec, the Province
of Nova Scotia, the Province of Prince Edward Island, the
Province of New Brunswick would view a measure of this
kind applied to them, I ask them in all fairness, candour
and decency, to deal with us as they would be dealt with,
to look at us as they would look at themselves in a like case,
to reject a Bill based upon principles which they must know
in their hearts are principles which they would not permit
to be applied to themselves, based upon professions which
I have proved are dishonest, based upon pretences which I
have proved are false, and which aim at results-and they
tell us this themselves-which are iniquitous and fraudulont.
You hope to have the unanimous support of your friends
from the other Provinces in forcing on Ontario a measure
which you know you dare not ask them to support in the
case of their own Provinces. And you hope for more.
You hope the Ontario Tory may exhibit signs of being a
patient animal; you hope that he may not resent this
measure; you hope to get his acceptance of it by telling
him: "It is quite true, it is a bad business to cut up the
counties, to carve up the municipal organizations, to destroy
all your old associations and arrangements; we know it is
a cowardly thing; it looks cowardly to us, because we have
been telling you that we are strong enough to carry the
country as it stands; but-mark you !-come closer
and let me whisper in your ear !-it was noces-
sary in order to win at all; pardon it- and forgive
it; forgive it for the good of the cause; smother your
emotions, conceal your disgust, and go to the polls like a man
in the new constituency of what's-its-name, made up of
I-don't-know-what municipalities; go to the polls in your
new associations, in your new arrangements, and vote for
the man who did all these things in order that he might
convert a minority of Tories in the country into a majority
of Tories in the House." Why, Sir, this proposal-which,
as I have told you before, you are -mistaken in supposing
will accomplish its ends, wkich I have told you before, 1i
believe, the people will revolt against, which 1 believe the
honest sense of the people in all the Provinces will revolt1
against, whatever the members from the other Provincesi
may do or say, or whatever restraints they may wish to
impose, or whatever fetters and shackles they may wish to
place upon Ontario-this is a proposal, I say, whichi
I believe their constituents, the people of their counities,1
will look upon as one they ought to be very jealous of. I
believe they wili say: "This comes close to our doors; We
know not, if this rie is adopted, on what principle it can
b confined to one Province; if the representation in the1
iargest Province is to be disposed of in this way, how soon
may it not be that the same rule will b applied wholoeoale
to the country, and with what force can we rejeet it afteri
We have sustained you in imposing it upon our neighbors."(
I believe they wilt say: "We decline to be responsible forj
this." Up to this moment the Government is responsible
for it; if it passes in this shape the House will be respon-1
sible for it; and if the people endorse it at the polls, they
become responsible for it; and those who endorse it must
do so on the principle that what is sauce for the goose is
sauce for the gander; and if all municipal bounds are to be
swept aside on the flimsy pretence of ,n attempt at redis-4
tribution of the representation, that cannot b confined to
the Province of Ontario, but must be extended over

the.whole Dominion. But one would have thought only
this Bill was enough. One would have thought that the
boasters and braggarts who talk of going to the polls to in-
crease their strength, who said that the constituents who
sent them there would send them again with an enhanced
majority, would have been satisfied with cutting and carv-
ing these constituencies up; one would have supposed that
their attempt, by this audacious, this outrageous measure,
to smother the popular sentiment which is against them
to-day as they boast it was for them in 1878, would have
been enough. But it is not enough. The hon. gentleman
does not trust in that alone. le knows that it is
necessary, in taking a step of this kind, to go still
further; and so, as I said in my opening, that
great reform, which after many efforts, having
been contended for in two Parliaments unsuccessfully, the
Reform party was able to achieve in 1874, of providing that
the returning officers with their la; g , important
and delicate duties, their judicial and administrative duties,
their duty of choosing the deputies, their duty of seeing to
the count, their duty of seeing fair play, should be
chosen from and selected from among persons who
had a stake and a position in the community, whose
duty it was, obviously from their station, se to
demean and comport themselves as to win the respect
and confidence of all classes of the community in which they
lived. I say that great reform which took away the power
which the hon. gentleman had used in former years, of
selecting returning officors as ho pleased, and made well-
known officials of character and standing in the conimunity
those from amongst whom the choice should be made, is
now to be repealed, and, without one word of explanation
or defence, upon the first reading or the second reading,
the hon. gentleman has asked us to assent to a
Bill which contains a clause repealing that clause
in the Act of 1874, and providing once more
that the returning officer should be chosen at the
sole discretion of the Government; once more that the hon.
gentleman may do what ho did in 1872; once more that he
may appoint his creatures to return the minority candi-
dates as they wore returned in 1872 in Muskoka and West
Peterboro'; to re-enact the outrages which were enacted
under the hon. gentleman's direction and responsibility
when ho had the power of appointing such persons as he
pleased to be returning officers for the censtituencies. Sir,
these are the two cardinal principles of this measure: first,
to mar the face of the constituencies and alter the municipal
bounds, and if, by any means, in the Liberal Province of
Ontario, it can be donc, to destroy or weaken the Liberal
strength and give strength by force of law to the Tories;
and secondly, what the law cannot do, by executive autho-
rity, administered as the hon. gentleman formerly ad-
ministered that authority, with the result which
he fortnerly produced, to use his discretion
to appoint returning officers, in order that ho may no
longer have mon restraincd by the considerations to which
I have referred to act as such ought to at in such a posi-
tion, but to appoint his creatures to do his dirty work. Sir,
we saw an account the other day in the newspapers of a
great banquet at which there were flowers and sumptuous
moats and costly wines and great enthusiasm-the banquet
of the Old Guard. It is not a very numerous body as
represented in this House. I do not think anything can
more strikingly tell us what the precarious tenure of a
Canadian politician's life is than these figures. The hon.
gentleman was, I suppose, 125 strong in this House in 1873,
and ho is about 150 strong here to-day; but of his 125 of
1873 I see here to-day in his majority of 150, about 38
souls; while of us who were in a minority of about 80 then,
and are in a minority of about 60 now, there remains so
large a percentage that we appear about 30 strong. These
are the mutations of a Canadian political life, and I dQ
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not doubt, when the hon. gentleman looked at these figures
and saw in the midst of his triumph that among bis majority
to-day, those who supported him in 1873 were under forty,
he must have felt that there are chances in the future as
there were chances in the past. I wonder if at that great
feast, brilliant as it was, whether the Belshazzar of the feast
did not at the same period see a mysterious handwriting in
unknown characters on the wall. I wonder was there any
Daniel there to decipher those unknown characters and to
tell him that the "mene, mene, tekel, Upharsin," being inter-
preted was-" God bath numbered.thy kingdom and finished
it. Thou art weighed in the balance and found wanting.
Thy kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and Per-
sians." Whether it was at the banquet or before it, the hon.
gentleman saw that handwriting on some wall, and what did
he say ?-" I know that according te the feeling of the consti-
tuencies that elected me, my kingdom is gone. I know that
according to the views of those who sent my supporters here,
and who are to return them again, if there be a change, 'I
am weighed in the balance and found wanting.' But, like
the unjust steward, he said: "I will readjust the numbers; I
will falsify the weights; I will arrange for trusty enume-
rators and carvers of the work who shall give a proper
account of the result; and so, by adjusted divisions and fal-
sified balances, and by counties of my own making and my
own legislation I will do what in me lies to defeat the char-
acters which are written on the wall, so will I continue my
kingdom and remain stili again in power." But the hand-
writingon the wall is not reversible by any such fraudulent,
impotent pretences as those. The shadows have deep-
ened, the handwriting is darker and more marked,
the words are plainer to be seen. They are to
be read in our honest English tongue to-day; and
they tell us that an indignant and honest people of what-
ever political complexion, is about to resent at the polls the
fraud which is attempted to be perpetrated upon it, and to
tell the bon. gentleman that the handwriting is true and his
kingdom is indeed finished. 1 believe this measure deserves
our attention at this stage, and that it is at this stage we
ought to be called upon to record our opinions. This Bill
may or may not be rejected. The hon. gentleman. thinks it
will pass. Ie knows the views of bis friends better than I
do. But if it pass, it shall pass over such amendments as
shall enable those who vote for it to give a sound reason for
their votes if they eau, and shall enable those who vote
against it, to vindicate the vote we are prepared to give. I
move in amendment:

That in dealing with the representation of the people in Parliament,
the municipal County organization has been observed in all the Pro-
vinces, save Ontario, and that in Ontario the said organization modified
b% a division of Municipal Counties into Ridings, has been generall.'

That on the occasion of the re-adjustment of 1872, the soundness of
the said plan of observing the Municipal Connty organization, and the
evil consequences of a departure therefrom, were recognized by Parlia-
ment, and on that occasion the First Minister of the day, Sir John A.
Macdonald, announced with approval from all sides the policy of the
Government to the following effect, viz :-' with respect to the rural
constituencies, the desire of the Government has been to preserve the
representations for Counties, and sub-divisions of Counties as much as
possible. It is considered objectionable to make representation a mere
geographical term. It is esired as much as possible to keep the
representation within the County, so that each County that is a
Municipality of Ontario should be represented, and if it becomes large
enough, that it should be divded into Ridings-that principle is caruxed
ont lu the su ggestions I arn about to mske.-That rul was broken in
1867, in the ih ree constituencies, viz.:-Bothwell, Cardwell and Monck;
and I do not think on the whole that the experiment has proved a suc-
cessful one. I do not think it was unsuccessful as far as the representa-
tions of those new constituencies themselves were concerned, as they
are well and ably represented by the gentlemen who now hold seats for
the constituencies; and I hope that if I am returned again to the next
Parliament, I shall meet those honorable Members. But it is obvions
that there is a great advantage in having Counties elect men whom
they know. Our Municipal system gives an admirable opportunity to
constituencies to select men for their deserts. We aUl know the pro-
cess which happily goes on in Western Canada. A young man in a
Connty commences his public life by beiag elected by the neighbors
who know him, to the Township Oonncil. If h shows himseoif
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possessed of administrative ability, he is made a Reeve or Deputy-
ieeve of his County ; he becomes a Member of the County Council,

and as his experience increases, an2d his character and abilities
become known, he is selected by his pe iple as their representative in
Parliament. I iis, I think, a grand system that the people of Canada
should have the opportunity of choosing for political promotion the men
in whom they have most confidence and of whose ability they are fully
assnred. Al that great advantage is lost by cuttingoffa portion oftwo
beparate Counties, andaddingthem togetherfor electoral purposes only.
Those portions so eut off have no common interest; they do not meet
together and they have no common feeling, except that once lu five
years they go to the polls in their own township to vote for a man, who
may be known in one section, and not ir. another. This tends towards
the introduction and development of the American system of caunuses,
by which wirepuller take adventurers for their political ability only,
and not for any personal respect for them. so that as much as possiie'
from any point of view it le advisable that ounties should refuse men
whom they do not know, and when thepre sentation le increased, it
should be by sub-dividing the Counties into Ridinge

I believe the House generally agrees with me that the County orga-
nization should be preserved as much as possible. I have observed this
principle and no county in Ontario has been eplit up.'

That the said principle of observing, as far as possible, the limits of
the Munieipal Counties in adjusting the Parliamentary representation is
sound aud should be followed in the said Bill for the reason so given by
Sir John A. Macdonald, and approved by Parliament ; and also because
it affords some safeguard against the abuse of power by the party in
office to adjust the representation unfairly towards their opponents.

That the said Bill is framed in utter violation and total disregard of
the said principle, since it takes away territory from the Municipal
Counties for electoral purposes, and conjoins for electoral purposes
territories, having no Municipal County relations with each other in a
very large proportion of the constituencies of Ontario ; while, at the
sane time, it does not effect the proposed object of equalising the popu-
lation of the Electoral Districts.

Mr. BOWELL. If, as the member for West Durham
says, we have had a dying speech from the hon. member
for Niagara, we have had a funeral dirge from the hon.
leader of the Opposition. He las occupied the time
of the House for the last four or five hours, dividing
his discourse into four parts: First, general abuse of the
Government; second, a defence of the Ontario Government.
in the division of counties into electoral districts; third,
a criticism of the Bill before the Hlouse;
and, fourthly, the ion. gentleman wound up with
a characteristie flood of general abuse. I have
noted a few of his choice epithets, such as "dishonest,"
" Tory conspirators," " Tory schemers." "frandulent, dis-
honest boasters, braggarts and rranipulators of electoral
districts." We are told we presented to this House an
odious and outrageous Bill, and have framed clauses in order
to appoint returning officers determined to do the Tories'
dirty work. Also that they were determined to commit
iniquitous and cowardly acts, and, among other things, to
take from Ontario those rights and privileges which she hai
obtained in the past, and which is her particular mission,
judging from his remarks, to retain lu the future. I do not
know that the word coward comes with a very good grace
from the hon, gentleman, particularly when he attempts to
discuss the question of the boundaries of. this
Province, and the alleged desire of the Dominion to
deprive hr of the land which legitimately and properly
belongs to her. If the ion. gentleman had had the
courage of is convictions, we c.ruld have ieard the
sound of his sweet voice when t±at question was under
discussion in this House. He found it convenient either
not to risk the utterance of his opinions, or he had none to
utter on the question, or if he had an opinion it must have
been in accord with the policy of the Dominion Government
or we should have heard from him upon the subject. When
he spoke of conspirators, I was forcibly reminded of his
political conduet during the last ten or twelve years. Con-
spirators, forsooth! Who, I should like to know, conspired
to seize the reins of Government from the lato.John Sand-
field Macdonald ? Did he not succeed by a majority of onein
ousting that gentleman from power, when there were no hess
than eight seats in Ontario unrepresented. Who entered into a
conspiracy with the 'Speaker of the Ontario fouse and
brought him down from the Chair and made him a Cabinet
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Minister, but the hon. gentleman who now hurls these
epithets across the House at others. Who tampered with
And brought the Treasurer of that Government but he?
Yes ho stands up here with a coolness-I will not say
audacity as ho does-and apparent honesty that one would
think, who had neverheard hini before, that he was a paragon
of perfection. He also poses himself as a leader of a great
party, possessed of all the honesty, integrity, and political
morality in the world. We know.how he and his party got
in power in 1873. We know that the same schemes, the
same devices, the same conspiracies and the same eaves-
dropping are taking place to-day. Why did the hon. gen-
tlian not answer my question whon I asked him how he
obtained certain information? He did not answerit, because
he knew that he obtained it improperly; that he
knew that information was obtained by one of
his aite colleagues who broke the seal of a tele-
gram. HEad he been a gentleman he would never have used
that information, but retained it within his own breast. In
thepast those gentlemen did not besitate tosubsidiie people
in order to obtain information that was afterwards made
public, and we know now that they do not hesitate to open
telegrams and letters in order to obtain information which,
if they had one particle of honesty, they would retain
within their own breasts and not publish it forth to the
world

Mr. MILLS. Who did that ?
Kr. BOWELL. Yon know very well.
Mr. MILLS. No, I do not.
Me. BOWELL. Ask the hon. gentleman to whom 1 am

addressing myself. le will tell you. Admitting for a mo.
ment, as may be said, that these telegrams were opened by
mistake, I say that the bon. member for West Durham, had
he the instincts of a gentleman-Iuse the word advisedly-
ho would not have used that information. I am not surprised

them ought at least to have kept the contents to themselves,
no matter what might have been theircharacter. In that brag-
gadocio speech which we have just hoard-if I may copy
the expression ofthe hon.leaderof the Opposition-we have
but a re-enacting of the scene that took place in this House
in 1872. When the hon. the First Minister thon intro-
duced his Bill giving an additional representation to the Pro-
vince of Ontario, the same language was used towards him
as is used to-day, and the proposition met with equal abuse.
At that time, so much in love with the principle of repre-
sentation by population were the hon. gentlemen opposite
that they denounced the Government for not demoishing
the small boroughs of Brockville and of Niagara. They
supported it to such an extent that the hon member for
Lambton moved the following resolution afirming that
principle:-

" That the six additional members to be allotted to Ontario are due
to the increased population of that Province, and should be allotted with
reasonable regard to the population. That the Bill be referred back to
a Committee of the House with instructions to amend the same by
allotting members for Ontario in such a manner as te give as far 
practicable representation to those parts of the population which, by
the present division, would be excluded frorm their fair sharéof polittcal
power."

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is all right.
Mr. BOWELL. That is the principle which the hon.

gentleman then advocated, and I expected that the remark
he has just uttered would fall from his lips at the present
moment. Now, that the hon. First Minister and the
Government have adopted that principle, so far as practi-
cable, in the readjustment of the constituencies whichl shall
show before I sit down, the same parties denounce him
for it. The Globe, at that time the organ of the hon. gentle-
man opposite, used language of this kind, and one would
suppose that they still remembered their language in 1872,
or had been studying the debates of that time and committed
them to memory. This is what the Globe said:

to hear the hon. member for Shefford say Ihear, hear," ro- I"Our own convictionb are that the intense feeling of indignation at
membering his record. the recent proceediug of Sir John Macdonald's Goverument, the difguetg that this hast endeavor to defraud the country of a fair represeutationi

Mr. HUNTINGTON, Will the hon. gentleman explain wiîî excite, will give enormous strength to our cause, defeat this gerry-
the record which justifies him in singling me ont. mandering and cause the arts and craft of the too-cnnning achemer te

reoil upon himself. As the Bill openly violates the constitutional
Mr. BOWELL. When an hon. gentleman assumes the theory, there remains only the conviction that the whole thing lu the

right to sneer at what another hon. gentleman is saying, I meanest and merest shuffle-an electioneering dodge, in fact, te gain ariglitvote or two, ne matter who is wronged or who is cheated.'1
have a right to retort in the manner I did. I do not pro- This was the language cf the Ieading organ in 1812, it is
pose to enter into the hon. gentleman's record just now. the language cf the bon. gentleman oppoite to-niglt. The

Mr. H[UNTINGTON. You had better not.Mr. IUNTNGTN. Yu ha boter ot.leader cf the Opposition says that the right bon. leader cf
Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman need not be at ail the Government is net adhering te the opinions lie thon

alarmed. I have heard his sonorous tones before, and am not expressed, that ho la even violated te principle ho thon
at all afraid of him now. enumerated. Well, the hon, gentleman le not chari-

Mr. HUNTINGTON. Then go on. table. Iu a speech lately made by himself in the West ho
Mr. BOWELL. The world knows who the on. gentl declared that lie was ot t be held responsible to-day for

Mu.s;bisWecord The nworlIdano wointhlon. euwte-wbat ho said a few days ago. I think it is quite rigbt and
man is; bis record is known. I am nt going t deal with proper that ho should have used that expression, bcause
it now.changesseften it is difficuit where te fUnd him. I ar

Mr. H"TNTINGTON. Yen dare ntt deal with it. glad ho approves of it new.
Mr. BOWELL. The hou, gentleman is very boastful, 1 Mr. BLAKE. 1 did net say it.

know. In the meantime we will attend te him on some Mr. BOWEL. Does the Mon. gentleman mean te iesgu
other occasion. did not use that language at a diner in Teronto?

Mr.wUNTINGTON. Go on, lsd tellgrus what about my Mr. BLAKE. Neo, I du et.
course. Mr. BOWELL. Ail I ea nsay iolthat sha, wituithe

Mr. BOWELL. I ar very glad that 1 have awakentd permission cf the lhuse, read frot the report cf the
the ire cf the hou, gentleman. Ho bas been very quiet aon. gentleman's speech as published in the Globe and
during the aist few Sessions, sud it is charming te see hlm supposed to be correct, but which I have nt.by me jut
lobe bis temper. 1 have nothing te do with him just now; now, te prove that ho did use that very expression.
I am treating anotber question, sud sha lolet the hou. gen- Mr. BLAKE. I do hot know whether it is correct or nt.
tleman atone most decideday. I nover read it.

Mr. IUNTINGTON. That -is the best thing yen ea xp do. Mr. BOWELL. I knvw that whenever it cle convnient
Mr.- BOWELL. Wheu iuterrupted by the bon. g en- for the hon. gentleman li is quite willing to repudiate

tie1nauIwas retnarking thatev-en private toltgrams had been Hanrl, repudiate bis own rgan, and any other newspaper
OPened perbapa I-ymietake, aud tJiat s. wbo Wa oponed 1 report whon it suite ais prpose.

d1h a wgis 
r
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Mr. BLAKE. I repudiate it when it is wrong.
Mr. BOWELL. I know that when ho made a speech

at Dundas a few years ago he deprecated the fact of eing
followed by reporters, because he said he had not an
opportunity to repeat his speeches. I take for granted, judg-
ing from the past, that ho bas a good memory, but I know
it is convenient for him to disavow any expression he may
be reported to have uttered as incorrect when it suits his pur-
pose. Now, Sir, he has argued for nearly an hour that the
principles of the Bill of the' Ontario Government were
correct, that in no case were the boundary linos of munici-
palities interfered with-

Mr. BLAKE No.
Mr. BOWELL. Wait until I have finished my sentence

-with the exception of cases where new counties in the
new electoral divisions were establisbed. He ought to
know, because I take it for granted that he has read the
law, for ho pronounced it almost perfect, that in some cases
they actually divided the townships.

Mr. BLAKE. I said the county municipalities.
Mr. BOWELL. Is not a township a municipality as well

as a county ? Is not the subtracting of one portion of a
township and adding it, for electoral purposes, to another
township, just as bad, if it be wrong, as to take a township
from a county municipality and attach it to another ? The
bon. gentleman may not be capable of comprehending the
distinction, but if he will look into the matter ho will find
that in this very county of Huron, which he talks of as
being gerrymandered that townships have been divided for
electoral purposes. They have taken a portion of one
township, lying on the other side of another township,
where that township belonged to another division. The
principle is precisely the same. I find no fault with that,
particularly when the principle is applied to the Dominion
Parliament. Now, there may be some - argument in
favor of retaining municipal divisions for the Local House,
but it does not apply in any sense to the Dominion Par-
liament. The Provincial Legislatures have exclusively to
deal with municipal corporations, and with all local matters
pertaining to the Provinces. They have nothing whatever
to do in their legislative capacity with the general polities of
trade and commerce of the Dominion, and hence there is no
analogy betweeh the two cases. I admit, and I say it
frankly, that if it were a readjustment for provincial purposes,
there would be much force in the argument advanced by the
hon. member for West Durham, but as applicable to this
Parliament where the trade policy of the whole Dominion is
to be discussed, as well as the commercial policy and mone-
tary institutions, and all that is of a general character, a divi-
sion of even municipalities, whether they be county or town-
ship, could have nothing whatever to do with it. I would like
to know what difference it makes to a voter who lives in one
township, in what electoral division he votes upon a ques-
tion affecting the trade policy of the country? He records
his vote in accordance with the opinion he entertains, and
the effect is the same wherever he votes. But the hon.
gentleman says, oh, no, he is disfranchised unless ho caru
vote in the municipality in which his township or county is
situated. I leave it to any intelligent man, and leave it to
any man who will take the trouble to think for a moment,
whether municipal institutions, or the municipal divisions,
of a county or township, have aught to do with the ques-
tions to whih I have alluded. I desire to show that
whatever bas been done in the way of readjusting the
representation it has been done without cutting townships in
two, and has been in the direction of the resolution moved by
the hoù. member for Lambton in 1872, when the former
Redistribution Bill was before the louse. When the First
Minister introduced that measure he did not declare that the
sole object wasrepresentation bypopulation; what hesaid was

Mr. BowELL.

that in the readjustment they had followed that principle as
closely as it was practicable and convenient to do so. There
are many counties that were overpowered numerically by
those adjacent to it, and in order to secure anything like a
fair redistribution it was necessary to take from one and
add to another. The hon. member for West Durham justi-
fied the abolition of Cornwall and Niagara. Why did ho
justify that and at the same time argue for hours in favor of
retaiming other electoral districts with very few more inhabi-
tants than Cornwall and Niagara? In regard to Cornwall,
the hon. gentleman says the Government were justified in
abolishing that constituency because it was a step in the
right direction. Why was it in the right direction ? Was
it because it returned a Conservative to this Parliament,
because it was sure, if left with its present boundaries,
to return another Conservative, or becanse it has
a small population. If there is one feature
in the Bill of which I have any doubt as to its not being
strictly correct, it is as to abolishing the town of Cornwall,
because ft bas a growing population. But the hon. gentle-
men says you may abolish Cornwall with 9,904 people,
but you must retain North Brant with 11,894. Why is
North Brant to be retained and Cornwall abolished ? Io it
because one is Conservative and the other is represented
by what he terms a Reformer or a Grit. The hon. gentleman
is desirous of retaining North Brant, and would like
South Wentworth with 14,993 and West Elgin with 14,214
to be retained as they are, but lie objects to any diminution
in the electoral districts of East Elgin with 28,147, East
Middlesex with 30,600, North Perth with 34,207, North
Huron with 27,104, Bothwell with 27,102, North Ontario
with 28,434, Muskoka with 27,204, and would retain of
course according to the same argument North Victoria with
only 13,799. It is a crime in his eyes to have electoral districts
equalized territorially and numerically, but if the hon. gen-
tlemen can only retain half a dozen or a dozen constiLtuencies
in the West averaging from 11,000 to 14,000, composed of
gentlemen who will follow him (I will not use such langu.
age in regard to them as the hon. gentleman used to mem-
bèrs on this side of the House), it would be quite right and
proper. Abolish the Tory constituencies as much as you
please; it is all right and proper; but Reform constituencies
should be preserved, even though the members represent,
proportionately, but one as compared to every three or four
electors represented by Conservative members. If that is
not the hon. gentleman's argument, it is nothing. The
hon. gentleman never uttered a word against that, but,
lawyer-like, and very few members are equal to the hon.
gentleman when speaking from a brief, he would have
condemned the Government just as strongly if they had
abolished Grenville. North Leeds, with a population of
12,929, hon. gentlemen opposite would like to remain,
while they sustain the retention of Grenville with about
the same population. The hon. gentleman had not the
common honesty to tell the House, when he spoke of North
Leeds being reduced tbat the readjustment occurred from
the fact of the increased population at Brockville, nor did ho
tell the House when speaking that his own party dismem-
bered another municipality alongside of Brockville, by add-
ing two or three Grit townships by which they could secure
the seat for a member of the Ontario Cabinet. There is no
excuse on the ground of the hon. gentleman's lack of
intelligence, because ho knew it, and was no doubt a
party to it at the time. If his party had not attached
the township of Young to Brockville they would have
lost their Minister of Public Works in the Ontario Govern-
ment. Let me go through the changes and see what bas
been done. The hon. gentleman's figures were compara-
tively acccuate as far as population is concerned, but in one
or two particulars they were not correct. The town of
Cornwall was found with a population at present of 3,904.
The hon. gentleman is quite willing that that should be
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abolished. Stormont, which adjoins it and which forms a
part of the same county has a population of 13,294, and by
adding Stormont and Cornwall together they obtain a pop.
ulation of 23,198, that is about as fair and equitable a
division as under these circumstances you could obtain
except you divide some municipality. Carleton had a popu-
lation of 24,689, while North Lanark, which was repre-i
sented by a follower of bis own and a Liberal, the hon. gentle-
man did wish disturbed, seeing no reason why a Grit
should not represent 13,000 while a Tory alongsideshould
have 20,000 or 24,000 to represeit; or, in other words, one
Grit, according to the hon. gentleman, was as good as two
Conservatives. However, that being a matter of opinion.
we will not discuss it. Carleton bas 18,777 instead of
24,689; North Lanark, 19,855 instead of 13,943; South Lan-
ark, 19,949 instead of 20,032 or 18, 19 and 19 as compared
with 13, 24 and 20. Could you by any possibility, without
dividing different municipalities and villages conceive any
greater equality than that contained in the Bill. It is true
we have Brockville with 15,107 and North Leeds with 12,443,
but the hon. gentleman objected that Brockville should
have been increased from 12,000 to 15,000, while Smith's
Falls has been taken from South Lanark and added to North
Leeds, thereby making the constituencies as nearly equal
as possible. Peterborough East had 23,956 and it has been
reduced to 20,058. The hon. gentleman was horrified at
the idea of West Brant being forty miles in length, andone
would suppose that no such case prevailed in our
representation. East Peterborough is 100 miles in
length; North Hastings, which I represent, is 100 miles
long by thirty-five miles wide. It mny be the hon. leader
of the Opposition is desirous to have pocket-borou hs which
would return men to support him and the party whih he
leads. In order to equalize East Peterborough, territorially
as well as otherwise, we deducted three or four townships
from that very large riding, and attached them to North
Victoria, an addition which the hon. member for North
Victoria will not like, because it will give him a great deal
more difficulty to canvas the constituency. And by that
division we increased its population from 13,799 to 16,540,
and we not only increased its population but we increased
its territory, by which, I repeat, it would have more
territory and a greater probability in the future of the.popu-
lation increasing in that neighborhood, and reducing the east
riding of Peterborough so as to bring it within the reach of
reason. Well, Sir, we went to the Ontarios. True,the hon.
gentleman objects to the division in the Ontarios, and he
points out how one municipality is interfered with-how
one municipality is detached from another, in order, he
says, to accomplish political objects. The House knows
and the country will know, from reading the Bill, that in
giving additional members to this House, the Govern-
ment have selected those portions of the Provinces which are
most densely populated, and in increasing the representa-
tion of these particular locahities, it was absolutely neces-
sary to detach one municipality from another. South
Ontario had 20,378 of a population, it now bas 20,244;
North Ontario had 28,434, and that bas been
reduced to 20,825. And this new riding to which
the hon. gentleman bas alluded has a population
of 19,732, making these three ridings as readjusted asnearly
as possible the same in population without interfering with
separate municipalities, either villages or townships. But
the bon. gentleman objects because a village, one portion
of which lies in one municipality and another in another,
is placed wholly in one electoral division. The village to
which he referred, lies territorially in two of the Yorks,
and is a separate and distinct municipatity of itself. Part
of it for electoral purposes lies in one municipality and part
in another. The hon, gentleman, if he takes the Bill
from one end to the other, will find that in every instance
where we have found a village, part of whieh lies in one

county and part in another, we have invariably in eases
where it was a municipality in itself, allotted to some
one riding or the other. Some difficulty occurred in my
own riding some years ago, when, if I remember aright, by
a special Act the village of Stirling was attached to North
Hastings. It was attached as Stouffville is, and as Palmer-
ston and others whieh have been alluded to, to an electoral,
division, and I ask the House and the country ifthe plan we
have followed is not correct in theory and in principle. Then
the bon, gentleman complains of the division of Muskoka
and the Simcoes. At the last census Muskoka had 27,204,
and it is now reduced to 17,640. Those who were in the
House when Mfuskoka was erected into air electoral division
in 1872 will remember that it bad between 8,000 and 9,000
inhabitants, and hon. gentlemen denounced the erection
of that territory into a separate and distinct electoral divi-
sion. It was declared that the Government were creating
another rotten borough. It was declared that while
there were large counties, numerically speaking,
in Ontario, that had only one representative, the new rid-
ing of Muskoka was given an equal voice and power in this
House, while it had only 8,000 or 9,000 of a population.
During the last ten years that territory has increased to
nearly 28,000 inhabitants, and if it bas been reduced to
17,000 now, it is on the same principle upon which it was
given a representative in 1872. It is in the new and unsettled
portions of Ontario, where we must expect the great in-
creases to take place, and I venture to say, that in 1892,
whoever may live to see it, Muskoka will have increased
much greater in population than any of the older settled
parts of Ontario, and Muskoka by that time will have her
full quota and more comparatively than she has to-day
as compared with 1872. The Yorks contain at present
23,312, 24,502, 18,884, while under the redistribution
they will have 22,853, 21,730 and 18,884, or as
nearly equal as it is possible to make them. It is
true that in order to form a new riding-to give that
thickly settled and wealthy portion of Ontario another
representative in the Councils of the Country, it was neces-
sary to take from one and give to the other, but I repeat
that so far as the duties of a member of this House are con-
cerned, he has nothing to do with territorial limits or the
county, or township, or village in which ho lives, from the
fact that local questions which crop up constantly lu
the Local Legislature, cannot arise in the Dominion Par-
liament. Then, Sir, we come Vo the south-western penin-
sula of Niagara. * The hon. gentleman denounced Niagara
as a rotten borough in 1872. He denounced its retention
as a parliamentary riding as a gross violation of the
principles upon which the Confederation was based so far
as the representation of the country was concerned, and
now ho approves of it.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. BOWELL. Does the hon. gentleman say that he

does not.
Mr. BLAKE. I disapproved of it then, and I disapprove

of it now.
Mr, BOWELL. You denounced the Government then for

retaining it, and now you approve of its being wiped out,
probably because it is represented by a Conservative, while
the hon. gentleman sustains another division which has
scarcely more than one-balf more electors than Niagara.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all. I do not sustain it.
Mr. BOWELjL. Certainly you did, for you denonneed the

whole scheme. With regard to Niagara and Lincoln the
hon. gentleman finds fault with the detaching of one town-
ship from a county.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. BOWELL. I have no doubt he would like to have

Niagara abolished and tacked on to Lincoln, and let the
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population remain as it would be with that addition, but
he would like to have Wentworth, which returns gentlemen
who support him, kept at a population of about one-half.
That is the argument the hon. gentleman has indulged in
to-ighti Lincoln, without Niagara had a population of
22,903. By attaching Niagara to Lincoln with which it is
geographically cobnected, renders it necessary to interfere
with the county, for this change increases its population to
26,408 ; by the re-adjustmentit is made 20,901. Haldimand
was 18,000 now it is 17,660. These were the only divisions
that could be properly made to fairly distribute the popu-
lation; had they not been made, South Wentworth would
have remained preoisely as it was, with 14,993 at which
figure the hon. gentleman would have liked to retain it,
becausé it would return a supporter of his own to this
House. But he forgot to tell the House that the whole of
the three municipalities which with the remaining portion
of Sou'th Wentworith constitute the riding, are Reform.
There was no Tory municipality, as he terms it, added to
South Wentworth, to swallow up the Reform majority.

Mr. BLAKE. No, but there was a Reform constituency
tahen away.

Mr BOWELL. The population of North Brant was
increased by the addition of adjacent townships, the only
way by which it could be given anything like a correct
population. North Brant, as the hon. gentleman
would like to retain it, had a population of 11,894;
we have increased it to 17,705, and if there had
been a pbssibility of giving it more without cutting a
mnieipality in two as the Ontario Governmentdid, we would
have equalized it a little botter. South Brant, which had
21,975, is now 19,281, so that the Brants, instead of being
11,000 and 21,000, are now 17,000 and 19,000. The hon.
gentleman objected to the reduction of the Oxfords; but the
Oxfords had more than their quota. North Oxford which
had 25,361, is now reduced to 24,389, and South Oxford,
Which was Z4,782 is reduced to 23,923. North Norfolk,
whieh had 17,219, has now 20,133; and South Norfolk,
which had but 16,374, to which the hon. gentleman
objects to add the Town of Simcoe, although it lies in the
south riding, and naturally and geographically belongs
there, is given 19,279, which is certainly a more equitable
division than existed before. Now, we will take the Perths,
which formed a large part of the hon. gentleman's com-
plaint. We fitid by the census that the *south riding had
but 20,778, while the north riding has 34,207; but as the
south riding was comparatively a pocket borough for the
hon. gentleman he did not want it touched. We, however,
carrying out the principle on which this measure is based,
made one 21,508 and the other 25,538. The arrangement
of the Bruces, the hon. gentleman says, is the most iniqui.
tous scheme ever propounded. Il the hon. gentleman
carried his mind back over the past ten years, he would
know that the population of the county of Bruce has in-
creased very rapidly, and if it increases in the same ratio
within the nextten years, that increase must be in the north
riding, so that, although North Bruce is now the smallest
in the connty, the satne principle prevailed with regard to
its arrangement that prevailed elsewhere. It was but fair
and proper that those sections of country in which a great
increse of population is expected should have their popu-
lation so established as to give them the same representa-
tion as the counties around them. The county of Bruce
contained a population of 64,774, with two representatives;
upon the principle of equal representation as near as pos.
sible. We established three ridings, consisting of 22,618,
25,618 and 17,655 respectively, and I have no doubt that
before many years roll round North Bruce will be as
strong numerically as either of the other ridings when
the dispar'ity which existe now will exist no longer.
We now coine to the Elgins. The hon. gentleman thought

Mr. BowmLL.

that East Elgin, having a population of 28,147, and West
Elgin, having but 14,215, should not be interfered with ex-
cept by taking the town of St. Thomas from the East and
adding it to the west riding. Perhaps if there had been
no other readjustment necessary in order to equalize the
population, the suggestion by the hon. gentleman might
have been accepted. But as Bothwell, and Kent,-and
Lambton, and Essex, lie in the same group, it was necessary
in the readjusting of West Elgin to readjust the others,
and regard was to be had to population. Well, the result of
the readjustment is that East Elgin, instead ofhaving 28,147,
has 26,304; and West Elgin having before 14,214, has now
23,480. So the two Elgins have a population of 23,000 and
26,000 each, instead of 28,000 and 14,000 respectively. East
Elgin is represented by a Conservative and West Elgin by a
follower of the hon. gentleman opposite. Two to one must
be retained in this place as well as others. One Grit of
course, is just as good as two Conservatives, and ought to
have double the voice in the representation of the people,
that possessed by two Conservatives, taking the
hon. gentleman's argument, this is his theory. The
question of representation by population has very little
to do with his argument or principles when it
suits his political purposes. We have Bothwell next,
with a population of 27,102, which is now reduced to
24,115. ]Kent had 36,626, now reduced to 28,112. It
ought to have been reduced still further if possible, if it
could have been done without dividing townships or villages,
to a small number, in order to come down to what the Ion.
gentleman calis the correct quota for each division in the
country.

Mr. MILLS. It is quite possible.
Mr. BOWELL. I have no doubt the hon. gentleman

thinks he is quite capable of accomplishing this object, if he
had the matter in hand, and two or three more constituen-
cies to add to the Province of Ontario. If the population
would have justified it I have no doubt we could have carved
it out as the member for West Durham bas suggested. But
having but four new constituencies to addand two to abolish,
we divided them as equitably as we could, at the same
time reducing the larger constituencies to a minimum,
without dividing the different townships and adding to
those which had but a few. Well, Kent has been reduced
to a population of 28,112. Essex, the hon. gentleman thinks,
with the same disregard to the population of the country,
should have been divided north and south without any
townships being attached to it. He was quite willing that
Kent should have retained its 3,000 or 4,000, and I have no
doubt my hon. friend fron Essex would have been very
glad, if the suggestion could be adopted and
Romney taken from that County. Oh, said the
hon. gentleman, South Essex is a Reform Oonstituency
and they gave to it no strength. Has he forgotten that it
is represented in the Ontario Legislature by a Conser-
vative.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. BOWELL. You either forgot the fact or attempted

to deceive the House. -

Mr. BLAKE. I stated that I took the figures of 1878.
Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman, if he had analyzed

those figures, knows that the vote given in 1878 against
my hon. friend from Essex, for certain reasons which did
not exist at the local election, and that when the east riding
was contested at the local election it was carried by Mr.
Wright by two or three hundred majority. Then he tells us
that it is a Reform constituency. It is one of those con-
stituencies in which the electors have an opinion of their
own, and which expresses its opinion on principles. It is
well, as the Premier said a few years ago, that the opinions
of the intelligent electot are net bound by territorial
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limits. It is one of the boasts of a free country, not only
on this but on the other side of the line, that the people
mark their ballots in accordance withWprinciples and not for
the men who are running at the particular time. And if
they thought that the Goverument of 1873 did wrong, they
marked their disapprobation by returning the late
Ministry te power; but after five years' experience of the
hon. gontlemen opposite, those same electors, having
chaigôd their opinion as to their administrative abilities, as
to their honesty of political profession, reversed that
judgment. In the neighboring Republic we find that
scaréely at any two Presidential elections is the same vote
cast. As new principles crop up the necessities of the
country require a change or the adoption of another policy,
in order either to mar or assist its progress, the people, as
intelligent, educated qnen, cast their ballots accordingly.
And so it was in Ontario and South Essex, the hon. gentle-
man had therefore no right to claim it as a pet Reform con-
stituency. Essex is now altered by the addition of ]Romney,
the north riding having a population of 25,609, leaving
the south with 21,303. We bave increased the popu-
lation of South Essex by making it nearly 22,000, while
North Essex will have exactly the same territorial division
as the Ontario Government leaves it, with 25,659
of a population. But if it had not been for this con-
dition of things-a county with a population of over 36,000,
represented by but one conservative, or nearly three times
as mfany inhabitants as the member for Rrant represents,
the change that is now effected would not have been made.
The hon,. gentlemen complains of the division of Lambton
becanse it has not been divided up between Lambton and
Bothwell counties leaving Essex as before. I think if you
wilt look at the figures and at the territoral divisions you
will find that the division is equitable certainly in point ot
urnmbrs. One division, the West, contains 20,891 ; the East
division contains 21,725. I suppose they would like to
have it a little closer. I supposed we could have eut one of
the small villages in two and made perhaps the division a
little more equal, but it was impossible, taking the county
as it was to divide it more equally and fairly, It is true
that in the first draft of the Bill, Petrolia was in the wrong
place, but that was a printer's blunder which was discovered
and corrected. The village ofBeamsville was also misplaced
and because these were taken out of the ridings in which
they had been improperly placed, and placed in the correct
enes, the hon. member for West Durham objected to
proceeding with the Bill last Saturday. Now we eome to
Middlesex and to Huron which the hon. gentleinan says are
gerrymandered. Middlesex and the Ontarios are two of
the mnst wealthy and populous portions of Western Ontario,
and because the Government bas given an additional
representätive to each of these two sections of the country,
they are denounced for gerrymandering and doing an
iniquitous at. It will rest with these constituencies to say
whethet they will approve of the position that has been
taken by the hon. gentleman or whether they will approve
of the ct of this Government in giving an additional
representktive to each of these sections of country.
The eArving ont of a new constituenùy in that
partieular locality of Middlesex and Huron it was
neeessary to detach the townships as they have been
in order to equalize them. Not a single word fell from the
leader of the Opposition during that five or six hours speech
denounéing the formation of any of those constituencies,
except that of North Brant which he said was 48 miles long.
South Middlesex, the new constituency that is created, con-
tùits a populitioin of 18,884, and East Middlesex that for-
iuerly eetained 30,600 is now reduced to 24,552; West
Middlesex that had 21,496 has now 19,491; North Middlesex
that had 25,000 bas now 21,496, and South Middlesex that
had t,2"Mh*s now 19,540. As I have already pointed out,.
the beo!(Wf f hangitg the togntyt of Hutin in order to

equalize the counties as much as possible, the township of
Stephens was added to North Middlesex in order to increase
its population, while South Huron had attached to it the
town of Goderich, and the township of Colborne, Centre
Huron had a population of Z6,474. Now how do they stand ?
The north riding of Huron bad 27,104. The hon. member
for West Durham fonud a great deal of fault because that
municipality had been reduced by adding a portion to the
county in Bruce. Centre Huron instead of having 26,474
bas now a population of 22,321.

Mr. CAMERON. The hon. gentleman is mistaken by
3,000.

Mr. BOWELL. Will he hon. gentleman explain how.
Mr. CAMERON. I detach Goderich and Colborne from

Centre Huron and add 444 for Brussels.
Mr. BOWELL. You should also detach Usborne from

South Huron ?
Mr. CAMERON. The hon. gentleman said that Centre

Huron contains now 22,000. i say it only contains 19,443,
His figures are all wrong.

Mr. BOWELL. And South Huron which formerly con-
tained 23,393 now contains 23,916. It may be- posible the
hon. gentleman i8 right, I am not prepared to say distinctly
he is not, but I am inclined to think my figures are correct.
I bave gone over them very carefully, and am satisfied they
are correct. You can take the whole divisions from begin-
ning to end and you will find. that they are based on the
principle that hon. gentlemen opposite advocated and on
account of which they condemned the Government in the
past in the most uncompromising terns. Taking the bill
as a whole I defy the hon. gentIemn-an to make a more equit-
able roadjustment in regard to population and locality. The
peroration of the hon. genntleman was similar te those
which he generally makes on all questions. It was a rhe.
torical display which certainly does him greatcredit, but if'he
would adhere a little closer to arguments and, facnts ad les
to splitting of hairs, which characterizes Chaneer-y lawyers
and more particularly one of his standing at the bar, people
would have more confidence in him than they have to-day.
This is a question which we might discuss without using
those strong adjectives he bas so often used towards those
who do not agree him. I have no doubt that if he goes to
the country he will find that the people will not be misled
by declamation such as he bas uttered here to-day. It is
marvellous that all the hon. gentlemen on the other side of
the House are afraid of going to the people, He tells us
that the Government is doomed. They say the Govern-
ment is afraid to retain office until the expiry of the
parliamentary term, and that the whole country is rising
in denunciation of its policy. Now if the country holds
the opinion that it is represented on the other side of the
House as holding, surely the Opposition ought to court an
appeal to the country at once. If the Government are
willing to Yelinquish the eighteen months remaining of the
parliamentary term, and appeal to the people now, it shows
that they have perfect confidence that the country will
again endorse their policy. If the Government retained
office until the end of the term they would do precisely as
their predecessors did-holding on to power with such
tenacity as characterizes them in holding on to every office
ever they had an opportunity of putting their clutches
upon. If the people of this country are opposed to the
policy adopted by this Government, the sooner they make
their opposition known the better it will be for ail parties,
and particularly for capitalists who are specially desirous
of being assured that the policy of the Government is a
stable one. If the policy of the Goverument of the last three
or four years is to be set aside, and we are to go back to
the days of deficits and depression, when mon were seek-
ing employment in great numbers without findiag it, and
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we are to have, instead, the principle of free trade inaugur- being whose opinion in Canada is worth respect wilI attach
ated, then let the country know it. Then the people will the slightest importance to any charge of the sort that may
know that it is not safe for them to invest their money in this be brought against him by any man in this House, let him
country. Many of the hon. gentlemen opposite have been be whom he may. Now, Sir, as regards the measure before
trimming on this question, but, I am glad to know, there us, I, for one, can say that I am not in the slightest degree
are a few who have nailed their free trade colors to the mast surprised by this Bill. It is true, as the hon. gentleman for
and will accept no compromise. Let them go to the country West Durham has said, that the measure now in your hande
purely and squarely on that issue, and then we shall know is a cowardly measure, a dishonest measure and a treacherous
whother the country is going te pursue a policy that has measure. It is most true that the measure in your hande is
made the neighboring Republic great and prosperous, or one which it is not possible to conceive that any man of
whether it is te be reduced to the straits in which it was honor could introduce, or that any man of honor could vote
a few years ago, when we shall be dependent, not only for under any conceivable circumstances. Sir, it is most
upon our neigh bors, but upon every other country. If we true that the measure violates every principle- I do notsay
are to accept the speeches of the hon. inember for Lambton, that the introducer ever held-but that the introducer ever
I should say that he intends te pursue the same policy that professed or ever put on record in this louse. It is most
lie pursued after bis accession to power. The same language true that this measure openly applies one distinct rule of
he used then he has used lately in bis speeches in the action te the Province of Ontario and another distinct rule
West and in this House. The people should learn that, of action to every other Province in this Dominion. It is
notwithstanding their promises when they attained to most true that h. applies one rule and one measure te con-
power, they violated every one of them, and I shall be very stituencies of equal strength lying side by side, and that at
much mistaken if, on appeal to the people, they do not tel[ every point and every passage of this Bill, every shadow of
them that they have as little confidence in them now as a principle which the hon. gentleman proposes t base it
they had in 1878. upon la openly and flagrantly violated. I say now, I say it

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no intention of speaking at is a measure which will, if it becomes law, pave the
the present moment upon the merits of the question, but I way te a great and radical change in the constitution of this
desire to ask if the hon. gentleman who has just sat down country, and the hon. gentleman who does not like intelli-
alluded to me as making known the contents of a telegram gence and foresight, and who is aware as to what is involved
addressed to him. in such a measure, must be satisfied that although he i the

Mr. BOWELL. Yes I did. nominal leader of the party which professes te uphold the
constitution h. is by this measure layng the axe to all

Mr. MACKENZIE. Then, Sir, I can only say that the principles on which the constitution resta. I am not surprised.
longest and best part of the hon. gentleman's name is the I knew the man, knew what he is capable of, and I was not
same as mine, and a telegram was delivered at my desk the least surprised that he should have brought down the
which I tore open naturally the moment I got it, and when measure. If hon. members will look at past history they
I saw the address inside, I immediately carried it over te will find the hon. gentleman's record. Is not this the man
him and told him that I had not seen a word of the mes- who, after denouncing his colleague as being steeped te the
sage. I am surprised that the hon. gentleman should have lips in corruption, held office for many years at the good
thought me capable of doing such a thing. will and pleasure of his friends ? Is not this the man who

Mr. BOWELL. There is an adage of a man telling just was driven into a corner by some of the intrigues in 1868,
half the truth. I am not referring to the telegram the hon. particularly by a piece of treachery-the most outrageons
gentleman opened in this House addressed to me, but to a in the history of any country-the man who would not, on
telegram he opened in the Railway Committee Room. As any account, consent te the introduction of the Federal
te the first telegram, it is quite true that the hon. gentle- principle in legislation, and yet when the choice came
man did cross the floor of the flouse with an open telegram between loosing office and accepting the Federal principle,
and banded it over te me saying: "iHere is a telegram I he accepted the latter.
opened through mistake, but I have not read it." The Mr. BOWELL. You supported them in everything atother telegram, that was opened in the Railway Committee
Room, I saw him holding in is hand and reading it. I did that time.
not k'now it was mine until he handed it over to me say- Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In 1868 I sought
ing, "I have made another mistake." I know that immedi- another and better leader, but could not find him. I will
ately afterwards in the railway train and everywhere else the not allude te the circumstances under which the hon. gen-
contents of that telegram were talked of by a late colleague tleman lost power inl 173. But if the hon. Minister of
of the hon. gentleman who said-what was a falsehood-that Customs talks of conspiracies and dares te say that the hon.
I at once took up my bat and rushed away te the tele- First Minister was turned out of office by unworthy means
graph office and gave the telegraph operators a blowing up I ask what honest man can look back without a blush
for sending my telegram te the hon. gentleman. I do not rising te bis cheek at the manner in which
say the hon. gentleman opened it knowingly, but that it was Canada was disgraced by the hon. gentleman who. occupied
he who opened it-and I think if he had common decency,the the Treasury beuches in 1872; but of all his dishonorable
decency of one gentleman te another-he certainly would acts none are more dishonest and more treacherons te the in-
not have read its contents. One thing is quite certain, I terests of Canada than this measure. The measure shows
never told the contents te the hon. gentleman's colleague. what the hon. member is ready to do when he thinks he

Mr. MACKENZIE. I can only say that I did not see a las power. It shows, tao, the point of degradation to
single word of the message in question. I hope I am inca- which his followers and the country have been reduced.
pable of doing such a thing, and I hope I have not sat for One question alone remains te be answered. Has that lon.
twenty-five years in Parliament te hear a single gentleman gentleman judged correctly of the debasement of his
think I could be capable of doing such an act. followers here and outaide of this House? Have four years

eI am bound te accept the lion.of the hon. gentleman's rule se debased and degraded what
Mm. BOWELL. 0f course Ith was once a good and honest party that they are prepared to

gentleman's demial; I have only te add that I did not tell the throw aside every sense of fair play and every instinct of
contents to the hon. gentleman's friends. pride and enable the hon. gentleman te consummate his

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think my hon. efforts. For the sake of Canada, for the sake of all of us,I hope
iend who site beside me need believe that a single human the hon. gentleman will not follow up is conclusions in this
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case. What is the aim of the hon. gentleman? His object
is clear. The measure is framed so that it will prove injur-
ious to his own Province, where he has lost the good will
of the people and it is desired to give a minority of the
voters in Ontario control of the majority of seats. What is
his pretext for doing so? Whet bas the hon. Minister of
Oustoms told us is the pretext? The Minister of the
Interior, of all men in Canada, in his old age
co mes forward as an advocate of equality, and in
order to adjust four seats in Ontari> finds he
must change the boundaries of fifty-four constituencies. Soe
fond of equality and representation is the gentleman that
he has prepared a scheme by which, if carried out as he
hopes and expects it will be, will enable one-third of Ontario
to control two-thirds of the seats, and that is what he calis
equality of representation. Al through the other Pro-
vinces thore is to-day the greatest possible inequality of re-
presentation, even not excepting'Manitoba. The hon. gen-
tleman's supports is as crooked as bis politics. I do not
deem it necessary to go at length over the arguments which
have been put forward by my bon. friend, but in answer to
the reply, if reply it can be called, of the Minister of Cus-
toms, I will take four or five groups of constituencies in
varions parts of Ontario, and Iwill show with what zeal the
principle of representation by population bas been applied.
No one objected to the grouping of Cornwall and Stormont,
but we find that the hon. gentleman who desired to apply
the principle of equality of representation calls attention to
the fact that at this moment there are upwards of thirty
constituencies in eastern Ontario, with an average popula-
tion of 15,000 as against sixty in western Ontario,
which average 22,000 or 23,010, that the hon. gen-
tleman does not deny and for good reasons,
but when he comes to North Leeds and Grenville
he has an earnest desire to amend the representation.
There is a reason, North Leeds and Grenville contains
12,900 people, or a little more than half the population
which was necessary to carry into practice the principles
of the hon. gentlemen. Why, Sir, after you deduct the
township of Chitley with 2,593, and after you add Smith's
Falls with a population of 2,087 you get this result, that
North Leeds and Grenville, which was nearly 10,000 too
small is 500 souls smaller than before. In virtue of the
principle of equality of representation the hon. gentleman
asks this House to decree that North Leeds and Grenville
instead of having 9,929 shall have 12,423, and that is the
first stop in his pathway to equality of representation. But
Sir, ho redresses all that. Brockville is too small. It has
only a population of 12,500. To Brockville shall be added
Chitley, with a population of 2,593, making a total population
Of 15,000 souls. 1Now let us mark how well this hon. gentle-
man acts up to his professions. Close to Brockville, in
direct municipal connection with Brockville is the county
of South Leeds. South Leeds contains a population of
22,206, something like 1,300 souls more than the proportion
it should have-something like 4,000 more than the propor-
tion it should have as compared with the groups of 30 con-
stituencies at the end of Ontario. Now, had the hon.
gentleman desired to apply this principle, had ho been
actuated by any honest impulse in this matter would .he
have travelled far enough to select Chitley, would he have
taken from South Leeds, which had a population consider-
ably in excess of what it should have on any fair ground of
proportion of division and added it to Brockville? Let the
Heuse judge what are the grounds upon which he passed
South Leeds with 22,000 of a population and fixed upon
North Leeds and Grenville with 12,900 as the county from
"which the extra number· should be drawn. But the hon.
Minister of Customs tells us that in all these cases we should
have regard to the probable growth of the constituencies.
He said with some degree of force, if you find that certain
coltituenciee from year to year are growing larger you

may fairly assign those in some cases a smaller number,
trusting that the growth of population will soon rectify the
apparent inequalities. Now it happons that in a consti-
tuency well known to the hon. Minister of the Interior and
myself, and well known to many member of this House that
that the hon. gentleman had a most excellent opportunity
of putting in practice the doctrine laid down by his own
Minister, and how does the hon. gentleman do it? On the
occasion of the last Census the county of Frontenac con-
tained 16,300 souls. On the occasion of the last Consus
Addington contained 2,132, and now let the House mark
the just and wise application of the principle respecting
growing counties. Addington has increased in ton years
something like 2,158; Frontenac has decreased by 1,317
souls, but not one hair's breadth, not one township, not one
of the smallest municipal sub-divisions is to be taken from
the sacred soit of Addington and put to Frontenac, and
most of us who have studied the electoral references can guess
the reason why. And this is the most unreasonable because
not merely is Addington enormously in excess of Frontenan
but it was largely taken away from the original county of
Frontenac. Many of the townships deal with the municipal
centre of Frontenac and have no natural connection with
Addington at all. I come next to South Wentworth. The
hon. Minister of Customs spent some time to show what a
rigbteous and excellent thing it was that South Wentworth,
with a population of 14,933, should be raised no matter at
what expense or inconvenience to 15,539. Sir, allow me to
call the attention of the House to one of those remarkable
combinations of numbers which sometimes occur. You saw
that it went to the heart of the hon. Minister of Customs
that South Wentwortb, with a miserable population of
14,933 should have been left unaltered andi unadded te.
But let us look back. We find that Frontenacb as
15,933 too. Frontenac and South Wentworth contain
to a single unit identically the same popu-
lation. I believe one difference is that Frontenac
is unhappily losing, while South Wentworth is growing a
little ; but nothing could induce him to touch Frontenac,
though ho found great urgency for meddling with South
Wentworth. From South Wentworth he takes Ancaster,
with a population of 4,726-a township which represents, I
believe, the .utterances of my hon. friend the member for
South Wentworth (Mr. Rymal), and in order to make up
for it he adds Grimsby and Caistor and the village of
Grimsby, with a population of 5,722, for the purpose of
making up for the disproportion which existe in South
Wentworth, giving a total population in that riding of
15,929, or only about 6,000 less than the amount to which it
should be raised were they going in for the principle of
equality of representation. To the case with reference to
the Middlesexes, I desire to call the attention of the House
particularly. We find that in the case of Middlesex
that we have three ridings with a total population of 73,335.
Now, Sir, if you will turn to the adjoining county of Huron
you will find that there is a population of 76,968. What would
be the natural course which the hon . gentleman would have
taken had ho been desirous of promoting the principle of
equality of representation ? Would ho instinctively come to
the county which had nearly 3,500 less, and say I muet
give that county four members and leave the larger county
with three? Is that the case which necessarily and
naturally and instinctively suggests itself to the mind of the
hon. gentleman. But here aiso comes in another principle
which the hon. Minister of Customs dwelt upon greatly.

An hon. MEMBER. There is not a Minister in the
House.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not wonder at
it. I have not the highest opinion of these hon, gentlemen,
but I may say that it is to their credit that they are
ashamed of this measure, But we are not speaking to the
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Ministers. We do not expect to influence the Ministers. adding to Kent, without the slightest difoculty, without
We expect to find an Abigail among the 120 supporters disturbing any municipal boundary from one end or
We expect to find a good many more among the good mon the two counties to the other, my hon. friend ishowed
and true whom they have deceived for the last six years. in great detail that it was perfectly pomsible

Mr. HESSON. No traitors here. to equalize the representation, and at the samo time to keep
the municipal boundaries; and ho showed an utter dis.

Sir RICHARD .T. (ARTWR[IHT. I wish I could say regard of all such boundaries in the proposed division. Was
that even in the absence of the Ministry, but I am sorry to there an attempt made on that side of the House, to shake
say that 1 fear that the men who vote for this Bill, whether my hon. friend's proof that there were fifteen constituencies
they know it or not, are in the highest degree traitors, not at one end of Ontario which have double therepresentation of
merely to their own Province but to the Constitution and fifteen at the other end. Was there the slightest reference
good government of Canada. My position is this: We made to it ? No; it was one of those clear distinct facts
were told that a growing population should be considered which the people can understand, which they sh411 ploase
and respected. Well, we find that in the course of the last Providence, have an opportunity of understanding, and on
ton years the County of Middlesex has increased 5,566; we the understanding by which they will condern the hpn.
find that the Oounty of Huron has increased 10,802; there- gentleman's scheme as an impudent fraud and an impudent
fore, on every rule of right, on every reasonable ground attempt to deceive and mislead the people of Canada. The
that can be urged, if you were going to give four members hon. the First Minister is an expert tactician. He has not
snywhere you ought to have given them to Huron and not studied in vain the constitution undor which we live. He
to Middlesex. But why was the representation given to kiiew that under our existing system of representation there
Middlesex and not to Huron? Because the people of Huron is a plot; ho knew that thore is a danger here, like many
were too troublesome to be trusted with four constituencies, dangers that are known to exist in the British Constitution
while in Middlesex two miht have been saved out of the fire. from which ours is in part derived if that plot is taken
But when the people of ntario come to understand the advantage of by an unscrupulons administration for
principle of this measure, I can assure hon. gentlemen that thoir own vile purposes. Every man who has paid the
they will rosent the idea that the whole territories and slightest attention to our system of representation, especially
constituencies of that Province should be made a matter of when it is carried out under the very perfect municipal
bargain and traffic by hon. gentlemen opposite. What is system we possess, knows that where the con4tituencies are,the argument of these hon. gentlemen? They tell us, for- as in Ontario, closely divided, the difference not exceeding
sooth, that they are justified in cutting and carving many 100 or 200 voters between the two sides in politics, it is
of these constituencies, because they allege that Mr. Mowat, always possible for an unscrupulous man so to gerrymander
in the local divisions of Ontario, chose to make certain the constituencies that one-third of the voters may be able
alterations. My hon. friend has shown that Mr. Mowat, in to return, under cover of the law, two-thirds of the repre-
every case in which he did not strictly respect the proper sentatives. The case is clear. We may have in thirty
municipal divisions, adopted the division made in 1872 by constituencies an average majority of 500, and in sixty
hon. gentlemen opposite themselves; and ye# the talk of the others an average m:ajority of 100. We should thon, on the
division of townships made by Mr. Mowat as being irregular. whole representation, have a total majority of 9,000 votes,
But the hon. gentleman told us it was of no consequence to or far more than the present Ministers received; and yet we
the Dominion Parliament, whether municipal divisions may be left with but one-third the representation in this
were respected or not. Is ho a subordinate minister pre- House. That is the blot on the measure known to exist,
pared to disavow all the utterances of the hon. First Minister and pointed out as hostile to the British Constitution; and,
on this subject no longer ago than the 28th of April, when up to the present, not only in Great Britain, but in every
on introducing this Bill, ho said with regard to his speech Britilsh Colony, the trust of the people has been that theor
of 1872: representatives will be too honorable and high-minded to

" I do not go back on a single word of what I said then. I said avail themselves of that blot, or to attenpty by such un-
then, and I say now, it is of great importance to keep the arrangement just and unfair mearns, to prevent the will of the peopleof the electoral and municipal divisions which were the same, and I con- from
tended then that it was of great importance that the municipal coun ties being exposed on the floor of Parliament. Now, I
should be the electoral districts and f gave my reasons, that young think that the English people and their descendants here-
men would first become Councillors, then Reeves and then Wardens, tofore have relied on these two things-on a sense of justice
and there would be municipal as political unifor.ity." among the legislators and on the weight of public opinion-
Is the Minister of Customs the true exponent of the doc- to correct them if they went astray. Have we to ask our-
trines of the Government, or does the Minister of the selves now whether these things exist and can be trusted in
Interior, as of right, expound the sentiments upon which Canada ? If they do exist, thon I feel that those bon.
the majority of this House are to base their legislation ? gentlemen never made a greater mistake in thoir own
The Minister of Custois went f arther; ho asserted that interest than if they vote for a measure like the present.
my hon. friend objected to the division of the Peterboroughs But if it does not succoed-if, by any misfortune, the
and the Victorias. Now, I took careful note of what my people should consent to allow this nefarious scheme to go
hon. friend said, and I did not hear him say one word into effect, thon I warn the House that they are preparing
against that division. Tbe hon. mem ber went on to explain for themselves very great constitutional changes. It is not
that the reason Haldimand, already below the proper quota to.be expected or desired that the Reformi party, a party so
was reduced, was bec&use it was necessary to add to South powerful at present that it controls by an overwhelming
Weutworth; and ho said that there was no Tory addititon majority the Local Legislature, will sit down patiently
made to South Wentworth. Well, Sir, if there was no under a wrong like this. Hon. gentlemen may depend
Tory addition made there was a very large reform subtrac- upon that they will be punishod soon, if not immediately,
tion. And what did.the hon. gentleman say about Bruce ? for supporting such a measure. I believe the hon. Premier
He represented that it was necessary to make provision for has gone far to make changes of our whole constitutiona4l
a growth in population, where it was limited, but nothing system inevitable by that proceeding. I do not think this
could induce him to disturb the statu quo of my hon. friend scheme will succeed, but it is possible; and I ask if the
for Frontenac. As in the case of Essex, my hon. friend resuit of the next general elections shows that the Reform
showed in the clearest and most distinct manner, that by party have a clear majority of the votes polled in Ontario,
obaerving the ,municipal boundaries by taking away and yet have failed to get .a majority of the seats in this
from ethweIl, which is ;slig4.tly overgrown, amd .Unnae, is lat a sta t of .thipgs conducive 1o good goern-
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ment, or likely to make the people of Ontario respect and
obey the decisions of the Domirrion Parliament? I felt
surprised the Minister of Customs would rise in his place,
and, in face of the facts cited from this side of the House,
could pretend that Ministers were actuated by a desire to
promote equality of representation. Why could ho not
take the more honest and straightforward, if more
unscrupulous line, and tell us at once that they had the
power, and would use it, to deprive the people of Canada
and our party of their just rights. That admission at any
rate would have a respect for the truth. A Bill to give
Ontario four new seats las caused an alteration of the
boundaries of 54 constituencies. Let me contrast this course
with that of the hon. member for Lambton, when, in 1874,
he had the opportunity of using the power he legally
possessed to secure the discomfiture of his opponents. The
House knows that my hon. friend and his supporters had
long contended that it was right, proper and desirable that
the general elections should all be held on the one day.
Yet in 1874 the law gave him power to hold those elections
as he pleased. What did he do ? Did he take any mean
advantage of it? Did he bring on all the elections in Onta-
rio on the same day? Every man knows the effect on the
public mind, and the overwhelming victory we secured, and
that small as the Conservative minority was in 1874, it
would have been vastly smaller had my hon. friend used the
power he thon possessed. Hon. gentlemen opposite think
they have effectually provided for the retension at any rate,
of a certain number of seats. In those calculations they
depend on the vote that was cast in 1878. Now, the natural
changes which have taken place since have been large, the
exodus fromn Canada has been large, and what is more to
the purpose there was in 1878 a very considerable vote
which held back and was in many cases large enough to
have turned the day in many constituencies; and Ministers
may find now that ail this trickery and deceit may have the
effect of driving the more respectable number oftheir party
from them in sheer disgust and despair. I repeat the
Government have shown by this act that they have no
regard for the interests of Ontario; that Ontario is looked
upon, as the late Geo. Brown said, "rather as the milk cow
from which they might draw to support their extravagance,
than as the great Province whose rights and interests should
be respected in this House." I will say that if the people of
Ontario, after what they have seen and experienced at the
hands of these hon. gentlemen opposite, should sustain them
by their generous vote, which I do not in the slightest
degree believe, they will show that they desire to be trampled
upon, their rights disregarded and their liberties made a
football of by the present Administration.

Mr. GUTURIE. The only attempt made on behalf of
the Governmentto answerthearguments of the hon. member
for West Durham was a singularly feeble and ineffective one.
Wliat the hon. member for West Durham contended was
that the principle of county representation had been
violated in almost every instance. The answer which the
hon. Minister attempted to make was, that the Government
had endeavored to follow the principle of representation by
population. He admitted, in fact, what he could not deny,
that they paid no regard whatever to municipal and county
boundaries. The hon. member for West Durham showed
that there was a way by which the principle of representa-
tion by population could be in a large measure followed by
observing municipal and county boundaries. For
instance, as ho showed in the case of Brant, if you take
North and South Brant, and add the populations together,
you would have about 34,000; and by dividing them as
nearly as possible you would leave each riding a popula-
tion of 17,000, which is a larger number than that of many
of the constituencies which this Bill leaves untouched.
Again, with regard to Elgin, the hon. member for West
Durham showed that, without changing the county of
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Elgin within its own municipal boundaries, there was an
opportunity to equalize the populations between the east
and west ridings. So with regard to Peterboro, the west
riding has a population of about 14,000 and the eat riding
nearly 24,000, why should not that be equalized ? Why should
West Peterboro be left with a population under the quota and
East Peterboro with a population over the quota, when the
latter could have been reduced so as to equalize the num-
bers? It will be found that, in every case mentioned by the
hon. member for West Durham, the equalization of popula-
tion could have been obtained without the extraordinary
disregard for municipal boundaries which this Bill exhibits.
There is one remarkable feature about this scheme which I
do not think has been referred to. There are as many as
twenty-eight rural constituencies which have not been inter-
fered with. Of those twenty-eight, twenty-four are repre-
sented in this House by Conservatives and only four by
Liberals, and the total number of rural constituencies inter-
ferd with is forty-seven, of which twenty-six are represented
by Conservatives and twenty-one by Liberals. Nearly
half the constituencies interfered with are represented
in this House by members of the Opposition, a propor-
tion out of all keeping with the number of Opposition
members from Ontario. What does this mean ? It means that
where the Conservatives in this House felt they were safe
their constituencies were not interfered with, and that
where they did not feel safe, they have either increased their
strength, by relieving themselves of Liberal townships or
by arranging so that they would get Conservative townships
from adjoining constituencies. In what instances has that
been done ? This is altogether independent of that scheme
of hiving which the hon. member for West Durham has
well illustrated. We find Conservative members being
relieved in the manner I have indicated in the following
constituencies: South Lanark, East York, North York,
Lincoln, Monck, North Perth, East Elgin, East Middlesex,
North Middlesex and North Huron. We find that Oonser-
vative townships have been added to constituencies that
were considered too weak, where they could be spared;from
other constituencies. They have been spared from Carleton
to weaken the Reform party in North Lanark ; they have
been taken from Halton to weaken North Wentworth ;
North Wellington bas been mode more Conservative by
drawing from North Perth ; South Grey has been
strengthened by drawing from East Grey; and Centre Wel-
lington, by drawing from North Wellington which was
previously strengthened by recoiving Wallace. In ail these
instances it will be found on examination that the sole
motive for making the change has been to strengthen the
Conservative cause and weaken the Liberal. The hon.
Minister of Customs has not attempted to impugn the
figures of the hon. member for West Durham, showing the
political effect of these changes, showing that in some eight
or ton cases Reform townships have been thrown together,
giving enormous Reform strength in particular counties and
weakening the Liberals in a number of adjoining counties.
There are some thirty constituencies affected by these
"l hiving " processes, eight or ton of which will return
Liberal members by majorities ranging from 500 to 1,500,
and the other twenty, according to the calculation of the
framers of this Bill, will return Conservatives. Thus, if this
Bil accomplishes its purpose, our number from these groupa
on this side of the Housenow seventeen,will be eut down to
ton, whereas before this iniquitous Bill was brought for-
ward, we had every prospect of carrying some twenty-
eight out of these thirty. No botter illustration can be
fo-nd of the Government's motive in framing this measure
than the fact that out of the thirty seats, of which we now
occupy seventeen, they intend to leave us only ton, whereas
we had a reasonable expectation of carrying twenty-eight.
The hon. Minister of Customs undertook to answer some of
the arguments about the înequality of population in respect
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of only a few of the counties. What did he say in regard
to the district about Niagara? We find that the consti-
tuencies of Niagara, Lincoln and Monck combined have a
population of something like 43,000. If that population
were divided equally so as to give a member to Monck
and a member to Lincoln each would have a population
of something over 21,000. That cannot be considered
out of the way, in view of the disparities existing in
counties that are not affected by this Bill. If there was a
real intention to equalize the population, how do these hon.
gentlemen account for the fact that Welland is left with a
population of 26,000, and that county adjoins the county of
Monck which is reduced to 16,000 ? Yet those gentlemen say
it was an absolute necessity to interfere with the Went-
worths, one of which had about 15,000 and the other 16,000.
Now, Mr. Speaker, ask yourself if that single instance does
not illustrate the plan and plot and scheme upon
which this measure bas been based ? Why was Welland
not interfered with ? Because the member for Welland
could not spare any Conservatives and the hon. member for
Monck did not want any Liberals. That is the real
secret of it. The hon. member for Welland would gladly
have given Liberals to the hon. member for Monck, but
the hon. member for Monck did not want them, and so we
have this result that that large county is left untouched
and the adjoining county of Monck is reduced to 16,000.
Then, again, what is the operation in Wellington?
We are told that a growing county should be con-
sidered. Now, if any riding in Canada is growing it is
North Wellington, which has increased its population from
18,000 in 1872, to 26,000 in 1882. It has growing towns
and villages and plenty of unoccupied land. It is pretended
that regard was had to the prospective increase in North
Bruce and Muskoka; but was regard had to that in North
Wellington? Why, instead of diminishing it this Bill
actually increases its population to a little over 26,000. The
population of the whole county is at least as large as the
county of Middlesex, which is to have an additional member.
The three ridings of Wellington as they now stand are
about as nearly equal in population as could be desired.
One has 25,400, the other 22,000 odd, and the other 25,000
odd, and the changes that are made by this Bill leave the
total population of the county just about what it is now; but
they violate the county by taking out of it a Reform town-
ship at the south end and adding at the north
end, from another county, a Conservative town-
ship. Could anything better illustrate the sham and
hollow pretence of this equalizing population argument
which we have heard advanced ? In this county the whole
shuffle of the cards results, not in changing the population
of the county, but in so distributing it as to weaken the
Reform cause in the whole three ridings and to strengthen
the Conservative cause in each at the expense of violating
in two of the constituencies the boundaries of the county.
Then we have the case of the adjoining county of Hlalton.
We have that county mutilated to help the Conservative
cause in North Wentworth and weaken the Liberal cause
in South Wellingtcn, while the riding of Cardwell, which
adjoins South Wellington, has a smaller population than
Halton would have even after the township of Nelson was
taken out of it. We have that left untouched; why? be-
cause the township of Erin, if added to Cardwell, would
render Cardwell a doubtful constituency for the Con-
servatives. The hon. member for Cardwell would not
allow Erin to be added to his county, and the result is we
have the township of Erin added to a county that is larger
in population than the adjoining county of Cardwell. We1
have a large number of constituencies throughout Ontario lefti
untouched that have populations under 20,000. They are:i
South Grenville, South Renfrew, Frontenac, Lennox, havingj
only 16,000, while the adjoining county of Addington bas«
23,000; East lastings, West liastings, West Northum-1

Mr. Gurmno.

berland, Peterborough, with only 13,300-no necessity
felt on the part of the Government to interfere with
it; Durham East and West, West York, Peel, 16,000 eonly;
and the county of Cardwell, which I have already men.
tioned. Al these counties are left untouched, thus showing
that the pretence of equalizing population is a sham. When
this Bill was first introduced it was pretended that it was
following a precedent set by Mr. Mowat in the Local House,
but after the very lucid explanations we have heard ofthat
measure by the hon. member for West Durham, no at-
tempt was made on the part of the Government by their
mouthpiece the hon. Minister of Customs, to show that that
measure was based on any other principle than that of
observing, as far as possible, existing county lines and not
transgressing municipal boundaries. There bas been no
attempt on the part of the Government to answer that.
There bas been not one solitary reason adduced why the
proposition that was laid before us to-night by the hon.
member for West Durham, showing where additional mem-
bers could be given to Ontario in counties having the
necessary population, without doing violence to the prin-
ciple of respecting municipal county boundaries should not
be adopted. We have the county of Essex entitled to two
members, Lambton entitled to two members, Bruce and
Simcoe to three members each, and Dufferin to one member.
You can accomplish all the purposes that the hon. leader
of the Government said in 1872 were desirable, and still
give Ontario the additional representative she is entitled
to without doing injustice to either of the political parties.
The names given in this Bill to electoral districts are
misnomers.. We hear read a statement of populations;
we are told that the population of North Brant,
for instance, is about 12,000, and that it is to be
increased to 17,000 or 18,000. Any one listening to these
statements would suppose that North Brant was really what
the name i mplies; but what is it? North Brant is to consist
of part of two other counties and only à very small part of
North Brant. North Brant, in other words, is not North
Brant. it might, with as much propriety, be called West
Wentworth or East Oxford, for it is made up of townships
from both those counties, as well as from North Brant. So
with respect to North Oxford, we were gravely told by the
hon. Minister of Customs that the old population was so much
and that the proposed population would be so much, leaving
in the minds of those who have not examined the details to
suppose that townships composing new districts were really
part of the county of Oxford. The fact is North Oxford
is made up of part of Oxford and a part of the south
riding of Perth and the north ridi ng of Perth. So
with respect to West Ontario, that county should
properly be understood as comprising parts of Ontario,
parts of East York and parts of West York. So with
respect to North Middlesex, part of which is in Middlesex
and part of which is composed of townships taken from South
Huron. So it is with respect to South Perth. Its bound-
aries have been altered not only by depriving it of a Reform
township to be added to North Oxford, but by having a
township from Huron added on the west side. Those names
are misnomers, and if the Government really intended to do
right in the matter they would insert different names so that
the people would not be misled. We have it, as the result
of this discussion so far, that the only pretence for this
measure is the desire to produce equality of population.
That, however, has been shown to be utterly unfounded;
not only have greater inequalities been left untouched, but
the attempts made to re-adjust have left the consti-
tuencies tampered with in a worse position. For instance,
in the cases of Leeds, Muskoka and Haldimand, the Govern-
ment have reduced them very much below the number
allowed, while North Wellington, Centre Wellington and
Halton have been increased beyond the correct number;
so that you fmd, when you come to disregard the general
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assertions and examine the details, the true reason must
be found in something else, and it has been demonstrated
beyond cavil that the motive is a political one, because
every one of the changes has been made with a political
purpose and with the intention of unfairly rotaining Con-
servatives in office and weakening the Liberal party. Under
those circumstances can you wonder that the measure has
been reeeived by many of the independent Conservative
electors and newspapers with disapprobation. Conservative
townships refuse to be made tools of. Hon. gentlemen
opposite are ashamed to defend the measure. It has no
merits, and no wonder hon. gentlemen opposite desire to
vote upon it in silence. The leader of the Government, in
proposing the second reading of the Bill, did so in silence,
and a desire has been manifested to make no attempt to
answer the masterly speech of the hou. member for West
Durham. It has been said that we on this side of the Hlouse
have been desiring a dissolution. Not a word has been
said by us indicating a fear of a dissolution if we are to
have fair play with respect to the constituencies; but we
protest that hon. gentlemen opposite who have been point-
ing to an alleged growth of public opinion in their favor
should seek to take advantage of their large majority here
and legislate us out of our seats, conspiring to prevent that
full and fair expression of public opinion which they so
much profess to court. Why, we cannot fail to come to the
conclusion that hon. gentlemen opposite are really afraid
to appeal to the people under the same constituencies as
in 1878. I feel satisfied, from the expression of opinion
we have had by correspondence and through the public
press showing a strong 'sense of the unjust nature of the
measure itself, that although the Government may meet
some advantages from it, they will not reap the full advan-
tages they expect to reap. I believe we can with con-
fidence appeal to the fair-minded electors and ask them to
say whether we are to be treated as this Bill seeks to treat
us; over fifty constituencies have been arranged with such
disregard of right and justice that not a majority will give
a potential voice, but a minority shall return most mem-
bers, and the larger portion of Ontario will be in the position
of being represented in this House, not by members possess-
ing its confidence, but by men who have not its confidence.

Mr. COCKBURN. I desire to offer a few remarks on
this Bill, seeing that the county which I have represented
is now cut into about five pieces. But before discussing
the features of the measure I wish to point to one
particular which comes home to myself as representing
a new section of the county. The House will observe that
no step has been made in giving more representation to
the northern portion of Ontario. It is quite true that my
constituency has a population of over 27,000, but while itis
true that some portions of it should be added elsewhere the
Government have gone in the wrong direction. I hold that
Algoma and Muskoka should have been put into one con-
stituency, and a new constituency formed in the centre and
called by some name and description of the localities-
taking the northern portion of Muskoka and the southern
portion of Algoma. I hope the hon. member for
Algoma (Mr. Dawson) will assist me in trying to
get justice for that portion of the county. As I
stated before, the new settlements are entirely ignored.
The district of Nipissing, for instance, is entirely unrepre-
sented, and one village of 700 inhabitants in the northern
part is totally unrepresented. The Government, in fact, do
not appear to have had in view the better representation of
the northern part of the Province, but to have confined
their efforts to the more southern parts. They take off from
my county 5,000 souls and add them to North Ontario,
leaving us a little less than 22,000. They go further and
take 4,000 more and add themi to East Simcoe-in other
words, they take from the smaller counties and add to the
larger. Among the anomalies, inequalities and oversights

in the Bill with regard to Muskoka, I notice that in one
case where two townships form one municipality, one goes
to one municipality and the other to another; and in an-
other case three townships are omitted altogether-they are
not even mentioned-I refer to the townships of
Baxter, Gibson and Freeman. These townships,
geographically, could most conveniently be added
to East Simcoe, and as East Simcoe has a household fran-
chise, the Governmont could either confer the household
franchise upon them, or what would be botter, add them to
Muskoka. The figures which have been given go to show
that my case is not a singular one-that I have not had
the antipathy of the Government specially, except as
bolonging to my party. I humbly submit that the people
of this country, of all shades of polities, will look upon this
Act with disapproval; that the outrage which has been
perpetrated in this portion of the nineteenth century will
be denounced by the sensible, independent men of all
parties. There are, of course, blind partizans who would
support any act of their friends, but I have good reason to
believe that the atrocious character of this Bill will defeat
its own object. When the House is in (ommittee I shall
have some amendments to suggest, in the
direction of removing the anomalies i have in-
dicated. As they do not involve any questions
of principle I hope they will be agreed to. For example, I
think it is time that the elections of Muskoka were held on
the same day as elsewhere. Under the Act the returning
officer is obliged to have two weeks intervene between
nomination and polling day. I found that a disadvantage
in 1878, and though I believe it will operate in my favor at
the next election, I am quite willing to forego the advantage
if the district is treated the same as other parts of the Pro-
vince. The local elections are hold upon the same day, and
considering that the size of the constituency has been dimin-
ished and that the roads have been greatly improved, I do
not see why it should be treated exceptionally in the Domi-
nion elections. I think also that the name of the district
should be changed and that it should be called Muskoka
and Parry Sound, as the latter, which is a large and im-
portant district should not be ignored. In conclusion,
I may say that I think hon. gentlemen should freely own
up the corn, as the plea that their plan was to equalize
the population is too thinly disguised not to be quite
ap parent to all. The people will see very plainly that the
Government have got themselves into a trap, they have
themselves to blame, and I have no doubt they will be
visited by condign punishment.

Mr. RYKERT. I do not wonder at the plaintive tone of
the last speaker, as [ have heard him adopt the same tone
in a different place and under different circumstances. I
recollect his appealing very strongly on one occasion for
Conservati ve support for which ho was abused by the organ
of the party to which ho now belongs. I believe he was
one of the nine martyrs, and I have no doubt, if the Govern-
ment would only consent to gerrymander two or three
townships in his favor, ho would be quite willing teobe
a martyr at the present time. As regards the member for
Centre Huron, I think I can dismiss him with a few words.
It is necessary for the Reform party always to have dirt
slingers; and I know of no man so fitted for the position
as that hon. gentleman. I think I should retract those two
last words, "hon. gentleman ;" and I do retract them-or,
rather, I use them in a strictly parliamentary sense. Ihave
known that gentleman for forty years; I knew him
at school and ho was despised and disliked thon as ho
is now. He was always viewed with suspicion, and the boys
were always glad to look up their lunches when he was about.
No man can throw dirt botter than the hon. member for
Centre Huron, a man despised by almost every one in the
community, a man who is the Jonah of the Grit party, and if
there is any one person to whom the hon. member for
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t'ambton is indebted for his overthrow, it is to that member the population showed it was necessary, but it doos
and to his contemptible conduet. He treated every person not follow that these membere shah represent consti-
with whom ho came in contact as his inferior; the big IJ" tuencies of equal population. In thi Legisaturewe
and the little "u " was his leading principle. The hon. have only to censider what interests and benetits the whole
member for West Durham must have been highly flattered Dominion. We have nothing te do with questions affeeting
by the way in which the hon. member for South Wellington ceunties or municipalities, which are matters for the Local
(Mr. Guthrie) tried to bolster up his case. One would Legisiatures, and yet hon.gentlemen went te make capital out
suppose that, if there is anything at all in the speech of of the faet that one man reprosents 20,000 and another only
the leader of the Opposition, ho required very little 12,000 or 13,000. Thelon. member for South Wellington
assistance from his friends. It must have been clear to eeemed delighted thet the hon. member for West Durham
the mind of every man who heard him (Mr. Guthrie) that had answered the charge with regard to the policy parsued
that hon. gentleman feels ho was about to receive his quietus by Mr. Mowat in the Local begisiature. WellSir, according
at the hands of the electors, provided this Bill goes through to my ideatbe Hon. Oliver Mowat gerrymandered the Pro-
the House. I think that future is in store for that vince of Ontario to a groater extort than ie doue bythie
hon. gentleman, and I think he sees the handwriting Bil. The hon. member for West Durham saw that it was ne-
on the wall. The hon. member for West Durham has gone cessary to defend the Mowat Government, and that there wae
into this matter in the most elaborate manner; and has something wrong in his legishation of 1874. Mr. Mowat had
collected an extraordinary category of adjectives which he only one object in view, viz., to strengthen himeof in the
has thrown acrose to- this side of the flouse, but I thinik Ontario Legislature. What other reason was there for altering
they witl have very little effect either in this flouse or lu the boundaries of Brockville and adding the two Grit town-
the country. The hon, gentlemanhas spoken about a ship from the adjoining county unleesst strengthen hies
conspiracy. Welh, ho had botter flot eay mnch hand. We al know that county was represented by a large
about a conspiracy, or ho nxayhear something about one Conservative majorityand the two Grit townhips were added
that ho was interested in. We can stand being calhed te it for the purpose have mentioned. The tewn of
brutes by the hon. member for Centre Huron, because ho Drockville and Ehzabeothtown had townships with aeGrit
doesenet know botter, but when a man eof intelligence like inajority of 228 added terovercom the large Con-
the hon. member for West Durham taik2 about a conspiracy, servative majority of the preovious election,iand
1 tell him that it is juet as well te lot sleeping dogeie. But ins order to have a sure eat for tho.upresent
it je necessary for these gentlemen te have a cry. They Ontari Minister of Publie Works who had recoived a warn-
have failed in their cry about the PacifieMRailway upon ing in South Grenvihle. With regard te, South Huron, and
which they were se anxious te go te the country last year, in tho division of other counties, it is said that Mr. Mowat
but the very moment the electors wexe aroused, and the foowedthe plan adopted by the DominionGoverment in
moment they saw the great beneit that the contract was 1872. ofe did no such thing. In Huron ho turned about
conforring upon the country and how rapidBy the North- fourteen townships, placing tho Dmdifferently from their
West was being developed, that moment theso hon. gente- positions under the previous Acte. If ho dtsied te act in
mon, instead of insisting on an appoal te the electors, the interest of the country, and ne complaint was made as
wanted the elections staved off for a long time. The te the population, what necessity was there for altering that
National Policy cry je ne longer used by these hon. gentle- centituency ? To moet hie own views, and te esatisfy the
men, but they want some cry te go te the country with, demandeof bis party, ho divided the townships in a way
and they seem te have bit upon the gerrymandering cry. that only the hon, gentlemen opposite would justify. The
They are going temake the electtrs beieve that we are resuytmuf that gerrymandering was, as I have said, which
legilating ail the Grits eut f the ouse, and going te gave the east riding 21,976, the wet riding 24,474, and the
elet Cnservatives; however, c do net believe that the cry seuth riding 22,025, wereas; under the.Act of 1872, the
wirl ameunt teo a great deal. The on. member for Wost soutb riding had 21,512; Centre Huron 22,791, and the north
Durham appealed to the sy pathy of his friend from tho riding 21862, almcyt equal numbors in the three constituen-

lower Provinces te rise in indignation and vote down this cos formed by the Dominion Legislature. But mark the
masure.e fcontrated the representation in Ontario with ingonuity of Mr. Mowat. Jon, gentlemen opposite say that

what in the Province of Quebec, but ho fergot tetell this the one thing ho kept in view was t hold the municipalities
bouse that when Confederation was finally adopted, the tegether. A few days ago it was.sai& the townships were net
principle of representation by population wae ter par- divided, that the municipalities wre kept intact; yet when
amount with regard te ontari , but with regard to the we challenge thisstatement, showing that four wedivided
Province Quebec thereo was nothing eaid about representa- by Mr. Mowat, they back wator and say that tbey kept
tien bypopulation or readjustment; adp1 venture te say that them intact se far as the counties were concerned. The end
those who have thoroughly examined the Confederation Act always justifies the means with Liberals when in power. The
will Pole t the conclusion that neither the Province of hlon. mmber for Weet D-rham stated that ther were certain
Ontari or the Provinc of Quebec has any powerwhatever t, associations connected with those municipaitios; that the
increasy its representation. That grouryd was taken on the peoplgcwer in the habit of acting tgethor, and ought trybe
lhr oftheogieaturof Ontarie, and was never succeasfuly representedtogethor.inthisfouse. Newwhatconnection
refuted. Lt was nver contemplated te oincrase the ropr - is there btween municipahities, se far as poitic are con-
sentation of these Provinces for local ptrposes, but for cerned, andiat necesityile therefor one townthip
Dominion purposes. But that Christian poitician in adjoning anotherao far as the repressntatien is concerned?
Ontario, the Hon. Oliver Mowat, thought ho would satisfy *Mr. Mowat solved that matter, in endeavoring te jutify hie
Ontario botter if ho added te that representation. The littletrickry--and ho was equaItosiuchtrickfs so.far as Huronl
question of representation by population, howevor, was not is conernd-in ordr te satisfy its ownhfrinds who
te be considered in the future adjustment of the roprosenta- reprosented the three. riding. e juetiied the dividing
tien of Ontario, soB far as this Dominion is concerned, up ovthe townships by goographilinos. Ri
except as regards the numbor of members coming from said ho had endeavored to find a division that would be
that Province; there is nothing in the British North correct geographically, looking te the Cosus, and which
America- Act te indicate that constituencies ehould oe world put together those portions meat nearly associat ein
Bot apart throngh that Province according te population, their business relations, and that ho found it imposnsible t
but it was intendpd simply that the Province should have do this withount dividing the township. If ho wanted to
ighty-two members at that timo, and increased as have thos social relations keptintact, why did ho ,livide
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the townships? lits object was to get a Grit majority here
and a Grit majority there; and he violated the principles
which ho laid down in the very opening of his speech. Ie
gerrymandered South Wellington in order to secure that con-
stituency. The hon. member for West Durham states that
the county of Dufferin was set apart provisionally at that
time. Re is mistaken. It was not established as a
county, nor was the Bill read the second time till
after Mr, Mowat made his speech on redistribution.
I have got the documents here to show it, The hon. member
forWest Durham said it was set provisionally apart,but I say
it was not, because the provisional setting apart of counties
only takes place when the junior county withdraws from
the senior county, or when a new county is established and
provision is made for officers to be elected for a certain time
The Bill was introd uced by Mr. Mowat on the 7th of
December. Ris speech in regard to Dufferin was made
that same day, and the second reading of the Dufferin Bill
took place on the 9th. After screaming about, as he
knows how, to flnd some excuse for the gerrymandering and
for the political slaughter of bis opponents, he says:

Il The Government had come to the conclusion that the evils of such
a change would exceed the advantages, but whenever a new county
was to be formed they ihought it desirable that it should be represented
by a member of this fouse. There might sometimes be considerations
that would make it impossible to carry that out, but now that they had
some seats to dispose of it was desirable that if a new county were to
be formed during thiB Session it should receive representation. He
believed it was only likely that one sueh proposal should be made this
Session, that referrimg to the county of Dufferin, One Bill of that kind
was brought down in 1873, another in the first Session of the year and
now the question was before the House again. It bad been' urged upon
the Government that although they might not be disposed to deal with
all the applications for the formation of new counties in which they
clashed with one another, there was not sufficient reason to resist the
demand froi the county of Dufferin which did not clash with any other
schene, and the reasons for which were such as to commend themselves
to everybody."

Two days after that, the Bill was read a second time, so that
the hon. member for West Durham is a little astray in his
historical narration of the case,

Mr. BLAKE. No.

Mr. RYKERT. The hon. gentleman will contradict any-
thing and everything on every occasion and everywhere,
regardless of the truth. As regards South Wellington, Mr.
Mowat said that he had selected Eramosa on account of its
commercialrelations with Guelph. Eanosa wasavery con-
venient township to put on, on that account. What on earth
had its commercial relations to do with the Local Legisla-
ture ? The little Premier showed a great doal of ingentuiy in
endeavoring to find out a reason. In Centre Wellington
we found out how much ho knew about geography.
Talk about gerrymandering. What could be worse than that.
[Here Mr. Rykert held up a plan of the county].

ee how ingenious the little fellow was. The township of
Garafraxa, of which half gave 260 or 270 of a Tory majority,
and half gave a Grit majority, the Tory half ho adds to
Dufferin and the Grit half ho places in Centre Wellington;
and in order to make it certain Grit ho adds Erin town-
ship, with 200 Grit majority. I do not think we
will hear much more about gerrymandering, as far as
North Brant is concerned. Take another county. As I said
before, the county of Huron had no less than fourteen town-
ships gerrymandered. Take the county of Grey. Unfor-
tnnately the political complexion was not alike all over that
county, and in order to make it as beneficial, politically,
as he could, ho found it convenient to make a change, and
wanting to give some reason for it, he said:

" The only change they proposed in making the arrangement which
had been adopted by the Dominion, was that they learned that St.
Vincent was not connected b yrailway or travelled road with the
township of Artçmesia, in which the nominations had been held lately.
They learned that if St. Vincent people wished to reach Artemesia it
Was necessary, if they took the most convenient road, to go first to Owen
Sound. They propose therefore, to place t. Vincent were Welland
Wu, and Portland where St. Vincent was."

By doing that they turned the majority in that constitueney.
The people protested in the strongest term against the
change, but their protestations were unheeded. When,
however, it came to the counties ot Cornwall and Glengarry
the Premier said: "I understand they do not wish to join
the town of Cornwall, and consider that the objection
should not be disregarded " In this instance he gave effect
to the appeal of his friends, though the appeal in the other
case was unheeded. Thon we conie to East Grey, which
was changed about by the addition of the township of Lang-
ton, and thon we come to the celebrated county of Dufferin,
which was not a county at all until Mr. Mowat made it. A
Bill was introduced in 1873, with different boundaries,
which did not become law. He did not ask for the same
division as in 1874, because there were five Conservative
constituencies which could be made into four Grit and one
Conservatives by judieious carving. Not satisfied with that,
they gerrymandered Cardwell, which was a county quite
square with four townships, but was not of the proper poli-
ticalcomplexion, and by so doing they succeeded in destroy-
ing the Conservative majority. Of the whole counties in
Ontario Mowat redistributed not less than twenty-six.
Mr. Mowat, seeing that power was slipping froim him, felt
it necessary to sell some of the assets ofthe Province in order
to make the surplus appear large, altbough this Govern ment
had given him $340,00 a year by assuming the debt,
and in order to preserve his hold ho proceedcid to gerry-
mander the Province and altered no less than twenty-
six constituencies. He paid me the compliment of
adding Niagara to my constituency. He hoped to
wipe me out. HUe knew there was a feeling of hostility
against me in Niagara on account of my views on the
question of the county seat. But ýfor all tbis at the next
geieral election they gave me a majority of sixty-five, and
ever since they have given me a handsome majority. I am
ready to test my constituency at any time with the
strongest man my opponents can bring forward. We all
know that that was done for the purpose of killing me in the
county of Lincoln, and the attempt signally failed. The
hon. member from West Durham said to-night that I
appealed to the Premier to have Clinton and some other
township taken back. All I ca say is that the county of
Lincoln intact gave me a large majority last election,
though my opponent was the strongeQt man they
ever had in the county. Hon. gentlemen opposite com-
plain of this Bill as a gerrymanding Bill, but they
forget their own attempts to gerrymander. I have heard
of a Bill called the Tuckersmith Bill, and I have heard of
another Bill to which Col. Higginbotham's name is attached,
but I have no doubt the hon. member for Centre Welling-
ton will deal with that matter. Mr. Mowat, in order to
retain power altered the counties of Huron, Bothwell, Kent,
Lambton, Essex, Cardwell, the Greys, South Simcoe,
Wellington and Victoria. Speaking about Wellington,
when the Redistribution Bill was introduced in 1872; lthe
hon. member for South Huron pronounced the division in
Wellington as a proper division, and I have on record his
approval of it. Yet Mr. Mowat, in the face of that, alters
that county and changes eight or ten townships in order
that these three counties might return a Grit majority. On
page 1060 of the Debates, the hon. menber for Centre Huron
said : "The proposed reacljustment of Wellington was right
and proper." Changes were made in North Victoria, the
Simcoes, East and West Peterborough, North and South
Renfrew, Brockville. Niagara, East Northumberland, West
York, North Lanark, South Bruce and the three Greys.
Now, what was all that done for? In the outset of his
remarks ho states that it is necessary to increase the
number of members for the Province; that the large
counties ought to be divided, ho gerrymanders over
the whole Province. For what purpose? There was no
necessity for it. No one ever complaind there was any
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rivalry or jealousy between the eastern and western sections
of Ontario. During the time I was a member of the Local
Legislature there was no appearance of sectional strife ai
all. Well, setting out with the proposition that representa.
tion by population should be the guiding principle instead
of dividing the constituencies, Mr. Mowat left no less than
twenty constituencies, having a population of under
15,000 and some as low as 8,000. Now this Bill alters
fourteen of those twenty constituencies and raises them
up to an average population of 21,000. Hon. gentlemen
opposite complain that this Bill dos flnot fairly read-
just the representation between the eastern and western
parts of the Province. They eau look atthe Bill introduced
by themselves which Ieft some twenty constituencies con-
taining under 15,000 of a population and which this Bill
now properly rectifies. Any one who looks at the question
for a moment must come to the conclusion that this Bill
is in the interest of the general public. According to
their organ there are now forty-five constituencies pro-
perly readjusted with an average population of 21,000. I
think that is an evidence that the Government followed that
principle precisely in framing this Bill. True there may be
some discrepancies in it, as you may find in any other Bill,
but taking the Bill as a whole no person can find fault
with it unless it be the hou. member for Niagara
whose constituency is to be wiped out, but that hon. gentle-
man is sufficiently patriotic to perceive that the interests of
the whole country ought to dominate over the interests of
any small portion of the people, and I feel satisfied that bis
constituents will take the same view. Now, the hon.
member for West Durham spoke about minority represen-
tation in that celebrated speech of bis at Aurora. But there
in this Bill we find that very principle is being carried ont
to a large extent, and that minorities are obtaining better
representation than they have yet had. I know the hon.
gentleman feels much grieved that some of his friends are
likely to lose their seats in this Legislature. We may
regret some of them; no doubt this House will regret the
departure of the hon. member for South Wentworth, who
has so long furnished amusement to this House. No doubt
the House regrets the hon. member's departure; but under
any circumstances the handwriting was on the wall. The
last local election was significant; the hon. member and bis
party failed to win the last local election with all their power.

IMr. RYMA L. It did not go against me.
Mr. RYKERT. When the Reform party's candidate had

all the power of the Government at bis back he failed,
and it was a significant warning that Mr. Joseph Rymal
should not try a contest again. I am glad to see the hon.
gentleman bas made a virtue of a necessity. The right
thinking people of every province will come to the con-
clusion that the Government has desired to do justice to
Ontario, and although they may use 'strong language and
vote against the Government, opponents have not asked
that any change be made in the Bill. The hon. member
for West Durham in bis plaintive way has asked that justice
be done to Ontario. The Maritime Provinces to which Lhe
has appealed would not make such a demand, but the hon.
gentleman is trying to raise a sectional cry. When the
second thought of the people comes to pass judgment on the
Bill it will be given in favor of the Government by an over-
whelming majority, and when the case has been thoroughly
examined, and when the arguments have been sifted to their
foundation, when the people of Ontario come to examine
into the motives which have actuated lon. gentlemen
opposite, that second thought will pronounce that the Gov-
ernment Bill is a step in the right direction, and that it
embodies a principle which has been a guiding principle
with political parties and that the measuie is in the best
interests of the whole Dominion.

Mr. RYMAÂL. I wish to put my hon. friend from Lincoln
(Mr. Rykert) right in regard to a statement ho lis made

. Mr. RYKERT.

respecting what he calls my forced retirement, and the fact,
l as ho says, that My constituency wa lost to the Liberal party.
t The hon. gentleman is mistaken. The election that I won in

1878 was no warning to me that my political days were num.
bered. My majority in 1878 was three times what it was in
1867, and twice what it was in 1861 and 1863; and with
the falsehood and deception practised in 1878, the wonder
was not that I was returned by seventy-five majority, but
that I was returned at all. The following year, at the
local election, the reform candidate won his seat. Tory
villainy endeavored to wrest the riding out of our hands,
and we were obliged to appeal to the Courts, and then my
Reform friend obtained his seat. It is forty-six years since

. the Tory party obtained a triumph in the constituency
1 which so long has done me the honor of returning me, and

I fear not now, gerrymandered as we are (for there will be a
pretty hot time before a Tory is retnrned for South Went.
worth), although I am not going to be a candidate, I will not
be a disinterested spectator, and I hope that we will not ap-
peal to the electors in vain. If the hon. member for Lincoln
could boast of such uninterrupted confidence of bis constitu-
ents as I have enjoyed, he might have something to boast
of. But lie has gone and come again and again ;
and although he as endeavored to secure himseolf more
firmly in Lincoln than formerly by getting rid of sixty
Reftorm votes, he is not going to sleep on a bed of roses
rwhen the next contest comes on. He had. botter put his
bouse in or.der in time and see that is guns are loaded. The
hon. gentleman was always referring to the hon. Premier
of Ontario as the little man. I will compare the two men.
They are both legal gentlemen and politicians. Lot us look
at the positions they hold as professional mnen. Mr. Mowat
held one of the most lucrative practices in Ontario and was
afterwards entrusted with an important position in the courts
of that Province, in which position lie did greatcredit to him-
self. Every one was satisfied he was an able judge. Let us see
where the on. member for Lincoln stands as a member of the
Bar. Ie stands somewhere between a fifth and a fifteenth rate
lawyer, lie is a briefless barrister practicing in Police and
Division Courts, and even there only with a limited degree
of success. Let us compare them as politicians. Mr. Mowat is
the first commoner in is native Province, a position which
he bas held for many years and he is strong in the affections
of the people. My hon. friend is, I was going to say, a
fifth rate politician, but I will value him at his own estimate
and will call him a second rate politician. It was said by
Pope, the poet "That the soul was the measure of the man."
I never heard any man say that Mr. Mowat, was not a whole
souled noble hearted specimen of humanity that bore the
stamp of nobility on lis countenance, while ten thousand
souls like that which actuates tie hon. gentleman opposite
could lodge in a fiea's skull and then have as much room to
play in as two frogs could have on the broad bosom of
Lake Ontario.

Mr. MILLS. As it is now 2 o'clock in the morning, I
beg to move the adjournment of the debate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would say to my
hon. friend that I gave the hon. gentlemen opposite an
opportunity on Saturday to discuss this measure. They
chose to take a technical objection and they may make the
most of it.

Motion negatived.

Mr. MILLS. We see now how much sincerity there was
in the assurances given to the House by the hon. gentleman.
We see that this measure was introduced at the last hours
of the Session, and was introduced purposelyate in order
that there might be no opportunity for a full and open dis-
cssion. The hon. gentleman tells us he gave us an oppor-
tunity on Saturday and, Sir, you ruled that the Bill which
the hon. gentleman proposed to be read a second time was
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not the Bill which ho before read the first time. The hon.
gentleman introduced some days ago a measure to this House
relating to the subject of the re-distribution of seats and
that measure is not the one now under consideration. It is
a wholly different measure and it proposed a wholly different
distribution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, it did not.

Mr. MILLS. I say yes it did, and you said so, Mr.
Speaker. It was because it was a different measure that
the hon. gentleman was compelled to ask that the order be
discharged and to introduce a new measure which was read
the first time on Saturday and now the hon. gentleman at
the firet sitting and the first day after that, and
the first opportunity for a fair discussion of the subject,
insists that after we have been sitting eleven hours that
this discussion shall be proceeded with and that a measure,
the most important that has ever been before this Par-
Hument shall be forced to a second reading without any
fair chance for its being considered by the country. I know,
Sir, that it is a matter of form in a great measure to pro-
ceed with this discussion. I know that a number of sup-
porters of this Government did not intend that there should
be a fair opportunity for the consideration or discussion of
this subject, but I owe a certain duty to my constituents
and if I do not succeed in discharging it as efficiently as I
could desire it is because I have been listening for more
than tan houms to the discussion which has taken place, and
I do not think it is fair to me or my supporters that I should
be compelled to discuss this subject at two o'clock in the
morning. But the hon. gentleman professes to be guided in
this measure by English practice. I made some evenings
go a statement showing the practice in England and a

series of statements showing the time that important
measures since 1831 were introduced in the
English Parliament and how long they were before the
louse of Commons. In almost every instance there was
not a measure which reached its third reading that had not
been before the House for nearly three months. I alluded
to the opinion expressed by Mr. Disraeli in reference to the
Irish Church Bill, and the hon. gentleman seemed to doubt
whether the views oxpressed, and which I attributed to the
late leader of the Conservative party in England, were the
views which that distinguished nobleman entertained. Well,
Sir, I have turned up the speech of Disraeli on that
occasion and I will read an extract to the louse. Mr.
Disraeli, when Mr. Gladstone first proposed the resolutions
relating to the disestablishment of the Irish Church, declared
that the measure was important and should not be disposed
of by Parliament without the country having an opportunity
of considering it-that the House should be dissolved and the
question made an issue and that if the people in the country
sustained Mr. Gladstone in thaf view, then, and not before
it would be time to deal with the subject. Well, Sir, Mr.
Gladstone acted on the principle laid down by his antagon-
ist. An appeal was had to the country and a majority were
returned favorable to the disestablishment of the Irish
church. After the new Parliament mot, after Mr. Glad-
stone spoke on the subject, Mr. Disraeli made the following
Observations:

"I take the fair interpretation of the decision of the country at the
general elections to be this: That it was the opinion of the country that
the right hon. gentleman should have the opportunity of dealing with
the question of the church in Ireland. I do not understand that the
Country pledged itself to support any particular measure. No particu-
lar Measure was then before it% but it declared and decided in a manner
which could not be mistaken 1fat the right hon. gentleman should have
a fair and full opportunity of dealing with the church in Ireland."

On the same subject ho goes on to say:
" 1 trust the right hon. gentleman will give ample timne to the House

and the coutry for the consideration of his meaaure before he asks for
a decision."

The House will mark the observation "armple time to the
House and the country for the consideration of his
measure." He goes on to say:-

" I trust, therefore, as we are not opposing the motion, the xight hon.
gentleman will accede to my proposition, and allow the House and the
country an opportunity for considering this important subject, which
involves details all of which must be investigated; and it he pursues
that course, he will find that he will have to encounter no unnecessary
or vexations delay."

Mr. Gladstone in reply said the measure would be in the
hands of members next day, that bein'g a Monday, and two
weeks from the following Thursday would be allowed
before the Bill was read a second time. That was seven-
teen days between the fi rst reading and the second. The
Right hon. gentleman, who led the Conservative party, asked
not merely that the House should have ample time for con-
sideration, but that time should be given for consideration
of the subject by the country. Now, I would like to know
what time the hon. gentleman bas given for the considera-
tion of this Bill by the country. Why, Sir, four-fifths of the
country-a great majority of the constituent body have had
no opportunity at all. In many parts of Ontario it has
scarcely reached them yet, and yet the hon. gentleman
insists at the last moment of the Session that the present
measure shall be put through, not only withoutgiving the
country a fair opportunity for its consideration, but the louse
an opportunity for considering the effect of this measure in
all its details. The right hon. gentleman says why you
took a technical objection to the Bill I say we took a proper
objection to a wholly different Bill. The hon, gentleman
brought down here one Bill; he submitted to a third
Chamber that same Bill. It was surreptitiously taken from
this Ilouse; it was subnitted to that third Charmber un-
known to our law and our constitution. It was altered and
amended there. Why, Sir, we have beard rumeurs of the
discussion which took place there. We have heard of
stormy meetings there, of high words that passed between
men who were flghting for this township or that, to have it
transferred to this constituency or that, and one hon. gentle-
man it is said averred that ho had not heard such swearing,
such profanity since the meeting was held for.the execu-
tion of Mr. Letellier, and when similar profanity was
indulged in.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. Who told the hon.7gen-
tieman that ?

Mr. MILLS. I said it was a rumour.
• Sir. JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then the hon. gentleman

is the propagator of a false rumour. He is stating what
is distinctly untrue.

Mr. MILLS. Is it true, I ask ? Were there no disputes?
Is it true the Bill he introduced on the 28th of April was
altered in that caucus ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is net true.
Mr. MILLS. How is it thon that we had brought down

on Saturday a wholly different Bill ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not true.
Mr. MILLS. How is it that we have a Bill which is

wholly different in its provisions?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not wholly true.
Mr. MILLS. I say it is, and the Journals and Debates of

the House will prove it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is false, altogether

false.
Mr. MILLS. That statement on the Journals will

show whether the falsehood rests with me or
in the denial of the hon. gentleman. The bon. gentle-
man leads not a Government but a conspiracy-a conspiracy
against the constitution of this country-against the
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liberties of the people of this country, against the rights
and hononr of Parliament.

Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman should retract these
words. They are a disgrace to him and I say bis words
should be taken down.

Mr. MILLS. Are they true ? The hon. gentleman to-day
said himself that bis constituency was not the proper shape
and that he insisted on these changes.

Mr. HESSON. There is another falsehood.
Mr. MILLS. This Bill is the result of a contract between

conspirators. This Bill confirms what these hon. gentlemen
did in that secret caucus, and the people will decide whether
these hon. gentlemen will profit by the conspiracy which
was then formed to deprive the majority of the people of
the controlling influence in the Parliament of Canada. The
hon. gentleman has undertaken to deal with a subject
which is a great public trust committed to bis hands, a
subject which does not relate to the administration
of public affairs,which does not concern the Crown,but which
coucerns this House and belongs to the constitution of this
House; and be should deal with this question as the leader
of this House and not as the chief adviser of the Crown. How
has he undertaken to protect the rights of the minority of
this House and to deal with the electorate of this country,
who are represented by that minority? fHas he undertaken
to exercise that protecting care which, as the leader of this
House and the guardian of rights of the electoral body
represented here, are entitled to look for at bis hands ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Every new consti-
tuency is a Grit constituency.

Mr. MILLS. We know how anxious the hon. gentleman
is to accommodate the Grits. This is the most important!
question that ever came before Parliament, because it makes
it quite possible that the great majority of the votes of the
electors may be c<ast for one party and the great majority of
the representatives who sit in this House may belong to
another party. A measure that makes such a thing possible
is not a peoper measure; and the measure now before us was
intended to produce this result and might produce it but for
its atrocions character and the indignation that it will arouse.
Sir, we can have some regard for the revolutionist, even
though bis acts may be wholly unjustifiable, who will iun
some personal risk to obtain success, but what can be said for
a leader of a Government who feels that the majority of the
country are against him, and in order to secure success
without any risk to himself, avails himself of the power of
legislation to secure office and its emoluments for him-
self in the succeeding Parliament? The hon. gentle-
man has spoken in favor of the great principle of
representation by population. That principle is not
recognised in this Bill, and if it were, it would not
remove the objections against it as it appears before
us. What is the aim of Parliamentary Government ?
Is it not to carry on the Government according to
the well understood wishes of the people and to'
give to the prevailing sentiment of the country a
controlling influence in Parliament, while the Bill of the
hon. gentleman aims to carry out the design of keep-
ing a political party in office irrespective of the sentiments
and feelings of the majority of the electors. I amin favor of
representation by population, but I deny that it is the only
point to be considered. There are many other considera-
tions such as those of municipal boundaries, which the hon.
gentleman recognized in 1872, which he again affirmed a few
days ago, but which the hon. Minister of Customs to-night
repudiated. He told us that these considerations were of no
value in this louse because we did not deal with municipal
or local affairs, but with matters of trade and commerce.
The hon. gertleman knows that in choosing a candidate for
election, the bringing together of people who have been

Mr. MisLL.

associated in municipal affairs and in various other matters,
is a wholly different thing from calling a people together
who never meet for any other purpose. There is no
justification for it-it being proposed wholly in the inter-
est of the Conservative party. Thn bon. gentleman has
proposed to govern us by the sacred rule of three, and yet
the bon. member for West Durham has shown that that rule
is wholly illusory as' applied to this measure, and that repre-
sentation by population is not recognized. If the hon. First
Minister was sincere in his professions, why did he not
equalize the constituencies in the other Provinces also ?
We know there was no sincerity in this argument, and that
his object was wholly different. Equalization could have
been secured without violating the municipal boundaries of
the various constituencies of Ontario. The lon. gentleman
is a very recent couvert to representation by population
which he formerly struggled against and denoanced in the
strongest language. In the readjustments of 1867 and 1871
he did not propose any such policy as the present, or only
to a very limited degree, as in Grey, the flurons and Wel-
lingtons, and in Haldimand and Monck. We pointed out
the injustice involved, and he was limited in his operations
by the principle he himself laid down. He as now disre-
garded that principle and proposed a scheme which would
reduce the Government of Canada to the condition of those
of Mexico and Peru. He is exercising no such restraint and
forbearance as are absolutely necessary to fairly carrying out
the English system of parliamentary government. He knows
well that if we accede to power we could not permit
those proposed boundaries to remain. They are a
crying injustice; an injustice so great that they
would require to be imnediately remedied; and if we
were to act on the principle of theb hon. gentleman,
we should have no settled institutions in this country,
or no enduring bases of government. It has been well
said by Sir James MacIntosh, that institutions grow and
Governments grow, and are not made. The hon. gentleman
is acting on a wholly different theory that institutions may
be made, without growth. Some respect should be paid to
the habits and Conservative tendenciesof the people of this
country: When you have a county which requires but a
small reduction to give it the number required for repre-
sentation, why interfere with its boundaries? Its people are
used to act together in all their municipal affairs, ecclesias-
tical organizations and other arrangements of life; and you
propose to interfcre with them to bring the fractions of
several couities together, men who never met before,
which may produce half-a-dozen rival candidates at an
election, none willing to yield to the other. If you act on
'bis principle of dissociating wholly the political life of this
Parliament from the political life of the people in every
other respect. Parliament should rather be the outcome
of our municipal and provincial institutions than an arbi-
trary creation standing wholly alone. When you propose
arbitrarily every ten years to break up the whole constituent
body of the Dominion, what is the result? Why that every
ten years you will have society eut up by the roots, and
new constituencies formed to suit the party in power. The
principle of the hon. gentleman's Bill is most dangerous and
wholly inconsistent with parliamentary government. I
am willing to recognize the principle of equality, so far as
you can consistently, with a due regard to other interests
equally important.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is what this Bill
does.

Mr. MILLS. It does not. The lon. gentleman has paid
no regard to county boundaries. Take, for instance, the
county of Essex, which has more than population enough
for two members, why then add on the township of Rom-
ney? The county of Kent bas nearly enough for three,
and under this Bill has not ils due representation. Why
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then give to the county of Lambton nearly three members,
when it has 2,000 of a population less than Kent ?
Why take part of the county of Kent and add it to the
county of Essex, which bas already more than sufficient
population? You add to the county of Elgin where there
is a sufficient population for two within the county. The
county of Lambton has two and a-balf representatives, and
the county of Kent less than two, yet the hon. gentleman
professes to recognize the principle of representation accord-
ing to population in the division whieh has been made. The
propositions made in this Bill have completely thrown off
the restraints which I have mentioned. You take away all
certainty as to the stability of political associations, and
you put, as the hon. gentleman said some years ago, the
constituent body of the country, not in the hands of
the people who may be said to fairly represent the clectors,
but in the hands of professional politicians. It may be
laid down as a correct principle under our system of par-
liamentary government that the leader of a party owes
something to the country as well as to his party, that there
are other interests than those of the mere success of a party
to be considered, and that there are interests to which the
future well-being of a party may require that the party
interests for the time should be subordinated. This is one
of those occasions. The bon. gentleman, in dealing with a
measure of this sort, had two courses open to him. One
was to adopt the principle of equalizing the constituencies
throughout the Dominion, beginning at some point in each
Province, and making them uniform so far as the township,
town and village municipalities would permit, or recognize
the municipal boundaries of counties and act within the re-
straints which those municipal boundaries impose. He has
done neither. He did not apply the principle of representa-
tion by population pure and simple; neither did be recognize
the principle of respecting the political and municipal boun-
daries of counties. Had he done so the fifty odd changes
that have been made would not have taken place. I have
taken the trouble te prepare a map based on the Bill, as it
was introduced on Saturday, and the extent to which the
hon. gentleman bas disregarded the boundaries of counties
is most extraodinary. There is hardly a county lying
west of Kingston, the boundaries of which are intact.
It is preposterous, in view of these facts, for the hon. gentle-
man to pretend that he bas paid the slightest regard to the
county municipal boundaries. As the hon. member for West
Durham bas shown, the right bon. gentleman bas taken a
number of constituencies in groups and hived, to use his
expression, the Reform party within those constituencies,
so as to give that party a minority in representation.
There is another very important consideration,
and that is the degrading effect a measure of this sort must
have on the minds of all those who are disposed to follow
the hon, gentleman in the course he -as marked out. No
greater misfortune can befall a country than for their repre-
sentatives te undertake to degrade the political and public
sentiment of the country. There is not a particle of gener-
osity or open, manly warfare remaining in those who once
enter on the course of defending the Bill which the hon.
gentleman bas submitted to the House. The bon. First
Minister, in proposing the measure which is now before us,
has paid no regard to the principle of fair representation of
the various political parties in the country in proportion to
their numbers. The bon. gentleman bas undertaken to con-
fine the Reform party within a few constituencies-in
South Essex, the two Oxfords, West Elgin and South
Middlesex, and a few other constituencies, and it is impos-
sible to look at the results of the last elections without see-
ing the care with which this object was kept in view. I have
said already that a system of parhiamentary govern-
Ment cannot be carried on based solely on mere personal
loyalty or party consideration. There are certain
traditionary influences which grow up in a country,
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emanating from institutions established by the people,
and which tine will ultimately crystalize into law,
it bas been observed by Bagehot in his work on
the Constitution, that very few men think ont
many of the political problems with which they bave to deal.
The great majority of our political opinions are second-hand.
We profit by the experience of others and we add our own
small stock to the accumulated knowledge of our pr.edeces-
sors, and it is only by doing so that the system of parlia-
mentary government begomes possible. What the bon.
gentleman proposes to do by this Bill will render it impos-
sible to profit by the experience and labor of those who have
gone before us. Now I object to the Bill on this ground.
It is a matter to me of small consequence which party may
succeed at the elections; it is a matter of small consequence
whether I am elected here or not. Those who know me
know that I care very little whether I come baek here or
not, but I do know that if I wish to come back here for
Bothwell as it is now constituted I can come, and the hon.
gentleman cannot form a constituency in Kent that I cannot
be elected in, whether in West, East, or North Kent But
it is a matter of great consequence to the stability of the
Government in the country and the maintenance of our
English system that a measure of this kind should not
receive the sanction of Parliament. If the hon. gentleman
chooses to act upon the principle of a Mexican chief and
to use the power of the law for the purpose of establishing
himself in office, then I say that parliamentary govern-
ment is at an end, because the means employed to secure
that object will render further and radical changes necessary,
and will render it impossible that the system as it
now exists can be continued, and it is because this is the
case that I enter my earnest protest against the measure
the hon. gentleman bas submitted to the House. This
country is new, its institutions are new, and many of them
have taken but a slight hold of the country. The per-
manency of the Government will largely depend upon the
stability of those institutions, but we know that those insti-
tutions cannot be made available in the Government of the
country if a measure like this becomes law. The hon.
member for Lincoln says that Mr. Mowat proposed a
measure exactly of the same sort, and he told us that the
county of Dufferin was formed after the Distribution Bill
was passed. If the bon. gentleman had looked at the
Statutes of Ontario he would have found that a municipal
and electoral district were formed which should return a
member, and in fact the two measures were befoPe the
Legislature at the same time, they were introdueed by the
same Government to provide for the municipal county otfBuf-
ferin, and they designated it in the Bill which I hold in my
hand. The bon . gentleman's statement was wholly mis-
leading when he informed the House that the county was
formed for electoral purposes and was subsequently
organized for municipal purposes.

Mr. SPROULE. They were organized at the same
time. I selected a member first who sat in ParliAmen,t
for a length of time and thon the municipal county was
formed.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. The two
Bills were introduced the same Session, and were under
control of the same Administration, but suppoeing the stae-
ment were true that the measure of Mr. Mowat was as
objectionable as it is represented to be, and any statement
made here to-night shows that he confed himseof witht*
the municipal boundaries of the counties except in those
districts that had been previously established under the
British North America Act; but suppose hie measure was
as objectionable as this one, thon I say what the pple
should do would be to hold the Government of Mr. kuwat
to strict account for it, and it would bein justiioation fe us
to pursue a course equally êpen to objeetion, .eually
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injurious if it should become law. Sir, many will remember
in the history of England the story of Richard III; how he
accused the Earl of Hastings of withering his arm in
consequence of the witchcraft of Jane Shore. Well, Sir,
the hon. gentleman in pleading the act of Mr. Mowat as a
justification for his act, seems to be putting forth an argument
very much like the accusation of Richard. The spirit is the
sane. The act is in intent the same, We have not the axe Of
the executioner, but the hon.gentleman undertakes to execute
us by the votes of his followers ipressing this measure. If
we are not executed, the hon. gentleman and his friends will
be disappointed because they are seeking to prevent the
Reform electors from being represented in this House. The
hon. gentleman is like King Richard in more respects than
one. He bas been ambitious, and in the gratification of bis
ambition ho has not always been particular in the means
employed. We all know something of the double shuffle,
we all know something about the sale of the Pacific Railway
charter to Sir Hugh Allan, and we know something of the
design of the measure which is before us. I say the hon.gentle-
man bas not always been particular as to the means ho
employs to accomplish his ends. King Richard on one
occasion said :

"If Edward be as true, aSE just,
As I am subtle, false and treacherous,
Then by this act shall those I fear be mew'd up."

And the hon. gentleman is saying something very much
like that at this time. But I do not believe the hon. gentle-
man will succeed in his object. I am glad to know that
there is in this country a considerable section who
have not tied themselves to any party, men who
love fair play, mon whose sense of fair play is
stronger than their attachment to any particular party,
and who will be the first to resent the policy upon which
the bon. gentleman has entered. There is a large section
of the people who will always array themselves on the side
of that which they believe to be in the public interest.
Thoy may be mistaken; they may sometimes err in their
notion, as to what is best for the public interest; but in a
matter of this kind there is no possibility of raistake. This
is a moral question, and all their sense of manliness, of fair
play, all their dislike of cowardice and treachery, will be
arrayed against those who support the proposition which is
now before the House. Those who are real Conservatives,
who wish to see something like stability in our institutions,
who look to preserving what they believe to be best in our
institutions, no matter whether they approve of the National
Policy or disapprove of it, will know right well
that they have before them a higher question than
the mere question of dollars and cents. The Con-
stitution bas been attacked in the Streams' Bill
and in its most vital parts by this measure now before Par-
liament; and without abandoning the view I entertain
as to the mischievous character of the fiscal policy
of the Government, I say this question is one of
greater magnitude because it involves the subject of
the government of the country. Looking at what bas
happened in Ontario-at the interference in questions of
local policy, with the restraint exercised in the interests of
the minority upon the policy of the majority in the attempt
to rob the Province of its right to a fair representation in
this louse, I bave no doubt whatever that the majority of the
people of Ontario will disregard every consideration and
stand up for the rights and liberties of that Province. Hon.
gentlemen opposite maysucceed in carrying this Bill through
this flouse and the House of their friends at the other end of
this building. No doubt those hon. gentlemen will feel that
this is no concern oftheirs, and it may be that they will be
pleased to bave an opportunity of serving their friends; but
here is another tribunal to which this Richard will have to
appeal. The disaster which will befall the hon. gentlemani
will equal that of the other Richard at Bosworth field. 9

Mr. MILLB.

r Mr. DAWSON. I do not see that there is anything very
new in the policy of representation by population. It was
at one time strongly insisted on by the Reform party, and,
if the Government now adopt it, I do not see that the Op-
position have any great cause of complaint. For my own
part, it is a policy in which I could not f ully acquiesce if it
were to be generally applied. «Representation by popula-

f tion may work well enough in the more densely settled
parts of the country, but, even in these, it cannot be carried
out without modification. If closely adhered to, in all
cases, the cities would have undue representation as com-
pared to the rural districts; and, if applied to new settle-
monts, the consequence would be that in most cases they
would be without adequate representation, and in others
without any representation at all, or the next
thing to it. In a new country, such as this, there
must always be extensive districts but sparsely
settled, and how could the people, when spread
over a wide region in small numbers or in isolated settle-
ments, be adequately represented on the basis of represen-
tation by population. The distiict which I have the honor
to represent covers half the territorial area of Ontario; or, to
mako the matter more clear, I should say that Algoma
proper, that is Algoma as it has horetofore existed, without
going beyond the old boundary of the height of land, em-
braces about half the Province of Ontario, and this being
the case, it does seem rather odd that one-half of Ontario
should have ninety-one representatives in this flouse, and
the other half but one. The singularity of this arrangement
shows that there should be territorial representation as well
as representation by population; and in fact we are acting
now and must always act on the system of territorial repre-
sentation, at least to a certain extent. British Columbia,
with a white population less than that of Algoma, is repre-
sented by five mombers in this House and three in the
Senate; and Manitoba when it had a population of only
ton thousand white people, was reprosented by four
members in the Commons and by two Senators. in the
other House. But, in fact, territorial representation
has always been acted on in this countrv. In 1791, when
Upper Canada was first cut out of the Province of Quebec
and became a separate Province with a constitutional gov-
ernment, the population was only about 15,000, and yet it
was provided that there should be two flouses-a Lower
flouse, with at least sixteon members, and an Upper flouse
with at least seven members. By the year 1800 the popu-
lation had increased to about 50,000-chiefly from the influx
of people from the United States who did not dosire to live
under republican institutions-but, even then, the average
to each constituency was only a little over 3,000. Kent and
Essex, which at that time covered the entire western
part of the Province, had only a few straggling white sot-
tiers, but they nevertheless sent their member to the Par-
liament of Upper Canada. During those days and for a
long time afterwards the new and thinly-settled districts
were always fairly represented, as well as the older and
more populous sections, and that, in my humble opinion, is
the policy which should obtain is every well-governed
country. Adequate representation must, moreover, be a
favorable element in bringing about the development of new
districts, inasmuch as, for ore thing, it is, at least, a means
of making the Legislature and the country at
large familiar with their resources. The district
of Algoma, taking the height of land as of old
for its northern boundary, extends from the 81st to the
91st meridian, making ton degrees of longitude, and it covers
something more than four and a-half degrees of latitude. In
a region so vast, it will be readily understood that there must
be differences of soil, climate and natural productions, and
although the population is scattered and amounts in ail to
only 21,000 souls, that is no reason why a district of such
extent should have only one member in this louse, unless
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we are to depart from the system under which the country
has grown and flourished. True, we have as yet only a popu-
lation of 21,000 or so in Algoma, but with the development
sure to arise from the construction of the Pacific Railway,
it would be safe to reckon on at least 60,000 before the end
of the next decade, and in apportioning the representation
of a new district the prospective increase in the population
should certainly be taken into account. In 1871 the popu-
lation of Algoma was but 7,018, in 1881 it was 21,000, so
that it bas trebled in ten years, and that too without there
being anything unusual to stimulate it. In view of this fact,
I do not think I am in any way too sanguine in predicting
that it will again have trebled before the time for the next
Census comes round; so that if we cannot have more than
one representative now on the basis of population, we will
ho entitled to three in less than ton years, and this should, I
think, have been considered in arranging the representation.
In British Columbia and Manitoba the representation seems
to be based more on the assumed population of the future
than on the present numbers. In new districts this is
unquestionably the true policy to follow, and I cannot see
why it should not ho applied to Algoma-in other words, to
the western half of Ontario. I am quite aware that Ontario,
with full and untrammelled power in this matter in ber
hands, has, ever since Confederation, refused to increase the
representation of Algoma in the Local Legislature. But if the
Government of Ontario deems it right to treat the finest
and largest constituency in the Province, and the one from
which the chief provincial revenue is derived with injustice,
that is no reason why the Dominion Government should
follow in its footsteps. The district, as it now stands, might
at leasthave been eut in two, with one representative for
Eastern and another for Western Algoma. But if we can-
not have this, the people would prefer to romain as they are.
The inhabitants of Manitoulin would rather stand where
they are in the front o Algoma than teobe tacked to the tail
of Bruce. Neither have the people any desire to see
Muskoka extended along the north coast of Lake Huron.
What they want is a fair sub-division of their district as it
now stands, and there is room enough in it for three large
electoral divisions which might be known as Eastern
Algoma, Central Algoma and Western Algoma, and all
within the old and recognized boundary of the height of
land. Our friends on the Opposition benches secm to enter-
tain gloomy apprehensions as to the effect of this Bill, but
I venture to think that the country will survive and flourish
under it. The district which I have the honor to represent
bas at least as much cause to complain as any other district.
A territory running 600 miles from east to west, should in
all reason have more than one representative, but the want
of adequate representation in our case will soon cure itself.
A district in which the population trebles in ton years need
have no fears for the future.

Mr. ORTON. I desiro to draw a comparison between the
position of the hon. leader of the Opposition to-day and the
position ho occupied some years ago. In the year 1874 an
attempt was made by the thon Government, led by the hon.
member for Lambton, backed up, I believe, by the hon.
member forWest Durham,to do what wouldjustly have called
down upon this House the indignant remarks which that
hon. member has used to-night. But I well recollect that
when that atrocious attempt was made by the Government
of that time to shield their friends and injure their oppo-
nents by gerrymandering, the hon. member for West
Durham sat silent and allowed the Bill to pass this House
and the Senate and become law. As many hon. members
of this louse will recollect, thero was a process pending
against the hon. member for South Huron, and that Billi
was - introduced because the Government knew that
that hon. gentleman had bought his way into this
House, and had little chance of being elected again. After
being unseated he did not come back again, because the

charges against him were of such a grave nature that he
dare not face the people of South Huron, and be fied the
country in order to avoid an election. But the high standard
of political morality which the hon. member for West
Durham has appealed to to-night, ho did not appeal to when
that Bill was introduced. Following that was another Bill,
introduced by another supporter of that Governmont, who
also had a protest hanging over him. And what did that
Bill do? Among the protests that were pending was one
against myseif as the representative of the Centre Riding
of Wellington. There was also a protest hanging over Mr.
Higginbotham, the member for North Wellington, who
had secured his election by a very smail majority, and
this Bill proposed to take from Centre Wellington 5,000
inhabitants and add them to North Wellington, which was
then larger in population than any other riding of Welling-
ton, numbering over 30,000 inhabitants. It proposed also
to add to the constituency I represented two Government
townships, one of which gives a majority of from 200 to 300
Reform votes, making the population of Centre Wellington
something over 26,000 and reducing that of South
Wellington to over 14,000. And that gerrymandering Bill
was introduced and passed its first reading without a pro-
test from the hon. member for West Durham, and it was not
the excuse which the Government has to-day of rearranging
the electoral divisions of Ontario, but it was for the baro-
faced pui pose of shielding the Government's friends and
injuring their opponents, when they had a large majority in
the House. I might quote the evidence which was given at
the trial of the petition against the hon. member for South
Hluron, to show the justice of the cause which was so advo-
cated and so consented to by the bon. member for West
Durham in connection with the Tuckersmith Bill:

"'ie toid-me to go to his office the next Saturday (says Millar) when
he would give it me. I went, and he gave me the note. I gave him the
note originally on account of his conducting the case for me, and when
I got the note from him I gave him nothing in return. I would nothave
voted for him, nor do I think that I would have even promised him if he
had not given me up the note.,,

The Judge on that occasion said that the expenditure
was so great in the election that he would order
the respondent to pay all the costs, showing that
he believed there was an unusual amount of
bribery and corruption; and yet to shield this iniquity
the Tuckersmith Bill was introduced. Now, Sir, I want to
draw attention to some reasons why it is important that the
present rearrangement should be made. It is well known
that the reason for the readjustment is that four additional
members were required from Ontario according to the Con-
federation Act. In the Lower Provinces, especially in
Quebec, the population is in different circumstances, and
the constituencies there are arranged in order to carry out
certain principles that were agreed upon in the Act of con.
federation, one of which was that the Protestant minority
in Quebec should be secured their rights. We recollect,
also, that in;the Province of Ontario the cry ofrepresentation
by population carried the people of that Province, and was
eventually accepted by both political parties, and it was
agreed upon that that should be an essential principle in
Ontario representation. Therefore, it became the duty of
any Government that might be in power to arrange tho
constituencies according to representation by population,
which principle seems so repugnant to the feelings of the
Reform party to-day. With regard to the conduct of the
Local Government, we know that they have increased their
patronage for no other purpose than to compel the
electors of Ontario to support them and to keep them
in power. We know that their highest gifts are
given to the most bitter partizans in the country. Only
the other day, in my county, the clerk of the County Court
resigned, and notwithstanding the fact that a petition signed
by the most respectable of the electors asked to have at
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Reformer4appointed, a gentleman of known integrity and
fairness, the Government of Ontario appointed a bitter
partizan, who no doubt was in accord with the leader of
that Government. This was a gentleman who took the
highest interest from the poor people in that section, 40 to
60 per cent. Then the Mowat Government took the issue
of tavern licenses away from the county and municipal
councils,. and entrusted it to the Local Legislature, thus
securing further power over the people. Only the other
day in my county one of the commissioners appointed to
ascertain the number of tavern liceises in the village of
Fergus refused a license to one of the most respectable men
in the town, in wbich a good business is done and in which
ho kept a good house; ho was refused because a Conservative,
and, in order to coerce his vote at the coming election, how-
ever, they were obliged to give him his license again, owing
to the indignant protest and demands of the people, Conser-
vatives and Liberals alike. This is one ofthe methods taken
by the Mowat Government to keep itself in power. When you
contrast the conduct of the Opposition and their supporters in
Ontario with that of their opponents you cannot otherwise
conclude than that the present Government bave acted in
the best, the only way possible-that is, to rearrange the
representation according to population, and carry out the
feeling of thelpeople of Ontario; and that, on the other hand,
every effort had been made by the Liberals to use their
power to promote their party interests, without regard to
justice or the public welfare.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The arguments used by the
hon. member for Centre Wellington are just the kind of
arguments used by the supporters of the Government in de-
fence of this Bill. That because the Mowat Government did
not distribute the representation in the Province of Ontario
to suit the views of the hon. gentlemen opposite, this Billi
should pass; that because some man in a country village
did not get a license, therefore the Bill should pass; that
because some friends or clients of the hon. gentleman whohas
just sat down was not granted a tatern license, therefore, this
Bill should pass. This is the kind of argument used in support
of this Bill. We had, first, the bon. member for Niagara
whose whole speech did not contain one argument in favor
of the Bill; a Bill of the most unjustifiable ever submitted to!
Parliament. I rose more particularly to answer some state-
ments made by the First Minister and others with reference
to Bills introduced by the late hon. member for North Wel-
hington and myself in 1874, to adjust the representation of
our respective counties, and to answer ome charges
personal to myself. The hon. gentleman who has just sat
down stated that the late member for North Wellington
(Mr. Higinbotham), introduced a Bill into the House to
gerrymander the north riding of Wellington, when there
was a petition against it, and that it had the support of the
hon. mnember for West Durham. He knows perfectly well,
or should know, that the Bill never reached a second read-
ing-was never more than introduced. Mr. fliginbotham
had a right to introduce a Bill as well as the hon. mem,
ber for Centre Wellington, and any fair-minded man
would say he was justified in introducing that Bill. Ho did,
it to correct an outrageous wrong perpetrated on him by
theGovernmentin gerrymandering the constituency in 18i2.
I introduced a Bill in 1874 to rectify an equally glaring
wrong. Prior to 1872 Tuckersmith was attached to South
Huron for electoral purposes. In that year the Govern-
ment detached if from South Huron for political purposes.
I, in 1874, introduced a Bill to attach it again to South
Huron. Why did I do so? Because regardless of rights-
and relying on their majority in Parliament the Govern-
ment attempted by detaching this township from my rid-
ing-a township that gave me 200 of a majority to legislate
me out of Parliament They knew my total majority
was only 165, and it was thought that the detaching of that
township from South Huron would secure my defeat. I j

Mr. ORTON.

warned the Government that they would fail in securing
their object, and they did fail; a Liberal member was

F returned by a majority of cighty-four. I introduced my
Bill to rectify the wrong perpetrated in 1872. When I in-
troduced that Bill-the present First Minister-the hon.
Minister of Customs and many of their followers were in
Parliament, and yet not one of them ventured to devide
the House against my Bill. They were ashamed oftheir
work of 1872 (as now they are ashamed of the Bill,)
and one of the colleagues of the hon. First Minister said that
the Bill was one that should be sanctioned by Parliament.

Mr. PLUMB. Who was it?
Mr. CAMERON. Peter Mitchell-a man who stands

higher in the estimation of the public than the hon. member
for Niagara.

Mr. PLUMB. I would like to know where you will find
that ?

Mr. CAMERON. If the hon. gentleman will look up
the records of that day, he will find that Peter Mitchell
said the Bill had his entire approval. Why, the hon. gentle-
man ought to know that; or isl he really so ignorant of the
proceedingsof former Parliaments that he doos not know
this fact.

Mr. PLUMB. Iknow when the hon. gentleman's ease
was tried, and I can get the record for him.

Mr. CAMERON. I know when yours was tried, and if
you got your deserts you would not be here. The hon.
member for North Wellington bas seen fit to refer to my
election trial, and to make some unfavorable comments on it,
but ho had not the candor to refer to any other than the
one witness who gave testimony against me, a man named
Millar. He bas not the honesty to point out that this
man's evidence was contradicted by that of two other men.
Be had not the candor to point to the judgment of Mr.
Justice Galt, who said that he placed no weight whatever
in Millar's testimony, that ho did not believe a word that
Millar uttered, and that I was in no sense personally impli-
cated in the charges made against me. Sir, 1 never disputed
the fact that thore was money spent in South Huron ; but
why, Sir, you must meet the devil with the devil's weapons,

I and so some money was spent.
Mr. PLUMB. $6,000.
Mr. CAMERON. Perhaps so, but the hon. momber for

Niagara was never able satisfactorily to account for $1,700
found in the manger of a stable on the ove of the election,
conveniently left there to-be had by his friends, and to be
used for corrupt purposes.

Mr. PLUMB. I rise to a point of order. The bon.
gentleman bas ventured to say that $1,700 were found in
my stable which I could not satisfactorily account for. The
hon. gentleman bas said, probably not wittingly-for I will
not charge him with that-a positive untruth. No such
sum or any sum of money was ever found on my promises
or near my premises. No such statement appeared in the
evidence at the election trial; no such charge was ever
made against me; I was never called upon to account for
any such sum; no such sum was exponded la my election.
The whole sum proved to have been expended was $125,
while the hon. gentleman expended $6,000, as ho acknow-
ledgod himuself.

Mr. CAMERON. I say that in one of the trials against
the hon. gentleman for corrupt practices the evidence
pointed to the fact that a certain sum of money was
found in the manger of the bon. gentleman's stable which
was never accounted for. 1 never disputed the fact that there
was money expended in South Huron in 1872. Anybody
who will turn to my evidence will find a candid statement
of the amount of money seoexpended. But I have explained
why it became necessary to expend any money in South
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Huron in 1872. Will the hon. First Minister deny, if ho is to-day from the Conservative Associations of the Hurons
within the range of my voice, Ibat he sont bis law partner that they could not defeat the Liheral candidate for South
to South Huron in 187 d with $3,000 of Sir Hugh Allan's Huron by this gerrymandering, and so they set their wits
money in order to defeat me, and that it was spent to to woi k to devise another scheme by which they could more
corrupt the electors of that constituency ? If lie does deny successfully accomplish their purpose. Now they propose
this charge, then I challenge him to give me a Committee withdrawing from South Huron another township, evenly
of this louse and I will prove it. The less hon. gentlemen balanced politically, and attaching to it one from Centre
say on a question of this kind the better for themselves. Let Huron that at the last election gave a Conservative majority
them turn to the records of the election trial in Kingston of fifteen; and thus by completely wiping out my majority
before the late Chief Justice Richards. Do they not know of 1878 they hope to defeat me in 1882. Now, thatis the
that their leader escaped disqualification by the skin of cause, that can be the only cause, for the outrageous gerry-
his teeth; and he would not have escaped it at all mandering of the Hurons. But they will fail. All the
had not his colleagues happened to be conveniently absent power of the Tories from here to Jericho cannot defeat me
at the time. The les hon. gentlemen opposite say on this in South Huron, and hon. gentlemen will discover that in
subject the better. A word or two as to this Bill. No one, due time. Sir, that is the motive-that is the cause for
who will honestly examine this Bill, can doubt that it is a this scandalous and outrageous proceeding, and yet these
Bill solely in the interest ofthe Tories. Every county is men talk about fairness, about honesty; they talk about
gorrymandered in their interest. Equalizing the population, dividing these counties to equalize the puj L1ation. They
contiguity of municipalities, maintaining county boundaries, talk about the compactuess of the ridings and their geo-
were all of minor consideration. The one object aimed at -graphical position. Why then did they detach from South
was to keep the Government in power, and this is notably Huron the township of Stephen and annex it to North
so with regard to the Hurons. Let us see bow the popu. Middlesex? Why did they detach from South Huron the
lation stood, and now stands, in that county: The population township of Usborne and annex it to South Perth; and
of the north riding, according to the first proposition, was why did they leave the village of Exeter, carved ont of the
26,098. The population of Centre Huron, was 22,321, and townships of Stephen and Usborne, in South Huron?
of South Huron, 23,453. These three ridings were, therefore, To be honest and fair the village of Exeter should have been
as equally balanced as probably any three ridings in any attached to one of the ridings to which Stephen or Usborne
county in the whole of Ontario. As between the centre and was attached. No; Stephen and Usborne, that gave me a
the south there was a difference only of 1,132 souls, and majority of seventy-three, were detached; but Exeter, that
between the centre and the north, by that readjustment, gave 115 against me, still forms part of South Huron.
there was a difference of 3,777 only. What was the object thon That is the fair play and honesty of the Government. Why,
of making any further change, which the hon. gentleman did Sir, as well might a thief talk of his honesty as lon. gentle-
make, detaching the township of Usborne from and annex- men talk about their fair play; as well might a prostitute
ing the township of Colborne to the south riding ? Was that talk about her virtue as hon. gentlemen opposite talk about
for the purpose of equalization ? As the hon. Minister of their fair play in dealing with gentlemen on this side of the
Customs las gone over these figures with great care, as I House. Whenever they can attach a municipality to a
understand, he was the manipulator of the whole transaction, riding and thus secure the triumph of the Conserva.
perhaps ho will explain what was gained by this shuffiing tives, that will be done. Whenever they can detach
of municipalities in the way of approximating the popula- a municipality from a riding so as to defeat the
tions to the quota. By detaching one and annexing Liberal candidate, that will be done. But I tell hon.
another municipality he succeeded by the enormous gentlemen that they will fail in their machinations as
number of sixty souls. For the purpose of this approxi- they failed in 1872. Sir, when the hon. First Minister
mation, in the judgment of hon. gentlemen it is was forcing this Bill through Parliament in 1872, by which
nocessary to detach from my riding a township that gave the Hurons were gerrymandered so as to be unlike anything
me, in 1878, a majority of seventy-five, and would give me, in the heavens above or in the earth beneath, I warned him
to-morrow, 100, and annex to my riding a corpora- what the result would be. He left me in a minority of 187.
tion that gave against my hon. friend who sits before I told him thon ho would fail; I told him such dishonest
me a majority of seventy-three. Now, doos the hon. tactics never succeeded with an intelligent people.
gentleman mean to tell us that there is a man in this I told him I had unbounded faith in the honesty and
flouse or ont of it fool enough to believe that the spirit of fair play of the intelligent electors, and that if
hon. First Minister gerrymandered Huron for the purposo he gerrymandered the county in the way ho proposed the
of approximating the population, when only sixty souls result would be that the Liberal candidate would be raturned
were concerned in the matter ? Sir, there is no justification to Parliament, and I was right. My predictions were
for this intermeddling with the constituencies, and none verified and the Liberal candidate was returned to Parlia-
was offored. What thon is the cause of it ? The ment by a majority of eighty-four, and that majority las
cause is not very far to seek. My hon. friend from increased in every election since that day. I say the same
Contre Huron could not be defeated in Centre Huron, thing to hon. gentlemen now. They may gerrymander the
though all the power of the Governiment were Hurons, they may think they will succeed in getting twoout
arrayed against him. They tried it in 1874, and made an of the three representatives that county sends to Parlia-
ignominious failure; they tried it in 1878 and failed again. ment; but they will fail. It is said the Conservative party
They knew there was no chance of defeating him, and in Huron is still unsatisfied. It does not feel quite secure
therefore they withdrew from the centre riding of Huron notwithstanding the gerrymandering. It is said a deputa-
a municipality that gave a majority against him of seventy- tion is now on its way to Ottawa to induce hon. gentlemen
thrce and attached it to South Huron, and by detaching to make another shfile of the cards, and to so shuffle them
a township that gave me a majority of seventy-five, they this time as to make the election of two Tories perfectly
bave taken from my majority 140 votes. They knew secure. Sir, they cannot do it. I have an abiding faith in the
perfectly well that -my majority in 1878 was 163; they spirit of fair play of the people of the West, andI know that
knew that by reducing that majority by 148 my majority whatever the Government may do the people will rise in
of 1878 would be reduced to fifteen, and that therefore there their might and teach the hon. gentleman a lesson that he
would be a chance of defeating whoever the Liberal ought to have learned in 1872. A word or two as to the
candidate might be for South Huron. But hon. gentlemen Bruces. No more unfair or outrageous division of the
were not satisfied with that. Intimation reached Ottawa Bruces could possibly be made than las been made by thig
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Bill. Why in South Bruce, of the twelve municipalities
composing it every one that gave a Reform majority is
detached but two-and these two only gave in 1878 a
Reform majority of thirty-four-leaving South Bruce Tory
by 586. In North Bruce my hon. friend who represents
thut riding had a majority of 156; two municipalities that
gave him an aggregate majority of 487 are detached, and
he is now in a minority of 331. Not only is this the case,
but the population is scandalously unequal-that in West
Bsace is 25,618, while that of North Bruce is only 17,655.
Now, Sir, was all this done in the interest of the country;
was all this the conduct of honest and fair men; was ail this
for the purpose of equalizing the population? No, Sir; the
object was to defeat my hon. friend-that was the sole
object. I trust it may fail. In fact, Sir, the whole Bill is
a fraud on the electors; it is an outrage on common decency.
It is a Bill " conceived in sin and brought forth in iniquity."
But it will fail as ail other infamous schemes have failed in
the past and as all outrageous schemes will fail in the
future.

Mr. MACDONNELL (Lanark). I desire to express my
opinion and the opinion of my constituents, why this motion
should not pass. I regret that no hon. member on the other
side has given any reason why North Lanark bas been changed
in the manner proposed. It is true that after the last
election in that riding, threats were then made that that
election would be the last one in which North Lanark
would return a Grit. That threat was made by the hon.
member for South Lanark, and has been reiterated by every
Tory in that riding. And I regret that the hon. gentleman
has not seen fit to give his reasons why the boundaries of
North Lanark have been changed as they are changed now.
i regret, moreover, that such a change is proposed, because
it will alter the relations existing between Lanark and Car-
leton. During my course in this House I have endeavored
to deal with political questions on their merits. I have
given no opposition to the hon. gentlemen except so far as
to differ from them respecting their legislative measures.
If North Lanark had been allowed to retain its boundaries
it was my full intention to have retired from political life;
but when I found that they wished to crush out the riding I
resolved to again contest it. The hon. Minister of Customs
has said that the reason why the boundaries of North Lan-
ark are changed is in order to equalize Carleton and North
Lanark. That is true so far as it goes,
but the hon. gentleman did not give the full
reason why the change was made. We find that the
ridmg of North Lanark has a population of 13,943. If it
had been desired to equalize the two ridings, it could have
been done. Mr. Mowat did it when he altered the
constituencies. We took Carleton Place from the south
and gave it to the north riding, thus nearly equalizing the
twe ridings. Ie did not take from Carleton a township or
cut off the village of Smith's Falls, but he left Lanark
intact, so that the two ridings now represent 33,000. If it
had been intended to equalize the Lanarks it could have
been done as I have just stated. They added Torbolton and
Fitzroy; perhaps the hon. member for South Lanark will
explain why Huntley was not added also ?

Mr. BOWELL. Would the hon. gentleman prefer
Huntley to Torbolton, for we might accommodate him.

Mr. MACDONNELL. No; but I would not be surprised
at you adding anything now. In fact the people ofHuntley
came down here and insisted that Huntley should be kept
out. If there was no reason to add Iuntley there was no
reason to add Torbolton and Fitzroy. lion. gentlemen
opposite said they desired to equalize the Lanarks. Why
didtheynot go down to iRussell, with a population of 25,082,
and equalize that ? The people of that county declared
that if two townshis were taken from Russell and annexed

Mr. CAuzuoN (Huron).

to Stormont they would go against the Government. Such
a statement was made even to the hon. Minister of Customs
or the hon. leader of the Government; and that is the reason
why ]Russell was not changed. In Ottawa there are two
representatives to a population of 27,412; had Nepean been
added, the average would have been 17,703, and Carleton
would then have had 16,645, or 418 more than the average
of thirteen eastern Ontario constituencies. The hon. mem-
ber for South Lanark had boasted of strength, but he was
compelled, in order to strengthen himself, to cut off
Smith's Falls. He found his opponent, Mr. Frost, with
with 100 majority, and had him moved into another riding.
It was supposed at one time that part of my riding would
be taken to South Lanark, at another time to Frontenae,
but it turns out that part of South Lanark is taken away. The
man with 300 majority at the last election is afraid to meet his
opponent. The hon. leader of the Government in introducing
this Bill, said that his whole aim would be not to interfere
with the territorial boundaries of the counties. 'But this is
the very thing they have done. If Fitzroy and Torbolton
are to be parts of North Lanark for municipal purposes, I
have nothing to say if the people of those townships con-
sent; but if they are simply placed there for election
purposes, thon I say the Government should take into
consideration the resolution of Torbolton Council and the
petition of Fitzroy Council:

" At a special meeting of the Council of the Corporation of the town-
ship of Torbolton-Present all the members.

" Moved by Mr. P. O. Kelly, and seconded by Mr. James Shaw, and
resolved, That this Council sees with surprise and regret that the
Dominion Government has in contemplation a move to separate part of
the county of Carleton and join the same to the county of Lanark.

" We would therefore take this opportunity of expressing our view on
the subject. We therefore are unanimous in our opinion, that any
change would be against the wishes and injurions to the interests of ail
ratepayers of this township"

This is signed by the reeve and the clerk. The hon. leader of
the Government says he has reeived no petitions on this
subject, but I say my late opponent and the prospective
candidates of the Conservative party, and the president,
secretary and several members of the Conservative Associa-
tion were here weeks ago and had communications with the
Government in reference to this Bill. If they desired to
equalize the population why did they not call upon the
people of Fitzroy and Torbolton ? No; but my late
opponent and the Conservative manipulators in North
Lanark did not wish to do so. The people would have been
up in arme. And the Tory manipulators ask that
this Bill should go through without their consent,
and I say that if they do not pay attention to the
wishes of the people of these townships, they will be glad
to do so before the elections are over. They may compel
them to vote in a certain place, but they cannot compel
them to vote for a certain candidate. Nothing more con-
vinces me that the Government will be opposed by the
Liberal yonng men of this country than this Bill.
Why did not they gerrymander North Lanark in 1872?
Because the hon. member for Ralton (Mr. McDougall) re-
presented it at that time, and if there was no necessity for
a change in 1872, why make a change in 1882? The rea-
son is that they have ascertained that any person professing
to support the acts or the policy of the Government need
not apply to Lanark now. They cannot make the people
of these townships believe that this Act is passed
for anything else than political purposes, and if they pass
it they will find that not only the people of these townships,
but the electors all over the country will rise up against
them. We have the hon. Minister of Customs occupying
an important place and receiving a large salary, as do manY
of his friends, and the same is true of the hon. Minister of
Finance, and whatever influence or power I may posse I
shal exert to the utmost to removo them from the positions
they now further wish to hold by this Bill.
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Mr. CASBY. Although it is an outrageons, and an unfair,

and an absurd thing to debate a question of this import-
ance after four o'clock in the morning we feel that a
debate must be had, that we have that to say
which must be said, and we shall say it at whatever hour
in the morning or the afternoon it may have to be said.
Hon. gentlemen o'pposite speak of a midnight attack having
been made upon the electorate in 1874, when a change of
Government was brought about by unforeseen and unlooked
for scandalous disclosures in regard to the personal
conduct of the men who formed the Conservative Gov-
ernment. But the fact was that new Government, although
it possessed a small majority in the liouse, had not a working
majority, and as the publie sentiment in favor of the new
G-overnment was stronger in the country than in the House,
the gentleman who led that Government dissolved the
House, and took the only constitutional means of ascertain-
ing what the will of the country was. Now, Sir, we are
on the verge of another midnight atttack, if that were a mid-
night attack.

An hon. MEMBER. How do you know ?
Mr. CASEY. The Bill before the House shows it; the

stump speeches made in the House by the hon. Minister of
Finance and the hon. Minister of Railways, and the other
members of the Government, are sufficient proof of it. The
statements of the Conservative papers and of Conservative
candidates show that we are on the verge of an election.
They hope that in spite of all these signs they may catch as
napping; but I think the country is sufficiently
aroused now to the fact that there is going
to be a dissolution, a sudden and uncalled-for
dissolution. We find a Government with a majority of
eighty or ninety who declare that they are stronger in the
country than ever, that the National Policy has more
friends than it ever had, that the Pacific Railway bargain is
more popular than it ever was, about to dissolve the House
and appeal to the people. Their excuse is that the people
should pronounce on their railway and financial policy.
We asked this EHuse and the Government to let the
country pronounce on the Pacifie Railway contract
when there was some chance of the opinion of the country
having some effect upon it, and they absolutely refused to
do so. But now they demand an appeal to the people when
it is too late, and the introduction of the present Bill is the
most convincing proof that the Government know that the
public sentiment of Ontario at all events is against them.
Why, Sir, they have not the courage to fight out the battle
on the old battle-field, or to play out the game according to
the old rules, but in the last days of the Sessiôn, when they
know they are going to dissolve the Hlouse in a few days,
they are changing the whole map of the battle-field
and making new rules for the game; and yet they
dare to tell us that they are going back to the country
to consult the people and obtain their true opinion. Why,
Sir, I venture to say that it is quite possible, under the pro-
visions of this Bill that a minority of the total vote of
Ontario may elect a majority of its members in this House,
and it is with that object that the Bill is introduced.
The great Napoleon used to say that Providence was
on the side of the strongest battahons. Our Canadian
Napoleon seems to be of the same opinion. He thinks
Providence is on the side of his strong majority,
and ho thinks it well to make sure that that majority shall
be permanent. He is going to obtain his future majority
by the votes of the majority he- now bas. If this
Bill succeeds in its object, this flouse will virtually
become a close corporation. Talk about consulting public
opinion? Under a Bill of this kind, the Government
Will not be consulting the public opinion of Ontario,
but the opinion of those who sit behind them. I think
that on this occasion the hon. gentleman is counting

too much on his strong battalions and on the mira-
culous effects of the providence which sits behind him,
which however powerful in carving the constituencies,
will fail in enlisting the sympathies of the people. I think
the Government are far mistaken in supposing that with
the transfer of townships they can transfer the votes of
their inhabitants. Their action bas disgusted many
of their own friends as well as all the Liberals,
a proof of which I can advance in an extract from
the Ridgetown Standard, published in Ridgetown, one of the
places transferred from Bothwell to West Elgin This Con-
servative editor denounces the Bill, saying that the Oppo-
sition is right in condemning it as an infamous one; and
this for the reason that the purpose of the Bill was so uncon-
stitutional that even the grossest partyism could not
decently excuse it.

" With all the Reform and many of the Conservative journals, we
muet onfeas our surprise at the scopenandrange of this Redistribution
Bill. We looked for the creation of new ridings in counties wbere the
Censue showed the population to have increased to the proper exten, or
the rearranging of electoral divisions where this could not be conve-
niently done, but we find instead a complete transformation of the poli-
tical map of Ontario. That to give this Province the four members to
which it was entitled the Governme, t foind it necessary to change the
complexion of and tamper with fifty-two constituencies without any
apparent regard to.their municipal boundaries, and this in direct
defiance of the principle laid down by its leader in introducing the Bill
of 1872, when he declared that so far as possible the municipal bounda-
ries should not be interfered with. A pretence is made th at it is attempted
to equalise the representation, and with this we could find no fault if it
had been done in anything like afairspirit, but in every case the exigen-
cies of party are considered paramount to the convenience of the elec-
tors. Constituencies are run in all directions and at every angle, and
the new map will resemble about the worst possible specimen of a patch-
work quilt. To show that the excuse for mangling the constituencies in
this manner is false is the easiest matter possible, and numerous instan-
ces could be cited. Townships are taken off here and added there,.in
opposition to the principle of representation by population, and noue
but the blindest partizan can deny it. Take, for instance, the case of the
Elgins, the east riding of which had a population of 28,147, and the
West Riding 14,214. All that was needed was to take St. Thomas from
the east and add it to the west to equalize the representation a great deal
better than the Bill provides for, and without interfering with county
lines. But in this, as in the others, party would suffer, so cutting and
haggling had to be resorted to. A reply is made that Mowat did as bad.
Yes ; and for doing se was condemned by the whole Conservative party,
which now attempts to justify its deeds by those of a man it found guilty
although powerless te punish. The Standard is in accord with and sup-
ports the general policy of the Government ; but it cannot endorse such
a measure as the one under discussion, and which was rightly pronounced
by the Opposition an 'infamous Bilh."'

It is quite clear that we must give up all pretence of
considering this Bill one to equalize the representation of
the people. How bas the representation been equalized in
Elgin? The total population was over 42,000 and returned
two members. To be. exact there was one member
for every 21,195 souls. But the two ridings were unequal
in size, one containing 28,000 and the other 14,000. Was it
posbible to equalize those two ridings without giving out-
side county boundaries ? It was extremely easy. On the
boundary line between the two ridings stands St. Thomas
with a population of over 8,000, and if it was transferred from
the east to the west riding and the village ofPort Stanley
transferred to the east as by the Bill, the two ridings would
stand thus : East, 19,780 ; West, 22,581 as near an approach
to equality as you could expect. Why was that not doue ?
Because St. Thomas gave a Conservative majority of 117 in
1878, and this change would have made the east riding
Reform, though it would have afforded a fair chance to a
Conservative to carry the west riding, because the Conserva.
tive majority in St. Thomas was about the same as that by
which-1 carried the west riding in 1878. The probability
is, however, that both would have gone Grit at the next elee-
tion and henee this change was not made. The population
of the new riding of bast Elgin is over 26,000, and the
west riding over 23,000. In other words, as the two ridings
are arranged they return one for every !4,500, instead of one
for every 21,195 as formerly. And this the bon. gentleman
has the audacity to tell the louse is equalizing the population
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of those two ridings. He has placed them 3,400 eachfurther
away from the average quota than before his redistri-
bution, and bas made their inequality greater, and for the
purpose of securing the election of a political friend for the
east riding, for he gives him a piece of a Conservative vil-
lage which gave a Conservative majority of 40 in 1878. The
right hon. gentleman also wishes to get rid of the hon.
member for Bothwell by taking away two townships and
and a town which gave a Reform majority of 320 at the
last election, and by whose votes the present member for
that riding was elected. It is not at all wonderful,
therefore, that it is such a glaring case of injustice and
impartiality that even the Conservative newspapers
of Ridgetown should denounce this as an infamous Bill.
So much for the equalizing of the county of Elgin. I
shall not go into the equalizations that have taken place
in other neighborhoods. Many glaring cases have been
brought up, and there are a great many more to bring up.
Although we are weak in the flesh at this hour in the
morning, we are not weak in spirit, and as long as we have
voice left to express our indignation., we shalh make
ourselves hard. This Bill and the dissolution of Par-
liament, which is to immediately follow, are parts of
a concertod scheme to bulldoze the premier Province
of the Dominion, and to make this House a close
corporation, to extort from the people a verdict
favorable to the Government by the means of the
noisy majority at their back. I do not behieve this mid-
night attack, this coup d'état, will have the success expected.
I do believe it will bave a very considerable effect. It is
impossible to suppose that such a cleverly-concocted scheme,
suSh a einningly devised trick, such a cleverly contrived,
fraud, should not have some effect on the next elections. It
is impossible to suppose that it will not reduce, to a consider-
able extent, the nuinber of Reformers who would otherwise
have been returned to the House of Commons. But it will
be successful to a smaller extent than its authors imagine. I
shall not ýetain the hon. gentlemen who are about to follow
me on this side by making any further remarks, but will
simply express a confident hope that in spite of this midnight
attack, in spite of the coup d'état effected by this Biil, we
shall come back to the next flouse, if not in a majority of
the whole House, ut least in such force as wil! prevent the
perpetration of any such outrage as this during the next
five years.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The bon. member for
Niagara insists on calling in the members because
I am not speaking, and I cannot speak simply because of
the noise he is making. The hon. gentleman who is dying
so gracefully, who is being so nearly guillotined, should not
be so hard on others on whom the same thing is attempted.
It is perbaps consistent with the whole course of the Gov-
ernment's action in this matter, and is consistent with the
text of the Bill, that the hon. gentlemen who support this
unworthy act should supplement it by an attempt to prevent
those who have been directly aimed at from saying a few
words in reference to it. I can understand that hon, gen-
tlemen are tired, and that speaking must be very repugnant
to them at this late, or, rather, early hour in the morning,
but if they will force on a division, h must first give expres-
sion to my opinions on this matter. There is in the Bill a
confession of weakness on the part of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. For a long time they have been proclaiming that if an
appeal was made to the constituencies again they would be
returned by an overwhelming majority ; and yet judging
from my information and from the details of this Bill, some
of the hon. gentlemen that have been loudest in their boasts,
have had fear and trembling in tbeir hearts, and therefore
it is we find townships containing intelligent electors have
been kicked from county to county and member to member
as boys might kick a football. And thus it is that after
the Bill waa first introduced to the House changes were

Mr. Cuzy.

made at the solicitation of members, and actually after
quarrelling on the part of different members, with reference
to the different townships. What means a Bill of this kind?
The hon. First Minister was charged with the duty of
finding soats for four new members, and ho could find these
four new seats in the counties of Essex, Lambton, Bruce and
Simcoe, each one of them requiring an extra member. How is
it thon that after finding these four seata fifty-two different
constituencies in Ontario have been out and carved as we
find them in this Bill ? The hon. gentleman himself years
ago laid down a just principle which should guide him in
legislation ofthis kind. The crime, for it closely approaches
to that in taking the course he las done, is only exceeded
in its wickedness by the attempt made in its justification to
show that the great principle upon which these changes
have been made las been the equalization of representation
by population. Why, Sir, Leed sand Grenville, with its
12,000 population, Monck with its 16,000, and dozons of
other constituencies give emphatie denial to this preposter-
ous assertion. Al these constituencies cry out in thunder
tones that no sucb principle las boen guiding the hon.
gentleman who framed this Bill. One of the
first faults of this Bill is that it is calculated
to bring into the contest an element of bitterness
perhaps greater than has ever before entered into any
previous election contest. It is calculated to engender a bit-
terness between hon. membersbf this House who sit opposite
each other in friendly relations. Hon. gentlemen opposite
think that the epithets applied to their Bill from this side of
the House have been strong and denunciatory, but I would
ask hon. gentlemen who object to the words ". cowar.dly,"
I" infamous," what words I shal apply to it ? Give me the
words that will fitly describe the Act that a majority of the
members sitting in this House, with the power in their hauds,
are directing against me personally, against the hon. rnem-
ber for West Durham personally, against the hon. member
for Bothwell personally, against the bon. momber for South
Wentworth porsonally, against the hon. member for South
Perth personally, against the hon. member for North Went-
worth personally, against almost every member on tbis side
of the House. A small band we are, and tbis Bill is deli b-
erately levelled at us for the purpose of causing our political
decapitation over which their organs gloat at
the present time. Hon. gentlemen opposite have,
I trust, a little spark of manliness left yet. Lot me ask
them to put themselves in the places of the gentlemen.
aimed at by this Bill, when they were powerless to resist,
how would they feel to have their lands tied, andAthese men
to stand there and scoff at them and say: "A, you cannot
withstand us uow." Noble, manly warfare this! What a
party of gentlemen they are who tie a man's hands and
then defy him and mock him, because they know hoe is no
longer able to go into the fight. Our hands are, in a mea-
sure, tied, but our spirits are as resolute as ever. To-day
we sece the organs of the hon. gentlemen opposite gloating
over thevictoryto beaccomplished by tieing their opponent's
lands and feet. h am one of the victims so intended, and
I find, in the Tory organ of my town, that the sounds of
the voices of Mackenzie, Mills and Paterson will soon be
bard in the legislative halls no more. We
are marked out to fall, not as honorable men
fall, but with our hands bound, manacled, and we
are to be jeered and scoffed at as they are endeavoring to
slay us. But all is not lost yet. Speaking of Pouth
Brant, and only speaking for myself, I know that an attempt
will be made to take advantage of my supposed helpless-
ness, and suppose easier seats might ho found, but it is not
my intention to seek them, and it is not my intention, in
my old constituency, to allow any gentleman supporting
the present Administration to go in there and be roturned
by acclamation. The question has been often asked, "IWho
struck Billy Patterson?" And I suppose thequestion ba been
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now answered. Thé man has been found who struck the blow,
in the noble and chivalrous gentleman whom Her Majesty
thought it right to appoint a member of Her Privy Council.
It was always supposed that the first hon. gentleman, as the
head of the Conservative party, possessed chivalrous feel-
ings, but their treatment of a political opponent had
awakened in the minds of mon a feeling that it was dis-
honorable on the part of the hon. gentleman to have struck
a blow below the bolt. I believe a change of sentiment
will take place among the people. Why should a little
baud cf representatives be legislated out of existence and
not given a chance to defend themselves in a fair and open
contest ? Have we deserved it? True, we have opposed
the hon. gentleman. I challenge the hon. gentleman to say
that I have not discussed questions in a manly and non-
partizan spirit,- and if i have overstepped the bounds in the
heat of debate I have been ready to apologize. If 1 opposed
them on the National Policy it was because I hold contrary
opinions which I fearlessly expressed. Are there, however,
no duties to be discharged by au Opposition, and is it because
we have discharged'them that bon. gentlemen opposite are
not willing to leave us to fight it out in the
country bôfore the same constituents? I regret
that the hon. First Minister should have placed his name
to a Bill that cannot bring to him credit and renown.
The hon. gentleman must now see he has made a mistake.
No defence of it is made, in the Bill, to the arguments of
the leader of the Opposition; no attempt to answer them
was made. It was absurd to talk about the Bill equalizing
constituencies. They had to travel almost from Niagara.
up to the county of. Brant in order to strike a blow at
myself; but the contest which is coming on bas yet to
decide whether it will be fatal.: I regret, however, that the
townships taken away should include mon who
have stood by me during my political life,
and with whom 1 have had pleasant associations.
Here was the riding of North Norfoik, with 17,000 people,
needing equalization ; but Oakland is dismembered from
South Brant, and not put there, but tacked on to a riding
with whiéh, it had no connection, a riding which has
already a population of 24,000. I ask the hon, Minister,
who I see has resumed his wonted good nature, why this
was done? The right hon. gentleman will find that in this
matter, as in many others, he has committed a mistake in
fighting against principles which in days gone by he
opposed, but which ho was always ready to take
up and adopt in order to retain himself in office.
But he will find, as he bas found before,
that when he taker up principles"which he does not believe
in, which ho nover did believe in, andattempts to put them
in practice, hoeis sure to bungle. The county of Bruce was
entitled to another member, and the hon. gentleman gave it
another member. But how ? Three divisions could easily
have been made, approximately equal in population and
geographically correct. In that case, they would have taken
from my hon. friend from North Bruce (Mr. Gillies)i
nearly 200 of his supporters; but that was not enough
Even that did not satisfy them, and they took away from
him another township with 150 of a Reform majority,-
and the result of all this is that one riding bas 25,000
population and the other 17,000, and so it goes
throughout the whole Bill. I flnd it is impossible, in
view of the details of this Bill, to speak of the hon. gentleman1
in the terms in which I would like to speak of him-to
speak even of an opponent. The hon. gentleman professes
to be guided by the principle of representation by popula-
tion, and I appeal to him before it is too late--for it is
within his power and within his province, while the Bill is
Within the Committee, so to alter it as to give a measure
of recognition to that principle which, as the
Bill now stands, is violated in every clause. Every honor-
able and fair-minded mns m'atum se , in tIhe measre, a
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shameful and deliberate attempt to stab political opponente,
to bind their hands. In Committee of the Whole there *111
be an opportunity for the hon. gentleman to re#race his
steps. If the hon. gentleman will yet amend his Bil s a;as
to accord with the principle to which he professes'his
adherence, 1, for one, will not raise my voice against the Mil,
no matter what may be its political effects in individual eues.
But if this Bill is allowed to go through Committee as it is,
with all its iniquities, with all its violations in almost every
clause of the true principle of equalizing the population,
then, Sir, I will be sorry for it, and deep down in my heart
will rest the conviction-and it will be a lasting and abiding
one-that a gentleman who has passed a high and
successful career in the cause of Canada, has, in
his last days, been a party to putting a measare
on the Statute-Book which the unbiassed people
of the country and of the world will repudiate
as an act unworthy of his position. The right hon.
gentlemen said with some pride, in our hearing the other
day: "A Briton I was born and a Briton I hope to die."
Sir, it is a grand thing to be a Briton, because associated
with that name is all that is noble and brave and chivalrous ;
but if the hon. gentleman puts that Bill through, a Bill
intended to level a fatal blow at his opponents, and intended
to strengthen him in this House by sheer force of the
majority which he has, I put the question to the hon.
gentlemen, having been born a Briton, how can be hope to
die a Briton with that blot on a name which I would fain
hope might yet go down unsullied by it to posterity.

Amendment (Mr. Blake) negatived on the following
division:-

YB"5:
Meuieurs

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake 

,Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpe.Sunbury),
Cameran (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Crouter,
Dumont,

Abbott,
Amyot,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
llowell,
Breeken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Bnrnham,
Oameron(Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Ohicoutimi),
Oolby,
costi 'an,
coag lin,

Ourrier,
Outhbert,

Fiset, McIsaac,
Fleming, Malouin,
Geoffrion, Mills,
Gihies, Olivier,
Gilmor, Paterson (Brant),
Gunn, Pickard,
Guthrie, Rinfret,
Raddow, Robertson (Shelburne),
Holton, Rogers,
Huntington, Ross (Middlesex),
Irvine, Rymal,
Killami Scriver,

ng, Skinner,
Laurier, Sutherland,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Thompson,
Maodonell (Lanark), Trow,
MacDonnenf (tnvernessWe'er.-61.

N&rs:

Messieurs
Fitzsimmons, Merner,
Fortin, Méthot,
Fulton, Montgenais,
Gauit, Montplaisir,
Giga't, Mo usseau,
Girouard (ac. Cartier),Muttart,
Girouard (Kent), Ogden,
Grandbois, Orton,
Guillet, Plumb,
Hacket, Pope (Oompton),
Haggart, Poupore,
Hesson, Reid,
Hay, Richeyp
Romer, Robertson (Hamilon),
Hooper, Rochester,
Kad1bach, Rouleau,
Rilvert, Routhier,
Rirkpatrick, -Royal,

Kranz, Ryan '(Montreal),
Landry, Rykert,
angevin, Shaw,

Lantier, Sproule,
Longley, Stephenson,
Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
MoDonald(OapeBreton),Tellier,
Macmillan, Tile7
McCallam, Tyrwhitt,
McOuaig, Valin,
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Daly,
Dawson
Desaulners,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,

McDougald,
McGreevy,
McLelan,
McLennan,
McLeod,
McQuade,
McRory,
Mauson,
Massue,

Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Hastings),
White (Renfrew),
Williams.-111.

Mr. MILLS. The discussion which las taken place shows
that the right hon. gentleman and those who support him are
not disposed to disturb the representation in such a way as'
fairly to represent the different political parties in the coun-
try. Further than that, the Billnow before us interferes with
existing arrangements unnecessarily, and it does so in a
manner wholly unfair to the Liberal party. The observa-
tions which the hon. the First Minister himself bas made,
indicate that it was his deliberate intention, to use his own
expression, to "hive " the Liberal party in the consti-
tuencies in the Province of Ontario. But, Sir, we will have
an opportunity of appealing to hon. gentlemen, to their
masters, the constituent body of the Province of Ontario.
I move:

Thatithe saidBill be not now read the second time, but that it be
resolved, that in readjusting the representation of the people in Parlia-
ment, there should be no needless interference with existing arrange-
mentsand the principle of justice and fair play towards both political
parties should be observed.

That the said Bill contains numerous needless changes, and is framed
with a view to concentrate large bodies of the Liberal voters in a few
electoral districts, and to add Conservative votera to, or remove Liberal
votera from, many electoral districts, and thus to weaken the effective
strength of the Liberal parly, and to pack the constituencies of Ontario
in favor of the Conservatives.

Amendment
division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Crouter,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Abbott,
Amyot,
.rkellt
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,

Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
colby,
Oostigan,
Ooughlin,
Coupal
Courso,

Mr. PmzRom

(Mr. Mills) negatived on the following1

Messieurs
Fleming, McIsaac,
Flynn, Malouin,
Geoffrion, Millo,

Olivier,
Gihrore, Paterson (Brant),
Gunu, Pickard,
Guthrie, Rinfret,
Haddow, Robertson (Shelburne),
Holton, Rogers,
Huntington, Rosa (Middlesex),
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, 8kinner,
Laurier, Sutherland,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
MacDonnell(Inverness), Wheler.-52.

NAYs:

Messieurs
Fortin, Méthot,
Fulton, Mongenais,
Gault, Vontpwasjr,
Gigault, Mousseau,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier)Muttart,
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor,
Grandbois, Ogden'
Guillet, Orton,
Backett, Plumb
Haggart, Pope Compton),
Hay, Poupore,
Besson, Reid,
Homer, Richey,
Hooper, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kaulbach, Rochester,
Kilvert, Bourbeau,
Kirkpatrick, Routhier,
Kranz, Royale
Landry, Ryan (Montreal),LangeviyRykert,

Lantier, Shaw,
Longley, Sproule,
Macdonald (Sir John), Stephenson,
McDonald (CapeBreton)Strange.
Macmillan, Tellier,
McCallum, Tilley,
(Brant).

McCuaig
McDougald,
McGreevy,
MefLelan,
MoLennan,
MoLeod,
McQuade,
McRory,
Manson,
Massue,
Merner,

Tyrwhitt,
Valin,

Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York)
White (Cardweù>,
White (Hastings),
White (Renfrew),
William.-112.

Ourrier,
outhbert,
Daly,
Dawsont
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Donville,
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitasimmons,

The maini
division:-

Abbott,
Amyot,
ArkelI,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beauchesue,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
BMi,
Baldue,
Bowelly
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting
Burnharn
Cameron (Victo
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Ohicou
Colby,
Costigan,
Coughalin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Currier,
Outhbert,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domvilley
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. Joh
Burpee (Sunbur
Cameron (Huron
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgr*n,
Cha rton,
Cockburn,
Orouter,
Dumont,
Fiqet,

Bill read the second time.

PROVISIONAL DISTRICTS IN THE NORTH-WEST.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message from
His Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:
LonNn.

The Governor General transmits, for the information of the Bouse of
Commons, the copy of a Minute of the Privy Council of Oanada, dated
the 8th May, instant, on the subjeot of the etablishment of &e.Provi
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motion was thon agreed to on the following

Yu,":
Messieurs

Fortin, Méthot,
Fulton, Mongenais,
Gaulte Montplaiuir,
Giganit, Mousseau3
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Muttart,
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor,
Grandbois, Ogden,
Guillet, Orton,
Hackett, Plumb,
Haggart, Pope (Compton),
Hay, Poupore,
Hesson, Reidp
Homer, Richey,
Hooper, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kaulbach, Rochester,
Kilvert, Rouleau,
Kirkpatrick, Routhier,

ria) Kranz, Royal,
LandryRyan (Montreal),
Langevin, Rykert

timi) Lantier, Sh8aw,
Longley, Sproule,
Maconald (Sir John), Stephenson,
McDonald(CapeBreton)Strange,
Maemillan, Tellier,
McCallum, Tilley,
McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
McDougald, Valin,
McGreevy, Vallée,
MoLelan, Vanasse,
McLennan, Wade,
McLeod Wallace (Norfolk),
McQuade, Wallace (York),
McRory, White Cardwell),

MansonWhite (ReIanre),
Massuehi Ras r ,
Merner, Williams.-1 2.

MATS:

Messieurs

Fleming, McIsaac,
FlynnMalouin,
Geoffrion, Mills,
Gillies, Olivier,
Gillmor, Paterson (Brant),
Gunn, Pickard,
Guthrie, Rinfret,

n), Haddow, Robertson (Shelburne),
y), Holton, Rogers,
n), Huntington, Rose (Middlesex),

Irvine, Rymal,
Killamr Scriver,
Kingl Skirner,
Laurier, Sutherland,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
MacDonnell (Inverness)Wheler.-52.
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uionai Districts in the North-West Territories, as shown on the accom-
panyg ea,.which he recommends to the favorable consideration of
the flouse ofO ominons.
GoVERNMENT BOUSE,

OTTAWA, 8th May, 1882.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I give notice that I will,
on Wednesday, invite the consideration of the House to is
Excellency' s Message.

House adjourned at 5:45 a.m., Tuesday.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, 9th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYIEs.

CHIGNECTO SHIP RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that, to-morrow, the
House resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to
consider the following resolution:-

That in view of the great advantages which would accrue to the
Maritime Provinces, and the Intercolonial trade of Canada generally,
from the construction of a ship railway across the Isthmus of Chignecto
from Tignish, on La Baie Verte, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, to a point
at the mouth of the River La Planche, on the Bay of Fundy, and of the
proposal made by ir. H. E. C. Ketchum, on behalf of a Company
formed and to be incorporated as " The Chignecto S:ip Railway
Company," and approved by the Governor in Couneil on the report of
the Minister of Railways and Canals, after consultation with the Chief
Engineers of the Department, it is expedient to entertain the said
proposai and to provide :

That if the said Company do within years from the
day of now next, construct such 3hip Railway,

according to the terms of their said proposal, and of an agreement and
contract in that behalf which the Government of Canada may, if they
see fit, make with the said Company, in a substantial manner and fully
equipped for the services therein to be stipulated, to the satisfaction of
and subject to the approval of the said Government ; then, during a
term of twenty-five years from the date of said approval, provided the
said Ship Railway is kept in thorough repair and satisfactorily performs
the services aforesaid, a subsidy at the rate of $150,000 a year shall be
paid to the said Company out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Canada, such subsidy not being payable for any period during the said
twenty-five years during which the conditions above mentioned shall

tni bý tl.niA dith

Ie said : The assent of the Crown has been given to this
resolution.

Motion agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill (from the Senate) was introduced and
read the first time:-

Bill (No. 160) to amend the Act respecting the Harbor
of North Sydney in Nova Scotia.-(Mr. Mceelan.)

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON.

Mr. CHARLTON. Before the Government Orders are
called, I desire to direct the attention of the hon. First Min-
ister to a BiIl which I have charge of, and which he was kind
enough to promise me, on a previous occasion, should be
acted on this Session. A week ago Monday we completed
the Notices of Motion, and the House adjourned when the
Orders were reached, the Bill standing first on the Order
Paper, and I had the hon. Minister's promise that the Bill
would be taken up yesterday, the next private day. Since
then, however, that private day bas been taken by the
Government, and unless the courtesy of the Government is
extended to me, I cannot reach the Bill this Session.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I must say that I think
the hon. gentleman's friends on the other side are respon-
sible a good deal for my not having hitherto given him the
opportunity to take up the Bill. I shall, however, give
him an opportunity before the close of the Session.

NORTH-WEST PROVISIONAL DISTRICTS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I brought down this
morning a Message from His Excellency the Governor
General about the territorial sub-divisions of the North-
West which I intend to move to-morrow, and I have a plan
of it attached to the Message, and I think I had better have
it put up in the reading room that hon. gentlemen may see
at once what the proposed divisions are.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House again
resolvo itself into Committee on Bill (No. 158) toreadjust

nul De UV p UUWj . the representation in the House of Commons, and for other
He said: I have received the assent of the Crown to this purposes.
resolution. Mr. CHARLTON. Before you leave the Chair, Sir, I

Motion agreed to. desire to offer a few remarks upon this Bill, and I shall
detain the bluse but a very fow minutes iu doiug so. I

HARBOR OF ST. JOHN, N.B. intended to have spoken on the subjeet Iast night, but the
lateness of the heur prevented me. I shall endeavor, in

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that, to-morrow, the discussing this matter, to do so in a tomperate spirit, a
House resolve itself into Committee of the Whole on the spirit which, I must confess, it is very difficuit for one to
following resolution :- possess himself of on an occasion of this kind. The course

1. That it is expedient to provide for the appointment of certain of the Government, aside from the oharacter of the Bil
Commissioners for the improvement and management of the harbor of itseif, lu one calculated to proveke resentment and indigna-
St. John, in the Province of New Brunswick.

2. That it is expedient to authorize the Governor in Council to raisete
by the issue of debentures bearing interest payable half yeariy at the than any that bas boon introduced rnto this flouse for
rate of four per cent. per annum, and redeemable in forty years, the many Sessions, bas boen brought down at the very last
sun of seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and out of this sum to
advance and pay to "The Harbor Commissioners of St. John," in the stae ofle Sessi ul andwihaedietss i oul-
first place five hundred thousand dollars, to enable them te complete nd
the acquisition of the harbor property, rights, rents and privileges, from have been had upon a measure of such importance, Enquirios
the Mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the city of St. John, in the for this Billhave been made repeatedly by the leader of
Manner provided in the Act te be passed in that behalf, and to advance
the remainder of the sum, so raised from time to time, to the said Com-
Inissioners tu enable them to meet payments to be made for the improve- man asked the hon. First Minister when it was bis intention
ment and extension of the harbor; the said Commissioners depositing te bring this Bil down; on each occasion the importance
with the Receiver General, on the advance of any such sum, their own
bonds in favor of Fer Majesty for the Goverument of Canada, for a like
amount in such form as the Receiver-General may approve, and bearing On each occasion it ws assertod that a
interest at the rate of four per cent. per annum, from the time of measure of the importance of this measure shosuldcobrougt
advance, payable out of the income of the said Commissioners, from down ut such a stage of the Session-as would admit et a fuittols and other sources of income under the said Act, and to be the first
Charge thereonafter the expenses of collecting theme.e us te e tsno n o

1s82.
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the Bill has -been brought down at a late hour, and the
evident tactics of the Government, now that it is brought
down, are to rush that Bill through with all possible haste.
They are unwilling to permit any greater degree of dis-
cussion of that meaaure than the majority choose
to permit; and it must be admitted that the Government
in this respect will succeed, because the members have
alroady been kept here beyond the ordinary period of
parliamentary Sessions, all are anxious to reaeh their homes,
and this Bill will evidently fail to have that discussion which
it should receive. The Bill throughout its course has been
marked by inregular proceeding. The hon. gentleman,
when he introduced the Bill, did not leave it with
the Clerk of the Hlouse, but withdrew it after its
introduction. That Bill was materially altered after it was
introdueed into the -House. The whole course of the Gov-
ernment w-ith respect to this measure shows that they have
determined to do as they please, to be a law to themselves.
I think it is due to your honest and judicious ruling on this
matter that they should not be enabled on this occasion to
carry out their intentions by disregarding parliamentary
rules. This Bill, and I say it without any desire
to use harsh language, desiring only to charac-
terize the Bill fairly and dispassionately, as it deserves, is an
outrage upon popular rights,and particularlyupon the rights
of the people of Ontario. It is a Bill calculated to secure for
theiminority a înajority ofthe representatives in the House
of Commons, and to suppress the free expression of popular
sentiment. It is a Bill calculated to give to a small portion
of the people &f Ofntario undue strength and undue weight
in the political affairs of this Province. This Bill is sub-
versive of free institutions; and the party cap-
able of framing it, and attempting to pass it,
would be restrained by no considerations, would
stop at no outrage upon popular rights that might be
Perpetrated with impunity in carrying forward their policy.
Th party:that can thus trample upon the majority of a
great Province, may be naturally expected to disregard
popuIar rights; and this Act is the entering wedge
subversive of popular liberties of that Province and this
Dominion. The Bill, in addition of being subversive of
popular liberties- and I am sorry to use so harsh an
expression-partakes of the character of a swindle; because
it is founded upon false pretences, including the pretence of
equalizing the representation, and of sweeping away small
boroughs with a population smaller than the basis of
representation, and equalizing the representation of various
ridings; and yet no attempt is made to obtain that result.
Five of the new ridings that are formed under the Bill have
a population of but a trifle over 15,000 each; seven of the old
ridings that had a population of about 16,000 each are left un-
touched. In all, there are twenty-five ridings either now being
formed or old ridings not interfered with having a popula-
tion a trile over 17,000, and many with a population of
a trifie over 14,000 each; and yet this Bill was introduced
ostensibly to equalize the representation. I am, therefore,
justilled in characterizing the Bill as a swindle, because it is
founded on false pretences. One thing that strikes me in
this matter with alarm is the fact that it is impossible to
elicit a single expression of shame from hon. gentlemen
opposite over a crime like this, a crime perpetrated
for the flrt time in Massachusetts, and there reognized
as subversive of the popular liberties. The design
of this Bill is to enable a powerful majority,
to deprive the minority of their rights in the
government of the country. That offence at present does
not elicit, in this House, a single blush, and the proteste of
the Opposition against this scandalous operation are recoived
with jeers and gibes. I am sorry it is so. I think it
augers ill for the future of this country that a monstrous
Bill of this kind should be introduced as this has been, and,
forced through in the manner witnesed. I noticed a 1

Mr. CARLTOMN.

caricature in one of our cartoon journals-a model of a
Christian statesman on his knees praying the Lord to
forgive this fraud and make it a great success. That seems
to illustrate the feeling that actuates hon. gentlemen
opposite, who profess Christian feeling. They may,
like the Pharisee, thank God that they are not like other
men; and I think there are many thousands in the country,
who will thank God that there are a great many men not
like them. Well, this scheme, immoral as it is, is pre-
ordained to failure. Already we are beginning to see the
first fruits of the ingathering that will come. I noticed in
the daily journals last night that the president of a Conser-
vative association in East Durham has resigned his seat.
He had a little sense of shame left. He could not condone
so great a crime, and, as an honest man, ha washed his
hands of tho whole matter. I now wish to
give an historical account of the class of measures
called gerrymandering schemes, and I wish to call the
attention of the hon. First Minister to the first transaction
of this kind, that resulted in giving schemes of this nature
the name they now bear. The first schemo of this kind,
the first actrocity of this kind, was perpetrated in Massachu-
setts in 1811, at the time that the lon. Elbridge Gerry was
Governor of that State. We are told, in the historical
account of this matter, which is very brief and which I will
read, that the contest for power between the Federalists and
Democrats of Massachusetts had been long and bitter. In
1811 the latter succeeded in electing their candidate as
Governor. The following is the account of the origin of
the gerrymandering process: "The contest for power
between the Federalists and Democrats of Massachusetts bad
been long and bitter. In 1811 the latter succeeded in
electing their candidate for Governor (Elbridge Gerry), and
a majority of both Houses of the Legislature. In order to
secure the election of the United States îenators in the
future, it was important to perpetuate this possession of
power, and measures were taken to retain a Democratic
majority in the State Senate in all future years. The
senatorial district had been formed without any division of
counties. This arrangement, for the purpose alluded to,
was now disturbed. The Legislature proceeded to re-arrange
the senatorial districts of the State. They divided counties
in opposition to the protestasand strong constitutional argu-
ments of the Federalists; and those of Essex and Worcester
were so divided as to form a Democratic district in each of
those Federal counties, without an apparent regard to
convenience or propriety. The work was sanctioned, and
became law by the signature of Governor Gerry. IHe
probably had no other hand in the matter, yet
he received most severe castigation from the Oppo-
sition. In Essex county the arrangement of the district
in its relation to the towns was singular and absurd. Rus-
sell, the veteran editor of the Boston Sentinel, who had
fought against the scheme valiantly, took a map of that
country and designated by particular colors the towns thus
selected, and hung it on the wall of his editorial room.
One day Gilbert Stuart, the eminent painter, looked on the
map, and said the towns which Russell had ths distin-
guished resembled some monstrous animal. He took a
pencil, and with a few touches, added what might represent
a bead, wings, claws, and tail. 'There,' Stuart said, 'that
will do for Salamander.' Russell, who was busy with bis
pen, looked up at the hideoue figure, and exclaimed: 'Sala-
mander ! Call it Gerrymander1!!' The word was immediatelY
adopted into the political vocabulary as a term of reproach
to the Democratie Legislature. Stuart's monstrous figure
of the Gerrymander was presented upon a broadaide cou-
taining a natural and political history of the animal, and
hawked about the country. From one of these before me,
kindly placed in my possession by the late Edward Everett,
I copied thepicture given in this note, which is about one half
the size of theoriginal. After giving some ludicrousguess

1-4Mi MÂY 9,
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as to its character and origin-whether it was the genuine The publie of the Ubited States have become habituated to
Basiäsk, the ,erpen Monocephalus of Pliny, the Grij7n of it, and it is looked upon almaost as a matter of course that
romance, the Great Red Dragon or Apollyon of Bunyan, or the party in power should use this means of perpetuating
the Monutrum horrendum of Virgil-the writer of the its rule. The United States press treat it as an evidencenatural history of Gerrymander, says the learned Dr. of the rapid Americanization of our politics. The BostonWatergruel proved it to be a species of Salamander, engen- Post thinks that as imitation is the sincereet form offattery,
dere:partly by the devil in the fervid heat of party the Republican party can point with pride to the fact thatstrife. 'But,' he says, 'as this creature has been its example in the matter of re-districting the States.isengendered and brought forth under the sublimest being followed so closely by Sir John in Ontario. It saya:
ausices,- the doctor purposes that a naine should There le noratent on political knavery. It leuayomgle I
be given to it expressive of its genus, at the across any boun ary, and it looks to us ast.hongh sir Joh a oaà lsame time conveying an elegast and very appropriate had been a close student of the methods of manipulation employed by.
complimeat of lis lExcellency the Governor, who is known the Republican party in the United States tokeep itselfin controlof the
to be a jealous patron of whatever is new, astonishing, and Government."
erratie, especially of domestic growth and manufacture. As a matter of fact, neither party can claim any monopoly
For those reasons, and other valuable considerations, the of the practice, both having fully availed themselves of it
doctar bas decreed this monster shall be denominated a when the opportunity presented itself. American expe-
gerrymander." What was the result of that scheme, which, rience, however, is not calculated to ençourage the naturatiz.
like the present one, disregarded county lines, and placed ation of the system in Canada. Operations of this kind
distriots without regard to geographical outlines and county have frequently had a boomerang effect on the projectors,
linos, and was calculated to secure for the party ascendancy as may not improbably be the case with the extensive job
in the State Government, bnt which resulted in disappoint- which the Republicau party now have on band. The
ment to its authors. In the history of Massachusetts is the Chicago Times says:
following reference to the result of this scheme: "The gerrymanders of &fassachusetts are finding Boston a diffinilt

In the midet of this excitement, a new election took place which problem. and are proposing to put the city into five different congres-
resulted in favor of Caleb 8trong. The contest was 'uncommonly sional districts, but the longer heade are counselling againsta£ course
animate4' and both parties were active ; but the friends of Mr. Gerry, which some day will be certain to bring retaliation. Canadian Tories
with ailltheir exertions, could not overcome the prejudices against him would do well to restrain theirexaltations until the elections are well
Yet the vote was close and the ma'ority for Mr. Strong was but 1,370. over, for on this side of the line the public conscience- has not been
I' is possible that the pondnet of Gerry, in districting the State for deadened to the enormity of the crime by its frequent repetition, and
the eleçiin of Senators, had some influence on the popular vote; and it the recoil will be much swifter and surer than they imagine.",
was alleged that the diviqion thus made, which the Federalists
christened witb the name of 'Gerrymandering' was new and arbitrary, Ihopethe right hon, gentleman will take nto consideration
and was 'designed to secure the triumph of the Repnblican party.' the fact that the course he is taking is oue that some day
And, so far as the Senate was concerned, it had that effect; but a may bring retaliation, that he is opeuing the flood-gates forajority of the fouewa cfnthe ofederal party. It happened then, as it evils the extent of which no man eau forefse. When wehas often since, that the movemente cof poiticians, howeyer eazaclousi
their own estimation, failed of effecting ail they desired. There were have the misfortune to lose talented, efficient men fromour
elements, not taken into the account, which operated against them; midst, when death calls such men away from us, itis oustom-and the fluctuations of public opinion were wholly overlooked." ary for us to indulge in expressions of grief, to.mourn their
Sir, there are fluctuations of that nature at work now. There loss. The right hon. gentleman, on this occasian, proeeeds
are fluctuations of public opinion in consequence of this to usurp the functions of death in attemptingLto remove, as
felonious measure that will produce results unexpected by effectually as death could, from this Chamber, men whose
the hQ4. gentlemen who have concocted this scheme. Many services here can ili be spared. Hefhas aimed a blowat Lhe
subseque&t atrocities in the United States in this line hon. member for Lambton, whose experience and ability
have been perpetrated. We have the accoant of are invaluable in the solution of public questions. Le
the shoe-string districts of the State of Mis- seeks to deprive this House of the presence of the
sissippi, where the coloired population of that State hon. member for Bothwell, whose painstaking industry
were hived in counties along the river. The hiving and close attention to his duties will make-his losa, should
procees, no doubt, my hon. friend has copied from the the hon. gentleman succeed in his aim, severely felt in the
example Of the Democrats of Mississippi. In addition councils of this country. My hon. friend from South Brant
to the gerrymandering process of the State of Mississippi, has been singled out as a victim, as well as .many other of
the gentlemen from whom, hou, gentlemen opposite the brightest intellects in this House. For what pur-
have .opied went a step. further. They adopted the policy pose ? Certainly ,not for the good of .the country, and I
of the shot gun association and intimidation, the natural hold that the right hon. gentleman should be condemned for
outome of a state of things such as is now introduced in this Act, if for nothing else in connection with this
this equntry. To-day, the Republican party in the gerrymandering scheme. But, Sir, there is another feature
United States, after twenty years rule, after having in this scheme the most deplorable of all, and that is the
saddled- that country with a policy under which demoralizing influence that it will exert upon publie
the people are becoming restive, and soeing indica- sentiment and upon the public morals in this country. The
tions that they wil be driven from power, arp seeking to Bill is calculated to produce a state of feeling like that
fortify themselves by gerrymanderin the congressional dis- which exists among people destitute of politioal vilu.. Tt
tricts from one end pf the Union to the other. They have is calculated to say to the peple: "Behold the rewards of
gerrymandered the State of Ohio in such a way that they fraud, behold the rewards of political dishonesty, behold the
expectto carry nineteen out of the twenty-one districts in rewards of a disregard of popular rights, behoid the rewards
that SWtq, when, with a fair division of districts, it is doubt- that attend the sweeping away of the safeguard of popular
fui if they would carry a bare majority. They are gerry- liberty." If this Bill be a success, if, in consequence of iL, the
madering every State in the Union thatthey may override righthon.gentleman and his party are continued in powet,the
the wishes of the people and set the popular will at lesson that Bill will teaeh to the people is a demorahizing, a
defiance. That is what my hon. friend is doing to debasing, a disastrous lesson, and te righ.hon-gentleman
day.. ,He is simply a servile imitator of those men. The in this matter, standing as the conservator of the peace of
press of te United States are making some comments on this country, standing as he does with referene to this
the gerrymandering. They must be interebting reading to people and with reference to that Maker who rules over us
Birt Jobp and his followers. To an American, cf course, ail, ought to pause before he perpetrates an at.roci ywamd

i nøjMing ptartdarly neo:r .startling ln theprocess. wrong of this kind> fraughtwith con egnances sa estiqqs,
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consequences so deplorable to the Dominion of Canada. hon, gentleman lias refueed to accord to that Province its
Sir, we are hastening on to the day when we shall have the territorial rights. He sers to despoil it of a large part of
rule of American polities adopted in this country. We are its donain in the face of an award which the Government of
adopting the most scandalous, the most debasing, the most the Dominion Rolemnly bound itself to stand by. He seeke
demoralizing of ail the things that pertain to American te do that in violation of his own put record, and the manner
politics in this gerrymandering Bill, and following this we in which he seeks to do it, and the circumstances attending
shall have rogues in office and good men avoiding office as this case, are snch as to croate resentment among the people
they do in every State in the American Union; we shall of Ontaro. I can tell him that the feeling is deep seated;
have in this country politics a by-word and stinking in the it is one that it will not do for the righitbon. gentleman to
nostrils of al] honest people, we shall have lobbies, we trifle with. Then, Sir, with a degree of fatuity almost
shall have rings, we shall have bribes, we shall have corrup- beyond belief, the riglt hou. gentleman proceeds to provoke
tion, we shall have peculation, we shall have the whole that feeling etill further by the disallowance of legishation
nameless brood, the whole swarm of evils, that will follow clearly within the jurisdiction of the Province of On-
like vultures flocking to the carcase when you open the tario. Then, Sir, the right hon, gentleman> in
floodgates, as the consequence of adopting this Bill. The place of having the wisdom to adopt a policy of
right hon. gentleman, like every man placed at the head of conciliation, and Btriving to undo the miechief le has
affairs in this eountry, is a pub!iceducator, and his influence donc alroady, proceede to crown his acts by an Act which
will be exerted either for good or for evils, and no con- le proposes today that will arousea greater feeling of indig.
sideration should have greater weight with any public man nation in that Province than both other Acte put together.
than the consideration that his influence is more potent Sir, the riglt hon, gentleman and hie follower in this
than any other influence that can be named in the education matter are invoking disasters upon themselves and upon thie
of the. people, over whom God bas called upon hirm to country that no lon. member in thie Honse may be able
preside. What has been the influence that my right hon. to measure. I eau tell the right hon. gentleman that the
friend has exerted upon the morals of this country ? Why people of Ontario are not represented fairly by the clase of
Sir, it is time for that bon. gentleman to seek repentance men who are bere as their representatives, and obeying the
with tears, instead of adding to the long list of his-I will beheste of the riglt hon, gentleman. I eau tell him that
not say crimes-to the long list of his failures to perform the people of that Province wilI repudiate the acts of these
his whole duty to this people, by this most scandalous of aillmen.*-Ido not utter this as a threat, but I eau hie atten-
his public acts. Sir, that right lon. gentleman, in the tion te it, and maintain that li now taking a course that
matter of the Pacifie Scandal, struck a blow at political imperils the existence of Confederation. 1 eau teit hlm
morality in this country that is most disastrous in its that there is a limit to the forbearance offreemen, and wlin
results. I say that, without any desire to open that old that limit is reacbed Ontario will resent these attempts
matter, I only refer to it as a historical matter, and I say to trample upon.her rights, these attompts te drag ler
that the right hon. gentleman, with the record he has behind through the mire, snd te make her the vlctlm of
him, ought to have sought, on this-perhaps the great closing malignant party hate. r eau tell him that there ie danger
scene of his political career, to have secured the blessings of if he persista in hie course of driving tbe people of that
man and the favor of his God rather than to introduce this Province I start ont upon a career for themselves, witl
measure, which will be pronounced by posterity as justice for their motto and liberty for their guiding star,
the most scandalous of all the measures that the right hon. freeing themselves from ail the complications that exîst in
gentleman is responsible for. Well, Sir, we have to trust tus Dominion in consequence of the policy of the rlght
that his design will fail. We have more than a trust of this, hon, gentleman. I give him plainly te understand that
we feel an assurance, we bave not a doubt, Sir, that this act thc outrages le is perpetrating upon them are
will fail. We do not believe that the public of Canada are outrages that they will submit - te no longer.
debauched to sucl an extent as to give their sanction to a 1 may have spoken warmly on this subjeet. I feel that a
measure like this. We believe that an indignant people will grave cris15 threatene this Dominion. I feel that the riglt
rise in their might, and will repudiate this measure and hon. gentleman in lis desire to secure tic perpetuation of
those who have sought to enact it; :.nd we believe the resut lis power le trifling with the dearest and most sacred inter-
of this will be to verify the words of the greatest poet of este of tus country. I feel that the rigit bon, gentleman ii
all time who said: allowing lis regard for and alegiance to party to override

"I have seen the wicked in great power, and spreading himself like a and overwlelm bis allegiance te country, and I implore
greea bay tree ; yet he passed away, and loi he was not. Yea, I sought that rigît hon, gentleman and lis folowers to conelder the
hyet ho could not be found." stcp they are about to take, and, if possible, te be governed
Sir, the party who are attempting to perpetrate this out- by reason, by principles of common fairne, by a desire te
rage upon the people of Ontario, the party who are so promote the interests of thc country ratIer than of the
insensible to the demands of justice, the party who are so great Coneervative party, to act as patriote, te look above
insensible to the common claims of honesty, will inevitably mere party iuterests te the interesta of tbe whoie Dominion.
be repudiatel by the people of this country. That party I implore them to regard the riglits of the minorlty, to do
will be swept away and they will leave nothing to remember justice, to refrain from perpetrating a great wrong, and if
them by but the evil odor of their acts from which we they do not do this, I warn them that the day will come
imvlore them to-day to withhold their band, not to insist wheu they wilh regret thc course they lave taken to-day.
upon passing the Bill and making it the law of this land.
But, Sir, great an injustice as it is, this matter is worse than Mr. PLUMB. I do not think I cau keep suent
an injustice; it is a crime that promises disaster to Canada, whea I hear such language uttered on the floor of
it is a crime that is aimed at one Province atone. Of ail thethe fouse,ase1ihave heard from tic hon. member
Provinces of this great Dominion Ontario is the only one for No-th Norfolk. That bon. gentleman las treated
brought under the operation of this gerrymandering Bill. us t a tirade unsurpassed lu violence in any of tic debates
I cal the hon. gentleman's attention to the fact that we have beard for years. The hon, gentleman bas not
the state of feeling in the Province of Ontario toueled the cae, le las not discussed tic Bill before us, le
is sensitive, that it is excited, that a resentful la not mentioned a single instance lu which liecomplaine;
fbeling exists there. Varions things have conspired to is wholc language la been that of violent denunciation.
create the feeling that now exist, in Ontario. Wehave had Tic hon, gentleman, contrary to hie usual habit, li abso-
a dispute about the boundary of that Province; the right lutcly lost hie temper. What doea licBay? neaya bIl
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Bill was brought down at a late hour. Ample opportunity perfectly legitimate, what we have done in the exercise of
has been given by hon. gentlemen on this side of the an authority which was delegated to the right hon. gentle-
House, ample opportunity will be given to hon. n:embers to man who I follow and his colleagues, what we could not re-
say what is to be said on this subject, to discuss this matter frain from doing, and hon. gentlemen opposite knew it full
fully and freely, and we showed, by the patience with well. The wounds smart no doubt, and the hon.
which the discussion was listened to last night, there was gentleman shows his wounds, and like a whipped
no intention to do as hon. gentlemen on the othor side of school-boy he whines over them. Sir, the hon. gen-
the House did from 1874 to 1878, choke down the minority tleman and his friends will get no sympathy in
by the most unseemly conduct ever witnessed on the floor of Ontario. The Province of Ontario will say: "lIn 1874,
a deliberative assembly. The hon. gentleman says that we [we entrusted those hon. gentlemen with power. In
are attempting to deprive Ontario ofher liberties. We saw in 1874, misled by the promises of the hon. gentleman and
a very clover newspaper a caricature which the hon. gentle- his friends, we said, if you can govern better than the party
man has referred to, and 1 am glad he bas put me in mind who have been in power from 1868 to 1874, we give the
of it. We saw Ontario represented as a helpless Gulliver country into your hands. You have promised that you will
thrown ashore upon the island of Lilliput, who in the morn- govern the country on certain principles which you have
ing found himself tied to the earth by lines which proved to announced, you have promised retrenchment and reform,
be the largest cables that small people could find, and they you have promised a reversal of the extravagant policy
were not larger than a hair. If the hon. gentleman had which you renounced; we will let you try your hand, we
read his Gulliver lately, and I have not certainly since I will send away our old and trusted servants, we will listen
was a boy, lie would remember that Quinbus Flestrin-the to your charges against them, you shall have the keys of
Man Mountain, as he was called by the Lilliputians in their the Treasury, and we will see how the new men will
little language-when lie awoke in the morning and brushed manage." With an enormous majority, with a majority
the.dew from bis locks and rose like a giant refreshed, at his back which gave no excuse for shortcoming,
went into the service of the Government, and remained what did the hon. leader of the Government
there, not at all disturbed by what had been done. On the do during ail those five years. I will venture
contrary, with the greatest alacrity ho commenced and to say there is not a more slamefnl record of
carried on for a long time a warfare on his own account jobbery, of plundering, of abuse of powers than can ho
against the big Endians who were contending with the found iu the records of the Government for five yer
little Endians. He waded into the sea, seized the betweeu 1874 snd 1878. There i8 the secret of the lon.
cables of the hostile fleet with one hand, and towod gentleman's grief; thre 18 the reason wly ho and lis
them into the harbor, as we intend to seize the cables party suifer the humiliation of whicl a daily si-etacIe is
of the minority, and bring them captured into our presented to us iu the minority which now its in this
port, That is the final conclusion of the carica- Bouse. The people took these bon. gentlemen at their
ture which the bon. member for North Norfolk has word. Tbey trusted them. They were decaived, and npon
quoted. But there is something more serious than this, to the fl'msiest issuo that ever went before a people ty
which the hon. gentleman has alluded. ie has ventured to lurled them indignantly out of office. lon, gentlemen
say that the dominant party has attempted to use their say we stole a verdict Sir, lot the words of tbe hon. mem-
power for the purpose of crushing out the miserablo ber for Centre Buron (Sir Kichard J. Cartwright) neyer
remuant of life left on the Opposition side. They ho forgotten wbeu li rose, aftor my right hon. friend mved
failed to be in sympathy with the people of Canada; lis resolution for the protection of the strngghug industries
it is net a scteme for redistribution seats that bas killed of Canada. Ile said: We are thankful now we are face to
these lion, gentlemen, tjir doom was pronounced in 1878, face with the Liberal Conservative party upon an issue
sud it is nfver been reversed; and whatever bon. gentle- whicn can te discussod, an issue which cannt e
mon opposite may have said, I say that their lack of politi- avoided, an issue whicb wc lad souglit; we bave nailed
cal instinct has killed them, their lack cf qympathy with our lag te the mast, we wihl keep them te that issue, hnd
the wlolecf Canada bas killed thein ; the gact that they the people f Canada well understcod it. The peope hf
filed te recoguize what were tlie absolute necessities and Canada accepted that issue; they pronnnced epon it, ad
requirements cf a country like this las killed them. The the hou. gentlemen on the other side are, to-day, reaping
reactionists and obstractienists are thc mon who wil l e the fruits cf their poiicy, aud they have discovered wbat
bereafter held responsible for the ruin cf a party wbicl Hs was the drift of publie sentiment, what was the desire f the
once pcworful and respected, aud wbiwh it was desirable in people ; and can te te, Sir, theat tey are responsible for
the interests cf this liouse Vo keep in opposition, for I beliovethe condition in which they find themsolves to-day. ut,
nething can be more unsafe than te have a weak and feeble Sir, the voters romain the same, the people are the same.
minority, a threatening aud desperate minority, sncb as the The bongentlemen now direct thoir attention teOntario.
hon, gentlemen wliolias jst spoken represents on the Tiey have deserted ail their fermer batte grounds; their
Opposition side cf tberliuse. I could imagine, if I desired wbole appeal is te Ontarie, and it is a revolutionary appeal.
te do se, a conversation amo wsg hop. gentlemen opposite, The bn. gentleman 8ays, the people cf Ontariocught te
similar te that whicb was quoted bhthe leader of the rise utheirmightagaiustthisnefarieusseheme. WellSir,
Opposition east night durng is long Speech. k1 could thevotrsareallthere. 1fthey have a majority in Ontario
imagine those lon. gentlemen in power i n 188, sad could they can easily obtain it. There 18 ne difficulty aboutit. The
see thom get together taconstret a scheme for the redistri. Govermenteanyot smoter theevewsoftbevoter. The votes
bution of seats n Ontarie. I could see tbem guided by tie wuld be taken away from tndm; but if the liongentleman
inspiration of the Mowat Government in 187374, and we is flly satisfied that the voters cf Ontari will denounce thi
very well know froin the indications wo wilad ten sbeie, wly desli expend bis flrb on the denunciation
what weuld lave been the resut of their cogitations. The as which li las just indulged? Wby dee hoenet let us
lon. gentleman spoke as if a s whemeicf this kind w s an rush on te car fate? Wby attempt te dheok us, and appeal
anomalous one. tehoe net know that the voters f Ontarite us lu a language whicb is first a menace and then a
romain the samne? mWiteune breath oe asys we have annihl- whine? Tc lon, gentleman knows thate and bisfriends
nted bis party, saunin the nextsbreate ho says an indignant have lest the confidence of Ontario; that they cannot regain
Pople will risc and repudiate the attempt made t destroyi that confidence. I can telthe hon, gentleman that it is net
tm td will repudiate the attempt te do wliat we hd a the habit of our side te bring American pehitios into our
Perfet riglt to do; but ne incincomplain c whathen discussions. That rote la notorioualy reserved for the lon,
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inember for -North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), for I believe
every speech of any consequence made by that hon. gentle-
man since he entered Parliament has contained something
with regard to the great Republie beside us-a country
which we greatly respect, which we always desire to
treat with consideration, but we want them to have
their polities in- their own way. We do not intend
to meddle with them, or that they should meddle with us,
and we do not intend to import any of their opinions..
When the hon. gentleman was on this side of the House ho
opposed the Democratie party, and now ho is denouncing
the Republican party. I do not intend to make any insinu-
ations against the hon. gentleman, but I would like to ask
him if he voted in or near Bay City, iýichigan, at the last
presidential election, and whether ho voted for the Demo-
cratic or Republican party.

Mr. CHARLTON. In reply to hon. gentleman, I may
say that I am a British subject by birth, that I never
voted in the United States, that I loft that country when I
was a minor, and since that time I have been a resident of
Canada, and the only votes that I ever east in my life were
oast in Canada. If it were worth while to pay any attention
to the rudeness of the hon, gentleman, I might refer at
some length to the insinuations of the hon. gentleman, but
I meroly repeat that I am a British subject by birtb,
although born in the United States.

Mr. PLUMB. A British subject by birth although born
in the United States.

Mr. CIIARLTON. Yes. In Queen Anne's reign a Statute
was passed for the purpose of relieving those who were born
outside of Great Britain of the hardship of being aliens, and
under that Statute any person born a British subject in a
country at peace with Great Britain is a British subject by
birth. I might say further to the hon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) that I can trace my ancestry back to the
ninth century, that I am proud of my ancestry, proud of
the fact that I am a British subject, and proud of the fact
that, in comparison with me, the hon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) is a plebeian.

Mr. PLUMB. I did not intend to question the hon. gen-
tleman's genealògy or bis family tree, nor did I assert that1
he had voted in the United States. I merely asked that
question which I might have asked in another way, by
enquiring if ho had voted would ho have voted for the Demo-
cMt4 eandidate or the Republican candidate. The hon. gen-
tiiuman says that the Province of Ontario, if it is driven to the
extremity of being compelled to acoept this Act, will rise ins
its 'might. Ie says already there is groat dissatisfactiont
in that Province. The truth is that these gentlemen,f
reduxed to the desporation of their condition, have aband-I
oned their attacks on the National Policy, except the snarl t
unered' by one hon. gentleman the other day. Theyl
have been silenoed on that question since theiro
Bill on Colonization Railways was, unfortunatelyb
for them, produoed in the House not long ago.s
They have ab«ndoned all the previous issues, and now they
inteâd te stand upon the seizuËe of private preperty with-o
ont-cempensation-upon confiscation. They intend too
stand p>n eeMson; they intend to stand upon disunion ;g
and they-are weloeme to that position, for I believe the n
loyalm hoart ofOntario theinstant a movement of that kindn
arises wuil reudiate them altogether. Sir, the leader of c
the her. gen emn's party ate up all the cake laset night d
aid left not a crumb to the hon. gentleman, or to his T
associates on the back benches, so that he was w
obliged to resort to declamation alone. The hon. gentlemen c
bath qnoted &ripture. Well, we haveheard that a certain g
prnson more-calebratd fo hietalents than his virtues, can w

quote Scripture on certain occasions. But ICan say *ith
Hood, that in my speeches:

"I do not waste the Scripture in iy speech,
And thug upon the public mindobtrude it;
I thought like Otahaitan tooks,
No meat was fit to eat till I had chewed it."

And all the declamation hon. gentlemen opposite can pour
down upon our heads willnot alter the intention of the Con-
servative party in this flouse, or in the country, or the
intention of the men of this country, whowill not-go back to
the days ofdeflcits, those darkdays when these hon. gentle-
en sat upon the Treasury benches, and were only intent on
how they douldreward their friends and squander the public
money. We know very well what would have happened if
they had in their day had the opportunity which we have
not taken advantage of. What has happened? My hon.
friend bas wiped out two constituencies which were repre-
sented by men whose seats in this House -were secure.
There is not an instance cited by hon. gentlemen opposite
in which the injury to them is more than hypothetical.
They contend that no disasters will happen to them, but
that the people of Ontario will proteet them against this
monstrous attempt to deprive them of their seats. The
world would actually come to an end, as one han. gentleman
put it, if we aimed a blow at the hon. member for Lambton.
Why, that hon. gentleman committed hari-kari himself,
when ho left Lambton and went to lEast York. That hon.
gentleman had little sympathy from hon. gentlemen
opposite, and partieularly from the hon. leader of the
Opposition, when ho was in extremis, and when they
deprived him of the leadership of the party. That
hon. gentleman feared to face the electors of Lambton
where ho was elected by acclamation a few years ago.
HRe dare not face them; ho withdrew from them
voluntarily, and was not crowded out in any way;
he voluntarily took his chance of appealing to the
electors elsewhere, in order to lot himself down more
easily, for he could not face the ides of defeat in the con-
stituency which ho had misrepresented so long. Then we
are told that we may possibly be deprived of the services of
the hon. member for Bothwell. Well, I have said that if it
were in the, power of the Conservative party by any policy
to shut up the mills of Bothwell the world might be
the gainer. We are told also that there is a blow aimed at
Siruth Brant. I believe my hon. friend from South Brant
has no fear of himself, whose manly utterances are always
received on this side of the House with a mensure of
approbation, and a certain amount of admiration-for
ho strikes from the shoulder squarely, and it is not noces-
sary, when ho makes a speech in the flouse, for us to go
back to the records to see whether ho has garbled the
faots or the public accounts. The griefs of the hon.
member for North Norfolk lie in another direc-
tion. Ie sees that by the equalization of the popu-
lation. of the district ho represented, which had 6,000
or 7,000 less than the average population, something may
happen which will not make it quite so easy for the town-
ship of T'ownsend to override the whole population of North
Norfolk. The hon. gentleman has a majority in
one township of North Norfolk that absolutely
overrides the whole vote of that district and yet the hon.
gentlernan talks about the importance o? free munioipal
representation. The hon. gentleman knows that his
majority in the township of Townsend and the little village
connected with iàtfar exceeds his general majority in the
district by nearly 300 votes, and ho is •a little afraid that
Tieenburg and Dereham,and the other-municipality whieh is
added, will make it a little more difficult for him to carry his
onstituency; but ho is sure of carrying it of course. The hon.
gentleman's eloquence has given him a position which
would make it impossible for the people -of Ontario . er te
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refuse to send him to the councils of the country. The hon.
gentleman only fears that he may be obliged to stay at
home and attend to his constituents, that is his trouble. I
hope, Sir, when the next Parliament assembles, whenever
that may be, that we may see a goodly representation of
Her Majesty's loyal Opposition, and that hon. gentlemen
opposite will continue to be Her Majesty's loyal Opposition,
and no one who has noted the signs of the times can have
any doubt that they will continue to be so; in fact, the
whole case was given up at the very introduction of this
Bu by the leader of the hon. gentlenman himself. He said
there was no hope for tbem.

Mr. BLAKE. No, I did not.
Mr. PLUMB. He said a diabolical arrangement was

made by which there was no chance for him and his party
gett'fg back to power.

Mr. BLAKE. No I did not.
Mr. PLUMB. I noted the hon. gentleman's words, and

I can produce the ipsisima verba, but I do not think it is
worth while. The hon. gentleman knows that he begged
the question, that he gave up the whole case; and I was
surpris d at his want of tact; I was surprised that the
leader of a party should absolutely deliver himself and
thei over to defeat as that hon. gentleman did. He
will lead them to defeat at the next election, though I trust
that we shall have against ue in the next Parlia.
ment an Opposition of respectable weight and numbers,
It is desirable in every way, and especially for
this way: no party should be too strong; and
I am only afraid that the course which is adopted by
hon. gentlemen opposite, playing into our hands on every
occasion, throwing theinselves utterly at our mercy, and in
every resolution they have offered, turning the tables upon
themselves, and enabling us always to put them on the
defensive-I am afraid that the course they have pursued,
-not on account of this Bill, or any arrangement of the
constituencies, but throughout the whole Dominion, every-
where-will result in sending back to this House so small
a baker's dozen of them that they will not act as they should
act, as a check upon a dominant majority. And I, for one,
have no desire to see their numbers any less than at present ;
because I do not tbink, in the interest of the country, it is
desirable they should be much weaker.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I do not propose to follow the
hon. member for Niagara, except merely as a matter of
form, as an hon. gentleman beside m e suggests. I should
remark, however, that I arn delighted to see him in such a
happy mood. Yesterday he was a despairing Hamlet, ex-
claiming :

"Of comnforts let no man speak,
But talk to me of graves and worms andiepitaphs."

Ontario le entitled to four additional members in the House of Gom-
mono;

l And whereas it is desirable to secre, if possible, the dfeat of tbe
Liberal party of Canada, and the return to power for the aget five yearu
of the present Government; and

"Whereas public opinion bas been seriously affeeted by the large
increase of the public expenditure, the railway and commemual
monopolies ereeted through the policy of the conservative ry, the
exodus from Canada of thousands of her best sens, and the inerferenoè
with Provincial rights, particularly with the rights cf the Province of
Ontario;-

d A ;whereas, it is desirable that the Conservative party should not
be bound by the declarations of its leader in 1872, thatmunicipal oounty
lines should be respected in the re-adjustment of electoral distifcts:

" Therefore, Sir John Macdonald, by and with the advice of party wire-
pullers and Tory deputations from the Province of Ontario, and with
the connivance of Tories from the other Provinces, enacts as follo's:-

" 1. The House of Commons shall consist of 211 members, cf whon a
majority shali belong to the conservative party.

2. That several members of Parliament, during the last four years,
have loyally supported the present Government at a great sacrifice to
their own conscious conviction ot duty, and at the peril oftheirpolitical
lives, that it is alleged by the members aforesaid, to wit: the members
representing the electoral districts of South Lanark, CornwalI,
South Grey, North Huron, North Middlesex, East Middlesex,
Monck, Lincoln, South Norfolk, Centre Wellington, North
Wellington, East York, North York, North Simcoe, South
Bruce, East Elgin, and Kent, that their constituents are very
much dissatisfied with many of the votes given by the members
aforesaid during the said period of time that the varions gifta bestowed
on the said constituencies to wit, the post office in St. Thomas $28,O00,
the post office in Stratforâ $28,5O0, the post office in Chatham $28,000,
the post office in St. Catherines $31,500, the post office in Oornwall
$28,000, have not fully appeased the clamor against the members
aforesaid,

a" Therefore it is expedient so to readjust the constituencies of the said
members as to prevent their being driven from public life and their vote
and influence lost to the Gonservative party.

" 6. That the appointient of returning officer la a political gift, that
all sncb appointments should be made in the interests of the party, that
there is great danger lest the wellknown social standing of Sheniff s@ad
Registrars should interfere with that liberty of action which pplitical
exigencies sometimes require, it is expedient, therefore, to repal section
one of the ' Dominion Election &ct of 1874j' thus Ieaving the Govern-
ment free te select such returning officers as inutheir opinion would bet
serve party intereste.

" 7. The varions schedules to this Act amended, marked respectivel-
from one to fifty-four, contain the true boundaries of the electoral
districts of Ontario under the provision of this Act."

I have also to submit before we go into Committee on this
Bill, a few of the electoral districts as defined under this
alternative Bill, as follows:-

" That several members of the Liberal party represent constituencis
that cannot be readjusted, that in divers cases, b7 aggregating the
Liberals, if two or three constituencies together after the process recently
paten ted, kn own as 'hiving' certain adjacent electoral districts, can be ren-
dered more secure for the C )nservative party, that in several electoral
districts, to wit: the electoral districts of North Lanark, fuskoka, North
Ontario, South Ontario, South Wentworth, East York, Noith York,
South Perth, North Bruce, South Brant, West Middlesex, Bothwell,
S9outh Norfolk, there can be made such a readjuastment of the Liberal
vote as to weaken the Liberal candidates in said çonstituencies, that no
loss would accrue to the Conservative party from the absence of the
members representing said constituencies from the House of Commons,
it is expedient, therefore, to readjust the electoral districts aforesaid in
such a way as to prevent the election of the Liberal members In such
and all of tMe said electoral districts."

But to-day he is a Romeo, who exclaims: I do iuteud te fellow these provisions threngb. 0f course,
"Night's candles are burnt out, tey will be disouesed in Committee, wben the varions

And jocund day stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops." ameudments sud sub-amendments te the Bil will be treated.
I am delighted with his resurrection. I hope he will stay I have doue this in order that the bouse may net be misled,
resurrected a good while. Of course, by the provisions of in order that the Conservative party might uet apFoar
the Bill which the bon. gentleman bas so vigorously before the country in false colore, aud the hon, leader
defended, we shall not again in this House hear hie cloquent Government ridiculed for bringing in this Bil und& false
voice; but, perhaps, elsewhere he will be a burning and pretences. It is quite clear this Billa au attempt to bull-
a shining light, as he has been in this Chamber. I object te doze the Liberal party iu Canada, originated in the cowardly
this Bill. I have an alternative Bill to propose, which is not hearte of several members of Parliament, who knew that
so extensive in its provisions, but which, I think, more fully under the old condition of affaire their seats were serioasly
diecloses the true inwardness of the policy on which the iu danger. The preteusion that its objeot le te equalze tho
attention of the House is fixed. My alternative Bill differe constitaeucies le net berne out by its own Provisions. I
in title and in every other respect from the Bill now in your bave, therefore, carefully sud deliberately draftedaBi
bande. The title of the alternative Bill reade as follows: that shalludicate the true purpose for wbich the varions
" An Act to bull-doze the Liberal party of Canada, and for clauses are desigued, sud thus, while achieviug the same
other purposes." I will read its provisions: reuît as tbeoeunder discussion, wil leave ne room for

"Whereaa by the OCensus of the year of Our Lord 1881 and in accord- MsTt theauge affeting the
fe99 with the British North AmOries ACt 9f 1867, th Province cf hon. ember for Niagaa. We ailknow th4t hiA lder
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could continue that constituency if he wished, that the hon. zation is concerned, there was no reas cr
member for that borough implored him to continue it ; we township of Torbolton should be added. I protested
all know that the leader who could pass through this vehemently against adding the township of Huntley, or
House varijns measures this and the preceding Session, adding any township outside of North Lanark, and then told
could easily continue the existence of that little borough of the Government they should divide the two ridings of
Niagara. . Then why was it blotted out ? The hon. the Lanark more equitably and more honestly by giving me the
First Minister could not have had any grudge against that village of Carleton Place to the north riding. I told them
borough, which has always been right loyal to him; but, as that the reason they did not add Huntley was
I have said, its distinguished representative, having gained because the people of Huntley protested against being
considerable in this House, being well trained in parlia- added, and, at the last moment, the Government put in
mentary usages, will be quite an acquisition to the Senate. the township of Torbolton instead of the township of Hunt-
This will be the crowning point in his career. It ley. But when my present opponent and late opponent,
would be an apotheosis to the hon. gentleman, and bis and the President of the Conservative Associationfound out
resurrection in the Senate will cause that body to rise as it the addition of Torbolton would make a majority against
were from the dead, or from the lethargy which is akin to their party, they came down here and said that N4orth
death, and from which it only requires the lively corpse that Lanark would still be lost unless the township of Huntley
we propose to send it to arouse it into life. Look at the were added. I saw them on Monday evening when this
case of the hon. member for Lincoln, who is very courage- Bill was introduced, down in the lobbies of this House. I
ous when there is no danger. He bas challenged not only heard that they were in the company of the hon. First
a humble member like myself, who would dread to meet a Minister, and I ask the hon. First Minister if they were
man of his stamp on the platform or anywhere else, but he not a deputation asking to get the township of Huntley
is prepared to challenge the leader of the Opposition. We added, and I ask him honestly if they did not tell him
know the hon. gentleman is very valiant in this House, but that unless Huntley was added North Lanark would still be
in his own county, which has rejected him already several lost to them ? And that it was only at their solicitation and
times, he does not feel very safe, so he has bad it upon the representation that it was the only way they could
strengthened to make his return secured. He is one of the carry North Lanark, that Huntley was added and Torbolton
cowardly members who had their constituencies fixed to thrown out. Why did they not listen to the people of
suit their own purposes, and he calls that statesmanship. Huntley in this respect ? Because they knew that the people
I do not propose to discuss the Bill at great length of Huntley would never consent. And I say it is a rnidnight
now, but I hope the fHouse will favorably enter- attack, it is cowardly, low and mean, and everything that is
tain it. I have promise of the support of the hon. dishonest to add the township of Huntley to North Lanark.
member for Lincoln, at least to one clause of the Bill. I If Parliament desires to annihilate North Lanark, and affirm
trust, when it is fully understood, it will be considered an that it shall at least not return any member who is not
honest Bill, for I would scorn to bring down a Bill that I favorable to the dishonest dealing of the present Govern-
did not believe to be honest. I know the right hon. ment, let the declaration be made. I am surprised that the
gentleman knows that every clause of my Bill more truly hon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart) should glory
represents the purposes for which all these deputations met in the Bill, because he has boasted of his strength in his
here day after day. I know that its title is more applicable constituency. Nothing could be more dishonorable than to
than bis, and I believe that when this Bill is put upon support a party which initiated such a Bill as that before
record it will relieve the hon. gentleman of the odium the House. The people well know that if such a measure
which I fear will attach to him from the Bill he las placed was necessary, the acts of the Government could not bear
in your hands. Therefore, incited by the motion to get the light of day. Although Torbolton las been taken away
honest legislation from this Parliament, and to protect the and Huntley added, I am not dead yet.
character of the right hon, leader of the Government from Mr. BLAKE. The House is now aware of the true
the odium of dishonesty, and to protect the reputation of inwardness of the change proposed. The change was made,
hon. gentlemen opposite from the charge of cowardice, I not for the purpose of equalizing the populations, but in
have brought down this Bill in the humble expectation that order that the political complexions of the constituency
it will receive the cordial approval of this House, and be may be made to suit the Government.
carried by a very large majority. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman

Motion agreed to; and Bouse resolved itself into Com- last night asked why not add Huntley, so that the riding
mittee. might be symmetrical. He declares le has found that Tor-

(bolton would give him a majority, there was no objection
(Lu the Committee.) offered to that change made; but the reason why

Huntley has been changed for Torbolton is simply this:
On clause 2, section 2, Strong representations have been made to me that Torbolton
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that the word is on the Ottawa, and that Carleton is an Ottawa county

"fluntley " be struck out and the word "Torbolton " be stretching along the Ottawa. Torbolton is on the Ottawa
added to meet the views of the hon. gentleman. and Huntley is more inland, and in order to carry out the

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all. principle of making one an Ottawa constituency and the
.o . other an inland constituency, Huntley, in order to meet

Amendment agreed to on dision. the views of hon. gentleman opposite, has been substituted
On section 3, for Torbolton.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that the word Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman now says that the
« Torbolton " be struck out and the word "Iluntley " be changes were made for a geographical reason, and because
substituted to meet the views -the hon.gentleman expressed strong representations were made that Torbolton lies on
last night. the Ottawa. We, however, know that long ago we did not

require representation to inform us of that fact. It is as to
Mr. BLAKE. No, not at all- the political lay of Torbolton that the hon. gentleman has
Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark). Last night I said that been informed.

though the addition to North Lanark of the township of Mr. HAGGART. It is only last night that the- hon.
?itzroy might be justifiable, so far as equali- member for North Lanark (Mr. Maodonell) was complain-

Mr. Bos (Middlesex).
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ing very much about Torbolton being added to the north
riding because of its geographical position. Huntley lies
beside it geographically, and it is difficult to see why he
complains of the addition. I did not hear the hon. leader
of the Opposition make any special reference regard-
ing the constituencies in Central Ontario. According to
calculation it would appear, when these changes are made,
a majority will be left for the hon. member for
South Lanark, and the constituencies have been
arranged so as to be nearly equal. The Grit majority
which the hon. gentleman complained of as being
taken from South Lanark and added to North Leeds,
would leave a majority of Reformers in the latter
constituency. The last two elections that I remember were
between Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Jones. It may be contended
that Mr. Jones, although supported by the Opposition, was
not a true Opposition candidate. The last fair and square
political fight that occurred in that riding was between Mr.
Jones and Mr. Smith, the majority obtained by the former
being forty-seven. Another complaint was made respecting
the addition of the township of Kitley to Brockville. Not a
word is said about the addition of 250 Reformers to Brock-
ville. I do not think the changes will have the slightest
effect in altering the political complexion of these con-
stituencies. There was not a word in the statement of the
hon. leader of the Opposition, in which he dealt with the
western constituency, as to the changes in Central Ontario.

Mr. BLAKE. I made a special reference to the south
riding of Lanark.

Mr. BAGGART. The hon. gentleman simply stated the
fact that there was a Reform majority of eighty-seven in
Smith's Fails, and that it was added to North Leeds. He
did not pursue the argument farther.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, I did.
Mr. ]IAGGART. The hon. gentleman did not say what

would be the effect of the change on the other constituencies
concerned.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, I did. I said the county of Carleton
was so Conservative that the abstraction of two townships
from it would not affect the hon. member for Carleton (Mr.
Rochester), and that hon. gentleman cheered me when I
said so. I said these two townships were zÂdded to North
Lanark with a view of weakening my hon. friend (Mr.
Macdonell) there. I said that the abstraction of Smith's
Falls, with its Reform majority of eighty-seven, from Sout h
Lanark was designed to strengthen another hon. gentleman
(Mr. Haggart). I said that North Leeds and Grenville was
supposed to be so Conservative that it wasof no consequence
to it to gain Smith's Falls and lose the Township of Kitley,
and that the hon. gentleman supposed that North Leeds aùd
Grenville would be safe for him still, while Kitley was
added to Brockville to weaken our strength there.

Mr. HAGGART. Yes, but the hon. gentleman went over
the various constituencies and elaborated the figures, com-
paring the Reform and the Conservative majority in each of
them, but he did not try that in the case of North and
South Lanark. If ho applied that principle in the constitu-
encies in Central Canada, it would show him that there
would be no such result as he states. The changes and
interchanges which are made in the votes given at the dif-
ferent elections will not affect the general political com-
plexion of the constituencies, and they will have left them
as nearly as possible equal in population, and geographically
correct in every way. The scheme is one which is perfectly
defensible, and much more defensible than any other that
could be made in that section of country.

Mr. BLAKE. For reasons which I told the House,
I confincd myself to the figures of the last General Election,
for I felt that if I entered into the figures of previous elec-
tions the result would be to longthen a speech already too

long. Now, in the county of Lanark, there has not been for
many years a strictly party election.

Mr. ROCHESTER. Mr. May ran in the interests of the
Liberal party.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman consider that
the majority he got last election was his regular party
majority.

Mr. ROCHESTER. I am dealing with what happened.
Rev. Mr. May ran in the interests of the late Administration.
I can prove that by letters from one of the late Cabinet
Ministers.

Mr. BLAKE. My information is derived from the news-
papers, and from them I understýod that he was running as
an Independent candidate.

Mr. ROCHESTER. Not at all.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, I was not in the country at the

time, and the hon. gentleman was on the spot, so he
probably knows, but I fear that the news that a Liberal
candidate could run the hon gentleman so closely in the
county of Carleton is too good news to be true. I fear,
however, that the hon. gentleman will not repeat that state-
when he goes before the electors; that he will not tell them
that the contest was one between a true bine Conservative
candidate and a Reformer. My view was that it was
impossible to elicit from the votes in Torbolton and Fitzroy
according to that contest, any result; therefore I stated
what I believe, that they were of a Tory complexion.. I
could speak of South Lanark with assurance, because there
was a party vote there, and I could speak of the majority
in Smith's Falls, though I notice that the hon, gentleman,
with characteristic modesty, does not discuss South Lanark
as freely as he does the adjoining constituencies. The con-
test in North Leeds and Grenville was not a party one, as
all who are familiar with the political complexion of the
constituencies know perfectly well that the contest there is
decided largely upon personal questions and considerations,
and the future complexion of that constituency is as decid-
edly Conservative as Carleton. It is one therefore which
hon. gentlemen opposite treat as they have treated others
of the same kind. First of all, they add some Reform
strength upon it where it would be thrown away. They
abstract some Tory population from it where it could do
most good, and they reduce the population still further. I
gave as accurate figures as could be attained from the
records of that election to which alone I was confining
myself.

Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark). I have here a statement
of the figures showing the political complexion of these
townships. There were three candidates running at the
last election. Reverend Mr. May, an Independent; Mr.
Rochester, an out-and-out supporter of the Government,
and Mr. J. A. Grant, an Opposition candidate. In Fitzroy,
Mr. Grant got 63 votes; Mr. Rochester 185, and Mr. May
85, giving a Conservative majority of 135 in Fitzroy. In
Huntley, Mr. Grant got four votes; Mr. May 186, and Kr.
Rochester 120, or a Conservative majority of 302 over the
Liberal candidate. Those are the facts and those the
reasons why Huntley was added to North Lanark. In
Torbolton, the Liberal candidate polled six votes and
the two Conservatives 54, giving a majority of 48 in that
township.

Mr. HAGGART. How does the hon. gentleman arrive
at the fact that Mr. Grant was a Reform candidate when he
only polled a few votes in the whole of Carleton county;
why does the hon, gentleman regard Mr. May as a Liberal
Conservative candidate, when the letter was written by Mr.
Scott, a member of the Reform Ministry, advising the sup-
porters of his Government in that constituency to support
im?
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Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Mr. BLAKE. 1 find that the resuit of this change is to

laggart) or the bon. member for Carleton (Mr. Rochester) reduce the population of Careton to 18,717, and, under pro-
say that these changes do not strengthen the Conservative tence of equalization, to increae the population of North
interests in North Lanark ? Lanark to 19,855; so that the population of North Lanak

Mr. ROCHESTER. I am prepared to prove that the late i increasod beyond that of the old electoral district of
Ministry took up Mr. May and ran him in the interests of Careton. The hon. gentlemen who were blind, during the
their Government, and one of the Cabinet Ministers-I wholê period of the concoction of this Bil, to tbe obvious
think the President of the Council-sent several letters tocircumstance that Torbolton naturallybelonged to Caneton,
the township of Fitzroy to the Reformers there asking them have, since the first reading of the Bil, discovered that the
to support Mr. May as the Reform candidate. Mr. Grantircuartaceo n o the OtaR ivethoul a
whom my hon. friend from South Lanark bas mentioned as
running in the Reform interest, was a local man belonging tion of the Bil, since it got into the regions of Torbolton
to the township of Fitzroy. Mr. Grant came down and saw and Fitzroy, which suddenly made the Government alive to
Mr. Scott, and wanted him to withdraw Mr. May from the the obvious geographical considerations to which they had
field and let him run alone, but after consultation here with before been blind, to which the remonstrances of the hon.
ton or fifteon of the principal Reformers in Ottawa, it was member for Caneton made them alive, and which something
finally decided that Mr. May should not be withdrawn from induced them to make this change. Gan any one doubt
the contest. Mr. Grant thon said he would run at ail what that somthing was? Wo know that their ptans will
hazards, and I know him to be a true and consistent fot meet with the complote success that they had hoped for,
Reformer. Then the split came between the Rev. Mr. and that they are at present altoning thein Bill in order to
May and Mr. Grant. Mr. May ran in the interest of the funthor those plans.
late Administration, and Mr. Grant ran in the interest of SirJOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
the Reformers of Ontario, and he recoived those votes objecta very mach to doputations coming here, and to
which the hon. member for South Lanank said ho roceived communications having been received from various quartoes
from Ftzroy. with refeence to this Bi. Yet ho and seveal other

Mn. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman answon the mem bers have complained that the Bill was not broaght
queetion whether the addition is intonded to give a Con- down early enough to enable the peopl u to maienoeprenta-
servative majorityL? tions; and now h complains that it hais gon e othe country,

1fr. ROOHSTER. I did not say that I would answe and that we have received neprehsentations.
-tiat question. I said that when I firat hearnod that the Mn. LAKE. We didcomplain that the Bill was not
towhip of Fituroy and Torbolton wene to ho added to brougmt down early noughrto enable the goneral peopleton
Northhanark, I was opposad tv the change, because make inrepresentations negarding it. We knew that that
tho'nght it would hobo tter te take in the township of portion of the people which consist of Tony wire-pullens
luntIey, because Fitznoy and Torbolton bonder on the and agents had pivate opportanities o osertaialiv ito

Ottawa River and naturally belong to Canleton, provisions, and that they could boset of it, and thtthe
Mr. McCALIYM. Iow can you tell the political effect epresntations being now made are from others in the

bforeebit affected, and that the Tony wire-pullens have a

di hts ýthâges1 hae rprsened.a onsitunc fo, ltmember for Carleouadetemvand ich oonsomehn

meannathisa euse, and I can oay that the candidate ong du
changesoas wil? rectif those bungle, thos who advisedhataghat havehogetlemn the ak opio of te o mewthihhfoeeoly. ple tie that theyhdwe wished wasplt iaeffeo.ecngemeopnionof teonable the honest yeomanrny of the country,drotf simply the election agents on tha.othen aide to analyze the

Mn. MILLS. The hon, gentleman bas been telling us for mounre and ascertain its beaings and aspects fairly and
the iast four years what the political sentiment o? tho whohe openly. ve perfectly well nnderstood that a week, or ton
country is, and now ho says ho is unable t te l what the days, or threo weeks is net adequate for that purpose, as
pomitical sentiment o? a single portion Pzbis own constitu- regards this class. t may hB adequate ta thoseve otaire

Mncyrl. In fact, ho says it basgot no political complexion an overwhlming inteestin political questions, and those
-that ovenything deponda on the candidate. But who are the local ehiefs o? theparty, and who weuld act at
that ionwet the apincipleon which tho Governmnt once in the on. gentleman's inteet.
have acted;thatilaot the principl on which the thirdi Sa JOHN A. MACDONtAL. In other words, the hon.
chambor acted when they at in deliberation on this Bi; gentleman objeae to any reprosentation being made by th
that qsnon.Iteid hn wheI fviteaned tha t Tories; but the honet yeomanry-not the Tory yeomany, o?towships cof itar, oadorboltweeo e ade with corse-should o eattendod to. Let me ten you that I have
regard te the alteration o th constituencies in bis own eI d representations ring ie knewotht

nthohiold bie t nto onakerain th vteshi of roroe tionsol which cohnsristsfToy twre-puler

ney b ecausdReP intzoanid Trboton thboder onthe.mon not Tories, from the members for Muskoka and Northst election, and advised th Government accordingly. We rNofonk.
know that e cannot obtain an onelt, cndid pod fai ex- Mntain bengntlman arecers a ee
pression of opinion frous hon, gentlemen sppotilg this ttle.BLEan he on. gentleman sroposmgasuch
measun; neverthéleaa, wo shfalhbave this measune discuased. sentation from the hon. membor for Muakoka on two points
Th aubret deal thei ossons, the yinglofa csituden which show the defoct of the bBil. Upon one point ho
between tie sentiments expessd by bon.gentlemen hene emmunicated with the Premier a long time age, and upon

and he ctao? hn, entemenas evoled y tis ih. another point,which indicated that the Bill was netadequateMtheactofn..gWi leehnasgentlean Bil. togiv the franchise to ahi the poe u that district, and that
popuBLAion of th e h ng tle atate the effoct this wss a deect that requir odit be romedied. I arn

onfl utono hs hne qaite awaro that ho received communications on
Mr. MICALLU . The on. gentleman s question isf thesesubjecta from the bon.iemben for Muskoka, who

absurd. Does ho think that he can judge then itical feol- had jut communicated with me, n d whom I told that it
ing of this country by a single township? ael a vt o wasthe ot thng ho could do to mak e th mepsuro perfect,
an opinion o? what the next election will do, but I honld s tat ne part ef the district shld be o disfranchised. Bat
judge, by the feeling in thee country, andby the fact that this I repeat that objected strong y te the Gover uent aet
Govr ment hes cried ont eonwy pledge that it madet ogiving the whole people ample tim to corisider aedresaltYz
the epl, that it will e sustained. the measurir.O NakethiDNvAL Ikno*n orwgaord thi While

M.HGGÂRT.
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Tory wire-pullers and agents had early information on the
subject, and every opporttmity affordéd for selfish partizan
operations.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman com.
plains that in 'regard to this Bill there was a want of suffi-
cent notice. Now, there las been eight times the notice
given to the country in respect to this Bill, that was given
to the hon. gentleman in regard to the measure for the
disposalof ithe whole of 'the surplus of the Province of
Ontario.

Mr. CASEY. Our objections is not that the Tory agents
are heard, but that they were beard secretly, privately,
before anybody else had an opportunity to be heard once.
It was on the representations of Tory agents that the Bill
was prepared. As in the case of the Tariff Bill, the Govern-
ment have acted simply as the mouthpiece of other inter-
ested parties, who have urged their views secretly, and for
the most sefish objects and political purposes. The Gov-
ernment, have framed this Bill on the suggestions of the
little (Committee which sat to cook up this measure on the
representations made by persons and the localities interested.
It is ca-rcely a secret even to us on this side, who com-
posed the grmmittee. We know several members of the
Committee, who were more run after than the Premier
himeelf, while the Bill was in process of production. We
know they were run after by people who wished changes to
be made in their county. The only possible reasons for
those changes that we can discover, are drawn from the
figures that appeared in the records of 1878; but even these
figures fail to afford any proper justification for this
iniquitous measure.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
On section three,
Mr. CAMERON. Nothing could more clearly exhibit

the object and scope of this Bill than the item now under
discussion. The hon. Minister who has charge of the Bill, in
moving this change, attempted to justify it on the ground that
this township of Torbolton should remain in Carleton, be-
cause it is one of the municipalities that border on the Ottawa.
The hon. Minister knew that as well when he introducel
the Bill as he does now. The hon. member for South Lan-
ark wanted as to believe that this change and the wholej
Bill had no political significance, that this change left thei
north and south ridings of Lanark and the north tiding ofi
Leeds as they were before, in so far as the political strength
of parties is concerned. If that is so what reason was there
for the change. If there is no political object to be gained,j
clearly no other reason has been given, for there is no at-1
tempt at equalization. The hon. member was quite wrong in1
trying to make us believe that there is no political signifi-1
cance in this movement. le knows that the Liberal ma-j
jotity in North Lanark, though always certain, is by no
means large, and that by the annexation of either Torbolton
or Fitzroy or Huntley to North Lanark-all Couservative
municipalities-its political complexion will necessarily be
changed. He knows that by detaching Smith's Falls, that1
gave a Liberal majority against him, he must be more or less
affected, and the change is not to his injury, otherwise he
would have protested against it. By it he gets nid of a dis-
agreeable majority against him of some eighty-seven, and
legislates his political opponent out of the riding. The hon. 4
gentlemen knows that in North Leeds there las been for years
no contest except between Conservatives as in Carleton. He
knows, aisethat Brcckvifle bas been an uncertain confiti-
tuency tnd4hat the strong Conservativetownship of Chitley
being atnemed to Broekville, that district is secured, as hon.
Rentlem.ée opposite hopen lutheir interest beyond paradven-
tütf. Row Are thepopulations affeoted by these changes ?
Old Carleton had a population of 24,689, or 3,781 above thec

quota; by the present change it is reduced 18,77, or ,131
below the quota. South Lmnark had a population of 20,032
or 872 below the quota; by this proposed éhange it is
reduced to 17,945, or 2,963 below the quota. Yet the lbon.
gentleman wants us to believe that the sole object of thia
change is to approximate, as nearly as possible, tbe ppula-
tions of the various ridings to the quota. If that is so WhrY
did he meddle with the electoral divisions at gll. He basin
no sense effected bis professed purpose. Whatevei-neoésity
there might be to deal with North Lanairk, there was note
to touch South Lanark. But when the hon, gentleman de.
tached from Carleton, the two townships sud -amexed them
to North Lanark, he thought it was necessary to make»sme
alteration iu South Lanark. Let us soe how this dhaxige
effects Leeds. North Leeds had 12,929,7,929 ander the quota.
Under the new arrangement it has a porpulation of 12,422,
or 8,486 under the quota, or 506 fnrther from the quota
than under the old arrangement. Surely the hon. gentle-
mian cannot deny that there was some object besides bthe
mere object of approximating the population in this e«-
traordinary and unjustifiable change. Now, the hon.
member for Broekville represents a constituency which
gave a Conservative majority of 127. It was necessary to
make that secure, and hon. gentlemen think they havemade
it secure by detaching Kitley -fron North Leeds'and amet-
ing it to Brockville. Anybody can see that, the sole -aim of
these changes was not in the direction of equalizing thepopu-
lation, but in the direction of an attempt to makethreeout of
the live constituencies more Conservative than they now
are. In order to -accomplish that the hon.geutlernan is
transgressed his own rule with respect te thrs 4Hiferest
counties, and he has to encroach upon the municipal and
judicial boundaries of three counities, and entrench upen the
boundaries of five electoral divisions, and that solely with
the object of strengthening the Conservative party where t
is weak, and weakening the Liberal party where it ha go*
a majority. There can be no clearer evidence that hon.
gentlemen opposite are afraid to go to the oolnfty 44th the
constituencies as they have heretof're ezisted. 'Su,ppeiôr
instance that the electors of North Lanark àg now proposd
to be constituted should defeat my hon. friend-1 beliové,
however, they will not-can it be said that it is an endora-
tion of the policy of the hon. gentleman opposite ? No, Sir,
that cannot ble said, because the county to which my hon.
friend now appeals is not the county to which h appealed
in 1878,and so a verdict adverse to my hon friend would be
no argument in favor of the- view ptesented by the' hen.
gentleman opposite that they were prepated to appeal toethe
country and expected to be sustained by the eomtry. They
are prepared to appeil to the country, but, before doing so,
they take precious good care that they will not bu tried by
the same jury that tried them in 1878. I say there is no
possible justification, and no excuse has beenattempted, for
annexing either Torbolton or Fitzroy or Huntley to North
Lanark except the one I have just indieated, and -the hou.
First Minister might just as well admit at once that the
Bill we are now discussing is a Bill in the interests of -the
Conservative party and not in the interests of the people of
this country.

Amendment agreed to.
On section 4,
Mr. BLAKE moved in amendment to add .the viHlagu,76f

Smith's FalIs.
Amendment lost on division, and section àgreed t.
On section 6,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved in amendment:
4 The east riding of the county of Northumberlud 'abhi cousist of

the townships of Cmahe, Brighton, Murray, PeMr a d8eymourj *ad
the villages of Colbori'eBrighton,- Campbellfor& and. the who1e of-the
village of lastinga, which now'extendsjointly nt iaother .le«mi
distnet."
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On section 14,
Mr.STRANGE. The hon. leader ofthe Government finding

that he was compelled by the Statute to secure more new
seats in Ontario, has, in my opinion, very wisely readjusted
the distribution of seats in that Province. He has done so
for the purpose of equalizing the population. Hitherto
the various ridings in Ontario have averaged from 9,000
up to 36,000, and the 36,000 in the one riding.bave only
had the same representation as the 9,000 in the others.
Now, what ought to be taken as the unit for the represen-
tation of this House in Ontario ? Should it be the county,
the township, or the incorporated municipalities ? This
House bas nothing whatever to do with parish politis
or with the deliberations of the county councils or the
municipalities. We are bore on broader ground to discuss
matters pertaining to the Dominion, irrespective altogether
of the various influences which exist in the various
counties of the Province. Well, the township being taken
as the unit, what does the hon. leader of the Government do in
this case ? He has taken the various townships, and looking
at the largo and largely increasing population of the metro-
politan eounty of York. of the connty lying alongside, the
county of Ontario, has found it necessary to give a new mem-
ber to that section of the country. In order to do that it
would have been impossible to divide any one of the
counties up so as to rovide for a new representative; so it
bas been found absolntely necessary to divide up Ontario
and York to croate a new constituency. Now, in order to
get the amount of representation the oit has not been found
possible for the sake of securing the proper population, and
of adopting the principle laid down by the Premier of
representation by population, to avoid touching the town-
ship of Simeoe. Therefore the new north riding of York is
composed of a portion of the old riding and a portion of the
county of South Simcoe. I feel there is nothing to fear in
thusinvading the county of Simcoe. Simcoe bas a population
already far too great for its present representation, and is
well able to give to York the necessary population to make
up the new county of West Ontario. Moreover, it bas been
alleged by the hon. leader of the Opposition that this Bill
interferes to a great extentwith the municipal boundaries at
present existing. The old riding of North York consista of
various townships and certain municipalities-among others,
half of the municipality of Stoufrville, the other half being
in the east riding of York. My hon. friend from East
York and myself, in attending to the wants of that district,
used to meet in that village; he represented the one half
and I the other. We folt it was was an anomalous position for
any two gentlemen with seats in this louse to occupy. The
hon. Premier has decided to put the whole of that village into
one elector ai district. I think this a thoroughly sound
principle. An incorporated village ought never to have
ben divided, and I am glad that Stouffville is now embraced
in the constituency of West Ontario. The hon. leader of the
Opposition also, in objecting to this Bill, dwelt with great
strength on the fact that the Government were taking the
power of appointing their own returning officers. I think
this is one of the wisest provisions of the Bill, as any impar-
tial man must admit who knows that the sheriffs and regis-
trars at present entrusted with these duties have been the
mere creatures of the Ontario Government and have often
displayed the grossest partizanship in the interest of the
Beform party. I know a certain registrar, not a hundred
miles from North York, wbo bas used bis office for the pro-
motion of Reform schemes and interests upon all occasions.
Every Reform cabal, intrigue and scheme in the riding
which I represent, has been batched and brought forth in
that registrar's office. If, therefore, there is one wise pro-
vision in this Bill, which meets with my most unbounded
satisfaction and approval, it is that the Governor in Council
may appoint the returning officers.

8ir JOa A. MAomoLr.

On clause 20,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the words

"Electoral District " be put before the words "County of
Simcoe."

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman is determined to
disregard municipal boundaries, why insert the expression
electoral district, and why speak of ridings at ail.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is the county of
Simcoe in the main; itis therefore conve.nient to divide it
into ridings.

Mr. McCARTHY. With reference to the remarks of the
hon. member for West Middlosex, with regard to the north
riding, I would point out to the Committee that the north
riding has exactly the same bounds as the west in the Local
House. I do not know how it is possible to divide it in
any other way thin that proposed. There were nearly
50,000 inhabitants in the north riding and the west
riding, which is called the north in this Bill. I do not
know what was meant by the hon. gentleman in saying
that this redistribution had been made on any suggestion of
mine, or from any desire to croate a riding more favorable
than the one that now exists. The only possible division
is the one that bas been made. I woufd be very
glad if any other arrangement were made which would re-
duce the riding to some extent. 1t bas now 26,000, and
might well be less.

Mr. BLAKE. If my hon. friend is so anxious it sbould
be reduced a little, why should Est Simcoe be made as
large as North Simcoe by changing townships from Mus-
koka to it, thus bringing Muskoka down to 17,000 ?

Mr. McCARTHY. I was answering the objection made
from the other side of the House. It was suggested that I
had the district arranged so as to get a larger majority.
All I have to say is, that some scheme had to be adopted in
order to relieve Muskoka, which had a population of 27,000.
I do not know that any other course was open, but at ail
events the one taken is a fair one.

Mr. BLAKE. We have already relieved Muskoka by
taking six townships from it and adding them to North
Ontario, with the result of reducing Muskoka with the
townships transferred from it to East Simcoe, the popu-
lation of which is thus raised to 26,000. Thus the population
of East Simcoe is raised to 26,000, and that of Muskoka
diminished to 17,000.

On section 20,
Mr. BLAKE. Why, since it was necessary, ton years ago,

to increase the population of Monck, is it expodient now to
diminish the popalation considerably below what it was
thon?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By the abolition of
Niagara it was necessary to readjust the whole of the town-
ships of the surroundingconstituencies.

Mr. RYMAL. If the desire was to equalize the popu-
lation several thonsands might have been drawn from the
populous county of Welland.

Mr. GUTIIRIE. The electoral county of Monck is now
made up in some part by the municipal county of Welland,
so that with great propriety a little more of the municipal
county of Welland might have been taken, it being now too
large, and added to Monck, which is too small.

Mr. BLAKE. Was it necessary because Welland, although
having a population larger than that of any of the other
electoral districts as they stand before or stand now, bas not
been touched, Welland with its 26,000, though Monck is
partly municipally composed of Welland ? But the county
of Monck, which the hon, gentleman found it necessary to
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raise awhile ago, is reduced, because Lincoln is inereased.
Because Niagara is added to Lincoln, therefore it is noces-
sary to readjust it, but as the readjustment does not extend
to equalization, but extends to diminution of Haldimand,
already below the quota, to the diminution of Monck,
already below the quota, and leaving Welland largely in
excess of the quota where it stood. That is what ho calls
equalization and readjuitnent.

Mr. McCALLUM. I am quite willing that Monck
should bave a larger population, and would be perfectly
willing to get a portion of the county of Welland, and I
believe it would increase my majority in the next election.
South Cayuga was not added to Monck for any political
reason, because it only gave a majority of two in favor of
the Conservative candidate.

Mr. BLAKE. The necessity of adding Cayuga was be-
cause Lincoln had been taken away, which was put in the
first Bill, and by the abstraction which would also take
place of Caistor. Clinton ho gave back again to Lincoln,
and having given it back of course he had to take some-
thing from the neighboring counties in order to get the
population up to 15,445. The hon. gentleman made two
gains; he lost a township with a Reform majority, which
was a gain, and he found a township with a Conservative
majority, which was another gain.

Mr. McCALLUM. I never asked for the township of
Clinton, I never asked for anything; but whatever is neces-
sary to do in order to readjut4 the county of course
I am satisfied. The hon. gentleman is mis-
taken. Of course Caistor is in the county of Went-
worth, and it gave thirty-four majority against me
at the last election. But I think it is desirable in the
interest of the county that I should be in this House, and It
can tell my hon. friend that if I am a candidate at the next
election, [1am coming back to this House, and I can tell
him further that if he left Caistor in my county I would
come back to this House. I know they looked upon Monck
as a Grit preserve, but I took it from them and I have manag-
ed to hold it, except on one occasion when i was defeated by
a fluke. I an not at all alarmed about Monck, as it was ho-
cause I defeated them in 1874, although I had the power
of both Governments to withstand, and some of my oppon-
ente were guilty of bribery too; they bouglit a mau and.
turned me out in 1875. 1 had another election and came
back to this House in spite of them. Of course I would like
to get another township in order te equalize the population
if it is agreeable all round.,

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman boasts of his having
always won, but we know that ho carried the county
of Monck in virtue of the gerrymandering vote of ton years
ago, which gave the township of Dunn to Monck. That
township gave him about eighty of a majority, and by
virtue of it only has ho been able to retain his seat.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I never asked for the township of
Dunn to bo added to Monck, and I can oell the hon. gentle-
man that ho has got a supporter in this House who asked
for it in order to make himself strong. It is true that I did
not object to it, and I never spoke of it at the time. Even
after ho asked for it ho was not man enough to stick by it,
because afterwards ho moved that it should be put back
where it was before. I am ready to-morrow to run for
either Monck or Haldimand.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman boasts ho will be able
to carry Haldimand, but ho did not object ten years ago to
bave had the township of Dunn added, and another change
made ton years afterwards.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I never asked for it.
Mr. THOMPSON (Haldimand). The facts of the case

with respect to the township of Duan being taken from

Haldimand and added to Monck, are these: During 1872
a potition was placed in my hand signed by the electors of
the township of Dunn, and asking that this change should
take place. I presented that petition, and no sconer was
it presented than a counter petition was sent to me against
that annexation, and the facts set forth in that 'petition
went to show that the first petition was not signed entirely
by ratepayers or freeholders of that township. Of the 162
names signed on the petition, ninety-nine only were parlia-
mentary voters, and some of the signatures were repre-
sented as having been obtained in a not very honorable
way. The petition against annexation was signed by over
seventy-one names. I have here copies of the petitions
certified by Mr. Lindsay, who was then Clerk of the louse.
I will leave it for the flouse to say how far I asked for this
change.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
asked me to put it in and 1 did so.

Mr. THOMPSON. After the presentation of this petition,
if the petition is right there can be no objection to it; sub-
sequently, a counter petition came in, and I took the action
that bas been stated.

Mr. McCALLUM. I was aware the hon. member for
IHaldimand was going to ask for this.

Mr. GUTHRIE. The political complexion of the town-
s'hip of Dunn appears to be this : The hon. member for
Monck had a majority in the township of Dunn of eighty-
four, and his total majority in Monck was only twenty-eight.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. member for Monck las discovered
since six o'clock that there are Tory and Reform townships.
He knows well how the people of the township of Dunn are
disposed to vote, and he was glad to support a measure by
which Dunn would be received into his constituency.

Mr. McCALILUM. What I said before six o'clock was te
the effect that the Bill would have very little effect on the
electors. The people would remember how Government
affairs have been conducted by the late Administration.
Vid hon. gentlemen suppose the people forgot the acts of
the late Government.

Mr. MILLS. What about the Pacific scandal ?
Mr. McCALLUM. It is a slander which you tiy to kcop

alive, but you did not honestly come by it. Hon. gentle-
men opposite cannot expect to come back to power on the
sins of the Conservative party. Those sins were washed
out in September, 1878. That crew of pirates who were
destroying every interest in the country were soon removed
by the votes of the people. When hon. gentlemen opposite
are defeated at the approaching elections they wish to make
it appear that it was due to gerrymandering the constitu-
encies.

Mr. RYMAL. If equally divided, the average popu-
lation of Welland, Lincoln and Wentworth would be
about 22,000. There was no reason why Caistor should
be taken from Monck. There was some reason why
Grimsby on the Lake shore might be added to Went-
worth. But I eau see no reason why Caistor, belong-
ing to Monck, and Monck being below the average
population, should have been transferred to Wentworth.
Wentworth, if left as it is, with Grimsby added, would
have been nearly 19,000, or 2,000 below the average. Monck
might have got a township from Welland, retaining Caistor,
and would have been a fair-sized constituency, leaving Wel-
land above the average still. Now, to teli any person who
knows about the position of affaira in the Niagara Penin-
sula, that there was no motive in this other than the equal-
ization of the constituencies there ls enough to cause every
one to laugh at you. The veriest Tory, if told that that was
the sole and only aim of the Government, would reply at
once that you lied. I aM sure that even as poor a math.-
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matician as I could have sat down and made these compact
in form and could have equalized them in population within
a limit of 1,000 or 2,000, which is all that we could expect.

On clause 21,
Kr. RYMAL moved in amendment that after the word

"Townshi " Ancaster be inserted. He said: If you carry
ont this ide the south riding of Wentworth would have
20,265 of a population, or 643 below the average. As it is
now proposed to be constituted it bas only 15,539, or 5,369
below the average, and as it was before this Bill was intro-
duced it was only 546 less than proposed. But in the change
they have made they have turned a Reform majority of
seventy-five to a Tory majority of 102, and they have taken
the principal township of the connty of Wentworth-
a township which reaches within a mile of the
county buildings, and a township which has been the
central figure in that section of country since the
settlement of Upper Canada. When the old Gore district
exiated, Ancaster was the centre figure of that group, and
the village of Acaster, in that township, at the time the
set ofGovernment was to be chosen for Upper Canada,
was the rival of York for that honor. In the united counties
of Wentworth, Halton and Brant, Aneaster was still
considered the key-stone of that organization, and
it has remained the key-stone of Wentworth ever since.
But it happens te be strongly Reform, and ta it I owe my
election on every occasion on which I presented myself; and
in order ta decapitate me or my successor, Tory violence
had to be resorted to and fraud a consummated. It is a consti-
tgency that for forty-five years at least has never returned
a Tory, and when it did return a Tory, it was by the inter-
ference of the Executive in the time of Sir Francis Bond
Head, when an irresponsible Government, in order to over-
ride the wishes of the people, issued some 500 patent
deeds on territory that the Indians had surrendered, and
b this means swamped the Reformers of Wentworth.
Now, an irresponsible, wicked and tyrannical Executive,
backed-by a cowardly and wicked following, are ready to
deprive Wentworth of its central figure and transfer it to
the county of Brant, uniting it with townships fbrty-five
miles distant and making a constituency some forty-five
miles long by eight or ten in width. A greater outrage on
the rights of a frac and independentconstituency was never
perpe,trated, and that for the sole and only purpose of con-
varting one of the veteran Reformi ridings of Upper Can-
aida ito au# whjh. tX e consider hopelessly Tory. But I
have my opinlion about that yet. It will be all they will be
able to do o convert that ancient stronghold of the Reform
Party into a Tory riding, and I promise them a stern
figU for it. I would like to know from the hon. First

tinaiswr lis reasons, if he bas any good reasons, for taking
Ancaster from Wentworth other than to decapitate the
Reform candidate in South Wentwotth.

A mendmpgt g&twred on divisiQn: Yeas, 35; nays, 71.
Mr, RTMAL. How;true-the old saying is-

"Injustice leaged with strength and power,
Ner truth nerinocence an ustay;
li waiathey;plead when tyrantas louer,
Au4geelk to make thei weak their prey.
N> equal rights obtain regard
Wtsenr paomas fre and spoila reward."

Ou se$i 22
SfirJOHN£. MACDONALD, Beetions 22 and 23 post-

Mr. BLAKE. Willlthehon. gentleman state what his
intetioneTrewiWh refereneeto sections 22 and 23.

Sir TOHN A. MACDONAL .The object in postponing
them is to give them fariter cmsideration.

r, RWAL, M assmeto aipe that in an old munifi.
hpkigxwb.44 bqhpgýM' 4nd4yppyhtipf ae ao

well known, it is impossible that we can undorstand why
these should be left.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is it that requires consider-
ation in connection with these two counties ? We ought all
to know, because we are to consider them as well As the
hon. gentleman. He is not the House. If there is some-
thing wrong in these two constituenies as laid down in the
Bill, let us know what it is. We may be able to help him
in the consideration. Perhaps the hon, member for Halton
may be able to help him also.

Mr. BLAKE. I understand that a good deal iof dissatis-
faction exists amongst the Conservatives of a portion of
the county of Halton as to the proposed change there, and
I believe they have sent down a deputation to interview the
hon. gentleman in regard to that aspect of the Bill, which
he has so carefully kept out of consideration in concocting
these different municipalities. The hon. member for Lambton
does not seem te reflect that when the hon. gentleman drew
up this Bill, with a sole regard to maintaining geographical
and municipal grounds, occasional mistakes were made as
to their political aspect, and it is with the view of consider-
ing these political matters, which the hon. gentleman was
very properly blind to until after he introduced the Bill,
that it is now proposed to postpone these clauses.

Mr. MILLS. No answer?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have told the hon.

gentleman I may submit the same clauses, or I may sub-
mit an alteration of these two for the consideration of the
House.

On section 29,
Mr. PATERSON. I will explain the arrangement with

reference to the north riding of Brant. This was one of
the ridings that I supposed, the county lines having been
thrown over and equalization having been resorted to,
would need to have some population added. If I remember
right, it was something hike 12,000. Its sister riding, South
Brant, which I represent, had something like 21,000, if we
count in the Inadian population. But a very strange way of
equalizing North Brant was by taking from that 12,000,
between 3,000 and 4,000 in the town of Paris, and between
2,000 and 3,000 in the township of Unandago and adding
them to South Brant; that, of courso, gave South Brant
more population than was required, and thorefore the town-
ships of Burford and Oakland were taken fronm the south
riding and adde4 to South Oxford, that, with their addi-
tion, has more of a population than the south riding from
which they were taken. Of course, the north riding would
remaîn with about 6,000 or 7,000, and in order fo make that
up, and equalize the township of Ancaster, which was
required in douth Wentworth, was abstracted from it and
added on to what is now called North Brant, and Blenheim
was taken from North Oxford and attached to North Brant;
the total result being that North Brant, had still
but 17,000 population. Why were all those changes made ?
There was only one obje.ct to be gained, and that political.
I had thought of an amendment, but from the fate of the
amendment of my hon. friend frofm South Wentworth, I
have no hope from this Committee. I see that some elauses
are laid over for consideration, and of what the objects are I
have a shrewd suspicion; and ifthe Government restore to
South Brant the townships they stole from it, it will be
only because they have awakened to a aause of the truth
of my prediction last night, that though they desire the
dismembership of that riding in the ff-st place, to secure
for themselves and supporters a representative in South
Brant-if they restore those townships, which, I think, they
ought to do, in order to maintain for "the people the associa-
tions in which they have been eonnected so long, but which
I despair of their doipg-rI can only atfr4bute i 4W the fact
hMi ilïwi be bspuse Mey hJiv srakaliq ta tjip cogspiouf-
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ness that South Brant, mangled as it bas been by
them, dismembered and torn up, without any excuse as fur
as the equalization of the population goes, is, after aill, not
to be found a Tory preserve, not one in which a supporter
of the Premier can be returned, I repeat, if I cati secure a
nomination for South Brant, and I think I can, there will
be found a candidate in opposition tIo the Government who
will bond his ever lawful means to retain that county, as it has
been for the last ten years, on the side of the Oppo-ition. I
may move an amendment on the third reading, but I thought
it right to expose to the -House the neans !aken to get rid
of Liberal members and convert their counties into Tory
preserves. I believe there will be a reastion in reference
to this matter and that the Governient and their supporters,
if they endorse this transaction, will find a spirit of resent-
ment bas been awakened in the country, of which they will
feel the tyro effects, as happily there is still a sense of fair
play in the breasts of our people. 1 an sorry that the Gov-
ernment should bave introdueed sucli a Bill. I feel the
sorrow that every true Cariadian must feel whcn the Gov-
ernment of bis country does that which should produce an
honest blush of shame, and introduces a measure that
will produce a reaction in the minis of honest and
fair-minded men, of whatever party. I believo it will be
found that its effect in reference to the House and the na-
jority of the members will be, that they will be opposed to
a Government that could resort to such a devico, te secure
tbemselves in power, as the cutting and carv-ing of 5"> con-
stituencies out of 92-if, peradventure, the Governmonnt may
seek to obtain, by legislative force, what they fail to obtain
by fair and honest appeals to the judgment of their country-
men.

Mr. FLEMING. I wish to exhibit a diram' sboDwing
the present form of North Brant as altered by the Bill be-
fore the flouse. A moment's inspection will enable hon. mem-
bers to judge of its convenient, graceful and symmetrical
propositions. (The hon. gentleman heli up a diagram.)

On section 29,
Mr. MILLS. The bon. gentleman has, in other cases,

applied the term "electoral districts." Li this case the
township of Lancaster is a part of the county of Wentworth,
net a part of the county of Brant. Blenheim is a part of
the county of Oxford. Here are parts of three counties,
and it is a misnomer to constitute then part of the north
riding of Brant. There is a definition given cf the eounty
of Brant, which does net correspond with any county of
Brant that we know.

On section 31,
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I notice that the hon. gentleman

has postponed some of the clauses in the Bill. He should
postpone this one also and reconsider it. If the changes
were made on the principle submitted by the hon. leader of
the Government, I would feel bound to support them, but the
facts prove the contrary, The population of North Oxford
is at present 25,361 ; as readjusted it is 24,732. The north
riding, in its old form, is a well-formed riding; the people
act together municipally and have intimate commercial
relations with one another, and I am sure it is the wish of
the population of both sides of politics that the county
should be left as at present constituted. Even if the Gov-
ernment required to take off the townships they have taken
off, they should still leave that riding with the other town-
ships that constitute it, when it would have a population of
21,000. The electors of North Easthope and South East-
hope are so situated geographically that they have very
little connection, either municipal or otherwise, with the
County of Oxford. Personally I have no objection to the
change, bocause I believe the people of North Eastbope and
South Eastbope will vote as they ought to. But I would 1
ask the Government to postpone this section for roconside-
ration.
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Mr. TROW. I coincide with the views expressed by the
hon. member for North Oxford, so far as North Easthope
and South Easthope are concerned, which have been taken
frcm the south riding of Pertb, the population of which,
prior to readjustment, was 20,708. If the Government
could not sec their way to returning South Rasthope to the
south riding (cf the county of Perth, at all events, they
could witbdraw from North Oxford, North Easthope, con-
neeting it with South E:sthope, which is in the south riding
of Perth. This would inake about equal the number of
inhiabitants i Oxf>rd, North Perth and South Perth, and
would not, interfe with North Perth. By taking Usborne
flrm Souith Perth, the four ridings would be nearly equat
in population. I felt somiewhat astonished that the old
townships, North Easthope and South Easthope, that have
I)eeI united together for one quarter of a century, sbould
have been distur bed. I have resided with these people for
one quarter of a century, and now sec the township of
South Easthope severed from me, of which I bave been
reevo for twenty ono vears. The people of South Easthope
have held a meeting to protest against the policy of the
Governent in attaching them to another county entirely.
I have had in the riding a majority of over 200 Reform
vote-s. This township Is now taken away, and the resultis
that they have taken that majority from me by this Bill,
and I an now in a minority of 118 votes, so that when I go
back for elcetion I shall have to work myself through
that 18 votes in order to get an even start. It strikes me
forcibly that it is doing an injustice to the riding to place
it as it is.

Mr. SUTHERLAND. I would ask one question with
regard to the other clause. South Oxford hbas a'population of
27,73t2 at tho prosent time, andit is increased to 24,778, and
I think that the hon. member night casily reconsider this,
or, at any rate, lay it over with the other clauses. It has
4,000 of a population over the average. Besides, it destroys
the municipal boundaries and the municipal and social rela-
tions of the people in that riding.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Of course, it is increased
because they take 6,000 off my riding to increase it. It is evi-
dent, from the remarks of the bon. Minister ofGnstoms, that
he bas been placed at a great disadvantage by consulting a
few men who by chance happened to be of one political
opinion; if ho had chosen to obtain information from this side
of the IIouse how much nicer a map he could have made.

Section agreed to.
On section 32,
Mr. MILLS. This clause and the three or four that pre-

cede it show very distinctly that the object of the right
hon. gentleman and bis colleagues was not the equalization
of the constituencies, but to hive the Grits. Ion. gentle-
men on this side have asked that a certain clause should be
reconsidered. Why, it bas been considered and reconsid-
ered, and they would not accomplish their object if any
other arrangement were made than that which has been
made by the provisions of thie Bill. The hon. gentleman
could not have succeeded in putting a great majority of the
Reformers in a large district of coun try like the county of
Oxford if any other arrangement were made. The hon.
gentleman is quite right ii not reconsidering these clauses,
because so long as he is determined to carry the elections if
possible by a minority of votes he must, of course, persist
in the line ho bas adopted.

Section agreed to.
Oa section 35,
Mr. TROW. I think that section, at all events, should

be remodelled and the township of Usborneî which is now
proposed to be added to South Perth, should be left in con.
nection with South Huron.

Section agreed to.
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On clause 40,
Mr. MILLS. This is another case in which, if the hon.

gentleman really desired to equalize the constituencies, ho
could easily accomplish that result without any interference
with the municipal boundaries. Al that would be necessary
would be to transfer the city of St. Thomas from East Elgin
to West Elgin, and the two constituencies would be as
nearly equal as may be.

thorns in the side of the Government. In both these cases
there has been a virtual disfranchisement of certain town-
ships. In England disfranchisement is reserved for such
localities as are proved to bo hopelessly corrupt
in the case of an electioi, but by this Bill it is meted ont to
townships which show themselves independent of the
Government. South Dorchester gave a small Reform
majority at the last election. On former occasions it was
more strongly Liberal, and it was expected that it would be

Mr. CASEY. I scarcely know, with the exception of more so in uture, but by adding ite the strongly Con-
Brant and one or two other counties, a more glaring case of servative riding of East Middlesex, where it is smothered
re-adjustment for political purposes than the case of the two by Conservative votes, it is virtuaHy disfranchised andth
Elgins. The ostensible basis of this Bill is the equalization saie is true of the townships and tewn taken from Both-
of population. These two ridings as they stand give as well. It is quite possible that the vote of South Dorchester
nearly as possible an average of 21,000 souls to each mem- might have turned the seale against the member for the
ber. The total population is 42,361, making an average east riding. It is certain that the vote of Orford, Howard
Of 21,180 in the two ridings. The two ridings, however, and Ridgetown was sufficient to tn the sle si Bothwell.
are eonsiderably different in population, the one being a sbout Yet al four are now placed where their vote will not make
28,000 and the other 14,000; but bore the geographical th,3 resuit different from what it would have beeni in any

i tion of the couuty stops in to relieve theGoverbment of case. This is virtual disfranchisement. On the proper
ediffculty of eqalizing them. It happons that a large occasion u shah put on record my prto stn gainst what

bodyof population, municipally soparated from the rest of bas been done and m view of what weould have been a
the county, lies in St. Thomas, having a population mf 8,000 proper arrangement and lne in consonance with the
odd. The population of East Elgin being 28,000, this 8,000 principle I on which the hon, gentleman professes to
might have been transferred and yt eave over 19,000, have based the Bige. I omitted t state the reason why
whileit woculd make the population of West Egin about the changes. have spoken cf as being a proper arrange.
22000. This would have been a close approximation to ment of Elnin was fot made. The reasn was that the
equalzation. But, instead of following this obvious and city of St. Thomas, which should have been transferred te
reaonable course, the Government have seen fit te do th west ridingegave a Conservative majority at the last
otherwise. puinding East Elgin tenlarge, they subtract election, about three times as great as the total majerity of
1,800 and add 300,leaving it with a population f 26,300. the Conservative candidate in East Elgin, and if it had
West Elgin beig teodae bl 9,000 are addod froimn tho been added teWest Elgin this time ho would bave had e
adjoining county of Kent, in townships which form a part chance of re-election.
of the electoral district of Bothwell. The two ridings at Mr. ARKELL. I repudiate the idea that the Govern-
present stand at 26,302 and 23,480, the difference of 3,000 ment had any political motives in the arrangement of the
being as great as before the change was made, and greater Elgins. South Dorchester, which is taken off East Elgin,
than that which iu several other instances bas caused an used to give a Reform majority of fifty. At the last elec-
attempt to be made at equalization. The average tion it only gave a majority of six against me, and I am
population per member under this arrangement is 24,800, satisfied from what I know of the township that it would
so that, by redistributing the two ridings, have given at least a majority of fifty for me, if I had run
the average is made about 3,000 further from the again. Port Stanley was included in East Elgin in the
average quota of the Dominion than it was before. That Census, making it something over 28,000. South Dorchester
fact is sufficiert to show that no regard was had to the and Springfield, which are taken away from East Elgin, have
equalization of population. But if further proof were re- a population of something like 2,400. In arranging the
quired it is furnished in the nature of the subtractions and new ridings of Essex and Kent the Government
additions. East Elgin gave a very small majority to the had to commence at some certain point, and I
sitting member, forty only; South Dorchester, which gave a suppose that was their object in making this arrangement.
Reform majority of six, bas been added to East Middlesex. So far as West Elgin is concerned the Conservatives of that
There was great risk that Dorchester would give a much riding are much annoyed at the change, and they say they
larger vote in the coming than in the last election, and could have carried it under the old arrangement, and wero
therefore South Dorchester was taken away and the small making ready for the election. My hon. friend's majorities
Reform majority was smotheredlin Eas! Middlesex. A part in that riding have been decroasing of late, and the Con-
of Port Stanley, which belonged to West Elgin, which gave servatives felt satisfied they could have carried it this time.
aConservative majority of thirty-flive, was also added, so that The Government have gained nothing at all so far as I can
by the addition and subtraction proposed the Conservative see, and for my part I g gseo an fo mypar 1wonid as soon have had East Elgin as
strength in the east riding was inereased by forty-one votes. it existed before than as it is proposed to be arranged by tho
No greater change could be effected without cutting the Bill. With regard to the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
county into two parts. It happons that East Elgin consists Mills), whom my hon. friend from Elgin (Mr. Casey) is so
of a row of townships along the lake shore, with South Dor- anxious to seo in th fHouse, the best thing he (Mr.
chester at the top, and that the latter is the only township Casey) could do would be to resign in West Elgin, and allow
that could be taken away without cutting the county in the hon. member for Bothwell to run for bis constituency.
two, unless Bayham had been added to South Norfolk-and
the member for that riding might have objected to this. Mr. CASEY. The hon. member rose to explain and re-
Take West Elgin. It is a strong Reform constituency, and pudiate, and ho is very severe upon the Government. He
it gave a majority of 112 in the face of all the difficulties repudiates the idea of political effect being intended by this
which a Reform candidate had to contend against at the last Bill. By so doing he casts the strongest possible reflection
election. They have added a population of 9,000 from upon the commori sense and the ordinary intelligence of the
Bothwell to West Elgin, making it 2,000 beyond the quota. hon. leader of the Govern ment. If this Bill is not intended
Theso municipalities were added becauso they were so to have political effet, if it is meant to equalize the popu-
strongly Reform that they turned the scale in favor of the lation, it is a clumsy, absurd and ridiculous Bill, becauso it
present representative of Bothwell, who, by the logic of his bas put these two ridings very much further from the
speeches in this House and elsewhere, is one of the worst quota than before. It is an ineffective Bill, because

Mr. TRow.
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it does the very opposite of what it was intended to do.
As to the township of South Dorchester, the hon. gentle-
man says it formerly gave a larger Reform majority than it
did in the last election; but be hopes it will give a Conser-
vative majority next time. I do not know that; but I know
that in 1878 a whirlwind passed over our western townships
which induced a great many townships which ordinarily gave
large Reform majorities, to give smaller Refoim majorities
or to give Conservative majorities. But that, I believe, has
largely passed away, and the National Policy is not likely
to have the same power as it had in 1878, when it was new
and untried; and the probability is that these townships
will give a larger Reform vote than they did in 1878. But
the fact remains that the population of East Elgin had to be
reduced to some extent in order to bring it nearer the
quota.

Mr. ARKELL. It is in good shape now.
Mr. CASEY. South Dorchester is the only township that

could be touched without cutting in two the northern bound-
ary of the riding; it is also the only one that could be cut off
with any regard to the convenience of the member for
East Elgin, and it is taken off; and it happens that
that excision leaves East Elgin in a comparatively
decent shape. Tho riding is not unshapely or objection-
able on the ground of form ; it is objectionable simply
on the ground that a township has been taken from
the county and added to a neighboring one, when the
equalization of the population eould have been better
attained by taking from East Elgin and adding to West
Elgin without disturbing the county bounds at ail. But the
hon. gentleman has another excuse; he said the Government
had to commence somewhere in order to equalize the popu-
lation of Essex and Kent. I do not know that they
bad to commence there for that purpose. Both
Essex and Kent had about the right population
to eut into two ridings; and if the Government wanted to
equalize them they might as well just eut each of those
counties in two as the Local Government did, instead of
taking some of the Kent townships belonging to Bothwell
and attaching them to Elgin. The hon. gentleman sug-
gests a way out of the difficulty. He made a very suggestive
remark, one which perhaps his leader would have been just
as well satisfied he had not made. He said that if I wanted to
see the hon. member for Bothwell have a seat in this
House, I could resign and give him West Elgin. I do not
know whether the hon. member for Bothwell needs another
seat than the one he now represents. Besides, the sug-
gestion shows one of the objects of the change, which is to
create a rivalry between the hon. member for Both-
well and myself, by making us both residents of the same
riding. As to the candidature of West Elgin, that is not a
matter which either the hon. member or I can settie by our
own motion; it is a matter to be settled by the electors
themselves, and a matter which the electors and the hon.
member for Bothwell and myself can settie to our own satis-
faction, although perhaps not to the satisfaction of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. By this change they hope to insure the
exclusion of both the hon. member for Bothwell and
myself from the House; but I an sure that in that expecta-
tion they will be utterly disappointed.

On.section 51,
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). With reference to North

Middlesex, under the old division, as it stood before the
readjustment proposed by this Bill, the population
was 21,239, or only about 331 above the quota;
but by withdrawing from old North Middlesex
the townships of Adelaide and Lobo, and adding to it
the township of Stephen, from Huron, the population is re-
duced to 19,543, or 1,365 under the quota. In connection
With this I may mention that the population of South
fluron,under this Bill is 23,453,1,728 over the quotawhile the

population of North Middlesex is only 19,543. The township
of Stephen is detached from South Huron and annexed to
North Middlesex; but the village of Exeter, carved out of
the township of Stephen, attached to North Middlesex,
and the township of Usborne, attached to South Perth, is
attached to South Huron, although not one foot of
it is in any of the municipalities, that make up South
Huron-it is detached from North Middlesex,
to which it properly belongs as part of the town-
ship of Stephen. That is manifestly wrong, and contraryto
the principles laid down by the hon. gentleman,
that when a village is made up ont of a municipality, or
carved ont of a township, it should belong to the riding to
which the township has been attached. The object the
hon. gentleman professes to have in view in these changes
is not served by these arrangements. And in addition to
this the populations are further from the quota than the
adjustment I have suggested. If Exeter is attached to
North Middlesex the population would then be 21,268, or
only 260 over the quota, and if it were dotached from
South Huron the population of that riding would be 21,728,
or only 820 over the quota.

Mr BLAKE. Perhaps my hon. friend would state what
the political complexion of Exeter is.

Mr. CAMIERON. Surely it is useless to talk about the
political complexion. No one imagines for a moment
that a man in the position of the hon. gentleman would be
actuated in a matter of this kind by political considerations.
I may say, however, for the information of my hon. friend,
that Exeter gave 115 of a majority against me, and that
may account for this gerrymandering.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will postpone the
consideration of the three ridings of Huron.

Mr. CAMERON. But not with a viewof correcting it in
the light I have indicated.

Mr. BLAKE. It is quite clear the hon. gentleman has
news that the nefarious objects of this Bill are not likely to
be accomplished in Huron by this means, and he wants time
to devise some other.

Mr. MILLS. We are obliged to go back to the Statutes
of thirty years ago to find out the political boundaries of
many of the electoral divisions of Ontario. A very few
minutes' work would embrace them all in this Statute.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That will be done in the
consolidation of the Statute.

Mr. MILLS. That may be ten years hence.
Committee rose and reported progress; and (at 11:25

o'clock, p.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 10th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

ABOLITION OF POSTAGE ON NEWSPAPERS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee to consider the following resolution:-

That it is expedient to provide that on and after the firet day of June,
in the present year 1882, newspapers published in Canada, mailed by
the publisher at the place of publication, and addressed to regular eub-
scribers or news agents, in Canada, shall be tranhmitted to their
address free of postage.

Motion agreed to; and Iowse resolvQd itself into Com-
mittee,
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(In the Committee.)

Mr. RYKERT. I have been informed that papers of an
agrieultural nature, published monthly, do not comen under
this provision. It is just as important Ihat agricultural
papers should have this exemption as well as othe: papers.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is intended to cover all
newspapers, but not magazines. Wben the Bill based on
this resolution is introduced, we may make it inelude
monthly papers.

Mr. ANGLIN. The qualification of newspapers will
prevent the Bill applying to that class of periodicals to
which the hon. member for Lincoln has retrred. Agui-
cultural papers will not be regarded as newspapers.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The intention is to include
newspapers published specially in the interests of agricul-
ture.

Mr. BAIN. Most of our newspapers devote more or iess
of their space to agriculture, but there are other perio als,
not very numerous, which are not in newspap'er fori, and
wbich will be excluded from the benefit of this exornpion.
I think it is debirable that these periodicals shound be
included if for no other reason than that they are more
likely to be used and kept when they are pulished in the
periodical form than jn the newspaper form. I presume
the objection is not only to encourage newspapers, but also
to encourage a beneficial class cf literature.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I would suggest that the postage
should be removed from all purely Canadian pcriodic--not
American or English.

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 161) to
provide for the free transmission of Canadian nenpa prs by
mail within the Dominion. He said: Ido not propose taking
the subject up to-day, and I will probabiy make some
trenJ ment in the draft submitted, if there is no objection.

Bill read the firEt time.

.INCREASED SUBSIDY TO MA.NITOBA.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Coimittee of the Whole, toe consider a certain
proposed resolution on the subject of increased subsidy to
Manitoba.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself intoCrm-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. As the papers in connection
with the application made by Manitoba were laid on the
Table of the -House some time ago, and the Order in Council
in connection with it, it is perhaps scarcely nccessary for me
to enter very fully into explanations relative to the proposed
change. It is weli known that, owing to the exten ions of
the boundaries of Manitoba, the expeîscs of that province
will be necessauly very considerably inrcased. On lhe
change being made, the Government of ihat Province
applied to the Dominion for a change of the financial basis
upon which that Province is placed at present; and it will
be fund by the papers on the Table that the Goverriment of
that Provincee d that they be allewed 5 per cent. upon
a debt of 83,243,000, that is at the rate of $32.43 per head
of an estimated population of 100,000. They ask also that
they be allowed 80 cents per head on an estimated piopula-
tion of 80,000, and ask various other concessions that were;
takon into consideration by the Government, who decided;
to ask Parliament, not to grant ail franitoba asked,,
but to grant what, under the circumstances, tbeyl
felt it was reasonable to expect Parliament should;

Sir LyoexAp TILLZY.

concede. The Government considered that, inansmuch
as under the terns of Jnion, there is no ar-
rangement made for a change in the population,
that is as respects any one of the Provinces after they enter
the U3nion-no provision for an inerease of the per capita
grant to the Provinces, in proportion to its population,
until it reaches 400,000-that they could not concede the
full claims of Manitoba. When Prince Edward Island was
admitted into the Union, from the fact of its having no
Crown Lands, such as is owned by the other Provinces,
$45,000 'a year was granted in lieu of Crown Lands, or
$00.000, tlatt the money might be used in the purehase of
lands belo.nging to absentee proprietors. It was thought
advihable, as in the case of Prince Edward Island, to ask
Parliament to appropr*ate to Manitoba $45,000 a year;
and ns we could not increase the debt for an increase in the
population, it was thought proper to pay Manitoba for the
next ten years, a subsidy of 80 cents per head en a popula-
tion of 150,O00. It was estinated, two months ago, before
the recent immigration to that Province commenced, that
its population was 90,000. Ihe Census returns show simply
the actual inhabitants at the tine of the immigration, and
not the ne w arrivals since. Thorefore, 90,000 was taken as the
number. in March last, but in ail probability it will reach,
before the year closes, 115,000 or 120,000. As this arrange.
ment is intended to extend over a period of tei years, until the
Census of 1891, it was considered desirable, inasmuch as
it was impossible for that Province to transact its business
without some considerationl bevond what the population of
to-day entitles it to, to ask Patrliarnent to consider the
population during the next ten yeaIrs as 150,000. It is aso
proposed to increase the sum voted for the expenses of the
Government from 830,000 to $50,00. Those changes will
make altogether an incease of $129,000 over the present
grait. It receives now, 0 cents rer head on an estimated
population ofo70,000, under ilte Act of last Session; $30,000
for the Government and 5 per cent, upon the balance ot the
money undrawn, which amounts to about $12,0300 a year.
Thouh this increase is consi1erably below what was asked
by Mainitoba, stiIl after the mîost careful consideration, and
examining the lowest figures which would enable them to
manage ticir afairs for the next ton years, the Dominion
Govermenit bolieved they were warranted in asking the
House for tiis re. djust ment for the present terms and
arrangements. This wili give Manitoba something like
$220,000 or $230,000 income for the expenses of the Gov-
ernment d the nanagsetnent of the affairs of that
Province.

Sir RICIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon.
gentleman state exactly what the Manitobans demanded ?

Sir LEONARD TILLfEY. The delegates proposed thnt
they be allowed for Government and legislation, 86,Oi)
isead of $30,000, also 5 per cent. iterest on $3,243,0u,
being nt tho îrate cf $,'12.43 per head un a population cf
100,00 -at the amont already received by the Province,
80 cents a head on 100,000, or a total of 6286,730. The
Census returns showed the population of Manitoba to be
C4,814, which does not, of course, include the immigrants of
last year, estimated at 25,000, making a total population of
89>000.

Mr. MACKENZ . Does it irclude the Indians ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes; they claim that the PrO-

vince should have the management of the sale of the publ
lands, and of the wood and timber thereon, and quote the
course pursued with British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island. There were other claims made with reference to
half-breed grants and tbe appointment of Judges, and variors
subjects, but these are the financial portions of the claim;
and instead of ncreasing the d ebt, as was proposed, the Gov-
ernment do not ask Parliament for any increase, because
that is stipulated under the O».astitution, and cannot be set
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aside without interfering with the whole bais on which the
different Provinces in the Union rest. The Government
propose to give them $50,000, and instead of granting them
land it is proposed to give them $45,000 per year.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman said this proposal
was made after very careful consideration, and reducing the
service to the lowest posible cost. I should like to know
what are the broad details of the general estimated cost of
carrying on the Manitoba Government from which the Gov-
ernment arrived at the conclusion that the sum proposed
would be adequate to the needs of the Province with its
enlarged boundaries and expanding population.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We took up the different
items of expenditure and estimated that the sum of $225,000
would, with the greatest economy on the part of the Mani-
toba Government and Legislature, enable them to pay the
expenditure for the next ten years. Besides their subsidy,
they received last year something liko $18,000 for licenses,
and we estimated that with the increase of population they
would, in future, receive 850,000 a year from that source.
Adding the various items together, it is found that the sum
proposed would, with the strictest economy, cover their
expenditure for the next ten years.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry the hon. gentleman is not able
to furnish the House with a statement of the mode by which
this calculation is arrived at, because it is impossible for us,
without that statement, to form any independent judgment,
as to the accuracy of the hon. gentleman's result. The
expenditure of Manitolka, up to this time, would furnish an
extremely inadequate basis on which it would be possible
to ai-rive at a conclusion as to what would be the proper
sum for the next ton years. In two important respects the
condition of the Province is wholly changing. The bound-
aries are enormous;l enlar ed- andwhlte a-reinlartrd

sum under each head that will probably be required. With
reference to the question of the boundary, it will be very
difficult for me to give him such defmite information. We
can give him no definite information, because whatever may
be the decision, it may affect the expenses of the judiciary,
and it may, to some ôxtent, affect the expenses of éducation;
but, as a rule, that subject was not definitely considered when
we arrived at the calculation as to the amount that would be
necessary.

Mr. BLAKE. Whether the Province contains 60,000 or
10,000 more square miles, the hon. gentleman thought it
was not at all necessary to consider whether that would
affect the statement of its public revenue for a period of ten
years to come. I am afraid, if the same judicious vagueness
pervades the other elements of the hon. gentleman's calcula-
tion it will not be found as available means of reachin a
conclusion as we migbt have hoped it woiuld be. Iut
vague as it is, and indefinite as it necessarily must be, it
certainly would be some help to us if we had it at some
period before the third reading. Of course, we
h ave access to the publie documents in thst
connection, but it would be to the convenience of tie
House if we had also a statement of the expenditure under
each head of the public service in Manitoba for each of the
last three or four years. That would show us the expenses
of the nearer past. Then the hon. gentleman's calculation
as to what the expenses ought to be under each of these
different heada for the next ten years would enable us to
form some sort of judgment of the correctness of the calcu-
lation which he has reached. For my own part, under these
circumstances, I shall not, at this stage of the Bill, give
utterance to some further views which I have entertained,
but will hold them in reserve until I receive that informa-
tion which we ought to have had to-day.

"5Iu'iy W a, Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I think it would b.the timbor lande inclnded in them do not go te the Pro-
vince, r o that increased expnditure is involved without doubly desirable, if the hon. Minister of Finance should fur-
compensation in the way of territory. The polation is nish this information in considerable detail. I recollect
incrensing rapidly, and increasing over a very large ares, very well when the Province of Manitoba-and I think you
and this will also involv a considerably vcreased expendi yourself, Mr. Chairman (Mr. Royal) was at that time a
ture. I expected the hon. gentleman would have given us mober of the Governhent of Manitoba-appealed to the
the details on which he has based his calculations. His Governmet of which my hon. frieud from. Larbtou wu
proposal is leas than what the Government has demanded as the chief, for an increase, and we found, on examining the
a minimum, and they ask for the lands besides. The lands details of the administration, that there were very large,
have not been granted, and the money grant is considerably and as it appeared to us, very unnecessary expenditures
less. What we are entitled to know is what is, the basis of incurred. l speak from memory, but I think that almost
taxation upon which this settlement is proposed to us ? We all the sum devoted to the service in Manitoba was unfortu.
have a right to know the process of reasoning by which nately at that time absorbed iu what may be called
the hon. gentleman arrived at this conclusion. We ought legislative expenses, almost to the exclusion of any of the
to know what the hon. gentleman thought Manitoba was more valuable services, with the solitary exception, perhaps,
what ho thought was the eastern boundary, because' of some parts of the administration of justice. Now, I am
obviously, upon the extent of its territory depends to bound to say that the then Government of Manitoba did, so
considerable extent the costs of its administration. far as I can see, apply themselves with considerable earnest-

ness to the task of reducing this expenditure, and although
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is certain information we were not able to give them quite as much as we could

asked for by my hon. friend that would be exceedingly have desired in the thon state of the public finances, still
difficult for the Government to furnish. As to the calcu- considerable additions were made to their income. It' is
lation where the eastern boundary of Manitoba is to be, that therefore all the more desirable that we should know how
question did not enter into the consideration, because no this sum, that we are about to give, is intended to be
matter where that may b. it probably will not affect that expsnded. But there is another reason : it is very undesir-
question very materially for ten years to come-although able in the public interest, and in the interest of the other
it will, of course, affect it to some extent. With reference to Provinces, that those settlements should be perpetually
·the detailed information the hon. member desires, I can disturbed; it is very undesirable that, from year to year,
ouly say that certainly before the third reading of the fresh demands should be made, fresh questions should
Bill, if ho wishes it, I will bring down a statement be raised, as to what this or that particular Province is
showing the exact expenditure under the heads entitled to; and it is -therefore to be regretted that this
of education and judiciary. at the present tine, and the mode question was not brought up at an earlier period of the
at which we arrive at that. Of course, there is no record Session, because there are very important questions under-
made of that, but from the discussion I can give the expendi. lying and involved. It is exceedi ngly expedient on many
ture under these different heads, and what the Government grounds that the demands of Manituba should be fully and
thought probably would be sufficient to cover them collec- fairly considered, that we may not see Manitoba Dext year,
tively.If it is any advantage to him I may also state the orthe year after that, or perhaps each year i succession,
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appearing bere and demanding further increase, shouting Manitoba so acted? Simplybcause the Dominion Gov -
for further subsidies. Such a state of things vy ernment have kept that ovince depndent upon their
undesirable both between Manitoba and the Dominion and Ad ministration. Practically they have controlled the
between Manitoba and the sister Provinces, and I therefore finances of the Province, and in doing so interfered with
think that we should have, in this case, even fuller informa- the action of the Manitoba Governnent. It is greatly to be
tion than would otherwise be necessary to form an opinion regrettod that the hon. gentleman dld not bring down the
on the subject. proposition earlier. He ba acted upon the assumption

Mr. MILLS. I think it is greatly to be regretted that that as a Minister of the Crown he is not subjeet to this
the Government did not bring down this proposition at a fouse. In dealing with matters of finance, and in submit-
reasonable time. It is pei-fectly obvious that at the close of ting a proposition of this kind, which may be approved or
the Session it is impossible to give this subject the considera- net by the House, the members of the Government are
tion to which it is entitled. It is one that ought to be very 'acting as agents of Parliament. The advisers of the
carefully considered by the House. We should act upon Crown are nothing more, yet they have ignored Parliament,
some intelligent principle, and we should know with the disregarded its authority, and have simply core down at
greatest minuteness the reason for the course the Govern- the Iast moment and asked its approval of a certain.pro.
ment bas adopted, and for the particular sum upon which posa], allowing no time within which an opinion
they have decided. There can be no doubt that Manitoba can ho formed. What is the position the hon. gentle-
stands in a diffeient position from any of the older Pro- man occupies before the fouse? Lt is this:he
vinces. The Govern mn t still controls the public lands in that cores down and tells the fouse that as Minister
Province, which is an important source of public revenue, o? the Public Treasury, and as controller of its
and the Government bave undertaken, and at the expense finances, ho makes a certain proposai. Hinforms the
of this country, to make certain improvements in Manitoba flouse that a conclusion bas been arrived at, but*he does
that are considered in other Provinces local improvements, fot go out of bis way to furnish information whicb would
and it is very desirable that we should know how far the enable hon. members to form an opinion for tbemselves;
Government have taken this into consideration in determin- heaksthe fouse not to excuse an independent *udgnent,
ing the amount to which Manitoba is entitled. Now, the but to accept the resolution nt which the Goverrment bave
hon. gentleman bas told us that he proposes to give $5,000 arrived. That is in perfect accord with the policv of the
a year as an offset to any claim Manitoba may have for Government during the past four years. The Ministers
publie lands, while that may ho more or very much less have looked on Parliaret as a body appointed to register
than Manitoba might be fairly entitled to. We ought to the decrees of the Government, and we find how the Govern-
know, in connection with this, how far the Government ment bas treated Parliament. The Government have core
proposes to appropriate lands within that Province to dnwn at the end o? the Session and submittei a proposition
aid in the construction o? railwavs that wauld in other which is ot remain a contract betwecn the Dominion
Provinces he considered local work. undertaken if it ail, Government and tha Province of Manitoba for the next ten
by the Government, or if sahidized by the Govern ment years. The bon. gentleman knew right well thathe tbereby
would ho at the expense ff the other Provinces. Now, I ties the hands of bis uccessors in office, and although
have no hesitation in Raying that se far as the lands are that fact is obvions, yet Parliament is called upon
concerned in the limits of Manitoba, subjcct te tbe amount to support that proposition without any information
it bas cost the Dominion te survey tbem, thry should be having been given. I enter my protest against
administered whoIly in the interest cf the Parliaroent; they such a policy. I assumed when I wasselected
should beregarded as Provincial lands, anI it always seemed that I was t exercise an independent judLbent as to what
tei me hat as soon as the Province was able to take charge of the publie interests required, and I declined te abrogate my
thein, that is, 0 soon as the Government became a settled functions, and hand over the trust which the electors have
Governme, these lands innght bu very fairly placed committed to me toe the Administration. The hon. gentle-
under the control and at the disposai cf the Province. It man must have consdered the details of this proposawich,
is truc we have undertaken the construction df the Canadian ho bas sbmitted, andit is necessary that ail information
PacifieRailway, and propose te aid the construction ef tLiat spould h furnisbed temthe lise t enable it te arrive at a
road tbrough the Province eut e? these lands. I do net propcr conclusion; but the hon. gentleman as not dsene
objeet te that. That werk, however, may be censidercd, as bvand ocu his colleagues, wo expect the Session te
standing in precisely the same condition as other close within a nfw days, know it is impossible t give a
works o the o Provinces suh as canais and propositi h s t osa e tiS

railways, which may net be aided by the GHvern- entitled. ht is to eo regretted that tbe ho. gentleman did
ment at the expenâe o? the country as a whole. net submit the proposition relating o the proposed increased
Lt is important how far the Gvernment have considered subsidy teo Maniteba at an carlier priod, and did et
tbe improvements which they bave made within the limits accompany it with such a statement respecting the finances
of Manitoba, as improveinents wbich might ho cbarged oManitoba as would bave enabled bon. memoers te reacve
agaiost tbe Province, as a deht with wbib they weuld corne an intelligent conclusion on the subect.
into the Union. Those areimptant conaidera tionhs, because Sir LeONARD TILLEY. A stranger would suppose
they enable us to arrive at the prinieiple which forma thethat the Governmentbad prevented by sone process the
basie upon which we aay f airly deal with the Province, 1 bon. member fer Bothwell and other bon. gentlemen opposito
and place it in a position to control its own affairs without from discussig to the fulles extent every subjeen thatis
being hmbarrased and compelled teocorne bere as a depend- been under consideration. During my experience, extend'
nt upon this Goveorment. That is a very undesirable ing over a number of years, I have never known Governb

condition. anitoba ougt teo stand as an independent ment measures, whether affecting the Tari f or other
Province, having its own auonoy, controlling its own matters, tyPave been sfarlly discuased, and bave nover
affaire; but in a great measure the Premier o the Province known spolitte an attempt made te shut nt the fullest

has been dependent upon the Governentbhere, and bas not debate. The Governm.nt ba not intimated toes aglouse
actedinaccordance with the wisbes of the peple o'that that it will close the Session at a certain date, for that
contry. In a large degree, the policy o? that Province ihas depends on the state o publie business and the feelings Of
ben controlled by the Federal Government, and the affairs on. members as toe the time which will h required for dis
of that Province have been largely adinistered in te cussion as te this proposition, which thi onoentlemen
intrete of the Administration here. Why f the Premier of seoms to think is a most intricate and diffieusl one. The

Sir RIoeÂRD J. CÂRTWZ1GST.
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whole correspondence between the Dominion and the
Manitoba Government, and the Order in Council were
brought down a month ago in order that hon. gentlemen
might make themselves acquainted with the desire
of the Manitoba Government and the action ot
the Dominion Government in that regard. There
is no desire to withhold the fullest informa-
tion, but the Government thought, with the correspondence
and Order in Council before the House, those documents
would prove sufficient to enable hon. members to form an
opinion on the subject. I will have the information which
he desires before the third reading, with the income and
expenditure for the third and fourth years. The hon. gentle-
mfn states that the Government are simply the agents ot
this Hlouse. Sir, we know that perfectly well, and as the
agents of this Hlouse the Government of Manitoba
approached us, bevaase it was necessary to do so in order
that we might decide what we should submit for the con-
sideration of Parliament. After having given the subject
careful and deliberate consideration, we felt that it was
desirable to come to the conclusion which we have presented
to the House. The hon. gentleman says that this action
we propose will prevent future Governments from interfer-
ing in the matter for Ihe period of ton years. The
very object of this Bill is to close the question,
so far as we can, and we gave the Government of Manitoba
to understand, as stated in the resolution, that this agree-
ment was to stand as a contract until 1891. Of course, the
present population does not amount to 150,000, but we all
feci that it will largely increase and even exceed that num-
ber, and the present action is taken in order to prevent
them coming year after year. The hon. gentleman says
that this is an important question with reference to other1
Provinces, but there is no other Province situated like Mani-
toba which has enlarged its bordors and is increasing ils
population rapidly. l'e hon. gentleman asks how far the
Government consider that the expenditure they make on
railways should be taken into account with reference to the
public debt. We have not conceded that Government any
increase of the public debt. In the case of Prince Edward
Island, a consideration for its public debt according to its
population, and amounting to $32 per head or so, was
allowed. That debt was largely created for the construction
of their railways, and in this case the Dominion
Government are, either by subsidies granted or
by the sale of lands at a fixed rate, encouraging
the construction of railways in Manitoba, and
that Province is therefore relieved from that expendi-
ture. That was one of the reasons given to the representa-
tives of that Government, that they were not in the position
of other Provinces, and therefore had not the same ground
for claim apart from the constitutional difficulty. The hon.
gentleman says that it is an intricate calculation that $30,000
we paid when that Province came into the Union, with a
small population, a much smaller population than at present.
Any one can understand, judging by the amount at present
expended approximately for legislative and governmental
purposes what their expenses will be for the next ten years,
and say whether a certain sum is an exceptional or a reason-
able one. It is a point upon which hon. gentlemen
Opposite are as able to form a calculation as the Government
can. With reference to the proposition of placing the lands
ut the disposal of the Government, the trouble is that a large
portion of the lands of Manitoba have been secured
for the construction of railwayS ; a large portion
Of the territory of that Province has been taken
up or pledged, mortgaged as it were, in various ways; and
it was considered desirable that the lands should remain,
largely as they are. It was considered, under those cir-
cumnstances, that wei should deal with them as with the
Island of lPrince Edward. lhat Island has a less popula-
tion to-day than it is probable Manitoba will have in a year

or two, and thorefore the Government considered that the
proposition they made with regard to the next ten 'years
was a moderate one as regards the expected population of
the Province. Another question is, whether in placing the
average population for the next ton years at 150,000, we
have made a number too high or too low, and if there is
any ground of complaint on that score. The people of that
country will say it is too low, and that the average will be
beyoni that. Since the correspondeiice between the two
Governments bas been on the Table for two months, I did
not expuet to be asked these details, though the hon.
gentleman is within bis rights in asking them. But I may
say that the statement of the income and expenditure will
be laid on the Table in ample time.

Mr. BLAKE. And your calculation ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I can give you the general

calculations, though I do not know that we Lave a record of
the minute details.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think the complaint made by the
hon. member for Bothwell was not merely that there was a
lack of information on this subject, but that the information
was brought in at so late a period in the Session. It really
looks as if important moasures had been delayed until a
number of members left the flouse, and hon. gentlemen
would have but a small audience to which to discuse their
measures at the last moment. We have the resolutions
regarding the Baie Verte Ship Railway, $150,000; the
fisheries boundaries, $150,000; the Manitoba resolutions,
$110,000; and the representation Bill, all brought
down within the last week. If ever a House had reason to
complain of those who are charged with the administration
of the affairs of the country, this House has. I have never
since I recollect found so many important measures crowded
into the last few days of the Session, when, as hon. gentle-
men know, discussion is impossible. Even when discussion
is possible hon. members behind the Ministers get up and
insult the Opposition, by taunting them witb the smallness
of their numbers-taunt them in every possible way-and
no decent regard is paid to anything that is said on this
side of the louse. No attempt whatever is ma4e to fulfil
the functions of parliamentary government, by those who
are now charged with the administration of affaire.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). 1 join in the regret that these
resolutions have been delayed so long. I think they involve
matters far more important than the more grant of $227,000.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Did I not delay them atyour
request ?

Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman was kind enough, two
weeks ago, to say that he would not bring them down on a
particular day, when I expected to be absent at Kingston ;
but I certainly expected them the following Tuesday, which
was two weeks ago yesterday, and, besides, they might have
been brought down long before that. They involve far
more important considerations than the mere money grant,
which is, of course, important to Manitoba; they involve
the careful consideration of the relations to which the vari-
ous Provinces of the Dominion stand to the Confederation.
If we are going to bave the Province in the depen-
dent position it has been in since it came into
the Confederation, we practically destroy its independence.
We all know that, owing to the financial necessities of the
Province of Manitoba, the Premier and deputation after
deputation from that Province visited the Government at
Ottawa, and had frequent interviews with the Government,
with the view of obtaining botter terms; and we all know
the danger involved in placing a Province in that humiliat-
ing position. I think this condition of things was not
intended when the Federal system was established in 1867.
I think it was intended that each Province should be so
provided for, that it might stand in a position entirely
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independent of the Dominion Government for its revenues.
We know the excitement that prevailed in this House and
the country and ·the political complications that arose,
because of the better terms that wcre sought for and
extended to the Province of Nova Seotia a few years ago.
Now, here we have a Province larger in area than the
Province of Ontario, a Province containing probably
70,000,000 or 90,000,000 acres of land, placed in the
humiliating position of being obliged to send its
Premier to Ottawa, year after year, to ask for further con-
cessions, to ask that its depleted exeliquer should be
replenished, to ask from the Government of the day such
financial aid as would enable it to provide for the ordinary
expenditure for Government housekeeping. We aIl know
that financial independence under such circum4ances is
practically impossible; we all know that involved in this
there is a tacit understanding, that for any financial advance
to that Province, a political quid pro quo will be returned.
Let us look at the advances already made to Manitoba.
We gave her at first 871,0742 a year; in 1876, this was
increased to $105,653 a year; and, in 1879, a further
advance was made of $112,000 a year. Now, iL is pro-
posed to double that sun, and to niake it 8227,000.
t is quite possible that this sum is not equal

to the wants of the Province of Manitoba. I fear
very much, from the statement made by the bon. the
Minister of Finance, that he has not considered what the
wants of the Province may be; I fear very much that with
the growing settiement in the North-West, and the large
influx of settiers there, her population will soon bc much
larger than he has estimated it to be, and that rs a c.n-
sequence her expenses will be much larger than we ae
making provision for. Take the Province of British
Columbia. The hon. member for Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos)
informs me that the Estimates for that Province for 1882-83,
amounted to 8629,000; we know that Prince Edward Island
with a population of 100,000, spends nearly $500,000 a
year; Ontario last year expended $2,838,000, and Quebec
expended $1,956,766. It is necessary, then, in laying the
fmancial foundations of a Province, that such proviýsions
should be made as would place it in a position of financial
independence, and that no Provincial Government should bej
obliged to come here and petition the Dominion Governnment1
for such advances as would prevent absolute provincial
bankruptcy. The question of finance, I believe, has noti
been properly-considered; but more than all, I think the
Government have failed carefally to consider the land
question. I cannot understand why-after due allowance
is made for the first expenses incurred by the Dominioni
Government with respect to the land being paid -thoe
Province of Manitoba should not be afforded, like the other1
Provinces, full control of its own land.' That Province has1
73,600,000 acres of land, equal to about four times thet
amount of land settled and cultivated in the Dominion ofr
Canada. These lands are very productive, and would soonr
be placed in the market. Now, who is so well qualified to
manage these lands as the people of Manitoba? t
We are so far removed from that country that iL is impos-i
sible for any Minister, I care not what his capacity, to con- i
sider the various exigenciesthat will arise iii he setticment i
of the country-how drainage would add to the value of Lic
land, how certain lands might be placed in the mark et at t
one season and realize more than they would at another S
season; we cannot tell, at this great d istancc, in what dircc- t

tion the tide of immigration flows, and I am exceedingy h
anxious, as we are adding Province after Province to this r
Dominion, ithat each Province should bc placed in such a w
financial position as to be entirely indepouJe;ît cf the Gov- I
ernment, and I am exceedingly anxious too that we should 
now consider carefully the policy we inend to purSuo in c
regard to these Provinces. The wihole syster should be i
careftilly considered, and I will be prepared, under reason- t

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

able circumstances, to givo my hearty support to any scheme
that would give the Province of Manitoba control of its
own lands, subject to such dimin-ations as might be noces-
sary to make up for the expenditure already increased by
the Dominion in the purchase of the North West Territory
and the settlemeînt of ie country. The Province of Ontario
last year basl a revenue of $838,000 from woods and forests.
How inuch revenue the Province of Manitoba could derive
from ithe sanie source we do not know, but if she had that
source of revenue, she might not be obliged to petition us
for assistance for hei- deplcted Treasury. I wotqd suggest
that the matter should Uc delayed in order that it might be
more carefully considered; but I suppose delay is impos-
sible under thie present circumstances; and as the Minister
promises to give us more information on the third reading
of the Bill, I wil! withhold further criticism until I am able
to judge what line should be taken, not only in the interests
of the Domninian, but in the interests of Manitoba herself.

Mr. FLUMB. I do not intend to discuss this Bill, but I
desirc to notice a point made by the hon. member for
Lanbton. Those who were in the flouse during the period
when Lhe hon. gentlemen opposite were in power, will
reiemùber what course was pursued in regard te one of the
most inpoitaun measures ever brought befo-e this flouse.
The hon. gentleman who thon led the House, brought
before Parliaiment a 11ill relating to the Pacific Railway, on
the ot of May, 1874. He stifled discussion upon those
resolutions by his overbearing majority. The Bill was
iitrodeced on the 12th of May, and the second reading took

on the 19th of May; and everybody then in the
House knows how discussion on that Bill, on the Opposition
sde, was choked down, and how the Bill was passed under
win p and spur, long after midnight by tbe use of the
mchanîical najority of the hon. member for Lambton. The
ilouse prorogued on the 25th of May. For three days
prior to prorotion it was merely kept together to
receive Bils from the Senate. It does net then lie
iii tUe hon. geitleman's mouth to talk about the late intro-
ductiou cf Bils this Session. Everybody knows, who has
watched the proceedings of this Session, that we have not
attempted to nake reprisals for the treatment we received
from hoTn. gentlemen opposite when in power. Everybody
knows tait the largest latitude and liberty bas been given
them. Wc me ht well haveretorted upon those hon.gentle-
men what was sid b cy the hon. member for Lambton on one
cea-ion, when a bon. mnember, then iin the minority, in his
perfect right, rose to discuss a question in respect to a reso-
lution hob had offered; when ho had made an address in the
first instance -not a long one-and when ho attempted to
speak again on bis amendment, and when the bon. gentle-
man withb his mechanical majority tried to silence him, the
bon. leader of the thon Opposition remonstrated, and told
the hon. nieniber for Lambton that it was unfair to use his
majority for such a disgraceful purpose. The hon. gentle-
man said: "Oh, yes, I acknowledge tUe hon. gentleman is
in his right-he bas made an amendment-he had a right
to spcak, but ho has already spoken on the main question,
and our people have not the patience to listen to the repeti-
tion of speeches day after day." Whathave we been listening
to ? Thero never was anything so monotonous as the
speeches from the opposite side. This Session we have had
he sanie statements that we have. heard repeated every
Session since 1879, a re-hash of stale speeches over and over
again, the same discussions, the rolling of the stone up the
illi like that of Sysiphus rolling down again, and the same
olling up again with precisely the same results; and yet
we have sat here day after day and listened to those tiresome
harangues wi Yout losing patience which hasbeen sadlytried.
We have seen hon. gentlemen with speeches prepared
omne to the front and read thenm with the moist unblish-
ng effrontory, and the hon. leader of the Opposition afraid
o rise unless lie spoke from a brief, which ho would read
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page after page, ready to take anybody's brief for his It is well known that the hon. gentleman is to ho trana)ated
purpose who persuaded him to accept it. I did from this honorable fouse, and that the main objectef bis
not intend to speak on the merits of this question, friends le to nid this fouse ofhis preserce. In the time of this
but to say that the Opposition have weariedi the House Legisiature, whiclile las uselessly taken up, liebas COSt
with the grossest, most insulting and tedious harangues, the country ten times more than his littie services are
day after day, and that if ever an Opposition tired the worth. It i8 welI known that the Government ha&
patience of a majority it is the present. Who is responsible crowded the business of the Session at its close. Froraday
or the House sitting to this time, and for all the delays ? t day, at the beginuing of the Session, for weeks together,

Who have made interminable speeches on all occasions, and we were hore without anything te do. The hon. leader of
kept up the discussions week after week ? The excitement the Opposition time and again complained that the Goveru-
and interruption of.hon. gentlemen opposite show that they ment measunes were not before the liuse. The hou.
are hard hit now. I will appeal to the pages of the Minister of Finance says there le ne intimation to ho given
Blansard. Though they number but fifty-five represen- by the Govenn ment as te when the Rouse ie te close. It is
tatives of the once triumphant party-that is the number to well known te the Goverument that at this season hon.
which they are reduced-the party of great promises, by their membens must go borne te attend te their various businesses,
own mismanagement, and not by any stealing of a verdict on and it le evident that the Goverument have kept back their
our part, but simply because they did not know how to con- most ebnoxious ineasures until sucl time as these measures
duct themselves when in power-if you take fansard you could net meet witl the vigorous opposition that they would
will sec that these hon. gentleman occupy as much of its otherwise meet with. We have heard a great deal this
space, or more than the whole 144 members who represent Session about organizcd hypocrisy. It las been a favorite
the triumphant majority on this side. We bave let them cny of tle Goverument te charge the Opposition with
have full swing, as a rule. Now and thon, of course, when a organized lypocrisy. If ever lypecnisy was organizel, it
bumptious speaker gets up on the opposite side late at night le organized by hon. gentlemen opposite. Notwithstauding
there may have been some expressions of dissatisfaction; thein cry that the National Policy is a great succes, tley
that is usual and quite parliamentary. But we can are driven t bring down resolutions which show tley have
remember that during the rule of the late Premier ne faith lu their own professions. Tbey cere down witlia
the contemptuous and insulting playing of the jewsharp change lu the Tarif by taking the duty off tea and coffi
by one of his colleagues, and the blowing of penny as a bribe te the people on the eve ofthe elections; they have
whistles, indulged in during the whole time we werethrown eut a paltry bait to the fishermen, aud in order to
engaged in discharging our duty as members of Her gain falifax they have given a large vote for an elevator
Majesty's loyal Opposition. We have never adopted in that city; and we find after ail this their gerrymandering
the shrieking system of hon. gentlemen opposite, who Bil. If even there was lypocnisy, it is the hypocrisy
are now wincing under our hard knocks. Night afterwhich hon. gentlemen oppos te exhibit lu every move.
night the then leader of the Government would say, I can- Resolutious agrced te and reported.
not control my men, while hounding them on. I remember Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY introduced Bil (No. 162) for
once in the middle of a mest important debate, one of that
gentleman's followers danced a jig te the amusement of the tecrinceodu i tai
mImbtrs on the back benches and danced himiesfnuteofl no nta .
the flouse. I repat the Opposition is fesponsible for ail the Bilh read the first time.
delfys ard lise of time this Session. Evnoybody knows
that many GoveLnment measures could net be introeauced SEAMEN'S AeO F 1873.
Whii the supplies wene being voted, and that it is the iret Mn. MtLELANt moved that the iouse again resolve itseif
duty of the Goverument te socure the veting of the sup. into Committec of the Whole on Bill (No. 135)
plies. IL was the dty of the Government te ot as they te amnd Chapter 29, 38tl Victoria, itituled: An Act te
have donc. Lt dees net become the member for Lambton, extend certain provisions of IlThe Seamen',s Act, 1873," to
who-introduced hie Pacific Raicway resolutions within five vessels empoyed uin navigating the Inlaud Waters of Canada,
or six days of the regular demise of the ouse, and forced at e e o te weeoe
us te accept tle whethen we would or net, te utter thea twe er deere wthe o letiong tole d. ge ho eaen of
neproaclies we have heard. J have heard him boast on pub Iother pers o epaoadaon aboar emesarino th
lic platforsi that that Bnnrer was amended, that theren ta e
nover was a comma even changed. Why? Because hie Motion agreed to; er flouse resolved .itelf Into Cen.

Mnocioanicafnmajoaityntefcsedteemear any membei on the mittec.
opposite, side. J meoly rose te recait some reminiscences (lu the Oommittee.)
of the old days which many ofbmyyo. ftiendh know tothing
of, aud others are apt te forget. But I arndetenmiued that Mr. McLELN. Wheon we went into Committee a fow
ne sucl statements shal be made by hou. gentlemen OPP me days ago, J mpoposed an amendment thatevamon' iesse,
site, unless they are brougit face te face with their old should be the iret haim o mortgaged ships. The bBiahi
recmrd. oiginally intnoduced made proviion for the collectionuf

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Invernee,;s). The remarke of the wages aud for the attaching of vessels. it t propoed i
hon, gentleman who lias just sat down nemind me of a the iretclause of the Bi as altered te restoret estatoif
certain personaze reproving sin, wlien le lectures any lion. thinge- whicli exieted under the general Âct, an~d J propms
gentleman on this side for taking up the time of this iose. t a bod the wordgaIzwages a pringsfter he pafssage of the
If there is any hou. gentleman luthislouse who lias made Actr" so that the Bi will net affect tes now lpoitigatio.
hmegf obaoxinszohiud an fbvtrction te business, bfyeery is a ae
long and frequent speeches since tlie day lie enteed the uer ze B bhon. gentlemen oe . Nodpptithaig
lieuse, iL l that ion. gentleman.Lt je not only in Vhis flouse no eir btt Lte Naion Penlincos areat ctessThey
that we are anoyed by hie meaninglesaplatitudes.rLuthe ntdpen te cenown souning ewh the y T

n tiommittee as wnoltnnt many days ago, that houogentlemanm
had the presruptinsud the ill-breeding Letellveryhon. g Mr. MoLELaN. I ndrstand fre duo fe nwdo coe
gentleman on that Committeo that ho wouid stand there this amedment that action hs bfeel brougit aginat
and speak, dospite the efforts of boLl hie fricude and eppon-towners of vassols, and si o te f iemen" in orde to
enta tenake hlmait down andhow the binesste go o in. trantfitrre4 and in d fteh r al thitmirgerry4deingw
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fbllow the vessel although she had been sold two or three
times.

Mr. McCALLUM. At this time, the spring of the year,
you will not find many wages remaining unpaid since last
year.

On clause 2,
Mr. BLAKE. "-Recover their wages." That is recover-

ing their wages otherwise than in rem.
Mr. McLELAN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Is it intended, then, that the seamen shall

have a remedy to recover their wages in a Maritime Court
and also in arother Court?

Mr. McLELAN. It is intended they shall have the same
remedies as provided in the Seamens' Act of 1873, and they
shall have the remedy in rern. as well.

On clause 4,
Mr. McCALLUM. This was not in the first Aet. It is

giving the proference to mortgagees in case of accidents or
collision. I think it would bo much better if this clause
were struck out. Supposing a vessel is shipwrecked on the
lake shore, and a man goes to ber assistance and saves her,
if the vessel is mortgaged that man will not get his puy.

Mr. McLELAN. This alteration I found in the other
Bill, and it was agreed to by the shipowners of Ontario. I
would have preferred to drop the clause.

Mr. BLAKE. The shipowners of Ontario may have an
interest different from that of the mortgagees. It is well
we should consider what the real foundation of the clause is.

Mr. McLELAN. I was about to say that, looking at the
clause as it stands, I should think it was but just, in the
interest of the shipping itself, that the clause should be
thrown out. As the shipowners and those interested in
Ontario have suggested that it be dropped now, I move
tLat il be struck out.

Mr. McCALLUM. I would say that no honest man can
have anything against the interests of the shipowners. If a
vessel gets into trouble, and the master calls for assistance,
of course the men who render that assistance know that
they can collect their pay.

Mr. BLAKE. I ngree with the hon. gentleman that there
eau be no justitication mi putting any claims above those
of the nature of salvage claims. Of course, it is in the
interest of the mortgagee that the vessel should be saved,
and therefore I would have no reluctance in saying that
the salvage claims should stand uppermost. What saves
the ship must be to the advantage of all interests.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

HARBOR AND RIVER POLICE.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
107) respecting the Harbor and River Police of Canada.t
Re said: The object of the Bill is to establish harbor and
river police at Montreal and Quebec. This force has
exis tedfor a number of years, but doubts have existed as to
the authority for establishing that force. It was originally c
appointed by the Governor General in Council, and legisla-
trion that has been had in respect to it bas proceeded on the&
supposition that authority had been given ; but asf
the force became more important it was necessary 6
to define clearly the authority to appoint it, and d
to place that authority in the hands of the Gov- t
ernor in Council. It is also propoeed that the authority t
under which the force was acting should be increased, and t
that a Judge of the Superior Court should have power to
try cases brought before them by the police, either at Mon- w
treal or Quebec. At present the Police Magistrate and in
Judge of Sessions and Stipendiary Magistrate are all C

Mr. MOLEa."

represented by one person at the port of Quebec, so that in
case he is absent there is no person to try cases, and in
order to avoid this difficulty it is proposed to add a Superior
Court Judge.

Bill read the second time ; and flouse resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MoLELAN. With regard to the first clause, I may
say that it is intended that the operations of the Bill may
be extended to other ports iu Canada, and that it is done lu
order that the force may be sent down the Lower St. Law-
rence in case disturbances should occur. That power has
been rendered necessary by the fact that mutinies bave
occurred on vessels outside of the port of Quebec.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the Bill was merely designed to
place in more regular form the votes which have been
passed for the support of this force ever since Confederation.
The hon. gentleman uses the words in the Bill "l Harbor and
River Police of Canada." Now, Sir, we have consented
time after time under protest, to the establishment of a
harbor and river police force at Montreal and Quebec, but
it seems to me that if we are to have such a force they should
be confined to these places, and possibly to the River and
Gulf of St. Lawrence. We are now proposing, however
unnecessarily, to establish a harbor and river police force,
which shall have an indefinite juirisdiction over the whole-of
Canada. The hon. gentleman says that he asks for that
power, but he does not intend to use it; but I think it is a
power objectionable to be asked for. It is beyond the
scope of the hon. gentleman's necessities as ho explained
them. If the hon. gentleman wants to give this force
jarisdiction over the Gulf of St. Lawrence let him say
" suchdparts of the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence as may be
defined by the Governor in Conneil.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman complains that the
ground covered by the Bill is too much, but the intention is
to confine the exercise of that power to the St. Lawrence
and the navigable rivers flowing into it. It might be desir-
able to send the force a long distance below Quebec, and it
is well, therefore, that we should have the power to send
them there, or to some of the navigable rivers flowing into
the St. Lawrence.

Mr. BLAKE. Well, that might be defined in so many
words without giving the general power.

'Mr. MLELAN. I have no objection to making the
amendment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I fear that the words sug-
gested by the hon. gentleman will not be sufficient, because
these sailors may go upon the shore, into villages, or into
country ports, or upon the wharves of cities. It is noces-
sary, too, that they should be able to arrest persons and
take them to port.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps those words will not cover the
ground, but I took the words suggested by the Minister.
The difficulty might be obviated by saying "at towns and
cities and the shores thereof."

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think that we
hould limit the power when the intention is expressed in
he Bill, and the exact power must be defined by the
Governor in Council. An Order in Council may be brought
Lown next Session to hon. members and laid on the Table, so
hat they may see how far the power has been used. I
hink it would be better to leave the Bill as it is.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman's suggestion comports
vith his general view of leaving everything to the Governor
n Council. IHe says the Governor in Council will define it.
annot we define it ? Is there any greater difficulty in this
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Parliament defining it, than the Governor in Council
defining it? Is not the Council here? What I object to is
that the Governor in Council shall b given an unnecessary
power, a power infinitely larger than the necessities of the
case could possibly require, and that we should place on
the Statute-book a law creating a force with authority and
jurisdiction from one end of the Dominion to the other.
That should not be possible under the law. It is not
required by the necessities of the case. Whatever way in
which you define the territories in a day or two, it is as easy
to define them now.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. So far as the powers of the
Governor in Council are concerned, I agree, and I have
always agreed with the hon. gentleman, that we should do
here as much of the legislation of the country as we can ;
but the hon. gentleman knows that we cannot attend to all
the details of our legislation-that a great many, of these
details have to be afterwards defincd by Order in Council,
because cases will sometimes arise requiring an immediate
change.

Mr. BLAKE. I would suggest Ithat yon should say
"such territories adjacent thereto as may be defined by the
Governor in Council."

Mr. McLELAN. I think it is botter, as the Bill says, to
lot the Governor in Council define the jurisdiction of the
police after full enquiry. These men are sometimes
obliged to pursue criminals in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence
and elsewhere, and if the hon. gentleman's proposition
were adopted, they would be prevented from doing that.

Mr. CAIRON. It has become necessary on more than one
occasion for the river and water police to follow and arrest
prisoners entirely outside of the territory adjacent to Mon-
treal or Quebec. I have known cases in which they had to
go to Toronto or Hamilton to arrest prisoners. I can
readily understand how inconvenient it would be to give
them jurisdiction beyond a reasonable limit. They are
specially appointed for the barbor of Montreal and the
harbor of Quebec; but to carry out their duty they are
sometimes required to go elsewhere, and I think it is noces-
sary to leave the Bill as it stands. I cannot see how the
expression, "territories adjacent thereto," could meet the
case I have mentioned.

Mr. BLAKE. I quite admit that the words do not meet
the case of an arrest in Toronto or Hamilton. I do not
want that they should. I object emphatically to sucb an
extension of the functions of this Government as that they
should be able to send these harbor police to arrest crim-
inals at such a distance. This whole provision for harbor
police for Montreal and Quebec is an excrescence; it is
exceptional legislation which bas been objected to from
time to time; but, as I have said, I do not intend to object
to putting on the Statute-book a provision which bas been
carried out since Confederation. But to give the Govern-
ment power to send their police to arrest criminals in the
Province of Ontario would be largely to subvert our Consti-
tution, which gives the administration of criminal law to
the Provinces. If a sailor is to be arrested in Toronto or
Hamilton, or at any other port so remote from the scene of
the labors of this police force, let it be done by the ordi-
nary machinery of the Province just as a murderer or a
thief is arrested.

Mr. McLELAN. If you insert the phrase, "and terri-
tories adjacent thereto," the question would arise: Where
is the territory adjacent thereto ? The River St. Lawrence
extends into the Province of Ontario. I think it is botter
to leave the clause as it stands. I think that under this
Bill, which provides that the territory in which the police
shall have jurisdiction will be defined by Order in Council,
the force will work more satisfactorily than at presont,

Mr. KILLAM. No doubt.it would be more satisfactory
to bave everything done by Order in Council than by Act
of Parliament. When this law was introduced it was
owing to the exceptional circumstances of the harbors of
Montreal and Quebec, and I hold very strongly that the
jarisdiction of the force should be limited strictly to what
was intended when the provision was first passed for estab-
lishing this force.

Mr. McDOUGALL. I join entirely with the view ex-
pressed by the hon. member for West Durham, that this is
an encroachment, an assertion of power, for the first time
under my notice, and I think it might be well to insert the
words: "such parts of the Province of Quebec," which
would confine the jurisdiction to that Province. The harbors
of Montreal and Quebec are great national harbors, and
ever since Confederation they have been dealt with excep-
tionally, and I see no objection to regulating the jurisdiction
of this police force by the authority of an Act; but I have
very strong objections to our asserting in an Act of Parlia-
ment that we are extending it all over Canada.

Mr. McLELAN. I think the hon. gentleman's proposed
amendment will meet all the objections-jurisdiction over
such parts of the Province of Quebec as may be defined by
the Governor in Council.

Mr. OUIET. This proposal is as objectionable to
Quebec as it would be to Ontario. If yon limit the
jurisdiction of the superintendent of police, it might be all
right. We in Quebec have no more love for the interference
of Dominion authorities than bas Ontario, and as we have
our own means of carrying out the Criminal Law, it would
be unfair to leave the flouse to think that we want some
extra jurisdiction, which is resisted by the other Provinces.
We wish to be treated as well as the other Provinces. I
object to Quebec being placed under the jurisdiction of the
Privy Council, and to its being enabled to send its police
everywhere through the Province to arrest criminals,
whom our own police can capture as well.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think my hon. friend has
lost sight of the fact that those Boards of Police are in the
Province of Quebec, in the harbors of Montreal and Quebec;
and it is not proposed, nor will the Act empower the
authorities at Ottawa to order the police to go over the
whole Province, but only to such parts as the Governor in
Council may decide as necessary for the purposes of the law.
There ts a reason for applying this*Bill to the Province of
Quebec, which does not exist as regards Ontario. The
harbors of Montreal and Quebec are within that Province;
and a force bas been required and provided to sustain the
law at those ports.

Mr. OUIMET. The Governor in Council will be em-
powered to use their police to arrest a man in any part of
our Province if they think proper to do so. We do not
want such a power; but only that the power bo limited to
those ports for the maintenance of the peace and the arrest
of criminals within their limits. If a criminal flee from
those ports and the jurisdiction of their police, our local
police officer may be enpowered to arrest them. I protest
against singling out the Province of Quebec for this legisia-
tion,

Mr. MeLELAN. There is no other Province in the
Dominion visited by so much shipping, and the Bill is for
the regulation, not of the inhabitants of Quebec, but of the
foreigners visiting those ports-for the preservation of peace
and ordor among the large body of sailors. As the force is
specially for Montreal and Quobec, it should have jurisdio-
tion over such adjacent territories as may be defined by the'
Governor in Council.

Mr. BLAKE. I should like to know whether it is intended
to make the harbor and river police of Montreal and Quebec
one force, or to have the force at each port adistirnçt organ.
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ization; whether it is intended to have a separate superin-
tendent for each, or one supeirintendent with jurisdiction at
one port, with an assistant at the other port, and how many
officers it has proposed to appoint?

Mr. McLE LAN. At present there is a superintendent at
each port, though the police are considered one force. It a
difficulty occurs at Montreal or Quebec, the whole of the
men may be concentrated at either port to preserve order.

Mr. BLAKE. How many mon are there?
Mr. MoLELAN. About seventy; forty at Quebec, and

thirty at Montreal.
Mr. BLAKE. ls not that number increased?
Mr. McLELAN. No.
Mr. CARON. There is a reduction.
Mr. MoLELAN. There is a superintendent at Montreal

and another at Quebec, which arrangement is to be
continued.

Mr. BLAKE. Is each to have independent authority ?
Mr. McLELAN. Each superintendent has authorityover

the mon with him.
Mr. MACKENZ[E. Were there no temporary additions

made to the force last year, in consequence of the labor
troubles ?

Mr. McLELAN. I think eight or ton men were added
to the Montreal force; eight or ten of the Quebec men have
been ordered up to Montreal during the last few days. The
same number are engaged at Montreal as in former years.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have often contended that we should
wash our hands clear of this business; that it is entirely out
of our province to take charge of the domestic affairs of the
Montreal or Quebec harbors. We should relegate this duty
either to the municipal or provincial authorities.

Mr. AMYOT. Why does not the member for Gloucester
ask the ports of Montreal and Quebec to pay the Custom
house officers and all the expenses necessary for the com-
merce of those cities? It is a strange statement that the
payment for the public services at those harbors is a
domestie affair. If we do the country any immense service
by those harbors, I think it is the first duty of the country
to pay such expenses.

Mr. ANGLIN. I thipk the hon. gentleman is miatakeni
they are paid now differently from what he supposes.

Mr. BLAKE. The clause was to be amended.
Mr. MoLELAN. Yes; I move it be amended so as to

include those words-" jurisdiction over such part or parts
of the Province of Quebec as may be defined."

On clause 2-
Mr. BLAKE. This gives unlimited power to the

Governor in Couneil to appoint harbor and river police.
Such a thing was never done before. When the Mounted
Police were appointed the number was limited, and when
an increase was proposed the maximum was made 500.

Mr. McLELAN. We do not know what the emergency
may be. We may at any time find it necessary to increase
the force temporarily for a few days.

Mr. BLAKE. A maximum number should then be fixed
in case of an emergency. I do not see why we should
depart from the rule adopted with regard to the Civil Service
and the Mounted Police. Why should unlimited powers be
given to the Government on water any more than on land ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman's
promises are entirely unsound. The hon. gentleman fails
to see a distinction between this force and the ordinary
Civil Service.

Mr. BLAKE. I spoke of the Mounted Police.
Mfr. BIE.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman said he
did not see why this was different from the Civil Service.
There is a great difference between the two as there is also
between the Mounted Police force and this force. The
courso the hon. gentleman proposes would be a mischievious
one. What you want is the smallest police force
with which to perform the ordinary service. If provision
is made that only so many men may be appointed to the
harbor police force, you will enable persons to organize
strikes in sufficient force so as to overwhelm this maximum
of police force, which cannot be exceeded.; while, on the
other hand, if the number is left unlimited it may be at any
time made sufficiently strong to quell any disturbance they
may be able to make.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. BLAKE. I was observing, when the louse rose,
that the force in question, has been in existence since a date
before Confederation, and that, therefore, the nominal
strength of the force necessary for the attainment of its
ordinary objects, has been well ascertained by the experience
of the years that have elapsed since 1867. It is now well
known what the existing state of the commerce in Quebec
and Montreal requires should be the number of this force.
I donot propose that the Minister should be authorized to
arbitrarily state the exact number of the force, but that a
certain amount of elasticity should be allowed. I suggested
even as many as ten, in excess of what the hon. gentleman
knows from the experience of the last few years, as the
amount of the force required at this time-not
that that would mean that ten should be appointed in
excess to what are required, but that the increase
might be made when the necessity arose. As to the
extraordinary purposes of the force, the hon. Minister of
Railways suggested that a limitation of temporary appoint-
ments would lead probably to the disturbers of the peace
gathering together in force enough to overcome the
maximum. That is easily got rid of bynot establishing the
maximum, but by leaving it to the discretion of the magis-
trates. I am of the opinion, and I think the Committee
agree with the opinion, that if we are called upon to organize
this force, its normal condition, its standing as an ordinary
and permanent police force, its officers and the salaries,
ought to be fixed by the Bill, as in the case of the Mounted
Police-I do not mean the exact salaries, but the maximum
salaries. The present clauses leave everything, in
all these particulars of organization, as vague as they are
left to-day, although the hon. gentleman justifies the intro-
duction of the Bill upon the ground that it is expedient to
put formally in the shape of a Statute the opinion of Parlia-
ment as to the constitutional force.

Mr. MeLELAN. The force has been in existence for
forty years, and I think no person will contend that the
power to appoint has been abused. The strength has always
been required according to the roquirements of the time,
and I think we should leave it where it is, in the discretion
of the Minister. The extent of territory over which they
have to operate is increasing, and perhaps the number may
require to be slightly increased.

Mr. DESJARDINS (in French). Mr. Speaker, if any
complaint has come from Montreal, it is to the effect that
Montreal has not, in comparison with its extent, a sufficient
police force to protect its wharves. I do not think that the
water police's position can be compared to that of the
mounted police. It is well known that at a given time an
organized body of laborers can put to flight the small body
of police now existing, and if the Government has not the
power to increase it at once in a reasonable proportion, it
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might as well be abolished at once, for in many instances
it wili be really inefficient. I think that the latitude
asked for by the Government is reasonable and that it
should be granted.

Mr. McLENNANX. I think it is a mistake to suppose
that this police force bears any resemblance to the Mounted
Police or any other system of preserving the peace that we
ordinarily use. This is a special service for the protection
of a special interest, and that objeet can only be attained by
placing the fullest powers in the hands of the Government
to apply this force in any measure and at any time when it
happens to be required, to determine on some fixed body that
we would be able to incite into an active and efficient force.
Parliament would destroy that efficiency and it would fail to
meet the very pressing necessities for which this force is
brought into use, that is to preserve the peace in the harbor of
Montreal at a time when a Ship-laborers' Union is creating
a disturbance and requires to be deait with promptly. It is
not a charge upon the public; the special object of the Act
is to legalize and bring within the operation of the law this
necessary provision for the protection of this interest, and
unless it is applied as it is proposed, and in which it has
been proposed by the hon. Minister after advising with the
parties concerned. it will simply fail of its effect.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that clause 4 be struck out.
Mr. MoLENNAN. Before this is done, I would expostu-

late with the Minister. Every word I have said applies
generally to the character of the force and is an argument
that the superintendent of this force should have some
power of acting. I am told that when there are thirty men in
the force on duty in the harbor of Montreal, taking from
that number the men who are on duty at the station, and
those required in other ways, there is about one man per mile
left on active duty. The only way to increase the cfficiency
of this force and to overawe those who organize for evil is
to give some magisterial authority to the superintendent of
the force. I do not know that it is an extraordinary
provision. I presume the arguments used when this clause
was inserted in the Bill were sufficient to convince the
Minister of its necessity; I think they exist still, although
perhaps the power proposed to be given is perhaps too
great, but some power should be given to the superinten-
dent to act judicially.

Amendment agreed to.
On clause 8,
Mr. BLAKE. The Act 31 Victoria, respecting the

Harbor Police, which is repealed by this Act, provides for
further levying of a tonnage tax; but it provided further
for the application of that tax towards the maintenance of
the Harbor River Police. Now the hon. gentlemen proposes
simply that these tonnage dues shall sim.ply form part of
the general revenue.

Mr. MOLELAN. It is the same for the old Act.
Mr. BLAKE. That part of the old Act which provides

that the tax shall be applied specifically for the keeping up
of the Harbor and River Police is entiroly struck out. My
opinion is that the tax should be adequate to the mainte-
nanco of the force, and should apply to the maintenance of
the force, and that a return should be brought down to
Parliament every year, as at present, showing the amount
of the tax, what the expenses of the force have been, and
how the balance stands.

Mr. MoLELAN. The old practice of allowing the money
to be drawn from the Receiver-General by the proper
officer no longer obtains, but money is voted in the usual way
in the Estimates. The return made every year will show
the amount of money received, and other transactions.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not advocate a return to the old cus-
tom of drawing the money from the Receiver-General's

hands ; but what I object to is that the old plan of specifi-
cally applying that tax to the keeping up of the force is
done away with by this Bill.

Mr. McLELAN . I have no objection to adding to the
10th clause, words to the effect that a return should be
made to Parliament.

Amendment agreed to.
On clause 8,
Mr. McCUAIG. It often happens that the Upper

Canada mail steamers arrive at Montreal about the time
that the steamer for Quebec is leaving, and passengers and
so forth are simply transferred from one boat to the other.
I wish to know if the Upper Canadian. boat has to pay the
harbor dues in such a case.

Mr. MoLELAN. There is no change affecting that point
in the present Bill.

Bill reported, read"the third time and passed.

HARBOR OF ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK:

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee to consider certain proposed
resolutions to provide for the appointment of certain Cor-
missioners for the improvement and management of the
harbor of St. John, New Brunswick.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itseolf into Com.
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These resolutions, except
the name, are similar to the resolutions submitted to the
louse the other day respecting the Harbor Commission

of Three Rivers, and the Bill which will follow the adoption
of these resolutions is based on the Bill which was thon
passed. There will be five Commissioners, as in the other
case: one will be appointed by the City Council of St. John,
another by the Board of Trade of St. John, and the three
others, including the chairman, by the Government.

Mr. AÍoGLIN. I, myself, have for a long time been
opposed to the proposal to place the harbor of St. John
under a Commission, because I do not believe such a change
in the management of that harbor is either necessary or
desirable. Our harbor is now very fairly managed. We
have ample accommodation at present for all the trade of
the port. There is no necessity for the erection of new
wharves or for any very extensive improvements in oder
to enable us to do all the business we at present have or are
likely to have for several years. This proposal,
in different aspects, bas been talked of in the city
of St. John from time to time, but the talk bas been
confined usually to small circles. Tbe Board of Trade is a
very small body indeed, having on its list of members com-
paratively few of the merchants and business men of the
city, and a yet smaller number attend its meetings. The
largest numýber that ever attended its meetings could easily
be accommodated in a very small room. The members of
the Common Council, on the other hand, have had theirown
peculiar views on this subject. They have been desirous of
disposing of a quantity of corporation property lying con-
tiguous to the harbor, and of getting control of the money
to be raised by selling this property to the Commissioners.
Should this project be realized, it would be nocessary to
state that the moneys advanced by the Government shall
really be appropriated to benefitting St. John-that the
money shall not bo left at the absolute disposal of the Com-
mon Council-that it shall not have discretionary power as
to the manner in which the money so raised shall be
invested What the present project is, strange to say, the
people of St. John do not know, never having been consulted.
Only the few promoters of this scheme know anything ef
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its provisions. The members for the county and I, myself,
have not been able to answer the questions put us by parties
interested in St. John with reference to this project; and
gentlemen here representing the wharf owners, until a day
or two ago, had no idea of its character. They were never
consulted as to the project which the Government
have carried out and which must materially affect

their interests. The people in St. John interested
in this measure-which is of the character of a private
Bill-should have had an opportunity of forming and
expressing an opinion upon it. They regard the clan-
destine project with alarm. Fully two-thirds of the whole
harbor of St. John, on the east side, on which nearly all our
deep-watered wharves are settled, is the property of private
individuals. In the lower part of the harbor the Govern-
ment have erected large wharves, and further up the
Corporation have some deep-water wharves. Then we come
to the Custom House wharf, from which, up to Rodden's
wharf and Rankin's wharf, at the heâd of the harbor, the
whole property is private, except one or two properties
owned by the Corporation. The value of this private pro-
perty will be very seriously affected by nur proposed legis-
lation. Harbor Commissioners, as might be expected,
would regulate the business of-the harbor from the private
wharves to those under their control. I believe that
representatives of those private owners are here at
present to ask either that this matter be postponed, so
that the wishes of the people may be fairly expressed upon
it, or that at all events due regard be had to their private
interests. They urge that if this measure is to be passed
against their strongest remonstrances and despite their
serious apprehensions, that the Commissioners be required
to take over this private property again at a fair and
reasonable value, to be determined by any proper mode the
House may choose to adopt. I think that is but a reason-
able demand, but it is more reasonable to ask that the
whole matter should stand over till the people of St. John
have had an opportunity of pronouncing upon it, when, next
year, Parliament, if so disposed might carry out the well-
understood wishes of the people, and not the wishes of some
parties working for purposes not understood by *ose whom
they pretend to represent.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman explain
the present position of the harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The second resolution is the
money clause. The harbor of St. John belongs to the city
by the charter given to it years ago. Some of the wharves
belong to private individuals who own them, or the land
on which they have been built, and for which
they pay to the city a yearly rent. Tho pro-
posal is that the property belonging to the city
shall be transferred to the Harbor Commissioners. That
property has a revenue of between $30,000 and 833,000 a year.

Mr. ANGLIN. Do you include in that what are known
as harbor dues ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; and the revenue from the
fisheries belonging to the city. The proposition is that the
Government should advance to that trust, as they have doue
in Montreal for the deepening of the channel, and in Quebec
for the graving dock, say $500,000 to the Harbor Commis-
sioners, at 4 per cent. to pay for that property, and they
will raise besides $20,000 at the same rate to go on with the
improvements of the harbor. The hon. gentleman who has
just taken his seat seems to think this is a new
scheme of which the citizens of St. John know
nothing; that it has been decided by a corner meeting.
This, on the contrary, is a project that has been before the
city of St. John since 1874. The hon. gentleman says that
there have been no complaints there, and that no improve-
ments are required. I do not know where the hon.
gentleman has been during that time, but I know that when

Kr. ANoGL.

I went to St. John, the citizens of both parties were unani-
mous in declaring tha.t large improvements were required.
He knows perfectly well that the Dominion Government
have made large expenditures for the breakwater at
Negro Point. The people of St. John held that it
was a Dominion work., being for the protection of
an important harbor; but, on the other hand, as
spirited men who know they should help themselves, as
well as call upon the Government to help them, that other
improvements were required which they should aid in mak-
ing, therefore, they said: "Let us have a property on which
we can obtain money, and we well administer this pro-
perty." I am astonished that an hon. gentleman hailing
from St. John should have objected to that scheme.
The hon. gentleman says we must not trust the
Council of St. John. I am surprised that he will not
trust the people of St. John who have elected that Council,
which we must suppose, having been elected by the people,
has their confidence, and will not use their money in any
other way than that provided by law. The hon.gentleman,
who understands constitutional principles, must know that
if we purchase that property from the city, we have no
conditions to make as to the disposal of the money, which
is theirs once we have paid it to the citv. I think the
scheme is a good one. It will enable the Harbor Commis-
sion to make the necessary improvements to the harbor,
and, on the other hand, the Government will be safe, because,
by the provisions of the Bill, the Government will take care
that the revenues of the harbor, after the expenditure con-
nected with its collection, are forthcoming to pay the
interest. The hon. gentleman says we must be careful not
to interferewith private property. We are not taking private
property. The revenues coming into the city from it, and due
to the city, are to be transferred to the Commission, as well
as the property of the harbor; but without reference at all
to the complete acceptance of the property belong-
ing to private individuals, the question whether
we should provide for the purchase of that pro-
perty nolens volens from the proprietors of those
lots is a different question. We have provided
in the Bill in the first instance, that the Commission may
purchase these private properties after coming to an arrange-
ment with the proprietors. The question now is whether
we should go a step further, and give the Commission the
right to purchase the property, as the hon. gentleman
suggests, whether the owners are willing to sell or not.
That question will be decided when we come to the second
reading of the Bill. I am informed that the local Act of
the New Brunswick Legislature provides that the money
shall be appliedto pay the debt of the city, therefore the
hon. gentleman's fears must entirely disappear. On the
one hand, the money will be paid to the city, and the law of
New Brunswick says what the City Council shall do with
that meney.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. Minister tell us what im-
provements are to be made that will cost $250,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Harbor Commission,
after being incorporated, will decide what the improvements
shall be. It is not for us to prescribe what improvements
the Commission shall make. The hon. gentleman will see
that if the Commission desires to purchase property they
will have to secure the sanction of the Governor in Council.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The Bill [regulating the 'Harbor
Commission at Quebec provides that no works can be under-
taken without the approval of the Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman is cor-
rect as to the large docks at the mouth of the River St.
Charles, and the graving dock on the side of the harbor.

Mr. MAÇKENZIE. I think the same provision ought to
be here. The hon. gentleman should have given the House
some statement of what was to be done with the money.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think so. The But theraeis this difficulty about that: that only a emall

money muet be put at their disposai for the construction of portion of that debt is likely to become due within the
the necessary works; of course, the Government will have next year or two, that a great many of the bonds have ton
to see that the money is expended for the purpose for which years to run, and in some cases as long as thirty years. If
it is voted. As to the suggestion that the sanction of the this money is paid over to the Corporation now they will
Governor in Council should be obtained for the construc- have to invest it somewhere at a lower rate than 4 per cent.,
tion of the works, that will receive my attention before the in order to derive any profit from it. The only profit
second reading. arising out of it for some years to come will be the differ-

Sir RICHARD'J. CARTWRIGHT. The 'hon. Minister once between the rate of intereat at 4 per cent. charged by
laid some stress upon the fact that this money was to be the Government, and the rate at, which the city could
expended, or at least obtained, on the request of the borrow money to-day to pay off the indebtedness as it
Municipal Council of St. John. Now, as a matter accrued. That certainly will not be over 5 per cent., or
of course, a requisition from the Municipal Council thore will be saving of 1 per cent. and that only upon such
of St. John is entitled to all reasonable respect; amount as the Corporation will in the meantime be able to
but I would like to know whether it was under- pay off, and that 1 por cent. will be swallowed three times
stood, when those gentlemen were elected, that this project over by the expenses of the Commission. Some of us do
was under contemplation ? Unless it was understood at not like it, because we apprehend a great deal of
the time that they were going to make a requisition on the extravagance. The hon. Minister boasts of the improve-
Government to have the money so expended, it can hardly monts to be made. 1 know something of the harbor of St,
be fair to say that in any shape or way the concurrence of John. Down the harbor large wharves are erected,
the citizens of St. John can be had to this measure. which may be considered outside the barbor; away te the

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I know that this matter has head of the harbor on the east side, where vessels requiring
been before the citizens of St. John for seven or eight years.deep water can lie at the wharves, the whole grounds are
a t hbeen ieforethecitizon conmplati for sevenorg th arcovered by wharves, and there is as much accommodationand this grant lias been lu contemplation by them for theascnb rvd.OntewtrnBeofhea.
last month at least. It bas been under discussion in theo as can h provided. On the western aide of the bar-
City Council and the Board of Trade, and bas also been bor, the Western Railway erected a wh arf at Sand
thoroughly discussed in the newspapers. Since the City Point, which I rgregt is not ruch used. On the
CucladteBadoTrdhaecmtoathorough Carleton side, there are places where suchi wharves cau beCounciland the Board of Trade have corn te a thoroug built. But the propriety of building them is a matter ofunderstanding in the matter, there has been no petitien and doubt, inasmuch as the harbor, which is already narrow,
no letters against the project. On the contrary, ail the would be rendered incommodious. Such extensions, for theyinformation I have is that the scheme is looked upon with would not be improvements, would rather injure the harbor
great favor by the citizens. than serve it; and I do net know that anybody contemplates

Mr. ANGLIN. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. There the work of dredging the great mud banks so as to provide
are petitions before the louse signed by hundreds of the deep-water wharves. What the improvements are, I
most respectable people of St. John, asking for postponement. venture to say, the hon. gentleman promoting the Bill

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That may be, but there is cannot himself state. A large number of wharves have
no petition against the scheme. been erected during the past few years. The Corporation

Mr. ANGLIN. Yes, there is. bas managed this business fairly well, lot it be said to their
credit. Thoy have erected large wharves and have purchased

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I beg the hon. gentleman's large properties, and have, in fact, covered ail their own
pardon. The thing bas been thoroughly discussed, and the ground with wharves of the best character. 1 am sorry
press are unanimous about it. They do not oppose it, they there ais not enough business to make thom paying proper-
do net say it is a bad scheme, but there have been a few, no tics. Last year, the hon. the Minister of Public Works was
doubt, who wish the matter postponed. I have no doubt urged te undortake various improvements in the harbor. I
that if the scheme were submitted to-morrow to the people, suppose they pointed out some improvements which it was
they would sanction it at once. This scheme will furnish tbought should have been undertaken, and which would not
money at a very low rate of interest for the improvement cost a large sum. They asked for the use of a dredge in the
of the harbor. The city of St. John loses nothing by it, barbor. There was no necessity te create a Commission to
and *ey will have, beasides, the $500,000 te pay the debt, carry out that work. If the work was a necessary
and $250,000 to dredge their harbor and make other the Common Council could carry it out, and there ais
improvements required by the trade of St. John. The hon. no necessity to effect a change in the management
gentleman says that we should purchase private properties. of the harbor. The hon. Minister should be able to tell us what
Well, in the second reading, I will be ready to say whether would be effected by the Commission, what improveiments
we shall put in a clause to that effect. are to be made, and how they are to be made. The hon.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister does not seem to be Minister bas spoken of the breakwater at Negro Point, but
aware of the fact that petitions signed by several hundreds it was undertaken as a Dominion work, and should be com-
of the business men of St. John, asking for delay in this pleted as such. A great storm damaged the work, but the
case, have been presented to this House. The principle Govern ment have undertaken the repaira. I do not know
reason they assign is that they do net know what this any other work, unless it is the wild idea of making deep-
scheme is. The hou. Minister seems to think the matter water wharves on the Carleton side. With regard to private
bas been fully discussed. I can assure him that until I property, no doubt private individualspay a small rent to the
heard bis statement here to-night, I had but a very vague Corporation, but these wharves are not the less the property
idea myself of what the scheme was teobe. It la net known. ofindividuals. It was long ago decided that while persons
There bas ben a great deal of discussion as te the propriety owning property on the banks had net the right to build
of putting the harbor under a Commission, and one of the wharves, no other person had the right to build in front of
strongest arguments in favor of any scheme ever proposed them; and, therefore, it came to this: that ail the owners of
bas always been that a large amount of money could be got property running down to deep water obtaineI from the
in that way at a less rate of interest to apply te other Corporation, perpetual leases at very low rates. The pro.
puroses; in other words, that the Dominion Government perty just as much belongs to the wharf owners as if they
could in some way be used for the purpose of enabling the hld it in fee. The hon. Minister has said that it is net
City to convert a 6 per cent. debt into a 4 per cent debt proposed to diminish the value of thle property. If the hon.
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gentleman fully understood the state of things ho would
not have made that assertion. No doubt ho intends to pro-
moto the interests of St. John, but ho does not understand
the case when he speaks in that way. The Commission
would have control of the harbor and business. They would
have directly or through their agent the right to say where
vessels would lie.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The barbor master, who is
now appointed by the City Council because the property
belongs to the city, would be appointel by the Government
as are all harbor masters, when this Bill bas passed.

Mr. ANGLIN. Then he will work lu the interests of
the Government. The owners of private property feel
they have been placed in a strange position. The hon.
Minister is entirely mistaken if ho supposes that this
project bas been discussed in St. John, that it bas ever
appeared in any newzpaper, or been heard of by more than
a dozen citizens outside of those small bodies who have
moved in the matter. When property owners came here
they found it difficult to obtain information as to what the
effect of the Bill would be. They will be placed in an
entirely different position, and if the Bill passes in its
present form, those private properties wiIl fall 25 per cent.
The House has always shown its care in protecting private
properties, and I ask the hon. Minister if ho will consent
that this measure be referred to a Committee so that repre-
sentatives of those properties may be heard before it. Some
years ago a different proposition was brought forward, under
which all private property had to be purchased and all the
harbor property piaced in the bands of a Commission. That
should be the sebeme if any scheme had to be adopted.
The Provincial Legislature, in authorizing the Common
Conucil to dispose of this money, took steps to see that pro.
vision was made for its proper application, and their
examrle should be followed by the Dominion Government.
All this money cannot be applied at once to the payment
of the debt, because the bondi are not due and the money
must in the meantime be paid over to the Corporation and
invested until the b>nds mature; and therefore the bon.
gentleman shonld see that the money is appropriated in the
way in which the Corporation professes their intention that
it should be appropriated.

Mr. DOXVILLE. My bon. friend will allow me to say
that he is mistaken in saying that this scheme is unknown
in the city of St. John, for it bas boen agitated there for
T ears. I was in the Common Council, and I waited on the
slte Government in 1877, and had interviews with them

with regard to it, and though the details of this measure
may be different, the principle of the scheme is the same.
The principle was that the harbor of St. John should be
placed under a Commission. Was it necessary that the
harbor should be taken out of the bands of the Common
Council in order that it might be made more efficient for the
public? It must be bo ne in mind that St. John harbor is
not private. It affords the means of access to the
back country in several directions, being the mouth of ariver
which drains a large arca. The mud which comes down
that river and the difficult tides which we have, together,
rendered it necessary that the harborshould be administeroed
under a botter system. A great deal of private property is
yearly losing in value for the want of dredging, which, of
course, private individuals cannot afford to carry on, and the
resuIt is that not only the owners suffer but the public of
St. John and the country at large. At one end of the
harbor there is so much property belonging to the Common'
Coancil, and in the centre sud at the other end there are
small portions in the same position, but between these there
are important and valuable private rights. The private
owners of wharves may fairly say to those in authority:
it is true we own private righs, but the interests of the
city, the intereste of its trade and of the trade of the whole

Mr. AxeuL.

Dominion stand above those rights and they are injured
because the harbor is not properly looked after. I think it
is in the interests of the publie that the harbor-should be
placed in the same position as other harbors, sncb as
Montreal and Quebeo; that it should be made a publie
harbor, maintained at the&public expense. There should be
some body who is entirely responsible for dredging it and
keeping up the wharres, for St. John is to become, as I
believe it will become, one of the ends of the great Canadian
Pacifie Railway. I for one shall try to have the eastern
end of that railway in New Brunswick, and I hope I will
have the hon. gentleman's support. We may not get this
boon all at once, but if not we must get it in pieces. That
is a part of our National Policy; that is what we were
pledged to, and my hon. friend is mistaken in saying that
putting this harbor under a Commission is not going to help
us. I care little where the money goes, because I am sure
that the ratepayers and the Government will look ont for
themselves. To-day the wharves are mortgaged by these
outstanding bonds, and before they band the money over
they will see that the liabilities are liquidated. What does
it matter what is done with the money if they get the pro-
perty into their hands at a certain and proper valuation.
With regard to the Board of Trade, I have very little com-
miseration for them. I declined years ago to meet the
Board of Trade before the late Minister of Customs and the
late Minister of Marine and Fisheries-why? Not because
I thought they were not a good body; but I say here is a
bargain between the city of St. John and the Government,
andthe Government having decided that this harbor is to
be placed under a Commission, and the city having property
to soll, it is for the city fathers, those elected by the people,
to deal with the Government, and the Goverument having
completed their arrangements with the Council may turn
round to private property holders and carry out the final
details. But while the Government were making a bargain
with the Corporation of St. John, no one bad any right to
step in and say anything regarding the city's own property.
Of course the Board of Trade, in the interest of trade, have
a right to be heard ; tbey may be right or they may be
wrong, but while they exist, and while they confine their
functions to their proper limits, we should consider what
they have to say. The hon. gentleman must not try to
make the House bolieve that this is a new scheme. It has
been long thought of, and thoughi I see many difficulties
surrounding it, 1 think it is for the best interests of St. John
and the Province generally. But we must have private rights
locked after. I am satisfied that we cannot put the harbor
into the hands of a Commission without looking after the
rights of the private wharf owners. If we were to ace a
small portion of the harbor under a Commission, the result
would be that a portion of the wharves would be free
while the rest would not. Would the ships go
to the wharves where they would have to pay ?
No, they would go to the wharves which were free.
The whole matter must resuit in this: that the taxes on the
whole port must be applied to meet the 'expenses of the
port; you may put them on tonnage duos, on export duties,
or on import duties, but the long and the short of it is that
the traffie of the harbor has to pay these dues; ani if you
improve the harbor so much more has te be paid. We
must bear in view that we must not trammel that port
with expenses, and make it too dear for the importers and
exporters; but I believe that by placing the management
of these wharves into one or two hands, instead of having a
dozen to make a living out of them, as they do to-day, -the
expenses of the port will be greatly reduced. With regard
to the wharves wearing out, they must be repaired at all
hazards, and we must keep the harbor properly dredged.
If a certain portion of the wharves are made free, vessel5
will not go to the private wharves, and the result will be
that the private ownors will and themselves without
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revenue, and will consequently be unable to keep their
wharves in repair. Consequently, the question comes down
to this: are you going to make this a free harbor under a
Commission? If such is the case, thon you must deal with
it from end to end as one harbor, and net have any sectional
divisions. I think we are all agreed on that; and having
decided that this harbor is to be placed under a Commission
we must respect private rights. My hon. friend says that
private rights will be respected. i have not been able to
go into the details of this Bill; but I have faith in the Gov-
ernmont, that they will do what is right, but I think there
should be something put in the Bill to define thoir rights,
and place the private wharf owners on a fair basis. They
have no right to ask that their wharves should be taken
over at any greater value than could be arrived
at by finding out what rental they yield in a
certain number of years. Although you say this
is a permissive Bill which does not interfere with pri-
vate rights, yet I say, if you do not make any provision
for them, you do a great injustice to the private wharf
interest of the city of St. John; and as that interest is a
very large one, I know such cannot be the intention of the
Government, and I am satisfied that when we come to the
second reading of this Bill, our friends will do justice to all
parties. I boliove all parties are agreed to make St. John
a public harbor, and if we admit that, the question of details,
I am satisfied, can bce settled on the second reading of the
Bill.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I was very much surprised
to hear the bon. member for Gloucester say that the people
of St. John knew nothing about this question. Were I
asked to point to one proposition, which more than any
other bas been under consideration in the city and county
of St. John for the last eight years, which has been more
prominently beforo the public, and engaged more of
the time and attention of the Common Couneil and
the public men of the city than any other, I
should point to this question of placing the har-
bor of St. John in charge of a Commission. I
have two pamphlets, containing the report of the proceed-
ings of the Common Council's delegation te Ottawa, in
communication with the thon Government, in 1878, on this
subject, and of its action from 1874 to 1878, showing the
various discussions they had on the subject, the reports after
they returned, and the reasons why the propositions made
at that time were accepted. The fact is, in 1875 the
Corporation obtained legislative authority from the Legisla-
ture of New Brunswick to sel to the Har bor Commissioners
certain property they owned for $515,000, or some specific
sum. That question had been under the consideration of
the Council. The chief difficulty was as to the sum the Com-
missioners were to pay to the city of St. John for that pro.
pertyr when trausferred. In 1878 the deputation stated that
the Government refused to receive the proposition of
$515,000, preferring that the value of that property should
be decided by a Commission to be appointed. The deputa.
tion that waited on the Government offered certain portions
of the property for $515,000. The Government's rofusal
caused the deputation to return greatly disappointed, where-
upon they made their report and withdrew their offer of the
proporty to the Commissioners for $515,000. That matter
bas remained in aboyance down to a very recent date.
A month or two ago the subject was brought
before the Common Council and the Board of
Trade. Why was it brought under their consider-
ation? Some five or six months ago a meeting was
called in the county of St. John, to consider the best means
of making St. John the winter port for the trade of the
great North-West; and after various resolutions passed it wfas
decided that a Committee should be appointed to put itsolf
in communication with the Finance Minister, in order to
ascertain what could best be doue for the accomplishment of
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this object. The City Council1 thon renewed the consideration
of this subject and passed resolutions. They also sont a mnieo-
rial to the Government, which was transferred to the Minister
of Public Works. The Board of Trade then took up the sub-
ject of placing the harbor under a Commission, but objectel
to certain resorvations made with reference to certain pro-
perties the city wished to hold, while asking 8500,000 for
the rest. The Board of Trade thought that this reserved
property might bo very valuable at a future day and would
be used probably, if held by the city and county of St. John,
in competition with the Harbor Commissioners. Both me-
morials, one being from. the Board of Trade, taking that
exception alone, were handed to the Minister of Public
Works, and were brought before the Council. We under-
stood perfectly well, though hon. gentlemen may say in the
louse and elsewhere that the Board of Trade is not a repre-

sentative body, that it is ; and I, as a representative
of St. John, regard it as speaking for the commercial
interests of that city. But if we expect to make that port
a successful compotitor for the NorLh-West trade, we must
have it net only put in Commission, but the harbor improved
and obstacles removed, while materially increasing the dues.
The Board of Trade, having in view the payment of a large
sum that might interfere with the value of property, remon-
strated against this condition in the proposal of the Com.
mon Council. They came to the Governmont, who said to
them: "Unlessyou can more nearly agree than at present,
we shall decline to ask Parliament to take any action in the
matter whatever." This resolution was passed by the
Council before the elections, and the order for the delegates
for the people to come here was made after the elections.
Well, those two parties, having agreed upon this subject,
both feeling the importance of having this harbor put in
Commission, certain results followed; and why ? I recollect
when vessels could find at certain wharves in St. John
twenty-four feet of water where now there is only sixteon.
The River St, John carries down earth and mud which tend
to choke up the harbor, thus dopreciating the value of the
property. As a representative of St. John I am prepared to
urge upon the House the deepening and improving of the
harbor in the interests of its trade. It is said that the
representatives of the wharf owners have not had an oppor-
tunity of seeing this measure in good time. It was
placed in the hands of one of them on Monday,
and the Bill is most carefully worded, with
referenco to their protection. As the hon. momber for
King's said, the only question now practically in dispute,
and it is roeceiving the attention of the Government, is the
meeting of the views, if we can do so, consistently with the
interests of the public, of those wharf owners, and as to the
mode in which we shall deal with that property. The
Government decided they would not force any man to sell
his property or take it at a Government valuation ; and,
therefore, a clause provides that nothing in this Bill shah
interfere with the rights of privato ewners. But while we
are anxiously guarding against forcing those parties to sell
their property, a proposition has been made by them, saying,
we wish yon to take it at a valuation. That changes the
aspect of the matter. Of course there is some difficulty
with reference to the value of the property, and as to the
use of the money advanced for that purpose. The Bill
contemplates and provides for the acquiring, stop by
step, any wharf property suitable, if the owners agree
to the price offered. Thon the Commissioners are
foreed to buy; but, of course, no sale of that kind
requiring money to be advanced by the Government shall
be finally settled without reference to the Government here.
When the hop. Minister of Public Works was down last
summer ho was shown the difficulties we had to contend
with. He was shown where the harbor was filling so that
vessels could not be at certain points, where ten years ago
they could come to anchor without 'difficulty. It is true,
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the principle laid down with reference to management of
harbors is that, as arule, the keoping of the harbor in repair
and making improvement is considered a local charge,
except in the cases of the breakwater at St. John and the
island opposite Toronto; but when tho Governmont is also
interested it may assume a portion of this work. There is
great difficulty with reference to deepening the barbor of
St. John, in the fact that any expenditure the Government
might make, would increase the value of wharves which are
private property, and the Government did not feel they
could consistently ask -n appropriation for the improve-
ment of private property. 'The only alternative left was
to put a Commission in possession and provide it with
$250,000 for improvements, without increasing the taxes of
the barbor. That could only be done by furnishing the Com-
mission, as this Bill provides, with $750,000 at 4 per
cent., which interest could be met by the gross revenue.
The Commission will thus be able to pay $500,000 to the
Corporation for the property transferred, and have $250,000
to expend in improvements. The hon. Minister of Public
Works was pressed very strongly to undertake this as a
Government work, but it could not be done by any of the
Government dredges. The Commission will have to con-
struct a dredge with longer arms to work where the water is
deepest. In addition to deepening theharbor and removing
this accumulation of silt that has been going on for years,
the Commission will have, under the operation of the Bill,
a certain sum of money with which to acquire other pro.
perties. The improvements are necessary to be made in
order to make St. John the harbor it ought to be, if we are
to get a share of the winter trade of the North-West.
While these two bodies, the Board of Trade and the City
Council, did not agree, we felt a delicacy in asking the
Bouse for an appropriation, but when they both came to an
agreement, we felt authorized to introduce this Bill which
must meet the approval of all who wish to see our harbors
throughont the Dominion made available for public pur-
poses. Therefore I believe this proposition is not only in
the interest of St. John, but in that of the whole Dominion.
If there is one question more than another in which the
citizens of St. John are interested, it is this one; and I was
surprised that the hon. mem ber for Gloucester should inti-
mate that it was sprung on the House without any consid-
eration having been given it by the citizens of St. John.

Mr. BURPEB (St. John). It would be very much botter
if we had the Bill before us, before entering into a full dis-
cussion of the question. This question came before the late
Government in 1875 and 1878, but as the Board of Trade
and the Common Council of St. John could not come to any
agreement together, we were unable to deal with it. I think
the harbor of St. John requires to be carefully looked after,
and I think that a body specially provided to look after the
matter would look after it better than t'he Common Council.
There is no doubt that the trade of St. John has been in a
depressed condition for some time. The harbor and ship-
ping are now in a sensitive condition, and it requires great
care on the part of the Government and on the part of the
Commission that may be appointed under this Bill, that no
increased tax is put upon the imports and exports of St.
John for years to come. I hope the Government will see
that some provision is made to prevent any increase of tax-
ation in that direction. In 1878 we discussed the matter
from three points of view: first, with regard to the Com-
mon Council of St. John, next with -regard to the Board of
Trade and the commercial interests, and then with regard to
private rights. We had at that time a statement given us
of the valne of the private property in St. John, which,
if I remember rightly, was nearly $400,0.00. It was
our intention to provide for the Harbor Commission,
to provide for the paying off of the debt, and also to
enable the Commissioners to buy private property when
needed and when it could be obtained at a reasonable price.

Sir Lion&D TILLY.

I think it is in the interest of St. John that all the
property of the harbor should be under one control. The
Minister bas said that ho las preserved private rights. If
this be not done no doubt the placing of the harbor under Com-
mission will depreciate private rights very much . in 1878,
it was proposed to levy a percentage of so much on the im-
ports for the use of the Commission; thatwas to be the
source of the Harbor Commission's revenue. If you col-
lect the revenue in this way under this Commission, which
I'think the Harbor Board will adopt, you will find that the
wharfage will decrease a good deal, and you will have the
revenue collected on the imports and less from the wharves.
Therefore the wharves of private owners will contribute
not only te the revenue of the Harbor Commission
by a percentage on imports, but theywill also be compelled
to charge a wharfage, which is the only revenue they can
get for the private property thereby being under this
disadvantage. You will at once see the disadvantage
private wharf owners will have, not only in the
collection of revenue, but also in the improvement of the
barbor. In the discussion in 1878, it was thought
desirable that the Harbor Commission should own all
the wharves belonging to private owners, and I think
that system should be incorporated in this scheme. I tbink
the Commission should own and control all the wharf pro-
perty in the barbor of St. John. I think that to place the
harbor and the Harbor Board in a proper condition it will
be necessary, in the interest of both the Government, the
Harbor Commissioners and the city of St. John, that the
private property should be purchased by the Corporation,
and that the Harbor Board should own the whole harbor of
St. John.

Mr. DOMVILLE. My hon. friend has spoken about pre-
paring the wharves, about putting a taxation upon trade in
order to put the wharves in a proper condition, and at the
same time he says that the Government must control this
Commission so that they shall net put a tax on trade. If
money is to be spent on the port of St. John it bas got teobe
raised from two sources-one is local, the other is out of the
Dominion revenues. This Bill proposes to place that harbor
in the position that the hon. gentleman undertook to place it
in himself in days gone by when I waited on him here as a
delegate-that is, place it under a Commission to have con-
trol of the port. I do not think my hon. friend is placing
the matter properly before the country, when on the one
hand he advocates that the harbor of St. John should be
placed under Commission, and on the other hand
he says it must be done without taxing anybody to
pay expenses. Somebody has got to pay that tax. I think
my hon. friend is not right in putting it in that way, becanse
we know that if the expenditure is made the interest las
got te be met out of what this Commission can collect from
the port. Now, if the Common Council on their own
account wish to take this harbor and put it into thorough
repair and carry out all my hon. friend thinks right, the
Common Council would have to pay that tax, the city of St.
John would have to pay it; but if, on the other hand, the
harbor is put in Commission the city of St. John will not;
have to coutributo the whole taxation, but the port that
drains the St. John River and all the trade of the country at
that port, will have to contribute a certain portion of the
rates required to pay for the improvements. The conse-
quence is that the city of John, being responsible for keep-
ing up the harbor, contributes nothing te the harbor. But
my hon. friend places the matter in an unfair position by
saying that the trade of that port is going to be unfairly
taxed. The city should never have been asked to maintain
the wharves for the benefit of the whole country. It is a
Dominion port just as much as Halifax, Montreal or Quebec,
and when repairs arc wanted noither ton. gentlemen oppo-
site uor any New Brunswick member would be justifed in
saying, you sbould defray the expenses when we have askod
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the trade of the port to pay its fair share of the expendi- Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN introduced Bill (No. 163)
ture which is made for thoir benefit. relating to the harbor of St. John in the Province@ of NTew

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). In explanation I desire to say
that the Governmen t have the assurance that the revenue
raised by the population will be sufficient to pay the interesi
on the money that is going to be advanced, not only on th
$500,000, but also on the $250,000 to improve the harbor.
But the progress of St. John barbor will depend as much on
private nterests as on Government measures. No doubi
improvements will be made by the Commission, but it is,
after all, on tho mercantile interest and on the energy of
private citizens it depends for its success.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister of Finance must have
misunderstood my remarks, or he would not have argued
that the question of placing the harbor in Commission had
not been discussed for years. I said it had, but I declared
that the present scheme, although I do not yet understand
it, is not known to tbe citizens. One reason given for that
action was the desirabihty of securing the western, trade.
I am anxious to secure that trade, but to place the harbor
in Commission will not assist it in the slighest degree, unless
some improvement is necessary which can only be carried
out by a Commission. I have already stated that some
dredging 1s necessary, but the harbor is just as deep and in
as good a condition as it was many years ago, and is capable
of receiving the largest vessel afloat. The reason why a
dredge had not been applied was because there was not
sufficient work to keep it constantly employed. The im.
portations of the port are not more than what they were
fifteen years ago, and that is the reason why the value of
property lias dechined. The hon. member for King's (Air.
Domville) talked of the necessity of making St. John a
public harbor. J hardly know what he means. It is now a
public harbor, open to all the vessels of the world.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Will the hon. gentleman tell me that
the barbor of St. John is a public harbor in the face of our
charter, in which we assert that we own the bed of the
river, the fisheries and everything else? That is why I
made the assertion that it should be a public harbor.

Mr. ANGLIN. Provision is made to levy dues to keep
the port in proper order, and that is oe of the sources of
revenue to be handed to the Commission. It does not
make any distinction between a ship froi onne part of the
world and a ship from anotheî'. It is simply entrusted with
the management of the harbor, because St. John was sup-
posed to bave a special interest in its proper management. I
believe that on the whole the Common Council of the city of.
St. John have managed the harbor fairly well. I am entirely
opposed myself to putting the barbor in charge of a Com-
mission, and I believe a great many of the people of St.
John agreewith me on that point; but though I differ from
other hon. members on this subject, we are all agreed that
if it is to be put in the hands of a Commission then the
whole of this property should be under their control. I do
not think we will save any money by this transaction, but
we will find that we have added enormously to the expendi-
ture by the change, that works will be undertaken which
are not necessary, that others will be undertaken which are
of a speculative character which wili not prove to be useful.
If we get the money at a little lower rate of interest so
much the better, but as the trade of St. John must pay the
cost, whatever money is advanced, we should not be betray-
ed into expenditures not absolutely necessary, because we
are paving less for the money. We are all desirous of
seeing the trade of St. John revive and increase, and we are
all prepared to make some sacrifices and ask our fellow-
citizens to make some sacrifices in order to accemplish
these ends.

Resolations agt-eed to and reported.

Brunswick.
Bill read the first time.

ýt
FRAIUD IN CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC

CONTRACTS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do
now leave the Chair, for the House to go again into Com-
mittee of Supply.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire again to bring to the atten-
tion of this House a measure which I consider of some im-
portance. We are about to entrust the Government with
large sums of money, and I think this is the time to bring
before the House the principle of the Bill whicth I bad the
honor of introducing durîng the first days of the Session.
At this stage of the Session, f do not believe this Bill can
reach its second reading and be passed by the House; there-
fore, I take the only opportunity I have of placing before
tho House and the country my views upon this
subject. Last Session J brought before the Hlouse
a measure to prevent fraud in connection with
the expenditure of money on public contracts. That measure
was referred to a Special Committee, which reported it
unanimously to the House. The Government have not
chosen to take that measure under their own patronage; on
the contrary, both last Session and this Session they have
prevented it from coming before the public. In order to
avoid giving you the trouble, Mr. Speaker, of looking for
precedents in connection with this matter, I will state that
my desire is not to bring the Bill before the House.

Sir H1ECTOR LANGEVIN. Irise to a point of order.
The hon. gentleman refers to a Bill that is on the Orders of
the Day.

Mr. CASGRAIN. That is only incidental.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman refers

to a Bill that was thrown out last year, and he refers to the
saine Bill which was introduceci this year, and the proceed-
ings that have taken place upon it. I think the hon. gentle-
man cannot refer to that Bill.

Mr. CASGRAIN. My reference to the Bill is only inci-
dental to the motion I have to make. It is otly exptanatory
ofthe motion, and is not with the view of bringing the Bil
before the flouse at ail; so, that rny hon. friand mav make
his mind easy on that point.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Chair, chair.
Mr. CASGRAIN. I have a right to speak to the question

of order. My object, as I say, is not to bring this Bill before
the House. That bas been refused to me, and I understand
the Government continues to refuse it, and although I
was told a few days ago by the Prime Minister that he
would give me a day, h3 bas not done so; but I suppose
he would do as he did last year, give me a day after. pro..
rogation. Apart from this Bill there is the other question.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I must rise again to a
question of order. Wbilst the Speaker is looking over his
authorities, I think the hon. gentleman should not pro-
ceed. Until the question of order is decided, ho shouldLnot
proceed.0.

Mr. CASGRAIN. You do not know what my motioti fs.
When it comes you will see wliether it is in order or not.

Mr. SP iAKER. On the motion to go into Committee of
Supply grievances may be placed befoté the louse and the
Government. Of course the hon. member cannot ïike
any motion relating to an Order of the Day or a' otich of
motion, and he may not speak upon questions referred te
in them; all he can do is to bring forward grievancedi
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Mr. MACKENZIE. He may speak on a subject that a Bill

relates to.
Mr. SPEAKER. If it is a grievance, of course he can

do so.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I will show the difference between the
Bill and my motion, and I acknowledge the correctness of
your decision. At the present moment, when we are about
to vote money for public contracta and other purposes, I think
we should declare it expedient that a measure of some kind
should have been brought by the Government to prevent
the expenditure of that money wrongfully, that is to say, to
prevent brokerage in connection with public contracts, and
to provide that if Ministers, employes of the Government,
or contractors, were guilty of any fraud, they ought to be
punished. My motion is as follows:-

That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, Lut that it be re-
solved, That it is not expedient, nor in the interest of the public service,
to vote any money for expenditure on public contracta without some
adequate measure of legislation to prevent and punish frauds in con-
tracts involving expenditure of public noneys, and that this House
regrets that the Ministry did not bring and carry such measure before
this Parliament.

Amendment (Mr. Casgrain) negatived on the following
division:-

Anglin,
Bai,,
B3échard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwrigbt,
Ca' y,
casgrain,
Charlton,
Crouter,

Abbott,
Amyot,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bolduc,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Colby,
Costigan,
Conghlin,
Coupal
Coursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Dumville,
Elliott,t
Parrow,
Fitzsimmons,
Fulton,
Gault,
GigauIt,

Mr. Sr.un ,

YuÂs:

Messieurs
Dumont, Mackenzie,
Fiset, Malouin,
Fleming, Mills,
Geoffrion, Olivier,
Gillies, Paterson(Brant),
Gillmor, Rinfret,
Gunn, Rogers.
Guthrie, Ross (Middlesex),
Ho] ton, Rymal,
Irvine, Skinner,
Killam, Sutherland,
King, Thompson,
Laurier, Trow, and
MacDonnell(Inverness), W heler.-43.

Messieurs

Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Méthot,
Girouard (Kent), Mongenais,
Grandbois, Montplaisir,
Guillet, Mousseau,
Hackett, O'Connor,
Haggart, Ogden,
Bay, Orton,
Besson, Ouimet,
Hilliard, Patterson (Essex),
Homer, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Pope (Compton),
Houde, fichey,
Hurteau, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kaulbach, Rochester,
Kilvert, Rouleau,
Kranz, Routhier,
Landry, Royal,
Langevin, Ryan (Marquette),
Lantier, Ryan (Montreal),
Longley, Rykert,
Macdonald (Kings), Scott,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Sproule,
Macmillan, Stephenson,
McCallum, Strange,
McCarthy, Tellier,
Mconaig, Télley,
McDougald, Tupper,
MeDougall, Tyrwhitt,
McLelan, Vallée,
McLennan, Vanasse,
Mebeod, Wade,
McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Manson, White (Cardwell),
Massue, White (Bastings), and
Merner, Williams.-109.

SUPPLY.

Iouse again resolved itself in Committee of Supply.

371. St. Charles Branch and Ferry between Lévis
and Quebec........ ............... $536,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. Have the Government determined on
building that branch ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes. This sum is intended to
cover half the cost of a steam ferry between Quebec and
Lévis, for carrying the cars of the Quebec, Montreal &
Occidental Railway from one shore to the other, and for the
construction of a branch from Lévis up to the Grand Trunk
station, and a direct lino from Point St. Charles to the
Intercolonial, 12 miles distant. The Government of Quebec
will pay half the cost of maintenance of this ferry.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What will the ferry
cost ?

Sir CHARLES TTPPER. About $200,000, not including
the wbarf. There will be two steamers to ship and unship
the cars, which work is to be done by cranes lifting the
whole car. The Quebec Central Railway is to bear a por-
tion of this expense. They are now engaged in bringing
that railway from where it crosses the Iritercolonial at St.
Henri to the same point; and five miles of the line, from
the ferry at Point Lévis to St. Charles, will be common to
both roads. They propose for the station accommodation
which they are to receive from the Intercolonial at that
point, and for the use of those five miles of the road, to puy
$12,000 a year, which will cover a considerable portion of
the expense outside of what is borne by the Province of
Quebec for the establishment of this ferry.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Surely it is not a good plan to build
the boats so that the cars have to be hoisted off. Why not
have them built like the Great Western Railway boats,
from which the cars can be run off ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That subject has been very
carefully considered, and it is believed that owing to the
rise and fall of the tide at Quebec it would be more conveni-
ent to have cranes for lifting the cars into and ont of those
boats. The whole of the arrangements for the ferry and
everything connected with it are to be a rgatter of a joint
arrangement between the Government of the Dominion
and the Government of Quebec.

Mr. MACKENZIE. At the Grand Trunk crossing ut
Sarnia they bave an adjustable landing to suit the difference
in the water level there, which is between three and four feet.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is a good deal of dif-
ference in the localities, bowever.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think it would be much easier to
cross the trains at certain ;times and land them by other
means than by hoisting.

Mr. ANGLIN. How will the trains run whon this new
branch is built, so as to suit passengers from the Lower
Provinces on their way to Montreal, or passengers from the
West to the Lower Provinces-will people not going to
Quebec be taken down to Lévis and then back to the Chau-
dière?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The intention is to make close
connection at the Chaudière Junction, as formerly, with tho
Grand Trunk, and, therefore, the lino between St. Charles
and the Chaudière will be operated as usual. AIl the freight
and passengers going to Quebec will be carried directly to
that city, and ail going to Montreal will proceed direct to
it also, without loss of time.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will that not be very expensive ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No doubt it would involve

some additional expense and locomotive power, but that is
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inevitable without sacrificing time in the communications
between the two.

372. Extension to Halifax......................$37,500

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is for the purpose of
providing increased accommodation at Halifax. The volume
of traffie has been so greatly increased that additional yard
room was absolutely required. I thought this expenditure
might have been postponed, but in consequence of the very
urgent representation of the superintendent it was found
absolutely nocessary to incur it. The letter is as follows:-

" From what T can learn, the amount for the new main line at Hali-
fax bas been struck out of the Estimates. I regret this very much,
because it is an improvement absolutely necessary, and unless something
is done in that way during the coming season we shall certainly be very
much hampered in moving the traffic at RLichmond and Halifax next winter.
We have had a great deal of trouble this winter, and extra expense bas
been incurred in order to work the traffic. A considerable portion of the
delay and extra expense would have been avoided if the facilities were
better.

'' The earnings for the month of March were the largest of any month
since the opening of the road, amounting to over $199,000, or an in-
crease of $34,000 over the month of March last year.

" There is reasonable ground to expect that next winter here will be a
corresponding inerease in traffic, and if so we will be but ill-provided
for it if the improvements spoken of are not made this summer.

"I would, therefore, strongly urge upon you to again submit the
amount for consideration.

"Your obedient servant,
"D. POTTINGER."

So that the hon. gentleman will see that the increased
traffic for the single month of March is nearly sufficient to
cover the expenditure, and there is reasonable ground to
expect that next winter there will be a corresponding in-
crease of traffic.

373. Rolling Stock............................................. 65,00

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is to provide for the
means of removing the traffic in tho four months in the
year, during which we never had the means either in loco-
motive power or cars.

374. Cape Traverse Railway ............................ $189,200

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. One of the conditions of
union with Prince Edward Island was an engagement on
the part of the Dominion Government to provide continuous
steam communication between Prince Edward Isiand and
the Intercolonial Railway. To carry out that engagement
tho Dominion Government had the steamer Northern Light
constructed; but that steamer, though effecting consider-
able improvement in the existing communications, entirely
failed iu maintaining continual communication. The late
Goverument directed a survey to be made between the
Intercolonial Railway and Cape Tormentine, on the one
side, and Cape Traverse and the Island Railway on the
other. This survey was completed, and a report made by
the able engineer appointed by the late Government, re-
commending the best points for railway connection. And
we are now carrying out the policy contemplated by the
late Goverument in ordering this survey to be made. This
vote is for the purpose of constructing eleven miles of rail-
way, or thereabouts, from the Prince Edward Island
Railway to Cape Traverse. It is not settled
whether it shall be the county lino or another point,
point, the name of which escapes me, as the best means
of connecting the Island Railway with Cape Traverse and
the construction of such docks as are necessary at Cape
Traverse for the purpose of making the communication as
perfect and as effectual as possible. I may be asked why
provision is made for carrying out this design in Prince
Edward Island and not on the mainland. I may say that it
would have become the duty of the Govorument, and we would
have been prepared to bring down an esti mate for the con-
struction of the connection between the Intercolonial Rail-
way and Cape Tormentine, but for the fact, that in the

meantime that service has been provided for by the Govern-
ment of New Brunswick, who have renewed the charter
of a private company who propose to construct that
work with the aid of a subsidy. Under these circum-
stances we felt that we could not ask Parliament to pro-
vide for a service which was apparently provided for by
the Local Government.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Under what Bill is this to be con-
structed ? Thero is no Bill for building a railway in this
place that I know of. Surely the hon. gentleman does not
intend to build a new railway by virtue of a vote in the
Estimates.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. The hon. gentleman knows
that we have 1 ower, without even going to Parliament, to
build six miles of a branch.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am not aware of that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, the hon. gentleman
knows that there is a provision to extend railways for six
miles. I think the authority of Parliament to extend a
branch over a Government railway of eleven miles would
be quite as sufficient on Prince Edward Island as it is from
St. Charles to Point Levis.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman must be
aware that ho cannot expropriate land or do anything else
merely because he happens to represent' the Government.
He has no power to touch property.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will look into that point.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. gentleman state what
provision le will make at the terminus of this road to
enable the steamer to ply during winter ? During win-
ter the solid ice extends out one and oie-half miles, and
it is necessary to make some provision to enab:e the
steamer to approach some wharf or place connected with
a railway, unless he expects the steamer will be strong
enough to work her way through the ice.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a very important
point. It will have to be, to a certain extent, experimental
as to the best means of establishing water communication
during the severe portion of the winter. A considerable
expenditure is involved in the design, both in Prince Edward
Island-atid at Cape Tormentine, to attain such wharf com-
munication as will give the necessary facilities when we are
not obstructed by the ice. When the ice forms measures
will have to be taken to make the communiention which is
now regularly maintained by ice boats. It will be to some
extent experimental as to how far the board ice will have to
be made available on the two sides. Itwould not be possible
t run up wharf communication so as to make a contact
with the water without using the ice which forms on the
two sides for a portion of the winter.

Mr. ANGLIN. There is great reason to doubt whether
the action of the Local Legislature grants a sufficient
subsidy-I think it is only 83,000 a mile. My impression
is that they had some idea of getting assistance from the
Dominion Government,

Mr. MACKENZIE. I differ wholly from my hon. friend
beside me. I think the Government should build no branches
if they can get other people to build them. It was the
plicy of the late Government te get rid of all the branches
as soon as possible.

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. There is a good deal to be
said in favor of having this road in the hands of the Gov-
ernment.

Mr. ANGLIN. There is a small piece of line forming a
portion of a through line which we are bound by our treaty
with the Island to finish if possible.

1882. 1437
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Mr. MACKENZIE. I think we have done very well by

the Island, and we have carried out the terms of Union to
the utmost possible extent.

375. Construction of a race-waybetween the Welland
Canal feeder and Chippewa River............$26,000

In reply to Mr, MACKENZIE,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman wil
remember that wben the enlargement of the Welland
Canal was proceeded with a deputation waited upon him
from the town of Welland, pointing out that the measures
required to be taken on that occasion involved the destrue
tion of the watee power which they had at Welland
That water power havin been destroyed it is pro
posed now that the supply be obtained from Lake

rie, and we eau utilize the water power from the
feeder without at ail interfering with the supply to the
the canal, as that wii! no longer be required. Then it is
proposed to restore thc water power by bringing that
supply from the feeder. This item is carrying out the
proposal or application which was made to the hon.
gentleman, and is in accordance with what he stated to a
deputation who came from the town of Welland, that the
subject would receive consideration when the supply from
Lako Erie was obtainel. It is for the purpose of obtaining
that supply that this vote is asked for.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I expressed my opinion some even-
ings ago about the propriety of giving a supply of water
froi our canais for manufacturing purposes. .I said I thought
it was a great mistake, and if I were in office I would not
allow it. We have suffered heavy losses on ail our canais
from this course, and we are sure to suffer more losses. I
am surprised to find that this will be done by a wanton act,
for it is not connected with the canal, it is a mere scheme
to furnish water power to some people there. It may have
something to do with the coming election in Welland, but
it has nothing to d) with the canal.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say to my predecessor
that this is an entirely different question. I quite agreed
with the statement he made on an entirely different subject,
that it was improper to draw upon the supplies of the
canais for water power in such a way as to obstruct and
interfere with navigation. The hon. gentleman pointed out
that currents were established which interfered with navi-
gation, and I quite agreed that the primary objecet of the
canals is for the purposes of navigation, and that no question
of water power should be allowed to interfere with that pri-
mary object. This, however, is not drawing water from the
Welland Canal at all; it is drawing water from the feeder
which was required until the Lake Erie level was obtained,
but it is not now required to supply the canal and does not
in the slightest degree touch the use of the canal for navi-
gation purposes, but it restores the water power destroyed
by the construction of the aqueduct. It is aun entirely dif-
ferent question, but, as the hon gentleman stated, it could not
be taken up until the Welland Canal lad obtained the Lake
Erie level and enabled that water to be drawn from the
feeder without in the least degree interfering wiîth naviga-
tion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Why the Government should under-
take to provide, from the Welland Canal, water power for
manufacturer, is a matter i cannot unaerstand. We require
ail the water for canal purposes. We were never under any>
obligation to furnish water power; we are entering into a
transaction to furnish water power to manufacturers. It is
no part of the Government's business to do that work, and if
it is done on the Welland we must do it elsewhere.

Sir. CHARLES TUPPER. This is the only case.
Kr. MACKENZIE. I protest against Welland obtaining

this concession unless it is made general. I object to the
Mr. ANGLIN.

vote as one irreconcilable with the management of our publie
o works.

Mr. McCALLUM. The Government is interested in the
welfare of every town and village of the Dominion. The town
of Welland enjoyed good water power, but the Government
took that privilege froin them. With respect to this vote,
I believe $26,000 will accomplish all the work required. As

1 regards speculation, it will pay even when viewed from that
standpoint, bocause it doos not take any water from the canal,
as since we have adopted the Lake Brie level we have the

s whole of the Grand River for water power, and the Govern-
ment is acting wisely in assisting the people to tako advan.
tage ofthat power for manufacturing purposes.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The deputation that waited on
the hon. member for Lambton, when he was destroying the
water power of Welland and precipitating the community in
grief at what was going to affect them so vitally, went
away with the impression that when the hon. gentleman
obtained the Lake Erie level he wouid be prepared to re-
store the water power from the feeder.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is quite a mistake. I was dosir-
ous of complying, as far as the public interest would per-
mit. with any reasonable request, and I could not do any-
thing else but say that the subject would be considered at
the proper time; but I never committed myself to furnish-
ing water power from the canal, for sueh a project would be
opposed to the views I adopted from my observations. This
is to furnish water power for a particular locality. Why
should not some commercial company undertake that duty ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We charge for all the power.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Why does not a commercial coin-

pany take it up?
376. Williamsburg Canal, construction of new

we s... .................... .-.............. .... $4,000

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is this amount for?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman isaware

that while the Welland Canal has been deepened and
measures have been taken to provide for ultimately attain-
ing a depth of ourteen feet, by which vessels will come

- from Lake Erie to Kingston, and while measures have been
taken to enlarge and deepen to the saine extent the Lachine
Canals, with the exception of the work at Cornwall, it has
been proposed to defer the deepening of the St. Lawrence
Canals and to depend at present upon the navigation which
we have between these points, Kingston and Lachine.
But it is found at this point there is nt the same depth of
water. This is the shallow point, and this expenditure of
$40,OO0 is to give us the same depth of water at that point
that we have at all the other locks between Kingston and
the Lachine Canal; and it is to overcome the shallowest
point there, which is found to be an obstruction to naviga-
tion, that the expenditure will take place, in order to pro.
vide the saine navigation at that point that there is above
and below, and the work will all be useful should the pro-
gramme of carrying out the deepening of the St. Lawrence
Canals as contemplated by my predecessor at any time be
proceeded with. It is a comparatively small expenditure for
a very large and important object.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is the depth of water at the
mitre aille.

Sir C HARLES TUPPER. As near as I can remember it
varies from six to fifteen inches shallower than the balance
of the canal either above or below.

377. St. Ann's Lockand Canal-Towards deepening
the canal above the look................ $75,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This work requires $75,000
more, making $150,000, to complete it it is for ab.
aqueous rock excavation.
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378. Trent River navigation-For the construc-

tion o! locks and the improvement of nav-
igation b tween Lakefield and Balsam
Lake........................:............................ $290,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the plan
under which the hon. gentleman proposes to improve that
navigation, and what is the length of navigation he hopes
to get.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman is aware
that the subject of the Trent navigation has been engaging
the attention of the Government for the past year. A very
careful survey was entered upon for the purpose of ascer-
taining the cost of getting a depth of five feet of water
throughout the whole system on the Trent navigation. That
survey has been vigorously prosecuted during the past
season, but it was, owing to its difficult and extended char-
acter, impossible to make such.an exact and accurate loca-
tion survey as to give with anything like accuracy what
the cost would be. We shall presently come to an addi-
tional item of $8,000 to prosecute that survey to
its completion during the prosent season. It was found,
however, that by the expenditure of the amount proposed
in the Estimates we could accomplish a great object in open-
ing up internal water communications in that section of the
country. The hon. gentleman knows that ut present there
is railway communication from Port Hope to Peterborough,
and from Lakefield, near Peterborough, by the expendi-
ture proposed at Buckhorn, Burley Rapids and Fenelon
Falls, communication can be obtained from the railway at
Lakefield to the railway ut Coboconk, from which there is
railway communication to Toronto. About sixty-five miles
of navigation will be opened in this way, and a large sec-
tion of country will also be opened up by connection with
the lateral waters. These works will open up a navigation
altogether of some 150 miles.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. To what point does
the hon. Minister hope to extend this system finally.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a question which I
would not like to answer, because it will require a survey
in order to be in a position to look the question fairly in the
face and say what expenditure would be involved in build-
ing the line of communication which las been known as the
Trent navigation.

Mr. ANGLIN. Nowadays, no one, as a matter of choice,
would transfer freight from railways to steamers if railway
communication throughout can be had.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think the hon, gentleman is com-
mitting a great mistake in beginning a new canal in the
present state of transportation eastward. We have expended
about $12,000,000 on the new Welland Canal, and so far as
I know there is only one vessel, and that one on the stocks,
ut all suitable for the navigation of that canal, showing
that progress by rail is reaching a point that sets our canal
navigation at defiance, I asked some of the principal
shippers how it was that after the Government expended so
much money on that work that they did not use it more,
and I was told by thern that they had great doubts whether
it would pay to carry grain by vessels ut all or not. At
any rate the -hon. gentleman should have a completed
scheme before Parliament instead of building a canal in
the middle of the country, without beginning or end.
No man can vote for that intelligently; nobody knows
where it is; there is no map before us, no plan, no report
of an engineer, nothing on which we can base any argu-
ment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Before Concurrence, I will lay
upon the Table of the House the report of the engineer and
a map showing what is to be done.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I do not agree with the hon.
member for Lambton that the day of canais je past; but I

do not intend to discuss that question to-night. The hon.
gentleman says that nobody knows where this proposed
canal is to be. It seems very strange that such a remark
should come from him, considering that for so many years
he held the position of Minister of Public Works, and that a
large number of these Trent works were done under his
charge, and I suppose that with that devotion to the duties
of his office that he. always showed, he made himself
thoroughly familiar with the position and character of these
works. The subject has been discussed in this House on
more than one occasion, and I think the members know
pretty well where the canal is. I look upon it as a most
important work in the general interests of the Dominion,
and not only to the locality. This canal, when eompleted,
will afford the shortest route for the transmission of grain
from the Georgian Bay by way of the Trent River and the
St. Lawrence River to Montreal. Grain can be carried from
the whole of the North-West and the We crn States,
through Lake Michigan, Lake Superior and Lake Huron to
the Georgian Bay, where there are excellent harbors, and
then transhipped to barges, which will be able to pass
through this canal without any change of barge till they
reach the ships at Montreal. A great portion of the grain
trade now carried to American ports would in that way be
carried to Montreal. Therefore I say this is a matter in
which the people of the Dominion at large are very much
concerned. It would afford a saving of some 400 miles of
navigation which is necessitated by the present route
through Lake Huron, Lake St. Clair, Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario, and would constitute a far shorter and more valu-
able route than that now existing by the Welland Canal.
With regard to the general policy of building canals, it is
to be regretted that the hon. member for Lambton did not
long ago come to the conclusion which he has appar-
ently come to now, that all the money that has been
expended on the Welland Canal and other canals is thrown
away, because if he had acted on that viow when he had a
large majority at his back in this House he would, if his
views are right, have saved to the country the expenditure
of a large amount of money. I am glad for one reason that
he has expressed himself satisfactorily, because in the news-
papers supporting the party to which he belongs in the
neighborhood where this canal is proposed to be built, it
has been put forward that if the people want that canal
built they have to return Mr. Blako and his party to power.
For instance, the Peterborough Examiner, which is the
organ of the party in the county of Peterborough, and
which is edited by a man who stands very high in the con-
fidence of the party in that neighborhood, in an article on
the subject, af ter referring to the fact that the Session has
nearly closed, winds up by saying:

"If the Government do not build the work at once, àfr. Blake and his
party will. We await the issue."

In an article published on the 31st March, 1881, in thesame
paper, there is this passage:

"We believe we are justified in saying that nothing would more
effectually secure the construction of this important work than the
placing of Mr. Edward Blake in power."

I am sure the hon. member for Lambton speaks the opinions
of the Opposition generally upon this subject, and if he does
it is quite evident that this newspaper does not. If the
Opposition take the position that the canal is a useless
work, that all the money spent upon it will be thrown
away, as a matter of course in the event of Mr. Blake and
his friends coming into power we cannot hope that a dollar
will be spent upon it or that the work will be continued. I
am quite prepared, if necessary, to show the great useful-
ness which this work will1 be to the country at large as well
as to the neighborhood, if completed. The construction of
locks at Fenelon Falls was not much, as a lock exista now
at Balsam Rapids, and one at Bobcaygeon will open navi-
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gation to the extent of upwards of 100 miles, and by the All publie works require a groat deal of time, but none
removal of obstructions at Buckhorn and at Burleigh Rapids, more than canals, and I never looked upon such time as
navigation will be opened to Lakefield, and an immense lost. But as for the time of beginning and ending of con-
advantage will be conferred on ali the inhabitants of that tracts, I acted, as I have no doubt the present Minister
section of country. They feel, and I think with somo right, acts, on the opinion of the Chief Engineer. What I have
that when the Government is in a position, which fortun- found fault with was, that in such a largo contract, the
ately it is, to expend a large amount of money on publie Minister of Publie Works invited tenders by private circu-
works, that district should not be neglected, especially lar instead of by public advertisement, as is done in other
when the work in question is one of great publie benefit, cases.
not only to the neighborhood, but to the whole Dominion. Mr. McCALLUM. I would not have said anything

Mr. McCALLUM. I am willing to admit that if we were respecting the hon. member for Lambton if he had not
commencing the work of enlarging the canais to-day, we brought up the Welland Canal. He wanted to show it
should consider it very seriously. The Welland Canal had would be a total loss to the country. I disagree with him
a great capacity before; and when my hon. friend from in that respect, and I have a right to say so.
Lambton says that there is only one vessel suitable to the Mr. BROWN. This is a work which has engaged the
enlarged canal, I am sure he is responsible to some extent, attention of the people it its vicinity for a groat many years,
because ho gave out that this canal was to be ready in 1876. and it is one of great importance. I believe the Govern-
To-day we have not twelve feet of water in the Welland ment of old Canada expended $800,000 on it, and whon the
Canal. We know that ship-building in this country and in rebellion broke out the work was suspended ; nothing has
the United States is overdone; but people have got their vos- been done on it since. It has always beon looked upon as a
sels, and they are going to use them till they are worn out. work that would be accomplished some day. It would
We have only twelve feet of water in the Welland against fif- prove a great advantage to our carrying trade. I do not
teen feet going into Buffalo. Until we get at least fourteen feet know of any work of equal importance in Canada that
in the Welland we cannot expect to attract this trade. Be- would shorten the distance between Chicago and Montreal
sides, a change is being made in ship-building. Hereafter ves- 500 miles. It is to be hoped this work will be proceeded
sels will be built of iron, or of iron and wood. If the North- with and advanced with reasonable speed. The opening up
West will turn out anything like we expect, the Welland of the Trent with its train of tributary lakes and streams
Canal, if sufficiently deep, will be very beneficial to this from the Bay of Quinté to the Georgian Bay, is not only
country, in earrying a great deal of grain. i find fault feasible, but a work of great importance to the trade of the
with the late Government, that they did not at once, from country.
Thorold down, secure a depth of fourteen feet. It is to be
regretted the canal was opened at ail until that depth Mr. BOWE LL. I must express my surprise at the confes
was obtained. The n eople in the United States who sion of the hon. member for Lambton of ignorance as to thiswas baed Th pepeithUntdSae o work. A gentleman of his industry, who has given se,
feared that this canal'was going to tako away the trade work.aentleman eofhs mdurwo has gvens
of the Erie, when they see we have only reached twelve much attention to publc works, should noV have forgotten
feet, are no longer apprehensive. We may have a that the first report on ths work was made by
reaction, and the trade going in the opposite direction, Mr. Baird, as long ago as 1833. The route has been sur-
and we know how hard it is to divert trade from its vyed a numbor of times since and several reports have been
accustomed channels. I do not blame the hon. member for made as Vo its utility. The hon. gentleman's ignorance is
Lambton for this policy more than anybody else, but I also strange when we reflect that one of the last acts of his
blame him for not, when Premier, paying more attention to Government was to transfer all those works to the Ontario
the Welland, and letting first the contracts for the works Government; and when we remember that arrangements ad

that required to be first completed, instead of keeping them been made with some gentlemen owned lands ying along
to the last. I hope that the present Government will carry the line of that proposed work-drowned lands which they
out this improvement, which is one of the terms of Confed- had purchased-the dams were to be cut which assisted
eration, and which I believe would be in the interests of the navigation along that route, and that they were to

the country. make a pretty good speculation out of the transaction.
However, when the present Government came into power,

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am glad the hon. member -for always roecognizing the importance of openingup that inland
Victoria has spoken, for I have got more information from navigation, they set aside the Order in Council transferring
him than from the Minister. I knew nothing about a barge those works for nothing to the Ontario Government, who,
navigation of four or five feet, but the hon. gentleman has as I have already said, were about having the dams blown
the facts at his fingers' ends- . out, and the lands which had been paid for by old Canada

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The report was laid on the transferred to private parties. In addition to that there has
Table of the House last Session. been portions of that navigation which have been improved

Mr. MACKENZIE. We are not in last Session, but in by the Ontario Government since Confederation by the con-

tis Session. struction of some small dams and small canals connecting one
or two of the lakes. When this question wasbefore the House

Mr. CAMERON. Another report was laid on the Table a few years ago it met with the determined opposition of hon.
this Session. gentlemen opposite; I am glad that many of them have

Mr. MACKENTZIE. I never saw it, and I rather think been converted to this scheme, either by their silence or by
the hon. gentleman's information is private. the conviction of its neessity in the interests of the country.

Mr CA1fRON. I read the report of last Session. When the question was discussed two or three years ago
Mfr. CaveRN. I readthrortSoase there was opposition to it. I think wo know what

Though I have net read a report for tis Session, I arn sure quelled that opposition, when we reflect that certain influen-
ther. was one• tial politicians living along that lino intimated to the leader

Mr. MACKENZIE. As regards the hon. inember for of the present Opposition that it was not in their interest to
Monck, ho never speaks on public works, but he charges me oppose it. Consequently we had no opposition until to-night
with having promised to have the Welland Canal opened in from the bn. momber for Lambton. I was in hopes that every
1876. Whatever promises a Minister gives in reference to man on the Opposition side who has given the slightest at-
public works, is based upon the opinions of his chief i tention to this matter had been converted to the belief that
ongineer. I never was in too great a hurry with the canals.' it waa absolutely necessary in the interest of thet ountry.

Mr. CÂmXI (Victoria).
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I am not surprised at the remark of the hon. member for
West Hastings (Mr. Brown), because when this canal is con-
pleted, it will terminate at the Bay of Quinté in his constitu-
uency. It must be very gratifying to him to know that the
Government since its formation bave taken a very great in-
terest in this work. If the Government have had no other
support from the hon. gentleman, I am glad to know he is
willing to support them in this work, which will be of such
paramount importance to the constituency he represents.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The proper course, as I have always
held, is, that if works of this kind are to be kept up at all they
should be kept up by the Local Government. The Rideau
Canal is another case similar to that. We expend $50,000
per year on it, and only receive $6,000 or $7,000 revenue
from it. What is the use of that canal to the trade
of the country, surrounded as it is by railways. With regard
to the transshipment navigation, I was not the first Minister
of Public Works that proposed this course; the present Min-
ister of Public Works took the initiative in that matter.

Mr. BOWELL. That is true, but the hon. gentleman
should have been candid enough to state that when the late
Minister of Public Works offered to transfer them to the
Local Government, it was with the distinct understanding
that they should be kept up, The hon. gentleman trans-
ferred them without any such condition.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). He transferred them, al-
thoug he had the distinct statement of the Ontafio
Government that they would not keep them up, and the
only Statute authorizing the transfer stipulates that such
works can only be transferred for the purpose of maintain-
ing them.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not intend to discuss that
matter to-night further than to say that the works were
practically mixed up thon. They cost 86,000 per year and
their revenue last year was $290.57.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. As the hon. gentleman has
complained of my not giving him sufficient information in
reference to this I will read my report to Council. It is as fol-
lows:-

"COPY OF REPORT TO COUNCIL, No. 17,495, APRIL 8, 1882.

"(Order in Council, No. 94,566, April 17, 1882.)

nated by him the 1 Back Lakes,' which form the head waters of the
River Otonabee and extends from Laka Kitchiwanno to Balsam Lake,
the summit waters of the projected canal, this chain forming part of the
main line of communication recommended by Mr. Baird.

" That Mr. Rubidge's report favors the construction of the following
works, the estimated cost of which is given :

"1. Fenelon Falls, two locks and swing bridge, opening
out the route from Balsam Lake to Mud ani Scugog
Lakes ........ .... ............................. ...... $100,000

"2. Buckhorn Rapid sne look connecting Pigeon ani
Buckhorn Lakes with Deer Bay........ 50,000

"3. Burleigh Chute and Falls, three locks and dam, to
connect Deer Bay with Stoney and Clear Lakes......... 140,000

$290,000

"That by the works named communication would be opened between
Lakefield at the head of the Otonabee Rapids, about six miles from the
town of Peterborough, and Lake Sturgeon, a distance of 45 miles ; thence
to <Joboconk on Gull River, flowing into Balsam Lake, a distance of 15
miles, a southern route being openedfrom Lake Sturgeon to Port Perry
on Lake Scugog, a distance of.35 miles, by means of an existing lock
at Lindsay, built by the Ontario Government in 1879.

" That in addition to the above the construction of these works would
open up some 55 miles of lateral navigation, making a total of 150
miles, bringing a very considerable extent of country into direct com-
munication with the western and southern railway systems of Ontario.

" That a report made by the Chief Engineer on the 29th ultimo, shows
that the r.pward route to be followed by a vessel upon the completion
of the works suggested, would be as follows:-

"Starting from Lakefield, a look at Young's Point, built by the Gov-
ernment of-the Province of Ontario, gives access to Clear Lake and
Stoney Lake, at the head of which the two proposed new locks at
Burleigh Falls and the one new lock at Burleigh Chute, would open
communication with Deer Bay, a further new look at Buckhorn Rapids
giving a passage to Pigeon Lake; at Bobcaygeon a lock was built in
1857 by the Canadian Government, connecting Pigeon Lake with Stur-
geon Lake, while the construction of the two new locks at Fenelon
Falls, would afford access from Sturgeon into Cameron's Lake; whence
by means of a look built by the Ontario Government, a vessel could pass
up to Coboconk, and so througb to Balsam Lake, the summit waters;
of the several works specified, the Chief Engineer considers those at
Fenelon Falls to be the most important.

Fe"The inister recognzing the tact that the interests of a very large
section of country would be served by the opening up of navigation in
this district, and that the works as above set forth are the best calculat-
ed to meet immediate requirements, while being at the same time of use
in any furtber development in this direction, recommends that the sum
of $290,000 be placed in the Supplementary Estimates for the years
1882 and 1883, to be laid before Parliament during its present Session."

Mr. BROWN. There was a Committee of this House
appointed and evidence was brought to show that there
was nothing like the amount of land affected that was
generally supposed-between 20,000 and 30,000 acres;
there was nothing like that quantity of land. I recollect
the late Mr. Keeler was anxions to have this land reclaimed.

"The undersigned has the honor to represent that from time to time
during many years past, as shown in successive annual and other reports, Mr. BOWELL. Mr. Keeler was never in favor of the
the establishment of a line of water communication between Lake renewal of the dams.
Ontario, at the mouth of the River Trent, and Lake Huron, through the
utilizing of existing river and lake waters, has been under consideration. Mr. BROWN. Yes, ho was decidedly, as ho ehowed by

" That in 1833 a survey of the section of country extending from the his report. As to the transfer of the works to the Ontario
mouth of the Trent to Rice Lake, was made by Mr. N. H. Baird, and in Government, e the t me hen te ate afo
1835, a further survey was made by him, dealing with the remainingGrecolleet the time when the late Sandtiold
section between Rice Lake and Lake Simcoe. The contemplated course Macdonald was urged to assume those works, and ho would
being as follows:-' Through the River Trent, Rice Lake, the River have nothing to do with them; the Dominion Government
'Otonabee and Lakes Clear, Buckhorn, Chemong, Pigeon, Sturgeon andhe
'Cameron to Lake Balsam, the summit water, about 166 miles from had thera and thcy must keep then.
'Trenton. From Lake Balsam by a canal and the River Talbot to Lake X;r. HILLIARD. I am sorry te hear the hon. gentle-
'Simcoe; thence by the River Severn to Georgian Bay, Lake Huron, the Mans aI s Iar anlor aterways ;oI.thinthey
total distance being about 235 miles.' man speak s0 disparagingly of our waterways; I think thy

'"That operations were thereupon commenced, but were subsequently are able to maintain themselves. The fact that we find
in 1839, suspended, owing to lack of funds, and that in 1841 at the time such a great difference in railway rates between summer
of the Union, the scheme of forming a line of through communication a wrnt dhouldece s tain u mer
was laid aside. The works were, however, utilized and others -were and winter should cause us te maintain Our waCer-
executed to aid in the passage of timber, for which purpose and for ways. I contend that this waterway is worthy the attention
what use they have, in part at least, been maintained ever since. The of the Government. If the hon. member for Lambton
dimensions of the Dominion Locks are 133.feet 6 inches in length, by 33 should visit those water stretches I am sure ho would call
teet in width, with 6 feet ot water on the sis. iol itthswaesrthsIam ueho oldcl

SThat ie conseq eene o representations made and the reception of them magnificent. Between the Bay of Quinté and Goorgian
various petitiens from parties interested, an appropriation was votid Bay we have 160 miles of navigable waters. I mamtam
during the last Session of Parliament to cover the cost of a further Bat feiha e caried cheae thte tan
survey and examination et the riversanmd lakes lying betweee the Bay that frcight can bo carried cheaper through this rouite than
et Quinté a id Georgian Bay, and that under date the 201h instant a re- by any other route. Here we have complote land-locked
port has been re*ived from Mr. Thomas Rubidge, the engineer appoint- navigation perfectly safe and free from storms. It je desirable
ed to conduct such surve.. that the Dominion Government should adopt some plan to

"lThat under instructions, Mr. Rubidge hbas directed his attention ta h oiinGvrmn hudaetsm lnt
m ore speciml>' a tethe determinationu e points wherethe construction avoid the numerous accidents that occur on the larger lakes.
Of works would afford the greatest imme diate advantage tolocal naviga- Take as an instance the accident that occurred last fall on
tion, such works being at the same time, an integral part of any greater Lake Ontario, when the Zimmerman was lost. When we
scheme et through communication whicli may hereatter be carried out.
lis report accordingly deals exclusively with that chain eof lakes desig- consider that the great North-West is opening up, and

1s
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requires some mode of transporting its products to the east, matter. After this report was brought in by Mr. Keet
it certainly behoves us to look to our waterways. The the Government sent Mr. Stark, a competent engineer, an
system of farming in the West is different from that in ho made a report, which was laid on the Table of th
Ontario. In the West they thresh the wheat in the field, House, in which was given an approximate cost of ti
while in Ontario they put their wheat in the barn before canal. A perusal of that report establishes the fact the
threshing it, and it there goes through a certain that canal is a practicable one, and that the system pr
sweating process that prepares it for a long posed by Mr. Baird was one which should be carried on
transportation. The wheat of the West, on the other hand, I hope the Government will this year carry on the surve'
is not in a condition to go into the hold of a vessel to be and will be able to show next Session that Mr. Stark's su
carried through to Montreal, though it might very well go vey on the estimate can be carried out.
to the terminus of this canal and pass through the elevator Mr. CROUTER. I think it is not correct that Mr. Keelat that point. I contend that by the advantages that this wanted to get the dams taken away, because I know he waroute has to offer, we need fear no competition on the ques- active in furthering the work. For a number of yearstion of transit from the great West. We read in areportof was a member of the County Council of my count3the State Engineer, at New York, that that "miserable and a large portion of the drowned lands werditch," the Erie Canal, is able to compote with their first in my municipality. That gentleman came beforrailways, and I think, therefore, we need not have any our Council, and I did ail I could to obtain funds to furnisdoubt as to the success of this route. information in regard to the work. I know that his sur

Mr. WILLIAMS. I just wish to correct one error that port of that work would have secured him his seat in thi
I think the hon. momber for West Hastings has fallen county so long as ho was disposed to keep it. I believe thi
into. I do so out of respect to the memory of the late canal is of great importance, not only to the local, but to th
Mr. Keeler, a friend of mine and a member of this House. general interest of the country, and I would be disposed t
I am sure every one knows that if any action has been oppose any Government that would look lightly on thos
taken in this matter by the Government, it is chiefly owing improvements. If carried through it will boeone of th
to the energy and ability with which he brought the matter great routes for commerce between the West and East, an
before the House. fis object was not to take down the the canal will be of the cheap kind-a barge canal. It i
dam, but to keep it up. I think the gentleman who very well known that a tug can tow a very large number o
represented that constituency in another Legislature, was barges, which will transport a larger quantity of freigh
anxious to take that dam down, but Mr. Keeler's object was than a single saihng vessel. I look upon the project as on
to keep it up and to keep these works along with it. He of great advantage to the Government, and it will receiv
brought the matter not only to the attention of this House, my earnest support.
but also before the Boards of Trade of Montreal and else-
where. The object he chiefly had in view was to prevent the Tay Canal.......................... $50,000
these inland waters being placed under the control of the
Legislature of Ontario. It was almost complote, I think, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is a work intended tx
and the hon. member for Lambton, long after the 17th restore the navigation which formerly existe
September, 1878, passed an Order in Council, transferring between the Rideau Canal and the Tay Canal
these works to the Legislature of Ontario, but unfortunately This canal is to connect the Rideau navigation with th(
they had not been formally handed over. From theremarks town of Perth. The original canal, built in 1831 and opene
of the hon. member for West Peterborough (Mr. Hilliard), for traffic in 1834, bas long since been abandoned and hardly
one would suppose that the only outlet of the magnificent any vestige of the original works remains. The length o
canal was by the Trent and the waters of the Bay of Quinté the proposed canal, by way of Beveridge's Bay, and recom
He seems to forget that, many years ago, a careful survey mended by Mr. Wise, is 7-1 miles, which may be reduced tc
was made which showed that a proper outlet, one that 5ï miles by making cuts across the bonds of the rivers
would give the greatest accommodation to the trade, would The locks to bc 130 x 30, with a depth of 5 feet of wator on
be from the head of Rice Lake to Port Hope. I trust the sills-it is proposed to build two locks of 13 feet lift each
hon. Minister of Railways will turn his attention to that im- the width of the canal prism to be in earth 60 feet and in
portant route. rock 30 feet. The probable cost, as estimated by Mr. Wise

Mr. BROWN. The hon. member for East Durham is $132,660, but this amount does not include the cost of land
isr. mit N. regarding hens for tE ate r. damages which may arise from the construction of the prois mistakon regarding the opinions of the late Mr.

Keeler. Mr. Keeler was a particular friend of mine, and I posed dams, the extent'of which will be known when a
know ho claimed that there was a large quantity of land there contour survey 1s made.
which could be reclaimed if that dam was taken away. People 327. Intercolonial Railway construction........... $10,000
had already been paid for the land by the old Government of Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is in connoction witliMr.
Canada when the dam was put up, and whe thought they Shanly Hoffice is salar .and th salaries of the staff, an.d
could get the land back again. The hon. member for Vic- ShnY'soviehis salary an thaaries of thesta
toria, if ho was here, could confirm ail I say. te provide for any legal expenses that may be required totori, ifho as brecoul cofirmall1 sa.ho made in question with the investigation. The oxpondi-

Mr. BURNHAM. I think the hon. member for West ture mwoexpet wio within this am e at.
Hastings is correct te some extent in what ho says in regard
to the late Mr. Keeler. Mr. Keeler did favor the removal 329. Intercolonial Railway-Completing and fitting up
of the lower dam at Chisholm, but only in the event of the passenger station at Halifax................. $4,000
canal system not being taken up by the Dominion Govern- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The upper part of the build-
ment. But ho was not in favor of the abolition of those ing bas not been finished, and an -application bas been
dams, nor was he opposed to the Trent Valley navigation, made by the Nova Scotia Railway Company for accommo-
The hon. Minister of Customs spoke ofthe ignorance thatpre- dation there, and the expenditure will be much more than
vailed respecting the proposed work. If he had taken the covered by the rent.
same interest in the internal navigation ofthe country as the
present Minister of Railways ani Canals, and had visited 333. To pay damages to the steamer M. C. Upper in
the country and gone over the route and ascertained for the Welland Canal......................................$8,000
himself whether such a system could not b carried out, ho Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What are the cir-
would have been in a botter position te have spoken on the cumstances ?

Kr. HILLI&D.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The M. C. Upper was in the

canal, having paid her dues, and she was properly moored.
The schooner Louise came in contact with the gates, broke
them away and led to the damage which was inflicted on the
Upper. The official arbitrators reported that the Upper was
in no degree to blame, and that while there might not be a
strictly legal claim there certainly was an equitable one.
The schooner Louise which led to the disaster, owing to
mismanagement, carried away part of the gates,
and bonds were taken for the damage inflicted. Sub-
sequently the amount claimed on the bonds was con-
siderably reduced, evidence having been given that
the gates were considerably decayed. Under these circum.
stances, and considering that the Upper had paid her canal
dues and that there was no negligencecontributory or other-
wise on her part the Government felt that there was a sub-
stantial and fair ground for the favorable consideration of
the claim.

Mr. MILLS. Who was'the owner?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. member for Monck

(Mr. McCallum).
Mr. MACK ENZIE. I think the legal claim should have

been against the other vessel and not against the Govern-
ment, who were not to blame in the matter. As it is the
Dominion loses this money because the Louise broke
the gates and placed the Upper in this position. With re-
gard to damages of this kind the principle I laid down was,
that they should be paid for according to the age of the
gates and their condition of decay.

gr. RYKERT. I do not agree with the hon. Minister
that there was no legal claim. Mr. McCallum paid all the
dues and conformed with all the regulations; ad he was
fairly entitled to go through without interference ; and if
this damage was caused by another person's carelessness,
surely Mr. McCallum should not be the sufferer. The Gov-
ernment were in the position of common carriers, and the
claim was legal as well as equitable or moral. It was
stated in the report sont to the Department by tho superin-
tendent that Mr. McCallum had not complied with the reg-
ulations, It was upon that chiefly that the claim of Mr.
McCallum was refused. That report was contradicted by
Mr. Bodwell under oath. In his report Mr. Bodwell says:

"l In the first place the damage sustained was occasioned by no defects
in the Goverunment works, nor by any neglect of duty on the part of
the officials in charge of the worka. It is stated by the
lock -tenders that the M. C. Upper's lines with which she was snubbed
at the time were not tant, giving the vessel room to get under headway
before the strain upon the lines commenced, and it is their belief that if
the lines had been tant they would not have parted. Of this I have no
personal knowledge as I was not on the spot at the time of the accident.
Upon the above considerations I fail to see any grounds for Mr. Mc-
Callunm's claim. The vessel lay moored within 110 feet of
the lock, whereas (see No. 19 of Canal Regulations) it is provided that
when several boats or vessels are lying by or in waiting to enter any
canal, they shall lie in single tier at a distance of not Iess than 300 feet
from such lock or entrance. Hlad the M. C. Upper been moored 300 feet
above Lock 21, the chances are that if she had parted her unes, loaded
as she was, the rapidity with which the water lowered would have
caused her to rest on the bottom of the canal before she reached the
breast wall, and no damage would have been sustained."

When Mr. Bodwell was on oath ho did not make the same
statement. Mr. Bodwell says that the M. C. Upper was
further from the lock at the time of the break than his
officers reported her to be, and that the gate had been two
years longer in use. He further says that if the toe-post
was in such condition-and as much worn as Bernard Clarke
in his evideneo represents it-it should certainly have been
reported to him by the division overseer; and his omission
tu do so would be a serious neglect of duty. He says that
it is nocessary to have the gates strong in all other parts,
and to see that a sufficient strength is kept up in all other
partis subjected to a pressure of the water. Some of the
gates had given way, although they bad been in the lock
but for a hort time only, as in the case of the gates of Lock

22. He had removed nearly half of the old gates and
replaced them by new ones; ho found it necessary for the
safety of navigation to remove the old gates. It turns ont
that these gates which he reported as being only in use a
short time had been long in use, and some of the gates had
been carried away before and were replaced in the lok
without being thoroughly repaired. The facts are that the
vessel was moored in a particular position, and strictly in
accordance with the rules and regulations of the canal. The
valves of the upper gates were left open nearly a foot by
the lock-tender, and the lower gates struck by the Louise
were old gates so far decayed that it was utterly impossible
to use them with any safety to the navigation of the canal.
The arbitrators make this report:

" In coming to the conclusion that the damage to the M. 0. Upper
was directly caused by the mismanagement of those on 'board the
schooner Louise, and not by the generally defective condition of the
gates of Lock 21 on the Welland Canal; still considering the very con-
tradictory evidence, and the factthat the Governmentvirtually admitted
the unsound condition of the gatesby reducing the amount of Battle's
bond in settlement with them-the fact that there is no corroborative
evidence in support of cither McAvoy's or Ferris's different statements
as to the cause of the accident, in consequence of the death of
M cTaggart, the lock-tender, the only other party present.-the fact that
the M. C. Upper was moored in the proper place, and the absence of any
proof tbat her lines were not taut-the fact that Mr McCallum had paid
his canal dues, and that there was no negligence contributory or other-
wise on his part or on the part of those acting for or under him at the
time of the accident; we have aiso come to the conclusion that there
are substantial and fair grounda for the favorable consideration of the
claims."

It will be in the recollection of this louse that a return was
moved for some time ago, and when that was brought down it
showed that when the accident took place the late Minis-
ter of Public Works ordered a bond to be given by Mr.
Battle for $2,000, and when the matter was referred to
the Superintendent ho fixed the amount to bo paid by Mr.
Battle at 81,100; but by some strange manouvring on
the part of the hon. gentlemen opposite, and through the
nogotiations of Mr. Thomson, thon member for Welland, the
amount was roduced to 600. The Superintendent did not
know the roason of that change. He reported that the
amount should be $ 1,100, but frr. Thomson, thon high in the
favor of the Government, came to Ottawa, and by some
strange manipulation induced them to reduce the amount to
$600, and that amonnt was paid unknown to the superintend-
ont. I say, i believe Mr. McCallum had a legal claim; he had
paid his dues, and did everything ho was called upon to do to
entitle him to the freo use of that canal, and if anything is
damaged by the carelessness of the officials the Government
are bound to make it good. The evidence shows that the Gov-
ern ment were wrong in their action; they were trying to
economize, and the result was that the whole canal ran
down, and it became in such a bad state that it
was almost unsafe for a vessel to enter the looks.
Lock-gate after lock-gate was knocked over simply by the
touch of a vessel. Iad the canal been properly looked
after by Mr. Bodwell the result would have been quite
different. It was shown by the arbitrators that the look
gates could hardly stand by themselves, the posts were so
rotten. If there was negligence on the part of the Govern.
ment, they are to blame and ought to pay all the damnage.
Why was not Mr. Battle hld responsible for this faulty con-
dition of the work? It was bocause he was a strong supporter
of the late Government. He came down here and got
the amount reduced 8500 or $600. The les the hon.
member for Lambton s ys about the matter the botter, be-
cause everybody who knows all the facts will honclude that
Mr. McCallum did e«0 hing he could, and that the acci-
dent was wIolly caus by the carelessness of the canal
officials.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I utterly deny that the canal was
not in a proper state of repairs.

Mr. RYKERT. You deny leveything,
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Mr. MACKENZIE. I will not dony that the hon. gen- Mr. MACKENZIE. Whon the hon. gentleman sys I

tleman is very insolent. I would admit that at once. The wculd deny anything, li must expeot to be answered in a
Chief Engineer invariably obtained ail the money ho very short manner. Nothing couid ba more impropor than
demanded for the repair of all of those works. The hon. to use sucl an expression, but every time the lion. gentle-
gentleman's assumption is wholly untrue, that the works man speaks lieinsulta lon. members on this aide. Saclihex-
were in that bad state; and the other insinuation that some pressions wiil not be allowod to pass. As for the hon.
one obtained a favor for some particular reason is gentleman's conideration, I do not dosire it or need it.
quite unworthy of my consideration. I stated Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In reply to wlat fou from the
that he was required to pay the value of the locks at the lon. member for South Huron, I want to draw lis atten-
time, but not the price of new locks. I do not think the tion to the position of the question, and 1 think lie wili son
posts were rotten. There might be some decay in the wood that there is very great force in the point to whicliI wish to
and the gates remained tolerably good. Assuming that to allude. The accident occurred, from wlatever cause. The
be the case, the charge for new gates would be very unjust. hon. member for Monck's vessel was wrecked, and liemado a
The price we charged was thought propor after consulting daim for damages. The Department of Justice, to which it
the officers of the Department. was referred to know whether tho daim was a proper e

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In any case the to ho referred te officiai arbitraters, reported that it wts,
principles attempted to be laid down by the hon. member and the officiai arbitratorsafter careful irvestigationreported
for Monck is entirely untenable. There is not the slightest that the accident was entiroly due to causes ever whicliMr.
ground for holding the Government of Canada liable as MeCailumladnocontroi. The following is in thoir report
common carriers. They are only liable if injury rosults«t
from the action of their own agents. But the position of ,Incomto nlusna thd S amaeot
the hon. Minister of Canais was that this injury was caused 'I oigt h ocuinta h aaet h .C pethon.miisaaemen of ano ast tves l, tho s cQoner was directly causeci by the mismanagemtAnt of those on board the
by the mismanagement of another vessel, the schonerschooner Louie, and not by the generally defective condition of the
Louise-that that was the cause of the injury to the vessel gates on Lock 21 of the Welland Canal; stili eonsidering the very con-
of the hon. member for Monck; if so, I fail to sec how the tradictory evidence-the fact that the Government virtually adnitted.the unsond condition of the gates by reducing the amount of Battle's

bond indsettiement withthemu-thstact that there is no corroborative
remedy will ho cleariy against tbe Louise. It is not the evidence in support of either Mcàvoy's or Ferria's different stateinents
business of the Groverrment, thougl asserted by the lion, as to the cause of the accident, in consequence of the death of Mr. Tag-

when injury lias been done by one garthe lock-tender, the onuly other party present--the fant that the
M. C. Upper was oored in the proper laceoand the absence of anyprivate indiyidual to another, to attempt to socure damages proof that her Unes were not taut-the act that Mr. Mcallm hnad

in favor of one man againat another. The decision must paid bis canal dues, and that there was no negligence contributory or

ho ieft to the Courts. otherwise on bis part, o on the part of those acting for or under him at
the time of the accidenth; we ave also cone to the conclusion that

Mr. MILLS. I ara sure it wilt strike every ono as a there are substantial and far groundes for the favorable consideration of

singular doctrine that the Government, as the preprietor tf the eeaim."

a canal, la a common carrier. You might as wehI argue that a Mr. MILLS.h as the hon. gentleman the opinion of the
turhike road company was a common carrier and n'able Minister of Justice thon?

r tîte damage of eue vehicle te another. The position Of Sir CIARmES TUPPEr. I wil produce it later, but
the Govornment is wlly different from that of a raîlway tlie hon. Miiiter gave an opinion aise that it was a proper
company. A raiiway cempany net enly owns the road, cs eh eerdt h fiiiabtaoa

cato be referred to h offi cial arbitrators otdta tws

but the coaches whiah makes them commnnd carriers. That
the Governnent doos net own the vesseis that sali on the 3,3. Prince Edward Island Railway........uo s....v$12,
canais, and thorefore are net commMn carriers. If a colci a Sir CHA dRLES TUPPER. This expenditure I was
sien occura on a canai, an injury is done te one vossel by the obliged teo make owing t the unwonted everity of the
carelessunes aiid egi"ence of the master of another, it winter. The storms onutho Intercoenial Railway have been
is only the party who caused the injury that cati held very severe, 'butidotiling as cmpared with those on Prince

soable.oeLudward Island noai1way. A succession etivew-storm of
Mr. RYKIERT. The hou. member for Lambton lias old thrdmot unusuacharacter have taken place, and fr miles

me that I wasvory insolent. I would like te retburn the the rond was burid uptea great depth, and this expenditure
compliment by teiing hlm on thi occasion that ho ofTen is argiy caused by the increased cst forremoving the
addreses the lovuse, althength bis age sereens him, in the snow.
meet insolent mannor. I wisli him te ugderstand that thi 386. To defray expenses l connection with Publie c

net ging te ast those sr and insult at lion. member ot Buldins in Manitoba.....fac.............$60,
on this aide witerout being taken te task for it. Ttgough a
litte eder than myse.f I have been as long in publicteifetas Ie roply te Sir dReIehaD Je. CARTWRIHTo
le, and IMwiLl net allow him te charge myslf and friends SirH ECTOR LANGEVIN. The Winnipeg post office is
witl beinginsolent withot resenting it. When making now te ama . We have enlarged it, but the more we
sotie allowane for the state of bis hca h, ho must recolileMt enlargo it the eos is it capable of accommodating te
that we arehiae oequa in thic louse, and I wie Tnet submit enormoua and increasing crowds f peple wheovisit it. The
te Gis impertinence in tehlling me that have been insolent intention isnte have a new poat office. The lot ou which
towardnhlm. Besides, it w a net paroiamentary te tel me the old pest offce stands, beingiOn the main street, laof
that my statement was untrue, a statement based on great value; that will ho seld and a new lot purchàased.
evidence. Mr. Bodwell admitted hie had stated what
wau net correct in hi firest report. o admitted 392. Kx>enses in connection with Harbors and
that the canal w in a bad tate cf repa r, and I say e 3 .Prin e wr s i lw............. .... $1200

as a matter cf fact, the canal waa eompletely run dewn. Iu reply' te Mir. ANOLIN,
Ail hi@ whole time was taken up ini coveriug up its defocts. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. With reference te the
I said they were in the position ef cemmon carriers, but liarbor cfShppegan, the Chief Engneer's estimate cf
did net say they were cmmon carriers. They ndertoek $ 4,000 is for the completien of the tir t 1,400 feet of the
that Mr. McCalnm's vessel slould be prtected in going breakwater at Alexandr's Point, whicli was chmmenced in
throuh the cana , and if injured by their neghigence tley 1875. The total lengtnoth riginallyreommended was ,i50
were hble. feetsoThethrst 900 hoentuf the breakwater, wing te the

Mr. RYKERT.
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lateness of the season, could only be secured in a rough
manner, and béing left in an imperfect state it has nearly
disappeared. We cannot do the whole of this with $4,000,
but we will secure the work in such a way as to make it
serviceable and prevent it being carried away by the
waves.

Mr. ANGLIN. The way in which this work has been
mranaged does not reflect much credit on the Government
as a whole. When hon. gentlemen came into office the
work was discontinued, because the contractor had broke
down. I made an application to the Minister of Public
Works to expend the balance of the appropriation, but ho
refused to do more than expend sufficient money to make
the works secure. The work is an important one, in view
of the large number of fishing vessels in the locality. I
hope the works as proposed will be carried out, and that the
breakwater will be run out into the deep water.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry I was unable to
visit this place last summer, otherwise I would have been
more aufait with the situation there. I may be able to
judge of the work. This sum, however, will be sufficient to
keep the works from being injured.

393. Harbors and Piers in the Province of Quebec ...... $29,500
Mr. ROGERS. I presume the amount of $2,000 for

breakwater in Rusher Bay is for the enlargement of the
breakwater at Anderson Hollow.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is for an addition to the
wharf.

Mr. ROGERS. I understand that a petition bas been
forwarded to the Government asking for money to build a
breakwater to protect a wharf at another place a short
distance from the one already in course of construction.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There has been such a
petition. This grant is for an addition to the one already
begun.

394. Harbors and Rivera, Ontario.............. ... $138,450

Mr. MILLS. Is it intended to begin the work at Mor-
peth for which an appropriation was taken some time ago.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is not the intention to
begin the work.

In reply to Mr. MILLS,
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The work on the Sydenham

River will be the removal of obstructions between Wallace-
burg, Dresden and Wilkesport.

Mr. GILLIES. I wish to draw the attention of the bon.
Minister to the fact that some parties in my section of the
country expected that an appropriation would have
appeared in the Estimates for the improvement
of Inverhuron Harbor. The Minister of Public Works
promised on a certain occasion that ho would keep this
harbor in mind, but nothing has been done in relation to
it. It requires improvement, and it has been recognized as
one which they should take up.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is a grant for
Wiarton Harbor, but unfortunately Inverhuron was one of
the harbors on the list which was not adopted in Council.

398 Hydrographie Survey, River St. Lawrence, Que-
bec to Cap à la Roche .......... ...................... $7,500

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I thought that bad all
been done by the British Navy engineer.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is in consoquence of one
of the steamers of the Allan Line having been totally wrecked
there. A demand was made on the Government to have a
careful survey made of that portion of the coast in order
that he might see what obstacles should be removed, and
whether any buoys or lighthouses should be erected.

403. For ereotion of Mounted Police Barracks...-. 30,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These barracks will all be
erected at the capital of the North-West; and as we intend
having the capital selected in a short time, we shall be able
soon to give out the contracta.

Mr. ANGLIN. Yon intend to abandon Battleford ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. For that purpose.
Resolutions ordered to be reported, and (at 2:20 a.m.,)

House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TaURDAY, 11th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PB.Ayzus.

REDISTRlBUTION OF SEATS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
again resolve itself into Committee un Bill (No. 158) to
readjust the representation in the House of Commons, and
for other purposes.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With regard to the
12th section of the 2nd clause, respecting the
electoral district of Muskoka and Parry Sound, I
should prefer any discussion on some proposed changes
postponed for the present. It is thought more convenient
that the township of Ridout, which is now in North Vic-
toria, ought to be, for convenieríce sake, placed in the north
riding of Ontario. It is now united for municipal purposes
with Maclean. I move that the 12th section be adopted.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not hear anything about an inten-
tion to change the connection of the township of Ridout;
but an amendment was proposed adding also the townships
to the northward of the said electoral district to it. The
statement was that that was an undefined enlargement of the
electoral district; and it was suggested that an effort should
be made to ascertain the municipal limits of Muskoka and
Parry Sound. Obviously, when you mention certain dis-
tricts like this, and in a way which we notice, you are deal-
ing with a wholly undefined area.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It can be provided that
certain townships shall form the constituency and such
other townships as may hereafter be bore laid down to the
north of the said electoral district; that must mean, if they
ie to the north of any other electoral district. lt cannot
mean townships lying to the north of Muskoka.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not mean that the extension was
indefinite in its latitude, but in its longitude. It does not
matter that they are laid out consecutively to the north. If
there is a considerable portion of Ontario to the north of this
electoral district here defined, thon it is quite clear that
township will be left out, one does not know where.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I find a good deal of
difficulty about that, but if this clause is allowed to pass, by
the time of the third reading I will try to define the district.
In relation to section 17, soine changes are proposed: in
the east riding of Muskoka the township of Gibson is leit
out, and it is proposed to insert these words : "and all
that part of the territorial district of Muskoka lying to the
south of the township of Hagerman, and east of Redora
and Watt. " Part of that county is unsurveyed.
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Mr. BLAKE. This is including more territory.
Mfr. BOWELL. It includes that territory portions of

which are unsurveyed, lying westward of Magog and running
to Georgian Bay.

Mr. BLAKE. The practical effect of that proposal will
be to disfranchise the inhabitants of that territory. Being
unorganized, there is no provision for municipal assess-
monts, which is the basis of the voters' list. There is a
special franchise for Muskoka and Algoma in consequence
of their possessing so much unorganized territo-y, and if
the hon. gentleman withdraws that district which contains
that special provision, and inserts another which does not
contain it, he disfranchises the population so transferred.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a good deal in
what the hon. gentleman says, we will add that back to
Muskoka.

Mr. BLAKE. Where does Gibson lie?
Mr. BOWELL. It lies in that portion of the territory to

which the Oka Indians have removed, west of Medora and
south of Grey.

Mr. BLAKE. Why should it be abstracted from Muskoka
thon ?

Mr. BOWELL. We are putting Gibson in Muskoka.
Mr. BLAKE. Of course, proposals of this kind, made

without previous notice, cannot bediscussed with advantage
as we have not at our finger's ends the precise location of
every township in Ontario, particularly in those new and
unorganized districts. The hon. gentleman should give us
an opportunity, before the final disposition of this measure,
of looking into what is the final effect of the changes,
and give us a statement of the reasons why they are made.

On section 22,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I leave the north riding

of Wentworth unaltered.
Mr. BLA.KE. I congratulate the Conservatives of Halton,

particularly of the township of Nelson, on the success with
which they have importuned the hon. gentleman to make
these alterations.

On section 23,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that section 23

be struck out.
Mr. BLAKE. I renew my congratulations to the Con-

servatives of Halton.
Amendment agreed to.
On section 26,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that after the

word " Puslinch " the word "Erin " be inserted.
Mr. BLAKE. I congratulate my hon. friend, the present

and future member for South Wellington, on the change.
Mr. GUTHRIE. I might suggest that the clause be

struck out altogether. I may say that while the township
of Erin will be faithful to the Reform party wherever it is,
I have no doubt it is botter satisfied to remain as it has
always been, part of the county of Wellington.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I propose that the clause
be struck out.

Amendment agreed to.
On section 38,
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman reserved this clause

for consideration, and strong solicitations were made to
him to take the Elgins out of this enormous riding and
place them where they ought to be, in the north riding.

Mr. SRIAW. It must be observed that though the west
riding is large, the north riding comprises a great number
of townships; there are the townships of Arran, Elderelie,
Amabel, Albermarle and Lindsay, and there are five incorpor-

Sir JOHN A. MACDoALD.

ated villages. Now this part of the country is being rapidly
settled, there is the rising village of Wiartor in the north
riding, which is rapidly growing, and in a short time the
population of the north riding will be equal to that of the
east or west ridinge. Looking at the number of townships
and the number of villages, there is reasonable ground
for believing that there will be a large increase in popula-
tion. There are three of these townships now connected
under one municipal corporation, and very soon, no doubt,
these townships will be separate municipalities. It is only
a short time since the townships of Amabel and Albermarle
were connected with the township of Arran. Thon Innis-
fil was separated from Arran, and subsequently Albermarle
bas been separated from Amabel. Now, with regard to the
west riding, I am glad to observe the hon. leader of the
Opposition does not seem to consider it incorrect.

Mr. BLAKE. I beg your pardon.
Mr. SHAW. Well, ho has notmentioned itat all events, and

I presume that his silence gives consent as to the propriety of
the course taken. The hon. leader of the Opposition, however,
must bear in mind, and I believe that the people of the south
riding will agree with me, that the proper methDd of divid-
ing these ridings was to divide them into the east and west.
There has been considerable discussion in that county Us to
the mode of dividing these ridings, and the Reformers have
maintained that an outside party should be selected as the
candidate, because the interests of the east and west were
opposed. They bave now been separated, and probably it
may be said that the Reformers are hived in the west.
Well, if that be the case, the Conservatives are hived in the
east. You cannot hive Reformers without hiving the Con-
servatives, and so no great mischief was done. The question
then is simply, is the county territorially growing in popu-
lation? I think it is. I observe that matter has been dis-
cussed in the south riding, and only one objection has been
taken to it, namely, by the incorporated village of Lucknow.
Now, that village is at the very south of that riding. It
was comprised of a portion of three townships, two in
the north riding of the county of Huron, one in the south
riding of Bruce. As that village now stands, a portion of
it votes in the north riding of Huron and a portion in the
south riding of Bruce for Dominion elections. The present
arrangement will do away with that. It will leave the
municipal organization of that village within the west
riding of the county of Bruce, and a very proper arrange-
ment it is. The same course was adopted with that village
when it was incorporated; it was placed in the south riding
of the county of Bruce for electoral purposes to the Local
Legislature, and as regards that, I might just tefer to the
question of population. It is said the arrangement with
regard to that village will benefit the present hon. member
for the north riding of Huron, that it will take some
Reformers from his riding and add them to the west riding
of the county of Bruce. That is so, but the same course
was adopted by Mr. Mowat's Government when that
village was incorporated and put into the west riding,
notwithstanding that the vote of South Bruce was much
larger than the vote of North Huron and larger than the
vote of North Bruce. I might also remark that
the village of Tiverton, which lies on the border between
North and South Bruce, was also brought into South Bruce
for the reason that South Bruce was a little doubtful in its
vote, while there was no doubt as to the vote of North
Bruce. South Bruce was always doubtful, and although its
population was nearly double the population of North
Bruce, still these villages were both added to South Bruce
in order to increase the Reform majority there. That was
done by Mr. Mowat's Government, and although that is no
argument for adopting the same course in Federal elections,
still the Reformers of that riding have no ground to
complain if Mr. Mowat's course be followed by the Hous of
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Commons. The leader of the Opposition has deprecated
interference with municipal organizations, and ho has
contended that electoral divisions should coincide with
county and township divisions. My opinion is that it does
not make much difference as regards counties, but certainly
it makes a difference when townships are divided, bocause
they would thon be required to have two sets -of voters'lists.
My hon. friend from West Durham referred approvingly to
the speech of the leader of the Government in 1872 in favor
of maintaining the county organizations the same as the
electoral divisions. One would consider, however, that his
position, as former representative of South Bruce, was a
little different from the position ho takes today on that
question. In that speech the leader of the Government
said that a young man first enters the Township Council, and
if he there displays some ability ho is selocted as a reeve,
thon ho graduates into the County Council, probably
becomes warden, and flnally represents his county in Parlia-
ment. Now, it is worthy of remark that the first entrance
of my hon. friend into political life was by successfully
opposing the warden Qf that county. That warden was a
farmer in the county, ho became a councillor, then a warden,
thon a reeve, and finally warden of the county, and thon the
hon. leader of the Opposition defeated him.

Mr. BLAKE. And thon another of them.
Mr. SHAW. It did not end there, we put forward

another gentleman in that riding. He was first a coun-
cillor, thon a reeve, and afterwards warden, and the hon.
gentleman defeated him. The fact was that no municipal
officer in that county would be returned by the Conservative
party, and it had finally to get a lawyer to try issues with
the hon. gentleman. Such were the acts of the hon. leader
of the Opposition; but perhaps ho is not here to give his
own opinions on the matter, but simply to advocate the
opinions of the party ho represents. It appears to me from
the hon. gentleman's acts in connection with South Bruce,
that he was simply carrying out the opinions of the party,
and whatever the Reform party desired that he sought te
carry out irrespective of county or municipal organization.
It may- b said it was all right that the hon. gentleman
should oppose those wardens, and if it had ended with
simple opposition it would have been well enough, but when
all the influence of a party is brought to bear against the
municipal officers who are running for Parliamentary
honors, the position is a great deal worse. Those elections,
although 1 do not charge any corruption or impropriety
against the leader of the Opposition-

Mr. BL&AKE. Ycu had botter not.
Mr. SHAW. By no means, I do not mean to do so, and I

do not do so; but I do say that a large amount of money
was expended in those ridings to carry the elections, and
that the hon. gentleman did carry the election by these
means, and that he would not have carried it by any other
means. I say, further, that managers of money-londing
institutions were sent, not gerrymandering through the
country, but meandering through it, where they had mort-
gages-two or three of them-during these elections, and
that they did produce an effect in the county, and the result
which was intended, the election of the hon. gentleman. I
have heard it said, and I believe there is truth in it, that
the leader of the Opposition felt some delicacy in accept-
ing the position after le was elected, having ascertained
that so much money had been spent there; but party
exigencies again overcame the objection and the hon.
gentleman accepted the situation. Those things usually
have to be done for the purpose of party, it is eaid, and I
suppose the Reformers are not much botter than the Con-
servatives in that respect, although they profess a great
deal more. I would not have extended my remarks to such
a length upon those clauses, were it not that I heard the
right hon. leader of the Opposition say that the division of

the Bruces was one of the grossest cases. I am glad he has
said that, that ho bas expressed that opinion, because, when
it is committed to the electors of that county, I have no fear
of their opinion on that subjectif that is the grossest case.

Mr. BLAKE. I never said that was the grossest Case.
I said it was one of the grossest cases.

Mr. SHAW. If it is one of the grossest cases, I think it
will be accepted by the county as about fair and just.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman heard my speech, and
ho has produced his own speech.

Mr. SHAW. Not froin notes at all events.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has endeavored to

show that my course is inconsistent, because I defeated two
candidates who happened to be wardens. I have always
said, and made the statement publicly on the platform, that
a local man had many points of advantage over a stranger
in a political eontest. I stated that 1 only asked to be
judged and voted for, for or against, after a fair and jnst
allowance had been made. I have always admitted that
candidates, such as wardens, possessed a great advantage,
but the hon. leader of the Government proposes to
deprive local residents of those advantages, by abolish-
ing the system of county organization. That did
not occur in the case of Bruce, because it was
divided muto electoral districts, but it applied to the
bulk of the changes as brought down. Of course, some
clauses have since been altered; within a few minutes three
clauses proposing great disruption have been altered for
reasons which we all understand. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Shaw) says that the public opinion of the Braces will
approve of this proposed division, and that ho is glad to hear
that I said it is one of the grossest cases in the Bill, immedi-
ately afterwards statiug that I had said it was the grossest
case, thus contradicting himself. I said it was one of the
grossest cases-1 think so; it is not the grossest case, but one
of the grossest cases. Here is a county which, oven.under
the circumstances of the eloctions of 1878, under the didfi-
culties in which the elections were run, particularly in
Bruce as affecting the south riding, which the Ion. gentle-
man well knows returned a majority of Roform votes.
There was a majority in the combined votes of the two
divisions recorded for the Reformers as against the Con-
servatives, and so it has been in precoding elections for a
considerable time; and the hon. gentleman says that the
honost mon of Bruce will approve of the division, the
inequality of population, and the design to stultify the voice
of the majority, and give the Conservatives two votes out of
three in a county, the people's voice from whieh,
oven as judged by the elections of 1878, was
Reform rather than Conservative. That is the hon.
gentleman's opinion of the majority and fair spirit of the
electors of Bruce. I do not share it, There may be mon
there blind to everything but a sense of party advantage,
who think politics is a game in which it is proper to atrive
with the opinions of the majority, and while the majority
of the electors under the most unfavorable circumstances
goes Reform, they so readjust the representation that two-
thirds shali be Conservative and one-third minority. I do
not doubt there are such, but many of the Ion. gentle-
man' s supporters will say it is not just, fair and
reasonable, and since it does not equalize the
population it is obvions that the purpose is that which I
have stated. Of course, the hon. gentleman considers ho
bas a convenient majority in that portion of the riding for
which it is possible ho can stand. It was impossible to
provide otherwise without taking a portion of a strong
Reform county; but the result of the division is to make a
middle and two ends, so that according to the returns of
1878, the two ends will be strongly Conservative, and the
middle an unfortunately stronger Reforn onstitueney, It
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would have been more fair and just to have divided the
south riding and have left the west riding untouched.

Mr. SHAW. Suppose it were done.
Mr. BLAKE. I will not suppose so, because it is not

going to be; but nothing the hon. gentleman has said has
furnished any argument for diminishing the population of
the north riding to 17,300 as against 25,000. We know the
reasons, Sir. The reason is, that because an equalization of
the population would have given the north riding to the
Reformers, or made the result doubtful, the hope to avoid
that result, and a Bill professedly based on equalization,
having its justification in the argument that equalization
was necessary, contains on the face of it this glaring
inequality: that these two townships are taken from the
north riding and put to the west riding, making a difference
of about 7,000 in population for the sole and only purpose of
accomplishing this nefarious result, and stiffing the voice of
the eleoctorate, and providing that a county, which has a
majority of Reformers and a minority of Conservatives,
shall give its voice in Parliament for two Conserva-
tives and one Reformer. If the north riding of Bruce
increases in population in future years make your readjust-
ment then. Deal with the necessities of the case as they
arise. The hon. gentleman talks about the villages and the
number of townships, but we know the conditions of the
north riding of Bruce and the Indian Peninsula as com-
pared with other parts of the county. We all know that
the expectations of the hon. gentleman are not likely to be
so extensively realized as he seems to imagine. I say the
profession is a hollow one, an unjustifiable one.

Mr. SHAW. The hon. gentleman contradicts himself.
He has stated before, that even with the township of
Saugeen and the village of Port Elgin, and if the south
riding were then divided into east and west, there would
still be a deficiency of 163 in the Reform vote, and that
simply increases it, so that if divided into east and west
the Reformers will still be behind in the north, and the north
riding would have a majority of 163 Conservative votes over
the IReform votes. So it cannot be placed in the north
riding, except for the purpose of increasing the majority.
That can be the only argument he can use. The majority
is there without the addition of that township. It is,
therefore, done for the purpose of giving it proportion in
territory as well as in population. He does not deny that the
territory is large; that it is unsettled; that these town-
ships will be filled up in the future and that shortly. The
hou. leader of the Government has not said that he intended
altogether to divide the constituencies according to popula-
tion, but both by population and territory, and that prin-
ciple has been kept in view in the north riding as well as
in the est. In that respect I deny that there is anything
wrong in this Bill, and the hon. gentleman must be aware
of it. According to the last returns there were, without
Bruce, 163 Conservative majority already. It was unneces-
sary to divide it the way proposed by this Bill in order
to make the north riding Conservative. It would have
been a Conservative riding with the township of Bruce
annexed to the south riding. in any view of the situation,
the hon, gentleman will not deny that the township should
have gone to the north riding.

Mr. BLA KE. The hon. gentleman says that the leader
of the Government considered territory as well as popula-
tion. This is the first time we have heard that. We did
not hear that from the hon. Minister before, but let me give
him an instance of the manner in which territory is con-'
sidered in this Bill. The eounty of Frontenac for electoral
purposes contains 320 square miles and a population of
14,983, and a very large portion of the municipal territory
of the county of Frontenac las been eut off and added to
Addington. For electoral purposes the county of Adding-
ton contains 2,057 square miles and a population of 23,470.1

Mr. BLAxu.

If yon wanted to consider territory as well as population, of
course, provision ought to be made for subtracting from
Addington in territory and population, municipally belong-
ing to Frontenac. But the grossest inequality of territory
is preserved u this scheme. Over2,000 miles is taken from
the small and given to the large by the old Bill
and unaltered by this. As the hon. gentleman
says, look at the returns of 1878, and you will
see that there is a majority of Conservatives in
North Bruce even with the subtraction of the township
of Saugeen and the village of Port Elgin. It 1s true that is
the case by the returns of 1878. As I said before, the voice
of the county of Bruce spoke with only something like 100
of a majority on that occasion ; but I said it spoke under
great difficulties, and the hon, gentleman knows that that is
not the present voice of North Bruce. He knows that it
would be dangerous to the Conservative cause in the north
riding to leave Saugeen and Port Elgin li, and it is because it
would be dangerous to leave them there that they are taken
from the north riding and put in the other. That is the
case I say, and I believe that nine mon out of every ten lu
this country will believe it to be the case.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I was under the impression that
the hon. gentleman found fault with the Bill, because it
made too many changes, but now we find he wants more
changes made. He has alluded to one illustration with
which I am somewhat familiar. Does not the hon. gentle-
man know that the division of the counties of Addington,
Frontenac and Lennox, was made some years ago, at the
suggestion and with the approval of the hon.gentleman who
sits beside him (Sir Richard J. Cartwright). I am certain
that hon. gentleman was consulted as to the division of
those counties, and why does he find fault now ? I have no
doubt that a great many more changes might be made, but
the Government knew that every additional change would
be found fault with by lion. gentlemen opposite, and when
we listened to the agonizing shrieks which they sent up,
when the Bill was brought down, that the Government had
legislated themselves into power for another ten years-

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say so.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The Globe newspaper said so.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You cannot do it.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. They say so now; they did not

say so last week. The Globe said that Sir John A. Mac-
donald had legislated himself inte power for another ten
years. These gentlemen say that the people of Ontario are
discontented, dissatisfied, impoverished by the policy ef the
Government; discontented with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way policy of the Government, dissatisfied with all the
scandals connected with them-anxious to turn them out-
and yet this wave of discontent has not swept over the
country equally. We are told that the rain falls from
Heaven upon the just and the unjust alike; but it appears
that this wave of discontent has not swept over the country
in the same equal manner, but that it bas jumped from
township to township, and only ligbted on a few townships,
which the hon. gentleman, with that prescience which dis-
tinguished him, finds grouped together in this Bill. I
would ask any hon. gentleman in this House, does he think
it possible that if the majority of the people of Ontario are
diseutisfied with the present Government and their policy,
can they be hived together? Cau the minority hive the
majority ? No, Sir, it is impossible. -Hon. gentlemen
opposite know, and the terror which they display at this
Bill shows, that they feel it in the supreme hour of their
political existence; just as the last hour before dissolution,
when thoy and we alike are going to meet our judge, the
people, that they have to give an account of the policy they
have pursued in this House, they have to show whether their
opposition to this Government and its policy has been just
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and fair and proper. They know that all their declarations, wrong. I do not think the House or the country will
all their oppositions, will be regarded by the people as vox regard it in the same light, but every fair-minded man who
et proeterea mhil. looks at it dispassionately will say that it is designed to

Mr. RYMAL. Say it over again. give Ontario a far representation according to population.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I think it is very fitMr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes, Ishal say it over again that that the hon. member for Frontenac should appear as thethe people will tell them it is ail wind, ail gas, ail nonsense, champion of this Bill. There were three principles laid downwhat tbey have been uttering. I do not know whether it by the hon. First Minister and the hon. Minister of Customs,would be parliamentary for me to use an expression with which they said had regulated their ideas in framing it:reference to the minority here which bas been used with one was the principle of equalizing the population, anotherreference to a minority elsewhere. We know that lately the principle of having regard to territory, and the third thean Irish member of Rarliament was called to account by bis principle ofhaving regard to growth. Each one of these threeconstituents for having voted in favor of the cloture resolu. principles, in the case of the hon. momber for Frontenac,tions in the Imporial House of Commons, and ho wrote to has been grossly violated. His constituency contains 300tell his constituents that they did not understand the subject, square miles as against 120 square miles in the neighboringand that the cloture was necessary as a guardian of free constituency; it bas a population of 14,900, while the con-debate, and as a protection of the majority against a stituency alongside bas 23,870; his county during the lastIblatherskite " minority. Now, I hope it will not be found ton years bas lost nearly 10 por cent. of its population,that al[ the opposition to the Government for the last four while the county alongside grew nearly 10 per cent. Theyears has been "blatherskite," and that all the dissatisfied hon. gentleman is, therefore, the right man in the rightpeople can be hived together in a few townships, so that place in upholding as gross a piece of trickerytheir influence will not b felt. I say, again, that it is as ever was inflicted on any people. There is not oneimpossible for the minority to hive the majority, and if the single solitary principle that those hon. gentlemen eversupporters of the present Government are, as hon. gentle- professed, including the principles professed by the hon.men say, in a minority in the Province of Ontario, then 1 First Minister in 1872, which this Bill docs not grossly andsay it is impossible to so group the constituencies that hon. daringly violate. And naturally the bon. gentleman whosegentlemen opposite will not have a majority from that Pro- constituency is an example of distinct violation of the threevince. But by their language this Ilouse, by the terror rules which this hon. gentleman laid down, is the first tothey have shown, by the agoaizing shrieks they have given, applaud it. The hon. gentleman spoke of some remarkswe see that they believe they are lost as a political party. made on this side of the House, as being vox et prætereaI accept this Bill as the best one which I believe could be nihil. He could not have bit on a botter description,produced under the present state of things, although, for my not only in bis own speech on this occasion, but of his usualown part, I behieve another principle might have speeches in this Hotise. ln the present speech there wasbeen very properly introduced, and that is the principlo of not one original idea; the only idea uttered was one stolengrouping together some of the constituencies into districts, from the Aurora speech of the hon. member for West Dur-so as to give representation to the minority in those bam-that Parliament should be a mirror of the feelings ofdistricts. I believe that the Parliament of this country the people.

should be the mirror of the nation, that it should represent Mr. K RKPATRIOK. That idea was expressed long
faithfully, all shades of thought in the country, and that the Mr.
minority in every district should be represented here. I before.
woulddike to see the city of Toronto, for instance, with its Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. As regards Lennox,
three representatives, made a district in which every man I had something to do with arranging that county in 1867;
would have two votes, so that the minority would have as regards Frontenac and Addington, I do not remember
one represontative from that city; and I would like to sec having taken any particular action. But, in 1876, Lennox,
the same principle applied to some of the other large dis- which then contained a population of 16,500, was within
tricts. That is my view, but it does not receive the weight the nearest fraction of the fair quotient which the several
which I think it is entitled to, and it is useless for me to constituencies ought to have contained. But I merely rose
press it. But under the present system, when we come to to call attention to the extreme propriety and fitness of the
divido .up the country so that each constituency will have hon. member for Frontenac, who in his own person unites all
one member, then I say the right hon. gentleman has striven the objections that can well be taken to the measure, being
to bis utmost in this Bill, to give a fair representation its advocate.
according to population. For the last quarter of a century, Mr. GILLIES. I was vory much surprised to hear the
hon. gentlemen opposite have been dinging into bis ears, hon. member for South Bruce bring forward the point he
and badgering him with resolution after resolution, to adopt bas urged. As to the facts of the case, they are so plain
the principle of representation by population; and he has as to require little argument. This county bas got 64,000
striven in this Bill to do so as far as possible. But wbatever population, giving 21,000 for each riding. The only point
ho does meets with the same opposition from bon. gentle- he endeavored to make was that the territory to the north
men opposite. They never admit that anything he introduces was larger than the territory to the west and south. Now,
eau have a principle of right about it at all. When we the Indian Peninsula was offered for sale in the fall of 1855
consider that 'the Province of Ontario bas a right to at Owen Sound, and a very large portion sold. At the
have four additional members, and consider that the same time other portions of Bruce was also offered for sale,
representation of Cornwall and Niagara have been taken and were sold and settled. How was it that the Indian
away, we must see that the Government bas made Peninsula in that section, if it was a country capable of
as few changes in the representation as possible by settlement, was not settled ? The simple reason is that the
this Bill, and that they have been guided solely, apparently country is so rocky and difficult of settlement that no
by a desire to equalize the population. When hon. gentle- people would settle in it. In the days when it was offered
mon opposite declare that the Bill has done them an injury, for sale, shortly after the Russian war, there was a land fever,
they do not think what it bas done to hon.gentlemen on our and any actual purchasers did not know the quality of the
side of the House. There are two bon. gentlemen on this land. Finding it was so inferior in quality people would
side legislated out of their seats altogether, but we do not not settie on it. Of late years some settlers have gone
hear a word of condolence for them. Because the Billb has in to take off the timber. The more people know of this
lot been framed to meet their views, they declare that it isi region, the more tbey are inclined to view it as inferior
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for agrieultural purposes. Not more than one farmer in
fifteen would settle upon the part yet unsettled; and
instead of that country increasing in population, it is more
likely to decroase during the next decade. So, if that was
the only ground for the argument of the hon. member
for South Bruce, it would have been botter if ho had not
presented it. I am somewhat surprised that they desired
to pash through this measure. It was shown, by the last
election, that the Conservatives would certainly have as good
a chance as they could have desired or eau wish for to defeat
any candidate in the Liberal cause for North Bruce, so
there are no grounds for saying there should be an increase
of the population in the west riding unless it be to make
doubly sure of defeating a Liberal in the north riding.
The Conservatives will certainly have something in the
neighborhood of 150 or 200 of a majority, with which they
surely should be satisfied. For their own sake, the Conser-
vatives should show some liberality in this matter; it woull
certainly be more in their own favor than dividing that
county in the way proposed. Lt will be found, when the
redistribution is made, that instead of increasing that sec-
tion of the country, it will diminish it as compared with the
other ridings in that county. The arguments offered by
the hon. first Minister, and especially by the hon. member
for South Bruce, are simply technical and flimsy, and
thorefore discreditable to them. If the Government desire
to carry this measure through. lu its crude iniquity, as
seems apparent, there is one thing that will be satisfactory:
that it will, to a certain extent, carry its own destruction to
this side of the House with it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. member for the
west riding of Durham made a suggestion a little while
age, imilar te the proposai cf Ibis mtion-thal Saugeen
and Port Elgin should be taken away from the west riding
and added to the north. Now, I will meet the hon. gentle-
man hatf way; we will take Port Elgin from the west
riding and add it to the north riding of Bruce.

Mr. BLAKE. I am delighted to hear thehon. gentleman
make that proposal. The return for Port Elgin shows that
Port Elgin is about equally divided in political opinion, and
that it would not hurt his Tory candidate to put it in the
north riding. 'Why does he not propose that Port Elgin
shall be taken into the riding. Everybody knows why. Ie
proposes to leave with us the smaller of the two lu point of
population, so as to make the discrepancy as much as hoecan,
Port Elgin having 1,100 and the other over 2,200 of a popu-
lation. Ie proposes to leave with the north riding that
which has a very slight Reform majority, and to take into
the riding in which ho is living the Grits that have a sub-
stantial majority. I arn glad the bon. gentleman makes
the proposal, because it indicates that in every lino cf the
Bill, and every amendment proposed, he bas but one idea,
that of strengthening his own friends and weakening bis
adversaries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was the hon. gentle-
man, and not I, who made the proposition. To be sure ho
wanted the two. I made no suggestion, because I was quite
satisfied with bis division. The hon. gentleman asked for
the whbole, and we give him the half, and half a loaf is botter
than no bread. The hon, gentleman would like us to do as
Mr. Mowat did inl Huron-take Goderich and a slice running
along the shore in order to connect it by an artificial connec-
tion. Suppose we take a strip of Saugeen and Port Elgin,
would that satisfy the bon. gentleman ? We have a prece-
dont for it in the Local Legislature.

Mr. BLAKE. The hou. gentleman says lie did not
propose to add Port Elgin to the north riding. No; he
proposed to take it from the north riding, and his counter
propowal to my hon. friend now is that he wilt remit so
much population in the north riding as is comprised in the
villge of Port Elgin, aud I say we know the reason. We

Mr. GiLtras.

see from that what the hon. gentleman considers is the
political complexion of these two municipalities, and while
dealing with it in a way in which ho pretends to remedy
the evil, ho substantially makes no particular change. The
majority in Port Elgin was nine, so that the leader of the
Government, having looked at the electoral returns, or
heard from the hon. Minister of Customs or somebody else,
that Port Elgin is about equally divided and that Saugeen
is a strong Grit town, takes this process ostensibly to meet
the views of hon. gentlemen on this side, while in reality
mak-ng no material concession to their wisbes. By
replacing Port Elgin, which is about equally divided, no
material change is made, while by not replacing Saugeen,
which bas a strong Liberal majority, the Liberals are hived
as originally intended.

Mr. SHAW. There is one remark I would like to make
in reply to the hon. member for North Bruce. Ho bas for-
gotten to mention in regard to the Indian Peninsula,that no
railway bas been constructed to run into -that district until
lately. One is now under construction, and that portion of
the county is now being opened up. That accounts largely
for the increase of population in late years, and that increase
is going on. No doubt Port Elgin is very equally divided.
Suroly, therefore, there could be no objection to its going
into the north riding. If it is considered better, I might
make another suggestion, that is, to divide the township of
Saugeen and lot half go to the north and half to the south
riding,

Mr. BLAKE. Why should we divide it?
Mr. SHAW. To come nearer your opinion, that the popu-

lations should be more nearly equalized and less regard paid
te territory. We believethe present arrangement is fair.
It is a matter that has been discussod in that county by
my hon. friend and myself. I recollect we discussed repre-
sentation by poptilation, and I recollect the very Iast time
1 met my hon. friend at Port Elgin ata public meeting, I
stated I was aware that at this Session theo ounty of Bruce
would ask for another representative, and ho would be here
to assist me. I am sure he does not object to that, but only
to the division.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman, in the first instance,
was represented by the hon. First Minister as his agent. Now,
ho makes a proposition in his own name. He tells us lie is
willing to divide Saugeen. A few moments ago ho said that
the township and village municipality was a very conven-
ient unit, but very great inconvenience would arise from any
attempt to divide township and village municipalities as two
voters' lists would be required, and many other inconven-
iences would result. It is perfectly obvious, from the offer the
hon. gentleman makes, that ho feels this matter is entirely
in his own hands, that ho is here as the proprietor of the
county of Bruce, and that the hon. First Minister is simply his
agent; and the reports we beard of townships being traded
off and of the disputes that took place are verified by the
proposition of the hon. member for South Bruce. The
hon. gentleman stated that there is a prospect
of population coming into North Bruce, and that
therefore the division of that county into ridings
ought not to bo equal, and that South Bruce and
West Bruce ought to have a larger population than
North Bruce. I supposed that, in making a divi-
sion under this Cersus, we were acting on the
Census taken, and not on some imaginary Census
that might exist at some future period. The elections
that will take place in the course of a few weeks will
be elections. by the electors that are in the constituencies at
present, and the members returned will be the representa-
tives of those electors and not the representatives of a
population likely to be there at some future time. There
is a provision of the Constitution requiring us to readjut the
population every ton years on the basis of the Cenusa, but
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that does not prOvent readjustment within the limits of each
Province at any intervening Session. What we have todo
now is to provide a fair representation for the population
that now exists. If the population in one section of a county
is largely increased because it is rapidly settled, there will
be no difficulty in altering the boundaries and redistributing
the seats in a nianner that will be fair to the population at
some future Session. When the inequality arises we will have
no difficulty in dealing with it. But at this moment we have
to look at things as they are, to the Census that has just been
taken; and we flud that the hon. gentleman,under protence of
equalizing the constituencies, proposes to croate in one riding
of Bruce a constituency with a population of nearly 25,000,
and in another riding a constituency with a'population of
17,000, a difference of nearly 8,000. Now, whatjustification
is there for this ? .None, except that the hon. gentleman
sought to place a groat majority of the Reformers of the
three ridings in one riding. I say that the proposition
under consideration is a monstrous one. It is unjust. It
seeks to give to a minority of the electorate in the county of
Bruce, two out of the three representatives, and the tenacity
with which tho leader of the Government and the hon.
gentleman who represents South Bruce, adhere to the
division that has been made, the care with which they seek
to protect the Conservative majority in the north from being
turned into a minority, show what the real object is that
arrived at by this measure. I do not beliove this measure
will succeed in accomplishing theobject the bon. gentleman
has in view, because I have a botter opinion of human
nature than the hon. gentleman. I do not believe that mon
are as base as ho assumes they are. I do not believe that
every member of the Conservative party, because ho
approves of the general policy of the Administration, is so
base, so cowardly, as to seek to secure the control of the
Government when he believes the majority of the people do
not favor it. There are men opposed to us, who are ready to
engage in manly warfare; they are not corrupt followers
ready to butcher the wounded and plunder the dead. When
the hon. gentleman makes this proposition and undertakes
to defend it by such arguments as have been advancod by the
hon. member for South Bruce, who knows right well what
his object was, and that so far as an Act of Parliament can
secure their election, they have undertaken to pass an Act
of Parliament with that object. But I believe there is a
sufficient number of honest men in the Conservative parLy
to defeat the bon. gentleman's scheme, and I am glad to
think so, because it would be a most disastrons thing if a
measure of this kind should be approved by the majority of
the people.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If this measure is not
going to succeed, and is going to have al, the effect the hon.
gentleman predicts, why does ho object? Why do they
make such a row about it ? But there is no satisfying the
hon. gentleman. We tried to meet bis proposition half
way, to the extent of Port Elgin, then my hon. friend from
South Bruce makes a further suggestion, and the hon. gen-
tleman had the unparliamentary weakness of attacking him
for stating his opinion, and the hon. gentleman stated that
I was actiug as his agent.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, heur.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is

quite wrong there. The hon. gentleman bas no right to
talk that way. It is not right to use the language he did a
littie while ago. Using that kind of language is not the
way to get on in Parliament or out of Parliament, or to
increase the respect of the members in Parliament for each
other, or of the people outside for their representatives. It
is only the violence of a weak nature, of a womanish nature,
a disposition to scratch and bite; nothing can be more
unmanly, nothing ca be more weak, and it is rather a libel
on the ladies to, say it is feminine, but it leaus that way.

Now the hon. gentleman says we want reoesentation by
population. But they do not really want it. They want,
instead of hiving the Grits, that the Tories should be hived,
that is all. Thon my hou. friend behind me says:. " Let us
go half way, there is an inequality of population and we
will give you Port Elgin." That is his proposition,
and he is quite at liberty to move it. We will
give you half Saugeen, and you won't accept it.
You won't have anything but just your own way. You are
not seriously in favor of representation by population, nor
will you accept it, nor even an approximation to equality,
but you want simply to bive the Tories. The hon. gentle-
man says that it is a mistake to look into the future in read-
justing the representation of Canada, that we must take the
present population. The hon. gentleman did not say so
when Algoma got a representative, or when Muskoka got a
representative. That was accepted on the ground that there
was a rush of immigration to those two sections-accepted by
the whole House, and the result showed it was right. Mus.
koka. which had 8,00d inhabitants in 1872, has nearly 30,000
in 18d2. And so it will be in the north riding of Bruce.
My hon. friend has truly said that there has been a large
influx of population. The Census shows that the increase of
North Bruce has been much larger than in any other
part of Bruce. When the railway which is rapidly
approaching completion, reaches Wiarton that county
will be pretty well settled, for it is now settling rapidly. The
hon. member for North Bruce, who was present
at a deputation which came down to see me during the present
Session, said that the people were going in there so rapidly
that the licenses to eut timber which had been given to
Cook & Co., must be stopped in order to prevent the
deterioration of thoir farms. That was this very Session-
not for the purpose of re-arranging the representation, but
in the interest of the settlers. ie stated there was a great
influx of population there, and that the railway was going
to increase it ; but as North Bruce was very large in terri-
tory, and was a broken land, not continuously fertile, that
the most valuable part would be the timber, and if the
timner were eut by the lumbermen, the company that had
got the licenses, the land would ,be so deteriorated that
further influx would be arrested. The proposition that has
been made is not acceptable to the hon. gentleman, but we
cannot help it; therefore we will take it as it is, for the
present anyway.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). As I understand hon.
gentlemen opposite, they object to this- particular clause
because it gives the political minority in the oounty of
Bruce a majority of the seats. Well, Sir, the answer of the
hon. First Minister is sufficient tothat. Butif that were not so,
we have a capital precedent to justify oven a proceeding of
that kind, a precedent which hon. gentlemen opposite,
at any rate, did not complain of. It 1s drawn from the
legislation of that body where Reform principles find their
most perfect illustration, I mean the Legislature of Outario

esided over by Mr. Mowat. I find that, acording to their
Readjustment Bill, but of the territory of fifteen constituen.

cies which returned Conservatives in the Session of the
Legislature of 1871 to 1875, twelve of those thirteen were so
readjusted as to return supporters of the Government.
That is not all. I find in those particular constituenis
the Conservative votes polled at the preceding election, were
13,677 and the Reform votes 13,611, some sixty-six les, and
yet they readjusted those constituencies so that they gave
from that lesser number of Beform votes, nine ut of
thirteen representatives. The hon, gentleman comes here
and tells us that in the readjustment of the representationi
of the constituency, where there isi u one portion of it a
large unoccupied territory, which with railways running
into that territory and the improvements going on in that
country, is certain to become largely populated L the early
future, the result of this measure, so fr au relateo t that
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constituency, may be to give the minority, as they call it,
a majority of the representatives. Then, as I understand
it, they also object te this measure because some constitu-
encies have been left as they were instead of being changed.
They refer to the constituency of the hon. member for
Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick), and they say it was not
touched, because if it had been touched it would probably
either injure him or some surrounding constituency
politically, and therefore nothing was done. If that were
true-I do not say it is true-we have again a precedent
for that to be drawn from the legislation of that body where,
as I have said, Reform principles find their most perfect
illustration. What do we find ? We find that Brockville,
in the preceding Legislature, was represented by a Con-
servative, the hon. member who now represents it in this
House. It had a population, at that time, of 10,475. It
was necessary to readjust the representation there, and
therefore they added some of the surrounding municipali-
ties so as to give it a population of 13,937-of course,
entirely with a view of equalizing the representation as
compared with the population. But, when we come to
Cornwall, what do we find ? We find a smaller popu'ation,
only 7,114. Yet, what was the fact ? They left that as it was,
and for the reason given in the comments of the press at the
time. And in regard to Cornwall, we can find no better justi-
fication than that given in the columus of the Globe. On the
15th of September, 1874, that journal stated:

of population, it will be remembered there was very little
excitement and expression in regard to the Ontario Govern-
ment. As far as I am aware, little exception was
taken to the affair, but the hon. gentleman is aware that
there is indignation deep, loud and widespread over this
measure, and that it is not confined to the Reform party.
Why, to-day, the hon. gentleman bas restored South Wel.
lington and North Wentworth, and hon. members on this
side of the House think it is in obedience to the demand from
political supporters in Halton. The hon. gentleman, exer-
cising a spirit of fairness, should meet the hon. member for
North Bruce (Mr. Gillies; half way. If the hon. the leader
of the Government bas any sense of fair play left he will
accept the proposition of that hon. member. Granting
there may be greater increase of population, and, compared
with the other riding, the change proposed by that hon.
member would still leave bis riding with 2,000 more than
the other riding. The hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment having shown bis willingness to go so far in
amending the Bill, will be guilty of showing the white
feather if he does not entertain the proposition.
If Saugeen and Port Elgin are added to North Bruce-and
it is known that the present member has been already
nominated as the candidate for the riding-the change
would only give him about one hundred and seventy votes
more towards a chance of political existence in the next con-
test. Lot there be some sense of manliness, some sense of

" Cornwall alon>is left untouched,'in obedience certainly not to anyIfair play' Lot hon. gentlemen go intc the contoat preparea
political exigencies. but to the very strongly expressed desire of the te vindicate their principlos cf equalizatton of population as
surrounding constituencies to remain for the present without alteration. near as possible; accept the hon. gentleman's ameudment,
A desire it was the more easy to gratify because their was no reason to
Buppose a change would be made in the political character of the for in doing se you wilt stillouve bis riding 2,000 bas than
representation of the district by any reasonable scheme of readjustment the other ridings cf Bruce.
that could be devised" Some lon. MEMI3ERS. bar, hear.
So that in the case of Cornwall, where nothing could be Mr. PATERSON. I make the numbers 20,75 as againet
done to improve things, because nothing could be doue toe
improve things this small borough was left untouched; butWutB 2 ue i m
in the case of Brockville, where something could be donc te o 0
improve things, according to the view of hon. gentlemen Mr. SHAW. Noarer 2,000.
opposite, a large addition was made from the surrounding Mr. PATERSON. Pees tliebon, gentleman mean tesay
district to that constituency, that that would equalize the population? Would North

Mr. BOWELL. Wbat was the resuit? Bruce bc stili les?
Mr. WHITE. A gentleman who inet likely te get a iMr. SHAW. A little, etsink.

sent in Southi Grenville, wlio liad worn nis welcome eut, Mr. PATE;RSON. The hon. gentleman makesnbbc admis.
fouind a very comfortable seat at Brockville. I do net say sion and the point wgained. If they yield te the proposition
this object was te, give him a seat, but theobject was te cf my lhon. friend, North Bruce will still o in a minority, but
give sorne one who is favorable tetbeGverument a seat. hon. gentleen Ecannot go on tela down their high and
Se we have this fact, that in the legisiatic of the IRform holy principle ofequlizing t e population whle they per-
party, when tliey had absolute control of it, tliey gave te a petrato thuis inequality. 1 uni gîud te notice that the hon.
minerity of votes, ninouocf thirteenScats; and in those two member for Sou3 Bruce (Mr. Shaw) displays at last alittle
borougs t which I have referred, in one case they read-o e t tmanea

jused L i orer e scur achageaud, r th oter as, heurt him rise and defend tbc Bihl as it stood, ho defendod
according tetheir own statements, they left il as iLwas, tha monstrous iniquity cf allowi g a population of 17,000 in
beause they could net improve its poitical complexion. If North Bruce and 25,000 in West Bruce. But wen the hon.
ever liere was bypocrisy' exemplified iL was ia the attempt Premier was propared te give a little in a direction which
f hon, gentlemen opposite t oraise tle cry that political would net hurt hlm, the ho, gentleman, fer tle purpose cf

exigencies aone dictated the changes mad in this parti.-vingelits character stand a little better in the mindoutf
cular Bil . the honorable manrtf Bruce, before wvroer ae is shortly te

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hast speaker bas go, remarked that ho was willing te give up baîf cf Saugeen.
attempted t prove that political exigencies dem Rndedfore Tm e bon. gentleman, for the purpose cf strengtlening
mea8ure new befre this leuse for the lon, gentleman quoted himselftothouglhoiad a mjority cf scventyflve, teck stops
as a precedent, and as the authortty and warrant for iLs -for lie was a party te, it.-did net we heur him say, CCwe')e
suhmission, that the Mowat Goverment had enacted a as ho spoecf this arrangement? What did this hou. gentle.
measure someting f the same kind and for the purposecf man cf the Iwe" party arrange te do with reference te him-
aecuring Sesto for the supporters of ths Goverment. The self ? e was afraid te meet te electors wttout having 461
bon, gentleman appears te, have been cegnizant cf the fact votes added te, the seventy-five which lie had before, and yet
that this measure bad been proposd for political effeot, and , ho think it consistent with the position cf an honorable, a
the defence is that the leader cf a Government in another fair-minded and a manly man te refuse te, give up the
liuse had hmmitted a similar act. Ideem that it ta net township cf Saugeen. I say iL is loworing the dignity cf
trefor the leader of the OntarieGoverment endeavordtLteeflouse, and eof the worst features cf the Bil is that
preserve county boundaries, a principe whinl is violatedion, gentlemen, who should regard one another wtth fair-
under the present measure. In regard te the equalization play and decency, leacl thomselves to tactice 50 Unf(4ir

Mr. WiTER (Cardwell).
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and dishonorable. I am willing to give hon, gentie- If it only gave a majority to the Opposition it was all right
men opposite all the legitimate political advantage to but if it gave a majority to the Government it was all wrong.
which they are entitled in arranging for four new con- There is the strongest evidence for their arguments thatthey
stituencies, but this running up and down the whole Pro- are guided by no rule except what would increase their
vince, and striking at men whose hands are tied is unfair, political strength. Their whole objection is to find fault. A
unmanly and unworthy of any political party. If, as we great man once said that to criticise successfully,youmustfind
have just heard, and for the first time, territory is to be fault. I think hon. gentlemen opposite have adopted that
regarded as well as population, I can suggest some interesting rule. The question is not whether anything is right or
problems for hon. gentlemen opposite. For example, if wrong, but whether it adds to their political strength. I
territory is an element in the redistribution, why should think no one eau look fairly over the Bill without seeing
the township of Oakland be taken from my riding which that it is fairly based on the principle of representation by
comprises about fifteen miles, and added to another which is population. To show the growth of population, I may refer
fifty miles long? If territory is to be taken into account, to my own county. In 1871, when the Census was taken,
what shall we say in reference to taking Ancaster out of it was found that the three ridings of Grey had about an
the county of Wentworth right against the city limits of equal population ; but we find to-day that East Grey has
Hamilton, and taking Blenheim, almost adjoining the over 29,000, while South Grey bas 21,000, showing that the
corporation limits of Woodstock-points about fifty miles former has been settled very rapidly. My own feeling is
apart-and throwing them into one riding about five or six that the Government have rearranged the constituencies
miles wide? Hon. gentlemen had better, for the sake of their in that county fairly according to the principle of represen-
own credit, give up the pretence of paying regard tation by population ; and both the Bruces and Simcoes are
to territory because there are too many instances which arranged much more fairly than they were before. I am
show that that consideration had no weight with them. So satisfied that within a few years the population of North
far as we can judge, if they refuse the motion before the Bruce will be equal to that of any of the other ridings. But
Committee they will show that they have paid no regard to I think it would be unfair to attempt to satisfy the Opposi-
equalization, no regard to territorial arrangement, and that tion in the House, because nothing can satisfy them. Their
their only desire has been to strengthen their own men in conduct is only a pretext to waste the time of this House
the various constituencies, to use their legislative power to from day to day and from week to week; they are only
stab their political opponents when their hands are tied. trying to advance argument which they may use again in
I am sure you, Mr. Chairman (Mr. Colby) as a fair-minded the country. I think the Government would be dereliet
man, will agree with me, as others on that side will, that in their duty if they attempted to meet them even half way;
hon. gentlemen cannot pretend to indicate the principle of but they have only to go on in their course and the country
equalizing the population unless they accept the amend- will sustain them.
ment. If they refuse, they will simply put in the hands of Amendment negatived.
their opponents another and a stronger weapon which will
give additional strength to men whose hands they seek to On section 43,
bind by an Act of this Legislature. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I propose that the town.

Mr. SPROULE. It is quite evident that if, as the hon. ship of Romney be added to Kent from the south riding of
gentleman says, his hands and those of his friends have Essex.
been tied by this measure, their tongues have not been tied, Mr. MILLS. I think it proper that Romney should be
for they have used them to considerable advantage during retained in the county of Kent. I do not propose to make
this debate. One would imagine to hear them talk that any motion while the Bill is in Committee, but I think the
they belonged to a party that couid not be accused of any county of Kent is wholly inadequately represented and most
such transaction, and I would like to ask them what was unfairly divided, and I shall, at a later stage, propose an
done in the case of the redistribution of seats in the Pro- amendment to this provision of the Bill. The county of
vince of Ontario. The hon. member for Huron East Kent, with a population of 54,000, has not been given more
contradicted me when I said that the Government of than two representatives, while the county of Lambton is
Ontario had formed provisional counties for the purpose of represented almost by three. I think the provision is most
increasing their political power, though the people did not unfair.
want them formed. The truth of my statement is proved
by the fact that the people of the county of Dufferin On section 52,
refused to pass a vote making it a provisional county. They Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have been looking at
changed no less than five constituencies for the purpose of the division of the county of Huron for local purposes, and
redistributing the seats, and, in order to form Ithis county of I see that, instead of being divided into North, South and
Dufferin, they rearranged three other counties, and they Centre Huron, it is divided into East, South and West Huron.
took one township entirely across the line and put it with I propose to introduce very much the saine division, so that
North Grey, thinking to get a little increased political the south shall be called the west, the centre shall be called
strength in that constituency. The people of cufferin the south, and the north shall be called the east riding. I
refused to erect themselves into a county until they were propose that the west riding shall consist of the townships
served with a mandate, and I would like to know what of Wawanosh East, Wawanosh West, Ashfield, Colborne and
stronger evidence could be given that political exigencies Goderich, and the towns of Goderich and Clinton. I propose
compelled the Ontario Government to make the rearrange- that the east riding shail consist of the townships oflHowick,
ment. If the Government wish to satisfy the people, there Morris, Turnberry, and Grey, the town of Wingham, and
is only one way in which they can do it, that is to give the villages of Brussels, Blythe and Wroxeter. And I pro-
their side the political majority in the constituencies. Then pose that the south riding shall consist of the townships of
they will acknowledge it is right and not ll then. I was McKiltop, Tuckersmith, Stanley, Hullett and Hay, the town
rather amused at the argument of the hon. member for West of Seaforth, and the village of Bayfield. In looking at the
Durham. The oth3r day he complained that, in order to map it will be seen that the hon. gentleman bas been ho d-
give four additional members to the Province of Ontario, ing out a series of piutures in regard to these contituencies.
the Government found it necessary to change no less than It will be perceived that the changes will make them more
forty constituencies; to-day he grumbles because they have compact than at present, and that they will be very nearly
not changed more constituencies. The whole question has equal. East Huron will have a population of 21,720
beon, what is the political complexion of this constituency? West Huron, 23,512, and South Huron, 21,991.
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Mr. CAMERON (Huron). What about the village of

Exeter, which, of course, belongs to South Huron, and makes
the population 23,716 ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I propose to put the vil-
lage of Exeter into the north riding of Middlesex.

Mr. BLAKE. That was not reserved.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It may be as well to

supply some facto in regard to these changes which the
hon. Minister has omitted, no doubt, inadvertently. This
sane division seems to have cost him a great deal of mental
labor. When the Bill was first introduced, we found the
division proposel was not the division now before us; the
township of Usborne was attached to South Huron, and
several other differences were apparent. Then, at the second
reading we had the new divisions, as shown by the Bill, and
now at this, the third stage, a total alteration is proposed.
The constituency that I represent is lost, so far as its name
goes, to the roll of Canadian constituencies, and the other
constituency is altered in a manner in which the House
wili probably better understand fron some of the facts from
our electoral returns. I find in the division of West Huron,
as at present proposed, by the voting at the last General
Eeotion, the hou. gentleman opposite would have had a
majority of 108 or thereabouts, and in East Huron a majority
of about 174, and in South Huron, as at now proposed, the
Reform party had a majorny of close upon 800. Now, doubt-
less none of those facts were known to the hon. gentleman
or his advisers. This is a pure result of the desire of the
hon. gentleman ezemplified in so many other places to
secure as nearly as possible an equality. But he has suc-
ceeded in producing an equality in a curious fashion. He
has taken away about 1,000 souls from the county of Huron,
as municipally constituted-I think the population of
Stephen Village, of Exeter and the township of Usborne
amounts to about 10,000. Uaving taken these people away,
he made the division before us. The result las the pecu-
liarity of making the Reform majority not far short of 1,000
in the south riding, about 100 in the west and about seventy-
flve in the east. Well, it is tolerably clear what the object of
the hon. gentleman's aivisers was, to whom he, in his ignor-
anoe and innocence, bas yielded. I am sorry to se. Centre
Huron thus blotted out of the map. As the fidelity of this rid-
ing bas been so great to the Reform cause,and particularly in
electing myself ut a time when this cause was in a very
despairing condition, I have no objection to propose, if the
hon. gentleman will leave that constituency alone, not to
stand for it again. In this riding, for many years,
the Reform party have had a majority of 500 or 600; and its
local electorate in the local elections of 1879, elected the three
Reform candidates by a total majority of 630. There can-
not be the smallest possible doubt as to the object of these
changes; they are exactly a repetition of the policy
attempted to be carried into effect in the county of Bruce.
It is a riding which for a great many years had given a
decided, though not by any means so large, a Reform
majority. But they so manipulated it that there should be
nearly 1,000 Reform votes placed in one constituency, so
that the hon. gentleman may try to obtain a more moderate
majority for his friends in the other. Here we have an
exact duplication for the same proceeding, something like
800 Reforrm voters placed together, and the ridings so
divided that the hon. gentleman thinks his friends may
secure a considerable majority on the other side. Ail those
plans and purposes are likely now, as in the past, to be
frustrated. The bon. gentleman, in former times, found it
necessary to create a party constituency so far as the shape
was concerned in Centre Huron; but he found that his
decision, although no doubt the object was scarcely con-
cealed at the time, failed to give him control of the county
of Huron. So ie now attempts to reproduce in a different

Sir JomN A. MAcDONALD.

fashion, and by entirely destroying, one of the constita-
Sencies, the same feat and to obtain the same result.
1 do not know that is to be altogether regret-
ted. It is desirable that there should be grosa
and cryi ng cases of inequalities which every man
can understand without the slightest difficulty.
I will venture to say that in &ll the Western Peninsula
their will not be a single voter on either side of politics
who will not thoroughly and fully understand precisely
why the Hurons were gerrymandered in this fashion. I
am quite aware that there is no great use in remonstrating
with the hon. gentleman. I, like my hon. friend, beside
me, have considerable faith that when these propositions
are fully explained and fairly submitted to the people of
Ontario, the bon. gentleman will find that even lis own
honest supporters will vote against the disgraceful trick
he attempts to practice here, and to them I must leave it,
not having much hope in an appeal to the justice or gene-
rosity, or sense of fair play, of the lon. gentleman and bis
supporters.

Mr. CAKERON (Huron). I wish te say a word or two
on this extraordinary change which the hon. gentleman bas
seen fit to make at the eleventh bour. In 1872, the hon.
gentleman tried to do precisely the same thing in South
Huron. He undertook to elect the Liberal member out by
gerrymandering to snob an extent that lie was left in a
minority of 17. The Government at that time detached
the same township they are to-day annexing; and their
object was the same as it is now, to improve their political
prospects. This is the third change the hon. gentleman bas
made. Is it to be the last? Is the hon. gentleman satisfied
that by this third change he las accomplished his purpose ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Do you want it attered?
Mr. CAMERON. When the hon. gentleman introduced

this Bill first the only change he proposed was to detach
from South Huron the townships of Usborne and Stephen,
and annex to it the town of Goderich. That left me in a
minority of 107 according to the last returns. The hon.
gentleman thought ho had accomplished bis purpose, but on
looking over the figures he found that there was an absolute
certainty that whoever the Liberal candidate for South
Huron might be, ho would occupy a seat in Parliament. He
set bis wits to work and tried his game again. Calling on
a council of the Conservative party in the House, he
made another attempt, he detached a township that
gave me a majority, and annexed another municipality that
gave a majority against the Liberal candidate. The lion.
gentleman thought he had accomplished everything then, but
found he was mistaken. He saw the Conservative organ
from the Hurons, which declared that if the Government
expected to accomplish what they had in view, by the
gerrymandering they had perpetrated in the Hurons, they
were mistaken, because instead of weakening the Liberal
member for South Huron by attaching Goderich to it, tbey
strengthened bis hands. It became therefore necessary to
make another shuffle of the cards, and the hon. gentleman
was equal to the occasion. On Friday last, a delegation
from the Conservatives of the Hurons waited on the
Government, and intimated to it that, with the prosent for-
mation of the Hurons, the whole three rLiings wore
uncertain, and that in two of them the Conservative
prospects were so slight as to be hopeles. What
did the .hon. gentleman thon do ? He attached to South
Huron every single township he could that gave a Roform
majority. Thus ho hived all the Grits of the three Hurons in
the south riding where thoir majority, by this gerryman-
dering, ought, according to the last returns, to be 684.
By this. means, he thinks lhe has made East and West
Huron perfec ly safe. According to the last vote, South
Huron would now give a Conservative majority of 107, and
East Huron, a Conservative majrity of 10& I ak you if
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it is not a gross outrage that a county like Huron which, at
the last elections, gave a clear Liberal majority over the
whole county of 450 votes, should now be so gerrymandered
as to secure, as far as any outrageous attempt of the kind
can secure, the return of two Cônservative members out of
the three. We heard something from the hon. mem-
ber for Frontenac about Parliament immuring public
opinion. Bere is a county with a clear liberal majority of
452, whieh the hon. gentleman bas so carved up
as to return twq Conservative members under
the last voting. No clearer evidence could be given
that this measure is solely in the interests of party and an
attempt to override the opinion of the country. Intimations
came from the hon. member for North Middlesex, that his
hands required to be strengthened, and, in order to make
bis return perfectly safe, the village ofExeter, which is the
only municipality in the whole of South Huron that gave
a Conservative majority at the last elections, a majority of
115, is annexed to North Middlesex. The whole of the
hon. gentleman's gerrymanderings in the Hurons is only
on a par with that practiced in the other counties of
Ontario.' My own humble opinion is that the bon, gentle-
man will signally fail in attaining his object, but it will not
be by his fault. He bas done all he possibly could to hive
the Grits in South Huron. By that process he makes the
Reform majority 300 votes over, the Conservative having
majorities in the other ridings. Yet the hon. gentleman
says this is a fair Bill. I believe the bon. gentleman, despite
his gerrymandering, will fail in the Hurons, and that the
three members returned from there wiili be returned to sup-
port a Liberal Administration.

Mr. BLAKE, The proposal now before us is to improve
for the third time upon the constitution of the three ridings
of Huron. In 1872, as we all know, the hon, gentleman for
the first time proposed to give that constituency three
representatives instead of two. We all recollect the
exciting debate which took place on that occasion, in which
it was shown that the hon. gentleman's effort was to con-
centrate as far as he could, the Reform majority in one
riding, and to obtain two instead of the three ridings in the
county which had a proponderating majority of Reformers.
We know the measure was changed with that intent; we
know that the figures established that intent on his part;
we know that he made one clear Reform riding and two
apparently Conservative ridings, and he has since that time
succeeded in retaining, by a narrow majority, the north
riding of Huron, while my hon. friend's power and
capacity of attracting and obtaining popular support, bas
enabled him to overcome the unfair conduct of
the bon. gentleman on that occasion, and to retain
the south riding of Huron to the Liberal cause.
Well, Sir, the bon. gentleman on this occasion had the con-
dition of the Hurons before him for several mon ths, le
had before him the geographical position of the Hurons,
their position with regard to population, their local divi-
sions, and the election returns as to their political com-
plexion, and with all deliberation Le made a proposal to
Parliament to destroy the municipal autonomy of the
county of Huron, to take away certain townships, to retain
a village which was in one of these townships, in the
connty, while he took away the township to which it
bolonged, in order, once again, to hivo the Grits who had
swarmed in Huron, and by that means to increase, taking
the figures of 1878, the Reform majority of the centre riding,
which was 362, according to that election, to 446. That was
the bon. gentleman's proposa]. While, of course, you could
not increaso the Reform majority in the strong Reform
ridings in the constituency without weakening in one or
other of the two ridings the Reform interest, that was the
inevitable result, and at the second reading of this measure
we pointed ont that tbe hon. gentleman was repeating his
operation of 1872, having found it necessary, in order to

have any chance of success, once again to gerrymander
Huron by taking a Reform strength from the weaker
riding, in a Reform point of view, and adding them to the
centre where their effective strength would be useles.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills, (from the Sonate), were seteraly
introduced and read a first time:-

Bill (No. 164) to correct certain errors in the French
version ofI" The Dominion Lands Act," and "The Domi-
nion Lands Act, 1879."-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

Bill (No. 165) further to continue in force for a limited
time " The botter Prevention- of Crime Act, 1878."-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 166) declaratory of the meaning of the word
"Telegraph " in certain cases.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. BLAKE. I was observing, when the Bouse rose,
that the geographical situation of the different divisions of
the county of Huron, the numerical relations of those
divisions, the mode in which the county had been divided
by the Federal Parliament, and also by the Local Legislatu-e
of Ontario, for electoral purposes, were all within the know.
ledge of the Administration when they selected this partic.
ular mode of division which was brought down to us in this
Bill; that that had been done after mature deliberation and
consideration with varions interests, and that the result of
this constituency, which had been gerrymandered in 1872,
was to produce a very large majority in the then centre riding,
was to increase the majority from 362 to 446, thus, of course,
taking proportionately from the strength in one or other or
both of the remaining divisions of the other. Well, Sir, the
bon. Minister who reversed these clauses when the Bill was
in Committee before, has come down to-day and proposed a
further change in the divisions of the county of Huron,uand
ho asks the country to understand that the reason for the
changes ho makes is, that he bas looked since that time at
the divisions made in the Local Legislature, and that ho
pretty nearly, as he says, adopts them, and he thinks under
the present plan the population will be equal. These are
the reasons the bon. gentleman gave in Committee. The
political results of these changes, to which the hon. gentle-
man never alludes, are that whereas ho had a hive of 446 of
a Reform majority in the centre riding, in the south riding,
which is, according to the new plan, to be the hive, ho
increases the Reformi majority, according to the same set of
figures--those of the election of 1878--to no less than 684,thus
effecting a further weakening of the Reform strength in the
other two ridings. Coincidently with this, the bon. gentle-
man, who, when ho was desirous of weakening my hon. friend
in the south riding of luron, thought nothing whatever of
leaving the village ofExeter in that riding. Now that he bas
changed the complexion of the south riding of Huron, and
made it a sea in which the Reform strength is to be hived,
ho takes Exeter out of it and puts it where ho thinks it witl
do more good, in the north riding of Middlesex, thus show-
ing that no principle animated the hon. gentleman, but
that ho disposes of the different municipalities in accordauce
with that which is the ruling idea which animates the Bill-
the political complexion which ho may give to the different
constituencies. I say that the changes which are here pro-
posed, are not an act of geographical convenience, not an
act of the equalization of the population, not an act of the
considerations which were obvious to the hon. gentleman
and to the Government long before and at the time when
they matured this measure, but the changes are proposed
because it has been found, upon examination snce the
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measure became public, that representations are made that it villages and one large town that did not exist ten years ago,
will not be sufficiently injurions to tha Reform party. There such as Wingham, which now has a population of nearly
have been gatherings in the two ridings of Huron which 2,500, and the growing villages of Blytbe and Russell; and
are to ho affected by this -Bill; there has been a consideration when you take it into consideration it is evident a considera-
of this question; deputations have been sent down here, tion must be made. I must say, and I say it candidly, and
and communications have been forwarded with a statement above board, that I have had no hand in this thing. I am
that the resulte are not what the hon.gentleman anticipates, placed in a worse position I think. They have given me
and what his friends in the localities would desire, and that the township of Grey, one of the strongest strongholds of the
for this purpose other changes in Huron were required, and hon. member for Centre Huron, a township they say will
the hon. gentleman is now proposing to carry those other give 250 Grit votes. If it gives that number I do not want
changes. He is carrying out the changes which were pro- to go into the riding. The hon. member for West Durham
posed by the local wire-pullers, and by those who were will find that the eastriding is very compact, geographically
interested in securing, if they can, the representation of the speaking, and the west and south ridings are in the same
two ridings of Huron which have, on the whole, a very position. The hon. gentleman will not deny that they are
large Reform majority over the whole county. He has compact.
altered this measure, I say, in this way, adding still further Mr. BLAKE. I am told so.
to the strength of the Reform majority, in the riding which
he must leave to the Reformers, and weakening theiraMr FARRO.
strength in the other two ridings-not on account of the are nearly equal.
geographical considerations which were obvious the whole Mr. BLAKE. Prom what the hon. gentleman says, I
time, and which the hon. gentlemen knew as well asthey do cannot deny that.
to-day, which could not have been overlooked, which were Mr. FARROW. Then you cannot complain.
before those which prepared this Bill, but on account of the Mr. BLAKE. Yes; I can.political view of the situation which the local persons have
taken since the Bill was brought down, and on account Mr. FARROW. I say that you cannot please the
of representations made to the effect that the hon. gentleman, for you cannot divide Huron into
object will not be accomplished; but while the three more compact ridings. As regards the effect of
hon. gentleman weakens himself by proposing the this Bill on myself, it will not benefit me at all.
measure in the shape in which it is brought down, he does Now, I do not know anything about this roarrangement or
not sufflciently strenghten himself in the county of Huron what hon. gentlemen call gerrymandering. I probably am
to accomplish what he hoped to accomplish, and that there- too humble an individual, but at any rate 1 have had
fore some further geri-ymandering is required; and these nothing to do with it, and I hope the hon. gentleman will
alterations to this clause are the product of these representa- not blame me, though I think the Government has divided
tions, and are designed to carry out that object ; they are Huron up into three ridings, the most compact and satis-
not designed to carry ont these obvious considerations which factory that could be obtained.
the hon. gentleman referred to, and which were always Mr. BLAKE. The mode in which the hon. gentleman
before him, but they are designed to carry out the political divided Huron into three ridings was, by first of all taking
objecte which this Billihas in view. off 10,000 population, putting so much to one county and s0

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved an amendment much to another county, and dividing the remainder into
that IEast Huron consist of Howick, Turnberry, Grey and three ridings, so that now the county of Huron forms part
Monas, the town of Wingham and the Villages of Brussels, of five ridings. I admit that the hon. gentleman has lost
Blythe and Wroxeter. as well as gained. I will be as frank as he. He gains in

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know whether the hon. member political strength all the political strength in a new riding,
for North Huron (Mr. Farrow) has any observations to but he loses in his individual strength, because he has less
forNortheHuront(tr.tFarowhastarNobseratio chance for nomination than before. While the hon.
make on the substitution of East for North. gentleman says-and I accept his statement not merely in a

Mr. FARROW. I came to the conclusion, when the hon. parliamentary, but in every sense- that ho had nothing to do
member for West Durham was addressing the House, that with the proposed change, he will not deny that the
nothing would suit him. If you go on the principle of local Conservatives, leading Conservatives in the ridings,
representation by population, that does not suit him. If you have had to do with it; he will not deny that it was dis-
go on the principle of making a riding compact, that doos cussed at that convention of which he speaks, and which
not suit him. If you go to the right he says you should go was held a week ago; he will not deny that there were com-
to the left, and if you go to the left he says you should go munications with Mr. Gregg, Dr. Holmes, and perhaps
to the right; if you go forward he says turn backward. some others on that subject by letter or otherwise, and that
Since I have had the honor of representing North Huron I the change has taken place in accordance with the views of
have found that such las been the hon. gentleman's course the local leaders of the Conservative party in Huron. If
in Parliament-no hon. member in this House has greater he denies these things he denies statements which I have,
respect for the hon. gentleman than I have; but I must say on very respectable authority, that is now on the Table
that I ara speaking consistently when I tell him before me.
that he is entirely wrong in his remarks about the Mr. FARROW. The hon. gentleman ignores the great
division of the Hurons. The bon. gentleman has growth of Huron as a whole. The county of Huron was
spoken as if the north riding was in favor of a change, just too large for three members.
as if they thought their case was a bad one unless something
was done. The contrary is the fact. I can informn the hon, Mr. BLAKE. What about the Greys?
gentleman that there was a convention held at Wingham Mr. FARROW. I have nothing to do with the Greys.
on the 41h, and from what I could learn they are quite I have plenty of work to look after my own coanty. My
content tO leave the riding as it is. No doubt there was riding had a population of something like 27,500, and there-
some talk about changes as to the compactness of the riding fore, I think the Government was quite right when they
and as to the population. The hon. member for West saw this great surplus population, in taking some off.
Durham must know that my riding has geographically They might have taken some off in the north, but there
increased very largely since the change took place in 1872. was no chance there, and the only way of equalizing
He must know that in North Huron there are several the population was by taking off these two townships in
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the sonth. So far as communications may have gone on
with ithe Government from the riding, I am not in com-
maunication with the Government. I do not know their
meerete ; I do not listen at their key-holes or their lobbies,
er go into their bedrooms, so I cannot say whether the hon.
gendman is right or wrong. The county of Huron has a
population of over 70,000.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman justifies the division
of Ituton on the ground that it had a population of some-
thing like 76,000, but how does he account for the fact
that the counhty of G(rey, with a population of 74,000,
îs only given two members. It appears that that which
'as been found to be a justification in the case of Huron
has not been found to require similar action in the
case ot Grey, and the hon. gentleman's suggestion, as
to pôpulation has not the force, -when we consider the
whole county, which the hon. gentleman is disposed to
ascribe to it when he deals with an isolated case.

Mr. McLENNAN. I think an humble member who has
no more relation with the county of Huron than
that he happens to be in the sane Province, may
have a Word to say about this matter. This
is a question of ridings but it has been made also a question
,f representatives, and we have had many pathetic appeals
firom this gentleman and that gentleman who is on the floor
of the House, that he must be treated with the courtesy of
an appeal, and we have had appeals on behalf of some who
eXpect to be treatcd as superiors. Now, the chief point in the
whole Bill is to give its proper representation to Ontario.
Oatari, I think, is admitted to be the heart of this Dominion.
It is very important that it should have its proper and full
representation. Ontario bas, in its time, contributed a great
deal to the political history of this Dominion, and it has
lately produoed, through its representatives, many new and
important theories. Fr1om this fact, and from the fact that
the development of the Dominion must be sustained in a
great measure by Ontario, it is important that that Pro-
vince should be properly represented. It is very uncertain
what the future may bring upon us, when that happy millen-
ium comes, when the Reform party will be in power-and
I believe it counts on being in power very largely by the
influne of Ontario-and it becomes more important wbat
it represents. We are told that when that good time comes
we shal have a great many good things; we are to have com-
mercial independence and a representative at Wpshington;
and if we are te have a representative at Washington,
it is quite obvious that the present representative for Centre
Huron must ocoupy that position, for the reason that they
are very fond of lions at Washington, and the hon. gentle-
man can roar like Bottom in the play. It is true there are
smee objections to this; my right lon. friend was not
willing to concede, the other night, that we are able to carry
out the idea, because we have no army and are not an inde-
pendent power. Well, we have heard a good deal since
then about a little army and its warfare; we had a history
the-other evening of a war that was fought by our little
army, but it was only with beer bottles and jugs, and things
of that sort; and I have no doubt that the Premier of
Ontario would lend us a legion or two if we required then
fer eur representative at Washington. But when we go
back to those whose ancestors a century ago came and
took up their homes in Ontario, he will find that they
are net indentified with independence or with this legendary
army of Mr. Mowat's, and our hearts warm to the United
Empire; and when we think of 1812, and how our fathers
held this country against that theory of independence, again
we do not think Bo much of independence; and if we are to
have a representative at Washington, and the question comes
up who is to represent Ontario in this House, and who is to
be the leader of the Reform party, when that time comes
it èis ery iaportant that we should know now ihow all
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these good things are to be brought about. I beli*ve Ontario
will be true to its history, its character and its patriotism; I
believe there is something beyond the magnificent intelli-
gence of the hon. the leader of the Opposition that will
govern the Province of Ontario; I believe Ontario bas a
heart as well as a head, and every pulsation of it bouts in
unison with the Empire, and, in order to preserve our pro-
per relations to the Empire, we want now to guard our
representation, we want to see that in the future Ontario
shall be represented, as it has been, with a proper regard
for the feelings of its people, of the people who have made
it what it is, and who, I believe, by their loyalty to the
Empire, are prepared to continue it as it is.

Kr. TROW. In connection with the extraordinary
changes that have taken place in Huron in the last two
hours, I.think it would be advisable for the Government to
make a still further change, and take in the township they
have attached to South Perth. It would be more complete
geographically. 'lhe county of Perth could have been
divided properly without interfering with any other county.
The population of South Perth prior to the redistribution
was 20,778, and that of North Perth, 34,000. North Perth
is now over 26,000, while South Perth is only 21,256. Hon.
gentlemen during the Session have boasted of their
popularity and strength in the country; yet it is surprising,
with their extraordinary majority in this House, and with
the feeling which they declare is favorable to them in the
country, that they would not face the electors, without all
this gerrymandering and disarranging of the com-
plexion of the whole country for political purposes.
The operation of hiving has been extensively carried on in
North Oxford, in which the Reform majority was about
1,500; in Bruce there would be 1,000 Reform majority; in
West Elgin, 500; in North Brant, 700; Sonth Oxford, 800;
South Middlesex, 500; one of the Hurons, 600; South
Simcoe, 600; West Ontario, 500; making a grand total of
6,500 Reform majority hived in those nme constituencies,
and absolutely thrown away from the Reform cause. . This
total would give a handsome majority of 100 in 65. different
ridings if it had been distributed properly. I .have ndt
looked over the majority given to strengthen the Obnserva-
tive interest, but I have no doubt it has béen distributed so
as to benefit a large number of Government supporters.
The Government have, in the second reading of the Bill,
changed the complexion of some ridings, and as the Premier
offered to go half way to meet the views of one Liberal
mem ber, I would -have no objection te iis meeting me half
way also. The Government have taken off my majority
in the removal of a township that gave a Reform majority
of 200. I anderstand that the opinion was expressed in
Stratford by farmers residing in North and South Easthope
a few days ago-and I received my information from an
influential person, Conservative resident of Stratford-that
the people of those respeetive townships would resent those
changes, and that many farmers would carry theirproduce
to Woodstock instead of to.Stratford, to punish the member
for North Perth and the Conservatives in Stratford for their
action in this matter. I have no doubt they will carry that
threat into execution. The hon. gentleman bas taken great
credit to himself for the extraordinary development of the
North-West. I have bad some little experience of the North-
West, and without desiring to boast I take a little credit
to myself for having spent, in exploring tþat country and
proclaiming its advantages, $6,000 of my own money. I
have been writing it up for the last seven years through the
press; and now the bon. gentleman is to a certain extent
reaping the benefits of my exertions and sacrifices. I think it
is not becoming on the part of the Government to makea dead
set at me, making my riding almost an exceptional case in this
House as te the extent of the alteration. However, under any
circumstance I will face my opponent in my riding, and I
have no doubt, notwithstanding that I have118 votes to
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make up, that I shall secure my election. If I were only
placed on a par with my opponent I would not care who
opposed me. I am not discouraged at the loss of this 118
votes. I have every confidence that the people will frown
down this gerrymandering scheme, and return me by an
overwhelming majority.

Mr. BERGIN. Amongthe many complaints against this
measure, I do not find any as to the wiping ont of the
counties of Stormont, Cornwall, Niagara and Lincoln. Ifind,
on the contrary, that the hon. leader of the Opposition
thinks that Eastern Ontario has too many representatives
still, and that the Government have been more than just to it.
Re seems to think, as has been always the case with his
party, that Western Ontario should have everything. Now,
we desire to be just to Western Ontario, but it is impossible
that we can have a strictly accurate distribution of mem-
bers according to population. The Bill does not pretend to
such a distribution. The hon. leader of the Government has
done the best he could under the circumstances. I know he
desired to preserve those old constituencies of Cornwall and
Niagara with their old historié surroundings, but it was
impossible. Cornwall and Stormont were too small, and
being adjacent constituencies, they could not be very well
annexed to any other; and, therefore, although we lose a
representative in Eastern Ontario, to which we were
honestly entitled, we submitted with good grace, not com-
plaining like gentlemen opposite. We feel, after all, that
the question is not whether this or that constituency has a
representation, but whether Ontario has the full quota to
which she is entitled under the British North America Act,
which provided for au increase of the representation of
Ontario proportionate to the increase of her popula-
tion at the end of each decade. The hon. Premier
was obliged to submit this Bill, which I believe
entitled it to the confidence of this country. Some
of its opponents say the constituencies are too large,
others that they are too small; that some are too Conserva-
tive; that others are too Grit-that the Grits are hived in
some constituencies and entirely driven out of some others.
I can hardly imagine what would satisfy them. If we
give them a good Grit riding they growl, and if
we do not give them one they howl, and when
they are heard they do not cease to complain. WeJ
have been hived in the county of Stormont, and I am proud,
of it. We have not only a great county, but a good old1
loyal Conservative constituency in Stormont, settled by oldi
United Empire Loyalists, like my grandfather, who camej
from the valley of the Mohawk to live under the British
rather than under the American ffag. And if the hon.1
Premier has so arranged the constituencies in Ontario, that,
they shall be loyal-that they shall return loyal members-1
mon not disposed to vote for Independence, or look to1
Wasington-then, I say, he deservôs the thanks ofi
the country and will long live on its merits. Not cen-
tent with flnding fault with the distribution of seats1
in Ontario, the hon. leader of the Opposition, as he always1
doSe, endeavored to provoke sectional strife. He, likei
many others, who, when they get into difficulty, are1
anxious to get others into similar difficulties, would teare
up by the roots the old Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotiai
and New Brunswick. Although there is no color of law in,
it, no reason whatever, except that misery loves company,i
he would do alt the injury ho could, when he could not gett
power himself, to those who would not assist him to gett
V'wer. He would disturb the constituencies in thoset

fferent Provinces without rhyme or reason. Because wet
refuse to re-adjust constituencies in New Brunswick, Quebec
and Nova Scotia, where nothing of the kind is asked for,a
and where they are not compelled under the law, to have m
any redistribution, he calls, with a coolness, that even inv
him is remarkable, upon the representatives in those Pro-
vinces, if they are honest men, to assist him in voting downd

Er. Taow.

what he calls an infamous measure. I shall not go over the
list of adjectives with which that Ion. gentleman favored us
in the discussion of this Bill, as he always does in discussing
every measure. If I were to go over the history of that
hon. gentleman, I could show that he has been guilty, to
use lis own words, of as mean, low and dishonest political
acts, as any man who ever sat in this Parliament. I said
a while ago, that it is hard to satisfy those hon. gentlemen.
Under the law, they have four new seats, and by the wiping
out of Cornwall and Niagara, two other seats, making six in
all. If I read this Bill aright, these six new seats
have been given to them. I would like to know
if they had the power, would they hand over gener-
ously the six new seats to us. Far from it. Those
who read the history of Ion. gentlemen opposite and know
how they gerrymandered this country through the instru-
mentality of the Premier of the Local Government, Mr.
Mowat, know that they cannot be honest in their profes-
sions when charging us with gerrymandering. We know
that the Premier of Ontario always consulted the leaders of
the Liberal party in the Federal Government, and that
everything he did was doue, as it is now, after consulting
with them; and we never heard they complained, because
he arranged the constituencies so as to give them a majority.
If I remember aright, they took thirteen Conservative con-
stituencies in 1874, and gerrymandered them. into nine Grit
and four Conservative constituencies in the Lower louse,
yet we did not hear a word from hon. gentlemen opposite
about the wrong that was then done. Everything is right
when it is done in the interests of the Liberal party; but if
not, everything is wrong. With their usual modesty they
did not speak so much for the Liberal party as for Ontario.
One would suppose that those forty or flfty gentlemen
represented Ontario. They are not Ontario; they are only
the Liberal party from Ontario. Yet when they are required
they presume to say that Ontario is required. If, as has
sometimes been the case during the consideration of this
Bill, hon. gentlemen opposite had their complaints listened
to by the right hon. Premier, and their requests
granted in every instance, they would still turn
around and whine. We had an instance of an hon.
gentleman complaining that Torbolton was added; he would
have preferred Huntley. The next day the hon. Premier
acceded to lis request by taking away Torbolton and giving
him luntley. What a row there then was. It was the
most unjust act that ever was perpetrated. They complained
about the village of Exeter and about the village of Saugeen
-again the Premier was willing to accede to their request;
but no, they were not satisfied. Had they supposed he
would not have granted them there would have been no end
to their complaints. There is another question I would like
to put to the hon. leader of the Opposition. Suppose-and I
admit it is the most improbable thing under the sun-that,
through any misfortune, so dire a calamity should befall
this country as that the hon. gentleman should be returned
to power at the next election, would he pass an Act repeal-
ing this Bill and placing the constituencies in the sane
position in which they were before? Not at all. He would
say: Ontario is all right; Sir John made a terrible mistake,
and I made a mistake; the country was sound after all.
This Bill up to 1892 would be kept in full force; not a change
would be made in the constituencies. HIe finds it convenient
to forget that, in 1872, the Liberal party denounced what
they called thon the gerrymandering Bill, jut as fiercely as
they denounce the preseut Bill, yet we had the spectacle
the other night of that Ion. gentleman moving an amend-
ment which actually provided that the measure of 1872 was
a just and honest measure, and his complaint is that we are
not leaving the constituencies in the position in which they
were in 1872. If anything could show want of political
honesty more strongly than that I would like to hear it. I
do no intend at any length to follow the statements-I
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shall not Bay arguments-made by the hon. member for
North Norfolk, but I must take this occasion to protest,
against his violence of language. On this side of the louse
we are neither cheats, nor swindlers, nor political rascals,
nor assassins, nor do we believe that any honest man in
this country, knowing the measure has been fully and freely
discussed, will object to obey the .law made by this.Parlia-
ment and sanctioned by the Governor General. When a
man gets up in his place and threatens this country with
consequences so dire that assassination will follow, because,
forsooth, a few hon. gentlemen know:this change may cause
them to lose their seats, he is not fulfilling. his duty as a
member of Parliament, he is not a good subject; and
I think that if the Bill could have been altered so
as to make it certain that such a man as that
could not come back to the House, the hon. Premier
would have been justified in making such alterations.
I think if the Bill could have been altered so as to make it
more certain that such a man as that could not come back
to this Hlouse, the Premier, after that speech, would be
justified in doing it. We want men in this House who will
teach the people that their first duty is to obey the law,
that their duty is to be good citizens always and not to stir
up strife and ill-will, and threaten all sorts of evil for this
country, and even to promote assassination. Allusions have
been made to myself and to my constituency which I think
I can afford to treat with the contempt such allusions merit.
But, Sir, before I ait down I may be permitted to say a
word in connection. with my constitucnèy, because I had
hoped that the great growth of Cornwall during the past
four or five years might have been of some assistance to me
in the effort I was making to preserje its autonomy as a
constituency. The House will pardon me if I allude~to the
growth of that town since 1878. Perhaps nothing can
show more forcibly the prosperity of that town than the
amounts deposited in the savings bank branch of the
Post Office Department at different periods. In
1878 the amount deposited by the operatives in
Cornwall, principally boys and girls working in the
mills, was $10,183. In 1879 it had increased to $14,559,
and last year the amount was $53,980, or an increase of more
than five-fold in three years. In the first quarter of this
year the deposits amounted to the large sum of $21,181, or
an amount more than double the whole year of 1878. The
duty on goods imported into Cornwall during the years the
hon. member for Lambton was at the head of the Govern-
ment was $22,492.93; the gross amount of goods, free and
dutiable, imported in any one year, being $207,963. Well,
Sir, during the last nine months there have been collected
on duties $34,348, or $12,000 more than were collected
during the whole five years of the Administration of the
hon. member for Lambton. The duties collected
during the last three months amounted to 16,783,
or more than in any four years of the previous
Administration. In regard to exporta I have a report here
from the United States consular agent; they comprise
Butter, eggs, cattle, grain, horses, lumber, poultry, sheep,
lambs, railway ties, potatoes and wool. Now, the amount
of exporte during the previous Administration for the five
years was 840,014.32, while last year the exports amounted
to $143,374.80, or over four times as much as during the
whole time of his Administration. During this year, since
the first of January the exports have been over $300,000
already. There have been paid in wages this year in Corn-
wall over $600,000, and during the Administration of the
hon. gentlemen opposite the wages did not amount to more
than $140,000. So it is with everything else. Why, even
in the Division Court, we have only had one suit within
the last.three months, and during the Administration of the
hon. gentleman opposite the Courts were always fuil.

Mr. RYEAL. There is a falling off in business.

Mr. BERGIN. Yes, because the people have got more
money to pay their debts with.

Mr. RYMAL. Do yon discard eheriffes and bailiffe?
Mr. BERGIN. I believe the sheriffs and bailiffs are

appointed by the Local Government, and I say the pound-
keepers will be shortly, in accordance with the hon. eader
of the Opposition, whose cry, up to 1878, was that the
Executive had.too much power, and therefore, he found it
necessary to lessen that power, I suppose, by appointing
license inspectors, sheriffs, bailiffs, and everything of that
kind by the Local Government of Toronto. This is the
way those hon. gentlemen have lessened the power of
the Executive and added to the power of the people.
Well, Sir, though I regret the constituency I represent is to
be annexed to the county of Stormont, I am delighted that
the county of Stormont is to be rejoined to the town of
Cornwall as it was many years ago. I believe the people of
the county will be satisfied, because it was a necesity; it
was impossible that these two small constituencies, one of
them containing only 13,000 and the other 6,000, could con-
tinuese parate constituencies. Although Cornwall's population
is now 7,000,still the Census is the rule by which we are to be
judged. Therefore, I think the county as well as the town
will see the necessity which imposed upon the right hon.
gentleman the duty of joining these two constituencies,
and of depriving eastern Ontario of one constitu-
ency. I think the people of eastern Ontario have
reason to rejoice that the right hon. gentleman is at the head
of the Government, because from the expressions that have
fallen from the hon. leader of the Opposition, if it had been in
his power'there would have been a terrible wrenching in
eastern Ontario, and instead of having thirty-two repre-
sentatives we would perhaps have not more than twenty-
two.

Amendment agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved to reconsider the

51st section so as to insert the word "Exeter" after the
word "Lucan."

Amendment agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sections 55 to 59,

inclusive, contain a description of the electoral districts in
Manitoba. The hon. member for West Durham desired that
there should be placed on the Table a map showing the
divisions of the different electoral districts, and that has
been done.

Mr. BLAKE. To a certain extent only. The eastern
boundaries of Manitoba are not given in the map. I do not
know how far they extend.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We cannot tell where the
eastern boundary of Manitoba is, and therefore we provide
for a boundary which, without doubt, is within the Province
of Manitoba.

Mr. BLAKE. Is that the only provision proposed to be
made for the representation of Manitoba ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. There is the township of Varennes in

Lisgar which is not indicated on the map. What we desired
was some idea as to what were the electoral districts of
Manitoba, and they are described, so far as Provencher is
concerned, as constituting the municipalities of Ste. Aune,
which I presume is wholly contained on the map, La
Broquerie, Emerson, &c. Their eastern limits and boun-
daries should be known and the House should be informed
as to how far they go. Many of those townships have been
created under Orders in Council passed by the Local Gov-
ernment. So with respect to Springfield and so with
Varennes, the Government should state how far they extend
eastward.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government canno

be expected to be well informed with respect to municipa
arrangements in Manitoba. None of thQ municipalities
extend into the disputed territory.

Mr. BLAKE. On what information is their territoria
area placed in the Bill ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government o
Manitoba laid out the whole of their territory into munici
palities and registration districts. We have had communi
cation with representatives of Manitoba in this House and
in the Senate, and also with the Premier of Manitoba when
he was bore, and the opinion expressed was that it would be
wiell if they could sanction a mode of arrangement. Pro
vencher is a somewhat peculiar shape. That county was
originally largely FrenchCanadian andit still contains alarge
French population, aÉd we thought it well that they should
have a county in which the majority would be French
Canadians. If they do not emigrate to the North-West in
larger numbers in a few years, that district in a few years
will become English; but we-thought it fair that Proven-
cher should not be swamped by another race. It thus
occurs that Provencher is a peculiarly elongated territory,
situated along the Red River. The hon. member for West
Durham is well aware that when the first counties were
laid out we had to make a rough and ready division at the
time when the Manitoba Bill was passed.

Mr. BLARE. I was not at this moment analyzing the
particular shape of Provencher or speaking of the national-
ities which predominate in that or any other constituency.
I want to know the shape of the constituencies.

ifr. MILLS. There must be some Statute of Manitoba
fixing the boundaries of those municipalities, and the Gov-
ernment should be able to give the louse information on
that point. There certainly must be in the Library or in
the possession of the Government some indication of the
limite of these constituencics, and if so we should have it
laid before us.

Mr. BLAKE. if I recollect aright the Consolidated
Statutes of Manitoba passed in 1880 with some amendment
in .1881, prescribed the number of municipal districts, and I
think there are some additional munici al districts establish-
ed by Order in Council, under the authority of the Statute
in connection with the arrangement and extension of the
Territory. Of course it is satisfactory to lknow that the
four hon. gentlemen representing Manitoba think that this
is a proper division, and if they are attending to their par-
liamentary dutins during the discussion of the question- of
the boundaries of their Provinee, perhaps they could supply
some of that information with which they supplied
the Government, but which the Government seem
indisposed tO supply to us. I think surely,
before ihe Bill goe through the Committee, we
should be informed on the subject, especially as it is a
question on which information should not be difficultto pro-
chro. What is the territorial size of the various districts,
Marquette, Selkirk, Provencher and Lisgar?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not the informa-
tion at hand, and 1 cannot see that it would do the hon.
gentleman or the House any good if we had it. We con-
sider that Manitoba has a right to five members-the whole
Province of Manitoba. I do not think that it was ever ex-
peeted in the world, that in any such measure as this the
admeasuretent or the territorial extent of the munici-
pality should be furnished. I think the hon. gentleman
should b satisfred that the townships are laid out of the
u"sal sime adopted in that part of Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not ask the size of each municipality
of Manitoba. We had information as to the area of everyi
electoral. district in this Domiinion exceptiig those for thé
Province of Ranitoba, and it seems to me material'that w
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t should have the same information with regard to that Pro-
d vince. I would like to ask how many miles to the eastward
s of the line laid down on the map these townships eenË-

how close to the disputed territory ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot telL
Mr. BLAKE. Then the hon. gentleman cannot sgy

whether they go to the disputed territory or not?
- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am sure they do net

extend into the disputed territory.

Mr. BLAKE. What is embraced in that ?
e Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They do not go fuather
- eastward than the boundary line.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman say what pro-
vision bas been made for the representation of that portion
of Canada eastward of the line and-running down to Algeen?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no provision.
On clause 3,
Mr. ABBOTT. I would suggest that a change be made

in the boundaries of the county of Terrebonne. There are
three new townships in the rear of Argenteuil reeently set-
tled entirely from the county of Terrebonne. They have
been settled through the efforts of the Rev. MzrLabelle,
well known for his success in colonization. The population
is almost entirely French Canadians, and all ita relations,
commercial and otherwise, are with the cournty of Terre-
bonne. The mails come through tha county, and it is
impossible to pass from these townships to Argenteuil with-
ont going to Terrebonne. It has accordingly been con-
sideredexpedient by all the public mon interested in the
matter that these three townships of Rattsbon, Sallaberry
and Wolfe should be included in Terrebonne,
not only electorally but municipally, and Mr.
Chapleau has given notice of a Bil for the ehange
in the Quebec Legislature. The territorial areaaofthe two
counties would be about equalized by the change. They
are, therefore, entire strangers to the oounty of Argenteuil
proper, and should be added to the county of Terreboem.
1, therefore, move that these townships be added to that
county. I may say thore is no politieal signifcance
attaeièd to this change, as these townships have given a
majority to the Conservative member for Argenteuil, and
will make no difference, I fancy.

Mr. MILLS. I observe by the Census that Argenteuil
has a population of 16,000 and Terrebonne nearly 22,000.
How will this change affect the population?

Mr. ABBOTT. lit is quite true that Terrebonne has a
greater population than Argenteuil, but rgenteuil is
rapidly settling up, and wil! shortlybo equal to Terrebonne
in population. 'The population of theso three townshipe is
now in the neighborhood of 1,000.

Mr. BLAKE. The shape which the hon..gentleman pro-
poses to give to Terrebonne is not a very compact one; it
makes the county .very long and very narrow. However, 1
think if the hon. gentleman's statoment, as to the, oom-
mercial:and business relations ofthese parihes be acourate,
as I have no doubt it is, and: particularly If it is proposed
to attach these townships te Terrebonne for muniMipalpuer.
poses, the proposition. ought to receive oonsideration. I
would suggest to the heon. gentleman te make a provision
that in ase these townships become mu-nicipally attached
to Terrebonne, they should bocome attached-to Terrebonne
for eleotoral purposes. It will be;observed that that, is the
plan adopted in the immediately preceding clause of the
]BiIl with regard to th electorali district:of Winnipeg.

Mr. DUGAS. I would suggest that part of the townships
of Wexford and Kilkenny should be madeêpart-of*the toutty
of Terrebonne. By an.Act of the Local Legis lata»e paaed
in 1872, they Were'nnbxedto tho côdt' ofTffebóhhe for
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electorui, amnicipal, judicial, and registratim purposes, and
I think they should also form part of the couaty of Terre.
bome for the representation of the louse of Commons.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sure we must all regret the absenee,
of the hon. member for Terrebonne (Mr. Masson) on this
interesting oeeasion when everybody seems disposed to add
to his county. It encourages me to hope that in the future
I may have the support of the hou. gentleman who last
spoke in referenee to the general principles that should in-
flenee us- in dealing with parliamentary representation.
My hon. friend hua given as a reason for adding these town-
ships,4he expediency ofmaking the electoral limits cotermin-
oui with the munaicipal limite. I do not remember to have;
received the support of my hon. friend te that principle,
whieh I embodied in a motion an evening or two ago, but
on the renewal ef that motion in the future I may hope to
reeeive his support en the general prineiple.

Mr. DUGAS. I was influenced by the statement made
by the hon. memaber for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott), that if
any stops were taken in the Local Legislature to annex
these two townships to Terrebonne for all purposes, it was
but right that they should form part of that county for
electoral purposes.

Mr. ABBOTT. As I have been very earefal in. making
this motion to have the entire assent of those who represent
Terrebonne, I cannot make any addition to it with regard
to the suggestion that the addition of these townships
should be made conditional on their being made portions of
the municipal county. I have in my band telegrams from
Mr. Chapleau, stating that he has given notice of a Bill to
carry this out.. I do not know why I shoud apply this
principle to this clause, since those portions of the Bill
referring to Onitario do not depend on that princip!e.

Mr. MILLS. With regard to the Ontario portion of the
Bill the hon. First Minister declared that he was adhering
te the principle of representation by population. If the
hen. imber for Argenteuil followed the provisions of the
Ontaxio section of this Bill as interpreted by the First
Minisir, he would abandon his proposition altogether,
because he proposes to take from a county with a population
of 16,000, snd add to one with a population of nearl.y
22,000. aim afraid the hon. gentleman will hardly be able
to efend the aneudment by appeaIing to the Ontario por-
tionof this Bill.

lfr. ABBOTT. I do not propose to defend it by reference
to the Ontario portion of the measure; I merely propose
not to make the addition conditional on its being made
municipally, by referring to Ontario in that respect. As to
the question of representation by population, I do not
know that 1 eau go quite so far as to say that this princiçle
is of so sacred a character that nothing else should affect it.
Now, in this particular case the question is. not a question

fpolitical representation at all; it is a question of the con,
venience of these people who are proposed to-be added to
their neighbors and friends and fellow-citizens, and people
speaking the sane language, having the same faith and
being of the same rac, instead of being added. to any new
county where they are in a minority, where their ideas are
ractially of no value, and where the votes will probably

be given on principles diffeueui fronm those that regulate the
remaining portions of Canada. It is upon those grounds
that I think, if the principle of representation by population
were a solemn principle, I might claim to have some exemp-
tion from its eficth But I can saarcely admit it is of so
solemn a characer that no exception is to be allowed, and I
think that the reasonp I have stated for making an excep-
tion in this case ae sufliîeintdy atrong to induce the louse
te makae iL.

Amendment agreed to.
Mv. BL AK I wish to malke a suggestion witich I thtink

oesarne pvaraI ima;.neqnoneie Moirewa:prooeed to the. 6th

clause. Tt seems tomeit would be much morelogiSal to put the
township of Ashbury, which is in Ontarios in the Ontario
section of the Bill, or in the section relative to the
county of Addington, and te put the Magdalen Islandi,
Gaspé and the other Quebec districts in the section
relative to the Province of Quebec. There is no general
provision, but there is a specific provision with reference to
certain electoral districts, and these localities should le
incorporated with the other provisions respecting related or
adjacent electoral districts.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It might be convenient
to consider that suggestion.

Mir. FORTIN. I wish te propose a new clause to the
Bill relating to voting in the winter season on the Magdalen
Islands and the Island of Anticosti, when communication
between the mainland and those idands is impossible. Hon.
members will remember that I introdcced a Bll at the
beginning of the Session to carry that into efect, but my
hon. friend said I had botter introdce it as an amendment
te this Bill. The clause is as follows e-

Whenever it appears to the satisfaction of the Governarin counci,
at the time when an election of a member to represent either of tlhe
electoral districts ot Gaspé or Saguenay in the House of orumons of
Canada, is about to be heïd, that comnunication by water between the
Island of Anticost, or the Magdalen Islands (as /h eas ,ay be) an athe
mainland, may probably be interrupted during such election by the
severity of the season, he may direct that all necessary instructions and
intelligence relating to snch election may be transmitted by telegraph
to and by the proper deputy returning officer or officers, by and tfo th
returning offieer, so vnat he may be informed of the numnber of votes
given for each candidate, and of other matters relating to the election,
and b. enabled to retlirn the candidate. having the majority, or to make
nih other retura asthe cae m y reqai ndthe Goyeesor inGomcil
may make sauch order as to he detaila of tha proceedings at uch elec-
tion, depending on such telegraphie communication, as to him may
seem proper f<r best attainng the purposes of this Act.

We do not propose te vote by telegraph, but te carry on
the proceedings of the election by telegraph. Instead of
sending the proclamations, writs and appointments by
letter, they will be sent by telegraph, and the reports will be
made by returning officers by telegraph. The most im-
portant communications are now made by telegraph and
are as sure as if made by letter, because they are repeated,
and when a tolegram is repeated we have the strongest
assurance that it has been sent correctly. The ballot boxes
will be made at the Magdalen Islands, bulletins printed
there, and the elections carried on in winter as in surumer,
the only difference being that instead of sending the infor-
mation by letter it will be sent by telegraph. The telegraph
system in those islands 1s owned by an dunder the control
of the Government. Some people will say. that might
give rise to fraud, but the candidates wil also be able
to telegraph for information, so that there cannot be any
fraud.

Mr. BLAKE. It appears te me this clause stands on the
Orders of the Day, in a Bill which is ordered teobe read a
second time. Is it in order te propose the clause on this
occasion ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There cannot be any ex-
ception te this motion, because it is net a.Bill but a reso-
lution.

Mr. BLAKE I find a Bill on the Orders of the Day
proposing te carry out the object proposed in this clause.
The House has ordered that the Bill be read a second time,
and it now stands on the Orders of the Day. The peint of
order is whether we eau anticipate the decision of the ose
on that question.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There isa Bill on the Orders
of the Day, but this is net a Bill. This is a resolution, and,
therefore, it does net prevent the Bill on the Orders of the
Day being taken up as ordered.

Mr. CAMEROe (Victoria). I am not aware that if a
private u=oe=¼rthinks fît to introduce a Bill and put, it on
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the Orders of the Day, there is any reason why the Govern-
ment should not adopt a similar clause, and introduce it
into a Bill introduced by the Government for a general
purpose.

Mr. BLAKE. I was not aware that the hon. member
for Gaspé was a member of the Government.

Mr. CAMERON. I did not say ho was a member of the
Government, but I said: That if a private member intro-
duced a Bill, that was no reason why the Government should
not incorporate a clause similar to the Bill in a Govern-
ment moasure.

Mr. BLAKE. The Government is not proposing this
amendment, it is the hon. member for Gaspé who is mov-
ing it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ie introduced it as a
member of the House and not as a member of the Govern-
ment, and the mombers of the Government have no greater
privileges in that regard than any other member.

Mr. BLAKE. The difficulty that strikes me in reference
to the merits of the hon. gentleman's clause is one upon
which I would like a little further information before giving
it my adhesion. Of course we must all be desirous that the
difculties attending the communication with a portion of
the county of Gaspé should be remedied if practicable, and
the only question is whether we eau remedy them and give
indequate securities for the results of the election being
properly declared. The difficulty that occurs to me is that
of identifying in some way the written communication of a
returning officer. The hon. gentleman says there will be
no difficulty because candidates can send despatches too,
but the candidates' despatches will not be authentic records
of what has occurred in the Magdalen Islands. You have
further to ho assured that the despatch which is written on
the other side by the returning officer was really signed by
him. There is not that evidence. There is no provision
which ineures its being the act of the returning officer of
the other side which reaches the chief returning officer on
thi side.

Mr. FORTIN. I think that dificulty is very slight,
because the hon. gentleman knows that all the telegraph
operators are sworn, and if the proclamation, for instance,
is sent by telegraph from Percé round to Meat Cove, and
thon by cable to the Magdalen Islands, it passes through
the hands of people who are sworn. One of the returning
ofcers receives that, and some time afterwards he receives
a second copy, and if that copy is a fac-simile, thon h. has
got thei material proof that it is the roclamation that has
beon posted at Percé. It is not possible that an election can
take place in the county of Gaspé without its being tela-
graphed by many persons from the Islands to the mainland.
Supposing frauda were attempted, the friends of the candi-
dates would have already telegraphed that an election was
going to take place, that the proclamation was going to
be issued on such a day, and that such a person was to
be returning omcer. There is no possibility of fraud
being practised.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would see
the possibility if h. were to consider the effecte of
proposing that all the instructions and all the returns by
the different returning officers throughout the Dominion
might be transmitted by telegraph. It may be true that
the telegraph operators are sworn, but the telegraph oper-
ator, when ho receives a despatch, never enquires if the sig-
nature is the genuine signature of the party who transmits
it. Thoe.e isno security that anything which is despatched
as the return of the returning officer is really his return.

Mr. FORTIN. The hon. gentleman has forgotten what,
I said about all the telegrame being repeated, and that 1
where a second copy is found to be the fao-amile ofthet

Kr. CoeMMn (itoria).

first despatch, then it is material proof that it is the genu-
ine despatch. When an election takes place numerous tele-
grams will be sent from the Magdalen Islands to the main-
land, and there will be no chance of fraud being nocessarily
practised. Moreover, nothing can be gained by fraud. I
bring in this Bill in order to give those people a chance to
exercise their rights as Canadian voters. I have a special
reason for that because the elections in the Magdalen Is-
lands take place after the others on account of the difflculty
in reaching them in winter. There is a maximum time
and a minimum time, and the Government would consult
their own interests in choosing either one or the other. In
1878 I would have come forward for the Local House to
defeat for the third time the candidate who opposed me in the
Local louse, but how could I do it? The Government at
Quebec, instead of choosing the maximum time so as to
give a chance to these people to vote, they chose the mini-
mum time to exclude these voters, and therefore I did not
come forward. In the fall I came forward for the Federal
House, and the Government chose the maximum time so as
to have the election in the winter in order to disqualify the
Magdalen Islands people again. But they could not do it
because the maximum time was not long enough. But the
voting took place during a storm and I lost about 400 votes,
though I still had 900 of a majority.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has not ans.
wered the difficulty at all, but he has supplied
a very important reason why another portion of
his clause should not pass in its prosent shape.
The hon. gentleman has told the louse that when diacre-
tionary power was in the hands of the Government, it was
improperly used, and his late opponent, Mr. Flynn, secured
election in Gaspé. The proposal, however, was to lace
the whole details in the hands of the Government. it is
intended to announce the result of the polls by telegraph it
should be surrounded by many precautions. The repetition
of the telegram is no security of the correctness of the
measure, and among the other safeguards there should be
one for identifying the returning officer who sonda the
telegram.

Mr. FORTIN. The Government will have no discretion.
The voting at Magdalen Islands will take place at the same
time as on the mainland. The arrangements for voting will
be so closely watched that fraud will be impossible. If
fraud should take place, nothing would be gained because
the ballot boxes would be forwarded as soon as navigation
opened.

Mr. BLAKE. If we are going to accept returns by tel.-
graph, the arrangements should -be surrounded with every
precaution, and these should be determined by Parliament
and not by the Governor in Council.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think we had botter
accept for the present an amendment providing that a return
shall also be made in the same way as other returns, and
that in the case where the telegraphic return varies from
the written one the latter shall be accepted. Before
the Bill comes to the third reading I shall have the
amendment drafted in proper form, providing that the re-
turn shall be forwarded to the Clerk to be deait with by the
House in case there is a variation.

On clause 6,
Mr. BLAKE. Why is this change made?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The reason the change is

made is that in the first place the returning officers provid-
ed for by the present law are not in any way the servants
or officers of the Dominion, but the servants and officers of
the Provinces. They are in no way under the control of th.
Dominion Parliament, except that they may be brought to
the Bar of theI louse and punished for misdemeanors.
They are not obliged to perform this duty; they can refuse
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to do it, and more than that, I mean to say I have no con-
fidence in a certain number of these officers. They
are the creatures of the Local Government, and if the
Local Government chooses to put pressure on them there is
great danger of their beinggoverned by those who appointed
them. It is for those reasons that I think the returning
officers should be considered in every respect as Dominion
officers, that this amendment has been proposed.

Mr. MACKENZIE. How can the hon. gentleman obtain
more control over one set of officers than he has over
another ? What does it matter if they are local officers, he
will have the same control over them precisely.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no counteract-
ing influence.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No; the hon. gentleman simply
wants to try another dodge in order to a ppoint men who
will make returns such as used to scandalze the whole
country. We know what sort of returns were made by his
appointees in the past. The system iu operation has,
undoubtedly, worked well, and I am not aware that any diffi-
culty has arisen.

Mr. BOULTBEE. There is no doubt that the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) is fighting for something
of great interest to bis party. It is of great importance for
them to retain returning officers appointed by the Local
Government, because in more than uone instance, in more
than twenty instances in Ontario, the grossest favoritism
bas been shown by them, and they have thrown serions
obstructions in the way of the Conservative party. The bon.
member for North York (Mr. Strange) mentioned a case of
which I am cognizant in which a registry office was made1
the Grit headquarters, and the business of the office could
scarcely be carried on. In South Wellington, where
certificates were being asked from Sheriff Gow for the
purpose of enabling certain parties who were agents to vote,
he stated, on more than a dozen occasions, in order to pre.
vent them from voting, that he would have to consult his
solicitor, who is the present member for South Wellington.
I hold that as it is notorious that the influence of these men
bas been directed to prevent freedom 'in the elections, in
almost in every instance the Conservative party and the
Dominion Government should have the power of appointing
officers who would do their duty fairly and honorably.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There are certainly as many Con-
servative registrars and sheriffs, and a great many more
in some of the Provinces, I am sure. There was no object
whatever in making the present law except to avoid the
scandal that had existed of appointing officers who were
brought directly under political influences, while these men
were not.

Mr. BOULTBEE. It may be that there are more
Conservatives than Reformers, but noe case is
alleged against those appointed by the Conservatives.
The case is alleged only in the case of those appointed by
the Grit Government, and that is where the trouble is.

Mr. GUTHRIE. This is the first time I have heard any
charge of partizanship against Sheriff Gow. I do not be-
lieve it, but I believe that the hon. gentleman bas been mis-
informed. Anyone who knows Sheriff Gow knows that be
is incapable of doing injustice to any political party. My
recollection of his proceedings is that he appointed the same
deputy returning officers as his predecessor, the late Sheriff
Grange did, unless they were dead or removed. I do not
think the hon. gentleman has been correctly informed at aIL
That is not the sort of man Sheriff Gow is.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I did not say that complaints were
made b the hon. member for South Wellington, but I have
heard Oonservatives complain that he delayed the certif-
cates. .1

- Mr. GUTHRIE. Of course I do not say that he did not,
r but what I do say is that it is entirely different from the char-

acter he holds. I never beard him charged with any mis-
3 conduct in the performance of his duty as returning officer.

Mr. MILLS. The point to be kept in mind in the cou-
sideration of this clause is that the Government are a party
in the matter. They will not stand indifferently between
those engaged in the electoral contest. The Crown dissolves
Parliament on their advice; they go to the country; the
Crown makes appointments on their advice, and in every
instance they are the parties who appoint returning officers,
and there is very much greater danger of abuse, of improper
conduct on the part of returning officers who are subject to
the influence of one of the parties in the contest, than there
is when the returning officers are appointed by some outside
party. If the Government cannot trust men in bigh official
positions, who have social and political positions to
lose by improper conduct, how much less can those be
trusted who will be appointed by the Administration for the
time being. If the hon. gentleman is not satisfied to take
the sheriffs for returning officers, why does he not designate
a class in the Bill ? Why d.es he not give Parliament power
to appoint returning officers, who being once appointed by
Parliament, would not be under the immediate control of
the Administration. We all know how the returning
officers acted when the Government appointed them. We
know what took place in the representation of North Ren-
frew. A candidate who was defeated by nearly 200 votes
was returned to this Honse, and the hon. gentleman defended
his rcturn. There were Mr. Sbeepskitîski, Mr. Calfskinski,
and may others reported as voting for the candidate; and
we know that the gentleman se returned succeeded in retain.
ing his seat until that rarliament was dissolved. 1 refer to
the return of Mr. O'Reilly. In West Peterboro' also we bad
the returningofficer sitting in judgment on the qualification of
one of the candidates and deciding that his qualification was
not sufficient ; and although he received a majority of votes,
he was kept out of his seat by the returning officer who sent
another gentleman bere who occupied the seat during two
Sessions. An improper return was made in the same way
from Muskoka; and all these cases arose from the partizan
character of the returning officers -,ppointed under the law
as it existed before 1874. When the hon.' member for
Lambton went to the country in 1874, he acted upon the
principle set forth in the law now upon the Statute-book
and which the hon. gentleman proposes to repeal. Was
there a single complaint of anyone being improperly re-
turned, of anyone being kept out of his seat lu consequence
of improper conduct on the part of a returning officer on
that occasion ?

Mr. BANNERMAN. Yes.
Mr. MILLS. Will the hon. gentleman name one case. I

do not know of one. We know that in many cases in which
partizans were appointed by bon. gentlemen opposite, they
were disqualified by their partizanship fron discharging
the duties of their office. In my own constituency the hon.
gefitleman appointed as returning officer one of the most
violent political partizans in that constituency. He went
outside of the constituency for deputies, so that the Tory
Party might not lose a vote ln the election, and beappointed
Reformera as poll clerks, and lu this way prevented twenty
or thirty persons from voting.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They could vote.
Mr. MILLS. No; under the law they were not at liberty

to vote; and I know that these poil clerks were not paid,
although, I believe, the returning officer received the money
te cover the expenses of the election. It is perfectly obvious
that the proposition of the hon. gentleman is utterly incon-
sistent with everything like fair dealing in an election con-
test. He knows right well that no one who isanot an active
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and ardent supporter of his own will be appointed. The first ernment bas acted unfairly. Such oiiOers-appointed by the
qualification that a returning officer will have te possess Ontario Government, would, like the license inspectors at
is that he is a friend of the Administration, and I present, try to coeroe the people and prevent·froedom and
say the Government is as much disqualified for fairneus in the, elections. The Commons of? Cnada should
advising the Crown in this matter as a member is not ho governed by the Ontarij Legislature, or ïbe subjeoted
in a question in which ho bas a personal interest. to its Ministerial cabals. The Dominion GovernMent should
The bon. gentleman bas made out no case. He has not appoint their own officers for this as fbr othèrAIuties.
shown that any abuse exists under the law as it stands; he
bas not shown a single case in which a returning oficer bas Mr. BLkKE. The statement the hon. gentleman has just
made an improper return in which ho has returned the made with reference to myself and gr. Mowat, is utterly
candidate in a minority, or kept ont the candidate entitled and entirely and absolutely without foundation in fact. Mr.
te the seat. Yet the hon. gentleman, without showing a Mowat never consulted me on any one stop of this contro.
single abuse, and without any facts to warrant it, proposes versy as to what he should do; ho never communicated to
this change in the law. What should be the rule te guide me his intended course. I never gave him jAny expression
the Legislature? That it should make such changes, as of opinion as to what ho should do, and was never aware of
experience shows necessary for the removal of real abuses any one stop he proposed to take through the. whole of this
and grievances, is patent to everybody. The hon. member controversy until the public became aware of It.
for Lambton has stated truly that the majority of the re- Mr. RESSON. The hon. member fbr Bothwell etated heturning odicers belong to the side of the Government, had not heard of any case in which asheriffintedered in theto which a large majority of officials in Quebec, Ontario and elections. Now, we bave in Stratford, J présume, as respect-the other Provinces belong. But, not satisfied with that, able a sherif as the Refort party are -in Ie habit ofhe insists that the returning officers shall be his creatures appointing, and without finding fault with him I may.give anand appointees. The present law is just and satisfactory to instance of such intermeddling. We bave a pojioe magistrate
both parties; like the other propositions of this Bill, the in Stratford appointed by the Mowat Admnni4ration, con-present is intended to load the dice in favor of the hon. trary to the will of the peoplo. We are compelled to
Premier and hie su pporters him $1,200 a year to deal out even-handed justice te al,Mr. BOULTBE . The hon. mem ber for Bothwell argues irrespective of their politics. But the partizan sherifthat the returning officers should not be appointed for solected the partizan appointee ofa partizan Goevrnment, oneDominion elections by the Dominion Government, because who went no less than twenty miles te act as deputy returningthey woild be subject te its influence, whereas the appointees officer in a division of my county whore it was noterions hisof the Ontario Government would not he subject to its co-religionists were found te a large extent. it was not forinfluence. If the Ontario Government was taking a proper the benefit of the pubic that ho was selectedbut to influence
position on this matter, his argument would h good; hit voters connected with his own church. In another case, athey are notoriously not taking the proper position, and the bai liff was selected for a scrutineer for another division, andchief opponents of the Conservative party in Ontario at who carried into a poor settlement a large number of judg-present is the Ontario Local Government. We find its hos- ments and erecutions te influence voters. We know what
tility everywhere. It is an open secret that as regards the influence they had on the eloctors. With such influences
questions te ho brought before the country at the next as these against us, my friends and myself feel we are un-
elections, including the boundary question and the Streams fairly handicapped in the elections. When such cases as
1Bill, that the Government of Ontario and the leader of the that occur, it is high time the Government should take into
Opposition have been in consultation for hours, days and their hands the selecting of the returning officers.
weeks, gettiug up a case-not trying te effect a proper set-
tiement of these questions, but to bring them into a shape Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the selection by the Govern-
by which trouble may be caused for their political advan- ment of a returning officer prevent a police magistrate
tage. The hon. leader of the Opposition and Mr. Mowat do not voting if ho pleases? He has as good a right to vote as tiie
want the boundary question settled, preferring it should be lon. gentleman.
a leading question at the next elections. Instead of, as the Mr. HESSON. Does the hon. gentleman approve of thebon. member for Bothwell says, returning officers who hold appointment of a police magistrate as a serutineer for a re-offices under the Ontario Government being free and tuning officer? gave yon a clear case of partizanship
unbiassed, they are the worst biassed men we have a by a mespecable gentleman too.
to meet, and they are acting in every shape andan
in every place against us. Why within the last Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman has not made oet any
two days, I have learned how the whole pressure case. He hias not shown any improper conduet, on the part
of the Ontario Government is being used in iEast of any officer appointed. With reference te the observation
York against myself. The taver-keepers are being told, of the hon. mem ber for East York that the sheriff and the
that they shall not have their licenses if they do not pledge registrare are appointed by the Local Go, ernment, they are
themselves te vote for the hon. member for Lambton instead not appointod for this purpose. They are Dominion officers
of me; and the Division Court clerk is canvaesing against -officers of this Government, and the mere fact that they
me. When we find the tactics so apparent and general- are discharging the duties of returning ofcers depends on
when those men tell youa: I cannot vote for yon, although I the Statute whlicb the hon. gentleman proposSe Io repeal.
am a Conservative, for I shall lose my license and my bread, Sheriffe and registrars being permarent officers of the Local
it is seen that their action is dietated by the principles qf Goverment are no more under its control as returning officers
business. And yet we have the hon. member for Boihwell than would be the judges in any of our courts uner the
declaring: We want those returning officers appointed by control of the Government. What the hon. gentle-
the Ontario Government, and under their immodiate con- man wants e not justice or neutrality on the part of?.eturi-
trol-we want those unbiassed mon left in charge of the ing officers. He wants them to be violent part-ns -his
Dominion elections. If there ever was anything necessary own side, and is, therefore, very anxions that this Govern-
to preserve the liberty of election, it is that the Dominion ment should appoint them. We know how these mn
Government should have the right to appoint men who will act. I have given instances of their rettrling oadidstes
conduct them free from party bia, fairly and properly. It who were in a minortty, and those.andidates wsrmenabled,

as not snd cannot be aleged, at.lest within my-mnemory, through the innaene of the Governmet, Aaait hereoer
thatny returning »Me«rppoiated by *he onswvativeG«v- .two or three8essions. The hon. gentleman who propose.ilO
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change the law has not, cited one case where a returning
offlcer acted improperly.

Mr. BOULTBEE. The hon. gentleman who bas just
spoken says that I have not shown a single case. We have
asserted, and I do not think it can be denied, that the North
York registrar's office was used as a room for committee
meetings, and that the sherif€ in Guelph delayed peo.
ple who wanted certificates for voting under the pretence
that he had to get counsel's opinion first. Hon. gentlemen
opposite say the Ontario Government does not interfere.
The Premier of Ontario, in talking on the question during
last Session, said ho would meet this Government on that
questbn at the polls. What did ho mean by that but that
we would have the whole force of the Ontario Government
against us. Every possible means, every sheriff and divi-
sion.court bailif and license inspector, and every creature
they have, is used against us.

Mr. BANNERMAN. The hon. member for Bothwell
said ho knew of no case where a retirning offlcer had acted
unfairly since 1874. I can show where a returning officer,
the registrar of the county of Renfrew, declared on a
nomination day that the present Auditor-General was
elected through a flaw in our nomination paper; and when
appeal was made to Judge Wilson, ho in his judgment con-
demned that returning officer for the action ho took. That
returning officer, moreover, nover appointed a deputy, or a
clerk, or anything else, without first consulting the head-
centre of the Liberal Association in Renfrew.

Mr. CASGRAIN. We have had under the present system
the elections of 1874 and 1878, or, I suppose, about 450 in-
dividual elections. In my judgment and experience of
twenty-five years I maintain the grievances have been very
exceptional and slight, and the present system is the best
one. There is no nocessity for the change. Because there
is some antagonism between Ontario and the Federal Gov-
ernmentwhy should the other Provinces be interfered with ?
If we go back to the old system we will have returning
officers like the one brought before this House who asked for
twenty-four hours consideration to reply to the question as
to what was his name.

Mr. LANDRY. The hon. gentleman is mistaken in say-
ing that this law has been in operation since 1874. It was
framed after the elections of 1874. The principle was voted
upon in the county of Montmagny, where they did not
choose eitner the sheriff or the rogistrar, but they selected
men of their own party to act as returning officers. If the
hon. member for L'Islet doos not want any changes in his
constituency it is because hoe as a registrar named by the
late Joly Governmont, who is ready to do what ho bas done
already.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I deny that, Sir.
Mr. LANDRY. fie did place the polls at the end of

parishes, though I do not know that it was at the solici-
tation of my hon. friend. It was done and he profited
by it..

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire entirely to contradict what
has been said. There was no complaint at the last local or
Federal election.

Mr. FARROW. In my own riding a partizan returning
officer was appointed by the Mackenzie Government-one
of the worst partizans that could be found. The village of
Brussels belonged half to me and the other half to Centre
Huron, and this officer ordered all the votes to be polled in
North Huron and they did so, and that same half again
polled its vote in Centre Huron. I have often wondered how
the late Premier can wear such a long, serions, and sanc-
timonious face when ho knows that suich facts took place
under his Administration.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I can only say that this is the
first time I have heard of any impropriety of the roturning
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officer. In large counties where there is only one regitrar
and one shoriff, of course some one else has tobl ap-
pointed. 1 know nothing about the appointment,
and have no recollection of the circumstance at all.
The fact that we took that function deliberately out of the
hands of the Government showed that we had no other
object to serve than to have the public work done pro-
perly.

Mr. GUTHRIE. If what the hon. member for North
Huron told us is correct, it is a very strong argument why
we should not adopt this clause. We are told that in his
riding neither the sheriff nor the registrar was appòinted
the returning offler, the reason, no doubt, was that they
were acting as returning offcers in the other riding. As
they had to get somebody else, ho tells us they selectod a
violent partizan, of whose conduct ho complains. Now,
that is precisely what we wish to prevent by passing this
amendment. We want to prevent the selection of strong
partizans, and to leave that duty in the hands of mon of
established character.

Mr. BOWELL. The remarks of the last speaker afford
rather an argument that the law should not remain as it is now.
If in a county where there are three ridings there are only
two officers provided for, under the law, it would follow
that the appointment of a third officer would be necessary.
. Mr. MACKENZIE. Sometimes there are two registra-

tion oficers.
Mr. BOWELL. I am speaking of cases where there are

not two, of which my own county is one. There-are three
ridings, and in every case the Government has had to ap-
point an additional returning offcer. In my own riding
I am glad to say that the registrar, though appointed'by the
Reform Government, is a gentleman in whom I have the
most implicit confidence. But there is a sheriff in the ad-
joining county who, in the last Dominion election, gave
certificates to doubtful voters and sent them into rural sec-
tions of the county to act as agents of the candidates and
there depositing their vote. It is men of that kind who
should not occupy the position ofreturning officer. I know
it is not the intention of the present Government to over-
look the sheriffs and registrars, who are believed
to be impartial men, and these will receive appointments.
But where cases of the kind to which I refer have occurred,
it is the duty of the Government to ses that such men do
not get a similar appointment again. The hon. member for
Bothwell told us he knew of a Tory roturning officer who
took the trouble to go out of the division to select returning
officers who had no votes, and he afterwards told us that,
under the law as it then existed, the returning offlers had
they had votes could have not recorded their votes; and in
the next sentence ho told us, that by going into an adjoining
county and bringing young mon who had no votes, he dis-
franchised thirty or forty returning officers. If that is
logic I do not understand it.

Mr. MILLS. I did not say so.
Mr. BOWELL. By what means thon did he disfranchise

the returning officers, unless ho appointed those who had
votes ? When this question was under discussion in the
flouse I remember calling attention to the fact that in
constituencies where the contest was likely to be close, a
partizan returning offieer, or a returning officer who
intentionally appointed friends of one particular party,
might by that means carry an election, and the law was
thon repealed. Now the hon. member for East York referred
to a threat on the part of the Ontario Premier. Hon. gen-
tlemen know very well that in discussing the question of
the boubdary, on which we have not yet had the very
valuable opinion of the leader of the Opposition, they stated
distinctly and boldly and in a threatening tone that it wa
at the elections, that they hoped would take place in 1883,
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that they would test this question. Judging from the
character of soue of the men whom iMr. Mowat bas
appointed to the. position of returning officers, any
hoaest man would shrink from going through an
election if such men were to be returning officers,
We-knQw thatmen who have been appointed sheriffs have
been dierobed for imiproper conduct by the Judges of the
Court. They may be perfectly honest, but if they were
dishonest in the administration of funds placed in their
hiapd, it is not likely they would be honest if they could
serve, their masters who gave them a living. I know that
in the-town where I live the license commissioner, to whom
an hon. member has already referred, is known and bas
been proved to haveaccepted bribes from different tavern-
keepers before he would grant a license ; yet when this fact
was published, and the Ontario Government knew it as well
as the people of Belleville, he was reappointed to the position
he had disgraced. The friends of the Ontario Government
were so disgusted with this reappointment that they in-
duced his ëolleagues not to meet at the board with him;
and the Mowat Government was again compelled to relieve
him of the responsibility, and to prevent him blackmailing
persons who desired to obtain licerises. We know that
the fact is patent in every constituency, that unless the
keepers of licensed houses voted in a certain manner
they would not obtain licenses; that men who bad been
keeping respectable houses, against which no complaint. had
been made, from ten years to a quarter of a century, were
deprived of their licenses because they were Conservatives
and could not be convinced into taking political action against
thçir party. If no difficulty has arisen of appointing re-
turning oïicers in counties in which there were not suf-
ficient sheriffs or registrafs, we have as good a right to be-
lieve that. the men appointed shall bo responsible to the
Government, will be just as honest in the administration of
their office of returning officer, and more so than men who
are not responsible to the Government practically, if op-
posed to then, but rather would be inclined to serve the
cause of a Local Government by placing difficulties in the
w;ayof any candidate he desired to defeat. I have no fear
of any of the results to which hon. gentlemen have
referred arising from the appointment of returning officers,
nor do I believe the Government wiIl pass over the heads of
appoinitees of the Ontario Government. But where return-
ing officers have been known to act partially it is well that
theGovernment of the day, whether Conservative or Re-
form, shiould have power to teach those men that they
should not commit acts of that kind in future.,

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister of Customs seems to have
more to do with. the elections than the hon. First Minister,
and is in antagonism with the hon. First Min ister withrespect
to this matter. The former hon. gentleman declares that
appointees will not be passed over, while the latter thinks
thi such persons holding office under a Local Government
should not be appointed returning officers. It is dificult to
know what is the rinciple which is about to regulate
Executive action. We have heard a good deal of the mis-
deeds of returning ofcers, but such as have been stated on
tig sid~ of tho floupe ue cases wh ich hg-ve been. before
]arliament or a judicial body, whileth cases brouglt
forward by hon. gentlemen opposite have not'received ay
sifting or investigation. The Reform party, ior a long
time, advocated this propoition. They advocated ita long
time ago,, ,wb the gre4t b4ik of the ofheers was under the
contrql of the Gover ment ,of Ontario,.whelding views differ-
ent £r,.our own.. They .were unsuceessful in secu;ring its
adoption, because hâe Government insisted on, keeping the
power in their own hads. Wlien they came loto p9wer
it wag. the ru4e that registrars. or sheriffs sh"u 4 be
returning officers, bup such offlors were equal to the occasion.,
It was with refere to suph a Gqvernmeent, animated by
aph a entenhav.ângsapp»ated thestafficers anid havig

Mir. BowEnn.

control of them, that my hon. friend, in fartheranee of the
general principle to which I have referred, deliberately
proposed to Parliament to tie his bands and the handa-of
any future Government by providing that these officers
should be appointed from amongst tIQhse ranks. H1on, en--
tlemen did not oppose it then ; they did not obje-
to it then; they thongght it was all right, theythogt, it
would help them; but no sooner than they get into power
they change their minds. It was a good.thing to te: our
bands, but a bad thing te tie theirs, and they want. to free
themselves -from the tie the House imposed. My hou.
friend tied his own hands, because it was well that all Gov-
ernments should have.their bands tied in this regard, ad
that we should accept the proposition that the general
standing of these oMcers, the responsibility they were
under to the community in which they lived, was
a better guarantee, on the whole, for our having
good, honest and impartial returning oficers, than
to place the appointment in the uncontrolled hands
and at the uncontrolled disposal of the Government of the
day, who would thus be allowed full license to name whom
they pleased for the purpose of discharging the duty of
deciding whether they or their adversaries were the, elected
representatives of the people. I admit that there may be
cases where the sheriff or the registrar is not the best man.
I admitthat there are bad sherifEs and bd registrars ; but
the question is, whether it would not be vastlybetter, even
with these few exceptional cases, te entrust
these particular duties to such men than to
place their appointment at the uncontrolled discretion
of the Government of the day to appoint its
own creatures. I think that on the whole yen are sure to
get as a general rule respectable men for returning officers
under the present plan, but you are proposing to substitute
the control to the Government of the day in a matter of
which the Government of the day is not indifferent, in
which it bas an interest, in which it is one of the parties
and in which their wish will be that a returning offleer may
be favorable to their own aide. The Minister of CustomA
says he could not understand my hon. friend's argument ;
but it was perfectly plain. The returning officerin that
county wanted to have partizan returning-offieers, hatlhe
did not want to lose any votes in Bothwell, so bhe took men
from another county who had not votes there and put them
in as returning officers. He hd hisg creatures there te do
his bidding.and yet he lost no votes, and he appointedpoll
clerks, supporters of my hon. friend who were under the
control of the deputy returning officers sworn ta. do their
duty, and they did it and they were deprived of'their votes.

Mr. BOWELL. Tirey need not have taken the office
unless they liked.

Mr. BLAKE. No, of course, they need not, had they
cared to forfeit £10 .each as that is the fine for aefl.sa. I
know a case in which a mest active supporter of mine in
one of the townships I was centesting was cheen. the day
before polling. He was the gentleman upon whom I mainly
depended fer organiationin that partioidar touwibip,. and
tue, £10la to be pAid in order to rele him. li eother
words, he was fineci £10 because lio was an.aûtive~ supporte
of mine.

Mr. BOWELL. L had acease in which they served the
papers after 12 o'clock in order to comu l rÂm to-serue the
next morçigg.

Mr. BLAKE. (Certainly; abuses have.occurred-andthey
do ccur. Lido not suppose that-abuses wili be altogether
avoided under the law as it now- stands. I do net say that
the sherifs and registrars are- in every case the- prk aUnd
lead, of the community, btýon te whole you have better
securities by this plan than by a plan by. whiek you ma
a party tæ ths conteat judge. oit who.- sha decida betwoen
thø partiess rotWaingi oiEees.On Gaxed wik regard- o
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a artic}alr féature of this debate. We have, on the part of
hon. 'guteien opposite in this discussion, a dead set
tgaimt the -Ontario Government, against the appointment
of their offleers and the conduct of their officers. I do not
know aboeut thiese transactions, and I shall not discuss them,
br ba~y it i most extraordinary conduct to impugn a
Proïêlarcial GoVernment as their conduet has been
ampugned -m this House. It is a course
Whh'has neyer been taken before with reference to any
*Proiei*al Govern ment- and whether the Ontario Govern-
ritnt be right or wrong, hon. gentlemen should remember
th't itconwainds the esteem, the respect and the confidence
of a fàrge majority of the people of Ontario, and I believe
Otario wll resent such conduct on the part of hon.
geitIénien.

Mr. GLIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). I am surprised
that the hon. gentleman looks at this provision of the Bill
as a new one, and when I say it is not I will not speak on
my own authority, but I will give an authority which I
believe is worthy of the respect of hon. gentlemen opposite.
I look upon the old law-:he one passed by the late
Administration-as not being imperative. It was not
imperative on the part of the Government to addres the
writs of election to the sheriff or registrar. In 1878, in a
ôbntb twhiéh then took place in my own county, the writ
wàs ddressed, not to the sheriff or the registrar, but to a
notavy of the county. The sheriff, it is true, had sent a
letter to tho Government saying he would not act, but the
régistrar did not do so and he was willing to act. This was
doue under the authority of the then Minister of Justice,
who is n able lawyer; so that I do not regard the principle
of the Éifl as a new one.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish to make another
=mndent, providing thut the elections in Muskoka shall
tako place on the same day, as in other parts of Canada.
ThIs change is made at the request of the bon. mernber for
M ukoka (Mr Cockburn), and I think it is a propr one, as
there is no necessity for having the elections on a different
day tha lin the case of the Province.

Mr. BLAKE. I agree that this change is quite correct,
and I believe that Mr. O'Brien, the opponent of the hon.
member for Muskôka (Mr. Cockburn), agreed in that view.
I would ask the. hon. gentleman whether, in the present
astate of thirngs, Manitoba might not also be brought within
the saie provision, as we are now within three and a-half
days of tht Province, and it is quite as accessible as many
points of the Dominion. It is nearer in fact, than Cape
Breton or the Island is.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know how it
would affect the outlying districts, but I will consider it
bfore the third reading.

Mr -BLAKE. Even if exceptional time were given for the
return of the writs, there would be no reason why the eec-
tions îhenmd not be held 4n the same day.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I wisli to allude to an anomaly
hiidh exists in the Dominion Election Law, and which bas

been complainèd of almost every Session ince the law has
been enacted. Tfhe law imposes a tax of $50 upon each
caffdi'4ate, the object being to prevent bogus candidates
frùmi intérfering in an election contest. But this amnount
was not deemed a penalty to a man who would put a con-
stituency to the trouble of an election uselessly; and there
was a Bill proposed this Session by my hon. friend from
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), who is unfortunately
absent, and I think the present occasion is favorable for intro-
duçing the provision of his Mil as a new section in this Bill.

I will therefore move that the following clause be ad'ded
to the Bill

Section 19 of the Acet last cited la hereby amended by anirkngout
ail the werds after 4'nomination paper onthe fifth line fe
tion, and by substituting the following:

Nor unless a suma of $200 be deposited into the hands of tha returuing
officer at the time the nomination papér shall be filed with hfin. Knd
the receipt of the returning officer shall in every ease be snfficleat vi-
dence of the production of the nomination paper, consent of candidate
and of the payment herein mentioned :-The sum so dep9sited by apy
candidate shall be returned to him in the event of his being elected or
of his obtaining at least one-half of the votes polled in favor of'the aà-
didate elected, otherwise it shall belong to Rer Majesty for the public
uses of Canada; and the sum so paid and not returnpd, as herei pro-
vided, shall be applied by the returning officer towards the paîment of
the election expenses, and an account tibereôf shall be rendere by him
to the Auditor-General of Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. This amendment has taken ns ve much
by surprise, and I regret that the hon. gentleman as not
seen fit Io have given some notice of it; and I invite the
attention of the Government to the fact that this very i-
portant question was postponed at their own suggestion at
an early period of the Session, in order to give us an oppor-
tunity of considering it. It does not seem to me that there is
now an opportunity of debating it. I myself stated my
views at that time, and they are not at all changed. I have
never very much favored a deposit at all. I have never very
much favored the view that if a deposit is put in, it should
be irrevocably lost to the candidate, and I so far agreed
with the views of the hon. member for Richmond and
Wolfe as to assist him to secure a change in the law by
which the deposits should be returned. But to increase that
deposit may place a very serious practical check upon the
freedom of the people in the nomination cf the candidates.
I object to increasing it to a«substantial sum like $200. I
believe we never had any deposit at all until it was p--
posed to substitute a written nomination for an open nomi-
nation. In the open nomination there was nothig to rp
ventarbogus candidature and that sort of publie opinion which
gathurs around the huÉtings- and whucit was propoe~o
the adoption of the election y ballot,,to suibstituüe wrtén
nominations for oral nomintigns, it was sl ".You,, ave
not got the check of that pubhic opinion which surrouindI
public nomination on the hustings, ad ri ore, it
may be, if the nominations are to be made
privately by a written paper, that bogus nomi-
nations will bu put in." Then it was said that the
number of voters required might bu increased, and it was
incneased, I think, to twenty-five. It now requires twenty-
five electors to sigu and file a written nomination pa ,
and the consent of the candidate, if i the country,
shall also be filed. I am aiso inclined to thinl that
an ample security, quite as ·good withòut any deposit,
speaking for the feelings and social action of th-e ileôple
of our Province with whose pôlitical rdodes of thought
I am more acquainted, without anything more. Butit was
proposed to do sometbing more to prevent a few persons
eager for a contest from ombarking in it-to put a legal
check upon them, this deposit of $50 came into the Bill as
a further security. As I said already, I do pot admire very
much that principle, and now to increase the amount o
$200, I think, would be a great mistake. But to provide
the $50 deposit-shall bu retarned in the event in whieh the
hon. gentleman proposes the $200 should be returned, seems
to me not unreasonable. t seenms to niake the íIW teas
absurd than otherwise it would be and to place less of a
restriction to people who nominate candidates. :I therefbre
propose to amend this clause by substituting $50 for %he
amount of $200.

Mr. BUNSTER. Early in the Session I annonnced my
wish to amend the clause by proposing tlhat the sum of
$250 be deposited by each éandidate, the successful candidate
to receive the money. I would like now to make the deposit
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$500 for the benefit of the successful candidate. I will
move an amendment later.

Mr. OUIMET. It seems to be admitted by the hon. leader
of the Opposition that there muet be some check on bogue
candidates, since we have no longer open nominations.
During the last contest I had an opponent in my county,
who vanished before he could get twenty-five electors to
sign his paper. But there were bogus candidates in the
counties of Terrebonne, Two Mountains and Beauharnois,
one in each who did not poll ten votes each. This abuse
should be terminated. I think the deposit of $200 not too
high, as any bond fde candidate can raise it, either himself
or by hie friends. It would not prevent any good man
from coming forward, but would prove a bar to bogue candi-
dates.

Mr. MILLS. It would be rather extraordinary if the
hon. First Minister supports this proposal to discourage the
nomination of candidates, after expressing the hope at
Toronto that his friends would permit no Opposition candi-
date to be elected by acclamation. We have two great
parties in the country; but there may be a number ofelectors
in varions constituencies who do not agree with either when
they wish to put a candidate in the field, not with the ex-
pectation that he will succeed, but in order to have their
views proclaimed on the hustings and propagated through-
out the country, and they ought not to be hindered from
doing so. Now, this proposition is a proposal to fine
men, who, though they should be in a large minority,
undertake to express their views en the hustings, and be-
fore the candidates in the field. That would boa restriction
upon freedom of election, and wholly at variance with the
spirit and principles of representative Government. How is
a candidate to know what the chances may be at an election,
and why should he, if ho does not poll a certain number of
votes, be subjected to a fine of 8200. It is the right of a
minority to nominate and elect a candidate if they can ; andi
if there is any class that ought to enjoy the special protec-t
tion of the law it is the minority. What was the object in
requiring twenty-five electors to sign a nominationa
paper? To settle the bond fide of the candidater
who seeks election. If twenty-five are not enough i
increase it to fifty or 100; but there is no reson shown for t
requiring a deposit to be forfeited if a certain number of
votes are not polled. I believe the choice of the electors i
should be as free and unrestricted as possible. I am opposed n
to the proposition and will support the amendment of my a
hon. friend in preference. I am in favor of removing the h
provision of the law relating to money deposits, eithor f
absolutely or conditionally, from the Statutes. ,n

Mr. DE&JARDINS. The hon. member forgots that the t
law was enacted by the late Government. a

Mr. MILLS. I know that.b
Mr. CASGRAIN. According to this amendment the a

unsuccessful candidate muet have one-half the number of G
the successful candidate. Suppose there are 1,000 votes s
and four candidates, and the succesEful candidate gets 501. -
These thon will have 163 each, or together half the votes
polled, yet each one would have to forfeit hie deposit.

Amendment agreed to, and Bill reported. n
s

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT RATMWAY 1
COMPANY.

Pr CHARTE TUPPER. At this late hour of the night
I do not intend to occupy much time inplacing this resolu- M
tion before the House. The whole question is so thoroughly L
familiar to the members of the House, and is so fully set "
forth in the papers which have been distributed, and the M
subject, in one form or another, has so long engaged the h
attention of Parliament, that I do not think it will be neces- th
sary to detain the louse very long in explaining the pro- y

Mr. BUNSTER.

posal of these resolutions. Hon. gentlemen will recollect
that in 1871, a Commission, composed of gentlemen well
qualified to deal with the question of trade communication,
was appointed to consider the enlargement and
extension of the canal system of Canada. That
Commission, after very careful consideration, embodied
their views in a report which was adopted by
the Government and received the unanimous approval of
Parliament. I do not now remember that any gentleman
on either side of this Parliament took any exception to the
conclusion to which that Commission arrived. I will
remind the flouse that in propoeing to enlarge the Welland,
St. Lawrence and Lachine Canas their attention was
directed to the question of the Baie Verte Canal. They
divided the different canals upon which they reported into
three classes-those that were considered most important
in the interest of the whole Dominion were placed in the
first class, those which were next in importance in the
second class, and the others in the third ; they placed the
construction of the Baie Verte Canal in the first, as they
regarded it of the greatest importance to the interests of
the Dominion. I will read a brief extract from this report
which will show the importance they attached to the con-
struction of that canal:

« [nseparately connected with the growth of intercolonial trade is the
construction of the Baie Verte Canal across the isthmus connecting the
Provinceseof Nova Scotia and Ntw Brunswick.

siThe advantages that must occur, not onlyt h Dominion asaa
whole, but to the commerce of the Maritime Provinces, are so clearly
pointed out by the Boards of Trade of ail the leading cities of Canada,
and by men largely interested in the developmnnt of our growing com-
mercial interests, not simply the merchants of St. John and other places
in the locality of the proposed canal, but merchants of Hamilton, To-
ronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec, that it is superfluous for the Com-
missioners to do more than briefly to refer to a few features of the
echeme."

Now, Sir, I may say that this question also engaged the
attention of the Boards of Trade in the varions cities referred
to. Those of Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec,
St. John £nd others took the question up, and having ex-
amined in the light of the commercial interests of Canada,
resolved with great unanimity that it was of great
importance to the trade and commerce of Canada
that that canal should be constructed. The Government
adopted the policy suggested by the Commission and brought
it down to this flouse, and I believe it received the unani-
mous saiction of the House. In connection with other
appropriations for the enlargement of the canals to which I
have referred, $1,000,000 was appropriated by Parliament
for the commencement of the Baie Verte Canal. The Govern-
ment had surveys previously made for the purpose of ascer-
aining the cost. Messrs. Keefer and Gzowski repor ted, after
very careful survey had been made, that it would cost

between five and six million dollars to construct the canal
on the line they proposed, a lino that is absolutely the same
as that which is now proposed for this ship railway. The
Government, under the belief that the canal could be con-
tructed for 85,000,000, were planning to place that
work under contract when a change of Government took
lace in 1873. The bon. member for Lambton, then at the
ead of the Government, embodied the views of his Govern-
ment in the most formal and authoritative manner in the
peech with which Parliament was opened in the Session of
874, and a clause of that speech reads as follows:-
"Canal and harbor improvements are being rgularly rounted

rith a view to ensure adequate accommodation for the rapidly growing
rade of the country. The report of the Chief Engmeer eof thDe art-
ent of Public Works on the proposed canal between the Gulf o 8t.
awrence and the Bay of Fundy will be submitted for your consider-
àion y?
[r. Page, the Chief Engineer of the Canals, as here stated,
ad been called upon to take up the estimates and survey
iat had been previously made. In the Estimates of that
ear $1,000,000 had been voted, and that was repeated in
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the Session of 1875, altbough the hon. member for Lambton
is aware that at the time Mr. Page had made his report
that this canal would involve an expenditure of eight or
nine million dollars on the route that he considered best
The large increase over the appropriation which it was
found neoessary to sak for caused some further examination
and the hon member leading the Government, having given
this subject consideration, stated in very emphatic terms
that if the canal could be constructed for the estimate of
Mesars. Gzowski and Keefer, he should consider himself
bound to proceed with the work, and he proposed to test
that question by asking for tenders for the work in order to
ascertain whether it could be constructed for that amount,
and if the result showed that it could be, hoe was prepared
to go on with it. Subsequently, however, Government
sought to institute by a Commission to ascertain whether
the commercial features of the work would warrantso large
an expenditure as eight or nine million dollars. Under these
circumstances a Commissioner was appointed. They reported
adversely to that. The same Commissioner would have been
prepared, if the work could have been accomplished for the
sum, a little over 85,000,000, to have concurred in the pro-
position to go on with it; but under the impression that it
would cost a larger sum, a halt was called and the work
was abandoned by the hon. member for Lambton, because, as
I have said, ho had given the strongest evidence, after care-
fully examining the subject, of his desire to proceed with it.
The work remained from that time to this in abeyance,
until a proposal was made by Mr. Ketchum, an
engineer of ability who had turned his attention
to the question of substituting a ship railway for
a canal, and he placed himself in communication with
the Government in order to ascertain whether they would
be disposed, if a ship railway, performing this service
equally efficiently, or more so, than a canal, could perform
it and at a smaller expense to the country, to consider a
proposal. laving received assurances that the Govern-
ment wore alive to the importance of securing the object to'
which Parliament had pledged itself in connection with the
work, surveys were instituted and road plans prepared, and
ultimately Mr. Ketchum made a proposal to the Govern-
ment which has been concurred in and embodied in a
Minute of Council and laid on the Table for consideration,
the substance of which is embodied in this resolution. I
maysay that I am now reading from the Order in Council.
The proposal is to accept an offer for the construction of
this work at the risk of private capitalists. It is proposed
by Mr. Ketchum and his associates in this coun-
try and the Mother Country, and who he believes,
from communications he has had with them,
will be prepared to give their support and
who, besides furnishing the capital, will assume the risk
of placing the work in a position to discharge all the ser-
vice to the country that the canal which, under Mr. Page's
estimates was to cost $8,000,000 or $9,000,000, would ac-
complish, and to ask nothing whatever from the country
until the work was in position to discharge all the service
required. It is proposed to carry ships of 2,000 tons
weight from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Bay of Fundy
or vice versa, and as it is believed that as this work can be
construeted at a much smaller coet than would be involved
by the canal, wbile the transit would be cheaper and occupy
less time, it would be more valuable than a canal which
would be. blocked by ice, and it could therefore be operated
earlier and later in the beason. Under these circumstances
the Government believed that assuming it to be practicable
to accomplish the wor-k in this way, to obtain all the ad-
vantages that would be obtained by constructing the canal,
it could be executed at a less cost than the smallest
sum to which the Government, after full and.-careful con-
sideration, could commit the country. The proposa to pay
$150,000 a year after the work is placed in an ecient and
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thorough operation and only continue the payment so long

t as the transit is efficiently operated, is one that the Govern-
ment believed would commend itself not only to the hearty
and cordial approval of all members of the House, but to the
people of this country who take such great interest in pro-
moting its trade and commerce. I do not intend to go into
an elaborate statement as to the practicability of the work

e for the reason stated that Parliament is not asked to ineur
any liability or risk in the construction of the work. Were
we to ask that this should be proceeded with as a Govern-
ment work it would become a most vital and important
question as.to whether it was possible to accomplish it.; but
when the parties are assured of its practicability that they
are prepared to accept all risk, it becomes unnecessary to
detain the House with any elaborate argument in regard to
its practicability. I bave no doubt as to its practicability.
The principle of hydraulic lifts by which ships are to be
raised at one end or the other to the railway and placed on
the track has been applied at the London docks for a num-
ber of years, and ships of greater burden than those that
will require to move across the Isthmus and raised, to
as great a height as in this instance. The question has
been settled. There is scarcely an important harbor here
we do not see ships hanled up a steep incline by means of
stationary locomotive engines, and if that be the case we
can see that in regard to this marine railway, which will be
about 18 miles in length, no difficulty can arise in aring
vessels across after landed on the rails. I vo
the most ample evidence and testimony of the. most
eminent engineers in the world of the entire practie-
ability of the scheme; and were I submitting this as
a Government work, I would feel justified in detaining the
flouse while Irread fromt these authorities. The Congress of
the United States have examined the question thoroughly and
express their entire confidence in the possibility of carrying
ships up greater inclines and for longer distances than is
proposed here, and Congress are prepared to expend a large
sum of public money to accomplish a similar work in another
place. I may first refer to the importance of this under-
taking. I will quote from a statement made by the hon.
member for Lambton, thon leader of the Government, deliv-
ered in 1878, when he was reluctantly compelled by the
large cost estimated as necesarily involved to change the
policy which up to that time ho had pursued with respect
to the construction of the Baie Verte Canal. He said

"The Governmenthadactedin perfect goodfaith. Theyconsidered,if
it was possible to execute the work at prices correspòudiag sornewhat
with Mr. Keefer's estimate, which originally was three and a-half
millions, and subsequently five millions, a might be a very considerable
advantage to do so. *nlu the meantime, they propoaed as -so
as the plans were ready to call for tenders, and if these tenders bore
any reasonable relation to the estimates that were formed by the gentle-
man whom the hon. member for Cumberland had characterised as a
hydraulic engineer of ver> high character, they .might be able to act.on
the authorit>' which the Hfouse would give tbem."'

In 1874, when the subject was discussed, in a very able
speech, by the hon. member for Sunbury, he quoted a num-
ber of authorities in relation to the work, and bie placed
these authorities in very convenient form for me to refer to.
14said:

" The advantages te be derived from, the Baie Verte Canal were
unqnestioned at the time of Confederation. Scarcely anybody raised a
voice against it, and Mr. ,Young, at the meeting of the Dominion Board
of Trade in 1871, spoke as follows:-

" ' But there can be no doubt that the inland propeller eau descend
the St..Lawrence and go direct to Halifax, in Nova ,Sootia; and this
fact bringu pother important considerations. Amongprojected canals
there ls tlei Baie Verte Canal, to connect the Bay of~Fundy, on the
Atlantie, with the Straits of Northumberland in the Gulf, and the
Murray Canal, to conneet the say of Quinte with Wellier's ay oa Lake
Ontario. If the Baie Verte Canal is possible of construction, the work
will be highly important, and, in its resulte, of a truly national ehara-
ter in all its respects. The City ofSt. John, in New Brunswick, as well
as al other places on the Bay of Pundy, would be brught 430 meus
nearer Montreal, Quebec or Toronto for the water-borne vessels, thani at
present -and if such a canal were coustructed, the propeller of spi tous
sanling Šr Lakes SuperiorJ Miehiga, or atado, could proeed
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direct to Halifax or St. John with Western States or Canadian
products.

" 'It would be difficult to point out all the advantages which would
result to Prince lldward Island, Nova Scotia ani New Brunswick, by
the construction of the Baie Verte Canal. If the 900-ton propeller could
deliver western or Canadian products at Halifax or St. John, these
places would thus become cheap depots for such products. Assorted
cargàes of flsh, hoops, shooks, lumber, &c , could be made up at these
ports of the West India Islands and South America, and could bring
back return cargoes from these countries of sugar, coffee, hides, tallow,
etc., to be again re-sbipped as return cargo to Canada and the Western
States by the inland prùpeller, and thus be delivered at less cost by
such means than by any other possible route'

" He also guoted from the report of Mr. Patterson, in his report of the
commerce of Montreal, for 1869, as follows ;-

" 'The value of the proposed canal, in more intimately connecting all
the Provinces, muet be evident to all wbo have examined the geogra-
phit>al situation. At present there is little or no commurnity of interest
býtween the portions of the Provinees on the Bay of Fundy and those
on the Gulf,-although separated by but a narrow strip of land. For
¶want of a few milis of canal navigation, a profitable development of the
fisheries by the people of New Brunswiek and Neva Scotit is seriously
hindered; the fishermen of Cape Ann, in Massachusetts, being nearer
the valuable mackerel fisheries of the Gulf of St. Lawrence than the
Canadian fishermen who live on the Bay of Fundy. By means of the
proposed canal the waters of the Bay and Gulf would be united, and
the fisheries brought within the reach of the fishermen of all the Pro-
vinces;- passing easily, so to speak, from one sea to another as the
fishing season might render necessary.'

l In 1870, Messrs. Allan, Gzowski, Calvin, Laidlaw, Garneau,
qtairs and Jardine, were named, by the Dominion Government, Com-
mi:sioners to institute and make a thorough enquiry on a comprehen-
sive improvement of the canal system of the Dominion, and were
instruated to report "On the construction of a canal through the
Isthmus dividing the Bay of Fundy from the Gulf St. Lawrence and
Baie Verte."

"Those géntletnen in their report stated
"'Inseparably connected with the growth of intercolonial trade is the

construction of the Baie Verte Canal. The advantages that must accrue,
net merely to the Dominion as a whole, but to the commerce of the
Maritime Provinces, are so clearly pointed out by the Boards of Trade
of all the leading cities of Canada, and by men interepted in the deve-
lopment of our commercial cities-not siuply the merchants of St John
and other places in the locaiity of the proposed canal, but mercbants of
Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebee-that it is super-
fluous for the Commissioners more than briefly to refer to a few salient
features of the-seheme.

"I'A iteamer laden withfiour for St. John, N. B., now goes down the
Gulf as far as Shediac, where the cargo is transported by rail to its
destination. The total distance by water from Shediac through the
Gut of Canso and round the coast of Nova Scotia to the Bay of Fundy,
as far as the commercial capital of New Brunswick, is about 600 miles,
and the consequence is that there is little or no direct communication
between the Bay of Fundy ports and those of the River St. Lawrence.

" 'By a canal through the Isthmus, from Shediac, the distance to St.
John will not be more than 100 miles This fact will show the insu-
perable obstacle that now exists to anything like extensive commerce
between Montreal and the Bay of Fundy ports of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, and the great impulse that must necessarily be given to
the trade by the opening out of a route which will shorten distance so
considerably, fnrnish an inland navigationfrom tlie lakes to Boton,
and cböheqeently lessenfreights between those points at least twenty-
five per cent.'"

The Boards of Trade to which I have referred spoke in the
warmest terms of the great advantage to the whole busi-
ness of the country of the construction of that work. I
may say it is also believed that so far from there being any
difficulty in the cari-iage of the ships across the canal, there
will really he infinitely less 4rain upon the ships tban that
to whioh they are subjected in stormy weather on the ocean
The proposal is, as I said, to give in ail a subsidy of $150,000
per annum for a period of 25 years. At 4 per cent. that
amount capitalized would be $2,343,312, or abut one-third
of the estimated cost of. the canal, whioh was at least
between five and six millions, or according to M r. Page,
between eight or nine millions, besides the cost of mainten-
ance afterwards. As the hon. member for Lambton remarked
the other evening, the operation of our canais is not
at present a source of profit to the Dominion, and if, as I
said, this work can be accomplished by the expenditure of so
small an amount comparatively, and the service can be per-
formed better than it otherwise could, I think the House
which again and again, with entire unanimity, voted to
sestain this project when it was to cost s0 much larger a
Oum, will not hesitate in providing the smaller sum by
which it is believed such importan't oramereial results will

Sir Canm»s TupE.

be secured for the country. I do not pri'posie to detain the
House at any length, as the pamphlet which has been
distributed to hon. gentlemen supplies any further informa-
tion that may be necessary. It bas been shown that there
is a tonnage on the Bay of Fundy -and the Gulf ports
of something like 2,687,550 tons entering and leaving those
ports per annum, which wouId receive the advantage of this
work. Then there is the fishing fleet of not 16gs, 1 believe,
than 600 vessels, and who cen estimate the value to the
country at large of having the means of crossing from the
Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Bay of Fundy by means
of this ship railway, enabling vessels to carry two
cargoes and make two voyages from Boston to the
Gulf for every one by the existing mode of communication.
It would not only afford access to the large American fleet
of fishing vessels that would be passing across the Isthmus
to the fishing grounds, but our own fishermen would be
able, by obtaining access to the American ports, to carry on
their business with a vigor and success which are impossible
at present. It is estimated that there would be traffl ovor
this canal of something like 600,000 tons per annum; the
distance saved is detailed in the pamphlets which have
been placed in the hands of hon. gentlemen ; 'the length of
the canal is between 17 and 18 miles, it is practically a dead
level, the highest incline being something like 10 feet per
mile, which is an inappreciable incline and only sufficiont
to afford drainage for the canal. When the House is told that
all these resolutions asked is that authority may be given to
the Government to make a contract with responsible parties,
who will be prepared, at their own risk, to furnish al the
money required to put the work into efficient operation,
and at the end of the firt year's efflient operation, to pay
them a subsidy of $150,000, and to pay thern
that amount only so long as the work is efficiently
operated, and in that case for twenty-five years only,
I think the House may safely pass these resolutions
and place it in the power of the Government to
secure objects of such great importance at such a com-
paratively small cost to the country. I do not intend to
occupy the House longer, because I have no reason to
believe that this will become a subject of controversy, but,
on the contrary, that every hon. gentleman who bas been
committed to this policy, whether under the previous Gov-
ernment of my right hon. friend or under theGovernment of
my bon. friend from Lambton, will be only tbo glad to
adopt the means of securing such great resnits in the
interests of the trade and commerce of the whole country
at a cost so comparatively small.

Mr. MAOKENZIE. I have no intention of opposing the
resolutions for the reasons the hon. gentleman bas given.
I have not had time, since the subject was submitted,
to give much attention to the reports and the evidences of
success that the projector mentioned briefly before the ]Rail-
way Committee. I have already complained that we were
not aware, when the·matter was before that Committee, of
the intentions of the Government relating to it, and gave it
the less attention on that account. Had the hon. gentle-
man at that time informed the Committeo of the full pro-
posal of the G-overnment it would have received much more
searching criticism than it was proposed by anyone to give
it, It was looked on, in short, by the members of the Com-
mitotee as a thing that might possibly succeed, but of which
there was no great likelihood. A similar proposal has been
before the people of Ontario for several years in connection
with Mr. Capreol's scheme of building a ship canal to con-
nect Toronto with the Georgian Bay; but whether it is that
the project does not commend itself to engineers, or whether
there is no faith in the canal system, Mr. Capreol bas been
unable to obtain any real ·support for his scheme. - Now,
while it is said that a canal at this oint would be of great
.publie servioe, I am bound to say:ta aur experience fdr
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two or three years leads to the conclusion that the traffic
which would pass through it would be very small. The
hon. gentleman says that it would be used by some tive or
six hundred fishing vessels. I recollect. when the-subject
was discussed in this House in 1875, getting the opinions of
muany of the Nova Scotia members, and the. universal
opinion was that it would be of no service to
the fishing fleet. The navigation of the Bay of Fundy
is not suitable to fishing vessels; they have to accommodate
themselves to the tide, and when it faits them they must
wait until they can get it again. As the tide is very high
in the Bay of Fundy, difficulties in this respect are more
serious there than in perhaps any other part of the world.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I regard the tide in the Bay
of Fundy of the greatest possible advantage, because it does
not leave a vessel dependent upon the wind to the same
extent as elsewhere. The vessels go up with one tide and
down with another.

Mr. MACKENZIE. They go a certain distance with one
tide, no doubt. The tide would, no doubt, be of service if
used judiciously. I do not say that the scheme is imprac-
ticable, but I doubt very much its utility from the reports
made from time to Lime by maritime mon on the subject.
3My recollection is that several New Brunswick members,
and those from the neighborhood of St. John especially,
were warm in favor of the construction of the canal, while
those from Nova Scotia were entirely hostile to it, believing
that the trade which would pass through it would be very
much less than was anticipated by its friends. I think it
was rather conclusively proved that vessels passing to the
West Indies would never seek that route, but that it would
be much cheaper and better for them to take a straight line
eastward until they reached the opeii sea and got ]ito a
direct line to the West India Islands. The trade from
Prince Edward Island and any trade from the Lower St.
Lawrence to Boston would undoubtedly be benefitted by a
short course there; but that trade is comparatively light.
With regard to the cost, I think the projector estimated it
at froin three and a-half to four millions, and be will be
able no doubt to obtain the money in the English market
with the guarantee of the Canadian Government to pay 4
per cent. interest upon it.

Sir CHARL ES TUPPER. Mr. Page places it at oveor
$4,000,000.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course I have no means of ascer-
taining the probable cost of the work, which is perhaps specu-
lative to a great extent. it is the first werk of the kind to
any great extent. Although the principle is applied
in dry-docks, that is a very different thing from hauling
vessels over a distance of 20 miles; and the grade must be
greatly against the possibility of taking heavy vessels over
it. No doubt it can be done; because railways of this kind
have been constructed in other places, including one at Ste.
Marie, to take vessels into Lake Superior. But will it pay
for vessels to go into Baie Verte, a somewhat difficult
navigation, and pass over the railway to the waters of the
Bay of Fundy? It is very doubtful. I am not inclined to
oppose the resolution, mainly on account of the
scantiness of substantial information in regard to the
scheme. But I doubt very much if it can be made a success.
The money, no doubt, will be raised by the projector, but
there is every danger that you may have a repetition of the
Grand Trunk experience-a declaration that the work will
stop, after the expenditure of the first subsidy, till more
assistance be given. I fear much of Mr. Page's opinion is
what the Minister states, that when the work proceeds a
certain distance we shall find difficulties interposed, which
we shall be called upon te make good. At the same time I
would profer doing the work this way to having it under,
takenby tha Sovernff1t, wh2ich. wo»iut b much worîe.

Mr. KILLA M. Upon an engineering question of. this.
magnitude I do not pretend to eypress an opinion tq w.hich
any particular weight would attach. Anything I a*y raust
be regarded purely from a commercial or polîtical stand-
point. We have had the subject of the Baie Verte Qa4al
before us for a number of years, and we understand that
the Minister of Railways bas made it a suibject, of great con-
sideration as one not only concerning his county but the
whole Province of Nova Scotia. But it was supposed, by
all of us that when the National Policy came into force, and
the public Treasury was reinforced by the immense suns
raised by the Finance Minister, that some decided step would
have been taken before this either to ascertain what was prac-
ticable in reference to transmission across the Chignecto
Isthmus, or taken in pursuanc cof the votes given by the
House previously for the construction of the Baie Verte
Canal. $500,000 were place in the Estimtes once for its
construction.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. $100,000 ,three yers in sue,
cession.

Mr. KILLAM. No portion, however, was expended. I
suppose full consideration had not been given the scbreme,
and the money was nerely placed in the Estimates for the
purpose of going on with the work if found practicable, or
for other purposes. I am not prepared to say that ihelieve
the expenditure of $12,000,000, or $8,000,000 or $3,000,000
by the Dominion is a legitimate expenditure. I speak of
those different sum because about $12,000,OO0 was the
estimate for a canal available at any time of the tide, while
$5,000,000 or $6,000,000 was thought enough for a canal
available at half tide, according to the estimate of Mr.
Keefer. The Minister now proposes to spend $3;0040
fr a substitute schome, a ship rnilway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER A little over $2,000,000.
Mr. KILLAM. I consider the capitalized value of this

sum, supposing the scheme really practicable, and thatmen
with capital, energy and skill are prepared to proceed with
it, cannot be far from 83,000,000. But these $3,000,000
would be spent merely for an experiment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman loses sight
of the fact that we pay nothing if it is an unsuaçesdful
experiment.

Mr. KILLAM. As to the commercial merits of the scheme
I claim, speaking with all modesty, to be as fair a judge as
any hon. gentleman on either side of the louse. I leave all
the statements of the Minister of Railways as to the number
of fishingvesselswhich may use this railroad, the tonnage of
the vessels entering the Bay of Fundy and likely to use this
railway, with his conjectures as to whether a vossel could
be carried up by the tide, to the public who are better-quali-
fied to judge than the hon. gentleman. But I do not believe
his statement to-night that the railway has the commercial
value he attaches to it. I believe any sort of transmission
would have a certain amount of local commercial value, but
not that general commercial value in which he believes. I
do not believe it would have that general comme) oial value
which he believes. It might be possible to have some mode
of crossing the Isthmus, which would save time and thus
induce. owners of vessels to pay soma toli for crossing it.
The commercial value of the work must be estimated by
what those vessels would be willing to pay, Not one of the
600 fishing vessels spoken of bound for the United States
ports could be expected to pass through the canal and be
transported over the ship railway. With a fair wind they
would square away to get out of the Gut of Canso, preferring
to take their chances upon the open sea outside the Bay of
Fundy than to go into the Bay of Fundy where fogs and
difficult navigation render the course more dangerous and
necessitate their paying a higher rate ofinsurane. Nothing
has been done since I have had the honer of.represeing a
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constituency in this House, to show any serions intention
of going on with the Baie Verte Canal. This
canal will not be of very general commercial-
but may be of considerable local-value. This
proposal to vote $150,000 a year for twenty years may be
regarded as simply q means of attracting offers from
capitalists, in order to get their idea as to what might be
done. I do not see why, if the Government have
deliberately adopted the intention of substituting the
scheme of a ship railway, they should not have informed the
House that they assumed the responsibility, because the
distinguished engineer who had this subject under considera-
tion will be in a difficult position when he attempts to
borrow money to proceed with its construction. It may be
said to him, that the Canadian Government do not in any
way endorse the scheme, that they did not think it was of
sufficient commercial value to make it worth while to con-
struct it, but are willing to say: If you will take the whole
risk, you may do so, and if yon succeed we will give you
this annual subsidy. This indicates that the hon. Minister
of Railways bas abandoned the scheme which for years he
pretended to regard with so much favor. He gives it up
and says that if Mr. Ketchum or somebody else will find
the money to build it, and make it a complete success, the
Government will then pay the money. I look therefore,
upon this as an abandonment of the project which the hon.
Minister pretended he had at heart.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's). I must congratulate the
Government upon the manner in which they have taken up
this question. They have shown their very great wisdom
in the precaution they have taken with respect to the
carrying out of this scheme. They have taken the pre-
caution of saying that this work shall be fully carried out
before they guarantee to pay the money, and the gentleman
who has undertaken to carry out this scheme
guarantees to carry it to a successful issue
before requiring any money. I think this undertak-
ing will be of very great benefit, to the Maritime Provinces
especially. It will give them very easy access to the
United States via the Bay of Fundy, and more especially
will that be the case in respect to the people of Prince Ed-
ward Island and the northern portion of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick. Consequently cargoes of potatoes, being a
perishable article, suffer very materially. If this railway
wasconstructed they would be able to avail themselves of this
much shorter route, and also to take advantage, when they
got into the Bay of Fundy, of the prevailing westerly winds
with which they have to contend in the Gut of Canso. In
that way itwould be ofgreatadvantageto the people of Prince
Edward Island; notonly that, but I believe that the general
shipments from all the principal ports in the Gulf and River
St. Lawrence, bound for southern ports, could take advan-
tage of this route. I must say that I think we have rather
gained than lost by the delay in this matter. Had the
work been began at a previous time we would have been
expending a very large amount of money, whereas the
amount we are called upon to expend is comparatively
small, and we are not called upon to expend that antil
we have an assurance ofauccess. I think the Government
is to be oongratulated in taking up this matter the way
it'has.

Mr. DOMVILLE. At this late hour of the night I shall
not make any remarks on the resolution, but reserve what I
have to say on some other stage of the Bill

Resolutions agreed to and reported.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 167) to
provide for the granting of a subsidy to the Chignecto
Marine Transport Bailway Company.

Bill read the irt time.
Mri LK.ai

PILOTAGE ACf, 1873.
The Order for the third reading of Bill (No. 142) to

amend the Pilotage Act of 1873, being read,
Mr. MoLELAN. When this Bill was last under consid-

eration it was brought to my notice that apprentices to
pilots had certain rights by the payment of fees. I had
not been able to discover from the regulations of the pilot-
age authorities that such was the case, but I have ascer-
tained since that,although there are no regulations compelling
the payment of dues, it has been the practice that each
pilot in his turn shall have the right to name an appren-
tice, and for that right the apprentice pays a sum ranging
from two to four hundred dollars. Consequently, all these
young men who are apprentices have paid this in, not to
the authorities, but to the individual pilota who have nomi-
nated them, and therefore they have acquired a right to a
sum of money which it may be difficult for them to obtain.
lu consideration of this circumstance, I thought it but
justice to those young lads to amend the clause so as to
allow all apprentices who are on the list now to come in and
receive licenses whenever they have completed their seven
years' term. I therefore move that the Bill be referred
back to Committee of the Whole for the purpose of
amending clause eight in the sense I have indicated.

Bill again considered in COmmittee, reported, and read
the-third time and passed.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 106) repealing certain provisions of the General
Inspection Act of 1874.

Mr. KILLAM. I desire to ask if it is the intention of the
Government to change the law in respect to the inspection
of fish in districts where inspectors are appointed ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is not proposed to intro-
duce any other Bill this Session with respect to the inspec-
tion. In Committee I intend to propose a clause making a
change, owing to the imperfect inspection in Newfoundland.
-Fish inspected in Newfoundland can be sold in Canada
without being re-inspected. It is found that fishermen have
been appointed, and a good deai of dissatisfaction has taken
place. Since the passage of the resolution, telegraphie
communication bas passed between the Govern ment of
Newfoundland and the Dominion, and I shall propose, as a
result of that provision, that this Bill shall be brought into
force by proclamation of the Governor in Council. The
members of the Newfoundland Government state that they
will make satisfactory arrangements.

Mr. KILLAM. The hon. gentleman misapprehonded my
remarks. On a former occasion I called the attention of
the Secretary of State to the subject as to whether the Gov-
ernment proposed to remove the fee for the inspection of
fish. If the Govern ment does not care enough for the in-
terests of the fishermen to take the subject into consideration,
and if they are not ready to give an answer I will eave
the matter with the fishermen to decide.

Bill read the second time, and House resolved itself into
Oommittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. KITaAM. I give notice that I will move
on the thitd reading an amendment to provide that
the inspection of fieh shall not be compulsory in
any part of this Dominion. We have arrived at
a late period in the Session, and we were to have
had something important from the Finance Minister
upon his proposal to grant a bounty to the fishermen.
When he makes his ' I shah take further occa-
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sion to say something on this subject. I give them fair
warning that if they are not disposed to consider this
question I will give them ample time to consider it before
prorogation. I hope they will accept the motion in such a
way as to do justice to the people whose rights I consider
mysolf bound to advocate here.

Bill reported.

INSOLVENT BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES, &a.

The House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill
(No. 145) respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance Companies
and Teading Companies.-(Mr. Mousseau.)

On clause 122,
Mr. MOUSSEAU. When this Bill was first under consider-

ation I asked that a section be. struck out and another in-
serted in lieu thereof. I now beg to withdraw that amend-
ment, and restore the original clause.

Bill reported.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMiENT.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I ask leave to withdraw Billi
(No. 123) concerning the Inland Revenue and to introducec
a new Bill (No. 168) to amend the Act concerning thei
Inland Revenue, 1880.

Bill read the first time; and (ut 2.20 o'clock, a. m.) the
House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FUIDAY, 12th May, 1882. t

The SPEAKER took the Chair ut Throe o'clock.

PRAYERS.

OFFICIAL DEBATES.t

Mr. STEPHENSON moved that the second report of the1
Official Debates Committee be adopted.a

Mr. BLAKE. I do not rise for the purpose of opposing,c
as far as I am concerned, the recommendations made inl
this report. I place confidence in the Committee, and am
quite disposed to support those particular recommendations;y
but I take this occasion to say that I believe the arrange-
ments which have been made by the Committee, and i

which it is proposed to continue, are inadequate for
the proper reporting of the debates-not that the i
reporters employed are not competent to discharge their
duties, but, as far as I can judge from results,
there are not enough reporters on the staff to render an effi-
cient discharge of their duty possible. I have more than t
once pointed out how grossly inaccurate are the papers sub- c
mitted te us, and I believe the inaccuracies are due, not tei
the want of ability and skill on the part of the reporters,
but to the circumstance that more work is given them than
they can get through. I have had no communication with t
the gentlemen on the staff on this subject, but such is my
conclusion from the character of the errors. The errors,
from their character, are evidently attributable, as ageneral
rule, to too great hasteand absence of roper revision. There
are repeated instances of words whic are alike in sound
but net in sense, and repeated errors occur-in figures and0
punctuation which often entirely destroy the sense of thate
which was said. I observe evidence also of the absence of i
an intelligent reading over of copy by those who havew
written it; and I believe that both in the extension of thet
notes, in the punctuation, in the printing, and in the proof
reading, there is a want of accuracy which rendors the l
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result not creditable, and not by any means a substantial
representation of what the speakers have said. My own
idea is that the pressure is too great. It looks to me as if
the reporters were obliged to transcribe their notes as
rapidly as possible, and have no opportunity to make proper
connections between the different parts taken by different
reporters, or seeing that their own work is correctly tran-
scribed. With reference to the editing, it seems to me that
if the editor is responsible, as I understood from members of
the Committee when Hansard was last spoken of here, for
seeing that the general substance of speeches is set down,
ho ought to bo here. It is extremely difficult for one who
has not been present during a debate, and has, therefore, no
idea what was said, to properly discharge the duty of
supervising the reports. That is, perhaps, only a minor
point, but I do say that we should have, not a verbatim
report, but a report which, at any rate, would give us the
substance with reasonable accuracy, of what is said by the
speaker. With the present scanty staff, that result is not
attained.

Mr. STEPHENSON. I consider the reports are a marvel
and the printing almost a miracle. Considering that the
reporting costs but $7,000, as originally estimated, its being
done so successfully as it is, is a wonder to every pressman
and reporter throughout the country. I think the hon.
gentleman is about the only gentleman in this House, or at
least one of the exceptions, who has not given a great deal
of trouble to the reporters. lie speaks very correctly, and
is one of the easiest hon. meinbers of this House to report;
but I think when be complains about the punctuation, the
figures, and that sort of thing, the fault is his own. Every
hon. member has a right to revise his speeches, and if the
bon. gentleman opposite has not taken the trouble to revise
his speeches, then 1 must say that he is scarcely in a position
to blame the reporters for the clerical errors of which ho
complains. I think we bave an efficient staff of reporters,
who have done their duty with thorough impartiality; no
matter on what side of politics these gentlemen may
be outside of this House, in the performance of
their duties there is not the slightest trace of a party bias.
I think the reports we have had bave been fair and equit-
able towards al parties who have spoken, no matter from
which side of the House. So far as the number is con.
cerned, I do not think that, starting under the circumstances
in which ifansard was started, it would not be at ail
prudent for us to kill the goose that lays the golden egg.
We have secured, I believe, the best reporters, for an equal
number, that can be found in America, and we are paying
them the smallest possible salaries for the amount of work
they perform. We have taken occasion in this report to
ncrease their salary, and it is the smallest increase we could
give them and retain their services. Everybody is proud
of the Hansard, the House is proud of it, because in many
cases the reporters give to members botter speeches than
they have delivered themselves. So far as the salaries are
concerned, that is a matter deserving of consideratios, and
f it is thought proper to increase them, I, for one, would be
willing to vote for it.

Mr. AMYOT. I would call attention to the fact that
there is only one French reporter, and it is altogether
impossible for him to report in proper time al tht i saMid
n French. It would be better to dispense with the serviee
f the French secretary and employ two Prench reporters;

Mr. STEPHENSON. Tu referetice te thatI may say thats
one member of the present staff has Seite in his resignation,
nd another gentleman has been apppinted In is piacé *h6
s able to report both in English and Frech, and heiexdter
*e shall have two gentleien on the staf who will bé able
to report lu both languages.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. member for Kent has entirel
mistaken the observations ot the hon. leader of ee Oppos.
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tion. My hon. friend did not complain that the reporters
were not efficient, and wore not doing their work properly
under the circumstances, but merely that the Hansard that
was laid on our tables was not so accurate as it might
be. We know that the reporters have been compelle 1 to
sit and report these debates some times for fifteen or
sixteen hours in succession.. The number of mon who are
employed is altogether inadequate for such a Session.
Now, it is quite impossible when men are so much hurried
that they can extend their notes with perfect accuracy. I
know myself, in reading over the reports of the debates,
that I have seen occasionally, one word put for another
which it resembled in the steongrapher's notes, a
mistake which would not have occurred bad
the reporter had more time to do bis work. The observa-
tions of my hon. friend pointed to this: that the staff is too
few in numbers. If we had reasonable Sessions, if we
adjourned bore at ton o'clock in the evening, so as to give
those gentlemen an opporturity of extending their notes
with more care, I have no doubt the reports would ho more
accurate. But such an opportunity is not given them when
we are sitting here until four o'clock in the morning, in
which case it is quite obvious that the presont staff is not at
all adequate to the work they are called upon to perform;
and unless we are prepared to shorten the sittings so as to
give the reporters a reasonable opportunity of extending
their notes, we must increase the staff.

Mr. STEPTTENSON. With regard to the remarks of
the hon. member for Bothwell, I may say that probably ho
takes more care in revising his speeches than the hon.
mem ber for West Durham. I believe it is a fact known to
most of us that the bon. member for West Durham hardly
ever looks over bis speeches, and therefore he has probably
occasion for com plaint, but those who bave plenty of time
upon their bands are accustomed to revise their speeches
with care, and they have the least reason to complain. As
to an increase in the staff, it would involve some additional
expense, but if it is the wish of the House that the staff
should be increased, nothing will afford the Debates' Com-
mittee more pleasure than to take steps to increase its
efficiency by that means. I think the House will agree
that, so far as the present staff is concerned, the work they
have been doing is a marvel, and the printing of the debates
is also a marvel for our small country, and in a small city
like this. I think the members of the staff are entitled
to every credit, aid, perhaps, we ought to give them more
consideration than they have had yet, for I know that
many members of this House have had their speeches
reported in a manner superior in every way to the speeches
as they were actually delivered, the members getting the
credit of it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot speak with any
authority on this matter as I never read the Hansard, so I
cannot say whether I am reported or misreported. But I
have heard from many members that the accu-
racy of the reports of this Session bas been mar-
velous. I have heard so from bon. gentlemen who have
gone over their owr speeches, and who are therefore
apt to be critical, whilst we are all aware that a person
speaking on the nonce, without previous consideration or
preparation, very frequently says things that ho forgets
afterwards. There is one great disadvantage in our present
system, and that is the practice of allowing members to
amend their speeches, which destroys the value of the
Hanard. Hon. gentlemen who have made mistakes, or
who repent of having made certain statements, and who are
replied to at the moment, when they correct their speeches
they leave out that part or modify it, and the consequence
is that the person who replies to him actually appears to
make a fool's speech, because ho is firing against nothing;
and for that reason I think that members shou1d not be
allowed to correct their speeches.

Mr, MILLs.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I thought they had not that right. I
thought they were only allowed to make verbal cor-
rections.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have known it to
occur-at least I have had representations made to me-
that speeches have been altered completely, that the
written speech is not a reflex, even in substance, of the
spoken speech, which is unfair to the House, unfair to
the country, and especially unfair .to the gentleman who
bas made the reply. I have no doubt the hon. leader
of the Opposition has found that.

Mr. BL AKE. I have found it, and have myself made
observations in response to statements which I did not
afterwards perceive in the ffansard.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That must be the case so
long as individual members have the power to correct their
speeches, and hence the great value of the remark made by
the leader of the Opposition, that in addition to accurate
reporting-the stenographer being guided by the ear and
not by the sense-there ought to be some person of literary
attainments, who, for instance, can understand the value of
a quotation, and who bas some considerable acquaintance
with the general run of political affairs in the country. This
gentleman should sit in the gallery and listen to the speeches,
as I am told the hon. member for Gloucester used to do, who
with bis marvelous memory, was able to report verbatirn
every word that was said, and as others with the
same happy faculty have been known to do in
England-Mr. Black, for instance, of the old Morning
Chronicle and others, who were able to report verbally
almost from recolloction. There ought to be some such
person, a superior person who should be well paid-you
cannot get such a person without his being very well paid
-who should undergo the wearisome task of sitting in the
gallery and listening to the general current of the debate,
and thus be able to read it over with intelligence. If there
was such an officer, thon there should be a most strict rule,
that no bon, gentleman should be allowed to correct bis
speech, for the corrected speech is nothing more nor less than
a garbled speech.%

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not like to differ with my
bon. friend with whom ordinarily I see eye to eye,but I do not
agree with him in saying that no alteration should be permit-
ted in the report of the speeches that hon. members deliver.
I quite agree with the hon. gentleman in the statement that
as a rule the reporting, in my judgment, of some very long
speeches, bas been exceedingly well performed and reflects
the very highest credit on the reporters; but I can take the
Jlansard of the present Session, and sho w where it was
absolutely necessary to make slight corrections, or othei-
wise, on tho most important questions, bon. gentlemen on
both sides of the House would be made to say the very
reverse of what they said; and while I think it is impossible
to prevent such corrections being made, I think snob sbould
be done under great limitations. Under the present system
we are furnisbed with a report of the speeches, as first taken
down and put in print by the reporters and by the editor of
the debates, and before it bas been seon by any person, and,
by referring to the corrected Ilansard, it is very easy to
compare and see whether an bon. gentleman bas
been permitted to change his speech, which I quite
agree is utterly opposed to the system. No hon.
gentleman sbould be permitted to make any change in bis
speech, but ho should be permitted to correct any obvions
inaccuracies in the report; or otherwise, as I have said,
instead of its being a record of what took place, it would be
in some instances, and those moiât important instances, a
record of what did not take place. You must permit cor-
rections of obvious inaccuracies to be made before the record
goes into the permanent Hansard, but you must not permit
any change in the çonstruction of the speeches, or in thO
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speeches themselves; but you must permit those corrections,
for otherwise a slip of the tongue might not be corrected.
In speaking the other night I used the term train mileage,
instead of car mileage. I was speaking hastily and dealing
with a mass of figures; the hon. member for Lambton cor-
rected me, but I thought I had said car mileage. In such a
case, hon. members must be permitted to make an obvious
correction of that kind, as it is necessary. But these
instances in which, notwithstanding the great accnracy with
which very long speeches have been reported, even when
dealing with a mass of figures; certain corrections must be
permitted, or we would have Ilansard a record of what did
not take place, instead of what did take place.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to accept Bansard as a perfectly reliable report
of what passes here. I think myself that the Hansard
reporters have done as well as they could possibly be
expected to do; but I have observed on many occasions that
words somewhat similar in sound but wholly different in
sense, making in fact absolute nonsense, are introduced by
the stenographic process. Yon may read for a long distance
in the report what is evidently a very accurate verbatim
report, and thon you come on half-a-dozen sentences which
are absolutely nonsense, which has been caused by the fact
that there was a great deal of disturbance in the House, and
the reporters could not hear. I do not know wbether
it is possible to-adopt the suggestion of the hon. First
Minister and have a supervisor or censor of the speeches,
so that Eansard should be accepted as an accurate record of
what passed ,- but I do say this: that I should object very
much to be held bound by everything put down in Hansard
in my own name, as would hon. gentlemen opposite, unless
they took the trouble to revise their speeches. That is not
possible in a great many cases. It is possible in the early
portion of the Session when hon. members are not very fully
occupied, and the House is not sitting very late; but no one
who knows the trouble and labor of revising, can pretend
to say that a long speech can b revised when delivered at
tbree or four o'clock in the mormning.

Mr. BLAXE. Perhaps I may be allowed to say that
the hon. gentleman, from the tone of his reply, somewhat
misunderstood my observations. I did not intend to say
anything in the slightest degree derogatory to the manner
in which the reporters discharged their duty; on the con-
trary, what I said was, that they were placed in the pain-
fui position, from my point of view, of it being impossible
for them to discharge the duty they are asked to do, for it
was more than it was possible for the staff to do. They are
over-worked, because there is not enough of them; that is
the difficulty of which I complain. My view is, li accord-
ance with the hon. First Minister, that it would b better if
the speeches were taken entirely out of the hands of hon.
members; but I do not believe-I suppose, at present, from
the consequence of not being able to look at my speeches-
that anything like a correct report of what has been spoken
would result with a staff so scanty in point of numbers
though adequate in point of ability. But having an official
report, it should be a respectable and adequate report, and
one free from errors, in which the utterances of the hon.
members are correctly represented; and in order to secure
this all the House has to do is to add, perhaps, two more
reporters to the staff.

Mr. STEPHENSON. If that is the view of the House,
the Hansard Committee will be very happy to present
another report, in accord with the suggestions of the leaders
of both sides of the House. The Committee felt the respon-
sibility placed upon them ; they felt the necessity of having
au enlarged staff, but at the saine time they felt that, under'
the circumstances, they would not be justified, and they did
not feel themselves strong enough to make those recom-
mendations, because they thought the House might not,

sustain them. Therefore the Committee went as far as
they could reasonably go; but if the House is of opinion
that the staff should be increased, the l3ansard Committee
will be very happy to act on the suggestions made.

Mr. SCRIVER. In all the deliberations of the Debates
Committee, the idea of the inadequacy of the staff bas hardly
ever been brought into consideration. I think the general
impression among the members of the Debates Committee
was that the work this season and last season was
much harder than it had ueually been, and harder,
perhaps, than it is likely to be again. I do not
understand, myself, that any complaint was made
on the part of the staff. that the number was
inadequate for the work, except in a few instances where
there were all-night sittings. As the Chairman of the
Committee has stated, the members of the Committee felt
that they were placed in a somewhat difficult position. They
were obliged by the great stress in the state of affairs to
recommend considerable increases in the disbursements con-
nected with the Committee, and they felt fearful that if
they recommended some other changes that did seem
judicious to them, they would not be sustained by the action
of the flouse, and, therefore, they came to the conclusion
that matters had botter remain as they were, with the
exception of such changes as they have recommended in
the way of increased compensation to the reporters.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I used to be very much sur-
prised at the wonderful accuracy with which the speeches
to which I listened in the English House of Commons were
rcported in the Tines newspaper the next morning. I
wondered how it was possible to attain such accuracy and
precision in reporting those speeches, but I was somewhat
undeceived when, after a very importantdebate in which it
was necessary for me to furnish a leading member of the
House of Commons with information in reference to the
subject under discussion, before he had resumed his seat
half an hour I was sent for to an ante-room of the House of
Commons and his speech was submitted to me in type for
my correction. I learned on that occasion the mode in
which they attained such remarkable precision and accuracy
in reporting the debates of the House of Commons; that
measures were taken before the House rose by which the
member, or some other person, equally familier with the
subject of the speech, would have an opportunity of correct-
ing it. , Se far as my observation goes, from speeches sub-
mitted to my notice, the reporting in this fHouse will compare
favorably with that in the English House of Commons.

Mr. KILLAM. I should be the last one to complain of
the Hansard reporters. I believe, as a rule, they have done
their dutios efficiently, especially when we consider that
during the last part of the Session they have had to work
as long as twelve or fifteen, or even eighteen hours at a
stretch. Of course they are human.

Mr. MILLS. And the House was inhuman.

Mr. KILLAM. Yes, and the Government too, though I
will not say anything on that point at present. These
gentlemen have done as well as they could, but it is impos-
sible for them, under such circumstances, to report every
speech fally. My own opinion has always been at variance
with that of the hon. Minister of Railways, as I do not believe
in an official report of the Debates. I think the reports had
better been left to newspaper enterprise. The hon.
Minister of Railways, in his official position, of course
speaks with advantage. He is able, in making official
explanations, to say what he has to say from the book delib-
erately, and he is well reported. I consider the hon, gentle-
man a master of amplification, and that pages ofbis speeches
as they appear in the Hansard might be well condensed.
so that his ideas might be apprehended much more readily
in an ordinary newspaper report. Measures are brought
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down at a late period of the Session when late sittings are
necessary, and when the official reporters are tired out, so
that it is impossible to discuss them, and impossible for the
Blansard reporters to report fully the speeches of hon. gen-
tlemen on bot b sides, on subjects which they consider as very
important. It is impossible to report them in such a way
as to have the views of hon. members conveyed to the
country through the medium of the official reports. The
othor evening, as an instance, I had the honor to make
some remarks on a subject of immense importance to my
own county. I spoke, perhaps, for half an hour, and spoke
purely to the question before the House, as the leader of
the Government knows. I referred to the comparative neces-
sity of providing public buildings of a certain kind in my
own county. I spoke on the subject with considerable
earnestness, and I thought with considerable force, but in
the Bansard report there was not a single word of what
I said on that occasion. That may have been all right.
I know, at the same time, that remarks made by hon.
gentlemen opposite, and the criticisms of members of the
Government who did not agree with me entirely, were not
reported. I cnly refer to the matter to show that speeches
made in the early part of the day may be thoroughly re-
ported, while, owing to the Government's delay in bringing
down important measures, and the consequent lateness of the
sittings, there are many speeches that cannot be reproduced
in the pages of Blansard.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. STEPHENSON moved that the third report of the
Select Committee appointed to supervise the debates of the
louse be adopted.

Mr. BLAKE. Is that the report with reference to the
contracts.

Mr. STEPHENSON. Yes.

Mr. BLAKE.
us some idea of
involved in these

I think the hon. gentleman should give
the comparative cost of the service as

changes.

Mr. STEPHENSON. The same contracter las the con-
tract for the composition as this year, but the composition
will be 60 cents instead of 40 cents a thousand; the press
work per token is 30 cents; folding per sheet one-tenth of
a cent; alterations per hour, 25 cents; extra copies of
speeches per thousana, 75 cents; the binding is less than it
was before, being 90 cents per volume; the translation
costs $1.75 per page, compared with $2.50 under the present
contract.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The composition seems high.
fr. STEPHENSON. The hon. member must bear in

mind that the work is all night work, and if we are to have
the daily issue of the Bansard laid on the Table of the House
at three o'clock every day, we need not expect to get the
composition done for the ordinary day rate. The regular
trade rates in the city are, I believe, 33J cents a thousand,
and wben you take into consideration-to use a printers'
phrase- that there is no "fat " in this matter, that it is all
"solid" matter, I think the price cannot be regarded as
excessive, considering the rate paid to printers for ordinary
day work. Moreover, there was only one tender put in,
which we did not accept on its first presentation ; but we
had a conference with them and arranged prices and terms,
so that they are made the most satisfactory we could possibly
make them, and I think they will be satisfactory to the House
and the country.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman say that the
general result is that the cost of the service remains the
same.

Mr. STEPHENSON. About the same.
Mr. KILLAM.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.
Mr. DECOSMOS. Chinese immigration appears likely to

become a very seriuus matter. From time to time, the question
of Chinese immigration into the Province of British Columbia
bas been brouglit before th House; from time to time, the
Legislative Assembly of that Province passed resolutions
and sent Addre:-ses to the Governor General, asking the
Government here to take some neasures to stop the flow of
Chinese laborers into that Province; but, up to the present
moment, no action has been taken by the Government
whatever. A recent telegram, however, brings the matter
more forcibly under our notice, and it is a matter of pretty
gencral comment by the press throughout the Dominion,
that the Chinese are flowing into British Columbia in such
numbers as to prove destructive, in ail probability, to white
labor. A telegram, dated Victoria, May 9th, states:

" 24,009 Chinese in ail are expected before August. The Chinese in
the Province will number 32,000, and will outnumber the wbites."

Now, Sir, when we recollect that the United 'States
Government recently enacted a law to prohibit the
immigration of Chinese laborers for ton years; that
along the coast of Mexico there is little or no employ-
ment for Chinese; that when we come to the Central
American States, there is none, or very little ; that
when wo go to New Grenada, Peru, and Chili, we find that
there is little or nothing for them to do; that when we cross
the ocean to the Hawaiian Kingdom, we find that they are
driving out the native population, and the other population
too; that when we go to the Australian colonies, we find
that the colony of Queensland bas for some years had two
Acts on its Statute-book, sanctioned by Her Majesty's
Government, in order to keep out the Chinese-one of which
imposes a poll-tax of £10 sterling on every Chinaman who
enters the country, and the other a tax of £3 sterling on
every Chinaman who enters the mines-we can easily under-
stand that these countries are vigorously protecting them-
selves against Chinese immigration. Last December, I
wrote to the Agent-General of New South Wales in London,
and I received the following reply:-

" WUsTUINIsTER CHABERs,
"VICTORIA STRET, 9th January, 1882.

SDEIAR SiR,-In reply to your note of the 16th ultimo, asking for a
copy of New South Wales Act respecting Chinese immigration, I regret
my inability to comply with your request. There has not been time for
copies to reaeb me from the colony. Immediately I receive them I shall
have great pleasure in sending a copy for your acceptance. I know by
a newspaper telegram that a poll-tax of £10 bas been determined upon,
and that ships arriving in the colony are not allowed to carry more in
proportion to tonnage than, I believe, one for every one hundred tons.

'l am, dear Sir,
"Yours very truly,

'lSAUL SAMUELS,
"Agent-Generaljor New South Wa4es."

The great object of the Chinese in coming to British
Columbia will be, failing to get employment there, to make
their way across the border to the Uuited States. The
United States, however, by the recent Act bas prohibited
them. The New York Times of May 9th, states :

" The President has signed the new Bill to suspend the immigration
of Chinese laborers for a period of ten years. It is to be hoped that
this will settle the much-vexed Chinese question for a time at least.
The Bill was drawn with special reference to the objections raised by
the President in bis message disapproving the first Bill passed by Con-
gress. As it now stands, the law suspends the immigration of Chinese
laborers, whether skilled or unskilled, or employed in mining. It pro-
vides for a system of certificates, to be issued on the identification of
Chinese persons now living in this country, or who may hereafter arrive
here under provisions of the law authorizing them to come. The
naturalization of all Chinese is expressly forbidden. Various fines and
penalties are imposed upon the masters of vessels who shal bring
unauthorized Chinese persons in this coantry, and upon any who shall
forge, alter or make fraudulent use of the certificates to be issued to
Chinese who are allowed residence in the United States. The Bill, as it
has become a law, does not infringe upon any of the rights of China as
defined in existing treaties. The people of California will probably-be
satisfied with all its features, unless they may object to the shortness of
the term during which immigration is to be spended."
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Now, I would ask the Government whether they are
prepared to introduce any measure this Session, no matter
how brief, with a view to repress the immigration of Chinese
into British Columbia? There has been a general feeling
abroad that in the absence of white labor in that country a
certain number of Chinese would be admitted into the
country to work on the railway; but even that the people
have objected to, But, under the circumstances, 1 believe
the general feeling would be to allow a certain number in
for this purpose. If, however, they are to corne into the
country, by the middle of August, to the number of 24,000,
the country will be overrun by Chinese, as it will then have
32,000, who will, as stated in the telegram, outnumber the
entire white population. It strikes me that in view of the
action of the United States Government, some action ought
to be taken by the Canadian Government to repress that
immigration; and I put it to the hon. gentleman opposite,
in the common interest, as well as in the interest of the
country, whether or not something cannot be doue to relieve
British Columbia from the Chinese difficulty?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is rather inconvenient
that this subject should be brought up without notice of
any kind; and the bon. gentleman must be satisfied with a
very brief and perhaps unsatisfactory answer. No complaints
have reached the Goverument of serious interfer-
ence with white labor in British Columbia, from
the influx of Chinese labor. In fact, there is such
a want of white labor in British Columbia, that
if you wish to have the railway finished within any
reasonable time, there muet be no such step against
Chinese labor. It is certain that British Columbia suffers
very much from the want of a steady flow into it of white
immigration; and until the Pacifie Railway is finished, I
fancy that difficulty will always continue. It is of very
great importance, in order to enable British Columbia to
get the advantage of the flow of emigration from Europe,
that the railway should be finished as early as possible.
When Mr. Onderdonk was here in the beginning of the
Session, he told me ho employed every white man he could
get, and that ho tried to get every white laborer from Canada
that he needed. le asked me, for instance, if I could recom-
mend to him a reliable, a respectable man, a master builder
or carpenter, who might get him the carpenters he wanted.
I found him such a man, and he took over from Canada
flfty or sixty carpenters to help him. Mr. Onderdonk said
also that he expected at one time to be able to get sufficient
white labor from the United States; but such was the extent
to which the construction of new railroads were proceeding
in the United States this year, that ho could really get no
satisfactory labor, but only the clls and refuse, persons who
could get no employment at San Francisco, to work on the
British Columbia Railway. I presume that this influx of
Chinese is greatly caused by the demand for labor for the
construrtion of the railway. Whether the hon. gentleman
is correctly informed as to 24,000, or 10,000, or 5,000
Chinese coming into British Columbia, I have no means of
knowing. But if they are coming, it is inerely to work on
the railway, to finish it as soon as possible, and we may well
put up with the temporary inconvenience, as I understand
it, of the presence of these Chinese. A good many people
in Vancouver Island, who keep bouse, tell me that if they
had not Chinese servants, they would have none at all; and
I have no doubt things are still worse on the mainland.
The Chinese bring no women to British Columbia with
them, and are not likely, therefore, to be permanent
settlers. Nor do I hear that there is any danger of misce-
genation or a mingling of the races. So that after they
have finished this particular work they can go back to
China again. Whenever a practical difficulty arises, it is
quite in the bands of the Legisiature to deal with it, in the
manner in which it bas been dealt with, after a great many
years experiene, in the United States, and as it las

been deaIt with in the Australian Provinces. At present
every white man can be employed in British Columbia at
good'wages. The Government have had no information of an
alarming influx of Chinese. This is the first I beard of
these 24,000 Chinese immigrants, and I think the report muet
be mythical. I h&.ve seen in the newspapers, however, a
statement that several vessels had been chartered to bring
over Chinese laborers to work on this railway, to which 1
think there can be no objection. I share very much the
feeling of the people of the United States, and the Austra-
lian colonies, against a Mongolian or Chinose population in
our country as permanent settiers. I believe they would not
be a wholesome element for this country. I believe that it is
an alien race in every sense, that would not and
could not be expected to assimilate with our
Arian population ; and, therefore, if the temporary
necessity had been overcome, and the railway constructed
across the continent, with the means of sendi the Euro-
pean settlers and laborer into British Coumnlia, thon it
would be quite right to join to a reasonable extent in pre-
venting the permanent settlement in this country of Mon-
golian, Chinese or Japanese immigrants. At present it is
simply a question of alternatives-either you must have
this labor or you cannot have the railway. The Govern-
ment have not had their atttention called to this sub-
ject of late; but it is a matter of so great importance that it
will engage our attention, and that of every publie man in
this House, to discover how far we can admit Chinese labor
without introducing a permanent ovil to the country by
allowing to come into it, in some respects, au inferior race,
and, at all events, a foreign and alien race. Of course,
British Columbia, from its geographical position and prox-
imity to the ocean, ie that portion of the Dominion that will
chiefly suffer from an influx of this description of settlers.

Mr. DECOSYIOS. I am glad to hear the hon. leader of
the Government express an opinion favorable to repressin
Chinese immigration at some time in the future; but
believe it will be found, by the experience of the present
year, that that future will not be very distant. The point,
however, to which I wish to draw your attention is this:
The hon. gentleman has intimated that the Government has
had no information bearing on the question of Chinese
immigration. I have only to draw his attention to this fact:
that at almost every Session of the Legislature of British
Columbia since 1871 resolutions or addresses have been
passed by the Legislative Assembly and forwarded to the
Secretary of State of Canada dealing with this question.
The hon. gentleman remarked that Chinese were useful as
servants in Victoria. No doubt they are used as servants
there, and are appreciated, but the number of servants in
Victoria altogether would not probably amount to over 200,
which is a very small number in comparison with the 4,000
or 5,000 Chinese in British Columbia, as shown by the
Census report, and sirce that Census 4,000 or 5,000 more
have been added to enter into competition with white labor.
With regard to the point raised that Chinese labor on rail-
ways would bo very acceptable in the absence of white
labor, I believe that as a choice between evils the Province
would accept Chinese labor for the purpose of constructing
the railway ; but, at the same time, the Legislature and the
people are looking anxiously to this Government ta take
some action to put down Chinese immigration, and such
action would be the more easy now since there is a ten
years limit put on such immigration in the United States

Mr. ROCHESTER. I do not know what the difficulty
is with regard to Chinese labor in British Columbia, but I
do know the people of Canada would be glad if they had
Chinese or other labor. Agriculturists in Ontario, find it
utterly impossible to procure labor. During the last few
days, a few batches of immigrants arrived in Ottawa-and they

3 were only a few hours here when they were carried off tq
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different parts of the country, and ten times as many more
would have been employed had they arrived. We are in
the sanie position with regard to our mill work. Mill
hands are very scarce, and it is almost impossible to get a
supply of laborers to do the work required to be done.
British Columbia has so much work to do in building rail-
ways, that she ought to be thankful to get in Chinese labor,
or the labor of any other country, to do it. The people of
Ontario would be very glad if they could have an oppor-
tunity of employing Chinese labor.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in moving the third read-
ing of Bill (No. 158) to readjust the representation in the
House of Commons and for other purposes, said: The point
reserved was whether we could not make the elections in
Manitoba the same day as in the other Provinces. On
making enquiry I came to the conclusion it would not be
safe to alter the law as it is now.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It will be remembered by the
Hlouse that in discussing this Bill in Committee yesterday,
when the electoral division of the north ridirg of Bruce was
under consideration, the hon. the leader of the Government
stated,in response to the motion made by the hon. member for
that riding, that he was willing to adopt some change with
reference to that division so far as regarded its population.
Though not entirely satisfactory to my own views as
opposed to those of hon. members opposite, yet there is no
doubt it would tend to equalize the population in a greater
degree than they are equalized in the Bill as it now stands.
It would be without any great political consequence it is
true, but it would, notwithstanding, in a degree, remedy the
great inequality of population that exists between the west
and north riding of Bruce in this Bill. I therefore beg to
move the following amendment, which I am sure the hon.
the leader of the Government will accept:-

That the Bill be not now read a third time but be re-committed to the
Committee of the Whole Bouse, with instructions to amend the same
by providing that the village of Port Elgin shal form part of the
electoral district of the north riding of the county of Bruce.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When the hon. gentle-
man said, last night, that Saugeen and Port Elgin should
be added to North Bruce, I said the Government was pre-
pared to go half way and give Port Elgin. Is the hon.
gentleman serious in proposing to take away Port Elgin
from Saugeen and put it in North Bruce, or does he propose
that the strip of land lying between Port Elgin and the
presont southern boundary of North Bruce shall be added
to North Bruce ?

Mr. PATERSON, With the view of meeting the hon.
gentleman, and taking what I could in the way cf carrying
out the principle of the Bill, I move this amendment first,
and thon, having given the hon, gentleman an opportunity
to yield gracelully on this point, in favor of which he has
expressed himself, I will give him an opportunity to go
the proer length by attaching the township of Saugeen to
NorthJBruce as well.

Amendment (Mr. Paterson) agreed to, on the following
division:-

YUAs:
Messieurs

Âmyot, Flynn, Mongenais,
Angn , Fortin, Montplaisir,
Arkell , Gillies, Mousseau,
Bain, Gilimor, O'Connor,
Bannerman, Girouard (Jac. Cartier),O livier,
Barnard, Girouard (Kent), Orton,
Beches, Grandbois, Ouimet,
bchd, Gunu, Paterson (Brant),

Benoit, Guthrie, Pickard,
Bergeron, Hackett, Pinsonneault,
BeHaggart, Platt,

Blke.Hay, Pope (Oompton),
kr. RocamsTER.

Borden,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brown,
Bunting,
Burnhar,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Oameron (Victoria),
Oarlinge
Caron,
Oartwright,
Ocasey,
Oasgraulà
Cimon (âhicoutimi)
Colby,
Couglilin,'
Coupai,

oursol,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulaiers,
Domville,
Dumont,
Farrow,
Fiset,
Fleming,

Bill,
Bolduce,
Oimon (Oharlevoix),
Costigan,
Gigault,

Billiard, Poupore,
Holton, Reid,
Borer, Richey,
Hooper, Rinfret,
Huntington, Robertson (Hamilton),
Irvine, Rochester,
Jones, Rogers,
Kaulbach, Rouleau,
Killam, Routhier,
King, Ryan (Montreal),
Kirkpatrick, Ryial,
Kranz, scot,
Langevin, Scriver,
Lantier, Bhaw,
Lauriere Sutherland,
Macdonald (Sir John), Telrier,
Me Donald(OapeBretonThompson,
MIcDonald (Victoria.,N.S)TilIey,
Macdonell(Lanark), Trow,
Mackenzie, Tupper,
Macmihlant Tyrwhitt,
Mcarthy,' Vain,
McDougald, Wade,
McDougall, Wallace (lforfolk),
MoLelan, Walace (York),
Malouin, Wheler,
Merner, White (Cardwel1),
Méthot, White (Hastings),

Milhs, White (Benfrew).-124.

Messieurs
Landry,
Lane,
Mccallum,
McRory,
Ogden,

Rosa (Dundas),
Rykert
Sproule,
Vallée,
Vanasse.-15.

Amendment considered in Committee and reported.
On motion for third reading,
Mr. PATERSON. I desire to follow up this amendment

with another motion I had prepared with reference to the
matter, and which the First Minister will agree with me is a
necessary motion to be made. I could not think, of course,
of detaching Port Elgin from the township of Saugeen, and
therefore, the hon, gentleman agreeing with me in that
view, as hedid ,I am happy to say--

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAD. Not by a long chalk; that
will not do.

Mr. PATERSON. I am now about to follow it up with
a motion that the township of Saugeen in which is the town
of Port Elgin, shall also be added to the north riding of
Bruce. I am sure it will commend itself to the favorable
consideration of the House. Consequently, I beg to move:

That the Bill be re-committed with instructions to provide that the
township of Saugeen shall form part of the electoral district of the
north riding of the county of Bruce.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think this amend ment
shows to what extent hon. gentlemen are willing to go-I
was going to say they are factions. Last night it was
proposed that Saugeen and Port Elgin should be put into
the north riding. Well, I suggested that we would go
half way and put in Port Elgin. That was scouted by the
hon. gentlemen opposite, but to-day we have just voted for
it. The hon. gentleman's proposition is factions. The hon.
gentleman said: "Let Saugeen go, we willgo half-way;" and
therefore the Bill passed as it was originally introduced.
The hon. gentlemen changed their minds, and they now
want the full loaf. We offered half a loaf by adding Port
Elgin to North Bruce, and they voted for it. Now they
want me to give them the whole loaf and allow Saugeen to
go into North Bruce. I shall vote against that.

Amendment (Mr. Paterson, Brant) negatived on the fol-
lowing division : -

Messieurs
Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,

Fleming,
Flynn,
Giller

Mackenzie,
Malouin,
Mils,
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Blake,
Borden,
Bourasa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbary)
Cartwright,
Casey,
casgrain,
Dussent
Fiset

Amyot,
Arkell,
Baunerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bil,
Bolduc,
Bourbeau,
.Bowehl,
Brecken,
Bunster,'
Bunting,
Bnrnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Oharlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
colby,
Costigan,
coupal,
Ooursoi,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desauluiers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fortin,

Gillmore, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Hnntington, Rogers,
rvine, Rymal,
ilamt cri ver,

King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald (Victoria X.S. Trow,
Macdonel (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

NAYs:
Messieurs

Gigault, Ogden,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier)Orton,
Girouard (Kent), Ouimet,
Grandbois, Pimsonneault,
Hackett, Platt,
Haggart, Plumb,
Hay, Pope (Compton),
Hilliard, Poupore,
Homer, Reid)
Hooper, Richey,
Joues, Robertson (Hamiltoni,
Kaulbach, Rochester,
Kirkpatrick, Routhier,
Krans, Ryan (Montreal),
Landry, Rykert,
Langevin, Scott,
Lantier, Shaw,
Longley, Strange,
Macdonald (Rings), Tellier,
Macdonald (8ir John), Tiley,
McDonald (CapeBreton)Tupper,
Mcuallum, Tyrwhitt,
McCuaig, Valin,
McDougald, Valle,
McDougal, aasse,
MeLelan, Wade,
McRory, Wallace (Norfolk),
Merner, Wallace (York),
Méthot White (Cardwell),
Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Montplaisir, White (Renfrew),
Mousseau, Williams.-98.
O'Connor,

Mr. SUT HERLAND. While this Bill was under consider-
ation in Committee, I made some observations with regard
to changes that were made in the county of Oxford. I now
consider it my duty, as reprosenting one of the divisions of
that countyto protest against and point out the objections I
have to these changes. The north riding of Oxford, as it is at
present formed, bas a population of 25,361. This Bill pro-
poses to change that riding by withdrawing the township
of Blenhiem from North Oxford, which bas a population of
5,937,and adding from the county of Perth the townships of
North and South Easthope, having a total population of
4,966. The total difference in the population of the riding,
as is proposed by this Bill, is only 925. The changes in South
Oxford are made by withdrawing the township of Dereham
and the village of Tilsonburg, with a total population of
6,359, and adding from the county of Brant the townships
of Burford and Oakland, with a population of 6,405,
thereby increasing the population by 46. The principal
objection I have to these changes is this: The county of
Oxford, ever since Confederation, and in fact for some time
before, has been divided into two divisions for electoral pur-
p oses, and each division has been represented in this
House by one member. As the county is at pre-
sent constituted, each riding is well formed. By
withdrawing the township of Blenhiem from the north
riding of Oxford, you place the electors in another riding
with which they have no municipal or commercial relations.
The farmers of that township at the present time sell all
their produce and buy what they require in the town of
Woodstock, which is situated about the centre of the riding.
The people in the townships of North Easthope and South
Easthope,which are added to the riding, have no connection
in that way whatever with the county of Oxford. The
people are connected municipally with the county of

Perth and do most of their business and trading in
the town of Stratford, which is situated in quite a different
direction from any town in the county of Oxford. It is
just the same with the south riding. The people in the
township of Dereham do their trading and sell their pro.
duce in the town of Ingersoll. They are now cut of and
added to the county of Norfolk. The two townships added,
Burford and Oakland, are in the same position as regards
South Oxford. The people in those townships are
connected municipally with the county of Brant, the
farmers go to Brantford to do their trading and sell their
produce, and I think it is an injustice to the people of thoso
townships to sever their old electoral associations for no
better resmons than have been adduced in this House. I do
not see any reason or necessity, in order to create
four or five new constituences, that a large number of
the old counties should be broken up as is contemplated by
this Bill. It is a bad precedent. If it is adopted we may
expect future Governments to readjust matters; it is a
p recedent that sbould iot be set in this House and should not

e sustained if no botter reason than that which bas been
adduced before the House can be given. The townships of
North Easthope and South Easthope to which I have referred
might easily have been added, if it was the desire to equalize
the population, to South Perth, which would thon only have
a population of 23,500, and it would have left the people in
connection with the county with which they already have
municipal relations. Just so isit with re-pect to the townships
of Burford and Oakland, wbich have been added to the south
riding. It would have been far botter, if it is necessary to
make a change, te have placed the townships in the county of
Brant,it would have equalized the population much betterthan
the pirosent plan. As I believe it is the wish of the electors
of the county which I represent that they should be left for
electoral purposes as at present constituted, I beg to move
the following amendment:-

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be resolved,
that the county of Oxford, with a population of 50,093,ila divided into
two ridings each returning one member; that by the proposed Bill, the
two ridings of Oxford will have a population of 49,168, but to effect this
change the townships of North Easthope and South Easthope are taken
fron Perth and added to North Oxford; the townships of Burford and
Oakland are taken from Brant and added to South Oxford; the town-
ship of Blenheim is taken from North Oxford and added to North Brant;
Dereham and TilsoLburg are taken from South Oxford and added to
North Norfolk.

Tbat the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amtend the same by providing that
the municipal county of Oxford shall be divided into two ridings, each
returning one member to Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. I propose that the plan adopted the other
morning should be followed, and that in the record the
votes shall appear as in the last division.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the
proposition. I presume there will be some more amend-
ments, and I think we had botter have all the members
summoned in, and this first vote will be taken as guiding all
subsequent amendments.

Amendment (Mr. Sutherland) negatived on the following
division:-

YRS:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
honrassa,
Brown>
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee(sunbury),
Cartwright,
Oasey,.

asagrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Messieurs
Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Ulles, Mihis,
Gillmor, Oliver,
Gunu, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
HniteS , Rifret,
Hunrington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Kilamu, Sriver
King? Sutherland,
Laurer Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Maedonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.
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NArs:

Messieurs
Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkell, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton),
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Jones, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Ros (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Oharlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Cihicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange.
Coursol, Mc Donald(CapeBreton),Tellier,
Daly, :ýl-emillan, Tilley,
Daoust, MTCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulnies, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, MlcLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, W hite (Cardwell),
Gigault, Montgenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier)Mousseau,: White(Renfrew),
Girotard (Kent), u'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. MACKENZIE. At this stage of the Session I do not
propose to waste one moment's time in discussing the
amendment which I propose to offer for the purpose of in-
dicating what I believe to be a correct principal, that is, to
maintain the ordinary municipal boundaries where that is
practicable, and as a protest against the needless and, in
my opinion, reckless interference with county boundtries
i move :

That the said Bill be notnow read athird time, but that itbe resolved,
that the county of York is divided into three ridings, each returning
one member, with an aggregate population of 66,618, or an average of
22,304 for each menber, divided into

East York .......................... .............. 23,312
North York................ ...... ....................... 24,502
W est York .... ........... . ......... ..................... 18,604,

that any inequality which it may be desirable to correct in the popula-
tion of the three ridings can be a !j:asted by a transference from one to
the other, without interfering with the present county boundaries; that
the proposed re-adjustment leaves the west riding of York, having the
smallest population, untouched, and transfers part of the village of
Stouffville in Esst York to the west riding of Ontario, the township of
Whitchurch, the town of Newmarket and part of the village of Stouff-
ville in North York, to the west riding of Ontario, and the township of
Gwillimbury and the town of Bradford from the south riding of Simcoe,
to the north riding of York.

That the proposed re-adjustment is objectionable; that the Bill be
re-committed to a C mmittee of the Whole, with instructions that they
have power to amend the same by providing that three ridings, to be
formed. out of the county of York, shall each return one member.

Amendment (Mr. Mackenzie) negatived on the following
divieion;-

Angfln,
Ban
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Oartwright,
Caey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Messieurs
Fleming, Mackeneie,
Fly nn, Malouin,
Gilies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunu, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(VictoriaN.S.)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler-42.

NÂTsa:
Mesieurs

Âmyo t, Graadboia,
Ârkell Guillt,

gir IM N A. MCDOKÂLD.

Ogden,
Orton,

Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet
Beauchese, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plum,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton),
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Joues, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Rose (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, (aconaldhi tKi)ngse), proule,
Coupal, Macdonald Sir Jln), Strange,
Coursol, McDonald( apeBreton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, McCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Giganlt, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard(Jae. Cartier), Mousseau,. W hite (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams-99.

Mr. GUTHRIE. I wish to submit a motion with regard
to the county of.Wellington. Two complaints existed with
regard to the original arrangement of this county. One
of these-the transference of Erin to tho county of Halton-
has been rectified, while the other-the taking of Wallace
from North Perth and adding it to North Wellington,
remains. The result is to give to the county of Wellington,
which has already a much larger population than the quota,
viz., 73,445, an additional population of 4,795, making the
total population of this county, '8,240, or 15,240 in excess
of the quota. The motion is to restore Wallace to North
Perth, and it sbould commend itself to every one who favors
the principle of equalizing the population. I move:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be
resolved, that the coun:y of Wellington at present comprises a popula-
tion of 73,445, divided into three ridings, each returning one member,
with an average population of 24,461; that by the said Bill it is pro-
posed to add to the north riding cof Wellington the township of Wallace,
part of the county of Perth, and to transfer the township of Mary-
borough from North to Centre Wellington, and to make other changes,
thus increasing the population of the electoral county off Welliigton,
now beyond the quota by 4,795 souls; that the proposed addition of
Wallace to North Wellington is objectionable.

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,
with instructions that they have power to amend the samre by with-
drawing Wallace from North Wellington and re-transfeidág Mary-
borough from Centre to North Wellington.

Amendment
division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Cagrain,
Dumont,
Figet,

Arayot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,

(Mr. Guthrie) negatived on the ldllo4ting

Ya:
Messieurs

Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Tiietria,NS) Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

Nàre:
Measu's

Gr dbois,
Guihiet,
Hackett,
Haggart,
HaL
Hil 1ard,
Homer,

Ogden'
Orton,
OUimnet,
Pinsonneault,
Platt
Plmb
Ppem (Compto)
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Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Rei
Bowell, Jones, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Rosa (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Laie, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby. Macdonald (King's), Sproule,
Coupa, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol, McDonald(CapeBreton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, McCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin,
Desj irdins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Domiville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. FLEMING. The principle upon which this Bill is
supposed to be based is the equalization of population; but
it is somewhat singular that the county of Welland, which
bas a population of 5,142 above the quota, is left undis-
turbed, while tho neighboring electoral district of Monck,
by the provisions of the Bill, is re-adjusted so as to give it a
population of 4,968 below the quota, or a difference in popu-
lation in the two constituencies lying side by side of 10,120.
From what the hon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum)
said the other evening, this discrepancy cannot be justified
even on political grounds. Hle said that he would be quite
willing to take a portion of Welland, for he believed that it
would increase his majority, and I am very sure that the
bon. member for Welland (Mr. Bunting) cannot very well
offer any objection to sharing with bis neighbor a portion
of bis county. I move :

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be resolved,
that the electoral district of Monck comprises a population of 17,145 or
3,763 below the quota; the proposed re-adjustnent withdraws from
Monck with a view to attaching it to South Wentworth the township of
Caistor, belonging municipally to the county of Lincoln, and withdraws
from Haldimaud the township of South Gayuga, belonging municipally
to that county, in order to add it to Monck; that by the change the
population of Monck is reduced to 15,9 10, or 4,968 below the q uota.

That the said Bill be referred back to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the proposed changes in the
electoral district of Monck.

Amendment (Mr. Fleming) negatived on the following
division:-

Yis:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Bnrpee (Sunbury),
Oartwrigbt,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Amyot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bil,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,

I86

Messieurs
Fleming, Mackenzie,
FIy n, Malouin,
Gillies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Bolton, Rinfret,
H nntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal.
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria, N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

NÂTs:
Messieurs

Grandbois,
Guillet,
Hackett,
Hlaggart,
Bay,
Billiard,
Homer,
Hooper,
Hurteau,
Jones,
Kaulbach,

Ogden,
Orton,
Ouimet,
Pinsonneault,
Platt,
Plumb,

Pope (Compton),
Poupore,
Reid,
Richey,
Robertson (Hamilton),

Bunster, Kilvert,
Bunting, Kirkpatrick,
Burnham, Landry,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane,
Caron, Langevin,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley,
Colby, Maclonald (Rings),
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir John),
Coursol, Mc Donald (C. Breton),
Daly, Macmillan,
Daoust, Mcallum,
Dawson, McCuaig,
Desaulniers, McDougald,
Desjardins, McLelan,
Domville, McRory,
Elliott, Massue,
Farrow, Merner,
Fortin, Méthot,
Gigault, Mongenais,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor,

Rose (Dundas),
Rouleau,
Routhier,
Ryan (Montreal),
Rykert,
Scott,
Shaw,
Spronle,
Strange,
Tellier,
Tilley,
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Valin,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Hastings,)
White (Renfrew),
Williams.-99.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. WIIELER. I desire to move an amendment re-
specting the county of Ontario. The north riding of
Ontario, as proposed by this Bill, is, I think, the most un-
shapely riding in the Province of Ontario. It is about 90
miles long. I think the Government, before the Bill is
passed, should detach the township of Scugog from North
Ontario, and add it to South Ontario; it is about 9 miles
fron the nearest point of the north riding, and it is con.
nected with the township of Reach by a floating bridge about
one-third of a mile long on Lake Scugog. In the north
riding, I find the townships of Morrison, Ryde, Draper,
Oakley, Maclean, and Macaulay, and the village of Graven-
hurst, bave been taken from Muskoka, and which make
the constituency a very unwieldy one. I think
it would be much better if the townships of
Maclean and Macaulay were added to Muskoka,
and the township of Muskoka and the village of Graven-
hurst added to North Ontario. This would make the con-
stituency much more shapely than it is at present. The
objection to that is, I suppose, that they give a Reform ma-
jority. The population of the township of Muskoka is 1,135,
and that of Gravenhurst village 1,015, making a total of
2,150. If these were added to North Ontario and the town-
ships of Macaulay and Maclean taken away, the population
of the riding would be increased by only 500. But I find
by the returns of the last election that the township of Mus-
koka gave a Reform majority of 59, and the village of
Gravenhurst a Reform majority of 62, making a total of 121;
the township of Maclean gave a Reform majority of eight,
and the township of Macaulay a Conservative majority of
13; so that the change adds 115 or 120 Conservatîve votes
to North Ontario. The resolution 1 propose to move is to
leave the county as it was before, and to take the township
of Reach from North Ontario and add it to South Ontario;
this would leave the constituencies much more shapely than
they are now, and would give then 23,000 or 24,000 each.
To show the inconvenience of the present division of the
county, I may refer to a bill whiehb I have received, calling
a meeting of the electors to organize this new constituency
of North Ontario, which states that the distance the elec-
tors will have to travel to attend the meeting will probably
not exceed fifty or sixty miles. I move:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be
resolved, that the county of Ontario is divided into two ridings, with a
total population of 49,142, giving an average of 24,571 for each riding
and the inequalities between the two ridings car% easily be adjusted by a
transfer from the north to the south riding of a portion of the county
territory; that the proposed Bill leaves the south riding of Ontario
with a population of 20,241, as against a present population of 20,348,
and the north riding 20,828, as against a present population of 28,434,
and creates a new riding of West Ontario with a population of 19,730.
That for these purposes the south riding of Ontario is changed by -4rans-
ferring the township of Pickering to West Ontario, and by transferring
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the township of Reach and the village of Port Perry from North Ontario
the north riding of Ontario is fnrther changed by .taking Oakley
Macaulay, Morrison, Ryde, MeLean and Bracebridge from Muskoka and
transferring Uxbridge to West Ontario and the new riding of West
Ontario is created by taking Whitechurch and Newmarket from North
York, Stouffville from North York and East York, Uxbridge from North
Ontario and Pickering from South Ontario, being thus composed of
parts of two municipal counties and four ridings; that the said plan
18 objectionable.

That the said Bill be recommitted to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the same by providing thal
the county of Ontario be divided into two electoral districts each return-
ing one member.

Amendment (Mr. Wheler) negatived on the following
division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Bnrpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey, ,n
Casgrain,Daumont,
Piset,

YXÂs:
Messieurs

Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gilhies, Mille.
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gnn,. Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killami, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald (Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler-42.

NAYs:
Messieurs

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkell, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesne, Hggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plu onb,
ergin, Borer, Pope (Compton),

Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Jones, Richey,
Breken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Bambas», Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,

Cimnon (Charlevoix), Lautier, Scott,
Cimon ( ehicoutimi) Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol, McDonald (CapeBreton),Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, McCalum, Tupper,
Dawson, McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin>
Desjardins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Doinville, MeRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Yortin,' Méthot. White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hasting),)
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. MILLS. Before the question is put I wish to make
an amendment which wili state all the facts with
sufficient explicitness to render any explanation on my
part unnecessary. I move:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be referred
back to a Comtihittee of the Whole with instructions that they have
power to amend the same by providing that tie settlements lying east-
ward of the limit settled b the award, as the westerly boundary of
Ontario, and not provided or under the Bill, be embraced for electoral
purposes witbin the electoral district of Algoma.

Mr. DAWSON. I have no objection to that amendment.
I do not wish to vote against it.

Amendment (Mr. Mille) negatived on the following
division:-

Messieurs
Anglin,
Bain,

Fleming,
Flynn,

Mackenzie,
Malouin,

;

Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Oasgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Gillies, Mille,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Iluntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler -42.

Messieurs
Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkell, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, laPlatt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton),
Bill, - Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Jones, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (lamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnhami Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lan tier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Coupai, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol, McDonald (CapeBreton), Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, McCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desauluiers, MeDougald, V'alin,
Desjardins, McILelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardweil),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jae. Cartier), Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O 'Connor, Wilhiams.-99.

Mr. TROW. I wish to move an amendment as regards
the county I have the bonor toreuresent, more for the sake
of the people than for myseif, because it is a matter of in-
difference to me whether I shall continue to represent it or
not. I think it is generally known that it was to oblige the
people and not myself that ever I came to Parliament.
Ilowever, the Government have seen fit to disarrange that
riding in such a manner as to disfigure it. This is probably
as bad a case as there is in the whole Province of Ontario.
There is no necessity of changing the population, because
the two ridings of Perth would have made two very nice
con stituencies with similar population and about the number
requisite to return a member. There was no need of dis-
arranging the whole county for the purpose of forming four
or five new constituencies, and these two ridings more par-
ticularly. lad there been a change cither north or west
there would not have been such a difference. But to place
those two old townships that have been side by side so long in
the positions proposed, and which bave rolled up majorities
time and again for the Liberals, is rather unfair, They have
not now any power when thrown into a riding with 1,000 of a
majoity of opposite opinions. If the township of South
Easthope was not taken back from Oxford, wby not return
the township of North Eastbope to the south riding of
Perth? It would not disarrange the smaller .county by
letting North Easthope return to the county from which
it was taken, and it would not disturb Oxford or Huron.
I noticed in one of the most ultra-Tory papers in a west-
ern county that they have predicted ny defeat. They
havearranged for that result, I'presume. The editorgoesonto
state that his friend in North Perth is now secure. I know
there was no possibility of his securing his election had
those changes not been made. I have no particular objec-
tion to the Government securing the election of their friends ;
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but I do not see why they should go out of their way to
defeat an opponent like myself. I should like very mach to
have a vote on my amendment, as I have heard at least a
dozen Conservative members express sympathy with me, and
express the opinion that my seat should not be put in danger.
I have no fear of not securing my election, but at the same
time these changes eut up the riding in a very improper
manner. I move:

That the said Bill bs not now read a third time, but that it be re-com-
mitted to a Committee of the Whole, with instructions that they have
power to amend the same by attaching North Easthope to the electoral
district of South Perth.

Amendament (Mr. Trow) negatived on the following
division

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

AMyot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon (Oharlevoix),
Cimon (Ohicoutimi),
Colby,
cougal,
Coursol,
Daly,
Daoust.

YEÂS:
Messieurs

Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
lolton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42

NAYs :
Messieurs

Grandbois, Ogden,
Guillet, Orton,
Hackett, Onimet,
Raggart, Pinsonneanlt,
Hay, Platt,
Hilliard, Plumb,
Homer, Pope (Compton),
Hooper, Poupore,
Hurteau, Reid,
Jones, Richey,
Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Landry, Routhier,
Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, Rykert,
Lantier, Scott,
Longley, Shaw,
Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Macdonald (Sir John), Strange.
McDonald(OapeBreton),Tellier,
Macmillan, Tilley,
McCallum, Tupper,

eleoctoral divisions within its limits, and forms a large pro-
portion of a third and a fraction of a fourth electoral division,
Kent has the election of but one representative within its
limits, the remaining portions of it being tacked on to
adjoining constituencies. If the hon. gentleman were to
take the township of Harwich and the village of Blenheim
from iKent, asit now stands, there would still remain 20,572
of a population within the limits of that county. The
eastern division of Kent might be formed, witb a population
of nearly 20,000, and within the limits of Kent and Both-
well an electoral division might be formed containing a
population of 22,000, which would be a very much more
equal division than that whieh the hon. gentleman bas made
and which would not interfere with the existing divisions.
I beg leave to move:

The the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be
resolved, that the municipal counties of Kent and Lambton comprise
the electoral districts of Kent, Lambton and Bothwell, with a population
of 106 344, making for five members an average of 21,268 per member.

That the electoral district of Lambton comprises 42,619, and may pro-
perly be divided into two ridings.

That the electoral district of Kent comprises 36,626, and may by the
restoration from Bothwell of some of the municipalities of Kent, be
divided into two ridings of about 21,000 each, leaving Bothwell with
about 21,000.

That the proposed Bill needlessly disarranges the existing organiza-
tion for Kent and Bothwell; takes from Kent and adds to Botbwell,
Chatham and Wallaceburg; takes from Bothwell to add to West Elgin,
Oxford, Howard and Ridgetown, and takes from Bothwell to add to
West Middlesex, Euphemia.

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the provisions for the repre-
sentation of Kent, Lambton and Bothwell in Parliament.

Amondment (Ur. Mills) negatived on the following
division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Dawson, McOuaig, Ty rhitt, Amyot,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin, Arkell,
Desjardins, M cLelan, Vanasse, Bannerman,
Domville, McRory, Wade, Beauchesne,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk), Benoit,
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York), Bergeron,
Portin, Méthot, White (Cardwell), Bergin,
Gigault, Montgenais, White (Hastings), Bill,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier)Mousseau, White(Renfrew), Bourbeau,
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99. Bowell,

Brecken,
Mr. MILLS. I wish to propose a motion in relation to Banster,

other changes made by this Bill. The right hon. gentle- Banting,
man, in moving the second reading of this Bill, declared his Baaram,
object was to establish the principle of representation by Caron, (1
population, and make the electoral districts nearly equal in Cimon (Charlevoix),1
population. I undertook to show that he could not make Cimon (Chicoutimi),1
a very much more equal division than existed in the Oonpal,
constituencies included in my motion, without a violation Coursol,
of the principle he laid down in 1872, in reference to Daly,Daoust,
maintaining the boundaries of the municipal counties intact. Dawson,
In taking off the township of Romney from the county of Desaulniers,1
Essex and putting it back again in the municipal county of Des a ins,1
Kent, to which it belongs, the motive may not have been a Elhiott,
very excellent one, but the fact itself was capable of defence. Farrow,
I mentioned before, and I state now, that the county of Fortin,
Kent is very inadequately represented by the provisions of Girouard(Ja.Cartier),
this Bill, that while the county of Lambton has two distinct aGirouard (Kent),

Messieurs
Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scrier,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S.)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler-42.

NAs :
Messieurs

Grandbois, Ogden,
Guillet, Orton,
Hackett, Oimett,
Haggart, Pîsonneault,
Hay,Platt,
Hilliard, Plumb,
Homer, Pope (Compton),
Hooper, Poupore,
Hurteau, Reit,
Joues, Richey,
Kaulbach, Ribertson (Hamilton)
Kilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Landry, Routhier,
Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, Rykert,
Lantier, Scott,
Longley, Shaw,
Macdonald (Kings), Sprole,
Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
McDonald(CapeBreton)Telhier,
Macmillan, Tilley,
Meoalum, Tapper,
Mcuaig, Tyrwhitt,
McDougald, Valin,
McLelan, Vanasse,
MceRory, Wade,
Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Merner, Wallace (York),
Méthot, White (Cardwehl),
Mongenqis, White (Hastings).
Mousseau, White (Renfrew)
O'Connor, Williams-99
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Mr. CASE Y. I have to make, with regard to my county,

objections of a similar character to those made by many
other hon. members in regard to their counties. The general
objections made to the scope ôf the Bill itself have been
justified and strengthened in the course of this debate. As
one change bas followed another in this Bill, it bas become
more and more apparent that the Bill is the production of
continued caucusing, and that the caucusing has not stopped
yet. Local districts have sent down their represontatives
and those representatives have been heard, and while the
country at large is refused an opportunity of properly under-
standing this Bill and of expressing their opinions upon it,
the supporters of the Government bave been heard on every
point, and at their dictation and representation alterations
have been made to meet exigencies not at first provided for.
A still further proof that the Bill is indefensible is the fact
that bon. members opposite do not, as a rule, atternpt to de-
fend it. The oceasional speeches that have been made in
favor of the Bill have not been made by the members of the
Government or their leading supporters, but by junior
members of the party, who have peihaps escaped the party
reins and talked when they werc not wanted toalk. The
rule seems to have been promulgated by the leaders of the
opposite side that the Bill shall not he discussed on that side,
because the more it is discussed the more indefensible it
must appear. This very afternoon one portion at least
was made to appear so indefensible that the Government
had to give their influence and votes to the removal of that
provision. With regard to Elgin, the population of that muni-
cipal county is almost the exact quota for two members,
viz., a little over 21,000 each. The difference between
the two ridings is very considerable as they are now ar-
ranged. That difference, of course, it was part of the de-
clared policy of the Government to remove as flr as
possible; but it was also part of their declared policy not
only to remove the diflerence, but to reduce the average of
these ridings to as rearly the quota as possible. I have
pointed out that in the case of the two Elgins they could
not reduce the average to a point nearer the average quota
of the Dominion than as it stands, but they could have
removed the igequality of the two ridings by making
the changes within the boundarios of the county itself.
But instead of doing so they have seen fit to begin a series
of changes affecting several of the neighboring counties, by
adding to the county of Elgin at one end and cutting it off
on the other, something on the principle of the Irishman
who found his blanket was too short, and he cut off a piece
at one end and added it to the other end in order to make
it longer. The Government have done so with the county
of Elgin; they have eut off one township at one end and
put two new townships on to the other, end, and they have
succeeded in making it a little longer than it was before.
They have given the county a total population of 49,000,
which is considerably more than the required
quota for two members. They have disarranged the repre-
sentation of those two ridings in such a way as to give the
individual electors of Elgin a much smaller share of repre.
sentation than they had before. They had already, on the
average, just the share they should have had, compared with
the rest of the Dominion-one member for every 24,000;
they have now only one for every 24,500. The hou. Minister
bas disfrarchiý el the two townships added by putting them
in a riding where their vote will have no effect on the resuit.
They have not succeeded yet in reducing the population of
East Elgin to neárly the point of the required quota.
When East Elgin is reduced it contains nearly 26,000 people,1
and is larger than Carleton, East Peterborough, Muskoka,
South Simcoe, South Huron, South Wellington, or North
Bruce, all of which were found to be so large that the
Government declared it necessary in the interest of fair
representation to reduce these ridinge; and yet by the
changes they bave made, they have left East Elgin much

Mr. MILs.

l arger than any of those constituencies. It is therefore
quite clear that equalization was not the object in the
arrangement of that riding, at all events. I might further
point out that the two ridings of Elgin as now arranged
contain a somewhat larger population than the two ridings
of Ontario before they were re-arranged, and yet the Govern-
ment declnred that, in the interest of fair representation,
they were compelled to reduco the representation of the
Ontarios, notwithstanding which they have increased the
two Elgins from having exactly the proper quota up to
a point above that at which the Ontarios stood before they
reduced them. I therefore move:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be resolved,
that the county of Elgin contains a population of 42,361 souls, and is
divided into two ridings, each returning one member to the flouse of
Commons, with an average population of 21,180 per member, which is
very near the average quota for the Dominion.

That by the proposec Bill the township of South Dorchester and the
village of Springfield are transferred from East Elgin to East Middl'esex,
and the town of Ridgetown and the townships of Oxford and Howard
are transferred from Bothwell to West Elgin for electoral purposes.

That by these changes the population of East Elgin becomes 25,8eM
and that of West Elgin 23,477, being a total of 49,277 for the two
ridings, or an average of 24,6'98 per member, which is much further from
th_- quota for the Dominion than the present average.

That by the transfer of the city of St. Thomas from the east riding to
the west riding, the population of each riding would be as foIows:
East Elgin, 19,780; West Elgin, 22,581.

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the same by providing that
the municipal county of Elgin be divided into two ridings, each retarn-
ing one member.

Amendmenl (Mir. Casey) negatived on the following
diviion:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,

Casey,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Amyot,
Arkel,
Baunerm
Beauches
Benoit,
Bergeron
Bergîn,
Bill,
Bourbeau
LEowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Burnham
Cameron
Caron,
Gimon (C
Cimon (C
Oo1h'y,
(Joupal
Cours ,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dafflon
Desan ie
Desjardin
Domville,
Ehhiot.,
Farrow,
Fortin,
Gigault
Girotanrl
Girouard

Messieurs
Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, MilIs,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gun n,Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Piekard,
Holton, Rinfr-et,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Kilam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

NÀ s
Messieurs

Grandbois, Ogden,
Gaillet, Orton,

an, Haekett , ore,
ne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,

Hay, Platt,
Hilliard, Plumb,
Humer, Pope (Compton),
flooper, Poupore,
Hurteau, Reid,
Jones, ihy

a'ulach, Robertson (Hamiltoni,
Kilvert, Ross ()ndas),
Kirkpatrick, RouLeau,
Landry, Routhier,

(Victoria), Lane, Ryau (Montreal),
Langevin, Rykert,

harlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
fhieoutimi), Longley, shaw,

Maedonald (Klugs), Sproule,
Macdonald (8ir John), Strange,
McDonald (OapeBreton)Tellier,
tacmillan, Tille y ,

ëctJaIllm, Tupper,
Mc aaig, Tyrwhit,

re, McDougald, Valin,
s, MeLelan, Vaniasse,

McRory, ae
E u, ryWallace (Norfolk)e
Merner, Wallace (York),
Méthot, White ardwell),
Mongenals, Hastings),

(JAe. Cartier) guseean, White (enfrew),
(Kent), connor, Winian.---s9.
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OO1M~ONS DE»ÂT~I&
Mr. PATERSON (Brnt), It will inot be neessary for

nr te detain the House with any remarks with reference
to the iniquity in the Bill which I propose to remedy by
this. amendment, as it is fully set forth in the document
which I will read and place in your hands. I beg to move..i

That the county of Brant with a population of 33,869 is at present
divided into two ridings, each returahig one member, with an average
population of 16,934, or a population greater than the population
assigned to many ridinga by the said Bihi.

That any inequality between the two ridings of North and South
Brant could be easily adjusted by transferring some part of the south
to the north riding.

That the proposed re-adjustment transfers from the smaller riding
North Brant, t3 the larger riding South Brant, the town of Paris and
the township of Onondaga, and takes away from the south riding of
Brant and adds to another municipal county, that of Oxford, the town-
ship of Burford and.Oakland, and takes away from Oxford, and adds to
the proposed new riding of North Brant, the township of Blenheim,
and takes away from Wentworth and adds to the proposed north riding
of Brant the township of Ancaster, thus making a north riding of Brant,
so-called, composed of parts of Brant, Oxford and Wentworth.

That the proposed changes are objectionable.
That the said Bill be re-committed te a Oommittee of the Whole,

with instructions that they have power to amend the same by dividimg
the municipal county of Brant into two ridings, each returning one
inember.

Amendrment (Mr. Paterson, Brant) negatived on the fol-
lowIng divisien:-

YuAs :

An glin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cartwright,
Casey,
Oasgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Messieurs
Fleming,
Flynn,
Gillies,
Gillmore,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Holton,
Huntington,
Irvine,
Killam,
King,
Laurier,
McDonald(Victoria,;
Macdonell (Lanark),

Mackenzie,
Malouin,
Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Rogers,
Rymal,
Seriver,
Sutherland,
Thompson,

.S.)Trow,
Wheler.-42.

NAs:
Messieurs

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkell, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesue, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt,
Bergeron, Billiard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton)
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Jones, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Ramilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatricl, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameroa (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon tChicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Dolby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Coupal Macdonald (Bir John>, trange,
Coursol, Mc)onald(Olape Breton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan Tiley,
Daoust, mcoallum, Tupper,
Dawson,. Mecuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desauliers, McDosgald, Valin,
Desjardins, MoLelan, Vnasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Giganlt, Mongenais, Wbite (Hastings),
Girouard (Jae. Oatier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. MACDOINBLL (North Lanark). The hon. Fifst
Minister the other evening, judging frou his re-
marks, thought I was in favor of eianging Torbolton
for Huntley. Had the hon. gentleman beeh ini bis plaîe
when I made my remarks in resptc te the Bill he wald
not have been iader that impression. At that time I 4sie

the hon. Miniâter of Onstonis, in the absence of the hou.
First Minister, why the Governien.t did not add Huntley,
and I said the reason why they did not do so was
because -he peope et uIantley objected to its being added
to Lanark. 1, morover, say that objection might be taken
to Huntey on the same grounds on which objection was
made to Torbolten. I regret the hon. member for Carleton
has not raised his voice in regard to attaching the township
from his riding to Lanark. It was at his suggestion that
Huntley was added to Lanark. I hope the hon. First
Minister will accept tho suggestion of dividing Carleton
into two ridings by the addition of Gloucester and another
township. I protest in every way against the townships
added to North Lanark, and I hope those ridings will
be allowed to remain as at present. I beg to move in
amendment:

That the said Bill be not now read athird time, but that it be resolved,
that the municipal county of Lanark at present returning one member
for each of two ridings, contains a population of 33,975, equal to 16,937
for each member, or within 1,615 of 18,552 being the average number of
souls to a member for the thirty-two seats in the eastern portion of the
Province,.and largely in excess of the proposed population for eight of
the seats in that district, namely:

South Grenvile..... ......... 13,256
North Leedse...................................... ......... 12,423
Brockville.......................15,207
Frontenac ........ ......... ..... ................... ........ 14,993
Kingston.................................... 14,091
West Peterboro'. .... .....................-.... 13,310
Ottawa (2 seats)........... . ... ... 27,412

giving an average per seat of 13,946.
That the disproportion between the north and south riding of Lanark

ean be easily adusted by transferring from South Lanark one of the
municipalities aa'oining the north riding. That the proposed re-adjuot-
ment separates from the municipal county of Lanark, Smith's Falls,
in the south riding of Lanark, and attaches it to North Leeds and Gren-
ville, part of another municipal county, and separates from the munici-
pal county of Carleton the townships of Fitzroy and Huntley, and
attaches them for electoral purposes to the north riding of Lanark.

That the proposed re-adjustment is objectionable.
That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend the same by creating out of
the municipal county of Lanark, two ridings for electoral purposes.

Amendment (Macdonell, Lanark)
lowing division:-

YBÂs:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Amyot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beaudhesne,
Benoit,
Bergetoi,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bourbeau,
BOwell,

r@eken,
BansIer,
Bunting,
Burnham,
Ohmieron (Tictorisl
Oarea,

clu.nim eltii),

Coupai,

Messieurs
Fleming,
Flynn,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Gutbrie,
Holton,
Huntington,
Irvine,
Killam,
King,
Laurier,
McDonsld(Victoria,N
Macdonell (Lanark),

NAYs :

Messieurs

Grandbois,
Guillet,
Hackett,
Haggart,
Hay,
Hilliard,
Iomer,

Hooper,
Hurteau,
.4 oS'
Kaulbsch,
Kiltsett,
Kirkpatr ck,
Landry,
Lane,
Langevin,
Lantier,

Macdonald (Sir John),

negatived on the fol.

Mackenzie,
Malouin,
Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Rogers,
Rymal,
Scriver,
Sutherland,
Thompson,

.S)Trow,
Wheler.-42.

Ogden,
Orton,
Ouimet,
PinsonneanIt,
Platt,
Plumb,
Pope ((empton),
PoUpore,

Richey,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Res (DUadas),
Rouleau,
Routhier,

yau (Mon'eal),
fykert%
Sttg,

Striige
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Coursol, McDonald (Cape Breton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Danost, McCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, Mc ua-ig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulaiers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Masue, Wallace (iorfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the following amendment:-
That the County of Halinimand has at present a population of 18,619

or more than 2,000 under the quota.
That the proposed Bill reduces the population of Haldimand to 17,66n,

by withdrawing the township of South Cayaga and adding it to
Monck; that there is no ground for such reduction.

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,
with instructions that they have power to amend the same by providin g
that the Connty of Haldimand, as at present constituted for electorol
purposes, shall return one meub r.

Anendment (Mr. Thompson) negatived on tho following
division -

YuÂs:

Messieurs

Anglin,
Bai,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwrigbt,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Daumont,
Fiset,

Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Hantington, Rogers.

.lrvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

NAsS

Messieurs

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
ArkelliGuillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, 0nimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsouneault,
Benoit, Bey, Platt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb,
Bergin, iomer, Pope (compton),I
Bill, Flooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Joues, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbacb, Robertsnu(Hamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Rose (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane,.Ryau (Motreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol, MeDonald (Cape Breton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, Mccalump Tupper,
Dawson, Mcaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougaldy Vallée,
Desjardins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Bastings),
Girouard (lac. Cartier), Moussean, White (Reufrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Wiiams.-99.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH[T. In the absence of
the hon. member for North Norfolk, r beg to move the
folHwing ameedment t

ThH county of Norfolk, with a poPalation of 33,593, is divided into
two ridings, each returnHng one member, with an average population of
16,846, a population grester than asigned te many ridinge by the Bi.
That it iK proposed by theBih t take away from Oxford thetowns)ip

of Dereham aLd the town of Tilonbrg, and o add them teorth
Norfolk.

Mr. MACDOELL (Laark).

Lag .iRyet

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the same by providing that
the county of Norfolk be divided into two ridings, each returning one
member of Parliament.

Amendment (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) negatived on
the following division :-

Anglini
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Snnbury), 1
Cartwright,.
Casey,
Caggrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Amyot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (Chicoutimi),-
Colby,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fortin,
Gigault,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier)
Girouard (Kent),

Mr. TROW.

Messieurs
Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, Mills,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

NAYS:

Messieurs
Grandbois, Ogden,
Guillet, Orton,
Hackett, Ouimet,
Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Hay, Platt,
Hilliard, Plumb,
Homer, Pope (Compton),
Hooper, Poupore,
Hurteau, Reid,
Jones, Richey,
Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Rose (Dundas),
Kirkpatrick, Ronleau,
Landry, Routhier,
Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Langevin, lRykert,
Lantier, Scott,
Longley, Shaw,
Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
McDonald(Cape Breton)Tellier,
Macmillan, Tilley,
McCallum, Tupper,
McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
McDougald, Valin,
McLelan, Vanasse,
McRory, Wade,
Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Merner, Wallace (York),
Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Montgenais, White (Hastings),

,Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
O' Connor, Williams.-99

I beg to move an amendment:
That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be resolved,

that the county of Middlesex and the city of London contain a popula-
tion of 93,081 souls; that any substantial inequality in the division of
this population can be easily adjusted within municipal bounds; that
by the. proposed Bill the township of Stephen is taken from the municipal
county of Huron and added te North Middlesex, the township of South
Dorchester is taken from the county of Elgin and added te East Middle-
sex, the township ofEuphemia is taken from Bothwell and added te West
Middlesex, sud numerous other changes are made.
That the said Bil b. re-committed to a Commitee of the Wole, with

instructions that they have power to amend the provisions for the
representation of the county of Middlesex in Parliament.

Amendment
vision

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Oartwright,
Casey,

(Mr. Trow) negatived on the following di-

Y£,s:
Messieurs

Fleming,

Gillies,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Holton,
Huntington,
Irvine,
Killam,
King,

Mackenzie,
Malouin,
Mille,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Rogers,
Rymal,
Scriver,
Sutherland,
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Oasgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(VictoriaN.S)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

Nras.
Messieurs

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
.Arkell, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Onimet,
Beauchemne, Raggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay platt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton),
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Joues, Richey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Banster, Kilvert, Rosa (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), - Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (Kinga), Sproule,
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir , Strange,
Coursol, McDonald(Ospe Breton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, MeCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, MeCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, MeLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. BAIN. Mr. Speaker, I do not propose to take up
the portion of time to which I am entitled to discuss this
question to-night, but at the same time I feel disposed to
say that I think the old municipal and county
boundaries bave a strong claim for consideration
in any re-adjustment measure, and I think that
the right hon. leader of the louse, when he
made the arrangement after the former Census certainly
he had much more respect for that principle than he has at
the present time. I have simply to say in connection with
the motion I propose to make, that while the present adjust-
ment of Simcoe disturbs, rot only the municipal boundares
of the county, but also of the two adjoiming counties, the di-
vision is still very far from a fair average. The avorage I
find to be 25,342, varying in population from 22,00 in the
south to 27,000 in the east. Under the arrangement which
I propose, these ridings would have an average population
of 22,607, whicb is much nearer to the average ropresen-
tation of the Province as a whle, besides preserving to a
greater degree the municipal boundaries. I move:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be resolved.
That the North and South Ridings of Simcoe comprise a population of
76,129, giving an average population if divided into three Ridings of
25,376, and that a portion of the population is comprised in the muni-
cipal county of Dufferin to which the said Bill does not assign a Member.

That it is proposed by the said Bill to create the EasLt Riding ot Simcoe
partly by withdrawing from Muskoka the municipalities of Wood,
Medora, Monck, Muskoka and the Town of Gravenhurst, and by trans-
ferring from South Simcoe to the North Riding of York the Township of
West Gwilliambury and the Town of Bradford.

That the said re-adjustment is objectionable.
That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole with

instructions that they have power to amend the same by providing that
the Municipal County of Duherin shal return one Member and by divid-

igthe remainder of the south riding of Simeoe and the north riding
of Simcoe into three ridings, each returning one Member, and by making
other consequential changes.

Amendment (Me. Bain) negatived on the following di-
vision

Messieurs
Angliai,
Bain,
Bêchard,

Fleming,
Flynn,
Qihies,

Mackenzie,
Malouin,
millet

Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.8)Trow,
Macdoaell (Lanark), Wheler.-42.

Messieurs
Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkehl, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pre (Oompton),
Bill, Hooper, t'Uupore
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, JonesRichey
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertaon (Hamilton),
Bunster, Kilvert, Rosa (Dundas),
Bunting, Xirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Camon (Charlevoix),Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule,
Cou pal, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
C oursol, McDonald (CapeBreton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, McCallum, Tupper,
Dawson, McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, MeLelan, Vanasse,
Doinville, M4cRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin. Méthot, White (Caldwell),
Gigauit, Mangenais, White (Bastings),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams-98.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I desire to get the attention of
the Chairman of the Committee which was charged with the
preparation of this Bill, and I shall be obliged to him if he
will indicate bis consciousness by looking at me. I see ho
keeps his head down, however, but I wish to say to the hon.
Minister of Customs that I do not want the resolution which
I am about to move voted down in silence. I think we have
a right, if we cannot have any attention, at least to have an
explanation of the arrangement made in South
Brant and South Oxford. I desire to ask. who-
ever is in charge of the Government at this moment,
if it was the principle of equalization of the popula-
tion, that was the basis of this change, and ifthat was
not the principle, I think I have a right to know, and
the House bas a right to know under what principle
it was made? They took from South Brant two townships,
and they annexed them to the riding of South Oxford.
Now, I do not lay much stress with regard to the
case of Burford, from a gcographical point of
view, though there was no necessity of disturbing
that riding at all, as it had the proper number of inhabi-
tants; but let me point out to yon that in taking the town-
ship of Oakland from South Brant and adding it to South
Oxford, you are taking a population of 93d from a riding
which has only a little over 20,000 and attaching it to a
riding which has a population of nearly 25,000. The
township of Oakland does not belong geographically to the
south riding of Oxford at all, for if it had not been attached
to Burford on one side, which you are now attaching
to South Oxford, Oakland would be twelve miles away
at its nearest point from the county of Oxford,
and as the township is three-quartered-is three-
cordiered-the result of the change is to leave that
county anything but symmetrieal. This township
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comes within eight miles of the city of Brantford, the
county town, where its inhabitants do all their business,
and the town of Ingersoll, whieh is the main town in Soath
Oxford to wbich it is now attachod, will be something like
40 or 50 miles distant. I move:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be re-com-
mitted to a (Committee of the Whole, with instructions that they have
power to amend the saine by providing that the township of Oakland
shah form part of the Electoral District of the south riding of the county
of Brant.
I want an answer to my question.

Mr. GUTHRIE. Surely, after so pointed and repeated
a request, an answer should be given.

Mr. PATERSON. Ie there no hon. gentleman on the
other side with safficient spirit to answer ?

Amendment (Mr. Paterson, Brant) negatived on the
following1.division

Yas:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont.,
Fiset,

Messieurs
Fleming,
Fly nu,
Gi lhes,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Holton,
Huntington,
Irvine,
Killam,
King,
i laurier,
McDonald(Victoria,N
Macdonell (Lanark),

Mackenzie,
Malouin,
Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Rogers,
Rymal,
Scriver,
Sutherland,
Thompson,

.8) 'row,
Wheler.-42.

NAvs :
Messieurs

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkell, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Onimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton),
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid,
Bowell, Jones, Riche7,
Brecken, Kaulbachi, Robertson (Hamilton,)
Bunster, Kilvert, Rose (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Chicoutinn), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (King's), 8proule,
Coupal Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol, McDonald(Oape Breton)TeIlier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tiley,
Daoust, McCallum, Tupper,
Dawson MeQuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desanimers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory. Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Béchard,
Blake,
Bordeni,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Oartwrigbt,
Casey,.
Osegrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Gillies, Mille,
Gilhinor, Olivier,
Gu, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,

Killam, criver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.)Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler-42.

NÂTs :
Messieurs

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden,
Arkeil, Guillet, Orton,
Bannerman, Hackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt,
Bergeron, Hiliard, Plumb,
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton),
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reicd,
Bowell, JonesRichey,
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robortson (Hamilton),
Bunster, Xilvert, Ross (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Burnham, Landry, Routhier,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott,
Cimon (Ohicoutimi), Longley, Shaw,
Colby, Macdonald (KingS), Sproule,
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol,. McDonald(Cape Breton)Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley,
Daoust, Mccallum, Tupper,
Dawson, McGuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulaiers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, McLelan, Vanasse,
Domville, McRory, Wade,
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (!orfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin, Méthot, White (Cardwell),
Gigault, Mongenais, White (Hastings),
Girouard (Jac. Oartier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99.

Mr. BLAKE. I desire to move:
That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be re-

committed to a Committee of the Whole with instructions that they
have power to amend the same by reducing the money deposit required
on the nomination of a candidate from $200 to $50.

Amendment (Mr. Blake) negatived on the following
division

YMes:
Messieurs

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Rourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (st. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),

artwright,t
Oasey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Mr. BLAKE. I move:
That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be re-

eommitted to a Committee of the Whole with instructions that they
have power to amend the saue by triking out the sixth clause which bAmyot,

ves to the Government the absolute power of naning the Returning Arkell,
tzcers at elections, and repeais the existjr law whereunder the Bannerman,
Returning Officers are to be selected when pracilcable from the Sheriffs Beauchesne,
and Registrars of the Districts. Benoit,

Amendment (Mr. Blake) negatived on the following di- B®rgeron,
Bergin,

viion:-Bil,

yuas: Bourbeau,
Bowell,

Messieurs - Breeken,
Anglin, Fleming, Mackenzie, Bunster,
giain, -- Flynn, Malouin, Bunting,

PATERsoN (Braut).

Fleming, Mackenzie,
Flynn, Malouin,
Gillies, Mille,
Gillmor, Olivier,
Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Guthrie, Pickard,
Holton, Rinfret,
Huntington, Rogers,
Irvine, Rymal,
Killami, Briver,
King, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
McDonald(Victoria,N.8) Trow,
Macdonell(Lanark), Wheler-42.

Nhfys:
Messieurs

Grandbois,
Guillet,
Rackett,
Haggart,
Ray,
Hilliard,
HHomer,
Hooper,
Hurteau,
Joues,
Kaulbach,
Kilvert,
Kirkpatrick,

Ogden,
Orton,
Osimet,
I'Piasonneault,
Platt,
Plumb,
Pope (Compton),
Poupore,
Reid,
Richey,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Rose (Dundas),
Rouleau,
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Burnham, Landry, Routhier, the township of Ancaster where it properly belonge, where
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),Caron (tra, Lanev, Ryan Mtel, it lias been for the last 70 years, proving ineffeetual,Caron, Langevin, Rykcert,
Oimon (Charlevoix), Lantier, Scott, as the Government are exhibiting a determination that no
Cimon (Ohicoutimi), LongIey, Shaw, amend ment shah be made to the Bil as it at present stands,Colby, Macdonald Kings), Sproule, I have only to renew my former protest against the action
Coupal, Macdonald (Sir John), 8trange,
Coursol, MeDonald(OapeBreton), Tellier,
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley, they say they have in view is not the true one. The equali-
Daoust, MoCallum, Tupper, zation of the onstituencies las been, not entirely, but to a
Dawson, Mccuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin, very great extent, disregarded, and the political complexion
Desjardins, McLelAn, Vanasse, of the constituencies has been the sole, the guiding motive of
Domville, McRory, Wade, their action in changing the bounds. Now, when we core
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, Merner, Wallace (York),
Fortin Méthot, White (Cardwell), -ne, in ten-yes, in nine-there are 6,500 Reform electors
Gigaut, Mongenais, White (Hastings), who are virtually disfranchised-who have no influence
Girouard, Jac. Cartier),Mousseau, White (Renfrew), whatever in this eountry-who miglt just as well be politi-Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams-99. cally decapitated-we have some idea of the nature of this

Mr. TROW. I move : Bi. Now, these 6,500 llform electors, who have been
By the proposed arrangements for the representation of the county of thrown into these nine or ten constituencies, from perhaps

Perth, South Easthope is withdrawn from South Perth and added to eighteen or twenty others, would have been sufficient in
North Oxford, Usborne is withdrawn from South Huron and added to many cases to have turned the tide of the political battie, and
South Perth, North Easthope is withdrawn from North Perth and
added to North Oxford, Wallace is withdrawn from North Perth and it was for this reason only that this wicked, this tyrannical
added to North Wellington. That these extensive severences of muni- change bas been brouglt about. Why, Mr. Speaker, every
cipal county organizationsfor electoral purposes are objectionable. Tor

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, y
with instructions that they have power to amend the provisions for the ha chances of election would be improved by having his
representation of the county of Perth in Parliament. constituency or those adjoining it changed, las been con-

Amendment (Mr. Trow) negatived on the following sulted day after day and week after week, and, aithough 1
division am nt a very observant person, I have seen th-se delega-

tions here enquiring for certain gentlemen, who I do net
YUÂB:hesitate to say were agents in the gerrymandering

Messieurs business. So the Government were well posted;
Anglin, Fleming, Mackenzie, but when the Bi1 came down, it was found
Bain F nyn, Malouin, that those who first acted did not complete the job to
Béchnlard, Gi liese Mille,Blcard, GiIlls, OMilie, the satisfaction of some wlo did flot appear here, and theBlake, Gillmor, Olivier,
Borden, Gunn, Paterson (Brant), business had to be gone into again. One change after an-
Bourassa, Guthrie, Pickard, other was made, and I do net believe they were ail made
Brown, Holton, Rinfret, with the approval ef the Chairman of the gerrymandering
Burpee (-St John>, Huntington, Rogers,
Burpee (Sunbury), Irvine, Rymual,
Cartwright, Killam, Scriver, in him te stoop to seme of the mean tricks which have been
Casey, King, Sutherland,CasyRin, uthr%)d resorted te in order te defraud the iReform eloctors of their
Casgrain, Laurier Thompson,Dumont, LEDnlitraurierThomp, representatives. Wheu we consider that in the Tory con-unta, McoDonald(Victoria,N.8)Trow,
'iset, Macdonell (Lanark), Wheler.-42. stituencies ef Lincoln, Monck, South Norfolk, East Elgin,

NATO:East Middlesex, North Middlesex, North Huron, North
Me:~ursPerth, South Bruce, North Wellington, Centre Wellingt5n,MessieursNorth York, East York, S t anark, Brockvile, and

Amyot, Grandbois, Ogden, Stormont and Cornwall, the prospects of thc Tory candi-
Arkell, Guillet, Orton, dates have been materially improved, and that in South
3annerman, Hlackett, Ouimet,
Beauchesne, Haggart, Pinsonneault,
Benoit, Hay, Platt, West Middlesex, Bothwell, North Ontario, South Ontario,
Bergeron, Hilliard, Plumb, North Lanark and North Bruce, the Reformers have been
Bergin, Homer, Pope (Compton), decimated and weakened, the resuit la that the Tory party
Bill, Hooper, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Reid, las been strengthened in every&ne of these twenty-six con-
Borell, Jones, Richey, stituencies. But the equalizatien of the population las net
Brecken, Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton), been secured. In my own constituency, where we were
Bunster, Kilvert, Rose (Dundas),
Bunting, Kirkpatrick, Rouleau, 6,000 below the quota, we are now 5,400 below the quota;
Burnham, Landry, Routhier, and, in the case of my own ridîng, I feel as sure as that I
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Ryan (Montreal),
Caron, Langevin, Rykert,
Cimon (Charlevoix, Lanuer, Scott, ing the keystene of that old munieipal organization of
Cimon (Chicoutimi), Longley, Shaw, Wentworth than the fact that for forty-fve years at least it
Colby, Macdonald (Kings), Sproule, has lad much to do with returning a Reform representative
Coupal Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
Coursol, McDonald(Oape Breton)Tellier, for that riding. I quite understand the animas whicl
Daly, Macmillan, Tilley, inspired the hon. First Minister when lie said te me privately
Daoust, McCallum, Tupper, on the floor of the lIuse, a night or two ago, with a pretty
Dawson, McGuaig, Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers, McDougald, Valin,
Desjardins, MoLelan, Vanasse,IlWe meant te make yen howl." Well, le las made us
Domville, McRory, Wade, howl; but we have not begun te lowl yet, and some of us will
Elliott, Massue, Wallace (Norfolk)r,
Farrow, Merner, Wallace(York),b g the nextel on; andIventure te

F rtiMéthot, White (ardwel), rdc htatogth bo.enlmnisdue uh

Giganlt, Montgenais, White (Hastings), an infamous aet, although liellas attempted te strangle the
Gironard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau, White Renfrew),
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor, Williams.-99. i

encies for the express purpose of bringing lis creatures into
Mr. RYMAL. The appeal I made on a former occa- Parliament, it will be as on a former occasion when he

sion when the House was in Committe., to replace 1 attempted something of this kind-that he las overalet the
187
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mark, that an outraged people will resent this act; and I
am glad to know that some of his Tory friends in the town-
ship of Ancaster, who have been added to a county 45 miles
away, are telling their comrades and the Reformers that
they are not slaves or serfs, to be placed here and there at
the whim of a Minister, although they have, in times gone
by, supported his general policy; and I venture to predict
that there will be some disappointments in the returns
when the next general election is over. Now, Mr. Speaker,
I am not made of such material that I can beg for justice.
I can ask you plainly and in a manly way to do what is
right, but I cannot beg, I cannot fawn andb a sycophant.
I can play a fair, honorable part. If the tyrant tramples
upon me, if he binds my people's hands so that I or some
one else holding the same views may not be their repre-
sentative, my indignation rises and I feel a great deal like
the chained gladiator:

"I loathe you petty tyrants,
I scorn you with mine eye,

I'll curse you with my latest breath,
And fight yen tili 1 die;

I will not beg for quarter,
I scorn to be your slave-

No, I'll swim the ses of slaughter,
Or sink beneath the wave

This diabolical set of the Government is a fitting climax to
the many corrupt and wicked acts perpetrated under the
Government of the present Prime Minister. I wish he were
hore that I might the more fully express my thoughts ;
but there are some instances of his political career that in
his absence I shall not refer to. I do not wish to appear
to make a cowardly attack on an absent member. I have
never yet been branded as a coward, and I do not wish to
speak behind a man's back wbat should only be said to his
face. I have no doubt the hon. First Minister desires
to go down to his grave honored and respected;
and gladly would I see any man who las devoted
so many years of his life to the public service, de-
part in that way. But there are some acts of the right
hon. gentleman's career to which I must refer. His leader-
ship of the Tory party was obtained, as I wae told, by the
man he supplanted, by intrigue and deception. The man
he supplanted told me that ho had warmed a viper in his
breast that turned round and stung him. Having obtained
power in that way, by a cunning and deceptive heart and
mind, he singnalized his public career by acts that are not
unworthy of notice. The double-shuffle of 1878 signalized
the cunning of the man; for he led the Liberal party into a
trap most completely. He allowed them to take office, and
in two days afterwards ho and his friends voted them out
without even allowing them an appeal to the people. When
resuming office ho swore ho would perform his duties, never
intending to do so, for the day after he swore to perform
the duties of another office, an act characterized by the late
D'Arcy McGee as gross and deliberate perjury. The Pacifie
Scandal also marked hie administration of public affaira as
that of a man ready to corrupt the electorate, to buy the
constituencies, and to sell a great public contract to obtain
the funds for the purpose. The organs of public opin-
ion in this and the adjoining country, and at home, almost
without exception, stigmatized that act as unworthy of
the character of a Canadian statesmen; and the apolo-
getic and whining manner in which he attempted to
justify that transaction-the pity-the-sorrows-of-a-poor.old-i
man stle in which he addressed the House in his defence,1
show he felt the humiliatingposition in which his wickedà
conduct had placed him. The Pacifie Railway contract and1
his subsequent conduct marked his subserviency to that]

est corporation; for I do not believe that any demand thei
- dicate might make on the Government dare be refused. i
They have handed over to the tender mercies of a grasping 1
monopoly the heritage of the people of Canada; and to-day 0
the men who are going tuto the great North-Weet to develop

Mr. Erm".

its riche soil, meet with a great many obstructions which,
under a paternal Goverument, they would never have been
subjected to. I always believed there was a spirit of manly
pride in the Premier, and something like moral and political
courage-that he was not afraid to meet his opponents in a
fair field and on equal terms-that he was willing to betried
by an unpacked jury. But, able as I acknowledge him to be,
he seems to have shrunk from the discussion of the public
questions, and the verdict which an impartial jury would
render, and for that purpose he has placed the issue before a
jury of his own packing. Can anyone expect justice at the
hands of such a tribunal as this ? And is it not cowardly,
after all the boasts from hon. gentlemen opposite that the
country had become so prosperous under their Administra-
tion that, day by day, the public heart was being drawn
towards them and that they only wanted an opportunity
to convince the world that that Administration for
the last three or four years had won for them the un-
bounded confidence of the people, to bring forward such a
measure as this. There never was a more vainglorious
boast; and the Bill now before the louse is the most con-
clusiveo evidence that there was a coward's heart iu the
breast of every one of them, for no fair-minded honorable

çmen would have attempted to so gerrymander the con-
stituencies, had they at all beeu sure of their seats. No
fair-minded honorable man would have attempted to gerry-
mander the constituencies as to make the seats sure. I
suppose the die is cast, and we shall have to appeal to
these gerrymandered constituencies, to plead our cause
before a tribunal formed in such a way as to render it a
biassed one. In many cases, no doubt hou. gentlemen
opposite will succeed in their efforts, but in many others
I am sure they will not. We shall go into the fight
terribly handicapped, and if ,they win a verdict under
such circumstances, they will have nothing to boast of.
They should rather blu shfor shame, W think that
they are retained in place and power by means so
base, by appealing to a jury so partizan in its
character. I may ask whether there is any redress for thie.
From this House I expect nothing. The die is cast. The
partizan character of the majority will cause them to support
the measure irrespective of its merita, and the character of
the other branch, the Sonate, precludes any hope that they
will not affirm what has been passed in this House. The
only appeal left is that to the representative of the Sovereign.
For what else can a Governor General be here if not to
stand in the breach when a gross outrage is boing perpe-
trated, when a corrupt Executive, backed by a subservient
following, use their legislative power to prevent the free
expression of popular opinion. I have thought, in my sim-
plicity and ignorance, perhaps, that this is a function which
the representative of the Sovereign might properly exercise.
I wonder whether ho will take the task of asking some very
pertinent questions of his tyrant Minister as to the reason
why ho did this thing. I think that ho might properly do
it, and I think that the son of the noble hose of Argyle,
unless le has forgotten the traditions of hisafamily, will ask
some such pertinent questions.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. RYMAL. May I not speculate as to what is to

occur? 1 bow to the Speaker's decision. Speaking for
myself, perhaps this is the last time my voice shall be heard
here. I have a personal regard for every man in this House,
and I have been assured by a number of my Conservative
friends of their regret that I should disappear from the
public stage. They assured me of the value they set upon
me, and hoped I would forego the determination I have made
and still continue to be an ornament, Isuppose, to this House.
Well, in my simplicity I believed that these mon were
speaking truly what they felt, and not until they, as it were,
took me by the throat and assassinated a goodly number of
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my electors had I any doubt of the truth of what they said.
I cannot, in fitting language, describe what I believed them
to be, or you, Mr. Speaker, would call me to account again,
but I think I can give you a pretty clear idea. I will sup-
pose that the hon. First Minister was about to organize his
followers into a great band of musicians, and he were to ask
me what instruments they should play, I would say to him:
Let everyone play the lyre because the bandmaster would
not have much trouble in making experts of then. The
moment they had the instruments in their hands they would
be accomplished musicians. I trust that good will come out
of this. I hope that the people will arise to the necessity
of the occasion, and teach an unjuat, unfair, corrupt Minister
that he may not trifle with the dearest rights of Britons,
that he may not ruthlessly disfranchise 7,500 of the loyal
subjects of Canada just because they happen to be Liberals
in principle. Fair play and justice hides its head at such
a scene as this, and the Goddess of Liberty, clad in mourning,
weeps over the wrongs he has done to his countrymen; but
we shall see what we shall see. On looking over this Bill
I do not consider it complete, and have drafted an additional
clause which I will read to the House and send over to the
First Minister, in order that he may judge for; himself
whether it is not a fitting clause to add:

Should any county or electoral division in Outario except North
Brant, West Elgin, South Middlesex, North and South Oxford, South
Huron, West Bruce, South Huron, East Simcoe and West Ontario, con-
trary to the interest and meaning of this Act, nominate and elect any
peraon known by the name of Grit, Reformer, or Liberal, to be a mem-

r of the House of Commons, the election of such member so elected
may by Order in Council be declared null and void by disallowing the
same, and in like manner such member so elected may be declared
ineligible to it and vote in the House of Commons of Canada;
and the county or electoral division so disregarding the intention
and purposes of this Act shall be disfranchised and not entitled
to elect a member of Parliament, and the seat so forfeited may by
Order in Council be conferred on some defeated candidate in the
Tory interest at the coming election, preference being given to
those who have longest been subservient fonlowers of the Tory Govern-
ment sud supporters of Pacifie Scandals and known as theI "Old
Guard," the present members for Niagara and Cornwall, whose seats
have been abolished, being first of ail provided for.

I beg~to move the following amendment:-
The Oounty of Wentworth comprimes a population of 30,9911 divided

into two ridings, with an average population of 15,495, which is higher
than the average population for eight of the seats proposed under the
said Bill.

That by the said Bill it is proposed to withdraw from the south riding
of Wentworth the township of Ancaster and attach it to the north
riding of Brant, another municipal county to withdraw from the elec-
toral district of Monck the township of ôaistor and attach it to the
south riding of Wentworto, another municipal county ; to withdraw
from the county of Lincoln the township sud village of Grimsby and
add them to the south riding of Wentworth, another municipal county,
with the result of increasing the population of the electoral division of
the sonth riding of Wentworth by only 546 oula, making it 15,539 soula,
as a ' et 14,993, its present population.

Tat the said re-adjustment is objectionable, and the Bill be referred
back to a Committee of the Whole, with instructions that they have
power to amend the sane by providiug that the municipal county of
Wentworth shall be divided into two ridings, each returning one
member.

I cal for the yeas and nays. I have a particular desire that
the yeas and nays shall be taken on this occasion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is the last time I
shall trust to an arrangement made with the leader of the
Opposition. He has broken his word.

Mr. BLAKE. Did the hon, gentleman say I had broken
my word?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I did say so.

Mr. BLAKE. Why, Mr. Speaker, I am amazed the
hon. gentleman has made such a statement.

Mr. RYMAL. I understood the right hon. gentleman to
suggest that if any member particularly desired it it should
be done.

Mr. BLAKE. Cortainly, that is what the hon. Minister
himself said,

Mr. RYMAL. There is no contract between the hon.
Minister and the hon. leader of the Opposition that I know of,
and I heard him say it might be done if any one desired it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I said nothing of the
kind, net a word.

Mr. RYMAL, I heard him say so.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, yes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I deny it distinctly. Any,

body who says I did, says what is net true.
Mr. BLAKE. I say I heard him say so.
Mr. MILLS. I say se, too.
Amendment

division :-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchiard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Dumont,
Fiset,

Amyot,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergen,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon (Charlevoix),
Cimon (chicoutimi),
coughlin,
Coupai,
Coursol,
Currier,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson.
Decosmos,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Gigault,

(hfr. Rymal) negatived on the following

YEÎAs:
Messieurs

Fleming, Macensie,
Flynn, Maloun,
Geoffrion, Mill,
Gillies, Olivier,
Gillmor, Paterson (Brant),
Gunn, Rinfret,
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Rymal,
Irvine, Skinner,
Killam, Sutherland,
King, Thompson,
Laurier, Trow,
McDonald(Victoria,N.S)Wheeler.-41.
Macdonell (Lanark),

NArs:
Messieurs

Girouard (Jacq. Cartier), Montplaisir,
Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Grandbois, O'Connor,
Guillet, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,
Haggart, Ouimet,
Hay, Patterson (Essex),
Homer, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Plumb,
Burteau, Pope (Compton),
Jones, Poupore,
Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kirkpatrick, Rochester,
Kranz, Ross (Duadas),
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, Routhier,
Langevin, Ryan (Marquette),
Lantier, Ryan (Montreal),
Longley, Scott,
Macdonald (King's), Shaw,
Macdonald (Sir John), Sproule,
McDonald (CapeBreton),Strange,
Macmillan, Tellier,
McCallum, Tilley,
Me0arthy, Tupper,
McCuaig, Tyrwhitt,
McDougald, Valin,
McLelan, Vallée,
McLeod, Yanasse,
McRory, Wade,
Manson, Wallace (Norfolk),
Massue, Wallace (York),
Merner, White (Oardwell),
Méthot, White (Renfrew),
Mongenais, Williams.-106.

Mr. BUNSTER. I consider the Government in this
gerrymandering business has not gone far enough. The
hon. Premier, as well as the junior member for Vic-
toria, will probably have to endorse the remarks I am going
to make. The electoral districts of Vancouver, according to
the returus of the British Columbia Government, contains
1,384 votes; that is more than Victoria has to-day. While
the hon. Premier does not, as a matter of course, like to
relinquish any part of the seat he now occupies so worthilyl
I have a right, in justice to British Columbia, to demand
from the Government that the constituency of Vancouver
Island shall be divided. I am not asking for any additional
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seat, I am merely asking for what is fair to the Island
which is, that all north of Nanaimo, including Comox an
Queen Charlotte Island, shall be entitled to one representa
tive, the constituency to be known as the Nanaimo electora
district; and that all south of Nanaimo shall have one re
presentative, save and except the city of Victoria. The cit
of Victoria shall have one representative, leaving three repr
sentatives the same as we have now. I do not see wh
the Government should not grant this request; inasmuch as i
is just and reasonable. But it is very hard to get any
thing from the Government; they know their grea
strength, their great majority, and they generally answer,
no. I am now alluding to the hon. Minister of Customs
who, as the hon. leader of the Government justly stated in th
last campaign, knew how to say no, and he bas not forgotte
to say noyet. I am speaking now for only a part of British
Columbia. I laid the matter privately before the Government
but could get no satisfaction from them. As to the Chinese,1
understood that the junior member for Victoria brought u]
the Chinese question without giving any notice of it, and th
leader of the Government snubbed him for it. I have spoke
of the Chinese question, year in and year out, and I can
safely say that no Government in Canada can stand unless
they make the Chinese question a plank in their platform
The present Government bas carried out the wishes of the
people, I believe, in regard to the National Policy as well a
with respect to the building of the Canadian Pacifie Rail
way, but they will have also to assist the people of the
Pacifie Province in preventing the Chinese from landing on
our shores. They have a good precedent in the action of
the people of the United States, as exhibited in California
in respect to this question. We have present the senior
and junior members for Victoria, and when they come to
consider the representation of Vancouver Island they will
no doubt approve of the proposal which I now submit to
the flouse.

Mr. DsCOSMOS. How many voters have you ?
Mr. BUNSTER. 1,134. How many have you in Victoria

city? I will read from the most energetic paper we have
in that Province, the Nanaimo Free Press, which, speaking
upon the question of representation, urges me to ask justice
for the Province in the following terms:-

" That it is nrgently required on this Island cannot be safely dis-
pnted. Look at the present anomaly of Vancouver District extending
from one end to the other of Vancouver Island and from one aide to the
other thereof and only teturn one member, while Victoria District, a
radius of two or tbree miles from the centre of the city, sends two mem-
bers. We hope to see Mr. dunstermovingenergetically and intelligently
in this matter, for he is sure to meet the opposition of the Victoria
element. l political matters, Victoria bas ever claimed to be the
entire Island, oftentimes the whole Province. It is high time this
anomaly was wiped out, and the country more fairly redistricted and
represented. We have frequently urged that Vancouver Island should
be divided into three electoral districts, each returning a member to the
House of Gommons, and we have heard no arguments to the contrary
(except selfish ones from Victoria). The suggestion made by us was
that Victoria city and district return one member; the farming settle-
ment between Victoria and Nanaimo, another; and the coal mining
districts of Nanaimo and Comox the third. This would give a fair and
equitable representation, not only as to population and importance, but
of the difrerent industries of the Island. The Provincial Legislature
have partly acknowledgedeeur importance by giving a second membear
to Ibis district, bo taka effeet at the coming general election. Il is a
matter of paramonntimportance that the intereste ofeaach district should
be properly represented, but that is impossible wbile the entire influence
is centered ln and around Victoria ; for in nearly all cases the inter-
este of Victoria are considered first and the others last. The same
principle permeates almost every Department of the Government. Why,
for instance, should Victoria get all the credit for the exporte and im.
ports of Nanaimo, for in all the reports Victoria le the only place men-
tioned. We are pleased to see that the Government have taken the

neral question of representation in hand, and il is te be hoped that at
ast justice will be doue to the Western Island of the Dominion."

I do not expect to meet with the opposition of the hon. leader
of the Government; though I May meet with the opposi-
tion of his colleagues. Nevertheless, I think they are disposed
to agree to my request; but if we have the support of the

Mr. BUNSTER.

1, hon. leuder ofthe Goverment we are secure. I beg to move
d in amendment:
a- That the said Bill be not nowread a third time, but that it be resolved
al that the Island of Vancouver, in British Columbia, having three seats
e. in Parliament, be divided as follows: Nanaimo city and aIl north.

imeludiug Denman Island, Hornby Island, Queen Charlotte Island and
y Taxada Island frn one electoral district know as the Nanairmo dis.
e- trict, and shall be entitled to one member; and all south of said district
y excepting the city of Victoria, shall be entitled to one member and shad

be known as the electoral district of Venconver • and the city of Victoria
t shall be entitled to ane member for the House oiCommons of Canada.

Mr. DECOSMOS. I must crave the indulgence of the
f louse for a few moments while I reply to the hon.
member. I have no doubt the hon. member is per-
fectly correct in stating that a portion of the popula-
tion of Vancouver Island district desired to have that sec-

h tion of the Province redistricted ; but I am not aware that
, it extends beyond Nanaimo. I am nt aware that the

district of Comox, the far northern district, desires such a
change. I am not aware that the district of Cowichan

e desires such a change, or any other portion of Vancouver.
n It is practically confined to Nanaimo alone. Nanaimo is
n in favor of Free Trade and wants a member to represent
s that view of publie policy. The hon. gentleman has

stated that in his district there are 1,134 electors. I am
not aware that that is correct. I find the number of
voters in bis district is 1,043. In the city of Victoria

- there are 1,134 voters. If the district should be divided as
e proposed, Victoria would have one member for 1,134 voters,

the district ho would call Vancouver one member for 558
f voters, and the district of Nanaimo one member for 635
, voters. Now, Sir, that would give to Victoria nearly

double the number of voters of any of the other districts.
Speaking, Sir, for the people of Victoria, so far as I know
their views, they have no desire that the country shall be
redistricted, but that it shall remain as it is. The arrange.
ment bas worked very well during the last twelve Sessions it
has been represented in Parliament, and I believe it would
work well in the future. I do not think it desirable that an
antagonistic element should be introduced in our country. T
do not wish to sec the people of Victoria taught Free Trade
doctrines, nor that the people of Nanaimo should be indueed
to cultivate Free Trade candidates. I am one of those who
believe in Protection as the sound fiscal policy for this
country, and I believe that.by uniting the towns of Nanaimo
and Victoria with the farming districts, that fiscal polioy
which has attained such success in this country in the last
four years has a botter chance of contributing to the
advancement of the western Province. I trust my
hon. friend will withdraw his motion, as I presume
i is rather presented to meet the views of some
of bis constituents than really to carrying out bis own
opinion as to the necessity of redistricting the Province.

Mr. BUNSTER. Victoria bas a vote of 1,095, according
to the Sessional Papers of British Columbia as recorded for
1880.

Mr. DzCOSMOS. I will show theb on. gentleman the
last Sessional Papers, 1881.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon, gentleman being agent of the
Government, probably has access to later information than
I have, but these wcre the latest I could procure in the
Library.

Mr. DECOSMOS. These papers are from the Library.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is

one of the representatives of Vancouver, while the, hon.
gentleman who has just spoken and myself also hail from
that Island. Now, there are two to one against him, for I
agree with my hon. friend and colleague representing
Victoria; so I hope my hon, friend will graciously yield to
the majority and withdraw bis motion.

Mr. BUNSTER. If it is a question of two to one, o
course I might as well subside, but I would ask the hon
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gentleman if this is fair. I suppose the hon. gentleman, if
he gave the order to hang a person, would be able to do it.

Motion withdrawn.
Mr. GUTHRIE. I have a motion to make with regard

to one more county. It relates to a matter which forms a
striking example of what we have been complaining of as a
defect in the Bill before the louse. One hon. member-I
think the member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick)-told
us that it was impossible to arrange the constituencies so
as to enable the minority to return a majority of the mem-
bers. Now, the county of Huron is arranged to accom-
plish precisely that re8ult. At the last election for this
House in the ridings of Huron, the total majority for the
Liberal candidate was 452, and in the elections for
the Ontario Assembly the Liberal candidates had
a majority in that county of 630. But the ar-
rangement proposed for dividing the county of' Huron,
if hon. gentlemen get the result which they antici-
pate, accordigio -the last vote, will enable the Conserva-
tive party to secure two of the seats for Huron, and only
leave one for the Liberals. They have fixed the whole of
the Liberal strength in one riding, so that a county which
is Liberal by from 400 to 700 would only have one repre-
sentative, and a minority of consultation will have two
from that county, if their calculations turn out to ho well
founded. I therefore move:

The population of the county: of Huron is 76,970 or an average of
25,656 for each of the electoral divisions into which the said county is
divided.

That the township of Stephen-and the village of Exeter are detached
from Huron and annexed to Middlesex, and the Township of Usborne is
detached from Huron and annexed to Perth. That the population of
the municipalities so detached is 9,303.

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,
with instructions that they have power to amend the provisions as to
the Parliamentary representations of the county of Huron.

Hon. MEMBERS. Lost on division.
Sir RICTTARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Of course if the

names are received there is no objection.
Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. There was an arrange-

ment made, and that arrangement was broken. The arrange-
ment was that after a certain vote was taken there should
be the same division for all the resolutions which should be
moved against the third reading. It arose in this manner:
The hon. member for Laval (Mr. Oninmet), who happened
to be on the other side of the louse, came over to me and
said ho had a proposition to make from the other side of
the House-that at a certain time one vote be taken, and
that vote should , govern the subsequent motions on the
third reading of the Bill. Ho said that proposition
came from the hon. leader of theOpposition through the hon.
member for Laval. There had been a vote taken before the
communication was made, but it was proposed by the hon.
leader of the Opposition that the divisions on the subse-
quent motions should be the divisions on the motion next to
be taken. I said, "INo; let us take a vote on this one
motion, and let that govern all the subsequent resolutions,"
and it was so finally agreed across the floor.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is correct in saying
that there was a consultation with the hon. member for
Laval, the result of which was the communicatioi made by
the hon. member for Laval, in the terms ho mentions. The
arrangement, however, that was made was one made openly
across the floor. I made the suggestion, and the hon.
gentleman made the modification, according to the recollec-
tion of myself and several other hon. members; that, of
course, if any hon. member objected on any occasion, a
division would have to be taken. Of course it is quite
obvious that any hon. member whô desired to
vote against a particular motion and vote for
another could net have his name recorded against
lis wilil Any snggestion Imade-was made in my place

here for the information of those who agree with me and
those who are opposed to me; and any statement the hon.
gentleman made, was made in the same way; and as far as
each o us could, we expressed our desire that sncb an arrange-
ment should be made. I take this opportunity to refer to a
phrase the hon. gentleman used intimating thatI had broken
my word in this connection. I say no word more than that
I did all I could do to carry ont the arrangement in the
sense of the modification, and I have nothing whatever to
do with the action of my hon. friend from South Wentworth
in suggesting a division; I did not know that it was his
intention to propose a division, and I did not propose, any
more than the hon. gentleman himself, to bind all the
members of this House. All I said was what I said openly,
and I think the observation of the hon. gentleman was un-
called for and contrary to the facts of the case.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can quite understand,
as the hon. gentleman states, that neither hoenor I can
govern any particular vote, and if any hon, member wishes
to vote contrary to his previous vote, ho has a right to do
so. But there is no pretence that on the motion made by
the hon. member for South Wentworth any one person
desired to change his vote. The supposition is that it was
known that a good many of our friends went away, and that
that was the motive and the reason this motion was made.
It was thought there would be a catch vote, which would
reduce the majority. That was the obvions intention.
There could be no sense in making the motion except for
that object, and the hon. gentlemen got a just reward for
what I say was a piece of parliamentary treachery by hav-
ing a larger majority recorded against them than on any
previous division to-day.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We would much prefer
seeing every hon. member on the hon. gentleman's side re-
cording his vote on these motions.

Mr. RYMAL. I understood, when the conversation took
place between the hon. First Minister and the hon. member
for West Durham, that as far as they could influence it the
arrangement they made would be observed. But I also
understood the hon. First Minister to say that if any one
desired a vote on a specific motion, they could not prevent
him from having it. When the hon. member for South
Perth (Mr. Trow) asked for a division the hon. First Min-
ister did rot say it was contrary to the arrangement, but ho
informed him that no five members had asked for the vote.

Mr. BLAKE. I would ask the hon. member for South
Wentworth to say whether I had the slightest intimation
that ho was about to propose the motion ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No one says the hon
gentleman had any previous intimation; but the hon. gen-
tleman cannot say what ho did with regard to the motion of
the hon. member for South Perth. Hoeasked the hon.
member for South Perth not to press for a division, to 'which
the hon. member agreed. The hon. gentleman did not
even turn round to ask the hon. member for South Went-
worth to do the same.

Mr. BLAKE. I believed that any motions that hon.
gentlemen might desire to have divisions upon had botter be
taken at the end of the proceedings, and the hon. member
for South Perth having made bis motion at a very early
stage, I thought that if we began the system of dividing
the practical re&ult of saving time by this arrangement
would be altogether gone. There is the whole of it. But
to impute to us the unworthy suggestion that-we desired to
catch a vote, is beneath the hon. gentleman's position. I
agree with the hon. member for Centre Huron that we
would infinitely have preferred that every supporter of the
hon. gentleman had been here to record his vote against
these motions.
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Mr. GUTHRIE. The very object in asking for the votes

to be recorded was to show the electors of the country who,
supported the Bill; and I understood the motive and object
of the hon. member for South Wentworth simply to ho
this: that he thought the case ho presented was such a
glaring one that he would have an exception made with
regard to it, and would, as he said, test the feelings of the
members who had professed personal friendship for him,
and see wbother they would vote him out of Parliament.

Mr. MoCALLUM(. I would like t. ask the hon. member
for South Wentworth if h. was in the House when the
arrangement was made?

Mr. RYMAL. I was.
Mr. McCALLUM. Then I say that was the time for

him to state that ho would not be bound by the arrange-
ment.

Mr. RYMAL. Not at all. Because I understood the
First Minister to say that any one specially desiring a
division should have it.

Mr. McCALLUM. I remember, on a former occasion
of a similar kind, I rose in the House and said I would not
be bound by the arrangement, and the hon. member for
South Wentworth should have done the same thing.

credit on himself. He can surely afford toallow the people of
this county an opportunity of expressing their wishes ade.
quately. . In Huron and Wellington there is a Liberal
majority, but such is the redistribution that it is impossible
to return more than one Liberal from each oounty. It is
most unfair to gag the majority in that way, and prevent
its fair representation. I move in amendment:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time,but that it beresolved,
that the couaty of Bruce comprises a population of 64,774 soul, or an
average for three ridingu of 21,591.

That the said Bil deatches from the north riding of Bruce so large a
populationl;as'to reduce North Bruce to 18,615, giving West Bruce,24 218, and South Bruce, 22,355.

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the boundaries of the pro-
posed three ridings of Bruce.

Amendment (Mr. Gillies) negatived on the following
division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Brown,
Burpe. (Suubury),
Caritwright.

Amendment negatived on a division. Oraey,
Mr. GILLIES. Before the Bill is finally passed I desire 0router,

to say a few words. Perhaps there is not, within the Durmont,
range of this Bill, a case that is more grievous than that of Fiset,
the county I represent. That the Government in power
should be inclined to fortify itself is reasonable to suppose,
if it should do it consistently with the interests of the Amyot,
country; but a re-adjustment, such as that contained in this BArkel,
Bill, done with the intention of disfranchising many of the Benoit,
electors, is of itself unfair, and is discreditable to Bergeron,
the party in power. There is no less dis'epancy Bil,
between the populations of the west riding Boldc,
of Bruce and the north riding of Bruce than 5,573. Bourbeau,
There is no reason, then, for taking 487 votes of the Liberal ec°,
party from the north riding and putting them into the Bunster,
weet riding. By allowing the township of Saugeen to Bunting,
remain in the north riding, the Conservative party would aieron (Victoria),
still have a chance beginning with a majority of 160 nitsn Car on,
favor, which surely ought to be satisfactory. If they can- Cimon (Charlevoir),
not win on that ground, they certainly belie their own Cimon (Chicontimi),

00st'Zvan,boast; for we hear from them constantly that they are uln,
perfectly satisfied with their position in the country, and Ooupal,
sure of winning in the next elections. If so, why seek so Coursol,
unfair advantage of members in a position like myself? Iarer,
This is not my case, but the case of the people of Bruce. I Daoust,
would scorn to ask favor in my own or their behalf, but I Dawson,
am here to ask their rights before the measure passes. DemuInier,arn hereDesjardins,
Perha there never was a Government in this country that Domvilie,
had a tter opportunity of acting an honorable part than Elliott,
the present, In a House of 206 members, they have had a °arrow,
majority of from 60 to 85 during the whole Parhiament; and Fortin,
they predict now their great success in the future. They Fulton,
surely, thon, can afford to allow the division of Bruce to ho Giganlt,
made on reasonable terms. We have a population of 64,000 Mr. BLAKE.
in that county. There is nothing simpler or essier than before the third r
to divide it and give 21,000 to each riding. But what is the the communicatio
objectoftheGovernment? It is to put the Conservativeparty dalen Islands. O
in such a position that it will be impossible for the people the provision aga
to have an opportunity of expressing their views by meaus that they were in
of their franchises. The hiving of the Liberals in the west to prepare a clau
riding affects no, les than 1,000. The leader of the Govern. but ho said ho
ment yesterday said that our object was to hive the Con- ment, and, there
servatives; but if we were to ho hived in that county as member for Gaspé
the Conservatives are we would be perfectly satisfied. that a proper clau
Surely thon the leader of the Government should have ing-a clause to 1
suffcient liberality to suggest to his friends behind him to portion of this pro
alow this division to be made in a way to 'refect some that the telegrapi

Mr. Bx&xa.

TI&s:

Fleming,
Flynn,

Gillimor,
Gunn,
Guthrie,

1son,
Irvine,
Killam,
Ring,
Laurer,
McDonald (Vic., N.S.),

Mackenzie,
Malouin,

olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Rinfret,
Rogers,

Sutherland,
Thompson,
Trow,
Wheler.-37.

Messieurs
Girouard Jac.Oartier),Montplaisir,
Girouard (Kent), mousseau,
Grandbocs, O'Connor,
Guillet, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,

aaggart, Ouime
Hay, Patterson (Basex),

Hoomer, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Plumb,

r UtPope (Oomptcn>,
KirkpazCiekRobertuon(Hannton),
Kranr, Roohester
Landry, Ross (Dundas),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Routhier,
Lantier, Royal,
Longley, Ryan (Marquette)
Macdonald (Kings), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
M°Donald (Cape Breton)Shaw,
Macmilan, Strange,
Menam, Tellier,
MeOarthy, Tilley,
McOuaig. Tupper,
McDougald, Trwhitt,
MODougall, Yalin,
XcLel Va1é
MeLeod, Vanis
MeRory, Wade,
Manson, Wallace Norfolk),
Miassue, Waliae (orkw)
Merner, oWite 0ardw'1),
Méthot, White (Benfrew),
Mongenais, Williams.-103.

I desire to call the attention of the Bouse,
eading, to the provision with referenco to
Dn of the reult of the voting in the Mag-
Ibjections were taken to the adequaoy of
ainst fraud, and the Government declared
adequate, and the First Minister attempted
se which would render it more perfect;
was not quite satisfed with this amend-
fore, the clause prepared by the hon.
é was laid over, the promise being given
se would be brought up on the third read-
perfect the precautions against fraud. A
ovision that the hon. Minister proposed was
hic returna ahould be subject to corrotion
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by the written return, and if the written return reacbed the
returning offcer before he needed it the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery might make up his report from that return;
and if it came afterwards he should send it to the Clerk of
the Houms, or some other officer, who should have power to
deal with it. On that understanding it was that the clause
passed. I invite the attention of the Government to the
necessity of carrying out the arrangement and remedying
those defects as soon as possible.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I certainly thougbt, last
night, on the motion of the hon. member for Gaspé, and
after his statement, that some means should be used against
possible fraud ; and I attempted on the spot to prepare a
resolution with that object. I found it-very difficult to do
so and was not satisfied with my work. I then said I would
endeavor to prepare another clause to prevent such fraud as
a stranger sending a false telegram to the returning officer.
But in consequence of our late sitting last night, when I
went home I had not time to prepare an amendment. I do
not now feel inclined to delay the passing of this Bill, which
has been so much obstructed yesterday and to-day, in order
to introduce such a clause.

Bill read the third time and passed.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT, 1874.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the third reading of Bill

(No. 157) to repeal certain provisions of the General Inspec-
tion Act, of 1874.

Mr. KILLAM. I beg to move that this Bill be referred
back to the Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of pro-
viding that mackerel be not subject to inspection if ex-
ported within two months before the lst of August in the
year in which they are caught. I was inclined to move
that the whole system of fish inspection should be done
away with ; but I explained my views on this subject at
length in the early part of the Session, and, at this poriod,
I would not like to press them too strongly on the consider-
ation of the Government. I beg leave to move this
amendment :

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,
with instructions that they have power to amend the same, by adding a
clause to provide that spring mackerel exported, or intended for export
before the lst of August in the calendar year, in which such mackerel
were caught, shall not be liable to compulsory inspection.

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the third
time and passed.

INSOLVENT BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES,
&c., BILL.

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved the third reading of Bill (No.
145) respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance Companies and
Trading Corporations.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). I beg to move the
following amendment:-

That the said Bill be re-coammitted to a Committee of the Whole,
with instructions that they have power to amend Sections 25 and 36, by
providing that the powers therein given to the Court shall be exercised
only upon such notice to the creditors, contributories, shareholders and
members, as the Court may order.

Amendment agreed to; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. BLAKE. The clause as to set-off or compensation

having been struck out, the Bill is defective as it now stands,
in that it contains no provision in lieu of the law of set-off
in the various Provinces.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. My hon. friend will recollect that
we excluded in that Bill ail societies which are entirely of a
civil nature. We might perhaps insert a clause relating to
the mode of compensation in al the Provinces, as regards
insurance companies and trading corporations, but I think
We cannot dm with loan companies and building societies.

Mr. GIROUAIRD (Jacques Cartier). I entirely object
to a set-off, whether applied to banks or building societies.
I believe the law of set-off and compensation is exclusively
a civil right which belongs altogether to Local Legislatures,
and I do not think we can, under pretence of making our
insolvent law, change the civil laws of the Province.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. If we have a right to legislate
with regard to these companies, we have a right to select
the way in which the claims of the creditors shall be settled.
A clause of this kind ought to be inserted, otherwise it will
leave the administrator of the company uncertain as to how
he ought to act.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier).- This is not a
question of formal claim at all, it is a question of right
between two creditors. If, under pretence of making an
insolvent law, you change the law of set-off, why not
change the other civil laws of the Province ?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It is an incident.
Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). W e have no power

to deal with the question.
Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

WAYS AND MEANS-CONCURRENCE.

On item 35 of resolution 2,
Mr. BUIRPEE (Sunbury.) The effect of the change in

the second paragraph of this resolution will be to impose a
duty on all fine salt. Of course the amount collected will
not be very large, but the amount of duty imposed as com-
pared with the cost of the article will be quite large, reach-
ing 50 per cent. This is another step in the direction of
taxing a great many, and farmers in particular, in the in-
terests of a few salt manufacturers-in the interests, in fact,
of one county in this Dominion, and of a very few manufac-
turers. It is a branch of manufacture so limited that they
eau at any time conbine to put their prices up, and the
plea that competition will regulate the market does not
apply in this case. In fact, if I am correctly informed, the
salt manufacturers at Goderich have already put up the price
of their salt 20 to 25 cents per barrel; and if the farmers have
the same facilities for combining which the manu-
facturers of that article have, I firmly believe
that no such imposition would be made. The duty
proposed to be levied is 12 cents per cwt., and in the
following section a duty is imposed on the packages or bags
in which fine salt is imported, which will amount to about 2
cents per cwt., making in all, 14 cents per cwt. The object
is to give a larger market to the manufacturers of salt, but
while it would be a tax upon the farmers who use this fine
salt largely in the making of butter and cheese, I do
not think that they will be able to send this salt to the
Maritime Provinces and consequently will ho of no benefit
the manufacturer. The duty is 14 cents per cwt., and at
the lowest freight rate on the Grand Trunk Railway and In-
tercolonial it will cost about 25 cents per cwt.
to take it to the Maritime Provinces. They may extend
their market further east than at present, but I do not
think they will extend it as far as the Maritime Provinces
by imposing a duty of 14 cents per cwt. The salt
generally used in the Maritime Provinces is the imported
Liverpool fine salt, and the price of that salt at the ports of
St. John and Halifax will not average over 20 or 25 cents
per cwt., and that is just about the price of the same
quality of fine salt at the Goderich mines. This tax, as I
say, will have to be paid entirely by the consumers. There
is no competition to regulate the price, and the farmers will
have to pay this tax. Let us just contrast the duties im-
posed upon articles which the farmers have to consume
and the duties imposed upon articles which they produce.
Upon agricultural implements they pay 30 per cent., upon
waggons and carriages 25 per cent., upon sugars between 50
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and 60 per cent., upon cottons and woollens from 30 to 70
per cent.

Mr. RYAN (M:ontreal). They are cheaper.

Mr. BURPEE. That does not prove anything in favor
of protection; and it cannot be proved that the articles
would not be cheaper if there was no duty imposed.
On parafine oil the farmers have to pay between 80 and
100 per cent, and this may be placed in the saine cate-
gory with sait, because there is no competition and the con-
sumer has to pay the whole of the duty; we can purchase
parafine oil on the other side of the line for about half the
price we pay on this side. On rubber boots and on boots
and shoes the farmers have to pay 25 per cent. The fact
is the farmers have to pay dearly for all they
use and ail they wear. Now, let us consider wbat
protection is afforded to the farmers. I do not admit that
upon the whole it is possible to frame a tariff that can pro-
tect the farmers; they are so situated that they can be pio-
tected in very few articles and some of those few articles are
not protected. How to protect farmers, lumbermen and
fishermen is a difficult problem. The farmers have about 30
per cent. on bacon and hem, and on some fruits and early
vegetables; and on these two articles the farmers have been
benefitted to some extent I admit, but they are about ail.
We import a large amount of pork, but there is no increase
of the duty on that article, except on the packages, and we
only pay about 10 per cent. as the price rules now. Last
year we imported $1,000,000 worth of pork. Now, I con-
tend that if the farmers are to be protected, a duty should
be paced on pork. I do not admit that it is a proper prin-
ciple, but I say that if we are to have protection the farm-
ers should have their share, and there should be an increase
in the duty on pork in the interest of the farmers. It may
be said that this would interfere with lumbering operations.
I admit that it would, but if we arc to have a protective
system, we should not protect one industry at the expense
of another, but give ail the protection we can to all the in-
dustries alike. There has been no increase in the duty on
butter and cheese, and I do not think any increase of duty
would increase the price of butter and cheese, because we
export butter and cheese. There are two other articles which
should be protected if we are to have protection, viz.: hides
and fine wools. We do not import coarse wool on which a
duty is imposed, but of fine wool we import largely, and on it
there is no duty. I contend that the farmers are not fairly
dealt with by this Tariff; while you are endeavoring to
protect all other classes you neglect them. To the fisher.
men you are proposing to distribute $150,000 as a bounty,
but there is no bounty for the farmers. Shipbuilders have
a drawback farners have none; they are harshly and
hardly dealt with in every way. It may be said that
the duties have been increased on cattle, horses, sheep,
coarse wool, oats and potatoes; but all these articles we
export and do not import as a rule, and therefore the duty
can beof no service; it is entirely delusive. I am surprised
that it should be contended that a daty put on articles which
we do not import but export largely, should be of any
benefit to the producer. I know it is said that it is for the
purpose of giving to the farmers the home market which
will be opened from the establishment of manufactures in
the coutry, and that this is their compensation for the
duties they have to pay upon manufactured articles.
This Tarif lias not increased the home markets in New
Branswick. We export now more than we did before it
came into operation. I had hoped for an increase of this
home market, but it hais diminished. St. John, which is our
principal market has decreased for several reasons. The fire
hurt it somewhat; but a portion ofthe wholesale trade bas leit
the city through various causes, including the departure to
Montrealof our manufacturers that w had in St. John a few
yarsgo, The bout ntshee .amÇfectuer has to a oêrtain

M1r. Bun (unibury.)

extent removed to Montreal. We do not manufaeture as
much nowin St. John or New Brunswick as before.the Tarif
went into operation; and we also import clothing. from
Montreal. The decrease of our wholesale trade is one
reason why the population has not increased. But there
are many other elements that have contributed .to this de.
crease. The Tariff has not increased the population in New
Brunswick, nor the home market for the farmers. It is
said the Tariff is in the interests of inter-provincial trade.
Before Oonfederation I did expect a great deal for this
trade, which it is desirable to encourage; but from one
cause or another it has not been encouraged, or encouraged
all on one side. We buy largely froin Ontario and Quebee,
but do not barter our products in exchange. We have to
sell our farm produce and lumber in England, and the
United States for coin with which to pay for the goods of
the western Provinces. The Tarif has effectually crippled our
trade with the United States, or prevented amutualexchange
ofgoods, and therefore has reduced our exportsto that country
than which, for some of them, we have no other market.
I know the purpose of the Government is to prevent a
foreign trade or our getting a market in the United States.
What, then, are we to :do with our surplus ? We have to
buy our flour, as a rule, and other producta in Quebec and
Ontario; but we have nothing to exchange for them except
our gold. I maintain, therefore, that this Tariff is injurious
to our farmers, and in their interests I object to this tax
on salt. The hon. member for North Huron is very anxious
that this new impost should be placed on this trade in the
interest of his constituents. That is very natural. Bût I
think he was not polite when he said in his own
emphatic way that if we did not choose to
buy the Goderich salt we might take a rolting-pin and
crush our own salt. I think that was hardly a kindly re-
mark, or gallant to the daughters of our farmers. That
is not the spirit that should animate the people of one
Province as regards another, and it is not in the interest of
the Dominion that such sentiments should go abroad. I
would not advise him to visit our Province and repeat that
remark, for he might find such an application of the rolling-
pin as might make his head e.nsiderably flatter than ait
present. The Government might spare us this imposition on
the salt used in the Maritime Provinces. The duty of 14
cents a cwt. cannot bring down the Goderich salt to the
Maritime Provinces. We can import foreign salt as cheaply
as they can manufacture it at Goderich. The
cost of freight on the salt from Liverpool to the Mari-
time ports is almost nominal, the vessels that come out to
these ports for lumber often bring out salt for ballast, for
which they get very little or no freight; and the price of
salt at the Maritime porta is as eheap as in Goderich. In
most cases, the freight, at its cheapest, to bring salt from
Goderich down to the Maritime Provinces, is 25 cents per
100 lbs. The duty is an imposition, pure and simple, on
the former.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. member said he
would be brief, but his brief was not as brief as he led us to
expect. I must congratulate the hon. member upon his
becoming an advocate of the National Policy. He com-
plained in the first place that we had not increased the
duty on pork. Now, practically, we have increased the
duty on pork, because, previous to the passage of the
Tarif, it was 1 cent a pound on 185 Ibs., and now $2 per
barrel is collected instead of the $1.85. The rate of duty
during last year colleoted on purk was about 20 per cent.,
and during 1880 it was 20 per cent. On hams, shoulders
and bacon, we added 50 par cent. to the duty collected
before. Still the hon. member stands up here an advocate
of the farmers, and complains that we did not impose a
higher duty on these articles. I think, therefore, Iliave a
right to claim him as an advocate of the National Polioy.
Es also discussed parafie oil. It As weil kowzm tha" the
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reduction of duty on parafme oil was made under pressure1
from hon. members now in the majority, but there is a
minority. Therefore, there is no increase of -duty in the
matter. With reference to the salt duty, the hon. gentle-1
man says it is an imposition on the Maritime Provinces.
A short time ago, a party in the city of St. John etarted the
business of grinding coarse salt, and manufacturing it into
butter salt; therefore, there is a competition between salt
coming into the country under the Tariff and the salt f rom
the west. Everywhere the grinding may not be done with
the rolling-pin, but it could be done everywhere, It is
done in Yarmouth.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It was done in Yariouth, but it is
not done there to-day.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is a greater inducement
to-day to do it. The hon. member says the importation on
oats has not increased the prices. In this we differ with the
hon. member on his right who says that oats being taxed
has increased the price of taking ont lumber.

Mr. IRVINE. Will the hon. gentleman tell me how a
duty of 1 cent. per lb. on pork is equal to 20 per cent.
ad valorem.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Take the returns of 1880, and
the hon. gentleman will find that the duty was equal to 20
per cent.

Mr. IRVINE. I have no recollection of any time during
the past year when pork was sold for $10 per barrel. The
price to-day is $22 per barrel, and at that rate the duty
would be less than 10 per cent. Again, he says that people
roll coarse salt into fine salt. The hon. gentleman ought to
know that the salt ground for dairy purposes is pure rock
salt. Lt is imported in 10 or 20-lb. boxes, and if the Ontario
salt were given to me for nothing I would not use it in the
dairy. I have read essays from men who have analyzed
the article, and they pronounee the article unfit for dairy
purposes at all; rock salt ground is far better for dairy
purposes. Again, the hon, gentleman says that he has not
put an additional duty upon dry ham and bacon. I ask the
hon. gentleman if any sensible man in this country would
dry meat for the purpose of sending it across the border and
pay an additional duty on it, when he can send hams green
for 1 cent, a lb., and thus save the trouble of drying.

Sir IEONARD TILLEY. The hams are no better,
whether they are green or not.

Mr. IRVINE. It is not green hams, it is only the dried
hams, that are mentioned. That is a great protection to
the farmers. The hon. gentleman must have a vast
amount of intelligence to say that you can take dried hams
across the line by paying 1 cent per lb., when you
can take green hams across for nothing, that you dry them
for the sake of paying 2 cents per lb. on them. That
argument is of a piece with all the rest. They insult the
farmer and then they try to humbug him. It is bad enough
to go out into the streets and - talk such nonsense to an
ordinary beggar, but it is worse for the hon. Minister of
Finance, who understands figures as well as he does, to try
to stuff this Ilouse with it. When he says that 1 cent
per lb. duty, or $2 on the barrel, is equal to 20 per cent.,
you ought to laugh at him. There has not been a day for
ten years in any market in Canada, when our pork has
sold for 82 a barrel. Those are reckless statements which I
thought ought to be named at the very time. If the hon.
gentleman oppositeoeannot make truthful statements, he had
better make no statements at all.

Mr. PARROW. Coming from a salt-producing county
I cannot allow these arguments to go unchallenged. We
ought to be proud of the natural resources of this country,
prond of our coal in the East and of our salt beds in the
West, and 1 look forward to the time when we shal have a
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large inter-provincial trade in the articles of coal and sait.
I wish particularly to insist upon one characteristic of
our salt, and that is its purity. I am astonished at the
assertions made here to-night by the hon. member for Car-
leton (Mr. Irvine). He ought to know that our salt is
the purest in the world. He can laugh, but he laughs at
the best intelligence in hie country, at the best chemists and
analyste. The matter has been proved by experiment. In
one of our cheese factories, they salted three different
cheeses with Liverpool salt, with some of the best
salt manufactured in Syracuse, and with salt from
Mr. Colman's well in Seaforth. The curd for all
these cheeses was taken from the same vat. Then
three of the best experts in Canada were brought on to test
these cheeses, and they gave the first prize to the cheese
salted by the Huron salt.- Next it is contended that this
duty increases the price of salt. The duty on salt is 8 cents
per 100 lbs. in bulk, and 12 cents when it is barrelled up.
Now, if a farmer had to buy 100 lbs. of fine salt he wouid
only pay 12 cents duty, but that salt would salt all the
butter made on a large farm in one season. The hon. Minis-
ter of Finance shows there is competition ; they are grind-
ing it up in the Lower Provinces and thus avoiding the
duty. What benefits have we derived from the discovery of
salt in this country ? I hold in my hand a letter from a
gentleman who says that before our salt was discovered the
Americans charged us $1.65 a barrel, but since we manu-
facture our own salt they have diminished their price to
$1.32. During the last ten years we have saved 8300,000
a year, or $3,000,000 altogether, but the hon. gentleman, fol-
lowing the gospel proclaimed by the hon.leader of the Oppo-
sition, does not believe in trading with his own people. He
says to the people of the Maritime Provinces: "Your trade
does not lie in the direction of Ontario, it lies in the
United States, send your money over there." That is the
very doctrine which drove these gentlemen from power in
1875, and as long as they cling Vo that doctrine they cannot
come back to power. The hon. gentleman talks about the
duties increasing the price, and he mentioned agricultural
implements. Just consider the testimony given by the
farmers of Ontario to Dr. Orton's Committee, farmers who
knew well what they were talking about. Agricultural
implements were cheaper. Such were the opinions of
practical farmers who knew what they were talking about.
What is the use of hon. gentlemen talking about this amall
duty; it is not going to do us much good. I would rejoice
if by levying a coal duty the Lower Provinces could be bene-
fitted. I do not think they have much to complain of.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I took down the statement
made by the hon; member for Carleton. I will not say the
hon. member, in which he said I made au untruthful state-
ment.

Mr. IRVINE. I said so in regard to 20 per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is difficult to make the hon.
member understand anything. I have here the value of
pork imported in 1879:it was 8375,923, on which a duty was
collected of $80,468; in 1880, $663,166, duty collected,
$124,764; the average of these two years being 20 per
cent. Here the hon. gentleman said I made an untruthful
statement and did not know what I said. The Ion. gentle-
man said the only duty on shoulders was on dried shoulders.
Why, here is the Tariff in which it says shoulders, fresh,.
salted or dried, are subject to a duty of 2 cents per lb.

Mr. ANGLIN. According to the Trade and Navigation
Returns of 1881, the quantity of pork imported was
13,322,639 Ibs., of the value of $898,947, on which a duty
was paid of 8133,226, or about 15 per cent. The hon.
member for Carleton (Mr. Irvine) is correct in saying that
pork has not been purchased for 810 per barrel for some
years past.
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r LEONARDILLEY. r took the twoyearsþtevioùs.

Mr. ANGLIN. Pork bas ruled exceptionally cheap
for the last year or two, but when we speak of this duty we,
do not refer to ayear or two, but to its general effect. The
hon. member said the farmers were not protected as are
other clases, that they do not enjoy a full share of such
benefit. With respeet to oil: it is true the duty on oil
has"not been changed in one sense, but a material change has
been made as to test of quality, and American oil bas been
almost;excluded from our market by the operation of that>
test. The, price has been increased very materially because
ilwas necessary that a high rate must be paid to the Am-
ericans. The oit that enters into consumption in the United
Beates is ot of an explosive character or dangerous in
the household, but under this protective system it has been
shut out. With respect to sait the Ministerial pro-
posai would afford no protection to -Huron salt, it will
not force Huron sat in the Lower Provinces markets, but
it will make the article dearer there. It is not necessary to
discuss the Huron salt. It may be the. purest in the world,
but there is- au opinion-a prejudice, if you wish-against
the use of Ontario salt for dairy purposes, and the people do
not care to be forced against these prejudices by Act of Par-
liament. In the Old Country salt for dairy purposes is
obtained from the sait rock. It will cost 25 lts. per 100
Ibo. for the carriage of Huron sait to King's or Queen's
County in New Brunswick. With respect to the remark of
the hon. member for Carleton, the hon. gentleman's remark
that the hon. Minister made an untruthful statement was
rather an unparliamentary expression, or an offensive
expression.

Mr. àPROULE. I beg to direct the attention of
hon. metnbers to the report made by the Ontario Govern-
ment in t·elation to an investigation on the question of salt
in the Goderich and Kincardine districts. The hon. mem-t
ber for GiouËester (Mr. Anglin) considers it impossible to
get t*o kinds ofeait out of the same well.

Mr. ANGLIN. I did not say anything of the kind.
Mr.SPROULE. He did net ezhibit a properknowledge

of the quession, becanse in Goderich there are five different
strata, -and ont of eäh of these strata different kinds of salt
may be obtained. I have here the report of the cele-b
trated 'atalyÉt, Sherry Hunt, and he rates its purity at
9'-30, which we know, froin the reports of the United
States and Europe, is a vr high percentage of chloride 6fb
sodiun. If ybà corpare theproportion of the chloride ô£
calcium and of other salts, you will find that the Canadian
sait is ospecially good as compared with that of other cOuP-
tries. The hon. gentleman hbas only to go to the Geological
Museum and look at the specimens ofsalt there, to convincei
himself that Canadian salt, from the coarsest rock sait mtpis
to the finéest daiy,ie ofthe very best quality. 'Before the
development of the Canadian mait industry we used to have s
to pay $3 a barrel,.whereas now we can get it at 16 cents
per barrel by the carload,'or at retail for $1 a barrel. When
the gentlemen engaged in this manufacture were be- c
coming successfal, the Americans came here and tried
to buy ther off, and failing in that forced their sait B
on the Canadian inarkets at prices which made compe. o
tition impossible, being sonetimes 25 to 50 cents less
.than the prices for which it was sold in their own country.
The resuit ws to break down the men engaged in the busi-
ness and the loss of a large amount of capital; and then
tiëeyaplied 'te the G enment to do soMething for 'them,
to gie them a' chance to" develdp the" resources of the

ountry, hid they would rngaÈe tou'ppiy a better' quality
of sait at a bheapbr price. That promise lias beenkept, so

ar as reethn 'Ontario is concerned, 'ad it This
protctidn eis eonlfutued, uth the assistance to
of inter-provincial trade, we can siily hd à M

Mr. A NGLuI.

Maritime Protfieès with every ¶quaity -of salt it -the
iowestprice, taking in return the produets of these-Provin-
ces. T e hon. member for Sünbury (Mr. Burpee) made
some remarks with regard to farm produée, which, if 'he had
madle thèm in Western Ontario, wotld have expoSâd him to
a charge of'being -more ignorant than farmers es1aily-ate.
He ouglit -to know that in the West we had ifattleenake
pork, as it was called-the worst'kind of pôrk-.broght in
and sold at $10 per barrel. I know that hundreds' 6f bar-
reis were beught by the lutnbermen at that pricesaitd that
their exténsive use of it had a tery bad effect on 'fhe Cana-
dian market. The same was the case with regárd to&Am-
erican oats bought by lumbermen, whose operationB are
generally along the frontier, the result being that the price
of Canadian oat went rapidly down. To-day, however, the
very reverse is the case. Our inibermen are buyihg <ana-
dian products and spending their mouey among the furin-
ers, who are receiving full return for their làbor. If ~thèse
hon. gentlemen should travel' through western OntarieAnd
use the arguments which they have employed' tbýnight,
they would be open to cither 'of two, charges-seither that
they were absolutely ignorant of the subject, or that they
were so dishonest, se blinded, that in the interests f their
party they would deny what they -know to be true. They
can take which horn of the dilemma they please, 'lut I arn
quite certain that when the time comes for the people to sit
in judgment upon them, they will return the same verdict
that they returned i 1878; they will say that they have no
confidence 'in these' gentlemen, becaùse either they"do not
know what the country wanted, or, ki'dwing it, failed 'to

Mr. BÚIRPEE (Sunbury). I wish to make an explana-
tion. I gave the percentage on pork at 10 per cent. and I
wish to say that L took the prices in St. John at $22.50 and
deducting $2.50 for freight and charges. I took the pirces at
the present time-and did not speak of any past period.

Resolution carried on a division.
On Resolution 2,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. 'When this proposition was

introduced, it was proposed, with the view of metine the
requirements of several of the leaditig educatibnal in'stitu-
tions in the country, that they should be permitted to import
books, maps and charts, not exceeding two in number, free
of duty. t wag thought that this *&buld be o'considerable
advantage to these institutions, and would 'not 'injure .the
book trade. But upon enquiry, we find that the practical
advantages to these instittttions would be amall, becaµse
when they import in emall numbers they have to pay the
retail price, and we found that we would interfere materially
with the book trade, because these articles form a large
tem in their importations. These views having been pre-
ented to the Government, we have decided to'ask that that
portion of the resolution be struck out. imove that it be
o amended.
Amendment agreed to; and' renaining ifesolution con-

urred in.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved for leave to 'inï.oduce

ill (No. 169) to amend the sevéral Acts imposing the.dùties
f Customs now ini;force.
Bill read the first time.

SUPPLY-IONOURRIENCE.

On Rèsolation 28,
Dorchester Penitentiary............. 42,345 30

In reply to Sir rInan J. RCArwimUT,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 'We 4do''ot sée dtw ay
niaking speciaF provision f br"the moie fenale priàbdnr in

i e ftehir, bt>urimg tMdhis% sheltoonsider
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same w&ycof providing for the female conviet, perhaps at-
Kingîten or somewhere olse.

On Resolution 35,
Pulishing Debatea....................... $20,000

Mr. BL AKE. We will require sone information on that
subject also.

Mr. BOWELL. After this item was roserved, and the
hon. leader of the Opposition asked for in*rmation in regard
to it1 applied to Mr. lîartney, who supplied me with a state-
ment. Of course the louse understands that certain amounts
were, paid.after the sums voted by Parliament lapsed. The.
Çlerk tella me that they have been in the habit of using the
m9ney, or obtaining the money, either by grant or from
whatever funds; they had at their disposal for the year, for
tho printing, afterwards paying it back again after the
appropriation was made for the following year. The total
amounts exponded for reporting, printing, for paper and
miseellaneous services for the years from 1875 to 1881, were
as follow.:

TOTAL Ø0sT.
1875. 1876., 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1880-81.

$X2,329i $12,280 $15,356 $19,007 $16,130 $16,286 $24,099

APPROPRIATION.

$8,000 $15,000 : $25,000 $20,364 $19,425 î$25,000

These sums vary from $10,000 to $30,000, and in the Public
Accounts appears as if the printing, &c., for 1881 cost $30,125,
while the expenditure for that year's work was only
$24,099. A delay sometimes took place in completing the
work of the year until after the financial vear had ceased.
Consequently the noney has to be paid after that, and gives
an apparently larger amount of expenditure that year than
the work really done entailed; while in other years the
amount, stood as low as $8,000 or much less.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the figures shown as the ex pen.
diture for the next two or three years will be very consid-
erably under the expenditure, and that this expenditure was
settled on the figures of the first year.upon which thora was
a large vote, $20,000.

Mr. BOWELL. That was in 1878. The first year the
eost was but 812,000, while the vote was not taken until
afterwards. The Government took the responsibility for
the expenditure for'that year, with the consent of the louse,
or4rjpg the printin-g of the debates without any appropria-
tion, but, to be.paid for afterwards.

Mr. BLAKE. It would appear as if the votes for the
earlier years: had been inadequate or the expenditure
excessive - in one year there was an outlay of
$25,000; one should understand how those accounts have
been balaneed. I suppose that this last year, in which
$30,000 apparently was expended, it would have covared
sorg.earrpars. It would be important to,prevent the recur-
rence of tho4se irregularities in the payments, so that the
work of one fiscal year might be comprised within that year.

Wr. BpWELL. That is almost impossible unless we in -
sist on all the work being completed, ineluding the printing
and binding, before 30th June r In many cases it runs over
into July before the binding is done; and as the binding is
part of- the expenditure, it would really appear to be an ex-
penditure ascribed to the year in which the money was paid,
while it is not. As I have already stated, for the year end-
ing 30th June last, it would appear as if the debates, &c.,
cost 830,V5, while the expenditure was $24,099, and it is
just so with the other years.

On Resolution 37,
Grant to the Parliamentary Library...............$7,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. As to this itçm also
we aps}4 d hava s info meItiQs.

Mr. BLAKE. Since this item waa reoerved i reporfsof
the Library Committee has been presented, from which it,
appears we are once again in a position of diffteulty ae
to the Library grant. There was an expenditure by the,
librarian, under the expectation of a large grant, which,
expectation was not afterwards realized; so that the allow-
ance for the year is once again to be starved. The views of
the Committee cannot be carried out, if the voto be aa
limited as this amount. The report contains the report of
the librarian, the substance of which is that he applied for
a grant of $3,000, and an increased grant of. 810,000; that
ho had reasons to believe that those proposals would be
complied with, and bought a large number of books in con-
sequence; that the first grant of Estimates wa saut to,
them with the proposed estimate of $10,000, which amount
was subsequently struck out, when he found himself with-
out those resources, and after apending one-rhalf of the
grant for the year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry to see this state-
ment is made by the Library Com mittee. Of course, it is
true, but it shows that the librarian continues to do, year
after year, what we have been complaining of year after
year, exceeding the sum placed at his disposal. The Gov-
ernment have remo3nstrated several times, but that olifcer 's
especially under the control of both The Oer-
mittee should adopt some rule by which the librariAn will
be prevonted spending more money than ho is authoized to
spend. A great many of the books purchased for the
library are books that ought not to be there. There seema
to be on the other side booksellers who take a pleasure in
sending us a great deal of trash with which to fil our
shelves.

Mr. BRECKEN. The proportion of light literature in
the library was enquired into by the Committee, and the
librarian said there was a smaller percentage than in any
other library of the same size. The pecuniary difficulties
have been caused by the very large outlay in the parohase
of law books.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There was a special vote
for that. I understood> from tfie discussions in Oonm'ittee
that a portion of the funds for general literature had to be
expended on law books.

Mr. MILLS. The difficulty is due to.some extent tq the
fact that the appropriation is mâde by the Goqrnmeit, i-
stead of being reqommended directly by the Library Oom-!
mittee. I know that the librarian stated that the eltinaté
of the hon. Pinance Minister had been sbeijtted to him,
and that he concurred in it, but that afterwar". a whòl1
different estimate was brought down,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The librarian wrotg Vo the
Hon. W. H. Odell. In his communication ho statesthat in
November, 1881, lhe applied for an immediato adva>it (
$3,000 over and above the vote of Parliamont to cover exaist-
ing deficiencies in the library. Qf coure no such amoapt
could be given, as it would be a violation of the stan4ipg
order. Shortly after that he says a clerk fro ,tbe Finance
De artment brought him a proof-sheét of thé Estimates~ by
or4er, which included this amount, but that 'afterî'arditthe
Government reyised the Estimates and only gave the ordin-
ary grant. No man in the Department ha4 thé right or
authority to submit this estimate to the Librarian. Well,
Sir, I must say this is an extraordinary letter, and I feel it
my duty to ascertain if any official in my Department gave
to Mr. Todd a statement that that was the revised addition
of $10,000.

Mr. BLAKE. I presume he did not suppose the clerk
brought it without an order.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I seo there are nopoFsleQt
with 1:0,000 on them.

1882.-
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Mr. BLAKE. My object was to call the attention of the

House to the condition in which we stand with reference to
the library. The Minister of Publie Works has perhaps
suggested the condition of things that formerly existed.
About two years ago a difficulty arose from its being ascer-
tained that there had been a system of purchasing on credit
which had gone on for some years-not that the grant
itself had been overdrawn in the sense that Parliament had
been asked to give more money, but that there bad been
some purchases on credit, the ultimate result being that the
library was about $7,000 short. We proposed to settle this

7,000 by reducing our grant to $3,500 a year for current pur.
poses for two years. That being paid off we now recur to our
ordinary $7,000 grant. In the meantime the librarian
appears to have found that the 83,500 a year was inadequate,
and he appears to have made this proposal to the Govern-
ment upon which the purchases have been made. The
result is that for the year for which wo are now voting these
estimates we are to have but $3,500. That is the condition
of things in which we are when we know that for law books,
publications, binding, &c., something like $81,000 a year is
required, so that we shall only have $2,500 for the next
year for the purchase of books. It seems to me that the
library will fall into a disreputable and improper state of
arrears as to current literature.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not if they anticipate the
expenditui e.

Mr. BLAKE. For the last two years we have only had
$3,500 a year, of which only $2,500 have been available for
making additions to the library.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They have anticipated the'
.next year. We have the books ordered and they are herc.
The hon. gentleman will observe that if the librarian ex-
pects there will be $10,000 available he would obviously
order a class of books to an extent which would not be
ordered if he had only $1,000 instead of $13,000. The diffi-
culty is that on the first of July next we shall only have
available $2,500.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think it is the fault of the
librarian, who, instead of doing his duty by confining him-
self to the vote of the current year, expends half of the
grant of the following year. He continues that from year
to year. We condoned the offence once by giving $3,500 for
two consecutive years, and he still goes on in the same way.
I say he should be called to account and be made to limit
himself to the vote of Parliament. Now we are voting $7,000,
and we find that half of the money is gone already, because
the librarian took upon himself to expend the money before
Parliament gave the vote.

Mr. BLAKE. The librarian says that he made applica-
tion, that a proof-sheet of the Estimates was brought to
him containing these two items, and he made these pur-
chases. My proposition is that we ought to consider
whether only 82,500 should be expended in additions to the1
library.1

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not think we can ask
Parliament to increase the appropriation this year. But
suppose the librarian had not spent a dollar beyond what
Parliament had voted, we would still have $7,000 to expend
next year. Practically he has expended $3,500, the books
are there, the money has not been thrown away. Thet
library will receive the benefit within the twelve months of9
the 87,000.8

Mr. MILLS. I do not think we will ever be able tob
make a satisfactory selection of books, with the amount of0
money we appropriate from year to year. If the members
of the Library Committee were furnished during the interval u
with a catalogue of the publications as they appear it t
would be quite possible to asist the librarian in making a J

Sir LïonAin TILLER.

selection. But as it is now the purchase of publications
takes place during recess, and necessarily so, as often the
additions would otherwise be exhausted. When the Library
Committee meets, they find purchases have already been
made. This cannot be avoided unless different steps are
taken.

On Resolution 23,
contingent ezmffses of the High Commissioner of

Canada atLMon... ............... s $4,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I understand when
the High Commissioner, Sir Alexander Galt, sailed on the
4th instant, for this country, and when this item was under
discussion before, the Finance Minister informed the Bouse
that the First Minister would state what the policy of the
Government was, whether Sir Alexander Galt had resigned,
and if it was intended to obtain a successor, or any other
information.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sir Alexander for private
reasons has offered his resignation, but it has not yet been
accepted, and the subject will be a matter of discussion
between him, myself and the Government when he arrives
here. He sailed on the 4th instant, as the hon. gentleman
bas said. The Government have no intention to do away
with the position. In case Sir Alexander's resignation is
accepted and a vacancy takes place, the Government will
endeavor to fill it.

On Resolution 128,
To provide for one year's subsidy, to be granted

at the rate of $50,O00Oper annum, to a line of
steamers to trade between Canada and the
West Indies and Brazil, provided a like
amount be paid by the Brazilian Government $50,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHIT. With respect to
this item, we were to be informed as to the position of the
subsidy to be granted by the Brazilian Government, and as
to whether it had been so granted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The grant of the
Brazilian Government las not been made to this Govern-
ment, but to the steamship line. The Brazilian Government
give the same bonus as we do, and the line is now in opera-
tion, and we hope it will be successful.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The point is whether
the grant was made by the Brazilian Government, as our
grant is made dependent on the sum granted by Brazil.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. So we understood.
There has been no official communication from the
Brazilian Governiment in respect to the matter, but the con-
tractors have established a line of good steamers, and we are
informed by the proprietors that they have succeeded in
obtaining the same subsidy from the Brazilian Government.
I have no doubt that is true, but we have no official commu-
nication from the Brazilian Government to that effect.

Mr. BLAKE. Did the contractors not offer the Govern-
ment any proof that they had obtained a subsidy from the
Brazilian Government ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They started the fine.
Mr. BLPAKE. Parliament was asked to grant, and did

grant, $50,000 on condition that a line was started, and the
Brazilian Government supplied an equal amount. The
Government should have obtained evidence that the condi-
tions on which Parliament made the grant had been fulalled.
The statement of the contractors is not a sufficient guarantee.
Some documents establishing the fact of the grant having
been made by the Brazilian Government shiould have been
obtained and laid before the Government.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I think the lon. gentle-
man is bard to satisfy. The contractors were informed by
the Government in writing that they had received a grantfrom
Brazil, and that theU ne had been eetablisbed, and that we
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had given over $50,000. If they return the 850,000 to the
Brazilian Government we still have the line. I have no
doubt that this amount has been paid by the Brazilian
Government. We have the ships and trade.
- Mr. MILLS. The vote passed on the condition that Brazil

should contribute a like amount. Not only should the Gov-
ernment have had evidence conclusive to that effect, but it
should have been brought before Parliament in order
that Parliament might know the conditions on which the
money was being granted, and whether these conditions
were actually complied with.

On Resolution 132,
For steam communication from Port Mulgrave, at

the terminus of the Eastern Extension Railway,
to East Bay, Cape Breton.......................... $6,000

Mr. ANGLIN. I think an hon. gentleman stated that
another party had offered to do this service for a much
smaller sum, but for some reason the offer was not accepted.
It was understood, I believe, that some papers were to be
brought down.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Enquiry ws made at the
Department, but no such application hus yet been received.
If these parties should yet write to the Department, their
applications will be considered. I think one of the hon.
members from that district said that a letter had been re-
ceived by a member-now deceased -saying that they
would do the work, but it was not sent to the Department.

On Resolution 115,
River Saskatchewan, examination and im-

provement of......... ................................ $20,000
In reply to Sir RrcuAnn J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. This amount is for the pur-
pose of building a wing dam and removing boulders at
Cove's Falls and Tobin's Rapids, 810,000 each. The Hud-
son's Bay Company, who are interested in the work, have
offered on their part to build a pier at each of two other
places at $6,00) each.

On Resolution 118,
Dredging................................................ $128,000

Mr. ANGLIN. In Committee I asked the hon. gentle-
man whether he did not intend to do some dredging at
Bathurst, and he said he thought he would have a special
item for that work. I notice that there is no such item.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say whether I
shall be able to do anything more or not as we have only a
certain amount of time and a certain amount of money to
do the season's work. • We try to use the dredges alongi
the coust in such a way that we may reach a certain point1
at the end of the season without returùing to do any work.
If I can do anything for the place in question I will endea-
vour to do it.

Mr. KILLAM. I call the attention of the hon. Minister
to the fact that while the flouse was in Committee I asked
about the work of the dredges. le gave me a fair explan-
ation, which I thought would have been taken down by the
Ransard reporters. The fact that it was not reported only
bears out what I said to-day, that the staff have been over-
worked.

On Resolution 179,
Culling timber............................................. $67,000

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. From 1872 to 1878 the total
receipts from this source were 8525,647, and the expendi.
ture, $559,828. Last year the receipts were $36,000, and
the expenditure, $51,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There appears to bei
a heavy falling off in this item. It appears to me objec-'

tionable that we should have to pay $20,000 or $30,000 to
maintain a Cullers' establishment, and on the measuring of
timber, which timber pays dues to one or other of the two
Provincial Governments, especially when there is such a
discrepancy between the receipts and expenditure. We are
simply paying out Dominion money for the convenience of
the Provincial Governments, and for a service which
specially belonged to them.

Mr. ANGLIN. Formerly there was usually a Bmall
surplus in this service every year. Years ago I took
objection to our acting in a matter which should be left to
the local authorities, but it was said then that it would be
difficult to have it managed by the local authorities, because
a large quantity of this timber went from Ontario to
Quebec, and there would be difficulty in entrusting the
culling to either the one Government or the other. After-
wards some members of the House, interested in the timber
trade, clamored for a re-adjustment of the rates, alleging
that the amount levied on the timber for the amount of
these cullers was exorbitant. We find ont how these men
have been satisfied. Instead of paying the cost of the cull-
ing, the revenue does not pay more than half of it. That
should not occur any longer. The Government should
increase the tolls, so as to raise money enough to cover the
expenditure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is quite true that
the expenditure exceeds the receipts, and an attempt should
be made to make the receipts and expenditures balance.
But this is a matter which must of necessity be under the
charge of the Dominion Government, as it is like the in-
spection of flour, a matter connected with trade and com-
merce. At the same time it is quite true that the timber
comes from one Province or another, and if the timber is
cut from Government land, the revenue therefore goes to
the Local Treasary. If there should be a casual falling off
in the receipts in any one year, it cannot be helped.

Mr. CARON. The arrangement under which the sum
of money is now pid to the cullers was arrived at when Mr.
Laflamme was Minister of Inland Revenue, and after most
of the gentlemen engaged in the lumber business, who were
sitting in this House as members, had met the Minister of
Inland Revene and had arrived at the conclusion that the
amonut the cullers are now receiving was the smallest
amount that should be paid to them. To-day at Quebee,
where most of the culling takes place, the cullers are com-
plaining that this $700 which they receive is not sufficient,

cause out of that they have to pay about $'50 for atten-
dants. This is the smallest amount that can be paid to
these cullers, who have to give particular care to the study
of their profession, and I think every gentleman engaged in
the lumber trade will say that it is fairly earned by the
cul lers.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). I do not see how it is that
the revenue which was collected in 1875-76 was larger
than it is to-day. The revenue and expenditure for the
several years past have been as follows:-

In 1874. ..............................
1875..... ............ . .........
1876.... -.. ...........
1877 ............................
1878..........................
1879.........................................
1880.........................................
1881................ . . ........

Revenue. Expenditure.
$92,000 $82,000

89,000 81,@W0
81,000 76,000
74,000 68,000
53,000 49,000
24,000 44,Oo0
27,000 44,650
36,000 51,000

Up to 1878 there was a surplus to the credit -of this fund,
and the expenditure has almost doubled in the last three
years. While the receipts and expenditure balanced each
other, of course there was no complaint; but now it is a
question whether the charges have not been largely in-
creased during the last two or three years.
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On- Bsolution-,270,

To provide for expenses in connection with the
training ship Charybdi..............,.......... 1 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We were promised,
after.a lIong and protracted discussion on this item,, that the
Goveirnent.would endeavor to make up their minds as to
what was te be done with this remarkable ,vesel, a4nd would
give us some information on the subject.

Sir JOHN A. XACDONALD. The Government do not
intend asking any snm of money for the eatablishnment oft
naval training schooL The Government are considering
what they. will, do with this vessel, and when they have
reached a decision they will make it known.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed to incur any furt-her expeuse-
for -this veusel?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no expense to
be incurred except for caretaking until she is finally dispos-
ed of-

Sir RICHRD1U J. CARTWRIGHT. Variouo items- have,
been asked for exrienses in. connection with the training
ship Charybdia She is designated a training ship, and the
rmoney sems to be weted for training ship purposes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. She is called a training.
ship, and was loaned or praotically presented by Her
Mhjesty '%Government to Canada for the-purpose of maki4g
her a training ship; butthe has not yet been made that,
and I am inclined-to think never will be.

Mr. BLAKE. What is her total cost to us including the
proposed vote ?

Mr. McLELAN. About $13,000 bas been spent up to
the present; and it, is estimated that $12,000, anid the
$10,00) granted lastyear, will cover all the expenses until
a decision is.arrived at as to her final disposal.

]gr. BLAKE. Will$22,000 cover all expensesa-Îp to the
30th June next?

1.oLIILAN. Yeu.
Mr. BLAKE: What is on the other aide of the account?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The ship.
On Resolution 333,

Té pay damage-to the steamer M. C. Vpper, in the
WeUad ................. ... ,...,..... S8o

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The letter of the honr
Minister of Justice, under date of October 10th, 1881- dis-
tinetly does not recognize it. The letter of the hon. Minister
of Justice, under date 10th October, 1881, and addressed to
Mr. Braun, Secretary of the Departmeut of Railways and
Canals, is as follows:-

"Re claiimL. Mcoallum,-As regards the question inyour opremunica-
tien of the 29th September, I have onsideredhiscasewithrespectto the
liability of the Otowa for the claim lan My opinion,thaozenwq is *Pt
iable, viewiug the csa as ne, betwaen. subeot and subject, giving the
claimant the sme jnstice againat the Crown as he would have against
the subject; and it is clear that unlesu the accident was cause.d by the
imperfeet stata of the lock gates or by the officers of the canal there
woula-be no liability to-ihdemnify fr Mccallum for the loss suetained.
The. seuiceof th.e abhtmraors seemned to b. unanimous that the aocident
was caPsedby the nagiganee of those in charge of the steamler Louise
and notby-the defeotire condition of the gates. The Crowa cannot be
mmde lialeI.for the management of the Lousse.-Z. LAsu. 'I concur in
this opiaiot.-Are. mxar ofu..1 i

This is- a different state of affairs- than that which wu
stated in:the Coramittee when the hon. Minister of Railways
informed it that the official arbitrators had been of the
opinion that something was due on the-score of defective
management The House will observe that the finding of
the official arbitratora seems. to be unanimous, nanmely,
that the acident was caused by the parties in charge of the
steamer Loua and: not from the conditioa of the lem#
gates.

M.r. Bmnds (St. John).

Mr. KIRKPATiRICK. Whatis theda4øf:tbatopinioni
Sir RICHARD J. kRTWRIGHT. 1*ffh October, 1881.

There is also a letter of 29th May, in whicl t- he opinion is
expressed that the case might- go to the arbitrators as
regardscertain questions offet. They -went. tc, the arbi.
traters-and reported as etated-by, the Depueyi Meýister: of
Justice. know that, tiaslaim was; brqught Lefore -the
hon. member for Lambton and was zmot adeptediby him in
view of- the opinion of thelDeputy. Miniser , Jalustice as
set forth la thec biterr ree.d.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Is there not seme- subsequent
report and evidence? The case was heardjbefoathe ofciai
jarbitrators,,and the ovidemçe prpvpd that the.a.çident arose
in consequence of-defeotive gates, and wJen, tMat evidence

Iwas given the liability-of the. Crown wasestahshed.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman 1ia mistaken. These

are the papers brought-down in answer te a motion for
papers. It appears that those papera were& placed in the-

ihands of the hon. gentleman. Tefirstisa;a-etter from Mr.
Lash to the Departmont, dated May 29th, 1879 The letter
which my hon. friend. has read 4nd incorprt»d in his
motion, is dated 10th October 1881, two yeafs pd a-half
after mention is- made of a reference to the arbitrator.
It will be observed that h e gives Mr. McQali theQ benefit
of any question which might arise as toe 1wrown being
free from liability to the subject, and assgmes, that the
Crown would be liable if the subject were liab)., These
are the two papers brought down by Government lu order
to prove that the Crown was liable to pay this demand;
but they prove that thei Grown wAs nt--hable. The Minister
of Justice reports that the arbitratore were- unanimous in
the conclusion that the damages were not caused by the
defective condition of the lock gates, but th4 they were
caused by the.mismanagement of the Louise, and therefore
that the remedy of the owner of the Upper is against the
proprietors of that boat, and not against the Crown.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALP. A.ccording tp. the est
of my recollection, my hon. friend the Minister o(dailwya
went into this case very fully in Committee, but a@, I 4m
not sufficiently well informed in the circumstances to re-
open them, I nove that the item stand-for thl present.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I have- taken. the trouble
to read over the whole of the evidence submitted to the
offiial arbitrators, and now I come to the conclusion
that that evidence before any Judge or, jury -is,- o-ver-
whelmingly in the direction of showing that te cse
of the accident was the defective st#te of the lopk gates. i]
have no doubt that the negligent managemet of the
Louise contributed to th resait; but if the lockgtes.had
been in proper condition the accident wuld; rQIt Ive hgp-
pened. I haveall respect for the Deputy Minister of.Tqstic,
but so far as I myself an concerned, as a member of Pap.
liament, I prefer my own conclusion after reWling the
whole of the evidence.

Mr, BLAKE. Tho hor. gentleman must repeber that
the anie has not got before it those materialr w4ehc the
hon. gentleman was forturmte enough to getý, and whichh h
was assiduous enougjh to peruse. We-have not ben gene -
a11y fortunate, but.I observe that the report of the arbitra-
tors is unanimous in the conclusion that the damqge was
not caused by the defective condition of the gates.

On Resolution 394,
Harbors and Rivera of Ontario.....................138,450

Mr. GILLIES. The other event when these items
were before the Committee, I remark that the hon. Minis-
ter of Public Works, during thisefeiuo, promised myseof
and others who attended hie Department, that he wouldmsub-
mit-to Cotaucil a recommendatin for- an expendituoeon the
hehomet Inavevhmies. Thiesbarbor is on .theo.stoC]-ce,
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,and it -As under the centrol of the --Gàvtnent. It
pays dues to the 'Government, and it requires
a number 'ôf improvements from time to time.
-The Govei-trjent is in receipt of the moneys collected at
that harbor. The-hon. gentleman gave us to understand
that ho would bring the matter before the Council, and the
other evening -he stated that this was one of the items that
wis not brought before Council. The hon. gentleman is the
representativeof the Government as the Minister of Public
'Works; dad if -ie slights matters of this kind, I think the
people to whom- ho -made the promise sbould know it, as it is
'not-very eatisfactory. That part of the coast of Bruce is
eoposed to a -great many storms, and the -harbor urgently
requires-abreakwater or something of that sort.

Sir RfECTORLANGEVIN. I am urprised that the hon.
gentlemn haà 'sked this question, as I answered it the
otiher eVening. I said posititvely, I -had fulfilled my promise
by snbinitting"the matter to Counil, but that of the items
Whidh 'ent -béföre Council, those now submitted to*the
liose at-e the ones which pas8ed.

-Mr. BIJAKE. I wish to cail the attention of the hon.
Minister of Public Works to the fact, as appears by the daily
papers, that.there las been a very serious breach in Toronto
harbor, and that it is said to be now in a rather precarlous
condition. -The account I noticed in two of the daily papers
is reaily alarming, and I would ask the hon. Minister's very
earliest attention to thematter, because it does seem to me
that if it is possible to do anything to arrest the
deterioration'of the harlbor which ias gone on through the
recent storm, it should be done at once.

Sir HEC'PR LANGEVIN. My attention has bebn called
to the damage done to the harbor of Toronto quite lately,
and- it lsiny intention to ask my colleagues to allow me to
aetidIpste the vote of Parliament for the next year, and go
on' with the work immediately. Of course, we will do what
is absolutely necessary at first to sate the island, and thon
we shalLgo on with the works. I think it is absolutely
necessary to go to work at once.

Mr. LAKE. I am very glad indeed to -hear the
annomòèémont of the hon. Minister.

Mr.. GrILLIES. There is'another matter I *ish to brlng
before the hon. Minister of Public Works. There is a
harbor on the coast of Bruce called Sable River. A
deputation came to Ottawa during the Session -t see he
>Minirter about the harbor,'and *it was shown 'tat there
st¶re-large exports and imports of timber at that place.
The gentlemen interested in that harbor are lumbermen,
who carry on a very large anount of work, and they
agreed to contribute $15,000 in the event of the Govern-
ment undertaking the work. The hon. Minister agreed to
bring the matter before the Governor in Council. I would
like to know whether ho has done so or not.

Sir IEOTOR LANGEVIN. I fulfilled my promise also
i that case, but as the Government could not recommend

,the eonstruction of all the numerous works that were asked
for frotni al quarters, thislltetn does not appear to have
?eiitiihed ori the list accepted by the Conil.

flouse adjourned at 3.10 a.m., Saturday.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
SATUanAY, 1&b -ay>- 1682.

The SP*AKRi took the Chair at-Three'oei00k.

PRAYrrs.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. DAWSON. Before the Ordeis of tbe Day are ealld,
I beg to draw the attention of the House to the anomalous
positiôn i which zÈernbers might be placed. by such a
system of recording votes as was fo%-med steedM y. It
was arranged, as the House is aware, that the division on
the motion of the hon. mem ber for &ithBitant -shoeid be
taken as the division on the st'bsequent motions to -be made
by hon. members on the Opposition side, in amendment to
the motion for the third reading of the Bill for the readjust-
ment of the representation. The hon. member for Bothwell
fiadWa inôtion which, in as far as it affirmed that certain
settlements east of Manitobashôld* hâve a voice in the
elections, I would have supported, but the division on the
motion of the hon. rnember for South -Brant was taken in
this case, without the yeas and nays being called. I men-
tion thie, lest it should'be- suppbsed thàt I was opposed to
votes being taken in the settlements in question, whereas
I am strongly in favor of it, and see no reasobtWhy they
should not be represented, and, indeed, there is nothing in
the Act to prevent them from baving a voice in the elec-
tions, for theyare, of eaorse, in some electoral district.

-BANK OF UPPER CANADA.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, in moving the second reading
of the resolution reported from the Committee of the Whole
on the 24th Match initant, to inoï•ease the sum placed at
the disposal of the Governor in Council for the purpose of
paying off any claims on thei Bank of Upper Canada, from
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars to two huzdred and
fifty-five thounènd dolla-s; said: I fioW 1y upbn the Table
of the House a statement whioh has been prepared for me,
being a aemorandum on the estate of the late Bank of
Upper Canada:-

" On the 30th June last the balance at the credit of the liquidation
account stood at -$332,437.38f since that date there are receipts for
$16,09f.25, total $ß48,746.63; and the njortgages not mattred and other
securities will, by the latest éstimate, fetch probably $60,000 more;
this-woridgmake a toptal relization of about-$409,000 or thereabouta.

" Un the18t of Augut,1870, the eState waa taken hold of by the
Government, previously thereto an advance was made by the Govern-
ment to-the trustee -et s150,000.

" Up to the soth Jane laat the amount advanced by the Government,
in addition to the above $150,000, was $102,370.78, makinig in al
$252,370.78, or $2,370.78 in excess of the amount authorizsd by Prirha-
ment."

Ti findthat onthe Tat:Aigat, 1870, in sddition to a debt te Mesars.
Glyn, Mil1 & Co. of$74,416:20; there wère other liabilitiet-of t-be Baink
amounting to $117,98.73, it *as eettImated that the' deuman84 agafaist
these liabilities would aggregate-$88,110, as under:

Estimated
Liabilities. demands.

1. Bank notes in circulation......$43,301 50 $10000 00
2. Due asuspense acudunt ... t... '280 10 M10 00
3. Carrent Accounte ... ... 4,511 56 4,000 00
4.epoiteceipt...................7,248 1 ,0G-t 0
5. Bank'dfts.......... . 618U 98 -21,60 00

6. Trustees' sertideates....... . .. 5%861 43 65,500 00

$117,987 73 488,I10-00
"This estimate with a-possible Payfmut tot We*M. Gly;i Mié hCo.,

would it wau anticipated absorb $100,000, and henceauthority was pro-
cured to advance in all $25%,000.

" In November, 1872, the securities held by Mesr. Glyn, Mille & Co.
were transferred to the Government -and a settlement waa made in full
of 1 dffléands b'-à'a ment of1$3,000, thià odjliefteY 00for the
Ottr litiue elttthe *aenot4ar o ether
items, that for redemption & the note circulation was lgm der
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estimated, as since that date notes to the extent of $390,000 have been
redeemed, and but $4,000 apparently remain in circulation.

" Judgingfrom the past twoyearsI do not anticipate that any demands
will arise from the liabilities above cited beyond that for redemption of
notes, as in 1879-80 and 1880-81 nothing was paid except for that purpose,
and then only in small amounts.

" The claim referred to by Mr. Heseon arises out of another matter
entirely; the claimant states, that in 1861, he had assigned to him a
jndgment obtained by the Batk and that upon endeavoring to realize
the same he found that the Bank bad released the parties. The case is
extremely complicated, and will probably have to be transferred to the
Department of Justice.

"[ n asking for $5,000 I have made up the figures as follows: $2,000
already advanced, $1,000 for note redemption, and $2,000 for a margin.

"Respectfully submitted.
"(Signed) J. K. 0OUETNUY,

<I Deputy finter ofFinance.
"14NxAxoI'DariaRTNarr

4OTTAwA, 28th Karch, 1882."

Then I asked the Deputy Minister of Finance to give me a
further memorandum, which contains some of the particu-
lare which the hon. member for West Durham was desirous
ofhaving. The following is the memorandum:-

OTTAWA, May 12, 1881.

Batik of Upper Canada-Liquidation Account.

1879.
June 30.

1882.
Ray 12.

1879.
June 30.

1882.
May, 12.

The amount received at this date,
from all sources, on account of
liquidation, since August 1, 1870,
was.................. ......... $317,577

Since the above there have
been received from the
sale of the Lyn proper-
ty ............................ $15,00000

Prom the Christian Bro-
thers of Toronto.. ........ 8,t00 00

Prom instalmeata on mort-
gages, &c................... 8,169 52

-- 31,169 52

Making a total to date of......$348,746 63

Advance.

Amount of advance made prior to
lst August, 1870........................ $150,000 00

Prom lst August, 1870, to 3oth June,
1879 ......... ....................... , 101,528 53

$251,528 53

Notes redeemed from June, 1879, to
date, $1, 123 at 75 etS. on the dola.. 842 25

Making a total to date of...... $252,370 78

This memorandum has been handed to me, which will per-
haps cover part of the ground to which the hon. member
referred:

"Canada Central Railway stock, $9,000; mortgages, estimated at
$35,000; judgments, kc., $16,000; making i60,000 as the estimate of the
saus yet to be collected from those sources."

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Are we to under-
stand that these three small items are the only assets still
in possession of the trustees of the Bank of Upper Canada ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Sir RICrARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Of course, the other

items may not all be bad, but are there ne unsatisfied
claims of any kind beyond the three which thé hon. mem-
ber has read ?

Resolution agreed to and reported.

Mr. BUNSTER. I rise to a question of privilege per-
sonal to myself. A paper in this city known as the Jree
Press, bas made a personal attack on me. It alludes to the
fact that 32,000 Chinese are on their way to British Columbia,
and it holds me responsible in not ,aving dene my
duty in drawing the attention of th Government to
it. That journal has persistently tried to traduce
me, but this is an attack that I cannot stand. You,
Mr. Speaker, are well aware, from the many occasions
on which I have addressed you on the subject, that
I have drawn the attention of the Government repeatedly
to the infliction to which the people of our country are
subjected from the Chinese. Still nothing has been done
any further than to encourage them. The hon. Finance Minis-
ter even took the duty off rice, which, as the hon. gentle-
man knows, I have protested against; while he has not
taken the duty off powder so as to allow the miners to
develop the mines. I draw the attention of the House to
the matter. I now repudiate the idea that I encouraged
Chinese immigration to this country. I have directed the
attention of the Government to this question, and it is
well known that the people of the United States have
suffered a great infliction from the landing of Chinese on the
Pacifie shores, and I am satisfied the leader of the Govern-
ment should have taken into consideration the Chinese
question as well as the Pacifie Railway and the National
Policy. If the right hou. gentleman adopte a National
Policy, he has also, in my opinion, to protect white labor.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com-
mnittee.

316. To cover additional expenditure for the Righ
Commission, including disbursements at
Paris, in connection with the Trade negotia--
tions ................................................. $ 1,250

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Has any further
information been obtained as to these negotiations with the
French Government?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The proposition made by the
ligh Commissioner to the French Government was not

accepted. The proposal was not considered sufficient to
induce them to grant what we ask, and the result was that
the correspondence was communicated to the Goverument
bore, and so it stands at the present momnent. Nothing
final has been done, and the matter stands open for the con-
sideration of the Government.

Sir RICHARD J. CARJWRIGHT. Is the hon. Minister
able to make any statement as to the nature of those
matters, or are the negotiations in such a shape that it is
impossible to communicate them ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The proposition was that
upon the removal of the ad valorem duty of 30 per cent. on
French wines, certain articles, if my memory serves me,
including 'agricultural implements, leather manufactures,
parafine oil and one or two others should be admitted in
France on favorable terms. The question of tonnage duties
on vessels, of course, did not arise because that was disposed
of in another way, and the -French Goverument stated
they did not consider that proposition was satisfactory but
asked for a reduction of the duty on silks. and one or two
other articles. That is the position in which the matter
stands at present. It was also proposed that the French
Government should contribute $50,000 a year for a line of
steamers running direct from Canada to France. That
proposition was favorably received, but it was left open in
connection with the other proposal.

SUIPPLY. Mr. ANGLIN. Then no idea is entertained at present
I that we shall be able to obtain the admission of our vessels

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Mr. Speaker do now !to the markets of France on reasonable terms.
lave the Chair for the House to go again into Committee Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Our vessels are admitted on
cf Bu 1 T .the same terms as English vessels, namely at the two franc
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duty, and, as stated by the hon. member, the effect of that
was largely interfered with by the subsidy given.to French
vessels. Practically they are in the same position with
regard to our ships built in Canada as thoso built in Eng-
land and sold in that market, but the value of both is
materially affected by the bounty given.

Mr. ANGLIN. Of course,it could not be expected that the
French merchants would purebase our vessels, take them
to France, and run under what are practically disabilities,
but I would like to know if there is any hope of our indue-
ing the French Government to readjust that matter so as to
permit the possibility of our selling ships there.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The odds are certainly
against us, and there is not much hope unless the subsidy
now given to their steamers is so mach that they wilL have
to curtail it. With regard to wines there is now a specific
and ad valorem duty, but in our negotiations, for which we
have the authority of Parliament, it is proposed that the
ad valorem duty shall be dropped on Spanish and French
wines.

321. Manitoba Penitentiary-To provide for differ-
ence in exchange.......................$1,000

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It appears that a certain

person owns some land adjoining the penitentiary, and
adjoining this property is that owned by the Dominion
Government it is proposed to exchange the lot owned by
the Government for the other, as it wl make the property
more compact, and this sum ais for the purpose of paying
whatever difference may be necessary te pay in the ex change.

325. 1mmigration expenses..........................-...... $28,000

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. POPE. The new sheds at Winnipeg erected by the

Government, are expected to accommodate above 400 immi-
grants. There is also an old shed, which is not convenient,
but which could be used in case of necessity.

343. To provide for the payment of claims for im-
provements made by squatters in the Indian
Reserve, in the township of Gibson ................ $5,000

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is known that in
order to settle the dispute, which seemed to be interminable
between the Seminary and the Indians of Oka, an arrange-
ment was made by which the Seminary purchased a large
tract of land in the township of Gibson, for the purpose of
placing the Indians there. The purchase was made through
the Ontario Government; but there were some French Cana-
dian squatters on the land. whose rights the Ontario Gov-
ernment held should be respected. When the Indians went
there, the religious difficulties broke out as they did at Oka,
the French Canadians, who wero Catholics, coming into
collision with the Indians who were Protestants. In order to
put an end to the trouble, the Government desire this $5,000
to remove the settlers. This sum will be a charge upon the
lands which have been purchased by the Seminary, and will
eventually be recovered'

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What information
has the hon. gentleman as to the position of the Indians,
and as to how far they are satisfied with the land assigned to
them ?

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I understand that on the
whole the Indians are very well satisfied. They suffered
some inconvenience in going up too late in the autumn, but
they are now well satisfied, and I bolieve the remainder of
the Indians will be removed this spring. The land is well
situated on the lake, there is plenty of fishing and shooting,
and the soil is fit for agricultural purposes. The gentlemen
of the Seminary behaved with the most wonderful liberality,
and expended a very large sum, infinitely more than they
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were obliged to expend, in buying out thoir louses and
helping them to migrate.

Mr. SCRIVER. Are the Indians to hold their now lands
in severalty or as a tribe ?

Sir'JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are tohold theland
as other Indians do, as an Indian reservo. The tribal
system will still be continued. We thirik lit would be rather
a dangerous act to treat the Indians as whites and vest
in them the land. It would be found in a very few years
that they would have no land left. As they became
educated, they can at any time become onfrachised and get
their freeholds.

Mr. SCRIVER. Is the land secured in the Muskoka dis-
trict sufficient to provide for the wants of the Indians who
have not gone there, but who may yet decide to go ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is much more than
sufficient for all the Indians who have gone, and who
may yet proceed to the new distriot. If every
Indian family movo: from Oka to Gibson, there would still
bea large surplus of land.

405. To cover expenses in connection with the
International Fishery Exhibition......... ..... $10,000

Sir RICHAiRD J. CARTWRIGHT. How is this money
to be expended ?

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. There was a fishery
exhibition in Berlin two years ago. It was successful
excepting in one regard : France could not exhibit in
Germany, and there was a very poor exhibition from the
Mediterranean. Another international fishery exhibition
is announced to be held in England. Holland, Germany,
France, Italy, and the United States have agreed to exhibit
there and to contribute te making the exhibition a great
success, not only showing the various modes of preserving
fish, but all the articles of fish food, and the various fish
implements, and models of boats, with all the specimens of
fish fit for food. It promises to be a most interesting exhibi-
tion. When I was in England last summer, there was a
great meeting called under the auspices of the Fishmongers'
Guild, to help on the negotiations. We were asked whether
Canada would contribute, and we said we would aid the
enterprise, subject, of course, to the approval of Parliament,
to the extent of the fishmongers' subscription, namely, £500
sterling, and we agreed to subscribe the additional amnount
as well. That is only in order to initate the exhibition.
We propose to appropriate a sum for the purpose of pre-
paring specimens and getting them ready for this exhibition
in 1883.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is this to be an
annual vote ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it is asked only for
this exhibition.

Mr. ANGLIN. Has the hon. First Minister made up his
mind as to the person ho will entrust Canada's share ot this
work ? We shall want an expert acquainted with everything
connected with fisheries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have not yet decided
on the parties; we arc still considering the subject. There
will be more than one man's work. Canada has large fish-
ing interests yet in their infancy, and I think that no pains
nor expense should be spared to enable Canada to make a
creditable exhibition, as regards her Atlantic, Pacifie and
fresh water fisheries. That will involve the employment
of a good many experts. Mr. Wilmot, who is well known
in connection with our fisheries, was obliged to go to New
York the other day, and I advised him to go to Washington
and sec Professor Baird on the subject. We have engaged
several men who fully undershand the subject. They will
be distributed in such a way that every portion of Canad4
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will be creditably represented in regard to its wealth in
fish.

351. Salary of Inspector of Indian Agencies in Onta-
rio, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. ....... $1,600

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is proposed to appoint
an Inspector of Indian Agencies over the older Provinces,
and as the Government are breaking up the establishment
at Toronto, which is rather an impediment than an advan-
tage, Mr. Plummer will come down hore and be the In-
spector.

Mr. MILLS. This proposition shows that the hon.
gentleman's views bave been considerably modified since
he divided tho Ilouse on the appointment of the first Indian
Agent appointed in the North-West. The late Adminis-
tration proposed to appoint an lInspector as an experi-
mental appointment, and the hon. gentleman divided the
House upon the appropriation for that purpose. Now he

thinks Inspectors are highly desirable. I concur in his
opinion, but very mueh more is required. I called the lon.
gentleman's attention last year to the fact that the Indians
who have not been emancipated have no power to dispose
of the profits of their industry, and have, thorefore, when
they find a purchaser, to sell genorally at much less than
the actual value of their property. The hon. gentleman
does not undertake to relieve the Indians. There are
serions impediments in the way of Indian industrial
problems. Iow is an Indian to succeed in his farm oper-
ations when ho cannot get a buyer for his produce, because
laboring under the disability of a minor, his property, if he
sells it is liable to be claimed back at any time.

360. To provide for the salary of one Chief Clerh to
30th June, 1883, Post Office Department........$1,800

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There is an item of
$1,800 for Chief Clerk in tho Post Office Department.
Where is he to act ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, That has become necessary
owing to a combination of the functions of the inspector of
Post Offices witb those of the manager of the Savings Bank.
One of these officers died, and it is proposed that one person
perform the functions of both, and this is for an additional
chlef clerk necessary under the readjustment.

362. To meet the amount required to make payment
to those officers in the Savings Bank Branch
of Post Office and Finance Departments
engaged in balancing accounts and com-
puting interest in Depositors' Accounts...... $ 1,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon.
Minister intend to make this an annual charge, because if
so why not put it in the ordinary place' with the salaries
instead of in the contingencies ?

Sir LEONARD TILLUEY. It is very difficult to do that.
Down to 1bSO these officers were paid extra for the extra
work necessary in order to conduct the business of the
Department. A good deal of extra work was required to be
done,.and instead of appointing additional clerks, for which
there was no authority, they have been paid extra for doing
extra work.

Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRIGHT. This looks like
interfering with the statutory provisions that we
should not pay for extra work. I an aware it has been
done, but the matter has been commented upon two or
three times in the publie Acts and elsewhere, and I think'
it is against statutory declarations in such case.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I know it is against thes
principle of the Statute, and I quite agree with my hon.t
friend in that respect. But unless you double or treble the 1
staff it is necessary to employ the present staff extra time.ç
When the quarterly, and sometimes the monthly, returns a

Sir Joux A MAoDONALD.

come in the work is much heavier, and at certain periods
circulars have to be sent out to every depositor showing the
state of his account, like a bank examiner who examines
the accounts of the bank, and all this requires much extra
labor. Wo either have to double the staff or require extra
labor of the present staff.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course, no one can object that a public
officer should be paid higher, whose services are specially
arduous, but the difficulty is as to what shall be called extra
labor. The hon. gentleman has on his staff certain
officers who periodically perform extra work, and he says
the most economical way for the public service is te arrange
that the existing staff shall work over hours. Now what is
contemplated by the Civil Service Act is not that we should
pay them extra for extra work, but on the contrary, it
expressly provides that their salaries shall be graduated to
the arduous character of their labors. That is, that an
officer who has to discharge more arduous labors is rated
higher than another. But here we find a sum which
is allocated to be disposed of at the discretion of the Minis-
ters, paid to whom we know not, for services which we do
not measure. We have bere all the evils which were sought
to be got rid of by abolishing the system of extra pay. I do
not propose that this item should be struck out, but I ask
the Minister to consider whother it is not possible to com-
ply with the letter as well as the spirit of the Civil Service
Act, while doing full justice to the officers.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I admit it is very desirable
to avoid it if possible.

363. Increase of salaries of three Trade Instructors at
the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary........... $480

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If I recollect aright
these men are already paid $706 each, which is the highest
amount paid in the Kingston Penitentiary to the trado
Instructors of the first class, while a considerably smaller
sum is paid te those of tho second class. It seems the hon.
gentleman proposes to pay these trade instructors of St.
Vincent de Paul $860 each, as against $700 paid at Kingston,
That seems rather a serious inequality, and will doubtless
lead to denands for further incroase from the trade instrue-
tors of every other penitentiary.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In the Estimates for 1881-82,
two of them are paid $î00 each and two $560. The hon.
Minister of Justice reported that they demanded an
increase of salary, and could not be retained in the service
without that increase was granted.

Mr. BLAKE. This is in fact a proposal to increase the
salaries of second class trade instructors at St. Vincent de
Paul by a sum in excess of that which is paid to first-class
instructors at Kingston-8180 to be added to $560. There
can be no more difficulty in getting trade instructors for St.
Vincent de Paul than in getting them at Kingston. We
know that the expenses of St. Vincent de Paul are dispro-
portionately large to-day, every allowance being made, as
compared with those at Kingston. The salaries are dispro-
portionately large, and in excess of the second-class paid
at Kingston.

368. For collecting and compiling agricultural,
industrial and other statistics, in Manitoba
and the North-West Territory, and also for
acquiring and compiling such statistices
elsewhere...........................$20,000

In reply to Sir RICARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. POPE. I intend to appoint officers to collect these

statistics. It is admitted that it is of great importance
that the Government shouldcollect statisties in regard to
Manitoba and the North-West. Ontario bas already pro-
vided means of collecting their statistics, and we have made
an arrangement to obtain these statistics in relation to th at
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Province. As far as the other Provinces are concerned, I
am not able to say what we shall be able to do.

Mr. BLAKE. What proportion of the vote will be
expended in Manitoba and the North-West?

Mr. POPE. The larger proportion will be expended
there. The obtaining of Ontario statistics will cost nothing
more than the expense of collating them.

Mr. BLAKE. It is highly desirable to provide some
means of ascertaining the statisties in the North-West. I am
pleased to know th at the Govern ment proposes to take this step
but the House should be made acquainted with the Minister's
plans. At the same time the number of the poýp:ation should
be obtained. It depends on the mode in whicti the Minister
disposes of this vote as to whether we should advance in this
direction. I think it would be of great consequence, particu-
larly with reference to immigration and settlement and a
good many problems which will be constantly coming up in
regard to the- Nortn-West, that we should have some
indication not merely of the gross progress of settlement,
but also distribution of settlement oftener than is to be
obtained by the decennial Census. These statistics might not
be thoroughly accurate, but any information that could be
obtained would be of higb consequence.

Mr. POPE. I quite agree with my hon. friend that itwouild
be desirable to have as much information as possible of this
kind oftener than once in ten years, but I did not expect to
provide for that in this vote. This vote, as the hon. gentle-
man knows, is experimental. I cannot say how far I may
be able to utilize the municipal institutions of Manitoba and
the North-West, but I wilil utilize them as far as possible
and get the information as correctly as possible, because
incorrect statistics are worse than none at all, as they are
liable to mislead.

370. To provide for the purchase of four guns with
400 rounds tammunition from the British
Governiment........................................... $2,000

In reply to Sir RICAnRD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Mr. CARO N. These are siege guns purchased from the
British Government, and I consider we are getting them
almost for nothing. The ordinary net eost of these guns
with a hundred rounds of ammunition, wrought iron cart-
ridge, and one hundred shot of solid iron, is $1,027.37. We
got the four guns complete in England at £100 each. They
are siege guns, and looked upon as very perfect. It is not
yTt decided where they will be placed, but probably one
wX 1 be put in Montreal, one in Quebec, one in Kingston and
one in Halifax, or probably two in Quebec and the others
divided.

Mr. BLAKE. What place does the hon. gentleman pro-
pose to besiege with these guns ?

Mr. CARON. I do not intend to do any besieging, but if
any body besieges me I intend to be ready for them.

Mr. BLAKE. Ithought that perhaps the hon. gentleman
miglit place them at a convenieut point near St. John, and
fire at the Charybdis.

Mr. ANGLIN. What weight of ball do these guns
carry ?

Mr. CARON. They are 40-pounders, Armstrong guns,
and are 3,200 lbs.

Mr. ANGLIN. Have you masonry sufficiently strong
for such guns ?

Mr. CARON. I think the Citalel of Quebec wóuld be
sufficient to carry one at least, and that there would not be
any danger even with two.

Mr. BLAKE. How about those guns which we are
manufacturing ourselves?

Mr. CARON. The completion of the contract was
delayed in consequence of experiments going on in England
before Sir William Palliser died. It was found that the
breach wbich ho applied to the converted gun was not as
perfect as it was first supposed to be and the work was
delayed on his part, and in consequence on our part so as to
be able to get the most perfect improvement possible.

Mr. BLAKE. They are not yet converted ?
Mr. CARON. They are all converted, but they are not

perfected.
Mr. BLAKE. So that in case of war they would not be

used.
Mr. CARON. In case of war I will take care that other

guns will protect us until they are completed.

406. To assist in promoting the purposes of the
International Circumpolar Observations, by
contributing towards the expenses of transport-
ing the British Party from Halifax to the Hud-
son's Bay Station, on Great Slave Lake, and
return................................. ....................... $4,000

In reply to Sir RICUARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. McLELAN. We have been asked by the British

Government if we would contribute anything for transport-
ing this party from Halifax to Slave Lake; and as it is
through our own territory, and these observations are to be
made in the Dominion and will be of great value to us, we
ask for this amount. The Royal Society pay the salaries
and the maintenance of the party and their expenses to
Halifax.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not the British Government.

Mr. McLELAN. But we were asked through theBritish
Government.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. What is the scientific
object of the expedition ?

Mr. McLELAN. The object is to obtain a better
knowledge of the atmospheric laws and magnetic forces
which are supposed to affect the state of the weather. It is
supposed that this will enable the observers at Toronto and
elsewhere to better prognosticate the weather, and that we
shall gain largely in that respect.

342 To defray the expenses in connection with the
Geological Survey....................................$14,409

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That itcm was
allowed to stand for some explanations.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The following letter from
Dr. Selwyn will give all the information required:

"GEoLoGICL AND NATUnALn I8TORY SURVIT,
"OTT.WA, 12th January, 1882.

4SR,-I have the honor to cail your attention to the present state of
the appropriation for the Geological Survey, and to point out that
the available balance is not sufficient to meet the current monthly
expenditure and pay-list salaries to the close of the fiscal year, and
pay outstanding liabilities.

6" This has been occasioned by the unavoidable heavy expenses in con-
nection with the removal from gontreat In consequence the whole of
these expenses have been paid during the past six months from the
ordinary Survey appropriation.

" Under these circumstances, and in order that I may not render
myself liable to the charges of incurring on unauthorized expenditure, I
would respectfully request that such authority, as may be required,
should be issued, to enable me to pay outstanding liabilities and current
expenditure to 3Oth June next. This,as per statement aunexed,cannot be
estimated at less than $13,520.71, required to be provided for by supple..
mentary estimate, would be provided on the civil list. This was not ar..
ried out, and hence the deficiency which has arisen.

"Ihave the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"IALFRED R. 0. SELWYN.

"The Deputy of the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa"
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APPROXIMATE EXPENSEs OF THE GEOLOGICAL sURvEY O

IST FEBRUARY TO 30TH JUNE, 1882 :-

Outstanding liabilities:
Estate Sir W. E. Logan-Claims for

books, instrumen-s, &c............
Burland Co., lithographing maps, &c.
Gazette Printing Co., printing report.
Canada do do ...
E. Chanteloup, show cases. ............
Dawson Bros., books, periodicals, &c.
H. Cochrane, balance exploration

expense....................
T. Birkett, hardware..................
J. Erratt, furniture.....................
R. Forsyth, specimen of granite......
R. Campbell, chemicals.............

Advances required by field ex-
plorera previous to 30th June,
1882, on account of exploration
expenses, 1882 83.............. ........

Wages of carpenters, hall porters,
laborers and charwomen, from 1st

$4,500 00
2,265 75

500 00
400 00
280 00
261 07

189 31
43 69
30 0
15 00
13 51

5,000 00

February to 30th June ................ 850 00
Wages, Acting Librarian, to 30th

June .......................................... 300 00
Wages, Museum Assistant..... ........ 187 50
Trnslation ot report..................... 600 00
Queen's Printer, priating, &c.......... 500 00
Stationery, &c...... ........................ 250 00
Coal and wood ............................. 500 00
M. O'Parrell, current expenses, five

months, at $10............................ 200 00
W ater taxes................................. 57 00
Removing snow from Museum pre-

mises........... ............... 40 00

Binding sundry valuable books, &c.,
now unbound in library............... 1,000 00

Furniture for cffice, Museum, includ-
ing one fire-proof safe.................. 800 00
Fitting up Museum and cases....... 500 00

Jan. 30, 1882-Balance at credit of
burvey in Bank of Montreal this
date ......................... 3,461 35

Balance at credit of Survey
-approximation............ 12,939 37

Lees-Pay list, salaries per
Order in Council, to 30th
Jure, 1882, five months... 10,838 60

-- 2,300 77
Balance required by supplementary

vote to make up the above deficit. 13,520 71

CANADA, PROM

8,498 33

8,484 50

2,300,00

Total............................,19,282 83 19,282 83

especially coal. I obtained a copy of the regular report
before the House, and by it I observed that no protection
is afforded the explorer; that if ho employs some person to
assist him, that employo may get the start of hita by a prior
application for the district in which the coal was discovered.
The gentleman suggested it would be mach better if the
Nova Scotia system was adopted, under which applications
are made in the first instance for a license to explore. That
gives a person a special right for a short period to explore
in a district; and if he discovers a vein of coal be has the
prior right to apply for a lease of the district. The Dominion
regulations do not afford the explorers such protection, and,
therefore, an explorer may be discouraged by the prospect
of being deprived of the fruits of his labor and expenditure
by an employe making an application.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I thought there was an
objection on the part of the gentlemnc opposite to our
having any provision of that kind; that tþey argued we
should put it up to tender. There can be no difficulty about
providing against the evil mentioned. If he goes to the
Department-he can do that at Winnipeg-and states the
fact that he is going te take out his party, he would be
accepted as the explorer and no application from any mem-
ber of his party will be entertained. All he Las to do is to
give a list of those who are to go with him.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think the negotiations will bear
any such construction. There is nothing wbatever to show
that the explorer will have a prior right at all. The state-
ment is that applications will be granted in order of their
priority. No statement exists that the person who comes
in first, if he be not the discoverer himself, or his agent,
will have his litie voided in any way.

Mr. ANGLIN. The explorer may obtain remedy by
application to the hon. Minister, but that may be a tedious
process. Hie might be out in the far West long before he
had a suspicion of any application being made, and the titles
might be perfected before he could apply for redress. He
would have te produce alko, proofs to show ho was the
original explorer. That is a discouraging prospect and
may discourage explorations being made. An explorer, on
giving notice of his intention to explore a particular district,
rnight have the right to a lease, provided his exploration be
successful.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I took occasion, when Sir JOIIN A. MIACDONALD. The remedy would bo
the item for the Geological Survey was under coisidioration, worsc than the disease. There would be a rush to any dis-
to call the attention of the hon. First Minister to the desira- triet supposed to contain coal or minerals, and notice wou4
bility, if the funds permitted, of causing nore systematic be given of intended explorations, and if those claims hd
borings to be made in the North West, and whieh ho promised priori ty, other people would be kept out.
to consider. Incidently the matter was brought to my atten-
tion in this way : Parties who were desirous of making Mr. ANGLIN. The daim might ho confined te a liitied
explorations for minerals in this country applied, I believe, area.
to the Minister of Customs for permission to import diamond 351. To provide compensation toJeanLouis Legarée..$2,000
drills free of dnty. No doubt the Government are aware Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Legarée innrred a
that they are not manufactured in Canada, and are not S HD.g e
likely to be, and that it would be very largoly for the great deal of trouble and expense, and no little danger, i
benefit of the country that they should be more largely used his successful attempts to get Sitting Bull to surrender him-

n b 1 wouldtherefore suggest that if, as Iself to the American authorities. I will read Mr.in oring. I indth erof thet toenmen Itink h Dewdney's statement which is based on the report of Col.the case, it is in the power cf tle Govoramont under the frvineth omEsnrofMuedPlcWokowal
Statute that enables them to -limit duties on such instru- e, the Commissior of Mounted Police, who knows al
ments as may be greatly wanted in this country, and about it. He says:
which are not made in it, they should allow explorers toIe I cannot vouch for the statement made b> Mr. Legarée as to the
import thoeo drills untaxed. expense, labor and time incurred in the matter, but I bave from time to

time heard of Ur. Legarée and the efforts he was making to advance the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the surrender of the Sioux.

hon. gentleman thdt it is quite likely we will not make ,1mr. Legarée's reputation for rectitude and honesty is well known in
. theTerritories, and 1 have no doubt bis statements are correct. Underdiamond drilleei Canada very soon, and considering their these cireumstances I think he is entitled to remuneration. The gQod

usefulnes, I think the hon. Minister of Customs will do all effects of the surrender were felt very shortly after Sitting Bull lefi our
the law enables him to exempt them from duty. Territory, as buffalo came in and out Indians have been getting a few

ever sine.
Mr. ANGLIN. Some days ago a gentleman in Ottawa "I also think that should the Government remunerate Mr. Legarée,

asked me te obtain information for him as to the rgulations wbo is an Indian trader and hs great influence with the Indians, itfor . .minrai in theNrvl ioswould have a god effect, and b. tue meaps pf obtaining like assitanceregarding explorations for minerals in the NrWest,1from others in is position, should it be regmred aI any time."
Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.
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Col. Irvine says:

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter.
I concur most fully with your recommendation in whiçh you suggest
that $2,000 be paid Mr. Legarée."

Mr. ANGLIN. Would the Minister say whether Mr.
Legarée acted voluntarily or under the authority of the
Government?

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. At their special request.
Besolutions ordered to be reported.

BUILDING SOCIETIES AND LOAN AND SAVINGS
COMPANIES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 131) to further amend the law respecting Building
Societies and Loan and Savings Companies carrying on
business in the Province of Ontario.

Bill read the second time; and Houie resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

40t shall only have voting power according to the propo>,
tion the amount paid thereon bears to the stock issued irree-
pective of this Act.

Bill amended and reported, and read the third time and
passed.

THE SEAMEN'S ACT.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
110) to further amend the Seamen's Act, 1873.

Bill read the second time; and *louse resolved itself into
Comnmittee.

(In the Committee.)
On clause 1,
Mr. MoLELAN. Under the Act at present the offence is.

punished by five years imprisonment in the penitentiary ;
but this Bill proposes to give the judge discretionary power
to impose a penalty of nîot less thau two or more than five
years imprisonment.

Mr. ANGLIN. The Act of which this Bill is an amend.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The object of this Bill is to allow ment was passed at a period of very great excitemeut, after

building societies to issue preferential stock, subject to such a seaman had been murdered on a vessel in the harbor of
conditions with regard to specifying a limited rate of Quebec, and it was hought that very severe répressive mea-
dividend as may be agreed upon by the stockholders. sures were necessary Vo put an end to the carrying of dan-
An amendment *will be proposed that the issue of gerous weapons. ButI think we went entirely toû far
this new stock shall be offered in accordance with the on that occasion, and 1 think we ought to go further ithe
law, as it is at the present time among existing share- opposite direction than tr'is Billdûes go. It is the policy
holders, pro rata as nearly as possible without fractions; and of our whole criminal law to place discretîonary power
in case such new shares be not taken up within thirty days, in the hands of the Judge. We ait know that there will be
the said shares, or preferential shares, shall be disposed of very great différences in the nature and character of these
as the directors may from time to time determine. While cases,-and the more fact that when a man is arrested some
I do not deny that under certain circumstances, the weapon happons to be found upon him, sheuld not bo held as
company should have power to increase the capital stock conclusivevidence that lieintended Vo use it for some un-
as proposed, I yet entertain some apprehension less the lawful purpose. Some persons carry weapons as a habit,
creation of different classes of stock of different denomina- and not with any evil purpose or inent, and it should ho
tions should not swamp wholly the different classes of left to the Judgn te determine whethor the evidence showed
stock paid up. The building societies of Toronto have that there was any unlawful intent in carrying the weapon.
cognizanco of this Bill, and with the amendient which If the Judgc finds that it was intended te use the weapon
I intend to propose, it will be acceptable.hiemight impose a hoavy penalty; but if no such intention

Mr. McDOUGALL. I think the difficulty in the case was apparent ho should be at liberty to inflict only a small
is, that it is proposed to give to newly issued preferred stock penalty. While ful protecting the officers and ownors of
the same voting powers as are possessed by paid-up stock. vessols from parties who want to earry off their sailors, lot
It seems to me it would be quite practicable to put in a us not mn to the extremo of inffcting unneoessarily sevore
clause securing them the voting power pro tanto, according punishment in cases where no good reason exista for it.
to the paid-up stock. Otherwise a nice little game might be Mr. MoLELAN. This Act was passed under extraordi
played by some of the interested shareholders, by taking up nary circumstanccs, btit bas effected an extraordinary
the stock and overbalancing and controlling the affairs of cure. I shah ndd the words suggested by the leader of the
the company for ttemselves. Opposition, to amend the clause.

Mr'. BLAKE.Irecolect that a case of that kind was M. wLAKE. I crtainly fe vhatth penalty proposed
very widely referred Voi the newspapors in which a in the case on whieh my on. friedslinas commented i
majority, which did flot at ahi represent the paid-up Capital, extremoly sever. t18 providod a penalty sha be inflicted
controlled the affairs of the coinpany. iu the case of parties boarding a vessel without the permis-

Mr. PLUMB. The shateholders have the mattsr in their ewron and against the ordrs o its officers. Such a proceeding
own hands, and thore is nergason why they should swamp may siwbject. a party to confinement in the penitentiary for

t eo holdings; if ther is thre shoud be an issue of three yearis, and t five years if an offensive woapon is tend
stockunderosuch rpgulations as they choosQ Vo make. on him. This seem a tremendous penalty.

Mr. MoDOIGALL. The trouble is thgt the exi.ting Mri. Mt LELAN. The aw was excessivehy severe before 
shareliolders may net find it convenieutVo taki up tve new Mr. ANGLIN. I wns Draconian before.
praferred stock;sr that a fow of teefhn may do san and ifi
there is Voha the sapte voting powM IAN tI lbas n uworked an gat

paid-up st-k, as for ht whili is paid, it willprobably Mr.ive vAiNc Ihav heeard of caseswhere it did. I
open the door Vo uh a state. of thinga as I have indicnted. woqtd not wexceptifroni severe puorishment any party endea-

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.ringto e bring off sailrs fio a veer teevin h
th herateas conrol, or a party in whose ca e there wan

A fter RecIes.i de indi tant i inteution to draw a weapon to
ietwga et he officers. a only advoc.toe a discretionary

Mi'. KIIKPATRICK. lin accordançe with theremarks power with i Vully Judge when the ofiencewas of a mwr
made before the Hoa-.e rose, 1 proVso an amendmeat pro-. rql 4erçhafluçstor the ofender being lound with the wnapoev
vidingthat the newhareso be issued in puruacep JWdte d use th e
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to inflict less than two years imprisonment in the peniten. "If the Legislature wishes to abolish the trial byjuryin any particular
tiarycase and to leave the citizens to be tried by au exceptional tribunal,

especially when their liberty for such a period as five years mpy be in
Mir. CARON. I must admit that this is a very stringent jeopardy, it must say so in clear and unmistakable terms; and I shall

law. But crimping had become the curse of the harbor of "oteeam j my duty t assist in sch a work by any decision which is

Quebec ; sailors had oftei been carried away from vessels, MrL eLAN. thees ere dawta t h
to their great loss and tbe injury of the trade, and much MIr.MoLELAN. The cases here dealt with are altogether
personal violence and sometimes murder resulted from exceptional. The man must persist in remaining on board
crimping. The Act has abolisbed this evil. and I think the the ship against the orders of the captain or other person
clause as it now stands is niot at all too strinigent.in authority. Unless you make the t.rial summary, you are

liable to detain the ship, which would entail very great
On clause 2, . expense. No cases of hardship have arisen under the pre.
Mr. BLAKE. I have the strongest objection to the sent Act, which is much more stringent than it is proposed

second clause. Under the Act which is songht to be to make it now. We have provided that a Judge of the Su-
amended there Was a recent case in which the Stipendiary perior Court may try such cases, in addition to a Police
Magistrate or Judge of the Sessions tried a man and inflicted agistrate o1 a Judge of the Sessions. I think that Judge
upon him a very severe penalty. The case was brought Ramsay's objections arose from having a doubt whether,
before the Court of Qieen's Bench of Quebec, and there was under that Act, we had authiity to inflict punishment
a difference of opinion between the Judges as to whether when it was limited to the infliction of necessary penalties.
the true interpretcao of this Act did permit the trial Therefore lie was of opinion that Mr. Justice Chauveau
without a jury, by an inferior magistrate, of a subject, for should try cases when pecumary penalties only were pro-
an offence of this description and the imposition of a penalty vided.
like this. The majority in the court were of the opinion Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says that no cases of
that the law authorized that, but the minority, consisting of hardship arose under the law. I should think it is a case
the Chief Justice, Sir A.A. Dorion, and Mr. Justice Ramsay, of hardship that a man should be tried summarily before a
were of the opinion that the law did not authorize it. My magistrate and condemned to five years imprisonment for
opinion is, and in this I agreo with Mr. Justice Ramsay, going on board a ship without the permission of the master.
that if the law did authorize it, it ought not to have author- Mr. MOLELAN. Remaining on board.
ized it. The second clause proposes to authorize this. If Mr. BLAKE. Not at all. That was r*ot the law. The
you are going to impose so severe a penalty as you have hon. gentleman proposes to alter the law. He confounds
provided by the flrstclause,a penalty of five years imprison- the whole law with the Bill now before us. The charge
ment, in respect, of which the maximum penalty in England against this man was that he unlawfully did go on board
is, I believe, three months, the subjeet ought at least to the ship Cavalier without the consent of the master,
have the benefit of a trial by jury ; and to provide that an Mr. Jackson. This man was tried and convicted in hs
inferior magistrate such as a Judge of the Sessions, a Police absence by a single judge, Mr. Chauveau, and condemned
Magistrate, a Stipendiary Magistrate or a Judge of a Ccunty to five years imprisonnent because ho went on board the
Court, shall have authority to try and determine in a sum- ship without permission. If he is not convinced that is
mary way an offence which you have made so serious as to r case of hardship I would feel it useless to attempt tho
be punishable by five years imprisonment in the peniten- task of convincing him that it is.
tiary, is nothing less than monstrous. I maintain that our
criminal law has not gone beyond the trial by jury. There Mr. McLELAN. If a man violates the law.
are certain cases of a very minor character which are to be Mr. BLAKE. Under these circumstances, therecould ho
tried by Police Magistrates summarily, but our law, so far no hardship under any law. You have before you the case
a3 we have interfered with graver ofeces, provides a sum- in which a man was tried and convicted in his absence, under
mary mode of t ial, at any rate in the Province of Ontario the law as it stands, and sentenced to five years imprison-
and some of the other Provinces, with the consent of the ment for going on board a ship without the master's consent.
accused; but here it is proposed to try cases summarily In the Court of Appeals, a doubt existed as te the interpre-
without bis consent, without giving him any option. This is tation of the law. You propose now to make it clear, that
contrary to the spirit of our criminal law and all sound a trial, in the case mentioned, can take place without a jury.
views. The following is the language of Judge PRamsay:- ' he hon. gentleman is not cognizant of the principles of

jurisprudence when he says it must be a clear case because
"Nowwe are invited to declare that these wor'ds oust trial byjury,and there must be permission of the master. Ho forgets that oneplace the liberty of any person accideutly going on board the wrong .h.eo

ship, at the mercy of two justices of the peace or of a stipendiary inagis- of the questions. to be determined is, whether it was against
trate. It is not contended that these words are those ordinarily the orders of the master. It is a trial as to whether the law
used for conveying jurisdiction; but, if I understand the respondent's has been violated or not by going on board without the con-pretension, it is assumed, that some of the dispositions of the Act are of sent of the master, and we require the assistance of a jury
a ebaracter so contrary to the general spirit of criminallegislation and te
the institutions of this ecuntry, that we must be more readily disposed before coming to a conclusion which may temporarily sub-
to admit it to be the intention of the Legislature to create a newjurisdic- jeet the accused to the loss of his liberty for five years in
tion than if the law were orta usualscharacter. Such a doctrine appears to te provincial penitentiary. Having before us now plainlyme te be intoerabe-a Inenstrous Iaw, wbich, in its eagerness te reach t'c '
the guilty, confounds innocence and guilt, has no spirit, and its opera- and clearly what the consequences of this legislation would
tion must be confined to the narrowest interpretation of its words." be, we are face to face with this question : Is it necessary

The Hon. Chief Justice Dorion said: to establish so severe a penalty ? If it be necessary you pre-
clude yourselves from the proposition that the subject that

"In a matter like this, where the punishment cannot be less than five you expose to so severe a penalty shall be exposed to it
years, I am not disposed, even if I fet that I was permitted by law to without the advantage of a trial by jury. If the penalty
do so, to extend, by way of interpretation and by doubtful inferences,
the jurisdiction of the Judges of the Sessions of the Peace, so as to were lighter, three or six months, such as the English
deprive anyaccuEed from the invaluable privilege of being tried by his penalty, there would be less objection to a sunmary trial,
peers, especially when I find that in England, where these laws are though it would b in its measure foreigu to the spirit ofadministered by men well versed in the practice and wi.h the principles
of the criminial aw-an advantage whichwe aonot always possess here criminal law. But when you determine that the ends of
-the penalty for similar offences under the Act already cited, is three justice require a penalty so severe as this, you determine
montha' imprisonment, and the extreme punishment which a stipendi- also that the ends of justice exact that the sentencè should
ary magistrate can i any Case iaflict id a penalty not exceeding $100 «•
or imprsoument for a period not exceeding six monthe,," (17 and 18 ViC., pobe an the verdict of a jury and not upon the verdict of a
Cap. 104, as. 237, 518sand 519.) singîe judge.

Mr. ANGLIN.
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Mr. CARON. The hon. gentleman says that this offence jury. That is a right of which we shouId not rightly de

is visited in England by three months imprisonment, but I prive any one of fer Majestys subjeets. The hon. Ministe
must tell him that there is no similarity at all between the of Marine talked as if the very moment a man is arrested o]
English offence and the Canadian offence. In England a charge of this kind li should bc treated as a criminal
the crew are discharged in the port as a rule. In Canada The principle of English law is that every man is to b
seamen arrive here with three or four pounds, and when treated as innocent tillie is convicted of a crime. Polic
they return to England, their wages amount to six or seven Magistrates, though they may be respectable men, ar
pounds. There is a tstrong inducement for the seaman to usually men of small experience and capadty, and from
desert bis ship, a strong inducement for the crimps to take habit of dcaling with criminals of the lowest c1as,
possession of the seaman and sell him to another ship they usualiy have small regard for individua
returning home to England, while their increased wages, as rights. We are treating this matter too lightly. We
a rule, go into the pockets of the crimps. Speaking of the are interferîng with the most sacred rigts-rights whicl
principles of law, is not a captain the master on board his onght to be hej the most sacred in those who are meekes
own ship ? and is he not in bis caitle? Has he not the and most humble. It is fot because you choose to eau s
same right to be protected as any other man in his man a criminal that ho is therefore to be held as having no
own residence from trespassers going on board that sud rights as the rest of the community are supposed tc
ship, and even, as it has happened at Quebec, shooting be in the fuil possession and enjoyment of. A prisener
down men who would »desert their vessel? 1 con- must be beld to ho an innocent man until aficr h 'Li as been
sider that this law is not at ail too stringeut. Iu the couvicted by a jury of wis peers, and a Stipendary Magi
case to which the lon, gentlemen bas referred, Judge trate should not have the power tcommit a man for five
Chauveau liad ne discretion, because the law fixed the pen- years.
alty thre years for somea offences and five years for others, Sir CHAiRLES TUPPER. After listei g for some time
and the case being proved lie lad ne power to exorcise a dls- to the very stronglterms in whicha le hou, leader of the
cretion. It would be impossible to prove a case aga tst a Opposition denounces this measure,d was startled lest some
prisoner by the witnesses on the slip, who alonM could give great innovation was boing made; but I w s surprised to learn
the necessary testimony, if the case was postponud until the that al then on. Minieervas doing was to propose an ameli
Quarter Sessions, and the ouly way to deal with sueli cases oration of the law as it wasin operation during tli e thl
is te deal -wtth them summarily. It is true the punishmeut leader of the Opposition was Minister of Justice. I feared

nay appear excessive, but considering ail the circumstan ces, the proositiou wasle impose a most stringet penalty,
tle difficulty of preventing ibis crime will justify it. That but I flnd it o make t less stringent and to give a dis-
crime lias uow altogether disappoarcd from our harbor in retion te reduce the penalty from fiv g to two years.
consequence of the stringent laws whichoeweredpassodiondn
whieh proteoe-d private property and protccted the s aip- Mr. ANGLIN. Wat doos the bon. gentleman say in
owseruandccaptain. Ithwasrnlyiingconsequencehoftsu laws D
that ilie captain was able te control iis crew and pronect Sir CHARLES TUPPEI eisnoet proposod ionake
bis slip. any change l that particular. Have such offenders bad

Mr. BLAKE. If the crime bas alroady disappeared w at trial by jury during the last five years?
was htfor which Michael Clare was sent te the pnitentiary Mr. ANGLIN. This Bi will remove doubis and esta.
last September for five years ? blish ihe power of the magistrate te try and convict and

Mr. CARON. That is only one case. impose sutw hpenalty.
Mr. BLAKE. It is olyeune man. I admit that the Mr. MLELAN. The doub expressed by the Judgs

d ifticuhiies are serious and that they nay require exceptional w s as te whether tey lad the power te impose puish-
provisions, butolmaintaithattbatexceptionalprovisionsto ment. I have a letter from Mr. Chauvean.
e obtained net at the sacrifice oflthe sacred rights of the sub- r. BLAKE. I have the oivinions of îe Judges. I did

ject te trial byjury, but by previding for an expeditieus trial.' net consider it within my business as Ministor of Justice te
Let the houa gentleman, if it requires an immediate tri 1, have enquired into alle euactments passod while tle
make a special provision under which a jury may be sccurcd gentlemen opposite were in power; and that because my
at once and le trial take place immediately. Theunisme attention was net called te ibis tact when I was Minister,
impssibiity in that; there are judges of suficient rank that therefoes my mouth sould ho shut new. The Judges
lWays in the City of QUebec te try those cases. The hon. tfbbh Superior Court of Quebec had tle statement before

gentleman telts us, firsi fapl, thpartte crime is more grave themrrduring bin last wo or three months. Tley were
than man others and that the consequences are sse inu divided on the question whother the Act lad the interpre-
more soeous that we must stamp it witl tle degradation taion tatws gencrally placed upon it; but they decided
and ae s pverity et a five years' imprisonment as a maxi- the question -he ChefJustice, a man of great ability, and
mum punishment; a bd thon te tel us that we can find ne Jurgotleamsay compcting tle morily. Thai1 the prosent
means whereby île usual safeguards of trial by jury eau ho state of the law; and this Bill proposes te setule the
secured, is something that cannotp.e istcued te. question.
If ite hon gentleman wats te mako the penalty Billreperted.
se severeande boave an immediate trial, lot him
combine theso things by providing special jurisdiction for BOUNTIES TO FISEREN.
the trial of this offence wit le immediatesummoning of a
jury, and se get overbo difficulties; but do net bell us in Sir Lonard Tiiley moved, taatlîle liuse resolve lîseif
the frst place it is a very giave crime, and in le nexpoi jtComnittee of he Wloe te consider a certain proposed
instance nai we must deprive persens charged withe sofbre-soltion te povide for an annual grant of $150,000 te aid in
jhe rigt of the trial by jury. Iedevelrpent of île sea fisheries, &c.

Mr. ANGLIN. The mistake bothMinisters ma e is in Motion agred te; and cuereduse resolved itseif into
imagiiing that;only the righs of propersy are te rbeCerkniic.
guarded, an that the rigts of au divih al man are of (In n.e Committee.)
sgtalimportance, fit obecause a man happons toro called
a criminal ho is te b deprived of al wthe righes whidhwo Sir LEONARD TILLEY. n submitting for the con-
proes terld sacred everywers-tle right of trial by sideratiou of îhe (Jmmittee île resolution upon the subject
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of the bounty to the fishermen, I desire to say that it is
exceedingly difficult, with the information we have before
us at present, to state specially the nature of the bounty to
be given to the vessels or boats employed in the fisheries.
All that we propose to do at the present time is to state,
upon the information, on data, we have at command, what we
think will be the probable amount to be appropriated in the
distribution of this $150,000, per ton, per vessel, and per
boat engaged in the sea fisheries. It will be found by refer-
ence to the report of the Marine and Fisheries Department for
1850-81, as well as other data that we have been able to com-
mand, that the average number of men employed in the fish-
eries during the last two years was 60,589. The average num-
ber of vessels engaged in the fisheries was 1,150, the average
tonnage 46,856, and the average number of boats 26,106.
It is intended for the firat year to administer the distribu-
tion of the money by arrangements made by Order in
Council, after the fullest information has been obtained, and
it is proposed to give $2 a ton for the vessels engaged in the
frsheries. Of the tonnage of 46,856 some are vessels engaged
for a short period in each year, and they would not be entitled
to any bounty on that account. On the best information we
have before us there will be about 42,000 out of the 46,000
entitled to the bounty. It is proposed, for example, that a
vessel shall require to be at least three months engaged in
the fisheries each season, or probably four months, and it is
proposed also to divide the bounty between owners of the
vessels and crew. That is the proposition at present.
With reference to the boats we find some little
difficulty at the present moment in stating the
nature of the boat, because they vary so much
in size and value, and the number of men employed. For
instance, there are many boats employed in our fisheries
manned by two men; others engaged with the seine or
net, and others with only one man. Then there are a num-
ber entered in the returns who are owned by men who are
not fishermen, farmers and others on the coast of Nova
Scotia frequently going out at certain seasons of the year
to catch fish for their own use. It is not intended that they
shall partake of the bounty. Out of the 22,000 bouts
employed, we take 10,000 of the larger size. and allow
them $4, and 12,000 of the smaller size, $2 each.
This is the approximate estimate, but, of course,
the arrangement is only of a tentative character.
After enquiring, we have decided that boats less than four-
teen feet long should not receive anything. By giving $2
a ton for an aggregate of 42,000 tons, part to the owner of
the vessel and part to the crew, $4 each to 10,000 smaller
boats, and $2 each to 12,000 of the smallest size, we make
up $148,000. The subject having been discussed by Govern-
ment before my visit to the Maritime Provinces last sum-
mer, I took occasion to enquire into the condition of the
fishermen, especially in Nova Scotia, and I learnt that a
large portion of the fishermen, previous to the Washington
Treaty, were in the habit of going to Massachusetts in ships
belonging to Massachusetts. They have there a very su-
perior clas of vessels, which are built especially for that
trade. From the habit of their going there previous to the
treaty, I was told that they still go there; and I was told,
especially in Yarmouth, that if the bounty was given in
such a way that the owner of a vessel would receive a cer-
tain portion, it would be an encouragement to persons who
had capital te construct the class of vessels used by these
people in Nova Scotia, so that they would not be compelled
togo tô the 'United States. That was one object we had
in view. It was also coneidered that the interest on the
$4,500,000 awarded by the Fishery Commission should be
distributed among the fishermen who, under its oper-
ation, had been compelled to give up the advantage of
having access to the American market for their fisb.
We hope, within the next month or so, to be able to
pass the Order in Council based upon this resolution,

Sir LEoNAR TILLEY.

to an extent that will very likely be about the $150,000
asked for.

Mr. KILLAM. I do not think the bon. member could
bave more thoroughly convinced the House than he has
done by his eloquent speech, that the distribution of this
bonnty cannot be intended for anything else than a political
bribe. This is one of the most crude propositions ever sub-
mitted to a Legislature. It bas been submitted without
any consideration or any knowledge of the facts; and it bas
been laid before us at half-past nine on the second evening
preceding the prorogation, of what we are led to suppose, is
the last Session of this Parliament, when it is entirely ont
of our power to consult with our friends in the different
parts of the country as to whether this proposition is a
sound one or not, and when we have not time to consider
the provisions of the measure. The hon. gentleman tells
us that the matter is to be settled by Order in Council. No
doubt, as in many other cases; he would like to have the
matter settled by Order in Council and not by such an Act
of Parliament as would maké it clear to those interested.
The fishermen know how they bave been taxed by the
hon. gentleman, and how ho voted against giving them a
fair share of the Fishery Award; and they do not thank
the bon. gentleman for bringing down, at the last stage of
the Session, a half measure of this kind, for returning te
them a portion of the money which he knows has been
withheld from thom for so many years. The fishermen
will not give the hon. gentleman the credit ho expects to
obtain by this measure. I would like to know if the hon.
gentleman has investigated this matter, or if hoe is at all
conversant with it; or is ho bringing down this measure
because he thinks it is a popular thing to give a bounty to the
fishermen? After.having taxed every article which the fisher-
men use for the last three or four years, ho goes to them and
says: "Although we have been taxing you, we have been
looking after your interests, and we propose to return to you
part of the taxes we have taken from you. As soon as the
turmoil of the elections is orer we will settle with you by
Order in Council." Sir, I profess to be conversant with this
subject; I know something about the tonnage of vessels and
about fishing boats; I have taken the trouble to post myself
with regard to the catch of fish, and I believe there will be
no trouble for the hon. gentleman to distribute $150,000 ; but
it will be very difieult for him, with the knowledge he has
acquired so far, to discuss this subject properly. It would
have been in order for the hon. gentleman, when ho pro-
posed to levy a duty upon the necessaries of life used
by these people, four years ago, to have taken that
matter into consideration. But ho never thoughtof it then.
Now, whon the unpopularity of that policy makes it noces-
sary to him to try to redeem hie ciharacter in some way, ho
comes down with this proposition. But ho knows ncthing
about the subject. If ho took into consideration the ques-
tion of the fish caught, the risks incurred in taking
different kinds, and the revenue the Dominion derives from
the catch of the different sorts, ho might with some degree
of knowledge distribute this bounty in a way to acknowledge
the most deserving. But that is not within the scope of
his knowledge. He dees not understand how to deal with
that part of the subject.l He submits this proposition,
I unhesitatingly assert, solely as an election kite, because he
bas not considered the interests of those people the last
three years. le is pretending now te make some amends
to them without a proper knowledge of the subject, and
without a . consideration of the proper method of dealing
with it. And what we shall find out when the elections
are over is, that itwill be perhapa one or two years before
ho will be able to distribute his frst year's award, and after-
wards that the distribution has been an improper o,
occasioning the utmost dissatisfaction; and that the proper
way, as everybody contends, to deal with the fishermen is
to release them from unnecessary taxation, and not b
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taking $2 from them and giving $1 back, and so try to
make himself especially popular with these people.

Mr. ANGLIN. How small a vessel will bo entitled to
this $2 bounty-will vessels of five or six tons b? Will
those five or six ton vessels be enLitled to $2 a ton or only
to the $4.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot say at this moment;
because all the vessels are registered, and their register
will be the guide as to the payment on the tonnage. Tho
law, I- think, speaks of registering all vessels of ten tons;
any smaller tonnage is not registered, and that is where
one of the difficulties arise in reaching a decision. The
hon. member for Gloucester says no time was given. We
gave notice a long time ago. Miany hon. members have fur-
nished the Government with information-members of prac-
tical experience; and many have been in communication with
their constituents,and have placed in the handsof the Govern-
ment the returns made. The statements I have made are
based on recommendations to a large extent of members,
either the results of their own personal experience or of in-
formation from their constituents. One ofthe matters that
will have to be investigated concerns that class of vessels
between the size required to be registered, of ten tons, and
an ordinary boat. Some scale will have to be fixed, based
on either length, breadth or capacity; therefore I can-
not state any general rule for vessels under the regular
tonnage.

Mr. FLYNN. I am not disposed to question the motives
that have animated the Government in giving these $150,-
000 as a bounty to the fishermen. I have said, and still think,
that if the taxes were lightened, it would be to greater ad-
vantage to them than any bounty. It was quite within the
power of the hon. Finance Minister to obtain that informa-
tion, which I regretted to hear him say be did not possess,
to enable him to make the best distribution of this money
to the fishormen in the Maritime Provinces. This infor-
mation could as well be obtained between the day of his
Budget Speech and to-day, as it can be procured hereafter.
I presume the most competent authorities will be the officers
of the Marine and Fisheries Department. I am not satisfied
with the proposed $2 a ton. I only hope, however, that the
fishermen themselves will get the benefit of the grant and
not the owners of the vessels to a large extent. The hon.
Minister proposes to give a certain class of boats $2 and
another $4. In every part of the Maritime Provinces there
is a difforent class of boats varying in size fron 12 and 14 feet,
flat-bottomed boats up to 35 or 40 feet in length. Some of
those boats of a very fair size would have only two men.
Therefore, if a boat of thirteen feet keel got $2 with two mon
and one with 30 feet keel only got $2, that would certainly not
be a fair proportion. I think it should be so arranged that
the bounty would be distributed according to the number
of men in each boat and not according to the size of the
boat.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The difficulty is to know how
many mon are engaged.

Mr. FLYNN. You will have to get official information.
You could have a register of the bouts and a return to the
Department of the size of each boat and the number of mon
employed in it. No doubt many difficulties surround this
question, and a good deal more care and time will be re-
quired to settle it satisfactorily than the hon. Minister has
been able to bestow on it. The fishery overseers would be
the proper persons to visit the districts and obtain the
information required in order to distribute this sum in an
equitable manner.

Mr. BRECKEN. I agree with the hon. member, that it
is a matter of very great difficulty to distribute this bounty
in an equitable way. I should like to see it distributed ac-
cording to the number of mon employed in the bouts irre-
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spective of size. In some cases the boats are owned by the
fishermen themselves, but, in others, by the proprietors of
fishing stations, and they vary a good deal in size. I know
itwas impossible for the hon. Finance Minister, in the pres.
sure of time and business, to have propounded a very
clear and distinct plan, but I look at it in this light-
that the pooror the men, the greater the necessity they
should roceive assistance out of this bounty. I do not sec
why it should be distributed according to the sizo of the
boats, because, after all, the mon who are in a position to
purchase and own larger-sized boats with more efficient
gear are the men who stand less in need of the bounty than
those who are struggling to make a livelhood in the smaller
boats. Men should be appointed in the neighborhood of
these fishing stations to issue licenses to those engagel in
the trade, and sec that that they are bonafide engaged in it
so as to prevent men pretending to be fishermen for the
purpose of getting a share of the bounty. In this view a
minimum catch would have to be establisheoi. Some scheme.
of that kind would ho more acceptable to the fishermen
than that proposed by the hon. Finance Minister.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is much to be regretted that the hon.
Finance Minister should not give carlier some outline of
his plan for the distribution of this bounty, and so enable
us to consult in our constituencies the leading men in that
industry so as to obtain information which would probably
have enabled the hon. Finance Minister to arrive at a more
definite and fair conclusion than ho has been able to reach.
I agree with the two hon. gentlemen who have just spoken
that it would be better to apportion this bounty according
to the men employed rather than to the size of
the boat, because the smaller the boat and the poorer
the outfit the greater the need of this assistance. If you
divide the money according to the length of the keel there
will be great jealousy aroused among the mon, who will not
understand why one should get more than another. I
endeavored to ascertain from my constituents their views
exactly, but I had so little information as to the views of the
hon. Minister that I had but little to work on. Some wanted
to know if the money was to be voted altogether for the
encouragement of deep sou fishers or whether the inshore
fishers would also be aided, or whother the ordinary boat
was to be distinguished from the vessel thoroughly equipped
for fishing; but I could not give any information on those
points. There are difficulties in the way, and I am sure
we would all have been delighted to assist the hon. Minister in
arriving at a proper conclusion. If we are determined to
divide $150,000 amongst the fishermen it should be done
upon some fair and equitable basis. This is not a case where
party interests or political considerations should have any
weight. I am only sorry that I cannot now afford more
information on the matter.

Mr. DECOSMOS. This discussion has so far apparently
been confined to the eastern Maritime Provinces. The
hon. Minister of Finance, in introducing bis resolutions
made no distinction, however, between the eastern and
western Maritime Provinces. Now, Sir, allow me to draw
vour attention to one or two facts with respect to the
tisheries. The total exports of fish for the last fiscal year
was about $6,867,715. The total take of fish in British
Columbia during the last calendar year, according to the
report of the Inspector of Fisheries for the Province of
British Columbia, was $1,454,321.

Mr. ANGLIN. Does that include salmon?
Mr. DECOSMOS. It is quite immaterial whether they

are salmon or codfish. If we have a salmon aristrocracy
yott have a codfish aristrocracy. The produce of British
Columbia amounted to nearly one-fifth of the total exports
of fish. Now, I would remind the House of the fact that
under the fifth article of the terms of Union between
Canada and British Columbia, Canada agreed to protect
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and encourage the fisheries of British Columbia, and I take leges which they formerly enjoyed. It is to compensati
it that in any distribution of this $150,000 among the fish- them for the competition which they are now meeting
ermen, and for the encouragement of the fisheries; the Pro- with from American fishermen. British Columbia doe
vince of British Columbia should recoive its due share. not come within the terms of the treaty, and Amnericaî

Mr. OGDEN. Not much. fishermen are not competing with them. The -hon
Mr. D.EOSMOS. .Now, Sir, let me draw the attention of gentleman says the people of British Columbia havt

contributed to the maintenance of the fisheries in thE
the hon. Minister of Finance to this fact; that when thetreaty east and have a right to their share of consideration
of Washington was made it was stated by the present hon. That is quite true. Officers have been appointed there b3Minister of Railways, and by the hon. Premier to myself the Dominion Government, and before the Session closes ai
personally before that treaty was adopted by this flouse, that appropriation will be asked for fish-breeding establishmentE
Columbia was ncluded. It turned out afterwards that and the encouragement of fish-breeding in British Columbia
Columbia was not included in the treaty, although Prince recognizing the right they will have to the protection o
Edward Island, which was not in the Union, was included. their fisheries, the amount to be paid out of the genera
As a consequence our fishermen have not been able to send revenues of the Dominion. A number of communication
their fish into the United States froc of duty ; we have not have been received through members of the House repre
been able to send our oil or anything else that is produced from
the sea, into the United States under that troaty. I think that payon the fish exports. It was felt that the amount woul
in distributing this bounty the Province of Columbia should potreach the parties engaged in the business. Another pro-
share man for man with the other Provinces. The hon. position offered was that every man engaged in the fishin
member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), as well as the hon, business should receive a certain sum per bead. That, how-
iember for Queen's (Mr. Breeken) is inchned to the ever, would be a difficult undertaking, althoug h from a
view that tho distribution of this award should he political point of view it would be advantageous. But there
given as a poli bonus. Now, let us see how the are two objects in view in the propositions submitted:
Province of Columbia stands in regard to the fishing first, to encourage the construction of a class of vessels thatindustry. Last year she had eight steamers of from five to is much needed; second, to compensate the fishermen. It
fifty tons, ten schooners of from fifteen to eighty tons, 335 is the intention of the Government to use the fishery officers
fi.shing boats, thirty-five fiat boats, 146 canoes, with a seal- for the purpose of granting licenses and looking after thi
ing fleet, sixty-two sailors and 2,831 fishermen and shoremen. matter, but i would be a difficult matter te distribute the
An hon. gentleman remarked that this was a salmon fishery, amount according to the number of men in a boat. The
but I submit there is no difference batween taking salmon point with respect to which there is at present some difficulty
in Columbia and taking fish off the coast of Nova Seotia or is as to the size of the boat, but we may arrive at that
Prince Edward Island in boats. Prince Edward Island and by the length of the keel and the dimensions
Nova Scotia have no large rivers, though there is the Avon, of the boat. The proposition now submitted to
the St. Croix, the Shubonacadie and others ; but they are the House in its brief form bas been the result
comparatively small. In framing this scheme we should of the recommendation of members connected with
take into consideration the character of the country. What the fishing counties, and correspondents to whom
may satisfy the small Provinces east may not satisfy the they have written.
great Province west, and if the salmon fishery is at this
moment the chief industry the salmon fishermen should be Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed to found a Bil ou the
just as much entitled to a bonus as the cod fishermen in the resolution ?
Gulf of St. Lawrence or on the coast of Nova Scotia. We Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No, we propose to place a
have also the seal fishery, which has grown up during the vote in the appropriation.
last few years. Last year there were ten schooners engaged Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed to define the mode of dis-
in it and 146 canoes, which took 13,541 seals worth $170,242. tributing the money?
Now, here is a deep sea enterprise that deserves encourage- Si
ment. It is the same class of seals for which the United r LEONARD TILLEY. Net for the present year
States Government receives over $250,000 of royalty from -not until we have had a year's experience.
the Alaska Fur Company. My intention, in making Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has adduced,
these remarks, was to draw the attention of the hon. as a reason why Parliament is asked to pass upon
Minister of Finance to this , point, that as this measure at this late period of the Session, that hon.
Columbia contributes ber share for the protection of the members wish to give him the result of enquiries made dur-
fisheries east, I take it she is entitled to her share of the ing the Session. I feel it is to be regretted that the Gov-
money given for the encouragement of the fisheries; and I ernment, who took up the subject so long ago, did not take
would like to hear the hon. minister state whether it is the it up in a manner to enable them to make a more equal dis-
intention of the Government, in the distribution of this tribution in connection with the grant. It is obvious that
bonus, to include Columbia. From the utterances we have Pai'liament is being asked to vote this money into the hands
already hoard, it seems to be the opinion that this money is of the Government What the Government was bound to
simply going back to the fishermen of the Maritime Pro- do was this-to have acquired information to have enabled
vinces as a portion of that which was paid over to the Do- thom to go before Parliament, which would pass upon it. It
minion by the United States. Now, that question was might be said that it will not be necessary to retain the plan
discussed here before, and the majority of the House ex- for more than the first year, andthat therefore, the plan should
pressed the opinion that that money was the property of the be tried. The plan is to be tried after the Session, and the
Dominion, and not the property of the Maritime Provinces money will be distributed for the first year according to the
alone, consequently we are entitled to our share of the views of the Government and not with the sanction of Par-
money from the fact of our being a partuer in the Dominion. liament. This proposal is contrary to the two principles
I would now formally request the hon. Minister of Finance to which should regulate a Government holding office under
state whether fie intends to include the Province of Columbia our Constitution.
in this matter. 1 Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The bon. gentleman loses

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The proposition is to reim- sight of the fact that my hon. friend stated
burse the fisbermen of that portion of the Dominion who that the mode of making this distribution is to a
have had taken from them by the treaty exclusive privi- 1 certain extent experimental. What Parliament is asked

Mr. ]DECosos.
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to do is to appropriate $150,000 per annum for the mitted to Parliament large appropriations for theprotee.
benefit of the fishermen of this country. My hon. friend tion of the fisheries, we were ridiculed, and, had the policy
the Minister of Finance has taken Parliament in the fullest of the bon. gentleman opposite been adopted, the whole
degree into his confidence by giving it all the evidence li fisheries of our country wonld have been left open a3 a prey
has been able to gather on the subject. He las explained to the United States fishermen, wbo woutd have gono upon
in the fullest possible manner to Parliament the mode in them and absorbed those fîsheries to tho exclusion of our
whith it is proposed to deal with that which is obviously at own people, whilo, on the other hand, our fishermen were
present an experiment, and when we come to devise the shut out of the markets of the United States. But the
means of making that $150,000 per annum useful for the Gonservative party went on in their policy of protecting
fishermen for whom it is intended, when we crystalize that those fisheries, and the resuit was the acoomplishment of
appropriation into an Act, the Government wilI have the the Washinton Treaty, and the resuit was that we attained
advantage of .possessing a year's experiene' and will be access to the markets of the United States as a quid pro
able to judge by a year's experience and the information quo from the use of our waters to which the hongentleman
which will be acquired on the subject, as to how they can would have given them access witlout a policy of compen-
best permanently provide for the administration of that sation. When my right hon. friend cane back with this
money - what scheme they can submit to Par- treaty in bis band and submitted it to Parliament, whatdid
liament for the permanent appropriation of that hon, gentlemen tell us in regard to that provision of the
money. 1 think the hon. gentleman is unreasonable treaty providing for the appointment ofarbîtrators, ofaseer-
in asking that more shall be done than to bring for. taining how much money should ho paid by th United
ward our determination to appropriate a specific sum, and States? That provision was treated with ridicule. They
outline the mode by which it is proposed to expend it. The said that net a farthing would be obtained from the United
hon. gentleman has left no vagueness as to the mode in States; that the treaty was a piece of waste-paper; but,
which it will be expended, or as to how it will be appro- under that treaty, the marketsof the United States were
priated, so far as we are able to form ajudgment at the pre- olened te our fishermen, and under it we have reeeived
senttime. The hon. leader of the Opposition does not go soe$4,500,000, or $5,00,000 if Newfoundland be in-
far as the bon. member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam), eludcd, as compensation to this country for rights
who did nothing but fling taunt and insuit and which tho American fishermen enjey, and'which,
obloquy across the floor to my hon. friend the under the poliey of hon, gentlemen opposite, they
Finance Minister, because ho comes down with would have enjoyed to the same degreç without
his proposal to appropriate $150,000 for the benefit of the compensation te the amount of a single dollar, and
fishermen of the Maritime Provinces. The hon. gentleman wîtbout giving our fishermen access to tho uarket-
represents a Province which bas thousands and tons of of the United States. But in spito of the hostilieyf
thousands of hardy fishermen to whom this money will be a in spite of the efforts of these hon, gentlemen le prevent
great and well-deserved boon, and bas nothing for the Govern- the fishermen of our country from having access to tle mar-
ment and for my hon. friend who brings down this proposal, kets of the United States, the proper compensation wa got
but the strongest imputations of the most dishonorable mo- for the use and enjoyent of our fisbing grounds by the
tives. He denies that the fishermen will accept this as a fishermen ofthe United States. The hon. gentlemen oppo-
boon; and I say, Sir, that if he were accepted as the mouth- site were in power wbeu this award was made and this
piece of the fishermen of the country the Government would $1,500,000 recoived, and had tbey been able te prevent
at once withdraw the grant and the bon. gentleman would the adoption cf that treaty the markets of the
be in a similar position to that which he occupied when United States would have been closed te Canada
upon an appropriation for bis own county appearing in the and we would net have bad in our
Estimates, ho asked that the item be struck out. coffers the $4,500,000 we received under that treaty. While
I repeat that if the bon. gentleman was the accepted mouth- tbey were la power Ibis award was made, and it was known
piece of the fishermen, the Governinent would not retain that $4,500,000 were te ho paid eut cf the exequer of the
this item on the Estimates for five minutes. Does not theUnîted States te the ceffers cf Canada. What did hJn.
hon. gentleman know that a large deserving body of the gentlemen do with thât money? Did Ihey propose te give
population of this country will gratefully receive this evi- any censideratien te the fisbermen of this coutry?
dence of the fact that the Government are prepared now, as net a dollar. The hon, gentleman says we votod 4own a
they always have been prepared, to give that consideration proposition that Ihat money shculd go le the! Mari-
to them which is due to mon engaged in an arduous, bu- time Provinces. Wh voted it down? Why, 5ir,
some and dangerous profession, and a consideration which only thirty were in favor cf that proposition, anften ont
they have never received from hon. gentlemen opposite. of the thirty were frein this side cf the fouse. The
How is it, I would ask, that we have $150,000 to appro- hon, gentleman knows Ihat ail tho leaders of lis party,
priate to this object ? Where does it come from? Who with perhaps the single exception cf the hon. momber for
was it that opened the markets of the United States te the Gloucester, voted against that rosolution; and yet, Sir, ho
fishermen of our country ? Who took away the prohibitive taunts my hon. friend tho Minister ef Fiine wlti Win
tariff. which preveated the fishermen from getting access te voteditdown. What has the hon. Finance MiDister dupel?
the large markets of the United States ? I say this boon The moment the financi4 condition cf Iýisewptrf las
was obtained by gentlemen sitting on this side of the House, irprovod, the moment we are in a position witb thiý great
despite the efforts of the leader and of the body of the Opposi- and important intereat, ho cores down, bore and says -- t
tion to prevent it. A measure was brought down by whicobthe proceedg Of the $,500,000 whieb has beenobtained
the markets of the United States w.re to be opened. The under tle Washington Treaty, pndor that system eofprotee-
hon. gentleman sustained that proposition, but in sustaining tien te the fisheries wbich the Conservative party adoptod,
it ho condemned the attitude of the party with whom he is shaH ipure te the fishermen of tbis countryand are annnally
acting to-day, and in overwhelming numbers did what they te ho expended lu their maintenanceand'support; andyt
could to prevent that market from being opened for the lon. gentleman, associated witb the party which
the fishermen of our own country. Not only so, but in the neyer raised a finger, which bas nover attempted te do any-
first efforts of the Conservative party to protect the fisheries thing le raise this country, whon the hon. Minister of
of this country they were met with nothing but taunt and Finance cores down with a proposition te give to Ihe fish-
insult and obloquy from the friends of the hon gentleman, ermen cf' Canada ail the benefit, of that award, the hon.
just vasthey have met wlth ore bo-night. Whouo we sub- gentleman lias nteword ofgratitude. e adoe nt hoale
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the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn) said, that he planation. The ground I take is perfectly clear. I say that
would not question my hon. friend's motives. How could by their financial policy hon. gentlemen opposite have taken
he question the motives for an action which is so obviously unnecessarily out of the pockets of the fishermen of my Pro-
a matter of justice and propriety ? But the hon. gentle- vince during the last three years at least$500,000 to form
man not only does that, but he treats my hon. friend's pro- part of bis boasted surplus; and now he comes down, owingall
position with obloquy and insult. If the hon. gentleman this money and trying to compromise with his creditors by
were trusted as the mouthpiece of the fishermen of the asking the fishermen if they will take back so much in full
country, there wouid be a short story to this effect to give payment of all their demands. I do not profess to be an
to that great and influential class of our countrymen that organ ofthe fisherman, but I feel bound to stand up here
consideration to which they are entitled. I believe the bon. and proclaim the cause of truth and justice, and support
gentleman has greatly mistaken the intelligence of the fish- those things which I believe to be morally right. I believe
ermen of this country and the county he misrepresents, if the course of the hon. gentleman in this matter to be morally
he thinks he will not be held to a strict account for the wrong in not proposing to grant the whole of this award in
manner in which he has endeavored to obstruct the such a comprehensive way that the fishermen will know
final effort of my hon. friend to do justice to a body of it is granted.
deserving men. I would ask him to put alongside of his Mr. BREÇKEN. I believe with the hon. Minister of
language the language of a man elected to represent that Finance that this resolution has settled great difficulties,
county in the Legislature of INova Scotia-a man who has and I believe the plan proposed is perhaps suitable to the
turncd bis back upon the party whom the hon. gentleman greater number of the fishermen. The reason I offered the
is associated with because of their utter indifference and remarks I did was not to catch a vote, but was owing to the
neglect to the great interests of that constituency-and a peculiar position in which our fishermen are placed. They
man who has himself declared that thero was no measure fish upon what is called half-line; the owner of a station
that would so entitle the Government of this country to the or one of the neighbors owns a boat, and the crew fish on
support and confidence of the county of Yarmouth as the half-lines. This bounty must necessarily be small,
very measure brought down by my hon. friend. and it is not likely to warrant them in altering

Mr. KILLAM. The hon. gentleman is a good hand at their mode of business. I listened with great
the use cf adjectives. I care very little for his abuse. My pleasure to the hon. Minister of Railways.
own position on this subject is perfectly clear, and between We have recently had an election in Prince Edward Island,
my action and bis 1 leave the people to judge at the proper at which, to a certain extent, Dominion questions came up,
time. The hon. gentleman says that an annual grant of. and this Committee will hardly credit the fact that one of
$150,000 is provided. This is not the first time thut I have the cries of the Reformers against the supporters of the
had to contrast the opinion of the Minister of Railways with Government was that we had not obtained for them a share
that of the Minister of Finance. The Minister of Finance in the fishery award, had turned our baeks on the fishermen
said that ho did not intend to provide in the Bill for an in this important matter, and that the only men who, had
annual graait, but to pat it in the Supply Bill for this year. they the power, would secure us a share of that award

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I said no such thing. The were our political opponents. The Finance Minister has
question was asked by the late leader of the Government if placed that matter honestly before the Committee, and I
we intended to embody this vote in a Bill; and I said not wish his speech had been set before the electors of Prince
until we had the experience of a year and knew what to Edward Island, where our opponents bad the unbounded
enbody in the Bill. coolness and audacity to stand up as the champions of the

.. revision of this award. When I contended somo time ago
Mr. i1LLAM. When the hon. gentleman made his pro- inthis House that we were, if not on legal, on equitable

position the hon. member for Richmond asked if he wts grounds, entitled to a division of this award among us, it
going to make an annual grant, and he could not get a was contended that the award was made on other grounds
straightforward answer- than the theory of territorial property. But when tho

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That statement is as incor- question was put to the vote, did my opponents say that this
rect as the other. There never was a statement from me property was particularly territorial property? But when
to the effect that it was not the intention of the Government you gave $1,000,000 to Newfoundland, you acknowledged
to continue it more than a year. that principle. On that occasion were the leaders of the

Mr. FLYNN. It was Sir Albert J. Smith who asked the Liberal party in this House found the friends of the Maritime
question. Provinces ? No; aithough it is truc that the hon.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Sir Albert 1. Smith asked mem ber for Gloucester and other Reform members in
Some prtir EONRDoftIeYair alber s. th aethe Lower Provinces voted for us. The Reform

some partiuelars of the details, and I said they would Le leaders, however, voted with the Government. And yet I
given when the resolution was moved. repeat, the Liberals ofthe Island had the assurance to declare

Mr. KILLAM. I am glad that we have been able te get that if the Reform party had been in power at Ottawa the
the statement from the Government that it is to be an $4,500,000 would have been divided among the fishermen of
aunual grant. the Maritime Provinces. If my memory serves me the

Sir LIEONARD TILLEY. The resolution states so. hon. mem ber for Lambton was First Minister when the award
was made, and bis Government had the power, had they hadMr. KILLAM. It does not alter what I was saying, such the will te divide it.

a Bill introducod which will provide in a clear and distinct
manner, that this wll be an annual contribution of what is Mr. ANGLIN. It was not paid over then.
due to the fishermen. The hon. Minister of Railways says Mr. BRECKEN. Nb; but you had the credit of the
this was fully explained by the hon. Minister of Finance. American Government that it would be paid, and you should
My opinion is different; no full explanation was made at all. have been thorough in your distribution, carefully consider-
le made a general explanation, which conveyed the idea ing whether the other Provinces were not as well entitled
that atter he thought the subject over, he would fix the to a share as Newfoundland. I held the opinion three years
mode in which the money was to be paid by Order in ago that this fishery privilege was territorial property, and
Council; and we are now no more sure of the way this is to whatever injury was inflicted on British fishermen by the
be done, and no fisherman is any surer of the amount he Americans coming within three miles of our coasts, was
will receive than before the hon. gentleman made his ex- suffered by the people who lived on the shores of the Kari-

Sir CuAnLs TUPP3R,
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time Provinces, I accept this grant of $ 150,000 as a great
boon to the fishermen, and I believe under all the circum-
stances that it was as much perhaps as the Finance Minister
could accomplish. As he properly said, it is not a party
question. I hope that this grant will be distributed mainly
among the poorer fishermen, whose business needs a fostering
care not necessary in the case of the classes in better cir-
cumstances. It is the poorer fishermen who ought to bo
hulped by this timely grant, for which the Government
deserves great credit.

Mr. RICHEY. Having been associated with a number
of my friends on the opposite side of the House, as well as
with many on this side, in the vote to which reference has
been made more than once this evening, I feel called upon
to disavow all participation with the sentiments expressed
by many of them on this occasion. I am so far from hold-
ing with the hon. member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam),
that the fishermen of Nova Scotia and other Maritime
Provinces will disregard this vote, or consider it as one
which is not given to them frankly by the Government,
that I believe it would be received with that gratitude that
ought to be cvincod. Had I at the timo when the resolu-
tions were brought down, and which I felt it my duty to
support, had an -assurance that a solution of the question
so much more *favorable to the fishermen of my Pro-
vince as this proves to be, would have been sub-
mitted by the overnment. I should not have been
found among the number who made the claim
set forth with regard to the Provinces of the D,>minion.
Whatever may be my views as regards the territorial rights
of the several Provinces, I believe that as regards the fisher-
men themselves, they must derive vastly more benefit from
having this fund administered by the Government of the
Dominion. My hon. friend has referred to the question of
taxation. I would remind him that there is not a class of1
persons in the whole Dominion for whom specifie exemp-
tions have been made to such an extent as the fishermen,
and when ho speaks of this measure being brought as an
electioneering trick to overcome difficulties arising from the
unpopularity of the National Policy, I tell him that just be-
cause of the popularity of the National Policy, which is
daily increasing, the Government might have taken their
stand on that in safety and refused us the justice which I
am glad to see they have concluded to render us. I believe
I speak not only for Nova Scotia, but for all the Maritime
Provinces, when I say that they wiIl recognize in this act of
the Government, not only the desire, but the most astute
endeavor to provide in the very best way for the compensa-
tion of those engaged in the fisheries.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is to be regretted that at this late hour
on Saturday night the National Policy and the Washington
Treaty should be dragged into the debates. The hon. mem-
ber for (Queen's, P.E.I.,) knows best what promises and
assurances he and his friends gave to the people of Prince
Edward Island with regard to the disposition of what they
consider their share of the award. ie knows best whether
or not he led them to expect that they would obtain that
portion of the money to which they believe they are en-
titled. I am not aware that on this side anything was said
to justify any unreasonable expectations on that score. As
to the question whether this was or not to be an annual
appropriation, let me quote from Hansard what the hon.
Minister of Finance said:

"Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like te ask the hon. gentleman whether
the $150,000 proposed to be given as bounties to fishermen is simply a
o rant for a year, or whether it is proposed to ask a similar grant every
year ?

"Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. It is not proposed by Act of Parliament te
take an appropriation year by year."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Exactly, by Act of Parlia-
mlent.1

Mr. ANGLIN. That justified the conclusion on this side
that the Government did not wish it te be understood, at all
events, that they pledged themselves to make this a regular
annual appropriation, but that it was merely a tentative
proceeding. I do not think the hon. Finance Ministor had
a right to become so angry a while ago when it was said he
had denied it was to be an annual appropriation. With
regard to the Washington Treaty the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways went out of his way to make a violent attack on this
side of the House, as te the position we have taken toward
the fishermen from time to time. He alleges that we never did
anything for them. We never taxed them. As to the
National Policy there is no class of people on whom that
policy presses more heavily. They buy large quantities of
the heaviest woollen cloths and cottons, and have to pur-
chase nearly all their provisions, so that there is no class
who pay so much under the National Policy as the fisher-
men. I quite agree with tho bon. member for Yarmouth
that the 8150,000 will go a very short way towards counter-
balancing the taxes inposed on the fishermen under the
National Policy. With regard to the treatment of the fish-
ermen, the hon. Minister of tRailways says that when hon.
gentlemen on that side undertook to protect the fisheries
their efforts were scorned and scoffed at by hon. gentlemen
on this side of the House. After their old treaty expired,
the Provinces not being then united, we in the Lower
Provinces endeavored to protect our fisheries. We under-
took to enforce a system of licenses, but each year the de-
mand considerably diminished. We found great difficulty
existed in preventing Americans fishing on our territory
without paying even a nominal compensation. Hon. gen-
tlemen opposite did make an entraordinary effort to protect
the fisheries; they employed small boats and crews at cer-
tain points along the Gulf to prevent the Americans from
fishing within our limits, but they never succeeded in driv-
ing off one American vessel. The display was not one of
strength, but one of pitiable weakness. When the hon.
Minister of Railways pretends that one result of that action
by the Government was to bring about the Washington
Treaty, he goes a little too far even for him. That matter
was discussed years before, and was used merely as a pre-
text by the British Government to bring about a treaty
with the United States, which they desired very much at
that time. I read a speech of a member of the British
Government in the House of Lords, in which ho stated how
negotiations were opened in regard to this matter, and one
of the means was the fishery question, which was used as a
pretext for opening negotiations that led to the Washington
Treaty. It is something new for the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways te defend before this country that treacy in which we
gave a great deal more than we received compensation for,
either directly or indirectly, even taking into account the
$4,000,000 or $5,000,000 received for our fisheries. We
accepted it under compulsion, because we were told
that it was necessary for the welfare and security of
the Empire that it shouild be ratified. I for one pro-
tested against it, chiefly because this reason was not
stated as plainly as it ought to have been, and because
some faint attempt was made to persuade us that on the
whole the treaty was a pretty good thing. The hon. gen-
tleman claims credit for the amount received, but when the
treaty was of such a character that we would not willingly
have ratified it, nobody is entitled to credit for having
received this money since we have given more -than we
received. But who really is entitled to any compensation
we have received? Is it hon. gentlemen opposite, whose
speeches were quoted by the American Commir-sioner in bis
case as supporting his contention, or is it the hon. gentlemen
on this side, then forming the Gm>ernment, who insisted
that despite the declaration made by bon gentlemen opposite
there was real value in our fisheries for which we were enti-
tled to compensation, and succeeded in establishing our claim
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i flnd here a speech of the leader of the Government, a large
portion of which was actually incorporated in the case pre-
pared by Mr. Foster. Let me read a few pages from it
where the hon. gentleman stated :

l I may be liable to the cha rge of injuring our own cause in discussing
the advantages of the arrang-ment, because every word used by me may
be quoted and used as evidence against us hereafter."

Even thon ho felt that ho was saying what might be used
against him, but he felt by a high sense of duty, by a regard
for truth and justice, ho proceeded to speak of the great
advant1azes we would derive from having the markets of the
United States open lo our fishermen. There is no doubt
that some advantage would be derived by our fishermen
from opening the markets of the Un'ted Stateq, and from
the removal of the duty on mackerel. The whole of his
remarks are well worth the attention of the House, but I will
ouly read the following:-

" Those oprosed to th treaty seemed to set great-value noon it, and
we were a'ked bv it to -urronder. 1'Oh,' said they, 'why should we give
up our valuable fi;hpries, suclh important privileges, and for so small a
conRideration' lad thnse who talked in this wav studied the cane, I
believe they would not. else they would formi a different opinion. That
our fibheries are valuible, r am well aware. Their value under favor-
able conditions could. not be overestimated ; but that value would be
great or ms.ll just in proportion to the markets we possessed. By this
treatv we surrenderrd very little, and gained in many ways; for, in
addiiioni to our own fishing grouand, whieh we still retained,we bad the
privilege, if we chose te avail ourselves of it, of going into the United
States waters to fish, and wiuld gain a free market, which would have
the effect of increasing the value of our own fisheries to a mostimportant
extent"

There wae a declaration immediately after the treaty was
made that by that treaty we granted very much and gave
away very little. I find the hon. Minister of Railways
himself is credited with having made a similar declaration
that went to destroy the value of the fisheries altogether.
He is reported to have said also:

" Was there any one who could doubt that the practical result would
be to leave the Canadians, in a very short time, almost without any
coumretition at all ? The Opposition, for a long time, had held out the
idea that Parliament and the Government mnust protect the poor strug-
gling and industrions fishermen of Nova Scotia and the other Provinces
against the operation of this treaty, which, it was held, would be ruin-
oeu to them in every way."

Why, years ago, ho charges us on this side with being most
solicitous for the welfare of the poor strugeling fishermen,
sneercd at us then because we were so solicitous for them,
and now ho says we never did anything for them:

" Gradually, however, light began to break upon them, until, at last,
they discovered this extraordinary fact, that while the clauses of the
treaty which related to Canada, were held by every intelligent fisherman
to be a great bnon, as something which would take the taxes off them,
and relieve them from hundreds of thousands of dollars tribute that they
were now compelled to pay to a foreign na±ion, the fishermen of the
United S"ates were, on the other band, just as much averse to the treaty
as our own people were anxious that it should be carried into effect."

Well, Sir, Mr. Poster believed, and reasonably believed,
that if these declarations were to be taken as evidence be-
fore the Commission, the Commission were forced to the
conclusion that our fisheries were of very little value, and if
the Government had not taken other means to establish
that these statements were ill founded, that our fisheries
were of real value, we should never have recoived a single
dollar of that money. Now, Sir, it is said the fishermen ought
to be very grateful for this bounty-a bounty in a double sense,
if we are to take the statement of the hon. Minister of
Railways and the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Richey).
Grateful for what ? Does not this money belong really and
equitably to the fLhermen ? Why, we have declared that
it did ; the hon. Minister of Finance himself las said so. If
money is being paid to them which bas been taken from
tbem, why should they be grateful for receiving their own ?
Why should they not rather rosent the factthat they have
been kept out of their own for so many years ? Three or
four years have passed since this money was paid over to
the Dominion Government. Once or twice in this Hfouse the

Mr. ANGLIN.

demands have been made by hon. gentlemen representing the
Maritime Provinces for a distribution in some way of this
money. Some hon, gentlemen insist that it ought to be
divided among the Provinces territorially. I agree that
that claim was not well founded in law, and I went further
and contended that such a distribution would not be best for
the fishermen, that it would be better for them if the money
were held by this Government and administered on behalf of
the fishermen, and I suggested several modes by which the
interest annually might be expended for their benefit. I an
glad to find now that the Government are acting to a great
extent on my views, that they now acknowledge
that this money belongs equitably to the fish-
ermen. But the fishermen will owe no grati-
tude to the Govornment for it or to anyone else, they
are but getting what is now due them. The hon.
member for Qaeen's (Mr. Brecken) asks wby the late
Government did not apportion this moncy in some way
between the Provinces, or appropriate it for the benefit of
the fishermen. The reason is that they had not obtained
the money when they went out of office. They had suc-
ceeded in obtaining the award, but for some time there were
gzrave doubts as to whether the United States would recog-
nize the validity of that award, and the moncy was not paid
over until some time after the present Goverument came
into office. The first Session of Parliament after that money
was paid over was under the control of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, and if the distribution should have been made then,
as I believe il should, the fault rests upon the hon. gentle-
men opposite. From first to last we have defended and
asserted the full rights of the fishermen, and I am sorry the
Government have so long delayed the justice which it owed
to them.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Did I understand the hon.
gentleman to say that he agreed with the hon. leader of the
Government that this money ought not to be distributed to
the Provinces ?

Mr. ANGLIN. No, I did not say that. I agreed with
the hon. Minister to this extent, that the Provinces had not a
right to a division of this money territorially. If it did
not belong to the Imperial Government in strict law, then it
certainly belonged in strict law to the Dominion. In that
view I fully concurred with the hon. leader of the Govern-
ment.

Mr. OG DEN. I cannot allow these resolutions to pass
without offering a few remarks. I was not in my place
when the resolutions were introduced, but I am glad to
know that the Government have taken this matter into con-
sideration, and that they have resolved to place $150,000 per
annum in the Estimates to be distributed among the fisher-
men as a bounty, which I suppose is about the interest of
the 84,O00,O00 of the fishery award. If I remember
correctly, in 1879, when the late Minister of Finance deli.
vered his speech on the Budget, he said he left in the
Treasury $4,500,000 of the fishery award to pay off the
natitonal debt. It was evident that it was not the intention
of that hon. gentleman to distribute that amount of money
among the fishermen. I do not pretend to say that I am a
prophet, but in this Hoise I have been fortnnate in my
predictions. I said on ihe 7th April, 1880, that I would
oppose the giving of this money to the Local Govern-
monts, that I believed it should be in some way
distributed among the fishermen, and as it came
from the sea the fishermen should receive the benefit
of that money. I thank Parliament for baving carriod out
the suggestion which I made on that occasion. I take to
myself a certain amount of credit, but the mirids of honest
and great men always move in the same channels,-and no
doubt the hon. gentlemen were acting on the idea I put
forward then. The hon. gentlemen opposite did not inteid
to give the fishermen $1. While the late Finane
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Minister said the amount should be used to pay the national
debt, the present Government are resolved that the interest
on the fishery award shall be given as a bounty
to the fishermen. When the hon. leader of the Gov-
ernment moved a resolution that this should not
be set apart as a fund for the Maritime Provinces
but should go into a general fund, how many hon. gen-
tlemen opposite voted on that question? I believe the only
ex-Minister who did not shirk the vote was the lion. mem-
ber for Lambton; and to the hon. member for Gloucester,
the late Speaker, I give him credit for having stood up and
voted that the money should be distributed to the fisher-
men or to the Provinces. It was certainly not the inten-
tion of hon. gentlemen opposite to give $1 of that money
to the fishermen, but the hon. gentlemen now occupying
seats on the Treasury benches have looked fairly on the
claims of the fishermen, and whenever I have spoken in
their behalf I have said I had implicit confidence in the
Government, that they would deal justly and generously
with the fishermen, and I am happy to say that
to a very great extent my expectations have been
realized. I would net bind the Government to say
how much they will give to each boat, but let
Parliament leave it to their own good judgment to dis-
tribute the money in the way they think bost; and I knòw
they will call to their assistance mon competent to assist
them in carrying out their scheme. I would not like to
bring the Government down to any particular method of
distributing the money, because it may be advisable, and I
believe it will be, to pay the fishermen a certain amount
upon each barrel of fish caught, and the matter should be
left in the bands of the Government at least until we have
had a littie experience. Some hon. member said the fisher-
mon are very heavily taxed under the present Administra-
tion. They, however, obtain tea much cheaper than they
did under the late Government. Coffee is also cheaper;
molasses, which is largely used by them, is aiso obtainable
at a very much lower price than formerly. Rope is free ;
fishermen's salt is free. My reason for making this state-
ment with respect to salt is because it has been asserted by
certain gentlemen who are opposed to me and by a gentle-
man who is travelling through the county which I represent,
that fishermen's salt is taxed. I say before this House that
it is free, and I challenge any hon. member to deny that
statement. I thank the Government for submitting a policy
whieh is going to be so warmly supported. I thank the Gov-
ernment fer net forgetting my constituency, and I represent
a very large fishing constituency. Certain bon.gentlemen
have sought to make the House believe that fishermen are
a poor and miserable race; I am a fuir representative of
the fishermen. The hon. member for Charlotte (Mr. Gill-
mor) on one occasion described the fishermen of my county
as pale, wan, starving men. He said: "The hon. mem ber
for Guysboro', whose eyes stand out with fullness, does not
properly represent his starving constituents." The policy of
the late Administration did not put much fat on his ribs, and
I would not exchange policies with the hon. member for
Charlotte. I sincerely hope hon. gentlemen opposite will
offer no obstruction and will say nothing against these reso-]
lutions, but allow them to pass and leave the matter in the
hands of the Government, and next year when they come
down fully acquainted with all the details, they will bo pre-
pared to take into consideration any suggestion
which may emanate from cither side of the Housc,
and I have unbounded confidence in them. I believe they
will deat fairly apd generously with the fishermen, as they
do with all other classes of the community, and I feel con-
fident that they are coming back in 1883, after the general
elections, with a stronger support than they have now-
"of whom "-as Mark Twain said-"I expect to be one of
whieb."

Mr. ANGLIN. I see by the Votes and Procoedings that
Mr. Richey, of Halifax, moved a resolution affirming that
the Provinces should receive the full benofit of the award.
To this Sir John A. Macdonald moved an amendment,
setting forth that, among other things, "such
expenditure and the public advantage to be derived
therefrom are correlative, and that the portion of the fish-
ery award paid over to Canada constitutionally and of
right belongs to the Dominion of Canada." It was against
that proposition that I voted, and I said that I always main-
tained that the money should go to the fishermen.

Mr. GILLMOR. I may say that any reference to the
fishermen of Guysboro' was because the hon. member for
that counfy (Mr. Ogden) said thoy woro so poor that they
had to get from the public chest an item of $1,000.

Mr. OGDEN. Doos the bon. gentleman say that they
got $1,000 from the public chest ?

Mr GILLMOR. Well, provisions to that amount were
left there.

Mr. OGDEN. The bon. gentleman is in error, $1,000
was advanced on a publie work, and repaid every cent of it
in labor and material, by the fishermen. They are not
indebted to this country a single dollar.

Mr. GILLMOR. I presumed that they were in poor
circumstances, or they would not have asked for help. I
remember the discussions with regard to this award. I
remember that the advocacy of the views of the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Richey) was very able and
convincing, and I also remember the speech by the
right hon.- leader of the Government, and I was
troubled to know who had the best of the argument.
I think that, legally speaking, perhaps the bon. leader
of the Government was in the right of it, but I also
believe that, in equity, the fishermen were entitled to the
money. It was, however, the decision of the majority of
this House that this money should go into the Treasury, and
I never expected that it would go to the fishermen. I am now
rejoiced to learn that the Government have come to the con-
clusion,whether from the reconsideration of the arguments or
not I cannot say, that the fishermen are to get this money,
for I believe they deserve it. I think that this is a question
upon which there need not be a party fight. i do not wish to
criticise any hon. member, but I rather think my hon.
friend from Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) was to a limited extent
the aggressor in his encounter with the hon. Minister of
Railways, though I must say that the latter is always only
too willing to accept a challenge, and I also notice that
ho is always more cloquent when he begns to fight than
wben ho roasons a question. I think the statement made by
the bon. Finance Minister was such as I could accept under
the circumstances. I confess, however, that I think,
in fairness to myself and to the question, he should have
intimated to rme that he desired to obtain sudh information
as might bc of assistance to him in distributing the money.
All the information we bad from him was what he said in
the Budget Speech, that ho intended to appropriate $.150,000
as a bounty to the fishermen. I believe that the subjectis a
very difficult one to deal vith, and that even when they go
on the ground, the division will be attended with great difi-
cuilties. I am satisfied that even if the members from the
different constituencies representing the fishing population
were to sit down themselves and deliberate upon the mat-
ter, lhey could not agroo, and, therefore, I maintain that
unloss the question had been taken up last season, it would
be impossible to give any better idea of the division of the
inonoy than that given us by the hon. Finance Minister. I
think he bas a general idea of how the money should be
expended, and that on the whole he is not very far astray.
As ie lias stated, there is such a variety of fishing eraf,
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from the smallest boat, managed by only two men, up to
schooners of 100 tons or more, that it is almost impossible
to know how to distribute the money. I think, on the
whole, the most equitable plan is to divide it among the
fishermen, though even then it is difficult to decide
who are fishermen and who are not, or to
say how many months they should be engaged each year in
fishing in order to constitute thom fishermen for the pur-
poses of the bounty. Then, again, the habits of fishermen
and the construction of their boats, and so on, in one part
of the Dominion are quite different from those in another
part. I think any evils or mistakes that may arise eau be
remedied, but that the details cannot be embodied in a law
at the present time. The question must be investigated to
a greater extent than is possible at the present time. A
great deal of nonsense is talked on this subject by those
who do not know anything about it. For example, I am
satisfied that those who will get most money under the
proposed system will be those who suffer least. Those
vessels which are able to engage in deep-sea fishing, such
as schooners of 50 or 100 tons, are not those which suffer
most or are most ground down by the American fishermen.
It is those who do the in-shore fishing-those who, in rough
weather, cannot go far from shore, that suffer the greatest
inconvenience. The fishermen suffer the greatest incon-
venience from the American fishermen, who come with
their large vessels and stretch miles of net across the chan-
nels where the fish play, greatly to the injury of those who
are obliged to fish nearer shore. But with the disadvantages
there are certain advantages in the Amorican fishermen
coming to fish off our coasts. Thore is the winter fishing.
We can remember when the fishermen in the winter season
could not get more than $8 or $10 a month and when they
had just to take their pay when they could get it; but now
it is difficult to get a man for less than $30 or $40 a month.
Just as soon as winter sets in the American fishermen come
there and hire our fishermen at good wages, and they derive
considerable advantage also from the Americans coming
to buy our fish. I believe I am not exaggerating
when I say that they leave in my county in one
season $150,000, $200,000, and sometimes as much
as $300,000, on the whole. I think the Government have
come to a wise and just conclusion in deciding to distribute
among the fishermen the interest on this money, and I bc-
lieve they are adopting the best mode they can in distribut-
ing it. I only hope theywill see that it is distributed in such
a way as to give satisfaction, and so far as I can aid them
I will do so. I think I know perhaps as much about the
matter as the hon. gentleman who spoke about his poor
fishermen. No one ever heard me say my fishermen were
poor fisbermen. I represent a county iù which lumbermen,
farmers and fishermem reside, and there is as mach money,
intelligence, comfort and every luxury enjoyed by the fisli.
ermen as by any other class of the people. This money
fairly belongs to them, and I congratulate the Government
on having done one thing I can approve of-I think the
very best thing they have done since I have had a seat in
this fouse.

Mr. KAULBACH. I have listened with a good deal of
attention to the remarks which have been made by the
various speakers on this subject, and I quite agree with
them that it is very difficult to formulate a scale for the
equitable distribution of this fishery award, with the limited
knowledge we have at present on the subject. Whilst listen-
ing to the remarks of hon. gentlemen opposite, it struck me
very forcibly that in all their murmurings and complaints
(not in the interests of the fishermen certainly) with regard.
to this grant of $150,000 to the fishermen, they have not
advanced one practical view, or suggested one idea, with
regard to this distribution. Hon. gentlemen opposite hav-
ing failed to show how it ought to be distributed, and with
a knowledge of its being a difficlt problem, I quite agree

Mr. GILLO.

with the hon. the Minister of Finance, and it shows the
wisdom of the Government, that delay should occur in order
that ho may be able to obtain ail possible details, and be
botter advised, before deciding how this grant should be
distributed. The complaints made by the Opposition, and
their statements as to how the fishermon are taxed, is hardly
worthy of comment, as it is well known they are intended
to deceive and mislead the honest electors, more particu-
larly the fishermen of the country, without there being a
shadow of truth in them. The fishermen, and in fact every
elector is aware that if the fishermen were taxed it was
under the late, not under the present, Government, as was
shown by the hon. member for Guysborough, who referred
to tea and coffee, now on the free list, whereas under the
late Government they were taxed; molasses lower than
under the Mackenzie Government for domestie purposes,
but free to the fishermen; and salt free; but ho omitted to
include in the frce list nets, lines and twines. I would like
to ask hon. gentlemen opposite what other articles the fish.
ermen are taxed upon? With regard to the principle of
the distribution, I will ask the hon. the Minister of Finance
to be carefut to see that the poorer class of fishermen recoive
thoir just quota. It is that class who would more highly
prizo the portion of the bounty they recoive than those who
are botter able to do without it. I feel, however, every con-
fidence that when the hon. the Minister of Finance has
enquired fully into this matter, ho will make such a distri-
bution as will leave no cause for complaint or dissatisfaction
on either side.

Mr. GILLIES Before this measure is passed I desire to
bring to the recollection of the hon. Minister of Finance that
at the time this item was brought down I had a question on
the paper, asking whother the fishermen of the lakes in the
interior of the country should participate in the grant.
The hon. Minister stated that whon the matter should be
brought forward for discussion at the present time, an
answer would be given. There are a great number of
fishermen on the coast of Lake Huron, in the ridiug I have
the honor to represent as well as in neighboring ridings.
There are no less than about 100 fishing boats engaged
on that lake, distributed as follows: Kincardine, 10; Inver-
huron, 3; Port Elgin, 5; Southhampton, 15; Cove Island
and the Indian Peninsula, 20; Owen Sound, 10; Meaford,
15; and Collingwood, 20, approximately speaking. That
would bring up the number of boats to about 100. Now,
these fishermen on the lakes depend upon the proceeds of
their labor as much as the fishermen on the Atlantic and
Pacifie coast. I think it would only be reasonable then that
the circumstances and claims of the fishermen in question
should be considered as well as those of the fishermen on
the Atlantic Coast. Great noise and interruption from the
explosion of fire-cracers.j

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, I am very
nearly 40 years in Parliament, and I have never known
anything so disgraceful as the noises this evening.

Mr. BLAKE. I am veryglad to hear the First Minister
make that statement. I do hope the gentlemen indulging
in this practice of exploding fire-crackers will cease at
once. It is discreditable to this assembly.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Some members say it is the
pages. It is not the pages, it is members of the House who
are misbehaving,

Mr. GILLIES. The fisheries along the coast I have
reterred to, employ about 294 fishormen. Estimating the
tonnage at ten tons per boat, there will be a total of 980
tons; and I should imagine that the proceeds of the industrY
of the fleet would be at least $124,000 in the aggregate per
season. This matter deserves the attention of the Government
in order to come to a decision as to whether these men are not
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entitled to a share of this bonus equally with the fishermen
operating on the coast of the Maritime Provinces.

Resolutions agreed to and reported.

THE ONTARIO BANK.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would ask the indulgence of the
House for leave to introduce a Bill necessitated by the
length of the Session. In the earlier part of the Session, a
Bill intituled: "An Act to reduce the capital stock of
the Ontario Bank and change the nominal value of the shares
thereof, and for other purposes," was introduced and passed
through this House and the Senate; and in it it is provided
that the shares therein remaining unconverted on the 15th
of May shall be disposed of by the directors. Well, as the
Bill cannot become law until after the 15th of IMay, the
action of this Bill is postponed until the 15th May next
year; and as this delay would tie up the affairs of this
financial institution, unduly, I move for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 170), intituled : "An Act to amend the Act of the
present session, intituled: 'An Act to reduce the capital
stock of the Ontario Bank and to change the nominal value
of the shares thereof, and for other purposes.'"

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In order to prevent a
failure of legislation, I should be very glad to see this Bill
passed at once.

Bill read the first, second and third times, and passed;
and (at 11:45 o'clock, p.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 15th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read the
first ime :-

Bill (No. 171) to increase the amount placed at the
disposai of the Governor in Council by the Act 34 Victoria,
Chapter 8, for claims on the Bank of Upper Canada.-(Sir
Loonard Tilley.)

Bill (No. 172) farther to amend the Petroleum Inspection
Act, 1880.-(Mr. Bowell.)

TENDERS ON THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY

Sir CHARLES TUPPE Et. I beg to be pormitted to lay on
the Table, instead of a return made to the motion of the hon.
member for Yarmouth, an abstract of the papers which, I
think, will substantially convey all the information that the
hon. member for Yarmouth required. It has been impossible
to obtain that return in a form more complete than this in
time to lay it before the House. The hon. gentleman seemed
to insinuate on one or two occasions that I was not using due
diligence in bringing down this return. The hon. gentle-
man shakes bis head-I am glad he does not insinuate that,
but he seems to think that it was desirable to have
them laid on the Table more promptly than has been done.
I will, therefore, ask permission to read a letter addressed to
me by the Chief Engineer, Mr. Schreiber, dated 12th May,
1882:

"S0M,-On the 27th February there was an Order of the House of
Commons passed for copies of ail advertisements or circulars asking for
tenders for the supply of iron a'id other stores during tne period from
the 30th June, 1880, to the 31st December, 1881-and also for the year
ending 30th June, 1878. I beg to inform you that copies of the abstract
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of the tenders receired during this period are being made, and also a
list of the persons who were asked in each case to tender. Even these
will take a long time to prepare, and wll not likely be ready for this
Session. I therefore send herewith the lists of persons asked to tender,
and abstract of tenders received for the period from the lst July to 31st
December, 1880. The accepted tenders have been marked in the
abstracts thus, -+.. I would recommend that these portions of the
return be laid before the flouse in order that it may be seen that the
list is being done under the circumstances to furnish the information,
and some idea may be formaed of the voluminous character of the returns
asked for and the'labor there must necessarily be in presenting such a
return.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"COLLINGWOOD SCREIBER,
"Chief Engineer of Government Railways."

Now, when I state that this abstract, simply giving the
names of the persons who were invited to tender for these
stores, and an abstract of the aniount of tenders that were
sent in, are as voluminous as this, the hon. gentleman will
see that it will still require months of time to complete the
return in the form in which the motion was made to the
House. The hon. member for Yarmouth will have an
opportunity of perusing it, and if he finds in it al[ the
information ho desires, I shall be extremely glad to be
relieved from the labor and the expense of preparing so
voluminous a return as would be required to cover the
motion as set forth. This return will give the hon.gentle-
man information of the number of persons who in each
case, for each class of supplies, were invited to tender, and
I think he will find from them the evidence that a sufficient
number of parties were invited to tender to insure the
Government obtaining the supplies at the lowest possible
rates, and he will also find that these tenders came from
Halifax, Moncton, St. John, Montreal, and some from
Toronto. The hon. gentleman will also find the prices at
which parties, in response to those tenders, sent in applica-
tion, and he will find marked with a cross the tenders that
were accepted. Ie will also find evidence that, having
regard to the quality of material, the Government have in
every case taken the lowest tender, and having regard to
cheapness they have actually taken the lowest tender in
every case. If the hon. gentleman finds that this return
contains all the information ho desires, I would be glad if
he would lot me know it, because it would save the necessity
of carrying on the preparation of the return.

Mr. KILLAM. I appreciate the diligence of the minority,
but when so many returus are asked for, some of them may,
perhaps, be forgotten even by so diligent gentlemen as
those occupying the Treasury benches at the present time.
If the hon. Minister thinks that, in anything I have said,
I was mentioning anything improper, personally, I now
withdraw it. I merely stated that I was asked by different
individuals to apply for this information, and I told the hon.
gentleman that the public might judge in the way I sug-
gested the other day. I am very glad we are going to get
even the partial information the hon. gentleman has
offered us, and I hope it will cover the ground. If there is
anything in the motion I made which required a
more voluminous return than was nccessary, I told the hon.
gentleman the other day he could condense it to suit him-
self, but to give us the information as soon as possible.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the follow-
ing resolutions:-

1. That it is expedient to authorize the Governor in Council to grant
the subsidies hereinafter mentioned toward the construction of the rail-
ways also hereinafter mentioned; that is to say:

For a railway from Gravenhurst to Callander,
both in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy
not exceeding $6,000 per mile, nor exceeding
in the whole............................. .................. $ 660,000
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For a railway from St. Raymond to Lake St. John,

both in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not
exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in
the w hole...... ,....... .................... ...... .........

For a railway from River du Loup, in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, to Edmunston, in the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick, a subsidy not exceed-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the
w hole.,.......... ........ ......................... .........

For a railway from Oxford to New Glasgow, both
in the Province of Nova Scotia, a subsidy not
exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in
the whole.............. .................. ............

384,000

240,000

224,000

Total.................. ....... ...... $l,508,oo

The said subsidies to be granted to such Companies as shall be
approved by the Governor in Council as having established to his satis-
faction their ability to complete the said railway respectively, within a
reasonable time, to be fixed by Order in Council, and according to
descriptions and specifications to be approved by the Governor in Coun-
cil on the report of the Minister of Railways and Canals, and specified
in an agreement to be made by the Company with the Government, and
which the Government shall be empowered to make, and to be payable
ont of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada, by instalments on
the completion of each ten miles of railway, proportionate to the value
of the portion so completed in comparison with the whole work under-
taken, such proportion to be established by the report of the said
Minister.

HIe said: It will be found upon reference to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Act of 1874, that it was therein contem-
plated that aid should be given to the lines of railway con-
necting railways in Ontario and those in Quebec with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The 14th clause of that Act
provides:

"The Governor in Council may also grant sucb bonus or bonuses,
subsidy or subsidies to any company or companies already incorporated
or to be hereafter incorporated, not exceeding $12,000 per mile, as will
secure the construction of the branch lines extending from the eastern
terminus of the said Canadian Pacific Railway to connect with existing
or proposed Unes of railway , the granting of such bonuses or subsidies
to be Eubject to such conditions for securing the running powers and
other rights over and with respect to the whole or any portion of the
said branch railway, to the owners or lessees of the main line of the said
railway, or of any section thereef, or Io the owners or lessees of any
oLherrailway connecting with the said brandi railway, as the Governor
in Council may determine ; but every Order in Council granting such
subsidy shall be laid before the House of Commons for its ratification by
resolution of the House."

Under that authority, and in accordance with the proposal
to subsidize lines of railway to connect the railways of
Quebec and Ontario with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a
subsidy was proposed of $12,000 a mile for 120 miles of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway extending from Pembroke to
Nipissing or the point now called Callander Station. The
object of this portion of the resolution is to provide the same
facilities for connection with the lines of railway connecting
the great commercial centres of Ontario, and the existing
lines of railway permeating the Province of Ontario with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It will'be at once apparent
that no steps could be taken more calculated to promote the
industries of that Province, or to subserve the railways of
thatProvince, ordevelope the North-Westitself by furnishing
the most direct, cheap, and easy means of communication
between the North-Wust and these great commercial and
manufacturing centres. The provision itself is entirely
within the scope of the provision of the law, and there is no
doubt it was in contemplation at the time that policy was
adopted, that aid should be given to the trunk lines of rail-
way connecting with the Ontario railway system, in the
same manner as was done in reference to the Canadian
Pacifie Iailway, connecting in a direct lino with the rail-
ways in the Province of Quebee. It will be seen, by refer-
ence to the discussion, that when my hon. predecessor was
introducing this Act and submitting his policy to the House,
I took the liberty of asking the question as to whether it
was intended to subsidize one or both lines, and the answer
showed the hon. gentleman thon had in view the subsidizing
of both lines of rail way. It is possible that the thon financial
condition of the country induced the hon. gentleman to
pause and hesitate about carrying ont the original proposal

Sir CauLzs TUPPErL

of giving the limes of railway in Ontario the same facilities
for connection with our great national line of railway
to the Pacifie as has already been provided by Parliament
for connection with the East. i may say that the Govern-
ment have been solicited by the Company, the Northern
and North-Western, for a subsidy of $12,000 a mile, for these
110 miles, or thereabouts, between Callander Station and
Gravenhurst, but the Pacifie Junction Company having also
sent a large deputation to the Goveru ment with the proposal
to secure the construction of that portion of the lino from
Gravenhurst to Callander for a subsidy of $6,000 per
mile, the Government, in submitting their proposals, have
taken the lowest amount which we have any reason to
believo would secure the construction from Gravenhurst to
Callander. Very great interest is taken in this measure
throughout Ontario, and a very great desire is felt to have
the railway system of that Province placed in the most
direct, cheap and rapid connection with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. It is also almost impossible to overrate
the importance to the North-West itself, to have the compe-
tition in furnishing supplies to that country that will be
thus given, between the industries of Ontario and Quebec.
I do not imagine that any difference of opinion can exist in
reference to the proposal contained in that resolution. The
next proposal is for a subsidy of $3,200 per mile for a
railway from St. Raymond to Lake St. John, both in the
Province of Quebec. At first sight this may appear to
assume somewhat the character of a local Provincial
railway, but there are features connected with that work
that take it out of that category and place it on a broader
and more substantial basis that will commend it to the
approval of this House and the country. The undertaking
to connect the harbor of Quebec, the ocean outlet
of the Province of Quebec, with Lake St. John,
is an undertaking of considerable magnitude. The
Province of Quebec has contributed very largely
to that railway ; private capitalîsts have come for-
ward and placed a large amount of private means in this
important work. Ilaving given to this subject for a long
time the most careful and thorough consideration, having
gone over that portion of the lino which is built from Que-
bec to St. Raymond, about thirty-five miles, and having
studied carefully the statisties in reference to this section of
the country around Lake St. John, the Government have
come to the conclusion that almost Dominion objects will
be obtained by the construction of that work. The country
around Lake St. John is said to be the most fertile of any
section of country, certainly of any undeveloped section of
country in Quebec. I am aware that the Eastern Town-
ships are admitted to be a very attractive and fertile section
of the country, but they are already well supplied with rail-
way accommodation; but this section of country remaining
in the Crown and possessing such a degree of fertility, if
access could be obtained to it, would prove a most effective
means of repatriating the Province of Quebec, that in no
other way can we so effectua!ly secure the bringing back
that portion of the population of Quebec that has gone
across the frontier than by giving access to a very large
fertile section of the country. We believe, therefore, the
object of the Government will be regarded with favor by
both sides of the House and by the people of the country, as
a means of bringing in a large part of the most industrial
population of Quebec, and no method can be more effective
than to grant the aid now found to be absolutely necessary
in order to supplement the efforts of the Province and capita-
lists who have undertaken the work. In addition it 15
contemplated to extend this line of railway, when it isfound
practicable to do so, to James' Bay, for there is a large
section of undeveloped country there, and when this is
accomplished it will give another ocean outlet to the Old
Country. But irrespective of that larger view of tho
subject, the claims of the proposal are ample to justifY
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the Government in asking this small subsidy to this
important work. I may state the principle on which
the subsidy has been arrived at and the amount placed at
$3,200 per mile.~ All we propose to do in regard to this
and the rai lways to which I shall subsequeptly call attention,
is to furnish the means for providing the superstructure. It
takes about 100 tons of rails and fastenings to finish a mile of
railway, and those can be purchased at Montreal for about
$32 per ton; this sum will provide the superstructure, leav-
ing it to private enterprise and the Province of Quebec to
implement that sum by the additional means required in
order to secure that object which we believe to be a very
important one, of opening up that fine and extensive wheat
growing country. In fact, if reliance is to b3 placed-and I
have studied the matter with the greatest care and atten-
tion, and 1 believe reliance can be placed on the representa-
tions made-on the statisties furnished, the wheat growing
power of all the country around Lake St. John is scarcely
to be surpassed by the fertility of the North-West itself, and
under those cireurmstances we feel we are justified in asking
money aid to the extent of furnishing the material
to' lay the track. So it will be seen it is proposed
to furnish that subsidy as the work advances.
The next resolution is to aid the construction of a railway
from a point between Rivière du Loup and Rivière Ouelle
to Edmunston, in New Brunswick, which also takes it out
of the character of being a section of provincial railway. In
the first place it is inter-provincial. It conneets Quebec and
New Brunswick; but it is not on this ground I give it the
character of a Dominion work. It is known that Canada is
most anxious to find the means of furnishing an open
winter port for Dominion trade without having recourse to
neighboring territory in the United States. It is known that
the laudable efforts made to have Canadian trade pass through
Dominion channels and to Canadian ports at all seasons of
the year, bas been hindered by the short distance to Portland,
and we believe that we will furnish an additional means of
competition against the United States ports if by this means
we provide a connection between our own country by the
shortest Canadian route to an Ocean port; and when I mention
that St. John and St. Andrews, both open ports at all seasons
of the year, will be brought 158 miles nearer Quebec, than
by the Intercolonial Railway, the importance of furnishing
a small amount to aid in attaining that object will at once
become apparent. We may now practically take Quebec ns
the starting point for our traffic, because, as I have stated
to the House, the Canadian Pacifie Railway having pur-
chased the lino from here to Montreal, and thus having a
through line to Montreal, and having made traffic arrange-
ments over the lino from Montreal to Quebee, Quebec now
practically becomes the ocean terminus of the Pacifie Rail-
way, because they not only have traffic arrangements but
are entitled to make a rate to Montreal and also to Quebec
itself. When you have reached, therefore, the port of
Quebec, wbieb, under existing arrangements, is the terminus
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, it is a matter of no small
moment to know that by this short route we will be able to
make the distance from Quebee to Liverpool almost equi-
distant, whether you pass through Portland or St. John or
St. Andrews. I know there will be no difference of opinion
in this House as to the importance of increasing by
every means in our power, our ability to compete with
the ocean ports of the United States, to which otherwise a
good deal of our traffic must be expected to flow. Not only
so, but the distance from Montreal to Liverpool will be only
about three hours longer via St. Andrews, or St. John than
via Portland, and I am sure it is the wish of the House that
such an object should be gained if it eau be accomplished for
$240,000. That amount has been arrived at in the same
manner as in the former case, it being the sum requirted for
the superstructure, for the steelrails and fastenings, leaving
it to the Company to provide everything else in connection

with it, and limiting the liability of the Government to that
comparatively small sum. With reference to the next
resolution for the railway from Oxford to New Glasgow,
both in the Province of Nova Scotia, a subsidy not exceed-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor excoeding in the whole
$224,000, I may say that the House is aware that a char-
ter was graited during the present Session to Mr.
Blackman, who is ongaged in the project of redue-
ing the ocean voyage to soie 1,600 miles from the
west coast of Ireland to Newfoundland by constructing a
railway across the island of Newfoundland for 300 miles to
Cape Ray, establishing a ferry for fifty-two miles to Cape
North, building some hundred miles to the strait of Canso,
running from the eastern extension, now in operation, to
New Glasgow; and we have authorized the construction of
seventy miles between New Glasgow and the Intercolonial
at Oxford, as a means of furnishing the shortest and most
direct lino of communication that eau be found between our
great commercial centre, Montreal, and consequently our
whole western country, and Liverpool and London. 1 may
say that the Government of Newfoundland have given him
all the aid be has asked in reference to the construction of
300 miles of road, on that island, and I have been assured
by him, that if this Goverument would furnish the steel
rails and fastenings for seventy miles, from New Glasgow
to the Intercolonial, ho would, at once, procoed with
the construction of the work. But, supposing this
scheme were to fail, that it should prove to be chimerical-
if it should turn out that there was any diffleulty in
crossing the strait between Cape Ray and Cape North, we
shall still, by the continuation of this line, obtain the most
direct ne of communication between our great commercial
centres and Europe that it is possible to obtain. The Nova
Scotia Railway Company have bound thomselves to construct
a linc from the Strait of Canso to the harbor of Louisburg,
which is an open harbor at all seasons of the year, and the
nearest open harbor, before Cape North was mentionod, to
be found in Canada. The construction of this short lino of
seventy miles by this limited amount of aid will have the
effect of shortening the distance between Montreal and the
harbor of Louisburg by some thirty-eight miles, which is at
present involved in goinz to Truro in the first instance, and
New Glasgow in the second instance. You have at present
two sides of a triangle, of which the proposed railway
will be the hypothenuse. Not only so, but the
great coal fields of Pictou and the rising indus-
tries of that country are brought thirty-eight miles nearer
the west than they are at present, which is a most important
element in connection with this branch of the subject. I
may remark that Mr. Blackman believes that by carrying
out the scheme ho is engaged in he will bring Montreal
forty-eight hours nearer to London, than it can be brought
by any other means. le believes he isgoing to be able to
bring all the mail and a large portion of the passenger com-
munication of a larger part of the United States, by Cape
North and the Strait of Canso, and then by this short lino
across to St. John, and so, by the nearest means possible,
the city of Montreal. He believes the mails of Chicago and
the north-western States, if not those of New York, will be
almost entirely brought by this line, and there is every
reason, I think-and I have looked very carefully into
his figures and calculations-to believe that this scheme
eau be carried out in its entirety, so that Montreal
will become the thoroughfare of communication
between Europe and Chicago, and I am sure
if that can be done, anything this House can do to pro-
moto that object, will be giving a great impetus to the
travel and commerce of the world, and especially to that
mail communication to which rapid transit is now consid-
ered of such importance. I think, therefore, no difficulty
will be felt by any gentleman in this Bouse, on these
grounds to furnishing the means-as the subsidy practically
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will do-of providing the superstructure, as the remaining
portion is provided for by other means. I may say, Sir,
that I am afraid we are not entitled to claim any credit for
the novelty of this proposai; T am afraid I must give it to
my hon. friends on the other side, for the policy which has
led up to this proposal. It is well known that the late
Government adopted the policy which had then my hearti-
est sanction and co-operation, and I have since had no reason
to doubt that the policy they adopted in that respect was
a wise and judicious one-I say they adopted the
policy of furnishing lines of railway connecting or
communicating with the Intercolonial, witi the means of
providing the superstructure with the iron for the road.
Under that policy some seventy-five miles, which I bave
reason to beliove would never have been constructed other-
wise, has been constructed, most of it in the Province of
New Brunswick, furnishing communication to a number of
important districts of the Intercolonial Railway; and the
policy we now propose is simply a slight extension of the
policy of the late Government. While all those results are
based on Dominion rather than sectional questions, it is a
very slight advance on the policy adopted by hon. gentle-
men opposite, when in power, of aiding in the develop-
ment of the country by furnishing the superstructure of
these rcads. I believe it is a wise policy to aid in the
construction of these lines. Although those aie private
enterprises it is impossible to build these railways
in Canada judiciously in any section of the country
by means of either subsidies from the Local Govern-
ment or private enterprises without enriching the
Treasury of Canada. Who receives the benefit from all the
increased trade which flows from the increased development
of the country by the construction of these roads ? Cer-
tainly the Dominion Treasury. Every mile of road con-
structed puis a certain sum into the Treasury. In Nova
Scotia when we were an isolated Province we involved
oureelves in a heavy indebtedness for the purpose of con-
ftructing railways which gave no direct return to the
Tieas-ury, but after careful consideration it was found that
the entire money expended in this way by the Province
was returned year by year fron the increased revenue
arising from the increased development of the country. I
think, therofore, that in that iespect this policy is based on
a sound and legitimate foundation. I wish to mention one
word with reference to what is not containe d in the
resolution. My hon. friend for th ecounty of Ottaw-a
(Mr. Wright) has placed beforo me a pressing appli-
cation for aid to a work which I ha:,ve no doubt
is of great importance in developing an important section
of country. I refer to the Gatineau Ratiway. lis colleague,
the member for the city of Ottawa (Mr. Currier) and some
other gentlemen have placed an application in my hands for
an extension of the lino from Gravenhurst to Callander, open-
ing up a valuable timber section to the north of the Canadian
Pacific Railway; and there is a scheme proposed of a
stronger character in connection with an application for a
road from the Intercolonial from Edmunston, with regard to
whichI havehad someurgent communications with my hon.
friend the member for Queens, New Brunswick (Mr. King.)
I may say, in addition to that, that there bas been an
application made by parties interested in the construction
of a line of railway from the Intercolonial Railway to Paspe-
biac, about 100 miles in length, which it was stated would
not only furnish a means of communication with a very large
and important section of country, but would also become a
very valuable feder to the Intercolonial Railway. The
lino, however, to which I particularly refer now, is one with
which I regret I have not been able to deal at present, is a
lino from St. Marys, just opposite the city of Fredericton to
Apohaqui on the Intercolonial Railway, or that portion that
runs between Moncton and St. John. It is claimed that this
road about seventy miles in length, would open up a very
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valuable section of country which at present is in want of
railway communication; and it is further stated-and it is
a very important statement, if it proves to be well founded-
that a lino of r*ylway between St. Marys and Apohaqui
would intersect a coal section where valuable bituminous
coal could be obtained, which would greatly facilitate the
operation of railways in that section of country, because it
would be nearer than the Springhill coal mines, which are
the nearest point of supply at present. I may say, with
reference to those applications, that the Government have
not felt able to go further than the resolutions which are
submitted to the House; but during recess careful investiga-
tion and examination will be made by the Department into
all these applications, and we shall be very glad if any of
them can be placed on such a footing that we can ask the
House to aid them as we have those which are embraced in
these resolutions.

The question having been put,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman

opposite will allow me, I will ta'ze the resolutions to.cIay,
and introduce a B:ll to-morrow, on which any discussion
could be taken. This would save time.

Mr. BLAKE. I have no doubt it would save time; that
is to say, it would shorten the interval of time during which
hon. members of Parliament might consider the bon.
gentleman's measure. At this stage of the Session, wheu
many hon. members have left, and many others are about
to leave, so that the bon. gentleman's suggestion is practi-
cally one which would enable more hon. members to be
preserit than otherwise, would be possible during the con-
sideration of the measure; but that is an indication of
the extreme inexpediency of having to deal at this period
with the bon. gentleman's proposal. It is notmy intention,
at this time, to enter into any very lengthened discussion
of the observations ho las make. We received the first
intimation of this Bill on Saturday, and we are called upon
to take the first step upon it-and the hon. gentleman pro-
poses several steps-to-day. The hon. gentleman has
informed us that he has received communications from
various persons in reference to this and other applica.
tions. He bas not brought down a single one of
these papers; he bas not given a single item of
information which would enable us to judge how far
ho bas reached right conclusions on these things. With
reference to the proposed railway from Gravenhurst to
Callander, we know from the newspapers that there had
been applications from two corporations, that deputations
bad been here, and that the hon. gentleman had been inter-
viewed. We learn now that ho received considerable infor-
mation and written proposals from these companies as to
what they would do; but the hon. gentleman bas not laid
thom on the Table so as to enable us to judge whether his
proposals are expedie4t or not ; it is impossible, if ho had,
that they could be accessible to bon. members, because it is
impossible that they can be printed. The hon. gentleman
has informed us that one Company has made application for
$12,000 per mile, and another for $6,000, but I think
that bon. gentleman, before disposing of this question,
should know what those proposals are, and what
the various considerations suggested .by the rival
applicants are, on the obvious questions which arise on
these applications. There are questions of policy, questions
of route, questions of running power, questions of the efi-
ciency of connection, all of which it is obviously intended
Parliament shall not deal with at al, but shall lave abso-
lutely to the discretion of the hon. Minister, withouthaving
seen any of the papers. So with reference to the St.
Raymond and Lake St. John Railway, the hon. gentleman
says he has carefully studied the statistics and
enquired into the matter, and bas reached certain con-
clusions; but I ask whether Parliament should not be
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supplied with this information in order to enable us to form
an intelligent view. Se, again, with reference to the rail-
way from Oxford to New Glasgow, the bon. gentleman tells
us that this is, in fact, part of a great line which some Mr.
Blackmau is likely to construot in order to shorten the
route to Europe by twenty-four hours, and to secure that
portion of the American passenger trade which passes by
Chicago. The hon. gentleman has pointed out that he as
received a good deal of information from Mr. Blackman,
that Mr. Blackman's figures are very important and very
interesting, and that they lead to certain conclusions; but
where are Mr. Blgckman's figures? Why have we not got
the papers so as te enable us to judge whether Mr. Black-
man's views are sound, and if sound whether they support
the conclusions which the hon. gentleman bas arrived at.
Then the hon. gentleman says he has received applications
from other companies, one of which le mentions as being
very important-that of the Grand Central Railway Con-
pany-but he is not able to deal with that application this
Session. Why do we net see that application, which, I
understand, is one c )njoined with that which the hon. gentle-
man proposes Parliament shall deal with this Session,
namely, the application for aid to a railway from
Edmunston to Rivière du Loup. I say the hon, gentle-
man ought to have been prepared, in bringing
down these propositions, to give Parliament a full opportu-
nity of dealing intelligently with the facts as they have been
presonted to him, or of ascertaining what the information
is on which ho bases bis conclusions, both as to the absolute
and the relative importance of the various lines. I will
only say just now, that the subject the bon, gentleman pro-
poses is one of the very greatest importance, as being, how-
ever he may disguise it, very largely a proposai that the Domi-
nion Parliament shall grant aid to local or provincial enter-
prises. It is of the greatest importance, both as regards the
enterprises which it is supposed to assist, and the principle
of the rate of aid which it is proposed to apply, and the
money assistance which it proposes to extend, and above
and beyond all, in the precedent which it proposes to croate.
Under these circumstances, looking at the fact of ihe
novelty of the proposition, and the advanced hour of the Ses-
sion, I think it is deeply to be regretted that the hon. gen-
tleman should not have brought it down at an earlier period.

Mr. CIMON (Chicoutimi), (in French.) Mr. Speaker,
as I am about to leave to-morrow, the House will llow me
to say a few words, to thank the Govern ment for the grant
just made to the Lake St. John Railway. I must tell you
that I am perfectly astonishéd to see the hon. leader of the
Opposition (Mr. Blake) oppose it on the futile grounds
that this road is a provincial one. Stil, in opposing
this grant, the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) is
merely acting as did his party when it was in power. You
will recollect that during the five years that the Liberal
Reform party was in power, I annually asked for a grant for
the railway from Quebec to Lake St. John, and that, overy
year, the Liberal Government met my demand with an
unqualified refusal. Yet I did not lose courage; I con-
tinued to speak in favor of that road. The first time that I
broached the subject, Lake St. John was derided as an un-
profitable and frozen up district ; but I persevered, and by
dint of speaking about it, the question became a popular one
in this House, and it is a satisfaction for me to-day to see
the mem bers froin Ontario and from the Maritime Province
as well as firom Montreal, display an interest in Lake St.
John, and speak in its favor. My voice is no longer the
only one to make itself hourd in this liouse in favor of Lake
St. John. This is a great triumph for me. But the hon.
leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) surprises me from
another point of view; le is opposed to the grant to Lake St.
John because, says he, there is no information before the
louse to show what that railway is. low can that be ?

Does the leader of the Opposition net know that the Gor-
ernment instructed an engineer to gather information on
the Lake St. John Railway, and to submit it to the Minister
of Railways ? At the last Session the report of that
engineer was laid on the Table of the House; it was a
detailed report giving all the required information, and it
was, printed among the documents of the Session. I am
quite surprised that the hon. leader of the Opposition should
come and tell us to-day that ho is unable to form an opinion
on the question, as he las not read the documents. I see
that he makes little of the Province of Quebec. H1e who
works so lard, who shuts himself up in his room every day,
surrounded with documents to facilitate the study and dis-
cussion of public affairs, I am surprised that notwithstand.
ing all this love of work, ho las not found time to cast his
eyes over the documents concerning the Lake St. John Rail-
way, on the very documents that would give himr most im-
portant information. Assuredly, Mr. Speaker, had the hon.
leader of the Opposition taken the trouble of reading this
important report, ho would have seen that the construction of
a railway from Quebec to Lake St. John was not of
a local, but of a general interest, that it will
open to settlement an immense and fertile terri-
tory, capable of feeding a population of from 200,000 to
250,000 people, who will contribute to the national wealth
and help to fill the public coffers I thank the Govern-
ment, Mr. Speaker, for what it has done for the Province of
Quebec; I thank it for its grant to the St. John Railway, for
having given that road to the Province of Quebec, and
assuring us that it is to be built ere long. I bave always
had faith in my leaders. I said last year I felt confident
that if the Government found an opportunity of aiding that
important enterprise, it would hasten to give it a grant. I
continued to agitate the question, and my faith las not been
disappointed. I am glad I had such faith in them. Last
year the leader of Lower Canada (Sir Hector Laingevin)
told us to be hopeful, that for the time being ho could not
give us a grant, but that next year we might have a chance.
The hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) did not put
faith in that promise, and said: "I have no faith in the words
of the bon. Minister of Public Works; next year again you
will get but promises. I do not think that the Government
will come to the aid of'thatenterprise." Andyet he,too, wasof
opinion that the Government should grant a subsidy to the
road. We have more faith in our leaders than the Opposi-
tion have in theirs. We know that they have at heart the
interests of the country. Our faith has not been deceived.
[ knew that the leader of Lower Canada would not break
his word. I renewed my efforts this year, and it took some
time to gain the point, but at last we have thisgrant. Once
more I thank the Minister of Public Works and the Minister
of Railways for the aid they have given the Province of
Quebec by granting a subsidy to the railway from Quebec
to Lake St. John.

Mr. WRIGHT. The resolution introduced by the hon.
Minister of Railways is one of great importance, and will
receive my support. The policy inaugurated by the Gov-
ernment is one calculated to advance the best interests of
the Canadian people. It is admitted on all bands that a
good system of railways is calculated to promote the pros-
perity and devElope the resources of the country. I am
satisfied, that in aiding the enterprises mentioned in those
resolutions, the Administration is advancing in the right
direction. While they bave secured the construction of the
main trunk lines, it is of importance that aid should ho
given to feeders of thos-e main linos. Therefore, while 1
an in favor of granting the aid asked for in those resolutions,
I would hope the Government would see its way clear of
aiding another onterprise of an equal, if not more important
character. 1 allude to the Gatineau Valley Railway, and its
mineral branch. The reasons for asking for this aid may
be briefty stated. A charter has been granted to a company
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for the purpose of constructing a railway from Hull to the
Desert, through the Valley of the Gatineau. It is also pro.
posed to build a subsidiary branch through the minerai re-
gion. An application has been made to the Quebec Govern-
ment for aid, which I have every reason to believe will be
granted. I have receiv.d a telegram from the Hon. Mr. Cha-
pleau, from Quebee, in which he assures me that bis G.overn-
ment takes a great interest in the project, and suggests that
we should apply to the Dominion Government for aid as
well. The reason for asking for this grant may be briefly
stated. The construction of this Gatineau road will create a
moEt valuable feeder for the Occidental and Intercolonial
systems of railways. It will also prove of the greatest
importance frorm a colonizition point of view. One
hundred miles due north from the city of Hall, I am assured,
are millions of acres of good agricultural and timber lands,
on which millions of Canadian people could find happy
homes. I was informed by the Rev. Father Deleage, who
for many years was missionary for the Indians of that
region, that so fertie was the soil that fromu one bushel of
fall wheat he hnd iepeatedly reaped sixty bushels in return.
I was so much impressed with his statements that I induced
him to form them into a memoir which I presented to the
hon. Minister of Public Works, and they now form part of
the Archives of the Dominion. He also assured me that
the lands of that region would also afford homes for millions
of people. The construction of that railway would also add
another Province to the Dominion. The Gatineau River
extends 400 miles in to the interior of the country, taking its
rise in the vicinity of that great affluent of the Saguenay
River the St. Maurice. It drains an immense tract of
country richly endowed with agricultural and mineral
wealth. The lacustrian system of this region is one of
the finest in the world, the whole of it teeming
with trout and al the other fishes found in our
Canadian waters, which alone would prove a great
attraction to intending sottlers. The Gatineau River is
composed of a series of water powers which would literally
drive the spindles of the whole world. The mineral resources
of the county of Ottawa are of incalculable value. Immense
deposits of the richest iron ore can bc, found in many places.
There are also immense deposits of galena, asbestos, and all
the other minerals to be found in Canada. The phosphates
alone are of the greatest valie, anl, to my mini, will prove
of more importance to Canada than are the silver mines
and guano depositi of Peru. One cannot but hope that at
no distant period, those fortilizers wil be manufactured in
our own country. The Gatineau Valley Railway will pass,
for 150 miles, through a country which is settled by a most
active and intelligent population. The way traffic alone
would justify the construction of this road. The Gatineau
region has contributed more than any other section to the
revenues of the country, by the payment of timber duties,
and has received nothing in return. I trust that at least
some measure of justice may be meted ont to this section of
the country, and that this railway w,'ill receive some aid
from the Government in its endeavor to develop its
resources. The argument in favor of granting aid to this
railway may be briefly stated. It will form a mot important
feeder for the Ocvidental and Intercolonial system of
railways; it will open up a vast tract of country for settle.
ment and colonization; it will develop the mineral, lumber-
ing, and agricultural resources of the Gatineau section; it
will practically add another Province to the Dominion; and
it will afford railway facilities to a most active, intelligent
and enterprising people. Under these circumstances, I
submit that the Goverrnment should grant a subsidy in aid
of the conmtraction of this railway through the Valley of
the Gatineau.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. I will only say a singleç
word with reference to the objection of the leader of thet
Opposition, that information on this subject has not beenf
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submitted to the Iouse. The hon. gentleman knows that
the usual course is that in matters of general interest papers
are asket for and brought down. And as has been already
remarked by my bon. friend behind me (Mr. Cimon), so
far as Lake St. John is concerned, the papers were moved
for on a former occasion, by parties taking an interest in
this scheme, and everything respecting this road was laid
on the Table of the House. The hon. gentleman knows that
in the Railway Committee the subject was discussed very
fully, when a charter was applied for by Mr. Blackman, aid
that charter was granted. I may read a very short despatch
from the Globe which embodies a description of this project
as follows :-

" St John's, N. F., May 8.-On SaturdaynighttheAssembly passed an
Act incorporating the Great American European Short Line Railway.
Large and important concessions were made to the Company. They
receive from the Newfoundland Government 5,00) acres of select Crown
lands for every mile of railroad they construct. They are conceded the
exclusive monopoly of the country for railroad purposes for forty-five years,
and are to enjoy during that term immunity from taxation on all mate-
rial required for railway construction. The question of an annual sub-
sidy to the Company or endorsement of their road-bed bonds to the
extent of $3,000,000 ihas been left to the constituencies, as the current
term is the last of the existing Legisiature, and the General Election
takes place in the autumn. The new railway syndicate is composed of
New York and London capitalists. The object of the Company is te
establish more rapid, safe, and certain communication between
America and Europe across Newfoundland. The oufline of the
scheme is the construction of a railroad from the most eastern point of
the Newfoundland coast across the island to Cape Ray. The western
terminus will connect by steam ferry with the railway from Cape North
over the island of Cape Breton to the Straits of Canso, the straits to be
crossed by ferry. The line will traverse the north shore of Nova Scotia,
and form a junction with the Intercolonial Railway, from which connec-
tions will be effected with railways communicating with Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Montreal, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco.
From the east shore of Newfoundland the Company will establish a line
of ten powerful, swift despateh steamships to connect with the west
coast of lreland, and thence by fast express trains with London and all
continental cities. The minimum saving of time between London and
New York is estimated at forty-eight hours. The whole sea voyage is
reduced to 1,700 miles between these great commercial centres, and the
dangerous coast, a thousand miles in extent, between Cape Race and
New York is completely avoided. The Company anticipate carrying
annually a:ross the Atlantic 200,000 pasengers. They are sanguine
they will completely absorb the transportation of mails for the Govern-
ment of America, Europe and Asia. Construction will be proceeded
with immediately."

That gives, in a condensed form, the information on this
subject which has been before us for some time in the
Globe. I want, before sitting down, to say that in referenco
to the application for a line of communication from Ste.
Mary's to Apohaqui, it was sirnply a case in which the
member for Queen's has taken a warm interest, using every
effort in its behalf. Both the hon. member for Queen's and the
memnber for King's have used very powerful arguments to
show why this lino should be taken up, an investigation
will be made with a view to ascertain what it was the duty
of the Government to do at the ensuing Session.

Mr. MILLS. I think the House has reason to complain
that an important measure such as this is should be
announeed for the first time at the close of the Session. It
involves the very important question of public policy, and
should have beon disclosed to Parliament at an earlier
period of the Session, so that the representatives of the
people might have had ample opportuity to consider it
in ail its bearings. It is practically a proposition to aid
railways generally throughout the Dominion. I am not, at
this period of the Session, going to enter into a dikeussion as
to whether this is an improper course to pursue or not, but
it is highly improper in these last days ofthe Session, when
more than half of the members on each side have left for
their homes, to bring forward a proposai.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Those members did not leave
before these resolutions were on the paper.

Mr. MILLS. Before they had an opportunity of consi-
dering them, and when they had made up their minds that
the Government were about to close Parliament and ask
for a dissolution.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Every hon. gentlemen on

both sides of the House who has left bas endorsed the
resolutions.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think the hon. gentlemen has the
right to make an assumption of that kind. I do not think
Parliament has before it the information to enable them to
come to an intelligent conclusion. This is another instance of
the improperpolicywhich the administrationbas pursued this
Session. They have withheld every question of public policy
and legislation until the last hours of the Session; they have
ceased in a great measure to be a representative body, or to
discharge the duties of such a body, and we simply regis-
ter the decrees of the Government and hand over legislation
and everything connected with government to the
hon. Ministers for the time being. I protested when the hon.
gentleman brought down a resolution similar to this one
reserving 100,000,000 of acres at the close of the Session,
two or three years ago, and I do not think hon. gentlemen
are~called upon to enter into a discussion of the policy
involved in these resolutions. In my opinion the Govern-
ment have treated the House in a most improper manner
in submitting a question of such importance as that involved
in these resolutions at the last moment of the Session.

Mr. KING. The subject now before the House is one in
which I feel deep interest, and I take this opportunity to
enter my protest against the scheme adopted by the Gov-
ernment. I protest against the unfair manner in which
New Brunswick and the county I represent has been
treated in this measure. During the early part of the
Session the hon. member for Sunbury and myself asked for
an interview with the hon. Minister of Railways, and pressed
that the road, which had been recognized by the late Gov-
ernment as an important feeder of the Intercolonial, should
be aided if aid were granted. The hon. Minister informed
us that it was out of his power to comply with our request,
and that he was not in a position to furnish rails; and that
the most he could do, as there was no precedent under which
ho could grant a cash subsidy such as is now proposed,
was to give a subsidy for carrying mails. On the strength
of that declaration, we thought it was useless to press our
claims, but later on in the Session we understood a new
departure had been taken. The Government were to adopt
a new policy, and intended to introduce a measure such as
that now before the House. The members from Quebec and
New Brunswick met and appointed a Cornmittee, and decid-
ed to ask for an extension from Rivière du Loup to Edmun-
ston, and also an extension to the Intercolonial between
Salisbury and Norton some seventy miles in New Bruns-
wick. In order to save the time of the flouse, I will read
the memorial that was presented to the hon. the Minister
of Railways as this points out the merits of the road.:
" To Sir CHARLEs TUPPER,

"Minister of Railways and Canais.
"We, the undersigned members of the louse of Commons would most

respectfully call your attention to the fact that at the time union of the
Provinces was consummated, provision was made for the construction of
a line of railway between Halifax and Rivière du Loup.

" That in the selection of a route for said line of road in order to
avoid the great military objection to any line in close proximity to the
American boundary, it was deemed advisable to locate it via north
shore of New Brunswick, adding very materially to its length.

" Thit so urgent have the demands since been for a shorter commer-
cial line that the Local Government of New Brunswick have been forced
to give aid to the extent of 2,000 acres of land per mile, to a line run-
ning from St. Mary's in the county of York via the Valley of St. John,
to Edmonton near the Quebec boundary. That said road covers a dis-
tance of 160 miles, and is at present in good condition, and being
operated by the New Brunswick Railway Company. The requirements
of inter-provincial trade demands an extension of said road north-west.
wardly a distance of seventy-five miles to form a junction with the
Intercolonial Railway, between Rivière du Loup and River Ouelle as
provided in a charter granted to said New Brunswick Railway Company.
And also an extnseon south-eastwardly from St. Mary's, county of
York via the heaI of Grand Lake, an equal distance to a point on the
Intercolonial Railway between Salisbury and Norton, as provided in a
local charter granted to a Company known as the Central Railway Com-
pany,

" The westerly extension of said line will enable the inhabitants of
the upper St. John to reach the markets of Quebec and Ontario by a
direct route. The southerly extension will pass through the coal mines
of New Brunswick, which are the nearest known coal areas to Quebec,
and which are capable of furnishing an inexhaustible supply of coal
suitable for railway, and superior to any yet discovered for ordinary
forge purposes. It will also afford a direct line between the capitals of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The extensions referred to will aid
materially in developing the sections of country through which they
may pass and give to their inhabitants much needed railway facilities.

" Their completion will, at the same time, afford to the people of this
Dominion the shortest possible all-rail line to the seaboard on Canadian
territory. Will do much to promote reciprocal inter-provincial trade,
and help to cement the bonds of union between the different Provinces.
Asking your consideration of the views here presented, and hopng that
you may be disposed to look upon the work referred to as one, the
promotion of which would be to the general advantage of the Dominion
of Canada, we would earnestly request that you muay be pleased to
use your influence to obtain a subsidy from the Dominion Treasury,
which, added to the aid it is confidently believed will be given by the
Local Governments of Quebec and New Brunswick, will ensure the
early completion of a through line of road between th p p nts named.

"(Signed) 80 TORY,
40 LIBERAL."

That memorial was signed by 120 members of the House
of Commons, eighty of whom were Government and forty
Opposition supporters. I took some trouble to obtain
signatures fronm hon. members on this side of the flouse, as
did the hon. mnember for King's (Mr. Domville) those of
hon. gentlemen opposite. I listened with interest to the
speech of the hon. the Minister of Railways, in which he
attempted to point out to this House that the extension
from Rivière du Loup to Edmanston was in the interest of
St. John. I am not prepared to differ from the bon, gentle-
man in his views with regard to this matter. I agree that
the extension of this road would be in the interests of the
Province of New Brunswick, but I wish to read what the St.
John Sun, the organ of the hon. the Finance Minister in
that city, said of this matter on the 28th of January, 1882:

" The extension of the railway from Edmundston to the St. Lawrence
would mean for St John the loss of all the up-river trade above Wood-
stock. Business men in St. John have in many instances come to believe
that the railways built in New Brunswick have each and all been the
means of drawing trade from St. John. Whatever foundation there may
be for the statement as regards existing railways, there need be no
doubt as to what will follow the building of tue road from Edmunston
through. The cities of the Upper Provinces will supply all the upper
St. John. Why should flour come from Ontario to St. John by the
Intercolonial or via Boston, to be sent up the St. John river, after this
road is through? What St. John merchant will sell a barrel of flour on
the upper St. John ? Take beef, pork, iron, heavy hardware-why
should these go to tbe Upper Provinces from this city after the opening
of this road ? Why should lumbering supplies be sent from here? Will
anybodyl explain how St John can hope to retain this trade ? Having
suffered this loss, what is St. John to gain? Some one may suggest:
'Why, we shall get through freight and we can load steamers for
Europe!' But not a barrel of ordinary freight from any point west of
Quebec will come by this route that will not come more cheaply by the
Megantic 'short cut' from Montreal. In fact, there is no advautage
whatever, promised or hoped for by means of this route, which will not
come to us in greater fulness and more speedily by the Megantic, while
by the latter we are in little danger of losing the trade we have already.
Whatever alvantages may accrue toQuebec or Mlontreal from the build-
ing of bhis exteusion from Edmunston, in the light of past experience
St. John merchants and people will see few that are likely to come to
them. The business of the Upper St. John is something to this city ;
dividel among the cities of the Upper Provinces it would amount to
very little for any of them. The additional trade to be thus divided
above is not a sufficient incentive to induce them to promote the building
of the extension, but the loss of this trade to St. John is a strong reason
why this city need not help it. In this position St. John will have the
sympathy of the bulk of the population along the St. John River, whose
market for their agricultural produce is largely in St. John. Whatever
helps to build up St. John helps the farmers along the river; whatever
tends to injure St. John goes to destroy the farmers' market here."

I con fcss that, in my humble judgment, this is a sectional
view ; but I think tho manner in which the Government
have dea t with the extension of the Rivière du Loup line,
bo[h north and south, is on the whole most unfair to New
Brunswick. I ind, on looking at the proposition before the
House, that it is proposed to aid a railway from Gravenhurst
to Callander, in Ontario-a line which, I understand, is
controlled by a company, and will act simply as a feeder to
a line already subsidized by the Dominion Government.
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Then there is the road from St. Raymond to St. John's
Quebec, to which a subsidy of $384,000 is to ho given. W
have heard that this is to be a part of the great lino to St
James' Bay, but I find that no such claim is made for ihai
road. In an article which appears, to-day, in the Gazette, the
organ ofthe Goverument in Montreal, it simply said that this
road will open up for settlement one of the finest districts
in the Province, and, as a colonization work, is second, in
importance and the bonefit it will confer, to none in con-
templation, in progress or in operation in the country.
Then we have the road from Oxford to New Glasgow, to
which it is prosposed to give a subsidy of $324,000. The
hon, Minister of Railways las informed us that this is to
be part of the Great European and North American Short
Lino Railway; but if so, this is the first we have heard of it,
and there is no argument which will apply in favor of this
road which will not apply with equal force in favor of the
other. The hon. gentleman says it will shorten the distance
between Montreal and certain points in Nova Scotia by
some thirty-eight miles; but the lino I advocate will shorten
the route that distance if the shortest possible lino in
Canadian territory is to be adhered to between
these points and Montreal. I could wish that at
this -moment the hon. the Finance Minister was
free from the responsibilities of office, that ho was free
from the trammels of party, so that he might stand up and
advocate in more oloquent terms than I can command, the
claims of the Province of New Brunswick .and his native
county. I am certain that he would point out to the Gov-
ernment that the lino I am now advocating is one which is
entitled to the recognition of the Government, especiaily
as it is a lino which, when he was endeavoring to enlist the
sympathy of his province for Confederation, he assured
them it would be one of the results of the Union. I think
ho would point out that while it was highly desirable to
aid in the development of the coal mines of Nova Scotia,
yet that New Brunswick had coal mines which though not
very extensively mined, produced coal equal and in some
cases superior to any discovered, and that it might b
mined sufficiently for the purposes of our local railways.
It might be said that New Brunswick had received compen-
sation elsewhere, but some advantages that St. John, for
example, is it receive, are more for the benefit of
Halifax than of St. John itself ; while, as to other supposed
advantages, she is paying fully what they are worth. I
would like to ask, though I scarcely expect an answer, if
the speeches made by the lon. Finance Minister in this
House and out of it, have influenced the Government in
dealing so harshly with us. He las been in the habit ot
saying that we get more than our share of aid from this
Govetnment, but I think it can easily bie seen that, in com-
parison with Nova Scotia, we are not getting our share.
The hon. gentleman could point to the fact that
the hon. the Minister of Railways had provided liberally
for lis own Province. We have first, the Chignecto Railway;
then we have the road from Oxford to New Glasgow,
$224,000; then the Intercolonial extension to Halifax;
the increased passenger accommodation at Halifax. Then
whon we come to Quebec : we have the St. Charl cs
embranchment, which rendcred a portion of the Inter-
colonial comparatively useless, $536,000; St. Raymond to
Lake St. John, $384,000; and Rivière du Loup to Edmun-
ston, Z40,000. Thon we go to Prince Edward Island: we
.find a new road there, which is bei ng subsidized by the
Governmcnt, so that, on the whole, when we compare the
treatment of New Brunswick with that of the other Pro-
vinces, we have a right to complain. We are told that the
matter will receive the attention of the Government during
the recess, and that, perhaps, some time or other, we
may get our share. I heard a report, that one gen-
tleman was stating throughout my county that ho had had
letters from the hon. Minister of Finance to the effect that

Mr. KNm.

3this proposition was tolie considered along with others when
e h next visited Queen's. I scarcely believe that report, but

L. if it is net true the hion. Finance Mînister wilI have the
bt oppertunity of contradicting iL. if, however, he did make
esuch a statenient te influence the eloctors in lis native
scounty, I beg te, assure hitu that lie much mistakes the
stemper and spirit of the peoplo if lie supposes ho eau. inl u-
aonce them by such considerations.

1- Mr. IVES. I had net the pleasure of hearing
% the hon. Minister of -Railways whon lie introducod
Dthose resolutions. I amn therefere unable to, say
awhether ho lias announcod as his pelicy in the future
Dthe aiding of railways of provincial importance by the gene-
trai Government. I have ben somewhat.surprised, howevor,

at the disinclination of the hion. the leader of the Opposi-
stion, and the hion. membor fer Bothwell (Mir. Milis) te
9discuss the merits of this pelicy as a matter of principle.

L t looks te me as if the question embodiod in these reselu-
rtiens is ene of as groat importance as any railway question
1whicl lias been brought before this flouse during the
ipresent Parliament. I had understood that the policy of
ithis Parliament was te build and assist railways ef the
tDominion, and that it was net the pelicy of this flouse te,
aaid railways of local or provincial importance, ne matter
ahew great that local or provincial i mportance niigh: lie.
1Ilowever important may ho the roads xnentioned in these
3resolutions, iL seems te me that their adoption practically
bamounts te a new departure in policy-practically te
.the adoption of a policy of building or assisting te
3build, by Federal subsidies, any railway in any
Province which is of local importance in its neighborlieod
or locality. If this is the pelicy, I think iL would be well
fer the hon, leader of the Opposition and the rigit lion.
leader of the Government te discuss this matter before the
flouse, and that the flouse should, befere adopti-ng these
resolutions, decide whother se important a departuro should
be made in tlie policy of the country. One tbi-ng appears
te me te, be certain, and that is, that if we aid these railways
this year, we should have ne reason for refusing te assist
rail ways of equal importance which may lereafter apply
for similar aid-and we have already heard twe applications
in the course of the last fifteen minutes, eue very ably pro-
sented by Lhe lion. member for Ottawa, who las certainly
given as good reasons as any I have heard for aiding the
other schemes, and another by Lhe lion, gentleman who las
jtist taken lis seat. Other railways could be mentîonod,
which are important te their localities, whicl iL is difficuit
te censtruet, which it is important should ho censtructed,
and which it is impossible can ho constructed without pro-
vincial or Dominion aid; and if we are prepared te assume
the construction of the whele railway system of the country,
provincial and Dominion, we should net de 50 without
understanding what will be the natural consequences that
will flow frem that stop. I have nothing te isay againet the
construction of the Lake St. Jchn Railway or the
other railways that have been mentioned; they are import-
ant; but ethor railways have been constructed already
by capitalists in the different Provinces, and I would ask
the hon. gentlemen who are pressing for assistance fer the
Lake St. John iRailway, or the Edmunston Railway, what
reasen is t.here for the construction of these railways that
dees net apply te the North Shore PRailway, whicl is cer-
tainly a very important road. This measure is geing te
have a retroactive eil'ect ; we are net merely providing for
the construction of railways in the future, but we must go
back and assist in defraying the cost of those railways which
had already been built but which are in deit-; we must lelp,
both directly and indirectly, te, relieve the Provinces Of
these delits. If we stant we cannot stop; it may be well
enough; I do net know that iL is proper 'te stop; I believe
in aid te railways, altheugl I would lesitate te adopt this
principle; but, if wo have any ambition te redue Our
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national debt, though I am not a prophet, I can say that if
we adopt this policy of building Provincial railways with
Dominion subsidies, it will be a long time before we shall
be able to talk about applying any surpluses to reduce the
debt. I am surprised at this proposal, and it seems to me
that the hon. leader of the Opposition is abrogating his
functions, is deserting bis post in not challenging in some
way or other, either approving or disapproving, so important
a principle as that involved in the proposition to construct
ruilways in the several Provinces with Dominion money.
For my own part, I have so much doubt that before I vote
on the question I would like to hear it discussed as a matter
of principle.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I purpose approaching the matter
with delicacy and moderation-delicacy, because I may
offend some hon. gentlemen on this side, and moderation,
because I feel so bitterly disappointed at the result of all the
negotiations we bave had, that I hardly know how to take
this matter up. I cannot help feeling that, though sup-
ported by the Government, there is a higher duty imposed
upon me, even than supporting a party, namely, that of
looking after the interests of the Province and the county
that sent me here and the country generally, in connection
with the construction of any works of public improvement,
such as I consider the extension we ask for, which would
benefit not only the locality interested, but the country
generally. Not upon any personal ground do I urge this
matter; not with any view of helping the Opposition in any
complaints they make; but simply because I feel it liard, in
voting for this resolution-which I certainly shall vote for,
because I think it is a step in the right direction-that we,
in New Brunswick, have not hiad the aid granted to us
which we desired. While the hon. the Minister ot Railways
was giving his reasons for subsidizing these lines, I felt
that every mile shortened between Niontreal and Liver-
pool was something to the advantage of Canada; I
saw that by the construction of a railway in New-
foundland, and the establishing, so to speak, of a
bridge of steamboats, we were going te shorten the
distance to Liverpool by forty-eight hours, and that in order
to do that we should endorse this scheme of building a line
from Oxford to New Glasgow. My hon. friend also pointed
out thut by aiding the road betwocu Megautie and Rivière
du Loup, we would again shorten the distance to such an
extent as to be justified in making the expenditure of
public money which is proposed. I approved of that, and
I agreed with the hon. the Minister; but I hold in my
hand a map, taken from the Sessional Papers of 1867, show-
ing ail the routes of the Intercolonial Railway laid down.
I find that if we follow the line from Rivière du Loup to
Edmunston, coming down on the west side of the River
St. John, we have to follow two sides of a triangle; but if
we come down by the route which I and others ask to be
subsidized, we would cut off forty-four miles of the Inter-
colonial Railway between St. John and whatever point the
proposed line intersects the Intercolonial Railway. Then,
taking up the argument which I find in this pamphlet, the
central line No. 5, will require three enormously expensive
bridges. The passage thus reads :

"The Central Line, No. 5, will require two enormously expensive
bridges over the St. John, and as it will neither open uip a new country,
nor give railway facilities to population now destitute of them, its
claims are too small to merit much consideration. The means of com-
munication with St. John by the river and western extension with the
town of St. Andrews by western extension and the St. Andrew's lne is
quite sufficient to meet ail the wants of the inner countips. As this
divergence from the Central Line proper has n particular merits to
recommend it over that line, but bas several strong objections, besides
that of running too near the American frontier, it may safely be put
aside with the frontier line."

I wish to show that if we are to accept this as the shortest
line, and even through every part, it will give forty-four
miles. Then we have got te understand the difficulty of
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the bridging of the St. John at Fredericton. It will take
$1,000,000 or $1,500,000 to do it properly; and it is doubtful
if a bridge would stand, owing to the great body of ice that
comes down in spring. If connection can be made at that
point, the Local Grovernment cannot bear the expense, and
will have to be aided by the Dominion Government. The
two bridges, including the suspension bridge from Carleton
to St. John, would require an expenditure of $1,000,000-
I beli.ve will be nearer $2,000,000 -which will have to be
expended before this through short line can be achieved.
Now, on the other hand, if my hon. friend had followed out
my views and his views in regard to shortening the
distance, and he had subsidized these seventy miles south
to St. Mary's, opposite Fredericton, south and east of the
Intercolonial, with an expenditure of about $3,000 a mile,
we should have had an outlay of $210,000, seventy-five
miles more railway, and should have saved the expenditure
of $2,000,000, while obtaining the shortest route to Europe.
Taking my hon. friend's estimate of $210,000, it would
necessitate a further expenditure by the Company, because
a railway cannot be built for $3,000 a mile. We are told,
on good authority, that every mile constructed put into the
Treasury interest on the entire expenditure which is returned
by the increased revenue. Now, supposing that it had
not shortened the route much, still there would have been
a great expense in that country, from the public and private
purse; but it would have opened up all central New Bruns-
wick, and it would have furnished the northern section of
the Province with means of getting at its coal, and would
have assisted it to develop and open up that beautiful valley
througli King's County, known as Mills Stream Valley. The
road would have come out at some of the little villages,
ckiher Apohaqui or Sussex. We find we are not to have
this work. We cannot get it on the argument of its being
shorter-because it is shorter ; nor on the argument that it
is a nocessity. My hon. friend read something from the
Sun newspaper, I presume-but I do not know whether it
is correct or not-and argued that it is against the trade of
the Province and St. John to construct that road. Then
we should not have that railroad at all. We should go back
to the old times, when there was a wall around that city,
and let nothing in or out. I cannot agree with them;
becbuse I see, taking up the very elaborate report of the
Intercolonial Railway, when it was built, it carries convie-
tion to my mind that the central route was the correct
route and the only one in the interest of New Brunswick.
The writer already referred to goes on to say:

" The Northern Central Line combines ail the advantages of Major
Robinson's line, with several others, not secured by the latter. It is
about the same length to build, gives King's, Queen's, and Sunbury the
advantage of the railway without depriving Kent of the privilege, and
opens up the coal regions of Grand Lake, Salmon River, and Coal
Creek. This being the case, we shall consider it as essential. Major
Robinson's line, though, preferable to it in ail respects."

We have also this further statement:
4 In this connection it must notbeforgotton thatthe Northern Central

line, which we are now examining, starts from Apohaqni, and passes
through the populous counties of King's and Queen's, ana touches both
Sunibu and Kent. If the populations of these be taken into account,
it woud give our northern line as many inhabitants per mile, as Mr.
Fleming's figures show for the frontier line."

I shall read this further extract:
I But we think we have shown beyond a doubt, that St. John, in

this matter of the route, will be fairly dealt with by adopting the
northern central, striking Apohaqui. And if more is done in lier favor,
it must be done not only at a greater cost and to the total destruction
of the military character of the road, but also at the expense and sacri-
fice of the interest of the whole northern part of New Brunswick, and
of the eastern part of Lower Canada."

Now this pamphleteer, who bas gone thoroughly into the
subject, says that St. John will not be benefitted by the
opening of this brancb line. I entirely agree with him;
but it would bring more business to St. John by opening a
route to the back counties in winter and enabling the cen-
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tral countieg to send out in winter, boards, shingles, hay memorialized for by 120 hon. members of both sides of the
and oats,which is not now practicable, and to buy and bring House, and the Government is without excuse, because the
back goods from St. John. In summer there is traffic up resources of that section have been proved to be abundant
that lino at places where the steamboats does not touch. enough to justify a subsidy, even giving it a local character.
This road would botter develop those back counties Last Session the local Government gave a subsidy of $3,000
and increase the trade of St. John. If the argument of the per mile to aid this branch road, so that it is considered of
Sun is correct, this line is going to cut off the trade of St. very great importance. The iron ore in that locality and
John. A good road should be built to corapensate St. John the abundance of coal of a superior character are awaiting
for that loss. It is clearly a question of national impor- development, and our National Policy is founded on the fact
tance that we should have a shortened lino through all that we had coal in Nova Scotia and flour in Ontario.
Canada to the sea-board. I was pleased to hear the hon. Hore the deposits are lying comparatively idle for want of
the Minister of Railways say that that was the tendency development, yet the Government shows no consideration
of their policy. It will enable me to say, when I go home, in the matter, though, to develop the coal of Nova Scotia,
that we may look for a winter port at St. John, without the rates on the Intercolonial Railway have been reduced
w;hich the National Policy would be incomplete. I cannot one-half. The coal in Nova Scotia bas been subsidized in
but think that warks of such great necessity as this should more than one way, not only bas a duty been imposed to
be proceeded with, and I am sorry they have not been taken forco it on the west, but the rates of carriage from the coal
up earlier this Session. My hon. friend las told us the pits of Nova Scotia to St. John have been reduced almost
matter should be investigated, that he had not sufficient one-half, from $1.50 to 82 cents. In that respect they are
particulars before him to conclude to give this grant. I subsidized for the same coal for which we are now refused a
gave a silent vote when the Chignecto Railway grant went small subsidy to build a railway to develop it.
through. Though I knew very little about it, I had faith Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Do I understand the hon. gentle-enough in the representations of the hon. Minister to man compLES ofthe reduction of the coal rates to-St.believe it was a step lu the right direction, and submitted John ?my judgment to his. But when I see a grant given for a
speculative work of this kind, I say we should have our Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I only wish to emphasize
portion of the line through the centre of New Brunswick, what bas been so well said by the hon. members for Queen's
which we know is not a speculative lino and will build up and King's. I am equally disappointed with the resolutions
that section of the country. I cannot sec what further brought in by the hon. Minister ofRailways. New Brunswick
investigation is required. We have all the information has been igiored. The fact is that the lino of railway in
required; we have got. the population and trade from the which we feel a deep interest, and for which over 120 mem-
Census, and have the thorough and complote surveys of Mr. bers of this House memorialized the Government for aid,
Fleming and others. The plea of want of information is in one of the routes of the old Intercolonial Railway
for not giving this grant, cannot be sustained in this promised New Brunswick before Confederation, and if the
case. I do not wish to attack the Government, but simply river counties in New Brunswick had suspected that thatroad
to stand out in an independent position, and say : "I am would not have been built, they would never have voted to
much grieved at the course adopted." If the Government go into the Union. They were deceived by our leader, and
give us the road in the future I shal be p leased. I know they feel the deception keenly. This Central New Bruns-
we cannot look to any pledge, because Governments are wick road is inter-provincial in its character when con-
influenced by many considerations. As a man said who nected with the New Brunswick road, and the proposed
was going to be hanged: "If you put it off one year, I will road from Edmunston to Rivière du Loup as asked for by us.
accept the sentence." If the Government are in earnest, the But the Government have provided for the western portion
hon. Minister of Railways should tell us, that not only are only in the resolutions, and the action of the Government
they going to investigate the matter, but if there is a just and in taking a portion of it and leasing the other destroys its
proper claim the Government will grant the subsidy on its inter-provincial character. Let the hon. Minister ofRailways
own merits, and not take this up in connection with other veil the resolutions as he may, they now partake of a local
railways, because if that principle is established every character. The lino we applied for was, as I said, on one
claim will be as good as ours and every railway will make of the proposed routes which had been surveyed for the
a.claim. Unless we have some expressions to show that Intercolonial and thoroughly investigated, and its resources
our appeals will not be thrown aside, because of the claims had been fully put before the Government by the hon. member
of St. Andrews or St. John, but that our claim will be for Queen's and myself. The Government have no excuse
judged on'its own merits and we will be given what we are on that score, bocause we had proved that the resources of
entitled to, I shall not be satisfied. I shall not submit to the eastern section which has been left out are abundant to
any course now or in the future that will cut off from us justify a subsidy in order to develop the coal fields and other
what we are entitled to, whether it pleases my hon. friends industries, even wore it entirely of a local character. There is
or not, but will take an independent position and fall under iron ore in the vicinity of the eastern portion of-the said road,
it or survive. as well as an abundance of coal of a superior character for

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I only wish to emphasize some purposes awaiting development. Of such importance
what has been so well said by the hon. members for Queen's is this road that the New Brunswick Local Government offer
and King's. I am equally disappointed with them nt the a subsidy of $3,000 per mile for its construction, and it only
resolutions brought in by the hon. Minister of Railways. required a moderate subsidy from this Government to secure
The.fact is, this lino of railway has been well investigated. its completion, and yet this Government have refused that
It is the old proposed route of the Intercolonial Railway, small consideration, which would develop those important
which the new counties thought would have been adopted, interests. The N\ational Policy was said to befounded upon
or they would never have voted to come into Confederation. the development of, and encouragement to, the coal interest
They-think they were deceived on this subject, and they in the east, and the wheat-growing interest in the west.
feel the deception deeply. This is the only inter-provincial Nova Scotia coal interests have been aided by railway
route, and the action of the Government in taking a portion accommodation as well as reduced rates on the Intercolonial
of it and leaving the other destroys the inter-provincial Railroad to St. John, and comes into competition with the
character of the road. The road as it stood before, as coal I am now speaking of, and which bas been deemed fair
it was memorialized for, was the old Intercolonial consideration. The rates on Spring Hill coal to some ports
road, and was of a national character. It was on St. Joh.n have been reduced from 81.50 to 82c., or almost

Mr. Doxvu zz.
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one-half, and this coal competes with New Brunswickf their considerable trade. That line also we find entirely
coal. I ask why bas New Brunswick been denied con- neglected. There is no doubt that if we enter upon this
sideration in developing lier coal mines? policy the Goverument, whether the present one or their

Mr. ANGLIN. There is no doubt this is one of the most successors, will find it to be absolutely incumbent upon
important questions that ias come before the present Ses- them that if money can be raised by any process of taxa-
sion of Parliament, since it forms an entirely new depart- tion not much more onerous even than that which now
ure in regard to the railway policy of this country. It is burdens the business of this eountry-they will find it abso-
the beginning of a policy of the construction of railways of lutely necessary to extend the system inaugurated by those
a purely provincial character on the Dominion credit. It resolutions, and to assist lines of railway up the Gatineau,
may be all right or it may be very wrong, but there is not to open up the country on both sides of the Baie de
time now for a reasonable consideration of the policy in all Chaleurs, and to develop many other portions of the country.
its scope and effect. Looking at the proposition before us, I believe a railway through King's and Queen's has a special
the people of New Brunswick see reason to complain of its claim on the Government and on its individual members.
unfairness. What bas been said of the railway from Rivière Something bas been said in respect to promises made, not
du Loup to Edmunston and St. John, and of the probable quite directly, but by implication by the hon. the Finance
commercial effects, is unquestionably true. No one who bas Minister, as to the route of the Intercolonial, and if the hon.
studied the history of our Province and bas observed the members for Sunbury and other New Brunswick constituen-
effect of railway construction upon its business, can have cies, believe, if that hon. Minister were free from the
the slightest doubt that the business of St. John will be shackles of office, he would use his eloquence and power to
very materially lessened by the construction of the road, advocate the immediate opening of that part of the country
and that it will be all tho more injured had the railway not and the construction of that line. The enterprise halts and
been completed, had the track not been permitted to go in is inconclusive, unless this other portion of the road is built.
that direction to the city of St. John. The opening up of Mr. SCRIVER, I listened with close attention to the
the country at the head of. Grand Lake and along remarks that fell from the hon. the Minister of Railways
that district up to St. Maurice near Fredericton, upon the resolutions which have been introduced to the
would in itself very materially tend to bring much of the House. We heard the hon. member for Richmond and
trade to St. John, much more than comes at present. The Wolfe (Mr. Ives), in whose remarks, upon the whole, I
coal fields there are very extensive, and the country is said cordially agree, and I feoel that these resolutions are of the
to be fertile and inexhaustible. These facts furnish an greatest importance, as indicating, on the part of the
additional reason why, if we undertake the development of Government, a departure from the established rule which
the country at all, this portion of the railway should be bas prevailed up to this time in the Government of this
built. The hon. Minister of Railways stated correctly that country that Government aid should not be extended to pro-
building the portion from Rivière du Loup to Edmunston vincial undertakings or even to inter-provincial works. The
does not by any means effect the object the hon. Minister discussion which has bOen continued with sUch carnestness
expects. They must cross the River St. John at Fredericton since the introduction o? these resolutions, show howgreatis
by an expensive bridge to connect with the system of rail- the principle involved in these resolutions, andthey show that
way now in existence on the other side of the river; then, the view taken by the hon, leader ofthe Opposition that it la
having come down on that side of the river by a devions very unfortunate iudeed that these resolutions have been in-
route you find yourself at the city and harbor of St. John, trodnced at so late a period of the Session, is of great force
while coming down by the other direction you come on to and great truth. For myseif, I ar free to say that I regard
the Dominion line of railway. But I rise specially to speak the departure which these resolutions indicate on the part
on behalf of that portion of the country which I represent. o? the Government, from the established mule which bas
Baie des Chaleurs has been shamefully neglected in this hitherto existed, of extending aid ta works solely o? a Do-
scheme. For many years past the representative of the minion character, as of great 4anger. I regard the depar-
county of Bonaventure in this House bas labored to obtain ture from that principle with the greatest appro-
railway communication for the people cf that county. The lension, and I arnwoll satisfied that, howevor,
present Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Quebec, with regard ta the importance of the enterprises eferred to
while in this House, did al] in his power to obtain railway in these resolutions, no good eason las been given by the
communication for that part of the country, and was always lon. Minister of Railways for regarding those onterprises
met there, I presume, with the reply that it was contrary as any other than private. The hon. member for Chicou-
to the policy of the Government to subsidize lines of rail- timi and Saguenay (Mr. Cimon) seemed disposed toat
way running in that direction. Well, Sir, to-day we great blame on the Administration from the fact that tley
flnd that the several lesser lines which are essentially had not been led to give aid to the Lake St. John Railway.
of a local character, lines which all the eloquence I remember very well the argument that hon, gentleman
of the hon. Minister of Railways cannot deprive of their made several Sessions ago in favor of that enterprise, and I
essentially local character-though they may be very remember distinctly the roply the hou. Minister of Railways
important in themselves-yet we find them subsidized, rail- made to that argument on that occasion. The lon. Minister
roads which will not feed the Intercolonial Railway in any admitted the importance of the enterprise, but said that it
way whatever. We find these railways assisted, but we are was purely local only, and that the Goverument ofthe Domi-
refused assistance to lines of railways along the Baie de nion are not prepared to extend any aid toit. It is rather
Chaleurs. Down through the county of Bonaventure to the a anspiciaus circumatance, that just on the ove of a general
county of Gaspé there is a large tract of fertile country election this departure from the established policy o? the
and a considerable population. The whole Baie de Chaleurs Governmont las been enunciated. Judging by the discus-
is well known as one of the finest fishing grounds in the sion that las occurred we have reason ta suppose that
world, but its almost untold wealth is scarcely as available the applications for aid, if this grant for this
as it might be for want of sufficient railway facilities, For aid should be granted, as I suppoe it will, will ho
a great part of the year they are quite out of the world. begion in their number, and 1 do fot see liw this
In my county there is a district in which a line of railway or any future Government eau draw sucl a lino, if
is projected of such importance that the Local Government they once depart from the mule ta which I have reerred,
last Session granted it 83,000 a mile. When that is built it between enterprises of a private and those of a Dominion
will lead directly to the Intercolonial Railway and put a character. With tle hon. member for Richmond and
population of15,000 in connection with -thatroad with ail Wolfe I would have been glad ta have hard teslquestion
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thoroughly discussed. It is one of sufficient import
ance to warrant such a thorough discussion, and I woulc
have been glad to have heard the hon. Minister of Railways
in introducing the resolutions, not confine bimself, as ho
did confine himself, to remarks to show the inportance o
the enterprise it was supposed to aid, but to have gone fur
ther and given some good reasons why he now advocateda
departure from the policy hitherto followed.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hon. members referred t
this as being a new departure. It is an extension of an oic
policy. During the late and the present Administration
assistance was given to branch railways connected with th
Intercolonial to the extent of the iron for those branches
The extension in this case is not confined to branches of
the Intercolonial, but the policy has been recommnnded by
both Governments and aid given. The branches thu
referred to may be feeders of the Government Railways, but
I admit the branches that were constructed and to which
aid was given were direct feeders of those railways.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the rails were only lent.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A supporter of the Govern-

ment, who obtained some of them, expected they are
more than lent. They have been retained until now, and
I doubt if they shall be returned very soon. There has
been a recognition of certain principles. am not surprised
that the hon. members for King's, Queen's and Sun bury
should have expressed their views so emphatically, because
they are interested in this question; but I was surprised
that hon. gentlemen who have never failed, since the line
of the Intercolonial was established, to denounce me for
having assented to remaining in the Government, to the
construction of the line of railway on the north shore. A
proposition is now made to this flouse for the purpos of giv-
ing the shorter line to St. John within Canadian territory,
giving practically the central lines of railway, and
the shortest route to St. John for the western
trade, it being one string to the bow, and we
hope soon to add a second string to the bow-
the hon. member shakes his head-and we have been
pointed to the fact, that a portion of the trade of the Upper
St. John will be carried free to Quebec. We recognize
that fact. No man who bas been in that section of the
country, even before railways were constructed, and has
seen the way in which busness was conducted in the
neighborhood of Little Falls, but must feel that a con.
siderable portion of that business must go to Quebec, but
at the same time its value to New Brunswick, and especially
to the port and harbor of St. John, is that it gives on Cana-
dian territory the shortest line of railway to the nearest
open port in the Dominion of Canada. I have balanced
the account and have found that its advantages are so much
greater than thei oss which will be sustained in that par.
ticular section of the country that I think, on the whole, it
will be of the greatest possible value to St. John. I am
free to admit that I am in sympathy to a considerable ex-
tent with the proposition to construct the other line which
has been proposed by hon. gentlemen,because it will bring an
additional portion of the Province. of New Brunswick in
contact and communication with St. John, but so far as the
direct trade from the west is concerned the city of St. John
does not depend upon that line. It has been said that it
will cost 81,000,000 to construct certain bridges, and I know
that there are physical difficulties in the way of ice at Frede-
ricton; but we know that a line has been subsidized from
Woodstock to Harvey by the Local Legislature, and that
would make the most direct line possible between Woodstock
and St. John or between Rivière du Loup and St. John.
Stili, as I have said, I am in sympathy with this proposition
and endorse the statement of my colleague that it is entitled
to receive and should receive, as it undoubtedly will, the
most favorable consideration of the Government. I would

Mr. SOIVER.

t- remark, however, that when hon. gentlemen oppiosite were,
d in power* they did flot give any iron to that particular road.

si Mr. BUIIPEE (Sunbury). On the contrary, it was the
Le only road to which tbey did give iron.
f )f Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Was there uny legisiation on
rrecord to settie that question ? I think, though I was not
ahere at that time, that a Board representing the county of

Q ueen's, notified the Government in very strong terms what
,I they would do if they did notý take a certain course.

dMr. BURPEE (Sun bury). There was aresolution passed
nin the flouse giving aid by loaning old rails to, certain
efeeders of the Intercolonial, and a Minute of Council, which
3the hon, gentleman may find, specifled that road and that> ne..

Sir CHARLES TtPPEo. But they were taken back
iand appropriated toother roads.

Mr. BURPEE. Not the ones for that road.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. y impression is that the rails

ut the disposaiof the Government ut that time were appro-
*priated to other roads. JLowever, I do not desire by any
word or action of mine to detract fromthe merits
of the application whch has been referred to.
Then there are the local advantages to be derived from the
construction of a railway througb a section of country
where there is a deposit ofcoal, whih it is very important to
dev elop, and which, thougli not valuable for household pur-
poses, is a very excellent coul for c-team and smith purposes.
An hon. member referred to a gentleman in the county of
Queen's having some letter of mine. If my memory serves
me that gentleman wrote to me. I had hoped to have an
opportunAity of addressing the people of Queen's last summer.
That opportunity was ot afforded to me, however, and I
promised, if spared to the spring of this year, to make that
visit; and this gentleman wrote to me to say that when I did

fake that visit, a strong demnd would be made upon me to
stute whether tat should be done. I stated to him in reply
that when Imade my ppearance I should be able to state the
policy of the Govern ment in reference to it; but the Minister
of nRailways hus already stated it, and therefore that state-
ment shali have to be mine when the question is put to me.
There are other resons which it is not necessary forme to
enumerate,wy I fe this proposaluas its meorits; but there
are other questions of a Dominion character in referece to
thAt road whieh necessarily require a little more considera-
tion than the Government have been able to give ut present.
I may say here, that with reference to the statempots of the
very limited advantages whieh we would derive from the
roand from Rivière du Loup to Edmunston, I say that, as we
will have by its construction the shortest route to the sea,
where we have open water during the whole year, that pro-
position is,in myjudgmentsurrounded with vast importance,
not only to the Dominion geneally, but especially Mnthe
constituency have the honor to represent.

Mr. OrIMET. I have been rather surprised to hear some
hon. mcmbers of the ouse say that these resolutions make
a new departure inotherpolicy of the Dominion. As Iir e n-
derstand it, the pohicy of the Conservative party is the de-
velopment of the trde, the inrease of the population, and
the increase of the prosperity of the whole country and
every part of it. That is the policy upon whih we have
been establishing our popularity in the country, and it is to
the interest ofthe Dominion thatthis policyshould neer be
lost sight of. By spending millions of money in developing
the North-West, we have fet that we were promoting the
prosperity of the older Provinces; and sha we say noW
that we have not the means to provide for the wants of these
Provinces, whiEh are not provincial wants, but Dominron
wants. Sha twe say that the old Provinces do no fom
part of the Dominion, when it is proposed to spend a few
thousand dollars increee the prosperity of some of thes
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Provinces ? It is said that the great valley of the St. John, loan of rails to a provincial railway, that it was not
for instance, can support millions of prosperous people. establishing a principle. le must have forgotten that those
When we are spending millions in the North-West, are we rails represented a considerable value, were of use to the
going to grudge a few thousand dollars for the railway, and if returned would necessarily be greatly
valley of the St. John, or the Gatineau Valley or deteriorated in value, else there would be no reason for loan-
any of the valleys of New Brunswick? This is not ing them, consequently this loan was equivalent to a grant.
national policy; it is anti-national policy; and I congrat- I hold it is within our province to deal with this question.
ulate the Government on having confirmed their policy by Those railways are under Dominion charter, and it is within
taking this step to develop the resources of the Dominion, the duty of this Government to deal with it. Why do we
instead of striving to puy the whole debt, because it is too charter those railways, while provincial railways are
soon to do that until the North-West is more fully develop- chartered by the Provinces within which they lie ? Because
ed. I concur very heartily in the policy which bas been those Dominion chartered railways extend outside a
promulgated in these resolutions, and I think this provin- Province or run to another country, and are recognized as
cial cry is not the cry that ought to be raised to-day. I of Dominion importance. This railway connectiag the
agree also with what bas been said by the hon. member for Ontario system with the Canadian Pacific is specially
the county of Ottawa (Mr. Wright). He says very properly important. It represents the outlet of some fifteen
hat we are now adopting a policy which will warrant him or sixteen Ontario railways, including the Great
n coming next year and claiming a subsidy for a railway Western, Grand Trunk, Whitby and Port Perry,
which will open up the great Ottawa Valley; and next Wellington, Grey and Bruce, and a number of others
year, if I have then the honor of a seat in this House, I shahl embracing the minor railways. It is the outlet also of the
be very happy to endorse that proposition. If the people richest part of Ontario and the Dominion. But it is impor-
of New Brunswick wish to develop the resources of their tant to the whole Dominion for another reason-it is an
Province, whether their fisheries or any other of their advantage to the new country into which it leads.
esources, we in the Province of Quebec shall be glad to Ontario must, in the future, be more of a manufacturing
help them. Only a few days ago we voted $150,000 to centre for the supply of Manitoba and the North-West, and
nable the fishermen of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island it is of the greater importance, therefore, that we should
nd Gaspé-not to prosper, because it is too late to hope for have an outlet by the shortest possible route, so as to keep
hem to prosper, but only to live. Did anyone raise the cry down the cost of freight and give the North-West people
hen that that grant was for the purpose of assisting indi- our products at the smallest prices. The railroad would be
viduals? No, Sir, they were interested in concealing their of importance, again, by opening up a new market, and the
eelings because they had fishermen among their constitu- older the country becomes the more important it will be.
3nts. We have been almost every day voting much larger Ontario will manufacture the more for the North-West.
ums of money than these resolutions and for the purpose Hamilton sent lately to Manitoba and the North-West
f belping anybody in the country who appear to be suffer. $500,000 worth of manufactured goods ; but this
ng. Well, we have suffering people in the Province railway would be an outlet, not for one town only,
f Quebec; we have in the valley of the St. John but for London, Hamilton, Guelph, Toronto, Meaford
housands of settlers who have been suffering for years; we and many other important towns. It will prove the
have men there who have gone into the unbroken forest, outlet to that section of the country that supplies agricul-
nd have not yet been able, for want of railway communi- tural implements, cattle and horses to the North-West. I
ation, to establish prosperous homes. It is right for this think then it comes with very bad grace from the hon. leader
Dominion to tell these men that we are willing to help them of the Opposition to throw cold water on this scheme. I
n their own account, although I believe the development do not agree with him that there is not sufficient time to con-
f the St. John Valley will promote the general trade and sider this question, which is neither intricate nor difficult.
îrosperity of the Dominion. The proposed railway will be A gentleman ofbis clear and comprehensive mind would rot
n important feeder to the Intercoloial Railway; and need more than five minutes to understand it thoroughly.
very man who will be induced to go there and settle, in. But his depreciation of it is based on the fear that it will
tead of going to the United States, will add to the wealth make more popular a Government that has done so much
f this country, and more than repay the interest on the for the country. He wishes to make a point against the
altry sum of of $384,000, which we are proposing to give. Government in view of the approaching elections. So far
did not intend, Sir, to make a speech; but I desired to as the western members are concerned, this opposition, in-

xpress, as strongly as I could, my disapproval of the pro- stead of doing the Liberal party good, will do it harm,
incial cry which bas been raised, and the attempt to dis- because we all recognized the merits of a Government, and
inguish provincial interests from Dominion interests. I especially of a Minister of Railways who has shown such a
ay they are one and the same thing; if the Provinces strong and commendable desire to do even this much in the
'rosper-and I hold that the older Provinces more than the interest of a Province that is contributing so much towards
ewer Provinces have a right to ask us to aid thom to pros- the opening up of this great new country. Supposing, as
er-the whole Dominion prospers; and I believe the new bas been objected, that other railways should apply for a
rovinces will not be those to grudge the paltry assistance subsidy, there would be nothing wrong in that. I think
vhich it is now proposed to give to our own citizens. the bon. member for Ottawa eau, with equal reason, apply
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. for Dominion aid for bis railway. I believe that if mem-

bers consider it in the interest of the country, they would
After Recess. not go wrong in supporting it. If members opposite recog-

Mr. SPROULE. I have much pleasure in supporting nize the importance of assisting a provincial railway by
hese resolutions. I cannot coincide with the views of lending it rails, as alroady mentioned, how much more rea-
everal hon. members opposite that it is not legitimately sonable is it to assist railways which will work in the in-
ithin the province of this Parliament to subsidize those terest of the whole country.
ailways. The hon, member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Resolution agreed to and reported.
ves) said he looked upon it as a baneful principle to
stablish a precedent of this kind at this particular time. THE WORD TELEGRAPI.
ut this is not the establishment of a precedent, it is the I
arrying out of a principle established some time ago. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the Order for the
'he hon, member for West Durham said, in reference to the second reading of Bill (No. 166) declaratory of the meaning
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of the word Telegraph in certain cases be transferred from
Public Bills and Orders to Government Orders. ie said :
The only object is to declare that telephones are not tele-
graphs.

Motion agreed to.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. OGDEN. The Free Press this evening has the fol-
lowing item :-

" On Saturday night there occurred in the flouse of Commons one of
the most disgracefal scenes ever witnessed there. A number of that
class of members who find the work of attending to public business for
which they were elected too irksome, amused themselves by setting off
'torpedoes' or Eand-crackers in the flouse. For several hours a
perfect fusilade was kept up to the great annoyance of the speakers and
all the sensible members of the House. Sir John Macdonald said that
during the forty years he had been in Parliament he had never known
anything so disgraceful. rhis remark was greeted with another volley
of crackers. Mr. Blake also protested, and the chairman repeatedly
called order, but the schoolboy S.P.'s kept up their 'fun' until
adjournment. Principal among the offenders were Messrs. Ogden,
McLeod, Manton and Landry. These gentlemen, beyond their ability to
register their votes with their party, are about as much good in Parlia-
ment as chips in porridge. Not content with negleting their parlia-
mentary duties, they feel it incumbent on them to act the baboon and
prevent other members from attending to theirs."

All I have to say in regard to this matter is, that
I entered the Chamber at about ton o'clock on Satur-
day night, and the first remark I heard was from the
bon, leader of the Opposition, to the effect that
the action was disgraceful, and that the torpedo
shooting should be put a stop to as one hon. member had
been struck by one of them. There was at the time a ques-
tion before tbe House in which I was very much interested,
and I took my seat behind the hon. Minister of Railways,
and remained in that sent until I left the Chamber. Several
hon. gentlemen who sat near me can corroborate the truth
of what I say. There is not a word of truth in the charge
against me contained in this article. I had not in my
possession one solitary torpedo, nor did I throw anytbing
across the floor of the House. The statement is a falsehood.
I was as innocent as either the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion or the hon. Premier. Why this man-I wilflnot say
gentleman-should publish this falsehood, I cannot under-
stand, unless it is that this Opposition press, being unable
to bring anything against my publie character that will
injure me in my constituency, resort to lying and slander.
I defy any hon. member to say that I have ever,
since I have been in this House, acted diEcourteously or
ungentlemanly in any manner. As regards my attending
to my parliamentary duties, every hon. member knows
that I am always to be found in my place, or, if not in my
own particular seat, perhaps, sometimes on the other aide
or at other times close to the Treasury Benches when I have
information to get from the hon. Ministers. If I were to
mention some scenes that occurred in this House in which
some members of the staff of this paper were prominent,
you, Mr. Speaker, might feel it to be your duty to summon
them before the bar of this House or have them ejected
from the gallery. I trust the editor of this paper, with
whom I am acquainted, is not responsible for this and will
not allow this matter to go uncontradicted in his columns.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I sat by the side of the hon.
member for Guysboro' from the time those torpedos were
used in this House until the House adjourned. Neither
directly nor indirectly was he connected with anything Of
the kind. lHe was anxious to make a few remarks on the
fisheries question, which affected his constituents, and ap-
peared very much interested in the debate. One re-
mark of the hon. gentleman should be looked to.
The editor of the paper in question, a few even-
ings ago, in the Senate Chamber, or in the
saloon of this Chamber, choked an hon. member of this House
and not a word was said about it. ,either the Mail nor the

Sir H2UTOU LANGEYN.

globe nor the Witness said anything about- it, because,
forsooth, he is a member of the staff. Because he is the
editor of a newspaper, he can do just as he pleases, but an
hon. gentleman is published as a blackguard on the slight-
est provocation. Why should a newspaper man be allowed
to enter the Senate and choke an hon. member for this
House? These members of the press who are se very
anxious to show up hon. gentlemen who do wrong, why do
they not expose one of their own associates ? No; we have
to put up with what those men see fit to do. I am
sorry I had not the pleasure of being in the saloon: I would
have had my hand in and helped my hon. friend who was
used so roughly by this great and good man, the editor of
the Free Press.

Mr. McLEOD. I wish to make a few remarks in refer-
ence to the proceedings on Saturday night and to disclaim
all connection with them. I may say that when these ex-
plosions were going on within this Charmber 1 was not
within its precinets. I had not in my possession a single
torpedo and I did not throw any. It is not necessary for me
to enlarge upon this subject, because the hon. member for
Guysboro' who has just taken his seat bas referred to it in
the terms it deserves. *

Mr. LANDRY. The Toronto Globe contains an indict-
ment against me, beginning with the words: "Mr. Landry
is a Tory," which are the only true words in the article.
I will read the article:

" Mr. Landry is a Tory from the Province of Quebec, who gives about
the same attention to most of the questions which come before the
House as do the majority of those with whom he acts. Last night,
while the fishery bonus was being considered, he amused himself by
getting up a 24th of May celebration, and throwing schoolboy torpedoes
about the House. Buch an exhibition was very derogatory to the
dignity of the House, but yet it was allowed to go on unchecked by
those whose duty it was to interfere, until Mr. Blake insisted on its
being stopped. Even the temporary restraint thus given did not last
long. Mr. Landry's example was followed by other members, and for
the rest of the evening miniature explosions were to be heard in all
parts of the Chambec, much to the annoyance of those members who
were desirous of taking part in the important discussion then.la pro-
gress. At the close of the sitting, just as Sir John and Mr. Plumb were
leaving the Chamber together, one of the pages threw a torpedo at
their feet. Sir John turned- angrily around, and Mr. Plumb valiantly
caught a youth whom he thought to be the offender, with a 'Here is the
boy, Sir John!' The chieftain did not say much, and turned and
walked away; but Mr. Plumb gave the boy, who pleaded that he had
got the tor-edoes from a membe-r, a very severe lecture, winding up
very emphatically with 'I will have you turnea out of the House.' Ead
half as much attention been paid to the Tory M P's, who were the real
offenders, instead cf permitting the indecency to go unrebuked, the
dignity of Parliament would have been botter preserved."

Well, Sir, I have only one word to say. While that noise
was going on I was very quiet, as usual, standing at the
bar of the flouse, and every hon. mnember may have seen
me there. I was very much annoyed myself. Torpedoes
were thrown at me, and I found the position so dangerous
that I was compelled to go out. It was only because that I
was taking care of my own life that the Globe bas seen fit
to insult me in this manner. I stand in just the same posi-
tion as the hon. member for Guysboro', and it is because the
Globe has nothing to say against me in my public life that
it tries to injure me in my constituency. But if I really
have torpedoes I will keep them for the next election, and
we will see in my constituency what use I will make of
them.

Mr. MANSON. I have only to say, in reference to the
charge made in the Globe, that I had none in my possession
nor anything of the kind, nor did I take any part in the
disturbance complained of.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope, Mr. Speaker,
that next Session if any gentleman pleases te use crackers
ho may add cheese with them.

Sir LEONAIRLD TILLEY presented a Message from Ris
Excellency the Governor General.
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Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:-

The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, further
Supplementary Estimates of the amounts required for the service of
Canada for the year ending 30th June, 1883, and in accordance with the
provisions of " The British North America Act, 1867," he recommends
'these Estimates to the House of Gommons.
GOVERNEINT HousE,

OTTAWA, 15th May, 1882.

SEAMEN'S ACT, 1873.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the third reading
of Bill (No. 110) further to amend the Seamen's Act, 1873.

Mr. BLAKE moved:
That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,

with instructions that they have power to amend the same so as to pro-
vide for a trial by jury of any person liable to be sentenced under the
said Bill to from two to five years imprisonnent in the Penitentiary.

Amendment negatived on the following division

YEAS:
Messieurs

Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Casey,
Coupal,
Crouter,
Domville,
Dumont,

Allison,
Amyot,
Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon (Chicoutimi),
Costigan,
Courgol,
Currier,
Guthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
DeCosmos,
Desaulniers,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin.

Fiset,
Fleming,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Holton,
King,

Lengley,
Mills,
Olivier,
Rymal,
Scriver,
Skinner,
Sutherland,
Thompson.
Trow.-28.

NÂYs:
Messieurs

Gigault, Mongenais,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Montplaisir,
Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Grandbois, O'Connor,
Guillet, Ogden,
Hackett, Ouimet,
Haggart, Patterson (Essex),
Hay, Plumb,
Homer, Poupore,
Hooper, Richey,
Houde, Rochester,
Hurteau, Ross (Dundas),
Kaulbach, Rouleau,
Kilver t, Routhbier,
Kranz, Ryau (Montreal),
Landry, Shaltz,
Langevin, 8proule,
Lantier, Stephenson,
Macdonald (Sir John), Tellier,
Macmillan, Tilley,
McCallum, Vallée,
McCuaig, Vanasse,
McDougald, Wade,
MeDougall, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod, Wallace (York),
McRory, White (Caldwell),
Manson, White (Hastings),
Massue, Williams,
Merner, Wright.-87.

Bill read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-CONTCURRENCE.

House resumed the consideration of Resolution 333,
Damages.to the M. C. Upper........................... $8,000

Mr. MILLS. The hon. Minister, when he proposed this

having been made to the House, it is obvious
that the Min ister bas no grounas on which he asks the House
for an appropriation. It will be a gross abuse of the power
of the Government, especially when the proprietor of this
vessel is a member of this House, to pay him a sum of noney
to which he has' no legal claim and respecting which the
arbitrators concurred in the decision arrived at by the hon.
Minister of Justice and bis Deputy ; except it be that -Mr.
McCallumis a supporter of the Administration, and because
he is a supporter of the Administration hle is to be dealt
with in a way different from other claimants. I therefore
move :

That the said Resolution be not concurred in, but that it be resolved,
that the question of the liability of the Orown for injury doue to the
M. C. Upper was reported upon by the Minister of Justice as follows

"IOTTAWA, 10th October, 1881.
"Re claim L. IcCallum.

" S,-As requested in your communication of the 2Oth September, I
have considered this case with reference to the liability of the Crown re
this claim In my opinion the Crown is not liable. Treating the case as
one between subject and subject, and giving to the claimant the same
rights against the Crown that he would bave were his claim against a
subject, it is clear that unless the accident were caused by the defective
state of the lock gates or by the negligence of the officers of the Canal,
there would be no liability to indemnify Mr. McCallum for the losses
sustained. The finding of the officiai arbitrators seems to be unanimous
that the accident was caused by the negligence of those in charge of the
steamer Louise and not by the defective condition of the gates. The
Crown cannot be made answerable for the mismanagement of-the Louise.
Papers returned.

"(Signed) Z. A. LÂAsu.,
"D. M. J.

"I concur in this opinion.
"(Signed) A. CAMPBELL,

"'M. of r.
" To F. BRAuN,

" Sec. R. & C. Dept. ;"
And that the proposals under these circumstances to pay the sum of

$8,000 to L. McCallum, the owner of the said steamer M. C. Upper, is
wrong and would establish a dangerous precedent.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am much surprised that-the
hon. member who las put this resolution should have made a
statement which I think was unworthy of him,and that is that
the claimant in this case being a mem ber of this House bad
influenced the appropriation which bas now been submitted
to Parliament. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman if
ho would consider me unwarranted in theý statement that
Mr. Thompson, a late member of this Hiouse, had influenco
enough with my predecessor to reduce a charge for damage
done by the schooner Louise, about which there was no
question, from $1,100 to $600. That is on record. It is to
be founid in the papers laid on the Table of the House, that
Mr. Bodwell, superin tendent of the Welland Canal, estimated
the damage to Mr. Battle, owner of the schooner Louise, at
$1,100, and that after a long, deliberate and careful exami-
nation of the question the Minister of Public Works, my
predecessor, directed the Inland Revenue to collect that
sum. Was the Minister of Justice so instructed to collect it ?
It was not collected.

"In the matter of the Queen vs. Battle for Lock Damages.
"Sm,-I herewith enclose you, certified, a check for $600, being the

sum agreed upon between yon and Mr. Thompson, M.P. I regret not
having sent it sooner, but things have been very hard on shipping and
money very scarce.

" I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"JOHN BATTLE,
"per Son.

item, said it constituted a moral claim againet the Gevern- IHon. ALICI.MÂ IN
ment. I understood him to indicate tbat the arbitrators I "Minister of Public;,orks, Ottawa."

had recommended the payment of this sum, and the bon. Il 1 should say there is clear and positive evidence from the
Minister of Justice said there was no legal claim. In read- hon. gentleman's own Department that a man who legiti-
ing over the papers I do not find any statements to bear out mately owed the Governmernt of the country $1,100, upon
the observations made by the hon. Minister. Such is not whose claim the Minister of Justice, after careful consider-
done either by the letter of the Deputy Minister ation, reported estimating that be had inflicted $1,100 of
of Justice on the 29th May, 1879, or by his com- damage, was able, through the influence of a supporter of
munication of 10th October last. Those statements this House, to take off $500 that was due to the public, while
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the Minister of Justice had been instructed to recover the arbitration, and according to his opinion the finding against
whole amount ; yet, Sir, I would have a great deal Mr. McCallum was contrary to the testimony, and he ought
more reason to make that statement than the hon. gentle- to have an appeal to the full Board. We gave him an appeal
man to make the statement which he has made. I do not to the full Board, and we now submit the question for the
make it; I do not assune for a moment that the hon. gentle- consideration of Parliament. I am a good deal surprised,
man who was then Ministerof Public Works was influenced after looking carefully over the testimony, that the Board
to act unfairly and unjustly to the Treasury by a supporter in did not distinctly find that the rotten and defective condition
this louse. I believe he was convinced by the evidence sub- of the gates caused the accident, and that Mr. McCallum
mitted to him that the charge against Mr. Battle had been had a strictly legal claim. Mr. Bodwell, on further exami-
overestimated, because, on careful consideration, he found nation, very largely modified his testimony in the matter.
from the testimony that there was reason to believe that I shall lay upon the Table of the House Mr. Buchanan's
the defective condition of the lock gates was such as to report against the claim, the report of the Deputy Minister
compel the Government to assume part of the damage; that of Justice that Mr. Buchanan's finding was contrary to the
if the lock gates had been in a sound and perfect condition, evidence and that it was a case to refer to arbitration, the
they would have withstood the contact of the schooner and testimony taken, and the opinion of the full Board. Mr.
the damage would not have occurred, and in consequence Lash said:
of that belief ho reduced that amount and that had Preat

weight in the subsequent consideration of this question.
Under tbese circumstances the gentleman who had suffered
a loss, which is not disputed in consequence of this action, of
$8,000 -for there is no dispute about that-all the parties
are agreed that the damage sistained by the M. C. Upper
was $7,997 or about $8,000. That is admitted.

Mr. BLAKE. Who admits it ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Every person who has ex-
amined it. I read the arbitrators' report, and on that point
there is no doubt. It is claimed in this case that the Gov-
ernment themselves had admitted the defective condition of
the lock gates by reducing the claim which the Minister
of Justice of that day had him instructed to collect. The
claim was put in and i, was sent t> the Minister of Justice.
Here is his report, which is to the effect that the question is
an appropriate one to refer to one or all of the arbitrators.
The hon. gentleman has read the report of the Deputy Minis-
ter of Justice who, instead of saying that there is no ground
for the claim, says this is a proper case to refer to arbitrators.
We took the proper course of getting the testi mony, and
the most convenient mode; we referred the case to one of
the arbitrators, Mr. Buihanan, who made an elaborate
report. Hie gave the whole of the testimony and the
report of Mr. Bodwell, and he reported against the claim.
The matter would have rested there, but for the fact that I
sent Mr. Buchanan's report to the Deputy Minister of
Justice? And what did ho say ? Did he say that ho quite
agreed upon the sourdness of Mr. Buclianan's report ?
Nothing of the kind. There is his report declaring
that Mr. Buchanan had corne to his conclusion
in the face of the testimony, that if it was a case
before one of the arbitrators he had a right to appeal
to the whole Board. lie says :

"If it was a case before the courts, between subject and subject, the
finding of Mr. Buchanan is sa obviously in antagonism with the facts
that the Court would at once set aside the decision and give Mr. McCal-
lum the right to have it tried over arain. I have the declaration of Mr.
Lash, in the first place, that this is a fit case for arbitration; and I have
the express declaration from him, in the second place, that the finding
of one arbitrator is wrong, and consequently I am bound under that
declaration to send it to the full Board."

And what was the result ? The majority of the arbitrators
came to the conclusion that as the claimant had sustained a
loss without any negligence on his part, amounting to 88,00G,
and that he is not in the slightest degree to blame, that ho
had paid his dues, and that ho was entitied to expect that
his vessel would go through in safety. The hon.gentleman
says they did not find in favor of the payment of the claim.
They say they are unprepared to deal with the question of
loss, but they declare that Mr. McCallum has suffered a loss
oft ,,000, and they recommend that loss, under all the cir-
cumstances, to the favorable consideration of the Govern-
ment. The hon. gentleman will see that by the statement
of the Dep ty Minister of Justice, it was a proper case for

Sir CAàrLsTUPmmi.

"Imay mention, however, that Mr. McCallum, the owner of the X. 0.
Upper, had an interview with me on the subject. He states that the
accident was caused, -not by the carelessness of those in charge of the
other vessel, but because the gates of the canal were rotten, and not fit
for their purpose. He further states that he can show that those in
charge of bis vessel were in no way to blame for the accident.

" These are matters of tact upon which I can offer no opinion ; but I
think the case is one which it would be proper for the Minister, should
he think fit to do s, to refer to one or more of the official arbitrators
for examination and report under the 3rd section of the Act, 41st Vie.,
ch. 8.

" It is evident that the true facts of the case can never be known by
the Government unless they are enquired into by some tribunal having
power to summon witnesses and examine them upon oath."

Well, witnesses were called, Mr. Buchanan reported his
finding against the claim, and with reference to that Mr.
Lash says:

" I have carefully considered the evidence taken by Mr. Buchanan,
one of the official arbitrators in the above matter, and his report thereon.

"i The reference which you have made of the case does not specify any
particular question upon which my opinion is asked.

"I presume, therefore, that an opinion is desired upon the whole
matter.

" Treating the Government as if they were a private company owning
the Welland Canal, with authority to collect tolls from vessels using
the same. and treating this claim as if it were an action brought by Mr.
McCallum in Court against the owners of the canal for the damages
sustained by bis vessel, and treating Mr. Buchanan's report as if it were
the verdict of a jury, I have come to the conclusion that under the evi-
dence in this case, the Court would set aside the verdict and order aneW
trial before anuthez jury.

"Mr. McCallum's claim is based upon the contention that the lock
gates which gave way after being struck by the boat Louise, were not
reasonably fit for the purpose ot the canal, and that had they been in
proper repair, they would not have given way under the blow from the
Louise, and that cousequently the injury to his boatwould nothavebeen
caused, and that the blow from the Louise was not greater than the
gates, if in a proper state, should have withstood.

"The Goverinment base their defence upon two grounds:-Ist. That
Mr. McCallum's boat was moored in an improper place in the canal, and
contrary to one of the canal regulations. 2nd. That the gates were in
goo 1 order and reasonably fit for the purpose of the canal, and for the
safety of vessels therein.

"I pon the evidence taken before Mr. Buchanan there seems to be
little doubt that the first contention of the Government was not sus-
tained.

"Had the reference to Mr. Buchanan been made to him for award
instead of merely for an enquiry and report, Mr. McCallum would, under
the statute in that behalf, have been entitled, without the consent of
the Government, te appeal to the full board of arbitrators.

" Were 1 quite satisfied with Mr. Buchanan's fiuding upon the evidence,
I would not recommend the reopening of the case. I think, however,
that the Department would hardly bejustified without first obtaning the
report cf the full Board of Arbitrators upon the question of tact involved
in absolutely repudiating Mr. McCallum's claim on the strength of Mr
Buchanan's report alone, because as abovementioned. I think, had it
been the verdict of a jury, the Cort would have set it aside and ordered
a new trial. In making a new reference to the full Board of Arbitrators
for enquiry and report, the Department will be doing no more than Mr.
McCallnax would have had a right te do, had the case come before Mr.
Buchanan in a different shape. I think, therefore, that if the claimant
desires it, a reference to the full Board should be made."

After the statement of the Deputy Minister of Justice, I
think every hon. gentleman will see that the Government
had no other alternative but to refer the question to the full
Board; and I would ask what position would we occupy if,
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having made this reference under the strong statement of
the Deputy Minister of Justice, that the finding of Mr.k
Buchanan was contrary to the evidence the full Board had
found, that Mr. McCallum had sustained damage, had not
contributed to it himself and was fairly entitled to be paid.
I do not intend, at this late period of the Session, to occupy
much time; but I will read that portion of the testimony1
upon which I expressed my surprise that the Board couild
have found otherwise than that the defective condition of
the gates had largely contributed to this accident. Having
gone carefully into the evidence, I have not the shadow of
a doubt that the gates were not in a proper and efficient
condition to resist such contact with the schooner Louise
which, if sound, they would have resisted; and if that is the
case it is unquestionable that Mr. McCallum's claim is not
only just and equitable, but a legal claim as well. The
arbitrators say:

"As to the firat grounds taken by Mr. Bodwell we respectfully refer
you to the evidence itself, and to that particularly of Bernard Clark
with respect to the condition of the gates. With regard to there being
no neglect of duty on the part of the officials we are not in a position to
form any entirely satisfactory opinion."

The official report says further:
"In this connection we desire to call your attention to the evidence

of McAvoy and Ferris as to the direct cause of the accident, each
assigning a different cause and one contradictory of the other. It is
unfortunste that the only person who could corroborate either Mie Avoy
or Ferris is the lock-tender, McTaggart, who was in charge of the lock
at the time of the accident, and who has died since it occurred, and
sometime before the investigatiom was held. Coming now to the second
and third grounds taken by Mr. Bodwell, it will be tound that they are
not borne out by the evidence. Ail the witnesses testify that the M. C.
Upper was in herproper place, and where vessels are regularly moored,
and there is no evidence to show that the men in charge of the M. C.
Upper were in any way contributory to the damage she sustained. Mr.
McCallum, moreover, contends that by the Government's redeeming
Battle's bond, and by the giving it up, and the payment of the small
sum of $600, they virtually admitted the unsound condition of the gates
of lock 21. There le no doubt whatever upon the minds of the arbi-
trators but that Mr. McCallum has sustained a loss of nearly $8,000 by
the damage caused to the A. C. Upper. We have, however, thought
it desirable to group together in this report those portions of the evi-
dence bearing upon the cause of the accident, and of the condition of
the .gates prior to its occurrence."

Mr. John D. Smith, a man thoroughly competent and
able to speak on the subject, says :

" Fe remembers the break in the Welland Canal in 1874. le noticed
the condition of the gates. Took notice of one gate which was jambed
between the M. C. Upper and the lock and noticed a portion of the gate
decayed and rotten. He saw that portion of another gate on the heel-
patha ide was decayed, and he coald pull out rotten timber of the heel-
poste with his hands. Formerly, the practice was to let the gate go
until knocked out, and some vessel pay for them. Within the last two
or three years, they take thein out and replace them with new ones.
Has known gates to be in such a decayedcendition as to fall out of their
own accord. Has known the upper gates of a lock to be forced open by
a vessel striking them and then close again without doing any damage.
If the gates were rotten and a vessel was to strike them they would ba
liable to go out.

"John Battle says he noticed the condition of the gates at the time the
Louise struck them or broke through. Saw the balance beam and
heel posts Of two of them, which were decayed. This is where the collar
or anchor comes around the heel-post, and it is a very important part of
the gate, from the strain coming upon it, He noticed the head gate of
the heel path side particularly decayed. He says that he contended
before the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie that the gates were rotten; that Mr.
Mackenzie reduced the amount of the bond to $500, and he made this
reduction on the representation that two or tbree of the gates were car-
ried away by the schooner Louise in 1874. The gate could be very much
decayed and still stand up. He discovered that the heel-post of the
lower gate was shattered by reversing and considerably decayed. In
answer to the question, : 'Ie it not aI all likely that the gates spoken of
would have remained usefui for years had it not been for the collision?'
he replies: 'I thiuk one of the foot gates should have been removed
before. With this exception, the gates might serve the purpose for
aone tume' ep aeaks also of a portion of the lock gates that were
as retten as punkt and dozey.

"Mathew Battle swears that the accident would not have occurred had
the ates been sound. From the general appearance of the gates it
would not take much force of a vessel to bre akthem."

Now, I need not trouble the louse any longer with the
evidence for the claim. I will now briefly refer to the testi-
mony of some parties, who were .examined for the defence.

19-

Jas. Dill, called by the Government to resist the claim,
says :

" fias been employed on the canal since 1850. Both upper and lower
gates were ail broken in two and beld together by the irons. They
were broken between the second and fou'th girths and one of the heel-
poste was broken off short at the collar-twisted off or shivered about
two feet from the top. This heel-post was a little affected, but sound at
heart. It was affected about two or tlree iuches deep from the outside
-it was kind of dead 1ike and spongy pretty mucI all the way around
the post froin the collar up. This would materially weaken the :te
above'the water. The collar is rigiht at the iwater'a'ede'er suri..
There is stress or strain upon the heel-post above the collar on à vessel
enterin g the lock, or in settling down in the lock. If the gates
had not been etruck, thinks they would have lasted. Does net
think the gates were broken by reason of their own defects.
The late Robert Collier was superintendeut at the time of the break,
and witness was in no way responsible, be thinks, for any defects that
might exist in the gates of the lock. On being examined, this witneos
says there is a constant strain on the gates in the ordinary locking ,f
vessels; that every vessel coming ino the lock strikes the gate more or
less-they could not come in without doing so. Gates have to be built
very strong to stand -the wear and tear and be safe. The size of the
heel-post is sixteen inches. If a sixteen-inch heel-post was rotten ail
round for two or three inches on the outside, it would weaken it to the
extent oftwo-thirds. It is important that every part of the gate shonld be
in good condition for the safety of navigation. The.principal cause of the
gate being taken out of lock No. 21 was on account of something being
wrong with the valve, sud it was somewhat defective otherwise. Did
not consider it fit for anything after being taken out except for the
old iron. This is not worth a great deal wheu in the lock,
but could work the lock with it. It was taken out for
the safety and despatch of navigation. If the lower ..gates
were chained to the coping so as to keep them in the
recess until a vessel was snubbed, think it would prevent theirbeing
carried away in the event of the upper gates being carried away. Re
understands there is an invention of this kind, but has not
seen it. If this arrangement had been in use at the time of
the break, there would not have been more than one pair of gaites
carried away. The expense of such an arrangement to each fate would
be $5.00. A gate in use for ten years would be worth nothing but the
old iron ; gates last from ten to fifteen years; some not so long. The
gate first taken out of lock 12 in 1878, was only a little rotten above
water ; the second gate was perfectlysound where it wasbroken. These
gates could not have been broken if properly mitred. Considers these
gates were fit for navigation if properly handled. The foot gates put
in ait the same time are there yet. No record bas been kept of. the age
of gates prior to 1873, and of his own knowledge could not tell the age
of any gates on the canal previous to that year. The gates in lock-12
broke without, te his knowledge, being etruck by a vessel. Examinèd
the gates in spring of 1874 and reported them ail right. Mr. Collier
told him that it would not pay to put a new valve in the.gate broken
out of lock 21 in 1873, and put it in again, as it had been in use seven
or eight years."

The reason why he did not put back a gate seven or eight
years old was because it was Mr. Collier's orders. Mr.
Collier was a good judge whether the gate was fit to go
back in the lock again for use. John McAuloy, lock-tender on
lock 21, was sworn. In reply to the question:

" Did you have a great deal of trouble during the ten years that the
bead gates were in lock 21 up to the time of the second break in July,
1874 '' he said : "It was hard on account of the leakage of the
lower gates, which would not mitre close at the bottom, which acmonts
for their defective condition."

Bernard Clarke, of Merriton, lock-tender, said:
" Has been lock-tender and working in yard for twenty-three years.

Remember the break in the gates in July, 1874. Was there soon after
and helped to take the gates out. Hle found them in a half-worn state.
In his opinion three of them would have stood for some years with
ordinary care, but the fourth was pretty much worn. The one spoken
of was an upper gate. Did not particularly notice what portion cf that
gate was broken, but gates generally break in girths above the valvesar
bottom girths. The tow-post and the gates geuerally were in a bad
condition when he helped to repair them. Had to put on repair bande
to hold the gate together. In his opinion the gate spoken of should
have been taken out for the safety of navigation. If the canal had
been his own he would have taken them oUt."

And that is one of the witnesses brought by the Crown to
resist the claim, and I think the hon. gentleman will be
satisfied with that evidence. I am sorry that it was not
before the House sooner. I hope the hon, gentleman will
withdraw the motion he has made, on reading this evidence,
and on the fact that the Board concluded the accident was
entirely caused by the rotten condition of the gates. Mr.
Bodwell says:

$saw Bnome decay in the heel post of the had gate onthe heel-path
aide and in the balnce beamasorfillings. Thedoay wasmainly above
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the collar and the heel-posts were split or broken. As far as the decay
in the balance beams and fillings are concerned it was in both gates. If
the gates were mitred, the posts would not have likely given way with
the pressure of the water; but if the gates were not mitred they would
bave given way under any circumstances."

It appears the gates were not mitred. Further on he says:

'' Believes three of the gates would have been in two or three years
and not eight years as stated in his report of October, 1874, that is to
say, the two upper gates and the lower one. Says that the evidence
indicates to him that the M. C. Upper was farther from the lock at the
time of the break than his officers reported ber to be, and that the gates
had been two years longer in use.''"

He corrects his fist impression as to the contributory
negligence on the part of the M. C. Upper and corrects his
first impression as to the sound condition of the gates.
What was the result of all this ? The hon. gentleman said
that the Board had not found in favor of the justice of this
claim. I ask him again, what other construction can
possibly be given to this statement ? They say:

IIn coming to the conclusion that the damage to the M. C. Upper was
directly caused by the mismanagement of those on board the schooner
Louise and not by the generally defective condition of the gates of lock
21 on the Welland Canal; stili considering the very contradictory
evidence-the fact that the Government virtually admitted the unsound
condition of the gates by reducin gthe amonunt-or Battle's bond in settle-
ment with him-the fact that there is no corroborative evidence in
support of either McAvoy's or Ferris's different statements as to the
cause of the accident in consequence of the death of McTaggart, the
lock-tender the only party present-the fact that the M. C. Upper was
moored in the proper place and the absence of any proof that her lines
were not taut-the fact that Mr. McCallum had paid hie canal dues and
that there was no negligence contributory or otherwise on his part or
on the part of those acting for or under him at the time of the accident;
we have also come to the conclusion that there are substantial and fair
grounds for the favorable consideration of the claim."

This is signed by those present, Messrs. Compton, Buchanan
and Simard. After every means was taken by the Govern-
ment to resist the claim, after hearing the full evidence on
the whole question, I ask the hon. gentleman whether,
with the declaration of the Deputy Minister of Justice, Mr.
Lash, assuming that a purely legal claim was not made out
that could be sustained, the Government could do otherwise,
as an honest Government, than come here and present the
claim. The arbitrators had found that fair and substantial
grounds existed for the payment of the loss sustained. Had
the loss been incurred by a gentleman on the other side, the
Government would have no alternative than to do what
they have done, to do that fair and substantial justice, that
their own officers-not an ordinary arbitration in which the
claimant names one arbitrator and the Crown another, but
an arbitration conducted before the officers of the Govern-
ment, men entirely independent of any influence that could
be brought to bear on them by the parties-declared should
be done. Our own officers declared it was a question of
arbitration, and the arbitrators unanimously came to the
conclusion that there were fair and substantial grounds for
the payment of the loss sustained, which loss occurred with-
out the slightest contributory negligence on the part of the
plaintif.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has placed before the
House partially, by reading, some of the papers which he
did not submit to its consideration at an earlier period. I
need hardly say it is utterly impossible to analyze those
papers, from the hon. gentleman's perusal of such parts as
seem to him to be material to the question. The report of
the Department of Justice-the last papers so far as we
know on this subject-is dated as long ago as the 29th
October last. The hon. gentleman did not bring down this
amount in the original estimates. It came down about the
same time as the Redistribution Bill, very late in the Session,
and when it was brought forward in Committee, where we
had the only opportunity for discussion, the hon. gentleman
was not prepared with any papei%, so far as I am aware. I
was not in my place at the time, but the infoi mation I re-
ceived was that there was a discussion, and the hon. gentle-

Sir O mu&zpî Tuppzn.

man promised to place some papers at the disposition of the
hon. member for Centre Huron.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I was asked for certain papers,
and the papers I was asked for were given.

Mr. BLAKE. This side of the House did n ot know what
papers were material. The hon. gentleman knew, and he
sent across th fHouse and placed at our disposal two papers
and no more. When the item came on for discussion the
hon. gentleman was not in his place, and an amendment was
asked on these papers that were here. It was pointed out
distinctly that all the information furnished to this flouse
did not justify, but on the contrary rendered wholly improper
this item in the Estimates. Then the hon. First Minister
proposed that the item should stand, inasmuch as the hon.
member was not in his place. To.day, without laying the
other papers on the Table, the hon. Minister of Railways
causes concurrence to be moved on that item. He takes
advantage to read part of the arbitrators' report and argues
from that ho justifies his position. I say that is a wholly
improper mode of dealing with this House. If the material
on which the hon. gentleman relies is not to be submitted
to us, except by his reading such parts of it as ho deems fit
to read, it is obvious we are asked to concur in an item of
the particulars of which we are not fully cognizant.
Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman has agreed that the report of
the Deputy Minister of Justice suggesting a reference justi-
fies his action. I deny it. The Depu ty Minister of Justice
says that upon the papers before him thera is no claim, but
ho says: "Mr. McCallum had an interview with him, and
represented to him that the accident was caused, not by the
carelessness of those in charge of the Louise, but because
the lock gates were bad and not fit for that purpose, and ho
can show that those in charge of his vessel were in no way
to blame." There was the issue. What appeared to the
Deputy Minister was that this accident was caused by the
accident of the Louise; what Mr. McCallum said to him was:
" That is not the case, this accident was caused by the defec-
tive condition of the lock gates, not by the mismanagement
of those in charge of the Louise." Well, says the Deputy
Minister, "Ilt is a question of fact upon which I can offer no
opinion, and I suggest a reference to one or more of the
official arbitrators in order that the evidence can be taken,
and that they may have the facts properly brought before
them upon which a conclusion maybe reached." The hon.
Minister was perfectly right in reforring the case, in order
that the suggestion of the Deputy Minister might be carried
out. I agree with that. Then the Minister says that ho
referred it to the Board of Arbitrators, who found in a manner
that was not satisfactory to the Deputy Minister. We have
not that evidence before us, we have not got that report, but
we have the hon. gentleman's perusal. Well, I assume for
the purposes of the case that the report warranted a refer-
once back to the full Board on the question. Thon we have
not got the evidence which was taken before the full Board;
but the hon. gentleman reads only a portion of the report of
the full Board, extracts from evidence tending to show that
the condition of the lock gates was bad. Well, now, suppose
they wer-e bad, that is a matter wholly immaterial if this
accident was not due to that but to the mismanagement of
the Louise. The question is whether the accident was due
to the mismanagement of the Louise or to the defective con-
dition of the look gates; if it was due to the mismanagement
of the Louise, then the question ends. Although the hon.
gentleman read the evidence, and extracts from the reports
bearing on the defective condition of the lock gates, ho does
not read any portion of the evidence, and but a scrap of that
part of the report which deals with the mismanagement of
the Louise. We did not hear that. It is not told us what
the arbitrators found. What do they say ? Once again I
will read over the conclusion, but before doing so I will ask
why these papers were referred to the Department of Jus-
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tice? What -was the object of sending this whole
budget of papers to them ? The hon. Minister holds
that he was absolutely bound in the earlier stages
of this matter to do just what the Department of Justice
said he should do. But lhe does what the Department says
he should not do, and he bas not uttered a single syllable
with reference to that which forms this motion. He has
not said one word upon that report of the hon. Minister
of Justice which is embodied in the motion in your hands.
He bas ignored it as completely as if there was no such
report, as completely as he has ignored those portions of
the ieport of the arbitrators which speak of the conduct of
the iouise as I assume. I have net had the opportu-
nity of reading them, and have not bad these advantages
which the hon. member for North Victoria has had of
reading the evidence and the reports. To certain favored
members of this House that information is communicated,
but not to the hoi polloi, not to the rank and file, not to the
general mass of us; but from the information which is
vouchsafed to the bulk of us, we hear nothing in particular
about the mismanagement of the Louise. Now, once
again, let us read that document which. though read and
re-read by hon. friends in their argument, read by you, Sir,
when yon read the motion, seems to have escaped attention
to-night, as it seems to have escaped the attention of the
Minister of Railways. Let us read it once again, so that
it may bb impressed upon his mind, so that it may be
answered by somebody as requested in your communication:

"Re claim L. McCallum.-As regards the question in your communi-
cation of the 29Lh September, I have considered this case with respect
to the liability of the Crown for the claim. in my opinion the Crown
is not liable, viewing the case as one between subjeet and subject,
givinig the claimant the same justice against the Crown as he would
have agatin:t the subject : and it is clear that unless the accident was
caused by the imperfect state of the lock gates or by te officers of the
canal, there would be no liability to indemnify Mr. McOallum for the
loss sustained."

Now, there Mr. McCallum is put in as favorable a position
as it is possible for the Department to put him. A grave
question immediately arises as to his being put in so favor-
able a position, because the Crown not infrequently occupies
a position more favorable than the subject in such cases.
But to avoid all questions on that subject, to avoid all doubt,
the Department of Justice, for the purposes of the case,
waives any consideration of the point whether the Crown
occupied a higher position in resisting the demand of Mr.
McCallum than a private individual would under like cir-
cumstances, and he says: "We put aside ail considerations
of that kind, and we supposed it was Mr. McCallum or Mr.
Jones or Mr. Smith that were bere contesting." And the
question is whether if it had been Mr. Jones or Mr. Smith
instead of Her Majesty, Mr. McCallum would have had a
legal demand against him. Well, what do they answer:

" The finding of the official arbitrators seems to be unanimous that the
accident was caused by the negligence of those in charge of the steamer
Louise and not by the defective condition of the gates. The Crown
cannot be made answerable for the mis-management of the Louise.
-Z. LAsH. 'I concur in this Opinion.-ALEX CAMPBELL."'

Now, Sir, I claim that the hon. gentleman, even in his early
exposition of the case, bas not read that portion of the report
which tends to establish this statement ofthe Deputy Minister,
concurred in by the Minister of Justice, which states that
the unanimous finding was because of the mismanagement
of those in charge of the Louise and not of the defective
condition of the gates. "The Crown," he says, "cannot be
made answerable for the mismanagement of the Louise;
papers returned ;" and the Deputy Minister and the Minister
concur in that view. N ow, Sir, 1 maintain that that opinion,
based upon the assumption upon whici it is based, but which
we have nothing to contradict, is obviously correct, and the
steamer Louise was so mismanaged as to cause this accident
to the schooner. Then Mr. McCallum bas a remedy against
the owners of the Louise, but he bas no remedy against the

Crown, no matter how defective may have been the condi-
tion of the gates. I care not how defective the condition of
the gates may be; if this accident was not due to that
but to the mis-management of the Louise, then ho has his
remedy against ber and not against the Crown. I have
before me a statement of the Minister of Justice, of 'a
Minister of this same Government, who brings down this
vote, to the effect that it is the unanimous finding of the
arbitrators that this accident was caused by the misman-
agement of the Louise and not to the defective condition
of the lock gates. Now, Sir, that finding is entirely consis-
tent with the gates being defective. What is material is to
ascertain what caused the accident. Now, that was the issue
at the start. Mr. McCallum tendered that issue to the Deputy
Minister. When he first saw him ho said it was the defec-
tive condition of the gates, and not the mismanagement
of the Louise, that caused the accident. Then ho goes to the
arbitrators, and they find unanimously it was the defective
condition of the gates and also another cause, namely, the
mismanagement of the Louise, to which the accident was
due; and it being the mismanagement of the Louise the
Crown is not liable, as of course it is not. Well, the hon.
gentleman bas said that the circumstance that there was a
reduction in the assessed liability of the Louise to the
Government is an indication that tLe gates were defective.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The arbitrators say that
unanimously.

Mr. BLAKE. I said the hon. gentleman made that state-
ment. It may be so, but the bon. gentleman confounded
the two questions. I dare say that the hon. Minister of
Public Works of that day was of opinion that old debts
were not equal to new ones, that old gates were not
equal to new ones, and that the ordinary assessment
of damages was not sufficiently taken into account.
That bas nothing, however, to do with the case. It is a
question how much damage was done by the Louise to the
lock gates. What took place forms an important element
in determining the amount of damages ; and if it was found
that much damage was done by that vessel the damages to
be paid by the Government should be so much less. lIt will
be remembered there was a reduction in that assossment,
and that fact was attributed to the political relations ex-
isting between the hon. member for Welland and the Gov-
ernment. I recollect that letter being read, and that bon.
gentleman being charged with being guilty of prostituting
his office. What is really before this House is whether on
the papers upon which we have to form a judgment-as
we have not had the advantage the on. member for
North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) had of perusing all the
papers-we are able to arrive at a conclusion in ac-
cord with the Board of Arbitrators, that they found that
the accident was due to the Louise and not to the circum-
stances that the lock gates were defective. That being so,
it is immaterial whether the lock gates were defective or
not. I say that the Minister of Justice found--the ion.
gentleman has not given me an opportunity of contrasting
the reports as ho bas not read the parts which bear on the
case, but ho has read those parts which do not bear on the
case and which he wants to bear on the case, and ho finds he
cannot tell about a question of negligence, but the arbitrators
have found the cause of the accident. They found unani-
mously it was due not to the mismanagement of officers of
the Government, but to those in charge of the Louise, and
that the accident was not due to the defective condition of the
lock gates. I presume the ion. gentleman agreed with his
colleagues. If the Government bad disagred they
would have referred the report back for a
reason, as was done by the Minister of Militia towards
General Luard in the Ross case. The report of the
arbitrators in this case, however, stands as a final document.
The Deputy Minister of Justice had the claim early before
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him. The answer is given that there is no claim in the
evidence before him, but Mr. McCallum says that circum-
stances exist, including the defective condition of the lock
gates, which dèmanded investigation, and the Deputy
Mínister recommended the investigation. The Government
proceeded to investigate. The report was not satisfactory
and it was sent to the full Board. After all the facts had
beën investigted the arbitrators decided that the loss was
due not to th circumnstance that the lock gates were defec-
tive, but that it was due to the mismanagement of the
Louise. Upon that report this item is indefensible, and I
hope the amendment will prevail.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Reference has been made by
the hon. leader of the Opposition that I possessed the advan-
tage of having read through the evidence of the three arbi-
trators. I have read that evidence very carefully and also
the evidence taken before the single arbitrator, and also the
reports made by the hon. Minister and Deputy Minister
on the subject, and I have no hesitation in expressing
the conclusion to which I have arrived in my own
mind, that a clear and valid claim was established by
the evidence of Mr. McCallum. The hon. leader of the
Opposition no doubt evidently has laid down perfectly
correctly the rule, that if the accident was caused by
negligence on the part of the officers of the Louise, Mr.
McCallum's claim would be against the proprietors of that
vessel. But the evidence shows not only that there was
carelessness on the part of the Louise, but also that the
lock gates were so defective that except for that negligence
on the part of the officers of the Louise no injury would
have occurred tothe Upper. That is the real point in the case.
lere is a matter in which two cases of neglect were shown,

First, on the part of the officers of the Louise, and second,
on the part of the Government in allowing the lock gates
to be in such a condition that they could not resist any
great pressure. If the lock gates had been in a proper con-
dition they would have been able to resist the pressure and

in'ry would 'have occurred. It was the negligence of
e Government officers in having defective lock gates that

really caused the accident. The hon, leader of the Opposi-
tion has referred to the finding of the arbitrators, and hias
charged the hon. Minister with garbling it, and reading
only those parts that suited bis purpose. The whole of the
finding of the arbitrators, except what is a mere recital of

Now, I should like to ask the House if that report by the
arbitrators, that there was substantial and fair ground for
the favorable consideration of the claim, was not sufficient
to justify the Governmont in arriving at the conclusion at
which they arrived. The witnesses examined in both cases
were the same, and there were no material variations in
the evidence they gave. Now, what was the report of the
Deputy Minister of Justice on the evidence taken before
Mr. Buchanan ? It was as follows:-
" Treating the Government as if they were a private compauy owning the

Welland Canal, with authority to collect tolle from vessele using the
same, and treating this claim as if it were an action brought by Mr.
McCallum, in Court, against the owners of the canal, for the damages
sustained by the vessel, and treating Mr. Buchanan's report as iftit
were the verdict of a jury, I have come to the conclusion that under
the evidence in this case, the Court would set aside the verdict, and
order a new trial before another jury."

My hon . friend knows perfectly well that the Court never
sets aside a verdict and orders a new trial, unless they corne
to the conclusion that the evidence does not support
the verdict that the jury has arrived at. Mr. Lash
reports that the evidence does not satisfy him that
Mr. Buchanan's finding was correct, and that if it was before
a court they would unhesitatingly order a new trial. That
trial was held and the arbitrators made the report which
i have read. On these reports, on the evidence which was
read by the Minister of Railways, on the recommendation of
the three arbitrators that it was a proper case for the
favorable consideration of the Government, it seems to me
that they were fully justified in making this reparation to
Mr. McCallum for the undoubted injury ho hat sustained
and the amount of what was clearly proved to be within a
few dollars of $8,OOO and for which damage he was entirely
innocent.

Amendment (Mr. Mills) negatived on the following
division:-
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evidence, was read by the hon. Minister. Allison, Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mongenai,
Amyot, Girouard (Kent), Montplaisir,

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, but he did not read any evidence as Brker, Grandbois, Mousseau,
to the mismanagement of the Louise. Bannerman, Guillet, O'Connor,

Beauchesne, Hackett, Ogden,
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). That is beside the question. Benoit, Haggart, Orton,

Nobody denies that there was negligence on the Part of the Brgeron, Hoaerson(Essex)
officers of the Louise, but the point is whether the misman- Bourbeau, Hooper, Plumb,
4gement of the Louise was such that if the lock gates had Bowell, Roude, Pope (Compton),
been in good condition the Upper would have been damaged, Brecken,' urtea, Poupere,eBunster, Kaulbach, Richeye
and the evidence shows that it was the defective condition Cameron (Victoria), Kirkpatrick, Rochester,
of the lock gates which caused the damage, though it Caron, Landry, Ross (Dunda.),
originated in the first place by the mismanagement of the Cn"ia (ho ) Lagevin, Roulat,Louise. i will again read the whole finding of the arbi- coupai Lantier, Ryau (M'ontreal),
trators: Coursol, Longley, Schultz,

Currier, Macdonald(Zing, Shaw,
t'lu coming to the conclusion that the damage to the X. c. Upr h t acdonald (8ír ohn), 8tephenson,

was direetly caused by the misnmanagement of those on board the Daly, Macmillan, Teillier,
schooner Louie, ad not by the generally defective condition of the Daoust, Mconaig, Tilley,
gates of lock 21 on the Welland Canal'; still considering the very con- Dawson, McDougald, Vallee,
trdictory evidente, and the fact that tLe Government virtually admit: Desaulniers, McDougall, Vanasse,
t"t tha unsound condition of the gates by reducing the amount of Domville, McLelan, Wallace (Norfolk),
Battle'o bond in settlement with them-the fact that there is no cor- Elliott, McLeod, Wallace (York),
roborative evidence in support of either McAvoy's or Ferris's differeut Ferguson, McRory, White (Cardwell),
statements as to the cause of the accident, in consequence of the death Fitzsimmons, Manson, White (Hastings),
of McTaggart, the lock-tender, the only other party present-the fact Fortin, Massue, Williams,
that the .C. Upper was moored in the proper place, and the absence Fulton, Merner, Wright.-41.
ofany proof that her Unes were not taut--the fact that Mr. McCallum Gigault,
had paid his canal dues, and that there was no negligence contributory
or otherwise on his part or on the part of those acting for or under hi B N TO FISKERMEN.
at the te sofhe accident- uc have lfo come ta the conclusion thai Sir LEONARD TILILEY moved that the Resolution tot are nubstantial and &ir gVounds for the favorable coonderatuor roIdefrananalgôt f10( ;Waîin luthe de-of th" claimi." provide for aauntal grant of 11500 a

Mr. BLAXn.
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veIopment of the Sea Fisheries, be read the second time and
concurred in.

Motion agreed to.

MARITIME COURT FOR CANADA.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in asking the House to
consider the message from the Senate on the subject ot the
establishment of a Maritime Court for Canada, said: I do not
know that I can do better than read the Address which the
Senate have adopted to Her Majesty on the subject. The
address explains its object. The Vice-Admiralty Courts
are branches of the High Court of Admiralty in England;
the Judges are appointed from England, and we pay them;
the process of these Courts is the same obtained in the Court
of Admiralty. But their numbers, their forni of procedure
and their expenses are not at all adequate to our system.
The address mentions the fact that there is aiready a Mari-
time Court for our inland waters, and states truly enough
that we have the power to establish a Vice-Admiralty Court
within our own limits, but that we have not the power to
try cases on the high seas without special authority from
the British Parliament. For these reasons, this Address has
been been carried in the Senate, and I move:

That this House do coneur in the Address of the Senate to Her Most
Gracious Majesty the Queen on the subject of the establishment of a
Maritime Court in Canada, by filling up the blank with the wordu ' and
Commons.'

Mr. BLAKE. To the general proposition, Sir, that it is
expedient to move in the direction indicated, I have not
merely no opposition to offer, but I give my hearty assent.
ln point of fact, when I was charged with the duty of secur-
ing the assent of the Imperial authorities to the establish-
ment of a Maritime Court for our inland waters, I took
occasion, as wilI appear from the printed documents now on
our records, to represent that the circumstances of
this country called for early attention to the subject,
by our own authority, of our maritime jurisdiction
by the establishment of courts in substitution for the Vice-
Admiralty Courts. I agree with the hon. gentleman in the
statement that these courts are anomalies; they are anoma-
lous in that while we pay the Judges, they are nominally,
at any rate, appointed upon the advice of the Imperial
advisers ofHer Majosty, though I believe the course taken
is always to accept the suggestion of the authorities in Canada
as to the person named for the office. They are anomalous
in their existence here at all; and they are even worse than
the hon. gentleman has said in practice, because there exists
in them the older, more cumbrous, more antiquated, and
more expensive system, which has been for a long time got
rid of in the Vice-Admiralty Courts of the United King-
dom. Under these circumrtances these courts have been
practically a blot on our administration of justice. I am
told that the business done is very trifling, except in the
one at Qnebee, which is naturally the seat for a Vice-
Admiralty Court-that the business is much smaller than
it would be if the process were more modern and the ex-
penses lighter. Because there is a practical grievance, and
because we ought to exercise our own powers, I agree in
the step; but whether the manner in which that step is to
be accomplished is the best manner I may be permitted to
express a doubt. My own opinion is, that it would have
been i.etter for us to have passed a law-if we were going to
address ier Majesty otherwise than by means of the inter-
mediate executiveo power-to go into force by proclamation,
whieh would have intimated what we believed our degree of
jurisdition was, and then to address Her Majesty to with-
draw the Vice-Admiralty Courts. Of course I do not at all
mean t say that we should put into force our law
while the coarts exiet, which would he attended
with obviousr inreneniebee. I apprehend, however, that

the course now proposed to be adopted is one that will not
be attended with very speedy result. The second point to
which I take some exception is this : My belief is that we
have, for practical purposes, ail the neceasary jurisdiction. I
am now referring to civil jurisdiction, not to maritime juris-
diction, because that I think we should not ask for; it would
be exercised only in time of war, and should belong to an
Imperial Court. But if our power be defective. as this
Address admits, my opinion is that we should spocify in the
Address what powers they are which we do not possess, but
wbioh we think we ought to possess. The invitation to Her
Majesty to grant us such further powers as Her Majesty
thinks expedient is not likely to have any very abundant
fruits. We leave to the Colonial authorities and
the Admiralty authorities to decide what in their
opinion they ought to grant us. Now, that is a
very difficult investigation, and an uncertain manner
of disposing of the question. I think it will be
found, when we come to deal with the answer to our action
upon this Address, that the circumstance that we have not
fully considered what the extent of our own jurisdiction is,
that we have not decided wherein, if ut ail, it is defective,
and that we have not asked plainly and definitely for
instructions, if any, as we require, in order to make a Vice-
Admiralty system for civil jurisdiction, will lead to delay
and still more unsatisfactory results.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a good deal in
what the hon. gentleman says, and it night be subject
of consideration whether the two steps could not be taken
together; whether, when the Address goes to England, the
hon. Minister of Justice could not address himself to a
specification of the jurisdiction whih such a court, if estab-
lished, ought to possess in Canada. The great adeauage
of, it seems to me, the necessity for an Address to Her
Majesty is this: that supposing we have ail sufficient juris-
diction with reference to the Maritime Courts, that does not
do away with the Vice-Admiralty Court, or with the right
of the Admiralty to establish those courts; and if weshould
have two jurisdictions vicious parties might go into the old
court for the sake of delay.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly. I do not object to that.

Mr. M[LLS. We ought to distinguish betwoen asking
Her Majesty to withdraw this jurisdiction, exercised by the
Court of Admiralty, and asking for permission to establish
such a court ourselves. In my opinion we have that power
already. The British North America Act contains a pro-
vision that we should provide for military and naval de-
fence. It is perfectly obvious that the power of legislating
as to what any Canadian colonist may do, beyond the
marine league, is vested in this Parliament. While I,
therefore, concur in the object of the Premier, to get rid of
the Imperial Courts and their jurisdiction here, and that
jurisdiction should be exercised on ail those subjects by
courts established by the Parliament of Canada, I do not
feel disposed to ask for powers that we already possess.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Suppose the English
Attorney-General should disagree with you ?

Mr. MILLS. That is a fair subject fbr discussion; but it
would be inconvenient to give up your own case and admit
that you have no right. It would be very much easier to
give up the English jurisdiction than to acquire jurisdic-
tion from England, if we were to admit we do not possess
it. Wo should say to the Imperial Government: "We
have power given us by you, but we cannot exercise that
power cenveniently so long as your Imperial Courts remain
with us. We ask you, therefore, to withdraw your authority
that we may exercise the authority already given to us."

Motion agreed to.
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NORTH WEST TERRITORIES ACT, 1880.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in moving the second
reading of Bill (No. 149) to remove certain doubts as
to the effect of the North West Territories Act, 1880,
said: This Bill is to amend the Act in connection
with the establishment of the Governmnent, including
the 38th and 39th Victoria, and the North-West Terri-
tories Act of 1880. They are al[ the same Act, in fact,
and may be considered as consolidated. But, rightly or
wrongly, some of the Sti pendiary Magistrates have come to
the conclusion the last Act only bas effect, from the time it
was passed-that there is no consolidation. The 3rd section
is to correct the 9th sub-section of the 9th clause of the last
Act, by striking out the words "having jurisdiction in the
North-West Territonries." These words "having jurisdic-
tien in the North-West " are not necessary. It should run :
" before any Stipendiary Magistrate or Justice of the Peace,"
otherwise a Justice of the Peace of the District of Keewatin
would be excluded.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman saylwhat would
be the practical effect of this ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was held that the pre-
vious Acts were repealed by this Act, that the Act did not
apply to any transaction that occurred between the passing
of the first Act and the last.

Mr. BLAKE. What the hon. gentleman wants, I sup-
pose, is not to apply the provisions of the North-West Act
of 1880 to those old transactions, but to keep the old law
for the old transactions and the new one for the new.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is the object.
Bill read the second time, considered in Comnittee,

reported and read the third time and passed.

PATENTACT OF 1872.

Mr. POPE, in moving second reading of Bill (No.
155) to amend the Patent Act of 1872, said: This amend-
ment is simply to place a patentee, in respect to importing
into Canada the thing patented, in the same position as that
in which he was placed by the amendîment of 1875, in respect
to the manufacture of his patent, by extending the ti me.

Mr. BLAKE. The same reason does not, to my mind, ap.
ply to the question of importation as to the question of
manufacture. Considerable time and expenditure of capital
are required to establish a manufactory, and it was, perhaps,
not unreasonable that when the condition was that a manu-
factory should be established in the country, there should
be discretionery power given to the Commissioner to ex-
tend the time, but I do not see that the same reasons can
apply to a simple case of importation.

Mr. POPE. I have confined it to this fact, that the man
must show a good cause before he eau get an extension.

Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. Have there occurred any cases of incon-
venience or difficulty ?

Mr. POPE. There have been applications. There are
certain things patented in this country -that it is almost
impossible to manufacture in sufficient quantity, from the
fact that there is only one manufactory, and consequently
the article bas to be imported. There have been three or
four cases of that kind brought to my attention.

Mr. BLAKE. I recollect to have heard that there was
one machine in connection with woollens, and that there
was a difficulty that the goods could not be imported and
manufactured so that it would be profitable for the patentee
to make them bore. Now, that is just the class of cases in
which it does not seem to me that it is important to take a
patent out at all.

Mr. CAMEIRON (North Victoria). I may mention to
the Committee that my attention has been called to another
class of patented articles that it was desirable to have this
Act passed with a view to apply to-that is some parts of
the machinery used in the production of electric lights. I
believe Mr. Osler has been acting for the Edison Electric
Light Company, and he informed me that this Bill is very
desirable. It seems to me questionable whether the Bill
goes far enough. There may be some cases in
which the year allowel for importation bas expired,
and this Act would not apply to those cases.
Now, if the law is to be altered, it seems to me that these
parties who have made application within a year, should be
allowed a certain time within which they may make appli-
cation after this Act is passed. I, therefore, propose, in
amendment, to add after the 12th line: "who may also grant
a like extension not exceeding two years from the date
thereof, in cases where the patent was granted two years
prior to the last day of May, 1882." Of course, it is only a
discretion that is given to the Commissioner of Patents, it
is not an arbitr ary extension. I may say that I have been
requested to introduce this amendment by Mr. Osler, who
informs me that in reference to one of the patents connected
with the Edison Electrie Light, some fifteen months have
elapsed, and the amendment would meet this case.

Ur. 3LAKE. The hon. gentleman's argument for the
Bill is that it is applied to a class of inventions for which
the demand is se limited in this country that it would not
pay to manufacture them here. Well, this would be a good
reason for allowing a man to import during the whole

Mr. POPE. If it is reasonable to give an extension for peried of the patent, unleas ho supposes that whie it would
two years to enable a patentee to manufacture his patent, it is nt pay at the end of two or three years iL might begin te
just as reasonable to give him an extension of time to impert pay after that te baud a nanufactory. But a clas of
iL. I amn trying teaidhevrthnaheognlmn machines of a very rare description, of which the quantityit. I mtyno avoid the very things the hon . gentleman
speaks of. Under the amendment I propose he cannet for this country wouid be se small that it would net pay te
start for three years. Then is it not right, and is it not in estabish a manufactory for thom, is not ikely
the interest of the country, that until ho can get that te be se much roquired within three yeurs that iL will
started we should also extend the time ? pay t the end of that ime. There is a natural protection

because if iL doos net pay the monopoliet, who is protected
Mr. BLAKE. My opinion is that the practical resait of againat aIl the world, to put up a factory, iL will pay no-

the hon. gentleman's proposal, as ho now explains it, will body else Letake eut a patent, therefore ho dees net want a
be that ho will have a great many more applications for patent in this country. I beliove eventually that patentees
extension of time to manufacture than ho would have had will make ropresentations te the Ministor, and that what
otherwise, because he will find mon saying: "Now I find it are knewn as pâtent affidavits wiil be put iu te support
extremely difficuilt to create a manufacture in Canada, and I them, and we wil ho told in scores cf caes in whicbiuL for
know if I find it difficult I will get the consent of the Minis- this, thero would bo ne facterios bult, that iL would net
ter of Agriculture to allow me to go on and import a few pay te build a factory for the amall demand in this country!
yperio and thereforo the extension should oe taked for.

Ifr. MMIL
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Mr. POPE (Compton). I think I can make it clear that

the logic of the hon. gentleman is not very good. In 1875
the hon. gentleman came down to the House and asked it
to pass a Bill by which two years more would be given to
inventors to establish the industries in this country. The
hon. gentleman says to-night we must not allow them to
bring in a machine after twelve months. It is evident the
hon. gentleman bas gone back on his opinion of 1875.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman is incorrect in sup-
posing that I brought down the Bill in 1875. I had no
more to do with it than had the hon. gentleman.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not quite agree with the
hon. Minister as to there being no distinction between the
foreign inventor who desires to patent an article in this
country and the Canadian inventor who manufactures no-
where else than here. In the case of the Canadian inven-
tor, in cases of difficult inventions involving the building of
a factory, it may be said that a longer time should be
allowed to them than to the foreigners who have no claim
on us. We give that advantage to inventors who manufac-
ture in this country; but if they do not do so, I do not see
why any one who desires an implement or patented article
may not go into the United States and bring it here ac-
cording to the usual practice. This is a radical deviation
from the practice, and while I do not oppose the Bill Iregret
giving those privileges unless we adopt the other principle
that foreigners shal have the same rights as Canadians.
That is done in England.

Mr. POPE. It is also done in the United States.
Mr. WHITE. The policy of this country is different, and

it is an unnecessary infringement of the policy which we
have always followed.

Mr. POPE. It is no infringement, but simply an exten-
sion of the policy. All patents are open in England and
the United States, but we felt in 1872, when we tried to
meet the wishes of the United States as far as possible, and
when they were allowed to come in here and take out
patents, that we inserted a clause which forced them to come
in here. We must not draw a line, under this Patent Act,
between Canadians and inventors who come from the United
States and take out patents.

Bill reported and read the third time and passed.

WINDSOR BR ANOH, INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 156) an Act respecting the Windsor Branch of the
Intercolonial Railway. He said: In moving tho second
reading of this Bill I may briefly state that in 1867 an Act was
passed incorporating the Windsor and Annapolis Company
for the purpose of constructing a railway from
Windsor to Annapolis. The Government had already
constructed a railway to Truro, and a branch
about thirty-five miles from that branch from the Truroi
line to the town of Windsor. This was an Act for the pur-i
pose of incorporating a company for the construction of
the intervening portion between the terminus of the Gov-1
ernment Railway at Windsor and the town of Annapolis.i
That road was largely subsidized by the Government, and iti
was provided for the purpose of enabling the line to bei
effectively operated, that mutual running powers should be1
enjoyed by the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company(
and the Government of Nova Scotia, who were then oper-i
ating the lino from Halifax to Windsor. The Bill (
also contained a provision that whenever the Govern-.
rnent of Nova Scotia wished to acquire the roadt
they should have power to do so by paying the i
value to the Company, and it was provided1
that the value should be ascertained by the appointment of t
An arbitrator by the Company, another by the Government 1'

of Nova Scotia, and a third by the Secretary of State for the
Colonies. In order to provide for that part of the charter
which gives mutual running powers to the Government of
Nova Scotia and the Railway Company, an agreement was
corne to under which the Company were allowed to operate
what is called the Windsor Branch with running powers
into Halifax, the Government maintaining the road and
receiving one-third of the gross proceeds and the Company
operating it and taking the other two-thirds. That arrange-
ment was entered into in 1871. In 1873, the policy was
adopted of utilizing the Windsor Branch for the purpose of
extending the railway from Annapolis to the town of
Yarmouth, and an Order in Councit was passed, and in
1874 an Act also passed for the purpose of conveying
the fee simple of the Windsor Branch to the
Company, provided they would extend the road
from Annapolis to Yarmouth, a certain reasonable and
limited time being fixed. Under that arrangement and
under the Act, the late Government took the road from the
hands of the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company and
transferred it to the Western Counties Railway Company
as a consideration for their extending the road from Anna-
polis to Yarmouth. The Western Counties Railway Com-
pany failed. They operated the Windsor Branch under the
power given them by the late Government until after the
present Government came into power. When the period
elapsed, about October, 1879, during which they were
required to extend the railway to Yarmouth as a condition
of the agreement which declared that they should give up
the peaceable possession of the road, il was taken from the
Western Counties Railway Company and held by the
Government pending certain Iltigation which had been
entered into beaween the Wetern Counties Riilway Com-
pany and the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company.
Since that period, the Windsor and Annapolis Railway
Company, under the agreement to operate it by the month
-an agreement that was terminable at thirty days' notice
on the part of the Government-have operated it practi-
cally under the same arrangement as the original
agreement, they retaining two-thirds of the proceeds,
and the Government one-third. The Government of
Nova Scotia have passed legislation, providing for the
consolidation of the railways in that Province that are not
the property of the Dominion Government, and providing
for the carrying out of the design which this Parliament
had when they passed the legislation of 1874 giving this
road to the Western Counties Railway Company, in con-
sideration of their extending it to Yarmouth on the one side
by the completion of the link between Annapolis and
Digby, and completing the communication with the Strait
of Canso on the other. Under the clause in the charter of
this Company, which enables the Government of Nova
Scotia at any time to become the owners of the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway, on payment of the anount found
by the arbitrators to be the value of the road, this Govern-
ment has been notified of the determination of the Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia to become the owners of the railway,
and it consequently becomes necessary tob have legislation
here which will accomplish that which the Act of 1874 was
intended to accomplish, but which was not accomplished by
it. The Western Counties Railstay Company brought this
matter into Court, and it has ultimately been decided by the
Privy Council of England that the Act of 1874 does not
contain the power necessary to do that which Parliament
intended to do, viz.: to vest the Western Counties Railway
Company with the absolute ownership of the Windsor
Branch of the Railway. Itis therefore proposed t pass
this Act, which will enable the Government of Nova Scotia,
upon assuming the ownership of the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway, to take possession of the Windsor Branch; and
this Act provides that that may be done if they carry out,
what Parliament intended in the Act of 1874, the construe.
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tion within a reasonable time of the railway from Annapolis
to Digby. The Bill and the schedules, which have been some
time in the hands of hon. members, contain a full statement of
these various agreements, and also what is proposed to be
accomplished by this Act. I may say that a petition has
been placed in the hands of hon, members by the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway Company, objecting to the passage
of this Act, on the ground that it interferes with certain
rights they possess. I do not see how any rights they
possess can be interfered with by this Bill, because the
Government of Nova Scotia has power under the original
charter to become owners of this road whenever they
please, and the tribunal is provided for to fix the value;
and although they refer to their "undertaking," whatever
that may mean, I suppose they would hardly claim that as
the Windsor Branch was con veyed to them by an agreement
for a specific purpose, that that which was given to them,
and which was incident to the operation of this line of
railway under their charter, should be-continued. Whatever
rights they have will be submitted to the arbitrators pro-
vided for by the charter, and they will only be called upon
to part with their property on receiving full value for it.
That, briefiy, is the object of this Bill, and the necessity
which has arisen for submitting it to this House.

Mr. BORDENT. Before entering into a discussion of the
question involved in this Bill, I desire to call your attention
to a point of order. This Bill is one which the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway Company claim interferes with
their rights, in fact, takes away certain privato rights
which they hold; and they claim that they have had no
opportunity of 'stating their case before the Government,
and if this Bil is passed, will bave no opportunity of
appearing by counsel in defence of their rights. It seens
to me, therefore, that this Bill should be referred to the
Railway Committee of this House, and to show the practice
in the British House of Commons, I will read from May's
Parliamentary Practice, edition of 1879, page 693:

" And in 1862-63, Bills for the embankment of the Thames were brought
in as publie Bills; but, as private property and interests were affected.
.the standing orders were complied with, and other proceedings taken, as
in the case of private Bills. The same course was adopted In 1867 and
1876 with the Metropolis Gas Bills; in 1874 witb the Metropolis Water
bupply and Fire Prevention Bill; and in 1877, with the Metropoli-
tan Toll Bridges Bill. Such Bills, however, apvear among the public
orders of the day, and are treated in the flouse as public Bills; and
petitions against them are presented to the Bouse and not deposited in
tthe Private Bill Office. In 1857, the Thames (Conservancy Bill was

jutrodneed as a private Bill; and in 1874, 1875, 1876 and 1877 for giviig
further powers to the Metropolitan Boarài of Works (chiefly in respect of
local improvements) were introduced and passed as private Bills."

I take the opportunity now of calling
oder that yo may consider it before1
move its reference to Committee of the
tioners state:

attention to this, in
the time that you
Whole. The peti-

"Your petitioners have seen a Bill introduced in your louse this day
intituled: 'An Act respecting the Windsor Branch of the Intercolonial
Railway,' but have no opportunity of seeing the same, or of becoming
aware ofits contents until after it had been introduced; and the said
Aet, if it should be passed, would seriously prejudice the rights and
property of your petitioners, and the interests of their shareholders and
bondholders in respect to the said rail way. Andyour petitioners would
be justly aggrieved by the provisions, and, therefore, strongly object to
and protest against the passing of the said Act."

Now, with regard ta the Bill itself the hon. Minister of
Railways has stated the facts correctly, I think. The agree-
ment with this Windsor and Annapolis Company, I believe,
was made in 1871 between the Company and the Govern-
ment ol the Dominion, and it was based upon a right which
the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company claimed to
have under their original charter. The Company was in-
corperated by an Act of the Nova Scotia Legislature in
1867. before Confederation. That Act involved an agreement
made in 1866 and the previous Act of Nova Scotia of 1865.
Those three measures went to make up the Act of 1867. Now,
Confederation latervened between the time of the grant of
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that charter and the completion of the road, which was
completed in 1869. After Confederation the Company found
they were called upon to treat with the Government here,
in order to get the use of their chartered rights. I think
I cannot do better than read one or two extracts from the
decision of the Privy Council referred to in this petition,
which is also referred to in the Act to which the hon. Min-
ister has referred. This decision was the result of litigation
arising out of an Act of this Parliament passed in 1874,
upon which the Government of that day dispossessed the
Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company of the Windsor
Branch. The judgment reads thus:

"TRE WINDSOR BRANCH RAILWAY.
"<The Windsor Branch Railway became the property of the Dominion

upon the let July, 1867, being the day appointed by Ber Majesty, in
terme of section 4, of the British North America Act, for the provisions
of that Act coming into operation. And, on the 22nd September, 1871,
the Government of Canada, as the owners of the railway, and an imple-
ment of the obligation te make a 'traffic arrangement' which is contained
in the agreement with the respondents, the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway Company.

"The 108th section of the 'British North America Act, 1867,' which
muet be read in connection with the third echedule of the Act, had the
effect of transferring on the first day of July, 1867, to the Dominion of
Canada all railways which were the property of the Province of Nova
Scotia. Their Lordshipe are of opinion that it had the effect of vesting
in Canada any other or larger interest in these railways than thAt which
belonged to the Province at the time of the statutory transfer. Accord-
ingly the Dominion took the property of the Windsor Railway, subject
te the same obligation by which the right of the Provincial Govern-
ment was effected, viz.: To enter into a traffic arrangement with the
Respondent's company in terme of the agreement confirmed by the Pro-
vincial statute of the seventh day of May, 1867, and it was in pursuance
of that obligation that the Dominion Government edtered into the
agreement of 22nd September, 1871. The agreement thus made wae
valid, and muet continue to receive effect antil it has been terminated
by the default of the Respondent company, by the mutual consent of
parties, or by the action of a competert Legislature."

Now,the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company contend
that the agreement is as much a part of their property as
any portion of their road, and that in having their property
taken from them the Company claim that their rights in
the Windsor Branch should be considered as well as the road
itseolf which they constructed. The result of the passing of
this Bill would seem to deprive them of that right. The
Minister of Railways has not seen fit to enter at length into
a discussion of that particular point, and I think I cannot do
better than to remind hima of his own reimarks, upon this
question made in this House in 1878. At that time the
Windsor Branch Railway had been taken away from the
Company, and the Minister of Railways, referring to that
subject, made the foillowing remarks: -

I Let them take, for instance, the position in which the western por-
tion of Nova Scotia stood to-day. Nova Scotia obtained the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway, 85 miles in length, by granting a large subsidy
ont of the publie money, and by providing by law that that railway
company should have ruaning powers over the Windsor Branchs and
main line of the Intercolonial into Halifax, some 45 miles. The late
Government gave the Windsor and Annapolis Railway a 21 years' lease
of the Windsor Branch, on the condition that they paid one-third of the
earnings to the Governient. They failed, however, to pay that third of
the earnings and the late Government having given them notice that
they would cancel the lease if tbey did not compl with the terme,
passed an Order in Council just before going out o power, cancelling
the lease tothe Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company, and agreeing
to transfer the line to the Western Comnties Railwal upon evidence
being furnished that they could complete the railway from Aunapolis to
Yarmouth. The late Government had never contemplated giving40 the
Western Counties Railway wisattheyditd.noipossse. They lad no p9Wer
te take away the runnng powers of the Windsor and nnapolis Rail
way over the Government Railways in Halifax. This right was gaa-
ranteed by an Act of Parliament, without which the money could not
have been obtained to build the road. If the hon. the First Minister
desired te hand over the fee simple of the road, he muet do it subject to
the law of the land, as by an Act of the Legislature of Nova Scotia the
right to run had been previonsly transferred. In 1875, the Minister of
Public Works renewed the lease with the. Windsor and Annapolis Rail
way Company. Be hid passed an Act giving him power to transfer iL
te the Western Counties Railway Company ; but with that on the
Statute-Book he renewed the lease, makiug an engagement with thea tO
change their guage, involvang an expenditure of ji50,000 or $60,000, and
making a binding eontoat with them renewing their lease. NotWits
standiug.this, Mr. Brydges was authorised to go byIrce.of arms and
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wrest that line out of thehands of the Company whichhadit under lease
from the present Government, and on the faith of which they were
induced to change their guage, and band it over to the Western Coun-
ties Railway. In England the Government of Canada had been held up
to public obloquy, for having induced men to come into this country and
spend money on the faith of an Act of Parliament which had been disre-
garded. The best English advice had been obtained, and the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway had taken this case into the Coart of Chancery,
in Nova Scotia, and the Judge in Equity had given judgment that the
Government had violated their lease and exceeded their powers, and
that the Windsor and Annapolis Railway (Ciompany had, at present, the
right to running powers over the road, which was given to it by Act of
Pa-liament. He had, in his possession, extracts from th [London Times
in reference to the bad faith shown to capitalists by the Government of
Canada-a most damaging thing to be going about in the journals of
Great Britain."

This speech was made at a time when the matter was in
litigation. Then the hon. Minister took the ground that
this Company had the right under their original charter,
and that the Govornment had never intended to take their
rights away from them. Now that the case is finally
decided by the Privy Council, he proposes an Act which
will have the direct effect of taking away those charter rights.
I think this louse is entitled to have a clear statement
from the hon. Minister as to what the effct of the Act will
be, and I think if there is any doubt as to the Windsor and
Annapolis Railway Company having the right of com-
pensation for the loss of any rights they may possess, the
Bill should be so amended as to secure them that right of
compensation. I suppose there can be very little doubt but
that Parliament has power to appropriate, in the public
interests, if they think necessary, private property;
but surely there can be no doubt that com-
pensation should be given when private rights are
forcibly appropriated. We had, during this Session, a
question of private rights brought up in the disallowance
of the Streams Bill. Not one hon. mem ber opposite denied
the power of the Legislature of Ontario to pass that Act,
but it was claimed that it interfered, in a single instance,
with private rights, and it was disallowed on that ground,
although it provided for compensation. I did not
believe, after the position the hon. member then
took, that he would introduce a measure of this nature
without guaranteeing, to the fullest extent, the rights of
this Company, which are interfered with. I know that
during the early part of this Session, the parties immediately
interested in this legislation, the Government of Nova
Scotia, a certain Railway Company, that was formed there
recently, and the manager of the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway and his counsel, met here on several occasions and
tried to arrange some basis of agreement. The difficulty which
stood in the way of their coming to an agreement
was this: This Company insisted as a basis of arbitration
that their rights in the Windsor Branch which they now
hold, under the agreement of 1871, should be considered in
the arbitration, and the Provincial Secretary of Nova
Scotia and the representatives of the Nova Scotia Rail-
way Company refused to accept that as a basis of arbitra-
tion. In this Bill it is very clear an injustice will be done
to the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company. I shall not
detain the House longer, but will commend your attention,
Mr. Speaker, to the point of order that I have raised.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the hon. Minister will make
some explanation in reply to the statement ofthe hon. mcm-
ber for King's. The hon. Minister, when he introduced this
Bill, said that it did affect privato rights, that the various
parties interested had been heard before the Privy Council
and that there were conflicting interests, and that the Gov-
ernament had thought that the position assumed by the
Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company was an extreme
one. I would like to understand more clearly than I have
been able to gather from the statement of the bon. Minister
of Railways, to what extent private rights are interfered
with, and what was that attitude of the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway Company to which the hon. Minister referred as
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being thatto which the Governmnent could not accede. The
circumstance was adrmitted, on the introduction of the Bill,
that there arc private rights to be deaIt with, and this
rend ers it peculiarly important that we should have an accu-
rate understanding of the situation as to that. From acursory
porusal ofthis Bill, and without that fullerknowledge which
the hon. gentleman's statement ought to impart to us, it
appears tome tht tli Bill has affected a declaration and enact-
ment of fact. It declares and enacts that certain rightst, privi-
leges and powers are acquired by the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway as owners of the line fronWindsor to Annapolis, &c.
Now that either is or is not the case; if it be the case it is
necessary for us to declare and enact that it is the case, and
therefore the cnactnent is useless ; if it be not the case, or
if it be open to contention on the part of the Railway Com-
pany that it is not the case, then we arc, so far as we can
make that law, stating that to be the case which is not the
fact. So mucih of the law therefore as declares and enacts
that those rights were acquire.1 by this Act in a Tarticular
capacity, is cither useless or improper, useless if it simply
states that to be fact and law which is a fact and law, and
improper if it proposes to make that fact and law
which is not fact and law. Then, Sir, it seems
to me subject to correction, but I do not believe that
is a question that we ought to settle one way or other,
that whatever rights the Windsor and Annapolis Railway
Company were entitled to under their original charter in
the other railway, whatever the rights they were entitled
to or may have acquired by virtue of, or not by virtue of,
that original charter, are part of their undertaking, and
form part of that which ought to be measured and estimated
as the value of their undertaking when they come to
bc settled for. It is one proposition to say that these
running rights are a gr-aft upon their original enter-
prise, and arc not to continue to bc enjoyed by them when the
Nova Scotia Government has assumed, if it has power to as-
sume, the enterprise; but it is altogetheranother proposition
to say that that circumstance alters the right of the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway Company to claim that their under-
taking is in fact in part composed of these running rights.
I say that these running rights add value to their enterprise,
I say it is proper that if the share capital and the loan capi-
tal, if there be any, which was raised on this charter of
incorporation, was raised by virtue of the circumstance that
the railway company was to have certain running rights
or powers over another railway, that that circumstance
rendered the enterprise worth more money and would actually
enter into the consideration of those who would subscribe for
shares or take bonds in the enterprise, and that the power,
aithough contained in some instrument, of taking pos-
session at a price of the property of the Gov-
ernment of Nova Scotia, must include the value of
all the elements of the property, of which this
was one. That is the view I take of the position
of the Company. But it is not enough for the purpose of
this legislation to say that that is open to argument, because
it is obviously clear that if we have power-and we are
assuming to have power-to deal with this subject, we
ought to be careful in the last degree not to do or say any-
thing which may impair the right of that Company to set
up a claim. I do not propose that we should adjudge that
they have such a claim, but I propose that we should, in
the clearest manner, enunciate that we are not attempting
to interfere with the assertion by them of that claim in the
reference; and I maintain that the language of this clause is
ambiguous and doubtful. It has created a doubt in my own
mind as to the real object of this, and as to how far it may ecm-
plicate the position of this Company in claiming compensation
for the whole of this undertaking, including these running
rights of this lease which is said to be a graft on, or a sub-
stitute pro tanto for these running rights. Now, I say we
have no authority to adjudicate one way or the other be-
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tween the Government of Nova Scotia and the Railway
Company on this subject, and our duty is to leave it just
exactly where it is. But before we say that the Railway
Company shall not have as full right as it would have but for
our legislation, unaffected and unobstructed by our legislation,
to aver before the Board of Arbitration which is to be consti-
tuted, that in the elements of compensation are to be in-
cluded those running rights, and the arrangement which is
said to be an arrangement pro tanto in substitution for them,
we should not aver that this position exists as against the
Government of Nova Scotia, we should not put any obstacle
against its operations as against the Railway Company.
These are two points on which I desire f urther inform-
ation than has yet been given to the House, the first one as
to the necessity and propriety of the clause which declares
the mode in which and the circumstances under which the
grant for twenty-one years is held; and the second one
as to the intention of the Government with reference to the
claim of compensation ; and in the course of these explana-
tions I should desire to learn what those points of conten-
tion were before the Privy Council, between the parties,
which the Government heard, and upon which they dis-
posed of, as the hon. gentleman says, in part or altogether,
adversely to the Railway Company. The circumstance that
the Government beard counsel on the subject is a strong
support to the position of my hon. friend that there are
private rights involved which we ought not to lose sight of,
because it indicates that the Privy Council thought there
were interests which were proper to be represented by the
very exceptional course of heaiing counsel before them-
selves. But this Bill, which does not become law by the
will of the Executive-at any rate in theory, it becomes law
by the will of Parliament-and if it was essential that the
Privy Council should hear counsel argue in support of private
rights which were alleged to be affected by the proposed
legislation, if would seem, as my hon. friend bas observed,
to be at least equally essential that we, who are, theoreti-
cally speaking, the moving power in this thing, without
whose consent the legislation cannot become law, we should
put that matter in a similar train of discussion, and give to
these parties some opportunity of presenting to our mind the
argument upon which counsel reached one conclusion, but
not on which it is just possible that Parliament might reach
another.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I presume the point of
order the hon. gentleman has taken is not pressed with the
idea-

Mr. BLAKE. That point of order could not rise till
after the second reading.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But as the hon. gentle-
man has raised the point on the second -reading-

Mr. BLAKE. He mentioned it at the opening of his
statement, because he said it would rise after the second
reading and the reference to the Committee.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not hear the hon.
gentleman's statement, and I do not know whether he
raised the point of order or not.

Mr. BORDBN. I asked the hon. Speaker to consider
that when the reference was made. I mentioned this in
the meantime, so that he would have an opportunity to con-
sider it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question is whether
this is a Bill that ought to pass. It is a measure affecting
Government property and affects the Windsor Branch, and
on that account only it is dealt with as a Government mea
sure. The hon, leader of the Opposition said it is, in fact, a I
private measure affecting private rights, and that is sbhown
by the fact that the Privy Council have heard arguments
upon it. He says it is an exceptional case; it may have
been when the hon. gentleman was a member of the Cabinet,

Mr. BLA".&i

but it is a common course with the present Government.
We have heard discussions of both public and private
interests. Sometimes we hear parties by deputation or
Committee of Council, but when the question is one involving
considerable interest, it is frequently heard before the whole
Council. In this case there was a question in which the
Government of Nova Scotia, with a public measure passed
by their Legislature, and other parties assumed to have rights
as to engage to press their claims. This is a measure to
ask Parliament to supplement the legislation of May, 1874
-a measure passed when the bon. gentleman opposite was
a Minister of the Government.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was a public Bill deal-

ing with a public matter on public grounds, and was for the
transfer of the Windsor Branch to the Western Counties
Railway. The necessity of this measure arose from the fact
that what was intended by Parliament in 1874 failed to be
carried out. The intention was obvious, but the mode of
expression was defective, and this measure is nothing more
or less than a declaratory Act to supplement and cure the
defects of the original legislation. The hon. gentleman
opposite urges quite correctly that whether this is a public
or private Bill it affects certain private rights. There arc
few public Bills that do not do so, and the question is
whether this Bill is just in itself and does not deprive any
persons of their rights. The hon. gentleman says that the
original running powers conferred by the Canadian Govern-
ment belong to the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Com-
pany, that these powers were to enable the railway to make
certain connections, and the moment they cease the Windsor
and Annapolis Company cease to be owners of it. In fact, the
Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company cannot give any
power of running powers if it ceases to be owned by the
Win:sor and Annapolis Railway Company. The hon. gen-
tleman says the language is ambiguous, and that it is not
clear that the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company
are not deprived of some of their rights which they now
possess, or claim to possess, under the running powers
which continue for twenty-one years withpower of renewal.
The ownership of a line of railway in Nova Scotia cannot
be taken away from the railway without receiving compen-
sation for their rights, whatever those rights might be, at
the time they surrendered them. The law there is this:
the Government of Nova Scotia ean, with respect to certain
railways, of which this is one, by giving notice and submit-
ting to arbitration the question of the value of the railway-
of course such arbitration must include any rights and
property of this kind-arrive at the value of all the property
direct and contingent and ascertain what the value of the
property to be surrendered is. I do not think this clause
has any effect or restrains in any way instructions given to
arbitrators; but I see considerable objection to any claim
by which it would be held that this legislation affirms what
the rights are either in its original charter or as a railway
company.

Mr. BLAKE. I have not suggested that. Ail I am
anxious for is that we should make it perfectly clear that
we do not make a statement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that is quite
clear. There is nothing in this Act that in anyway restrains
the arbitrators or restricts them from finding the value of
the property with its attendant easements as they existed
at the time of the surrender.

Mr. LONGLEY. Were it not that I doubt whether I
should have another opportunityof making any observations
on the Bill before the House, I would not ask the House to
listen to any remarks, but under the circumstances. I feel
myself called upon to make a.few observations. The Windsor
and Annapolis .bailway Company came before this House
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by petition, in connection with which demands'have been
made to represent that undue advantage bas been attempted
te be taken of them. There would have seemed to have been
no further remarks called for after the detailed statement
made by the hon. the Minister of Railways. I venture
to say, as far as I have been able to apprehend the claims of
the Windsor and Annapolis Railway, and the condition of
things generally in reference to this Bill, that not only has
there been no unjust attempt to do injustice to the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway, butI hold if an attempt were made it
would not succeed, because, under the circumstances, no
injustice could ho done to that Company simply because the
charter itseif in the Bill provides for the adjudication of
their claims by arbitration. But, of whatever value their
present franchises are, the value of those franchises must,
as a matter of necessity, be taken into account. Now, I will
endeavor to explain what I mean. The Windsorand Annapolis
Railway, as I understand the terms of the Bill of 1867, were
entitled to running powers over the Windsor Branch under
certain conditions. In other words, arrangements wero
made in the Bill for mutual running powers. I am not
aware that the Government ever had any pri-
vileges in that way from the Windsor and Annapolis
iRailway. Had they enjoyed these privileges then the
matter would have stood about this way: The Government
would have enjoyed any advantages under that arrangement
derivable from eighty-five miles of railway. The Govern-
ment would have conceded the road over forty-five miles.
In that condition of things the balance of advantage would
have been with the Government, and inasmuch as the Gov-
ernment never exercised any right of running powers
over the railway, it seems to me that any privileges con-
ceded in that way would be all on one side and to the ad-
vantage rather than to the disadvantage of the Windsor
and Annapolis Railway Company. Now, on the lst of
January, 1872, an arrangement was made with that Com-
pany by the then Government under which they were
allowed to operate on terms which have been already stated,
namely ; they were to pay to the Dominion Government
one-third of the gross earnings of the road, the Government
being obliged to maintain it. The Windsor and An-
napolis Company enjoyed that priv7ilege for five
years and seven months or thereabouts, and according
to statements which have been made, the accuracyof which
J am not prepared to vouch for, that was considered a con-
siderable privilege, an advantage that transcended any
advantage which could possibly accrue under more mutual
running powers. Now, I assume from the references which
have been made recently by the Western Counties Railway
respecting the value of that privilege to them, that the
value of ihe privileges accorded to them under the terms of
the agrooment of 1872 were less than $20,000 per annum.
If that is an extravagant estimate then I have to make
whatever reduction might be considered fair, and if that
privilege was worth $20,000 a year, then during the five
years and seven months the advantage to the Windsor and
Annapolis Railway Company amounted to $111,000; and
assuming the net advantage to have been about half thiat
sum, then the advantage of that privilege was worth
$55,000 during the five years and seven months. In
August, 1877, the road was forcibly taken out of
the bands of the Company, and it was thought
that on the part of the Goverunment of the
day this seemed harsh, not justified by the circumstances,
but the Government thought otherwise. At any rate that
condition of things obtained until the last of October or the
1st of November, 1879. From that time to the present the
Windsor and Annapolis Company enjoy the privilege for
nearly three years, at the low estimate of $10,000 a year-
though I believe it bas been worth a good deal more-that
would be in the neighborhood of $25,000, in addition to
something like $80,000 advantage which that Company has

enjoyed under the favorable conditions or means whieh they
have obtained from two successive Governments. Now,
suppose that my calculation be correct. When the
arbitrators come to take this matter up they will ascer-
tain-I apprehend as almost the first duty they wili
have to discharge-what the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway with all its franchises is worth; and as
a rule we do not expect any higher value put on any
property than the net income which that property yields,
so that as I look upon it it would be impossible to deprive
that railway of any franchise which they possess at the
present time, or which they possessed during the period of
which I am speaking. I think any company
which brings its capital into a country, with the view
of promoting the publie works of that country, and noces-
sarily developing its resources and affording conveniences
to the people, is entitled to liberal treatment; and I think
the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company has had
every liberal treatment-first at the hands of the Nova
Scotia Government, which gave it a subsidy of $1,089,000,
or $12,000 a mile; and everybody knows that it would be
hard to find a section of country whore a road could be built
more cheaply than down the Annapolis Valley, and many
think that the $12,000 per mile went a large way in meet-
ing the cost of that lino. That Company obtained other
concessions; it first asked and obtained from the Nova
Scotia Government legislation, which had for its
object the promnotion of its interest at that
particular time, and the Government afterwards, on two
separate occasions, guaranteed the Company's bonds for
considerable amounts. It will not be pretended that the
privileges of mutual running powers enjoyed under the Bill
were at all commensurato with the privilege of operating
the Windsor Branch and paying to the Dominion Govern-
ment only one third of the gross earnings of that line. I
think about the year 1875, I hoard something, also, about
new trucks being given that Company for old ones, and
about other important concessions having been made to it
to off set the change of gauge. In these several instances
my impression is that the Dominion Governmont dealt very
liberally with the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Com-
pany. But I waive all these circumstances, and I say that
as the matter presents itself to my mind there is no possible
injustice being done to that Company. Whatever may be
the value of the agreement or the lease, and whaterer may
be the value of the promised extension of that lease, it must,
as a matter of course, be taken into account; and if the Com-
pany is entitled to any consideration for the increased value
which that lease might have acquired had it gone on for
twenty years longer, the arbitrators will take that into ac-
count also. I should like my hon. friend from King's (Mr.
Borden) to show in what respect any advantage has been
taken of the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company, or
how it is possible any advantage can be taken of them in the
future. If I felt otherwise I would not on any account give
utterance to the views I have just expressed. If I have any
sympathies they are in favor rathor than against that
Company, and to-day I would very much sooner do
it a good turn than a bad turn. But after all,
I think the Company itself has almost forced us
to speak out the sentiments we entertain, and show
just what the facts of the case are. I would have been glad
if this matter had been settled amieably among the Nova
Scotia Government, the Western Counties Railway Cem-
pany, and the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company;
but I hold that the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Oom-
pany was a little exorbitant in its demands, and the faalt
must rest with it if a settlement is not reaehed in accord-
ance with its demands. - I suppose no hon. memnber need be
told of the soope an I bearing of this Bill, or its value to
Nova Scotia. Its effect is to metke sure the proposed con-
solidation of all the railways in Nova Soetia, *hioh gives us
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promise, not only of having the roads more efficiently oper- the Windsor Branch hitherte enjoyed by that Company.
ated, but also of having about 131 miles of new road built. h appears te me thehon. menber for King's is going back
And if so large advantages can be secured to the country on hie record in proposing now te throw obstacles in the
without doing injustice to any interest, Company or indi- way of this Bil which does net interfere with the rights of
vidual, I see no reason why a scheme so full of promise the Windsor and Annapolis Railway as the other one did.
should not be consummated. The subjeet of this Bill has been already se fally stated Ibat

Bill read the second time. 1 do not întend to detain the liuse at great length, but
Mr. SPEAKER. The fact that the Bill red the t observe that in the Act of Nova Sotiaf 1865

second time is an admission that it is re'iognized as a publicother eons ofAte Provicilorathe c.t7oof t A
Bill. As for its reference, the fouse has power to refer itpoves
to any Comnittee.it likes.I"The Gevernor in Council tay at any thne before or after the said

Mr. ANGLIN. May I be permittel te say that the sections, or eitber of them are or is completed, by Order in Connoil,
authorities distinctly lay down that certain Bills are public assume on behalfof the Province the ownershin of the said sections, or
in their character, and yet partako so largely of a private either of them, by paying to the owners thereofthe value of the same-
character that they should be treated as private Bills in be gscertained as hereafter provided."
this respect: that the individuals interested should have Section 8 provides:
power to appear before a Commit tee of the House to IThe amount to be paid under the next preceding section shah b.
maintain their rights. When private rights are affected, in- ascertained bv the decision of the arbitrators, one of wbom to bedivi nas xay pper bf'oe aComnitcein ersn o byappoiited by 'the Governor în Council, one by the owner or owners ofdividuals may appear before a Committee, in person or by e section, andone by the principal Secretary of Statetor the Colonies.
counsel, to maintain what they believe their rights as
affected by the measure, and to satisfy Parliament, if they After that the Windsor and Annaj*olis Railway Company
be ablo, that the measure should not be passed, or should be was incerporatel by an Act whieh includes among its pro-
firet amended. visions t oe following clause ms

Mr. SPEAKER. The cases quted by the hon. member IloThe several conditions, agreements, proviwos and terms ontainedwand mentioned i the said contraet or agreement entered into by the
e ommiissioner of Railways and the said W. as Princhard, J. Barry and

bias always been considered as public, legisiation. As for Nd. Clark, dated 22nd November, 1866, andi the Act 28 Vie., cap. 13, so
the want of notice, if some priv'ate rights were interfered lar as the same is not altered or inodifieti by this Act, and each andevery of them, shai be incorporated int and made part and parcelof
withI of course d have notoing te do with that matter. this Act
Committees are appoited by the use tlk into scIre thatthectofoa
matters. As the Biisconsidered asof a publicharacterand the c ot ino

shthee cuse has power tetrefer it napolis Company incorporates in is provisios the pro-
hoa pose'd it iseco utnd e rng te refer public Bis te a vlision of the Act of 1875, which gave te the Nova ScotiateaypeerofthieulicTeGveernoGovern ornt the rigit te assume this rord. It Will be heD

ecticed in this agerement betwocn the Dominion Governmont
Mr. ANGLIN. 1 thnk we ougit, as a matter of justice and the Windsor and Annapois Company thero is ne mention

and fair play, terefer this Bile te a Committee, and allow the mher of the assigne of that Company. It cenveys te that
W iorarnd An napolîs Company te be heard before it. The Coempany alone, and net te its assigne, any right of transfer

tisof opinion that this Billwill net impair in ofthat agreement. I take it that this agreement wais en-
the slightest degree any of the iRilways' Acts, or in any teredtinto betwen the twe contracting parties with the
way obstruet or prevent a fair estimate of those rigits by disti et understandino that the charter ncorporating the
the arbitraters as a portion of flhcpropcrty of the Company.Windsor and Anoapois Company, and the previeus Act lef t
'fhere eau be ne doubt th is leaso is as much a portion of the in the hands of' the Nova Scotia G(overnment the power te
Cempany's incorporate propcruy, as the raîlroad itself is a assume that e aiay. ThhreforeI contud this ag reement
part of its corporeal property, and tt their interusp s ouht was suhject Ie te cancelled on the assumption by the
tehaesheld as saecrd in the one case asin hegilther. e orf that railway;ad I beJi
Company tiffer from sthe Firt rMinistsr, bierving thatrthrrg g nlee

withhîof courso I haveernothing toadoagwithethatimatter.

rigts and intereste are being ie t lok to vngeffettcarrying t the law as it was intended it
reason te dlaim that thie Act lias beeri derlr, d se long as ou~be crrriei eout. 1 boiieve the whole value cf the rond
te leave littie time for its discussion. '[1he Company came nlow hijid by the Windsor and Anapolis Company slieuld be
t the conclusion that their property would be materially consadnrd as a mater for arbitration; and I de net tbink
affeted by the passing cf this Bi. Under those circum- t
sto nces, e think they have a right to further consideration, stades in the way cf referring it te an arbit-atien which
and of being hcard before a Committee oftParhiament. would take into consideration the whle value ef their un-

Mr. MNLS. The right hon gentleman ias informed us dertaking. It las heen said that this Parliament las ne
that censelas been heaid before the Privy Ceouncil. It rig t te deal with civil rights. u this Bil we are deal-
would be of very great consequence t s A, under tiise cir- ing, netenly with civil righte, but Dominion property,
cumtauces, if the hon, gentleman weould iform us what and thi Government las power and juribdiytien ove-
wete the views put forward, what were the contentions ofo p Dominion prOpe ortyfCd it cann maintained that because
the parties before the Privy Council who heieved their civil rights are relegated te the juriadictien ef Provincial
interemts were about te hoe prejudicialry affected by the Governments this Bihslfould iosne befor the Provincial
legisiation proposej Legislature and netbef'ore this flouse. We are dealing withar the larger subjet of Dominion prperty and if in dealin

to. beY hel a sacred e oeas elas rindheothe. he-

meon oppsite that theiBisl of 1871, which dw paesed during with it we alsodeal with civil rights we are entirely within
the late ldministration, went very much farther than this ourjuriadictin. This Bilcam eminently in the publicinterests
Bihl proposes, with regard te affecting the rigtsaof the of Nova Seotia. very faciity sould be given te the Govern-
Wit!d,.'or and Annapolis Company. That Act which was ment of that Province te carry eut the seheme of the con-
proposed and carried during th Administration of honeecru idatin and amalgamation of ahi the railways of Nova
gentlemen opposite and was supported by, I beieve, tho Sctia.
hon. meiber for King's, went se far as te take away the aMr. BORDEN. The hast speaker as charged me with
right of the Windsor and Annapolis Company and cnvey having hne ack upon my previfi record. The en. mcn-
to the Western (Jounties alway the riglit of running over aber for e tlalea says that the At of 1874 is more stringent
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than this one; he differs from the hon. First Minister,
who said, in introducing it, that it was to supply certain
defects in the Act of 1874. With regard to my going back
on my own record, I may say that when the Act of 1874
was passed, although a member of this House, I was not
here. But I never was in favor of that Act, I was always
opposed to the transfer to the Windsor Branch, and did my
utmost to prevent the late Administration from transferring
that branch from the Windsor and Annapolis Company to the
Western Counties.

Mr. DALY. I did not say the hon. gentleman was not
in the House. I simply observed that he was supporting the
Government which had carried out that legislation.

Mr. BORDEN. He said I had gone back on my own
record, and I make this statement with regard to that. The
hon. gentleman refers to my putting obstacles in the way of
this legislation. I do not think he has any right to make
such a charge. I do not desire to put obstacles in the way,
but I do desire that private rights shall be respected. I
have as much interest as the hon. gentleman can possibly
have in the scheme for improving the railway systema of
my own Province and of seeing railway amalgamation suc-
cessfully carried out, and the unfinished lines in that Pro-
vince completed; but I do not think it is fair to take away
private rights from one company for the advantage of another,
because that is what the Bill amounts to.

House resolved itself into Commaittee.

(In the Committee.)

IARBOR OF ST. JOHN.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 163) relating to the Harbor of St. John, in the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick.

Bill read the second ·time, considered in Comrmittee,
reported, and read the third time and passed.

DOMINION LANDS ACT.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 164) to correct certain errors from the French
versions of" The Dominion Lands Act," and " The Dominion
Lands Act, 1879."

Mr. BLAKE. I am informed that the passing of this
Bill, which is retroactive, would affect some cases pending
in the Supreme Court, which cases are supported by the
French versions of lhose Acts affected by the Bill. Now,
while I have no objeetion to errors being corrected, I think
that existing rights and pending litigations ought not to be
affected by those corrections.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I admit the principle that
we should not prejudice cases pending in Court; but I do
not see how any would be affected by this Bill, because the
sense of the law is certainly changed altogether-the clauses
in the French translation not having at all the meaning of
the English clauses, and not the meaning intended by Par-
liament. The English version is right, but the translator
for the French version has given the very opposite render-
ing of the words in French, and which are wholly wrong

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. member for falifax throws iiiin g.
new light on the whole question. If his contention is Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
correct, the arbitrators have nothing to do with the value Committee.
which these running powers give to the property of the
Windsor and Annapolis Railway, because they would be (In the Committee.)
really no part of that property. If that is so, then this
Bill assumes a more objectionable character than it bad Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have a number of correc-
before. We are assuming in this Bill that that is tions to make in different clauses, so as to make the French
the actual condition of thing.-s, that the running powers readings correspond with the English version. From
would not press the railway with the Province, and that beginning to end the translator bas taken opposite mean-
it is absolutely necessary that we legislate bero to give the ings from those intended by Parliament.
running powers, that we become owners of the railway. I Mr. BLAKE. I have no objection to the correction of
am told that the Act of 1865 was inaterially altered as to errors; but of course the English and French versions are
its effect by the agreement made between the Province of equal values in elucidating the law. And if cases are
and the Railway Company in 1866, and that in 1867 being maintained in Court with the assistance of the French
legislation passed which virtually surrendered tho right version, we should be interfering with the rights of certain
previously held by the Government to assume the owner- parties by changing the phraseology of the Act, unless we
ship of this road whenever they chose, If that is so then provided that those amendments should not affect pending
this act of assumption of ownership does not place the Com- I cases. The member for St. John said that he was in Court
pany just in the position they would be in if they sold the and heard of cases depending on certain French construe-
railway to other parties. tions of the Act.

Mr. BLAKE moved the addition of the following Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I did not hear of any such
proviso:- cases, though the Bill has been on the notice paper for a

Provided nothing in this Act contained shall have the effect of in- long time.
terfering with or altering any legal rights of the Windsor and Annapolis Mir. BLAKE. For four days.
Railway, or affecting the elements of the valuation of their property in
the preamble mentioned. Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bill has gone through

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I consider the proviso the Upper House and has been for some days on the Order

decidedly objectionable, as it conveys a sort of assumption paper of this House, but no -representations as to its pre-
that the Bill affects the rights of the Railway Company. jdicially affecting any pendig cases have been made to us.
The Bill has been carefullydrawn in this respect. It asserts Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.
nothing, it assumes nothing, it simply states that if by the
law of Nova Scotia the Government become the owier of ·CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT RAILWAY
t.h -,ilwu tih thp lnr l ni htr t f 4ll 4 th t COMPANV
me ru wnym entemtsold g ot cseque ce oug roo
the runninig agreement should go to the owners.

Mr. BLAKE.
affect the rights
taken to stating

I fail to see, if the Bill is not intended to
of the Company, that any objection can be
that fact.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved ihe second reading of
Bill (No. 167) to provide or the granting of a subsidy to
the Chignecto Marine Transport lailway Company.

] Bill read the second time; and House resolved itself into
SCommaittee.Amendment negatived, and bill reported.
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(In the Oornrittee.)

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. It is proposed to make a
contract on the terms of the proposal, taking every guar-
antee that the work shall be done in a proper mariner and
binding the Government, should the work be done to their
entire satisfaction and the work satisfactorily performed, to
pay the subsidy and to continue paying so long as the ser-
vice is efficiently performed.

Mr. ANGLIN. Why is such a contract necessary ? Does
not the Aet on the one -ide and the charter on the othèr
constitute a eontract ?

Sir CHAURLES TUPPER. All that this Act does is to
authorize the Government, if they are satisfied with the
resources of the Comparny, and the Company will accept the
terms, to make the eontract according to those terms.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the contract will enable the
Company to raise cpitai more easily. But the terms of
the agreement may bo such as m'y entangle us, inasmuch
as capital is to be raised on the strength of them. Hence
may arise some such kind of obligation as is sometimes
recognized by Governments to pay the subsidy, inasmuch
as capital was raised on it, although the conditions might
not have been fulfilled.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. The terms of the contract are
limited to the bills and resolutions. Any capital subscribed
will be subscribed with the fact distinctly stated that obliga-
tion of the Government depends on the contingency of this
work being successful.

BIl reported, and read the third time and passed.

INLAND REVENUE ACT.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 169) to farther amend the several Acts imposing
Duties of Customs now in force.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, and
reported.

SECOND BEADINGS.

The following Bills were considered in Committee, read
the third time and passed :-

Bill (No. 159) te make further pr-ovisions respecting
Liglthouses, Buoys and Beacons.-(Mr. M Lelan.)

Bill (No. 160) to amend the Act respecting the Harbor of
North Sydney, N.S.-(Mi-. MeLelan.)

DRY DOCKS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee to consider a resolution respecting the
construction of Dry Docks by incorporated or other Com-
panies. H1e said: I will read for the information of the
House the following memorandum in regard to this sub-
ject :-
"Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Oouncil,

approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Counil, on
the 17th April, 1882.

" On a memorandum, dated 12th April, 1892, from the Minister of
Public Works, submitting that applications have been received from
certain of the residents of Halifax, Picton, St. John, Rimouski and
Kingston, for asistance from the Government towards the construction
Of Dry Docks at the several localities named.

" That the construction of Dry Docks would be of great importance to
the shipping interest of the Dominion. 'Ihat an Order in Council
was passed, dated lth June, 1881, recommending that a Bill should be
submitted to Parliament at its next Session for the granting of a subsidy
te a Graving Dock Company at Halifax, snch subsidy not to exceed
$10,000 a year, nor to continue for a period exceeding 20 years.

"The Minister recommends that the Orderin Council, dated l1th June,
1881, be canoelled, and that a resolution be submitted to Parliament
during ite present Session fâr the granting of a subsidy to any Dry Dock
0ompany, to be bond fide established with the sanction of the Governor
in 0ouncil, of two per centum per annum on the cost of the dock, se

air CHAaLEs TUPPER.

DEBATES. MAY 1

"The Honorable
"The Minister of Finance."

"JOHN J. MOGua,
"IActing Clerk, P. 0.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In regard to the Halifax

Dry Dock the difficulty exists at the present moment be-
tween the corporation and the parties who made the propo-
sition. The conditions were that there should be a deposit
of $20,000 within fifty or sixty days after the grant of
$10,000 a year for twenty years had been passed. The
party who had made the proposition had not complied with
the conditions. A new proposition had been made by
another party, but the second party had not complied with
the conditions.

Resolution agreed to and reported.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 173) to

encourage the construction of Dry-Docks, by granting
assistance, on certain conditions, to Companies consLructing
them.

Bill read the first and second times, considered in Com-
mittee, amended, reported, and read the third time and
passed.

TRANSMISSION OF NEWSPAPERS BY MAIL.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, in the absence of Mr. O'CoN-
NoR, moved the second reading of Bill (No. 161) to pro-
vide for the free transmission of Canadian newspapers by
mail within the Dominion.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee,
reported, read the third timie and passed and (at 2:30 a.m.)
the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, 16th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clotk.

PRAYERS.
THE SUPREME COURT.

Mr.LANDRY(in French). Mr. Speaker, before the Orders
of the Day are called, I wish toask the Government if it has
the intention of introducing in this House the Bill promised
in the Speech from the Throne, with regard to the amend-
ments to be made to the Act establishing the Supreme Court,
so as to make that Court acceptable te the Province of Quebec
and to the other Provinces? if I am well informed, a draft
of such a law was introduced in the Senate, but no- moel has

that the idcocet dees rot erceed the. value of the vork ns estimated by
the Department of Public Works, or if it should exceed such value,
then such two ver centum shall be calculated on the value only-such
subsidy to last for twenty years, that the amount of the subsidy to be
paid annually for any sich dock do not exceed $10,000 (ten thousand
dollars) and be paid semi-annaally on the 2nd days of January and
July in each year duriig the terni herein mentioned, or so long as any
such dock is kept in order and dnly worked, and that the first payment
be made so soon as the said dock has been completed and is in working
order.

" The Minister furthermore recommends that all plans, specifications
and estimates be submitte 1 for the approval of the Governor in O'oancil,
and that the works durine construction be subj-ct to examination and
inspection by an ,fficer of the Department of Public Works, and at any
time during the twenty years or so long as the iayment of subsidy may
take place, an J further, that these docks shall be free for the use of all
vessels and dr-dges owned by or in the service of the Dominion Gov-
ernment.

" The Committee submit the foregoing recommendations for Your
Excellency's approval.

" Certified.
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been heard about it. On the 8th March last, I had myself
the honor of asking the permission of this louse to intro-
duce a Bill, the object of which was to repeal the Act estab-
lishing the Supreme Court. The Goverument requested me
at the time-and it put the request in the light of a matter
of courtesy- not to press my measure, as it had the inten-
tion of bringing forward its own in a few days, and that I
should have every opportunity of introducing my own were
I not satisfied with theirs. The Session is now drawing to
a close, and I have not been afforded the opportunity to
introduce that measure in amendment to the one which the
Government had the intention of introducing. I think that
since I have been courteous enough of acceding to the
wishes of the Government, as well as to those of the hon.
leader of the Opposition, not to press my measure, the Gov-
ernment might act likewise towards me, and if it does not
determine upon introducing its measure it should at least
allow me to introduce mine in order that we may ascertain
the opinion of the House on the subject.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN (in French). Mr. Speaker,
I regret that the hon. member should not have waited till
the Prime Minister should be in'his seat before making these
remarks, and I will ask him to7reserve his question till bis
arrival. I can tell him, nevertheless, that a Bill bas been
introduced by the Government in the other House, but that
it has not yet reached us.

with Canadian leaf tobacco; but it is very unlikely that any
person who bas been in the habit of using fine cut chewing
tobacco, which requires very expensive machinery in its
manufacture, will be imposed upon by the Can'adian article.
I have the authority of experts in the Inland Revenue
Department, who are inspectors of tobacco, for the state-
ment that it is impossible to imitate the fine eut tobacco
with Canadian leaf, as the Canadian leaf ls coarser

Amendment agreed to, allowing 5 lb. packages.
On clause 84,
Mr. MILLS. The word "occupy " has a particular

meaning in law. What of the tobacco grown on the farms
he does not occupy ? This clause states further that he
may sell to any person licensed as a dealer in leaf tobacco,
or as a manufacturer of tobacco, or to at ybody else. Why
not simply say he may sell to everybody?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The word "occupy " meaas to oecupy
either as owner or tenant or farmer, in any capacity what-
ever. lie may reside in a village and grow the tobacco at
a distance from his residence.

Mr. MILLS. That is not the meaning of occupation in
English law.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. And he may sell to any licensed
dealer in tobacco in the market or elsewhere.

On section 18,
THIRD REDINGS. Mr. BUNSTER. I would ask the Government to take

The following Bills were read the third time, and passed:_ into consideration the question of the repeal of this section.

Bill (No. 156) respecting the Windsor Brand of th eThey have already done the people of the Dominion consider-
Ill (Noo.156respectingheWCharles Tupper.) able justice by reducing the Tariff in different respects, butIntercolomial iRailway.-(Sir Carlesper) the great injustice under which we suffer to-day in respect to

Bill (No. 169) further Vo amend the several Acts impos- malting is the extra labor imposed in weighing the grain,
ing duties of Customs, now in force. (Sir John A. Macdonald.) also in the extra labor involved in taking the different

measurements imposed upon them. I propose to substitute
INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT BILL. in lieu of a maltster's license, a duty on beer, of 2 cents a

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved the second reading of Bill (No. gallon, which, as any one ean see, will yield more money
168) to amend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880. to the Government than they receive under the present

systemu.
Bill read the second time; and louse resolved itself into M

Committee. Mir. MOUSSEAU. 1V is not the policy of the Govern-
Committee' )ment to accept such a change.
(In the Committee.) Mr. BUNSTER. Unfortunately we have not got what I

On sub-section c, of section 2, consider a practical maltster in the Cabinet, but we may
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I wish to have that have one later on, and then the request may be complied

sub-section amended, in order to enable manufacturers to with.
put up fine eut chewing tobacco in packages of 5 or 10 Mr. TELLIER (in French). I woult ask to be allowed to
lbs., instead of only 2 lbs., as the Bill provides. amend the first section of the Bill by adding the following
When the tobacco is put up in such small quantities it is words :-
liable to mould, and the consequence is that large quanti- ''lThis exception to be likewise applicable to each and every poron
ties are returned to the manufacturers as unsaleable. who shall have bought froin the grower, leaf tobacco grown in Canada,
Manufacturers in the town of Windsor have told me that re for i pnrite use sd for that of his family, snd act for the

-PA 1- I 1_ purps ofeligi.
they have lost thousands of dollars in consequence of this
restriction, and if the concession I ask is not granted, some
of these manufacturers will be driven out of the country.
A manufacturer who was induced by the National Policy to
come from Detroit and establish a factory at Windsor,
informs me that if the Government refuse this concession he
wili have to close his factory and go back to Detroit. In
the United States the manufacturers of fine eut chewing
tobacco are allowed to put it up in packages of 5, 10, 20. 40
and 60 lbs. I accompanied a deputation of tobacco manufac-
turers from Montrealito the bon.Minister on the same subject,
and they are unanimous in asking for this concession. The
Windsor manufacturers manufacture not only for the
Dominion, but for the European market, and they afford
employment for a large number of people not only directly
in their factories, but indirectly in the manufacture of paper
and wooden boxes. The only ground the Department have
for not granting this concession is that they are afraid that
retail dealers, after the boxes are emptied, will fill them

Amendnent agreed to.

Mr. BOURASSA (in French), on motion that the Bill be
read a third time, moved that it should not be read a third
time, but be referred to theI louse as a Committee of the
Whole to be amended, and that for paragraphs one and
six the following be subetituted:-

" The grower of Canadiaa tobacco may take to market and freely
se1i, there or else where, to all and every one and free of duty, lea, twist
and rolled tobacco, grown by him on bis farm or on land occupied by
bim."
He said: Mr. Speaker, I muet first express my satisfaction
with the concessions made by the Government in this
direction. Yet I think it is still but half a measure. If all
the hon. members of this House knew the fatigue and the
enormous amount of labor demanded by the cultivation of
Canadian tobacco, I think we would give the growers more
liberty. Canadian tobacco does not keep if it is left in leaf;
as soon as it is dry enough to be rolled, il it ià left in leaf,
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be it only for a fortnight or three weeks, it decreases con-
siderably in value. On the other band, the growers of
tobacco are generally not rich men; the majority are young
men who have been to the States to learn that cultivation,
and after having earned a few hundred dollars, they have
come back here and have taken up the cultivation of tobacco
rather than that of grain, in order to make a little money
ont of it. It seems, therefore, to me that we should allow
growers to make up their tobacco in twist and roll, so as to
preserve it and sell it more easily.

Mr. AMYOT (in French). Mr. Speaker, the hon. member
who hasjust moved this amendment forgets that the prosent
law already allows the free sale of leaf tobacco on the market
and elsewhere, and it is utterly useless to try and amend the
law in that direction. It is employing an unjust mode of
fighting the Government. Secondly, with regard to the
duty on Canada twist, it has been understood in this House
that this restriction should exist for the very protection of
the grower, because the making up of tobacco into rolls
allows growers to introduce a bad quality of tobacco, and as
a result when tobacco is offered in that shape on the mar-
ket, the good pays for the bad. The object of the present
law is to do away with the fraud existing formerly. I can
conceive the satisfaction felt by the hon. member, but he
should see that in making that motion, he is moving a vote
of censure against hi friends when they were in power, and
he tells us thaL by 4this amendment that the policy of
his leaders with regard to Canadian tobacco has ever
been contrary to the good of the country, as well as to
the welfare and wishes of the grower. The amendment
which ho proposes is a slap in the face to bis bon. leaders;
and ho gives us the right of saying to the growers, when we
shall go to render an account of our parliamentary steward-
ship, that the present law is so good that all the hon. mem-
bers of the Opposition gave it their approval, and that the
Government las settled that question to the general satis-
faction owing to the splendid condition of the finances and
owing to its policy of protection.

Mr. BOURASSA (in French). I must say that all the
hon. members of this House know that I look to measures
first, whether they come from one side of the House or the
other. I take their worth into account, and if they are good
I approve of them. I repeat that the Government bas taken
a stop in favor of the grower, but it is only half a measure,
and it should have gone a step further.

Mr. HOUDE (in French). I would ask the hon. member for
St. John (Mr. Bourassa) whether he thinks that if we were to
allow growers and all those who buy from them, to manufac-
ture tobacco under the different forms suggested by him, it
would have the effect of encouraging capitalists to invest
their capital in establishing new manufactories for the
manufacturing of Canadian tobacco. Were that amendment
agreed to, it would have the effect of preventing the estab-
lishment of these manufactories. The hon. member las
told us that tobacco was cultivated by young men who have
returned from the States after learning its cultivation there.
I must tell him that if there are in bis county any young
men who have learnt the cultivation of tobacco in the
States, they have learnt it badly. The tobacco which comes
to us from the United States, is leaf tobacco put into
boucault; all the tobacco that we manufacture iere as
coming from the United States is leaf tobacco, and it is the
best way to prepare it and keep it in good condition.

Mr. TELLIER (in French). I have some difficulty in under-
standing the amendment just proposed by the hon. member
for St. John (Mr. Bourassa). We have often heard this ques-
tion of Canadian tobacco discussed, but it las always been
handled from the grower's point of view. The hon. member
forgets that the grower has just received considerable pro-
tection. The cultivation Of Canadian tobacco is now

,Mr. Bomuass.

entirely free. The grower is no longer compelled to take
out a license to cultivate tobacco, and he as the right to
sell it in the leaf without paying any duty. The hon.
member seems also to have forgotten that by the amend-
ment which I moved just a moment ago and which was
agreed to by the Government, the right which the grower
possessed, to manufacture tobacco for his own and that of
his family, is extended to the consumer. Thus, according
to the law, such as exists to-day, the grower has
the right to sell his tobacco in leaf without paying
any duty, and the consumer who buys that tobacco
on the market may make it up into rolls if lie sees fit. The
hon. member did not speak on a point wbich, in my mind,
is an important one, and that is that Canadian tobacco enjoys
considerable protection to-day. According to the law such
as it was formerly, the duty on Canadian and foreign tobacco
being the same, the manufacturer had no interest in manu-
facturing Canadian tobacco, but under the present law, ho
will find it more to his advantage to employ Canadian
tobacco, and, on the other hand, the grower will have a
market to dispose of his tobacco. Consequently, I say that
the bon. mem ber's motion has merely for its object to curry
popular favor, and no one will argue at public meetings in
favor of the amendment proposed by my hon. friend. The
slight duty of 4 cents per )ound placed on roll tobacco fails
on the consumer and not on the grower.

Mr. BÉCHARD (in French). I do not understand how a
tax on Canadian tobacco can be construed into protection
for the consumer any more than a tax on flour is a protec-
tion :for the consumer of flour. The hon. member for St.
Hyacinthe (Mr. Tellier) and a few others contend that a
duty placed on roll and twist tobacco will have the effect of
protecting the grower against certain producers who intro-
duce a bad quality of tobacco into their rolis. Well, I repeat
what I have already said, that ho who sells bad tobacco soon
becomes known, and liko he who sells bad hay or bad grain,
ho soon loses public confidence. The hon. member for St.
John (Mr. Bourassa) asks that not only sbould the grower
be allowed to sell bis leaf tobacco without paying any duty,
but that he may be allowed to do so in the case of twist or
rolled tobacco, and I am of opinion that, were that right
granted to him, it would be greatly to his advantage. For,
if the grower las the right of selling twist or roll tobacco
without paying any duty, he can obtain a higher price for il
than if he sells it in leaf only. There are growers who sell
excellent tobacco in that shape, and that protects them
against the manufacturer, for having the advantage of selling
it dearer, if it is made up into rolls or twist, hoecan obtain a
higher price for his leaf tobacco. Consequently, I think that
the repeal of the present duty such as proposed by the
motion of my hon. friend, would be a protection for the grower
instead of for the manufacturer. And I maintain that by
preventing him from selling his tobacco freely, whether in
twist or in roll, one is giving protection to the manufac-
turer, because one is preventing the grower from obtaining
as high a price as hoeotherwise might obtain for his tobacco.

Amendment (Mr. Bourassa) negatived on a division.

Mr. LANDIRY (in French). Before this Bill is read a
third time, I would ask the Government if it will be sub-
jected to any amendment in the other House, I mean with
the consent or at the suggestion of the Government?

Mr. HOUDE (in French). I think that that question is
unfair. We cannot ask this House to control the doings
of the other House.

Mr. SPEAKER. We cannot speak here of what may or
may not be done in the other House.

Mr. LANDRY (in French). May I ask the Government
whether it wilI or not sanction the changes which might be
made to the Bill in the other House?
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Mr. MOUSSEAU (in French). The Government has

defined its poIicy in the Bill such as it has just been agreed
to.

Mr. VANASSE (in French). Before this Bill is read a
third time, I wish to propose that section 84 be amended by
adding the following words :

" Ali persons thus buying leaf tobacco from the grower may retail it
without paying any duty to the Inland Revenne."

Mr. MOUSSEAU (in French). Were the Government to
consent to such an amendment, it would be establishing a
new meaning withi regard to the different classes of people
who might buy or seli tobacco.

Mr. VANASSE (in French). The law, such as it stands,
seems to me to -be a general one and can cause such difficul-
ties to arise, that I think it would be good to adopt a clear
and precise meaning, so that there should not be any
ambiguity.

Amendment negatived on a division; and Bill read the
third time and passed.-

QUESTIO0N OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. AMYOT. In the Free Press of this afternoon, under
the title of " Sessional Jottings," appears the following:-

"Mr. Ogden assures us he had no share in the fire-eracker business. We
accept his word. Mr. Amyot and Mr, Bergeron were the principal
offenders."

When the Session commenced, I was most disgracefully
attacked in that infamous and low paper, in which there is
never a word of lîruth, and which abuses the hospitality it
receives in this House by its constant, disgraceful attacks
upon hon. members on this side. I treat the accusation
with the most profound contempt. I was in one of the
rooms outside with an hon. Minister discussing the tobacco
question when these torpedoes were being thrown. I tell
the Free Press and all newspapers of that description, that
though they may be circulated in my county, they will meet
with that contempt which such disreputable rags deserve,
and find that their words are judged exactly for what
they are worth, and that is nothing at all.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee on a certain proposed resolution to
provide for the granting of subsidies for the construction of
certain lines of railways.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Comnittee.)

Mr. BLAKE. I desire to say a few words with reference
to the first proposed grant, and to the form in which it is
proposed to be made. Not long ago, it was the opinion of
Parliament and of the public that the connection, for the
purposes of Ontario, with the Canadian Pacific Railway, was
necessary to be made at or near Callander station, but that
opinion was changed by the utterances of the hon. the
Prime Minister last fali. When the proposal was that the
Canadian Pacific Railway should be constructed through
Ontario, far from the seaboard of Lakes Huron and Superior,
it was one thing; but when the proposal came that the
Canadian Pacific Railway should rapidly reach the shore of
the Lake, the hon. Minister announced that plan in words
which verify the statement I have made. In the Mail's
report of the speech delivered by the hon. gentleman, at
Toronto, on the 24th of November last, these words occur:

"I may add that the proposed alterations in the line will be of great
and special advantage to Ontario, and the cities and commerce of
Ontario, and to no place will this advantage be greater than to the
great city of Toronto. (Oheers.) The road will run from Oallander to near
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the Sault Ste. Marie. It will not touch that place, however, but strike near
there, and run aLon the Coast,.and the effect of that is, by the construc-
tion of the road to ake Nipissing, the supplies of the great North-West
will in a great measure come from Toronto and London; and Ontario,
which was in a considerable degree to have had the go.by, if the road
had run to the north of Nepigon, and gone straight through the
wilderness to Montreal, will have its fair chance and fuli opportunity in
trade and commerce, and manufactures, to supply all that great North-
West country."

Now, Sir, if the connection for Ontario purposes, with
the Canadian Pacific Railway is to be made at Callander,
it is clear that this glowing anticipation of the hon. Minister
as to the useful results of the change of line will not be
realized, because it is of little consequence by what mode or
route, whether along the shore or through Ontario, Callander
is reached, if it be at Callander that Ontario is to tap the
traffic of the North-West. The hon. gentleman's state-
ment, therofore, obviously pointed to an improvement to be
given to the condition of the Province of Ontario, and par-
ticularly of the city of Toronto by the change, because the
go-by, which, as he says, would otherwise have largely been
given to that Province had the route remained in the
interior, to the north of Nepigon, would now not result,
and it would be able to get the trade which it would not, to
a large extent, have been able otherwise to secure. How is.
that to be secured if we are to tap the railway only at the old
tapping point at Callander ? Obviously the advantage the
Province is to derive from this new departure mentioned by
the hon. gentleman, that a shorter distance is to be found
by this means from the chief centres of Ontario to the
North-West, and that is to be found only if we strike the
Canadian Pacific Railway, not at Callander-although I do
not object to that-but at some other point on its way
towards the shore of Lake Huron from Callander. By that
means, by crossing the French River at another point and
striking the Canadian Pacific Railway either on the shores
of Lake Huron or before it reaches the shores of Lake Huron,
a considerable distance would be saved, and the chances of
Ontario to reach that traffic would certainly be increased. It
would take less mileage to go from TorontoHamilton,London
or Port Hope, from the various points we have to deal with,
to Thunder Bay and so further westward, than the route by
Callander. But I would like to ask how the benefits are
to be realized to Ontario if, after all, we are still to tap the
Canadian Pacific Railway at Callander only ? What is the
gain? The mileage by the proposed route will be a little
longer from Callander to Winnipeg, than it would have
been by the old route, so that we gain nothing in shortened
mileage; and if we are to tap the longer main line at some
point, as was before calculated upon, where is the gain ?
There is none at all. Now, Sir, it seems to me that the
Administration ought to have considered this fully, and
have come down with a definite policy upon it. The hon.
gentleman may answer me, we have that definite policy,
and it is that the only tapping point shall be Callander. If
s0, I regret it. I would prefer that the question should be
left open as to where the point shall be, whether Callander
or some other point, which would give a still shorter line
for the trade of Ontario, and strike the Canadian Pacific
Railway higher up, or whether arrangements should be
made to tap both points. As far as I am able to under-
stand the proposal, it has been made to cover both points,
or either of them. It is announced that the definite
determination of the Government is that Callander is
necessarily to be the point of junction, and therefore I
would ask an explanation of the reason why any of the
gains stated by the Minister to accrue to Ontario from the
change of route-what that gain is, wherein it existe? And
I would also ask the reason why the proposed plan of
uniting with the Canadian Pacifie Railway at a point
higher up, which would shorten the mileage considerably
for all Ontario, has been unfavorably considered and disposed
of by the Government ?
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Sir CHARLES TIPPER. The resolutions state the

policy of the Government, and that is the building of
the Canadian Pacifie Rai lway from Callander. I stated, in
submitting those resolutions, that the Government had con-
sidered the repre3eqtation of both ,companies, the Company
proposing to go from Gravenhuist to Sault Ste. Marie, or
rather to cross the French River and extend thence to the
Sault; and aliso the same Company has a charter by which
they can go te Callandor.. That Com.pany, which proposes
te make wha is called the shortest communication te Sauft
Ste. Marie, or the Canadian- Pacific Railway to the west-
ward of Lake Nipissing, made a distinct proposal to the
Goernment to costruct this lin, for which a subsidy was
asked to autborize the Company, now called the
North-Western Company, which had proposed to con-
struct it for a subsidy of 812,000 a mile; the proposal
made by the other Company for a line from Graven-
hurst to allander for a subsidy of $6,000 a mile,
when, as I suppose, nearly.half the line from Gravenhuret
to Callander is common to both lines. You do not pass
from the branch orossing French River and running to Sault
ste. Marie until you have gone half way from Gravenhurst
to Callander. The hon. leader of the Opposition asks why
we struck for Callanaer. It was regarded as the dis-
tributing point for the Canadian Pacific Railway to the
Ontario system of railways in the Bill of last Session, pro-
viding for communication at Callander. The distance will
he fif ty-five miles shorter, but at the same time the country
is a much more difficult one for railway construction than
the direct lino to allander, both lines being, however,
,somewhat difficult. The present proposal is simply to take
power to secure the construction of the connection of the
Canadian Pacific Railway at Callander, without conveying
it to any one company, as the matter was left etitrely
open, and we have proposais from both companies.

Mr. BLAKE. HIow, under those circumstances, will
Ontario be benefitted by a change of route shortening the
distance from Callander, as was stated by the hon. First
Minister on 24th November?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The distance is much short-
ened. It is practically the same, because the distance from
Callander to Thunder Bay is assumed to be as nearly as can
be ascertained, the same by either lino; but two objects are
attained by a change of route, and both are very important
to Ontario and its commerce. Toronto, Hamilton and the
railway system generally of Ontario will be brought by this
change of route into more direct communication with the
Canadian Pacifie -Railway, and also into communication
with the connection at Sault St. Mar.e with the Northern
Pacific lRailway and the north-western States. In this
case you accomplish, by the construction ofone lino, what
migbt be expected to be furnishod hy two lines, and, at the
same time, secure much more rapid connection and at a
mueh earlier period. Toronto by the change ofi hno will
be brought thirty miles nearer the Sault, and will secure, at
& much earlier period, connection with the Arnerican lines
at the Sauit, as weli as with the North.West, by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, than would-therwise be secured.

Mr. BLAKE. What I want to know is, in what way
Toronto and O(ntario will ho. benefitted by the proposed
chçige of route.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I cannot answer that.

and running powers over that portion of the line which is
to be subsidized.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. All parties have agroed that
the lino should be available to ail railways; r quite agree
with the hon. gentleman on thispoint.

Mr. BLAKE. In the meqsure there should bea general
declarafion that the $avored Company should s, bi.t t osuch
running powers as inigit ho det!ided by .tiI0 Governor in
Concil. Thehon. gentlemarefrred te thé railway te
Oxford, and made a very long and glowing statemeot with
regard to Mr. Blackman's project, but ho did not aa whether
this particular railway was part of Mr. Blackman s scheme.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, it is.
Mr. BLAKE. Is there any particular object to be gained

in adopting Mr. Blackman's offer in preference to others ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, not necessarily.
Mr. BLAKE. Because I understand there is embraced

in the traffic, powers of another railway, the Nova, Seotian
railway, the operations of a lino from some point on thoir
railway to Oxford.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not aware if it covers
that. There is a branch to Pictou from the Intercolonial,
and I hope there is one to Oxford, because that would give
us another chartered company with whom to secure the
construction.

Mr. BLAKE. ls it proposed to invite tenders or pro-
posals or plans from the various companies, or to doal with
a particular one?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Whoever the Grovernment
can make the best terms with.

Mr. BLAKE. The amount per mile is fixed, so how do
you expect to improve the matter?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There will be the question of
facilities, for the proper and efficient diseharge of:the work.

Mr. BLAKE. Have any proposals been made up to this
time?

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. None, but with Mr. Blackman,
who said that. with a subsidy to this extent, ho would be
prepared to construct the work properly.

Mr. BLAKE. The construction of this road has been
agitated a good deal.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, I think not.
Mr. BLAKE. Part of it I think bas.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Only in general torms for

some time.
Mr. BLAKE. It was discussed in general terms last

summer I believe?
Sir CIRBLES TUPPER. Yes, I believe it was.
Mr..BLAKE. Whence this measwre.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say that.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will allow me to say

it for him.
Resolution agreed to and reported.
Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR introdnoed Bill (No. 176) to

provido for the granîing of subsidies:for the construction of
certain lines of naiway therein mentioned.

Bill read the first and second times.'

Mr, BLAKE. That point is now settled. I observe no QUESTION 0F PRWILEGE.

provision, is de ini ghe.resplutions indicating that rQning Mr, BIRQERON. I notice that the Ottawa Free Press
powers y1l beaposed on the fayred Company. It iaqgite of to-day has a paragraph in which mny name is mn4ioned.
g1earthat thre favored Company wil occupy a very important it says

iion,md.IL sqmet ooe eoaJin orier "Mr. Ogden assures us that he hadeno share in the fire-cracker business,that fair py may ho extended ,0 o p iate andW p # orda e.anLot' ir. Beegeron were theiin-
there shoutd be some arrangement foreoxchange of traffle cipal offenders."

Mr. BLra.
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The editor of this paper seems tobe trying t, learn who
the offendérs were, because he first mentioned a niumber of
names, ani four gentlemen yesterday denied the accuracy
cf his sfitement. He now takes back every word, and
throws the-blame on Mr. Amyot and myself. I was sitting
in the House while this firitg of crackers was going on,
and they were flying all ar -und my head as well as others.
I could not ascertain where they were coming from, and
t ey might have come fron the gallery, from the editor of
the ree Press, as likely as from any other
place. , While I was liere I was in respectable
compny, namely, that of the hon. Minister of
Agriculture and the bon. Sccretary of State, and I had
nothing to do with the firing of these crackers. This is the
second time I have been mentioned in abusive terms by this
newsl)aper; In"the first Session I was here I was referred
to by it in slanderous terms; but I would not have men-
tioned it on this occasion had not its previous statements
about me been repeated in a low, contemptible way by a
paper of about the samne calibre as itself, and that is the
reason that I rise to make these remarks.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FISHERIES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD introduced Bill (No. 177)
to authorize an annual grant for the development of sea
fisheries, and the encouragement of the building of fishing
vessels.

Mr. BLAKE. I understood that while the hon. Minister of
Finance said be could not at this Session arrive at a definite
plan for the distribution of this money for the want of
suffluient information, it was his intention not to make any
proposition for the permanent disposition of the fund.
Would t not be advisable that an Order in Council for the
allocation:of the furd in subsequent years should be laid
before Parliament, or that some provision of that kind
should be made? Ithink that would be better than placing
it at the absolute disposal of the Government.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentleman
is quite right, and we may be able to introduce a clause to
some sucb effect.

Bill read the first and second times.

TIE OFFICIAL DEBATES.

Mr. STEPHENSON presented the fourth report oftbe
Select Committee on the Official Debates of the House, and
moved that it be concurred in.

Mr. AMYOT,.(in French.) I take the opportunity afforded
me by this motion in which I concur, to add a few remarks to
what has ahroüdy been said in this House with regard to the
Hansfrd .got up by Mr. Desjardins for the Parliament of
the Province of Queboe. I think that we have far from
done justice 'towards so impoitant a publication which' is
approved of an4 praiaed by the two political parties of the
Province, I shaH read an extract from a letter of Mr. Des-
jardins, whWih wiI give hif idea of the extent of the work:

" My work ii ir^no wise the reproductien of newspaper reports. On
the contïary, the speeches puihshed in extenso in the newspàpers are
prepared by me ainety-aine 'time, out of one hundred and given to mem-
bers in order thatdthey may bave the advantage ,of bnding them Qveir
to friendly shéets for publication. What was said by Mr. White is con-
sequently -nof éexàt, and the saine applies to what was said by Mr.
Plumb, who Ïeneiderably .improved in tunaccuracy on the speaker pre-
ceding him. ,As to the particularlInstance referred to by Mr. White with
regard to the debate on the disallowance of the Mining Bill, here are the
facts of the èae: That debate lasted but a fe-w minutes, and I took
down the speeches verbatim In conformity with my system, -whieh is bo
good a one that it is in force in Ottawa to-day, I submitted the result ot
My labors to those who had spoken on the subject, and they theinscives
reduced my maandscript to the proportions complained of by Mr. White,
so I am clearly not to blame foi this I[t is alIn untrue thatrnembers
hand me their speeches ready: written out,;and that those whoido
not give thein to sme are omitted in my work. . As an instance,

I did not receive more than a total of 160 pagea of manuscript out of
1,000; this is an infinitely maller proportion than in Ottawa. Believe
me, I have positive information on the subject. Now, my system. is a
good one, and I have the proof of it by referring you to what has been
done in Eugland duringethe past eighty years. There, the Hansord
is left to private enterprise and has always been so a it is in France,
where it remained so from the revolution of 1789 to 1848, when an
opportunity was sought of mïking it a matter of patronage, and no
other system has ever been used in England (you know how fond
Englishmer are of precedents). There too they abridge more than I
do; consult any volume and you will seoe this. Questions of the highest
importance are eut down, a tbing I do not do. But what I do, is to cut
out repetitions, and the Lord knows how numerous they are. Mr.
Plumb atated that from what Mr. White had said> that my report; was
not worth that given by the newspapers. This is quite untrue, for I
make it a point ofsubnmitting my work to every member; and one ofthe
greatest merits of my publication in the eyes of Mr. Jo!y, ieils clearness,
accuracy and absolute impartiality. So mach is this the case that
during the important debate which has just taken place in the Legis-
lative Assembly on the railway question, ihat both aides have vied mi
giving their testimony to the impartiality of the Debates.' As a
matter of fact, it is greatly through my volumes that both sides argued
0e question. Mr. Chapleau himself bas on every opportunity uince the
beginnin g- of the Session praised the work, an so have Messrs.
Marchand, s8hebyn and Gagnon. I am mentioning these names from
memory, but I may say that no member has ever cast any doubt on the
accuracy of my work. I am afraid of tiring you with these details, but
I beg you to excuse me."

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that we shall soon find copies of
that publication in the Library of Parliament.

Report concurred in.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The folUowing Bills (from the Senate) were introduced and
read the first, second and third times, and passed:-

Bill (No. 174) to further amend the Indian Act, 1880.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 175) to provide for building certain branch
lines of railway from points on the Intercolonial Railway
and Prince 'Edward Island Railway, respectively.-(Sir
Charles Tupper.)

The following Bill was considered in Committee, and
read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 177) to authorize an annual grant forthe deve-
lopment of the Sea Fisheries.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

It boing Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, in moving that the House
resolve itself into Committee on Bill (No. 176) to provide
for the granting of subsidies for the construction of certain
lines of railway therein mentioyned,said: I wish to draw the
attention of the leader' of the Opposition to an amendment
I propose to make to the general provision, which is as
follows -

The said subsidies to be granted to such companies as shaIl be
approved by the Governor in (Council as having pestablished to bis satis-
faction their ability ýto complete the said railways respectivelywithin
a reasonable time, to be fixd by Order in Council. and accordingto
deseriptions and specifications to be approved by the Governor in
Uouncil on the Report of the Minister of railways and Canais, and
specified in an agreement to be made by the Oompanywith the Gôveru-
ment, and which the Government shall be empowered to make, and to
be payable out of the Oonsolidated Revenue Fuind of Canada, by instai-
ments on the completion of each ten miles of railway, proportionate to
the value of the portion so completed in comparason with the whole
work undertaken, sueh proportion to be estabîshetd by the Report of
the said Minister.
I propose to add to that provision an amendment, to meet
the suggestion made by the hou. leader of the Opposition,
which is as follows:-

Provided always tlat the granting of such bonuses or subsidies shall
be subject to such conditions for securmng snch traffic arrangements to
other roads as will afford all reasonable facilities and equal mileage
rates to ail railways connecting therewith.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.
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(In the Committee.)

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have left out purposely the

words "running powers." Perhaps you might have it optional
to say running powers or traffic arrangements such as the
Governor in Council may require. There is great difficulty
in giving them to a large number of railways. I am pro-
viding that all the railways connecting with these roads
should have equal facilities.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman believe those
words are wide enough in case the Governor in Council
should deem it proper to include running powers?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think they are. I
therefore suggest the provisions shallh be amended as to
include running powers or such traffic arrangements as may
be deemed proper.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it would be better to include those
words.

Amendment agreed to and reported.
On motion for third reading.
Mr. BLAKE. I move in amendment
That the Bill be not now read a third time, but be recommitted to a

Committee of the Whole, with instructions to insert after the word
" Callander," the words "or to some other point on the line of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway."

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the
third time and passed.

SUPPLY.

louse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
410. To defray balance of travelling expenses and

indemnity of the late L. A. McOonville, Esq.,
M. P., to be paid to Mrs. McConville ........... $761 80

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I wish to take this oppor-
tunity of expressing on my part, and on that of my collea-
gues our deep felt regret at the death of our colleague, Mr.
McConville. That gentleman had only been a very short
time with us, but he had shown, once or twice, when he
spoke in this House, that he had great aptitude and ability,
and would certainly have made his mark in this House.We all
regret his untimely death, and his memory will be cherished
by us, as it is by his family, who cannot fail to profit by
the good example he las always shown. I am sure the
Committee will agree to this proposal.

412. jBarrie Post Ofce, .................... $8,000
l Por Hope do. ................................. 8,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This will fnot cover the
whole expense.

413. Jordan Bay................................................... $5,000

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. This is to provide for
repairs at the breakwater required for the safety of that
harbor.

414. Newcastle harbor improvementa.............. ...... $5,500
Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. This is in the county of

West Durham. It is about half the amount that will be
required. The locality will furnish the balance.

415. To aid corporation of Emerson in building a
bridge over the Red River. The plans, &c., to
be approved by Hia Excellency the Governor
General ini ouncil.................. ... $30,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is about half the
expected cost; the town furnishing the other half

416. Fish Hatchery in British Columbia.................. $4,000

Mr. HOMER. During my short visit in Ottawa, i findi
that it is the general opinion in the e#stern Provinces thati

Sir C i as TuppzE.

the resources of British Columbia are confined principally
to the salmon fisheries. Our fisheries are very extensive
but that is not our only source of natural wealth. We have
no difficulty in finding a market for our fish, and we
could dispose of five times as many if -ve had them. There-
fore it seems highly proper that the Government should do
something towards developing the fisheries. Among the other
products of our country, we have gold, silver, copper and iron
mines. We have extensive coal products and also cattle which
are being shipped to the north-western States. The country
is also belted with timber on the northern and southern
boundary, our markets for which are in France, Mexico,
South America, the Australian Colonies and China, to which
ports cargoes are leaving every week in the year. The
coal beds are very extensive, and the quality is such that it
commande a higher price in San Francisco markets than
any other coal. That market consumes 700,000
tons of coal annually contributed by the different
coal beds of the world, and when I say that British
Columbia coal brings a higher price than any other, that
is sufficient evidence of its superior quality. Our country
is penetrated with streams and rivers, and the coast is
indented with the finest harbors, which, with the protection
which this Government is now proposing to extend, will
become among the finest in the world. This is the
general character of the natural resources of our country.
We have a comparatively small population of 50,000
inhabitants, yet we exported last year products of the value
of $3,100,000, of which $1,400,000, according to the fishery
reports, were for products of the fisheries, being nearly
one-sixth of the whole amount of fish exported by the
Dominion. Last year, the Customs Department alone con-
tributed $61,000 of revenue, over one-third of the amount
contributed, and about one-half of the amount contributed
by New Brunswick, the former containing a population of
450,000 and the latter a population of350,000. This House
has already appropriated this Session the sum of $150,000
for the fishermen, and $30,000 for hatcheries in the eastern
Provinces. We ask now for $4,000 which, in addition to
a previous appropriation, amounts to $6,000 or thereabouts,
which sum, I think you will all agree, is reasonable, when
we consider the amount it contributes towards the exports
of the Dominion. Some complaint has been made that the
Government are appropriating too large a sum for the fish-
eries, in view of the large appropriation for railway pur-
poses in our Province, but i think it would be a very
unwise policy on the part of the Government to refuse to
assist these young and growing industries in any of the
Provinces. I may, however, say that the Government have
taken. a course which will be satisfactory, not only to British
Columbia but to all the eastern Provinces, in assisting these
industries. We admit we are deriving great benefit from
the Canadian Pacific Railway, but at the same time we can-
not admit that British Columbia is the only Province that
derives a benefit from the construction of that road, or its
extension from the east base of the Rocky Mountains to
the Pacifie coast. We believe the eastern Provinces are
equally benefitted, if not more, than British Columbia.
The people of the eastern Provinces do not seem
to realize the important fact that upon the com-
pletion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to Port Moody
the markets of the whole Pacifie coast as well as those of
the Australian Colonies, China, Japan and the whole Asiatic
coast, will be open to:their markets, and that a very efficient
and intelligent staff of commercial travellers in the Lower
Provinces will soon put them in commercial communication
with 700,000,000 souls. But to recur to the fisheries. There
are three distinct runs in British Columbia. The firet makes
its appearance about the firt ofApril, and continues te run
in limited numbers until the 3th of June; these are cailed
spring fish or large salmon. They again make their appear-
ance about the middle of August and run six weeks
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in limited numbers. These two runs of fish
are of a very superior quality, and if they could ho
appropriated for canning purposes the Government would
realize a large amount of revenue from that branch of
business. The third run, or the middle run, which makes
its appearance in the river about the 10th of July, runs in
great numbers for thirty days, and every fourth year this
fish runs in immense numbers. The second year the run
is increased about one-third, while the two next years they
run in such limited numbers that they are barely profitable.
It is in this run that seven-eighths of the fish are obtained
for packing purposes. This large run ot fish which we
wish to develop is the same kind which is caught in the
Colombia River and the Sacramento River of California.
Last year the Colombia River packed 550,000 cases,
the Sacramento River 200,000 cases, and the Fraser River
160,000 cases. We are third in the order of fish producing
countries. Six years ago the fishing on the Sacramento was
greatly reduced, but with the establishing of hatcheries they
brought the supply up last year to 200,000 cases. If
the hatcheries were so successful there it is easy
to see that they would be still more successtul
in the Colombia River. By establishing hatcheries we
would extend the fishing season over a period of five or six
months, while now it only lasts about thirty days. It gives
employment at the present time to a population of 3,500 for
a period of thirty days, 3,000 for forty days, 2,500 for fifty
days, and 500 for the balance of the year. If fi-h hatcheries
were established and the canneries could extend the fishing
season over six months, we could have such a population as
I have mentioned for six months, half of it for the balance
of the year. We experience great difficulty yearly in
obtaining men to work the fisheries. One of the dffiulties
arising from the fishing season being so short, is to obtain a
sufficient number of hands to do the work. If those hatch-
eries were established, large numbers of Indians would
obtain employment who otherwise might become a burden
on the country. The position of the whites would also
be improved, and all classes of the community would derive
more or less benefit.

Mr. PLUMB. As this is one of the last requests I shall
ever make, I desire to call the Govern ment's attention to
the need of providing a small fish hatchery in the town of
Niagara. I had intended to refer to tbe subject when the
Estimates were being discussed, but I did not happen to be
in the House at the time; and I wish to erquire from the
acting Minister of Marine, whether ho will not find it
possible, out of the moneys for fisheries in the hands of the
Department, to devote a few hundred dollars for the purpose
of establishing a hatchery there. Niagara River is a
habitat of the white fish. The white fish there are of fine
quality and are found in large numbers, and the fishing is
greatly benefitted by stock supplied from the hatchery at
Newcastle, but in order to bring fry from there, great
expense has to be incurred. It has to ho brought down in
cases either from Windsor, whore there is a hatchery, or
from Newcastle, and in either case the expense is great, and
an economy would ho effected in having a small hatchery
at Niagara to supply the river and the lake. An arrange-
ment has been made there-and if the hon. Minister is not
aware of it, the Commissioner of Fisheries is, at all events,
aware of it-by which a small sum appropriated would be
acceptable to my former constituents, who will ho my con-
stituents no longer after Parliament has prorogued.

Mr. MoLE bAN. Since the matter was strongly pressed
on me a short time ago, I have given it a good deal of con-
sideration, but I have not reached a decision.- The Govern-
ment will be unable to accomplish the objecthis year, but
I think it is desirable from the recommendations that have
been made to me, and I will endeavor to give it attention,
and I hope another year a sum will be placed in the
Estimates.

Mr. PLUMB. I think the hon. gentleman bas had time
to consider it, and it is a small favor to have asked.

Mr. McLELAN. It is only recontly it was brought to
my notice. The hon. gentleman asked me for fry from the
hatchery in-operation, and I believe ho obtained it.

Mr. BANNERMAN. In looking over the appropriation
broughtdown by the hon. Mini>ter of Marine and Fisheries, I
observe only $ 1,000 in the Estimates for protecting tisheries
in the North-Wcst. Before the next five or six years will
have elapsed members from that territory will be asking for
grants for the protection of fisheries in Lakes Winnipeg and
Manitoba. The fisberies of those lakes are destroved
by thousands, and hundreds of thousands of fish being taken
out of season. To my knowledge last year in Lake Winni-
peg alone there were between 700,000 or 800,000 white fish
caught out of season; and I was told by factors and traders
of the Hudson's Bay Company that where they were
accustomed to catch an unlimited quantity of fish fifteen or
twenty years ago they were unable to catch one, and for
fishing purposes they bad to go forty or fifty miles further
up the lake. I would suggest to the Government that it
would be in the interest of the country, especially as the
supply of fish is limited to the four large lakes, to have a
proper staff of officials appointed to protect the fisheries, so
that no applications will be needed for hatcheries.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am.not surprised that the hon.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) has made a strong appeal
in respect to the propagation of white fish in the Niagara
River, and I think I cari suggest a mode to the hon. gentle-
man that will be effective in convincing the acting Minister
of Marine and Fisheries that he will be doing no more
important service to the country than in taking measures
to propagate and increase the white fish found at the mouth
of the river. I once had the good fortune of having
breakfast at the residence of the bon. member for Niagara,
and I shall never forget the delicate white fish that I
enjoyed at his table. I have eaten white fish in other places,
but 1 had no idea, until that morning, whata delicate fish it
was; and I am quite sure that, in addition to the admirable
manner in which the fish was prepared, there must have
been special excellency in the fish itself ; and I am quite
certain the on. tie acting Minister of Marine and
Fishcries would do no more acceptable service to the
country than to endeavor to makes provision for the
increase of the fish to be found in that locality.
I may say, however, in reference to the statement of my
bon. friend from Niagara, that this will probably be the
last occasion on which ho expects to present the claims of
Niagara, that I differ from the opinion ho has expressed on
that point. I believe that for many long years to come the
hon. member for Niagara will be found bere the representa-
tive of a larger if not a more interesting constituency than
Niagara. I am certain that for years te come ho will con-
tinue to adorn this Chamber, and bat bis friends in Niagara
will find him as zealous and steadfast in advocating their
interests as ho has been in the past.

417. To provide for the purchase of a collection of
coins and medals illustrating remarkable
events in the history of Canada, from its dis-
covery by the French, with a full deseriptive
catalogue of the same......... ........................... $2,500

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. From whom was
this purchase made? And are the coins to be placed in
the library?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. From Mr. Hart, of
Montreal, a gentieman who is well known as a numisma-
tologist. It has been a labor of love with him to collect a
series of coins and medals altogether connected with the
Province of Canada. I have nct seen the collection myself,
and I would not be a very good judge if I should see them,
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but I an told and know from the various reports that it is
really a valuable and almost unique collection. It bas been
valued several times, and the present sum is much less thari
Mr. Hart thinks it is worth. The Librarv Committee this
Session, and for several Sessions, strongly urged the
acquisition of this collection at this very inoderate price,
and it will bc placed in a position of the library or such
other place as Parliament may wish. We bave an oppor-
tunity of getting this very fine collection which we may
never have again. There are Indian and Canadian medals,
all early ones, I believe, connected with the history of
Canada, besides coins of every description that bave been
made in Canada.

Sir RICHAR> DJ. CARTWRIGHT. Has the hon. gentle-
man any ideaof the number ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not. I a sorry
that my time has been so occupied that I have not looked
through the catalogue, wbih, since last Ses-ion, bas been
made very complete.

Mr. DAWSON. I saw ihe collection some time ago. It
bas beep made by the Hart famnily, one of the oldest in
Lower Canada, who have been collecting for many years.
It is really a most valuable and interesting collection. and I
do not know .where any such other collection could be found.

418. Unexpended balance of vote of I880-81 for
travelling expenses, Niaga-ri Falls Commis-
sioners (revote) ............ $699 15

Mr. PLUMB. I wish to say that the people and.the
LFegislature of New York were exceedingly willing and
desirous to preserve that ]and as a park, but when the Bill
was in the Legisiature it was vetoed by the Governor. The
member for the county of Niagara, which is along the river
towards the lake, informed me that he thought& there
would bc a large vote in favor of it, and that when the new
Governor was elected, he had no doubt that almost the
first thing done would be to make an appropriation for that
purpose. He said further, that they would be willing to
expend a large sum of money for the purpose, and that
it would be expended solely by the State of New York, as
they were so jealous of their rights that they would not
accept any aid from the United States Government.
On ibis side a plan was made, and an engineer drew the
n ecessa ry profile of the property which it was proposed to
take. It extends from the upper Suspension Bridge to the
srnooth water at the head of the rapids, including part of
the property wbich formerly belonged to my late brother-
in-law, the islands below, and the property upon which the
Clifton House, the museum and other buildings now stand.
That would cost a sum which was not considered exdessive.
I think all the Commissioners were convinced that the pro-
ject was a feasible one. Severai attempts have beén made
by private companies to carry out this project; but 1 think
it would be very unfortunate if it fell into the hands of
private speculators. I think there will be a feelingon the
part of the Govern ment, and that it will be respond'0to by

Sir RICHARD 4. CARTWRIGHT. What is the exact rUViUIICIS, LlULi:
position in which this Commission stands? I suppose the able limitti to preserv
Dominion has not much to do with the project which was and I thiuk it could
initiated by the State of New York. I think it iad Lrather the purpose wold
been taken up by <)Orn . 'o'ill Pie. 1 at

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By both, tinucd, and I hope th
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is there any idea of inthe future.

carrying out the idea suggested by Lord Dufferin, of mak- 419. To settle dam
ing an International Parka stehinr .

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There was t one.h e prewuIARDJ.C
time a good prospect, but upon mnOntrie, tjî iiLe lii, thi. cl;aitn ?
Legisiature of New Ycl, t voue loi, the r Ll b , T
was def'eated. The Province of Ortarie and thie Dominion 1frorn the flepartmeu
ofCanada ated very pronptly, and desired tudactadhoeralipe
for what I tbink la a vory luudable puipobie. The Donrtihieti
of Canada idirectly inturestpdnu aecuring the land, the
whole bank or a great portion of it, having been reserved I j

for military purposes, and this strip of land the Dominion IlThis action was broug
will be very glad to bave planted and otherwise fitted ii) Cily of S. John, sunk in
for a park. The Government of Ontario have, I believe, accident nappened by rea
no land there, but Mr. Mowat took a, '%ery active the dredge Cana la. This

o .the Noveniber Circuit in
interet li the matter. As the hon, gentleman will remema- was tried again at the Yo
ber, there was a deputation came bere some years ago, and Fisher, wben a verdict wî
there was at that time a good prospect of the project being trial was grated by th
successful, but a difference of opinion arose in the New not given."
York Legislature, and the vote was defeated by a small The solicitor for thepmajority. We have good hopes, however, that some day or to argue a case before
other the apropriation will be carried in that Legislature. died there. From 18

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would be glad to been in communicatio
see something of the kind carried out, if it could be carried settlement withou' c
out on fair aUJ reasonable terms, because, I regret to say, Govern ment decided
the last time I was there I was disgusted to see the extent $15,000 in full payme
to which the banks of the stream had been disfigured by steamer, alleged to ha
buildings and excrescences of other kinds, and I think it is a captain of the dredge
shame and a scandal to both countries that it should be so. Mr. Lunt has agreedt
The difficulty will be that the sum involved on the A meri- Resolutions ordered
can aide will be very large. I believe they intended to
take in a considerable extent of land, and the proprietors SUPIPL
have been making so much money out of it that if you On Resolution 319,
eapitalized all their incomes the sum would be a formidable OpResl nc319.
one. I am glad to hear, however, that there is some ro.s- To pay balance d:

of travellhng speet of the project being successful. de Paul Penit
Sir foiur A. MAODnoqAti.

anything coulaDbe cdone within reason-
e the Canadian side, it should be done;
be arranged that the sum required for
be recouped; at any rate the interest
hat there would be no charge to the
m glad, however, to see thi s um con-
e project will receive further attention

m of Renben Lunt for damage to
JU/a........ ........ ......... ......... ..... $15,000

'ART WRIGHT. What are the patticu-

ILLEY. The following nemoradun
nt of Justice bas been plaerd in my

"DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIOC,
lOTTAWA, 16th Mayl 1882.

und- vs , . Lloy.
ght to recover damges for loss of steamer
Bathurst harbor. It was alleged that -the

son of the St. John striking on the anehor of
s case was tried before Mr. Justice Weldon, at
St. John, 1878, when the jury disareed. It
rk sitting in January, 1879, before '1r Jutice
as given for the plaintif for $45,720. A new
e Court, and the case .now stands in that
the Judges who granted the new trial were

plaintiffs, Mr. Thomp on, bad to leave
e the Privy Couneil in ingland, and
80 to the present time Mr.' Lunt bas
on with the Government, urging for a
arrying the case into Court; and the

to ask Parliament to appropriate
nt of the claims for the loss of the
ave been caused by the neglect of the

This amount covers everything, and
to accept it.

to be reported.

[Y-CONCJRRENCE.

ue to 8. L. Bedson, on acconE
expenes to and fromz&t. V iPOa
entiary from and to Maritoba...... $40d
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OOMMONS iY&lTES.
Sir ]RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hou. Minister

promised to let us know exactly what Mr. Bedson's
expenuses were.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have a memorandum as
follows:-Salaries--Aeting Warden McKay, 81,43 61;
Wm. B. cXDougall, $165; total $1,597.61. Travelling
Qxpeuses-Warden Bedson, $675; Acting Warden McKay,

39,95; total $1,214.95. Expenses--Private quarters tor
Mr. Bedson, the Warden's bouse having been handed over to
the Department of Public Works for repairs, $173.59.
These åtems make a total of $2,986 15. Al that is asked for
in the different estimates.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Were Mr. Bedson's
travelling expenses to and from Manitoba $675, because
that appears a eather largo sum. I imagine one third of
the sum would very fairly cover al the expenses of snch a
journey.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume the $600 covers
all bis expenses from the time he left the penitentiary in
Winnipeg until he returned to bis home. Yoi can hardly
expect to take an officer from bis home, and send hirm
travelling, without paying some additional expenses.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I suppose I must ascer-
tain the nature of bis expenses, and see that they are not
excessive.

Sir RICHARD J. 0 ARTWRIGHT. That is scarcelv the
way to put an item through Committee except on the last
night of the Session. I think the hon. Minister ought to
look into it and see that it is all right. I call attention to
the fact that it is expressly set down on the score of expenses
to and from-it is entered wrong.

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. I will make a note of i and
see that iteis entered right.

On Resolution 321,
Manitoba Penitentiary-to provide for difference

in exchange of land...................... $1,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the quantity
of land ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The lot on which the peniten-
tiary stands is 160 acres; immediately in rearM o it is the
lot owned by Mr. Bedson, 160 ares, upn hvijh they are
laying out town lots. He owns the lot that is proposed to
extend from the Government lot lying alongside, but not
exactly connecting, touching the corner and the lot leading
to the penitentiary. It is proposed to exchange Bedsen's
lot for the lot owned by the Goveurnment, and the crres-
pondence shows that $1,000 is asked beides for the exchange.
The owner himself proposes o leave lhe mnatter to arbitra-
tion, and $1,000 is the sum mentioned as ·necessary to be
paid in the meantime. The final payment will be the sum
named by the arbitrators. •

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir CHARLES T'JPPER. The property is twelve miles

ont of Winnipeg, and the railway runs within a quarter of a
mile of the building.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There are two tracks-one
running across one portion of the Bedson lot, and another
running across another.

On Resolation 345,
To reimburse to Mn. Diana Fox the sum of

$390 22, fraudulently obtained at the PoBt
Office, Ottawa, in October, 1881, hy a
person representing herself to be Diana
Fox......................................................... $390 22

Mr. BLAKE. There ought to be some further explana-
tion of this item. I do not understand how it was that this
*um was obtained in the way described. The provisions
respecting the Post Office orders are extremely stringent.

They provide against any liability being incurred by the
Post Office in the case of money being paid to a wrong
party; and inasmuchi as a very large and continually extend-
ing business is being done in these offices, care should be
taken not to establish evil precedents.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think I stated that some
person stole the book of Diana Fox and personated her,
producing wliat was considered evidence to lead the
authorities to suppose sho was Diana Fox. It was not until
some týme ai ter, that.Diana Fox found she had lost lier
book, and o.n enquiry that ber money had bean paid to
another. Efforts have been and are being made to find out
the offender, but se far without success.

On Resolution 370,
To provide for the parehase of four guns with

400 rounds of ammunition from the British
Government............ ...... ........................... $2,000 3

Sir RICt IARD J. CARTWRIGHIT. It appears to me
that unless for the purpose of training, these guns are of
very little use. In the present days of heavy artillery they
would be but a very small defence.

Mr. CARON. All the military authorities I have been
able to consult, look upon them am very valuable guns. The
latest calibre of artillery would cost an enormous amount
of money. For placing upon a citadel or any fortified place
in Canada, these guns would be very valuable, and are
obtained at a very cheap rate. We could not have obtained
tliem so cheaply, except through the interference ot persons
who have considerablo influence with the Home Government,
and who take great interest in our militia.

WAYS A;D1EANS.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Ways and
Means.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the following resolu-
tions :

1. Resolved,-That towards making good the Supply grauted to Ber
Majesty for the financial year ending the 30th June, 1882, the sum of
$2.185,799.78 be granted out of the Consolidated bLevenue Fund of Ca-
nada.

2 R.'solved,-That towardsq m'ting rr ood the Supply granted to Hlr
Maj-sty for the fina;cial year endiug te 3th June, V83, the s iti of

65,75469 be granted out of the Consohdated Revenue Pund of Ca-
nada.

Resolutions agreed to, reported and concurred in.

Sir LFONATRD T!ILEY introduced Bill (No. 178)
for granting to ler Majesty certain sums of money
required for defraying certain expenses of the public Ser-
vice for the financial years ending respectively 30th June,
1882, and 30th June, 1833, and for other purposes relating
to the Public Service.

Bill introduced, read the first, second and third times
and passed.

THE EXTRADITION ACT, 1877.

Sir JOHN k. MACDONALD, in nioving the second
reading of Bill (No. 154) to amend the Extradition Ac,t, 1877,
said: The Parliament of Canada passed an Extradition Act
in 1877, and yet ber Majesty's (Government have not yet
suspended the operation of the Imperial Extradition Act.
In consequence of our adopting the Dominion Act, a
lengthy correspondence has taken place and it has arrived
at this stage: the reason why Her Majesty's Government
has not advised the suspension of the Imperial Act and
brought the Dominion Act into force, was in consequence
of one or two reasons given by théMinister of Justice. It
is important to bring our own Act into power, as it is
better suited to our circumstances thau the JImPerial Àct.
This Bill enacts that the words "tha4 for any other resoa
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ho ought not to be surrendered" shall be struck out of the
Act of 1877. In other respects the Act was to remain
without changes.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not rise to object to the second
reading of the Bill, because I think, under the circumstances
in which the Government are placed, it is desirable
to yield to the wishes of Her Majesty's Government,
and that the Extradition Act shall be amended in that
particular. But it has not been observed that the design
and scope of the Act was to place the Minister of Justice in
a position as nearly as p->ssible the same as Hér Majesty's
Secretary of State in regard to the English Act. Important
steps may ho taken with or without the warrant of the
Secretary of State. Under our system they are to be taken
without any warrant of the àinister of Justice

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, re-
ported, and read the third time and passed.

SALARIES OF JUDGES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the IIouse resolve
itself into Committee to consider certain proposed resolu-
tions on the subject of the salaries of Judges.

Mr. BLAKE. I understood some, papers were to be
brought down to the House.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A communication signed by
all the members of the Bar. except Mr. Wedderburn, the
present Secretary, was addressed to the leader of the
Government, asking that Mr. Wedderburn be appointed
County Court Judge. It was placed in an envelope addressed
to the hon. First Minister, but it cannot be found.

Mr. KAULBACII. Mr. Speaker, I have no intention of'
occupying the valuable time of this tHouse with any
lengthened remarks upon this question, but I think, in my
humble opinion. it is due from every member of this Housef
that ho should, in the interest of this Dominion-com-1
paratively as yet in its infancy, and with a limitedi
exchequer-give a frank, free, and unbiassed expression of1
opinion with regard to this branch of the public service. I
have no hesitation in stating that this branch of the admin-1
istration of justice is a most extravagant piece of(
machinery, sone parts of it utterly useless, and the outlay1
or cost very largely in excess of the exigencies of theI
country. The Supreme Court of Appeal, and the Countys
Courts, a sort of luxury to some, is unquestionably what wet
can very well dispense with and save so much to thee
country. I can arrive at this conclusion, more particularly,i
when I consider that previous to the creation of thesec
Courts, under the practical working of the Court of Queen'sf
Bench-better know in the Province to which I belong, as1
the Supreme Court, no discontent nor dissatisfaction wast
expressed by the people-the ends of justice were fully1
met, and suitors well satisfied. Establishing the Countyc
Courts literally means relieving the Supreme Court of thec
major portion of its work, giving the Judges of the lattera
heavy salaries with coinparatively little or nothing ta do; c
worse still, taking the petty or minor cases from the Magis-I
tiates' Courts %here they could be disposed of at a triflingg
expense, and running poor suitors into said County Courts to î
be subject to the costs, in some cases of hundreds of dollars,a
and often in fact to the sacrifice of all they are worth, is a n
state of things greatly to be deplored. We are expendingy
a large amount of money, as I conceive unnecessarily everyf
year, in this service, and I certainly do think that it should i
be the desire-nay, it is the duty of every member of this i
Ilouse-to promote a spirit of economy in this branch, and i
curtail an outlay exhi»iting such immense proportions andm
such a degree of extravagance. The Supreme Court ofa
Appeal, I don't scruple to state, is most unpopular, anda
was established b the Mackenzie Governmentwithout ask- p

Sir JoUE A. ÀDONALD.

ing the people-by your leave, and without any publie
opinion baving been given in its favor. The lay portion of
this Dominion are opposed to a multiplicity of tribunals
when they consider that the administration of justice can be
so well rendered within a narrower compass, the machi-
nery lessened, the cost reduced, and thus necessarily become
less compheated, at least it is manifestly the case in the
Province to which I belong. There was no necessity for
the creation of the Supreme Court of Appeal, as the
Federal Act of 1867 does not require it -it simply says:
" Canada might," mark you it says "might, notwithstand-
ing this Act, front time to time provide for the constitution,
maintenance, and organization of a General Court of Appeal
for Canada, and for the establishment of any additional
courts for the botter adminstration of the laws of Canada."
I contend that it would have been quite time enough
for the late Government to have created this costly and
useless appendage when the country expressed them-
selves in favor of it. Nothing would afford me greater ploas-
ure now than to see both the Supreme Court of Appeal and
the County Courts abolished, and the work performed by
the Supreme Court, or Court of Queen's Bench, of the
respective Provinces, and tbe Chief Justices of the respec-
tive Provinces to meet as often as required, as a body, and
substitute the present Court of Appeal, clothed with the
same functions as the present Court of Appeal, for the
purpose of bearing and determining all important questions,
whether constitutional or otherwise, that may be brought
before them, from which appeal can be had, if suitors are
not satisfied, on reference to the Judical Committee of the
Privy Council in England, which costs this country noth-
ing. Al petty and minor cases could be disposed of in the
Magistrates or Stipendiary Court, by giving it extended
jurisdiction. The amount the Judiciary system cost
Canada, for the year ending the 30th of June last, was
$583,957.46, and for Nova Scotia, $52,694.55 which I feel
satisfied could have been applied botter to other purposes.
I certainly do hope that this louse will look favorably
upon the views I have just expressed, and arrange to abolish
both these Courts, more particularly the latter, which I
have no hesitation in stating is a snare and a deception to
the country, and a means in the hands of many unscrupul-
ous and merciless attorneys to bring a poor man to ruin.
Now, Mr. Speaker, a word as to salaries. I have been
curious to know, for sorne time past, why it is that the
salaries of Government officials in the various bianches of»
the public service throughout this Dominion, have been,
and still are, so unfairly distributed among employees; and
if I am not out of place at present, in making the enquiry
of this House, I would desire an answer. It would appear
from the public reports that from the Judges down to the
lowest employee, those of Nova Scotia are more poorly paid
than their brethren of the same class in Ontario and Quebec.
That a difference of thiQ kind should exist and without any
cause, s0 far as I am aware of, being assigned, is what I
cannot understand. It cannot be that the labor is less
arduous in Nova Scotia than in Ontario; on the contrary, it
can be shown that in Nova Scotia it is considerably greater.
I will instance the Customs Branch, where it will be
generally adunitted, and which can be shown by the reports,
that whilst the officials of Ontario and Quebec are only
employed in summer, and can, in consequence of their
navigable waters boing closed for at least five months of the
year, enjoy ease and repose beside their comfortable
firesides with their families, with comparatively nothing
to do; the officials in the Maritime Provinces have
to endure the rigour and exposure of the bleak
searching winds of the Atlantic without any respite
whatever. A still stronger reasoning can be offered
as respects light keepers who are subjected to greater
exposure during the inclement season of winter, being
placed in the most exposed positions of the coast, and yet
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the officials of Ontario receive larger salaries per annum,
than those of the Maritime Provinces. I can multiply
instances and show that the principle is wrong. I repeat
again that the highest salaries are paid in Ontario and they
docrease as they approach Nova Scotia. As it is not the
over-excess of work in Ontario, as I have clearly shown;
and it certainly is not from incapacity or lack of ability,
intellectually or physically on the part of Nova Scotians, to
perform the work; nor that the officials in Ontario are so
much superior; for if the latter were set up as a reason 1
would have no difficult task to prove to the contrary, as we
see Nova Scotians taking the foremost rank in nearly every
position in the Dominion, and in many instances outside of
it,-then, I ask, why not have the employees in the Mari-
time Provinces placed on a par with their neighbors in the
Upper Provinces, and thus avoid the unjust discrimination
that has hitherto offered ? I observed by one of
the city papers some few days ago the unequal distri-
bution of salaries to the messengers of this House
compared with those on the Sonate side, and from what I
can gather am of opinion that it is not without just cause.
The messengers of this House are on duty every day from
8.30 a.m., till very late at night, and at times tiIl day dawn
in the morning, whereas their neighbors are often free at
an early hour in the evening, and notwithstanding this
difference, the messengers on the Sonate side receivo $50
more per Session than on this side. These grievances
have not only existed since the present Government came
into power, but long previoue, and have been s ffered
to exist ever since. I am a friend of the employee, and ask
for tribute to whom tribute is due, believing it to be but
just and right, and hope that the Government will tako
such steps as to extend a fair distribution to all.

Motion agreed to; and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
On Resolution 4,
Mr. BL AKlý. So far as I can judge, the proposed Judge-

sbip of the new County Court for the counties ofKing's and
Albert I do not think it is required for the administration
of justice. I remember to have read the statement of
Judge Watters, made after this proposal was introduced into
the Legislature of New Brunswick, that it was not required
at all, but that the business could be easily disposed of by
the existing staff. The hon. gentleman has stated that the
jurisdiction of the County Court Judges has been increased;i
but my opinion is, that it wili be found to be much less on
the whole than the jurisdiction of the County Court Judges
of Ontario, where, in many instances, one Judge does the
work of a much larger population than the aggregate pop-
ulation of these two counties. The information I iave
received from various quarters is that this new Judgeship
is not required; that it is, in fact, what has occurred on
more than one occasion since we have been called upon to
deal with the subject under the existing state of things,
which gives one Legislature the right to create a Judgeship
and imposes upon another the duty of paying the officer. If
the Legislature which croated the office had the responsibility
of paying the salary of the Judge, there would be a check;
but there is not at present any check, because the Local
Legislature says : "We appoint the officer, but he is paid by
the Dominion Government out of Dominion funds." I say
it is utterly wrong for us to assume that we are under the
obligation, because a Local Legislature creates an additional
Judgeship, to pay the salary of the officer; and when there
is published in a New Brunswick newspaper a statement of
Judge Watters, and when there is, as I believe, a concur-
rence of opinion, that the existing County Court staff of
the Province of New Brunswick is adequate to dischargei
the whole of the judicial functions likely to devolve uponi
the County Court Judges.

196

Sir L EONARD TILLEY. If the hon. gentleman will
compare the number of Judges according to the popu-
lation in New Brunswick with the number in Ontario,
I think he will find that thore are as many in Ontario as in
New Brunswick. But there arc some districts possessing
the Judge and the County Court, which have more popula-
tion and arc larger than united counties in Ontario. But
in addition I have in my hand a report of the changes made
in our legislation during the last Session incrcasing largely
the powers given to those Judges In the first place it seems
they arc not to deal with cases where the title to land is
bronght in question ; ror, in the second place, in cases
where the validity of any deeds, requests or limitations is
disputed, and certain exceptions are donc away with.
Besides, where they dealt previously with this Act with
cases of debt to the amount of $200, they can now deal with
cases of $100; and in actions of Courts where damages are
claimed, their jurisdiction is extended from $100 to $200,
thus increasing '.ery largely the extent and nature of the
duties. It bas been urged that the Local Legislature pro-
vides for the appointment of the Judges, and that in the
Provinces people want Judges, but are not called upon to
pay for them. But they are called upon to pay for them in
increased taxation. There is that check upon improper
appointments. So long as certain rights and duties are
thrown upon the Local Legislature, as in this case, it is ex-
ceedingly difficult for the Dominion Government or Parlia-
ment, the responsibility of the administration of justice
resting with them, to say how many Judges should be
appointed. Of course the case of an excessive number of
Judges would bo another matter.

Mr. ANGLIN. We have been called upon everySession
the last four years to increase the judicial staff somewhere,
and we increased it some time ago in New Brunswick by
adding an additional Judge to the Supreme Court Bench.
It is only in St. John that the judicial business is large and
likely to fall into arrears; but 1 can see no necessity what-
ever for the creation of this additional Judgeship. Mr.
Wedderbum is an estimable man, but his appointment is
unnecessary and it imposes an additional burden on the
people. He is appointed, not because another Judge is
required to do the work, but because a Judgeship is required
for him.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I desire to have the provision
as to salary read thus : $2,000 per annum for the first tlhee
years, and $2,400 per annum afterwards.

Resolutions agreed to and reported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 179) tofix
and provide for the payment of salaries of the Judges of the
Supreme Court of Judicature of Ontario; and of certain
Judges and County Court Judges in Manitoba and New
Brunswick.

Bill read the first and second times, considered in Com-
mittee and reported.

On motion for third reading,
Mr. BLAKE moved in amendment

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,
vith instructions that they have.power to strike out the provision for
the salary of $2,000 a year, increasing toe $2,400 a year, for a new
County Court Judge for the Countiee of King's and Albert, since the
Public Service does not require any such Judge.

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the
third time and passed.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the amend-
monts made by the Senate to Bill (No. 158) to re-adjust the
representation of the House of Commons and for other
purposes, be read the first time.
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Mr. BLAKE. What are the amendments ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The sevenith section is

amended by striking out the words "lMuskoka and" and
that involves the necessity of making the same correction
in the twelfth, second and third sections. The amendment is
simply to allow the election to be held the same day in
Muskoka as in the other Provinces. The ninth clause is
amended by striking ont Ridout from North Victoria and
adding it to Muskoka in the thirteenth clause. This is
evidently a mistake of the Senate. It sbould be added to
1'orth Ontario, but we can amend the Senate's amendment.

Mr. BLAKE. That comes of the Sonate meddling with
what concerns the representation of the people in this
Rouse.

Mr. MILLS. Better drop the Bill and ride out without it.
Amendment struck out.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then there is an amend-

ment to the third section relating to Manitoba. It is
apparently describing the boundary of Provencher.

Mr. BLAKE. If the hon. gentleman moves that amend-
ment, it will be a very serious departure from the policy of
the hon. gentleman announced to the House on the second
reading, and during all the progress of the measure. HRe
stated it was not intended to interfere with the disputed
territory at all.

Sir:JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainiy not.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is an amendment

which relates to the Province of Quebec. About twelve or
fifteen electors residing in the county of Bellechasse, were
in the habit of voting in Montmagny, but by law they had
no right to vote there. In order to avoid possible future
electoral contestations on account of this state of things, it
has been thought proper to transfer the territory where
ehese men reside to the county of Montmagny.

On amendment No. 5, to extend the territory eastward,
Mr. BLAKE. It is a most extraordinary procedure that

the Senate should interfere in a most important matter and
deal with the disposition of a considerable territory and
,nmmber of votes on which this fouse had determined. The
conclusion reached was not satisfactory to myself, but this
is still more unsatisfactory, and I take the objection that it
is not the province of the Senate to deal with the deliberate
judgment of the House of Commons on matters affecting the
representation of the people; and if they do so they should
do it to settle something and not unsettle everything. The
Government felt the difficulty of the question. They dealt
with it in a way by which the inhabitants of the disputed
territory were omitted, inserting in Manitoba those terri-
toriés which were recognized by both parties to be within
the 'Province. The Sonate proposals, however, bring
several new territories within the Act, which would lead to
inextideable confusion. As there is no opportunity for full
and fair discussion now, the Government should allow the
Bill to remain as it left the Hfouse, and if they are adverse
to such a policy, they should define definite bounds show-
ing what should comprise the limits of the different
districts, so that the inhabitants, the returning officers and
the county may know what the electoral districts may be at
the next election.

Mr. DAWSON. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) himself proposed that those settlements eastward of
Manitoba should be included in the district of Algoma.

Mr. BLAKE. No, no.
Mr. DAWSON. But ibis is practically the same thing,

only we do not refer to the word at ail in the Bill as it comes
from the Senate.

Mr, BLAKE. What my hon. friend proposed was a
definite boundary. Ie proposed that for electoral purposes i

Sir JoiN A. MACDONALD.

there should be attached to Algoma all the territory to the
eastward of the limit fixed by the award of that Govern-
ment, a fixed and definite boundary. It gave for electoral
purposes that territory and those voters in the Province
of Ontario to the district of Algoma What the Senate pro-
poses is that everything should be set at confusion and that
we should have no notion where the limit should bo.

Mr. DAWSOIN. I think it might be arranged that the
electoral divisions shall not come east of the Lake of the
Woods, and that the electoral division of Algoma shall not
come west of that. That would not touch the lines fixed by
the award.

Mr. MILLS. Under the Bill .it is declared that the
boundaries of these particular districts shall extendeastward
to the boundaries of Ontario. Now, the Government must
act on their own contention as to the boundaries of Ontario,
and what would make a line drawn due north from the
junction of the Ohio and the Mississippi at the boundary of
the District of Provencher and the district north of it. Now,
it is obvious that a large section of territory in the District
of Algoma, as hitherto recognized, will vote in
one or the other of those two districts of Manitoba. It
seems to me a monstrous proposition. You are undertaking
to take from Ontario a portion of her population and assign-
ing it to Manitoba. In addition to that there is another
amendment proposed particularly inconsistent, for it pro-
poses to extend the district of Algoma westward until it
reaches these two particular districts i Manitoba. The

jGovernment must either act on their own contention or on
the award of the arbitrators. We proposed, when the matter
was before the House, that the award of the arbitrators
should be acted upon, but the hon. gentleman refused to
recognize the proposition, and he has allowed Manitoba to
extend eastward to this undisputed limit, and uow the Senate
proposes this amendment. It seems to me that the Senate
has completely transcended its functions, and that it might
as well undertake to amend the Supply Bill or interfere
with any of those matters which particularly belong to this
Chamber,as to interfere with the representation of the people
in the people's House. Who made the Senate ? Who made
the hon. members of the Senate judges of how the people
should be represented in this House, or how a particular
district should be divided, or how far the limits of Manitoba
should extend ? These are the propositions which we have
before us, and that have been brought before us by the
improper interference of the Senate.

Mr. McDOUGALL. It seems to me that we are
unnecessarily getting into a position of considerable diffi-
culty. I quite agree with the opinion just expressed,
though perhaps the word is not the most proper that conld
be used with reference to the other branch of the Legis-
lature, but I cannot sece nny just grounds on which the Senate
should amend a Bill like this, dealing with the representa-
tion of this Chamber, except, of course, in a matter of
mistake or grammatical error, or something of that kind;
but to undertake to change the boundaries of the constituen-
cies, or amend the Bill in that respect, without having that
information and that right discussion that members in this
louse have in dealing with a question peculiarly their own,
it seems to me as a matter of principle an intertèrence with
our rights, and that we shoul d vindicate our rights to control
matters of this kind. I agree with the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that they might as well under-
take to amend the Supply Bill, for I believe it
stands on the same footing. I hope the hon. leader of the
Government will not complicate the boundary question by
undertaking to decide or fix the limits of the Province, by
agreeing to an amendment of this kind,after the matter was
brought up in another House and in another form. I hope,
therefore, that the amendment will be disagreed to. I think
we have made the Bill workable and that the Act leaves
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Manitoba.as it was before the Bill was introduced. The
people of that Province will, therefore, vote in their respec-
tive districts as they would have done if there had been no
dispute about the boundary. It seems to me that those who
occupy this unsettled country and whose right to vote de-
pends on a freehold title, would have no vote because their
titles are uncertain.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am obliged to differ
wholly with the two hon. gentlemen who have last
spoken on the constitutional question. There is no
doubt in the world that the flouse of Lords has
a right, and has exercised the right to deal with
the question of the representation of the House of Commons.
The House of Commons admitted that right by the manner
in which the Reform iBill of 1833 was dealt with. That
right was never disputed until it was disputed by the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) to-night. This matter
stands upon a different footing entirely from the Supply
Bill. The hon. gentleman's memory and reading will tell
him. that thei louse of Lords did deal most inde-
pendently with all matters of representation, that they
have a right to protect the people in those matters,
and I defy either of the hon. gentlemen to say that the
House of Commons of England have ever denied to that
branch of the Legislature the right to intervene and ex-
press their opinion legislatively on the question of repre-
sentation. There can be -no doubt about that question,
though of course it may be a matter of expediency as to the
extent.

Mr. McDOUGALL. They may have the power, but
not the right.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Legal power is right,
but the expediency of exercising that power is a different
affair. The only matter in which the House of Lords can-
not interfere is the Supply Bill. We know that when the
Senate thrc v out the Tuckersmith Bill, the hon, gentleman
did not deny the constitutional right of that House to inter-
fere ic the matter; and they interfered rightly and well on
that occasion, because they prevented a breach of the
Bitish North America Act, by so doing. However, I have
no desire-far fron it-to complicate this Bill with the
Boundary question. At the same time, it is quite clear
that the Sjate desired no portion of the people of this
country should be disfranchised.

Mr. BLAKE. So did we.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But the

House was to deprive of the franchise all
subjects residing in the disputed territory.

action of this
Her Majesty's

Mr. BLAKE. Contrary to our view.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I propose to amend the

amendment in sueh a way as to give the people of that
territory the right to vote either in Ontario or in Manitoba.

M4- BLAKE. With the exception of a very snall area,
the hon. gentleman's proposal is practically that proposed
by my hon. friend from Bothwell the other day, and I for
my part will not object to it, as the hon, gentleman is prac-
tically acceding to our view.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. With reference to the amend-
ment touching the franchise of the employes on the Inter-
colonial Railway, I am quite certain the hon. member for
Wet Durham will at -once see the propriety of it whenthe
facts are stated. The hon. gentleman is a strong advocate
of a measure by which the Local Legislatures shall establish
the franchise for members of this fouse of Commons, and
he is also a strong believer in a Local Legislature being
composed of-one Chamber. The hon. gentleman is aware
that the Government of Nova Scotia, following tie
practice of Ontario, las propounded the policy of abolishing
the Logielative Counil; aqd wh-en I tell him that; the

amendment which is proposed here was carried in the.
House of Assembly of Nova Scotia by a majority of 28 to 7,
and that it was defeated by a Legislative Council which is
in a moribund condition- because it is only awaiting the-
change of two votes in order to be abolished altogether-I
think the hon. gentleman will be satisfied that,
what is now proposed is quite right, and-
quite in accordance with the views he himself holds. This,
amendment does not go so far as that Bill. That Bill
applied to all officials who were disfranchised by the Amt of
1871. What I propose to do in this amendment is to pro
vide that the Intercolotnial Railway officials in the Province
of Nova Scotia shall enjoy the same rights and privileges
as are enjoyed in the Provinces of Quebec and New Bruns-
wick, and on all other railways in the Dominion, who are
entitled to vote if they have the property qualification
under the law. All this amendment does is to enable those
who pay the amount of taxation the law requires, and whose
names have been left off the electoral list in consequence of
the local Act of 1871, to exercise the franchise upon being
prepared to take an oath that they have been omitted from
the list in consequence of the Disqualifying Act of 1871. I
am quite certain that every hon. gentleman will see the.
propriety of having the officials on the Intercolonial Rail--
way in all the Provinces, enjoy the same privilege,
especially when it is demanded for them by an overwheli.
ing majority in the Assembly of Nova Scotia.

Mr. BLAKE. It certainly is a most extraordinary course
on the part of the other Chamber to propose to us at this
time this amendment. We now know whence it comes.
" I propose," says the Minister of Railways "such a change ;"
but he might have added: "I did not propose it in the Cham-
ber to which I belong and where on every ground it should
be discussed. But 1 have it introduced into the Senate and
brought down here within a few hours of the close of the.
Session." And this a Bill affecting the question of the fran-
chise, affecting the principle as to the distribution of the
franchise, and proposing to affect it in the most harsh and
unsatisfactory manner. I think that if there is anything of
which the House ought to be jealous, it is the consideration
of the question of the franchise. If there is anything we
ongbt to discuss, and to have the usual opportunities of deal-
ing with, and the usual stages of deliberation with regard
to it, it is the question ofthe franchise. The question of.who
should vote in the election of members is certainly- and
peculiarly and specially within our own province, and ought
to be dealt with by us deliberately. I am not concerned to,
consider whether the Upper Chamber might not properly
interfere with a franchise Bill. This is not a
franchise Bill. The Bill sent to the Sonate dealt with- the.
redistribution of the seats and not with the question as-who
is to vote within the different constituencies. But there is
interpolated into this Bill, by the other branch, a proposal
to alter the law as to the franchise. We are asked thea on
the last night of the Session, wlien we are but a handful, and;
without any opportunity of discussing this ameedmen to.
make an important alteration in the measure. I hoJ4.thah,
it is uncalled for, and that the hon. gentleman should have
proposed this amendment in this louse, as part of. the Gov-
ernment Bill, when we should have an opportunity of 'di-
cussing whether we should infringe upon the rights of one
of the Provinces with regard to the settlement of thbeitan-
chise, and whether, if we chose to infringe upon it, we sh'ould-
do so in the manner proposed. What principle-is4here4n
the. proposal that Intercolonial oficialis shouhave\theright
to vote in Nova Scotia,and not other Dominion civil servante.?,
The hon. gentleman knows there are many other civil
servants.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. Many of, themanhave the right.
Mr. BLAKE. And many of them- have not. And:the,

lhon. gentleman knows thatbecause. they are civil aervang
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of the Dominion that those railway officials have not the
right to vote. The hon. Minister of Railways says that the
Intercolonial Railway officials ought to have the same right
in Nova Scotia that they have in New Brunswick and Que-
bec. But so ought the other Dominion officiais who are
disqualified in Nova Scotia, but who have the right to vote
in New Brunswick and Quebec. There is no distinction
there. But the hon. gentleman is Minister of Railways,
and supposes himself to be master of the employes,
and he extends his patronage just so far as ho is.
le proposes that we should adopt, at the instigation
of the other fHouse, not conversant with the election matter
nor with the facts that might arise on such a subject, that
we should accept the expedient of an oath taken by the
voter, swearing he believes he was left off the roll because
be was a Government official, and this oath is to be taken as
a qualification, notwithstanding the law in Nova Scotia and
the Dominion against a Government employce voting. He
is not legally qualified under the law of Nova Scotia or
under the general law, but this oath is to qualify. He is
not to swear that ho bas a proper qualification; and there is
to be none of those precautions of careapplied in the case of
all other voters on ail the other lists of ail the other Prov-
inces of the Dominion. He bas to come to the polis and
swear that he is legally qualified, without giving more par-
ticulars, and to say: "I truly believe that my name was
omitted from the voters' list by reason of my being an em-
ploye of the Government, on the Intercolonial, and for no
other reaseon." I hold thon that weoughtnot, being so few
in numbers, and at this stage of the Session, to interfere with
the franchise, a question not involved up to this time in this
Bill. In the second place, we ought not to interfere with the
question as to the franchise at the instance of the other
branch at ail, and on a form of procedure which
gives us but this one stage in which to deal with it.
I say, in the third place, we ought not to interfere with the
question of the franchise in a partial or perfunctory man-
ner, conferring the franchise on one class of Government
officials in Nova Scotia und leaving disfranchised the
other classes to whon just the same reasoning will apply,
except that the hon. Ministor of Bailways bas not got them
under his particular control. I say, in the last place, we
ought not te interfere by an operation which proposes
si rnply, by an oath at the poils, to prove the qualification of an
elector-a general oath that ho is legally qualified-instead
of providing some means of putting himu on the lists in
some way or other, so that there nay be the saine classes
of security which are given to otber votes. For these
several roasons we shall act a just, dignified and proper part
in disagreeing to this amendment, in declining to accept
the suggestion of the Senate that we should engraft on this1
Bill such a proposa] with reference to the franchise; and I
move that the amendment be not agreed to.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am very glad that at the
outset the hon. gentleman has abandoned the ground taken
by two former speakers as to the right of the Senate to deal
with the franchise.

Mr. BLAKE. I have not abandoned it at all.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is com-t

pelled to admit in the fullest sense that the upper branch of
the Legislature has a perfect right to deal with the question
of the franchise.t

Mr, BLAKE. I did not admit it.,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What did the hon. gentle-a

man say?F
Mr. ANGLIN. le said nothing about it.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He did say something about1

it. He made the distinct admission that he was not going a
to question the right- .h

Mr. BLAKBE. I said I was not going to discuss it. v
Mr. BLAKE.

| Sir CHARLES TUPPER. For a sufficient reason. He
knew this was not the first time that the Senate had earned
the gratitude of the country for interfering with the fran-
chise. He did not forget that he and the Government of
wbich he was an associate-

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Undertook to disfranchise a

large body of the people of Prince Edward Island. They
thought to strangle at the polls a large body of persons who
enjoyed tha franchise. The hon. gentleman did not forget
that in that hour the Senate came to the rescue and pre-
vented the Statute-book of this country from.being blotted,
as the hon. gentleman and bis associates attempted to
blot it.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Senato earned the grati-

tude of the independent electors of this country, for the
manner in which they came to the rescue and prevented
the interference, just previous to the elections, by a partizan
majority with the rights of a great body of the free and
independent electors of this country. What objection has
the bon. gentleman to urge against allowing those people
to exorcise their franchise? The Governmont own the
railways on Prince Edward Island, and every railway official
who bas the other qualifications required can exorcise the
right of a free citizen, and the same right exists in Quebec
and Ontario. The Senate only asks that this class of people
in Nova Scotia should be put upon the same footing as they
are on in other parts of the country. The hon. gentleman
says this is a branch of the Civil Service and these parties are
civil servants. They are not under the Civil Service Act,
and there are not a dozen employes on the Intercolonial
Railway who are civil servants in the sense in
whieh Customs and Excise officers are. That Act,
which was passed by a partizan majority, for a
partizan purpose, deprived the franchise of those
people to the extent of preventing any man employed
hy the day-after thirty days consecutive labor on the
Intercolonial iRailway-from exercising the franchise
that under the law ho previously enjoyed. There is a suffi-
cient reason for confining this Bill to these officials. In re-
gard to the way bousekeepers, lighthouse keepers, and post-
masters who were disfranchised by that same Act, they
have all been iei eved and the franchise restored to them,
excepting, i think, the Inland Revenue and Customs officers
in Ontario and Quebee. These officials are not allowed to
vote. AIl that is asked here is that the same class of
officials in Nova Scotia sbould enjoy the rights and privi-
leges that are enjoyed by them in New Brunswick, Quebec
and Prince Edward Island. There is not a fair-minded man
on either side who will not say they are entitled to have re-
stored to them their franchise, especially when in the very
Province in which they are disfranchised an overwhelming
majority of the people's representatives have endeavored to
remove that disability from them and to place them in the
positiôn in which this Bill places them.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman discussed this ques-
tion as if the Government had no responsibility whatever
with reference to this measure. This is a Government
measure, and the hon. gentleman knew of the disqnalifica-
tion of those parties in Nova Scotia. He has had ample
opportunity for considering the question, and should have,
at an earlier period, introduced a measure to give those
people their franchise. They preforred to wait, however,
until this measure had passed through the various stages in
this Hiouse, and after the large majority of the members had
left, this extraordinary provision is inserted by the Senate
and the hon. gentleman defends it in this House. ie over-
.ooks the fact that the franchise is not uniform in the
various Provinces. Because those parties are entitled to vote in
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other Provinces, they should, he said, be allowed.to vote in
Nova Scotia. On the same principle ho ought to make the
franchise uniform throughout the Dominion. In British
Columbia and Prince Edward Island they have manhood
suffrage. Why should not the hon. gentleman extend that
suffrage to the other Provinces ? Why should he take so
special an interest in those railway men in Nova Scotia?
We bave, rightly or wrongly, .adopted, for the election of
members of this House, the qualification adopted in the
various Provinces for the election to the Local Houses.
Now, the hon. gentleman wishes to make a special exception
to that, and waits to make it until all opportunity for fair
discussion bas gone by. He had not the courage to propose
this amendment in this House, but had it proposed in the
Sonate. Hie hbas not the courage of his convictions, or he
would have introduced this provision in the measure
itself. The hon. gentleman has referred to a provision or
departure from the rule made some time ago in the case of
Prince Edward Island. We know why the late Adminis-
tration proposed to adopt the qualification of the voters for
the second Chamber instead of the first in that Island,
becausé in one case they had a voters' list and in the other
they had not. But if I remember rightly the
Bill provided that as soon as provision was made for
the preparation of the voters' list the qualification in the
popular branch should be adopted. Why was it not adopted
in the first instance? It was because we were informed by
the various representatives from the Island that a large'
number of our fishermen came forward at overy election and
voted for the election of members for the Legislature because
they had no voters' list. But we know why the hon. gentle-
man desires to have this provision inserted; we know why
so loose, so extraordinary a provision as this is placed in this
Bill; we know that this provision is intimately connected
with the sixth section of this Act. The Government bave
provided that they shall appoint whom they please as
returning officer, and we know whom they would recom-
mend to have appointed in Nova Scotia, and we know who
will be permitted to vote under the provision of this Bill.
The hon. gentleman bas had it suggested in the Sonate that
any person who would come forward and declare on oath
that ho is qualified, shall be entitled to vote. How is bis
vote to be questioned ? Why, the vote is recorded, and any
number of mon may vote in this way; a member
may be improperly elected to this House. We know the
difficulties we have had under the law as it stood, and the
hon. gentleman now proposes a return to the condition that
existed many years ago, so far as it is possible for
him to do so. It is a highly improper provision, and I say
again that the Sonate had no right to insert it. I repeat,
notwithstanding the observation made by the right bon.
gentleman, that the Sonate Chamber has no right whatever
to determine the limits of electoral districts and the
qualifications of voters. This measure was properly intro-
duced and considered in this House, and it was open for the
other Chamber to accept the Bill or reject it; but what have
they to do with the limits of electoral districts and the
qualifications of voters, and beyond everything else what
right have they to import into a Bill, redistributing the
seats of the House, a clause which is not an amendaient to
this Bill, but is an amendment to the qualification of voters
in a wholly different Act ?

Mr. BRECKEN. The hon. member for Bothwell,
in %peaking about the case of Prince Edward Island,
bas made the same mistake that every gentleman
makes who attempts to speak of a thing ho
does not understand. The facts are theso: The franchise
for an election of a member to the General Assembly
approaches very closely to manhocd suffrage. The quali-
fications are, British subjects, twenty one years of age, a
residence of twelve months in the district and a liability to
pay a poll tax. The qualification for an elector to vote for

a member of the Legislative Council requires that he shall
have £100 worth of real estate in freehold. But bore was
a misehievous Act that was attempted to be perpetrated in
Prince Edward Island by a party who called themselves
Liberal. Prince Edward Island was represented bore by
four or five gentlemen, and thero was an attempt made by
the Liberal Government of this Dominion toe confine the
franchise only to those possessing £100 of real estate to en-
able them to vote for members of the House of Assembly.

Mr. ANGLIN. Oh, no.
Mr. BRECKEN. Yes, that was the case, and there was

an electoral list. I was the man who introduced the
Bill for vote by ballot in Prince Edward Island, in the
year 1876. Previous to that we never had a list, and it was
a dark design on the people of Prince Edward Island,
in 1878, when an opportunity occurred to disfranchise more
than one-half of the electors of the Island and send them
to their homes; and when we go to the hustings, as I sup-
pose we shall in a few weeks, they will be reminded of that
Liberal enactment. In standing up here and making this
statement I know what responsibility rests upon me, not to
misrepresent anything but to state the facts as they exist, and
I do not hesitate to say that it is one of the most infamous,
one of the most tyrannical, one of the most diabolical Acts
that ever was perpetrated by a so.called Liberal party, be-
cause they were under the delusion that the people were at
their backs. The young men of the country who are now
growing up to take upon their shoulders the duties of
citizenship were tempted to be disfranchised unless they
had £100 of real estato. The bon. member for Bothwell
may say that his Government did not understand the thing,
but the man who was sent to the North-West knew it well
enough, and if ho withheld the facts from them it was a
disgrace to the name of Liberal. I remember the time when
ho was a Conservative, and 1 know ho sold himself
for the purpose of power, of pelf, when ho stood
up here and attempted to disfranchise so many of his
fellow-countrymen. There was a new electoral list on the
basis of manhood suffrage, and we have had it for many
years. I am not an Ultra-Radical, but I will say that the
mon who voted upon what we call the franchise as distin-
guished from property qualification, have ever intelligently
discharged their duties, and they have always been Conser-
vative-the young men, the rising mon who take an interest
in the country, have always supported the Conservative
candidates, and that in the estimation of the Liberals was a
reason why they should be disfranchised, why they
should occupy the samre position as the negroes in
the Southern States did before Abraham Lincoln
enfranchised them. Where was the Hon. David
Laird when this thing was attempted, where was
Donald MeIntyre, where were those men who came from
Prince Edward Island as representatives of the people whom
they attemptcd to disfranchise ? The hon. mem ber for Both-
well gets up bore and talks about some little irregularity in
the electoral districts. There was nothing of the kind, there
was no electoral districts in Prince Edward Island tili the
year 1876. And yet, nearly one-half of the people, the intel-
ligence,the industry and the education of the Island were to go
for nothing unless they hd £100 worth of property. I do not
hesitate to say that if the Government were deceived, they
were deceived by the representatives of that Island, and we
would like to see these mon come back hore if they can. It was
a dark, it was a disgraceful, it was a dishonest scheme, and
the people of Prince Edward Island have determined that
the men who sold them once shall not have an opportunity
of selling them a second time.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I did not observe
that the bon. Minister of Railwpys said one word as to
whether those men's names were really on the list or
not. That undoubtedly is an important matter. Il the
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nanes are not on the list it is quite possible that confusion
and very great room for irregularity must of necessity arise.
I do not see how names are to be added to the list under
the circumstances narrsted by the hon. gentleman himself.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will explain. The list of
electors is established fron the Assessment Roll. Those are
publie property; and a man who is placed on the Assess-
ment Roll for a certain amount of property, whether real or
personal, or both, is entitled under the law to be placed on
the list of electors. This aimendment will allow parties
whose names are on the Assessment Roll, and have the
amount of property required by the law, to be placed on
the list of electors, but who were left off on account of the
Act of 1875, declaring that employes on the Intercolonial
should not be placed on the electoral list, who are left to
take the oath. If any person doubts the right of an indi-
vidual to vote, they have to swear that they possess the
property qualification ; and if they are not on the Assess-
ment Roll for property qualification,they bavegot to commit
perjury, and that can be established against them by most
clear and decisive means, because, in order to have the
right to vote they must have a property qualification under
the amended rule.

Mr. ANG LIN. The hon. member for Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Brecken) has made an extraordinary statement
in regard to the measure passed by Parliament some years
ago, which provided for a property franchise of £100. I do
not remember the precise wording of the measure, but it is
not supposcd to convey any such meaning as the hon.
gentleman has attached to it. The reason assigned for its
submission was that it was necessary in order to prevent frau-
dulent voting. It was thought necessary, on extending the
ballot system to Prince Edward Island, to have some such
proposal as that adopted. It was a strong statement for the
hon. gentleman to make that the effect of such a measure
had been to reduce the people to a condition similar to that
of the negro slaves in the Southern- States before emancipa-
tion. There are thousinds of respectable people in New
Brunswick who have not the franchise to-day, because they
do not possess the nceessary property qualifications, which
is $100 in real estate or 8400 income. With regard to the
mensure now before tbe HomiFe, it is true the other lHuose
has the power to meddle with a measure of this kind, but
circumstances must be very grave before the Upper House
should interfere as to the mode by which hon. members are
to be returned to this House. * * * An hon. member.
That may be the case in Nova Scotia, but it is not the law
in our Province. They are required to post up the name,
and the law requires that others may apply to have the list
corrected. A great many months must pass from the time
the assessment is made until the list is completed, and it is
not to be expected that these employes will examine whether
they are on the list or not.

Mr. BOWEL L. Are they not served with a notice of
the amount they are assessed with ?

Mr. ANGLIN. No.
Mr, BOWELL. Thon how do they appeal?
Mr. ANGLIN. It thon becomes their duty to go and

enquire about it.
Mr. BOWELL. How is it remedied ?
Mr. ANGLIN. There is a Board of Appeal before

which they appear. They have a right to makej
a statement on oath, and the Board is re juired to accepti
that statement and to alter the assessment accordingly. '
It is not te be supposed that these men who are employedl
everywhere examine the rolis and are aware whether they 1
are assesaed for the amount named or not. If it were pro- i
vided that these persons should go to some proper officer to E
get their right to vote and have their names placed on a list, I
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these voters could go to the poil like others, I do not,
think it is right to provide for any such disfranchisement as
this unless it is applied to everywhere. Some publie offi3ers
are deprived of their votes in Ontario, and why not make
this provision apply equally all over?

Mr. BRECKEN. We have two franchises in the Island,
one requiring $100 worth of property, either household or
rmal, and the other manhood suffrage. The hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) made a remark about the American
fishermen coming in, but I wish to say that I represented
Charlottetown for thirteen years, and will the hon. gentle-
man take my word for it when I say that I never heard, from
one end of the Island to the other, either party complain of
the interference of American fishermen; and I must say
that the man who wanted to stuff the hon. gentleman was
one he apparently wanted to betray, the man who put
him in the Legislature. I am the oldest politician
in the Island with the exception of my colleague who is on
a bed of sickness, but I say that no such case has occurred.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish that hon. gentle-
men opposite would come to some common agreoment on
this subject. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
approves of a diversity of franchises. In British Columbia
there is universal suffrage. There is one degree of property
qualification in one Province, and another in another. The
hon. member for Gloucester(Mr. Anglin)and the hon.member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) say they object to this pro-
vision because it does not apply to everybody, but only to
the Intercolonial service. There is no agreement between
these hon. gentlemen. It is quite clear that the bon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) assumes.the re.o;nnsibility which
primarily falls upon the shoulders of his former colleague,
Mr. Laird, for wilfully depriving the fishermen of the
right to vote in Prince Edward Island, because some
American fishermen had voted. We did not hear any excuse
of that kind urged when the Bill was before this Houise.
The Bill was run through at the point of the bayonet for
the purpose of depriving the working people and the fisher-
men of their vote-, and confining the franchise as much as
possible to the property holders, who were supposed to be
more favorable to Mr. Laird than the mass of the popula-
tion. The hon. gentleman complains that these electoral
clauses are forced into this Bill, which is merely
a Bill for defining the bounds of constituencies-
and adding one or two members; but we must-remember
that this House itself altered the original character of the
Bii, in providing for votes to be taken by telegraph in the
Magdalen Islands, and in inereasing the amountof? th~e de-
posit to be made by candidates from $50 to $200. This
House dealt with a variety of subjects cognate te the
division of the country into electoral districts; and the
object of defining the electoral districts is to show where
the franchise shall b exercised. But it is very remarkable
that these hon. gentlemen who call themselves Liberals and
Ruformers, who say that they inherit the traditions of the
Reform party, whenever they have a chance of showing
that they are Liberals and Reformers they do it by restrict-
ing the franchise instead of enlarging it. Well, they are
Liberals after a fashion, but not after the fashion of the old
Whigs, the old Liberals, or the present Whigs or Liberals
of England; they are of the Canadian type, the genus Am-
ericanum. It is quite true there is a varying qualification
in the different Provinces; and the inconveniences which
have arisen from these varianceq, and whbch will in-
crease every year, show me that this Parliament must,
sooner or later, assume the control of its own
franchise, declare what people have a right to vote, and not
leave it to every Provincial Legislature to settle wheth«.
men, women or children shall vote. We might have, in
some Provinces, women voting, and in other Proviùcees,
aliens voting ; we might have ltR kindi of diveraitiesBof-the
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franchise-and we have seen sundry alterations in the fran-
chise by the different Provinces since the Confederation-
showing that no memberelected in any Province by a given
body of electors, has any assurance that he will go back to
the same body of electors-to people having the same quali-
fications. Just see the peculiar hardsbip of the men on the
Intercolonial Railway. That railway runs through three
provinces. Ifa man happens to be a French Canadiai having
his louse in Quebee, or if he lives in New Brunswick, hc has
-a vote; but if he happens to live in Nova Scotia, although
he goes over the same ground, associates with the sane
pcople, bas the same rights, official and social, yet, because
he happens to belong to Nova Scotia he is to be placed in a
position of political inferiority to those from the neighboring
Provinces. That is a humiliation to the men from iNova
Scotia; and bon. gentlemen opposite must admit that if these
men are deprived of the franchise, it is a hardship for them.
Why, then, should the hardship continue toexist ? Youmay
find the conductor of a train, if he happens to be a Nova
Scotian, without a vote, while every brakesman, every bag-
gageman, every man who carries the oil to grease the wheels,
may haveaa vote,tand therefore be politically superior
to the head of the whole train. This is a practical
hardship, and it ought to be cured; and why
not have it cured ? It is quite clear that these
men ought to have a vote; and why not give it to them?
The hon. gentleman says there may be a difficulty in estab-
lishing their title. I hold in my hand the official printed
votors' list, a copy of the Sheriff's roll, in which a inumber
of names are marked as those ofDominion officials, and there-
fore they cannot vote. These men can go up and swear
that they are entitled to vote; and why should they not?
Why should the hon. gentleman get up in such a storm and
object to these men, who have the electoral qualification,
from exercising the franchise ? Why, the reason is clear-
because, forsooth, these men are Government employes-
because, foisooth, this tyrannical Minister of Railways
is going to whip in these men to vote whether they vili or
not, and watch their ballots and see whether they vote
right-simply because these men are Government officials,
and hon. gentlemen opposite are not mu the Government.
There can be no other reason for taking this objection. The
amendment is a wise and liberal extension of the franchise,
and which morally and legally ought to have been made,
and there can be no difficulty, no embarrassment, no con-
fusion by giving those men the vote proposed.

Mr. RICHEY. The burden of the grievance on the part
6f the Opposition seems that the Senate bas interfered in
this case to pronounce on a matter which seems to come
peculiarly within the province of the representative body.
What will lon. gentlemen opposite say to the second
Chamber in Nova Scotia giving a veto to a Bill passed
almost unanimously by the Assembly of Nova Scotia ? To
me therc seens to be something peculiarly appropriate and
opportune in the fact that the Second Chamber of Parlia-
ment should step forward to remedy a grievance that bas
been perpetrated by the Second Chamber of Nova Scotia,
and I am very thankful that this amendment has been made
for the reason that I have a recollection of the course pur-
sued in the elections of 1878, when numbers of railway
employes wei e discharged, and contracts were provided for
them in order that they might be employed, though not
immediately under the direction of the Government-they
were set to work to operate in those elections, and imme-
diately after the elections of 1878, they were restored.
As to the alleged inconvenience that will result
from the new provision, it is quite as great
under the present law. The First Minister has produced
one of the votons' lists, on which men are marked as Dom-
inion officials. Under the law by which these men are pro-
hibited fron voting, all employes within thirty days before
the elections are restricted from casting their votes. The

lists are made up every year by the middle of May. Take
an election occurring in January of the following year, or
in September, as it did in 178-the whole body o Domin-
ion officials might have been changed; and those then
marked as Dominion officials and eligible for voting, might
not be entitled to vote, and a large number of those on the list
marked as entitled to vote might, by virtue of their having
been since in the employ of the Government, be disqualified.
The objection is taken that we are to rest simply on the
affidavit of the man. Under the Statute of Nova Seotia,
that is precisely the provision made in the case of an em-
ploye being discharged from the service of the Govern-
ment after the electoral lists are made up. I think that on all
the points raised by hon. gentlemen opposite, the very facts
of the case fully meet their objections.

Mr. MILLS. I did not say I was in favor of varying the
franchise, but that I was in favor of accepting the franchise
of the Local Legislatures. I would be very giad if all the
Provinces adopted manhood suffrage.

Senate amendments amended and agreed to.

PROVISIONAL DISTRICTS IN THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the consideration of
a Message from His Excellency the Governor General trans-
mitting for the information ofthe House, the copy of Minute
of the Privy Council of Canada, dated 8th May instant, on
the subject of the establishment of the Provisional Districts
in the North-West Territories, as shown on the map aecom-
panying said Message. He said: As the report laid before
the House in the Message states, this arrangement is required
for the convenience of the settlers in the North-West--that
the region should be divided into four districts having their
boundaries settled. A copy of the map has been -hung
up in the House for the last nine or ton days. Greatincon-
venience has been found in the want of geographical
or topographical sub-divisions of that country,
especially as regards settlers or intending settlers,
Therefore it has been thought well to provide, provisionally,
that the portions of the country which most likely will be
supplied ore long, to which there will be a considerable
emigration, should be thus divided. Of course it is not pro-
posed to establish an organized Government among them.
There will still be portions of the North-West governed by
the Lieutenant-G-overnor in Council of the North-West.
These are simply topographical divisions. But as it might
result in those divisions becoming hereafter Provinces, if it
was thoughtright and respectful to the Parliament to pro-
ceed in the present manner, no important stop in regard; to
them to be bhercafter taken without first submitting it to
Parliament. The first division is called Assiniboia, con-
taining about 95,000 square miles. It is bounded on the
south by the international line, on the east by the western
boundary of Manitoba, and it runs north in the manner
described in the measure, and contains 95,000 square miles.
To the north of that lies the provisional district of the
Saskatchewan, which contains about 114,000 square miles.
They are pretty nearly of the same area. But it does-not
bind Parliament in any way. They can sub-divido them
into Provinces or do as they please. It does not affect the
North-West Council in any way, and it will be found to be
a great practical convenience.

Mr. MILLS. I am not speaking of the convenience, but
I am questioning this being the proper mode to take, be-
cause a Department regulation would have just as much
force as an O-der in Council.

Mr. BLAKE. If I rightly recollect the North-West Ter-
ritories Act it contains power to make advances for the
sub-division of the territory into districts, and it is possible
therefore, we are here. conflicting with that power. Having
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given that power one could, of course, trench upon it by
passing another Act, as we did when we subtracted from
the North-West Territories the district of Keewatin by
Act of Parliament, which it was held convenient to place
under a different arrangement for a provisional Govern ment.
I dare say it was hardly worth while to bring down an Act
of Parliament to name this country, and I have no doubt,
that an expression of opinion by the House of Commons
that these names are very proper and mellifluous names,
would be quite as decisive as an Act of Parliament. I con-
gratulate the hon. gentleman on the choice of the names,
and I hope his wisdom in the geographical division of the
district will be verified by events. As I said in discussing
the Address, nobody can forecast where the principal settle-
monts will be, or what ultimately may be the most con-
venient divisions.

Motion agreed to; and it was resolved:
"That this House concurs in the memorandum contained in the

minute of the Privy Council, transmitted by His Excellency the Gover-
nor General, in his gracious Message dated the 8th of Masy, viz. : that
for the convenience of settiers and for postal purposes, a portion of the
North-West Territories should be divided into four Provisional Districts
-to be named respectively Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, Alberta and
Athabaska ;-and this House further approves of the boundaries of the
said several Districts, as described in the said minute of Council."

SUBSIDY TO TUE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 162) for increasing during a certain time the
yearly subsidy for the Province of Manitoba.

Bill read the second time, considered in Commmittee and
reported.

On motion for third reading,
Mr. BLAKE. I have not heard from the hon. gentleman,

as I wished to have heard, some further statement with
reference to the basis of this measure. The hon, gentle-
man was kind enough to place in my hands, in partial ful-
filment of the promise he made, some statement of the
estimated expenditures in the Province of Manitoba for a
few years back, but the hon. gentleman agreed to accom-
pany that with some general calculations upon which they
base this measure for the proposed subsidy.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not know that I can
give anything more than the hon. member bas in his
possession, except to point out to him some calculation that
was made upon tbe basis of 1880. For instance, the legislative
expenses for 1880 were $15,600, and we added 50 per cent.
to that as the probable increase for the next five years,
owing to the increase of population and the extension of
the boundaries. Expenses for Civil Government for 1880,
were $17,150, and it was thought the expense would be in-
creased by about one-third. Then the estimate for that
year for the Administration of Justice, was $15,000, and it
was thought proper to add one-third for the next five years.
Education was placed at $18,000, and in view of a probable
large increase in population daring the next five years,
reaching perhaps 200,000, and taking into account the cost
for other parts of the Dominion, we increased that amount
50 per cent., or to $27,000. Then the estimate for Roads and
Bridges was $30,000, which we have doubled. The muni-
cipalities thon received $25,000 ; one-third has been added to
that. In 1880, there was a vote for Drainage of $50,000.
There was a considerable sum of money spent in that year
and the year following, but that was not taken into account
as a permanent expenditure to that extent. We thought
that might be reduced, and probably removed altogether,
and therefore that was omitted. The estimate for
Printing was $4,000; probable increase, one.half. Gov-
ernment Buildings were $5,000, and in the mem.
orandum I prepared I thonght might be only
$3,000 for the future. The estimate for Emigration
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was $5,000, which bas been continued. Expenses of Gov-
ernment House, $4,000, continued the same. There was an
estimate for Miscellaneous, in 1S80, of 819,600, which we
have increased by $10,000. Basing these items on the
estimate of 1880, the expenditure would amount to $251,183,
not allowing anything for drainage for some years. Then
it was found that while calculations were made of an expen-
diture of the sumjust mentioned, the estimated income would
be about $242,000, against which they claim would be their
necessary expenditure of $286,000. I find that the expendi-
ture of 1880 was $201,000, and in 1881 it went up to $221 ,000,
Education, $23,892; Government and Legislation, $48,461 ;
Public Works, &c., $85,167; Administration of Justice,
Agriculture, &c., $64,000; so that, taking the basis of 1880,
the amount reached $251,000; but the sum provided by the
proposition now before the House will be $240,000 or
$250,000, Manitoba asking that it shal be provided with
means to meet an expenditure of $286,000. In view of
the rapid incroase of expenditure on education, we felt that
some such basis should be arrived at; and probably it will
require great economy before 1890 is reached, and an in-
creased subsidy is allowed on the larger population.

Mr. BLAKE. Not having had these figures before me,
it is impossible for me to give them an analysis or consider-
ation worthy the attention of the House. i admit the sub-
ject is largely a speculative one. I believe the condition of
Manitoba, the time it was organized, and by which it was
somewhat prematurely made a Province without having
much regard to the population, was such that the system
applicable to the older Provinces was utterly inapplicable to
it. The question of a subsidy based on population is not
unreasonable in dealing with Provinces that have attained
a considerable extent in the national development. It is
entirely different with a very large area, and with a small
and increasing population. Then again with respect to
lands, I consider each condition was exceptional. I agree
it was impossible to propose to hand over lands and at the
same time carry out for the territory great public works;
but I contend that no satisfactory conclusion will be arrived
at until those subjects shall all be taken into consideration
and we deal with the questions of public advances and of
the lands. With respect to the hon. gentleman's suggestion
as to the finality of these arrangements, I am sorry there
seems to be a grave misunderstanding between the Govern-
ment and those with whom they have negotiated. The
hon. Minister of Finance said the other day:

" As this arrangement is intended to extend over a period of ten
years, until the Census of 1891, &c, &c." (Page 1.) "We took up the
different items of the expenditure and estimated that the sum of $225,-
000 would, with the greatest economy on the part of the Manitoba Gov-
ernment and Legislature, enable them to pay the expenditure for the
next ten years." (Page 2.)

And again on page 4 he says:
" The hon. gentleman says that this action we propose will prevent

future Governments from interfering in the matter for the next ten
years. The very object of this Bill is te close the question so far as we
can, and we gave the Government of Manitoba to understand, as stated
in this resoletion, that this agreement was to stand as a contract until
1891.''
I find in the Manitoba Legislature debates on this question
that the Premier made this statement:

"It will be found that the arrangement effected Is not of the perma-
nent character to which members allude, that it is only to meet a tem-
porary emergency, and that it is perfectly understood by the Govern-
ment below that theT wiil meet the exigencies of the Province as cir-
camstances warrant.1
Referring to the $45,000 in lieu of lands, he said:

" And were that amount granted by the Dominion Government and
accepted by the Local Government, in lieu of all our land claims I
would myself feel constrained to concur in some of the remarks of the
hon. member for Mountain, but the grant has not been given or accepte-l
in that way."

The arrangements are defective and unjust. The hon. gen-
tleman has stated that 150,000 people is a fair average of
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the population of Manitoba for ten years; they assume that
90,000 is the present population, including the immigration
for the year. Taking that increase at 12,000 a year, the
immigration pouring into Manitoba for five years will bring
the population up to 150,000. In regard to the suggestion
of 12,000 a year for Manitoba, is one that hon. gentlemen
should not regard as extravagant. I think to apply the
system of a docennial census to a country like this which
has grown from nothing in 1877, to its present dimensions,
which the hon. gentleman expects to more than double in
ten years, and which from present appearanco will more
than double, as tar as we may judge, in five years, would be
inadequate. I think the circumstances of the Province
would require a shorter period than ten years,
and I think that the interests of the country, of the whole
Dominion, demand that we should revise the settlement at
quinquennial periods at any rate. I therefore move in
amendment the following:-

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to amend the same, by striking out
the words "during the ten years next after 1881," and inserting in lieu
thereof the words "during the five years next atter 1881."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I call the attention of the
hon. member to the fact that the parties themselves asked
that the calculation should be mado on 100,000. That is
their application. Our experience was this, that they
asked that they should be allowed to increase
the debt at the prosent population of 90,000. The
bon. gentleman knows right well that by the Constitution
it is provided that they shall enter toe Dominion at a cer-
tain rate of debt per head of population. In my opinion,
there is just one defect in the arrangement we made in
reference to that, and one whieh effects the smaller Prov-
inces of the Dominion coming into the Union. I have no
doubt that it will have the same effect on the districts which
are now provided for, viz., that they will not be in a
hurry to come into the Union as separate Provinces, but
rather romain as districts until the population increases, so
that they are enabled to come in at a larger rate of debt.
However, this would be breaking away from the principle
of the Constitution. In order to meet the requirements of
the delegates on that occasion, although they asked for 80
cent1 per head on 100,000, it was well known that the
population would increase during the next ton years, and
the Goverrnment felt that they could meet their require-
ments by increasing the population upon which the debt
was to be calculated. The population was calculated at
90,000. They made it 100,000, which gave them within
30,000 of what they asked.

Mr. BLAKE. But they asked for the lands besides.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They asked for the lands]

what the additional lands for the next ton years would not
make, $45,000 a year, on account of interest, because they
have been losing on the lands. The Government
thought it would be the most liberul policy to
give them the $45,00, than to give them the
lands, and tell them to make up that amount from
the lands if they could. It is time the population is estim-
ated in the Provinces on the Census of 1881. The Census
of 1881 gives a population to Manitoba of about 65,000, and
if we include persons who cannot be taken into account and
who came in since, the number will robably be 90,000, and
the proposition was that it should e taken at 150,000, in
order, if possible, to meet the expenditure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In this amendment it
appears to me that the hon. gentleman is rather misusing
Manitoba. The Bill provides that the Province is to receive
a certain yearly sum for ton years, but the hon, gentleman
will not allow them to have the money for but five years, or
half the time. The hon. gentleman thinks to make a bid
for Manitoba, but ho does not do it artistically. He says:
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"Tbey giveitevery ten ycars, and we will go on better;" but
the people of Marnitoba are practical people, and they would
rather have a bird in the hand than two in the bush. They
would rather have this money soeured by law for
ten years than have it for five years in the
hope that they would get better offers from my hon.
friend or some one else. In the interests of Manitoba, I
cal upon my friends to stand by that Province. This
amendment will not do. It is aglaring injustice that at the
last moment of the Session an amendment of this kind should
be prosented-presented to a moribund Parliament trying
to ruin one Province for five long years. It is a monstrous
proposition, and I call on this House to adhere to this offer
and to give this benofit to the people of Manitoba for ton
years; and if we are in power at the end of five years, as we
shall be, we will bc able, perhaps, to deal more liberally
with them than circumstances allow us to do now. It bas
also to be remembered that these sums are such that the
people of Manitoba accepted them gratefully, and that the
hon. gentleman seeks to deprive them of that benefit by
offering this amendment.

Amendment negatived on a division; and Bill read the
third time and passed.

BETfER PREVENTION OF CRIME ACT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the reading of
Bill (No. 165) further to continue in force for a limited
time the botter Prevention of Crime Act, 1878. He said:
The hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) knows that
this Bill was proposed in 1878, and bas since continued in
force. We think it should be continued, because there are a
great many works going on in the unprotected parts of the
North-West to which the Act should be made to apply .

Bill read the second and third times, and passed.

THE WORD TELEGRAPH.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 166) declaratory of the meaning of the word
Telegraph in certain cases.

Bill.read tho second time; and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. BLAKE. I think we require some.explanation of

this Bill. It appears to me that it may affect very
important private interests.

SirH ECTOR LANGEVIN. The object ofthe Billis simply
to declare that the telephone is not a telegraph. The Anglo-
American Telegraph Company, which bas a telegraphli ne in
Prince Edward Island, will not allow any telephone to be
erected on the Island without receiving tribute therefor;
and as the telegraph company, under its charter, bas exclu-
sive power to build telegraph lines on the Island, and as the
telephone was not known then or discovered, they will not
allow any telephones to be established there without paying
tribute to them. This seems to be an extension of their
powers, and this Bill is brought forward for the purpose of
allowing telephone companies to establish telephones there
as well as elsewhere by simply stating that telephones are
not telegrapbs.

Mr. BLAKE. But for this Bill telephones would
be telegraphs-and I believe it las been so decided in the
English Courts of Justice in cases in which it was contended
that the creating of telephonie arrangements was an infringe-
ment upon the exclusive right of the Crown to the tele.
graphs. It may be that by this wide measure of legislation
we are giving rights to the assumed patentees of telephonie
rights, which do not exist under the law; it may be that
we are creating monopolies even more extensive than that
which the hon. gentleman says exists on the Island by the
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telephone and telegraph being beld to be identical. I
should prefer very much at this late stage of the
Session, unless there is some necessity for it, that some more
limited measure of legislation might be devised which would
not be so likely to produee such far-reaching consequences
as might arise from this Bill.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter was investi-
gated by the Senate before they passed this Bill. The Bell
Telephone Company have tried to introduce their telephones
on the Island, but the Anglo-American Telegraph Company
prevented them from doing so unless they paid them tribute.
Some time ago, when we had to lay cables in the Gulf
from the Magdalen Islands, we intended to go to the Island
of Prince Edward to connect with the telegraph system of
the country, but we could not do so because this Company
wanted to impose on the Government conditions which we
could not respect, and I directed that the telegraph, instead
of going to the Island, should go to Cape North, in Cape
Breton. Under these circumstances this Bill was introduced
in the Sonate and passed. Their Honors thought it was not
an infringement of the charter of that Company to declare
that telephones were not telegraphs.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know how that was done. lIt is
not from that aspect of the question that 1 am discussing
the Bill; I was much more interested in the other aspect
and which deserves our most serious consideration. If it
be the case that under the English decision telephone is
included in telegraph, and if it does follow from that-
because these telephonic arrangements were all patented in
England-that there is an exclusive right to the patentees,
it may be to the greatest possible advantage to the tele-
phonicproprietors; and if the proposition to create a
legislative distinction which does not now exist between
the telegraph and the telephone, and if it be useful to create
that distinction for the purpose of permitting telephones to
be erected in Prince Edward Island, can rot some declara-
tion be made in the Bill that this definition is not to confer
on the patentee of the telephone any other or greater rights
than they might possess but for that, so as to preserve the
interests of the public in not creating a right which would
be created by the opposition of this law, so as to give an
interpretation to the word telegraph different from that
which according to right and justice does not belong to it.
It is very important we should not stop hastily in this
inatter.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) .The decision of the Court in
England turned to a very great extent upon the construc-
tion that applied to the Statute applicable to telegraphs.

Mr. MILLS. No.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Proni a perusal of the deci-

sion lately, I repeat my assertion. I admit there was a
large amount of scientific evidence from eminent electricians
and others, including Sir William Thompson, to the effect
that inasmuch as electricity was used to a hîmited extent in
the telephone system, telephones came within the particular
definition of the English Statutes relating to telegraphs. Of
course, the position of Prince Edward Island is very pecu-
liar. The people are strongly under what may be termed,
I think, without exaggeration, a monstrous monopoly,
which, ino doubt, they were foolish enough to enter into.
They are, no doubt, suffering under a grievance; and, if it
is legitimate and proper legislation, as to which I say
nothing now, to interpret any Statute already passed in
reference to the matter-if it is.within the function of this
Parliament, I would think we were not exceeding proper
functions by doing anything we eau in reason to relieve
Prince Edward Island of the incubus under which it is un-
doubtedly suffering. We should thus be doing a public
good by putting the people of that Island in a position to
obtain modification of the hard terms which the monopoly
are now administering to them.

Mr. Bnaim.

Mr. MILLS. Whenl dissented from the hon. member for
Victoria I did so from the recollection of the decision of the
English Judge. I think it was Justice Stephens who was
the presiding Judge, and who gave an elaborate judgment
after men of high scientific attainments were examined, and
after learned counsel were heard, to the effect that not
merely upon the provisions of the Statute, but also from the
nature of the two inventions that a telephone was a tele-
graph, and the control of the telephones in England was
upon their scientific identity.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I omitted that the tole-
phone company had given notice of an appeal, and when
about appealing an arrangement was made between the
telephone company and the Government, whereby further
litigation was avoided.

Mr. MILLS. The Government may have felt some hard-
ship in the case of the telephone company, and may have
agreed to a compromise based on moral and not legal con-
siderations. Assuming that the English decision was cor-
rect, was law-whàt does the hon. gentleman who bas
charge of this Bill propose? By an Act of Parliament to divest
parties in this country of property without any consideration.
I may call the hon. gentleman's attention to the communi-
cation made by the hon. Minister of Justice to his colleagues,
on the Streams Bill, in which the hon. gentleman com-
plained that the Local Government were depriving certain
parties of property without any consideration. What does
the hon. gentleman propose to do in this case ? The Courts
have decided that a telegraph and a telephone are the same,
and the hon. gentleman proposes to say they are not the
same. With what purpose ? To deprive certain parties of
rights which he says they have got.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Our legislation has always
recognized the distinction between telephones and tele-
graphs. In the Bills incorporating telegraph companies
we have given them limited powers for telephone purposes,
and in those incorporating telephone companies limited
powers for telegraphy. The policy of this Parliament has
always been to recognize those two systems as distinct.
This Bill proposes simply to carry out that same idea; to
declare, as a general proposition, what we have alzeady
declared in nearly every Act relating to tolegraphs or tele-
phones that has passed this House since the invention
of telephones. The object to be obtained by this Bill is one
of very great importance, and since we have recognized the
distinction all through our legislation we ought to declare
that distinction now so that there can be no doubt that tele-
phones and telegraphs are separate and distinct things; and
if by a cable from Prince Edward Island to the mainland
telephonic communication may be bad between the two,
and the messages transmitted from the mainland over the tele.
graph wires, the people shall have the right to establish that
telephonic communication. I will not venture for a single
moment to dispute the argument of the hon. momber for
West Durham, but as I understaRd the hon. gentleman he
does not object to our taking this course so far as the
avowed object is concerned.

Mr. BLAKE. I rather said I would not discuss it.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). But the hon. gentleman

suggests another difficulty, that by declaring these two
things to be distinct in the way proposed, we, in that way,
give to certain telephonic inventions a value they would
not possess if what is generally accepted to be the decision
of the Courts in England obtained. I venture this opinion
with great deference, that there is nothing in that, for this
reason : Assuming they are the samo, the tolephone is
simply a distinct invention for transmitting messages -by
sound and is an improvement upon the telegraph, So far
it may have a distinct patent and distinct value which will
not be increased or diminished by the fact that you separ-
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ate it from the telegrapb altogether. The interests involved
in this are so great I sincerely trust the Bill will pass and
thus enable the people of Prince Edward Island to have a
cheap mode of. transmitting messages to the mainland and
thus get rid of the monopoly under which they labor at
present.

Bill reported.
On motion for third reading,
Mr. MILLS. I beg to move:
That the Bill be not now read a third time, but be referred back to

the Committee with instructions to amend it by adding to the end of
the second clause the following words: "or any right now existing."

Amendment negatived on a division ; and Bill read the third
time and passed.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION.

Mr. BOWELL, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 172) further to amend the Petroleum Inspection Act,
1880, said: This Bill is to prevent the importation into
the country of an article which is called high test petroleum,
or in other words sperm petroleum. It has been imported
under two or threedifferent names. It is put up as having
a very high fire test, but its gravity is much greater
than that which is prescribed by the Act, therefore,
it could not be admitted under the Act as it stands. Under
the existing law petroleum having a greater specific gravity
than ·845 cannot be lawfully sold or used for illuminating
purposes in Canada, but an oil bas been imported under
the name of mineral sperm which has a specific gravity of
from ·825 to •830, and a fire test of about -280. This pro-
duct is used ulmost exclusively now on board ocean
steamers and outward vessels in inland waters. It is also
used by railways from the fact of its being much safer than
ordinary petroleum. The law provides that this must stand
a fire test of •180, while the fire test provided for the
other is only ·150. That is the only change.

Mr, BLAIKE. This is the annual Petrolcum Bill, without
which, I suppose, every Session would be incomplete.
I believe there bas been one every Session of this
Parliament, and it has always come down about
this period of the Session when it was impossible
that it should be examined by those who are interested in
the trade. I would ask the lion. gentleman not to press the
measure, because 1 am expecting to receive an intimation
on the subject in the course of the morning from a person
interested in the trade. The Bill, in several respects, indi-
cates the imperfection of preceding legislation. In the
first place you have got here a condemnation of your
specific gravity test, because you are proposing a different
test from that heretofore used. In the next place you are
proposing a mode of applying the flash test which has been
condemned by the Minister and officers who have intro-
duced the new test. We have a new, extensive and com-
plicated test; I think it takes two or three pages of the
Statute-book to describe the mode in which the test shall be
applied. We are coming back again in this Bill to an old
test about which we can read statements of Ministers
and experts that it was so very imperfect that
they could not tell, after a long examination, whether the
oil would stand the test or not. You are applying here a
different range of fire or flash test, and you are restor-
ing this particular application of the fire test and the old
open cup, displaced by the more extensive machinery. I
have been unable to find out, as on former occasions, from
whom this Bill really comes; I do not know whether it
comes from importers or manufacturers of the article,
whether it is intended to make the artiiehere or whether
it has been found that under the law as it at present exists,
it is imported under some other name. So far as I know
there is no such name known in the trade now as high test

petroleun. I am aware oitlias been imported and sold
under the name of mineral sperm. I rather suspect that
if the hon. gentleman searched to the bottom hie s really
proposing that this article shall in future be desigaated a
high test petroleum,

Mr. BOWELL. I have the best authority for saying that
this does not interfere with the ordinary petroleum trade in
the least. When the Bill was introduced last year and the
year before, this class of oil was not known in the trade. It
came first under my notice in Prince Edward Island,where the
steameis running between Boston and Halifax, and touching
at Charlottetown, applied for permission to import this oiu,
its specific gravity being so much greater than that provided
for by the Petroleum Act that they could not import it
under the law. It has been found that the Grand Trunk
Railway bas been purchasing it in the United States and
using it on the through lines, and also the steamers on the
lakes import it. I have had a long telegrarm from oit men
in Petrolia and the West in reference to this matter, and so
has the Minister of Inland Revenue, pointing out that it did
not interfere in the teast with their trade, and there has
been no protest entered against the passage of the measure.
The suggestion did not emanate either from the manufac-
turers or importers, but simply from the fact that we found
that under the law the article was safer to use by railways
and steamboats; although imported it proves to be a much
safer article than that which was produced in the country.
I will also inform the hon. gentleman that this kind of
petroleun has not hitherto been made in Canada, but they
have discovered a mode by which it can be marufactured
from the Canadian crude petroleum, and they are commenc-
ing to manufacture it in this country. I do not suppose the
hon. gentleman desires that this article, which is safe in its
character and certainly not explosive, should be kept out
of the country, because if it were we would have to prevent
under the law its use in this country, though it might be
manufactured. There is no objection to allow the third
reading to stand till to-morrow.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee and
reported.

LEGISLATION RESPECTING INDIANS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have to crave the in-
dulgence of the House while I introduce a Bill (No. 174) from
the Senate to amend the Indian Act. It bas been represented
to me as requisite in consequence of soma decisions and
doubts that have recently taken place in the North-West.
I will net go over the clauses, as I have shown the Bill to
my predecessor (Mr. Mills) and he concurs in all the clauses,
with the exception of one, which will be omitted.

Bill read the first, second and third times and passed.

BANK OF UPPER CANADA.

Bill (No. 171) to increase the amount placed at the dis-
posal of the Governor in Council by the Act 34 Vic., Cap. 8,
for pnying off claims on the Bank of Upper Canada.-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, and
read the third time and passed.

AMERICAN TELEGRAPH AND CABLE COMPANY.

On the order to consider amendments made by the Senate
to Bill (No. 17) to grant certain powers to the American
Telegraph and Cable Company being read,

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). With respect to one of the
amendments the Company are unwilling to agree to it, and
at this late period of the Session I shall not ask the House
to dissent from the amendment. I prefer tQ adopt the
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alternative of moving the withdrawal of the Bill. The
reason why the Bill is withdrawn, I may briefly say, is
that the amendment made by the Senate will place the
Company at a disadvantage as compared with other cable
companies. I move therefore:

That the consideration of the amendments made by the Senate to
the Bill No. 17, to grant certain powers to the American Telegraph and
Cable Company, be deferred for three months.

Mr. BLAKE. I think my hon. friend cannot move
the discharge of the Order alter it has come down from
the Senate. To accomplish bis object he had better move
that the amendment be considered this day three months.
and he can make a separate motion as to the return of the
fees.

Sir JOHN A. -MACDONALD. I think that would be
botter.

Mr. CAMERON, moved:
That the consideration of th aRmendments made by the Senate to

the Bill No. 17, to grant certain pcwers to the Ameriuan Telegraph and
Cable Company, be deferred for three months, and that the fee and
charges paid thereon, be refunded, less the cost of printing and transla-
tion.

Motion agreed to; and (at 2:25 a.m.) the louse ad-
journed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 17th May, 1882.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock;

PEAYERS.

REUUNERATION OF THE MESSENGERS.

Mr. EOYAL. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I wish to lay before the Government a clasi of claims to
their favorable consideration, which appears to me, as well
as to others, as being overlooked. I mean the humblest
class of officers of this louse, the messengers. During
this Session we have thought of remunerating very largely,
but not too mucb, the highest class of our civil servants.
We have not neglected to take care of the Deputy-Hcads of
the Departments. We bave provided fully for every elass
in the various Departments of tho Civil Service; but I
believe we have to a great extenît, if not neglected, over-
looked at least the rightful claims of a rnost interesting
class of our employees. This is, perhaps, owing to the fact
that they are the humblest in the scale of officers; but
I believe that we must not close the labors of
this Session without attempting at least to call the
attention of the Government to the claims of these
officers. They are poorly paid, as they only get $200.
This Session has lasted about a hundred days, so that their
pay amounts only to the small pittance of about $2 a day,
out of which they have to pay their expenses and provide
themselves with decent clothing. The same class of
employees in the Senate, whose duties are much less oner-
ons, are paid $250. When we consider, also, that the ages
receive $1.50 a day, the claims of our messengers should
not beoverlooked, especially when we have an overflowingi
Treasury, and when the Government, with judicionst
generosity, are providing for all the requirements of the(
public service. I can speak disinterestedly on this subject,o
because Manitoba is too far away from Ottawa to have any t
people from that Province appointed on the staff of mes- c
sengers of this House; and I am sure that our hon. friendsy
on the Opposition side will join me in urging upon the i
Govrnment the claims of our messengers on thoir favorable
consideration. i.

Mr. CÂmRoN (Victoria).

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I think the House of Commons
should pay the same salaries to its messengers Ps the Senate
pays. It is well kriown that they do three times the
amount of work. Tbey are here about a hundred days,
and when they pay their board and expenses and return to
their homes they have very little left. There is another
class of our officials who are hardly worked, and that is the
sessional clerks. 'There is no class employed about the
buildings who put in more hours of work, and, I think, in
addition to the thrce dollars a day, they ought to get a
bonus of $50. I do not think anybody in the House or the
country would objeet to that being done. These men have to
worksonetimesfrom eightornineo'clock in the morninguntil
two or three the next morning. I hope the Government
wili see their way to granting this bonus; I do rot think
any hon, member will oppose it, and, as the hon. member
for Niagara says, a year from now, whoever rules this
country may make the increase permanent, and put it in
the Estimates.

Mr. BERGERON. I entirely concur in what hus been
said. I do not see why our messengers, who have ten tines
the amount of work to do, should not be paid as mu-eh as
the messengers in the Senate.

Mr. GUILLET. I desire to say a word on behalf of
another class-of those in the paste-room. We know that
a large number of documents have been sent away this
Session, and that these employees have had a great deal to
do. Ail hon. members will sympathize with them I believe,
because all have availed themselves of their services.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no doubt you, Sir,
and the Commission of Internal Economy who assist you,
will take all these matters into consideration.

Mr. ORTON. I thoroughly endorse the views expressed
by other hon. gentlemen, especially with regard Lo the
sessional clerks. I know of one sesional clerk who gave
very valuablie services to the Committee of which I was
Chairman, working night and day, sometimes until two or
three o'clock in the morning. I certainly think that the
House would do well to roward those who have labored so
well in the public service; and I think the suggestion, that
a bonus should be granted for this Session, and the matter
of a permanent increase left for future consideration, is a
very good one.

Mr. TASSE (in French). I hope that it will be found
possible to grant the increase asked for by the sessional
messengers, and that during the recess the Government will
take into consideration the increasing of the salaries of
those messengers from $500 to $600 per annum. These
employees render valuable assistance to the Government,
and I think that their services should be rewarded as fully
and as generously as possible. I am glad to see that hon.
members who spoke before me on this question have all
declared themselves in favor of increasing the salaries of
sessional messengers.

INLAND REVENUE ACT.
The louse proceeded to the consideration of the amend-

ments made by the Senate to Bill (No. 168,) to amend the
Inland Revenue Act of 1880.

Mr. BLAKE. The amendment that seems to be material,
as far as I can judge, is that on page 4, lino 32, providing
that when manufactured into common Canada twist the
Canadian tobacco may be sold by the grower, when grown
on promises occupied by him, to any person for bis own use,
to the extent of 30 lbs. for each male member of the pur-
chaser's family, and limiting the time of seiling to two
years after the pasàing of the Act. That provision con-
flicts with the third clause of the Bill, which gives absolute
power to sell to anybody at any time, whether leaf or twist.
These are very important modifrations of the right of the
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cultivator to sell tobacco. You have two inconsistent
elauses inserted in the Act. The second clause obviously
modifies the other clause which gives practically unlimited
right. It modifies it in point of time-it gives the right to
sell the leaf onlv for two years; it modifies it in point of char-
acter-itgives the right tosellonlyto any person whorequires
it for bis own use; it modifies it in point of extent, entitles
you to sell the leaf only to the extent of 30 lbs. for each
adult member of the purchaser's family; so that the change
which is proposed is a very important one. Well, then,
you have repealed the clause as to the manufacture and
sale of the twist. It leaves that in this way: "The calti-
vator may also, during the set period of two years, manu-
facture into twist, the surplus tobacco grown," so that as to
the sale of Canada twist, and the manufacture of the leaf
into Canada twist by the cultivator, instead of being an
unlimited and permanent privilege, is restricted to two
years, so that if the hon. gentleman adopts the amendment
it will bo observed that, both with reference to the sale and
disposal of the leaf and also with reference to the disposalof
the common Canada twist, very important restrictions are
laid upon the privileges accorded to the cultivation of
tobacco by the Bill as it passed this House.

Mr. HOUDE. I would ask whether there is not a
change affecting the cultivator for two years to come ?

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, there is. The effect of that is, first
of all, that the privileges are by the Bill, as it passed this
flouse, general and unlimited, while they are now limited
to two years. The effect, secondly, is, that whereas there
is a general power to sell the leaf now, it is only for two
years, and the power to sell the leaf is only to any person
who wants it for bis own use, and the power to sell is limited
to the quantity of 30 lbs. for each adult male in the pur-
chaser's family. This is a most serious departure, and I
hope the hon. Minister will change his view and disagree
with the amendment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that the amend-
ments be not concurred in, and the reason for such non-
concurrence is, that the said amendments are contrary te
the general policy of the Bill.

Motion agreed to.

THIRD READING.

The following Bill was read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 172) further to amend the Petroleum Inspection

Act.-(Mr. Bowell.)

THE WINNIPEG POST OFFICE.

Mr.BLAKE enquired, Whethertherehlas been anyenquiry
by Post Office Inspector Dewe on the subject of the Winni-
peg post ofce; whether any report las been made;
whether the report recommends the removal of any, and
which officers of that post office, and on what grounds;
whether the report will be laid on the Table?

Sir HIECTOR LANGE VIN. Porhaps the hon.gentleman
would allow this question to stand for a few minutes unti!
the arrival of the bon. the Postmaster-General, who will
shortly be here.

BOROUGH OF NIAGARA.

Mr. PLUMB. I had hoped that upon the consideration)
of the Redistribution Bill, I might have again appealed to
my right hon. friend the leader of the Government. in
respect to the constituency of Niagara; but I now desire,
in regard to the changes made in that constituency, to
appeal to the right hon. gentleman to say that I had
endeavored as far as I could to disebarge my duty te ny
constituents and endeavored to preereve the constituetdél 1

intact. I titht, on some other occasion, I maylbe eroneratëd
from any neglect of duty in respect to my constituents at
Niagara, and I hope that the right bon. gentleman will say
that I did endeavor, as far as in me lay, to prevent the
sacrifice, as ic will appear to them, by annexing that old
constituency to the county of Lincoln. I tbink my right
hon. friend scarcely understands the deep feeling that exista
among the inhabitants of that loyal borough, on finding
themselves deprived of a representative, but I trust they
will follow my example in still remaining loyal to the
Conservative cause, which they have often doue on hard
fought fields in the past.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hoped to have had an
opportunity of saying something on this matter; what I
say in these few words I shall perhaps have an opportunity
of repeating at greater length on some future occasion. The
hon. gentleman waited on me not only in season but out ofsea-
son, day and night,sometimes when I was particularly engag.
ed, in order to presci vo the right of representation to the
borough ofNiagara, which ho has represented so well, ably
and fearlessly on the floor of this House. I hope to have an
opportunity of speaking of this matter by-and-bye. In the
meantime I would say on behalf of my colleagues and
friends in this House, that we will view with great regret
any accident which will prevent my hon. friend from any
longer assisting in the Government of the country as a
member of the Legislature. I do not believe such a fall
will happen to him or any such misfortune will happen to
the party, which would lose a valuable friend and adviser,
and I have full confidence-perfect confidence, that the hon.
gentleman, if bis life be spared, will come back to the next
Parliament as the representaive of an Ontario constituency.

Mr.PATTERSON (Essex). laving heard what was said
by the hon. First Minister in regard to the probable retire-
ment from this House of the hon. member for Niagara, I trust
I shall have time enough to express my sympathy for the
hon. gentleman; and my admiration for the eloquent vale-
dictory speech on which he the other day closed his address
in bidding good-bye to theold loyal borough of Niagara. I
regret very much that the hon. gentlemen opposite in their
speeches on that occasion did not meet my hon. friend in
the kindly spirit which his admirable and feeling speech
deserved. I am sure we all admire his chivalrous spirit in
wbich ho placed his seat in the hands of bis chief. But I
for one am glad to hear that political retirement is not to
be the fate of my hon. friend, for I have the pleasure of
knowing that bis political career will not be ended with
the present Parliament. I think the leader of the Govern-
ment, when ho was giving my hon. friend a bill of health,
might have said a word to a few other of bis supporters;
and I wouldbe glad if ho would say something for bis
opponents too, for I would be sorry to see their number
lessened, I would rather see it increased. I do not think it
would be in the interests of the country that their nun-
ber should b reduced; and I am quite satisfied, notwith-
standing their professed alarm, that every leading member
of the Opposition will be found back on that side after the
elections. No doubt oppositions are very useful to the
country.

Mr. PLUMB. Therefore we always want to keep them
there. I think, Mr. Speaker, I may also add what might
have been more appropriately said by a member of greater
ex-perience, that this House ought to express its great ap-
preciation of the able manner in which you have discharged
your duty as Speaker this Seussion. Hiaving the peculiar
advantage com mon to al[ your race of that courtesy and
politeness characteristic of French Canadians, and the ripe
experience gained as Speaker ofa Provincial Assembly, you
have discharged your duties with an amoutit of tact
and sumcess highly creditable to yourself as well as useful
tô tiÉ Chambîr. i desire, on behalf of whatI maycan
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the inexperienced parliamentarians, to express our grateful
appreciation of the great encouragement you have always
given u,, and of the experience you have placed at our dis-
posal when questions involving parliamentary practice
have arisen from time to time. I am sure that all of us
who have had the privilege of sittirng in this Chamber,
over which you have so happily presided, will look back
with pleasure to your ctreer as its presiding officer, and
will always remember cordially and kindly the personal
hospitalities which you so lavishly dispensed, and the char-
acter which you kept up, not only as a French Canadian
gentleman, but as a Canadian and as the Speaker of the
Commons of Canada.

Mr. ROYAL (in French). Mr. Speaker, I think it my
duty, as one of the Junior members of this House, to unite
with the hon. member for Essex (Nir. Patterson) in bis ex-
pression of praise and regret with regard to the leave-tak-
ing of the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb). It is
always an advant:e for a young member to listen to
speeches as instructive and as full of new ideas as those
made by the hon. member for Niagara during the three
years that 1 have oceupied a seat in this Parliament, with
the greatest profit to himself and, I am sure, to those who
will, in the future, read the debates of this flouse to seek in
them the necessary elements for writing the parliamentary
history of the country. As for me, I have ever admired the
varied eloquence, the extensive knowledge and the rapidity
of conception of the hon. member for Niagara. Although
advanced in years, bis mind has remained young and fresh.
More than once have we enjoyed the vivacity of his answers,
whilst at the same time we may sometimes have regretted
that ho should have abused the too great popularity he had
acquired in this House. I repeat, Mr. Speaker,
no one more than myself bas admired the hon.
member for Niagara, and it will certainly be
a loss for this House and for the country that a man should
disappear from the parliamentary precinets who bas been
such an ornament to them by his extensive knowledge and
his talents of a high order. Now, Mr. Speaker, Manitoba
was formerly in the habit of electing the principal men of
the country, whom the older Provinces, in a moment of
spite, bad refused to elect. In 1873, Manitoba had the
honor of electing Sir George RE. Cartier, after his defeat in
the Province of Quebee. In 1878, it had the honGr of
electing Sir John A. Macdonald, the Prime Minister of the
Dominion, who had been beaten in a city of the Province
of Ontario. Well, Mr. Speaker, I think that Manitoba,
which bas only young men to send to this Parliament, bas
given a proof of its wisdom by electing eminent men unjustly
rejected by the older Provinces, and if the bon. member for
Niagara is cast out of the political arena becauàe the county
of Niagara bas disappeared, I think he will be welcomed
and will triumph in one of the districts of Manitoba or of
the North-West. I also join the bon. member for Essex in
what concerns you personally, Mr. Speaker. I might be
taxed with being too favorably inclined towards a fellow-
countryman, but I cannot refrain from praising the cordi-
ality of your receptions as well as the lively interest you
have shown in making agreeable the long sittings we have
had to spend in this House. I am sure that if the young
ones are those who must praise their elders, I could not
select a fittèr subject to allow me to express on this occasion
my sympathy with the hon. -member for Niagara, and my
admiration for the hospitality and impartiality with which
you have presided over the deliberations of this assembly
during the three Sessions I have bad the honor of being in
this louse.

INLAND REVENUE ACT.

Mr. SPEAKER stated that the Master in Chancery had
come from the Senate to say that the Senate doth not insist

Mir. PLUB.

on the amendments made by them to the Bill (No. 168) to
amend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880, except the 7th of the
said amendments, upon which the Senate doth insist.

Mir. MOUSSEA U moved that this House do not insist on
disagreement with the 7th amendment, but agree to the
same.

Mr. BLAKE. I really do not think this will do. It is
proposed to strike ont the clause which is substituted for
clause 146, in order to provide for the new state of things
supposed to be created by this Bill. It therefore leaves
alive clause 146, which provides that every person who
offers for sale, or bas in bis possession, except on the
premises where tobacco is grown, or in a licensed manu-
factory, any unstamped tobacco, shall pay a penalty. This
clashes with the permission to sell uninspected tobacco,
which you intend to give to the cultivator.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I would suppose the last
provision made by Parliament in this matter would be con-
sidered, by the interpreters of the law, as nullifying this
clause 146 in the old Act. We are satisfied the law will
work well without that amendment, and would askthe hon.
gentleman to allow the motion to go as it is.

Motion agreed to.

PROROGATION.

A Message from His Excellency the Governor General, by
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:
MR. SPEAKER,

His Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate presence
of this House in the Senate Chamber.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to
the Senate.

IN THE SENATE CHAMBER.

His Excellency was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's
name, the Royal Assent to the following Bills:-

An Act respecting the Canada Southern Railway Company, and the
Brie and Niagara Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Manitoba Bank.
An Act to incorporate The St. Lawrence Marine Insurance Company

of Canada.
An Act to incorporate the North-Western Bank.
An Act respecting The Niagara Grand Island Bridge Company.
An Act to incorporate the Lake Superior and James' Bay Railway

Company.
An Aet to incorporate the Ottawa and Arnprior Junction Railway

Company.
A n Act respecting the Sun Mutual Life Insurance Company of Mon-

treal.
An Act to incorporate the Sault Ste. Marie Bridge Company.
An Act to incorporate the Saskatchewan and Peace River Railway

Company.
An Act to authorize and provide for the winding up of the Dominion

Fire and Marine Insurance Company.
An Act to further amend the Act incorporating the Mutual Life As-

sociation of Canada and to change the name thereof to "The Life Asso-
ciation of Canada."

An Aet to revive and amend the charter of the Chartered Bank of
London and North America, and to change the name thereof to " The
Chartered Bank of London and Winnipeg."

An Act to incorporate the Nova Scotia Steamship Company
(Limited )

An A et to amend and consolidate as amended the several Acte relat-
ing to the British America Assurance Company.

An Act to incorporate the Planters Bank of Canada.
Au Act to incorporate the Synod of the Diocese of Saskatchewan and

for other purposes connected therewith.
An Act respecting the New York and Ontario Furnace Company.
An Act respecting the Portage, Westbourne and North Western

Railway Company.
An Act concerning marriage with a deceased wife's sister.
An Act to amend the Acts relating to the Great Western Railway

Company,
An Aet to empowerthe Ottawa Agrieultural Insurance Company to

wind up their affairs, and to relinquish their charter and to provide for
the dissolution of the said Company.

An Act to amend and extend the Act to empower the Stadacona Fire
and Life Insurance Company to relinquish their charter, and to provide
for the winding up of their affaire.
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An Act to incorporate the Tecumseh Insurance Company of Canada.
An Act respecting the Exchange Bank of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the North American Mutual

Life Insurance Company, and to change the name thereof to the
"North American Life Association Company."

An Act to amend the Act incorporating "The Canadian Steam Users'
Insurance Association " and to change the name of the said Company to
"The Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company of Canada."

An Act to reduce the stock of the Ontario Bank and to change the
nominal value of the shares thereof, and for other purposes.

An Act to incorporate the Western Bank of Canada.
An Act relating to the Canada Sonthern Bridge Company.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the South Saskatchewan

Valley Railway Company.
An Act further to amend the Act incorporating the Souris and Rocky

Mountains Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Ocean Mutual Marine Insurance Company.
An Act to incorporate the Edison Electric Light Company of Canada.
An Act to incorporate The Quebec Timber Company (Limited).
An Act to incorporate The Lake Athabaska and Hudson Bay Rail-

way Company.
An Act to incorporate the Canada Murual Telegraph Company.
An Act to incorporate the Thomson and Houston's Electric Light

Company of Canada.
An Act to make further provision for the improvement of the River

St. Lawrence between Montreal and Quebec.
An Act to authorize the Canada Co-operative Supply Association

(Limited) to issue preference stock.
An Act to grant certain powers to the 0. W. Williams Manufac-

turing Company" and to change the name thereof to the "Williams
Manufacturing Company"

An Act to incorporate the Sisters of Charity of the North-West Ter-
ritories.

An Act to amend the charter of the Fellows Medical Manufacturing
Company.

An Act further to amend the Acts to provide for the improvement
and management of the Harbour of Quebec.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Pontiac Pacifie Junction
Railway Company, and to authorize the said Company to erect a bridge
over the River Ottawa.

An Act respecting the Commercial Travellers' Association of Canada.
An Act to incorporate the Montreal and Central Canada lRailway

Company.
An Act to exempt vessels employed in fishing from the payment of

duties for the relief of sick and distressed mariners.
An Act to incorporate the St. John's Bridge Company.
An Act to incorporate the Winnipeg and Springfield Bridge Com-

pany. I
An Act to incorporate the Richelieu Bridge Company,
An Act to provide for the improvement and management of -the Har-

bour of Three Rivers.
An Act to amend the Act Thirty-Fifth Victoria, Chapter Forty-

Two, respecting the appointment of a Harbour Master for the Port of
Halifax.

An Act to authorize the construction, on certain conditions, of the
Canadian Pacific Railway through some Pass other than the Yellow
Head Pass.

An Act for amending the Acte relating to The Trust and Loan Com-
pany of Canada and for enlarging the powers of the said Company.

An Act to incorporate the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts.
An Act respecting a certain agreement between the Canadian

Securities Company and the Liquidators of the Consolidated Bank of
Canada

An Act to incorporate the Niagara Peninsula Bridge Company.
An Act to incorporate the Ottawa, Waddington and New York Rail-

way and Bridge Company.
An Act to amend the Act of the late Province of Canada intituled:

"An Act to incorporate the Board for the management of the Tempo-
ralities Fund of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with
the Church of Scotland, and the Acta amending the same."

An Act to amend the Act of the late Province of Canada, intituled :
"An Act to incorporate the Managers of the Ministers, Widows and
Orphans Fund of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in
connection with the Church of Scotland," and amenxdments thereto.

An Act to extend and amend the Acts relating to the Canada Landed
Credit Company.

An Act to amend The General Port Wardens' Act, 1874.
An Act to make further provision respecting the incorporation of a

Company to establish a Marine Telegraph between the Pacifie Coast of
Canada and Asia.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting the Trinity House and
Harbour Commissioners of Montreal.

An Act to amend the Act Fortieth Victoria, Chapter Thirty, in tituled:
"lAn Adt to make provision against the improper use of fire-arms."

An Act to amend the Acta respecting the Militia and Defence of the
Dominion of Canada.

An Act respecting fugitive offenders in Canada from other parts of
Her Majesty's Dominions.

An Act to amend and further to continue in force for a limited time,
the Act Forty-third Victoria, Chapter Thirty-six.

An Act respecting the River St. Clair Railway Bridge and Tunnel
Company.

An Act respecting Bridges over navigable waters, constructed under
the authority of Provincial Acts.

An A et to amend an Act to amend and consolidate as amended the
several enactments respecting the North-West Mounted Police Force.

An Act respecting County Court Judges.
An Act to incorporate the Ontario Pacific Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Calais and St. Stephen Railway Bridge

Company.
An Act to incorporate the Rapid City Central Railway Company.
An Act respecting Queen's College at Kingston.
An Act to consolidate and amend the Acte relating to the Montreal

Telegraph Company.
An Act to incorporate the International Construction Company

(Limited.)
An Act to incorporate the Great Eastern Railway Company.
An Act to provide for the allowance of drawback on certain articles

manufactured in Canada, for use in the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway.

An Act respecting the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental
Railway.

An Act respecting the sale of Railway Passenger Tickets.
An Act respecting the Harbour and River Police of the Province of

Quebec.
An Act to incorporate the Chignecto Marine Transport Rùailway Com-

pany (Limited.)
An Act to incorporate the Great American and European and Short

Line Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Qu'Appelle Land Company (Linited.)'
An Act to amend an Act incorporating the Bell Telephone Company

of Canada.
An Act to amend the Act Forty-second Victoria, Chapter Forty, inti-

tuled "An Act to amend The Maritime Jurisdiction Act, 1877," and to
make further provision for the recovery of the wages of seamen employed
on vessels navigating the inland waters of Canada.

An A ct to incorporate the "Canada Provident Association."
An Act to amend aid consolidate the Acte relating to the office of

Port Warden for the Harbour of Montreal.
An Act to amend the Acts of the present Session, intituled: "An Act

to reduce the capital stock of the Ontario Bank and to change the
nominal value of the shares thereof, and for other purposes."

An Act respecting the Civil Service of Canada.
An Act to incorporate The McClary Manufacturing Company.
An Act to further amend the law respecting Building Societies and

Loan and Savings Companies carrying on busmness in the Province of
Ontario.

An Act to repeal certain provisions of the General Inspection Act,
1874.

An Act further to amend "The Pilotage Act, 1873," and the other
Acts therein mentioned,

An Aet to provide for the free transmission of the Canadian news-
papers by mail within the Dominion.

An Act to remove certain doubts as to the effect of "The North-West
Territories Act, 1880," and to amend the same.

An Act to further amend "The Seamen's Act, 1873."
An Act to make farther provisions respecting Lighthouses, Buoys

and Beacons.
An Act to correct certain errors in the French versions of "The Do-

minion Lands Act" and "The Dominion Lands Act, 1879."
An Act to amend the Act respecting the Harbour of North Sydney, in

Nova Scotia.
An Act to provide for building certain Branch Lines of Railway froni

points on the Intercolonial Railway and Prince Edward Island Railway
respectively.

An Act to amend and consolidate the Acts respecting the inspection
of Steamboats and the examination and licensing of Engineers employed
on them.

An Act to readjust the Representation in the louse of Commons, and
for other purposes.

An Act for increasing during a certain time, the yearly subsidy to tha
Province of Manitoba.

An A et relating to the Harbor of Saint John, in the Province of New
Brunswick.

An Act to encourage the construction of Dry Docks by grantiug
assistance on certain couditions to Companies constructing them.

An Act further to continue in force for a limited time "The better
Prevention of Crime Act, 1878."

An Act to amend "The Extradition Act, 1877."
An Act declaratory of the meaning of the word Telegraph in certain

cases.
An Act further to amend the several Acte imposing Duties of Customs

now in force.
An Act further to amend "The Indian Act, 1880."
An Act to fix and provide for the payment of the salaries of the

Judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature of Ontario, and of certain
Judges and County Judges in Manitoba and New Brunswick.

An Act to provide for the granting of subsidies for the construction
of certain lines of railway therein mentioned.

An Aet to increase the amount placed at the disposal of the Governor
in Council by the Act Thirty-four Victoria, Chapter Eight, for paying
off claims oU the Bank of Upper Canada.

An Act respecting the Windsor Branch of the Intercolonial Railway.
An Act to authorize an annual grant for the development of the Sea

Fisheries and the encouragement of the building of fishing vessels.
An Act to provide for the granting of a subsidy to the Chignecto

Marine Transport Railway Company Limited.
An Act to amend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880.
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An Act further to amend "The Petroleum Inspection Act, 1880."
An Act to further amend " The Patent Act of 1872."
An Act respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance Companies, and

Trading Corporations.

Then the Honorable the Speaker of the House of Commons
addressed His Excellency the Governor General as
follows:-
"MAY T PLIEAs Youv EXcOELLEtOY,

" The Commons of Canada have voted the Supplies required by the
Government to defray the expenses of the Public Service.

" In the name of the Commons, I present to Your Excellency a Bill
intituled.: 'An Act for grantiog to Her Majesty certain sume of money
required for defraying certain expenses of the Public Service, for the
financial years ending respectively the 30th June, 1882, and the 30th
June, 1883, and for other purposes relating to the Public Service,'
to which I humbly request Your Excellency's assent."

To this Bill the Royal Assent was signified in the follow-
ing words:-

"In MBer Majesty's name, Ris Excellency the Governor General
thanks Rer Loyal snbjects, accepta their benevolence, and assents to this
Bill."

After whieh His Excelency the Governor General was
pleased to close the Fourth Session of the Fourth Parlia-
ment of the Dominion with the following

SPEECH:

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate :

Gentlemen of the House oj Commons:

I desire to convey to you my bes t thanks for the earnestness and

assiduity which you have shown in the performance of your parha-

mentary duties, and I am glad to believe that on returning to your
homes yon will find the country everywhere enjoying a large measure

of prosperity.

The Civil Service Act will, I trust, be productive of the best results.

It will improve the organization and add to the usefulness of that

service, already so efficient.

The measures relating te the extradition of fugitive offenders, to

the winding up of Insolvent Banks, Insurance Companies and Trading

Corporations, andforamending the Oriminal Law, are all of an important
n.ature.

The appropriation In aid of Railway enterprise will tend greatly to

open up vast tracts of fertile country hitherto almost inaccessible to the

setler.

The annuaI grant for the encouragement of the Ses Fisheries and the

Improvement of the condition of the fishermen will be of great value to

that important branch of the national industries.

The removal of the duties on tes and coffee wlill lessen the cost of

these important articles of food to the people, and the repeal of the

Stamp Tax on Bille of Exchange and Promissory Notes will be appre-

ciated by the commercial community as a relief from an irksome burden,

while the transmission of newspapers and periodicals free from postage
will be accepted as a boon by the whole country.

Our manufacturers already in a prosperous condition will be further
sided by the abolition of the duties on metals and other raw materials
used in their several productions.

It is satisfactory to know that the buoyant state of the revenue will
permit these reductions, amounting to about a million and a quarter of
dollars, to be made withont inconvenience.

During the recess my Min.isters will continue their efforts to secure
favorable commercial arrangements with France and Spain. In these
endeavors the High Commissioner will receive the same hearty support
from Her Majesty's Government and the Imperial diplomacy as has
already been given to him.

Such support must greatly strengthen Canada in any negotiations
entered into for the improvement of her trade with foreign countries.

It has been the more readily accorded that Rer Majesty's Government
rely on no preference being given by Canada against the trade or pro-
ducts of the Mother Country.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I thank you in Her Majesty's name for the Supplies you have granted,
which will be expended with all due attention to economy.

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate :

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I heartily congratulate you on the rapid and successful development
of our manufacturing, agricultural and other industries.

I am, however, advised that their progress would have been still
greater were it not that capitalists hesitate to embark their means in
undertakings which would be injured, if not destroyed, by a change in
the trade and fiscal policy adopted by you in 1879. In order, therefore,
to give the people, without further delay, an opportunity of expressing
their deliberate opinion on this policy, and at the same time to bring
into operation the measure for the readjustment of the representation in
the House of Commons, it is my intention to cause this Parliament to be
dissolved at an early day.

The Speaker of the Sonate then said:

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

It is Ris Excellency the Governor General's will and pleasure, that
this Parliament be prorogued until Monday, the 26th day of June next
to be here held, and this Parliament is accordingly prorogued until
Monday, the 26th day of June next.

The Parliament of the Dominion of Canada was then
prorogued to the 26th day of June next.
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FOURTII SESSION - FOURTH PARLIAMENT, 1882.

ABBREVIATIONS of well-known words and Pnrliamentary expressions are used, as the following :-Adjn., Adjaurn;
Amt., Amendment; Ans., Answer; Ass., Assurance; B., Bill; Civ. Serv., Civil Service; Clk., Clerk; Com., Comxnittee;
Conc., Conciurrence; Cont., Contract; Cor., Correspondence; Inv., Division; Dom., Dominion; H., HouseI; H. E., His
Excelleney; H. M, fHer Majesty; Incorp., Incorporation; Ins., Insurance; M., Motion, Moved ; Mess., Message; Neg.,
Negatived; O. C., Order in Council; Pap., Papers; Pet., Petition; Prop., Proposed; Q., Ques., Question; Rep., Report;
Res., Resolution; Rot., Return; Ry., Railway; Sel. Com., Select Committee; Com. of W., Committee of Whole House;
Withdn., Withdrawn; W. & M., Ways and Means; Y., Yeas; N., Nays; 1, 2, 3°, First Reading, Second Realing, Third
Reading; *, Without discussion.

AIBBOTT, Hon. J. J. C., Argenteuil
Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co's. and Trading Corporations

B. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on M. for 20, 1315.
Quebec, Montreal and Ottawa Rzy. (B. 114, 1o*) 376.
Readjustment of the Represer4tation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1460.

AMYoT, Mr. G., Bellechasse
Canadian Tobacco, Daty on (M. for Statement) 20.
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Report of Com., 692; Second Rep., 1473; Fourth
Rep., 1555.

Fisheries and Fishing Licensos (M. for Ret.) 229.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com., 1428.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mousseau)

1282; on B. 168, in Com., 1552.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on M. for 3
(Amts.) 485, 490.

Miitary College at Kingston, Abolition of (Ques.) 73.
Military Schools for the Infantry Service (Ques.) 73.
Militia Employés, Aged (Ques.) 72.
Pilotage Act (1873) Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) in

Com., 1261, 1329.
Quebec Customs Boatmen, Uniform for (M. for copies

of Petitions), 316.
Question of Privilege (on paragraph in Ottawa Free

Press) 1553.
Red River Expedition (1870-71), Names of Officers,

&c. (M. for Rot.) 328; (Ques.) 478.
Ross, Lieut.Ca., censure of in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1301.
St. Miebol Wharf Improvements (31. for Reps.) 128;

(Ques.)d 68, 131,

AMYOT, Mr. G.-Con.

Supply-Militia (Ikili Pay, &c.) 1301.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

SAaw) on M. for 3° (Amt.) 638.

ANGLIN, Hon. T. W., Gloucester

Accidents on Governmerit Rys., on M. for Ret., 285.
Amount expended for "Completion of the Intercolo.

niai, $24,373.54" (M. for IRet. in detail) 191.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard TMey) on

prop. Res., 875; in Com., 1513, 1517.
Canadian-built Vessels in France, on M. f>r Cor., 285.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction

B. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1015.
Charybdis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1270.
Chignecto Ship Ry. Subsidy B. 167 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1550.
Coal landed at Cape Traverse in 1879 (M. for Ret.) 1121.
Concurrehce-Census, 1309; Mail Subsidies (Campbell-

ton and Gasp6) 1310; (P.E.I. and Great Britain)
1311; (Port Mulgrave to East Bay, C.B.) 1501;
Registration of Shipping, 1311; Indian Schools,
1312 ; Miscellaneous (compensation to D. H.-
Waterbury) 1312; Weights and Moasures and
Gas, 1312; Intercolonial (rolling stock) 1320;
Calling Timber, 1501.

Consolidated Fund, Receipts and Expenditure charge.
able te (M. for Rot ) 50.

Cottons and Woollens, Duties on (Res. in Amt. to
Com. of Supply) 1162.

Delay in the reception of Mails (remarks) 493.
Fellow's Medical Manufacturing Co. Met Amt. P. 105

(Mr. Gault) in Co.n., 92ê.
Fire-Arms, improper use of, Act Amt. B.. 111 (Sir J4,4

.4. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1259,



ü INDEX.
ANGLIN, Hon. T. W.-Con.

Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. 121 (Mr.
McLZelan) in Com., 1131.

General Port Warden's Act (1874) Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
.McLelan) in Com. on Res. 7ý8.

Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.
McLelan) in Com. 1429.

Hudson Bay Ry. (Ques.) in Com. of Supply, 1099.
Income and Deficits in Post-Office Service: in Com. of

Supply, 1196.
Instructions to Health Officers at Halif&x, &c., on M.

for copies of Cireulars, 286.
Intercolonial Ry. Branches (M. for Ret.) 285.
Intercolonial Ry. Coal Hoppers (M. for Ret.) 478.
Intercolonial Ry. Employés (M. for Ret.) 189.
Intercolonial Rolling Stock (Ms. for Rets.) 56, 120;

(Ques.) 866; in Com. of Supply, 1151; on Conc.,
1320.

Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on prop. Res. (3fr.
Costigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 876; on Res.
19)60.

Iron Industry, on Res. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) in Amt.
to Com. of Supply, 1226.

Letter-carriers' Uniforms (Ques.) in Com. of Supply,
1194.

Ministerial Explanations, 27.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners' Act Amt. B. 130 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on. Res., 534.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) in Com., on Amnt. (Mr. Burpee,
St. John) 945; on Amt. to 3° (Mr. Blake) 947;
in Com., on Amt. (Mr. White, Cardwell) 948; on
Amt. to 3 q (Mr. White, Cardwell) 949.

North.West Mounted Police B. 102 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) in Com. on Res., 545.

Persons charged with indictable offences B. 50 (Mr.
McCarthy) on 1', 110.

Pilotage Act Amt. (1873) B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) in
Com. on Res. 659; on 20, 1260.

Postage on Newspa.pers, Abolition of, B. 161 (Sir
Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 142).

Potts, Thomas, Letters addressed to (M. for Cor.)
374.

Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. B. 129 (Sir
Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 534.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) on Senate Amts., 1566.

Rivière du Loup Branch of the Intercolonial Ry., Total
Cost of (M. for Ret.) 191.

Salaries of Judges B. 179 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.
on Res., 1561.

Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees cbarged, on M. for
Ret., 1238.

Seamen's Act (1873) Amt. B. 110 (Mr. McLelan) in
Com., 1509.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Kfr. McLelan)
in Com. on Res., 548.

St. John (N.B.) larbor Commission B. 163 (SirHector
Langevin) in Com. on es., 1429,

ANGLIN, Hon. T. W.-Con.
Subsidiesto Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on prop.

Res., 1531.
Supply-Charges of Management, 593-598; Civil Govern-

ment; (Secretary of State) 602-605; (PublicWorks)
657; (High Commissioner: contingent expenses)
659; (additional expenditure) 1504; Penitentiaries
(Kingston) 780 ; (St. Vincent de Paul) 782 ;
(Dorchester) 783; Legislation (Senate Chaplain)
784; Arts, Agriculture and Statisties (Health
Statisties) 848; Immigration, 849 ; Collection of
Revenues (Customs) 851 ; (Intercolonial) 1151;
Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 857; Ocean
and River Service (Purchase of Life Boats, &c.)
866; (Charybdis Training Ship) 1270; (Water
Police, Mntreal) 1272 - Fisheries (Salaries, &c.,
Overseers and Wardens); 870 Public Works--Income:
Public Buildings (N.B.) 1023; (Ottawa Geolo-
gical Museum) 1266; larbors and Rivers (N.S.)
1027; (N.B.) 1445; Railways and Canals-Capital:
Railways (C.P.R.)1096; (Intercolonial) 1436; (Cape
Traverse Ry.) 1437 ; Geological Survey, 1184, 1508;
Post Office,1193; Miscellaneous (Army and Navy,
Articles imported for) 1198; (Fishermen's losses
through storms) 1275; International Fishery Ex-
hibition) 1505; Fisheries (Fish Breeding) 1273;
Administration of Justice (Russell vs. Woodward)
127J.

Tariff, The, and Agricultural Interests, on M. for Sel.
Com., 257.

Thunder Bay to Red River, Canadian Pacifie Ry.: in
Com. of Supply, 1096.

Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal
Act Amt B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) on Res. 660; in
Com. on B., 1131.

Upper Canada Bank, claims against, B. 171 (Sir Leonard
Tilley) on Res., 531.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 147; Comments on
Sir Leonard Tilley's rcply, 521, 522; on Res. in
Com. (salt) 526; on Conc. (salt) 1497.

Welland Canal, Contract for Section 27, on M. (3tTr.
.Mackenzie) of Want of Confidence, 1247.

Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.
B. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper) on Ques. of Order
(Mr. Borden) on 2°, 1548; in Com., 1549.

ARKELL, Mr. T., East E/gin

Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.
(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Coin. of Supply, 759.

Canada Southern and Erie and Niagara Ry. Co. (B. 14,
1°*) 46.

Maps of Manitoba and the North-West, on M. for
Copies, 227.

Minister of Public Works' visit to St. Thomas: in
Com. of Supply, 927.

Niagara Grand Island Bridge Co. (B. 48, le*) 109.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1418.
St. Clair River Bridge and Tunnel Co. (B. 80, 10*) 229.
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ARKELL, Mr. T.- Con.

Supply-Public Works-Income: Publie Buildings
(Ont.) 1024.

Tariff, The, and Agricultural Interests, on M. for Sel.
Com., 257.

Welland Canal, Damage to Lock No. 1 (Ques.) 1108.

BAIN, Mr. T., North Wentworth

lamilton Custom louse and Offices (M. for copy of
Petition, &c.) 172.

Postage on Newspapers, abolition of, B. 161 (Sir
Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 1420.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1487.

BA1KER, Mr. G. B., Mssisquoi

Richelieu Bridge Co. Incorp. (B.. 42, 1°*) 78; on 2°,
110.

BANNERMAN, Mr. W., South 1Renfrew
Customs Revenues on Hudson's Bay (M. for Ret.) 43.
Customs Seizures at Iludson's Bay Ports (M. for

Rot.) 47.
Hudson Bay Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1099.
Rapid City Central Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 139, 1°*) 659.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1465,
Revenue Cutter on ludson's Bay (Ques.) 45.
Supply-Civil Government (Interior) 605; Railways and

Canals-Capital (C.P.R.) 1099; indians (N.W.T.)
1186; Fisheries, 1557.

Tramway at Grand Rapids of the Saskatchewan (M.
for Paps.) 172.

BEaTY, Mr. J., jun., West Toronto

Anchor Marine lus. Co. Act Amt. (B. 56, 1°*) 162.
Buifding Societies and Loan and Savings Co. (Ont.)

ActAmt. (B. 131, 1*) 541.
Canada Landed Credit Co.'s Acts Amt. (B. 47, 1°*) 109;

in Com., 1104.
Canadian Steam Users' Ins.- Association Act Amt.

(B. 113, 10*) 376.
Commercial Travellers' Association of Canada (B. 8,

1°*) 42.
Insolvent Debtors, Discharge of (B. 137, 11) 614.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of (B. 136,

1c) 606.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 462.

BEAUCHESNE, Mr. P. C., Bonaventure

PaspebiacE Harbor Survey (M. for Rep.) 37.
Port Daniel Hlarbor Survey (M. for Rep.) 40.
Restigouche River, Traverse in Channel of (M. for

Reps.) 40.
Steamers on Bay Chaleurs (Ques.) 48.

BÉCTARD, Mr. F., Iberville
Credit Foncier Franco.Canadian B. 99 (1fr. Girouard,

Jacques-Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
442.

BtOHARD, Mr. F.-Con.
Dominion Elections Act Amt. B. 12 (Mr. Ives) on M.

for 20, 265.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply, 1143.
Inland Rev. Act Amt., on prop. Re3. (Mr. Mousseau)

546, 1279, 1281; on B. 168, in Com., 1552.
Official Report of the Debates (M. to concur in First

Rep. of Com.) 690.
Pullman Car Co., unpaid Duties and Soizures (M. for

Cor.) 1120.
Tobacco Inspectors, Appointment of (M. for List) 1120.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B. 33 (Mi.

Kirkpatrick) on Ant. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) to
30, 1079; on M. for 30 (Amt.) declared out of
order, 1080.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 425, 414.

BENOIT, Mr. P. B., Chambly
Employment of Telephone on Chambly Canal (Ques.)

221.

BERGErtoN, Mr. J. G. H., Beauharnois
Address, The (moved) 3.
Little River St. Louis Works (Ques.) 163.
Manufactories in Beauharnois County (M. for Ret.) 328.
Personal Explanation (paragraph in Ottawa Free

Press) 1555.
Sessional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarks) 1572.

BEROIN, Mr. D., Cornwall

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 937 ; on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 938,
944.

Niagara Peninsula Bridge Co. Incorp. (B. 67, 1°*) 172.
Ontario Pacifie Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 61, 1°*) 162.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 159 (S&r John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1458.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com., 1213.
Supply-Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 858.

BLAKE, ion. E., West Durham
Acts of Provincial Legislatures (M. for Cor.) 39.
Address, on the, 9.
Administration of Criminal Justice in Disputed Terri.

tories B. 109 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for
20, 1259.

Administration of Justice in Manitoba (M. for Cor.) 54.
American Telegraph and Cable Co. B. 17 (Mr. Cameron,

Victoria) on M. for 30, 429.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on

prop. Res., 875; in Com., 1514; on M. for 1°, 1555.
Bridges over Navigable Waters B. 152 (Sir ilector

Langevin) on M. for 20, 1264.
Brown Sheeting and Bleached Shirtings (Ques.) 320.
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co. (Ont.)

Act Amt. B. 131 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com., 1509.
Canada and Brazil, Steam Communication between (M.

for Cor.) 328; on Conc., 1500.
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Canadian-built Vessels in France, on M. for Cor., 284.
Canadian Extradition Act (M. for Cor.) 37.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Commission (M. for Statement of

Expenses) 57; defective Return (remarks) 876;
Commissioners' Rep. (Ques.) 48; Rep. of Evidence
(remarks) 773.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., Charges against, for Work
performed on first 100 miles west of Winnipeg
(M. for Statement) 1120.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., Deposits of Money by (M. for
Statement) 166.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. (M. for Cor. and O.C.) 57.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., Payments of Money to (M.

for Cor., &c.) 40.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., Sale of Lands by (M. for

Statement) 371.
Canadian Pacific Ry;. Co.'s Charter, Extent of Lands

under (M. for Cor.) 1120.
Canadian Pacifie R> Branch Lines (M. for Maps or

Plans) 55.
Canadian Pacific Ry. and Senator Macpherson's Memo-

randum (M. for Ret.) 1250.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Contract Rights (M. for Cor.) 35.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Land Grant Bonds (M. for Cor.) 35.
Canadian Pacifie Ry., Lands granted, selectod, or re-

served for (M. for Peps., &o.) 41.
Canadian Pacific Ry., Passenger and Freigbt Rates on

Rys. owned by (M. for Cor.) 40.
Canadian Pacifie Ry., Port Moody and Yale Section

of, Ôn M. for approximate quantities, 168.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rep. (M.) 54.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountain Construction B.

144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 10, 852; on M.
for 2° (reply to Gencral Statement) 969.

Canadian Pacifie Ry., Route through the Rocky Moun-
tains (Ques.) 558.

Canadian Pacifie Ry., Route of, and Expenditure west
of Winnipeg (M. for Cor.) 40.

Canadian Pacifie Ry., Savona's Ferry and Port Moody
(M. for copies of advertisements, &c.) 56.

Canadian Pacifie ly. Sub-contracts (M. for Copies) 41.
Vcanadian Pacifie Ry. Tariff, Classification of Articles

under cQues.) 1108.
Census District No. 193w (M. for description of locatty

andMNap) 69.
Census, Information as to the (Ques.) 36; (M. for

Statement) 165.
Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, on

. ¾ls. for reading the Journals, 372, 481, 1234;
on Amt. (Mr. Rykert) to M. for Special Com., 1235.

Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. 57 (Mr. Caneron, Victoria) in
Com., 1103.

Chignecto Ship Ry. Subsidy B. 167 (air Charles
Tupper) in Com., 1550.

Cireulars (Three) directed to Banks (M. for Copies) 41.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir lector Langevin) on M. for 20,

790; in Com., 1122, 1155, 1187.

BLAKE, Hon. E.-Con.
Civil Servants and Municipal Offices (M. for Pet.)

1121.
Coal Lands in the North-West (Res.) 558, 564.
Commercial Relatiòns between Canada and other

Countries (M. for Cor.) 38.
Commercial Reciprocity with the Hawaiian Islands, on

M. for Sel. Com., 1250.
Commercial Treaties (Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup-

ply) 1068.
Compensation to D. H. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1200.
Concurrence-Care of Archives, 1309; Census, 1309;

Publishing Debates, 1499; Parliamentary Library,
1499; Mail Subsidies (Canada and Brazil) 1500;
Charybdis, 1502; M. C. Upper, 1502; on Amt.
(Mr. Mills) 1538; Harbors and Rivers (Ont.)
1503; Militia (Purchase of four guns) 1559.

Consolidated Fund, Receipts and Expenditure Charge-
able to, on M. ffr lRet., 50.

Cornwall Canal, Contract for Lock Gates (M. for Ret.)
1120.

Cottons and Woollens, Duties on, on Res. (ir. Anglin)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1167.

Cottons, Cost of Canadian and Foreign (M. for Ret.) 313.
County Court Judges B. 112 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on prop. Res., 1254; on 21 1259; in Com. on Res.,
1277.

County Court Judges (M. for Cor.) 53.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on M. for 2°, 439.
Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.11

(Mr. Cameron, Huron) on M. for 2°, 280.
Disallowance of Railway Charters (Ques.) 558.
Disallowance of Streams B., on Res. (Mr. Caneron,

Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 908.
Dominion Elections Act Amt. B. 12 (Mr. Ives) on M.

for 20, 620.
Dominion Lands along Railway lines (Res.) 1231.
Dominion Lands Acts Consolidation B. 101 (Sir John

A. .Macdonald) on 20, 803; in Com., 804.
Dominion Lands Act Correction B. 161 (Sir Hector

Langevin) on M. for 2° and in Com., 1549.
Dorcbester Penitentiary, Female Convicts at (Res.) 51.
Drawbacks on Articles used in Construction of C.P.R.

B 111, on M. to introduce B. (Mr. Bowell) 614; in
Com. on Res., 790; in Com. on B., 1255.

Drawbacks on Shoot Iron (M. for Cor.) 42.
Drawbacks to Manufacturers of Goods required by

Canadian Pacifie IRy. (M. for Cor., &c.) 40.
Drawback Regulations (M. for Cor.) 313.
Dry Docks Construction Aid B. 173 (Sir Leonard

Tilleyì on prop. Res., 1255.
Edison Electric Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 46

(Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 431; on M. for 3°
(Ant.) 486.

Emigrants booked for Canada (M. for Statement) 46.
Emigration to Manitoba and N.W.T. (M. for State-

ment) 57.

iv
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Extradition Act (1877) Amt. B. 154 (Sir John .4. Mac-
donald) on M. for 2°, 1560.

Factory Commlission (M. for Ret.) 283.
Fellow's Medical Manufacturing Co. Act. Amt. B. 105,

(Mr. Gault)-on M. for 2°, 488; in Com., 928.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com.on Res., 787.
Fuel Supplies in the North-West (Res.) 282.
Fugitive Offenders in Canada B. 108 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 2?, 1258; in Com., 1259.
Galt, Sir A. T., on Emigration (remarks) 849.
General Business, on delay in bringing down Returns

(remarks) 721.
General Port Wardens Act (1874) Amt. B. 120

(.Mr. McLelan) on 2Q and in Com, 1190.
Georgian Bay, Boat LicQnsing on (M. for Cor.) 283.
Government Business, Precedence of, on Ms. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 621, 1254.
Government Land Pólicy in the North-West, on Res.

(31r. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 823.
Great American and European Short Line Ry. Co.

Incorp. B. 94 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on 20, 312.
Grinding in Bond (M. for Cor.) 52.
Halifax Bank, Importation of Vault Doors for (M. for

Cor.) 1120.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com., 1426.
Interior, Report of the Minister of the (Ques.) 36.
Intercolonial and P.E.T. Rys. (M. for Tariffs of Rates) 40.
Immigration, Arrangements for Promotion of (M. for

Ret.) 258.
Interest on Money secured by Mortgage B. 49 (Mr.

Orton) on M. for 21, 267.
Instructions to Health Officers at Halifax, &c., on M.

for copies of Circulars, 285.
International Construction Co. Incorp. B. 75 (Mr.

Boultbee) in Com., 887, 927.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Costi-

gan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1034; remar ks
on Vote, 1067; on M. to engross Address, 1155.

Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s and Trading Corporations
B. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on M. for 2°, 1314; in
Com. on Amt. (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) 1495.

Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (Mr. McLelan) in
Com., 1425.

Inland Rev. Act (1880) Amt. B. 168 (Mr. Meusseau)
on Senate Amts., 1572, 1574.

John Dickenson Bruaton Patent Relief B. 104 (Mr.
Ryan, Montreal) on M. for 211 (Amt.) 6 m. h., 488.

Land purchases by Railway Companies in the North-
West (Ques.) 1107; M. for Rot., 1121.

Library of Parliament, on M. for Sel. Com., 41.
London Post Office Clerks (M. for Cor.) 166.
London Post Office Irregularities (M. for Ret.) 39.
Manitoba, Extension of Boundaries (M. for Rot.) 376.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.

on Res., 1421; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1568.
Maps of Canada (M. for Copies) 40.

BLAKE, Hon. E.-Con.
Marine Telegraph (Pacific Coast and Asia) B. 127 (Sir

Hector Langevin) on 1°, 531; on 20, 1191.
Maritime Court, Cases Disposed of in the, on M. for

Rot., 51.
Maritime Court for Canada, Establishment of, on M.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) for Address to Her
Majesty, 1541.

-Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization
B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 10, 42; in
Com., 320; on Amt. (Mr. Amyot) 491.

M. C. Upper, Schooner, Claim for Damages to (Ques.)
1231; on Conc. 1502; on Amt (Mr. .Mills) 1538.

Military Defence of Canada (il. for Cor.) 38.
Mills, Mill-Dams,Wharves, &c., Erection of, Liegalization

B. 84 (Mr. Domville) on 1, 269.
Mining Rights (M. for copies of O.C., &c.) 480.
Ministerial Explanations (remarks) 19, 21, 31.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Act Amt. B. 130 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 533.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on 2°, 312; in Com., 928,
931, 933, 936; (Amts.) 938, 939; on M. for 3°
(Amt.) 947.

New York and Ontario Furnace Co. B. 65 (Mr. White,
East EHastings') on M. for 30, 429.

Niagara River, Seizure of a Boat, &c., on (M. for Cor.)
1121.

North-West Mointed Police Force Aets Consolidation
B. 102 (Sir John A. .Macdonald) in Com. on Res.,
544, 798.

North-West Territories Act (1880) Amt. B. 149 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1542.

Ocean Mail Clerks: in Com. of Supply, 1192.
Official Report of the Debate, on M. to co'ncur in

First Rep. of Com., 691; Second Rep., 1473;
Third Rep., 1476; in Com. of Supply, 784,
1499.

On permission of a Member to ask a question (Ques. of
Order) 1302.

Owen Sound River and Harbor Improvements (M. for
Ret.) 1120.

Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 155 (Mr. Pope, Compton)
on M. for 2° and in Com., 1542.

Pawnbrokers Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Orton) on M. for
20, 189.

Petroleum Inspection Act (1880) Amt. B. 172 (Mr.
Bowell) on M. for 20, 1571.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on
Res. 659.

Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacifie
Ry., contract for, on Res. (Mr. Mackenzie) in Amt.
to Com. of Supply, 582.

Prevention of Fraud in relation to Public Contracts B.
7 (1Mr. Casgrain) on Amt. (Sir -Hector Langevin)
1 m. h., 188.

Printing for Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co. or Dominion
Lands (Ques.) 1107.

Provincial Railways (M. for copy of Res.) 371.
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Provisional Districts in the North-West, on consider-
ation of H. E. Message, 1657.

Public Accounts, 1880 (M. to refer Items to Com.) 483.
Public Business, State of (remarks) 287, 428.
Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. B. 129 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 534.
Railways, Accidents on, on M. for Ret., 285.
Railway Consolidated Act Aint. B. 143 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for 1°, 852.
Readjustment of the Representation (remarks) 1068;

(Ques.) 1155; on B. 153 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) on 10, 1204; (Ques.) 12311 on M.
for 2e (Ques. of Order) 1330; on B. 158, on M. for
24, 1360, Amt., 1376; in Com., 1410-1419,
1445-1467; on M. for 3° (Amts.) 1488; on
Amt. (Mr. Rymal), 1491; on Amt. (Mr. Guthrie)
1493; on 30, 1494; on Senate Amts., 1562.

Returns of Railway Contracts (remarks) 493.
Revision of Canadian Statutes, Appointment of Com-

missioner (M. for Ret.) 492.
River St. Francis Floating of Cordwood Regulation B.

118 (-Mr. Fanasse) on 1°, 428.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1295.
Salaries of Judges B. 179 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on prop.

Res., 1254; in Com., 1561; on M. for 3° (Amt.)
1561.

Sale of Railway Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirk-
patrick) on M. for 2°, 279; on M. to transfer to
Govt. Orders, 851.

Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees Charged, on M. for
Ret., 1238.

Seamen's Act (1873) Amt. B. 110 (Mr. McLelan) in
Com., 1509; on M. for 3° (Amat.) 1535.

Settlers in Manitoba and North-West during 1881
(Ques.) *36.

Shelburne Harbor, Fog-Whistle at, on M. for Ret., 319.
Sittings of the flouse, on M. (Mr. Bowell) to si t on

Saturdays, 1254,
Stamp Acts Repeal B. 63 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on

10,J162.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. ]McLelaê)
on objection (Mr. MacAenzie) to M. to go into
Com. on Res., 546; in Com., 546.

St. Lawrence Navigation and Level of Lake Ontario (M.
for Cor.) 1120.

Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on
prop. Res., 1524; in Com., 1553 ; in Ciom. on B.
1556; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1556.

San Mutual Life Assurance Co. B. 4 (Mr. Gault) on
M. for 30, 312.

Supply-Civil Government (Justice) 601; (PenitentiariesB
Branch) 601; (Interior) 605; (Indian Affairs) 606;
(Post Office) 656; (Agriculture) 656; (Marine and
Fisheries) 657; (Departmental Contingencies) 658;
(Stationery Office) 658; (High Commissioner: B
contingent expenses) 659; (Post Office and Fi-
nance Depts.: contingenoies) 1506 ; Penitentiaries

BLAKE, Hon. E.-Con.
Supply-Con.

(Kingston) 779, 1289; (St. Vincent de Paul) 782,
1506; (Dorchester) 783 ; (Man.) 784; (B.C.) 784;
Legislation (Publishing Debates) 784,1499; (Grant
to Library 785, 1499; (Prinfing, paper and book-
binding) 786 ; Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Crimi-
nalStatistics) 847; (Census) 847, 1309; (Health Sta.
tistics) 847; Immigration, 849, 1507; Immigration
and Quarantine, 850; Public Works-Income: Public
Buildings (N.S.) 926; (Man.) 1354; (Repairs, &c.)
1354; Post Office, 1192; Miscellaneous (compensa-
tion to D. H. Waterbury) 1200; (Consolidation of
Dom. Statutes) 1288; Dom. Lands-Income (Maps,
&c.) 1292; Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1295; (Pur-
chase of four guns) 1507, 1559.

Supreme Court, Appeals to tho (Res.) 164.
Supreme Court Repeal B., on M. to introduce, 254.
Telegraph Lines in the North-West, Cost of Operating

(M. for ]Ret.) 172.
Telegraph (Word) Declaratory B. 66 (Sir Hector Lan-

gevin) in Com., 1569.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) on Amt. (Mr. McLennan) in Com., Ques.
of Order, 550; in Com. 551, 552 ; on Amt. (Mr.
McDougall, Balton) 719.

Timber Licenses, System of Granting (Res.) 566, 569.
Tonnage Dues at Quebec and Montreal, in Com. on

Res., 535.
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal

Act Amt. B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) on ]Res., 660.
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal

Act Amt. B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) in Com., 1130.
Trust and Land Improvement Fand, on M. for Cor,, 40.
Upper Canada Bank, Claims against B. 171 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 533.
Validity of Marriage in Quebec (M. for Paps.) 55.
Vancouver Island Ry. (M. for Cor.) 41.
Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. (sulphate of

quinine) 524; (blasting powder) 525 ; (glass, &c.)
525; (sand and emery paper) 526; (silver plate
glass) 526; books, &c., 526; (salt) 526; (paraffine
wax, &c.) 528; (fruit trees) 528; (table glass, &c.)
529.

Welland Canal, Contract for Section 27 (remarks on
papers brought down) 320; on M. (Mr. Mackenzie)
of Want of Confidence, 1242.

Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.
B. 156 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on 1°, 1253; on M.
for 20, 1545.

Winnipeg Post Office, Removal of Officers from, (Ques.)
1573.

BoLiuo, Mr. J., Beauce
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr.

Mousseau) 1287,

BoRDEN, Mr. F. W., King's, N.S.
Accidents on the Intercolonial Ry.: in Com. ofSupply,

1100.
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Concurrence-Mail Subsidies (Port Mulgrave and East
Bay) 1310.

Duties on Ci.boys (Ques.) 477.
Intercolonial Ry. Employés, remuneration of: in Com.

of Supply, 1100.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(.gr. Caneron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
Burpee, St. John) 946.

Postmaster at Greenwood (N.S.) Removal of (M. for
Cor.) 485.

Supply-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and Ward-
ens) 873; Public Works-Income: fHarbors and
Rivers (N.S.) 1026; Railways and Canals-Capital
(jntercolonial) 1100.

White Rock Mills Post Office (Ques.) 478.
Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.

B. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M, for 2° (Ques. of
Order) 1544; on 20, 1548.

BouLTBEE, Mr. A., East York
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 736.
Dominion Lands along railway lines, on Res. (Mr.

Blake) 1234.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 10, 608.
International Construction Co. Incorp. (B. 75, 10*)

229; in Com., 887-927.
Lake Superior and James' Bay Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 22,

10*) 47.
Ministerial Explanations, 24.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 938; on Amt. (1Mr. Burpee, St.
John) 946; in Com. on Amt. (Mr. White, Card.
well) 949.

Personal Explanation (paragraph in Globe) 88J.
Portage, Westbourne and North-Western Ry. Co. (B.

20, 1°*) 47.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. (B. 103, 1*) 367.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on 10, 1211 ; on B. 158, in Com., 1463.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 2°, 278.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co. Act Amt. (B. 68,

1°*) 192.
Thunder Bay and Minnesota Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 21,

10*) 47.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 193.

BoulussA, Mr. F., St. Johns, Q.
Census Enumerators in the County of St. John (M. for

Statement) 226.
Credit Foncier Franco Canadian B. 99 (11fr. Girouard,

Jacques Carlier) on M. for 20 (Amt.) 6 m. h., 439.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 168 (Mr. .Mousseau) in

Com., 1551.
Isle aux Noix, Completion of Works at (Ques.) 615.

BoU]RBEÂAU, Mr. D. O., Drummond and Arthabaska
Fuel ahd Breadstuff3 Duties, IRepeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 629.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mous-

seau) 1283.

BoWELL, non. M., -orth Hastings
Adulteration of Food Rep. (presented) 18.
British Columbia, Amount of Duties collected in

(Ans.) 35.
Canada Landed Credit Co. Act Amt. B. 47 (Mr. Beaty)

in Com., 1104.
Chesley as a Port of Entry (Ans.) 614.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir ffector Langevin) in Com.,

1124.
Collector of Custons at Sackville, on M. for Cor., 2,82.
C0oncurrence-Weights, Measures and Gas, 1313; Pub-

lishing Debates, 1499.
Cottons, Cost of Canadian and Foreign, on M. for Uet.,

313.
Debates, Official Report of (M. for Sel. Com.) 18; in

Com. of Supply, 784, 1499.
Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for Export, on M.

for Ret., 65.
Drawback Regulations, on M. for Cor., 313.
Drawbacks on Articles used in. Construction of Cana-

dian Pacifle .Ry. (B. 141) M. to introduco B. 614;
Res. in Com. and ° 7909; in Com., 125~.

Export of Quebec manufactures to B. C., on M. for
Statement, 284.

Grinding in Bond, on M. for Cor., 53.
Hardware, Standard Price3 for (Ans.) 1108.
Importation of Goods for Consumption, on M. for

Staten:ent, 46.
Imports, Classification of, on M. for Rot., 118.
Imports of Canton Flannels, on M. for Rot., 190.
Inland Revenue Departmental Rep. (presented) 18.
Ministerial Explanations, 29.
Petroleum Inspection Act (1880) Amt. (B. 172, 1°*)

1521; 2°, 1571.
Public Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1339.
Quarterly Statistics of Trade, on Res. (Mr. Ross, Mid-

dlesex) 1249.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 1210 ; on M. for 2°, 1331; on B.
158, on M. for 20, 1376; in Com., 1465.

Revenue Cutter on Hudson's Bay (Ans.) 45.
Sittings of the House, (M. to sit on Saturdays) 10J54.
Statement of Appointmen(s under Weights and Mea-

sures Act, 1340.
Supply-Civil Government (Secretary of Stato) 603;

(Customs) 606; (Departmental Contingencies) 658;
Legislation (Publishing Debates) 784, 14,9; Col-
lection of Revenues (Customs) 85 1 ; Lighthouse and
Coast Service (Maintenance, &c.) 867; Public
Works-Incone: Public Buildings (N.S.) 926;
Fisheries (Salary of Fishery Overseer McVicai')
1273; Inland Revenue (Tobacco Stamps) 1216;

vii
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Supply-Con.
(Commissions to Customs Officers) 1276; Immi-
gration (Transport) 1276; Railways and Canals-
Capital (Trent River Nav.) 1442.

Trade and Navigation Returns (presented) 18.
Trent River Navigation: in Coin. of Supply, 1440.
Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. (b>oks, &c.) 526;

(salt) 527; (paraffine wax, &c.) 528; (fruit trees)
528; (cotton manufactures) 529; (table-glass, &c.)
530.

Weights and Measures Rep. (presented) 18.

BRECKEN, Mr. F. DE ST.-CaOIX, Queen's, P.E.I.
Belle Creek (P.E.I.) Harbor Improvements (M. for

Re t.) 2.-2.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1513, 1516.
Concurrence-Grant to Library, 1499.
Disallowance of Streams B., on Res. (1fr. Cameron,

Buron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 903.
Eloctions in the Magdalen Islands, &c., B. 74 (Mr.

Fortin) on 10, 221.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Cos.

tigan) in Arnt. to Com. of Supply, 1056.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Caneron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (1fMr. Blake)
943.

Readjustment of the. Representation B. 158 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on Senate Amts., 1565.

Supply-Mail Subsidies (P. E.I. and Great Britain) 866.
Winter Communication between P.E.I. and Mainland

. (M. for Cor.) 224.

BRooKS, Mr. E. T., Sherbrooke
Canadian Securities Co. and Liquidators of Consolidated

Bank (B. 87, 10*) 288.
Ministers', Widows' and Orphans' Fund of the Synod of

the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection
with the Church of Scotland (B. 71, 1°*) 192.

Mutual Benefit Association of Sherbrooke Incorp. (B.
33, 1*) 57.

Quebec Timber Co. Incorp. (B. 32, 1°-) 57.

RaowN, Mr. J., West Hastings
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com, of

Supply, 1299.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com., 1304.
Supply-Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 856;

(Drill Pay) 861, 1299; Public Works-Income:
Public Buildings (Ont.) 1024; Harbors and Rivers
(Ont.) 1028; Railways and Canals-Capital (Murray
Canal) 1147; (Trent River Nav.) 1440.

Trent River Navigation : in Com. of Supply, 1440.

BUNSTER, Mr. A, Vancouver Island
Bonded Warehouse at Esquimalt and Nanaimo: in

Com. of Supply, 1199.
British Columbia Jadiciary (remarks) 1236.

BuSsTEL, Mr. A.-Con.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rodky Mountaiti Cotîïtruction

B. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 20 (remarks
on M. to adjn. Deb.) 987; comments, 974, 979, 980.

Charybdis Training Ship: in Com. of Snpply, 1270.
Coal Lands in the North-West, on Reg. (Mr. Blake)

566.
Commercial Reciprocity with the Hawaian Islands

(34 for Sel. Com. to draft AddresB to Her Majesty)
1249; withdn., 1250.

Courtney River, Tender for Clearing (M. for Agent'a
Rep.) 372.

Cowichan River Expenditure (M. for Statements) 372.
Dominion Electiont Act Ant. B. 12 (Mr. Ives) on M.

for 20, 621.
Immigration to British Colunbia (M. for Rot.) 1252.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 168 (Mr. Mousseau) in

Com., 1551.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Costi.

gan) in Amt. to Con. of Supply, 1059.
Maps of Manitoba and the North-Wost, on M. for

Copies, 228.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (1fr.
Amyot) 491.

Meteorological Service of Canada, on M. for Stmnt 169.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidaton B. 96

(11fr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. (remarks on
commercial agencies) 936; on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 937; on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 939.

North-West Mounted Police Force Acts Consolidation
B. 103 (Sir John A. Macdonald) in Com. on Res.,
801.

Pacifie Ocean Cable Schemes (M. for Ret.) 1952.
Personal Explanations (paragraph in Montreal fferald)

1067; on Mr. Anglin's speech on Jrish Resolutions,
1102.

Questions of Privilege: (injustice to B. C. ports) 853;
(Chinese labor) 1504.

Readjustment of the Representation . 15à (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on 10, 1212; on B. 158, in Com.,
1467; (Amt.) 1491.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)
in Com., 1A03.

Supply-mmigration, 850; .Militia (Drill Pay, &c.)
861; Ocean and Rive• Service (Purchasë of Life
Boats, &c.) 86ù3; (Charybdis Training Ship) 1270';
Lighthoeus and Coast g.rvice (Salaries, &c., Light-
house Keeperm) 867; Post Office, 1196; Miscel-
laneous (Army and Navy, articles inported for)
1199; Railways and Canals-Capital (Canadian
Pacific Ry.) 1098; Dom. Lands-Incoine, 1202;
Public Works-Income (Telegraphs) 1268; Fish-
eries (Fish Breeding) 1274.

Telegraph Extension in Vancouver Island (M. for
Papers) 228.

Vancouver Island Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1098.
Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. (blastiig powder)

525.
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INDEX.
BUNTING, Mr. C. W., Welland

Appointment of Captain of Cadets at Military College
(M. for Cor.) 191.

Changes in Organization of Military College (M. for
Rot.) 191.

Charges against Major Ridout (M. for Rot.) 190.
Imports of Canton Flannels (M. for Rot.) 190.
Major Ridout's removal from Military College Staff

(M. for Cor.) 190.
Salary paid Prof. Forguson, &c., at Military College

(M. for Rot.) 191.
Staff of Employés connected with Military College (M.

for Rot.) 191.

BURNHAM, Mr. J., East Peterborough
Supply-Railways and Canals-Capital (Trent River

Nav.) 1442.

BURPEE, Hon. I., St. John
Charybdis Training Ship: in Con. of Supply, 1268.
Classification of Imports (.I. for Rot.) 118.
Compensation to D. H. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1199.
Concurrence-Culling Timber, 1501.
Drawbacks on Articles used in construction of Cana-

dian Pacific Ry. B. 141 (Mr. Bowell) on Res., 790;
in Com. on B., 1255.

Expenditures for Post Office Service: in Com. of Sup-
ply, 1195.

Importation of Goods for Consumption (M. for State-
ment) 46.

Importation of Coal (M. for Rot.) 128.
Immigrants settled in the Dominion (M. for Ret.) 129.
Intercolonial Ry. through Freight (M. for Rot.) 129.
Iron Industry (Res. in Amt. to Com. of Supply) 1216.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) in Com. (Amt.) 945.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) on M. for 20,

1260.
St. John (N.B.) Harbor Commission B. 163 (Sir ilector

Langevin) in Com. on Res., 1435.
Supply-Collection of Revenue (Customs) 851; (Inter-

colonial) 1150; Public Works-Income : Public
Buildings (N.B.) 1023; Post Office, 1195; Miscel.
laneous (Waternury, D. H., Compensation to) 1199;
Ocean and River Service (Charybdis Training Ship)
1268.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 446.

BuRPEE, Mr. C., Sunbury
Agricultural Interests, on M. for Sel. Com., 128.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction

B. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1004.
Charybdis Training Ship (Ques.) 73.
Dominion Officials and Municipal and Local Taxes

(Ques.) 73.
.New Brunswick Mails, Delay of (remarks) 1155.
St. John River Shoal: in Com. of Supply, 1029.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on prop.

Res., 1530.
2

BURPEE, Mr. .- Con.
Supply-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and Ward-

ens) 874; Public Works-Incone: Harbors arnd
Rivers (N.B.) 1028.

Ways and Means-on Conc. (salt) 1495.

CAMERON, Mr. H., North Victoria
American Telegraph and Cable Co. (B. 17, 10*) 47; on

30, 429; on Sonate Amts. (B. withdn.) 1571.
Appeals to the Suprenie Court, on Res. (2fr. Blalce) 164.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 95,

10*) 289; on 21, 312; in Com., 928-948.
Canada Landed Credit Co. Acts Amt. B. 47 (Mr. Beaty)

in Com., 1105.
Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 57, 1°*) 162; 20 and in Com., 1102.
Concurrence-M. C. Upper, damages to, 1502; on Amt.

(Mr. Mills) 1540.
County Court Judges B. 112 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com. on Res., 1278.
County Court Juiges' Salaries (M. for Cor.) 169.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthyi) on

M. for 2°, 178.
Disallowance of Streams Bil, on Ros. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 924.
Edison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 46 (Mr.

McCarthy) in Com. 432.
Grand Contral Station Co. Incorp. (B. 93, -0*) 289.
Great American and European Short Lino Ry. Co.

Incorp. (B. 94, 1°*) 289; on 20, 312.
Lake Athabaska and Hudson Bay Ry. Co. Incorp. (B.

62, 1°*) 162.
New York and Ontario Furnace Co. B. 65 (2fr. White,

East Kastings) on M. for '°, 430.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. (B. 106, 1°) 367.
Patent Act (1880) Amt. B. 155 (Mr. Pope, Compton) in

Com., 1542.
Questions of Privilege (paragraph in Montreal Gazette)

328; on Mr. White's explanation, 368; (article
in Globe) 988.

St. John's Bridge Co. Incorp. (B. 19, 1°*) 47.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com., 1305.
Supply-Lighthouse and Coast Service (Maintenance,

&c.) 869; Railways and Canals-Capital (Tront
River Nav.) 1439.

Tolegraph (Word) Declaratory B. 66 (Sir Hector
Langevin) in Com., 1570.

Temporalities Fund Managoment Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
Shaw) on M. for Com. (Amt.) -49; on Amt. (Mr.
McLennan) in Com., 551-555; on Amt. (21fr.
Amyot) to 3°, 704; on Amt. (Mr. McLennan) te 30,
709; (Amts.) 716, 718; on Amt, (Mr. 11cDougall,
Jialton) in Con., 719.

Trent River Navigation: in Com. of Supply, 1439.
Trent Valley Canal Location Survey, &c. (Ques.) 36.

CAOERoN, Mr. M. C., South Huron
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 728,

6
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INDEX.
CAMERON, Mr. M. C.-COn.

Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, on
Amt. (Mr. Rykert) to M. for Special Com., 1236.

Chartered Railway Companies in the North West (M.
for Cor.) 129.

Charybdis Training Ship (M. for Cor.) 122; in Com. of
Supply, 1271.

Claims of Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co. for Stone, Tirmber,
&o, (M. for Cor.) 40.

Court of Ry. Comumissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy) on
M. for 20, 180.

Court of Maritime Jurisdiction Act Amt. (B. 37, 1ý*) 72.
Criminal Law Amt., Offences against the Person (B.

11, 1°*) 42; on M. for :O° 279; in Com., 615.
Disallowance of Streams Bill (Res. in Amt. to Com.

of Supply) 876.
Drawbacks on Goods rnanufactured for Export, on M.

to adj>. Debate, 7î8.
Fuel and Broadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 636.
Grazing Lands in the N.W.T. and Squatters' Claims

(M. for Ret.) 19.
Land sold and Prices obtained in Manitoba and N.W.T.

up to 1882 (M. for Rets.) 40.
Maritime Court, Cases disposcd of in (M. for Rat.) 51.
McLaren vs. Caldwell (M. for copies of Judgments) 129.
Mineral and Timber Lands located, &c., in N.W.T (M.

for Ret.) 20.
MiEdemeanors, Persons charged with, competent as

Witnesses (B. 10, 10*) 42; on M. for 2>, 616.
Official Arbitrators, Claims referred to (MI. for Ret.) 56.
Official Visits to England (M. for Ret.) 37.
Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacifie

IRy., Contract for, on Res. (Mr. Mackenzie) in Amt.
to Com. of Supply, 580.

Prevention of Fraud in relation to Public Contracts B.
7 (Mr. Casgrain) on Amt. (Sir Hector Langevin)
1 m. h., 188.

Readjnstment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1332; on B. 158, on
M. for 21, 1396; in Com, 1413, 1418, 1454.

Rivers, Streams and Creeks Act.(Ont.) disallowed (M.
for Cor., &c.) 40.

Sale of Lands in Manitoba, Arrears on (M. for Ret.) 19.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (M'r. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 20, 272.
Supply-Ocean and River Service (Charybdis Training

Ship) 1271.
Surrogate Judges of the Maritimo Court of Ont. (M. for

Cor.) 45.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Ur.

Shaw) on Amt. (Mr. McLennan) to 3°, 713.
Timber Licenses granted in N.W.T. (M. for Rot.) 19.
Winnipeg South-Eastern Ry. Co.'s Act, disallowed (M1.

for Cor., &c..) 40.

CAnuNa, lon. J., London
Ontario Inv<stment Association Incorp. (B. 54, 10*)

129.
McClary Manufa3taring Co. Incorp. (B. 100, 1>*) 311.

CARLING, Ilon. J.-Con.
Roadjustment of the Representation B. 153 (&r John

A. Macdonald) on 1°, 1.210.

CARoN, Hon. A. P. R. E., Quebec County
Brigade Camps (Ans.) 163.
Cadets in Military Collego, on M. for Ret., 191.
Concurrence -Culling Timbor, 1501; Militia (Purchase

of four guns) 1559.
Discipline observed in the 27th Battalion of Volunteers,

on M. for Reps., 56.
Fletcher, Lieut.-Col., Retiremont of, on M. for Cor., 170.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.

AfcLelan) in Com., 1427.
Military Clothing and Accoutrements (Ans.) 1106.
Military Collego at Kingston, Abolition of (Ans.) 73.
Military Defence of Canada, on M. for Cor., 38.
Military Schools for the Infantry Service (Ans.) 73.
Militia Acts Amt. (B. 148, 10*) 1129; 20 and in Com.,

1264.
Militia Departnental Rep. (presented) 18.
Militia Employés, Aged (Ans.) 73.
Red River Expedition, Officers who took p art in (Ans.)

478.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1294, 1301.
Salaries of Deputy Adjutants-General, &c. (Ans.) 222
Scamen's Act (1873) Amt. B. 110 (Mr. .McLe/an) in

Com., 1510.
Superannuation Allowances in the Civ.Serv. (Ans.) 222.
Supply-Civil Government (Militia) 601; Pensions (Ve-

terans of War of 1812) 851; Militia (Salaries,
Military Branch and District Staff) 853; (Brigade
Majors' Salaries, &c.) 854; (Ammunition, Cloth-
ing, &c.) 855; (Drill Pay, &c.) 1294; (Purchase of
four guns) 1507.

CARTwRIGIIT, Ion. Sir R]iCnARn J., Centre Huron
Accidents on the P.E.I. Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1154.
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. .Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 739.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction B.

144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 997.
Census, The (Ques.) 72.
Charybdis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1268,

1292.
Concurrence-Charges of Management, 1308; Care of

Archives, 1309; Health Statisties; 1310; Quaran-
tino, 1310; Mail Subsidies (Canada and Birazil)
1310, 1500; (P.E.1. and Great Britain) 1311;
Ocean and River Service (Glendon) 1311; Meteor-
ological Observations, 1311; Harbors and Rivers
(Man.) 1312; Miscellaneous (Waterbary, D. H.,
Compensation to) 1312; Adulteration of Food,
1312; Canadian Pacifie Ry., 1315; Intercolonial
(Rolling Stock) 1319; Contingent Expenses, High
Commissioner, 1500; Culling Timber, 150l;
Charybdis, 1502; M. C. Upper, 1502; Poniten-
tiaries (Balanee due S. L. Bedson) 1559; (Man.)
1559; Militia (Purchase of four guns) 1559.



INDEX.L
CARTWRIOT, lon. Sir RicHARD J.- Con.

Circulars to Dominion Banks (M. for copies) 39.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Jector Langevin) in Com.,

1157, 1188.
Compensation to D. H. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1200.
Consolidated Fund, Receipts and Expenditure charge-

able to, 1874-1882 (M. for Ret.) 20.
Cottons and Woollens, Duties on, on Res. (Mr. Anglin)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1179.
Deposits in Banks, 1st Feb. 1882 (M. for Statement) 20.
Deposits in Banks, each Month, 1880-81 (M. for Statc-

ment) 41.
Dominion Lands, Moneys received on account of (M.

for Statement) 41.
Exports and Imports, 1877-1882 (Ms. for Rets.) 20.
Factory Commissionors' Report (Ques.) 46.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res., 541.
Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock: on Conc., 1319.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Cos-

tigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1046.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry., Complaints against the

Location, &c., on M. for Cor., 482.
Manitoba and Hudson's Bay Ry. (9if. for Cor.) 46.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.

on Res., 1421.
Ministerial Explanations, 22.
Montreal Harbr Commissioners Act Amt. B. 130 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 533.
. C. Upper, damages to, in Welland Canal : in Com.

of Supply, 1444.
North-West Mounted Police B. 102 (Sir Juhn A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Bes., 542.
Ocean Mail Clerks: in Com. of Supply, 1192.
Official Report of the Debates, on M. to concur in Second

Rep. of Com., 1175.
Pawnbrokers Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Orton) on M. for

20, 189.
Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacifie

Ry., Contract for, on Res. (Air. Mackenzie) in Amt.
to Com. of Supply, 590.

Post Office Savings Banks, Cost of Maintenance, &c.
(M. for Ret.) 20.

Prince Edward Island Bank Relief B. 38 (Sir John A.
.Macdonald) on 1", 72.

Publie Debt, Arrangements for the Payment of Interest
on (M. for Cor.) 20.

Public Expenditure (Res. in Amt. to Con. of Supply)
1332.

Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. B. 129 (Sir
Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 534.

Readjustment of the Representatien (Ques.) 72; on
B. 158 (Sir JohnA. i/acdonald) on M. for 2°, 1382;
in Com., 1419; (Amit) 14M6; onSeiiateAmts.,15 5.

Reports, Presentation of (remnarks) 18.
Ross, Lieut-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of Sup-

ply, 1295.
Shipping Disasters on Inland Waters (M. for Cor.)

46.

CARTWRIGHT, Hon, Sir RicHARD J.-Con.
St. John (N.B.) Ilarbor Commission B. 163 (SirH ector

Langevin) in Com. on Res., 1431.
Sugar Dutie, Amendment of, on Reas. (Air. Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 776.
Supply-Charges of Management, 592-600; Civil Govern-

ment (Justice) 601; (Militia) 602; (Secretary of
State) 602-604; ([nterior) 605; (Indian Affaits)
606; (Customs) 606; (Post Offiee) 655, 1506;
(Agriculture) 656; (Railways and Canal-) 657;
(DepartmentIl Contingencies) 658; (Stationery
Office) 658; (High Commissioner: contingent
expenses) 659; (additional expenditure) 1504;
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 781 ; (Dorchester) 783;
(M4an.) 784; (B.C.) 781; (St. Vincent de Paul)
1289, 1506; Legislation (Grant to Library) F5 ;
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (care of Archives)
786; (Patent Record) 847; (Census) 847; (Ilealth
Statistics) 847; Immigration, 849; Militia (Branch
and District Staff) 853; (Ammunition, Clothing,
&c.) 855 ; ("A " and "B " Batteries) 865 ; (Drill
Pay, &c.) 1295; Mail Subsidies (San Francisco and
Victoria, B.C.) 865; (Canada and Brazil) 865;
(France and Quebec) 865; (Liverpool and St.
John, N.B., and Halifax) 865; Public Works-
Income: Publie Buildings (N.S.) 926; (P.E.I.)
1023; (N.B.) 1023 ; (Que.) 1024, 1265, 1355;
(Ont.) 1024; (31an.) 1025, 1266, 1354; Repairs,
&c. (Parliament Buildings) 1266, 1354; (Tele-
graphs) 1355; Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1028;
Capital (Ottawa) 12L5; Railways and Canals-
Capital: Railways (Canadian Pacifie) 1095;
(Intercolonial: Claim of Heirs of Geo. Moffatt)
1229; Canals (Lachine) 1145; (Grenville) 1146;
(Murray) 1147; (Trent River Nav.) 1439; Income:
Canals (Lachine: Dredging Basin No. 4) 1148;
(Swing Bridge at Valleyfield) 1145; (Chambly)
1148; (Welland: M. C. Upper) 1414; Geological
Survey, 1183, 1508; Indians, 1185, 1291, 1505;
Post Office, 1192; Xiscellaneous (North-West
Mounted Police) 1198; (Compensation to ID. H.
Waterbury) 1200; (Fishermen's losses through
storins) 1274; (international Fisbery Exhibition)
1505; (Purchase of Coins, &c.) 1557; (Niagara
Falls Commission) 1558; Dom. Lands-Capital,
120-; Income (Maps, &c.) 1291 ; Ocean and River
Service (Charybdis Training Ship) 1268; (Water
Police, Montreal) 1272; Fisheries (Fishery Over-
seer McVicar) 1272; Unprovided items, 1292.

Tea and Coffee Duties, Remission of (M. for Cor.) 41.
Timber Licenses, System of granting, on Res. (Mr.

Blake) 569.
Upper Canada Bank, Claims against B. 171 (Sir Leonard

Tilley) on Res., 532; on 2° of Les., 1504.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech (ieply tu) 96;

remarks in reply to Sir Charles Tupper, on M. to
adjn. House, 146.

Winnipeg Post Office, insufficient accommodation
(Ques.) in Com. of Supply, 119 1,
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INDEX.
CAsEr, Mr. G. E., West Elgin

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construc-
tion B. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 21, 102 1.

Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, on
M. for reading the Journals, 1235.

Civil Service B. 36 (Sir -Hector Langevin) on 10, 71; on
M. for 20, 795; in Com., 1124, 1155, 1187; on M.
for 30, 1256 (Amt.) 1258.

Concurrence-Meteorological Observations, 1311.
Court of lRy. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 20, 178.
Dominion Lands Acts Consolidation B. 101 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 805.
Doininion Lands along Railway lines, on Res. (Mr.

Blake) 1232.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply, 1143.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr.

Costigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1051.
Minister of Public Works' Visit to Ontario: in Com. of

Supply, 927.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 93 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) in Com., 933.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 21, 1399; in Com., 1413,
1418; (Amt.) 1484.

Ross, Lieut-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of
Supply, 1298.

8upply-Civil Government (Civil Service Board) 658;
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 781 ; (Dorchester) 783;
Legislation (Grant to Library) 785; Additional
Officrs and Contingencies of Library) 785; Arts,
Agriculture and Statistics (Archives) 786; Militia
(Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 855; (Drill Pay &c.)
1298; Ocean and River Service (Purchase of Life-
boats, &c.) 863; Public Works-Income: Public
Buildingg (N.B.) 1023; (Que.) 1024; (Ont.) 1024;
(Mari.) 1025; (B.C.) 1026 ; Geological Survey, 1183;
Indians, 1184; Dom. Lands-Income (Maps, &c.)
1291.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
Shaw) in Com.,557; on Amt.(Mr.Caneron, Victoria)
to 30, 718.

CAsGRAIN, Mr. P. B., L'Islet
Claim of Lucien Morin (Ques.) 615.
Compensation to Jos. Chas. Lislois (Ques.) 615.
Concurrence-Care of Archives, 1309.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
441.

Fuel and Breadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.
Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 632.

Imports and Exports at St. Hyacinthe, on M. for State-
ment, 257.

Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mousseau)
1 -87.

Intercolonial Ry. Accommodation in L'Islet : in 0em.
of Supply, 1099.

Military College Graduates Provision (B. 124, l) 493.

CAsGRAIN, Mr. P. B.-Con.
Prevention of Fraud in relation to PublicContracts (B.

7,10*) 35; on M. for 2, 187; (remarks) S76; 1288;
(Res. in Amt. to Com. of Supply) 1436.

Public Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1337.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.
.Macdonald) in Com., 1465.

Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees Charged, on M. for
Ret., 1238.

Stadacona Insurance Co. Winding-up (B. 6, 10*) 35; on
M. for 20, 47.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)
in Com., 1303.

Supply-Civil Government (Post Office) 655; (Agricul-
ture) 656; immigration, 849; Immigration and
Quarantine, 850; Public Works-income: Public
Buildigs (N.S.) 926; (Man.) 1025; Railways and
Canals-Capital (Intercolonial) 1099; Post Ofice,
1194; Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1290.

CHARLTON, Mr. J., North Norfolk
Answer of Hon. E. B. Wood to Petition of H. J. Clark

and others (M. for Ret.) 20.
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 758.
Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person),

Adultery, Seduction, &c. (B. 25, 11) 47; on 2>,
326; remarks, 1403.

Crown Timber Agent at Winnipeg, Letters and Instruc-
tions (M. for copies) 228.

Dominion Lands Acts Consolidation B. 101 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 809.

Dominion Lands, Applications for, for Colonization,
Pasturage, &c. (Ms. for Rets.) 45.

Drawbacks on Goods Manufactured for Export, on M.
for Rot. (M. to adju. Deb.) 68; adjd. Deb., 74;
remarks reserved, 189.

Exports and Imports of the Dominion for six months
ending 1881 (M. fog Ret.) 57.

Fuel and Breadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.
Laurier) in Amt. to Corn. of Supply, 613.

Government Land Policy in the North-West (ies. in
Amt. to Com. of Supply) 810.

Legal Tender Notes, on Res. (Mr. Wallaee, Norfolh)
111 ..

Manitoba Indian Agency (M. for Rep.) 20.
Minister of Public Works' Visit to Western Ontario:

in Com. of Supply, 927.
Number of Acres entered and pre-empted in North-

West during 1881 and prior to 1881, and amount
paid thereon (M. for Ret.) 41.

Number of Acres Sold in North-West and amounts
realized, &c. (M. for Ret.) 41.

Number of Acres surveyed in North-West, &c. (M. for
Rets ) 41.

Number of Acres taken up in North-West under IIomo.
stead Act prior to 1881 (M. for Ret.) 41.

Order of Business (remarks on B. No. 25) 1068.
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INDEX.
CHARLTON, Mr. J.- Con.

Publie Debt, The (Ques.) 254.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on 1°, 1212; on B. 158, on M.
for Com., 1403.

Regulations as to Sale, &c., of Public Lands, and
Minerai, Coal and Timber Lands in North-West (M.
for Ret.) 41.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
Shaw) on Amt. (Mr McLennan) to 30, 715.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 289.

CIMON, Mr. E., Chicoutimi and Saguenay
Postal Communication with the County of Saguenay

(M. for Rot.) 125.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on

prop. Res., 1525.

COCKBURN, Mr. A. P., Muskoka
Dominion Lands in Manitoba and North-West, leasing

or purchase of (M. for Cor. between S. Merner,
M.P., and Government) 1121.

Georgian Bay Branch of Canadian Pacific Ry. (M. for
Cor.) 36.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1387.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)
in Coni., 1303.

Supply-.Militia (Drill Instruction and Drill Pay) 860.

COLBY, Mr. C. C., Stanstead
American Electrie Light Co. of Canada

1°*) 229.
Incorp. (B. 79,

Edison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. (B. 46
(Mr. MNcCarthy) in Com., 431.

COSTIGAN, Mr. J., Victoria, N.B.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Hector Langevin) in Com., 1189.
Extension of the Parliamentary Franchise (Ques.) 45.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy (prop. Res. in Amt.

to Com. of Supply) 762; (remarks) 875; (Res.)
1030; reply, 1066.

Staked Claims under Manitoba Act (M. for Rep. of
Commission) 128.

Tenders for Dominion Canals (M. for Copies) 117.

COUIBULIN, Mr. T., .North Middlesex
Complaints against Indian Superintendent at Sarnia,

&c. (M. for Copy) 172.
]Registered Letters lost during 1881 (M. for Stmnt.) 57.

CounsoL, Mr. C. J., East Montreal
Clock in Montreal Post Office. (Ques.) 72.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1085.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
442.

Immigration and Repatriation Agency at New York
(Ques.) 1230,

COURBOL, Mr. C. J.-Con.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Cos.

tigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1050.
Napierville Junction Ry. and Quarry Co. Act. Amt.

(B. 44, 10*) 78.
Ryan, Thomas, appoiniment of (M. for Cor.) 316.
Ways and .Means-on the Budget, 251.

CORUTE R, Mr. D., East Northumberland
Grants of Land for Military Services in 1837 (Ques.)

221.
Supply-Railways and Canals-Capital (Murray Canal)

1146; (Trent River Nav.) 1412.

CuaRIER, Mr. J. M., Ottawa City
Canada Provident Associatiotd Incorp. (B. 98, 1*) 289.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 184.
Dam at Lake Temiscamingue, on M. for Ret., 1251.
Ottawa, Waddington and New York Ry. and Bridge

Co. Incorp. (B. 60, 10*) 162.
Question of Privilege (paragraph in Ottawa Free

Press) 990.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. .McLelan)

in Com. on Res., 594; on Amt. (Mr. McCallum)
M. for 30, 1305.

Supply-Public Works-Capital (Ottawa) 1265.

DALY, Mr. M. B., ialifax
Instructions to Health Officers at Halifax, &c., on M.

for Copies of Circulars, 286.
Ocean Mutual Marine Ins. Co. Incorp. (B. 90,1°*) 289.
Salmon Fishery Licenses and Fees charged, on M. for

IRet., 1239.
Supply-Miscellaneous (Fishermens' loses through

storms) 1274.
Telegraphie Communication with Sable Iland (Ques.)

45; on M. for ]Ret., 50.
Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.

B. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2, 1548.

DAwsoN, Mr. S. J., Algoma
Boundaries of Ontario (Ques.) 110; on Res. (Mr.

Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 722.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountain Construction B.

144 (8ir Charles Tupper) on M. for 20, 996.
Indians of Lakes Huron and Superior (M. for Cor.) 39.
Instructions to Governors General of Quebec, &c., on M.

for Ret., 1108.
Parry Sound and Manitoulin Island Mail Service: in

Com. of Supply, 1193.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) Ques. of Privilege on Mode of Record-
ing Votes on Amts., 1503; on Senate Ants., 1562.

Steamboat Inspecton Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)
in Com., 1215.

Supply-Militia (Drill Instruction and Drill Pay) 860;
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Maintenance, &c.)
868; Post Ofice, 1193.

Volunteer Companies in Algoma (M. for Ret.) 319.
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INDEX
DECosmos, Mr. A. Victoria, B.C.

Amount of Duties Collected in B.C. (Ques.)35.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1513.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountain Construction B.

144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1005.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Ant. to

Com. of Supply, 1084.
Emory-Savona Contracts of Canadian Pacifie Ry. and

Steel Rails for same (Ques.) 19.
English Bay as permanent terminus of Canadian

Pacifie Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1037.
Importations into British Columbia (Ques.) 19.
Inspector of Fisheries for B.C. (M. for Rep.) 116.
Population of B. C. by last Census (Ques.) 35.
Port Moody and Emory Section, Canadian Pacifie Ry.:

in Com. of Supply, 1097.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on Amt. (Mr. Bunster) to 3°, 1492.
Supply-Railways and Canais-Capital (Canadian Pacifie

liy.) 1097; Ocean and River Service (Charybdis
Training Ship) 1269.

DESJARDINS, Mr. A., Hochelaga
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Ies.

(Mr. Plurnb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 735.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 119 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques-Clartier) on Amt. (AMr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
441.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.
il (Mr. Cameron, Buron) in Coin. on Amt. (Mr.
Ouimet) that Com. do rise, 616.

Dominion Elections Act. Amt. B. 12 (Mr. Ives) on M.
fur 2', 265.

Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.
McLelan) in Com., 1429.

Official Debates, Translation of (remarks) 376; on M.
to concur in First Rep. of Com., 690.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 1467:

DoiMvLLE, Mr. JAS., Kings, N.B.
Abolition ofPostage on Newspapers B. 161 (Sir Leonard

Tilley) in Com. on Res., 1420.
Alma Post Office, Robbery of (M. for Rot,) 1240.
Buchanan, Death of, through the Explosion of a Shell

(M. for Rot.) 1240.
Canadian Pacifie Ry., Thunder Bay to Red River: in

Com. of Supply, 1095.
Compensation to D. H. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1199.
Intercolonial Ry. Employés, Remuneration of: in Com.

of Supply, 1099.
Iron Industry, on Res. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) in Amt.

to Com. of Supply, 1218.
Mills, Mill Dams, Wharves, &c., Erection of, Legaliza-

tion (B. 84, 10) 269,
Moffat, Geo., Claim of Heirs for transport of rails: in

Com. of Supply, 1229.

DoMVILLE, Mr. JAs.-Con.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acta Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (M1r. Burpee,
St. John) 946.

New Brunswick Mails, Dejay of (remarks) 1155.
Ottawa and Arnprior Junetion Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 18,

1°*) 47.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1297.
St. John (N.B.) Harbor Commission B. 163 (Sir Iector

Langevin) in Com. on Ros., 1432.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on prop.

ROs., 1529.
Supply-Militia (Branch and District Staff) 853; Con-

tingencies and Grants to Associations) 862; (Drill
Pay, &c.) 1297; Pisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers
and Wardens) 874; Railways and Canals-Capital
(Canadian Pacifie Ry.) 1095; (Intercolonial) 1099;
(Claim of Heirs of Geo. Moffatt) 1229; Miscel-
laneous (D. H. Waterbury, Compensation to) 1199;
Ocean and River Service (Charybdis Training Ship)
1269.

Winter Terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Ry. (N. for
Ret.) 166.

DoULL, Mr. R., Pictou
Dry Dock at Pictou (M. for Ret.) 314.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 4j8.

DREW, Mr. G. A., North Wellington
Private Bills Petitions (Ms. to extend time) 46, 58,

129, 288, 367.

DuGAs, Mr. F. Montcalm
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr..Mousseau)

536, 1281.
Readjustment of the Ropresentation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1450.

ELLIOTT, Mr. W., Peel
Brampton Post Offlce (Ques.) 110.

FARROW, Mr. T., North Buron
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Coin. of Supply, 7à8.
Mail Service (Ques.) 48.
Money Orders to Foreig Gountries (M. for Rat.) 43.
Readjustment of the Represntation B. 153 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on 10, 1210; on B. 158, in Com.,
1456.

Registered Letters, Charges on (Ques.) 42.
Ways and Means-in Cou. on Ries. (salt) 526; on

Conc. (salt) 1497.

FisET, Mr. J. B. R., Rimouski
Bellavance, Ferdinand, Damage to Property by Pire (M.

for Rot.) 1121.
Bic Harbor Improvements (Ques.) 478.
Ceueus Enumerators in the Çognty of Rimouski (M.

for Statement) 229.

xiv



IITD E X.
FiET, fMr. J. B. R.-Con.

Complaint of Joseph St. Laurent (M. for copies o
Statement, &c.) 493.

Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard
Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.
440.

iHer Majesty's Escape, on the Joint Address, 201.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res.(»r. Mousseau)

1282.
Matane Wharf and Harbor Improvements (M. for copy

of Engineer's Rep.) 288; (Ques.) 312.
Official Debates, Translation of (remarks) 376.
Rimouski, Wharf at (Ques.) 478.
Rivière Blanche Breakwater (Ques.) 559.
Sale of Steamer Rimou8ki (Ques.) 1108.
St. Anaclet, Parish of, Station at (M. for Cor.) 313.
Supply-Public Works-Income: Harbors aud Rivers

(Que.) 1028.
Tobacco Tax paid in Rimouski (M. for names of per-

sons) 1*53.

FITZSIMMONS, Mr. W., Brockville
Islands in the St. Lawrence above Brockville (Ques.)

269; (M. for Cor.) 1121.

FLEMING, Mr. G., North Brant
Fuel and Broadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amit. to Com. of Supply, 653.
PReadjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 31 (Amt.) 1481.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 458.

FLYNN, Mr. E. P., Richmond, N.8.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on

prop. Res., 875; in Com., 1513.
Delay in the reception of Mails (remarks) 493.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. 1131.
L'Ardoiso Breakwater, N.S. (M. for Cor.) 1121.
Salmon-Fishing Licenses and Fees charged, on M. for

Ret., 1239.
Supply-Mail Subsidies (Liverpool and St. John, N.B.,

amd Halifax) 866.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 341.

FoaTIN, Mr. P., Gaspé
Elections in the Magdalen Islands, &c. (B. 74, 1°) 220.
Importation and Inspection of Pickled Herring (MI. for

Ret.) 369.
Roadjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1451.
Resident Judge at Gaspé (M. for Ret.) 110.

FULTON, Mr. O., Stormont
Montreal and Central Ry. Co. lncorp. (B. 132,

1°÷) 541.

GAsuT, Mr. M. I., West Montreal
A gricultural Interests, on M. for Sel. Com., 128.
Canada Agricultural Ina. Co. Relief Act Explanation

(B& 88, 10*) 288.

GAULT, Mr. M. H.-Con.
ýf Canada Ço-Operative Supply Association (B. 138, 1°*)

659.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h., 443.
C. W. Williams, Manufacturing Co. (B. 69, 10*) 192.
Deposits of Benefit Societies (Ques.) 172.
Dominion Telegraph System (Ques.) 73.
Dundee Land and Investment Co. (B. 40, 1°*) 78.
Fellow's Medical Manufacturing Co. Amt. (B. 105, 10*)

367; on 2°, 489.
Foreign Lie Ins. Cos., deposits of (M. for List) 191.
Government circulation of Four Dollar Bills (Ques.) 222.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 18, 609.
Instruction to Health Officers at Halifax, &o., on M,

for copies of Circulars, 286.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Act Amt. B. 130 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) on Res. in Com., 533.
Planters' Bank of Canada Ineorp. (B. 52, 1°*) 129.
Port Warden Acts, Expenditure under (M. for Cor.)

1121.
St. Lawrence Marine Ins. Co. of Canada (B. 3, 10*) 35.
Sun Mutual Ins. Co. of Montreal Incorp. Act. Amt.

(B. 4, 1o*) 35; on M. for 30, 311.
Supply-Public Works-Income: (Ottawa Geological

Museum) 1266.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 475.

GIGULT, Mr. G. A. Rouville
Canadian Tobacco, Inland Revenue Seizures (M. for

Ret.) 47.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. (Mr. Mousseau) on M. to go

into Com. on Res., 540.
Intercolonial Ry. Working Expenses and Revenue

(M. for Statement) 288.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) in Com. on Amt. (fr. Wallace, Nor-
folk) 1080.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 310.

GILLIES, Mr. J., North Bruce
Bounties to Fishermen (Ques.) 369; on B. 177 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 1520.
Chesley as a Port of Entry (Ques.) 614.
Concurrence-Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1502.
Mail Services in Bruce County (Ques.) 369.
Readjustment of the Represontation B. 153 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1449; on M. for 30 (Amt.)
1494.

Stratford and Chesley Mail Service (Ques.) 73.
Supply-Public Works-Income: Harbors and Rivers

(Ont ) 1445.

GILLMOR, Mr. A. H., Charlotte
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1519.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees charged, on M. for

Ret., 1239.
Ways and Mean.s-on the Budget, 352.



11TD EX.
GIROUARD, Mr. D., Jacques Cartier

Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. (B..99, 1°*)
311; on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h., 439.

Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s and Trading Corporations
B. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on M. for 20, 1314;
on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1495.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization
(B. 9, 1°) 42; on 29, 74; in Com., 320; on Amts.
(Mr. Amyot) 486, 491.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.
Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 942.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.
.Macdonald) in Com., 1467.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)
in Com., 1215; on M. for 30 (Amts.) 1302, 1303.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
(Shaw) on Amt. (Mr. McLennan) to 30, 711.

GRANDnoIs, Mr. P. E., Temiscouata
Bridge crossing Rivière du Loup (Ques.) 110.
Light on the Rivière du Loup Wharf (Ques.) 222.

GI1LLET, Mr. G., West Northumberland
Address, The (seconded) 6.
Inland Waters Navigation (B. 135, 1°*) 549; (remarks)

876; on M. for 2°, 1307.
Intercolonial Ry. Mileage, Cost of Working (M. for

Ret.) 320.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 938.

Sessional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarks) 1572.
Supply-Lighthouse and Coast Service (Maintenance,

&c.,) 869.

GUNN, Mr. A., Kingston
Sugar Duties, Amendment of, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 773.
Wolfe Island Lighthouse Keeper, Complaints against

(M. for Copies) 1122.

GUTME, Mr. D., South Wellington
Bills of Lading, Unjust Conditions Annulment (B. 147,

10*) 1067.
Cheque deposited by Andrew Onderdonk with Tender

(M. for Copy) 229.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Hector Langevin) 1128.
Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.

11 (Mr. Cameron, Euron) on M. for 2°, 280.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr. Cameron,

Euron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 894.
Elgin Station, L'Islet County (Ques.) 1107.
Montreal Telegrapb Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, «Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 936.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1332; on B. 158 on M.
for 2°, 1385; in Com., 1414, 1446; (Amts.) 1480,
1493.

HKcrTT, Mr. E., Prince, P.E.I.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 2°, 277.
Cascumpec Harbor Improvements (M. for Cor.) 315.
Fuel and Breadstùffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 634.
P. E. I. Ry. Rates, on M. for Statement, 114.
Supply-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and War-

dens) 873.
Winter Communication between P. E.I. and Mainland,

on M. for Cor., 225.

HADow, Mr. G., Restigouche
Dredging the Restigouche River (Ques.) 254.
Ferry Service at Cross Point and Campbellton (Ques.)

254.
Fish-breeding Establishments in the Dom. (M. for

Ret.) 493.
Licensed Druggists under Canada Temperance Act (M.

for copies of Annual Rets.) 288.
Rivers of Dom. leased for Fishing (M. for Ret.) 1120.
Supply-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and War-

dens) 873; Public Works-Income: Ilarbors and
Rivers (N.S.) 1027, 1267.

UAGGART, Mr. J. G., South Lanark
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 746.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy) on M.

for 2°, 175.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 89".
London and North America Chartered Bank Act Amt.

(B. 28, IC*) 57.
Ieadjustment of the Iepresentation B. 153 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on 10, 1210; on B. 158 in Com.,
1410.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
Shaw) in Com., 555; on Amt. (Mr. Amyot) to 3°,
702.

H&, Mr. R., Centre Toronto
Huron and Ontario Ship Canal Co. (M. for Ret.) 1120.

HEssoN, Mr. S. R., North Perth
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 760.
Canada Landed Credit Co. Acts Amt. B. 47 (Mr.

Beaty) in Com., 1104.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
441.

Dom. Lands Acts Consolidation B. 101 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 806.

Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for export, on M.
for Ret., 64, 77.

Fuel and Breadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.
Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 653.

Government Lands within the Railway Belt, with-
drawal of (M. for copies of 0. C.) 1240.
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INDEX.
H ssoN, Mr. S. R.-Con.

Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136
(Mr. Beaty) on 10, 613.

Legal Tender Notes, on Res. (r. Wallace, Norfolk)
1116.

Maps of Manitoba and the North-West (M. for Copies)
227.

Moffat, Geo., Claim of loirs of for transport of Rails:
in Com. of Supply, 1229.

Money Orders to Foreign Countries, on M. for Ret., 43.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. 103 (31r. Boultbee) in

Com., 1106.
Question of Priviloge (paragraph irn London Advertiser)

990.
Railway Employés: in Com. of Supply, 1101.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1464.
Su'pply-Charges of .Management, 600; Civil Government

(Interior) 606; Militia (Drill Pay) 861; Railways
and Canals-Capital (Canadian Pacifie Ry.) 1096;
(Intercolonial) 1101; (Claims of Hoirs of Geo.
Moffat) 1229; Indians (North-West Territory) 1185;
Public Works-Incone: Repairs, &c. (Parliament
Buildings) 1267.

Thunder Bay to Red River, Canadian Pacific Ry.: in
Com. of Supply, 1096.

Trust and Land Improvement Fand (M. for Cor.) 39.
Upper Canada Bank, Claims against, B. 171 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) on Res., 533.
Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. (salt) 527; (table

glasis, &c.) 531.

HILLIARD, Mr. G., West Peterborough
Supply-Trent River Nav., 1441.

HOL TON, Mr. E., Chateauguay
Beique, Mr., Enquiry into Conduct of (I. for State-

ment of Expenses) 1121.
Davis, Antoine Dosithé, Contingent Accounts of (M.

for copy) 1121.
Laurin, Octave, Sums paid to (M. for Statenent) 1121.

HOMER, Mr. J. A. R., New Westminster
Canadian Pacific Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction

B. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 20, 987.
Commercial Reciprocity with the Hawaiian Islands,

on M. for Sel. Com., 1250.
Supply-Fisheries (Fish Ilatchery, B.C.) 1556.

Hoorz, Mr. E., Lennox
Information respecting the North-West (Ques.) 1107.
Ontario and Manitoba Mail Service: in Com. of Supply,

1196.
Supply -- Public Vorks - Income: Public Buildings

(Man.) 1025; Post Ofice, 1196.
Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. (glass, &c.) 526.

HotUDn, Mr. F., Afaskinongê
Civil Service Commission Rept. (Ques.) 19.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1088.
s

Hfounu, Mr. F.-Con.
Dominion Elections Act Amt. B. 12 (Mr. ives) on M.

for 2°, 621.
Dredging the Mouth of the River Maskinongé (Quos.)

269.
Fletcher, Lient.-Col., Retirement of (M. for Cor.) 170.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply, 1140.
Independence of Parliament (B. 125, 1°) 493
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mosseau)

1279; on B. 168, in Com., 1552; on Senate Amts.,
1579.

Insolvent Debtors' Estates, Distribution of (Ques.) 19.
Irregularities in Montreal Post Office (Ques.) 36.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization B.

9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 323.
Montreal Post Office, Working of (M. for Rep. of Com-

mission) 1121.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) to 30, 949.

Pacific Ocean Cable (M. for Ret.) 1121.
Rivière du Loup (en haut) Mouth of (M. for Rep. of

Engineer) 229.
Salaries of Deputy Adjutants-General, &c. (Ques.) 222.
Sir George Cartier, Monument to the Memory of Ques.)

615.
Superannuation Allowances in the Civ. Serv. (Ques.)

222.
Supply-Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 861; (Contingencies

and Grants to Associations, &c.) 862.

HUNTINGTON, Hon. L. S., Shefford
Fletcher, Lieut.-Col., Retirement of, on M. for State.

ment, 171.
inisterial Explanations, 26.

Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Cánadian
Pacifie Ry., Contract for, on Res. (Mr. 3fackenzie)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 589.

Resident Judge at Gaspé, on M. for Ret., 113.
Supply-Civil Government (Secretary of State) 604; Post

Office, 1197.
Welland Canal, Contract for Section 27, on M. (Mr.

Mackenzie) of Want of Confidence, 1245.

IRVINE, Mr. D., Carleton, N.B.
Supply-mmigration, 849; Public Works-income:

Public Buildings (N.B.) 1023.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 304; on Cone. (malt)

1497.
Woodstock (N.B.) Post Office (Ques.) 48.

IVES, Mr. W. B., Richmond and Wolfe
Boundaries of Ontario, on Res. (Mr. Plunb) in Amt to

Com. of Supply, 667.
Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.

11 (Mr. Cameron, ifuron) in Com. on Amt. (11r.
Ouimet) 616.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. (B. 12, 1°) 42; on M. for
2°, 264; adjd. Deb., 619; (remarks) 876.

Judicial Appointments in Quebec (M. for Ret.) 48.
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IVES, Mr. W. B.-Con.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 2°, 277.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on prop.

Res., 1528.

JAcKSON, Mr. G., South Grey
Dismissal of Postmaster at Neustadt (M. for Reps.,

&c.) 44.

JONE s, Mr. D. F., South Leeds
Importation of Cattle for Breeding purposes, on M. for

Ret., 258.
Montreat Telegraph Co.'s Acis Consolidatlon B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 943.

KAuLBACU. Mr. C. E., Lunenburg
Bounties to Fishormen B. 177 (Sr Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1520.
Conquerall Bank Post Office, on M. for Rot., 1252.
Salaries of Judges B. 179 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on prop.

Res. 1560.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees charged, on M. for

Rot., 1239.
Superannuation in the Public Service (M. for Rot.) 373.
Supply-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and Ward-

ens) 874.
Vays and Means-on the Budget, 501.

KILLAu, Mr. F., armouth
Administrator of the Government (M. for Cor.) 115.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on

prop. Res., 875; in Com., 1512, 1516.
Charbydis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1269.
Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co. Incorp.

B. 57 (Mr. Cameron, Tictoria) in Com., 1102.
Chignecto Ship Railway Subsidy B. 167 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1471.
Customs Seizures and Fines exacted (M. for Rot.) 57.
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in Second

Rep. of Com., 1475.
Elections in the Magdalen Islands, &c., B. 74 (Mr.

Fortin) on 1°, 221.
Exchange Bank of Nova Scotia (B. 23, 10*) 47.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. 121 (Mr.

MccLelan) on Res., 787; in Com., 1131.
Fish Traps and Brush Weirs (M. for Rot.) 1237, 1240.
Free Postage on Newspapers, on M. to introduce B., 109.
Halifax Harbor Master Appointment Act Amt. B. 140

(Mr. IcLelan) in Com. on Res., 788.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com., 1427.
Importation and Inspection of Pickled Herring, on M.

for Ret., 370.
Inspection Act (1874) Amt. B. 157 (Sir Leonard Tilley)

on M. for 2° and in Cor., 1472; on M. for 3°
(Amt.) 1495.

Inspection of Fish and Fees charged (M. for Statement)
485.

KILLAM, Mr. F-Con.
Metaghan River Breakwater (M. for Statement of Ex-

penditure) 327.
Yeufield and wrecked Moravian (M. for Cor.) 482.
Pier at Annapolis (M. for Cor.) 55.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) on Res. in

Com., 660, 1330.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fecs charged (M. for

Rot.) 1237.
Shipping Disasters in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.

(Ques.) 117.
Supplies, &c., for the Intercolonial (M. for Ret.) 129;

(Ques.) 876, 1102; on presentation ofRet., 1521.
Supply-Civil Government (Departmental Contingen-

cies) 658; Immigration, 850; Immigration and
Quarantine, 850; Lighthouse and Coast Service
(Maintenance, &c.) 867; Fisheries (Salaries, &c.,
Overseors and Wardens) 870, 875; Public Works-
Income: Public Buildings (N.S.) 926; (Ont.)
1025; Harbors and Rivers (N.S.) 1027; Railways
and Canals-Capital: (Intercolonial) 1101 ; Ocean
and River Service (Charybdis Training Ship) 1269;
Miscellaneous (Fishermen's losses through storms)
1275; Administration of Justice (Russell vs. Wood-
ward) 1276.

Telographie Communication with Sable Island, on M.
for Ret., 51.

Telegraph Messages and Public Business (M. for In-
structions) 1121.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 454; on Res. in Com.
(fruit tros) 529.

Windsor and Annapolis Ry. Earnings (H. for State-
ment) 171.

Yarmouth and Pubnico Ilarbors, Dredging ut: in Coi.
of Supply, 1029.

KILVERT, Mr. F. E., iamilton
Dominion Fire and Marine Ins. Co. Winding-up (B. 13,

10*) 46.

Great Western Ry. Co.'s Acts Amt. (B. 134, 1°*) 541.
Mutual Life Association of Canada Act Amt. (B. 27,

1CI) 57.
Rainy River Improvement Co. Incorp. (B. 3, 10*) 78.
Saskatchewan and Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 26, 19*) 57.

KING, Mr. G. G., Queent's, .R.
Dredging Grand Lake, N.B. (Ques.) 255, 5à8.
Grand Lake and McMahon's Cove (Ques,) in Com. of

Supply, 1029.
Springhill Coal Deliveries (M. for Rot.) 172.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) ou

prop. Res., 1527.
Ways and Means- on the Budget, 465.

KIRKPATRICK, Mr. G. A., Frontenac
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co.'s (Ont.)

Act Amt. B. 131 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com., 1509.
Canada Mutual Telegraph Co. Incorp. (B. 55, 1°*) 162.



INDEX.
KIRKPATRICK, Mr. G. A.-Con.

Cuistoms'Seizures and Amount of Fines (Ji. for Ret.) 44.
Dry Dock at Pictou, on M. for Rot., 315.
Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s and Trading Corporations

B. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier) 1495.

Kingston and Pembroke Railway, Complaints against
the Location, &c., on M. for Cor., 482.

Mills, Mill Dams, Wharves, &c., Erection of, Legaliz-
tion B. 84 (Mr. Domville) on 1°, 269.

Ontario Bank Capital Stock Reduction (B. 45, L0*) 78;
(B. 170, 1°, 20* and 3°*) 1521.

Personal Explanation (paragraph in Globe) 889.
Queen's College, Kingston (B. 64, 1°*) E72.
Readjustment of the Reprosentation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1448.
Royal Academy of Arts Incorp. (B. 150, 1Q*) 1129.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets (B. 5, 1°) 35; on

20 263; M. to transfor to G-overnment Orders
wthdn., 851.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amnt. B. 117 (1fr. McLelan)
in Coin., 1214, 1303.

Tomporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (1fr.
Shaw) in Com., 552.

Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Act Amt. (B. 33, 1°*) 57.
Welland Canal, Contract for Section 27, on M. (21r.

Mackenzie) of Want of Confidence, 1246.

KRaNTZ, Mr. H., North Waterloo
Malt and Malt Liquor Daties, on H. for Ret., 125.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 351.

LANE, Mr. S. J., North Grey
Shipping Disaster3 in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot., 117.
Steamboat Inspection Act Atnt. B. 117 (iir. McLelan)

in Com., 1215.

LAN.DRY, Mr. A. C. P. R., Montmagny
Claim of Jos. Chas. Lislois (Ques.) 73.
Claims of Felix Caron and Henriette Chouinard (H. for

Rot.) 1121.
Crano Island, Pier at (Ques.) 1107.
Dobates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Rep. of Coin., 691.
Dominion Laws, Codification of (Ques.) 1108.
Grosse Isle and Montmagny, Somaphore between

(Ques.) 1107.
Inland Revenue Act Àmt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mousseau)

1284, 1288.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy. on Res. (Mr. Cos-

tigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1066.
Library of Parliament, on M. for Sel. Com., 41.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (.Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr.
Amyot) 492.

Oromocto Shoals : in Com. of Supply, 1029.
Question of Privilege (paragi aph in Ottawa Free

Preas) 1531.
Railway Ferry at Quebec (Quos.) 36.

LANDRY, Mr. A. C. P. R.-Con.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1465.
Royal Assent, Form of (Ques.) 4S.
Supreme Court Bill (Ques.) 48, 1550.
Supreme Court Repeal B. (H. to introduce, wthdn.)

254; (B. 146, 10*) 950.
Survey of the Basin of Montmagny (Ques.) 1107.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 416.

LANGEKVIN, Sir HECTOR L., Three Rivers
Accidents on Government Rys., on M. for Rot., 285.
Admission of Live Stock into Canada, on M. for Ret , 41.
Agricultural Interests, on M. for Sol. Com., 127.
Annapolis, Pier at, on M. for Cor., 55.
Belle Creek, P. E. I., Harbor Improvements, on M. for

Rot., 223.
Bic Harbor Improvements (Ans.) 478.
Brampton Post Office (Ans.) 110.
Bridges over Navigable Waters (B. 152, 10*) 1190; on

20, 1264.
Canadian and Brazilian Line of Steamers (Ans.) 313.
Canadian Tobacco, Duty on, on M. for Rot., 21.
Canadian Tobacco, Treatise on (Ans.) 46.
Cascumpec Harbor Improvements, on M. for Cor., 316.
Cousus Enumerators in the County of St. John, on M.

for Statement, 226.
Civil Service (B. 36, 1°) 69; on M. for 20, 790, 793;

on 2° and in Com., 1122, 1155, 1186; 30 m., 1256.
Clock in Montroal Post Office (Ans.) 72.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1084,1086.
Concurrence-Grant to Library, 1499; Harbors and

Rivers (N.W.T.) 1501; (Ont.) 1503; Dredging,
1501.

Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Air. McCarthy)
on Amt. (Mr. McCuaig) 6 m. h., 185.

Courtney River, B.C., Tendors for Clearing, on M. for
Agents' Rep., 372.

Crane Island, Pier at (Ans.) 1107.
Cross Point and Campbellton Ferry Service (Ans.) 254.
Dam at Lake Temiscamingue, on M. for Rot., 1252.
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Rep. of Com., 690.
Deposits of Benefit Societies (Ans.) 172.
Dominion Elections Act A mt. B. 12 (Mr. Ices) on M.

for 2°, 265, 620..
Dominion Lands Act Correction (B. 161, 1°*) 1455;

on 2P and in Com., 1549.
Dominion Telegraph System (Ans.) 73.
Drawbacks on Sheet Iron, on M. for Cor., 42.
Edison Electric Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 46 (Mr.

McCarthy) on Amt. (21fr Blake) 487.
Elgin Station, L'Islet County (Ans.) 1107.
Fuel and Breadstaffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 623.
Grand Lake, N.B., Dredging (Ans.) 255, 558.
Grosse Isle and Montmagny, Semaphore between (Ans.)

1107.
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LANoEVIN, Sir HECTOR L.-Con.

Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.
McLelan) in Com., 1426.

Harbor Works in Nova Scotia, on M. for Reps. of Eu-
gineers, 261.

Lier Majesty's Escape, on Joint Address, 201.
Immigration and Repatriation Agency at New York

(Ans.) 1230.
Imports and Exports ut St. Hyacinthe, on M. for

Statement, 257.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mousseau)

1279; on B. 168, on Senate Amts., 1574.
Interest on Money secured by Mortgage B. 49 (31r.

Orton) on M. for 20, 268.
Isle aux Noix, Completion of Works at (Ans.) 615.
Library of Parlianent (M. for Sel. Com ) 41.
Lighthouse on Isle Perrot (Ans.) 222.
Lighthouse onWest Head Cape, Sable Island (Ans.) 222.
Little River St. Louis Works (Ans.) 163.
Lockeport, Government Savings Bank at (Ans.) 478.
London Post Office Clerks, on M. for Cor., 166.
Marine Telegraph, Pacifie Coast and Asia (B. 127, 10)

531; on 20, 1191.
1Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr.
Amyot) 491.

Matane Harbor Improvements (Ans.) 312.
Militia Returns (Ans.) 614.
Mining Rights, on M. for Copies of O.C., &c., 481.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Act Amt. B. 130 (&r

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 533.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 940.

Mouth of Rivière du Loup, Dredging the (Ans ) 255.
Navigation of Water Hen River (Ans.) 163.
Ocean Mail Clerks: in Com. of Supply, 1192.
Paspebiac Harbor Survey, on M. for Rep., 37.
Pawnbrokers Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Orton) on M, for

20, 189.
Petite Nation River Works (Ans.) 172.
Pilotage Act (1873) Amt. B. 142 (Mr. MeLelar) in

Com. on Res., 789.
Postmaster at Greenwood, N.S., removal of, on M. for

Cor., 485.
Prevention of Fraud in relation to Public Contracts B.

7 (Mr. Casgrain) on M. for 20 (Amt.) 1 m. h., 188;
on Res. in Amt. to Com. of Supply (Ques. of
Order) 1435.

F ublic Works Rep. (presented) 18.
Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. B. 130

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 534.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir

A. Macdonald) on Senate Amts., 1562.
Red Point (P.E.1.) Breakwater (Ans.) 164.
Red River, Improvement of Rapids in (Ans.) 163.
Restigouche River, Dredging the-(Ans.) 254.
Rivière Blanche Breakwater (Ans.) 558.
Rivière du Loup Wharf, Light on the (Ans.) 222.

(Sir

John i.

LANGEViN, Sir HECTOR L.-Con.
Ryan, Thos., Appointment of, on M. for Cor., 317.
Shelburne Harbor, Fog Whistle at (Ans.) 222; on M.

for Rot., 319.
Sir George Cartier, Monument of (Ans.) 615.
Sorel, Public Buildings at (Ans.) 164.
St. Anaclet, Station at, on M. for Cor., 314.
St. Flavien Mail Service (Ans.) 222; in Com. of

Supply, 1193.
St. John (N.B.) Harbor Commission (B. 163, Res.

prop.) 1403; in Com., 1429.
St. Michel Wharf Improvernents (Ans.) 368, 1231.
St. Roch dos Aulnets Harbor, Survey of (Ans.) 1230.
Supply-Civil Government (Post Office) 655; (Public

Works) 657; Public Works - Income: Public
Buildings (N.S.) 926; (P.E.I.) 1023; (N.B.) 1023;
(Que.) 1023, 1265, 1355; (Ont.) 1024, 1265, 1556;
(Man.) 1025, 1266, 1354, 1441; (iN.W.T) 1025;
(B.C.) 1025; Repairs, &c., 1026, 1266, 1354; Tele-
graphs, 1355; Harbors and Rivers (N.S.) 1026,
1267, 1556; (N.B.) 1027, 1444; (Que.) 1028, 1445;
(Ont.) 1028, 1267, 1444, 1556; (Man.) 1028;
(N.W.T.) 1029; (Dredging) 1267; Roads and
Bridges (Union Suspension) 1267; Slides and
Booms (Compensation to Mellale) 1268; Tele-
graphs ([ile Vaches and Murray Bay) 1268;
Capitail (Ottawa) 1265; Iost Ofice, 1192; Collection
of Revenues (Telegraph Linos, -B.C.) 1275; Peni-
tentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1289; Unprovided
Items, 1292; Mïiscellaneous (Mounted Police Bar-
racks) 1445; (Hydrographic Survey) 1445; Legis-
lation (Mr. McConville's Indemnity) 1556.

Supreme Court Bill (Ans.) 48, 1551.
Supreme Court Repeal B., on M. (Mir. Landry) to in-

troduce, 254.
Survey of the Basin of Montmagny (Ans.) 1107.
Sydney and North Sydney Public Buildings (Ans.)

1231.
Telegraphic Communication with Sablo Island (Ans.)

45; on M. forlRet.,51.
Telegraph (Word) Declaratory B. 66 (31r. White, Card-

well) M. to transfer to Government Orders, 1533;
on 2° and in Corn., 1569.

Three Rivers Harbor Improvement (B. 128, Res. in
Com. and 1') 532.

Ways and Means-on the Budget (remarks) 250.
Whitby Harbor Improvements (Ans.) 313.
Winnipeg Drill Shed (Ans.) 163.
Winnipeg Post Office Accommodation: in Com. of

Supply, 1195.
Woodstock (N.B.) Post Offic.e (Ans.) 48.

LANTIER, Mr. J. P., Soulanges
Improvement of the St. Lawrence below Proscott

(Ques.) 36.

LAUaIER, Hon. W., East Quebec
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 744.
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INDEX.
LAURIER, lion. W.-Con.

Canadian and Brazilian Lino of Steamers (Ques.) 312.
Disallowance of Streams Bil, on Res. (Mr. Cameron,

Euron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 907.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply, 1139.
Fuel and Breadstuffs iDuties, Repeal of (Res. in Amt.

to Com. of Supply) 622.
Gaspé, Resident Judge at, on M. for Ret., 113.
Inland Revenne 'Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mous.

seau) 536, 1281.
Laval University, Act respecting, disallowed (M. for

Copies, &c.) 40.
Mines, Act respecting, disallowed (X. for Copy) 40.
Welland Canal Locks, Lighting of, by Electric Light (M.

for copy of Tenders) 328.

LONGLEY, Mr. A , nnapolis
North-West Mounted Police Force Ac ts Consolidation

B. 102 (Sir John A. M acdonald) in Com., 800.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1301.
Supply -Immigration, 850, Public Works - Income:

larbors and Rivers (N.S.) 1025, Militia (Drill
Pay, &c.) 1301.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 359; in Com. on Res.
(fruit trees) 529.

Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.
B. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 20, 1547.

MACDONALD, Mr. A. C., King's, P.E.I.
Chignecto Ship Ry. Subsidy B. 167 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com. on Res., 1472.
Indemnity for Dutios on Fish Oil (Ques.) 1231.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 452.

MACDONALD, Sir JOHN A., Tictoria, B. C.
Address, on the, 14.
Administration of Criminal Justice in isputed Ter-

ritory (B. 109, 19*) 376; on 2°, 1259.
Administration of Justice in Man., on M. for Cor., 54.
Administrator of the Government, on M. for Cor., 116.
Allan, Capt., Dismissal of (Amt. to M. for Paps.) 319.
Attempt on the Queen's Life: Telegraph Message, 183;

Address to lier Majesty on ler Escape, 200; iRes.,
201; from Senate, 224; Acknowledgment of Receipt
of Address, 228.

Botter Prevention of Crime Act (1878) Continuation
(B. 165, 1°*) 1455; on 2°, 1569.

Boundaries of Ontario (Ans.) 110.
Bounties to Fishermen (Sir Leonard Tilley) on prop.

Res., 875; (B. 177, 10 and 20) 1555.
Canadian-built Vessels in France, on M. for Cor., 285.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Commissioners' Rop. (Ans.) 48.
Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, on

Ms. (Mr. Schultz) for reading the Journals,
372, 1234; on Amt. (Mr. _Rykert) to M. for Special
Com., 1235.

Charybdis Training Ship (Ans.) 73.
Chinese Immigration (remarks) 1477.
Civil Service Appointments (Amt. to M. for Ret.) 50.

MACDONALD, Sir JOHN A.- Con.
Civil Service Commissioners' Rop. (Ans.) 19.
Coal Exports from N. S, on M. for Statement, 226.
Coal Lands in the North-West, on Res. (Mr. Blake) 563.
Codification of Dominion Laws (Ans.) 1108.
Colonization Societies and Land Regulations (Ans.) 163.
Commercial Reciprocity with the Hawaiian Islands, on

M. for Sel. Com., 1250.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt, to

Com. of Supply, 1075.
Compensation to D. H. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1200.
Concurrence-Dorchester Penitentiary, 1498; Contin-

gent Expenses, High Commissioner, 1500; Mail
Subsidies (Canada and Brazil) 1500; Culling Tim.
ber, 1501; Charybdis, 1502.

Consolidatod Fund, Receipts and Expenditure charge-
able to, on M. for Rot., 50.

Criminal Law Amt. (Adultery, Seduction, &c.) B. 25
(Mr. Charlton) on M. for -0, 327; (remarks) 1403.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.
(11(Mr. Cameron, Huron) on M. for 2°, 280.

County Court Judges (B. 112, 10*) 376 ; Res. prop,
1254; on 20, 1259; in Com. on Res., 1276; in
Com. on B., 1278.

County Court Judges' Salaries, on M. for Cor., 170.
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in Second

Rep. of Com., 1474.
Definition of Right to Assault or lKill Pr soners (B. 151,

1Q*) 1190.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 919.
Dominion Elections Act Amt. B. 12 (Mr Ives) on M.

for 20, 620.
Dominion Lands Acts Consolidation (B. 101, 1°) 328;

on 2°, 803; in Com., 804.
Dominion Lands Act, working of, in North.West, on M.

for Reps., 319.
Dominion Lands along Railway Lince, on Res. (21fr.

Blake) 1232.
Dominion Officials and Municipal and Local Taxes

(Ans.) 73.
Dorchester Penitentiary. Female Conviets at, on Res.

(Mr. Blake) 52.
Dredging the Mouth of the Maskinongé (Ans.) 269.
Edison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 46 (Mr.

McCarthy) in Com., 433.
Evidence in Criminal Cases Law Amt. B. (Ans.) 313.
Extension of the Parliamentary Franchise (Ans.) 45.
Extradition Act (1877) Amt. (B. 151, 1°*) 1212; on

20,1559.
Fire Arms, Improper Use of, Act Amt. (B. 111, 1*)

376; on 2°, 1259.
Fraudulent Trustees, on M. for Ret., 319.
Free Postage on Newspapers, on M. to introduce B., 109.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply (remarks

as to relevancy of Debate) 1142; (on bringing
down Government measures) 1144.

Fuel Supplies in the North-West,on Res.(Yr. Blake) 283.
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INDEX.
MAcDONALD, Sir JoHN A.-Con.

Fugitive Offenders in Canada (B. 108, 1 *) 376; on 2>,
1258.

Gaspé, Resident JuJge ut, on M. for Ret., 112.
General Port Wardens' Act (1874) Amt. B. 120 (Mr.

XcLelan) in Com. on Res., 788.
Government Business, Precedence of (Us.) 39), 6.'1,

1254.
Government Land Policy in the North-West, on Res.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 819.
Grants of Land for Military Services in 1837 (Ans.) 223.
Indemnity for Duties on Fish Oil (Ans.) 1231.
Indian Act (1880) Amt. (B. 174, 10*) 1571.
Information respecting the North-West (Ans.) 1107.
Inland Revenue Act (1880) Amt. B. 168 (3fr. Mousseau)

on Senate Amts., 1573.
Insolvent Debtors' Estates, Distribution of (Ans.) 19.
Inspection of Factories B. (Ans.) 222.
Instructions to Governors General of Quebec, &c., on

M. for Ret., 1108.
Interior, Department of, Report (remarks) 222; (pre-

sented) 311.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on prop. Res. (Jlr.

Costigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 876; on
Ant., 1044; remarks, 1066; M. to engross Ad-
dress, 1155.

Islands in the St. Lawrencab>ve Brockville (Ans.) 269
Land Purchases by Railway Companies in the North-

West (Ans.) 1107.
Land Regulations, Translation and Printing of (Ans.)

558.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on Amt.

(Mr. Blake) to 30, 1569.
Maps of Man. and the North-West, on M. for Copies,1227.
Maritime Court Cases disposed of, on M. for Ret., 51.
Maritime Court of Canada, Establishment of (M. for

Address to Her Majesty) 1541.
Maritime Jurisdiction Act (Ans.) 110.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization B. 9

(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 320-324.
Mennonite Teserves, unoccupied sections of (Ans.) 269.
Messages from His Excellency, 192, 1102, 1402.
Mills, Mill Dams, Wharves, &c., Erection of, Legalization

B. 84 (Mr. Domville) on M. for 1°, 269.
Ministerial Explanations, 21.
Misdemeanors, Persons charged with, Competent as

Witnesses B. 10 (Mr. Cameron, Huron) on M. for
2°, 619.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'8 Acta Consolidation B. 96
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com., 929; on Amt.
(Mr. Blake) to 3°, 947; in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 948.

Niagara, Borough of (remarks) 1573.
North-West Mounted Police Force Acts Consolidation

(B. 102, 1°) 328; in Com. on Res., 541; on 20 and
inGCom., 798, 1129.

North-West Territories Act (1880) Amt. (B. 149, 1°*)
1129.

Oaths of Office (B. 1, 1Q*) 1.

MACDONALD, Sir JoHN A.-Con.
Porsonal Explanation (remarks on article in Globe) 570.
Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian

Pacifie Ry., Contract for, on Res. (Mr. Mackenzie)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 587; remarks after
vote, 592.

Prince Edward Island Bank Relief (B. 38, 11) 72.
Printing for Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co. or Dominion

Lands Office (Ans.) 1107.
Promissory Notes and other Negotiable Securities B.

73 (Mr. Macdonell, Lanark) on M. for 2°, 621.
Provincial Constitutions, on M. for Ret., 167.
Provisional Districts in the North-West: Message

(presented) 1402; considered, 1567; lRes., 1568.
Public Business, State of (remarks on adjnmt. of

House) 287.
Quarterly Statisties of Trade, on Res. (Mr. Ross, Mid-

diesex) 1249.
Readjustment of the Representation (B. 153, 10) 1203,

1208; (remarks in Ans. to Mr. Blake) 1231; 2'
m., 1330; B. wthd n., 1332; (B. 158, 11*) 1332;
M. for Com., 1403 ; in Com., 1410-1419, 1445-
1468; 3° m., on Amts. (Mfr. Paterson, Brant)
1478; on Amt. (Mr. Rynal) 1491;' on Amt. (Mr.
Guthrie) 1492; on 3', 1494; on Senate Amts.,
1561-1566.

Redistribution of Scats B. (Ans.) 72, 228, 1155.
Repeal of the Stamp Act (Announcement) 109.
Richelieu Bridge Co. Incorp. B. 42 (Mr. Baker) on M.

for 2°, 110.
Rights of the Hudson's Bay Co. (Ans.) 313.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1296.
Royal Assent, Form of (A ns.) 48.
Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 58 (1fr. Thompson) on M. for

20, 281.
Sale of Government Property in Ottawa (Ans.) 129.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 2°, 279.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees charged, on M. for

Ret., 1239.
Seamen's Act (1873) A mt. B. 110 (XMr. McLelan) 30

m., 1535.
Select Standing Committees (m.) 3.; Com. to prepare

Lists, 19; Lists rep. and concurred in, 20.
Sessional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarks) 1572.
South Simcoe Election, introduction of Member (Res.)

172.
Speech from the Throne, Consideration of (m.) 2.
Stamp Acts Repeal (B. 63, 10) 162.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

on objection (3fr. Mackenzie) to M. for Com. on
Res., 546.

Supply-Civil Governnent (Civil Service Board) 658;
(Indian Affairs) 1288, 1506; Penitenfiaries (King-
ston) 779, 1289; (St. Vincent de Paul) 782, 1289;
(Dorchester) 783,1498; (Man.) 784; (B.C.) 784;
Legislation (Grant to Library) 785; Public Works-
Income: Public Buildings (N.S.) 926 ; (Man.) 1354;
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Supply-Con.
Geological Survey, 1183, 1507 ; Indians, 1184, 1290,
1505; North- West Mounted Police, 1180î; Miscellane-
ous (North-West Mounted Police : Compensation
to Members) 1199; (Waterbury, D. Il., Compensa-
tion to) 1200; (Consolidation of Dom. Statutes)
1288; (International Fishery Exhibition) 1505;
(Compensation to Jean Louis Légaré) 1508; (Pur-
chase of Coins) 1557 ; (Niagara Falls Commission)
1558; Dominion. Lands :Capital, 1201 ; Income,
1202, 1291; Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1296.

Supreme and Exchequer Court Acts B. (Ans.) 493.
Supreme Court, Appeals to the, on Res. (Mr. Blake) 165.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

S'haw) in Com. (Amts.) 551, 552, 553, 555.
Timber Licenses, System of Granting, on Res. (Mr.

Blake) 567.
Validity of Marriage in Quebec, on M. for Paps., 55.
Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.

(B. 156, 1') 1253; on M. for 2°, 1546; in Com.,
1549.

MACDONELL, Mr. 1D. G., Yorth Lanark
Brigade Camps (Ques.) 163.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (ilfr. Cameron,

Euron) in Amt. to Com of Supply, 900.
Promissory Notes and other Negotiable Securities (B.

73, 10) 220; on M. for 2°, 621.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1398; in Com., 1410;
(Amt.) 1485.

Wool Importations and Duties collected (M. for Rot.)
288.

MACDONNELL, Mr. S., Inverness
Delay in the reception of Mails (remarks) 493.
Harbor Works, N.S., on M. for Reps. of Engirneers, 261.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1425.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees charged, on M. for

Ret., 1238.
Supply-Miscellaneous (Waterbury, D. H., Compensa-

tion to) 1200; Public Works-Incone: Repairs,
&c. (Supreme Court) 1266.

MACKIENZIE, Hon. A., Lambton
Accidents on the Intercolonial : in Com. of Supply, 1099.
Agricultural Interosts, on M. for Sel. Com., 128.
Boundaries of Ontario, on Res. (Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 666.
Canada Landed Credit Co.'s Acts Amt. B. 47 (Mr.

Beaty) in Com., 1105.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construc-

tion B. 141 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 20
(Statement) 990; on M. for 30, 1029.

Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. 57 (AMr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com., 1102.

Chignecto Ship Ry. Subsidy B. 167 (Sir Charles
Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1470.

MACKENZmE, MHon. A.-Con.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Hector Langevin) in Com., 1124,

1187.
Claim ofJos. Chas. Lislois (objection to Ques.) 73.
Classification of Imports, on M. for Ret., 119.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1089.
Compensation to D. H. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1201.
Concurrence-Adulteration of Food, 1312; Canadian

Pacifie Ry., 1315; Intercolonial (Rolling Stock)
1318.

County Court Judges B. 112 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
in Com. on Res, 1277.

Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First
Rep. of Com., 694.

Deficits in Post Office Service: in Com. of Supply, 1194.
Discipline observed in the 27th Battalion of Volunteers

(M. for Reps.) 56.
Dominion Telegraph System (objection to Ques.) 73.
Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for Export, on M.

for Rot., 64.
English Bay as Permanent Terminus of Canadian

Pacifie Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1097.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply

(remarks as to relevancy of Debate) 1142.
Government Business, Precodence of, on M. to take

Wednesdays, 622.
Her Majesty's Escape, on Joint Address, 201.
Intercolonial Ry., Claims against, submitted to Frank

Shanly (M. for Reps., &c.) 57.
Intercolonial Railway Mileago, Cost of Working, on

M. for Ret., 320.
Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock, on M. for Rot., 121; in

Com. of Supply, 1230; on coLe., 1318.
John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief B. 104 (Mr.

Ryan, Montreal) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 6 m. h., 488.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry., Complaints against the

Location, &c. (M. for Cor.) 481.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.

on Res., 1423.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (11r. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 325;
on Amt. (Mr. McCuaig) 489.

M. C. Upper, Damages to, in Welland Canal: in Com.
of Supply, 1443.

Military Schools for the Infantry Service (objection to
Ques.) 73.

Militia Returns (Ques.) 614.
Ministerial Explanations, 33.
Moffat, Geo., Claims of Heirs for transport of Rails: in

Com. of Supply, 1229.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Act Amt. B. 130 (S'r

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 533.
North American Mutual Life Ins. Co. Act. Ant.

(B. 53, 1°*) 129.
North-West Mounted Police Force Acts Consolidation

B. 102 (Sir John A. Macdonald) in Com. on Res.,
545, 801; on M. for 30, 1130.
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Parliamentary and Departmental Printing and Bind-
ing: in Com. of Supply, 1198.

Pilotage Act (1873) Amt. B. 142 (ir. McLelan) in
Com. on Res., 789.

Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacific
Ry., Contract for (Res. in Anmt. to Com. of Supply),
571; remarks after vote, 592.

Port Moody and Yale Section of Canadian Pacific Ry.
(M. for approximate quantities) 167.

Postmaster at Greenwood, removal of, on M. for Cor.,485.
Provincial Constitutions (M. for Ret.) 167.
Public Business, State of (remarks) 428.
Public Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard.J. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1337.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. 103 (Mr. Boultbee) in

Com., 1105.
Qiebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. B. 129 (Sir

Leonard Tiley) in Com. on Res., 534.
Readjustment of the Represontation B. 153 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on 10, 1209; on M. for 2°, 1331; on
B. 158, in Com , 1412,1463; (Amt.) 1480.

Resident Judge at Gaspé, on M. for Ret., 113.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Charges against (M. for Copies) 327;

in Com. of Supply, 1292.
Sale of Government Property in Ottawa (Ques.) 129.
Sovereign Fire Ins. Co. of Canada Act Amt. (B. 78,

1°*) 229.

Steamboat Inspcction Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. MlIcL§elan)
on M. for Com. on Res. (Ques. of Order) 546 ; in
Com., 546., 1303, 1305.

St. John (N.B.) Harbor Commission B. 163 (Sir Ifector
Langevin) in Com. on Res., 1430.

Supply-Charges of Management, 597; -Penitentiaries
(Kingston) 781; (Dorchester) 783; (St. Vincent
de Paul) 1290; Legislation (Grant to Library) 784;
(Printing, Paper and Bookbinding) 786; ifilitia
(Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 858; (Care of Mili-
tary Property, &c.) 863; (Royal Military College)
863; (Drill Pay) 1292; Mail Subsidies (France
and Quebec) 865; Lighthouse and Coast Service
( Maintenance, &c.) 867; Railways and Canals-
Capital : Railways (Canadian Pacifie) 1095;
(Intercolonial) 1100, 1436; (Claim of oirs of
Geo. Moffatt) 1229; (Cape Traverse Ry.) 1437;
Canals (Lachine) 1145; (Carillon Canal, Dam and
Slide) 1146; (Welland) 1438; (Trent River Nav.)
1439; Income (Welland Canal: M. C. Upper) 1443;
Collection of Revenues (Repairs, &c., Canals) 1148;
(Intercolonial) 1149; (Rolling Stock) 1230 ; Post
Ofice, 1191; Miscellaneous (Printing) 1198; (Army
and Navy, Articles for use of) 1199; (Compensa-
tion to D. I. Waterbury) 1201; (Fishermen's
losses through storms) 1274; Public Works-
Income (Ottawa Geological Museum) 1266; (Mon-
treal Drill Shed) 1355; (Mabou Harbor) 1267;
(Union Suspension Bridge) 1268; Ocean and River
Service (Charybdis Training Ship) 1271; Fisheries
(Fishery Overseer MeVicar) 1273; Indians, 1290.

MAcKENziE, Hon. A.-Con.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) on Amt. (Mr. Amyot) to 30, 705.
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal

Act Amt. B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on Res.,
660.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 243.
Welland Canal, Contractfor Section 27 (M. of Wantof

Confidence) 1240, 1246.
Welland Canal Contracts (remarks) 34; (M. for O. C.,

&c.) 57; (remarks on Paps. brought down) 320.

MACILLAN, Mr. D., East Middlesex
Dominion Lands along Railway Lines, on Res. (Mr.

Blake) 1233.
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the

Church of Scotland Incorp. (B. 70, 10*) 192,
Saskatchewan, Qu'Appelle and Assineboine Navigation

Co. Incorp. (B. 83, 1°*) 269.
Supply-Indians (N.W.T.) 1185.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) in Com., 552, 555 ; on Amt. (Mr. Canieron,
Victoria) to 31, 716 ; (Amt.) 720.

MANSON, Mr. D. A., Brome
Question of Priviloge (paragraph in Ottawa Fr(e

Press) 1534.

MAsSUE, Mr. L. H., Richelieu.
Dredging the Mouth of Rivière du Loup (Ques.) 255.
Great Eastern Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 89, 1°*) 289.
Imperial Measure (Ques.) 614.
Public Buildings at Sorel (Ques.) 164.
Sale of Government Property in Sorel (M. for State-

ment) 228.
St. Lawrence and Pacifie Ry. Ferry Co. Incorp. Act

Amt. (B. 91, 10*) 289.

MCCALLUM, Mr. L., Monch
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt. (B. 82, 10*)

254; on M. for 2°, 376.
Damages along the Grand River (M. for Reps. of Do-

minion Arbitrators) 372.
Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (Mr. McLelan) in

Com., 1426.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 1Q, 612.
Legal Tender Notes, on Res. (Mr. Wallace, .Norfolk)

1115.
Ministerial Explanations, 33.
Pawnbrokers' Act Amt. B. 24 (,Mr. Orton) on M. for

2° (M. to adjn. Deb.) 189.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1412; on Amt. (Mr. Guthrie)
1494.

Shipping Disasters in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret., 117.
Steamboat Inspect'on Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Con. on Res., 547; B. in Con., 1212, 1303; -on
M. for 30 (Amt.) 1304.
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McCALLum, Mr. L.-Con.

Supply-Railways and Canals-Capital (Canadian Paci-
fie Ry.) 1096; Canals (Welland) 1438; (Trent
River Nav.) 1440 ; Ocean and River Service (Charyb-
dis Training Ship) 1271.

Trent River Navigation: in Com. of Supply, 1440.
Ways and Means-on the Budget (remarks in reply to

Mr. Anglin) 161.
Welland Canal, Contract for Sectio: 27, on M. (Mr.

Mackenzie) of Want of Confidence, 1244.

MCCARTUY, Mr. D., North Simcoe
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Canada (B. 2, 10*)

18; on 20, 173; referred to Sel. Com., 186.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr. Caneron,

-uron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 885, 889.
Edison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. (B. 46),

10*) 78.
Importations of Farm Products, Value and Duty of (M.

for lRet.) 327.
Misdemeanors, Persons charged with, competent as

Witnesses B. 10 (Mr. Cameron, Huron) on M. for
20, 617.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.
Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Blake)
941.

Personal Explanation (paragraph in Globe) 889.
Persons charged with Indictable Ofrences, Evidence in

own behalf (B. 50, 10) 109.
Railway Inspection Fund (Ques.) 368.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 141A.

McCuA1, Mr. J. S., Prince Edward
Amalgamation of Rys. under control of Parliament

Prevention (B. 116, 1°*) 416.
Cadets in Military College, on M. for Rot., 191.
Charybdis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1270.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B 2 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 20 (Amt.) 6 m. h., 184; wthdn., 186.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (11fr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
440.

Fraudalent Trustees (M. for Ret.) 319.
Free Postage on Newspapers (M. to introduce B.,

wthdn.) 109.
Ilarbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (3ir. Mc-

Lelan) in Com., 1429.
Injustice to Public Offlcers: in Com. of Supply, 1200.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on M. for Com. on Res.

(Mr. Mousseau) 535.
Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (Mr. McLelan) on

M. for 20, 1307.
Insolvent Estates, Equita'le Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 1, 613.
John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief B. 104 (Mr.

Ryan, Montreal) on Aîmt. (Mr. Blake) 6 m.h., 488.
Maps of Manitoba and the North-West, on M. for

Copies, 227.

McCUAia, Mr. J. S.-Con.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (21r. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Con., 322;
(Amt.) 490; on Amt. (Mr. Anyot) 492.

Salaries of Country Postmasters: in Com. of Supply,
1194.

Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kir.
patrick) on M. for 2°, 278.

Shipping Disasters in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret., 117.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com. on Res., 546; B. in Com., 1212, 1303.
Supply-Pensions (Veterans of War of 1812) 851;

Ocean and River Service (Purchase of Life-Boats,&c.)
866; (Charybdis Training Ship) 1270; Lighthouse
and Coast Service (bMaintenance, &c.) 867; Rail-
tways and Canals-Capital (Murray Canal) 1147;
Collection of Revenues (Repairs, &c., Canals) 1148;
Post Office, 1194; Miscellaneous (Compensation to
D. H. Waterbury) 1200 ; (Fishermen's losses
through storms) 1271.

Tonnage dues at Quebec and Montreal, in Com. on Res.,
533.

Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Mntreal
Act Amt. B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) in Com., 1130.

MCDONALD, Mr. W., Cape Breton
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Rep. of Com., 690.
Instructions to Health Officers at Halifax, &c., on M.

for Copies of Circulars, 286.
Sydney and North Sydney Public Buildings (Ques.)

1231.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 349.

MCDOUGALD, Mr. J., Pictou
Ways and Means-on the ludget, 511.

McDoUOALL, lon. W., l1ton
Appeals to the Suprerne Court, on Res. (Mr. Blake) 165.
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co.'s (Ont.)

Act Amt. B. 131 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com., 1509.
Canadian Blectrie Light Co. (B. 77, 10*) 229.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mir. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1092.
Court of Ry. Commissioncrs B. 2 (AIr. jMcCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 183.
Dominion Lands Acts Consolidation B. 101 (Sur ,John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 804.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (1fr. Caineron,

Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 905.
Elison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 4U (Mr.

McCarthy) in Com., 436.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com., 1427.
Hudson Bay Co.'s Claims to Land in Red River Settie-

ment Belt (M. for O. C., &c.) 1122.
Hudson's Bay Co.'s Rights (Ques.) 313.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization B.

9 (Mr Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 325.
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MCDOUGALL, Hon. W.-Con.

Montreal Telgraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96
(Mr Cameron, Victoria) in Com., 929, 932; on Amt.
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 937; on Amts. (Mr. Blake)
938, 940; on Amt. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 947.

Public Printing and Establishment of a Governnont
Printing Office: in Com. of Supply, 1197.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) on Senate Amts., 1562.

Steamboat Inspection Act. Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)
inGcom., 1304.

Supply-Miscellaneous (Printing) 1197.
Temporalities Fund Management Act. Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) in Com., 552; on Amt. (Mr. Amyot) to 3°,

706; (Amt.) 718.

McIsAAc, Mr. A., Antigonish
Harbor Works in N.S. (M. for Reps. of Engineers) 258.
Salmon Fishing Licentes and Focs Charged, on M. for

Rot., 1237.

MCLELAN, Hon. A. W., Colchester
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt. B. 82 (Mr.

McCallum) on M. for 20, 376.
Charybdis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1268.
Concurrence -Intercolonial (Rolling Stock) 1327.
Fishery Warden Mowatt, Charges against (Ans.) 1108.
Fish Hatcheries in N. B. (Ans.) 1108.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues (B. 121, Res. in

Com. and 10) 787; on 20 and 'n Com., 1131.
General Port Wardens Act (1874) Amt. (B. 120, Res.

in Com. and 10) 787; on 2° and in Com., 1190.
Halifax Harbor Master Appointment Act Amt. (B. 140,

]Res. in Com. and 1°) 788.
Harbor and Rivçr Police of Canada (B. 107, l'*) 375;

in Com. on Res., 535; on 2° and in Com., 1426.
Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (Mr. Guillet) M. to

transfer to Government Orders, 1251; on 20,
1307; in Com. and 30*, 1425.

Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock: on Conc., 1327.
Lighthouses, Buoys and Beacons Provision (B. 159, 1°*).
Marine and Fisheries Rep. (presented) 47.
Meteorological Service of Canada, on M. for St mut., 169.
Ministerial Explanations, 26.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners, Powers of (Ans.) 477.
Montreal Port Warden, Office of, Acts Consolidation

(B. 122, IRes. in Com. and 1°) 786; on 2%, 1264.
Newfield and wrecked Moravian, on M. for Cor., 482.
North Sydney Harbor (N.S.) Act Amt. (B. 160, 10*)

1403.
Pilotage Act (1873) Amt. (B. 119, Res. in Com. and

1°) 659; on 2°, 1260; in Com. 1263, 1329.
Pilotage Act (1873) Amt. (B. 142, Res. in Com. and

1°) 789; on 30, 1472.
Regulation of the Fisheries, on M. for Ret,, 171.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees Charged, on M. for

Ret., 1238.
Seamen's Act (1873) Amt. (B. 110, 1°*) 376; on 20

and in Com., 1509.

McLELAN, Hon. A. W.-Con.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. (B. 117, Res. in Com.

and 10) 546 ; on 2° and in Com., 1212, 1302.
St. Emilie Lighthouse (Ans.) 615.
Supply-Civil Government (Marine and Fisheries) 657 ;

Ocean and River Service (Steamer Glendon) 866;
(Purchase of Life-Boats, &c.) 866; (Quebec and
Montreal River Police) 866; (Removal of Obstruc-
tions) 867; (Training Ship Charybdis) 1268 - (La
Canadienne) 1272; Lighthouse and Coast Service
(Maintenance, &c.) 867; (Completion of Sands
Head, B.C., Lighthouse) 870; Fisheries (Salaries
of Overseers and Wardens) 870, 873; (Fishery
Warden McVicar) 1272; (Fish Breeding) 1273;
(Inspecting Mill Dams, &c.) 1274; (Fish Hatchery,
B.C.) 1557; Scientific Institutions (St. John Obser-
vatory) 1274; Miscellaneous (Expenses in re Fishery
Inspector Mowat) 1274; ([nternational Circum-
polar Observations) 1507.

Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreai
Act Amt. (B. 126, Res. in Com. and 1) 660; on
2° and in Com., 1130.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 329.

McLENNAN, Mr. J., Glengarry
British North America Ins. Co. Consolidation (B. 34,

1°*) 57.
IHarbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (MUr. McLelan)

in Com., 1429.
Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (AIr. .McLealn) on M.

for 2, 1308.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Cameron, Tictoria) on Amt. (Mr. White, Cardwell)
to 30, 949.

Port Moody and Emory Bar S3ction of Canadian
Pacific Ry., Contract for, on Res. (Mir. Mackenzie)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 5S3.

Readjustment of the Representation B. >58 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) in Com., 1457.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mir. MeLelan)
in Com., 1303.

Sugar Duties, Amendment of, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,
Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sapply, 775.

Tecumseth Ins. Co. of Canada Incorp. (B. 41, 1°*) 78.
Temporalities Fond Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) in Com. (Amt.) 550; on M. for 3°(Amt.) 708.
Ways and JMans-on the Budget, 211.

McLEOD, Mr. W. M., Cape Breton
Question of Privilege (on

Free Press) 1534.
pa ragiaph in Ottawa

MERNER, Mr. S., South Waterloo
German Delegates, Report of (Ques.) 254.
Mennonite Reserves, Unoccupied Lands in ýQues.) 269.

MÉTHOT, Mr. F. X. O., Nicolet
Montreal and Champlain Junction Ry. (perr.ission

to ask Ques.) 1302.
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INDEX.
MILLS, Hon. D. Bothwell

Allan, Capt., Dismissal of (M. for Paps.) 315,.
Auction Sale of Lands at Winnipeg (M. for ]Rot.) 1121.
Boundaries of Ontario, on Res. (Mr. Plumb) in Amt.

to Com. of Supply, 674.
Canadian Pacific Ry., Rocky Mountains Construc-

tion B. 141 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 20, 1001.
Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, on M.

for reading the Journals, 372.
Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co.

Incorp. B. 57 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com., 1104.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Ilector Langevin) on 1°, 70 ; in

Com., 1126.
Classification of Imports, on M. for Ret., 118.
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1080.
Concurrence-Mail Subsidies (P. E. 1. and Great Britain)

1311 ; (Canada and Brazil) 1501; Adulteration of
Food, 1312; Weights, Measures and Gas, 1312;
Grant to Library, 1499; M. C. Upper, damages to
(Amt.) 1535.

Consolidated Fund, Receipts and Expenditure Charge-
able to, on M. for Ret , 50.

County Court Judges B. 112 (Sir J.in A. Macdonald)
in Com. on Res., 1277.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.
11 (Mr. Cameron, Huron) on 4. for 2°, 280 ; in
Çom. on Amt. (Klr. Ouiiet) 616.

Dobates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in
Second Rep. of Com., 1473.

Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr. Cameron,
Buron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 925.

Dominion Elections Act Amt. B 12 (Mr. Ives) on M.
for 2", 620.

Dominion Lands Act& Consolidation B. 101 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 803;. in Com., 804.

Dominion Lands Acf, working of in the North-West (M.
for Rot.) 319.

Edison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 46 (.fr.
3McCarthy) in Com., 420.

Fronch Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply
(remarks as to relevancy of Deb.) 1142; (on the
discussion of Government measures) 1141.

Government Business, Preccdence of, on M. to tnke
Wednesdays, 622.

Government Land Policy in the North-West, on lies.
(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Comu. of Supply, 836.

Indians of Lakes Huron and Superior, on M. for Cor., 39.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 168 (Mr. Mousseau) in

Com., 1551.
Instructions to Governors General of Quebce, &c. (M.

for Rot.) 1108.
Ireland, Resolutions of Symnpathy, on Res. (Mr.

Costigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1057.
Kent and Bothwell, Post Office near Boundary (Ques.)

in Com. of Suppy, 1192.
Land Regulations of 1878 (H. for Copies) 172.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.

on Res., 1422.

MILLs, Hon. D.-Con.
Maritime Court for Canada, Establishment of, on M.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) for Address to Rer
Majesty, 1511.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization B.
9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 322;
(Amt.) 485.

M. C. Upper, damages to: on Conc. (Amt.) 1532.
Mining Licenses issued within Disputed Territory (M.

for Copies) 172.
Moffat, Geo., Claim of Heirs of, for transport of Rails: in

Com. of Supply, 1223.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, I'ictoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 949.

North-West Mounted Police Acts Consolidation B. 102
(Sir John A. Macdonald) in Com. on Res., 799.

Ontario Boundary Award, Correspondence with Lient..
Gov. of Ontario (M. for Copies) 229.

Personal Explanation (paragraph in Morning Berald,
Halifax) 888.

Prevention of Fraud in relation to Publie Contracta B.
7 (Mr. Casgrain) on Anit. (Sir Rector Langevin) 1
m. h., 188.

Provisional Districts in the North-West, on considera-
tion of Message, 1567.

Readjustment of Seats B. (Ques.) 228.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on 1°, 1207; on M. for 2°, 1332;
on B. 158; on M. for 2, 1390; (Amt.) 1402; in Comn.,
1412, 1450; on M. for 3° (Amts.) 1482,
1483 ; on Senate Amts., 1562.

Richelieu Bridge Co. Incorp B. 42 (Mr. Baker) on M.
for 2°, 110.

Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 58 (Mr. Thompson) on M.
for 21, 281.

Sa!e of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
on M. for 20, 276.

Stamp Acts Repeal B. 63 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on
1°, 163.

Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir C haies Tapper) on
prop. Res., 1526.

Supply -Civil Government (Post Office) 656; (Agricul-
ture) 656; (Public Works) 657; (Indian Affairs)
1506; (Departmental Contingencies) 658; Peni-
tentiaries (Kingston) 781; (Dorchester) 783;
(B.C.) 784; Legislation (Grant to Library)
784; (Salaries of Officers, additional, and Con-
tingencies) 785; (Printing, Paper, and Book-
Di nding) 785 ; Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Care
of Archives) 786; (Health Statistics) 848; Public
Works-Incone: Public Buildings (N.S) 926;
Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1445; Geological
Survey, 1184; Indians, 1184, 1290; Post Ofce,
192; Dom. Lands-Capital, 1201; Railways and
Canals-Capital (Intercolonial: Claim of Heirs of
Geo. Moffat for transport of Rails) 1229.

Synol of the Dioce-o of Saskatchewan Incorp. (B. 51,
10*) 109.
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INDEX.
MLLLS, Hon. D.-Con.

Telegraph (Word) Declaratory B. 66 (Sir ector Lange.
vin) in Com., 1570; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1571.

Timber Licenses issued within Disputed Torritory (M.
for Copies) 172.

Timber Licenses, System of Granting, on Res. (.Ur.
Blake) 568.

Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts. Amt. B. 35 (Mr.
Kirkpatrick) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Wallace, N7or-
folk) 1079.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 504 ; in Com. on Res.
(sulphate of quinine) 525; (sand and emery
paper) 526.

Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial
Ry. B. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1518.

MONGENAIs, Mr. J. B., Vaudreuil
Lighthouse on Isle Perrot (Ques.) 222.

MOUssEAU, Hon. J. A., Bagot
Böundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(M r.Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 752.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 907.
Imperial 3Measure (Ans.) 614.
Importation and Inspection of Pickled elorring, on M.

for Ret., 371.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. (B. 123) Res. prop. 53~>,

1278, 1286; in Com. and 1°, 1288; B. wthdn.,
1473; (B. 163, 1°) 1473; on 2° and in Com., 1551;
on Senate Amts, 1574.

Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s and Trading Corpora-
tions B. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on M. for 2°,
1314; in Com., 1473; on Amt. (Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier) 1495.

Inspection of Fish and Fees Charged, on M. for State-
ment, 485.

Resident Judge at Gaspé, on M. for Rot., 113.
Secretary of State's Report (presented) 162.
Supply-Civil Government (Secretary of State) 602, 693.

MUTTaRT, Mr. E. B., .King's P.E.L
IIarmony Station and East Point (P.E.I. Railway)

Station betv een (M. for Ret.) 1121.
Prince Edward Island Railway Rates (M. for State-

ment) 114. •

Red Point (P. E. I.) Breakwater (Ques.) 163.
Souris West Harbor Improvements (M. for Cor.) 478.
Winter Communication between P. E. I. and Mainland,

on M. for Cor., 225.

O'CoNNo, Hon. JoRN, Russell.
Bruce County Mail Service (Ans.) 369.
Delay in the reception of Mails (remarks) 493.
Kent and Bothwell, Post Office on Boundary of (Ans.)

in Com. of Supply 1192.
Letter Carriers' Uniforms : in Com. of Supply, 1194.
London Post Office, Irregularities in, on M. for Rot., 39.
Mail Service (Ans.) 48.
Money Orders to Foreign Countries, on M. for Ret. 44.

O'CONNoR, Hon. JoHN-Con.
Montreal Post Office, Irregularities in (Ans.) 36.
P. O. Savings Banks at La Baie, Yamaska (Ans.) 55,.
Postal Savings Bank System (Ans.) 1108.
Postmaster-General's Rep. (presented) 41.
Rogistered Lettors, Charges on (Ans.) 42.
Salaries of Country Postmasters: in Com. of Supply,

1191.
Salaries of Rural Postmasters (Ques.) 46.
Stratford and Chosley Mail Service (Ans.) 74.
St. Raymord and St. Casimir, Savings Banks at (Ans.)

478.
Sipply-Jtail Subsidies (San Francisco and Victoria,

B. C.) 865; (Grand Manan, N. B., and Mainland)
865 ; (Canada and Brazil) 865 ; (France and
Quebec) 865; Post Office, 1191.

White Rock Mills Post Office (Ans.) 478.
Winnipeg Post Office accommodation: in Com. of

Supply, 1194.

OGDEN, Mr. A., Guysborough
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res. 1518.
Question of Privilege (paragraph in Ottawa Free

Press) 1534.
SPljy-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and War-

dens) 871, 873 ; Ocean and River Service (Charyb.
dis Trainidg Ship) 1269 ; Miscellaneous (Fisher-
men's losses through storms) 1275.

ORTON, Mr. G. T., Centre Wellington
Agricultural Interests (Ms. for Sel..Com.) 126, 257.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 ( Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 183.
Drawbacks on Goods Manufactured for Export, on M.

for Ret., 64.
Interest on Monéys Secured by.Mortgage Act Amt. (B.

49, 1°*) 109; on M. for 2°, 266.
Malt and Malt Liquor Daties (H. for Rot.) 124.
Pawnbrokers Act Amt. (B. 24, 1°*) 47; on M. for 2Q,

189 ; B. wthdn., 266.
Readjustment of the Represontation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1395.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1297.
Sessional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarks) 1572.
Supply-Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Ilealth Statis-

tics) 848; Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1297.
Ways and Means-on the Budget.

OUIMET, Mr. J. A., Laval
Commercial Treaties, on Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1084.
Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.

il (Mr Cameron, Huron) in Com. (Amt.) 615.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (21fr.

McLelan) in Com., 1427.
Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s and Trading Corporations

B. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on M. for 21, 1314.
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INDEX.
OUIMET, Mr. J. A.-Con.

Readjustment of the Representation B. i53 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) in Com., 1468.

Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on prop.
Res., 1532.

PATERSON, Mr. W., South Brant
Brant Loan and Savings Co. Incorp. (B. 59, 1°*) 162.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction B.

144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1009.
Drawbacks on Goods Manufactured for Export (.U. for

Ret.) 58.
Grinding in Bond, on M. for Cor., 53.
Iron Industry, on Res. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) iii Ant.

to Com. of Supply, 1220.
Roadjustment of the lepresentation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1400; in Com., 1416,
1452; on M. for 39 (Amts.) 1478, 1485, 1487.

Sugar Duties, Amendment of (Res. in Amt. to Com of
Supply) 762.

Ways and Means--on the Budget, 390; in Com. on Res.
(iron boilers and iron tubing) 527.

PATTERSON, Mr. J. C., Essex
Admission of Live Stock into Canada (M. for Cor.) 44.
Canada Southern Bridge Co. (B. 81; 1°*) 229.
Concurrence-Weights, Measures and Gas, 1313.
Disallowance of Provincial Acts (M. for Ret.) 19.
Ferries between Canada and the United States (M. for

Rot.) 113.
Importation of Cattle for Breeding Purposes (M. for

Ret.) 258.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 168 (Mr. Mfousseau) in

Com., 1551.
Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (-Ur. fcLelan) on

M. for 2°, 1308,
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Cos-

tigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1053.
Kingsville Harbor (MI. for Reps. of Engineer) 45.
Meteorological Service of Canada (M. for Detailed

Statement) 168.
Minister of Publie Works' Visit to Ontario : in Con. of

Supply, 927.
Niagara, Borough of (remarks) 1573.
Porsonal explanation of remarks in Com. of Supply, 927.
Quarantine Stations on the Detroit and St. Clair Rivers

(M. for Rot.) 327.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir Johan A.

Macdonald) on 10, 1210.
Repeal of the Stamp Act (Ques.) 18.
Supply-Post Office, 1193.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com. (fruit trocs) 528.

PLUMB, Mr. J. B., Niagara
Boundaries of Ontario (Res. in Amt. to Coin. of Sup-

ply) 661.
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co.'s (Ont.)

Act Amt. B. 131 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.,
1509.

Concurrence-Intercolonial (Rolling Stock) 1328.

PLUMB, Mr. J. B.-Con.
Cottons and Woollens, Dutios on, on Bos. (Mr. Anglin)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1181.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. lMcCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 176.
Dobates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in

First Rep. of Com., 693.
Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for Export, on M.

for Ret.) 52, 65.
Government Land Policy in the North-West, on Itos.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 840.
Hardware, Standard Prices for (Ques.) 1108.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mousseau)

537, 1280.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr Beaty) on 10, 609.
Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock, on M. for Ret., 121; on

Conc., 1328.
Legal Tender Notes, on Res. (Mr. Wallace, Yorfolk)

1118.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (S&r Leonard Tilley) in Com.

on Res., 1424.
Marriage with a Deceasel Wife's Sister Legalization B.

9 (Mr. GirouarJ, Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr.
Amyot) 486.

Moterological Service of Canada, on M. for Stmnt, 16S.
Montroal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com.' on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 941, 941.

Niagara, Borough of (remarks) 1573.
Ontario Boundary, North and West (M. for Paps. and

Cor.) 19.
Publie Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1348.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. 103 (Mr. Boultbee) in

Com., 1105.
BEcadjustment of the Reprosentation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 2', 1356 ; on M. for
Com., 1406.

sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
on M. for 2°, 276.

Supply-Charges of Management, 598, 600; Civil Gor.
ernnent (Justice) 601; Fisheries, 1557; Miscella-
neous (Niagara Falls Commission) 1558.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
,Shaw) in Com., 554.

JWays and Means-on the Budget, 229; in Com. on
Res. (glass, &c.) 526; (fruit trees) 529; (table.
glass, &c.) 531.

POPE , Hon. J. HI., Compton
Accommodation for Immigrants at Winnipeg (Ans.)

255.
Census, The, Message, 42; Report of Minister of Agri-

culture respecting the taking of (presented) 58;
on further information (Ans.) 72; on M. for State-
ment (Mr Blake) 165.

Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, on
M. for reading the Journals, 481.
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INDEX.
PopE, Hon. J. H.-Con.

Concurrence-Care of Archives, 1309; Census, 1203;
Health Statistics, 1310; Quarantine, 1310.

Emigrants booked for Canada, on M. for Statement, 46.
Fellow's Medical Manufacturing Co. Act Amt. B. 105

(Mr. Gault) on M. for 2°, 489.
German Delegates, Report of (Ans.) 254t.
Immigrant Sheds in the North-West (Ans.) 478.
Immigration, arrangements for Promotion of, on M. for

Rot, 258.
Importation of Cattle for Breeding Purposes, on M. for

Ret., 258.
Information as to Census (Ans.) 36.
Instructions to Health Officers at Halifax, &o., on M.

for Copies of Circulars, 286.
John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief B. 104 (Mr.

Ryaft, Montreal) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 6 m. b., 488.
Ministerial Explanations, 26.
Number of Settlersin the North-West in 1881 (Ans.) 36.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. (B. 155, 1°¥) 1253; on 2° and

in Com., 1542.
Population of British Columbia by last Census (Ans.)

35.
Potts, Thomas, Letters addressed to, on M. for Cor.,

375.
Statistical Bureau at Winnipeg (Ans.) 255.
Suppl-Civl' Government (Agriculture) 656 ; Arts,

Agriculture and Statistics (Care of Archives)
786; (Patent Record) 847; (Criminal Statisties)
847; (Consus) 847; (Health Statisties) 847; Im-
migration, 848, 1505, 1506; Immigration and Quaran-
tine, 850.

RicHEY, Mr. M. H., Ralifax
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on RB., 1517.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 1°, 613.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 326.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. IMfacdonald) on Senate Amts., 1567.
Supply-Miscellaneous (Fishormen's losses through

storms) 1274.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 514.

RINFRET, Mr. C. J., Lotbinière
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mous-

seau) 1285.
St. Emilie Lighthouse (Ques.) 615.
St. Flavien Mail Service (Ques.) 222; in Com. of Sup-

ply, 1193.
St. Roch des Aulnets Harbor, Survey of (Ques.) 1230.
Supply-Post Ofice, 1193.
Ways and Means -on the Budget, 214.

ROBERTsON, Mr. T., Hamilton
Evidence in Criminal Cases Law Amt. B. (Ques.) 31a.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 1°, 608.

ROBERTSON, Mr. T.- Con.
Law of Evidence in Criminal Cases Act Amt. (B. 115,

10) 376.
South Saskatchewan Valley Ry- Co. Act Amt. (B. 76,

1°*) 229.

Supply-Public JVorks-income (Ottawa Geological
Museum) 1266.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (1fr.
Shaw) in Com. on Amt. (Ir. McLennan) 551.

RoBERTSON, Mr. T., Shelburne
Annie Stewart, Tug Boat, Services performed for Gov-

ernment (M. for Statement) 228.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. 121 (Mr.

lMcLelan) in Com., 1131.
Fog-Whistle at Shelburne Harbor (Ques.) 222; (Ni. for

Rat.) 318.
Importation and Inspection of Pickled lerring, on M.

for Rot., 371.
Importations of Flour, Meal, &c., into Nova Scotia (M.

for detailed Statement) 228.
Lighthouse at West Head Cape, Sable Island (Ques.)

222.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Foes Charged, on M. for

Ret., 1240.
Supp'y-Ocean and River Service (Removal of Obstruc-

tions) 866; Lighthouse and Coast Service (Mainten-
ance, &c.) 867; (Lighthouses and Fog Alarms)
869; Fisheries (Salaries, &c., of Overseors and
Wardens) 872, 875.

Telegraphic Communication with Sable Island (M. for
Cor.) 50.

Whitby Harbor Improvements (Ques.) 313.

ROCHESTER, Mr. J., Carleton, Ont.

Chaudiere and Gatineau Slides, Timber passed through
(M. for Ret.) 1121.

Chinese Immigration (remarks) 1477.
Dam at Lake Temiscamingue (M. for Rot.) 1251.
Grenville Canal, Lumber, Laths and Shîngles passed

through (M. for Ret.) 1121.
Lumber, Shingles and Laths Shipped from Kingston,

Brockville and Prescott (M. for Rot.) 1121.
Montreal Tolegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) in Com. (remarks on Com-
mercial Agencies) 934; on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 936.

North-Western Bank Incorp. (B. 29, 10*) 57.
Ottawa Agricultural Ins. Co. winding-up (B. 30, 1°*) 57.
Ottawa, Lumber, Shingles and Laths Shipped from (M.

for Rot., 1121
Public Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1318.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. 103 (Xr. Boultbee) in

Com., 1106.
Readjustmont of the Representation B. 15 3 (Sir Juhn

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1411.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com., 1215.
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INDEX.
ROGERs, Mr. A., Albert

Government Life Insurance Scheme (Quos.) 1107.
Ilopewell Corner Post Office (M. for Ret.) 129.
Importation of Sugar, Syrup and Molasses (M. for Ret.)

129.
Supply-Public Works-Incone: Harbors and Rivers

(,'.B.) 1028; (Que.).1445.

Ross, Mr. G. W., West Middlesex
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 754.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction B.

144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1005.
Civil Service Appointments (M. for Ret.) 50.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Hector Langevin) in Com , 112 ),

1157.
Concurrence-Census, 1309.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy) on

Amt. (Mr. McCuaig) 6 m. h., 185.
Customs Receipts for last six months of 1879, '80, '81

(M. for Ret.) 57.
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Rep. of Com., 695.
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply, 1141.
Government Advertising (M. for Ret.) 20.
Government Land Agencies Opened in the North-West

Territories (M. for Rot.) 20.
Government Land Policy in the North-West, on Res.

((Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 844.
Government Printing (M. for Ret.) 19.
High Commission in London, Sums paid, &c. (M. for

Rot.) 128.
Indian Agent on River Thames, Complaints against (M.

for Ret.) 47.
Indian Commissioner and Secrotary's Travelling Ex.

penses, &c. (M. for Ret.) 128.
Manitoba Subsidy B. 162 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in Com.

on Res., 1423.
Publie Expenditure, on Res. (Sir RBichardJ. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1344.
Quarterly Statistics of Trade (Res.) 1248.
Report of the Interior (remarks) 222.
S luatters in the North-West Territories (M. for copies

of O. C.) 20.
Supply-Charges of Management, 593; Civil Government

(Militia) 601; (Interior) 605; (Agriculture) 657;
(Marine and Fisheries) 657; (Departmental Con-
tingencies) 658; Arts, Agriculture and Statistics
(Patent Record) 847; (Hlealth Statistics) 848;
Militia (Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c.) 854; (Drill
Pay) 860; (Royal Military College) 864; Public
Works-Income: (Ottawa Geological Museum)
1266; (Repairs, &c., Parliament Buildings)1267.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 198; comment on
Sir Leonard Tilley's reply, 521.

Ross, Mr. J. S., Dundas
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h., 443.

Ross, Mr. J. S.-Con.
Legal Tender Notes, on Res. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk)

1117.
Salaries of Country Postmasters: in Com. ofSupply,

1194, 1195.
Supply-Post Office, 1194.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) on Amt. (-Mr. McLennan) to 3°, 712.

RoUTnHIE, Mr. F., Prescott
Petite Nation River Woirks (Ques.) 172.

ROYAL, Mr. J., Provencher
Bcundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(1fr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supplv, 741.
Commercial Treaties, on Res (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply, 1085.
Immigrant Sheds in the North-West (Ques.) 478.
Niagara, Borough of (remarks) 1574.
Sessional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarks) 1572.
Translation and Printing of Land Regulations (Ques.)

558.

RYAN, Mr. J., Marquette
Lake Manitoba Water Level (M. for Reps. of Engi.

neers) 57.

RYAN, Mr. M. P., .Aontreal Centre
John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief (B. 104, 10s)

367; on M. for 2°, 487.
Ryan, Thomas, Appointment of, on M. for Cor., 317.
Supply-Montreal Drill Shed, 1355.
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal

B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) in Coin. on Res., 660.

RYKERT, Mr. J. C., Lincoln
Abolition of Postage on Newspapers B. 161 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Re i., 1420.
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Rs.

(Mr Plumb) in Amt. to Coma. of Supply, 756.
Canadian Pacifie Ry.: on Conc., 1315.
Charges against Chief Justice Wood, of Manitoba

(Amt.) to M. for Special Com., 1235.
Concurrence-Canadian Pacifie Ry. Subsidy, 1315.
M. C. Upper, Damages to, in Welland Canal: in Con.

of Supply, 1443.
Ministerial Explanations, 34.
Readjustment of the Representation B3. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1387.
Supply-r-Railways and Canals-Income (Wclland Canal,

M. C. Upper) 1443.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 376.

RYMÂL, Mr. J., ,South Wentworth
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on

Res. (Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply,
761.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction B.
144 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1014.
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INDEX.
RMtAL, Mr. J.-Con.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on 1>, 1210; on B. 158, in Com.,
1414; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1489; on Amt. (Air.
Guthrie) 1493.

Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Coin. of
Supply, 1300.

Supply-Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1300.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 471.

SCJULTZ, Mr. J. C., Lisgar

Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, Charges against (M.
for reading the Journals) 372, 481, 1234; M. for
Special Com., 1235; on Amt. (Mr Rykert) 1237.

Claims of H1alf-Breeds and Minors under Manitoba Act
(M. for Copies) 328.

Import Duties collected between Manitoba and the
Rocky Mountains (M. for Ret.) 1120.

Occupation of School Lands in Man. (M. for Cor.) 328.
Roads and Bridges, Aid in construction of (N1. for Cor.)

1120.

SCOTT, Mr. T., Selkirk

Accommodation for Immigrants at Winnipeg (Ques.)
255.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Rates (Ques.) 163.
Colonization Societies under Land Regulations (Ques.)

163.
Drill Shed at Winnipeg (Ques.) 163.
Extension of the Boundaries of Manitoba (M. for Copy

of Proclamation, &c.) 223.
Improvement of Rapids in Red River (Ques.) 163.
L">ck Boxes in Winnipeg Post Office and increased

accommodation: in Com. of Supply, 1195.
Manitoba Bank Incorp. (B. 16, 10*) 47.
Navigation on Water Hen River (Ques.) 163.
School Lands and Squatters in Man. (M. for Cor.) 263,
Statistical Bureau at Winnipeg (Ques.) 255.
Supply-Post Office, 1195.
Winnipeg and Springfield Bridge Co. Incorp. (B. 15,

1°*) 47.

Sc IVER, Mr. J., Huntingdon
Credit Foncier FrancoCanadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Air. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
413.

Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in
Second Rep. of Com., 1475.

Fletcher, Lieut.-Col., Retirement of, on M. for Cor.,
171.

John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief B. 104 (Air.
Ryan, Montreal Centre) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 6
m. h., 488.

Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on
prop. Res., 1531.

Supply-Indians, 1505.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) on Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) to 3, 717;
in Com. on Amt. (Afr. McDougall, Rialton) 718.

SHAW, Mr. A., South Bruce
Insolvent Estates, Equitablo Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 1°, 609.
Roadjustmont of the Representation B. 158 (Sir Johin A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1446.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. (B. 66,

1°*) 172; in Com., 552, 555; on M. for 30, 698 ;
on Amt. (Mr. McLennan) 709, 715; in Com. on
Amt. (Mr. McDougall, Halton) 720.

SM[TH, Sir ALBEaT J., Westrnoreland
Bounties to Fishermen (Ques.) 255.
Canadian Pacific Ry. constructed by Governinont (I.

for Ret. showing net and gross earnings) 492.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction

B. 14-A (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1012.
Canada Landed Credit Co.'s Acts Amt. B. 47 (ir.

Beaty) in Com., 1104.
Cape Tormentine Railway (M. for Cor.) 1121, (Ques.)

222.
Charybdis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1269.
Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co. Incorp.

B. 57 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. (Amt.)
1104.

Civil Service B. 36 (&r fector Langevin) in Con , 1128,
1156, 1189.

Coal Exports from Nova Scotia (M, for Statement)
226.

Collector of Customs at Sackville (M. for Cor.) 282.
Compensation to D. Il. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1201.
County Court Judges B. 112 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on prop. Res., 1254; in Com. on Res., 1277.
Edison Electrie Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B. 46 (Mr.

McCarthy) in Com., 438.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Ries., 787.
General Port Warden's Act (1874) Ant. B. 120 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 787 ; B. in Con.,
1190.

IIalifax Harbor Master Appointment Act Anit. B. 140
(Mr. McLelan) in Com. on Res., 788.

Inland Revenue Act Amt., on M. for Com. on Res.
(Mr. .Aousseau) 540.

Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (Mr McLelan) on M.
for 20, 1307.

Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136
(Mr. Beaty) on 1°, 612.

Inspection of Factories B. (Ques.) 222.
Judicial Changes in N.B. (M. for Cor.) 1252.
Marine Telegraph (Pacifie Coast and Asia) 13. 127 (S/r

Hector Langevin) on M. for 2°, 1191.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 323;
(Amt.) 6 m. h., 489.

Moffat, Geo., Claim of Heirs for transport of Rails: in
Com. of Supply, 1229.

Montreal Harbor Commissioners' Act Amt. B. 130 (Sir
Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 533.
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IN D EX.
SMraT, Sir ALBERT J.-Con.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com., 933; on Amt.
(Mr. Burpee, St. John) 946; in Com. on Amt.
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 949.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) on 2°, 1261;
on B. 142 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on Res., 789.

Protest against lengthy sittings: in Com. of Supply, 926.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. 103 (Mr. Boultbee) in

Com., 1106.
Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. B. 129 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) in Com. on Res., 535.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 2", 276.
Salmon Fishing Licenses and Fees Charged, on M. for

Ret., 1239.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

on M. for Com. on Res., 546; in Com., 546; in Com.
on B., 1214, 1303.

Supply-Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 783; Lighthouse
and Coast Service (Salaries, &c., Lighthouse Keep-
ers) 867; Fisheries (Salaries, &c., of Overseers and
Wardens) 870 ; (Salary of Fishery Overseer
MoVicar) 1273; Public Works-Income: Public
Buildings (N.B) 1023; Repairs, &c. (Supreme
Court) 1265;; Railways and Canals-Capital (Cana-
dian Pacifie Ry.) 1096; (Intercolonial: Claim of
Heirs of Geo. Moffatt) 1229; Miscellaneous (Water-
bury, D. H., Compensation to) 1201; Fishermen's
losses through storms) 1274; Public Works-
Capital (Ottawa) 1265; Income (Compensation to
McHale for damages to land) 1268; Ocean and
River Service (Charybdis Training Ship) 1269 ;
(Buoys and Beacons, Montreal) 1272; Administra-
tion of Justice (Russell vs. Woodward) 1276.

Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.
Shaw) in Com., 555; on Amt. (Mr. McDougall,
Halton) 719.

Tonnage Dues at Quebec and Montreal, in Com.
on Res., 535.

Trinity House and Harbor Commissiooners of Montreal
Act Amt. B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on Res.,
660.

Upper Canada Bank, Claims against, B. 171 (Sir
Leonard Tilley) on Res., 533.

SNOWBALL, Mr. J. B., Northumberland, N.B.
Miramichi River, Wharves, &c. (M. for Ret.) 1121.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 943; on Amt. (11r. Burpee, St John) 946.

Supply-Fisheries (Salaries, &c., Overseers and War-
dens) 872; Public Works-Income: Publie Build-
ings (N.B.) 1023.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 493.

3PRouLE Mr. T. S., East Grey
Agricultural Interests, on M. for Sel. Com., 127.
Cadets in Military Colloge, on M. for Rot., 191.

5

SPROULE, Mr. T. S.-Con.
Fuel and Becadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Aïr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 640.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136

(Mr. Beaty) on 1°, 612.
Interest on Money Secured by Mortgage B. 49 (Mr.

Orton) on M. for 2°, 268.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 936.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) in Com., 1330.
Quarterly Statistics of Trado, on Res. (Mr. Ross,

Middlesex) 1248.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1453.
Ross, Lieut.-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1298.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 2°, 275.
Shipping Disasters in Inland Waters (M. for Ret.) 116.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com. on Res .,547.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on prop.

Res., 1533.
Supply-Civil Government (Secretary of State) 602,604;

Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1298.
Temporalities Fund Management Act Amt. B. 66 (Mr.

Shaw) on Amt. (Mr. McLennan) to 30, 709.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Wallace,
Norfolk) 1080.

Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. (fruit trees) 528;
on Conc. (salt) 1498.

SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. G. BLANCHET) Lévis
Address to Her 'Majesty on Her Escape, rep. from

Senate, 200, 224.
Agrieultural Interests, M. for Sel. Com.: on objection

(Mr. Trow) 128.
Boundaries of Ontario, iRes. (Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to

Com. of Supply: on objection (Mr. Mousseau) to
Member speaking twice, 754.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction
B. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper): on objection (Sir
John A. Macdonald) to Member having spoken,
1004.

Charges against Chief Justice Wood, on M. (ALr.
Schultz) for reading the Journals, 1235.

Claim of Jos. Chas. Lislois: on objection (Mr.MWackenzie)
to Ques., 73.

Controverted Elections (Argenteuil and Bellechasse)
Judges' Reps., 1.

French Domination (Mr. Tassé) reference to a past
Deb., 1133.

Inland Rovenue Act Amt. B. 168 (Mr. Mousseau) on
Ques. as to Amts. likely to be made by Sonate,.
1552.

Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy : on objections tQ
mode of recording vote, 1068.
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INDEX.
SPEAKER, The -Con.

Language, unparliamentary (Budget Deb.) 242.
Latitude in Budget Deb.: on objection (Mr. Domville)

to quoting from copious notes, 355.
Librarian's Rep. (presented) 3.
Messages from His Excellency, 1, 42, 58, 69, 192, 1102,

1313, 1402, 1535.
Military Schools for the Infantry Service: on objection

(3fr. Mackenzie) to Ques., 73.
New Members, 1,172, 696.
On permission of a member to ask a question, 1303.
Personal Explanation in Budget Deb. (Mr. Plumb) 452.
Prevention of Fraud in Public Contracts: on Ques. of

Order (Sir Hector Langevin) on Res. (Mr. Cas-
grain) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1435.

Question of Privilege (Mr. Bunster) on injustice done
to B. C. Ports, 83.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 153 (Sir
John A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, on Ques. of
Order (Mr. Blake) 1332.

Receipts and Disbursements of HI. of C. (presented) 18.
Speech from the Throne (rep.) 1.
Stadacona Insurance Co. Winding-up B. 6 (Mr. Cas-

grain): on constitution ality of B, 48.
Stamp Acts Repeal B. 63 (Sir John A. Macdonald) re-

ported from Senate, 183.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

on objection (Mr. Mackenzie) to M. for Com.
on Res., 5416.

Supply-Legislation (Grant to Library) 784, 785.
Trust andLoan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

.Kirkpatrick) on M. for 30, on Amt. (,Mr. Bechard)
1080.

Vacancies, (Announcement) 1.
Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.

B. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, on Ques.
of Order (Mr. Borden) 1548.

[See also Order, Privilege and Procedure.]

STEPHENSON, Mr. R., Chatham
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in Firet

Rep. of Com., 691; Second Rep., 1473; Third
Rep., 1476; Fourth Rep., 1555.

Indemnity to certain Members (Res.) 1315.
Mail accommodation between Belleville and Toronto

(M. for Copies of Petitions, &c.) 41.
Rond Eau Ilarbor of Refuge, Vessels entered and de.

parted (M. for Rets.) 45.

STRANGE, Mr. F. W., North York.
Cadets, number of, in Military College (M. for Ret.) 190.
Fletcher, Lieut.-Col., Retirement of, on M. for Cor., 171,
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Ceom.(Amts.)
489,492.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Amt. (B.
72, 10*) 220.

Readjustmot of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 1414.

SUTHERLAND, Mr. J., North Oxford
Act respecting Grand Juries (M. for Cor. wthdn.) 223.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com, 1417; on M. for 3° (Amt.)
1479.

TassÉ, Mr. J., Ottawa City
French Domination, on M. for Com. of Supply, 1132.
Question of Privilege (paragraph in Ottawa Frce Pres)

990.
Sessional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarks) 1572.
Sisters of Charity of the North-West Territories Incorp.

(B. 92, 10*) 289.

TELLIER, Mr. L., St. Hyacinthe
Fletcher, Thomas, Sentence of and Petition to be set at

Liberty (M. for Ret.) 328.
Fuel and Breadstuffs Duties, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 649.
Imports and Exports at St. Hyacinthe (M. fer State-

ment) 256.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Mousseau)

1283; on B. 168, in Com. (Amt.) 1551, 1552.

T noMPsoN, Mr. D., aldinand
Militia Clothing and Accoutrements (Ques.) 1106.
North-West Mounted Police Force Acts Consolidation

B. 102 (Sir John A. Mocdonald) on 1°, 328; in
Com. on Res., 545.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) in Com., 1415; (Amt.) 1486.

Ry. Passenger Tickets (B. 58, 1') 162; on M. for 29, 281.
Supply- Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 860.

TILLEY, Sir S. L., St. John, N.B.
Abolition of Postage on Newspapers (Ans.) 36.
Adjournment for Ash Wednesday (m.) 57; Easter, 762.
Auditor-General's Rep. (presented) 18.
Bounties to Fishermen (Ans.) 255, 369; (B. 177, Res.

prop.) 875 ; in Com., 1511, 1514.
Brown Sheetings and Bleached Shirtings (Ans.) 320.
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co.'s (Ont.

Act Amt. (B. 131, 2 and in Com.) 1509.
Canada Landed Credit Co. Act Amt. B. 47 (Mr. Beaty)

in Com., 1104.
Canadian Extradition Act, on M. for Cor., 38.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Royal Commission, Rep. of Evi-

dence (presented) 773.
Canadian Tobacco, Sale and Manufacture of (Ans.) 19.
Charbydis Training Ship: in Com. of Supply, 1270.
Civil Service B. 36 (Sir Hector Langevin) in Com., 1128.
Compensation to D. Il. Waterbury: in Com. of Sipply,

1199.
Concurrence-Charges of Management, 1808; Mail Sub-

sidies (Canada and Brazil) 1312 ; (Halifax
and St. Pierre) 1312; (Prince Edward Island and
Great Britain) 1311; (Port Mulgrave and East Bay,
C.B.) 1501; Harbors and Rivera (Man.) 1312;
Indians, 1312 ; Adulteration of Food, 1312 ;
Grant to Library, 1499 ; Calling Timber,
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INDEX.
TILLEY, Sir S. L.-Con.

Concurrence-Con.
1501; Penitentiaries (Balance due S. L. Bedson)
1559; (Man.) 1559; Reimbursement to Diana Fox,
1559.

Cottons and Woollens, Duties on, on Res. (Mr. Anglin)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1177.

Cottons, Cost of Canadian and Foreign, on M. for Ret.,
313.

Customs Acts Amt. (B. 169, 10*) 1498.
Deficits in Post Office Service: in Com. of Supply,

1193, -1195.
Drawbacks on Articles used in construction of Cana-

dian Pacific Ry. B. 141 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 1255.
Dry Docks Construction Aid (B. 173, Res. prop.) 1254;

in Com. and 1°, 1550.
Duties on Carboys (Ans.) 477.
Duty on Land Plaster (Ans.) 255.
Estimates, The (notification) 45; Message, 58; referred

to Com. of Supply, 58; Suppl. Est., 1881-82, Mes-

sage, 69; further Suppl. for 1881-82, Message,
1318; Suppl. for 1882-83, Message, 1314; further
Suppl. for 1882-83, M essage, 1535.

Factory Commissioners' Rep. (Ans.) 46; (presented) 58.
Franchise for the Dominion (M. to adjn. Deb.) 256.
General Business, bringing down Returns (remarks)

721.
Government circulation of Four Dollar Bills (Ans.) 222.
Government Commissioner at Paris (Ans.) 45.
Government Life Insurance Scheme (Ans.) 1107.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on Res. (M. to adjn. Deb.) 541.
Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s and Trading Corporations

(B. 145, 10*) 853.
Inspection Act (1874) Amt. (B. 157, Res. in Com. and

1°) 1255; 2° and in Com., 1472.
Iron Industry, on Res. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) in Amt.

to Con. of Supply, 1223.
John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief B. 101 (Mr.

Byan, Montreal) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 6 m. h., 488.
Legal Tender Notes, on Res. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk)

1113.
Manitoba Subsidy (B. 162, Res. prop.) 721; in Com.,

1420; M. for 3D 1568; on Amt. (Mr Blake) 1569.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Act Amt. (B. 130,

Res. in Com. and 1°) 533.
New Westminster Election, introduction of Member

(Res.) 696.
Official Visits to England, on M. for Ret., 37.
Parliamentary Printing and Establishment of a Gov-

ernment Printing Office: in Com. of Supply, 1198.
Postage on Newspapers, Free (B. 161, Res. in Com.

and 19*) 1419.
Public Debt (Ans.) 254.
Public Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1334.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. 103 (Mr. Boultbee) in

Com., 1106.
Quarterly Statistics of Trade, on Les. (Mr. Boss, Mid-

dlesex) 1248.

TILLEY, Sir S. L.-Con.
Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt. (B. 129, Res.

in Com., and 1°) 534.
Redistribution of Seats B. (remarks) 1068.
Repeal of the Stamp Act (Ans.) 18.
Salaries of Judges (B. 179, Res. prop.) 1253; M. for

Com., 1560; in Com. on B., 1561.
Statement of Unforeseen Expenses (presented) 18.
St. John (N.B.) Harbor Commission B.,163 (Sir Hector

Langevin) in Com. on Res., 1433.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charles Tupper) on

prop. Res. 1532.
Supply-Res. for Corr., 18; on formai vote, 58; Charges

of Management, 593; Civil Government (Justice)
601 ; (Penitentiaries Branch) 601 ; (Interior) 605;
(Indian Affairs) 606; (Auditor-General's Office)
606; (Railways and Canals) 657; (Departmental
Contingencies) 658; (Stationery Office) 658; (Post
Office) 1506; (Contingent Expenses, High Com-
missioner) 659; (additional expenditure) 1504;
(Post Office and Finance Depts., Contingencies)
1276, 1506; PeniÏentiaries (Kingston) 781; (Man.)
1505; (St. Vincent de Paul) 1506 ; Legisla-
tion (Salaries of Officers, additional, and Contin-
gencies of Library) 785; Post Office, 1193; Miscel-
laneous (Printing) 1197; (Unforseen Expenses)
1198; (Army and Navy, Articles imported for)
1198; , (North-West Territory, Government in)
1199; (Keewatin, Governmnent in) 1199; (Fisher-
men's losses through storms) 1274 ; (Claim of
Reuben Lunt) 1558; (Waterbury, D. H., Compen-
sation to) 1199; Ocean and River Service (Charybdis
Training Ship) 1270; (Buoys and Beacons, Mon-
treal) 1272; Administration of Justice (Russell vs.
Woodward) 1276 ; Unprovided Items, 1292.

Supply (B. 178, 1°*, 2°* and 30*) 1559.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Act Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) on Amt. (Mr.. Wallace, Norfolk) 1079.
Trust and Land Improvement Fund, on M. for Cor., 40.
Upper Canada Bank, Claims against (B. 171, Res. in

Com.) 532; on 2° of Res., 1503; 1°*, 1521.
Ways and Means-Res. for Com., 18; Budget Speech,

78; reply, 517 [for Debate see WAYs ANn MEANs];
Ans. on Res., 524; in Com. on Res. (sulphate
of quinine) 524; (blasting powder) 525; (glass,
&c.) 525; (white lead) 526; (sand and emery
paper) 526; (silver plate glass) 526; (spirits) 526;
(salt) 526; (boilers and iron tubing) 528; (mus-
tard and mustard cake) 528; (paraffine, wax, &c.)
528; (fruit trees) 528; (table-glass) 529; (stoves,
&c.) 531; Res. agreed to, 531; on Conc. (salt)
1496 ; Res. rep. from Com., 1559. See Supply Bill.

TRow, Mr. J., South Perth
Abolition of Postage on Newspapers (Ques.) 36.
Agricultural Interests, M. for Sol. Com. objected to, no

notice having been given of names, 128.
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 760.
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INDEX.
TRow, Mr. J.-Con.

Government Savings Bank at Lockeport (Ques.) 477.
North-West Mounted Police, in Com. on Res. (Sir John

A. Macdonald), 543.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1417, 1457; on M. for 3°
(Amts.) 1482, 1486, 1489.

Supply - Public Works - Income: Public Buildings
(Man.) 1025; Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1028;
(Man.) 1028; (N.W.T.) 1028; Indians (N.W.T.)
1185.

Timber Licenses, System of Granting, on Res. (Mr.
Blake) 569.

TupPER, Sir CHARLEs, Cumberland
Accidents on the Intercolonial Ry.: in Con. of Supply,

1100.
Accidents on the Prince Edward Island Ry.: in Com.

of Supply, 1154.
Bounties to Fishermen B. 177 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1514.
Bridge Crossing Rivière du Loup (Ans.) 110.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Branch Linos, on M. for Maps

or Plans, 55.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rates (Ans.) 163.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rep., on M. (Mr. Blake) 55.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Construction

(B. 144, 1') 852; on 21> (General Statement with
respect to the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Ry. and progress of Contract by the
Syndicate) 950; (Explanations) 1014; on 30, 1029.

Canadian Pacifie Ry., Route through the Rocky Moun-
tains (Ans.) 558.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Savona's Ferry and Port Moody,
on M. for Copies of Advertisements, &c., 56.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Sub-Contracts,on M.for Copies, 481.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Tariff, Classification of Articles

under (Ans.) 1108.
Cape Tormentine Ry. (Ans.) 222.
Cape Traverse Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1437.
Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co. Incorp.

B. 57 (ifr. Cameron, Victoria) in Con., 1103.
Chignecto Ship Ry. Subsidy (B. 167, prop. Res.) 1403;

in Com. on Res., 1468; 1, 1472; 2° and in Com.,
1549.

Claim of Jos. Chas. Lislois (Ans.) 73, 615.
Claim ofLucien Morin (Ans.) 615.
Concurrence-Canadian Pacifie Ry., 1315 ; Intercolonial

(Rolling Stock) 1318; M. C. Upper, Damages to,
on Amt. (Mr. Milla) 1535.

Consolidated Ry. Act Amt. (B. 143, 10) 851.
Contracts for British Columbia Section of Canadian

Pacifie lRy. (laid on Table) 220.
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2°, 174.
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Rep. of Com., 690; Second Rep., 1474.
Deposits by Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., on M. for

Statement, 166.

TuPPER, Sir CHARLES-COn.

Disallowance of Railway Charters (Ans.) 558.
Dominion Elections Act Amt. B. 12 (kir. Ives) on M.

for 20, 264.
Emory-Savona Contracts of Canadian Pacifie Ry., and

Steel Rails for same (Ans.) 19.
Employment of Telephone on Chambly Canal (Ans.) 221.
English Bay as permanent terminus of Canadian Pacifie

Ry.: in Com. of Supply, 1097.
Extension of Intercolonial Ry. to Halifax: in Com. of

Supply, 1437.
Fellow's Medical Manufacturing Co. Act. Amt. B. 105

(Mr. Gault) in Com., 928.
General Business, bringing down Returns (remarks)

7:1.
Government Land Policy in the North-West, on Reg.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 828.
Haggas' Water Elevators (Ans.) 73.
Harbor and River Police of Canada B. 107 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com., 1427.
Harbor Works in Nova Scotia, on M. for Reps. of En-

gineers, 263.
Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island Rys. Branch

Lines (B. 175, 10*) 1555.
Intercolonial -Ry. Coal Hoppers, on M. for Ret., 479.
Intercolonial Ry. Earnings per train mile(corrected Ret.

presented) 1161.
Intercolonial Ry. Employés, on M. for Ret., 189.
Intercolonial Ry. Employés Remuneration: in Com.

of Supply, 1099.
Intercolonial Ry., Free Importation of Goods for

(Ans.) 73.
Intercolonial Ry. Mileage, Cost of Working, on M. for

Ret., 320.
Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock and Purchase of Stores

Rets. (Ans.) 876; in Com. of Supply, 1148; on
Conc., 1318, 1325; (Rot. presented) 1521.

International Construction Co. Incorp. B. 75 (Mr.
Boultbee) in Com., 888, 928.

Kingston and Pembroke Ry., Complaints against the
Location, &c., on M. for Cor., 481.

M. C. Upper, Schooner, Claim for Damages to (Ans.)
1231; in Com. of Supply, 1443; on Conc. on Amt.
(Mr. Milis) 1535.

Ministerial Explanations, 24.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, «Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 935; on Ants. (Mr. Blake) 941;
on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to 30, 947.

Murray Canal Survey (Ans.) 18.
Ocean Mail Clerks: in Com. of Supply, 1192.
Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacifie

Ry., Contract for, on Res. (Mr. Mackenzie) in Amt.
to Com. of Supply, 574; remarks after vote, 5,12;
in Com. of Supply, 1097.

Port Moody and Yale Section of Canadian Pacific Ry.,
on M. for approximate quantities, 167.

Prince Edward Island Ry. Rates, on M. for State-
ment, 115.
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IN DEX. ii
TUPPER, Sir CHARLES-Con.

Printing for Canadian Pacifie Ry. Go. or Dominion
Lands Office (Ans.) 1107.

Public Accounts, 1880, on M. to refer items to Com., 483.
Public Business, State of (remarks) 428.
Raceway and Feeder, Welland Canal: in Com. of

Supply, 1438.
Railway Ferry at Quebec (Ans.) 36.
Railway Inspection Fund (Ans.) 368.
Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (M. to transfer to

Government Orders) 1155.
Railways and Canals Rep. (presented) 18.
.Readjustment of the Representation B. 158(Sir John A.

Macdonald) on Senate Amts., 153.
Report of the Minister of Interior (Ans.) 36.
Returns of Railway Contracts (reinarks) 493.
Rimouski, Wharf at (Ans.) 478.
Rolling Stock, on Ms. for Rets., 56, 121.
Sale of Lands by Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., on M. for

Statement, 372.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. -5 (Mr. Kikpatrick)

on M. for 20,4274; on M. to transfer to Govern-
ment Orders, 851.

Sale of Steamer Rimouski (Ans.) 1108.
Seamen's Act (1873) Amt. B. 110 (Mr. .MfcLelan) in

Com, 1511.
Shipping Disasters in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.

(Ans.) 117.
St. Anne's lock and Canal: in Com. of Supply, 1438.
St. Charles Branch Ry. and Feriry: in O(n. of Supply,

1436.
Steamers on Bay Chaleurs (Ans.) 48.
St. John, increased accommodation at: in Com. of

Supply, 1099.
St. Lawrence below Prescott, Improvement of the

(Ans.) 36.
Subsidies to Rys. (B. 176, Res. prop.) 1521, 1526;

in Com., 1553; in Com. on B., 1555.
Subsidy to Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co.: inCom. of Supply,

1098.
Supply-Charges of Management, 596, 599, 600; Mail

Subsidies (France and Quebec) 865; (Liverpool
and St. John, N.B., and -Halifax, N. S.) 865; (P.E.I.
and Great Britain) 866 ; Lighthouse and Coast Ser-
vice (Maintenance, &c.) 868; (Lighthouses and
Fog Alarms) 870; Railways and Canals-Capital:
Railways (Canadian Pacifie Ry.) 1095 ; (In-
tercolonial) 1099; (Rolling Stock) 1230; St.
Charles Branch and Ferry) 1463; (P. E. I. and
Cape Traverse Ry.) 1437; ý(General) 1102; Canals
(Lachine) 1145 ; (St. Lawrence River and
Canal, 1145; (Welland) 1145, 1438; (Carillon
Canal, Dam and Slide) 1146; (Grenville) 1146;
(Murray) 1146; (Williamaburg) 1438; (St. Anne's
Lock and Canal) 1438; (Trent River Nav.) 1439;
RWer Tay Canal) 1442; Iwom: Canals (Lachine:
redging Basin No. 4) 1148; (Welland: M. C.

Vpper)1448; -C ctioniof &Revnes (Intercolonial)
1148,1230; (Repairs, &c.) 1230; (Windsor Branch)

TUPPER, Sir CHARLs-Con.
1230 ; Post Ooîce, 1192; Cargms ïon vwenue
(P. E. I. Ry.) 1444; Psheries, 1557.

Tay Canal Works: in Com. of Supply, 1442.
Telegraphie Communication with Sable Island, on "M.

for Ret., 50.
Telegraph Lines, Canadian Pacifie Ry.: in Com. of

Supply, 1098.
Tenders for Dominion Canals, on M. for Copies, 117.
Thunder Bay to Red River, Canadian Pacifie Ry.: in

Com of Supply, 1095,
Trent River Navigation: in Com. of Supply, 1439.
Trent Valley Canal Location Survey, &c. (Ans.) 36.
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Montreal

Act Amt. B. 122 (Mfr. McLelan) in Com., 1130.
Trust and loan Co. of Canada Acts A mt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) on Amt. (.Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) to 3°,
1079.

Vancouver Island Ry.: in Com. ofSapply, 1098.
Ways and Meana-on the Budget, 129.

Welland Canal Aqueduet,fbntMet:for,(presented) 18.
Welland Canal, Contract for Section 27 (remarks on

papers brought down) 220; on M. (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) of Want of Confidence, 1241, 1246.

Welland Canal, Damage to Lock No. 1 (Ans.) 1108.
Welland Canal Tenders (remarks), 34.
Wharf and Elevator at Halifax: in Com. of Supply,

1101, 1153.
Williamsburg Canal, new Weirs: in Com. of Supply,

1438.
Windsor and Annapolis Ry. Earnings, on M. for

Statement, 171.
Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Intercolonial Ry.

(B. 156, 1°) 1253; M . for 2' 1543 ; in Com.
(Amt.) 1549.

TYRwHITT, Mr. R, South Simcoe
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy (remarks on vote)

1067.

VALIN, Mr. P. V., Montmorency
Accidents on Government Rys. (M. for Ret.) 285.
Canadian-built Vessels in France (M. for Cor.) 284.
Export of Quebec Manufactures to B.C.(M. for State-

ment) 284.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.,

1329.
Vessels Registered in Quebec (M. for Statement) 288.

VALLIN., Mr. R. P., Portneuf
Canadian Tobacco, Sale and Manufacture of)(Ques.) 18.
General Inspection Act .ünt. (B. 85, 19*) 69.
Government Commissioner at Paris (Ques.) 45.
Inland Revenue Act Amt.', on M. for Com. on Res.

(Mr. Mousseau) 538.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr.McLelaa) in COM.,1262,

1329.
Point aux Trembles,Wharf at (M.-for iRep. oMnug.)44.
Stadacona Insuranee&G. nding¾#RB.Mr. <haPain)

on M. for 2°, 47.



INDEX.
YALLgE, Mr. R. P.-Uon.

St. Raymond and St. Casimir, Savings Banks at (Ques.)
478.

VANAàss, Mr. F., Yamaska
Canadian Tobacco, Amount of Duties Collected on (M.

for Statement) 47.
Canadian Tobacco, Treatise on (Ques.) 46,
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 168 (Mr. ]Mousseau) in

Com. (Amt.) 1553.
Militia Expenditure in Canada (M. for Statement) 327.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners, Powers of (Ques.) 477.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Regulations and Com-

plaints of Boatmen (M. for Copy) 1252.
P. O. Savings Banks at La Baie or St. Thomas de

Pierreville (Ques.) 558.
River St. Francis Floating of Cordwood Regulation (B.

118, 19) 428.

WAD, Mr. J. C., Digby
Clements Steamship Co. Incorp. (B. 31, 19*) 57.
Conquerall Bank Post Office (M. for Ret.) 1253.

WALLACZ, Mr. N. C., West York
Customs Circulars, Memoranda, &c., relating to Im-

portations under Tariff from 1874 to 1879 (M. for
]Ret.) 228.

Glen, Capt., Case of (M. for Cor.) 493.
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Costi-

gan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1066.
Railway Crossings in Toronto (M. for Ret.) 227.
Rainy River, Water Power at Rat Portage (M. for Ret.)

228.

WALLAOZ, Mr. W., Bouth Norfolk
Canada Landed Credit Co's. Acts Amt. B. 47 (Mr.

Beaty) in Com., 1104.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
442.

Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy)
on M. for 2°, 177.

Franchise for the Dominion (Res.) 255.
Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B. 136 (Mr.

Beaty) on 10, 607.
Legal Tender Notes (Res.) 1109, 1117.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acta Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

('ameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. White,
CardteU) 938.

Postal Savings Bank System (Ques.) 1108.
Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. Co. B. 103 (Mr. Boultbee)

1105.
Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr Kirkpatrick) on

M. for 20, 276.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1078.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 300.

WELDow, Mr. C. W., St. John, Y.B.
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western, on Res.

(Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 749.

WLDON, Mr. C. W.-Con.
Calais and St. Stephen Ry. Bridge Co. Incorp. (B. 97,

10*) 289.
Charges against Fishery Warden Mowatt (Ques.) 1108.
Compensation to ID. Il. Waterbury: in Com. of Supply,

1199.
Concurrence-Intercolonial (Rolling Stock) 1328.
Delay in Lower Provinces Mails (remarks) 990.
Disallowance of Streams Bill, on Res. (Mr. Cameron,

.Buron) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 904.
Fish Hatcheries in N.B. (Ques.) 1108.
Fishing Leases and Licenses (M. for Ret.) 172.
Instructions to Health Officers at flalifax, &o. (M. for

Copies of Circulars) 285.
Intercolonial Ry. Train Casualties (M. for Ret.) 288;

in Com. of Supply, 1153; on Conc., 1328.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's SiBter Legalization

B. 9 (Mr Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com., 324.
Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acte Consolidation B. 96 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) in Com. on Amt. (Mr, Burpee,
St. John) 946.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. McLelan) on 29, 1260.
Regulation of the Fisheries (M. for Ret.) 171.
St. John Custom House, Contract for (M. for Statement

of Payments, &c.) 1121.
Supply-Mail Subsidies (Liverpool and St. John, N.B.,

and Hlalifax, N.S.) 865; Collection of Revenues
(Intercolonial) 1153; Miscellaneous (Waterbury,
D. H., Compensation to) 1199; Public Works-
Income: Repairs, &c. (Supreme Court) 1266; Ad-
ministration of Justice (Russell vs. Woodward) 1276.

WaMIEER, Mr. G., North Ontario
Duty on Land Plaster (Ques.) 255.
Hlaggas' Water Elevators (Ques.) 73.
Salaries of Country Postmasters (Ques.) 46.
Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1481.

WMrZ, Mr. J., Bast Hastings
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien B. 99 (Mr. Girouard,

Jacques Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 6 m. h.,
441.

Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for Export, on M.
for Ret., 76.

Interest on Money secured by Mortgage B. 49 (Mr.
Orton) on M. for 20, 267.

Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Cos-
tigan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1065; remarks
on vote, 1067.

Murray Canal, Completion of (Ques.) 18.
New York and Ontario Furnace Co. (B. 65, 1°*) 172.
Question of Privilege (paragraph in Ottawa Free

Press) 1534.
Sale of Ry. Pasenger Tickets B. 5 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 29, 278.
Semsional Messengers, Remuneration of (remarka) 1572.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada &cts Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) qu Amt. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) to
301079.
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INDEX.
WUIT, Mr. P., North Renfrew

Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy)
on Amt. (Mr. McCuaig) 6 m. h., 185.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 934.
Pembroke and the Canada Central Ry. Bonus (M. for

Ret.) 483.
Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Amt.

(B. 86, 10*) 288.
Trinity House and Ilarbor Commissioners of Montreal

Act Amt. B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) in Com., 1130.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 457.

WrnTz, Mr. T., Cardwell
Debates, Official Report of, on M. to concur in First

Rep. of Com., 691.
International Construction Co. Incorp. B. 75 (Mr.

Boultbee) in Com., 888.
John Dickenson Brunton Patent Relief B. 104 (Mr.

Ryan, Montreal) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 6 m. h., 488.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization

B. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) in Com.,
326.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B. 96
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) in Com. (Amts.) 934, 937;
on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 942; on M. for 30 (Amts.) 948,
949.

Patent Act (1880) Amt. B. 155 (Mr. Pope, Compton) in
Com., 1543.

Personal Explanation (remarks respecting newspaper
paragraph) 368.

Readjustment of the Representation B. 158 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) in Com., 1451.

Wmin, Mr. T.-Con.
Sugar Duties, Amendment of, on Res. (Mr Pateron,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 768.
Sun Mutual Life Assurance Co. B. 4 (Mr. Gault) on M.

for 3°, 311, 429.
Telegraph (Word) Declaratory (B. 166, 10*) 1455; in

Com., 1570.
Ways and .Means-on the Budget, 404.

WiLLIAxs, Mr. A. T. H., East Durham
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy (remarks on vote)

1017.
Maritime Jurisdiction Act (Ques.) 110.
Ross, Lieut-Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1300.
Sault Ste. Marie Bridge Co. Incorp. (B. 43, 10*) 78.
Supply-Mfilitia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1300; Railways and

Canals-Capital (Trent River Nav.) 1442.
Western Bank of Canada Incorp. (B. 133, 1°*) 541.

WRIGHT, Mr. A., Ottawa County
Ireland, Resolutions of Sympathy, on Res. (Mr. Opsti-

gan) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1049.
Publie Expenditure, on Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1344.
Ross, Lieut..Col., Censure of, in Gazette: in Com. of

Supply, 1300.
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. McLelan)

in Com. on Res., 548.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 176 (Sir Charlea Tupper) on prop.

Res., 1525.
Supply-Militia (Contingencies and Grants to Associa-

tions) 863; (Drill Pay, &c.) 1300; Ocean and
River Service (Charybdis Training Ship) 1271.
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INDEX-PART Il.

S UBJE C T S.

ABBOTT, J. J. C., Argenteuil: Announcement of Return by
The Speaker, 1; Introduction of, 3.

ABO9LITION OF POSTAGE ON NEWSPAPERS: Quies. (Mr. Trou)
36; Res. prop. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1330.

Abolition of Postage on Newspapers B. No. 161
(Sir Leonard Tilley). Res. in Com., 1419; 10*, 1420;
O2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1550. (45 Vic., c. 9.)

ACCIDENTS ON GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS: M. for DOcuments
(Mr. Valin) 285.

ACCOMMODATION FOR IMMIGRANTS AT WINNIPEG: Que8. (Mr
Scott) 255.

ACT RESPECTING LAVAL UNIVERSITY, diballowed: M. for
Cor. (.Mr. Laurier) 40.

ACT RESPECTING MINES, QUEBEC, disallowed: M. for Copies
(Mr. Laurier) 10.

ACTS OF PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Blake) 39.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO HIs EXCELLENCY'S SPEECH: moved
(Mr. Bergeron) 3; sec. (Mr. Guillet) 6; agreed to, 18.

ADDRESS TO HIER MAJESTY ON fIER ESCAPE, 200; Res. 201;
from Senate, 224; acknowledgment of receipt, 228;
Message from H. E. expressing thanks from the

Queon, 1102.
ADJOURNMENT FOR EASTER: M. (Sir Leonzrd Tilley) 762.
Administration of Criminal Justice in dis-

pated Territories of Ont. and Man. Act
Amt. B. No. 109 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*,
376; 2°, in Coin. and 3°*, 1259. (45 Vic., c. 31.)

ADMINISTRATION 0F JUSTICE IN MANITOBA: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Blake) 54.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. See SUPPLY.

Administration of Oaths of Office B. No. 1 (Sir
John A. Macdonald). 10*, 1.

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Killam) 115.

ADMIsStON oF LIVE STOCK INTO CANADA.- M. for Cor. (1r.
Patterson, Essex) 44.

ADULTERATION OF FOOD: Conc., 1312.
Adultery, Seduction, &o. (Criminal Law

Amt.) B. No. 25 (Mir. Charlton). 1°, 47; M. for 2°
carried (Y. 167, N. 16) 327 ; ref. to Special Com., 327.

ADVERTISING, GOVERNMENT: M. for Rot. (Mr. Ross, Middle-
sex) 20.

AaED EMPLOYES IN THE MILITIA: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 72.
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS FOR INDIANS: in Com. of Sup-

ply, 1185.
6

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS: M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. Orton)
126; declared out of order (Mr. Speaker) 128; M. for
Sol. Com. carried, 257.

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF: in Com. of Supply, 656.

Agricultural (Ottawa) Insurance Co.'s Wind-
ing-up B. No. 30 (Mr. Rochester). 1°*, 57; 20*,
89; in Conm. and 3°*, 773. (15 Vic., c. 108.)

ALGOMA, FORMATION OF VOLUNTEER COMPANIES IN: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 319; in Com. of Supply, 86.

ALLEN, CAPT., DISM[SSAL OF: M. for Papers (Mr. MiUs) 319.
ALMA (N.B.) POST OFFICE, ROBBERY AT: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Domville) 1240.
Amalgamation of Franchises, Rights, Privi-

leges, &c., of Railway Co.'s Regulation B.
No. 116 (Mr. McCuaig). 10, 416.

AMENDMENT OF THE SUGAR DUTIES. See Sugar Duties.

American Electric Light Co. of Canada In-
corp. B. No. 79 (Mr. Colby). 10*, 229; 2°*, 261;
in Com., 444; 3°, 486. (45 ic., c. 97.)

American Telegraph and Cable Co. B. No. 17
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 10*, 47; 20*, 68; in Com.,
221; 3°, 429; B. wthdn., 151L

AMMUNITION, MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF: in COM. Of Sup-

ply, 855.
AMYOT, G., Bellechasse: Announcement of Return by The

Speaker, 1; Introduction of, 1.

Anchor Marine Ins. Co. Act Amt. B. No. 56
(Mr. Beaty). 10*, 162; 2°*, 201.

ANDREW ONDERDONK'S CHEQUE DepoSited with Tender: M.
for Copy (Mr. Guthrie) 229.

ANNAPOLIS, PIER AT: M. for Cor. (Mr. Killam) 55.
"ANNIE STEWART " Tua BOAT, Services performed for Gov-

ernment: M. for Statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
228.

ANNUITY PAYMENTS TO LNDIANS: in Com. of Supply, 1185.
APPEALS TO THE SUPREME COURT: IRes. (Mr. Blake) 164,

APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSION TO 1REVISE CANADIAN STAT-

UTES: M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 492.
APPOINTMENT OF THOMAS RYAN: M. for Cor. (Mr. Coursoi)

316.
APPOINTMENTS TO CIVIL SERVICE: M. for Ret. (Mr. Rosa,

Middlesex) 50.
APPRAISERS, CusrOMs' BOARD oF: in 0Co. of Supply, £51.
ARCrIVES, CARE OF: in Com. of Supply, 786; Cone. 1309,
ARGENTEUIL CONTROVERTED ELITION: Judges' hop,

declaring Election null and void, 1.



INDEX.
ARisAIG PIER, N.S.: M. for copies of Reps. of Engineers

(Mr. Mclsaac) 258.
ARMAMENT OF THE VOLUNTEERS: in Com. of Supply, 855.

ARMY AND NAVy, ARTICLES IMPORTED FOR USE OF: in-Com.
of Supply, 1198.

Arnprior and Ottawa Junction Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. No. 18 (Mr. Domville). 10*, 47; 20*, 68; in
Com., 221; 30*, 263. (45 ic., c. 74.)

ARREARS DUE GOVERNMENT ON SALE OF LANDS IN MANITOBA,
N.W.T., &c.: M. for Rot. (Mr Cameron, Buron) 19.

ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTIcS. See Supply.
Athabaska (Lake) Hudson Bay Ry. Co. Incorp.

B. No. 62 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1<*, 162; 20*,
201; in Com. and 3Q*, 615. (45 Vie., c. 83.) ,

ATTEMPT ON THE QUEEN's LIFE: Telegraphie Despatch read
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 183; Message from H. E. ex-
pressing thanks from the Queen, 1102.

AUCTION SALE OF PUBLIc LANDS AT WINNIPEG: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Mills) 1121.

AUDIToR GENERAL, OrFIcE OP: in Com. of Supply, 606.

Bank of Manitoba Incorp. B. No. 16 (Mr. Scott).
1°*, 47; 2°*, 68; in Com., 296; 30*, 311. (45 Vic., c.
61.)

Bank of Prince Edward Island Relief B. No. 38
(Sir John A. Macdonald). 10*, 2°1 and 30*, 72. (45
Vic., c. 56. )

BARRINGTON FIARBOR (N.S.) Lighthonse on West Head Cape,
Sable Island: Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 222;
in Com. of Supply, 870.

BAY CHALEURS, STEAMERS on: Ques. (Mr. Beauchesne)

48.
BAYPIELD BREAKWATER, N.S.: M. for Copies of Reps. of

Engineers (Mr. McIsaac) 258.
BAT OF FUNDY, CoAsT OF: Ques. (Mr. Killam) in Com. of

Supply, 867.
Bay of Fundy (N.B.) Erection of Mills, Mill-

dams, Wharves, &c., Legalization B. No. 84
(Mr. Domville). 10, 269.

BZAURARNoIs CANAL EMPLOYES: Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Holton)
1120.

BEAUHARNOIs, COUNTY OF, MANUFACTORIES IN: Ms. for Ret.

(Mr. Bergeron) 328.
BEIQUE, Mr., ENQUIRY INTO CONDUCT Or: M. for Statement

of Expenses (9r. folton) 1121.

BELLAVANCE, FERDINAND, Damage to property by fire: M.

for Ret. (Mr. Fiset) 1121.
BELLECHBAsE CONTROVERTED ELECTIoN: Judges' Rep.

sustaining Sitting Member, 1.

BELLE CREEK, (P.E.I.) HARBOR IMPROVEMENTs: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Brecken) 223.

Bell Telephone Co. of Canada Incorp. Act Amt.
B. No. 95 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 19*, 289; 20*,
312; in Com. and 3°*, 1078. (45 Vic., c. 95.)

BENUFIT OR Co-OPERATIVE SoCIETIEs DEPOSITs.with Govern-

ment: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 172.

B3tter Prevention of Crime Act (1878) con-
tinuation B. No. 165 (Sir John A. Macdonald).
19*, 1455, 20* and 30*, 1569. (45 Vic., c. 38.)

Better Prevention of Fraud in Public Contracts
B. No. 7 (Mr. Casgrain). 10*, 35; M. for 2e, 187;
Amt., 1 m. h. (Sir Hector Langevin) carried (Y. 78, N.
.51) 188; remarks (Mr. Casgrain) 876.

BILL (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of Oaths of
Office.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1.

BILL (No. 2) For constituting a Court of Ry. Commis-
sioners for Canada, and to amend the Consolidated Ry.

Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 18; M. for 2°, 173; Amt., 6 m. h. (Mr. McCuaig)

185; wthdn., 186; 2%, 186; M. for Special Com.
carried, 186.

BILL (No. 3) To incorporate the St. Lawrence Marine Ins.
Co. of Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)

10*, 35; 29*, 47; in Com., 296; 30*, 311.-(45 Vie., c. 104.)
BILL (No. 4) To amend the Act incorporating the Sun

Mutual Ins. Co. of Montreal.-(Mr. Gault.)
1°*, 35; 2°*, 47; in Com., 296; M. for 30, 311; 3', 429.

-(45 Vie., c. 100.)
BILL (No. 5) Respecting the Sale of Ry. Passenger

Tickets.-(Mr Kírkpatrick.)
14, 35; M. for 2-, 269; M. to refer to Sel. Com. wthdn.,

279; 2°, 279; prop. M. to transfer to Government
Orders (Sir Charles Tupper) 851; carried, 1155; 3°*,
1212,-(45 Viec., c. 41.)

BILL (No. 6) To amend and extend the Act to empower the
Stadacona Fire and Life Ins. Co. to relinquish their
Charter, and to provide for the winding-up of their
affairs. -(Mr. Casgrain.)

10, 35; 2°, 47; in Com. and 30y, 669.-(45 Vic., c. 101.)
BILL (No. 7) For the better prevention of fraud in relation

to contracts involving the expenditure of Public
Moneys.- (Mr. Casgrain.)

10*, 35; M. for 2°, 187; Amt., 1 m. h. (Sir Hector Lan-
gevin) carried (Y. 78, N. 51) 188.

BILL (No. 8) Respecting the Commercial Travellers' Asso-
ciation of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)

1°*, 42; 2°¥, 47; in Com., 444, 541; 3°*, 541.-(45 Vic.,
c. 120.)

BILL (No. 9) Concerning Marriage with a Deceased Wife's
Sister.-(Mfr Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1J, 42; M. for 2° carried (Y. 137, N. 34) 74; in Com.,
320; rep., 326; on M.to concur in Amts. from Com.,
Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 51, N. 104) 485; Amt.
(Mr. Amyot) 485, neg. on a div., 489 ; Amt., 6 m.. h.
(Sir A. J. Smith) ,neg. (Y. 36, N. 113) 489; Amt.
(Mr. Strange) neg. on a div., 489; Amt. (Mr. Mc
Cuaig) neg. on a div., 490; on M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr.
Amyot) neg. on a div., 492; Amt. (Mr. Strange) neg.
(Y. 49, N. 87) 492; 30 on a div., 492.-(45 Vic., c. 42.)

BILL (No. 10) To provide that persons charged with Mis.
demeanors shall be competent as Witnesses.-(Alr.
Cameron, Huron.)

1°*, 42; M. for 2°, 616; 2°*, 619; ref. to Special Com., 619.
BILL (No. 11) To amend the Criminal Law, and to extend

the provisions of the Act respecting Offences against
the Person.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

10*, 42; 20, 279; in Com., 615.

xlii



INDEX. xliii
BILL (No. 12) Further to amend The Dominion Elections

Act, 1874.-(Mr. Ives.)
10, 42; M. for 20, 264; Deb. adjd., 266; adjd. Deb. re-

sumed, 619; 20*, 621.
BILL (No. 13) To authorize and provide for the winding-up

of the Dominion Fire and Marine Ins.Co.-(Mr. Kilvert.)
1J*, 45; 2°*, 47; in Com. and 30*, 541.-(45 Vic., c.

109.)
BILL (No. 14) Respecting the Canada Southern Ry. Co.,

and the Erie and Niagara Ry. Co.-(Mr. Arkell.) I
1°*, 45; 2°*, 47; in Com., 221 ; 30*, 263ý.--(45 Vic., c. 68.)

BILL (No. 15) To incorporate the Winnipeg and Springfield
Bridge Co.-(Mr. Scott.)

1°*,47; 2°*, 68; in Com., 888; 30*, 888.-(45 Vic., c. 92.)
BILL (No. 16) To incorporate the Manitoba Bank.-(Mr.

Scott.)
10*, 47; 20*, 68; in Com., 296; 30*, 311.-(45 Vic., c. 61.)

BILL (No. 17) To grant certain powers to the American
Telegraph and Cable Co.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

1* 47; 20*, 68; in Çom., 221; 30, 429; B. wthdn., 1571.
BILL (No. 18) To incorporate the Ottawa and Arnprior

Junction Ry. Co.-(.Mr. Domville.)
1J*, 47; 2°*, 68; in Com., 221; 30*, 263.-(45 Tic., c. 74.)

BILL (No. 19) To incorporate the St. John's Bridge Co. -
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

1°*, 47; 20*, 68; in Com. and 3°*, 888. (45 Vic., c. 90.)
BILL (No. 20) Respecting the Portage, Westbourne and

North-Western Ry. Co.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
1°*, 47; 2°*, 68; in Com., 558; 30*, 615.-(45 Vic., c. 80.)

BILL (No. 21) To incorporate the Thunder Bay and Minne-
sota Ry. Co.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

1J*, 47; 20*, 68.
BILL (No. 22) To incorporate the Lake Superior and James'

Bay Ry. Co.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
1Q*, 47; 2°*, 69; in Com., 264; 39*, 296.-(45 Tic., c.

84.)
BILL (No. 23) Respecting the Exchange Bank of Nova

Scotia.-(Mr. Killam.)
1C*, 47; 20*, 69; in Com. and 3°*, 669.-(45 Vie., c. 60.)

BILL (No. 24) To amend the Act respecting Pawnbrokers.
-(Mr. Orton.)

10*, 47; M. for 20, 189 ; Deb. adjd. 189; Deb. resumed
and B. wthdn., 266.

BILL (No. 25) To amend the Criminal Law, and to extend
the provision of the Act respecting Offences against the
Person, by providing for the punishment of Adultery,
Seduction, &.-(Mr. Charlton.)

10, 47; M. for 2° carried (Y. 107, N. 16) 327; ref. to
Special Com., 327.

BILL (No. 26) To incorporate the Saskatchewan and Peace
River Ry. Co.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

1°*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com., 312; 30*, 429..-(45 Vic., c.
81.)

BILL (No. 27) Farther to amend the Act incorporating the
Mutual Life Association of Canada, and to change the
name thereof to "The Life Association of Canada."-
(Mr. Kilvert.)

10*, 57; 2D*, 89; in Com., 296; 30*, 311.-(45 ic., c.

106.)

BILL (No. 28) To amend the Charter of the Chartered Bank
of London and North America, and to change the name
thereof to "The Chartered Bank of London and Win-
nipeg."- (Mr. Baggart.)

10*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com., 296; 30*, 311.-(45 ic., c. 59.)
BILL (No. 29) To incorporate the North-Western Bank.-

(Mr. Rochester.)
10*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com., 296; 30*, 311.- (45 Vic., c. 62.)

BILL (No. 30) To empower the Ottawa Agricukural Ins.
Co. to wind up their affairs, and to relinquish their
Charter, and to provide for the dissolution of the said
Co.-(Mr. Rochester.)

1J*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com., 773; 30*, 773.-(45 Vic., c.
108.)

BILL (No. 31) To incorporate the Clements Steamship Co.,
limited.-(Mr. Wade.)

10*, 57; 20*, 89; in Com. and 3**, 429.-(45 ic., c. 115.)
BILL (No. 32) To incorporate the Quebec Timber Co.,

limited.-(Mr. Brooks.)
10*, 57; 20*, 89; in Com., 296; 30*, 311.-(45 Vic., c.

119.)
BILL (No. 33) To incorporate the Mutual Benefit A smocia-

tion of Sherbrooke.-(Mr. Brooks.)
1J*, 57; 20*, 89.

BILL (No. 34) To amend and consolidate the Act of incor-
poration of the British North America Ins. Co., and all
Acts affecting the same.-(Mr. McLennan.)

1*, 57; 20*, 89 ; in Com. and 30*, 429.-(45 Vic., c. 99.)
BILL (No. 35) For amending the Acts relating to the Trust

and Loan Co. of Canada, and for enlarging the powers
of the said Co.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 57; 20*, 89; in Com., 1078; on M. for 3°, Amt.
(Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) :carried (Y. 70, N. 55) 1079;
30, 1080.-(45 Vic., c. 111.)

BILL (No. 36) Respecting the Civil Service of Canada.-
(Sir Hector Langevin.)

1J, 69; M. for 2°, 790; 2°, 798; in Com., 1122, 1155;
Res. in Com., 1186 ; Res. incorp. in B. and in Com ,
1188; M. for 30, 1256; Amt. (Mr. Casey) neg., 1258;
30*, 1258.-(45 Vic., c. 4.)

BILL (No. 37) To amend the Act to Establish a Court of
Maritime Jurisdiction in the Province of Ontario. -
(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

10*, 72.
BILL (No. 38) For the Relief of the Bank of Prince Edward

Island.-(Sir John . Macdonald.)
1, 2°* and 3*, 72.-(45 Tic., c. 56.)

BILL (No. 39) To incorporate the Rainy River Improve-
ment Co.-(Kr. Kilvert.)

1°*, 78; 20*, 110.
BILL (No. 40) Respecting the -Dundee Land and Investment

Co., limited.-(Mr. Gault)
10*, 78; 2°*, 110.

BILL (No. 41) To incorporate the Tecumseth Ins. Co. of
Canada.-(Mr. McLennan.)

1°*,78; 2?*, 110; in Com. and 30*, 669.-(45 Vic., c. 105.)
BILL (No: 42) To incorporate the Richelieu Bridge Co.-

(Mr. Baker.)
1°*, 78; 2, 110; in Com. and 3°¥-, 888.-(45 Vic. c. 91.)



IN IJEX.
BILL (No. 43) To incorporate the Sault Ste. Marie Bridg

Co.-(Mr. Williams.)
1O*, 78 ; 2°*, 110 ; in Com., 264; 30*, 296.-(45 Vic., c.

89.)
BILL (No. 44) To amend the Act incorporating the Napier-

ville Junction Ry. and Quarry Co.-( ftr. Coursol.)
1°*, 78; 2°*, 110.

BILL (No. 45) To reduce the Capital Stock of the Ontario
Bank and to change the nominal value thereof, and
for other purposes.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

JO*, 78; 2°*, 110; in Com. and 3O¥, 541.-(45 Tic., c.

57.)
BILL (No. 46) To incorporate the Edison Electric Light Co.

of Canada.-(AMr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 78; 2*, 110; in Oom., 430,486; 3?*;487.-(45 Vic.,

c. 96.)
BriL (No. 47) To extend and amend the Acts relating to

the Canada Ltaded Credit Co.-(Mr. Beaty.)
1°*, 109; 2°*, 172; in Com., 1104; 3° on a div., 1105.-

(45 ie., c. 110.)
BILL (No. 48) Respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge

Co.-(Mr. Arkel.)
1°*, 109; 2°*, 172; in Com., 812; 3°*, 429.- (45 Vic.,

c. 86.)
BiLL (No. 49) To amnend the Act intitulod: An Act rela-

ting Io Interest on Moneys secured by Mortgage of
Real gtato--(Mr. Orton.)

10*,109;B', 266.
BLLL (;No. 4) Te enable any person charged with an

indiotable eEene, to be admitted to give evidence on
his behalf.-(Mr. MGry.)

1°, 109; 20*, 621L
BrLL (ND.-1) To inor-porate the Sylned of the Diocese of

Saskatchewan, and for other purposes connected there.
with.-(Mr. Mills.)

1, 109; 20*, 172; in COm., 444; 20*, 486.--(45 Vic., c.
126.)

BILL (No. 52) To incorporate the Plantera' Bank of Canada.
-(Mr. Gault.)

10*, 129; 2°*, 172; in Com. a4d 3°*, 429.-(45 Vic., c.
63.)

BILL (No. 53) To amend the Act iaeorporating the North
American MNutua1Life Ins. Co-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

10*, 129; 2°*, 172; in Com. and 3°*, 541.-(45 Vic., c.
98.)

BILL (No. 54) To incorporate the Ontario Investment
Association.-(Mr. Carling.)

1°*, 129; 2°*, 172.
BILL (No. 55) To incorporate the Canada Mutual Telegraph

Co.-(fr. Kirkpatrick.)
1*, 162; 20*, 201; in Com. and 3°n, 615.-(45 Vic., c.

94.)
BILL (No. 56) To amend the Act 43 Victoria, ahepter 69,

respecting the Anchor Marine Ins. C .(Mr. Beaty.)
1°*, 162; 2°*, 201.

BILL (No. 57) To incorporate the Chigneeto Marine Trans-
port and Cape Ry. Co.-(Mr. Camertw, Victoria.)

JO*, 162; 20*, 201; in Com., 1102; 3°,104r-(45 i.,
c. 76.)

aBILL (No. 58) To provide that Ry. Passenger Ttick6ts
shall be available to the holder thereof until used.-
(Mr. Thompson.)

1J, 162; 2°, 281.
BILn (No. 59) To incorporate the Brant Loan and &vings

Co.-QEr. .Paterson, Brant)
1°*, 162; 2°*, 201.

BILL (No. 60) To incorporate the Ottawa, Waddington and
New York Ry. and Bridge Co.-(Mr. Carrier.)

1°*, 162; 2 *, 201; in Com. and 3°*, 615.-(45 Vic., c. é7.)
BILL (No. 61) To incorporate the Ontario Pacifie Ry. Co.-

(Mr. Bergin.)
1°*, 162; 20*, 201; in Com. and 39*, 1001.-(41 Vic., c.

78.)
BILL (No. 62) To incorporate the Lake Athabaska and

IIudson Bay Ry. Co.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
10*, 162; 20*, 201; in Com. and 30*, 615.-(45 Vic ,c.83.)

BILL (No. 63) To repeal the Duty on Promissory Notes
and Bils of Exchange.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10, 20* and 30*, 162.-(45 Vic., c. 1.)
BILL (No. 64) Respecting Queen's College at Kingston.-

(AMr. Iirkpatrick.)

1°*, 172; 20*, 201; in Com. and SO*, 771-(15 Vie., c.
123.)

BILL (No. 65) Respecting the New York and Ontario
Furnace Co.-(Mr White, Hastings.)

1J*, 172; 2°*, 201; in Com. 312; 30, 429,-(45 Vicà, e.
113.)

BILL (No. 66) To amend the Act of the loto Province of
Canada, intituled: An Act to Incorporate the Board
for the Management of the Tereporalities Fund of the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland, and the Acts amending the same.
-((Mr. Shaw.)

10*, 172; 20*, 201; M. for Com., 549; Amt., delayd f one
week (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) neg., 550; in Com. 550;
rep. 558 ; M. for 30, 696 ; Amt. (Mr. Amyot) neg. en a
div., 698; Amt. (Mr. McLennan) neg. (Y 35, N. 130)
715; Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) neg.on a div., 716;
Amt. (Mr. McDougall) carried, 718; on M. for 3°,

Amt. (Mr. Macmillan) neg. on a div., 720; 3°*, 720.
-(45 Vi., c. 124.)

BILL (No. 67) To incorporate the Niagara Peninsula Bridge
Co.-(Mr. Bergin.)

1°*, 172 ; 2''*, 201 ; in Com. and 3°*, 773.-(45 Vic., c. 88.)
BILL (No. 68) To amend the Act incorporating the Souris

and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co. and Act amending the
same.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

1J*, 192; 2°*, 221; in Com. and 3'ý*, 773.-(45 Vic., c. 79.)
BILL (No. 69) To grant certain powers to the C. W.

Williams Manufacturing Co., and to change the name
thereof to "The Williasu Manufaetaring Go." -(Mr.
Gault.)

10*, 192; 2°*, 221; ia Cnom. and 3*, 82.-(45 Fic., c.
118.)

BiLL (No. 70) To ineorporate the Presbyterian Church of
Canada in connection with the Chabreh of 86otland.

1°*, 192 ; 2°*, 221.

xliv



INDEX x4v
BIr,L (No. 71) To amend the Act of the late Province of

Canada intituled: An Act to incorporate the Managers
of the Ministers', Widows' and Orphans' Fnnd of the
Syned of the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in con-
nection with the Church of Scotland, and the amend-
ments thereto.-(Mr. Brooks.)

10*, 192; 20*, 221 ; in Cnom. and 3'*, 773.-(45 Tic., c.
125.)

BILL (No. 72) To amend the Act incorporating the Ontario
and Quebec Ry. Co.-(Mr. Strange.)

1°*, 220; 2°*, 264.
BILL (No. 73) Rlating to Promissory Notes and other

negotiable instruments.-(Mr Macdonel4 Lanark.)
10, 220; 2°, 621.

BILL (No. 74) Respecting the Voting at Elections of Mem-
bers of the House of Commons of Canada, in the
Magdalen Islands in the Electoral District of Gaspé,
and the Island of Anticosti in the Electoral District of
Saguonay, under certain circumstances.-(&. PFortin.)

10, 220.
BILL (No. 75) To incorporate the International Construc-

tion Co.-({r. Boultbee.)
l*, 229; :0*, 264; in Com., 887, 927; 3-*, 928-(45

Tic., c. 114.)
BILL (No. 76) To amend the Act to incorporate the South

Saskatchewan Valley Ry. Co.-(Mr. Robemtson, Iamil-
ton.)

10*, 229; 2°*, 264; in Com. and 30*, 773.- (45 Vic., c.82.)
BILL (No. 77) Relating to the Canadian Electric Light Co.,

and to confer certain powers upon the said Co.-(Mr.
McDougall.)

10*, 229; 2O*, 264; in Com., 950; B. wthdn., 1001.
BILL (No. 78) To amend the Acta incorporating and

relating to the Sovereign Fire Ins. Co. of Canada.-
(Mr.1 Mckenzie.)

10*, 229; 2°*, 264.
BILL (No. 79) To incorporate the American Electric Light

Co. of Oanada.-(Mr. Colby.)
10*, 229; 29*, 264; in Com., 444; 3°, 486.-(45 Vic., c. 97.)

BILL (No. 80) Respecting the River St. Clair Ry. Bridge
and Tunnel Co.-(Mr. Arkeül.)

1°*, 229; 2°*, 264; in Com. aud 3*, 1078.-(45 Vic., c.
70.)

BILL (No. 81) Relating to the Canada Southern Bridge
Co.-(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

1J*, 229; 2°*, 264; in Com. and 39*, 773.-(45 Vic., c. 87.)
BUL (No. 82) To amend the Act 43 Victoria, respecting

the Navigation of Canadian Waters.-(Mr. McCallum.)
1J*, 254; M. for 2, 376.

BILL (No. 83) To incorporate the Saskatchewan, Qu'Appelle
and Assineboine Navigation Qo-(Mr. Macmillan.)

1°*,269; 20*, 296.

BILL (No. 84) To make lawful the erection and maintaining
of certain mills, mMil dame, wharves, ways, sluices, fish-
ways and works, between high and low water mark,
upon and near to certain atreams that flow into the
Bay of Fundy, in the Province of New Brunswick.-
(Mr.10, 29.)

1°, 269,

BILL (No. 85) To amend the Gencral Inspection Act, 1874.-
(Mr. Vallée.)

1°*, 269.
BILL (No. 86) To amend the Act incorporating the Pontiac

Pacific Junction Ry. Co., and to authorize the said
Co. to erect a bridge over the Ottawa River.-(Mr.
White, Renfrew.)

1°*, 288; 20*, 312; in Com. and 3°*, 773-(45 Vic., c. 69.)
BILL (No. 87) Respecting a certain agreement between the

Canadian Securities Co. and the li.juidators of the Con.
solidated Bank of Canada.-(Mr. Brooks.)

1°*, 288; 20*, 312; in Com. and àO*, 773.-(45 Vic., c.
. 65.)

BILL (No. 88) To explain the Act to grant relief to the
Canada Agricultural Ins. Co., and to define the powers
of the Assignees therein mentioned.-(Mr. Gault.)

1°*, 288; 2°*, 312.
BILL (No. 89) To incorporate the- Great Eastern Ry. Co.-

(Mr. Maasue.)
1°*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and 3°*, 1001.-(45 Vie., c.

71.)
BILL (No. 90) To incorporate the Ocean Mutual Marine

Lis. Co.-(Mr. Daly.)
1°*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and 3°*, 669.-(45 ic., c.

103.)
BiLL (No. 91) To amend the Act to incorporate the St.

Lawrence and Pacific Ry. Ferry Co.-(Mr. Massue.)
10*, 289; 2°*, 312.

BILL (No. 92) To incorporate the Sisters of Charity of the
North-West Territories.-(Mr. Tasu.)

1J*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and 30*, 950.-(45 ic., c.
127.)

BILL (No. 93) To incorporate the Grand Central Station Co.
-(AMr. Cameron, Victoria.)

10*, 289; 2°*, 312.
BILL (No. 94) To incorporate the Great American and

European Short Lino Ry. Co.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
1°*, 289; 2, 312; in Con. and 30*, 1106.-(45 Vic., c.

73.)
BILL (No. 95) To amend the Act incorporating the Bell

Telephone Co. of Canada.- (Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
10*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and 30*, 1078.-(45 Vic., c.

95)
BILL (No. 96) To consolidate and amend the Acta relating

to the Montreal Telegraph Co.-(Mr. Cameron, Vic-
toria.)

10*, 289; 20, 312; in Com., 928; on M. for 30, Ant.
(1fr. Blake) neg. on a div., 947; Am.t. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) carried (Y. 108, N. 40) 948; Amt. (Mr.
White) neg. on a div., 949 ; Amt. (Mr. White)
neg. (Y. 48, N. 99) 950; 30*, 950.-(45 Vic., c. 93.)

BILL (No. 97) To incorporate the Calais and St. Stephen
Ry. Bridge Co.-(Mr. Weldon.)

10*, 289; 2°*, 312; in Com. and 30*, 1078.-(45 Vic., c.
75.)

BILL (No. 98) To incorporate the Canada Provident Associ-
ation.- (Mr. Currier.)

10*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and 30*, I6e-(45 ic., c.
107.)



INDEX.
BILL (No. 99) To amend an Act to enlarge and extend the

powers of the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien.-(r.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 311 ; M. for 2°, 439 ; Amt., 6 m. h. (Air. Bourassa)
439; carried (Y. 105; N. 35) 444.

BILL (No. 100) To incorporate the McClary Manufacturing
Co.-(Mr. Carling.)

1*, 311; 20*, 541; in Com. and 30*, 1162.-(45 Vic., c.
116.)

BILL (No. 101) To amend and consolidate the several Acts
respecting the Public Lands of the Dominion of Canada.
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10, 328; 2°, 803; in Com., 804.
BILL (No. 102) Further to amend and consolidate the

several enactments respecting the North-West Mounted
Police Force. -(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°, 328; Res. in Com., 511; 2°*, 798; in Com., 798,
1129; 30 on a div., 1130.-(45 Vic., c. 29.)

BILL (No. 103) To incorporate the Qu'Appelle Land Co. -
(Mr. Boultbee.)

1°*, 367; 2°*, 492; in Com., 1105; 30*, 1106.-(45 Vic.,
c. 121.)

BILL (No. 104) To confer on the Commissioner of Patents
certain powers for the relief of John Dickenson Brun-
ton.-(Mr. Ryan, Montreal.)

1°*, 367; M. for 20, 487; Amt., 6 m. h. (Mr. Blake) car-
ried, 488.

BILL (No. 105) To amend the Charter of the Fellow's
Medical Manufacturing Co.-(Mr. Gault.)

10*, 367; 20, 488; in Com. and 3Q*, 928.-(45 Vic., c.
117.)

BILL (No. 106) To further amend the Patent Act of 1872.
-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

10, 367; 2° and in Com., 1472.
BILL (No. 107) Respecting Harbor and River Police of

Canada (from the Senate).-(Mr. McLelan.)
1°*, 375; 2° and in Com., 1426; 30*, 1429.-(45 Vic.,

c. 48.)
BILL (No. 108) Respecting Fugitive Offenders in Canada

from other parts of Her Majesty's Dominion (from the
Senate).-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 376; 20, in Com. and 3°*, 1258.-(45 Vie., c. 21.)

BL (No. 109) To amend and further to continue in force,
for a limitel time, the Act respecting the Administra-
tion of Criminal Justice in the Territory in dispute
between the Governments of the Provinces of Ontario
and Manitoba (from the Senate).-(Sir John A. Mac-
donald.)

10*, 376; 20, in Com. and>3 0 *, 1259.-(45 Vic., c. 31.)
BILL (No. 110) To further amend the Seamen's Act, 1873

(from the Senate).-(Mr. McLelan.)
1°*, 376 ; 20* and in Com., 1509 ; M. for 30, Amt. (Mr.

Blake) neg. (Y. 28, N. 87) 1535; 3°*, 1535.-(45
Vie., c. 33.)

BILL (No. 111) To amend the Act 40 Victoria, chapter 30,
intituled: An Act to make provision against the im-
proper use of Fire Arms (from the Senate).-(Sir John
A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 376; 20, in Com. and 30*, 1259.-(45 Vic., c. 39.)

BILL (No. 112) Respecting County Court Judges (from the
Senate).-(Sir John A Macdonald.)

1°*, 376; 2°, 1259; Res. prop., 1254; in Com., 1276;
embodied in B., in Com. and 3°*, 1278.- (45 Vic , c. 12.)

BILL (No. 113) To amend the Act incorporating The Cana-
dian Steam Users' Ins. Association, and to change the
name of the Co. to "The Boiler Inspection Co. of
Canada " (from the Senate).-(Mr. Beaty.)

1J*,376; 2°*, 492; in Com. and 3°*, 950.-(45 Vic., c. 102.)
BILL (No. 114) Respecting the Quebec, Montreal and Ottawa

Ry.-(Mr. Abbott,)
10*, 376; 2°*, 492; in Corn. and 3°*, 1078.-(45 Vic., c. 67.)

BILL (No. 115) To amend the Law of Evidence in Criminal
Cases.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°*, 376.
BILL (No. 116) To regulate the amalgamation of the fran-

chises, rights, privileges, assets and property of Ry.
Co.'s.-(Kr. McCuaig.)

10*, 416.

BIL (No. 117) To amend and consolidate the Acts respect-
ing the'Inspection of Steamboats, and the examination
and licensing of Engineers employed on them.-(Mr.
McLelan.)

Res. in Com., 546; 10*, 549; 20* and in Com., 1212,1302;
on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier)
carried, 1303; Amt. (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier),
neg. on a div., 1304; Amt. (Mr. McCallum) carried,
1306; Amt. (Mr. McCuaig) neg. on a div., 1307; 30*,
1307.-(45 Vic., c. 35.)

BInL (No. 118) To regulate the Floating of Cordwood on
the navigable portions of the-River St. Francis.-(Mr.
Vanasse.)

10, 428.
BILL (No. 119) Further to amend the Pilotage Act, 1873,

and the other Acts therein mentioned.-(Mr. McLelan.)
Res. in Com., 659; 10*, 660; 29, 1260; in Com., 1261,

1329, 1472; 30*, 1472.-(45 Vic., c. 32.)
BILL (No. 120) To amend the General Port Wardens' Act,

1874.-(.Mr. McLelan.)
Res. in Com., 787; 1°*, 788; 20 and in Com., 1190; 3°*,

1191.-(45 Vic., c. 46.)
BILL (No. 121) To exempt Vessels employed in Fishing

from the Payment of Dues for the Relief of Sick and
Distressed Mariners.-(Mr. MeLelan.)

Res. in Com., 787; 10*, 787; 2°*, in Com, and 30*, 1131.

-(45 Vic., c. 19.)
BILL (No. 122) To amend and consolidate the Acts relating

to the Office of Port Warden of the Harbor of Montreal.
-(1r. M11cLelan.)

Res. in Com., 786 ; 1°*, 786 ; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1264.
-(45 Vie., c. 45.)

BILL (No. 123) To amend the Inland Rev. Act of 1880.-
(Mr. Mousseau.)

Res. in Com., 535; Deb. adjd., 541; Deb. resurmed, 1278;
1J*, 1288; B. wthdn., 1473.

BILL (No. 124) To provide for the admission to the profes-
sion of Dominion Land Surveyor, of the Graduates of
the Royal Military College.--(Mr. Casgrain.)

10, 493.
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BILL (No. 125) Further to secure the Independence of Par-

liament.-(Mr. Bloude.)
1°, 493.

BILL (No. 126) Further to amend the Act respecting the
Trinity House and the Hlarbor Commissioners of Mon-
treal.-(Mr. McLelan.)an3,10

Res. in Com., 660; 10*, 661; 20, in Com. and 3*, 1030.
-(45 Vi7 c., c. 43.)

BILL (No. 127) To make further provisions regarding the
incorporation of a Co. to establish a Marine Telegraph
between the Pacific Coast of Canada and Asia, and for
repealing the provisions of any Act inconsistent there-
with.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

1O, 531; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1191.-(45 Vic., c. 54.)
BILL (No. 128) To provide for the Improvement and Man-

agement of the Harbor of Three Rivers.-(Sir Hector
Langevin.)

Res. in Com., 532; 10*, 532; 20*, in Com. and 30*, 988.
-(45 Vic., c. 52.)

BILL (No. 129) Further to amend the Acts to provide for
the Improvement and Management of the Harbor of
Quebec.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 534; 1°*, 535; 20*, in Com. and 3°*, 988.
-(45 Vic., c. 47.)

BILL (No. 130) Further to amend the Act 36 Victoria,
chapter 60, relating to the Ilarbor Cominibsioners of
Montreal.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 533; 1°*, 534; 20*, in Com. and 3°*, 988.
-(45 -Fic., c. 44.)

BILL (No. 131) Further to amend the Law respecting Build-
ing Societies and Loan and Savings Co.'s carrying on
business in the Province of Ontario.-(Mr. Beaty.)

10*, 541; 20*, in Com. and 30*, 1509.-(45 Vic., c. 24.)
BILL (No. 132) To incorporate the Montreal and Central

Ry. Co.-(Mr. Fulton.)
1°*, 541; 20*, 558; in Com. and 30*, 1106.-(45 Vic., c.

72.)
BILL (No. 133) To incorporate the Western Bank of Canada.

-(Mr. Williams.)
1°*, 541; 2°*, 558; in Com. and 30*, 950.-(45 Vic., c. 64.)

BILL (No. 134) To amend the Acts relating to the Great
Western ]Ry. Co.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

1O*, 541; 2°*, 558; in Com. and 30*, 773.-(45 Vic., c. 66.)
BILL (No. 135) To amend chapter 29, 38 Victoria, intituled:

An Act to extend certain provisions of The Seamen's
Act, 1873, to vessels employed in navigating the Inland
Waters of Canada, and to provide for the collection of
the wages of Seamen and other persons employed on
board vessels trading on the Inland Waters of Canada,
in a summary manner.-(Mr. Guillet.)

1J*, 549; M. to transfer to Government Orders (Mr.
McLelan) carried, 12541; 2°, 1307; in Com., 1307,1425;
30*, 1426.-(45 Vic., c 34.)

BILL (No. 136) For the Equitable Distribution of Insolvent
Estates.- (Mr Beaty.)

M. to introduce, 606; 10*, 614.
BILL (No. 137) For the Discharge of past Insolvent Estates.

-(Mr. Beaty.)
10, 614.
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BILL (No. 138) To authorize the Canada Co-operative
Supply Association (limited) to issue preferential
shares.-(lMr. Gault.)

1°*, 659; 2°*, 773; in Com. ana 3°*, 9S.-(45 Fic., c.
112.)

BILL (No. 139) To incorporate the Ripid City Central Ry.
Co.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

10*, 659; 2°*, 773; in Com. and 3°*, 1106.-(45 Vic., c.
85)

BILL (No. 140) To amend the Act 35 Victoria, chapter 42,
providing for the appointment of a Harbor Master at
the Port of Halifax.-(2Mr. McLelan.)

Res. in Com., 788; 1°*, 789 ; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 988.-
(45 Vic., c. 49.)

BILL (No. 141) To provide for the allowance of Drawback
on certain articles manufactured in Canada for use in
the construction of the Canadian Pacific Ry.--(Mr.
Bowell.)

1° prop., 614; Res. in Com. and1°*, 790; 20* and in Com.,
1255; 30*, 1256.-(45 Vic., c. 7.)

BILL (No. 142) To amend the Pilotage Act, 1873.-(lr.
McLelan.)

Res. in Com., 789; 10*, 789; B. wthdn.
BILL (No. 143) Further to amend the Ry. Consolidated Act,

1879.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)
10, 851.

BILL (No. 144) To authorize the construction, on certain
conditions, of the Canadian Pacific Ry. through some
Pass other than the Yellow Head Pass.-(Sir Charles
Tupper.)

10, 852; M. for 20, 950; Deb. adjd., 988; Deb. resumed,990;
2°* and in Com., 1022; 30, 1029.-(45 Vic., c. 53.)

BILL (No. 145) Respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance
Co.'s. and Trading Corporations (from the Senate).-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

1°*, 853; 2° and in Com., 1314, 1473; M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier) carried, 145; 30*, 1495.
-(45 Vic., c. 23.)

BILL (No. 146) To repeal the Supreme and Exchequer
Courts Acts and the Acts amending it.-(Mr. Landry.)

10*, 950.
BILL (No. 147). To. annul Unjust Conditions in Bills of

Lading.-(Mr. Guthrie.)
-10, 1067.

BILL (No. 148) To amend the Acts respecting the Militia
and Defence of the Dominion of Canada.- (Mr. Caron.)

10*, 1129; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1264.-(45 Vic., c. 10.)
BILL (No. 149) To remove certain doubts as to the effect of

The North-West Territories Act, 1880, and to amend
the same.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1129; 20, in Com. and 30*, 1542.-(45 Vic., c. 28.)
BILL (No. 150) To incorporate the Royal Academy of

Arts.-( Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
10* and 2Q*, 1129; in Com. and 3°*, 1212.-(45 Vic., c.

122.)
BIL. (No. 151) To define -the rights in certain cases to

assault, wound or kill certain prisoners (from the
Senate).-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1190.



INDIEX.
BILL (No. 152) Respecting Bridges over navigable waters,

constructed under the authority of Provincial Acts.-
(Sir Hector Langevin.)

1*,1190; 2°and in Com., 1264; 30*, 1307.-(45 Vic., c.37.)
BILL (No. 153) To Readjust the Rtepresentation in the House

ofCommons.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
10, 1202; M. for 2>, 1330; B. wthdn., 1332.

BILL (No. 154) To amend The Extradition Act, 1877 (from
the Senate).-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10*, 1212; 20, in Com. and 30*, 1559.-(45 Vic., c. 20.)
BILL (No. 155) To amend the Patent Act of 1872.-(Mr.

Pope, Compton.)
1°*,1253; 20 and in Com., 1542; 30*, 1543.-(45 ic., c. 22.)

BILL (No. 156) Respecting the Windsor and Pictou Branches
of the Intercolonial Ry.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

10, 1253; 2°, 1543 ; in Com., 1549 ; 30*, 1551.-(45 Vic.,
c. 16.)

BILL (No. 157) To repeal certain provisions of The General
Inspection Act, 157.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. in Com. and 1°*, 1255; 20 and in Com., 1472; M.
for 30, Amt. (Mr. Killam) neg. on a div., 1495; 30*,
1495.-(45 Vic., c. 25.)

BILL (No. 158) To Readjust the Representation in the HRouse
of Commons.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1332; M. for 20, 1356; 20*, 1402; M. for Com.,
1403; in Com., 1410, 1445; on M. for 30, Amt.
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) agreed to (Y. 12t, N. 15)
1478; Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 98) 1479; Ant. (Mr. Sutherland) neg. (Y. 42, N.
99) 1479; Amt. (Mr. Mackenzie) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1480; Amt. (Mr. Guthrie) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1480;
Amt. (Mr. Fleming) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1481; Amt.
(Mr. Wheler) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1482; Amt. (Air.
Mills) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1482; Amt. (Mr. Trow)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1483; Amt. (Mr. MAills) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1483; Amt. (Mr. Casey) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 99) 1484; AImt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) neg. (Y.
42, N. 99) 1485; Amt. (Mr. Macdonell, Lanark)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1485; Amt. (Mr. Thompson) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1486; Amt. (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1486; Amt. (Mr. Trow)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1486; Amt. (2fr. Bain) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1487; Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1488; Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1488; Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 99) 1488; Anmt. (Mr. Trow) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1489; Amt. (Mr. Rymal) neg. (Y. 41, N. 106) 1491;
Amt. (Mr. Bunster) wthdn., 1493; Amt. (Mr. Guthrie)
neg. on a div., 1499; Amt. (Mr. Gillies) neg. (Y. 57,
N. 103) 1494; 30*, 1495; Senate Amts. considered,
1561.-(45 Vic., c. 3.)

BiLL (No. 159) To make further provisions respecting
Lighthouses, Buoys and Beac-ns (from the Sonate).-
(Mr. McLelan.)

10*, - (45 Vic. c. 36.)
BILL (No. 160) To amend the Act respecting the Harbor of

North Sydney in Nova Scotia (from the Senate).-
(Mr. McLelan.)

Io*, 1403; 2°*, in Com. and 30*.-(45 Vic., c. 50.)

BILL (No. 161) To provide for the Free transmission of
Canadain Newspapers by Mail within the Dominion.-
{Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1419; 1°*, 1420; 2°*, in Com. and 30*,
1550.-(45 lVic., c. 9.)

BILL (No. 162) For increasing, during a certain period, the
yearly Subsidy to the Province of Manitoba.-(Sir
Leonard Tilley.)

Res. prop. 721; in Com, 1420; 1°*, 1425; 20* and in
Com., 1568; M. for 30, 1568; A.mt. (Mr. Blake) neg.
on a div., 1569; 3°*, 1569.-(45 Vic., c. 5.)

BILL (No. 163) Relating to the Harbor of St. John, in the
Province of New Brunswick.-(Sir Iector Langevin.)

Res. prop., 1403; in Com., 1429; 10*, 1435; 20*, in
Com. and 30*, 1549.-(45 «Vic., c. 51.)

BILL (No. 164) To correct certain errors in the French
Version of "The Dominion Lands Act," and "The
Dominion Lands Act, 1879 " (from the Senate).-(Sir
Hector Langevin.)

10*, 1455; 21, in Com. and 3°*, 1549.-(45 Vie., c. 27.)
BILL (No. 165) Further to continue in force for a limited

time "1The Better Prevention of Crime Act, 1878"
(from the Senate).- (Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1J*, 1455; 20* and 3°*, 15C9. -(45 1ic., c. 38.)

BILL (No. 166) Declaratory of the meaning of the word
"Telegraph " in certain cases (from the Senate).-
(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

1J*, 1455; M. to transfer to Government Orders (Sir
Hector Langevin) 1533; 29* and in Com., 1569;
M. for 3°, 1571; Amt. (Mr. Mills) nag. ou a div.,

1571; 30*, 1571.-(45 Vic., c. 40.)

BILL (No. 167) To provide for the granting of a Subsidy
to the Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.-(Sir
Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1403; in Com., 1468; 10*, 1472; 2°*, 1549;
in Com. and 3°*, 1550.-(15 Vic., c. 55.)

BILL (No. 168) To amend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880.-
(Mr. Mousseau.) .

1°*, 1473; 2°* and in Com., 1551; 30*, 1553; Senate

Amts. considered, 1572, 1574.-(45 Vie., c. &)
BILL (No. 169) To amend the several Acts imposing the

Duties of Customs now in force.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)
1°*,1498; 20*and inCom.,1550; 34*,1551.-(45 Vic., c.6.)

BILL (No. 170) To amend an Act of the present Session
intituled: " An Act to reduce the Capital Stock of the
Ontario Bank, and to change the nominal value of the
shares thereof, and for other purposes.-(Mr. Kirk.
patrick.)

1O*, 20*, and 30*, 1521.-(45 Vic., c. 58)

BILL (No. 171) To increase the amount placed at the dis-
posal of the Governor in Council by the Act 34 Victoria,
chapter 8, for claims on the Bank of Upper Canada.-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 532, 1503; 10*, 1521; 20-*, in Coin. and
30*, 1571.-(45 ic., c. 13.)

BILL (No. 172) Further to amend the Petroleum Inspection
Act, 1880.-(Mr. Bowell.)

1°*, 1521; 2 and in Qom., 1571; 3°*, 1573.-(45 Vic.,
c. 26.)
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BILL (No. 173) To encourage the Construction of Dry

Docks, by granting assistance, on certain conditions, to
Companies constructing them.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Kem. in Com., 1550; 1°*, 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 1550.-
(45 Vic., c. 17.)

BILL (No. 174) To further amend the Indian Act, 1880
(from the Senate).-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10*, 20* and 30*, 1571.-(45 Vic., c. 30.)
BILL (No. 175) To provide for building certain Branch Lines

of Railway from points on the Intercolonial Ry. and
Prince Edward Island Ry. respectively (from the
Senate).-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

1°*, 20* and 3°*, 1555.-(45 Vic., c. 15.)
BILL (No. 176) To provide for the granting of Subsidies for

the construction of certain Lines of Ry. theroin mon-
tioned.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1521; in Com. 1553; 1* and 2'*, 1554; in
Com., 1556; M. for 3°, Amt. (Mfr. Blake) neg. on a
div., 1556; 30*, 155.-(45 Vic., c. 14.)

BILL (No. 117) To authorize an Annual Grant for the de-
velopment of the Sea Fishories. - (Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. prop., 875; in Com., 1511; l*, 2°*, in Corm, and
30*, 1555.-(45 vic., c. 18.)

BILL (No. 178) For granting to ler Majesty certain Sums of
Money required for defraying certain expenses of the Pub-
lic Service for the financial years ending respectively30th
June, 1882, and 30th June, 1883, and for other purposes
relating to the Public Service.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. rep. from Com. of Ways and Means., 1°*, 20* and
30*, 1559.-(45 Tie., c. 2.)

BILL (No. 179) To fix and provide for the payment of
Salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Court of Judica-
ture of Ontario, and of certain Judges and County
Court Judges in Manitoba and New Brunswick.-(Sir
Leonard Tilley.)

Res. prop., 1253; in Com., 1561; 1°*, 20* and in Com.,
1561; M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. on a div.,
1561; 3°*, 1561.-(45 Vic., c. 11.)

BILLs ASSENTED TO, 192, 1574.
Bills of Lading, Unjust Conditions Amend-

ment B. No. 147 (3fr. Guthrie). 1°, 1067.
BOAT LICENSING ON GEORGIAN BAY: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake)

283.
Boiler Inspection Co. of Canada B. No. 113 (3fr.

Beaty). 10*, 376; 20*, 492; in Com. and 30*, 950. (45
vic., c. 102.)

BOUNDARIES oF ONTARIO and Sir F. Hincks Lecture: Ques.
(Mr. Dawson) 110.

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO, NORTHERN AND WESTERN: Res.
( M r. Plumb) in Armt. to Com. of Supplv, 66 1; De b. (Mr.
Mackenzie) 66; (Mr. Ives) 667; (Mr Mills) 674;
(Mr. Dawson) 723; (Mr. Cameron, _Huron) 728; (01r.
Boultbee) 736; (Sir Richard J Curtwright) 739; (11fr.
Royal) 741; (Mr. Laurier) 711; (Mr. flaggart) 7IG;
(Mr. Weldon) 749; (Mr-. Mouss au) 752; (M1r. Ross,
Middlesex) 751; (Mr Desjzrdin8) 755; (Mr. Rykert)
756; (Mr. Chrltron) 758; (Mr. Farrow) 758; (Mr
Arkell) 759; (Mr. Trow) 760; (Mr. Uesson) 760; (3fr.
Rymal) 761; Amt. carried (Y. 116, N. 44) 761.

7

BoUNDARIES OF MANITOBA, EXTENSION OF: M. for Copy of

Proclamation (Mr. Scott) 223; M. for Ret. (1Mr. Biake)
376.

BOUNDARY AwARD oF ONTARIO: M. for Copies of Cor. with
Lieut.-Governor (Mr. Milis) 229.

BOUNTIEs To FisHERMEN: Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 255; Ques.
(»Mr. Gillies) 369; lRes. prup. (Sir Leonard Tdley) 875.

Bounties to Fishermen B. No. 177 (Sir Leonard
Tilley). Res. prop., 875; in Com., 1511; 1°, 20*-; in
Com. and 30*, 1555. (15 Vic., c. 18,)

BRAMPTON PoST OFFICE: Ques. (Mr. Elliott) 110.
BRANCHES AND SIDINGs 0F INTERCOLONIAL RY.: M. for Rot.

(Mr. Anglin) 285.
Brant Loan and Savings Co. Incorp B. No. 59

(Mr. Paterson, Brant). 1°*, 162; 20*, 201.
BRAzIL RoCK, BELL BuoY AT: Ques. (Aïr. Robertson, Shel.

burne) in Com. of Snpply, 867.
BREAKWATER AT IRED POINT, P.E.I.: Ques. (M1r. Muttart) 163.
BRIDGE CROSSING RIVIÈRE DU Loup: Ques. (Mr. Grandbois)

110.
Bridges over Navigable Waters B. No. 152 (Sir

-Hector Langevin). 1°*, 1190; 20 and in Com., 1264;
30*, 1307. (45 Vic., c. 37.)

BRIGADE CAMPS: Ques. (Mr. Macdonell, Lanark) 163.
BRIGADE MAJORS: in Com. of Supply, ë54.
BRITISIH COLUMBIA:

Amount of Duties collected for 1881: Ques. (Mr. De
Cosmos) 35.

Bonded Warehouse at Esquimalt and Nanaimo (Mr.
Bunster) in Com. of Supply, 1199.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Sections: in Com. of Supply, 1077.
Courtney River, Clearing of: M. for .Agent's Rep. (Mr.

Bunster) 372.
Cowichan River, Expenditure on: M. for Copy of State-

ment (Mr. Bunster) 372.
Drill and Training of the Militia (Mr. Bunster) in Com.

of Supply, 861.
Emory-Savona Contracta of Canadian Pacific Ry. and

Steel Rails for same: Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 19.
Immigration and Dom. Agent at Victoria: M. for Rot.

(Mr. Bunster) 125 %.
Importations into: Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 19.
Indians: in Com. of Supply, 1184.
Inspoctor of Fisheries: M. for Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 116.
Life-Boats, &c., Purchase of (Mr. Bunster) in Com. of

Supply, 86.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries of (Mr. Bunster) in Com.

of Supply, 867.
Pacific Terminus of Canadian Pacifie Ry. (Mr. De.

Cosmos) in Com. of Supply, 1097.
Penitentiary: in Com. of Supply, 784.
Population by last Census: Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 35.
Port Moody and Emory Bar, Contract b3tween, Res.

(Air. Mackenzie) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 592.
Post Office Service (Mr. Bunster) in Cjm. of Sapply,

1196.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Supply, 1025.
Telegraph Extension in Vancouver Island; . for Paps.

(lUr. Bunster) 228.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA-Con.

Sands Head Lighthouse: Ques. (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) in Com. of Supply, 870.

Vancouver Island Ry. : M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 41.
Vancouver Island Ry. (Mr. Bunster) in Com. of Sup-

ply, 1098.
Telegraph Linos: in Com. of Supply, 1276.

British North American Ins. Co. Incorp. Act
A.mt. B. No. 31 (Mr. -McLennan). 1°*, 57; 20*,
89; in Com. and 30*, 429. (45 Vic., c. 99 )

BROWN SIHEETING AND BLEACHED SHIRTINGS: Remarks
before calling the Orders (Mr. Blake) 320.

BRUCE COUNTY, MAIL SERVICE IN : Ques. (Mr. Gillies)
369.

Brunton, John Dickenson, Relief (Patent) B.
No. 104 (Mr. Ryan, Montreal). 1"*, 367; M. for 20,
487; Amt., 6 m. h. (Mr. Blake) carried, 488.

BUCHANAN, FRANCIs, Provision for family of : Remarks
(Mr. Domville) in Com. of Supply, 862; M. for Copies
of Petitions, 1240.

BUDGET, TIE: Speech of Finance Minister (Sir Leonard
7illey) 78. [For Deb. see WAYs AND MEANs.]

Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co,'s
(Ont.) Act Amt. B. No. 131 (Mr. Beaty). 1Q*,
541 ; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 1509. (45 Yic., c.
24.)

Buoys AND BEACoNs, Montreal Harbor: in Com. of Supply,
1272.

CADETS IN MILITARY COLLEGE: M. for Ret. of number since

opening ý.Mr. Strange) 190.
Calais and St. Stephen Ry. Bridge Co. Incorp.

B. No. 97 (Mr. Weldon). 1°*, 289; 2°*, 312; in
Com. and 30*, 1078. (45 Vic., c. 75.)

CAMPBELLTON AND GASPÉ STrAM COMMUNICATION: Conc.,
1310.

Canada Agricultural Ins. Co. B. No. 88 (Mr.
Gault). 1*, 288; 2°*, 312.

CANADA CENTRAL lBY., BONUS TO, by Town of Pembroke:

M. for Copy of Petition (1fr. White, Renfrew) 483.
CANADA CENTRAL RY., SUBSIDY TO: in Com. of Supply, 1095.
Canada Co-Operative Supply Association B.

No. 138 (3fr. Gault). 10*, 659; 2°*, 773; in Com.
and 30*, 950. (45 Vic., r. 112.)

Canada Landed Credit Co.'s Acts Amt. B. No.
47 (Mr. Beaty). 1°*, 109; 20*, 172; in Com., 1104;
3° on a div., 1105. (45 'Vic., c. 110.)

Canada Mutual Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. No.
55 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 1°*, 162; 20*, 201; in Com.
and 30*, 615. (45 Vic., c. 94.)

Canada Provident Association Incorp. B. No.
98 (Mr. Currier). 10*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and
30*, 1106. (45 Tic., c. 107.)

Canada Southern and Erie and Niagara Ry. Co.
B. No. 14 (Mr. Arkell). 1°*, 45; 2'*, 47; in Com.,
221; 30*, .63. (45.Vic., c. 68.)

Canada Southern Bridge Co. B. No. 81 (Mr. Pat-
terson, Esex . 10*, 229; 20*, 264; in Com. and 30*,
773. (45 Yic., c. 87.)

Canada Trust and Loan Co.'s Acts Amt. B. No.
35 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 1°*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com.,
1078; M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) carried
(Y. 79, N. 55) 1079; 30, 1080. (45 Vic., c. 111.)

CANADIAN AND BRAZILIAN LINE oF STEAMERs: Ques. (Mr.
Laurier) 312; M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 323; in Com.
of Supply, 865; Cone., 1310, 1500.

CANADIAN AND UNITFD S LATES FERRIES: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Patterson, Essex) 113.

CANADIAN BUILT VEsSELS IN FRANCE, ENTRY OF: M. for
Cor. (Mr. Valin) 284.

Canadian Electric Light Co. B. No. 77 (Mr. Mc-
Dougall). 10*, 229; 20*, 264; in Com., 950; B.
wthdn., 1001.

CANADIAN ExTRADITIoN ACT: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 37.
CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry. ROYAL COMMISSION: Ques. (Mr. Blake)

48; Rep. of Evidence presented (Sir Leonard Tilley)

773; Rep. of Commissioners presonted (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 789; M. for Statement of Expenditure
(Mr. Blake) 57; defective Ret. (remarks) 876.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY:
Allowances paid Canadian manufacturers of goods re-

quired by Co. : M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 40.
Amalgamation with other Ry. Co.'s: M. for Papers, &c.

(Mr. Blake) 55.
Annual Statement (Sir Charles Tupper) on B. 144, 2°,

950; lReply (Mr. Blake) 969; Deb. (Mr. Bomer)
987; on adjmnt. of Deb. (Mr. Bunster) 987; Deb.
resumed (Mr. Mackenzie) 990; (Mr. Dawson)
996; (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 997; (Mr. Mills)
1001; (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 1004; (Mr. De
Cosmos) 1005; (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 1005; ( Mr.
Paterson, Brant) 1009; (Sir Albert J. Smith) 1012;
(Mr. Rymal) 10i4; (Mr. Anglin) 1015; (21fr.
Casey) 1021; Explanations and Comments (Sir
Charles Tupper) 969-1020; (Mr. Mackenzie) 951
-957; Correction (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 969;
Comments (Mr. Bunster) 974, 979, 980.

British Columbia Sections: in Com. of Supply, 1097.
Contract Rights: M. for Cor. (31r. Blake) 37.
Claims by Company for Stone, Timber, &o.: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 40.
Canada Central (Subsidy): in Com. of Supply, 1095;

Conc., 1315.
Charter of Co., extent of lands under: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Blake) 1120.
Deposits by Co.: M. for detailed Statement (Mr. Blake)

166.
Emory-Savona Contracts and Steel Rails for same:

Ques. (Mr. De Cosmos) 19.
First 100 miles west of Red River, charges made against

the Co. for work performed: M. for detailed State-
ment (Mr. Blake) 1120.

Georgian Bay Branch: M. for Cor. (Mr. Cockburn) 36.
Grants, Selection or Reservation of Lands : M. f«r Cor.

(Mr. Blake) 40.
Land Grant Bonds: M. for Cor. (31r. Blake) 37.
Land Grant Bonds, Sale of: M. for Copies of Advertise-

ment (Mr. Blake) 55.
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Lands sold by Co.: M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 371.
Maps and Plans of Branch Lines: M. for Copies (Mr.

Blake) 55.
Net and Gross Earnings of Sections coonstructed by

Government: M. for Rot. (Sir Albert J. Smith) 492.
Passenger and Freight Rates on any Ry. owned by Co.:

M. for Cor. (1Mr. Blake) 40.
Payments of Money to Co.: M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 40.
Port Moody and Yale Section, approximate quantities:

M. for Copies (Mr. Mackenzie) 167.
Port Moody and Emory Bar Section, Contract for: Res.

(Mr. Mackenzie) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 571;
neg. (Y. 55, N. 128) 592.

Prince Arthur's Landing to Red River: in Com. of
Supply, 1095; Conc., 1315.

Pacifie Terminus: Remarks (Mr. De Cosmos) in Com.
of Supply, 1097.

Progress Reports, M. for (Mr. Blake) 51.
Route and Expenditure west of Winnipeg: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Blake) 40.
Route through the Rocky Mountains: Ques. (Mr.

Blake) 558.
Rates between Emerson and Winnipeg: Ques. (Mr.

Scott) 163.
Savona's Ferry and Port Moody: M. for Copies of

Advertisements, &c. (Mr. Blake) 56.
Sub-Contracts: M. for Copies (Mr. Blake) 481.
Station Accommodation: in Com. of Supply, 1098.
Subsidy to Co.: in Com. of Supply, 1098.
Senator Macpherson's Memorandum and Sandford Fle-

ming's position, 1250.
Telegraph or Telephone Lines, Acquisition of: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Blake) 55.
Telegraph Lines: in Com. of Supply, 1098.
Tariff, Classification Shoot of Articles under: Ques.

(Mr. Blake) 1108.
Winter Terminus : M. for Copies of Petitions, &c. (Mr.

Domville) 166.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Rocky Mountains Con-

struction B. No. 144 (Sir Charles Tupper). 10,
852; M. for 20, 950; Deb. adjd. 988; Deb. resumed,
990; 20* and in Com. 1022; 30, 1029. (45 Vic., c. 53.)

Canadian Securities Co. and Consolidated Bank
of Canada B. No. 87 (Mr. Brooks). 1°*, 288; 2°*,
312; in Com. and 30*, 773. (45 Vic., c. 65.)

CANADIAN STATUTES, REvIsioN oF, Appointment of Commis-
sioner: M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 492.

Canadian Steam Users Ins. Association Act
Amt. B. No. 113 (Mr. Beaty). 1°*, 376; 20*, 492;
in Com. and 30*, 950. (45 Yic., c. 102.)

CANADIAN ToBACCo, Amount of Duties Collected on: M. for
Statement (Mr Vanasse) 47.

CANADIAN ToBAcco, DUTY ON: M. for Statement (2r.
Amyot) 20.

CANADIAN TOBACCo, Inland Revenue Seizures: M. for Ret.
(ilfr. Gigault) 47.

CANADIAN TOBACCo, Sale and Manufacture of: Ques. (Mr.
Vallée) 18.

CANADIAN ToBAcco TAx, Res. (Mr. Mousseau) to amend
the Inland Revenue Act, 535; Deb. (Mr. Dugas)
536; (11fr. Laurier) 536; (Mr. Plumb) 537; (Mr.
Vallée) 538; (2fr. Gigault) 540; (Mr. Béchard) 540;
(Sir Albert J. Smith) 5 to; (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
540; Debato resumed (Mr. Mousseau) 1278, 1286;
(Mr. Béchard) 1279, 1283; (Sir Hector Langevin)
1279; (Mr. Roude) 1279; (Mr. Plunb) 1280; (Mr.
Dugas) 1281 ; (Mr. Laurier) 1281; (Mr. Amyot) 1282;
(Mr. Fset) 1282; (Mr. Bourbeau) 1283; (Mr. Tellier)
1283; (Mr. Landry) 1284, 1288; (Mr. Rinfret) 1285;
(MIr. Casgrain) 1287; (M1r. Bolduc) 1287.

CANADIAN ToBAcco, TREATISE ON: Ques. (Mr. Fanasse) 46.
CANALS:

Carillon: in Com. of Supply, 1146,
Chambly : in Com. of Supply, 1148.
Cornwall, Contract for new Lock Gates: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Blake) 1120.
Grenville: in Coin. of Supply, [140.
Lachine: in Coin. of Supply, 1145, 1148.
lurray: Ques. (31r. White, East Hastings) 18; in Com.

of Supply, 1146.
St. Anne's Lock and Canal: in Com. of Supply, 1438.
St. Lawrence River and Canals: in Com. of Supply,

1145.
St. Ours Lock and Dam: in Com. of Supply, 1148.
Tay Canal: in Com. of Supply, 1442.
Trent River N<vigation: in Con. of Supply, 1439.
Trent Valley Location Survey: Ques. (Mr. Cameron,

Victoria) 36.
Welland: Copies of Tenders for (Mr. Mackenzie) 34;

H1unter, Murray & Co.'s Contract, M. for Cor. (Mr.
Mackenzie) 57; Contract for Section 27, remarks
on Papers brought down (Mr. Mackenzie) 320;
M. of Want of Confidence, 1240; Lighting Locks
by Electrie Light, M. for copies of Tenders (Mr.
Laurier) 328; Damage done to Look No. lin 1881,
Ques. (Mr. Arkell) 1108 ; in Com. of Supply, 1145,
1438.

Wdliamsburg: in Coi. of Supply, 1438.
CANTON FLANNEL, IMPORTATIONS oF: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Bunting) 190.
CAPE GEoRGE PIER, N.S.: M. for Copies of Reps. of Engineors

(71ur. Jcsaac) 258.
CAPE ToRMENTINE RY.: Ques. (Sir Albert J. Smith) 222;

. M. for Cor., 1121.
CAPE TRAVERSE (P.E.1.) R-Y.: in Com. of Supply, 1437.
CARILLON CANAL, DAM AND SLIDE: in Com. of Supply,

1146.
CtARON, FELIX, AND CHOUINARD, HENRIETTE, CLAIMS OF:

for Ret. (Mir. Landry) 1121.
CARTIER, SIR GEORGE, Monument to Mcmory of: Ques.

(Mr. Houde) 615.
CAsCUMPEC HlAaBR IMPROVEMENTS: M: for Cor. (Mr.

Hacket) 315.
CASES DISPOSED OF IN THE MARITIME COURT: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Caneron, Huron) 51.
CASUALTIES TO TRAINs ON 1NTERCOLONIAL RY.: M. for

Ret. (IMr. Weldon) 288.
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CATTLE, IMPoRTATIoN of, for Breeding Purposes: M. for

list of Quarantine Stations (Mr. Patterson, Essex)
258.

CENsUs DISTRICT 192: M. for description of Locality and
Maps (Mr. Blake) 69.

CENsUs ENUMERATORS in the County of St. John: M. for
Statement (Mr. Bourassa) 226; County of Rimouski
(Mr. Fiset) 229.

CENsus, The, Information as to result of: Ques. (Mr. Blake)
36; (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 72; Mess. from H. E.
transmitting copy, 42; Expenses in connection with: in
Com. of Supply, 847; Conc., 1309.

CENSUS, The, Persons counted though absent: M. for
Statement of number (Mr. Blake) 165.

CHAMBLY CANAL, Telephone on the: Ques. (Mr. Benoit)
221; Raising banks, &c.: in Com. of Supply, 1148.

CHARGES AGAINST LIEUT.-COL. Ross: M. for Copies (Mr.
Mackenzie) 327; Deb. in Com. of Supply, on Censure
in Gazet(e, 1292.

CHARGES OF MANAGEMENT. See Supply.
Chartered Bank of London and North America

Act Amt. B. No. 28 (Mr. Iaggart). 1°*, 57; 2°',
89; in Com., 296; 30*, 311. (45 Vie., c. 59.)

CHARTEBED Rs. IN MANITOBA and N.W.T.: M. for Cor.
(Mr. Cameron, Euron) 129.

" CHARYBDIS," STEAM CORVETTE: Ques. (11fr. Burpee, Sun-
bury) 73; M. for Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 122; in
Com. of Supply, 1268; Cone., 1502.

CHAUDIERE AND GATINEAU SLIDEs, Timber and Loge passed
through: M. for Rot. (Mr. Rochester) 1121.

CHESLEY as a PORT of ENTRY: Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 614.
CHINEsE IMMIGRATIoN (.Mr. Bunster) in Com. of Supply,

850; (Mr. DeCosmos) 1476; Ques. of Privilege.(Mr.
Bunster) 1504.

CHIEF JUSTICE WooD of MANITOBA, Charges against: M. for
reading the Journals (Mr. Schultz) 372; 481, 1234;
M. for Special Com., 1235; Amt. (Mr. Rykert) 125;
Deb. adjd., 1237.

Chignecto Marine Transport and Cape Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 57 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 10*,
162; 20*, 201; in Com., 1102; 30*, 1104. (45 Vic., c.
76.)

Chignecto Ship Ry. Subsidy B. No. 167 (Sir
Charles Tupper). Res. prop., 1403; in Com., 1468;
1°*, 1472; 2°*, 1549; in Com. and 30*, 1550. (45
Vie., c. 55.)

CIMoN Mr., X. C. (Charlevoix) : Announcemernt of Beturn by
The Speaker, 1; Introduction, 1.

CIRCULARs TO DomINION BANKS, &c.: M. for Copies (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) 39; (Mr. Blake) 41.

"CITy OF LoNDON," Loss oF: in Com. on B. 117, 1214.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT. See Supply.
CIVIL SERVANTS AND MUNICIPAL OFFICES: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Blake) 1121.
CIVIL SERVICE APPOINTMENTs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross,

.Middlesex) 50.
CIVIL SERVICE BoARD: in Com. of Supply, 658.
CIVIL SERVICE CoMMIsSION REPORT : Ques. (Mr. Houde)

19.

Civil Service of Canada B. No. 38 (Sir Hector
Langevin) 10, 69; M. for 20, 790; 20, 798; in Com.,
1122, 1155; in Com. on Res., 1186; Res. incorp. in 13.
and in Com., 1188 ; M. for 30, 1256; Amt. (Mr. Oasey)
neg., 1258; 30*, 1258. (45 Vic., c. 4.)

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION ALLOWANCES: Quos. (Mr.
oude) 222.

OLAIM OF JOS. CHAS. LIsLOIs: Ques. (Mr. Landry) 73.
CLAIM OF MARSHALL WooD: in 03om. of Supply, 1265.

CLAIMS OF CONTRACTORS ON INTERCOLONIAL RY. submitted t0
Frank Shanly: M. for Reps. (Mr. Mackenzie) 57.

CLAIMS OF HALF-BREEDS AND MINoRs under Manitoba Act:
M. for Copies (Mr, Schultz) 328.

CLAIMs REFERRED TO OFFICIAL ARBITRATORS: M. for Rot.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 56.

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPORTS, Circulars respecting: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 118.
Clements' Steamship Co. Incorp. B. No. 31 (Mr.

Wade). 1'*, 57 ; 20*, 89 ; in Com. and 30*, 429. (45
Vic., c. 115.)

CLOCK IN MONTREAL POST OFFICE BUILDING: Ques. (Mr.
Coursol) 72.

CLOTHING FOR THE MILITIA: in Com. of Supply, 857.
COAL EXPORTS FROM NOVA SCOTIA: M. for Statement (Sir

Albert J. Smith) 226.
COAL IIOPPERS ON THE INTERCOLONIAL Ry.: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Anglin) 478.
COAL, IMPORTATIONS oF, BY PORTS: M. for Rot. (Mr. Burpee,

St. John) 128.
COAL LANDED AT CAPE TRAVERSE IN 1879: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Anglin) 1121.
COAL LANDS IN THE NoR TH-WEST: ]Res. (Mr. Blake) 558.
COAL, MINERAL AND TIMBER LANDS, Locations in N.W.T.:

M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 20.
COBOURG HIARBoR 0F REFUGE, LIGHT AT: (Mr. Guillet)

in Com. of Supply, 867.
COLLECTOR oF CUSTOMS AT SACKVILLE: M. for Cor. (Sir

Albert J. Smith) 282.
COLLECTION 0F REVENUES. SCO Supply.
COLONIZATION SoCIETIEs AND LAND IREGULATIONS: Quos.

(Mr. Scott) 163.
COMMERCIAL AGENT AT PARIS, FRANCE: Ques. (Mr. VaIde)

45.
COMMERCIAL RECIPROCITY WITH TUE MAWAIIAN ISLANDS:

M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. Bunster) 1249.
CoMMERCIAL RELATIONS betWeen Canada and other coun-

tries: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 38.
Commercial Travellers' Association of Canada

B. No. 8 (M1r. Beat y). 10*, 42; 2°*, 47; in Com,
444, 541; 30* 541. (45 Vic., c. 120.)

COMMERCIAL TREATIES: Res. (Mr. Blake) in Amt. to Com.
of Supply, 1068; Deb. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1075;
(Mr. Mills) 10SO; (Sir RHector Langevin) 1084, 1086;
(Mr. DeCosmos) 1084; (Mr. Ouimet) 1084; (Mr. Coursol)
1085; (Mr. Royal) 1085; (Kr. Houde) 1088; (4fr.
Mackenzie) 1089; (2fr. AMcDougall) 1092; Amt. neg.
(Y. 58, N. 101) 10C5.

CoMMIsSIONS TO CUsTOMS OFFICERS on Exciso duties coillcted
by them: in Com. of Supply, 1276.

lii
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OMMITTEES:

Charges against Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba: M. for
Special Com. (Mr. &chultz) 1235.

Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 2 (Mr. McCarthy):
M. for Sel. Com. carried, 186.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person)
B. 11 (Mr. Camer. Euron) ref. to Special Com.,
619.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person) B.
14 (Zèr. Cameron, Huron): ref. to Special Com.,
281.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person,
Adultery, Seduction, &c.) B. 25 (Mr. Charlton):
ref. to Special Com., 327.

Library: Sol. Com. to assist Mr. Speaker appointed,
41.

Official Report of Debates: Select Com. to Supervise
appointed, 18.

Select Standing: M. for, 3j Com. to prepare Lists, 19;
Lists rep., 20.

Tarif, The, and Agricultural Interests : M. for Sel. Com.
(Mr. Orton) 257.

COMMUNICATION BETWREN P. E. I. AND MAINLAND: M. for
Copies of Cor. (Mr. Brecken) 226.

COMPENSATION To D. H. WATERBURY: in Com. of Supply,
1199.

CONCURRENCE. See Supply.
CONQUERALL BANK (N.S.) POST OFFICE: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Wade) 1252.
CONSOLIDATED FUND, RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE charge-

able to: Mis. for Ret. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 20;
(Mr. Anglin) 50.

Consolidated Ry. Act. Amt. B. No. 143 (Sir
Charles Tupper). 10, 851.

CONsTITUTIONS OR CHARTEBS oF TE PRoVINCEs: M. for
Copies (Mr. Mackenzie) 167.

CONTAGLoUs DIsEASEs ON BOARD INCOMING VEsSELs: M. for
Copies of Instructions to Health Officers at Halifax, &c.
(Mr. Weldon) 285.

CONTRACTS 'AND AGREEMENTS, laid on Table (Sir Charles
Tupper) 220.

Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. No. 7 (Mr.
Casgrain). 10*, 35; M. for 2°, 187; Amt., 1 m. b. (Sir
BHector Langevin) carried (Y. 78, N. 51) 188.

CONTRACTS ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.: M. for Copies
(Mr. Blake) 481.

CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS. Special cases, see the respective
Districts; also see HoUsE of CommoNs.

COOPER, JoHIr, Sum paid for Rent by: in Com. of Supply,
1289.

CORNWALL CANAL, Contract for new Look Gates: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Blake) 1120.

COTTONS AND WooLLENs, DUTIEs on: iRes. (Mr. Anglin) in
Amt. to Com. of Supply, 1162; Deb. (Mr. Blake) 1167;
(Sir Leonard Tilley) 1177; (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
1179; (Mr. Plumb) 1181; Amt. neg. (Y. 52, N. 1t8)
1183.

COTTONS, CANADIAN AND FORJIGN, COST OF: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Blake) 313.

County Court Judges B. No. 112 (Sir John A.
Macdonald). 1?*, 376; 20, 1259 ; Res. prop., 1254; in
Com., 1276; embodied in B., in Com. and 30*, 1278.
(45 Vic., c. 12.)

COUNTY COURT JUDGES: Ms. for Cor. (AIr. Blake) 53; (Mr.
Cameron, Euron) 169.

COURTNEY RIVER (B.C.) Clearing of: M. for Agent's Rep.
(Mr. Bunster) 372.

Court of Maritime Jurisdiction (Ont.) Act
Amt. B. No. 37 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 10*, 72.

Court of Ry. Commissioners B. No. 2 (Mr.
McCarthy). 10*, 18; M. for 20, 173; Ant., 6 m. h.
(Mr. McOuaig) 185; wthdn., 186; 20, 186;>M. for
Sel. Com. carried, 186.

CowIcHAN RIVER (B.C.) Expenditure on: M. for Copy of
Statement (Mr. Bunster) 372.

CRANE ISLAND, PIER AT: Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1107.
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B.

No. 99 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier). 10*, 311;
M. for 20, 439; Amt., 6 m. h. (Mr. Bourassa) 437;
earried (Y. 105, N. 35) 444.

GREssEY LIGHTHousE, WHARF AT (Mr. .McCuag) in Com.
of Sapply,. 867.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Per-
son, Adultery, Seduction, &c.) B. No. 25
(Mr. Charlton). 10, 47; M. for 20 carried (Y. 107, N.
16) 327; ref. to Special Com., 327.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Per-
son) B. No. il (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°*, 42; 20,
279; in Com., 615.

CRIMINAL STATISTICs: in Com. of Supply, 847.
CRoss POINT &ND CAMPBELLTON (N.B.) Ferry Service:

Ques. (Mr. Raddow) 254.
COUTER, Mr. D., East .Northumberland: Announcement of

Return ly The Speaker, 1; Introduetion, 1.
CROWN TIMBER AGENT AT WINNIPEG: M. for copies of

Letters of Instruction (AIr. Charlton) 228.
CUsToM HlOUSE AND PUBLIC OFFICES AT EAMILTON: M. for

Copy of Petition (Mr. Bain) 172.
Customs Acts Amt. B. No. 169 (Sir Leonard Tilley).

1°*, 1498; 2°* and in Com., 1550; 30*, 1551. (45
Vic., c. 6.)

CUSTOMS BOARD OF APPRAISERS: in Com. of Supply, 851.
CUSTOS o3ATMEN A T QUEBEC, Uniforms for: M. for Copies

of Potitions (Mr. Amyot) 316.
CUSTOMS CIRCULARS, MEMORANDA, &c., relating to the

Importation of Goods under the Tariff from 1874 to
1879: M. for Rot. (Mr. Wallace, York) 228.

CUsToMs, DEPARTMENT OF: in Com. of Supply, 606.
CUsTOMs RECEIPTS for last six months of 1879-80-81: M.

for Ret. (01r. ]Ross, Middlesex) 57.
CusToms REVENUEs ON IUDsoN's BAY: M. for Ret. (Ar.

Bannerman) 43.
CUSTOMS SEIZURES AND AMOUNT OP FINES: M. for Rot. (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) 44.
CUSTOMS SEIZURES AND FINES Exacted for last six months

of 1881 : M. for Rot. (Mr. Killam) 57.
CUSTOMS SEIZUREs IN HUDsoM's BAY PoRTs: M. for IBet.

(Mr. Bannerman) 47.

liii
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CULLING TIMBER : Conc., 1501.
C. W. Williams Manufacturing Co. B. No. 69

(Mr. Gault). 10*, 192; 20*, 221; in Com. and 30*,
823. (45 Vic., c. 118.)

DAmuGEs ALONG THE GRAND RIVER : M. for Reps. of Domin-

ion Arbitrator (Mr. McCallum) 373.
DAx AT LAKE TEmiscAmNGuE: M. fôr Ret. (Mr. Rochester)

1251.
DANIs, ANTOINE DOSITHÉ, Contingent Accounts of: M. for

detailed Statement (Mr. ilolton) 1121.
DEBATEs. See Ojicial Report.

Deceased Wife's Sister, Marriage with, Legal-
ization B. No. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier).
10, 42; M. for 2° carried (Y. 137, N. 34) 74; in Com.,
320; rep., 326; on M. to concur in Amts. from Com.,
Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 51, N. 104) 485; Amt.
(Mr. Amyot) 485 ; neg. on a div., 489 ; Amt., 6 m. b.
(Sir A. J. Smith) neg. (Y. 36, N. 113) 489; Amt. (Mr.
Strange) neg. on a div., 489 ; Amt. (Mr. McCuaig) neg.
on a div., 490; on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Amyot) neg. on
a div., 492; Amt. (Mr. Strange) neg (Y. 49, N. 87)
492; 30 on a div., 492. (45 Vic., c. 42.)

DEFICITS IN POST OFFICE SERVICE: in Com. of Supply, 1193.

Definition of right to assault or kil Prisoners
B. No. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 10*, 1190.

DEPARTMENTAL CONTINGENCIs : in Com. of SUpply, 658.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR REPORT: Attention of Min-

ister called to article in Mail newspaper (Mr. Rosa
.Middlesex) 222.

DEPosiTs IN BANKs WITH THE RATEs OF INTEREsT: M. for
Statement (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 20.

.DEPosITs IN CANADIAN BANKs: M. for statement (Sir
Bichard J. Cartwright) 41.

DEPoSITS MADE BY THE CANADAIN PACIFIC EY. (CO.: M. for
detailed Statement (Mr. Blake) 166.

DEPOSITS OF BENEFIT OR CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES WITII GoV-
ERNMENT: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 172.

DESTITUTE INDIANS, SUPPLIES FOR: in Com. of Supply, 1185.

DEwnNE, Mr.E.,INDIAN COMMI8IONER, amountS paid to, and
Secretary, for travelling expenses, &c.: M. for Ret.
(mr. Ross, Middlesex) 128.

DISALLOWANCE OF PROVINCIAL AcTs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Pat

terson, Essex) 19.
DIBALLOWANCE OF QUEBEC ACT RESPECTING MINER: M. for

Copies of Act (Mr. Laurier) 40.
DIsALLOWANCE OF RY. CHARTERS : Ques. (Mr. Blake) 558.
DISALLOWANCE OPSTREAMs BILL : lRes. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)

in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 876; Deb. (Mr. McCarthy)
885; (Mr. Guthrie) 894; (Mr. Haggart) 898; (Mr.
.Macdonell, Lanark) 900; (Mr. Brecken) 903; (Mr. Wel-
don) 904; (Mr. Mc Dougali) 905; (Mr. Laurier) 907;
(Mr. Mousseau) 907; (Mr. Blake) 908; (Sir John A.
_Macdonald) 919; (Mr. Cameron Victoria) 924; (Mr.
Mills) 925; Amt. neg. (Y. 50, N. 110) 926.

Discharge of Past Insolvent Debtors' B. No.
137 (Mr. Beaty). 10e, 614.

DISCIPLINE Obeerved in the 27th Batt. of Volunteers: M. for
Reps. (Mr. Mackenzie) 56.

DISMIBsAL 0F CAPT. ALLEN : M. for Paps. (Mr. Mills)
319.

DIsMIssAL OF POSTMAsTER AT NErSTADT: M. for Reps. (Mr.

Jackson) 44.
DISPUTED TERRITORY, Timber and Mining Licenses issued

in: M. for Copies (Mr. Mills) 172, 1108.

Distribution of Insolvent Estates B. No. 136.
(Mr. Beaty). M. to introduce, 606; 1°*, 614.

DIVISIONS:
Boundaries of Ontario, Northern and Western: Res. (Mr.

Plumb) in B mt. to Com. of Supply, carried (Y.
116, N. 44) 761.

Commercial Treaties : Bes. (Mr. Blake) i n Amt. to Com.
of Supply, neg. (Y. 58, N. 101) 1095.

Cottons and Woollens: Res. (Mr. Anglin) in Amt. to
Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 52, N. 118) 1183.

Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B. 99 (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier): on M. for 2°, Amt.,
6 m. h. (Mr. Bourassa) earrîed (Y. 105, N. 35)
444.

Criminal Law Amt. (Offences against the Person: Adul-
tery, Seduction, &c.) B. 25 (Mr. Charlton) : M. for
2° carried (Y. 107, N. 16) 327.

Di8allowance of Streams Bill: Res. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 50, N. 110)
926.

Fuel and Breadstufls Duties, Repeal of: Res. (Mr.
Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 41,
N. 120) 655.

Government Land Policy in the North-West: lRes. (Mlfr.
Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 47,
N. 112) 846.

Iron Industry: Res. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) in Amt. to
Com. Supply, neg. (Y. 47, N. 114) 1228.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalization B. 9
(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier): M. for 2° earried
(Y. 137, N. 34) 74; on M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Mills)
neg. (Y. 51, N. 104) 485; Amt., 6 m. h. (Sir Albert

J. Smith) neg. (Y. 36, N. 113) 489; Amt. (Mr.
Strange) neg. (Y. 49, N. 87) 492.

M. 0. Upper, Damages to: on M. to concur in Res. from
Com. of Supply, Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 18, N.
91) 1540.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidated B. 96 (Mr.
Cameron, Victoria) : on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) carried (Y. 108, N. 40) 948; Amt.
(Mr. White, Cardwell) neg. (Y. 48, N. 99) 950.

Port Moody and Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacißic
Ry., Contract for: Res. (Mr. Mackenzie) in Amt. to
Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 55, N. 128) 592.

Prevention of Fraud in relation to Public Contracts B. 7
(Mr. Casgrain): on M. for 2°, Amt., 1 m. h. (Sir
,Hector Langevin) carried (Y. 78, N. 51) 188.

Prevention of Fraud in Public Contracts: Bes. (Mr.
Casgrain) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 43,
N. 109) 1436.

Public Expenditure: lRes. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
in Amt. to Com. of Supply, neg. '(Y. 47, N. 99)

1354.
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Readjustment of the Representation of the House of Com-
mons B. 158 (Sir John A. Macdonald) : on M. for
20, Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 51, N. 111) 1401;
Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 52, N. 112) 1402;
20 carried (Y. 52, N. 112) 1402; on M. for
3°, Amts. to recom. (Mr. Paterson, Brant)
carried (Y. 124, N. 15) 1478; (Mr. Paterson,
Brant) neg. (Y. 42, N. 98) 1479; (Mr. Sutherland)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1479; (Mr. Mackenzie) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1480; (Mr. Guthrie) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 99) 1483; (Mr. Fleming) nog. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1481; (Mr. Wheler) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1482;
(Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1482; (Mr. Trow)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1483; (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 99) 1484; (Mr. Casey) neg. (Y. 42, N. 9â) 1484;
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1485;
(Mr. Macdonell, Lanark) neg. (Y. 42,N. 99) 1485;
(Mr. Thonpson) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1486; (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1486;
([Kr Trow) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1486; (Mr. Bain)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1487; (Mr. Paterson, Brant)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1488; (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 99) 1488; (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1488;
(Mr. Trow) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1489; (Mr. Rymal)
reg. (Y. 41, N. 106) 1491; (Mr. Gillies) neg. (Y.
37, N. 103) 1494.

Seamen's Act (1873) Amt. B. 110 (Mr. .McLelan); on
M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 28, N. 87)
1535.

Sugar Duties, Amendment of : Res. (Mr. Paterson,
Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, neg. (Y. 36, N.
85) 779.

Temporalities Fund Management B. 66 (Mr. Shaw): on
M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. McLennan) neg. (Y. 35, N.
130) 715.

Timber Licenses, System of Granting : Res. (Mr. Blake)

neg. (Y. 49, N. 106) 570.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B. 35 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick): on M. for 30, Amt. (1Mr. Wallace,

.Norfolk) carried (Y. 79, N. 55) 1079.
DoMINIoN CANALS, TENDERS FOR: M. for Copies (Mr.

Costigan) î17.
Dominion Elections Act (1874) Amt. B. No. 12

(Mr. Ives). 1°, 42; M. for 2°, 264; Deb. adjd. 266;
Jeb. resumed, 619; 2°*, 621.

Dominion Fire and Marine Ins. Co.'s. Winding-
up B. No. 13 (Mr. Kilvert). 1Q*, 45; 20*, 47; in
Com., and 3°*, 541. (45 Vic., c. 109.)

DOMINIoN FRANCHISE, The: Res. (Mr. Wallace,'Norfolk) 256.
DoMINIoN LANDS, Account of Moneys received: M. for State-

ment (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 40.

Dominion Lands Acts Consolidation B. No. 101
(Sir John A. Macdonald). 10, 328; 2°, 803; in Com., 804.

Dominion Lands Acts Correction B. No. 164
(Sir Hector Langevin). 1v"¥, 1455; 2Q, in Com. and
30*, 1549. (45 Vic., c. 27.)

DOMINIoN LANDS, APPLICATIONS FOR, for Colonization, Pas-
turage, &c.: M. for Rets. (Mr. Charlton) 45.

DOMINION LANDS chargeable to Capital and Income. Se
Supply.

DOMINION LANDS IN MANITOBA and the North-West: M. for
Cor. between S. Merner, M.P. and Government (Mr.
Cockburn) 1121.

DOMINION LANDS in the North-West, Government Policy:
Res. (Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 810 ;
Deb. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 819; (Mr. Blake) 823;
(Sir Charles Tupper) 828 ; (1Mr. Mills) 836 ; (Mr. Plumb)
840; (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 844; Amt. neg. (Y. 47, N.
112) 846.

DOMINION LAWS, CODIFICATION OF: QueS. (Mr. Landry)
1108.

DOMINION MEDICAL BOARD and Health Statistics: in Com.
of Supply, 847.

DOMINION OFFICIALS and Lccal and Municipal Taxes: Ques.
(Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 73.

DOMINION POLICOE. Seoe Supply.
DOMINION STATUTES, CONSOLIDATION OF: in Com. of Supply,

1288.
DOMINION TELEGRAPH System: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 73.
DORCHESTER PENITENTIARY, FEMALE CoNVICTS AT: Res.

(Mr. Blake) neg. on a div., 52.
DORCHESTER PENITENTIARY: in Com. of Supply, 783, 1023;

Conc., 1498.
DRAPER, CHIEF JUSTICE, MISSIoN 0F: M. for Ret. (Mr. Yills)

1108.
DRAWBACK REGULATIONS, EVASION OF: M. for Cor. (1r.

Blake) 313.
Drawbacks on Articles used in construction of

C. P. Ry. B. No. 141 (Mr. Bowell). 1° prop. 614;
Res. in Com., and 10 5, 790; 20*, -; in Com., 1255;
30*, 1256. (45 Vic., c. 7.)

DRAWBACRS ON GooDS manufactured for Export: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 58; Deb. adjd. (Mr.
Charlton) 68; Deb. resumed, 74; further remarks
reserved, 189.

DRAWBACKS ON SHEET IRON: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 42.
DRAWBACKS TO MANUFACTURERS OF GooDs required by

C. P. Ry.: M. for Cor. &c. (Mr. Blake) 40.
DREDGE AT THE MOUTH OF RIVIÈRE Du Loup (en haut) Ques.

(Mr .Massue) 255.
DREDGING GRAND LAKE, N.B. : Ques. (Mr. King) 255, 558.
DREDGING THE RESTIGOUCHE RIVER: Ques. (Mr. B[addow) 254.
DRENNAN, S. T., Claim for loss sustained through non-fulfil-

ment of Contract by Warden of Kingston Penitentiary:
in Com. of Supply, 1289.

DRILL SHED AT WINNIPEG : Ques. (Mr. Scott) 163.
DRILL PAY OF THE VOLUNTEERS: Deb. in Com. of Supply,

860,1292.
Dry Docks Construction Aid B. No. 173 (Sir

Lweonard Tilley). Res. in Com., 1550; 1°*, 2°*, in Com.
and 3°*, 1550. (45 Vic., c. 17.)

DRUGGISTS, LICENSED, under Canada Temperance Act: M.
for Copies of Annual Returns (Mr. Baddow) 288.

Dundee Land and Investment Co. B. No. 40
(Mr. Gault). 1°*, 78; 2°*, 110.

DUTIES COLLECTED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR 1881: Qne8.
(Mr. DeCosmos) 35.

IV
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DUTIES ON CAEnBoYs containing Sulphurie Acid: Queg.

(Mr. Borden) 477.
DUTIEs ON COTTONS AND WOOL LENS. See Cottons and Wool-

lens.
DUTIES ON FUEL AND BREADSTUPPS, REPEAL OP: See Fuel

and Breadstu7s.
DUTIES ON MALT AND MALT LIQUORS: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Orton) 124.
DUTms ON SUGAR, AMENDMENT OF THE. See Sugar Duties.
Du. y ON LAND PLAsrEa: Ques. (Mr. Wheler) 255.

EASTER ADJOURNMENT: M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 762.
Edison Electric Light Co. of Canada Incorp. B.

No. 46 (Mr Mc Jarthy). Il*, 78; s2*, 110; in Com.,
430, 486; 31, 187. (45 Vic., c. 96.)

Elections (Dominion) Act (1874 Amt. B. No.
12 (Mr. Ives). 19, 42; M. for 2Q, 264; Deb. adjd., 266;
Deb. resumed, 619; 2°*, 621; remarks, 876.

ELZCTRIC L1ORT, WELLAND CANAL LOCKS: M. for Copies of
Tenders (Mr. Laurier) 328.

ELGIN STATION (L'ISLET) ACCOMMODATION: Ques. (Mr.
Guthrie) 1107.

EMERSON AND RAT PORTAGE, ]RATES BETWEEN: Ques. (Mr.
Scott) 163.

EMIGRANTs BOOKED FOR CANADA BY AGENTS: M. for State-
ment (Mr. Blahe) 46.

FMIGRATION TO MANITOBA AND N. W. T.: M. for Statement.
(Mr. Blake) 5î.

EMORY BAR AND PORT MOOD Y SECTION OF C. P. R., CONTRACT
FOR: Res. (Mr. Mackenzie) in Amt. to Com. of Supply,
571; Deb. (Sir Charles Tupper) 574; (Mr. Cameron,
South Huron) 580; (Mr. McLennan) 583; (Mr. Blake)
583; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 587 ; (Mr. Huntington)
5F9; (Sir LUcvhard J. Cartu-ri.La) 590; Amt. ncg. (Y.
55, N. 128) 592.

EMORY.RAVONA CONTRACTS Of Canadian Pacifie Ry. and Steel
Rails for same: Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 19.

EMPLOYÉs ON THE INTERCOLONIAL RY.: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Anglin) 189.

Erection of Mills, Mill Dams, Wharves, &c.,
Legalization B. No. 84 (Mr. Domville). 1°*, 269.

Erie and Niagara and Canada Southern Ry.
Co.'s B. No. 14 (Mr. Arkell). 1°*, 45; 2°*, 47; in
Com., 221; 3S*, 263. (45 Vic., c. 68.)

ESQuMALT AND NANAIMO, Bonded Warehonses at: in Com.
of Supply, 1199.

ESTIMATES, THE: Notification (Sir Leonard Tilley) 45;
Message from H.E. fransmitting same for 1882-83,
58; referred to Com. ofSupply, 58. See Supply.

EUROPEAN, CANADIAN, AMERICAN AND As1ATIo Cable Co.'s
Scheme: M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunster) 1252.

Evidence in Crim al Cases Law Amt. B. No. 1151
(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton). Ques. 31 ; 1°, b76.

Exchange Bank of Nova So-tia B. No. 23 (.Mr.
Kiliam). 1°*, 47; 2°*, 69; in Com. and 30*, 669.
(45 Vic., c. 60.)

ExCIsE. See Supply.
EXODUs ROaM THE IOWER PROVINCES: in CoM. of Supply

(Mr. Anglin) 849.

EXPEDITION TO RED RIVER (1870-71) Names of OffCers: M.
for Ret. (Mr. Amyot) 328.

EXPENDITURE FOR MILITIA PURPOSES IN CANADA: M. for
Statement (Mr. Tanasse) 327.

EXPORT OF COAL PROM NOVA SOOTIA: M. for Statement
(Sir Albert J. Smith) 226.

ExPORTs AND IMPORTs from 1177 to 1882: Ms. for Rets.
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 20.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTs of the Mine, Fisheries, Forest and
Animals: M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton) 57.

EXTENSION OF THE BOUNDAitIES OF MANITOBA: M. for Rot.
(Mr. Blake) 376.

EXTENSION OF THE PARLIAMENTARY FRANCHisE : Ques.

(Mr. Costigan) 45.
Extension of Seamens' Act (1873) to Vessels

navigating Inland Waters B. No. 135 (Mr.
Guillet). 1°*, 519; M. to transfer to Government
Orders (Mr. McLelan) carriod, 1254; 2° and in Com.,
1307, 1425; 30*, 1426. (45 Vie., c. 31.)

Extradition Act (1877) Amt. B. No. 154 (Sir
John A. Macdonald). 10*, 1212; 20, in Com. and 3°*,
1559. (45 Vic., c. 20.)

FACTORIES COMMISSION: Ques. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 46;
M. for Rot. (Ar. Blake) 283.

FARM PRODUOCTS, IMPORTATION OF: M. for Rot. (AIr. Mc
Carthy) 327.

Pellow's Modical Manufacturing Co. Act Amt.
B. 105 (Mr. Gault). 1"'*, 367; 2°, 488; in Com. and
3°*, 928. (45 Vie., c. 117.)

FERRIES BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES : M.
for Ret. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 113.

FERRY SERVICE AT CROSS POINT AND CAMPEELLTON: QneS.
(Mr. Haddow) 254.

Pire and Marine (Dominion) Ins. Co.'s wind-
ing-up B. No. 13 (Mr. Kiivert). 19*, 45; 2°*, 47;
in Com. and 30*, 541. (45 Vic., c. 109.)

Pire Arms, Improper use of, Act Amt. B. No.
111 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 10*, 376; 2Q, in Com.
and 3'*, 1259. (45 Vic., c. 39.)

FISH AND FIsH OIL, .Indemnity for Duties paid: Ques. (Mr.
Mc Donald, Kng's, P.E.I.) 1231.

FIsH BREEDING ESTABLISHMENTS OF THE DOMINION: M. for

Ret. (Mr. E qddow) 493.
FIsH-BREEDING, FIsR-WAYs AND OYSTER-BEDs: Ques. (Sir

Richard J. Cartwright) in Oom. of Sapply, 870.
FIsH.BaEEDING: in Com. of Supply, 1273.
FnIHERIES AND FIsHING LICENMs: M. for Rot. (Air. Amyot)

229.
FISHERIES, LEAoss AND LICENSEs iesued ander Aot of 1868:

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 172.
FIsHERIES, REGULATIONS OF T M. for Ret. (eA'. Weldon)

171.
FisHiERlES, DEPARTMENT OP. SO0 Supply.
FISHERMEN, BOUNTIES TO: Ques. (&r AIberi J. Smith) 255.
FIsIIERMENS' LossEs DW STORMS : in COm. Of Supply, 1274.
FIsHEay WARDEN MOWATT, Cg44E AGAINST: Ques. (Mr.

Weldon) 1108.
FISH HIATCUERIBN rN1. B.: Q .(Mr. Weldon) 1108.

li
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FISmNG LICENSES, F1su TRAPS AND BRUSH WEIRS: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Killam) 1237.
Fishing Vessels Exemption from Dues B. No.

121 (Mr. McLelan). Res. in Com. and 1*»g, 787;
20*, in Com. and 30*, 1131. (45 Vic., c. 19.)

FISH, INSPECTION 0F, AND FEES CHARGED: M. for Statement
(Mr. Killam) 485.

FLlMING's, MR., CABLE SCHEME: M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunster)
1252.

FLETCHER, LIET.-CoL., BETIREMENT OF: M. for Cor. (r.
Houde) 170.

FLETCHER, THOMAS, Petition to be set at Liberty: M. for
Rot. (Mr. Tellier) 328.

FRANCE AND QUEBEC STEAM CoMMUNICATION: in Com. of

Supply, 865.
FRANCE, CORRESPONDENCE WITH, in relation to Canadian-

built Vessels: M. for Ret. (Mr. Valin) 284.
FRANCHIsE FoR THE DoMINION: RBos. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk)

255.
Fraud in Relation to Contracts B. No. 7 (Mr.

Casgrain). 1°*, 35; M. for 2°, 187; Amt., 1 m. h. (Sir
-Hector Langevin) carried (Y. 78, N. 51) 188.

FRAUDULENT DISPOSITION OF PRoPERTY BYT TRUSTEES: M.
for Ret. (Mr. McCuaig) 319.

PREE POSTAGE ON NmEWSPAPERS:- M. to introduce B. (Mr.
.McCuaig) wthdn., 109; Res. prop. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 1330.

FRENCH-CANADIAN IMMIGRATION: in Com. of Supply (Mr.
Pope, Compton) 849.

FRENCH DOMINATION: on M. for Com. of Supply (Mr.
Tassé) 1132; (Mr. Laurier) 1139; (Mr. oude) 1140;
(Mr. Boss, Middlesex) 1141; (Mr.. Mackenzie) 1142.
(Mr. Béchard) 1143; (Mr. Casey) 1143; remarks on
relevancy of Deb. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1142, 1144;
(Mr. Mackenzie) 1142; (Mr. Mills) 1142.

FOG-WHISTLE AT SHELBURNE HARBOR, N.S.: Ques: (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 222; M. for Ret., 318.

FOG-WHISTLES, &C., MAINTENANCE OF: in Com. Of Supply,
867.

FoREIGN LIFE INSURANCE Co.'s Deposits with Government
M. for List (Mr. Gault) 191.

FORT WILLIAM, LIGHT AT: Deb. in Com. of Supply, 867.
FUEL AND BREADSTUFFS, Repeal of Duties on: iRes. (Ur.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 622; Deb. (Mr.
Bourbeau) 629; (Mr. Casgrain) 632; (Mr. Hackett)
634; (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 636; (Mr. Sproule) 640;
(Mr. Charlton) 643; (2Mr. Tellier) 649; (Air. Besson)
653; (Mr. Fleming) 653; Amt. neg. (Y. 47, N. 121) 655..

FUEL SUPPLY OF TUE NORTH-WEST: iRes. (Mr. Blake) 282.
Fugitive Offenders in Canada B. No. 108 (Sir

John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 376; 2°, in Com. and 3°*,
1258. (45 Tic., c. 21.)

GALT, SIR A. T., HIGH CoMMISSIoNER, Sums paid to: M. for
Rot. (Mr. Boss, Middlesex) 12K.

GALT, SIR A. T., ON BMIGRATIoN: Remarks (Mr. Blake) in
Com. of Supply, 849.

GARRISON ARTILLERY, "A" and "B" BATTERIi: in Com.
of Supply, 865.a

GASPÉ, RESIDENT JUDGE AT: M. for Rot. (Mr Fortin) 110.
GENEAL BUSiNESS OF THE HoUSE : Remarks (Mr. Blake) 721.
General Port Wardens' Act (1874) Amt. B No.

120 (Mr. McLelan). Res. in Com., 787; 10*, 788; 21
and in Com., 1190; 30*, 1191. (45 Vic., c. 46.)

GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM HEATING APPARATUS: in Com. of

Supply, 1266.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. See Supply.
GEoRGIAN BAY, BOAT LICENSING ON: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Blake) 283.
GEORGIAN BAY BRANCH 0F CANADIAN PACIFIC RY,: M.

for Cor. (Mr. Cockburn) 36.
GERMAN DELEGATES, REPORT OF: QueS. (Mr. Merner) 254.
GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND, DELEGATES FROM: Remarks

(Mr. Pope, Compton) in Com. of Supply, 849.

'GLENDON," STEAMER,CONDEMNATION OF: in COm. of Supply,

866; Conc., 1311.
GLENN, CAPT., 37TU BATTALION, CASE OF: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Wallace, York) 493.
GOODWIN'S, JAS., CONTRACT FOR GROUNDS, OTTAWA: in Com.

of Supply, 1265.
GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATOR: M. for Cor. (Mr. Killam) 115.
GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING: M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middle-

ser) 20.
GOVERNMENT AGENT AT PARIS: Ques. (Mr. Vallie) 45.
GOVERNMENT BUSINESS, PRECEDENCE 0FO: MS. (Sir John A.

Macdonaldì 369, 621; (Mr. Bowell) 1254.
GOVERNMENT ISSUE OF FoUR DOLLAR BILLS: Ques. (Mr.

Gault) 222.
GOVERNMENT LAND AGENCIES oPENED IN N.W.T.: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Boss, Middlesex) 20.
GoVERNMENT LAND POLICY IN THE NORTH-WEST: Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 810; Deb. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 819; (Mr. Blake) 823; (Sir Oharles
Tupper) 828; (Mr. Mills) 836 ; (Mr. Plumb) 810; (Mr.
Ross, Middlesex) 844; Amt. neg. (Y. 47, N. 112) 846.

GOVERNMENT LANDS WITHIN THE RAILWAY BELT: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Hesson) 1240.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE $CHEME: Ques. (Mr. Rogers)

1107.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING Eexcuted outside of Contractor: M.

for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 19.

Grand Central Station Co. Incorp. B. N9. 93
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1°*, 289; 2°*, 312.

GRAND JURIES, ACT RESPECTING: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Sutherland) wthdn., 223.

GRAND TAoz (N.B.) DREDGING: QueS. (Mr. King) 255, 558;
in Com. of Supply, 1029.

GRAND MANAN AND MAINLAND STEAM CoMMUNICATION: in

Com. of Supply, 865.

GRAND RAPIDS OF THE S.iSKATnIEWAN, TRAMWAY AT THE:

M. for Ret. (Mr. Bannerman) 172.
GRAND RIVER, DAMAGES ALONG THE: M. for Reps. of Dom

inion Arbitrator (Mr. McCallum) 372.
GRAND TRUNK RY. MAIL ACCOMMODATION between Belleville

and Toronto: M. for Copies of Petitions, &c. (.Mr.

Stephenson) 41.
GRAZING AND PASTURE LANDS IN N.W.T.: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 19.
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IN D E X .
Great American and European Short Line Ry.

Co. Incorp. B. No. 94 (11r. 0ameron Victoria).
1O*, 289; 21, 312; in Con. and 3°, 1106. (15 Vic.,
c. 73.)

Great Eastern Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 89 (Mr.
fassue). 1ç*, 289-; 2 °*, 3 .2-; in Corn. and 3°*, 1001.

(45 Vic., c. 71.)
Great Western Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. No. 134 (Mr.

Kilvert). 1°*, 541; 2°*, 558; in Coi. and 3-*, 473,
(45 Vic., c. 66.)

GREENWOoD (N. S.) POSTMASTER AT, Removal of: M. for Cor.
(AIr. Borden) 485.

GRENVILLE CANAL, Lumber, Shingles and Laths passed
through : M. for Ret. (Mr. Rochester) 1121.

GRENVILLE CANAL: in Com. of Supply, 1146.
GRINDING IN BoND: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 52.
GROSSE ISLE AND MONTMAGNY Semaphore. Communication:

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1107.
GROSSE ISLE QUARANTINE STATION : in Com. of Supply, 1265.
GUILLET, MR. G., West Northumlerland: Announcement of

Return by The Speaker, 1; Introduction, 1.

GUNS, CONVERSION OF: in Com. of Supply, 855.

IIAGGAS' WATER ELEVATORS: Ques. (Mr. Wheler) 73.
HALF-BREEDS AND MINORS CLAIMS under Manitoba Act: M.

for Copies (Mr. Schultz) 328.
HALIFAX AND ST. PIERRE STEAM COMMUNICATION: ConC.,

1310.
HALIFAX BANK, Importation of Vault Doors for: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1120.
Halifax Harbor Master's Appointment Act

Amt. B. No. 140 (Mr. McLelan). Res. in Com.,
788; 10*, 789; 20*, in Com. and 3°*, 988. (45 Vic.,
c. 49.)

HALIFAX QUARANTINE STATION: in Com. of Supply, 926.

HALIFAX TERMINUS (INTERCoLoNIAL) Wharf and Elevator:
in Com. of Supply, 1101.

HAMILTON CUSTOM HOUSE AND PUBLIC OFFICES: M. for
Copy of Petition (Mr Bain) 172.

Harbor and River Police of Canada B. No. 107
(Mr. McLelan). 1°*, 375; Res. in Com., 535; 2Q and
in Com., 1426; 3°*, 1429. (45 Vic., c. 48.)

HARDWARE, STANDARD PRICES OF: Ques. (Mr. Plumb) 1108.
HARMoNY STATION AND EAST POINT On P.E.I. Ry., Station

between: M. for Rot. (Mr. -Muttart) 1121.
IHAWAIIAN ISLANDS, Commercial Reciprocity with: M. for

Sel. Com. (Mr. Bunster) 1249.
HEALTH STATIsTICS: in Com. of Supply, 847; Conc., 1310.

IIGH COMMIssIONER, Contingent Expenses of: in Com. of
Supply, 659 ; Cone., 1500; Additional Expenditure, 1504.

HoMER, Mr. J. A. R., New Westminster: Announeement of
Return by The Speaker, 6901; Introduction, 696.

HOPEWELL CORNER PosT OFFICE: M. for Rot. (Mr. .Rogers)
129.

HOUSE OF COMMONS:
[For Ques. of " ORDER," " PRIVILEGE " or " PROCEDURE,

see those subjects.]

Argenteuil Controverted Election, Judges' Rep., 1.
Bollechasso Controverted Election, Judges' Rep., 1.

H1OUJSE OF COMMONS-Con.
Bills Assented to, 192, 1574.
General Business: Rornarks (Mr. Blake) 721.
Indemnity to certain Members: Res. (Mr. Stephenson)

1315.
introduction of New Members, 1, 3,172, 696.
Library of Parliament: Rep. of, presented, 3; Sel.

Com. to assist Mr. Speaker appointed, 41; Grant
to, in Com. of Supply, 784; Conc., 1499.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to sit on Saturdays, 1254.
Meeting, 1.
New Members returned, 1, 172, 696.
Official Report of the Debates. See Committees.
Prorogation, 1576.
Publishing Debates: in Com. of Supply, 784.
Public Business, State of: Remarks (Mr. Blake) 287, 428.
Recei pts and Disbursements, presented, 18.
Speech from the Throne, rep., 1.
Summoned to the Senate, 1, 192, 1574.
Vacancies in the Representation announced, 1.

HUDsoN's BAY AND MANITOB.iRy.: M. for Cor. (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) 46.

HUDSoN's BAY Co. and their North American Territories:
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 1108.

HUDsoN's BAY Co. CLAIMS To LAND in Red River Settle-
ment Belt, &c.: M. for Rot. (Mr. McDougall, Jialton)
1122.

HUDsoN's BAY Co.'s RIGHTS : Ques. (-Mr. McDougall,
Kialton) 313.

HUDsoN's BAY CUSTOMS REVENUES: M. for Ret. (Mr. Ban-
nerman) 43.

HuDsoN's BAY Ry.: Remarks (Mr. Bannerman) in Com.
of Supply, 1099.

HUDsoN's BAY, REVENUE CUTTER ON: Ques. (Mr. Banner-
man) 45.

HURON AND ONTARIO SHIP CANAL Co.: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Hay) 1120.

HYDROGRAPHI SURVEY, River St. Lawrence: in Com. of
Supply, 1445.

IMMIGRANTS ACCOMMODATION AT WINNIPEG: Ques. (Mr.
Scott) 255.

IMMIGRANTS SETTLED IN THE DOMINION, BY PROVINCES: M.
for Riet. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 129.

IMMIGRANT SHEDS 1N THE NoRTH-WEST: Ques. (Mr. Boyal)
478.

IMMIGRANTS, TRANSPORT OF: in Com. of Supply, 1276.
IMMIGRATION AND QUARANTINE. See Supply.
IMMIGRATION AND REPATRIATION AGENCY AT NEW YoRK:

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1230.
IMMIGRATION, ARRANGEMENTS FOR PROMOTION OF: M. for

Rot. (Mr. Blake) 258.
IMMIGRATION TO BRITISH COLUMBIA: M. for Rot. (Mr.

Bunster) 1252.
IMPERIAL MEASURE: Ques. (11r. Massue) 614.
IMPORTAT*?N AND INSPECTION 0F PICKLED HERRING: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Fortin) 369.
IMPORTATION OF CATTLE FOR BREEDNG PURPOSES ; M. for

List of Quarantine Stations (.Mr. Patterson, Enaex) 258.
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INDEX.
IMPORTATON OF COAL BY PORTS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Burpee,

St. John) 128.
IMPORTATION oF FLOUa, MEAL, &c., into Nova Seotia: M. for

detailed Statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 228.
IMPORTATION OF GOODS FOR CONSUMPTION: M. for summary

Statement (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 46.
IMPORT DUTIES COLLECTED BETWEEN MANITOBA AND ROCKY

MOUNTAINS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1120.
IMPORTATIONS INTO BRITISH COLUMBIA: Ques. (Mr. De

Cosmos) 19.
IMPORTATIONS OF THE PRODUCTS OF THE FARM: ff. for Ret.

(Mr. -McCarthy) 327.
IMPORTATIONS OF WOOL AND DUTIES COLLECTED: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Macdonell, Lanark) 288.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT ST. HYACINTIE: M. for State-

ment (Mr. Tel'ier) 256.
IMPORTS, CLASSIFICATION OF, Circulars res)ecting : M. for

Ret. (Air. Burpee, St. John) 118.
IMPORTS OF CANTON FLANNELS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunting)

190.
IMPROVEMENT OF RAPIDS IN RED RivER: Ques. (.r1f. Scott)

163.
IMPROVEMENT OF THE ST. LAwRENCE EAST OF PRESCOTT:

Ques. (Mr. Lantier) 36.
INDEMNITY TO CERTAIN MEMBERS: Res.(M1r.Stephenson) 1315.
In.dependenco of Parliament B. No. 125 (Mr.

Iloude). 10, 493.
INDEXES TO STATUTES: M. to print (.1r. Kirkpatrick) 1355.
Indian Act (1880) Amt. B. No. 174 (Sir John A.

.Macdonald). 1°, 20* and 3°*, 1571. (45 Vic., c. 30.)
INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF: in Com. of Supply, 606,

128.
INDIAN AGENCY in MANITOBA, MANAGEMENT OF: M. for Rep.

(Mr. Charlton) 20.
INDIAN AGENT ONRIVER THAMES, COMPLAINTS AGAINST: M,

for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 47.
INDIAN COMMISSIONERs' TRAVELLING EXPENSES, &e. : M. for

Rot. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 128.
INDIAN SCHoOLS in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick: Conc., 1312.

INDIANS, DESTITUTE, in Manitoba and N.W.T.: in Com. of

Supply, 1290.
INDIANS OF LAKES HURON AND SUPERIOR:. M. fOr Rep. (Mr.

Dawson) 39.
INDIANS. Sce Supply.

INDIAN SUPERINTENDENT AT SARNIA, &c., COmpldai nts against:

M. for Copy (Air. Coughlin) 172.
Indictable Offences, Persons charged with, to

give Evidence on own behalf B. No. 50
(Mr. McCarthy). 10, 103; 2°*, 621.

INFORMATION RESPECTING THE NORTH-WEST: Ques. ([r.
Booper) 1107.

Inland Revenue Act (1880) Amt. B. No. 123
(Mr. Mousseau). Res. prop, 535; Deb. adjd., 541
Deb. resumed, 1278; 10, 1288; B. wthdn., 1473.

Inland Revenue Act (1880) Amt. B. No. 168
(Mr. Mousseau). 1°%, 1473; 20* and in Com., 1551 ;
3°*, 1553; Senate Amts. considered, 1572, 1574. (45
Vic., c. 8.)

lix
Inland Waters Navigation B. 135 (Mr. Guillet).

1°*, 549; M. to transfer to Govornment Orders (Mr.
McLelan) carried, 1254; 2' and in Com., 1307, 1405;
30*, 1406. (45 Vic., c. 34.)

INLAND WATERS SIPPING DISASTERS: M. for Cor. (Sir
Richard J. Cartu.righl) 46.

Insolvent Banks Ins. Co.'s and Trading Cor-
porations B. No. 145 (Sir Leonard Tilley). 1°*,
853; 2" and in Com., 1314, 14Î3; M. for 3°, Amt.
(Ar. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) carried, 1495; 30*,
1495. (45 Vic., c. 23.)

Insolvent Debtors, Discharge of Past, B. No.
137 (11r. Bea!y). 10, 614.

INSOLVENT DEBTORS' ESTATES, Distribution oi: Ques. ( Mr.
Boude) 19.

Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B.
No. 136 (Mir. Beaty). M to introduce, C06; 1°*, 614.

Inspection Act (1874) Amt. B. No. 85 (3fr. Vallée).
1J*, 269.

Inspection Act (1874) Amt. B. No. 157 (Sir
Leonard Titley). Res. in Com. and 1°*, 1255 ; 20 and
in Con., 1472; M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Killan) neg.

on a div., 1495; 3°*, 1495. (45 Vic., c. 25.)
INSPECTION OF FACTORIES B.: Ques. (Sir Albert J. Smith) 222.
INSPECTION OF FIsH AND 1FEES CIIAIIGED: M. for Statement

(31r. Killan) 485.
INsPECTION OF RIVERS AND MILrL DAMS IN N.S.: in Com. of

Supply, 1274.
INSPECTOR OF FIsIIERIES, British Columbia: M. for Rep.

(Mir DeCosmo.s) 116.
INSPECTOR OF INDIAN AGENCIEs: in Com. of Supply, 1506.
INSPECTORS OF ToBAcco, Persons appointed as: M. for List

(Mr. Béchard) 1120.
INSTRUCTIONS TO GOVERNORS GENERAL OF QUEBEC: M. for

Ret. (Mr. M1is) 1108.
INSTRUCTIONS TO IEALTH OFFICERS AT HALIFAX AND ST.

JOHN: M. for Copies of Circulars (Mr. Weldon) 285.
INSTRUCTIONS TO TELEGRAPH CO.'s OR OPERATORS: M. for

Copy (Mfr. Killarn) 1121.
INTERCOLONIAL AND P.E.I. RYS.: M. for Copies of Tariffs of

Rates, &c. (Mr. Blake) 40.
Intercolonial and P.E.I. Rys. Branch Lines B.

No. 175 (Sir Charles Tupper). 1°*, 2°* and 30*, 1555.
(45 Vie., c. 15.)

INTERCOLONIAL RA1LWAY:
Accidents: Romarks (fr. Borden) in Com. of Supply,

1100.
Amount expendcd foir Completion, $24,372.54: M. for

Ret. in detail (ir. Anqlin) 191.
Eranebes and Sidings: M. for Rot. (Mr. Anglin) 285.
Clains of Contractors submitted to Frank Sbanly: M.

for Reps. (MIEr. _1Mackenzie) 57.
Coal Hloppers: M. for Ret. (Ir. Anglin) 478.
Elgin Station ('[slet) Accommodation: Ques. (Mr.

Guthrie) 1107.
Employés, Rormuneration of: Remarks (Mr. Domrville)

in Com. of Supply, 1099.
Employés: M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 189.
Extension into Halifax: in Cora. of Supply, 1230, 1437.



lx INDEX.
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-Con. IRVINE, Mr. D., Carleton, N.B.: Announcement of Return by

Halifax Terminus, Wharf and Elevator at: in Com. of The Speaker, 1; Introiaction, 3.
Supply, 1101. ISLANDS IN THE ST. LAWRENCE NEAR BROCKVILLE: Ques.

Increased Accommodation at St. John: in Com. of (Mr. Fitzsimmons) 269; M. for Cor. respecting Leases,
Supply, 1099. &c., 1121.

Mileage, Cost of Working: M. for Ret. (Mr. Guillet) IsLE AUx NoIx, WORKS AT: Ques. (Mn. Bourassa) 615.
320; corrected Ret. presented (Sir Charles Tup- ISLE PERROT, LIGITHOUSE ON: Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 222.
per) 1161. James' Bay and Lake Superior RBy. Co. Incorp.

Rivière du Loup Branch, Total Cost of : M. for Rot. (Mr. B. No. 22 (Mr. Boultbee). 1°*, 47; 2°*,69;in Com.,
Anglin) 191. 264; 30*, 296. (45 Vc., c. 84.)

Rolling Stock: Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Anglin) 56, 120; "JANE MILLER," Loss OF: in Com. on B. 117, 1215.
Remarks, 876; in Com. of Supply (Sir Charles Tup- John Dickenson Brunton Relief (Patent) B.
per) 1102, 1148, 1230; Conc., 1318. No. 104 (Mr. Ryan, Montreal). 1°*, 367; M. for

Superannuation Refunds: in Com. of Supply, 1102. 20, 487; Amt., 6 m. h. (Mr. Blake) carried, 4b8.
Tenders for Supplies: Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Eillam) 129; JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS IN QUEBEC: M. for Ret. (11fr. Ives)

Remarks, 876; Ques., 1102; presented (Sir Charles 48.
Tupper) 1521. JUDICIAL CHANGES in N.B.: M. for Cor. (Sir Albert J.

Th rough Freight: M. for Rot. (Mr. Burpce, St. John) 129. Snith) 1252.
Train Casualties: M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 288. JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF: in COm. Of Supply, 601.
Working Expenses and Revenue: M. for Statement

(Mr. Gigault) 288. KENT AND BOTHWELL, Post office near Boundary: Ques.
Intercolonial Ry. (Windsor and Pictou (Mr. Mills) in Com. of Supply, 1192.

Branches) B. No. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper). 11, KEEWATIN, EXPENSES OF GOVERNMENT IN: in Com. of
1253, 2, 154,; in Com., 1549; 3°*, 1551. (45 Vic., c. 16.) Supply, 1199.

Interest on Moneys Secured by Mortgage Act K[NGSTON AND PEMBROKE RY., Complaints against Location,
Amt. B. No. 49 (Mr. Orton). 1°*, 109; 20, 266. &c.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 481.

INTEREST ON PUBLIC DEBT, Arrangements for the Payment KINGSTJN PENITENTIARY, Management of: in Com. of
of: M. for Statement (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 20. Supply, 779.

INTERIoR, DEPARTMENT OF: in Com. of Supply, 605. KINGSVILLE IIARB)R, ONT.: M. for Reps. of Engineer
INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF, Minister's Report: Ques. (Mr. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 45.

Blake) 36.
INTERNATIONAL CIRCUMPOLAR OBsERVATIoNs: in Com. of LA BAIE AND ST. THOMAS DE PIERREVILLE, SAVINGs BANi AT:

Supply, 1507. Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 558.
International Construction Co. Incorp. B. No. "LA CANADIENNE," Repairs and Maintenance: in Com. of

75 (Mr. Boultbee). 10*, 229; 2°*, 264; in Com ,887, Supply, 1272.
927; 30*, 928. (45 Vic., c. 114.) LACHINE CANAL: in Com. of Supply, 1145, 1148.

INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION AT LONDON: in Com. Lake Athabaska and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.
of Supply, 1505. Incorp. B. Nu. 62 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1*, 162;

INTOXICATING LIQUORS, ACT RESPECTING: in COm. of Sup- 20*, 201; in Com. and 30*, 615. (45 Vic., c. 83.)
ply, 1199. LAKES -HURON AND SUPERIOR INDIANS: M. for Ret. (Mr.

INTRODUCTION or NEw MEMBERS. See Bouse of Commons, .Dawson) 39.
-also, Subjects. Lake Superior and James' Bay Ry. Co. Incorp.

IRELAND, Resolutions of Sympathy: Prop. Res. in Amt. to B. No. 22*(Mr. Boultbee). 10*, 47; 20*, 69; in Com.,
Com. of Supply (Mr. Costigan) 762; Remarks, 876; 264; 30*, 296. (45 Vic., c. 84.)
Res., 1030; Deb. (Mr. Blake) 1031; (Sir John A. LAND AGENCIES OPENED IN NoRTH-WEST TERRIToRIES: M.
Macdonald) 1044; (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 1046; for Rot. (r. Boss,.Middlesex) 20.
(Mr. Wright) 1049; (Mr. Coursol) 1050; (Mr. Casey)LAND GRANT BONDS 0F TUE CANADIAN PAciFIe Ry.: M. for
1051; (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1053; (Mr. Brecken) Cor. (Mn. Blake) 37.
1056; (Mr. Mills) 1057; (Mr. Bunster) 1059; (Mr. LAND GRANTS FOR MILITARY SERVICE IN 1837: Ques. (fr.
Anglin) 1060; (Mr. White, gastings) 1065; (Mr. Lan. Crouer) 2-1.
dry) 1066; (Mr. Wallace, York) 1066; Reply (Mr. LAND PLASTER, DUTY ON: Ques. (Mr. Wheler) 255.
Costigan) 1066; Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 106j; LAND POLICY 1N TUE XoRTU.WEST. See Goverameut Land
Personal Explanations on Vote (Meurs. Williams, Policy.
Tyrwhitt, and White, Eastings) 1067; Remarks on M. to LAND REOULATIONS AND COLoNIZÂTIoN SOCIETIEs: Ques.
engross Address, 1155. (Mr. Scott) 163.

IRON INDUSTRY: Res. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) in Amt. to LAND REGIILATIONS ix FORCE IN OCT., 1878: M. for Copies
(om. of Supply, 1216; Deb. (Mr. Domville) 1218; (Mr. Milis) 172.
(ÀMr. Paterson, Brant) 1220; (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1223.; LAND REGULATioNs, TANSLATION AND PRINTINQ O: QUes.
(Mr. Anglin) 1226; Amt. neg. (Y. 47 N. 114) 1228. (Mr. Royal) 558.



IN DEX.
LAND TAKEN UP UNDER HJOMESTEAD ACT IN MANITOBA

KEEWATIN AND NORTH-WEST TERRITORIEs: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Charlton) 41.

LANDS GRANTED, SELECTED oR RESERVED FOR CANADIAN

PACIFIC Ry.: M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. Blake) 40.
LANDS SOLD IN MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES,

prices obtained, &c.: M. for Rets. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
40.

L'ARDoIsE BREAKWATER, N.S.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Flynn)
1121.

LAURENT, JOSEPH ST., COMPLAINT OF: M. for Statement (Mr.
Fiset) 493.

LAURIN, OCTAVE, SUMs PAID TO: M. for Statement (Air.
ifolton) 1121.

LAVAL UNIVERSITY, ACT REsPECTING: M for Cor. (Mr.
Laurier) 40.

Law of Evidence in Criminal Cases Act Amt.
B. No. 115 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton). 1°, 376.

LEGAL TENDER NOTES: Res. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) 1109,
1117 ; Deb. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1113 ; (Mr. Charlton)
1114; (.Mr. McCallum) 1115 ; (Mr. Hesson) 1116; (Mr.
Ross, Dundas) 1117; (3fr. Plumb) 1118.

LGARÉ, JEAN Louis, Compensation to: in Com. of Supply,

1509.
LEGISLATION. See Supply.

LETTER CARRIERS UNIFoRMs: in Com. of Supply, 1194.
LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT. See Mfouse of Common;s.
LICENsED DRUGOISTS UNDER CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT: M.

for Copies of Annual Rets. (Mr. Haddow) 288.
LIFE-BOATS, &C, PURCHAsE oF: in Com. of Supply, 866.
LIGHTHoUsE AND COAST SERVICE. See Supply.
LIGHTHOUSE KEEPERS, SALARIES OF: in COm. of Supply, 867.
LIGHTHOUSE ON ISLE PERROT: Ques. (Mir. .Mongenais) 222.
LIGHTHoUsE ON WEST IEAD. CAPE, SABLE IsLAND: Ques.

(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 222.
Lighthouses. Buoys and Beacons B. No. 159

(Mr. McLelan) 1°"-
LIGHT ON RIVIÈRE DU LOUP WHARF: Ques. (Mr. Grand-

bois) 222.
LIsLOIS, Jos. CHAS., CLAIM or: Ques. (Mr. Landry) 73;

(Mr. Casgrain) 615.
LITTLE RIVER ST. LOUIS WoRKS: Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 163.
LIVERPOOL AND ST. JoHN AND HALIFAX STEAM COMMUNICA-

TION: iU Com. of Supply, 865.
LIVE STOCK, ADMISSION OF, INTO CANADA: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Patterson, Essex) 44.
Loan and Savings Co.'s and Building Societies

(Ont.) Act Amt B. No. 131 (Mr. Beatp). 1*,
541; 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 1509. (45 Vi., c. 24.)

LOBSTER FIsHERIEs REGULATIONS: in Com. of Supply, 870.
LoCKEPORT, GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK AT: Quos. (Mr.

Trow) 477.
LOCKEPORT BARBOR: Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) in

Com. of Supply, 867.

London and A orth American Chartered Bank
Act Amt. B. No 28 (Mr. faggart). 1°*, 57; 2Q*,
89; in Com., 296; 3°*, 311. (45 Vic., c. 59.)

LONDON PoST OFFICE IRREGULARITIES AND SUPERANNUATION

Or CLERKS: Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Blake) 39, 166.

bd
LOTBINIÈRE, LIGTITHOUSES IN: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 615.
LUMBER SHIPPED AT KINGSTON, BROCKVILLE AND PRESCOTT':

M. for Ret. (Mr. Rochester) 1121.
LUARD, MAJOR GENERAL, and Censure of Lieut.-Col. Ross

in Official Gazette: Deb. in Con. of Supply, 1292.

MABOU HARBOR, DREDGING AT: in Com. of Supply, 1267.
MACKAY, H. B., DIFFERENCE oF SALARY: in Com. of Supply,

1289.
MACPHERSON, SENATOR, ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. and,

Sandford Fleming's Position: M. for Copy of Memoran-
dum (Mr. Blake) 1250.

Magdalen Islands, &c., Voting at Blections for
Members of H. of C. B. No. 74 (Mr. Fortin).
10, 220.

MAIL ACCOMMODATION BETWEEN BELLEVILLE AND TORONTO:
M. for Copies of Petitions, &c. (Mfr. Stephenson) 41.

MAIL SERVICE AND SMALL PARCELS: Ques. (ir. Farrow) 48.
MAIL SERVICE IN BRUCE COUNTY: Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 36J.
MAIL SERVICE, ST. FLAVIEN: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 222.
MAIL SUBSIIEs. See Supply.
MAILs, DELAY IN RECEPTION OF: Attention of Minister

called to (Mr. Flynn) 493.
MAL TAND MALT LIQUoR DUTIES: M. for Rot. (Mr. Orton) 124.
MANITOBA:

Accommodation for Immigrants at Winnipeg: Ques.
(Mr. Scott) 255.

Administration of Justice: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 54.
Answer of Hon. E. B. Wood to Petition of Hl. J. Clark

and others: M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 20.
Auction Sales of Public Lands at Winnipeg: M. for Ret.

(1r. Mills) 1121.
Charges against Chief Justice Wood: M. for read.

ing the Journals (Mr. Schultz) 372, 481, 1234.
Chartered Railways: M. for Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)

129.
Extension of Boundaries: M. for Copy of Proclamation

(Mr. Scott) 223.
Extension of the Boundaries: M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake)

376.
Half-Breeds' and Minorb' Claims under Manitoba Act:

M. for Copies (Mr. Schultz) 328.
Harbors and Rivers: in Com. of Supply, 1028.
Improvement of Rapids in Red River: Ques. (Mr.

Scott) 163.
Increased Subsidy: prop. Res. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 7Il1.
Indians: in Com. of Supply, 1184.
Lake Manitoba Water Level: M. for Engineer's Reps.

(Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 57.
Management of Indian Agency: M. for Rep. (Mr.

Charlton) 20.
Mennonite Reserves, Unoccupied Sections: Ques. (Mr.

ferner) 269.
Penitentiary: in Com. of Supply, 784.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Supply, 1025.
Rainv River, Water Power on: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Waliace, York) 228.
Rates between Winnipeg and Brandon, and Emerson

and Rat Portage: Ques. (Mr. Scot) 163.



INDEX.
MANITOBA-Con.

Roads and Bridges, Aid to: M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz)
1120.

School Lands, Occupation of: M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz)
328.

School Lands, Sq':atters on: M. for Ret. (Mr. Scott) 263.
Statistical Bureau at Winnipeg: Ques. (Mr. Scott) 255.
Water Hen River lavigation: Ques. (Mr. Scott) 163.

MANITOBA AND HUDSON's BAY ?Y.: M. for Cor. (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) 46.

Manitoba Bank Incorp. B No. 16 (Mr. Scott). 10*,
47; 2°*, 68; in Com., 29ô; 3-*, 311. (45 Vic., c. 61.)

Manitoba, Increased Subsidy to, B. No. 162 (Sir
Leonard Tilley). R .s. prop. 721 ; in Com , 1420; 1*,
1425; 2°* and in Con., 1568; M. for 3°, 1568; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) neg. on a div., 156); 30*, 1569. (45 Vic., c. 5.)

MANITOBA PENITENTIARY: in Con. of Supply, 784, 1505.
MANUFACTORIES ESTABLISHIED IN THE COUNTY OF BEAUHAR-

NoIs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergeron) 328.
MAPS OF CANADA: M. for Copies (Mr. Blake) 40.
MiPs oF MANITOBA AND THE NoRTII-WEST:3 M. for Copies

(Mr. Blesson) 227.
MARBLE COVE, DREDGE AT: Remarks (Mr. Burpee, Sun-

bury) in Com. of Supply, 1029.
MARGARETSVILLE, COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS AT, Charges

against: M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. Robertson, Shelb urne) 1121.
MARINE AND FIsHERIEs, DEPARTMENT OF: in Com. OfSupply,

657.
Marine Insurance (St. Lawrence) Co. of Canada

Incorp. B. No. 3 (Mr. Gault). 1'-*, 35; 20*, 47;
in Com., 296; 30*, 311. (45 Vic., c. 104.)

Marine Telegraph (Pacific Coast and Asia)
Incorp. Act Amt. B. Lo. 127 (Sir Hector
Langevin). 1°, 531; 20, in Com. and 3°'K, 1191. (45
Mc., c. 54.)

MARITIME COURT, CASES DISPOSED OF IN: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) 51.

MARITIME COURT FOR CANADA, ESTABLISIMENT oF: M. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) for Address to Uer Majesty, 1541.

MARITIME COURT OF ONTARIO, SURROGATE JUDGES: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 45.
MARITIME JURISDICTION ACT: Ques. (Mr. Williams) 110.

Maritime Jurisdiction (Ont.) Act Amt. B. No.
37 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°*, 72.

Maritime Jurisdiction Act (1877) A mt B. No. 135
(Mr. Guidet). 10*, 549; M. to transfer to Government
Orders (Mr. McLelan) carried, 1254; 2° and in Com.,
1307, 1125; 30*, 1426. (45 Vic., c. 34.)

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legali-
zation B No. 9 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier). 1°,
42; M. for 2° carried (Y. 137, N. :34) 74; in Com.,
320; rep., 326; on M. to concur in Amts. from Com.,
Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 51,. N. 104) 485; Ant.
(Mr. Amyot) 485; neg. on a div., 489; Arnt., 6 m. h.
(Sir Albert J. Smith) neg. (Y. 36, N. 113) 489; Amt
(Mr. Strange) neg on a div., 489; Amt. (1fr. McCuaig)
neg. on a div., 490; on M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Amyot)
neg. on a div., 492; Amt. (Mr.. Strange) neg. (Y. 49
N. 87) 492; 30 on a div., 492. (45 Vic., c. 102.)

MARSHALL WooD, CLAIM of: in Com. of Supply, 1265.
MIASK[NONGÉ RIvER, Dredging at Mouth of: Ques. (Mr.

iloude) 269.
MATANE WHARF, REPAIRS TO: M. for Engineer's Rep. (Mr.

Fiset) 288; Ques., 312.
MARTINI-IIENBY RIFLES: in Com. of Supply, 856.

McClary Manufacturing Co. Incorp. B. No. 100
(Mr. Carling). 1°*, 311; 2°*, 541; 30*, 1162. (45
Vie., c. 116.)

MCDOUGAL L,Mr.J., Pictou,NS.: Announcementof Returnby
The Speaker, 1; Introduction, 1.

MCHALE, PATRICK, COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGES TO LAND:

in Com. of Supply, 1268.
McLAREN Vs. CALDWELL: M. for Copies of Judgments (Mr.

Cameron, Euron) 129.
MaLELAN, lon. A. W., Colchester, N.8.: Announcement

of Return by The Speaker, 1; Introduction, 1.
MCMAHON'S COVE, DREDGE AT: R3marks (Air. King) in Com.

of Supply, 1029.
MoNUTT, J B., L AND DAMAGES AT ONSLow, N.B.: in Com. of

Supply, 1229.
MoVICAR, S. A., FISHERY OVERsEER: in Com. of Supply,

1272..
"M. C. UPPER," SCHOONER, CLAIMS FOR IDAM4GES TO: Ques.

(Mr. Blake) 1231; ii Com. of Supply, 1443; Cone.,
1502; Amt. (Mr. Mills) 1533.

MEMBERS INDEMN[TY: Res. (Mr. Stephenson) 1315.
MEMBERS INTRODUCED. Sce flouse of Commons, also Nanes.
MENNONITE RESERVES, UNOCCUPIED SECTIONS ON. Ques.

(Mr. Merner) 269.
MESSAGES FROM HIS EXCELLENCY:

Commanding attendance of Commons in Senate Cham-
ber, 1, 192, 1574.

Transmitting copy of Numerical Census of Dom. of
Canada, 42.

Transmitting Estinates for 1882-83, 58; further Sup-
plementary, 1335.

Transmitting Supplementary Estimates for 1881-82, 69;
additional Supplementary, 1313.

Transmitting Despatch from Secretary of State for the
Colonies acknowledging receipt of Address con-
gratulating the Queen on Ier Escape and tendoring
Thanks, 1102.

Transmitting Minute of Privy Council on the Estab-
lishment of Provisional Districts in the North.
West, 1402.

MESSENGERS (SESSIONAL) REMUNERATION: Remarks before
Prorogation, 1572.

METAGHAN Riv ER BREAKWATEa, EXPENDITURE ON : M. for

Statement (Mr. Killam) 327.
MIETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS, &C.: Con. 1311.
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE OF CANADA: M. for detailed

Statement (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 168.
MILITARY COLLEGE, ROYAL:

Appointment of a Captain of Cadets: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Bunting) 191.

Cadets in: M. for Ret. of numbe- since opening (AMr.
Strange) 190.

Debate in Com. of Supply, 863.
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I N D E X.
MILITARY COLLEGE, ROYAL-Con.

Changes in Organization: M. for Rot. (Mr. Bunting)
191.

Salary paid Prof. Forguson, &c.: M. for Ret. (Aïr.

Bunting) 191.
Staff and Employés of: M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunting) 191.

MILITARY DEFENCE OF CANADA: M. for COr. (Mr. Blake) 38.
MILITARY INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES: in COm.

of Supply, 865.
MILITARY SCHOOLS FOR THE INFANTRY SERVICE: Ques. (Mr.

Amyot) 73.
Militia Acts Amt. B. No. 148 (Mr. Caron). 1°*,

1129; 24, in Com. and 30*, 1264. (45 Tic., c. 10.)
MILITIA, AGED EMPLOYÉS IN THE: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 72.
MILITIA CLOTHING AND ACOUTREMENTS: Ques. (Mr.

Thompson) 1106.
MILITIA, CLOTHING FOR: Debate on the Tariff in Com. of

Supply, 857.
MILITIA, DEPARTMENT OF: in COm. Of Supply, 601.
MILITIA EXPENDITURE IN CANADA: M. for Statement (Mr.

Tanasse) 327.
MILITIA RETURNS: Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 614.
MILLE VACHES AND MURRAY BAY TELEGRAIPH SERVICE: .in

Com. of Supply, 1268.
MINERAL, COAL AND TIMBER LOCATIONS IN RMANITOBA, &C.:

M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 20.
MINES ACT (QUEBEC) DISALLOWED: M. for Copies, &c. (Mr.

Laurier) 40.
MINING AND TIMBER LICENSES issued in disputed Territory:

M. for Copies (21r. Mills) 172.
MINING RiGHTS: M. for Çopies of O.C. (Mr. Blake) 48.
Minnesota and Thunder Bay Ry. Co. Incorp.

B. No. 21 (Mr. Boultbee). 10*, 47; 2°*, 68.
MINISTERIAL EXPLANATIONS: Remarks (Mr. Blake) 19,

21; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 21.
MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS' VISIT TO ONTARIO: in COm. Of

Supply, 927.

Ministers', Widows' and Orphans' Fund (Pres-
byterian) Management Incorp. Acts A.mt. B.
No. 71 (Mr. Brooks). 1°*, 192; 2°*, 221; in Com.
and 30*, 773. (45 Vic., c. 125.)

MIaAMicHI RIVER, WHARVES, &c.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Snow-
ball) 1121.

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES. See Supply.
Misdemeanors, Persons charged with, compe-

tent as Witnesses B. No. 10 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron). 1°*, 42; M. for 21, 616; 2°*, 619; ref. to
Special Com., 619.

MOFFAT, GEo. HIEIRS OF, CLAIM FOR TRANSPORT OFiRAILS: in

Com. of Supply, 1229.
MONCTON POST OFFICE AND CUSTOM ROusE : in Com. of

Supply, 1023.
MONET ORDERS TO .FOREIGN COUNTRIES: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Farrow) 43.
MONTMAGNY, SURVXY OF THE BASIN OF: Ques. (Mr. Landry)

1107.
Montreal and Central Ry Co. Incorp. B. No.

132 (Mr. Fulton). 10*, 541; 2°*, 558; in Com. and
3°*, 1106. (45 Yic., c. 72.)

MONTREAL AND CHAMPLAIN JUNCTION iRY.: Permiseion
to ask Ques. (Mr. Méthot) 1302.

MONTREAL DRILL SHED: in COm. of Supply, 1355.

MONTREAL HARBOR BUOYS AND BEACONS: in Com. of Supply,
1272.

Montreal Harbor Commissioners Act Amt. B.
No. 130 (Sir Leonard Tilley). Res. in Com., 533;
1O*, 534; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 988. (45 ic., c. 4 1)

MONTREAL HARBOR COMMISSIONERs, POWERS OF: QUeS. (.Mr.
Fanasse) 477.

MONTREAL HARBOR COMMISSIONERS IREGULATIONS: M. for
Copy (Mr. Vanasse) 1253.

Montreal Port Warden, Office of, Acts Consoli-
dation B. No. 122 (Mr. McLelan). Res. in Com.
and 10*, 786; 2°, in Com. and 31k', 1264. (45 Vic.,
c. 45.)

MONTREAL POST OFFICE CLOCK: Ques. (r. Coursol) 72.
MONTREAL POST OFFICE IRREGULARITIES: Ques. (-Mr. Boude)

36; M. for Rep. of Commission, 1121.

Montreal Telegraph Co.'s Acts Consolidation B.
No. 96 (Mr. Cameron, Tictoria). 1°*, 289; 20, 312;
in Com., 928; on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. on
a div., 947; A mt. (ilfr. White, Cardwell) carried (Y.
108, N. 40) 918; on K. for 30, Amt. (Mr. White, Card.
well) neg. on a div., 919; Amt. (Mr. White, Cardwell)
neg. (Y. 48, N. 99) 950; 30*, 950. (45 Vic., c. 93.)

MONTREAL WATER POLICE AND LABORER'S STRIKE: in Com.
of Supply, 1272.

MONUMENT TO THE MEMORY OF SIR GEoRGE CARTIER: QueS.

(Mr. Houde) 615.
MORIN, LUCIEN, CLAIM OF: Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 615.
Mortgage Regulation Act Amt. B. No. 49 (Mr.

Orton). 1°*, 109; 2°, 266.
MOUNTED POLICE BAR.RACKS, ERECTION OF : in COm. Of Supply,

1445.
MOWAT, FISIIERY WARDEN, CHARGES AGAINST: Ques. (Mr.

Weldon) 1108; in Com. of Supply, 1274.
MUNICIPAL AID TO ROADS AND BRIDGES IN MANITOBA: M.

for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 1120.
MUNICIPAL AND LOCAL TAxEs and Dominion Officials: Ques.

(1Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 73.
MURRAY CANAL: Ques. (Mr. White, Bastings) 18; in Com.

of Supply, 1146.
MUSKOKA, FORMATION OF VOLUNTEER COMPANIES IN : Re-

marks (Mr. Cockburn) in Com. of Supply, 860.

Mutual Benefit Association of Sherbrooke In-
corp. B. No. 33 (-Mr. Brooks). 1°*, 57; 20*, 89.

Mutual Life Association of Canada Incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 27 (111r. Kilvert). 1°*, 57; 20*, 89;
in Com., 296; 30*, 311. (45 Vic., c. 106.)

Mutual (Sun) Insurance Co. of Montreal In.-
corp. Act Amt. B. No. 4 (.Mr. Gault). 10*, 35;
20*, 47; in Com., 296; M.for 3, 311; 3°, 429. (45 Tic.,
c. 100.)

Napierville Junction Ry. and Quarry Co.'s Act
Amt. B. No. 44 (Mr. Coursol). 1*, 78; 2°*, 110.

Navigation of Canadian Waters Act Amt. B.
No. 82 (Mr. McCallum). 1°*, 254; M. for 2>, 376.
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INDEX.
NAVIGATION OF WATER lIEN RIVER: Ques. (Mr. Scott) 163.
NEUSTADT POSTMASTER, DismIssAL OF: M. for Reps. (Mr.

Jackson) 44.
NEW BRUNSWICK:

Fish Hatcheries: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1108.
Harbors and Rivers: in Com. of Supply, 1027.
Judicial Changes : M. for Cor. (Sir Albert J. Smith)

1252.
Mails, Delay of: Remarks, 1155.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Supply, 1023.

"NEW DoMINION," Dredge, Hull for: in Com. of Supply,
1267.

" NEWFIELD " AND THE WRECKED "MORAVIAN ": M. for
Cor. (Mr. Killam) 482.

NEw GLASGOW, PUBLIC BIULDINGS: in Com. of Supply, 926.
NEW MEMBERS. See House of Commons.
Newspapers, Free Transmission of, through

Mail B. No. 161 (Sir Leonard Tilley). Res. in Com.,
1419; 10*, 1420; 2'h', in Com. and 3°*, 1550. (45
Vie., c. 9.)

New York and Ont. Furnace Co. B. No. 65 (Mr.
White, Bastings). 1°*, 172; 20*, 201; in Com., 312;

30, 429. (45 Vic., c. 113.)
NIAGARA, BoROUGH oF: iRemarks (Mr.

rogation, 1573.
Niagara Grand Island Bridge

(Mr. Arkell). lo*, 109; 2Q*, 172;
429. (45 Vie., c.86.)

Niagara Peninsula Bridge Co.

Plumb) before Pro-

Co. B. No. 48
in Com.,312; 30*,

Incorp. B. No.
67 (Mr. Bergin). 1°*, 172; 2°*, 201; in Com. and
30*, 773. (45 Vic., c. 88.)

NIAGARA RIVER, SEIZUIRE OF A BOAT, &C., ON: M. for Cor.
(Mr. Blake) 1121.

NOLAN, J. C., RENT oF BUILDING AT ST. OCTAVE: in Com.
of Sapply, 1228.

North America (British) Ins. Co. Act Amt. B.
No. 34 (Mr. McLennan). 10*, 57; 2*, 89; in
Com. and 3°*, 429. (45 Vie., c. 99.)

North American Mutual Life Ins. Co. Act Amt.
B. No. 53 (Mr. Mackenzie). 1°*, 129; 2°*, 172;
in Com. and 30*, 541. (45 Vie., c. 98.)

NORTHIERN AND WESTERN BOUNDARIES 0F ONTARIo: Res.
Mr. Plumb) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 661; Deb.
adjd., 690; Deb. resumed (Mr. Dawson) 723; carried,
(Y. 116, N. 44) 761. [For Deb. see Roundaries of
Ontario.]

"NoRHERN LIGHT," Coal purchased for use of: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Anglin) 1121.

North Sydney Harbor Act Amt. B. No. 160
(Mr. McLelan). 1°*, 1403; 2Q*, in Com. and 30*.
(45 Vie., c. 50.)

North-Western and Portage and Westbourne
Ry. Co. B. No. 20 (Mr. Boultbee). 10*, 47; 20*,
68; in Com., 558; 30*, 615. (45 Vie., c. 80.)

North-Western Bank Incorp. B. No. 29 (Mr.
Rochester). 1*, 57; 20*, 89; in Com., 296; 3*,311.
(45 Vie., c. 62.)

NoRTn-WEST MOUNTED POLICE, Compensation to Members:
in Com. of Supply, 1199.

North-West Mounted Police Force Acts Con-
solidation B. No. 102 (Sir John A. Macdonald).
1°*, 3 .8; Res. in Com., 541; 2°*, 798; in Com., 798,
1129; 3° on a div., 1130. (45 Vic., c. 29.)

NoRTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE SERVICE. See Supply.
North-West Territories Act (1880) Amt. B. No.

149 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 10*, 1129; 2°, in Com.
and 30*, 1542. (45 Vie., c. 28.)

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES:
Arrears due Government on Sale of Lands in Manitoba,

&c.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 19.
Applications and Leases of Grazing and Pasture Lands:

M. for Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 19.
Coal, Mineral and Timber Lands, Locations, &c.: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 20.
Chartered Rys.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 129.
Coal Lands: Re,. (Mr. Blake) 558.
Expenses of Government in: in Com. of Supply, 1199.
Government Land Agencies opened: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Ross, Middlesex) 20.
Government Land Policy: Res. (Mr. Charlton) in Amt.

to Com. of Supply, 810.
Harbors and Rivers: in Com. of Supply, 1029.
Immigrant Sheds: Ques. (Mr. Royal) 478.
Information respecting: Ques. (Mr. Hooper) 1107.
Indians: in Com. of Supply, 1184.
Land Sold up to Feb., 1882, and Prices obtained,&c.: M.

for Rets. (Mr. Cameron, Euron) 40.
Land taken up under Homestead Act and Numbaer of

Settlers: M, for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 41.
Number of Acres of Land surveyed, &c.: M. for Rets.

(Oir. Charlton) 41.
Number of Acres of Land sold and amounts realized,

&c.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 41.
Pre-emptions and Amount Paid thereon: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Charlton) 41.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Supply, 1025.
Purchase of Lands by Ry. Co.'s: M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake)

1121.
Provisional Districts: Mess. presented (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1402: Considered, 1567; Res. 1568.
Regulations as to Sale, &c., of Public Lands and Min-

erals, Coal and Timber Lands : M. for Rot. (Mr.
Charlton) 41.

Squatters on Lands : M. for 0.C.(Mr.Ross,Middlesex) 20.
Supply of Fuel: iRes. (Mr. Blake) 282.
Timber Licenses Granted in Manitoba, Keewatin, &c.:

M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Euron) 20.
Nova Scotia, Exchange Bank of, B. No. 23 (Mr.

Killam). 10*, 47; 2°*, 69; in Com., 264; 30*, 296.
(45 Vie., c. 60.)

NOVA ScoTIA HARBORS AND RIVERs: in Com.of-Supply,1026.
NovA SCOTIA PUBLIC BUILDINGS: in Com. Of Supply, 926.

Oaths o Of ce B. B o. 1 (1Sir Jphn A. Xacdonald).
1*, 1.

OBSTRUCTIONS IN NAVIGABLE RIVERs, ROmoval of: in CoM.
of Supply, 866.

OCEAN AND RIVER SERVIoE. Seo uppi.
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INDEX.
OCEAN MAIL CLERKS: Renarks (Air. Blake) in Com. of

Supply, 1192.
Ocean Mutual Marine Ins. Co, Incorp. B. No. 90

(MUr. Daly). 10*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com. and 3Q*, 669.
(45 Vic., c. 103.)

OCCUPATION OF SCHOOL LANDS IN MANITOBA: M. for Cor.
(1Mr. Schultz) 328.

Offences against the Person (Criminal Law
Amt.) B. No. 11 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°*, 42;
2°,279; in Com., 615.

OFFICIAL ARBITRATORS, CLAIMS REFERRED TO: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 57.

"OFFICIAL GAZETTE," Censure'of Lieut.-Col. Ross in: Deb.
in Com. of Supply, 1292.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF DEBATES:
Com. to supervise appointed (Mr. Bowell) 18.'
M. to concur in First Rep. of Comn. (.fr. Béchard) 690;

Second Rep. (Mr. Stephenson) 1473; Third Rep.,
1176; Fourth Rep., 1555.

Supply-in Coin., 784; Conc., 1499.
Translation of: Remarks on the (Mr. Fiset) 376 ; (Mr.

Valin) 1356.
OFFICIAL VIsITS TO ENGLAND: M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) 37.
OLIVER DAVIDsON, & Co., MAINTENANCE oF TELEGRAPH

LINES: in Com. of Supply, 1098.
ONDERDONK, ANDREW, CHZEQUE DEPOSITED wITH TENDER:

M. for Copy (Mr. Guthrie) 229.
ONTARIO:

Boundaries, Northern and Western (Mr. Plumb) in
Amt. to Com. of Supply, 661; Deb.adjd., 690; Deb.
resumed (.Mr. Dawson) 723; Aimt. carried (Y. 116,
N. 44) 761. [For Deb. see Boundaries of Ontario.]

Boundary Award: M. for Copies of Cor. with Lieut.-
Governor (Mr. Mills) 229.

Bureau of Agriculture and Statistics: in Com. of
Supply, 848.

Harbors and Rivers: in Com. of Supply, 1029.
Indians: in Com. of Supply, 1184.
Level of Lake: M. for Cor, (Mr. Blake) 1120.
Northern and Western Boundary: M. for Reps. and

Cor. (111r. Plumb) 19.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Supply, 1024.
Streams and Creeks A et, Disallowed: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 40.
Visit of Minister of Public Works: in Com. of Supply,

927.
ONTARIO AND MANITOBA MAIL SERVICE: iRemarks (Mr.

Hooper) in Com. of Supply, 1196.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. No.

72 (Mr. Strange). 1Q*, 220; 20*, 264.
Ontario Bank Capital Stock Reduction B. No.

45 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 1°*, 78; 2°*, 110; in Coin.
and 30*, 541. (45 Vie., c. 57.)

Ontario Bank Capital Stock Reduction B. No.
170 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 10*, 2°* and 3°*, 1521. (45
Vie., c. 58.)

Ontario Court of Maritime Jurisdiction Act
Amt. B. No. 37 (Mr. Cameron, Euron). 10*, 72.

9

lxy
f Ontario Investment Association Incorp. B. No.

54 (Mr. Carling). 1°*, 129; 20*, 172.
Ontario Pacifie Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 61 (Mr.

Bergin). 14*, 162; 20*, 201; in Con. and 30*, 1001.
(45 Vie., c. 78.)

ORDER OF BUSINESS: Remarks (Air. Charlton) on B. No. 25,
1068 > Ques. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 1154.

ORDER, QUESTIONS OF:
Allusion to a past Deb. objected to and checked by Mr.

Speaker, 1133.
Boundaries of Ontario: Res. (Mr. Plumb). Objec-

tion (Mr. Mousseau) Member having already
spoken, sustaine1 by Mr. Speaker, 753.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. B. (Sir Charles Tupper). Ob.
jection (Sir John A. -Macdonald) to Momber
speaking twice. Ruled (Mr. Speaker) that
Member did not make a speecb, 1235.

Claim of Jos. Chas. Lislois. Objection (Mr. Mackenzie)
to construction of Ques. Ruled (Mr. Speaker)
that same be amended, 73.

Explanation in Deb. after Member has spoken only
allowed by permission of the House, 452.

Inland Revenue Act Aint. B. (Mr. 3fousseau). Quîes.
(Mr. Landry) as to Amts. likely to be mado by
the Senate. Ruled (Air. Speaker) cannot speak in
House of Commons of what may or may not b3
done in the Senate, 1552.

Military Schools for the Infantry Service. Objection
(Mr. Mackenzie) to construction of Ques. Ruled
(Mr. Speaker) that first part of Ques. not ob-
jectionable, but last part must be withdrawn, 73.

Permission of a Member to ask a Ques. Ruled (Mr.
Speaker) that Ques. can only be put by unanimous
consent of the louse, 1303.

ORoMoCTO SHOALS: Remarks (Sir lector Langevin) in Com.
of Supply, 1029.

Ottawa Agricultural Ins. Co 's winding-up B.
No. 30 (K[r. Rochester). * 57; 2°*, 89; in Coin.
and 30*, 773. (45 Vic., c, 108.)

Ottawa and Arnprior Junction Ralway Co. In-
corp. B. No. 18 (ir. Donville). 1°*, 47; 20*, 68;
in Com., 221; 3°*, 263. (45 Vic., c. 74.)

OTTAWA, LUMBER, SHINGLES AND iATHS SHIPPED FROMH: M.
for REt. (Mr. Rochester) 112t.

Ottawa, Waddington and New York Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 60 (Mi.. Carrier). 10*, 162; Z *,
201; in Com. and 3°*, 615. (45 Vic., c. 47.)

OWEN SOUND, RIVER AND iIARB)R IMPROVEMENTS: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Blake) 1120; in Comn. of Supply, 1267.

OYSTERS, CULTIVATION OF: Remarks (Mr, Killam) in Coin.
of Supply, S70.

PACIFIC OCEAN CABLE: M. for Ret. (Mr. Boude) 1121.
PACIFIC RAILWAY. See Caa dian Pacifie Ry.
PARLIAMENT, 4TH, FoURTII SESSION, 1882, 45 VIroRIA:

Opening, 1; Speech from the Throne, L; Bills Assouted
to, 192, 1574; Prorogation, là76.

PARLIAMENTARY FRANCHISE, EXTENS'on oF THE: Ques. (31r.
Costigan) 45.

P ARLIA.MENTAaY LIBRABRY. See Bou6e cf Commons and Sufj ly



INDEX.
PARLIAMENTiY PRINTING CONTRACT in COm. Of Supply

1198.
PASPEBIAC IARBOR SURVEY: M. for hep. (M. Beouchesne)37.
PASSENGER AND FREIGTIT EATES ON lYS. OWNED BY

CANADrAN PACIFrc Ry.: M. for Cor. (Àtr. Blake) 40.
Passenger (Ry.) Tickets B. No. 5 (Air. Krkpa!rick).

1°*, 85; 20 prop., 269; M. to refer to Sel. Com.,
wthdn., 279,; 20, 279; prop. M. to transfer to Govern-
ment Orders (Sir Charles Tupper) 851; carried, 1155.
3 * 1212. (45 Vic., c. 41.)

Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. No 106 (3fr. Caneron
Victoria). 10, 367; 2° and in Com., 1472.

Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. No. 155 (Mr. Pope, Conp.
ton). 1°*, 1253; 20 and in Com., 1542; 30*, 1543.
(45 Vi., c. 22.)

"PATENT RECORD: " in Com. Of Supply, 847.
Pawnbrokers' Act Amt. B. No. 24 (Mr. Orton).

1J*, 47; M. for 2°, 189; Deb. adjd., 189; Deb. resumed
and B. wthdn., 266.

PAYMENTS OF MONEY tO CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.: M. for
Reps. and O. C. (Mr. Blake) 40.

Peace River and Saskatchewan Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. No. 26 (Mr. Kilvert). 1°*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com.,
312; 30*, 429. (45 Vic., c. 81.)

P. E. I. and Intercolonial Ry Branch Lines B.
No. 175 (Sir Charles Tupper). 10*, 2°* and 30*,
1555. (45 Vic., c. 15.)

PEMBROKE AND THE CANADA CENTRAL _RY. BONUS: M. for

Copy Of Petition, &e. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 483.
PENITENTIARIES. See Supply.
PENSIONS. See Supply.
Persons charged with Misdemeanor, competent

- as Witnesses B. No. 10 (Mr. Cameron, Huron).
10*, 42; M. for 20, 616; 2°*, 619; ref. to Special Com.,
619.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS-: (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 328, 368;
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 368; (Mr. Plumb) 452; (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 570; (Mr. Mills) 888; .Messrs.
Kirkpatrick, McCarthy and Boultbee) 889; (Mr. Patter-
son, Essex) 927; (Mr. Bunster) 1067, 1102; (Messrs.
Tasse and Currier) 990; (Mr. Hesson) 990; (Mr. Dom-
ville) 1356.

PETITE NATION RIVER WORKS: Ques. (.Mr. 1Routhier) 172.
Petroleum Inspection Act (1880) Amt. B. No.

172 (Mr. Bowell). 1°*, 1521; 2' and in Com., 1571;
3B*, 1573. (45 Vic., c. 26.)

Planters' Bank of Canada Incorp. B. No. 52 (Mr.
Gault). 10*, 129; 2°*, 172; in Com. and 3'*, 429.
(45 Vic., c. 63.)

PICKLED EERRING, IMPORTATION AND INSPECTION OF: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Fortin) 369.

P10Tou DRY DOCK : M. for Ret. (Mr. Doull) 314.
PIER AT ANNAPOLIS: M. for Cor. (Mr. Killam) 55.
PIER AT CRANE ISLAND: Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1107.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. No. 119 (Mr. McLelan). Res.

in Com.,659; 10*, 660; 20, 1260; in Corn.1261,1329,
1472; 30*, 1472. (45 Vic., c. 32.)

Pilotage Act (1873) Amt. B. No. 142 (Mr. McL elan).
Res. in Com., 789; 1'*, 789; B, Whdn,

POINT AUX TRitmBL-U-s, W-IARP AT: ff. for Reps. Of Engi-
neers (3fr. Va llée) 44.

Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. Co. Act Amt. B.
y No.- 86 (111r. WVhite, Renfrcw). 1o*, 288 ; 2*, 312;

in Com. anid 30Zý 773. (45 Vic., c. 69.)
POPULA4TION 0F BRîITIl ICOLUMBIA BY LAST CENSUS: QUOS.

(.Mr. VeCosrnos) 35.
*Portage, Westbourne, and North-Western Ry.

Co. B.- No. 20 (Mr. Boultbee). l'*, 47; 20*, 68; in
Coin., 558; 30*, 615. (45 V/ic., c. 80.)

PORT D INIEL -HARBOR SuRvEY: M. for Rep. of Engineer
(3flr. Beaucliesne) 40.

*PORT HOODY AND EmoRY BAR SECTION 0F CANADIAN
PACiFic R-y., CONTRACT FOR: Res. (Mr. MAackenzie)
inu Amt. to Com. of Supply, 571; Deb. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 574; (Mir. Cameron, Huron) 580;
(.Mr. illennan) 583; (M1r. Blake) 583; (Sir
John A. M'acdonald) 587; (Mr. .Huntington) 589;
(bSir Richard J. Cartwright) 590; Amt. neg. (Y. 55, N.

r 125) 592.
Pon T MOODY AND YALE SECTION 0F CANADIAN PAcIFIa liY.)

APPROXIMATE QITANTITIES: M. for Copies, 167.
PORT MULGRRAVE TO EAST BAY (C.B.) STEAM COMMUNICA-

TION: ConC., 1310, 1501.
PORT WARDEN ACTS, EXPE,\DITURE IJNDER: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Gault) 1121.
Port Warden's Act (1874) Âmt. B. No. 120 (Mr.

3lcLelan). iRes. in Com., 787; 10*, 188; 2? andin
COM,, 1190; 30*, 1191. (45 Vic., c. 46.)

Port Warden of Montreal Harbor Âcts Con-
solidation B. No. 122 (Mr. MêLelan). lies. in
Com. and 10*, 786; in Com, and 30*, 1264. (45 V/ic.,
c. 45.)

POSTAGE ON NEwsPAPERs, ABOLITION 0F: Ques. (Mr. Trow)
36; prop. lies. (Sir John A. M/acdonald) 1330.

POSTAL COMMUNICATION WITHI THE COUNTY 0F SAGUENAY:

M. for -Rot. (MWr. Cimnon, Chicoutimi) 125.
POSTAL SÀ-VINGs'BANKs SYSTEM: Ques. (Mr. Wallace, Nor-

folk) 1108.
POSTMASTEII AT GREENWOOD (N.S.) REMOVAL 0F: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Borden) 485.
POST OFFICE AT BRAMPTON. Ques. (Mr. Elliott) 110.
POST OFFICE AT WHITE ROCK MILLs: Ques. (Mr. Borden)

478.
POST OFFICE IDEPARTMENT: in COM. Of SUpply, 656.

POST OFFICE ORDERS TO FORRzION CouïTiEis: M. for IRot.
(Air. Farrow) 43.

POST OFFICE SERVICE:. in Com. of Supply, 1191.
POTTS, THOMAS, LETTERS ADDRESSECD TO: M. for Cor. (Mr'.

.4nglin) 374.
PRINCE ARTHUR's LANDiNa, HIARBOR AT: IleMarkS (Mr.

Dawson) in Com. of Supply, 869.
PRINCE ARTHuRt's LANDINO TO RiED RIVER (CANADIAN

PAcîFic Rt.): in Com. of Supply, 1095; Cone., 1315.
PRINCE EDWÂRD ISLAND AND GREAT BRiTAiN STEAM COM-

MUNICATION: in Com. of Supply, 866; Cone., 1311.
Prince Edward Island Bank Relief B. No. 38

(Sir John A. .M'acdonald). lV"<, 21* and 3"*e 72. (15
pic., C. 56.)
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IN D E X
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND PUBLIC BUILDINGS: in Com. of

Supply, 1023.
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RY., CONDITION OF: in COM.

of Supply, 1154.
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RY. RATES: M. for Statement

(Mr. Muttart) 114.
PRECEDENCE OF GOVERNMENT BUSENESS : Ms. (Sir John À.

Macdonald) 369, 621 ; (Mr. Bowell) 1254.
PRE-EMPTIONS IN MANITOBA, &c., AND AMOUNT PAID THEREON:

M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 41.
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection

with the Church of Scotland Incorp. B. No.
70 (Mr. Macmillan). 10*, 192; 2°*, 221.

Presbyterian Ministers', Widows' and Orphans'
Fund Management Incorp. Acts Amt. B.
No. 71 (AIr. Brooks). 1'y, 192; 2°*, 221; in Com.
and 30*, 773. (45 Vic., c. 125.)

Presbyterian Temporalities Fund Manage-
ment Incorp. Acts Amt. B. No. 66 (Mr. Shaw).
10*, 172; 2Q*, 201 ; M. for Com., 549; Ait., delay of
one week (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) neg., 550 ; in Com.,
550; rep., 558; M. for 30, 696; Aint. (Mr. Amyot)
neg. on a div., 698; Amt. (Mr. McLennan) neg. (Y. 35,
N. 130) 715; Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) neg. on a
div., 716; Amt. (Mr. McDougall, Halton) carried, 718;
on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Macmillan) neg. on a div.,
720,; 30*, 720. (45 Vic., c. 124)

PRINTING, 'ANADIAN PACIFI IRY. AND DoMINION LANDS:
Ques. (1r. Blake) 1107.

PRINTING, GOVERNMENT, EXECUTED OUTSIDE oF CONTRACTOR:
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 19.

PRINTING IAPS OF SURVEYED LANDS IN NORTH-WEST: in

Com. of Supply, 1291.
PRINTING, MISCELLANEOUS: in COM. Of Supply, 1197,
PRINTING, PAPER AND BOOKBINDING (LEGIsLATION) : in Com.

of Supply, 785.

PRIVATE BILLS PETITIONS: Ms. to extend tire (Mr. Drew)
45, 58, 129, 288, 367.

PRIVILEGE, QUESTIONS 0F:
Better Prevention of Fraud in Contracts B.: Ques. (Mr.

Casgrain) respecting day for discussion, 873.
Elections Act Amt. B.: Ques. (Mr. Ives) of pre-

cedence, 876.
Explanation (Mr.-Besson) respecting article iii London

Advertiser and charge of making disturbi ng noises,
990.

Explanation (Mr. Bunster) respecting Official Rep. of
Debates attributing speech made by Mr. Anglin
on the Res. of Sympathy with Ireland, 1102.

Explanation of Rep. of proceedings in House in St. John
Sun respecting Deb. on the (harybdis and St, John
Harbor (Mr. Domville) 1353.

Explanation in re Montreal Telegraph Co.'s B. respect-
ing paragraph in Monitreal Gazette (1fr. Cameron.
Victoria) 228, 368; paragraph in Toronto Globe,
988.

Explanation respecting Mr. Cameron's personal remarks
on newspaper paragraph (Mr. White, Cardwell)
368.

PLIvILEGE, QUESTIONS OF-Con.

Explanation (1r. MIls) respecting paragraph in Hali-
fax 1orning Herald charging him with having
accepted a fee (or bribe) of $4,000 from Ont.
Government in re Boundary Dispute, 888.

Explanations respecting paragraph in Toronto Globe
charging certain Members with supplementing
their Indemnity by foes for promoting Bills, &c.
(Mr.: Kikpatrick) 889 ; (Ar. McCarthy) 88j ;
(3Mr. Boultbee) 889.

Explanation of Remarks in Com. of Supply reflecting
on an hon. Member (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 927.

E wplanation (Sir John A. facdonald) respecting article
in Globe newspaper charging him with having sold
bimself to a contractor for $2,500, 570.

Explaiatiors respecting paragraph in Ottawa Free
Press on dispensing patronnge (Mr. Tagsé) 990;
(Mr. Currier) 900.

Explanations respecting items in Ottawa Free Press
charging certain hon. MNlenbers with setting off
tîorpedoes, &c. (Messrs. Ogden, Ife Leodi and Manson)
1534; (Mr. Anyot) 1553; (Mr. Bergeron) 1555.

Explanation respecting paragraph in Toronto Globe
charging the throwing of torpedoes (Mfr. Landry)
1534.

Explanation respecting paragraph in Montreal flerald
on retiring from parliamentary life (Air. Bunster)
1017.

Inland Waters Navigation Bill:'Ques. (Mr. Guillet) of
precedence, 876.

Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock: Ques. on bringing
down Rets. (Mr. Anglin) 876.

Intercolonial Ry. Tenders for Supplies: Ques. (Mr.

Killam) as to when Rets. will be laid before the
Hlouse, 876.

Ireland, Res. of Sympatby: Ques. (Mr. Costigan) as to
day for discussion, 875.

Pacific Ry. Com. Expenditure Return: Remarks as to
defective character (Mr. Blake) 876.

Roadjustment of the Representation B.: Remarks on
system of recording votes (Mr. Dawson) 1503.

PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF:

Agricultural Interests: M. (ir. Orton) for Sel. Com.
objected to by Mr. Trow, proper notice not having
been given of names comprising same. Objectior
sustained (1r. Speaker) 128.

Irish Res. of Sympathy (i1fr. Costigan). Objections
made by Mesrs. Willians, Tyrwhitt and White
(Iastinqs), to record of vote as published in the
Votes and Proceedinqs of tho Hlouse, maintaining
th at Res. were carriod on a div., Mr. Blake contend-
ing 'that they were carried unanimously, calling

upon the Premier to sustain him. Ruled (Mr.
Speaker) that record in Votes and Proceedings
cannot be altered, 1068.

Prevention of Fraud in relation to Public Contracts.
Res. (M. Casgrain) in Ami. to Com. of Supply.
Objected to by Sir Hector Langevin, the R18.
referring to a B. on the Orders of the Day. Mr.
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INDEX.
PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS oF- Con.

Prev(ntion of Fraud in Public Contracts-Con.
Speaker decided that only grievances could be
placed before the H. and Government on M. for
Com. of Supply, and that a M. cannot be made
relating to an Order of the Day, 1435.

Readjustmcnt of the Representation B. (S*r John A.
Macdonald). M. for 2 objected to by Mr. Blaee,
the B. which was prop. for 2° not being the same
that was submitted to the H. for 1°, quoting
English authorities to sustain bis objection. The
Premier submitted that the objection taken by the
leader of the Opposition could be taken in Com. of
W. ; but the Speakcr sustained the objections and
discharged the Order. B. wthdn., 1330-1332.

Stadacona Ins. Co. B. (JUr. Casgrain). Constitutionality
of B. questioned (Mr. Vallée) as the legalizing of
such a measure would interfero with the Civil Law
of Lower Canada. Ruled (fr. Speaker) that the
constitutionality of a B. is not decided by the
Chair but by Com. to which B. might be referred
48.

Steamboat Inspection Act: M. (Mr. MeLelan) for
Com. of W. to consider Res. Objected to by Mr
Mackenzie, the proposition not having first been sub-
mitted to Com. of W. as laid down by the Rules of
the L. Mr. Speaker decided that the prop. M.
came sufficiently within the meaning of the Rule
as generally understood and interpreted by late
English practice, 1546.

Trust and Loan Co. of Canada B. (Mr. Kirkpatrick).
Amt. (Mr. Béchard) to M. for 30 objected to by
.Mr, MeCarthy under the 67th Rule of the H., one
day's notice not having been given; objection sus-
tained (1r. Speaker) 1080.

Windsor and Pictou Brancbes of the Inti ercolon ni Ry. B.
(Sir Charles Tupper). On M. for 2°, Ques. (li. Bor-
den) as to B. affccting private righits. Ru1,d (Mir.
Speaker) that the B. having passed the 2ç it was
recognized as a publie B., the H. having power to
refer it to any tribunal it likes, but generally to
Coni. of W., 1544- 1549.

PRODUCTS OF TEE FARm, IMPORTATIONS OF: M. for Ret.
(.1r. McCarthy) 327.

Fromissory Notes and Bills of Exchange Act
Repeal B. No. 63 (Sir John -. Macdonald) 11,
Z* and 3'*, 162. (45 Vie., c. 1.)

Promissory Notes and other negotiable Instru-
ments B. No. 73 (3Mr. Macdonell, Lanark). 1°, ,220;
2°, '21.

PR VINClAL ACTs DISALLOWED: M. for Ret. (Mr. Patterson,
Es.sex) 19.

PROViNcIAL CONSTITUTIONS OR CHARTERS: M. for Copies
(3fr. Maekenzie) 167.

PROVINCIAL Iys.: M. for Copy of Res. (Mr. Blak) 371.
PaCV&-IONAL D1sTaCT IN THE NORTH WEST: Messa-e pre-

sented (Sir Jo4n A. MJacdon:a1d) 14A2; con-idered,
1-(7; Ràes., 1568.

?oß aG4TION F PARLIAXENT. Sce Parlianiet.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS, 1880: M. to rcfer Items to Com. (Mr

BlaAe) 483.
PUBLIC 13Us[N9,s AND TELEGRAPH MESsAGES: M. for Copy

of Instructions (Mr. Killam) 1121.
PUBLIC BUSINESS, STATE OF: Remarks (Mr. Blake) 287, 428.
PUBLIC BUILDING AT SOREL: Ques. (Mr. Massue) 164.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. No. 7

(Mr. Casgrain). 1°*, 35; M. for 20, 187; Amt., 1 m. h.
(Sir Bector Langevin) carried (Y. 78, N. 51) 188.

PUBLIC DEBT, ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE PAYniENT OF INTIR-

EST ON: M. for Cor. (Sir Ricard J. Cartwright) 20.
PUBLIC DEBT, The : Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 254.
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE: Res. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)

in Ant. to Com. of Supply, 1332; Deb. (Sir Leonard

Tiley) 1334; (Mir. Casgrain) 1337; (MIr. Mackenzie)
1337 ; (Mr. Bowell) 1339; (Mr. Wright) 1344; (Mr.
Ross, Mliddlesex) 1344; (Mr. Rochester) 1348; (3fr.
Plumb) 1348; Amt. neg. (Y. 47, N. 99) 1354.

PUBLIC PRINTING AND ESTABLISHMENT OF A GOVERNMENT

PRINTINO OFFTCE : lemarks (Mr. MeDougall, Halton)
in Com. of Snpply, 1197.

PUBLIC SERVI E, SUPERANNUATIONS IN: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Kau!bach) '73.

PUBLIC WORKS CIIARGEABLE To INCOME AND CAPITAL. Seo

Supply.
PUBLIC WonKs, DEPARTMENT OF: InI Com. of Supply, 657.
PUBNICO AND YARMoUTI, DREDGES AT: Remarks (fr. Kil-

lam) in Com. of Supply, 1029.
PULLMAN CAR CO., DUTIES UNPAID AND SEZURES MADE: 1.

for Cor. (3fr. Béchard) 1120.

Qu'Appelle Land Co. Incorp. B. No. 103 (Mr.
Boultbee). 1°*, 3(7; 2°*, 492; in Com. 1105; 3°*,
1106. (45 Vic., P. 121.)

QUARANTINE. Sec Suppy.
QUARANTINE STaTIONS, CATTLE, OF CANADA: in Com. of

Sipply, 850.
QUARANTINE STATIONS ON DETROIT AND ST. CLAIR RIVERs:

M. for Ret. (.fr. Patterson, Essex) 327.
QUARTERLY STATISTICS OF TRADE: Res. (3fr. Boss, Middle-

sex) 1248.
QUEBEC:

A et respecting Mines: M. (Mr. Laurier) 40.
Barbors and Rivers: in Com. of Supply, 1028.

Indians: in Com. of Supply, 1184.

Instructions to Governors-General, &c.: M. fore Ret.

(fr. Mfilis) 1108.
Judicial Appointments: M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 4.
Manufactures exported to B. C.: M. for Statement (Aïr.

Valin) 284.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Supply, 1023.
Validity of Marri-ages: M. (Mr. Blake) 55.
Vessels Reigistered in: M. for Statement (Mr. Valin)

2-8.
QUEBEC CITADEL, GoV. GEN.'S QUARTERS: in Com. of Sup-

ply, 125.
Quebec Harbor Improvement Act Amt B. No.

129 (Nir Leonard iley). Res. in Com., 534; lo*,

535; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 988. (45 «Vic., c. 47.)
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Quebec, Montreal and Ottawa Ry. B. No. 114

(Mr. Abbott). l*, 376; 20Y, 492; in Com. and 30*,
1078. (45 Vic., c. 67.)

QuEBEc RY. FERar: Ques. (Mr. Landry) 36.
Quebec Timber Co. Incorp. B. No. 32 (Mr. Brooks).

10*, 57; 2°*, 89; in Com., 296; 30*, 311. (45 Vie.,
c. 119 )

Queen's College, Kingston B. No. 64 (AMr. Kirk-
patrick). l°*, 172; 20*, 201; in Com. and 30*, 773.
(45 Vic., c. 123.)

QUESTIONS OF ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE. See
those subjects.

Railway Commissioners, Court of, B. No. 2 (Mr.
McCarthy). 10*, 18; M. for 2°, 173; Amt., 6 m. h. (Mr.
McCuaig) 185; wthdn., 186; 2°, 186; M. for Special
Com. carried, 186.

RAILWAY Co.'S IN THE NoRT-WEST, PURCHASE oF LAND BY:
M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 1121.

RAILWAY CROSSINGS IN TORoNTO: M. for Cor. (Arr. Wallace,
York) 227.

RAILWAY INSPECTION FUND: Ques. (Mr. McCarthy) 368.
Railway Passenger Tickets B. No. 5. (Mr. Kirk-

patrick). 1°*, 35; 2Q prop., 269; M. to refer to Sel. Com'
wthdn., 279; 2°, 279; prop. M. to tran>fer to Govern.
ment Orders (Sir Charles Tupper) 851; carried, 1155'
30* 1212. (45 Vic., c. 41.)

Railway Passenger Tickets, good until used B.
No. 58 (Mr. Thompson). 10, 162; 2°, 281.

RAILWAYS, ACCIDENTS ON GOVERNMENT: M. for Documents
(Mr. -patin) 285.

RAILWAYS AND CANALS CHARGEABLE TO INCOME AND
CAPITAL. See Supply.

RAILWAYS AND CANALS, DEPARTMENT OF: in Com. of
Supply, 657.

Rainy River Improvement Co. Incorp. B. No.
39 (Mr. Kilvert). 10*, 78; 20*, 110.

RAINR RIVER WATER POWER ON: M. for Ret. (Mr. Wallace,
York) 228.

Rapid City Central Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No.
139 (Mr. Bannerman). 1°*, 659; 2°*, 773; in Com.
and 30*, 1106. (45 Vic., c. 85.)

READJUSTMENT OF SEATS B.: Ques. (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) 72; (Mr. Mils) 228; remarks (Lir. Blake) 1068;
Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1145; (Mr. Blake) 1155, 1231.

Readjustment of the Representation of the H.
of C. B. No. 153 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°, 1202;
M. for 2°, 1330; B. wthdn., 1332.

Readjustment of the Representation of the H.
of C. B. No. 158 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*,
1332; M. for 2°, 1356; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1376; neg. (Y.
51, N. 111) 1401; Amt. (Mr. Mdls) neg. (Y. 52, N.
112) 1402; 2° carried (Y. 112, N. 52) 1402; M. for
Com., 1403; in Com., 1410, 1445¿ on M. for 3°,
Amts. to recom. (Mfr. Paterson, Brant) carried
(Y. 124, N. 15) 1478; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1479; (Mr. Sutherland) neg. (Y. 42,
N. 99) 1479; (Mr. Mackenzie) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1480; (Mr. Guthrie) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1480; (Mr.

1xij
Readjustment of Representatiou-Con.

Fleming) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1481; (Mr. Wheler)
neg. .(Y. 42, N. 99) 1482; (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 42,
Y. 99) 1482; (Mr. Trow) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1483;
(Mr. .Mills) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 14S3; (Mr. Casey) nog.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1484; (Mr. Paters9n, Brant) neg. (Y.
42, N. 99) 1485; (Mrr. Miacdonell, Lanark) neg. (Y.
42, N. 99) 1485; (Mr. Thompson) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1486; (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1486; (Mrr. Trow) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1486; (Mr. Bain)
neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1487; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) neg.
(Y. 42, N. 99) 1488; (Mr. Blake) nog. (Y. 42, N. 99)
1488; (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1488; (Mr.
Trow) neg. (Y. 42, N. 99) 1489; (Arr. Rymal) neg. (Y.
41, N. 106) 1491; Amt. (Mr. Bunster) wthdn., 1493;
Amt. to recom. (Mr. Guthrie) neg. on a div., 1194;
(MIr. Gillies) neg. (Y. 37, N. 103) 1494; 3°*, 1495;
Senate Amts. considored, 1561. (45 Vic., c. 3.)

RECIPROCITY WITH THE IIAWAIIAN ISLANDS: M. for Sel.
Com. (Mr. Bunster) 1249.

RED POINT (P. E. 1.) BREAKWATER: Ques. (Mr. Muttart)
163.

RED RIVER EXPEDITIoN (1870-71) NAMES 0F OFFICERS. M.
for Rot. (Mr. Amyot) 328; Ques., 478.

RED RIVER, -RAPIDS IN, IMPROVEMENT OF: Ques. (Mr. Scott)
163.

REGISTERED LETTERS, CHARGES ON: Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 42.
REGISTERED LETTERS LOST DURING 1881: M. for Statement

(2Mr. Coughlin) 57.
REGISTRATION OF SHIPPING: ConC., 1311.

REGISTRATION OF VESSELS IN QUEBEC: M. for Statement
(ZMr. Valin) 288.

REGULATION OF THE FISiERIEs: M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 171.
REID J., Cariboo, B.C.: Announcement of Return by The

Speaker, 1; Introduction, 1.
REPAiES, FURNITURE &c., PUBLIC BUILDINGS: in Com. Of

Supply, 1026.
REPEAL OF DUTIES ON FUEL AND BREADSTUFFS. See Fuel

and BreadstufTs.
REPORT OF GERMAN DELEGATES: Ques. (Mr. Merner) 254.
REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR: Attention of

Minister called to an article in Mail news3paper (fr.

.Ross, Middlesex) 222.
REPORTS PRESENTED :

Adulteration of Food (Mr. Bowell) 18.
Auditor General's (Sir Leonard Iilley) 18.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Royal Commission, Evidence

before (Sir Leonard Tilley) 773; Commissioners'
Rep. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 789.

Interior (Sir John A. Macdonald) 311.
Inland Revenue (Mr. Bowell) 18.
Militia and Defence (Mr. Caron) 18.
Postmaster General's (Mrr. O'Connor) 41.
Publie Works (Sir Bector Langevin) 18.
Public Accounts (Sir Leonard Tilley) 18.
Raiiways and Canals (Sir Charles Tupper) 18.
Secretary of State's (Mr. 3-ousseau) 162.
Trade and Navigation Returns (Mr. Bowell) 18.
Weights and Measures (Mr. Bowell) 18.



lxx INDEX.
RESIDENT JUDGE AT GASPt: M. for Ret. (2fr. Fort'n) 110.
RESTIGOUCHE RIVER, DREDGING THE: Ques. (Mr. Raddow)

254.
RESTGOýUCHE RIVER, TRAVERSE IN THE CHANNEL OF: M. for

Reps. of Eogineers (Mir. Beauchesne) 40.
RETURNS OF RAILWAY CONTRACTS: Remarks (Mr. Blake)

493.
REVENUE CUTTER ON 11uDs'N's BAY: Ques. (Mr. Banner-

man) 45.
REVISION OF CANADIAN STATUTES, APPOINTMENT oF Com-

MISSIONER: M. for Ret. (Mfr. Blake) 49 .
Richelieu Bridge Co. Incorp. B. No. 42 (Mr.

Baker). 1°*, 78; 2°, 110; in Com. and 30*, 888. (45
Vic., c. 91.)

RIDOUT, MAJOR, CHARGES AGAINST: M. for Copy, &C. (Mr.
Bunting) 190.

RIDOUT, MAJOR, REMOVAL FROM MILITARY COLLEGE STAFF :
M. for Cor. (Mr. Bunting) 190.

RiMoUsKI, CENSUS ENUMERATION IN: M. for Statement
(AIr. Fiset) 229.

"RiMousKr," STEAMER, SALE OF: Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 1108.
RIMOUSKI, TOBACCO TAX PAID IN: M, for Names of Persons

(MVr. Fiset) 1253.
RiMOusKI, WHARF AT: Ques. (Air. Fiset1 478.
RivLEn FISIERIES: in Com. of Supply, 875.

River St. Clair Ry. Bridge and Tunnel Co. B.
No. 80 (Mr. Arkell). 1°*, 2:-9; 2°*, 264; in Com. and
30*, 1078. (45 Tic., c. 70.)

RIVERS IN DoM'INION LEASED FOR FISIIING: M. for Rot. (Mrt
Bladdow) 1120.

RIVIÈRE BLANCHE BREAKWATER: Ques. (MIr. Fiset) 558.
RIVIÈRE DU LOUP BRIDGE CROSSING: QueS. (Air. Grandbois)

110.
RIVIÈRE DU LOUP BRANCH OF TEHE INTERCOLONIAL, TOTAL

COST OF: M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 191.
RIVIÈRE DU LOUP, DREDGE AT MOUTH OF: Ques. (Mr.

Massue) 255.
RIVIÈRE DU LOUP (en haut) MOUTH 0F: M. for Rep. of

Engineer (Mr. oude) 229.
RIVIÈRE DU Loup WHARF, LIGHT ON: Ques. (M. Grandbois)

222.
ROADS AND BRIDGES IN MANITOBA, AID TO: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Schultz) 1120.
ROBBERY OF ALMA (N.B.) POsT OFFICE: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Domville) 1240.
ROLLING STOCK, INTERCOLONIAL RY.: MS. for Rets. (Mr.

Anglin) 56, 120.
RONDEAU HARBOR OF REFUGE, Arrival and Departure of

Vessels: M. for Rets. (Mr. Stephenson) 45.
Ross, LIEUT.-COL., CHARGES AGAINST: M. for Copies (Mr.

Mackenzie) 327; Deb. in Com. of Supply on censure in
Gazette, 1292.

ROUTE AND EXPENDITURE ON CANADIAN PAc1FiC RY.
WEST OF WINNIPEG: M, for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 40.

Royal Academy of Arts Incorp. B. No. 150 (Mr.
Kirkpatrick). 1°* and 2°*, 1129; in Com. and 30*,
1212. (45 Vic., c. 122.)

ROYAL ASSENT, FoRM OF: Ques. (Mfr. Landry) 48.
RoyAL ASSENT TO BILLS, 192, 1574.

Royal Military College Graduates, to be admit-
ted to profession of D.L S. B. No. 124 (Mr.
Casgrain). 10, 493.

RUSSELL vs. WOODWARD: in Con. of Supply, 1276.
RYAN, THoMAs, APPOINTMENT OF: M. for Cor. (Mr. Coursol)

316.

SABLE ISLAND, TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION WITII: Ques.
(Mr. Daly) 45; M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
50.

SACKVILLE, COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS AT: M. for Cor. (Sir
Albert J. Smith) 282.

SAGUENAY, POSTAL COMMUNICATION IN: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Cimon, Chicoutimi) 125.

SALARIES OF DEPUTY ADJUTANTS-GENERAL AND BRIGADE

MAJORS: Ques. (Mr. Boude) 222.
SALARIES OF COUNTRY POSTMASTERS: Ques. (Mr. Wheler)

46; in Com. of Supply, 1194.
SALARIES OF COUNTY COURT JUDGES: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 169.
Salaries of Judges B. No. 179 (Sir Leonard Tilley).

Res. prop., 12e53; in Com., 1561; 10*, 2°* andin Com.,

1561; M. for 3', Amt.(Mr. Blake) neg. on a div., 1561;
30*, 1561. (45 Vic., c. 11.)

SALE OF PROPERTY ON RIDEAU STREET, OTTAWA: QuOs.
(Mr. Mackenzie) 129.

SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS AT WINNIPEG: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Mills) 1121.

SALES oF LAND BY THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. CO.: M. for
Statement (Mr. Blake) 371.

Sale of Ry. Passenger Tickets B. No. 5 (Mr. Kirk-
patrick). 1°*, 35; 2° prop., 269; M. to refer to Sel.
Com. wthdn., 279; 2°, 279; prop. M. 10 transfer to
Government Orders (Sir Charles Tupper) 851; carried,
1155; 30*, 1212. (45 Vie., c. 41.)

SALMON FISHING LICENSEs AND FEES CHARGED: M. for Rot.
(Mr. Killam) 1237.

SANDS HEAD LIGHTHOUSE, B.C.: Ques. (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) in Com. of Supply, 870.

SAN FRANCISCO AND VICTORIA (B.C.) STEAM COMMUNICATION:

in Com. of Supply, 865.

Saskatchewan and Peace River Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 26 (Mr. Kilvert). 1°*, 57; 20*,
89; in Com, 312; 30*, 429. (45 Vic., c. 81.)

SASKATCHEWAN GRAND -RAIDs, TRAMwAY AT: M. for Rot.
(Mr. Bannerman) 172.

Saskatchewan, Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine
Navigation Co. Incorp. B. No. 83 (Mr. Mac-
millan). l0*, 269; 2Q*, 296.

SASKATCHEWAN RIVER I1MPROVEMENTS: COnc., 1501.
Sault Ste. Marie Bridge Co. Incorp. B. No. 43

(Mr. Williams). 1°*, 78; 2'*, 110; in Com., 264;
30*, 296. (45 Vic., c. 89.)

.ScHOOL LANDS Il MANITOBA, SQUATTERS ON: Ms. for Rete.
(Mr. Scott) 263; Occupation of (Mr. Schultz) 328.

SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS. See Supply.
Sea Fisheries Development B. No. 177 (Sir John

A. Macdonald). Res. prop., 875; in Com., 1511; 1°,
2°*, in Com. and 3°, 1555. (45. Vic., c. 18.)



I NDEX.
Seamen's Act (1873) Amt. B. No. 110 (Mr. Mc-

Lelan). 1°*, 376; 2°* and in Com., 1509; M. for 3°,
Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 28, N. 87) 1535; 30*, 1535.
(45 Vic., c. 33.)

SECRETARY OF STATE, PEPARTMENT OF: in Com. Of Supply,
602.

Seduction, Adultery, &c. (Criminal Law Amt.)
B. No. 25 (Mr. Charlton). 11, 47; M. for 2° carried
(Y. 107, N. 16.) 327; Ref. to Special Com., 327.

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES. Seo Committees.
SESSIONAL MESSENGERS, IREMUNERATION oF : Remarks before

Prorogation, 1572.
SETTLERS IN THE NoRTH-WEST: Ques. (Afr. Blake) 36.
SHEETINGS AND SHIRTINGB: Remarks before the Orders of

the Day (Mr. Blake) 320.
SHELBUERNE HARBoR (N.S.) FoG WHISTLE AT-: Ques, (Mr.

Robertson, Shelburne) 222; (M. for Ret.) 318 ; in Com
of Supply, 869.

Sherbrooke Mutual Benefit Association Incorp.
B. No. 33 (Mr. Brooks). 1°*, 57; 2°*, 89.

SHINGLES AND LATHS SHIPPED PROM KINGSTON, BROOKVILLE
AND PRESCOTT: M. for Ret. (Mr. Rochester) 1121.

SHIPPING DISASTERS IN INLAND WATERS: M. for Cor. (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) 46.

"SIMcoE," LOSS OF THE: in Com. on B. 117, 1215.
Sisters of Charity of N.W.T. Incorp. B. No. 92

(Mr. Tasse). 1°*, 289; 2°*, 312; in Com. and 30*,
950. (45 Tic., c. 127.)

SITTINGS OF THE ]HOUSE: M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to sit
on Saturdays, 1254.

SMALL ARMs AMMUNITION, COST OF : in COm. Of Supply,
855.

SMUGGLING ALONG THE FRONTIER: in Com. of Supply, 851.
SOREL, PUBLI BUILDING AT: Ques. (Mr. Massue) 164.
SOREL, SALE OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY IN: M. for State-

ment (Mr. Massue) 228.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co. Incorp.

Acts Amt. B. No. 68 (Mr. Boultbee). 1°*, 192;
20*, 221; in Com. and 30*, 773. (45 Vic., c. 79.)

SOURIS AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN Ry. Co. LAND PURCHASES:
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1107.

SOURIS WEST HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS: M. fpor Cor. (1r.
Muttart) 478.

South Saskatchewan Valley Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
No. 76 (Mr. Robertson, -Hamilton). 1°*, 229; 2°*,
264; in Com. and 3°*, 773. (45 Vie., c. 82.)

Sovereign Fire Ins. Co. of Canada Acts A.mt. B.
No. 78 (Mr. .Mackenzie). 10*, 229; 20*, 264.

SPEECH FROM THE THRONE: Rep., 1; for the Address, &c.,
see Address.

Springfield and Winnipeg Bridge Co. Incorp.
B. No. 15 (Mr. Scott). 1°*, 47; 2°*, 68; in Com.
and 3°*, 888. (45 Vic., c. 92.)

SPRINGHILL COAL DELIvERIES: M. for Ret. (Mr. King) 172.
SQUATTERS IN TH N.W.T.: M. for O. C. (Mr. Boss, Middle-

sex) 20.
Stadacona Fire and Life Ins. Co. Act Amt. B.

No. 6 (Mr. Ca8grain). 1%, 35; 20, 47; in Com. and
3Q, 669. (45 Tic., C. 101.)

lxxi
STAKED CL AIMS UNDER MANITOBA ACT: M. for Rep. of

Commission (Mr. Costigan) 128.
STAMP ACT REPEAL: QueS. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 18;

Announcement (Sir John A. Macdonald) 109.
Stamp Act Repeal B. No. 63 (Sir John A. Macdonald).

10, 20* and 30*, 162. (45 -Vic., c. 1.)
STATION ACCOMMODATION (CANADIAN PACIFic RY.): in Com.

of Supply, 1098.
STATIONERY OFFICE, FOR STATIONERY: in Com. of Supply,

658.
STATISTICAL BUREAU AT WINNIPEG: Ques. (Mr. Scott) 255.
STATISTICS, HEALTH AND CRIMINAL: in Com. Of Supply,

847.
STATUTES, INDEX TO: M. to print (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 1355.
Steamboat Inspection Acts Consolidation B.

117 (Mr. McLelan). Res. in Com., 546; 1°*, 549;
2°* and in Com 1212, 1302; on M. for 30, Amt.
(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) carried, 1303; in Com.,
1303; on M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier)
neg. on a div., 1304; Amt. (Mr. McCallum) carried,
1306 ; in Com., 1306; on M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. McCuaig)
neg. on a div., 1307; 30*, 1307, (45 Vie., c. 35.)

STEAM COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CANADA AND BRAZIL.: M.
for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 328.

STEAMERS ON BAY CHALEURS: Ques. (Mr. Beauchesne6) 48.
STREAMS AN) CREEKS ACT, DISALLOWED: M. for Cor. &c.

(Mr. Cameron, -Huron), 40.
STREAMs BILL (ONT). See Disallowance.
STRATFORD AND CHESLEY MAIL SERVICE: QueS. (Mr. Gillies)

73.
STURGEON FIsHERY IN N.B.: Remarks (Mr. Burpee, Sun-

bury) in Com. of Supply, 874.
SUB-CONTRAOTS ON CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.: M. for Copies

(Mr. Blake) 481.
SUBSIDY TO CANADIAN PAOIFIC RY. CO.: in Com. Of Supply,

1098.
Subsidy to Manitoba B. No. 162 (Sir Leonard

Tilley). Res. prop., 721; in Com. 1420; 10*, 1425;
20* and in Com., 1568; M. for 30, 1568; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) neg. on a div. 1569; 30*, 1569. (45 Vic., c. 5.)

Subsidies to Rys. B. No. 176 (Sir Charles Tup-
per). Res. prop., 1521; Res. in Com., 1553; 1°* and
20*, 1554; in Com., 1556; M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Blake)
neg. on a div., 1556; 30*, 1556. (45 Vie., c. 14.)

SUGAR DUTIES, AMENDMENT OF TUE: Res. (Mr. Paterson,
Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Supply, 762; Deb. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 768; (Mr. Gunn) 7738; (Mr. McLen-
nan) 775; (Bir Richard J. Cartwright) 776; Amt. neg.
(Y. 36, N. 85) 779.

Sun Mutual Insurance Co. of Montreal Incorp.
Act A.mt. B. No. 4 (Mr. Gault). 1°*, 35; 20*,
47; in Com., 296; M. for 3°, 311; 3°, 429. (45 Vie.,
c. 100.)

SUPERANNUATION ALLOWANCES IN THE CIVIL SERVICE :

Ques. (Mr. Houde) 222.
SUPERANNUATION OF POsT OFFICE CLERKS AT LONDON: M.

for Cor:, &o. (Mr. Blake) 166.
SUPERANNUATION REFUNDS (INTEROOLONIAL): in Com. of

Supply, 1102.



INDEX.
SUPERANNUATION IN THE PUBLIC SERVIcEs: M. for Ret.

(.Mr. Kaulbach) 373.
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Acts Repeal

B. No. 146 (Mr. Landry). 10*, 950.
SUPREME COURT, APPEALS TO THE : Res. (.Yr. Blake)

164.
SUPREME COURT BILL: Ques. (Mr. Landry) 48; (3Mr.

Costigan) 493.
SUPREME COURT OÈ CANADA, FURNITURE AND REPAIRS : in

Com. of Supply, 1265.
SUPPLY:

[Only subjects which caused remark or discussion are
noted under this head.]

Formal Vote before Budget, 58.
Message from H. E. transmitting Estimates for 1882-83,

58; referred to Com., 58; Message from H. E.
transmitting Supplementary Estimates for 1881-82,
69; referred to Com., 69; further Suppl. for
1881-82, Message, 1313; Suppl. for 1882-83, Mes-
sage, 1314; further Suppl. for 1882-83, Message,
1535.

Res. for Com., 18; Res. in Amt.: Port Moody and
Emory Bar Section of Canadian Pacific Ry., Con-
tract for (Mr. Mackenzie) 592; Fuel and Bread-
stuffs, iRepeal of Duties on (Mr. Laurier) 622;
Boundaries of Ontario (Mr. Plumb) 661; Sugar
Duties, Amendment of (Mr. Paterson, Brant)
762; Government Land Policy in the North-West
(Mr. Charlton) 810; Disallowance of Streams B.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 876; Commercial Treaties
(Mr. Blake) 1068; Ireland, Resolutions of
Sympathy (Mr. Costigan) 1034; Cottons and
Woollens, Duties on (Mr. .Anglin) 1162; Iron In-
dustry (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 1216; Public
Expenditure (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 1332.

COMMITTEE :

Administration of Justice:
Russell vs. Woodward, Expenses in case of, 1276.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics :
Agricultural and Industrial and other Statisties of

Man. and N.W.T., 1506.
Care of Archives, 786; Conc., 1309.
Criminal Statistics, 847.
Census, 847; Conc., 1309.
lealth Statistics, 847; Conc., 1310.

Patent Record, 847.
Charges of Management, 592 ; Conc., 1308.
Civil Government :

Civil Service Board, 658.
Contingent Expenses, High Commissioner, 659;

Cone., 1500; additional expenditure, 1504.
Dept. of Justice, 601.

d i (Penitentiaries Branch) 601.
Militia, 601.
Secretary of State, 602.
Interior, 605.

"l"(Indian Affairs) 606, 1288, 1506.
" Customs, 606.

Agriculture, 656.

SUPPLY-Con.
COMMIT TErE-Con.

Civil Government- Con.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, 657.

" Public Works, 657.
"i Railways and Canals, 657.

Departmental Contingencies, 658.
Office of Auditor General, 606.
Post Office Dept., 655, 1506.
Post Office and Finance Depts. : Contingencies,

1276, 1506.
Stationery Office, for Stationery, 658.

Collection of Revenues:
Adulteration of Food, Conc., 1312.
Customs, 851.
Calling Timber, Conc., 1501.
Excise, 1067.
Inland Revenue: Tobacco Stamp, 1276.

"c" Commissions to Custoins officers,
1276.

Public Works: Telegraph Lines, B.C., 1275.
Railways and Canals: Intercolonial, 1148, 1230.

" " " Windsor Branch Ry., 1230.
c c" " P. E. I. Ry., 1444.

Weights and Measures and Gas, Conc., 1312.
Dominion Police, 659.
Dominion Lands-Capital, 1201.
Dominion Lands-Income, 1202, 1291.
Fisheries :

Fish Breeding, 1273.
Fish Hatchery, B. C., 1556.
Inspection of Rivers and Mill-dams, 1274.
Salaries and disbursements of Overseers and War-

dens, 870.
Salary, &c., Fishery Overseer MeVicar, 1272.

Gteological Survey, 1183, 1507.
Immigration, 848, 1276, 1505, 1506.
Immigration and Quarantine, 850; Conc., 1310.
Indians:

British Columbia, 1184.
Manitoba and the North-West, 1184-1186, 1290.
Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces, 1184;

Conc., 1312.
Squatters on Èeserve in Gibson, Ont., 1505.

Legislation:
Grant to Library, 784; Conc., 1499.
Indemnity of the late L. A. McConville, M.P.,

1556.
Publishing Debates, 784; Conc., 1499.
Printing, Paper and Bookbinding, 785.
Salaries of Officers (additional) and Contingencies

of Library,. 785.
Lighthouse and Coast Service:

Buoys and Beacons in Montreal Harbor, 1272.
Completion and construction of Lighthouses, &c.,

869.
Maintenance, &c., Lights, Fog-whistles, &c., 867.
Salaries, &c., Lighthouse Keepers, 867.
Sands Head Lighthouse, B. C., 870.

lxxii



INDEX.
SUPPLY-Con.

COMMITTEE-COn.
Mail Subsidies:

Steam Com.: San Francisco and Victoria, B.C., 865.
"C "g Grand Manan, N. B., and Mainland,

865.
" " Canada and West Indies and Brazil,

865; Conc., 1310, 1500.
" " France and Quebec, 865.

" " Liverpool and St. John, N.B., and
Halifax, N.S., 865.

Prince Edward Island and Great
Britain, 866; Conc., 1311.

c"c Campbellton and Gaspé, Conc., 1310.
" " Port Mulgrave to East Bay, C.B., on

Conc., 1310, 1501.
" "ci Halifax and St. Pierre, Con c., 1310.

Militia:
Ammunition, Clothing and Military Stores, 855.
" A " apd "B " Batteries, 865, 1292.
Brigade Majors Salaries, transport expenses, &c.,

854.
Contingencies, Grants to Associations, &c., 862.
Care of Military Properties, 863.
Cartridge Factory at Quebec, 1292.
Drill Instruction and Drill Pay, 860, 1292.
Military Schools and Drill Instruction in Colleges,

865, 1292.
Purchase of four guns, &c., 1507; Conc., 1559.
Royal Military College, 863.
Salaries: Military Branch and District Staff, 853.

Miscellaneous:
Army and Navy, Articles imported for use of, 1198.
Claim of Reuben Lunt, 1558.
Coins, Medals, &c., purchase of, 1557.
Compensation to Jean Louis Légaré, 1508.
Consolidation of Dominion Statutes, 1288.
Erection of Mounted Police Barracks, 1445.
Fishery Warden Mowat, 1274.
Fishermens' Losses through Storms, 1274.
Fox, Mrs. Diana, Reimbursement to, Conc., 1559.
International Fishery Exhibition, 1505.
International Circumpolar Observations, 1507.
Intoxicating Liquors, Act respecting, 1199.
Keewatin, Expenses of Government in, 1199.
Miscellaneous Printing, 1197.
Niagara Falls Commissioners, 1558.
North-West Territories, Expenses of Government

in, 1199.
North-West Mounted Police, Compensation to

Members, 1199.
Unforeseen Expenses, 1198.
Waterbury, D. H., Compensation to, 1199; Conc.,

1312.
North- West .Mounted Police, 1186.
Ocean and River Service:

Canadian Registration of Shipping, on Conc., 1311.
Investigations into Wrecks, &c., 866.
La Canadienne, Repairs, &c., 1272.

1o
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SUPPLY-Con.

CommrTTr-Con.
Ocean and River Service-Con.

Life Boats, &c., and Rewards for Saving Life, 866.
Montreal and Quebec Water and River Police, 866.
Provision for replacing the Steamer Glenaon, 866;

Conc., 1311.
Removable of obstructions ini navigable rivers, 866.
Training Ship Charybdis, 1268; Conc., 1502.
Water Police, Montreal, 1272.

Penitentiaries :
British Columbia, 781.
Dorchestor, 783; Cone., 1498.
Kingston, 779, 1289.
Manitoba, 784, 1505; Conc., 15~9.
St. Vincent de Paul, 782, 1289, 1506.

Pensions:
Veterans of War of 1812, 851.

Post O9ice, 1191.
Public Works-Capital:

Gronnds at Ottawa: Marshall Wood's claim, 1265.
"i " Goodwin's contract, 1265.

Public Works-Income :
Harbors and Rivers: Nova Scotia, 1036, 1267, 1556.

"& "i New Brunswick, 1027, 1444.
"( "g Quebec, 1028.

Ontario, 1028, 1267, 1445,1556;
Conc., 1502.

" Manitoba,1028; Conc.,1312.
North-West Territories, 1029;

on Conc., 1501.
Dredging, 1267 ; Conc., 1501.

Miscellaneous: Hydrographic Survey, 1445.
Public Buildings: Nova Scotia, 926.

"9 "i Prince ]Edward Island, 1023.
"i "9 New Brunswick, 1023.

Quebec, 1023, 12'5, 1355.
"i "i Ontario, 1024, 1265,1266, 1556.
"g "g Manitoba, 1025, 1266, 1354, 1444.
"c "i North-West Territories, 1025.
"i "g British Columbia, 1025.
"g "i Repairs, Furniture, &c, 1026,

1266, 1354.
Roads and Bridges: Union Suspension, 1267.

"i " Manitoba, 1556.
Slides and Booms: Compensation to McHale, 1268.
Telegraphs: Mille Vaches and Murray Bay, 1268,

1355.
Railways and Canals-Capital:

Canals: Lachine, 1145.
"i St. Anne's Lock and Canal, 1438.
" St. Lawrence River and Canals, 1145.
" Williamsburg, 1438.

Welland, 1145, 1438.
Trent River Navigation, 1439.

" Carillon Canal, Dam and Slide, 1146.
Tay Canal, 1442.

" Grenville, 1146.
" Murray Canal, 114C.



INDEX.
SUTPPLY -Con.

CoMMITTEE-Con.

Railway8 and Canas-Capital-Con.
General: Surveys and inspection, 1102.
Intercolonial Ry.: Increased accommodation at

St. John, 1099.
St. Charles Branch and Ferry,

1436.
Wharf- and Elevator, Halifax

Terminus, 1101.
Extension into Halifax, 1230,

1437.
Rolling Stock, 1102, 1230;

Cqnc., 1318.
Beirs of .George Moffat for

transport of rails, 1229.
Superannuation refands, 1102.
J. 0. Nolan, for rent of a build-

ing at St. Octave, 1228.
J. B. McNutt, of Onslow N.B.,

laud damages, 1229.
Pacific Ry.: Canada Central (subsidy) 1095; Conc.

1 315.
Prince Arthur's Landing to Red

River, 095; Conc., 1315.
British Columbia, 1097.
Telegraph lires, 1098.
Station ac&ommodation, 1098.
Subsidy to Company, 1098.

P. E. I. Ry.: Rolling Stock, 1437.
Cape Traverse Ry., 1437.

Railways and Canas-Income:
Canals: Lachine, Dredging in Basin No. 4, 1148.

Chambly, Raising banks, &c., 1148.
"g Swing Bridge at Valleyfield, 1148.
te St. Ours Lock and Dam, 1148.

Welland, Damages to M. C. TJpper, 1443;
Conc., 1502, 1535.

Scientîfic Institutions:
Meteorological Observations &c., Conc., 1311.
St. John Observatory, 1274.

Unprovided Items, 1880-81:
Vide Auditor-General's Report, p. 46, 1292.

CONCURRENCE :

Adulteration of Food, 1312.
Bedson, S. L., Balance due, 1558.
Canada and Brazil Mail Service, 1500.
Canadian Pacific Ry., 1315.
Care of Archives, 1309.
Census, 1309.
Charges of Management, 1303.
Charybdis Training Ship, 1502.
Calling Timber, 1501.
Damages to the M. C. Upper, 1502, 1535.
Dorchester Penitentiary, 1498.
Dredging, 1501.
Fox, Mrs. Diana, Reimbursement to, 1559.
Grant to Parliamentary Library, 1499.
Harbors and Rivera (iari.) 1312; (Ont.) 1502.

SUPPLY-Con.
CONCURRENCE-con.

High Commissioner's Contingent Expeuses, 1500.
Indians, 1312.
Intercolonial Ry. (Rolling Stock) 1318.
Mail Subsidies, 1310.
Manitoba Penitentiary, Exchange of land, 1559.
Meteorological Observations, 1311.

ilitia, purchase of four Guns, 1559.
Ocean and River Service, 1310.
Port Mulgrave and East Bay, C. B., Steam Service, 1501
Publishirg Debates, 1499.
Quarantine, 1310.
Saskatchewan River Improvements, 1501.
Waterbury, D. H., Compensation to, 1312.
Weights, Measures and Gas, 1312.

ST. ANACLET, PARIsH OF, STATION AT: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Piset) 313.

ST. ANNE's LOCK AND CANAL: in Com. of Supply, 1438.
ST. CHARLEs RANCH (INTERCOLONIAL) AND FERRY : in

Com. 6f Supply, 1436.
St. Clair Ry. Bridge and Tunnel Co. B. No. 80

(Mr. Arkell). 10*, 229; 20*, 264; in Com. and 3°*,
1078. (45 Vic., c. 70.)

ST. EMILIE, LIGHTHOUSE AT: Ques. (0fr. Rinfret) 615.
ST. FLAVIEN MAIL SERVICE: Quei. (1fr Rinfret) 222.
St. Francis River Floating of Cordwood Regu-

lation B. No. 118 (Mr. Vanasse). 10, 428.
Supply B. No. 178 (Sir Leonard Tilley). Res. rep.

from Com. of W. and M., 10*, 20* and 3°*, 1559. (45
Vic., c. 2.)

SURROGATE JUDGES OF MARITIME COURT OF ONTARIo:- M. for

Cor. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 45.
SURVEYS AND INSPECTION OF RYs.: in Com. of Supply,

1102.
SURVEYS oF PUBLIC LANDS IN MANITOBA, KEEWATIN AND

N. W. T.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 41.
SWING BRIDGE AT YALLEYFIELD: in Com. of Supply, 1148.
SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY PUBLIC BUILDINGS: Ques.

(Mr. Mc Donald, Cape Breton) 1231.
Synod of the Diocase of Saskatchewan Incorp.

B. No. 51 (Mr. Mills). 1°*, 129; 2°*, 172; in Com.,
444; 3°*, 486. (45 Vic., c. 126.)

ST. HYACINTHE, IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT: M. for State-
ment (Mr. Tellier) 256.

ST. JOHN, COUNTY oF, CENSUS ENUMERATORS IN: M. for

Statement (Mr. Bourassa) 226.
ST. JOHN, INOREASED WHARF ACCOMMODATION AT: in Com.

of Supply, 1099.
St. John (N.B.) Harbor Commission B. No. 163

(Sir Beetor Langevin). Res. prop. 1403; in Com.,
1429; 1°*. 1435; 2Q*, in Com. and 30*, 1549. (45

•Vic., r. . i )
ST. JOHN (N .B ) CUIToM HOUSE, CONTRACT FOR: M. for

Statemeut of Payments (&r. Weldon) 1121.
ST. JOHN OzsEaVAroRY: in Com. of Supply, 1274.
St. John's Bridge Co. Incorp. B. No. 19 (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria). 1°*, 47 ; 2°*, 68; in Co&n. and
30*, 888. (45 Vic., c. 90.)
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St. Lawrence and Pacifie Ry. Ferry Co. Act
Amt. B. No. 91 (Mr. Massue). 1°*, 289; 20*, 312.

ST. LAWRENCE IMPROVEMENT OF, EAST OF PRESCOTT: QueS.
Mr. Lantier) 36.

ST. LAWRENCE,ISLANI)S IN, AT OR NEAR PROCKVILLE: M. for
Cor. respecting Leases, &c. (Mr. Fitzsimmons) 1121.

St. Lawrence Marine Ins. Co. of Canada Incorp.
B. No. 3 (Mr. Gault). 1°', 35; 2°y, 47; in Com.,
296'; 30*, 311. (15 Vic., c. 104.)

ST. LAWRENCE NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENTS: M. for Cor

(-Ur. Blake) 1120.
ST. LAWRENCE RPiVER AND CANALS: in Com. of Su pply, 1145
ST. Louis RIVER, LITTLE, WORKS ON: Qucs. (Mr. Bergeron)

163.
ST. MICHEL WIIARF IMPROVEMENTS: M. for Rep. (Mr.

Amyot) 128 ; Ques., 368, 1231.
ST. OURS LOCK AND DAM: in Com. of Supply, 1148.
ST. RAYMOND AND ST. CASIMIR, SAVINGs BANKS AT: Ques.

(Mr. Vallée' 478.
ST. ROCIH DES AULNETS JARBOR, SURVEY OF: Ques. (1ir

Rinfrer) 1230.
St. Stephen and Calais Ry. Bridge Co. Incorp. B.

No. 97 (AIr. Weldon). 1°*, 289; 20*, 312; in Com
and 3°*, 1078. (45 Vic., c. 75.)

ST. ToMîAS DE PIE REVILLE AND LA BAIE, SAVINGS BANKS

AT: Ques. (Mir. Vanasse) 558.
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITENTIARY, DISSENSIONS IN: in1

Com. of Supply, 782.

TARIFF (CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry.) CLASSIFICATION SHEET OF

ARTICLES UNDER.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1108.
TARIFF, THE, AND AGR1CULTURAL INTERESTS: M. for Sel.

Com. (Mr. Orton) 126; declared out of Order (Mr.

Speaker) 128; M3. for Sel. Com. carried, L57.
TAX ON CANADIAN TOBACCO. [For Deb. see Canadian

Tobacco.]
TAY CANAL, CONSTRUCTION OF WORKS: in com. of Supply,

1442.
TEA AND COFFEE DUTIES, REMISSION OF: M. for Cor. (Sir

Richard J. Cartwright) 41.
Tecumseth Ins. Co. of Canada Incorp. B. No. 41

(Mr. MeLennan). 1°*, 78; 20*, 110; in Com. and 3'*,
669. (45 Vic., c. 105.)

Telegraph and Cable (American) Co. B. No. 17
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 10*, 47; 2°*, 68; in Com.,
221; 3°, 429; B. wthdn., 1571.

TELEGRAPH LINEs, B.C.: in Com. of Supply, 1276.
TELEGRAPH LINES, CANADIAN PACIFIC IRY.: in COm. Of

Supply, 1098.
TELEGRAPH LINES IN THE NORTH-WEST, COST OF MAINTEN-

ANCE, &C.: M. for detailed Statement (Mr. Blake) 172.
TELEGRAPH MLSSAGES AND PUBLIC BUSINESS: M. for Copy

of Instructions (1r. Killam) 1121.
TELEGRAPH SYSTEM OF THE DOMINION: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 73.
Telegraph (word) Declaratory B. No. 166 (Mr.

White, Cardwell). 1°*, 1455; M. to transfer to Govt.
Orders (Sir Hector Langevin) 1533; 20* and in Com.,
1569; M. for 3°, 1571; Amt. (Mr. Mil!s) neg. on a div.,
1571; 3°*, 1571. (45 Vic., c. 40.)

TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION WITH SABLE ISLAND: QURi.
(1Mr. Daly) 45; M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 50.

TELEGRAPUic EXTENSION IN VANCOUVER ISLAND: M. for

Paps. (Mr. Bunster) 228.
TELEPIIO'E ON THE CHAMBLY CANAL: Ques. (Mr. Benoit) 221.
TEMIsCAMINGUE, DAM AT LAKE : M. for Ret. (Mr. Rochester)

1251.
Temporalities Fund (Presbyterian) Board ôf

Management Incorp. Acts Amt. B. No. 66
(11fr. Shaw). 1°*, 172; 2°*, 201; M. for Com., 549;
Amt., delay of one week (Afr. Cameron, Victoria) neg.,
550; in Com., 550; rep., 558; M. for 3°, 696; Amt.
(M. Aniyot) neg. on a div., 698; Amt. (Mr. McLennan)
neg. (Y. 35, N. 130) 715; Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria)
neg. on a div., 716; Amt. (Mr. Mcfougall, Ralton)
carried, 718 ; M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Macmillan) neg. on
a div., 720; 30*, 720. (45 Vic., c. 124.)

TENDERS FOR DOMINIoN CANALS: M. for Copies (Mr. CGO-
tigan) 117.

TENANT FARMER IMMIGRATION: in Com. of Supply, 849.
TIOUSAND ISLANDS: Ques. (Mr. Fitzsinmons) 269.
Three Rivers Harbor Improvement B. No. 128

(Sir -Hector Langevin). Res. in Com. and 10*, 532;
2°*, in Com. and 3°¥, 988. (45 Vic., c. 52.)

Thunder Bay and Minnesota Ry. Incorp. B.
21 (3r. Boultbee). 1°*, 47; 2°*, 68.

TIMBER AND MINING LICENSES ISSUED WITHIN DISPUTED TER-
RITORY: M. for Copies (Mr. Mills) 172.

TIMBER, COAL AND MINERAL LOCATIONS IN N.W.T.: M. for
Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 20.

TIMBER LICENSES GRANTED IN MANITOBA, KEEWATIN AND

N.W.T.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 20.
TIm3BER LICENSES, SYSTEM OF GRANTING: Res. (Mr. Blake)

566.
Tomicco INSPECTORS, APPOINTMENT OF: M. fOr ISt (Alr,

Bechard) 1120.
TOBACCO STAMPS, ENGRAVING AND PRINTING: in Com. of

Supply, 1276.
TOBACCO TAX PAID IN RIMOUSKI: M. for names of personS

(Mr. Fiset) 1253.
TONNAGE DUES AT QUEBEC AND MONTREAL: Res. in Com.

(Mr. lcLelan) 535.
TRAIN CASUALTIES ON INTERCOLONIAL RY.: M. for Ret. (Mr.

IWeldon) 283.
TRAMWAY AT THE GRAND RAPIDS OF THE SASKATCHEWAei:

M. for Rot. (Mir. Bannerman) 172.
TRANSLATION AND PRINTING OF LAND REGULATIONS: QueS.

(31r. Royal) 558.
TRANSLATION OF THE DEBATES, REMARKs ON THE : (Mr.

Fiset) 376; (-.r. Valin) 135Ô.
TRANSPORT OF IMMIGRANTS FROM QUEBEC TO ToRONTO: in

Com. of Supply, 1276.
TRENT RIVER NAVIGATION: in Com. of Suppty, 143U.
TRENT VALLEY CANAL LOCATION SURVEY: Ques. (Mr.

Uanieron, Victoria) 36.
Trinity louse and Harbor Commissioners of

Montreal Act Amt. B. No. 126 (Mr. écLelan).
Res. in Com., 660; 1°*, 661 ; 20, in Com. and °*, 1030.
(45 Vic., c. 43.)



INDEX.
TRURO CUSTOM HOUSE, &c.: in Com. of Supply, 927,
TRUST AND LAND IMPROVEMENT FUND: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Besson) 39.
Trust and Loan Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B.

No. 35 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 1°*, 57; 2°*, 89; in
COm., 1078; M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk)

.carried (Y. 79, N. 55) 1079; 3°, 1080. (45 Vic., c. 111.)
TRUSTEES, FRAUDULENT DIsPoSITION OF PROPERTY BY: M.

for Ret. (Mr.McCuaig) 319.
TuG BoAT "ANNIE STEWART," SERVICES PERFOIIMED FOR

GOVERNMENT: M. for Statement (Mr. Robertson, Shel-
burne) 228.

TYRWHITT, Mr. R., South Simcoe: Announcement of Return
by The Speaker, 172; Introduction, 172.

UNFORESEEN EXPENSES: Statement presented, 18; in Com.
of Supply, 1197.

UNIPORMS FOR CUSTOMS BOATMEN AT QUEBEC : M. for Copies
of Petitions (Mr. Amyot) 316.

UNIFORMS OF LETTER CARRIERS: in Com. of Supply, 1194.
UNION SUSPENSION BRIDGE, OTTAWA; in COM of Supply,

1267.
UNPROVIDED ITEMS IN AUDITOR GENERAL'S REP: in COM. Of

Supply, 1292.
Upper Canada Bank, Claims against, B. No. 171

(Sir Leonard Tilley). Res. in Com., 532, 1503; 1°*,
1521; 20*, in COm. and 30*, 1571. (45 Vic., c. 13.)

"UPPER, M. C.," SCHOONER, CLAIM FOR DAMAGES TO: Ques.
(Mr. Blake) 1231; in Com. of Supply, 1443; Conc.,
1502; Amt. (Mr. Milts) 1535.1

VACANCIES IN THE REPRESENTATION. Speaker's Announce-
ment, 1; See fHousE OF COMMONs.

VALIDITY 0F MARRIAGE IN QUEBEC: M. (Mr. Blake) 55.
VALLEYFIELD, SWING BRIDGE AT: in COm. Of Supply, 1148.
VANCOUVER ISLAND ]RY., CONSTRUCTION OF: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Blake) 41.
VANCoUVER ISLAND RAILWAY: Remarks (Mr. Bunster) in

COn. Of Supply, 1099.
VANCOUVER ISLAND, TELEGRAPHIC EXTENSION IN: M. for

Paps. (Mr. Bunster) 228.
VESSELS IMPORTING SUGAR, SYRUP, MOLASSES: M. for Ret.

showing number (Mr. Rogers) 129.
VETERANS OF THEWAR OF 1812: in Con. of Supply, 851.
VOLUNTEERS, ARMA MENT OF: in Com. Of Supply, 855.
VOLUNTEER COMPANIES IN ALGOMA, FORmuTIoN Or: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 319; in Com. of Supply, 860.
VOLUNTEER DISCIPLINE IN THE 27TH BATTALION: M. for

Reps. (Mr. Mackenzie) 56.
VOLUNTEERS, DRILL PAY AND BRIGADE CAMPS: Deb. in

Com. of Supply, 860, 1292.

Voting at Elections of Kenbers for the H. of
0. in the Magdalen Islands, &c. B. No. 74
(Mr. Fortin). 1, 220.

WATER AND RIVER POLICE, MONTRIAH. AND QUEBEC: in

Com. of Supply, 866.
WATEEBURY, D. H., COMPENSATION TO: fiD Com. Of SUpply,

1199; Cone., 1312.

WATER IEN RIVER NAVIGATION: Ques. (Mr. Scott) 163.
WATER !POLICE AND SHIP LABoRERS STRIKE: in Com. of

Supply, 1272.
"WAUBUNO," Loss0OF THE: in Com. on B. 117, 1215.
WAYS AND MEANS: ReS. for Com., 18; The Budget Speech,

78; reply (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) 96, 140; Deb.
(Sir Charles Tupper) 129; (Mr. Anglin) 147; (-Mr.
-McCallum) 161; (Mr. Boultbee) 192; (Mr. Ross,
Middlesex) 198; (Mr. McLennan) 211; (Mr. Binfret)
214; (Mr. Plumb) 229; (Mr. Mackenzie) 213; (Mr.
Coursol) 251; (Mr. Charlton) 289; (1Mr. Wallace, Nor-
folk) 300; (Mr. Irvine) 304; (Mr. Gigault) 309; (Mr.
McLelan) 329 ; (Mr. Flynn) 341; (Mr. McDonald, C B.)
349; (Mr. Kranz) 351; (Mr. Gillmor) 352; (Mr.
Longley) 359; (Mr. Rykert) 376; (Mr. Paterson, Brant)
390; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 404; (.Mr. Landry) 416;
(Mr. Béchard) 425, 444; ( Mr. Burpee, St. John) 446;
(Mr. Macdonald, Kings, P..I.) 452; (Mr. Killam) 454;
(7Mr. White, Renfrew) 457; (1Mr. Fleming) 458; (1Mr.
Beat.y) 462; (Mr. King) 465; (Mr. Doull) 468; (Mr.
Rymal) 471; (Mr. Gault) 474; (Mr. Snowball) 493;
(.Mr. Kaulbach) 501; (Mr. Mills) 504; (Mr. McDougall,
Pictou) 511; (Mr. Richey) 514; (Sir Leonard Tilley)
517; Res. in Com. 524.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES AND GAS: Cone. 1312.
WELLAND CANAL:

Copies of Tenders asked for ( >I Àilckenzie) 34.
Hunter, Murray & Co's. Contr.cL, M. for Cor. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 57.
Contract for Seetion 27: Remarks on Paps. brought

down (Mr. Mackenzie) 320 ; M. of Want of Confi-
dence, 1240.

Lighting Loceks by Electrie Light. M. for Copies of
Tenders (Mr. Laurier) 328.

Damage done to Lock No. 1 in 1881: Ques. (Mr.
Ârkell) 1108; in Com of Supply, 1145, 1438.

Westbourne, Portage and North-Western Ry.
Co. B. No. 20 (Mr. Boultbee). 1°*, 47; 20*, 68; in
Com., 588; 30*, 615. (45 Vic., c. 80.)

Western Bank of Canada Incorp. B. No. 133
(Mr. Williams). 1°*, 541; 20*, 558; in Com. and
30*, 950. (45 Vic., c. 64.)

WHITE ROCK MILLS POST OFFICE: QueS. (Mr. Borden) 478.
WHITEY HARBOaR IMPROVEMENTS: Que8. (Mr. Robertson,

Shelburne) 313.
WILLIAMSBURG CANAL: in Com. of Supply, 1438.
Williams ManufacturingCo. B. No.69 (Mr. Gault).

1*, 192; 2°*, 221; in Com. and 30*, 823. (45 Tic.,
c. 118.)

WINNIPEG, ACCOMMODATION FOR IMMIGRANTS: Que. (Mr.

Scott) 255.
WINNIPEG AND BRANDON, RATES BETWEEN: Ques. (Mr.

Scott) 163.
Winnipeg and Springfield Bridge Co. Incorp.

B. No. 15 (Mr. Scott). 10*, 47; .*, 68; in Com.
and 3°*, 888. (45 Tc., c. 92.)

WINNIPEG AND SOUTH-EASTERN RY. 00.'S ACT, DISALLOWED:

M. for Cor., &c. (31r. Cameron, Huron) 40.
WINNIPEG DRILL SHED: Ques. (.fr. Soott) 163.
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INDEX.
WINNIPEG POST OFFICE, INSUFFICIENT ACCOMMODATION:

Ques. (Sir Richard .1 Cartwright) in Com. of Supply,
1194; Vote, 1266; Removal of Officers : Ques. (fr.
Blake) 1573.

WINNIPEG, STATISTICAL BUREAU AT: Ques. (Mr. Scott) 255.
WINDSOR AND ANNAPOLIS RY., EARNINGS OF THE: M. for

Statement (Mr. Killam) 171.
Windsor and Pictou Branches of the Inter-

colonial Ry. B. No. 156 (Sir Charles Tupper). 14,
1253; Z', 1543; in Com., 1549; 3°*, 1551. (45 Vie.,
c. 16.)

WINDSOR BRANCH RY.: in Com. of Supply, 1230.
WINTER COMMUNICATION BETWEEN P.E.I. AND TUE MAIN-

LAND: M. for Copies of Cor. (Mr. Brecken) 224.
WINTER TERMINUS OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry.: M. for

Copies of Petitions, &c. (M1fr. Domville) 166.
11

WOOD. LION. E. B, CHARGES AGAINST: Answer to Petition
of H. J. Clarke and others: M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton)
20; M. for reading the Journ alis (Mr. Schultz)
372, 481,12 14; M. for Specia1 Com., 1235; Amt. (31r.
Rykert) 1235; Deb. adjd. 1237.

Woop, MARSHALL, CLAIM OF: in Com. of Supply, 1265.
WOODSTOCK (N.B.) POST OFFICE: Ques. (Mr. Irvine) 48.
WOLFE ISLAND> LIGHTFoUSE KEEPER, COMPLAINTS AGAINST:

M. for Letters, &c. (AIr. Gunn) 1122.
WOOL IMPORTATIONS AND DUTIES COLLECTED: M. for Ret.

(Mr. M31acdonell, Lanark) 288.
WORKING SXPENSES AND REVENUE OF INTERCOLONIAL RY.

M. for Statement (Ir. Gigault) 288.

YARMOUTH AND PUBNICO, DREDGES AT: Remarks (Mr.
Killarn) in Com. of Supply, 1029.
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